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PUBLISHERS' NOTE ON THE COMPLETED WORK

The publication of the Atlas,which is incorporated in the present edition, completed the plan of The Century

Dictionary and Cyclopedia. As the Cyclopedia of Names grew out of the Dictionary and supplemented

it on its encyclopedic side, so the Atlas grew out of the Cyclopedia, and serves as an extension of its

geographical material. Each of these works deals with a different part of the great field of words,

—

common words and names,— while the three, in their unity, constitute a work of reference which prac-

tically covers the whole of that field. The two new volumes now issued make the material of the Dic-

tionary and Cyclopedia complete. The total number of words and names defined or otherwise described

in the completed work is over 500,000.

The special features of each of these several parts of the book are described in the Prefaces which will

be found in the first, ninth, tenth, and eleventh volumes. It need only be said that the definitions of the

common words of the language are for the most part stated encyclopedically, with a vast amount of

technical, historical, and practical information in addition to a wealth of purely philological material ; that

the same encyclopedic method is applied to proper names—names ofpersons, places, characters in fiction,

books—in short, of everything to which a name is given ; and that in the Atlas geographical names, and

much besides, are exhibited with a completeness and serviceableness seldom equaled. Of the Century Dic-

tionary and Cyclopedia as a whole, therefore, it may be said that it is in its own field the most com-

plete presentation of human knowledge— scientific, historical, and practical— that exists.

Moreover, the method of distributing this encyclopedic material under a large number of headings,

which has been followed throughout, makes each item of this great store of information far more acces-

sible than in works in which a different system is adopted.

The first edition of The Century Dictionary was completed in 1891, that of the Century Cyclopedia of

Names in 1894, that of the Atlas in 1897, and that of the two new volumes in 1909. Each of the works

published at the earlier dates has been subjected to repeated careful revisions, and the results of this scrutiny

are comprised in this edition.

THC DE VINNE PRESS
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj adjective.

abbr abbreviation

abU ablative.

ace accusative.

accora accommodated,accom-

modation.

act. active.

adv adverb.

AF Anglo-French.

tigrt agriculture.

AL. Anglo-Latin.

alg. algebra.

Amer American.

aiiat. anatomy.

anc. ancient.

antiq antiquity.

aor aorlBt.

appar apparently.

At Arabic.

arch. architecture^

archseol archaeology.

arith.. arithmetic.

art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.

astroL astrology.

astron. aatronoroy.

attrib attributive.

aug augmentative,

Bav Bavarian.

Beng. Bengali

bioL biology.

Bobem. Bohemian.

bot botany.

Bras. Brazilian.

Bret.- Breton.

bryol bryology.

Bulg Bulgarian.

carp. carpentry.

Cat Catalan.

Cath. Catholic.

cans. cauaative.

ceram. ceramics.

cf. I* eoT\fer, compare
ch. chnrch-

ChaL Chaldee.

chem chemical, chemistry.

Chin Chinese.

chron chronolog>'.

colloq colloquial,colloquially.

com. commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. composition, com-

pound.

compar. comparative.

conch- conchology.

conj conjunction.

contr. • . . contracted, contrao-

tioD.

Com Cornish.

craniol cranlology.

cranium craniometry.

crystal crystallography.

D Dutch.

Dan Danish.

dat dative.

def. definite, definition.

derlT. derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

diff different

<Um diminutive.

distrlb dlstrlbatire.

dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.

E. East

£. ^ng\iah(umaUymean'

tn^modem English).

eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.

econ economy.
e. g ;— L. exempli gratia, for

example.

Egypt Egyptian.

E. Ind East Indian.

elect electricity.

embryo! embryology.

Eng. English.

engin engineering.

entom entomology.

Epis. Episcopal.

equiv equivalent

esp especially.

Kth Ethiopic,

ethnc^ ethnography.

ethnol ethnology.

etym etymology.

Eur. European.

eyclam exclamation.

f., fem feminine.

F. French {ttsuaUy mean-

ing modern French).

Flem Flemish.

fort fortification.

freq frequentative.

Fries. Friesic,

lut future.

O. Gerraan(ugnallym£an~

ing Xew High Ger-

man).

Gael. Gaelia

galv galvanism.

gen genitive.

g«og geography.

geoL geology.

geom geometry.

Goth. Gothic (McesogothicX

Gr. Greek.

gram grammar.

gun gunnery.

Heb Hebrew.

her. heraldry.

herpet herpetology.

Bind Hindustani.

hist history.

horol horology.

hort horticultura

Hung. Hungarian.

hydrwil hydraulics.

hydroB, hydrostatics.

Icel Icelandic {usually

meaning Old Ice-

Ian die,o/Aerwue coA-

ed Old Norse).

Ichth ichthyology.

1. e. , . L. u2 f«t, that Is.

impers. impersonal.

impf. imperfect

impv imperative.

improp Improperly.

Ind Indian.

ind indicative.

Indo-Eur Indo-European.

indef Indefinite.

inf infinitive.

Instr InstrumentaL

Inter] Interjection.

Intr.,intran8. ..intransitive.

It. Irish.

irr^. Irregular, irregularly.

It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.

L. Latin {usually mean-

ing classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.

LO Low German.

iIchenoL llchenology.

Ut literal, literally.

lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.

llthol lithology.

LL Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.

M Middle.

mach machinery.

mammal mammalogy.

manuf manufacturing.

math mathematics.

MD Middle Dutch.

ME Middle English (o(A#r-

icise eaUed Old Eng-

liflh).

mech. mechanics, mechani-

cal.

med medicine.

mensur. mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.

meteor. meteorology.

Mex Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.

MEG Middle High German.

milit military'.

mineral mineralogy.

ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG Middle Low German.

mod modern.

mycol. mycology.

myth mythology.

n noun.

n., neut neuter.

N. New.

N North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

nant nauticaL

nav navigation.

NGr. New Greek, modem
Greek.

NHG New High German
{UJntaUy simply G.,

German).

NL. New Latin, modem
Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm Norman.
north northern.

Norw Norwegian.

numis. numismatics.

O Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg. Old Bulgarian {other-

wise called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.

OD. Old Dutch.

ODan. Old Danish.

odont(^. odontography.

odontol odontology.

OF. Old French.

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGael Old Gaelic.

OHG Old High German.

Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.

OLG Old Low German.

ONorth Old Northumbrian.

OPruss. Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.

omith ornithology.

OS Old Saxon,

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part participle.

pass passive.

pathol pathology.

perf perfect.

Pers. Persian.

pers jwrson.

persp perspective.

Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.

Pg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.

Phen Phenician.

phllol philology.

philos philosophy.

phonog phonography.

photog photography,

phren phrenology.

phys. physical.

physiol physiology.

pl.,plur plural.

poet poetical.

polit political.

Pol Polish.

poss possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr present participle.

Pr. Proven(;al {tisually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref. prefix.

prep preposition.

pres present.

pret preterit.

priv privative.

prob probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.

pros. prosody.

Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.

psychol psychology.

q. V L. quod (or pi. qua)

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.

repr representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Rom Roman.
Rom. Romanic, Romance

(languages).

Rnss Russian.

S South.

S. Amer. South American.

Bc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.

Sc Scotch.

Scand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.

sculp sculpture.

Serv Servian.

sing. singular.

Skt Sanskrit

Slav. Slavic, Slavonic.

8p. Spanish.

subj subjunctive.

superl superlative.

surg surgery.

aurv surveying.

8w. Swedish.

syn synonymy.

Syr Syriac.

technol technology.

teleg telegraphy.

teratol teratology.

term termination.

Teut Teutonic.

theat theatrical.

theol theology.

therap therapeutics,

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trans. transitive.

trigon trigonometry.

Turk Turkish.

typog t>T>ography.

ult ultimate, ultimately

V verb.

var variant.

vet veterinary.

V, L intransitive verb.

V. t. transitive verb.

W. Welsh.

Wall Walloon,

Wallach Wallachian.

W. Ind. West Indian.

zoOgeog. zoogeography.

EOdl zodlogy.

zoOt zootomy.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang.

a as in fate, mane, dale,

a as in far, father, guard.

& as in fall, talk, naught,

a as iu ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear.

e as in met, pen, b'ess.

e as in mete, meet, meat.

6 as in her, fern, heard.

i as in pin, it, biscuit.

i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor,

o as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

as in tub, son, blood,

as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. is, x).

as in pull, book, could.

German U, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates its abbreviation and lighten-

ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual-

»*y. See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

S, as in prelate, courage, captain.

e as in ablegate, episcopal.

o as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of

the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and

in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the

short «-sound (of but, pun, etc.). See Preface,

p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican.

e as in prudent, difference.

j as in charity, density.

o as in valor, actor, idiot.

& as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

u as in nature, feature.

A mark (w) under the consonants t, d, s, z in-

dicates that they in like manner are variable to

c)i,j, sh, zh. Thus:

t as in nature, adventure.

d as in arduous, education.

g as in pressure.

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

ch as in German aeh, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouilW) 1.

' denotes a primary, " a secondary accent. (A

secondary accent is not marked if at its regular

interval of two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read /rom; i. e., derived from.

> read whence; i. e., from which is derived.

+ read and ; i. e., compounded with, or with suffix.

= read cognate with; i. e., etymologically parallel with.

•/ read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed,

or asserted but unverified, form,

t read obsolete.

* references so marked are to the supplementary volumes.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word in-

dicates that the word so marked is distinct

etymologically from other words, following or

preceding it, spelled in the same manner and

marked with different numbers. Thus :

bacfcl (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

back^ (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back^ (bak), V. To furnish with a back, etc.

back^ (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), n. The earlier form of bat^.

back3 (bak), n. A large flat-bottomed boat,

etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the

credits to the quotations, as " No." for number,

"st." for stanza, "p." for page, "1." for line,

^ ioT paragraph, " fol." iov folio. The method
used in indicating the subdivisions of books
will be understood by reference to the follow-

ing plan

:

Section only } 5.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only iii.

Book and chapter

Part and chapter

Book and line

Book and page ) iii. 10.

Act and scene

Chapter and verse

No. and page

Volume and page II. 34.

Volume and chapter IV. iv.

Part, book, and chapter II. iv. 12.

Part, canto, and stanza II. iv. 12.

Chapter and section or 1[ vii. ^ or IT 3.

Volume, part, and section or IT . I. i. 5 or H 6.

Book, chapter, and section or IT . . I. i. $ or H 6.

Different grammatical phases of the same
word are grouped under one head, and distin-

guished by the Roman numerals I., II., III.,

etc. This applies to transitive and intransi-

tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives,

to adverbs used also as prepositions or con-

junctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or

all of the words in a synonym-list indicates

that the words so distinguished are discrimi-

nated in the text immediately following, or

under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are

sometimes divided indicate the senses or defi-

nitions with which they are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-

ease) letter, or with a capital, according to

usage. When usage differs, in this matter,

with the different senses of a word, the abbre-

viations Icaj).'] for "capital" and [l. c] for

"lower-case" are used to indicate this varia-

tion.

The difference observed in regard to the

capitalizing of the second element in zoologi-

cal and botanical terms is in accordance with

the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus,

in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of

two words the second of which is derived from

a proper name, only the first would be capi-

talized. But a name of similar derivation in

botany would have the second element also

capitalized.

The names of zoological and botanical classes,

orders, families, genera, etc., have been uni-

formly italicized, in accordance with the pres-

ent usage of scientific writers.



3. As a symbol : (e) M de-
notes (1) magnetic moment:
usually printed in old Eng-
lish

; (2) a gaseous pres-

sure of the millionth of an
atmosphere. {(1) /i denotes
(1) magnetic permeability
or the specific conductivity
of any substance for lines of

magnetic force
; (2) the coefficient of friction,

(e) m stands for the intensity or strength of

a magnetic pole. (/) m^ stands for square
meter.^, /«•* for cubic meters.— 4. As an abbre-
viation : (n) In titles, M. stands also for Mar-
quis, Matthew (a book of the New Testament),
a.oi Monsieur, (g) In a ship's log-book, )«. is

an abbreviation (2) of moderate, (h) In a
chart, m. stands for mud; in meteor., for mist;

in Ophthalmol., for myopia, (i) In;)/iar., M. or

m. stands for macerare (macerate), manipulus
(a handful), mensura (measure or by measure),
minimum (minim), misce (mi.x), mistura (mi.\-

ture). (j) In astronomical tables, M. or m.
(abbreviation of L. meridies) indicates merid-
ian or meridional : 12 M. stands for noon.
See .1..V. and P.M. (/.•) In astron., M. stands
for Messier, referring to his catalogue of 103

nebulsB and star-clusters: thus, 51M. or M.51
is the famous whirlpool nebula. (0 M. stands
for Monday; M. or hi., for niile or miles, mill

or mills, month or months, moon, muster; m.,

for married, masculine, middle, minutes, morn-
ing, and the Latin vtille (a thousand).

maal (mal), n. [Norw. Dan. nj«ai = Sw. mdl =
Icel. mdl, speech, language.] In Norway, lan-

guage : a term occurring in several compounds
of 8,>me historic note, as maalstraar, ' the lan-

guage struggle,' namely, the struggle to substi-

tute the landsmaal, or 'popular speech,' as

partly normalized by Aasen in his grammar
(1&48) and dictionary (1858 and 1873), in place
of the rigsmnal, or ' national speech,' the liter-

ary Norwegian, nearly identical with Danish.

The close of 1893 and the beKinning of 1900 were occu-
pied by a discussion, which drowned all other interests,

and in which every Norwegian author t^xik part, as t« the
adoption of the landtfrnnal. or composite dialect of the
peasants, as the national lanj^ua^e in place of the ri'jg.maal

or I )ano- Norwegian. Political prejudice preatly embit-
tered the controversy, but the pnjpfjsition that the larulg-

maal, which dates from the exertions of Ivar Aasen (7. r.)

in IH.V), should oust the lan^uu^'e in which all the classics

of Norway are wnitten, was opfMjsed by ahnost every phi-
lolof;ist and writer iu tlie country, particularly by Bj6mw)n
and .s»jphU8 Bu(;t;e (bom IbXJ). On the other side, Ame
GarborK's was almost the only name which carried any
literary weight Eneye. Brit, XXXL 275.

ma'am, n. At the British Court it is used, in-

stead of ' madam,' in addressing the queen or a
royal princess.

ma'amselle (miim-zer), n. An Englished form
of mademoiselle.

maar (miir), n. [G. dial., a form of meer, sea

:

see mecel.] Ingeol.: («i A local German name
originally applied to certain small crater-lakes

in the recently extinct volcanic region of the
Eifel, near Bonn, on the Rhine. The craters
were believed to have resulted from e-xplosive

outbreaks, without emissions of lava, (i)

Technically, any crater which has been pro-
duced by an explosion unaceompanioil by lava.

.tniirils and Mag. Nat. Hist., Feb., 1904, p. 133.

maara-shell (mii'rii-shel), n. A large orna-
iiuiital top-shell, Turbo margaritaceus, found
in the South Pacific.

maatje (miit'ye), n. [D., a small measure, a
deciliter, dim. of maat, measure : see metc^, m.]

The name given in Holland to the deciliter.

mabi (mii-be'). "• [Carib.; cf. mabby, mobby,
motiei-.'\ 1. A name in Porto Rico for a West
Indian tree of the buckthorn family, Volubriua
reclinatti, yielding a heavy, hard, strong, dark-
brown wood and a medicinal bark. See naked-

tcood.— 2. A drink prepared from the bark of

the mabi and also from that of Colubrina Colu-

hrina. It is commonly sold in the markets and
peddled in the streets of Porto Rico, where it

is used as a beverage and as a remedy forindi-
gestion.

mabolo (ma-bo'lo), V. [Bisaya mabolo.'] In
the Philippine Islands, the kamagon, Vio.^-

pyros discolor, which bears an edible fruit

covered with down. Also called talang. See
*lcamagon.

mac (raak), n. Short for macadam. [Colloq.]

Until of lat« years little attention was paid U} "Mac' for
it was considered in no way distinct from other kinds of
street-dirt Mayhcie, London Labour, II. 197.

Mac, Mace. Abbreviations of Maccabees.
macabi (ma-kii'bi), n. The ladyfish.

macadam, «. 2. The material used for a
macadam pavement

—

Tar-macadam, the material
used in a fonn of macadam roadway or pavement in which
the broken stone for the upper courses is treated with
coal-tar for the purpose of increasing the strength and
durability of bond, preventing the fonnation of diist, and
renderinp: the surface of the roadway impervious to
moisture.

macadamito (mak-ad'am-it), n. An alloy con-
taining about 72 per cent, of aluminium, 24
per cent, of zinc, and 4 per cent, of copper.
It is said to possess a tensile strength of more
than 44,000 pounds to the square inch. Min-
eral Resources of V. S., 1902, p. 233.

macadoub (mak'a-dcib), 11, [Etym. uncertain;
probably S. A. Indian.] A name given by
natives of British Guiana to a luminous larvi-

form insect, probably the larviform female of

a coleopterous insect of the tribe I'hengodini.

Probably same as *railicay-beetle (which see).

Mr. C. W. Anderson exhibited a specimen of a light-

ffiviu}; larva brought by him from near the boundary of

British Guiana with Brazil, exhibiting when living a ruby
liglit in its head, and a double row of phosphorescent
siMjts along the body, two on each segment. These lights

were not intermittent but glowed continuously. This
presumed coleopterous larva was called "viacadimh " by
the natives, and is not uncommon in the region named.

Attienaum, Nov. 30, 1907, p. 694.

macana (mil-kii'nil), n. [Arawak of the
Greater Antilles macana, a war-club; also in

various idioms of the isthmus of Panama.]
1. A war-club made of heavy wood, or some-
times of stone, formerly used by the Indians
in parts of the West Indies. Through the Span-
iards the word was circulated in many part* of .Spanish

America and l>ecame incorporated as a designation for

Indian war-club in general in many Indian t4;)ngue8,

alongside of original native terms. It is used chiefly by
.Spanish authors, although the Indians occasionally use
it also.

2. A common name of Eigenmannia hum-
boldli, a fish of the family Gymnotidx, found
in rivers near Panama.
macaroni, «. 5. A vulgar name in Jamaica
for a Mexican quarter-dollar, or, afterward,
for an English shilling. [Spelled maccaroni;
also called macaroiii-pieee.^

macaronicism (mak-a-ron'i-sizm), n. {maca-
ronic + -ism.] The literary style known as
macaronic. See macaronic, a., 3.

macaronism (mak-a-ro'nizm). 1. Imacaron-i
+ -ism.] The style and manners of a maca-
roni ; dandyism. See macaroni, 3.

macasla (mii-kiis'lil), n. [Bisaya macasla.] A
shrub whoso root affords a counterpoison, and
whose fruit is poisonous to fish. A mixture
containingthe poison is thrown into the water.

The fish are stni)efied, rise to the surface, and
are easily caught.

macauco (niii-kii-o'ko), n. [W. Ind.] In
Guiana and the British West Indies, the larva

of a cerarnljycid beetle of the genus Prionus.

This larva is, or was, eaten by both whites
and blacks, after cleaning and roasting.

Macaulayese (ina-kit-la-es'), n. The literary

stvie of the historian and essayist, T. B.

M;icaulay(1800-1«.'')9).

maccaluba (mak-a-lo'ba),n. [Sicilian name.]
An eruptive vent whence gases (usually hydro-
carbons), brines, mud, and, less often, boul-

ders are blown out, building small cones
755

which resemble normal volcanoes. Such
vents have no apparent connection with true
volcanoes but are due to the generation of gas
in the depths.
On the otlier hand, solfataras and jpits of boiling mud

(inaccaltibas) are very common in the volcanic regions
where tuff is the predominating ntck. The solfataras at
Krisuvik and M^vatn [in Iceland] are very well known.

Geori. J,mr. (R. G. S.), XIII. 513.

M. Acct. An abbreviation of Master of Ac-
counts.

macC'^ (mas), »j. [Origin obscure.] Swindling;
a swindler; a swindling loan-office On mace,
on tick.

mace* (mas), v. t. and i.
;
pret. and pp. maced,

ppr. macing. [See *mace *, «.] To swindle.
Maced, An abbreviation of Macedonian.

macMoine (ma-sa-dwon'), n. [F., a medley,
a mess, lit. Macedonia ; in allusion perhaps to
the chronic confusion in modern Macedonia.]
1. A mold of jelly containing a mixture of
fruits ; also, a mixture of vegetables served as
a garnish to meat or, with a sauce, as a vegeta-
ble dish or as a salad.— 2. Hence, figuratively,

any mixture of unrelated things.
That stiange viacedoiue of mental and moral qualities

—

the late Count Ourowski—once remarked to James Rus-
sell Lowell, with that easy superiority of knowledge about
this country which is the monopoly of foreigners, that we
have no singing birds.

Sprinfffield Republican, June 23, 1902.

macene (ma-sen'), «. Imac(e)^ + -ene.] A
colorless liquid terpene, CiQHie, contained in
oil of mace. It has an odor of thyme.
macer^ (ma's^r), n. [mace* + -efl.] A swin-
dler.

Maceration process. See *proccss.

mach., macnin. Abbreviations (a) of ma-
chinery: (b) oi machinist.

machxracanthus (ma - ke - ra - kan ' thus), n.

[NL., < Gr. /;d;i a(pa, knife, -f- aKavda, thorn.]
The fin-spines of a genus of Devonian selach-
ians or sharks of large size : the only parts of
these fishes yet known.
machaerodontine (ma-ke-ro-don'tin), a. \_Ma-

chserodus {-odont-) -f -ine^.} Related to or
having the characters of Macheerodtts.

machairomancy (ma-ki'ro-man-si), n. [Gr.

unxaipn, knife, sword, + /lavTcia, divination.]
Divination by means of a sword.
machan (ma-chan'), n. [Also )«!«!7«jn/ <Hind.
machdn, an elevated platfonu.] In tiger-shoot-

ing, a high platform or some device to protect
and conceal the hunter while he is watching
for the tiger. The machan is usually built in
a tree and is concealed by the branches.
We stayed three days, trying every means which might

enable us to shoot a specimen (buffalo), but without luck.

Sve tried »rtacA«?M at night ; we tried walking round the
outskirts in bright moonlight, and nearly with success.

Geug. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIIL 262.

machete, n. 2. (h) Same as cutlas-fi.'ik.—3.
A small guitar with four strings, common in

Portugal. Its usual tuning is an octave above
that of the ordinary guitar.

machetero (raa-cha-ta'ro), ». [Sp., < machete,
machete.] A person who carries and uses a
machete or cutlass.

machicot (miish-i-ko'), n. [OF. maehicot, a
minor singer in a choir.] In music, a singer
who is skilful in machicotage.
machicotage (mash-i-kd-tazh'), «. [F., <

machicot; see ^machicot.] In medieval music,
the practice or effect of adding passing-notes
and other embellishments to a plain-song mel-
ody.

machilla (ma-ohil'ii), n. [East African.] A
hammock or chair slung on a pole and carried
by porters.

machine, "— Beatlng-out machine. Same as
^levding-muehitw. — Belt-machine. Sec *tiaviipa2>fr.

intj-machiiie —Bomhardt's machine, a jjortable frio
tional electrical machine ninch used in France for liring

explosives in blasting.— Compound machine, a dyna-
mo-electric machine which lias two lield-windings. a
Bhunt-winding which receives a small branch current at

full voltage, and a series-winding having only a few turns

of large size, which receives the full ai'mature current, or a



machine
large part tliereof. before it passes to the external circuit
—Convertible cutting-machine, an apimmtusused by
cniLkfi-bakei-s. It luii l>echan^'e»l from a cuttin>.'-niHchine

into a iMinning-niaehine, or vice versa.—Expanding ma-
chine, a machine for expanding the end ut n jiipeor tube
to secure it in a Hange or tube-sheet,—Fiber-cleaning
maclilne. p^ee U'a/-itnber i/mcAujc—Gamett machine,
a macliine siniihu- to a wHx>l-carding machine, witli two
large eylindei's and a number of small t4>iHn.»llt'rs, but
with stronger ca''ding-teeth, nsed for opening wool wast«,
especially yum waste : named after the original builders,

P. and c'. Ganiett. of Oleckheaton. England. See cut at
•f/arHc/f.— Magneto-electric machine. See electric

machine, under '?<<^-(<*. Matrix-rolling machine.
See mnfrij.-Moving-picture machine. Ste -^picture.—Nall-maklng machine, a machine for making cut
nails, by cutting them from a strip and foi-ging the heads ;

also, a machine in which wire nails are formed from wire
of the same diameter as the btnly of the nail.— Paper-CUt-
tlng machine, a machine with a Ion;; and heavy blade
of steel tliat 4uickly cuts many sheets of pajjer to the re-

quired Uii-th or width.— Rounding-and-backlng ma-
chine, in h'tokhiniliifj, sjime as ri>iiii(lin;i-}naehiiie {I').—
Saud-disk machine. see *stnHlpnfH'rin;/-miii-hitU'.~

Sash-sticking and -plowing machine, see -kiitickeri,

4.— Screw-measuring macnlne, a miuhine having a
microscope and mieronietcr fur measurinu' tlie diametei"s

and pitch and angle of thread on a screw.— Serles-ma-
Chlne, in elect., a dynamo-electric machine in which the
field exciting-coils are connected in series to the annature,
so that the whole or a large piirt of the annatnre cuiTcnt
traverses the fleld-coils, but only a small part of the vol-

tage generated by the machine (or supplied to it, in a
motor) is consumed by the tleld-coils, which then consist

of relatively few turns of lai-ge wire or copper bars.

—

Shunt-machine^ in elect., a dynamo-electric machine
in which the Held exciting-coils are connected in shunt to

the armature, and B>i receive only a small part of the total

machine cun-ent, at full or nearly full machine voltage.

The heUl-coils then contain verj- many turns of rela-

tively small wire,— Sigsbee machine. Same as Sigsbee
-ksounding-innckine.— strip-covering machine. See
-kgtrip-machine.— Synchronous macnlne, in elect., an
altemating-cuiTent macliine revolving in step with the
alternations of the current traversing the machine.—Tln-plckllng machine, a machine for hoisting and
lowering the metal plates into the acid bath in the pro-

cess of i)ickling and washing.—Trulng-up machine, a
machine for turning rollera to a unifonn diameter, as those
on a drawing-frame in cotton-manufactming. — Uni-
versal machine, a nameapplied to certain types of mil-

ling and emery grinding-machines that perfomi various
operations within the siiliere of milling, gear-cutting, and
grinding.—Wimshurst machine, a simple, self-excit-

ing, highly eltlcient induction electrical machine. It con-
sists of two well-varnished glass disks which are rotated
in opposite directions about a fixed horizontal spindle.

"^2^^ ^
Wimshurst Machine.

These disks carry, on their outer surfaces, narrow sections
of tin-foil placed radially at equal angulai" distances apai-t.

Tile electrical charge developed is collected by combs and
condensed in Leyden jars which support the discharging-
rods. Two bent conducting-rods, at an angle of 45° to the
combs, are provided with fine wire bruslles, and twice
during each revolution two diametrically opposite sections
of tin-foil are put in connection with each other.

—

Wire-
fonnlng machine, in gheet-metal work, a general name
for power-automatic machines formeasuring, straighten-
ing, cutting, and fonning wire into handles, ears, bails, and
rings of the sizes and forms used in sheet-metal ware.

—

Zig-ZSg machine. See •koverseaming-machi-ne.

machine-cut (ma-shen'kut), a. Cut or fin-

,islied by machinery; speeifleally, of files, cut
in a filp-eutting machine, instead of by hand.
macMne-fltted (ma-shen'fit"ed), a. Finished
or brought to an exact size in a machine-tool,
instead of by hand.
macMnely (ma-shen'li), adv. By or as if by
a macliine ; correctly. [Eare.]

To the legion of the lost ones, to the cohort of the damned.
To my brethren in their sorrow overseas.

Sings a gentleman of England, cleanly bred, machinely
crammed.

And a trooper of the Empress, if you please.
I{. Kipling, Gentlemen-Kankers, in IJarrack-room

[Ballads, p. 63.

machine-screw (ma-shen'skro), H. A bolt or
screw having a moderately fine machine or
standard bolt-thread, a blunt end, and a fillis-

ter, flat, or button head to be set home by a
screw-driver rather than a, wrench: vseii for
holding together parts of machines or other
metal-work.
machine-thread (ma-shen'thred), n. Cotton
tliread made especially for use on the sewing-
mafhiiie ; sewing-machine thread.

machinism (ma - shen ' izm), n. [machine +

756

-ism.'] The methods of the 'machine' in party
polities, in the United States. Kansas City

Daily Star, April 9, 1903.

machinization (ma-she-ni-za'shon), n. [;««-

chiiii:e + -atioii.'] The process or the result
of maehiniziug.
machromin (ma-kro'min), n. lma{chirin) +
Or. XP"/""} color, -(--i«"''.] A yellow substance,
soluble in water, formed, together with phloro-
glucin, when maclurin is reduced with zinc
and sulphuric acid. When oxidized it turns
blue.

machuelo (ma-cho-a'16), n. [Sp., a small he
mule.] Same as thread-herring, 2.

machuto (ma-cho'to), n. [Sp.] The common
mullet.

macies (ma'si-ez), «. [L. : see meager, emaci-
ate.} Marasmus; emaciation.

macilence (mas'i-lens), n. Same as maeilency.

macilent, a, 2, Of literary products, thin

;

dry; jejune.

mackerel^, n. in Austi-alla, a fish. Scomber an-
tarrficus, Castln., similar to the chub mackerel. Scomber
JajHtnicxtti, Houttuyn ; in Xew Zealand, Scomber austra-
I<if!icus, (_'uv. and Val. E. E. Morris, Austml Englisli.

—

Monterey Spanish mackerel, a scombroid fish,

Sctmiberoworus convolnr, found on the ('alifornia coast.

mackerel-bird (mak'e-rel-berd"), «. A local

English name for young kittiwake gulls,

Larus tridactylus, wliieh begin to fly about the
time that the mackerel come on the coast.

mackerel-breeze (mak'e-rel-brez), «. A fresh
breeze which has good sailing power. Com-
pare mackerel gale (which see, under gale'^).

mackerel-pocket (mak'e-rel-pok"et), V. A
bag of netting immersed in the water to hold
mackerel and keep them alive.

mackerel-spiller (mak'e-rel-spil"6r), n. Same
as *mi(ckcrel-pocJcct.

mackintoshite (mak'in-tosh-it), n. [Named
after J. B. Mackintosh, New York, who died
in 1891.] A silicate of uranium and thorium,
occurring in black nodular masses and also,

rarely, in square prisms: found with gado-
linite in Llano County, Texas. It exhibits

radioactivity in a marked degree.

mackite (mak'it), n. [From a surname (?) +
-ite'^.] A trade-name for a material said to con-
sist essentially of a mixture of asbestos and
plaster of Paris, intended for use in house-
construction as a fire-proof substitute for wood
in floors, partition walls, pipe-coverings, etc.

Maclaorln expansion. Same as MaHanrin'g theorem
(which see, under theorem).— Maclaurin's configura-
tion. See -kconjiguratian.

macleyine (mak-lil'in), n. Same as *protopine.

Maclurea (mak-lo're-a), n. See Maclurites.

maclurin (mak-lo'rin), n. \_Madura + «h2.]

A pale yellow crystalline compound, (OH)-^-

CoH2.CO.CeH3(OH)2 4- HgO; protocatechu-
phloroglucinol. It occurs in yellow-wood,
Morustinctoria {orMadura aurantiaca). When
boiled with concentrated caustic potash or

when heated with dilute sulphuric acid to 120°

C, it yields phloroglucinol and protocateehuic
acid. It loses its water of crystallization at
130° C. and melts at 200° 0. See *7no)-intannic

acid.

Macquaria (ma-kwa'ri-a), n. [NL., from
the river Macquarie.'] A genus of serranoid
fishes found in rivers of southeastern Aus-
tralia.

macro-sesthesia (mak"ro-es-the'si-a), n. [NL.,
< Grv. fiaapoQ, long, large, + aloBr/aic, perception.]

A form of parsesthesia in which objects give
the sensation, when touched, of being larger

than they really are.

macro-axis (raak'ro-ak"sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
/iaKpoc, long, -H L. axis, axis.] In crystal., the
macrodiagonal axis.

Macrobdella (raak-rob-del'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
fiuKpoc, large, -t- 86e/.?.a, leech.] A genus of
large leeches belonging to the family Jchthyoi-
dellidsB. M. decora is sometimes nsed for
blood-letting.

macrobian)^ (ma-kro'bi-an), a. and n. [ Gr.
/iaKpujhoc, long-lived, < fiaKpd^, long, -1- /3/of,

life.] I, a. Long-lived.

II. n. One who has a long life ; a macro-
biote.

Macrobian^ (ma-kro'bi-an), a. [LL. Macro-
bins, < Gr. MaKpdiiioc, a personal name, lit.

' long-lived.'] Pertaining to Aurelius Theodo-
sius Macrobius, a writer who lived probably in
the first part of the fifth century after Christ.
— Macroblan sketches, special map-illuatrations fur-
nished by ;^iacrobius in connection with various passages

macrocytase
in his commentary on C'icero's " Dream of .Scipio,*' which
discuss especially the question of the terrestrial zones,
to which most of the sketches refer.

Macrobius shares with Sallust the peculiarity of special
map-iilusti-ation, arising out of specific passages in tlie

works of each; but whereas the Sallust maps stand com-
paratively apart, these Macrobian sketches, as we have
seen, are clearly members of A large and inleresting
family. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 383.

macrobiostigmatic (mak"ro-bi-o-stig-mat 'ik),

a. [Gr. fiaKpo.iin^, long-lived, + ariyfia, point
(stigma): see stigmatic] In 6o<., having the
stigma long-lived: said of a proterogynous
flower in which the stigma continues recep-
tive to pollen until the anthers mature.
macrobiostigmatous (mak -ro - bi -

o - stlg ' ma-
tus), a. Same as *macrobiostigmaiic.

macrobrachia (mak-ro-bra'ki-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. uanpof, long, -t- jipaxiuv (L. hrachium),
arm.] A condition in which the arms are ab-
normally long or large.

macrobranchiate(mak-ro-brang'ki-at), a. [Gr.
liaKpo^, large. + jipdyxia, gills, -I- -atel.] Hav-
ing large gills; also, of or pertaining to the
large gill: as, the macrolirauchiat^ segment,
which contains the greater gill, in the body of
Nautilus. Opposed to *microbranchiate.
In the body of the animal [Xautilus] two metanieres

are recognized—tlie niicrobranclliate segment, contain-
ing tile smaller gill, the outer osphradium, pericardial
gland, kidney, and kidney oi>ening, with the genera-
tive opening on the right side and the opening of the
pear-shaped body on tlie left ; and the macrobranchiate
segment, containing the greater gill and the inner os-

phradium, pericardial gland, kidney, and renal opening.
Annals and Mag. Xat. Hist., Jan., 1903, p. 135.

macrocentrosome (mak-ro-sen'tro-s6m), n.

[Gr. panpd^, long, -1- E. ceiitrosome.~\ In cijtol.,

thecentrosomeof Boveri, that is, acentrosome
containing a central granule : prob.ably the
equivalent of the ^entosphcre (which see).

Ziegler, 1898.

macrocephalia (mak"ro-se-fa'li-»), n. [NL.]
Same as *macrocephaly.
macrocephalism (mak-ro-sef'a-lizm), n. [rnac-

roeephal(ous) + -ism.] Same as *macroce-
j>halia.

macrocephalus (mak-ro-sef 'a-lus), n.; pi.

macrocephali (-li). [NL., < Gr. pahponiifa/o^,

long-headed : see macrocephalous.] One who
has an abnormally large head.

macrocephaly (mak-ro-sef'a-li), n. [NL.
macrocephaiia, < Gr. paKpoKi<j>a},o(, long-headed.
See macrocephaJous.] The condition of having
an abnormally, or unusually, large head

;

macrocephalia.
The evolution of man from microcephaly to macro-

cephaly has been associated with the passages from niac-
rodontic to a microdontic condition.

Science, Oct 30, 1903, p. .SM.

macrochseta (mak-ro-ke'ta), «.; pi. macrn-
clicCtie (-te). [NL., < Gr. paupdc, long. + x"''''i-

mane (bristle).] One of certain large bristles

on the body of dipterous insects, used in classi-

fication. See *cheetotaxy.

macrochemistiy (mak-ro-kem'is-tri), n. [Gr.
puKpur, long, large, + E. chemistry.] The
chemistry of substances as observed in quan-
tities easily perceptible by the unassisted eye

:

opposed to microchemistry, which deals with
the chemical behavior of substances as seen
under the microscope.

macrochilia (mak-ro-ki'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
paKp6(;, long, large, + ;i;fi/'.of, lip.] Abnormal
thickness of the lips.

macrochilia (mak-ro-ki'ri-a), ». [NL., < Gr.
paicpoc. long, large, + x^'Pj liand.] Abnormal
size of the hands.

macrocnemia (mak-rok-ne'mi-a), «. [NL., <

Gr. panpd^, long, large, -I- Ki'vprj, tibia.] The
condition in which the legs, especially below
the knee, are of abnormal length or size.

macrocnemic (mak-rok-ne'mik), a. [niac-

rocncm(iu) + -ic] Same as '^dolichoctieniic.

macrocosmology (mak'ro-koz-mol'o-Ji), ji.

^macrocosm + -ology.] A description or an
account of the macrocosm.

macrocranial (mak-ro-kra'ni-al), «. [Gr.
paKpd^, long, -t- Kpaviov, skull, -f- -o/l.] In
anthrop., characterized by or exhibiting a
skull of more than middle length.

Dolichocephaly and chamaecephaly in both races are
associated with macrocranial characters.

Biometriktt, Aug., 1902, p. 4«1

macrocytase (mak-ro-si'tas), n. [Gr. paKp6<;.

long, large, + E. cyta.ie.] A cytase (comple-
ment) in the sense of Metchnikofif, derived
from the large lymphocj'tes of the lymph-
nodes, etc.
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macrocyte (mak'ro-sit), h. [Gr. /'atpiic, long, macro-iUuminator (mak'r6-i-lu'mi-na-tor),w. macrophyte (mak'ro-fit), M. [Gt. /jOKpdf, Ions
large, +(.i70f, a hollow (a cell).] A red blood- [Gr. /laKfioc, \oiig,\a,vge, + it. illuminator.'i In a + i/nird;-, plant.] A plant visible to the un-
corpuscle of abnormally large size. mierosoope, a single achromatic combination assisted eye : contrasted with mjorqp/ij^te. See

In Becoudary aii!enii.<)B . . . niicrocjtes . . . disappear of IJ-ineh clear aperture and 2-inch focus, quotation under *dyspUoUc.
as convalescence sets in, and give place to macrocyteK. This lens is mounted to tit into the substage, close to the marronhvkin Cmnlt-ro fit'iki n Tmnm-mil,t,ic

Buck, Med. Handbook, 1. 2M. object, so as to focus the image of the source of light on "Jf''f "i»"J' "l; vmaK ro m IKJ, a imnc) opiiyte

marrorvthemiarmak"r6-si-the'mi-ii> n TGr the objective. Objects up to fully i inch in diameter may + ""^-J Ha%'ing the character of a macrophyte

;

macrocytnemiatmaK ro-siine mi-a;, »i. nxr. be thus Uluminated with absolute uniformity. ItisvaJu- pertaining to macrophytes.
,urt-.,K)(;, long, large, -I- Kirof, a Hollow (a cell), able for photography with the holostigmat and planar macropia (mak-r6'pi-a),n. INL < Gr uaKpdc+ a,Mah\ood.] The occurrence of large red types of lenses. Jour.Roy. }licro8.Soc.,Fe\,. 1903, p. 91. long, large, + <JV,(<;iff-y, eye.] Sameas »te«aro»^
corpuscles m the blood. macrolecitlial (mak-ro-les'i-thal), a. [Gr. sia. " j • j r

macrocytosis (mak'ro-si-to'sis), »i. [NL., < ^a/.p(if, long, large, -t- /imflof, yolk'of an egg.] macropine (mak' ro-pin), a. [Macropns +
Gr. //avwf, long, large, + ^-;Toc, a hollow (a Containing a largo amount of food-yolk : said -)/,(i.] Pertaining to or having the characters
cell), -I- -osis.] Same as * macrocythemia ; of certain eggs, like those of birds, reptiles, of the kangaroos Macropodidse.
also, the process of formation of macrocytes :

sharks, many insects, crustaceans, etc.: op- macroplasia (mak-ro-pla'si-a) n. [NL. <
a tendency to over-size of the red blood-cor- posed to *microlrcithal or *aleeithal. Gr. fiaKpo^, long, large, -I- TrAaai^ a forming.]
puscles. macrolepidopterous (mak"ro-lep-i-dop'te- Overgrowth of apart of the body, or of any
macrodactylia (roak"ro-dak-tiri-a), H. [NL., rus), «. Of or pertaining to the Ifacroifep'i- special tissue.
< Gr. imnpodiKTivo^, long-fingered: see macro- doptcrii. macropodal, «. 2. Iu6o^.,sameas)«ocroporfoKS.
diictyl.'\ Abnormal length or thickness of the macrolophic(mak-ro-lof'ik), o. [Gr. //«(cp<5f, Macropodia, ". 2. [/. c] The condition of
fingers or toes. long, large, + /d^oc, crest, -I- -«c.] In era- having abnormally large feet.

macrodactylism (mak-ro-dak'ti-lizm), n. nioiii., having a high incisor crest in the macroprosopia (mak"ro-pro-s6'pi-a), ji. [NL.,
[maerodactyl + -ism.'] Same as *macrodac- anterior nasal aperture and a sharp alveolar < Gr. iianpuQ, long, large, -t- 7rpdtru7roi>, face.]
tylia. line. Harrison Allen, in Jour. Acad. Nat. Sei. The condition of having a disproportionately

Macrodon(mak'r6-don), «. [NL., <Gr./iaKp<5r, Fliila. , ti. S., X. il9. large face,

long, -I- ui^oic (wWr-), tooth.] A genus of macromania (mak'r6-ma"ni-a), m. [NL.,<Gr. macroprosopous (mak" ro - pro - so ' pus), a.

fishes belonging to the family Krytlirimdse, iiaKpo^. long, large, -(-//aiia, madness.] 1. Same Characterized by macroprosopia.
found in fresh waters of South America. as megalomania.—2. The persistent delusion macropsia (mak-rop'si-ii), «. [NL., < Gr.

macrodontic (mak-ro-don'tik), a. {_macrodont that surrounding objects, including one's own """P^f' l*"'?' '^rge, + di/"f, view.] A state in

+ -(>.] Same as * incgadont, 2. bodv, are larger than they really are. which a visual defect makes objects appear to

macroergate (mak-ro-er'gat), n. [Gr. iiaKpdQ, macromastia (mak-ro-mas'ti-a), «. [NL.,< Gr. ^^ of too great size. Also called macropia and

long, large, -I- f/j;(i7TC, worker.] A very large /'O'-P'if, long, large, -I- //nordf, breast.] Abnormal "'^''"''f*''' .

ergatoid ant {See ''ergatoid.) wheeler has size of the breasts or nipples. MacTOptsrygldaB (mak-rop-te-rij i-de), n. jj/.

shown thatthe enormous size of"Bome of the macroergates niacromazia(mak-r6-ma'zi-a), M [NL < Gr i^i^-, < JUacroptfryx (-yg-) + -idle.'] A family
of /'Addoie rem miitnfa is a swollen condition caused by .,„..„j^ ]„,,„ ia,.„o'4. ,,/,,-a: lirooot 1 Soma of birds containing the tree-swifts of south-
the presence in the body of a parasitic worn, of the genus

''^IXl'JZnastia eastern Asia. They have the vomer narrow
;1™"' ... J ..u u V _ ^ 't - -/,• ..s r»TT ,^ palatinesexteriorlyunnotched; posterior mar-

se?^^\ZnrXr'sSciriKutZr coSd"h'rtht^
macromelia (mak-ro-me'h-a), ,, [NL., < Gr gi„ of sternum concave, with two perforations;

?S"chaSLtery the Xft ants is not 5."e tS the eVoSs ''."'>''<'?. long, large, +t>u<K htnb.] Abnormal and the tarsus shorter than the first digit,
of the attendant workers alone, but also to a certain **'>-« of one or more of the limbs. MacropteryX (mak-rop'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr.amount of mittativen, theI^».macromere«. Inembryol.: (6) One of the ,„„pdf,*^ lon'g, + .npi^,\-ing.] A genus of

™<„.^«flnTa rma^',A.flnra^ „ rp- LnAr
l^rgc yolk-ladcu cclls, foiiud about One pole of birds containing the tree-swifts of south-

Tr?„ -^ VT ^T?/r SI"k» L"v+i?f '^ '^^' *° ^»^ '" '=?"' ?^ unequal segmentation, such eastern Asia and the larger adjoining islands.

T\ , :^ ^^. ; "* ."''""'' '° ^^^ *"*^«^' ^^'''"'' eo^t'-asted They are distinguished from ither swifts by
The Italian botanists. Messieurs Levier and .Sommier, with *micromere. manv anatomical npciiliarities nnd nre nlscprthave given a vivid account of what they call the .n«*ro- .^

, , , -s ,-^ ,

^""7 anatom'ca' pecunarities ana are piacea
jtnra of the Central Caucasus—those wjldllower beds, in macromente (mak-rom'e-nt). n. [Gr. fioKpdc, m a separate family, the Macropterygtdae.
which a man anil a horse may literally be lost to sight, long, -f- //(p"f, a part, +" -ite-.} In petroij., a macrOrMnia (mak-ro-rin'i-a), «. [NL < Gr
the pr(,duct of sudden heat on a rich and s<xlden soil com- ^ock whose component crvstals are large /ia/cpdf, long, large, -^' pic (mi-), nose.] The con-p<»e<l of the vegetaljle nu>ld of ages. Has any competent „i. * u u n '•

i j a 'j.j.- - ^* . » '
ry\h"-^;^^yov.j luvt^uu

hand celebrated the mikr.>flora of the highest ridges, enough to be seen by the unaided eye. Same dition of having a disproportionately large
those tiny, vivid forget-me-nots and gentians and ranun- as *phanerite. Vogelsang. nose.

S?'>n,t'%'lat""^'K;n;Cl?S;mr;l!:"^nJ'enrel maCTOmerozoite (mak"ro-mer-o-zo'it)._«. [Gr. macrosceles (mak-ros'e-les), «. [NL., < Gr.
thehighestrocksofihel!a.«"danoand the Lombard Alps? /^awof, large, -H //fpoc, part, -I- c.voi', animal, -(- imnpooKiAriQ, long-legged: see *macroscclia.'\

Smiiktiinian Rep., iDoi, p. 351. -/7<?2.] In sporozoans, a macrosporozoite : One who is long-legged.

macrogamete (mak-ro-gam'et), n. [Gr. panpd^, contrasted with *micromero:oite. macroscelia (mak-ro-se'li-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
long, +- £. gamete.] A female germ- cell or macromesentery (mak-ro-mez'en-ter-i), n. paipocwf/'w, long-legged, < //oKpdf, long, large,
ovutn. [Gr. //oA/xir, large,+ E. mcsew/cry.] In antho- + (Jtf/'Of, leg.] .Same as *j««croc«c»«m.
Coccidium differs further from Monocystis in that zoans, a large complete mesentery bearing macroscelic (mak-ro-se'lik), a. Pertaining to

the mnjugating gametes are sexually diiferentiated. the gonads and filaments: Contrasted with *micro- or characterized by macroscelia.
small, active one, i*T microgamete, functions a.** the male .

-^

cell, and the larger, (luiescent one, or inacnxjanule, as mesentery. What is more, in a race like the French, there are two
the female or egg cell, while in the gregarine, on tlie The first twelve mesenteries are disposed in couples, <l|stinct types, each having the same measurement, but
other hand, the conjugating gametes are of equal size. and do not differ frtmi those of Actinia except in size. '"^ °"^ '^^'""' '* long-legged (macrogcelic, in the tei-m of

Pop. .«d. Mo., June, 1901, p. 192, The mesenterial pairs, I. II. and III, are attached to the '"" anthropologists), the other short-legged (microscelic).

marrmramfitniTrkA Cmnk . ro- cram'p.tri mt^ « stomodicum, and are called viacromegenteries . . ., but Simlhsaman Itcp., 1901, p. 628.

"^5"°!*^" h.^lar^:^'E.|r,.foS" -'
n Jn^se'nt:",!"

"^^ """^'' '^'^i^^c'^r^^'^ macrOSCOpe (mak'ro-skop) n
.

[Gr.. ,a.p6,,

sporozoans the mother-cell of a macrogamete "jr„r,l„„,,x„ , ^„
/""."^^ «"'; -'^^^- ^5«-

long, large, -f-mom^v, view.] An imaginary in-

or a female element : opposed to *microgameto.
mMromicrometer (mak"ro-mi-krom e-t6r), n. strument, antithetic to the microscope, which

(.,,,,,
^^ •' [l^r. /mxpoc, loT.g, -I- M(AyV/r, small, -f- phpnv, should bring vast regions of the universe

TWooi-«,Tl«<,o4«w™„v»,« „i„ .I'^n « „; rwT measure.] Dolland's micrometer, with wires within the range of vision. See the extract,

"*Grf.°pd^hmg + Vfl^;« ^^^f+^M-\ °°' °"'^°"^'"^ ^y '''' ''"^'""'- ^Obsolete.] we may imagine a ^.croscope. which should shrink
x ,.1. ^.u«po, i„u)„ -T /^.woou, lougue, -r ini.j

jr.arTOVhaxe (mak'ro-fai), »l. [Gr.uoitpdc lone, experience as the microscope expands it, thus disclosingA group of hawk-moths or Sphmguiir, all ot
]ar?e +^,,

;™
e„t ^ A verv larirnha^ocvte '<> ™ "'"«' *"<• "'"'" "< "'""""sity »t once.

which have a remarkably long proboscis. They ''"^^^' T v''"'' eat-J A very large pnagocvte
C. .1. Sfro»y,Why the Mind has a Body, p. 230.

are caile<i the /<«»..«,»„-'">(/ A««;A-mott«. ''''^^"'^^P'^e >im<Bhou\ eeUthat devours other
^ (mak'ro-sizm), «. [Gr paKpdc_. ii.-_/ 1 / I.I.- > r cells. Macrophages develop from small lym- ,^'"°,°^ ^iiian. 10 oi^my, «. lvji .

/luspoj

,

inacrognathl8m(ma-krogna-thizm),n. Imac- phocytes and are found in the lymphoid tis-
lo»K, large, + aaap6<:, an earthquake.] A

rognatli(ic) + -i.sm.] The character or state gues of the alimentarv canal
great earthquake

; a heavy or intense earth-
of being macrognathic. ,_'.',... ._ quake.

inacrographic'(mak-r6-graf'ik), o. [macro- macropnagOCyte (mak-rp-fag o-sit), n. [Gr.
Prof. Milne pointed out the distinction which exists be-

<irai,i((in + -ic.l Relating to or characterized '""'£'*«' '""«. large, f i. pnagoeyte.i same tween macroseieiM or large earthquakes, and micro-

i>^i,-,, r- ^„„-=„ 1,. „,i...J2*:„~ SlS *mucrovh<iqe. seisms, or small earthquakes. The former he described asby large or coarse handwriting. ™, „,„„!,J„„„ ^„„v ,„f'A ,.„.^ « rp, world-shaking disturbances, while as regarded the latter,

macrograpliy (mak-rog'ra-fi), n. \Gt. uaKi>6c, macropnonous (.raaK-roi o-nus;, a. ^ur. therewereaboutthirty thousand such disturbances every

long, large, + -ypn6ia, <">pate.', write.] The /'"y"?"' "C. <
.
/'""/^f- large, -t- <^vi, sound, year, each of which disturbs frmn ten up to several hun-

naftr^f TTorr larcrp nWo^otoiifT. wVitin^ i«™o voicc] Having a loud. Stentorian voice. dreds of square miles of the ei^h s surface.
twe ot ver> large cnaracters in writing, some- -" *' ,,,-,- ^ , ,.< Set. ^mer. Sup., May 2, 1903, p. 22865.
times carried to such an extreme by the insane macrophotography (mak 'ro-pho-tog ra-h), n. m,„ro„eismic fmak-ro-sis'miki a tmacro
that a word of three or four letters will run [Gr ,/aw, long, -t- E. photography.] The '^S^f^TTl Qf t he natTre of a ^
across the entire page. production of an enlarged negative from a

s*^'*'" ^ /"-J yt t lie nature ot a macroseism,

macroevneTmak'r^1in> n FGr uaKo6c lon^ negative by means of th? cr.meVa. Woodbury, '^^''^^ *" "^^
Vf-^'^^e

earthquake, or to one of
macrogyne (maK ro-jin), n. [tjr. /raxpOf, long, p, ° t^.A pi „t_„ _ 07^ ' great area or of long continuance,
largo, +- ;,.,,^. female.] A female, or queen, J^ntyc. inct. j-notog., p. -<*.

In the earthquakes with distint origins, the periods of
unt of conspicuously larger stature than the macropnysical (mak-ro-liz i-kal), a. [Gr. the preliminaiy tremore do not depend upon their dura-
normal female form of the species. Wheeler, pcKpoc, long, large, -t- E. J>hysical.] Of or per- tion, the duration of i)reliminaiy tremors being propor-

1907. taining to the phvsics of matter in the mass :
tional to the distance such earthquake nuition niay have

_ ^14 .' * , . „, „. V ,„.„ . ,, travelled. This is probably true for other phases of
macrohemozoite, macrohaemozoite (mak'ro- opposed to mtcrophy.ncal, which relates to the motion, and it has also been shown to exist for macro-
hetn-o-z6'it), /(. [(ir. /luKpor. large, -t- alua, ultimate structure of matter. P. Drude,T:be- wmntc disturbances. jVafwrc, July 9, 1903, p. 238.

blood, -I- Cv"i'i animal, + -i7X'2.] The large ory of Optics, p. vii. macroseismograph (mak-ro-sis'mo-griif), n.

form of schizont in the development of the macrophysiCS (mak-ro-fiz'iks), «. Thephy.sics [Gr. //a/tpeif, long, large, + m7(T/;<(f, earthquake,
hemogregarine />r<7)«nirfi«TOSfr/)e»(iM»i, which of the relations of large masses, or of bodies as + jpa^e/x, write.] A seismograph adapted
infests various snakes. Compare *microhem- a whole, the problems of ultimate structure for recording large movements of the earth,
ozoite. Lutz. being ignored. or maeroseisms.



macrosepalous

macrosepalous (mak-ro-sep'a-lus), a. [6r.

fiaKpo^, long, large, + NL. sepahim, sepal, +
-OH<.] In /(«(., having long or large sepals.

macrosis(inak-r6'sis), H. [NL., < Gr. //<iKp<j<T/f,

leugtliening, enlarging, */iaKpoii', lengthen,
enlarge, < uaKpo^, long, large.] In pathol., in-

crease in size.

macrosmatic (niak-ro8-mat'ik), a. [Gr. /laKpo^,

long, large,+ oa/j^, smell,+ -atic".'] Having the
organs ot smell, especially the ethraoturbinals,

well developed : contrasted with *micros-
tmitie. According to Turner, the application

of this and related terms depends largely upon
the number of ethmoturbinals, five being char-

acteristic of most osmatic animals, anosmatic
animals having tour or less, and macrosmatic
animals from six to eight.

Echidna, on the other hanii, is, to nse Turner's nomen-
clature, " macronHiatie,"

Proc. Xool. Soc. London^ ISIM, p. 9.

macrosmatisni (mak-ros'ma-tizm), n. Imac-
rosm(it(ir) -f -i*»i.] A characteristic condition
in mammals which consists in their having the
organs of smell well developed. Trans. Lin-

nean Site. London, Zool., Jan., 1899, p. 298.

macrosomatia (mak"ro-sp-ma'shia), H. [NL
.

,

< Gr. naKpoi;, long, large, -I- c(JfJa{T-), body.]
Great size of the body

;
gigantism.

macrosomatous (mak-ro-s6'ma-tus), a. [Gr.

uaKpoQ, long, large, -I- auiia(T-), body, + -OJts.]

In nnnt., having a largo body.

macrosome (mak'ro-s6m), n. [Gr. /iaKp6g,\ong,

large, + auiia, body.] In cytol., one of the
larger granules scattered among the smaller
ones (microsomes) in certain cell-nuclei.
Some cytologists resnxrd the niacrosonies as composed of

chromatin, the microsomes of achromatic substance. Ac-
cording to othere, tile macrosomes are true nucleoli,

whereas the microsomes are true chromatin granules.

macrosomia (.mak-r6-s6'mi-a), fl. [NL.: see
*>Hncrot.-»H(e.] Abnormal size of the body:
gigantism.
macrosporic (mak-ro-spo'iik), a. [mncrospore
+ -!>.] Relating to or of the nature of a
maerospore.
macrosporozoite (mak*ro-sp6-ro-z6'it), n.

[Gr. paKp6(, large, -f E. sj>oio::oitc.'] In
Sporozoa, a large endogenous sporozoite; a
macromerozoite. Compare *microsporozoi1e.

rodwi/ssotzki.

The discovei-y by Schaudinn and Siedlecki of a true

fertilization in a cei"tain number of Sporozoa, for which
the present writer's announcement in 1896 of the sexual

diniorphisui of macrosporuzuitrs and microsporozoites
prepared the way. Ennjc. Brit., XXXII. 814.

Masrostoma, «. 2. sing. A genus of deep-sea
fishes of the family A/yc%)A»r/a'.— 3. shuj. The
typical genus of the family Macrostomulse.

M. hi/strix is found in stagnant water. Van
Seneden.
Macrostomatidae (mak''ro-sto-mat'i-de), n.

pi. [NL] Same as *Macrostomi(1se, 2.

macrostomatOUS (mak-ro-stom'a-tus), a. [Gr.

liaKpoi;, long, large, + aru/ia (r-), mouth,-f- -o««.]

Having a, mouth of unusually large size.

macrostomia (mak-ro-sto'mi-ii), n. [NL.] The
state of having an alinormally large mouth.
Macrostomidse, n. pi. 2. A family of rhab-
doeoelous turbellarians in which the female
gonad is an ovary and the female pore is in

front of the male pore. It contains the genera
Macrostoma, Omahstoma, and Mecynostom:

.

Also called Macrostomatklse.

macrostomoid (raak-ros'to-moid), a. Resemb-
ling the Maeriistomidie ; having a large mouth
or apprture, as a shell.

maCTOStomons ( mak-ros'to-mus), a. Same
as *niacrostomatnn.i.

maCTOStomilS (mak-ros'to-mus), n.; pi. inac-

rostomi (-mi). [NL.] One who has a very
large mouth.
macrostructural (mak-ro-struk'tu-ral), a.

[Gr. iiuKpic, large, -I- E. structure + -a/l.] Of
or pertaining to gross, as distinguished from
microscopic, structure—Macrostructural meta-
morphism. See irmetamorph'tnn.

macrostylous (mak-ro-sti'lus), a. Imacrostyle

+ -r>«.s'.] Same as macrosUjle.

macrotia (mak-ro'ti-a), «. [NL., < Gr. naxpdq,

long, large, -I- oi'c (<Jr-), ear.] Abnormal size

of the ears.

macrotrachelous (maV'ro-tra-ke'lus), a. [Gr.

jiaKpir, long, -I- Tpaxn'fM^, neck. + -o«.?.] Hav-
ing the preintestinal longer than the postanal

part of the body, as certain rotifers.

maCTOtypal (mak'ro-ti-pal), a. [mncrotype +
-aU.] Relating or pertaining to a macrotype:
as, the macrotypal arrangement of the mesen-
teries in anthozoans.
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macrotype (mak'ro-tlp), n.

MICROTYPE MACROTYPE

plete (microtype)
sixth protocnemic
pair and the en-
larged or diminu-
tive alar septa.

Annah and Mag.
Nat. Uist.^ May,
1902, p. 393.

Same as Ma-

[6r. naKpd^, large,

+ rinoi; type.]
A modification
of the usual ar-

rangement of

the mesente-
ries in certain
Zoanthidea, in

, that the mes-
enteries 6, 6,

which form
couples with 1,

1, are macro-
mesenteries:
contrasted
with *micro-

', Some such rela-

^,
' tionship may per-

Macrotype.
j^^p^ jj^^jj between

Diagram of the final arrangement of the the complete {ma-
mesenteries in the ZoafUhr<z, The left of crotype) or ilicom
the figure shows the m.crotypal ; the right, ,,.,^^^^ /.niprotvn*^
the macrotypal arraiigenieiit. The fire mes-
enterial pairs, 1,1: 2, 2 ; 4,4; 5, 5 : 6, 6, oc-
cupy the asulcar aspect of the zooid. and it

is seen that in this region the macroniesen-
tery of each couple is furthest from the sul-
car directives. In this remaining sulcar
region the macromesentery of each couple
is nearest the directives. (From Lankes.
ter's " Zoology.")

Macroums (mak-ro'ms), »i.

vrurii.'i, I.

macrovariolitic (mak"ro-va-ri-o-lit'ik), a.

[Gr. fjai<p6i; large, + E. varioUtic]. Coarsely
variolitic or spotted : applied to certain vario-

litic eruptive rocks. Amer. Geol., Sept., 1904,

p. 139.

macruran, «. II. a. Relating or pertaining
to the Macrura.
Spence Bate maintained that the Schizopoda ought not

to form a separate order but to be ranged as a macruran
tribe. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 479.

macula-ring (mak'ij-la-ring), n. A ring which
surrounds the macula or spot of most acute
vision in man and some of the apes. Philos.

Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1901, ser. B, p. 74.

maculature, ». 3. In etching, an impression
or proof taken upon a sheet of common ab-
sorbent paper laid upon the plate.

One of these [the Hundred Guilder Plate], in the
Museum of Amsterdam, is a * 'inaculatitre,' an impression
on a sheet of ortlinary paper passed over the plate to re-

move the ink. Ro^e Kin'jsley, in Burlington Slag., V. 70.

macule, If. 2. Xr\.pat}iol.,sa.m&a,smacida.

A macule, excoriation, or bulla on the site of the de-
struction. Bach, Med. Handbook, I. 147.

maculicolous (mak-u-lik'o-lus), a. [L. macula,

a spot, + colere, inhabit, -f- -ous.2 In hot.,

found in definite spots upon the surface of

leaves or stems : applied to fungi.

maculiferoTlS (mak-li-lif-e-rus), a. [L. macula,
spot, + ferre, bear, + -ous.} Covered with
spots ; bearing spots.

maculopapular (mak''''u-lo-pap'u-lar), a. [L.

macula, spot, + papula, pimple, -I- -nr^.] Both
macular and paptilar.

Mad., Madm. Abbreviations of Madam.
Madagass (mad-a-gas'), H. 1. Same as Jfo?a-

g(ii<y.^2. A light-colored Jamaica negro
whose hair is more nearly straight than is

usual with the race.

madarin (mad'a-rin), n. Same as *mudarin.

madaroma (mad-a-ro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
fuidapoiiv, make bald, < /ladapdc, bald.] Same
as madarosis.

madarotic (mad-a-rot'ik), a. [madarosis
{-rot-} + -ic] Relating to or marked by
madarosis, or a falling of the hair, especially

of the eyelashes.

mad-bred (mad'bred), a. Bred by madness
in the brain ; madness-bied. [Rare.]

This fell tempest shall not cease to rage
Until the golden circuit on my head,
Like to the glorious sun's transparent beams.
Do calm the furv of this mad-hred flaw,

Shak., 2 Hemy VI., ili. 1.

madder^, w.— Blue field-madder. Same as jidd-
Ttiadder : now adveiitive in Ontaritt and Massachusetts,
also in Bermuda.— Purple madder, (a) See madder
lakes. (/>) Same as *pnrplr-blark.~Wil(L madder, (c)

The dyer's-cleavers, Galium iiuctoritwi.

madder-bleach (mad '6r-blecli), n. Originally,

a very thorough bleaching process to which
cotton cloth was subjected before it was
printed with madder: now used in many cot-

ton-bleacheries to designate the most thorough
form of cotton-bleaching.

In calico-printing with alizarine colors, or in fact with
any colors where a particularly clear and white ground
is desired the madder-bleach is used.

L. A. Olncy, Textile Chem. and Dyeing, IL 48.

Maestrichtian

maddish (mad'ish), a. [jwarfl -I- -ish.} 1.

Like a madman ; characteristic of a madman.— 2. Somewhat mad; rather mad.
Mad-dog •weed. See *weed^.
madega (ma-da'ga), n. [Abyssinian.] A
measure of capacity in Abyssinia, equal to
3.466 bushels. C. U. Haswell, Mecb. andEngin.
Pocket-book, p. 48.

madeleine (mad-lan'), n. [F. madeleine, from
Madeleine, a feminine name. See maudlin.'i

A small iced and decorated cake, usually made
with a layer of jelly or jam.
mademoiselle, «. 4. A French governess

:

useil as ' Frdulein is used for a German gover-
ness.

madescent (ma-des'ent), a. [L. madescens
(-cut-), ppr. of madescere, become moist, <
madere, be moist.] Slightly moist.

Madhuca (mad-ho'kii), n. [NL. (Gmelin, 1791),
< Skt. madhuJca, a bee, also the name of a tree,

Bassia latifolia or Madhuca Indica, the mahwa-
tree.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees be-
longingto the family Sapotaceee. About 30 species
are known, natives of the East Indies. (See Bantna.) Sev-

eral species are valuable for the oil yielded by the seeds,

and for their fleshy flowers, which are largely used as

food in central India and yield a coarse spirit by distilla-

tion. The mahwa-tree, Madhuca Indica, is cultivated
throughout India for these purjioses. M. butyracea, the
Indian butter-tree, yields a solid white oil known as
fulwa-butter. M. Innpifolia of southern India is the
piincipal stmrce of illu'pi-oil. The bark, leaves, and oil

of these trees are used in rheumatic and cutaneous dis-

eases, and the timber is hard and durable. See illupi.

madnep, «. (6) Heracleum lanatum, the cow-
parsnip or masterwort.
madness,«—Greenland dog-madness. Same
as *piblocl'tn.

mado (ma'd6),M. [Prob. aboriginal Australian.]
A fish, Tlierapon cuvieri, of the family Hxmu-
lidcv, found in Australian waters.
madonnina (ma-do-ne'na), n. [It., < via-

donna, madonna.] A silver coin of Genoa,
with a device of the immaculate conception
on the reverse, worth Is. 6frf.; the double
lira.

madras,". 2. A thin cotton cloth, generally
eonled or figured, used for shirts, etc.

Madreporic gland, in echinoderms. Same as
*axial organ.

madreporidan (mad-ro-por'i-dan), «. Re-
sembling or characteristic of ihe Madreporidse.
madreporigenous (mad'rf-po-rij'e-nus), a.

\madreporc + -gen + -o««.] Producing mad-
repore coral : as. madreporigenous polyps.

madriale (nm-drf-a'le), n. [It. : see madrigal.']

In music : (fl) A 'madrigal. (6) An intermezzo

:

so called because madrigals were once much
used as intermezzi in the opera.
madrina(ma-dre'na),«. [Sp.,lit. 'godmother';
also sponsor, protectress, < madre, < L. mnter,
mother.] In SouthAmerica, the leading animal
of a mule-train, usually distinguished by some
head-ornament, chiefly by a bell dangling from
the neck. In Spain the term is also used to

designate the rope or leather band by which
two mules are tied together; and for a wooden
support in the shape of a pillar or column.
madrono, ». The name was originally applied to the
strawberry-tree, Arbtdus Unedo, which is so called in

Spain. It was transferred to its congener, A. Menziegii,

of the American Pacific Coast. It is now also applied to

A. Xalapen»i» and A. Arizonica, of the southwestern
United States and northern Mexico.

mad'apite (ma-dii'pit), n. [Madiipa, an Indian
name for Sueetwatcr, a county in Wyoming, -I-

-j<e2.] Jn petrog., an aphanitic volcanic rock
composed of diopside and phlogopite, with
leucite in subordinate amount, also a little

glass base. Cross, 1897.

Madurese (mad'ii-res or -rez), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to Madura, an island in the
Malayan archipelago, east of Java.

n. u. .<ting. and pi. A native or the natives
of the island of Madura.
mad'WOman's-milk (mad'wiim-anz-milk'*'), n.

The sun-spurge. Euphorbia Helioscopia.

Ma. E. An aVsreviationof Master of Engineer-
ing.

maeandrinoid (me-an'dri-noid), a. Resem-
bling the Mssandrinidse, a family of corals.

mseandroid (me-an'droid), a. [Gr. /mianfipo^,

a meander, -t- firfof, fonn.] Having the form
of a meander, as a brain-coral.

Aporose, mainly colonial corals, massive, branching, or
mieandrvid. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 462.

maestrale (ma-es-tra'le), a. [It., < maestro,

master.] See stretto.

Maestricbtian (mas-tricb'ti-an), n. [Maes-
tricht + -ian.] In geol., the designation of a
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keeping small quantitit-:^ uf aiiiniunitiun for immediate
use, as distinguished fn)iii a storage magazine.—Maga-
zine flood-pipe. See *jiood-pipe.

magazine-cock (mag-a-zeu'kok), n. A eoek
or valve iu au ammunition-room which, when
opened, permits sea-water to flow from the
magazine flood-pipe into the room and to flood

the ammunition in case of fire on board the
vessel.

substage of the Cretaceous in Belgium and magazine, »— Expense magazine, a magazine tor

northern France : equivalent to Maestrichtieds
- •--•" H,i..„..f „ ,i.,., ,„, <— „.i,„f..

(which see, under 6e(il).

maffia (ma'fi-ii or mii-fe'a), v. [Also mafia

(X. E. D., Intemat. Encyc); = F. maffia

(Larousse), < It. maffi<i (marked maffia, Ed-

gren), a Sicilian word of obscure origin not in

the local glossaries and only lately inserted iu

Italian dictionaries.] 1. In Sicily, (n) a gen-

eral sentiment of hostility to legal restraint or ^j^'^^ine-dress ( mag-a-zen'dres ), n. A
punishment, or to the invoking of the law for , , •• j •., ,•

any purpose; also, (b) the collective number
of those who sympathize with this hostility

and often express it by criminal acts.— 2. A
supposed wide-spread secret society of Sicil-

ians, or other Italians, leagued in opposition

to the laws or for purposes of revenge by as-

sassination. [This is the sense reflected in

the American newspapers since 1888.]

Here and there it (the insurrection in Sicily] was
based uikjii a bastard Socialism, in other places it was
made a means of municipal party warfare under the guid-

ance of the local mafia. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. (Hi).

special woolen outside dress with slippers
worn by men who handle powder in a maga-
zine.

magazine-fuse (mag-a-zen'fiiz), n. A device for
protecting electric circuits from excessive cur-
rents, in which, when the fuse is melted, it is

replaced automatically by another.

magazine-passage (mag-a-zen'pas"aj), «. On
shipboard, an alleyway in the magazine ; a
small passageway cut off from the magazine
proper but communicating with it by small
doors.

The .\fafia is not, as is generally believed, one vast magazine-pistol (mag-a-zen'pis"tol), »!. A re-
' " ""' * "'"" '" peating pistol; a pistol which has a magazine

containing a number of cartridges which are
fed automatically into the chamber so that all

of them may be fired in rapid succession.

Magdalenian (mag-da-le'ni-an), a. and ». [See
magdahn.] I. a. Ingeol., notingone of the divi-

sions of the postglacial series in France, based
upon the character and workmanship of the

human relies they contain. The name is de-

rived from the caves of La Madeleine in

Perigord, where well-finished flints are found
associated with carved bone and ivory. It

is equivalent to the *Gh/ptic period.

n. n. The paleolithic epoch described
above.

society of criminals, but is rather a sentiment akin to

arrogance which imposes a special line of conduct upon
persons a(fect«d hy it In substance the mattioso consid-

ers it dishonourable to have recourse to lawful authority

to obtain redress for a wrong or a crime committed
against him. G. Mosca, in Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 61S.

maffick (maf'ik), V. i. [Abaek-formation from
miiffickwg, taken as a verbal noun.] To give

way to a frenzy of enthusiasm ; celebrate a

victory with a delirious uproar. [Slang, Eng.]
The word had its origin in the scenes witnessed in Lon-

don on May IS, iwm the night after the raising of the

siege of Mafeking was annouriceil. . . . And because the
celebration was so utterly unprecedented, because such
scenes had been supposed t^ V>e imiM^ssible in London, i>r

anywhere else where English isspoketi, there was no word
U> describe it .Afterward, therefore, when the I>indon

mob has shown a disposition to celebrate in a similar

manner, a braiul-new word has t>een en\ployed to describe Magellania (maj-e-la'ni-ii), n. [NL.,< Magellan
these manifestations 'jf enthusiasm— the word *in/rfick.

y. r. Times, July 6. 1902.

maffick (raaf'ik), n. [maffick, r.] A particu-

lar act of mafficking. See *maffick, v. [Slang,

Eng.]
The Peace ' ma/Uck ' has not yet been completely worked

..If. Westmiiuiter Gazelle, June i.WK, p. '. y.E.D.

mafficker (maf i-ker), n. One who 'mafficks,'

or celebrates a joyful event with frenzied en-

tliusiasm. [Slang, Eng.]

(iu allusion to the Straits of Magellan t).] A
genus of braehiopods having a long and deeply
reflected loop. It appeared in Jurassic time,

and still exists in southern seas.

Magellanian (maj- or mag-e-la'ni-an), a.

Sairie as * ilagellunic, 2.— Magellanian aeries.
Sec -kxcrifit.

Magellanic, a. 2. Pertaining to the region in

the vicinitv of the Straits of Magellan.—Magel-
lanic jackei, asailor'8wateh-coat,withahood. y. h. D.

mafficking(maf'i-king)«. [From the name of
Magelona ('maj-e-lo'na), h. [NL.] The typ

,l/«/«/a;i(7,atownin SouthAfncawhich became •^'*^°'"-" V J. .". . l .. j, .
...r

famous in the Boer war (1899-1900). Hehl by
British troops under Colonel (later Major-Gen-
eral) K. S. S. Baden-Powell, it underwent a se-

vere siege by the Boers. It was finally relieved

on May 18, 1900. The annoimcement of the „ , .j / - i , j-s i rxir
relief of Mafeking produced an extraordinary Magelonidae (maj-e-lon i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

outburst of popular enthusiasm in London on < Magelona+ -k/«-.] A family of marine.

icai and sole genus of the family Magelonidse.

M. piipillicornis, of which the blood is madder-
pink in color, is found lietween tide-marks
along the coast of the United States. F. Miiller,

18.'>.H.

popi

the night of May 18. The name was humor
ously treated as a verbal noun in -ing, and the

verb viaffick was thus evolved.] A frenzied

celebration of a victory, when the people of a
city go wild with joy. 'Siee *nutffick, v. [Slang,

Eng.]
Probably in years to come the perfervid ebullitions

sand-inhabiting polycha^tous worms, having
the body divisible into two regions by differ-

ences in the sette, the prostomium large and
flat, two long peristomial cirri, and a large

eversible buccal region. The blood is madder-
pink when oxygenated, but colorless when de-

oxidized. It contains the single genuElfajce/onn.

hlch were described as ".WnjfirH/i;;" will be looked upon magen-DaVld (ma gan-da ved), n. [lleD.
^-' '-•"---

»(a(/crt i»r(ri(/. Shield of I)a\-id.] A cabalistic

emblem con.si.sting of two inter-

twined triangles, forming a six-

pointed star. This emblem has been

adopted by modem Jews, although it is of

non-Jewish origin. The supposed miracle-

working cabalists Inscribe it upon parch-

ment along with certain fonnula; and use it

as a protecting amulet The Zionists have

a.s beyond the bounds of physiological limits.

Lancet, June li, W03, p. 15T4.

mafficky (maf'i-ki), a. [maffick + -i/l] In-

clineil to be uproariously enthusiastic ; fren-

zied with joy : at, a, ma Ificky crowd. A'. 1'.

Time.i, July 6, 1902. [Slang, Eng.]

maffioso ( mil- fi-o'so), K.; pi. maffinsi (-se).

[It., < »m^/(.] One who sympathizes with the Mai-cn-narid
maffia; araember of the maffia. placed the mnj/pn-Danti on their Bag. See Ziunitt *Jtatj.

mafoo ( mii-fo' ), «. [Chin, mafu, a groom, uagenta bronze. Hectunniten-trhrome.—fiewmae-
sei-vitors in general: mn, horse, + fii, a man enta,aha8iccoal-tar color of the triphenyl-methane type.

(servant).] A groom; by extension, a coach It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton a red which is brighter

r4~ 1 /^'u- 1 -vr „. J /-» lA*-!. «..- and'bluer than magenta,
man [Anglo-Chmese.] ^> •«»<*<?- lO'l- «"-

j„aggiolata (maj-6-la'ta), «. [It., < Maggio,

< L. Milium, May.] An Italian May-day song.
mag. An abbreviation of magnetism.

magaline (mag'a-lin), «. [mag(netic)

sity equal to 1,000,000 gausses or lines per unit

of cross-section.

magastromancyt(ma-gas'tro-raan-8i), n. [Or.

^<i)af, magus, + dor/wi', star, -f- iiavrda, divin-

ation.] Magical astronomy.
If there were any congruity or consistency betwixt

prophecy and ma'fnxtrfnnnnftf.

liec. J. Gnule, The Magastromancer. A". E. D.

magautrap (mag'a-trap), n. [mag(,a2ine) +
««(('/-) -I- trnp^.} A machine for throwing
clay pigeons used in trap-shooting. It con-

-f- -a- 4- maggot, " Beet leaf-maggot, the lana of an antho-

\„^ ,\nr, myiin lly, Peiromun i-icina, which mines the leaves of the

"r sugar-beet and o'thcr closely allieil plants. See *I'e-sugar- ---- . -
... r.

ffinnya, with cut — Cabbage-root maggot. Same as

caw/nvc-i""'/'/"'. — Corn-stalk maggot. .Ve *c<,rni.

— Processional maggots, .s. e snnheu-onn. — Kea
maggot, the larva of the wheat-midge. See wheal-

iniXl'\ 1. .„ ,

Magian. I. a. 2. [I.e.] Magic. [Rare.]

Will he touch me with his searing hand, . . .

Or tear me piecemeal with a bony saw.

And keep me as a chosen food to draw

Uia magian fish through hated Are and flame?
Keats, Endymion, iii.

II. n. 2. [I. r.] A wizard.

tains *a magazine from which the pigeons are Magic parallelepiped, photograph. See *paraHele.

discharged autoroaticallv. ;">:''• ^fV'V'Larn^''
"^""^ ^''

During the day others shot at targets from the maffnii- . ,. „;'; i,„l ;,\ „ f • wi-At ond T^n
trap. /•<<rerton<fStreoi«"Feb. 21, 11)03, p. l.i9. magicalize (maj 1-kal-iz), t). «. , pret. ana pp.

magnet
viagicalized, ppr. magicalizing. [magical -(--tze.]

To invest with a magical charm. [Rare.]

The landscape, up to this point so Greek in its clear
beauty, is suddenly magicalined by the romance touch.

M. Arnold, Celtic Lit, p. 122.

magiric (ma-ji'rik), a. [Gr. fiayeiptK.6i,<. /layeipog,

a cook, also a butcher, earlier (by etym.) a
baker, lit. 'kneader,' < /laaauv, knead: see
mass2, n.] Of or pertaining to cookery. Soyer.
N. E. D.
magirist (ma-ji'risf), M. [magir4e + -isJ.] An
expert in magirology.
magirology (ma-ji-rol'o-ji), n. [Gr. /i&yeipog,

a cook, + -\oyia, < Myuv, speak.] The art of
cookery. [Rare.]

magistrate, M.—01asg0Wmaglstrate,a red herring.

magistratial (maj-is-tra'shial), ((. [liTeg. <

magistrate + -»a/.] Same as magisterial. [Rare.]

Then nodding with a magistratial air.

To farther anecdote he call'd the fair.

\Yolcot, Bozzy and Piozzi, il.

magna cum laude (mag'na kum la'de). [L.]

With great praise : a phrase used in confer-
ring a degree which has been taken with high
honors.

magnalium (mag-na'li-um), n. [NL., < L.
magntis, great.] An alloy of aluminium and
magnesium combined iu varying proportions.
Magnalium containing 25-30 per cent, of mag-
nesium is not affected by air or water and
gives good castings; with 7^10 per cent, of

manganese, it takes on a good polish and is

suitable for bells. The alloy also possesses
great ductility and its melting-point lies be-
tween 60U° and 700° C.

Magner's hitch. Same as Magnus hitch (which
see, under hi fell).

Magnesia bleach-liquor. Same as -kmagnesium hypo-
chlorite. —yiagnesia nigra, an eaiiy name for pyro-
lusite or black oxid of manganese, fur a long time looked
upon as an inferior kind of magnetite or lodestone,

incapable of attracting iron.—Magnesia soap. See
•ksoap.—Magnesia nsta, an old pnannaceutical name
for magnesium oxid produced by heating magnesium
carbouiite or magnesia alha. More commonly called

calcined mafii)e.firi.—SoTeVa magnesia cement. See
*cement.—MUk Of magnesia. Stow illr.

Magnesic ozychlorid. Same as ^magnesium
11.1-ijcldorid.

magnesiferous (mag-ne-sife-ms), a. [mag-
nesium + \j. fcrre, bear, -I- -oas.] Containing
magnesium as a constituent : as, a magnesifer-

ous limestone.

Magnesite bricks. See *6ncA2.

magnesium, «.—Devllleand Caron's magnesium
process. - s,.,- •i<)»o«.s-.—Gratzel's electrolytic mag-
nesium process, a i>roce.ss whicli consists iu electiuiyzing

abathof carnallite for about thirty-six hours, a curi-ent

of moderately high tension being employed. The reduced
magnesium separates in globules which are collected and,

on being remelted. yield a chemically pure metal.—
Magnesium fluting. See *yi»(tHi/.— Magnesium
hypochlorite, a substance use'd to some extent in

bleaching, made by decomposing a solution of (U-dinary

bleaching-powder with magnesium sulphate. Also called

maqnesia 6icn<-A-/i</»o»-.—Magnesium manganlte, a

compound obtained, instead of calcium manganite, in

Waldon's modified process for recovering manganese in

the manufacture of bleaching-powder. This process,

though possessing certain advantages, has not come into

general use.—Magnesium nitride, a yellow powder
produced by heating metallic magnesium in nitrogen

gas. It reacts energetically with water, forming mag-
nesium hydroxid and ammonia. Its pi-oduction furnishes

the mean's of separating nitrogen from argon and the

other inert gases of the atmosphere, and its action upon
water, or that of the analogous but cheaper nitride

of calcium, may become industrially important as a

means «»f making annnonia from atmospheric nitrogen.

—Magnesium oxychlorid. This substance, or the

hydi-oxychlorid, is tlie essential m.aterial of Sorel's cement,

used in building and in the manufacture of artificial

stone. Also called wiai/nem'c oii/cAioncf.— Magnesium
peroxld, a substance, Mg02, produced bythe interactiijn

of sodium dioxid and magnesium sulphate. It is valuable

in the modem use of hydroxyl in bleaching, having the

advantage over the original soiiium dioxid of not leaving a

residue of corrosive character injurious to the fabric to

be bleached. Also known as maynesium dioxid.

—Magnesium pyrophosphate, the salt which is

left on heating to redne-ss annnoniomagnesium ortho-

phosphate. It is the fonn in which phosphoric acid

is most commonly determined in analysis.

magnet, »i.— Club-fOOt magnet, a horaeshoe magnet
only one leg of which has a magnetizing coil.—Lifting

magnet, an electronmgnet used instead uf hooks, chains,

or^anii>s in lifting iron or steel sheets, bars, billets, rails,

or structural shapes in a crane or derrick. It is made iu

many forms adapted to the shapes of the metal to be

raised. The magnet whatever its form, is suspended

from the hoisting wire rope or chains of a traveling crane

or the boom of a derrick, and is supplied with current

through wires. The man who operates the crane controls

the current by ft small switch. When the magnet touches

the metal to be lifted and the current is tunied on, the

magnet holds the metal until the current is cut otl.

—Molecular magnets, molecules of a substance, such

as iron, each uf which, according to Ewing's theory of

magnetism, has a north and south pole.

The phenomenon of magnetism consists of these molec-



magnet
viar iHogneU being placed with their poles pointing in
the game direction.

W. WaUtin, Text-book of Physics, p. 729.

Hormal ma^^et, a magnet the dimensions of wliich are
such as to give tlie greatest attractive forte at tlie eiuis
possible with a given weight of iron.—Vibration-mag-
net, a suspended magnet from the rate of vibration of
whieh the relative intensity of tlie held in » hich it swings
is det*?nnined. orfrvnn the vibration of which one of the
elements for the computation of the absolute horizontal
intensity of the earth's magnetic field is derived.

magnetarium (mag-ue-ta'ri-um), ».; pi. niag-
Httariii (-a). [NL.] An instrument deN-ised
by H. Wilde (1890) for illustrating some of the
phenomena of terrestrial magnetism. It con-
sisted of a globe surrounded with a coil of wire

rco Magnolia
sumestocure disease by means of so-called magneto-therapy (uiag"ne-to-ther'a-pi)
magnetic passes, magnetized water, etc.
Lancet, June 16, 1900, p. 17G1.

magneto, «. 2. Specifically, the electric gen-
erator used as the source of the current in
internal-combustion motors (the engines of
motor-cars in particular) to cause the spark
which ignites tlie combustible mixture. The
magneto, « hich is in effect a dynamo, is driven from the
motor-shaft and supplies current through a small storage
battery for use in starting or before the magneto arma-
ture reaches speed. The magneto is not liable to stop-
page of its current, nor to change of voltage, and the
renewal of the battery-cell is eliminated. See -kii/nition,

^ ^^^ ^^ ..ii„. ^ ..V,
•^. iim\ inti'rnal-comb-ustion-kinotor.

and an outer concentric giobe representiilg tlie l^agneto-acoustic (raag"ne-to-a-k6s'tik), a.

earth's surface Of or pertaining to magnetic and also to

The use of magnetism in the treatment of
disease.

magnetropism (mag-net'ro-pizm), n. [Short
for *ma(i)u-totroi>ifim, < iiayvijc, magnet, +
rpdTTo^, a turning, + -ism.'] An alleged change
of tlirection of growth of organisms under the
action of a magnet.
magnet-wire (mag'net-wir), n. Wire of the
sort commonly used in winding electromag-
nets and similar apparatus; copper wire with
a thin insulating layer of cotton or silk.

magnicaudate (mag-ni-ka'dat), «. [Tj. vKiq-
nu.i, great, -f E. caudate.'} Having a large
tail.

Magnetic alloy, an alloy which may be proiluced from acoustic properties of a substance : as, the magnification, ". 4. In the theory of optical
of a telephone dia- images, the ratio f/x or x'/f, where f is the

noii-niasnctic metals by melting togetlier copper, man- Viaflllcto-acoiistic quality
ganese. and aluminium in the proportion of about (ai, 27, nhrairm Ftfrf Wnrlrl nnil IR'nnin Auct 9Q
and l:f per cent, in the order named.-Magnetic Chuck Vco^^^'q^a "^ " Ajtfl-tn., Aug. 29,

Clutch, conductivity. See itchucM, etc.—Magnetic ^''"'' P-^
concentration, the pnx-ess of 6ep;xrating the magnetic magneto-altemater (mag" ne- to - al't^r-na-
fronitlienon-inai,-netici.articlesofanorebytlieactionofa tor),/). An alternating current, generator,
ma-.ietictleld.-Magnetlc concentrator, a machnie for „r motor with ^1prm^llPlVt (ipIH imcmptsconcentrating nnignetic minerals which occur with non- ,jr

"""'; ^^l^n poimanent neia-magnets.
magnetic material. By the use of powerful magnetic "J.agnetO-Catnoae rayS. See «)-o//l.

fleUls this method of sep.iration has lately been aiiplied magnetocrystallic (mag "ne-to-kris-tarikl, a.
to feebly magnetic minerals.—Magnetic creeping, tlie Saine asi maf/iie-crysialUcphenomenon of gradual increase in the magnetization of
a specimen of iron when subjected to a sudden niag-
netiring foi-ce.—Magnetlc curves. (*) Lines of force, or
lines of flow, or stream-lines, supposed to emanate from
the polar regions of the sun and communicate energy to
the earth from the sun by the motion of the ether. The
coronal streamers that are seen during solar eclipses have
the curvature of stream-lines and are therefore assumed
by some to he true magnetic curves in a coronal field
of force.—Magnetic detector. See •detector.—Mag-
netic explorer, a device for exploring the magnetic
field. It consists of a spiral of bismuth the resistance of
which varies with the strength of the field, or sometimes
of a small, flat coil of wire of known dimensions in cir-
cuit with a ballistic- galvanometer.—Magnetic fatigue.
See *.f'(((i'5fi(.-.—Magnetic flux. See *mfi7)icfi«». i.—
Magnetic fringe, that portion of the magnetic field of a
generator, motijr, or electromagnet which extends into
the air-space outside of the edges or horns of the pole-
pieces of the machine.—Magnetic hammer, hystere-
sis, latitude, loop, etc. Sce*/i«»ii;i<'/i, etc.—Magnetic
permeance, scc *Hin.'/H<(i>)n,i.— Magnetic permea-
tion, perturbation, phantom, polarization, pole,
pressure, pulley, reactance. See irpurmeulion. etc.
—Magnetic reluctivity. Sec •ma'/)ip?i'»m, 1.—Mag-
netic resistivity, resonance, retardation, satura-
tion, etc. See *remKtiritij, etc.— Magnetic separator.
(0) Same as -kmagnetic concentrator.—'WlagneWc shield,
shoal shnnt, etc. See *«A!>M. etc —Open magnetic
circuit. See *circi(i7— Solar magnetic period. See
*//ero«(.— Unit of magnetic flux. .See*iau(.— Unit
magnetic reluctance. See -kreluctance.

magnetiferous (mag-ne-tif 'e-rus), a. [L.
mmjiies (magnet-), magnet, + ferre, bear, -f
-o«.s.] Having magnetic properties.

magnetiflcation (mag-net'i-fi-ka'shon), )).

The production of magnetic flux; magneti-
zation.

magnetify (mag-net'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

magnetified, ppr. magnetifying. [magnet.] To
render magnetic ; magnetize. [Bare.]
magnetism, ». 1. As in the electric circuit so in the
ma^'netic circuit there exists a quantity component, the
magnetic current, or magnetic Jiux, measured in lines of
magnetic force, and a pressure component, the magneto-
motive Jorce, measured in absolute units, or frequently in
ampere-turns. The ratio of magnetomotive force divided
by magnetic flux is called the magnetic renstance or re-
luctance, and its reciprocal is called the permeance.
Magnetizing force is the magnetomotive force per unit
length of magnetic circuit ; magnetic induction is the
magnetic flux per unit section ; reluctivity is the reluct-
ance, and perni«(iM(t(i/ the permeance per unit volume.
To produce a magnetic circuit energy is required, which
is partly or completely returned when the nnignetic cir-
cuit is destroyed. Hu energy is required to maintain the
magnetic circuit. Magnetic materials—that is, materials
of high pemieability, as iron, nickel, and cobalt—remain
pennaneiitly magnetized after withdrawing the exciting
magnetomotive force. The remaining permanent niagm t-
ism is called the remanent magnetism, the permanent
magnetomotive force the coerciiie force. The coercive
force, therefore, equals the magnetomotive force which
has to be applied in the opposite direction to destroy the

magneto-drop (mag'ne-to-drop"), n. An an-
nunciator or drop-signal operated by an
electromagnet. Elect. World and Engin., Dec.
VI, 190.3, p. 907.

magnetofriction (mag"ne-to-frik'ghon), n.
A phenomenon observed when an electric dis-
charge is acted upon by a powerful magnetic
field.

He [H. Pellat] describes how the positive column is
squeezed tfigether into a thin pencil and calls this phe-
nomenon magneto-friction.

Sci. Amer. Sup., June 20, 1903, p. 22969.

magnetographic (mag"ne-to-graf'ik), a. [L.
niagnes (^magnet-), magnet, + ipdipnv, write, +
-(>.] Of or pertaining to the graphical record-
ing of fluctuations in the intensity of terres-
triiil magnetism.
magneto-inductive (mag"ne-t6-in-duk'tiv), a.
Of or pertainiiig to magnetic induction Mag-
neto-inductive capacity, magnetic induction per unit
of magnetizing force; permeability.

magnetometer, n. -Differential magnetometer,
an instinnient for testing the permeability of iron by
means of a balanced, divided magnetic circuit : analogous

focal length of the object-space of the optical
system and x the distance of the object from
the principal focal plane of that space, or
where f ' and x' are the corresponding quan-
tities in the image-space.— 5. In math., in
couformal representation, the modulus of the

derivative
;j-^ = limit^-^ —Normal magnlllca-

tlon, the magnification obtained from a lens-system
when the e.vit-iiui)il equals the pupil of the eye.

magnificative (mag-nif'i-ka-tiv), a. and n.
[magnijicatc + -ive.] I. a.

' Serving to mag-
nify.

II. n. In gram., an augmentative, a word
expressive of increased or large size : opposed
to diminutive. Whitney, Life and Growth of
Lang., xi. 214.

magnipotence (mag-nip'6-tens), w. [magni-
poten{t) -f- -cc] The possession of great
power. [Rare.]

•Tehovah's mild magnipotence
Smiles to behold His children play
In their own free and childish way.

Coventrg Palmare, in Macmillan's Mag., Dec., 1881, 114.

magnipotent (mag-nip'o-tent), a. [NL. 'ynag-
nipoten.'s {-cnt-), < magnus, great, + potens,
powerful, ^ee potent.] Having great strength
and power.
Satan, as he is a spirit, is magnipotent, but he never

was omnipotent; and therefore there may be, and are
abundance of flue things which such People expect of

Defoe, System of Magick, iiL
him.

in principle to the Wheatstone bridge.—Vibration ~,__,-4.„j„ ,

-.'r.'"!, .-j»k!iu o

magnetometer, a magnetometer of which the time of magniiUQe, "—Algebraic magnitude.
vihnition is lengthened by attaching a plunih-bob to the
magnet.

magnetometrically (mag"ne-t6-met'ri-kal-i),
a(h\ By a magnetometric method or process.
magnetomotive, o. — unit of magnetomotive
force. See -trunit.

magneto-motor (mag'ne-t6-m6"tqr), H. An
electric motor the field of which'is furnished
by permanent magnets.
magneto-optical (mag"ne-t6-op'ti-kal), a. Of
or pertaining to the influence of the magnetic
field upon optical phenomena or to optical
phenomena dependent upon magnetic action

;

specifically, pertaining to the power of the
magnetic field to cause rotation of the plane
of polarization of light; magneto-optic.

magneto-phonograph (mag'ne-to-fo'no-graf),
n. In elect., a phonograph which records
speech magnetically. It consists of a very
small magnet attached to a diaphragm and
acting on a moving steel tape or wire which is

magnetized in waves by the vibrations of the
itiagnet when gome one speaks against the
diaphragm. In repeating, the magnetized
steel tape, moving in front of the magnet,
sets the magnet, and thereby the diaphragm,
in vibration and reproduces the sound. Trans.
Amer. In.<it. Elect. Engin., 1901, p. 47

remanent magnetism. {See magnetic itiiystereing.) The magnetO-rOgulator (mag'ne-to-reg'u-la-tor),
"""""'"""'""""'''•' •-•—-

' • „. An electric potential regulator, con-
sisting of two stationary coils at right angles,
a primary and a secondary, and an iron core
which is moved to change the path of the
magnetic flux and thereby varies the secon-
dary voltage or potential.

magnetic permeability, or conductivity for magnetism, is
practically the same for all substances, with very few ex-
ceptions (the so-called magnetic suhgtanceg), in which it
is from hundreds to thousands of times greater. The
magnetic substances are iron, cobalt, nickel, magnetite
liquid oxygen, and certain alloys of unniagnetic metals,
as copper manganese and aluminium. All the other sub-
stances differ from one another in permeability only by a
fraction of I percent., and are called paramagnetic or magnctOStatiC (mag"ne-t6-stat'ik), a. Of or
duimagnetie, according as they are of higher or lower
permeability than air.

magnetization, n.
niairnctization of a bar or
parallel to the axis of the magnetized body.—Magnet-
ization by separate touch, a method of magnetizing
a bar of iron or steel in wlii.h two magneta are used.
They are placed with opposite poles together at the
center of the bar to be magnetized, and are siniultane-
ou.sly drawn apart along the bar.

magnetize, v. t—unit of magnetizing force. See
irttfitt.

magnetizer, n. 3. Specifically, one who as-

pertaining to a magnetic field whose lines are
stationary.

Longitudinal magnetization, magnetostatics (raag"ne-to-stat'iks), ». That
l"'!;mg;i'etized''bod"-^Ma^ei- P^";* "f *''*^ «"''°'^^<' °f magnetism which deals

with stationary magnetic fields.

magneto-striction (mag"ne-t6-strik'shon), )(.

Cliange of length or mechanical deformation
of a body produced by the action of a magnetic
field. I'hi/.^ical Rev., March, 1902, p. 158.

magneto-stricture (mag"ne-t6-strik'tur), n.

Same as ^magnetostriction.

-., ,
. =, , a magnitude

considered as negative or positive. This character is
usually indicated by a qualitative use of the algebraic
signs + and—.-Intensive magnitude, a magnitude
which evinces degrees of ' more 'and ' less, ' but which is
not a measurable magnitude or quantity. Thus, sensa-
tions are intensive magnitudes, since they are directly
given as 'louder,' 'weaker,' 'brighter,' 'fainter,' 'colder,'
etc.

; but they are not quantities, since a ' loud ' sensa-
tion is not the sum of so-and-so many ' weak ' sensations,
and the difference between a 'loud' and a 'weak' sensa-
tion cannot itself be represented as a sensation-magnitude
made up of so-and-so many sensation-units.-Median
magnitude, in triol., one above which and below which
equal numbers of the variates occur.— Star magnitude,
(hi the absolute scale (see magnitude, .i). Aldcharan is
taken as the standard first-magnitude star and the scale
is carried downward for the fainter stars. The equation
which connects the n.agnitudes of two stars with their

relative brightness is log --^ = — (n-ni), in which m is
On 10

the magnitude of the brighter star, and n that of the
fainter one, while bm and hn are their respective bright-
nesses. In applying the scale to objects brighter than
Aldebaran fractional and negative numbers must be used
Thus the magnitude of Vega is 0..'i; that of Arcturus is
+ 0.0; of Canopus — 1.0; of Sirius, — 1.4; of Venns,
when brightest, about — 4.0. That of the sun would be
about —26. The earlier observers, Herschel, Struve,
and Argelauder, used scales of their own, differing widely
for the telescopic stars. The absolute scale most nearly
agrees with Argelander's, the stiuidard first magnitude
having been selected to secure such accordance as far as
possible.

magnitudinous (mag-ni-tii'di-nus), a. [L.
magnitudo (-din-), greatness, + -<)«.«.] Hav-
ing the quality of greatness in size, amount,
importance, etc. [Bare.]

magnium (mag'ni-um), «. [NL. (Davy, 1808),
< inagn(esin) + -ium.] A former name of the
element magnesium.
magnochromite (mag-no-kro'mit), ji. {mag-
n(csium) + chromite.'] A'variety of chromite in
which magnesium replaces a considerable part
of the ferrous iron. The mineral from Grochau,
Silesia, to which the name was first applied (1868). yielded
14 per cent, of magnesia. Mitchellite, from Webster,
Korth Carolina, is essentially the same mineral. It gave
17,3 per cent, of magnesia.

magnofranklinite (mag-no-frangk'Iin-it), n.
Imagn(etic) + franklinite.'} A variety of
franklinite from Franklin Furnace, New Jer-
sey, stated to be highly magnetic and to con-
tain but little zinc.

Magnolia metal. See -''metal.



magnolin

magnolin (mag'no-lin), )i. [magnolia + -in".'\

An aromatic bitter principle contained in the
bark and leaves of various species of magnolia.

inagnolite(niag'no-lit), ». [iludnnUa + -itc'-.'\

A mercury tellurafe (perliaps IIgoTe04) occur-
riuK in tufts of silky white crystals: louud in

the Magnolia ilistriet, Colorado.
magootee (ma-go'tf), w. [E. Iml.] A flute-

like musical instrument used by East Indian
snake-charmers. In the reed a mirror is set,

to which, while the instrument is being played,
the snake's eyes are attracted with a hypno-
tizing effect.

magophony (ma-gof'o-ni), h. [Or. uayo(p6via, <

ua'joc, magus, 4- (Jiiior, slaughter.] The
massacre of the magi, an event in Persian his-

tory. X E. D.
magpie, ». 6. A breed of small domesticated
pigeons having the head, tlie under side of the
body, and the long flight-feathers white, and
the rest of the plumage clear black, red, yel-

low, or blue: the line between the two colors
shoald be sharply defined. The name is de-
rived from the suggestion of a magpie found
in the black-and-white variety.—7. A black-
and-white costume for women in which the
contrasts are very marked, the masses of color
being large.

magpied (mag'pid), p. a. [mitqpxe + -ed^.

Compare /)ied.] Variegated with black and
white like a magpie: said of a black-and-white
co.stume for women, at one time fashionable.

magpie-goose (maa'pi-gos), «. A black-and-
white goose, Anncranas melanoleucus, found in

Australia.

magpie-lark Cmag'pi-lark'), n. The pied
grallina, (iniUhui. picata.

M. Agr. Same as *J(/r. M.
magra (ma'grai, II. [Aboriginal Australian.]
A sort of sling or support by means of which
the native Australian women carry their chil-

dren on their backs.

magrepha (mJi-gra'fii), n. [Heb.] A musical
instrument mentioned in the Talmud as used
in the temple at Jerusalem in the first century
AD. : usually supposed to be a rude organ.
Its sound is said to have been excessively louil.

Magyarism (ma'dyar-izm), n. The political

principles, sentiments^or aimsof the Alagyars;
adherence to those principles or aims.

Magyarization (ma'dyar-i-za'shon), n. The
act of Magyarizing, or the state of being
Magyarized.

Magyarii!9 (ma'dyar-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
Ma(jijari;(il, ppr. Magyarhing. To render
Magyar in character, language, or sentiment.

mahajun (ma-hii'jun), n. [Hindi tnahdjan, a
great person.) Abankerormerehant; amoney-
lender; a usurer. Yule ami Burnell, Hobson-
Jobson.

mahakavya (ma-ha-kav'ya), «. [Skt. mahii-
kdrii'i, a great poem, < niahd, great, -I- kdcya,
poem.] In Skt. lit., a great or classical poem
(a term specifically applied to six particular
poems.

)

The artificial niles of prcwtxly and ptjetics, accordin)? to
which a iMteni, a umhdkdvya, ought, according to the later
writtfra on the Ara poetica, to be conirxwed,

Kncyc. Brit., XXVI. 432.

mahal (ma-hal'), n. [Also muhnl, mahl ; <
Hind, mahhit, < Ar. nmhtill, < hiilla, lodge.]
1. Private apartments.— 2. A palace; a sum-
mer house.— 3. A territorial di\-ision; also,
a divisioo of land for farming and hunting
purposes.

[Anglo-Indian in all uses.]

mahala (ma-ha'lii), n. [Also mahaly, mohalc:
said to be a corruption of Sp. niujrres. women,
adopted by California Indians, and later taken
up by the whites.] 1. An Indian woman ; a
squaw. [Pacific coast of the U. S.]— 2. A
female salmon.

mahala-mats fma-haMii-raatz), n. A prostrate
shrub. CdiniithuH primtrdtiis, which forms car-
pets in the .Sierra and northern Coast Range
of California, especially under yellow pine.
In spring it is covered with delicate clusters
of blue flowers, and in latf summer bears 8"ar-
let fruit among a rich green foliage. Also
called sfpiau'.i-airiiet.

mahamari (mii-hii-mii're), «. \A\somftlin)iiiii-
ree ; < Hindi (?) mnhdmari. Hind, mahdmdr,
pestilence, < niiihd, great, -I- mar. beating,
striking, in comp., killing, destroying.] The
East Indian name for the plague, or a disease
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resembling it, which occurs on the southern
slopes of the Himalayas.
The native fonii o( plague, known as mahamari, is con-

fined to the southern slopes of the Himalaya.
Eiwijc. Brit, XXXI. 786.

mahant (ma-hunf), «. [Hindi.] A religious
superior. N. E. D.
Maharanee (ma-hii-ra'ne), «. [Hind, mahd-
rdiii, < nialid, great, -I- rdni, queen.] The wife
of a maharaja.
"Room for the Maharanee av Goliral-Seetarum." . . .

She is a very estimable old queen of the Cential Indian
States, and they say she is fat

R. Kiplinij, Incarnation of Krishna Mulvaney.

maharif (mil-ha-ref'), «. One of the large horse-
antelopes of Central Africa, Eippotragiis bn-
keri, a relative of the sable antelope, and, like
that species, having long, decurved horns. It
is pale liver-color, with a dark stripe over the
shoulders.

mahatma (ma-hat'ma), n. [Skt. malidtmd.
nom. sing, of »w/((7;»t((H, great-souled, of great
intellect, very wise; as a noun, great spirit,

universal soul; < mahd, great, + dtmon, soul,
spirit.] An alleged adept in Brahmanism : a
name applied by modern European and Ameri-
can theosophists to certain imaginary persons
who have acquired, by ascetic or 'astral'
means, preternatural powers, and are asserted
to exist in or near India. The term so used
is modern and is due to European manipula-
tion. No beings so named and endowed have
any ancient recognition in Indian literature.

maha-white (ma-ha-hwit'), n. In New Zea-
land, a name for one of the mullets, Agoiios-
ttniDis forstcri.

mahayana (mil-ha-yil'na), M. [Skt.. 'the great
vehicle,' < mahd, great, + yd»a, vehicle, road,
way, coui-se.] A later form of Buddhism, ori-
ginated by Nagarguna.
The Mahdydna or modem form of Buddhism in India.

Encyc. Brit. XXVI. 432.

Mahdiship (ma'de-sMp), n. The dignity or
otlice of a Mahdi.
Mahdist, «. II. a. Of or pertaining to the
Mahdists.
As to the remainder of the region in question, the

Mntidist troubles account suthciently for the absence of
white men during the recent years.

Gtiuj. Jmtr. (R. 0. S.), XVIII. 47.

mahoe, ".—wild maboe, Matmrifetmnrhi^rewi, which,
l>esides l>eing un (u-nanicntal greentionse plant, yields a
coarse biist-flt)er applied Uy various uses in South Am-
erica. Sec *.VrtfFarixc»jt.

mahogany, ». 6. An old British collectors'
name for a European and Asiatic noetuid
moth, Amphipyra tetra False mabogany, the
red l»ay or lKli>ella-W(XKi. I'tr^'d linrhimia. Also called
Florida mah^Mjany.— IriBh mahogany, the European
alder, Alnus glutinoga.— Philippine mahogany, a
name S4>metimes given to the wtjod of I'terocarpuit
IndicHg and P. echinatu*. Called in the Philippine
Islands jiarra an<l a^a>ul. See itamna.—Valley
mahogany, Cercocnrpun parvifiAius, which grows in
valleys and on mountain slopes, and is also called
vi'ittntniii if}ah'i<iany.

maholi (mii-ho'li), n. [African.] A species of
galago, (lalago maholi, found iu central Africa.
See cnt under Galngo, 1.

Mahoning sandstone^ See *san(lsti>iie.

mahOW (ma-hon'), ii. [S. African.] An in-

toxicating drink made from fermented mealie
meal. [South Africa.]

Kxcess mealie meal (this was burnt and drunk as a
black liquor termed 'native coffee'), fennented makes
a drink called 'tnahow' (intoxicating).

Lancet June 18, 19W, p. 1717.

mahzor (mach'zor), n.; pi. mah:orim (-z6-

rem). [Heb., < Anrwr, return.] 1. A cycle ; a
solar cycle of 28 years or a lunar cycje of 19
years.— 2. A Jewish festival prayer-book.
Each of the five principal festivals has a
special liturgj'.

mai (mii'e), H. [Maori.] In New Zealand,
a tree, the same as mntai.

maia-moth ( ma'ya-moth ), «. An American
saturuiid moth, Hemileuca maia, in color black

Maia-moth {Htmiltiic,

with white markings. Its larvse feed on
oak-leaves.

maimakterion

maid (mad), V. i. [maid, «.] To do the work
of a maid : usually referring to a lady's-maid.
N. E. D.
maiden. I. n. 7. A frame on which clothes
are dried. [Prov. Eng.].— 8. pi. See *minrjles.

II. o.— Maiden number. See •ntmiJcr.
maiden-cane (mfi'dn-kau), n. See *conel.
maidenism (ma'dn-izm), ». [maiden + -ism.']
The manner or bearing of a maiden ; a
maidenish peculiarity or idea. [Rare.]
"When he confessed these maidenimis, I despaired of

his suiting the pleasant, prancing, pop-gun situation of
butler at Prior's Lea, and was the less concerned to find
him in treaty for another place.

Anna Seward, Letters, III. 38.

maiden's-blush, n. 3. In Australia, either
of two timber-trees, Echinocarpxis austrnlia of
the linden family, and Euroschinus fiilcatxs of
the cashew family, the wood of wliieh has a
delicate rosy color when freshly cut.— 4. In
Tasmania, Convolvulus erubesceiis, a species
of morning-glory.
maiden's-tears (ma'dnz-terz), n. The bladder-
campion, Silcne vulgari.i.

maidism (ma'i-dizm), H. Same as *maidis-
m us.

maidismus (ma-i-dis'mus), n. [NL., < maid-,
false stem of mais, maize, -1- -ismus, E. -ism.]
Same as pellagra, a disease produced by eating
damaged Indian com. Vaughan and Novy,
Cellular To.xins, p. 223.

maid's-hair (madz'har), «. The yellow bed-
straw, Galium verum; also the common bed-
straw or goose-grass, G. Aparine.

maill, n. 9. The breast feathers of a hawk
when full grown. E. B. Mitchell, Art and
Practice of Hawking, p. 9.

maiP, «.— Open mall, in the postal service, mail for-
warded to any country for redistribution in that country
or distribution onward to still other countries or places
of final destination.

mail-boat (mal'bot), «. A steamboat or steam-
ship which carries the mail on lakes, rivers,
or the sea. Also mail-steamer.

mail-chute (mal'shot), n. A vertical mailing-
tube, having a glass front, erected iu a hotel
or office-building, and passing through all or
several floors ; a chute for letters. At each floor
is a letter-drop, and on the first floor a collecting-box.
The 1k>x and chute are nearly air-tight and the inclosed
air acts as an air-cushion to check the fiiU of the letters.

maile (mii'e-la\ n. [Hawaiian, etc., m«i7f,
»«(-(-/<!= Maori maire.~\ A name widely used
throughout the islands of the Pacific Ocean
for plants having myrtle-like leaves, and
especially applied in certain groups to Gyno-
pogoH, a genus of plants belonging to the
Apoeyiiaceee, which have the agreeable fra-
grance of eoumarin. Tlle glossy branches of the
Ilawaiian nmile, Gynopogon oliviej'onms, are in great
favor with the natives for making garlands and for dec-
orating their houses and lanais on festive occasions

;

and the lau-maile of Samoa, G. bracteologus, is used by the
natives for wreaths and garlands, but is not so highly
esteemed by then) as the more fragrant moso'oi blossoms.
For other kinds of inaile, see ifmaire-.

mailer', «. 2. A boat or steamer which carries
mail; a mail-boat. [Colloq.]

mailer- (ma'ler), n. [mail^ + -er-.] 1. One
who pays rent.— 2. A squatter on waste
ground (with the consent of the owner) who
holds himself ready to be hired by the day.
[Scotch, in both uses.]

mail-flag (mal ' flag), n. A distinguishing
pennant carried by vessels having the mail in
transportation. The United .States mail-flag
is a swallow-tail pennant with a red field, a
blue border, and a spread-eagle in the upper
corner.

mailing-tube (ma'ling-tiib), n. A pasteboard
tube, used as a cover for maps, engravings,
photographs, and the like when sent in the
mails.

mail-order (mal'6r''dfer), w. In com. and
m<i)iiif., an order for goods, received by mail.
— Mail-order house, a business house which conducts
a retail bnsiTiess by receiving orders and cash by mail and
distributing the goods through the mails. In England,
called a postal-trade tiouse.

mail-room (mal'rom), n. A room which is

used ill receiving and distributing mail-matter.

mail-steamer (marste"mer), ti. A steamship
that carries the mails.

maimakterion (mi-mak-tc'ri-on), n. [Gr.

Mai/mKn/piuv, so called from the festival, held
in this mouth, of Zci'f Ma:/idiiTr/g, Zeus 'the

boisterous ' or ' stormy,' < fiai/jdaaeiv, fiaijiaeiv,

be eager, rage.] The "fifth Attic month, con-
taining the end of November and the begin-
ning of December.



maimer

maimer (mam ' ^r), n. One who maims or
mutilates.

main^, «.— Forclnit-main or force-main, a main-
pipe thn>ugh wliicli water <>r otlier tiuid material ia

force<i, by tiunipinp. to a reservDir, tank, or system of

pipes for distribution or supply : used in distinction

frt>m a »i<I(H mtpptv-pip^, which derives ita motive pres-

sure fmm gravity tine to an elevated source of supply of

the wat<T or other Iluid material transmitted.

main'-', «.— Main clue-gamets, the tackles which
kaul up the clues of the mainsail or course, and which
on all s:iils above the courses are called clue-iines.—
Main clue-lines, the purcha-ses which haul up the clues

of the main-topsail, topgallantsail, and royal.

main-backstays (raan'bak'staz), n. pi. The
backstays of the maintopmast and raaintop-

gallantmast ; also, the backstays of the main-
roval-pole.

main-breadth (man ' bredth), n. The broad-
est part of a ship at any given timber or

frame. Compare beanng, 10.

main-buntlines (man'bnnt "linz), n. pi. The
buntlines belonging to the square sails on the

mainmast.
main-center (man'sen'tfer), n. 1. A shaft

or axle on which a walking-beam rocks in a

beam-engine.— 2. The center of the heaviest

revolving part, as the shaft on which the

levers vibrate in side-lever engines.

main-chains (man'chauz), n.ji^ The locality

where are situated the iron links on plates

for securing the shrouds of the mainmast.
See chain, 7.

main-chuck (man'ehuk), n. A lathe-ehuek

which carries other chucks or clamps for

grasping the woi-k to be turned.

main-crosstrees (man'kros'trez), n. pi. The
crosstrees on the mainmast, situated at the

meeting of the head of the topmast and foot

of the topgallantmast on square-rigged ves-

sels, and at the meeting of the head of the

lower mast and foot of the topmast on fore-

and-aft rigged vessels.

main-en-griffe (man-on-gref '), n. [F.] Same as

clair-haml.

main-gaff (man'gaf), n. The spar to which
the liead of the fore-and-aft mainsail is bent.

main-keel (man'kel), «. In tcood ship-building,

a name used to distinguish the keel proper
from the false keel. See cut under free/l, 2.

mainland, ". 2. The principal island of a
group: as, the mainland of Orkney.
mainmast, ". 2. pi. The lower topmast and
topguUautmasts of the mast next abaft the
foremast.

mainmort t (man'mSrt), n. [F. maimnorte,
'dead-hand': see dead-hand &nd mortmain.']

1. Same as mortmain.—2. In Fr. feudal law, a
right which the lord had (ou the death of the

chief of a family which is mainmortable)
of taking the best movable in the house.
Chaynbcrs.

mainmortable (man-mor'ta-bl), a. and n. [F.

mainmortable, < maimnorte. See ^mainmort.]

I. a. Not having the right of alienating one's

possessions in the event of dying childless,

as serfs under the old feudal law of France

;

also, not subject to this right, as the posses-
sions themselves.
n. n. A serf who, tinder the feudal law in

France, did not have the right of alienating
his possessions in the event of a childless

death.

main-piece (man 'pes), n. A'ai/i., the timber
of which the rudder-head is composed; the
principal part of a timber ; the main section
of a timber.

main-rope (man'rop), «. In mining, in the tail-

rope system of haulage, the rope which draws
out the loaded cars. See tail-rope system, un-
der tail-rope.

mainsail, «. 2, pi. The square sails on the
mainmast : they are the course, or mainsail
proper, the lower and upper topsails, the top-
gallantsail and royal, and also a skysail if the
ship is lofty. Men-of-war usually carry sin-

gle topsails instead of a divided sail Main-
sail liaul ! an order to swing the main-yanls so tliat the
sails on the main may be filled on tlie new tack.

main-sheet, «. 2. pi. Collectively, all the
sheets of the square sails on the mainmast,
but especially the sheets which belong to the
main course.—3. In Jamaica, weak rum and
water. [Slang.]

We . . . have seen an old man invited to have a drink
of "main-sheet" (Jamaican for a cool and seductive mix-
ture of rum and water).

idnckwrmVii Mag., June, 1890, p. 784.

To haul aft the main-sheet. See *i(/ti.
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main-shrouds (man'shroudz), n. pi. The
shrouds on the main lower mast.
mainstay, «. 3. pi. All the stays which give
support to the main lower mast, maintopmast,
and maintopgallantmast.
Maintenance of way. See *way^.
maintop-bowline (man'to-b6"lin), n. Naui.,
something very long: as, liis yarn was as long
as the maintop-bowline. [Sailors' slang.]

maintopgallant (man'top"gal-ant), «. The
name given to the rigging, yard, and sail be-
longing to the maintopgallant-mast.—Maln-
topsall haul ! the order to swing the after-yards when
tiicking. This onler is given in distinction from main-
mil haul, which is the order proper when the mainsail is

not clued up before tacking.

main-yard, «. 2. pi. All the yards which
belong to the mainmast, namely, the lower,
lower topsail, upper topsail, topgallant, royal,

and skysail yards.

main-yardman (man'yard-man), n. A sailor

whose station is on the main-yard for the ptir-

poses of loosing, furling, and reefing the main-
sail, or for sending the main-yard on deck.

Maioli (mi-6'le), a. The name of an Italian

bookbinder (Thomas Maioli) of the first half

of the eighteenth century: used as descrip-
tive of his style, or of a style resembling his.

The principal features of a Maioli design, I claim, are a
perfect curve in scrollwork where it is used, a framework
of flowing curved lines more than of figures of geometri-
cal shape, oniaments of Moresque character, mostly in

outline, sometimes azured, and an enrichment of part of
the field with a studding of gold dots.

W. Matthews, Modern Bookbinding, p. Vi.

maiotic, a. See *miotic. Nature, Nov. 29,

1906, p. 98.

maipuri (mi-po'ri), «. [S. Amer.] An Indian
name, used to some extent as a common name,
for the South American tapir, Tapirus ter-

restris.

maire^ (ma'i-ra), n. [Maori maire = Hav^ai-
ian, etc., mai'le, a widely spread name for
plants with myrtle-like leaves.] 1. Ungenia
Maire, a small New Zealand tree of the myrtle
family, with white bark and four-angled
branches, oblong- lanceolate, acuminate
leaves, and white flowers having a tuft of

many stamens. The fruit is a red berry
crowned by the thickened rim of the calyx.

It is distinguished from the other maires of

New Zealand as maire-Tatvhili, or ' myrtle of

the god Tawhiki' (the Tafa'i of Samoan myths
and Kahai of the ancient Hawaiians).—2.
Alida salicifolia, a small New Zealand tree of

the sandalwood family, having variable,

myrtle-like or willow-like leaves and short
axillary cymes of small green flowers.— 3.

One of several species of Olca indigenous to

New Zealand: («) The black maire, O. Cun-
ninghamii, a lofty tree with white limbs, long
coriaceous leaves, racemes of unisexual flow-

ers, and frmt in the form of a drupe contain-
ing a bony nut. The wood is dense, hard, and
durable, (b) The white maire, O. lanceolata,

a smaller and less robust tree, yielding the
New Zealand boxwood (which see, under
*boxwood). (c) The narrow-leaved maire,
O. montana, a large bushy tree with leathery
linear leaves and racemes of minute flowers.

(d) The broad-leaved maire, 0. apetala, which
yields the ironwood of Norfolk Island.—4.

In Tahiti, Gynopogon stellatus, a plant with
ternate, myrtle-like leaves. Compare *maile.

mairie (ma-re'), «• [F., < maire, mayor.] In
France, the public building which serves as the
office, and usually as the residence, of the
mayor of a town, or, in Paris, of one of the great
divisions of a city.

mairogallol (ma-ro-gal'ol), n. A colorless

compound, CisHyOioCln, which is formed by
the action of chlorin on pyrogallol. It crystal-

lizes in lustrous prisms, and melts at about
190° C.

maise^ (maz), n. The mayweed, Anthemis
Co tula.

maisin (ma'zin), n. [NL. mats, maize, +
-j'|2.] A colorless pulverulent protoid, Cjs4-

H.')oo051-N46S, found in the seeds of maize,
which contain from 4 to 4^ per cent, of it.

maisonette (ma-zo-net'), n. [¥., dim. of mai-
son, house.] A small house. [Rare.]

The Oharlevilles have exchanged their maisnnetie in

Berkeley Square for Queensberry House, Piccadilly, and,
with their usual kindness, have invited ua to two dinners
and one rout whilst we remain.

Lady Morgan, Autobiography, p. 38.

maiz, n. A simplified (and former) spelling

of maize.

major

maize, n. 1 . Indian com presenta numeroas varieties,

wlucll fall under tJ types, all leferable to Zea Mays.
According to E. L. Sturtevant, wlio based his dassifica.
tion on trie chai"acter of the kernel (endospenn), these
types (agricultural species) are as follows : (I) Fop-com,
distinguislied by the small size of the keniel and by it«

property of popping with heat See pop-aim. The
kernel, split transversely, exhibits the chit (embryo) sur-
rounded by corneous matter, glossy in appearance, some-
times having a thin line of starchy matter between. (2)
Flint corn, which has larger kernels incapable of popping
with heat ; the chit is sun-ounded by stai'chy matter, and
this by a corneous envelop ; the kernels are in from 8 to
16 rows in different varieties, but usually in 8. (3) Vent
corn, which has kernels with a transverse furrow at the
top, the section showing corneous matter at the sides and
starchy matter between, reaching from the chit to the
summit ; tli^ kernels are usually in from 16 to 20 rows.

(4) ,S<(/( corn, in which the grain is wholly starchy (amyl-
aceous). (;t) Su-eet corn, wliich has kernels with a trans-
lucent appearance, usually corneous throughout, the
starch being more or less reduced to sugar, the grains
generally with a wrinkled surface, usually in 12 rows.
(6) Starchy sii'cet corn, in whicli the lower half of the
kernel is starchy, the upper half corneous and translu-
cent. (7) Pod-corn, in wiiich each kernel is inclosed in

a separate husk, the whole ear being also in a husk.
Eacli of these groups except the last two, admita,
according to Sturtevant, of subdivision into three, accord-
ing as the kernel is broader than deep, as broad as deep,
ornmch deeper than broad. Pop-corn is divided into three
subgroups : golden pop-corn, marked by the small size eif

the ear and kernel, and by its extreme eailiness : regarded
by some as a form of pearl pop-coni ; pearl pop-corn, in
wliich the kernels are densely aggregated anil have a
nacre-like color : and rice pop-corn, whicli has pointed
kernels, and a tendency to yield cone-fonned eai-s with
the kernels imbricate rather than aide by side. The pop-
corn stalk usually grows from 5 to 7 feet high, and tends
to bear many ears. Flint corn usually grows from ft to 8
feet high, and inclines to bear two ears to the stalk.

Though less prolific than dent corn, its varieties a:-e

planted in the more northerly regions on account of their
shorter season, prevailing overview England, New Yoik,
and Canada. Dent corn ordinarily attnins a hei;:Iit of

from 8 to 12 feet, and bears but one ear Ui the
stalk. Its varieties alone are planted in the corn-belt of
the United States (see below). Soft com was liked by
the aborigines on account of its being more easily crushed,
but it has no modem commercial standing. The best qual-
ity of sweet corn is produced in the more northerly regions,
where it ia grown chiefly for use as a fi-esh vegetalde and
for canning. Soft sweet corn consist*, as far as is known,
of a few Mexican varieties. Pod-corn is grown, under
various names, merely as a cnnosity. It is thought to
approach nearest to the primitive form from which all

these types have sprung. No wild speciea of maize is at
present clearly known. Com was grown by the American
alKJrigines from Maine to Chile and Argentina, whence
its cultivation has spread over the wanner part.s of the
globe. Tile world's protiuct from 1902 to lOOtS inclRsive
averaged 3,340,000.000 bushels, of which North America,
chiefly the United States, yielded 2,680,000,000. Almost
three fifths of the crop of the United Stat*s is produced
(1(K)7) by the seven States (named in the order of quantityl
of Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska. Kansas, Indiana, and
Oliio, these being known as the corn, or maize, surplus
States and forming the corn-helt. Among other impi^rtant
corn-pixxUlcing States, are Texas and Oklahoma.— MlllO
maize, one of the non-saccharine sorghums, related to
Katir-corn, cultivated for forage in warmer pails of the
United States.

maize-meal (maz'mel), «. Same as Indian
meal (which see, under mea/l).

maizenic (ma-ze'nik), a. Pertaining to or de-
rived from maize.—Maizenic acid, an organic acid
contained in the styles and stigmas uf Zea Mays.

maize-thorn (maz'thorn), «. Same as mouse-
thorn.

maja (mii'hii), a. [Sp., fem. of *majo.'] Noting
a Spanish woman of the lower classes who
dresses gaily and is a belle in her circle. See
*majo.

Now bring me, dear Dolores, my basquiiia.

My richest maja dress.
Long/eiUnc, Span. Student, ii 1.

majagna (ma-ha'gwa), Ji. [West Indian Sp.,

from a native name.] 1. A malvaeeous tree,

Pariti tiliaceum, native in Porto Rico, Cuba,
Mexico, Central America, and South America,
and widely distributed throughout the warm
regions of the world. Its strong, flexible bast-fiber

was in use by the natives of America before the advejit

of Europeans. In Porto Rico, nearly all the ropes in use
are made from this fiber. Called alao emajagua. See
ifbatibago, irfau, 2.

2. A collective name used in Spanish-speak-
ing countries for the bast-fibers of a number
of malvaeeous and similar plants. See mahoe.

majo (ma'ho), a. [Sp., gay, tine.] Noting a
Spaniard of the lower classes, who is a gaily

dressed dandy. The feminine is maJa.
Here, too [in the Vivairambla], were the Ma/os anti

Majas, the rural beaux and belles, with fine fomia, flash-

ing eyea, and gay Andalusian costumes.
Irving, Alhambra, p. 15.%

majolist (ma-jol'ist), n. [majol(ica) + -ist.'\

A maker of majolica ; a potter who makes pot-

tery in the style of the old Italian majolica.

Also maiolist.

major, a. 6. In pros., noting the longer of

two tv-pes of verse which bear a common name.
— Major arc, the arc on the same side of its chord as the
center of the circle.— Major Circle, a great circle.
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maiordomo, ". 2. See *Kater-master. makhna, makna, n. Same as *»nuctna. malacologlc (mal"a-ko-loj'ik), a. [malaco-
major-generalcy (ma"jor-jen'e-ral-si), n. making-up (making-up'), x. 1. TUe act or logd/) + -ic] Same a.a matacological.

Same us major-generalship.
"

process of compensating.—2. In j)nH«j«5f, the malacophilous (mal-a-kof 'i -lus), a. [6r.

Majorism (ma'jor-izm), n. The doctrines of process of arranging composed type in col- //a/iasdf, soft (see mollusk), + <j>iAe'w, love, +
Georg Major. See ilajoristie. umns and pages. -ous.'\ In hot., adapted to cross-fertilization

majorize (ma'jor-iz), v. i.
;

pret. and pp. ma- Notes are a hindrance in composition and making-up by moUusks : applied to plants or their

jorized, -avT. majorizing. [ma/or + -i.e.] 1. ••• Tlie composition and «M«-m!7-«» of this matter must flowers.

Tocome of age.-2. In Rugbyfoot-ball, to con- ''»^<' *"'«'" ""
Df\Tn^,f^u^iti Typography, p. in. malacophonous (mal-a-kof 'o-nus), a. [Gr.

vert a try into a goal, that is, to increase the Maklng-up piece, a smooth convex plate fastened to the I^a^-a.ii6<puvuq, < iia2xiK6^, soft, 4- fji^, voice.]

points from three to live. -V. E. I). comb-cylinder of a Heilmann cotton-combing machine, Soft-voioed ; having a gentle voice.

mak (mak), a. [D., tame, domesticated.] In between the needle and the fluted segments, to allow malaCOpod (mal'a-ko-pod), n. A member of

South African Dutch, tamo: applied especially ''"If.'"''"''' ^."5''i^»'?'
P»'^^

'"^^Jjh. -, , , ,
the McUacopoda.

"

to Kafirs who have come under European in- inaklta (ma-ke ta), n. [tgian.J In hot., see malacostome (mal'a-ko-stom), n. [Gr. //oA-

fluenees. "if' , ..,,., „r • i mu x- t i
"i^oc, soft (/ia?.6Kta, rabl\usks), + ardfta, raouth.]

makaisa (ma-ki'sa), n. [Tagalog viakaisa.} mako (ma ko), n. [Maori.] The tiger-shark The mouth of a mollusk.
In the Philippine Islands, Crolon Tiglium, a (which see). The t^eth of the mako are used malacotomist (mal-a-kot'6-mist), n. [mal-

shrub or small tree bearing poisonous fruit 15"" ornaments by the Maoris. A. L. Morris, acotom-y + -isi.] 'One who is versed in

which is used bv the natives for stupefying fish _^'l®*'^i '^''Sl'Sh. ,,,,,. , , malacotomy; a student of the anatomy of

and crabs and for killing dogs. It is very acrid Mai. An abbreviation (c) oJMalachi, a book moUusks.
and is Hsed medicinally as a counter-initant, the seeds ot the Uld testament

;
(o) ot Malayan. Malacotvlea (mal-a-cot-i-le'S), n.pl. Same

being made into a paste or plaster and apjilicd externally mal, " Mai de caderas [Sp. 'disease of the hips'], as *Mal((COCOtlllea
"

tothebody; tal£eniiitenially,itactsasadnisticpurfrative. a chronic (at present, incurable) infectious (but not con- ~,-l„„„_„xl«,r^ /
'

v/ v- - 1'- 'I rp
The natives sometimes administer the fourth part of a tagious) disease of horses ia South America, caused by niaiacOZOOlOgy (mat a-KO-zo-01 O-Ji;, v. [tjxT.

seed, but its action is so violent that the remedy is eon- the presence of flagellate protozoa of the species Trypano- /laAaKO^, soft {/laAQKia, mollusks), -I- E. zoology.]
sidered dangerous. This plant is also called ^iiff, or? ut>a goma e<ininum. The parasites live in tlie blood plasma The zoology of moUusks * malacology.
iM*ni»«. and by the Bisayaua niatasia. See Crufon, 1 and are supposed to be transmitted by flies.—Mal de loa malac+iV Fmn InV'HVI n ond., fftr nn7n
(with cut).

•

Plntoa. Sameas7rf«(a.-Mal de mer. Same as ««/- ™*^°'<''J<' V™^ ^'^'^^ "''.^ "• i;"" "• '-^^•, 'i .

makara (mii'ka-ra), Ji. [Skt. mdkara.'] In *ictn«8s.—Petit mal, a mild epileptic attack, not marlted i^'i'<o^,\ faAaaaeii; make aott.i I. a. Malsmg

Hindu myth, and art, a fantastic marine mon- by strong convulsions or complete uuconsciousness. Com- soft; emolUent.

stpr fi<riiipfl with f'lR hodv and tail of a fi°h '^'^ '/"! -",'!'.\ rT . . , II. "• An emollient medicine,ster nguiea wim i.ie dou> anu rau oi a u.n mala^ (ma'la), n. [L. mala, law, cheek: see malnilif Cmii IH-def"! n rV < mnlnrle sick

•

and the forelegs, neck, and head of an ante- , -J . c«iprito in the mouth narts of cer
™*^"'"^^ *™*^^^7,^' "• ,.1-* ;' ^ ™«'«««) sicK.

lope, an alligator or a shark: used as a sym- itl^Jr^^ he bird joTnTof tSrmaniible, '^'nerf^ffiL^^r^ 'stafd^^fr; the comer silent

^^^"ri:^:^Z
^""' ''" snpportiuithe k-lerites which homologize with ...a^nlifa^ ^?eti hiV gSll b.a'Sf Ts'\:T"^^

sign 1 apriLoru. the galea and lacinia of an insect's maxilla. smoliing cigarette— a fragile, mniodi/' little figure, with

^te *l^;i£'.'"
'''^' "• ^''"'''" "'" " -^ Malabar almond.

,

Same as country almond ^ '^-™''"'ST',^!rSl?r,rPortf„uo, issa, p. m.

r'^t'r'''
"
etJ-)-"T w«^;,alVarifik t^ malabatS^\mIll"Srum), n. [L. mala- maladminister (mal-ad-min'is-ter), . f. [,««/-

(a train etc ) as, we «,ade Pans in three
j„^,„.„, „Johathrum, < Gr. ^aU,3aepov, +J<d,mmster.] To adnnmster m a faulty, m-

hours. [CoUoq-]
^ ^aUSaO^v, < Skt. tamdlapattra, 'le^totihi efficient way, particularly public affairs.

^j ..•..• i""''V °° T?!?.. ."^T-,. , " tamaK tree ' < fnnin/n Hindi tomninftmeof The people, themselves, In all countries, might confide
.Mdeit," he said: "and that s what Hike tod .

tamala tree, \tamala, tlinai Mm«(, name Ot
^^ j^ [the tine Scheme of Human Economy); to vindi-

i/o«W(*, Silas Lapliam, VI. severaUrees,+ i)fl<(ro,leaf.] 1. The dried, aro- cate tlieir respective interests, by its moderate repie-

Tomakeabalk. ^e-khalkl.—Tomakeaberth('H(»^), matic leaves of sevt rul Incian species of Cin- sentations, when necessary to tlieir several sovereigns, or

t'j reaili an uiicliorage ; olitain dockage.—To make an an- namomum especially C. iners and C. nitidum, otherwise, as those interests might l>e vmladminutered.

h'''?h**Ti™a'i,';',"nX^V"."^7»^»L''\,f;riX';'''^e formcriy uscd iu medicine. Also called A- ,

f. £d««,d«. Practical Plan, iii.

*^''^,^7l?.-TTm%^.^ollr?^^)'u;tp^^^^^ dianorMalabarleavea. (See Malabar leaves, maladministrator. (mal-aa-min'is-tra-tor),».

sign on h,.ar.l of naval vessels.laihts. eto.: a ceremony under /fo/".)— 2. An ointment or perfume pre- <-'"<' who nialadmiuisters affairs, especially
whicht4ikesiil.ace at SA.M —To make It 80 (<in"'.), an pared from the malabathrum leaf ]iublic affairs.
order, given by the ca^ljuiin, which means that autlR.nty is '„j„ ^ abbreviation of nialae'olonv malafu (mal'a-fS), «. Same as toddy, 1.
given to strike the ship 8 trell elglit strr.kes as the oflicial m"***- .(iii aooreviaiiuu oi /«a»H,oiwj/y.

lJr„i„„„ „„4.+A_, c„« *,,^«™,,
annouiiceiMentof meridian, or 12 o'clock by the sun.-To Malacanthlda (mal-a-kan'thi-de), n.;)?. [NL., Malaga pottery. See *pottery.

make the course pood (.naut.\ to allow the vessels < Malacdntlius + -idse.] A familv of traehi- Malagasy, n. 2. The language of Mada-
head alternately 'o m-li"e as much on one side of the ^^j^ jj^,j^.g pj j^jg temperate and tropical seas, Kii'^car.

l\lf grire^,u;;:^Vat 'St'ir'dedr^Il'irXr':' 't^hVu including about sLx genera, the greater number malakin (mal'a-kin), «. [Gr. ,aU.6c, soft, +
done on s-ailiiig vessels when, owing to a heavv sea or of species being American. -tn-. \ iue tratle-namc ot salicjl-parapneneti-

;w;aw.;^frl^heT,',".I«''om
^ """ ""'"^''- *"" Malacanthus (mal-,a-kan'thus) n [NL., < dine, CoH56c6H4N:CHC6H46h, prepared by

' U CtrZ%Tm^ec^^Ou,u,yu^ /-^("^e^)'
soU, + d.ai-ea thorn.] A genus of the 'action^ of" plraphenltiiiue ' L salicylic

ourT-mJhing. avoid -Tomake off. (^):va«l., to chop fishes found in West Indian waters aldehyde. It crystallizes in silky, lustrous
whaleblubber into pieces. Malaces (ma - la se-e), n. pi. [>L. (Small, needles and is used in medicine as an anti-

make', n. 7. In bridge, the declaration. 1903), < Mains + -<icea>.'] A family of dieo- pyrotic and antirheumatic.
In considering a heart make, the dealer should be in- tviedouous choripetalous trees and shrubs of malakon H. See malacon.

lluence.1 by the general Btrength of his hand and by tne the order Sosales, the apple family, typified by malamethane (mal-a-meth'an), «. [mal-ic +
numlM^r of honours he holds iiyh^tramp suit,

_^ the genus 3/«to.- usually included in the „,,(;,„„<,.] A colorless compound, NH2COCH-
8. In m,ni«^, a system of' metal-b;ari,y,/vcins \Zfel HZchleeT

"' Bubfamily (OH)CH.,COOC„H5, formed by the action of

nLke-and-break (m.k'and-brak'). „. A de- ^^^^^^^Sl^^S^Z^s^^^ZS "fS" '^-^^'.r-eJlZ^Z^'^ll;^^vice lor alt.-niately closing and opening an 3^«,,„,,^. SeePavonia.
^

nScH?OH)CHoCOOH ™
miilXe47mk'ki)n"rnv7,',',iol and cxwr malachite-green, «. 3 One of the modern diazosuccinie ester." It crystallizes in short,maXe-Key (maK Ke), M. in pny.not. ana cxper.

^^t ,; a < vcs, a salt of tctmmethyl-paradi- thick nrisms and melts at 146°
iMi/ciol., an electric key the action of which „„•,,. ,,.:„i;„„'.i„„-i,;„^i. ,,„„,i ;„ rUir,<T ^;ik

prisms ana mens at 110 y^.

closes an electrical circuit
araido-triphen>lcarbinol. used in djmg silk, malamide (mal-ara'id), «. [mal(ic) + ow(V?c.]Closes an eiectncaii-irtuii.

, ^ ^ wool, and cotton. A\so caUed benzaUMn/de "T"''T^'^°^ „^^„^',' tt VrrirHmw^PTTItttheScripture-DeseoirreactionkejlmayaUobeused, _,„„„' „„,,j _..,,,, -_,, rirfnrin nrren Moi, ^ colorless compound, tl2^^*^'-'*'^('-'")'^tl2-

thoughlessaJcMirately. asaT,m*«Vfy.'"
''vfti '^i n^ ^ ' ,,/z ^r^Ii ,jMT^^Z'^mie; CONHo, prepared by the action of ammonia

I IS Titck.,.r. Ex,«r. Psychol., 11. 1. 105. =Wte-green 0. Same as Myl green (which see, under
^^ ^^^^ -| l^J^^^

It crystallizes in rectangu-
m^er, «. 4 In brulge, the declaring hand,

^^^lacia, «. 2. A longing for some special lar prisms.

ta^^t^^tVou^Tr^umlril^/oTrhfs'''
'°" '"""' "" "'"""

article of food; specificaUy, a depraved appe- mala-miyer (ma"m-mo-her'), «. [Sp. mala,
.7. a i^drfH, Bridge, p. 24. tite. Syd. Soc. Lcx. bud, -I- jMiyer, woman.] A name applied in Mex-

6. In »Ao<^mnil•i»l(7, the laster (a man or boy) wlio Malacocephalus (nial''a-ko-sef'&^lus),n. [NL., ieoto several pernicious plants, some of which
places the closed uppers of a boot (in hand- < (jr. iia'/.uKix;, soft, + Kc<pa/.r/, head.] A genus are armed with prickles. Among them are

sewn work) over the last and attaches the bot- of deep-sea fishes of the family .l/acr«i)rf«. Solanum rostratum, called sand-bur in the

torn material. Webb, Industrial Democracy, Malacocottns (mal"a-k6-kot'us), »i. [NL., southwestern United States; Cnidoscolus iirens

I. 418. < Gr. /la'/uKuc, soft, +"NL. Cottiis.'] A genus {Jatropha urens of Linnreus), which ia armed
make-record (mak'rek'ord), «. In physiol. of cottoid fishes found in the North Pacific. with stinging hairs ; and Rhus Toxicodendron,

and exper. psychol., a record (chrouoscopic or Malacocotylea (mal'a-ko-kot-i-lo'a), n.pl. the poison oak, also called guao and tetlatia.

chrouographic) obtained by the use of a [NL., <Gr.Ma>u2(«)f, sof't,+'Kor;X)7, cup,'socket.] See *(7i(ffO and *fa<to«a.

make-key. An order of endoparasitic Tremaioda equiv- malamute(mara-mut),n. [Name of an Alaskan
Tlie lost time of the ma*-?-rccord» may be reduced to a alent to TMflCHea A\so Malacotylca Indian tribe.] A local name for the Eskimo

minimum by «|i-t„^ent^of the lower "Hdm^ block.^
^^ nialacocotylean'(mal"a-ko-kot-i-lo'an), a. and log, apparently used in Alaska.

makeshlftiness (mak'shif-'ti-ness), n. The n. I. a. having the characteristics of the siJS";To"a7rnr;w'rpToyeTirtrn^l''rvi'?e'
character of being makeshifty. Suskin, Proe- Malacocotylea. Their legs are too sliort, their feet sink tuo readily

tfrita ii 267 H. «. One of the Malacocotylea. through the snow.

makeshifty (mak'shit-ti), a. [makeshift +-y3.-\ MalacoctenUS (mal-a-kok'te-nus), «. [NL., iWo /(.». .VcCaft., in St. Nicholas, March, 1908, p. 387.

Ot the nature of a makeshift; characterized < Gr. itaAaKdc, soft, + ktcI^ (^'fl'-), comb.] A malapaho (mil-lii-pa'ho), n. [Philippine Sp.,

by the use of makeshifts. [Rare.] genus of blennioid fishes found on both coasts said to be Tagalog.] In the Philippine Is-

make-spark (mak 'spark), fl. A spark pro- of tropical America. lands, a name of several forest trees, espe-

duced in the air-gap of the secondary circuit malacoderm, n. II. a. Malacodermatous. cially of Sindora Wallichii and Dipterocarpus

of an induction-coil or transformer when the malacodermous ( mal 'a-ko-dfer'mus), a. vernicifluus. The latter yields a valuable oleo-

primary circuit is made or closed. S&me aa malacodermatous. resin. Also called j^awao.



Bipartite Malar Cone,

malappropriate

malappropriate (mal-a-pro'pri-at), a, Imal-
+ af>}>ropriate, a.] Iiiappropriate.

malappropriation (mal-a-pro-pri-a'shon), n.
\_fn<il- + appropriation, J^ Misappropriation.

malapropian (mal-a-prop'i-an), a. [malaprop
+ -((/«.] Of the nature of or addicted to
malapropism.

malapropoism (mal-ap-ro-po'izm), «, [wm?-
apropo{s) + -i5w.] Same as ymdapropism.

malar, «.—Malar dlvlsioii, in
craniom., the coiHlitioii, of the
malar bone, of being divided by a
sutnre into two bones ; a bipivr-

tite malar.

malare (ma-la're), w. [NL.
(sc. os)f the malar bone.
See mahu'.'] In craniom.

j

the most prominent point
of the tuberositas malaris.
Von Torok.

malaria, ». ^'nnle^o^^s Investl-
pations made in recent years have established the
fact that malaria is a disease resnlting fi-om the pres-
ence within the red bUwd-corpuscles of & protozoan
parasite, the llaemamoeba malariie, or Pla>t}nodium
malarise. The parasite has two cycles of existence,
one in the human body, the other iu the body of a
mosquito of the gemis -kAno-
pheles (which see, with cut). In
the^ blood, repitiduction of the
parasite occm's only by fission or
segmentation ; but in the stomach-
w^l of tlie mosquito, which it

reaches in the bloott sucked by this
insect fn^ni the skin of the sick,
sexual repn>iluction occurs, the
parasite giving birth to a large num-
ber of exceedingly minute fonns,
called sporozoids. Tliese make their
way through the tissues of the mos-
auito to its salivary glands, whence
ley are injected into the blood

of the human subject whom
this infected mosquito stings. On
reaching maturity in the blood, the
protozoan invades the red blood- ^ ,,

corpuscles, and so completes the stance of the red cor-

two cycles of its existence. The puscie haring disap-

malarial paroxysm of chill, fever, P^^'^^'* '
'^' flagellate

and sweating occurs at the time of ^%y;,„ j„j,„, „
invasion of the blood-cells by a new ^ins Hospital Reports-
brootl of the parasites, either those Thayer and Hewetson.)
resulting from segmentation of the
protozoan within the human blood-vessels or those repro-
duced sexually in the body of the mosquito and thence
injected into man. There are three varieties of the Uiema-
mceba which are concerned in the production of the

«) iertiana-.

f/a-'tama-dfi *naiaritr

( />/as*nodium gtia r-

iaiiar), the Parasite
of Quartan FcTcr.

a, a deyeloping form
within the red blood-
corpuscle ; i>, a full-

grown body, the sub

O)M *^'

"^<&»«

Diagram of the Complete Life-cycle of the
Parasite of Pernicious Malaria,

Hamamoeba {.Plasmodium) ntali^ium or
Laverania maiariex.

The stages shown above the dotted line are those found in hu-
man blood; below the dotted line are seen the phases through
which the parasite passes in the intermediate host, the mosquito.
I-V and 6-IO show the schizogony; VI-Xll, the sexual genera-
tion, which at VIl splits into two lines, male (a) and female (*),
to be united again by conjugation (XI and XII); XII!, the motile
zygote; XIV-XIX. sporogony. I-III, young amcebula; in
blood-corpuscles, the last two showing the ring-form (which is,

however, not quite correctly draw..). IV, older, actively amceboid
trophozoite. V, still older, less amceboid trophozoite. 6. mature
schizont. 7, schizont with nucleus dividing up. 8, young rosette
stage. 9, fully formed rosette stage, merozoites round a central
residual mass of protoplasm containing the pigment, and blood-
corpuscle beginning lo break down. lo, merozoites free in the
blood by breaking down of the corpuscle. VI, young, indifferent
gametocyte. Vila, male crescent. Vllb. female crescent. Villa
and Vlllb. the gametocytes becoming oval. IXa and IXb. spher-
tral gametocytes ; in the male (IXa) the nucleus has dirided up.
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Xa and Xb. formation of gametes; in the male (Xa) the so-called
fiagella or male gametes fji) are thrown out— one of them is seen
detached; in the female (Xb) a portion of the nucleus has been
thrown out. XI, a male gamete penetrating a female gamete at a
cone of reception formed near the nucleus. XII, zygote with two
pronuclei in proximity. XllI, zygote in the motile stage (vermi-
cule or ookinete). XlV. encysted zygote (oocyst). XV. commenc-
ing multiplication of the nuclei in the oCcyst. XVI, oiicyst with
numerous siwroblasts. XVII, commencing formation of sporozo-
ites : the nucleus of each sporoblast has divided to form numerous
nuclei, each of which is growing out in a little tongue of proto-
plasm to become a sporozoite. but a few nuclei remain behind as
residual nuclei. XVIH, full-grown oOcyst crammed with ripe
sporozoites; on one side the cyst has burst and the sporozoites
are escaping. XIX, free sporozoites, showing their changes of
torra. «, nucleus of the parasite; p, melanin pigment; .fi, flag-
ella ; j/.*/, sporoblasts ; »•.«.. residual nuclei; f.fi, residual pro-
toplasm. (Chiefly after Neveu-Lemaire, from whom the plan and
arrangement of the diflTerent stages are borrowed, with slight
modincations ; details of the figures are founded on the figures of
Grassi. Schaudinu (Leuckart's " Zoologische Wandtafelu "), Ross,
and others.)

(From Lankester's " Zoology.")

three varieties of malaria, tertian, quartan, and esttvo-
aidmnnal or pernicioux. Symptijmatically, there are
four forms of malaria : tlie intermittent, in which the
interval between the pai-oxysms is fever-free ; the remit-
tent, in which the fever
is continuous, but is

marked by exacerba-
tions with intercurrent
chill and sweating ; the
perniciong or congestive
form, in which the
blood-poisoning is pro-
found ; and the chronic
form, constituting what
is called the malarial
cachexia. See */vrtrc?-a- *

jiirt.-Hybrid malaria,
malaria modified by
association with some ^^,„„^^^„(/,^^,„^^,
ouler aisease. jhe parasite oi Tertian FeTer.

m^lRria/l, O..— Ma- « a young form within a red Moo<1-

larial cachexia. See "'P""''- *. a developing pigmented
V^ T^ Y**^"™*™ _. , form within the corpuscle : c, a full-
*mc/lfa:ia.— Malarial grown body: rf. a segmentir.g body;
crescent. Same as e, a degenerating form undergoing
ircreacent, 4 {e).— Ma- vacuolization.

laXlal fever Ofcattle. (From Johns Hopkins Hospital Re-
Same as Texas fever. ports—Thayer and Hewetson.)

II. n. One who suffers from or is subject to
malaria.
malariated (ma-la'ri-a-ted), a. [malaria +
-ate'^ + -fr(2.] Infected with malaria.

inalarigenous(mal-a-rij'e-tius), a. ^malaria +
L. -genus, -producing.] Producing malaria;
malarious. [Rare.]
malarin (mara-rin), n. [malar(ia) + -in^.'\

The trade-name of acetophenone-paraphenet-
idine citrate, (CoHgOCeHiN : C(CH3)CeH6);^-
CgHgOY. It is prepared by the action of acetoplfien-

onc on paraphenetidine, forms a crystalline powder,
and is used in medicine as a febrifuge. Also called acetf:-

phenone-phenetidide,

malarioid (ma-la'ri-oid), a. [malari{a) +
-aid.'] Like or resembling malaria. Syd. Soc.

Lex.

malariologist (ma-lil-ri-ol'o-jist), n. Same
as malariatisi.

malarrangement (mal-a-ranj'ment), n. [mal-
+ arrangement.'] Bad, defective arrangement.

malashaganayCma-la-shii'ga-ni), n. lAmcr.
Ind.] Same as fresh-water arum, which see,

under drum'^, 11 (6).

Malaspina glacier. See ^glacier.

malaxation, ». 2. In entom., with certain soli-

tary wasps, the act of kneading or bruising
with their jaws insects already stung, in order
more thoroughly to paralyze them before
storing them away in their burrows as food
for their future young.
Malay cat. See*cati.

Malayic (ma-la'ik), a. [Malay + -Jc] Same
as Malay.
Malayo-African (raa-la"6-af 'ri-kan), a.

Malayan and African ; connected with Malay-
sia and Africa. Keane, Ethnology, p. 331.

Malayo-Chinese (ma - la " 6 - ehi - nes '), a.

Malayan and Chinese ; connected with Ma-
laysia and China. A'coHP, Ethnology, p. 333.

Malayo-European (ma-la'6-ii-ro-pe'an), a.

Connected with Malaysia and Europe. Keane,
Ethnology, p. 333.

Malayoid (ma-la'oid), a. [Malay + -oic7.]

(Similar to the Malays.
Malayo-Indonesian (ma-la'o-in-do-ne'si-an),

a. Connected with Malaysia and Indonesia.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 333.

Malayo-Malagasy (ma-la"6-mal-a-gas'i), a.

Malayan and JIalagasy ; connected with Ma-
laysia and Madagascar. Keane, Ethnology, p.

285.

Malayo-Papuan (ma-la"o-pap'u-an), a. and«.
I. a. Common or relating to both Malays and
Papuans.
n. n. One of mixed Malay and Papuan

blood.

malcMte (mal'kit), n. [Malchen, Mount Meli-

bocus, Hesse, Germany, + -iff2.] Inpetrog.,

a fine-grained to aphanitic, porphyritic, ig-

malignite

neous rock, composed of labradorito and horn-
blende, with a subordinate amount of quartz.
Osann, 1892.

malconduct (mal-kon'dukt), V. [mal- -)- eon-
liuct.} Wrong, faulty, or improper conduct;
especially, maladministration of public affairs

:

as, malconduct in office.

malcontentism (mal-kon-tent'izm), H. [mal-
content + -ism.] The condition or state of
being malcontent or dissatisfied.

maldigestion (mal-di-jes'tyon), H. [mal- +
digestion.] Imperfect digestion.

mal-di-gomma (mal-de-gom'a), h. [It.: mat,
disease; di, of; gomma, gumj also the name
of a disease.] Same as *J'oot-roi, 2.

icalduck (mal'duk), n. The fulmar petrel,
Fnlmarus glacialis. Also malmarsh.
malei, n. 3. A 'male 'precious stone. In the
middle ages and until quite recent times, all
the darker gems, such as sapphire, ruby, and
topaz, were known as 'male' gems; the
lighter blue, lighter red, or lighter yellow
were called 'female' gems Dwarf male. ((-) The
minute, parasitic male which is attached U, tlie liody of
the ordinaiy hermaphrodite individual in certain ciiri-
peds. It is supposed to secure the cross-feitilization of
the hermai>lir(,dit«. See cmnplemental, 2.

Malebolgian (mal-e-bol'ji-an), a. [Malebolg(c),
< It. male, fem. pi.' of malh, evil, -I- holge, pi.

of bolgia, budget, + 4an.] Pertaining to or
resembling Malebolge, the eighth circle in
Dante's description of Hell.

Malebolgic (mal-e-bol'jik), a. Same as *Male-
bolgian,

malediction, «. 2. In anc. cedes, late, a curse
annexed to the donation of lands to churches
or religious institutions against those who
should violate their rights. Cowell.

maleducation (mal"ed-u-ka'shon), n. [mal-
+ education.] Faulty, imperfect education.
Jimcr.son.

malefactoiy (mal-e-fak'to-ri\ 0. [NL. "male-
factoriiis, <! malefactor.] Ill-doing; criminal.
[Bare.]

One of the boasts of Riversley was that while the rest
of the world ate and drank poison, the (Jranjce lived on
its own solid substance, defying mate/actory Radical
tricksters.

G. Meredith, Adventures of Harry Richmond, xHx.

male-fern, «. 2. The dried rhizome of Dry-
opteris Filix-mas of Schott, or of Dryopteris
marginalis of Gray, used as an anthelmintic.
The chaff, tojrether with the dead portions of the rhizome
and stipes, should be removed, and only such portions
nsed as have retained their internal green color.—Oleo-
resln of male-fem. See *oleoresin.

maleness (mal'nes), «. The character of be-
ing male. [Bare.]

The discovery of these morphological fact« does not in
the least shift the old-time attribute of maleness as ap-
plied to the stamen or of femaleness as applied to the
pistil. L. II. Bailey, in Science, June 5, 1896, p. 826.

mal-entendu (miil'on-ton-dii'), a. and «. [F.
mal, ill, -I- entcndu, understood.] I. a. Wrongly
understood; mistaken.

H. n. A misunderstanding.

Maletra burner. See *burner.

malfeasant (mal-fe'zant), a. and n. [F. mal-
.faisant, < mal, ill, + faisant, ppr. oi /aire, do.
Compare damage feasant.] I. a. Doing ill;

guilty of misconduct in office.

II. n. An ill-doer; a malefactor.

malgovernment (mal-guv'em-ment), n. [mal-
+ government.] Bad government; misgov-
emment.
malgrace (mal-gras'). «. [OF. male grace,

'bad grace.' See mal- and grace.] It. Ill

grace; ill favor; disfavor.— 2. Something of

ill grace or ill favor ; something unbecoming.
May these not see in us some malnraee which it needs

the gentleness of Christ to get over and forget, some
savagery of which we are not aware, some gaucherie that
repels though it cannot estrange them?

Geo. MacDonald, "Weighed and Wanting, iv.

malice, «. 5. The common dwarf mallow,
Malra rotnndifolia Particular malice, actual
malevolence

;
positive ill-will : it is directed t^iward a

definite person or persons and is distinguished from legal

vutlice, that is, the doing of a wrongful act without spite

;

and from Blackstone's universal malice, which is inten-

tional but not definite.

malignite (ma-lig'nit), n. [Maligne river.

Canaiia, -1- -ite'^.] In pctrog., a name given
by Lawson (1896) to phanerie igneous rocks
composed of orthodase with 8egirite-augite,

biotite, sodie amphibole, nephelite, melanite,

sphene, and apatite. Some varieties of malig-

nite are rich in melanite, others in nephelite.



Malvaviscus
malik (mii'Iik), N. [Ar.] The head man of a 'romVireinia to Florida and Texas, and also in Central maltpsitB rm a 1 ««, Mf i .. rj^ 7.
village in parts of India and central Asia. and South America.-European maUow. Malva Alcea

»"'*"eBiw (tnai - tes it), n. IMaltese (see
About this time a letter arrived from the Prince Sultin sL^"™??; ^? «™^''^;'^

''S'^/'''^^^^^^^
"„

{ T 1 ,

'J-.
.

Variety of chiastoUte or
DAnijal, reporting that (ilalik) Ambar had collected his SF<«r rioh« mil Aw i^^"' ^^° '^''/ """-"V"- f"?,'^'^

(aiidalusite) which is found in the crys-
tr«,_psinliidar. iV«o(, Hist. Ind.. VI. 104. ZZ%2c°J^s7^°Tc-J^a:r;^?:!A'\^^^^^ tal.ne schists of eastern Finland. It occurs

mall-mall (ma'h-ma'Ii), H. A form of ch ronic g'obe mallow, and S. c»).yidn(a, the sharp-fruited globe ™ ^^^ge nodules that exhibit a Maltese cross
chorea or tic prevalent in the Philippine "\»'''^"'

P'^esteraXorth America.-Hi«h mallow. See or the pure mineral separated by areas of im-
Islands «'»«•»>««««•—Low mallow, the dwarf mallow, iiffftea pure material. See cut under c7(ia.sto«te

malipes (mal'i-pez), n. Singular ot malipedes. F«"to SlelSSn^^pr^c^Z,*;'^^^^^^^^ malt-grist (malt'grist), «. See the extract,
malism (ma'lizm), «. llj. malus, had, + -ism.l fwamp-maUow, the swamp rose-mallow, HiMscus ^^ fif" "'»"teil the malt is again scoured, and is ground
The doctrine that the world is evil, or that ou

•?'<»"'"'»"« -Virginia or Virginian mallow, Sida Z,!?^,^^
crushed in specially-constructed malt mills,

., ,
I „ -1

D .Yuiiu 10 cvii, ui luai, uu hennaphrodita. See Sida, 1.—Water-mallow the "hich press the grains so that the hulls remain intactthe whole evil prevails over good
:
a less ex- swamp rose-mallow.-WMte mallow, themS miUow »>"'« "'« "'t'^rio'- starch body is finely ^wdered. It is

treme doctrine than pessimism. Altheea officinalis. now termed "inoJ<-<?nX" and it is stored in grist hop-
Malism, to me a convenient expression, is acknow- malm, V. t. 2. To mix (clay and chalk) for ^!!?'

"'«*'''' '' '* ^^^^ ™ readiness for the mash-tub un-
ledged on all hands. making bricks

demeath. •S^«. ^jMsr., June 18, 1904, p. 480.

H. eoodufn. Science and Faith, p. 243. -V. £. A malma (mal'ma), «. [Kamchatkan.l Same *^*' "• ?' Haeekel's term for the gelat-
mallSt (ma'hst), n. [L. «m/«.5. bad, -(- -isf] as Dolly Farden trout (wMeh see under trouti)

i'^?"^,^<^"°<i-s^Dstanee or mesogloea and con-
One who believes that the world is bad, but malo (ma'16), «. [Fiiian and Hawaiian the if^"^ , , . * °^ various kinds, which forms
not the worst possible. paper-mulberry, a malo or girdle made from J,uw?+5*'/'°T.i^^*''^.'''

sponges.
Bad as things are, he does not believe that the world is it, Maori maro, a girdle.! 1 In the Fill Islands •'"'HJ'iaciie (mal tua-sit), n. [dr. fiaWoKoc,

getting worse and worse ... he is a' niart«(.' Hawaii and other r>ni-tsi nf PnU-noolo fh^ ^„' SOtt (a variant of //a/.axdp, soft), -t- -ite'^.'] A
CA.,« Job* Solomon, I. 202. V, ^ z,. ^e^Zih^y^%lHurUpP^eT::^2" ""l

-^te or yellowish clay which ^'ccurs in sclle^
mahstlC (rna-lis tik), a lmahst + .,0.] Per- cloth or girdle made from the^fiber of th; pa- r^^^l^,*TY^ 'JlW ^^^''^'t'^

*° ^"'"•«' ^^^l^-
tainingtoorofthenatureofmahsm. per-mulberrv. See Brousso,wtia, *kapa,iala ^^^^^^.^""^^^^H' " ["'«'«'«+ -'^2.] A
malltza (ma-ht'sa), n. [Samoyed fj A kind *nute and *n-atd-e

'«/'«, «y«(, general term sometimes used to embrace the
of fur coat or tunic reaching to the knees, and malobago(ma-16-bk'g6),«. [Bicol malubaoo 1 "^"'^V^

bitumens of varying consistency,
open only at the neck and hem, worn by the Same as *b<iliba00

muuwayo.i namely, maltha, mineral tar, brea, and eha-
Samoyeds. It is made with the hair inside, malobservance (mal-ob-zer'vans) « rmnl •.S'^Pi'v^- • .

and with mitts attached to the sleeves. See + ohsc^ra^cef Wron| obser^nce • as mat Malthusianize (mal-thfi'si-an-iz), .. ,. ; pret.
extract under *fo«;,?A«. ofc-enY,«rf of the SabbSth.

'

f^d yp. MaUkmiani^ed, vvr^. Malthmimtizmg.
malkuth (mal-kOth

), n. [Heb. kingdom, malobservation (mal"ob-zer-va'shon1 «
[Mamiman+ -izeA To become a supporter of

< m<,/aA-, to rule, < mf/rf, king.] The tenth [tml +obsen^tim^^ the doctrines of Malthus. [Rare.]
Sephira, forming the Adam Kadmon. See the act orseeing oribserv?nTtongTv

* ' ^alt-jelly (malt'jel'i), n. The trade-name of
*f,e,,hm,th and*Adam Kadmon. Further experimtnt [in "crystal-gazing "f may reveal

'''' ''''^'''"'^

"^J"''"
*° ^^^^^ isinglass, gelatin,

mallagong (mal a-gong). «. [Australian.] A some nonnal explanation, while scepticism (which seldom o"" agar-agar has been added at a boiling tem-
native name for the Australian duck-mole or '"^es the trouble tu examine the alleged facts with anv P^rature and the liquid gelatinized by cooling
platypus, Ornithorhynchm paradoxus : used to J^"g^<;»"

always repose on a theory of „,«io6»erM(^^^^^ malto-. A combining form used in organic
some extent locally as a common name. Also, „„L, \ , , - ,- .

^^"^yc. isnt., jLi^:>^ii.. bs. chemistry to designate a relation to maltose.
mhooks, malUm()onq and vmllagong. maioirontal (ma-lo-fron tal), a. [L. »m?«, maltodextrine (mal-to-deks'trin), »i. A vari-
Malleable castings! See •castoo. jaw, -1- /ro»«(/ron<-) forehead -f -o/l.] In ety of dextrine or starch-gum, produced in
malleableize (malT-a-bl-ii'.), r. t.; pret. and fj;"""""-

Pertaining to both the malar and 'mashing' brewers' malt, al an intermediate
p-p. malkublei.:ed, pX>T. malleableizinf;. [ma««- „„?„„?,,"*';., , ^ „• , , ,

product between starch and fermentable glu-
able + -ire.] To make malleable, "as iron or ^f*"^"'

(ma-lon ik), a [mal(ic) + -on + -/c] cose. Its claim to be considered a distinct
other metals. [Rare.] /n°Al?&.''" / i

" eolo^less compound, CHo- substance is not clearlv established
mallealfmal'e-al),a. andH. [ma7?<»« -I- -n/l.]

C^UH),, found m the sugar-beet and pre- maltol (mftl'tol), m. Imaltl + -oU A colorless
I. a. Of or relating to the malleus. P*""®" °^'.^'^f,

hydrolysis of cyanaeetic acid

;

C(OH) : CH
II. n. Same as interoperculum. StarVs,

Propanediacid. It crystallizes in triclinie compound, CH< O ^CH {?), formed
Svnonvmv of the Fish Skeleton, p. 515. W^ -l

*">" ^f'lts and decomposes into carbon CH : C(OH)
malleate (mal'e at), n. [malleus + -atey^.^ \n

'""^d and acetic acid at 132° C. Malonic during the roasting of malt. It crvstallizes
rotifers, having the mallei stout, the manubria ^"^ and their sodium derivatives are exten- in long needles and gives a violet color with
and unci being of equal length: as, the rnalle- ,^' "^^.*^ ^F organic syntheses. ferric chlorid.

lite type of trophi. malorgamzation (mal-or "gan-i-za'shon), n. maltometer (mal-tom'e-ter), «. hiiam + Gr
malleatory (mare-a-to-ri), (I. [NL. 'mai/ea- l"">'- .+ ">y<'>"^atio>i.'\ Imperfect or wrong //frpox, measure.] A hydrometer with a spe-
toriiis, < L. mallea'tor, a hammerer, < malleare,

"iKanizatiou cial scale, used to detei-mine the strength of
)•., hammer: see mortfafe] Of or pertaining ™*^°'^^*'}^^®? f™"'""'" gS""'^"^)' «• ["»«'-+ brewers' wort or extract of malt.
to a hammerer or hammering.- MaUeatory wT'o"'- ^i^-^' °''''^™"^'-^°''^*°'^*'''- ™*1*0I"C (maU [mnfti + -on -t- -io ]
spasm ..r chorea. Same as m««ea(to», :i.

' malo-Kussian, ». n. o. Pertaining or re- Pertaining ultimately to malt.— Maltonlo acid
mallee- (mare), ». Same as molly3. lating to the Little-Russians. Same as in/luemic add.

mallee-scrnbber (mare-skrub*^r), «. in malpais(mal-pa-es'), w. [Sp., 'bad land': see maltosazone (mal-tos-az'on), >i. [maltose +
Australia, a name given to cattle that run wild mal-, jmis, peasant.'^ The ragged surface of a "-""f]

A crystalline compound, Ci.)Ho409-
in the mallee-scrub, or thickets of dwarf eu- lava-flow. [Southwestern U. S.] (N.NH2)o, prepared by the action of "maltose
calyptus, Eucalyptus dumosa and E. oleosa. In the old times, up to the present generation, in their

on hydrazine acetate. The name is also used,
The brush-turkey, Leipoa, is similarly known '™'1'''K visits to the Plmas the Hopi Uolt the trail through less correctlv, ioT phenyl maltosazone.
as the mallee-bird. .nS»a%^Tth^M^"nw^^''

'"'"'*'*"' '*''™'^ maltoside (mal'to-sid), «. [jmaltose + -frfel.]

mallein (mal'e-in), n. [L. TOaZte(i(«), glanders, ^. II* F™'A-f»,''i'iT'smith8onian Rep., I89«,p. .'i20.
^"^ organic chem., the name of a class of

+ -in.] A sterilized filtered extract of give- malno«»d Cmal no^d"! n tmnl 4- ..nc./.2 -t.
'compounds which are both intramolecular

erin-bonillon cultures of the bacillus of gfand-'°*,??^SadrDrced^ anhydrids and ethers. They are formed
ers, containing substances from the holies of l'Lfff;-J J

7°"«ly Placed- from alcohols and maltose by the action of
the bacilli and their soluble products which dis^^r ""'

''e^Z Brit Kx^u'u^ hydrochloric acid, closely resemble the corre-
have not been destroyed by heat. ™oi^,».i.j» /„ 1 ^, \ r

7
'j

'
-.' sponding glueosides from glucose, and are

malleh-bug (mal'e-bug), n.^ Same as miana- "^A^^li"""^'^^^^
^'^^' "• ^""''- '^ ^'"""''^ hydrolyzed by certain enz>-n,s. '

bug ( which see). "ill malt-SCreen, «.-Waterfall malf-acreen, a sieve or

mallemak n See mallemuclc malt', n.— Pale malt, in brewing, malt which has been screen placed in a sloping position and having several

mallomnt Vma lo mnt'\ ., rr><.,.« -n ™„77 a,
dried m a kiln, butata comparatively low temperature, stripsof wood crossing it horizontally, by passing overmaiiemot ( raa-le-mot ;, n. 1 t-ape U. mallemdt, so Uiat it has less color than yellow or amoer malt.— which malt is cleansed from dust, rootlets, and plumules,

s mill, loohsh, + mot, moth.] A name given Slack malt, malt which, after having been dried, has preparatury to its use by the brewer.
in South .Africa to a poisonous wasp. absorbed moisture from the atmosphere. It produces m- maltZVme (malt'zim), n. [malt^ + Gr. Lviin

malleotomy (rnal-e-ot'6-mi), H. (malleus + 'enor beer, and requires to be redded before use. ferment.] A specially prepared form of dias-
Gr. -Toiua, < Ta/«(i.,'cut.] 1. An operation for

Malta gray. Same as methylene *gray. tase or malt extract.
separating the malleoli by division of the liga- n^alta^n (nial

' tan), n. [malt^ + -an.'] The malu (mii'lo), n. [Melanesian.] The initia-
ment which holds them in apposition.—2. An term used in organic chemistry to designate tion ceremonies of the Melanesians performed
operation of division of the malleus in the an atomic complex which is supposed to be at the time of puberty of boys,
middle ear in cases of ankylosis of the ossicles. Pfesent in the starch molecule and which malum, n. 2. In pathol., a disease.—Malum
mallochorion fmal-o-kn'ri-onl »i r"Nn, < dr gives rise to maltose and its derivatives when coxae, hip-disease— Malum perforans, perforating

,,n>>^)^ Q lV;.^\,f „ 1 1" / U-i^-,^ijr.
the starch is hvdrolvzed ulcer of the foot.—Malum senile. <«) Arteriosclerosis.

A^^n/./Oi, a lock of wool, + ;fd,Kov, membrane, '""'''arc" 18 nyuroiyzea.
., . , (6) Inflammation of the sclera in the ^ed. (c) A chronic

bee chorvm.] In embryol., the presumably ^^'-t^Se (mal tas), «. [vialti-i- -ase.] A fer- destructive disease of one of the larger joints, usually the
primitive form of the mammalian chorion ment which causes the cleavage of maltose '"P. winch occurs in advanced life,

characterizeii by a uniform covering of villi!
*"to two molecules of dextrose. Maltase, malunion (mal-ii'nypn), «. [nial- -i- union.]

malloplacenta (mal'o-pla-sen'ta), n. [NL. < l"*e lipase, has been shown to be capable of Union of the fragments of boue in a faulty

Gr. fia'A/o^, a lock of wool, -t- K'L. placenui] reversible action in concentrated solutions, position after a fracture.

In embryol., a non-deciduate placenta corre- ^t occurs widely distributed in both the ani- Malvavi8CU8(mal-va-vis'kus), «. [NL. (Adan-
sponding to the mallochorion, that is, having ™al and the vegetable world. son, 1763, adopted from Dillenius, 1732), < L.
uniformly distributed villi. Such a placenta maltate (mal'tat), k. [malt^ +-ate'^.] A com- -l^a/va, mallow, -I- rj'sctow, bird-lime, in allusion
occurs in many ungulates and in cetaceans. pound of malt with another substance. to the mucilaginous or fleshyfruit.] A genus

mallotoxill (mal-6-tok'sin), n. [Gr. /ia>26i, Maltee (mal'te), o. Same as Maltese (cat). °/ plants of the faniily jl/«to«cpa'. They aie

m^'llowT^iJ^i- *^Zl
Samea8*ro<«.r,„. Dialect Notes, ill. iii, 193. [Colloq.] t±i^7]^^tJ^tto^:'^^tZ

lUdllOW, n—BrlBtly-lrmtea mallow, .Vodtofa Carn- Maltese cross. (6) A plant. Lychnis Chalcedonica. twenty to thirty species, native to wann paits of America.
(imam/, a low plant of the mallow family with pedately Also called CTO»«-o/-J'er««aJcm.— Maltese lace. See Jf. ortorcux, known to gardeners as ^cAajiw AfaZi'amsc7;s,
clelt leaves, red flowers, and hispid-aristate carpels, found -klace. is a window-garden or greenhouse plant, with alternate,



Malvaviscus
BhfUIowly 3-1obed leaves and scarlet flowers which remain
nearly or quite elosed and bear a projecting column of

stiUnens.

Malvern quartzite. See *quart:ite.

malwa imurwii), n. An intoxicating liquor
made from ripe bananas and fermented millet.

[Africa.]

mam. An abbreviation of mammalogy.
mamaki (ma-mii'ke), «. [Hawaiian.] 1. A
name in Hawaii of a shrub of the nettle fam-
ily, Pipturiis albidiis, found on all the islands

of the group, and one of the two principal

plants from which kapa is prepared.— 2. The
ka]ia or cloth made from this plant.

mamaloi (ma-ma-16'i), 71. [Also mamati-loi

i

< mama, mother, + Bantu loi, sorcerer.]

The priestess in voodoo ceremonies. [Haiti.]

MamamoUcU (ma-ma-mo-she'), n. [F., a
factitious word.] A pompous title, from that

supposed to have been conferred by the Sul-

tan on M. Jourdain in Moji&re's play, ' Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme '; hence, onewho takes

such a title ; an ostentatious, self-important,

and ridiculous pretender.

mamane (ma-ma'na), n. [Native name.] A
U'guminous tree, Sophora chrysophylla, grow-
ing at great elevations in the Hawaiian
Islands, which has pinnate leaves, racemes of

pale-yellow flowers, and fruit in the form of a
four-winged pod deeply constricted between
the seeds. The wood is hard and durable, and
is suitable for posts in building. It was used
by the ancient Hawaiians for making their oo,

or digging implements, and the liolita, or

sleds, in which they coasted down the moun-
tain sides.

mamanite (ma'ma-mt), n. IMaman (see def.)
-+- -i7e2.] A mineral closely related to poly-

halite in aspect and characters, but stated to

differ in the proportion of the bases. It occurs
with carnallite at the salt-mine of Maman in

Persia.

mamelonated (mam'e-lon-a-ted), a. [mame-
/o».] Having roundei, nipple-shaped eleva-

tions on the surface.

Mameluke bit, a heavy iron bit used by the Brazilian
niamelucoa.—Mameluke point, the double-ed^'cd cut-

tinp-point of tlie Mamciulie saber.—Mameluke sleeve,
a fashion of sleeve worn by women in Paris under tile

Fii-st Empire. .V. E. D.

mamillariform (mam-i-la'ri-form), a. Same
as mammilliform.
mamma'-^, ».— Supernumerary mammae, breasts in

excess of the nonnal number. They may be situated

near the natural ones, or may be found in the axilla,

groin, or abdominal wall. Also called accessory vunnmte.

mammaeform, a. An erroneous form for mavi-

miform.
mammalgia (ma-marji-a), n. [L. mamma,
breast, + Gr. aXyo^, pain.] Neuralgic pain
in the breast.

mammality (ma-mal'i-ti), n. The state or
condition of being a mammal. J. Fiske.

Mammary arteries, three main trunks which sup-
ply the breast, the internal arising from the subclavian
artery, and the superior and inferior external derived
irom the axillary artery.

mamma-shrimp (mam'a-shrimp), V, A West
Indian crab, probably of the family Homolidse.

mammatO-CUmulus, n. 2. Same as mammi-
form cloud (which see, under *cto«(Jl).

mammilla, «.— Splmilng mammilla, one of the
ni:uiiiiiillif')nii spitmerets of a spider.

mammillaplasty (ma-mil'a-plas-ti), n. [L.

mammilla, nipple, + Gr. TrJatrrdf, < n'Aacaeiv,

form.] A surgical operation for restoring a
defective nipple or raising a depressed one.

mamjnoid (mam'oid), a. [>«aTO»j(a)2 -f- -oid.']

Pertaining to or resembling a mamma in

character or shape : as, the mammoid process
of the temporal bone of man. [Rare.]

mammoniacal (mam-o-ni'a-kal), a. Same as
*mamm(inic.
mammonic (ma-mon'ik), a. [Mammon + -ic.']

Related to or influenced byMammon or world-
lines.s. [Rare.]

mammonitish (mam'on-i-tish), a. Resem-
bling Mammon; worldly; avaricious. N. E. D.
mammular (mam'u-liir), a. [mammuta +
-or^.] Having or consisting of mammulaj.
mammulose (mam'ii-16s), a. [mammula +
-o.si".] Same as *mammular.
mammy, «• 3. Same as stone-lugger, 2.

mamo (ma'mo), «. [Hawaiian.] 1. The
sickle-billed sunbird, Drepanis pacifica, one
of the honey-suckers of Hawaii : extermi-
nated for the sake of its yellow feathers, which
were used in making feather cloaks worn by
the chiefs. It was black with golden-yellow
rump and lower back. See cut under l>re-
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panis.— 2. A cloak made wholly or partly

from the feathers of this bird,

mamsell, mamselle (mam-zel'), "• [F- mam-
selle, mamzclle, short for mademoiselle.] Made-
moiselle. [Colloq.]

Put on Miss Maria's bonnet this instant, Mamsell. . . .

I sliall take care, Mamsell. that you return to Switzerland
to-morrow. Thackeray, Kitz-Boodle Papere, Pref., p. 170.

man^, «. 14. In Cumberland, Westmoreland,
and Lonsdale, a cairn or pile of stones mark-
ing a summit or prominent point of a motm-
tain. Compare Low Man, High Man, as local

names for particular cairns, also applied to

portions of the mountains themselves. N. E. ]J.

—Blue-sky man. See •.tA-i/i.—Comer man. la) One
of the two end-men of a company of negro minstrels. (6)

A loafer who hangs about street^corners. [Eng. in botli

uses.] ((') In building a camp or barn of logs, one wlio

notches the logs so that they will fit closely and make a
square corner, (rf) One who makes a corner in stocks or
commodities.— Second man. ilt) in domestic service, a
butler's first assistant, to whom, among other duties, tlie

care of the silver is intrusted.

—

The man In the street,
the ordinary man ; one who takes the conmionplace view
of things : the type of commonplaceness.
The man in the street, finding no worth in himself

wliich coiTesponds to the force which built a tower or
sculptured a marble god, feels poor when he looks on
these. Emerson, Self-Keliauce, Essays, 1st ser., p. Q2.

A Greenwich nautical almanac he has, and so being
sure of the information when he wants it, the man in
the street does not know a star in the sky.

Emerson, Self-Reliance, Essays, 1st ser., p. 83.

Third man, in cricket, (a) A fielder who stands beyond
point, but farther from the wicket, and more behind it. (h)

His position in the field.

—

Ward man, a police ofJicer

detailed as a detective in the service of his captain. The
oifice was abolished in New York in ISiM. [U. S.]

—

White
man. («) A man of the Caucasian race, (h) An honest,
upright man. [Slang, U. S.]

man^ (man), n. [Per. man. Hind, man, usu-
ally man, Skt. muna, a measure, a weight, <

V^'i'i, measure : hence E. maitiid.] A measure
of weight in Persia, varying in value, in differ-

ent localities, from about 6 to about 25
pounds.
Man., Manit. Abbreviations of Manitoba.
mana^ (ma'na), n. [Jap. mana, the true or
real characters, from ma, just, true, perfectly,
exactly, + na, name.] The Chinese characters
as used by the Japanese.
Chinese characters have been adopted by only one

people with an agglutinative language, the Japanese,
who along with these charactere ( Mana ) use another
method of writing ( Kana ), which is syllabic.

Deniker, Races of Man, p. 141.

mana^ ( ma ' na ), n. [Maori and Tahitian
mana, authority, influence; Samoan and
Hawaiian mana, supernatural power, etc.: a
word common to many Polynesian and Mel-
anesian languages.] 1. Power in general;
authority; influence. [New Zealand.]— 2.
Magical or supernatural power.
A degraded and conventionalised representation of a

bird, probably of the sacred bird of the West Pacific, the
frigate bird, which possesses mana (spiritual or magical
power) in an eminent degree.

Nature, May 14, 1903, p. 36.

manaca, or manacaa (ma'na-ka'), « [Tupi.]
In Brazil, the name of a shrub belonging to the
solanum family, Brunfelsia Hopeana, the
tough woody root of which is used as a
remedy for rheumatism and syphilis. See
*Brunfelsia.

manada (ma-na'da), n. [Sp.] A Spanish
term for a herd of cattle or drove of sheep

;

adopted to some extent in California and
southern Texas.
managemental (man-aj-men'tiil), a. [man-
agement + -0(1.] Relating to management or

to the management ; of the nature of manage-
ment. [Rare.]

managerially (man-a-je'ri-al-i), adv. In the
manner of a manager; in the capacity of a
manager.

manal (ma'nal), a. [L. man{us), hand, -t- -a?l.]

Of or pertaining to the manus or hand.—Manal
formula, in zool., a statement of the distance between
the distal ends of the second to fifth metacarpals of a

bat, measured when the wing is extended as in fliglit.

manana (man-yii'na), n. and adv. [Sp., the

morning, the moiTow; < L. mane, the morn-
ing.] 1. n. To-morrow : used as a synonym
of easy-going procrastination.

Six hours [to wait] ! What difference did it make?
There was a flavor of the waiiana por la mannna of the

Spaniards ... in the acceptance of the situation tllat

appealed to me.
F. Hopkinson Smith, A Pot of Jam, in At Close Range,

[D. 243.

Land of Ma&ana, the land of To-morrow ; applied to

any region chai-acterized by the easy-going procrastina-

tion of its inhabitants ; a land where the Spanish disre-

gard of the value of time prevails.

A lethargic sloth beyond that of sluggish ox or somno-
lent swine, which was an iiritating marvel to the patiei t

mancipee
padres of the eighteenth century, and is to-day a by-
word in the even-tempered land of Mahaiui.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Marcll, 1002, p. 421.

II. adr. On the morrow ; to-morrow ; on
any future day; by and by.

" Lazzarillo," despairingly, *' order the liorses, it is time
to go."

" Oh! manana, senora ; we go maiiana."
•' But the luggage ?

"

" Oh ! aie, manana," murmured Lazzarillo, provok-
ingly, ]uitting off the evil day.
.S. J. Cunnin'jham, Thiough the Byways of Andalusia, v.

mananguete (ma-nan-ga'ta), n. [Philippine
Sp.] A person who sells tuba, a drink made
of palm-sap. [Philippine Is.]

mananosay (man-a-no'sa), n. Same as 7Han-

iiiosc.

manarvel (ma-nar'vel), f . t. Same as mancKc/.
Manasquan formation. See ^formation.
manazo (mil-nii'zo), ». The Japanese name of
a small shark, Mustelus manazo, of the family
Carehanidie.

man-breasted (man'bres'ted), a. Presenting
a human appearance as far as the breast or
upper part of the body is concerned, as the
merman.
And in the light the white mermaiden swam.
And strong man-breasted things stood from the sea.

And sent a deep sea-voice thro' all the land.
Tennyson, Guinevere, 1. 244.

man-broker (man'bro'ker), n. A sailors'

boarding-house keeper; a sailors' shipping-
agent.

mancala (man'ka-lii), n. [Ar. manqaJo, a
game plajed with 72 small shells on a board
of 12 boles, lit. ' place of transferring or mov-
ing' (compare the meaning of draughts, lit.

' moves'), < tna-, a prefix forming nouns of

place and time, -1- naqala, transfer, remove.]
A game played on a board containing two or
more rows of cup-shaped holes in which peb-
bles are placed and transferred from hole to

hole according to certain rules. The game has
been carried by the Arabs over the greater part of Africa
and eastward to the Malay Archipelago. It is known
locally as naranj (Maldive Islands) ; chanka (Ceylon)

;

chonffkak (Malay Peninsula); ^oo (Liberia) ; chvncaJo7i
(Philippine Islands); gabattu ("Abyssinia); abangah
(Ntam Niam) ; 7vawe (West Indies); chuba (as pub-
lished and played in the United States).

Mancalias (man-ka'li-as), 71. [NL., irreg. < L.
7nancus, defective, -t- -alia.^, "a quasi-diminu-
tive termination to correspond with tVrai/a*."]

A genus of fishes of the family Ceratiidse, in-

habiting the open seas, usually at consider-

able depths.

Manchester cotton. See Kendal *cotton.

Manchesterism (man'ches-ter-izm), n. The
economic philosophy and policj' of the so-

called Manchester school ; especially, the prin-

ciples of free trade and laissez faire. Kidd,
Western Civilization, p. 23.

Manchurian subregion. See ''svbregion.

mancinism (man'si-nizm), n. llt.manci7ii.9mo,

< 7nancino, left-handed, < 7na7ico, left-handed,

maimed, defective, < L. mancvs, defective.]

Left-handedness or left-sidedness.

It seems that sufficient care has not yet been taken to

detennine what constitutes left-handedness. The relative

strength of the two hands is not enough to decide this,

for mancinitnn, or left-sidedness, is a matt^jr of relative

skill as well as of relative strength.
H. //. Ellis, The Criminal, p. 110.

mancipant (man'si-pant), n. [L. mandpans
(-ant-), < 7nancipare, deliver. See mnncipate
and mancipation.'] One who disposes of prop-

erty by mancipation ; a maneipator.

mancipatio (man-si-pa'shi-6), n. [L.] Same
a-s mancipation, 1.

mancipative (man'si-pa-tiv), a. \7)ianeipate

•¥ -i'v.] In Bom. laic, having the character of

mancipation (which see) ; mancipatory.

A mancipative will was executed by the same process.
Paste, Gaius, IL § 103.

maneipator (man'si-pa-tgr), 71. [L. maneipa-

tor, < mancipare, deliver. See mancipate and
mancipation.] In Bom. late, one who disposed

of property by mancipation; a mancipant.

Mancipation ... is an imaginaiy sale which is only

within the competence of Roman citizens, and con-

sists in the following process t in the presence of

not fewer than five witnesses, citizens of Rome above the

age of puberty, and another person of the same condition,

who holds a bronze balance in his hands and is called the

balance holder, the alienee holding a bronze ingot in his

hand, pronounces the following words : Tliis man I claim

as belonging to me by right quiritary and be he purchased

to me by this ingot and this scale of bronze, fie then

strikes the scale with the ingot, which he delivers to the

7iiancivator as by way of purchase money.
Paste, Gaius, 1. 1 119.

mancipee (man-si-pe'), "• [Irreg. mancip(aU)



manclpee

+ -^«l.] The purchaser of property by man-
cipation, or the executor of a maucipatory will.

mancipium (man-sip'i-um), n. [L. See dkdi-

cipiitr.'] In Rom. Iiitr, the power over a free-

man acquired by mancipation, that is, exercise

of the paternal power to sell a son. The son

then came into a condition similar to that of

a slave, but to the purchaser alone. The
transaction could be only among Eoman
citizens.

Bonilage was an institute of the CivU law, slavery of the

law of nations. [The custom did not exist in Justin-

ian's time.] PoHe, Gaius, pp. 30, 8.^

Mandaic (man-da'ik), a. Same as ilandeean.

mandant, «. II. a\. Commanding; ordering:

chiefly in the phrase member mandant, the

brain! as the controller of the body.

mandarah (man'da-ra), 71. [Ar. mandarah,
place of seeing, <."nddara, see.] In some
Oriental countries, a reception-room.

mandarin, «. 6. Same as mandarin orange
(whicli see, under orange'^).

mandarinize (man'da-rin-iz), r. f. ; pret. and
pp. tnandurinized, ppr. mandarinizing. [man-
darhi + -ire.] To raise to the position of

mandarin: make a mandarin of. [Kare.]

mandarinship (man'da-rin-ship), n. [man-
darin + -.ihip.'] The office, authority, or rank
of mandarin.
mandate vman'dat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. man-
dakd, ppr. mandating. [L. mandare, pp.
mandatus, commit, enjoin, command. See
mandate, n.] If. To command.— 2. To com-
mit (a sermon, speech, etc.) to memory by
repeatipg (it) aloud to one's self before de-

livery. [Scotch.]

My father . . . flung away his life without stint every
Sabhatl»-day. his sermons being lalwriously prepared,

loudly iiunidatej, and at great expense uf IxKlyand mind,
and then delivered with the utmost vehemence and rapid-

ity.

J. Brnurn, Jt/etter to J. Cairns, 1880, in Horse Subsecivse,

[p. 97.

mandatee (man-dS-te'), «. One to whom a
mandate is given; a mandatary.
mandation (man-da'shon), «. [mandate, v.,

+ -ion.'] The act of committing (a sermon,
or speech, etc.) to memory. See ^mandate, 2.

mandative (man'da-tiv), a. [ML. mandalirus,

< L.. man'lare, command.] 1. Relating to or

of the nature of command.— 2. Ingram., not-

ing the imperative use of the future.

mandelic (man-del'ik), a. [G. mandeJ, al-

mond, + -ic] Noting an acid, a colorless

compound, <'pHgCH(OH)COOH, prepared by
the hydrolysis of bitter-almond oil or by the
action of hydrochloric acid on a mixture of

benzaldehyde and hydrocyanic acid. It forms
large rhombic crystals, melts at 118° C, and
may be resolved into its optical isomers.
Also called phenylglijcolic acid or paramai
delic acid.

mandible^ n. (e) in polyzoans, an operculum.

mandibled (man'di-bld), a. Provided with a
mandible or operculum, as the avieularia of

certain Folyzoa.

An acute mandibled ftvicalariam.
Annall and MttJ. Xat. Uitt., June, 1903, p. 691.

mandibnla (man-dib'u-lji), n. In ichthyol.,

saijii- as (Icntiirij.

Mandibular condyle, fenestra, fontanelle,
foot, goniometer, index. See *condyk, etc.

mandibularis (man-dib-li-la'ris), n. [XL.
See niinidiliular.] The ma.s8eter muscle.

mandilion^ (man-dil'yqn), n. [NGr. ftavSi/Mov,

fiinih /.loi', a handkerchief, rb ayiov iiavii/'Aiov,

'the sacred handkerchief of the legend; orig.

identical with mandilion^, a garment.] A
handkerchief on which, according to an ecele-

Hiiistical legend, a portrait of Jesus was
painted, and which was sent by him to Ab-
garus, prince of Edessa. In the earliest version
of the legend, that of Ku-Hcbius. the portrait is not men-
tioned. Tliree churches claim to i>'issess tlie original

fflic, the Sainte-Chapelle at Paris, the chui-ch of San
silveKtro in Canite in Kome, wlience the relic was trans-

ferred U) the \ atlcan in 1H70, and the church of .S. Itar-

tolonniieo in OelMja. The mandilion is not to be
confused with the sudariuni of St Veronica.

man-dLoor (man'dor), n. In mining, a small
trap-diiiir on a traveling road.

mandragorine (man-drag'o-rin), n. [mandra-
gnra+-ine^.] A hydroscopic resinous alkaloid,

Ciyll.^ijNOs, contained in the root of Mandra-
giira nutumntili.-i and M. rrrnnlis. It melts at
77-79° ('., and its salts are mydriatics.

mandragorite (man-drag'o-rit), n. [mandra-
gorn + -ili-. J One who consumes mandragora
as a narcotic. [Kare.]
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mandrake, «.—WUd mandrake, (n) See ivildi. (6)

Tile encltanter'a nightsliade, Ciraea Littetiana.

mandram (man'dram), n. [West Indian.] A
mixture, used in the West Indies as an appe-
tizer, consisting of sliced cucumbers, chopped
shallots, lime-juice, wine, and peppers. Also
mandrang.

mandrel-press (man'drel-pres), «. A hand-
press used to push a mandrel into a metal
object for the purpose of holding it in a lathe

or other machine-tool: al.«o used to push the
mandrel out again when the work is done. It

is usually made as an attachment to a lathe

and is sometimes a separate machine. Also
called an arbor-press.

mandriarch (man'dri-ark), n. [LGr. /lavSpcdp-

Xnc, < Or. /xavdpa, monastery.] The founder or
head of a monastic order. A''. E. D. [Rare.]

mandrin (man'drin), n. [F. mandrin, a man-
drel, former, strike, etc. : see mandrel.~] A
stiff wire used to give shape and rigidity to

a soft catheter during its introduction.

mandruka (man-dro'kii). )(. A trade-name of
a kind of honeycomb-sponge of fine quality.

Honeycomb sponges are various in quality, these being
known as Mandruka^ ainl found in deep water, are per-
fect forms, and have a close fiber and no horny fibers
protruding from the surface, and are characteristic for

their small root. Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 14, 1903, p. 22670.

manflight (man 'flit), «. The flight of a
human being through the air by means of a
flying- or a gliding-machine. Aeronautic An-
nual, 1895, p. 145.

manga, «. 2. A cone-shaped bag for the fil-

tration of amalgam. Phillips and Bauerman,
Elem. of Metallurgy, p. 746.

mangan (mang'gan), n. [Gr. uayyavov, a ma-
chine, war-engine : see mangonel.] Same as
miingonel.

mangan-, mangano-. A prefix used with min-
eral names to indicate the presence of mangan-
ese : as, manganapatitc, manganosiderite, etc.

manganandalusite (raang"gan-an-da-lu'sit),

n. A variety of andalusite of a grass-green
color, wjiich contains considerable mangan-
ese : found in muscovite-quartzite at VestanS,
Sweden.

manganberzeliite (mang'gan-b6r-ze'li-it), n.

A variety of berzeliite from IJingban, Sweden,
peculiar in containing both manganese and
sodium.

manganblende (mang'gan-blend), n. Same
as aldhandint'.

manganbmcite (mang-gan-brS'sit), n. A
massive variety of brucite which contains
considerable manganese : found at Jakobs-
berg, Sweden.
Manganese bronzo. 0>) Same as nuinffanete brotcn.

See Oritwn.—Mang&uese dlOXid, the connnon black
oxid of manganese, fcanid in nature as the mineral pyro-
lusite : valuaiile in tlie manufacture of glass, steel,

l>Ieaching-iM,wder, and in other industries. Its comimsj.
tion is represented by the fommla SIn02.—Manganese
peroxld, manganese dioxid, MnOg, also known as l>Iark

oxid of niaitgatiese. As found in nature it constitutes

the mtnenil pyrolusite. See in<i«.7«»u?«/'.—Manganese
Silicate, a compound which occurs in nature in several

minemls (as rh«-*tionite, tephroit§, and bementite) and as

a ('Mistitnt-iit at many nu)re complex silicates.— Red
manganese. ('*) Rh<xlonite.

manganesious (mang-ga-no'shius), a. [man-
i/inicxc + -i-nii.<i.] Same as manganous.
manganic- (mang-gan'ik), a. [Gr. jiayyaviKd^

(used in reference to charms), adj., < iiayyavov,

a machine: see *mangan.] Relating to the

form of civilization in which machinery is

used : opposed to *naturistic, 2.

Professor Roulean, of Berlin, divides culture into phases
which he calls 'manf/ant'c' and 'naturiatic '; the former
term applies to the use of machinery and the domesti-
cation of nature's forces, the latter to that condition of

culture in which the hand was aided by the simplest
appliances. Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1902, p. 338,

manganin (mang'ga-nin), «. [niangan{ese) +
-in".] An alloy of 84 per cent, copper, 12 per
cent, nickel, and 4 per cent, manganese, used,

generally in the foi-m of wire, to make elec-

trical resistance-coils, since its resistance va-

ries little with changes of temperature.

manganite, «. 2. A substance which may be
viewed as a compound of manganese dioxid
with tlie nionoxid of a more basic or electro-

positive metal.—Calcium manganltes, compounds
which represent the jn-oiiuct of the union of lime and
manganese dioxid in dirt'erent projtortions. They coTisti-

tute the ' Weldon nnid ' oht.iineil in ttie process, patenteil

by \V, Weldon, ff»r recovering maTiganese in available form
from the still litiuorof the manufacture of chlorid of lime.

manganitic (man-r'a-nit'ik), o. Pertaining to

or containing mangxnite.

manic

manganocolumbite(mang"ga-no;ko-lum'blt),
n. Same as manganeolumbiti.
manganosphserite (mang"ga-no-sfe'rit), «.
An iron-manganese carbonate occurring in
globular aggregations : found at the Louise
Mine near Horhausen, Germany.
Manganous acid, a hypothetical acid, HoMnOg, corre-
sponding t(> the manganites. It is not Known as an
actually obtainable substance, — Manganous oxid,
manganese monoxid or protoxid, MnO,
manganpectollte (mang-gan-pek'to-lit), n. A
variety of pectolite containing several per
cent, of manganese protoxid : found at Mag-
net Cove, Arkansas.
mange^, ".—Texas mange. Same as icmferifcA.

mangel, «. An abbreviation of mangel-wurzel.

mangle", «. 2. See plate-straightening *rolls.

mangle-padded (mang'gl-pad"ed), a. In eal-

ico-prinfing, noting cloth which has been sat-

urated, or padded, with a mordant or color in
a mangle.
man-god (man'god), «. A deity regarded as
being in form or origin or in other respects a
man.

ITie old tradition of the fish-headed vmn-ffod Cannes,
who taught men to read and to write, and to sow, and to
reap, and to build. Nature, Feb. 11, 1904, p. 338.

mango-fish,)'. 2. Polynemus paradoxus, a, &sh.

found in the East Indies.

mango-fool (mang'go-fol), 1). Mangos beaten
to a pulp and mixed with cream or milk.
y. ]:. 1).

mangostin (mang'go-stin), 11. [viangost{een)

+ -!«-.] A tasteless golden-colored compound,
C20H02O5, contained in the husk of the fruit of
Garcinia mangostana from India. It crystal-

lizes in thin plates melting at 190° C.

mangrove, »!.— Black mangrove. Same as *co«r-
i(/(i.— Button mai^ove, Ctmocarpys erecta: same
as buttumcood, 1,— Flve-petaled mangrove, Ceriaps
CandoUeana, a tree whit'li yields a nit-dieinal bark.
See Temjah *6arJ-.—Pour-petaled mangrove, Rhizo-
})hftra mucronata and R. Mangh-. See lUdzophora and
iiinngrore, 1.—Mangrove grouper. See *<jrouper.—
Many-petaled mangrove, Jiruinuera gymnorhiza.—
Milky mangrove. Same as khtindinff-irce,— Native
mangrove, m Tasmania, a variety of Acacia lonftifolia,

abundant on the sea-coast and an excellent tree for binding
coast sands.— Red-flowered mangrove, I.umnitzera
ii((orC(l.—Red mangrove. ('<) in Australia: (1) Bru-
guiera Rhcedii, a small tree which yields a good tan-hark
and a hard, durable, yellowish-brown wood ; (2) Ileritiera

Wtoralist, a tree of the family Stcrcnliaccse. See Heri-
tiera&ni mmdan',—River-mangTOVe, ^Ktticeras majus,
a small tree of the family Myrginacae, which grows on
swampy shores from India and Ceylon to China, the I'hil-

ippine Islands, and northern Australia. It forms im-
penetrable thickets like the common mangrove.

mangrove-fly (mang'gr6v-fli), n. A West
African fly of the genus Glosaina, a tsetse-fly.

The genus Tabanidre, to which *' hippo" and "man-
grove " Jticg belong, has a wide distribution, which extends
all over the country mid along the Nile, and in no way
agrees with that of sleeping sickness. The bite of these
flies is, however, severe, and they may be regarded as pos-

sible carriers of disease.
Jour. Trap. Med., Nov. 2, 1903, p. 343.

mangrove-minnow (mang'grov-min'.o), n.

See *mi)inotr.

Manhattanese (man -liat-an-es'), a. and n.

[.Manhattan + -ese.] I. a." Of or pertaining

to the island of Manhattan (New York) or to

its inhabitants.

I'nlike most "stellar vehicles," however, "Her Own
Way "

is very far from being a one-part piece. It brings
together a immber of highly piquant Manhattanese types

of to-day, sketched with captivating drollery.

The Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 410,

II. n. 1. One who lives upon the island of

Manhattan.—2. The characteristic phrase-

ology of a New-Yorker.
maniole (man'hol), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. man-

holed, jjpr. manholing. To enter or use a
manhole, as for the purpose of examining or

repairing machinery. [Nonce-word.]
" Mister McAndrews, dont you think steam spoils ro-

mance at sea ?
"

Damned ijjit ! I 'd been doon thatmom to see what ailed

the throws,
Manholin', on my hack—the cranks three inches from my

nose. li. Kipling, McAndrew's Hynm, 1. 147.

manhole-plate (man'hol-plat), n. The cover

of a manhole.

manhole-ring (man'hol-ring), n. A ring, usu-

ally of steel or wrought-iron, riveted to a
boiler-shell around a manhole to strengthen

and stiffen the shell at that point and form a

flat surface for the joint with the lid.

mania, ». — AlCOhoUo mania, delirium tremens.—

Mania mitis, delirium,-Reasoning mania, parancea.

manic (ma'nik), a. [Gr. /mv/Kdc, mad, insane,

< fiaria, madness : see mania.] Relating to or

affected with mania. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 120.



Manicaria 768 manqnea
Manicaria (man-i-ka n-a), H. [NL. (Gaert- manitology (nian-i-tol'6-ji), «. [»ianj«(o) + mannitine (man'i-tin), n. [wanwj/fe + -)«A]
uer, 1(91), < L. mamcir, sleeve, glove, gaunt- -uloyy.} The study of mauitos. A colorless liquid, OuHwNo, i)repared l>v the
let

;
from the appearance of the spathes.] A Wc shi-uld du itieat injustice to tlie Indian character, distillation of a mixture of mannite and aiu-

genus of palms. It contains but one species, not to mention liy tar the most prominent of their beliefs, moniuiii ehlorid It boils at 170" VM miefifrrtl the blissn of the Rrnyilinn im- so far as tliey govern his daily practices. We allude to -l ^.. ,' , <^ ^ " '^^

ti J«f w^;/,.l iJfm.^^frn^, t»7» Ai;„ J;^^^^ "'« '''«""'« "' M>">it<«s. or what may be denominated mannohcptite inan-o-liep'tit), n. [»nOH«« +
Uves. which is found from the Amazon region ,„„,„,„,„„,,. Schoolcraft, Ind. Ti-ibes of u. s., 1. 311. Ur. »•--«, .scv.n, + -(fe2.] 8ame a.H*i>eT8eitf
to Central America. See buisii-palni. -^ , .-,.., ^„ , . ^ . «, v ^ / - i , - \ i^'oc....

-^ manjairah (man-ji'ra), n. fSynan.] A Syrian mannoheptoEe (man-o-liep'tos), n. [mantia +
manic-depressive (ma'Dik-de-pres'iv). n. direct flute with six'holes. Gr. tnra, Hevcn, + -ow.] The name of three
Both manic and melancholic : noting a form . stcreomerie compounds. The i-derivative is
of insanity in which mania and melancholia __ j—

—

, -~
^

,
a colorless svrup, C7H14O7. prepared from the

alternate. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psy- ' ' li if ii lJfi. . .TJ,a.f iiJ i.ii, -.n,Jtiii i iJ-rn..4»n-ir i,J-rrW eorrespondiiig maunoheptonic anhydrid. It
chol., U. 393. Manjairah. '8 uot fermentable with beer-yeast.

manicurist (man'i-tiir-ist), «. [manimire +
.

mannonic (ma-non'ik), a. [mdiina + -one +
-ixl.} One who practises manicure ; a mani- maiyak (man ' jak), n. [West Indian.] A -«•.] Noting an acid, a hypothetical corn-
cure, variety of bitumen found in Uvalde county, pound, CqHi.JJi, known only in the form of

The surseons, thouRh they had ceased to rank with I®"""'; o^'"^
'"

r
Barbados. Smithsonian its anhydrid and salts. Three stereomerie

iM«ii4d/ri«f» and barbers, were often little better than ««;>-, looy, 1>. 440. Substances with this name are known. The
iKmc-settcre. .Vnf«rf, .July 26, 1900, p. 294. mg^jygg (man'je), n. lAlso manjie, mangee, d-'lerivative, which is the most important, is

manifest,"—Master's manifest («<!«?.), the dcwu- mauiKjcc ; < Hind, nidnjhi, Beng. nidji, mdf/hi, Prepared by the oxidation of mannose.
meiit, Bi>,nied by the master ai.dsulnnitted to the customs lit. 'one who stands in the middle,' < Skt. mannononose (man-6-non'6s), w. {manna +
authnnties, showing to what itort the carK<t is destined, ^ ^j _• i n o n n mi , > ^^ i-.

j_ , ,„ n a i
'

i i * ^ ^
ami(!ivinKanitenii7.edaccountofit,andthenamc8ofthe >»n'?'i.'/", middle. See »«mM.] The master, or -o) <- + -o,sc.] A colorless dextrorotatory ear-
shippers and consiKnees. steersman, of a boat or any native river-craft; bohydrate, CgHigOg, prepared by the redue-

manifestational(man''i-fes-ta'shon-al), a. Of, also a title boiTie by the head men among the tion of mannonic anhydrid. It forms small

pertaining to, or of the nature of manifesta- Paharis or Hill-people of Kajmahal. ¥ulc and crystals melting at about 130° C.

tion. lUtrncU, Hobson-Jobson. manno-octose (man-o-ok'tos), n. [manna +
manifold^. «. 6. In »loft., given a general The principal Oaut ma.isrie* of Calcutta have entered Gr.o/fr,i eight. + -<«e.] A colorless svrupy

conception capable of various determinations '"'f, f/.TSv '.b,.™ w!?i, w« '"""* *" '"'"''''' *" """ «'^''^?'^>'l^'^t<'. CsHieO^, prepared by the re-

or determination-modes, the totality of the de-
'"'" """ "'"'"^ ""-" *'"'

^f^aia Gazette Feb 17 1781
''""*"'" "^ nianno-oetoie anhydrid.

tenninable particulars is a wfomYoM, of which „„„.„ , „ ,..,.., rn v
'

t \- mannose (man'os), n. [vianna + -oncl Th-
each is an element. The manifold is continu-

n^ajyiia (maii-ho a), n. [Cuban, of native name of three stereomerie compounds, CeH,. -

ous or discrete, according as the passage from ""f^."'-^
.
^^^'^^ ^^

"''"/f
«'^ *anchov,j. Og. The dextro-derivativeis found in ground-

one determination to another is continuous or manjuan (man-ho a-re ), «. [Cuban, of native nuts and is prepared by the oxidation of

discrete. origin.] bame as alliyator-yar (which see, mannite.

Now since every point of the colour mnji^/-,*/ is com-
i""'*^"" j/r()l). manO (ma'no), M. [Sp., lit. 'the hand,' < L.

pletely determined by three magnitudes which are given manfealan, «. aee*mancala. mantis, the hand.] A cylindrical stone,
in fact ami cannot be arbitrarily chosen, it is plain that manyH (man'lid) re The cover of a manhole ^^'Khtly tapering to each end, used for grind-
measurement liy superposition-mvolving, as it does, mo- •»"*""" I.'"*" i'";> »• f "'; '-"^er oi a mannoie ^

-f
j- » „ , *„,„(„/-,

tion, and therefore change in these detemiining nuigni- "t a steam-boiier. [British.] i"g Ki^am "r eotoa. bee also -^nutate.

tudes— is totally out of the (incstiiin. tnanlihnnil fman' li -luidl « MnnlinAaa The grindlng-stoneconcordantly changes from a simple
/I. .1. H-.y(»»«.«, Foundations of Geom., p. 07. v / /) rR»™ 1

Manliness,
roller or crusher t.^ a 7n<»w (or mullcr), and flnallv to a

a Q„™„ „o *,..^.,.<v.7,7 ..,.)., •, ^ , .

->. J^. J'. Lnare.j pestle, at first broad and shiu-t, but afterwards long and

fili^Jl*Z:^:^::St-^1!!^!:.^^ Mannaheim (man'a-him), re. [Icel. 'Manna "lender. ^„„v..„,»v,n Av^.. 1H99, p. 37.

is aasociatlveand commutative. —Infinite manifold, one "'.'""' home ot men, ,'l/«H«/(«»Har, pi. 'homes manoao (mS-no-a'd), re. [Maori.] A small
thatisequivalent to a part of itself.—Numerable manl- ot men.'] In jVonse m»/<A., the earth. tree of the yew familv Diicri/ilium ColfiiSGi

^?\tVr'i;tL'rar?Zibe,fa^t-ro;ii'trre;;,S manna-insect (man'a-in;sekt), re. A scale- yielding a hard, close-grLiiu-d ycllowi.sh-brown
dice can he established.—Ordered manifold, a inani- '"Sect, Cossi/paria manntfera (former>y known wood. Called also Aew Zealand yellow pine
fold aiTiinged in order liy a dellnite criterion.—Progres- as Coecus matiniparus), which lives on the a\\i\ tarvond.

™retaS°antSI„?trau";hf^rt'Vnd'(iVLUrre"^
tamarisk an<l has been fancied to have pro- manoeuver, re.-orldlron man«uver inaral), a

rac'ut X Is Joliowed by a definite next elemenC i" so that
^ueed the manna of the children of Israel. Hntish tactidu mana.uver of a fleet in .louble iohnnn, in

a: (-x- and no element falls within the interval (x, rC).— mannan (man'an), re. [«*n«H« + -nre.l A "'''c'' "le s"'l'« ""^''l'i column tuni inward simullane-

Seif-constltuted manifold, a manifold wherein only colorless comnoimd or mixtnreof comnoiiii.ls
""»>' and i.ass through the nitervals between the ships

the properties which the clemdits represent are used to ^'^'<" ".''^ compound, or mixtureor compounds, „f the othercolumn. then again tuni simultaneously, thus

define tlie rehitiims betw en clementT. The manifold of
tou"" I'l the seeds ot certain leguminous and fonning d(juble column in the inverse order,

integral numbei-8 is self-constituted, since all relations of other plants and in the tubers of several or- manogtaph (man'6-graf) n [Gr uav6r rare
such numbers can be defined in temis of them.-Unl- chids. It constitutes a reserve food of the thin (ace maiiomelcr) + ynddav' vrrite '\ Aform manifold, one m which each element bears the T,i„„t n„fl is renrlilv nonvpr-tod int^ .„n,>„oQo 1 • ^- '"^"'<^""''<^ ), ^ JP^wn ,

wiiie.j A
same relation as any other element to the manifold con- f^^^h f"'^. 1^ readily convertecl into luannose device m which a beam of light, moving over
sidereil as a whole. Tiie perimeterof a circle, the jKiints ''y the action ot soluble termentg. a ground-glass screen, shows the pressure in

^rtace'^IffTc'lrcie'"™'"
" """""" """'""''' ''"' ""' ">" mannane (man'an), re. [manna + -aree.] Same the cylinder at any point of the stroke for a

as *iH««Hn«. given engine: used on high-speed engines, as
manifold^ (man'i-fold), M. [Also mannifold, manna-oak (man'a-6k), n. 8ee*oofr. of motor-cars, which are too small for ordinary
manifolds ; many + fohn, «.] The third stom- manneotetrose (m"an"e-6-tet'r6s), re. [manna intlieators.

ach of a ruminant; the manyplies; the in- -|- Gr. r<V,)«-, four, + -ose.1 A sugar, C24H40- Manometabola (man"6-me-tab'6-la), re. pi.
testines generally. [Eng. dial.] O.j,, obtained from manna. It forms small [NL., < Gr. //wfic, thin; -t- //cra/3oA^,'change.]

manifolder (man'i-fol-der), re. Any contriv- monoclinie crystals. Also called «tat7(^ose. In e«to/»., a division of Packard's /ffferowKta-

ance, sueli as a manifold-writer, for making a manneristic (man-6r-is'tik), a. [mannerist + *"''" including those insects which undergo a

number of facsimile copies of a document, a -if.] Characterized by mannerism. slight or gradual metamorphosis but which
sketch, or the like, at one time ; also, the per- i have much to say on the danger which (I think) at

^re active in all stages. It includes the Ortliop-

Bon who uses such a contrivance fortius pur- present besets the Apostolical movement of getting pecu- ifra, JJermaptcra, rialyplcia,Tliysanoptera, aud
pose. "•'' '" "externals, i.e. fonnal, manneristic. Memiptera (the Voccidse excepted).

manifold-valve (man' i- fold- valv''^ n A , f.
'^' '^ "'''''"''' ''*''*™' ^'' ",^^' manometer, re. 2. In p/i.i/sio/., an instrumentmamioiu yd,ivo (.man i loiu vaiv ;, n. ^ mannersome (man ' er- sum), a. Manner v. nsed for determinine- hlood-iiressurpiiuiiibcr ot yulves combined m one valve-body ri.',,„ (Hall *

usiu lor ueitrmiimig oioou-pressiiie.
.

or -chamber. Each valve has a separate ,, " ',,. , . , -^ , » ^ , ... Ilurthle's differential wnHOT)i<-(rr has proved to be an
opening below it to which a pipe can bt con- J^ZZZl^I^^x^tt^\^/Z^l\^Z^''nZ «nX '"f™""-'"*"'.^'-.^"'' -?l>»'r"' '?i"r'""- .

^ <louble-hored

nooforl y,i,t llic ol.o.nl^ni. <,W,o tl.o „., Kroo ic
Jvnj """;"" «™'|

.
wnen tne door was tlliown open, ana tube cannula is introduced so that one tube leaches thenocted, but the chamber above the valves is m came her mother. it. D. Blackmore, Crij.ps, xxviii. right auricle and the other the right ventricle. In obser-common to all. Usually called »non(/oM. mannid (man'id), «. [Also mannide • manna vations on the left side of the heart, one tube is placed in

manigraphy (™f-"ig'ra-fi), « [Gr /.av/a. -f -,V/l.] One of a class of organic substances JilLilUeri^llUght'h? »n,re.t,"^
madness, + -ypa<pia, <, ypiv^eiv, write.] The de- which occur widely distributed m the vegeta- Encyc Brit XXXI. 733.

scription of the various forms of insanity. ^le world and on decomposition yield mannite, RegnatUt manometer, a fonn of manomeUr'in which
man-in-the-grOUnd (man'in-the-ground'''), n, C(;rlj4t>g. jiny desired adjustment of the mercury is effected by

Same as «!(/(< *(/oHrrf (6). " mannie (man'i), n. [Dimin. of «)«».] A means of a three-way cock.

maniple, re. 5. In the middle ages, a garment little man
;
a boy. [Scotch.] Manometric unit. See *i(»f7.

worn under the armor. " Well, )n«jim>," he added, " it 's nane of my aflairs

;

manorrin (ma-nor'in), «. [Ojibwav name.]

TnaniBTn rrnn '„;-/.„ ^ ., TT ™/>„C/..•^ ^co«. ,„^..«o
but ye seem a decent-spoken lad." The wild rice. Z(rn«ia OOKrt^Cfl.manism (ma ni/.m;, re. ^Li. »iare(eA) (see ?nawe.«, ii. i. S(ei)en«on, Kidnapped, ii. . . , _ .

^ ^^
1) -t- -i.sM.] The worship of the manes or rnannitan fman'i-tanl re {mannite + -«» 1

manostat (man o-stat), ». [Gr. //oi-df, rare,

shades of the dead (; S Hall Adolescence
™*°^"*" ^™f°

'
'^S'"-'' "•, V>ia>^itc^ -on.

J

^,, , + araTO^, verbal adj. of taravai, stand,sua le^ dead. (,. *. Hall, Adolescence, 'y he name ot two compounds, CflHp.Os. They g^^ _;^„„.,^ A device for keeping constant the

WonV«,;.ia r,.„r. i
=••' •

^ rXTT n
are formed by prolonged boiling ot mannite essure of the gas in some apparatus ; a. pres-^anismris (man-i-so ns), re. [NU (Lmn»u8, with eoncent,rated hydrochloric acid, and are ^^^^ regulator. Jour. Phys. Chem., Feb!, 1907,

1/ (1), <. (jrr. //ai'6f, loose, scanty, + cA-pa, tail, distinguished as amorphous and crystalline. iny " .> j > 7

The allusion is to the character of the inflo- The former is semisolid and feebly dextroro-
'

' ' ... .„ 1 1 -1 t 7 <i
rescence.] Agenusof gresses. See Rottba'llia. tatory ; the latter forms monoclinie tables ™a°^'J®,("''"'^)' "• -l-^-'V. ici'

i" ''<'«'«"«>

Manitoban (man-i-to'ban), „. and H. I. „. and is strongly levorotatory.
one of he numbers from 1 to 18.

Of or pertaining to Manitoba. mannitic. a. 2. Pertaining to mannitic acid ..i^e'i^lJirt^ wTS^lffJln'£Xof';U^r^be^^^^^^
II. re. An inhabitant of Manitoba. or manna.—Mannitic acid, a strongly acid syrupy i to 18 inclusive. -Inw-r. Hoyle, p. 378.

manitoism, manitonism (man'i-to-izm, -to- S''"irre.ui^"i&?3Cer"Sut'Si°uVsol«: manqnea (miin-ka'ii). «. [Sp., < manqnea,;
izm), M. Same as *rft'»(0«i'«iH, 2. tion when wanned. pretend to be maimed.] An infectious disease

I



manquea

of young cattle existing enzootieally through-
out tropical and subti'oi)ieal South America.
It is characterized by the formation of ab-
scesses of the size of a walnut or a hen's egg
upon the legs. The cause is a minute oval
bacterium which closely resembles the bacil-

lus of fowl-cholera.
To Mr. (>. \'oges, of Buenos Ayres, is due the credit of

having; discovered the smallest bacillus which has yet niantlfl-f«
been identiUed. It is much smaller than the influenza *"f'^»'^0 ~IU-
bacillus, and is only just discernible when magnifled SiOn(man -

about 1.^W times. These very minut« rods were obtained
from abscesses which cattle suffer from in South America,
producing a disease known as m<inquea amongst
other names. It is usually found in Quite young
cattle, and is easily recognisable by the chai-acteristic
lameness of one leg which it produces.

yature, March 13, 1902, p. 446.

manciueta (man-ka'ta), «. {Also maquata ;

\V. African.] The native name for a fossil

guni-re.>*in found in Angola. It resembles
copal gum.
Man-rope stanchion. See *stanchion.

M. A. N. S. An abbreviation of Member of
the AeiiiUiiiij of yatural Sciences.

mansard, mansarde (man-sard'), n. [F. : see
Maiiminl cor;/'.] In French, a mansard roof; a
dormer-window ; hence, a chamber lighted by
such a window; a chamber in the roof: in
English used in all these senses. See Mansard
roof, under roof^.

man'S-motherwort (manz'muTH'fer-wfert), w.

The oastor-oil bean, Ilicinus communis.
mant (mant), V. ('. and t. [Origin obscure.]
To stammer. [Scotch.]

manta, «. 5. A wrap of black cloth, cash-
mere, or silk extensively worn by women on
the west coast of South America, especially
in the forenoons and to church and funerals.
It is worn less now than formerly, when it was
in general use on the streets.

Mantchu, ». and a. See MancktA.
mantel, «. 4. lu geom., lateral surface : as, the
miiutcl of a frustum.—Mantel flfnres, statuettes
or flgurines for the decoration of mantels or small apart-
menU ; conunonplace and commercial sculpture.

manteltree, ". 2. Sameas;««n?ef/<i>rf. .V. E. D.
mantic, ^f.—Mantle bees, bees supp^^ed to have pro-
piietic ]M)Wer. llees played an important part in Oreelc
mytliology and in tlie oracles.

In the Homeric Hymn to Hermes we get a seeming
personification of mantic beeg in the neighlw^rhiHul of
l>elphi. A. B. Coitk, in Jour. Hellenic .Studies, XV. 7.

n. n. Divination ; an object used in divin-
ation.

In these eight lectures are discussed, first, the methoiis
of religious psychology and various views concerning the
essence of religion, its development and diverse forms,
subjective faith and the specific utterances of faith,

offerings, vows, castigations, sacramental acts and ob-
jects, tnanticK, revelations, prayer, symbols and symlx»lic
acts, religious iirt, iiresentations in words, doctrine,
dogma an<l free Ifnowleilge, religious ethics and religious
communities.
Amer. Jitur. Relig. Pfyehol. and Education, May, 1904,

ip. 107.

manticoceran (man-ti-kos'e-ran), n. Relat-
ing or belonging to the genus ilanticoceras.

Manticoceras (man-ti-kos'e-ras), n. [NL.,
< Gr. iwrrikik, prophetic, + Ktpac, horn.] A
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connect the chromosomes during the anaphase
stages of
k a r y o k i -

netic eell-

di vision.
See inter-

zonal *fi-
bers.

tl-fu"zhon),

«. In "bi-
valves,
union ofthe
edges of
the man-
tle-lobes.
As the re-

sult of such
fusions the
anal and
branchial
siphons and
the opening
for the pro-
trusion of
the foot are
fonned.
mantle-line
(man ' 1 1 -

lin), n.
Same as

Maori
mining (as kainite), or at least requiring transportation
from points where found (as guano). Chemical tetilizers
are here included and materials of organic origin, such as
ground bone, tankage, etc. In America these are usually
termed commercial fertiUzen, soil amendments being
often included.— Barn-yard manure. Hee fnrm.yard
•maftur*'.- Chemical manure, an inorganic fertilizer
which consists of one or nioie cliemical compounds (mu-
riate of potash, nitrate of soda, etc.)containing a nianurial
ingredient,- Cold manure, an animal manure wliich
ferments slowly, as tliat of cattle and liogs.— Complete
normal, or general manure, a fertilizer which sup'
plies all the elements of plant-fcKid in which soils are lia-
ble to be deficient, namely, nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium. See -kmanurial ingredient.— Fann-yard,
barn-yard, or stable manure, the solid and ii(juid
excrements of stock kept in and about stables, more
often mixed with litter. This is a complete manure, but
the ingredients are not in due proportion. Tile, urine is
more valuable than the solids.— Fresh manure. Same
as </rpc)i*7nnni(re ((/).- Green manure, (a) Any fresh
vegetable substance, as weeds, prunings, seaweed, etc.,
used as a fertilizer ; in recent use, chiefly, a standing crop
plowed under for fertilizing. See ffreen kmanurini/.
(b) \ nfermented dung. Also called ,/^resA or (on(/?/i<i»Hrc— Liquid manure. See manure.—Long manure
barn-yard manure which contains unrotted litter ; hencel
fresh manure.— Short manure, well-rotted bani-y'ard

Mantle-fibers.

Ueterotypic.ll Mitosis in Spermatocytes of the
Salamander. (Fiemir.ing.)

.^. prophase: chromosomes in the form of * i_ / - / ., ,
scattered rines. each of which represents two manUrC-SlCE (ma-UUr Sik), O.
daughter-chromosomes joined end to end, B, ' ' "' -. ~

the rings, ranged about the equator of the
spindle and diriding ; the swellings indicate
the ends of the chromosomes. C, the same,
viewed from the spindle-pole. Z?, diagram
(Hermann) showing the central spindle, asters,
and centrosomes. and the contractile mantle-
fibers attached to the rings (one of the latter
dividing).

(From Wilson's The Cell.")

See /arm-yard -kinamire.

See *mnshroom-

pnllial line.

mantle-lobe (man'tl-lob), «. In brachiopods,
either the dorsal or the ventral reduplication
of the body-wall, closely applied to the in-

ternal surface of the corresponding valve and
containing a prolongation of the ca?loma.
Parker and Hastoell, Textbook of Zool., I. 333.

mantle-rock (man'tl-rok), n. Residual depos-
its, consisting of the insoluble portions of rocks
which have been exposed to the atmospheric
agencies. The layer covers the more solid
and unaltered rock like a mantle. Compare
lateritc, *regolith, *saproUte.

It is not to be inferred, however, that any part of the manutype (man'u-tip), n. PL. nianus, hand,
jHtinffc roc* (soil and subsoil) now remaining in this area 4- riw .r,m-n/- f,rr,o *1 D».J«*-«rl »;,«**«« w,«.q i*-u
is necessarily millions of year„ old. It is possible that 7.^ "

'^"'^"f' We-J Printed matter made With
all product* of decay in the distant past have l)een carrieil letters separately impressed or formed by hand,
away by erosion, and tliat all which now remain are the manutype (man'u-tip), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

prwliict of (iecay within relatively recent times. manuti/ped, mr. 'manutypint/. To make by
7f. />. .SatM^ttry, in (Jeol. Surv. of >iew Jersey, 1897, p. 7. i a V„ /J^ - -ii- •, • "^

, X
'.I'- hand from types, or with pen or pencil, iso-

"^^PH^iJ; . •»""h„'Jf°'**'?*°P-
Se«*?f'*'-.Man- lated letters in imitation of print: errone-ual training-school, a school where the pupils are „„„i,, „.,„l;„.j *„ t i-

taught vari.ius craft* liy actual practice ; also, a class or ously applied to tj pe-writing.
schix>l in which the manual methods of instruction are manward (man'ward), adv. and a. Toward
•^'iKjit- man; with regard to man.

II. ».— Manual of arms. See*nrni2.

manualist, ". 2. One who teaches the deaf

manure.— stable manure,
manure-fly (ma-nur'fli),
(/net.

In such a state
as to receive no benefit from manuring : said
of land. Apparent cases of this kind are
probably due to the lack of some essential
ingredient in the application. Storer, Agri-
culture, p. 47.
Mannrlal Ingredient, constituent, or element, one of
tlie substances required in a complete manure.
manuring (ma-ntir'ing), n. [Verbal n. of
manure, v. /,] The addition of any substance
to the soil to increase its fertility; fertilizing.
—Green manuring, tlie plowing under of a green crop,
usually one sown for the purpose, to serve as a manure.
Legumes (clover, cow-pea, etc.) are cliiefiy used, owing
particularly to their nitrogen-gathering capacity ; but
buckwheat, rye, etc., are useful on poor soils. It is often
liettcr to harvest the legume, the root growth still enrich-
ing the soil; but this is not usually called green manure.
See ameliorating, renoratinff. and nitrogen-Jixiiio -kcrop.
Manns cava, a deformity of tlie haiid marked by a
deej) hollow of the palm.—Manus valga, a fonn of club-
hand in wliich tlie hand is deflected U> the ulnar side.
—Manus vara, a form of club-hand in which the hand
is deflected to tlie radial side.

iiid dumb by means of the manual alphabet
or method.
manubalist (man'u-ba-list), n. [F. nuinuba-
liste, < ML. 'manubatiista,<. L. manus, hand, +
ballista, balista. See ballista.1 In medieval
armor, a hand-weapon by which projectiles Manx penny,
were thrown. The tenn includes the arbalist. many-minded

The correlative change in the conception of His man-
ivard activities and relations.

A. M. fairbairn, Philos. Chris. Kelig., p. 643.

man-wise (mau'wiz), adv. and a. Pertaining
to or in the manner of any relation of indi-
vidual to individual, rather than of group to
group. E. A. Ross, Social Control, p. 29.

^pcnny.

genus of nautiloifl cephalopods or goniatites manuf. An abbreviation (a) of manufacture

;

with broad lateral sutural saddles which cover ('') of manufacturer; (c) of manufacturing; (d)

the principal part of the lateral surface of the of matiufactory.

(men'i-min"ded), a. Having
many successive states of mind in regard to
some matter, but unable to come to a decision
about them ; lacking in decision ; vacillating.

whorl: characteristic of the lower Upper manuka (ma-no'kii or miln'6-ka), Ji. [Maori.] nianTWhere (men'i-hwar), adv. [Also for-

Devonian (zone of Manticoceras intumeseens)
and eijuivalent to Gephi/roceras.

mantid (man'tid), n. and a. I. «. A member
of the family Mantidee.

U. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the orthopterous family Mantidie.

mantispid (man-tis'pid), n. and a. I. n.

A iiii'mber of the family Mantispidie.

Either Leptospermum scoparium, a low shrub,
called white or scrub manuka, or L. ericoides,

a tree, called red manuka. The wood of the
latter is very hard and durable and is a favor-

ite with the natives formaking spears, paddles,
fishing-rods, etc. The leaves of L. scoparium
are sometimes used as a substitute for tea,

whence it is called tea-tree.

merly maniquare, many vheres ; < many +
where.'] In many places. [Rare.]

This kind of Pmier . . . was many U'heres received.
Jewell, Repl. Harding, p. 433. if. E. D.

Smoothed and polished rocks occur also " manywhere,"
if I may coin the word, in our northern districts, where
the rocks are hard enough to receive and retain their
characteristic marks.

Sir J. Lubbock, Scenery of England, p. 52.

II. «. Havingthe characters of, or belonging mannP (ma'nijl), n. [Origin obscure.] In the manzai (man-zi'), «. pi. [Jap.] Strolling
to, the neuropterous family Mantisjndse.

mantle,". 2. id) a) AIso, the plumage of the back
and upper parts of the closed wings, which, as in gulls and
teniit. is often <juil« distinct in color from the rest of the
pIUMiagc and suggests a mantle.

,

(iieat I'.l:nk-hacked Oiill. Mantle intense slate-color
nearly hlark, witli a purjilisii reflection.

ConeK, Key to North Amer. Birds, p. 743.

Incandescent mantle, a mantle consisting of refract/>ry
etirtlis iM«s*:ssing high ladiating power, rendered lumin

. ...... K.. I......:.... ... 1.. ....... I...... ........ :.. *,... n.... .-.i — u... ..ous by lieating to incandescence in the flame of a Bunsen
bunitrr, as in the Welsiiach light. As now matle, these
nuiiitles consist of more than 99 per cent of thorium manUrO, n

pearl-fisheries of Ceylon, a pearl-ovster bank
which consists of soft or loose sand, as distin-

guished fromaj«/or, which consists of rock
or hard bottom. See *paar.
manumitter (man-u-mit'tr). n. One who man-
umits or frees; an emancipator.

Tile Cliurch was the great mamnnitter 2.ni improver of
the condition of tlie serf in the middle ages ; and in the
jiresent age religious feeling has been at the bottom of
the great movement against slavery.

J. B. Mozley, Eight Lectures on Miracles, vii.

Tlie advent of commercial fertilizers has
Qxid mixed with less than 1 percent of cerium oxid

;

without this admixture they would give but little light

mantle-cavity (raan'tl-kav"i-ti), «. In a bi-

valve, the- whole space incl»ded between the
pallial lobes, containing the gills, visceral
mass, anrl foot.

mantle-fibers (man'tl-fi''berz), n. pi. In cytol.,

a bundle of delicate achromatic fibers which
S.— 49

made it necessary to distinguish/an/t or natural manures
and artilicial jnanurett. Recent usage tends to restrict

the teni'i manure t4)the fonner. In scientific agriculture, wi-rtwiort ("mU r, ma'iw
only those applications are properly manures which IU<>;OI"«w (uia-o-um o)

directly supply plant^fiKid, and those which serve mainly
to improve the soil physically (as gypsum, lime, marl) are
distinguisheil as ttoil amendments or improvers. This
distinction alfects alsti, to some extent, the tenn /er(t/t2er.

iiee arti/icial -kmanure.— Artificial manure, manure

ballet-singers and -dancers who go about at
the beginning of the new year. Hepburn,
Jap.-Kiig. Diet.

manzana(man-th!i'na), «. [Sp., a block of
houses, a square measure.] 1. A group of
houses surrounded on every side by streets

;

a square or block.—2. A unit, equivalent to
about \% acres, employed in Central America
for measuring laud.

manzanillo (man-za-nil'o; Sp. pron. miin-
thii-neryo), n. [Sp. See manchinecl.'] The
common manchineel, Bippomane Mandnella.
C. Lumholtc, Unknown Mexico, H. 64.

, ,, H. The Maori name of

a New Zealand sea-fish, Ncptotichthys violaceus,

one of the Stromateidte. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

maon, «. See makone.
provided by manufacture (as superphosphates), or by Maon. I. ".— Fakeha Maori ('foreign Maori'), a
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cium tungstate or seheelite. [New Zealand.] COSUS, a destructive diaspme coccid.

n. «.- Maori chief. See *cM>^.-Maori Hen, the "l^'Ple-WOnn (ma'pl-werm), «. Any one of
weka rail, or \vo«t-heii, a large New Zealand land-rail of several lepidopterous larvfB which defoliate
the genus Oci/drotnun.

Maorian (ma-d'H-an, or mou'ri-au), a. Same
as Maori— Maortan subreslon. See irsubre<iion.

Maorilander (mii'o-ri-lan der, or mou'ri-lan''-
der), «. IMaorilaiid (New Zealand) + -«r2.] A
native or an inhabitant of New Zealand.
mapi, «.— Ciiltttralmap. See *eiilturai.— t-o max),
a map issued by the topographical ollioe of the ordnance
sur\-ey of England ; a purely to|M)graphical map, contain-
ing nothing relating to land divisions. Geoff, Jour. (K.
0. S.X -W. 379.

mapau (ma'pou), «. [Maori.] Any one of
several New Zealand trees resembling one

maple-trees.—Green -striped maple -worm, the
larva of an American cerat^icanipid moth, Aitinota rubi-
cunda, occuiTing abundantly in the northern Mississippi
valley and the eastern I'nited Stat«s, where it feeds on the
leaves of species of jnaple. See Aninota, with cut
mapo (mii ' p6), «. [Cuban Sp.] Same as
sleeper^, 8 (c).

mappy (map'i), a. lmaiA+ -yS.} Having the
appearance of a map; in po^Ao?., noting the
condition called (7CO(/ro;)/ii<Y(; toHoj^. .,„„_i,i„-i j 7 • vi, v, jv • », , .^ a

maquahmtl (mii-kwa-hwe'tl), «._ [Nahuatl ™*nesto"nf
' ^^'"'"'^^' "" Mussel-baud

March
Sections of the coralline cells suggest eyes.— Calico
marble, a trade-name for the mottled Tnassic marble
(luarried near the Potomac at the Point of Rocks,
Maryland

: used in th« Capitol at WasliingtoK.—
Egyptian marble, a black marble veined with yellow.— Florentine marble. Same as *landgcape-marble.— Mandelato marble, a light-red marble with white
spots.— Melbury marble, a name for septaria of the
llelbury district, in west Dorset, England.— Mozam-
bique marbles, a trade-name for a variety of crude
india-rubber in small balls, black or brown on the out^
side, lighter in color within, the product of several
speices of Landolphia from Mozambique.— Palomblno
muble, a compact, fine-grained white marble found in
ancient monuments.— Peacock marble, a green marble.— Stalagmite marble. Same asojii/a: jn/irWe.

maitl, hand, + qnauitl, stick, tree.] A sword-
like weapon of wood the edges of which are
set with sharp flakes of obsidian,

' man-

another in foliage, especially ilyrsiiie I'rviUei.

The name, with a descriptive adjective pre- maauata," «7'
^[wTAft^rcanrj"" Same as *i

fixed, IS usually applied by the settlers to queta
other trees, and is frequently corrupted into maqaette (ma-kef), «. [F., < It. macchietta,
jn<y)?c.-Blackmapau,thetawliiri,Pirf()»por«i«(e«,ri. dim. of macchia, a spot, < L. macula, a spot:

Athenseum, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 122,

[It. dial.] A tract of
land on the shores of the Mediterranean,
especially in Corsica, characterized by a sili-

cious soil and occupied by a scleroiihyllous
vegetation more luxuriant and taller than that
of the garrigues, but mainly bush, with a few
trees, in France chiefly Pinus Pinaster and
Quercus Suber. See *(jarrigtie.

Only in the Mediterranean countries, in the so-called
Maquis, do we find anything similar.

fotCum: so named from the color of the bark.—Ked
mapaa, the settlers' name for the mapau of the natives,
Myritinc I'rviUei, on account of the dark-red wood.

—

Wnite mapaa. (a) Carpodelus gerratuK, an ornamental
glinib or small tree of the saxifrage family, with mottled
green leaves and large panicles of wliit^j flowers. (6) The
tarata, Pitlogporum euffenioidett. See ittarata.

maple^, » 3. In New Zealand, a common
settlers' corruption of ^mnpuu.— 4. In Aus-
tralia, Chariessa Moorei, the scrub silky oak maqui^ (ma kwe), n

(which see, under *o«i)—Black maple, (n) Same
as black su;far-maple, (6) The sugar-maple.— California
maple, the broad-leaved maple.— Creek maple, the
silver maple, Acer saccharinum.— Cut-leaved maple,
(a) Any horticultural fonn of the silver maple, or other
species of maple with dissected leaves. (6) The box-elder,
Acer Netjundo.—Drtmimond'S maple, Acer Drummon-
dii, of the coast region from New ,)ersey to Texas: by some
regai'ded as a subspecies of ,-i.r«^ri(»(.—Europeanmaple
or field-maple, tbeconnnon European maple, Acercam-
peifre— Ground maple, Ueuchernmllom, an herb of the
eastern I'nited States which has hairy stems aiul leaves
shaped like those of the maple. Also called American
«anic(c.—Guelder-rose maple, the maple-leaved arrow-
wood. Viburnum aceri/nfiuut.—Hard maple. ('') The
black sugar-maple.-Low maple, tlie mountain-maple.

—

Mapleleaf-cutter. See */(".'-iM'(ir.—Moose-maple,
the mouut^iin-maple.— Northern maple, the dwai-f
maple.— Oregon maple, the broail-leaved maple.—Red
Elver maple. («) The silver maple. (Ii) The box-eldei-.— River-maple, the silver maple.— Rocky Mountain
maple, the dwarf maple.— Shoe-peg maple, the red
maple : so called from the use of its wood for shoe-pegs.

—

Sugar-maple. ('0 A local name in some places for the
bo.x-elder.-- Swamp-maple, (i) The silver maple, (c)

The mountain-maple.— Vine-maple. (6) The Canada
moonseed, Menigpernunn Caiuiaense,— Water-maple,
(a) See waler-maple. (b) The silver rnaple. (c) The
mountain-maple.- White maple, (a) Seeiekitel. (b)

The red maple : so called from its white wood. Compare
shoe.pe'j -kmaple,

maple-aphis (ma'pl-a"fis), n. One of several
species of plant-lice, as Pemphigus aeerifoUi,
which infest the leaves of the maple.
maple-ash (ma'pl-ash), ». The ash-leafed
maple, Acer Negundo.
maple-blight, n. See *bliglit.

maple-borer, n. Besides the species mentioned are
the following : (a) A cerambycid beetle, Glycobiug spe-
ciosuit. (6) Any one of several homtail borers of the fam-
ily Uroceridm, as Xiphydria albicornis and Oryssus gayi,
(c) The larva of a buprestid beetle, Dicerca dimricata. Tna-ra(.n/.b-i (mar' a V^VI «
(d) Any one of several scolytid beetles, as Xyloterus maraCOCKt (mar a-Kok), «
politu^ and Corthylus punctatiggivHtg. (e) A calandrid

"

beetle, fitenogcelig breirig. (/) A ptinid beetle, Xegtobium
aj^ne. {g) The larva of the leopard-moth, Zemerapyrina.
—Beautiful maple-borer, an American cerambycid
beetle, Plac/ionotug gpecinsug, black in color and banded
with yellow. Its larva) bore in the trunk of the sugar-
maple.

maple-loTise (ma'pl-lous), n.

mestone.
marbled, a. 3. Having the lean and fat prop-
erly blended : applied by butchers to meat.
Hereford meat, in the technique of the trade, is always

' beautifully marbled,' or, in other words, its lean and its
fat are very evenly blended.

Itep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 248.

Marbled luster. See *(iMter2.— Marbled white.
Same as ifhalf-moxirner.

marble-fish (mar'bl-fish), n. In Geelong, a
name of the tupong. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

see macula.'] The first sketch, in wax or clay,
from which a work in sculpture is elaborated.
Wax maquettes are often employed by paint-
ers in arranging compositions. -

M. .T.B. E, Detaillehas, after a long delay, executed
marble-flower (mar'bl-flou'er), n. The poppy,

four maquetteg, each compreheniling three large panels. ' <'l"l''er SOmniJerum.

The macchie or maquis of Algeria in no way differs from
that of Corsica, Sardinia, and other places ; it consists of
lentisk, arbutus, myrtle, cistus, tree-heath, and other
Mediterranean shrubs. Smithgonian Hep., 1890, p. 2(iO.

Mar. An abbreviation (a) of March; (b) [I. c.

or cap.] of maritime.
M. Ar. An abbreviation of Master ofArchitec-
ture.

Mara^ (mar'a), n. [Skt. mara^ death, plague,
god of love, tempter, as adj. killing, cf. mara,
death, < / mr, die. See mortal.] In Hind.
myth., the tempter; the spirit of evil.

marabotin (ma-rii-ba-ten'), «. [Sp., related
to morabitino. See maravedi.] 1. A coin
struck by the Almoravides and Almohades in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries.— 2. A
name given to the Arabic derham, or dinar

marble-gall (mar'bl-gal), n. A gall made by
Cynips Kollari.

marbleization (mar"bl-i-za'shon), n. [mar-
bleize + -ation.] The state of being marbled
or marked by veins and cloudings. Also
called marmoration.
A secondary cedema, . . . accompanied with a more

or less distinct marbleization of the superficial veins.
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 463.

marble-paper (mar ' bl - pa "^ p4r), n. Paper
printed in colors and designs imitating marble.

Bot. Gazette, XXVU. 14. Marble-rag (raar'bl-rag"), "• In Eng. geol., a
divi.sion of the Upper Purbeckian or Portland
Oolites, Ijing at the summit of the Jurassic
series and consisting of limestone with fresh-
water fossils (L'nio) overlain by clays and
shales.

marble-seal (mar'bl-sel), n. The seal Phoca
fetida.

marble-veal (mar'bl-vel), n. Potted veal in-
terspersed with lumps of tongue, having a
mottled surface when cut. X. E. I).

marblewood, n. 2. In Australia, the whitish,
mottled heart-wood of the Queensland olive,
Olea paniculata. It is hard, tough, close-
grained, and durable, and when newly cut has
a rose-like fragrance.

Marc brandy-oil. Same as fusel-oil.

Tamil marakkal.] A measure of capacity used
in the Madras Presidency, equal, at Madras,
to 2.70 gallons.

Marcan (mar'kan), a. [L. Marc{us), Mark, -(-

-an.] Of or pertaining to St. Mark or to the
Gospel attributed to him.
The Marcan tradition.

//. B. Swete, in Exposition, June, 1903, 415.

which circulated in the south of France as late marcal (mar'kal), «. [Also mercal, merkal, <
as the eleventh and twelfth centuries. ™ •> .,_•.,.

marabvmta (mar-a-bun'ta), n. [Negro-Eng.
(in Dutch Guiana,)'marabiinsoe; also cited as
Pg., marabonda, a social wasp; prob. a native
W. Ind. or Guiana name.] In British Guiana
and the West Indies, a common name for va-
i-ions species of bees and wasps.
aaracockt (mar'a-kok), «. [Also maricocl-,

nr^cJ^^ii^^ri^a/S-^flowS ^^ft^^-is^r'Sd- "¥^ "'^'''^"^^^

especially of the ; may-pop,' ^^-.^ra ir^ ^Cfo MaVc" ^ iVt
?' "" ''^ ^'^'^""^'^'^ "'

nnto, native of Virginia, and the granadilla, „ ,,„ ... \ ,/, -s rx^ -, . •,

/'. quadrangularis, ot Brazil and the West ™*?^'^®H°J™'""'''^''^,'t°^' ^'- "^"'^ ^^^^"^1
Indies; also the plant itself. N.E.D. coin of Francesco III., Gonzaga, Ihike of

,,-,.,, i^
- , ., A plant-louse maral (ma-ral'),n. [Pers. mardl.] The red

Mantua (lo40-50).

that infests the maple -woolly maple-louse, deer of Persia and the Caucasus, Cerf««»iarrt^ Marcellus shale. See*s;m?e2.
an American AXtaiaia, PempMuug acertfotti, occun'ing w.n*.n*v.{ z^.,^ ---r/.^-^ r a -u • i «

abundantly on the leaves of the maple and secreting
marami (ma-ra mi) ». [Aboriginal Austra-
iian.J A crawfish-like crustacean of the genusan abundance of white wool-like wax.

maple-scale (ma'pl-skal), n.

secreting

The species, Astacopsis, found in Australia,
marantic (ma-ran 'tik), a. [Gr. /iapavTiK6c,
wasting, withering, < piapalvciv, waste, wither.]
Wasting: same as »»ara«mic.
A general marantic condition with chronic pnlmonary

tuberculosis and chronic nephritis.
Jour. Exper. Med., Jan. 16, 1901, p. 344.

marare (ma-ra'ra), n. [Maori.] A labroid fish,

Coridodax ptdhis, of New Zealand.

Marasmic thrombus. See ^thrombus.

marasmolite (ma-raz'mo-lit), n. [Gr. fiapaa/i6^,

decay, -I- Aido^, stone.] A partially decom-
posed sphalerite, or zinc-blende, containing
free sulphur.
Marasmus Infantilis or lactantlum, the wasting of
young infants without evident cause : often due to insuf-
ficient nourishment.

marattiaceous (ma-rat-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or having the characters of the Maratti-
acese, a family of ferns.

marble, «—Bird's-eye marble, a name for an oma-
T>. j„. . . ,.,. , , mental stone, consisting of the fossil coral Acervularia
l-Ulmnarta mnumeralnllS, commonly known as davidgoni, which in Iowa is carved into small objects.

Cottony Maple-scale IPu/vinaria innumerabilis).
Somewhat reduced.

marcescence (mar-ses'ens), «. The character
or state of being marcescent.

marcgraviaceous (mark-gra-vi-a'shius), a.
Belonging to the plant family Marcgraviaceee.

march^, n—Approver in the marches, in ^njj.mm-
inal law, an approver who had a license to sell and pur-
chase beasts in the marches. See marchl. —March
place, in mitiing. the room or drift next the march or
property line. (Scotch. ]—March Stones, in miJiitig,
stones set at intervals on the surface to indicate the line
of march ; boundary stones. [Scotch.]

march^, r. ?. — Time and marching, in topog., the
name applied to a method of detennining linear dis-
tances by observing the time required by a person march-
ing or walking at a regular rate of speed over the
distance to be mejisured.

The position of intermediate points other than points
of triangulation has been fixed by ''time and marchinn"
observations. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 620.

march^, «—Route march, a march of troops in which
the first consideration is the health and comfort of the
soldiers. It is the ordinary march of an army when dis-
tant from the enemy.

march*t (march), n. The celery plant, Apium
grarcolens, and parsley, Petroselinum Petroseli-
num. Also merch.

March. An abbreviation of Marchioness.



M. Arch.

M. Arch. An abbreviation of Master of Archi-
tecture.

Marchand's adrenals. See *a(lrenal.

marchantiaceous (mar-kaii-ti-a'shius),«!. Be-
lmii;iiit; or related to the family of liverworts,

Marchaiitiacca^.

Marchantiales (mar-kan-ti-a'lez), n.pl. [NL.
(Engler, 1892), < Marchantia + -ales.'\ An
order of cryptogaraie plants of the class He-
paticse, characterized by athalloid,dor8iventral

proembryonal generation, the antheridia and
archegonia borne in groups on the surface

of the thallus or on stalked receptacles,

the sporogonia consisting of a spherical cap-

sule with or without a short stalk. It embraces
the two families Marchantiacete and Ricciacex (which

see), and is coordinat* with the Jungermannialei and
Anthocerotales. the three orders constituting the chiss

Hepalic/t, or liverworts. See kjungermannialet and
-k AnthncerfitaUg.

marchasite, marchesite, «. Same as mar-
ca.fi te.

marchesa (mar-ka'za), n.; pi. marchese f-za).

[It.] An Italian marchioness; a lady having
the rank of marchioness.
marchese Cmar-ka'ze), Ji.

;
pi. marchegi (miir-

ka'ze). [It.] An Italian nobleman ranking
between a duke and a count ; a marquis.

March-fly (march'fli), n. Any member of the

dipterous family Bibionidee.

Marchi's tract. See*trac<'.

marcia (mar'che-a), n. [It., a march. See
m(irc)fi, »i.] In music, same as march^, 5 : as,

temi>o di marcia, in march rh\-thm and time ;

marcia fitnebre, a funeral march, etc.

marciale (mar-che-a'le), a. [It., < marcia, a
march.] In music, like a march in rhythm
and style.

Marcite (mftr'sit), n. [L. Marcus, Gr. Mdp/cof,

+ -!te2. ] Same as Marcosian.

marco (mar'ko), n. [Sp. See marlc^.'\ A Span-
ish and Spanish-American unit of weight for

gold and silver, equal to half a libra. It is

commonly equal to about .507 of a pound
avoirdupois.

marconigram (mar-ko'ni-gram), n. [Marconi
(see def.) + Gr. ypa/ifia, anything written.]

A message by wireless telegraph sent by tlie

Marconi system.
The British battleship Revenge . . . received a num-

ber of privat* MaTconigrami.
Ithaca Jour., March 18, 1902, quoted in Dialect Notes,

ilL vl.

marconigraph (mar-ko'ni-grftf), n. [ilnrconi

+ Gr. )i)a(pciv, write.] The wireless telegraph

of Marconi.
A school for Marconigraph operators.

Daily Chron., March 21, 1903. A'. E. D.

marconigraph (mar-ko'ni-grif), v. [marconi-
grapli, ».] I. iiitratis. To send messages by
means of Marconi's system of wireless teleg-

raphy.

n. trans. To transmit by wireless teleg-

raphy.

marconigraphy (miir-ko'ni-grftf-i), n. [mar-
conif/ra/ih + -y.] The system of wireless teleg-

raphy developed by Marconi.

The history of the series of inventions and discov-

eries which have culminated in lYansatlantic Marconi-
graphy. Xature, April 23, 1903, p. b83.

marconism (mar-ko'nizm), «. IMarcon(i) -(-

-i,«»i.] The art of wireless telegraphy accord-

ins to the Marconi system, y. E. I).

marconistCmar-ko'nist), a. andn. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Marconi system of wireless

telegraphy. Encyc. Diet.

n. n. A telegraphic operator who uses the

Marconi system of wireless telegraphy. Encyc.
Diet.

marcaccio (mar-ko'che-o), n. [It., aug. of

marco: see mark'^.'^ A Venetian copper coin
struck under the Doge Bertuccio Valieri

( 16.56-58).

marcylite (mar'si-lit), «. [For R. B. Marcy
(1.S12-K7).] A name given by C. U. Shepard
to an impure copper ore of uncertain charac-
ter, probably in part an impure atacamite, in

part a decomposed chalcopyrite containing
oxid of copper and water : from a locality in

Arkansas.

mardling (mSrd'ling), h. Duckweed; espe-
cially, the lesser duckweed, Lemna minor.

nUire^, w.—Flying mare, a trick in wrestlinK, consists

inK in seizing; the opponent's wrist, turning it back, and
worlting the arm palm down over the shoulder, thus us-

ing the arm for a lever, throwing him over the shoulder.

mare^ (ma're), n.
;

pi. mana (-ri-A). [L.j a
eea: see mere^ and marine.'] A sea; specifi-
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cally, in astron., a name for certain dark
regions on the surface of the moon which
were supposed by Galileo and other early ob-
servers to be seas or oceans, and are now
regarded as plains; also a name for certain
dark regions on the planet Mars.
The craters are so different in size from those of the

earth, many being over a hundred miles in diameter, and
so numerous, overlapping and irregulai-ly distributed
that the causes leading to their foi-mation must be very
diiferent from those of volcanoes upon the earth, and for
these fonns Shaler proposes the name of vulcanoids.
The maria, or great plains, evidently belong to a cate-
gory distinct from the vulcanoids, being characterized
by their larger size, smoother and darker floors.

Amer. Jour. Sci., Oct. 1904, p. 314.

Mare lihemm [L.], a free sea; an open sea: distin-
guished from mare clausum (which see).

maregram, maregraph. See *marigram, ma-
riijraph.

maremma (mil-rem'a), n.
;

pi. maremme (-a).

[It.] A marshy and unhealthy region lying
along the sea-shore.

mareograph (ma're-o-graf), n. Same as mari-
(jrdjiti.

mareometer (ma-re-om'e-ter), n. Same as
m(iri(jriiph.

mare-ridden (mar'rid*n), jj. a. Nightmare-rid-
den ; witch-ridden.

Between his neck and his collar was a large live shore-
crab, holding on tight with both hands.
"Gentles I good Christians ! Save me ! I am mare-rode!"

Kinggley, Westward Ho ! iL

mare's-tail, n. 1. (c) The horseweed, LepfiZon
Canadense. (d) The heath-aster, Aster eri-

coides.

marg. An abbreviation (n) of margin; (b) of
marginal.

margarimeter (mar-ga-rim'e-t6r), «. [Irreg. <

margari(n) -(- Gr. /lerpov, measure.] An
apparatus for determining, by observation of

the density at 100° C, the proportion of oleo-

margarin in adulterated butter.

margarodid (miir-ga-rod'id), a. and n. Having
the characters of or belonging to the lepidop-
terous family Margarodidse; a member of the
Margarodidie.

margarous (mar'ga-rus), a. [margar(ic) +
-oM.s.] Noting an acid, a substance resembling
mnrsarie acid, now known to be a mixture.
Margate cha.Ik. See *chalk.

Margelidse (inar-jel'i-de), 71. pi. [NL., < Mar-
gelis (-lilt-) + -idee.'] A family of Anthomedusse,
having 4 or more simple or branched tentacles,

with 4 or 8 separate manubrial gonads. The
simple unbranched tentacles may be uniformly
distributed or grouped in 4 or 8 sets. It eon-
tains several genera, among which are Mar-
gelis, Lizzia, Cytmis, Limnorea, and Hippocrene.

MargeliS (milr-je'lis), n. [NL., < Gr. ftapyr/li;,

a pearl.] The t\-pical genus of the family
Margelidee. Sleciistrup, 1849.

margin, h.—Anal margin. See *<Tnn;.— Margin of
cultivation. .Sec *(M7ru<i(i(i;i.— Margin of power,
surplus of power; a margin over and above that required
under normal conditions.— Margin Of safety. Same as
it/actor 0/ sa/ely.

marginal, «.— Marginal anchor, in some Lucer-
naridje, as Ilaliohjgtcit, a i>eculiiir fonn of marginal Itody.

—Marginal contrast, eye. ste *c(.n<r«»f.*i',ve'-—Mar-
ginal funnel, in meiiusoids, one of the conical promi-
nences i.'n the Hiibumbral surface alxfve the velum, having
an excrt't4)ry i»ore at the apex.— Marginal moraine,
plate, tubercle. See morai?ie, etc.— Marginal
utility. See *\ttility.

II. n. 1. One of the bones which form the

border of the carapace in turtles, except in

the Trionychoidea, in which they are lacking:

same as marginal *plate. See cut under cara-

pace, 1.— 2. In the ammonoid cephalopods, or

ammonites, one of the small inflections which
sometimes develop on the sides of the anti-

siphonal lobe of the sutures.— 3. In conch.,

one of the outermost teeth on the radula of

gastropods; one of theuncini.—4. In asteroid

echinoderms, one of the series of thick plates

round the margin of the arms and disk.

marginal-pygal (mar"ji-nal-pi'gal), a. Noting
the posterior median bony plate in the cara-

pace of a turtle.

margination (mar-ji-na'shon), «. The act of

marginating or the condition of having a mar-
gin ; a marginated appearance.

No statement in a properly-edited historical source
ought to appear without its being at once obvious, either

from the nature of the print or from distinctly-marked

margiiiation. Archaeol. Inst. Jour., LV. 128.

marginoplasty (mar'jin-o-plas'ti), n. [L.

margi) (margin-), edge, margin, + Gr. TrXaordf,

forined, + -y3.] A surgical operation for re-

storing an edge or border, as of the lip or

eyelid.

marimba
margin-plate (mar'jin-plat), n. In iron ship-
building, a longitudinal plate which limits the
double bottom at the turn of the bilge. The
lower edge is connected to the outside plating
by an angle-bar, and the upper edge is flanged
over horizontally, and the inner-bottom plating
riveted to it. See cuts at double *bottom and
*bracket^, 9 (6).— Margin-plate bracket, the tri-

angular plat« fitted on the niargin-pliito to give a connec-
tion for the foot of the frame angle-bar above the inner
bottom.

margin-stop (mar'jin-stop), n. In a type-
writer, an adjustable stop-motion which con-
trols the traverse of the carriage in one or both
directions. It consistfi of a stop supported by a gradu-
ated margin-stop bar and fitted with a locking device to
hold it in any desired position. It is so named because,
through the limiting of the traverse of the carriage and
the leaving of a portion of the paper held by the carriage
outside the feeding distance of the carriage, that part or
edge is left blank and forms the mai'gin of the printed
sheet.

marg. trans. An abbreviation of marginal
translation.

marguerite, n. 3. In decorative design, a
small flat rosette which resembles the com-
mon daisy.

The daisies or marguerites of the outer border had cen-

tral bosses consisting of convex disks of rock crystal, set

probably on a blue paste background.
A. J. Evans, in Annual of Brit School at Athens,

[VIL 78.

marguerite-fly (mar'ge-ret-fli*), n. A phy-
tomyzid fly, Phytomyza chrysanthemi, the larva

of which mines the leaves of composite plants
in greenhouses.

maria, «. pi. See *marc^.

mariamoUe (ma-re-ii-more), n. [Prop, as in

Sp., maria mole, Maria mole: Maria, Mary;
molle, mole, < L. mollis, soft.] A pomacentroid
fish, Etipomacentrus fuscus, found about coral

reefs from the West Indies to Brazil.

marian^ (ma-re-iln'), n. [W. Ind. Sp., given
as "a negro word meaning tough and lean."]

Bolocentrusmarinus, a cheetodontoid fish found
in the West Indies.

Mariana (ma-ri-a'nii), m. [NL. (Hill, 1762),

from Carduus Maridn'us, the Linnsean name of

the milk-thistle, or Virgin Mary's thistle.] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants of the family

Asteraccx. See Silybum.

Marianist (ma'ri-an-ist), M. IMarian'^ + -ist]

A member of a now extinct religious associa-

tion of knights, founded in the thirteenth cen-

tury at Bologna to succor and protect the

unfortunates who suffered from the strife be-

tween the Guelfs and Ghibellines.

maricao (ma-re-ka'6), «. [Porto Rican.] The
surette, Byrsonima spicata. Also called don-

cella. See surette.

maricultural (ma-ri-kul'tur-al), a. Of or re-

lating to mariculture.

Such maps would be purely agricultiiral and maricul-
tural, dependant upon tlie harvests of the land and sea.

Science, Oct 9, 1903, p. 461,

mariculture (ma'ri-kul-tur), n. [L. mare, sea,

-t- eultura, culture.] The development of the

resources of the sea, especially with respect

to food-fish : coined in distinction from agricul-

ture.

Marienglas (mil-re'en-glas), n. [G., ' Mary's
glass.'] A German name applied to plates of

selenite (gypsum) and also to muscovite.

Sometimes called Fraueneis (' [Our] Lady's
ice').

Marie's disease. See ^disease.

marigot (mar'i-got), ». [F.] A branch or

side channel in a river. [West Africa.]

Passing up a viarigot or branch channel, worn down by
porters' feet to a deep wet dit«h, we siwn reached the

half-way place, a second sandy oasis, the site of the vil-

lage of Zumgboji. /(. F. Burton, Mission to Uelele, I. 3i).

marigram (mar'i-gram), n. [Also maregram,
marcogram; < L. mare, sea, + Gr. ypdfifia, a

writing, ypafjiiin, a line.] The line traced by
the marigraph as a record of fluctuations of

sea-level.

mariguana (ma-re-gwa'na), n. Same as *mari-

huana.

marihuana (mil-re-hwa'na), n. [Mex.] In

Mexico, any one of several plants having

narcotic properties; in many localities. Can-

nabis Indica, and in the state of Sonora, JVico-

tiana glatica.

marimba (ma-rim'ba), n. [Also mmmfto ; W.
African: Kimbundu (Angola) marimba.] 1.

An African musical instrument formed of a

number of strips of wood of various sizes



marimba
yielding different notes when struck by a ham-
mer. The sound is often reinforced by resou-

772 marl
is divided; a group of jobbers engaged in a
particular kind of business. [Eng.]

Evei-y great murket is organized with a view not merely
to the purchase and sale of a commodity at once, or "ou
the spijt," but also with a view to the future requirements

*.*^.-w ,
of buyei"8 and sellei-s. A'Hcyc. Brit, XXX. 540.

!a~a'servicerenderea'ui)on public imvisable waters and market-boat (mar'ket-bot), n. A dinghy or
having relation to comm«-ce or nuvi^^^^^

Other small boat used bv the Ste'
" " '

maritime cause, in (air, an action arising from the

ooinmcrcial relation of persons on navigable waters.—

Maritime exchange, a meeting-place for ship-brokcre

and others interested in ships and shipping, wliere busi-

ness of a marine nature is transacted. —Maritime
jurisdiction, the jurisdiction of courts of admiralty.

-

Maritime loan. .See •;onKi.—Maritime service, in

Marimba.

ators formed from calabashes placed under-
neath.

Instrmuents of the bar type are found frequently in

our orchestras and bands under various names, as xylo-

Shone ; they are familiar in children's toys and are widely
Istributed in savage and half-civilized lands under the

names of marimba, balafong, hannonicon, etc.

SmithMoiiian Hep. (.\at Mus.), 1900, p. 43a

2. In the Kongo region and Angola, a name
of a musical instrument with iron keys ;

the

sansa.

marimonda (mar-i-mon'da), n. [Amer. Sp.]

A name applied to various spider-monkeys,
particularly to the white-bellied species, Ateles

beel:ebiith.

marina (ma-re'na), n. [It., fem. of marino.

See marine.] An' esplanade or promenade by
the sea. N. E. D.
marine. I. a— Marine band, blue, chorolofty.
See*lmml^. etc.— Marine interest Same as mantnn<!
•nfercrf. — Marine laboratory, metal, salt. See
•ktaboratory. etc.

II. H.— Dead marine. Same as 7»«rm^, 5.—Mer-
cantile marine, tlie merchant service; the vessels,

ofBcei-s. and crews belonging to the merchant-marine.-

Merchant marine. Same as mtrcanlile -kmaritu.

mariner, ". 2. A Tasmanian name for the

bronze-colored shell of any one of several

species of the marine gastropod Elenchus, es-

pecially E. belluitis. Also called warrener,

and pearly necklace shell. E. E. Morris.

marinist^ (ma-re'nist), «. \_marin(e) + -ist.]

stewards to bring
off marketing for the various messes.
market-gardening mar'ket-gar"dn-ing), 11.

The occupation of raising vegetables for sale,

particularly when conducted on such a scale

as to constitute a business ; truck-gardening,

market-scales (mar'ket-skalz), n. A counter-

. -T T I
scale adapted to the weighing of meat and fish.

a French writer of the 18th century.] In (i<., market-wire (mSr'ket-wir), n. Soft steel and
a style resembling that of Marivaux, whose ]m.ass wire in small sizes, suitable for the re-
writings were a mixture of subtle metaphysics ^^\i hardware trade.
and bizarre trivialities, with over-refined senti- markhor, n. Four subspecies are recognized, the ex-

meuts which were mingled with the most or- tremes being represented by the Astor and tlie Suliman

mariupolite (mar"i-6-p6'lit), n. ^Mariupol, on
the Sea of Azov, Russia, + -itc'^.'] In petrog.,

a nephelite-syenite composed of albite, Kgir-

ite, and nephelite, with a small amount of

lepidomelane and zircon. It is free from
potash feldspar. Moroxwicz.
marivaudage(mar"i-vd-dazh'), n. [Marivaux,

dinary colloquialisms : the word has come to

note an affected attempt at refinement.

Characteristic of sensibility in sense and of martra«-
dage iu manner. Saintsbury.

mark^, n- 17. In ordnance (followed by a
Roman numeral), an expression used to dis-

tinguish different designs of the same size and
type of gun or mount : as, 6-inch B. L. R.,

mark II (a 6-inch caliber breech-loading rifle-

gun of a design indicated as marked two).
-Black mark, china mark. .See -kblaek, *c/iinai.—By
the mark i.naut.), the cry of the leadsnum when he ob-

tains soundings of 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 13, \% 17, or 20 fathoms.

On the hand lead-line there are 9 marks and 11 deeps, the
latter being tlie unmarked fathoms of the line, namely,
the 1, 4, 0, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 19.— Easy mark,
one who from his simplicity of character or

^
un-

suspecting nature is easily imposed upon. [Slang,!'. S.]

—Ciood mark, (a) A mark placed in a sctitwl- or class-

register against the name of a i)upil for being ' good ' in

behavior or diligent in study. (6) In Australia, a person,

conspicuous in the community for his integrity and high
lousiness standing, who would rather allow himself to be
imposed upon than seem to impose upon another ; an
' easy mark ' for the unscrupulous. [Slang.]—Lead-line
mark {na ut.\ one of the nine markings on the hand lead-

line, or one of the knots on the deep-sea lead-line, which
is continued from 20 to 100 fathoms.- Marks and deeps
(?iau(.), the fathoms of the lead-line from 1 to 20 ; the 9

marks and 11 deeps of the hand lead-line. See le(td-line,l

.

—Port-'Wine mark. Same as capillary -tcnxvlts.—
Sharp-up mark. Same as -^rsquare-mark.

markhor. In the first, named from the village of Agt4ir

in northwestern Kashmir, the horns are long, massivt-,

and form an open spiral. In the Suliman variety, found
iu the Suliman range, the horns are comparatively short

and straight, with the keel running around them like the
thread of a screw.

Oae who attributes various changes on the mark'-^, «. 5. [Finnish markka.] A current
silver coin of Finland, equal to 100 pennia
(see *peniii), and equivalent to lOuJ'a cents.

—

6. A silver coin of Schleswig-Holstein, equal

to 16 skillings, and equivalent to 24 cents.

mark^, «. Same as marc"^.

markasol (mar 'ka- sol), n. [Trade-name.]
Bismuth boroi)hei)ate, an antiseptic powder
used in surgery for dusting purposes.

mark-buoy (miirk'boi), ». In submarine-cable

earth's surface, such as the formation of ter-

races, planes, etc., to marine action : opposed

to *!<i(l>aerialist.

Mariolatrous (ma-ri-ol'a-trus), a. Character-

ized by Mariolatry ; of the nature of Mariol-

atrv.

Mafiology (ma-ri-ol'6-ji), n. [Mary + -ology.]

The doctrines and opinions of the various

Christian sects with regard to the Virgin Mary.

Mariology is exhaustively treated in the four hundred
and fifty pages which are here devoted to it. The work
is divided into three parts.

Dublin lien., Jan., 1903, p. 211.

Mariotte's spot. Same as blind spot.

mariposa (mar-i-p6'sil), n. [Sp.] 1. A but-

terfly.—2. A beautiful fish, Lampris luua, of

work, a buoy anchored to mark any desired marking-bowl (miir'king-bol).
position or point,

mark-caller (mark'kaF^r), H. In sorting logs,

one wlio stands at the lower end of the sort

ing-jaek and calls the different marks so

the logs may be guided into the proper chan-

nels or pockets.

marker,)!, l. <«) in archery, a person stationed near

the target, especially in clout-shooting, to signal to the

archers the result of each shot.

3. (J) Specifically, a counter (an oblong piece

of bone) used in faro. One marker is placed on a

player's bet, and another on a card so far removed from

Markhor ICafira /alconeri).

Head of Astor Markhor.
Horns of Suliman .Markhor (larger scale).

marking, ".—Lapham or Laphamlte markings, a

peculiar fonn of the Widmainjstattian figures, tlret ob-

served by I. A. Lapham in the meteoric iron of Trenton,

Wisconsin, and called Lapham or Laphamite markings by
.1. Lawrence Smith. In this fonn of the figures there

e broad bands of kamacite inclosing areas of plessite.

A roller

provided with coloring-matter for marking off

warps into lengths or sections for the loom.

Iu"! marking-cross (miir'king-kros), 11. A cross
tnat

p]a^gp^| upon church vestments or fui-niture to

mark them as exclusively devoted to sacred

uses. Altar-cloths and corporals usually have
five, in reference to the wounds of Christ.

marking-disk (mar'king-disk), H. In a Morse
ink-WTiter (a machine for taking telegraph

messages*, the rotating disk which carries the

_ _ letteis and signs and marks the signals.

It that he cainuit tak» in both bets by any of the usual marking-hammer (mar'king-ham"er). ?l. A
ways of placing bets on the lay-out From the fact that ijammer bearing a raised de-vice used to stamp
the marker is not a cliip, and has no value except to pomt ;„/i;„ofo r,wnBr«»iin Also onWetX
out the superior value elsewhere, arose the colloquial ex- logs, tO indicate ownersmp. AiSO caue<l

pression :
" he is not a marker to so-and-so." marking-iron.

7. At poker, any object placed upon the table marking-hatchet (miir'king-hach'et), n. A
to show that a plaver who has no chips is still hatchet for marking trees. A raised die is cut

in the pool: sometimes used in table-stakes on the head for stamping the face of the blaze,

to indicate that the player is supposed to have marking-iron, «. 2. Same as *marking-

as much money in front of him as any other hammer.

person at the table.—8. In railroading, a flag, marking-plate (miir'king-plat), n. A three-

lamp, or other signal placed upon an engine cornered metal plate with a small spike, used

or train, or upon an electric car, to indicate to mark an angle of a tennis-court,

its character, destination, etc. The green marking-plow, n. 2. An ice-plow fitted with

Mariposa (Lamprii luna'i.

(From lordan's " Guide to the Study of Fishes.")

large size, found in the open Atlantic and
Pacific.—3. Tlie mariposa-lily.

mariposite (mar-i-po'sit), «. [Mariposa +
-ite'^.] A micaceous mineral, varying from
soft green to white, observed with pyrite in

the gold ore of the Mariposa region, California.

marisca (ma-ris'ka), n. [NL., < L. marisea, a
fig, i>\. mariscse, piles.] One of the excrescences

in hemorrhoids.
mariscal (ma - ris'kal),

Hemorrhoidal.

flag at the end of a train is a marker, as is also

a red tail-light, or an extra light upon a loco-

motive.—Deprez marker or signal, a delicate form of

electromagnetic time-marker, cajiable of recording five-

hundredths of a second.—Magnetic marker, in phtmnl.

and exper. pnychol., a time-iiinrkcr I'oiisisting essentially

of a writing-lever actuated ))y an electromagnet which is

in circuit with an electric fork. The Deprez and Pfeil

time-markers are typical mairnetic markers. Scriptvre.

Exper. Phonet., p. 91.—Pfeil'E marker, in phymnt. and
exper. psychoL, an electromagnetic time-marker used in

connection with an electric fork to trace a time-line upon
the smoked surface of a kymograph drum. See Deprez
kmarker. Scripture, Exper. Phonet, p. 91.

a guKif, used to mark ice for cutting.

marking-tape (mar'king-tap), n. In tennis, a
tape used to outline and mark the various di-

visions of a tennis-court.

markland (mark'land), M. [»Kort-2 + toxrfi.]

A division of land, originally of the annual
value of a mark. jV. E. D.
marksman, «. 1. (*) A soldier who makes
60 per cent, at target practice at ranges up to

600 vards.

mark-'Weed (miirk'wed), n. The poison-ivy,

lihus radicnns.

a. [marisca + -aP-.l market, n. 7. Onthestopfc-fxcAanf?e,oneof the marU, w.— Chloritic marL See*c*ion(t<-.—Etmria
classesinto which the business of the exchange marl, a subdivision of the Carboniferous system iu



marl
England. It is regarded by British geologists as a part
of the I'pper series of the coal-measures, attains a thick-
ness of 1. 100 feet, is underlain by the Blackband group
and overlain by the Newcastle-under-Lynie group. Its

bottom .-md top are characterized by Spirorbis beds.

—

Oainfalir«n maxli a phase of the Miocene series of
Austria. It is considered by Austrian geologists as a part
of the second substage of the Mediterranean or marine
stage and is characterized by an abundance of lamelli-
branchs and gastroptKls.—Qargas marl, a subdivision of
the Cretaceous system in Vaucluse, P'rance. It istlie low-
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tary rocks, and of emptives of several kinds, and is separ-
ated by an unconformity into three well-marked divisions,
a lower, a middle, and an upper. GeiHe, Text-book of
Oeol., p. 628.

MarQUettian (mar-ket'i-an), a. lu geol., not-
ing a group of rocks carrying the Marquette
iron ores : a name given by Alexander Win-
chell. .

. -

martaban
A 'marsh' here is what would in England be called a

meadow, with this difference, that in our marshes, until
partially drained, a growth of tea-trees (Leptospermum)
and rushes in some measme encumbers them ; but, after
a short time, these die off, and are trampled down, and a
thick sward of verdant gi-ass covers the whole extent.
Mrs. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania, I. 163, quoted in

[E. E. Morris, Austral English.

trtte Hu^'niaT'^|i:&'A'^'^
'l^'''"

!''
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est member of the Aptian or upper division of the Lower marqUlSC, «. d. in gem-cutting, an ellipsoidal gee *ba(Vian.
merrymaker. Also marshalok.

Cretaceous. It is also well developed in northwestern
Germany.—Orlnzlng marl, a phase of the Miocene Ter-
tiary in Austria- It is considered by Austrian geologists
to be a part of the secnnd sutistage of the Mediterranean
or marine stage.—Salt marl, the lowest division of the
Cambrian rocks in the Salt Kaiige of India. It is 1,.'>00 feet
thick and without fossils.—Swamp marl, beds of fresh-
water shells found beneath swamps and left by the Mvl-
tlt^ea which inhabited the lake or pond which has given
rise t4.i the swamp. They are sought as a source of lime
in makin-r hydraulic cement.

Marlburian (miirl-bu'ri-an), n. [Erroneously
< Marlborough.'] A graduate of Marlborough
College.

I will read yoii the last letter received from a nephew
of mine, aged twenty-one, a Marlburian, who ... is set-
tled on a Texan ranche.

T. Hughes, Rugby, Tennessee, III. iii.

mannairolite (miir-mi'ro-lit), n. [Gr. fiap-

uaipza: glisten, + -lite.] A mineral from
Sweden, occurring in tine crystalline needles
of a pale yellow color : probably a variety of
the amphibole called richterite.

marmarize (mar'ma-riz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
marmarized, ppr. marvmrhing. [Gr. napfia/to^,

marble, + -ize. See marmarosis.] To convert
(limestone) into marble by metamorphism

; marral
subject to marmarosis.
On the east side of the great intrasive maas of Fair

Head the chalk is likewise marmaritcetl. Another
smaller . . . illustration of the same change occui-s at
Camps Quarry near Edinburgh.

Qeikie, Text^book of Geol., p. 603.

marmelos (mar'me-los), n. [NL., < Pg. mar-
mrlo, t|uinee.] the Bengal quince, .^gle
m/irmelos.

marmit (mar •' mit), n. [F. marmite, pot or
kettle.] A pot fitted with a hook by which it

maybe hung; a kettle; a soup-kettle.
marmite (mar-mef), «. [F.] A pot; a ket-
tle ; specifically, an earthenware pot in which
soup is made and served La petite marmite, a
soup made of strong sUtck and vegetables.

marmoration, «. 3. Same as *marmori:ation.

marmorization (miir''mo-ri-za'shon). «. \ntar-
iimrize -)- -iition.] In geol., the process of re-
crystallization during metamorphism, whereby
sedimentary limestones become marble.
Marmt.rization i>t the limestone is abundant in the re-

gion and by no means confined to the conflict belt, but. as
Mr. King observes, spreads out over large areas in the
limestone beds that have no deHuite relation to any known
outcrop of eruptive rock.

Ainer. Jour. Sci., Ang., 1903, p. 144.

double-pointed form of cut which has been marsh-bass (marsh ' bas), «. The large-
used exteu- mouthfil black-bass, Micrnpterus salmoides:
sively tor dia- marsh-berry (marsh'ber'i), «. The Old Worldmondsandthe eranheTry, OxycoccusOxycoccus. Also bogberry,
more brilliant fenberry, and marshwort.
stones, al- marsh-clover (marsh'kl6"v6r), >i. The bog-
though many bean, Memjanthes trifoliata.
ot the common marsh-COW (marsh'kou), n. A name given
stones, such by Riitimeyer to a race of cattle of small size

the remains of which were found in Swiss
lake-villages. Lyell, Antiq. of Man, p. 24.

marsh-crocodile (marsh 'krok"o-dil), n. A
common species of southern Asia, Croeodilus
palustris, somewhat smaller and less dangerous
than the muggar, or salt-water crocodile, C.
poro.?Uf:.

marsh-deer (marsh'der), n. The larger South
American deer, Cervus or Odocoilevs palxistris.

on marsh-fleawort(marsh'fle"w6rt), «. A swamp
or marsh plant, Senecio palnstris, found in high

northern latitudes

Marquise.

as amethysts,
etc., are now
cut in this way.
Also called ii(i-

vette. — 4. A
light shelter

over an en-
trance door-
way: usually
carried

brackets or cautalivers, more rarely on slender
posts. The roofing itself is often of glass.

—

5. Same as marquee Marquise ring, a flnger-
ring in which is set a cluster of gems having tTie form of
a pointed oval.

See *»iurral.

marram-grass (mar'am-gras), n. Same as
marriim.

marriage, « . — Class-marrlage. See -kclass-mar-
rM;;.".— Common-law marriage, a marriage not sol-

emnized by any form or ceremony, but created by an
actual and consunnnat«d agreement between the parties.
It may be evidenced by their conduct and reputation.
.Such a m.irriage is valid in the United States, except
in those states where statutes have abolished it. See
marriage, 2.— Detinue Of goods In frank marrlj^.
See *d«(tni(c.— Marriage officer, a diplomatic or con-
sular agent, or other duly authorized person, before whom
marriage between British subjects in a foreign land may
he solemnized and be valid.

Under it [the Foreign Marriage Act, 1892 ] a marriage
between British subject* on land is as valid as a maiTiagc
duly solemnized in England, ... if celebrated in ac-
cordance with the local law or in the presence of a "vMr-
riage oficer." Encyc. Brit., XXX. 548.

Restraint of marriage, a legal term used with refer-
ence to coiiditioTis attached to bequests, gifts, etc., in
which the benetlciary, in order to obtain the bequest or marshmail
gift, is limited in the free choice of marriage. Conditions
in restraint of marriage are, if general, usually void.—
Royal marriage, in such games as penuchle and bezique,
the king and (|ueen of the trump suit.

marriageability (mar'aj-a-hil'i-ti), «. The
state of being marriageable, or the degree to
which a person may be considered marriage-
able.

marmorize (mar'mo-riz), t'. <.; pret. and pp. marriage-flight (mar'aj - flit), n. Same as
marmiinsea, ppr. m(irmori:ing. [L. marmor, ntiiitinl *fli(iht.

'

luarble, -f- -i:e. Compare ^marmarize.] To marrite "(niar'it), n. [For Dr. John Edward
change from a sedimentary limestone to crys- M„rr, of Cambridge, England.] A lead-gray

to steel-gray mineral which occurs very spar-
ingly in highly modified monoelinie crystals in
the dolomite of the Binnenthal in Switzer-

in North America,
Greenland, Europe,
and Asia, extending
southward in the
western hemisphere
to Iowa and Wiscon-
sin. It has spatu-
late, entire, radical
leaves, those of the
stem being few and
toothed. The heads
are nuraerous,mostly
in a terminal cor-
ymb, the rays pale
yellow but showy.

marshite(marsh"'ii),
n. [Named after
C. W. Marsh.] Cu-

prous iodide (CU2I2) occurring in oil-brown
tetrahedral crystals at the Broken Hill mines,
New South Wales.

(marsh'man), «.
; pi. marshmen

(-men). A person living in the marshes : used
in Yorkshire to designate a particular group of
people.

Apparently the bird was well known to the Yorkshire
" can--nien " and "fnarsh-men" half a century ago, but no
examples are known to science save the type and the one
procured by Mr. Coburn. Nature, Jan. 15, 1903, p. 252.

marsh-orchis (marsh'6r"kis), n. See *orchis'^.

Marsh's arsenic apparatus, test. See *ap-

Marsh-fleawort iStntciopalustris).

a, lower part of stem with leares

;

t>, upper part of stem with flowers:
<-,, floret. (From Britton and
Brown's " Ulustrated Flora of the
Northern Slates and Canada.")

talline marble, more especially under the in-
fiiience of an intrusive dike or other mass of
eruptive rock. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p.

pariitiix, *tixt'^

marsh-treader (marsh'tred"^r), «. Any bug
of the heteropterous family Hydrometridee
or Limitobatidse. ' " '

' ~

p. 282.

L. O. Howard, Insect Book,

marmorosis (mar-mo-ro'sis), «. [L. marmor,
iriarhle + -osi.i.] Same as mnrmarosis.
maro (ma'ro), ». Same as *malo.
maroon^. I. a.— Maroon Iformation. .see -kfor.

II. ''—Acid maroon. See atn'tf-maroon.—All-

marry', v. »

—

To marry over the broomstick.

determined
marron^, n—Harrons glacis, French or Italian
chestnuts noiled in a syrup of sugar and water and fla-

vored with vanilla anil a few drops of lemon-juice. They
are softened and sweetened all through, not having a
glaze of sugar like glac*:' oranges, etc.

zarfil maroon, a mordant dyestuff derived from antlira- marrOW', n— Oblongate marrow, the medulla
cene. It is a mixture of a- and 3-amidoalizarin and "''' *"

amidopurpurin. With a chromium mordant it proiluces a
maror>n color. It is not as fast as alizarin red.—MarOon 8,
an impure acid-magenta.

maror (mii-ror'), n.; pi. merorim (me-ro'rim).
[Heb. maror, < marar, bitter.] A bitter herb,
eaten at the seder meal on the first two even-
ings of Passover.
marouflage (ma-ro-fljizh'), n. [F., < ma-
roujl'-r, liack (a painting) with a back lin-
ing glued on, < maroufle, a tenacious paste.]
The process or the act of applying a mural
painting to a wall by coating the back of the
canvas with a strongly adhesive paste and
applying it. This device allows mural paint-
ings to be in oil colors, and also allows the
work to be done at a distance from the build-
ing for which it is intended.
Marq. An abbreviation of Marquis.
Marquette (miir-ket'), n. In geol., that sec-
tion of the Huronian system which is found

land : the chemical composition has not been marsileaceous (mar-sil-e-a'shius), a. Belong-
- ing to the Marsileacese, a family of crj-ptogamie

plants.

marsipobranchian (mar"si - po - brang'ki - an ),
II. A member of the order Marsipobranchii, a
group of vertebrates containing the lampreys
and hagfishes.

Marsupial plate. See *plate.

marrubiin (ma-ro'bi-in), n. [Marrubi-um + Marsuplalida (mar-su-pi-al'i-da), «. pi. The
-in-.] A neutral compound contained in Mar- ' 'i(li(ntii(lus;e.

rubium vulgare. It crystallizes in large plates marsupialization (mar-su"pi-al-i-za'shon). ti.

or needles melting at 106° C. [marxupial + -ize + -ation.] The formation
of a pouch in a membrane, such as the peri-

See ATo-JoMirtic*.
'

toiienm.

Mars,". 2. The question of the planets climate marSUpialize (mar-Sti'pi-al-Iz), tl. t
;
pret. and

hinges upon its temperature. It is undeniable that tlie

white caps which alteniately form and disappear about
its poles behave with respect to the planet's seasons
exactly as snow caps would. This strongly suggests con-
ditions of temperature resembling our own, and a corres-
ponding climate. On the other hand, the rarity of ttie

pp. mamiipializcd, ppr. morsKpuiUzing. [iiinrgu-

pial + -i:e.] To render marsupial in char-
acter; provide with a pouch,
marsupite (mar-sti'pit), M. [NL. Marsupites.]
A inemlier of the genus Mnr.iupite.i.

j;l^Inisr'Zf't"is.^:^e'i£m"rLMr^Sg it:
Marsupites (mar^u-prtez),_«. [Gr. p6p.c.o,,__

supply of st>\ar heat to less than half of ours) seem to
require a temperature far below the melting-point of ice,

and suggest that the white caps may be due to the pre-
cipitation of some substance with a much lower freezing-
IMjint than water. Tlie question can hardly be settled
until our heat-measuring instruments become sensitive
eriougli ht deteniiine the planet's temi>erature by direct mart^ (mjirt), n
observation.— Canals of Mars. See*cn«an. [Eng. dial.]

in the ^Iar(|^ette iron range in the northern Marseilles pottery. See *pottery. martaban (mar'ta-ban), «. [Ar. martahdrn.]
Old celadon porcelain, popularly supposed to
have been made at Martaban in Pegu. Some-

a pouch, -f -ir?/f, E. -ite'^.] The only genus of
the family Marsupitidse, including flexible
crinoids of free-swimming habit having no
column and few and large calyx plates. It oc-
curs in the Upper Cretaceous of Europe.

[See nwrtenl.] The marten.

peninsula of Michigan and west of the city of marsh, «• 2. In Australia, a drained meadow.
Marquette. It cunsUts of metamorphosed sedimen- See the extract.



martaban

times called green porcelain. Large jars of

this kind are mentioued by Ibn Batuta, the
Algerian traveler, in the fourteenth century.
The Arabs and Persians call this peculiar porcelain

mnrtabani, and value it very hiphly from its fancied
property of detecting poisoned UkkI by changing color.

S. W. Bmhell, Oriental Oeram. Art, p. 148.

martel6 (mar-te-la'), o. [F., pp. of marteler,

hammer, strike: see martel, v.'] 1. Ham-
mered; produced by hammering: applied to
metal work.— 2. In music, same as martellato.

martensite (mar'ten-sit), n. [From a personal
name.] A very hard carbide of iron, approxi-
mately of the composition Feo4C, formed in the
reoalesceuce of steel at 850° C. in cooling
from a temperature of 1,000° C. or over. It

remains unchanged if the metal is then sud-
denly cooled, as by plunging it into cold
water, but on slow cooling is decomposed into

iron and the carbide Fe^C. On the other
hand, it appears that this latter compound,
known as cementite, may split into martensite
and carbon in the form of graphite.

martensitic (mar-ten-sit'ik), a. [»(or(e»m(c -t-

-ic] Pertaining to, or characterized by mar-
tensite: designating the state of steel when
its iron and carbon are combined to form
martensite.

Martha Washington china. See *china^.

Martian, «. II. «. An (imaginary or possi-

ble) inhabitant of Mars.
These exemplary Martiann wear no clothes but the ex-

quisite fur with which natnre has endowed them, and
which constitutes a part of their immense beauty.

Vu Maiirier, The Martian, viii.

martin^ (mar'tin), n. A shortened form of

freemartin.

Purebred steer, spayed or martin heifer, two years
old and under three.

Rep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 211.

martingale, n. 4. In fencing, a bit of twine,
fastened to the hilt of a foil, which is caught
round one finger of the sword hand to prevent
the foil from falling to the ground in case of
disarmament— Standing martingale, a long mar-
tingale connected to the girth and collar of a harness,
with branclied ends which are attached to the rings of
the l)ridle-bit.

martinoe (mar'ti-no), «. [Probably a corrup-
tion of Martynia.'] The unicorn-plant, Mar-
tynia Louisiana.

Martin's albumin negative process. See
*lirocess.

martiology (mar-ti-ol'o-ji), n. [L. Mars
{Mart-), Mars, + Gr. -loyia, < ?iijeiv, speak.]
The study of the planet Mars: same as areog-

raphii, which is the accepted term. [Rare.]
L. F.Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 69.

martyrium (mar-tir'i-um), »i.; pi. martyria
(-ii). [LGr. fiaprvpiov, a martyr's shrine,

< "/idprvp, martyr : see warti/j'.] A place in
which the relics of martyrs are preserved,
usually a crypt or underground chapel like the
famous one of the church of Saint-Denis,
France, which still retains much of the
original Roman construction.

martjrrolatry (mar-t6-rol'a-tri), «. [martyr +
-olatry. See idolatry.'] Worship of the Chris-
tian martyrs.
The Christianity which he despised—the only Chris-

tianity which he knew—was mainly associated with a
superstitious martyrolatry and a grovelling relic-worship.
Tlie Galileans, he said, " abandon the worship of the gods
to worsliip the mouldering remains of the dead."

Farrar, Lives of the Fathers, I. 702.

manun, n. 2. Same as herh mastic (which see,

under herh).

marat (ma-ruf), n. [Skt. marut, wind, wind-
god.] In. Hindu myth., a wind-god; a storm-
god.
Marxian (mark'si-an), a. Pertaining to the
socialistic or the historical views formulated
by Karl Marx. Kidd, Western Civilization.

Marxist (marks'ist), n. A socialist of the
school which accepts the views of Karl Marx,
or a historian or sociologist who accepts
Marx's economic interpretation of history.
Kidd, Western Civilization.

marzacotto(mart-sa-kot'6),M. [It. marzacotto,
formerly a sort of ointment, also a potters'
tool (Florio, 1598).] In ceram., a thin coating
of transparent glaze, made of oxid of lead,
potash, and sand : used oy Italian potters on
their painted stanniferous enamel to increase
the brilliancy of the colors. See *oopcrtu.

mas. An abbreviation of masculine.

M. A. S, An abbreviation of Master ofApplied
Science.
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masamacush (mas'a-ma-kush"), n. [Prob.
North Amer. Indian.] A common name of

the Great Lake trout, Cristivomer namaycush,
foun<l in the Great Lakes, and widely dis-

tributed over northern North America.
masar, «. See *mazar.
masarid (mas'a-rid), «. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the hymenopterous family Masaridse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Masaridx.
mascagnite (mas-kan'yit), n. [Mascagni +
-i/r'-.] Same as mascagnin.
mascaret (mas-ka-ra'), n. [F.mascaret, < Gas-
eon «!«6caref, of unknown origin.] Atidalbore.
The tide begins to make itself felt at Poses, 11 miles

above Elbeuf, and between Caudebec and Villequier the
mascaret, or bore, has its greatest development.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 60a

Maschil (mas-kel'), n. [Heb.] An epithet
prefixed to thirteen psalms (32, 42, 44, 45, 52-
55, 74, 78, 88, 89, and 142). It probably means
' a contemplative composition,' but the true
significance is not certainly known.
mascot, n. H. a. Of the nature of a mascot

;

having luck bringing qualities; lucky: as,
mascot snakes; a mascot dog or goat.
mascularity (mas-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [L. mascu-
l{iis), male, + -ar + -ity.'] Masculinity.
To some the unmentionables might savor of magcidar-

ity. Kane, Grinnell Exp., xlvi. 425. S. E. I).

mash^, n— Sour mash, mash in which fermentation
is begun by having put back into it some of a mash in
whicli fennentation lias already been going on.— Sweet
mash, in brewing, mash in which fermentation has been
started with yeast.—Thick-mash process, a method of
preparing wort in brewing, chiefly employed in Bavaria,
other paits of Gennany, and Bohemia. It involves the
removal of portions of the malt from the mash-tub to be
boiled and returned to the mash-tub, so that much of the
diastase is rendered inactive, while the starch of the
boiled portion is brought to the condition of starch-paste
and thus is more readily acted on, the production of
glucose is regulated, and the amount of malt-extract in
the wort is increased.— Thin-mash process, the method
of preparing wort in brewing most common in France
and England. It involves simple infusion of malt with
water at 60" to 70° C, with continuous stiiTing in a mash-
tub with a false bottom, the clear infusion being drawn
off after a time from beneath this, and more water at the
same temperature as before run on upon the malt for a
second mashing. None of the malt is heated to the boil-
ing-point of water.

mashed (masht), p. a. In geol., noting rocks
which are dynamically crushed and granu-
lated.

Also, northwest of Cranberry the gangue minerals and
even magnetite are developed in tlie mass of the red
granite along more or less mashed zones.

Contrib. to Econ. Qeol., V. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 245.

mashie, n. Same as *mashy^.
mashing, ». 4. In geol., the granulation of a
rock in dynamic metamorphism. Van Hise, in
U. S. Geol. Surv., Monographs, XLVII. 762.

mashrebeeyah, meshrebeeyah (mash-, mesh-
re-be'ya), n. [Ar. mashrabiya.] A window
with openwork of light wooden bars, leaving
free access to the air, and used as a place
where a porous water-bottle may be put for
cooling: usually, in Cairo andother Levantine
cities, a projecting bay-window or oriole win-
dow, fitted on three sides with such openwork.
mashy-, mashie (mash'i), ». in golf, a club
with an iron head and a more or less lofted face.

mashy-niblick
(mash'i-nib'lik), n.

A golf-club with a
small, deep iron
head, lofted: used
for approaching and
playing out of haz-
ards and bad lies.

mask^, n. 9. In zooL: («) The skin of the
forehead and upper part of the face of any
quadruped, taken off at about the level of the
eyes.— 10. In base-ball, a protection for the
face worn by the catcher. See*cage, 8.—Brew-
er's mask, an apparatus used to facilitate inhalation of
ethyl chlorid in the induction of surgical anaesthesia.

—

Uterine mask, chloasma occurring during pregnancy,
or in certain cases of disease of the womb.
maskalonge, "—Chautanqna maskalonge, a great
pike or maskalonge, Eudx ohiensis, found in Chautauqua
Lake and in the Ohio Basin.

masked, p. a. 5. In pathol., same a,s*larval, 2.

masking, n. 2. In photog., a device adopted
in printing from an imperfect negative, con-
sisting in pasting tissue-paper on the reverse
side of the negative over the portions of

the picture wliich print too deeply. IVood-

bury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 276.

masochism (maz'ok-izm), n. [From Leopold
von Sa.cher-Ma.'ioch, an Austrian novelist,

who described the perversion.] A form of

Mashy-niblick.

Massaria

sexual perve^-sion in which the victim craves,
and takes pleasure in, physical abuse from
one of the other sex : the opposite of sadism.
masochistic (maz-o-kis'tik), a. Characterized
by or of the nature of masochism. G. S. Hall,
Adolescence, II. 127.

mason-ant (ma'sn-ant), n. Any ant which
makes habitations of mud, such as Lasiits
brunneus or Formica fusca of Europe. Kirby
and Spence, Entomology, p. 271.

Masonic china. See *'china^.

masonry, «—Dry masonry, work done without the
use of mortar of any kind, esjtecially where the stones
are closely tltted and leave only fine joints between them.
—Polygonal masonry, ina.sonry which shows on the
face of a wall many-sided blocks, the face being smi.)Oth,

but the joints at irregular angles with each other. Thus
five-sided and six-sided stones, and even more compli-
cated pieces, are set in a wall by patient fitting of one to
another, while very small splinters are used to make the
surface more uniform.—Trapezoidal masonry, ma-
sonry in which the faces of the outer stones are four-
sided but not rectangular. They may even have the top
and bottom beds horizontal and parallel.

masonwork (ma'sn-wferk), n. Masonry. [Col-
loq.]

masopin (mas 'o-pin), n. A colorless com-
pound, C02H38O, contained in the resin from
a Mexican tree. It crystallizes in needles
melting at 155° C. Aiso caWeA masopin resin.

masrite (mas'rit), n. [See *masrium.'] A
fibrous alum from Egypt, supposed to eon-
tain a new element called masrium.
masrium (mas'ri-um), n. [NL., < Ar. Masr,
Egypt, -f -ium.'] The name given to a sup-
posed new chemical element of the same
family with barium, strontium, and calcium,
occurring as sulphate in the mineral masrite
from Egypt. There has been no confirmation
of its existence. The place to which the ap-
proximate atomic weight reported would assign
it in the periodic classification of the elements
seems to belong to the more recently discovered
radium.
masS^, n —Nuptial mass, a mass celebrated at a
church wedding, with special prayers and blessings for
the couple married.

mass^, n. 8. In phar., a preparation of thick,
pasty consistency with which is incorporated
some active medicinal substance : the mass is

made up into pills of definite size and weight
for administration.—9. In the fine arts, any
large and simple expanse of form, light,

shade, or color, in which the details of a com-
position an-ange themselves Achromatic mass.
See -kachromatic.— Active mass. («) In phyg. chem.,
the amount of the active substance contained in the unit
volume ; the concentration of the active substance, or the
number of gram-molecules (or giam-equivalents) con-
tained in one cubic centimeter or one liter, as the case
maybe, (b) In etectrochem., the concentration of that
fraction of the electrolyte which, at the given dilution, is

dissociated into ions, and is therefore capable of carry-

ing the electric cunent—Apparent mass, the mass of
a moving particle due to its electrostatic charge and to
its velocity. It differs from the ordinary mass dealt with
in mechanics, which is independent of the velocity.—
Electromagnetic mass, mass due to the electric charge
of a moving particle.

The electrom^ffnetic mass is a vector quantity of the
nature of a tensor, with the same kind of symmetry as
ail ellipsoid of roUition. Science Ab8tracts,yi.ySec. A,23S.

Gravitational mass, mass in the sense in which the
tenn is used in ordinary mechanics : so called txj distin-

guish it from the electromagnetic mass of a moving elec-

tron or charged particle.—111 mass (jnitit.), in compact
formation, as a close column.—Lateral masses of the
sacrum, .'^ee -ksacrian.—Law Of conservation of
mass. Seeirconnervalion.—Law Of mass action. See
ncfa'oji.—Linear mass of points, a iiia.ss not discrete :

a temi used by Ilankel— Longitudinal mass, in the
dyuamics of an electrically cliarged particle, mass which
opposes accelenition in the line of motion.— Mass re-
sistivity. See •rfJM.sf I r/f.i/.— Tigroid masses. Same
as Nissl irboiiiex.— Transverse mass, in the dynamics
of an electrically charged particle, mass which affects

acceleration perpendicular to the line of motion.— Val-
let'S mass, a mixture of ferrous carbonate with sugar
and honey brought by evaporation of water to a thick,

pasty condition, used in medicine in the form of Vallet's

pills. Tlie sugar protects the iron from the action of the
air tending to form ferric oxid or hydroxid.

Mass. An abbreviation of Massachusetts.

massa^ (mas'il), n. A copper coin of Ceylon.

massage", " Douche massage, massage combined
with the application of a douche to the same part.—Vi-
bratory massage, rapid and light percussion of a part,

for therapeutic purposes, made by means of a special m
strnment.

Massaria (ma-sa'ri-a), n. [NL. (De Notaris,

1844), named for (Jiuseppe Filippo Mas,mra
(1792-1839), an Italian botanist.] A genus of

pvrenomycetous fungi haring the peritheeia

separate and imbedded in the host. The spores

are large, several-septate, brown, and usually surrounded

by a conspicuous hyaline envelop. Many species have been
described. They occur on dead trunks and branches. M.
inqtiinnns is a common species in Europe and America,

found on the maple and other trees.



Massariacese

Massariaces (ma-sa-ri-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Maxtiiirid + -acex.l A family of pyi-enomy-
cetoiis fungi uamed from the genus Massaria
ami liaviug tlie same general characters.

massecuite (mas-kwef), «. [F., 'baked mass.']

In the manufacture of sugar and in sugar-re-

fining, the semi-fluid mixture of separating
sugar crystals and residual s\Tup, produced by
completed evaporation, from which, aftercool-

ms. the s\Tup is to be removed by drainage or
l)y the use of the centrifugal machine.

masser^ (mas'er), n. [P. masser.'\ A masseur.
[Great Britain.]

A single masser should have strength enough to do the
work without too obvious exhaustion, which gives the
patientan unpleasant impression.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 573.

massenr, «. 2. An instrument designed for

mechanical massage of the tissues.

massing' (mas'ing), n. [ma««i, r.] The act
denoted by the verb mass^.

massing- (mas'ing), n. [mass^, ».] The act
denoted by the verb vtass^.

massing^ (mas'ing), n. Same as massage.
[Rare.]

Without going so far as to make masHng a closed pro-

fes-sioti, it is obviously desirable to have some guarantee
of competency. Encyc. Brit, XXX. 573.

massive, «. 6. Imodl.: (6) Notinga compact
sponge of any kind which grows more or less

equally in all directions : contrasted with !«-

cru.'iting, dendritic, flahelJate, etc.— 7. In
ptithnl., extensive; involving a large mass of

tissue.

H. M. Same as massif.

Mount Cochrane, . . . which rises 12,140 feet above
sea-level. This powerful mag^ve competes with Momit.s
San Valentin aud San (.lemente as to which is the hi(;licst

of Patagonia. (Jeotj. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 2(J«>.

massive-solid (mas'iv-sol'id), a. Having the
quality of being both solid and homogeneous.

.Judging from the heated conditions of the material
extruded during a mamve-golid eruption at the time it

rises iwU) the air, and reasoning also from tile known va-

riations in the pliysical and niineralogiual features of tlie

igneous rfifks which depend on the conditions umler
wliich they solidify, we should expect tlie lavas extruded
in a mattgice-gfdtd condition to present at least three
leading physical characteristics.

Amer. Jour. Sci., .April, 1904, p. 203.

massless (m&s'les), a. [»ia««2 + -less.'] In
plijlsiis. devoid of mass.
masson (ma-sou'), «. A silver coin of Lor-
raine in the eighteenth century. It was
struck under Leopold I. (1690-17!S)), and was
named from Masson, the director of the mint.

Masson's disk. See *disk.

massotherapeutics (mas'o-ther-a-pii'tiks), n.

[)H«.s.s((;;/r) -H therapeutic^.'] Treatment of
disease by means of massage. Also masso-
tlierapy.

massoy (mas'oi), li. [Also mn.tsay, mn.i.toi,

mii.iMii; Malay masiii.] The bark of an East
Indian tiee, Cinmimomuni Kianiit. X. E. 1).

mast', 'I— Bonaventnre mast {nnut.), the after-mast
of a fi>ur-nia.stfd vessel of tlie Elizabethan periotl, which
correslKtniied to the jiL.'ger-niast of to-day.— FOre-tiy-
sall mast, same an */'>re-itpcncer wmK^— Lower-
mast, tin- tlrst mast al)ove the deck ; the mast tliat steps
in Ttie k.-tlHon anil passes through the deck.— Mast-atld-
guy system, a method of pnjviding lottgitudinal

strength iti wooden river-steamers having shallciw hulls.

Strong keels^ms in theliottoni support a series of veitical

poles or masts on each side of tile vessel, which are tied

and braced t^»gether with iron rods or chains, thus form-
ing a structure analogous to a bridge-girder.— Hast-
yard plates, the inm plates of which the yards of sijme
vessels are constructed.

mastaba (mas'ta-ba), n. [Ar. mnsUiba or
mnsliibn, a stone or mud bench.] The earli-

est form of Egyptian tomb, a building oblong
or square in plan and having sloping sides and
a fliit roof. It covers the sepulchral pit.

mastazed (mas'takst), p. a. Possessing a mas-
tax, or chitinous gizzard, as rotifers.

He also describes a new inatttaxcd male.
Xature, Feb. 5, 1903, p. 327.

mast-cell (mast'sel), «. A name given to

certain large wandering cells of the leucocyte
tvpe, found in the blood and connective tis-

sues under normal but more especially under
pathological conditions, such as those of leu-

I'emia, chronic inflammation, etc. See cut
under *lymphocyte. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. T-'i.

mast-cloth (mist ' kldth), n. The middle
breadth of canvas in a square sail, which
receives the chafing of the mast; also, a cover-
ing of canvas sometimes laced on the after-

mast of a steamship, so as to receive the soot
»nd smoke from the stack when at sea.
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master^. I. «., 9. (e) in medieval musical gilds,
especially tliose of tile niastersingers, one who liad at-
tained the highest rank of proficiency.— Master Of
misrule (naut.), tlie title given by liis messmates to tlie

elected master of ceremonies during tlie recreation-hour
obtained from the captain for tlie purpose of indulging
in all ki"ds of pranks and absurdities. It was a well-
known cu.. :om on old-time vessels to grant this privilege
to the crew as a mark of appreciation for some good work
done by them.— Master of the Crown Office. See
•crown.— Small master, a painter of small easel-
pictures.

The great majority of pieces due to the brush of this
most exquisite of all 'sinalt masters' [Watteau] were no
doubt engraved.

Claiule Phillips, in Burlington Mag., V. 23.'i.

II. « -Mastercard. See •cnrdi.—Master con-
troller. See -kcontr'iller. — Master record. See
• riwrrf.

master-general (inas'ter-jen"e-ral), n. An
oflfieer of the British Army fr6'm"l483 to the
Crimean war, who was charged with the sup-
ply and transportation of the army and in the
early days controlled the artillery and engi-
neers. Also called master-general of ordnance.

master-keyed (mas't6r-ked), a. Fitted to a
master-key.
A series of locks is said to be " master-keyed " when so

constructed that each lock can be operated by its own
key, which fits it hut no other lock in the series, and also
by another key which will operate eveiy lock in the
series, this latter being designated as a "master-key"
or "pass-key."

//. li. Toivne, Locks and Builders' Hardware, p. 121.

master-mechanic (mas"t^r-me-kan'ik), n. A
chief mechanic ; one who has charge of the
machinery, etc., of shops.

master-song (mas't^r-song), n. The art in
fieneral, or some accredited composition, of
the niastersingers or meistersanger. See
iiiaxtersinger.

master-strap (m&s'ter- strap), H. A heavy
steel strap used in wood-bending machines to
insure smooth bending of the wood.
master-tap (mas't(>r-tap), n. A tap used to cut

11 die for any screw, but not used in eutiing
threads in the nuts, a larger tap being used
for that purpose to afford a slight clearance.

Masthead compass. See *compass.

mast-hinge (mast 'hinj), «. Kant., a kind of
socket for quickly stepping and unstepping
the mast of a small sail-boat.

mast-hole (mast'hol), «. In ship-huilding, the
hole through the partners of a deck to receive
the mast. See partner, 3.

mastic, «
- —oil of mastic. See -tion.

masticator, n. (,l) An attachment to a feed-cutter.
it crushes, siireds. and mixes hay, com, or other material
cut in the feed-cutter, and is designed to render the feed
more digestible and imlatable.

mastigobranch (mas'ti-go-brangk), n. Same
as *mfi.ilif/i>hrti nrh ia. Annals and Mag. Xat.
Hist., Nov., 190;!, p. .'•)36.

mastigobranchia (mas'ti-go-brang'ki-a), n.\
jil. mastigohrunchiie (-e). [J^L., < Gr. '/jd(n-(f

(fiaart}-), whip, + fifmyx'a, gills.] A bush-
like or plumose epipodial appendage of the
throacie limbs of decapod crustaceans, serv-
ing to clean the gills.

First maxillipeds with a 2-Iobed mastigobranchia.
. . . The mnstiyohranchix are extremely rudimentary,
consisting of a minute tubercle with a mere trace of a
j)lunie.

Trans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 440.

mastigobranchial (mas"ti-g6-brang'ki-al), a.

[ma.s-tigohrancliia + -n/i.] t'ertaining to or
characteristic of a mastigobranchia.

First niaxillKj2-branched : second pair 3-branched, with
wide inastit/obranchial plate.

Trann. Linnean .Soc. London, Zool.. Feb., 1903, p. 440.

mastigophoran (mas-ti-gof'o-ran), a. and n.

1. a. Relating or pertaining to the Masti-
gophora.

II. «. Any one of the 3/a«/i(7opfcora.

Mastigopus (mas-tig'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Iiiiarii {iiaariy-), a wliip, -f- Troi'f, foot.] The
final stage in the development from the larval
to the adult condition of certain decapod
crustaceans, as the Sergestidx. The external
changes involved consist largely in modifica-
tions of the appendages of the antennarj' and
mouth parts and of the ambulatory limbs.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 944.

mastigosis (mas-ti-go'sis), n. [Gr. /laaTiyaai^,

< fiaarqoiv, whip, flog, < /iaari^, a whip, a
scourge.] Whipping; flagellation.

mastigospore (mas'ti-go-sp6r), M. [Gr. iiacTi^

(fiaa-i)-), a whip, + (iTo/)«,seed.] Inphytogeog.,
a plant which distributes itself by means of
ciliate or flagellate propagative cells, as in

The body skeleton is

It occurs in the Triassic

mast-tackle

Protococcus, etc., or by plant-bodies similarly
motile, as in Bacteriacese and Folvocacex. F. E.
Clements.

masting (mast'ing), n. On a sailing-vessel,
the arrangement of the masts and their sup-
ports.

This method of procedure has long been followed in the
Royal Navy,where the data as to masting, etc., obtained and
tabulated long ago for the now obsolete classes of sailing
ships, have furnished rules for practice up to the present
time, and have made serious accidents, such as dismast-
ing, almost unknown.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 343.

mastodonic (mas-to-don'ik), a. [mastodon +
-ic. The regiilar type is »jastod!o»<ic.] Relat-
ing to cr having the characters of a mastodon

;

mastodontie; gigantic. Kane, Grinnell Exp.,
xxxi. 269. j\'. E. D.
mastodonsaurian (mas"to-don-sa'ri-an), a.

and »i. I. a. Pertaining' to, resembling, or
having the characters of Ma.stodonsanrns.

II. «. A member of the labyrinthodont
genus Mastodonsaurus.
Mastodonsaurus (mas-'to-don-sa'rus), H.

[NL., < Gr. iiacToi;, teat, + b6oix (orfoir-), tooth,
-f- aaipoc, lizard.] A
genus of very large
labyrinthodont amphi-
bia having a skull one
and one quarter meters
in length, the outer
surface of which is

highly sculptured, the
premaxillcB pierced for
the passage of two
tusks of the lower jaw,
and the teeth of very
complicated structure,
known only in part,
of Europe and India.

mastoid. I. a— Mastoid antrum, the m.istoid cells
taken collectively.— Mastoid disease. Same lis maii-
toiditix.— Mastoid empyemla. .See *empyemia.—
Mastoid sinus. See *»/«««.

II. n. 3. Same as pterotic. Starfcs, Sy-
nonyrav of the Fish Skeleton, p. .'JIO.

mastoidale (mas'toi-da'le), n. [NL., neut. of
'mastoidali.s, < mastoides, mastoid.] In cra-
nioni., the lowest point of the mastoid process.
Von Tiiriik.

mastoidectomy (mas-toi-dek'to-mi), n. [NL.
mastoides, mastoid, -t- Gr. Urofi^, excision.]
A surgical operation for the excavation of the
mastoid process. Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 957.

mastoidenm, n. 2. Same as opisthotic. Starks,
Synonymy of the ITish Skeleton, p. 511.

mastoiditis, «— sclerosing mastoiditis, chronic
niast^iiditis in which the walls of the cells become thick-
ened, almost or quite obliterating the latter.

mastoidotomy (mas-toi-dot'o-mi), n. [NL.
mastoidcK, mastoid, + Gr. ro/;?/, a cutting.] A
surgical opei'ation for opening into the mastoid
cells in cases of mastoiditis, in order to pro-
vide for drainage and free exit of the pus.

mastomenia (mas-to-me'ni-a), n. [NL., <

fuiarur, breast, + /inve^, menses.] A form of
vicarious menstruation in which there is bleed-
ing from the breasts.

mastoncus (mas-tong'kus), n.; pi. mastonci
(-ton'si). [Gr. imcrrdi;, breast, + oyKog, mass.]
A mammary tumor.
mastopezy (mas'to-pek-si), n. [Gr. fmaroc,

breast, -I- n-?/f(f, fastening.] A surgical opera-
tion for raising and supporting pendulous
breasts.

mastorrhagia (mas-to-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Iiaardc, breast, + -payia, < priyvvvai, break.]
Hemorrhage from the breast.

mast-partners (mast'part'nerz), n. pi.

US partners. See partner, 3.

mast-plate (mast'plat), ». In iron ship-huild-

ing, one of the plates of which an iron mast is

constructed.

mastrous, a. 2. Great ; remarkable. Also
used adverbially: as, a mastrous large school.

[Prov. Eng.]
M. Ast. S. An abbreviation of Member of the

A.Hlronomical Society.

mast-step (mast'step), n. In ship-building, a
support above the keel or on a deck on which
the neel of the mast rests and by which it is

prevented from moving sideways. In racing-
yachts, the step is built up into a structure of

cross girders to distribute the load over a
largo area of the lightly constructed bottom.

mast-tackle (mast'tak"!), n. A purchase for

hoisting or lowering a mast; a purchase
secured to the masthead for the purpose of

handling heavy weights.

Same



masut -G

masut (ma-sof), H. [Said to be Russian ; cf. mate*,". 2. Same &s *congonha.
Russ. maslo, oil, butter.] The Russian name mateceric (ma-te-ser'ik), a. [mate* + L. cera,

wax, + -ic.J Noting an acid, a colorless com-
pound, obtained from the wax of yerba-mate.

mater^, n. 3. The large metallic disk which
forms the foundation of an astrolabe, and car-

for crude petroleum from the Caucasus, which
has lost the more volatile hydrocarbons by
exposure to the air. The name is also applied,
but less properly, to the residue from the dis-

tillation of such petroleum after all illu-

minating oil has been driven off. This residue
is properh' called *astatki (which see).

mat^, «. 9. In /jAy^o^reo^., a mat-like aggrega-
tion of tufts from basal branches. Compare
*mat-plant. Pound and Clements Abdominal
mat. See ^abdammal.— Cliafln|r-mat (tia^d.), a niatr

like binding wound around a hawser or rope, or laid
under the end of a plank or spar, to prevent chafing or
wear.—Chinese mat, a particular style of package in
which the p<.K>rest grades of cassia-bark are mai-keted. It
consists of two small rolls sewn into a mat; in the center
are heavy foreign materials, outside of that cinnamon-
chips of very inferior quality, and on the extreme outside
neatly arranged quills of fair size and quality.—Cork-mat
(tutut.), a bag filled with granulated cork, used to prevent
chafing ; a cork fender.—Dock-mat, a rope fender used in
a dock to protect the side of a vessel.

Matabele (ma-ta-ba'le), n. [From a tribe
name.] A name given in South Africa to a
large predatory true ant which is said to cap-
ture white ants and keep them as slaves in its

own colonies.

matador, «. 4. In sVat, every trump in un-
broken sequence with the highest trump, if in
the same player's hand or on the same side as
the highest trump. See *skat^.

Matagne schists. See *gchist.

matalan (ma'ta-lan), «. [E. Ind.] A small !!!??„?:* Itl^'J^^Vf^?!!"'',*'^*^*! ?TfJ^"/_*^°^."P^^
Hindu flute used with bayadere dances.

matama (ma-ta'ma), n. [East African.] A
native name for a feind of millet, Sorghum vul-

f/are, much cultivated by the natives of
Africa. '

.. - _ -

The native food resources are matarrm, maize, manioc,
and in some parts bananas. Nature, May 7, 1903, p. 15.

Astrolabe of Re^ioinontanus, showing the Mater.

matriotism
mating, the pairing or mating of animals, or of humai»
beings, with some common distinctive ciiaracteristic,
considered apart from the question whether the mating
is due to conscious selection of or preference for this
characteristic or is unintentional or unconscious ; sexual
selection in its widest sense.

We could hardly want stronger evidence of the exist-
ence of assnrtative matiny in man, i.e. of the actuality
of sexual selection. Biometrika, Nov., 1903, p. 373.

Antogamic mating, the pairing or mating of like with
like.

Pearson adds, "Variations do not occur accidentally, or
in isolated instances ; autogamic and asaortive mating
are realities." T. 11. Morgan, Evol. and Adapt., p. 269.

Endogamlc mating or breeding, mating or breeding
within the limits of the tribe or family.—Heterogamous
xna.tlng, the i>aii-ing or mating or marriage of unlike in-
dividuals, as c<jntrasted with tioinogarnous *mati7u/.—
Homogamons mating. Same as amortative -kmating.
^Pangamlc mating, marriage or mating or pairing at
random within the limits of the race, without conscious
or unconscious preference or selection.- Preferential
mating, marriage or pairing or mating with one individ-
ual of the opposite sex rather than another, as the result
of preference or selection ; sexual selection as commonly
understood.- Selective mating, homogamons or assor-
tative mating with or without conscious preference.

matipo (ma'te-p6), n. [Maori.] A name for
several of the New Zealand trees also called
mapau, particularly for those better known as
tarata and tawhiri. See *mapau, *tmata, and
*tnu-]tiri.

matka (mat'ka), n. [Russ. matka, mother, dim.
of mati, mother.] A Russian name of the
mother fur-seal, used on the Pribilof Islands.

A corruption of French

which the indications of the alidade or index
are read. Sci. Amer., Aug. 12, 1905, p. 120.

Material point, placenta. See *pomt''-, *pla-
centa.

Also called Kafir-corn and durra. materialism, «.— Psychopliysloal materialism,
the doctrine that the problem of psychology is to deter-
mine the dependence of immediate experience upon the
body. W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 17.

matanza (ma-tan'thii), n. [Sp., < matar, kill ] material-man (ma-te'ri-al-man), n. One who
1. The act of butchering or slaughter,ng.-2. ^^^^^ f^r gale the materials used in some

trade, especially those used by builders.
The place where cattle are slaughtered.

Matawan formation. See ^formation.

matchl, H—Three-ball match. See *6a/n.

match^, V. t. 5. In building, to bring to a
uniform width or thickness by any process,
either by sorting^andjirranging^ the materia] matezite (mat'e-zit), m. 1. A carbohydrate

v.„ „.,4.i,„ j„ „ i ., -
J

which occurs in crude india-rubber from Mad-
agascar. It is the mono-methyl ether'of opti-
cally inactive inosite.—2. Same as *j>inite.

materteral (ma-ter'te-ral), a. [L. matertera,
maternal aunt.] Characteristic of a maternal
aunt. W. Taylor, Monthly Rev., CII. 447.
A\ E. D.

or by cutting down some pieces to correspond
with others : thus, planks are said to be of
matched width.— 6. In logging. See *matei,
V. t., 3.

match.^, ».— Parlor-match, the trade-name for a fric-

tion-match made without sulphur, or with so little that
the disagreeble suffocating smell from its combustion is

practically avoided.— Settlers' matches, the long pen- rna-f aracc n •?

dulous strips of bark which hang from eucalypts and "^"^b'-O'Ob, «. o
other trees during decortication, and which, when thor-
oughly dry, are used for torches and kindling. [Aus-
tralia.]

Match-makers' disease. See *disease.

match-play (mach'pla). Im.atch'^

matezo-dambose (mat'e-zo-dam'bos), n. A
name given to d-inosite obtained by treating
pinite (matezite) with hydriodie acid.

In Australia, Manisuris com-
pressa, a grass with creeping or ascending flat-

tened stems, esteemed for pasturage and said
to keep green the whole year in dry climates.—4. Same as tussock-grass, 2. Hannan, Textile
Fibres of Commerce, p. 139.

ptojl, ».] In golf, play in which the score is math. An abbreviation (c) of mathematician.

reckoned by counting the holes lost or won Mathematical induction. (6) See induction.
on either side.

mathematicophysical (math-e-mat"i-k6-fiz'i-
matel, ». 6. In geom., the element that is kal), a. Of or pertaining to mathematical
paired with a given element in a correlation, pliysies ; noting the study of phy.sics by mathe-
—Chief mate (i>n»(.), the deck-officer next below the matical methods,
master in rank ; the one upon whom the command of the .

,

vessel would fall in the event of the death or disability of mathematics, n— Mixed mathematics, mathemat-
1 *„:.. Tj^*— —.— .4 *» t, ___.._.._ ics into which the consideration of the properties ofthe captain.—Extra second mate. Same as navigating
•kmate.— Junior mate {naut.), any of the mates lower
in rank than the chief mate.— Machinist's mate, a chief
petty officer of a man-of-war, who stands watch in the
engine- and fire-rooms when the vessel is under way.

—

Mate of the deck (rwm*.), the officer of the watch.
—Mate of the hold (naut), the officer who has charge of,

and is responsible for, the condition of the hold.— Mate
Of the hull ()Mtir), an old-fashioned rating for the oflicer „_4.i,a+:„ /^„ <-i,ot';t\ „
specially assigned to the work on tlie hull, spars, and ^«iuuBVlo (.ma-inei iiy, a.

the standing and running rigging in the fitting out or re-
pairing of a vessel. This officer was generally the chief
mate, although a junior mate was sometimes selected.
—Mate Of the watch (naut), the officer in charge of
the deck ;

the mate on watch who has charge of the ship.
—Navigating mate (natu.), the mate assigned to duty in
the chai-t-rmjm. On some steamships a navigating mate
called an extra second mate is carried, whose specific duty
it is to lfx>k after the navigation of the ship as an aid to
the captain. This officer stands no regular bridge watch,
but is supposed to be on the alert day and night to ascer-

matter enters.— Pure mathematics, mathematics apart
from its applications. Compare applied mathematics.—
Qualitative mathematics, mathematics rigorously
kept free from every quantitative idea, being neither
positively nor negatively quantitative : for instance, pure
projective geometry as founded and expounded by von
Staudt (1847).

[Gr. iiadi]Tm6(, re-

lating to learning. See matliesis.'] Of or per-
taining to mathesis or learning. Bentham.

Matico camphor. See *camphor.

matildite (ma-til'dlt), «. [Matilda (see iief.)+
-ite^.] A sulphobismutite of silver (AgBiSo),
occurring in gray prismatic crystals, also
massive : from the Matilda mine, near Moro-
cocha, Peru. Also found in Colorado.

tain the ship's place in latitude and "longitude, to lay out mStinZ fma fo^'N •> FT? T A w,.n«.,i, v^n^j
the ship's cfHirse, and Uy determine the deviation of the

^atm^ (ma-tan ), «. [1 .] A b ranch breed
compass by azimuths of the sun, moon, and stars.-Se- ""^ large dogs, somewhat resembling the great
nlor mate (iMut.), the chief mate. Dane, but rough-coated; also used to some
matel, v. t. 3. In logging, to place together extent for sheep-dogs. Also mdtin-dog.

in a raft (logs of simitar size); match. m3.tin-dog, n. See *mdiin^.

mate^, «—Forced mate, in cAess, a mate at a certain mating, W.—Apolegamlc mating, preferential mat-
stage of the game, which cannot be avoided even by ing ; conscious aTid intentional sexual selection.—jissor-
the best possible rejomders. tatlve mating, assertive mating, bomogamous

matlow (mat'16), n.

matelot, sailor.

They get into her an' bale out another young Christmas-
treeful of small reckonin's—brass mostly. Simultaneous
it hita the Pusser that 'e 'd better serve out mess pork for
the poor matlov}.

B. Kipling, Traffics and Discoveries, p. 54.

mato (ma'to), n. [Porto Riean.] 1. A hard,
round seed of any one of several leguminous
plants, used by children for playing marbles

;

especially, a seed of Guilandina Crista, G.
major, Ormosia monosperma, or Sti^olobium
urens, or one of the plants itself. They are
usually distinguished from each other, as mato
azul, mato amarillo, etc.—2. A game of mar-
bles played with these seeds.

Matonia (ma-to'ni-a), n. [NL. (Robert Brown,
1830), named for Dr. Maton, a London physi-
cian.] A small genus of peculiar Malaysian
ferns, the only living representatives of the
family Matoniacese. The best-known species, M.
pectinata, which occurs also as a fossil, has rigid fan-
shaped fronds, from 1 to 2 feet wide and palmately
divided, the divisions pectinately pinnatifid, and the son,
which are borne singly at the confluence of several vein-
letB toward the base of the segment, large, globose, with
a peltate stipitate superior indusium Inclosing six sessile
radial sporangia which are laterally connate. A second,
rare species, M. sarmentosa, is of very different habit
but of like fructification.

Matoniacese (ma-to-ni-a'se-e), H. pi [NL.,
< Matonia + -aceee.'] One "of the eight fam-
ilies of ferns comprising the Eufilicinese, or
homosporous leptosporangiate Filicales, and
typified by the genus Matonia. There are,
besides, some half-dozen genera of fossil
plants placed in this family. See *Matonia.

mat-plant (mat'plant), «. A plant of a pros-
trate radiating habit.

The mat-plnnt, such as a purslane or carpet-weed,
adapted to life on a flat plane.

C. MacMitlan, Minnesota Plant Life, il

matranee (ma-tra'ne), n. [Also metrahnee

;

Hiud. mchtardne, fem. of mehtar, a sweeper,
or scavenger.] A female sweeper or scav-
enger.

matrical (mat'ri-kal), o. [L. matrix (matric-)
+ -«/!.] In histol., of or pertaining to a matrix,
like the matrix of a tissue such as cartilage.

The nutrition of the cartilage is probably effected by
impenetration of fluids along the fine bundles of fibers,

which In this way come to stand out clearly amid tlie

matrical substance.
Jour. Boy. Micros. Sac, April, 1903, p. 163.

matrimony, n. 4. it is played with a lay-out on
which bets are placed, the playei-s winning the counters
in each division according to the combinations held.
These are : matrimony, any king and queen ; intrigue,
any queen and jack ; confederacy, any king and jack

;

a pair, any two cards of the same denomination, and
best, the ace of diamonds. Two cards are given to each
player.

matrine (ma'trin), n. A crystalline dextroro-
tatory alkaloid, CJ5H04ON2, contained in the
roots of Sophora angustifolia. It melts at
80° C.

matriotism (ma'tri-ot-izm), n. [L. mater,



matriotism

mother: on the analogy of patriotism.'} Loy-
alty to one's mother country. [Kara.]

I am delijihted with your 7na(rioftjf»i. "Rome, Venice,

(Cambridge!" I talce it for an ascending scale, Rome
being the first step and Cambridge the glowing apex.

Lowell, Letters, I. 270.

matrix, ".— Rank of a matrix. See *rank2.

matrix-bar (ma'triks-bar), H. A combination

of miitrices, usually 12 in number, on one

plate or bar of metal, as arranged for type-

making on the monoline machine.

matrix-gem (ma'triks-jem), n. An opal, tiir-

quoise, ruby, or other gem intimately mixed
with the matrix material and cut with it.

mat-rash (mat'rush), v. The great bulrush,

,Sc>r])HS lacvstris.

matsa fma'tsa ), n. ;
pi. maisoth (mat-sof).

[Also ma~za. pi. ma:zotli: Heb. -^/niatsats, suck,

taste.] Unleavened bread. See Passover.

matted^ (mat'ed), p. o. Dull; lusterless; cov-

ered with a mat glaze : as, matted steel ; matted

glass; matttd poX.Xery.

matter, «.—Bredlchln's matter, matter of which
comets" tails are fonueil, according to thp hj-pothesis of

Bredichln.

He IBredichinl has found that it is merely necessary to

m)stulate three kinds of matter, issuing from the nucleus

with three initial velocities, and subject to repulsion

from the sim with three sets of forces of repulsion—i.e.,

as compared with onlinary gravitative attraction for the

whole of the phenomena of all sorts of comets to be very

completely accounted for. . . . With the comparatively

slow separation of the atoms of BredUhins matter from

the nucleus, each one describing its own hyperbola con-

vex to the sun, the tail at any m(mient represents the

then position of any number of atoms which left the

nucleus for some distance back.
Sat lire, Sept 10, 1903, p. 450.

Fourth state of matter, a term proposed by Crookes
for the cotuliticn in whicli gases exist when the pressure

is so low that the particles have a mean free path greater

than the dimensions of the containing vessel. A gas

under such pressures is al«.> calle<l a hiipevfinx or radiant
matter. See radiant 7iin(f/T.— Gray matter or sub-
stance. See *./r<7i/.—Law Of conservation Of mat-
ter. .See *TO)ui.T!<i(i'<;/i.— Matter In pals, in law. in

tile country ; not in court.

Matteuccia (ma-tu'chia,), n. [NL. (Todaro,

18(36), named in honor of Carlo Matteucci, an
Italian physicist and statesman.] A small

genus of dimorphous polypodiaoeous ferns,

having the fronds borne in a close, upright

crown from an ascending rhizome. In the single

American species, the ostrich-fern, M. .Strulhiupterig

{thloeUa Struthiiypterix. .Strathinpteriit Oermariica).

which occurs also in F.un>pe. the h^igh^green sterile

fronds are broadly lanceolate an<l bipinnatitld, from 3 to

« feet high, with the lower pinnic reduced in size. The
sterile fronils, which appear late in the season, are much
smaller and usually devoid of leafy tissue, with the

crowded son wholly concealed beneath the Btnmgly
revolute margins of the contracted, bead. like piimate

divisions. There is, besides, an Asiatic species, in most
respects similar.

Matthean (ma-the'an), a. [L. Matthee(us) +
-««.] Of or pertaining to St. Matthew or to

the Gospel attributed to him.

matting'-^, « 3. In stained glass, color laid

on to deaden a surface or to render glass less

transparent.

mattoid (mat'oid), n. [It. matioide, madman,
< matU), < ML. matttis, stupid, dull, + -oidr,

E. -old.} One who exhibits symptoms of men-
tal degeneration but is not positively insane

;

a semi-insane person ; a crank : a term used

by Lorabroso to designate a semi -insane per-

son whose ideas and aims (often of a literary

or artistic character), while they may simu-

late those of talent and even of genius, are

marked by radical absurdities which the pa-

tient is unable, through mental weakness, to

perccivf.

mattowacca (ma-to-wak'a), n. [Appar. an
Amerindian name.] Same as gizzard-shad.

mattras, n. Same as matrass.

Mattress blanket. See *blanket.

mattress-wire (mat'res-wir), n. Fine steel

wire used for making wire mattresses,

mattira (ma-tu'ra), «. Same as tmajo. [Rare.]

Exception is taken to the use of the words "imago "

and " imagine," liitroiiuced by I,inna!us, as representing

the final stage of insect mctamori)tiosi8, and "malura"
(maturo = to ripen) is suggested and employed as a sub-

stituU'. conforming conveniently with the accepted
terms for the earlier stages—larva and pupa.

..Vature, March :», 1905, p. 621.

maturation, «. 3. In eytol. and embryo!., the

final stage in the development of the germ-
cells (ovum and spermatozoon). This stage is

characterized by certain changes in the chro-

mosomes, especially a reduction in their num-
ber to one half of that of the chromosomes in
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the somatic or body cells.

well, Zoology, I. 18.

maximite

Parker and Has- Maugrabin, «. Same as Mograbin.
maul^, >i. Specifically—2. In well-boring, a
heavy block of wood used like the ram of a>

pile-driver to drive pipe into the ground for
water or preliminary to boring in the rock
below.— Douhle-headed maul, a large iron hammer
the two ends of which .ire equal in size, both of them
steel-faced, and which is used for driving bolts.—Single^
headed maul, a large iron hammer having a flat head,
steel-faced at one end and with a point at the other.

maul^ (mal), n. Same as mold^, n. [Prov.]

—

Black mauls, a fungous disease of willows, in Ireland,
attributed to a pyrenomycetous fungus, Physalospora
</ir'jaria.

maulavi, ». Same as *maulvi.
maulvi (moul'vi), n. [Also moulvi, maulavi,
molavee, etc. Hind, maulavi, maulvi, in popu-
lar speech mulvi, also mauli, maulbi, < Ar.
maidawi {maulavi. matdvi): see molla.'] In
Hindu Mohammedan use, a judge ; a doctor
(of the law) : a common title of learned men,
professors of the law and literature.

maungee, n. See*manjee.
mauve, ».—Acid mauve. See -kacid-mauve.

maux (maks), n. [See matck^.'] A slattern ; a
woman of low character ; a prostitute. [Obs.
or dial.]

mauzeliite (mou-za'li-it), n. [Named after K.
Mauzelius, a Swedish chemist, who analyzed
it.] A titano-antimonate of lead and calcium
occurring in dark-brown octahedrons at Ja-

kobsberg, Sweden.

;

" ' ' ', [Ir. mo, my;
muirnin. darling, dim. mtiirn, joy, affection.]

My darling ; darling : an Irish term of endear-
ment.

Kathleen mavoumeen ! the grey dawn is breaking.
Annie Barry Crawford.

maw-bound, a. II. n. Same as *firain-sick.

mature, a. 5. Upl,ys. ,.o,. and geoL, noting MtTTrJnVr'rXi^rier^i^^R^ictrrrr;

Diagrams showing the essential facts in the maturation of the
egg. The somatic number of chromosomes is supposed to be
four. vV, initial phase, two tetrads have been formea in the ger-

^iiiirial vesicle; £, the two tetrads have been drawn up about the
spindle to form the equatorial plate of the first polar mitotic -. ..,_..
figure; C, the mitotic figure has rotated into position, leaving the 1113.V0Uni6611 (TDa-VOr Detl), tl

remains of the germinal vesicle at s'-'^-'- ^' formation of the first - -. •• -.

polar body, each tetrad divides into two dyads ; £, first polar body
fonned, two dyads in it and in the egg; F, preparation for the

second division ; O, second polar body forming and the first divid-

ing, each dyad divides into two single chromosomes; /J. final

result, three polar bodies and the egg-nucleus, $,each containing
two single chromosomes (half the somatic number) ; c, the egg-
centrosome which now degenerates and is lost. (From Wilson's
"The Cell.")

the stage of maximum development ; specif-

ically, noting a stage in the cycle of erosion

when the fullest development of variety in

forms and of activity in processes is attained.

The usual outlines of a mature lake-shore in conse-

quence of wave-action. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV'I. 447.

bles Mawworm, a character in Biekerstaffe's

play "The Hypocrite," 1769; a hypocritical
pretender to sanctity. -Y. E. D.

A man naturally likes to look forward to liaving the
best. He would be the very Mawuwrm of bachelors who
pretended not to expect it.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. ii.

Mature river, topography. See^ver^,-*ctopoaraphy. Mawwormlsh (ma'w^rm-ish), a. Character
maturer (ma-tur'tT), «. One who, or that
wliioh, matures ; whatever serves to ripen or

bring to maturity ; something added, as to ale,

to ripen or mature it: as "sorrow is a great
maturer of judgment," Addison.

matorescence (mat-u-res'ens), n. [See mat-
uresceitt.} The process of becoming mature

;

maturation.

maturity, ». 4. In phys. geog., that stage in

the geographical cycle or cycle of erosion

when the fullest development of variety in

forms and of activity in processes is attained.

It lies between the unearved forms of youth
and the worn-down forms of old age.

Matuta (ma-tu'ta), n. [NL., < L. Matuta, a
surname of Ino, a sea-deity.] The typical

genus of the family Matutidse. It is noted for

its powers of swimming and burrowing. Fab-
ririiis, 1798,

istie of Mawworm. See Mawworm^.
He [Luther] was no sour Sabbatarian, no mawwormi,^h

mar-joy. He had music in his soul.

Karl Blind, in Oentleman's Mag., CCLV. 488.

max^ (maks), n. [A native name in Yucatan.]
A Central American curculionid beetle whose
larva burrows into the sisal plant in Yucatan.
Next to tire, a large, long-nosed black beetle is the

greatest enemy of the cultivated sisal. It is known to the
natives as the "max."

Set. Amer. Sup., May 9, 1903, p. 22869.

maxillary. I. a.— Maxillary index. See*index.
- Maxillary neuralgia. Same us facial -knevral^ia.

II. n. 2. The posterior of the two bones
which border the upper jaw in osseous fishes.

It usually bears teeth in the soft-rayed fishes,

but in the spiny-rayed fishes the teeth are con-

fined to the premaxillary—Supplemental max-
illary, an auxiliary bone found on the njiper or posterior

ed^e of the niaxillai7 of some species of fishes.

Matutidse (ma-tii'ti-de),n.p;. [NL., < i/a(Mto maxillitls (mak-si-li'tis), n. [NL., < maxilla

+ -idee.} A family of oxystomatous brachy- -t- -itis.} Inflammation of the maxilla or jaw.

urous crustaceans, having much the same maxillolablal (mak-sil-6-la'bi-al), a. [L.
characters as the Calappidm except that the maxilla, jaw, + labium, lip, + -aV-'."] Pertain-
third maxillipeds have the three terminal j^g to both the maxilla and the labium. Bucky
joints concealed beneath the triangular acute jig,) Handbook, I. 435.
fourth joint. It includes the genera Matuta Maximianist (mak-sim'i-an-ist), «. IMaxim-
aiid Hepatus. ionus + -ist.'] An adherent of one of the ex-

matutinary (ma-tu'ti-na-ri), a. [L. matutin- treme sects of the Donatist heresy in the
(«,s) + -«r_v. ^ee matutinal.} Same as nia(«- fourth century: so called from its leader
tinal. [Rare.] Maximianus, bishop of Carthage.
We were aroused at four o'clock this morning; had some Maxlmillanea (mak-si-inil-i-a'ne-a), «. [NL.

eggs and coffee, and were ready to start between five and
^ Jl^vtius, 1819), named in honor ot Maximilian

six ; t>eing thus matutinary, in order to get to Terni in

time to see the falls.

Hawthorne, Fr. and Ital. Note-books, I. 239.

maty3 (ma'ti), «. ; pi. maties (-tiz). [Dim. of

niate^.} 1. A mate; a companion.—2. A
dockyard carpenter, shipwright, or artificer.

[Eng.]
man (mou), n. A tsetse-fly.

maud'-^ (m4d), «. [Origin obscure.] A sal-

mon-net stretched around four stakes in the

form of a square.

matldlinize (mad'lin-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

maudlinized, ppr. maudlinizing. To make
maudlin-drunk. [Rare.]

Mi. Pledge her, good brother.

Gab. I do —
Mi. I hope 't will maudlenize him.

R. Brtrme, Covent-Oarden Weeded, iv. 1.

Maugrabee (ma'gra-bee), n. Same as Mo-
grabin.

I. (1756-1825), King of Bavaria, who supported
Martins in his earlier botanical exploration of

Brazil.] A genus of plants of the family

Co<hlos])ermaceee. They are trees or shrubs, with

palmately lobed leaves preceded by the conspicuous yel-

low flowers, which are borne in small racemesor panicles.

There are about 13 species, widely distributed in the

tropics, but confined to arid habitats. M. Gomjpium, of

India, is a small tree which produces kuteera gum, a sub-

stitute for gum tragacanth. In M. nilotica, an African

species, the permanent stem from which the flower and

leaf shoots spring is almost subterranean. The thickened

un<lerground portion of the West African M. tincloria

produces a yellow dye. See Cochtospermum.

maximite (mak'sim-it), n. [Named from its

inventor, Hudson Maxim.} An explosive, in-

vented bv Hudson Maxim, consisting largely

of picric acid : used as a bursting-charge for

large projectiles.

Maximite, the new high explosive which has been

adopted by the United States Government as a bursting



maxiinite

chaise for shell, is one of the most powerful high explo-

sive compounds known t<.> science, being about fifty per
cent more powerful than pure nitro-glycerine. Among
commercial high explosives, it is equalled only in shatter-

ing fi>rce by nitnvgelatine anil pure picric acid. . . . The
experiment* at Sandy Hook which finally resulted in the
adoption of Maximite were veiy thorough and exhaus-
tive.

II. .Vfltjrtm, in Jour. Mil. Serv. Institution U. S., Nov.,

[1901, pp. 347, 348.

maximum, if Maxlmam stress. See »(re««i.

—

Principle of maximum work. See -^work.

maxtle (masU'tle), n. [Mex. Sp., < Nahuatl
(of Mexico) maxtlatt.'] The popular name in

Mexico, New Mexico, and Central America for

the breech-clout.

inaxwell (maks'wel), n. [Named for J. Clerk
Maxwell, an eminent mathematician and
physicist.] The c. g. s. unit of magnetic
flux ; the flux which, acting upon a unit mag-
net-pole, will repel it with a force of one dyne;
the flux per square centimeter of cross-section

in a lield of unit flux density.

mayacaceous (ma-ya-ka'shius), a. Belonging
to the plant family Mayacacese.

Mayad clover. See Trifolium.

Mayall's albumin negative process. See
*l>yoctss.

Mayan (mi'an ormii'yau), a. and ». IMaya +
-OH.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Mayas.

II. II. A linguistic family of North Amer-
ica including numerous languages spoken in

southern Mexico and Central America.

maycock"^ (ma'kok), n. [Also »iacock ; form-
erly also viacokos; from one or more Indian

forms correspondingto Virginian (Powhatan ?)

mahawk, gourd, Delaware (Len^p^) machqachlc,

pumpkin.] A species of squash or pumpkin.
Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 247.

[Now local in Virginia.]

May-dewing (ma'du"ing), n. The custom of

wasliiug tlie face in dew on May-day, or on the

first Sunday in May, to secure lasting beauty of

complexion. The custom still exists in some
places in England. See May-dew, n.

The quaint old custom of May-dewing, or washing the

face in dew, on the first Sunday in May . . . was observed
yesterday by a large number of Blackburn girls and
women. Standard (London), May 8, 1905.

Mayepea (ma-ep'e-il), n. [NL. (Aublet, 1775),

prob. from a native Guiana name of the type
species, Mayepea Guianensis.'] A genus of

dicotyledonous trees or shrubs belonging to the
family Oleacese. See Linociera.

Majrfield (ma'feld), n. Same &splacitum.

The frequent popular assemblies, whereof under the
names of the Mallum, the Placitum, the Mayjield, we hear
so much under Clovis and Charles were now never sum-
moned. J. Bryce, Holy Roman Empire, p. 120.

May-gowan (ma'gou"an), n. The common
daisy. Also ewe-gowan.'

May-haw, w. This species has the largest flowers and
the largest and best-ttavored fruit of the genus. In
southwestern Louisiana the fruit is largely gathered for

the market, being utilized for jellies, etc. Also called
summer hate.

May Hill sandstone. See *sandstone.

mayoraP (mii-yo-riir), 11. [Sp., < mayor,
greater. See major.] A head shepherd ; an
overseer ; a leader of a pack-train.

Our mules toiled along slowly and painfully, urged by
the incessant cries of the mayoral, or conductor, and his
mozo. As the mayoral'g whip could only reach the second
span, the business of the latter was to jump down every
ten minutes, run ahead and belabor the flanks of the fore-

most mules, uttering at the same time a series of sharp
howls, which seemed to strike the poor beasts with, quit«
as much severity as his whip.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracens, p. 406.

Here our conversation was cut short by the Mayoral of
the diligence, who came to tell us that the mules were
waiting ; and before many hours had elapsed, we were
scrambling through the square of the ancient city of
Burgos. Lonyfellow, Outre-Mer, p. 173.

mayorazgo (ma-yo-rath'go), n. [Sp., < mayor,
< L. initjor, elder. See major.'] In -Sp. law,
same as majorat, 1.

maysin (ma'zin), n. [NL. mays, mails, maize,
+ -(n2.] See *maisin.

may-star (ma'star), n. Same as star-flower (a).

Majrtenus (ma'te-nus), n. [NL. (Molina, 1782),
from maytcn, the Chilean name of Maytenus
Boaria.] A genus of plants of the family
CelciStraeex. They are upright trees or shrubs with
alternate evergreen leaves and small white, yellow, or
reddish flowers, either single in the axils of the leaves
or in axillary, often clustered, cymes. There are about
70 species, natives of tropical and subtropical America.
One, M. phyllanthoideft, grows wild as far north as south-
em Florida. M. Boaria, a Chilean species, is planted as
an ornamental tree in California as far north as San Fran-
cisco. It has pendulous branches, small ovate-lanceolate,
glandular-serrate, thin leaves, and inconspicuous flowers
ioUowed by fruit with scarlet arils.
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May-teirm (ma't^rm), «. The Easter-term at

the University of Cambridge, England. [Eng.
oolloq.]

May-week (ma'wek), «. The week of the
May races at Cambridge, England. N. E. D.
May-wine (ma'win), m. Same as May-drink.
may-wings (ma'wingz), n. Same as *gay-
irhijis.

mazagran (ma-za-griin'), n. [Mazagran, a vil-

lage of Algeria.] Black coffee sweetened and
served with cracked ice in a long, slender
glass.

mazamorra (mii-tha-mor'a), n. [Sp. mma-
morra.] 1. In Spanish use, breadcrumbs used
in a soup or mush.—2. In Peru, a dish consist-

ing of a sweet mush made of various fruits

;

also, a kind of custard.— 3. In Bolivia, a mud-
flow or mud-slide. Such slides occur frequently in the
gorges around La Paz, the capital of Bolivia, during the
i-ainy season, and are very dangerous for inexperienced
travelere. The mud, however, soon hardens and fonns a
deep and sterile crust Portions of the once fertile gorge
of the La Paz river have been completely ruined by mud-
flows which, iu places, attained a thickness of ten to
twenty feet

mazar (mil-zar'), n. [Also masar, < Ar. mazdr,
a shrine visited by pilgrims, < zar, he visited,

ziydrah, a visit.] A tomb of a saint regarded
as a shrine. Also masar.
Mazeutozeron (maz-u-tok'se-ron), «. [NL.
(Labillardiere, 1798).] A genus of plants of

the family Butaceie. They are shrubs or small
trees, usually clothed with stellate hairs, and have ovate
or lanceolate opposite entire leaves, and rather large

pendent white, green, yellow, or red flowers, with the
four petals connate at the base or nearly to the apex into

a bell-shaped or tubular corolla, and 8 usually exserted
stamens. There are 6 or more species, natives of Austra-

lia. M. gpecioaum \Correa speciosa of Alton), the native

fuchsia of Australia, and other species are sometimes
cultivated in greenhouses.

mazic (ma'zik), a. [Gr. fial^a, a cake (repre-

senting NL. placenta in its L. sense, a cake),+
-!C.] Of or pertaining to the placenta

;
pla-

cental.

mazolysis (ma-zol'i-sis), TO. [NL., <Gr. /idfo,

a cake (representing NL. placenta), + 'Ahai^, a
loosening.] Separation of the placenta.

mazopathia (maz-o-path'i-a), II. [NL., < Gr.

fidCa, a cake (representing NL. placenta), +
irddoQ, disease.] Any placental disease.

mazuca (ma-zo'kil), n. [A^so masooka ; appar.
au aboriginal name.] A scia;noid fish, Leio-

stomiis xantlnirus, found on the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts of the United States.

mazun (ma-tson'), n. See the extract.

Lastly, mention should be made of the " mazun " of the
Armenians from the milk of the bison or goat, but is also

prepared from the milk of cows, and possesses a pleasant
acid taste similar to that of kefir. It serves as acidifying

material in the case of churning wherewith the butter

assumes a pleasant aroma. Moreover, it serves as a
beverage, and also for the production of vai'ious milk
foods. The preparation is carried on in a way similar to

that of keflr and koumiss, the lactic acid and alcohol fer-

mentation probably tjdies place here also in a symbiotic
manner. Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 25, 1908, p. 63.

M. B. An abbreviation (n) of the Latin Medi-
ciiiee Baccalaureus, Haohelor of Medicine; (6)

of the Latin Miisicee Baccalaureus, Bachelor of

Music; (c) of " mark of the beast," in allusion

to the popular belief that the garment de-
scribed below smacked of popery—M.B. waist-
coat, a kind of waistcoat with no opening in front, worn
by Anglican clergymen (originally, about 1840, only by
adherents of the Tractarian party, butafterwardsby many
belonging to other schools). N. K. D.

mbalolo (mba'16-16), n. The native name in

Samoa and Fiji for the palolo worm, Palolo
viridis. An indication of the relative abun-
dance of these worms is the fact that October
is called mbalolo lailai (little), and November,
mhalolo levu (large).

mbco. A contraction of marks banco.

M. B. F. & H. An abbreviation of the Latin
Magna Britannia, Francia et Hibernia, Great
Britain, France and Ireland.

mbira (mbe'ril), M. [S. African.] A South
African musicalinstrument allied to the zanze.

M. B. Sc. An abbreviation of Master of Busi-

ness Science.

M. 0. An abbreviation (b) of the Latin Magis-
ter CMrurgise, Master of Surgery

;
(c) of Mas-

ter of Ceremonies.

M/c. An abbreviation of metallic currency.

McBurney's point. See *appendicitis.

McCay's circles. See ''circle.

M. C. E. An abbreviation of Master of Civil

Engineering.

Mch. A contraction of March.

M. 0. L. An abbreviation of Master of Civil

Law.

mealy-wing

M. C. P. An abbreviation of Member of the

College of Preceptors.

M. 0. S. An abbreviation of Madras Civil

Service.

M. D. An abbreviation (c) of Middle Dutch ;

(it) [?. c] of months (after) date.

Md. A contraction of Maryland.
m/d. An abbreviation of month's date.

M. D. £. An abbreviation of Master of Domes-
tie Economy.

Mdlle. A contraction of the French Mademoi-
selle, Miss.

Mdm. A contraction of Madam.
M. D. S. An abbreviation of Master of Dental
Siiri/eni.

M. D. V. Sameas*r. D. M.
mdse. A contraction of merchandise.
M. E. An abbreviation (d) of Master of En-
gineering; (e) of Mechanical Engineer; (/) of
Military Engineer; (;/) of Most Excellent.

Me. A contraction of Maine.
meadow, «.—Mountain meadow, an open grassy val-

ley-floor or basin among mountains.

The mountain meadows and deer parks, which consti-

tute a feature of considemble irnxwi-tance because of their
area in the mountain regions of lK>th the eastern and
the westeni portions of the United States.

Yearbook o/ U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1900, p. 686.

meadow-bell (med'o-bel), n. The harebell.

meadow-grass, n— Alkail meadow-grass. See
ttalkali-yrass, 2.— Pungent meadow-grass. Same as
•kstink-yraxs.

meadow-lily (med'6-lil"i), n. Same as Canada
*lili/.

meadow-parsnip, n—Oolden meadow-parsnip,
Zizia aurea, an umbelliferous plant which closely resem-
bles the meadow-parsnip and has bright yellow flow ei-s ;

found throughout North America east of the Great Plains.

meadow-shoe (med'6-sho), n. A flat iron disk

or sole designed to be attached to a horseshoe
to prevent the horse from sinking in soft or

wet ground.
meadow-wink (med'6-wingk), n. A name
sometimes given to the bobolink.

meakin (me'kin), n. The spiked water-milfoU,
Myriophyllum spicatum, found throughout most
of the northern hemisphere.
meaking (me'king), «. Xaut., the act of run-
ning old oakum out of the deck or bottom
seams of a vessel, preparatory to recalking.

meal^, n.— Germ-Oll meal, a trade-name of the
ground cake left after expressing oil from the germs of

the keniels of maize or Indian com. It is used as food
for cattle.—Whole meal, meal or fiour from which the

bran has not been removed by bolting.

meal-hour (mel'our), n. The hour or time at

wliieh a meal is or should be served; specifi-

cally (naut.), the interval during which the

meal-pennant is displayed. The term has no
reference to length of time.

mealiness,". 3. In jj/iotoi/., a defect in silver-

printing, in which the surface of the print

presents a peculiar mottled appearance, due
generally to a too weak sensitizing-bath.

Woodbury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 277.

mealing (me'ling), a. Pertaining to the re-

duction of some substance, as a cereal, to meal
by grinding.

A very interesting mealing outfit was encountered on
the hillside above the dwelling and near the margin of

the mine. Rep. U. S. Nat. Mxu., 1900, p. 169.

mealing-plate (me'ling-plat), n. A plate hav-

ing teeth for grinding materials, such as

acorns, to meal.

Plates 10 and 11 serve to illustrate two of the first steps

in the acorn industry, the carrying and hulling of the

acoms, and the use of the mealing plate in grinding.
Rep. U. S. Xat. Mut., 1900, p. 172.

mealing-trough (me'ling-trof), n. A trough
or box of wood or stones about 2 feet wide, 8

inches high, and several feet long, separated
by partitions into several compartments (usu-

ally three), each of which contains a metati' or

slab for grinding com : used by the Indians of

the Southwest and Mexico.
meal-moth, » Indian meal-motli. See *ii'oih.

meal-tree (mel'tre), n. The wayfaring-tree,

Viburnum Lantana. .'

meal-worm, «. 2. In angling, a worm bred

in meal or flour, used for bait in fishing.

The meal-worm, which is perhaps the least troublesome,

breeds amongst the refuse sweepings of flour mills.

U. Cholmondeley-Pennell. Mod. Pract Angler, p. 229.

mealy, a. 6, Starchy; farinaceous. See
*starchy^. 2.

mealy-back (me'li-bak), n. A local name for

a grasshopper. [Australia.]

mealy-wing (me'U-wing), n. Any member of

the homopterous family Aleurodida; a, white

fly-
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mean^. I. «— Mean longltade. (6) The middle measuiing-day (mezh'ur-ing-da), n. In min- specifleally, in pliilos., the mechanical intcr-
loiis;itude: the point half-way hetween two loiiKitmles

; ,„,;, the day -(vheu the mine foreman or other pretation of the universe,
the meridian equidistant between two other meridians.— „«;„;„) „iphsiii-p« tliB wnrV rlnno >.v tho o^n i- * •»• i » »,, ^ x. .

Mean point,"f a iH.lvpm or polyhedron, the mass-center
omeiai measures tfle work done by tbe con- \ et, admitting what that patient OTecAantcoiiOTt may

of a system .( equal i>artii-les situated at the vertexes or tract miners, [heotch.] have done for modern civilization, one must not . . .

suniriiita— Mean sphere, spheroid. See *sphere, meaSUring-motion (mezh'ur-ine'-m6"shon), «. underestimate the force of personality.

k,nh.roid ^ ^ . , ,. , „ A mechanism formeasuring the size or amount ^!A«n^««m, May 6, 1905, p. 668.

II. II. 10. The abscissa m the center ot ^f the product of a machine: as, for example, mechanicophysical (me kan"i-k6-fiz'i-kal), a.
gravity of the vanates or ot the frequency the size of a fulllap on a ribbon lap-machine, Pertaining to, or dependent on, both mechanics
polygon. It IS found by the formulaM--(VV2 in cotton-manufacturing. Tliornley, Cotton and physics.-^Mechanloophyslcal theory of evo-

n Combing Machines, p. 17. lutlon. See*ev»iut,viu

where V is the magnitude of any class, / its measuring-roller (mezh'iir-ing-ro''l^r), n.
mechaniCOtlierapeutlCS (me-kan"i-Vo-ther-a-

frequencv, and n the number of variates. A roller, or small beam, as part of the warp- P" tiks), «. 1 he treatment of disease by me-
-Mean of the altitudes, in nav., the average obtained delivering mechanism of a loom for measurine chamcal means, such as gymnastics, massage,
in a series of altitudes by dividing the aggregate of the thp ntnnnnt nf vnrn wnvon T IF^Vi^Monl, Vibration, etc.
desrees, minutes, and seconds of an .arc by the figure

tHe amount ot jam woven. I. H
.
tox, Meoh-

jnechanicotheraDV fme-kan"i-k6-ther'a-ni1 «
which rei.icscnt* the number of altitudes taken.-Mean anism of Weaving, p. 443. inecaanicoT,nerapy (me Kan i ko mer a-pi;, n.

of the latitudes, in nao., the mid.lle latitude (which see, measurlng-spOut (mezh'ur-ing-spout), n. In a '^^"J^ '^? "mecimmvotnerapeutics.

under ;„(,7H./e».--Mean Of Uie tides, the average high- boiler-room where the coal is stored in over- mechanics, «.-Abstract mechanics. Same as ro-

ot low-water mark.— Weighted mean, the mean value i,_„.i i,„„i,„„_ „ „i ^ < j r ^x, i dojini *Hi«t7ia)iics.—Animal mechanics, the science of

of a series of observations, obtained by assigning to each neau ounKers, a cnute lor aeuvermg tlie coal mechanics as applied to the human body or to the body
its proper weight or importance, instead of assumingall to to the floor in front of the flre-doors of a bat- of any animal.—Applied mechanics, the statical and
be of equal significance in the computation of the result, tery of boilers. It consists of a sheet-metal chute dynamical investigation of machines and engineer-

meander, ". 4. In »/i««. (^eoi/., a self-developed which has gates above and below, and is controlled by a i?8
construction.— Celestial mechanics, that por-

river-curve suitable to the volume of the locking-rod so that the upper gate cannot be opened to tion of asteonomy which deals w^.tli the motions of the

=f!.l:,r^
»'"'»"« »-" '"'' vu miic c

admit the coal to the chute until the lower gate is closed, heavenly-bodies.- Developmental mechanics. See
stream. ^y,,j.„ ^-^e chute is full and the supply is cut off, the chute *ii<'rc("J"'ieH(a(.--Non-Euclidean mechanics, rational

The terms "meander" and "shut in," and the like, contains a fixed weight of coal. When the coal is dis- mechanics iii which the geometry interwoven is non-

have a definite enough geomorphological meaning, as ap- chai-ged below, a counting device registei-s the weight Euclidean.— Pure mecnaiUCS. Same as rational *me-
pears clearly from ilr. Slarbut's use of them, but we can- delivered. The spout swings about a fixed center to dis- ™<"wct.—Rational mecnanlCS. (n) See rational, (b)

not help feeling that they sound crude and angular, more tribute the coal to two or more boilei-s.
"'"^ science which explains natural phenomena by de-

confonuable in style to the German language than to our measuruis-weir fmezh'ur-inff-werl n A low picting them with m.athematical precision as dependent
own Geog. Jour. (R, G. S.), IX. 666.

"iedsuiiiig weir vme-iu ui iiig wer;, ii. a tow, ^^^^ „ relations of motion.— Social mechanics,
, ., , . ,, -vA V HT 1

•
small, submerged dam, or obstruction of wood, that part of sociology which treats of social forces and

meandriiorm (me-an dn-10rm),a. Meandnne: metal, or masonry which aflfords a method of their operation in so far as they act mechanically and
labyriiitliiiie. measuring water, particularly that used in according to the laws ot motion i /\ HBrt, Dynamic

meandriniform, n. Same &s mseandrimform. irrieation and in water-Dower Sociol., .Wi-Statlstipal mechanics, that portion of

_--_Crt.7^ A A ™^o„ ,rj...^InHva or>;^;f
in if^aiiuii aiiu m water po«er. mechanics which deals with a great number of systems

meanness,/'. *. a mean, Vinaicnve spiru- measuring-wheel, «. 2. Same as *C!(n'OTOe<er. of the same nature differing in configuration and veloc-
[Dialectal, southern U. b.] (i(V<l Jour (R G S ) XVIII 442 ities, not merely inflnitesimally, but also in such a way

He s=iy he gwine lef he mark on yon, marster, and meaSUrmg-WOrm, H.-Plne measurlng-worm. St,^n'a';;d"'?ef„Ht'ies

™»'='^'"ble combination of conflgu-

Marse Bruce, an' on dat ole man . . . and de young lady .See pinf *fj,a,fUonn. ™"°" ^"" velocities.

over dyah. ... Dat man 8 got rnraH »<»» in him ! meat^ tl 8 1)1 The trade-name for cotton- The laivs of (rfordxdmJ TO«oAanic« apply to conservative

Tlwrna* yetmii Page, On Newfound River, xvi. j,^„,, i' J-J-.i, i.u„ ,ot„o;„o ,^f fiKp- C K«tn systems of any nu.uber of degrees of freedom, and are
.seed trom wnich tne remains ot liber ( Imt ) exact J. W. Gibhs, statistical Mech., Pref., p. viii.

meas. An abbreviation of wfa*Mre. and husk ('hulls') have been removed and Technical mechanics, the mechanics of construction
measles,". 5. In ^j/ioto*/., a defect m silver- which is ready for crushing. and manufacture.—Theoretical mechanics. Same as

printing consisting in semi-opaque blotches meat-crusher (met'krush"6r), n. A small ma- rational *mechanics.

cau.sed by imperfect fixation by the insoluble chine having two corrugated rollers between mechanotherapy (mek"a-no-ther'a-pi), n.

silver hyposulphite visible when the prints which steaks are passed to make them tend ?r. [Gr. /ir/xni'r/, a machine, -1- (?Epa7re/a, dealing.]
are held to the light. In time these spots be- meat-flour (met'flour), n. Meat dried at a low Cure by mechanical means ; mechanicothera-
come yellow.— Bastard measles, rubella.— Black temperature and ground to a powder. Syd. peutics.
measles, a malignant form of measles fomierly of not Soc. Lex. mechlolc (me-kl6'ik), a. [me(comn) + chlo-

j.r'.'^n^tn'.'e^l^'adopted.'"'':^'! 'trt.^^toi^&^^i meat-fruit (met'frot), «. The fruit of ^rtocar- (rin) + -ic.] "Noting 'an acid, a coloriess com-
maasles. M A fonn of measles in which the eruption ;'"'•• iiid.'<(i. Syd. Soc. Lex. pound, said to be formed by the action of
is so thick that the separate lesions coalesce. ('0 Same meat-man (met'man), «. A butcher ; a man chlorin on meconin. It crystallizes in quad-
as ««.ri«(»Vwr.- Hemorrhagic measles. .Same as who sells meat. Dialect Notes, Vil. ni. lU. ratie prisms and melts at 150° C. It does not
Wrtc* rH*nji(M.— Pork measles, an infection of jKjrk with rj- o t

'
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the bladder-worm stage (Cwruvrcin (f((ii^.»wl of T/rnia l'- '^i contain ctllonn.

«i/Ki(«i, the ariuHcr tjipewomiof man. Seeal8o*i-i/»(iier- meatOSCOpe (me-a'to-skop), n. [L. wiea<««, meclstocephali (me-sis-to-sef'a-li), n. ^Z. In
cr«i». — Spanish measles. Same as anthracnoa: meatus, -f Gr. onoirav, view.] A form of specu- anthrop., persons having a cephalic index less
measure, «. 12 (c) Specifically,m organ-hmld- lu^ employed in examining the anterior ex- than 71. Huxley, Scientific Memoirs, III. 21.').

<«</, the proportion of the diameter of flue- tremity of the urethra. mecistocephaUc(me-sis"t6-se-fal'ik), a. Same
pipes, or ot a .stop ot sucn pipes, to tlieir meatoscopv (me-a-tos'ko-pi), «. [meatoscope as *mecMoccphalous. Jour. Anthrop. Inst.,
length: as, a diapason pipe IS made on a + .,^;,

, Yhe inspection.'especiallv by instru- 1872, p. 314.

-Doiwe m^1^,T/«%!tlLtor^rvt?u?.d- "-»-'
'-f-'.f

-y meatus, such as the mecistocephalous (me-sis-to-sef 'a-lus),...

Ings on both sides : sJid of a door, a casement-window, a antenor extremity of the urethra or the vesi- [Gr. ^r/wffrof, longest, tallest, greatest, -l-/>f((ia/)?,

scr.en of joiner's work, and the like. I Eng.i— Measure- cal orifices of the ureters. head, + -ous.'] In oniArop., having a cephalic
and-a-half, liaviiig moldings and sunken panels on one meatotome (me-a'to-tom), n. [NL. meatus, index less than 71.

*,'fwc*;L"I„r. TEugl-MTas't^^ uuatus. -f Gr :row, < ra/,f<>, cut.] A knife mecistocephaly (me-sis-to-set'a-li), n. [See
the angle of two perpendiculaiii to the edge of a dihedral, employed in the operation for enlargement of *mecistocephalous. '\ The character of being
one ill each face.— Measure Of an arc, the sect con- a meatus. mecistocephalous.

."rT^tliir'^-ris the "sum ^I'thiJir'tcU^and U '"^i \Z meatotomy (me-a-tot'o-mi) «. Imeatotome + ,vhile A is the widest. B is the narrowest normal skull

than thechord ot the arc nor, if the arc is minor, greater -.'/•'•] Division of the nm of a meatus, usually I have met with, its index being only 629. It is, there-

thaii the sum of the sects on the tangents from the ex- of the urethra, in order to enlarge it. fore, an extremely marked example of mecistocephaly.

treiuiti.-sof the arc to their intersection.- Measure Of _,_,* jngter rmefrok'^r) n A meat mincine
£r«x(«/, Scientific .Memoire, III. 2:8.

S-^h^into Xh'anli!ea11"cu? hi' a,o*giv™ p'rt!'tl!!;r knife wliich has a curved blade and a handle meck (mek), n. [D. mik, a forked stick] A
Ehe ;,; ,^'.^0? tTe area oPa triang/e iSng half' ll^^l pr": at each end : used with a rocking motion. ""tebed ii.ece of wooa m a whale-boat, upon
duct of a base and its c-orres,«nding altitude-Measure jj j; Q An abbreviation of ilevther of Execu- J-'i'fh to rest the harpoons
of length, in teniw of a given unit, the number s|.eci-

,:,.. ,„,,, -:,
•'

Meckolectomy (mek-e-lek'to-mi), «. [lfeci-e/('«
. tying how often the unit is conUiined m the length.— '"^ ouin.it.

„„„„/;,„,1 -I- (%r inrnuti fixeiiinn 1 Kxcision
Measure of time, in aetrol., the meth.Kl ot ascertaining meceulc (me-sen'ik), a. [mec(onic) + -ene + •"?v?"T'„ ^ "^^ yT' ^''®'^'°"--' J^xcision

the periods. ,f events by convertmg the arc of directij^^^^ .,,.
-j Noting an acid, a colorless compound, "' 'V'^'ir' SK'^^g"^"- „ , ,. ^ „

^0llmT^u:rJ'n""J^Z"Z^^^^^^^ H0C5H0(C(50H)g, prepared from m'econic Meckelian bar. Same as Meckehan rod. See

tetraheiira in any given partition, the measure of the vol- acid. It crystallizes in prisms and melts at '"" •

nine cjf a tetrahedron being one third the prcKluct of the 14G° C. Meckel's diverticulum. See ^diverticulum.

measure, the system of"meXres"employc.'i hrFnince M. E. Oh. An abbreviation of Methodist Epis- Mecklenburgian epoch. See *epoch.
' rei ious to the adoption of the metric system. The tenn copal Church, meCOCephallc (me'''k6-se-fal'ik), a. [Gr. fiiJKOC,

:]::^'^^i::Tt^^:'^:'\Z^P::.:^'::!!{^;::'u^ mechanic, « S a professional card-shuffler length +...pa^, head, + -ic.-] Same as doli-

(lign.). Rlemann's measure of curvature. When usually employed to deal faro in brace games, chocephalic. Huxley.
th.-iiitliiitenumberof twi>dimcn.sioualordinarymea8ure8 [Slang.] meCOdont (me'ko-dont), a. Pertaining to OV

me^;;,',"'s"of cu^^itme arany''oS,er Z'int'"ule^e e'xist^ mechanlcal. I. «.~Mechanlcal arithmetic, effect, having the characters of the Mecodonta.

Xritir-Milnn "df^a nli^oicl of cmiTnt cu^atnre - equivalent Of light, momentum, sense. See ^arith- Mecodonta (me-ko-don'tii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Slngi 3 measure, having no moldings or relief, as a panel '"'-''^ ct<,.

«7>oc, length, + mSorf, tooth.] A division of the
fram 1..neither side: said of a dwr. f'ompare rf"»W« II. «. 2. pi. The trade-name for common ci;„VM«.,</Wrf^p hnviT^tr the nnlntal teeth sitii-
*.„-.,,.„,-..and*««.,,r«-«,.rf.a-A„V. [Eng.i-Survey- articles, such as overshoes, of vulcanized ffj^ "^ the itiner sfdes of th^^^^^ors' measure, the system ot denominate multiple units i„,ii„ ., v^er made hv moldine and often of

'^*^" on tHe mnei sides ot tne palatal pro-
for linear measurements in land-surveying, in which the "Jdia-ruDDer, made ny moiumg, anu oiieu 01 gggg^g forming two parallel rows diverging
primary unit is the surveyors' chain of 4 rods or 60 feet, old reworked material.

behind
divided into ii» smaller uuiu called 'links.' .See chain,i. mechanlcal-esthetlc ( mf-kan'i-kal-es-thet'-

nieoonial fme-ko'ni-all a PL mecom(um) +
measure-bar (mpzh'ur-biir),n in musicahiota. ik), a. In psychol. , notm^T . Uppa's theory ot/^^^^f'-^^^^- ^^^^^ ^ meconium, in any
lion, .lame as feari, 11 : used only when it is the geometncal-optical illusions. See law of p

10
necessary to distinguish an ordinary bar from mrrha,iieMlestlietic*unity.-iiiech!uiical-^Bthetlc meconinic (mek-6-nin'ik), a. ^meconin + -ic]
a *l,„e.har (which se^e)._ theory. J^e*theon,.

, Pertaining to meconinic acid or meconin.
measure-sign (mezh'ur-sm), n. In m««caJ mechanicalism (me-kan i-kal-izm), «. Ime- _Meconlnlc acid, a hypothetical compound, c,oH,„i)6,
juitalioii, .same as rhythmical signature (which chanical + -ism.\ The character of being me- known only in the fonn of its salts and of its anhydrid

see, under r/iy/Am»ca<). chanical; mechanical action or procedure; meconin.



meconism 780 medioseptum

meconism (mek'o-nizm), n. [Orr. /i^Kuv, -poppy, 3. In eiifom., the median vein of an Insect's state of health or disease of the body and its

+ -WW.] Chronic opium poisoning in those wing. parts and to the physical condition
; specifi-

addicted to the nse of that drug. mediaometer (me"di-a-om'e-ter), n. [L. me- cally, noting the examination required of

meconoisin (me-ko-noi'sin ), n. A neutral din, pi. of medium. + Gr. /lirpov, measure.] recruits in the army and navy, engineers, ap-

priuciple, C8HioO.>,'contained in opium. An instrument for measuring the amount of plioants for life-insurance, etc. Buck, Med.

mecopter (me-kop'ter), «. A member of the refractive errors of the various media of the Handbook, VI. 180.

order J/ecopto-a ; a scorpion-fly. eve. medicopsychological (med'i-ko- 8i"ko-loj'i-

med. An abbreviation (c) of J/iediera?; (d) of mediastinal, a. U. n. In entom., the sub- kal), o. Of orpertammg tomedicopsychology.

medicinal marginal vein of the wing of a cockroach. Naiitre, July 6, 1905, p. 227.

M. E. D. An abbreviation of Master of Me- Amer. Jour. SH., Aug.. 1904, p. 118. medicopsychology (med"i-k6-si-kol'o-ji), n.

moitari/ Didactics. mediastino-pericarditi8(me"di-as-ti'no-per"i- The science of the mind in relation to the

medaddy-bush (me-dad'i-bush), n. The kar-di'tis), n. [NL.] Inflammation of the science of medicine; the medical or patho-

American flv-houeysuckle, Lonicera eiliata. pericardium and of the adjacent mediastinal logical study of mental conditions.

medal, ». 2. A small metal badge, usually structures. medicotopOgrapMcal (med''i-k6-top-o-graf;i-

wiHi a rShVinn aff<L/>)inrl TiTPHBTitAd for distill- JAeciiasdno-pencordtftJi seemed not to be so rare as had kal), n. Ot or pertaining to topography in its

^ Itn =Lrtt« ' P'^*®"^" "' •"*""
been supposed". Since attention had been directed u, it relation to disease or health ; noting the med-gUlSDea service. fo„r cases had been discovered by the physicians of the ; i „j-,,,lv of the relation of the tnnooranhv of

He [Lord Roberta] was created K. C. B., G. C. B., and a Heidelberg medical clinic ; three ot them were operated ^^al Stuay Ot me relation 01 tne topograpny 01

baronet, received the viedal with four clasps, and the on successfully and one died from influenza. a locality tO nealtn.

bronze star, and was given the command of the Madi-as /,a;ic«^ July 18, 1903, p. 188. A 7/icdicofop»^rapAicai and general account of Marwar,
army. £ncyc. Br«., XXXII. 264. jnediastlnotomy (me"di-as-ti-not'o-mi), «. .Sirohi, Jaisalmir. Geor;. Jo«r. (E, G. S.), XV. 192.

medalary, medallary(med'al-a-ri), H. [medal [NL. mediastinum + Gt. -To/iia, < ra/ifiv. cut.] medicozoologlcal (med"i-k6-zo-o-loj'i-kal), a.

+ -<iryi.] A collection of medals. [Rare.] Incision into the cavity of the mediastinum. Of or pertaining to the science of zoology in

These gentlemen (Visconde de Castilhos and Councillor Tlicrdpcitfie Gazette, .Jan., 1903, ip. 59. its relation to the study of medicine ; noting
A. J, Viale] kindly showed me the medallary struck for Mediastinum cerel)elll Same as fnlx cerebelli.— t)ie study of zoology in its bearing upon the
the tercentenaiy festival. The collection is remarkable Mediastinum cerebri Same as /ate ccrei/n.

otnfl-ir r,f (Uaonaoo H^ moTi «/>i<.«S> Jar, V)
only for portraying as many men as there are medals. medicS, «.-Toothed medlc, Medicago denticulata. ^atn

'^\^^^'^^^^^ ™ ™'^"- ''<^«^«««) dan. ou,

J{. F. Burton, in Atheliicum, Jan. 28, I8S2, p. 125. s^v-klmr-dmer '^'^°' P- ^^^•

medalize, medallize (med'al-iz), v. t.
;

pret. Medical botany See.*6ote«,/.-Medlcal corps, the medidural (me-di-dii'ral), a [imedj(an) + du-

ii.H Tin nie,l„li—,l r,nr me/tn'tizinn Tmedal n surgeon othcere of the navy, consistnig of a surgeon-gen- ral.^ Relating to the central part of the duraanapp. meaaluul.ppT.meaauZing. \riieaai,n.,
^^.^j^ medical directors, medical inspectors, surgeons, .^ntpv+ -(>«.] To portray on a medal. passed assistant surgeons, and assistant surgeons. ~»jjft.™+ol / - A- t,. 'tun n «o.„q oa

Not less remarkable for their technical merit are two medlcamentary (med"i- ka-men ' ta-ri), a. ^y^¥,^^Zl}^'''Jr'" a^^^^
medalsinwhichilr.Legros has transformed two of his Unedicament + -ary^.-\ Medicamental ; medic- *""*'?£'"'"'• .,/'"'^'^- ^^ithropologiat, Oet.-
models hito "personages" of the fifteenth or sixteenth .'- ,

' " Uec, 190d, p. bdl.
century. . . . Mr. Legros has also medallised Mr Con- "' jV ._,-_,.„x. ._ /„„/!//; Vn ttibti tn'«hoTi\ « medilateral (me-di-lat'e-ral), a. [L. medius,
stantine lomdes. jtfa;;. o/^r(, V. xvii. medicamentation (mea 1-ka-men-ta snon), n. •,,, + jfii,,., (i„ti>r.Vs\i'ie + -aU^ On or
medalUonist (mf-dal'yon-ist), n. A worker J,:^^j"L^::r' ^ "Z:1J^IZ::^T net tl'emidli:Ke lideThaTf-way^e, ween
of medallions. A-.£.X) medication,

«.-^^^^^^^^^ back and belly. Trans. Linnean Sol London,
medal-play (med al-pla), ?». In golf, play m ,„,,. „/,,„„„, ,„„ier ,.,„•,/<««». Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 409.
which the score is reckoned by counting the medicator (med'i-ka-tor), n. [medicate + -or''^.'] medio (ma'di-6), n. [Sp. medio, middle. < L.
total number of strokes taken to complete the i One who medicates; one who prescribes or medius, middle.] A silver coin of Mexico and
round. prepares medicines. the Spanish American states, equal to one half
medano(ma'da-n6),n. [Sp.medano,megano,a, ibe art ol a medicator ot poisom. a real,
heap of sand, = Pg. viedao, a heap (rfe areia, of Scott, Demonol., I. 67. K. E. D. medio-anterior (me'di-o-an-te'ri-or), o. In or
sand), < Sp. Pg. medii = OF. »ioie = It. meta,

2. An instrument for carrying remedies into toward the anterior and median region of the
Lombard «!«<?«, a heap, < L. »(eto, a come post, a cavity of the body, as the larynx ; an appli- animal body. Qa.me a.s*anteromedial. Trans.
goal-post, also a come hill, etc.] A crescentio ^^^^j. ^y^er. Micros. Soc, Nov., 1903, p. 140.
sand-dune; a barchan. medicatory (med'i-ka-to-ri), a. [medicat(e)+ mediocarpal (me"di-6-kar'pal), a. \\j. medius.
The dunes called barchanes usually have their greatest .ortj.'] Medicative; medicinal. middle, -1- NL. ca)pM« + -«?!.] Situated in the

rn^r'rbi;^'lrSrisi[:i.rPeru(whte^^ medlcin, «. and,,, t. A simplified speUing of middle of the carpus or wrist: as, the medio-

called medanos), and probably hi other localities also. medicine. carpal articulation.

Oeoff. Jour. (E. O. s.), IX. 290. medlclne, «.—Bureau Of Medicine and Surgery, mediocenter (me"di-6-sen'ter), n. [L. tnedius,

Med Dir An abbreviation of Medical Director See •(/ureau.—Compound medicines, nmedies wliicli middle, + centrum, center.] The center of the
~-jA„;~^ 4.»««<v / ^i; ,^5 ' o,- ^n t^m'nn\ colitaiu a mixtuie ot scvend diugs.— PreventiVB msd- ,iiT,p Tioint circlemedesimo tempo (ma-da Sl-mo tempo), jcme, that branch of medical science which has t.. do '""rP9'"i <^'':*''?-,, ,. . . „ ., „ j-
Same as *}«teSSO. with the prevention of disease by means of personal and medlOCirCle (me"dl-0-ser kl), n. [U nieaws,

medial ». 2 in entom., same a.a median vein public hygiene.— Psychological medicine medical middle, + drculus, circle.] The circle de-

(b") Cwhich see under mcdianl 1 3 In aeom science in its relation to meiitul disoiises.— Rational termined by the mid-points of the sides of a
(^o; (,wnicn see,unuer7K(,as«n ;. o. i.u. ijmm.,

^g^jgijig y,;, practice of the healing art based npon ,.-.„„i„
•' ^

same as *mertJanl, 1. actual knowledge, and reasoning from the known t<. the iriailgie. ...... .,.. . „ j-
medialization (me"di-al-i-za'shon), n. [medi- unknown: opposed to CTnyfWcmn.—Statical medicine, medlOCOllC (me"di-o-kol ik), a. [U. medius,

alize + -ation "1 The'making of a consonant the treatment ot disease governed by observation of the middle, + NL. colon + -jc] Relating to the

medial fsonant)
varying relations of ingestion, excretion, and body weight, ^j^dle portion of the colon.lueuidi ^ftuuaiiu;. —SUETffestive medicine, the treatment of disease by j. ^ *^ x i / -//,• - £ ^a i\ rr

A similar jjwdiafezatton is found with ch, s, which in meuTTs of (hypnotic) suggestion. mediofrontal (me"di-o-fron tal), a. [L. «ie-

Abenaki are often heard after vowels as j and z respec- medicine-ball Cmed'i-sin-bal') n A large ball, dins, middle, + frons {front-), front, + -ali.i

'^.io.J^^J^ZJ.^::^'^^,:^^^^ of considerable weight, usedin exercising. It Situated in the middle line of the frontal

at all. Amer. Anthropolo'jM, la.n.-yiavAi, imi, \i. n. is thrown from one plaver to another. region.
,. ,. ,

medialize (me'di-a-liz), v.t.; pret. and pp. medicine-bowl (med'i-sin-bol), n. A bowl medlolingTial(me"di-o-lmggwal),«. [L. me-

mediali:ed, rmv. m'edializing. Imedial + -ize.'\ which contains sacrifices or sacred ob.iects, rt(M.s middle, + /nifirfw, tongue, -I- -a(i. J Ke-

To render medial used in the religious ceremonials of the North latmg to the median portion of the tongue.

ItUquite possible that the earlier Abenakis may have American Indians. Amer. Jnthropologist, 1901, &-r,>f«rf,Exper Phonetics, P- 39^.

only partially medtaitwd their consonants after vowels. p. 215. medlO-OCCipital (me "dl-0-ok-Sip 1-tal), a. [Li.

Amer. Anthropolo!/ist, 3!in.-M>a:ch, i9Cri, p. '25. medlcine-lodge (med'i-sin-loj), n. A lodge medius, middle, + occiput {occipit-) + -al\']

medianl.a. 2. Notingthe middle number of a used for the performance of religious cere- Situated in the middle line of the occipital

series ; having as many before as behind (or monials among North American Indians. Gid- region.

above as below) a certain number: distin- diiif/s, Inductive Sociol., p. 207. mediopalatal (me'di-o-pal'S-tal), a. [L. me-
guished from average: as, the median age of medicine-spOOn (med'i-sin-spon), «. A spoon, dius, middle, + palatum, palate, + -o7i.] 1.

the population was found to be 21 (that is, usually of porcelain, the bowl of which is par- Relating to the central portion of the palate,

there were as many persons above 21 as below tially decked over but which has an aperture Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 297.—2. Same
it), while the average age was found to be 25. at the tip through which a fluid may be poured, as *mesuranic. Turner.
—Median line, (d) A straight through a vertex of a without spilling, into the mouth. mpdionontine('me"di-6-Don'tin).a. TL medius,
triangkand the mid-point of the opposite side.—Median ™-j,VJr,o +i-oo Tmpd'i aiii trS"1 n Snme as

mcllloPOntme I me ui " P"" im;, «. l^^ med.wj,

magnitude. See •..w.^nifudc- Median point. («)
medlCine-tree (med i-sm-tre ), n. oame as middle, -t- jjons (pont-) (see def.) + -niel.]

In jreom.. the cointersection point of a triangles medians; *liorsira<lisli-Trec, ... Situated in the middle portion of the pons
its centroid. (b) Snch a point on the a:.axis of the fre- medicistcma (me"di-sis-t6r'na), n. [NL., < Varolii
quency polygon that the ordinate from it bisects the L. mcdius, middle, + CJ.S?enia," cistern.] The „.ji-„„ct.flrinr fmR"(\i o nns te'ri orl a IT,polygon of rectangles or the continuous cui-ve.—Median . j i / i,' u „„„ „L;i„., ..^„^n\ mefllopOSteriOr ^me oi-o-pos-te ri-or;, a, LU.

iertlon. Same Ks ffoldci section (which see, under arachnoid Canal (which see, under canal^).
medius, middle, + posterior, hinder.] In or

ff«'^«)- , ^ ,. K . ^ . medico,". 2 A nanie, among Spamsh-speak-
toward the posterior and median region of the

n. n. 1. In jreom. : (a) A sect whose end- ing people of America, for Te«(Aw ca-j-H/cms
animal bod\% Same as *»o««ero?He*a»i. Trans.

points are the bisection-points of opposite and other species of the same genus, tisnes ^„jg,. ][fjcr„g gog Nov 1903 p. 141.
sides of a quadrilateral, (b) A sect from a found in warm seas and called siOY/con- and "

.,

' '_. ''
.,/'. ^ '^ 'i,^\„-i\ „

vertex of a triangle to the bisection-point of doctor-fish, in -EngWah. Jordan and Evermann, meOloprepalatai (me "'"""P^^-P''' ?";» ;<•
"

the opposite sider-2. The measure or obser- Amer. Food and Game Fishes, p. 486. [L ';'<'^''»«'

"J"^'*^^
+ g'*'.^^[°^^^

^/J^:';;/';^";
vation which has as many of the separate medicomeclianical(med"i-k6-me-kan'i-kal), a.

^ntprior portion of the Balate Scripture Ex-
measures or observatior s above as below it. of or pertaining to inechanicotherapy. bud;

perf Phonetics p 436
''<^'P'>"^<', -^

This principle may be applied U> other kinds of means Med. Handbook, I. 1, ,*. . /' -*// t - n. \ _i j-«
besides the arithmetic, in particular the n,edian (that ^„j:' „„,•„„„' ^^i a; %„„'! ,,,-,^1 ,„ rT, me medlOSeptum (me"dl-0-sep'tum), «.; pi. IHedjO-

point which lias as many of the given observations above meaiCOmmiSSUTe ime-ai-KOin i-sur;, «. !'-'"'» septa (-ta,). In ornith., a vertical division be-
as below it). . . . If the observations do not obey the (/((«•'••) + E- commissure.] Ihe middle or soft

^ween tli'e two narial chambers,
normal law—especially if the extremities are abnonnally commissure of the brain. Wilder and Gaqe. , .. ., • .u .. . „ «.
divergenl^the precision of the median may be greater „"L '

'll'^j
"

, ,1,"ah t;^ fi,'; v»n n Roth
Adventitious ossicles occurring in the soft membranous

than that of the arithmetic mean. medlCOphySlCal (med''i-ko-fiz i-kal), fl. Both ,Md.o-8ep(a of these vertebrates

£nci/<;. Bri(., XXVIII. 287. medical and physical; relating both to the Proc. Zool. Soc. London, \i9i. y. lu.



mediostapedial

mediostapedial (me'di-6-sta-pe'di-al), n. The
median portion of the columella in birds and
reptiles. In birds, its inner end is fused with

the stapedial plate that fits into the fenestra

oval is. W. K. Parker.

Medism (me'dizm), n. [Gr. JAr/Sia/i6;, < Mr/i'iiZetir,

iltdize.] 1. In Gr. hist., the favoring of the

principles or the furtherance of the interests

of the Medes or Persians ; in a rhetorical use,

an unpatriotic sympathy with or tolerance of

anv foreigners.
.-Cii analogy maybe found in the tn/'dism of the Delphic

oracle, wliich yet, by a species of national seli-deception,

did ntit. forfeit its claim to Hellenic respect, in spite of

its failure in the liour of trial.

W. T. Wuodhouse, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVIIL 46.

2. A Median or Persian idiom.

medisylvian (me-di-sil'vi-an), a. [L. medius,

middle, + Sylvius (see def.) + -an.'] Relating
to or situated in the middle portion of the fis-

sure of Svlvius. Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-
Dec, 1903, p. 621.

Medit. An abbreviation of Mediterranean.

meditemporal (me-di-tem'po-ral). a. [L. me-
diw, middle, + tempii-f (trmpor-), temple, +
-oA.] Relating to or situated in the middle
portion of the temporal lobe of the brain.

Amer. Anthropologist. Oet.-Dec, 1903, p. 627.

mediterranean, a. 3. [cap.] (b) Same as
*Iljeri(in^, 3. —Mediterranean class, a (?roup of do-

mesticated f(»wl8 which ciniiprises breeiis derived from
southern Europe, incliiiliuLT tlie Ainialiisian. heshum, Mi-
norcjt, and Spanish breeds.— Mediterranean pass-
ports, stage. See *><a«»/»r(, *ii(a(/i'.—Mediterranean
province, see itpromnce.

medithoracic (me'di-tho-ras'ik), a. Same as
mt-^ofliiir(irir.

medithorax (me-di-tho'raks), n. [L. medius,
miildlf, + NL. thorax.] Same as mesothorax.

medium, ».—Loffler's medlnm, a nutritive medium
which is extensively used in the cultivation of tlie diph-
theria rtnfanism. It is com[K>sed of three parts of calves'

or lambs' blfxKl. serum, with one partof ordinary t)ouilIon,

made from veal, ijUis one per cent, of glucose, tlie whole
being solidified and sterilized.— Passive medium, a
liquid or dilution in which living cells or tissues, taken
from the b<jAly. can be examined without undergoing any.
or but very little, change in their microscopic structure :

oppftsed to ftrtive nn^dium.

mediumization (me'di-um-i-za'shon), Ji. The
process of mediumizing or transforming into

a spiiitualistie medium.
Till we can do this, we must feel the effects of the acid,

ity, as I may call it. which characterizes the crude and
unsettled spiritual existence reached by our present sys-

tem of mediuinizaHon.
W. D. HoiceUn, I'ndiscovered Country, ii.

mediumlze (me'di-um-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp.
me(Uuini:i(l, ppr. meiliu)ni:ing. [medium +
-izi .] To make a spiritualistic medium of;

render a medium. [Rare.] X. E. I).

Medize (me'dlz), v. «'.; pret. and pp. Medized,

ppr. Medizing. [Gr. firjdi!:,eiv,<. MfjiSoi, the Medes.]
In dr. hist., to be unduly partial to the Medes
or Persians or to imitate them ; be unpatriot-

ically or disloyally subservient to the Persians.

The leading men of Thebes . . . decidedly medised or
espoused the Persian interest

Orole, Greece, II. xL T. lOL K. E. D.

medlar, «.—Rock-medlar. Same as Snpoy mfdlar.

See *.i //('/'(/i-'/o-r.—Savoymedlar. .see Samyvifdlar.

Medo-Fersian (me'do-pcr'shan), a. and «.

I. (/. Pertaining to or including both Medes
and Persians.

II. H. One of the Medo-Persian people or

nation.

medow, «. A simplified spelling of meadow.
medulla, » 1. (<7) The semi-fluid endosarc of

a protozoon.
The prot^jplaam is differentiated into a firmer super-

ficial layer, the cortex, . . . and a semi-Jlnid central mass,

the ififduHa. . . . and is covered supertlcially by a thin

cuticle. Parker and IlagweU, Zoology, p. 45.

Medulla dorsalis, the spinal cord.

Medullary canal. Same as m^dullarii caviti/ (h).—
Medullary fold, narcosis, nucleus, sheath. See
*/../'/!. elc.—Medtlllary streak. Same as infduUury
fnrrnir.

medttllate (med'u-lat), r. i.; pret. and jip.

mrdidldted., ppr. mcdullating. To produce the

white substance of .Schwann around the axis-

cylinder of a nerve-fiber ; form a medullated
nerve.
The tract which ascends from the Internal geniculate

iKMly mMnllaUit separately from the other intracerehral

systems.
/A//.,». Trant. Roy. ,Soc. (London), 1898, ser. B, p. 2.

medollation (med-u-la'shon), n. [medulla +
-atioii.] The formation or acquisition of a
medulla or marrow or pith. Buck, Med. H«nd-
fcook. II. 319.

medullic (me-dul'ik), a. [L. medulla, marrow,
-t- -ir.] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
C20H41COOH, found, in combination with

glycerol, in beef-suet and beef-marrow.
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medullization (med"u-Ii-za'shon), n. [L,
medulla, marrow, -I- -ize + -ation.] Inflamma-
tory si.fteniiig of the substance of bone.
meduUo-encephalic (med'u - 16 - en'se - fal'ik),

a. Same as ccrel/rospinal.

medusid (mf-du'sid), n. A jelly-fish of the
family Medusidse.

medusome (me-dti'som), 11. [Medusa + -ome.]
In siphonophores, a modified medusoid person.
Free-swimming colonies of modified medusoid persons

{medusomeg).
J. A. Thomson, Outlines of Zoology, p. 143. N. E. D.

meet^, r. t—to meet her (nawf.), to put the rudder so
as to check the swing of the vessel's head.

meef^, n. 3. In geom. : (n) The straight line

common to two planes. (6) A point which is

on each of two straights : also called their
cross.

meeting, n. 5. pi. In mining, the point in a
mine-shaft where the ascending and descend-
ing cages meet. When the coal was raised in
creels or corves the shaft was bulged at the
meetings. Barrowman, Glossary.

mefitic, mefitis. Amended spellings of mc-
phitic, mephitis.

megabar (meg'a-biir), n. [Gr. fiiya, great, -I-

^(ip(o(,-), weight.] A proposed unit of atmos-
pheric pressure ; a gaseous pressure such that
the force on each centimeter of surface is one
megadvTie. The megabar is equivalent to the
pressure exerted by 75.015 centimeters of mer-
cury. It is 106 0. g, s. units of pressure.

megabarie (meg-a-bii-re'), V. [Also megahary,
megabarye ; F. megabarie, < megabar + -ic^,

-y^.] A unit of atmospheric pressure recom-
mended by the International Physical Congress
in Paris (1900). Same as *megabar.
The mef/abary, equal to 100 C.G.S. units, may, for

practical purposes, be considered equal to the pressure of

a column of mercury 75 cm. high at 0°. C. under normal
conditions of gravity. .Science, Jan. 18, 1901, p. 101.

megabary (meg'a-bar-i), «. Same as *mega-
hftrif.

megacaryocyte (meg-a-kar'i-o-sit), «. [Gr.

//f;n, great, large, -t- ndprni', nut, nucleus, +
KiTof, a hollow (a cell).] A large cell with
lobulated nucleus found in the spleen of the
human embryo and of young animals.

megacephaly (meg-a-sef'a-li), n. [megaceph-
aliius.] The condition of being megacephalous,
either norniHlly or pathologically.

megacerotine (meg-a-ser'o-tin), n. [Megaceros
{-cerot-) + -i/ie'.] lielatiug to or having the
characters of Megaceros or Cervus giganteus,

the extinct Irish deer.

megachilous (meg-a-ki'lus), a. [Gr. fiiya^,

great, + x^''^"C, lip.] 1. In entom., having a
large lip.— 2. Of or pertaining to the genus
Mcgiifliile.

megaclon (meg'a-klon), n. [Gr. fUya^, large,

+ A/.UI', twig (see *clon).] In the nomencla-
ture of the sponge-spicules, a large-sized rhab-
doelon. See *rhabdoelon.

megacoulomb (meg'a-ko-lom'), »i. [mega- +
c'lulomb.] A practical unit of electric charge
or quantity equal to a million coulombs.
megacranous (meg-a-kra'nus), a. [Gr. i^iya^,

great, + Kpaviov, cranium, -I- -out.] In
craniom., having a skull of large volume—
2,120-2,270 cubic centimeters in males and
1,8.50-1.9.^0 cubic centimeters in females.

megadont, a. 2. In craniom., having a den-
tal index of more than 44.

megadjrnamics (meg"a-di-nam'iks), n. [Gr.

/ic^,ac, great, -I- E. dynamics.] In geol., the

dynamics of the earth, viewed in their large

relations, as connested with great upheavals
or subsidences of the crust.

Without the postulate of pervasive rigidity, conditioned
by modirtcations due to moleculiu" change, and to local

solution-fusion. I am unalilc t<> find agencies competent
to satisfy the demands of the meyadynamicg of the eartlL

T. C. Clinmbertin, In Econ. Oe<jl., Oct-Nov., p. 72L

megafrustule (meg-a-frus'ti'd), n. [Gr. /leya;,

great, -I- E. frustule.] In biol., a frustule of

large size.

megagamete (meg-a-gam'et), «. [Gr. fiiyac,

great, -I- E. gamete.] A large gamete or germ-
cell, as distinguished from a mierogamete

;

a macrogamete. The ovum is a megagamete,
the spermatozoon a mierogamete; the two
unite to form a zygote.

It is obvious that the mcijariamete corresponds with
the ovum of the higher animals, the mierogamete with
the spenn. and the zygote with the oosperm or impreg-
nated egg. Parker and Haewelt, Zoology, I. 72.

megagnathous (rae-gag'na-thus),a. [Gr. fiiya^,

great, + yvado^, jaw.] In anthrop., having
large jaws.

megalomaniac

Megaladapidse ( meg"a-la-dap'i-de ), n. pi.
[Megaladapis, the type' genus, + -idse.] A
family of lemurs which contains extinct
species of comparatively great size : based on
bones from Pleistocene and cave deposits of
Madagascar. Megaladapis insignis was as
large as a donkey, and is surmised by A. S.
Woodward to have been aquatic in its habits.
Fors-ytk .Major, 1893.

megalencephalic ( meg-a-len-se-fal'ik ), a.
[Gr. /leya^ (/leya?.-), great,' + E. encephalic.]
Characterized by hypertrophy of the ence-
phalon.
megalo-. [Gr. fityalo-, combining form of
fieya;, great: see meg-, mega-.] A prefix, mean-
ing 'great' or 'large'; specifically, inphys., a
prefix sometimes used in place of the shorter
forms meg- and mega- to denote that a unit is

multiplied by one million.

megaloblast (meg'a-lo-blast), n. [Gr. niyag
(lisyal-), great, -I- 0AaoT6(, germ.] A large
nucleate cell found in the bone-marrow in the
embryo: also a megalocyte, or large red blood-
corpuscle occurring in certain forms of anemia
in extra-uterine life. B. C. Cabot, Clinical
Exam, of the Blood, p. 89.

megaloblastic (meg'a-lo-blas'tik), a. [mega-
loblast + -«".] Of or pertaining to megalo-
blasts ; of the nature of a megaloblast.
The presence of the nucleated erythrocytes of the meff-

alobtagtic type was evidence of a severe, though not
necessarily fatal, ansemia.

Med. Record, Jan. 31, 1903, p. 196.

megalocardia (meg'a-lo-kar'di-a), V. [NL.,<
Gr. fie}a<: (fieya'l-), great, large, -f mpSia, heart.]
The condition of having an abnormally large
heart.

megalocephalia (meg''''a-lo-se-fa'li-a), n.

Sanit> as *macrocephalia.
megalocephalic (meg'a-lo-se-fal'ik), a. [Gr.

fte)a/-uKtifa?.o(, < ^fjof {/leyaX-), great, large, +
mipa'Ari, head, -I- -ic] Same as megacex>halic.

megalocephaly (meg"a-16-sef'a-li), n. [mega-
locephaHic) + -tj^.] Skme a.s'^'macrocejyhaly.

megalocMroUS (meg"a-l9-ki'rus), a. [Gr.

fteyac (iiiya/.-), great, -H x^'Pt hand.] Charac-
terized by large hands or prehensile organs.

megaloconidium (meg'a-lo-ko-nid'i-um), 11.

;

pi. megaloconidia(-&). [NL.,< (Jr. //^j-af (/zcya?.-),

great, large, + NL. conidium.] Same as
macroconidinm.
megalocornea (meg''a-lo-k6r'ne-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. /if'; Of (,uf;-aA-), 'great, large, -I- NL. cor-

nea.] Abnormally large size of the cornea.

Megalocottus (meg'''a-lo-kot'us), n. [NL., <

Or. /if;«f {/icya?.-), great, large, -I- NL. Cottus.]

A genus of cottoid fishes found in the North
Pacific.

megalocjrtosis (meg''a-16-si-t6'sis), n. [mega-
locyte + -osis.] The production or formation of

megalocytes,or very large red blood-corpuscles.
megalodactylia (meg"a-lo-dak-tiri-a), «.

[NIj., < Gr. feya( (iieya'k-), great, large, -t-

6aKTv'/nr, finger.] Same as *macrodactylia.
megalodactylism (meg'''a-16-dak'ti-lizm), 11.

[Gr. jiiya^ (fitya?.-), great, large, -1- rfaxTu/'.of,

finger, -t- -ism.] Same as *macrodactylism.

Megalodon (meg'a-lo-don ) , ». [NL. , < Gr. fiyac
(//£;a/.-), great, large, -I- odoi^ (ixhvT-), tooth.]

An extinct genus of Peleey-

poda typifying the family
Megalodontidee. It is char-
acterized by ponderous heart-
shaped shells with amphidetic
area, opisthodetic ligament,
and large and heavy cardinal
teeth. The earliest species are
Devonian, but the shells are
most abundant in the Triassie
rooks. Properly Megalodus.
megalodont (meg'a-lo-dont),
a. [Gr. fi^yaA66ov^ {-odovr-'), <

fih/ag (ue-jal-), great, large, -1-

orfoi'f {'oSovT-), tooth.] Having
large teeth ; megadont.

megalodontO'QS (meg'a-lo-don'tus), a. [Gr.

//t;af (//f }•«/.-), great, -f- odotf {bSovr-), tooth.]

Characterized by large teeth.

megalogastria (meg"a-lo-gas'tri-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ni:ya(; (/leya'A-), great, large, + yaari/p,

stomach. ] The condition in which the stomach
is abnormally large.

megaloglossia (m6g"a-lo-glos'i-a), n. [Gr.

/leyac (/leya?.-), great, large, -I- y/uocra, tongue.]

Same as macroglo.'isia.

megalomaniac (meg'a-lo-ma'ni-ak), a. and n.

atodon'\ cuctd-
latM. Goldf. Dc-
Tontan ; I'atfralh.

near Cologne. One
half natural size.

(From Zitlcl's "Pa.
iaeontology.")



megalomaniac

[megalomania + -iic] I. «. Pertaining to or
characterized by megalomania.
But in that courteous, cultured thlx>ng I doubt whether

otle-fifth felt synipatliy with the vieyalonianiac ideids

paraded before their eyes. Sation, May 11, 1899.

H. 71. One who suffers from megalomania.
megalomaniacal (meg'a-lo-ma-ni'a-kal), «.

Relating to or suffering from megalomania.
G. S. Hall, Adolescence, U. 536.

megalomartyr (meg'a-lo-mar'tfer), n. [Gr.

fiiya; (ufva/-), great, -(- udprvp, witness.] A
great or eminent martyr.
Amoug those holy martyrs whom the Greeks honour

with the title of .Vc<;nio»n<irfyr«(i.i>. = Great Martyrs) as

St George, St. Pantideon, *c. four are distinguished by
them above the rest as principal patrons.

Butler, Lives of the Primitive Fathers, II. 93.

It was the Chief of the "Megalmnartyrs," or Dii Select!,

who had convoked this crowd of christian people.

Is. Taylor Anc. Chr., II. 186.

Megalonychidse ( me-gal-o-nik'i-de ), K. pi
[iNL.,< Mcgaloiij/xi-onych ) + -ifUe.'i The great

ground-sloths of the genus Megalonyx con-

sidered as sufficiently distinct from those rep-

resented by Megatherium to warrant their

separation as a distinct family. Zittel, 1892.

megalopa, n. 2. Same as *megalopa stage.
— Hecraiopa sta^e, in the development of crabs, an ad-

vanced larval st.ige in which the animal has large eyes,

an extended abdomen, and well-developed pleopods.

It is therefore interesting to find that in the zoea and
through the larval and post-larval {meffalopa) stnges, the
ahore-crab possesses a primary and a secondary chromato-
pbore system of a very clearly defined character.

PhUos. Traits. Roy. Soc. (London), 1902, ser. B, p. 318.

megalophonic (meg"a-lo-fon'ik), a. Same as
mffliiloplionoiis.

megalophthalmns (meg^a-lof-thal'mus), n.

[NL., < Gr. //£>a/o^o?,/iof,' large-eyed, < /iiyac

(/icyo/U), great, large, + b^alno^, eye.] A
condition in which the eyes are of abnormally
great size. Bucl;, Med. Handbook, II. 9.

megalopia (meg-a-16'pi-a), n. [NIj , < Gr.

fieyaf (fieyaX-), great, large, + aip (uJr-), eye.]

Same as megalopsia.
megalopod (meg'a-lo-pod), a. and n. [Gr.
uiyoj- (/ityn?.-), great, large, + Troiif (jzod-), foot.]

Having large feet ; megalopodous; maeropod.
megalopodous (meg-a-lop'o-dus), a. [Gr.

/leyai (ueya%-), great, + Trofcf (Trod-), foot.]

Characterized by large feet.

megalopore (meg' a-lo-por), n [Gr. l^eya^

(iuyaX-), great, large, -I- -n-dpo^, pore.] A large

pit or pore in the shell of a chitinoid moUusk,
containing a sense-organ : opposed to *micro-
pore.

megaloscope (meg'a-lo-skop), n. [Gr. iiiyaq

(fieyal-), great, large, + OKOTrelv, view.] A
form of endoscope in which the part brought
into view is magnified.
megalosphere (meg'a-lo-sfer), n. [Gr. /jiya;

(fieya/.-), great, large, ' + E. sphere.'^ The
large original or central chamber of a megalo-
spherie foraminifer. Compare ^microsphere.
Nature, April 6, 1905, p. 550.

megalospheric (meg'^a-lo-sfer'ik), a. [niegalo-

spher(e) + -ic.]

Having a single

large nucleus
andalargecen-
tral chamber,
as certain fo-

raminifers in

which the spe-
cies consists of

two kinds of
individuals.
Compare *mi-
crosp heri c.

Knowledge and
Sci. News,
March, 1904, p.

48.

megamaxwell
(raeg-a-maks'-
wel), n. A unit
of magnetic
flux equal to

1,000,000 max-
wells.

megamere
(meg 'a-mer),
«. [Gr. fdya^,

great, large, 4-

liipoQ, part.]

One of the
large blasto-

meres of the
segmenting

Megalospheric Foraminifer.

Polytttnntlla crispa. A, the meealo-
spheric, B, the microspheric forms, decalci-

fied, tf, communication between the cham-
bers ; *, retral processes ; ,r, the central
chambers of the microspheric fonns more
highly magnified. The canal system is

oniittcd in these figures for the sake of

clearness. (From Lankester's "Zoology.")
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ovum in certain animals, as opposed to the

micromeres. See viacromere.

megameter (meg'a-me-tfer), n. [mega- +
meter.'] A unit ot" length equal to one mil-

lion meters.

megamho (meg'a-mo), n. [mega- + mho."] A
practical unit 6t electric conductance equal

to 1,000,000 mhos or 1 x 10—3 c. g. s. units.

megamii (meg'a-mil), n. [mega- + mil.~i A
proposed practical unit of length, equal to one
million mils or one thousand inches. [Kare.]

megampere (meg-am-pSr'), n. [mega- + am-
pere.] A practical unit of electric current
equal to a million amperes.
meganephric (meg-a-nef'rik), a. [Gr. ;icya^,

large, + ve(pp6c, kidney, + -ic.~\ Characterized
by the possession of large nephridia : as, a
meganephric worm— Meganephric nephridia.
See -knephridiwrn:

meganiicleus (meg-a-nii'kle-us), n.
;
pi. mega-

nuclei (-i). [NL.,"<Gr. piya^, great, + E.

nucleus.] Same as niacromtcletis.

megaphone, «. 2. A large speaking-trumpet
of a conical form.

megaphonic (meg-a-fon'ik), a. [megaphon{e)
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a megaphone ; of

the nature of a megaphone ; transmitted by
means of a megaphone : as, a megaphonic
message.

Several individuals can be examined at once by dupli-

cating the ear tubes or by substituting a meijaphonie
horn for the tubes. Science, June 24, 1904, p. 980.

megaphotographic (meg"a-f6-to-graf 'ik), a.

Pertaining to or produced by megaphotog-
raphy.
megaphotography (meg"a-fo-tog'ra-fi}, n.

[Gr. /ifj'Of
,
great, + E. photography.] The pho-

tography of the heavenly bodies and of celes-

tial phenomena. Nature, May 24, 1900, p. 79.

megaphyllous (meg-a-fil'us), a. [Gr. i^tyaq,

largo, + ipvAlov, leaf, + -ous.] In hot., large-

leaved.
It is natural to look to the pteridophytes for guidance

as to the origin of foliar development in the sporophyte,
for they are the most primitive plants with leafy sporo-
phytes. They may be disposed according to the prevalent
size of their leaves in a series, leading from microphyllous
to megaphyllmis types. Science, Oct. 21, 1904, p. 629.

megaprosopous (meg-a-pro-so'pus), a. [Gr.

fieya^, great, large, + vpdacmov, face, + -ous.]

In craniom., said of a skull having a large

face, the volume of which is 720-780 cubic
centimeters in males and 580-625 cubic centi-

meters in females.

megapul (meg'a-pul), n. [mega- + pul.] In

physics, a proposed unit of measurement of

the time-integral of forces ; one million dynes
acting for one second.

megarrhine, megarhine (meg'a-rin), a. [Gr.

pieyag, great, + pjf (/)"'-), nose.] Characterized
by a large nose, as Rhinoceros megarhinus, an
extinct species of rhinoceros.

megascleric (meg-a-skle'rik), a. [megasclere
+ -ic] Pertaining to or characteristic of a
megasclere.
megascleron (meg-a-skle'ron), n.

;
pi. mega-

sclera (-ra). [NL.] In sponge-spicules, a
megasclere.
megasclerom (meg-a-skle'mm), n.

;
pi. mega-

sclera (-rii). [NL.] Same as megasclere.

megasphere (meg'a-sfer), «. [Gr. /icyaf, great,

large, + aij)aipa, sphere.] The large primordial

chamber in the shells of some Foraminifera:

contrasted with '^'microsphere. See *megalo-
sphere.

megasporophyl, megasporophyll ( meg-a-
spo'ro-fil), ft. [Gr. feyag, great, large, + (tto/jo,

seed (spore), + i/irA?,oi>, leaf.] 1. In the <Sper-

matophyta, a carpel.—2. In the Fteridophyta,

a sporophyl which bears megaspores (macros-
pores).

megastome (meg'a-stom), «. [Gr. iieyaq, great,

large, + ardiia, mouth.] A univalve shell

having a large aperture or mouth.

megatherial (meg-a-the'ri-al), a. [NL. mega-
therium + -al^.] Pertaining to or resembling
the megatherium ; huge ; unwieldy.

Beautiful problems of the past of our island and the

evolution of life were defaced by the disorderly olfspring

of a quite msf/atberial wit—if one may coin such an an-

tithesis to " etheriaL' Nature. July 26, 1894, p. 301.

megathermic (meg-a-ther'mik), a. [mega-

therm + -ic] Having the character of a meg-
atherm; composed of or characterized by
megatherms.
Yet in these latter extensions [Southern Florida and

Southern Brazil] the megathermic flora is already per-

ceptibly impoverished.
A. F. W. Schimper (trans.). Plant Geog., p. 226.

Meibomia

megatorCLUe (meg'a-tork), n. Imega- + torque.]

A proposed practical unit for the measure-
ment of the moments of forces; one million

torques or one million times the moment of

a dyne acting with a lever-arm of one centi-

meter.

megatypy (meg'a-ti-pi), n. [>negatyp(e) +
-yK] In photog., the process of making meg-
atypes or enlargements.
megawatt (meg'a-wot), n. [mega- + natt.]

A unit of power or activity equal to 1,000,000

watts.

megazooid (meg-a-z6'oid), n. [Gr. lityaq, great,

large, -I- E. zoiiidT] A large zooid, or animal,

as opposed to a small individual, or micro-

Colony of Megazooids.

a, nutritiTe zo6id : d, reproductive zot^id ; c, axial fiber.

tl-rom Parker's " Biology." after SaTille Kent.)
(From Lankester's "Zoology.")

zooid, of the same species. Such mega- and
microzooids occur, for example, in the bell-

animalcule, Vorticella. In this animal the mi-
crozooids are formed as free-swimming buds
by the large, pedunculate, and sessile mega-
zooids.

megillah (me-gil'a), Ji.
;

pi. megilloth (-6t).

[Heb., < gdlal, roll.] One of five books in

the Old Testament (namely, Canticles, Euth,
Lamentations, Eeclesiastes, and Esther)

which are recited in the synagogue in the fol-

lowing order : Canticles on Passover, Kuth
on the feast of Weeks, Eeclesiastes on the feast

of Tabernacles, and Esther on Purim ; Lam-
entations is given on the fast of the ninth ofAb.
They derive their name from the fact that they
are written on parchment rolls or scrolls.

megilloth, «. Plural of *me(7i?/a7f.

megistocephalous (me-gis-to-sef'a-lus), a.

[Gr. iieyiaToi;, superl. of jityai;, great, large, +
iie(^Ail, head.] Having a very large bead.

megohmmeter (me-gom'e-ter), n. An in-

strument similar in tj-pe to an ohmmeter but
suitable for the measurement of very high
electric resistances.

megosmatic (meg-os-mat'ik), «. [Gr. ptya^,

great, + E. osmatic] Same as *macrosmatic.

megoxycyte (me-gok'si-sit), n. [Gr. fieya^,

great, + ofI'f, sharp, + kitoc, hollow (cell).] A
coarsely granular oxyphil or eosinophil Ijlood-

corpuscle, or leucocyte. Durham, 1897.

mehari (ma-ha're), n. One of a race of swift

Arabian camels taking name from Mehara, a
region in Arabia where it is raised, and of

great value in campaigning and in exploring
expeditions.

His little troop was mounted on meharis, used by the
Touaregs—rapid camels, which are to the ordinary camels
of the caravan what race-horses are to cart horses. Thanks
to the mobility of his caravan, M. Foureau could perform
long raids without being attacked by the Touaregs.

A'at. Geog. Mag., Feb., 1905, p. 77.

meharist (ma-hii'rist), n. [F. mehariste, <

mehari + -ist.] A trooper mounted on a me-
hari.

A new and decisive operation was undertaken. At the
commencement of February, 1904, Major Laperrine, quit-

ting In-Sala at the head of a troop of " mfharietes" and
taking his route south, succeeded in traversing the Sa-

hara and meeting a second troop of *'m€hariitei" which
had setout from Timbuctoo.

Nat. Geog. Mag., Feb., 1905, p. 79.

mehmandar (ma'man-dar), n. [Pers.] In

Persia and India, an official appointed to act

as courier to a travelerof distinction. N. E. D.

mehtar (ma'tar), ?i. [Also mater; < Hind.
mehtar, a sweeper (ironically a 'prince'); <

Pers. mihtar, a great personage, a prince.]

A sweeper ; a scavenger.
Among the more minute of his elaborate recommenda-

tions is one that in campaigns in warm countries where
dust storms and flies are always prevalent &" mehxar '

establishment from India should be attached to each unit

with the duty to cover up the excreta immediately after

the latrine has been used. Lancet, Aug. 29, 1903, p. 627.

Meibomia (mi-bo'mi-a), n. [NL. (jjroposed

by Heister, established by Adanson in 1763),.



Meibomia

named after B. ileibom (1678-1740), a German
botanist.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants

of the family Fabacese. See Desmodium.

Meibomian cyst. Same as chalazion.

meiler ime'li-r), «. [G. metier, MHG.viiler;

origin obscure. The corresponding Bohem.
miler, Pol. millerz, are from the G.] A pile

of wood to be burned into charcoal, irrespective

of the shape ; also, specifically, a rectangular

pile about 25-30 feet in length, 8 feet wide,

and sloping from a heiglit of 2 feet at one

end to 7 or 8 feet at the other, this upward
slope tending to develop a draft in the direc-

tion of the length of the pile and so to secure

uniform progress in the burning. Groves and
Thorp. Chem. Teebnol., I. 105.

meiobar (mi'o-bar), n. [Gr. /jeiuv, less, +
jidpoi, weight.] An area of low barometric
pressure on the daily weather-map : a term in-

troduced by Prestel in 1870.

meiotic, a. See *miotic. Nature, Sept. 26,

1907. p. 556.

Meissner's bodies. Same as Meissner's cor-

;i/(.sc/f.*.

Meister (mis'ter), «. [G.] Master.

Mejidieh, «. Same as Medjidie.

Mekong yellow. See *yellow G and B.

M. E. L. An abbreviation of Master (or Mis-
trvs.'t) of English Literature.

Helaena hoonatonim, hemorrhat'e from the stomach or

bowels in the new-lMirn infant, di-ncted by the passage of

ulteieil lp|»oJ in the 8t.x>ls.—Melsena spuria, simulation

of meliena neonatorum, in which the blood comes from a
Assured nipple of the nurse, not originally from the intes-

tinal ti-act of the child.

melsenic (me-le'nik), a. Imelsena + -ic] Be-
latiiif; to or marked by melsena.

melalgia (mel-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /Jt^oc,

limb, + oXyoc, pain.] Neuralgic pain in one
or more of the limbs.

melam (mel'am), n. [Gr. ui?.i, honey, + E. am-
(moniu).] A colorless granular, pulverulent,

indifferent compound, CgHgXj^, formed by
the rapid heating of ammonium thiocyanate
at 300° C.

melamdim, n. Plural of *melammad.
melamine (mel'am-in), n. \_mekim + -i»ic2.]

A colorless compound, H2NC "^v'-pfkjj^)'* ^'

formed, together with melam, by heating
ammonium cyanate. It crystallizes in mono-
clinic prisms. Also called cyanuramide, tri-

guanide, and triurethriamidin.

melammad (me-lam'ad), «.; pi. melamdim
(-dem). [Heb. (Yiddish m'lamed), < lamad,
learn, teach.] A teacher in a rabbinical

school : especially, the teacher of a heder, or
elementary Jewish school.

Melampsora (mel-amp-s6' ra), n. [NL.
(Castagne, 1843), < Gr. nl'/.aQ ('iut.av-), black,

+ ij/u/m, scab, scale.] A genus of uredineous
fungi having 4 spore forms (spermagonia,
fficidia, uredo- and teleutospores), all pro-

duced on the same host. The secidia are

without peridia and paraphyses, and the
teleutospores form a dark crust on the surface

of the host. The species are numerous and
common, causing rusts of various plants. M.
farinosa is usually abundant on the leaves of

various willows.

Melampsoracex (mel'amp-so-ra'se-e), ». pi.

[.Vlj., < Melampsora + -acex.'\ A family of

uredineous fungi named from the genus Me-
lampsora. The teleutospores are sessile and
usually form flattened masses in the tissue of

the hosl.

melancholia, «—InTOlntlon melancboUa, melan-
cholia fwcurring in advance*! life, during the perio<i of

senile involution. Jour. I'Uitnx. rjnichot. and .S'ci. Methodg,

Dec. 5, 1907, p. 698.— Melancholia attonita, a lonn of

melancholia in which the sulferer shows absolute in-

dilference to all his sun-oundings.

melanconiaces (mel-an-ko-ni-a'se-e), n. pi.

|.VL., < Melanconium + -acem.'] A family of

I'ltngi Imperfecti named from the genus Me-
lanconium. Also written Melanconieie.

melanconiaceoUS (mel-an-ko-ni-a'shius), a.

Pertaining to or belonging to the fungous
family Melanconiaccte.

Melanconiales (mel-an-ko-ni-a'lez), n. pi.

[Nlj., < Melanconium + -ales.'\ An order of

Fungi Imperfecti containing the single family

Melanconiaceee. The spores are usually borne
in superficial cavities without the formation
of a special wall or pycnidium. See *Glteo-

sporium and Melanconium.

Melanconidaces (mel-an-ko-ni-da'se-e), n.pl.

[XL.,< Melanconis (Melanconid-) + -acex.'] A
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family of pyrenomycetous fungi named from
the genus JfeteHconJs and containing 9 genera.

Melanconis (mel' an -ko -nis), n. [NL.
(Tulasne, 1863), referring to the black spores,

< Gr. fit?.aq (^£/.ai'-), black, -I- Koviq {kovi6-),

dust.] A genus of pyrenomycetous fungi,

type of the family Melanconidaceie. It has the
perithecia arranged in a valgoid stroma and producing
elongate necks which break through the surface of the
bark. The spores are ellipsoid or elongate and tmiseptate.

M. modGrnia is a common species occiuring on dead
branches of chestnut,

melanephidrosis(mel-a-nef-i-dr6'sis), n. [Gr.

lii'/.ai; Qn/iii'-), black, ¥ NL. ephidrosis.'] A
form o£ sweating-sickness marked by dark
perspiration.

m^langenr (me-lon-zhir'), n. [F. *melangeur,
m., melangeusc, [., < melanger, mis, < melange,

a mixture.] In candy-making, a mill for grind-

ing and mixing cocoa. One type consists of a gran-

ite roller (sometimes two) traveling in a pan or metal
bed. In another the bed revolves, and the rollers, held

in one position, revolve by friction with the bed. It is

used in mixing cocoa and sugar in making chocolate.

melanian- (me-la'ni-an), a. [F. melanien, < Gr.

fii'Aa^ {fit'Aav-), black.'] In anthropol., used as

the equivalent of *Negrito and also of Negroid.
Owen.

melanidrosis (meKan-i-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

fie/Mi {fieXav-), black, -I- Mp(<jf), sweat, +
-osis.'\ The sweating of a dark-colored fiuid.

melanize (mel'a-niz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. vicl-

ani:ed, ppr. melanizing. [Gr. iiD.ai; {fi£?.av-),

black, -I- -ize.2 To render melanistie ; pro-

duce melanism in.

melano (mel'a-no), n. [Gr. /ilTiac {fuXav-),

black.] An abnormally black or melanistie

animal ; a black animal that would normally
be colored.
The small specimen is a melano, but shows indications

of the normal spotted condition.
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1902, p. 69.

melanocancroid (mel'a-no-kang'kroid), n.

[Gr. ^/of {/ie?.av-), black, -I- "E. cancroid.} An
epithelial tumor containing much pigment
matter.
melanocerite (meKa-no-se'rit), n. [Gr. fii^ac

(ue'/Mv-), b'.ack, + ll. cer(ium) + -I'te^.] A
nuosilicate of the cerium and yttrium metals,

calcium, and other elements. It occurs in

brown to black rhombohedral crystals, and is

found sparingly in southern Norway.
melanochalcite (meHa-no-kal'sit), ». [Gr.

fii'/M( (jic>.av-), black, -I- x'''^-k6^, copper, + -»(<.]

A pitch-black massive mineral substance form-

ing a thin zone about a kernel of cuprite in

nodules the exterior zones of which are made
up of malachite and chrysocoUa. In compo-
sition it is a silicocarbonate of copper with
copper hydroxid. It is found near Bisbee,

Arizona.
melanochlorous (mel'a-no-klo'rus), a. [Gr.

fie'/M( (fi['/.av.), black, + 'xhjp6^, yellow.] Varie-

gated with black and yellow. Mayne.
melanochroid (mel"a-no-kr6'id), a. [melano-

chro{ic) + -id^.] Sa.me sta melanochroic. Keane,
Ethnology, p. 167.

melanocratic (mel'a-no-krat'ik), a. [Gr. fti?.ac

(uf'/av-), black, + "Kpartlv, rule, -t- -ic] In

petrog., noting igneous rocks characterized by
a preponderance of dark-colored minerals, or

rather of minerals, chiefly ferromagnesian.

that are normally dark-colored: contrasted

with *leucocratic rocks. Brogger, 1896.

melanocyte (mel'a-no-sit), n. [Gr. fie?.a(

{fu/.av-), black, + /(vrof,'a hollow (a cell).] In

palhol., a lymphocyte, or wandering amoeboid
cell, containing dark pigment-granules.

melanoderma (mel'a-no-der'ma), n. [Gr. /if/.«£

{/i€/.av-), black, -*- 'icpiia, skin.] Dark dis-

coloration of the skin ; melasma.
melanodermic (mel*a-n6-d^r'mik), a. [mela-

noderma) + -ic] "Having a dark-colored

skin. Jliwk, Med. Handbook, I. 110.

melanogallic (meKa-no-garik), a. [Gr. fiilac

(fir'/.av-), black, -I- E. gallie^.'] Noting an
acid, an amorphous, odorless, tasteless com-
pound, C6H4O2, formed by heating gallic or

tannic acid. Also called gallhuminic acid

and metagallic acid.

melanogen (me-lan'o-jen), n. [Gr. ftBa(

(lii'/jiv-), black, + -gen, -producing.] The color-

less mother substance, or chromogen, of uri-

nary melanin.
Melanogrammus (mel 'a -no -gram 'us), n.

[NL., < Gr. iit'Aa^ (fiehiv-), black, + ypaiJfii;,

line.] A genus of gadoid fishes, known as

haddock, found on both coasts of the North
Atlantic.

Melasmia

melanoid, a. II. n. A pigment resembling
or belonging to the melanins.
melanoidin (mel-a-noi'din), «. [melanoid +
-in'^.} A melanin derived from the albumins:
a term introduced by Schmiedeberg.
Melano-Fapuan (meFa-no-pap'u-an), a. Con-
nected with the black races and the Papuan
race (which is itself one of the black races of
Melanesia). Keane, Ethnology, p. 288.

melanophore (mel'a-no-fdr)^ n. [Gr. /leAag

{/xe'Aav-), black, -1- -<l>opo(, beanng,< (pcpciv, bear.]
1. A large cell which contains dark pig-
ment-granules. Typical examples occur in the
common fence-lizard, Anolis, which turns
from green to brown. Nature, Jan. 28, 1904,

p. 304.— 2. The dark-brown chromatophore
of the algas.

melanopnyl, melanophyll (mel'a-no-fil), n.

[Gr. pe?.a( (iitAxiv-), black, + (l>vU.ov, leaf.]

The yellow-brown coloring-matter of the di-

atoms, composed of diatomin and chlorophyl,
and supposed to be similar to the phffiophyl of
the brown algae.

melanoplakia (mel"a-n9-pla'ki-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. pehic (i^^'amv-), black, + n'Ad^ (tt/Iok-), ailat
thing.] The formation of dark patches on
the tongue.

melanose''^ (mel'a-nos), a. [melanosis.'] Char-
acteristic of or affected with melanosis.
melanosed (mel'a-nost), ^. a. Affected with
nirlano.sis.

melanostibian (mel"a-no-stib'i-an), «. [Gr.
pl?.a( (UfAMv-), black, -f- NL. sUl)i{itm) + -an.]

An antimonate of iron and manganese oc-
curring in black foliated masses: found in
Sweden.
Melanostigma (meFa-no-stig'ma), re. [NL.,
< Gr. /if/.Qf {fiEAav-), black, + ariypa, point.]

^
Metanostigma patnntetas.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

A genus of fishes, belonging to the fsBnily

Zoarcidie, found in the deep sea off both coasts
of North America.
melanotrichous (mel-a-not'ri-kus), a. [Gr.
p0.av<Spi^ (Tpix-,) black-haired, < Gr. //tXaf

{pc7.av-), black, 4- Sp/'f (rpix-), hair.] Having
black hair; black-haired.

melanotype, «. 2. A glass negative mounted
on black and used as a positive.— 3. A black
print.

Melanthiacese (me-lan-thi-a'se-e), to.jp?. [NL.
(Lindley, 1830), earlier Melanthacese (Robert
Brown, 1810), < Melanthium + -acess.] A fam-
ily of monocotyledonous plants of the order
Liliales, the bunch-flower family, typified by
the genxm Melanthium (which see). It is in-

cluded by many authors in the Liliacese,\mt is

distinguished from it mainly by the septicidal

capsule and the absence of bulbs. The family
includes the hellebore, the bellwort, the bog-
asphodel, and the blazing-star or devil's-bit.

melanthiaceoUS (me-lan-thi-ii'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant family Melanthiaceee.

melanthin ( mel ' an - thin ), re. [Gr. piehic

(ficAMv-), black, + avdoc, flower, -f -in'-'.] A
glucoside, 02063307(1), contained in the seeds
of Nigella sativa.

melannre (mera-nflr), n. [NL. melanura (see

def.), < Gr. p'cMvovpoc, black-tailed, < piAag

(fuAav-), black, -I- ovpd, tail.] A sparoid fish,

Oblada melnnura, found in the Mediterranean.

melanurenic (mel'a-nu-ren'ik), a. [melanur-

{ic) + -en- + -ic] Noting an acid, the same
as *ammelide.

melanuresis (mel'a-nu-re'sis), M. [NL., < Gr.
fiiAag (fte'Aiav-), black, -1- o!)pr/aic, urination.]

The passage of dark-colored urine, usually
containing melanin.

melaphyre, ». it is proposed, in the field classifica-

tion accompanying the quantitative system of classification

of igneous rocks (see *rocA:l), to restore the tenn mela.
phyre to its early significance and apply it to all dark-
colored porphyries, of any composition.

Melasma gravidarum, discoloration of the skin oc-

curring in pregnant women.—Melasma universale, a
discoloration of almost the entire surface of the body,
occurring in the aged.

Melasmia (me-las'mi-ii), n. [NL. (L6veill6,

1846), < Gr. /leAaafia, a black spot, black color.]

A genus of Fungi Imperfecti, of the family

Leptostromatacex, having dimidiate pycnidia

in a black scutellate stroma. The species are

mostly stages in the development of Rhytisma.
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the familyJf. acer»"n<i is the pyenidial condition of iJAy- typical genns of
tisma acerinum. See *E1iytisma. Schraid-, 1803.

melassic, «. 2. Notingr an acid, a colorless Melicertidse (mel-i-s6r'ti-de), ?i

compound, CgHeOs (f), formed by the action
of alkali on glucose.

melassigenic (me-las-i-jen'ik), a. Imelasses
(F. iiii'lasse). molasses, + -genie.'] Producing
molasses, or tending to increase the pro-
portion of molasses to crystallized sugar
obtained in sugar-making. A large amount of min-
eral salts in beet-juice or caue-juice and the 'inpernion'
of nnu'li of the sucrose present are melassigenic in effect.

Melbourn rock. See *rofAi.

Melbury marble. See *marble.
Melchizedekian (mel-kiz-e-dek'i-an),r!. [LL.
"Mtirliisideciiiniis, MGr. M.eAxice(ieKiami, <
Me/.x'deSeK, Melchizedek.] One of a sect which
was founded about 210 a.d. as a branch of
the Theodotians. The sect afi&rmed that Mel-
chizedek was not a man, but a divine power,
without father or mother, the true priest, who ~piji,V
was intercessor not only for men but for angels "^^"'f°'t

and thus superior to Christ.

MelcMzedekite (*mel-kiz'e-dek-it), n. [MGr.
M£>.xiai''ittcirai, pi.] Same as *Melehize<lelcian.

meld (meld), ('. t. [G. melden, mention,
announce.] In penuchlc, to announce (any
counting combination in the hand), such as
sequence in trumps, 150; in card-games in
general, to declare.

When a player yiiHdit any combination, he must lay
down the cards of wliicli his meld consists face upwards
on the table I)esit!e liini ; lie can make use of any of these
exposed cards to play to a trick, but the remainder (if any)
must remain exposed until the talon is exiiausted.

Amer. Uoyle, p. 204.

meld (meld), «. {meld, i;.] In penuchle, the

melon
Melicertklae. impetigo.-Kemaera. florescens, eczema of the face

with yellow, honeycomb-like crusts. iJunuiimm.
'

pi. {Meli- melitagria (mel-i-tag'ri-a), n. Same as *mell-
certa + -idse.] A family of social rotifers, of '".'/'".

the order Rhizota, having a corona without melitagrous (mel-i-tag'rus), a. [rnelitagia +
setigerous lobes, the mouth lateral, the -o"*.] Pertaining to, of the nature of, or guf.
velum in the form of a continuous marginal fering from, melitagra or impetigo.
band bent upon itself at the dorsal surface in melltis (me-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gt. li^h
such a manner as to encircle the corona twice, + -Hix.'] Inflammation of the cheek,
and the trophi malleoramate. It includes the Melitodes (mel-i- to ' dez), n. [NL.

oi', cheek.

genera Melicerta, LacinuUiria, Megalotrnchn,
TrochospJisera, Conochilm, lAmnias, Cephalo-
siphon, and (Ecistes.

melicha, «. See *meUha.
melichroous (me-lik'ro-us), a. [Gr. fielixpoo(,
honey-colored, < /li'/.t,' honey, 4- xpod, color.]
Having the color of honey.
Melichthys (me-lik'this), k. [Gr. tit?.(a^),

black, -f ixBvg, a fish.] A genus of balistoid
fishes found in tropical seas.
]" melicha (meri-chii), n. [Heb., <

malah, v.. salt, melah, n., salt.] The Jewish Dielitriose (me-lit'ri-6s), n.

process of salting meat in preparing it for OT*ruffinosc.

kosher food. See *kasher)i.

melilite-basalt (mel ' i- lit - ba - salt'), n. See
*basalt.

melilot,

< Gr.
lit/iTliitK, like honey, < ii17.i(t-), honey, +
ddoc, form. ] The typical genus of the family
Melitodidie. Verrill, 1864.
Melitodidae (mel-i-to'di-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Melifudcs + -idse.'] A family of gorgona-
cean Alcyonaria, having the axis jointed and
consisting of alternate portions of calcareous
and soft homy substance, and without an
epithelial layer around the central rod. It
contains several genera, among them being
Melitodefi, Mopselki, Clafhraria, and J'arisis.

Same as melitose,

announcement of any counting combination in "1 • "Vi'r2 / ,
"™

-:
'

the hand: as, a meld ot 60 queens; in card-
melliute2 (mel i-mt).

u, ".—Bluemelilot, the Swiss melilot or old sow,
Triijimella cmrulea. It is a native of southeastern
Europe and has blue flowers collected into heads.

melilotic (mel-i-lot'ik), a. [Melilotus + -»c.]
Noting an acid, a colorless

HO.C6H4CH2CH2COOH. found in yellow meli-
lot, MelUotus officinalis, and prepared by the
reduction of coumarin. It forms long trimet-
ric crystals and melts at 83° C. Also called
orthohydroxxjcoumaric acid.

,
, 11. [Gr. ftiiXivo^, of the

apple or quince, of a quince color (< //r/P.oi-,

apple, quince), + -itc^.] A yellow clay-like
mineral obtained from Amberg, Bavaria.

mgl6e, «. 2. ThaTpartTfThe glme of halma ^f^^JP^
A™?^''""^^ f^h ^

Gr. p//l..of,

ieces of thfi t.wn ^lBv».« o<..„„„ of quince color See */«e?»»fc2.] In chem.,
an early name for the metal cadmium.
Meliola (mel-
i-o'la), n.

[NL. "(Fries,

1825), in allu-

sion to the
shape of the
perithecia,
dim. < Gr.
/lijlov, apple.]
A genus of
aseomycetousl
fungi of some
what doubtful
relationship,
placed by
some authors
in the order
Pcrisporiales.
The mycelium MtUoia Pmzi^.

forms a SOOtv ."• l^^'s^^owing the fungus
: *,peritheciuni

I0W0,. r. fVi
^'*" portions of the mycelium, magnified: c.layer on tne ascus containing spores : rf. three ascospores.

surface of the '>'B'?ly"'»S:'ii'ii:<i. (FromSaccarado's"Hun)ji
1 rm_ Italici. •)

leaves. The
perithecia are black and without a regular
opening. About 130 species have been de-
scribed, and they occur chiefly in the warmer
regions of the earth. M. Fenzigi causes the

Island of Melos-(one of the Cyclades) or to '°?|y f«ii°'/'-5?"" ^^"/.^^C
luctions meliorative (me lyo-ra-tiv).

games in general, a declaration. Amer. Hoyle,
p. 202.

Meldola's blue. Same as new blue.

in which the pieces of the two players occupy
the same part of the board.
melem (mel'em), n. [niel{am) + -em (a mere
substitution).] A white amorphous compound,
C6HgN]o(f), left undissolved when melam is

digested with potassium hydroxid.
melene (mel'en), «. [Gr. uiVi, honey, + -ene.~\

A colorless, crystalline, olefinie hydrocarbon,
CsoHgo, prepared by the distillation of bees-
wax. It melts at 62° C.

meletin (mel'e-tin), n. lmel{in) + -et + -ij|2.]

A decomposition-product of meUn, probably
identical with quereitin.

melezibiose (mel-e-zib'i-6s), n. \melezi{tose)
+ biosc.] A disallowed form for *melezitose.

melezitose (me-lez'i-tos), n. [F. milezitnse

;

cf. *mclizitose.i A colorless dextrorotatory car-
bohydrate, Ci8H320ie+2H20, obtained in
southern France from the sweet exudation of
the young twigs and needles of the larch,
Abies Larix, and from Alhagi Camelorum from
.Asia. It forms small, lustrous, hard, mono-
elinie crystals, and melts at 140° C. In
France it is sometimes used in pl&<!e of sugar.
In India it is employed as an aperient. Also
called nwlezitriose.

melezitriose (mel-e-zit'ri-6s), n. Same as
*melezit-03e.

llelian (me'li-an), a. Of or pertaining to the

its productions
Of the last kind is the most of the Bhodian ware, and

that which lay thickly just below the surface at Phylakopi,
and is not of Melian manufacture.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 67.

mellanthaceous (mel"i-an-tha'shius), a. Be-
loii(,'iiig to the plant family Melianthacese.

melibiase (me-lib'i-as), «. [Gr. fti7.i, honey,
+ Imuie (?).] Same as *raffinase.

melibiose (me-lib'i-6s), »." [Gr. fiili, honey,
+ E. biosg.} A colorless pulverulent dextroro-
tatory carbohydrate, Ci2H220ii, prepared by
the acMon of dilute acids'on melitriose (raf-
finose).

melic^ (mel'ik), n. [L. melic(a).2 A plant
of the genus Melica.
melicera (mel-i-se'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. litXi,

honey, + KijpoQ, wax.] Same as meliceris

;

also, same a,a porrigo, and favus, 2.

meliceria (mel-i-se'ri-a), n. Sa,me aa*melicera.
meliceroma (me-lis-e-ro'ma), n.

; pi. meli-
ceromato (-ma-ta). [NL., &amelicer(is)+-oma.'i
Same as meliceris.

Melicerta (mel-i-Bir'ta,), ». [NL., < L. Meli-
certa, Gr. MeXiKipTvc, name of a sea-god.] The

melizitase (mel-i-zi'tas), «. [melizit(ose) -(-

-«.se.] A ferment which causes the inversion
of melizitose (a higher polysaccharide).

melizitose (mel-i-zi'tos), n. [Varied from
melezitose. Cf. melitose.'] A carbohydrate, of
the composition CisHggOxg, found in various
kinds of manna,

compound, mellaginous (me-laj'i-nus), a. [NL. meUogo
{melkigin-), a substance like honey, + -ous.]
Of the nature of or resembling honey.
Melletes (me-le'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. lul^rrrii^,
loiterer. The fish remains in shallow pools as
the tide recedes.] A genus of eottoid fishes
known from Alaska.
melligenous (me-lij'e-nus), a. [L. mel (viell-),
honey, + -jfi-;??, -producing.] Honey-produc-
ing

; that yields honey. [Bare.]
mellogen (mel'o-jen), n. [L. mel (tnell-),
honey, -t- -gen, -producing.] A black, brittle,
amorphous compound, CiiH204.1^H20, pre-
pared by the electrolysis of" acidified water
with gas-carbon electrodes. It does not melt.
Mellone hydrid. Same as *cyamellone.
mellonide (mel'o-nid), n. [mellone t- -irfel.]
The general name, in organic chemistry, of
salts of mellone.
mellophanic (mel-o-fan'ik) a. [L. mel (mell-),
honey, + Gr. -<j>av?/c, <?>a!Vf060;, appear.] Noting

an acid, a colorless compound, C6H2(C00H)4,
prepared by the oxidation of the corresponding
tetramethyl-benzeiie. It forms small, ill-de-
fined crystals and melts at 238° C. Also 1, 2,
3, 6-bcnzenc-tetra-cnrboxylic acid.

melodial (me-16'di-al), o. [melody + -al'^.]

Pertaining to melody ; melodic.
melodramatize (mel-o-dram'a-tiz), V. t; pret.
and pp. melodramatiz'ed, ppr. "melodramatizing.
[melodrama (t-) + -ize.] To make a melodrama
of; render melodramatic.
melody, «—Melody curve, in phoneiict, a curve or
graphic tracing which represents the melodic course
(changes of tonal pitch) of a spoken word or sentence.
.Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 479.

melody-organ (mero-di-6r"gan), «. An organ
so constructed that the highest tone of chords
can be made louder or more emphatic than the
other tones.

melody-string (mel'o-di-string'), n. Same as
chanterelle, 1.

*^ries,

., ,
ything

written.] A genus of pyrenomycetous fungi
of the family Melogrammataccse. It has the
perithecia more or less buried in a black
somewhat cushion-shaped or elevated stroma.
The spores are elongate, brown, and several-
septate. M. ragans is a common species on
dead branches of Carpinus in Eui-ope and
America.
Melogrammatacese (mel"o-gram-a-ta'se-e), V.
pi. [NL., < Mclogramma {Melogramm'at-) +
-aceie.] A family of pyrenomycetous fungi
named from the genus Melogramma and con-
taining 8 genera.
melolonthin (mel-o-lon'thin), w. [Melo-
lontli(a) -f- -in-.] A colorless compound,
C5H12O3N2S, contained in the cockchafer,
Melolontlia vulgaris. It crystallizes in silky,
lustrous plates, and decomposes without
melting.

(me-lis'i-len), n. [Gr. /iihaaa, melonl, w.—Bacterloslsof the melon. !^ee*bacteri.
+ -ene.] Same as *melene. osi'n.— Indian melon, tlie barrel-cactus, Echinoracttu.— Jour. Amer. Folk-lure, April-June, 1902, p. 109. [Col-

orado.]— Melon vlne-borer. Same as tgutuh itvitu-

serving"" m^ke 'better"; Vhat"'tendT*to"ward ^!i?P?'^™*
(mel-6-gram'a), n. [NL. (F;

betterment. 1^49), < Gr. /leAac, black, + -jpauua, anyt]

Here would come the so-called meliorative and pejora-
tive developments in word-meaning, whereby, e.g.,
steward, " the sty-ward," becomes the title of a great
officer of the realm and the name of a line of kings; or,
on the other side, sou (Lat solldus) passes from the name
of agold coin to that of one of proverbially insignificant
value. Encyc. Brit., iXXI. 678.

melis(meris), ». [G., < Gr. |UtA;, honey.] A
kind of lump-sugar made in Germany bv
warming up the ' massecuite ' from the vacuum-
pan until most of the small crystals which
have begun to form are redissolved, filling
into molds and allowing the whole to solidify.

melissic (me-lis'ik), a. [Gr. ntliaoa, honey,
+ -ic] Of' or pertaining to honey.—Melissic
acid, a colorless compound, C^gir.-.uCOOH, prepared by
heating melissyl alcohol with calcium and potassium
hydroxids at 220° C. It crystallizes in silky, lustrous
plates and melts at 90* C. It is the highest known mem-
ber of the series of normal aliphatic acids.

Melissyl alcohol, a substance found in beeswax.
melissylene
honey, + -y

melitagra (mel-i-tag'ra), ?i. [NL., < Gr. /lili,

(jie'/.i--), honey, + &ypa, a catching.] Same as Iwrer.



melon-beetle

melon-beetle (mel'on-be tl), n. Any one of

several beetles infesting melon plants, notably

the ehrysomelids DiabroUca rittata, D. duo-

decimpttnctata, and, in the western United
States, n. trhittata. See *cucumber-beetle.

meloncns (me-long'kus), ».; pi. melonci (-lon'-

8i). [Gr. fifi'Mv, cheek, -I- SyKo^, a mass.] Tu-

mor of the cheek.

melon-fly (mel'on-fli), 71. A trypetid fly, Da-
cus i-ucitrbitee, whose larvce bore into melons,

cucumbers, and other cueurbitaceous fruit in

Hawaii.
melon-fruit (mel'on - frot), «. The papaw.
Bartlrtt.

melongena(rael-on-je'na), ». [Also melinzane,

meUuKjeno: < It. melanzana.'] The egg-plant,

Solamtm Meloiigena.

melon-hood (mel'on-hud), H. A kind of fungus,

Bi/i/ritpluinis pratensu. -V. E. l>.

melonist (mel'on-ist), n. [melou^ + -ist.'] One
who eultivates'melons. N. E. D.

melonite (mel'o-nit), n. [Named from the Me-
lonesemine, in Calaveras county, California.] A
nickel telluride (perhaps Ni2Te3), which occurs

in reddish-white granular forms with metallic

luster: found in California and also in Colo-

rado.

melon-louse (mel'on-lous), n. An American
plant-louse, Aphis f/ossypii, which damages the
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to the second chamber, heating the metal in part and es-

caping at the top. The illustiutioii shows two chambers
at this point of the operation. The gas is then turned off,

tlie cover of tlie flret chamber is removed, and tlie chamber
is turned over until the liquid metal pours out into the
ladle on the fl<x>r The chamber is turned back and re- Membranip0ridaB(mem"bra-ni-p6'ri-de), n. pi
charged, the top being left open. The top of the second r TTT.. 7."" .^," .,"s i 7J_ " " " c" A'. J' " A^^

menageiist

Membranipora (mem-bra-nip'o-ra), )!. [NL.,
< L. membrana, membrane, 4- Gr. vdpo^, pore.]
The typical genus of the family Mcmbrani-
poridx. Blainville.

t

chamber is then closed and the gas is turned on at that
end, when the whole process is reversed and, by thus al-

ternating the two chambers, the work of the furnace be-
comes pi-actically continuous.

melting-hole (mel'ting-hol), n. A furnace
for melting steel in the crucible process.

Phillips and liauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 348.

mem (mam), n. [Heb. mem (mdyim, waters),
Samaritan viem, Syr. Ar. mim, etc. ; in Gr. /li),

later fiv. See If.] The thirteenth letter (D)
in the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the
English m. Its numerical value is XL.
mem. An abbreviation (6) [cap.'] of member;
(c) of the Latin memento, remember; (rf) of

memoir.

member, ". 4. </) in the classlflcation of the sedi-

mentary rocks adopted by the Vnited States Geological

Smrey, one of the component elements of a fonnation.

5. In Etig. law, a place where a custom-house
has been kept of old time, with officers or
deputies in attendance. Such localities were
lawful places of exportation or importation.
Bouricr, Law Diet.

eaves and young shoots of melons, as well as jnemberment (mem'ber-ment), n. [^member -t-

of cotton, orange, and many other trees and
plants. See cut under *cotton-aphis.

melon-moth (mel'pn-moth), H. The adult of

the melon-caterpillar (which see).

melonry (merou-ri), n. Imelon^ + -ry.] A
place where melons are grown.
melon-ware (mel'on-war), w. Pottery made
in the form and coloring of a small melon.
Melon-ware was made extensively in the

eighteenth century by Whieldon, Wedgwood,
and other English potters.

melon-wood (mel'pn-wud), »!. A yellow Mexi-
can wood resembling sandalwood, used for

furniture. Treas. Jiot.

melophare (mel'6-far), n. [6r. fie?.oc, song, +
i^pof, lighthouse.^ A lantern fitted with oiled

paper on which music is written, so that it

can be read at night, as in serenading.

melo-tragedy(iuel-o-traj'e-di), n. [Or. ft0.o{i:),

song, + E. tragedy.] A musical or operatic

tragedy.

He
I
Alflere) composed a lort of drama, altoeether new,

which he called a melo-trafjedy. His object here was to

unit* the music . . . with the grandeur and pathos of

tragedy. J. Uobhause, Hist. lUustr. Ch. Har., p. 402.

melotype (mero-tip), n. [Appar. irreg. < Gr.

/jf/ar, black, -I- fiToc, type. The name would
allude confusedly to the dark room that is not

required.] 1. In jjAotoj., a photograjihic pro-

cess which permits development at any time

and does not require a dark room.—2. A pic-

ture made by this process.

melting-furnace, ». 2. A gas-fumaee used
to melt gold, silver, copper, nickel, or other

hard metals placed within it in a crucible. For
melting lead, type-metal, and other soft metals
an iron pot is used instead of a crucible.—
Rotary melting-furnace, an oil. or gas-furnace having
two cylindriLjil Hteel chambers lined with flre-clay and
placeil end Ut end on rollers for cNjnvenience in rotating

one or the other, independently, in charging and pouring
out the melted roetaL The cut shows a lengthwise section

ment.] The manner of arrangement of parts

in a complex body. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VII. 313.

membrana (mem-bra'na), ». ;
pi. membranm

(-ne). [L.] Same as »ie»i6raHe.—Membrana
flacclda. the tympanic membrane where it passes over
the notch of Kivini.—Membrana gremulosa, a layer

of yellow granules lining the Graatian follicle.— Mem-
brana propria, one of various membranes which cover

or line organs or cavities, such as the pia mater, the
membrane covering the cartilage of the Eustachian tube,

a fibrous ad<lition to the periosteum of the sternum, etc.

— Membrana putamlnls, the membrane lining the in-

ner snrfjice of the shell of a bird's egg.— Membrana
reticulata, a finely reticulate membrane which covers

the organ of Corti in the ear.— Membrana serosa^ (n)

.Same as XTdif^ ineinbrani', (fj) Same as/a/^e aj/uuV)?!.

—

Membrana tympanl .Same as tympanic viembrane
(which see, under membrane).

membranate (mem' bra-nat), a. [NL. mem^
braiiatus, < membrana. 'See membrane.] Hav-
ing a membrane or membranes ; covered with
membranes. Robson, Brit. Flora, iii. 7.

membranated (mem'bra-na-ted), a. Same as
*memhranate.
membrane, n.— Acherson's membrane, a shoath of

casein « hich incloses the milk-glohnlis, preventing their

coalescence.—Alar membrane. See *ii/(ir.—Basilar
membrane of the eye. .See *(«i«iVnr.— Bowman's
membrane. .Same as Bouinaun *iai/i?r.— Carglle

[Membranipor(a) + -ids.] A family of chilo-

stomatous ectoproctous polyzoans, having the
zoarium calcareous or membranocalcareous,
the zoooeia forming an irregular continuous ex-
pansion, or in linear series with raised mar-
gins, and more or less membranous in front.
It contains the genera Membranipora, Electra,

Biflustra, Amphiblestrum, Megapora, and Fove-
olaria.

membranoid (mem'brS-noid), a. \rnemhran{e)
+ -old.] Resembling a membrane; mem-
braniform,

membrette (mem-bref), II. [F., < memhre,
member.] An alette; also, less accurately,
any small shallow pilaster.

Memorandum clause. See ^'clause.

memory, «.— Affective memory. See -kaffectire.—

Associative memory, in physUd., that capacity of the
t)rgunisni in virtue of which a given stinmlus produces not
only the etfects to which it is adequate, but also the
effects of other stimuli which formerly affected the organ-
ism ooincidentally with the given stimulus ; sometimes
regarded as a criterion of the existence of mind in the
organism stimulated.—Emotional memory, affective

memory.— Functional memory, in I'f^t/rbut., a memory
connected always with the exercise of some bodily func-
tion and not meditated by free ideas. See the extract.

The second category contains those animals possessing
primitive instincta . . . and functional -memory, i. e.,

memory connected always with some bodily function.
The animal perceives, in the external world, the con-
ditions of satisfying the primary instincts ; but this

consciousness is strictly connected with the return of
functional need, and leaves no independent image in the
nervous organism. Ainer. Jour. J*tfychol., XII. 204.

Intellectual memory, in 7»n/cAo^, memory of sensations
and of their derivatives: opposed Ui *afective memory.
T. Ribot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. ItU'i.- Kines-
thetic memory, in i^sf/cAo?. : (a) Memoryof bodily move-
ment. Such memory may be mediated by images of
sight, hearing, ete., or by kinesthetic images. Jlaldxcin,

Diet of Philos. and Psychol., I. 509. (b) llemory as medi-
ated by kinesthetic images in the narrower sense.—Medi-
ate memory. Same as mediate kasgociaiion, H'.

lI'iimK (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 24:i.—Memory
apparatus, in ptycfiol., an apparatus for the study (»f

memory and association which consists, in principle, of a
screen with a window, behind which pass at regular in-

tervals series of words, pictures, nonsense-syllables, etc.

—Memory-consciousness, in pnychol,, mind as it is

when we are remembering something; the disposition or
arrangement of mind during an act or process of recall.

Ji. B. Tilchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 1.—Motor mem-
ory, in paychol.. memory l)y means or in terms of motor
or "kinesthetic images. Avier. Jour. Psychol., XI. 7.

—

Muscular memory. &fime HRyni'tiir-kmemory. F. Gal-
ton, Uunnm Faculty, p. IIW.—Pitch memory, in p«i/cA()(.,

memory of t^mal pitch ; speciffcally, the ability accurately

to recall the pitch of a tone or clang, or the key of a
melody. Amer. Jour. Pgychol., XII. 4t)9.

membrane; a thin animal membrane, such as gold-beat-
memorT-Cell (mem ' 6 -ri-sel), n. A special

ers' skin, employed to prevent adhesions of opposeil
™«™?/J ^^jj supposei to be the Seat of the

memoi'y-image of a sensation : opposed to

sensory cell.

We assume, therefore, that the sensation of the rose is

produced in certain ganglion-cells, and that these nu-
merous sensory cells transmit their excitation further to

one other panglion-cell, a vwinnrifcHl.

T. Ziehen (trans.). Introd. to I'hysiol. Psychol., p. 156.

. of the inenihr'ane around" the rectum memory-idea (niem'6-ri-i-de'''ii), 7i. In psifchol..

n'VMm;i"'A.so";iru"''r:;«,-,:J';i;; a reproduced idea; an idea of a remembered

raw surfaces after an operation. .)/(•</. Jtecnrd, March 7.

ISKB, p. :«*-.—Dermal membrane, in sponges, the outer

iiorous skin.—Deacemet's membrane. Same as jiicm-

Irnne o/Z)ewi""r».—Drum membrane. Siiine as (;/m-

panic membranf. —Muxley'a membrane or layer, a

jiortion of the inner n"it-slieath of the mammaiian hair

which consists of polyunriiil cells with clearly defined

nuclei.—Membrane Of Duddell. Same as membrane of

/J?inour«.- Osborne membrane, in lepidopterous lar-

viE, the stretche«l part of t'

and in the anal legs. V
in the transformation ... ,,..,-... ....... ^......« .- ^

i,- '4. f
in«n(iro<i/!.—Pertpodal membrane, in enttmi., that por- Object or event.

tion of the hyrMMierniis of bolonietatx^lic insects which Memory-ideas are aroused by sense-perceptions, and
lines the perip*Klal cavity.—Peritoneal membrane, in again inteirupted by new impressions,
tracheate arthrcj|")ds, the epithelial 1h\ er of the tracheffi. )(. fymidt (trans.), Human and Animjll Psychol., p. 282.

Also called ectotrnrhea.— teTitTO-phic membrane, a •_,.„-
chitinous tube within the alimentiiry canal of many in- memOry-image
sects which eat solid indigestible fooii : probably a secre-

tion of the chyliflc st<jmach.—Reissner'a membrane.
See membrane 0/ TinMiier.— Retaining membrane.
Same as (Mborne *membrane.— Reticulate membrane,
the net-like membrane covering the oigaii of 1 "rti in the

ear.—Shrapnell's membrane. Same as *niembrana
/!nc<rirf<i. Tympanlform membrane, the membrana
tympaniforniis, uiiirh takes part in the formation of the

syrinx in birds and is stretched between the lower bron-

Section of Rotary Meldng-fumace.

a, furnace: *, fire-clay lining: f, ga» or oi) and air inlet; rf,

<rame supporting furnace ; e, rollers on wtiicti furnace rotates ; y,
hand-wheel for rotating furnace : r. ^. outleu for products of com.
tiustion, one dosed, one open : A. A, controls of fuel and air supply,

one open, one closed ; 1, ladle ready to receive liquid metal when
furnace is turned over.

through the furnace. The pipes at the ends are for the oil

and the airbUst. and the hand-wheels are used to rotate

each chamber. The furnace-chambers are divided into

halves for convenience In putting In the lining, and in

operation are closed airtight. Each chamber has an

opening at the top, one being shown open and the other

closed, and there is an opening from one chamber to the

other for the passage of the flames. In ojwration each

chamber is charged with metal, and oil or |?as turned on

at one end. The flame of the burning gas melts the metal

In the flrit chamber, and the waste heat passes through

S.— 50

(mem 'o-ri-ira " aj), n. In
jifychoJ., the reproduction in kind of a sensa-

tion or sense-perception; the sensation or
sense-perception as it is pictured in memory.
Memory-imagen, it is true, cannot be directly aroused

through external sense impressions, but follow them after

a longer or shorter interval.

ir. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 22.

Mempbite, n. 2. The language now spoken
in the neighborhood of ancient Memphis, and
forming one of the main divisions of Coptic

;

also, formerly, the adjacent Coptic dialect

,, - - . T t . now called Bohairic.
membrane-pipe (mem bran-pip), n. In phonet., jiemphitic empire, theancient empire or earliest period

a pipe with nicrabranous reeds ; a tube across of Egyptian liist.>ry, from the first to the tentli dynasties

the end of which membranes are stretched: ' ' ' ' "'" ' '
'""

used to illustrate the action of the vocal cords.

Membrane pipes . . . form convenient instruments for

illustrating the effect of tension on the pitch of the mem.
brane. but are decidedly liable to mislead In implying

that the vix'al bands vibrate like membranes and that the

tension is obtained wholly by bringing the points of sup-

port further apart. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 267.

membranin (mem'bra-nin), n. [membrane -t-

chial half-rings. It is described as membrana interna

and membrana e.rterna, according Vi its position on the

Internal or external side of the bronchus.— Virginal
membrane. Same as /i,7?nea2.—Vitreous membrane.
Same as membrane of Bruch.

inclusive : characterized, especially in the fourth and
fifth dynasties, by the realism and dignity of its sculpture

and the importance of its monuments, such as the Great

Sphinx and the great pyramids of Gizeh.

menachite (men'a-kit), «. lAlenachan, prop.

Mcnacean, a locality in Cornwall, + -ite"^.]

An imperfectly examined ingredient in black

magnetic sand, later identified by Klaproth

^^^^ _^
with the metal titanium which he discovered.

-in2.] Ahyalogen (possibiy a glueoalbumin) menagerlst (me-naj ' e -rist), »(. One who
found in Descemet's membrane and the cap- forms, owns, or exhibits a menagerie, or col-

Bule of the crystalline lens. lection of wild animals.



Menandrian

Menandrian irae-nandri-an), H. A member
of oue of the most aucieiit branches of the
Gnostics, so called from the leader, Menander,
thought to have been a disciple of Simon
Magus. He asserted that he was the Messiah,
offering salvation through baptism in his

name, and promising immortality to his fol-

lowers.

mend, ^^ ^—To mend the furl. Same as to m^nd
^rtiait.

mendee (men'de). u. [Also mindy, niendy ;

Hind, mendhi.'] The plant Laicsotiia alba, a
variety of henna. It affords the henna dye
extensively used in Mohammedan countries

for dyeing the hands and the hair. Yule and
BurneU.

Mendelian (men-de'li-an), a. [Mendel (see

def.) + -ian.'] Of or" pertaining to Gregor
Johann Mendel (1822-84), an Austrian natural-

ist and ecclesiastic, or to the theoretical in-

terpretations of his experiments in heredity or

of others of like character: as, the Mendelian

law of heredity. See ancestral ''inheritance.

With the discovery of the Mendelian principle the prob-

lem of evolution passes into a new phase.
Batetunand Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soo., 1902,

[L 126.

Mendelian hybrid. See *hybrid.

SSendelianism (men-de'li-an-izm), n. Same as

*M(udeHsm.
The " purity of the germ "idea applies quite as well to

the law of ancestral inheritance as to Mendelianism and
is in harmony with it. Scieiice, Feb. 5, 1904, p. 214.

Mendelisin(mon'del-izm), ». \_Mendel + -ism.1

The theory of hybridity and heredity proposed
by Gregor Johann Mendel (1822-84) and re-

vived in later yeare by De Vries, Bateson, and
others. See ancestral "^inheritance.

The breeder wants to preser\'e the desirable characters

or traits and eliminate the undesirable ones, but under
the strict interpretation of Mendeli»m this is difficult.

Science, March 20, 1903, p. 451.

Mendelize (men'del-iz), v.i.; pret. and pp.
.)Iriiilcli:ed, ppr. Mendelizing. To confoi-m to

Mendel's law of ancestral inheritance. See
ancestral "^inheritance.

We do not know what plants will Mendelize until we
try. L. II. Baileij, Plant Breeding, p. 171.

Mendelssohnian (men-del-s6'ni-an), a. In

music, pertaining to or in the style of the Ger-

man composer Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
(1809-47).

mendole (man-dol'), n. [F. mendole. It. men-
dole.} A small Mediterranean fish. Smarts
ga^arella, or some similar species : formerly
called caclierel.

meneclinoid (men-e-klin'oid), M. [Gr. f';vr!,

the moon, + n/Jvew, bend, -I- -oid.'] In math.,

a catenary.

Menelaion (men-e-la'yon), n. [Gr. Meve?Mlov,

iUne'/.driov, < Mevi/Mof, Menelaus.] A temenos
or shrine in honor of Menelaus, the Homeric
hero. The Menelaion at Sparta was excavated
in 1889-90.

menelcosis (men-el-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

fif/vei;, menses, + iXKuniQ, ulceration.] Bleeding
from an ulcer as a form of vicarious menstrua-
tion.

Menevian (me-ne'vi-an), a. [Menevla, the
medieval Latin name of St. David's.] Of
or pertaining to St. David's, in Wales Hene-
Vlan group. See *groupl.

M. Eng. An abbreviation of Master of En-
(/inecritifj.

menhidrosis (men-hi-dro'sis), n. Same as
*meiiidrosi^.

Meaidia (mf-nid'i-a), «. [NL., < Gr. /^r/v,

moon, -i- dim. -idiov.] A genus of atherinoid

fishes, of numerous species, all American, some
of them entering or inhabiting fresh water:
known as silversides.

menidrosis (men-i-dr6'sis),n. [NL.,<6r./i^i'«'f,

menses, + 'liipuc,, sweat.] Sweating of blood
as a form of vicarious menstruation.
meningic (me-nin'jik), o. Same as meningeal.

meilingina(raen-in-ji'na), n. [NL.,<Gr.,u?}»'i7f,

membrane, pia mater.] The pia mater and
cerebral layer of the arachnoid regarded as

one membrane.
meninginitis (me-nin-ji-ni'tis), n. [NL., <

mtningina + -itis.] Inflammation of the men-
iiigina; leptomeningitie.

meningism (me-nin'jizm), n. [Gr. /lyviy^,

membrane, -t- -ism.} A morbid condition
marked by the symptoms of meningitis, but
without the actual presence of that disease

;

pseudomeningitis.

786 mental

Henlngltlc streaks.
see under tacltri.

Same as tachei cerebrates, which menO (ma'no), adv. [It., < L. minvg, less

:

see minus.} In music, less : as, meno allegro,
meningitis, «.- Basilar meningitis, inflammation iggg quick : meno forte, less loud; meno mosso,
of the membranes cuvermg the base of the bi-am: usually . ^ -

^ ' '

of tuberculous origin.— Cerebral meningitis, inlliim

mation
* . .

.,._...
meningitis,
»eeepi(li'tnic , ....
^soni/i;/.— Epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis.

slower ; etc.

lof the membranes of the brain.— Cerebrospinal Menognatha (me-nog'na-tha), n. pi. [NL.,
IgltlS. (a) Hve cerebngliinal AUii meitinyitit. nliM irreg. <.0t. /Jevecv'. remain, +' Vfd&Of, jaw. ] In

tr!!^;;':;;3'r'c:^.irolitaa/'''^^nti'S;5[:: Brauer's classification of insects, _a group of

See mf/uivjitin. It was first described in 180.^, since which
time several severe epidemics of the disease have oc-

curred in various parts of the world. The disease is

caused by a micro-organism, Diplococcus intracellularis
liuningitidis, or Weichselbaum's diplococcus, present in

the cerebrospinal fluid. Tile death-rate from the disease
is high, and even if recovery takes place incurable deaf-

ness, blindness, paralysis, or mental feebleness may be
left behind. The treatment that has given the best re-

sults is by means of hot baths and the administration of

large doses of sodium salicylate. Goo<l results have
been obtained by the injection of an antitoxic serum.
Benefit often follows the withdrawal of a portion of the
cerebrospinal fluid throUKh a puncture in the lumbar
region of the spine.—Otitic meningitis, involvement of
the membranes of the brain in an inflammatory process
arising in the middle ear.— Spinal meningitis, inflam-
mation of the membranes of the spinal cord.

meningocephalitis (me-ning"go-sef-a-li'tis),

n. [NL., < Gr. iiTJviy^, membrane, + Kecpa/J/,

head, -t- -itis.} Inflammation of the cerebral
membranes and adjacent portion of the brain.

meningocerebritis (me-ning"go-ser-e-bri'tis),
n. [NL., < Gr. /i^vi/f," membrane, -I- L. cere-

brum, brain, + -itis,} Same as "^meningo-
cephalitis.

meningOCOCC'" (me-nlng"g6-kok'sik), a. [NL.
meningococc(us) + -ic.} Pertaining to or de-

rived from meningococci.

In the foregoing table there are given the results of the
tests with seven different antigonococcic serums and a
meninffococcic serum in conjunction with the various
homologous extracts and two control extracts.

Juur. Med. liesearcti, Dec, 1907, p. 229.

meningococcus, »». See *diplococcus intracel-

Inlaris meiiiiigitiilis (with cut).

meningo-encephalitis (me-ning^go-en-sef-a-
li'tis), n. Same as "^meningocephalitis. Jour.

Trap. Med., July, 1903, p. 202.

meningo-encephalocele (m§-ning"go-eTi-8ef'-

a-16-sel), n. [Gr. fiijviy^, membrane, -H (-/Kf(pa'/-o(,

brain, + k>//i, tumor.] Hernia of the brain
with its membranes.
meningo-encephalomyelitis (me-ning*go-en-
sef'a-lo-mi-e-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. iiijviy^,

membrane, -I- eyKi(pa?Mc, brain, -I- fiveydc, mar-
row, -t- -Ms.} Inflammation of the brain and
spinal cord with their membranes.

meningomalacia (me-ning"go-ma-la'si-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. /Jf/vr,^, membrane, -H /ia/lasia, soft-

ness.] Softening of any membrane.
meningomyelitis (me-ning"go-mi-e-n'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. /iijvt}^, membrane, -(- five?.6;, mar-
row, + -itis.} Inflammation of the spinal

membranes and more or less of the sub-

stance of the spinal cord.

meningomyelocele (me-ning-go-mi'e-lo-sel),

n. [Gr. /i^cfjf, membrane, -P /ii>e/.6i, marrow.

superordinal rank which includes those forms
which feed by means of jaws both as young
and as adults.

menognathoUS (me-nog'na-thus), a. Pertain-
ing to, or having tte characters of, the Menog-
natha.

Menominee (me-nom'i-ne), n. [From a local
name, one of many derived from the name of
the Menominee Indians of the region men-
tioned.] 1. That section of the Huronian
system which constitutes the Menominee iron
range along the river of this name and on
the border of Michigan and Wisconsin. It

consists of metamorphosed sedimentary and
eruptive rocks, and is separable into a lower
and an upper portion.—2. Coregoniis qnadri-
Interalis, one of the whitefishes found in the
Great Lakes and north to Alaska.
Other important items [of fishes taken from Lake

Michigan] were '^Menominee " worth $14,a07, and bluefin
worth $12,794, all other protlucts being represented by
lower values. Hep. U. S. Fish Com., 1902, p. 597.

menophania (men-o-fa'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
^^ff, menses, -i- -ipavia, i <paivta6ai, appear.]
The appearance of menstruation at puberty.
menoran (me-no'ra), n. [Heb. menorah, "<

«!(r, light.] A candlestick : specially applied
to the seven-
branched candle-
stick in the syna-
gogue.- Menorath
na-zabab, tlie golden
candlestick in the Tab-
ernacle (Ex. XXV. :^1).

Menor hyncha.
(men - o - ring'ka),
n.pl. [NL.. irreg.

< Gr. f/iven; re-
main, + piyxoCy
snout, bill.] In
Brauer's classifica-

tion of insects, a
group of superor-
dinal rank which
includes those
forms which take
food by suction
both as young and
as adults.

menorhynchoUS (men-o-ring'kus), a. Of or
pertaining to the Menorhyncha.
menoschesis (me-nos'ke-sis), n. Same as
"''menischesis.

menosepsis (men-o-sep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Iif/ve^, menses, -I- ofj^iic, putrefaction.] De-
composition of retained menstrual discharges ^

also, blood-poisoning resulting therefrom.
¥ Kr/Tirj, tumor.] Spina bifida in which the menoseptic (nien-6-sep'tik), a. Pertaining to
tumor consists of both membranes and nervous
substance.

meningorrliagia (me-ning-go-ra'ji-a), n. [NL.,

< Gr. fii/viyi, membrane, -I- -payia, < priyvivat,

break.] Hemorrhage from the membranes of

the brain or spinal cord,

meningorrhea (me-ning-go-re'S), «. [NL.
mcningorrhoea, < Gr. fif/vtyi, membrane, ¥ poia,

a flow.] Same as "^meningorrliagia.

menischesis (mf-nis'ke-sis), «. [NL., < Gr.

fif/vEf, menses, -I- cxii'i, retention.] Fail-

or affected with menosepsis.

Menospora (me-nos'po-ra), n. [NL., < Gr.

li'/i'V, moon, -1- oTTopd, seed (spore).] The
typical genus of the family Menosporidx.
Leger, 1892.

Menosporidae (men-o-spor'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< MciioKjiora -f -idx.} A family of gregarines
which consists of solitary forms ha\ing the
epimerite on a long neck and crescent-shaped,

spores. It contains the genera Menospora
and Hoplorhynchus. -

[NL.] Same
ure of menstraation to 'establish itself at menostasia (men-os-ta'si-a), n

puberty. '^^ menostasis.

Meniscium (me-nis'i-um), n. [NL. (Sehreber,

1791), < Gr. fiTjviaKoQ, a crescent, alluding to

the arcuate connecting veins.] A genus of

coarse polypodiaceous ferns resembling va-

rious species of Goniopteris and Dryopteris

and having fronds 1-7 feet high, usually

once pinnate. The primary pinnate veins of the

pinme are nnifomdy connected by opposing veinlets

arcuately joined in pau-s, each with an excurrent free

veiulet, the elliptical or somewhat curved son being
borne at the point of union. The species, about 10 in

number, are mostly tropical, one (.V. reticulatum) occur-

ring in subtropical Florida.

Meniscotheriidae (me-nis"ko-the-ri'i-de), n.

pi. [Meniscntherium, the type genus, -t- -idse.}

A family of ungulate mammals, belonging to

the suborder Condylarthra, which comprises

species of small size with lophodont molars.

All are extinct, and their remains are found
in the Lower Eocene. Cope, 1882.

menostatic (men-os-tat'ik), a. [menostasis.'i

Pertaining to or marked by menostasis, or re-

tention of the menses.
mensur. An abbreviation of mensuration.

mensuralist (men'sii-ral-ist), n. [mensural -i-

-ist.} A composer of measurable music.

The figures adoj)ted by eailier mcnsuralit^s.
Waodbridr/e, t)xf. Hist., I. 132. X. E. D.

mental^, «.—Law of mental growth, in Wundts
psychology, one of the three laws of mental development,
coordinate with the laws of heterogony of ends and of
development toward opposites.

The lau' of mental growth is an application, to more,
comprehensive mental syntheses, of the law of psychical

resultants, which declares that everj- psychical compound
shows attributes which, while intelligible from the attri-

butes of its elements, are by no means the mere sum of

the attributes of these elements.
ir. irii>irf( (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 369.

Mental physiology, physiological psychology ; psy-
chology approached by way of physiology, or developed
in coimection with physiological facts and laws. W. B..



mental

Carpenter wrote a " Principles of Mental Physiology, with

their applications to the training and discipline of the

mind, and the study of it« morbid conditions," which
reached its sixth edition in lh88. The phrase has now-

fallen into disuse.—Mental science. See -^science.

mentalism (men'tal-izm), H. [menUiU +-ism.']

1. Mental activity or process.

Deranged nervous function— a deranged mentaligm,

if I may be pemiitted to coin such a word— of an epilep-

tic or allied nature.
Maudstey, Mental Dis., vii. 243. A'. E. D.

2. The metaphysical opinion that matter is

a mode of mind or consciousness ; the opposite

of materialism.

It may be held broadly that ' matter in ultimate analy-

sis is a mode of mind or consciousness,' without raising

the question of a conscious self or subject. . . . .Such

view I think is often called Idealism. I propose Ut label

it 'Mentahgm' in broad antithesis to 'Materialism.' If,

again, the Mentalist's ontology expressly excludes the

notion of self or subject . . . then perhaps we may des-

ignate him as an atomistic Mentaliitl.

Sidywick, in Mind, Jan., 1900, p. 20. N. E. D.

Mentbacese (men-tha'se-e), n. jtl. [NL.
(Ward. 190.1), < Mentha '+ -acese.'] A preat

family of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants

of the order Folemoniales. the mint family,

typified by the genus Meiitia, the mint genus.
It is characterized primarily by a labiate corolla, whence
it was called Lahiatx by Bernard Jussieu in laying out
the garden of the Trianon —a name which has been
generally adopted and is still widely used, although not

based on that of any genus of the family. See Labiatx.

menthenol (men'the-nol), n. Same as *ter-

jnneoL

menthenone (men'the-non), n. [Mentha +
-en + -one.] A colorless ketonic compound,
CioHieO, contained in peppermint-oil and
prepared by the aftion of dilute hydrochloric

acid on nitrosoraenthene. It boils at 206.3°

C. and has a well-marked odor of peppermint.

menthiodol fmen-thi'o-dol), n. [menth(ol) +
lorlnl.] lodol containing one per cent, of

menthol.

mentbophenol (men-tho-fe'nol), n. (nienth(ol)

+ fihenol.] An antiseptic and anesthetic fluid

made by melting together 3 parts of menthol
and 1 part of phenol : generally used very
much diluted with water.

menticultlire (men'ti-kul-tur), H. [L. mens
intent-), mind,+ fuZ/Hro, culture, ^e culture.']

The cultivation or training of the mind.

mento-anterior (men"t6-an-te'ri-or), a. [L.

men f Kin. chin, + anterior, before.] Noting a
position of the fetus, during labor, in which
its chin points anteriorly in relation to the

body of the mother.

mento-iliac (men-to-il'i-ak), a. [L. mentum,
chin, + E. idac] Noting a position of the

fetus, during labor, in which its chin points

to one or the other iliac fossa of the mother.

mentolabial (men-to-la'bi-al), a. [L. mentum,
chin, -1- /«/ii«»w, lip, -1- -fl^.] Relating to both
the chin and the lips.—Mentolabial furro'w, the

hollow just above the cnin.

mentopos'terior (men''t6-pos-te'ri-or), a. [L.

mentum, chin, + posterior, behind.] Noting
a position of the fetus, during labor, in which
its chin is directed posteriorly in relation to

the body of the mother.

menyanthaceo'as (men'i-an-tha'sliius), a.

Belonging to the plant family Menyanthaccee.

menyanthol(men-i-an'thol), n. [menyanth(in)
-\- -oL] A colorless volatile oily compound,
f'gHjjO, prepared by the hydrolysis of the

glucoside menyanthin. It has an odor like

that of oil of bitter almonds.

M. E. P. An abbreviation of mean effective

jiressure.

Mephistophelic (mef-'is-to-ferik), a. Same
US M' /ihixtojihelian.

Mephiticair. See*n)>i.

mer. An abbreviation of meridian.

meral^a (me-ral'jiii), n. [NL., < Gr. mpic,
the thigh, + a/.jof, pain.] Pain in the thigh.
- Meralkla paraathetlca, various disagreeable and
It:uiiful senflatioiiH in the skin of the thigh.

Meramec (mer'a-mek), n. A name suggested
by E. (). Ulrich, from the Meramec river in

Missouri, where these strata outcrop, for a
group of Lower Carboniferous limestones of

the upper Mississippi valley, embracing the

St. Louis, Spergen Hill, and Warsaw of earlier

writers.

mere. An abbreviation (a) of mercurial; (6)

of mercury.
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mercantil, n. A simplified spelling of mercan-
tile.

Mercantile agency. See '•agency.

mercaptal (mtr-kap'tal), n. [mercapHan) +
al((lehyde) .] The name of a class of com-

pounds containing the group TT>C(SAlk)2,

where R is any hydrocarbon radical and Alk
is an alkyl-group such as methyl or ethyl.

The compounds are oils with a highly offen-

sive smell, and are also called ihioacetals.

They are related to mercaptan in the same
way that the acetals are to alcohol.

mercapto-. A combining form used in organic
chemistry to denote a derivative of a mercap-
tan, that is, a compound containing the group
R S, where E is an alkyl radical such as methyl
or ethyl.

mercaptol (mfer-kap'tol), n. lmercapt(an) +
-o/.] The name in organic chemistry of a
class of compounds containing the group
R
jj > C(SAlk)2, where R is any hydrocarbon rad-

ical and Alk is an alkyl-group such as methyl
or ethyl. The compounds are prepared by the action
of ketones on mercaptans and are related to the mercap-
tols in the same way that acetals are to acetoles or as
aldehydes are to ketones.

mercapturic(mer-kap-tii'rik), a. [mercajytian)
-I- -uric] L'sed only in the following phrase.

—

MercaptUriC acid, a name (introduced by Baumann)
of certain complex substances which appear in the urine
of dogs after they are fed with hyalogen substitution-
products of benzol, the aromatic radical appearing in

combination with a sulphur-group of the nature of

cystein.

mercatorial'^ (m^r-ka-to'ri-al), a. [L. merca-
torius, mercantile.] Mercantile ; of or pertain-
ing to merchants or commerce. [Now rare.]

Mercatorial^ (mer-ka-to'ri-al), a. [From
Mercator (Lat. for Gerhard Kremer, 1512-1594),

a Flemish geograplier, and the inventor of a
system of map-projection extensively used oy
navigators.] Of or pertaining to Mereator's
projection (which see, vmAer projection) or to

Mereator's chart (which see, under chart).

The Mfreatoriat bearing between two stations is the
mean of their reciprocal true bearings.

Encyc. Brit, XXXIII. 99.

Merced series. See *series.

mercenaria (mer-se-na'ri-a), «. The specific

name of the quahog, or hard-shell clam,
adopted to some extent as a book-name.

mercerization, n. The most valuable application of

mercerizjition at the present time is the lustering of

cotton yam, which is accomplished by subjecting the yam
under tension to the action of caustic-soila solution and
then thoroughly removing the caustic soda by washing
before the tension is relieved. Egyptian or sea-island

cotton is best suited for the purpose, and with yams
of these cottons a high silky luster may be obtained.
Two-ply yarn is conmionly used, and the nature of the
twist of the yam has been found V) have more or less in-

fluence upon the result.

merch (merch), n. Same as *march*.

merchandizable (mtr'chan-diz-a-bl), a.

Suited for being classed as merchandise

;

marketable.

Merchant mill. See *mill^.

Merchantable volume. See *vohme.

merchanteer (mer-chan-ter'), «. A merchant
vessel : a merchantman. [Rare.]

mercbantert (m6r'chan-t6r), H. A merchant-
man,

merchet, «. Same as marchet.

Mercurean, «. and «. Same as Mercurian.

Mercurian, a. II. ». 1. In astro}., one bom
under the influence of the planet Mercury.
X E. J).— 2. An (imaginary) inhabitant of

the planet Mercury.
Mercuric iodide. .See *i'(irfidc— Mercuric oxid, red
oxid of mercury {\\^>). the substance, early known as calx

of mei-cury, fntni which Priestley, in 1774, (Irst obtained
oxygen in separate fonn.

mercurius (m6r-kii'ri-us), ". [ML. See Mcr-
run/.] The metal merem-y.- Merourlngphiloso-
plidnun (Mercury of the philosophere, that is alclieniista),

a name used in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to

denote the essence of metallic character, or that which
should have the ixjwer of imparting metallic character

in the highest degree to base metals.

Mercury, ".— Black mercury, the poison-ivy, 7?Ai«

/<oiicii;i«. -Black oxid of mercury, mercurous oxid,

llgoO— Green Iodide of mercury. .See *iodide.—

Inc*h of mercury, see *t/(<'Ai.— Maiden's mercury,
the girls inercurv.— Mercury arc. .See electric *arc.
— Mercury-arc rectifier, same as mercurn-mpnr *rec-

ft/icr.— Mercury lamp, a lamp the light of which is de-

rived from an electric (lischarge through mercury vapor

mercury-trough

Lamp.

iti vacuo. In its original form the mercury lamp was
devised by Professor >voiisof
Berlin (1892). The Arons lamp
consists of a vacuum-tube with
mercury terminals, of the form
shown in Fig. 1. When the
tube is cju-efully pumped out
and an arc is established in the
vacuum between the terminals
a and b, a strong light of char-
acteristic greenish color is

emitted. To establish the arc
the lamp is tipped until the
mercury flows through the
bend of the tube from one leg
to the other, thus forming a
temporary bridge for the path
of the current, which is im-
mediately broken upon restor-
ing the lamp to its vertical

position. Much heat is de-
veloped by the electric arc in

such lamps, particularly at the
cathode, the surface of which
emits more light than any
other poi-tion of the arc, and
on this account it is difficult to maintain such lamps in
long-continued operation without breaking the glass. To
overcome this difficulty, and to render the mercury lamp
more suitable for certain spectroscopic work requiring
great intensity of light, Lummer modified the form of the
tube as shown in Fig. 2 and surrounded the entire tube,
with the exception of the flattened ends, u\ ivf, which
serve aa wiadows, with a metallic case through which a
flow of cold water ia maintained. Another mercm-y lamp

was devised by Abbe of Jena, for

the special purpose of testing len-

ses, the form being such aa to
throw the light of the arc verti-

cally upwards. An intei esting
and useful modification is that of

Fabry and Perot^ Fig. 3. in which
the cathode consists of niercuiy
contained in an inner tube, c.

The mercury of the anode fills the
annular space between thia tube
and the exterior of the lamp.
The Cooper-Hewitt lamp, a form
of mercury arc-lamp for com-

mercial lighting, consists essentially of a straight tube
of gliiss about 5 centimeters in diameter and 40 centi-

meters lung. One terminal is formed by mercury con-
tained in the bottom of the tube and the other terminal,
in the top of the tube, is of iron. Tlie arc is established
by tipping the lamp, until the mercury flows from the
bulb in a tliin stream the entire length of the tube, and
then restoring it to its vertical position. The light, which
fills the entire tube, is greenish in color, as in all mercui-y
lamps, but possesses an actinic
intenaity of great value fur photo-
graphic purposes. In some com-
mercial mercury lamps an attempt
lias been made to remedy the lack
of red in the light of the mercury
arc by placing in the same circuit

incandescent lamps with carbon
filaments. The light of all mercury
arc-lamps ditfers from that com-
monly used for purposes of illu-

mination in having a bright-line
spectrum, that of mercury vapor.
The sti-ungest line in this spectrum
is the green line of wave-length
5461, to which the characteristic
color of the light is due. The only
other visible lines are a yellow pair
at .^770-90 and violet lines of wave-lengths 4358 and 4047.

(See Fig. 4.) There is also a strong ultra-violet triplet,

3CoO-55-63, and to this, together with the violet lines, the
extraordinary actinic intensity of the mercury lamp is

due. The infra-red spectrum of the mercuiy arc consiata

of a group of lines lying between 1 ^ and 2 y. and another
group between 4 m- and 6^. The intensity of this region
as compared with that of the visible spectrum is, how-
ever, much smaller than in the case of the continuous
spectra of sources of light usually employed for illumin-
ation and the r.diant efficiency of the mercury lamp
ia therefore comjiaratively high, pn^bably about 20 per

Lummer Lamp.

Fiy^. 3. Lamp of
Tabry and Perot.

I-'ig. 4. Siiectrum of the Mercury Arc.

cent. By substituting for the glass vr.cuum-tube a tube
(if fused quartz, Hereaus has succeeded in producing a
mercury lamp capable of sustaining very high tempera-
tures and of funiishing light the intrinsic brightness of

which far exceeds that of the other fonus. This lamp,
on account of the greater transparency for ultra-violet

rays of the quartz tube, is especially valuable in certain

lines of work in which an intense ultra-violet .spectrum

is demanded.— Mercury perchlorld. Same as curr<mm
«j(/*;.wrt/^.—Mercury-vapor rectifier. St-e *r>rtificr.

— Scotch mercury, the foxglove.—Siemens mercury
unit. Sei; -kiniit.

mercury-break (raer'ku-ri-brak'''')) »• An in-

terrupter for iuduotion-coils, in which mercury
is uwed. 8ee interrupter (a).

mercury-spark (mer'ku-ri-spilrk'''')* " See
*,s7*c/ //»•

.

mercury-switch (mer'ku-ri-swich-^), n. See
'^sivitch.

mercury-trough (iner'ku-ri-trof'Oj «. Inehem.f

a trough (generally of porcelain, cast-iron, or

wood) used to hold mercury over which, in

glass jars or tubes, gases are collected which,

on account of their solubility, can not well be
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collected over water: essentially, a pneumatic meridian-passage (me-rid'i-an-pas"aj), n. merogony (me-rog'o-ni), n. [Gr. /liim;, part,
trough containing mercury instead of water. The crossing of a heavenly body over the + -yovia, < -yovo^, -born.] The development,
mercury-tube (mtr'ku-ri-tub'), n. See *tube. meridian of the observer. partial or perfect, of an organism from part of
mercury-valve (m6r'ku-ri-valv''), «. A valve meridional, «. II. n. One who dwells in the an egg or part of an embryo. If the two
in which mercury is used as a seal between south ; specifically, an inhabitant of the south blastomeres of the two-celled stage of the
the parts. of France. segmenting egg of a ctenophore are isolated,

mercury-weed (m^r'ku-ri-wed), «. The three- Daudet was able to paint a real sober picture of the each forms a half-embryo. In Amjihiuxus
s(^eAei meicMrv, AcalyphaVirgimca. 3/«rid.ononii Nunm Koumestan

. ^„ „ „ „ eachformsaperfect embryo of half the normal
fc. T - I 1 i- 1 • M. V, Crawford, Stud. J? or. Lit. p. 50. N, E. D. "^

mercy,". 5. In criTOtnaMoir, partial remis- . , / .
'"';""• ^"'' "'^•i'- -^^ •"••^•i'-

gi^e.

sion of a punishment to which a convict is meriedriC (mer-i-e dnk), a. Same as men- meroliedric (mer-o-he ' drik), a. Same as
subject, as distinguished from pardon, or total iicark.

. , -,j ,s a ^ mcrihedric.

remission.-To be in mercy, said of a convict who is menhedral (mer-i-he dral), a. 8ameas*mm- merology (me-rol'o-ji), «• [Gr. mc/mc, part, -t-

liable to punishment at the discretion of the judge. Iirartc. .'/Myia, < //} fa, speak.] Sa,me a,s histolony.
merdurinoust, a. [L. mcrda, dung, + E. merihedric, n. 2. In <7roM;)-f;(eon/, designating meromorph, a. II. n. A change in one or
iirinous.~] Consisting of both dung and urine, isomorphism in which two groups are multi- more of a number of jiarts in series such as
B. ,loi,s-o>i. ply isomorphic—3. In crystal., same as hemi- the change of the appendages of the anten-

mere^ (mer), n. [Gr. uepoc, a share, part.] In licdral.
_ . , , , nary somite of a crustacean into eves.

the reticulum or supporting skeleton of the merinednsm (mer-i-he drizm), n. [meri- meromorphosis (mer-o-mor'fo-sis), n. [Gr.
extinct silicious sponges of the family />i«(.(/o- he<ir{ic) + -«.«;«.] Merihedric isomorphism, fiipo^, part. -I- /iop^xja/f, form'ing.]' In hioL
spoiijiidx, one of the divisions or meshes pro- See ^merihedric, 2. the incomplete replacement of a lost part!
duced by the intersection of the primary menmba (me-rera'ba), n. See *marimha. gee *lwlmiiorphosis.
vertical and horizontal spicular bundles. It merino, «.— Para merinos, in Australia, and espe- meront (mer'ont) n TGr uipoc part + uv
is subdivided by the spicules of subordinate ciallyini<ewS,mth Wales, theveryfirsttamilies(8ocially): , j being.] In certain SDo'rozoans as

1 4 1 ,„ ^„ „„ „„„,i„„„„loo ,li from tlie fact that the pure mennos are the most valua- )i;, ,'' "f'"B'J iii <-ej uam Bpuiu^uaiis, as
rank into lesser areas or quadrangles— di-

ble sheep. iSlaiiK.) T/idoAonia, a form of trophozoite which mul-
meres, tetrameres, hexameros. The pure merinot . . . pride themselves on being of tiplies by simple schizogony, a second division

mere'' (mer'e), n. [Maori.] A Maori war- tlie purest blood in the colony. sometimes taking place before the first is
club ; a easse-Ute, or war-ax, from 12 to 18 P. Cumiit^havi, Two Yeare in New South Wale^ 11. finished, so that three or four individuals may
inches in length, made of any suitable hard

. . rr- n a i
• j * i. be connected in a group or chain,

material, as stone, hard wood, or whalebone, meriset (me-res'), n. [F.] A kind of ^'^'^^^
raeTOvlmiikton imiv-o-pUng).'U,n),n. [NL., <

Outside of New Zealand the word is only DiacK cneriy. i\. t.. jj.
Gr. //tpof, part, + 'Nh. planktoti.~\ The organ-

known as the name of a little trinket of green- merism (mer izm), « [Gr. M^'^f^k, division
^ ^ ^onsiderid collectively, that pass part of

stone made in imitation of the New Zealand mto parts, <Mfp:C«vdivide into parts, < ,upog, ^.^ j.
y- P J

weaponin miniature, mounted in gold or silver, apart.] The repetition of parts in an organ-
at or near the surface

and used as a brooch, locket, ear-ring, or other jsm in such a way as to form a regular pat-
meroplanktonlc (mer' " 6 -plangk - ton ' ik), a.

article of jewelry. ^. ^. ^orH., Austral er., as n d d
[Gr ^,.po, part, .^ E.^^o«,|] Swimi^ ng

i^nglish.
. ^ ,„ VQ,.iati^„ ^ 9^ m the ocean at one stage of hfe and passing

Merevale shales. aee*shale^. J„t^™,°j^ V ":'
;<.',r,^;/i', „ rp. ,/„,„„„ the rest of life vagrant or sessile on the sea-bot-

merganser, ».-WWte mergaiuier, the smew, M.r- merismoid (me-ris moid) a. [Gr M^pm^a, a
^ ^^ ^ ^g ^i ^ Oscellaria, the

?r'^s:f;S(*l;nhTr
'^"^"'"""°' '"^"'"""'-

ir^^'iittr:^: ^^rolZ^t^^es^'' plankto^ic fucoids, the metagenetic medisa.,

mergence (m.r;jens),n The act of merging Merismopeja (mer"is?mo-i;e'di-p ,. [NL. -^
IrhTiro^d^ ^nd cTalJ'and man^^ h?.-

or sinking into something else, with conse- (Meyen 1839), < Gr. ^fP'^^a a part, -t- 7rfd,o., ^.^^^ echinoderms, Jcalei>ha, and gastro-
quent loss of original identity or form; the a plain (takeu in the sense of ttcc, foot).] 1. ^^ 'jj j^^ (trans.), Planktonie Studies, p.
state of being merged. A genus of unicellular fresh-water blue-green ggg

i,ua.i.o.;, x .»uai.uun. «i,uuico, p.

A gradation between a "bird-Iilce canoe-charm," through algae, characterized by spherical cells which „,/ ., , . . ^, ,_

a " Kuraan-headed bird canoe-charm," to a "canoe fetich." divide regularly in two directions, thus having ^ ,"! the meropionMomc stage, which we may assume

the latter having a very prognathous human head. The ,hl "piJSJ" jpfi ;„ „roiins of fours —2 H cl
""'*'*''

',?
''"' ancestors of iulgur and Sycotypus, was

mergence of a frigate-bird'? into a human head may be the cells arranged in groups ot tours.—.i. [(. C.J apparently suppressed even in the earliest species of

due to one dralgu acting upon the other. In oac(cr?0(., a name applied to COCCI arranged Julgur, as otherwise the distribution would he more
Uaddmi, Evolution in Art, 206. in large rectangular plates. world-wide. Atner. Nat., Aug., 1903, p. 616.

merger^, n. 3. A merging of the interests and merist (mer'ist), n. [Gr. t^epiar^g, < fiepiCew, merorachischisis (mer ^ o - ra - kis ' ki - sis), n.

control of two or more corporations, engaged divide.] One who divides. [Bare.] [Gr. ^tepoc, part, + paxig, spine, -I- oxiai(,

in the same line, or in allied lines, of business. The administrators of the three great divisions of law cleaving.] Partial fissure of the spinal cord.

lnt« a oinCTln cnrnorntion wliir-h fixphnnp-ps its "^ severally Archons, Merjsts, and Dicasts. . . . The Also merorrhachischisis

.

into a ^ingie corporation wnicn exenanges us
j,j„.g,g ^^.^ properly the Domini, or Lords of houses and mprostbPTiio CmS ros thPTi'ik"! n fOr „T,„nrstock for that of the merging corporations, nations, ifusKn, Munei-a Pulveris, p. in. note,

merostnenic (me-rob-tnen Ik), a. [t^r. /ir/poc,

which however preserve, nominally at least, ^eristic (me-ris'tik), «. [Gr. ,.p,.™,5c, < ;..p,a- he^h{;rdefmrtf"'hfvhWthT hinder pixtstheir separate identity.
r<if, divided, < /zep/C"", divide. See */«cr(*w.] "^,.„ ilJli^S a',,,! Jfl.lL;^^

So t<», who shall doubt but that the present monopo- pp^tainine- to or exhibiting merism W "°^^ developed and stronger than the fore

listic inJvements, the tru.,ts and the mergers, when Ve
„^^,^to» ftiidv of Variation p 99 ^,rt„!: Paits : opposed to prosthenic.

shall have learned toguardthat which is good and pre- ^ateson, sUKly ot variation, p. --.-Merlstio merosvmmetrical (mer " 6-si -met'ri-kal). a.
vent that which is bad, will result in greater benefits to 110inol9gy, variation. See *hoimjb.gy, *mnah,m.

r„™^f^X^ fW«f+ ^ca / Y In erusial eJl ibitl
mankind and a higher civilization? meristically (me-ns'ti-kal-i), orfi). By means imcrosymmertiy) -^ uai.] in Liyst(il.,e\lnt>it-

Science, July 31, 1903, p. 129. of merism, or in a meristic manner. W. Bate- ™S partial symmetry. See *symmetry, 6.

meridian. I. n.- Meridian furrow. See *.A(rr(>w.— sow, study of Variation, p. 26. merosymmetry (mer-o-sim ' e-tri), «. [Gr.

Meridian zenith distance, the complement of the merit, ".-Certificate of merit. See -kcermcate.- Mtpoc,pa.Tt, + K symmetry.
"[

In crystal., partial
meridian altitude, or what that altitude lacks of 90 OC order Of merit. >iei; border. symmetry; a lower grade of s>-mnietry than
''"^TT a T t„ !,„_„„„ „ „„ot„ „-,..« merle ^, «. 2. A West Indian name for orioles that exhibited in holosymmetrical forms. See
H. n. 6, In ctenophorans, a costa or me- c A /-<„•„.„ * ^ <-
.TT" , t • • 1 f „ of the genus Cassieus. *symmetrii, 6.

"nZesTelgL^wrnSol^'onridescent pad-
merluce.(m^r'liis), ». i^J.. meHu^us,merluc. morotomy (me-rot'o-mi), ». [Gr. ,^por, part,

dies ill constant vibration, which run from near one pole cj"«-" Said to be formed (irregularly) trom f
. + -Tofiia, < raiitlv, cut.] In histology, a divid-

towards the other. Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 300. mer, L. mare, sea, 4- L. lucms, pike.] The ing into several parts or segments.
Astronomic meridian, on the celestial sphere, a great European hake, Merlneius merhiceius, belong- ^he experiments of "merotrnnv,- that is to say of am-
circle which passes thn.UKh the poles of the earth's axis ing to the family J/eWMCiirfa". putation, tried by Waller on iieries, on infusoria by
and the zenith of the spectator.—Brass meridian, p"^ mprt\(Taa.'ro\ n fSv Ps mcro^ The spotted Brandt, etc., teach us the necessity of the presence of the
TiKrMifdio/agrioke.-Celestlalmeridlans.honr-circles; "f^fYS, p,w„/.„;,«;„c /,„/,-./, fni,n^ r.ff the ceUular body aud the nucleus.
great circles of the celestial sphere which pass through jewhsh, KpmepheluS gua^a, tound ott the ' Smithsonian Jtep 1902 p 4M
its poles and coiTespoiid exactly to the meridians on the coasts of southern Europe and western Africa. . , . .,

rr' i -+
earth.-Onomonlc meridian, a meridian in gnomonic merocaroal (mer-o-kar'pal), a. [meriiS + merotropy (me-rot ro-pi), «. [Gr. //tpof, part,
projection.-Natlonal meridian, the meridian which ..„,,,,„ J; „n -i P'prtainiiiV to tho mpriis nnd + -rpojrm, < rpfTTfii', turn.] A name which has
passes throu^l. the national observatory of a country;

f?^^;"*J^,
""' ;J

fj'fwJWp^^^^^ been Suggested for a phenomenon, generally
the prime or first meridian of a nation ; the zero-point in the carpus, or tO the tOUTth and httil joints Ot

t„__,„j ^S'„._,. ,„.„,, Ji,:,,y, ;„ evhiWtp-l W
longitude for that nation, and from which calculations a malacostracau trunk-leg; as, the meroear- "termed aesmotropy, wnun is exnimtea oy
are rnade.-Prlnclpal meridian. («) A first or prime „„noint. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, M.a,j-J)ee.,

certain organic chemical compounds. See
meridian. (6) The meridian from which the meridians ^qm -,t k^c *desyno1ropy.
bounding townships are measured.— Terrestrial me- IJOI, 11. 003.

- , . ..^ ,. , ^^ 'M'prn7na CTnpr-r)-7o'ii'l « nl TNT. < Gr iifnnr'
ridlan, a geographic meridian.- Zero meridian, the merocrystalline (mer-o-kris'ta-lin), a. [Gr. JW.erozoa (mer o zo a), n.pi. l'>*^;^ ur.^fpof,

meridian from which longitude east or west is reckoned. „jW part, + E. crystalUne.'l In petroq., part,-l-Cuo>>, animal.] A grade ot tratoirfra in

The International Congress at Washington In October, partly crystalline. Fletcher, 1895. Also which the adult worm consists of two distinct

1894, which adopted for the nations represented the uni- %„,„i truafnllinp himncnittnllinc luinnhiinlinp parts, the head or scolex, and the genital
foml zero.,neridian of Greenwich for maritime purposes *!'"';'I^ff'"'^! M^''\^*'"r^^^^^ Er^lT'+ region or bodv. It Contains the Dibothridiata

Scun^e. June 21, 1901, p. 979. merocyte (mer 9-s t), «. [G'"- ^|w, P^^t, + J^ ^^^ Tetrahothridiata, in which groups are
Meridiana (me-rid-i-a'na), n. [NL. (Hill, pro-

^^p
f'

^.tile mnsses of protoplasm I'vin^ t included nearly all cestoid worms : contrasted
posed in 1761, established in 1768), < L. me- t^e nucleate masses of protoplasm lying in

Mono^oa.
^id<an«., pertaining to midday ^.meridian he unsegmen^ed yolk of a mc^oblas^^^

merozoite (mer-o-zo'it), „. [Gr. ,upo,, part,
The name alludes to the habitual opening of

"""o^VtMteTme-roe'r [Gr uepoc < '^^ov, animal, + -i«.^.] In the life-cycle of a
the flowers at noon.] A genus of dicotyledon- ^^^°^tv n^l^^S^r^^^^^ sporozoSn, one of the cells to which a dividing
ous herbs of the UmWy Asteracew. See Ga- L^,'^!^, j E" '^'mWnf. ] In crustaceans, the ^P^^^

gi^eWse. They appear as buds radi-

meSnLlT'^:^&nal),a. ,menaiar.^^^i&<^r.l!^t,a. ,n.erogon,y, ^
ating from the parent cell and afterward be-

mlA^lio^ir
^ *'' *"'*"" °' ^ '"''"'"^"

'

2lx^l^Ti::^:ii^^^IwXi^. .--n funy developed, the spore, or as they are tech
meridional. „ _ t^., . i,- , n 71 <• « 11; lom nically known, the nmrozoi/es, drop off the parent cell and
The great meridiancU systems, e. g. the Urals and the -"• /*• "itson, lU Jiwl. HUUeim, April O, IJIW,

,,.,,^1^ j^eir way through the fluids of the digestive tract

Kocky mountains. (Hog. J»ur. (R. O. 8), XV. 640. p. 218. until they come to the cells lining it, and then, like the



merozoite

sporoioitea, they penetrate the cells, (trow at their ex-

penae, and again reproduce spores as before.

Pop. Sci. Mo., June, 1901, p. 192.

Mersey jolly-tail. See *jollytail.

Mertensidae (mer-ten'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

ilerteimo, the typieal genus, + -irfa?.] A
family of tentaciilate ctenophorans which
have the body compressed in the stomachal
plane, the subtentacular ribs longer than the

substoraachal, and no wing-like appendages
at the sensory pole. It contains the genera
Euchlora and Charistephane.

merulioid (me-rO'li-oid), a. [Merulim + -oW.]

Kesembling or pertaining to the genus ile-

ruUiis.

Memlias (me-ro'li-us), n. [NL. (Haller, 1768),

< L. minila, a blackbird: see vierle^. The
name alludes to the black color of the fungus,

especially in its later stages.] A genus of

hyraenomyeetous fungi of the family Polypor-

acex. They have a soft, waxy, usually resu-

pinate hymenium, with reticulate or sinuous

folds forming shallow pits. il. lacrymans,

sometimes called the house-fungus, is the cause

of a destructive dry-rot of coniferous wood.
See cut under dry-rot.

merycole (mer'i-kol). n. [Irreg. < merycol(ogy),

or < mirylcism) + I. colere, cultivate.] One
who practises merycism.
merycology (mer-i-kol'o-ji), ». Inieryc(ism) -t-

Gr. -Myta, < Aiy«v, speak.] The study of the

causes, nature, and treatment of rumination
in man.
mesaconic (mes-a-kon'ik,, a. [Gr. liico^,

middle, + E. acoH/c.] Noting an acid, a color-

, HOCO.CCH3 , ,

less compound,
hCCOOH' P'"''?'"'''" ^

boiling citraconic acid with dilute nitric acid.

It crvstallizes in slender needles, melting at
202° 'C.

Mesadenia (mes-a-de'ni-ii), n. [NL. (Rafin-

esque, 1832), < Gr.'/iftoc, middle, + adi/v, gland

;

in alliLsion to the central projection of the

receptacle.] A genus of plants of the family
Asterarese. They are tall perennial, mostly smooth,

often milky-juiced herbs with terminal corj-mbs of small,

few-tlowered, inconspicuous heads, the Mowers all tubular

and perfect. There are about Hispecies, natives of North

and I'eulral America, of which 11 occur within the

tinted States. They are commonly allied Indian plan-

tain.

mesa-dwelling (ma'sii-dwel'ing), n. A house,

usually a communal dwelling, built upon a

mesa or limited table-land with steep sides,

as in the western part of the United States.

mesaortitis (mes'a-Sr-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

^l^^<x:, midille, -I- aoiwri, aorta, -t- -i(i>.] Inflam-

mation of the middle coat of the aorta.

mesaraeum (mes-a-re'um), n.
;

pi. mesarsea

(-ii). [NL., < Gr. /itaapaiov, mesentery, <

/itaoi, middle, + apaia, belly, flank, fem. of

apaiA^, porous.] Same as mesentery.

mesaticephalism (mes'a-ti-sef'a-lizm), n.

Tho i-oinTitiou of being mesaticepHalie.

mesaticephalous (mes'a-ti-sef 'a-lus), a.

.Same a.s nifxnticephalic.

mesaticephaly f mes'a-ti-sef'a-U), n. [mes-

aticephiil-ic + -y^.'\ Iii anthrnp., the condition

of being mesaticephalic ; mesaticephalism.

We place systematically after the Tibetans and the

Indo-Chinese, who arc subbrachycephalous, the Chuk-
luks, whf»e averajre indication, Til.l), stamlsat the extreme

. limit of mfnalicphalft. and not far from them, the Tnn-
gus-Manchu (:)no,(K)0 individuals), another breakins; up of

Prichard's " Allophylians," with their clearly mesati-

cephalous skull, which is at the same time excessively

flattened. Smithsonian Hep., 1895, p. 614.

mesaticercic (mes'a-ti-str'sik), a. [Also »«e.«-

atikirkic : < Gr. /ilaaroc, midmost, -I- KepKic,

radius of the arm.] Having the forearm of

average length in proportion to the length of

the arm ; neither brachycercic nor dolichocer-

cic ; having a radiohumeral index between 75

and 80. Turnir.

mesatlkerkic (mes'a-ti-kfr'kik), a. See
*nir.'<nfirrrrie.

mesatilekanic (mes'a-ti-le-kan'ik), a. [Gr.

liiaaToi;, midmost, -^ '/-tKovn, dish, bowl (pelvis).]

Same as *mei<atipeUie. Turner.

mesatipellic (mes'a-ti-ppl'ik), a. [Gr. /leaaTof,

midmost, + irfX/.a, 9ish (pelvis).] In nullirop.,

said of a male who has an index of the jjelvie

brim between 90 and O.^. Also mesopelHc.

four. .Inthrop. In.1t., 1900, p. 149.

mesatipelvic(mes'a-ti-pel'vik),a. IGr. /uaaroc,

midmost, + L. pelvis, bowl (pelvis).] Same
MS *mt»ntiprUie.

Mesatlantis (m.^s-at-lan'tis), n. [Gr. /liao^,

mi<l(lle, + 'AT>.avTi(, Atlantic] The mid-

Mescal-butlon
(Lophofkora il'illiamsii).

One third natural size.
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Atlantic or tropical Atlantic sea-region of
Sclater, which comprises the Atlantic ocean
from a little north of the tropic of Cancer
down to about the tropic of Capricorn. Geog.
Jowr, (R.G.S.), X. 219.

mesaxonic (mes-ak-son'ik), a. [Gr. iiiaoq,

middle, -I- h^uv, axis, 4- -fc] Having the
third digit of the foot the largest, thus form-
ing the axis of the foot: contrasted with
*paraxonic.
They (Perissodactya) are all digitigrade quadrupeds,

with the axis of both feet passing through the digit Na
in (hence ine»axonic\
A. S. Woodward, Outlines of Vertebrate Palaeontology,

[p. 319.

mescal-buttons (mes-kal 'but''nz), n. pi.

[mescnl (Nahuatl mexcalli) + E. hidtons.'] The
dried tops of a succulent, spineless, turnip-

shaped cactus growing in the arid regions of

Texas and northern
Mexico, known botan-
ically as Lophophora
Williamsii, and called
by the natives in
various localities

peyote, hikuli, and
wokowi. The plant
scarcely rises above the
ground : it has a flat top
divided into a number of
radiating convex ribs bear-
ing low tubercles, each
with an areole in the cen-
ter which bears a tuft of

silky hairs from which the
pink flowers appear. The
tops of the plants are col-

lected by the Indians and
dried, forming button-like
masses an inch or more in

diameter and about a
miarter of an inch thick.

These buttons have nar-

cotic pnjperties and in

Texas are sometimes called

dri/ whixti/. They are
either chewed dry or are
added to tizwin, mescal, or
other alcoholic drinks.
They pnxluce a delirious
exhilaration which enables
the Indians to perfonn certain ceremonial dances for

many successive hours without fatigue. The effect seems
to resemble that of opium, though in some Ciises a con-

dition of exaltation is induced resembling that produced
by Indian hemp. Several alkaloids have been isolated

from the plant, s«)ine of which resemble morphine, others

strychnine, in their effects ujHUi animals. One of them,
called pellotin^, hjis been intrmluccd iis a hypnotic : an-

other, called inftfcalin*', seems to be the cause of the
exaltation.

mescaline (mes-kal'in), n. Imeseal -I- -ine~.2

Methyl-3, 4, 5-trimethoxvbenzylamine, (CH3-
0)3C6H2.CH2NHCH3, a'n alkaloid found in

me'scal-fmttons. It crystallizes in needles
wliich melt at 151" C.

mescalism (mes-kiil'izm), n. [mescal -I- -ism.'i

The habit of using mescal or mescal-buttons.
Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 789.

mescal-pit (mes-k'al'pit), n. A pit filled with
stones on which mescal roots are roasted.

mescroyance t, «• [OF. See »ni«rre««f.] Un-
belief. [Rare.]

There may be any quantity of intermediate mind, in

various conditions of bog, . . . hut the elements of Croy-

ance and Mencroyance are always chemically separable

out of the putrescent mess.
Ittukin, Foni Clavigera, Ixxii. 383,

mescroyantt, n. [OF. See miscreant.} An
unbeliever.

mesdem (mes-dem'), «• [Egyptain !] A sub-

stance used in ancient Egypt as a cosmetic

and a medicine. It seems to have been either

antimony sulphid or lead sulphid, more prob-

ably the latter. K von Meyer (trans.), Hist.

Chem., p. 18.

mese* (mes'e), n. [Gr. /ifo-i?, the middle sti-ing

or note.] In &r. music, the middle or central

tone of the system. See cut under tetrachord.

mesectoblast (me-sek'to-blast), n. [Gr. /liao^,

middle, -I- E. ectoblast.'] Same as *eetomeso-

blast.

This mass of mesectohlattt, with enclosed auditory pit,

hears a considenible resemblance to the common anlage

of auditor)- pit and lateral line system referred to above.

It subseriuently extends into the adjacent gill arches,

where its further history was not followed.
.Science, April 11, 1902, p. 576.

mesembryo, «. 2. The blastula stage of a

polvzoan. Cuminq.'f, 1904.

Mesencephalic flexure, fossa. See *flexure,

*/V).S'.VY(l.

mesencephalospinaKmes-en-sef'a-lo-spi'nal),
a. Of or pertaining to both the mesenceph-
alon, or mid-brain, and the spinal chord.

mesicenn

mesenchymatal (mes-eng-kl'ma-tal), a.

Same as mesenchymal. L. 0. tioviard, in
Science, Deo. 21, 1906, p. 812.

mesenchjrme, «. 2. In embryol., the whole
or a portion of the middle germ-layer, or
mesoblast, when this layer is not epithelial,
but consists of stellate, loosely interconnected,
or even disconnected cells like those seen in
primitive forms of connective tissue.

About the proton of the liver and the vascular spaces
surrounding it there is considerable mesenchyme.

Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc, Nov!, 1903, p. 58.

mesenchymic (mes-eng-kim'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to mesenchyme.
mesenteriform (mez-eu-ter'i-f6rm), a. Re-
sembling a mesentery.
Deep carmine, mesenteriform, consisting of auberect

piicately aggregated laminaj ; the margin minutely rag-
ged or crispate, and furnished with a few scattered
pores of irregular shape. Dana, Zooph., p. 708.

mesenteritic (mes'en-te-rit'ik), a. [niesenter-

ite -h -jc] Relating to or affected with mesen-
teritis.

mesenteroblast (me8-en''t«-ro-blast), n. [mes-
enteron -I- Gr. /JAaordf, germ.] In embryol., the
mesenteron; the middle portion of the in-

testine or alimentary tract, arising from the
entoderm, as distinguished from the stomo-
deal and proctodeal portions of the embryonic
gut, which are of ectodermal origin.

mesenteron, «. 2. In sea-auemones and
similar polyps, the main digestive cavity or
stomach ; in Mollusca, the stomach and intes-

tine. Compare stomodeeum and 2>roctodseum.

mesenteropnthisis (mes-en-te-rof'thi-sis), «.

[NL., < mesenteron -I- Gr. (pffiaig, consumption.]
Tuberculosis of the mesenteric glands.

mesentery, «.—Directive mesenteries, in the Ileza-
coralla, the mesenteries which correspond to the extrem-
ities of the longitudinal mouth. They are distinguished
from the other ntesenteries of the animal by the fact that
the muscular thickenings on the walls of the pairs do not
face each other, as they do in all other pairs of the body.
— Edwardslan mesentery, in anthozoans, one of the
eight mesenteries first fornu-*! : so called because exhib-
it«l typically by the adult stage of i^tfira rrf»i a.—tJterlne
mesentery. Same as mesometry.

mesentoderm (mes-en'to-derm), n. [Gr. //ffrof,

middle, -f- E. entoderm.'^ In embryol., a cell-

layer or single blastomere not yet differen-

tiated into mesoderm and entoderm proper,
but exhibiting peculiarities of both of these
germ-layers.
mesentomere (mes-en'to-mer), n. [mes(o-

mere) + entomere.'] In embryol., a blastomere
which has not yet dividedintomesomeres and
entomeres.
The cleavage of the egg of the nudibranch, Fiona

marina, is of the spiral type well known for molluscs.

From the mesentomere . . . arises the primary mesoblast
and also enteroblasts, these latter being concerned in the

f<)rmation of the intestine.

Amer. Nat., July-Aug., 1904, p. 506.

mesepisternal (mes-ep-i-ster'nal), a. Of or

pertaining to the mesepistemum.
mesepithelium (mes-ep-i-the'li-um), n. [Gr.

/xfcrof. middle, + NL, (pithelium .} Same as

mesothelium.

mesh^, n. 6. Oneof the subdivisons of ahead
or ear of wheat ; a wheat spdkelet.

The spikelets (m£shes) are two to four grained.

U. S. Depl. Ayr., Bur. Plant Industry, 1901, Bulletin 3,

[p. 10,

meshorer (me-sho'rer), V. [Heb. meshorer,

< shir, sing.] A singer who assists the cantor

or hazzan in the synagogue.

mesh-pin (mesh'pin), ». An oval piece of

wood over which the mesh of nets is formed,

the loops being knotted on its edge.

meshummad (me-sho'mad), n. [Heb., < sha-

mad, destroy.] Literally, one who is de-

stroyed : a term of disdain and hatred applied

to one who abandons Judaism for another

faith ; a pervert.

mesh-winding (mesh ' win 'ding), n. See
*icinding^.

mesiad (mes'i-ad or me'zi-ad), adv. \_niesi{al)

+ -(m/3.] In zoiil., to or toward the middle

line or plane of the body.

When the bones of the shoulder-girdle In a grebe are

articulated as in life, there is <iuite an interval between

their sternal ends, mesiad. Amer. Hat., Jan., 190t, p. 22.

Mesial length. See *lerigth.

mesicerin (mes-i-se'rin), n. [mesi(tine) -\- trr.

Kr/p6r, wax, -t- -(>i2.] A colorless crystalline

compound, C6H3(CH26H)3, prepared by boil-

ing the corresponding bromide with water and

lead carbonate. Also called 1', 3', b'-trihy

droxymethylbenzene.



mesidine

mesidine (mes'i-din), h. lniesi{tine) + -id +
-inf^.'\ A colorless liquid, H2NC6H2(CH3')3,
prepared by the reduction of nitrouiesitylene.

It boils at 229-230° C. Also called amiito-1, 3,

5-trimeth!/lben:e»e,

mesilla (ma-sel'ya), n. [Sp., dim. of mesa :

see wicsn.] A small mesa.

mesiocatldad (mes'i-o-ka'dad), adv. [mesi(al)

+ caudad.] In the median line and toward
the tail. I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 1024.

Mesirenia (mes-i-re'ni-a), ». [Gr. fiimc, mid-
dle, + NIj. Irenia, the Pacific region.] The
mid-Pacific sea-region of Sclater, consisting

of that part of the Pacific which lies between
the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.

mesite (mes'it), «. [Gr. /leairr/c, being in the
middle. See Mesitfs, mesitinei-spar).] An
old name for a mixture of methyl acetate and
mesityl oxid, prepared by distilling crude
wood-alcohol or crude acetic acid from wood
with sulphuric acid.

mesitene (mes'i-ten), n. \_mesite + -ewe.]

Same as ^mesite.

mesitine (mes'i-tin), «. Same as mesitine-

spar.

mesitol (mes'i-tol), «. lmesit(ine) + -ol.J A
colorless crystalline compound, HOCgH.2-
l. i.s

(CH3)3, prepared by the action of nitrous

acid on me.sidine. It melts at 65-69° C. Also
called 1, 3, o-irimethylphenol.

mesitonic (mes-l-ton'ik), «. [inesit{ine) + -one

-I- -ic] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
(CH3)2C(COOH)CH2COCH3, prepared by the

action of hydrochloric-acid gas, potassium
cyanide, and alcohol on acetone. It crystal-

lizes in small prisms or large plates, melts at
74° C, and boils at 138° C. under 15 millime-

ters pressure.
Mesityl OXld, a colorless liquid oleflnic ketone, (0113)2-

C;CHL'OCHa, prepared by the action of hydrocliloric-

acid gas, sulphuric acid, or zinc chlorid on acetone. It

has an odor of peppei-mint and boils at 129.5-130° C. Also
called iso2>ropiflidine-acetone and 2-7nethyl-2-pentenone,

mesitylenic (mes"i-ti-le'nik), a. [mesityUiie

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to mesitylene—Mesl-
1.3 5

tylei4c acid, a colorless compound, (t'H3)2C6H3COOH,
prepaied by the action of dilute nitric acid on mesitylene.
It forms monoclinic ci^yatals and melts at 166° C. Also
called 1, a-dimethylbenzoic acid (5).

mesitylic (mes-i-til'ik), a. [mesityl + -ic]

Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
CHo.C(CH3)C00H.H20

(CH3)2C<^^'j^,^ ,preparedby

the action of hydrochloric-acid gas, potassium
cyanide, and alcohol on acetone. It crystal-
lizes in long prismatic needles, melts, when
anhydrous, at 174° C, and may be distilled.

meso-. [Gr. //fffo-f, middle.] A combining form
used in organic chemistry to indicate optical
inactivity through internal compensation.
See *mesoform.

mesoappendix (mes'o-a-pen'diks), TO. [mes-
(entery) + appendix.'\ 'The mesentery of tha
vermiform appendix. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. 421.

mesobacteria (mes'o-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr.

fjiao^, middle,+ NL. fcncierja, pi. of bacterium.']

Medium-sized rod-shaped bacteria. Billroth,

inesobentMc(mes-o-ben'thik), a. [mesobenthos
+ -ie.] Of or pertaining to the mesoben-
thos; living upon or in the bottom between
the outer edge of the continental slope and
the bottom of the deep ocean. Kncyc. Brit.,

XXXIII. 934.

mesobenthos (mes-o-ben'thos), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiiaoc, middle, + (iivdoc, depth: see *beti-

thos.'] The animals and plants which live up-
on or in the bottom between the outer edge
of the continental slope and the bottom of the
deep ocean, considered collectively and in
contrast with the dwellers in or upon the bot-
tom of the continental slope and those that
live upon or in the bottom of the deep ocean.
See *benthos, *epibentho8, and *hypobenthos.
The mud-line is the real upper limit of this zone [con-

tinental slope] : it typically begins at about 100 fathoms,
but may begin at 5 to 20 fathoms in deep sheltered fll'tha,

or be pushed down to 300 fathoms where currents are
strong. Tile fauna of this zone may be termed the meso-
benthos ; it is not so abundant, nor so sharply character-
ized, as the epibenthos and yet is sufficiently distinct to
deserve at any rate a provisional name.

Encyc. Brit, XXXIII. 9.33.

mesoblast, n. 2. In cytol., the middle one of
three concentric protoplasmic layers supposed
to surround the cell-nucleus.
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The normal and developed cell has three concentric

envelopes which may be called blasts, the whole enclos-
ing a nucleus, so that the structure which we found in
the eiu'th as spheres is repeated here as blasts. These
are the exoblast, mesobtast, and endoblast.

J. W. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 69.

Sporadic mesoblast, mesoblast in the fomi of dis-
connected cells or cell-clusters, as distinguished from
typical mesoblast in a continuous cell-layer or epithelium.
Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1894, Ser. B, p. 313.

mesobre^ate (mes-o-breg'mat), a. [Gr.
peaog, middle, + jiptyfia, sinciput.] In cra-
niom., having a moderately rounded vertex.
J. C. Prichard.

mesobronchium (mes-o-brong'ki-um), n.
;

pi.

mesobroHchia (-a). In ornith., a tube or pro-
longation of the bronchus running backward
into one of the abdominal air-sacs.

Mesocambrian (mes - - kam ' bri -an), n. In
gcoL, the middle Cambrian.
Mesocampyli (mes-o-kam'pi-Ii), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. /jeaoi, middle, + Ka/xTrv?MC, curved.] In
Hyatt's classification of the cephalopoda, a
suborder of the Ammonoidea ofuncertain value,
comprising certain Devonian goniatites or
forms intermediate in structure between the
MicrocampyH and Eurycampyli.
mesO-CarboniferouS (mes"o-kar-bo-nif'e-rus),
a. Middle Carboniferous.

Title: 'The Meso-Carboniferous Age of the Union and
lliveradale fonnations in Nova Scotia.'

Science, March 7, 1902, p. 392.

mesocardium (mes-o-kar'di-um), n.
;
pi. meso-

cardia (-a). [NL., < Gr. ptooc, middle, +mp6ia,
heart.] In embryol., the membrane which con-
nects the developing heart with the anterior
body-wall on the ventral side and with the
intestine on the dorsal side.

mesocarpaceous (mes'o-kiir-pa'shius), a. Be-
longing or pertaining to the Mesocarpaceee, a
family of algEB.

mesocephal (mes-o-sef'al), «. [Gr. /jemc,

middle, + Ke<pa/?/, head.] Inanthrop., a meso-
eephalic individual. Deniker, Eaoes of Man, p.
316.

mesocephali (mes-o-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL.]
In anthrop., mesoeephalid individuals. Keane,
Ethnology,

f.
328.

mesocepnalic, «. 3. Of or relating to the
mesencephalon.
Mesocestoides (mes"9-ses-toi'dez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. liiao^, middle, -<- NL. Cestoides.'] The
typical genus of the family Mesoeestoididee.
i'aillant, 1803.

Mesocestoididse (mes'p-ses-toi'di-de), m. pi.

[NL., < Mesocestoides + -!(?«.] A family of
tapeworms, of the order Tetracotylea, having
the head unarmed but provided with four
terminal suckers, and the genital pores sepa-
rate on the ventral surface. It contains the
genus Mesocestoides, parasitic in the dog and
cat, especially in Iceland.

mesochondrium (mes-6-kon'dri-um), n.; pi.

mesochondria (-ii). [NL., < Gr. /icao;, middle,
-t- x"'"h'oit cartilage.] The transparent ma-
trix or intercellular substance in which the

cellular elements of hyaline cartilage are em-
bedded.
mesochroi (me-sok'ro-i), «. pi. [NL., < Gr.
iUeaof, middle, + XP""} color.] In anthrop., in-

dividuals or races of a medial (namely, a yel-

low) color. See the extract under *leucochroi.

mesochroic (mes-o-kro'ik), a. [mesochroi + -ic]

In anthrop., of or pertaining to the mesochroi

;

having a medial (namely, a yellow) color: con-
trasted with Meucochroic and eethoehroic.

mesochrone (mes'o-kron), n. [Gr. /ifCTOf, mid-
dle, + xp"""?, time.] A mean-time curve. P.
Scrret, 1855.

mesococcus (mes-o-kok'us), n. ;
pi. mesococci

(-si). [NL., also mesococcos, < Gr. /jeaoc, mid-
dle, -I- NL. cocCMS.] A medium-sized coccus:
applied to such forms of bacteria. Billroth.

mesoconch (mes'o-kongk), a. [Gr. fjsaoi; mid-
dle, + Koyxit shell.] Same as *mesoconchous.

mesoconchic (mes-o-kong'kik), a. Same as
*mesoconchot(S.

mesoconchous (mes-o-kong'kus), a. [Gr. /jcaoc,

middle, + Koyxi, shell, + -ous.} In craniom.,

having an orbital index of middle value, that
is, of from 80.1 to 85.0: a tenn used by Ger-
man anthropologists.

mesoconchy (mes'o-kong-ki), n. [rnesoconch

+ -!/'.] In craniom., the condition or char-

acter of being mesoconchous. Biometrika,
March-July, 1904, p. 214.

Mesocoracoid arch. See precoracoid *arch.

mesogonion

mesocotyl (mes-o-kot'il), n. [Gr. /^teciog, mid-
die, -t- E. cotyl(edon.).] An intercalary inter-
node developed between the cotyledons in
certain plants, which renders them alternate
instead of opposite.

A further irregulaiity in the case of Klugia Zeylanica
and some species of .Stieptocaipus is the displacement of
the cotyledons from the opposite to an alternate position

;

this is attributed to the intercalaiy development of an
intemode between the cotyledons, to which the name of
mesocotyl is given. Sature, Sept. 8, 1904, p. 463.

mesocracy (me-sok'ra-si), TO. [Gr. /liaix:, mid-
dle, + -Kparia, rule, < npaTilv, be strong, rule.]
Government by the middle class. A'. E. D.
mesocratic (mes-o-krat'ik), a. [Gr. jiiao<:,

middle, -I- Kparai^, rule. See *»ie«oera^.] 1.
Pertaining to, or characterized by, mesocracy.
—2. In geol., having light and dark minerals
in about equal amounts: contrasted with
*leucocratic and *melanocratic.
The main body of the boss is made up of a coarsely

crystalline, meeucratic, hornblende gabbro.
Amer. Geol., Sept., 1904, p. 134.

mesocribrvun (mes-o-krib'rum), TO. [Gr. i^eaor,

middle, -I- L. cribriim, a sieve.] The median
one of three main side sacs arising from the
embryonic cribrum.
The mammalian cribrum.—W. Blendinger has investi-

gated this structure in a series of mammals. In origin it
consists of lateral, more or less vertical, folds, the cribral
sacs. On the embiyonic cribrum there arise three main
side sacs, pro-, meso., and metacrihrum, the entrance to
which is perpendicular to the main axis of the nasal canal.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1905, p. 42.

mefSOCyst (mes'o-sist), TO. [Gr. peaoc, middle,
-t- KvdTif, a bag. ' See cyst.] The double layer
of peritoneum attaching the gall-bladder
to the liver when the former is completely sur-
rounded by serous membrane. Syd. Soc. Lex.
Mesoderm band, one of the strands of mesodermal cells
which arise from the germinal groove of the embi-yo of an
insect.

mesodesm (mes'o-desm), TO. [See Mesodesma.]
In lot., the layer of undifferentiated paren-
chyma lying between the several strands of
a polystele. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 416.

Mesodesma, ". 2. [?. c] A fold of peritoneum
which subtends one of the uterine ligaments.
mesodesmic (mes-o-des'mik), a. Of or per-
taining to a mesodesm.
mesodiastolic (mes-o - di - as - tol ' ik), a. [Gr.
/;£CTOf, middle, -f- E.' diastolic] Occurring in
the middle of the diastole. N. E. 2).

Mesodon (mes'o-don), TO. [NL., < Gr. /ihoc.
middle, + bdoi-^ (oiovr-), tooth.] A genus of
Jurassic fishes, similar to Microdon (which
see), but having teeth on the vomero-palatine
in five rows and three or four irregular small
rows on the splenial.

mesodont, a. 3. In craniom., having a dental
index between 42 and 44.

II. TO. In entom., one of a group of stag-
beetles which have, like the amphiodonts, a
mandibular development intermediate be-
tween the teleodont and priodont types.

mesodorsal (mes-o-d6r 'sal), a. [Gr. ^ilaoc,,

middle, + E. dorsal.] Situated in the middle
of the dorsal region or back.

meso-epidldymis (mes-o - ep-i - did' i-mis), TO.

[NL., < Gr. i^eaoc, middle, + NL. epididymis.]
A double layer of the tunica vaginalis, re-
sembling the mesentery, that unites the epi-
didymis to the scrotum.
mesoform (mes'o-form), TO. [Gr. /daoc, middle,
+ E. form.] In organic chem., a compound
which contains two or more asymmetric (opti-
cally active) carbon atoms in the molecule,
but which has its optical activity diminished
or extinguished because one or more of the
carbon atoms has the dextrorotatory and one
or more the levorotatory configuration, thus
more or less completely neutralizing each
other's optical effect. Such compounds are also said
to be internally compensated, in contradistinction from
the racemic or externally compensated isomers. The two
forms ai-e distinguished, in practice, by the fact that the
racemic isomer is capable of resolution into two optically
active substances, wliich is not the case with the meso-
compound.

mesognathia (mes-og-nath'i-a), TO. [NL., <
Gr. uiaog, middle, + yrdfJof, jaw.] In anthrop.,
the condition of having middle-sized jaws.
mesognathion (mes-og-nath'i-on), ?). ;

pi. meso-
gnathia (-ii). [Gr. /lirjoc, middle, + yvaOoi,

jaw.] An external premaxillary bone.
mesognathism (me-sog'ua-thizm), TO. Imeso-
gnath-ic + -ism.] In anthrop., the condition
or character of being mesognathous.

mesogonion (mes-o-go'ni-on), TO.
;

pi. mesogo-
nia (-a). [NL.] See *mesogonium.



Mesogonistius

Mesogonistius (mes'o-go-nis'ti-us), n. [6r.

fifffof, midtile, + jui'/a, angle, + hriov, sail.]

A genus of fresh-water sunfishes, of the family
Centrarcliidse, found in the eastern United
States.

Blaclc-banded Sunfish i.Afeia£;onistitts chatadon).

^Frotn Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

mesogoniuniCines-o-go'ni-um), n. ; -pX.mesogo-

nia (-ill. [XL., < Or. liiao^, middle, + joi'of,

generation.] In Traehomedussp, one of the

thin vertical lamina? of the subumbrella which
pass across the bell-cavity from the manu-
brium to the radial canals, underlying the
generative sacs and dividing each into two.
Also meKoi/'mion.

mesogyrate (mes-o-ji'rat), a. [Gr. licao^, mid-
dle, -I- L. ffyrahix, pp. of gi/rare, turn.]

Twisted toward the middle, as the beaks of

some pelecypod moUusks : contrasted with
*priisiHiiiriite and *<>i>isthn<iijrate.

mesogyrous (mes-o-ji'rus), a. [Gr. ;U£(Toc,

miJ(rie, -1- jipof, a turn, gyre, + -ou.?.] In
ornitli., having the second or middle loop of

the intestine arranged in tte form of a spiral,

as in all Pnsseres.

mesohepar (mes-o-he 'par), n. [Gr. fitao^,

middle, -H NL. AepWr. See Aeyinr.] A fold of
peritoneum attached to the free edge of the
right lobe of the liver in manv animals. Syd.
Sm: Lis.

mesobypoblast (mes-o-hi'po-blist), n. Gr.
Iijinur, middle, + i-d, under, -I- ^/Mcrrdc, germ.]
Same as *»ifgentoderm.

mesohypsicephalic (mcs-o-hip'si-se-fal'ikl, a.

[riusiiirciihaUc) + hypsiceplialie.] In cranioni.,

beiiiff both mesoeephalie and hvpsieephalic.
Mail, 1901, p. 190.

mesolecithal (mes-o-les'i-thal), a. [Gr. fifao^,

middle, + '/UiBo^, yolk, -f -a/i.] In embryol.,

a term applied to certain eggs, like those of
most arthropods, in which the yolk in an early

developmental stage lies in the center and is

enveloped by a layer of blastodermic cells

:

samf as centrolecithal and *periledthal.

Mesolithic (mes-o-lith'ik), a. [Gr. fiooc, mid-
dle, + //Hof, a stone, + -ic] In prehistoric

arehxoh, relating to the period intermediate
between the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods :

a term employed in the classification of post-

glacial deposits which contain human relics,

or of such relics themselves, and referring to

the relative character and degree of work-
manship displayed therein. Contrasted with
EoHthic, Paleolithic, and Xeolithic. Deniker,

Races of Man, p. 308.

mesologlc (meg - o - loj ' ik), a. Same as mego-
lof/irnl.

mesomegacraniOTlS (mes-o-meg-a-kra'ni-us),
a. [lir. uinnr, middle, + /'^>a, great, +
Kpai'iof, skull.] In craniom., having a skull of

medium volume, that is, measuring from I.SIO

to 1,9.')0 cubic centimeters in males and from
I.GIO to 1,7:50 cubic centimeters in females.

mesomegaprOBOpous (mes - - meg - a - pros'o-

pus), a. [Gr. /jiaof, middle, -f- /i*)a, great, +
-pAnuTToi, face.] In craniom,, said of a skull

which has a face of middle size, the volume of

which is from .580 to 640 cubic centimeters in

males and from 480 to 530 cubic centimeters
in females.
mesomental (mes-o-men'tal), a. [Gr. litrnj^,

middle, + L. omentum + -a?l.] Relating to

the central portion of the omentum.
mesomere (mes'o-mer), n. [Gr. fieaoc, middle,
+ fiepiK, part.] In embryol. : (o) In the seg-

menting egg, a blastomere, or cell which gives

rise to the mesoblast. (6) In the vertebrate
embryo, a mesoblastio somite, or protover-
tebra.

mesometatarse (mes-o-mefa-tftrs), «. Same
as *misomctalarsus.
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mesometatarsus (mes-o-met-a-tar'sus), H.; pi.

mesiimctatarsi (-si). [Gr. /leaoc, middle, +
NL. metatarsus,'] The middle metatarsal bone.

mesomula (me-som'u-la), «. ;
pi. mcsomulse

(-le). [Gr. fie{aoc), middle, + (?) aij/ia, body, -I-

dim. -ula.'i A young embryo which consists

of an epithelial mesoderm and entoderm sep-

arated by a mass of mesenchyme.
Mesomycetes (mes-o-mi-se'tez), «. p?. [NL.,
< Gr. fieaoc, intermediate, -I- NL. Alycetes.] A
group of fungi including the Hemiascales and
the Hemibasidiales, regarded by some authors
as intermediate between the Pliycomycetes

and the higher fungi, Aseomycetes and Basid-
iomycetes. Brefeld.

mesomycetOUS (mes'o-mi-se'tus), a. Of or

pertaining to the Mesomycetes, a group of

fimgi.

mesonasal (mes-o-na'zal), a, [Gr. ^utffof, mid-
dle, -1- E. nasal.]' Relating to or situated in

the middle of the nose.

Mesonemertini (mes"o-ne-m^r-ti'ni), v,pl.

[NL., < Gr. uicoi, middle, + NL. Xemertini.]

A group or order of nemerteans having the

lateral nerves in the dermal muscular layer;

the body-wall consisting of ectoderm, dermis,
an external circular, an internal longitudinal,

and usually an intermediate diagonal layer of

muscles; the mouth behind the brain; no
caecum ; and the proboscis without stylets.

It includes the family Ceplial«thricidse. Com-
pare *Protonemertini, *Metanemertini, and
* Heteronemertiiii.

mesonephridium (mes'o-nc-frid'i-um), n.; pi.

mesoiicjiliridia (-H). [NL., < Gr. ^fooc, middle,
+ NL. iKphridium.] A nephridium of meso-
dermal origin.

mesopatagium (mes-o-pat-a-ji'um), M.; pi.

niesopatayia (a). [Gr. /iiacK, middle, + NL.
patagium. See }>atagium.'\ That part of the

wing-membrane of a bat lying between the

fifth digit of the hand and a line drawn from
the center of the posterior margin to the

elbow.
Within the mtgopatagium the subordinate lines incline

either toward the foreann or the manus.
Harrinon Allen, Monograph of tlie Bats of North Amer-

[ica, p. 3.

mesopectas (mes-o-pek'tus), n. [Gr. /ifaof,

raidtfle, + L. pectus, breast.] Same as meso-
stfniiim, 2.

mesopellic (mes-o-pel'ik), a. [Gr. uiao(, mid-
dle, + TT-M.a, dish (pelvis), + -I'c] Same as

*mesatipelUc, Brinton, Races and Peoples, p.

49.

mesophile (mes'6-fil), a, [G. mesophil (Warm-
ing, IsyS), < (Jr. /iiaoc, middle, + 0iAof,

loving.] Same as *mesophilous. C, Mohr,
mesophilic (mes-o-fil'ik), a, [Gr. liiaof, mid-
dle, + ©i/JJf, loving.] Preferring, or adapted
to live imder, a condition of medium tempera-
ture or moisture; mesophilous: noting espe-

cially bacteria which grow best in cultures

which are maintained at a medium tempera-
ture (li>45°C.). Buck, 'iiied. Handbook, L
686 Hesophlllc bacteria. See kbacterium.

mesophilous (me - sof ' i - lus), a. Mesophilic

;

in fihiitiiiifog., raesophytic.

mesophryon (me-sof'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr.

liea6(^pvov, < fitoo^, middle, + ixppif, eyebrow.]
The region between the eyebrows.

mesophyte (mes'o-fJt). «. [Gr. mcooc, middle,

-t- (jivrov, plant.] 1. A plant which is adapted

to live under conditions of medium moisture

and dryness; a plant intermediate between
the hydrophytes and the xerophytes.— 2.

Same as mesophytum.

mesophytic (mes-o-tit'ik), a, [mesophyte +
-ic] Of the nature of or pertaining to meso-
phytes.

mesoplankton (mes-o-plangk ' ton), n. [Gr.

liiani;, middle, -t- NL. plankton.] The ani-

mals that float or swim in the water below the

100-fathom line and above the 500-fathom line,

considered collectively and in contrast with

the fauna of the deep ocean and the fauna

and flora of the surface. See *hyi)opla7ikton

and *epiplankton.

A. (Arachmactio) albida . . . occurred in over 61 per

cent of epiplankton hauls, never in a meioplankton haul,

and may fairly be taken to be a purely epiplankton fonn.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, I. 117.

mesoplanktonic (mes'd-plangk-ton'ik), a.

[mesoplanktiin + -ic] Pertaining to or of the

nature of mesoplankton. Nature, Nov. 5, 1903,

p. 23.

mesoplasm (mes'o-plazm), ». [Gr. ^^ooc, mid-

mesoseme
die, + TrUa/ia, anything formed.] An inter-
mediate layer between the ectoplasm and the
endoplasm of some sporozoans. Cohn.
mesoplastral, a. II. «. Same as mesoflastron.
mesoplax (mes'o-plaks), 11, [NL., < Gr. peao(,
middle, -I- 7r/af, anything flat.] In the
Pholadidx, a family of teleodesmaceous Pele-
cypoda, one of the accessory shelly plates,
thus termed when situated above the beaks of
the two valves. See also *prosoplax, *meta-
plax, and *liypo])lax.

mesopod (mes '0 -pod), w. Same as meso-
podium.
mesopore (mes ' - p6r), «. [Gr. utaoQ, middle,

-I- irdpof, pore.] In the Bryozoa, the angular
or irregular, cells which occupy interzooecial
spaces in some of the paleozoic genera {Mwnti-
cuUpora).

mesopotamic (mes " - po - tam ' ik), a, [See
Mesopotamian.] Situated between two rivers

:

as, a mesopotamic region.

mesopsycnic (mes-o-si'kik), a. [Gr. /liaog,

middle, + ilrnxv, mind, + -ic] In psychol.,
belonging to the mid-period of mental devel-
opment : opposed, on geologic analogy, to
*paleopsychie and *cenopsychic. G. S. Hall,
Adolescence, II. 358.

mesopterygoid, «. 2. In ichth., a bone be-
tween the pterygoid and metapterygoid which
usually helps to wall in the orbital cavity be-
hind and below. It is not infrequently aibsent.

mesoptile (mes'op-til), n. [Gr. fieuog, middle,
-h KTiAov, feather.] A feather of the plumage
of nestling birds, intermediate between the
down and the mature feather: it bears on its

tip the down and is in turn attached at its

base to the neossoptile : correlative with
*teleoptile and *neossoptile.

This so-called nestling plumage, which is always inter-
mediate in point of time and position between the other
two named, may be called the menoptile.

Rep. Fur Seal Investigations, III. 424.

mesoptycMal (mes-op-tik'i-al), a. [Gr. jiiao^,

middle, -I- vrrif (ktvx-), fold, -I- -ial.] Relat-
ing to the anterior middle part of the chest

:

as, the mcsojitycMal scales of lizards.

mesorcMs (mes -6r ' kis), J!. [NL.] Same as
mciorehium

.

mesorchium, n. 2. In ic7(<A., the tissue which
suspends the genital gland from the dorsal
wall of the abdominal cavity in the males.

mesorcinol (mes-6r'si-nol), )(. [Gr. //fffof, mid-
dle, -1- E. orcinol (?).] A colorless compound,

1. 3.

5

(HO)2CeH(CH3)3, prepared by the action of
nitrous acid on aminomesitol. It sublimes in
small lustrous plates, melts at 149-150° C. and
boils at 274.5-275.5° C. Also called 1, 3, 5-

trimethylphendiol.

mesorhinian, o. II. »'. In anthrop,, a meso-
rliinian individual or type.

mesorhiny (mes'o-rin-i), n. [mesorhine + -y^, ]

In anthrop., the condition or character of be-
ing mesorhine.
mesorostral (mes-o-ros'tral), a. [Gr. /Ufffof,

middle. + L. rostrum, beak, + -al^.] Pertain-
ing to or situated upon the median line of the
beak : specifically, referring to the beak or pro-
longation of the head of such a cetacean as a
dolphin.

mesosalpinx (mes-o-sal'pingks), n. [Qr./iiaoi,

middle, + crd/'.mjf, trumpet.] The upper part
of the broad ligament between the Fallopian
tube and the ovary. >

Mesosauri (mes-o-sa'ri), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
/ifffof, middle, + aaipoc, lizard.] An order of

plesiosaurs established by Boulenger to eon-
tain species having vertebrte with a persistent

notocnord, four sacral vertebriB, and paddles
with five fingers of not more than five phalan-
ges each. The type genus, Mesosaurus, is

from the Trias of South Africa.

mesoscelocele (mes-o-sel'o-sel), n. [Gr. iiiao(,

middle, + OKi'/.o^, leg,'-t- kI/Xtj, tumor.] Perineal
hernia.

mesosclerometer (mes'o-skle-rom'e-tfer), «.

[Gr. fiiaoc, middle, -t- OKAj/po^, hard, -I- iitrpov,

measure.] An instrument for testing the
hardness of minerals by the rotation of a
weighted needle pressed against the surface.

See sclerometer.

mesoseismal (mes-o-sis'mal), a, [Gr. /iiaof,

middle, + miafidc, earthquake.] Pertaining
to or situated in the center of intensity of an
earthquake : as, the mesoseismal area.

mesoseme, n. H, n. In craniom., a skull which
exhibits mesoseme measurements.



mesosome

mesosome (mes'o-som), )i. [mcsosoma.] 1. In
crustaceans, the pereion or thorax. Compare
*metasome and urosomc.— 2, Same as meso-
soma.
mesospOTO, « 2. A nnicellnlar teleutospore
which occurs in certain species of /'«(•«««(, as
P. <)fe('»r<(, 1'. Scirpi, etc., associated with the
ordinary two-celled form.

mesostasis (me-sos'ta-sis), n. [6r. //^oof, mid-
dle, + crdai^, a placing.] 1. In petrog., same
as base-, 8.

These nn-ks (dolerites of the Western Isles of Scotland
and of Iceland] . . . are described as jTOSsessing "inter-

sertal structnre," a structure characterized, according to

the definition ... by the presence of a hypiKjryst^lline

interstitial substance {mesostatds) wedjjed in between the
feldspars. yature, March 1.^ 1K88, p. 459.

2. In phytogeog., the condition of being meso-
static.

meSOStatiC (mes-o-stat'ik), a. [Gr. /lem^,

middle, + ara-iKd^, causing to stand.] 1. In
petrog., of or pertaining to mesostasis.

—

2. In phytogeog., having place under essen-

tially uniform conditions of medium mois-

ture: said of a succession of vegetations.

F. E. Clements.

mesosternite (mes-o-stfer'nit), n. [Gr. ftiaoi;,

middle, + E. sterniie.'] Same as mesosternal

sternite. See mesosternal.

meSOStheniC (mes-os-then'ik), a. [Gr. /daoc,

middle, + adcvof, strength, -t- -tc] 1. Of ordi-

nary or medium strength.—2. Strong in the

median or middle part.

Mesostoma (me-sos'to-ma), n. [NL.] Same
as *Mef^ostomHm.
Mesostomatidae (mes"9-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi.

Same as *i[et<osto7nidse.

Mesostomidse (mes-o-stom'i-de), ?!,;)?. [NTi.,

< ilesostomum + -klk.'] A family of fresh-

water and marine rhahdocoelous turbellarians,

having o;ie or two generative openings and a
rosette-shaped, ventrally placed pharynx. It

includes several genera, among them being
3Iesostomum, Casirada, and Promesostomnm.

Mesostomuiu {me-sos'to-mum),«. [NL.,<Gr.
iifooc, middle, -I- ardua, mouth.]
The typical genus of the family
Mesostomiflm. Also Mesostoma.
Dages.
mesostyle (mes'o-stil), n. [Gr.

fiiao', middle, + arhAoi, pillar.]

1, In bot., a style of intermedi-

ate length, as in trimorphio
plants. Compare *»iefe(s(.i/;e and
*parnstyle.— 2. In anat., the
median one of the three enamel-
covered ridges on the outer side

of the molar tooth of a horse

:

correlated with *parastiile and
*metastyle.

Microchoerus in all probability comes
in the same group, and when more fully

known should furnish a closer approxi-
mation to the Indrisinai than Necrole-
mur, on account of the development of

a inem«tyle in the upper molars.
Amer. Jour. Sci., March, 1904, p. 214.

V



mesto

mesto (mas 'to), a. [It., < L. meeslus, sad, <

msreir, be sad".] In munk; sad, gloomy.
mesiiranema (mes-u-ran'e-ma), «. [NL., also

mesouraiiema, < Gr. /isao(, middle, + ovpavoc,

heaven.] In astrol., mid-beaven; the tenth

house of the heavens, beiugthematernal house,

or house of dignities.

mesuranic (mes-u-ran'ik), a. [Gr. /ieao(, mid-
dle, + oiipavof, palate, + -if.] In craniom.,

having a palatomaxillary Index between 110

and 11.1. Turner.

met. An abbreviation (n) of metaphor, meta-
jihorkal, meUtphoricalbj ; (b) of metaphysical,

metaphysically, metaphysics; (c) of metro-

politan.

met-. A combining form sometimes used in

organic chemistry in place of meta-.

meta-. (fO '" inorganic ckem., among the different

tyj)e3 of periodic, pliospliorio, »i-seniuus, arsenic, Iwracic,

and silicic acids, a prefix used in the name of that which
contains the least proportion of hydrogen, (e) As a

prefix to the names of benzene derivations, it signifies

that atoms or radicals substituting two, three, or four of

the hydrogen atoms of benzene have the positions (if all

six hydrogen atoms of the original benzene be numbered
consecutively from 1 to «) 1 and 3, 1, 2, and 4, or 1, 2, 3,

and 5, respectively. This arrangement is spoken of as

asymmetric. Infieol., it is used to denote change, transfor-

mation, or metamorphism, but differently in different in-

stances. In one case the rock-name to which it is prefixed

acc^trds with the present character of the rock, and the pre-

fix mfta- indicates that it has been developed by processes

of metamorphism ; as, ineta-diorite, a diorite which
has resulted from metamorphism, possibly of a gabhro.

In another case the rock name descrn>es the rock as it

wiis before metamorphism : as, meta-diabase, for au
altered di;lh:ise.

meta-andesite (met-a-an'de-zit), n. An
altered or partly metamorphosed andesite.

Much of the lava contains porphjTitic quartz, and in

general may he designated metarhyolite, but a large

part, being without free quartz and less Bilice<^)Us, has

the appearance of inefaandeirite. A peculiarity of many
of the-se nx-ks is that they are rich in s^nla.

Conlrih. to Knn. GeiA., I". S. C.eol. Surv., 1902, p. 124.

meta-arthritic (mefa-ar-thrit'ik), a. [Gr.

ufrij, after, -H V,. arthritic.'] Consequent upon
arthritis as an effect.

metabasalt (mefa-ba-salf), n. An altered

or partly metamorphosed basalt. Amcr. Jour.

Sci., Feb., 1904, p. 14.5.

metabelian (met-a-be'li-an), «. [Gr. /ifTii,

with, + E. ,-l/«7«(»^!] In moW(., noting a group
wliose oogredient group of isomorphisms is

Abelian.

metabiosis (mefa-bi-o'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
//frri, with, + iHioaic, a way of life.] The de-

pendence of an organism upon another which
furnishes something that is necessary for its

existence.

metabiotic (met'a-bi-ot'ik), a. [metabiosis

{-ot-) + -If".] In ftio?., dependent upon another
for some condition of existence. See *meta-
hiosi.s.

metabole (me-tab'6-le), n. [Gr. lurafiofJi,

changing, change, i fiera,3a?./.eiv, turn about,
change.] Development with metamorphosis,
such as characterizes many insects : contrasted
y!]th*anietabole, or development without meta-
morphosis.
metabolin (me-tab'o-lin), «. [metabol(ic) +
-in-.] Same as metabolite.

metabolizable (me-tab'o-li-za-bl), a. [metabo-
lize + -ahlf.] Capable of metabolic transfor-

mation : said of foods received into the animal
system. See metabolism.

metabolon (me-tab'o-lon), «.; pi. mctabola
(-la). [Gr. ii!Ta:i6?j)v, lieut. of /«Ta/3d/.of, change-
able, < iierajia/.'>£iv, turn about, change.] A
temporary and transitional form of matter
produced by the disintegration of radioactive

substances such as thorium or radium. The
metabolon dilTera from a chemical element in

having only a temporary existence.

The various m^tabolons from the radio-elements are
distinguished from ordinary matter by their great in-

stability and consequent nipid rate of change.
E. liulherfurd, Radio-activity, p. 324.

metacantllid (met-a-kan'thid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the fieteropterous family Meta-
canthiila:.

II. a. Havifig the characters of, or belong-
ing to, the farnUy Metacanthidse.

metacarpal. I. ^.— Metacarpal ligament, pha-
lanx See *litjnmen1, kphaOinjr.

II. «. 2. One of the six primary feathers of

a bird's wing which are attached to the meta-
carpal bones.

metacarpodi^tal (met-a-kilr-po-<lij'i-tal), n.

One of the primaries of a bird's wing : the term
was devised by Wray, who divided the prima-

793

ries into digitals, those attached directly to the
digits, and metacarpals, those joined to the
metacarpus.
metacarpophalanz (met-a-kar-po-fa'langks),

«.; i>l.metacarpophalanges'{-(a,-lsin'jez). [NL.,
< metacarpus, 2, -I- phalanx.~\ A pectoral ray;
one of the rays of the pectoral fin in fislies.

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 523.

metacarpus, ». 2. Same as actinost. Starks,

Sytionymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 523.

metacasein (met-a-ka'sf-iu), «. [meta- +
ca^iein.] A certain phase in the rennin reac-
tion (coagulation of milk), during which the
paracasein is precipitated only by higher tem-
peratures.

metacenter, ». 2. In biol., an organism or an
organ which, while one of the descendants
from an archetyjie, itself becomes anew arche-
type around which new divergent or apocen-
tric modifications are produced.
With reference to any particular group of forms such a

new centre of modification may be termed a metacentre.
Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 343.

Curve of metacenters or transverse metacenters.
See iri'tirrrn ,,/ ship calculnttonx.

metacentral (met-a-seu'tral), a. Same as
metacentric. Trans. LinneanSoc. London, Zool.,

Oct., 1901, p. 229.

metacentric, a. 2. In biol., pertaining to a
new center around which new diverging modi-
fications are produced. P. C. Mitchell Meta-
centric diagram, in naval arc/i., a diagram showing
the curves of metacenters and of centers of buoyancy in a
conventional method. See cut and description under
ircurveg of ship calculations.— Metacentric height.
See *hei(/ht.

metacentricity (met"a-sen-tris'i-ti), n. [meta-
centric + -If.'/.] The property of being meta-
centric, in either sense of that word.
metacerium (met-a-se'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

ftrd, with, + NL. cerium.] A supposed new
chemical element announced by Brauner as
probably present as an oxid mixed with oxid
of cerium. No confirmation of its existence
has been had.

metacestode (met-a-ses'tod), n. [Gr. uerd,

after, implying change, + E. cestode.j A
sexless, encysted
stage of certain
tapeworms, as
Jkithriocephaltis.

If imperfectly
cooked fish in-

fested with the
parasite in this

stage is eaten by
man, the meta-
cestode develops
into the mature
tapeworm. Also
called pleroces-

todr.

metacbemlc (met-a-kem'ik), a. [Gr. fieri, be-

yond, -I- E. chemic".] 1. Of or pertaining to

metaeheiui.stry ; metachemieal.—2. Jn petrog.,

noting changes in the chemical constitution

of rocks ; metasomatic. Dana, 1886.

In none of the specimens studied was there any
schistosity, so that the alteration has been metachemic.

22i( An. Hep. U. S. Oeol. Sttrt>., ii. 793.

metachemieal (tnet-a-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr. /lerd,

after, -I- E. chemical.) Transcending chem-
istry; standing beyond the bounds of true

chemistry : metachemic.
What Mendel^ef denominates the metachemieal and

vague ('verschwonmiene ') theory of electrons.
Science, March 4, 1904, p. 395,

Metachlamydeae (mefa-kla-mid'e-e), n. pi.

[XL. (Engler, 1898), <" Gr. picTO, after, H-

X?^a/ii^ (x'/Muvi^-), cloak, envelop, -t- -ew.] A
series of dicotyledonous plants, embracing all

those having a double floral envelop (calyx

and corolla), with the parts of the inner en-

velop (corolla) coherent. Although coextensive

with the *Siimpetnlie (wliich see), it is not to be con-

founded with that (which is a division) and is coordinate

with the series * Archichlamydeie (which see). The
Klants of this series appeared latiT in the geological

istory of plants and possess a higher organization than
those of the .i rehichlnmydeie.

metachlamydeOUS (met"a-kla-mid'e-us), a.

[MctaihUimyilciC + -ous,] ' Belonging to the

plant series Metachlann/dcsp; having the divi-

sions of tlie corolla coliorent.

metachlorite (mct-a-kl6 'rit), n. [meta- +
chlorite] A dull leek-green ohioritio mineral,

related to daphnite.

metacliromasy (met-a-kro'ma-si), n. [Gr.

//f-rt, with, after, -I- ;t'ptj/ia, color.] An anoma-
lous manner of staining, whereby a single

Metacestode of Bothriocethalui en-
cysted in the smelt (after Leuckart).

(i-rom Lankester's "Zooloify.")

metaconid

stain will color different tissue elements in
different tints or in altogetherdifferent colors :

a term introduced by Ehrlich. Not all dyes
have metachromatic properties. The most
notable ones are methyl-violet, thionin,methyl-
ene-azure, cresyl violet RE, and toluidin blue.
The cells which contain granules contain also a store of

ferment (zymogen), whilst the cells that are destitute of
granules exhibitthe reaction of mucin (mefacAroma*!/).

Lancet, July 18, 1903, p." 177.

metachromatic (met"a-kro-mat'ik), a. [Gr.
//£ra, beyond, +;{'ptj//a (;i-pw//ar-), color, + -ic]
1. Pertaining to or characterized by meta-
chromatism or color-change.—2. Pertaining to
or exhibiting metaehromasy; metachromie.

—

Metachromatic bodies, granules in the interior of cer-
tain bacteria which take on a different stain from the rest
of the cell ; metachromie granules.

metachromatism(met-a-kr6'ma-tizm), n. [Gr.
\itTu., after, + ;fp(j//o(r-), color, + -%sm.\ Change
of color; specifieallj-, variation of color due to
changes in the temperature of a body ; change
of color by change of i>hysical conditions,
as in the case of a double salt con.sisting of
silver chlorid and mercuric iodide, which
changes from yellow to red on being heated
and returns to yellow after cooling.

metachromatosis (met-a-krd-ma-to'sis), «.

[Gr. (izja, alter, + ;);-pai/ic(r-), color, -I- -osis.]

An alteration in color.

metachrome (met'a-krom), n. [See *meta-
chromatic] A body or substance that changes
color.

metachromie (met-a-kro'mik), a. [Gr. fierli,

after, -I- xp"/'a, color, -f- -ic] 1. Staining in

a color different from that of the dye used

—

for example, red with a blue or violet dye;
metachromatic.—2. Differentiated by means
of special stains : applied to granules and other
contents of the cell.—MetJichromie granules,
in bacterial., minute bodies within the protoplasm of
bacteria which are brought out by special staining
methods ; metaclu-omatic Iwdies.

metachromism (met-a-kro ' mizm), n. 1.

Same as *metachromatism

.

—2. Same as *meta-
ch romasy.

Metacineta (met'a-si-ne'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.
/terd, after, + KivT/rdf, < klveIv, move.] The
typical and only genus of the family Meta-
cinetidm. Biitschli, 1888.

Metacinetidse (met "a-si-nef i-de), n. pi.

[.Metacineta + -idie.]
" A family of Suctoria,

consisting ot thecate forms having the base of
the cup drawn otit into a long stalk and the
walls perforated for the exit of the tentacles.

It contains the single genus Metacineta.

metacinnamene (met-a-sin'a-men), ». [mcta-

+ cinnamene.] Same as *metastyrolene.

metacneme (met'ak-nem), n. [Gr. /iET<i, after,

-t- Kvr/iiri, tibia.] In anthozoans, one of the
later mesenteries which appear after the
twelve primary mesenteries. Compare *pro-
tocncme.

metacnemic (met-ak-ne'mik), a. [metacneme
+ -ic] Eesembling, or pertaining to, a
metacneme. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

May, 1902, p. 397.

metacoele, ". 2. The trunk-cavity formed as

a pair of entodermal outgrowths in the Semi-
chorda.

And a metaccele (trunk cavity), formed as a pair of

endoilermal outgrowths, which may possibly have been
originally archenteric diverticula.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 249.

metacoeloma (met-a-se-lo'mii), n.
;

pi. meta-

coelomata (-ma-tii).
" [NL., < Gr. /'era, after, +

Koi/M/ia, a hollow'!] In embryol., that portion of

the true body-cavity, or coeloma, which be-

comes the pleuroperitoneal cavity of the adult.

metaconal (met-a-ko'nal), a. [metacone +
-rt/i.] Of or pertaining to the metacone.
I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 570.

metacone (met'a-kon), n. [Gr. /ifTO, after,

+ /vui'of, cone.] The outer, hindmost cusp on
the upper molar of such a tooth as that of a
horse or horse-like matnmal. See cut under
*tooth, 1. Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II. 529.

metaconid (met - a - kon ' id), «. [metacone +
-id.] The anterior or intermediate cusp on
the inner side of a lower molar of a mammal

:

typically present in the teeth ot the extinct

Byracotherium and in existing monkeys.
Treating them for the present as subspecies, the animal

I should call H. a. leucurus has the txjoth small and nar-

row . . ., low . . ., and simple, the antero-intetnal cusp
not or scarcely divided into its constituent paraconid and
metaconid, . . . and with butone lowcusp on the centre

of the talon.

Aniials and May. Nat. Hist., June, 1004, p. 409.



metaconule

anetaconule (met-a-kon'ul), n. [Gr. ftera,

with, + E. conule.'] The posterior smaller or
intermediate cusp on the upper molar tooth of
a mammal. See cut under *toot)i, 1. Amer.
Geol.. April. 1905, p. 244.

metacopaivic (met-a-ko-pa'vik), a. [Gr. fera,
with. + E. copaira + -ic.l Noting a crystal-
line acid. C0.2H34O4, contained in Maracaibo
copaiva balsam. It is possibly identical with
giirjtinic acid.

metacoracoid(met-a-kor'a-lioid), n. rGr./^frd,

with, + E. coracoid.] Ifhe coracoid proper,
as distinguished from the epicoracoid.

Similarly the doubly ossified condition of the coracoid
may now be held diagnostic, for it is known that the
epieoracoidal element, originally thought to characterize
the niunotremes alone, is always present, and that reduc-
tion to a varying degree characterizes the vietacoracoidy
which retires, as in man, as the so-called coracoid epiphysis.

Smithsonian Rep., 1902, p. 588.

jnetacrasis (met - a -kra ' sis), «. [Gr. /^fra,

after, + updmc, mingling.] 1. Kinetic metab-
olism ; transmutation of energy. Jackson,
Gloss. Bot. Terms.— 2. In geol., that variety
of metamorphism which involves the recrys-
tallization of old materials into new com-
pounds Avithout the necessary addition of new
matter : thus, shales may be changed to mica
schists. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 765.

metacresol-anytol (met - a - kre'sol-an"i-tol),

n. A 40-per-eent. solution of metacresol in
anytol : used in erisypelas.

metacribnun (met-a-krib'rum), n. [Gr. /"frd,

with, + L. cribrum, a sieve.] The outermost
of the three main side sacs arising from the
embryonic cribrum. See*»iesocribrum. Jour.
Soy. 'Micros. Soe., Feb., 1905, p. 42.

metacrisis (me-tak'ri-sis), n. [Gr. fierd, after,
-I- npiai;, a separating.] Injietroff., a term
introduced by Bonney (1886) to signify recom-
bination or a change, such as the conversion
of a mud into a mass of quartz with mica and
other silicates.

metacrolein (met-a-kro ' le-in), n. Imeta- +
acrolein.'] A colorless crystalline compound,
(C3H40)3, prepared by the action of sodium
hydroxid on /3-ehlorpropionie aldehyde. It has
a highly offensive odor and melts at 50° C.

metacrystal (met-a-kris'tal), n. [Gr. fiera,

after, + E. crystal.'} A relatively large crys-
tal, simulating the phenocrysts of eruptive
rocks, but formed in both sediments and
eruptives during metamorphism. Examples
are garnets and staurolite in schists ; andalu-
site in contact-zones; etc. A. C. Lane, in
Bulletin Geol. Soc. Amer., XIV. 388.

metacyclic, a. 2. Solvable by radicals: as,
a mi-turyclic equation. See *eqiiation.

metacyesis (met"a-s5-e'sis), n. [Gr. /lerd, after,
-I- nir/oic, gestation.] Ectopic gestation in
which the embryo, at first in the uterus, is car-
ried to some outside part where it undergoes
further development.
metadesmine (met-a-des'min), n. [meta- +

ilcxiiiiiie.'i A more or less completely dehy-
drated stilbite (desmine).

metadiabase (met-a-di 'a-bas), n. [meta- +
diabases] Same a.8 epidiorite.

metadiazin (mefa-di-az'in), ». [meta- +
diociji.j Same as *pyrimidine.

metadiorite (met-a-di'o-rit), n. [meta-

+

diorite.} In petroij., a ptaneric rock, having
the composition of diorite, which has been pro-
duced by the alteration or metamorphism of
another rock, most frequently by the altera-
tion of pyroxene to hornblende. Dana.

metadiscoidal (met"a-dis-koi'dal), a. [Gr.
/ifTO, after, -I- E. discoid + -aA.] ' In cmbryol.,
noting the placenta of certain mammals such
as the primates (man and apes), in which the
villi are restricted to a disk-shaped chorionic
area on the ventral side of the embryo. Par-
ker and Hasicell, Zoology, II. 562.

meta-element (met ' a -el " f - ment), n. [Gr.
fierd, after, -f- E. element.'] 'In chem., a term
suggested by Sir William Crookes for the very
similar but in some respects different com-
ponents into which crude yttrium seems to
split up on oft-repeated fractional crystalliza-
tion of its salts. He connected these supposed
analogues of closely related organic radicals
with his ideas as to the genesis of the generally
recognized elements of chemistry from a sin-
gle primitive form of matter.

metafysics, ». An amended spelling of meia-
pUysics.
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metagabbro (met-argab'ro), n. [Gr. /ierd, after,

+ E. gabbro.'] An altered or partly metamor-
phosed gabbro. Amer. Jour. Set., Feb., 1904,

p. 145.

metagadolinite (met-a-gad'o-lin-it), n. [Gr.
fitra. after. + E. gadolinitc.] An uncertain
alteration-product of gadoliuite.

metagallic (met-ii-gal'ik), a. Imeta- + gallic^.']

Same as *melanoyallic.

Metagene (met'a-jen), a. and n. [Gr. fierd,

after, -t- -jci'w, -producing.] In geol., a term
suggested by Heilprin (1887) as an equivalent
of Miocene.

metageometer (met"a-je-om'e-t6r), n. Imeta-
geomcfry, after geometer.'] One who is skilled
in metageometry.
metageometrical (mefa-je-o-met'ri-kal), a.

[metageometry + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to
metageometry.
metageometrlcian (met"a-je-om-e-trish'an),
n. [inetageometric + -ian!] Same as *meta-
geometer.
Our metageometriciang tried to derive the basic geo-

metrical principles from pure reason but failed.

Science, Jan. 16, 1903, p. 106.

metageometry (met"a-ge-om'e-tri), n. [Gr.
//fro, after, + E. • geometry. Compare meta-
physics.] A system of geometry wnich omits
or reverses some one or more of the explicit
or implicit postulates of ordinary geometry,
such as that space has but three dimensions,
that all points of space have like neighboring
places, that everjf pair of unbounded straight
lines which are in one plane and do not cut
one another at a finite distance cut one another
at infinity, etc. See *non-Jiuclidean.
The titthhook o( Metaffeometry. . . . M. Barbarin calls

fifth book of 'Metageometry' that which corresponds to
the fifth book of the * Elements of Legendre ' or to the
eleventh of Euclid. Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 364.

metaglobulin (met-a-glob'u-lin), n. [meta-
+ globulin.] Same a,s fibrinogen.
Metagnatha (me-tag'na-tha), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. |Ufra, after, -(- yvddoc, jaw.] In Brauer's
classification of insects, a group of superordi-
nal rank including those forms which take
their food by means of jaws when young, but
by suction when adult.

metagnatbous, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the
Metagnatha.
meta^ram (met'a-gram), M. [Gr. /lerd, over,

-I- ypdfi/ia, a letter.] A word altered by re-
moving some of its letters and substituting
others.

metagraph (met'a-graf), n. [Gr. /lerd, be-
tween, + ypd<t>etv, write.] In craniom., an in-
strument used for drawing diagrams of the
inner form of the skull.

metagraphic (met-a-graf'ik), a. [metagraph(y)
+ -ie.] 1. Of the nature of metagraphy; trans-
literative.—2. Pertaining to, or drawn by
means of, the metagraph.
metagrobolism (met-a-grob'o-lizm), n. [meta-
grobol{ize) + -ism).] " The act of puzzling;
mystification. [Humorous.]
By whose [the mendicant friars' and Jacobins' ] gyrono-

momic circumbilivaginations, as by two celivagous fllo-

pendulums, all the autonomatic vietanrobolism of the
Romish church, when tottering and emblustricated with
the gibble gabble gibberish of this odious error and
heresy, is homocentrically poised.

Rabelais (trans.), iik 38.

metagrobolize (met-a-grob'o-liz), V. t. ; pret.
and pp. mctagrobolizcd, ppr." mctagrobolizing.
[F. metagraboulizer (Rabelais), to puzzle (Cot-
grave).] To puzzle; puzzle out. [Humorous.]

Ha, ha, a pair of breeches is not so easily got ; I have
experience of it myself. Consider, Domine, I have been
these eighteen days in matagraholising this brave speech.

Rabelais (trans.), i. 158.

I find my brains altogether metagrabolized and con-
founded, and my spirits in a most dunsical puzzle.

Rabelais (trans.), iii. 59.

"You see," quoth .Stalky, as they strolled up to prep.
with the ignoble herd, " if you get the houses well mixed
up an' scuiflin', it "s even bettin' that some ass will start
a real row. Hullo, Orrin, you look rather vietagrobolized.

"

k. Kipling, Stalky & Co., p. 124.

metakinesis (met-'a-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Iitrd, after, -t- Kivrjan;, motion.] 1. Same as
mctaphasc.

Heuser('84) seems to have been the first to call atten-
tion to the double character of the daughter chromosomes
in the diaster stage of Tradescantia virginica, but he in-
terpreted the separation of the daughter segments during
metakinesis of the firet mitosis as a transverse division.

Bot. Gazette, April, 1903, p. 251.

2. Any mental process or manifestation of
consciousness. See the extract.
We call manifestations of energy 'kinetic' manifesta-

tions, and we use the tenn 'kinesis' for physical manifes-
tations of this order. Similarly, we may call concomitant
manifestations of the mental or couacioua order 'metaki-

metal
netic, and may use the term ' metakinesis ' for all man ifes-
tations belonging to this phenomenal order. According
to the monistic hyixjthesis, every mode of kinesis has its
concomitant mode of metakinesis, and when the kinetic
manifestations assume the form of the molecular processes
in the human brain, the metakinetic manifestations as-
sume the form of human consciousness.

C. L. Morgan, Animal Life and Intelligence, p. 467.

metakinetic (met"a-ki-net'ik), a. [meta-
kinesis.] (Jf or pertaining to metakinesis, in
either sense of that word ; specifically, per-
taining to mind or consciousness or to a
manifestation of mind or consciousness. See
^metakinesis, 2. L. F. Ward, Pure Soeiol.,
p. 156.

metal, n. 11. In »iJHJ»!(7; (a) Cast-iron, (ft) Hard
rock ; whin or igneous rock, (.c) pi. A general
name for coal-bearing strata. Barrowman,
Glossary

—

Albata metal, an alloy comi>osed of 40
parts of copper, 32 of zinc, and 8 of nickel.—Alfenld
metal, an alloy composed of 6<5 parts of copper, 30 of
zinc, and 10 of nickel, with traces of iron. It is a kind of
German silver— Alger metal, an alloy composed of 90
parts of tin and 10 of antimony. It is suitable as a pro-
tector from corrosion.— Argusoid metal, an alloy com-
posed of 5.5.6 per cent of copper, 23.2 of zinc, 13.4 of
nickel, 3.5 of lead, and 4 of tin, with traces of iron.—Ash-
berry metal, an alloy somewhat resembling Britannia
metal (which see, imder metal). It is composed of 78-82
parts of tin, 14-20 of antimony, 2-3 of copper, 1-2 of zinc,
1-2 of nickel, and 1 ))art of aluminium. It is harder than
Britannia metal and is used chiefly for the manufacturing
of forks, spoons, coffee-pots, tea-iwts, etc., for which Bri-
tannia metal is generally employed.— Baudoln metal, an
alloy comp<jsed of 72 parts of copper, 16.6 of nickel, 1.8 of
cobalt, 2.5 of tin, and 7.1 of zinc, -\bout ^ per cent, of
altnnlnlum may also be added.— Bohlerre metSLl, an
alloy of 66 paits of copper and 34 of zinc. It is use<l for
sheathing ships.— Bourbon metal, an alloy composed
of equal pai-ts of aluminium and tin. It solders readily.
—Coarse metal, the impure metal obtained in one of the
intennediary processes of extraction.— Colloidal met-
als. See *c««o»dn(,— Delta metal, an alloy consisting
ciiiefly of brass or bronze with a small prop<jrtion of iron,
and sometimes containing also manganese or lead. The
iron is chemically dissfjlved in the brass or the bronze,
and the alloy is chai-actelized by great strength and
toughness, durability, and resistance to corrosion. It is
especially valuable for ship-building, massive engineer-
ing, sanitary work, etc.— Direct metal, molten cast-iron
taken directly from the blast-fiuiiace and used in the sub-
sequent metallurgical processes before it has solidified.— Doll metal, molten metal which has stood in a ladle
until it thickens, or into which pieces of s<jlld metal have
been thrown to cool it Dull metal is preferable for
heavy castings because it shrinks less, crystallizes more
closely, and Is less liable to blow-holes and spongy places
than hot metal.— Expanded metal, sheet-metal lathing
and lattice for use in making screens and lockers and for
reinforcing concrete. It is made by cutting in sheet-
metal a series of short slits arranged in parallel lines.

Expanded Metal.

A. lathing; B, net.

one line breaking joint with the next, and then pulling
the sheet out sidewise until the slits are drawn open and
fonn a diamond-mesh net It Is extensively used in flre-

proot and steel-concrete construction. See reinforced
-kconcrete.— FlJie metal, the regulus or matte, contain-
ing from 60 to 80 per cent of copper, obtained in the
fourth stage of the Welsh method of copper-smelting
(which see, under -^method). The name serves to dis-
tinguish it from the regulus obtained in the second stage
of the process, which is known as coa rse metal. See white
metal, under metal.— Frencil metal, metallic anti-
mony of a marketable degree of pm-ity. .Also called
star ?np(ai.— Hercules metal, a trailc-n'ame of an alloy
of copper and a little aluminium.—Karmarsch metal,
an alloy composed of tin, copper, and antimony In varying
proportions. It is used as a bearing-metal.— Magnolia
metal, a trade-name of an antl-frlctlon alloy, used for the
bearings of machinery, etc., consisting of about 7S per
cent, of lead, 18 of antimony, and 4 of tin.

—

Perforated
metal, a trade-name of Iron, brass, copper, or other sheet-
metal perforated in a perforatlng-press. with s(iuare.

round, or oblong holes arranged in various patterns : used
for screens, riddles, sieves, lamp-flxtnres, and other pur-
poses. ConijmTC expanded *metaL— Platinum metkls,
a natural group of elements of metallic character, found
associated In the mineral kingdom, and having close rela-

tions with one another as to chemical behavior. There
are six in all, forming two subgroups of three each, plati-

num. Iridium, and osmium in the one, palladium, rho-
dium, and ruthenium In the other.—Rare-earth metals.
See irearthl.— Ruoltz metal, an alloy which contains
from 20 to 30 per cent of silver 25 to 30 per cent of nickel,

and 35 to .'tO i>er cent of copper : used for manufac-
turing jewelry.— Spence'S metal, a compound obtained
by dissolving metallic sulphlds (mostly those of iron,

lead, and zinc in varying proportions) in melted sulphur.
It melts at 160^ C, takes perfect impressions, and is at-



metal

tacked by few acids. It U used for soldering gas-pipes,

and is especially valuable for nialving air-tight connections

between glass tubes.— Stax metal, a trade-name of re-

fined metallic antimony showing on the suriace the star-

like crjstalline maikings which indicate a near approach

to purity.—White metal, (b) A metallic alloy used for

the bciuings of machineiy, usually consisting of tin and
lead hardened by antimony, zinc, or copper, and distin-

guished by greater fusibility and the absence of yellow

color trimi the bronzes used for the same purpose, (c)

A raeUilUc alloy used for the production, by casting in

iron or brass molds, of cheap ornamental articles to be
electroplated, usually consisting of lead and tin hardened
by antimony, with occasional addition of other metals.

Metal-ammonia compounds. See ^ammonia.
Metal-ammonium compounds. See *ammo-
nitt/n.

metalbumin (met-al-bu'min), n. [meta- +
albumin.'^ Same as *^.sp«rfomMC!tt (which see).

metalepsis, ». 2. IiicAem.,sameasmc<«/e/<.«(/.

metalik (me-tal'ik), «. [Turk.] A Turkish
eoiu worth ten paras or about one cent.

metaline, «. 3. A. trade-name of a non-rust-

ing antifriction alloy, intended to be used as

a lubrieaut in bearing surfaces. It is inserted

as plugs or short pencil-like rods radially in

holes in the bearing.

metallaceous (met-a-la'shlus), a. [metal -(-

-acefjm.'\ Kesembliiig or analogous in char-

acter to the metals.

metalleity (met-a-le'i-ti), n. [F. mMalleitp,

< L. mttdUeus, metallic] The property of

being metallic; metallic character. Coleridge
Metallic acid, an acid of which the radical consists of a

met;d in combination with oxygen, as chromic aei<l (H^-

'.'r<Vi). The term is frequently but incoiTectly applied to

an acid oxid of a metal or a metallic anhydrid. as chro-

mium trioxid (Cr<>3).—Metallic return. .See -kreturnl.

metallician (met-a-lish'an), H. [metallic + -i-

+ -iiti.] A racing book-maker: from the fact

that book-makers used metallic books and
peii'-i!s. Iltitl")!, Slang Diet.

metallocyanide (met'a-lo-si'a-nid), ». [L.

metiilhim. metal, -I- E. cyanide.'] Any cyanide
of a irietiil.

metallogenetic (met'a-lo-jf-net'ik), a. [Gr.

fiiTa/'/iir, metal, -f- II. goictir.] Producing
metals.— Metallogenetic province, a region of simi.

lar or related ore-dejwisit-s. L. de Lautiay, Compte
rendu. loth Int. Geol. Congr.. 1906, I. 5.W.

metallogeny (met-a-loj'e-nl), n. [Gr. /lera?.-

'/jov, metal, -yivqr, -producing.] That special

branch of geology which treats of the genesis

of the metalliferous deposits.

On the possible rdle of slipping in metallnrjf.rwj.

Xatiire. April 13, 190.1, p. 576.

metallograpi (me-tal'O-graf), w. [See metal-

lot/rfii>li!i.] A print produced by metallography.
See mfittifl'tf/rtrphyj 3.

metallographer (met-a-log'ra-ffer), «. [m«ta?-

lotinipliiiit + -cr-.] "A metallographist ; a
metii!liir>;ist. .J (Ach^mm, April 1, 1905, p. 406.

MetallOgrapMc province, a mining regit>n in which the
ore-deiHwits possess a general similarity of type. Com-
pare itmetatt'><j*'netic, which is Ut he preferred because
not alreafly established in a totally different sense. J. A*.

Spurr. in V. S. lieol. Surv., Prof. Paper 42, p. 276.

metallographical ( met ' a - lo - graf 'i - kal ), o.

[mctnll(iijniph(y) + -tcfl/.] Relating to or con-
nected with metallography.
metalloptric ( met - a - lop ' trik ), a. [Gr.

liha/.'/.ov, taken in sense of L. meUtllum, metal,
+ Gr. -oTzrpov, < or-, see.] Relating to the
minute structure of metals and their alloys

as studied with the aid of the microscope.

The report takes up the work done by the ditferent de-

partments, these ajvering heat and mechanics, optical

research,, electric thermometers, pressure iuilicators,

photometry, saccharimetrv, metalloptric researches anil

chemistry. Elect. Itev., Hept. 10, 19(M, p. 400.

metalloscope (me-tal'o-skop), n. [Gr. fiiToi'/xm,

taken in sense of L. mcttiUum, metal, + Gr.

aKOTTili', view.] An instrument for investigat-

ing microscopically the structure of metals.

The metal under examination is polished and
then etched, this process disclosing its crystal-

line structure. Science, Oct. 30, 1903, p. 575.

metallotechny ( met ' a - lo - tek - ni ), n. [Gr.

luTa/.>m; metal, -l- rix^, art.] The art of

working in metals. X. E. D.

metallurgy, ".-Physical metallnrgy, 'he study of

the ph\sj'",l i,n.pei-tie!» of inet;ds iirid alloys. This iiranch

of nn-ralliirgy is o<;cupying a large share of the attention

of scientista at the jtresent time. Klectrochem. and
Mtlnt. Indwitry, July. 1906, p. 248.

metal-mark (met'al-mark), «. Any butterfly

of the family Uiodinidse.—Lsnee metal-mark, an

American rifxlfnid butterfly, Cnlephelu /«,rf(i(i».— Small
metal-mark, an American riodlnid butterfly, Calepheiit

citniin. whic:h occurs in the southern United States. Its

early stages are unknown.

metalogi8i8(met-a-loj'i-sis), n. [Gr. //frd, after,

-t- '/o'jioir, numeration, calculation.] A chang-

ing of numerical status or relations. [Bare.]
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At the upper surface the disintegrated rocks form an

overplacement of soils which undergo such chemical
reaction that the substances of vegetal life are pro-

duced. This material, exposed for longer or shorter
periods, is transported by streams to lakes or to the sea
and sinks to the bottom, where it is recorabined into
various substances, especially as carbonate of lime, chlo-

ride of sodium, other salts, clay, and coal. All of this

transmutation is a numerical change in the relation of

the atoms to the molecules of the substances developed.
Let us call it metalogitsin,

J. W. Powell, Truth and EiTor, p. 55.

metaloph (met'a-lof), II. [Gr. ^l(ra, after, -1-

/.cupoi', crest.] A crest, or fold of enamel, de-

veloped on the postero-internal angle of such
an upper molar as that of a horse. Amer.
Museum Jour. Sup., Jan., 1903, Guide Leailet

No. 9, p. 20.

metalorganic (mefal-or-gan'ik), a. [Prop.
metalloryaiiic, < metal (L. metallum) + organic]
Pertaining to a compound consisting of a
metal in combination with one or more organic
radicals, such as zinc methyl, Zn(CH3).2, or
magnesium ethyl iodide, MgIC2H5.
metal-spinning (met'al-spin"ing), n. In sheet-

metal work; the forming of brass, copper, and
other vessels on a spinning-lathe. A flat disk is

placed in the lathe and made to revolve at a high speed
in a vertical plane. A suitable tool is then held in the
hand, supported on the tool-rest, and pressed against the
disk, causing it to bend into the desired form. Vases,
bowls, plates, j:u^ pans, and other vessels are in this way
pressed or spun directly from Hat disks of sheet-metal.

.See •kspinninil-lftttie.

metamathematical (met-a-math-e-mat'i-kal),
II. [mi't(iin<ithi:matic{s) + -ui'^.'] I'ertaining to

or of the nature of metamathematies.
metamerical (met-a-raer'i-kal), a. [metamere
+ -iciil.] Of or pertaining to metameres, or

segments of the body; metameric.
metameride (me-tam'e-rid), n. [metamer +
-ide.] Same as metmner.

metamorfose, metamorfosis. Simplified

spellings of metamorphose, metamorphosis.

metamorphic, «. 3. Noting races formed by
intercrossing of archimorphie races in those

parts of the world where distinct archimorijhic

races come into contact. Examples of meta-
morphic races are the Malay, Ethiopians, and
Hottentots. «. T. Frituch.

'

metamorphism, »— Contact metamorphlsm, in

petroii., the nit-taniorpliism dt-veloped inriickin the imme-
diate Meiglibuili<«>,l uf ignrous nx-ks. ^t^enietninoriihiMn.
—Macrostructural metamorphism, metamorphisni
which i)njduces changes of structure snthoiently coai-se

to be ejisily discenii]>le with the uniissisted eye. (ieikie,

Text-i)-«.k.>f lieol. (4th ed.), p. 705.

—

Microstructural
metamorphism, changes in the mici-oscopic structure

of nK'ks wljiih nuiy not be visible without magnification.

Oeiki,\ Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 765.

metamorphist (met-a-m6r'fist), «. [meta-

morph{ism) + -ist.] In //eo^, an advocate of

the theory of metamorphism.
metamorphopsy (met'a-mdr-fop'si), «. Same
as nulamorphopsia.
metamorphosis, n. 5. In music, either the

same as rariation(see variation, 9), or that ex-

tension or transformation of a theme or sub-

ject which often appears in modern music in

the progress or development of an extended
movement. From Beethoven onward the

recognition of the essentially plastic nature

of musical ideas (see idea, 9) has steadily ad-

vanced and constitutes one of the salient

charactei-istics of recent composition—Stadia
of metamorphosis, instars. See *t7i«tar2.

metamorphous (met-a-m6r'fus), a. Same as

metamorjihic.

metamorphy, n. 2. In biol., the abnormal
replacement of a part of the body of an organ-

ism by another part, as in a flower in which
the pistil is replaced by a leaf-shoot.

Metamynodon (met-a-min'O-don), n. [NL.,

irreg. < Gr. /^fra, after, + aftvvetv, ward off,

defend, + oiSoif. tooth.] A genus of aquatic,

hornless rhinoceroses occurring in the White
River Oligocene deposits of North America.
It is characterized by formidable canine

tusks, small but prominent eye-sockets, a

broad, flat skull, and the jiresence of four com-
pletely functional digits in the manus. The
fatter character widely separates this animal
from the true rhinoceroses.

Metanemertini (met"a-ne-m^r-ti'ni), n. pi.

[XL., < Gr. /iiTii, after, + NL. Nemertini.']

A group or order of nemerteans having the

bram and lateral nerves lying within the der-

mal muscles of the body-parenchyma, the

body-wall as in the Mcsonemertini, the mouth
in front of the brain, the proboscis usually

with stylets, and a ctecum generally present.

It incliides several families, among which are

metaphase

the Eunemertidse, Amphiporidse, Tetrastemmidee,
and MalacoMellidse.

metanephric (met-a-nef'rik), a. [metaneph-
r{on) + -ic] Of or pertaining to the meta-
nephron.
Another organ which, though not peculiar to the Mam-

malia, is yet a diagnostic feature of teiTestrial verte-
brates, is the metanephric kidney, and that there is

possibly a relationship between terrestrial modes of loco-
motion and the evolution of this organ I will now endeavor
to show. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, I. 33».

Metanephric duct, a duct that in higher vertebrates
becomes the m-eter. Parker and IJaxwell, Zoology, II. 110.

metanephros (met-a-nef 'ros), ». Same as
metaiiephron.

metanepionic (met - a - nep - i - on ' ik), a. [Gr.
li£Ta, between, -1- vi/inog, an infant.] In the
nomenclature of the stages of growth and
decline (auxology), noting a substage of the
nepionio condition intermediate between the
ananepionic and the paranepionio conditions.
See *nejnomc.
For about half a volution or less, the shell is smooth,

although lines of growth become more pronounced. At
more or less regular intervals stronger lines of growth
appear (ananepionic). In the later portion of the nepi-
onio stage (metanepionic) longitudinal wrinkles or ribs

appear which characterize the ambital portion of the
whorl, and may be traced upward to the suture between
the two whorls. Amer. Nat., Aug., 1903, p. 518.

metantimonate (met-an'ti-mo-nat), n. [meta-
+ antimondte.'l A salt of antimonic acid, as
sodium antinionate, the production of which
by precipitation, owing to its slight solubility,

is sometimes used as a test for sodium in its

compounds.
metantimonic (met-an-ti-mon'ik), a. [meta-
-f antimonic] Noting an acid, HSbO<), ob-
tained by heating ortho-antimonic acid to
175° C. The metantimonic acid of Fr^my (H4-
Sb207) is now called pyro-antimonic acid, thus
preserving analogy with the different phos-
phoric acids.

metanucleolus (met"a-nu-kle'o-lus), H. [NL.]
Same as *mctanuclexis.

After a time the chromatin emerges and is re-dis-

tributed in the nuclear framework, or it postpones its

emergence until the formation of the directive spindle
where it takes the form of chromosomes. In both cases
there is a residue (Hacker's "metanucleolus"), which is

either a pi-oduct of metabolism or superfluous chi'omatin.

Juur. Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 1904, p. 187.

metanucleus(mct-a-nii'kle-u8), »». [NL., <

Gr. /jcrd, after, + NL. nucleus.] The nucleo-
lus of the ovum after its extrusion into the
cytoplasm from the nucleus or germinal ves-

icle, r. Haccker, 1892.

meta-organism (met-a-6r'gan-izm), n. [Gr.

liiTo., after, + E. organism?] See the extract.

That this body of ours ... is interpenetrated with a
'meta-organism' of identical shape and structure, and
capable sometimes of detaching itself from the solid

flesh. Myers, Phantasms of Living, II. 278. JV. i'. D.

metapectin (met-a-pek' tin), n. [meta- -f

pectin.] A colorless amorphous-acid com-
pound, C32H4s032(f), prepared by boiling

parapectin with dilute acid.

metapectUS (met-a-pek'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.
/'era, after, + li. pectus, breast.] Same as
metastenmm, 2.

Meso- and Meiapectua with a double row of dark green
nodules placed on transverse spota of the same color

;

metapleura with a row of spines.

.innats and Mag. Nat. Hist., June, 1904, p. 440.

metapeptic (met-a-pep'tik), a. [metapepsis.]

Pertaining to, or characterized by, metapepsis.

metaph. Same as *met. (a) and (6).

metaphase (met'a-faz), n. [Gr. /jerd, after, +
<pdai(, phase.] In cytol., the second or middle

Diagrams of the later phases of mitosis.

^. metaphase, splitting of the chromosomes, f.fi. ; «. the cast-oft

nucleolus ; B, anaphase, Lhe daughter-chromosomes diverging, be.



metaphase
tween them the interzonal fibers, i/., or central spindle': centro-
somes already doubted in anticipation of the ensuinijf division : C,

late anaphase or telophase, showing dirision of the cell-body,
tnidbody at the equator of the spindle and beginning reconstruct
tion of the daughter-nuclei : Dt division completed. (From Wilson's
"The Cell. "1

stage of karyokinetic cell-division, or mitosis,

in whit'h the chromosomes are collected to

form the equatorial plate of the spindle and
undergo longitudinal fission. Compare ^ana-
phasr and * telophase. Strasburgcr, 1884.

metaphasis (me-taf'a-sis), n. [NL.] Same
as *mit(iphase.

metaphenylene (met-a-fe'nil-en), n. \mcta-
+ plieniilcii('.~\ The phenylene radical in which
the two valence bonds extend from carbon
atoms that are in the meta position. See
*meta- (e)—Metaphenylene blue. See*bhie.

metaphonical (met-a-fou'i-kal), a. Pertain-
ing to, or of the natui'e of, metaphony or um-
laut.

metaphony (me-taf'o-ni), n. [F. mMaphonie,
< Gr. jUfa, over, + <jiavf/, sound.] Umlaut.
[Rare.]

Since the usaal term 'mutation' is altogether vague,
designating any kind of vowel-shifting whatever, I have
ventured to intn>duce into the English tenninology the
wortl ' metaphony ' for Gennan ' Umlaut, ' as al eady iu my
French edition.

r. Henry, Comp. Grammar of Eng. and German, p. 43.

metaphragmal (met-a-frag'mal), a. [meta-
phruyma + -o?l.] df or pertaining to the
metaphragm or metaphragma.
metaphysicize (met-a-fiz'i-slz), r. i.

;
pret.

and pp. metaphijsicizcd, ppr. metaphysicizing.
[metajihysic + -ize.'] To engage in metaphysi-
cal reflection or argument ; think metaphysi-
cally.

He [Walking Stewart] had also this singularity ahout
him—that he was everlastingly metaphysiclzing against
metaphysics.
De Quincey, JTote Book of an English Opium-eater, p. 243.

metaphysiologist (met-a-fiz-i-ol'p-jist), n.

[nieliiplii/siologiy) + -ist.'\ A student of meta-
physiology.

Modern mettphysicians and metaphynologiats have
been staggered by the imjtropriety of assigning Secretion,
Digestion, &c., to the spiritual agent active in Thought
and Will.

O. II. Lewes, in Fortnightly Eev., April, 1876, p. 48a

metaphysiology (met-a-fiz-i-ol'o-ji), )i. [Gr.
fieTci, alter, + E. physiology.^ A science or
theory of life transcending physiology.
There is still the radical separation between the con-

ceptions of Creation and Evolution in the explanation of
the Cosmos ; and between the conceptions of metaphysiol-
ogy, and physiology in the explanation of Life and Mind.

G. II. Lewes, in Fortnightly Kev., April, 1876, p. 479.

Metaphyta Cmet - a - fl ' ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Haeckel, 1889), < Gr. uera, beyond, -1- <fiv-6v,

pi. <pvTd, plant.] A great division of the
vegetable kingdom including all multicellu-
lar plants, or plants possessing tissues, that
is, all except the Protophyta (which see). It

corresponds in plant life to the Metazoa in
animal life.

metaphyte (met'a-fit), n. [Gr. ficTa, after, -t-

^tirdf, plant.] In hot., a, multicellular plant

:

corresponding to nietazoon in zoology. See
*Metaphyta.

metaphytic (met-a-fit'ik), a. [metaphyt{e) +
-ic] Pertaining to metaphytes, or of the na-
ture of a metaphyte.

metaplasm^, ». 2. In cytol., a collective term
applied to lifeless or non-living substances or
inclusions such as yolk-bodies, starch, pig-
ment, etc., in the cell-protoplasm, as distin-

guished from the living substances. Hanstein,
1868.

These non-living substances altogether belong to the
group known as metaplaem or paraplasm, in contradis-
tinction Ui the substance which is the real living element
of the cell— the protoplasm.

S. Watase, Biol. Lectures, 1893, p. 85.

metaplasmic (met-a-plaz'mik), a. [metaplasm
+ -I'c] Consisting of, or pertaining to, meta-
plasm.

After the formation of the daughter nuclei, they again
begin to fill with the linin granules or reticulum (the so-
called metaplasmic substance of Strasburger) until, at the
time of maturity, they are so dense as to make any dis-
tinction between the granular material and chromatin
reticulum veiy difficult. Bot. Gazette, July, 1903, p. 11.

metaplasmosism (met-a-plas'mo-sizm), n.

[NL., < Gr. /iera, aftei, implying change, +
Tr?A<7/m, anything formed, -f- -os{is) + ism.']

A pathological change in a cell or its constitu-
ents, naeckel. [Rare.]

metaplaz (met'a-plaks), n. [NL., < Gr. //era,

after, -f TrXiif, a plate ] In the I'holadidee (a
family of teleodesmaceous Pelecypoda), one of

796

the accessory shelly plates, thus termed when
situated behind the beaks of the two valves.

See also *prosoplax, *mesoplax, and *hypoplax.

metaplezus (met-a-plek'sus), n. [NL., < Gr.
jura, after, -t- NL. plexus.] The choroid
plexus in tlio fourth ventricle of the brain.

metapneumonic (met"a-nu-mon'ik), a. [Gr.
ftera, after, + 'ii'L. pneumonia + -ic] Follow-
ing upon pneumonia ; occurring as a sequel of

pneumonia.
metapod (met'a-pod), n. [Also metapode;
< NL. metapodium.'] Same as metapodium.
metapodion (met-a-po'di-on), n.; i^X.metapodia

(-%) [NL., < Gr. iJ-ira, after, -1- irdSiov, dim.
of Troi'f, foot.] In hymenopterous insects with
a petiolated abdomen, the part of the abdomen
situated behind the petiole.

metapodius (met-a-p6'di-us), n.
;

pi. metapo-
di) (-i). [NL., < (Jr. ^e-a, after, + jroif {t^oS-),

foot.] A large American coreid bug, Meta-
podius femoratus, the thick-thighed metapo-

Metapodiusfitnoratiis.

a, -idult; b, nymph. Enlarged one fourth.

dius, occurring abundantly in the southern
United States. It is both carnivorous and
phytophagous, and is an important enemy of
the cotton-caterpillar and army-worm.
metapole (met'a-pol), n. [Gr. iieTa, after, +
7r<iAof, pole.] If'BCX, ACY, and ABZ are tri-

angles constructed externally on tlie sides of
ABC, and BCX', ACY', and ABZ' triangles
constructed internally, and all six are similar
to A T, the straights AX, BY, and CZ cointer-
sect in T^, prime metapole of ABC and T ; the
straights AX', BY', and CZ' in T2, second
metapole of ABC and T.

metapolitical (met"a-po-lit'i-kal), a. \rneta-

politic{s) + -dU.] df or pertaining to meta-
politics.

The metaphysical, or as I have proposed to call them,
metapolitical reasonings hitherto discussed, belong to
government in the abstract. But there is a second class
of reasoners who argue for a change in our government
from former usage. Coleridge, The Friend, II. iv.

metapolitician(met'''a-pol-i-tish'an), n. \_meta-

politics.] dne who indulges in metapolitics
or abstract political theorizing.
The metapoliticians, as they have aptly been called,

who bewilder themselves with abstractions.
Southey, Ess., I. 390. A'. E. D.

metaprotaspis (met"a-pro-tas'pis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. fitrd, after, -t- NL. protasyiis.] A sub-
division of the protaspis or larval stage in the
trilobites intermediate between the anapro-
taspis and paraprotaspis conditions. See
*prntaspis.

metaprotein (met-a-pro'te-in), n. [meta- +
protein.] A protein derivative which results
from the action of acids or alkalies upon albu-
mins. The groTip includes the acid albumins
and alkaline albuminates.

metapsychical (met-a-si'ki-kal), a. A term
formed on the analogy of metaphysical to de-
note phenomena beyond the range of ordinary
consciousness; occult or transcendental: ap-
plied to the phenomena of psychical research.
Athenieum, April 22, 1905.

metapsychology (met-a-si-kol'o-ji), re. Aterm
formed on the analogy of tnetaphysies to de-
note philosophical speculation regarding the
mind, its origin, functions, etc., which is

beyond the reach of verification by mental
experience ; metempirical psychology.

metapterygoid, ». 2. In io7iWi., the posterior
of the three pterygoid elements, the meso-
pterygoid and the pterygoid being anterior to

it. It is articulated behind with the hyoman-
dibular.

metapyric (met-a-pir'ik), a. [Gr. /icri, after
(signifying change), -I- nip, fire, + -ic] In

Metaspermas

petrog., noting a metamorphosed igneous rock

:

thus, a metapyric gneiss is one derived from a
granite. Gregory, 1894.

metaquinite (met-a-kwin'it), n. [Gr. ucri,
after, -t- E. quina "+ -ite^.] Dihydroxvhexa-
hydrodiphenyl, C6H5CoH9(OH)2: made by
reducing phenyldiketohexamethylene with
sodium and alcohol. It melts at 157° C.
metarachidial (met"a-ra-kid'i-al), a. [meta-
rachis (assumed stem -rachid-) + -ial.] Of or
pertaining to a metarachis : as, the metarachid-
ial aspect of a sea-pen.

metaracllis (me-tar'a-kis), n.
;
pi. metaraches

(-kez). [Gr. /itrti, after, -(- pd;i;if, spine.] In
Pennatulacca, that face of the rachis on which
the zooids are borne : opposed to *prorachis.
metargon (met-ar'gon), n. [Gr. /lera, beyond,

-I- E. argon.] A supposed element found in
atmospheric air : afterward found to be merely
carbon monoxid.
metarhyolite (met-a-ri'6-lit), n. [Gr. fieri,

after, -1- E. rhyolite"] An altered or partly
metamorphosed rhyolite.
Much of the lava contains porphyritic quartz, and in

general may be designated metarhyolite, but a large part,
being without free quartz and less siliceous, has the ap-
pearance of metaaudesite. A peculiaiity of many of these
rocks is that they ai-e rich in soda.

Contrib. to Boon. Geol., V. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 124.

metaschematism (met-a-ske'ma-tizm), n.
[NL. mcfdschematismus, < Gr. fieraaxilia-Tiafio^,

< utTaaxviio-ri^eiv, to transform.] A change in
the form of a disease, as when hemoptysis
follows suppression of the menses. Syd. Soc.
Lex.

metascolecite (met-a-skol'e-s-it), n. [meta- +
scolecitc.] A partly'dehydrated scolecite, dif-
fering from the original mineral in physical
characters.

metaseptum(met-a-sep'tum), n.\ pi. metasepta
(-ta). [NL., < Gr. fierd, after, + NL. septum,
partition.] In corals. See the extract.

In recent corals the septa beyond the primary septa

—

metasepta—are found Xxi appear bilaterally, in a dorso-
ventral sequence, within each of the six primary systems,
the adult radial symmetiy being secondary. In certain
Palaeozoic corals the metasepta arise in a regular dorso-
ventral succession within only four of the six primary
systems. Science, March 6, 1903, p. 388.

metasitism (met'a-si-tizm), n. [Gr. fie-a,

after, implying change, + cirog, food (cutcIv,

eat), -t- -Js/H.] 1. Change from the method of
nutrition which is characteristic of plants to
that which is characteristic of animals. [Rare.]

In the same way we can derive the phycomycetes by
metasitism from the siphonea, the fungi from the algae.

Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p." 616.

2. Cannibalism, especially among protozoans.
Haeckel.

metasocial (met-a-s6'shal), a. [Gr. fierd, after,
+ E. social.] tertaining to the stage of
social evolution which begins with the con-
quest and subjugation of one group or race by
another, and continues through fusion or
amalgamation. L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol.,

p. 274.

metasomatic, a. 3. Relating to the alterna-
tions of air and water within the earth, which
are suggestive of breathing, and eventually
produce important geological changes.
metasomatism, n. 2. Chemical change occur-
ring in a body of ore or in a rock-mass at a
considerable depth in the earth's crust: dis-

tinguished from weattiering, which occurs at
or near the surface.

metasomatist (met-a-s6'ma-tist), n. [Gr.
/'trd, over, + aci/in (ciJ/jaT-), body, -t- -ist.]

One who believes in the lithological theory of
metasomatosis.
metasomatome (met-a-s6'ma-t6m), n. [Gr.

fierd, after, -f a(ofia(T-j, body, -I- -ome.] One
of the constrictions or spaces between succes-
sive mesoplastic somites, or protovertebrae, in

vertebrate embrj'os.

metasome, ». 2. In some crustaceans, as the
amphipods, the first three segments of the
pleon or abdomen. Compare *mesosome and
tirosome.

metasjperm (met'a^sperm), n. [Gt. /jerd, over,

-I- CTzspfia, seed.]' A member of the Meta-
spcrnne; an angiosperm.
Metaspermse (met-a-sp^r' me), n.pl. [NL.
(Str.asburger, 1872), i Gr. ferd, after, + aTrepfia,

seed.] Same as Angiospermse (which see)

and *Arcltispermse. The term is designed to
emphasize tlie fact that these plants appeared
later in the geological series, none being cer-

tainly known earlier than the Lower Cretan
ceous. See *Metachlamydese.



metaspermic

metaspennic (met-a-sp^r'mik), a. IMeta-
speriii(i€) + -if.] of', or consistiag of, Meta-
spenih-e.

metastability (met'a-sta-bil'i-ti), n. [meta- +
itdhility.] The character of being metasta-

ble ; specifically, in thermodi/nam., equilibrium

of the type, neither strictly stable nor un-

stable, possessed by a medium under certain

conditions such as those which exist in the

case of an under-cooled liquid.

metastable (met-a-sta'bl), a. [meta- + stable^.']

1. In jilii/s. cheni'., having a stability of such
sort that a minute impressed change of condi-

tions may produce a distui'banee not propor-
tional to the impressed change. Pure water in

a smiKjth vessel may be cooled a few degrees below the

freezing-point without the formation of ice. The water

is then in a metastable condition. If a hundredth of a

grain of ice at the temperature of fhe freezing-point be
brought in contact with the water, a certain fraction of

it becomes ice. while the temperature of the whole rises

to the freezing-iwiiit ; and if ten or a thousand gi-ains of

ice be used, the fraction frozen and the final temperature
are j)recisely the same. A somewhat closely analogous
condition in mechanics is called an unstable equilibrium ;

but the word equilibrium, in chemistry, has been applied

to the permanence of a given relation between two or

more substances and cannot consistently be applied to

the stability of a single substance.

Among supersaturated solutions there are some which
under dctlnite conditi<,ns can be kept indefinitely, if

genns are excluded, without formation of the solid phase.

Such solutions are called Metastable.

H. W. Morse and Q. W, Pierce, in Proc. Amer. Acad, of
[Arts and Sciences, May, 1903.

2. In Ihermodynam., in a state intermediate

between stable equilibrium and unstable equi-

librium, but approaching stability as nearly

as the conditions will permit.

metastasis, n. 4. In petrog., a change within

a rock or mineral in the nature of reerystaHiz-

ation or molecular rearrangement, without
the addition or subtraction of material : as the

crystallization of a limestone, or the devitrifi-

cation of glass.

metastasize (me-tas'ta-siz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

metastasized, ppr. metastasizing, [nietastasif

+ -ire.] In pathol., to produce new foci of

disease in more or less distant parts by means
of metastasis : referring usually to malignant
growths.
As might be expected the tendency to metastasize is

mncb greater in certain tumors than in others.

Jour. Med. Research, Nov., 1907, p. 187.

metastatic, a. 2. Eclating to or characteristic

of the Mctastatica or Holostomatidse ; involving

a change of host but no alternation of genera-

tions : as, the metastatic mode of develop-
mont of certain trematodes.

Metastatica (met-a-stat 'i-kS), n. pJ. The
llDliistiimiitiiiie. Leuckart.

Metastigmata (met-a-stig'ma-tii), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. iiira, after. + ariyua, point, mark.] In
Canestrini's classification of the Acarina, a
group corre8i)onding to the superfamily Ixo-

diiidea, or ticks.

metastigmate (met-a-stig'mat), a. and n. I.

a. Having the characters of or belonging to

the .Metastigmata.

II. n. A member of the Metastigmata.

metastome (met'a-stom), n. Same as mcta-
stonta.

metastomial (met-a-sto'mi-al), a. [meta-

Ktiiitiium + -ail.] "Of or pertaining to the
mi-tastomium.
metastomium (met-a-sto 'mi-um), n. [NL.,

< (ir. fu-ra, behind, + oTd/ia, mouth.] The
region of the body behind the mouth ; the

metastoma.

metastropbe (me -tas ' tro - fe), n. [Gr. /if™,

aftir, -\- n-fxi^ri, a turning.] Change or inter-

change; spei'itically, in crystallog. See the

extract.

A 8<jlid figure is symmetrical to an ails when every
radius vector moving in a plane perpendicular to the axis

and meeting a jMiint of tlie flgure would also meet cor-

rej»{>onding i)oints at the same distances from the axis at

each revolution through an arc-angle of—-.

The aspect of such a «jlid figure will not therefore be

changed by a revolution of the solid round this axis

through the angle — , and any portion of its surface so

revolving will move into a position in which it will be

congruent with another portion of the surface entirely

corresponding to it.

Def.—Congruence of this kind will be termed nietas-

tritphr, and such corresponding parts will be said to be
metiatn>phic to each other.

A'. Strrry-Mttskelyne, Crystallography, p. 99.

metastrophicCmet-a-strof 'ik), a. [Gr. neT&,

after, -t- arpoifi^, a turning, + -ic] Of, char-

acterized by, or of the nature of, metastrophe;

797 metensarcosis

interchangeable : said specifically of the faces,

edges, and solid angles of a crystal with refer-

ence to rotation about an axis of symmetry.
See '''symmetry, 6.

metastyle (met'a-stil), «. [Gr. nerA, after, -I-

E. «iy/A] 1. In 6o^, an unusually long style :

are the most numerous and widelv distributed
of the micro-organisms. See ^prototrophic
and *paratro2>hic.

metatropic (met-a-trop'ik), a. [rnetatrop(y)
+ -ic] Pertaining to, or characterized by,
metatropy.

said chiefly of trimorphic plants. Compare metatropy (me-tat'ro-pi), n. [Gr. /lerA, after
*mesostyle and *parastyle.—2. The posterior (indicating change),'-!- rpo-^, a turning.] In
enamel-covered ridge on the outer side of such petrog., metamorphic processes consisting in
a molar as that of a horse : correlative with physical changes, into which chemical action
*parastyle and *mesostyJe. does not enter or enters only to a slight ex-

Rudimentary conules, and para-, meso-, and metastyles. tent. Irvivg, 1889.
U. F. Osbom, in Bulletin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1902, mctatungstate (met-a-tung'stat), 11. [meto-
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tuiitjstatc.'i A salt of metatungstic acid[p. 210.

Same asmetastyrene (met-a-stl'ren), n,

*iiutastyroleiie.

metastyrol (met-a-sti'rol), n. Imeta- + styrol.2

See *m('t<isti/ri>lene.

metastjrrolene (met-a-sti'ro-len), «. lmet(i- +
styrolene .'] A transparent, highly refractive,

solid polymer of styrolene, (CgH8)n, contained
in liquid storax and fonned spontaneously
from stjTolene, into which it is retransformed
by distillation. Also called metastyrene, vieta-

cinnamciie, and, incorrectly, metastyrol.

metasyncrisis (met-a-sin'kri-sis), n. [Gr. nera-
aiyKjuaif, < fieraavyKpivciv, use diaphoretics.]

In med., the elimination of morbid matter,
particularly through the pores of the skin.
-V. E. D.
metasyphilis (met-a-sif'i-lis), n. \meta- +
syjihilis.] Plereditary syphilis.

metasyphilitic (met-a-sif-i-lit'ik), a. 1. Re-
lating to or of the nature of hereditary syphi-
lis.— 2. Occurring as a sequel of syphilis.

metatactic (met-a-tak'tik), a. [metataxis.'\

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, metataxis.

Metatarsal artery, phalanx. See *artery,
*phalanx.

metatarsale, n. 2. pi. The bones of the meta-
tarsus considered collectively.

metatazlc (met-a-tak'sik), a. Same as *meta-
^ao(i('.— MetatailC change. See -kchange.

metataxis (met-a-tak'sis), n. [Gr. fierA, after

(indicating change), + raSiq, arrangement.]
In petrog., mechanical modification such as

transverse cleavage, produced in a rock by
metamorphism. Irving, 1889.

metate (me-ta'te), n.

The metatungstates are not precipitated by
the addition of an acid unless the solution is

boiled for some time, when ordinary tungstio
acid is thrown down.

metatungstic (met-a-tung'stik), a. [metatung-
st(ate) + -!c.] Noting a metallic acid, form-
ing small yellow crystals of the composition
H.2W4O13.7H.2O, obtained by decomposing
barium metatungstate by dilute sulphuric
acid. It differs from ordinary or normal tung-
stie acid in being soluble in v;ater.

metatype (met'a-tip), n. [Gr. fierd, after, +
TrTToc, type.] 1. A tabulation of the normal
or average individuals of a race, in respect to

any characteristic, as a basis for statistical

comparison with exceptional or aberrant in-

dividuals. See the extract under *metatypic.

It is these metatypes that we should compare anatomi-
cally with the criminals if we would make conii)al'i8on be-
tween the anatomic characters of the two classes.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 630.

2. In the nomenclature of types in natural
history, a topotype identified by the nomen-
clator himself.

metatypic(met-a-tip'ik), a. \jnetatype+ -ic]
Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a metatype.
In order to characterize criminals in general, it is neces-

sary to obtain the averages, which can be compared
with the averages of other individuals of the same race,

the same sex, the same social class, etc. These latter in-

dividuals must themselves be the average of their respec-
tive race, sex, or class, and their averages thus taken
sliould become the type or standard. Honest or virtuous
men (a category not less vague than that of criminals) will

then be without doubt thametatypic.
Smithsonian Rep.,

huatl vietatt, metlatl.]

of stone, usually
on three, form-
erly also on
four, legs of the
same block. In
ancient times
the Mexican
metate
often elabor
ately eaived,
whereas the

Peruvian batan is a rude slab. The metate
is in common use in the North American
Southwest.
Thus it is found that the nether millstone, which may

Meute from Pueblo Viejo.

(From 2and An. Rep. Bureau
Amer. Ethiiol.)

1890, p. 631.

[Mex. Sp. metate, < Na- metavanadate (met-a-van'a-dat), n. [racto-

A primitive hand-mill t'anad(_ic) + -a(el.] A salt of metavanadio
acid, as sodium metavanadate, NaVOs, and
ammonium metavanadate, NH4VO3. The
latter of these gives a deep-black color with
tincture of galls which has been proposed for

use as writing-ink; it has also been used in

the development of aniline black on cotton
cloth,

was metavanadic (met"a-va-nad'ik), a. [tneta- +
vunadu:] Noting an acid, a substance ob-
tained in brilliant scales of a golden color by
prolonged boiling of cuprie metavanadate
with sulphurous acid. Its formula is HVO3.
It has been used as a golden brouzing-powder.

metavoltaite (met-a-vol'tii-it), n. Same as
*niel(ir<illine.

be either a ledge or other mass in place of a portable metaVOltine (met-a- vol ' tin), n. [Gr. /iera,
iMjwlder, is, in the early stage of use. a flat or slightly

concave metate, which after more extended use becomes
a deeply concave metate, still later a shallow mortar, and
at length a deep mortar which may eventually be worn
thn)Ugh, if the original mass is not more than 9 to 15

inches in thickness. Smithsonian Rep., 1899, p. 37.

metathetical, a. 2. In cA<?m.,involvingtrans-

position of constituents between two com-
pounds which interact chemically with each
other.

In order that water may act hydrolytically upon barium
chloride, for example, with liberation of hydrogen chlor-

ide and substitution of oxygen for chlorine, the tempera-
ture of the system must approach low redness, while
magnesium chloride is attacked at a nmch lower temper-
ature, and aluminum chloride is extremely sensitive to

the inetathetical action of water.
Amer. Jour. Sci., May, 1904, p. 366.

metatitanic (met"a-ti-tan'ik), a. [meta- +
titanic] Noting an acid, a substance thrown
down as a white precipitate on boiling a

solution of orthotitanic acid in aqueous hydro-

chloric acid. Its formula is H2Ti03, analo-

gous to that of raetasilicic acid.

metatrophia (mot-a-tro'fi-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

/ura, with, -f arpo^'ia, atrophy.] The atrophy

of malnutrition. Also metatrophy.

metatrophic (met-a-trof'ik), a. [Gr. fura,

after, + Tpo(firi, nourishment, + -ic] Depend-
ent upon organic matter, both nitrogenous

after, -f E. voltine.'j A hydrous sulphate of

potassium, sodium, and fen'ic iron which
occurs in minute yellow hexagonal scales. It

is related in x:omposition to voltaite.

metazone (met'a-z6n), n. [Gr. /icra, behind,
+ E. roHc] Tlie posterior of the three zones
into which the jironotum of the Acridiidse,

Locustidie, and Gryllidee is divided.

Melanoplus decoratus sp. nov. Related to deconis.

Vertex rather strongly protuberant, especially in female.

I'ronotum with mid-carina strong on metmone, weak or

indistinct on prozone. Psyche (Boston), XI. 12.

Met. E. An abbreviation of Metallurgical

Engineer.

metel2 (me'tel), n. [Ar.] It. The thorn-

apple. Datura Stramonium.—2. The specific

name given by Linnasus to the hairy thorn-

apple. Datura Metel.

metembryo, n. 2. The gastmla stage of a
polyzoan. Cumings, 1904.

metempsychosist (me-temp-si-ko'sist), n.

[metcmpsyi-hos{is) + -ist.} One who believes

in metempsychosis. N. E. D.

Metencephalic fossa. See */o«sai.

metencephalospinaUmet-en-sef'a-lo-spi'nal),
a. In neural. , of or pertaining to both the

metencephalon, or cerebellum, and the spinal

and carbonaceous : applied to bacteria'which cord. ..,.,.. -n
are thus dependent for their existence. They metensarcosiS (met'en-sar-ko sis), n. [Gr.



metensarcosis

frra, over, + h-aapnaatr, < h, in, + crdpf, flesh.]
The transference of the flesh of one body to
another. X. E. D. [Kare.]
See especially the conclusion of the 'Rreat scene (iii.

6) [of Couitreves " Mourniii); liride "); anil Almeria's offer
(iv. 7) to clothe the rotten bones of her (supposedly) dead
lover with her own flesh— a species of meti' miarcogis
altosetlier original. The bathos of the concluding lines
eiiuiUs that of the moral of Ituckingham's Julius Caesar.
A. W. Ward, A Hist of English Dramatic Literature,

[II. 589, note.

metenteron, «. 2. In sea-anemones and
polyps, one of the radially arranged cavities
given off from the stomach or mesenteron;
an intermesenteric chamber.
meteor^aph (me'tf-or-graf), n. Imeteor +
Gr. }pa<;iea; write.]' 1. A device for quickly
recording the exact location of the path of a
shooting star. Neumayer's arrangement con-
sisted of a plate supported at any angle on the
ordinary equatorial mounting of a telescope.
The records were made by hand-drawn pencil
lines on this plate.—2. A meteorograph.

Meteoric paper. See *paper.
meteorics (mO-te-or'iks), «. The study of the
atmosphere ; meteorology*
meteorin (me'te-o-rin), II. [meteor + -iii^.']

A supposed new metal reported by A. T. Abel
aa separated from the Cranbourne (Australia)
meteoric iron. It was later shown by Flight
to be identical with Reichenbach's ttenite, and
was named by him edmoiidsonite (after George
Edmondson, 'Director of Queenwood College,
Hampshire).
meteorist (me'te-o-rist), n. [rneteor -f -ist.'\

One who is versed in the study of meteors.
N. E. v.

meteoristic ^me"te-p-ris'tik), (7. [mcteorism.'\
Pertaining to or aileeted with meteorism.

meteorit (me'te-o-rit), n. [6. (f ) : gee meteor-
ife] An alloy of aluminium and phosphorus.
It is a chemical mixture and can be melted
and cast. It has a comparatively liigh tensile
strength and can be worked like brass. Sci.
Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22622.

meteorite) ». The great interest in meteorites in re-
cent years has led not only to a minuter study of known
meteorites, but also to a keener search for new specimens
and a closer wateh for falls. The result of this activity is
shown in the very considerable increase in tlie number of
known meteorites from well-authenticated in<lependent
sources. The collections of Vienna and London contain
each between 560 and (iOO specimens and the Ward-Coonley
collection (now in New York) has over 600. Of recent
discoveries of meteoric iron, the Willamette specimen,
found in Clackamas county, Oregon, in 1902, ia remarkable
for its great size (being one of the four largest mjisses
known to e.xist : see below), and also for various structural
features. Its dimensions are lOJ x 7 x 4 feet, and its esti-
mated weight about 1.SJ tons. Tlie form (see cut) is

roughly conical, and the cone-shaped portion, lying be-
neath when found, was obviously the front side (brust-
eei'te) in the forward motion of tlie mjiss. A remarkable
feature of this iron is the large, basin-like cavities on the
upper exposed surface, probably the result of terrestrial
decomposition during the long period that has elapsed
since its fall. Near Canon Diablo, Arizona, in a very
limited area, more than (JOO masses of meteoric iron hjive
been found since 1891, They vary from about 1,200
pounds to half an ounce and less in weight and their
occurrence is immediately associated with a remarkable
crater (J of a mile wide, r>(X) feet deep), which is believed
to owe its origin to the impact of the meteoric mass. This
iron is noteworthy because it has been shown by various
Investigators, especially by Moissau of Paris, to contain
minute transparent octahedrons of diamond. It has also
yielded green hexagon.al crystals of carbon silicide (mois-
ganite). identical with the artificial compound used in the
arts as an abrasive under the name of carborundum. The
mass of meteoric iron, the ' Ahnighito meteorite," brought
to New York by Lieutenant Peary from, Cape York, Green-
land, in 1897 (known since 1818), is unquestiouiibly the
largest meteorite preserved in any museum and perhaps
the largest mass known to exist It measures 11 x 7^ x
5i feet and weighs 36J tons ; its form is shown in the cut
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1871), while that of Chupadero, Chihuahua, Mexico (18.'i2),

weighs about 16 tons. The meteoric origin of the Ahni.
ghito iron is well established, although the iron of Disko
Island and those of some other localities on the west coast
of Greenland are certainly terrestrial. The great mass of
Santa Catharina, Brazil, remarkable for its high percent-
age of nickel (:M per cent), is now generally regarded as
terrestrial ; this type is called catarinite by Meunicr.
Some doubt also has been cast upon the meteoric origin of
the iron from Oktibbeha county, Jlississippi, which con-
tains 60 per cent of nickel {oktibhehite type, Meunier).
The meteorites which have been seen to fall between 1890
and 1906 number about 30. These include three irons,
those of Quesa, Spain (1898), of Bugaldi, New South Wales
(1900), and of Ngoureyma, in Northwest Africa (1900) ; the
latter-named mass weighed 37J kilograms, and its remark-
able appearance is shown in the adjoining cut The
minute microscopic and chemical examination of meteoric
irons has led to more definite knowledge of the composi-
tion of the various iron-nickel alloys, Itnmnnlr. t/enite,
and plesnte fomiing the triad (or trias) of Reichenbach
(see Widmamutdtlian figureg, under WidmanmldttUin)

;

of these, kamacite contains from 4.8 to 7.4 per cent of
nickel, tjcnite from 16.7 to 38.1 per cent., and plessite is
regarded as a eutectic mixture of the two species. Reich,
enbach's tamprite (tjlanzeisen) has been shown, however,
to be not nickel-iron, but in part iron carbide (including
cohemte (Fe, NifeC), and in part schreibermte. The ed-
mondsantte of Might (irteteorin of Abel) is only tronite.
The tnckelkamacite of Brezina (hiiUcisenof Reichenbach)
is kamacite, not in regular form as usual, but of irregular
outline inclosing accessory constituents, sulphids, graph-
ite, silicates, etc. The iron sulphid of meteoric irons is
now conceded to be troilite (FeS), not pyrrhotine (Fe7S8),
The list of chemical. elements identified in meteorites
has been increased by the following, several of them de-
tected in traces only and a few perhaps needing conflr-

WiUamette Metotit,-.

Side Yiew showing holes piercing the base.
In the American Museum of Natural History, New York.

A somewhat higher weight (estimated as 46 tons) is given
for the iron of Bacubirito, Sinaloa, Mexico (known since

Ahnighito Meteorite.

(ii feet wide.)

In the American Museum of Natural History, New York.

mation: gold, silver, platinum, iridium, palladium, lead,
gallium, selenium ; the stone of Saline township, Kansas,
contains free phosphorus. Tlie identification of leucite,
a mineral of rather rare occun-ence in terrestrial igneous
rocks, as an essential constituent of the meteoric stone of
Schafstiidt is an interesting point; it is probably also
present in the Pavlovka stone (1882). The classification
of meteorites now generally adopted is essentially that of
Gustjiv Rose (Berlin, 186,3) as extended and elaboi'ated by
later writers, particulaily A. Brezina of Vienna. The
fundamental division is that between the meteoric irons,
or siderites, consisting essentially of metallic iron (prob-
ably in all cases nickel-iron), and the meteoric stones, or
aerolites, in which silicates predominate, the metallic
nickel-iron sometimes (though rarely) entirely absent
As a transition-group between the irons and stones be-
long those meteorites in which the iron fonns a continu-
ous, sponge-like mass inclosing silicates (chiefly olivin
and bronzite) ; these are often embraced under the gen-
eral name of sideroliles, and sometimes (as below, Bre-
zina) divided into sideroliles aud lithusideriles, according
as the iron, on a cross-section, appears as separate grains
or forms a continuous web. The system of Brezina (cata-
logue of the Ward-Coonley collection, 1904) recognizes
further the following prominent divisions : I. Ston es ;

(n) aehondrites, chondri generally absent, metallic iron
absent or only sparingly present ; (b) chondrites, chontlri
prominent, bronzite, olivin, and iron essential

;
(c) clum-

drites, with enstitite, anorthite, and iron essential
;

(rf)

sideroliles, iron inclosing silicates, iron in separate grams
in section. II. Irons : (c) lithosideriles, iron and sili-
cates, the iron continuous in section ; (/) actahedrites,
irons with octahedral structure aa shown iu 'Widmann-
stiittian figures

; {g) hexahedrites, irons with cubic struc-
ture and cleavage

;
(/i) ataxites, structure inteiTupted or

indistinct These divisions are further separated into
groups or types briefly characterized as follows : (n)
ACHONDKITES : (1) chladnite (abbreviated Chi), con-
sisting chiefly of bronzite (named, like the mineral chlad-
nite (= enstatite), after the physicist Chladni (17ri6-lS27),
who wrote about meteors)

; (2) chladnite with bronzite,
blacker metallic veined (Chia); (3) anyrite (A), chiefly
augite (named after the meteorite of Angra dos Keys,
Brazil; date of fall, 1869); (4) chassiijnite (cha), chiefly
olivin (Chassigny, France, ISli"))

;
(:'.) b'uxtite (,\',\\), bronzite

and augite (Busti, India, lSf>2); (6) umphuterite (Am),
bronzite and olivin (named by Tschermak); (7) rodite
(Ro), bronzite and olivin, brecciated or breccia-like (La
Roda, Spain, 1871) ; (8) encrite (Eu), augite with anorthite
(named by Rose in 1863 ; also used for a terrestrial rock

:

see eucrite)
; (9) shergottite (She), augite with niaske-

lynitc (Sherghotty, India, ISU.".) ; (10) hou-ardite (Ho), bron-
zite, olivin, augite, and anorthite (named by Rose after
Edw.Trd Howard, who first determined the true nature of
meteoric iron : Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc, 1802) ; (11) how-
ardite, brecciated (Hob) ; (12) leucittiranolite (L), leucite,
anorthite, augite, and glass (named by C. Klein, 1904). (6)
Chosdbites : (1) howarditic chondrite (Cho)

; (2) the

meteorite
same, veined (Choa); (3) chondrite, white and friable
(Cw) ; (4) the same, veined (Cwa) ; (5) the same, brecciated
(Cwl)); (6) intennediate chondrite (Ci), firm, with white
and gray chondri

; (7) the same, veined (Cia) ; (8) the
same, brecciated (Cib)

; (9) gray chondrite (Og), flmi gray
mass with chon-
dri ; (10) the same,
veined (Cga); (11)
the same, brecci-
ated (Cgb)

; (12) or-
vinite (Co), black,
infiltrated mass,
discontinuous j

crust (Oi-vlnio,
Italy, 1872) ; (13) I

tadjerite (CtX
black, semiglasay,
without crust
(Tadjira, Africa,

1867); (14) black
chondrite (Cs),

dark or black mass;
chondri of various
colors

; (15) the
same,veined (Csa)

;

(16) ureilite (IT),

black mass, chon-
dritic or granular,
iron in veins, etc.
(Novo UreijRussia,
1886); (17) carbona-
ceous chondrite
(K), dull-black
friable chondri
with free car-
bon and little or
no iron

; (18) the
same, spherulitic
(Kc); (19) the
same, spherulitic,
veined (Kca)

; (20)
spherulitic chon-
drite (Cc), mass
friable, chondri not breaking with matrix

; (21) the same,
veined (Cca)

; (22) the same, brecciated (Ccb)
; (2:i) or-

nansite (t'co), friable mass of chondri (Oniaiis, France,
1868); (24) ngawite (Ccn), friable, brecciated mass of
chondri (Ngawi, Java, 1883) ; (26) spherulitic chondrite,
crystalline (Cck); (26) the same, veined (Ccka) ; (27) the
same, brecciated (Cckb)

; (28) crystalline chondrite (Ck)

;

(29) the same, veined (Cka)
; (:jo) the same, brecciated

(Ckb). (<•) Enstatite-anorthite ohonuhites : crys-
talline chondrite <;Cck), enstatite, anorthite, and iron
with i-ound chondri. (d) Siderolites : (1) mesaaderite
(M), sponge-like mass of iron inclosing crjstalline olivin
and bronzite (name given by G. Rose, 1862 : see mesnside-
rite); (>) grahamite (llg), the same, with also plagioclase
(,r Lorimer Graham of New York city); (:i) lodhranite
(Lo), granular crystalline olivin and hionzite in iron (Lod-
hran, Indi;», 1868). (c) Lithosiderites : (1) siderophyre
(S), bronzite grains with .accessory asmaniteiii iron(named
by Tschermak)

; (2)-<5) groups of pallasites, iron inclosing-
olivin (Pk), (Pr), (Pi). (Pa), differing chiefly in relation to.
the olivin (named from Pallas iron, Krasnoyarsk. Siberia,
1749). (J) OcTAHEDRiTES : groups (l)-(3), fine octahe-
drites (OfO. (Ofv). (Of), showing thin lamella; of varying-
types, widths 0.:i-<j.4 millimeters; (4) medium octahe-
drite (Cm), lamella! 0..5-0.10 millimetere

; (5) broad octa-
hedrite (Og), lamella; 1.5-2.0 millimeters; (6) broaiiest

Bugaldi Meteorite.
One hall natural size, showing the drip

from the under side, tail end.
In Technological Museum,

Sydney. N. S. W.

m
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Ngoure>-ma Meteorite.

Top and side yiews, about one scTenth natural size.

octahedrite (Ogp) ; ("HH) brecciated octahedrite.«, flne^
medium, etc., ditfereiit types (Obk), (Obn), (Obz). (obzj,'),.

(Obc) ; (r2)(x;taliedrite, Hammond pruiip (Ob). 0/) Hexa-
HKDRiTEs: (1) noniial, not granular (H) ; (-2) >:i-unular
(Ha); (3) brecciated (Hb). (/*) Ataxites : groups {ly-
(8) (respectively desigiiat<?d as Do, Dsh, Db, Dl, Dn. Ds,
Dp, and Dm), diflfering cbiefly eitber in amount of nickel
or in structure ; the Siratic group (Ds, and named fi-oni a
place in Senegal) is poor in nickel, but contiins rhabdite.
Daubr^e divided all meteorites into four grand divisions,
according to the amount of iron present, namely : holo-
siderHe», containing no silicates ; tfyaside ritesy an iron
mass inclosing silicates ; it2K»-tTdosideritex, stones with
disseminated grains of iron ; asideritesy stones containing
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no metallic iron. He f iii-thf r diviiled the sporadosiderites

into polt/itideriteg, iron abundant ; olifjoxiderites, iron less

abuudant ; and cryptoside rites, iron not visible Ut the

eye. This classification was further developed by Meunier,

who distinguished fifty-three groups, named in most cases

after 8<.>nie typical meteorite ; these begin with the highly

nickeliferous irons oktibbehite and catarinite (see above),

also tazewellUe. nelmnite, braunite, etc., and end with

onnieillite and hokkeu-ellite.

Meteoritic hypothesis. See -^hypothesis.

meteorogram (me'te-o-ro-grara). H. [Gr. uere-

ujpnv. \\ iiH'teor. + ypdufiOj a writing.] The rec-

ord of atmospheric conditions made by a
meteorograph.

Six possible sources of constant error have been recog-

nized as influencing the records. These are (1) instru-

mental errors, (2) errors in exposure of instruments when
comparing with standards, (S) errors in reading from
meteoro<jrain», etc.

r. S. Monthly Weather Rev., March, ISOl^ p. 121.

meteorograph, »— ASrlal meteorograph, a very

Iii.'ht fcnii of meteorograph, designed to be raised to a

LMi-.it lu-iL'ht by means of kites or a souuding-balktoii.

Meteoroldal hypothesis. Same as meteoritic

*hiij»>fhrsis. Amer. GeoL, July, 1903, p. 14.

meteorol. An abbreviation of meteorohgical.
Meteorological chart. See weather-map.^TAetecTO-
loglcal equator, photography. See -ke^iuator, ^pho-
fi'<iriiph>f.

meteorology, ".— Cosmlcal meteorology, the gen-

eral relation of the earths atniosifhere to eosmical pro-

cesses, more especially to the radiation from the sun to

the earth, or the nidiation of the earth into space.—

I)ynamlc meteorology, the study of the forces that

produce the moti«ms of the atmosphere; the combined
thermodynamics, hydr*Hlynamics, and aerodynamics of

the atni<«phere ; the physics of the atmosphere ; theo-

retical meteorol()gy.— Planetary meteorology, the

study of the relations between atmospheric phenomena
and the motions or positions of tlie m<j*m and planets,

since no such relations are accepted by the best author-

ities, this study is also spoken of us a fahe or pxcudc-

»*^//r,ro^.'/.v.— Statical meteorology, that branch of

meleon-.tU')gy which treats of the conditiini and the

phenomena of the atmosphere at any moment, without

much regard to the underlying causes ; statistical meteor-
ology : eliniatology.

meteoroscope, ». 2. An instrnment for ob-

serving and registering the apparent path of a

meteor.
meter*, n. 4. In photog., an instrument for

determining the time of exposure.

Exposure Metern. When gelatine dry plates came into

general use. and wer»maile ot many different degrees of

sensitiveness, the want of a guide to the pn.per exjKjsure

for the various makes of i>lat«8 under different conditions

"f lighting began to be felt, and several methotls were
l.vised for meeting the want. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 701.

Meter of water, a unit of gaseous pressure ; the pres-

sure exerte4l by a vertical colunni of water one meter in

height. A meter of water exerts a pressure of lOfM) kilo-

grams, or a metric ton. <m a s«iuare meter of surface,

hence its numerical convenience as a unit. Also called

nn-ter of water r')/«m>L— Pendulum meter, an electric

meter wh'ch has an oscillatory instead of a rotat4>r>' mo-
tirni.— Power-factor meter, a recording instrument

for indicating tin- p«.wer fact<ir of an alteniating-current

circuit.— Quantity meter, an integrating meter for

electric circuits which usually reads or records in am-
IH're-h<iurB or coulombs.

meter-angle (me ' ter - ang ' gl), «. In optics^

the unit of convergence correnponding to one
diopter of accommodation.
meter-bridge (me't^r-brij), n. A slide-wire

bridge the calibrated wire of which is one
Tiifter h>iig. See ^sHde-tcire bridge.

meter-candle (me't^r-kan'dl), n. Same as
*raii(ile-)>ifter.

meter-gram (me'ter-gram), n. A practical

unit used in describing or specifying the prop-

erties of wire or other electrical conductors;

a wire one meter long and weighing one gram.

meter-lens (me't^r-lenz), n. A lens having a
focal distance of one meter.

meter-millimeter ( me^t^r-miri-me-ter ), H.

A practical unit used in describing or specify-

ing the properties, especially the resistance,

of wires ; a wire one meter long and one milli-

Tncter in diameter.

meter-pump (me't^r-pump), n. A device for

obtMimnt: samples of air for analysis. Jhick,

M*-l. Ibuidbook, II. 567.

metethereal (met-e-the're-al), a. [Gr. fura^

after, + E. etherehl.l Existing beyond the

ether. See the extract. [Rare.]

Metetherial.— That wliich apiwjars to lie aft«r or be-

ycnid the ether; the metethfrinl environment denotes the

spiritual or tranftcen<Iental world in which the soul exists.

F. W. li. Ml/em, Human P»:r8*»nality, I. Gloss, p. xix.

UV. A D.

meth-. A combining form sometimes used in

or;:;ttiic chemistry in place of niethyl.

Meth. An abbreviation of Methodist.

methacetin (meth-as'e-tin), n, Imeth(ijl) H-

ftcffin.] A trade-name of para-oxyraethylacet-

anilidc, a white crystalline j>owder, for use as

an antipyretic and antiseptic remedy.
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methaform ( meth ' a -form ), n. Same as
'^rhloretone^ or ^acetone chloroform.

methanal (meth'a-nal), n. [niethane -h -flZ3.]

Same as formaldehyde.
Methane type, the constitution of those organic com-
pounds which may be considered as being derived from
ntethane (CH4), by the replacement of one or more of the
hydrogen atoms by radicals or elements.

methanol (meth'a-nol), n. [methane + -o/.]

The official, scientific name for methyl alcohol,

CH3OH-
methazonic (meth-a-zon'ik), a. [meth{yl) -f

a::one -k- -icsl Noting an acid, a colorless, un-
stable, explosive compound, CH2N2O3, pre-
pared by the action of alcohol and sodium
hydroxid on nitromethanci It crystallizes in
needles and melts at 58-60° C.

methenyl (meth'e-nll), n. \_meth(yl) + -ene +
-yl.'] The trivalent organic radical ^CH. Also
called methine.

methide (meth'id), iu ImethiyI) + -ide^.']

A class-name applied in organic chemistry to

compotinds of the univalent radical methyl,
-CH3. It is chiefly used in the case of metallic
derivatives.

methilepsia (meth-i-lep'si-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
f^iitfv, wiiio, -I- /^^/f, taking, seizure.] Same
as methomania.
methionic (meth-l-on'ik), a. [me{thyl) + ihi~

onic.'] Noting an acid, a colorless crystalline

deliquescent, very stable compound, CH2-
(S0qH)2^ prepared by the action of fuming
sulpnunc acid on lactic acid, and formed, in

small quantity, by the action of sidphuric acid
on ether.

method, ».—Apa€Ogric method, reductio ad absurdum,—ApostoU method, in med., the treatment of tibroid

tumors <'f the uterus by means of electrolysis.

—

Arge-
lander'S method, in a»tron., a method of observing the
light-tluctuationa of a variable star by visual comparison
with neighb<iring stars of nearly the same brightness.

—

Bradley's method, in upticit, a metho<l of determining
the velocity of light from the aberration of the fixed staj-s

and the velocity of the earth in its orbit, due t<3 the as-

tronomer Bradley(17:i7). Hee velocity o/-kliyht.—BTBJl€i'S

method, in med., the treatment of typhoid and tither

fevers by means of cool baths.^Brandt's method, in

med., manual pressure through the iibdonunal walls uikhi

the Fallopiim tulies, designed to foreu out contained pus
or other nuid.—Bravals'S method, in meteor., amethcKl
of determining the true altitude and motion of a cUuid.
It consists in observing the images of a cloud as seen in

one mirror far below the oV)server and in another mirror
nearhim. The twomirrors may be turned sothatthetwo
images perfectly overlap or coincide. The lower mirror
may be always hfjrizontal and may be the sm(.K)th surface
of a lake. The angle between the two miirors and their
distance apart enable the observer U) compute the alti-

tude i'f the ch»iid.—Cascade method. See -kcnitcadel.

-Collodion sac method, stt- ^eollodion.—CrzCii*^
method, in ni'd. : ('() Tile instillation of a solution of

nitrate id silver into the eyes of a new-bom child, as a
preventive of goni)rTheal ophthalmia, (b) Tompression
of the uterus made by the liand of the accoucheur in order
t-i squeeze out the j)larenta aftt-r tlie birth of the child.

—

Deslandre's spectroerraphlc method, ^'ee -^gpectro-

f/r<7;i/NV.— Double-slit method, tlie method of the
*8pectrohelicjgraph (which see).—Dry method. Same
as dry way (whicii see, under ar.i/).—Dumas'a method,
in phy8., a process for the detennination of \apor-densi-
tiea invented by the chemist Dumas. It consists in

heating the liquitl to be vaporized in a glass bulb of
known Vfjlume. When the liquid has entirely disap-
peared, the neck of the bulb is sealed and the bulb is

weighed. From the mass of the vapor, thus detemuned,
and its vidume, the vapor-density is computed.—Error
JXXethOdB, in pxychophyg., aunme introduced by Wnndt
in 1.S83 to include avei-age error and right and wrong
cases. See yradation itmethod/i,— Flzeau-Comu
method, in opticH, tlie method emplr»yed by Fizeau and
subsequently by Comu for measuring the velocity of light.

See v'i„city of *^ty/l^— Flechslg's myeUnatlon
method. See *irtyc//H«/iVn.~Foucault's method, in

(ndics, the meth(Hl employed by Foucault for measuring
the velocity of light. See velocity 0/ *light.~TrO\)en-
iUB'fl method, in math., a method of integrating linear

differential equations in series. It has the advantage of

exhibiting the c<innection between the two solutions

found by it.—Galton'S method, in pyyrhfL, a name
sometimes applied Uj the ciuestionary method, which,

though not invented by Oalt^Hi, was used by him with con-
spicuous success in the stmly of visualization. Tables of

ipiestions (questionaries) dealing with some psychological

t<jpic are prepared and sent to a hu-ge mnnber of pei-sons.

The replies are collated with a view to the induction cif

psychological unifonnities, the determination of the

range of mental variation, etc.—Glbbs'S vector method.
See -kcector.—Gol^ method, in hixtol., a method of dis-

tinguishing the nene-cells and their branches by Btaiu-

ing them with silver nitrate.

Tlie Golgi method of differentiating the nervous elements
has so revolutionized our knowledge of the structure of

the nervous system that no text-b<K)k on that subject ten

vears old is of any value except as history.

Amer. Inventor, Dec. 1.5, 1003, p. 298.

Oradatlon methods, in pfyrhophyg., a name intrtHluced

by Wundt in 1»8;J Ut include minimal changes and mean
gradations. E. B. TUchener, Exper. Psychol., II. ii.

;il».—GraJBBln method, iu photog., a process, especially

adapted ^> the pb<»tographing of manuscripts, invented

by Mgr. (Jrattin of Paris. See the extract

The apparatus for the methode Grajfin consists essen-

tially of a prism, or mirrcjr, inclined at an angle of 45 de-

grees, In front of the object glass of the camera, in order

method
to reverse the image before its passage into the object,
glass, in such a way that, twice reversed, it is reproduced
as a positive on the sensitive paper. The proof will be
negative; the black letters of the manuscript or book
copied will appear in wliite against a black or dark back-
ground. The order of the letters and their position will
be nonnal, by reason of the double reversal. The plate-
holder contains sheets of bromide paper, preferably rapid.
One great advantage of the method is that the manuseiipt
or book Ui be photographed may be placed horizontally
on the table or chair, or on the floor. The work is done
with rapidity, almost as fast as one can turn the pages.
Only one copy can be made by this process, which cannot
therefore serve for the production of a large number of
copies. The Nation, March 5, 1908.

Oram's method, in bacterial., a method of staining
based upon the principle that certain bacteria after being
stained with aniline dyes retain the color on subsequent
treatment with a solution of iodopotiissic iodide, wliile
others are decolorized.^Hampe's method, in che)n., a
method for the detemiination of oxygen which consists
in reducing the oxid of finely divided copper (brought to
a bright-red lieat) in a current of hydrogen, the loss in
weight giving a measure of the amount of oxygen.—
Hehner method, iu chem., an analytical process applied
to butter, and to other fats and oils, which determines
the percentage of insoluble fatty acids whicli can be ob-
tained from the particular fat—Inverse method of
fluxions. See y^wa^iwi.— Isthmus method, a method
of testing the magnetic permeability of iron under great
magnetizing force, in which the sample, in the form of a
short bobbin, is so placed between the poles of an electro-
magnet as to form part of a closed magnetic circuit

In applying the isthmifg method it is desirable to be
able to turn the bobbin round suddenly between the mag-
net ;joles.

J. A. Exving, Magnetic Induction in Iron and other-
[Metals, p. 150.

Keeler's spectrographic method. See •kiq)ectro-

f/r^^j^Mc—KJeldahl method, in chem., a method of de-
termining nitrogen in organic compounds, suggested by
Kjeldahl. It consists in boiling the substance with con-
centrated sulphuric acid, with or without the addition of
A little copper or potassium sulphate or mercuric oxid :

this oxidizes the carbon to carbon dioxid, and the hydro-
gen to water, and converts the nitrogen into ammonia.
The liquid is then made alkaline and tlie ammonia bcjiled

off. The method is used chiefly for the examination of
fertilizers, foodstuffs, etc—LabOrde'S method, iti med.,
a method of inducing resjiinitiun in eases of threatening
asphyxiation, as in drowning, by means of rhythmical trac-
tions on the tongue.

—

Littrow's method (naut.), a
navigation rule, named sifter its authoi', by whirh to deter-
mine the ship's longitude from the enii>IoynRiit of rircum-
meridian altitudes.- Measurement methods, metric
methods; psychophysical metric methods; in psycho-
phys., methods for the determination of the stimulus and
differential limen, and of subjectively equivalent stimuli
and stimulus'differences ; typified by the four classical

methods of just noticeable differences, mean gradations,
average error, and right and wrong cases.—Method Of
average error, one of the four classical methods of psy-
chophysics, in which a variable stimulus is equated for

sensation to a const4mt stimulus and the errors of adjust-
ment are combined to funiish a representative or average
error. The method was introduced into psychophysics by
Fechner. A*. B. Titchoner, Exper. Psychol., 11. i. 70.

—

Method of characteristics, a geometric method at the
basis of enunierative geometry, founded by Chasles on his

forrespon<lence-principle (]8t>4).— Method Of Clement
andDesormes, iu phys., a method for the deterniinntion
of the rati() of the two specific heats of a gas. The gas, con-
tained in a closed receptacle, is suddenly compressed by
means of a piston, and the change of pressure due to this

approximately adiabatic cliangeof volume is immediately
noted. The pressure is read again after the gas has cooled.

This gives the result of an isothennal change of volume.
The ratio of these two changes is the ratio of the si)ecific

heats.-Method of complete series, in psychoj}hy.t., a
mode of the method of just noticeable difl^erences (which
see, under -kdifference) which combines into one the par-

tial series required for the detennination of the u]q)er

and lower differential li mens.—Method Of constant
stimuli, ill psychophys., the method of right and wrong-
cases as employed with a number of stimuli for the de-

tennination of" the stimulus limen.-Method Of con-
stant stimulus-differences, in pi^ychophys., the
method of right iiTid wrong cases as employed with a
number of stimuli, above and below the staiulard stimu-
lus, for the determination of the differential limen.—
Method of doubled stimuli, in psychophys., a method,
proposed by J. Merkel, the object of which is the deter-

mination of a stimulus that is subjectively the doul>le of

the given stimulu.s.—Method Of equal and unequal
cases, in paychnphys., a mollification of the method of

right and wrong cases. projMised in 1SS8 by J. Merkel.—
Method of equal-appearing intervals, of equal
sense-distances, of mean gradations, of supralim-
inal differences, in ]»!yhi'}>hy^., a methiui the oliject

of which is tile equation of two supniliiiiiMul .sense-

distances. In the usual fomi of the method, the two ex-

treme stimuli are given, and the third, intermediate
stimulus is varied up ami down by small steps until it

appears Ui divide the XaAoX sense-distance into halves.

Other fonns of the metluKl are, however, possible; and
the princijde may also be employed for the just notice-

ablel differentiation of supraliminal sense-distances.

—

Method of equivalents, in psychophys., a form of the

Fechnerian method of avenige error in which the .stimuli

or stimulus-differences to be equated are apjiUe*! to differ-

ent parts of the sense-oi^an.—Method Of infinitesimals,
the method of Leibnitz for the calculus. Method Of
just noticeable differences, method of least differ-

ences, method of minimal differences. See *'/*/-

ference.—Method of limits. ('') In psyrhophys., a form
or mode of the method of just noticeable differences

(which see, under -kdifference), developed by G. E. Mueller.

It is characterized by rules of procedure which make its

results comparable with the result.s of the metluxl of con-

stant stinndus-ditferences (method of right and wrong
cases).-Method Of minimal changes, in psychophys.,

a form or mode of the method of just noticeable differences

(which see, under -kdifference), develojwd by Wundt It



method
is chai-Hcterizeti by the attention paid to the psychologi-
Ciil v;iriable errors. esiH'ciuUy to ex])ectj\tion and pmctice.

—Method of multiple reproduction, nethod of
single reproduction, in ;',s*/('/i(»;»/ii/A'., forms nf tlie Fech-
nerian method of average eiTor employed in work upon
the estimation of time-intervals. In the former, a stan-

dani or normal interval is given, and the observer repro-

duces thisinterviU (say, by tapping on a key) three, five,

ten, or so many times, tlie length of the nonnal and of the
reproduced intervals being graphically recorded ; in the
latter, the normal interval is bounded by two clicks or

Btn.>kes, and the oV>server is required to make a third

stroke as soon as a time has elapsed which he judges to

be equal to the normal. The length of the two intervals

is recorded as before.—Method Of paired compaii-
BOns. See -kvomparisoii.—Method of passage, in hAc-

terinl., a methoil of im-reasing the virulence of pathogenic
bacteria by inoculating a number of animals one from the
other in a series.—Method Of reactions, in metal., a
method of double dect>niposition, in which to a molten

' bath or to a st)lntion of a combiimtion of bases and acids

a reagent is added which is itself a salt or compound of

base and acid ; the acid of the metallic solution goes to

the base of the reagent, and the acid of the reagent unites
with the bases in the solutioiK Such double decomposi-
tions we usual with the silicates and cavbuiiates in reduc-

tion processes. —Method Ofreciprocal polars, in geom.,

a method of duplicating or (iualizing all desrriptive and
many metric projieilies of curves and surfaces by consid-

eration of polar reciprocals. It was thst systematically

employed by Poncelet—Method Of right and wrong
answers, in vst/chophj/g., a simplified form of the method
of right and wrong cases, introduced by J. Jastrow and E.

Kpdepelin. in which the judgment 'doubtful' is forbid-

den and all judgments have accordingly the form * greater'

or 'less. —Method of right and wrong cases, in pay-

chophys., a method in which a single slight stimulus-

difference, or a number of stinuilus-ditferences ranging
from small to large above and below the standard stimu;
lus, is presented to the observer, who is required to judge
in each case of the relation of the component stimuli (as

second stimulus greater, less, much greater, relation

doubtful, etc.). From the distribution of the judgments
in accordance with the theoi-y of probabilities a differen-

tial limen and its meiisure of precision may be determined,
like the method of constant stimuli ^which see, above),

the method is available for the determination of a stinui-

lus limen. It is evidently, in a way, the counterpart and
supplement of such methods as that of minimal changes.
There, stimuli are varied until a required judgment has
been passed ; here, stimuli are constant and the observer's

judgments are variable.—Method Of Roy and Rams-
den* in phys., a method for the measurement of the linear

expansion of bars, in which the elongation is observed
directly through microscopes focused upon cross-lines

ruled upon the specimen.. See *(/j7afo«it^/cr.—Methord
of substitutions, in atrj., a method based upon replac-

ing a quantity by another or by a function of several othei-s.

—Method of two, three, five, etc., cases, in psycho-
phys., Wundt's names for various fomis of the method of

right and wrong cases. In the first, there are two possi-

bilities of judgment (equal and unequal, or positive and
negative") ; in the second, three (greater, doubtful, less)

;

in the third, five (much greater, greater, etc.).—Methods
of adjustment. See •kadjustment.—MQtiiodB Of dif-
ference, in psychophys., a name proposed in 1891 by E.

Kraepelin to iiiclude right and wrong cases, right and
wrong answers, and ecjual and une(iual cases. See
innethods 0/ limit.s.—'M.ethods Of enumeration, in ?;«.(/-

chophyi., a tenn introduced by Wundt in isSfO to include

the methods of two, three, five, ete., cases, and extended
in 1902 to average en*or : opposed in the flret case to

methods ({f-kadjiigtment, &i\d in the second to gradation
•m^^Aorfs.—Methods of limits, in p^^ychophys., a name
proposed in 1891 by E. Kraepelin to include minimal
changes, mean gradations, and average error.

—

Mixed
method, the combination upon one printing-plate of the
different processes of line-engraving, etching, mezzotint,

with rouletting.

Line-engraving has been killed by etching, mezzotint,
and that bastard fonn of line-engraving known as the
*' mixed method "— a combination of etching, graving, and
machine-ruling, such as is seen in Thomas Landseer's

"Stag at Bay." Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 267.

Napier's method (naut.), a graphic representation of

the deviation. The margin of a compass card is shown
as cut out at the N-pointand straightened into a veitical

line, divided into 32 equal parts which con*espond to the
32 points of tlie compass, and into 360 degrees of its cir-

cumference. Also called Napier's card, compass-error
card, curve, diagram, and deviation diagram..—New-
ton's method of approximation, in al'j., a method for

obtaining the roots of equations.— O'Dwyer'S method,
in med., a method of relieving obstructive dyspncea by
intubation of the larynx.- Ogata's method, in med. (a)

A method of resuscitation of an asjihyxiated new-boni
infant by alteniatelyapproximating the feet and the head
and letting the body fall, holding the infant by the feet

only, (h) A method of resuscitation, in cases of asphyxia
from chloroform or ether, by stroking the lower portion
of the chest with the fingers in order to stimulate respi-

ration and the action of the heart.— Open method, in

m^d., the treatment of wounds by free exposure to the
air, as cnntrasted with the use of air-tight antiseptic dress-

, ings.—Patch method. See *pa(cA.—Point-to-point
method, a method of detennining wave-fonns of alter-

^ting currents, in which each point ujkju the curve
licating the wave is found separately. Also called s(eji>-

'i^tep method.

i-^ther X'laces there is an apparent want of knowledge
it progress, as, for example, where the oscillograph

of as an instrument of little value, the point-to-
' being described as more practical.

Nature, May 14, 1903, p. 31.

^method, in tOi^ographical surveying of an
I or teiTiUjry, the traverse methinl of de-
relative jKisitions of several points by sur-

. tf consecutive lines joining those points:
Side iev^ative to the method of triangulation, in

In the American T^reyed form the sides of contiguous tri-

A somewhat higher '' ">«»' «"J«» "« determined by trig-

for the iron of Bacub.

800
On the other side, the polygonal method permitted, as

has already been stated, the carrying on of the operations
of the survey along the route of each expedition.

Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XVI. 331.

Questionary method. See Galton's itmethod.— Reck-
oning method, in psychophys., a metliod of enumei-ation
((term. Abziihlungsmethode) typified by the method
of right and wrong cases. W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines
of Psychol., p. 2r.7.—Reserve-seed method. See *seed.
-Reserve-sprout method. See •ksprout.—Romer's
method, in cptiffi, tlie method employed by Komer
(ICTfi) for comi)uting tlie velocity of light from observa-
tions upon the eclipses of Jupiter's moons, made when
the earth and that planet were in conjunction and when
they were in opjxjsition. See velocity 0/ -klight.—ROUS-
seau's method, in photom., agraphic method devised by
Rousseau for finding the mean spherical intensity of a
source of light. See Jiousseati's ir/igitre.— Sayre's
method, in surg., the treatment of lateral curvature of
the spine, or of Pott's disease, by means of a corset of
plaster of Paris applied while the i)atient is suspended by
bands under the arms.—Scattered-seed method. See
•secrf.—-Schleich method, in med.: (a) Induction of
local ana.'stlut'ia by distention of the tissues with a weak
cocaine solution subcutaneously injected, {h) Induction
of general anajsthesia by a mixture cf cldorofoiT.i, ether,

and petroleum ether administered by inhalation.— Schott
method, in med., the treatment of heart-disease Dy baths
in effervescent water and by si)ecial exercises.

—

Seeheck'S
and Holmgren's method, in exper. pnychoi., a rough
method of testing partial color-blindness. Colored cards
or worsteds are given to the subject, wlio is required to
sort and match them witliout naming the colors.—Serial
method, in jjxyc/irtp/ij/s., any methoil which implies the
presentation to theol)gerverof a graded series of stimuli

;

specifically, in the sphere of sensation, a gradation method ;

in the sphere of aifection, a fonn of tlie method of imjires-

sion. As applied to affective processes, the serial method
reciuires that a series of stimuli be presented to the ob-
server one at a time, and be referred by him to one or
other of certain prearranged categories of affective inten-
sity, as very pleasant, moderately pleasant, indifferent,
moilerately unpleasant, very unpleasant The results are
recorded in graphic fonn.

—

Single-tree method, that
method of conservative lumbering in which reproduction
from self-sown seed under the shelter of the old stand is

invited by the cutting of single trees. This cutting may
be made througliout the forest, as in some wood-lots, or in
definite portions of the forest in turn. Also called selec-

tion system,select ion method, shelter-^cood selection system.
— Stand method, that method of conservative lum-
bering in which reproduction is secured from self-sown
seed by means of successive cuttings made throughout the
mature stand, thus leading to the production of a new
stand approximately even aged. ThesI successive cuttings
encourage seed production, create conditions favorable to
the growth of seedlings, and gradually remove the re-

maining trees of the mature stand as the young growth
defelopsf The series of cuttings, which vary in number
and duration according to the degree of difficulty with
which reproduction is effected, is divided into the follow-

ing four kinds : (1) Preparatory cuttings fit the stand for
its reproduction by the removal of dead, dying, or defec-
tive trees, and prepare the ground for the germination of
seeds. A stand in which one or more preparatory cut-
tings have been made is in the preparatory stage. (2)
Seed cuttings encourage seed production by the furtlier

opening of thestand, and admit lightin quantity favorable
for the development of young growth. A forest in which one
or more seed cuttings have been made is in the seedling
stage, (^^yRemoval cuttings gradually remove the mature
stand winch would otherwise retard the development of
the young trees. A stand in which one or more removal
cuttings have been made is in the removal stage. (4) The
Jinal cutting is the last of the removal cuttings, in which
all of the old stand still remaining is cut. Also called
shelter-wood compartment syyfem, method of successive
thinnings, compart imnt ni/stfm, and high forest com-
partment syste7n.—&ta.tisiical method, (a) See sta-

tistical method, under statistical. 0) In phys., the
method of statistical niecluuiics in which a great number
of systems, similar in nature but differing as to configura-
tions and vrlorities, are simultaneously considered.

—

Step-hy-step method. Same as point-to-point -kmethod.
— Sturm's method, in a/.'/., a method for ascertaining
how many real mots of an e<iuation lie between any given
limits.—Sylvester's dlalytic method, in alg., a method
of elimination. See diaigtic, 3.— Sylvester's method,
in tned., a method of aitiilcial respiration for the resusci-
tation of a drowning person. Inspiration is effected by
drawing the anns up over the head, the subject lying
on the back, and expiration by folding the arms over the
chest and producing pressure.— Tentative method,
specifically, a procedure followed by skilled experts in

opening locks of either the tumbler, pin, or combination
keyless type, in which advantage is taken of possible lost
motion due to poor mechanical construction, to detect,
by feeling the yielding of the bolt, the position of pins
or tumblers. This element of weakness has been reduced
or eliminated in the more modem constructions, such
as tlie so-called "paracentric" or deeply corrugated sec-

tion of the key-way in tlat-key tyjies, and by the timtlnck
combinations.— Thiersch's method Of skin-grafting.
See itsHn-grafting.—VT\lt9XY method Of chemistry.
See unitary ittheory.— "Welsh method Of COpper-
smelting, a pnx-ess of smelting cojtper in reverber-
atory furnaces, emph>yed largely in South "Wales. It is

conducted in six stiiges. In the fii"st stage the pyritic ore
(the ore usually employed) is roasted in a reverberatory
furnace to expel the arsenic and a part of the sulphur,
and a large proportion of thesulphidof iron present in

the pyrites is changed into oxid of iron, while the copper
oxid is converted into sulphid. In the second stage of

the process the oxid of iron is removed by melting and by
causing it to combine with silica: this part of the process
is also can'ied out in a reverberatory furnace, and a coarse
metal is obtained containing aboutj33 per cent, of copper.
In the third stage the granulated coarse metal is calcined
again for the purpose of oxidizing more of the sulpliid of

iron. In the fourth stage the calcined coarse metal is

fused together with some slag containing silica and ores
containing oxid and carbonate of copper. The fused mass
separates by gravity into the matte or regulus, containing

metbylate
from 60 to 80 per cent, of copi»er, and a metallic slag con-
sisting chiefly of silicate of iron, but containing also some
copper. The regulus, which is called, according to its

appeaiance, eitlier cake blue metal, cake white metal,
or pimple in^tal, is placed again in the reverberatory
furnace. This constitutes the fifth stsige of the pnx;e8a,
in which the sulphur is partly removed and blister-copper
obtained. In the sixth and last st^ige the metal is refined
and toughened by being subjected to oxidizing agencies
while molten, duiing which the arsenic escajjes as vapor,
while the other metals are converted to oxids.— Wet
method. Same as wet way.—Will and Varrentrapp'fl
method, in chem., a process, devised liy tlie two chemists
named, for detennining quantitatively the nitrogen of
organic substances submitted to analysis. It consists es-
sentially in heating, in a tube of hard glass, a weighed
portion of the substance mixed with a lai^e excess of soda-
lime (a mixture of sodium and calcium hydroxids), tlius

converting the nitrogen present into ammonia, which is

cajried as gas into an excess of hydrochloric acid and so
fixed as ammonium chlorid. In the ammonium chlniid
the ammonia, and from it by calculation the nitrogen,
may be determined either by the gravimetric or the vol-
umetric method. This process has for a number of years
been in most cases replaced by that of Kjeldahl.—Zero
method. Same as null-method (which see, under
methtxi).

metliodaster (meth'o-das-t^r), n. [Irreg. <
method + -aster. Tlie formation does not ex-
press the meaning intended.] One who makes
an ignorant use of scientific methods, or mag-
nifies unduly the importance of methods.
The methndaster and macerator blunts the intuitions,

the best thing in youth, drags down thoughts that lly and
makes them crawl at a slow, senescent pace. More yet,
it tends to pedantry that shields ignorance from exposure,
teaches the art of seeming wise with empty minds, . . .

and whips up a modicum of knowledge to deceptive pro
portions. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 496.

Methodist. I. w.—Calvlnlstlc Methodists, Meth-
fjdistswho accei)t the Calvinistic teachings of WhitefleUl,
in the controverey of 1740, as opposed to the Aiminian
doctrine of John Wedey. They are found chiefly in
"Wales.

II. «.— Reformed Methodist Church. See
*c7( u rch.

Methodological parallelism, physiologico-psycho-
logical parallelism ; a methodological form of the doc-

trine of psychophysical parallelism. See the quotation.

From this [psychoneural parallelism] we must distin-

guish a second sense of parallelism founded on the dis-

parity just mentioned -as also-pertaining to the p«yehl«al
and neural correlates. We may call this physiologico-

psychological, or, more briefly, methodological parallelism.
It rejects, as illogical, the attempt U> penetrate to psy-
chical facts from the standpoint of phyiology. ... It

also forbids the psychologist to piece out his own short-

comings with tags borrowed froni the physiologist. The
conceptions of the two sciences are to be kept distinct

as the facta themselves to whi«h they relate are distinct.

. . . This methodolt^ical convention, as we may call it,

implies a more stringent interpretation of causation than
that expounded by J. S. Mill. ICncyc. Brit, XXXII. 66.

Methody (meth'o-di), «. Same as Methodist,

[Vulgar or dial.]

methol (meth'ol), n. [meth(yl) + -o/.] 1.

Same as "^carbiuoJ, *mefhanoly or mctJnj} al-

cohol {v,'h\ch see, nuder alcohol),—2. A color-

less hydrocarbon, said to be found in crude
wood-alcohol. It is probably a mixture.

methonal (meth'o-nal), n. [incih{yl) + -one

+ -rt/3.] A synthetic organic compound,
(CH3)2C(SOoCH;i)2, similar in composition
and action to sulphonal ; dimethylsulphone-
dimethylmethane. It is hj'pnotie.

methose (meth'os), n. {mcth{yl) + -osc.'] A
colorless, sweet, syrupy carbohydrate, C(jHi2-

Og, prepared by the condensation of formalde-
hyde under the influence of magnesium
hydroxid. It is probably a mixture.

methoxy-group (me - thok ' si - grop), H.

[meth{yl) + oxy- + groups.'] The monovalent
organic radical -OCH3, derived from methyl
alcohol.

methoxyl (meth-ok'sil), n. Same as ^mcthoxy-
group.

Methven screen. See '^^light standard*

Methyl acetanllide, a coal-tar product with properties

similar to acetanilide, sold under the tnule-name^xai.'nn:
principally used as an analgesic— Mcttvl aldehyde.
v^ame as formaldehude.— liLethyX alkali blue. See
•khlue.— 'UlQthyl blue. See mcth'il-blue.— tHeXhjl
chlorid, a colorless gas. CH3CI, prepared by the action
of sodium chlorid and sulphuric acid on meth'yl alcohol,

and formed by treating methane with chlorin. It has au
ethereal odor and boils at— 23.TXT. It is sometimes
used, mixed with ethyl chlorid, to jiroduce ana-stbesia.

Also called chlormethane.— l/LeXiiVl ecsin, Cracge,
See iteo^n, *or«n(/<?l.— Methyl Violet. See *mff/(i/f-

violct.

methylate, v. t. 2. To substitute in (a com-
pound) the methyl radical -CH;^, for an equiv-

alent of some other radical or element.
— Methylated spirit. Alcohol thus denaturized or ren-

dered unfit for drinking (with the additim of one half of

one per cent of benzene) is by law exempt from the in-

ternal revenue tax in the I'nited States, and therefore

becomes available for manufacturing uses at much re-

duced cost. Similar regulations have been adopted in

otlier countries, and other materials than crude wood-
spirit have been employed to denaturize the common or
ethyl alcohol.
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[methyl + -atc^.} (Piper mefliystieum) . It crystallizes in silky, metoxenous (me-tok'se-ims), a. [Gr. iitra,

-Sodium methy
..Icirless compound, CH;jOXa, prepared by the methysticin (me-this'ti-sin)

lustrous, prismatic needles and melts at 180° C.

] n. [NL. methys-

r ti. 1 t
tic{um) + -(n2.] Same as *kawain.

\_nmiiylate m^yg^ (ma-tya'), n. [F. metier, OF. mestier,
bee metiiy-

jn^gigj-^ _ jt. mestiero, < L. wi««(«<erj«w, attend-

ance, service, office, occupation, work: see

methylate (meth'i-iat), «.

A derivative of methyl alcohol,

late, a I'.ilorless compound, CH;jO:"

;tction iif s.Kliuni on methyl alcohol.

methylation (meth-i-la'shon), «

+ -«)«.] The act of methylating,

hite.

Metbylene acetylenazln. Same as *'jlyozahne.

—Methylene benzoate, a crystalline comiiound. (tv
Hnt-'Oo).,!'!!.,, prepared indirectly from formaldehyde

and hjirz..it'iicicl. It melta at 99' C. and boila at ibh' C.

— Methylene bine. See mtthylem-blue.— Methylene
dlbenzamide, a crystalline compound. {('fiU5C0>'Il)2-

CHo formed t»v the action of anunonia on methyleiie - , y m w-ii- ^™ h* ™,- a o.>

benloatl. It melts at US' C- Methylene gray, green, """<'•• -l- ' ««'"«''. ^^ ""«'" *»"•»• P- *«•

violet. See *</rnj/, etc.—New methylene-blue. (") m^tissage (ma-te-sazh'), «. [F., < metis, of
A basic coal-tar color of the thiazii. type It .lyes ,„ixed race : see »«f(i>.] Mixture of races,
tann n-mordaiited cotton a fuller and redder blue than „... „^ ,^- .-,, „ -"n, f^^ „f .„,;,;„ . „„„
methylene-blue. (')) X basio color of Uie o.vazin type, metlSSe (ma-tes ), n. [b ., tem. ot metis, see

distinguished as neic metkyletie-Uue GO. WK'fis.] A Woman of mixed blood, particularly

jnethylenitan (meth-il-en ' i-tan), ?i. [metliy- of mixed Indian and white descent.

Irne + -itc- + -ait.'] A yellow syrupy or Metius's ratio. See ''ratio.

prepared metoche (niet'o-ke), n. [Gr. iieroxfi, a sharing,

< /JtTEx^'v, share in, take part in, < /iera, among,
+ £;i-Ea', have.] Inarch.: (n) The arrangement
of a dentil-course or of a Doric frieze with its

triglyphs and metopes : a term used by Vi-
truvius (III. 3) [although some authorities

make the term »iete<omc]. (6) The space be

amoug. -t- itvoc, a stranger.] Heteroecious.
metranate (met'ra-nat), n. [metran + -ate^.1

The office or jurisdiction of a metran or head
of the Abyssinian church.
The Patriarchate of Alexandria, and Metranate of Ethi-

opia. J. M. Neale, Hist. Eastern Chuich, I. 111. N. E. D.

ministry and mystery^.'] Trade; profession ; metraneurism (me-tran 'u-rizm), n. [Gr.
with reference to literature or art, one's par- fii/zpa, uterus, + avtvpvofid^, dilation (see aneu-
ticular kind or line of ability. ri.s)«).] Same as ^metrectasia.

Messrs. Morris & Co. s furniture was not of William metraterm (me ' tra -term), «. [Gr. fiiiTfia,

Morris's own design, flat ornament being essentially his uterus, + L. term(inus), end.] In Certain
trematodes, the short, thiok-walled terminal
portion of the uterus.

The uterus terminates in a short heavy-walled region
devoid of eggs, known as the metraterm.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 862.

amorphous carbohydrate, CgH^inO^,

by boiling trioxymethylene with lime-water.

It is not fermentable and is probably a mix-

ture.

methylglycine (meth-il-gli'sin), it. Same as

*sfircoxiiic. Also methylqlijcosiiie.

methylgnanidin (meth-il-gwa'ni-din), n. A
poisonous substance, of the nature of a pto-

maine, which has been found in decomposing
cadavers.

methyllndol (meth - il - in ' dol), fl. Same as

xhitttl.

methylmethane (meth-il-meth'an), «. Same
*cthiin('.

by a false analogy with metope
metochv (met 'o-ki), ?i. [Gr. //{TOOT, a shar-

ing.] The relation between ants and those

of their guests which are tolerated and not
disagreeable to them. Cambridge Nat. Hist.,

VI. 183.

methylosis(meth-i-16'sis), n. [Gr. /ifTd, after, metodontiasis (mefo-don-ti'a-sis), ji. [NL

metratonia (me-tra-to'ni-a), M. [NL., < Gr.
lirjTjia, uterus, + arovia, atony.] Atony of the
uterus.

metratrophia (me-tra-tro'fi-a), n. [Gr. nvrpa,
uterus, + arpotpia, atrophy.] Atrophy of the
uterus.

metrectasia (me-trek-ta'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
fii/rpa, uterus, + iKTamc, extension.] Dilatation
of the non-pregnant uterus,

tween two dentils: used by French writers, metrectomy (me-trek'to-mi), n. [Gr. /jz/t/jo

< Gr. fit

-lrt«)S.]

after, + ofSoi'f (oi^ovr-), tooth. -I-

1 . Faulty development of the teeth.

—

2. The second dentition.

metcestrous (met-es'trus), a. Of or pertaining
to the metoestnun. See the extract under *met-
astrum.

metoestmm (met-es'tmm), n.
;

pi. metcestra

(-trii). [Gr. fuTa, after, + olarpo^, vehement
imjiulse.] The period of decline which follows

the height of tlie period of sexual desire in

female mammals.
Jfe(as#(r«7n, orthe Metcestrous Periwl.— If conception

does not take place during ccstrus the activity of the gen-

erative organs gradually subsides during a definite period,

which I have called the vietce»truin ; and this is followed

... by a long peritxl of rest.

W. Ileape, in Quart. Jour. Micros. Set, Nov., 1900, p. 8.

metol (met'ol), H. [viet{hyl) + -ol.] A trade-

name of methyl-7>-amino-m-cre8ol hydrochlo-

rid, CH3AhCoH;,OHCH3.HC1. It is used in

photography as a developer.

+ i'/'r/. matter, + -osis.] In geol., that variety

of metaraorphism which involves change of

chemical substance. Geikie, Text-book of

Geol., p. 76.5.

methylpelletierine (meth'il-pel-e-ter*in), n.

A colrirlfss, hygroscopic, dextrorotatory, li-

quid alkaloid, C'9Hi7(jN, contained chiefly in

the root of the pomegranate-tree. It boils at

21.5° C.

methylpentose (meth-il-pen'tos), n. [methyl

+ liciitiisc] A pentose in which one hydrogen
atom has been replaced by the methyl-group

:

used especially of rhamnose or isodulcite.

methylphenacetin (meth"il-fe-nas'e-tin), «.

[methyl + jjhenacetin.l A colorless synthetic

compound formed by the action of methyl
iodide on phenacetin. It is hypnotic,

metbylsalol (meth -il - sal ' ol), n. [methyl +
salol.] A colorless crystalline synthetic com-
pound, a methyl derivative of salol: used in

rheumatism.
methyluramine(meth'il-ur-am'in),n. [methyl meton. An abbreviation of JHetonywiy

+ ur{ir) + amine.'] A methyl derivative of metonym (met'6-nim), n. [Gr. //frd

guanidin, NH:C:(NH.2)(NH.CH3), obtained - '• "
'

on oxidation of creatine,, to which it is closely

related : same as *methylguani(iin. It has also

been found in putrefying meat.

methylurethane (meth"'il-ur-eth'an), n.

[methi/l + iiriic) + ethane] A crystalline

synthetic liyiniotic obtained by the action

of cyanogen chlorid on methyl alcohol,

methyl-violet, n. 2. One of several basic

loi-s of the triphenylmethane group. They
insist chiefly of the hydrochlorids of penta-

inethyl and hexamethyl pararosaniline or their

benzyl derivatives.
.

methyostylic (meth'i-o-stil'ik), a. Relating nietopantritis (™«^''_^:,?*'i:t7,*',l'' ^'.

to, or having that arrangement of the visceral ~ " "
"

arches termed, methyostyly.

methyostyly (meth - i - os ' ti - li), «. [Gr. fxrui,

after, + E. hyo(id) + Gr. orf /.of, pillar, +-.i/3.]

That condition of the visceral arches in which
their component parts are more or less shifted

'I'om their primitive conditions,and the metap-
rygoid, syrnplectic, and adjacent parts as-

-t the hyomandibular in the support of the

wer jaw: a condition found in the Teleostei,

1 bony fishes.

Mfthffoxtt/lf/. in allusion either t^) the prominence of the

after,

uterus, + cKTOft^, excision.] Same as hyster-

ectonty.

metrelcosis (me-trel-ko'sis), «. [NL., < Gr.
fi'/rpn, uterus. + 'c'/kuci^, ulceration.] Ulcera-
tion of the uterus, especially of its neck.
metremphysema(me"tTem-fi-se'ma), ». [NL.,
< Gr. /i'/Tpa, uterus, + i/npiicni/ia, inflation.]

Same as physometra.
metret (met'ret), n. [meter^, metre^, the mea-
sure of length, + dim. -et, used here with a
partioular implication.] A decimal submul-
tiple of the meter, in the scheme of magnitudes
devised about 1860 by G. J. Stoney. See
*mctro and *uno.
We shall use the syllable -et for decimal submultiple.

Thus the sixthet will mean the sixth of these -ets, that
is, a unit ni the sixth place of decimals. In this nomen-
clature the tenthet of a meter is the same as the tenth-
•metret, I. e., the tenth of the series of vietrets or decimal
submultiples of a meter.

G. J. Sioney, in Smithsonian Rep., 1899, p. 208.

metria (me'tri-il), «. [NL., < Gr. /^^rpa, uterus.]
Any local inflammatory condition following
childbirth.

metric^, «.—Metric property, in lyenm., a property
which involves measure or (luantity.—Metric relation,
a relation which involves measure or quantity.

metric^, c— Metric or metrical pattern. In music,
the scheme of long and shoit tones, resting \i\wn and cou-

fomiable to the fundamental rhythm, according to which a
particular melody or phrase is laid out. For instance,

the metric pattern of the first line of " The Bluebells of

Scotland," as compared with its rhythmic pattern, may
be expressed thus

:

-I- biwpa, a name (see onyni).] A name given
to a group (usually a genus) after a different

name had been applied to another member Metric pattern

:

(usually a species) of the same group. Ac-
cording to the American code of botanical

nomenclature, a metonym is invalid. Rhythmic pattern

:

A name is rejected when there is an older valid name
b««d CD another ™™'«5 "' /h" ^ij.'" K^^^J^f-^'^^'^ What is here called a metric pattern is, however, often

Code of Hot. .Nomenclature, p. 1,5.
^^^^^ ^ rhythm, thus reversing the use of the terms. See

metopantralgla (met " 6 - pan - tral ' ji - a), n. mcdrS, 2, and rhythm, 2.

[NL., < tir. /lirujTov, forehead, + avrpov, cave metllC'', «—Metric horse-power. S,ee -^horse-power.

(cavity), + dAjof, pain.] Pain in the frontal metrics^, ".—Projective metrics, in j;eom., the treat-

sinuses.

h
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metroncus (me-trong'kus), n.

;
pi. mefroHCJ metrostyle (met' ro -stil), n. [Gr. /"rpoi-, a M. Hon. An nhhreviatioD ot Most HmtoraUe.

(-trou'si). [NL., < Gr. /x^pa, uterus, + oyKog, measure, + E. sti/le^.} A speed-controller mhor (mor), «. An East Indian name of the
mass.] A tumor of the uterus; also, metro- used in certain mechanical piano-players. It great whale-shark, fiAinodore JjrpicM*.
phyma. consists of an index that can be moved to rSlorr (mor), n. [Ar.] A West African gazel
metronenroBig (me'tro-nu-ro'sis), n. [NL., < right or left to correspond with a line traced named by E. T. Bennett Gazella mhorr, having
Gr. fii/rpa, uterus, -I- NL. «f wrost's.] Any on the revolving music-roll, its movement horns annulated with ten or twelve prominent
neurosis originating from uterine disease or affecting a lever by which the tempo of the rings. A'. £. I).

pregnancy. music may be increased or diminished. M. H. R. An abbreviation of Member of the
inetroiiyin(me'tro-nim), H. [Gr. /i^T;?p, mother, inetr08ynizesis(me*tro-sin-;-ze'sis), n. [NL., House of Representatives.
+ bio/ia, ivvfia, name. Compare metronymic.\ < Gr. fi-hrpa, uterus, -t- avmCvai^, collapse, M. H. S. An abbreviation (a) of Massachu-
A personal name derived from the mother or shrinking.] Adhesion of the uterus to neigh- setts Historical Society ; {b) of Member of the
from the maternal family. boring structures, the result of inflammation. Historical Society.

The acceptance of melronymg in the gen«alogie8 as HietrO-ten (met'ro-ten), n. A unit of length mi. An abbreviation (a) of mile; (b) of mill
proofs of female kinship, while patronyms are reject«(i. equal to 1 X 1010 meters. See*melro. OT mills; {c) ot milliampere.

JNaftire, May 6, iiMM, p. xiii. metrotomy (me - trot 'o- mi), n. [Gr. fiijTpc, miam (mi'am), b. Same as *mia-mm.
metronymic, a. 2. In nJi^Arop., relatingto that uterus, -I- -Tofua, < ra//fj>, cut.] Same as mia-mia (riii'mi),M. [Also mi-mi, my-my, miam;
form of society in which the child takes its hysterotomy. a native name.] A native hut or shelter of
name from the mother's family, or in which metuloid (met'ii-loid), a. and n. [L. metula, the Australian aborigines.
the child is reckoned as a member of the a small pyramid, an obelisk, + -oirf.] I. a. The word is aboriginal, and has been spelt varionsly.
maternal family. Resembling a small pyramid or obelisk. Mia-mia is the most approved spelling, mi-tm the most

The older [group] may be named metronymic. In a II. n. An object that resembles a small "PPro^e'l pronunciation. £. E. Moms, Austral English.

m^troni/nitc group all the relationships are traced through pyramid. miasmatology (mi"az-ma-tor6-ii), n. Same
mothers; relationships on the father^s side a^^^^^^ ilfrt„;„fd«. modified cystidia, encn.st*d with lime, US miasmology.

. ^
"'««"'»*.*'"'">• "' SO""'-. P- 188- which project from the hymenium of Peniophora, giving miasmic (mi-az'mik), a. Same as miasmatic.

metronymy (me-tron l-mi), n. [metronym + it a velvety appearance. J^acJrson, Glossarj'. H.E.D. Miauli eSSenCe Of See *f«seHCe
-.V».] The system of tracing name and kin- metzograph (met'zo-graf), n. [Metz, a sur- miazin'(mi-az'in), ». S&me as^'pyrimidine.
ship m the femaie line. name, + Gr. ypa^tiv, write.] A form of Mic. An abbreviation of JficaA, a book of the
Metronymy and Patronymy.—It is necessary to dis- screen, for process-work in photography, in Old Testament.

?iSn'.t,eof:S';:"orr"thi5.X''X'^^^
^l^i«^ ]-«« 9^ dots are avoided and an ir- mica^. «.-Water-mica, a tradename for clear, color-

Giddinga, Hem. of Sociol., p. 187. regularly grained effect is produced by the less muscovite.

metrOD Same as *me< (c) use of glass with a wavy surface. The clear kind is known to the trade as "wnfer mica,"

iriPtronathia I'me-tro-Dath'i-a') « FNL <• meuse, ». See >«M«e3 Jj.
and this, as a rule, contains no iron but much of the

meiiropainia ^me-iro-pain i-a;, n. \_s^i-i., \ T4<r._ '.„ „v.ii^o„i„*;L, i^\ „» ir„™-„-.„ . rt.\ large-sized muscovite is unfortunately colored to some
Gr. /ir/T/ia, uterus, -f Tdeof, disease.] Uterine "'•ex. An abbreviation (a) of Mexican; (fi) extent, which detracts greatlv from itJ value.

disease. Also metropathy. ot Mextco. Jowr. Franklin Jmt.. iiey,t.,i{m, p. 200.

metrophlogosis (me'tro-flo-go'sis), H. r^l, <:^TOaexca,l, ». bame as mescal.
_„ , micacious (mi - ka ' shins), a. [L. micare,

Gr. Mrpa. uterus, -1- «>.d,L,a,f, inflammation.] "SS^c&^SmckirbTg'^^i K^;7,^.'^^ «bine.] Shining; sparkling; glittering.

Severe inflammation of the uterus. weevil, *weeva, etc.— Mexican coca. S^imuas Mexican There is the Cyclopean stile, ot which Johnson is the

metrOphotOgraphiC (met"r6-f6-to-gl'af'ik), a. clover. See /iic/iard»n)H«.— Mexican coral bean, great example; the sparkling, or iniVreeiou*, possessed

Pertainintr to or ohtftineH hv mnnna of mef-pn luster. See *6ea»il, *(ii«(<"ra.— Mexican snapper, by Hazlitt, and much affected in Reviews and Magazines

;

l-erlaining 10 or ODtainea Oy means ot metro- g^^easred gnapper. See tnapperl M (3).-Mexlcan the oleaginous, in which Mr. Charles Butler tears the
pUOtOgrapuy. sole, stinkwOOd, strips. See *«o/c2, irgtinfcwood, palm, or more appropriately the olive branch.

A most useful variation on ordinary metrophatographic *'trip2. — Mexican walnut. Same as rock-walnut Southey, Doctor, interchap. xxiL
observations, for it is obvious tJ.at the representation of

T^f'^^'f'
f„^'

""'"f"™''"'''' J*JL"if
*""''""'• micacization (mi"ka-si-za'shon), «. [micacize

orctftraphic features as enected by this well known process i]l6ZlC3>I13i uDCr. iSC'} *po€r^. _i_ ^- t t„ 7" iU "
£ \

comejs a far more readable impression to the eye of the Mexicanize7mek'8i-kan-izrt' f Dret and + -"""«•] .In ?<?'•, the process of becoming
natiireofthecountrjphotographed, theriseand fall of „„ i>^°;f .A™, ^ v^^^

pret. auQ charged With mica during metamorphism.
undulations, the gradation Sf slopes, &c., than any flat PP- .^exicrtjnrerf ppr i/c:>;wa,!iz(»flr. [Mexican

fie,-;(-L Text-book of Geol , p 790
photograph can possibly convey

w"'?- li, T %
t^e Mexicans; assimi- micacize (mi'ka-siz), v. i.; pret. and pp. mica-

Ao(urc, Oct 8. 1903. p. 546. late to the Customs and institutionsof Mexico. ^^^^^ ^ micacizina flrree < mica'i + -c-
metrOphotOgrapny (mefro-fo-tog'ra-fi), «. These Indians, now practically Jfeiicnmzcd. . ,'.J-^

' t„ „„, (.' l^o^^r^o „I,„,„.:>^ „;»,
[Gr. /^rpop, measure, + E. phStograply.f 1. An. Rep. Bur. AnJ. Ethnoi., im-9S, p. xvi. +. -'•''^•-l^

il If-' *H
^f.'^o'^^charged with

(h, '^_r i I • '
J.

^ ,. ^ ' ' -„
-J. , -, -is nr / J J! % mica, as in the production of raiea-schistsThe art of making topographic maps from meymacite(ma ma-sit), >i. [il/f^?wnc (see def.) from shales

measurements of stereophotographs of great -I- -ite^.l A hydrated tungstic oxid derived .r^ ^. ',_,,_ , . ...
interobjeetive distance. Nature, Aug. 18, from the alteration of soheelite, found at

''^''^ ^ ^^ GeihL^^TexuZ,kZt"G^\ -p. S03.
1904, p. 392.—2. The taking of stereophoto- Meymac, Corr^ze, France. _.. _-i , -/, -^.^ ' r • o _l _l' .. o i
graphs for use in map-making. ^ mezure, n. and t; A simplified spelling of

micanite (mi k^mt), «. ['«'«'2 + .„. + .,,^2 i

metrophyma (me- tr6- fi'mf), «.; pi. me<ro- »«<-«s«»T.
A t'-ade-name of mica in sheets of considerable

phymata{-ma-t&). [NL., < Gr. /.i/rpa, uterus, mezzano (raed-za'no), a. [It. mezzano (pi. ^'Z"
made by cementing together a number

+ Ipvfxa, a swelling.] Same as ^metroncus. mezzani), middle, medium, < L. m^dianus, mid- °* ^."'^^ ''}P^^ P^-'f «. «P^i*
^^ry thin

:
used as

metropolitanship (met-ro-pol'i-tan-ship), ». die: see',«e«a«i:] Of medium size : applied Ti'Tf^Oor^-my^Vl " '''

[metropolitan + -ship.-] The office or jurisdic- to a macaroni larger than spaghetti aud . ,J „ •' J;^,,- ' ,. ' P-^V -g. .

tion of a metropolitan. smaller than the largest macaroni. micareue (mi ka-rel), n. [mica-
.
trom its ap-

^,>*—«».«1tt««o /^5 t-A „,vi'i «„<,^ «. rxTT / ™ .,.,., , . ,
pearance.] A micaceous mineral which hasmetropolypUS (me-tro-pol l-pus), ». [NL., < The macaroni called "Mezmni," which is a name de- ivternallv the form of scanolitp and rphults

Gr. ,ir,Tpa, uterus, -I- 7roA£,7ro„f, polypus.] A signating size, not quality, is the preferable khul for ^^l^^flZli^Z^^
DohTius of the uterus macaroni dishes made with cheese. irom irs aiieration. L nesret

.

~-4.-i.-l™*,«».v z™;;**,!;; tA'„J„^ .. rwT Century Cook Book, p. 2i5. M. I. C. E. An abbreviation of J/emftfr o/ fAe

TGr°^,'°^?tirs ;'TX™Jc klliBSrl mezzeria (med-ze-re'a), n. [It., < mezzo, mid- Institute of Civil Engineers.

ward, prolapse.] Same as ^'metroptosis
' ^le half, < L. medius half

:
see ,nedium.:\ In Micellian water. See *v.ater.

metroptosis (me-trop-to'sis), ». [NL., < Gr.
I**}-^ » ^^^^V" "J

^''l^'"^ *}« 1]°^^^ °* ^^^ Mich. An abbreviation (6) of Michigan.

pfirpa, uterus, -f ktIov^, falling.] Falfing of s«»' between landowner and landholder: same Michelangelo, bar of. See *6arl.

the uterus. Alw metroproptosis. a.% metayage, bee the extract.
michron (mi'kron). «. [Gr. //((Kp<if), small

metrorrharic.(me-tro-ra;jik), a. [metro- J^lt^-,.^^,'S^^^^:Z^:^J^lTl^^. (see »»«-on), -j- ^pd.^. time.] A unit of time
rrhagi(a) + -tc] Pertaining to or suffering mo„_ jg called mezzeria and metayage or halving proposed by Lord Kelvin ; the time corre-
from metrorrhagia or uterine hemorrhage. These expressions . . . merely signify that the produce is sponding to the period of vibration of an ether-

metrorrhezis (me-tro-rek'sis), n. [NL., < divisible in certain definite proportions, which must wave whose length in vacuo is one micron.
Gv.pvrpa, uterus, -t- p^|«c, rupture.] Rupture ^h'i^iThtlSVd-'s^tr^t^el'V'^S'^asIn^^^^^ Mick (mik), «. [An abbreviation of J/,VA«W.]
of the uterus dunng'chilabirth. thirds, sometimes as little as one-third. A slang name for an Irishman. See micky.
metrosalpingitis (me-tro-sal-pin - ji ' tis), n. Uncyc. Brit., I. 41.1.

jnicr-. In phys., etc., a prefix used instead of
[NL., < Gr. //^rpa, uterus, + NL. salpingitis.] mezzograph (mez'o or med'zo-graf), ». [mez- micro- before a second element beginning
Inflammation of the uterus and Fallopian. zo{tint) + -graph.] A photographic print with a vowel See wiVro-
tubes, or of the latter alone, imitating the effect of a mezzotint. -V. £. X». ^ yj.'(^i,j.^g.^gg,;;]^) [micr(o-) +
metrosalpinx (me-tro-sal pingks), «. [NL mezzotype (mezo-ormedzo-tip), «. [mez-

acoustic] Ha^ig the property of rendering
<Gr. //7T-,;n, uterus -1- cdAmy^, trumpet.] zoitmt) -^- type.] A kind of paper for photo- faintsoundsaudible; magnifvingweaksounds.
Same as rallopmn tube. graphic printing. N. h. D. . +v + q * u ,f

metroscope^ (met'ro-skop), «. [Gr. phpov, mf. 2. In e/ecf., an abbreviation of wJcro/ornrf. micraestnete, ». »a.mea.smie> esthete.

measure, -I- move'cv, view.] A speed-measur- mfd. An abbreviation (a) of manufactured ; micrallantoia (mik-ra-Ian toid). a. [micr(o-)

ing device or tachometer which indicates both (6) in electrotechnics, of microfarad. 7"'. "!?.' ,j.^ l-t^^n Met
* ^™^ allan-

speed and distance traveled. mfg. An abbreviation of »(«M!(/Vfc<HrJH(7. t™**- '» . -/"»"«f'r, Anat.. 11. »bj.

metrostaxis (me-tro-stak'sis), n. [Gr. /iT/rpa, mfr. An abbreviation of manufacturer. Micrampelis (nii-kram'pe-lis\ n. [XL. (Ka-

womb, -I- arditc, a dropping.] Hemorrhage mg. An abbreviation of milligrcim. finesque, 1808), < Gr. piKpo^, little, -1- afimTd^,

of the uterus. M. Or. An abbreviation (c) of Latin Musicx dim. of a//7rc/.or, a vine.] A genus of dicoty-

metrostenosis (me'tro-ste-no'sis), n. [NL.,< Gfrod«fff««. Graduate of Music. ledonous plants belonging to the family Ca-

Gr. iiirrpa, uterus, -^ artvuci^, narrowing.] M. G., M. Goth. Abbreviations of 3/(BSopo<fttc. curUtaceie. {See Echinocy.iti.').) Micrampelis

Abnormal contraction of the cavity of the mgm. An abbreviation of milligram. Oregona is the wild gourd of Oregon, and M.
uterus. B^. An abbreviation (J) [I.e.] of milligram; macrocarpa and M.fabacea are the chilicothe

metrosteresis (me'tro-ste-re'sis), n. [NL., < (c) [I. c] of manager. and bitter-root of California. See *chilicothe.

Gr. ^^pa,^uterus, + <7r^p)?a(f, deprivation.] 1. M. Gr. An abbreviation of Jfjrfdte Greefc. micranatomy (mik-ra-nat'o-mi), n. [NL., <

Removal ot the uterus.—2. Absence of the M. H. An abbreviation («) of ifoster o/ flbr- Gr. /j;Kp<5f, small, + E'.' anatomy.] Mieroseopi-
uterus. ' ticulture; (b) ot Most Honorable. cal anatomy.



Mcrandrous

nUCrandrOUS (mik-ran'drus), (U fGr. fiiKpo^,

small. + avT/p {avfip-), male, + -o««.] In hot.,

of or pertaining to the dwarf male plants of

the (Edoffoniacese.

Micraster (mik-ras'tfer), n, [NL., <Gr. fiiKpd^,

small, + aarr/p, star.] A genus of fossil sea-

urehins or Echinoidea having a heart-shaped
tumid test. It is very abundant in the Cre-
taceous rocks and occurs also in the early
Tertiary.

micrencephallc (mik'ren-se-fal'ik), a. Same
as nticoicephalotts.

micrencephalisin (mik-ren-sef 'a-lizm), n.

\jiiicrenc<phid{y) + -ism.'] Same as *micren-
c(iihuly.

micrencephalus (mik-ren-sef'a-lus), «. ;
pi.

microia-jiludi (-W). [XL.] 1. A mioreneepha-
lous individual.—2. Same as *micrencepha1y

.

Tlie conditions kuowii as microceplwUus and micren-
cfphaUis. Buckf Med. Handbook, I. 140.

micrencephaly (mik-ren-sef 'a-li), V. [Gr.

fiiKpu^, small, + £yKf^/of, brain, 4- -y^.'] In
anthrop., the condition or character of being
micrencephalous, or small-brained.

micrergate (mi - kr^r ' gat), n. [Gr. fUKp6^,

small, + ipyarrig, worker.] A worker ant of
smaller stature than the typical worker form
of the species. The workers of the first brood
of offspring reared by a young ant-queen are
normal mierergates. Wlteeler.

jnicresthete (mik'res-tbet), n. [Gr. /uxpi^,

small, + aiadr/roc, < <u<j0aiica6ai
,
perceive.] In

chitons, one of the numerous fine branches
given oflf by a megilesthete. Each branch
ends in a swelling which occupies a micropore
and carries a small chitinous cap.

micrify (mik'ri-fi), T, t. [Gr. uiKp6^, small.
See magnifj/.] To make small; minify.

This power "wTiich he [the poet] exerts ... to nuguity
the small, tu viUri/y the ^reat.

:£tiierison. Nature, p. C7. .V. E, D,

Micristodns (mi-tris'to-dus), n. [NXi., < Gr.
/i/*:pof, small, + ia-d^ an upright projection, -i-

odoif, tooth.] A genus of very la^e sharks
of the family Rhinodontidse, found in the Gulf
of California.

micristologlcal (mik''ris-to-loj'i-kal), <i. Be-
lating or pertaining to micristology.

micro-aSrophile (mx-kro-a'e-ro-fil), a. and n.

[Gr. pmpik, small, + fi. aerophiie.'] L «.

Same as *micrn-tiernphiloiis.

H. n. A micro-aerophilous organism.
micro-aSropllilic (mi"kro-a-e-r9-fil'ik}, a.
Same as *micro-aeropkilous.

CVj«tridrnrn Pasteurianilm,which WInognidfiky fonnd tu
noaaefls niU>09ei>-as8iini)atinf? prol>erties, is an anaerolke,
Pitt it also irrews in 8yn)bii:>8i8 with aerobic fonns; it i«,

tiiereiore, micrtxtfrt'p'hilic. Science, Marcll<^ liX)3,p..37L

mitaro-aerophilous (mi'kro-a-e-rof'i-lus), n.

Iniicrij-fterdphile + -ouk.] Requiring but little

free oxygen- a terra nsed to designate hac-
terift and other organisms. See anaerobic.

micro-ampere (mi'kro-am-par'), n. A unit
employed in the measurement of very small
electric cnrronts; one millionth of an ampere
or 1 X 10-' e. g. s. units of current.

micro-analTSiB (mi'kro-a-nal'i-si8),«. Ai^
alysis by means of the microscope.
micro-anemometry (mi'kro-an-e-mom'e-tri),
n. [Gr. i^Kpdc, small. + E. anemometry.] The
determination of wind-velocity on a very
small scale, gpeeifically by Barus's filar mi-
crometer.

microbacillar (mi-kro-bas'i-Wr), a. [Gr. /wtpd^,

small, + E. bdcillus + -or^.] Same as bae-
terial. Buck; Med. Handbook, VIL 88.

micTObacillary (mi-kro-bas'i-la-ri), a. Same
as hnctennl.

micTobalance (mi'kr6-bal-ans), n. [GT,iiiKp6i,

small, + E. balance.] A delicate balance for
weighing 1 milligram or less. It consists of a
capillary jzTasa tube 30 centiinetera long and 0.5 niilliineter

thick, lient at a riKht ftngle so as to make one part a
pointerDcentimeterelong. Thetuiw is attached, by water-
glass, to a quartz filler 5 centimeters long and fastened
to a prongefl support. The instrtmient is thus built on
the principle of the torsion balance. A hmtked platinum
wire melted into the end of the glass beant carries a plat-
inum basket of 20 milligrams weight which holds the ol)-

jects Ut be weighed. The deflection of the jKiinter is

read from a scale, and platinuni-wire riders ser^'e as
weighU. The me<:hanism was devised by Nenist.

microbarograph (mi-kro-bar'o-graf), n. [mi-
cro- + barograph .] A barograph designed to
record minute and rapid ^nations in the
pressure of the atmosphere. Nature, Aug, 18,

1904, p. 368.

microbicidal (mi - kro - bi - si ' dal) , a. [micro-
hicxde + -«/'.] Destructive to microbes.

803 microdiaene

microbiOSCOpe (mi-kro-bl'o-skop), «. [Gr, microchiria (mi-kro-ki'ri-a),
fimpd^, small, -I- E. bioscope.] An apparatus fimpo^, small, + x^'P, hand.]
for showing or recording the movements of
miero-organisms. Xature, Nov. 5, 1903, p. 18.

Microbiotberiidae (mi''kro-bi-o-the-ri'i-de), n.

pi. [_iIia-obiotherium, the type genus, + -id<e.]

A family of small marsupial mammals, con-
taining extinct species from the Miocene of
Patagonia. Ameghino, 1887.

microbism (mi'kro-bizm), n. A condition due
to the presence of microbes.
The various explanations of "return " cases were con-

sidered, including, besides the ordinary ones of failure of
disinfection or a true " return " of infection, the possibility
of a relapse of the original disease, of latent microbimn,
or of missed cases. Laticet, June 18, 1904, p. 1724.

microblast (mi 'kro -blast), n. [Gr. /icKpdg,

small, -1- l3?.aaT6c, germ.] An unusually small

n. [NL., < Gr.
_ A condition in

which the hands are abnormally small. Also
microcheirin

.

Microclioeridse (mi-kro-ke'ri-de), n. pi. [Mi-
crocharns, the type genus (Gr. fiinpo^, small,
+ ^"'pof, hog), + -idse.] A family of small
lemur-like animals, comprising extinct species
of small size whose remains occur in Eocene
strata. Lydckker, 1887.

microclase (mi'kro-klas), n, [Gr, /iiKpo^, small,
-I- KAaai^, fracture.] A name given by Wiik
to the feldspar usually called anorthnclase.

microcnemia (mi-krok-ne'mi-a), «. [Gr./j(Kpof,

small, -1- Kvi/iir/, tibia,] The condition of hav-
ing the leg short below the knee. See *bra-
chycnemic.

Same as

arm.] A condition in which tlie arms are ab-
normally small.

microbracllius (mi-kro-bra'ki-us), n.
;
pi, mi-

crobrachii f-i), [NL,]" One who has abnor-
mally small, 'but not deformed, arms,
microbranchiate (mi-kro-brang'ki-at), a. [Gr,
finpoc, small, + fipdyxiov., gill, -I- -af«l,] Re-
lating or pertaining to the small gill. Con-
trasted with *macrobranchiate.

In the body of the anima!i;[>'autilU8] two metameres are
recognised

—

the vticrobraitchiate segment, containing the
smaller gill, the outer osphradiuni, pericardial gland,
kidney, ami kidney opening, with the generative opening

micrococcln^)
nature of, a

micrococcus.
Micrococcus lanceolatus, ^ce irdiplococcvxpneimtonix
(with cut)!— Micrococcus melltensis, tlie pathogenic
micro-organism of Malta fever.— Micrococcus neofor-
mans, an alleged pathogenic mici-o-organism of cancer :

its existence is doubtful.

Microcodon (mi-kro-ko'don), n. [Gr, iimpi^,

small, + KuSuv, bell,] The typical genus of
the family Microcodonidse. Ehrenberg, 1830,

Microcodonidse (mi"kr9-ko-don'i-de), «, pi.

[NL., < Microcodon + -tdse.] A family of il-

loricate rotifers, of the order I'loima, contain-
ing the genera Microcodon and Microcodides.

on the right side and the opening of the pear-shaped body JUlCrOCOtyle (mi-kro-kot 1-le), n. [NL. (Van
on the left; -and the macrobranciuate segment, containing
the greater gill and the inner osphradiuni, pericardial
gland, ksdDey.,-and renail 'Opening.

Miiialiand Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 1903, p. 135.

microcalory (mi-kro-kal'o-ri), n. [Gr, fUKp6i;
small, + E, calory.] One thousandth of a
small calory,

microcaltrop (mi-kro-kal'trop), n. [Gr. /uKpdc,
small, + K caltrop.] Same as microcaltrops.

Microcampyli (mi-kro-kam'pi-li), n. pi. [NL.,
< (jr. /'M/wf, small, -i- KafinvAo^, curved,] In

Beneden and Hesse, 1863), < Gr. iuKp6(, small,
+ KOTv?.!}, a cup, socket.] The typical genus
of the family Microcotylidse.

Microcotylidae (mi" kro- ko- til 'i -de), n. pi?
[NL., < Microcotyle + -idee.] A family of trem-
atodes, of the order Heterocotylea, having
two buccal and many small posterior suckers,
borne on a variously shaped marginal cotylo-
phore. It contains the genera Microcotyle,
Gastrocotyle, and Axine.

Hyatfs classification of the cephalopods, a microcranous (mi-kro-kra'nus), a. [Gr. ^«p<5f>
Kuborder of the .JmmonoK/ffl. It is the primi-
tive suborder of forms which possess a ventral
siphuncle and are characterized by imdivided
ventral lobes and very slightly developed
saddles.

micn)caiionioal(mi'kro-ka-non'i-kal), a. [Gr.
/Jiapoi., small, + E. canonical.] In statistical
meek.., of or pertaining to a distribution in
phase sucb that all the systems of an ensemble
have the same energy, J. W. Gibbs, Sta-
tistical Mech,, p, 114.—Mlcrocanonlcal dlstrlbn-
tlon, ensemble. See iedintrihutwn, ^tetutevible.

microcanonically (mi* kro- ka-non ' i-kal-i),
adr. In a mierocanonical manner,

microcardia (mi-kro-kar'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/luipi^, small, -f- Kap^ia, heart,] A condition in
which the heart is abnormally small,

microcardius (mi-kro-kar'di-us), n.
; pi, micro-

eardid (-i). [NL,] A monster having a very
small and imperfect heart,

microcarpous (mi-kro-kar'pus), a. [Gr. fUKpd^,

small, + Kpavlov, cranium.] In craniom., hav-
ing a skull of small volume, from 1,540 to 1,630
cubic centimeters in males, and from 1,420 to
1,500 cubic centimeters in females, -<"

microcryptocry8talline(mi"kro-krip-t6-kris'-
ta-lin), a. [Gr, ficKpd^, small, ' -f E, crypto-
crystalline.] In petrog., microscopically
cryptocrystalline, that is, composed of crys-
tals so minute that their form cannot be seen
with a microscope, their presence being rec-
ognized by the phenomenon of aggregate
polarization.

Tlie closest approach to typical andcsitic micrcetruc-
ture occurs in the dike cutting shales in the ridge south
of Winter Creek. . . . The transition from a groundmass
of brown inicrocryptncrygtalline matrix with distinct lath-
shaped feldspar microlites and magnetite grains to one
that is gray in thin section with larger feldspar laths and
a slightly niicropoikilitic structure can be obsened in one
rock section. LT. S. (ievl. Sun., Monographs, XXXIL 64.

microcrystal (mi-kro-kris'tal), n. [micro- +

small, -^'/ca/Jffof, fruit.] In bot. : (a) Having
'^*'fi°'^57^*r

small fruit (h) Of mosses, having small urns.

microcentrosome (mi-kro-sen'tro-s6m), «.

[Gr. fjijiptjr, small, + KifTpov, center, -f ou/ia,

body.] In cytnl., the central granule of the
astrosphere in the dividing-cell ; the centriole
of Boveri. Zi^gkr, 1898.

microcentnim (mi-kro-sen'trum), n.
; ^]. micro-

centra (-trii). [NL./ < Gr. /UKp6c, small, +
nlvrpov, ceiiter.] In cytol., the centrosome or
cluster of centrosomes united by a primary
centrodesmus in the astral system of certain
cells. Heidenhain, 1894.

microcephal (mi-kro-sef'al), «. [mierocephal-
7""™"«"y"*

(o«.*).] A microcephalous individual. Jour. DUCrodentOUS
Amer. Folk-lore, April-June, 1902, p, 121,

small -t- L,. de

microceratous (mi-kro-ser a-tus), a. [Gr,
/iiKpi'ir, small, + Kepai (Kepar-), horn, -I- -ous.]
In entom., having small antennae.

Microchaeta, ». 2. [l.c.-,-p\.microc}iatm{-te).]
One of certain small bristles which occur on
the body of a dipterous insect and are used in
classification. See *chsetotaxy.

The supra-alars are unusual ; the cephalic one is small,
often so small as to be little or not at all distinguish-
able from the microehaetae.

Katuas Univ. Quarterly, July, 1900, p. 224.

microchemic (mi-kro-kem'ik), a. Same as mi-
crochemical.

crystal.] A microscopic crystal,

tallography (mi - kro - kris - ta - log'-
ra-fi), n. [micro- + crystallography.] 'Micro-
scopic crystallogi'aphy.

microcytase (mi-kro-si'tas), m. [Gr. fUKp6f,
small, + E. cytase.] ' A cytase (complement)
in the sense of Metchnikoff, derived from the
polymorphonuclear leucocytes.

microdactylism fmi-kro-dak'ti-lizm), n. [Gr.
liiKpoi;, small, 4- ddicni/of, finger or toe, -I- -ism.]
A condition in which the fingers and toes are
abnormally short. Buck, Med. Handbook, TV.
498.

microdactyly (mi-kro-dak'ti-li), n. Same as
*microdactylism.

(mi-kro-den'tus), a. [Or. fiiKp6c,

dens (dent-), tooth, -I- -ous.] Hav-
ing abnormally small teeth.

Microdesmus (mi-kro-des'mus), n. [NL., <
Gr, fiiKp6(, small, + fea/id^, band.] A genus of
small fishes of the family Cerdalidie, found off
the Pacific coast of tropical America.
microdiactine (mi^kro-di-ak'tin), «. [Gr.
fiKp(i(, small, -f i\i-, twice, -f- oktic (axTtv-),

ray,] A small diactine sponge-spicule,

microdiaene (mi-kro-di'en), «, [Gr, /uKp6(,

small, + di-, two-, + -aiva as in rpiaiva, tri-

dent,] In the nomenclature of the sponge-
spieules, a triod of minute size having two
arms of like curvature.



micTodichotrisene 804 micrometer

microdichotrisene (mi - kro - di - ko - tri ' en), n.

[6r. ."(i/xif, small, + ilix", i" two, + Ti>iaiva,

trident.] A small or reduced dichotrirene.

Spicules calthrops-like microtriienes and spined mi'

croxeas; jHi'cnxiicAo/riwHC* absent, __ _ _ _^__, ^ ^ __

Pruc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, II. 218. JlicrogobiuS (mi-kro-go'bi-us), »
Microdiscus (mi-kro-dis'kus), «._ [Gr. /J«p<if, /iiKpo^, small, + NL. Gohins.]

micrognathism (mi-krog'na-thizm), )i. Same microlophic (mi-kro-lof ik), a. [Gr. /icKpd;,

as *micr<i(tiia1lda. " small, + 'Aixpo^, crest, + -jc] In craniom.,

micrognathous (mi-krog'na-thus), a. [Gr. having a low incisor crest in the anterior

l^inpo^, small, + ymOof, jaw, + -ous.'] In nasal aperture and an indistinct alveolar line.

anthrop., having small jaws. Harrison Allen, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.," ------ [NL., <Gr. N. S., X. 419.

A genus of microm (mi'krom), n. [An alteration of mi-

small, + 6irrKo(;, disk.] A primitive Cambrian gobioid fishes found on the Atlantic coast of

genus of trilobites of the family Agnostidse, the United States.

with slightly segmented oephalou and pygid- microgram, ". 2. A photograph or a drawing
ium. See J(7Hos<««. of a microscopic object.

microdont, a- 2. In craniom., having a dental microgranitoid (mi-kro-gran'i-toid), a. [»»'-

index less than 42. crogranit{c) + -oidJ] Resembling microgi-anite.

microdontic (mi-kro-don'tik), a. \mierodont micrograph, «. 2. An instrument for photo-
+ -If.] Same as *microdoiit, 2. graphing microscopic objects.—3. Same as

microdontism (mi-kro-don'tizm), n. [^micro- *microgram, 2,

dont + -Ism.] The character or state of being

microdont ; microdentism.

microdontOUS (mi-kro-don'tus), a. [niiavdont
+ -OK*-.] Same as microdont.

microdyne (mi'kro-din), M. [Gr. fuKp6g, small

(see micron), + t. dyne.] A unit of force

equal to one millionth of a dyne.

micro-ergate (mi-kro-6r'gat), n. See *micrer-

gate.

microfauna (mi-kro-fa'na), n.
;

pi. micro-

fauna: (-ne). [NL.; < Gr. /^iKpo^, small, + L.

The authors [of " Alloys of Copper and Cuprous Oxide "]

studied by nietallographical methods the various alloys
of copper and cuprous oxide and show that area measure-
ment* of enlai-ged micrographs of pure coppere contain-
ing less oxygen than the eutectic give good valuations
of the oxygen contained.

a'on.] Same as micron : proposed as a sub-
stitute for micron by Lord Kelvin, to avoid
confusion with the unit of time, the micltron,

also suggested by him.
micromagnetometer (mi-kro-mag-ne-tom'e-
tfer), n. [Gr. fiit^pog, small, + E. magnetom-
eter.] An instrument devised by Pender and
Cremieu for the determination of very weak
magnetic fields. It consists essentially of a
horizontal bar carrying a vertical bar-magnet
at one end and suspended by a torsion-fiber.

A field of 0.00001 c. g. s. unit gives a large de-

flection. Elect. Jl'orld and Engin., Apnl 18,

1903, p. 666.
Elect. H'orid and Engin., March 12, 1904, p. !>32. micromania (mi-kro-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. lUKpd^,

Same "
' '

' 'micrographical (mi-kro-graf'i-kal), a.

as iiiicrograpliic.

micrography, ". 2. The art or process of
photographing or depicting microscopic ob-
jects

;
photomicrography.

fauna.] A fauna in which all the animals are microgyne (mi'kro-jlii), «. [Gr. fuKp6q, small,

of minute or diminutive size; a congeries of + yvvi), a female.] A female or queen ant of
microscopic animals, or sometimes a depau- smaller stature than the typical female form
perated fauna. Geog. Jour. (E. G. 8.), X. 323. of the species. Wasmann.

microflora (mi-kro-flO'rji), K.
;

pi. microfloree microgyria (mi-kro-jir'i-a), m. [NL., < Gr.
(-re). IGt. fiiKp6i,sma,\\, + h.flora. Seeflora.] ^(/cpdf, small, -(- )'i>pof, a turning (see 3i/r«s).]

A flora in which all the plants are of minute
size ; a congeries of microscopic plants : op-

posed to *macroflora. Smithsonian Sep., 1904,

p. 351.

microform (mi'kro-fdrm), n. [Gr. fuKpdg,

small, + E. form.] ' A microscopic organism,

or one that is too small to be studied without
a microscope.
microfungUS (mi-kro-fung'gus), n.

;
pi. mi

A condition in which the cerebral convolu-
tions are abnormally small. Jour. Med. Me-
search, March, 1907, p. 104.

microhemozoite, microhaemozoite (mi-kro-
hem-o-z6'it), n. [Gr. funpdi, small, + a'lpa,

blood, +-
C^<"^, animal, + -ite^.] The smaller

form of schizont in the development of the
heraogregarine Drepanidium serpentium. Com-

, __.,,. pare *macro}iemo:oite. Lutz.

cro/MHiTi (^fun'ji). [NL., < Gr. /wxpi}?, small, + microhenry (mi-kro-hen'ri), n.; pi. microhen-
ries (-viz). [Gr. fiiKpd^, small, + E. henry.]

thousand c. g.

inductance.
s. units: a practical unit of

L. 'fungus, fungus.] A minute fungus which
must be magnified in order that its gross mor-
phology may be discerned : distinguished from
mushrooms and other large forms.

microgamete (mi-kro-gam'

~

small, -*- E. gamete.'] 1.

two conjugating cells or gametes of a colonial microhistology.
rhizopod. See *macrogamete.— 2. A male

microhistology (mi"kr6-his-tol'6-ji), n.

git^.-ite^lL a spermatozoon. Encyc. Brit.,
^^^^.^^ g^j^,,^ + g histology.] Microscopic

small, + imvia, madness.] 1. A delusion that
objects, especially the parts of one's own
body, are growing smaller.— 2. An insane
self-depreciation.

micromaniac (mi-kro-ma'ni-ak), a. and «.

[micromani(a) + -ac] I. a. Pertaining to or
suffering from micromania.
H. n. 1. One who is afflicted with micro-

mania.—2. One who has a mania for little-

ness, weakness, or inefBciency. [Rare.]

Alas, the Unity of Italy is undermined by the micro-
maniacs who aim at shutting Italy in her shell, at isolat-

ing her from the great nations, forbidding her to share the
active initiatives on whose development her glorious des-

tinies depend.
Crispi (trans.), in The Nation, May 11, 1899, p. 350.

micromanometer (mi"kro-ma-nom'e-tfer), n.

[Gr. /iiiip6(, small, + E. manometer.] A very
small, delicate manometer for measuring mi-
nute differences of pressure.

micromazia (mi-kro-ma'zi-a), w. [NL., < Gr.

fiiKpd(;, small, + pa^oc;, breast.] A condition
, . , _ _ in which the breasts are abnormally small.

In elect., one millionth part of a henry or one micromelia (mi-kro-me'li-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

^r^^^'
"

n Ttu' microhistological (mi"kr6-his-tp-loj'i-kal), micromelic (mi-kro-mel'ik), a.
Ihe smaller ot tne „. [)H/(.TO;i/6fo;o(ir()/) -4- -ic.J Of or pertaining to -t- -/c] Relating to or charaete

'ametes ot a colonial microhistolocrv. tt,o1;o • V,Qi-iTi<T omnll o-rtromiti

/uKp6(:, small, + pO.o^, limb.] A condition in

which the limbs are abnormally small.
[micromel{ia)

characterized by micro-
melia ; having small extremities ; dwarfish.

[Gr. micromembrane (mi-kro-mem'bran), n. [Gr.

piKpo^, small, + E. memirane.] A very thin

layer of finely porous material, such as is used
in experiments on osmose.

hand, the conjugating gametes are of equal size.

Pop. Sci. Mo., June, 1901, p. 192.

Encyc. Brit.,

XXXII. ..09. histology; mieristology.
Coccidium differs further from Monocystis in that the

microjoule (mi'kro-joul), n. [Gr. fltKp6(, small,
coniugatinggametesaresexually differentiated, the small, •»"**'* vjy"*^ v

a
* i- i 'x i, V i . « /-, c ai. ii x,i a

active one, or microgam^ite, functions as the male cell, + E. joule.] A practical unit of work equal micromere, n. 2. One of the small blasto-

and the larger quiescent one, or macrogamete, as the to ten ergs.
female or egg cell, while in the gregarine, on the other TnJprnlri-not.in rTnT"kvo-Vi-Tipt'ik'> n FOr WKn6r
hand, the nonimjatimr irametes are of equal size. miCrOKineilC (,mi Kro Kl net IK;, a. L«r. HlKprK,

small, + t. mnettc] Pertaining to or consist-

ing of minute, continued, and rapid motions
or movements, such as those of tremor, titilla-

tion, formication, etc. [Rare.]

The aimless and archaic movements of infancy . . .

in the form of isolated automatic tweaks or twinges, and
perhaps even the still more microkinetic gleanings of
fibrillary formications, are ... by slow processes of com-
bined analysis and synthesis . . . ma<le over into hab-
its and conduct that fit the world of present environment.

G. S. Uatl, Adolescence, I. 163.

microlecithal (mi-kro-les'i-thal), o. [Gr.

ptKpoc, small, + leKidog, yolk of an egg, + -«/l.]

In embryol., having very little food-yolk

:

applied to certain ova, such as those of sponges,
marine worms, echinoderms, etc. : opposed to

*macrolecithal or *bradylecithal.

microlepidotous (mi"kro-lep-i-d6'tus),n. [Gr.
piKpdr^, small, + ?.eiTiS(JT6Q, scaled.] Having
minute scales.

Microlepidotus(mi"kro-lep-i-d6'tus),n. [NL., micromerozoite (mi"kro-mer-o-z6'it),n.

microgametocyte (ml"kr9-gam'e-t6-sit), n.

[Gr. luKpik, small, + E. gametocyte.] In sporo-

zoans, the mother-cell of a microgamete or

male element : contrasted with *macrogame-
tocyte.

Another interpretation would regard this as the male
element {mother-microgametocyte), in which the falciform

bodies represent the microgametocytes and from the latter

the microgametes may arise somewhat as described by
Siedlecki for Adelea ovata, i. e. after the microgameto-
cyte has reached the macrogamete.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 310.

microgametophyte (mi-kro-gam'e-to-ftt), «.

[Gr. fuKpoc, small, + E. gametophyte.] A male
gametophyte when the sexes are dioeciously

separated.

microgametophytic (mi"kro-gam-e-to-fit 'ik )

,

a. [Gr. |Ui/iYJ<5f, small,•+ IE,.' gametopliyt(e) +
-ic] Of the nature of or relating to a micro-

gametophyte.
The question here arises if we are to regard the rich

prothallial endowment of the Podocarpineie as the reten-

tion of a feature possessed by the ancestral Coniferales or

as a recent cenogenetic adaptation, which has arisen at a

later stage of evolution. This question can only be air

< Gr. uiKpog, small, + Aemiurdq, scaled, <

/ETTif {AeinS-), scale.] A genus of fishes of

the family Hxmulidie, found in the GuU of
California.

meres, or cells, which result from the early

cleavage of the egg : opposed to *macromere
or *megamere.
The eggs undergo a total, but unequal segmentation,

with small cells (micromeres) at one pole, and larger,

yolk-laden cells (macromeres) at the other.

J. S. Kingsley, Vertebrate Zool., p. 222.

micromerism (mi-krom'e-rizm), n. ^micromere
+ -ism.] A collective term for the theories

that assume that livingprotoplasm is made up
of a great number of excessively minute
units, or biomolecules, each endowed with
the peculiar properties of living substance,
namely, assimilation, growth, and reproduc-
tion.

These [speculative] theories have been ably brought
together and discussed by Delage, who has included them
all under the term " »«i>rr*»)en'S7n," since they agree in

the assumption that the living substance contains, or con-

sists of, a vast number of excessively minute particles

—

t. €., aggregates or combinations of molecules, which give

to the protoplasm its specific properties and tendencies
(" idioplasm" of >'ageli). Encyc. Brit., XXXIL 41.

[Gr.

swered by a consideration of the OTtcrosramBfopAi/dc con- MicrolestCS (mi-kro-les'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
ditions found in the Gymnosperms in general, particularly

the more ancient of those still living.

Ayner. Ifat., June, 1907, p. 361.

microganss (mi'kro-gous), n. In elect., one
millionth part of a gauss or of a c. g. s. unit:

a practical unit of magnetic induction.

microgllbert (mi-kro-gil'bert), n. In elect.,

one millionth part of a gilbert or of a c. g. s.

unit: a practicalunit of magnetomotive force.

micrognathia (mi-krog-na'thi-a),_w. [NL.,

piKp6(, small, + hjaT^c, robber.] A genus of

small marsupial mammals from the Triassic

rocks of England and Germany.

ptKpoQ, small, + pepo(, part, + fipoi', animal, +
-ite^.] In sporozoans, a microsporozoite : con-
trasted with *macromerozoite.

micromesentery (ml-kro-mez'en-ter-i), M. [Gr.

piKpoi;, small, -f E. mesentery.] In some
anthozoans, a small, incomplete mesentery
devoid of gonads and filaments. Compare
*macrom<:sen (cry.

the condition of having small jaws.

micrognathic (mi-krog-nath'ik), a.

*microgna thous.

microline (mi'kro-lin), n. [micro- + line^, n.] micrometallurgy (mi-kro-mot ' al- er-ji), «.

A proposed unit' of measurement of micro- [Gr. piupdc, small, + E. metallurgy.] The
scopic objects. See the extract. study of metals, particularly as to structure

The size of microscopic objects could ... be recorded and crystalline form, under the microscope.
simply, by saying they were one, two, three, or more micrometer, « Dioptric micrometer, a form of
jf,,.,„;,„.. ,-„ .iio„..t„,.

double-image micrometer having the divided lens in the
eye-tube.—Electric micrometer, a micrometer for the

precise measurement of lengths, in which contacts are in-

dicated electrically, thus permitting .an accuracy of de-

tenu ination to within less than one micron.— Micrometer
caliper. See *ca(i>pr.- Micrometer eyepiece. .Ve

ocular *micro7nc(cr.—Ocular micrometer, au eyepiece

Microlines in diameter.
Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1857, p. 115.

< Gr.7"'(por, small, + yva^or, jaw.] Inanthrop., micrologic (mi-kro-loj'ik), a. [microlog(y) +
-ic] 1. Marked by minute investigation;

Same as micrological.—2. Of or pertaining to microl-

ogy ; microscopical.



micrometer 805 Micropteryx

opposedor devours other cells, bacteria, etc.

to *macrojphage.
Metchnikoflf has attempted to show that the chief func-

tion of the poljiiuclears or "microphages" is to take up
bacteria and inert particles, whilst for animal cells they
show negative chemiotaxis, remaining inactive ; the ma-
crophages doing all the work of phagocytosis when for-

eign animal cells or fragments of cells are introduced
into the peritoneal cavity.

Jour. Med. Research, July, 1906, p. 9.

-sit), n. [Gr.

Sameas*ffiicro-

fiiKpo;, small, + TTuyati, beard.] A genus of
scisenoid fishes found in the warmer parts of
the Atlantic and Pacific in America.

micrometer which consists usually of a cross-hair or set cyte, or wandering leucocyte, which engulfs MlcropOgOn (mi-krop 0-gon), n. [NL., < Gr
of cross-hairs mounted upon a slide in the eyepiece of a -• ^< "- i

—

i___i_ _.._ . j „.-_ ii _l _.<:.,... i j -i \ ,.i

microscope or other optical instrument, and moved
through the field by means of a micrometer-screw.—

Repsold's transiting or registering micrometer,
a mici-ometer fitted to a transit-instrument and so ar-

ranged that with it the observer can follow a star with

the wire, keeping it contiiuially bisected. The pjissage

of the wire across certain definite points of the field is

auwuiatically registered on the chronograph by electric-

ity, and the resulting observation is iiciiily, if not quite,

free from personal equation.— Ring-mlcrometer, an

opaque, accurately circular ring, supported by anus or microphagOCyte (mi -kro- fag' 6
bv beins cemented upon a glass plate, m the focal plane ""^^"*'""o„'V'X,^ , .„ ? w„
of thTSw^t-gliis of a telescope. It is used to deter- fiiKpoc, SmaU, + E. Jihaoocytc.^ Sa

miTie the difference of declination and right-aacension be- pliaijc.

twecn two or more b<Hlies by observations of thetrtransits uucrophitic (mi-kro-fit ' ik), a. [Gr. filK(i6(,

acn^s the ring. I\h- the^ad^ntag^^ ,^,„_+ E ophite + -ic.:i In petrog mi.vo-
' - . .

. scopieally ophitic; noting a texture of igneous
rocks, which have crystals of lime-soda feld-

spar inclosed in crystals of augite, as some miCTOpoikilitic (mi-kro-poi-ki-lit'ik), a.

-Spark-micrometer,

i

does not require an equatorial

curate than the filar micrometer.
an instrument devised by
Riess for the detennination
of large differences of electri-

cal potential by means of tlie

length of the spark in air be-

tween adjustable knobs of

metal. The spark passes be-

tween the balls a and 6, the
distance between which is

varied by means of the mi-
crometer-screw w.—Sc^uare-
bar micrometer, an mstru-
nient similar to the ring-

niicrometer, except that the
ring is replaced by a square
composed of four parallel-

sided strips, crtjssing at right

angles and so placed that one
of its diagonals is exactly east

and west, thus requiring an
equatorial mounting of the
telescope. It has an advan-
t,age over the ring-micrometer in the easier redaction of

observations and in the accuracy of results.

micrometer-cock (mi-krom'e-ter-kok), n. A
valve capable of delicate adjustment by means
of a micrometer-screw.
micro-microfarad (mi"kro-mi-kro-far'ad), n.

In elect., a practical unit for the measurement
of very small capacities; one millionth of a

Mifrofo^oii uniiuliitHS.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Spark'Uiicrotiictcr.

diabases (ophites) or basalts.

microphone, ».—Pencll-mlcrOphone, a microphone
the cont;icts or which are fomied between rods or pencils

of carbon.— Rousselot microphone, in exper. peychol.

and phonetics, a
microphone, de-
vised by the
Abb^ Rousselot,
which consists

essentially of a
metallic mouth-
Eiece connected
y rubber tub-

ing to a cylin-

drical metallic
box in which
three carbon tips

are suspended.
The adjustment
is effected by
means of a screw-

set in the oppo-
8it« end of the
box. The screw
is connected
with a metallic spring to which oneof the carbon tips is

attached, and thus regulates the distance between the

tips. The wires ny which the carbon tips are included

in an electric circuit enter through the top of the box.

[Gr.

fiiKfio^, small, + E. poikilitic.] In petrog.,

microscopically poikilitic ; noting a texture

in igneous rocks produced by the presence in

one crystal of many small crystals of other

minerals variously oriented.

The microstructure of the groundmass is "micropoi-
kilitic," with more minute feldspars maintaining a fluidal

arrangement, i'. S. Geot. Surv,. Monographs, XXXII. 63.

micropolariscope (mi"kro-po-lar'i-sk6p), n.

[Gr. /iiKp6(, small, + E. polariseope. ] A micro-

scope with a polarizing attachment. The
polarizer is placed beneath the stage and the

analyzer above the objective or at the eye-

piece. It is used in the examination of crystals,

tissues, and other objects.

Micropora (mi-krop'o-ra), n. [NL., < Qr.

/iiKpo^, small, + 7r(5pof,"poro.] The typical

genus of the family ificroporidse. Gray, 1848.

micropore (mi'kro-por), n. [Gr. /Jinpog, small,

-f- TTopof, pore.] A small pit or pore in the

shell of a ehitinoid moUusk containing a mi-

croscopic sense-organ: opposed to *megalo-

microfarad, or 1 X IO-21 of a e.g. s. unit of miCTOPhon^ic' a." Sr'of' airiiit^^^ small Microporidse (mi-kro-por'i-de), «. j>?. [NL.,

Kousselot Microphone.

the electromagnetic system.
micromil (mi'kro-mil), )i. [Gr. p-iicpii:, small,

+ E. iiiH(}ion).'\ A unit of length equal to

one millionth of a mil ; 1 X 10-* inches, or

about 2.540 X 10-* millimeters,

micromorph ^mi ' kro - morf), «. [Gr. /u«p<if, . .,-,-,-/- a*n
small, + twp<^, form.] A specimen of a size microphonograph (mi-kro-fo np-grftt), h.

smaller than the normal. innpk, small, + E.plwnograph.^^
.„;_?.,

Micrtmwrphs . . . occur ... in many parta of the In-

ferior Oolite.
UudUfton, Gasterop. (Palseont Soc.X p. 112.

micromotoscope (rai-kro-mo'to-skop), n. [Gr.

uiKpuc, small, + E. molosco/ie.'^ In pliotog., an
instrument for photographing microscopic or-

gani.sms in motion.
micromyelia (mi*kro-mi-e'li-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. uiKpnr, small, + /jvt'/.d^, marrow.] A con-

as to be audible only by the aid of the micro-

phone.
At a time when Vesuvltts became active. Rocca di

Papa was agitated by microseisms, and the shocks were

found to be accompanied by the very same microphonic

noises as before. G. U. Darwin, The Tides, p. 117.

[Gr.

ono-

grapii to the membrane of which a microphone

is attached, thus intensifying the sounds.— 2.

See *telegraphone.

The telephonograph, or, as it is sometimes called, the

"telegraphone," the " microphonograph."
W. J. Uammer, in Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 307.

microphony, n. 2. In physics, the art of en-

hancing or magnifying the intensity of sound

;

the tise of the microphone.
dition presented by a small or imperfectly microphotogram (mi- kro- fo' to -gram).
developed spinal cord.

microne (mi'kron), n. Same as micron.

micronephric (mi-kro-ncf'rik), a. [Gr. /impo^,

small, + I'f^Jpft/, kidney, + -io.] Pertaining

to or characteristic of a micronephridium

:

as, the micronephric type of nephridia in an-

nelids. Compare *meganephric.

micronephridium (mi"kr6-nef-rid'i-um), «.

;

pi. iiiicriinephridia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. fimpi'i;,

small, + NL. nephrirlium.'\ A diplonephridium.
Compare *meiiO)irphrifliiini.

micronnclear (mi-kro-nii'kle-ar), a. [micronu-

cleiis.] Pertaining to, or oi the nature of, a
mieronucieus.
micro-organismal (mi'kro-or-ga-niz'mal), n.

[mirro-i'riiii)ii><m + -«n.] ' Of or pertaining to micropia (ml-kro'pi-ii), n. [NL., <

micro-organisms, such as bacteria and Pro- gmall, + ui/' (""-)> eye.] Defect o
tozoa.
The microorffanimnal differences between fresh and

Same as micrtijihotiigraph

microphotographic (mi-kro-fo-to-graf'ik), a.

lmicrnphoti>graph(y) + -i.-.] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, microphotography.

microphthalmous (mi-krof -thai ' mus), a.

Same as tiiicniphthalmic.

microphysical (mi-kro-fiz'i-kal), a. [Gr.

p.iKp6r,, small, + E. physical.'^ Of or pertaining

to the physics of the ultimate particles of

matter: opposed to *macrophysical.

microphysics (mi-kro-fiz'iks), n. [Gr. /ii»pof,

small, + E. physic.^.'] The physics of minute

masses or of the ultimate particles and struc-

ture of matter: opposed to *macrophysics,

which deals with bociies taken as a whole.
Gr. funpii;,

of vision in

which objects appear of smaller size than

stale sewage are also dwelt uj,,„^^_

^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ I^c/oplankton (mi-kro-plangk'ton), n. [Gr.

Microperca (mi-kro-ptr'kii), «. [NL., < Gr. mx'C, small. + ah.plaukto,,-] The micro-

luKi^umnM, + nfpKn, perch.] A genus of scopic animals and plants that float or swim

percoid fishes confined to the fresh waters of m tlie water.

tbr. f.ii«t..ri, T'liited States Tlie rnicroplanklon of the Sicilian coast has not been
thr- ca-StMuL intert States.

included.
"^

Jour. Jioy. Micros, .'ioc., Oct. — "

microperthlte (mi-kro-p6r thit), n. [Gr. ,.,",-,...,
uiKpdu small, + E. perthite.] A perthite in microplasia_(mi-kro-pla Bi-a^

«^

which the interlaminated structure of the /unpii

orthoclase (or microcline) and albite is only

distinctly discernible by aid of the microscope
in a thin section. See '•cryptoperthite.

micropetalons (mi -kro - pet ' a - Ins), a. [Gr.

iiiKp/u;, small, + xira'/xyr, a petal.] Having
minute jietals.

microphag (mi'kro-fag), n. Same as *micro-

plKK/r.

microphage (mi ' kro - faj), «. [Gr. fitKp6(,

small, + -•?a;of, < ^ajtir, eat.] A small phago-

1903, p. tXiii.

[NL., < Gr.

small, + T/tdrnf, formation.] A con-

< Micropora + -irf«.]
' A family of chilostoma-

tous polyzoans, of the order Gymnolseniata,

having zooecia in which the front wall is

wholly calcareous and the margins elevated.

It includes the genera Micropora, Setosella,

Caleschara, Sfeganoporella, and Vincitlaria.

microprojection (mi'kro-pro-jek'shgn), n.

[Gr. //(K/wf, small, + E. project ion.} In physics,

the art of projecting upon a screen greatly

enlarged images of minute objects by means
of a lantern with a microscopic attachment.

Jour. Soy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1904, p. 582.

microprosopOUS (mi'kro-pro-so'pus), a. [Gr.

ftiKpoi;, small, + TrpiJouTToi', face, + -<)««.] In

craniom., said of a skull which has a small

face, with a volume of from 470 to 510 cubic

centimeters in males, and from 405 to 435

cubic centimeters in females.

microprosopus, n. 2. In the Cabala, the ' les-

ser face'; a cabalistic name which includes

all the Sephiroth below Kether (crown) and
denotes the workings of the Adam Kadmon in

the universe : opposed to macroprosopon, the

name applied to the Kether Sephira.

micropterism (mi-krop'te-rizm), n. [microp-

ter{ous) + -(.s-m.] The character of being mi-

cropterous or short-winged or short-finned;

specifically, the condition of having the wings

reduced in size or vestigial, as in certain

dimorphic bugs (Hemipteru) and in some
insular insects and birds.

micropterygid (mi-krop-ter'i-jid), n. and a.

I. »(. A member of the lepidopterous family

Microptcryg idic.

II. a. Having the characters of, or belong-

ing to, the family Micropterygidie.

Micropterygida fmi-krop-te-rij'i-de). n. pi.

[XL., < Micropteryx (-ptcryg-) + -idae.'] A
notable family of lepidopterous insects, form-

ing, with the family Hepialidie, Conistock's

suborder Jiiqatse. They are very small moths

which resemble the tineids in appearance and

habits. Their larvaa are usually leaf-miners.

See '•Jugate.

litionin which the size normal to the species Mlcropteryx (mi - krop te -nks), n. [Wii.

is not attained ; dwarfism.

micropodal (mi-krop ' 6-dal), a. [Gr. /impd^,

small. + ffoi'f (ffotS-), foot, + -an: see Mia-o-

poda.] Having small—especially abnormally

small—feet; micropodous.

micropodous (mi-krop'6-dus), a. [Gr. //(/(p<if,

small, + ?r"i'f (tod-), foot, + -0M«.] Having
small— especially abnormally small— feet;

micropodal.

(Huebner,"l8]6, as Micropierix ; Zeller, 1839,

as Micropteryx), < Gr. fUKpd^, small. + irrfpif

{TTcpvy-), wing.] The type genus of the lepi-

dopterous family .Jf«crojp(er.v.(/iV«. The species

are small, posse'ss no mandibles, have a short

tongue, moderate labial palpi, and posterior

tibiffi thinlv hairv aljove. The genus has few

species and is confined to southern and cen-

tral Europe.



Micropns

Micropus, «. 4. [(. c] A person with ab-
normally small, but not necessarily deformed,
legs.

micropyle, «. 2. In zool. : (c) In certain
sporozoaus, a minute opening in the oocyst
through \Yhich the microgamete enters to

fertilize the macrogamete.
microrefractometer (mi-kro-re-frak-tom 'e-

ter), n. Imicro- + refractometer.'l A retrac-

tometer specially constructed for the detection
of differences in the minute structure of blood
corpuscles. X. E. D.

micrqrlieometer (mi'ki-o-re-om'e-tfer), n. [Gr.

ftiKfio', small, 4- E. rheometer.'] A galvanometer
for small cuiTents.

micros. An abbreviation (a) of microscopic,
microscopical ; (b) of microsc<rpy.

Microsauri (mi-kro-sa'ri), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Micriixauria.

microscelic (mi-kro-sel'ik), a. [Gr. /iiupdc,

small, 4- UKi/Mc, leg.] Having short legs.

What is more, in a race like the French, there are two
distinct types, each having the same measurement, but
the one class is long-legged (macroscelic, in the term of
the anthropologists), the other short-legged (microscelic).

Smithsonian liep., 1901, p. 528.

miCTOSclerometer (mi''kro-skle-rom'e-ter), n.

[Gr. ftiKpoc, small, + aK?.rip6c, hard, + phpov,
measure.] An instrument for measuring the
hardness of minerals ; a delicate form of
sclerometer. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98, p. 511.

microscleron (mi-kro-skle'ron), v.
;
pi. micro-

sclera {-r'a.). [NL.] ' Amicrosclero.
microscops, n— Metallo^apMcal microscope, a
fonn of microscope for the iitvestigation of metals and
alloys. Light admitted above the objective from the
side is reflected down through the objective, which acts

as a condenser, to the object which is viewed under this

illumination.— Projectionmicroscope, a form of magic
lantern adapted to the projection of enlarged images of
minute objects. The projecting lenses of tlie lantern are
replaced by high-power micmscopo lenses.— Reading
microscope, a vernier- or scale-reading microscope

:

used "11 instruments of precision.

microscope (mi'kro-skop), V. t. ; pret. and pp.
micrdncopcd, ppr. microscoping. To enlarge
with or as with a microscope ; examine very
minutely as with a microscope: as, to micro-
scope one's faults.

microscopize (mi-kros'ko-piz), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. microscopized, 'pTpr. microscopizing. To use
the microscope ; work with a microscope.

I may read, draw, or microgcopise at pleasure, and as to

books, I have a carte blanche from the Captain to take as

many as I please. Iluxley, in Life and Let., IL 29.

microsecond (mi-kro-sek'und), w. [Gr. pixpS^,

small, + E. second.'] One millionth of a sec-

ond: a unit employed in the measurement of

exceedingly small intervals of time.

microseismology (mi " kro - sis - mol ' 9 - ji), n.

[microseism + -ology.] The scientific itudy of
microseisms or small earth-tremors.

microseismometer (mi"kr9-sis-mom'e-ter), n.

[(iir. pitipor, small, -1- E. seismometer.'] An ap-
paratus for detecting slight earth-tremors, and
showing their direction, intensity, and dura-
tion.

microsiphuncle (ml-kro-si'fung-kl), w. [micro-
+ siphuncle.'] Same as microsiphonula.

microslide (mi'kro-slid), «. A glass slide

upon which an object for observation under a
microscope is mounted.

microsmatic (mi-kros-mat'ik), a. [Gr. /i«pdf,

small, -t- uapij, smell, -I- -atic] Having the
organs of smell small or feebly developed:
opposed to *megosmatic and *macrosmatic.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 9.

microsmatism (mi - kros 'ma - tizm), V. [Gr.
piKpor, small, -I- oapi/, smell. + -t- + -ism.']

The fact or condition of having the organs of
smell small or feebly developed : contrasted
with *macrosmatism.

microsomatia (mi"kro-so-ma'shia), n. [NL.,
< Gr. piKpir, small, + aCipalj-), body.] Same
as microsomia.

microsomatOTls (mi-kro-s6'ma-tus), a. [Gr.
piKpor, small, + ciopa (aupar-) , body.] Having
a small body ; being of minute size.

microsome, n. 3. One of the minute granules
found in the protoplasm of animal and plant
cells and by some biologists regarded as the
ultimate units of living matter. The micro-
somes of the nucleus are known as karyomi-
erosomes, those of the cytoplasm of the cell as
eytomierosomes. See cut under *astecl, 7.

Microspathodon (mi-kro-spath'o-don), n.

[NL., < Gr. piKp6(, small, + airaO?!, sheath, -t-

oSoi/i {bdovr-')i tooth.] A genus of fishes of the
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family Pomacentridee, found about rocky is-

lands of the American tropics.

microspectral (mi-kro-spek'tral), o. [Gr.
/M«p<5r, small, -I- NL. spectrum +"-al^.] Of or
pertaining to the spectra of objects in the
field of the microscope, or to microspectro-
scopy. Science Abstracts, \^. Sec. A, p. 110.

microspectroscopic (mi-kro-spek-tro-skop'ik),
a. lmicrospeclroscop(e) + -ii.] Pertaining to,

or observed by means of, the mierospectro-
scope.

microspectroscopy (mi"kro-8pek-tros'ko-pi ),

n. \_microspcctroscope + -y^.] The scientific
use of the microspectroscope.
microspermous (mi-kro-spfer'mus), a. [See
Microspermm.] Having min«te seeds; per-
taining to or characteristic of the Miero-
spertnse.

microsphere (mi'kro-sfer), n. [Gr. pcKp6^,
small, -1- effialpa, sphere.] 1, A microscopic
spherical organism : applied by Cohu to the
micrococci found in vaccine lymph and in
small-pox pustules. N. E. D.— 2. In the
calcareous Foraminifera, the small primordial
chamber of the test: an index of the dimor-
phisni expressed by these bodies, as with like
exteriors some have a microsphere and others
a large primordial chamber or megasphere.

—

3. In cytol., the central portion of the astro-
sphsre in the dividing cell. The center of the
microsphere is occupied by the centrosome.
Kostanecki and Siedlecki, 1896.

microspheric (mi-kro-sfer'ik), a. [Gr. piKp6c,
small, + a<palpa, sphere.] Pertaining to or of
the nature of a microsphere, in any sense;
specifically, having a small central chamber
and a large number of small nuclei: as, a
microspheric individual in some dimorphic
foraminifers. Compare *megalospheric.
microspherulitic (mi-kro-sfer-o-lit'ik), a.

Iniicro- -f sjiherulitic] In geol., minutely
spherulitic in structure.

microsphyxia (mi-kro-sfik'si-S,), n. [NL., <
Gr. piKpoi, small, -t- (r^tfic, pulsation.] A state
in which the pulse is very small.
microspined (mi'kro-spind), a. [Gr. ptKp6(,
small, -t- E. sjiincd.] Covered with or bearing
minute spines or spinules.

Microspira (mi-kro-spi'ra),?;. [NL. (Schroter,
1886), < Gr. piKpdg + cTveipa, spire.] A genus
of bacteria, with cells mostly comma-shaped
or short spiral, sometimes
united in chains, and usually
provided with a single polar
flagellum, rarely 2 or 3. M.
comma, the comma
of Koch, is the most
tant pathogenic species
ing generally accepted as
the specific cause of Asiatic ,„5 (.,/„^„^,„ „„,.
cholera. M. Metschniliori is >"<>) Highly magni.

associated with fowl-cholera. ^.^i^lT "-"TfZ,
Other species occur in sea- i-ischers"Voriesungen

water, sewers, and rivers "''"'
"""""""

na bacillus V^ fl '^e*>i)
lost impor- r ^ ^\
ipecies, be- "^ \
»cpntfif) na '

Koch's Comma Bacil-

uber Baktehea.")

Asiatic Cholera Bacillus {.Wicro.'-fn\i < .riini.r i. Magnified
1.000 times.

(From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.")

microsplenic (mi-kro-splen'ik), a. Imicro- +
splenic] In patliol., not accompanied by en-
largement of the spleen. K. E. D.
microsporange (mi-kro-spo'rauj), n. Same as
niicrosporangium.

Microsporidia (mi''kro-spd-rid'i-a), ». pi.
[NL., < Gr. piKp6c, small, + an6poc, seed, -I-

dira. -iSiov.] Same as *Cryptocystes. Nature,
Aug. 27, 1903, p. 408.

microsporozoite (mi*kro-sp6-ro-z6'it), n. [Gr.
pinpii;, small, + E. sporosoite.] ' In sporozoans,

Microtinae

a small endogenous sporozoite; a micromero-
zoite. Compare *macrosporozoite.
In 1894, the present writer discovered that in this schi-

zogonic phase ^then considered as a seiwrate specific
form) there existed cysts with macrosporozoites and
others with microsporozoites. and he (like .Schuberg) pro-
^junded the theory of a sexual dimonihism and of a
fertilization. Eticyc. Brit., XXXII. 815.

mierostat (mi'kro-stat), n. [Gr. piKp6^, small,
-I- crrarof, < laTa'adm, stand.] The stage and
finder of a microscope.
Microstomatidse (mi'kro-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi.
[NL.] Same as Mio-ostomidse.

microstomatous (mi-kro-stom'a-tus), a. [Gr.
piKpdc, small, + oTopalr-), mouth, + -ous.]
Having a small mouth or aperture, as a uni-
valve shell.

microstomia (mi-kro-sto'mi-S), n. [NL., <
Gr. piKpog, small, + trrA/m, mouth.] Unusually
small size of the mouth.
Microstomus (mi-kros'to-mus), n. [NL., <
Gr. ptupo^, small, -f- ardpa, mouth.] A genus
of flounders found in rather deep water in the
northern seas.

microstrongyle (mi-kro-stron'jil), n. [Gr.
piKpdg, small, -t- arpoyyijfj);, round (see stron-
gylc).] In sponge-spicules, a small or reduced
strongyle.

The microgtrongyUs,'yiliK'ti are 18 x 2 n in size, are oc-
casionally cenlrotylote.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 131.

microstrongylon (mi-kro-stron'ji-lon), n. ; pi.

microstrongyls (-VA). [NL.] A microstrongyle.
microstructural "(mi-kro-struk'tu-ral), a.

[inicrostructure + -ai'.] Of minute or micro-
scopical structure ; of or pertaining to micro-
structure.

micrOStrUCture, «. Applied especially to metals and
alloys, the study of the microstructure of which is now a
very important department of engineering.

A brief statement of the effect on the microstructure of
nickel steels of tempering, annealing, working, chilling,
etc. The tempering and workiRg produce very similar
results. Juur. Phys. Chem., April, 1904, p. 305.

microstyle (mi'kro-stil), n. [NL., < Gr. piKpAc,

small, --f- aTv?.og, pillar.] A minute monaxial
sponge-spicule with sharp ends.

microtechnic (ml-kro-tek'nik), n. [Gr. piKpd;,

small, -t- E. techtiic] The handling or construc-
tion of the microscope and its accessories; the
manipulation of minute objects, as in micro-
scopy.

microtetrod (mi-kro-tet'rod), m. [Gr. piupdc,
small, -h Tcrpa-, four, + orfdf, way ] A small
tetraxial sponge-spicule.

microthermic (mi-kro-ther'mik), a. [micro-
therm + -ic] Having the character of a
microtherm ; composed of or characterized by
microtherms.

Microthoracidae (mi-kro-tho-ras'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., <Microthorax(-tho'rac-) +-idse.] Afamily
of holotrichous ciliate infusorians, consisting
of small asymmetrital forms, with the mouth
in the hinder part of the body, the ciUa scat-
tered and sometimes limited to the oral re-
gion, and sometimes one or two undulating
membranes. It contains several genera,
among them being J/(cro(Aorax, Cinetochilum,
and Ancistrum.

microthorax (mi-kro-tho'raks), n. [Gr. ptKpog,

small, + Uupa^, thorax.] 1. In entom., a fourth
thoracic segment anterior to the prothorax, in
the Vermaptera.—2. [NL.] [cap.] The typical
genus of the family Microthoracidse. Engel-
mann, 1862.

Microthyriacese (mi-kro-thir-i-a'se-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Microthyrium + -aces.] A family of
ascomycetous fungi of the order Perisporiales,
named from the genus Microthyrium. It con-
tains 21 genera, most of which are tropical or
subtropical.

Microthyrium (mi-kro-thir'i-um), n. [NTLi.

(Desmazi^res, 1840), < Gr. pixpoc, small, +
dvpiov, door.] A genus of ascomycetous fungi
having membranous peritheeia, with a shield-
like covering on the surface of the host. The
spores are elongate, 2-celled, and hyaline.
The species are mostly tropical. M. micro-
seopicum occurs on leaves of various trees and
shrubs in Europe and America.

microtia (mi-kro'ti-a), «. [NL., < Gr. piKpSc.

small, + oi'f (u7-), ear.] The condition of
having abnormally small ears.

Microtinae (mi-kro-ti'ne), «. 1)1. [NL., < ilicro-
tns-i- -ina\] Asubfamily of mouse-likerodents,
containing a large number of species and
forming one of the most important divisions



Microtinse

of the iliiridie. By the law of priority this

uame replaces the familiar Arvicolinse.

microtinel (mi'kro-tin), n. [G. mikrotin, < Gr.

fUKpdrr/c, littleness, + -in^.'i A name sometimes
given to the glassy forms of the plagioelase

feldspars oceurring as minute phenocrysts in

igneous rocks.

microtine- (mi-kro'tin), a. IMicrotus + -iwel.]

Kesembliug, or having the characters of, the

small rodents of the genus Microtus. Smith-
sonian litp.. 1900, p. 86.

microtome (mi'kro-tom), V. t. ; pret. and pp.
microlomed, ppr. microtoming. Imicrotmiie,

n.] To cut (a tissue or organ) into thin sec-

tions with the aid of a microtome.
The following nerves of mtiscles were iiUcrotomed for

detection of some fibres.

Philnt. Tram. Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1898, p. 95.

miCTOtrixne (mi-kro-tn'en), H. [Gr. fiKpoc,

small, + rpiatva, trident.] In sponge-spieules,

a small or reduced triaene.

microtriod (mi-kro-tri'od), n. [Gr. ftiKpS^,

small, + rpi-, three, + orfof, way.] In the
nomenclature of the sponge-spieules, a triod

of minute size.

Microtus (mi-kro'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. /iiKpS;,

small, + oi'f (<Jr-), ear.] The typical genus of

the subfamily Microtinee, containing those
species of small rodents long placed in the
genus Arricola. There are over 20 synonyms
for this genus. See Arvicola. Schranl; 1798.

mlcrotylostyle (mi-kro-ti'16-stil), n. [Gr.

/iiKpd^, small, + ri?.of, knot, knob, + otv/mc,

pillar.] A minute monaxial sponge-spicule
with one knobbed end.

microtylote (mi-kro-t5'16t), n. [Gr. fiicpdf,

small, -I- E. tylote.~\
' A small tylote. Sollas,

in Encye. Brit., XXII. 417.

microtypal (mi'kro-ti-pal), a. {microtype +
-a/l.] Pertaining' to or characteristic of a mi-
crotype : as, the microttjpal arrangement of
mesenteries in the Zoanthidie.

microtype (mi'kro-tip), n. [Gr. /ttKpS;, small,
+ riTOf, tyi*.] The normal arrangement of
mesenteries in certain Xoanthidea, each couple
comprising a macromeseutery and a micro-
mesenterv. Compare *ni«<TO<ype. Annals and
Mag. Xai. Hist., llay, 1902, p. 393.

microwatt (mi'kro-wot), n. [Gr. /wip6(, small,
+ E. wdtt.'i A unit of power or activity

equal to ten ergs per second ; a millionth of a
watt.

microzea (mi-krok-se'a),n.; pi. microxese (-e).

[NL., < Gr. /uKp6(, small, + o(e}a, fem. of oiic-

sharp.] In sponge-spieules, a small or re-

duced oxea. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902,

II. 218.

microxycyte (mi-krok'si-slt), «. [Gr. piKpic,

Hm.'ill, -f- o^ir, sharp, -f- Kvroq, hollow (cell).]

A finely granular oxyphil or eosinophil blood-
corpuscle, or leucocyte. Durham, 1897.

microzoogonidiom (mi-kro-zo'o-go-nid'i-um),
n.

;
pi. microzoiigonidia (-a), [micro- -( zoii-

gonidium.^ A minute zoogonidium.

micrOZOdSCOpiC (mi'kro-zo-o-skop'ik), a.

[Gr. uixp'jr, small, + f^v, animal, -r OKo-ttv,

riew, -t- -ic] Of or pertaining to the seeing
of microscopic organisms; characterized by
the seeing of tiny animals.

In a recent study of the dreams of hysterics and epilep-
tics De Sautis found that those of the fonnur were most
frequently of pain, next of fear, and were less often erotic.

Dreams r,f lan;e animals predominate, while in alcoholism
those of tiny animals or microzoi'mrofjir dreams were
nujst fre(|Uent G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 276.

microzyma (mi-kro-zi'mii), «.; pi. microzymse
(-me). (NL.. < Gr. /i'Kpdc, small, -I- ii'/'i,

ferment.] One of the very minute bodies
which, according to some biologists, repre-
sent the ultimate elements of living sub-
stance, or protoplasm, like the pangen*,
plasomes, gemmules, etc.

Micrurae (mi-kro're), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. piKpt^,

small, -I- oi'pa, tail.] A group of Xemertini,
forming a sulxlivision of the family J.incidie,

characterized by a small filamentous tail. It

contains the genera Micrura, Ccrcbratulus, and
Lnngia. See *Amicrurse.

Mida2 (mi'da), n. [NL. (Cunningham, 1838),
stated to be from a native New Zealand
name.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees or
shrubs beloiiging to the family Santalacex.
See Fu.ianiis.

midas-fly (mi' das-tli), n. Any dipterous in-

sect of the family Mididx or Midasidm or
Midaidx, as it is variously spelled. Comstock,
Manual of Insects, p. 461.
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midazillary (mid-ak'si-la-ri), a. Situated in
tue center of the axilla.' Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 452.

midbody, «. 2.
The cell-plate

;

a structure
almost in-

variably foiuid
in plant- and
often in ani-

mal-cells, as a
series of deeply
staining thick-

enings or
granules in the
equate rial
plane of the
achromati c
spindle toward
the end of mi-
totic Cell-divi- Midbody in embryonic cells of X(>»ajr.

Sion
(Hofl-mann.)

.,*,, ,, - A. earlier sta^e, showing thickenings
miU-dlgltal along the line of clearage; B. later stage,

/'TYiid dii'i foH showing spindle-plate andcytoplasm'ic plate,l^miu. U.1J ' "-di;, (From Wilson-s The Cell.")
71. One of the
two primaries attached to the first phalanx of
the second digit of a bird's wing. Parker
and Maswell, Text-book of Zool., II. 356.

middle, »—Middle of the road, an epithet applied,
especially in the presidential campaign of 1896, to those
members of the Populist party who urged the nomination
of a Populist by their party convention and opposed the
acceptance of the nominee of the Democratic party : said
to be derived fi-om the habit, in some parts of the South-
west, of keeping in the mid<ile of the road, the better to
protect one's self from enemies lying in ambush. [V. S.

political slang.]

—

Persian middle, in the Arab-Persian
musical theory of the early Middle Ages, a central tone
in the system of t^jiies wliich 9er\'ed as a pointof reference
in the calculation of intervals : the -kjnege of Greek musi-
cal theory.—To break out middles, to open lengthwise
with a double mold-board or a scooter-plow the middle
of an existing cott^m bed. Also to burst or burst out mid-
dles. Compare irmidtUe-buxter. [Southern U. S.]

middle-body (mid'l-l)od'"i), «. In naval arch.,

tiie part of a ship's form in the middle of the
length where the cross-sections are all of
nearly the same size and shape. The parallel
middle-body is that part in which they are of
exactly the same dimensions.
middle-breaker (mid'l-bra'kSr), n. A double
mold-board plow, used to break out the mid-
dle of a cotton bed and for similar purposes.
It is steadied by a land-bar bisecting the
angle made by the two mold-boards. [U. S.]

middle-buster (mid'l-bus't^r), n. A middle-
breaker. Sometimes corrected to middle-
burster. [Colloquial, Southern U. S.]

Or by means of a middle " buster," which is a double
mold-board plow.

T. F. Hunt, Forage and Fiber Crops in America, p. 362.

middle-piece (mid'1-pes), n. A differentiated
region of the spermatozoon between its ' head,'

or nucleus, and ' tail,' or flagellum.

It is clear, however, that the
term middle-piece has been ap-
plied to structures of quite dif-

ferent m(»rphological nature,
which agree only in lying be-
hind the nucleus. Thus in the
salamander the inner centrosome
gives rise to the main body of
the middle-piece ; in the rat or
in man it gives rise only to the
small disc-shaped body lying in

tile "neck" in front of tlie so-

called middle-piece ; while in
llelix or tlie elasmobranch it is

transformed into a long filament
traversing a cytoplasmic "mid-
dlf-piece " which forms a con-
siderable part of the flagellum.
The term middle-piece has thus
become highly ambiguous and
should only be employed, if at
all, as a convenient descriptive
terra which has no definite mor-
phological meaning.
K.B. Wilson, The Cell (ed. 1900),

[pp. 170, 171.

Middlesex shale. See
*shaU'i.

middleshot (mid'1-shot),

(I. In hydraul., receiving
water at its circumference
about opposite the center
or middle : said of a'water-
wheel with a horizontal
axis, in which the relation
of the diameter of the
wheel to the available
heail makes the type
intermediate between the
breast-wheel and the
under-shot.

mitt-gear

middletonite (mid'l-ton-it), «. IMiddleton
collieries, near l^eeds, + -ite'^.] A hydrocar-
bon occurring in minute rounded pea-like
masses of a yellowish-brown color between
layers of coal at the Middleton collieries, near
Leeds, England.
middle-'Watcher (mid'l--woeh'''er), n. The
lunch served to the officer of the deck during
the mid-watch. This is customary in the navy
and on board passenger-steamships. [Slang.]
middling, n. 6. pi. The finest kind of wheat
bran.
The bran known as "middlings" Is usually considered

the best to use, because it is finer and contains more
flour than the coarse grades.

Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 9.

mid-door (mid'dor), n. In mining, the middle
one of three landing-places in a shaft. Also
called mid-working. [Scotch.]

inlde (me'da), n. [Ojibwa midewin.'] A relig-
ious society of the Ojibwa Indians, consisting
of a number of persons initiated by supernat-
ural powers. The members are grouped in classes and
a record of the initiations of each member is kept by him
on birch-bark charts. The traditions of the mide tell of
the initiation of the society by the creator or transformer.
Tile ceremonies are perfonned in a rectangular open lodge.
The members of the mide order are believed to possess
supernatural powers and to be able to cure disease.

Among the Indians of North America there are also
special healers (medicine-men) who are held in great es-

teem, and who sometimes form a corporation (Mide),
into which admission can only be gained after a profes-
sional examination in the "doctors' cabin."

Deniker, Races of Man, p. 227.

mide'wi'Win (mf-da'wi-win), n. [Ojibwa.]
A religious society of the Ojibwa Indians,
the members of which are imagined to
have the power to converse with spirits and,
after death, to reach the land of the spirits.

See *mide.
midfacial (mid-fa'shal), a. Situated in the
middle of the face.

midfllial (mid-fil'yal), a. Imid + fdialj Of
or pertaining to a statistical offspring of com-
posite sex which is the statistical mean of the
sons and the transmuted daughters.

The proportion between the Mid-Filial and the Mid-
Parental deviation Is constant, whatever the Mid-Paren-
tal stature may be.

Francis Gallon, Natural Inheritance, p. 97.

Midford sands. See *sandi.

midfrontal (mid-fron'tal), a. Situated in the
center of the forehead.

mid-galley (mid'gal"i), «. The middle of a
vessel; the galley or caboose, situated amid-
ships below decks (midway between the upper
deck and the hold) in old-time vessels.

midge, «.—Oray miage, a kind of artificial fly.—Net-
veined midge. See -klilepharoceridm.—Ket-Wlnged
midge, .Same iKsnet-veined irmidffe.—Pear-mldge, ace-
cidomyiid fly, Cantarinia pyrivora, indigenous to Europe,

—d

Human sperniatozua.

The two at the left alter

Retzius (8i); the one at

the extreme left is seen in
profile; the other in sur-

face view; the one at the
right is drawn as described
by Jensen, a. head; d,

terminal nodule: c, mid-
dle-piece; <^, tail; ^, •-nd-

piece of Retzius. {From
Huber's trans, of BOhm-
DaTidofTs "Histology.")

Pcir-raidge i^Coutarinia pyrivora).

a. fe^nale flv ; *. genitalia ^ ; c, pifpa ; d, antenna J ; e. an-
tenna \ . All greatly enlarged. (Riley, U. S. D. A.).

and accidentally introduced into the Fnited States. Its
larvie injure young pear fruit.—Solitary midge, Orph-
nephila tcntacea, a minute dipterous insect: no called
by i'oinstcHjk becau&e it is the only Anieiicun repiesen-
tative of its family, the Orphn^philidx—VlOlet-mldge,
a cecidomyiid t\y, Contarinia violicola, whose larvje f'Jd

the leaves of the violet, bringing the upper surfaces of the
Uyivea together bo as to fonn a kind of gall. Also called
violet !7ftll-Jlif.—'Winter midge, a trypetid tly, TrirJwcera
hu'inalin, uccasionally lonini Hying in winter and occur-
ring as far north as fireenland.

mid-gear (mid'ger), «. That position of a Ste-
phenson link where both the eccentrics have
the same effect on the valve, that is, where



mid-gear

the link-block is at tlie middle of the link;
that position of the valve-gear of an engine in
which the engine will run neither forward nor
baekward.
mid-grandparent (mid-grand'par-ent), n. An
ideal person of composite sex who is the
algebraical sum of the grandfathers and
grandmothers.

It is doubtful . . . whether the parthenogenetie grand-
mothers ought not to be treated as "midffraiidparentit."

Biometrika, April, 1902, p. 384.

mid-heaven, «. 3. In octroi., the degree
culminating on the cusp of the tenth house.

mid-intestine (mid-in-tes'tin), n. In ciitom.,

that portion of the digestive tract of an insect
which lies between the proventriculus and
the ileum. Also called chylifie stomach and
rfntricubis.

mid-iron (mid'i'fem), «. A golf-club with an
iron head, in form between that of a cleik
and that of a
mashy : used for
approaching.
mid- kidney
(mid-kij'ni), n.

The Wolffian
body; the meso-
nephros. Parker
and HasweJl,
Text-book of Mid.iron.

Zoologv. II. 110.

midnightly (mid'nit-li), a. and adv. I. a. Oc-
curring at midnight or every midnight.

II. adv. At midnight; every midnight.
X E. I).

mid-orbital (mid-6r'bi-tal), a. Of or relating
to the center of the orbit of the eye ; relating
to the center of the superior boundary of the
ej-e.

From the mid-orbital region onward it [the frontal] be-
comes band-shaped, ultimately being produced into an
outwardly directed and blunt angle underlying the nasal.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, I. 270.

mid-parental (mid-pa-ren'tal), a. [TO7dl -f-

parental.~i Of or pertainingto statistical mid-
parentage.

This value of two thirds will therefore be accepted as
the amount of Kegression, on the average of many cases,
from the Mid-Parental to the Mid-Filial statuie, what-
ever the Mid-Parental stature may be.

Francii Galton, Natural Inheritance, p. 98.

mid-periphery (mid-pe-rif'e-ri), n. InphysioL
and psijchol. optics, the middle zone of the
retina, colors falling upon which are all seen
either as blue or as yellow. Baldwin, Diet.
Philos. and Psychol., II. 791.

mid-product (mid'prod"ukt), n. A substance
formed in the course of chemical decomposi-
tion which stands between the original
material and the end-products. Also inter-
mediary product.

midriatic, «. and n. Same as mydriatic.
Midship beam, the breadth of a vessel amidships ; the
ln.rizontal timber at the broadest part of a ship.

midshipman, n. 2. Inl902, congress abolished the
title of naval cadet in the United States navy and re-
stored the title of midshipman. These otlicers are not
commissioned officers, but receive appointments on pro-
bation, on the nomination of the President of the United
States, of senators, or of congressmen, and the passage of
an entrance examination to the Naval Academy. The
course of instruction at the Naval Academy lasts four
years and is followed by two yeai-s at sea, after which
midshipmen are promoted to ensigns or second lieuten-
ants of marines upon passing a final examination.

—

Midshipman apprentice, a cadet on board certain
nR-ri:h!int ami revenue-service vessels ; a title given to a
niidsiiipinan of the F.ast India service who was serving
his first year, after which time he became a full midship-
man, and after two years as such became eligible for
promotion to the office of fourth mate.

midship-section (mid'ship-sek"shon), n. In
naral arch., the line formed by tfie intersec-
tion of a transverse vertical plane at the
middle of the length of a vessel with the
surface of the hull ; also, a plan of this trans-
verse section on which is delineated the ar-
rangement of the structural parts of the
vessel, and on which are marked in great de-
tail the sizes or scantlings of all the structural
parts.

mid-shore (mid'shor), n. That strip of a shore
which lies between ordinary high-tide mark
and the dunes ; the middle beach. A. F. Jf.

Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 180.

mid-spoon (mid'spon), n. A wooden golf
club, with a lofted face, of which the capacity
in distance is between that of a long and
that of a short spoon.
mid-stroke (mid'strok), n. In steam-engines,
the middle point or position in the stroke or
travel of a piston or valve.
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mid-tarsal (mid-tar'sal), a. Relating to the
central portion of the tarsus.

If they act alone they either turn the foot inwards
(tibi.alis posticus), or turn it outwanls (peronei), and thus
invert or evert the foot at the mid-tarml articulation.

Lancet, July 4, 1903, p. 5«.

mid-ventral (mid-ven'tral), a. Situatedin the
middle of the ventral surface.

The median vein lies along the mid-ventral line of the
swollen abdomen, scarcely noticeable posteriorly, but in-
creasing anteriorly as it picks up several lateral branches.

Amer. Nat., Feb. 1901, p. 123.

mid-ventricle (mid-ven'tri-kl), n. The cavity
of the midbrain, or mesencephalon, in the
embryonic vertebrate. Its medioventral por-
tion becomes the iter, or aqueduct of Sylvius,
while its dorsolateral jiortions become the
optic ventricles, or optocceles, of a more ad-
vanced stage of development.
midwall (mid'wal), a. and n. \mid^ + wall^.l

I. a. lu arch., placed in the middle of a wall.— Midwall shaft, a shaft or baluster placed in the
middle iif the thickness of the wall, in an early type of
English belfry-windows. N. E. D,

tl. H. In mining, a close wooden partition
dividing a shaft.

midway, ". 3. A middle way or path : also
attributively: as, 'the Midway Plaisance,' a
part of the exhibition park at the World's Fair
in Chicago (1893), projecting from the park at
a point midway between the north and south
sides.

Considerable areas were devoted to "side-shows," and
the midway Plaisaunce, as it was termed, resembled a
gigantic fair. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 361.

Hence—4. A place for booths and side-shows
at a fair.

midweek (mid'wek), n. and a. I. n. The
middle of the week.

II. a. Set for or occurring in the middle of
the week : as, the midweek sailings ; a mid-
weck holiday.

mid-working (mid'w6r''king), n. See *viid-
door.

midyear (mid'yer), n. and a. I. n. The mid-
dle of the year : as, rents due at the midyear.

II. a. Set for or occurring in the midcUe of
the year.

To teachers the series of meetings is a series of mid-
year institutes. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 154.

midzu-ame (med'zO-ii'ma), B. [Jap. midz-
ame, < midz {mi-dz), water, + ame, a kind of
jelly made from flour.] A syrup made in Ja-
pan by the addition of water to ame. See
*amc.
M. I. E. E. An abbreviation of Member of the
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
miemite (me'e-mit), n. [Micmo (see def.) +
-jte2.] A variety of the mineral dolomite, of
pale asparagus-green color, from Miemo in
Tuscany.

Miersiidae (mer'si-i-dee), «. pi. [NL., < Mier-
sia, a genus, -I- -idse.] See *Acanthephyridie.
miersite (mi'er-zit), ». [Named from Prof.
H. A. Micrs of Oxford, England.] Silver iodide
(.^golo) which occurs in yellow tetrahedral
crystals at the Broken Hill mines. New South
Wales.
miesite (me'sit), n. \_Mies (see def.) -I- -i>2.]
A brown variety of pyromorphite containing
a small amount of calcium : from Mies, Bo-
hemia.
mifevrerie (myev-re-re'), n. [P., < mih-re, arch,
roguish (of children). Childish piquancy or
prettiness.

The ivory Madonnas of the late thirteenth and early
fom-teenth centuries gradually lose their austere dignity,
relax into elegance and luii^vrerie.

Ji. E. Fry, in Burlington Mag., V. 280.

mignonette, ".— Mlgnonette-Tlne. (6) .See *Bom-
i^in^iaultia.

mignonette-disease (min-yo-net'di-zez"), «.

See *lcaf-hlight of mignonette.

migraine, «

—

Ophthalmic migraine, severe paroxys-
mal headache due to eye-stmin.

migrainine, »«. See *migranine.
migrainoid (rai-gra'noid), a. Resembling mi-
graine. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 243.

migranine (mi-^a'nin), n. A mixture of 90
parts of antipyrin, 9 parts of cafifein, and 6
parts of citric acid : said to be specific in mi-
graine.

migration,". 5. In phytogcog., the mOYement
of plants from one area into another. Ac-
cording to F. E. Clements this is properly a
narrower term than invasion. See *invasion, 4.
— Arctic migration, a supposed migration of animals
from the arctic region into Europe.

One of the most important problems, as far as the origin
of the European fauna is concerned, is the question

mile
whence came the animals which Doctor Scharff has termed
the ''Arctic miyration." He, with many others, ci»ntends
that until toward the end of the glacial period there ex-
isted a continuous latid connection between America and
Europe, far noith between Greenland, Spitzbergen, and
Scandinavia, the latter being again connected hv a land
bridge with Scotland across tile North .Sea, ami England
with France. Across this continuous land bridge tliese
animals are supposed by him t^j have wandered int^i cen-
tral Eui-ope. Smithsonian Hep., 1902, p. 255.

Law Of migration, segregation or isolation in space
blought alxjut Ijy migration, considered as an explanation
of the origin of species. Eimer {U-aw^.), lirganic Evolu-
tion, p. ".— Ontogenetic migration, the successive
changes of locality that take place in the normal life-his-
tory of many fishes before they reach their adult stage.
yat. Science, June, 1897, p. 390. [Rare.)

migrational (mi-^ra'shon-al), a. [migration
+ -alX.I Pertaining to or characterized by
migration.

In the case of freely moving animals, the psychological
guidance is an essential :factor in the success of the in-
dividual ; while in the case of plants and low types of
animal life, the suitable situation is reached by a wide
distribution of a vast number of seeds. siMjres, or germs,
and the same situation is maintained by a loss of migra-
tional power as soon as the germs begin to develop.

J. T. Oulick, in Linnean .Soc. Jour. Zool., XX. 223.

migrative (mi'grS-tiv), a. Migratory.
Tlie Blackcap is a migrative species, visiting us early In

the spring, and retiring in September.
Montagu, Ornithological Diet. (ed. 1831), p. 42.

migratorial (mi-gra-to'ri-al), a. Same as mi-
grn tory.

mihanere (me-ha-na're), H. [A Maori pro-
nunciation of the E. mi.'isionary.'] A convert
to Christianity. [New Zealand.]

mijakite, «. Same as *miyakite.

mika (me'ka), «. [Aboriginal Australian.]
An operation, practised by the natives of Aus-
tralia, consisting in a partial opening of the
lower side of the urethra of the male, result-
ing in an artificial hypospadia.
Mikado yellow. See *yellow.

mikadoate (mi-ka'do-at) n. The office of
mikado. N. E. D.
mikrom, n. See *mierom.

mikron, n. See micron.

mikveh (mik ' ve), n. [Also viikvah ; Heb.
miqweh, miqwah, a bath, lit. 'a gathering,'
especially of water (Gen. i. 10.).] Among
orthodox Jews, a bath for the purpose of
ritual purification.

mill (mil), n. [L. miUe, a thousand.] A unit
of length used in measuring the diameter of
wires, equal to 0.001 of an inch.—circular mil,
a unit of area used in measuring the areas of cross-sec-
tions of wires, equal to 0.7854 of a square mil.

miP (mil), n. [L. miUe, thousand.] A copper
coin of Hongkong, the thousandth part of a
dollar, corresponding to a Chinese 'cash.'

mil, n. and v. A simplified spelling of mill.

miladi (mi-la'di), n. A French or Italian
form of the English my lady : applied on the
continent of Europe to titled Englishwomen.
Also spelled milady.

Telescopes were being used, and loud statements made
that the boat held somebody who had been drowned.
One said it was the milord who had gone out in a sailing
boat; another maintained that the prostrate figure he
discerned was miladi ; a Frenchman who had no glass
would rather say that it was milord who had probably
taken his wife out to drown her.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Iv.

milady, n. Same as *miladi.

milammeter (mi-!am'e-ter), II. See *miUiam-
mcter.

milampere (mil-am-pSr'), n. Same as milliam-
pcre.

milcher (mil'ch^r), n. An animal that gives
milk; a milch animal, as a cow or a goat.
More commonly milker.

mildew, ».-Beech-seedllngmlldew, afimgus. Phy-
tophthora mnnicora. which attacksthe seedlings of beech
and other trees.—Com-mildew. -See •krorn-uiildetc.—
Cucumber-mildew, (n) A disease of cucmnbers, usu-
ally contined to greenhouses, due to Eryaiphe Cichorace-
antm. (tf) A disease of cucimibers. melons, pumpkins,
and similar i)l.'int.s, caused by Mavmopara Cidteniig.—
Downy mOdew. See grape-mildew and *Plaitmojiara.
—European surface-mildew, a disease i>f various
plants (fuc to tile fungus Oidium Titckeri. See mildew,
1, nxni grape-ouldeii:—Filbert-mildew. See *Jitbert-
mildew.—Trosty mildew, a fungous disease of the peach
caused by Cercogporella persica.—Peach-mlldew, a dis-

ease of peaches which produces white i«>w.lery patches
nixm the fruit : due to the fungus Pi>(h».phtera Oxy-
acanthje. Compare cherry-blight.—Rose-mildew, a fung-
ous disease of the rose, due to either Pir'nu-yp'^ni sparsa
or Sph/rrnlheca /innnosn.— Strawberry-mildew, a
fungous disease which attacks the leaves ol ;,ti-a wherries :

due to Sphjerotheca Castagnei.

mile, «— International geographical mile, one
fifteenth of a tlegree of the earth's e<iuator. etjual to about
4.61 statute miles of 6,2so feet.—Passenger-mlle. See
itpas»enger-mile,—T0U-IXiil9. See itton-mile.



mile-hunter

mile-hunter (nnrhun'ter), «. A bicycler or
automobilist who is eager to increase the dis-

tance he has traveled or can travel. [Slang.]

milen (mi'len), n. [Origin obscure.] In glass-

niHiiuf., the scar left by the pontil, as on the
bottom of a blown-glass bottle. Sometimes
called pwHt.

miler (mi'ler), n. In track-athleticn, one who
runs the mile distance. Similarly, half-miler,

qimrtrr-miler, and iwo-milcr. [Colloq.]

mil-foot (mirfiit), II. A wire one mil (or one
thousandth of an inch) in diameter and one
foot in length : a practical unit used in de-

scribing or specifying the properties of wire or

other electric conductors.

milhenry (mil-hen'ri), II. See *millihenry.

miliaceous (mil-i-a'shius), a. [L. milia +
-aceous. See milm and ililium.] Of the na-
ture of, or characteristic of, millet or millet-

seed.

miliaria, n. 1. (b) An eruption of minute
vesicles due to obstruction of the sweat-glands.
Also called jiriekly heat.

miliary, «. II. n. in the Echinoidea, one of

the very small tubercles on the surface of the
test which serve as bases for the lesser

spines.

milieu (me-yfe'), n. [F., < mi (< L. medius),
middle, + lieu (< L. locus), place.] The mid-
dle place or point ; the mean ; a point equally
removed from extremes; also, smTounding
conditions ; social environment.

militaristic (mil'i-ta-ris'tik), a. [militaruH +
-ic] Of or pertaining to. militarists or militar-

ism ; military.

A political oivanization and a raoral t«ndency that are
common to all nascent civilization of the viUitarigtic
order. Atbemeum, July 1.S, 190.'t, p. 73.

militarize (mil'i-ta-riz). r. t.
; pret. and pp.

militarized, ppr. mititariziiig. 1. To render
military in character, feeling, bearing, or con-
duct.

He waa bronght up in Germany, becoming more and
more militarited. Spectatur, Sept, 1, 1900, p. 268.

2. To place under military control; subject
to military methods : as, to militarize the
government.
Military top. See *fo/(i.

militia, »
.
- Naval mllltla, ."'Ute forces in the United

states wliich form a part of, and are on a footing with,
the national guard. The general duties of the former
are similar to those of the latter, but in addition they
are supposed to exercise a special supervision along the
wftter.frunU both on shore and afloat, and in time of war
t^» be eligible for absorption into the regular naval forces
of theco'nitry.

milk, 1. 5. An emulsion ; any liquid which
holds small particles of solid matter in suspen-
sion. I'hiUips and Bauernian, Elements of
Metallurgy, p. 385.— Bitter milk, milk which has
been made ijitter by the growth of bacteria, especially of
Bacillun H'fiV/i/Mii111— Fortified milk, milk rendered
more nutritious tiy tlie addition of tlie white of egg or
cream.— Laboratory milk, niilk in which the essential
conip<inent8, namely, fat, allniinins, and lactose, have
been adiled acconling to a siiecial formula.— Medicated
milk, niiik containing medicinal substances Urst given
ti) the mother that they might be excreted in the milk,
and mi exert a therapeutic action on the child.— Hilk
Of ma^osia, a milk-white a<|ueoU9 liifuid holding
niagiiesnnn hydrate in perma'^ent suspension : it is

antacid.— Modified milk, cows" milk the conifiositlon
of which has been altered by the addition of water,
salts, sugar, etc., in fixed proiKirtions, so as to adapt it to
the needs of the infant at different ages. Also called
rrrtified mitk.— Separated milk, milk from which the
cream has been removed by means of a separator. See
*n'nfri/ufrfit mflhmi and irseit/iratiir, 2 (f).— Slimy
milk, milk which has become slimy by the growth of
iiacterift (Harteriuni Kuhvincosum).— Soapy milk, fer-

mented milk wliich appears to b« frothy and has a soap-
like taste.— Sour milk, milk containing lactic acid
wliicii irt preiiuccd by the growth of certain bjicteria,

'"ijit'cially lificieriuin aciAi-lnctiri, and related forms.

—

Starch milk, water which contains in suspension enough
^rart;li gmiinles to give it the apiwarance of milk.

—

Vegetable milk. .See the extract

In a recent number of a .Japanese Journal a Mr. T.
Kalajama descrilie<l a process for the manufacture of a
rffiftahU miik, the properties of which would render it

highly suitable for use in tropical countries. Tlie prepar-
ation Ig obtained from a weil-known member of the
leguminous family of [dants (namely, the .Soja bean),
which is a very jiopular article of fiMKi among the Chin-
ese. The beans are first of all softened by soaking, and
are then pressed and boiled in water. The resultant
lii|Uid is exactly similar to cows' milk in am>earance, but
it is entirely different in its coinixisition. This Hfija bean-
milk contains 92..'» jier cent water, 3.02 per cent pndeine,
2. i;i per cent fat. o.o:j per cent fiber, 1.88 per cent non-
iiitnigenoiis substances, and 0.41 per cent ash.

SH. Amer., Nov. 2, 1907, p. 306.

Witches* milk, a whitish fluid sometimes present in
tin- hrcasls of new-lioni infant.'*.

milk, I', t. -To milk the street, in Bt<Kk-exchange
ttiiHiiiess. U} make a profit out of the smaller traders in
ptiKks (known as 'the street") by first manipulating the
market in such a way as to give promise of a rise in
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prices, thus inducing the smaller traders to purchase the
particular stock attected, and after supporting it for a
time, depressing the price suddenly before the smaller
traders have had time to cover.

milk-brother (milk'bruTH'fer), n. A foster-
brother.

milk-bush (milk'bush), n. 1. Same as niilk-

hedge.— 2. A shrub of the genus Wrightia,
a native of India.— 3. A shrub, Wrightia
salignn, a native of Queensland. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.— 4. See the extract.

The common milkhiish of the karroo and kan-oid re-

gions of tlie interior [South Africa], viz. Euphorbia niau-
ritanica. A'ature, Jan. IT, 1907, p. 288.

milk-cell (milk'sel), II. The cell in which the
milky juice or latex of plants is contained.
y. E. D.

milk-escU"tcheon (milk'es-kuch''gn), w. Same
as esfiitclieoii, 2 (c).

milk-fish, >i. 2. An Australian holothurian
which emits a whitish, viscid fluid from its

skin. Also known as tit-fish. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

milk-flour (milk 'flour), n. Skimmed milk
transformed by an exsiccator into a highly
soluble powder which, when dissolved at a
temperature of 60-70° C. above zero in a
proper quantity of water, gives a solution with
the same taste, smell, and other qualities as
common milk. The flour, or powder, can be
easily transported, and can be kept a long
time without being spoiled. Sci. Amer. Sup.,
April 18, 1903, p. 22827.

milk-fiingUS (milk'fung'gus), n. Any fungus
of the genus Lactarius.

milk-gowan (milk'gou"an), n. The dandelion.
milk-grass (milk'gras)j n. The corn-salad,
Vdhrianella oUtoria.

milking, n. 4. In card-playing, same as /«r-
"'".'/

milk-ipecac (milk'ip'e-kak), n. See *ipecac.

milk-knot (milk'not), n. A condition in which
there are small nodular swellings in the secret-
ing breast, occurring especially where an ef-

fort has been made to suppress the secretion

;

also, one of the nodular swellings.

milk-nucleon (milk' nu*kle-on), n. A sub-
stance of the character of Siegfried's phos-
phocarnic acid, occurring in milk.
milk-plant (milk'plant), 71. Same as milk-pea.
See Galactia, 2.

milk-pO"wder (milk'pou'd^r), n. A powder
prepared from desiccated milk. Evening Post,
Feb. 10, 1906.

milkpox (milk'poks), n. A disease, believed
to be a modified form of smallpox, nrevalent
among the Kafirs in South Africa. Also called
amaas.
milk-premolar (milk'pre-mo'lfir), n. Same
as milk-molar.

In this communication the author [Oldfield Thomas]
suggested tlie use of the term " miik-premotarg," in lieu
of milk-molars. Proc Zool. Soc. London. 1899, p. 924.

milk-purslane (milk'pfers'lan), n. See piirs-

Uini'.

milk-ranch (milk'ranch), w. A large dairy-
farm. [Slang, western U. S.]

milk-route (milk'rSt), n. The district or the
round of customers served by a milkman or his
employees, or the business built up by him in

this round or route : as, to buy or to establish
a milk-route.

milk-scales (milk'skalz), n. pi. A spring-
balance for weighing cans of milk. Onefonn
employs a case for a carrl ruled in vertical lines, one of
the spaces between the lines being assigned to each cow
of a henl. The index travels over the whole front
of the case and carries a series of knobs which when
pressed record the weights on the card. The card is placed
in the case, the milk from a particular cow ig weighed, then
the attendant presses the button on the index and records
the weight in the space assigned to the cow that gave the
milk. When all the milk is weighed the card shows the
actual and comparative weight of milk for each cow in

the herd.

milk-separator (milk'sep'a-ra-tor), n. See
*s)pariit<>r, 2 (e).

milk-shield (milk'sheld), n. Same as eseut-

rhroii, 2 (c).

milk-spot (milk'spot), n. In pathol.: (a) A
whitish spot sometimes found on serous mem-
branes, especially on the layer of pericardium
attached to the heart. They are occasionally
found post mortem in the aged. Lancet, April
18, 1903, p. 1075. (i) A white mucous patch
in secondary syphilis, (c) A kind of tooth-

rash. Sijd. Soc. Lex.

milk-tester, «. 2. A machine used to ascer-

tain the percentage of fat in a sample of milk.
Tile sample is placed in a standard glass vial which has

mill
a long, Blender neck graduated on the outside. The vial
is then placed in a centrifugal machine and the fat is
driven out of the milk, its position ::i relation to the
graduated scale indicating the percentage of it in the
milk. Several vials may he tested at once.— BabcOck'B
centrifugal or milk-tester, an apparatus for detennin-
iiig the percentage of hutter-fat in milk, used extensively
in creameries. The test is made by adding acid to a
weighed quantity of milk and separating the watery por-
tion from the liquid fat by centrifugal force. The per-
centage of fat is shown by the thickness of the layer of
liquid fat as measured in divisions of the graduated neck
of the test-bottle.

Babcock Centrifugal or Milk-tester.

a, centrifugal table; *, glass jar forinilk, cream rising in gradu-
ated neck ; c, handle to operate machine ; (f, casing.

mllk-tbrombus (milk'throm^bns), «. ; pi.
7*1 ilk-thrombi (-bi). A nodular swelling in tbe
breast arising from obstruction of tbe flow of
milk in the ducts.

milk-train (milk'tran), n. In railroading^ a
train which carries milk, and is wholly or in
part composed of milk-cars.

Milk-tree wax. See *w.*aa:2,

milk-vetch, n. 2. A plant of any one of the
three genera PhacOf Orophaca, and Homalohns^
closely related to Astragalus and formerly in-
cluded in that genus.

milkweed, n. 3. (c) The tall blue lettuce,
Lactuca spicaia.~-R\uniing' milkweed, the hairy
angle-pod, 1 incetoxicuin /tirftutinn, of the eastern United
States.—Wandering milkweed, the spreading dogbane,
Apocy Ji V tn a n d ronnf in ifolium.

milkweed-beetle (milk'wed-be'''tl), n. A beetle
that infests the milkweed.— Red mllkweed-
heetle, any beetle of the lamiid genus Tetraopes. They
are bright red, usually spotted with black.

milkweed-butterfly (milk'wed-but''''^r-fli), n.

1, See archi}}pus.— 2, H&vae &s monarch ^but-
terfly.

miU^, «. 12. In leather-mamif.j an arrange-
ment consisting of one or two large stone
rollers which revolve vertically in a pit. C.

T. Davis,Uanui. of Leather, p. 377.— 13. The
raised or ridged edge or flange made in mill-
ing, stamping, rolling, or pressing anything,
as a coin or a screw.— Bogardus mill, a machine
for grinding materials between two horizontal revolving
plates, the upper of which is eccentric t^> the lower.
—Chaser mllL Same as edije-mnuer will (wliich see,

under wuVn).- Cheese^urd mill, in dairiiina, a smalt
crushing-mill for breaking and grinding cheese-curd ; a
curd-breaker or -cruslier.-Dry mill, any machine in
which the abradant or cleaning material is dry. It is some-
times steam-heated t^) keep tlie abnulant hot and to drive
off moisture.- Exhaust mill. -See ittiitiihlin<hmilL~

Gastric mill. See *'/"^'r/f.— Glacial mill. See *';;«-

cm/.— Hungarian mill, a rotating mill for removing
small itiirticles of gold froni (juartz by mixing with mer-
cury ; one of the many forms of pan-amalgaruiitors: so
called because used in Hungary.— Huntington mill, in
mini7ig, a crushing-machine in the form of a heavy cast-
iron pan containing several rollers on vertical shafts hung
like pendulums from a revolving frame, and crushing the
ore by centrifugal force as they roll on the inside of the rim.
— Lauth's mill, a three-high rolling-mill in which the
middle roll has a diameter only about one half of that of
the top and bottom rolls. The middle roll itnis loose, be-

ing driven by the friction of the jiiece going through.

—

Merchant mill. («) A rolling-mill for rolling merchant
burs, billets, angles, channels, beams, etc. (/>) The entire
I>huit for pi-oducing merchant bare and sliapes, including
the buililings, boilers, engines, mills, and accessories.

—

Pharyngeal mill, in rotifers. Same as viastax, 1.

—

Ramsbottom's mill, a rolling-mill in which the rolls are
driven, without the intervention of a fly-wheel, by a pair
of direit-acting horizontal engines, which are rever8e4l
after eacli pass of the bloom or ingot, so that the rolling

is i>erfonned alternately in opposite directions.

—

Wag-
ner's mill, a rolling-mill consisting of two horizontal
rolls mounted in the usual way, and a pair of vertical

rolls working in bearings. The distance between the
vertical rolls can be regulated at will, so that bare and
flats of various sizes can be produced with the same rolls.

It is a kind of universal mill.— Wet mill, a mill in which
moist or wet abradants can be used.



mill

TtiilU r. t. 12. In sitgar-manuf., to pass (sugar-

cane) through a cane-mill. See suqcir-mill.

Millai (mil'a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1793),

named in honor of J. Milla, a Spanish court

gardener of Madrid.] A genus of plants of the

family Liliacex, closely allied to Hookera and
Trifeleia : distinguished by the salver-shaped

perianth with 3-nerved, nearly separate seg-

ments, 6 nearly sessile stamens, and waxy-
white, star-like flowers borne (from 1 to 5) on
a slender scape. M. hiflora, the only species,

a native of New Mexico, Arizona, and Mexico,

is a choice garden plant. It may be planted
in the border In spring and the bulbs removed
in autumn, or used as a jjot-plant under glass.

milla" (mel'ya), M. [Sp. : see mite.] In Spain,

a mile, especially a nautical mile or knot; the

mile of some Spanish-American countries (as

the Argentine Republic, Nicaragua, Salvador,

and Venezuela), equivalent to 1.15 statute

miles.

millage (mil ' aj), n. Rate (as of taxation)

reckoned in mills per dollar.

mill-beetle (mil'be'tl), n. The cockroach.

mill-brow (mil'brou), n. Same as *mill-run.

mill-bush (mil'bush), n. The iron lining or

bushing placed in the eye of a millstone, where
the shaft or arbor comes.

mill-dog (mil'dog), n. A dog or clamp used
to secure a log in a saw-mill.

mill-dressed (mil'drest), p. a. Cut or planed
in a mill or by mechanical power: said of

atones, marble, etc., but more especially of

boards, planks, clapboards, and the like, used
for house-building. Also mill-planed.

mille (mil), n. In certain card games, a
counter representing ten 'fishes' or points.

N. E. D.
milled, p. «. 5. Worked in a mill or by ma-
chinery: said especially of boards and planks
which "are «ut and then planed by the power-
mill.

millefleurs (mel-flfer'), « [F- eau de miUe-flettrs,

lit. water of a thousand flowers.] Perfume
made from several kinds of flowers.

It was a Bad day for you, when you appeared in your
neat pulpit with your fragrant poclcet-handkerchief (and
your sermon lil«ewlse all millejieurB\ in a trim, prim,
freshly mr.ngled surplice, which you thought became you.

Thackeray, Jfewcomes, v.

millefoliate (mil-e-fo'li-at), a. [L. mille, thou-

sand, -I- foli{um), leafj + -ate'^.'] Having
leaves that are very much incised, so as to

resemble many smaller leaves. Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ilillegrana (mil-e-gra'na), «. [NL. (Adanson,
1763), a name applied to the plant by some of

the early botanists, in allusion to the many
capsules and seeds produced by it: < L. mille,

a thousand, + granum, a seed.] A genus of

dicotyledonous plants of the family Linaceee.

See Radiola.

millenary, «. 4. A thousandth anniversary

;

a celebration of an event that had happened
one thousand years before.

millenniad (mi-len'i-ad), n. [L. millenniium)
+ -flrfl.] A period of a thousand years; a
very long period of years.

millennian (mi-len'i-an), a. and n. [millennium
+ -rtH.] I. a. Same as millennial.

II. «. A millennialist.

millenniary (mi-len'i-a-ri), a. Same as millen-

nial.

milleograph (mil'e-o-graf), n. [Also millio-

graph ; irreg. < L." mille, thousand, -1- 6r.

ypd(peiv, write.] A modification of Edison's

mimeograph used in printing numbers of any
special form up to 500. it utilizes a wax stencil-

paper, the pressure of a stencil-point, or a type-writer

stroke, and an inked pad below the paper when printing

directly. The writing may be transfeired to a lithographic
stone and more cojiies printed.

milleporous (mirc-po-rus), a. [See millepore.']

Havint; the characters of themillepores; hav-
ing numerous pores.

miller, «. 7. A cicada. [Australia.]—to drown
the miller (naut.), to put a generous quantity of water
int^i the grog Ui make it go around.

Millerian (mi-le'ri-an), a. Relating or per-

taining to the English mineralogist W. H.
Miller (1801-80), and specifically noting the

system of crystallographic notation introduced
by him.— Millerian axes, the three equal, obliquely

inclined axes to which, following Miller, the forms of

rhomhohedral ci^stals are sometimes refen'ed. See •si/s-

tem.— Millerian Indices. Heeindex, 8.—BBllerlan no-
tation or symbols. See -^gymboll.

millet', w.—Ankee-mlllet. Same as a»i«<!.— Ara-
bian millet. ('') Same as Jahmon *(;ra»».— Arizona
millet, Chietnchloa inacrostachya, a native American
grass, closely related t« the foxtail-millets and making a

810 milling-attadunent

gooil hay. It is common in central Texas and ranges to
Mexico and South America.—Australian millet. Same
as Johnson *<jra8g.— Bam-yard millet, any of tlie

cultivated forms of Echinochloa Cntg-t/alti, the bani-yard
grass. The best are of an upright habit with a close head,

strument for the measurement of small electric
currents, in which the scale is graduated to
read in thousandths of an ampere. Also mil-
ammeter.

the Japanese barn-yard milk-t, recently introduced into milUamperage (mil''i-am-par'aj), n. [L. mille,
the Lnited States, bemg one of the most promlsmg. „ t-u^.,^^..A _i_ t? .....-^„-. n t„ ^j. ..* «, -
(Compaie *a«te.) The name has been extended to the '>' thousand, -I- ^. amperage.^ In elect., <i\a-

Shama millet, or jungle-rice, and the Sanwa millet, rent strength expressed m milliamperes, or
species of the same genus, i^ee junf!U--knce ViwA Samva thousandths of an ampere.
•mafef.-Broom-cpm millet, brown miilet, the true milliamperemeter (mU"i-am-par'me-t6r), n.
miliet, Panicummiliaceum.—Cat-tall millet. ('<) Same """'™"^i'»-'-^^.""»-i » j-» v. ,-.../, .

as /oimfl-*7ni7(f^— Chaparral-millet, J'amcuHi He- »aiiie as "nwHjammefer.
nercAoft^ an excellent pasturi-gniss of the highlands of millicalory (mil ' i-kal"6-ri), n. [L. mille, a

CommonmlUet, a slender fonn of fox- thousand, + E. calory.'] The calory; a
gram-calory.

millicoulomb (mil'i-kS-lom'), n. [L. mille, a
thousand, -I- E. coulomb.'] A thousandth of a
coulomb, or 1 X 10^ c. g. s. units : a practical
unit of electrical quantity or charge.
milll^me (mel-yam'), n.' [¥., < L. mitlesimus,
thousandth.] A current subsidiary coin of

central Texas.
tail-millet with narrow, nodding heads, affording the
best hay. See foxtait-irmiUet.— Ditch-millet. Same
as millet coda or kJioda (which see, under millet^). Tliis is

cultivated in northera India as a rainy-season crop on
poor soil, the grain supplying food chiefly to the poorer
classes. A variety is called Ai/rf*^* (which see).— False
millet. Same as Poliutt itmillet.— Foxtail-millet, any
of the varieties of ChtetoctUoa Italica, as distinguished
from true or broom-corn millet, the name refening t<j the
cyllndrieal brushy heads. According to Hackel, the
probable original of this cultural species is the common
green foxtail. Millets of this class have long been grown
as cereals as well as for forage in the Old World, but in
America they are sown only for forage. Four standard
varieties are known in the United States, namely, com-
mon millet, German millet, <jnldcn wonder millet, and
Hungarian millet.— GermUJl millet, a robust broad-
leaved form of foxtjiil-millet, yielding an abundant coarse
forage but not bearing drought.— Giant mlllBt, a veiy
robust foxtail-grass, vKietochlna magna, found in water
or wet ground on the Atlantic coast fnmi Delaware to
Texas, also in the West Indies and in Central America.
It promises to be serviceable in reclaiming swampy lands
along the coast.— Golden millet. Same as German
*jni7R'(.— Golden wonder millet, a stout and tall

variety of foxtail-millet with a large head, yielding more
seed than others: as forage it is coarse.— Hog-mlllet.
Same as &room-cor?i -kmillet.— Horse-

'

pearl millet (which see, under mv'
,

millet, a foxtail-millet resembling the common millet in sandT "t- qradus, step. See centigrade.]
size, marked by the prominent brown or purple beards t^;,.;.i«.i ;«+X o fl,r.„or,^^ .l«.™«.^« . «a « *...'77/

of the heads : it is next t« common millet in quality of
D'^lded into a thousand degrees : as, a mtlU-

hay. Known as Chxtochloa Italica t,Vmiamca.—Indian grade Scale. Bentham.
millet. (*) In the United .States, one of the various moun- millihenry (mil'i-hen-ri), H. ; p!. millihenries

Egypt and the Soudan, equal to one tenth of a
piaster.
The subsidiary coinage consist* of pieces of 20, 10, 5, 2,

and 1 piastres in silver; 5, 2, and 1 mifficm^ in nickel

;

and J and J milliejne in bronze.
Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 700.

milligauss (mil'i-gous), «. [L. mille, a thou-
sand, -I- E. gauss.] In elect., a practical unit
of magnetic induction equal to a thousandth
of one gauss or of one c. g. g. electromagnetic
unit.

milligilbert (mil'i-gil-bfert), n. [L. mille, a
thousand, -f- E. gilbert.] In elect., a practical

^^ _ _
unit of magnetomotive force equal to one

Be-mUlrtl*&«me"as thousandth of a gilbert or of one e. g. s. unit.
iHc(i).— Hungarian miUigrade (mil'i-grad), a. [L. mille, a thou-

tain-rices, Eriocmna cunpidala. It is a valued bunch
grass of the Western arid country, thriving in soil too dry
and sandy for most other grasses. Oryzojmn micrantbn

,

of the Dakotas and Montana, has been called smaU
Indian jnii(e(.- Japanese bam-yard millet. See
barn-yard *iniHe(.—Japanese panicle millet. Same
as broom-corn •kmillet.— Morocco millet. Same as
Johnson -kgragg.— Polish millet, tlie common crab-
grass, Syntherimna sanguinnlia. In Bohemia (presum-
ably also in Poland) this grass is grown as a cereal, the
seeds being used for a mush or porridge.— Ragl millet,
Elextsine coracana. See Eleii«ine and rai7,7<'*'.— Russian
millet. Same as broom-corn iemiUet.— Sanwa millet,
Echinochloa Crus-gatti frumentacea, a very quick grow-
ingmillet,in India yielding forage and acheapfood. Ithas

(-riz). [L. mille, a thousand, -I- E. henry.]
In elect., a practical unit of inductance equal
to ono thousandth of a henry. Also milhenry.

millim (mil'im), n. [_millim(eter).] A milli-

meter ; the third metret or decimal subraultiple
of a meter in the scheme of magnitudes de-
vised (about 1860) by G. J. Stoney, F. R. S.

The decim or decimeter is the first metret,
the centim the second. See *metro and *metret.

The third subsection w, from millirns (millimeters)
down to tenths of a micron, covera the entire range of
the microscope. Smithsonian Hep., 1899, p. 213.

been introduceci experinientally into the United States, millimeter, «.- Circular millimeter. See •crOM-
See6arn-.i""-(f*mti;(f.— Shamamlllet. Sameaa.>«n(7ic- , ",7^7.;,, ,7«

'
^'"-luai uixxxuuci,ci.

•rice.— Swamp-millet, Isachne globosa, a slender ".-,,. ."'",
. ., _ , „ .„

creeping grass with upn'ght stems and open panicles of miUimicrohm (mil i-mik-rom), n. [t,. millc

very small spikelets, native in southern Asia and in a thousand, + E. microhm.] A C. g. S. unit of
Australia. It grows on the hanks of rivers and in s« limps, resistance: 1 X 10-9 ohms. H, D«Uoi«, The
and is well adapted by its running rootstocks to fixing Mnirnptip rirciiit, -n 306ana IS well aaaptea oy its runnmg rootstocks to nxmg Morrriotin Pivpnlf -n ^i
soils exiwsed to washing ; it is also said to be liked by

iuaKueii^ <...irouit, p. o

cattle.— Texas mUlet, Panictim. Texanum, a leafy mUUmiCrOn (mil l-mi-kron), n.

branching annual grass of nnich merit as a hay-gi-ass,

native aiul abuiniant near the ('oloi-ado River of Texas.
Also called Colorado graitg, Austin grass, concho-grass
(which see), and bottom- or river-grass.—Water-millet,
a stout and tall semi-aquatic grass, ZizaniopHs miliacea,
of the southern United States, allied to the wild rice,

Zizania. It grows from extensively creeping root-

stocks, and inhabits both fresh- and sjdt-water marshes.—Wild millet. («) The millet-grass, Milium efusum
(see Milium, 1). (M The green foxtail, Ch/etochloa
viridis. (c) Same as Indian itviillet (ft).

millet^ (mil'et), n. [Turk, millet (< At. mU-
lah), people, community, sect, creed.] A peo-
ple ; a nation.

All Moslems, to whatever race they may belong, are
eluded in the millet, or nation, of Islam. The Rflm, or

Roman {i.e., Greek) millet comprises all those who ac-

knowledge the autliority of the Oecumenical Patriarch.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 395.

millet-grass, «

—

Many-flowered millet-grass, a
European mountain-rioe, Oryzopsis miliacea, not highly
esteemed at home, but proving to be of value on granitic
soils in California.

millet-ric6 (mil'et-iis), n. Same as jungle-

*rice.

mill-fever (mirf§"ver), «. A form of low
fever prevalent among the young hands in
linen-mills. A'. E. D.
mill-gearing (mirger^ing), n. Gears ; belts,

pulleys, and other forms of transmission ma^
chinery.

mill-headed (mil'hed'ed), a. Having a milled
head.

mill-hole (mil'hol), n. An auxiliary shaft con-
necting a stope or other excavation with the
level below.

mill-house (mil'hous), «. A mill ; a buUding
for milling or grinding.

milliad (mil'i-ad), M. [L. mille, thousand. See
myriad.] A millennium ; a period of a thou-
sand years.

milliammeter (rail-i-am'e-t6r), n. [L. mille,

a thousand, + E. amtnetcr.] In elect., an in-

[L. mille, a
thousand, + /itKpdg, small (see micron).] A
unit of length (yu/i) equal to 10 Angstrom units,

.001 microns, or .000001 millimeters: some-
times employed in microscopy or in stating

wave-lengths of light. C. Bering, Conversion
Tables, p. 31.

millimol (mil'i-mol), n. [L. millc, a thousand,
-t- E. mol{eculc}.] In phys. chrm., the one
thousandth part of a gram-molecule, an
amount of any element or compound whose
weight in milligrams is numerically equal to

the molecular weight of the substance. C.

Hering, Conversion Tables, p. 60.
included m the millet, or nation, of Islam. The Rflm, or

j^sxing blue, green. Orange, red, scarlet, yellow. See
p-.„,»„ I. , ^.rp„^^ ,„,;;.,, ,.„,„„r,=„. „n th„.„ wi,„ »,.. "^wt^^^tc-Kocess mmlag, nulling ,>f wheat t,i make

flour by ono of the processes invented for that purpose,

milling-attachment (mil'ing-a-tach "ment), n.

A milling-machine combined with other ma-

Planer Milling-attachment,

.-/.planer: A milling-cutter with inserted teeth ; a. housing of

Claner; if. cross-iail ; c. trareling-bed ; d, milling-attachment

olted to tool-saddle of cross-rail ; e, out-board support for sptudle

of milling-attachiiient; /", milling-cutter; £-, work (slabs) iii »is«s

secured to traTcling-table of planer: A, rises: i", temporary belt
delirering power to milling-attachment.

chine-tools, such as a boring-machine, a drill-

ing-machine, or a planer. The most simple of these



milling-attachment 811
attachments is a bracket-table ftxeii U> the side of a lathe aire never tires of tellin-: vou how lie worked the multi-
and next to the live-liead. Ihe latlie-spindle, extending plication table until cents"became umics
•yer the work on tlie table, beconies the horizontal spindle £. Eggleston, Faith Doctor, v.
of the miUing-machine to which any horizontal type of _,ini/«»i«iT.TT „ o t> • -n- , »
cutter can be fixed. Combined boring-, drilliniz-. and mliUOnaxy, a. 2. Possessing millions (ofcutter can be fixed. Combined boring-, drilling-, and
milling-machines are of many forms, and among them are
included many of the largest and most powei-ful machines
used in nK)deni machine-shops.—Planer mllling-at-
taclunent, a small milling-machine attached directly to
;he planer-rail in place of the usual cutting-tool. The
spindle may be horizontal or vertical, and within certain
Umit« any fonii of cutter may be employed. The travel

dollars, or pounds, etc).
All this to feed the avidity of a few mittionary mer-

chants. Jcferton, Writings, IV. 284. A'. £. D.
He had a dread that these mittionary people, with

wasteful private cars, might take undue interest in his
companion. Jt. Kipling, Captains Courageous, ix.

ing-bed of the planer is used as the feed-table, and as it millisavart (mll'i-sa-vart''), n. TL. mille a
has a very long traverse several pieces of work may be
placed upon it in a line to pass in turn under the cutter,
with great economy of time and labor. Thin or long and
narroW pieces of work can also be clamped together side
by side and, with suitable cutters, all may be milled at
the same time. These milling-attachments may also be
in pairs on the same planer and cut two sides of the work
at the same time. See cut.

milling-cutter, n. 2. A cutting-tool adapted
for use in a milling-maehine. Milling-cutters are
made in a great variety of fofms and are used for many pur-
pi»es. Many are in the form of cylinders, with the cut-
ting edges placed in straight or spiral lines along the
sides "' *^" —»--'— .-...- .^ -L _ . _ _,

are
on the
.with the blades on the edge only, as in the screw-slot-
ting cutter. Others, called /ace-c»((^r«, kave the blades
placed radially at the end of the shank.

milling-machine, «. 1. This name, originally
given to a simple form of metal-finishing machine, is now

thousand, -I- E. savart.'] In acoustics, an in-
terval pitch equal to one thousandth of a
savart.

numoceran
tieular family. Ratzel (trans.). Hist, of Man-
kind, II. 131.—2. A cultivated field, especially
a field of maize. [Mexico.]
Miltonism (mil'ton-izm), n. A peculiarity of
Milton's style or an imitation of it.

Cowper'a blank verse detains you every step with some
heavy Mittimism; Chapman gallops off with you his own
free pace. Lamb, Letters, CXIX 238.

Miltonist (mil ' ton - ist), n. A supporter of
John Milton, especially of liis views on divorce.
A party, distinguished by the name of JUiltonists, at-

tested the power of his pen, and gave consequence to his
pleading for divorce. Symynons, Life of Milton, p. 250.

Inacousticsit is common to measure large intervals of MiltoTiiVB CTniI'fr.n 1,1 ,• t o^/i ,• . „-„<. j
pitch in octaves and smaller ones in -conimas.' M. A.

"•"•'O^lZe (mil ton-lz), )!. t. and J.; pret. and-- -- 'commas." M. A.
Guillemin proposes t« adopt instead of these, units the
savart and the iiiitlisavarL By the savart is "meant an
interval of ten to one, which equals three octaves plus a
major third. The millisavart, which is the thousandth
part of the savart, represents the interval between two
t'rench standard diapasons giving one beat per second.

Nature, Aug. 21, 1902, p.

pp. Miltonizcd, ppr. Miltonisiing. [Milton
-ire.] To render Miltonic in character or
style ; to imitate Milton's style.

Mr. Johnstone has conscientiously gone to Milton for
his model, and Miltoniset as best he may. The metre is
a faint MUtonic echo. Tlus Acadtmy, April 4, 1903, p. 3^

s of the cylinder or radially at the eiui^, when they miUivoltmeter (mil' i -volt- me'^^^ [L. DliltoS (mil ' tos), n. FGr. uIItoc red leadcalled <iirf-mi««. Others are disks, with the blades mille a thmiunnH -1- V .in;*„,^<^v 1 T„ „7A* n,;,,;,™ l m- • j "f, V' ™". ^''^.a,

;he edge and sides of the edge, or, a^ in circular saws,
»«'««) a tHo"s»,nd, -t- k.. voltmeter^ hx elect., minium.]

_ Mmium, a red earth found in the
a direct-reading instrument for the measure- Cyolades", from which the anefents" made the
ment of small differences of potential, in red paint so common in their decorations

^„^H^.,*AV^J!lj'
^^^'^^^ted t° 'ead in thou- milt-pain (milt'pan), n. A disease of swine.

milt-sickness (milt'sik'nes), n. A disease of
the spleen in cattle.

mimalBse (mim ' a -los), a. and n. [Chinook
jargon, also viinialoose, memaloose, dead, to

[L. mille, thou-
The thousandth

sandths of a volt.

milliweber Cniiri-va''b6r), n.

sand, -t- weber. See weber.2
part of a weber.

mill-lands (mil'landz), n. pi. Certain lands
which by legal custom appertained to a corn-
mill, especially in Scotland. N. E. D.

mill-leat (mil ' let), n. An artificial channel
for the conveyance of water to a mill. .N. E. I).

millocracy (mi-lok'ra-si), n. [See millocrat.]
Mill-owners as a ruling or dominant class.

In hydra-wrestle, giant ' Millocracy ' so-called, a real
giant, though as yet a blmd one and but half-awake,
wrestles and wrings in choking nightmare.

Carlyle, Past and Present, III. 1.

mill-pick, n. 2. Same as pickax.
mill-pile (mil'pil), ». A number of puddling-
bars charged together into a reheating- or
balling-furnace. They are heated to a weld-

die (mimaluse illahee, a cemetery, a sepul-
cher) ; < Chinook imemalus, a dead person.] I,
a. Dead. [Columbia River, Washington, and
British Columbia.]

n. n. A dead body.
M. I. M. E. An abbreviation {a) of Member
of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers; (6)
of Member of the Institute of Mining Engineers.
M. I. Mech. E. An abbreviation of Member
of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers.
mimeograph (mim'e-o-graf), r. t. To mul-
tiply (copies of a writing or document) by
means of a mimeograph ; manifold by the use

n^ suppo:

/..c.b>.

"'/°"°;«-J%/£f'^J,";g mill-power (mil'pou'er), n
iignand or power control

Large Vertical Mitling-nachine.
a, frame supporting- spindle; *. rcrtical sliding support for

spindle: f, spindle; rf. milling-cutler; <. control of sliding sup-
port to adjust cu!t«r to work ; /, cable lo counierwe' * "

'

support, counicrwcight inside the frame; ^, table
rotary, cru-is, and longitudinal feed ha
A, A, control of (ced.

applied to a larpe and important class of tools ranging in
size fnun a siiiall btJiich-niachine to large and powerful
machines employed u\nm the massive pieces of metal
used in constructing motors and machinery. Milling-ma-
chines having two spindles are called duplex millers.
Sinifle-spindle machines may alno employ several cutters
and are then fjan'j or multiple initlerg. Special forms of
milling-machines are alwj niaile which employ the general
form of the lathe and the planer. The milling-machine
has lartfely ix'cupied the field of the planer, shiiner, and
slotting-machine, and has maile itiKt&sihle U»tliii.sn orma-
chiiie metal fcji-nis hitheito notatt;unablu at all or only by
means of slower and more expensive UnA^ It has thus

, ,
of a mimeograph,

ing temperature and then passed through the Tninipniil CTni moo'^r^^ « <.^a « t « a

ib^a?iSml''dTo-Th1tnr^*^--'^*'=^
mill-planed (mil'pland), a. Planed, as a rr ^ ti„^ ti, -u j. ^ ,. ,

board or plank, in a power-mill. A mill- "; ":, -"2^? the characters of, or belong-

planed board is not considered as finished for '°^ ***'. *'''' family ilf.wies,da.

any purpose requiring smoothness, but should immesis, n. 3. The occurrence of symptoms,
be worked ov'er by hand. without organic basis or in the course of some
ttill-power (mil'pou'er), n. A unit of water- djsease, which simulate those of another
jiower the value of which varies in different "'^^ase.

localities. For example, at Holyoke, Massa- Mimetic resemblance. See *resemblance.
chusetts, it is equivalent to 38 cubic feet of mi-ini (mi'mi), n. Same as *mia-mia. [Aus-
water per second discharging under a head tralia.]

of 20 feet; at Minneapolis, Minnesota, it is mimiambi (mim-i-am'bi), n. pi [L < 6r
equivalent to 30 cubic feet of water per second fu/iia/ifiot, pi., < ^i^of, mime, -I- la/i/ioc, iambus.'
discharging under a head of 22 feet. Trans. See iambic.'] Mimes composed in iambic
Amer. tine. Mech. Engin., XXIV. 983. verse : as, the mimiambi of Herondas.
mill-ran (mil

'
run), n. 1. The work of an mimjambic (mim-i-am'bik), a. [mimiambi.]

""" " °° '"° Pertaining to or having the characteristics of
mimiambi ; being a writer of mimiambi : as,

amalgamating-mill between two clean-ups.
2. A test of a given quantity of ore by actual

._ treatment in a mill. _ „„.„.^
greatly m«liliid all machine-nil. >p practice and made it mlU-SaW (mil'sA), »1. A straight saw placed mimicr^ T."^

i^^^^-

jxwsilile t.. tinish the many novel and com]ilicated forms in a irntp or frftino which i« OTvpii a rpcinrncnt- '"''""'fy. "•—Aggressive mimicry, the resemblance-- • .... ', „„«;,„„, lu a, fc.iie or inuuovvun,u m given a reciprocal of certain predaceous and narasitic inaecta t^ the innert.

a mimiambic poet.

now demanded in the metal industries. "See vrofilinn. • „- .• * .u -

m«<-Awi-.-Borlng-,(lrUlln«-,ana mlllln«-machine >"« motion; one of the saws in a gang-saw.
See *i»i,rin;i-iiiiu:liine.~YiaiXi milling-machine,!! mill- See cut under saw'^, 1.
iiiK-machme consisting of a 8laii.l;inl wljirh .supiM.rt.^ a mill-Staff (mil'staf), n. A staff used to test
horizontal or vertical spindle (opei-ate.l hy suitjihle belt- .i,,, fjotnp'iti of the fnco nf n. millstonfi
inji or K-i;iriiii-) to which some fonu of r.-volviMK cutter,

^"« "atuess oiine lace 01 a miiigione.
_

called -.1. iinlling-cull^r, nmy be attached. Beneath the millStOne-nOlSt (mil ston-hoist), n. A hoist-
spmdlc is a feed-table to wliich_the piece of metal t<> be iug-screw or -jack for lifting and handling miminy-piminy (mim"i-ni-pim'i-ni)

millstones, ^. ... _ ._

certain predaceous and parasitic insecta to the insects
on which they prey. Examples are abundant in the
tropics, where certain spiders mimic the ants on which
they prey. Volucella and I'sitluirus mimic the bees
on which their larva! feed.— Bateslan mimicry. See
*Ba(e«ian,— Miillerlan mimicry, synaposematic re-
semblance. See "^resemblance.

Same as *rollcr-

milled or machiiie<l is fixed. The action of the machine
is a combination of the revolution of the cutter and the —.jii -vi« c™;l'ts,?>,l\ „
movement of the feed-table which pushes the work "llll-taDie (mil ta Di;, n,

against it. The serrations or teeth of the cutter chip or t'l'ne.

cut off minute shaviiiKSof metal asthe work passes under mill-WOlked (mil'wferkt), ». a. Same as *mill-
it Since the cuttere have a Kreat variety of forms the dressed
machine is adapted to a wide ranite of work. Such ma- _.i , '-n-\ r-rr •• j a -i

chines are. livi,le<l intotwoclasses. th.«ehavin(rhorif.ontaI ™ll0 V^^ '°)) " [Hawaiian and Hamoan milo
and th..4.- hivintr vertical spin. lies. .See *milliiigctitter. = Talutian, Mangarevan, etc., miro, name of
—Universal mllUng-maclilne, a millinK-machine fitted - . _ -

. _.
with l.-nu-iliiilinal, cr..-..*. and revolving feeds, in which
bori*itr. .Irillititr. Kear-cnttiiiK, milling, etc., can be done
by rotatiiii.' cutters ut mills.

- - . . » ., "• and
n. [Arbitrary and imitative.] Absurdly pre-
cise, delicate, or over-refined ; finicking; nim-
iny-piminy; also, something that exhibits
these traits.

She went and dropped her curtsey at the parlour door,
and in a viiminy piminy voice said she was come to
make her submission, a»d would he forgive her, and
give her another trial? C. Ileade, Hard Cash, xxx.

milling-saw (mil'ing-sa), n. A milling-cutter
resembling a large circular saw used in cut-
ting hot or cold metals. Hot iron is cut at a
high ..ind cold iron at a low speed.
milliograph (miri-o-grif), n. Same as *mil-
h'Otirdjtlt

.

millionairedom (mil-yon-ar'dum), n. Million-
aires collectively; the state of being a million-
aire; millionairism.

millionairism (mil-yon-Sr'izm), n
of being a millionaire.

several trees.] In Polynesia, Thespesia popul-
nea, a widely spread tropical tree belonging
to the mallow family, with broadly ovate,
entire, pointed leaves, and showy yellow hollv-

hock-like flowers which change to a purplish-
pink color on withering. The heart-wood, mimoceracone (mim-o-ser'a-kon^, n

It is a tortuous, tottering, wriggling, fldgetty translation
of every thing from the viilgar tongua into all the tanta-
lizing, teasing, tripping, lisping vti^nminee-pimminee of
the highest brilliancy and fashion of poetical diction.

Hazlitt. English Poets, viii.

[Mimo-
which is hard, smooth-grained, and durable,
is used by the Hawaiians for making bowls,
or 'calabashes,' for holding poi. The Samoans
use it in boat-building. Also called Poly-
nesian rosewood. See Thespesia (with cut)
and *batialo.

The state milpa (mirpii), «. [Mex. Sp., < Nahuatl mil-

pan, in the country; «J(W, a cultivated field.] mimoceran (mi-mos'e-ran), a. [Mimoceras

cerus, a genus of cephalopods, + Gr. Kui'of, a
cone.] A cone or shell like that of the cephal-
opod genus Mimoceras, that is, loosely coiled
in a spiral and straight for a short distance
at the initial end : an elementary expression
in the development of genera of the Ammon-
oidea.

Your millionaire, for example,—and million 'irinn Is
irettint' ^.. (..min..n as to be almost vulgar,—your million-

1. Among the ancient Aztecs, a garden-bed
assigned out of the communal land to a par-

-I- -an.] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the genus Mimoceras.



Mimoceras 812 minimifidian

Mimoceras (mi-mos'e-ras), u. [NL., < 6r.

fiifoc, imitator, + xfpiac," horn.] A genus of objects conveyed to the brain by functionally

ammonoid cephal- sound organs of vision.

opods regarded mind-CUlist (nnnd'kiu'"ist), n. One who be-

as of extremely lievcs in mind-cure; one who holds the doc-

primitive char-

acter. Its shell

is coiled in a spiral

and the initial
Lower DeTonian ; Wis&eubach, Nas- ^Jiorl is free from

.1, natural cast: *, nepionic indi- the Bext, It IS Of
Tiduai enlarged. Lower Devoiuan
vFroin Ziltel s r.ilaeontologv. )

age.

mimography (mi-mog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. fii/Joc, a
mimic, + -ypa^ia, < jpa<feii; write.] 1. The
art of writing gesture-language by means of mind-deafness (mind'defnes),
conventional pictorial symbols: designed for tncntcd *(lc(ifiicfs.

recording the gestures used by the deaf and jnindlessness (mind'les-nes), n
dumb, or of primitive tribes that use gesture

language.—2. Writing which consists of sym-
bols that represent gesture-language.

mimophyre (mim'o-fir), «. [Gr. /ii/Mf, a mimic,
+ E. {por)ph!/r{y'j.1 In petrog., a name sug-

gested by Br'ongniart (1813) for porphyritic

volcanic tuffs, and for porphyritic meta-
morphic rocks which resemble porphyries or

porphyroids.
Mimosa, ». 3. [/. c] Same as thiazol *yeUmB.

mimosaceous (mi-mo-sa'shius), a. Belonging
to the plant family Mimosacem ; resembling or
having the chai-acters of the mimosa.
Mimosella (mi-mo-sers), n. [NL., < Mimosa
+ dim. -cUa.] The typical genus of the family
MiinoseUidx. Hincls, 1851.

MimosellidaB (mi-mo-sel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Mimosella + -idse.~\ A family of ctenostomat-
oMS gymnolsematous polyzoans, having the
movable deciduous zooecia contracted below,
with an aperture on the ventral side. It con-
tains the single genus Mimosella.

mimosis (mi-mo'sis), n. [NL., < luiioq, a mimic,
-t- -osis.'] Same as mimesis.

mimotannic (mi-mo-tan'ik), a. [m.imo(sa) +
tannic] Pertaining to the tannin derived
from the mimosa Mimotannic acid, a variety of

tannic acid found in mimosa, acacia, and similar species

of pla>its.

mimsey (mim'zi), a. Imim, a. Cf. flimsy.]

Prim
;
prudish ; contemptible. Eng. Dial. Diet.

mimsy (mim'zi), a. [A nonsense-formation,
< mi{serable) + {fli)msy.'\ Miserable and
flimsy: a *blend-word, or *brunch-word
(which see). Lewis Carroll, Through the Look-
ing-glass, p. 128.

Min. An abbreviation of minister.

Mina» (mi'nii), n. [NL. (Cervantes, 1824),

named inhonbrof Francisco Javier Jf«»a (1789-

1817), a Spanish soldier, killed in Mexico.] A
genus of plants of the family Convolvulacese,

closely related to /poOTffiO and Quamoclit. Mina
lobata of the gardens, a native of Mexico, is a

twining herb with cordate 3-lobed leaves and
small flowers in seorpioid clusters, the bag-
shaped corolla of which is a rich crimson when
it first opens, but changes to yellow.

minacciando (mi-nat-che-an'do), a. [It., ppr.

to recognize the visual impressions of external mineralize, t'. /. 2. To impregnate with min-
eral substances, as metallic salts: thus, the
water of a particular spring may lie spoken of

as more or less strongly mineralized.— 3. In
mining, to introduce, in solution or otherwise,
a new mineral or ore into (surroundings wliere
it did not previously exist, as, for example, into
a fissure or into shattered or porous rook).

The rock is then said to be mineralized.

On the other hand, it is certainly most remarkable that
so little aurifeitms (quartz has been fonnd ; at tlie time of
my visit Iiiiiulreds tjf quartz claims had been staked, but
very few had been shown to contain any ^^'-lUi whatever

;

neither do the quartz boulders of the \Vhit« Channel ap-
pear to be auriferous, or even tnincralized.

Pop. Set. Mu., July, 19IH, p. 235.

Mineralizing agent, in petrog., a volatile substance,
such as water vapor, chlorin, fluorin, or ixjiic acid, which,
while not actually entering into the comi>osition of a
given mineral, facilitates its crystallization. It is believed
by some petrographei-s, especially the French, that miner-
alizing agents are necessary to the crjstallization of the
highly Bilicious rocks, sucli as granite. The exact role
played by the substances in question is not as yet under-
stood.

mineralizer, K. 2. In pe^rojr., a dissolved gas
in an igneous magma which promotes crystal-
lization, or leads to the production of partic-

ular minerals which contain the elements of

the gas, such as boron, chlorin, fluorin, hydro-
gen. Compare *erysiaUizer, 2.

mine-run (min'run), n. The entire unscreened
output of a coal-mine.

trine that mental influence is the only or the
chief cure for bodily ills.

A clear and adequate reason may be given to explain
why that psychophysiological transfonnation and the ad-
vent of Faith should be conditioned, or at least greatly
facilitated, by self-surrender tmderstood in the sense of a
relaxation of the deeper, the unconscious, will—that kind
of giving up, of relaxation, which the Mtnd-Curist, the
Christian Scientist aiul the Hypnotizer, wisely attempt to
bring alwutin their subjects by way of preparation.
Amer. Jour. liclitj. Psychol, and Education, May, 1904,

[p. 80.

n. Same as

The condi-
tion of being devoid of mind or intelligence

;

absence of mind.
God created the world. The question between faith

and science even now is not whether the universe was
created by Mind. If it requires Mind to construe the uni-
verse, coilld inindtenmieKs have constructed it?

W. Alexander, Primary Convictions, v. 12.

mine^, U. 1, Speclilcally, in Seotch inining : (a) The
underground works of a colliery or metalliferous working.
(b) A drift or roadway from the surface, either level or on
the slope of the seam, (c) A mine passage in rock : usu-
ally qtialifled, as stone-mine, cross-cut mine, etc.—Back-
setmlne. Han irt)aclc-mine.—Buoyant mine. See *•?//;-

vtarine -ttmine.—Contact mine. See tiutmtarine iemine.

-Dormant mine. See sudmarine iemine.—^lectrO'
contact mine. See sulymarim •ininf.— Floating minervite (mi-ner'vit), w. [Minerve (see Aef.)
mine,anexplosivemiiiethatfloat8onornearthesurfaceof + -ite^.~\ A hydrous aluminium phosphate
the water.-Observa.tlon mine. See sKimaWnc*,,,,,!^. which occurs in soft plastic masses in the— Small mine, the dust and small fragments of iron ore ,, i* j -»• n ,« au » i -ci

leftfrora calcining iron ore in Staffordshire, England. See t.rotte de Mmerve, Valley of the Aude, France.
mine2, a—Submarine mine, in naval warfare, a large mine-tin (min'tin), ». Tin ore or tinstone ex-
charge of explosive in a water-tight casing placed under tracted directly from the solid rock: opposed
water at such a depth that, by its explosion, it may sink *

• -- .^^ ..

or seriously damage a vessel passing in its vicinity. Such
mines are of two principal classes : contuct mines, de-
signed to explode by contact with the vessel ; and ob.

servation intnes, designed to explode, at the will of an
operator on shore, by the closing of an electric circuit con-
nected to the mine when he observes an enemy's vessel

passing over it. An electro-contact inine is controlled by

to Stream-tin, which is obtained by washing the
gravel and sand of the beds of streams.
mingles (ming'glz), n. pi. In mining, iron
frames or standards carrying the pillow-blocks
of pit-head pulleys. Also maider.s. Barrow-
man. [Scotch.]

anelectriccircuitby which its condition can be tested and mingO^ (ming' go), ?l. [Origin obscure.] A
by which it can be made temporarily inoperative for the n^me of various fishes of the family Mona-
passage of friendly vessels. Muies are also distmguished *j 7 » * j, *

as ijround-mineg, which rest on the bottom : and buoyant CflHWilrta?.— Long mUlgp, a common liame of AlvUra
mines, which are anchored to the bottom but remain sua- punctata, a flsh of the family Munacanthtdx, known from

pended in the water below its surface by their buoyancy, the West Indies to Brazil.

Dormant mines are contact mines which are ordinarily mingO^ (ming'go), n. [A variant of mungo^.'}
held down to the bottom, but which can be released at j^ Mnd of shoddy with short fibers. Encyc.

Brit., I. 176.
the will of an operator on shore, and then become buoyant
mines. Submarine mines are airanged systematically in
groups in harbors and channels, and such a group is Ming POrCClain.
called a mine-^rfrf.—Submerged mine,
tact mine (which see, under *mt«c3),

mine-car (min'kiir), n. A small car used in

mines for bringing ore or coal to the surface.

mine-dust (min'dust), n. Screenings of cal-

cined ironstone. [Scotch.]

mine-field (min'feld), n. A body of navigable
water in which submarine mines are anchored
for the purpose of preventing an enemy's ships
from entering a channel, harbor, or roadstead;
also, the group of mines itself. The mines may

See *porcelain'^.

oi minacciare, menace: see menace, v.] In mine-master (min'mas"ter), «. 1. One who

Same as con- mj^^a (min'ba, min'cha), n. [Heb., a present,

an offering.] The second of the three daily

services in the Jewish liturgy ; the afternoon
prayer.

minhag (min'hag), n. : pi. minhagim (min-ha'-

gem). [Heb., < nahag, drive, go along the
road, behave.] Conduct; usage; custom:
applied to religious practices and customs
which, though not based upon scriptural in-

junctions, have come to be considered binding.
be so arranged that they can be exploded from a statioii miniaceoUS (min-i-a'shius), a. [L. miniaceus,
on shore or may be contiict mines which explode on being - " ,...,„
struck by a vessel. The mines are charged with guncot-
ton or some other very powerful explosive. See sub-
marine -kmine.

music, threatening : noting passages to be so

rendered. Also minaccioso.

minaccioso (mi-nat-ehe-6's6), a. [It., < minac-

cio, a menace : see menace, w.] In«iM*(c, same
as *minacciando.

minage (mf-nazh'), n. [F. and OF. minage, <

mine, a measure of grain, < L. hemina, < Gr.

Tjiilva, a Sicilian measure.] In French use,

formerly: (a) Themeasurementof grain by the

'mine' (a measure somewhat less than two
bushels). (6) The selling of grain by the

'mine.' (c) A tax exacted from the tenant

by his lord upon the amount of grain produced,
(f/) A tribute paid upon grain. Kidd, Social

Evolution, p. 222, note.

minah (mi'na), n. [E. lud.] In the peninsula
of India, a stambha, especially one built of

masonry. Compare lat^.

minargent, «. 2. A trade-name of several

alloys intended for ornamental use. One of

them consists of copper alloyed with nickel,

aluminium, and tungsten.

minchiate (min-ki-il'ta), n. [It., pi.] A card-

game chiefly played in Tuscany, a modifica-

tion of tarot ; also, as plural (the original use),

the cards used in the game. A'. E. I).

mind^, « social mind, the concurrent feeling, agree-

ing thought, and concerted volition of two or more in-

dividual minds. Giddimjs, Prin. of Sociol., p. l:i2.

mind-blindness (mind'blind"nes), n. Inability

is charged with the laying of military mines,
—2. The superintendent of a mine.
mine-pig (mln'pig), ». Pig-iron made from
mine or ore, as distinguished from cinder-pig.
.V. E. D.

miner, ". 1. The term is sometimes limited to one
who mines for minerals (jther than coal, a coal-miner
being ciUled a cntiler in Cleat F.ritain. -Miners' anemia.
See *nn«)it.(i.—Miners' asthma, lung, phthisis.
Same as ff«'Arar-oKj>.— Miners* disease. Same as *<//(-

r'//*wff/jHmx/x.—Miners' elbow, horn. See -keUunc,

Aorit.— Miners' nystagmus. See iij/KfnaMw.— Min-
ers' right. See*iv////.— Miners' worm. See*H'orm.
-Miners* worm disease. See kancytostomiasis.

mineral. I. »'. 3. In inining, ore.--Bathgate
mineral. Same as Boifhead coal.— Contact mineral, a
niineral characteristically developed along the contjict of

an igneous intrusion and its walls, such as vesnvianite
and garnet in limest^mes, andalusite in slates.— Critical
mineral, in petroy., in the quantitative classification of

igneous rf»cks, an abnonnative mineral present in a rock
in notable amount, that is, in sufficient amount U^ render
the mode of the rock *abnoi-mative (wliich sec).— Green
mineral, malachite.— Orange mineral, an oxid of

lead, of a bright orange color, wliich luis the chemical
fonnula Pb;}(>4. It has the same chemical composition
as red lead.'bnt is finer in texture and more brilliant in

color. It is made by oxidizing white lead in a reverber-

atory furnace, while red lead is made by oxidizing metal-
lic lead in a similar way.

n. a.— Mineral Jelly.ahydrocarbon obtained in the
distillation of cruile iictroleum.

The mineral jelly is a hydrocarbon having the formula

cinnabar-red. ^ee minium &11A miniate.'] Ver-
milion in color ; miniate. i>flHO, Zooph., p. 643.

miniator (min'i-a-tor), M. \_miniate, r. t.] One
who miniates or paints with vermilion, as a
manuscript; an illuminator ; a miniaturist.

minification (min-i-fi-kS'shon), H. [minify

(-tic-) + -ation.] The act or result of minify-

ing ; reduction in size : opposed to magnifica-
tion.

In the instrument upon the table the eye-piece has a
magnifying power of 10— that is to say, a magnifying
power which exactly balances the ten-fold minijication

before spoken of.

Jour. Jioy. Micros. Soc., June. 1904, p. 2S1.

minimal, ". 2. Relating to the minimus or

fifth digit of the hind foot.

The membrane attached to the ankle ... is disposed

to cross it by an oblique, raised fold and be secured to

the minimal, i. e. little t+)e side.

//. Allen, Bats of North America, p. 2.

Minimal basis, in Kronecter's method of treating

the theory of functions, a basis from which all possible

factors have been removed s<i as to reduce it t*) its lowest

possible order.—Minimal surface. See mr/ace.

Green minimetric (min-i-met'rik), a. [mini{m) +
Gr. fierpav. measure, -I- -ic] In analyf. chem.,

relating to, or obtained by means of, the mea-
surement of minims, as by counting the num-
ber of drops required to complete a reaction.

On the estimation of carbon monoxide and carbonic

acid in vitiated air, by M. Ferdinand .lean. An applica-

tion of the minimetric niethiHl to the examination of air,

requiring no skilled manipulation in its use.

Mature, Nov. 13, 1902, p. 47.

CinH24, and is obtained by the fracti.mal distillation of
Tuinimifidjan (min''i-mi-fid'i-an), a. and n.

crude petroleum oil at a temperature of over 200" C. mmiiuiuuiau \^
i v:j„„ *.;;tK t l?.„l,iV>;f

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 23. [L. mintmus, least, -1- fides, faith.] txhibit-



minimifidian

ing or requiring the smallest degree of faith

:

one who has the least faith. [Rare.]
And as we agree in the opinion that the Minimi-Mian

party err grievously in the latter point, so I must con-
eede to you, that ttw many Piedivhaptists (assertors of
Infant Baptism) have erred, thouuh less grossly in the
former. Coleridge, Aids to Reflection, p. 284.

mlnimism (min'i-mizm), H. [L. mimm(us),
least, + -i,«»i.] In tlieol., the disposition to
minimize the implications of an accepted dog- ^^rlyma; the minimizing view of what is involved j. Evan/<. in'iian Nov
in a dogma, especially that of papal infallibil- See *pottery.

ity. X E. D. TOir.«» T

The doctrine of Minimi»m, adopted by Xewman from
Bishop Fessler . . . gives liberty to the theologian to e.\-
amine whether the Papal decree on any given point is or
is not infallible.

WUliam Patnwr, Xarr. Events, Suppl., iv. 278. A'. B. D.

mining-case (rai'ning-kas), n. A frame in a
^.'allery or shaft, made with four planks.

mining-engine (mi'ning-en''jui), «. i. a
man-engine.— 2. Any engine used about a
mine, as a hoisting-engine or mine-locomotive.
mining-locomotive (mi'ning- 16 -ko -m6"tiv),
«. A small locomotive, built very low,
usually operated by compressed air or elec-
tricity, and used for hauling cars in under-
ground passages and mines.
mining-machine (mi'ning-ma-shen''), n. A
channck-r : a machine for cutting coal. -jiv "•" ^^^^.o.

mining-piece (rai'ning-pes*),«. A coin struck -"iinorcan (mi-nor'kan), n. and n. I. a.

from gold, silver, or copper ore worked in
or nertaunno' to lVf,„,>,.„o „„„ „f ,

France. Germany, Russia, and Sweden. W.
C. Ha:Utt.
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of the periods of Minoan culture in Crete, from the close
of the Neolithic to the early Iron age. To the period as awhole It IS proposed definitely to attach the name Minoan
as indicating the probable duration of successive dynas-
ties of pnest-kings, the tradition of which has taken abid-ing fonu m the name of Minos. It is proposed to divide
this mnoan era into three main periods, early, middle
and late, each with a first, second, and third subperiod.

Nature, Oct. «, 190J, p. 6()3.

Minoan period, that period of Cretan history and cul-
ture which extended from the close of the Neolithic to the
early iron age, or from about 3500 B.C. to 1100 B o A.r p,.„„. i„ x,„., V-.... 19^ p 172.- Minoan pottery!

°^p°?. I. "--Minor arc, the arc on the opposite
side of Its chord from the center of the circle.

n. ".—Complementary minor. Same as compje-mentary determinant (which see, under determinant)
minorat (mi-no-rii'), K. [F., < NL. mhioratus,
< li. minor, younger.] The custom that pre-
vailed in some European countries, and still
survives in some parts of Germany and Aus-
tria, by which the youngest rather than the
eldest possible heir had the succession.
Compare majorat. Similar to borough-Ennlish
(which see).

Minorca (mi-n6r'ka), n. [From the island of
;^"'0''<"«-] A breed of domesticated fowls of
the Mediterranean class, somewhat similar to
the Leghorns, but longer-bodied and heavier.
They are good table fowls, lay the year around,
and are non-sitters.

:-.-.-—---.-""''"•"•'"'"• I- "• Of
or pertaining to Minorca, one of the Balearic
islands.

II. H. An inhabitant of the island of Mi-
norcamining-pump (mi'ning-pump), «. a pump M,""""'!}! A v., .

adapted for taking water from deep mines „,• '^^^^- An abbreviation of Minister
Minion chapel. See *chapel. Plcn,n,,t,niiary.

ministrer (min'is-tr6r), n. One who ministers ,
°- "®^- ^^ abbreviation of Minister Besi-

or serves. -V. E. D.
ur''"-r'

miniak, «. See *minyal: M- Inst. C. E. An abbreviation of Member of
mini-frog (mingk'frog), n. A small spotted "!^' ^"''"''''e "f '-'"•'l f^'if/ineers.

frog, Jidiia septentrionalis, of eastern North I'Unst^r-houseCmin'st^r-hous), ji. The official

America: so called from its peculiar odor.
residence of the canons of a eatheHrBl .«//,«,»

minkle (ming'kl), n. [An arbitrarj- modifica
tion of minnow.] A minnow. [Rare.]
The hum-bird shook his sun-touched wings around.

The blueflnchcaroUd in the still retreat

;

The antic squirrel capered on the ground
Where lichens made a carpet for his feet

:

Through the transparent waves, the ruddy minkle
Shot up in glimmering sparks his red fin's tiny twinkle.

J. It, Drake, Bronx, st. 4.

Minn. An abbreviation of Minnesota.
minnie-bnsh (min'i-bdsh), n. A shrub, Men-
ziesin jiilosa, of the heatli family, found in
mountain woods from Pennsylvania to Georgia.
It bears elliptical or obovate leaves, and
greenish-purple urn-shaped flowers in terminal
drooping umbels.
minnow, «. 3. A name sometimes given to a
very small fish of New Zealand, Galaxias at-
tenttatus, of the family Galaj-idie. Also called
whitebait. The Maori name is inaiiga. E.
E. Jfrtrrw, Austral English.-Eaatemmnd-mln-
now, ( mhra pyinmrn ut Atlantji- io;ist»i»e streams of
the I nited .States. -Leather-sided minnow, (t) Leu-
CUKUt (Uiriie^A the (ireat l!:i.«iM of I'tah. {ti) .See leather

"ive minnow, /''»;i*/t//u« r

• - oray minnows, species ^ gi^,.,.„
Cypnnodon, small (Islii-s f.Miiid in brackish water* of
America.—Sheepshead minnow, Cyprinodon variega-

Stand.residence of the canons of a cathedral.
Diet.

M. Inst. M. E. An abbreviation (a) of Mem-
ber or the Institute of Mechanical Engineers;
(b) of Member of the Institute of Mining Entii-
nerrs.

minti, "---Keeperoftlieexcliangeandmlnt. .Same
as matter of the mint (which see, under mintl).

mint^, »!.— Apple mint. See oppfe-minr.- Balm-
mint, (a) See balm. 7. (I,) The crisped or curled mint
Mentha cri«/xi.— Brandy-mint, peppennint— Brown
mint, spearmint.— Cr0S8-mlnt, the crisped or ciiikd
mint— Field-mint, (eri The coni-mint. (h) The cat-
mint nr catnip, Xepeta Codin'a.— Fish-mint la) The
water-mint, Mentha aquatica. (b) The horsemint, .V
longt/otta. (c) The bcrganiot-minf, .V. citrata.—Lamb-
mlnt (a) Peppermint. (I,) Spearmint— Mountain
mint, (a) .See mountain-mint, (b) The Oswego tea,
Monarda didi/ma. (e) The wixjil-calamint, Clinopodium
Cn/amiiifAa.-Ronnd-leaved mint. Same as round-
Uared hortemint.—VfOOUy mint, Mentha ataperuroideg
a white-wix)lly, leafy-atcmuK-d perennial of the Old World,
naturalized in the United States.

mintage, «. 4. A coin bearing the initial of
a particular mint: thus the San Francisco
mint is represented by a small S on the re-

"a^.—Mangrove minnow, Fundnlut bennuda of the . . .

'

Bermudas.— Pursy minnows, species of the genus minting-null (nun'ting-mil), n. A press suit-
nnudon. small (Isliis f.Mliid in brackish waters of able for i-iiiiiiiKr • iioo.l ir. .»>i.,«o « «;„l.„ :_.

Sheepshead MiiiTir.w - ^f
(From BulletiD 47. V. . Nat, Mus«um.)

tut, a pcecilioid flsh found In brackish water from Cape
Cod to the Rio I iranrie.silver-slded minnow, Z.«Kcr»-
C1U hydro]ihl,,x. a (.-ypriiioid llsli f.uiMd in the Salt Lake
b««in.— Spot-tailed minnow, tlie spawn-eater, Xotropis
hudtomoj,. -Star-headed minnow, Fundulut nottu, a
pa3cilioid llsh inhabiting swaniiw and streams In Honda
and the neight>orii)g States.

Minoan (mi-no'an), a. [6r. Maoof, of Minos (<
Miiur, Minos),+ -OH.] Of or pertaining to
Minos, the traditional monarch and lawgiver
of Crete, and especially to the palace of Mino.s. mg; mmjak- ; <, Malay mmyak; JJyak minyak,
a prehistoric edifice on the site of ancient oil, balsam, resin.] Oil, fat, or resin: a
Cnosus, in ("rete. the exeavation of which was Malayan word used in several phrase-names
beinin bv Arthur.! F,ru.,= ir, lonn in different dialects, as minyak lagam, a bal-

sam or oleoresin obtained from an unknown
tree in Sumatra, and resembling gurjun bal-

able for coining : used' in mints to make coins
from bullion bars or blanks.
minuscnlar (mi-nus'ku-lSr), a. Pertaining to,
or of the nature of, a nimuscule ; written in
minuscules.
Alpha . . . .Sometimes the two letters, of which the u

Is almost always of that uncial form which resembles the
mintiJicular, are hung by chains from the arms of the
<='"'«•'' Schttf-Herzoff, Relig. Encyc. L
minute^, n. 2. (b) in aeom. : (2) The sixtieth part of a
degree of a perig..n.—Centesimal minute. .Sec cen-
teitinuil dieinun. under cmtrximnl.- Decimal minute
See *d<ci»Mi<.—Horse-power minute, one si.xtieth of
a horse-power hour.—Metric horse-power mlnnte,
one metric horse-power exerted for one minute ; one six-
tieth of a metric horse-power hour.—Mlnnte Of the
equator, the sixtieth part of a degree of longitude mea-
sured on the parallel of the iM|nat<ir : tin- maximum value
of a minute of longitude.— Sidereal minute. See tide-
real -kHeeond.

Minyadidae (min-i-ad'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Minyas (-ad-) + -id/e.'] A family of actinarian
zoantharians which have the pedal disk trans-
formed into an apparatus for floating. It in-
cludes the genera Minyas, Dactyloniinyas,
Acerominyas, and PhyUominyas.
minyak (min'yiik). n. [Also (in G. or D. spell-
ing) minjak; < Malay minyak, Dyak minyak,

miramoiin
samin character; minyak-tengkawang, a solid
vegetable fat (also known as Borneo tallow)
obtained from the fruit of various species of
Boijea m Borneo and Sumatra, and used in
soap- and candle-making.
minyan (men'yan), n.

; pi. minyanim (men-ya'-
uem). [Heb., < manah, count, reckon.] In
Jewish use, count; number; specifically, the
number of ten males above thirteen years
of age required for pubUc worship and other
religious practices in the synagogue.
Minyas (min'i-as), n. [NL.,< Gr. MiWac a race
of nobles at Orchomenos.] The typical genus
of the tamily Minyadidie. Cuvier.
Minytrema (mi-nit're-ma), n. [NL., < Gr
fcix, small, + Tpjj/ia, iiole.] A genus of
suckers found from the Great Lake region to
^orth Carolina and west to Texas.

Mioclsenidae (mi-o-kle'ni-de), «. ^?. [NL.] A
family of small 'ungulate mammals, of the
suborder Condylarthra, containing a few
species from the Lower Eocene of NewMexico.
Osborn and Earle, 1895.

miogyrous (mi-o-jl'ms), a. [Gr. fieiuv, less, -I-

yvpo^. See gyre.'] In bot., roUed inward a
little. Jackson, Gloss.

MioUthic (mi-o-lith'ik), a. [Gr. iidm, lesser,
+ /'%, stone, -t- -ic] Relating or pertaining
to the period intermediate between the Paleo-
lithic and the Neolithic.
Miona bug. See *6h(/2.

miophone (mi'o-fon), n. [Gr. /leiuv, less, +
cjiuivri, sound.] A microphonic instrument for
the medical testing of the muscles. Houston.
Elect. Diet., p. 426.

'

Miopliocene (mi-o-pli'6-sen), n. [Gr. ficiav,
lesser, -t- E. pliocene.'] In geol., a term at one
time applied to the Bolderian and Anversian
divisions of the Tertiary system in Belgium,
the fauna of which was supposed to indicate
a mmghng of Miocene and Pliocene forms.

miosis, «. (c) In c!/(o<., the reduction-process in organ-
isms, including niitapsi8(or synapsis) and the subsequent
heterotypic and homotypic divisions. This process re-
sulte in reducing to one half the number of chromosomes
in the nuclei. Farmer and Moore. Improperly spelled
?»mio»i«. (d) Used by error or substitution for myoris.
miotherm (mi'o-therm), n. [Gr. /jeiuv, less,
+ Oep/iT/, heat.] A plant which inhabits cool
temperate regions.
miotic (mi-ot'ik), a. [miosis (miot-) + -ic]
Noting or characterizing the stage in the life-
history of an organism at which miosis or re-
duction occurs. Farmer and Moore.

miquelet (mik'e-let), n. [F. miquelet, < Sp
miquelete, < Miquelot, a bandit chief.] In
Spanish hist. : (a) A member of a body of
Catalonian banditti who infested the Pyrenees
in the 17th century, (b) A Spanish guerrilla
soldier in the Peninsular War; also one of a
corps of irregulars employed by Napoleon in
1808 against the Spaniards, (c) In modern
Spain, the designation of the soldiers of cer-
tain local regiments of infantry, chiefly em-
ployed on escort duties. JV. E. D.

Black Camisard and White Camisard, militiaman and
Miquelet and dragoon, Protestant prophet and Catholic
'*adet "***'" ^viii*Q (^....no 41...... i.-j „ii 1 _.,._,_. .

begun by Arthur 3 . Evans in 1900.

Dr. Arthur Evans, F.R.S.. explained his preliminary
«cheme for the cUMiflcatioii and approximate chronology

—
.J—^. „..,.«, ..,^.^,,, ii...^D,.ni,i, pi^jmeL aiiu v_-atiloilc

cadet of the White Cross, they had all been sabring and
shooting.

It. L. Stevenson, Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes,

I p. 236.

mirabelle (mir-a-bel'), n. [F.] A plum, the
fruit of Prunus armenoides. The Corsican
mirabelle is the fruit of Physalis alkekengi.
Syd. Soc. Lex.

miracidium (mi-ra-sid'i-um), n.
;

pi.
miracidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. fieipa-
kUcov, a little boy, dim. of /ietpoKcov, a
boy (pe'tpa^, a girl).] The free-swim-
ming larva of the liver-fluke. The
body is ciliated and the larva swims
about seeking for a definite mollusk,
its future host, into which it bores
its way by means of the snout, which,
in certain species, is armed with a
stylet.

The embryo . . ., which is designated a
miracidium., is somewhat elongated in form,
with a conical tip, and sometimes also a sharp
boring spine at the anterir)r end.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. SOS.

Miraculous berry. See *berryi.
miramoiin (mi-ram'o-lin), «. [Sp. mirama-
moliii, a corruption of Ar. amiru'l mumimn,
' Commander of the Faithful.'] The Emperor
of Morocco. [Obsolete or archaic]

Surely that grape-juice, bubbling at the stalk,
Is some gray scorching Saracenic wine
The Kaiser quaffs with the Miramoline.

Browning, Sordello, iii. 212.

magnitied



mire-blob

mire-blob (mir'blob), h. The marsh-marigold,
Ciiltlia paltustris. Also May-blob, horse-blob,

tcater-blob.

miric (mir'ik), a. lm{agnfsium) + ir{on) +
-if.'] lu petrog., in the quantitative classifi-

cation of igneous rocks (see *rocii), a term
iniieating that a rock magma is characterized
by the presence of magnesia and ferrous oxid.

mirid (mir'id), n. and a. I. n. A member of

the heteropterous family Miridx.
n. a. Having the characters of or 'belong-

ing to the family Miridse.
mirlTri (me-re-ke'), «• [Tupi mirikl, muriki.']

A woolly monkey, Eriodes arachnoides, of

eastern Brazil, having the thumb absent or
imperfectly developed.

mirlic (m^r'lik), a. lm{agnesia), + ir(on) +
l{ime) + -t'c] In petrog., in the quantitative

classification of igneous rocks (see *rocl:^), a
term indicating that a rock magma is charac-

terized by the presence of magnesia, ferrous

oxid, and lime.

mirliton (mer-le-ton'),n. [F.; origin obscure.]

1. A kind of toy flute. See kazoo.— 2. The
chayote, Chayota edulis. [Louisiana.]

mimyonf: (mem'yong), n. [Also mirrnyong

;

aboriginal Australian.] A shell-mound or

shell-heap of the natives of Australia and
Tasmania. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Australia : numerous mirrnyovfjs (ash-heaps, shell-

mounds, &C.) mainly confined to the eastern and southern
regions. Keaiie, Ethnology, p. 94.

miro^ (me'ro), n. [Maori miro.'] A bird of the

genus Miro, two or three species of which are

found on Chatham Island and in New Zealand,
where they are called robins. Also called

niiro-miro.

mirobia (mf-ro'bi-a), «. The local name in

the harbor of Valetta, Malta, for an oscilla-

tion with a period of 20 minutes and an am-
plitude of 14 meters : probably a tidal seiche
controlled by the average depth of the Medi-
terranean Sea off the harbor.

miro^aph (mir'o-"^af), n. [Irreg. < L. mirari,

admire, + Gr. ypa(peiv, write.] In phoiog., a
form of cinematograph in which the intermit-

tent movement of the film is effected by means
of a disk provided with an eccentric flange

which engages a notch in the film. Rotation
of the disk is secured by a crank and gearing.

mirror, « Achromatic mirror stereoscope. See
*«(ereo8<;o/)«.— Dentists' mirror^ a small looking-ghass

with a long handle for insertion into a patients mouth
in the examination of the teeth.— Fresnel'a mirrors,
mirrors for the production of interference of light by
reflection. The usual arrangement consists of two plane
mirrors, set at an angle with each other slightly less than
180°, which reflect overlapping beams of light to a screen

with such difference of path as to give interference

fringes. Three mirrors, known as Fresnel's three mirrors^

are also used.— Laryngeal mirror, in phonetics, a small

circular mirror set upon a light wtxKlen handle, used for

observation of tlie larj'nx during action of the vocal cords.
—Lloyd's single mirror, a min-or of polished metal, or

. of black glass, for displaying interference bands by the
mutual action of direct and reflected light The light is
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the presence or absence of seeds within the
glumes.
mirror-fork (mir'or-f6rk), n. A tuning-fork
having a small mirror attached to one or both
of the tines, used for the observation or pro-

Lloyd's Single Mirror.

^, direct light; ^, reflected light : .1/, plane of mirror

;

P. interference band,

(From Preston's "Theory of Light." )

reflected at a nearly grazing incidence. T. Preston, Theory
of Liglit, p. 122.— Mercury mirror, (fl) A level surface

of mercury : used aa a mirror in astronomical obser-

vations. \h) A glass backed with an amalgam of tin or

silver.—Revolvliig mirror, a device extensively used in

the study at periodic plienomena of high frequency, such
as the oscillations of an electric spark, the fluctuations in

brightness of an alteniating-current arc, or the changes
of pressure at the node of a set of standing sound-waves.

It consists of a plane mirror or symmetrically arranged set

of such mirrors capable of revolving about a central axis

parallel to the faces of the mirrors. Tlie method depends
upon persistence of vision.— Riidorflf mirrors, two small
mirrors placed on either side of the screen in the sight-

box of a photometer, at an angle to each other of 120-140°,

and presenting the two sides of the screen simultaneously
to the eye. Erroneously attributed to Riidorff.

Dlirror-barometer (rair"or-ba-rom'e-t6r), n.

A mercurial barometer with a small mirror
which is moved by the mercury and indicates

the height of the column by reflected light.

mirror-box (mir'or-boks), n. A device used
in testing many grass seeds, consisting of a
box open on one side and fitted with an ad-

justable mirror wliich throws the light upward
through a pane of glass upon which the seeds

are placed. This makes it possible to discern

Mirror-fork and manometric flame.

jection of Lissajous's curves, for the observa-
tion of the flame of a manometric capsule,
etc. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 270.

mirror-glass ( mir'or-glas), n. Glass suitable
for mirrors. See '^'mirror-plate.

mirrorize (mir'or-iz), v. t.: pret. and gp. viir-

rorized, ppr. mirrorizing. "To reflect in, or as in,

a mirror. [Rare.]

mirror-knob (mir'gr-nob), n. A head or disk
of glass, metal, or pottery attached to a long
screw or spike, formerly inserted into a wall
to form a rest for a mirror or picture-frame.
The metal knobs were frequently embellished
with painted or enameled medallions, while
those of glass were usually pressed into dec-
orative patterns.

mirror-pnotography (mir'or-fo-tog'ra-fi), n.

Same as *muUiphotography,
mirror-plate (mir'or-plat"), m. Plate-glass of
lino quality suitable for miiTors.

mirror-pseudoscope (mir'ar-sTt'do-skop), «.

In exper. psychol., an instrument in which the
pseudoscopic effect is produced, not by prisms
or lenses, but by an arrangement of plane
mirrors. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol.,

I. ii. 296.

mirror-scale (mir'or-skal), n. A scale etched
in millimeters on the surface of a strip of

glass about 5 millimeters in thickness, which
is then silvered on the second surface: used
in reading barometers, manometers, etc.

See Jolly's *halance. M. TV. Travers, Exper.
Study of Gases, p. 56.

mirror-speech, (mir'or-spech), n. Pronuncia-
tion of words as if the syllables or letters

were reversed: as 'lamina' or 'malian' for
' animal.'

mirror-thermometer (mir ' or - th^r -mom ' e -

ter), n. A thermometer constructed on the
same principle as the *mirror-harometer (which
see).

mirror-velvet (mir'or-veVvet), n. A soft,

pliable velvet with thie pile pressed down, giv-

ing the surface a high gloss.

mirror-writing (mir'or-ri'ting), n. Same as
mirror-scri2>t.

mirthsome (merth'sum), a. Mirthful
;
joyous.

Mis. An abbreviation of Missouri.

misandry (mis'an-dri), Ji. Man-hatred; a bad
opinion of man, as being unfair or oppressive

toward women.
misanthropia (mis-an-thro'pi-a), n. Same as

misantliropy.

misarchism (mis'iir-kizm), n. [Gr. /iiaelv, hate,
+ apxn, rule, -I- -ism.'] Hatred of or opposition

to government in any form ; the doctrine that
government as such is evil or an evil.

misarchist (mis'ar-kist), n. [misarch(ism)
+ -ist.] One who regards government as in-

herently evil, or at best a necessary evil, yet
without going to the extreme position of the
anarchist.

These niisarckistg see the beneficent influence of natu-

ral law in the industrial world interfered with by what
seems to them an extraneous power.

L. F. Ward, Outlines of Sociol., p. 228.

misbecom, v. t. An amended spelling of mis-

become.

misc. An abbreviation (a) of miscellaneous ;

(b) of miscellany.

miscegenate (mis'e-je-nat), r. i.
;

pret. and
pp. miscegcnated, ppr. miscegenating. Imiscege-

nation.] To enter into sexual relations with
an individual of another race, especially of a
race of another color (black or white).

miscegenate (mis'e-je-nat), n. A person be-
gotten by miscegenation.

miserabilistic

miscegenationist (mis ' o - je - na'shon-ist), n.

One who favors miscegenation, particularly
the union of whites and blacks.

miscegenator (mis'e-je-na-tor), n. One who
miscegeuates or unites sexually with an in-
dividual of another race.

miscegenesis (mis-e-jen'e-sis), n. [L. miscere,
mix, -1- genesis. See genesis. ] Same as misce-
genation.

miscegenetic (mis*e-je-net 'ik), a. Imisce-
genesis.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of,

miscegenesis or miscegenation
;
produced by

miscegenation.
mischarge, n. 2. A mixture of gas and air in
an internal-combustion engine, introduced
into the cylinder, but not ignited. The charge
may fail of ignition either as the result of a governing
action, because the speed is t^w high, or because the mix-
ture was not of the normal proportion of fuel and air.

Such mischarges oft«n ignite after leaving the cylinder
either in exhaust-passages or -pipes, or beyond.

The devices for changing the motor speed by varying the
charge or by migcharge, work well above the minimum
speed at which the motor will run, say alx)ut 200 revolu-
tions per minute. Iliscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 24.

mischief, ?1.—painted mischief, the devil's plcture-
IXKjks ; playing-cards. Fanner.

There are plenty of ways of gambling . . . without re-

course to the 'paitited migchief.
'

Daily A'eit'd (London). March IS, 1879. N. K D.

misconjunction (mis-kon-jungk'shon), n.

[mi.s-l + conjunction.] A false or ei-ironeous

conjunction.

There is no migconjunction so absurd as that of safety

and wrong, because it is a mc»ral mijtconjunction, showing
our mortal state itself to be out of joint, even down to ita

lowest foundations.
Bushiwll, Moral Uses of Dark Things, p. 128.

misconvey (mis-kon-va'), r. t. [m«s-i -I- con-

vey.] To convey a meaning other than that
intended : used reflexively.

I hope he has vugcmiveyed himself to H. E. Manning,
for Manning identifies him in some very painful points
with the Rationalism of Germany.

K S. Purcelt, Life Card. Manning, I. xiiL

miscook (mis-kuk'), v. t. [wis-1 + cool:] To
cook badly ; spoil in cooking ; also, figura-

tively, to mismanage. .V. E. D. [Chiefly

Scotch.]

miscorrection (mis-ko-rek 'shgn), w. [»iji-i

-¥ correction.] A false or erroneous correction.

miscreate (mis-kre-af), V. t.; pret. and pp.
miscreated; ppr. miscreating. [m/s-i + create.]

To create faultily ; create erroneously ; mar
or render monstrous in the making.
The lesson is forcibly taught . . . that our life might

bemuch easier and simpler than we make it . . . that we
migcreate our own evils. Emergon, Essays, Ser. L iv.

Seeing superb manly beauty in the place of the thick-

featured sodden satyr of her miscreating fancy, the irre-

sistible was revealed to her on its divinest whirlwind.
G. Meredith, Tragic Comedians, iv.

miscne (mis-ku'), "• ' ;
pret. and pp. miscued,

ppr. miscuing. [intscue, n.] 1. In billiards, to
make a miseue.—2. In theat,, to miss one's cue
or answer a wrong cue.

misdateful (mis-dat'ful), a. lmisdate+ -/«?.]

Full of misdates ; very inaccurate in chronol-

ogy. [Rare.]

Poor Bielfleld being in this Chapter very fantastic, mis-
dateful to a mad extent, and otherwise, except aa to gen-
ei'al ellect, worth little serious iielief.

Curlyle, Frederick the Great, XIII. ii.

misdemeanant, "

—

First-class misdemeanant.
In Fn(i. tatt; jirisoners convicted of misdemeanor and
not sentenced to liard labor are, by the Prisons Act ('2S

and 29 Vict c. 126, s. 67), divided into two classes, one
of which is called the first division. In the discretion

of the court a convict can be placed in this division,

and he is then not regarded as a criminal convict, but-

is known as a Jirgt-ctagg misdemeanant, or a tmsdemean-
ant of the first division.

misdescriptiTO (mis-des-krip'tiv), a. [»(»«-!

+ dcscriptU-c.] That describes erroneously.

misenglisht (mis-lng'f-lish), v. i. [)hi>-i -I-

Enqlisti.] To mistranslate into English.

x /;. 1).

miserabilism (miz'e-ra-bil-izm), n. [miserable

+ -ism.] The state of being miserable ; mis-

er.ablism ; specifically, a complaiiiingly pessi-

mistic view of, or attitude towards, life. See
the extract.

The third ... of these unscientific species combines
the characteristic evils of both wrathful and quietistic

pessimism. It has been aptly termed Miserabilistn

(Miserabilismus). The miserabilistic pessimist spends

his life in sulky grumliling at his lot, without making the

slightest effort to improve it He is not active, nor has

the grace to be resigned.
> t. r^

J. W. Barlow, I'ltim. Pessimism, p. 8. .^. E- D.

miserabilistic (miz'e-ra-bi-lis'tik), fl. Per-

taining to. characteristic of, or practising

miserabilism. [Rare.]



miserablism

miserablism (miz'e-ra-bl-izm), n. Imiserable

+ -(,<;«.] The state of being miserable ; mis-
erabilism.
What was the mental state of Jesas's followers when he

died and while he yet lay in the tomb ? . . . The truth

they relied on was branded as folly and crime. . . . Dis-

persion, denial, miserablism, and absolute despair must
have followed, and the teachings of Jesus might have been
f<»rgotten. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, 11. 335.

mis^re (mi-zar'), n. [F-, lit- 'misery.'] In
card-playing, as in solo whist, boston, etc.,

a declaration to lose tricks instead of to win
them. Amer. Soyle, p. 248 Open'mlsire or

mls^re Ouverte, in card-playing, a declaration to lose a
certain number of tricks with the cards exposed on the

table. Amer. Iloyle, p. 248.— Petite mlsire ouverte,
in boston, the declaration to lose 12 triclcs, after having
discarded a card which is not shown, the single player's

remaining twelve cards being exposed on the table, but
not liable to be called.

misericorde, «. 4. Relaxation of monastic
rule ; indulgence.

" As we have," he said, "in the course of this our toil-

gome journey, lost our meridian, indulgence shall be
given to those of our attendants who shall, from very
weariness, be unable to attend the duty at prime, and
this by way of misericord or indulgentia."

Scott, Monastery, II. ii.

5. An apartment in a monastery in which
certain relaxations of the rule were permitted

;

especially, one in which those monks ate to

whom special allowances were made in food
and drink. X. E. D.
misericordioas t (miz'e-ri-k6r'di-us), a. [OF.
mlKiricfirdicux. See mwericorde.] Merciful;
eonnjassionate.

misery, «. 6. See *misire.

misexpressive (mis-eks-pres'iv), a. [mw-1 +
ejtpresmre.'] Expressing a meaning other than
that intended.
Law made by the supreme legislature is called pro-

mulged law, and law emanating immediately from a
subordinate source is called unpromulged law. But the
terms pronmlged and unpromulged, as thus applied, are
not less misexpresfdve than written and unwritten.

J. Aitstin, Lect. on Jurisprudence, IL 542.

misfeature (mis-fe'tur), n. \_mis-^ + feature,

n.j A distorted feature; a bad feature or

trait. A". E. D.
He [man] has hia Winter too of pale misffature,
Or else he would forego hia mortal nature.

Keats, Sonnet, Unman Seasons.

misfeature (mis-fe'tur), v. t,; pret. and pp.
mijifeattired, ppr. misfeaturing. [wa«-t +
feature, t'.] To mar the features of ; distort

or misrepresent the features of.

The strange misfeaturing mask that I saw so amazed
me, that 1

Stumbled on deck, half mad.
Tennyson, The Wreck, ix,

misferet, »• »' [See misfare, v. «.] 1. To do
wrong; misbehave.—2. To be unfortunate;
fare ill.

misfignre (mis-fig'ur), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
misfigured, ppr. misfiguring . [mw-l + figure,

r.] To disfigure. [Obs. or dial.]

misfire (mis-fir'), v. ».
;

pret. and pp. misfired,

ppr. misfiring, [mis-'^ + fire, c] 1*0 miss fire

:

said of a firearm.
Tlie weapons were all exceedingly clumsy and unwieldy,

tiresome to charge and discharge, and continually miss-
Jirin;!. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 43.

misglv, V. A simplified spelling of misgive.

misncnp (mish-kup'), n. [Narragansett.]
Same as *.>iciip'^.

mishcuppanOK (mish-ku-p&'og), n. pi. [Nar-
ragaii.sett misTikuppaiiog, plural : see *miKkcup,
srnp^, and scuppaug.'] A plural of *>mshciip.

misnwap (mish'wap), n. [Algonkin (of Lab-
rador).] An Indian lodge. [Labrador.]

misidentification (mis-i-den'ti-fi-ka'shon), n.

False or inaccurate identification.

The chief defects in practice were (1) frequent failure
' to identify. (2) liability to mis-identijication.

Encyc. Bnt., XXV. 468.

misimpression (mis-im-presh'gn), n. [mis-^

+ impression.'i An erroneous impression or
idea.

misinclined (mis-in-klind'), ^. a. [misincUne,
!.] 1. Wrongly inclined.— 2. Disinclined.

misintelligence, " 3. Ignorance; faulty in-

telligence or knowledge. [Rare.]
The whole condition of things at the .South is shameful,

and I am ready for a movement now to emancipate the
whitea. No doubt the government is bound to protect
the misintelligenee of the blai-ks, but surely not at the
exjiense of the intelligence of the men of our own blood.

Lowell, Letters, II. 174.

mislocate (mis-16'kat), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
mi'<lorut<d, ppr. mislocnting. {mis-^ + locate.^

To locate or place wrongly.
mismay fmis-ma'), v. t. [mis- tor die-may.

"]

To dismay. [Obs. or Scotch.]
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mismove (mis-mov'), «. [mis-^ + move, ».]
A mistaken move ; a false move.
misnome (mis-nom'), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. mis-

nomcd, ppr. misno,
misname. [Rare.]
nomcd, ppr. misnaming. \misnom^(r)^ To

This My Novel, or Varieties in English Life was mis-
nomed and insulted as " a Continuation of the Caxtons,"
with which biographical work it has no more to do . . .

than I with Hecuba.
Btdwer, in Blackwood's Mag., LXXL 86.

misocapnic (mis-o-kap'nik), a. [Gr. /uaciv,

hate, T Kflirvdif, smoke, + -ic.^ Smoke-hating;
disliking tobacco-smoke.
Not having . . . before his eyes the fear of that Tniso-

capnic Solomon James I. or of any other lying Stuart,
that not to . . . Sir Walter Raleigh, but to Sir Amyas
Leigh ; . . . does Europe owe . . . that age of smoke.

Kingsley, Westward Ho ! vii.

misocapnist (mis-6-kap'nist), n. [niisocapn^ic)

+ -ist.'\ One who dislikes tobacco-smoke.
[Rare.]

misocatholic ( mis - 6 - kath ' q - lik ), a. [Gr.
/uae'w, to hate, + E. Catholic.^ Hating Roman
Catholicism. [Rare.]

misogallic (mis-o-gal'lk), a. [Gr. fuaelv, to
hate, + E. Gallic^ Disliking the French;
hostile to the French. [Rare.]

misogamic (mis-o-gam'ik), a. [misogam(y) +
-ic] Pertaining to or exhibiting misogamy or
hatred of marriage. [Rare.]

misogynic (mis-o-jin'ik), a. {misogyn(ous) +
-t'c] Woman-hating; misogynous.

In the W'orks and Days ... we glean indications of
Hesiod's rank and condition in life, that of a stay-at-home
farmer . . . and an old-fashioned bachelor wiiose miso-
gynic views and prejudice against matrimony have been
conjecturally traced to his brother Perses having a wife
as extravagant as himself. Encyc. Brit., XI. 777.

misogynism (mi-soj'i-nizm), n. Same as mi-
sogyny.

misomath (mis'6-math), n. [Gr. /ucreiv, to
hate, + E. math(em<itics).'] One who dislikes
mathematics. [Rare.]

misoneist (mis-o-ne'ist), n. [misone(istn) +
-(.v<.] One who hates or dislikes noveltv.
[Rare.]

misoneistic (mis'o-nf-is'tik), a. {misoneist +
-ic] Averse to change or novelty; disliking
innovation.
Women have often stood in the way of progressive

movements. Like children, they are notoriously misone-
intic ; they preserve ancient habits and cust^jnis and re-

ligions. C. Lombrom (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 139.

misopedia, misopaedia (mis-o-pe'di-ii), n.

[Gr. /iiceiv, hate, + ffaif (Tzaio-), child.] Ex-
treme dislike of, or aversion for, children.

misopedism, misopsedism (mi-sop'f-dizm), n.

[misii}i(ii{ij) + -ism.'] Same as *misppedia.

misopedist, misopsdist (mis-o-pe'dist), m.

[Gr. fjiao-aig^ {iiiaonaif)-), a child-hater, -I- -ist.1

One who dislikes children ; a child-hater.

[Rare.]
misopedy (mi-sop'f-di), n. Same as *miso-
jicdi:i.

misopogonistically (mis-o-p6-go-nis'ti-kal-i),

adv. [(jr. fi/amru^uv, beard-hater, < fitaelv, to

hate, + TTuyuv, beard, -(- -istieally.'] Like a
beard-hater; with dislike of beards. [Rare.]
He and Basil read together poems and. philosophies,

and holier things, or talked low and misopogonistically
of their fellow-student Julian's bearded boding smile.

Mrs. Browning, Greek Christian Poets, p. 236.

misOSOphist (mi-sos'o-fist), «. [Gr. fitadatxpoc,

< /iiaein. to hate, + co<t>ia, wisdom, + -ist.1 A
hater of wi.sdom. [Rare.]

misosophy (mi-sos'6-fi), n. [Gr. /iiaelv, hate,

-t- aiKpiii, wisdom.] llatred of wisdom. €ole-

ridgc. [Rare.]

misotheist (mis'o-the-ist), n. [_misothe(ism) +
-ist.] One who tates God. [Rare.]

mispick (mis-pik'), H. [mi«-l -f-^irfl, «.] The
omission of a weft-thread in weaving.
misprizal (mis-pri'zal), n. Imisprize'^, v., +
-fl/f.] The act of misprizing or undervaluing;
contempt; scorn.

misrefiection (mis-re-flek'shon), n. An illu-

sory reflection. See the extract.

Fallacies of retlection are fallacies of time and cause,

and tliey may be classed as misre flections and myths.
The misreflections are a fourth group of illusions and the

myths a fourth group of delusions.

J. W. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 374.

misrendering (mis-ren'dfer-ing), n. A faulty

or erroneous rendering.

Retranslation into Greek is frequently necessary in

order fo correct the mir.-enderings of the translator.

Encyc. Bnt., XXV. 492.

Miss. An abbreviation (a) of Mississippi ; (6)

of mission, missionary.

missal, n,— Hozarablc missal, the missal which con-

tains the order of tiic Mass according to the Mozarabio

mistpouffer

rite, the use of which is now conltned to a chapel of the
Cathedral of Toledo endowed by Cardinal Jimenez for
the manitenance of that rite,

miSS-and-OUt (mis'and-ouf), n. In trap-shoot-
ing, a competition from which a contestant
retires upon missing a target.

I'he races were each at 10 birds per man, there being
three of these, and finally a miss-and-out between the
last two men up. Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 169.

missary t (mis'a-ri), n. [LL. missarius. < missa,
mass.] A Roman Catholic or a Roman Catho-
lic priest. [Rare.]

missatical f (mi-sat'i-kal), a. [LL. missaticus,
< missa, mass.] Of or pertaining to the mass

;

Roman Catholic.

missensation (mis-sen-sa'shpn), H. Lack of
perception due to diversion of attention. See
the extract. [Rare.]

I do not hear the speaker because I am attending to a
sight, or I do not see a sight because I am listening to
what another person is saying. All of such missensations
are easily corrected by ordinary methods of veritlcation.
... I shall call all s«ch errors of j udgment missensations,
and group them in a higher class which I shall call illu-

sions. J. W. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 309.

missey-moosey (mis'i-mo-zi), n. [English
corruption of Amerindian mozemiee.'] The
American mountain-ash, Sorhus Americana,
See Indian *mozeniize.

missible (mis'i-bl), a. [L. miss(tis), pp. of
mittere, send, + -ible. See missile.} That may
be sent or transmitted.

This Custom-and-Duty Age would have made the
Preacher on the Mount take out a licence, and St Paul's
Epistles would not have been missible without a stamp.
O that you may find means to go on !

Lamb, Letters, CLXIIL 310.

missil, a. and «. A simplified spelling of mis-
sile.

mission, m.—Military mission, an apparently diplo-
matic and ostensibly friendly mission, accompanied by a
large military force, sent by one country, usually a very
powerful one, to a less powerful one.

Persia had no regular army until 1807, when some regi-
ments of regular infantry (sarbdz) were embodied and
drilled by the first French military mission t<j Persia under
General Gardane. Since then seven other military mis-
sions (two British, two French, two Austrian, and one
Russian) have come to Persia at the request of the Per-
sian Govenmient, and many oflicers and non-commissioned
oflicers, and even civilians, of various nationalities, . . .

have been engaged as anny instructors.

Encyc. Brit., XXXL 621.

Mission furniture, a trade-name for a kind of dark
stained furniture, usually of ashwood, characterized by
great plainness and solidity and the prevalence of sti-aight

lines. It was originated in 1894 by a furniture-maker of
New York and is said to have been patterned closely after
the general style of certain chairs from one of the Span-
ish missions in California.

mission-bells (mish'on-belz), «. In California,
FritiUaria vniiiea, a species bearing a raceme
of from 3 to 17 dark purple or greenish, spotted
or checkered, bell-shaped flowers. Also cal led

rice-root lily. Also, the related F. lanceolata

or any Californian species. See "^FritiUaria, 1.

mission-grass (mish'on-gras), «. See St.

Augustine *grase.

Mississippian, n. 2. In the scheme of classi-

fication and nomenclature of the rocks adopted
by the United States Geological Survey, the
purely marine sedimentation of the early or
Lower Carboniferous rocks of the interior or
Mississippi basin.

missi'V, a. and n. A simplified spelling of

missire.

missourite (mi-zo'rit), «. {Missouri (river) -(-

-ite-.] In petrog., a phaneric igneous rock
composed of leucite, augite, and olivin, with
smaller amounts of biotite, iron oxids, and
apatite, occurring in the Highwood mountains,
Montana. Weed and Pirsson, 1896.

mistify(mis'ti-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. mistified,

ppr. misiifying. {niisti + -i-fy.] To convert
into a mist or a very fine spray, as by a fine

spray-nozle. [Rare.]

The nozzles for " mist^/ying " the wash most in use are
known as the Vemiorel and Riley's, which can be fitted

to any length of tubing, so as to reach any height, and can
be turned in any direction. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 635.

mistpouffer (mist'p6f-6r), V. [Also mist-

poejfr; < D. *mist-poffer, 'fog pistol,' < mist,

= E. mist^, + poffer, pistol, < poffcn, pufi.] A
mysterious noise heard over the ocean in tiuiet,

foggy weather off the coast of Belgium and
Holland. See Barisal *gtm.

In the Monthly Weather Review for September, 1897,

page 393, we have' given some account of the " barisal

guns," the '' miiftpmtfcrs," and similar phenomena whose
origin is as yet not certainly understcwd. ... It may be
that the barisal guns have their origin in the escape of

bubbles of gas just as do the " guns " of Seneca Lake.
U. S. Monthly Weather Rev., July, 1903, p. 338.



mistress

mistress, «. 7. In miiu)ig, a cover for sinkers
in a wet shaft; a cover for a sinker's lamp.
[Seotcb.]

^

mistura (mis-tn'rS), n. [L.: see »iixf!<re.]
Inphor., same as mixture, 2.

misurato (me-s6-ra't6), «. [It.] Measured;
hence, as a direction in music, in a measured
manner,

misuze, r. t. and «. An amended spelling of
lllit^K^C.

mitapsis (mi-tap'sis), n. [Gr. /iiroc, a thread,
+ dil'ic, a joining.] The process of fusion of

816 mixoscopic
of conimandmenU, great and small, hare been compiledfrom the Hebrew scriptures to make up the mysterious
number.

mitsvoth, n. Plural of *mitsvah.
mittelhand (mit 'cl-hant), n. [G. 'middle
''»"d.'] In skat, the second player on the

on'account of its high magnetic permeabiUtv' ^.'?'.*''''^'^
'

^^'^ one who bids erst,

for field-magnets in generators and motors! '?"*^?''^?'.u' h ^£? ^? "^^ ^"C- '"""• » "«'"*

—2. A commercial product consisting of ^ which the sheriff of a county palatine was

term indicating the presence of one or more
of the normative minerals in the second sub-
group of femic minerals.
mitis-metal (mi 'tis- met 'al), ». [L. mitis,
soft, + .E. metal.'] 1. A malleable cast-steel
slightly alloyed with aluminium, chiefly used.

wrought-iron which is fusible enough to east
in molds. The fluidity results from the pres-
ence of aluminium in the bath of metal.

chromatin, the final stage in the reproductive mitochondria (mit-6-kon'dri-a), n. FGr uhoc
process of cell-conjugation

: essentially the thread, -t- xovipoq, cartilage.]" A body of iiii'same m meaning as '^Runnmti.s TIia Timno VT^r,-«T,i c,Tn^i«««««« .. ;..i.; .e _ •, , ...same in meaning as '•synapsis. The name
mitapsis refers to the fact that at the time of
fusion the chromatin gi'anules are strung out
on long, slender threads. Cook and Swingle.
mitchel (mich'el), n. [Perhaps from Mitcliel,
a surname.] See the extract. [Eng.^

Mitchel, a name given by workmen to Purbeck stones
of twenty-four inches by lifteen when squared for build-
ing- OiMt, Encyc. Archit, p. 1318. X E. D.

mitchellite (mich'el- it), n. [Named from
Professor Elisha Mitchell, an American geol-
ogist.] A magnesian variety of chromite
from North Carolina. See *magnochromite.

Mitcllillina (mich-i-li'na), n. [NL., named
after Samuel Latham Mitchill, United States
senator from the State of New York, 1804-09,
the first to study systematically the fishes of
New York harbor.] A genus of deep-sea
fishes of the family Alepocephalidse.

mitei
mite, E

known significance, consisting of coiled fila
ments, found outside of the nucleus in the
cytoplasm of certain cells. Benda.

FolIicul.-u- Epithelium in Birds.—Marie Loyez finds that
in some birds all the cells of the follicular epithelium ex-

required to summon a jury from the county
for the trial of a cause, the record of which
was inclosed or sent (hence the name) with
the writ.

mixedl, ;). a. 4. In geoh, technically applied
to those Igneous rocks which under the micro-
scope are found to consist of both crystalline
and glassy matter, the two being intimately
involved. Geikie, Te.xt-book of Geol., p. 152,
note— Mlxedcurve. See*enrve.

hibit, outside the nucleus, an almost spherical body of HUXer, n. 3. A receptacle for diluting a drOD
mTlfiiflMi-nl.la o!.?.. ............ 1 .1.. _.* . ,. . -U. ^f I.!.....! 1 i 1. „ J_/J__.._ ... _ " ..~ . ^considerable size, composed apparently of coiled fila-
ments. It stains strongly with iron-ha;matoxylin, and is
analoKons to the erftastoplasm of Gamier, the mitochon-
dria of lienda, and the pseudnchromes of Heidenhain.

Jour. Itoy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1903, p. 694.

mitokinetic (mit"o-ki-net'ik), a. [mito{sis)
+ kinetic] Noting the force which has its
seat in the kinoplasm of the cell and is sup-
posed to produce the achromatic spindle dur-
ing karyokinetic cell-division. Hartog.

Third, there is the force which has its seat in the kino-
plasm, and which produces the chains of force which
Hartog calls "mitokiiietic" because of their analogies
with magnetism.

i>i.>»i>.-«r.^..<. »«.. Tj _ V ., Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Dec, \W»,v.eS.l.—BlacK-cnrrant mite, a European eriophyid mii-nrvi /-«,;'+„»„ \ „ rAi -J
ophiies ribis, which occui^ on the black cii-raiit

™ltOm (mi tom), n. \_Msoj)ntome

. S. D. A.)

. . . 1 currant
and IS an especial pest in
England.— Brown mite, an
American acarid, Bryohia
pratenitis, which occiu-s in
enonnousnumbei-a inorchards
in the Western St<at«9. Also
called *clovcr.mitc (which see,
with cuti.—Red mite, a small
reddish mite of the family Tet-
ranychidir, Tetrnnychua te-

lariits, found commonly in
hothouses and also commonly
called red spider.— Red'
spotted mite, one of the leaf-
mites or 'red spiders' of the
family Tetranychidie, Tet-
ranychus sexmacutatus, found
commonly on the orange in
Florida and California.— Sli-
spotted mite of orange.
Same as red-spotted -kmite or Red-spoited Mite of
California -kspider. Orange C Tetranychus

mite2, n. 5. A copper stxm^cut^tus).

or bi'llon coin of very x.^.lT'l "Ser^e".?,,^^:
small value, current in '""^"' "' '""^ '• * "louth

Brabant and Holland. P?'^'--":™"
" '"'=" '-'"=•

miter, v. t. 6. In organ
huilding, to introduce one or more miter-joints
into (a pipe), so as to adapt it to a contracted
space: such a pipe is said to be mitered or
mitcrcd over,

miter-arch (mi'tfer-arch), n. The arch or
angle formed by mitering, as in groining.

miter-bevel (mi'ter-beVel), n. Same as miter-
square.

miter-bracket (mi't6r-brak"et), 11. An angle-
bracket in the bracketing of a molded cornice.
A". /;. /;.

miter-gear (mi'ter-ger), n. A bevel-gear hav-
ing an angle of 90° at the apex of its pitch-
cone

; a bevel-gear whose teeth make an angle
of 45° with the axis ; one of a pair of equal
bevel-gears whose axes form a right angle.
miter-snake (mi'ter-snak) , n. A small serpent
of western Texas, Contia episcopa, the mark-
ings of which are suppposed to suggest a bish-
op's miter.

miter-wheel, n. l. (6) A friction-gearing or
-wheel of which the working face is at an
angle of 45° to the axis.

Mithratic (mith-rat 'ik), rt. IMithra(s) +

- -., <NL.»(!-
toma.] A term used by Flemmiug to desig-
nate the reticulum of cell-protoplasm. Also
mitotne.

mitoma (mi-to'mii), n. [NL., < Gr. /ictoc, a
thread, a web, +' -oma.] The minute mesh
composing the more solid part of the proto-
plasm and inclosing the more fluid portion.
Same as *mitom.
mitome (mi'tom), «. See *mitoni.
mitoschisis (mi-tos'ki-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
^irof, thread, -t- cxiaii, splitting, cleaving.]
Mitosis, or karyokinetic cell-division: so-
called from the longitudinal splitting of the
thread-like chromosomes peculiar to this form
of division, as distinguished from amitosis, or
akinesis. Flemminy, 1882.

mitosis^ n— Heterotyplcal mitosis. See -khetero-

of blood with a definite quantity of artificial
serum preliminary to counting the blood-
corpuscles.— 4. A person of a social temper-
ament

; one who makes acquaintances readily
and somewhat indiscriminately: as, he is a
pood mixer. [U. S. slang.]
mixer-valve (mik'ser-valv), V. A valve by
which the proportions of the fluids or gases
in a mixture are regulated ; specifically, a valve
used to regulate the amount of external or
unheated air supplied to a hot-blast in a blast-
furnace, or to regulate the proportions of fuel
and air in an internal-combustion motor.
Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 22.
mixing-chamber (mik'sing-cliam''ber), n. 1.A volume or space within which a mingling of
substances may occur; specifically, a vessel,
stationary or revolving, in which the stone,
cement, and sand which together form con-
crete for building purposes may be intimately
compounded.— 2. The chamber, space, or
passage in a gas-engine or other internal-com-
bustion motor in which the fuel, in atomized
or vaporized form, is intimately mixed with
the air which is to support its combustion.
mixing-picker (mik'sing-pik'er), n. A ma-
chine for opening and mixing wool prepara-
tory to carding.

mixing-stack (mik'sing-stak), n. A pile, as of
cotton, made up of layers of the material from
different packages, as bales, so as to insure i

type diOTOTon.—Homotyplcal mitosis, a form of karyo-
kinetic or mitotic cell-division occuninK in theseco 'iuK in the secondary

„ , , - a
uniform blend in length and quahty of staple.

^. _ ^ 7'«fi[.<7«»-', Cotton Spinning, I. 50.
spermatocytes of certain aiiinials, such as tile salamander. mixing-SyTUp (mik'sing-sir"up), n. A trade-
It dltfera from the common form in the shortness of the name for a thick solution of glucose-suearchromosomes and their irrpcyiilaT- an-a„.To,„..„* nft.... .^;.,: .„ i r . , '^

'""-'v" ^^ K'"^"»^ »ug»l

,

made from starch, sold to be mixed with, and
so to cheapen, table syrup made from cane-
sugar.

mixing-valve (mik'sing-valv), n. Same as
*mixer-ralve.

mixipterygium (mik-'sip-te-rij'i-nm), »!.;

chromosomes and their irregular arrangement after d:
sion into the daughter-chromosomes. Flemming, 1887.— Somatic mitosis, the fonn of mitosis, or indirect
cell-division, found in the cells of the soma, or body, as
distinguished from that which occurs in the germ-cells,
or during spermatogenesis and oogenesis.

mitosome (mi'to-som), n. [Gr. /iiVof, thread,
+ aijfia, body.] In cytol., a body foi'med from
the spindle-fibers of the secondary spermato-
cytes, said to give rise to the middle-piece
and tail envelop of the spermatozoon : proba-
bly equivalent to the ' Nebenkern' ot La Valette
St. George. Plainer, 1889.

Mitra, ». 3. [_L c] In Gr. antiq., a long band
of stuff, leather, or metal, bound about the
head or loins : much used by women. It is
mentioned in the Iliad and has been found on
archaic statuettes discovered in excavations
at Delphi, Olympia, and elsewhere. Although
often made of metal not a single example has
come down to us complete.
Mitral insufSciency. See valvular insuf-
ficiency.

Slitraster (mi-tras 'ter), «. [NL., < Gr.
//iVpa, girdle, head-band, -f aarijp, star.] A
genus of fossil starfishes or a subgenus of
Goniaster (which see), from the Cretaceous
rocks.

[Jap. viitsu-

/"fff,

atic^.] Pertaining to or concerned with the mitxnmatn Cmif'sn Tn>i'ta>
worship of Mithras; Mithraie. ™„?^ 7 * . /° , ''-, ., - -

,

,jti,_,-j..i..- /„-... •,-.,• \ mata,mitsz-mata,<miisu,mitsz,ihree, + mata.
a fork or crotch.] A low shrub, Edgeworthia
papyri/era, of the family Daphnacem, native
to China and Japan, and
latter country for its bark. The bark is used
in the manufacture of the best grades of paper.

pi. mixipicrygia {-&). [NL., < Gr.
mingling, copulatioii, -f ffrfpif, wing, fin.]
Gegenbaur's term for the elaspers of male
elasmobranehs, the long, cartilaginous pro-
jections from the hase of the ventral fins.
The forward shifting of the fin is partially
arrested in the male owing to the develop-
ment of the mixipterygium.
Mixochoanites (mik-so-ko-a-ni'tez), n. [NIj.,
< Gr. iilici, a mixing, -f- ;r<'oiof, a funnel.] In
Hyatt's classification of the cephalopods, a
suborder of the Nauiiloidea comprising straight
or slightly curved shells in which the older
septa are curved orad or toward the apertures,
and the siphuncle is highly modified. In
specialized forms like Ascoceras the siphnncles
have short funnels and collars and the geron-
tic living-chambers are contracted by the
formation of large septa developed on one
side only. The group is wholly Silurian.

Mixonus (mik'so-nus), n. [NL.] A genus of
brotuloid fishes found in the deep sea, one
specimen being taken in the mid-Atlantic at
the depth of 2,500 fathoms.

mithridatism (mith-ri-dat'izm), n. [Mithri-
dates (see mithridate) + -ism.] Immunity _ _ _
against the action of a poison acquired by to" China and Japan, a'nd cultivated' iT'the mixoscope (mik'so-skop), «. [Gr. /i/fo-, mixed,
taking the drug in constantly increasing doses: '" - ^- '- - _. . ^ ^ j . _:— c.^ » , .

a method said to have been conceived by
Mithridates to protect himself against palace especially when mixed with tlie fiber of "the mixoscopia (mik-so-sko

™i*i!^jt.*'+i„-> / -n.' 1- t- ^ .. J. ,
kozo and the ganpi. Compare *(7anm.

T,.*^^«**^®,-^"?"^
n-da-tiz) vt.; pret. and mitsvah (mitz'va), n.; pi. mitsioth (-vot ).

PT?. mitlindatized,ppT. mtthndatizmg. [mithri- "'
• ' •

'^ y- '•

dat(e) + -i:e.] To induce the condition of
mithridatism in. See ^mithridatism.

+ okottfIv, view. See scope^.] An apparatus
for mixing colors.

'pi-a), n. [Gr. /«fo-,
mixed, + OKo-eiv, view.] A form of sexual

mitic (mit'ik), a. [m{agnetite), + i(lmenite) +
t(itanite) + -ic.] Znpetrog., in the quantitative
classification of igneous rocks (see *rockl), a

, ^_ ^ .__ ^.
perversion in which libidinous pleasure is ex-

[Heb. mitsvah {mitswah), < tsavah, command, cited by the sight, or mental picture, of the
charge, order.] Among the Jews, a precept, cohabitation of the desired one with another.

no'ip«i"thl^'«?-?ll^L®'j.';''"'
"'^? 'L^r

"'«?!«''-» Mos'^s mixoscopic (mik-s6-scop'ik), a. [mixoscop(ia)no less than 613 precepts, namely 36,f> prohibtions, corre- i ,-„ -i of ti,o ,,'„*„,.„„*„- „»„ t a iJ*i
spending to the number of the days in the year, iiid 248 +.-"'-i V t^e nature of, or affected with,
mandates, corresponding to the number of 'members' miXOSCOpia. Alien, and Xeurol., May, 1903, p.
(bones) iu the human body. Upon this basis various lists 167.



mixotrophlc

miXOtropllic (mik-so-trof'ik), a. [Gr. fn^o-,

mixed, + 7po(;ir/. nourishment. See trophic.^

Imperfectly tropliiy: applied to ehlorophyl-

beariiig plankton which, because of abundant
organic matter in the water, has begun to lose

chlorophyl and consequently the power of

manufacturing food from inorganic substances.

mixtion, » 3. In Uur, contusion of goods,

that is, such an admixture of the property of

two or more persons that it is impossible to

determine the precise property of each.

mixture, ». 9. The material for the charge

of an internal-combustion engine. It usually

consists of fuel, in a vaporized or finely pulverized con-

dition, mixed with air.— A. C. e. mixture, a miiture of

alcohol, chlorofonn, and ether, in 1, li, and 3 paits respec-

tively : used to prtKiuce anaisthesia by inhalation.—

Basham's mixture, a transparent reddish aromatic
solution of iron and ammonium acetate.—Bordeaux
mixture, a material largely used to destroy parasitic

fuuKi, especially on fruit-trees and grape-vines, and
applied in the fomi of spray. It is made in the propor-

tion of 4 pounds of crystallized copper sulphate and 5

p<mnds of quicl<-lime to 45 gallons of water.— Copper
mlxttire of Glronde. See iteopperi.—Cornell mix-
ture, a funjricide and insecticide preparation, made from
Bordeaux mixture, kerosene emulsion, and an arsenite.

—

Johnson's mixture, a fungicide preparation, consisting

of cupric sulphate, atnmonium carbonate, and a large

pniportiun of water, iiiteniled for application to plants

by spraying— Neutral mixture, a greenish-yellow

solution obtained by nentnilizing fresh lemon-juice with
bicarbonate of potassium : it is diaphoretic and sedative.
— Schlelch's anesthetic mlxttire. See kawathetic.^
Single-tree mixture, in /oredry, a mixture in which
trees of ilitterent specie* occur singly.-Thilorler'S
mixture, a mixture of liquid ether with carbon dioxid

in the solid state. By the rapid evaporation of this mix-
ture under reduced pressure, as produced by an air-

pump, a temperature of -110' C. may be obtained.

miya (me'ya), n. [Jap.] 1. A Japanese Shinto
temple or'strine.—2. [cnp.'] The residence of

the Mikado of Japan.— 3. \cap.'] The title of

the Mikado's children. •

miyakite (me'yU-kit), «. [Miyal-ojima, an is-

land of Japan, + -itc'^.'] In pctroij., pyroxene-
andesite occurring on Miyakojima, in which
the pyroieue is a manganiferous babingtonite.

Petersen, 1891.

mizdeh (miz'de), n. [Ar. t] A fish, Morniy-
rus oxyrhtfiichus, of the family Mnrmyridfe,
found in the Nile. It was an object of ven-
eration to the ancient Egyptians and there-

fore frequently occurs in their emblematic
inscriptions.

mizzen, ».- BUxzen clne-llnes, the purchases for
hauling up the clues of the mizzen-topsail, topgallantsail,

and royal.

TT
,
a. Noting the hindmost pair of horns

in a five-homed giraffe, a small pair of pro-

FiTC'horned Giraffe fthowioK Mi22«ii Horns.

jectlons arising from the lambdoid crest, back
of the larger frontal horns.

These stnieturea. on the analogy of the masts of a ship,

it may be convenient U> speak of as "miuen" honis.
I'roc. Zool. SiK. London, 1901, 477.

mizzen-backstays (miz'n-bak'staz), n. pi.

The backstays of the mizzen-topmast and
mizzen-topgallantraast ; also the backstays of

the mizzon-royalmast.
mizzen-braces (miz'n-bra'sez), n. pL The
braces on the yards belonging to the raizzen-

mast; the braces of the cross-jack, topsail-,

topgallant-, and royal-yards; also the skysail-

yard, if that spar is carried.

mizzen-Jjnntlines (miz'n-bunt'linz), ». pi.

The biintlines belonging to the squaresails on
the mizzen.
mizzen-chains (miz'n-chanz), n. pi. Plates of
iron bolted to a ship's sides abreast the mizzen-
mast for securing the shrouds and backstays
of that mast.
mizzen-crosstrees (miz'n-kros'trez), n. pi.

The iTosstreeson the mizzenmast, situated at

the meeting of the head of the topmast and
the foot of the topgallantmast.

mizzenmast, »• 2. pi. The lower-maat, top-
mast, and topgallantmast of the mast next
abaft the mainmast.

mizzenmast-man (miz'n-ma8t-man),«. Xaut.,

S.— 52
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one of the crew stationed to attend to the gear
of the mizzenmast.
mizzen-parrels (miz'n-par'elz), n. pi. Naut.,
the iron collars which confine the hoisting
mizzen-yards to the masts. See main *parrels.

mizzen-sail, «. 2. pi. The squaresails on the
mizzenmast, namely, the crosi»-jaek (not
always carried) or mizzen-oourse, the lower
and upper topsails, topgallantsail, royal, and
sometimes a skysail. See *mai>wail, '2,

mizzen-sheets (miz'n-shets), n. pi. Xaut.,
the sheets of the squaresails on the mizzen-
mast.
mizzen-stays (miz'n-staz), n. pi. Naut., all

the stays wliich give support to the mizzeu
lower mast, topmast, and topgallantmast.
mizzen-staysails (miz'n-sta"salz , «. pi.

Xaut. .the fore-and-aft sails which set between
the mizzenmast and mainmasts.
mizzen-trusses (miz'n-trus"ez), n.pl. Xatit.,

the iron shapes which confine the mizzen lower
yard and the mizzen lower topsail-yard to the
mast, and upon which the yards revolve or
pivot.

mizzen-yards (miz'n-yardz), n. pi. Naut., all

the yards belonging to the mizzenmast.
M. J. I. An abbreviation of Member of the In-
stitute of Journalists.

M. J. S. An abbreviation of Member of the Ja-
pan Society.

M. K. Q. d. P. An abbreviation of Member of
King and Queen's College of Physicians.

ml. An abbreviation of milliliter.

M. L. An abbreviation (b) of Master of Laws

;

(c) of Master of Literature; (rf) \l. c] of
m u::le-loading.

M. L. A. An abbreviation (<i) of Master or

Mistress of Liberal Arts ; (fc) of Member of the

Legislative Assembly.

M. L. 0. An abbreviation of Member of the

Legislative Council.

M. L. D. An abbreviation of minimal lethal

dose. Nature, July 14, 1904, p. 260.

M. L, £. An ablireviation of Master or Mis-
trrss of English Literature.

M. L. Q. An abbreviation of Middle Low Ger-
man.
M. Lit. An abbreviation of Master of Litera-
ture.

Mile. A contraction of Mademoiselle.
W

, L. S. An abbreviation of Master of Library
Science, a degree conferred by the University
of the State of New York.
M. L. S. B. An abbreviation of Member of the

London .School Board.

M. L. W. An abbreviation of Mean Low
IVdltr. Amer. Jour. Set.. May, 1904, p. 335.

MM. An abbreviation (6) of their Majesties

;

(c) of Martyrs.
Tnm l, An abbreviation (6) of the plural of

Latin words commonly abbreviated m., as

magistri; (c) of the Latin »«a<rimo«iM»i; (d)

of the Latin meritissimus.

mm^. An abbreviation of square millimeter.

mm*. An abbreviation of cubic Millimeter,

/ifi. A symbol used to denote a thousandth of

a micron or a millionth of a millimeter.

MM. A. An abbreviation of the Latin Ma-
gistri .Irtium, Masters of Arts.

M. M. E. An abbreviation of Master of Me-
chanical Engineering.

m. m. f. An abbreviation of magnetomotive
force.

M. Mus. An abbreviation of Master of Music.

M. N. A. S. An abbreviation of Member of
the National Academy of Sciences.

Mnemia (ne'mi-a), n. [NL. (Eschscholtz,

1829), appar. < Gr. Mf^/iTi, Memory, one of

the Muses.] The typical genus of the family
Mnemiid^.

Mnemiidse (ne-mi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mnemia
+ -idic.'i A family of lobate etenophorans in

which the lobes are very large, the auricles

are long and ribbon-shaped, and the origin of

the auricles and lobes is placed almost at the
same height as the funnel. It contains the
genera Mnemia, Alcinoe, anA Mnemiopsis.

mnemism (ne'mizm), «. [Gr. /ivf/ft7!,TDeraoTy,

-{ -ism.'\ The ' memory ' which has been at-

tributed to cells and organic molecules, and
has been held to be an explanation of inheri-

tance. Byatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 153.

[Rare]
mnemogenesis (ne-mo-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr.

livijfiTj, memory, •¥ ytvcci^, generation.] The
generation of new organisms by means of the

Moab
organic 'memory' or mnemism of parents.
Those who hold the opinion that inheritance is memory
attribute the building of an embryo to mnemogenesis,
or the unfolding of a record of a memory which, having
been stored up in the central nervous system of the
parent, is impressed upon the developing germ in the
order in which it was stored. [Rare.]

The premature development of characteristics and
some other rare phenomena . . . can only be explained
by assuming an irregularity in the action of mnemo'
genesis. Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 166.

mnemogenic (ne-mo-jen'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to mnemogenesis. [Rare.]
When special tendencies or structures have arisen,

their reappearance in descendants at the same time, or
earlier, . . . becomes one of the strongest conftnnations
of the mnemogenic hypothesis.

Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 155.

mnemonicon (ne-mon'i-kon), «.
;

pi. mnemon-
ica (-kii). \?>ee mnemonics.^ Aji aid to the
memory: a mnemonic device.

mnemohize (ne'mo-niz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
mnemonized, ppr. mncmoni:ing. Imnemonlic)
+ -ize.'] To associate (in memory) with a
system of mnemonics ; remember by means of
mnemonics.
Each lecture is . . . separately dedicated to two per-

sons, twelve fortunate individuals being thus mnfmonized
into immortality. N. A. Rev., July, 1845, p. 263.

mnemotechnist (ne-mo-tek'nist), n. \mnemo-
techti{y) + -ist.} One who is skilled in
mnemoteehnics.
Mnestra (nes'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. Mvfiarpa,

a daughter of lianaus.] A genus of hydro-
medusaus. M. parasitica, found on a pelagic
snail, PhylUrrhoe bucephala, is one of the very
small number of parasitic medusse.
Mniaceae (ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Brotherus,
1901), < Mnium 4- -accee.~i A family of acro-
carpous mosses of the order Bryales, typified

by the genus Mnium, and distinguished from
the Bryaceee, to which it was formerly re-

ferred, by the club-shaped (instead of filiform)

paraphyses of the male organs, and by the
hexagonal (not rhombic) parenchymatous
cells of the upper surface of the leaves. There
are 4 genera and 79 species, of which latter 72
belong to the genus Mnium. They grow in
moist, shady places, on the ground, on the
bark of trees, or on rocks, and are found in

nearly all parts of the world, but chiefly in
temperate regions.

mniotiltine (ni-o-til'tin), a. Belating to or
having the characteristics of the Mniotiltidse,

a family containing the small North American
warblers.

Mnium (ni'um), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1753,

adopted from Dillenius, 1741), < Gr. fiviov,

also fiviov, a moss.] A large genus of

acrocarpous
mosses, now
made the type
of the family
Mniaceee. it is

characterized by
synflBciouB flowers,

erect stems, cov-

ered below with
scale-like leaves
becoming broader
and toothed above

. and on the
branches, and
bearing at the
summit one to
several nodding or
'declined capsules
on more or less

elongated set».
There are 72 spe-

cies of wide dis-

tribution, 30 oc-

curring in Amer-
ica, growing in

swampy or moist
ground, on rocks,

or on trees.

M. N. S. An
abbreviationf
(a) of Master
of Natural
Science; (6) of
Member of the

Numismatical
Society.

a. plant with sporogonium. still bean'n^
a cafyptra; *. plant with ripe spornyo-
nium : c, mature capsule with operculum
removed ; rf. two peristome teeth of the
outer row; e, part of inner peristome, tt

and i, two thirds natural size; c, twice
natural size; d and e. greatly enlarged.
(I-roin Strasburger's " Text-book of Bot-

any.'*)

Mo. An abbreviation (6) of Missouri ; (c) of

Monday.
M. 0. An abbreviation of Master of Oratory.

Moab (mo'ab), »i. [See Moabite.'i See the

extract.
Moab, a name applied to the tnrban-shaped hat which

was some few years l)ack fashionable among ladies, and
ladylike swells of the otherjsex. From the Scripture

phrase, " Moab is my washpot ' (Ps. II. 8), which latter

article the hat in question was supposed to resemble.
Slang Vict,



Moabitish

Moabitish (mo'a-bi-tish), a. IMoahite +
-»*/|l.] Of or pertaining to the Moabites ; Mo-
abite.

moafza (mo-iif zS), n. [Ar. muhdfia, governor-
ship, guariiianship, < hafaz, keep, learn.] An
administrative division of modern Egypt.
moa-hunter (m6'a-hun't6r), H. A hunter of
the nioa : a poetical name applied, in the
plural, to an extinct people, probably of Papuan
relationship, supposed to have inhabited New
Zealand before the advent of the Maoris.
moat^, r. 1. 2. In mining, to puddle; cover
with earth so as to exclude air, as amine shaft
in ease of an underground Are. [Scotch.]
moating (mo'ting), «. The puddling beaten
in behind the stonework of a mining-shaft
built up through a bed of quicksand. N. E. D.
mobiles "• 3. A name proposed as a substi-
tute for motor-vehicJe, or automobile.

Mobilian, ». 2. The trade language formerly
spoken in the Gulf States, a jargon originat-
ing in the intercourse between whites and In-
dians. It contained many Choctaw words.
mobiliary (mo-bil'i-a-ri), a. [P. mobiliairc,

< L. mobilis, movable. See mobile^.'] X. In
the Channel Islands, relating to movable prop-
erty; also the distinctive epithet of a court
that deals with ' mobiliary' questions. N. E. D.—2. Of or pertaining to household furniture.—3. In mil., of or pertaining to mobilization.

mobility, «. 4. In phytogeog., the inherent
capacity of a plant for migration. F, E.
Clements.

mobilizable (mo'bi-li-za-bl), a. [mobilize +
-able.] Capable of beiiig made or of becom-
ing mobile or movable ; that may be mobil-
ized.

The hwmal and other mobile or mobUizabte cells of the
body. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 44.

mobilization, «. 2. The act or process of
rendering mobile or movable : as, the mobil-
isation of a stiff joint.

Mobius's surface. See *surface.

mob-madness (mob'mad"nes), n. The uncon-
trolled emotionalism or frenzy of an excited
crowd: a phenomenon particularly described
by Le Bon in his study, " The Psychology of
the Crowd." E. A. Boss, Social Control, p.
147.

moca (rao'ka), n. [Porto Rican.] In Porto
Rico, the cabbage-tree, Vouacapoua Ameri-
cana. See cabbage-tree, 2, and wacapou.

moccasined^ (mok'a-sind), jj. a. [Lit., ' bitten
by a moccasin,' that is, ' poisoned.'] Intoxi-
cated. [Slang, southern IJ. S.]

In some parts of the Southern States moccasiyied—
"intoxicated " was common as a slang term.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 248.

mocha, «. 4. In glove-making: (a) A soft
leather made from Arabian goatskins, nom-
inally from Mocha. (6) Generally, a very
soft sheepskin, tanned principally with oil.

Mocha ware. See *ware^.

mochila (mo-che'la), n. [Sp., a caparison,
knapsack, etc., prob. from mocho, cut short,
lopped, cropped, < L. mutilus, lopped : see
mutilate.] The leather flap which covers a sad-
dletree.

mochylic (mo-kil'ik), a. Noting an alcohol, a
colorless compound, C2^H460, found, prob-
ably in combination with palmitic acid, in
bird-lime, and obtained by boiling the inner
bark of Ilex Integra with water. It crystallizes
in small lustrous prisms melting at 234° C.
Mock bishop's weed, PtHiinniuTn capiuaceum, an um-
belliferous plant of the United States, ranging from
Massachusetts to Florida and west to Texas.

mock-acacia (mok'a-ka'^shia), n. The locust-
tree, liobinia Pseud-acacia.

mock-bird, n. 2. A bird that imitates; a
parrot. [Bare.]

The king would dress an ape up in his crown
And robes, and seat him on his glorious seat,

And on the right hand of the sunlike throne
Would jilace a gaudy mock-bird to repeat

The chatterings of the monkey.
.•Shelley, Witch of Atlas, Ixxlv.

mock-chervil (mok'cher'vil), K. 1. Cow-
parsley.—2. Shepherd's-needle.

mocking-bird, n. 2. In Demerara, a name ap-
plied to orioles of the genus Cassicus, and
especially to C. icteronotiis, which is often
kept as a cage-bird on account of its pleasant
note.— 3. In Australia, the lyre-bird, Menura
euperba : so called on accoimt of its remark-
able power of song.

mocking-thrush (mok'ing-thrush), n. Any

Modiolopsiu

from the norm, with which it may or may not
coincide.—Mode color. See *co;(,r.— Normative
mode. See -kitormative.— Octave mode. See 7/iy(/el, 7
(n).— Secular mode, the statistical mode which prevails
for f

-' -- -
- --
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one of the Miminse, a group of North American
birds including the mocking-bird and catbird.
mock-knee (mok'ne), n. A large tumor-like
swelling appearing on the knee of horses and . . . -

cattle, due in most cases to repeated bruising ["t^t.^tfc^'^po^ufation.""""
'" * ''^"" "" ^"' "''"''

and injury to the soft tissues, and sometimes a -secular mode- is the prevailing state of one or more
resulting in the formation ot hard epidermal charactere of a homogeneous lot of individuals, of the
scales. same pleomorphic condition aud stage of development,

mock-orange, «. Z. &S.me 9.s calabazilU.-A. '"r" P=>rti™lar place and year

The Victorian laurel, i';«o,s^,or«,« ««dai«««,», . . .^ ^. ,

^.om.trO-a, Apnl, 1902 p. 314.

a small tree yielding a hard, close-grained mode-imitation (mod im-i-ta"shon), n. Imita-

whitish wood. In the Azores it is used for """ °' *"*' ?''"'' ™ distinction from custom-

protecting orange-trees from the wind. Called "«'<"<'0» or imitation of the long established:

also natire laurel. See Pittosporum. ^ '''^™ introduced by Tarde.

mock-Strawberry (mok'stra''ber-i),«. Same ^0<lel, «. 7. See the extract.

as Indian *struwberry (a).

moco (mo'ko), n. [W. Ind., of obscure origin.]
Cut money. [Windward and Leeward Is-
lands.]

mocock (mo-kok'), «• Same as *mocucIc.
Notes and Queries, Aug. 10, 1907, p. 107.
[Canada.] j , i. .

mocomoco (mo-ko-mo'ko), n. [Carib.] A model-basin (mod el-ba'sn), n

An insect thus resembled by another is spoken of as it8-

"jnodW," the imitating insect is called a "mimic," and
the combination of model and mimic or mimics is known
as a "mimetic pair" or "mimetic assemblage," as the
case may be. Xature, Oct. 31, 1907, p. 673.

Half-model {naut.\ a block-model which shows one side
of a vessel from the midship line.— Waterllne model.
Same as -kblock-model.

An estab-
lishment for the experimental investigation
of the phenomena of the motion of vessels
and screw-propellers through the water, the
determination of suitable forms of hull for a.

given speed, and the ascertainment of the
power necessary to drive a given form of hull
through the water at any given speed. The
basin or tank used in the experimental work is an excava-
tion of canal-shaped cross-section, fl-om 300 to 500 feet,
long, 26 to 50 feet wide, and 8 to 15 feet deep, and filled
with water. Above the surface of the water is a travel-
ing carriage moved by power, which can be run over the
length of the basin at any desired speed. The model of a
vessel t<) be tested is towed through the water by a lever-
arm attached t^and hanging below the carriage, and suit-
able registering instruments record the speed of the model
and its resistance to motion through the water. From
the data thus obtained a curve of resistance of the model
is made and the power required to drive a full-sized
vessel is detennined by the application of Froude's law.

modeliar (mo-del'yiir), n. [Tamil mudalimr.
an honorific plural from mudali, a chief. Yule
and Burtiell.] A native head-man, in the

„ „_, ^. Tamil districts of Ceylon; a chief.
See */rey««c,v-— Modal sensitivity. ^ See irseyuitiv- moderant (mod'e-rant), n. [L. moderani(em),"" "'

' " --.-. ...I-. ,o
^g^ sing, of ppr. of moderari, to moderate.J
That which moderates or mitigates.
moderantist (mod'e-ran-tist), II. [moderant-
(ism) + -ist.] One" who professes moderan-
tism : one who belongs to the party of the

termined by the sense-department to which it '"/iL!,?*^'! ^V 'f''^'''?'"/*"'-
belongs or appeals: a term proposed by Hehn- T,l^t*„5i' i

^- } "
V- ^?^

""^
°K^^t

holtz, to avoid a confusing use of quality. f2"':.P!i°";?^l_ 5°'"*^ ^^ ^ nativity upon which

It was found, for instance, that the simple reaction-
time depended not only upon such objective factors as
the modality of the stimulus, . . . but also quite as much
upon certain more subjective conditions.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XV. 489.

Hence— (b) the sense-department itself : as,

sensations of different modalities.

variety of arum, Montrichardia arborescens,
growing in Guiana, etc. N. E. D.
mocuck (mo-kuk'), n. [Also mowkowlc; <
Ojibwa makak, Menomini makak.] A box of
birch bark for sugar, rice, etc., used by the
Indians of Ontario, Minnesota, Michigan, etc.
Ilartlett, Diet, of Americanisms.
mod^ (mod), n. [Gael, mod, an assembly, <
Icel. tnot. See moot^.] The yearly meeting
of the Highland Association, for literary
and musical compositions. N. E. D. [Great
Britain.]

modal, a. 3. Of or pertaining to or having
the numerical value of a statistical mode.
Any race as we find it is very largely the product of its

viodal members. K. Pearson, Orammar of Sci., p. 445.

4. In petrog., in the quantitative system of
classification of igneous rocks (see *rock'^), re-
lating to the mode.— 5. Of or pertaining to the
mode of a curve. See *worfe, 11.—6. In math.,
most frequently occurring.- Modal frequency.

ifi/.—Modal value. Same as -kiiwdei, 12.

A numerical value for which such a frequency is great-
est is termed a modal value or mode.

K. Pearson, Grammar of Sci., p. 382.

modality,". 6. Inpsychol.-. (a) The nature
or character of sensation or stimulus as de

the native's fortunes are supposed to depend

;

the sun, moon, ascendant, or mid-heaven.— 8.
In mech., a device for moderating or reducing
the speed of an internal-combustion engine by
the operation of a throttle-valve. Its action
is the reverse of that of the accelerator.

—

Moderator band. See *band2.
modalize (mo'dal-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mo- modernism, n. 3. Specifically, a tendency
.;„;,-,„,; „,.„7„;,-..„„ r,.,„,;,.; J. ;,„ i rr„ among Roman Catholics to modern and pro-

gressive views condemned by Pius X. in an
encyclical issued in 1907.

modernist, «. 3. One who holds modern
views; specifically, a Roman Catholic who
holds the views (modernism) condemned by
Pius X. in his encyclical issued in 1907.

modesty, n. 4. (a) The hare's-ear or thor-
ough-wax, Bupleurum rotundifolium. (b) The
bladder-ketmia or flower-of-an-hour, Hibiscus
Trionum.

dalized, ppr. modalizing. [tnodal -(- -ize.] To
render modal ; impart modality to.

mode', «. 11. In math.: (o) The most fre-

quent measure ; the class with greatest fre-

quency. (6) The point at which a curve,
indicating frequencies of occurrence of a
variable event, reaches its maximum. In the
normal frequency curve (see Quetelet's *eurve),
the average is at the same time the mode,
while in skew curves the average and mode do
not coincide, (c) In a table of frequencies
which gives a list of the diiferent quantities modificand (mod'i-fi-kand"), n. [L. modificand-

! _„ __-.Li. _ _i._i. .. .^ii ,-._. _«
^^^^^^ ^pj,^ ^j modificare, modify.] That which
is to be, or ought to be, modified. [Rare.]
modification, ». 7. In biol., a change which
is brought about in a living being by its own
activity and is not transmitted to descendants,
as contrasted with a variation regarded as a
congenital change which is not the effect of
the activity of the organism and is transmitted
to descendants; an acquired character. Sat-
ural Sci., Nov., 1896, p. 288.

appearing, with a statement of the number of
times that each appeared, the one which oc-
curs most often.—12. In biom., that statisti-

cal value of a character which is most
prevalent in a group of organisms.

ilr. Tower indicates a similar seasonal change in the
case of the mode of Chrysanthemum leucanthemum. He
proposes a new definition for the term ' mode,' but the
word 'mode' -WAS introduced into statistics with a per-
fectly definite sense, and it seems undesirable now to
alter it. "The average prevailing state of one or more
characters of a homogeneous lot of individuals" is not a modify,)'. *.—Modifiedmllk. See •ni«i.— Modified.
biometric definition. It might refer to any constant what- smallpox ^iinm as varioloid.
ever of the frequency,—to the mean, the mode, the vari- * ,_,._,,', -., ,

ability, or indeed to the whole frequency distribution modinature (mo-di-na tUr), n. [Also moaena-
itself. The now established use of the word 'jiioi/e' is for ture ; < L. modus, mo&e, + valura, nature.]
that value of an organ or character, at which the fre- ^he dispositou of the moldings in a classical
quency of the population per unit of the character or . ^ i „ * •„ „ „ „. j. „p *u„
organ is a maiimum,-the frequency 'per unit of the eornice, or, by extension, in any part ot the

character' being used, if the chai-acter be not discrete, in entablature,
the sense of the infinitesimal calculus. The definition is modinha (mo-den'va), W.
clear : it belongs to the theory of statistics t<3 show us how . _ _ . - .

to determine whether there is one or more true modes,
and if there be, to settle the degree of their significance.

Biomelrika, April, 1902, p. 305.

13. In petrog., in the quantitative classifica-

tion of igneous rocks (see *roclA), the actual
mineral composition of a rock in distinction

[Pg., dim. of moda,
mode.] in music, a form of song ver)- popular
in Portugal, combining features of the French
romance and the Italian aria.

Modiolopsis (mo'di-o-lop'sis), n. [NL., <
Modiola + Gr. 6V«f, a form, appearance.]
A genus of extinct pelecypod mollusks, hav-



Modiolopsis

ing tlio form of the Modiola, with narrow
hiuge-plate ami edeutulous hinge. It is of
Silurian agp.

Modiomorphafmo'di-o-mor'fii), n. [NL., <
Modiiild + (Ir. //opp'}, ' form.] " A gemis of

819
is one pair of tusk-like lower incisors ; and the
second ineisoi-sof the upper jaw are developed
as tusks. The arrangement of the hones of the
cranium shows some points peculiar to the

. . . „ Proboscided.
prionodesmaeeous pelecypods, having the Moesa-blight (me'sij-blit), n. An undeter-
form of the ModioUi, with a single oblique mined East Indian' plant-lmg of the family
elongate ridge-like tooth. It is found in De- Capsidse, allied to Helopeltis, which blights
vonian rocks. the plants of the genus Mcesa.
mod. prescript. An abbreviation of the Latin moff (mof), h. A Caucasian silk fabric.
morfo2))VPScn>?y, in the manner prescribed. mofussilite (mo-fus 'il-it), n. [mofussil +
Mods. A a abbreviation of iWoffera^iOHS. See -ite'-^.] In India,' one who lives in the mofussil,
moderation, 5, pi. or country, as distinguished from the residen-

I should have thought that four years of Oxford with a eies.
little flnishiuK at Wren's . . . would malie a lad quite ino£ri£rratlllia Cmoi-i-irraf'i ^il n r'NTT, ( dr
safe who had been in the Sixth at a public school and got

^OSlgrapma (,moj l-gral 1-a;, n. l!SL,.. <. hT.

a scholarship and first in Modn,
Xalure, June 16, 1904, p. 145.

modulation, ".— Abrupt modtUatlon, in munir, a
nvilulation or transition of key accomplished suddenly,
without ordinary harmonic process. .See inodiUativn,
3 (b).

modulative (mod'u-la-tiv), a. [modulate +
-ivc] Having the function of modulating;
serving to modulate.
Oar punctuation-marks seem to have been originally

modulative, . . . though punctuation is now mainly
logical. H. Sweet, Eng. Sounds, § 236.

module, «. 6. Equivalent to the phrase with
cotiyruence-modutus. See modulus of a congru-
ence, under modulus.

modulus, «
.—Bulk modnlns, the modulus of elasticity

of volume. It is the quantity c in the formula

:

stress

molal
— Mojarra de las pledras, a chsetodontoid flsh, Poma.
canthus zonipectus, found on the west coast of Mexico

//o;(-, hardly (fidyoc, toil, /lojeiv, toil, suffer), +
--}paj>ta < -jpcKfieiv, write.] Writers' cramp.
moglgraphic (moj-i-graf 'ik), a. lmogi(jraph{ia)
+ -/o.] Pertainingto or of the nature of mogi-
graphia.

mogiphonia (moj-i-fo'ui-a), n. [Gr. jidyi^,

with difficulty, + (puvij, so'iind.] InpatlwL, a
difficulty in producing loud vocal sounds with
the larynx, ordinary speech remaining unaf-
fected. Sijd. Sac. Lex.
mogo (mo'go), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]
A stone ax of the natives of New South Wales.
mogra (mo'gril), «. [Hindi.] The Arabian
.iasmine, Jasniinnm Samhac.
M. 0. H. An abbreviation of Medical Officer
of Health.

Mojana de las piedras ^Pomacantlius xoniftcttts'),

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

and Central America from Mazatlan t« Panama.—Mo-
Jarra dorada, a carangoid fish, Qnatkanodon gpeciogits,
widely distributed through the tropical part« of the Pa-
cific and Indian oceans.— Mojarra garabata, a sparoid
flsh, Calamus brachysomus, found in the Gulf of Cali-
fornia and in neighboring waters.— Mojarra prleta, a
fish, Haemtdon ecudderi, of the family Uamulida, found
on the Pacific coast of tropical America.— Mojarra
verde, a cichloid flsh, Heros beani, inhabiting the Rio
Presidio near Mazatlan, Mexico.

mojarrita (mo-ha-re'ta), n. [Sp., dim. of mo-
jarra.'] Any fish of the genus Eucinostomus
and family Gerrides. These fishes are numer-
ous in warm seas.

[Sp., aug. of mo-

throughuut a substan
dilatati'

a velocity

: of it« initial value. -Modulus of periodicity, the
constant by which the values of :ui iiiti-K'ral on opp.«ite circumcision.
banks of a cross-cut difier- Modulus^ Of^resistance. Moho, ... 3. [?. c] A short-winged, short-

tailed rail, Pennula ecaudata, peculiar to Ha-
waii.

„„„„ Moham. An abbreviation of Mohammedan.
jjf^^,

where the stress is a hydrostatic pressure moliar. n. See mohur.
and the resulting strain is the diminution suffered bv a mohawlritfi Cmo'hak-Ttl m TMnhntrV feaa Aot \

" "•" '" " ""/*" -\"°' . ,.
unit volume of the substance-Modulus of a complex

'^''awKire ^mo naK-it;,». L^o/!aM!fc(se6def.) mojarron (mo-ha-ron'),
number,«-hMis-Ha2-)-M|<..-Modulusofacom- Z;,:'',r']p'^v- P^w ^^ ''''?P*'',T^®i' '!,°'^ J'"'''«- ^ee mojarra.] A ^si, Anisoii-emus in-
plex quantity, i + iy, the absolute value |j: + ,>|, the cobalt, (Cu,Mi,Co)3As, closely related to do- terruptus, of the family Biemulidx. ioxmCL on
positivesquareroot|i2-i;!,2|y-Moduln80f acnrve. meykite, found at the Mohawk mine m the the west coast of tropical America,a function of the coefflcienta of the equation of a curve Copper region of Keweenaw Point, Michigan, mokil ('mo'kil « PManri T Tl,a notixro „o„«whichisabs-iliitelyinvariaiit for every- birational trans- M-„V,_i, „.- J r,„:^'\.'i -a\ rrn, ™9?*^^" „^' "• LJMaon.J i be native name
formation.-Modulus of a real number, it«ab8<jlute -M-OJiawK-weea (mo hak-wed), n. The per- of two New Zealand fishes, the blue cod, Per-
value.— Modulus of compression, the plastic pressure loUate bellwort, I i-ularia perfoliate. cis colias, and the bastard trumpeter Latris

:L''nf1,™'w;iH',TiJr;;fHl'i.'i^,*^^-^^^^ [Heb. »«<?, to cut otr.] A ciliaris. N. E. D..um of It.— Modulus of decav. the time m which • . xi. «? . ^. , , . , .
-• t .« , -,, -^ .-,, . .. „

.itv, tk-creasing in geometrical iIrop.jrtion, becomes Pireumciser
;
the officiating rabbi who IS spe- mokl-i (mo ke), «. [Maori.] Same as *mokihi.

., i.. ;..:.;..i ..-t... „-...., , .-^._.._ ., cially qualified to perform the operation of mokihi (mo'ke-he), n. [Maori mokihi, also
_.- •_-„

7iwlci.] A raft made of bundles of bulrushes,
tied firmly together at one end and expanded
by being tied to a stick at the other. Also
written moki and moguey.
moko (mo'ko), V. [Maori.] Tattooing as
practised by the natives of New Zealand,
the designs consisting of elaborate figures
with predominating spirals and covering a
great part of the body.
The "moko " or tattooing of a New Zealander is really a

mark of rank, and only slaves are forbidden the more or
less complete tattooing of the face. A completely tat-
tooed face is literally covered with spiral scrolls, circles,
and curved lines; but though the principal marks are
generally similar, they are not exactly alike on any two
persons, owing to the almost infinite variety of combina-
tions at the operat^>r's command.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Sept 12, 1903, p. 23160.
It is not a fact— as popularly supposed— that the

" moko " was distinctive in different families ; serving, as is
sometimes said, the puipose of a coat-of-amis. The "moko "

was in fact all made on the same pattern— that of all Maori
carvings. Some were more elaborate than others. The
sole difference was that some were in outline only, sonis
were half filled in, and others were finished in elaborate
detail. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

moko (mo'ko), r. t. To tattoo in the manner
practised by the natives of New Zealand.

.Same as ^modulus of rupture. Also sometimes used as
the eouivalent of the modulus of elastic resistance.-
ModalUB of rupture, a number which represents the
weight necessary per square inch of cross-section to
break a beam of any given material of definite length,
breadth, and tiepth, usually one square inch in section
and one foot long.— Principal modulus, a motlulus of
elasticity where the stress provokes oidy a strain of its
own type.— Stretch modulus, in phys..sL numerical
constant used to express the elongation of a substance
when subjected to longitudinal stress ; Young's modulus.
See -kcompressional strength.

Mcebia (me'bi-il), n. [NX,., named after Pro-

Mohrodendron (mo-ro-den'dron), n. [NL.
(Britton, 1893), < Moh'r (Charles Mohr (1824-
1901), a German botanist and pharmacist in
America) + Gr. dhdpov, tree.] A name im-
properly given to Hnlesia. a genus of dicotyle-
donous trees or shrubs belonging to the family
Stijracaeeee. See Halesia.

Moine schist. See *schist.
fessor Karl Miibius of Berlin.] A genus of Moiragetes (moi-ra-ie'tez), n. [Gr. iioipaylr^c,
brotuloid fishes containing two species found ' ' " • - '

i^. '^ '. ..
'

in the deep sea.

moel fmo'el), n. [W. moel, a hill bare on top,
a sugar-loaf hill (common in local names),
also a heap, a pile, prop, an adj., bald (com-
pare E. bald as applied to mountains, or to the moir6, v. t. 2. In finishing cotton goods, to
bare top of a mountain), = Ir. mwji, a heap, a stamp a fabric so as to produce a watered
pile.] An isolated hill or small mountain, of ormoird effect, for which various methods are
convex or dome-like form above, and with con- employed.
cave slopes around the base. moirette (mwo-ref), n. [moire + -ette.] A
Mr. J. E. Man- read a short but important paper on textile fabric made to imitate moire. A'. E. D.

< /iaipa, fate, + ijyuaBat, lead.] header of the
Fates : an epithet of Apollo and Zeus.
There were also statues of two of the Fates, of Zeus

Moiragetes, and of Apollo Moiraiietes.

J. H. Middleton, in Jour. liellenic Studies, IX. 292.

the peculiar form of is<,lated hill known from Its popular moissanite (mwo'san-it), «. [Moissan (see moko-moko' (mo-ko-mo'ko), n. [Maori.] 1«el8hnameasa.V«.(. Geo-/. Jour. (R. G. 8.X XVl. 448. A^t.) + -ite'^.] Carbon silicide, iden'" ' ' "^ "

Moel Fema slates. See *sltite^.

moellon, «. 2. In tanning, partly oxidized oil
recovered by expression from skins in the
process of oil-tanning. It Is used in currying
leather which has already been tanned by other methiwls,
and for this yiuriKjse is sometimes prepared specially
from skins that have been repeatedly used. Also called
it'''rr/i/t.

Moerae, Moirai (me're, moi'ri), n. pi. [NL.
.Moeree, Gr. Moi/ra/, pi. ofiwipa. part, lot, destiny,
fate; connected with /iiim^, part, share, <
fuipinOai, part, divide.] In class, antiq., the

,
identified by A New Zealand lizard, Lygosoma moko.— 2.

Dr. Henri Moissan of Paris in the meteoric The bell-bird,
iron of Canon Diablo^ Arizona. The same mokum (mo'kum), n. [Jap. mokur-me.] A
substance made artificially in the electric fur- Japanese alloy used chiefly for decorations
naoe is extensively used in the arts under the upon articles of gold or silver.
name of carborundum. mol^ (mol), a. [ F. mol, inou, = G. moll, < L.
Moist thermometer, iiea* thermometer. mollis, eott: see moll^.] In music, miaoi: as,

moisture-proof (raois'tiir -prof), a. Proof ^
J""'' ""I^ "?'"?,"•

,..,„

against moisture or its'ill effects; not liable mol", mole^ (mol), n. [NL. mol(ecula), mole-
to be affected by moisture; damp-proof: as, "'^•';J ^'"> grara-molecule, or the gram-mo-
tran.sformers mounted in moisture-proof iron [ecular weight of an element or compound : a
cases. Elect. Rev., Sept. 10, 1904, p. 420. ^rief form introduced by Ostwald.

fates: Homer in the Iliad, speaks of Mo^ra moisture-SCales (mois'tiir-skalz), «.»?. Scales "^"W^l'^'V'. '!•,
[Heb., < piarf, bear, briii^

m general, and of several Mcerai
;
and, in the for ascertaining the percentage of weight lost „„„:!„„„'"' -^u'^'V!!!"! °I. ?_®ff"l"'?. „̂ °* A*"?

by the evaporation of the moisture held in anyOdy.sspy, of the Clothes ('spinners')- In later
mythology three Fates appear, Clotho ('the
spinner'), Lachesis ('the disposer of lots'),

and Atropos ('the inevitable'), who cuts the
tlireaii.

Moeritherium (me-ri-the'ri-nm), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Moipir Moeris, a lake in Egypt, + mjpiov, „ . - , . , „ , , .

A wild hpuftt 1 A wniw of eitinnt iincnilntA MOJarra almejera, a fish, Ilxmulon serfascintvm,a wild oeasi.j A genus oi extinct ungulate „ p j,, j , tropical America.- Mojarra c

new moon. The Jewish month is lunar and

flample of >re or otlier loose niaterial in bulk',
f.^^^^f^''^

^^^^""^ "^^^ ^^^ '"**^^^- ^^^ *^''*^

_._.._. ,, - [otoZ3 + -flZi.] Of, or per-
taining to, that amount of an element or com-
pound which is equal to its molecular weight

mammals* described from remains found in
the Eocene of the Fayum, Egy7>t, and believed

The material is first weighed, then dried, and again
weighed. The beam has two sets of marks, one for mol&l (mo'Ial), a,
weight and one for percentage gradations, tlie sliding

?.
.

weight showing at the second weighing both the loss in
actual weight and tlie percentage of loss resulting from
the evaporation of the moisture.

from
cantl-

leila, a flsh, fCttciiwutfnmift cftli/orniengig, of the Taciflc
coast of Mexico arul Central America.— MOJarra car-

to represent the ancestors of the probosci- denal, a fiRh //o/oc^«?n« ^^/yorft/fa/w found in abun-
j^„-»« rvu.r. --,:_>,„i -1 *. iu„ i: „* - dance from Mazatlan to Panama, mhahitmg tlie pcMils in
deans. The animal was about the size of a
large tapir; the molars are cross-ridged ; there

the rocky shores left by the tide.— MOjarra china, a
fish, Gerres lineatus, found on the west coast of Mexico.

taken in grams. This amount is sometimes called &
viol, and from the term in the (Jernian language an adjec-
tive molar is derived. The use of tliis German form of
the adjective in English is infelicitous, since the Englislk
word 'molar' has already a very different meaning. Ac-
cordingly, some have lately used tlie adjective molal.
From the mnlal fluidity of tlie cnmponenta of the

mixture the molal fiuidity was confputed I'v the mixture
formula. PhyH. Jiev., Jaa.,, luOb. p. f>6.



molar

molari, «.— Molar helgiit. See*A«>A«.
molar-', a.— Molar deatli. See *death.

molarity (mo-lar'i-ti), n. Imolar'-i + 4ty.'] The
action of forces upon bodies as a whole, as
distinguished from the molecular forces.

The stellar bodies are interrelated through gravity
and various forma of molar force which may be combined
under the tenn molaritft ; and astronomy in its earlier
form was the science of these relations.

W J McOee, in Science, May 19, 1905, p. 771.

molasCLUit (mo-las'kit), n. [An arbitrary for-
mation, < molas{ses) + -</«!« (uncertain).] A
food for horses and cattle, prepared from mo-
lasses and fine bagasse from the sugar-mills.
Sutticieut cane-cellulose is mixed with molasses to pennit
its transportation as a dry material. The flue bagasse
readily absorbs a large quantity of molasses and is itself

digestible to a considerable extent The resulting mix-
ture is a valuable fodder which contains about 45 per
cent, of sacchai'ine matter.

MolaSSe, «— St Oall Molasse, a division of the Mio-
cene Tertiai-y series in Switzerland, being a marine stage
lying between the fresh-water or gray Molasse below and
the fresh-water Oeningen Molasse above.

molasses, «. 2. The repellent fluid ejected
from the mouths of grasshoppers and certain
other insects when captured.
molasses-grasB (mo-las'ez-gras), n. See
*gnigs.

molavee, «. Same as *maiilvi.

mold'-, «—Fruit-mold, a serious fungous disease
which attacks the fruit of the apple, cherry, peach, pear,
and plum. It is caused by the fungus Sclerotinia /riicti-
gena, the conidial condition of which has long been
known as Monilia /ructigena. Also called /ruit-rot and
brown *ro( (which see).— 011-mold. Same as -kgrease-
mold.— Sooty mold, a fungous disease of citrous trees
and the olive, which produces a dark sooty growth on
leaves, branches, and sometimes the fruit, caused by
species of Meliota and Apiofporiu7n. See -kMeliola and
*Apio>porium.—wiMQ mold Of sweet potato. Same
as ivhite -krust.

mold*, n. 12. In |)afcc>n., the external impres-
sion of an organic body, test, or skeleton in
the rocks: contrasted with cast, which is an
internal impression. See cast^, 14 Dry-sand
mold, a mold which has been baked to a hard mass to
prepare it to receive molten metal : distinguished from a
greeii-sand mold, which is not dried or baked before the
molten iron or other metal is poured into it.

moldave t (mol-dav'), n. \^Moldavia.'\ A long
outer garment worn by ladies during the first

half of the nineteenth century. N. E. D.
moldavite (mol-da'vit), ». [Moldavia, Hun-
gary, -f-->te2.] In2>efro(/.,agreenglas8foundin
oval grains an inch long. Its origin is in doubt

:

considered by Suess to be of meteoric character, possibly
a variety of obsidian. It is found in sandy deposits in
Moldavia, Hmigary. Sometimes used as a gem. See
•kbottle-stone.

mold-block (mold'blok), «. A cast-iron block
forming a part of the casting-bed in an iron-
refinery.

Molders' crane. See *crane'^.

molding^, n.— Belt-moldlng. (b) A small and deli-

cately molded belt-course, especially in interior fittings,

joinery, etc.— Cat'S-head molding. See *cars-Aead.

—

Double-cone molding, a molding composed of a series of
double cones, that is, of truncated conesjoinedbas^ to base
and top to top, so that it continually varies from thicker
to thinner. It is a rare ornament, identified with Roman-
esque architecture.— Open-sand molding, a process of
casting without the use of a cope or toj>nask : used for

casting pig-iron and heavy castings that do not need to be
of an exact size, such as grate-bars.— Plain molding, a
molding having a continuous surface, or one unbroken
by corners.—Rope molding, a round, convex molding
carved with a twist or spiial resembling a rope.

Moldo-Wallachian (mol"do -wo - la'ki - an), n.

See Kumayiiaii.

mole^, «.— Marsupial-mole. Same as -kmole-marmi-
pial,

mole-cricket, «— southern sUort-winged mole-
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See re/rMtton.— Mol»cular refractive power or re-
fractivlty. See -kre/ractive.— Molecular resistance,
rigidity, shadow, silver, stability, streams, vol-
ume. See *reifistmice, etc.— Moleciilar theory of
vital currents. See -kcurrenti.

molecule, n— Active molecules, in electrochem.,
those molecules of a dissolved electrolyte which are disso-
ciated into theirions and are therefore active in carrying
the electric cuiTent.—Double molecule, the simplest
form of molecular complex in which two molecules com-
bine to form one.— Inactive molecules, in electrochem.,
those molecules of a dissolved electrolyte which are not
dissociated into ions and are therefore not active in car-
rjing an electiic current.— Proteld molecule, a mole-
cule of an albuminous substance in the wider sense of the
term, or of a proteid in the naiTower sense.

mole-diver (mOl'di'vfer), «. The little grebe.
mole-marsupial (mol ' mar - su " pi - al), «. A
small marsupial which has the habits and
very much the appearance of a small mole and
which inhabits the desert regions of central
South Australia. It is of a pale yellow color,
with a homy shield on the nose, and a bare,
leathery tail. Only about a dozen specimens

Southern Short-winged Mole-cricket (.Scapteriscus abbretnatus').

a, winged adult, dorsal riew; *, sane, lateral view. Natural size.

(Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

cricket, an American gryllid, Scapteriscus abbreviatus,
occurring in the southern United .States.

Molecular conductivity, death, encounter. See
*cond'uctivity, etc.— Molecular heat of vaporiza-
tion. See *Afae.— Molecular magnetic friction.
See magnetic */iy«(ereiis.— Molecular refraction.

Mole-marsupial i.Notoryctcs typhlops).

of the animal, which has been named Noto-
ryctes tijphlops, have been found. It is the
type of the family Notoryctidse.

molette, n. 2. A small steel roller upon the
surface of which is out a pattern, in relief,

which is pressed into the surface of a copper
printing-eylinderof a calico-printing machine.
molewort (mol'wfert), n. Water-cress.
molinary (mo'li-na-ri), a. [LL. moUnarius, <
niolina, a mill.] Of or pertaining to milling
or the grinding of cereals.

The 'Lead,' a stream, 'led' from the Tay past Rose
Terrace, into the town for molinary purposes ; and long
ago, I suppose, bricked over, or choked with rubbish.

Ruiskin, Fors Clavigera, i. 161.

Molka berry. See *berry^.

mollesceuce (mo-les'ens), n. [L. mollis, soft,
+ -cscence.J Softening; in pathol., same as
moUitics.

mollescent(mo-les'ent), a. IJj. mollescent(em),
ppr. of moUescere, become soft.] Becoming
soft ; softening.

moUichthyolin (mol-ik'thi-6-lin), n. A mix-
ture of molline and iehthyol. It is used ex-
ternally iu diseases of the skin.

Mollienisia (mol"i-e-nis'i-a), m. [NL. (Le
Sueur, 1821), named after M. Mollien, a French
minister of finance.] A genus of fishes of the
family Pwciliidss, small mud-loving fishes
founti from North Carolina to Mexico in the
coastwise swamps.
Molllsia (mo-lis'i-jj,), 11. [NL. (Karsten, 1871),
irreg. < L. mollis, soft.] A large genus of dis-
comyeetous fungi having separate or crowded
bright-colored sessile waxy asoomata. The
spores are elongate, unicellular, and hyaline.
About 150 species have been described. They
occur on dead stems and decaying branches
and are widely distributed.

Mollisiaceae (mo-lis-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
MolKsia + -aceai.l A family of discomycetous
fungi, named from the genus Mollisia, contain-
ing 19 genera. The ascocarps are mostly
small and sessile. See *Mollisia.

Mollltles unguium, a trophic disease of the nails in
which they become abnormally soft and yielding.

moll-rowing (mol'rou"ing), n. Domestic
squabbling ; the quaiTeling of man and wife.
[Slang.]

One scene was the work of my brother and myself. It
was the outside of a lodging-house by moonlight. . . .

The scene wound up with a great concert of "practical

"

cats on the roof, whose diabolical moll-rowings still ring
in my ears.

G. A. Sala, Things I have Seen and People I have
[Known, II. 121.

molly* (mol'i), n. [A senseless application
of the familiar name Molly : see Molly'^.'] In
the printers' game of jefling, a throw of quad-
rats which exposes only the unnicked sides

;

hence, any useless work with types in a com-
posing-room.
molly-gut (mol'i-gut), n. Same as goose-fish.

moUyhawk (mol'i-hak), n. An emendation

momentum
of mollymawk, a name given by sailors to the
smaller albatrosses. 'The change has been
made on the mistaken supposition that molly-
mawk was a corruption of mollyhawk.
On Adam's Island Mr. Cockayne had an opportunity of

studying the nests of the albatross placed in exposed
situations, where the solitary chicken remains on the
nest for a year, and on the desolate Hounty Islands were
found the nests of the moUyhawk, and numbers of ani-
mals, crustaceans, spiders and beetles which make their
home in the guano or on the bare I'ocks.

Aature, Nov. 5, 1903, p. 14.

moloker (mo'lok-er;, n. A renovated silk hat.
jV. E, D. [Slang.]
molombwa (mo-lom'bwa), n. [Native name
in West Africa.] Same as molompi. The
pulverized heartwood of the tree is used by
the natives as an ornament by sprinkling it

upon their hair and clothing.
molote (mo-lo'ta), n. A long-handled heart-
sliaped hoe used by the Latookas and other
natives of the Upper Nile Valley and the lake
regions.

The handles of the molot^s are extremely long, from
seven to ten feet, and the instrument being shatied like a
miner's spade (heart-shaped), is used like a Dutch hoe,
and is an effective tool in ground that has been cleared,
but is wifltted for preparing fresh soil.

Sir S. W. Baker, The Albert Nyanza, p. 164.

Molpadia (mol - pa ' di - a), n. [NL., < Gr.
MoXtqiSio, a feminine name.] The typical
genus of the family Molpadiidx. Cuvier, 1817.
Molpadiidse (mol-pa-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Molpadia + -idse.'i A family of holothur-
ians, of the order Actinopoda, having neither
tube-feet nor papillee, the posterior end grad-
ually tapering into a tail-like piece, mouth
and anus terminal, usually fltteen simple or
digitate tentacles, calcareous ring of five
radial and five interradial pieces, and a single
stone-canal with an internal madreporite.
Eespiratory trees are present but Cuvierian
organs are rare. It contains the genera Mol-
padia, Eupyrgris, Candina, Haplodactyla, Tro-
chostoma, and Ankyroderma.
molnla (mol'u-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. mola, a
millstone: see mola, molar^.'] In entom., Vae
convex and sometimes bent head of the tibia
of the hind leg of an insect, armed with a
homy process on each side by which it is at-
tached to the thigh. Also called knee-ball.
Kirby and Spence.

mol. Wt. An abbreviation of molecular weight.
Molybdate of ammonium, a salt of molybdic acid
largely used in the detennination of phosphorus rjid
phosphoric acid in analysis. It is in constant use in the
laboratories of steel-works and fertilizer-factories.

Molybdenum blue. See *6(«e.—Molybdenum glance.
See molybdenite,

molybdomancy (mo-Ub'do-man-si), n. [Gr.
fi6?.vfiSo(, lead, -I- /lavreia, divination.] DiW-
nation by means of the behavior of molten
lead, conclusions being based on the number,
form, etc., of the drops.

molybdophyllite (mo-lib-dof'i-lit), n. [Gr.
^6?ivlidoc, lead, -I- <liv/.?.ov, leaf, -I- -ite^.] A
rare lead siUeate occurring in colorless foli-

ated masses somewhat resembling mica, found
at L&ngban, Sweden.
Momable slates. See *slatei.

moment, n. 9. In statistics, influence in de-
termining the position of the center or of the
axis of distribution, as of population or re-

sources— Center of moments. See *i-cn(eri.—Dic-
tyotlo moment. See -kdictyotic. —Lorlcatioumoment.
Same i\a -kdictyotic moment.— Moment of friction.
See -k/riction.— Moment of momentum, a quantity,
sometimes employed in the mechanics of rotation, equal
to the angular momentum (m u;), or the product of the
mass and angular velocity. Since the angular velocity is

rv, angular momentum may be written mvr— momentum
(mv) multiplied by distance (r) ; hence the name ino?nf?it

of momentum.—Moment Of population, a compound
quantity formed by multiplying the population of a
given area by the distance of its population-center from
an assumed parallel or meridian. By means of this idea,
the United States Census Oflfice, using as element the
square degree, determines centers of poptilation.

—

Moment of rotation, the rotational inertia or moment
of inertia— Moment Of torsion, the torque tending to
twist a body, as a rod ; the constant T iu the equation

T = ;-j—, where u is the slide modulus, r the tadius

of the twisted body, Q the angle through which the free
end is twisted, and 1 is the distance from the free end
along the axis of torsion to the point of clamping.

—

Moment of two straight lines. See •h'lws.—Psycho-
logical moment, the nick of time ; the opportune
moment ; the best or the right time : as, he seized the
psychological moment ; it happened at the psychological
moment.— Statical moment. Same as moment of a
force.— Unit moment of a couple. See kcouple.

momentum, «.- Angular momentum, the product
of the angular velocity of a. rotating body into its moment
of inertia,—Electromagnetic momentum, momentum
due to velocity of au electromagnetic mass : opposed



momentum
to ordinary mass, the momentiini of which is tenned
mechanical momentum.— Mectianical momentum,
momentum of the sort ordinarily dealt with in dynamics,
in which the moving body has no electrostatic charge
and consequently no electromagnetic mass.— Moment
of momentum. See irmoynent.

momiology (mo-mi-ol'o-ji), n. [F. momie, a
munimj', + -ology.'] "fhe scientific study of
mummies.
Even the history of the Egyptian dynasties is a depart*

ment of momiology, for the tablets of Abydos and Sale-

karah belonged to temples which are connected with
tliat future life and day of judgment for which the
mummy lies patiently waiting.

Athenaum, March 3, 1894, p. 28a

momme (mom'me), n. [Jap.] A Japanese
unit of weight, equivalent to 3.756 grams, or
nearly 60 grains. C. Bering, Conversion
Tables, p. 61.

mon' (mon), n. [Jap.] A Japanese money
of account, the ten thousandth part of a sil-

ver yen, equal to 50 cents.

mon° (mon), n. [Coreant] A Corean coin, the
hundredth of a .Tapanese tempo, equivalent to

one tenth of a cent.

mon. An abbreviation (a) of monastery ; (6) of
monetary; (c) of Monday.
Monacanthidae (mon-a-kan'thi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < ilonacanthus + -idx.'] A family of

fishes closely allied to the Balistidse, herbi-

vorous shore-forms found in warm seas.

monachate (mon'a-kat), n. [L. monachatus.
See monk] The period of life passed as a
monk. X E. D.
monachist (mon'a-ldst), a. lmonach(Um) +
-int.] Pertaining or relating to monachism or
monasticism.

I do not find in Oiorgione's work any of the early Vene-
tian monachigt element. He seems to me to have be-

longed more to an abstract contemplative school.
ituskin. Modem Painters, V. ix. ^ 11.

monachize (mon'a-kiz), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
monachized, ppr. "monachizhig. [^monach{ism)
+ -ire.] To live a monastic life ; become a
monk.
monaco (mon'a-ko), n. [It. Monaco, a petty
principality now under French protection, <

L. Arx (or Saxa) Monceci, ' the fort (or rock)
of Monoecns,' Gr. tidvoiKo^, 'he who dwells
alone,' an epithet of Hercules.] A silver coin
of the value of 58 sols, bearing the arms of the
Prince of Monaco.
monactin (mon-ak'tin), n. [Gr. /i6voc, single,

+ axT/f, {oKTii'-), ray.] A sponge-spicule of

one axis.

monactinellid (mo-nak-ti-nel'id), n. and a. I.

n. One of the Monactinellida, an order of

sponges.

H. a. Having the characters of or pertain-
ing to the Monactinellida.

monad, "— collared monad, in xoSl., a monad which
possesses a delicate meiiiiiranuiis collar at one jwle ; one
of the ChtttiiojUtijeUata.— Hooked or springing mo-
nad. .See *Bod<K

monadary, ». Same as monadiary.

Monadelphic surface. See ^surface.

monadistic (mon-a-dis'tik), a. Pertaining to
or of the nature o? monadism.
monadnock (mo-nad'nok), n. [A generic use
of the name of Mount Monadnock in south-
western New Hampshire. The name Monad-
nock (formerly also Monadnnck, Monadnic,
Menadnock) is of Algonkiu origin, prob. from
manit, 'that which is exceeding, surpassing,
extraordinary, siipernatural ' (hence manit,
manitto, a spirit, God: see manito), + -adene
(-ahdin, -adn), a hill or mountain, -f -auke
{-olike, etc., in colonial spellings often -ock,

-«c),land, country, place. The meaning woula
be 'the place where there is a verv high moun-
tain.'] In ]>hys. gcog., an isolated hill or
mountain rising over a peneplain, and surviv-

ing because of the superior resistance of its

rocks or of its distance from the larger rivers;

a residual hill.

The rivers I.esae, Ourthe, Siire, and Vlerre, which radi-

ate fnjm the .Scri>ont monadnock, all suddenly turn, at
intervals, at right angles to their normal course, and
these bends lie in concentric circles as if the region has
been denuded in concentric waves.

Geo'j. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 010.

monadologlcal (mon'a-do-loj'i-kal), a. [mo-
nadii/oii(ij) + -ic- + -flA.] Of or pertaining to

monadology, or the doctrine of monads.
In this case matter is thought of as made up of similar

[mentiil] at^>nis uf a lower order (monistic or monadoloiji-
cat spiritualism), or the mind-atom Is regarded as
specifically different from matter proper (duallstic spirit-

ualism). W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 313.

monxne (mon'en), n. [Gr. //(ivof, single, -I-

-aiva, as in rpiaiva, trident.] In sponge-
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spicules, a trisene in the cladome of which two
of the three rays have atrophied or been ar-
rested in development.
monamide (mon-am'id), n, [Gr. /j6vo(, one, -t-

E. amide.] A class name applied, in organic
chemistry, to compounds, derived from acids
and ammonia, containing the univalent radical
-CONH2: occasionally used, incorrectly, for
amines.
monamido (mon-am'i-do), a. [mon(o)- +
amido-.] Containing a single amido (NH2)
group: as, monamido acid.

monandric (mo-nan'drik), a. Practising or
characterized ijy monandry ; monandrous.
monapsal (mon-ap'sal), a. Imon(o)- + apse
+ -a/1.] In arch., having only one apse.
Monarch butterfly. See *bntterfly.

monarchot (mon'ar-ko), n. [For It. monarcha,
monarch.] A title assumed by a fantastical in-
dividual of Shakspere's time; hence, humor-
ously, a monarch.
This Armado Is a Spaniard, that keeps here in court

;

A phantasime, a Monarcho, and one that makes sport
To the prince and his bookmates. Shak. L. L. L. iv, i.

monarda, n. 2. \l. c] A plant of the genus
Monarda Momurda.oll. .See *oa.

Monardella (mo-nar-dera), n. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1834), a diminutive of Monarda, on ac-
count of the resemblance of the two genera.]
A genus of plants of the family Menthaceee.
They are annual or perennial sweet-smelling
herbs, with rose-purple, lavender, or white
flowers in terminal heads subtended by broad,
often colored bracts. There are about 15
species, natives of western North America,
chiefly of California, some of which are occa-
sionally cultivated.

monartiiritis (mon-ar-thri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
fionof, single, -I- apdpov, joint, -I- -itis.] Inflam-
mation of one joint.- Monarthrltls deformans,
arthritis deformans affecting one joint only.

Monastic arcbltectnre, the architecture of the convents
and monasteries of the Christian middle ages, and the
resulting styles down to the eighteenth century. Roman-
esque art in western Europe is largely monastic in origin.

monasticize (mo-nas'ti-sizj, r. t.; pret. and
pp. monasticized, ppr. tnonasticizing. [mona.i-
tic + -ize.] To make monastic ; convert to
monasticism.
monatomism (mon-at'ora-izm), n. [monatom-
(ic) + -ism.] The character of being mona^
tomio.

monaulic (mo-na'lik), a. [Gr. /i6vo(, single,

+ ai'/dc, pipe, -I- -ic] Having an undivided
tube, as the hermaphrodite duct leaving the
ovotestis in certain moUusks. Compare *di-
aulie, 2.

monazile (mon-ak'sil), a. and n. [Gr. fidvo^,

single, + L. axis, axis, + -He.] I. a. Same
as monaxial.

H. n. A monaxial sponge-spicule.
monazon, «. 2. In neurol., a nerve-cell with
a sin3;le 7ieuraxon, or axis-cylinder process.

monaxonal (mon-ak'so-nal), a. [m^naxon +
-f/M.] In sponge-spicules, monactinal.
monazonidan (mon-ak-son'i-<lan), a. and n.

[Monaxida + -an.] I. a. Relating or per-
taining to the Monaxonida ; having only mon-
axon spicules.

II. H. Any member of the Monaxonida.

monclliquite (mon'chi-kit), «. [Serra de
Monchiquc, Portugal, + -ite^.] In pelrog.,

a porphyritic rock with aphanitic ground-
mass, composed of hornblende, augite, biotite,

olivin, and magnetite in a ground-mass of the
same minerals, with an isotropic base having
the composition of analcite. Sunter and Bo-
senbmeh, 1890.

monchiauoid (mon'chi-koid), n. lMonchiqu(ite)
+ -oidT] In pe?ro,<7., resembling moncliiquite
in mineral composition and texture.

mond (mond), n. [D. mond = G. mund = E.
mouth.] A mouth; particularly, the mouth of

a river : an element in many South African
Dutch place-names.
Mond. An abbreviation of Monday.

mondaine (mou-dan'), a. and n. [F., fem.
of mondain, < L. mi(ndanu.s, of the world: see
mundane.] I. a. Worldly; absorbed in the
fashionable world.

II, n. A woman who loves the pomps and
var|ities of this world; one who is devoted to

the world of fashion; a worldling.

monembryonic fmon-em-bri-on'ik), a. [Gr.

fiuvoc, single, -t- l/ii'ipmv, embryo, + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a single embryo ; bearing a
single embryo.

Mongolian

monembryony (mon-em'bri-o-ni), n. Imon-
emhryon(ie) + -yS.] The state or condition of
bearing only one embryo.
monergic (mo-nfer'jik), a. [< Gr. jidvoc, single,
+ E. {e%)er'gic: properly monenergic] In
plant physiol., having a single nucleus, or
center of vital energy : opposed to *poJyergic.
monergist (mon'fer-jist), n. [rnonerg{ism) +
-ist.] One who holds the doctrine of moner-
gism, namely, that the Holj' Spirit is the only
efficient agent in regeneration.
monergistic (mon-er-jis'tik), a. [monergist ¥
-ic] Of or pertaining to monergism ; of the
nature of monergism.
Monesia bark. (6) See *hark2.
monetary, a.— Latin Monetary union. See*Latin
Union.

monetite (mon'e-tit), n. [moneta (see def.) -f-

-ite^.] Acid calcium phosphate (HCaP04)
occurring in minute yellowish-white triolinio
crystals, found in a bed of guano on the is-

lands Moneta and Mona, West Indies.

money, n— Anglo-Oalllo money, coins struck in
France by English rulers of a portion of that country,
from the time of Uenry II.—Bar money, an archaic
money struck in the Low Countries for .lava, in deference
to native predilection.—Black money, (a) Copper
coins strucli at Tours and made cuiTent in England dur-
ing the reigns of Edward II. and Edward III. (6) See
the extract

When any class of work involves special unpleasantness
or injury to clothing, "black ?ho7wi/" or "diity money"
is sometimes stipulated for. Thus, the boilennakers and
engineers receive extra rates for jobs connected with oil-
carrjing vessels. Webb, Industrial Democracy, I. 313.

Cloth money, an early Chinese copper coinage.— Con-
demnation money, in law:
(a) The damages which the
losing party to an action is

adjudged to pay. (b) In an
appeal bond, the amount that
should be awarded against the
appellant by the judgment of
the court upon aftlnning the
judgment or order appealed
from.— Cut money, sections
of silver or gold coins cut for
circulation as subsidiary money,
especially in the West Indies
and Spanish colonies.— D&nes'
money, a local name forRoman
coins found in Northampton-
shire. [Eng.]—Don Patmo's
money, a local name once
current in Jamaica for the
Spanish pistareen : so named
from a colonial and finance
minister of Spain at the begin-
ning of the eighteenth century.

_„__ Hat=£iBi
— Exnrgat money, an Eng-

jB i g M femi l
^'^^ coinage of Charles I., with

/B^ P ^j^^li ^'^^ inscription on the reverse,
/Cr-r^'iw b^i'M ^v] Exurqat Deug, digsipentiir
'^•mia* hiMi—

^

t?u»nict(P5. lxvii.,Vulg.), "Let
God arise, let his enemies be
scattered " (Ps. Ixviii. 1, Rev.

ver.).— Fraaco-Itallan money, the coins struck by
temporary French rulers of parts of Italy, from Charles
VI. to Louis -XVI. w. C. i/a^iiff.— Franco-Spanlsli
money, the coins struck in Spain by Louis XIII. and
Louis XIV, of France, during their occupati()n of parts of

that country. W. C. llazliit.— Hock-Tuesday money,
in old Kng. taip, money paid to a lord that his tenants
and bondmen might celebrate the second Tuesday after

Easter week— the day on which tlie English overcame
the Danes. Cony;.— India money, an English coinage
made in the seventeenth century for use by the East India
Company. Also called Indian money, and Portcullis

money. See portcnllig, 4.—Lanka money, a bar of sil-

ver stamped with Arabic inscriiitions. used as money in

Ceylon.— Merovingian money, a term loosely applied
to the whole gii>up of coins struck in the Low Countries
and in France in the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries

and actually originating in Holland. U'. C. Uazlitt.—
New plate money, a coinage, as opposed to Mexican
plate, created by Charles II. of Spain (1886), who ordered
that the American piece-of-eight (reals) should pass as a
piece of ten new reals.— Saddle money, a Chinese
copper coinage in use from the first to the fourth century
B.f.— Temple money. See *templc^.— Tin-dangle
money, same as -khridge.money.

money-bound (mun'i-bound), a. Detained on
board awaiting a remittance to pay for a
pas.sage that has been made: said of a ship's

p.issenger.

money-grass (mun'i-gris), n. Same &s penny-
grass, 1.

money-maker, «. 3. Any commodity which
sells well and is profitable forthose who make
or handle it.

money-plant (mun'i-plant), «. Same as money-
flower.

mongo (raon'go), n. See the extract.

Mongo (Phaseolus mungo Bl.), smaller than the lentil,

but of the same flavor, cultivated on a large scale, as it is

the principal food of many towns.
Pron. Qaz. Philippine Is., p. 80.

Mongolian, "— Mongolian idiocy, idiot, see *idt-

ocy, iirfiVjf.— Mongolian mark or spot, a dark spot in

the lumbar region, occurring in MoTigolian new-bom
children and also observed among the new-born of the

American (Indian) race.

Cloth Money.



Mongolization

Mongolization (moug -go-li-za'shpn), n. [Mon-
(lolize + -II tion ] The process of 'Mongoliziug
or reiuleriiig Mongolian in character.

Mongolize (moug'go-liz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

MoiigoU:ed, ppr. ilongolizing. [Mongol + -he. ]
To render Mongolian in character ; subject to
Mongolian influence or control.

Australia was dotemiined . . . not to Mongolise Ita

dominions.
Daily Neiei (London), July 2, 1906. y. E. D.

Mongolo-Tatar (mong'go-16-ta'tar), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to peoples that speak
languages of the Mongol and Tungus divisions
of the Ural-Altaic stock (the Mongol, Kal-
muck, Buriat, Tungus, and Manchu), or to the
languages themselves. Sometimes also used
to include the Turkish languages or the whole
group of Ural-Altaic languages. Keane, Eth-
nology, p. 299.

II. «. A ])eople of Mongolo-Tatar affinities.

Mongrel disease. See ^disease.

monneimite (mon'him-it), n. [Named (1853)
after a (iennan, Von Monheim, who described
it.] A variety of the zinc carbonate, smith-
sonite, containing over 20 per cent, of iron car-
bonate.

Monicono-stereoscopic glasses. See *glass.

monilethrix (mo-uil'e-thrix), n. [Irreg. < L.
monile, a liceklaee, + Gr. 0pif, hair.] Irregu-
lar atrophy of the hairs, giving them a beaded
appearance.

Monilia (mo-niri-jl), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1797),
so called in allusion to the chain of spores, <

L. monile, a necklace.] A genus of Fungi Im-
perfecti, type of the family Moniliaceee, having
erect branched conidiophores bearing chains
of conidia. M. fructigena and M. cinerea are
known to be conidial conditions of the dis-

comycetous genus Sclerotinia. They are the
destructive fruit-molds which attack the peach,
plum, cherry, etc. See fruit-Arnold, peach-
blight, rot, and *Sclerotinia,

Monlliacese (mo-niH-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,<
Monilia + -accd.~^ A family of hyphomycetous
fungi named from the genus Monilia (see *Mo-
nilia and *Moniliales) . It is the same as the
Mucedinaceee, for which it is to be substituted,
that name not being based on. the name of a
genus.
Moniliales (mo-nil-i-a'lez), n.^J. [NL., <

Monilia + -ales.'] The largest order of the
group Fungi Impcrfecti, frequently called Hy-
phomycetes, containing the 4 families Monilia-
cese, Dematiaccse, Stilbaceee, and Tuberculaccie.

Moniligaster (mo-nil-i-gas't^r), n. [NL., < L.
monile, necklace, + gaster, belly.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Moniligastridm, I'er-

rier, 1873.

MoniligastridSB (mo-nil-i-gas'tri-de), n. pi.

[NL., Moniligaster (-giistr-) + -it?*.] A family
of terricolous Oligochxta, consisting of large
or small earthworms with 8 paired sette in
each segment, the inconspicuous elitellum oc-
cupying segments 10-13, and one or two pairs
of male pores. It contains the genera Mo-
niligaster and Desmogaster, found in India,
Ceylon, Sumatra, Borneo, Burma, and the Ba-
hamas. M, grandis attains a length of two
feet.

monimiaceous (mo-nim-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the plant family Monimiacese.
monimolite (mo-nim'6-Ut), n. [G. monimolit
(1865) ; < (3r. uiniftog, "lasting, stable, + X/flof

,

stone.] Au antimoniate of lead, iron, and
sometimes calcium, occurring in yellow to
brown isometric crystals and also in massive
forms : found in Sweden.
Monimostylica (mon'i-mo-stil'i-ka), n.pl.
[Gr. ii6iii/io(, lasting, -t- aTv?j)c, pillar.]

' A divi-

sion of reptiles including those which have the
quadrate immovable, as turtles, crocodiles,
and extinct forms : contrasted with Strepto-
stylica.

monism, «— Cosmonomlc monism. See *cosmo-
nomtc— Psychophysical monism, the metaphysical
opinion that physical and psychical phenomena are par-
allel aspects or attributes of one and the same underlying
thing of which no experiential knowledge is possible.

The first [parallelist theory] looks upon mind and body
as of equal reality or rather unreality, and interpi-ets

them as parallel manifestations or aspects of a sinple real
being : to this we may give the name of p8ychnpht/»ical
•moninm. C. A. .Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 21)9.

monistically (mo-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of the monists; in accordance with
monistic philosophy.
So far as the present work is concerned, it knows

nothing of the value judgments by which the world
ground is interpreted in terms of ethical personality ; and
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It ignores all psychological experiences in which the in-

workings of a tmnscehJent moral person al'e known—
experiences construed now momnticdUy and now pluralis-

tically.

Jour. Philos., Psychol, and Set. Methods, Aug. 4, 1904,

[p. 442.

monistichoilS (mo-nis'ti-kus), a. [Gr. ii6voq,

single, -f arixo^t row, file.] Covered with a
single layer of cells, like the ommatidium or
structure which underlies the lens unit of the
eye of a scorpion.

monitor,'!. 9. In fei/drowJ., a device consisting
of a universal-jointed pipe, to which is attached
a nozle throwing a powerful stream of water:
used in hydraulic mining and on fire-boats.

See hydraulic mining, under hydraulic.— 10.
A turret or tool-holder in a lathe. See *(«r-
rc(l, 6.— 11. Same as *catamaran, 4.— Gould's
moxiltor, Monitor gmildi, a large Australian lizard,

named after the naturalist John Gould.

monitor (mon'i-tor), V, t. To be a monitor or
adviser to; admonish.

So after my own heart ! I knew, I knew
There was a place untenanted in it

;

In that same void white Chastity shall sit,

And monitor me nightly to lone slumber.
Keats, Endymion, iv. 135.

monitor-lathe (mon'i-tor-laTH), n. Same as
turret-lathe.

monitorship (mon'i-tor-ship), n. The position
and duties of a monitor.

monium (mo'ni-um), n. [NL., < Gr. fi&voq,

single, alone.] The name given by Sir W.
Crookes to a supposed new chemical element
the presence of which in salts of so-called
'yttrium' seemed to be indicated by a peculiar
phosphorescent spectrum exhibiting a group
of lines almost alone near the extreme ultra-

violet (whence the name) : it was later pro-

Eosed to change the name to rictorium, in
onor of Queen Victoria. Monium must be

looked upon as one of the large number of in-

ferred but unestablished elements.

In his presidential address to the British Association
in 1898 he [Sir William Crookes] announced the discovery
of yet another member of the rarer earths

—

monium
or victorium. The spectroscopic examination of this
showed the spectrum crossed by au isolated group of
lines high up in tlie ultra-violet end, and the existence of
wliich could be detected only upon tlie photographic
sensitive negative. Sci. Amer., Aug. 8, 1903, p. 99.

monkey, n. 10. In mining, an appliance for
automatically gripping or letting go the rope
in rope haulage.— 11. pi. In the Australian
bush, a sheep-shearer's name for sheep.
[Slang.]

No one felt better pleased than he did to see the last
lot of * monkeys,' as the sliearers usually denominated
sheep, leave the head-station.
A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 88, quoted in

[E. E. Morris, Austral English.

12. A local name for the cinder-notch of
the dam in an iron-making blast-furnace,
through which the slag or cinder can be al-

lowed to flow out as it accumulates in the
smelting process. It is placed on the side of
the furnace, and about 30 or 40 inches below
the level of the twyers where the blast is in-

troduced in furnaces cf modem size.

On the side of the furnace, and 30 to 40 inches below
the level of the tuyeres, the "cinder notch" or ^^ monkey"
is situated. Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct 19, 1907, p. 242,

Green monkey, a name applied to several African mon-
keys of the genus Cercopithecus, but more particularly to
C. sab^us, the general color of which is a greenish gray.— Howling monkey. Same as howler, 2.

—

Klng-mon-
key, Colobua polycomus, one of the culobes, or horse-
tailed monkeys of Sierra Leone, having a pure white
forehead that suggests a crown.—Monkey hass. See
*()as82.— Monkey flush. See*/!ii»Vi».— Patas mon-
key. Same as ;?wfa*.— Road-mbnkey, in lumberiny,
one whose duty is to keep a li>ga:ing-roail in proper con-
dition. Also blue-jay. — Satan-monkey, Pithccia
satanas, the black saki, a Sontli American monkey, dark
brown or black in color, with a bushy tail, heavy whis-
kers, and a thick crest or wig.— Stump-tailed monkey,
one of the short-tailed macaques, Macacas arctoides,

of southeastern Asia.— Sykes'Smonkey, an East -African

species, Cercopithrcus albnyularis, black above and
white beneath.— Weeper or weeping monkey. Same
as weeper, 4.

monkey-belt (mung ' ki - belt), n, Xaut., a
waist-belt worn by a seaman when working
in a dangerous position over the vessel's side,

as when 'cutting in' a whale.

monkey-drift (mung'ki-drift), n. In mining,
a small drift used by prospectors.

monkey-forecastle (mung ' ki - for " kas -1), n.

See *deck, 2.

monkeyfy (mimg'ki-fi), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
monkeyfied, ppr. monkeyfying. Inionkey + -fy.]
To make like a monkey, literally or figur-

atively.

Notwithstanding tlie very monWyfying process to
which some of the illustrations of inferior human types

monobromacetanilid
have been subjected in this pictorial chorography, the
correspondences are not such as to cairy conviction to
most minds. Sir D. Wilson, Prehistoric Man, 1. 172.

monkey-gangway (mung'ki-gang"wa), n. A
small gangway parallel with the main gang-
way. Coal and Metal Miner's Pocket-hook.
monkey-jar (mung 'ki- jar), n. A water-
monkey.
monkey-jug (mung ' ki - jug), «. A coarse
earthenware jug with a globular body and
narrow neck, covered with a grayish brown
glaze made from wood ashes and sand. The
body is modeled in the semblance of a gro-
tesque human head, the eyeballs and teeth be-
ing made of a white, porous clay, and usually
movable. These jugs were made at Bath,
South Carolina, about the year 1863.

monkey-nut (mung'ki-nut), n. The peanut.
monkey-orchis (mung'ki-6r"kis), n. A plant.
Orchis trplirosanthos.

monkey-rolls (mung'ki-rolz), n. }>l. The
smaller r.ills in an anthracite breaker.
monkey-rope (mung'ki-rop), «. Xant., the
rope secured to a monkey-belt.
monkey-shaft (mung'ki-shaft), n. In mining,
a shaft which rises from a lower to a higher
level. [Australia.]

They began to think they might he already too deep
for it, and a small ' monkey '-sha/t was therefore driven
upwards from the end of the tunnel.

G. Sutherland, Tales of Goldflelds, p. 69, quot«d in
[E. E. Mon-is, Austi-al English.

monkey's-pea (mung'kiz-pe), n. See *pea^.
monkey-twyer (mung'ki-twi'er), «. One of
the blank twyer-openings built into a blast-
furnace above the ordinary twyers to be used
in case of au emergency. Phillips and Bauer-
man, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 225.

monkey-vine (mung'ki-vin), ?<. a species of
the genus Ipomsea, I. Xil,

monkey-yard (mung'ki-yard), n. Naut., an
auxiliary spar ; a light yard used in exercising
and training cadets and apprentices on board
ship or at a naval station.

monk's-head (mungks'hed), «. Thedandelion.
A\so priest's-crown (which see).

mono-articular (mon-'o-iir-tik'u-lar), a. Same
as monarticular. Lancet, Aug. '22,' 1903, p. 513.
monoazo (mon-o-az'o), a. [mono- + aj:o-.]

Pertaining to a chemical compound that con-
tains one azo group

—

Monoazo color. See *color.— Monoazo type, a type of coal-tar coloring matter
characterized by tlie presence of one azo group.

monobacillary (mon-o-bas 'i-la-ri), a, [Gr.
//(iiof, single, + NL. bacillus + -ary.] Relat-
ing to one species of bacillus.

monobactena (mon"o-bak-te'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. fi6m(, single, -I- NL. bacteria.] Bacteria
the cells of which are separate, liillroth.

monobacterial (mon"o-bak-te'ri-al), n. [Gr.
/i6vo(, single, -t- NL. bacterium + -dl^.] Relat-
ing to one form of bacterium.
Monobar chain. See*chain.
monobasic, o. 2. Pertaining or relating to
monobasis

—

Monobasic phosphate. See *phot-
phate.

monobasicity (mon-'o-ba-sis'i-ti), n. {mono-
basic + -ity.] in chcm., the character of being
monobasic; the character of an acid as con-
taining but one atom of hydrogen replaceable
by a metal or electropositive radical; or the
special character of a salt as containing a
metal or electropositive radical replacing but
one atom of hydrogen out of a larger number
of such replaceable atoms in the correspond-
ing acid.

monobasis (mo-nob'a-sis), n. [Gr. /Jiivof, single,
-I- /ia(T(f, step (used in the sense of descent).]
Descent on simple or narrow lines, as by
inbreeding, or by vegetative propagation

:

the alternative of symbasis as a method of
descent. Cook and Sicingle.

monobium (mo-no'bi-um), n. ; pi. monobia (-a)

[NL., < Gr. /lovo^, single, + jSioc, life.] A
unicellular organism which lives a free or in-
dependent life, as contrasted with a coeno-
bium, one that is a unit in an aggregation of
cells. Ilaeckcl.

monoblepsia (mon-6-blep'si-a), n. [NL.]
Same as nio)iohlcpsis.

monobranchiate (mon-o-brang'ki-at), a.

[mono- + branchiate.] Having but one set of
branchite or gills. Syd. Soc. Lex.

monobromacetanilid (mon'o-brdm-a-se-tan'-
i-lid), n. \inono- -t- brom(inc) + acetanHid.'i

A colorless, crystalline, svnthetic compound,
C6H4.Br.NH.C'2H30, obtaiiied by the action of

bromine on acetanilid and said to combine the



monobromacetanilid

sedative effect of bromine and the antipyretic

effect of aoetanilid. AJso antisepsine.

monobrom-derivative (mon'o-brom-de-riv'a-
tiv), «. In organic cliem., a class-name applied

to compounds containing one atom of bromine
in the place of one of hydrogen. It is synony-
mous with nwnobrom substitution-product.

monocarp, «.— perennial monocarp, a plant which
lives iiiiiny years but dies after once llowenng, as the
coninuin century-plant, ilobiiu.

jnoiiocarpal(mon-o-kar'pal), a. Same as »»ono-

cari>ou.t.

:moilocarpian (mon-o-kar'pi-an), a. Same as
7nonoc(irpous.

monocelled (mon'o-seld), a. [Gr. ftdvo;, single,

+ E. cell + -cd-.'] ' Consisting of but a single

cell ; unicellular: said of organisms such as the
Protozoa and I'rotophyta.

Monocentric eyepiece. See *eyepiece.

monochasy (mo-nok'a-si), n. Same as mono-
cliasinm.

inonochlor-. Imono- + chlor(in)-.'] In chem.,

in compound words, signifying the presence
of one atom of chlorin in combination or in-

troduced by substitution, as iodine mono-
chlorid, and monoehloracetic acid.

monochloracetic (raon * 6 - kl6 - ra - set ' ik), a.

lmo)io- + cldoracetic] looting an acid, a col-

orless crystalline compound, CH2CI.OOOH,
prepared by the action of chlorin on acetic

acid. It crystallizes in needles or rhombic
plates, melts at 62.5-63.5° C, boils at 185-187°

C., and attacks the skin: used in the synthesis

of indigo.

monochlor-derivative (mon'o -kl6r-de-riv'a-

tiv), n. Ill ori/auic chcni., tne class-name ap-
plied to compounds containing one atom of

chlorin in the place of one of hydrogen. It is

synonymous with monochlor substitution-pro-

duct.

'jnonochoanitic (mon'd-ko-a-nit'ik), a. [Gr.

//oi'of, simple, -t- Ao*"-"?. funnel, + -ite^ + -ic]

Having simple funnels : used of the ammonoid
cephalopods, and expressing a primitive con-
dition of shell structure.

monochordist (mon'6-k6r-dist), n. Imono-
chord -t- -i.s/.l One who plays upon or writes
about the monochord.
monochordize (mon'9-k6r-diz), V. i. ; pret. and
pp. »iOH'ic/i«rrfi>erf, ppr. monochordizing. ^mono-
chord + -ijc] To play on, or as on, the
monochord. [Rare.]

He became gay, did leap for Joy, would loll and rock
himself in the cradle, then nod with his head, mojwehord-
ising with his fingers. Rabelaig (trans.), i. 48.

monocliromasy (mon-o-kro'ma-si), n. [mono-
chroma(tic) + sy.'] In psychol., that form of
color-blindness in which all visible objects are

seen as shades of the same quality. As op-

posed to dichromasy, by the adherents of the
Young-Helmholtz theory of color-vision, the
term leaves it open as to whether the single

remaining visual quality is a color or a bright-

ness. There is now, however, no doubt that
monoehroinasy is identical with total color-

blindness, and that the vision of the mono-
ehromate is gray-vision and that only. Stud.

YaU Psychol. Lab., 1900, p. 15.

tmonocliromate (mon-o-kro'mat), n. \mono-
+ chromntf.] 1. In rAew., anormalchromate,
as of potassium, KoCrOx, in contradistinction

to a dichromate or pyrochromate, as K2Cr.207 :

the former may be viewed as KoO.Crt).^, and
the latter as K20.2Crf)3.— 2. In psychol., a
totally color-blind person; one who is afflicted

with monochromasy. Baldwin, Diet. Philos.

and Psychol., II. 793.

monochromatic, a. 2. In psychol., pertaining
to or characterized by monochromasy: as,

monochromatic vision.— 3. Having an affinity

for only one dye at a time, in contradistinc-
tion to polychromatic Monochromatic llln-
mlnatOr. See iiilluimnator.

II. ". Same as *monochromate, 2.

monochromatism (mon-6-kr6'ma-tizm), n.

[monochromat-ic + -ism.] Monochromatic
light or its production.

ilonoehromntiim.—Fabry and Perot . . . recommend
a« a source of monochromatic light the arc produced
between mercury electrfMles in a Torricellian vacuum.

Appleton'l Ann. Cyc, 1S99, p. 707.

monochromatist (mon-o-kro'ma-tist), n. Same
as *nionochromist.

monochrome, «. II. ". Of one color; painted
in one color, monochromic.

monochromic (mon-o-kro'mik), a. [mono-
chrome + -ic. Hee tnonochrome.'i ,Of one color;
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pertaining to or of the nature of monochromy

;

monochromical.
monochromist (mon'o-kro-mist), n. [mono-
chrom(e) + -isf] One who paints in mono-
chrome.
monocle, «. 3. In photog., an uncorrected
spectacle-lens, usually periseopic, of about
li inches diameter, and of a focus of 2 inches
and upward, it is necessary to make correction in
focussing since the lens has both a chemical and a visual
focus. For ordinary landscape work this ooiTection may
be made by means of the formula f =fO"02, which is prac-
tically one fiftieth of the focus. This is only applicable
when the lens is working at its equivalent focus. Wood-
bury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 290.

monocleid (mon'o-klid), o. [Gr. //di'of, single,
-f- /(/.£(£ (KAtiS-), key.] Having, or locked by, a
single key: said of certain writing-desks and
cabinets in which all the compartments are
fastened by locking a single lock.
Monocllnal shifting, the tendency of a stream flow-
ing parallel t^) the strike of tilted strata to shift to one
side in eroiling its valley. The shifting is in the direc-
tion of the dip of the rocks and results in sapping the
valley blutf on the down-dip side. Chamberlinaiid Satis-
bury, Geol., I. 120.

monococcus (mon-o-kok'us), n.\ pi. mono-
cocci (-si). [NL,, < Gr. ^l6voq, single, + k6kkoc,

berry (coccus).] A coccus form of bacteria
in which the cells are separate. Billroth.

monocqelic (mon-o-se'lik), a. IGr.fidmc, single,
-(- Koi'/ia, a cavity.] Having only one cavity.

MonOCOndylia (mon-o-kon-dil'i-ii), n.pl. [NL.]
The more commonly used form of Monocon-
dyla.

monocondylic (mon'o-kon-dil'ik), a. Same
as monncdndtjlian.

monocondylbus (mon-o-kon'di-lus), a. [As
iloiiocondylia) + -ous.'\ Having a single oc-
cipital condyle, as is the case with birds and
reptiles, which are collectively termed mono-
eondylia: contrasted with *amphicondylous.
monocormic (mon-o-k6r'mik), «. [Gr. ^6vo^,

single, + Kopfjdc, a tree-trunk.] In hot., hav-
ing but one trunk, or main axis of growth.
monocot (mon'o-kot), n. An abbreviated form,
among botanists, of monocotyledon.

monOCOtyl (mon-o-kot'l), n. [Gr. /i6voc, single,
-1- Kori/r/, a cup, a socket.] Same as mono-
cotyledon.

Monocotyle (mon-o-kot'i-le), n. [NL. (Tasch-
enberg, 1878), < Gr. fi6vo(, single, + kotv>.7i,

a cup, a socket.] The typical genus of the
family Monocotylidx.
monocotylean (mon-o-kot-i-le'an), a. and n.

I. a. Same as monocotyledonous. [Rare.]

II. n. Same as monocotyledon. [Rare.]
Monocotylida (mon"o-ko-til'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Monocotyle + -idir.] A family of trema-
todes, of the order Beterocotylea, having the
posterior sucker usually small, no anterior
suckers, and the common genital pore median.
It includes the genera Monocotyle, Calicotyle,

and P.feudocotylc, parasites of sharks and rays.

monocotyloid (mon-o-kot 'i-loid), a. and «.

[monocotyl + -oid.~\ I. a. Resembling a mono-
cotyledon.

tL. n. A plant which resembles a mono-
cotyledon.

monocotylous (mon-o-kot'i-lus), a. [NL.
monocotylu.i, < Gr. /jovoi; single, + kotvXt/, cup.]
1. Having but one vent or mouth.— 2. Same
as monocotyledonous. y. E. D.
monocranns (mo-nok'ra-nus), a. ; pi. monocrani
(-ni). [NL., < Gr. /jdvoc, single, + Kpaviov, the
skull.] A monster having a single skull but
more or less duplication of the parts of the face.

monocratic (mon-o-krat'ik), «. Pertaining
to, or of the nature of, monocracy; monarchic.
monocrepid (mon-o-krep'id), n. [Gr. /i6vo;,

single, 4- uptj-it;, foundation.] In the struc-

ture of silicions sponge-spicules, such irregu-

lar forms or desmata as have only a single
fundamental layer.

monocrotic (mon-o-krot'ik), a. [Gr. ii6m<:,

single, + KpoTo^, a stroke, beat.] Striking
once: said of a pulse the sphygmographic
tracing of which shows but one notch, the
down stroke showing an unbroken line.

monocrotism (mo-nok'ro-tizm), )(. [mono-
crot(ic) + -ism.l

' A condition in which there
is but one pulse-beat for each contraction of

the lieart: the opposite of dicrotism.

monocrotOUS (mo-nok'ro-tus), a. Same as
^monocrotic.

Monocular rivalry. See *rivalry.

monoculist (mo-nok'iVlist), n. [LL. monoc-
iil(us), one-eyed, + -ist.'] A one-eyed person.

X. £. D.

monodromy
monocycle, ». 2. In biol., the type of indi-
vidual or racial development which consists
of but a single cycle : opposed to *polycycle.
Hyatt, 1893.

monocyclic, a. 3. In bot., living only one sea-
son

;
annual : opposed to dicyclic. See *dicyclic,

3(6). F. E. Clements.— 4. In elect., pertaining
to a single-phase alternating-current system of
electric distribution, which utilizes an auxili-
ary electromotive force (the teaser electro-
motive force) out of phase with the main
electromotive force, and wattless, that is, sup-
plying no power or practically no power, but
only wattless currents. See *icaitless.— 5.
Of or pertaining to a monocycle. See *mono-
cycle, 2.— Monocyclic generator, a polyphase gen-
erator, the armature of which has two windings, a main
coil and a lesser coil in quadrature with the former.

—

Monocyclic system, in ptiys.: (a) A mechanical system
within which only stationary movements in closed curves
occur and between the portions of which only conserva-
tive forces are active. (6) See irmonocycHc, 4.

monocyclon (mon-o-si'klon), n.
;

pi. monocycla
(-kla). [NL.] In biol., same as *monocycle.

monodactylate (mon-o-dak'ti-Iiit), a. [mono-
dacti/l -t- -afcl.] Having, like a horse, a single
digit.

It is, however, certain that there is a monodactylate
representative of the family [Proterotheriidse],

Encyc. Brit, XXX. 609.

monodactyly (mon-o-dak'ti-li), n. [monodac-
tyl + -j/3.] The state of having but one digit

in the foot. The horse is a typical example of
monodactyly, but the condition is also found
in some of the Litopterna and, abnormally, in
other animals.

monodermic (mon-o-dfer'mik), n. [Gr. fidvoc,

single, + dep/ia, skin.] Consisting of or per-
taining to a single layer of cells; epithelial.

monodiametral(mon"o-dJ-am'e-tral), a. [Gr.
fi6vo^, single, -f (hauerpnc, diameter.] Having
a single diameter : said of quartan curves.

monodic^ (mo-nod'ik), a. [Gr. u6mc, single,
-(- oiSdf, way.] In biol., along a single path:
used by Giglio Tos in the phrase inonodic de-

relopment to express his peculiar conception
of biological ontogeny. See *polyodic^.

monodiplopia (mon-o-di-pl6'pi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. fidvor, single, -t- im?.6o(, double^ -I- uip {ut^-),

eye.] Double vision when an object is looked
at with one eye.

monodist, «. 2. One who writes or sings a
monody. N. E. D.

monodomons (mo-nod'o-mus), a. [Gr. udvoc,

single, -I- Mfioc, house.] A term applied to a
formicary consisting of but a single nest: op-
posed to *polydomous. Forel.

monodontal (mon-o-don'tal), a. [monodont
+ -aU.] 1. Having a single tooth ; monodont;
also, of the nature of a single tooth.

They [the narwhals] were near me ; so near that I could
see their checkered backs. . . . The horn, that mono-
dontal process which gives them their name of sea-uni-
com, was perfectly examinable.
Kane, in U. S. Grinnell Exped. (First Exped., 1866),

tp. 340.

2. In elect., having one armature-tooth per
pole for each phase : said of the windings of

certain generators and motors.
Low-voltage machines are usually provided with poly-

odontal windings, these windings having several separate
armature teeth per pole per phase, while the high-voltage
machines are generally viimodontal.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 889.

monodramatist (mon-o-dram'a-tist), m. [mono-
dramut(ic) + -ist.] A writer of monodramas.
monodrome (mon 'o-drom), a. [Gr. fidmc,

single, -1- Spifin^, a running, course, race.]

Same as monodromic.
On monodrowe functions and transcendental numbers.

Nature, Feb. 11, 1904, p. 3!i9.

monodromy (mo-nod'ro-mi), n. [monodrome
+ -y'^.~\ In math. : (o) The characteristic prop-
erty that, if the argument returns by any path
to its original value, the function also returns

to its original value. (6) The property that

the curves described by a revolution or rota-

tion through four right angles are closed.

It is pointed out that in the non-Pythagorean geome-
tries devised by Hill>ert, Helmholtz's axiom of inimod-

romy is not verified, inasmuch as it is possible, by rota

tion'through four right angles, to bring the point* of a

line into positions which tlicy do not occupy before the

rotation. It is pointed out further that, in the same
geometries, it is possible to pass from one point to an-

other of a straight line without passing through all

intermediate points and without leaving the line. The
application of the name "geometry" to systems which
admit such possibilities is criticised.

Nature, Feb. 19, 1903, p. 382.
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^°,^2^j;?"?[,^°''-.'''" *.'"-<"'J;i- Monodromy of monogenic (mon-o-jen'ik), a. [See monoqen-
SDace. the chanicttTistic uroDertv that It I'oini'.idfis with n** ^ .-.^ •

** '^ ^ ™ ^ "^j^ "space, the chanictfristic property that it coincides with
itself (\rith its trace) after revolution through a perigou
alK)Ut any axis.

monody, n. 3. A poem in which grief for the
death of the subject of the poem is expressed.
In this Monody, the author bewails a leanied friend,

unfortunately drowned . . . and by occasion foretells the
ruin of our corrupted clergy, then in their height

Milton, Lycidaa, argt

monodynaioism (mon-o-di'na-mizm), «. [Gr.
fwvo^, single, + diva/itc, power.] The theory
that all natural phenomena are the manifesta-
tions of a single principle, power, or force.
The monotheistic tendency is visible in Greece, as

elsewhere. . . . Side by side with this tentative and Monogenica(mon-o-jen'i-ka),n. See*Asporea.
growing monotheism there is a bold and unhesitating monoffpnv « 3 The 'iintnl nrohnhilifv '

mono,tynami^n, the efforte of all the early thinkeil ," j;fti7?-'„i' ^„t"„f„ + -„ f tt
P'^?°'^'';llt.y,

being to reduce all the powers of nature to one principle. "^ Statistical expectation of offspring, based
G. U. Lewes, History of Philosophy, I. 3. On the age of one parent only.

monodynamous (mon-6-di'na-mus), a. [Gr. monoglyphic (mon-o-glif'ik), a. [Gr. ^i6vo^,

/joraf, single, + 6vvafui, poWer, + -OMS.] In single, + j-At;?*)?. carving.] Having only one
fto<.,havingonestamenlargerthanthe others, siphonoglyph, the sulcus, as certain polyps

Oiw.] 1. Same aa »«o«0(/««0!W.— 2. In cAc/k
,

combining with an element in only one form
;

forming only one compound with a mono-
valent element. N. E. D.— 3. Same as )«o«o-
gcnetic.—^. In petrog., noting a fragmental
rock, conglomerate or breccia, whose frag-
ments or parts are all of one kind of rock.

—

5. Having a univoeal derivative : the better
and now accepted form for monogeneous, 2, and
monogenous, 3.— Monogenic function, y=/x, one

having the property that ^ tends, in general, to a unique

finite limit

monoeidic (mon-o-i'dik), a. [Gr. /iovoet6>/c, of
one form.] Of one form or nature. N. E, D.
What then shall we imagine to be the aspect of the

supreme beauty itself, simple, pure, uncontaminated
with the int«nnixture of human flesh and colours, and
all other idle and unreal shapes attendant on mortality;
the divine, the original, the supreme, the monoeidic
beautiful itself?

Shelley, Essays, Letters from Abroad, Trans, and Frag.,
[I. 124.

mono-electronic (mon'o - e - lek - tron ' ik), a.

[Gr. /iiiTOf, single, -1- E. electron + -ic] Con-
taining a single electron: said of atoms which
when dissociated break up into one negatively

contrasted with *dighjpMc.
A discussion of the variations in Metridium dianthus.

In reference to the last topic, it may be noted tliat the
author seeks to show;— (a) that regular hexamerous
diglyphic polyps arise non-sexually as well as sexually

;

(b) that monoglyphic forms arise sexually as well as non-
sexually. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 45.

monogonium (mon-o-go'ni-um), n.; pi. monogo-
nia (-a). [Gr. iidvo^, single, +)'(iTOf, generation.]
The non-sexual sporulating stage of the
malarial parasite as it occurs in man. Grassi.
In the Atti della Fondazione Scientiflca Cagnola (vol.

xviii.). Prof. Grassi gives an excellent sui-vey of our
present knowledge of malaria. He describes fully its

charged particle, and one much larger posi- epidemiology and prophylaxis, and the morphology and

tively charged portion.
development of the malana r,araj,ite. In the !»«..

monoestrous (mon-es' tms), a. [Gr. fidvo^,

single, -t- olarpog, vehement impulse, + -o«s.]
Having but one oestrum. See the extract.

F. H. A. Marshall finds that in Scottish black-faced
sheep the length of the sexual season varies with the
locality, both in regard to the number of dicestrous cycles
in a season and to the duration of each cycle. There is ™„„„_.„_, ^-olilnn
a perfect gradation between the monoestrous condition of ™-0I10gram-inacnine, n.

some wild sheep and the extreme polyoestrum of certain
Jour. Boy. Micros, Soc.merinos. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 484.

Monogamelise (mon " o - ga - me ' li - e), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. /lovog, single, -t- ya/ii/'kioq, of mar-
riage, < ydfio^, marriage.] In Lankester's
classification, a family of Discomedusse in
which the four subgenital pits are united into
one continuous cavity : contrasted with Tetra-
gamelias.

monogamelian (mou"o-ga-me'li-an), a. IMono-
gameliie + -an.] Relating or pertaining to the
Monogamelias ; having the four subgenital pits
united into one continuous cavity.

monoganglial (mon-o-gang'gli-al), a. [Gr.
fiomc, single, + yayyliov, a tumor. See gang-
lion.'] In pathoL, affecting only one gland;
said of a bubo.

monogastric, a. 2. Said of a muscle having
but one part or belly.

Digastric [muscle]. This, In spite of its name, is really
a moiwgastric muscle in the Carnivora.

development of the malaria parasite. In the^Iatter
connection he introduces some new terms. The asexual
parasites producing the febrile attacks are named "mono-
gonia," the developmental forms in the mosquito "am-
phigonia," while the recurrent attacks of fever which
occur at long intervals after infection are regarded as
being due to parthenogenetic parasites, which develop
from the non-tlagellating (female) sexual cells, or game-
tocytes. nature. Sept 24, 1903, p. 617.

2. A sewing-machine
having a universal feed-motion and present-
ing the fabric to the needle in any direction,
the feed being controlled by a pantograph.
In practice, ten or more machines are placed in aline
upon a bench, the power being under the control of the
operator, who sits at the bencli at the rightof the battery
of machines. Each machine is supplied with the same
quality of thread and the fabric clamped in the feed may
be the same in each machine, in which case the fin-
ished work will be alike in all the machines. A panto-
graph is placed on the bench before the operator and by
means of suitable rods and joints is connected with the
feed of each machine. The design to be stitched upon
the fabric is placed on the bench under the pointer of
the pantograph and the operator, by making the pointer
trace the design, causes, through the pantograph, the
feed in each machine to present the fabric to ita needle
in the same order and all the machines to make an exact
reproduction of the design in stitching.

Monograptus (mou-o-grap'tus), n. [Gr. //livof,

single, -f ypa-riq, written (see graptolite).]
A genus of monoprionidian graptolites with
straight or curved hydrosoma and the thecaa
in contact: abundant in the Silurian.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London. monohydratO (^mon-6-hi'drat), M. [Gr. /«fvof,

monogatari (mo-no-ga-ta're), ». [Jap., his- single, -(- i(5wp (wrfp-), water, -f--atel.] In chem.,
tory, story, narration.] In Japanese litera-

ture, a story ; a narrative.

If we judge Old Japan by its artistic and literary
production, it is precisely in those works which are leixst

Chinese that the greater value is to be found— the
ancient poetry, the mediaival monogatari, some of the
later romances, and the works of the ukiyo school of art.

The histories are dreary compilations, of no merit and
little authority ; the philosophies are platitudinarian
logomachies founded on partially understood Chinese
arguments ; and such science as Old Japan possessed is a
mere echo of that of China.

a substance containing one molecule of water
in a combined state : as, the monohydrate of so-
dium carbonate, Na2C03. H.2O, now an article of
commerce under the trade-name 'concentrated
sal-soda.' Sometimes, though improperly, 'monohy-
drate ' is applied to a substance which may be viewed as
derived from and as containing the constituent elements
of one molecule of water, though no longer united as in
water ; thus, sulphuric acid, H2SO4, is S(3metimes called
a 'monohydrate,' since it may be produced by the inter-
action of one molecule each of sulphur trioxid and water,
H2O + SO3 = H2SO4.

Athenxum, May 6, 1905, p. 552. , , -,., , c^

monogen (mon'6-jen), n. [See monogenesis.-] monoic (mo-no ik), a. Same as moncecious.

In chem., an element which combines in one monoiCOUS (mo-noi kus), a. Same as moim-
proportion only. iV. E. D. cious.

monogene (mou'o-jen), a. [Gr. /lovoyeyyr, pro- monoidal (mo-noi'dal), a. [monoid + -aU.]

dueedonce: see'monogenous.'] Noting those In math., connected with a monoid, a hyper-
voleanio outbreaks which consist of a single surface of nth order with an (« — 1) fold point,

mass of lava, usually quite infusible and mono-ideistic (mon"o-i-do-is'tik), a. In psy-
viscous, and which have been formed by one choL, pertaining to or characterized by mono-
eruptive effort : a term suggested by Striibel. ideism.
Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 322.

monogeneity (mon-o-je-ne'i-ti), n. The
character of being monogenous.
monogenesis, n. (d) Origination or deriva-
tion from a single species, or, in a restricted
sense, from a single pair. Contrasted with inono-infection(mon"6-in-fek'shon), n. Infee-
*polygenesis (which see). tion with but one variety of pathogenic 01-

monogenetic, a. 4. Having the whole life- ganism. Buck, Med. Handbook, VHI. 500.

history a single cycle, there being no alter- monolater (mo-nol'a-ter), n. [See monolatry.']

nation of generations, or, in parasitic forms, One who worships only one god. See monola-
of ho.sts—Monogenetlc color. See -kcolor. try.

The history of philosophy shows that the monoideistic
thinkers. . . either stiffened in the mold by precociously
formulating and defining their ideas ... or else were
the victims of an environment or an age itself over-
wrought, one-sided and extreme.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 60.

monomodal
monolatrous (mo-nol'a-trus), a. [monolatriy)
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or of the nature of
monolatry; practising monolatry.
Monolene (mo-nol'e-ne), n. [NL., < Gr. ^fooc,
single, -f u/.tvri, arm (see ulna).'] A genus of
flounders found on the Atlantic coast of the
United States south to the West Indies.
monolepsis (mon-o-lep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
fiovoc, one, only, '+ lijiptt;, a taking.] The-
transmission to a cross-bred organism and to
its descendants of the characteristics of only
one parent, to the exclusion of those of the
other: contrasted with *amphilepsis. Bate-
son and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc.
1902, I. 155.

monoleptic (mon-o-lep'tik), a. [monolepsis.]
Pertaining to, by means of, or exhibiting-
monolepsis. Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol.
Com. Roy. Soc, 1902, I. 155.

monoline (mon'o-lin), n. [Gr. /ifoof, single,
+ E. line^.] A trade-name of a form of type-
setting machine which produces a solid line
of type, or type-bar.
The Scndder monoline, a Canadian machine somewhat

like the linotype, except that the matrices are located
upon a disk. Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 6L

monolithic, a. 4. Made of one mass of artifi-
cial stone, as a concrete of broken stone,
cement, and sand, without joints: used in.

structures such as mills and houses, dams,
retaining-walls, and bridge abutments and
piers, floors, columns, and other similar con-
structions.

The writer believes that a masonrj- or monolithic dam -

would be highly objectionable, either at Panama or Nica-
ragua, on account of the great damage that might be
done to it in a few moments by an earthquake, and which
might require several years to repair, and in the mean-
time the canal would be closed.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 22648.

monolog, n. A simplified spelling of mono-
logue.

monolqgic (mon-o-loj'ik), a. [monolog{ue) +
-ic] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a-

monologue.
monological (mon-6-loj'i-kal), a. \movo~
log{ue) + -ic + -an.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of monologue ; fond of monologue.
There have been three famous talkers in Great Britain,

either of whom would illustrate what I say about dogma-
tists. . . . and Thomas, last of the Dynasty. . . . The-
talking dynasty has always been hard upon us Ameri-
cans. ... As for King Thomas, the last of the nwno-
logical succession, he made such a piece of work with his
prophecies and his sarcasms about our little trouble with
some of the Southern States, that we came rather to pity
him for his whims and crotchets than to get angry with-
him for calling us bores and other unamiable names.

O. W. Holmts, Poet at the Breakfast-table, x.

monologize, v. i. Same as monologuiee.
monologuist (mon'o-log-ist), n. Saine as mon-
ologist.

monoloph (mon'6-lof), n. [Gr. /i6voc, single,
+ Mipoc, tuft.] In the hexaetinellid sponges,
having one tuft or rope of elongate spicule*
for the attachment of the sponge; also, in
sponge-spicules derived from the caltrop,
having one of the arms tufted.

monolophous (mo-nol'o-fus), a. [Gr. /jovoc,-

single, -)-
?.6(l>oc, crest, + -oiis.] In tetractinal

sponge-spicules, having one ray forked or
branched like a crest. Compare *dilophsus,
*trilophous and *tetralophous.

monomeniscous (mou"o-me-nis'kus), a. [Gr.
fiovoc, single, -f- /o/viaKo^, a crescent (a lens).]
Having but a single lens in the eye.
The central eyes [of Linmlus] are "simple eyes," that,

is to say, they have a single lens and are hence called
monomeniscous. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 626.

monomeric (mon-o-mer'ik), a. [Or. /idvoc,

single, -I- fiepog, part, + -ic] 1. In zool., re-
lating to or derived from a single metamere;
consisting of only, one piece or segment.
Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., II.

p. 151.— 2. In petrog., a term applied by
Stache and John (1879) to segregations in
igneous rocks that are composed of a single
kind of mineral.

monomethyllc (mon"6-me-thirik), a. Imono-
-h methyl -r- -ic] Containing one univalent
methyl group, CH3, in the molecule : applied
to organic compounds.
monomodal (mon-o-mo'dal), a. [Gr. /j6vo(,

single, + L. modii,i, mode, + -o?l.] Having-
only one mode. See *mode, «., 11 (J).

The author shows that a monomodal curve is not suffi-
cient evidence that a population is homogeneous, but
that a process of biological analysis niust^precede the
general mathematical analysis, to attain satisfact<5ry
results. Bot. Gazette, April, I'JOJ, p. 314.
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monomolecular (mon'o-mo-lek'u-lar), a. [Gr.

/iOTOf, single, + NL. molecida, molecule, +
-ar^.] Consisting of or involving a single

molecule: in chem., of a substance, having its

simplest molecular composition in contradis-

tinction from polymeric derivatives formed
by the union of two, three, or more of the
simplest molecules. Thus, formic aldehyde
(CH2O) may be spoken of as monomolecular,
and metaformaldehyde (CsHgOs) as its tri-

molecular derivative, 3CH2O.
In the sj-nthesis of phenyltolylmethane from toluene

and benzyl chloride in the presence of aluminium chlo-

ride, the reaction is monomulecitlar, and is probably one
between toluene and a compound of aluminium and
benzyl chlorid ?8, and the same applies to the reaction in

the presence of ferric chloride.
Jour. Phys. Chem., Oct, 1904, p. 621.

monomorphism (mon-o-m6r'fizm), n. [ino)io-

morph(ic) + -i.btn.'] Tlie state or condition of

the members of a race or species in which
they form a single group with respect to the
distribution among them of a given character-

istic.

Among the aoles this uniformity or in&twnwrphigm no
longer obtains. Amer. Sat., July, 1903, p. 601.

mononeural (mon-o-nu'ral), a. [Gr. fj6vo(,

single, + vcvfxxv, nerve, + -aA.] 1. Relating

to one nerve, one source of nervous supply,

or one neuromere.—2, Mononeurous.

mononeuritis (mon'o-nu-ri'tis), n. [NL., <

(jr. //'Jvof, single, + veipov, ner\'e, + -itis.'\

Inflammation of a single ner^-e.

mononeurous (mon-o-nii'rus), a. [Gr. /jdvoc,

single, + ni'pov, nerve. See Mononeura.} 1.

Having only a ganglionic nervous system

;

belonging to the Afononeura.—2. Mononeural.

monont (mon'ont), n. [Gr. fiAvoc, single, +
ui' (oir-), being.] A non-sexual cell which
gives rise to others by the process of fission.

mononuclear, o. II. n. A cell with a single

nucleus; a uninuclear, as distinguished from
a multinuclear, cell.

It is important-, then, to not« the percentage of large

iiu>twnucUar)i met with in the series of typhoid fever

cases, (M> that they may be compared with that of the

malarial series to be dealt with presently.
Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1603.

mononncleated (mon-o-nti'kle-a-ted), a.

Imniw- + nucleus + -ate^ + -ecP.] Having
but a single nucleus; uninucleated : said of

certain cells.

With predominance of the large mojumueleated cells

filled with melanotic pigment
Med. Record; Feb. 28, 1903, p. S36.

mononychoUS (mo-non'ikus), a. [Gr. /wv6-

vvx'K, also /iorunf, having a single claw or
hoof, solidungulate (applied to the horse), <

/i6voc, single, + im^, claw, nail, hoof.] Hav-
ing an undivided claw.

mononymy (mo-non'i-mi), n, l>nononym(ic)
+ -1/3.] A mononymic system of nomencla-
ture.

monopectinate (mon-o-p«k'ti-nat), a. [Gr.

//oi'or, single, + L. pecten (pectin-), comb, +
-<i(e'.] In gastropods, having one row of

plates in the ctenidium or gill, as in the

Utreptoneura. Compare bipecti'nate.

monoped (mon'o-ped), a. and n. [mono- + L.
pes (pe<l-), foot.] I. a. Having 1)ut one foot

(orleg), a condition sometimes found in human
monstrosities.

11. n. A person, animal, or thing that has
only one foot (or leg) ; specifically, a monster
with only one foot (or leg).

monopbagOUS (mo-nof'a-gus), a. [Gr. iiovo-

9(i;or, < iinvnr, single, alone, + -^70f, < (fayclv,

eat.] 1. Feeding on a single substance, or a
single kind of food : opposed to heterophagous.
— 2. Speci6eally, of sporozoans, passing the

entire life-cycle in one host; permanently in-

tracellular: eontra.sted with *polypliagous.

monophagy (mo-nof'a-ji), ». [monophag{otis)

+ -I/-*.] 1. The character or habit of being
monophagous; the eating of only one kind of

food.—2. The act or habit of eating alone.

[Rare.]

monophase (mon'o-faz), a. [Gr. ii6\'oc, single,

+ ridair, phase.] Having or exhibiting only a
single phase; single-pliaso ; monophasic. See
*«iH</fe-pAn.«c.— Monophase generator, an alttm
Ingcurrciit generator which produces a single-phi

current.

^lonophasia (mon-o-fa'zia), n. [NL., < Gr.

li6i/o(, single, + ijMoir, speaking.]

altemat-
lase

A form of
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aphasia in which the patient can articulate but
one word or, at most, one sentence.

monophasic (mon'o-fa-zik), a. Imonophas^e)
+ -ic] Monophase ; single-phase.

monophone (mon'o-fon), ». [Gr. fiovoc, single,
4- ouir^, voice.] Same as homophone. [Rare.]

monophonous, a. 2. Same as homophonoiis.

monophotal (mon'o-fo-tal), u. Of or pertain-
ing to the monophote.

monophrastic (mon-o-fras'tik), a. [Gr. fiSvoc,

single, + -(jipaoTo^, K (fpd^ew, speak (rjipact^,

a speaking), 4- -tc] 1. Consisting of a single
word or phrase.—2. Speaking or responding
in a single word or* phrase, or with great
brevity.

Boys especially are often dumb-bound, monopbragtic,
inarticulate, and semi-aphasic save in their own vigorous
or inelegant way. G. S. Hail, Adolescence, II. 454.

monophthalmic (mon-of-thal'mik), a. [See
monnplithalmus.'] Having only one eye.

Monophyes (mo-nof 'i-ez), »t. [NL., < Gr.
fiovo6vrj^, of single nature, < /jSvoc, single, +
fieadai, grow.] The typical genus of the fam-
ily Monophyidse. Clans, 1874.

Monophyidae (mon-o-fi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
ilonophyes + -irfa?.] A family of ealyconectous
siphonophorans, having a single nectophore at
the apex of the long tubular stem, the cormidia
eudoxiform, separated by equal free inter-

nodes, and each siphon with a bract. It in-

cludes, among other genera, Monophyes, Cymha,
and Sphseronectes.

monophyle8i8(mon''o-fi-le'sis), n. [Gt. /j6mc,

single, + (pv'n), tribe.] Evolution in a single

line of descent. See *polyj)hyl€sis.

monophyllic (mon-o-fil'ik), a. [Gr. /xovoc,

single, + 0i'/l/.ov, leaf, + -fc, ] Consisting of a
single leaf or leaf-like division: used of the
sutural divisions in the shells of the ammonoid
cephalopods.

monoplane (mon'6-plan), n. [Or. ii6vo^, single,

+ E. plane.] A flying-machine or a gliding-
machine which depends for sustention upon a
single aeroplane (surface) or upon a single

pair of aeroplanes laterally disposed. In a fly-

ing-machine of this type, M. Louis Bleriot

crossed the English Channel, July 25, 1909.

See *aeroplane^, «., 2.

Another aeroplane ... is the " monoplane " of M. Ro-
bert Esnault Felterie. This, unlike most recent types, has
only a single transverse supporting surface, which in one
machine measured 9*«i metres from tip to tip with a super-

ficial area of 18 s<{uare metres ; in a more recent machine
these dimensions have been reduced to 8-6 metres and 10

square metres respectively. Nature, Dec. 6, 1907, p. 10*i.

monoplastid (mon-o-plas'tid), n. [monoplast
+ -id-.] A one-celled animal organism.

monoplegic (mon-o-ple'jik), a. [monopleg(ia)
+ -tc] Kelating to or suffering from mono-
plegia.

Monopleura (mon-o-plo'ra\ n. [NL., < Gr.
^uoi'or, single, 4- TrXevpdv, rib.] A genus of very
inequivalve teleodesmaceous pelecypods, typi-

cal of the family Monopleuritlsp, with a long,

twisted, conical, attached right valve, a shal-

low left valve, and strongly developed denti-

tion. It is found in the cretaceous rocks.

monopodium, «. 2. A form of table having
only a central support, used by the ancient
Romans.
monoprostyle (mon-o-pro'stil), a. [mono- +
prostyle.] In arWi., prostyle, with a single

row of columns. See prostyle, with cut.

monops (mon'ops), n. [Gr. /iovurp, one-eyed, <

fi6vo(, single, + uip, eye.] A being witix but
one eye.

monopsia (mon-op'si-ji), n. [NL., < Gr. /i6vo^,

single, + ii/'(f, visionj sight.] Same as cyclo-

pia.

monopsychism (mon-o-sl'kizm), w. [Gr.

fwmi:, single, + E. ps'ychism.] The theory
that all souls (or the souls of all mankind)
are one ; the unity of souls asserted by this

theory. N. E. D.

monopsychosis (mo-nop-si-ko'sis), «. [NL., <

Gr. //uiof, single, + fyxi^iyiC, animation (taken

as 'mental action')-] Same as monomania.

monopterous (mo-nop'te-ms), a. [Gr. /jovo;,

single, + -Tep6i; wing.] Having but one wing,
as some seeds.

monopylarlan (mon"9-pi-la'ri-an), a. Same
as monopylean.

monospermlc

monorail (mon'o-ral),)i. [mono- + rail'^.] A
railway in which the cars run on a single rail.

VIoiiorail.

side elevation, suspended type; supportedj1 , side elevation, suspended type; B. front "

type: C, front view, suspended type.
a. carrying-posts; i, single or monorail; c, supporting and

guiding-wheels ; tt. frame from which cars are suspended ; e, car
bodies; y, driving-wheels.

This rail may be fixed to an overhead structure and the
cars suspended from it or it may be laid on ties or chairs
and the cars run over it In the latter case there are
usually three rails, one to support the car, and two steady-
ing or side-rails, but all placed on a single stand or chair
in the center of the road-bed.

In the Langen monorail the car is hung from a single
overhead rail ; a line on this system is worked between
Bantien and Elberfeld, a distance of about 9 miles, the
cars for a part of the way being suspended over the river
Wupper. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 143.

monorailroad (mon - 6 - ral ' rod), n. Same as
monorailway.

monorailway (mon-o-ral'wa), n. [motiorail +
tcay.] Same as ^monorail.

A monoraihoay is employed at Clichy for completing
the piling after the bags have been delivered upon the
heaps by the inclined conveyors. These inonorailways
are 1,000 feet or more in length, and are constructed aa.

desired on the tops of the great piles of coke.
Amer. Inventor, June 15, 1904, p. 267.

monorchidlsm (mo-n6r'ki-dizm), n. Same as
moyiorehism.

monorefringent (mon ' 6 - re - frin ' jent), a.

[mono- + refringent.] Refracting light in
the manner of an isotropic, singly refracting
medium: opposed to Mrefringent.

monorhinous (mon-o-ri'nus), a. [monorhine
+ -ons.] Having a single nasal passage, as in
the lampreys ; monorhinal ; monorhine.

monosaccharide (mon-o-sak'a-rid),«. [mono-
+ saccharide.] A carbohydrate the mole-
cule of which is not divisible into simpler
groups without loss of its essential character-
istics. According to the number of carbon
atoms, monosaccharides are divided into
trioses, tetroses, pentoses, hexoses, etc. One
of the best-known examples is the hexose dex-
trose (glucose).

monose (mon'os), n. [Gr. fiSvo^, single, + -ose.}

Same as ^monosaccharide.

monoseme (mon'o-sem), a. [Gr. ti6vo^, single,

+ ar/uciov, a sign.] In anc. pros., having a
single mora or unit of time. See monosemic.

monoserial(mon-o-se 'ri-fil), a. [Gr. /j6voc,

single, + L. series, series, 4- -aU.] Being in
one series : used in zoology and comparative
anatomy, generally for a series of organs,
cells, teeth, or the like, that may be in two
or more series in other forms.

A transitional stage from the biserial archipterygium
of the latter [Dipnoi] into tlie monoHerial of recent sharks.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 398.

monosiphonic (mon"o-si-fon'ik), a. [Gr. fi&m^,

single, + (i<i/i(ji», siphon.] Monosiphonous ; in

hydroids, having the tubes of the liydrocaulus

distinct from one another: opposed to *poly-

siphonic.

monosodic (moJ-6-s6'dik), rt. [Gt.ii6vo(, single,

+ NL. sod-ium 4- -ic] In chem., containing
one atom of sodium: said of a salt : as, mono-
sodic orthophosphate (NaHgP04), a salt which
occurs in normal human urine.

Calcium oxalate, which was ordinarily held in solution

by the -mnnosodic aciil phosphate.
Med. Jtecord, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 277.

monospermlc (mon-o-sp^r'mik), a. [Gr. //<iiof,

single, + cncpfja, seed, + -ic] 1. Exliibiting

or pertaining to monospermy.—2. Same as
monospermous.
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monospermy (mon'6-sp6r-mi), n. [6r. fiovoc, "o"' established for horology, glass-work, brick-laying, pearance.1 A genus of dicotyledonous plants
single, + aTfp/xa, seed, + -y3.] The entrance ->^Pe"try G. SWa«, Adolescence, I. 170. of the tumilj MtjHotnjpacea!. Hee .Schweinitzm.
of but a single spermatozoon into the egg : the ^'»'.'>'„"f the American schools of engmeenng are monotropy (mo-not'ro-pi) « FGr uovoc only
„«•.«„!„« i;« »5.«„* :~ i„ *!,« « 1 * - t practically mono(cc/i»HC institutes in contradistinction to ^^"",*^' 1- ..:• Vi"^'

L"'/'^ ^' ^'normal and, m most animals, the only type Of the polytechnics here, and consequently better equipment + rpoiroc, turning.] Homogeneity upon or
fertilization : opposed to *dispermy and poly- and stalling is observed in any one department. with reference to a system of parallel lines
spcrmi/. Jour. Inst. Elect. Engin. (Loudon), Feb. 25, 1903-04, only. [Rare.]
monos'porangium (mon"o-spo-ran'ji-um), n.; „„„„4.x,„i,„„„„ „ o tt •

^V-*^^- ITheJcompletest homogeneity is found to occur in only
pi. monosporangia (-a). [NLi., < Gr. //fooc, mpnOinaiamOUS, a. a. ap.ving out one one direction in parallel lines extending through the mass,

single + NL sporanqium ^ A sporangium chamber, as some i'brawiiHi/cro of the family This condition we may designate as nwjiotrw;^-!/.

which' contains monospores. Lituolklje. ^. ^. /(ycier, Liol. Lectures, 1894, p. 38.

monospore (mon'o-spor), n. [ar.jKiii'of, single, M.onotld8e(mo-not'i-de), H. pi. [NL., < Jlfo- Monotus (mo-no'tus;, n. [NL., < Gr. //(ii/urof,

-t- OTTopd, seed (spore).] An asexual spore of '">'("«) + -"?*] A family of digonoporous one-eared, < uovoc, single, + olg (wr-), ear.]

the red algas, which remains undivided and is ™arine turbellarians, of the order lihabdo- The typical genus of the family Monotidse.

thus distinguished from a tetraspore. cWMa, having a single otolith, pharynx pli- Jf. 7(ir«do is parasitic. Diesing, 1862.

monosporiferousCmon^o-spo-rif 'e-rus), a.
catus directed backward, and paired germaria monotype, «. 3. The trade-name of a machine

ImoiKi.tiiore + L. /erre bear,"+ -o««.] Bear- and vitellaria. It contains the genera j1/o)io*m« which casts and sets in order single types,

ing monospores :'said of algffi.
nnd J ii toniolos. monotypous (mon-o-ti'pus), a. Same as raono-

monostele (mon'6-stel), n. [Gr. //draf, single, Monotis (mo-no'tis), «. [NL. , < Gr. /ifouroc, i'/pic.l.

+ arif/.Ti, pillar.]
' In hot., a single undivided ope-eared (one-handled), < povof, single, + oif monoureid (mon-o-u're-id), n. [mono- + urea

stele. See *steleS, 2, and compare *pohjstele. ("''-)' *'''] * genus of prionodesmaceous + -"/] In organic chem., the class-name ap-

Arrangement in strands : the central cylinder or
Peled/poda, of the family Pteriidie, comprising plied to com,^unds c-ontaining the bivalent

moiwstele. Encyc. Brit, X.X.V. in. nearly equivalve, radially striate shells from radical -CONHC0NHC0-. They are to be

monostelic (mon-6-8te'lik), o. [j«o«ostete + t'^« T"assic rocks.
, ,,. ,

regarded as urea (carbamide) in which two
-ic] In bat., havinga monostele. Also mono- Monotocardia (mon "o-to-kiir'di-a), v. pi. hydrogen atoms are replaced by the bivalent

stelous
[i>IL..< dr. //owjror,one-eared,+ (tapA'a, heart.] radical of a dibasic acid.

Side by side with monoetelic types which furnish a f^ S[°"P,°/
gasteropodous mollusks m which monovariance (mon-o-va'ri-ans^ n See*Mm--

most interesting sequence. Encyc. Brit., XXV. ii5. the heart has only one auricle, the true breath- vannnce. Physical Sev., Dec, 1904, p. 4o8.

monostelous (mon - 6 - ste ' lus), a. Same as
i^g organ is single, and there is a sirigle kid- monovanant (mon-o^^^^^^ [Gr^di-of,

*mo)\ostelic
' ^- It iidiides the great majority of the single, + E. ranani.] la phys. chevi.,ha\m^

monostelv Vmon-o-ste'lil n TmonosteU + ™*"'5« univalves, all of the fresh-water and but one degree of freedom.- Monovarlant sys-

^^rwrthe^eo^iiLioV^ b^r/to^:. }^rtr::r^?tJhVioLt^..*^^
'''''-'''- ^.^''^t:;^-^^,, „. [g. ,..o,

^r^S^s^-^T-^^^i;;:!;^;^^?^^ "[asr^-r^is^lj^^^^i^ ^4<^^i'^m^^^^^.z-
LUr. fiovo^ single, + ih stereoscope.] An

j^ Monotocardia having a single auricle I'^le. L. O. Howard, in Science, Dec. 21,
apparatus for projecting two pictures upon a •„ the heart „Tthe°«r^^^^^^ 1906, p. 817.
screen so as to appear as one, with stereo- ,7 „ ? V

^S' ^"^ JMonoJocarrtjac condition. '/, >. , ,, ^.. ,- .

scopic or solid eff^ci The two pictures are ^^P' ^"'- ^-'» ^^—-«* «/ Sc, 1902, p.
m^onoxala^ejmon-o^k^sa-lat^^^^ ^„,o„o-^ +

//6rof, single, -+- OTi^oc, row, + odoi'f (odow-) i- J
habit of frequenting a host of but one species

:

eeth'in ea"chirw '
^^"^ °^^ °"' """

n.'«. Having the characters of or belong- applied by De Bary to certain fungf See
teetn in eacn jaw.

ing to the family il/o,!o<o»«V?a;. *rf»j<ni^ and •/lo/i/^raj/.
Among the fresh-water leeches (Natantia), which have monotone « 5 A sinele or uniform tint or Monozoa, n. pi. 2. A grade of Cestoidea inan eyeless ring between the third and fourth pairs of eyes, '"""""""o, "• ". Ji oingie oj umiurm uni or „.i,- i, ji,' „„;t.,„, „„„ -P , . .

'"

only the vionostichodnnt forms (.-.(., those with a single color. [Rare.] « '"ch the animal consists of a single segment
row of teeth In each jaw) are Important monotoned (mon'o-tond), p. a. [^monotone, contaimng a single set of reproductive organs:

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 701. 5] Having a single or uniform tone or tint, contrasted with *Merozoa. Same as *Ccsto-

Monostomatidffi (mon"o-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi. The mowtoned wastes of the great Gold Desert.
darndfe. Lang

[NL.] Same a.s Monustomidse. ie. BoMrewood, Miner's Right, xxxvl. monOZOlC, a. 2. In Coceidiidea, producing
monostome (mon'o-stom), ». [NL. i/oBO- monotonia (mon-o-to'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. only one falciform body: as, a mo«o?o!c spore.
stomtim.'] A trematoid of the genus Mono- /lovoroiia: see monotony.'] Sameas»io«oto«y, 1. Contrasted with *(7i><mc and so on to *po?yroic,
stomtim, or Monostomulitm. monotonic, «. 3. Homogeneous ; in marine 3-— 3. In cestodes, havingonlyone set of gen-
The other case was that of an elderly woman from zoology an aggregation of organisms is said to erative organs, as in the unsegmented Arclii-

whose eye eight so-called monostomet were removed jje monotonic if some one species eenus or ff^'^*- Contrasted with *polyzoic, or segmented
from the lens substance. The descriptions do not enable i?„„;i,. 4? ™., ^ 4.1 iH- j iu i\ 1 forms like Tff>»?/7
one to determine the species or to assert the identity of

^^mily forms more than one half of the total t^t"™^ "„£,,*'"''•
^^^ * . „, „

the forms. /iwrf, Med. Handbook, VII. 866. volume.— Monotonic plankton. See •jiiaiiMon. JYlonioe snaiBS. see ".s^afe-i.

Eye monostome, Monostomulum lentis, a small imma- monotonize (mo-not'o-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. MonrOBlsm (mon-ro izm), n Same as Monroe

ture trematoid said to be parasitic in the eye of man. monotonized, ppr. monotonizing. To reduce
-J"*'''"'"*.

v^""^n see, under docrn/ie).

monostomous (mo-nos'to-mus), a. Same as to one tone or type ; render monotonous. Monroeist (mon-ro'ist), n. [ilonroe(igm) +
monostomatous. Monotonous throuKhbnt an Interval, in 7na(A., said -'•'''0 One who supports the Monroe doctrine

monostratified (mon-o-strat'i-fid), p. a. [Gr. "I
" function which never increases or never diminishes (which see, under doctrine),

udmc sinfflp -I- E ^trati^edl In hinl ar-
thiougliout the interval. ,,,„.. Mens pubis. Same as mons Venerin, but designating

^^d^n^':' stngfe ^^"^rsL^!'^ -"fa^or 'contitaf de^et- % ^hant ^Xl^^^^T^JtZ^^^Vad^S^wS

Cibook.iT?a
^^•''^'''^"- ^"^'' '""'

i;;r^--t-'"-^^------^"-<^---MZsr'AnT.r:;^^
monostrpmatic (mon'o-stro-mat'ik), a [Gr monotrichic (mon-o-trik'ik), a. [Gr. /.<S.of,

^°.^,S°°'^ current, forest. See *c«rrentl,
uovoi, single, + crpuMr-),i^yeT, + -IC-]

^j [ + gplf (w-), hair.] In fcacteno?: J;!^'/*'- . .u • ,. , ,^ ,Having only one layer of cells: said of the i,„,!;. ' „ „;„„i„^„„ifl' ii.,J „„*!.„ „„ii„- Mont. An abbreviation of J/on<nna.
frond or ti.ssue of an alga which is but one the "e^ius AttL»rf/^ ' Montalban (mon-tal'ban), a. and n. [NL.
layer of cells in thickness. «,«„^+,.,-„!,„„„ /,,,;;„„(.'„; i„,„\ „ r < Mont(es) alb(i), 'White Mountains,' -f- -an.l

moLsulphonic (mon"o-sul-fon:ik), a. imono- ^,??,?T^°^V streVs ^JoU^^^^^^^ !• «; ^^
^f.;

noting a division of the Pre^-

+ «»7;;*o«tc.] In cAm., containing one com- ^^^^jj^ (j^^^ . Cambrian strata : named from the White
binmgunit of the compound radical HSO3: triglyph + -ic.1 Said of the Doric order when

Mountains of New Hampshire.
«aid of an acid

:
as, henzeue monosulphomc

there is but one triglyph over the iutercolum- ,}}• ,"; T^f
Montalban division,

acid (C^Hs.HSOs), in which HSO3 replaces niatiou
o iu..c.»,v7i.iiLi

[Obsolete m both uses.]
one atom of hydrogen in benzene (CgHe). monotrnrha « 3 XI c A In cluptonndoiw ^°°*^°* f°'^™***°°- See i'formatioji.

Monosyllabic family of languages. See "^"""ts^f.^f
jJ;,^^^^^^^^

*famil!/.
circle of cilia

'"e<(«, a lormer genus name of these plants,

monosyllabize (mon-o-sil'a-biz), v. t- pret. monotropaceOUS(mon"6-tr6-pa'shius),a. Be- f,1«?fiw Fren^h^^^nl*^'' H^t''"'*?' ^i'^'^'aand pp.monosyliabized ppr. monosyllalnzmg longing to the v^^nt UmiW Monotropace^. l,lf^J:^^Z'^^^'^}'f''^'^\T^^r-^ ^lmonosynab{le)+ -ize.:\ To render monosyl- monWopllic (mon-6-trof'lk), «. ^r. /.d.of, tTe L^X'^ IX"^"'^ "''''i'^P-fi^*^,"^
labic. N.L.D. single, ^^W, nourishment, -f -ic] Capable *^® ^^'S.'ly

-f'""'"^^*- now merged with the

monosymptomatic (mon-9-simp-to-mat'ik), a. of carrying on but one series of fermentations f^L ' f JS""" *T '^''"f' ^'"? ^°°^" '"

[;«0H0- -I- *-y„y,<o,Hr,ao.] In merf., having a or decompositions.
gardens (where they are treated after the

single distinct or dominant symptom. The nitrifying, nitrogen-fixing, sulphur- and iron-bac T'^ZL'^!, Si ,^^ "?
Tntonia lottm and

Neurasthenia is a disease in which headache in some teria he [Fischer] regards as ««)7.o(roj)/,fe
J- Cloco.smspflorn. the latter a hybrid of T.

cases may be almost a mono/(j/mp(OTno(ic sign. Encyc. Brit., XXVJ. ii. I Ottsil and troCOSmia aiirca. The plants are
F. S. Pearcc, in Therapeutic Gazette, Jan., 1903, p. 9. mouotropism (mo-not'ro-piztn), n. [mono- South African. They produce a blaze of red

monotechnic (mon-o-tek'nik), a. [Gr. /xovog, tropiy) -I- -ism.]
' The state or condition of or orange flowers in summer,

single, 4- Ttxvri, art.] Pertaining to or con- monotropy. monte-acide (mon-ta-sod'), n. [F., < monter,
cerned with a single form of skilled labor: Tliis deve'lopment of monotroinm cannot take place l''^ ^ ('"'{c, acid.] An arrangement in use
relating to a single branch of technology ; except through the sorting and grouping of specialized in sulphuric-acid works for raising the acid
opposed to 7>oZi/tecftN(C. molecules. J. >4. yii/dfr, Biol. Lectures, 1894, p. 39. from a lower to a higher level by means of
Thousands of our youth of late have been diverted Mouotropsis (mon - o - trop ' sis), n. [NL. compressed air, thus avoiding contact of acid

from secondary schools to the )nono(ec/inic or trade classes (Schweinitz, 1817), < Monotropa + Gr. oi/i/f , ap- with the metal-work or valves of pumps.



Montebello

Montebello sandstone. See *sandstone.

month, «.—The R months. See *ri.

Montia (mon'ti-ii), M. [NL. (Linn.), named
after Joseph Moiiti, a professor of botany.] A
genus which comprises several species (about

20) of small herbs of the family Portulacacese,

some of which are often referred to Claytonia.

The species are American. The winter purslane (.1/. per-

foliata) is sometimes grown as a pot-hert), and it also runs

wild in waste places. It is a tufted herb with edible,

radical leaves, and a scape bearing a cluster of small

white flowtrs, and beneath the flowers a leaf-like cup

:

native t^) the western side of the continent.

Montian (mon'ti-an), a. and n. In geol.,

noting a substage of the Cretaceous system
in France and Germany which lies at the top

of the series above the Maestrichtian and con-

stitutes the upper division of the Danian stage.

monticolous (mon-tik' o-lus), a. Same as

moyiticiliiie.

monticule, "• 2. In the tabulate corals of the

family Chietetidie, a group of autopores which
form a slightly elevated cluster on the surface

of the corallura.— 3. Same as vioiiticulus.

monticnlose (mon-tik'u-16s), a. [See montic-

ulniis and -o,««.] Covered with small emi-

nences ; montieulate. Dana.
monton, «. 2. In mining, a heap or pile of ore.

Montrose shales. See *shah^.

montroydite (mon-troid'it), n. [Named from
ilontroyd Sharpe, one of the owners of the

Terlingua mercury mines.] Merctiric oxid,

HgO, occurring in orange-red orthorhombic
crystals: found at Terlingua, Texas.

monument, ». 9. A conspicuous crag of a

somewhat pillar-like and symmetrical form.

[Western U. S.]

monumentalism (mon-fl-men'tal-izm), »!.

[monumental + -ism.'] THe state or character

of being monumental.
The plain lessons of the Crimean War were unheeded

and monuin^ntaligm became the ideal of the coast de-

fences, although the performance of the little Telegraph
Battery at .Sebastopol, confirming much previous experi-

ence, should have amply sufBced to moderate the ambi-
tions of military engineers, Eneyc. Jtrii., XXVIII. 451.

monumentalize (mon-u-men'tal-iz), r. (. ; pret.

and pp. monumeutaUzed^yT. monumentalizing,
[monumental + -ize.'\ To record or commem-
orate by a monument; record permanently;
render monutnental in character.

monzonite (mon'zo-nit), n. [F. momonite
(De Lapparent, 1864), < Monzoni, near Pre-

dazzo in Tyrol, + -ite^.] In petrog., a

phaneric igneous rock intermediate in com-
position between syenite and diorite, that is,

composed of alkali feldspar, usually ortho-

clase. and lime-soda feldspar, andesin or lab-

radorite, in equal or nearly equal proportions,

with subordinate amounts of hornblende, py-
roxene, or mica, rarely olivin, and minor
constituents. There may be a variable amount
of quartz: when it is present in consider-

able amount the rock is quartz-monzonite
or granodiorite.

monzonitic (mon-zo-nit'ik), a. [monzonite +
-ic] In petrog., having the composition of

monzonite.
monzonose (mon'zo-nos), n. [momonite +
-ose.] In petrog., in the quantitative system
of classification of igneous rocks (see *rock^),

the name of sodipotassio rocks belonging to

the domalka lie rang of the perfelio order of the
dosalanes.

mooch (moch), V. i. See motith.

moocher (mo'chtr), n. [See mouchcr.'i A
moucher. See the extracts.

" Why, I remember jes lots o' things. I 's been a crook,

I 's been a mm>fher, an" now I 's shatln* on me uppers.

Why, what I 's seen would keep them blokes up there In

Cooper Union readin' all winter, I guess."
J. Fiynt, in Cent Mag., March, 18M, p. 706.

In police parlance as a * moocher,' or a man who hung
around salfxms and drank and ate only when some one
treated. Kaunas City Daily Timet, Feb, 16, 1904.

moodirieh, n. See *mudirieh.

moogadee (mS' ga-de), n. [Western Amer.
Indian.] A name applied by the Fort Hall

Indians of Idaho to Catostomua pocatello, a
sucker of the Snake Kiver basin. Jordan and
Evermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes, p. 53.

moolvi (mol've), n. Same as *mauln.

mOOn^,)', 1. fpon the moon's surface the force of

gravity is only one sixth of gravity upon the earth, a fact of

great importance in relation Ut the moon's surface-phe-

nomena, and probably connected with the almost com-
plete, if not absolute, absence of a lunar atmosphere.

Some recent observers report appearances which they

attribute to gases and water vapor rising at various [Kiints

on the moon's surface through fumaroles and fissures, and

condensing daring the lunar night into white patches of
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snow or frost, which disappear after the sun rises. If this

is correct it would indicate a possible feeble survival of the
moon's former volcanic activity. The recent investiga-

tions of Very apparently prove that the temperature of
the moon's surface at points where the sun is nearly over-
head rises above that of boiling water, as was long ago
maintained by Lord Rosse. When the sun's rays are
withdrawn it probably falls nearly to the absolute zero
(—273°C.,—460°*".), so low that most gases would beliquefled
or frozen. Photography has of late done much to im-
prove our maps of the moon's surface. In the study of
delicate details, however, the best photographs cannot
rival visual observations made with powerful telescopes.

4. {d) A kind of knife used in shaving skins ; a moon-
knife. See itmooning.

7. Moonlight.
In the moon athwart the place of tombs.

Tennymn, Passing of Arthur, I, 214,

Horizontal moon, the moon as viewed when rising or
setting. Its diameter at such times appears much greater
than at considerable altitudes, whence the expression,
once f<amiliar, now obsolete, *' the illusion of the horizontal
moon."— Himters' moon, in astrmi., the full moon next
after the harvest-7itoon (which see).— Local transit Of
the moon. See *( ra n«i(.—Lower transit ofthe moon.
See *trnnitit.— Station Of the moon. See kelnlion.—
Tidal theory of the moon's origin. See *tidal evolu-
tion.— To shoot the moon, to remove secretly with one's
belongings in the night in order to escape payment of
rent, or distraint. [Slang.]—Wet moon, a new moon,
one horn of whose crescent is much lower tlian the other,
like a bowl tipped up on edge and unable to hold water.
The wet moon is a popular (liut fallacious) sign of coming
wet weather.

moon', V. t. 3. In opposum-hunting, to locate
(the hiding-place of the animal) by bringing
the tree in which it is supposed to lurk into

clear "view between one's self and the moon.
[Australia.]—4. To shave (skins) with a moon
or raoon-knife. See *viooning, 1.

moonack, n. 2. A mythical animal much
feared by the negroes of the Southern States.

moon-blindness (mon'blind'nes), n. 1. Same
as moon-blink.

Hemeralopia is called moon-blindness by sailors, and is

attributed by them to a morbific influence emanating from
that planet, especially atfecting such persons as commit
the imprudence of sleeping on deck.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV, 627.

2. An eye-disease of the horse, scientifically

known as periodic ophthalmia, the cause of

which is unknown. One attack is followed at

regular intervals by others which finally pro-
duce total blindness in one or both eyes.

moon-dog (mon'dog), n. A luminous spot in

the sky due to the refraction and reflection of

the moon's rays by minute ice-crystals float-

ing in the air. See paraselene and sun-dog.

mooneyed, a. 4. Having feathers marked
towards the ends with rounded or oval spots,

as in the spangled Hamburg breeds of fowls.

The feather markings of the penciled varieties differ

greatly from those of the spangled ; the latter being com-
monly called " moon-eyed " from the round or oval
appearance of the spangles, while the markings of the
penciled varieties are in parallel bars of reddish-bay or
black, or clear silvery-white and black, as the case may^be.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1896, p. 467.

moonfish, w. (/) The opah, Lampris guttatxis. (y)
Same a.s ittnnriposa, 2.

moon-guitar (mon'gi-tar'), n. Same as *yu-
kiii.

mooning (mo'ning), n. [moonl, t'., + -tnjl.]

1. In leathcr-manuf., the shaving of skins

with a 'moon' or moon-knife.

The kid skins are shaved either by " mooniny." . , ,

"Mooning" is performed with a round steel, shaped like

a plate, and having the center cut out, and a handle
placed across the opening.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22629.

2. The act of going about as if moonstruck.
moonlet(raon'let),?i. [moon^ + -let.^ A little

moon: applied to the small bodies of which
the rings of Saturn are composed.
The rings of Saturn appear to be continuous masses

separated by circular rifts. This Is the phenomenon
which is observed through a telescope. By no known
means can we ever approach or handle the rings : yet
everybtxly who understands tne evidence now believes

that they are not what they appear to be, but consist of

minute jnoonlels, closely packed, indeed, but separate the

one from the other.
A. W. Itucker, in Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 175.

moonsif, n. Same as *munsi/.

moor',"— Hoor rock. See*rocJrl.

moor'"', i". ' To moor across (navt.), to drop the
anchors on either side of a stream.^ To moor along
(naiil.). to come to anchor in a river with a hawser lead-

ing to the shore for the purpose of steadying the vessel.

moored (mord), a. In mining, obstructed with
rubbish or mud ; silted up. Barrowman, Glos-

sary. [Scotch.]

mooring-buoy (mor'ing-boi), «. A can-buoy
which has a largo swivel on its top, to which
vessels make fast their cables instead of riding

at anchor.

moor-burn (mor'bfem), n. The burning of

the heather on a moor, which is unlawful
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between April 11 and Nov. 1. N. E. D.
[Scotch.]

moor-burner (moi"'b&r''ner), «. One who sets
fire to heather on a moor. See *moor-burn.
[Scotch.]

moorlng-kit (mor'ing-kit), h. In marine hard-
ware, a wooden keg with an air-tight cover,)
used to support a mooring-chain. it has gal-
vanized iron rings at top and bottom, joined together by
an iron rod. The lower ring supports the chain and the
upper ring is used as a holdfast for a boat's mooring-rope or
-chain. It is usually painted in some distinctive color or
pattern.

mooring-mat (mor'ing-mat), n. Naut., a flat

mat made of thrums like a door-mat. It is

bound around a mooring hawser to prevent
chafing at a certain part or point.

mooring-staple (mor'ing-sta'pl), n. A large
staple-shaped forging fastened on the side of
a war-ship, to which chain-cable may be
shackled to hold the vessel when moored along-
side a wharf.
moor-myrtle (mor'm&r'tl), n. See *mijrtle.

mooruk (mor'uk), n. [Native name : from the
sound of its cry f] A species of cassowary,
Casuarius bennetti, peculiar to the island of
New Britain.

moose, w. The Alaskan moose has been described as a
new species, Alces giyas, distinguished by its larger teeth
and antlers, and by other characteristics.

moose-berry (m6s'ber''''i), n. Same as *moose-
bush.

moose-bush (mos'bush), n. The hobble-bush
or American wayfaring-tree, Viburnum alni-

folium,

moose-hoim (m6s'h6m), n. Same as moose-
call. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902,

p. 249.

moosemise (mos'mis), n. [From an eastern
Algonkian form answering to the (western)
Ojibwa monzomish (applied to the hobble-bush.
Viburnum alnifolium); (.monz, moose, + -mish,

bush.] The false wintergreen, I'yrola rotim-

di folia. See Indian *mozemize. [Vermont.]
Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 249.

moose-tnimpet (mos'trum*pet), n. Same as
moose-call. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec,
1902, p. 249.

moot* (mot), «. In ship-building: (a) A ring
used to gage the diameter of treenails, (b) A
piece of hard wood bound with iron at both
ends, used in making blocks.

mooted (mo'ted), p. a. [moot^, v., + -ed'^.']

Unsettled ; disputed ; argued ; subject to dif-

ferent opinions ; moot.

mope-hawk (mop'hak), «. Same as more-pork,
a large Australian night-jar of the genus Po-
dargus. The name is probably given under
the mistaken impression that it was the origi-

nal and proper form.

moph (mof), «. [A perverted abbreviation of

hermaphrodite, the instrument being properly
named hermaphrodite calipers.'] An instru-

ment consisting of a pair of compasses, one leg

of which is fashioned like the leg of a pair of

calipers. 2f. E. D.

mopoke (mo'pok), n. Same as more-pork.

Mor. An abbreviation of Morocco.

mora^, «.— Oluoco della mora, a game played in Italy

by two players matching the fingers of the I'ight hands,
the left being held behind the back. A similar game was
common in ancient Greece in which the left hands were
confined by holding a stick.

mora* (mo'ra), n.; pi. morse (-re). [NL., <

Gr. iiipa, a part; connected with finipa, a part

:

see *M<erse.] In Gr.atitiq., one of the sixmain
divisions of the army of Sparta, commanded
by a polemarch.

Moraceae (mo-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1847), < Moriis + -aceie.'] A family of dicoty-

ledonous archichlamydeous (apetalous) plants

of the order Vrticales, the mulberry family,

typified by the genus Morus, and characterized

by unisexual flowers, the starainate usually in

panicles or spikes, and the pistillate in heads,

a superior ovary, solitary, pendulous, anatro-

pous ovules, one or two styles, and as many
seeds. There are 67 genera and about 925
species, mostly trees and shrubs of temperate
and tropical regions. Besides the mulberries

the family includes the breadfruits, the figs,

the Osage orange, the hop, and the hemp.

moraceous (mo-ra'shius), a. Belonging to the
Moracae or mulberry family.

moradin (mo-ra'din), n. [NL. morada (see

def.) + -«n2.] A colorless crystalline com-
pound, C]gHi40(5, contained in the bark of

false cinchona, cascarilla, or china morada,
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Pogonopus fehrifugus. It has a blue fluor-

escence and melts at 201-202° C.

moral (mo-ra'f), n. [Also marae, morae, in
many Polynesian dialects.] A sort of ele-

vated stone platfonn or terrace, often of
considerable size, found on elevated sites in
certain of the PoljTiesian Islands.

The principal object of ambition anion^ these people
[' Otaheite '] is to Imve a magnificent Morai, and this was
a striking memorial of the rank and power of Oberea.
Hawkesworthf Voyages into Southern Hemisphere, 1786,

[II. 443.

mOraillB, 'I— Bottom moraine, a ground moraine;
subglacial drift and boulder-ehiy.— Frontal moraine,
a moraine found at the fl\>nt of a glacier.— Intorlobate
moraine, a eonipoun<l nu>nune formed between adjacent
glacial lobes.— Intermediate moraine, a special name,
suggested by T. 0. t'hanilierlin, for those portions of the
terminal mortiine of the continental ice-sheet which
were deposited where two lobes coalesced. Also inter-

lobate moraine. liep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1881-82, p. 301.
— Kame moraine, a moraine foi-med of roughly strati-

fled glacial debris and having a knob and basin topog-
raphy.

In its relations to other phases of drift, therefore, as
well as in the particulai-s already specified, the kame belt
stands in the position of a moraine. For it, and for simi-

lar aggregations of kames, the designation kame moraine
is proposed.

li. D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1892, p. 93.

Lodge moraine, glacial debris deposited beneath the ice.

Charntierlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 286.— Marginal
moraine, a moraine deposited at the margin of a glacier

;

a terminal moraine.— Moraine Of advance, a moraine
which is formed during the advance of a glacier. J.
Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 262.—Moraine ofrecession.
Same as *moraine of retreat.—Moraine Of retreat,
a moraine which is formed duaing the retreat of a glacier.

J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, pp. 209, 213.—Moraine
profonde. (a) Thestony, mixed drift, which constituted
the ground moraine of the continental ice-sheet, (b) A
nn.ved stony drift gathered from the disintegration of
underlying rocks and strewn over lower slopes as by land-
slides.— Pusll moraine, a moraine formed of the debris
pushed forward by the front of a glacier. Chamberlin
and Salisbury, Geol., I. 286.— Retreatal moraine.
Same as ^moraine o/ retreat.— Shoved moraine. Same
&a push-kmaraine.—Submarglnal moraine, the deposit
of debris formed under the margin <jf a glacier. J.
Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 741.—Superficial moraine,
the debris on the surface of a glacier.—Terminal mo-
raine. See moraine. The term is used only in North
America as applied to the ice-sheet of the Wisconsin
epoch.

Morainlc apron. Same as *apron, 6.— Moralnlc
loops, the forward curves of moraines formed around
the lobes of a continental glacier.

moralism, n. 3. A tendency to moralize ; a
habit of moralizing.

Is it the laureate? He lies buried under his own his-
torical quartosi! There is neither his mannerism nor hia
moralism, nor his methodism.

Southey, Doctor, Interchap. vii.

morassic (mo-ras'ik), a. [morass + -jc]
Having the character of or pertaining to a
morass : as, a morassic habitat ; a morassic
soil.

All of these morassic formations characterize quiet
shores.

C. MncMillan, in Minn. Bot. Stud., Bulletin IX 996.

moratorium (mor-a-to'ri-um), n. [NL., neut.
sing, of LL. moratdrius, causing delay, dilatory:
see *moratory.'\ In law, legal title to delay in
making a due payment: as a legislative
authorization of suspension of payment by a
government bank.

moratory (mor'a-to-ri), a. and n. [LL. mora-
toritis, delaying, < morator, a delayer, (.morare,
delay: see »«orarto«.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to moratorium; delaying: as, a moratory \)\\\.

H. n. One who postpones the maturity of
notes, bills of exchange, and the like.

morauke (mo-ra'ke), n. [6. dial. (Swiss)
morache, morochc, morachcr, dim. morauchli
(Stalder, 1812).] A whitefish, Coregonus
hiemalis, native of Lake Constance, Switzer-
land, now introduced into the United States.

Moravian^ (mo-ra'vi-an), a. and w. [ML.
Moravia, Moray, + -a«.] Of or pertaining to
Moray ; an inhabitant of Moray.
moray, ».— Black moray, Lycodontis funebris, an eel
of the family Mur/eimUe, foumi on both coasts of tropical
America.—Common spotted moray, i.vcodon(t« mo-
ringa, an eel found from I'unta Concepcion to Isla de
Cedros.

morbify (m6r'bi-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. morhi-

fied, ppr. morbifying. [L. morbus, disease, +
-!- + -/)/.] To render diseased. [Rare.]
BroKning, Aristoph. Apol.

mprbigenoas (mor-bij'e-ius), a. [L. morbus,
diseaise, 4- -genus, -producing.] Exciting or
producing disease.

morbus, u— Morbus angUcus, rachitis.— Morbus
cacruleus, cyanosi.'* of tlie new-born, due usually to
some malformation of the heart— Morbus COmitlalls,
epilepsy.— Morbus cordis, heart-disease.— Morbus
coxae senilis, arthritis deformans which affects the hip.

— Morbtis reglUB, jaundice.— Morbus sacer, epilepsy.
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morcellate (mor-sel'at), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
morceUated, ppr. mori.eUating, [F. morceler,
divide, + -ate'-^. The Latin type would be
"morsellate.'} To shatter or break into many
pieces. Rocks which are finely divided by
many joints are said to be morcellated.
morcellation (m6r-se-la'shon), n. [inorcellate

+ -ion.'\ 1. The act of shattering or break-
ing.— 2. In surg., removal of a part, as a
tumor, a little at a time instead of by excision
in mass.
morcellement (m6r-sel-man'), n. [F., < mor-
celer, divide : see *morcellate.'] Same as
*morceUation, 2.

Porcelini suggested morcellement, the danger of which
consists in the subsequent necrosis of the stump of the
cen-ix. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 199.

mordant. I. a—Acid mordant colors. .Same as
mordant acid -kcolors.

II. ».—Dutch mordant, one of the acid baths
used in biting a plate in etcliing. Its composition is
given by Hiimerton as chlorate of potash, 20 grams;
hydrochloric acid, 100 grams ; water, 880 grams.
mordant, v. ^— Mordanting principle, a term
used by textile-colorists to indicate the substance used to
produce a mordant, in order to distinguish it from the
mordant proper.

In one of the most important wool mordanting proces-
ses, potassium bichromate (K2Cr207) is used in the nmr-
danting bath, but tlie actual mordant precipitated upon
the fiber is an acid oxide of chromium (CrOa). The
potassium bichromate is, therefore, the mordantimi
principle. h.A. Ohwy, Textile Chem. and Dyeing, II. 115.

mordellid (mor-del'id), n. and a. I. «. A
member of the coleopterous family Mordellidm.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Mordellidx.
Mordey effect. The effect of increasing load
in diminishing the hysteresis of the core of
armatures of certain generators and motors

:

first noted by W. M. Mordey.
mordor6 (mor-do-ra'), n. [F., < OF. more.
Moor, + dore, gilded.] A brown color mixed
with red. J\. E. D.
morelle, n. 2. The belladonna.
morena (mo-ra'na), n. [Sp., also murena,<. L.
murasna : see Murasna.l Any eel of the fam-
ily Mtirsenidie, commonly called moray eels.

They inhabit tropical and subtropical seas
and are abundant about rocky places and
coral reefs. Some of them reach a large size,
and all are pugnacious and voracious Morena
plnta, Mursena lentiginoea, an eel found from the Gulf
of California to the Galapagos Islands.- Morena pln-
tlta, Lycodontis dovii, an eel of the family Murienidee,
found from the Gulf of Califomia to the Galapagos Is-
lands.- Morena prleta, Lycodontis castaneus. an eel
reaching a length of six feet, and found in abundance
about the rocks of Mazatlan, Mexico, — Morena verde.
Same as black -kmoray.

morencite (mo-ren'sit), n. [jl/brenci(8eedef.)
+ -ite^.^ A hydrated ferric silicate occurring
in brownish-yellow silky fibrous seams in a
lime shale at Morenci, Arizona.
morenosite (mo-ra'no-sit), n. [Sp. morenosita
(1853) (irreg. formed), named after a Senor
Moreno of Spain.] Hydrous nickel sulphate,
NiS04+7H20, usually occurring in fibrous
forms or as an efflorescence of a green color.
It results from the alteration of nickel ores.

Moresco-Spanish (mo-res"ko-span'ish), a. Of
or pertaining to the Moors of Spain, especially
to Moorish art in Spain.
Moreton Bay canes. See *bangalow.

Morgagni's crypts, globules or spheres. See
*crypt, *globulcs.

Morgan (mor'gau), n. A breed of trotting
horses which originated with a stallion owned
by a Vermont schoolmaster named Justin
Morgan.

morganic (mor-gan'ik), a. Same as morga-
natic.

morget (mor-zha'), n. [Swiss F., also motird-
jet ; so named from Morges, a village on Lake
Geneva.] A land-breeze which blows as a
strong north wind during the night on the
northern shore of Lake Geneva. This wind is

not to be confounded with the descending
mountain wind known as the joran.

Large lakes may give rise to off-shore and on-shore
breezes. ... On the northern shore [of Lake Geneva],
. . . the land breeze (morifet) blows as a strong north
wind from between 5 and 7 o'clock in the evening
to between 7 and 9 in the morning. This breeze always
begins on the land and works out toward the lake, as
. . . [has been observedl at Morges. . . . In the autnnni,
when the land cools, while the lake is still warm, the air
flows toward the lake from all sides in calm weather, aTid
the mortjet then blows almost continuously. The same
tiling happens to a more marked degree in winter, when
the land is covered with snow. The morijet is, however,
then no longer a true land breeze. .

.". The real de-
scending mountain wind, known as joran, is much stronger

morning-glory
than the morget, but reaches only the base of the moun-
tains, not advancing on to the lake. J. Ilann (trans.).
Handbook of Climatol., p. 101.

moribundity (mor-i-bun'di-ti), n. A moribund
state or condition.

If the American Association insists upon meeting in
the last week of the dying year the gatherings are likely
to reveal moribundity as the years die in succession.

Science, March 11, 19(J4, p. 434.

morlc (mo'rik), o. [L. morus, mulberry, +
-ic] Of or pertaining to morin or morie acid.—

3.1 O. C.C6H3(6H)2.2HoO
Morlc acid, a dye, (HOaCeH,/ ii " " '

^CO.CCH
2

contained in old fustic. It crystallizes in long lustrous
needles and produces characteristic colors with certain
metallic salts.

morindin (mo-rin'din), n. [Morinda + -in2.]
A yellow compound,C26Hj80i4.HoO,contained
in the root-bark of Morinda citfifolia and M.
tinctoria from India. It crystallizes in small
needles and closely resembles ruberythric
acid. Called by the natives suranji.

molindone (mo -rin 'don), «. [7noi-ind(in) +
-one.'} An orange-red compound, CH3C14-
Hi4(OH)302, prepared by heating morindin
alone or with a dilute acid. It crystallizes in
needles, melts at 271-272° C, and may be sub-
limed.

moringatannic (mo-ring-ga-tan 'ik), a. See
*inori>itannic.

moringic (mo-rin'jik), a. [Moringa + -ic] Ob-
tained or derived from plants of the genus
Moringa ; specifically, noting an acid, a com-
pound supposed to occur, in combination with
fl^eerol, in oil of ben, from Moringa aptera.
t is probably oleic acid.

morintannic (mo -rin- tan 'ik), a. [morin +
tannic.'] Pertaining to morin and tannic acid.
—Morintannic acid, 2, 4, 6, 3", 4'- pentahydroxybenzo-
phenone, (()H)3CgH2< 'OC6H3(OH)2, a compound found in
yellow-wood or fustic. Also called maclurin, moringa-
tannic and moritannic acid,

moriogram (mo'ri-o-gram), n. [Gr. /i6piov, a
piece, part, member, -f- ypdu/xa, a writing.] A
diagram devised for the rapid approximate
determination of the angles between a plane
of symmetry and any crystal faces with ra-
tional indexes which lie in the same zone with
it. G. F, Herbert iSmith,iii Mineralogieal Mag.,
1904, p. 49.

Moriscan (mo-ris'kan), a. [Morisc(o) + -oh.]
Moorish. Lytton, Leila, I. iii.

Morisco, n. 7. The offspring of a mulatto
woman and a Spaniard; also, in general, anyone
with a considerable amount of negro blood.
[Mexico.]

morisqueta (mo - res - ka ' ta), n. [Philippine
Sp., prop, a device of the Moors or Moros, <

morisco, Moorish.] Rice boiled in water, eaten
by the natives in place of bread. Called by
the Tagalogs canin. [Philippine Is.]

Rice boiled in water without salt, called by Spaniards
" morisqueta " and by the Tagalos " canin," is looked upon
by the natives the same as Americans an d Europeans Irnak

upon bread. Gaz. Philippine Is., 1902, p. 70.

moritannic (mo-ri-tan'ik), a. See *morin-
tannic.

Mormon',". (<•) [^c] Incnfom. an American hesperild
butterfiy. Atrytone hobomok, which occurs fiom eastern
Canada to the Mississippi valley. Its lan'ee feed on grasses.
Also called hobomok skipper.

Mormon-weed (mor'mon-wed), n. The velvet-
leaf, Abutilon Abutilon.

morm3n:id (mor'mi-rid), h. Any fish of the
family Mormyridse, a peculiar group confined
to the fresh waters of Africa. They are com-
monly called beaked fishes, from the form of
the muzzle, which in some of the species is

long and bent downward.
morn. An abbreviation of morning.

morning, ».—False morning, the false dawn or subhi
Kdzib Iii tlie Versiana; the fore-glow or tmnsient light that
precedes the auroi-aldawn of the true sunrise. See/or«-
glow, afterglow, irdawn.

Before the phantom of False morning died,
Methought a Voice within the Taveni cried,

" When all the Temple is pi-epared within.
"Why nods the drowsy Worshipper outside ?"

Fitzgerald, tr. of Omar Khayyam, Rubaiyar, quat. IL

morning-glory, «•-Bushmomlng-glory, the man-
root, Iponvea ti-ptophylln.~ Cypress morning-glory.
Same as cypress-vine. See also ijinnnorlit, 1.—Dwarf
morning-glory, Convolvulus S2}>l/ia7n/euji, of North
America, a nearly upright species with oblong leaves and
handsome terminal white tlowei-s on long peduncles.

—

Ivy-leaved morning-glory, Pho rbitis hcderacea, a trop-

ical American plant with trilobate leaves and blue or
purple flowers, which has established itself as far north
as Ixing Island, Pennsylvania, and Nebraska.— Pint
morning-glory, Ipomoea Carolina, a pink- or purple-
flowered species with deeply three-lobed leaves, the ter-

minal lobe much prolonged and jwiinted : found from
South Carolina to Florida and west to Texas.— Red



morning-glory 829
morning-glory, V«a»iodi«cocci/i«ii,a8mall red-flowered TnorDh{nl7.9.t1nTi (Tntir'ft ni »B'<.^1nT>^ «
anniKil twiner with ovate or orbicular deeply cordate .." ;*^^"v ,

° ,A™ ,
„?'"'''* Shon;, n

leaves, naturalized from tropical America aa far north as
Peuiisjivania.—WMte morning-glory, Ipomaea lacu-
no»a, which has very small white flowers and ovate-
cordate leaves, the lower oues anjjled. It ranges from
Pennsylvania to t^outh Carolina and west to Kansas and
Texas.— WUd morning-glory, the hedge-bindweed,
ConviiU'iUus septum.

morning-sickness (mor' ning-sik'nes), n.
Nausea and sometimes vomitiag from which morphoea, n. 2t. Same as leprosy
a woman often suffers at the beginning of morphogenesis, «.-Law of morphogenesis,
prefTuaney, in the early part of the day .».,»-.! i... w .t,^ ._... »,._i ., ..,

mortar-ware

7
-

/ % ^ . -, r^,
- .-.-'7 -

[""W"- morphotropy (mor-fot'ro-piV n. [mornho-phi^^ie) + -at,on.2 The act or process of f™/;(i.) +-/3.] S-^me as *,I^olphotmZZ^subjecting to the physiological effects of mor- morrenine (m6--=' • ^ "' ."1^"""

phine.

morphinize (m6r'fi-niz), v. t; pret. and i)p.
viorphinized, ppr. morphinizing. ImorjMne +
-i^e.] To bnug under the influence of mor-
pbine. Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. 355.

morning-song (m6r'ning-s6ng), n. A song, or
a musical service, performed in the morning.
See aiibade, 1, laud, 4, and matin, 3.

moro, «. 2. A small abscess or tumor of mul-
berry shape.
morocco, »— Crashed morocco, in booUiindinj, a
course-grained leather, usually Levant morocco, that has
had its roughness reduced by hydi-aulic pressure. It is

preferred for fine bindings of books.

moroko (mo'ro-ko), n. [Jap.] Same as
*hayn^.

morologist (mo-rol'o-jist), n. [inorolog{y)

+ -int.] 1. One who talks foolishly.— 2. A
student of morology. [Rare.]
moront, «. [F.] A variety of salamander.
Goldsmith, Nat. Hist., III. 158. X. E. D.

Morone^ (mo-ro'ne), M. [NL. (Mitchill, 1814)

;

origin uncertain.] A genus of fresh- and
brackish-water percoid fishes which inhabit

(mo-re'nin), n. [Morreuia + -inc-.'\A dark-red gelatinous alkaloid found in the
root and milky sap of Morreuia brachystephana
Gneseb, from the Argentine Eepublic. It
melts at 106° C.

y ^

morrenol (mo-re'nol), «. lMorren{ia) + -ol 1A crystalline compound, C14H00O or Ci rH.ijO
formed in the milky sap of the" fruit of Slor-
renia brachystephana Grieseb, from the Argeu-

„ _, , , „,„„^ tine Republic. It melts at 168° C.
adult, oroldi, is correlated with the morphological and mOTrhuic (mor'6-ik), a. [ilorrhua + -ic ^ Of
??rT_'°?\'^?.' S'i??"'T',°'. *^'' B.'""? !» "hich it belongs, or pertaining to' cod-liver oil.-Morrhulc acidan organic substance of the composition C9H13KO3. '

morrhuine (mor'o-in), «. IMorrhua + -ine".']A yellow, thick, oily, strongly basic compound,

stated by Hyatt, the law that the life of the indiviilual
organism, in all its phases (morjibological, physiological,

pathologic, embryonal, larval, adolescent.normal

See krecapittdation doctrine, -kmixology and palingen
Kin. 9..

Same asmorphographic (mor-fo-graf'ik), a.
morphographical.
In a purely morphographic sense the line indicates the

limit of a steep wall and a funow reaching from sea to
suii. Amer. Geol., Nov., 1804, p. 283.

morphography, n. 2. The descriptive science
of land forms.
morphol. An abbreviation of morphology, mor-
phological, etc.

morpnolite (mor'fo-lit), n. [Gr. /topi^fi, form,
-I- Xtdo^, stone.] A "term applied by Ehrenberg
to the coccoliths found in deep-sea ooze and
in many chalk deposits, and regarded by him
as inorganic.

morphology, «. 3. In phys. geog., the
of the form of lands—Mental morphology.
Comparative psychology.

of cod-liver oil.

3, the characteristic active alkaloid
ver oil. It has an odor of syringa-

flowers, crystallizes in microscopic needles,
and is a powerful diuretic and sudorific.
morrhuol (mor'o-ol), «. [Morrhua + -o7.]A pungent, bitter, partly crystalline oily sub-
stance of disagreeable odor, which is obtained
by extracting cod-liver oil with 90 per cent, of
alcohol and removing the alcohol by distilla-
tion : said to represent the physiologically
active portion of the oil.

Morrill Act. See *act.

See *chair, *tube.studv Morris chair, tube. See

J morro (mor'6), >,. [Sp., :

'• ^ •' prominence.] A round h

White Perch lAforong americana).
(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Streams and river-mouths of the eastern and
southern United States.

moronolite (mo-ron'o-Ht), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
fiopm, mulberry, + 7.i6d^, stone.] A pale-brown
concretionary variety of jarosite, found at
Monroe, New York.

Morosaurus (mo-ro-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
/i<..po(r, (lull, + aavpn^, a lizard.] A genus of . , , . ,^- \ > ,„ •

dinosaurian reptiles described by Marsh from ™OrpDOplasm (m6r fo-plazm), n. [Gr. fiofMpt/,

iira.ssic beds of Colorado and Wy- io"n, -t- T/ao/za, something formed.] The

something round ; a
hill, hillock, or rooky

The former of these aims to carry the investigation of
promontory, especially one that is fortified or

the mind or consciousness Into all of its manifestations in IS crowned with a castle.
the animal world. . . . We thus have the problem of morsal (mor'sall. a fPron *mm-<iiinl < T
;««..fa< morijAofosry, as it has been called by a prominent mo?K,,« « Wti^J \^^ ^' « -, d"/'
biologist Carnegie Inst. Yearbook, 190-2, p. 20'2

'"<"*'^^'^' bltmg. bee morse^.^ Biting or

(6) Structural •psychology (which see). iij
'"'??

' ?^'f
°^ ^^^ *"'S*' °^ ^ *°°*-

morphon, «. 2. A structural or organic "Orse-' (mors), n. A telegram written in the
individual, as contrasted with one that is func-

.^lorse alphabet.

tionally or physiologically, but not structur- '"0'^se^(™°'"s).«'-t audi.; pret. and pp. iforserf,

ally, independent. See ^bion. PP''- horsing. To write or transmit in the

morphophysics (mor-fo-fiz'iks), n. [Gr.
"lorse alphabet, as a telegram.

/lOfxp^, form, + E. physics.] See the extract. •

'^'"'

""'.^h'"',''
private signals. Ah I now she 's Mors-

Fifth and last, I should like to gather under the head
'"^ "**""

«, "Kipling, Traffics and Discoveries d 133of 7n'jrpAopAy«c« a number of researches, nearly all of •««•._„» «_„„, n 1
'"""-» ""o-uiscoveries, p. 133.

which are very recent, and which tackle the doctrine of -"lOrse nnger. Contraction of the finger fol-
the chemical and physical causes of development These 'owing a traumatic inflammation of the joints
researches have been largely experimental in character,
and though we are only at the beginning of this sort of
work, yet the result* already obtained are of the highest
value and make us hope for far greater results to come.

C. .S. Minut, in Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1906, p. 12.

the Upper Jurassic 1

oming. The animal was of great size, but is
imperfectly known. It had an extremely long
and flexible neck and a short back >vith but
ten dorsal vertebra?, resembling in general
aspect the IHplodocus and Brontosaurus (which
see).

morosis (mo-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fiupaai^,
stupidity, fatuity. < iiupolv, make stupid, <
Ifup^tt;, stupid, silly, foolish.] ' "

idiocy,

moroxylic (mo-rok-sil'ik), a. [Gr. /idpov,

mulberry, -I- fi/oi', wood, -I- -ic] Noting an
acid the calcium salt of which is found in the
stems of Moms alba. It is probably succinic
acid.

morph. An abbreviation of morphology, mor-
phological, etc.

morphallaxis (m6r-fa-lak'sis), n. pfL., < Gr.
/wfxpl/, form, -f- aUa^ic, exchange.] The de-
velopment of a new whole from a piece of an
organism by a remodeling of the original piece
into the typical form. A characteristic feature
of the process is that it takes place without
proliferation of new material at the cut sur-
faces of the piece. It is thus distinguished
from the more common form of regeneration,
or epimorphosis. T. H. Morgan, Regenera-
tion, p. 121.

morphiated (m6r'fl-a-ted), a. [morphia +
-ate^ -t- -c(/2.] Containing or impregnated morphotropism (m6r-fot'r6-pizra), n,
wnth morphine or with one of its salts. " _. •

«-.
.

7
.

morphically (m6r'fi-kal-i), adv. In relation
or resj)ect to form. I'roc. Boston Soc. Nat.
Ili'it., April 5, 1893, p. 66, note,
morphinated (m6r'fi-na-ted), a. [morphine +
-dtr- + -Of/-.] Same as *morphiated.

morphine, " .— Oleate of morphine. See *oleate.

merphinic (mor-fin'ik), a. [morphin(c) +
-I'.] Of or pertaining to morphine.
morphinist (m6r'fin-ist), n. [morphin(ism)
+ -ist.] One who is addicted to the use of
morphine.

exoited by overuse in pressing the kevs of the
Morse telegraph.
Morse ivory. See *ivoryi.
morselization, n. 2. Same as *morcellation.
morselize (mor'sl-iz), v. i.

; pret. and pp. mor-
selized, ppr. morselizing. [morsel + -i>e.] To
divide up into morsels; communicate piece-
meal.
There is nothing in the environment to which the ado-

lescent nature does not keenly respond. With pedagogic
tact we can teach about everything we know that is really
worth knowing, but if we amplify and mor$elize instead
of giving great wholes, . . . and if we wait before each
methodic step till the pupil has reproduced all the List,we starve and retard the soul, which is now all insight
and receptivity. G. S. hall, Adolescence, II. 454.

protoplasm of the body of a cell, or its cyto-
plasm, contrasted with the protoplasm of" the
nucleus, and considered as the part which
gives its form to the organism.
As the term ' protoplasm ' is used in a far too indefinite

sense, I shall follow Nageli's example, and call the vital
substance of the cell the 'fomiative plasm' or ?nor^Ao-
platm, ... in contrast to the idioplasm.

Weitmann (trans.). Germ-plasm, p. 38.

Imbecility ;
morphoplasmic (mor-fo-plaz'mik), a. Per- mor. sol. An abbreviation of the Latin more
taining to or of the nature of morphoplasin. solito, in the usual manner.
The specific moriihogenic factors are connected in some mort° (mort), n. A salmon in the third year,

way with specific forms of protoplasm, which I think mortality, ».—Makeham's law Of mortalltv Seemay conveniently be designated as fonnative (perhaps *(««!.
»"i».o"am o law ui monailiy. see

better, ' j)iorpAopio»»u'c ') stuffs. innr+iirl « m.-»_- _ » „
Science Dec 2. 1804 n 710

"'''""•r . " •- Mortar-apparatus. Same as life-mv-
... ,

;>ct«ik:«, Dec. 2, ia04, p. 740. m^r morfar (which see, under (i/c-waMv).
morphOtlC (m6r-fot ik), a. [Gr. /lofxjxjrtKSc, mortar2n.-Adobe mortar. 8ce*adobe.

<. Mop^uiig, forming. See vtorphosis.'\ Organ- mortar-bed^ (mor'tar-bed), «. [mortar'i +
ized

; organic. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 764. ierfi.] In geol., a relatively hard bed of silt

morphotropic (m6r-f9-trop'ik), n. [Gr. iiop(jil],
"^ ~" ' "" '

form, -t- TpdiTo^. turning, -I- -ic] Pertaining
to the relation of crystalline form to chemical
composition or morphotropism ; exhibiting
morphotropism. Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement
of Sci., 1900, p. 167.

morphotropically (m6r-fo-trop'i-kal-i), adv.
In a morphotropic manner; with respect to
the relation of crystalline form and the com-
position of chemically similar substances or of
substances derived from the same parent com
pound.

[mor-
photrop{tc) -h -ism.l The relation in form,
optical characters, etc., exhibited by crystals
of related chemical compounds, specifically _. . . , « ,

those whose molecules differ by the mutual mortar-Stmcture (mor tar-struk"tur), n. In

replacement of equivalent atoms or groups of ^, !'{'•' '^ t«'''t'"'e, in some metamorphic rocks

atoms. See*humite. that have been crushed, m which larger crys-

The chapter on M„rj,ho,ropi^n deals with the depend- ^J^fi"""
^agments of crystals are surrounded

enceof the crystal structure on the chemical constitution "y nner-gramed tragments or crystals, like
of the body. The author here, after describing the stones cemented together by mortar,
changes produced by substitutions as in the nature of mortar-ware (mor'tar-war) H A verv hardhomogeneous defonnations of the crystal structure, ex- norceljiin >.i«/.nit iniVonforl h„ W„^™,..„„j j
plains the manner of measuring these modifications and

PorcelaiiiDiscuit invented by Wedgwood and
gives the morphotropic influence of elements and radicals. Used by him in the manufacture of mortars.

Amer. Chem. Jour., July, 1906, p. 104. iV. jE. I>.

sand, or gravel, cemented together by car-
bonate of lime and standing out in relief after
the erosion of the soft beds with which it is
associated in the region of the Great Plains.
The name was given by Robert Hay, and is
current in the discussions regarding water-
supply in these regions. Amer. Geol., June.
1904, p. 38.

'

mortar-circle (m6r'tar-s6r''kl), n.
the circular platform on which
fixed.

mortar-float (m6r'tar-fl6t), n.
raft-like construction specially designed for
carrying and working a mortar.
mortar-ketch (m6r'tar-kech), n. Same as
bomb-ketch.

In ordnance,
a mortar is

A vessel of



Morte slates

Morte slates. See *sl<ite~.

mortgage-bond tm6i"-S?j-bond), n. A bond
seeuveil by a mortgage.
mortgage-note (mor'gaj-not), n. A note the
payment of which is secured by a mortgage
given at the same time and recited in the note.

Its effect is to hohl the borrower liable (or the
deticieucy if the mortgaged property does not
satisfy the debt. The term bond is also used.

morti&C (mor-tif'ik), <;. [LL. mortificus. See
mort^, »., and -/iV.] Causing death ; deadly.

mortiflcation-root (m6r"ti-fi-ka'shgn-r6t), n.

The marsh-mallow, JItlixa officinalis.

Mortimer's variation. See *iariat)on.

mortiser (mor'ti-s^r), ». A mortising-machine
(which see).

mortising-machine, «.— Chain mortising-ma-
chine, in it'tHulworkiii;/, a machine for sinking a mortise
in «\kmI by means of a band-saw composed of an endless

band or chain each link of which is a cutting-tool. The
chain is supported by two wheels in a vertical position

and is driven at a high speed. The wooden sill or other
piece to be mortised is brought up against the lower end
of the chain, and each link chips out a small piece, the
effect being quickly to cut a mortise in the wood the
exact length of the width of the lixip of the chain and as

wide as the cutting-face of the links. The depth of the
mortise is governed by the upward pressure of the wood
against the chain.

Mortuary chapel. See *chapel.

morula, «. 2. In pathoi., same as button-

scurvu (which see, under scurvy'^).

moniUt (mor'p-Iit), n. [See morula.'] In
sporozoans, the chromatin mass in the nu-
cleus. Frenzel.

moraloid, n. 2. In bacteriol., applied to colo-

nies which are broken up into regular seg-

ments, like a morula.

morvin (mor'vin), n. [F. morve, glanders, -f-

-in'^.2 The specific poison of the bacillus of

glanders. See *mallein.

morwong (mor'wong), n. [New South Wales
aboriginal name.] The fish Chilodactylus ma-
cropterus, also called carp and jackass-fish,

and in New Zealand by the Maori name of

taralcihi. The red morwong is Chilodactylus

fitsciis, also called carp. The banded morwong
is Chilodactylus vittatus. E. E. Morris, Aus-
tral English.

mos. An abbreviation of months.

mosaic^. I. a. 2. In biol., pertaining to or
characterized by the presence of antagonistic
or mutually exclusive parental characters in

different parts of the body or of the germ-cells.

Unless there is an original sport on the part of the indi-

vidual, such a phenomenon may be taken as indicating

that the genn-cells may also have been moBaic.
Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc.,

[1902, I. 127.

Mosaic chromatic process, a method of printing
from a combination, in projter design, of colored pastes
or chalks arranged upon a plate of metal. It was intro-

duced in New York about 1H70 by Hitchcock, an en-

graver on wood. Prints could be had only on paper that
had been moistened with turpentine or benzin. The pro-

cess wjis most applicable U) the tints of maps and of wall-

papers. ^Mosaic disease. See *di»ea«e.— Mosaic
Inheritance, particulate inheritance. See •*cinheritance.

— Mosaic theory of development. See •kdevelopn^^nt.
— Mosaic tile. See*/i7el.

II. H. 4. In biol., an organism which has
antagonistic or mutually exclusive parental
characteristics in different parts of its body.
These mosaics occurred as varieties both on prickly in-

dividuals and on smooth ones still more rarely.

Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc, 1902,

[I. 23.

The families of the albino D [dominantl ... are espe-
cially interesting ; for, ... all the 13 coloured offspring

by two different broken-coloured males, one brw. [pied-

brown], the other blw. [pied-black], were self-coloured,

brown, or black. This result resembles one obtained by
Castle . . ., but the suggestion that such a pied individ-

ual is a mosaic which throws self-colour gametes is not
readily applicable to tljis case. For here the peculiarity
evidently lies in the gametes of the individual albino,

since with other albinos the same males gave pied off-

spring. As Castle commonly obtained such self-coloured

mice from albinos crossed with pied, it is likely that the
peculiarity may belong to certain strains of albinos.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, II. 84.

mosaic^ (mo-za'ik), V. t. To work up into a
mosaic ; represent in or decorate with mosaic
patterns. Also mosaick.

The windward slope was mosaiced, if the word' be al-

lowed, with the coarse sand [shown] in l>ottle Ko. 1.

Qeoj. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 669.

Literature, philosophy, and history abound in variant
editions of the same theme, "hich, although relative and
partial, . . . illustrate certain features of the ephebic
metamorphoses . . . and might be mosaicked into a new
and higher unity about this theme.

O. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 339.

mosaic-machine (mo-za'ik-ma-shen"), n. A
power-machine for cutting marble and other
ornamental stone into the small cubes used in

830

laying mosaic floors. It is essentially a shear-
ing-machine.
mosasaur (mo'sa-sar), n. lMosasaur(us).~] A
general name for the large, extinct marine
reptiles of the family Mosasauridse, including
the well-known genera Mosasaurus, Tylosaiirus,

Clidastcs, etc. They had long, pointed heads,
rather long bodies, a compressed tail, and
limbs modified into short, flattened paddles.
They abounded in the Cretaceous period and
their remains are particularly abundant in the
chalk of Kansas.
Mosasauri (mo-sa-sa'ri), n.pl. Same as Jfo-
sasiiiiria.

mosasauroid (mo-sa-sa'roid), a. [mosasaur +
-oid.l Kesembling a mosasaur.
moschatine (mos'ka-tin), n. [NL. moschafa
+ -inc'^.] A bitter pulverulent alkaloid, Coi-
H27O7N, contained in Achillea moschata and
in .-I. millefolium.

moschophoros (mos-kof 'o-rus), n. [NGr.
*fioaxo(p6pui;, < Gr. jidaxoQ, calf, -t- -ipopo^, < (pepeiv,

carry. J In Gr. antiq., a calf-carrier: the
name given to certain statues in which a man
is represented carrying a sacrificial calf upon
his shoulders.

Moscovian (mos-ko'vi-an), o. and n. [Mos-
covia, Aluscovia (< Moscow), Russia, + -an.']

I. a. In geol., noting the middle division of

the Carboniferous system when this expresses
the marine type of sedimentation^ as con-
trasted with the Westphalian, which repre-
sents the lagoon type.

II. H. The Moscovian division.

Moseleya (mos-e-le'yS), n. [Named after Pro-
fessor Henry N. Moseley, F. R. S.] A genus
of deep-sea fishes of the family Macruridee,
taken off the coast of British Columbia.
mosker (mos'ker), «. [Yiddish.] A pledger;
one who makes a living by taking advantage
of the business incapacity of persons engaged
in the pawnbroking trade. Also moskeneer,
moskinner.
moskinner, n. Same as *mosker.

mosky (mos'ki), a. [Origin obscure.] Hav-
ing a yellow tail: applied by sailors to a dol-

phin. Also used as a noun. [Eng.] N. and
Q., 10th sen, I. 266.

Moslemic (mos-lem'ik), a. [Moslem + -ic]

Moslem.

Moslemite (mos'lem-it), n. [Moslem + -ite.]

A Moslem.

Moslemize (mos'lem-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
Moslemixed, ppr. Moslemizing. To cause to

become a Moslem or to believe in the Mo-
hammedan faith ; render Moslem.
Emin Effendi (he had Moslemized himself) was ap-

pointed governor of the equatorial province.
Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 281.

mosquito, «.—Big WOOdS-mOsqultO, Janthinosama
musica, a rather large black species with purple reflec-

tions, which breeds in woodland swamps.— Brown-
striped woods-mosquito, Culex siphonalis, a rather

small dark mosquito with a brown stripe in the center of

the thorax. It breeds in swampy woodlands.— BrOWn
woods-mosquito, Culex cantans, a large brown mos-
quito with banded abdomen and tarsi. It flies in the

spring and breeds in woodland pools, its larvw hiding

among the dead leaves on the bottom.— Dapple-Winged
mosquito, a name used by British investigators to des-

ignate the first of the malarial mosquitos which proved
to carry malaria. Anopheles claviger.— 'Ei.e.vihaiA mos-

Mosquito {Ancphelts punctipennis).
a. adult feniale; it, wiiij; venation; c,

male antenna : greatly enlarged.
(Howard, U. S. D. A.)

Fringe-legged Mosquito {Psorophora ciiiata).

Female, greatly enlarged. (Howard, U. S. D. A.)

qulto, a large East Indian mosquito, Toxorhynchites

umnisericors, occuning abundantly from Ceylon through

moss-fruit

India and down the Malay Peninsula. Its larvui live in
the 1k>11ow stumps of the giant batnboo and i^iey Sftlcly

upon the lai'vte of other niosquit^js.— Fringe-legged
mosquito, I'sorophora ciliata, a large mosquito, with
erect scales on its legs. Its larvie are carnivorous and
feed on other mosquito lai-vie.— Irritating mosquito,
Culex pertttrh/ins, a large brown species with the tarsi
broadly bantled with whit*. Ir. is an especially fierce
biter.— Malarial mosquito, any one of numerous spe-

cies of the culicid fm-
i\us jinopheles. M'ith
certain species of the
genus, however, nota-
bly Anopheles pvnc-
iipennis, careful ex-
perimenters have
failed to establish the
malarial relation. See
•k.Anopheles (with
cut).—Mottled mos-
quito, Culex dis-
color, a small yellow-
brown species with
banded legs and beak,
spotted wings, and
the abdomen mottled
with brown and
yellowish white.

—

Pitcher-plant mos-
quito, Wyeoiiiyia
smilhii, a small black
species which breeds.
in the leaf-pitch-
ers of Sarrccenia.

— Rock-pool mosquito, Culex atropalpus, a species not
uncommon in the northeastern United .States. The tho-
rax is gohlen yellow with a blackish central stripe, and
the abdomen has narrow in-egular white bands at the
bases of the segments. It breeds in pot-holes and other
rocky pools.— Salt-marsh mosquito, any one of sev-
eral species of Cidicid^ which breed in salt or brackish
water; notably, Cxdex solticitans, C. tieniorhynchus, antl
C. caj!(n(oi-.— Sllver-Strlped mosquito, txdex serra-
tits, a black species with a broad silvery-gray stripe down
the middle of the thorax and with unhanded legs and
beak. It lives in low swampy woods and is wide-spread,
occurring from South America north to New Jersey.

—

Snowy-foot mosquito, Culex niveitarsis, a small brow n
species whose hind tai-si are almost wholly whit*. It
flies in the spring, and its larva; are found in rocky pools.
— Spotted-legged mosquito, Culex jamaicensis. a
large dark-colore<l species which has the legs spotted
with yellow.— Swamp-mosqulto, Culex sytvestris. a
medium-sized or small species having white-rimmetl
tarsal joints and the abdominal segments banded with
pure white. It is especially abmidant in fresh-water
swamps.— Three-striped mosquito, Culex irinttalus,

a species having a pale-yellow tliorax with three black
longitudinal stripes and unhanded legs and proboscis.
It is a woodland form and breeds in small springs and
surface pcKjIs.— Tree-hOle mosquito, Culex triseriotus,

a small species with black proboscis and legs and the
sides of the thorax silvery white. It breeds most abun-
dantly in water-filled holes in trees, stumps, and logs.

—

White-lined mosqnlto, Culex signifer, a medium-sized
black mosquito, with the thorax marked with narrow
white lines and the hind tarsi broadly banded with white
at either end of each joint, the last one being wholly
white.— Woods-mosquito, wood-mosquito, any one
of several species of mosquitos which breed by prefer-
ence in woods, as the brown-striped woods-mosquito,
Culex siphonaiis, or the brown woods-mosquito, Culex
cantans.

mosquito-bee (mus-ke'to-be), n. Any one of
the small stingless tropical bees of the genera
Mclipona, Trigona, or Tetragona.

mosquito-blight (mus-ke'to-blit), )i. A blight
of the tea-plant in East India, caused by the
punctures of a capsid h\ig,JIelopeltis theirora,

and other species of the same genus ; also,

the insect itself.

mosquitocide (mus-ke'to-sid), n. [mosquito
-{- L. -cidd, < cxdere, kill.] One who or that
which kills mosquitos.

mOSS^, ".—Besom-moss, the haircap-moss.— Blrd'S-
nest moss. See resurrection-plant {b).— Cord-mOSS,
any moss of the genus Funario. See Funaria.— Corslcan
moss. ^eifAlsiditirnani\rnoss^,— Flowering moss, {hy

The moss-pink. Phlox sul'ulata. (c) The widow's-cntss,

Sedumpulchellum,— GoldeumOSS. {*>) The wall-pepper
or wall-moss, Sedum acre, (c) The Iniircap-moss. J'oly.

trichuin juniperinum.— Kentucky moss, Portulaca
ffrandijlora, a plant introduced into the l'nit*d .States

from South America and widely cultivated undera variety

of forms.— Moss copper. See *co/)j)('ri.— Mountain-
mOSS. (a) Selaainetla selayinoides. a low creepin;.: plant
found on wet rocks in high northern latitudes of both
hemispheres, ranging southward in America to New
Hampshire, Michigan, and Colorado, (h) Same as golden
kmoss ill).— Pyxle moss, the flowering moss. Pyxidan-
thera barbulatn.— Rock-moss. (") i^fo roclc-nwss. (6)

Same as jloarriny *)in>st: (^).— Rose-moss. Same as
Kentucky

'
-kmosK.— Running mOSS. Same as snake-

moss. Also runninij-pine.

moss', Ji. t. 2. To fill with moss, as the crev-
ices between the logs in a logging-camp.

mossbacked (mos'bakt), a. [mossback, n.,

2, + -cd.] Antiquated; old-fashioned; very
conservative. [Slang.]

moss-bush (m6s ' bush), n. Same as *moss-
plant.

moss-flower (mos'flou'er), «. The reproduc-
tive organs of a moss.

moss-fruit (mos'frot), M. The fruiting portion
(sporocarp, sporogonium, capsule) of a moss.
See sporogonium.
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mossite

mossite (mds'It), n. [Mess, a locality in Nor-
way, + -i7f2.] A tetragonal mineral con-
sisting, like tapiolite, of the niobate and
tantalate of iron, but containing a relatively

large amount of niobium: found near Moss,
Norway.
moss-land (mds'land), «. Land that consists

chiefly of peat-bog; peat-moss.

moss-peat (mos'pet), «. Peat derived chiefly

from moss, as distinguished from that derived

from other plants, such as wild rice, etc. See
peat^.

moss-plant (mos'plant), n. A moss-like plant,

Harrinuittdla liypnokles, of the heath family,

found on alpine summits in New England and
New York, and northward throughout the arc-

tic regions of both hemispheres.
mosswort (mos'wert), H. A bryophyte, espe-

cially a moss, as distinguished from the Uver-

tcorts.

mot*, n. 3. A small grove or clump of timber
on a prairie, sometimes likened to an 'island.'

[Local, U. S.]

mot* (mot), n. [Marathi mot, Telugu mota,
motu.] An ancient mechanical device used
in India and other countries of the Orient for

lifting water by animal power. It consists of
a bucket or water-tight bag, raised by means
of a rope fastened over a pulley, two bullocks
or other animals beiug attached to the end of

the rope. H. M. fTtfeoH, Irrigation Engineer-
ing, p. 489.

mote^, n. 6. In cotton-spinning, a piece of

broken cotton-seed, cotton-leaf, etc.

The frajjmental portions of cotton seeds carry a tuft of

attached tlbrea on the outer membrane ; this is termed a
bearded mote, and is regarded as an imperfection or an
impurity, as it interferes with the spinning qualities of a
goo<i yam. Uaniian, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 102.

mote^ (mo'te), n. [Peruvian and Bolivian

:

QuichuamuHi, =Aymaram«H«.] BoUed grains

of maize, a dish much eaten in Peru and Bo-
livia.

mote'' (mot), V. i.
;

pret. and pp. moted, ppr.

motmg. [Back-formation from motm-.'] To
ride in a motor vehicle ; engage in the sport
of motoring. [Colloq.]

mote-knife (mot'nif), «. A steel bar with a
sharp edge, attached to a cotton-carding ma-
chine immediately under the feed-rolls for

removing fragments of broken seed and leaf

that may be in the cotton. See *mote^, 6.

Taygart, Cotton Spinning, 1. 132.

meter (mo'ttr), ». [mo(el + -erl.] 1. One
who extracts motes or particles of extraneous
substances from wool; a wool-moter.— 2. A
device in a cotton-gin for removing motes or
small impurities, as pieces of stalk and dirt.

motenr (mo-ter'), n. [F.] A person who is

*motor-minded (which see).

The so-called motor reaction la one given by a moteur,
whose movementa are habitually initiated by motor im-

ages : to what«yer sense the stimulus is given, the ini-

pulse has to go to the motor-image-centres, and then to

the muscles. Amer. Xat., March, IDOa, p. 207.

motex (mo'tcks), n. [»no(de) + tex(ture).2 In
petrog,, see the extract.

For the present, in the application of the quantitative

system, it would seem to be wisest, and the part of mod-
eration, to be conservative in the matter of systematic
tvpal adjectives, and to bestow them only in the case of

the more unusual magmas, the less common combina-
tions of mode and textures (which may conveniently be
called motexen), or when redescribing in terms of the new

• classiflcation some well-known r«K-k which is conmionly
recognized as adequately representative of some usual
riwtex (combination of mode and texture).

Aiiii-r. Juur. Sci., Sept, 1007, p. 230.

moth', «.— Brown-tailed motb, a European liparid

moth, Euproctix chrj/itorrhira, white in color with a brown
alud extremity, which feeds in the larval stage in a great

variety of orchard-,
--> shade-, and forest-trees,

and wliich has been es-

tabtinhed In eastern
Ma-^siu-husettJ*. whert- it

hafi(nT<HMeat.'lfat pest.

— Chinese-Character
moth. .Same as <j<niiir.

«;/•/ *mo(A.— Clotheg
moth. See clothrx-

«i'/(A.— (Jopper hlnd-
Wlng mOtn. .Same

as American cit]ip''r

•khxndwinn. — Decem-
ber moth, a British
collectoi*8' name fiT a
lasiocampid moth, Pce-

citocamjxi pnpidi,

which often issues from
its coc<M>n in December.
—Delta motb, any one
of a group of noctuid
moths formerly known

as Dettnifien from the triangular outline of the wings
when at rest. The Uypeniiue or Uypenida (which sec) are
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characteristic delta moths. &&e deltoid moth.—Diamond-
back moth, a cosmoiHilitan motil, Ptiitella ittactttipen nin,

probably originally a European species, butcarried by com-
merce to most parts of the world. Its larva; feed on cab-
bage and other cruciferous vegetables.— Diverse-lin©
moth, an American geometrid moth, Eustroma diverai-

lineata, pale oclier-yellow in color, with the forewings
crossed by many diverging brown lines. Its larva; feed on
the foliage of grape, and those of the fall generation hiber-
nate.— Drled-CUrrant moth, a cosmopolitan phycitid
moth, Ephenfia caiilflla, whose larv;e feed on dried raisins
and cun"ants, jis well as in chocolate-nuts or cocoa-beans,
English walnuts, flgs, and corn meal.— Engrailed moth,
a British collectors'name for a geometrid moth, Tephrofia
biundularia.— Gipsy mOth. ^t^e gipsy-tixoth.— CrOOse-
egff moth, an old British collectors' name for a European
platypterygid moth, Drepana <tlfti(cata, Alsocalled the
Cfitnege-character moth.— Harnessed moth, an Ameri-
can arctiid moth, Apantesls vittata, so marked as to
appear as if harnessed.— House-builder moth, a psy-
chid moth, Oiketicus gaundersii, occurring in the West
Indies, whose larva builds a portable house which it car-
ries about with itself. The name is equally applicable
to many psychid larvje. See bag-worm.— Imperial
moth, a large and handsome American ceratocampid
moth, Basilona imperialU, yellow in color with brown
markings. Its large hairy larva feeds on the leaves of
butternut, hickory, and other forest-trees.— Indian-
meal moth, a phycitid moth, Ptodia inlerptmctella,
pix)bably of American origin, whose larva feeds on stored

V y

Brown-t-iilcd Moth
[Eufiro<tis (hrysorrhota'S.

I, female moth : b, antennae of moth ;

c, larva : all one fourth reduced.

Indian-meal Moth {Pladia interputtctella).

a, moth : *, pupa; r. larra: all nearly twice natural size; d,

head of iarra ; e, segment of larva : tuore enlarged.
tChittendcn. U. S. D. A.).

grain, flour, or meal.—Japan moth.a British collectors'

nanie for a European tineid moth, Adela degeerella.—
Many-plumed motll, any moth of the family Ornfo-
didi€, the speties of which have the wings each split up
into longitudinal sections or plumes.— Mocha-Btone
motb, any one of several moths of the nut<Hlontii1 genus
Melatopha. The peculiar markings of the wings reseni-

hle somewhat thitse of a moss-agate. The larva; feed on
the willow and the poplar.—Mottled plum-tree moth,
an American noctuid moth, Apatela supcrans, whuse
larva feeds on the leaves of plum-trees.— Neat CUCUm-
ber-motli. See cwcwTn«»cr.~ Pepper-and-salt motti,
an American geometrid moth, Lycin ctt'iiwtaria, wlm.se
lar\*a feeds on currant-leaves.— jpoplar mocba-stone
moth, 3fe/fl/opAat»r/((*(a.— PotatO-tubermoth. Same
as *po(a (o-TnoM.— Procesalonary moth, the adult of

the procession ar>' caterjnllar (which st-e, \xm\{^T procession-

ary).—Regal mOth, an American cei"atocampid moth,
CUheronia retjnlii. See walnut-moth.— Royal motb,
the regal wahiut-moth. See royal horjied caterpillar.—
Scallop-shell motb, a British collect^trs' name for
an Old World geometrid moth, Calocalpe undulata,
whose witigs arc marked like a scallop-shell.— Sena-
torial moth, an American ceratocampid moth, ^;ii-

8ola ttfiifitoria, whose larvse feed on oak-leaves.— Small
engrailed moth, a British collectors' name for a
geometrid moth, Tephrogia crepxucularia.— Smoky
motb, any species of the lepidopterous family Pyromor-
phidiB. They are small moths of a smoky-black color,

sometimes marked with brightt^r colors. Harrinina
Americana is a familiar example : formerly called the
grape-vine Procn^.— Two-COlored royal mOtb, an
American ceratocampid moth, Adelocfpnala btcolor, oc-

curring in the Mississippi valley. The fore wings are
yellowish brown speckled with black, and the hind wings
are pink. The larva feeds on h<itiey-locust and on the
Kentucky coffee-tree.- Underwlng moth. See i^Cato-

crtiff.^ Wblte-tipped motb, an American notodontid
moth, Syimneruita alhi/rontt, having a conspicuous white
patch on the outer half of the costal lx>rder of each fore
wing. Italarvaj feed on oak-leaves.—WlndOW-Wlnged
moth* any one of the small moths of the family Thyrid/e
or Thyrididsp. The English name is derived from the
white or yellowish translucent spots on the wings.

moth^ («iot), n. [Hind, moth.'] In India, a
trailing dwarf bean, rhaseohis aconitifoUiiSy

cultivated for food and fodder. Also called
Turkish gram. Seo *gram^.

moth-borer (m6th'bdr'{'r), V, Same as sugar-
cane *horcr and larger corn-stalk ^horer,

[British West Indies.]

mother-cyst (muTH'^r-sist), w. The cyst which
produet^-s daughter-cysts by budding.

mother-gate (muTH'er-gat), n. In mining^ a
large passage in a eoal-mine used as a main
roadway.
motherhood* »• 2. A clan constituted by
kinship through the mother. N. E. D.
mother-lobster (muTH'er-lob'^ster), w. An
edible crustacean, Scyllarus latuSj found in

the Mediterranean and the Atlantic: said

sometimes to attain a length of 18 inches and
to be superior to the common lobster in flavor.

mother-lode, n. 2, The principal vein of any
district.

motion

mother-metal (muTH'er-met^''al), n. A metal
or metallic compound from which some other
form of the metal can be obtained.

The composition of the remaining solid-solution or
^^mother-inetal" ol martensite has reached that of har-
denite. £ncyc. Brit., XXIX. 573.

mother-of-emerald (muTH^''er-ov-em'e-rald),
7t. Prase: sometimes so called" because" for-
merly supposed to be the mother-rock of em-
erald. Max Bauer (trans.), Precious Stones,
p. 4S8.

mother-of-niter (muTH^''6r-ov-ni't6r), «. The
residual bitter saline liquor from which salt-

peter has been crystallized. The term was
used by Black in the middle of the eighteenth
century.

mother-of-wheat (muTH'^6r-ov-hwet'), «. 1,
The cow-wheat, Mvlampyrum arvense.— 2.
The ivy-leaved speedwell, Veronica hederse-

folia.

mother-right (muTH'6r-rit), w. 1. Alleged
supremacy of the mother in the primitive
family and clan; in reality, the supremacy of
the male relatives of the wife or mother as
opposed to the supremacy of husband or
father, L. F. ^arrf. Pure Soeiol., p. 213.— 2.
That social order in which descent is traced
from mother to children, so that the children
belong to the mother's family and inherit
from their mother's brothers : same as matri-
arch if.

mother-rule (muTH ' ^r - rol), n. Same as
'^mother-right^ 1.

mother's-heart (muTH ' erz - hart), n. The
shepherd's-purse» Bursa Bursa-pastoris.

motherwort, «.— Golden motherwort, the chafe-
weed or wood-cudweed, <y?in/)/iO!;iin/i gylvaticum, a native
of Europe and Asia and found also in New Brunswick
and Cape Breton, where it has probably been introduced.

moth-fly (moth'fli), n. Same as moth-like *fly,

moth-miller (moth ' mil " er), «. Same as
miller^ 3.

motion, «. 18. In geom.y a reversible unique
transformation of the aggregate of all points
into itself.—Absolutely total motion, in ge(rm.

topic/t, a motion during which no two instantaneous
I)iaces of the moving object have any part in common.

—

Alternating motion, reciprocating or oscillatory motion.
—Angle motion or canting motion, a device in the
tables of band-saws, or in the carriage or fence of circular
8aw3, by which the work may be presented at an angle
with tlie plane of the saw for cutting bevels.—Circular
motion, a device or mechanism for guiding a planing-
or sliaping-tool ^ong the arc of a circle. Such a device
is fre<iuently used for finishing curved surfaces which
can not be finished in a lathe because the radius of the
arc is so long as to be beyona the cajtacity or convenience
of standard machine-tools.— Compound motion, the
resultant of two or more simple motions or the combina-
tion of a motion of translation with one of rotation.

—

Euclidean motion, a reversible unique tiunsformation
of the aggregate of all points into itself, in which the
Euclidean postulate with regard to parallels is assumed.
— Fore-and-aft motion, in mech. : (a) A forward and
backward motion, used in connection with something
that has a distinct front and rear, (h) A motion parallel
to the keel of a vessel.- Gooch's llnk-motlon, a form of
link-motion, derived from Stephenson's, in which the slot-

link was not lifted and lowered, as in Stephenson's, but
the rod to the valve was raised and lowered to secure the
same adjustment in the slot of the vibrating non-adjust-
able link. The valve-rod had to be long enough to be
jointed, but no variation in lead occun*ed, because the
eccentric-straps were not swung around the shaft in ad-
justing the position of the sliding-block. The radius of
the link was that of the length of the first or pivoted sec-

tion of the valve-rod.— Homogeneously total motion^
ih geom. topics, a motion during which no two instantane-
ous places of the moving object have any homogeneous
part in common.— Impulsive motion, a motion con-
ceived of as generated instantaneously from rest by the
application of impulses.— Latent motions, motions of
cyclic or gyrostatic nature, imagined as taking place in
the ultimate particles of a substance. The assumption
of such latent motions is an essential feature of certain
speculations concerning the structure of matter.—
Motion curve. See *cwri;^.— Motion In altitude.
See -kaltitude ?nf)(to/i.— Naperlan motion, a superposi-
tion of a rotation and a dilutatinn.— Negative mOtlOn^
in weaving, a kind of drag motion for taking up the cloth

in the loom as it is being woven : used in contradistinc-

tion to positive ??io^v^;i.— Non-EucUdean motion, a
reversible unique transformation of tlie aggregate of all

points into itself, in which the Euclidean postulate with
regard to parallels is not assumed.— Notice Of motion,
in law, a formal legal notice, given by one party in a cause
to the other or others, that an application for an order
affecting the cause will be made to the court at a certain

time and place.— Periodic motion, a motion in which
changes of speed or of direction recur at regular intervals

of tinte. Simple hamionic motions, all types of vibratory

motions, orbital motions, and the motions of any part of

a revolving body not within the axis of revolution are
examples of periodic motion.—Plck-at-Wlllmotlon, a
motion for throwing the shuttle of a loom, which hius a
series of shuttle-boxes at each end, so as to allow a single

weft, or any kind or color of weft, to be passed through
a shed or between the warp-threads.— Polygon Of
motion, a vector diagram, analogous to the polygon of

forces, representing the component* of a motion and
the direction and magnitude of their resultant It
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is usual, and more accurate, to speak of a polygon
o/ velocities, acceleration, or inomeiita rather than
of a polygon of »«orion.—Precesslonal motion, iu

fnecK, gjTOSCopic precession.— Simple motion, a motion
at translation alone or of ri^ttatidii alone, but not of the
two in combination.— Single preventer motion. See
tingle irpreventer.— Star-wheel motion, a motion em-
ployed for operating-, measuring-, or recording-machines,
such as cyclometers and the feed of machine-tools : so
called because a small wheel having pointed teeth and
resembling the conventional symbol for a star is used.
The wheel is turned one tooth or more at each stroke or
revolution, as the case may require.—Thwartwlse mo-
tion. Same tis, -kcross-motion.— Translatory motion.
See translation, ti.— Traverse motion, a to-and-fro
motion, forming part of the mechanism of a number of

machines used in textile-manufacturing.— Uniform
motion, motion with uniform velocity.— Unlplanar
motion, motion in which the paths described by the
particles of the moving body lie in planes parallel to one
another.

motion-block (mo'shon-blok), n. 1. A moving
block, such as a link-block or cross-head, used
to connect two moving parts.—2. An engine
cross-head. [Eng.]
motion-frame (mo'shon-fram), n. Same as
"^motion-pJaie.

motion-plate (mo'shon-plat), n. A rolled steel

or iron plate which is bolted transversely be-
tween the longitudinal frame-plates of a loco-

motive, to carry the ends of the cross-head
guides which are farthest from the cylinder.

The connecting-rods and valve-rods sometimes
pass through openings in this plate.

motion-process (md'shon-pros*es), n. [Tr.

G. hewegung.svorgang.'] Any physical phenom-
enon regarded as a mode of motion; espe-
cially, a process of stimulation: opposed to

mental process.

"We generally understand by stimulus the external
motion-process, which ... is accompanied by the mental
process of sensation.

W. Wxtndt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 16.

motion-rod (mo'shon-rod), n. In a steam-
engine, a rod which communicates motion
from a rock-shaft, driven by the eccentric, to

the valve-stem. [Eng.]
motiv. A simplified spelling of motive.

motivity, w. 2. In tliermodynam., a term pro-
posed by Lord Kelvin for the available energy
of a system.
motivization (mo^tiv-i-za'shon), n. Motiva-
tion. W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Ani-
mal Psychol., p. 433.

motocycle (mo'to-si-kl), «. fL. motusj motion,
+ E. cycle.l 1. Same as "^motor-cycle.—2, A
light motor vehicle, without body, on three or
four wheels, carrying one or more persons.

It will be noticed that the moto-cycles have been en-

tirely replaced by the motor-bicycles ; these make very
fast time, and reach the speed of an express train.

Sci. Amer. Sup,, June '20, 1903, pp. 22958.

motocyclist (mo'to-si-klist), n. One who rides

a motocycle.
motoneurone (mo-to-nti'ron), 71. [L. motuSj
motion, -f- E. neurone.'] A neurone having a
motor function.
The external stimulus, it may be recalled, while excit-

ing the ilexor muscles to contraction, produces relaxation
of their antagonists, the extensors. This latter it etfects

by quelling (inhibiting) all nervous discharge for the
time being in the extensor tnoto-neurones of the spinal

cord. Nature, Feb. 6, 1908, p. 333.

motor. I. n. 4. A motor-car.— 5. In anat.,

specifically, a motor nerve.— Air-motor. {&) A
motor-car driven by an air-motor.— Asynchronous
motor, an alternating-current motor in which the speed
is not rigidly determined by the frequency of alternation.

Induction-motors (see below) are asynchronous.— Bray-
ton motor a form of gas-engine or internal-combustion
engine devised about 1873 to operate on a cycle in which
the gas and air were ignited and expanded at constant
pressure beyond the piston.— Compensated motor,
(a) An electric motor in which the armature reaction
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current is compensated by a condenser or by auxiliary
conHnutator-brushes ; a compensated repulsion-motor.
— Compound motor. See electric *7/io(or.— Double-
opposed motor, an an-angement of the cylinders of an
internal-combustion engine in which two cylinders on
opiX)site sides of the crank-shaft are connected to cranks
which are 180 degrees apart : usually applied in hori-
zontal engines in motor-ear practice, either parallel
to the long axis of the vehicle or at right angles to it.

If the two cylinders operate on the four-phase or Otto
cycle, the working-strokes may occur together in the two
cylinders, so as to balance the thrust against the cylinder-
covei-s ; or the working-stroke of one may occur when
the other is aspirating its charge. In two-phase cycles
the working-strokes will always be together.— Electric
motor, an apparatus for converting electric into mechan-
ical power. In general, any electric generator, when
supplied with a suitable form of electric power, will act
as a motor, and an electric motor, when driven by me-
chanical power, will become an electric generator, that
is, produce electric power. By the form of electric
power supplied, electric motors are divided into direct-
current inotors and alternating-current motors. JDirect-

current motors usually have a commutator and brushes
to receive the cur-
rent, a revolving
armature, and a
stationary field,

which may be bi-

polar or multipolar.
By the connection
of the field-excit-

ing coils, direct-
current motors are
divided into shunt-
motors, series-mo-
tors, and compound
motors. In the
shunt^motor the
field-coils are con-
nected in parallel
or multiple to the
armature. Such
motors give fairly

constant speed at
all loads, and there-
fore are commonly

used as stationary motors in factories, mills, and in
general for driving apparatus at constant speed. In
starting, they require a rheostat in the armature
circuit. In the series-motor the full supply-current
passes the field-coils (which consist of fewer tunis of
larger wire) in series to the armature. In such moU>is
the speed increases with decrease of load and decreases
with increase of load, that is, increase of torque, and the

Direct-current Type Stationary Motor.

a, field-coils: *, commutator; c, armature
winding; rf, pulley.

Direct-current Iron-clad Railway-motor.

torque is a maximum in starting. They are used where
heavy starting-torque and a variation of speed with the
load are desired, as for hoist-motors, and especially in

electric railroading. Compound motors with cumulative
compounding— that is, having a shunt-field and a series-

field magnetizing in the same direction— are intermedi-
ate in character between shunt-motor and series-motor,
and are used for electric elevators, etc. Differential com-
pounding, that is, a small series-field counteracting the
shunt-field, has been used to obtain more constant speed
than that given by shunt-motors, but its use has been
discontinued because the modern shunt-motor gives a
sufficiently constant speed. Altemating-cun-ent motors
are induction-motors, commutator-motors, and synchron-
ous motors. Induction-motors contain a primary winding,

Compensated Railway-motor,

a, frame ; b, frame-head; c, frame-head coyer; rf, bearing; e,

field laminations; /", armature-lead; g, commutator-hole coyer;
A, brush-holder; j", oil-well coyer ; A. field- and compensator-leads.

is compensated by an auxiliary winding in the field

structure: used for alternating-current railway-motors.

(6) An altemating-cun-ent motor in which the wattless

Induction-motor,

d, bed-plate; *, foot ; c, belt-tightening bolt; rf, frame ;«, end-
plate ; y, bearing; ^.pulley; A, shaft ; », key; ,*, leads; /.pri-

mary or stator winding; w, secondary or rotor bars; m, rotor
eiid-ring; o, rotor ventilator.

usually stationary, and excited by single-phase or more
commonly polyphase alternating currents, and a second-
ary winding, usually revolving, closed upon itself in

short circuit. In the secondary winding a rheostat is

frequently used, in starting, which is external and con-

nected to the windings by collector-rings and -brushes,

or revolving with the annature or secondaiy winding.
If no starting rheostat is used the secondary winding

motor
usually is a 'squirrel-cage,' that is, a number of copper
bars passing through the iron of the armature-core nea»
the peripherj- and connected with each other electrically
by two end-rings. In such motors, in starting, especially
in large motors, an autotransformer or autostai-ter is
frequently used to lower the voltage and tliereby the
stai-ting current The characteristics of the induction-
motor are those of the shunt-motor, that is, constant
speed at all loads. To the direct-current series-motor
corresponds the alternating-current commutator-motor,
which is usually single-phase. It may be a series-motor
(that is, the main current passes in series through the
stator or field, and, by brushes and commutator, through
the rotor or armature), and then usually contains a
stationary compensating winding to neutralize the arma-
ture reaction and self-induction, this compensating
winding being either excited by the main current or
short-circuited upon itself (inductive compensation).
Another form of alternating-current commutator-motor
is the repulsion-motor, in which the main current traver-
ses only the stator winding, while the rotor winding is

short-circuited upon itself through the commutator and
the brushes which are set under a small angle with the
axis of the stator winding. Another form is the series
repulsion-motor, in which a part of the supply voltage is

impressed upon the compensating winding, a part on the
armature, and their proportion varied with tlie speed.
The commutator-motors have high starting torque and
variable speed, and are used for railroading, etc. The
synchronous motor consists of an armature excited by the
single-phase or usually polyphase alternating supply-cur-
rent, and a field excited by direct current. They can
operate only at synchronism, that is, by keeping st«p with
the generator, and therefore give absolutely constant
speed. They usually have sufficient induction-motor
properties to start themselves at light load. They are
less severe than any other motor in their reaction on
the system, and are therefore preferred for very large
sizes. By their speed characteristics, motors are di-

vided into constant-speed motors (direct-current shunts,
alternating-current induction-, and synchronous motors),
variable-speed motors (shunt-motors with field rheostat,
induction-motors with variable number of poles), and
heavy starting-torqxie motors (direct-current series-,

alternating-current commutator-motors). By their con-
struction, motors are divided into bipolar and multi-
polar, ironclad or protected, and open motors.—Fan
motor, a small electric motor driving a fan for creating
a current of air for cooling or ventilation. The fan
usually consists of a cir-

cle of inclined vanes.

—

Internal-combustion
motor, a form of heat-
engine in which a mix-
ture of air and the fuel
is delivered to a cylin-

der behind a piston and
there ignited. -The
expansion of the air

due to the combustion
of the fuel, usually a
hydrocarbon liquid or
vapor or a gas, causes
an increase in the pres-
sure by the effort to
increase in volume.
That pressure forces the
piston forward .in the
cylinder and overcomes
the external resistance ran Motor.

*^"..*^?^.x.^^"?'"^*^*^*^ ^ a, motor-frame: *. base and pedes-
which the piston is at- tal ; c, starting-switch; rf. yane ; e.

tached. This form is wire guard ; y, monogram name-plate

;

much used in motor- ^> wire guard-support ; A, oil-cup.

vehicles, since no boiler
is required but each stroke develops its own power at its

beginning. The usual cycle or succession of events in
modem motors is called the Otto cycle or ttve four-pha.se
cycle (see *cyclel, 12). On an outgoing stroke of the
piston the charge of air and fuel-vapor is drawn into the
cylinder; on the return of the piston this mixture is

compressed, raised in pressure and temperature, and
confined in the clearance volume behind the cylinder.
The mixture is ignited while thus compressed, expands
(doing work against the moving piston on its second out-
going traverse), and is exhausted by the opening of an
exhaust-vjdve on the second ingoing traverse. Then the
cycle is repeated. The two-phase cycle compresses the
mixture either in front of the piston or in a second cylin-

der. It flows into the cylinder behind the piston under
slight pressure, and, by a stratification, acts to help expel
the exhaust gases at the end of the working-stroke.
The piston uncovers exhaust-ports by its outward
traverse, and the burnt gases are expelled by their own
pressure and the displacing action of the fresh charge.
The return of the piston compresses the fresh mixture,
and it expands after ignition, working the piston outward.
Hence a working-stroke occurs every revolution instead
of once in two revolutions as in the four-phase cycle. If

the incoming charge is ignited by flame from the burnt
gases while the inlet-valve is open, annoying back-firing
takes place into the mixture-chamber, so that the two-
phase cycle is not at its best with varying resistance.
The firing of the charge is usually done by an electric

spark which passes between separated insulated termi-
nals projecting into the compression volume or clear-

ance (see -kspark-plug). Governing is effected by
throttling the admission of the mixture of fuel and air,

or by varying the period of its admission to the cylinder
during the aspirating-stroke. With the four-phase cycle
four cylinders are usual, in motor-car practice, in order
to distribute the effort and to secure two work-impulses
in every revolution. Such engines also balance better.

They are light in weight, in proportion to power
developed, and hence have come into extensive use for

high-speed launches (called motor-boats), and have been
selected to drive the dirigible air-ships which have been
constructed. See internal-combustion ifengine, with
cuts.— Monocyclic motor, an alternating-current motor
having two superimposed fields in quadrature, one of

which is excited by the driving or primary circuit, the
otherby a magnetizing circuit.— Mnltiphase motor, an
alternating-current motor for use on polyphase circuits.



motor

Multipolar motor, an t-Iectric motor which has more
than two poles.— Octopolar motor, an electric motur
with eiKht iKjles— Open-COll motor, an electric motor
in which onlv one coil of the amiature is in circuit at a

time.— Overtjrpe motor, a bipolar electric motor
which has the armature below the field-magnets.— Pan-
<:hr0!101l8 motor, in elect., a motor which tends to

assume a rtxed characteristic speed differing by a certain

Amount from the speed of synchronism.

Such a motor beinjt neither a synchronous nor anon-sj-n-

chionous motor is called a panchronoug vwtor:
Electrical World, Nov. 14, 1903, p. 811.

Pilot-motor, in elect., a small motor used to move auto-

matically the controlling devices of any circuit or system

of circuits.

The invention is designed to overcome these objections,

and to this end a pilot-motor is used for intennittently

moving the regulator, its movement being stopped when
the starting current exceeds a predetennined limit

Elect. Rev., Sept. 24, 1904, p. 495.

Polyphase Induction-motor, an electric motor with

alternating magnetic held and a short-circuited armature :

designed for use on a polyphase circuit— Polyphase
motor, an electric motor driven by two or more alternat-

ing currents ditfering in phase ; a motor designed to be
operated in a polyphase circuit— Pyroma^^etic mo-
"tor, an electric motor the action of which depends upon
the influence of temperature on the magnetization of iron.

— Repulsion motor. See electric 'kynotor.— 'Rheo-
StatiC motor, in elect., a motor connected with and
aut*>matically regulated by a rheostat.— Series-, shunt-
motor. See electric *Mio(»r.— Single-phase motor,
an electric motor operated by meiuis of an alternating.

jiingle-pha.se current— Solar motor, an engine which
uses the direct heat from the sun s rays as a motive
power. Such motors involve a series of retlecting-sur-

laces t<3 reHect the radiant heat from the sun, which
strikes a large area, and ci)ncentrate it on a definite

heating surface.— Spllt-phaSB motor, a single-phase

alternating-current motor in which the starting effort is

proiluced by dividing the supply current in two branch
I'urrent.s ililfering in ph:ise fn»m each other

—

SqUlrrel-
cage, synchronous motor. See electric *mutor.—
Transformer motor. Same as induction-motor. See
electric irmolor. [Kare.]

II. rt.— Absolute motor field, a region of the cere-

bral cortex in which a lesion is always followed by im-

paired motii>n, as distinguished fi-om a relnlire motor

Jield, in which a les'on may or may not be followed by
motor disturbance.— Motor aphasia, center, econ-
omy, etc. See -kaphaxia. etc.— Motor point, the point

corresponding to that at which a motor nen-e entere a

muscle, where an electnide must be placed to produce
the maximUTn of contraction.—Motor reaction, reflex,

region, rhythm. See *renction, etc.— Motor root,

the root of a sjiinal nerve which contains the mot* -r fibers

only.

motor-bicycle (mo'tor-bi'si-kl), h. Same as

*mr>tor-rii<le.

motor-boat (mo'tor-bot), n. A launch driven

by au iiiternal-eombustion motor using a

hydrocarbon such as gasolene, naphtha, kero-

sene, or alcohol as a source of fuel. See
*autnhoat,

motor-break (mo'tor-brak), n. A rotary in-

terrupter for induction-coils. See *interrupter

(a).

motor-bus (mo'tor-bus), n. An automobile
omnibus. Daily Chronicle, Sept. 11, 1905.

[Colloq.]

motor-car, «. 2. A mechanically propelled

vehicle or automobile. Ttfe term is u.sed to

include all classes of automobiles, from the
racing-machine, in which speed is the prime
requisite, to the commercial vehicle, in which
speed is of no moment, but carrying capacity

for loads is desired.

motor-carist (mo'tor-kar-ist), «. One who
uses a motor-car, especially for j)leasuring.

>'<>w that the cyclist and motor-cariH travel over the

wh<ile of the roads of the country the neglect of our
ancient roadway system is very apparent.

Ileii. Brit. Anti'n Advancement o/ Sd., 1901, p. 764.

motor-cell (mo'tor-sel), n. One of the cells

of the spinal con] of vertebrates whicli has its

neuraxon continued into a motor nerve-fiber:

distinguished from sensory *cell.

motor-coach (mo'tor-koch), «. A railway-car

carrying within itself a motor to propel it on
the rails without an attached locomotive. The
motor may be a steam-engine or an internal-

combustion motor.

motor-cycle (mo'tor-si'kl), n. A bicycle or

tricycle operated by some form of motor as

well as bv pedals.

motor-drive (mo'tor-driv), n. An arrange-

ment for driving a machine, or a small group
of machines, by an electric motor.

motor-driven (mo'tor-driv'n), a. Driven or

propelled by a motor or engine: applied to

vehicleg.

motor-floid (mo'tor-flo'id), n. Any fluid used
as a means of conveying heat, motion, or

enorgv from one point to another.

motor-generator (mo'tor-jen'e-ra-tor), n. In
elect., an appai-atus which changes one form
of electrical power into another by means of

two separate machines, a motor and a gener-

S.— 53
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ator, permanently connected together. See
^converter, 3, *(lyna>notor, and motor-*genera-
tor.

motoring (mo'tor-ing), n. The art of driving
or riding in an automobile or motor-car ; the
sport of driving motor-ears.
The Bennett Cup race is the motoring Derby, the blue

ribbon of the automobile world. The approaching con-
test is the sixth running, it having been won by France
three times and by Great Britain and Gennany each once.

Automobile Topiat, European Sup., May 27, 1905, p. 2.

motorist (mo' tor-ist), n. One who uses a
motor-vehicle in traveling for pleasure or on
business.

In the little manual before us, the same author de-
scribes concisely the theory and action of the motor
bicycle, and provides in te.xt and illustration just the kind
of information which the mofori>,-t will find of service.

Sature, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 310.

motorization (m6"tor-i-za'shon), 71. In psy-
cltoL, apprehension in motor or kinesthetic
terms of an auditory or visual stimulus.

The motorization of a word [seen] would seem to have
often been present and disregarded.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., VII. 303.

motorize (mo'tor-iz). v.t.; pret. and pp.
moti>ri;cil, ppr. motorizing, [motor + -ize.']

In psychoL, to apprehend a visual or auditory
stimulus in motor or kinesthetic terms.

The fourth page was motorized, at normal speed, but
without lip-movement. Amer. Jour. Pgychol., XII. 295.

motorman (m6'toi--man), n.
;

pi. motormen
(-men). 1. One whose business it is to drive
a motor-car or automobile vehicle.— 2. A man
who operates a motor; specifically, one who
operates a railway motor.
motormeter (mo'tor-me'ter), n. In elect.,

an integrating wattmeter (that is, a meter
which registers the total electric power pass-
ing over the circuit) based on the principle
of the electric motor, either the commutator
motor (Thomson recording wattmeter) or the
induction-motor. See electric *mntor. All

electric meters installed for recording the
power consumed by a customer are now motor-
meters. Elect. Jforldand Engiii.,June4, 1904,

p. 109.-).

motor-minded (m6'tor-mm"ded), a. In psy-
cliol., eudowecl witha mental constitution such
that one thinks, remembers, imagines, dreams,
etc., principally in motor or kinesthetic images;
specifically, endowed with a kinesthetic mem-
ory ; more specifically, endowed with a verbal
memory of the kinesthetic type.

Consonants were not thought to be generally more im-
portant than vitwels for word perception. The relative

imiMirtance of these elements might depend upon the
reader's tendency to be motor or auditory minded.

Amer. Jour. Pst/chol., XI. 297.

motor-mindedness (mo'tor-miu'ded-nes), n.

In jisychol., a type of mental constitution char-

acterized by the predominance, throughout
the intellectual processes, of motor or kines-

thetic images ; specifically, kinesthetic .or

motor memory type ; more specifically, kin-

esthetic or motor verbal memory type. Jialcl-

irin. Diet. Philos. and Psychol., II. 571.

motomeer (mo'tor-ner'), n. [motor + (engi)n-

ffr.] An objectionable substitute for *motor-
mnn (which see).

motorogerminative (mo'tor-o-j^r'mi-na-tiv),

fl. In cmhryiil'., giving rise to or developing
into the musculature : said of portions of the

miiklle germ-layer, or mesoderm.
motorphobe (m"6'tpr-f6b), n. [motor -f- Gr.

-<j>ojiog, < ipojidv, fear."] One who dislikes motor-

cars or automobiles; one who has a strong

prejudice against motor-cars. [Bare.]

From pillar to post the poor motorist is pushed, and no
Pariah was more persecuted than he is in some places.

The time will come when ... the motorphohen will

wonder what ever possessed them to act so foolishly.

AutolmMle T'lpict, May 27, 1905, p. 448.

motor-shaft (mo'tor-shaft), n. 1. The shaft

of an electric or other motor.—2. The shaft

in an automobile or other machine which is

directly connected with the erank-skaft of the

engine.

motor-vehicle (m6'tor-ve"hi-kl), V. A vehicle

containing an engine or motor which propels

it ; an automobile.
motor-wagon (mo'tor-wag'on), n. 1. A motor-
car.—2. An automobile vehicle, smaller than
the motor-truck, designed for business use.

motor-wheel (mo'tor-hwel), n. 1. A motor-

cycle.— 2. A self-propelling truck, consisting

of an axle and wheels carrying the driving-

power, which can be fastened to the body of

a carriage or wagon in place of the front axle

mountain-ash

and wheels, and used to propel the vehicle

;

a fore-carriage.

motse (mot'se), n. [Heb.] See *scder.
mottle, «. 2. One of the spots or blotches
which together constitute a mottling.

—

3. j>l.

See diseased *butter.

mottled, p. a— Mottled-top disease. Same as
mosaic *diseage.

motuca-fly (mo-to'ka-fll), n. [Braz. Pg.
motiica, < Tupi muticcuiia.'] A large Brazilian
tabanid fly, Hadrtts lepidotus, which makes
such a large and deep puncture that much
bleeding may follow the bite.

mouche, «. 2. In the hurdy-gurdy, the open
string next to the lowest one, usually tuned
to the G next below middle C.

mouchet6 (mosh-ta'), «. [F., 'spotted,' pp.
of moucheter, spot, mark with fly-specks, <

mouche, fly : see mouche.'] The black end of
the wheat grain due to a black rich soil and
moist climate.

mou^at (mo'gat), n. Same as *mucTcet.

mouill6 (mo-ya'), a. [F., pp. otmouiller, make
wet, moisten, soften, make liquid, < LL.
"molliare, for L. mollirc, soften, < mollis ( > F.
mou), soft.] Made 'liquid,' as a sound; ap-
plied especially to the consonant I as pro-
nounced wita a following y sound as in
French -(i)ll-, Spanish II, Italian gl(.i), and
English ll(i) in brilliant, million, etc.

The 36th [letter of the Cyrillic Alphabet] . . . softens
a preceding letter, giving it a mouille sound.

Encyc. Brit., I. 614.

mouillure (mo-yiir'), n. [¥., < mowiHer, make
liquid; see *momlle.'\ The pronunciation of I

with a following y sound. Scripture, Exper.
Phonetics, p. 316.

mouket (mo'ket), n. Same as *mucl-et.

mouUeton (mol -ton'), «. [Trade F. ?] A
tabric for women's wear, having a satin-

armure weave.
Moulmein cedar. See *cedar.
Mound-building ant. See *an/i.

mound^.i'. 11, intrans. To form into mounds

;

become piled up into mounds.
The enormous masses of ice, thrust under [the brig] . . .

by the action of repeated pressures, had glued themselves
together so completely, that we remained cradled in a
mass of ice exceedingtwenty.five feetin solid depth. . . .

Our ice-saw with great labor buried its length in the floe,

. . . but the submerged material is so thick that it has
little or no effect. Wedging, by billets of wr)od between
her sides and the moundin'j ice, was equally ineffectual.

Kane, in U. S. Grinnell Exped. <First Exped., 1850),

[p. 405.

mound-lily (mound'lil"i), n. See *lily.

mound-planting (mound 'plan'ting), n. In
forestry, a method of planting on wet ground
in which the seeds or 3'oung trees are planted
on mounds, ridges, or hills. Also called ridge-

planting and hill-planting.

mound-turkey (mound't^r'ki), n. The Aus-
tralian megapod or mound-builder.

mount*^, ?'. '.—To mount a breach. See*6rmcA.

mount-,". 3. A ti-umpet signal for mounting.
mountain, n.— Block mountain, a mountain pro-

^ duced by block-faulting and tilting in such a manner as

to develop escarpments of great relief. See *hlock, 18,

with cut

—

Embayed mountain, a mountain near the

sea that has Itet-ii depressed st> that the ocean enters the
valleys, as, for example, on the coast of southwestern
Ireland.— Folded mountain, a mountain formed by
anticlinal folding—Mountains of clrcumdenudation,
the remnants of the continents left by rivers as they eat

out deep valleys and gorges : distinguished from moun-
tains due to the folding of strata, to faulting, or to

other geological processes.— Mountain system, in

geol., a group of parallel or consecutive mountain-ranges

of the same age.

A mountain mintem includes all ranges in a region

made in different, more or less indei)endent, geosynclines

at the same epoch.
Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 389.

Residnal mountain, a mountain whose origin in-

volves the removal by gradual erosion of a large neigh-

boring volume f)f fonner mountains or highlands.-

Subdued mountain, a mountain which has been so

much worn down as to have lost its peaks and cliffs and
become civered with its own detritus.— Subtuberant
motmtain, a mountain elevated by an igneous intrusion

among or beneath its basement rocks.

mountain-ash, «. 3. See Texas *ash'>.



mountain-bay

mountain-bay (miuin'tan-ba), «. Franl-Unia
AldUiiiKilia. See Gordoiiia and^Franklinia.
mountain-clover (moun ' tan - klo * vtr), »i. A
papilionaceous plant, Trifolium montaniim.
mountain-devil (moun 'tan- dev'l), ?i. The
small spiny Australian lizard, Moloch horridus.
See cut at thorn-devil.

mountain-elder (moun ' tan - el ' d6r), n. See
*(/(/<;-.

mountain-elm (moun'tan-elm'), n. See *elm.
mountain-flax, »., 1. (n) Same as ptirging-

Jl<i.r. (ft) Same as SpHcen sHaArroo* (which see,
under siiakeroot). (<•) The lesser centaury,
Centnurion Centaurium. Also called bitier-

hcrh and enrlh-qall.

mountain-flower (moun'tan-tlou''^r), n. A
variety of crane's-bill, Gernnium sylvaticum.

mountain-heather (moun' tan -heTH-'fer), «.

Same as.sand- myrtle (which see, under myrtle).

mountain-hummer (raoun'tan-hum"6r), n.

A humming-bird of the genus Oreotrochilus,
found high up on the Andes. Also called hill-

star,

mountain-larch (moun'tan-lareh), n. A fir,

I.urix li/dlli, of the Rocky Mountains.
mountain-moss (moun ' tan - mos), TO. See

mountain-oak (moun'tan-6k), n. See *oak.
mountain-parrot fmonn'tan-par"ot), n. The

Mountain-parrot i.j\estor notaiitis).

kea, Sestor notabilis, of New Zealand, which
attacks and kills sheep.
mountain-partridge (moun'tan-par"trij), n.

A common name of a large West Indian
ground-pigeon, Geotrygon montana.
mountain-pheasant (moun 'tan -fez 'ant), n.

See mountain *i:nrassow.

mountain-plover (moun'tan-pluv"*r), TO. A
small plover, JKgialitis montana, related to the
killdeer and found on the upland plains of the
western United States.

mountain-quail (moun'tan-kwal"), n. One of
the North American quails, somewhat larger
than the familiar bob-white and readily dis-

tinguished by a slender tuft of black plumes
on either side of the head. The general color
is slaty-blue, marked beneath and on the sides
with white and chestnut. It inhabits the
mountain regions of Oregon, California, and
Nevada.
mountain-range (moun'tan-ranj), n. A range
of mountains; specifically, \ngeol., the series
of more or less parallel ridges formed over
the ai'ea and border of a single anticlinal or
synclinal mountain-fold considered as a unit.

Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 389.

mountain-rose, «. 2. The rhododendron.

mountain-rush (moun'tan-rush). n. Ephedra
antisyphilitica, the common joint-fir of the
western United States, with somewhat the
aspect of a sconring-rush.

mountain-sheep, n. No less than six species and
two 8uh8t)eciea of Ovis have been described from North
America, but it is possible that one or two of these may
not stand the test of further research. The northernmost
species is the white or Dall's sheep, O. dalli, widely spread
over northern Alaska. The southernmost and smallest is

O. mexicana, from northern Mexico and the adjoinin}^
part* of New Mexico. The black or Stone's sheep, 0.
gtonei, from Alaska and British Columbia, is very dark
with white belly and marks down the legs. Other species
are 0. nelmni and 0. fannini.

mountain-sickness (moun'tan-sik"nes), n. A
morbid condition, marked by various dis-
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tressing symptoms, caused by very high alti-

tudes.

Mmintain-sichnei* results from a diminution in the
0[xyKcn] fixed by the blood, and from the rapid consump-
tion of that O. but also from defect of adai>tation of the
oi-Ranism, either from causes due ta itself (less rapid
mobilization and deficient increase of the red corpuscles,
deficient increase in pulmonary ventilation, etc.); or by a
less regular intervention of some of the accelerating
atmospheric conditions (light, ozonization, etc.).

Med. Heconl, April 4, !!«,•!, p. 637.

mountain-silverspot (moun'tan-sil"v^r-spot),
«. See *xilfcr.-'pot.

mountain-sucker (moun'tan-suk'fr), «. See
*sifc/,cr.

mountain-thrush (moun'tan-thrush), n. Grco-
cincla lunulata, one of the tlirush family, found
in Australia and Tasmania.
mountant (moun'tant), n. [inount^ + -ant,
after V. montant.'] "In photog., a pasteor other
adhesive substance used in Tnounting prints.

.Starch, although much employed as a woHHYniif, should
be carefully used. Unless quite pure and fresh it is very
dangerous, as it is very likely to become acid and destl-qy
the print upon which it is laid.

Woodbury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 293.

mounted, p. a. 4. In organ-building, said of
a pipe or a stop which is set up away from
the general wind-chest to which it belongs,
usually as a part of the display-pipes : as, a
mounted diapason.
Mount Vernon series. See *series.

mourner^, «. 5. A penitent, especially cue
who makes public announcement of a desire
for salvation : used in Methodist churches.

—

Mourners' bench, one of the front seats in a Methodist
church which the mourners, that is, the penitents,
occupy, thus p\iblicly showing their anxiety as inquiring
sinners and their desire for salvation.

Mourning horse-fly. Same as blaek *gadfly.
mouse, «. 10. A device used in underground
pipe-conduits to get cables into the tubes
after the latter have been laid. It consists of a
small conical piece of wood to the rear end or butt of
which is fastened a washer of leather, which is a little
larger than the diameter of the tube. A fine wire is

attached to the block, which is then inserted in the tube,
with air-pressure from an air-pump applied behind it

against the washer. The leather is forced out cup-wise
and converts the block into a piston which carries the
wire forward to the next manhole-opening, where it

drops out, leaving the wire continuous to the previous
opening. A c^)rd and rope can then be drawn through
the duct and, finally, the insulated cable.

A fine wire is sometimes drawn through a duct by
a conical piece of wood with a thin leather washer
filling the duct, and forced ahead by the air pressure at
the rear, which is exerted through the application of an
air pump at the front end of the duct at the next man-
hole. This piece of wood is termed the " mome." and the
name is probably responsible for the persistent story
that lines are first drawn through the conduits by a fine
string tied to the tail of a tame rat who has been tanght
to do this work. Joitr. Franklin Inst., March, 190.^, p. 1S.t

Dancing mouse. See waltzinij -trmouse.— Pouched
mouse, (rt) See pouched, {h) Any one of several small
marsupials of the genus Pfiascogale, so called from their
strong resemblance to a mouse or rat— Red-backed
mouse, a small and common field-mouse, Evotmnya ruti-
lui, of Northern Europe. The name is also applied to
various speciesof the same geinisfcunid in North America,
especially E. almcengig.— Spiny mouse, any one of a
number of small r(>dents characterized by having small
flattened spines mixed with the fur. The typical species
belong to the genera Echimys and Lonctieres. With the
exception of one species from Africa all are South -Ameri-
can. See spiny rat, under spiny.— Waltzing mouse, a
breed of domesticated mice which has the habit of spimiing
rapidly around. This habit is said to be due to a nnil-
fonnation of the semicircular canals of the ear, the func-
tion of these being to preserve the equilibrium. Also
called dancing mouse.

mouse-hare (mous'har), n. A small rodent of
the genus Oehotona, more commonly known
as a pika. See cut under Lagomys.

mousle (mou'zl), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. mousled,

ppr. mousling. [Also mou:le, viowsle, moiczle,

< mouse, V. Compare tousle.'\ To pull about
roughly. A^. E. I).

mousse (mos), ». [F., lit. moss. See moss^.']
In cookery, a whipped cream, sweetened and
variously flavored, with or without eggs, and
frozen without stirring.

mousseline-de-soie (mo-se-len'd6-swo'), n.

[F. : mou.sselinc, muslin; "de, of; sole, silk.]

A thin and gauzy silk mufelin, sometimes em-
broidered.

Moustierian (mos-ti-e'ri-an), a. Of or per-
taining to Moustier, in France : a term used in
the classification of Paleolithic human relies
according to their workmanship and degree of
finish, and applied to such as have the char-
acter of the flint scrapers found in the sands
of Moustier. They are regarded as interme-
diate in workmanship between the ruder
Acheulian and the more deftly made Solu-
trian implements, and it has hence been in-

movement
ferred that they belong to a correspondingly
intermediate period. Keanc, Ethnology, p. 86.

III. Glacial period : Mousttrian culture (cold climate).
Smitlufonian Jiep., 1906, p. 374.

moutac (mo-tak'), n. [F. spelling of a native
name?.] In cntom., tiie name in Mauritius of
a large cerambycid larva, possibly of the
genus Prionns, which is, or was, dressed and
eaten by both whites and natives. Kirby and
Spence.

mouth, n. 3. (ij) In transverse flutes, the edge of a
mouth-hole. See *mouth-hole. (/*) In 7»(€(fl/., the open-
ing through which a furnace is charged with fuel, ore,
etc. (0 In?>n'yity(,7, a mineentrance. [Scotch.]

—

Glass-
blowers' mouth, a chronic swelling of the jiarotid
gland sometimes seen in glass-blowei 8-— To give moutb.
U> hay or cry out : said of hounds upon a trail.

mouth-board (mouth 'bord), )i. In exper.
jysijchol., a strip of wood, hollowed out in front
and smeared with sealing-wa.x, for the recep-
tion of the teeth: used with or without a
head-rest to secure a constant position of the
head in certain experiments upon visual space
perception, etc. E. II. Titckcner, Exper.
Psychol.. I. ii. 24.'i.

mouth-cookt imouth'kiik), w. Acook; espe-
cially a chef iu the household of akingor great
noble.

mouth-frame (mouth'fram), ». In ophiurans,
one of the large calcareous plates of the oral
skeleton.

mouth-hole (mouth 'hoi), «. In transverse
flutes, the hole in the side of the tube against
the edge of which the player's breath is so
directed as to produce the tone.
mouth-mapping (mouth ' map "ing), n. In
phonetics, the construction of maps or plans
of the mouth-pharynx cavity.
The methods of inoxith-mappiny are still so crude that

at present no reliance can be placed on such calculations.
Hcripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 294.

mouth-papilla (raouth'pa-piI"a), n. ) pi.
mouth-papillir (-e). In starfishes," one of the
ambulaeral spines wliieh ocfur in groups, one
at each of the five corners of the mouth.
mouth-plate (mouth 'plat), n. 1. Same as
*lttccal shield.—2. In starfishes, one of the
plates which border the mouth.—3. In mining,
a cast-iron switch-plate ; a plate with a raised
ridge to direct car-wheels from the plate to
the rails. [Scotch.]
mouth-vacuole (mouth'vak"ii-
61), H. In flagellate protozoans,
a vacuole at the base of the
main flagellum where the food
enters

; an oral vacuole.
mouthy, a. 2. Given to gri-
macing or to distorting the lips
or the face in speaking, etc.

:

as, JHOHWd/cliildren are unpleas-
ant. [Co'llocj.]

moutonnSe, a. See roches mou-
tonnees.

mouz, mouzer. Simplified
spellings of mouse, mouser.
move, «.— False move, at c/iess, a
move which is imiiossible according to the rules of the
game.

—

Forced move, in chexs, a move which one must
make, having no other move at one's disposal.— Rule Of
fifty moves. See -krulei.—To get a move on one,
to begin to act ; be active; hasteji one's steps. ISlaiig.]—To make a move, (n) To take action ; begin active
operations, (b) To move a piece in a game, as in check-
ers, chess, etc-

movement, "— illusions ofmovement. See itillu-
siiin, 2.— Movement analyzer, in pliysM. and exper.
psychol., an instrument for analyzing and recording the
involuntary tremor of the hand and forearm. The move-
ment analyzer of R. Sommer consists of a metal frame
carrying a sling for the forearm and a rest for the first and
second fingers of the hand. This rest is connected by a
complex lever system with three writing-levers, one of
which records the vertical, another the transverse, and

Moutli-vacuole.

a, mouth-Tacuole;
!>, nucleus; e, con-
tractile Tacuole,

Sommer's Mbrement Analyzer.

another the sagittal components of the involuntary tremor.
The three curves thus traced upon the kj-mograph
drum give a complete picture of the involuntar>' move-
ments made, with analysis into their three spatial dimen-
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sioiis. .Also called tridimensional analyzer.— Perloiic M. R. C. V. S. An abbreviation of Member of The Innuit name of the same seal is mi/HM*, a word
movement, specifically in but., a manifest change of posi- ji „ Roiial Colleae of Veterinaru Suraeons which is also used by the Russians to designate seal-sliin.

tion in plant-organs responding to diurnal changes ; also, nir t> A o a it, » « i» V e H'. //. DaH, Alaslia, p. 583.

a movement taking place in a few plants by very short M. R. G. S. An abbreviation of Member of „ rrt,„ >,,», !,„„(. „f tl,o Ala^to,, T?=n™^„r,^
periods, as in the telegraph-plant. See ,leep. !..-Swed- the Royal Geographical Society. 2; The high boot of the Alaskaii Eskiino and
iah movements, in med., a form of isinesitherapy. or jj^ jj J An abbreviation of Member of the °' *"® Aleutians, made ot sealskin, with soles
treatment c.f disease by means of active and passive e-xer-

Roiial inMitution. °^ ground-seal hide. Also spelled, in this

movement-contTastTmOv'^^^^
sense, »»«cfc-a4HcA;.

The re?i^rocal influence of eve-movements of ^i""""' Iri>:h Academy. Th<; muck-a-h.cH
.
are water.tjgh^ clumsy, evil-

lue ret iprocaiiimuence 01 eye movements oi « +> o t. Ati ahhrevifltinn of Member of the ?nieli"i».8"'»ige that hay is put inside to make a good
opposed directions, supposed bv some psychol- "'•• "• "• •"• -i^n aoureviation oi memoer oj me j,ed for the foot, and so loose that leather thongs must he
osists to explain certain phenomena of optical 'Coital tiociety of Literature. wrapped around instep and ankle,

illusion.
*^ ^ ^ M. R. XJ. S. I. An abbreviation of Jfemfter 0/ P«« -Vnttjfaj/., Jan., looi, p. 66.

movement-illusion (mov'ment-i-la^zhon), «. ""^ Royal United Service Institute. muckna (muk'na), n. [Hind, malhnd, < Skt.

In «si/iA'»/., an illusory perception of motion. M. S. An abbreviation (6) of jl/nsJero/ Science; matkiitta, a bug, a tuskless elephant, etc.]

The illusion may be visual (apparent move- (<") of Master of Surgery ; (d) [?. c] of month's An East Indian name for a tusliless elephant;

ment of an object in space) or kinesthetic (ap- sight; (e) of Latin Memorise Sacrum, sacred strictly speaking, a tuskless male elephant,

parent movement of a part of one'sown body), to the memory (of, etc.). since the female Indian elephants seldom de-

See *ilhision 2 M. S. A. An abbreviation (n) of Master of velop tusks.

It has sometimes' been thought that the act of will suf. Scientific Jgriculture; (6) of Member of (Ae muckweed (muk'wed), «. 1. The curled-

flces of itself to explain these subjective )norem«H(-i7(i(- Society of Arts. leaved pondweed, Potamogcton crispus.— 2.
tions. M. Sc. An abbreviation of jlfoster o/ Science. The lamb's-quarters or pigweed, Ctenouorfitins

r. WuiM (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol.,p. 137.
jyj g_ Q a„ abbreviation of Madras Staff Corps, album.

movement-sensation (mov'meut-sen-sa"- M. S. H. An abbreviation of Master of Stag- mucobromic (mii-ko-bro'mik), a. [L. mucus,
shon), «. In psychol.: (a) Any sensation (or, huunil-'!. mucus, + bromicl Noting an acid, a color-
more properly, any sensation-complex) the of- m. S. 1. An abbreviation of viean sea-level. less compound, OCHOBr: CBrCOOH, prepared
fice of which is to inform us of the movement M. S. S. An abbreviation of Member of the by the action of bromine on pyroraucic acid,
of objects in space, or of our own body or of Statistical Society. The acid crystallizes in lustrous leaflets and
some part of it. In this significance, the term m. t. An abbreviation of mean time. melts at 120° C.
must include sensations of sight and hearing, mth. An abbreviation of monfft. mucocartilage (mu-ko-kar'ti-laj), n. [L. niH-
as well askinestheticsensations. Itisformed Mts. [caj). ot I. c.} An abbreviation of Moun- cus, mucus, -I- cor^itoi^o, cartilage.] In histol.,
on the analogy of 'weight sensation," resist- lains. a soft cartilage the cells of which are em-
ance sensation,' etc. ; and its use is to be con- mu (mu), n. The Greek letter M. /i (jav, earlier bedded in a limpid, mucous-like matrix,
demned, since it substitutes end or function /;i,), corresponding to the English J/, m. See jumjogjiionc (mii-ko-klo'rik), a. [L. mucus,
for psychological analysis. (6) The sensa- Maml*mem. mucus, -t- c;iM««) + -«e.] Noting an acid,
tion(or,moreproperly,the sensation-complex) muang (mu-ang'), "• [Siamese TOManj/, tocm- a colorless compound OCHCCl : CCICOOH
directly aroused by movement of the body or ang, kingdom, country, city.] A town; es- prepared by the action of chlorin on pjTO-
of some part of it ; a kinesthetic sensation. pecially, the official residence of the governor muoic acid. The acid crystallizes in rhombic
The action of the vocal muscles occurs under guidance of a province. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. plates and melts at 125° C

of the sensations of movement obtained from them. The 4(10 fSiain 1 a / -7/i - 1'- x-/ - \ rr
association of the correct 7noKW<'n(-«<'«M(ion ordinarily _„_.!-•- 'H^ ",_; _;„-, ,,

r-r. • . mUCOCUtanCOUS (mu"ko-ku-ta ne-us), ff. [L.
occurs with the aid of hearing the sounds pro<luced. muawinine (™o-a wi-mn;, n. [i!.. Amcan

„„icns, rawcna, + cutis, sk\-a. See cutaneons.J
.Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 387. muam, a tree of Mozambique + -in + -ine-.] Rgiating to both mucous membrane and skin,

(c) A specific sensation whose adequate A" ".re'^^ZzambZue
contained

^^co-enteritis (mii-ko-en-te-ri'tis), n. [NL.,
stimulus is movement. Some psychologists '" "* "'^° "^ moiaiumque.

n mu < L mucus mucus + Gr evTsnov intestine +
posit movement-sensations of sight, of touch, mucambo (mo-kam'bo), « [Brazilian ] The ^^- \""{lt'^^i^\J^„^

''^''"^' '°»««"°«'-^

etc., but it is probable that thi articular or village of a colonv ot bush negroes. [BrazilJ „
'„okious °

^ k^fi"^^ a FL. mucu.
joint sensation'of kimesthesis is the only true ^^^^ide (mo -W ^^'^^,^"-^^^^^1 Tuct^T|J"fibe"V-o" .'] "Boi^TmuS
movement-sensation under this heading.

"cglSc.kX^CmnZ, v^^^^^^^
and fibrous: as, the ™»co,/!6™«. tissue of the

Joint*, on the other hand, constitute a verj- important 6 8 4 ammonia on etl^ vl mucate It is the umbilical cord, which is chiefly mucous, with
factijr. so far at least as concerns appreciation of position action 01 amiuuiiia uu etiiyi mutate, it is tiio

1 jii '.- a • -i ..

and change of position. ... The distinction between diamide of mucic acid. enough fibrous tissue to give it support,

position-sensations and m-jwm*n(-»fnjia(i«ii« is important, mucedinaceOUS (mti'se-di-na'shius), a. Of or maCOld, «.— Mucoid tumor. Same as nit/Mjnn.
«. F. .Stout, Manual of Psychol., p. ii»2.

prtaininK to the J/ucerfinocea-. II. n. A viscid, glairy substance derived

^K^^'pi^tS^ S:e'!t!^^Z^^ctur:iXnt":^^^ (mii-se-din'e-us), a. Same as from connective tissue and containing a large

*"iewf,:
• . J

y

*muc)dinaceous. amount of mucin.

mowkowk ». Same as *niOCMCit. mucinic (mu-sin'ik), o. [ot«C(» + -ic.] Not- It may be mentioned that some holothurians have the

moxie-berry (mok'si-ber'i), n. The creeping ing a dibasic acid obtained from galactose.
r"'^'"',''i''

P^P*'"': »' converting their tough, brown,
uiuAic uciijf (""» 01 Ji- 'I, .

iu J v-.^ti...Af, '^._____ ^„- „;„»= ;„„> „ r..f..™„ J. „„.. leather-like skin into mucoid within a few hours, on
suowh.iry, (hingencs hispidilla. mUCinOgen (mu-8in o-jen), n. Imuctn + -gen, 4^^,^ ^eing brought into air. The whole skin may
MoXOStoma (mok-sos' to-mS), n. [NL., an jiroducing.] Same as m«C(V/en, undergo this viscous transformation,

error for *My:ostoma, irreg. K fiiKuv, suck, + mucinoid, a. II. n. Same as ^mucoid. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 617.

aTOfia, mouth.] A genus of suckers, numer- mucinuria (mii-si-nii'ri-a), n. [mucin + Gr. mucomembranOUS (mu-ko-mem'bra-nus), a.

ous in species, found in the United States oifMv, urine.] The passage of urine contain- [L. mucus, mucus, + membrana, membrane,
ea.st of the Rocky Mountains. ing mucin. -I- -om,«.] Relating to mucus and a membrane :

mozambique (mo-zam-bek'), n. [Named with mucitis (mu-8i'ti8),n. [NL., < >M«e«» -t- -i7(S.] noting a form of enteritis or enterocolitis in

reference to J/o.jam7«'5MC in Africa.] Aloosely Inflammation of any mucous membrane. which there is a discharge of mucus and of

woven fabric for women's wear, having a cot- muckerish (muk'^r-ish), «. Of, pertaining to, membranous patches with the intistinal pas-

ton warp and a woolen weft Mozambique or resembling a mucker. See mucker'^, 2. sages.
spindles. See •ijdiid/e.

^ „ .
[Slang.] muconic (mfi-kon'ik), a. Noting an acid, a

mozemize (mo zem-iz), n. See *moowOTi.9e.— muckerishly (muk'ir-ish-li), arfr. In a muck- colorless compound, HOCOCH: CH.CH-.CH-
Indlan mozemlste. the American mountaln-a^h, *<,r(,i« prish manner; with ill-breeding; coarsely; COOH, prepared bv the action of alcoholic

mozo'TmO'tho), «. [Sp. mozo, Pg. mo<;o, a !:°V^^'>V
"°'*"^- ^""'"^' ^^''•''^^^' ?• ^^- potassium hydroxid'on 3, 4-dibromadipie acid.

vn>iiifr man nr hnv 1 A mnn-servaii't L^>lang.J It crystallizes in small needles and decom-^omg
^]^^^^^^J.;l,,J^^^ll''^X;of Paint- muckerism (muk'^r-izm), «. Underbreeding; po^es'at about 320° C.

inq: (c) ot mnn.pou:er; (d) of Member of
coarseness

;

low roughness
;

the conduct of a m^^oraceous (mii-ko-ra'shius), a. Pertaining

Police; le) ot Methodist Protestant ; (f) ot Met- bounder or mucker. Lo'ang.J or belonging to the family Mueoracex, or

ropoUUin Police; (a) [/. c] of the Latin mii/ia ,
Both battalions were equally guilty, and we hope it mold family,

"^ ', ' ^'i • - ii. Tj _ „•! does not mean an entrance of muckerism into our Army 1 / - 1 / i\ rr /
passiium, a thousand paces : the Roman mile;

g,,,) v„.y games Outing, Jan., ifloa, p. 494. mucosal (mu-ko sal), a. [L. mucosa (sc. mem-
mot Municipal Police, mucket (mtik'et), n. [Also7«o«*ef, mo»«7a<,-

braua) + -alK} Relating to mucous mem-
M. P. 0. An abbreviation of Member of Parlm- '^^^l obscure.] A large dark-brown mussel, t)™"^-
m^^MH Cfinadrt. iam»*i?is Hoamenfi»K«, found in the Mississippi mucosanguineous (mu'ko-sang-gwin'e-us), a.

M.Ph An abbreviation of.Ya*^ero/P;ii/o.*op/iy. river and used in the manufacture of pearl [L- """"S mucus. + sanguis (saiigum-),

m. p. h. An abbreviation of miles per hour.
buttons blood, -f -e-ous.] Both mucous and bloody.

M. P. L. An abbreviation of Ma^iler of Polite
m^c^-lron (muk'i'tm), «. Iron which has mucosanguinolent (mu"k6-sang-gwin'o-lent),

J;''!^"Sl"'^\ t,v • *• # M- I, f ,1 been rolled only once after being squeezed or a. Hume as *mitcosanguineotw.
M. P. F. An abbreviation or Memoer oj tne

ghingled into a bloom, in the manufacture of Mucous cancer. Same as coWdd cancer.- JHucoua
Proriniial Parliament. wroiicht-iron bv the puddlinc process Such edema. Same as myzedema.— Kucovia fermenta-M P 8 An abbreviation fn) of .Vemfcpro/" </(e

^rougut iron oy tne puuuuug piote>». oulu
See jh kc/c *frrm<.)i(n(iV,H.-Mucous patch. See

fh,armace,!li^,T^^ietu (^^^^^ of the
"""" Contains cinder and is imperfectly welded ;,„,.ft._Mucou8 r&les. Same as uuM r^i« (v^hichiharmaceutical .ytciety

,
(o; ot Memoer oj me

throughout. It must be cut up, piled into see, under r«7,).- Mucous tubercle. Same as conrfi/-
Philological Society ; (c) U. c.^ ot meterper see-

f^^^^^^ ^gain heated, and rolled into bar (".««.- Mucous wart. See*,™rti.

\ WW c If before it is salable. mucronation (mu-kro-na'shon), n. 1. The
mr. An abbreviation of mimer.

muckite (muk'it), n. [G. mucMt (1878); condition or quality of being mueronate ; a
M. R. An abbreviation ot Master of the Rolit. ^^^^j ^^^^^ jj j^^^j. -j ^ y^ji^^ j.esin from mueronate process.

M. R. A. 8. An abbreviation of Member of the
||,p poal-beds of Neudorf, Silesia. Tlie apex is often very slightly refuse, and the midrib

Koiint Asiatic Society. muckluck (muk'luk), «. [Also mukluk, mac- pr"<biced into a slight spiculati™ or ,n«<-™mf,,,,,

M. R. 0. C. An abbreviation of Member of the Xw Eskimo magdlar,, ground-seal.] 1. In „ , , ,

"'""'• *',\^- "''»-i'«>°K. "I- ^^^

Koyal College of Chemistry. Alaska, a seal ; also sealskin. 2. In hot., same as mucro (h).

M. R. 0. 8. An abbreviation of i/ewftcr 0/ tfte SoIes of "macfoc*," or sealskin. mucroniform (mii-kron'i-form), a. Having
Jloyal College of Surgeons. ' »'Ai/mp«r, Travels in Alaska, p. 136. the shape of a mucro

; spine-like.



mucas-gland

nmcns-gland (mu'kus-gland'), n. See mucous
glands, under gland Pallia! nmcns-glaiid, In

some gastropods, a glandular area on the inner surface of

the mantle.

mncusin (mu'kus-in), «. [Irreg. < L. mucus +
-i«'-'.] Same as tniicin.

mucus-passage (mu'kus-pas'aj), n. A simple
or branched tube filled with mucus, often
found in the tissue of certain species of

Laminaria.
mud, n.— Gre^n mud a name applied to a certain

deep-sea mud because of its color. This extremely fine

sediment cover* great areas of the ocean bottom at depths
of from 100 to TOOfathoms. Thegreen mineral glauconite
is a constituent, Geitie, Text-book of Geol., p. 106.—

Weldon mud, the trade-name for regenerated man-
canese oxid obtained by the pr«.»cess invented by Walter
Weldon as an important improvement in the production
of chlorin for bleaching-powder. Since chlorin gas is

prepared by the interaction of aqueous hydrochloric acid

and manganese dioxid, there is left in the still a solution

of manganese chlorid, which is treated with a proper
Quantity of slaked lime (calcium hydroxid). and an abun-
dance of air is driven through the turbid liquid in a tall

cylindrical vat, A black deposit, the Weldon mud, forms
as the result of oxidation. It consists essentially of cal-

cium-acid nianganite and manganese nianganite, which
can be used, instead of new manganese dioxid, to act
upon a fresh lot of hydi-ochloric acid.

mud, t'. t. 3. To fill with mud or soft clay,

as the crevices between the logs in a log

house.

mndarin (mu-da'rin), n. \^mudar{i) (see the
def.) + -i»2.] An odorless, bitter mixture of

compounds contained in the bark of madar-
root, Calotropis miidari. It is used in India
as a medicine and is also called madarin,

mud-barge (mud ' barj), n. A mud-boat ; a

mud-scow : usually arranged with a hopper
or dumping-bottom, so that when filled by
means of a dredge, or otherwise, it may \>e

towed to a designated point and there emptied.

mnd-binder (mud ' bin " d6r), n. See *soil-

binder.

mud-blow (mud ' bio), n. A pipe with a
straight-way valve leading away from the

lowest point of a boiler and used for blowing
out or cleaning out mud and other deposits.

Also blow-off and bottom-blow.

mud-boat, n. 2. A low sled with wide run-
ners, used for hauling logs in swamps.
mud-collector (mud'ko-Iek"tor), ». A mud-
drum.
mud-crack (mud'krak), n. In geol., a shrink-

age-crack produced in mud when it dries and
sometimes filled with matter later introduced.

mudd (mud), n. [Ar. ?] A measure of capacity

used in Morocco, equal to 1.28 English bushels.

mud-dab (mud'dab), ». The winter flounder,

Faeudopleuronectes americamis, found on the

Mud-dab iPxtu<i<>pU-iirofi^ct>s .ifnfric<tniis).

IFrom Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Atlantic coast of North America from Labra-
dor to Chesapeake Bay.
mudder (mud'er), n. [mud + -er.] A horse
which runs best on a muddy track; a mud-
runner. [Racing slang.]

The second horse was King Pepper, synonymous with
mud, and the third horse, Athlone, is by Handsel, a
•mudder himself and a son of a inudder.

X. y. Em. Svn, Aug. 17, 1905.

mud-digger (mud'dig'er), n. A broad, flat-

bottomed boat fitted with machinery and a
large scoop, or steam-shovel, for dredging
the bottoms of rivers, deepening channels,

etc.

mud-diver (mud'di"ver), n. Same as *parsley-

frofi.

muddlement (mud'1-ment), n. A muddled
or confused state or eonclition. [Colloq.]

Thunder-storms, as a rule, are familiar enough and
definite enough to escape the general muddleinent

Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1901, p. 385.

mud-duck (mud'duk), n. Any domesticated
duck. f
They are a cross between the mallard and ordinary

vxud duck, and almost a perfect imitation of the mallard.
Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 150.

mud-fat (mud ' fat ) , o. As fat asmud ; very fat

:

as, "veal, mud-fat and tender as a chicken,
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' worth a shilling a pound," Solfe Boldrewood,
quoted in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

mud-flow (mud'flo), ri. In geol. : (a) A char-
acteristic structure seen in certain shales or
hardened mud-rocks, and produced by the
stoppage and subsequent hardening of a small
flow of soft fluid mud. (6) A great flow of mud
and water such as often attends volcanic
eruptions, when rain, or hot water from the
crater, gathers up fine volcanic tuff and flows
with it down the sides of the volcano like a
sheet of lava.

The largest ejected block that we saw was one on the
surface of the mud-Jlow between the rivers Blanche and
Seche and not more than two hundred yards from the
sea coast. Bulletin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XVL 347.

mud-guard (mud'gard), «. A light shield so
placed as to protect riders or passengers from
mud thrown by the wheel of a bicycle, car-

riage, or motor-ear.

mud-hen, «. 5. A woman who dabbles in
stock-gambling. [Slang.] Clapin, American-
isms.
mud-hole, n. 4. A soft spot in granite due to
decomposition. [Quarrymen's slang.]

Knots, streaks, and "vind holes" must be carefully
avoided in a conscientious selection of stock for monu-
mental work.

W. C. Day, in Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98, p. 230.

mudirieh (mo-de-re'e), n. [Also moodirieh ; <

Ar. mudiriija, < mudir. See mudir.'i The
pro\'ince administered by a mudir.
mud-land (mud'land), n, A marsh left dryby
the ebbing tide.

mud-lark, n. 4. The Australian magpie-lark,
Grallhin picata, named from its large and
elaborately built mud nest.— 5. A *mudder
(which see).

mud-lighter (mud'H^'tfer), n. An open flat-

bottomed boat which receives the contents of
the iron scoop or shovel operated by a mud-
digger.

mud-lump (mud'lump), n. A projecting mass
or lump of mud specially characteristic of the
delta of the Mississippi, and produced by the
local bulging of underlying soft beds because
of overloading in the neighborhood, or perhaps
also by the generation of confined gases.

Within the region lie a number of "mud volcanoes,"
apparently analogous to the " mud tumps " of the Lower
Mississippi, which have attracted much attention by
reason of their novelty, though they are quite subordinate
to the general features. Smithsonian Hep., 1901, p. 71.

mud-oyster (mud'ois"ter), n. See *oyster.

mud-pot (mud'pot), H. A mud geyser.

mud-ring (mud'riug), «. A piece of metal so

shaped as to close the bottom of a locomotive
boiler or an upright boiler between the shell

and the fire-box sheets.

mud-runner (mud'run'fer), n. In racing, a
horse which runs best in mud or on a muddy
track ; a mudder.
This theory [of heredity] was supported yesterday [a

wet, muddy day] by the result of all the races on the flat

which, without exception, were won by the product of

stallions that in their day were famous mud runners.
X. Y. Jive. Sun, Aug. 17, 1906.

mud-saucer (mud'sa"s#r), w. In trap-shooting,

a clay pigeon or other composition target.

See clay pngeon. [Slang.]

mud-scoop (mud'skop), n. A bucket or scoop
for dredging mud from the bottom of a pond,
river, or the like ; a machine for dredging or
digging in mud or other soft material.

mudsill, 11. 3. Specifically, the bed-piece or

. bottom timber of a dam placed across the
' stream and usually resting on rocks or in

mud.
mud-skipper (mud' skip ''^r), n. A name of

the gobioid fishes of the genus Pcriophthalmus,

from their remarkable ability to hop about on
mud-fiats, and even to climb trees and bushes
growing near the shore. The generic name,
Feriophthalmus, refers to the prominent eyes,

set close together, capable of protrusion and
retraction, and furnished with a well-devel-

oped eyelid. See cut at Feriophthalmus.

mud-wheel (mud'hwel), «. In brickmaking,

any form of tempering-machino. Seepug-niill,

muf, «. and V. A simplified spelling of muff.

mufP, n. 5. A lap or fleece of fibrous mate-
rial, such as the lap of waste cotton, which is

taken from the comb of a combing-machine.
muflf-coupling (muf'kup"ling), 71. Same as
*box-coupling.

muffin^ (muf'in), n. {muff^, v.} One who is

given to mufling or acting clumsily in play-

ing a game, but more particularly one who in

mule-mark

cricket or base-ball fails to retain hold on a
ball which comes into his hands. See muff^,
n., 3.

muffled, J), o. 3. Having feathered feetj such
as are found in many breeds of domesticated
pigeons : thus a black, Be\i-muffled tumbler is

a tumbler of uniform black color with the
feet and lower part of the tarsus feathered.

muffle-kiln (muf'1-kil), n. A closed kiln in
which the enamel and gold decorations on
pottery and porcelain are fired : so constructed
that the flame, gases, and smoke do not come
into contact with the ware. See enamel-kiln.

muffler, w. (c) a device to deaden or silence the ex-
plosive puff of the exhaust of hot gases from an intenial-
conibustion motor such as is used on motor vehicles. The
escape of these gases at high temperatures and pressures
into the open air is followed by their expansion, with a
shock to the displaced air and a noisy report. The
muffler compels them to escape slowly and evenly, and
by cooling them in the process less change of volume
occurs. The simplest type consists of enlargements of
the cross-section of the exhaust-pipe, and the discharge
through a large number of small orifices, CaUed silencer
in England.

mugginess (mug'i-nes), n. The state of being
muggy-
muggy, a. II. n. A half-intoxicated penson.
[Sailors' slang.]

mug-house, »i.—Mug-house club. See the extract.

The mug-hou^e clubs in Long Acre, . . . where gentle-
men, lawyers, and ti*adesmen, used to meet in a great
room, seldom under a hundred. They had a president
... to keep the whole room in order. A harp played all

the time at the lower end of the room, and, every now
and then, one or other of the company rose, and enter-
tained the rest with a song. . . . Here was nothing
di-ank but ale, and every gentleman had his separate
mug, which he chalked on the table where he sate, as it

was brought in.

W. Chappelt, Pop. Music of the Olden Time, quoted in N.
[and Q., 5th ser., II. 33a

muguet (raii-ga'), n. [F., name of several
plants, also a disease, the thrush.] Inpathol.,
same as thrush^,

mugwumpian (mug-wump'i-an), a. Of or
relating to mugwumps or mugwumpery.
muktar (mok'tar), Ji. A minor provincial
official of the Ttirkish empire.

mukti (muk'ti), n. [Skt. mukti. release, de-
liverance, emancipation from the bonds of

existence, <»i)(Ato, set free, released, < ^much,
let go, set free, release.] In Hindu philos.,

release from existence : equivalent of nirvana
in the Buddhist scheme.

mulada (mo-la'da), B. [Amer. Sp., < mulo,
mule.] A drove of mules.

mulattoism (mu-lat'o-izm), n. [mulatto +
-inm.] The condition of being a mulatto.

mulazem (mo-la-zem'), «.; pi. mulazemin {-z&-

men'). [Ar.] In the Arabic-speaking
regions of northern Africa, an attendant of

higher rank than a servant; a superior ser-

vant or attendant.

The next morning, ... I feigned sickness, and asked
the chief of the mulazemin for pennission to absent niy-

aelf from morning prayers-

R. C. Statin Pasha (trans.), Fire and Sword in the
(Sudan, p. 5S9.

mulberry, n.— Bacterlosls of the mulberry. See
*hacteriusis.—ChytTldiose Of the mulberry. See
*o/ii/(rirf!'>«e.— Mulberry-root disease, .^ec *iliseate.

mulberry-body (mul'ber-i-bod"i), ». A seg-

menting egg in the morula or mulberry stage.

mulberry-fig (mul'ber-i-fig''), n. The syca-
more-fig, or Pharaoh's fig, Ficus Sycomorus.
Seefg'^, 1, and sycamore, 1.

mulberry-wing (mul'ber-i-wing), «. An Amer-
ican hesperiid butterfiy, Poanes massasoit,

occurring in the eastern and middle United
States, Texas, Nebraska, and Colorado.

mule, «. 10. In niech., a locomotive for tow-
ing canal-boats, operated by compressed air,

electricity, or steam : so called because it

replaces the mules usually used for towing.

The " mule " has two large hooks for the towropes and
has also a running board and guard hand rail, ... so
that the driver can go around the machine without
dismounting.

Elect. World and Engin., Kov. 14, 1903, p. 796.

mule-gate (mul'gat), n. The floor-space in a
mill occupied by the spinning-mule. Xasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 409.

mule-jenny (mul'jen'i), w. 1. A spinning-
jenny.— 2. A female mule.

mule-killer, «. 2. Any one of several insects,

as the wheel-bug, a mantis, or a walking-stick.

[Southern U. S.]

mule-mark (mul'mark), ». A dark stripe on
the fore part of the back of a horse or mule,
considered an ancestral character.



mule-spinner

mule-spinner, w. 2, Same as mule, 5.

mule-steerer (mul'8ter''''^r), w. A mule-driver.
[U. S.]

Muley brick. See *6rtcA-2.

mulga (mul'ga), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]
1, A long, narrow shield used by the natives
of Australia, but usually only in single com-
bat, as a protection against the native club.
It is usually made from acacia wood.—2. Any
one of several species of Acacia, especially
A. aneura, a shrub or small tree found all

over Australia, but more commonly in the
arid desert region of the interior. lu dark-brown
wood is very hard, and is used by the aboriginals for
boomerangs, spear-sticks, and shields, while its leaves
are eat«n by stock and in times of drought often fonu
their only food.

mulga-grass (murga-gr&,s), n. Either of two
Australian fodder grasses, Danthonia peni-
ciUata, also called icallahy-grass, and Neu-
rachne Mitchelliaua : so called because they
grow in company with the tree called mulga.

muliebrile (mu'li-e-bril), a. [L. muUehris, of
woman, + -»/«] Feminine; female. [Rare.]

The progeny of successive generations are not the off-

spring of average parents, but of pairs at the perfection
and conjugal culmination of their virile and nuiliebrile
excellencies. Science, May 17, 1901, p. 782.

mulierine (mii'li-e-rin), a. [L. ww/ier, woman,
+ -*Hei.j Female ; feminine. [Rare.]
The jewel of seven stars is a carven ruby found on a

queen mummy, or a mummied queen, in an Egyptian
tomb and brought to England along with other lingerie of
the lady, including a mummied cat, . . . Mr. Trelawney,
an Englishman, rich and learned in Egyptology, had tiie

feline and mulierine mummies in a strange cabinet of . . .

weird and woozy curiofi. The Reader, May, 1904, p. 668.

mulU, V. t. 4. In leather-manuf,^ to soften.
V. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 415.

mullen, ».— Turkey mallen, a low, heavy-scented
annual herb, Pigcaria aetiyera, belonging to the spurge
family. It is very
abundant on the Pa-
cific coast from south-
em California to the
Columbia river. The
leaves aredenselystel-
late-pubescent and
whitish, somewhat re-

sembling those of the
nmllen, and the ob-
long smooth, shining
seeds are said to be
eaten by turkeys. See
California irjish-poi-

son.

mulleri, «. 3. A
prehistoric stone
implement, so
called because
supposed to have
been used for
jrrinding grain.
See the extract.

The objects known
as muUerg are gen-
erally flat or smooth
on one side and con-
vex on the other,
sometimes with a pit
on one side or both. They are mtwtly of granite, quart-
zite, or sandstone, rarely of other materials.

Fotvke, Aruha'ol. Hist, Ohio, p. 539.

Mtlllerian mimicry. See *mimicry.

Miiller-Lyer figure. See ^figure.

Miiller's net. See *neO-.

mullet^, ".— Blue-back mullet Same as white
*^/^^//*'^— Common mullet, Mugil cfphalu». founil
frnm <'alifoniia to <'hile tii great abundance.— Fan-tall
muUet, MufTi'l frichoiton. kimwn frtmi the I-Torida Keys
to Brazil,— Flat-tall muUet, .Vm^"'; peronii, a mullet
found in Australia.— French mullet, Mu'jil iticih'n,

fotmd in bnu-kish waters fruin Kio C'hAgres to Pari.—King
Of the mtllletS. UO See Vui.71. (M Apof/>,n imhrr'nn,
a Mcditen-ariean fish.— Red-eye XQvSltX, MifjH (miunir-
flinniiit, known fn»ni the Florida Keys t»» Cuba.— Red
mullet, siwciflcally. fp^'neus vlfimi/uni and Pxeiidupe-
neuif porofun.— SeSk mUllet, any mullet found in tlio

sea; in Australia, Mu^iil (jrnniiit.— Sulp-UOse mullet,
a common name of I'alinurirfiffi;/t perd/ttrmix, usually
cfiWeiX ruddfr-fiitk. It is foiuid im the Atlantic coast of
2»orth America.—Whirligig muUet, a very small nuil-
let, Querimana (fyrmiH, found on the .^mth \tlantic
coast of the I'nited States.—White mullet, Mnifil cu-
rema, found on b<>th coasts of North and South America.

mnllid (mul'id), n. Any fish belon^ng to the
family of the mullets, or more properly the
surmullets, Mullidse.

mullock (mul'ok), V. t. [tnullocl; w.] To work
on in a blunderinfr, untidy, or unsatisfactory
way; half do (a thing); spoil; botch. [Prov.
Eng.]~To mullock over, to half do; slur over.

I affirm as a practical shearer, that no man could shear
321 sheep in eight hours, although I will admit he might
do what we shearers call 'tmtllock over' that number.
The Age, Sept 23, 1893, quoted (u E. E. Morris, Austral

[English.

Turkey Mullen (Piscaria sttigtra).
a. portion of a plant, one fourth

natural size : #. capsule, and c, seed.
one and a half times natural size.
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mullocky (mul'o-ki), a. ImuUocIc + -jl.]

In mining, rubbishy; not metal-bearing; of
no value.

mulloid (muroid), ». [L. mullm, mullet, +
-out.] Of or related to the family Mullidse.
MuUoides (mu-loi'dez), n. [NL., < mullus,
mullet, + Gr. cHof, form.] A genus of fishes
of the family MuUidie, having numerous
species : found chiefly in the Pacific Ocean.
mulsh, M. A mulsh may also be of use in preventing
the evaporation of soil-moisture and the balcing or
cementing of the soil, and in preventing the washing of
the soil as well as too deep freezing. The upper part of
the soil itself may be employed as a mulsh to the soil
beneath, by being kept loose and dry by means of tillage :

this, in fact, is one of the chief objects of tillage. The
frenuently stirred top soil is often spoken of as the earth-
muUh or toil-muUh. Sometimes the crops themselves
are utilized as mulshes by being cut and allowed to lie on
the land, as, for example, with grass or rye in orchards.
The cover crop is sometimes considered as a mulsh even
when it is still alive and growing. See cover -kcrop.

mulshing (mul'shing), 71. The process and
operation of applying mulshes in agricultural
practice. Also vrritten mulching.
multenion (mul-te'ni-on), n. [L. multus,
many. Cf. quaternion.'] In math., a multi-
fold quantity, analogous to a quaternion.
The system called 'multenions' resembles
Grassmann's 'Ausdehnungslehre,' but has only
one method of multiplication. Nature, April
25, 1907, p. 623.

multiactinate fmul-ti-ak'ti-nat), a. [multi-
+ actine + -ate'^.] In sponge-spicules, having
many actines, as an aster.

multibrachiate (mul-ti-bra'ki-at), a. [NL.
'multibrachiatus, < L. multus, many, -f- bra-
ehium, arm.] Having many arms, as the
Crinoidea.

multicircuit (mul'tl-str-kit), a. Having a
multiple circuit

—

Multicircuit arc-dynamo, a
generator the annature of which is wound in such
a manner as to supply several arc-liphting circuits con-
nected in parallel.— Multicircuit generator, an elec-
tric generator, as for the supplying ofarc-lights, which is

connected with and feeds several parallel circuit*.

multicycle, «. 2. A bicycle designed to carry
more than two riders.

multicylinder (mul'ti-siKin-dSr), o. Same as
*»/ ultiple-cijlinder.

Two types of gas engines are on view : the vertical
single-acting and tlie horizontal double-acting. Both are
multi-ctfliniler machines, tiie former having three cylin-
ders with cranks at 120 degrees angularity and the latter
two cylinders arranged in tandem with single crank.

Elect. H arid andEiKjin., Sept. 24, 1904, p. 616.

multifoliate (mul-ti-fo'li-at), a. [rnulH- +
foliate.'] Having many leaves.

multiganglionic (mul-ti-gang-gli-on'ik), a.
[L. mi(ltii.<<, many, -I- NL. ganglion + -ic.]

Relating to or having many ganglia.

multiglobulus (mul-ti-glob' u-lus), w.
; pi.

multiglobuli (-li). [L. multus, many, + globu-
lus, a little ball.] In polyzoaus, a group of
zocecia on an intemode.

multigravida (mul-ti-grav'i-da), n. ; pi. multi-
gravidm (-de). [L. multus, many, + gravida,
gravid.] A woman who has been pregnant
two or more times.

multilirate (mul-ti-li'rat), a. [L. multus, many,
+ lira, a ridge, a furrow, + -ate'^.] Bearing
or marked by many grooves or furrows, as a
gastropod shell.

The body-whorl bears eleven longitudinal ribs, thick,
spirally multilirate, these line of varying widths alter-
nately disjKjsed. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lundun, 1901, p. 460.

multilobulate (mul-ti-lob'u-lat), a. [multi-
+ hibutate,] Having numerous lobules.

multimammate (mul-ti-mam'at), «. [L. mul-
tus, many, + mamma, breast, + -ate"^.] Hav-
ing more than one pair of mammte, as the pig.
Annali and Mag. Nat. Hist., March, 1902, p. 219.

multimillionaire (mul'ti-mil-yon-ar'), M. [L.
multus, many, + E. millionaire.] One who
possesses property worth several million dol-
lars (or pounds, or francs, etc.).

multimodal (mul-ti-mo'dal), a. [L. multus,
many, + modus, mode, + -al^.] 1. Having a
number of modes : said of a frequency curve
which does not correspond to the probability
curve and which has several maxima. See
*mode^, 11.

We see therefore quite clearly in a special case . . .

that the multimtnlal appearance of short series of crania
such as those represented in our diagrams may be wholly
due to random sampling and be no sign of racial hetero-
geneity. Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 454.

In other cases it has been found that there are two or
more classes containing a large number of individuals
with intermediate classes containing few. The curve
plotted from such a series of observations would present

multiple
two or more modes, as the case might be, and would ba
what is called a multimodal curve.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 24.

2. Concerning, pertaining to, or illustrative
of multimodalism.
piose who have considered the "multimodal" char-

acter of many botanical distributions as furnishing evi-
dence of the existence of subspecies or local races will
find reasons for reconsidering their views in these papers.

Nature, July 3, 1902, p. 234.

multimodalism (mul-ti-mo'dal-izm), 11. [mul-
timodal + -ism.] The character of being
multimodal ; that state or condition of a group
of organisms in which it exhibits more than
one character which occurs more frequently
than characters of adjacent statistical value..
The object of the present series of papers is to indicate

that much of the multi-modalism interpreted in the case
of flowers as polymorjihism ... is not true multi-mo-
dalism at all. Biometrika, April, 1902, pp. 305, 306.

multinervate (mul-ti-n^r'vat), a. [L. multus,
many, + nervus, nerve, + -ofel.] Having
many nerves, in any sense.
multmipple (mul-ti-nip'l), a. Having numer-
ous teats : said of animals.
From Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, three of his mutti-

nipple sheep. Carnegie ln»t. Yearbook, 1904, p. 32.

multioral (mul-ti-o'ral), a. [L. multus, many,
+ OS (or-), mouth, + -aV-.] Having several
mouth-openings, as a polyp.
During the subsequent growth of the multioral polyp

the original linear arrangement is soon lost
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Kov., 1902, p. 389.

multiovulation (mul"ti-6-vu-la'shon), n. [L.
multus, many, -I- NL. ovulum, ovule', + -ation.'J
In hot., the production of many ovules. Pound
and Clements.

multiparous, a. 3. Of or pertaining to a mul-
tipara; having given birth to two or more
children.

Multipartite number. See *number.
multiperforate (mul - ti - p^r ' fo - rat) a. [L.
multtis, much, -I- perforatus, bored through.]
Having many perforations or minute pores,
as, for example, septa in the tissues of plants
through which the sap passes in the process
of transpiration.

In determining the rates of gaaeous diffusion of at-
mospheric carbon dioxide through multiperforate dia-
phragms extended over chambers containing perfect
absorbents, the same relations between partial pressure
of the gas and its absorption were found to hold good.

Nature, Oct 16, 1902, p. 620.

multiperiodic (mul-ti-pe-ri-od'ik), a. [L.
multus, many, + periodus, period, -h -ic] Char-
acterized by a multiplicity of periods Multi-
periodic current, an alternating electric current having
components of various frequency.

multiphase (mul'ti-faz), a. [multi- + phase.]
Having many phases, in any sense of that
word ; specifically, in elect., same as polyphase.

multiphaser (mul'ti-fa-z^r), n. [multiphase -I-

-er.] In elect., a generator which furnishes
multiphase alternating currents. Houston,
Diet. Elect.

multiphone (mul'ti-fon), n. [L. multus, many,
+ Gr. (jiuvr/, sound.] A number of phono-
graphs so arranged as to play the same record
simultaneously, thus increasing the loudness
in proportion to the number of instruments
used.

multiphotography (mul ^ ti - f5 - tog ' ra - fi), n.
[mulli- -^ photography.] The photographing
of an object (person or thing) before two
mirrors set at an angle so as to secure a num-
ber of images. Also called mirror-photog-
raphy.

multiplanar (mul-ti-pla'nSr), a. [L. multus,
many, -t- planus, plane, + ^r^.] Consisting of
several planes.

multiplane (mul 'ti- plan )^ a. [L. multus,
many. -f^)/«H(/;H, a plane.] 1. Having several
planes.—2. Having several aeroplanes.

multiple. I. a— In multiple series. See*scn>».
—Multiple algebra, iili;ehra having units of different
qualitative clumictfr, "iiicli can, however, be multiplied
together.—Multiple Circuit. See *(/c(«i7.— Multiple
connection, Iht- cllar:ii-tfr of a multiply connected
stnfaci-— Multiple individuality. Jacks, point,
pregnancy, press, resonance, reversal. See itindi-
i-idiiiiiitii. itf.— Multiple root. See *roo(l.— Multi-
ple screws, spectra, unit. See *screwi, ifspectrum,
*»»(7.— Multiple vision. Same as polyopia.

n. n. 2. In telephony, a multiple jack. (See
*jack^.)—lji multiple, in elect. : (a) So connected as
to form a divided circuit in each branch of which the
current will be inversely proportional tf> the impedance
of that branch, (t) Arranged with all positive terminals,
on the one hand, and all negative temiinals, on the other,
in direct metallic connection ; said of motors, generators,
voltaic celts, and the like.



multiple-color

Smltiple-color (muHti-pl-kul'or), a. Con-
sisting of or using more than one color: as, a
multiple-color calico-printing machine, which
has several printing-cylinders for as many
colors.

multiple-cylinder (mul'ti-pl-sil'in-d^r), a.

Having three or more cylinders: as, a mul-
til>le-('\jUn(ler engine; a multiple-cylinder pump.

multiplex, «.—Multiplex telegraphy, a method by
whicli several messages (si>eeificaUy, incre tllan four) can
be sent over the same wire. By Ellison's niethotl (see

quatiruplex) four messages can be sent, and the number
nas been increased by Rowland to twelve or sixteen. See
duplex teUiiraph.— Iixlltiplex telepbony. See -ktele-

phonif.

multiplexly (mtil'ti-pleks-li), adv. In a mul-
tiplex way; intricately.

On account of this exaggerated and concentrated sensi-

bility, it becomes very difficult to persuade or dissuade
either men of genius or the insane. In them the roots of

error, as well as those of truth, fix themselves more deeply
and III tdtiptexli/ than in other men, for whom opinion is

a habit, an affair of fashion, or of circumstance.
C. LombrosQ (trans.). The Man of Genius, p. 32.

multiplicate, a. 3. Bearing many ridges or
folds, as a gastropod shell.

The whorls delicately longitudinally vndtipticate.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 366.

multiplication, n. 5. A dice-game in which
the highest of three dice thrown is left on the
table. The remaining two are thrown again,

and the higher left, and then the third is

thrown as a multiplier of the sum of the other
two. The player who gets the highest total

in this way wins.— Arithmetic multiplication,
multiplication by anumher.— Combinatorial multipli-
cation, multiplication in which (1) (Imln) + (Uiltn) = O

;

(2) ((,!i)=(«j)= . . . =((,<(.,) = 0; (3) ihh . . . l„)

(1,1*1 hits . . . lr) = {hh . . l,jlnn . . . (>•), where IMji
are the reference elements.— Compound multiplica-
tion, the multiplication of compound numbers.— Geo-
metric multiplication, the multiplication of one sect

by another. See -kproduct of two sec(s.— Multiplica-
tion of effects. See -keffeci.— Outer multiplication,
progressive and regressive multiplication.— Progres-
sive multiplication, in the extensive calculus with
ji independent units, if Ar= 2oiE i-'i and B.=iSpE!* be
two extensive quantities of species r and g; then if

r + »5 n, the product ArBj=2(a3)Ei'')E!-'), where the pro-

ducts E^''.E'^) of derived units of species r and s may
be expressed as derived units of species (r -I- «). Oram-
»ii«7in.— Regressive multiplication, when r^-«> n,

ArBj= SaErS3Ej=5 (ah) ErEj, where the regressive pro.

ducts ErEj are to be reduced to units of species (r + «-n)

by taking them as the supplements of the progressive

products |Er|Ef where |E, the supplement of E, is the
only unit such that the (progressive) product E|E = 1.

Compare proftreftmve -kmultiplication. Grasumann.—
Scalar multiplication, in math., commutative multi-
plication, where ab = ha,

multiplication-theorem (mul"ti-pli-ka'sh on-

the'o-rem), ti. Atheorem by virtue of which a

certain function of rax is an algebraic func-

tion of the same function of x.

Multiplicative function. Same as factorial

function (which see, under /wnctjon).

multiplicity, «. 3. In math., the number of

times an object ought to be counted for the

sake of regularity. Thus, a zero of a function
has a multiplicity of two, if it ought to be re-

garded as a union of two zeros. This will be
shown ofi a conform representation by the

whole circuit of longitude being twice tra-

versed in going round such a point once.

multiplier, ?* Dynamic multiplier, an inductance-
coil or clioke-cou. (Obsolete.]- Electromagnetic
multiplier, a galvanometer which consists of a compass-
needle surrounded by a coil of many turns to increase the

action of the current : a device introduced by Schweigger
and also called Schweigfjer's multiplier. [Obsolete.]

—

Schwelgger'S multiplier. See electromagnetic -kraul.

tiplier.

multiply (mul ' ti-pli), adv. In a manifold
way.
The tables give the numbers of distinct abstract groups

of each order as far as 63 ; the number of substitution
groups of each degree as far as 18, classified as inultiply

transitive, other primitive, imprimitive, and intransitive.

Science, June .5, 1903, p. 904.

Multiply comiected surface. See *sur/ace.

multipoint (mul 'ti- point), a. [L. multus
(multi-), many, + E. poitit^.] Serving to con-
nect together several points in a divided elec-

tric circuit : said of certain forms of switch.

Mr. Stillwell has enumerated . . . the several advan-
tages in favor of group switches. ... It seems as though
the latter class of advantages might be obtained as readily

and more simply and cheaply by the use of mxdti-point
control-switches, used in parallel with the ordinary ones ;

as group operation could be easily obtained in this way.
Tram, of Amer. Intt o/ EUct. Engineer), March 23,

[1904, p. 483.

Multipolar field. See Afield.

multipress (mul 'ti-pres), n. [L. multus,

many, + E. presa'^.'] A flat-bed perfecting-

press of the same type a« the Cox duplex press.

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 63.
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multiradial (mul-ti-ra'di-al), a. [L. multun,

many, + radius, spoke (radius), -1- -a(l.] 1.

Pertaining to or having many radii ; multi-
radiate.

It is necessary to determine if the mcdlflcation be a
simple change that might have occurred in independent
cases, iff fact if it be a multiradial apocentricity.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 343.

2. In Hot, purely adaptive or homoplastic.
i'. C. Mitchell— Multiradial apocentricity. See
irapocCHtricily.

multirotation(mul''ti-ro-ta'shon), «. [L. 7nul-

tus, many, -1- rotatio{n-), rotation.] In chem.
aiidphys., the power possessed by solutions of

certain optically active sugars, hydroxy-acids,
lactones, and other compounds of changing
their rotatory power according to the length
of time they have been in solution. A con-
stant value for the rotation is finally obtained,
which may be greater or less than the initial

one. This phenomenon is probably due to

the formation of hydrates of the active com-
pound. Also mvtarotation. Jour, Phys. Chem.,
Oct., 1907, p. 559.

multiscaled (mul 'ti - skald), a. [L. multus,

much, -1- 15. scaled + -crf2.] Having several
scales: said of certain ammeters and volt-

meters the constants of which can readily bo
changed so as to enable more than one scale

to be employed on a single instrument.

multiseated (mul'ti-se-ted), a. In mecli., hav-
iu" a number of seats or surfaces of contact

:

said of valves or other parts of a machine
which rest on three or more seats.

multisect (mul-ti-sekf), V. t. [L. multus,

many, -t- sectus, pp. of secare, cut.] To divide
into more than two parts.

multisection (mul-ti-sek'shon), n. [L. multus,

many, + sectio{n-), a cutting.] The act of

multisecting.

multisegmental (mul'ti-seg-men'tal), a. [L.

multus, many, -t- segmentum, segment, -f -ai'.]

Having many segments : as, a multisegmental
commutator.
A closed coil armature, connected with a multi-seu-

niental commutator.
Steinmetz, Elect. Engineering, p. 122.

multisegmented (mul-ti-seg'men-ted), a. [L.

multus, many, + E. segment -i- -ed^.] Having
many segments; having been divided into

many segments.
The whole body distinctly multisegnunted, and elon-

gated ; without dorsal plates or articulate limbs.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, April 18, 1899, p. 477.

multispicular (mul-ti-spik'u-lSr), a. [L.

multus, many, -I- spiculum, spicule, -I- -ar-*.]

Composed of or containing many spicules

:

as, the multispicular strands of a sponge-
skeleton.
In one of the two specimens [of spongesl in the collec-

tion, . . . there are a few multispicular strands in the
otherwise very regular unispicular meshwork.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 210.

multispiculate (mul-ti-spik'i\-lat), a. [L.

multus, many, -I- spiculum, spicule, -I- -afcl.]

Having many spicules.

multispinous (mul-ti-spi'nus), a. [L. multus,

many, -I- spina, spin^, + -o»s.] Bearing many
spines : as, a multispinotis varix of a gastropod
shell, for example, Murex tenuispina.

It is clear that the multigpinous varix is a modification

of theunispinous one. Ainer. Nat., Dec, 1902, p. 933.

multistation (mul'ti-sta-shou), n. Same as

*pol>/station.

multistratifled (mul-ti-strat'i-'fid), a. [L.

mxtltus, many, -I- strata, layers, -1-
-fy + -ed'^

(see stratified).'] Composed of many strata or

layers.

multisyllabic (muFti-si-lab'ik), a. [L. mul-
tus, many. -(- syllaba, sj-Uable, -I- -ic] Consist-

ing of many syllables
;
polysyllabic.

Multituberculata (mul"ti-tu-ber-ku-la'ta), n.

pi. [NL., < L. multus, many, -I- tuherculuin, tu-

bercle.] An order of small mammals having
enlarged incisors and the molar teeth with
numerous points or tubercles typically ar-

ranged in longitudinal ro%vs. The species

range from the Trias to the Eocene. The
name is in common use, but is antedated by
Allothcria, Marsh.

multituberculate, a. II. n. A member of

the mammalian order Multituberculata.

multituberculy (mul "ti-tu-ber'ki"i-li), n. [vnd-

titubercxd(aic) + -tf^.'] The condition of hav-
ing molar teeth with many cusps or tubercles.

The primitive mammals afford typical ex-

amples of multitnbereuly. I'roc. Zool. Soc.

Londoti, 1897, p. 714.

municipal

Multitude of a set. Same as '•potency of a set.

multitudinous, a. 4. Thronged; crowded.
Lliare.]

The transport of a fierce and monstrous gladness
Spread through the multitudinoun streets, fast flying

I'pon the wings of fear. Shelley, Revolt of Islam, xiL

multivane (mul'ti-van), a. [L. multus, many,
-1- E. vane.] Ha\'ing many vanes or blades:
said of propellers, windmills, aeroplanes, etc.

multivariance (mul-ti-va'ri-ans), n. [multi-

variant.'] The character or condition of being
multivariant ; in phys. chem., the possession
by a thermodynamic system of more than one
degree of freedom. See *dcgree of freedom,
(h) and *phase rule. Physical liev., Dec,
1904, p. 458.

multivariant (mul-ti-va'ri-ant), a. [L. mul-
tus, many, -I- E. variant.] In pliys. chem., hav-
ing more than one degree of freedom. The
variance (V) of achemical system is expressed
by the equation V = c + 2— ^, where c is the
number of independent components and ^ is

the number of phases in which the system
may exist.

The indifferent curve divides the plane into two regions,
in one of which the bivariant or7;a(/^'rar/a«( system cau
exist in equilibrium while in the other it cannot.

Jinir. Phys. Chem., Oct., 1904, p. 492.

multivincular (mul-ti-ving'ku-lar), a. [L.
multus, many, -t- vinculum, bond, -f -ar^.] In
the Pelecypoda, noting a type of ligament
which consists of a multiplication of liga-

mental plugs along the hinge-line, as in Perna,
Area, etc. It is a redujjlication of the alivin-

cular type, in which there is a single median
plug between the valves.

multivoltage (mul-ti-vol'taj), «. fL. multus,
many, -)- E. voltage.] Having a multiplicity
of voltages.
With the aid of diagrams he discussed at some length

the rheostatic control and the multivoUaye systems.
Elec'. World and Engin., April 11, 1903, p. 621.

Multivoltage system, a system of electrical distribu-
tion from a central station by which two or more voltages
are available for the operation of motors or for the simul-
taneous use of motors and lamps.

mnlvi (mol'vi), ». Same as *maulvi.
mummyl, »i.— Mummy brown. See *brmm.—
Mummy-corn, ."^lu *i-.,r;ii.

mummy-pot (nmm'i-pot), H. In Egypt, ar-

chseol., an earthenware jar in which a mummied
eat or bird was deposited ; also a Canopic vase
(whieli see).

Munchausenism(mun-cha'zen-izm), n. [Mun-
chausen (G. Miinchhausen) (see def.) -I- -ism.]

1. A disposition to indulge in extravagant
romance and wild exaggeration, in the manner
of Baron Munchausen, the hero of a work of
fiction originally composed by Rudolph Erich
Easpe (1737-94), a German scholar and ad-
venturer, whose work, written in English, and
published in England in 1785, was afterward
expanded by booksellers' hacks, and became
very popular.— 2. A grossly exaggerated story
or statement such as those of Baron Munchau-
sen ; an incredible tale ; a ' whopping' lie.

Muncbausenize (mun-cha'zen-iz), I', i.
;
pret.

and pp. Munchauseni:ed, ppr. Munchauscniz-
inii. To exaggerate grossly; indulge in ex-
travagant romance and wild exaggeration ; lie

egregiously, after the fashion of Baron Mun-
chausen. See *Munchausenism.
The bragging, boastful lie is a psychosis by itself which

has of lat« been somewhat treated in the literature of
psychology. Here the truth is left behind and the im.
agination Munchausenizex in the field of romance, heroics,

and rodomontade. (r. S. Hall, Adolescence. II. 366.

muneca (mon-ya'kil), n. [Sp., a child's

doll.] A little fish, Chietodon hymeralis,

especially common about rocks, found from
Guaymas to Panama.
muney, n. and V. t. An amended spelling of
money.
mung, «. [Hind.] See moong.
mum (mun'i), H. [Skt. mt(H(, Hind. »(««('.] 1.

A Hindu sage or ascetic, especially one who
has taken the vow of silence.—2. One of the
seven stars (the seven sages or rishis) of
Charles's Wain, or the Dipper, in the constel-

lation Ursa Major.
muniama (mo-ni-ii'ma), n. [Porto Eican.]
A name in Porto Eico of a gerroid fish, Xys-
lipma cincreum, found on both coasts of tropi-

cal Atiierica.

Munich candle. See standard *candle.

municipal, a. II, n. A municipal magistrate
at Toulouse in the Middle Ages. See the
extract.
They [the Stenies] were now established at Toulouse.

. . It had the air and tone of a little capital, and boasted



municipal

its own provincial gentility and local nobles, . . . Tliere
was a corporate state kept up—lifted a good deal above
common corporate associations ; and eight iiiunicipah,
bearing the quaint names of "Capitouls." administered
the fltfairs of the city with suitable magnificence.
FiU'reratd, Life of Sterne (edition of ISW), II. ch. xxii.

[p. 206.

municipalization, ». 2. Transference from
private to municipal ownership. See *munici-
pali:e, 2.

municipalize (mii-nis'i-pal-Iz), f. t.
;
pret. and

pp. miiiiirijiali^ed, ppr.mu7iicipaU:inff. 1. To
make a municipality of; render municipal in
character.— 2. To transfer from private to
municipal ownership and management: ap-
plied especially to such transfer of water, gas,
and electric-lighting works, street-railways,

docks, and fenies, and less frequently to such
transfer of bakeries, abattoirs, and markets.

Now it is obvious that if electricity production in

London should beconre municifmlised, so far as London is

concerned the rate of development and the adoption of
improved methods will be much hindered. Experience
has shown that hx'al authorities are, as in fact they should
be, very cautious in adopting scientific improvements.

yature, Feb. 2S, 1907, p. 419.

munjack (mun'jak), n. [Appar. a native
name] A pitch common in the Bay of Hon-
duras and there used to paint vessels' bottoms
as a protection against marine worms.

munk, munkey, munkish. Amended spell-

ings of mi))ik, monkey, HKDiKisli.

Munnopsidse (mu-uop'si-de), ?i.p/. [XL.,
< 3Iu n nopsis+ -idle. ]

A family of isopod
crustaceans having
the body distinctly
separated into two
regions, the anterior
consisting of the
head and the first

four segments of
the pereion and the
posterior composed
of the last three
segments of the
pereion and the
consolidated pleon.
There are no eyes,
and the various
limbs are prehen-
sile, ambulatorv,
and natatory. It

contains tbe genera
Munnopsis, Eiiry-

cope, Jlyarachna,

Munnopsidi i.Euryc«fi itp,nua\ Desmosoma, and
Acanihicope.

Munnopsis (mu-nop'sis), n. [NL. (J/. Sars,
1861), < Munnn, a related genus, -I- oi>ir,

appearance.] The typical genus of the family
Munnopmlie.
munshl (mSn'she), n. Same as moonshee.

The " .Vim«Ai," a native surveyor attached to the For-
8)th Mission. Getiij. J'uur. (R. G. S.X XIIL 443.

munsif (mun'sif), n. [Also munsiff, moonsif;
< Hind. Ar. tnuiimf, a judge.] A native petty
.iudge in the civil courts of British India.

Mlinsterberg's chronoscope, figure. See
*ihronoscope, *fiijurc.

Munychia (mu-nik'i-a), n. pi. [Gr. "Hiovvvxia,

< MotTr^ia, epithet of Artemis, fem. of Moivi

-

;f(of, of Mont';f<a, a place in Attica.] A festi-

val of Artemis Munychia, the goddess of the
full moon, which was especially celebrated
at Munychia, the port of Athens, where her
shrine stood. It was held in the month
Munychion (April-May), in commemoration
of the battle of Salarais.

It is evident that they [reliefs] refer to a victory won in
the boat-races at .\thens

;
perhaps in one of those races

of Ephebi at the festivals of Diisoteria, Aianteia, or
Munychia which are sjtoken t)f in the Ephebic inscrip-
tiuns. /'. Garilner, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XL 14(i.

Munychion (mu-nik'i-on), n. [Gr. 'SlovvvxtCiv.']

The tenth month of the Athenian year. It

included the latter part of April and the early
part of May. The festival of the Munychia
was celebrated in this month.

mnnyeru (mun'ye-ro), H. [Aboriginal name in
central Au.stralia.] A succulent plant of the
family I'ortidacaceie, Baitnria Baloiitnuis (('«-

landrinia Bftlonensis of Lindley) ; also, especi-
ally, its small black seeds, and a paste made
from them, which is a staple article of food
among the Arunta and other tribes of Central
Australia. The spore-cases of Marsilea Drum-
iiioiidii are much tised in a similar way in tlie

districts to the south and east. See nardoo.

TritoB with Murex. by Bernini.
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Mural decoration. See *decoration.
Muranasbiji lacquer. See *lacquer.
Murchisonian (mer-chi-s6'ni-an), a. and n.

I. o. Of or relating to Sir R.'t. Murohison, a
noted British geologist (1792-1871); in geol.,

applied by d'Orbiguy to the Upper Silurian
formation.

II. «. The Murchisonian formation.
murcielago (m6r"thi-e-la'g6), n. Same as
Jli/iiw-robin.

murder, «— Murder In the first degree, in law, the
inexcusable or unjustifiable killing of a human being
from a deliberate and premeditated design to eflfect his
death : the highest form of homicide. In most jurisdic-
tions it also includes the taking of a human life by an
act imminently dangerous to others, as the wrecking of
a train, and evincing a depraved mind regardless ofhuman
life, although without a premeditated design to cause the
death of any particular person ; or the killing of a person
by another without design when eng.'iged in an attempt
to connnit a felony, or when perpetrated in committing
the crime of arson in the first degree.— Murder In the
second degree, in latr. the inexcusable or unjustifiable
killing of a human being when committed with a design
to effect the death of the pez-son killed, but without pre-
meditation and deliberation.—Murder in the third
degree, the killing of a human being by one engaged in
a felony, if the killing is incidental to the felony and not
essential ; a degree of nuu'der recognized in some parts
of the United .Statt?. With like limitation the tei-m
murder in the fourth degree signifies the killing of a
human being by means of a dangerous weapon, the
murderer being in a passion but not intending death.
ilurder in the jijth degree is unjustifiable homi-

^^^^i cide not already
"^.^^^ •-''^';;-r^ classified. Gener-

ally speaking, the
term viansiaiujhter
covers all hut mur-
der in the first and
second degrees.

murex, n. 4. A
shell used as a
trumpet, as in
representations
of tritons, in
art.

murexoin (mu-
rek'so-in), n.

[murex + -o- + -i'n2.] A red compound,
(CH3)4C806N5NH4, prepared by the action of
ammonia gas and air on amalic acid. It crys-
tallizes in quadratic prisms and sublimes at
230° C.

Murgeresque (m^r-zhar-esk'), a. Pertaining
to or characteristic of the writings or style of
Henri Murger, the author of " Scenes de la vie
deBoheme"; hence, Bohemian.
We have become more practical ; the customs of Bo-

hemia in .Murgerenqtie limes exist no more.
J. C. Van l>ijke, Modem French Masters, p. 114.

muriate, ".— Muriate of potash, an old name for
jiotitssium chlorid.— Muriate of soda, an old name for
sodium chlorid or connnon salt.— Muriate Of tin, an old

. name for tin chlorid, still in use as a trade-name for the
chlorid with smaller prop<:>rtiou of chlorin (stainious
chlorid), used as a dyers' mordant in solution of two de-
grees of concentration, known as single and double muri-
ate of tin.

muriated (mii'ri-a-ted), p. a. [muriate +
-(<P.'\ In chem., charged with or containing
chlorids (formerly called muriates); as, the
muriated water of a medicinal spring. An
antiquated term.
muriaticum (mi-ri-afi-kum), «. [NL.] Same
as *iiiuritfi>i.

Muriceidae (mu-ri-se'i-de), n. pi. [NX.., <

Muriceti + -idx.^ A large family of aleyona-
rians of the order Axifcra, having the a.xis

homy, the zooids divided into three regions,
and the tentacles infolded at rest and pro-
vided at their bases with an armor of stout
spicules fonning a false operculum. It con-
tains more than twenty genera, among which
are Acanthogorgia, Paramuricea, Villogorgia,

and Acts.

muriforml, o. 2. In mycol. , same a.s*dictyoid.

murium (mii'ri-um), 11. [NL., < muri(atic)uni.'\i

A hypothetical radical at one time imagined
as existing, combined with oxygen, in hydro-
chloric (formerly called muriatic) acid. Also
called muriaticum.

murloch (mer'loeh), n. [Prob. of Gaelic ori-

gin; cf. Gael, murloch, a kingfisher, murlmj,
murlach, a fishing-basket.] 1. The young
dogfish. [Scotch.] Eng. Dial. Vict.—2. A
trade-name for jiickled dogfish.

murmur, «•—Anemic murmur, a cardiac murmur
heard in cases of anemia.— Aortic murmur, a murmur
caused by disease of the aortic valve of the heart.— Ar-
terial murmor, a sound heard, in certain cases of anemia
and in other morbid states, when tlic ear is applied over
one of the larger blood-vessels.— Endocardial murmur,
an abnonnal beart-aound due to disease of the lining

membrane of the heart.— Functional mtirmur, an ab-

normal heart-sound not due t^' disease of the cardiac
valves.—Hemic murmur, a functional murmur, heard on

Musca
auscultation, due to an altered state of the blood and not
to disease of the heart.— Mitral murmur, an abnormal
heart-sound caused by disease of the mitral valve.

—

Muscle murmur, a low murmur heard on applying a
stethoscope over a muscle which is in a state of contrac-
tion.— Obstructive murmur, an abnormal heart-sound
produced by tlic blood passing through a nan-owed valve.— Organic murmur, an abnomial heart-sound due to
some pathological cliange in ttne orni<»reof the cardiac
valves.—Pericardial murmur, an abnormal soimd pro-
duced in the pericardial sac— Pulmonary murmur
an abnonnal heart-sound caused by disease of the pul-
monary Viilve.— Tricuspid murmur. See tricunpid.—
Venous murmur, same as venous hum (which see,
under htnnl).

muromontite (mu-ro-mon'tit), n. [NL. *Mu-
romons (-mo)it-), translation of G. Mauersherg,
+ ite^.'] A mineral, related to allanite,
of complex composition, containing the yt-
trium earths in large amount : found at
Mauersberg, Saxony.
Murphy's button. See *buttoii.

murracyte (mur'a-sit), «. [NL. Murracytex.l
A small transparent single-celled vegetable
organism found, in great numbers, floating at
the surface in tropical and subtropical oceans.
Murracyteae (mur-a-si'tf-e), 7i.pl. [murra, a
glass-like mineral (see murra), + Gr. KtTof, a
hollow (a cell), -t- -ese.'\ A group of single-
celled transparent vegetable organisms from
.5 to 1.5 mm. in diameter, and spherical, oval,
or spindle-shaped. Their continuous cell-

membrane is thin and transparent like glass.
They are present in enormous numbers in
tropical and subtropical seas and are one of
the chief sources of the phosphorescence of
their waters. Macckel, 1890.

murrain-worm (mur'an-werm), II. The larva
of the elephant hawk-motli, Chserocampa el-

penor: so named in Ireland, where it is popu-
lai-ly thought that cattle become diseased by-
eating it.

murral (mur'al), n. [Also murrel, murrul; <
Hind. ''mitral,'< Skt. tnwra/fl, a fresh-water fish.]

An East Indian fish, Ophioccphalus marulius.
This and related species are called by the Chinese living-

Murral i,Ofihiocefihaius marulius).

jiifh, from their tenacity of life. A peculiar thick mem-
branous lining of the gill-chamber enables these fishes to
breathe air directly. Many of them are sent alive to
San Francisco, where the Chinese keep them in shallow
tanks,

Murray carp. See *cfirp2.

murrayetin (mur'a-e-tin), h. [ilurraya + -et

+ -iii^.J A colorless compound, C1.2H12O5,
prepared by the action of dilute acids on the
glucoside murrayin, from Murraya exotica.

It crystallizes in needles or rhombic prisms
and melts at 110=> C.

murre^, «.—Pallas murre, the Pacific thick-billed
guillemot, or an-e, i^ria tomvia arra, a common water-
bird of the North Pacific. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr.,
1900, p. 433.

murrnong (m^r'ndng), 11. [Aboriginal name,
southern Australia.] A yellow-flowered plant
of the chicory family, Microseris .icapigera,

found in the mountainous parts cf southern
Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand. Its

sweet milky tubers are a favorite food of the
aborigines.

mursinskite (mor-sinsk'it), «. [Mursinsk (see
def.) + -i(<;2.] A rare mineral, occurring in
wine-yellow, or honey-yellow, tetragonal crys-
tals inclosed in the topaz of Alabashka near
Mursinsk in the Ural. Its composition is un-
determined.
murvite (mtr'vit), «. A trade-name of an
insecticide preparation for application to

plants by spraying. It consists of a mixture
of kerosene, soap, and fir-balsam, prepared
with the aid of heat and used as an emulsion
with water.

mus. An abbreviation (a) of music, mitsical;

(b) of museum.

Musagetes (mu-sa-je'tez), «. [Gr. fimca-jhiK,
' leader of the Stuses.'] The leader of the
Muses: an epithet of Apollo.

musaph (mo'siif), n. [Heb., < yasaph, add.]

An additional Je-wish service after the daily

morning prayer, on Sabbaths and festivals.

Mus. Bac. An abbreviation of the Latin Mu-
sicse Baccalaurcus, Bachelor of Mu.sic.

Musca, *?.-MuscaBoreallS, the Northern Fl.v, a snniU
constellation lying just north of Aries. It was proposed
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ty Bartschins, and still appears on many celestial globes
and maps, but is rejected by the best authorities, who
include its stars in Aries.

Moscardinidse (mus-kar-din'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< iluscanliiiusythe type gentis, + -idee.] The
dormice, comprising small rodents belonging
to the genera Muscardhiiis, Eliomys, and Ty-
phlomys, and to other allied genera considered
as forming a family: same as Myoxidse. I.

S. Palmer, 1899.

muscarine, n. 2. A brownish-violet pulveru-

lent dye, (CH3),NC6H3<^> C10H5OH.HCI,

prepared by the action of nitroso-dimethylani-
line hydrochlorid on 2, 7-dihydroxynaphtha-
lene.

muscid (mus'id), M. and a. I. n. A member
of the dipterous family Muscidse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Muscidie.

Auscidian (mu-sid'i-an), a. Having the char-
acters of the dipterous family Muscidse.

muscle^, w.— Coltunellar muscle. See iecotum^ltar,
— Inspiratory muscles, the muscles concerned in in-

spiration, *u-<liiiarily tlie intercostal muscles and the dia-

phragm : others, liowever, such as the pectoral muscles,
may become inspiratory when tlie arms are raised and
fixed in that position — Muscle formula. See *f(jr-

mula.— Muscle process, the contractile process of an
epithelioniuscular cell, in the ca'Ienteiates.— Perforat-
tns muscles. See perforans.— Skew muscles, muscles
whose libera run obliquely.— Smootll muscle. See
smooth.

muscle-banner (mus'l-ban"6r), n. In antho-
zoans, a band of muscular tissue, forming the
longitudinal retractor muscles, supported on
plaited folds of the mesogloea.

The mesenteries are provided with well- developed
longitudinal retractor muscles, supported on longitudinal
fol^ or plaits of the mesogUea, so that in cross-section

they have a branched appearance. These mtigcle-ban-

tiers, as they are called, have a highly characteristic
arrangements Encyc. Brit., XXV. 455.

muscle-bound (mus'l-bound), a. Suffering
from a loss of elasticity of the muscles, with
increase in bulk, a condition which sometimes
results from overtraining.

muscle-curve (mus'l-kferv), n. The tracing
recorded by a myograph.

muscle-juice (mus'l-j6s), n. Same as muscle-

plasm.

muscle-sound (mus'l -sound), n. Same as
muscle *murmur.

muscle-spindle (mus'l-spin^'dl), n. l. A
striated muscular fiber.— 2. Same as end-
plate.

muscoid^ (mus'koid), a. and n. I. a. Having
the characters of or belonging to the dipterous
superfamily Muscoidea.

n. n. A member of the superfamily Mus-
coidea.

Muscoidea (mus-koi 'de-S), n.pl. [NL..,

< Musca + -oidea."] The Muscidse considered
as a group of superfamily rank.

muscovado, n. 2. In petrog., a name given
by Minnesota geologists to any rusty-brown
weathered rock that resembles brown sugar.

It has been applied to gabbros and to quartzite.

muscovitization (mus"ko-vit-i-za'shon), TO.

[inuscorite + -ize + -eition.'] In petrog., the
alteration of a rock or mineral into muscovite.

Muscular Insufflciency. Same as -kimbalance.— Pro-
gressive muscular dystrophy. Same as progressiiie
muscular atrophy.

muscularis (mus-kii-la'ris), n. [NL.] The
muscular layer in the wall of a hollow organ
or tube, such as the stomach or blood-vessels.
— Muscularis mucosas, muscular fibers contained in

the mucous coat of the intestine.

muscularize, f t. 2. To convert into mus-
cular tissue.

musculomembranous (mus"ktj-16-mem 'bra-

nus), a. [L. musculus, muscle, + memhrana,
membrane, + -ous.1 Composed of both mus-
cle and membrane.
musculorachidian (mus"ku-16-ra-kid'i-an), a.

[L. musculus, muscle, + Gr. pdxic, spine: see
rachidian.1 Relating to the spinal muscles:
noting certain arteries which supply these
parts.

musculotegumentary (mus"ku-16-teg-ii-men'-
ta-ri),«. [L. musculus, musole,+ tegumentum,
cover, + -ary.'\ Eclating to or formed of both
skin and mtisele.

musculotendinous (mus"ku-16-ten'di-nus), a.

[L. musculus, muscle, + Icndo (tendiii-),

tendon, + -otts.] Relating to both tendon and
muscle.
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Mus, D. An abbreviation of the Latin Musicse
Doctor, Doctor of Music.

musette, ». 4. Same as *schalmei, 4.

museum, «.—Dime museum, a low-class museum or
sliuw in which, for an admission fee of one dime or ten
cents, are exhibited freaks of nature, or supposed freaks
of nature, or other curiosities.— Type museum, a
museum in which type-specimens relating to some par-
ticular science or department of science are systemati-
cally ari'anged for preservation or study.

The "Outlook Tower" of Old Edinburgh, which is

being arranged as a ti/j^e-»nM«ew7?i and obsei'vatory, alike
of physical and of political geography.

Geo./. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 685.

mush^ (mush), V. [m»s7(l, m.] I. trans. To
reduce to a mush or a pulp, or to a pulverized
condition ; pulverize ; crush.

H. in trans. 1. To become reduced to a pul-
verized condition; crumble; waste away.
[Prov. Eng.]—2. To trudge or travel through
the snow, while driving a dog-sled. See *mush-
ing and *muslier. [Alaska.]

mushal, «. Same as mussal.

musher (mush'er), n. [mush^, v., + -erl,] The
driver of a dog-team in arctic Alaska. The
dog-teams are harnessed in the style custom-
ary among the Kskimos and the driver walks
behind the team urging the dogs while a
woman walks ahead of the dogs.

Traveling by this means [by dog-sled] is known, in the
language of the country [Alaska], as "mushing, ' and the
traveler is called &" musher." The ** musher" does not
ride on the sled, . . . but follows the sled afoot and urges
the dogs forward.

U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper No. 20, p. 14.

Mushroom-gnat (Sctara rofirophita) Ai\<X

larva. Much enlarged.

Mushet steel. See *«<ee;i.

mushing (mush'ing), n. \musW-, v., + -ing^.']

Traveling by dog-sled in arctic Alaska. See
*musher.

Traveling by this means [by dog-sled] is known, in the
language of the country [Alaska], as " mushing."

U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper No. 20, p. 14.

mush-paddle (mush' pad "1), to. a paddle-
shaped stirrer for acorn mush, used by the
Indians of California.

mushroom. I. n.—caesax'a mushroom, the royal
agaric, or orange amanita, Atnanita ciesarea. See
•kaijaric and -kAinanita.

II. a. 3. Having the form or shape of a
mushroom or toadstool ; formed like the seg-
ment of a sphere ; said of valves, anchors, etc.

Both valves are of the single-beat poppet, or viush-
room type, and seat vertically along the same axis but in
opposite directions, the admission-valve opening down-
ward and the exhaust upward.

Elect. World and Engin., Sept 24, 1904, p. 617.

Mushroom body, loaf. See -kbody, -kloafX.

mushroom, v. II. intrans. To spread out at
the top in a form resembling that of a mush-
room ; curve over at the top ; curve down from
the top like a mushroom.

As the bullet was composed of soft lead, a resistant
bone usually caused it to mushrooui or otherwise lose its

shape. BuA:k, Med. Handbook, IV. 431.

mushroom-cloud (mush'rom-kloud), n. A
cloud, specifically an ascending cloud, which

ption in June, 1902.

spreads outward and downward at the top in

a form resembling that of a mushroom.
mushroom-disease (mush'rom-di-zez"), n.

See ^disease.

musk-kangaroo

mushroom-gnat (mush'rom-nat), n. Any one
of several species of small flies whose larv»

damage mush-
rooms. They be-
long principally to
the families My-
cetophilidse and
I'horidae. The spe-
cies principally

r\^i}^/
1^

y

\ \ *^""eemed in the

yMfL/^ \ \ damage in the

^^^^Lm^ \ 1 I'nited States are
/iB^^^SP^. I J Sctara multiseta,

S. agraria,^ and
Phora albidihat-
teris. Sciara cop-
rophila has also
been repoi-ted as
injurious to mush-
rooms. It lives
chiefly in manure,
whence it is also
called manure-Jiy.

music, TO. 11. In (;o?f, the degree of suppleness
in the shaft of a club.

The man with a less rapid swing will get equally as
long a ball by using a more supple shaft. The more
" music " there is in the shaft, however, the greater is the
liability to slice or pull, especially if the least pressing is
indulged in. W. J. Travis, Practical Golf, p. IIL

Absolute music, music the effect of which is not due
to the intellectual suggestion of a title, motto, text, or
program, but which appeals directly to the feelings by
its tonal qualities only. Also called /^wre music, in dis-
tinction from program, music, vocal music, and every
style that utilizes some verbal suggestion of thought.

—

Academy of music. See *academy.— Act music, at
Oxford, vocal works performed at conmienioration exer-
cises (see act, n., 5), the words being written by the pro-
fessor of pfietry and the music by the professtir of music
— Chamber music. See chamber-music—UranuMe
music, in general, music written to a dramatic text or
intended for dramatic performance, including large forms
such as the opera, the oratorio (usually), and many shorter
works; specifically, operatic music— False music.
See musicajicta, under musica.— Popular music, either
music of popular origin, such as folk-songs, or music
devoid of great difficulty or artistic elaboration : music
which is not classical.— Pure music. Same as absolute
•kmusic.— Salon music, music intended for use in &
drawing-room or salon, not for public performance. Such
music is usually in small forms, often mediocre in quality,
and designed more for amusement or the display of tech-
nical skill than for real artistic effects Hence the term is
not equivalent to the old expression chamber.music.

Musica figurata. See figurate, 3.— Mtislca mensn-
rata. See ?nensurable, 2.

Musical a^apbla. See ai^rap/iin.— Musical box.
Kecent devices include many other forms, e8i>ecially such
as are operated by means of interchangeable perforated
metal disks, so that the repertoire of pieces may be ex-
tensive. Small musical boxes are also nnide to be set in
motion by placing a coin in a slot, and are attached in
various ways to other mechanisms, including toys.

Musicians' cramp. See occupation *cramp.

music-pad (mii'zik-pad), n. A set of sheets
of music-paper fastened together in a pad.

music-printer (mti'zik-prin"t^r), TO. One
whose business or occupation is the printing
ot music.

music-roll, «. 2. In certain mechanical mu-
sical instruments, such as piano-players, the
removable roll of perforated paper, or stencil,

by which the adraissiou of air is regulated
and the music is thus produced. See *piano-
player, 2.

music-store (mii'zik-stor), TO. A store, or place
of business, where music or musical instru-
ments are sold. [U. S.]

music-trade (mti'zik-trad), H. The lines of
business, collectively, that are connected with
the manufacture and sale of printed music and
of musical instruments and appliances.

music-typography (mii'zik-ti-pog"ra-fi), n.

The art or process of printing music by means
of movable t.i'pes.

musily (mti'zi-li), adv. Musingly. [Rare.]

If you beheld the dancers, . . . you would slide down
three thousand years in a moment, and, musily gazing
from the dqor into the soft morning, your eyes would
yearn toward Esne.

Q. W. Curtis, Nile Notes of a Howadji (ed. of 1S77),

[p. 314.

musk, TO. 1, The artificial or imitation musk of Baur,
trinitrobutylbiluene, made from the toluene of coal-tar,

is now extensively used in perfumery.

musk-crowfoot (musk'kro'fut), n. See *erov:-

fdOf.

musk-deer, ".—Pygmy musk-deer. Sameas iniisi-

ilcrr. 2.

muskeg (mus-keg'), »• [.^Iso muskeag ; Ojibwa
*muskig1 Menomini moskik.J A bog; a
soft mossy or peaty spot.

Sphagnum formations with the various attendant plants

are commonly designated as Muskeag by the wooiisraen

of Minnesota.
C. .Vne.Villan. in Bulletin Torrey Bot. Club, XXIII. 501.

musk-kangaroo (mtisk'kang-garo'), n. A
rat-kangaroo of the genus Hypsiprymnodon.
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inheritable change of type; a discontinuous
variation ; a sport.

Ftoally, there is the group of discontinuous variations.

we may include all the different sorts under the term
mutation, meaning that the new character or group of
characters suddenly appears, and is inherited in its new
form. Morgan, Evolution and Adaptation, p. 468.

(6) One of a group of individuals vphich orig-
inate directly and immediately from pure-bred

mtlsk'OX, ".—Ward's musk-ox, Ovibos moschalus
imnii, tlie variety found in Greenland, having a white
forehead and light saddle marlc on the back.

musk-polyp (musk'pol'ip), 11. An edible
cephalopodous moUusk, Eledone moschata, of
the Mediterranean, which exhales a strong
odor of musk.
muskrat-weed (musk'rat-wed), n. The tall
meadow-rue, Thalictrum polygamum. Also
m iisquaxh-icecd.

musk-terrapin (musk ' ter ' a -pin), H. The
musk-turtle, skilpot, or stinkpot. The name
includes several small ill-smelling fresh-water
turtles of the genera Aramochelys and Cino-
sternon, widely distributed in the United
States.

muslin, «. 3. A general term for a vessel's
canvas.—Madras muslin, a very flue muslin made in
the presidency <.'f Madi"as, India.

muslin-de-soie. See *mousseUne-de-soie.
Mus. M. An abbreviation of the Latin Musicae
J/flf/i>fcr, Master of Music. «^^.^«»^ ....... v>/.i. ion,
musquash-poison (mus 'kwosh-poi'zn), n. Wtationaf ("m'fl'- ti'shon
Same as btavcr-poison. . .

musquash-weed (mus'kwosh-wed), n. Same
as *iiiHsl:r((l-icc(d.

mussel-crab (mus'1-krab), n. A small crab,
Pinnotheres maeulatus, which lives commen-
sally in the gill-chamber of mussels and
scallops.

mussel-mud (mus'1-mud), n. Estuarine mud ™.?^*T^°S^^*
(mu-ta'shon-ist), n,

sufficiently rich in the remains of dead shell-
fish for use as a fertilizer. See shell-marl.

mussel-scale (mus'l-skal), n. Any scale-insect
of the genus Mytilaspis or Lepidosaphes. The
scale resembles an oyster-shell, whence the
name.
mussitation, n. 2. In pathol., movement of
the lips and tongue as in speaking, but with-
out articulation : a sign of bad omen in disease.

most^, ». II. a. Frenzied; in the state of
madness known as must: as, amust elephant.
Kipling.

mustaba, «. Same as mastaha.
mustahfuz (mos-tiih'foz), n. [Turk, mustah-
fiz, a soldier in a garrison.] A division of the mute^, a.

Mycena
the name, originally applied to a smooth sut)-
species, P. Fendleriana Arizonica. Also called
California and Fendler's blue-grass.

Sl^l?'?;XdTI.lVe^5Se^l"nt'-s<;ris-u'nl^rS '?.'^*J??.k»- *• Based on the principle of mu-
tuality in sharing both burdens and benefits :

as, a mutual insurance com|)any Mutual In-
surance, insurance in which the insured become mem-
bers of a company who reciprocally engage, by payment
of certain amounts into a common fund, to indemnify
each other against loss.

Stock and have miiform or nearly uniform mutualistic (mu"tu-a-lis'tik), a. fmutual -\-

eharacteristics different from those of the -istic] Of or pertaining to mutualism or mu-parents. Mutations differ in form from their tualists.- Mutualistic symbiosis, ta bioL, same aa
mutualism.parents in much the same manner as closely

related species differ from each other. The mutualization (mii"tiVal-i za'shon), n

military forces of the Turkish empire corre-
sponding to the German landsturm or territo-
rial army.
Conscript* . . . serve 9 years in the Nizam [regular

army), ... 9 years in the Redif (the Landwehr) ; and
2 years In the Muttahfuz [the Landsturm).

Statetman't Year-book, 1905, p. 1224.

mustard, n.—Bail mustard, a slender annual cnicifer.
.\fMia yitixirulata, a weed of the Old World introduced
into ManitolKi. where it gives tn.»uble in grain-fields.

—

Brown mustard, the black niustani, Bragsica nigra.

seeds from a single plant of one of the even
ing primroses, (Enothera LamorcUana, often
produce several mutations in the first genera-
tion.— Mutation of llbeL See *fi6f;.— Progressive
mutation, in biol., a mutation which is attributed to an
nicrease in the complexity of germ-cells.— Regressive
mutation, in biot., a nmtation which is attributed to a
decrease in the complexity of genn-cells.

.'."'.. al), a. Of or per-
taining to mutation in the biological sense.
See *mutation, 8.

Dr. Bastian does not seem to have quite realised how
many biologists now accept, as proved up to the hilt, the
frequent occurrence of Oalton's "transilient," or Bate-
son's " discontinuous," or De Vries's "mu(ationa( " vari-
ations. Nature, Feb. 26, 1904, p. 380.

. . .. ,, [mutation +
ist.^ One who believes that new species
arise as mutations, sports, or sudden and in-
heritable changes of type. See *mutation, 8.

From the hasty presentation here given it might be
inferred that Lamarckians and Darwinians are necessarily
regarded as believers in adaptiveness as a factor in evo-
lution, and mutationitti are necessarily supposed to hold
the opposite view. Science, June 10, 1904, p. 881.

mutator (mu-ta'tor), n. [NL., < mutator,
changer, < mutare, change.] Same as *muta-
tionist.

The criterion between the "Biometriker," as Johann-
sen calls them, and the "Mutators," as we may perhaps
call their opponents, cannot be made to turn on the breed-
ing true of "pure lines" or on the variability of such
lines about their type. Nature, Dec. 17, 1903, p. 149.

7. In «t(mM., destitute of legend or
means of identi fication beyond those furnished
by heraldic or other sjTnbolic devices.
muted (mii'ted). p. a. Of rau.sical instruments,
Elayedwithamute: as, »««terfstrings or muted
orns. Also applied to the tones thus pro-

duced,
muter (mo'ter), a. [Heb.] Among the Jews,
lawful, permitted: a rabbinical term: applied
to matters ritual or secular. The opposite
term is *osur.

[mu-

—California mustard, the hedge-nmstard, 6'i»i/mtiri«>» mntivitvCmfi-tiv'i-til m l^m ,//.>•/. 4- ,/,/ 1 1.#ci,«^.- Clown's mustard. See *ctown.-mBh^^^!''^ ?}}}''" l'>"'."'« ^ -'"J-i 1.

mustard, the Held pcriiiycress, Thlaxpi arvense.— ^"^ Character Of being mutive or mutable.
Palsemustard.theclajMuiyweed, />uiaiiirtai/rai'«ofenji. — 2. The proportion of energy contained in
-Hare'8-ear mustaxd, an annual cruciferous weed, a substance after it has changed form, orCunrin'jia vrientalit, introduced from the Old World „ri*l,„,.(. *i,» „j.i-*- c

--"""6<^" iv^.m,

and troublesome in grain-crops in the northern fnited
WtOO,"* the addition of energy from some ex-

.st,itfs and Muiiitohii. See Anrf«-«nr, 2.— Orange mus- temal source. Nature, Dec. 18, 1902, p. 161.
lard, the western wall-flower, Emnmum anx-rum.~ T^utoscope (mii'to-skop), n. An instrument

for the exhibition of a series of photographs
P~„. „,.„. ™„.».^ a

An,«mM.,i a»,H-rum-- mUtOSCOpO (mii'to-skop), n.FOOT-man'a mustard. Same as .7(7Hic-m»»((iri( (which f„, *!.„ ;\,i,:V:t: : «« .-__;.
see. under mii«(fir(().—TumbllngmUBtard,.Si>i/>n()nHi/i
altisgimum. a plant ititr^Miuce<l into the I'nited States
from Europe anil which has become a noxitjus weeil, a
sort of tunihlcwccd, in the northwestern section,—Yel-
low mustard, the charlock, Bra«*ica arvengig.

mustard-yellow (mus'tiird-yel''6), ». In
eeram., a yellow glaze of Oriental porcelain,
of the color of ground mustard.

muster, «— Bang-tall muster. S^e -kbang-tail.

mustizo, n. Same as mestizo.

musume (mos'ma), n. [Jap.] A daughter; a
girl.

in rapid succession to give the optical effect
known as a moving picture. The pictures, taken
in a moving-picture camera, are placed radially ujx^tn a
spool in the instrument and are viewed tangentially
through the eyepiece, one picture being shown at a time myal (mi'al), a
and just long enough to cause them all to merge into one *" ...
continuous moving picture. It is made in many forms
for showing the effect to one or more spectators.

mutoscopic (mii-to-skop'ik), a. [mutoseope +
-ic.'] Of, pertaining to, or exhibited by a mu-
toseope or with the rapidity of a mutoseope

:

as, mutoscopic views.

The mutumi (young girl) wears hair-pins decorated muttOU, ».—To return tO One's muttons, to return
with fans in her dark hair.

C. M. Salwey, Fans of Japan, p. 65.

mut. An abbreviation of mutual.

muta (mo'tii), r. [It., impv. of mutare, < L.
mutare, alter: see muttite.] In orchestral or
band music, a direction to the player on an
instrument such as the horn, the trumpet, the
timpani, etc., to alter the pitch of his instru-
ment by changing the crooks or the tension.

mutant, n. 2. Of, pertaining to, or by means
of mutation.

The special purpose of the present paper is to consider
. . . some of the mutant forms.

Amer. Nat., Nov., 1903, p. 740.

n. n. In hioL, a race or an individual or-
ganism that has arisen through mutation.
See *mutation, 8,

tualize + -ation.'j The'a'ct or process of render-
ing mutual ; specifically, the act of making an
insurance company a mutual company. See
*mutual, 4.

The Directors of the Equitable Life Assurance Society
by a unanimous vote yesterday adopted the plan of mii-
txMlization proposed by the ilulualization Committee
appointed to consider the subject at the special meeting
of the board on Feb. la A". 1'. Times, March 22, 1905.

mutualize (mu'tu-al-iz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
viutualizcd, ppr. mtUualizing. [mutual + -ize."]

To render mutual ; specifically, reorganize (a
proprietary or stock insurance company) as a
mutual company. See ^mutual, 4.

It is entirely within the power of the policy holders to
honestly mutualize the society by going to the Legisla-
ture. A'. ). Times, March 22, 1906.

muzziness, n. 2. Lack of definiteness, as in
outline or general treatment ; a blurred or in-
distinct character or appearance.

It is a magnificent composition ; but here, as often in
the case of the work of primitive artists, we lament the
mtizziness which seems inseparable from the process em-
ployed in this work. Athenxum, May 7, 1904, p. 699.

muzzle, w. 6. A workman's name for a cov-
ering of many folds of flannel cloth tied over
the nose and mouth of one who is engaged in
removingbleaching-powderfroratheehambers
in which it is made, and in packing it, to
afford protection from the chlorin gas and the
fine dust suspended in the air. A sponge
moistened with water is sometimes used in the
same way.—7. A chain clevis or shackle.
[Scotch.]

muzzle-ring (muz'1-ring), «. A ring or pro-
jection of metal on the exterior of a solid-cast
gun near the muzzle.

M. V. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Me-
dicus Veterinarius, veterinary physician

;
(ft) in

music, of the Italian viezza voce, with half the
force of the voice; (c) in exper. psychol., of
mean variation.

M. V. 0. An abbreviation of Member of the
Royal Victorian Order.

M. W. An abbreviation (a) of Most Worship-
ful ; (ft) o( Most Worthy.

M. W. O. M. An abbreviation (a) of Most
Worshipful Grand Master; (6) of Most Worthy
Grand Master.

M. W. P. An abbreviation of Most Worthy
J'atriarrh.

M. W. V. An abbre-s-iation of Mexican War
Vcttran.

[Gr. /itc, muscle, + -aU.']
Pertaining to myotomes or muscle segments
in Amphioxus or embryos.
The ventral roots, on the contrary, are myal or seg-

mental in position. Encyc. Brit.', XXV. .Ssd.

myalP (mi'al), n. [Aboriginal name ('men')
in New South Wales.] 1. A wild and inde-
pendent native Australian.— 2. pi. By trans-
ference, wild cattle.(after an interruption or digression) to the topic or sub-

ject under discussion or consideration : a blundering myamoeba(mi-a-me'ba), «.; pi. »M)/ama;6a? (-be).
[NL., < Gr. /ii>f, muscle, + anoijiii, exchange.
See a?« ' ^ " ~
mcvbn.

tmnslation of the French phi-ase recenons d nos mouton

mutton-bag (mut'n-bag), n. A woven seam-
less cotton bag used in the Australasian
frozen-meat trade for enveloping the carcass myasis (mi'a-sis), n. Same
ot a sheep. Myasthenia g'astrica. a condltioi
mutton-cane (mut n-kan), n. See *c««fl.

mutton-flsh, «. 3. A common name of a fish

of the family Gerridse, Gerrcs olisthostomus,

found from Florida to Brazil.— 4. A marine
univalve mollusk, Haliiitis nsevosa, so called
frcyn its flavor when cooked. E. E. Morris,
Au.stral English.—5. One of the snappers,
Lutianus analis, found from Florida to Brazil.

It is the most important food-fish in the Ha-

as ''mytasts.

vana markets.

[A] perifKl In which they do tonn mutanit, to use the muttou-gTass (mut'n-gras), n. A blue-grass,
terminology of de Vries, which ni«(nn(» may he true to Poa Fendleriana, found on mesas and dry
"i'"' ^''P- Brit. Ast'n, 1901, p. S48. hiUs from Colorado to Arizona and California.

mutation, n. 8. In biol. : (a) A sudden and It is valuable for grazing, as is suggested by

Myasthenia gastrlca, a condition marked by weakness
and loss of tone in the muscular wall of the stomach.

We speak, therefore, less of the size of the stomach and
more of its functional activity. The term dilatation
threatens to be displaced by motor Insufficiency, my-
asthenia gastrica, and ischochyniia.

iled. liecimi, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 171.

Mycena (mi-se'nii), n. [NL. (J. E. Grav, 1821),
altered from Gr. /li'n'/c, a fungus.] A genus
of white-spored agaricaceous fungi having a
somewhat membranaceous, striate pileus and
a smootli cartilaginous hollow stem. The
species are numerous, occurring in forests
either on the ground or on decaying wood
M. galericidata is common on decaying trunks
and stumps.



Mycensean

Mycensan, Mycenean (mi-se-ne'an), a. [L.

Mycenseui:, < Ur. Ml•^v/^o(of, < MiiKf/vai, h. My-
eenfeJ] Uf or pertaining to ancient Myeente,

in Greece, or to the civilization represented

bv its remains. A series of excavations, beginiiiiiK

w"ith those of Sclilieniann at Hissarlik (ancient Troy) in

1873, and continued by those of Evans in Crete (lS»*-ia05)

have revealed numerous remains of the flret Hellenic

civilization, which may have begun as early as 2000 B.C.,

Cold Cup from Mycens.
(Schlicman. " Ntykeiia." fig. 342.)

and which continued nntil it was obliterated by the Doric

invasion, about 12IX) B.C. These remains show 50 many
points of resemblance to descriptions in the Homeric
poems that it is usually assumed tliat they belong to tlie

same civilization as that which is the subject of the Iliad

and Odyssey. I'ntil quite recently the most typical and
imiMH-tjmt of these relics were those found at Myeente, tlie

seat of the Aeliean kings in the Peloponnesus, first exca-

vated by Schliemann in 1878 ; and this entire class of mon-
uments, metal-work, pottery, prems, etc.. has llence taken

tlie name Myreiuran. Within a few years, however, in-

vestigation bus made it probable that the chief seat of

this early civilization was the island of Crete. See the

e.xtrdct.

The name ' Mycertfan ' is now applied to a whole class

of monuments— buildings, sepulchres, ornaments, wea-
pons, pottery, engraved stones— which resemble more or

less closely those found at Mycenie.
liidijeway, Early kge of Greece, I. 1.

Mycenaeologist (mi-se-ne-ol'o-jist), n. i_My-

cenie + -oloiid/) + -ist.^ A student of the

Xlycensean civilization; one who is skilled in

the study of Myeensean remains. Nature,
Sept. l,i, 1904, p. 483.

mycetogenic (mi-se-to-jen'ik), a. Same as
niycctoi/tiifUc.

mycetoid (mi-se'toid), a. [Gr. /ii'KTic (/iVKt/r-),

fungus, + fMof, form.] Eesembling or per-

taining to a fungtis ; mycoid.
mycetologist (mi-se-tol'o-jist), n. Same as

mycoloi/ist.

mycetophilid (mi-se-tof'i-lid), n. and a. I. ».

A member of the dipterous family Myceto-
philida!.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family MycetopMUdse.
mycetOUS (mi-se'tus), a. [Gr. fivKr/c (in'KT/T-)

,

fungus, + -oiis.l Having the appearance of

a fungus ; fungoid.

mycetozoan (mi-so-to-zo'an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaiuitig to the Mycetozoa.

II. n. Same as mycetozoon.

mychogamy (mi-kog'a-mi), ?i. [Gr. iivx6i, in-

nermost part, -I- yaim^, marriage.] In hot.,

the condition in which self-pollination is ren-

dered possible by the contiguity of anthers
and stigma. Mychogamy is *omomo»p7)»c when
the stamens and pistils are of similar length

in all the plants ; lieteromoriilnc when they are

of different length in different plants.

Mycobacterium (mi " ko - bak - te ' ri - um), n.

[NL., < Gr. n'rKjjq (//tJK^r-), fungus, + NL. hac-

terium.l A genus proposed by Lehmann-Neu-
mann to include certain pathogenic bacteria,

as Bacterium leprse : regarded as synonymous
with the genus Bacterium, in which it is in-

cluded by Migula.
mycodesmoid (mi-ko-des'moid), n. [Gr.

I'vur/r, fungus, + <ka/j6(, bond, + tlSoc, form.]
A new growth of connective tissue in the in-

guinal region of the horse, due to infection

with Micrococcus Ascoformans of the severed
end of the spermatic cord following castra-

tion. More commonly termed scirrhous cord.

mycoid (mi'koid), a. Same as *mycetoid.

mycolichen (mi'ko-li-ken), n. [Gr. i^vkji^, fun-

gus, + '/.nxvv, lichen.] A lichen, such as

certain species of Pyrenula and Calicium, in

which the algal element is inconspicuous or

sometimes wanting.

mycomelic (mi-ko-mel'ik), a. [Gr. fivicn^, fun-

gus, + fifffJiv, apple (?), + -jc] Noting an
acid, a gelatinous compound, C4H4O.2N4.iHoO,
prepared by the action of aqueous" ammonia
on allo.xan.

mycomycete (mi'ko-mi-set), n. One of the
.Viiniiiiycttes, or higher fungi.

Mycomycetes (mi"ko-mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. /iVKw, fungus, + /it'xw (/""<)7r-), fungus.]
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A name applied by Brefeld to the so-called
higher fungi, including the Ascomycetes and
Basidiomycetes.

mycomycetous (mi"ko-mi-8e'tus), a. Of or
pertaining to the Mycomycetes.
mycophagOUS (mi-kof'a-gus), a. [Gr. ftvKr/g,

fungus, -f- -<pa} (i(, <. (pa) civ, eat.'] Feeding on
fungi, as the larvae of many mycetophilid flies

and other insects.

mycopbylazin (mi'ko-fi-lak'sin), 11. [Gr.

/lim/c, fungus, + <pi?Mii(, guarding, + -in^.J

A defensive proteid.

mycoplasm (mi'ko-plazm), n. 1. See *myco-
2>lnsm(i.— 2. Frank's term for the strands of
zoogloea in the root-nodules of legumes.
mycoplasma (mi ko-plaz'ma), II. [NL., < Gr.

/ii'KTic, fungus, -I- rr/Mniia, anything formed.]
A term applied by Eriksson to a latent infec-

tive form of Puccinia which, concealed within
the cytoplasm of the host-cells, later develops
into mycelium. Also mycopia.sm.

mycoplasmic (mi - ko - plaz ' mik), a. [myco-
j>lusm{u) + -/<.] Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of mycoplasma.
mycorhiza, ».— Ectotrophlo mycorblza, a fonn
ot mycorliiza in whicli the hyi)hie *jf tlie fungus m-e
always on the outside of tlie root.

—

Endotrophlc
mycorhiza, the fonn of mycorhiza in which the hypliie

of the fungus enter the parenchyma cells of the root.

mycorhizal (mi-ko-ri'zal), a. [mycorhiza +
-n(l.] Of or pertaining to mycorhiza.
The discovery of the widespread (iccurrence of this

mycorhizal symbiosis must be held to be one of the most
impoi-tant results of research upon the nutritive processes

of plants during the closing decade of the I9th centui-y.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 760.

mycorllizome (mi-ko-ri'zom), n. [Gr. ^i'«?f,

fungus, -t- piCu/ia, root.] A structure similar

to a mycorhiza, which occurs in the roots of

Corallorhiza and other living plants: also

found in certain fossil plants.

Prof. Weiss exhibited some preparations and photo-
graphs of a mycorhiza or tnycurhizovie from the Coal-

Measures. Athenseum, Nov. 14, 1903, p. 654.

mycosin (mi'ko-sin), «. [Gr. fii'KVC, fungus, +
-o.«e + -m.] A nitrogenous compound said to

occur in the cell-wall of fungi. It is regarded
as playing the same part in these that cellu-

lose does in the cell-walls of higher plants.

mycosozin (mi-ko-so'ziu), n. [Gr. /Mut/g, fun-
gus, + oiJsf"', save, + -!«.] A defensive pro-
teid.

Mycosphaerella (mi"ko-sfe-rel'a), n. [NL.
(Johanson, 1884), < Gr. /;{*!?;, fungus, + C(liaif>a,

sphere, + dhn. -ella.^ A genus of pyreno-
mycetous fungi having minute membranous
perithecia buried in the tissue ot the host.

The spores are hyaline or greenish and unisep-
tate. About 500 species have been described,

mostly under the untenable name Spheerella.

They occur chiefly on fallen leaves. M. ma-
culiformis is common on oak-leaves.

Mycosphaerellacese (mi-ko-sfe-re-la'se-e), n.

2il. [Sh.,<. Myco.vplia'rella + -acese.'i A family
of pyrenomycetous fungi named from the
genus Mycosphserelln.

mycothrix (mi'ko-thriks), M. [Gr. /jvkk, fun-
gus, + 6/j/f, hair.] In bacterial., a chain of

micrococci: same as streptococci. [Rare.]

The new elements of successive divisions may remain
connected, and thus fonn a chain (or mycotttrix),

E. Klein, Micro-organisms and Disease, p. 37.

Mycteroperca (mik-te-ro-p^r'ka), n. [NL., <

Ur. livKTijp, nose, snout, + mpK?/, perch. The
allusion is to the large divided posterior nos-

tril of M. olfax.'] A genus of large serranoid
fishes found in the tropics ; most of them are
American. See cut under *gag^.

Myctophidse (mik-tof i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Myctoplium + -idie.'\ A family of fishes living

away from the shores at a considerable depth,

many of them deep-sea fishes. Tliey have
luminous spots more or less regularly placed
along the sides.

Myctophum (mik'to-fum), n. [NL., < Gr.

pvKT>/p, nose, + o<piQ, serpent.] A genus of

deep-sea fishes of the family Myctophidse. The
species are numerous and widely distributed.

mydan, «. See maidan.

mydatoxine (mi-da-tok'sin), v. [Irreg. < Gr.

(Urfiof, damp, decay, + Toi(iK6v), poison, +
-)ne2.] A strongly alkaline toxic ptomaine,

CgHisOgN, formed by the putrefaction of the

human body and of horse-flesh.

mydine (mi'din.), n. [Gr. /li'i^o^, damp, decay,

-t- -ine^.^ A strongly reducing non-toxic pto-

maine, CgHijON, formed by the putrefaction

of human fleil^.

myelocyte

mydriasis, n. 2. Hydrophthalmia.
mydrin (mid'rin), n. \jHydr(iatic) + -irfl.'] A
10-per-cent. aqueous solution of a mixture of
the hydrochlorids of ephedrine and homatro-
pine: an evanescent mydriatic.
myectomy (^mi-ek ' to-mi), n. [Gr. pi-Q (pv-),

muscle, + f/croo/;, excision.] A surgical oper-
ation for the removal of a portion of a muscle.
myel (mi'el), n. [NL. niyelon, < Gr. pvtAoq,

later pvt'/ov, marrow.] The spinal cord.

myelsemia, ». Same as *myelcmia.
myelalgia (mi-el-al'jia). «.• [NL., < Gr. pve'/./jc,

marrow, -t- a'/.yo^, pain.] Pain in the spinal
cord or its membranes.
myelatrophy (mi-el-at'ro-fi), «. Same as
iinielatropliiti.

myelemia (mi-el-e'mi-a), n. [NL. myelsemia, <

Gr. pvi'/.ijc, marrow, + a'lpa, blood.] The ap-
pearance in the blood of large numbers of cells

which are normally found only in the bone-
marrow, such as neutrophilic and eosinophilic
myelocytes and nucleated red blood-cor-
puscles. This is seen almost exclusively in the
myelogenous type of leucemia.
myelencephalospinal (mi "el-en -sef'a-lo-spi'-

nal), a. [Gr. pvcAog, marrow, -r- cyKiifia/oc,

brain, + L. spina, spine.] Of or pertaining
to the medulla oblongata and the spinal cord.

myelic (mi-el'ik), a. [myel + -ic] Of orper-
taining to the myel, or spinal cord.

myelin, «. II. a. Resembling myelin : said
of lecithin which has been placed in water
and has become swollen and pasty. On micro-
scopical examination it will then be seen to

exist in the form of peculiar slimy droplets
and threads, which are known as the myelin
forms of the substance.

myelinated (mi'e-lin-a-ted), p. a. [myelin +
-ate^ + -ed'^.J Having the axis-cylinder in-

closed in a sheath of myelin : said of nerve-
fibers. Fhilos. Trans. Boy. Sac. (London),
1898, Ser. B, p. 86.

myelination (mi"e-li-na'shon), n. [myelin +
-alioii.'] The acquisition by a nerve-fiber of a
sheathing of myelin. M. Foster, in Smith-
sonian liep., 1897, p. 447.— Flechslg's myelina-
tion method, the determination of nerve-paths from a
study of the time in the development of the uerve-flbers
at which their myelin-sheath develops.

myelinic (mi-e-lin'ik), a. [myelin + -ic] Of
or pertaining to myelin.

myelinization (mi"e-lin-i-za'shon), n. [myelin
+ -ize + -ation.] Same as ^myelination.

Basing his opinion on the tardy myelinimtion of

the nerve-fibres which terminate in it, subsequent t/t the
birth of the individual and to the myelinimtion of the
fibres of the sensory and motor centres, Flechsig supposes
that these convolutions were designed Ui enable the
different cerebral centres to communicate with each
other and to render us conscious of this communication ;

therefore he has named their grey substance " centres
of association." D^/ii'/rer, Races of Man, p. 103.

myelitis, «.— Ascending myelitis, inflammation of

the spinal cord extt-iidiiig upward.— Cavitary myelitis,
syringomyelia.— Central myelitis, iiiHiimiiiaticin which
involves mainly the gray sub5t4ince of the spinal cord.

—

Compression myelitis, inrtammation of the spinal cord
due to compression by a tumor or in consetiuence of

angular bending of the spine in Pott's disease.— De-
scending myelitis, inflammation of the spinal cord
extending downward.—Disseminated myelitis In-

flammation of the spinal cord occurring at several dis-

tinct points.

myeloblast (mi'e-lo -blast), n. [Gr. fiveT-ix;,

marrow, -f /"J^aCTrdf, germ.] A cell from which
the myelocyte is developed; sometimes also

synonymous with -^myelocyte, 2.

myelocyst (mi'e-lo-sist), n. [Gr. pveU;, mar-
row, -I- Ktarig, bladder (cyst).] A cyst of the

spinal cord.

myelocystocele (mi"e-lo-sis'to-sel), n. [Gr.

pvO.6^, marrow, -t- Klaric, bladder (cyst), +
w/?.!7, tumor.] Spina bifida in which the tumor
is composed of a sac of spinal-cord tissue in-

closing fluid.

myelocystomeningocele (mi'e-lo - sis'ta-me-
ning'go-sel). ii. [(Jr. f(ii£?.^f, marrow. + nvarif,

bladder (cyst), + pf/vQi, membrane, + k^/.!i,

tumor.] A myelocystocele covered with the

spinal membranes.
myelocytsemia (mi'e-lo-si-te'mi-ii), n. [NL.,

strictly *mi/clocyth{emia : Gr. pve).6g, marrow,
+ KiTof, a liollow (a cell), + a\im, blood.] A
condition in which the blood contains myelo-
cytes ic abnormal number.

myelocyte (mi'e-lo-sit), n. [Gr. //i'f/6c, mar-
row, + MTof, a hollow (a cell).] 1. One of

the cells ot the gray substance of the brain.

—

2. A bone-marrow cell; one of the varieties

of leucocytes formed in the bone-marrow.



myelocytic

myelocytic (mi'e-lo-sit'ik), a. ^myelocyte +
-ic] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of,
myelocytes.

myelocytosis (mi"e-lo-si-t6'sis), H. Imyelo-
cyte + -o^'i's.] The occurrence of myelocytes
iu the blood.

myelogenesis (mHe-lo-jen'e-sis), «. [Gr.
/ii'f/of, naarrow, + yiveci^, origination.] The
origin and development of the nervous sys-
tem, more especially of the brain and spinal
cord. Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 106.
myelogenic (mi'e-lo-jen'ik), a. [Gr. fiveU^,
marrow, + ->fi'w, -produced, + -jc] Origi-
nating from bone-marrow.
myelogenous (mi-e-loj'e-nus), a. \_myelogen{ic)
+ -0M.<.] Same as *myeloge)tie.

myeloid, ff. 11. «. Same as *»Hye?oidiH.
myeloidill(mi'e-loi'din),n. [myeJoid + -in^A
A mi.xtiire of protagon and lecithalbumins
occurring in the rods and hexagonal epithe-
lial cells of the retina.

myeloma, «. 2. A tumor of the bone-marrow,
often multiple.

Multiple myeloma is a convenient temi enough for cer-
tam rare cases in which myelogenic new growth has been
lound, but in which there are such diflereuces that two if
hot more types may he distinguished.

Med. Jtecord, April 11, 1903, p. 584.

myelomatosis (mi"e-l6-ma-t6'sis), n. [XL.,
< myeloim{t-)+ -osis.]

' A pathological condi-
tion, characterized by the occurrence of mul-
tiple myelomata (tumor-like structures which
are histologically suggestive of granulation
tissue), affecting especially the thoracic skele-
ton, but found also elsewhere in the bony
structures of the body.

myelomeningocele (mi-e-16-me-ning'g6-sel),
n. [Gr. /ive/.uc, marrow, + fif/viyi, membrane,
+ iin>Jl, tumor.] Hernia of the spinal cord and
its membranes ; spina bifida.

myelomere (mi'e-16-mer), «. [Gr. MvtX6^,
marrow, + /Ufx>i, part.] One of the segmen-
tal portions, corresponding with apair of meso-
blastie somites, in the embryonic brain and
spinal cord of vertebrate animals.
myelopathia (mi"e-lo-patb 'i-n), n. [Gr. /ive/.6r,

marrow, + -aft>f, disease.] "Same as *myelo-
j«(%.— Myelopathia tropica. Same tabeHberi.

myelopathic (mi'e-lo-path'ik), a. [mi/eJo-
path(y) + -«.] Relating to or affected with
disease of the spinal cord. Meil. Jlecord, April
11, 1903, p. 58.").- Myelopathic albuminuria.
See Bence-Joneg irathujiiin.

myelopathy (mi-e-lop'a-thi), «. [XL. myelo-
jxithiii, < Gr. //I'f/df, marrow, + Trdfoc, disease.]
Any disease of the spinal cord.

myeloplaque (mi'e-lo-plak), «. [Gr. /jvc'/mc,
marrow, + F. plaque: see plaque.) Same as
myeliiplax.

myelorrhaphy (mi-e-lor'a-fi), «. [Gr. /ive/.6(;,

marrow, + pao/}, sewing.] Surgical suture
of the spinal cord following an injury.

myelosarcoma (mi'e-losiir-ko'mii), n.
; pi.

mydosarcomata (-ma-tij). [XL., < Gr. ftve7^,
marrow, -i- aapKu/m, sarcoma.] An osteosar-
coma arising from the marrow.
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fly, + -Ja»t«.] The infestation of human
beings by dipterous and other insect larva;.

nf'?h»™ft5H''n '"*"fS,"*
swellings caused by the larva,

wl f ,.^ />ennotod-ia noxialu ; the occurrence of the

!S7.?//5-"'?
screw-worm fly, Lucilia (or Cmnpmmyia)

maceltaria, m the nasal jiassages or in wounds; and theoccurrence of larvae (as anthon.yiid larva, swallowed withuncooked vegetables) in tlie alimentary tract Myiasis
is referred to medically as mternal ovlxtervZl, myS

myiferous (ml-ife-rus), a. [Gr. uh, muscle,
t- L. -fer, < ferre, bear, + -oh.s-.] Bearing or
supporting the muscles: used especially of
certain shelly plates on the valves of the
Jirachiopoda and Pelecypoda on which the
muscle-bands are implanted.
myiosis (mi-i-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. uvla, flv,+ -osis.] S&me as *niyiasis.
Mykenean (mi-ke-ne'an), a. Same as *J/!/-
ceniean.

" '

mykis (mi'kis), n. [A vernacular name in
Kamchatka.] A common name of a trout
balmomykis. It inhabits the streams ofAlaska
and Kamchatka, and is represented south-
ward by several subspecies.
mykomelinic (mi"ko-me-lin'ik), a. Same as
^mijvomelic.

myl. An abbreviation of myrialiter.
Mylocheilus (ml-lo-ki'lus), n. [XL. < Gr
/'i/.of, a gi'inder, 4- x^l^^i, Up.] A genus of

myometrltim
myoclo^C imi-o-klon'ik), a. [myoclon(us) +
-(C.J Pertaining to or exhibiting myoclonus
or myoclonia. '

myoclonus (ml-ok'lo-nus), «. [NL., < Gr. nic,
muscle, + Mvo,, spasm.] Spasmodic con-
ti action of the muscles of the extremities and,

Fl^.l4!Y903!t:25V'''
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myocoele (mi'o-sel), «. [Gr. /<i>f, muscle, +
AoMof hollow.] 1 Theeavityinamyoeomma.
--^. In the embryonic vertebrate, the most
dorsal portion of the eoelomic or true bodv-ca«ty which lies in the protovertebra, or
mj'otomic portion of the mesoderm

Same as *myo-

^.-^

Mylochtitus caurinus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.l

myelospongium (mi'e-lo-spon'ji-um), n.

;

pi. mijfUi^iiinijia (-a). [XL., < Gr. //i'f>.<}f, mar-
row, -1- c-uyyid, sponge.] A network of
connecting or sustentacular tissue in the
embryonic brain and spinal cord, derived
.from the spongioblasts ; the embryonic neu-
roglia.

myelosyphilis (mi'e-irj-sif'i-lis), «. [XL., <
(ir. im/j,,;, marrow, -t- Js'L. syphilis.] Syphilis
of the .spinal cord.

myelotherapy (mi'e-lo-ther'a-pi), n. [XL., <
Gr. /ivf/6r, marrow, -I- dtpaireia, medical treat-
ment.] Emploj-ment of bone-manow in the
treatment of disea.se.

myelotoxic (mi'e-lo-tok'sik), a. [myelotox(in)+ -ii:] Pertaining to, or having reference to
the action of, myelotoxins.

myelotoxin (mi'e-lo-tok'sin), n. [Gr. /weAdc,
marrow. + to^(ik6v), poison, -l--in2.] A cyto-
toxin which causes the destruction of the
granular leucocytes of the bone-marrow.
myenteric (mi-en-ter'ik), n. [niyentcron +
-i<:] Of or pertaining to the muscular coat of
till' intestine.

myenteron (mi-en 'te-ron), «.; pi. myentera
i-VH). [XL.. < Gr. //if, muscle, + ivripni;, in-
testine.] The muscular layer of the intestine.
myg. An abbreviation of myriayram.
rjyiasia (mi-i.a'sis), n. [XL., < Gr. itvia, a

large cyprinoid fishes found on the Pacific
slope of the United States.
mylpnite (mi'lo-uit), «. [Gr. iiv>Mv, a mill, +
-ite-.] In petrog., a schist produced by crush-
ing or granulation, that is, by dynamic meta-
morphism. Lapworth, 1885.
mylonitic (mi-lo-nit'ik), a. [mylonite + -jc]
In;«>^r»,7.,having the characters of mylonite,
chiefly the granular texture of a rock meta-
morphosed by crushing.
mylonlze (mi'lo-niz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. my-
lom:cd, ppr. myloni:ing. \_tnylon(ite) + -ize.]
To render a mylonite or mylonitic; make
schistose by dynamic metamorphism.

In the Held, bands of mylimised rock have been traced
near the base of the overlying cake of gneiss, and the
nucroscopic examination of the latter by Jlr. Teall has
revealed cataclastic structures due to dynamic movement

Hep. Bnl. A»»n Adiaiiceinent of Sci., 1901, p. 617.

Mylopharodon (mi -16 -far 'o -don), n. [XL.
'Mytophurymiodon, < /iiAof, grinder, + ^apfjf

,

pharynx, -I- odoi^ (odovr-) , tooth.] A genus of
large cyprinoid fishes found in the Sacramento
and San Joaquin rivers.

mym. An abbreviation of myriameter.
mymy (mi'mi), «. Same as '*mia-mia.

myoalbumin (mi"o-al-bu'min), «. [Gr. //if,
muscle, + E. albumin.] Muscle albumin.
myocardiac (mi-o-kiir'di-ak), a. [Gr. //i'c,

nm.self>, + mpiUa, heart, -I- -ac] Of or per-
taining to the muscular tissue of the heart.

myocardiagram, myocardiagraph. Same as
*myi)ai nliogrii in , *myocurdiograph

.

myocardiogram (mi-o-kar'di-o-gram), n. [Gr.
//if, muscle, + Kapdia, heart, '+ ypafi/ia, any-
thing written.] A tracing made by a myo-
eardiograph

.

myocardiograph (mi-6-kar'di-o-graf), n. [Gr.
//iC, muscle, + /v-apd/a, heart, +' ypdipeiv, write.']
An instrument for recording the work per-
formed by the heart muscle. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 688.

myocarditic (mi'o-kar-dit'ik), a. [myocardi-
tis + -ic] Relating to myocarditis.
myochrome (mi'o-krom), n. [Gr. /iijf, mus-
cle, -I- ,rw"«, color.] A mu.scle-pigment.
The common red muscle-pigment is identical
with the hemoglobin of the blood. Other
myoehromes belong to the order of the lipo-
chromes, and are especially abundant in cer-
tain fishes, such as the salmon and trout.

myoclonia (mi-o-klo'ni-ii), n. [XL., <6r.//£if,
muscle, -f- KAomq, spasin.] A disease char-
acterized chiefly by muscular spasm, or myo-
clonus.

myocoelom (mi'o-se-lom), n
cccle.

myoctonine (mi-ok'to-nin), n. [Or, ixvoKTovoc,
mouse-killing

( < /.ig, mouse, -I- -ktovo<:, < ktH-
ven., kill), -f -i„e2.] A powerfully poisonous
alkaloid, obtained from Aconitum lyooctonum
resembling curare in its effects,

'

myocyte, «. 2. In Gregarinida, the deeper
layer of the ectoplasm containing a svstem
ot contractile fibrils; con-
trasted with *sarcocytc.

myocyte-flbrillse (mi"6-sit-
fi-bril'e), n.pl. The system
of fine contractile fibrils in
the deeper part of the ecto-
plasm of gregarines.

myodiastasis (mi"6-di-as'-
ta-sis), n. [Gr. //rj, muscle,
+ iiucraai^, separation.]
Rupture of a muscle.

myodynamic (mi ' 6 - di -

nam'ik),fl. [Gr.//it,m'uscle,
+ dvmfti^, power.] Of or
pertaining to muscular
force.

myO-epithelial (mi"6-ep-i- Myocyielibnlla;.

the'li-al), a Imyo-ipithe- sS^^t^rH^^f^l^t
li(um) + -at'-.] Pertaining '""incosa). showing

to or having the character! fibril".""""'
"' """">"

of myo-ppithelium. Nature. <'"'<"" Lantesier's • zo.

March 3, 1904, p. 431.
°'"^>'-

''

myo-epithelium (mi'o-ep-i-the'li-um), n.

t a'i
^^' '"'^' ™"'"^^'e, + XL. epithelium.'}

1. A kind of tissue, found in the Cailenterata,
which partakes at the same time of the char-
acters of epithelial and muscular tissue. 2
The epithelium of the mesoblastie somite of
the vertebrate embryo: so named because,
though epithelial in form, it nevertheless
gives rise to muscle.

myofibril (mi-o-fi'bril), «. [Gr. uig, muscle,
+ E. Jibril] A muscle-fibril.

A. LabM finds that in Xebalia there is an actual con-
tinuity of substance between the epithelial "tonoflbril"
and the myojibril.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Feb., 1903, p. 38.

myogen (mi'o-jen), n. [Gr. /ih, muscle, -I-

-jfi7/f, -producing.] An albuminous substance
winch occurs in muscle-plasma. Like the
fibrinogen of the blood, it is capable of clot-
ting, during which process it is transformed
into myogen-fibrin. Also called myosinogen.
myogenous (mi-oj'e-nus), a. Same as myogenic.
myoglyphis (mi-og'li-fis), n.; pi. myoglyphidcs
(nn-o-glif'i-dez). [XL., < Gr. iivg. muscle, +
yvfi^, the notched end of an arrow, < y7.i<j,av,
cut, carve.] In entom., one of the notches in
the posterior margin of the neck, usually two
in number, to which the levator muscles are
attached : found in the Coleoptera.

myoid, a. H, n. Same as *myoncma.
myokymia (mi-o-ki'mi-il), «. [XL., < Gr. /ivs,
muscle, + Kv/ia, wave.] A pathological con-
dition in which slow, vrave-like contractions
pass from one end to tlie other of a muscle
without locomotor effect.

myolipoma (mi"o-li-p6'ma), «.; pi. myolipo-
mata (-nia-ta). [NL., < (Jr. //i.f, muscle, +
XL. lipoma.] A tumor of mixed muscular
and fatty tissue.

myolysis (mi-ol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. //fr,
muscle, -I- /lOTf, dissolution.] Softening and
degeneration of muscle.

myometritis (nii"o-me-tri'tis), H. [XL., <Gr.
/vif, muscle, + fiyrpa, uterus, + -itis.] Inflam-
mation of the muscular tissue of the uterus.

myometrium (mi-o-me ' tri-um), n. [XL.,
< Gr. iivr, muscle,' + fdnpa, utems.] The
muscular tissue of the uterus.



myonema
myonema (mi o ue mil), n. ; pi. myonemaia

(-mats). [NL., < Gr.

.a //if, muscle, + v^uaj

thread.] One of the
contractile, muscle-
iike fibrillffi found in

the protoplasm of
certain ciliate In-

fusoria, such as the
bell-animalcule,
For ticella,

myoneme (mi ' o -

nem), «. Same as
"^myonema.

A. Prenant in attempt-
ing a phylogenetic survey
of the evolution of mus-
cular elements has be-

gun naturally with the
so-called myoTiemes of
Protozoa.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc,

[Oct, 1903, p. 618.

Mj I e a

Sect on parallel w th the surfice
and in the reifion of the adoral
zone of Suntor nigtr.

a, basal corpuscle ; b, cyto.
plasm; c, inyoneoia; rf, row of
marginal cilia; €. adoral zone.
(Drawn from Curwitschs" Mor. jnyoneUie (ml ' 6 -

pholo£ieundBiologiederZelle. )
***jrv"wi**w \

nur), n. [Gr. nix,

muscle, + vtvpov, nerve.] A motor nerve-
cell.

myonymy (mi-on'i-ml), n. [Gr. //If, muscle,
-f- ovofja, 6w/ja, name, -I- -y^.} A nomencla-
ture of the muscles.

myopericarditis (mi-o-per^'i-kar-di'tig), n.

[NL., < Gr. fiix, muscle, + ntptKapSiov, peri-

cardium, + -itis.'] Inflammation of the mus-
cular wall of the heart and of its enveloping
membrane.
myophage (mi'o-fSj), n. [Gr. //i'C, muscle, +
i^yelv, eat.] A phagocyte which takes part
in breaking down and consuming muscle-
fibers. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 32.

myophane (mi'o-fan), «. Same as myophan.

myophonia (mi-o-fo'ni-ii), «. [NL., < Gr. /iic,

muscle, -1- (jHjvii, sound.] Sound produced by
the contraction of muscular tissue.

myophoric (mi-o-for'ik), a. [Gr. //if, a mus-
cle, 1 -ipopoc, < (jiepeiv, bear, + -ic] Same as
*myiferous.

myopia, «—chromic myopia. See *chromie.—
Malignant <>r pernicious myopia, near-sightedness
associated with seriuus disease of the eye, progressing
steadily to t(.»tal blindness.

Myopic crescent. See *crescent.

myoproteid (mi-o-pro'te-id), »i. [Gr. //If, mus-
cle, -t- E. proteid.2 JC peculiar albuminous
substance, possibly a globulin, which has
been found in the muscle-plasma of fishes and
crabs.

myoproteose (mi-o-pro'te-os), «. [Gr. /ivc,

muscle, + K. protcose.l An albumose derived
from one of the soluble muscle-albumins.

myorrhexis (mi-o-rek'sis), n. [Gr. fiig, mus-
cle, + pf/iig, rupture.] The tearing of a
muscle.

myosclerosis (mi"o-8kle-r6'sis), n. [Gr. /ivg,

muscle, -t- aiiATjpuci^, hardeaing.] Overgrowth
of the connective-tissue septa in a muscle.

myosclerotic (mi"o-skle-rot'ik), a. Pertaining
to or exhibiting myosclerosis.

myoseptum (mi-o-sep'tum), n.
;

pi. myosepta
(-ta). [Gr. fivq, muscle, -1- L. sei>tum, parti-

tion.] A plate of tendinous connective tissue
separating muscle-segments and extending
transversely to the long axis of the muscle-
cells or fibers.

In somewhat shrunken transverse sections each bundle
of fibrils is seen to be contained in a sheath of protoplasm
containing a nucleus at one side, tile whole forming a
somewhat cylindrical 'cell' stretching from the one myo-
septum to the other.

Jiep. Brit. Asa'n Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 655.

myosinogen (ml-o-sin'o-jen), «. [myosin +
-f/oi.] Same as *myogen.

myosinose (mi'o-si-nos), n. [myosin + -ose.']

An albumose derived from myosin.

myOSiS, «.— spinal myosls, myosls occurring in con-
nection with any disease of the spinal cord.

myositis, n— interstitial myositis, inflammation,
with ovei-growth of the connective-tissue sejita, in mus-
culai' tissue.— Ossifying myositis, inflammation of

muscle leading to bone-fonnation, most mai'kcd at the
points of origin and insertion.— Parenchymatous
myositis, inflammation of uie true muscular tissue
rather than of the connective-tissue septa.

myospasm (mS'o-spazm), n. Same as myo-
spiisni us.

myostromin (mi-o-stro'min), n. [Gr. pvc, mus-
cle, + NL. stroma + -iii'^.] A phosphorized
proteid found in the muscle stroma.

myotasis (mi-ot'a-sis), n. [Gr. pvi;, muscle, +

844

rdo/f, tension, < recvetv, stretch.] Tension of
muscular tissue.

myotenotomy (mi"9-tf-not'o-mi),n. [Gr. //Sr,

muscle, -t- ref^uv), tendon, -<- -TOfiia, < rafielv,

cut.] Surgical division of a muscle and its

tendon.

myotonia (mi-o-to'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. live,

muscle, + -Tovia, < Tcimf, tension. ] 1. A state
of continuous musculareontraction.— 2. Same
as myotony— Myotonia congenita. Same as Thom-
ften's disease.

Myoxocephalus (mi-ok-so-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. pvu^dc, the dormouse, -f lietpaArj, head.]
See *Acanthocottus.

myriachit, n. See miryachit.

myriadyne (mir'i-a-din), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ftvpidc,

ten thousand, + 6iv(afiie), power. See dyne.}
A unit of force equal to 10,000 dynes. [Bare.]

myriagon (mir'i-a-gon), n. [Irreg. < Gr. iivpidc,

ten thousand, -t-juw'o, angle.] A polygon of
ten thousand sides.

myricaceous (mir-i-ka'shius), a. Belonging
to the plant family Myricaceae.

Myricales (mir-i-ka'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Engler,
1897), < Myrica + -ales.] An order of dico-
tyledonous apetalous plants coextensive with
the family ilyricacex and containing only the
genus Myrica (which see).

myricetin (mi-ris'e-tin), n. [Myrica + -et +
-in^.] A yellow coloring-matter, CisHjoOg, a
hydroxyquereitin contained in the bark of
Myrica Nagi and in the leaves of the Sicilian
sumac, Rhus Coriaria. It crystallizes in lus-

trous needles and melts above 300° C.

Myriclltliys (mi-rik'this), »!._ [NL., < Gr.
//i'pof, a kind of sea-eel, -I- !;t^ic, fish.] A
genus of eels, of the family Ophichthyidm,
found in most tropical seas.

Myrid» (mir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Myrus +
-idee.] A family of eels vrhich inhabit sandy
coasts of most tropical seas.

myringa (mi-ring'gii), r>. [NL., appar. orig-

inally a mistakenform of *meninga, Or.urfvtyya,

ace. of /j^«}-f, membrane. Seewienmx.J Same
as tympanic membrane.

myringodectomy (mi-iing-go-dek'to-mi), n.

[NL. myringa + Or. eKTofiij, excision.] Exci-
sion of a portion of the tympanic membrane.
myringomycosis (mi-ring"g6-mi-k6'8is), n.

[NL., < myringa + Gr.fivKrii, fungus, + -osis.]

Inflammation of the tympanic membrane due
to the presence of a fungous growth.

myringoplasty (mi-ring'go-plas-ti), n. [NL.
myringa + Gr. Tr/.acrrdf, formed, + -y^.} In
surg., a plastic operation for the closing of a
ruptured tympanic membrane.
myringotomy (mir-ing-got'o-mi), n. [NL.
myringa + Gr. -routa, < ra/ielv, cut.] Incision
into the tympanic membrane.
myriologist (mir-i-oro-jist), «. [myriologue
+ -)«<.] One who sings myriologues.

myriologue (mir'i-o-log), «. [F. myriologue,
said to be < Gr. iivpioi, ten thousand, -t- Xiijoc,

speech.] An extempore lament or funeral
song.

myriometer (mir-i-om'e-t6r), n. [Gr. iivpidc,

myriad, + /lirpov, measure.] See the extract.

Mr. G. W. Evans-Cross exhibited his calculating ma-
chine, the ini/riometer. The instrument has several
different form's, which are all, in principle, modifications
of the slide-rule. In the form in which the instrument
can be used for multiplication, the rule consists of a
number, equal to that of the digits in one factor, of slips

placed diagonally in a frame, and the slide carries as

many cursoi"s as there are digits in the other factor. The
instrument will give exact results for numbers of six or
eight digits. In other fomis the instrument can be used
for various calculations relating to commerce, such as
the reduction of the interest on a stated sum from one
percentage to another. In another fonn slides can be
set so as to give the calendar of any year, B.C. or a.i>.,

and all the new moons of the year.

Nature, March 21, 1907, p. 503.

myrionomous (mir-i-on'o-mus), a. [Gr. nvpia^,

myriad, + ovo/ja, name, -t- -ous.J Having a
myriad names; myriad-named.

Love would be not only blind but aphasic without
flowers, the language of which is the signature of its

diverse and myrionomous phases.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, IL 130.

Myriothela (mir"i-o-the'la), n. [NL.. < Gr.
/ivpidg, myriad, -f O'v/.i/, a teat.] The typical

genus of the family Myriothelidie. Sars, 1857.

Myriothelidae (mir'i-o-thel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Myri<itliel(a) + -idee.} A family of tubularian
hydromedusans consisting of colonial forms
with a perisarc destitute of investing layer

myrmicld

of coenosarc, and the polyp solitary, with
scattered capitate tentacles. It contains the
genus Myriothela.

Myriozoidse (mir "i-o-zo'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Myriozo(um) + -jda",'] A family of chilostom-
atous g^n^nolEemafous polyzoans having the
zoarium incrusting or rising into foliaceous
expansions, or dendroid, the zooecia calca-
reous with no membranous area or raised
margins, and the orifice with a sinus on the
lower lip. It includes several genera, among
them being Myriozoum, Schizoporella, and Bip-
potlioa.

Myriozoum (mir"i-o-z6'um), n. [NL., < Gr.
pvpiac, myriad, -t- Zvov, animal.] The typical
genus of the family Myriozoidie. Donati.

M3n:ipristis (mir-i-pris'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
fii'piac, mjTiad, + TrpiaTic, a fish so called
(irp/oT^f, sawyer).] A genus of berycoid fishes,

of the family Bolocen tridse, which has numer-
ous species in tropical seas.

myristicin (mi-ris'ti-sin), n. [Myristic(a) +
-in"^.} A colorless crystalline compound,

CH2<;^>C6H2(OCH3)C4H-, contained in oil

of mace. It melts at 30.2° C. and boils at 142-
149° C. under 10 millimeters pressure.

myrlsticol (mi-ris'ti-kol), n. [Myristic(^d) ¥
-ol.} A colorless compovmd, CjoHigO, iso-
meric with camphor, contained in nutmeg-oil,
from Myristica fragrans.

myristinic (mi - ris - tin ' ik), o. [ myrist(ic) +
-in -h -!C.] Noting an organic acid, C14H28-
02^, found in nutmeg-butter, in the sperma-
ceti of whales, and in ox bile.

myristodiolein (mi-ris'to-di-o-le'in), n. [my-
rist^ic) + di-^ + L. oleum, oilj -t- -in2.] Agly-
ceride, C3H5(CiiH2702)(CjgH3o02)2, found
in the oil from Bir Banoti, or the ' rains in-
sect.' The oil extracted from this mite is used
medicinally by the Mohammedans of Allaha-
bad. Kature, April 6, 1905, p. 552.

myristolic (mi-ris-tol'ik), a. [myri.it(ic) +
-ol -I- -ic] Noting an acid, a yellow oil,

C14H24O2, prepared by the action of cblorin
and alcoholic potassium hydroxid on myristio
acid. It melts at 12° C.

myristone (mi-ris'ton), n. [myrisi{ic) -I- -one.]
A colorless ketone, (€531127)200, prepared by
the distillation of calcium myristate. It crys-
tallizes in small plates melting at 76.3° C.

myrmecographer (m^r-mf-kog'ra-fer), n.

[myrmccograph(y) + -ei'-^.] bne -who'describes
ants ; a myrmecologist.

myrmecographist (mer-me-kog'ra-fist), n.

[mijrmecograph{y) + -ist.} Same as*myrme-
cographer.

myrmecography (mer-me-kog'ra-fi), «. [Gr.
fii'pm?, ant, + --ypaipia, < ypd(peip,"-wT\te.'] The
descriptive portion of myrmecology ; that por-
tion of the study of ants which comprises the
description of species, the forms of their
nests, etc.

myrmecologist (mer-me-kol'o-jist), n. [myr-
mecologiy) + -ist.} An entomologist who
makes a special study of ants, or of myrme-
cology. Science, April 8, 1904, p. 589.

myrmecophile (m6r'me-ko-lil), n. [Gr. fivppti^,

ant, -I- (pi'/o{, loving.] An animal or plant
which lives in symbiotic or intimate relations
with ants. The majority of myrmecophiles
are arthropods, especially beetles.

myrmecophily (mer-me-kof'i-li), n. [myrme-
cophile + -^3.] The state or condition of
being myrmecophilous, or of living in inti-

mate relations with ants: said of certain
beetles, plants, etc.

Another relation of which the facts are clear enough,
but of which the evolution is doubtful, is that known as
Myrmecophily. Species of ants make their home on
tropical plants, living in hollows tif stem, petiole, or
stipule. . . . These ants act as a iHHlyguard to their
home against the inroad of leaf-cutting ants collecting
material for their fungus-gardens.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 439.

myrmeleontid (mer-me-lf-on'tid), 11. and a.

I. H. A member of the neuropterous family
Myrmeleon tidee.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Myrmeleontid^ or Myrmele-
onidse.

myrmicid (m6r 'mi - sid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the hymenopterous family Myr-
micid^.

II. a. Ha\ang the characters of or belong-
ing to the hvTnenopterous family Myrmicidm.



Myronic Style in Sculpture.

The Discobolus of the Lancellotti
Palace. Rome.

Myronic

Myronic^ (mi-ron'lk), a. [ifyron, 6r. Mipav, +
-ic] In the style

of Myron, a Greek
sculptor who
flourished in the
fifth century B.C.

and who espe-
cially favored
athletic subjects.
The quality of his

work is supposed
to appear in the
statue of the Dis-
cobolus at the
Laneellotti pal-

ace in Rome.
myronin (mi ' ro -

nin), «. A hy-
drous ointment
base consisting of
a mixture of soap,
carnauba-wax,
and doegling oil.

Myrophis (mi'ro-
lis), II. [NL., <

Gr. fjvpoc, a kind
of sea-eel, + cxpic,

serpent.] A ge-
nus of small eels,

of the family ilyridse, which resemble earth-
worms. They are found on the sandy shores
of tropical America.

myroxylic {mi-rok-sil'ik),a. [Mijroxyl{on) +
-ic.} Pertaining to or derived from trees of
the genus Mi/roxylon— Mjrroxylle acid, a com-
pound obtained from Peru balsiitu by the actinu of con-
centrated alcoholic potassium hjdroxid. It is apparently
impure l>enajic acid.

myrrh, "— East Indian myrrh. See ithebbakhade.
—False myrrh, a name applied to more than one g:um-
reain resernbliuK true myrrh, as East Indian myrrh or
besabol (of African origin) and Arabian myrrh: the latter
differs little from the true drug.

jnyrrholin (rair'o-linj, n. [L. myrrha, myrrh,
+ -ot + -in".'] A mixture of equal parts of
tincture of myrrh and castor-oil: a vehicle for
administering creosote.

Myrsiphyllnm (mer-si-fil'um), n. [Nil., <

Gr./iiYJ<T((ii7), myrtle, + <fil?.'/.oi>, leaf.] A sec-
tion of the genus Asparagus, of the family
LiUacese, containing the 'smilax' of florists.

Asparagus asparagoides, a climbing perennial
South African herb much prized by the public
in floral decorations. Tlie foliage, which is

composed of cladodes or leaf-branches, is

broad and ovate, in this respect differing from
the true asparagus, which has linear or filiform
foliage.

Myrtales, «. vh 2. A large order of dico-
tyledonous chiefly ehoripetalous plants. It
consists of trees, shrubs, and herbs with simple leaves
and flowers with the gam4:)9eftalou8 calyx superior or
adnat« i(> the compounil ovary, which contains numerous
ovules. It embraces l;{ families, including, besides the
myrtle family, the Lythrncese, I*unicficfie,Coinbr€tace«,
MHagtomaci'^, Onnurac*;te, Trapaceje, and Ilalora-

myrtle, «.— Barren myrtle, (a) Tlie bearberry, j4 rc-

toitlapbfi!<,ii rKii-iirxi. {!>) The sweet-gale, Mprica (Jale.

— Bridal myrtle, the common myrtle, Myrtufi com-
»n« ion.— Brush-myrtle. Same as *bnuh-chcrry. 2.

— California wax-myrtle. .See vax-iniirilf.—dom-
monpiyTtle, M ;/rt ujt ci'in iiiunU. .See iiu/rtii', 1.— Dwarf
myrtle. Same as Jrtr'tt-wt/rile, 1.— Moor-myrtle, the
sweet-gale.— OdOrleSS mjrrtle, Myrica inodora, a shrub
or small tree of the < Julf r. wist fn rm "Horida to ^lississippi.
It resembles the wax-myrtle bnt lias entire leaves and is

nearly devoid of ixlor.
—

"Ridge myrtle, a lar^e evergreen
tree of the myrtle family. M<'tiih'it'-a (jenUti/idin, native
to Queensland and New .South Wales. It yiehls a h.ard
grayish wo<j<l.— Sweet myrtle, the sweet-flag, Acfirui
Ca/amiM— Three-veined myrtle. See -khruth-tnr-
pontine, and rft nrriii, t.fi.fri'r. under tra-trre.— Tree
myrtle, Cfttnothut arl>f,n'n^. a stnall. round-headed tree
found in the Santa llarbara ishm-l-i otf the coast of Cali-
fornia.- Wild myrtle, tinmt: na Jew'g-myrtte, l.

Myrtle-berry wax. Same as myrtle-wax.

myrtle-green, n.— Fast myrtle-green, same as
itnrk it^/ri'-n.

myrtle-oak (m6r'tl-6k), n. See *oaJ:.

myrtle-pan (mtr'tl-pan), v. A tub-like pot-
tery receptacle for evergreens or other plants:
made in England near the end of the eigh-
teenth century.

myrtol (mfer'tol), n. [L. myrtus, myrtle, +
-o/.] A colorless aromatic volatile liquid
consisting of the fraction between 160-180°
C. obtained by the distillation of the oil of
Myrtus communis. It consists principally of
d-pinene and cineol, and is antiseptic.

.Mysla sta^e, in the development of some decapodous
crustaceans, a larval stage in which the thoracic limbs
are long and biramous and serve for swimming, as in
Mytit. Also called tchizopod ttaye.
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Myst. An abbreviation of Mysteries.
mystacinoUS (mis-tas'i-nus), a. [Gr. //im-af
(tivcTOK.-), upper lip, mustache, + -ine^ + -ous.\
In entom., having a mystax.
Mystacoceti (mis"ta-ko-se'ti), n. pi. [NL.,
< fiiarai, mustache, + KijTOQ, a whale.] An
order of cetaceans containing the whalebone-
whales. They are without teeth, having
baleen in the upper jaw.
mystae (mis'te), «. pi. [NL., < Gr. fiiarai, pi.

of fiv<7TT/g, one initiated.] The name assumed
by various Dionysiac societies in Asia Minor
and Thrace in the second and third centuries
A. D.

The My9ta of Dionysus Trieterikos may be compared
with a number of other Dionysiac societies, calling them-
selves oi MiJffTat, which flourished especially in Asia
Minor and Thrace during the second and third centuries
A. D. . . . The discovery of the hall in which the Mys-
ta held their meetings is an important addition to oiu:
knowledge of these associations.

R. C. Bosanquet, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVIIL
[78, 79.

mysterious-plant (mis-te'ri-us-plant), «. The
spurge-laurel, Daphne Mezereum.
mysteryl, n— Samothraclan mysteries. See
-kCabiria.

Mystriophis (mis-tri'o-fis), ». [NL., < Gr.
fivoTpioii, a spoon, + 6^if, serpent.] A genus
of eels, of the family Ophichthyidie, found in
warm seas.

Mystrosporlum (mis-tro-spo'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Corda, 1837), < Gr. fivarpo^, a spoon, -I- avopa,
seed (spore).] A genus of Fungi Imperfecti,
of the family Dematiaceie, having simple or
sparingly branched conidiophores and many-
septate muriform dark-brown spores. About
16 species have been described. M. adusium
causes bulb-scab of Iris, and M. ahrodens is

said to cause a blight of wheat. See *bidb-
scab and wheat-*blight.

Mystrothamnns (mis-tro-tham'nus), n. [NL.
(Coville, 1908), < Gr. fiiiOTpov, spoon, + Sauvof,

bush, in allusion to the use and habit of the
plant. Compare the South African name
ladlewood.] A genus of plants of the family
Celastracese. See Uartogia.

myth, «. 3. A landmark for directing the
course of a vessel through a channel, or along
a dangerous shore.— jEtlologlcal myth. »ee*^tio-
loyical.— CreatiOn-myth. See *creation-myfh.— Ori-
gta-myth, a myth supi»osed to explain the origin of a
tribe or i)e«jple. Jour. .\meT. Folk-lore. Jan.-March,
19t>2, p. 3(i.— Power-myth, a myth in which the powers
of nature appear personitled as heroes.

I'ower-mylh— In the second stage of myth or romance
we discover a radical development in the persimagea of

the st^^ry. A new class of deities is fount!. From the
same linguistic cause, which we have set forth, the con-
spicuous phenomena of nature are personified as gods.
The powers of the universe as they are known in that
stage of society become the heroes of myth.

J. W. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98,

[1. Ixxxiii.

Tr&nsfonnatlon-mytta. a myth which explains the
present fonn of the world by a series of tninsfonnations
from a previous stage : opjMjsed to itcreation-inyth.

myth. An abbre\-iation of mythological, myth-
iilogij.

myth-keeper (mith ' ke ' p^r), n. A person
whose duty it is to learn, remember, and
teach the knowledge of the mythology of a
tribe, either to all the members of the tribe,

or to a successor. Myth-keepers are fouiul

among tribes which have well^eveloped reli-

gious organization but which do not possess
the art of writing.
The myth-keepers and priests were accustomed to meet

together at night in the dsl, or low-built log sleeping
house, to recite the traditions and discuss their secret

kn..wledge. An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98, i. 230.

mythogeny (mi-thoj'e-ni), n. Same as *myth-
ogony. Smithsonian Hep., 1891, p. 444.

mythogonic (mith-o-gon'ik),rt. [mythogon(y)
+ -ic.\ Pertaining or relating to m.vthogony

:

as. mythogonic studies or investigations.

mythogony (mi-thog'o-ni), n. [Gr. //i^oc, myth,
-f -yovca, -produetioii.] The origination of

mj-ths, or the study of their origins.

mythoiogema (niith-o-lo-je'mii),)!. ;
pi. myth-

otogemiita (-nia-tji). [Gt, /JiSo'Adyv/Ja, <. /iv6o/.o-

yiiv, tell myths or legends, < /JiOo;, myth, +
a6}(K, speech, story.] A record or account of

a myth in a poem or other writing.

The apotheosis of Homer and his marriage with Hebe
... do not projierly belong to the Homeric era, but to
the mutholofjema of later times.

Cecil Smith, in Jour. Hellenic .Studies, V. 236.

mythomania (mith-6-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. /jiSo^,

a myth, + ML. mania.'] An abnormal propen-
sity to untruthfulness, especially to the telling

ot stories, affecting oneself or others, which
have no fonndation on fact.

Myzobacteriacese

mythomaniac (mith-6-ma'ni-ak, n. [mytho-
mania + -ac] One who is subject to mytho-
mania: a chronic liar. Lit. Diaest, Feb. 1.

1908.

mythopheme (mith'o-fem), h. [Gr. ftvBo^, a
myth, + tpvMV, a speaking.] An accepted
myth or legend.
We must have an introduction to science that touches

rather lightly on nearly all the great hypotheses, frontier
questions, and larger syntheses over the whole field, in a
way that a modern specialist wots not of, that is unitary
and synthetic and non-analytic, that connuands and com-
pares the great ethnic mythophemes, that is poetic and
historical and orienting. O. S. llall, Adolescence, II. 151.

mythosociologic (mith - o - so " shi - 6 - loj ' ik)

,

«. Relating to a system of society t^e organi-
zation of which is founded on myth. F. N.
Ciishing, in An. Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,
1891-92, p. 325.

mytilotoxicon (mit"i-lo-tok'si-kon), n. [Gr.
/itTi'Aof, mussel, + to^ik6i>, poison.] A poison-
ous substance found in decaying mussels;
mytilotoxin

.

mytilotoxism (mit"i-lo-tok'sizm), «. [mytilo-
tox(in) -I- -wjn.] Poisoning by eating decay-
ing mussels. See *mytilotoxicon.

myxadenitis (mik"sad-e-ni'tis), «. [Gr. ii-v^a,

mucus, -I- aSijv, gland, + -itis.] Inflammation
of a mucous gland.

myxadenoma (mik"sad-e-n6'ma), «. ; -pLmyx-
adenomata (-ma-ta). [NL.,< Gf. /ii'fa, mucus,
-I- aSi/v, gland, -t-'-o»!fl.] Adenoma contain-
ing islets of mucoid material.
myzamoeba (mik-sa-me'ba), «.; pi.mixamabx
(-be). [Gr. /"'fo, slime, + afioifiii, change,
spontaneous movement.] In Mycetozoa, a
swarm-cell with purely amoeboid creeping
motion.

Swarm-cells with purely amoeboid motion have been
unnecessarily distinguished by the name of myxamoebae.

DeBary (trans.), Fungi, p. 423.

myxedema, n. it has been found that this affection
is usually entirely amenable to treatment by extracts and
other preparations made from the thjToid gland (throat-
sweetbread) of the sheep. The same treatment is often
of great value in cretinism, which is regarded as a con-
genital form of myxedema. The use of preparations of
the thjToid gland to supply a deficiency of the secretion
of this gland, which is the underlying defect in myx-
edema and cretinism, aflfords one of the most brilliant

examples of successful organotherapy.— Congenital
myxedema. Same as creliniism.

myxedematoid (mik-se-dem'a-toid), a. [myx-
edema(t-) -f -oid.] Sesemljling myxedema.
liiick, Med. Handbook, I. 122.

Myxididae (mik-sid'i-de), M. J)?. [NL.] Same
as '"Myxidiidse.

Myzidiidae (mik - si - di ' i - de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Myxidi(um) + -idie.] A family of Myxospo-
ridia, forming two or more spores at the same
time, the spores being variously shaped and
inclosing two polar capsules. It includes
several genera, among which are Myxidium,
Leptotheca, and Spheerospora. They are found
mainly in the gall-bladder and kidney-tubes
of fishes and amphibia. Also called Myxididse.

Myxidium (mik-sid'i-um), n. [NL. (Butschli,

1882), < Gr. ftiia, mucus, slime, + dim. -irfiov.]

The typical genus ,

of the family Myx-
idiidse.

Myxobacteriace»
(mik'so -bak- te "ri-

a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Thaxter,1892),<Gr.
//tfo, slime, + NL.
Bacteriaceee.] An
order of Schizomyce-
tes. In the vegetative
condition, they consist of

a mass of nnl-like bodies
proiluced by repeated
fission of individuals pos-

sessing power of slow
locomotion and secreting
a Ann gelatinous sub-
stance which connects
the whole colony. In the
fruiting condition, the
niasses become elevated

j,, .rf,.„„ /,v«,,.t,v«„,v. BO.schli.
above the substratum -^ („,„ ,|,e uriii.-iry bladder
and sometimes irregu- of the pike.

larly branched, produc- „, trophozoite with two spores and
ing cysts in which the pseudopodia. after Lieberkiihii: fi,

rod-like bodies occur in trojihozoite with numerous spores:

groups or are converted f' 5'"! A spores, the latter with ex-
v . ' _ T,i.„., tnided polar filaments: p. c, una a,
into spore-niassea. They

^^^^^ Rafbiani. (From Wasielewskij
occur chiefly on decayniK (From Lankester's " Zoology. ")

vegetable matter ana
dung of animals, and partake of the characteristics of

both the Myxomyceteg, or Blime-moUls, and bacteria,

whence the name. See -kChondroviyces.

Thaxter's group of Myxohacteriacea, if these turn out

to be autonomous, points to alliances with the Myxomy*
cetes. Encyc, Brit, XXVL 6L



Myxobolidse

Myxobolids (mik-so-bori-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Myxiihulits + -idie.'i A family of Myxoxpori-
dia, cousisting of forms which are usually
polysporous, the spores }iaving one or two
polar capsules. It contains the genera Mi/x-

obohis and Hentiegtii/a, found mostly in the

trills, kidney, and spleen of fishes.

Myxobolus"(mik-sob'o-lus), «. [NL. (ButschJi,

188"2), < Gr. fi-^a, mucus, slime, 4- -;Jo/lof,

< Ja'/y.eii', throw.] The typical genus of the

family MijxoboUdx.
Myxococcidium (mik 'so - kok - sid ' i - um), n.

[XL., < Gr. /jiia, mucus, slime, + k6kkoc, berry
(see coccus), + dim. -/rf/ov.] 1. A genus of

protozoan parasites. M. stegomyix has been
round in the body of the mosquito Stcgomyia

fasciata, which "has been contaminated by
"sucking the blood of a yellow-fever patient.
— 2. [/. c] pi. myxococcidia (-a). A pro-

tozoan of this genus.

myxocylindroma (mik-so-sil-in-dro'mji), n.

;

pi. myxocijlhidromata (-lua-tji). [NL., < Gr.

fiiia, "mucus, slime, + E. cylindroma.'] Same
as tiiyxosarcfima.

Myxodagnus (mik-s6-dag'nus), n. [NL., <

Myxodes + Agnus, 2 (()).] A genus of fishes

belonging to the family Dactyloscopid^, found
only at Cape San Lucas.

myzcedema, «. See myxedema.

mjrxogaster (mik-so-gas't&r),n. Any member
of the ilyxogastrcs or Myxomycetes.

myxoglioma (mik"so-gli-6'ma), n.; pi. myxo-
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gliomata (-ma-ta). [Gr. /iifa, mucus, -t- NL.
glioma.'] A glioma which contains more or

less raucous tissue.

myxoid (mik'soid), a. [Gr. "/iv^oeiir/c, ftv^uSric,

like mucus, < /^ifa, mucus, + cMof, form.]

Same as mucoid.
myxomycete (mik'so-mi-set), m. One of the

group of Myxomycetes or slime-molds.

myxoneurosis (mik"s9-nu-r6'sis), n. [Gr.

/Ilia, slime, -f- NL. neurosis.] A neirrosis

marked by excessive secretion from the mu-
cous membranes, especially the Intestinal

mucous membrane; mucous colitis.

The flushing of the colon in tliese cases usually brinps

large masses of mucus in strings, and this mucous colitis,

or better, "myxoneurosis," is perpetuated by the ronstjmt

use of cathartics to which these patients are addicted.

Med. Jleconl, July 20, litOT, p. 80.

Myxophyceae (mik-so-fi'se-e), «. [Gr. /ii'fn,

mucus, -1- (piiKog, seaweed, -I- -ex.] Same as
Schi^ojiliyceie.

myxopodium (raik-so-p6'di-um), «. ;
pi. viyxo-

2)odia (-a). [Gr. /^v^a, mucus, slime, -t- Trddioi;

dim. of "tto'lx (TrmS-), foot.] A flexible pvotru-

sible and retractile pseudopodium which may
fuse with neighboring pseudopodiainto a net-

work, or flow together with them into a mass
of protoplasm outside the body.
Myxospongida (mik-so-spon' ji-dii), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /"'fa, mucus, slime, -I- aniyyoc,

sponge, + -ida.] A grade of sponges devoid
of a skeleton in any form, and containing the

families Oscarellidse and Halisarcidx.

myzostomidan

myxospongidan (mik-so-spon'ji-dan), n. One
of the Myxospongida.

Myxosporidia (mik"s9-8p9-rid'i-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. |Uifa, mucus, sliine, -t- on-'o/uo, seed
(spore), + dim. -iSwv.] An order of Sporozoa.
The trophozoite is ama'boid, spore-fonnation begins at
an early period and proceeds throughout the growth of
the trophozoite, the spores being produced within the
protoplasm of the latter, and each spore always possesses
one or more polar capsules. They are sometimes called
fish-psorosperma and are parasitic in many common spe-
cies of teleost and elasmobranch fishes, as well as in
some amphibians, reptiles, and invertebrBtea. The order
includes the families Ceratmnyxidfie, Myzidiidse, Chtoro-
nujxidie, Myxobolidx, and Gluyeidx.

myxosporidian (mik'so-spo-rid'i-an), a. and
H. I. a. Kesembliijg or cliaracteristio of the
Mi/xosporidia : as, a myxosporidian parasite.

II. n. Any sporozoan of the order Myxo-
sporidia.

Myxothallophyta (mik"so-tha-lof'i-tii), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. liiia, slime, + NL. Thallopihyta.]
Engler's name for the Myxomycetes.

myzorhynchus (mi-zo-ring'kus), n.
; pi. myzo-

rhynchi (-ki). [Gr. /iv^tiv, suck in, + piyxoCt
snout.] In certain tapeworms, as Echenei-
bothrium, an apical muscular proboscis or
sucker.

Myzostomatids (mi''zo-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as Myzostomi'dse.

myzostomidan (mi-zo-stom'i-dan), a. lMy:o-
stomid{a) + -an.] Of or pertaining to the
Myzostomida or Myzostomidne.
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5. An al)TDreTiation(f) [ra/).]

of yatioiialist ; (/) [cap.J in
meteor., of >iimbus; (g) [/. c]
in cJiem., of normal, in refer-
ence to the strength of a
solution; -^ n. stands for one
tenth normal strength, or a
normal solution diluted ten-
fold : also written "/jg or

Vio- See normal *solution. (h) [I.e.] of name;
(() [/. c] of the Latin naim, born

; (j) [Z. c] of
nephew; (k) [/. c] of new; (l) [?.e.] of women;
(»«) [?.c.] of nominative; (n) [cap.] of noon ;

(o) [crtyj.] of Norse ;{i)) leap.'] in electrofechn ics,

of north pole; (q) [I.e.] ot note ; (r) [_cap.~\ of
Xorthern Postal District, London.— 6. In clec-
trotechnics, a symbol (a) used by telegraph
operators to indicate that a message is com-
pleted and that there is nothing more to fol-
low; (ft) of the total number of lines ot
magnetic flux in a circuit; (e) of the fre-
quency of any harmonic or periodic function
of the time.

nabid (nab'id), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the family Xahidee.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the heteropterous family Kabidx.
Nabidae (nab'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Nabis +
-idle.] A family of predatory heteropterous
insects having the beak four-jointed and the
front legs fitted for grasping prey. They are
allied to and sometimes included in the Ke-
diiriidx. The commonest American species
belong to the genus Coriscus.
Nabis (na'bis), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1807),
from a proper name.] The typical genus of
the family Xahidse. There are few American
species. The British species, X. lativentris,
in its early stages of growth greatly resembles
an ant.

nabla (nab'Ia), n. [NL. nabln, L. nahUtim,
iiaidium, < Gr. va3/ji, also va)3'/M(, val'/M<;,

later vav?Mv, vai'At/, prob. from a Pheuician
form cognate with Heb. nebel (also nebel), a
harp. Some compare O. Egypt, tie/er.] An
ancient Egyptian lute with two or three
strings. Compare *nefer.
nablar (nab'lar), n. [nabla + -«r3.] Clerk-
Maxwell's name (1872) for Hamilton's oper-
ator, the inverted Greek delta, v. or the
physical operation indicated by the partial

differential equation -'*"f -f
-'^^-'*- + Z*^^

.

Jx^ ^y-i ^z2
nablium (nab'li-um), ». [L. : see *nabla.] A
Koman musical instrument, either a lute (like
the Egyptian nahla) or a small Ij-re or harp.
nablockH, «. Same as niblick:

nablock- (nab'lok), n. [Origin obscure.] In
ni'iiini; and r/eol., a nodule or concretion, such
as flint or pyrite, in some other and usually
softer rock, as chalk, clay, or coal.
nabo (nii'bo), n. [Philippine nabo, a corrup-
tion of anabo.] Same as *anabo. See decil's-
cottnn.

nabobery (na'bob-e-ri), «. [n«6o6 + -ery.]
Tlic conduct and characteristics of nabobs as
a class; the wealthy,collectively,ortheir ways.
nabobess (na'bob-es), n. A female nabob:
the wife of a nabob.
He hopes to live loiisr enough to be Introduced as a

frienil to my fair Indian clisciplc, and to see her eclipse
all other MtMiftget as much in wealth, as she does already
in exterior and . . . interior merit

Sterru!, Letters, Ixxiiii.

Nabothian cysts, follicles. See *cyst, *fol-
lir/r.

nachschlag (nach'shlach), n. [6., < nach,
after. + ychhifi, stroke.] In mttsic : (a) A
melodic embellishment consisting of one, two,
or even more grace-notes appended to a princi-
pal note and borrowing from its time-value :

opposed to appof/i/ialHra or *rorschlag. it is
noted in the same way as is an appoggiatura (by a small-

sized note, usuaUy connected with the principal note by
a slur), but its position and its slur connect it with the
note before instead of the note after, as

=1= =t=t

go The turn or other figure at the end of a shake or trill.
1 he term is sometimes translated after-note.

nachtanz (nilch'tiints), «. [G., < nach, after,
+ l<i"~, dance.] An old form of round dance
following a country-dance, or the music for
such a dance. Also called proportio. See
saltareUo («).

nachthom (nitcht'hom), n. [G., < ttacht, night,
+ horn, horn.] In organ-building, a stop with
stopped wooden pipes yielding a soft, horn-
like tone. Also called j>«,ston7a.
nacreous, a. 3. In bactcriol., applied to col-
onies which are of a translucent, grayish-

ri^i^-f «'*'°i
,'"'}} ^ P*"""^y luster.-Nacreous

Clond. See -kdoudl.

nacrite (na'krit), n. [nacre + -ite".] A variety
of the mineral kaolinite ; also, a partially
altered mica.
nacrous (na'krus), a. Same as nacreous.
N. A. D. An abbreviation of Xational Acad-
emy of Design.

nadiral (na'der-al), a. [nadir -f- -al^.] Per-
taining to or situated at the nadir. [Rare.]

Its transcendental aspirations still unconsciously based
on the get)centric view of things, a zenithal paradise, a
nadiral hell—were as foreign to his own as if they had
been the dreams of people on another planet.

T. Hardy, less of the 1) Trbervilles, xxv.

nadir-point (na'd6r-point), n. The reading of
a vertical circle when its telescope points
towanl tlie nadir.

naegite (nii-ya'git), n. [Xaegi (see def.) +
-ite^.] A silicate of uranium and thorium
found in placer tin-washings at Naegi (Nayegi),
near Takayama, Japan. It varies in "color
from green to gray and brown, and is probably
isomorjjhous with zircon. It exhibits marked
radioactivity.

Naemospora" (ne-mos'po-ra), n. [NL. (Willde-
now, 1787), prob. an' error for Xemaspora
(sometimes so written), < Gr. vf/f^a, a thread,
-I- cTTopa, a seed (spore).] A genus of Fungi
Imperfecti, ot the order Melanconiaks, having

naphtha: it is antiseptic, antiparasitic, deodo-
rant.

naftha, naptha, n. Amended spellin<'s of
naphtha.
nagal (na'gal), n. [Telugu.] A tree of the
verbena family, Premna tomentosa, common
in southern India, Burma, and Ceylon. It is
planted for its wood, which is smooth, light-
brown, close, and even-grained, and seas'ons
and polishes well. It is used in Burma for
making shuttles.

nagana (na-gii'nii), n. [Zulu.] A very fatal,
at present incurable infectio-is (but not con-
tagious) disease of horses in Africa, caused by
the presence of flagellate protozoa of the
species Trypanosoma brucei. The parasites
live m the blood-plasma, and are transmitted
by the tsetse-fly, Glossina morsitans. Also
called tsetse-fly disease.

In 1895 and 1897 the well-known reports of Lieut -

Colonel Bruce appeared. He described the tsetse flV
disease or Jia^ann met with in Zululaiul, and established
the fact that it is due to a protozoan blood parasite the
irypanosoina Brucei, which is conveyed by the bites ofthe tsetoe fly from affected to healthy animals.

Nature, Dec. 10, 1903, p. 123.

nagas (na'gas), n. [Hindustani naqhas, the
name of the tree.] The East Indian iron-
wood, Mcsiia ferrea. See Mesua and nagkassar
Nageia (na-ge'a), «. [NL. (Gaertner, 1788),
from nagi, the Japanese name of Xageia Xagi.]A genus of plants of the family Taxaceie.
See Podocarpus and native *deal.

nagual (uii-gwiil'), n. [Sp. naqual, Nahuatl
naualli, a sorcerer.] Among the aborigines
of Mexico and the adjoining countries of
Central America, a personal guardian spirit
(sometimes in the form of beast or bird) ; a
magical power. See the extract.

,.J''*
guardian spirit was obtained in various ways by

dllfcrent American tribes, but the dream apparition was
the most widely spread. Dr. Frazer calls it • individual
totem

;
lliss Fletcher speaks of the object dreamed of

(the wahube of the Omali.i) as the • pereonal totem ' or
simply as the ' lutein

'
; it is termed by the Algo

A, Samotfora croccaln fsporophore) : B, N. Tilia (half of a
section throuifh a spore-bed).

the sporogenous hyphre forming an irregular
bright-colored gelatinous layer beneath the
epidermis of the host. The spores are mostly hya-
line and unicellular, adhering in tendril-like masses. The
species occur chiefly on fallen branches of trees, and are
regarded as the conidial condition of pyrenomycetous
fungi.

naevolipoma (ne'vo-li-po'ma), TO.
;

pi. nxvoli-
pomata (-ma- til).

' [NL., Cnievus + lipoma.]
A ntevus which contains much fatty tissue.
Also called na»r«« lipomatodes. Lancet, June
6, 1903, p. 1,195.

nSBTUS, n— Capillary mevus, the ordinary form nf
nwvus, due t<i dilatation of the sufierflcial capillary blo<xl-
vessels of the skin. Also called prirt-m'ne mark and
clarel-eheek.— Nsevus aranens. Same as njnder -kcancer.— Nssyus linearis, elongated, slightly elevated streaks
as8ix:iat*d with a papillary eruption.— Nasvus lipoma-
todes. Same as -knavolipoma.— Naevus vinosus
strawberry-mark. '

naftalan (naf'ta-lan), n. ['nafta (?), naphtha,
-(- -«/3 -I- -an.] A gelatinous mass consisting
of soap impregnated with a peculiar Kussian
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,..., ..„ y.^ .-^..c... , .1. lo ^.eiiiieo uy uie Algollkin
nianitu, by the Huron okki, by the Salish Indians sulia
and nai/ual in Mexico. Perhaps it would be best t« adopt
either wahulre or nianitu to express the guardian spirit.

Mep. Brit. Ass'n. Advancement nf Sci., 1902, p. 741.

nagualism (na-gwarizm), n. [nagual + -ism.]
The development of the belief in personal
guardians as found in Mexico and in the ad-
joining countries of Central America, in pre-
Columbian times the sorcerer whose powers were derived
from the nagual seems to have been dilferent from the
tonalpouhgue, whose ofllce it was to divine the future
from the divinatory calendar. In later times nagualism
seems to have developed into a secret rite and to have
emlKidied occult doctrines and the belief in necromantic
powers.

nagualist (na-gwal'ist), «. One who practises
nagualism.

nagualistic (na-gwii-lis'tik), a. [nagnalist +
-ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of nagua-
lism.

Nah. An abbreviation of Nahum, a book of
the Old Testament.
Nahash Hakadmoni (nii'chash hii-kad-rao'-
ne). [Heb., the pit, serpent.] In cabalistic
doctrine, Satan, in opposition to *Adam Kad-
mon.
nahoor, nahur (na-hor'), ». [E. Ind.] The
bharal, or blue sheep of Tibet, Ovis nahura.
nahualism (na-hwal'izm), n. Same as *mi-
aitalism.

Naiad, n. 3. [I. c] One of the naiades or
pearly fresh-water mussels ; a fresh-water
mollusk as distinguished from an oceanid or
marine mollusk.
Naiadacea (na-ya-da'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <
naiad + -acca.] A superfamily of prionodes-
maceous Pelecypoda, including shells of varied
form, normally equivalve, inequilateral, and
dimyarian, with obscure hinge-area and pari-
vineular, opisthodetie ligament. 'They are of
fluviatile or brackish-water habit. "Species
occur from the Devonian to the present.
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Naiadales (na-ya-da'lez), n. pi. [NXi. (Brit- nail-scissors (nal'slz"orz), n. pi. Scissors, Mackinaw trout &nd (in Maine) togue. Jour.
tou. 1898), < yitias (Xaiad-) + -ales.'] An generally with curved tilades, designed to be Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 251.

order of monodotyledonous plants, consisting used in cutting the finger-nails. namely (nam'li), a. Notable. [Obsolete or
of aquatic or marsh herbs with unisexual nail-set (nal'set), n. A short slender rod of Scotch.]
flowers, the parts of which are usually unequal steel used to drive a nail home or flush with name-plate, n. (6) A metal plate bearing the
in number. It embraces 7 families of which the wood. It is held on top of the nail and name of the manufacturer, and often giving
the yaiadacese, Potamogetonaceie, Alismacem, struck with the hammer. the size and capacity of the machine, placed
and rnllisneriaceie are the chief. nail-sick (nal'sik), a. Leaky at the nail-holes, on a machine-tool, engine, dynamo, or other
naiadology (ua-ya-dol'o-ji), n. [naiad + Gr. N. E. 1). machine.
-)j>yia, < XfVfiv, speak.] The study of the naiads Much smaller waves soon make a boat "nail-siclc," tia The committee recommends that the ratings of gener.

or pearly fresh-water mussels. the phrase is. The keeper said that after a long and atora and motors, except traction motors, be marked
. „ , .. t • J , t.t „,*i. *!.*_„ strong blow there would be three large waves, . . . and plainly on the name-nlnU. Two types of service areA re>olutioninnatorfoio;jy,coniparablewiththatpro. then no large ones for some time. recommended, continuous working and intermittent

duced by Pilsbry in the study of the Helicidic. » Thoreau, Cape Cod, p. 145. working, and the luine-plate must state to which sen-ice
Aacnce, June 21, 1901, p. 984. . , , , ,_, .. , , , . it rpKt™ Klei-t Ilev Spot t 1«U n V>7

naid (na'id), «. IXaidiid^).] Any worm of naio (m'o)n. [Hawai an naio, < Maori «;;««,. "
"f;;„,^ ^ Sambas *;a1«f

tTTfoTv,;!,, v>,i/7./7i,
\ ' > J a New Zealand tree of the same genus.] The nami (na rne;, n. name as ^caiui.

^^iV i^s.^v\ I rmr.A\ ,.nil- «n,.nh <-%f bastard sandalwood of Hawaii, 3/yopor«w namma-hole (nam'a-hol). «. [Abonginai
nais ^na ik;, n. inmui 7Hiih, nui/tih, \ oKt.

Snndirirpnie See ;lA)/ni)rtr«»i und Imxtnrd inn- Australian namma, elsewhere nqumma, lit.

tXo?'niS'^rraCd'ii^r;ctVr"ir dal^o^ZZ^.^To^ZCooT^ breast, + E. hole^.^ In Anstralfa, a native
title of nobility; also, a lord, prince, or gov-

^^.^ ^^j.;.^^^ ^^ ^.gp ^^^ p^_ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^ ^ell or water-hole.
•

, i .,,, J „, J X ^ member of the noble and military caste in The rout« all the way from York to Coolgardie is amply
Mysore was gradually growing into a third Hindu state, i\f„i„v,„- V P D watered, either ' nowiina Ao(f« (native wells) or Govem-

while everywhere local chieftains, called pAlegArs ornaiA-s,
i>i<i'>tot"-

.^ • ^'^' ment wells being plentiful on the road,
were in semi-independent posaesiion of citadels or hill- Kairoa Senes. bee *sertes. Auttralatian, Aug. 6, 1893, p. 2.'i2, quoted in R E.
forts. £ncyc. Brit., XII. SOO. naisCUS (na-is'kus), n.; pi. nat«d (-i). [NL., [Morris, Austral English.

2. A military officer; in later use, a cor- < Gr. vaiaao^, dim. of I'otSf, a temple.] In Gr. Nanaimo beds. See *bed'^.

poral of native infantry. K. E. D. orc/(a;o/., a small temple; a shrine: by exten- nancy-story (nan'si-sto'ri), «. [Corruption
nail, n. 10. A straight stamping-tool.— Boat- sion, a small medieval building, such as a of native African ananse, spider.] A folk- or
nail, a nail used by boat-builders. Boat-nails are of tomb, in eastern countries. fairv-tale of a type current among the negroes

S'of^ithfr^U°or''c™^,^^;-"^^^^^^^ ?Zif'used Inscriptions often occur, and most frequently on one of tfhe Gold Coast and the West Indies. N.
fS?fastLnl";deTpranktag':*'such™'ils°r^ieh^^^^^^^ type of tombstone- a AW™ with round arch, panelled E. D.
12 inches in length and have a snug head -FllltaK nail, '^'"^ ^"^"'^ ' ''''^ ^'''^'^

^tmg^Z. CH. Q. S.). IX. i&i. nandinlne (nan'di-nin), n. [Xandina^ (see
an obsolete type of cast-iron nail which was dnvcn, ni

vnuj. ouu:. ya. \j. o.), x^ ^.^a. —̂ -^»»»^« v
„L„,~,l,„„c ^„;„„„„„„

large numbers, in the bottom planks of a vessel to take Nakanuri lacauer. See *irtcg«cr. ^^\-> "* -»»e^-J An amorpiious, poisonous,

the place of copper sheathing -Hat naU, a small, na^g^ „_ 2. (d) Said of a vessel's bottom when her
pulverulent alkaloid, CiglTiaOiN, contained

sharp-pointed nail having a flat, tliiii htad, used for
\^ stripped off.- Naked contract. Same as 1" the root-bark of NandllM doniestica, from

nailing the scarfs of molds - Hlppocratlc naUs, thick '/
, ^ {^y^ „„j „„dc)._ Naked light, a Japan.

rounded nails cur\-ing over the clublied ends of the flngei-8
(.a,,,iie ,„• anv fomi of lamo with an uni>r..tcctc.l flaine a - j 1. / •• a- u-,\ rv^- -i

In certain diseases niarked by profoimd dWnrba.Kvs ,|f
f?'

!••=, ' ^^j^ '^t f Sy l'!mr--N^^^^^^ nandubay (nyan-do-bl'), n. [Native name.?

™.^hi'^« 1^! 2Tk-?, te 4.Ti?*^;??/'^ power, title. See *j«>««««sor, etc.-Naked vertebrae in Argentina, a small tree of the mimosa
maclilne See •mart»« -port nails, nails sin- g i„,;.r,ehra. '^ family, Prosopis Nandubey. with strong, hard,
liar to clamp-nails: they are made both double and __ ,_ j j , -/, j - i\ „ tr • ^ !.„• , ,-, -, ^ -^i i, x, i ^\l ''

single and are used for fastening ironwork.- Reedy H^'ked-eared (naked-era), a. Having hair- durable wood. On account of the short tninic

ToSl, a nail marked by various furrows and grooves, less ears : as, the HaA'ed-eared deer of Columbia, the wood is not much used for cabinet-work,
— Sort nails, four-, sii-, eight-, ten-, twenty-four-, Odocoileus qi/mnotis. but great numbers of the trees are cut for
thirty-, and forty-penny nails of different lengths for -aVorJi^o ('nfi'Vprl-iy') 11 i und / • nret and fonn^ nn^ta
nailing boards, etc.-Wall Of the nail, the fold of I13'KeaiZe(na Kea-iz), ». I. ana I.

,
prei. ana lence-posts.

., . „
skin which covers the nail at each side. See cut (a) T^p. nakedized, p^ir. nakedizing. [«"««« + -'2«-] nanduly (nan'du-li), «. [S. Amer.f] A fiber-
underiiaii,!.- wirenail,anailmadeofroundironwire. To go naked; render naked. N. E. D. lace of South America, made by the needle

iK'ih'S'^id 'IhrLtefbelng^tft''-'^^^^^^^
G™'™ P<"^°"« "'=»• -l""™ ">°'^'' """^fi*

"i"'"
'^"'»"'- into s'^all squares which are afterwards joined

a nail of wrought iron, originally worked by hand on the
',,„i,

' '"
;J," V'™ art— exceedingly •

it was 1904, p. 142.
anvil Such nails are valuable because they aie easily ™* tCg new a'ld different fromThe ordin^V^ullne ^f nangka (nang'kii, niing-ka'), n. [Also nangca;

nail^ r. f.-BUnd namng. Same as ,ecret *na,Kna.- l"^'"''''
TrUogTl-^'^^^t^y Bysshe Shelley, IL 289.

Chajnorro ndngku, Tagalog «a«fftd the jack-

Seoret nailing, the^iurth.xl of nailing used for fl,jor , , ^ ''' .„ , / ' , . , , fruit, Jrtocar/»«« integnfolia.} 1. In Guam,
planks, themiTs beini; driven into the exposed edge of nakCd-Stopper (na ked-stop'er), «. A shrub ^jjg gdible seeds of the fertile breadfruit, Arto-
eachjilank after it is driven flnnly into place. Theplanks or small tree, Anamonig dichotoma, of the rarmis communis which like those of the iack-
for this kind of nailing are always t»ngued.and-groove.l. myrtle family, found in the West Indies, fmit of the Phili'rroines' are roasted and eatenAlso ca led idnd naiiiMsr, because the heads of the nails „.- .,„ „j iu„ Tr„„„ n.-.^.^.,^^ „„i-^A„.^^^

iruii 01 me r-uiiippiues, are rodsieuauu eaten,

are not seen. Florida, and the Keys. Compare naAerfifood. and resemble chestnuts in taste. See *dKpfi«<7.

nallage (nal'aj), n. The charge made by the naked-weed (na'ked-wed), n. The gum-sue- _2. In the Philippine Islands, the jack-

customs for nailing up a package of tobacco cory, Cliondrillajuncea. fruit, Artocarpus integrifolia. See jack-tree

opened for inspection. N. E. D. [Rare.] nakhod (na-ehod'), Ji. [Pers. WMfc7(«d, a pea.] and -4)tocarj)«s. Also called Mn^Aa.
nail-clencher (nal'klen"cher), ». A tool used A Persian unit of weight the twenty-fourth

uangtier (nang'gwfer), «. [Said to be from
by horseshoers to clench, or turn down, the part of a miskiil, equal to J.yb grains.

native, Senegal, name.] A species of ante-
points of the nails driven through the hoof to nakhoda (na ko-da), n. [Pers nakhoda <

^ formeriv accepted bv zoologists on the
hold the shoe. h««j, boat, -H Wi«rf«, master.] In India, the

authority of Buffon. A'. .B. ZJ.

nail-culture (nal'kul"tur), n. A colony of captain or master of a boat or vessel. Nankeen crane. Same as •-V«.ito,i *fron.-Nankeen
bacteria which grows downward in the culture nallta (ua-Je-ta ), n. IK ind.J A small hawk. Same as AnnA-cen •tcufrrf.— Nankeen heron,

TTipiliiim in tlie form of an iron nail herbaceous plant, Hibiscil.t cannahimis, largely a species of night-henni, Xycticoraz caledmdea, found in

..,.,-,,,-,,.,. ,. . <.„IHvntBH tbrnmrlinnt liiilia for its fiber See Austndia : named from its general pale yellow color.—
nail-driver (nal'dn"v6r, n. A machine for cultivatea througtiout inoia tor its noer. »ee

Nankeen yeUow. See j/rfiow.

driving nails, used in box-making. T^,^ n^^Us JOekhani'hemp ^nd Htb.scus, 1.
Nanking china. SeeV;,i«a.

are put in the machine and are driven by a N- Am /^ abbreviation of ^orth America,
^,^,,^,^^,1^^ (nan-an'dri-um), n.

;
pi. nan-

single stroke of a reciprocating plimger. or ^oitli. Amcucan.
„andria (-a). [NL.,< Gr. vd^voi, iii.oc, dwarf,

nail-gun (nal'gun), >i. An invention for nail- Nama(na ma), ?!. [NL.(Linn8eus, proposed + ^. ,i„gp.\ male.] The peculiar dwarf
ing down floor-planks rapidly and without the in 1747, established in 17o3). m allusion to

^^^^^ ,^^^ ^j ^^^ (Edotjoniacex (which see),
necessity of kneeling upon the floor. A pis- t^^^ habitat "^

*
;« ^J^e Bpecies A. Z^f^^^ca Nannastacidae (nan-as-tas'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

drivItL^TaiT
'*"''' """ as a hammer to <.

«J;.j -'ou's^pSs Tf^'the^ familfH".?.:- <yanna.,acus + -idse.:i A family of cumacean
anve ine nail. ,„•„„„ c„„ i7„w,.^;^„ crustaceans. They have either one or two eyes, the

nailing-block (na'ling-blok), n. One of the pnijUuceie. see Mya)Oiea.
first antenna; alike in the two sexes, the llagella very

small pieces of wood built into a brick wall to namamahay (nii-mii-mii-hi'), » [Tagalog (at unequal, the smaUer being one- or two-jointed the man-

which the trim, dado, etc., may be nailed. the time of the Spanish conquest) aliping dibles with ^.w sp^i^es .- ,»he^a,jte™j^b,janc^^the tet

nailing-machine, «.-Box-naUing machine, a («/"«;"i/) nanumahay.^ In the Philippine
the male with well-developed swimming-ln-anches, and

machine for placing, driving, and clinching nails in mak- Islands, formerly, serfs who lived in their own the telson wanting. It contains the genera .i>o«)in«(acM«,

ing wooden packing-boxes. It consists essentially of a houses under socage tenure, being held to Cumelta, Diops, and Spenccbatea.

feeding-device for delivering three or more nails at once assist their master in agricultural work, as NaunastaCUS (na-nas'ta-kus), n. [Gr. voviof,

tidiren'dl'C or TJt^Z!^^^llZ ".^n'lhe'bo" rowing-crews, in building houses, etc. vd.of, dwarf, -^ aara.^,Jobster.] The typical

cleats, and a gang nailing-device under the control of the namaqualite(uii-mii'kwii-lit),n. [Xamaqua+ genus of the family A a««astoart«. i>pence

operator. The box to be nailed is placed up.in a table and y ,._ y,,),,^ stone.] A pale-blue fibrous mineral £('te, 1865.

JS?n"„ftLXx'sening'rna,™tf«"^^^^^^^^^ with silky luster, consisting of the hydrated Nanno(nan'o). «. [NL.< Gr Nav.<i, a proper

Some machines also clinch the nails as fast as they are oxids of aluminium and copper: found in name, < vawof, I'oiof, a awarf.J A genus or

set Such machines range from small machines driving Namaqualand, South Africa. holoehoanitic nautiloid Cephalopoda having
three brads, in making a cigar-box. up to machinesdriv-,j^, |-g ., ygma- an apically swollen endosiphuucle. It occurs
ing sixteen nails at once in making dry-goods packing- JNamaQUaU (na-md Kwaii;, 71. L^- ^"- -'«"'«

. rlK}f _±. i;,„,>„f„r,o
cases. It also drives nails through box-sti-aps or shooks. qua, connected with A «»ia, a native term.] m tne irenion iimesione.

nail-puller (nal'pul'fer), n. A nail-extractor One of the three varieties of the Hottentot Nannobrachium (nan-o-bra'ki-nm), 11. [NL.,

(which see) language ; the Naraa. The other dialects are < Gr. I'rircof, jdi'Of, dwarf, + ,3po;i:'"^ arm.]

nail-rod, «. 2. In Australia, a coarse dark the Kora, the Eastern,and the Cape. A genus of deep-water marine fishes of the

tobacco smoked by bushmen : named from the namaycush (nam'a-kush), n. [Cree »ia)«rf-t(.!, family J/i/croii/iirfa-.
,,,.,,

shape of the plug, which looks like a thin flat (Jjibwa namegos : prob. connected with Natiek nannocephalic (nan-o-se-fal ik), a. [Also wan-

stick of licorice. The name is also applied to namohs, ndmds, Narragansett nammaiius. Me- ocephalic; < Gr. rai-voc, vaioc, dwarf, -H Keda?-^,

any coarse stick of tobacco. E. E. Morris, nomini nahmaish, a fish.] The great lake- bead, -I- -icl Having a disproportionately

Austral English. trout, Aristivomer namaycush, called also small bead; specifically, in anttrop., having a
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cranial capacity of less than 1,200 cubic centi- from BoRhead shale of Torbane Hill, at the Bathgate H„NH„ T,ro,.<.r«.,l l,,rti,„ a ..

meters. Virchow. works, Scotland -Boghead naphtha. Same as bW ;?6«il2. Prepared by the reduction of hy-
Tt. t -I 1 .k . .> V, • ^t „ .ffaff *ii«p/if/i,i.— Caoutchouc nanhtha. See-kcaout- Q'^a^'onaphthaleue. It crystallizes in silverv

r,^''^'Z-Al^Zl'T^"^^^'S:':'^:.X'^:l.Z ^Zr^^^S^X^j:~Ss^''^ mstrous plates, melts atW c'and co,.?:
(Etas, Itas), such oonuections obtru,le themselves With lhr'i^t°r*'l.^,d''^;,i'e ^^1 T''^f,^°l

^"^"^"i'^e- ^«0 <^alled diamino-
the stocks named, and the more strongly since they all naphtha, a trade-name for crude^wdfnaphthSob^ J"'apllthyl.
have brachycephallc relatively smaU (nannocephalic) tained fwm brown acetate of lime in worS nn the NaphtWon red. See *rf(?l

nannocephalism(nan-6-sef'a-li;m)?«. [nan. «-*or§Sfary^thSf-Sh^fn\%K^.t"^^^^^^^^^ '""""^-^ Noting an acid, a colorless com-

.r;';i.':',^b»H-f
"-^ Sameas*«a««oog.*«?^. ?u^^Ss':h"a'iet.S^^?t!,':'oSt'J^ P°""'i'. H^NC^oHeSOgH.JH.O, prepared by

nannocephalous (nau-o-sef
' a-lus), a. [Gr. chemically dilferent from petnileun, naphtha and from *'^® '"'*'°'l ^^ alcoholic ammonium sulphite on

lairof, raiof, dwarf, + KC<^Xri, head, + -o«s.] "^'^'¥' naphtha : iiscl as a solvent in the india-rubber 1-nitronaphthalene. It crystallizes in small
Same as *nannocephalic. "!"? °"""' "'dustru.s.-Solvent naphtha, a trade-name, needles, blackens without meltine- and i« nlon
nannocephaiy (na'n-6-sef'a-ii) n. [Gr. va..o,, T^.x:!i:'A ;;ri,T.iU:s;bS:?"g'^r?'ut'^ai:ot;r;;e' -iir^ i. 4-.„»„o««p/,«„r/.«ri!J^"f;rA"d''°
vavoc, Uwart, + Ketpa/.r/, head, + -y3.] Abnor- woo<l-naphtha used as a solvent for resins in varnish- Hapntnofomi (naf'tho-form), n. [naphtha +
mally small size of the head in comparison •>">'<'"? ^ee '•coal-naphtha mi wood-naphtha. formiahlehijde).] A synthetic compound of a
with the body and limbs. napntha-burner (naf'tha-b6r"n6r), n. See naphthol and formaldehyde. It is a dermal
nannocormia (uan-6-k6r'mi-a), n. [Gr. vdvvoc, ti'v'', antiseptic.
raior,dwarf,-fA,op;iOf, trunk (of a tree).] Aeon- naphthalate (naf 'tha-lat), «. [naphtha + naphthofomiine (naf-tho-for'min) n [nauh-
dition in which the body is markedly dwarfed ''

.A, ""!''• ^ The former name for*p/i«(«/flfe. thoform + -inc^.] The trade-name of a con-
in comparison with the head, and sometimes napntna-launcll (naf'thii-lanch), n. A launch densation compound of a- and a-nat)hthol
the extremities as well. the motive power of which is derived from the with formaldehyde and ammonia It is an
nannocranous (na-nok'ra-nus), (J. [Gr. vamoc, „"?lv"?" of naphtha in the enmne-eylinder. insoluble powder which possesses iiowerful «n-
va.o,, dwarf, + .pa.io., skull, + -oL.^ In anl "^^^^f?Sle"s"c'irTer"ee il^^u:'^^^ tiseptic properties owi^g to tl/e readiness
throp having a, cranium the total volume of see,und.rm/iV-Naphthalene^eUow Se^j/ijXjl ^^^ ^"'"«'i >* 's resoh-^d into its constituents,
which IS less than l,o30 cubic centimeters in '^r i^llf^w muh-r yelhw. naphthoic (naf-tho'ik), a. [naphth(alene) +
males, and 1,410 cubic centimeters in females, naphthalenic (naf-tha-len'ik), a. [naphthalene "- + -'c] Of or pertaining to naphthalene
E. Schmidt. +-'".] Of or pertaining to naphthalene, or, sie- —Naphthoic acid. Two acids, C10H7C06H, with this

Nannoptenun (na-nop'te-rum), »i. rXL.,< Gr. "fically, to naphthalenic acid.- Naphthalenic Th',"v „^r„'""'"":<'l'"fK*'i'^!.""\
'^ " "'"' ^- '"' l" «'«' '-•

Ts=^"^i,:Si^%U= !r;.sssss£*f5«5si iiSES-SSHSSS
size of the wings, the type being the flightless with acids or alkahes. It c^st^lll^riu neeXTa, d K-- C aT^ ^ne",!""' *,\T ^- .'^^ ,2"'"'P<'-'J at
Harris's cormorant, X. harrisi Rothschild, of ""^'t*

,f if!' ''; Also called naphthalic acid, or, 'more Naphthol bl^k IJ i7JnT''''^''''i!i.''{''- ^, .
Narborough Island. See Sarris's ^cormorant, naXha?P,;m-:i'n:;rfh''T'-""''-''f; r .„ ^^ °"»-^^Ph'M\*"7.^^^^
with cut. naphthalenoid (naf tha-le-..oid) O. [naphtha- t^ee naphthol. The name is applied to s?«?all,„° ice °^:

nannosomU8(nan'6-s6-mus),n.
; ].].nannosomi i.Ti."'," - ^P''f?";i"g Jo or derived from t?5 c"l"re of the oxazine type, similar t« the new blues;

;
-mi). [XL., < Gr. Vawoc vaioc dwarf -f auua "^Pl^'V'''"'' = apPl'^J to chemical compounds "''°

w.frT'/'"''
"""'"'*';

""I'i'^
^^''"^ "«"><:« -l"'"

bo,lv.] ^ A dwarf
^' ^' "' ^ """"'

'^'^ molecules of whichcontain the same atomic '^^^T See"t^,e-Vr*7j,!^?.?*'^°N'anhtro^'?^lf'
naniy-bush (nan'i-bush), „. Same as m,n„y- ^bXliliV'TH ''pIT- r ,,, .^ f-^^*«^^«raXtl%:^^';^^\-,ST'^°ji^^.
herni. napnthauc (naf-thal'ik), a. [naphthal(ene) + '""'•,..

nannygai(nan'i-gi), M. fAlso nnnni/fla nan -'"-J ,^<;rtaining to naphthalene, especially to "^aphthol-aristol (naf 'thol-ar'i8-tol)jJi. A
na,J^{lL the abokgii^ name ^^*' New SZ\*,^^P- '"'''^;-J??I'?"'?ll,<= '^'^ <«> ««"- - f-7<^''l«''-y^l. ow Powdeis CieHSfjOjj^^
South Wales, which is |ven as ««r« n.inZ *«'-,X;1iy t^^L^^l.T^ i;:drrm'

^-'>o-^-l"^t^«'
=
a^Sii^for

;!-ii.\ In Aew South Wales, a fish, Jieryx cTstallizea m long, silky, hair-like needles and melts at „ vii. 1 x / ,, ,

njR»<i«, common in Australian waters. ilivi-j
naphtholate (naf

' tho-iat), «. [naphthol +
Eanny-plum(nan'i-plum), «. Sameasnannv- "^P

, , , "? ^"*^''^*'^'"^)' "• \.''<'P>tthal(ene) -"".-J A salt-hke compound formed by re-
hi-rri/. ' + -u/fi.J In or(7(7Hicc/ir«i., the class-name of P'a<'inff the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl
nanocephalic (na'mVse-fal'ik), nanoceohal- ^'^^} '•^fivatives of napthamine, such as for- g'oup of a naphthol with a metal: thus sodium
ism, .-to. Same as *na««o<-p»An«(;, ete

mylnaphthalide, CjoHtNHCOH. /'-naphtholate (C,oH70Na-,3) is formed when,i-

nanoconnia (ua-n6-k6r'mi-S), n. Same as
napltjalldine (naf-thal'i-din), n. [naphtha- "«phthol is dissolved in caustic soda.

*)iannororniia. '

"
'"'". + -"«-•] A former name for naphthyl- naphtholsulphonic (nafthol-sul-fon'ik), a.

nanocranous (na-nok'ra-nus), a. Same as """^ti. ^ ^ , ., -^ ,

Noting an acid, a derivative from naph'thoi
*n<inn<icranou.<!.

' napntnalol (naf tha-lol), n. [naphtha + -al^ obtained by heating with concentrated sul-
nanosomus (na'no-so-mus), B. Same as *nan- J' "/'IJ

Same as *6e(o/. nhuric acid. The two isomeric modifications, made
nosomn.^. napntnase (naf thas), n. [naphtha + -ase.'] A [""' "-naphthol and ^-naphthol respectively, are used la

Nansenia(nan-8e'ni-8),n. [NL., named after
^''t^stance, CaoHjaNa, belonging to the class "'^"•f»"f«<^'"je"'»™rtet and other dyes.

F. Sansen, an Arctic explorer ] A genus of "' "'"'*'• f''"™ "^^^c^ valuable coloring-matters napntliopyrin (naf-tho-pi'rin), n. [naphthoQ)
fishes of the family ilicrostumUUe found in

are obtainable: now known as dinaphthazin. ,"t
^">>t')p!/nn.^ The trade-name of a coin-

deep water, in the Arctic Ocean ' naphthazarine (naf-thaz'a-rin), n. [naphtha '"""t'on ot /^-naphthol and antipyrin, for use
nantusi (nan'tij-se), n. The trad"-name of a + («'').-fln».] A reddish-brown compound «»«" an'ispptic and antipyretic,

mixture of about 30 per cent, sulphur with P/"''f""'*^" ''-V the reduction of 1, 5-dinitronaph- naphthorubin (naf-th6-r5'bin),«. [naphtho(l)
about 70 per cent, of paraffin-wax with a little

J°alene with zinc and sulphuric acid at 200° + riibin.] An acid coal-tar color of the mono-
beeswax and tallow : used as an addition to

It sublimes and forms needles. a^o type, prepared by combining diazotized
some of the lower grades of vulcanized india- '^^P^T*^*'* (naf-thaz'in), n. [naphtha + «-naphthylamine with naphtholdisulphonio
rubber, in order to prevent cracking on expo- ""-'"-J ^' o^'J^'iie chetn., the name given to f'^- " dyes wool a bluish red in an acid
sure to the sun. those azins such as C H <^^'N.r TT «,h- h

Also QnUed palatine red.

naological (na-o-loj'i-kal), a. [naoloa(y) + , . \ ^ ,

e\N/^ione. "men naphthosalol (naf tho-sal'ol), «. [naphtho(l)
-ira /. J Of or pertaining to naology or the study

•'0?tam naphthalene instead of benzene radi- + wW.] Same as *ieto/.
of temples. '"Is The substitution ot certain radicals for naphthous (naf'thus), «. [naphtha + -oh« 1
naologv (na^l'o-ji), n. [Gr. vc6(, temple, + Naphttt Wuf"''see JmL*"

viil^xMe dyes— Having the characters of naphtha; resembling
-oUtgy.] The architectural or archteological Tiar>hfl????w^ ?;,„f .1 '- • ^ r i . naphtha. **

Naos^n^-TP-"^ T°"f '"Z"^' "^"i"^'"*^
+'^.^')^^^ +'^i.r A ba 'ifcTaIt^r c^olof U ^^P^^^^yl (""^''^-'l)' «• Inaphth^alene) + -yj.]

-hTi^irrtl An^'ex;inl?-"'-''TP''' '^7'^ tannin-mordanter cotton nait'^^^^^^
A univalent organic radfcarderived fr^om

tiloTTf 'fi 2 1
«;^*'"'=* Ksnus of rep- gfiades.

' naphthalene by the removal of one hydrogen

Dimetrodon in having transverse processes on drocarbo « dpriv!?";""""".,''^ I ""i" k
"' ^^'- ^^'^ "lue-blacC. £*uitlZ*. ""'• ^"^^

the greatly elongated neural spines. Found rcvcloboxaneTf' " M •'•''"'.^y^'-obenzene Naphthylamine black, .See*W«.*.-Naphthylamlne
in the Permian of Bohemia. lTt° ™\\"*; ' ^"'2- Many of hem may be ^^^^^^^^^»'P^'-nap>''^_^'-oo:oc*n^^--in me rermian or cohemia 1 r, '.' ,v '-i" '""••} "^ lucm mav ue „ ,YI. ,' ,

""> "" I'^fnu-iuipiiiruiuiniiiie yrmi.—

nana (nii'na or nan'ai n T},« nnmo ^f . .it„
?*''® s.^thetically, and a considerable num- JlfP^ii^'^'"^ brown. .See •fcrm,».- Naphthyla-uaya ^ua pa ur nap a;, n. 1 he name or a city her nm fminH in T>o»»«in..«, „„„ • n • ^u 1 mine red. Same as >/m7rfn(« r<'rf — NaDhthvlamlnn

and a county in California, applied to a pro- from the Ck./a,?,,^-!' P*^^ ^^^^°^- ''-""' ^'"l'>">'ol*yellou..
"^P^'t'^ylamine

duct and a process of leather-manufacture.— nanhthrnirrnnffW^ r „ i.,i ,
naphthylene (naf'thi-len), «. [nanhthul +

Napaflnlah, a, l„.ap tannage or curing-process applied "*
1 T> S\? 1 f u^?' ' [''"P*"'""* + -"'c] 1. Same as naphthalene —Z letrZ-t^jlg.t.tlm,,l,.,,,ski„^ a T. Davis. Ma.mf. of lAther, "'.'^•J I^^Tived from naphthene

;
referring to cy- hydrobenzene fcvclohe^neK' H fti«?,;?Hp. 2.J..- Napa glove, a glove made of sheeptkin or clohexane.-Naphthenlc acid in nraanic chem the „= „ „ „.° ^^ P^ f-^^sWio- "is used

goatskm w.tCan oily tannage.
'^

general term applied tTtlS^caTbox c acids derivedC, "'^ ? '^'"^^ '"""'' f""" fienvatives of this hydro-goatskin witfi an oily tannage.
"^ "'

general term apniiid tTtlS^caX.xViicSs deriv^^^
"' ? '^'"^^ '"""'' f°'' fierivatives of this hydro

napal (na'pal <, a. [nnnel -I- -«/l 1 Of or ner- f>'^''*exane and its h.miologues. the simplest member faibon— Naphthylene bine. See *W«e.— Naph'
taining to the nape of the neck. [Rare ]

'
h*'"!''.'"""''

'^""'^"J"'^ »"''' (l"--xahydr.jbenzoic acid), J"''',*"® "^- •'*«", *"'"•

^a'l^iKa^g^^rttVaTS^^^^ «
^^^''^^-^^

P'-" ^^ f-^ed
/A lObs. or historicalr -'>?.] A former name for naphtW. pastry, made by putting several thin layers

nanhlndons rn«f'in^An^ « r .,,.,, naphthlde (naf thid), n. [naphtha + -idel.-i of pufif-paste together with a cream filling.—^^^"^^^^ ^ai^T:::i^^-t,:!:::Kj^:'d'-ri-g;l- ^.i;lJ£oirz=;ir%e!^~^-
S^I^^Sr^Sr^.-^- .^, suchasmethy,aminonaphthalen^CH3-

^.^^^, .^I^U. a sheet^ a separate

naphtha.^;._Bath.atenaphth..naphth.„bta.„ed ^r^ott^ptn-d,U^XC ''aT^f isti'^^^faK
"^ -''' ^"^"^



napping-cylinder

napping-cylinder (nap'ing-sil''in-<J6r), »i. A
uapping-inaehine cylinder covered with wire
teetli.

napping-liaminer, n. Same as knapping-
hammtr.

napping-machine" (nap'ing-ma-shen''), ».

See knappiiiy-nKuliine.

napu (iia'po), H. [Malay wajJM/i, a small deer.]

A small Asiatic deer, of the genus Traguliis

.

a chevrotain, specifically the Sumatran species,

Tragulus napu, one of the largest of the group.

narangillo (na-ran-hel'yo), n. [Sp. naraiijilla,

dim. of niiraiijn, orange.] In Central Chile, a
shrub, VilUiresta mucronata, of the family
Icacinacex, the leaves of which are used as

tea.

naranj (na-ranj'), n. See *mancala.
naras (na'riis), n. [Native name in southwest
Africa.] An erect spiny shrub of the gourd
family, Acanthosicyos jwrrida, a native of

southwest Africa, bearing edible globose
fruits with a very thin, hard rind. The flesh of

the fruit and the oily seeds fomi the principal food of the
Hottentota and other native tribes of the region. The
fruit is eaten fresh and is also made into a kind of cake,
which with the seeds is kept until times of need. For
a lonjj time the seeds have been an article of export to

Cape Colony under the name of butter-pitSy where they
are used as ftKxl by the colored peoples and by the whites
iis a substitute for almonds. See narras-plant.

Narayana (na-rii'ya-nii), n. [Skt. ndrayand,
' the son of the primordial man.'] In Hindu
myth., a patronymic 'of the personiiied
Puriisha, identified with Vishnu and Krishna.

narceine^ (nar'se-in), n. An acid coal-tar

color of the monoazo type, prepared by com-
bining diazotized sulphanilic acid with /3-naph-

thol and then treating the product with sodium
bisulphite. It dyes wool orange in an acid bath,

but is chiefly used in textile-printing.

narceonic (nar-se-on'ik), a. [itarce(ine^) +
-one + -ic] Derived from narceine Narce-

' 4

OnlC acid, a colorless compound, CH2 <C P' C8H(0CH3)

(CH:CH2)CH2CO.C8Ho(OCH3)2000H, prepared by the
action of methyl iodide on narceine. It crystallizes in

plates which melt at 208-209° C.

Narcine (nar-si'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. vapKr;, the
torpedo or electric ray.] A genus of electric

i-ays of the i3,xm\y Narcohalidx, found in warm
seas.

narciss (nar-sis'), n. An abbreviation of

narcissxts.

Narcobatidae (niir-ko-bat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Karcohatis + -if?*.] A family of electric

rays, found in most warm seas.

Narcobatis (nar-kob'a-tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vapKTi, the torpedo or electric ray, + park, a
ray.] A genus of electric rays, found in

European, Asiatic, and African waters.

narcoleptic (nilr-ko-lep'tik), a. Relating to

or affected with narcolepsy. G. S. Hall, Ado-
lescence, I. 264.

narcomania (nar-ko-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. vapKri,

torpor, + /lavia, madness.] A morbid crav-

ing for some narcotic drug.

narcosis, n Sledullax? narcosis, anassthesia in-

duced by the injection of a solution of cocaine or a drug
with similar properties into the sheath of the spinal cord.

A. W. Morton has found that under the influence of

medullary narcosfis, analgesia about the mouth is as com-
plete as in the lower extremities.

Med. Record, March 28, 1903, p. 508.

narcostimnlant (nilr-ko-stim'u-lant), n.

\jiarcoitic) + stimulant.'] An agent having
combined narcotic and stimulant properties.

Alien, and Neurol., Aug., 1904, p. 326.

narcoticism (nar-kot'i-sizm), n. Same as

narcoti.sm.

narcotico-acrid(nar-kot"i-k6-ak'rid), a. Pos-
sessing both acrid and narcotic properties.

narcotico-irritant (nar-kot"i-k6-ir'i-tant), a.

Possessing both narcotic and irritant proper-

ties.

narcotile (nar'ko-til), n. [nareot-ic + -He.]

The trade-name of 1, 2-dichlorpropane, CH3-
CHCI.CH2CI. It is a colorless liquid, pre-

pared by the action of chlorin on propylene,
boils at 96.8° C, and is used as an anesthetic.

Lancet, April 18, 1903, p. 1091.

narcotist (niir'ko-tist), n. lnarcot(ic) + -i.5t]

One who habitually uses narcotics.

narcotization (niir"ko-ti-za'shon), n. {nar-

cotize.'] The act or process of narcotizing;

the state of being narcotized ; narcotic poison-

ing.

narcOUS (nar'kus), a. [Gr. vapK^, numbness,
torpor, + -oM.s.] Same as narcotic.

naregamine (na-rej'a-min or -men), w. {Nare-

850

gamia + -ine^.] An alkaloid contained in

Xaregamia alata, from the East Indies.

nargol (nar'gol), n. [n(ucleide) + Gr. ap}(vpo(),

silver, + -ol.] Silver nucleide containing ten
per cent, of silver.

Narica (nar'i-ka), n. [L. naris, nostril t] The
tvpical and only genus of the family A'onci<i«.
jieclii:. 1841.

Naricidse (na-ris'i-de), n. pi. {Narica +
-idee.] A family of tsenioglossate pectini-

branchiate gastropods having a circular foot

with an epipodial lobe on each side, the ten-
tacles flattened, and the shell natieoid with a
velvety periostracum. The family includes
the single genus Narica, found in warm seas
among corals.

naringin{na-rin'jin), n. [Pers. >mri'»j, naranj,

an' orange: see orange'^.] A lemon-colored
levorotatory glucoside, C21H06O11.4H2O, con-
tained in the flowers of Citrus decumena, from
Java. It crystallizes in small monoclinic prisms
and when anhydrous melts at 171° C. Also
called aurantiin and hesperidin.

naringinin (na-rin'ji-nin), n. {naringin+'in"^.]
A colorless compound, HOC6H4CH:CHC0OC6-
H;j(0H)2, prepare4 by the action of dilute

acids on the glucoside naringin. It crystallizes

in pearly lustrous leaflets and melts and de-
composes at 248° C.

narra (nar'a), n. [Philippine Sp. narra, <

Bisaya naga.] In the Philippine Islands,

Pterocarpus Indicus and Pterocarpus echinatus,

valuable hardwood trees from which furniture
is made. See *asana, with cut.

Narrabeen beds. See -^bed^.

narra-pula (nar-ii-po'la), n. [Philippine Sp.,

< Bisaya naga narra + pola (jnda), red.]

Pterocarpus echinatus, sometimes called Phil-
ippine mahogany. See *mahogany.
narsarsukite (niir-siir'su-kit), k. {Narsarsuh
(see def.) + -ite'^.] A titano-silicate of ferric

iron and sodium, occurring in honey-yellow to

brownish-gray tabular tetragonal crystals

:

from the neighborhood of Narsarsuk in South-
ern Greenland.

narshallik, «. See *badhan.
narthecal (nar'the-kal), a. [narthex (narthec-)

+ -«/'.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a
narthex.

N. A. S. An abbreviaton of National Academy
of Sciences.

Nasal artery, an artery which supplies the skin of the
nose, dcriveii from the ophthalmic and anastomosing with
branches of the facial artery.— Nasal cartilages, the
cartilages which form the anterior portion of the nose.

There are two lateral cartilages on each side and a septal
cartilage in the center.— Nasal catarrh. Same as coryza
(acute form) and ozxna (cln-onic fetid form).— Nasal
height. See *height. — 'Sasal hinge. Same as /rmi-
tmiaml ithiiige.— Nasal Plate, (h) Any i>late over the
snout in the nasal region of fishes.— Nasal reflex. See
*re!iex.— Nasal retina, the nasal half of the retina.

—

Nasal shield. See *i<liield.

nasalia (na-sa'li-a), «. ^>/. [NL., neut. pi. of
L. nasalis, nasal.] In the skull of fishes,

small ossifications above each nasal opening,
sometimes fixed to the outer face of the eth-

moid.

Nasalis, ». 2. [I. c ;
pi. wo-w^ra (lez).]

A muscle on either side of the nose, the
action of which is to depress the ala?,

narrowing the anterior nares. Also called

compressor naris. — Nasalis ossls ftontls, the
median bone in the cranium of fishes above the
vomer; the ethmoid. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 609.

nasalism (nii'zal-izm), n. [nasal + -ism.]

Nasality ; the practice or habit of pronounc-
ing words 'through the nose.'

Tile Yankee nagalisvn is another familiar instance of

the same kind.
Tram. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 1887, p. 349.

nascence (nas'ens), n. [See nascency, nascent.]

Origination ; birth ; beginning ; specifically,

in phytogeog., the rise of a new plant forma-
ation on an area destitute of floral covering.

Recent formations may arise either from nascence or
by modification. If by nascence they must originate

upon areas previously destitute of any floral covering,

while in the second case they are formed by the elabora-

tion or modification of existing fonnations, often by the

intrusion of foreign elements. Abandoned cultivated

patehes may represent the firsts timber claims the second.
Formations often disappear through the agency of fires,

fltHjds, mankind, ete., in which cases new fonnations nmy
ari.se by nascence. Science, June 21, 1901, p. 983.

N. A. S. E. An abbreviation of National Asso-
ciation of Stationary Engineers.

nashiji (nii'she-je), n. [Jap., < nashi, a pear,

+ ji, ground, texture, ground of a picture.]

A kind of Japanese lacquer, having a pear-

Natalidae

colored ground sprinkled with gold-leaf.

Trans. Jap. Soc, III. 8.

Nashville group. See *group'i.

nasial (na'zi-al), rt. [/«iSi(o«) + -rt?l.] Of or
pertaining to the nasion.^Nasial angle, in an-
tftrop,, the angle formed by the lines drawn from the
basion to the nasion and to the alveolar iwint.

naso-antritis (na"zo-an-tri'ti8), 71. [L. nasus,
nose, + NL. antrum + -itis.] Inflammation
of the nasal mucous membrane, involving also
the lining-membrane of the antrum of High-
more.
nasobronchial (na-zo-brong'ki-al), a. [L.
nasus, nose, + NL. bronchia + -rt/1.] Relat-
ing to the nasal cavities and to the bronchial
tubes. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 147.

nasobuccal (na-zo-buk'al), a. and n. [L. nasns,
nose, + L. buccd, mouth, -I- -«/'.] I. a. Re-
lating to both the nose and the cheeks.

II, n. In some sharks, a groove connect-
ing each nostril with the angle of the mouth.
Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II. 136.

Nasolabial sulcus. See *sulc.us.

Nasomalar index. See *index.
nasomental (nsl-zo-men'tal), a. [L. nasus,.

nose, -1- mentum, chin.] In craniom., relat-
ing to the nasion and to the chin.

nasonite (na'son-it), n. [Named after F. L.
Nason.] A silicate of lead and calcium, con-
taining a small amount of chlorin. It occurs
sparingly in granular cleavable' masses at
Franklin Furnace, New Jersey.

nasopharyngitis (na"zo-far-in-ji'tis), n. [na-
sopharynx (-ryng-) + -itis.] Inflammation of
the nasopharynx.
nasopremaxillary (na"zo-pre-inak'si-la-ri), a.

[L. nasus. nose, + ¥,. premaxillury.] Relat-
ing to the nasal and premaxillary bones: as,

the nasopremaxillary suture, which lies be-
tween the two bones. Rep. Brit. Ass'n Ad-
vancement of Sci., 1901, p. 681.

nasorostral (na-zo-ros'tral), a. [L. >ia^««,

nose, + E. rostral.] Relating to the nasal
and rostral regions. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1902, p. 16.~Nasorostral shield. %ee*shieU.

nasoseptal (nii-zo-sep'tal), a. [L. nasus, nose
+ septum, partition, -1- -a/i.] Relating to the
septum of the nose.

nasoturbinal (na-zo-ter'bi-nal), a. [NL.
nasus, nose, -t- E. turbinal.] Relating to the
nasal cavity and the turbinal bodies: noting
the first ethmoturbinal. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1894, p. 9.

nasrol (nas'rol), «. [na(tron) + s{nlphur) +
(sympho)rol.] The trade-name of sodium sul-

phocaffeate or symphorol sodium, a bitter
crystalline powder. It is used in medicine as
a diuretic, being more powei-ful in this respect
than caileine.

nasse (nas), «. [F., < L. nassa. a wicker bas-
ket for catching fish.] A trap made of wicker-
work, used in the Mediterranean for catching
fish.

nassellarian (nas-e-la'ri-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or belonging to the Ndssellaria.

II. n. An individual of the A'a««eJton'«.

nastika (niis'f i-kii), n. [Skt. ndstika, adj. un-
believing, n. an unbeliever, < na-, not, + a.tti,

it is so, ^/as, be, is.] In Hindu religion or
philosophy, an atheist; one who denies the
authority of the Vedas.

nasturtian, n. Same as nasturtiutn, 2.

nasutus (ua-su'tus), «.; -p]. nasuti (-ti). [L.
nasutus, nosed, < nasus, nose.] One of a castfr

of termites in which the head is

prolonged into a point like a long
nose. A duct opens at the ex-
tremity of the point and from it

issues a fluid used as a cement in

constructing the nest.

The largest of the nests collected was
exhibited, and also a queen cell and
alcoholic specimens of queens, workers.
iiasuti and other tonus of tlie insects.

Notes on the life history of "Eutennes
ripperti" contributed by E. A. .Sciuviuz

were also read.
Science, June 3, 1904, p. 8.17.

Nat. An abbreviation (a) of

Natal: (6) of national: (c) [I. c. or caj>.] of

natural; (d) [I.e.] of naturali.^t.

natal^, «— Natal stone. Same as -khirlh-stfne.

Natal bitter-root. See *(>(ff(r-r"«(.— Natal boll. See
rw.rf *.wiT.— Natal cotton, see*™^";.!.

Natalidae (nii-tari-de), H. ;>?. [NL. Natol(ns)
+ -«Y/a?.] A family of small bats containing
those of the genus Natalus and allied genera:

Nasutus.

Two and oue
half times nat-
ural size.

(From "Cam-
bridge Natural
History.")



Natalidss

privtically the subfamily XataUnx of Harrison
Allen raised to family rauk. Miller, 1899.

nataline (nat'a-lin), «. [XaUitius) + -!«<;1.]

Belonging to the genus Xatahm, tropical

Americau bats, or resembling them. See
yatalux. Amer. Xat., Jan., 1904, p. 91.

natational (na-ta'shon-al), fl. [natation +
-rt/i.] Of or pertaining to swimming. [Rare.]

natcll^, «. 2. In mining, a small hitch or dis-

location, as of a coal seam. [Scotch.] Jiar-

rowman. Glossary.— 3. The junction of two
rails where the rails are out of level or out of

line. [Scotch.] Barrowman, Glossary.

natch'*, n. Same as nautch.

natclmee(naeh'ne), n. [ADglo-Ind.,<Marathi
Hflc/mt.] The ragi millet, Eleusine Coracana.

See *mi7fe/l and Eleugine. In nortliwestern
India the name is often given to another grass,

Diirtijliirtfnium ^fiyptiiicum.

Naticopsis (uat-i-kop'sis), n. [Xatica, a genus
of raolliisks, + Gr. Aipff , appearance.] A genus
of extinct prosobranehiate gastropods, related

totheexisting A'fl<ic«, havingthick imperforate
shells with a short spire, large body-whorls,
and a calcareous operculum. It ranges from
the DevoniaTi to the Trias.

Natiformeminence. See *lobus pyriformis(a).

National economics, forest, forest reserve.
See *ertinomics, *Jhrest, *reserre.

nationalism, «. 4. The conduct of all busi-

ness by the public for the benefit of the pub-
lic ; the substitution of public for private

control of all business.

Tile recent change in the trend of economic discussion

as t4> the questions involved in the lamposition o( Na-
tianaluiin has n<jt been less marked than the moral
awakening. E. Bellamy, in X. A. Rev., June, 1»'J2, p. 748.

nationalty (nash'on-al-ti), n. The property
or funds belonging to a nation

;
public prop-

erty.

O, that our clerj^y did but know and see that their

tithes and ftlebes belong to them as officers and func-
tionaries of the riationallif,— asclerks,and not exclusively

as theologians, and not at all as ministers of the Gosfiel.

CoUriiigf, Literary Remains, III. 119.

nativ, a. and n. A simplified spelling of native.

native. I. «. 8. Peopled with natives or
aborigines; not civilized : as, a ?i<ittv« region

;

natire country.
.Sir .lames Bro<ike'8 famous utterance, " We aim at the

development of itative countries throURh vwifiiy agency."
UeiKj. Jour. (R. (i. S.), XVI. !•&

Native citizen, in r. S. law. one bom of citizen parents,
wbetiier \nirn at home or abroad.— Native deal. Hre
*'/^rt/'.*. — Native dog, Canin din<i<t, the dingo, or wild
'log of Australia. See cut under dingo.

H. n. 7, A name given in Australia to the
schnapper, Pagrus unicolor, after it has ceased
to school. Also called rock-native. K. E.
Morri.f, Austral English.

Nat. Ord. An abbreviation of Xatural Order.

natrium (na'tri-um), «. [NL., < natrum, na-
tron (carbonate of sodium) : see natron.l In

chem., the metal, more generally called sodium,
of which the hydroxid and the carbonate con-
stitute caustic soda and washing soda respec-
tively.

natrdjarosite (na'tro-ja-ro'sit), n. [natron
+ jaronite.] A variety of jarosite which con-
tains several per cent, of soda, found in Soda
Springs valley, Nevada.

natronberzeliite (ua ' tron - b*r- ze ' li - it), «.

Same as *inanganherzeliite.

natroncatapleiite (na"trqn-kat-a-ple'i-it), (I.

A varii'ty of catapleiitc, which contains sodium
and no calcium, found in Norway.

natroninm (nS-tro'ni-um), n. [NL.. < natron
+ -/«/«.] In client., same &a*natrium or.sorfti/m.

natronmicrocline (na'tron-ml'kro-klin). n.

[natron + K. niicrocline.} Same as *««or(/i«-

rlii.ir.

natrophilite (na-trofi-llt), n. [natron -J- Gr.
oiAiiv, love, -I- -i7f2.] A rare sodium-manga-
nese phosphate (XaXIiiP04) occurring in clcav-

able masses of a deep wine-yellow color : found
at Branchville, Connecticut.

natrum (na'trum), «. [XL.: see natron.]
Same as natron.

natuary (nat'u-a-ri), n. [NL. 'natuariuni, <

L. natus (naiu-), birth, < nanci (pp. naluis), be
bom.] A room or ward in a hospital or other
public institution where women are cared for
during parturition.

The naltiary, it is observed, was clean and ventilated
and armed with proper appliances, with a midwife on
the sjMit. Lancet, June 2.'t, 190I, p. 1775.

natural. I. n.—Natural day. ('<) in taw, the
pcrifr'l from sunrise t^i sunset; the solar day, as dis-
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tinguished from the calendar day, which extends from
midnight to midnight.— Natural drainage, in mining,
drainage by means of an adit or drift, the water flowing
from the mine workings above this level by gravity.

—

Natural heir, in la w, a child, legitimate or adopted ;

also, where a testator having no children uses the phrase,

it means such next of kindred as one would naturally
choose to the exclusion of othei-s. as a mother or sister as
against cousins.— Natural numljer, scale. See *»iti?n-

ber, ir>fcale''i,

II. n. 9. In fifrt?)!}?)*/, anything which wins
the staTie immediately, such as a throw of

7 or 11 at craps, showing 21 at vingt-et-un, or

holding 8 or 9 at baccara. See nick^, n., 3.

naturalisti (na-to-rii-les'te), n. pi. [It. : see
naturalist.] The 'Naturalists,' a school of
realistic painters in Italy centering especially
in Naples in the seventeenth century.

The realism of the -Vff^Mrfifi'xft was founded upon pas-
sion. It was the elemental truth of vehement natures, de-
lighting in detail and in strong contrasts.

Ilarileif, Spanish Painting, p. 185.

naturalistic, a. 4. In photog., said of a photo-
graiih in wliich the chief object is slightly out
of focus. Woodbury, Eneyc. Diet, of Photog.,
p. 296.

Nattirallzatlon papers, a document which testifies that
a cerwiin person has been admitted to citizenship and is

entitled U} all the rights and privileges of a citizen.

nature, ».— To come to nature, to reach that phase
in the puddling of iron when the metal becomes pasty.
Lockwo'^d, Diet* Mech. Eiigin. Terms,

naturel (na-ttt-rel'), "• [F., a noun use of na-

turcl, natural.] One's own individual nature.

The two points in a Ixjy's training are, to keep his na-
turel and train off all but that : t*» keep his naturel, but
atop off his uproar, ftxiling and horse-play ; keep his na-
ture and arm it with knowledge in the very direction
in which it points.
Emerxon, Education, Lectures and Biog. Sketches,

(p. 142.

nature-right (na'tur-nt), n. Same as natural
right (which see, under right).

And when .Savigny. the herald of evolution, was already
in the field, the day for a " yature-Iiiiiht"— and Austin's
projected "general jurisprudence" would have been a
yature-Riglit—was past beyonti recall.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVIIL 26:!.

nature-rightly (na'tur-rit'li), a. Pertaining
to nature-right or natural right. [Kare.]

The principal outlines of equity were drawn by men
who were steeped in the common law. By way of orna-
ment a Roman maxim might he b<»rrowed from a French
or Dutch exp<witor, or a phrase which smacked of that
"nature-ri-fbtly" school which was dominating Conti-
nental Europe. h'ncyc. Brit., XXVIH. 2b2.

nature-study (na'tur-stud'i), n. In recent
pedagogics, the process and means of coming
into sympathetic contact with common natural
objects and phenomena in their normal rela-

tionships and in their native places. Natnre-
study extends the laboratory out^of-aoors, making the
conventional ind(Mtr laboratory an adjunct to the fields,

rather than the llelds a pniving-jplace for the laborat^iry.

It first studies the objects in their natural forms and
relationshii>s, rather than by means of dissection and
technical analysis. It studies tlie things of out-of-doors
primarily for the purjx'se of putting the pupil into sytii-

jiathy with nature (and therefore with his own life),

rather than of developing the spirit of scientific researi'h.

It considers first the objects and jihenomena that are
nearest at hand, since these are most vital and relevant
to the child.

But the ordinary teacher without any particular train-

ing in the subject has wanted more systematic guidance.
his previous training has been in the wn>ng direction,

and tile many text-liooks that have been hurrietl on to
the market have only tended to conflnn his probable
original error that nnture-gtudy consisted in reading
about natural objects or anything bearing on country life.

Xature, Oct S, I(K«, p. .Mli.

naturistic, «. 2. Relating to that form of

culture in which only simple appliances are
used ; opposed to *manganic^.

On every grade of culture women were more naturixtic
than men. Any culture area, therefore, which afforde<l

occasi*m and stimulus for the employment of mechanical
powers, the forces of nature, and continuous organized
etTort of mind an<l muscle was virile and most propitious
for men. O. T. itaa'in, in Pop. Sci. Jlo., Feb., 1902, p. 338.

nat-worship (nat'w6r''ship), n. The worship
(if iiats. See w«M.

naucorid (na'ko-rid),»i. ando. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lieteropterous family Xaueoridir.

II. «. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Xaucoridse.

naucrary (na'kra-ri), n. [Gr. vavKpapin.] A
political subdivision of the Athenians. See
the extract.

Solon appears first distinctly to have perceived the
peculiar advantage of the maritime position of Attica.

. . . He appeal's t^» have laid the frtundatiijii of the Attic
navy by charging the foity-eight sections, called nftu-

crariex, into which tile tribes had been divided for finan-

cial purposes, each with the equipment u{ a galley, as

well as with tlie mounting of two horsemen.
Bp. Thirbvall, History of Greece, L 186.

N'aucratite Pottery, seyenth or eighth
tury B.C.

nave-aisle

Naucratite(na'kra-tit), a. Of or pertaining to
Naucratis, an ancient Greek colony in Egypt;
especially, pertaining to the pottery of Nau-

cratis, which
is in a clearly
defined style.

The product of
the great fac-

tory there is

characterized
by a whitish
ground with
black or poly-
chrome deco-
ration. The
vases are black
inside. Simi-
lar ware was
made at Cyrene,
in Northern Af-
rica.

nancum (na'kum), n. [L. naucum, a trifle.]

1. The fleshy part of a drupe. Lindley.—2.
A seed with a large hilum. Gaertuer.

Nauheim treatment. See ^treatment.

naukar-chackur, ". See ''chackur.

Naumannian (nou-man'i-an), a. Of or pertain-
ing to K. P. Naumann, a German mineralogist
(1797-1873), or to the system of crystallogra-
jihy and crystallographic notation which he
introduced. See *symbol^.
Nausea gravidarum, the morning sickness of early
pregnancy.— Nausea marina, nausea navalls, sea-
sickness.

naut (nat), n. An abbreviation of natitical

mile (6,080 feet), sometimes used, especially
in writing of the laying of submarine cables.

From Vancouver to Fanning Island the copper weighs
600 pounds per naut, and the gutta-percha 340 pounds
periMut. Sci. Amer. Sup., Dec. 18, 1902, p. 22628.

Nautical block, a navigation pad made up of a certain
number of sheets of paper on which the foi'm of a prob-
lem is printed. Also uavii/ation block.— Nautical
forms, navigation formula?. Also naviffation .forvtg.

— Nautical surveying. Same as marine gurpeying
(which see, under purveying).

Nautichthys (na-tik' this), M. [NL., < Gr.
vavTjjf, sailor, 4- i.tSi r, fish.] A genus of smaill

cottoid fishes found on the northern Pacific
coast of America.
nautics (na'tiks), n. [VX. oi nautic.] 1. The
art or science of navigation. X. E. D.— 2.
Aquatic sports and exercises.

There was also special training in swimming and nati-
ticg, as rowing and sailing.

O. S. Hall, Adolescence, IL 269.

nautllicone (na'til-i-kon), n. [NL., < Xantilus,
+ Gr. hCivnr, cone.] In the cephalopods, a
closely coiled shell having an impressed zone,
as in the genus Xaiitilus.

nautiline (na'ti-lin), a. [NL. nautilinus, <

Xautilus.] Having the characters of the A^««-
tilinida; or XautiUni, a primitive group of go-
niatites with simple septal sutures.

Nautiscus (na-tis'kus), «. [NL., < Gr. miirric,

sailor, -I- dim. -iokoc.] A genus of cottoid
fishes which inhabit Bering Sea.

Nav. An abbreviation (a) [I. c. or cap.] of
naval: (b) [I.e.] ol navigation.

navaja (nii-vii'ha), H. [Sp. naraja = Cat. na-
ralia = Pg. navalha, < L. novacula, a sharp
knife, a razor, a dagger, < novare, renew, plow
again, coin, etc., < novus, new : see new, novel.]

1. A folding or clasp-knife.— 2. A razor.

[Spanish use.]

naval, «.—Naval apprentice, a youth enlisted in the
navy for a tenii of years to do duty as a sailor and to ad-
vance successively through the grades of seaman and
petty officer to possible warrant-officer's rank.— Naval
architect, one who follows the pixifession of siiip-de-

signing. — Naval asylum, a home, supi>orted by the
I'nited States goveniment, for retired naval men; speci-

fically, an institution in I'tiiladclphia for men who have
served twenty years in the I'nitcil Stjites navy.

—

Naval
brass. See yrffj.'Kl.— Naval brigade, tlie organization
of the officers and crew of two or more war-ships as a
landing force for military operations on shore.— Naval
dock, a dock provided with naval stores, ship-building
material, etc.— Naval lord. See */(»rd.

navalism (nii' val-izm), h. [naval + -ism.]

The predominance of naval interests ; the ex-

cessive strengthening of naval power.

The beginning of thisextraonlinary policy was the Bar-

rundia affair, in which Mr. Blaine . . . cti-operated with
Mr. Tracy in . . . handing the foreign policy of the Gov-
eniment over to nnealixm.

The Sation, .Tan. 21, 1892, p. 44.

Navassa phosphate. See *phosphate.

Nav. Const. An abbreviation of Xaval Con-
striiflor.

nave-aisle (nav Ml), «. One of the aisles

which flank the nave in a church.



miTel-hood

navel-hood (ua'vl-hud), n. In wood ship-

buUdinOf heavy plank or timber worked out-
side the framiug around the hawse-holes on
which the outer flange of the hawse-pipe Is

secured. Also called naval hood,

navel-pipe (na'vl-pip), n, A chain-pipe; a
pipe tnrough which a chain passes from one
deck to another.

Navesink group. See ^group^.
navette, "• 2. Same as *marquise

J
3.

Navicular arthritis, disease. See •^arthritisj

*disease.
Navig. An abbreviation [l. c. or cap.'] of navi-
gation, navigator,

navigating-officer (nav'i-ga-ting-of'^i-s^r), n.

One of a ship's officers whose special duty it

is to care for the chronometers, compasses,
charts, etc., to measure altitudes and take the
bearings of the heavenly bodies from which to
calculate latitude, longitude, and the deviation
of the compass, and to lay out the vessel's

course, etc.,— all, however, under author-
ity of the captain. On a man-of-war the navigating-
omcer is next in rank below the executive oflicev, or the
second in rank after the captain. In addition to his duties
as navigator, he has supervision over the grotnid-tackle,

steering-gear, etc., the disposal of the ballast, tlie stowage
of water, pmvisions, etc.

navigation, »*.— Bureau of Navigation, See
*Mfrert((.—Inside navigation. Same as inland navi-
gaticn (which see. under navigation).

navigerous (na-vij'e-rus), a. [L. navigery <

naviSy ship, + gerere, bear, -f -o«5.] Capable
of bearing or floating ships ; navigable.

navipendular (nav-i-pen'du-lar), a. [navi-

penduhim + -ar'^.'] Of or pertaining to a navi-
pendulum or to its use.

The navipendnlar method of experiments aa applied to
some warships of different claasea.

Nature, April 9, 1903, p. 541.

navipendulum(nav-i -pen'du-lum), n, [L.

naviSj ship, -H NL. pendulum, penilulum.] A
piece of mechanism by which theroUingmove-
ment of a sliip, in still water or amongst waves,
is reproduced on a small scale. It consists of

two parts, a pendulum of special shape repre-

senting the ship, called the ^* navipendulum,"
and a de\'ice for giving to the pendulum the
motions of a ship, Sci. Amer.j Dec. 6, 1902, p.

374.

navy\ ft. 3. The navy may be divided into the cen-

tral administration, both military and civil ; the ships of

every kind, including war-vessels properly so called, sup-
ply-vessels, transports, repair-ships, hospital-ships, and
minor craft, their personnel of officers and crew ; and
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to bring ammunition, provisions, water, etc., to the fight-

ing fleet ; colliei-s, with special appliances for coaling
ships at sea; repair-ships or floating shops, to repair
damages to the flghting ships ; and hospital-ships, to take
care of the sick and wounded. To build these vessels
originally, to repair them when they are damaged to an
extent beyond the capacity of the repair-ships, and to
supply their numerous wants, navy-yards in suitable
harbora are required. These yards include in tlieir plant
and equipment dry-docks, numerous shops, storehouses,
etc., with a floating equipment of tugs, lighters, etc. To
these may be added certain detached functions, such as
the personnel and material necessary to carry on hydi-o-

graphic sui-^'eys and make charts, observatories for astro-

nomical work in connection with navigation, and the
schools necessary to train the various kinds of oflicei-s,

enlisted men, and civil employees. There is also the im-
portant service of the organization of a naval militia or
reserve force of naval volunteers for the expansion of the
personnel in time of war and the conversion of merchant
vessels to naval purposes. The centml administration of
the United States navy is in the Navy Department at
Washington. There are navy-yards located at Kittery,
Maine (opposite Portsmouth, New Hampshire), oflicially

designated Portsmouth Navy-yard ; atBostun ; at Brook-
lyn, otflcially designated New York Navy-yard ; at Phila-
delphia, formerly designated Lea rjtie Island Navy-yard ;

at Portsmouth, Virginia (opposite Norfolk), oIti<;ially

designated Norfolk Navy-yard ; at Wan'ington, Florida
(near Peusacola), otflcially designated Penm cola Navy-
yard ; at Mare Island, California, at the head of San
Francisco Bay ; and at Bremerton, Washington (near
Seattle), officially designated Pvyet Sound Navy-yard.
There are Tunnerons minor naval stations along the coast
not equipped for building or repairing vessels, and also in

the island possessions. At Cavite, Philippine Islands,
hear Manila, there is a naval station at which vessels are
repaired. At Washington is located the naval gun-
fact<jry, at Annapolis the United States Naval Academy
for the education of naval officers, and at Newjiort, Khotle
Island, the principal training-station for enlisted men.
A recent type of battle-ship in the United States navy
is the Connecticut class, including the Connecticut,
Louisiana, Vermont, Minnesota, Kansas, and New
Hampshire (which differ from each other only in minor
changes in the distribution of armor ; for description see
^battle-ship). The comparative tables below show the
sea-strength of the principal naval powers (June 1, 1908).

Prior to the war with Japan, Russia ranked as the third
naval power of the world.

The following vessels are not included in the tables

:

Those over 20 years old, unless they have been recon-
structed and rearmed ; those not actually begun, although
authorized ; gunboats and other vessels of less than 1.0(K)

ttms ; transports, colliere, repair-shii>s, toryiedo-deiHit

ships, and converted merchant vessels or yachts ; torpedo
craft of less than 50 tons.— Department of the Navy.
See department. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy
has special charge of the building, survey, and repaii-s

of vessels, the naval militia, and the administration
of the island possessions of the United States placed
under the Navy Department. The Bureau of Yards
and Docks has charge of the construction and main-
tenance of buildings, of docks, and of civil engineering
work in geiieral for the navy ; the Bureau of Equii>-
ment, of the equipment of ships, of the electric generators

neanic
chlnery of vessels ; the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
of the purchase, transpoi-tation, and cai-e of all stores, of
provisions and clothing for enlisted men, of payments of
money, and of keeping the accounts of the navy ; the Bu-
reau of Medicine and Surgery, of theliospitals and of the
care and treatment of the sJck and wounded. Besides the
eight bureaus, there is the Judge Advocate Genei-ai, who
has chaise of all legal mattei-s, claims, proceedings of
couils-martial, etc. ; the Brigadier General Commanding,
who has chaise of all that relates to the marine corps ;

and the General Board, which has charge of devising
measures for the effective i)rej)aration and maintenance
of the fleet for war.— Navy blanket. See -tiblanket,

navy-board (ua'vi-bord), w. A former title

of the admiralty. K, E. D.
nawls^ (nalz), 7i. pi. [Orig. mine alls: see
allSj under all, n. 2.] Same as alls.

But up I soon start, and was dress'd in a trice,
And call'd for a draught of ale, sugar, and spice

;

Which having tum'd off, I then cfdl to pay,
And packing my 7iawls, whipp'd to horse, and away.

Cotton, A Voyage to Ireland in Burlesque, iii.

nay2 (na'e), n, [Also nei ; < Ar. nay, pi.

nayat.'] A native Egyptian transverse flute,

usually with six holes. Grove.

nay-say (ua ' sa), n, A saying of *nay' ; a
refusal.

Sir Frederick would say then, nineteen nay-says are
half a grant. Scott, Black Dwarf, v.

Nazarene, w. 3. 7>/. Thenamegiventoaeotcrie
of painters in Germany in the early nineteenth
century who were especially opposed to the
classicism of Winckelmann and endeavored to
return to the religious iiitensity of the middle
ages and early Renaissance. They formed
themselves especially on the Italian primi-
tives, the painters before Raphael, and to a
certain exteut corresponded to the pre-Ra-
phaelites of England. The leading painters
were Overbeck (1789-1869), Schuorr (1794-
1872), and Fiihrich (1800-1876).

Nazia (naz'i-a), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763), of
unknown significance.] A genus of grasses.
See Tragus, 3.

nazir, n. 2. In Mohammedan countries, the
warden of a mosque.
N. B. An abbreviation (h) of New Brunsicick ;
(c) of Aorth Britain ; (d) of Aorth British.

N. C. An abbreviation (a) of Xew Church;
{b) of North Carolina.

Nd. In chem., the symbol for the element
neodymium.
N. D. An abbreviation of 7^0 date.

N. Dak. An abbreviation of North Dakota.
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WAR-SHIPS, BUILT AND BUILDING, OF 1.000 TONS DISPLACEMENT AND OVER, AND TORPEDO CRAFT OF MORE THAN 50 TONS DISPLACEMENT.

TYPE OF VESSEL

Battle-»;hipR, first class ^

Coa.st-defense vessels *

Armored cruisers
Oruisers, above C.i'OO tons =>.

.

Cniisei s. 6.000 to 3.u00 t<m8 »

Cruisers, 3.000 to 1.000 tons »

Torpedo-boat destroyers
Torpedo-boats
Submarines

GREAT BRITAIN



broadly ^'quivalent to adolescence or ap-
proaching luaturity: opposed to the ^nepionic
or infantile, and the ^ephebic or adult stage.

At this stage, the early neanic, the lines of prowth are
wel! markeii ami itf nearly equal strength with the revolv-
ing lines, the twu together givhig the shell surface a re-

ticulated appearance. Amer. Sat, Aug., 190a, p. 519.

Nearctica (ne-iirk'ti-kji), ». The Nearctic
region. See S'eitrctic.

near-point, ".—Absolute near-point, the nearest
p*.>int at wiiiih an ohject can Ite ilistinctly seen by one eye
alone —Relative near-point, the ovarest point of
distinct vision forbdth eyes.

nearthrosis (ne-ar-thro 'sis), 71. [NL., <

v£oi:y new, 4- XL. arthrosis.] Same sls pseu^i'

arthrotiis,

Neb, An abbreviation of Xebraska.
nebenkem (na'ben-koru), 11. ; pi. nebenlcerne

(-ker-ne). [G., < neben, near, + ArrH, nucleus.]
hi cytol., the paranucleus; an extra-nuckar
body in the spermatid, arising from the
spindle-fibers of the secondary spermatocyte.
This name is also given to many other cyto-
plasmic structures, such as the mitosome and
yolk-nucleus.

nebbelah (neb-ha'la), ». [Heb. nebhelahj car-

cass, dead body, < nabhalj decay, wither.] A
dead bodv; especially, the carcass of an ani-

mal whicii has died from disease and is not
fit for food.

Nebr. An abbreviation of Nebraska.
nebris, «. 2. [cap.] A genus of sciajnoid
fishes found on both coasts of tropical America.
nebula, ??.— Oometary nebula, a nebula which re-

seinblfs a cnu't in apj>earance. usually having a stellar

niicleuA. and s..,iietiine8 branching out i-n one side as if

forming a tail.— Crab nebula, a nebula in Taurus,
Messier 1 : called the crab nehula by I-ord Rosse, and so

generally still known, although the appendages which
rendered the name appn)i»riate have not been seen since
Rosse noted them,— phot^^graphy does not sIioja' them,
and it is not impossible that they were tem|K>raiy and
have disappeared.— Flsb-moutb nebula, a descriptive
name of the great nebula of Oriun, which has a notable

Fish-mouth Nebula.^thc ^reat oebula in Orion.

feature of the appearance indicated.— Oreen nebula,
one which shows a greenish tint due to the bright lines

of nebuliuni : contrasterl with whiU ^tTwhrUn. niei>Ianet-
ary nebula H. iv. 1 in Aijuarius is esp<M;iaIly vivid in

color.— Hind's nebula, a nebula near the variable star

T Tauri, discovered by Hind in 1852 with a «mall tele-

scope. After gnjwing brighter for a time it faded away
with fluctuating lumim^ity and is now visible (uily in the
largest telescopes, if at all. Another, discoveroil near it

bj- O. Stnive in isfiH. has behaved in asiniilar manner.

—

HorScSboe nebula, the nebula Messier 17, oft«n
called the Ojne;fn iiehtUa. on account of ita fonn.—
Keyhole nebula, a nebula in the constellation Argo
(Carina) which has a peculiar dark keytiole-shapefl hole
near its center. The remarkable variable tj Argtis ia

close to the eastern e<lge of the keyhole.— Omega neb-
ula, a bright nebula. Messier 17, shaped like the lln-rk

letter omega (fl) in the constellation of Scutum Sobic»-
kannm.— Owl nebula, a peculiar planetary nebula,
Messier !)7, in I'rsa Major : so called fnmi it« apparent
resemblance to the face of an owl.— Stellar nebula,

a

bo<^ly of inimen>us distant stars, appenrini; like a nebula,
or a nebula with a stellar nucleus.— Variable nebula, a
nebula which varies in brightness, for fxainpte, l,f».'>.^ in

Dreyer's New fleneraH'atalogne. wbirh is connected with
the variable star T Tauri.—Whirlpool nebula, the nebula
^lessier .'>1 in the c^mstellation of thr Hunting Dogs: so
called by I-ord Rosse because of iU wonderful spiral
structure. Similar features have since, however, been
brought fmt in numerous other nebula;.^ Wblte neb-
ula, one which is not green, like the nebola! which ^ve a

853
bright-line spectrum. Its spectrum is continuous. An
example is the great nebula in Andromeda (Messier 31).

Nebular hypothesis. The hypothesis was suggested
in a somewliut crude and unscientific form by Sweden-
borg and Kant, but was first distinctly fonnulated by
Laplace about the beginning of the nineteenth century.
He assumed that the matter of which the sun and planets
are now composed was once a nebula—an immense ball
of heated gases, somewhat condensed at the center, and
with a revolution on an axis. He did not assume, as
Kant had done, that the whole material universe was
once gase<ius, and that the formation of such a rotjiting

nebulous ball was produced simply by the action of gravi-
tation. He did not undertake to explain the genesis of
the primordial nebula, but simply assumed its existence.
Starting with this, he assumed that the nebula losing
heat by radiation would contract under its own gravita-
tion and that, for mechanical reasons, the speed of its

lotation would necessarily increase. In consequence of

necessist

and their satellites revolve in the same direction, with
the exception of I lanus and Neptune. These exceptions
can be explained in more than one way, by slightly modi-
fying the assumption that the rings revolve as if solid.
It is almost certain that the particles at the outer edge

Keyhulc Nebula,— nebula in Carina.

this nitation the nebulous globe would become flattened
at the i»«tlesand, ultimately, as the contraction went cm,

the centrifuiTHl force at the equator wouM become equal
U) gnivity and rings of nebulous matter, like the rings of
Saturn, would be detaciied fronj the central mass. In
fact, Saturn's rings suggested this feature of the theory.
A ring thus formed would for a time revolve entire, but
woultl ultimately Itreak, and the material would collect
into a globe, revolving around the central nebula as a
jdanet. Laplace seems to have supposed that the ring
would revolve as if it were solid, the i>uter edge moving
more swiftly than the inner, and if so the planet would

Whirlpool Nebula.— gr-at spiral nebula in Hydra.

necessarily rotate in the same direction as thatof the revo-

lution of the ring. Its revolution around the central mass
would of course be in or near the plane of the etpiator of

the whole. The planet thus formed might throw off

rings of its own, and so form for itaelf a system of rings

and satellites. Obviously this theory explains most of

the peculiar facts of the solar system, especially the fact

that the planets all revolve in nearly circular orbits, all

in the same direction, and in planes nearly coinciding

wiUi the sun's equator; and also the fact that the planets

White nebula,— great nebula in Andromeda.

(By courtesy of Dr. Isaac Roberts of England.)

of a ring must move more slowly, instead of more rapidly,
than those at the inner edge. This has been shown to be
actually the case with the rings of Saturn. It is to be
remarked, however, that^ judging from the prevailing
spiral structure of the nebula; and the number of binary
stjira, both visual and spectroscopic, it seems likely that
the formation i>f rings would occur only seldom. So far as
yet apjiearsthe rings of Saturn are unique in the universe.
A modified form of the nebular hypothesis proposed by
Faye assumes that the inner planets were formed within
the nebula, bef<U'e the outer ones, and are therefore older

;

but this has gained little acceptance. There are serious,

and probably fatal, objections to any theory whicli
assumes as its starting-point a mass of heate<l gas. In
the light of motlem investigations it seems far more
Hkely that the original ' cloud' or 'nebula' was cold, and
that the present high temperature of the sun and planets
has been developed in the process of their formation.
Nor d<»os it appejir how the matter of a neljulous ring
could coalesce into a planet, at least within any such
length of time as can be reconciled with the conclusions
as to the possible age of the solar sysU^n deduced by
l»rd Kelvin and others from the theory of heat— conclu-
sions which, however, may be greatly modified if it should
api»ear that other souices than mechanical contraction
have contributed heat to be radiated into 8i)ace, thus re-

ducing the rate of contraction and allowing more time
for the fonnation of planets and satellites. At present
the general drift of (ppinion favors a ' meteoritic hypothe-
sis ' of some sort, substituting for the primordial gaseous
nebula a swarm of small cold meteoric masses, from the
slow :ij.'greEation of which the sun and planets have
gradually been built up. Such a meteoritic cloud would
behave, as Oeoige Darwin has shown, very nmch like a
mass of gas, but with an inmiensely magnified time-
scale of evoluticn. The distinctive feature of the planet-
esimal /itipothmiit lately proymsed by Clianiberlln consists
in assuming that the meteors, itistead of moving indis-

criminately in all directions, move in paths which are
nearly c<mcentric circles and nearly in one plane, like
infinitesimal i)Ianet8, occasionally overtaking each otlier

ami coalescing without any violent shock.— Nebular
line. See */i;)p2.

nebniated (neb'u-la-ted), p. a. [L. nebula^ a
cloiul.J Obscured as with a cloud; clouded.

On the head and neck the light rufous decideiUy pre-
dominates, and seems indistinctly but Uuekly uehitlated

with dusky ; this dusky fonning a conspicuous spot just
at the anterior canthns of the eye.

Cmie», Birds of the Northwest, p. 608.

nebulation (neb-u-la'shon), n, [nehula +
-Litton,] Nebulosity; the character or condi-
tion of being uebulated.

nebillium (ne-bu'li-uin), n. [NL,, < nebnlOf

nebula.] A supposed gaseous element as-

sumed to account for the brilliant green lines

in the spectrum of the nebulae. Thus far it

has not been detected on the earth, or in any
of the heavenly bodies except the nebulfe.

Tlie spectrum is purely gaseous, and is dominated visa-

ally, with more than the usual emi>liasis, by the green
iie'bxdium line, while in the photographic region the ray at

A 3727 was found by Von (Jothard to be t)f tjuite peculiar

strength. Symptomsof helium-emission should be looked
for. A. M. Gierke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 517.

nebulization (neb'^u-li-za'shon), V. [n€bi(Uz{e)

+ -ation.'] The state of beiiig nebulized; re-

duction to a fine spray or vapor: said of a
liquid.— Nebulization treatment, treatment of dis-

ease, chiefly of disease of the mucous membrane, by the
direct ajiplication or the inhalation of a medicated spray.

Nebulous star, {b, See ^stor^.

necessario (ne-che-sS'ri-o), a. [It.] In mnsiCf

same as ohbUgato.

necessarious f , «- Same as necessary,

necessist (ne-ses'ist), n. [tiec€ss(is7n) + -isf}

Same as necessitarian, W. G. Ward.



necessitate

necessitate (nf-ses'i-tat), a. Necessitated.

necessitative (ne-ses'l-ta-tiv), a. [^iiecessi I'a te

+ -ivc] Keiuiering necessary; necessitat-

ing : as, a nccesnitatice conviction.

neck, «• 6. (J) (3) Thepnilongedapexofaperithecium
or pycnklium. (0 Tlie cixiok of the head of a golf-elub

where it joins tlie shaft (tn) A reiiuceii section in a rod
or l>ar ; «j>ecirtoulI.v,-the pai't of a rod or bar under tensile

t«st in a tt'sting-niacliine where the material is stretch-

ing more tfnui in other parts of its ienpth. As the weiirht

of the piece cannot chaii^e, the material nnist diminish
in cross-sectjon as its lentrth increases. Hence, a hollow-

ing of the sides or perimeter and thefomiation of a neck
occur before tlie piece parts. This local stretch or diminu-
tion of area at tlie fmcture is a measure of the toughness or

ductility of the material, the reduction of the area at

fracture being greatest for ductile materials and least for

those which are brittle.

MTien a wrought iron or steel piece is tested, the elon-

gation is made up of two parts : firet, a fairly unifonn
stretch throughout the whole length of the cylindrical

portion; and second, for a length of 1-2 inch to 1 inch on
each side of the break, there is superposed on the fii"st a
greater local elongation in what is called the *' nerh " of the
break. Juur. I'hys. Chem., June, 11K).'>, p. 450.

Nlthsdale neck, goiter.— Septal neck, the calcareous

tube in the septum of an ammonite or nautilus through
which the siphuncle passes.— To get It In tbe neck,
U) receive a hard blow in, or as if in, the ueck ; be hit

in a sensitive place. [Slang.]

Showing how Vanity is still on deck
And Humble Virtue ffetg it in the neck.

Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, Epilogue.

Volcanic neck. See neck, 6 (fr).

neckatee (nek'a-te), «. [neck + -atee, an arbi-

trary ending, as if F.] A neckerchief ; a small

shawl-shaped wrap. [Rare.]

Other colonists had speckled neck-cloths, lawn and
Silesia neck-cloths. Men and women both wore them.
They were also called neck-clothes, neckerchiefs, neck-
iugers, and neckatees.

A, M. Earle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 167.

neck-band, ". 3. Same as *neck-cor(l.

neck-bang (nek'bang), n. The short hair
which grows on the back of the neck of a
woman where the line of hair growth begins.

Seebaiig, «.

She wore brown cotton gloves and a brown cotton veil to

preserve her completion. Her 7ieck-ban(ttt, recently re-

leased from curling-tins, stood out like a bunch of tuni-

bleweed. The Century, .^ug., lao.'i, p. e02.

neck-cord (nek'kord), H. A cord which con-
nects tlie Jacquard attachment of a loom with
the harness orheddle. Also called neck-band.

B. Miimden, Cotton Weaving, p. 192.

neck-core (nek'kor), n. A mass of resistant

lava in the chimney of a volcano.

The fact that most volcanoes 'plug' themselves after

varying periods of activity, and that some of these reopen
directly in the line of earlier eruptions, would in itself

seem to suggest that from time to time extravasated
pluga {neck-cores or towers) should appear at the surface.

Science, May 20, ISXM,
i).
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Necker's cube or parallelepiped. See *2"'^-

alUU'pipcd.

neck-furrow (nek'fnr"6), n. The posterior
groove on the cephalou of a trilobite, dividing

the glabella from the occipital segment. Also
called nuchal furroxo.

neckgear (nek'ger), ». Same as neckwear.

necklace (nek'las), v. i. and t.
;
pret. and pp.

necklaccd, ppr. necklacing. To form into a
necklace ; encircle or surround with, or as
with, a necklace. ]f. E. D.

necklace-shell (nek'Ias-shel), «. A marine
univalve moUusk (the pearly necklace-shell),

Elenchus bellulus. When deprived of its epi-

dermis by the action of acid or by other
means, it has a blue or green pearly luster.

[Tasmania.]

necklace-weed (nek 'las -wed), «. 1. The
white baneberry, Actxa alba.—2. The false

gromwell, Onosmodium Virgininnum.
'" neck - leathers

(nek'l CTH"-
erz), n. pi. In
mining, leather
washers on top
of the lid of a
clack to pre-
vent wear.
neck-plate
(nek 'plat), n.

Same as neck-
piece, 1.

neck-rest (nek'-

rest),«. A sup-
port for the

A Wooden Neck-rest of the lla-Mangwato neck USCd in
Tribe, South Africa. .

*

resting, it con-

sists generally of a rounded crosspiece with supports,

and is four to eight inches high. The sleeper places the

ncv.. L' k-rests are used in many
JU..3 ... i.i^,e ill ( hina, Japan, New
<jU..k;., . i. ...

1
si.lAl.ica. In some regions, as in

Alaska, ti.cy u.j u-eJ o ily by shanians.

neci-rl'g, ».'. 2. In mcch., a bushing fitted in

the bottom of t:io stiffiug-box on an engine-
cylin.icr or steam-chest. It is usually of brass and
prevents the rod and cylinder from rusting t>getlier

when the engine is shut down for some time. It is easily

renewable in case of wear.

neck-stock (nek'stok), »!. A made-up, stiffly

arraiigeil cravat worn in the eighteenth cen-

tury, and somewhat resembling the stock of

the" present day. There was a metal spring
within it to keep it in place on the neck. A.
M. Earle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 169.

neck-stool (nek'stol), H. Same as *ncck-rest.

neck-yoke, "— Whlffletree neck-yoke, in lumber-
iu'j, a heavy logging neck-yoke, to the ends of which short
whirtletrees are attached by rings. From the emls of the
whirtlctrees wide straps run to the breeching, thus giv-

ing the team added power in holding back loads on steep
slopes.

necrsemia (nek-re'mi-a), )». [NL., < Gr. vexpdc,

a dead body, -J- ai^a, blood.] Destruction or

devitalization of the red blood-corpuseles.

necrobacillosis (nek"r9-bas-i-!6'sis), n. [Gr.

vcKpig, a dead body, + NL. bacillus -I- -osis.']

Any disease of animals produced by Bacillus

necrophorus and characterized by caseone-
crotio lesions. U. S. Dcpt. Agr., Eep. Bur.
Animal Industry, 190.5, p. 18.

necrobiosis, «. 2. In biol.. the doctrine or
opinion that living beings may arise from de-

composing organic matter: contrasted witli

the opinion that they may be spontaneously
generated from inorganic matter.

necrogenic (nek-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. venpSc, a
dead boily, + -yew/f, -produced, + -/c] Orig-

inatinsr, actually or supposefily, from dead
mattci'.

necrogenous (nek-roj'e-nus), a. [Gr. vckoS^, a
dead body, -I- -genous.} Growing on dead or

dying tissues or organs. Maync.

necrographer (nek-rog'ra-fer), H. [Gr. veKpdc,

a dead body, -t- ypdipeiv, write.] A necrol-
ogist.

What Twysden read in the Globe was a mere cm-t para-

graph : hut in next morning's Times there was one of

those obituary notices t^i which noblemen of eminence
must submit from the mysterious necrographer engaged
by that paper. Thackeray, Philip, II. p. 3f).

necromania (nek-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
veKpSc, a dead body, -t- /uivia, madness.] A
morbid attraction toward death or the dead.

necromorphous (nek-ro-mor'fus), a. [Gr.

vcKpuc, a dead body, -I- /iop<p//, form.] That
simulates death; seeming lifeless; lying mo-
tionless like a dead body: applied to the pupie

of certain Coleoptcra.

necrophile (nek'ro-fil), »?. [Gr. vcKpdc, a dead
body, -1- (jii'/MC, loving.] One who exhibits
necrophilism.

necrophobic (nek-ro-fo'bik), a. [necrophobi(a)
+ -!C.] Pertaining to or exhibiting necro-
phobia.

necropole (nek'ro-p61), n. Same as necropolis.

Necropsittacvis (nek-rop-sit'a-kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. vtKp6(, dead, -I- t/j/rraxof, a parrot.] The
generic name for a large and extinct species

of parrot, Nccropsittacus rodericanus, formerly
found on Kodriguez Island.

necrosial (nek-ro'zial), a. [necrosis + -a/l.]

Relating to necrosis.

necrosis, ». 2. (6) A disease of the grape,
attributefi to Bacillus vilirorus— Phosphorus
necrosis, necrosis of the jaw, due to poisoning by the

fumes of jihosphorus.

necrotize (nek'ro-tiz), V.
;
pret. and pp. necro-

tized, ppr. necrotizing. [necrot{ic) + -ise.]

I, intrans. To become necrotic.

It is assumed generally that the fraying of the velvet

has originated through fighting, that the bared portion

of the antler-bone became necrotic, and had therefore to

be renewetl&c, and that the whole process of stripping,

necrotisinp, shedding, and renewing has become rhyth-

mical— a feature due to cumulative inheritance.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, I. 211.

II. trans. To cause necrosis in ; render ne-

crotic.

In this same article Dorset and de Schweinitz described
the isolation of a necrotizing acid which they obtained
from tuberculous cultures.

U. S. Dept. Ayr., Kep. Bur. Animal Industi^, 1902, p. 276.

necrotomist (nek-rot'o-mist), n. [necrotom(y)

-I- -ist.'\ One who dissects dead bodies. Craig.

necrotomy, ". 2. A surgical operation for

the removal of necrosed bone.

Nectria

Nectalia(nek-ta'li-a), «. [NL. (Haecfcei, 1888),

< Gr. v!/kt6c, swimming, -f- a>r, the sea.] The
typical genus of the family Xectalidie.

Nectalidae (nek-tal'i-de), if. ^^i. [NL., < Jsec-

talia -I- -idie.~i A family of physonectous si-

phonophorans. The forms are polygastrie,

with a short vesicular stem and branched ten-

tacles, the stem bearing numerous siphons,
palpons, and bracts, the nectocalyxes being in

two or four rows and the pneuraatophore hav-
ing radial pouches. It includes the genera
A'cctalia and Sphyroplujsa.

nectariferous (nck-ta-rif'e-ms), a. [L. nectar
+ -fcr, < fcrre, bear.] Producing nectar, as

a flower.

The fritillary, ... a large, handsome, bell-shaped
flower, with separate petals, . . . and witha7t€c(on/€roti«
cavity at their base, ... is purple or red, chequered
with lurid marks.

Grant Allen, Colours of Flowers, p. 56.

nectarine, n.— Native nectarine, in Australia, the
emu-apiile, liaiicooria acidula.

nectari'VOrous (nek-ta-riv'o-rus), a. [Gr.

ifKTap, nectar, -I- L. -torus, < vorare, eat.]

Feeding on nectar, as the true bees.

Nectarivorotis insects, having acquired the habit of

frequenting leaves covered throughout their entire sur-

face with honey dew, continued Ut do so, even when the
excretion liad ceased. Smithsonian Jtep., 1896, p. 421.

necteric (nek-ter'ik), a. [Gr. vrjKriip, for v^ktt/^,

a swimmer, < i'');tftf, swim.] Capable of swim-
ming: in marine zoiil., said of an animal that

is able to direct its own movements through the
water: contrasted with *ploteric or drifting.

necton (nek 'ton), n. [Gr. vt/ktSv, neut. of

vriKrd^, swimming.] A name introduced by
Haeekel in 1890 for tbe entire assemblage of

aquatic animals that lead an actively swim-
ming life. A torpedo-like form, bilateral

symmetry, and highly developed swimming-
musculature characterize this group, of which
the fishes, whales, and squids are examples.

Nectonemertes (nek"to-ne-mer'tez), n. [NL.

(
Vcrrill, 1893), < Gr. vrjK-6r, swimming, -f NL.

Nemertes.'] A typical genus of the family
Nectonemertidee.

Nectonemertida (nek-'to-nf-mer'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Xectoncmertes + -fV/a".] A family of

nemerteans, of the order Metanemcrtini, con-
sisting of deep-sea forms with short, broad
bodies, the hinder end being flattened into a
fin, the mouth and proboscis openings separate,

and eyes absent. It contains the genera Xec-
toncmertes and Hyalonemertes.

nectophore(nek'to-f6r), n. [Gr. vtikt6^, svi\va-

min g, -f -i^opof, <.'ipipeiv, hear.] A nectocalyx
or nectozooid.

Isolated nectophoreg occur in the hauls from 620, 127.%

and 1470 fathoms. In shape they resemble the neciophoreg

of Vogtia pentacantha, Kidl., but their margin is smooth.
Instead of being surninnded with spinous processes.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Uist., April, 1903, p. 429.

Nectria (nek'tri-ii), n. [NL. (Fries, 1849),

< Gr. vijKTpic, fem. of vr/KTi/p, a swimmer. The
allusion is obscure

;
perhaps the fungus was

first found on aquatic plants.] 1. A large
genus of pjTeno-
mycetotis fungi of
the family Hypo-
prfarea", having the
perithecia mem-
branous, single, or
variously aggre-
gated on a stroma,
and usually bright-
colored. The spores
are elongate, hyaline,
and uniseptate. In
many species conidia
occur wliich have been
described under the
genus Tubtrcularia of

the Fungi Imper/ecti.
About 250 species have
been described. Most
of them are regarded
as saprophytes, but X.
Jpomae/r is said to
cause a stem-rot of egg-
plant and sweet-jiota-

toes, and .V. ditissima
is considered by some

Xicir;2dtttsnma. authorities as the cause
«. three groups of penthecia on a

j,, jj^^ canker of fniit-
branch ; *. section of a penthecium .

showing asci: f, an ascus with spores irces.

and paraphyses; rf, the /m*<'»-i-W<>".i 2. [/.O.J pi. HCf-
stage. a section showing ascigerous <_:„„ A„„ fnUffUS
perithecia forming ; r, a portion of the iriuiy. J\uy iuugus
Tudtnu.aria stage showing conidia. of the genUS.l\e<'-
All except », highly maguilied.

^^.^^ g^^ opp/f.

tree and plum *canker, cacao and coral-spot

*disease, and Tubercuiaria.



nectriaceous 855
nectriaceous (nek-tri-a'shius), a. [nectria +
-acdiKS.'] Pertaining to or resembling the
genus yictria.

Nectrioidaceae, Nectrioidese (nek'tri-oi-da'-

negroidal

+ NL. Etroplus, a related genus ofPfof, new,
fishes (<Gr. f/Tpov, abdomen, + ott/iod, armor).]
A genusof fishes of the family CychlidXytound
in fresh waters of Central America

the name needle-ond-ihread. Other needle-
grasses of this genus are S. Lethrmanni, S.
Xelsoni, and S. Ticeedyi. The porcupine-grass,
-S. vhidiihi, is locally called bv the same name. _

s^-e, nek-tn-OKl e-e), «. pi. [NL. < Xectria needle-lace (ne'dl-las), „. Lace made with a nefer (nef'er), n. [Old EgyptianT"An ancient
.","' + -%<^e^, -f«'-] Same as *Z,jthiacca!. needle, lu distinction from that made with the Kg>-ptian lute or guita?; usually with threeneeaie, «. ^. (O in "i^A.

: OMhe needle-shaped or bobbin. See /iferf/e-jw/HUrtce, under /flee. strings, a small ellintical bodv and a vervpointed stem 111 a neeiile-viilve. (ir) A curved imii whch nppHlp-lnVirirafnr l-no ' fll 1,", ''l^,.; ts f„„\ «, l . „„i "tj""' '^"JP""-"' "ouy, anu a very
carries the bindina-wiie mound the bundle in a binder or

"eeCHe-lUDncaTiOr (ne (ll-lu bri-ka -tor), ». long neck. See ««?>?«.
reaper, (j) A slender timber, usually square or rectangu- A Jlioricator consisting of a reservoir from nefeW, neVBW, «. Amended spellings of
lar in cross-section, generally used in a contiguous parallel which a conical tube leads the oil to the tear- nephew.
series toclose an opening or to cover an area, as in a >ie«H« ing, the flow being regulated by the position nefritic a. and

of a stem or needle which almost touches nepltritlc,
the bearing.

needle-nozle (ne'dl-noz-'l), «. In hydraulic
impulse-turbines or jet-wheels, a form" of long,

^iceir (which see), where it is placed in ui inclined or
vertical position against horizontal bottom and tt)p sills,

exteniiing across the channel or watei"way to be regu-
lated or closed.

6. 7)/. In mining : (a) Beams laid across a
mine shaft to support a cage. (6) Buntons.
— Active needle, a livel.v, sensitive compass-needle.

—

Crazy needle, a comi)as8-needle which flies about in an
eiTatic manner owing t« stmie magnetic disturbance in
its vicinity.— Demagnetized needle, a needle which
hag lost its magnet ism.— Hang-back needle, a compass-
needle which does nut respond inmiedialely t'» the change
of a vessel's head, but sticks for the time being.—Hypo-
dermic needle, a hollow needle used f< >r injecting medi-
cated solutions into the tissues.— Ligature needle, a
slender steel rt»d with an eye in its curved extremity,
used to pass a ligature underneath an artery.— Needle
bath. See *6a(Al.— Needle of oscillation, iisnspended
magnet which is free to oscillate about a vertical axis, and
is usetl to determine, by means of its frequency of vibra-
tion, the relative horizontal intensity of the magnetic field
in which it swings.— Quick needle, a compass-needle
that resp^jnds instantly to the change of course ; that
neither hangs l)ack nor takes a long time to settle.—Slow
needle, a magnetic needle tliat has little life.— Sluggl^
needle, ^me an ttmr icjweiile.— Submerged needle,
the needle of a liquid compass.— Vlcat's needle, in
ceram., an instninient for testing the softness of clays
and for determining the time of setting of Portlatid
cement It consists of a needle, which, by means of a
fixed load, is forced to a certain depth int<) the prepared
clay within a given time. "The »>ftene<l clay is well

An amended spelling of

Ncedle-nozle.
a. inlet of water : *. outlet ot water, annular opening between

needle-rod and nozle proper : c . body of valve ; rf. needle-rod ; c.
controlling wheel tor hand ; /. screw-thread

; ^, packing in stuff-
ing-box ; A, stuffing.box gland.

slender, conical nozle for directing the jet of
water against the buckets of the wheel, in
which the velocity of water through the nozle . „ .

-

is regulated, without disturbing the form or Such negatives are used in photomechanical prhiti'iig,
j; »:-!. _« ii._ .r-i t_ 1, ". .. . Line negative, in photog., a negative made behind a

line-screen and used in photo-engraving. Woodbury,
Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 27"

neftgil (ueft'gil), «. A kind of earth-wax,
allied to ozocerite, found on the island of
Chelekeu in the Caspian, and said to occur also
in Persia. It consists of paraffins and a res-
inous material. It is reported as existing in
large quantity. Sadtlei; Handbook of Indust.
Chem., p. 16.

neg. An abbreviation (a) of negative; (6) of
negative!!/.

negative. I. a— Negative class or order, the class
or oriler of a function which has more intlnities than
zenies,— Negative culture. See Acuifwrf.- Negative
form, pyramid, tetrahedron, etc. See irronn, %—
Negative motion, number, remainder, skewness.
See 'kuiotion, elt\

II. ".— Grained negative, in photog., a negative in
which the half-tones of the image are given a grained
appearance, usually by interposing a flue netting or wire
gauze between the lens and the object photographed.

direction of the jet, by the axial motion of a
corresponding long, slender, conical valve,
called a needle-valve. See *needle-valve.
needle-palm (ne'dl-piim), h. The short-leaved

•a or Spanish bayonet, Yiteea Sehottii,

negative-clasp (neg'a-tiv-klasp), n. In pho-
tog., a wire clamp for raising negative plates
from a bath without injury to the film. Also
callcd «ega ti ve-lifter.

treo-yucc

,„,,., , • ^ ., , ,- ,
of the southwestern United States and Mexico

i:.!,'a'"r!ng%Z'^e&lrera''d:"rse"'r'k"^^^^^^ needle-plate .(ne'dl.plat), ». A perforated negativistic (neVa-ti-vis'tik), a. [neoative
under the needle and struck otf level with a steel spatula, plate for receiving the ends of the horizontal "I- -ist + -(>.] Of, pertaining to, or charao-
The neeille is then allowetl to penetrate the clay, and if needles of the warp-shedding mechanism of a terized by negativism,
within five minutes it sinks to a depth oT four centi- Hnhl-iv Liom 'KrAn-n,i««A.; -Pa*»«4.:.^« c .^^ j-

inetel^ into the same, the clay is of the proper cofisis- ^^^iiii^'';™; , -^ .,- . „ , , S.t?S?®?,l2''"^^l?°-, ^/,^ Z"'^'""'""'-
fence ; if not, it is either made stitfer or softened, as the neeOle-pOint (ne <ll-point), n. A small steel Negligee shirt, a s iirt not of the conventional white,

• " - wire baviiii; a point at each end used in the ?.''"'-^
«''"V;'^''

''""'; ^i s'nrt of woolen or unstarched
, _.-*.» . * "^, ".jv^ lu

>
ii,j linen or cotton won, frir r..^,«f(„+

Cfisemavbe. " La >n/enlH>ck, Cheni. of P4>ttery. p. 19. „ „ „
Wire needle, a light thin steel wire to which magnetic leg of a drawing-compass in place of a' fixed Neeri bod'leaproperti, 3 liave been imparteil. _ °_i ° ^ f ^ ^•. ^ uj^tu negn Douies

needle-and-tliread (ne'dl-and-thred'), «.
Soc *iii edle-gras.**, 2.

needle-bolt "(ne'dl-bolt), «. The bolt which
carries the needle in a needle-gun. X K. 1).

needle-bash (ne'tU-bush), ». A name of two
Australian trees: («) Hakea leueopleru, h&v- needle-Sight (ne'dl-sit), n.

point.

needle-segment (ne'd!-seg'ment\ »i.' The
section of the comb-cylinder which contains
the comb-needles in a cotton-combing ma-
chine.

A slender front

minut« round or oval bodies found in

ing smooth, terete leaves, from 1 to 3 inches s'Sl"- "*<tHl on small arms intended for match
long, with fine straight rigid points: called firi'ig »'"' sometimes for sharp-shooting.
also pin-bu-ih and wat«r-tver. (b) The wallaby needle-valve (ne'dl-valv), n. 1. A valve ca
acacia. Acacia rigeng, having linear, terete,
rigid phyllodia, from 2 to 3 inches long, armed
with a short, often recurved point. See
*irater-trce, 2, and wallaby acacia, under
iriillotiy.

needle-carrier (ne ' dl - kar ' i -^r), n. A long-
huiidlf'd needle-holder used in surgery.

needle-cast (ne'dl-kast), n. A destructive dis-
ease of the young Scotch pine, due to the
fungus Lophodermiutn I'inantri. Also called
pine-hlight. See *Lophodermiutn and *cast-
iiii), 11.

needle-fish. «. 5. A fish of the family Tylosu-
rulie. widely distributed.

needle-galvanometer (ne ' dl -gal-va-nom'e-
ter), «. A galvanometer the indications of
which are noted by mrans of the movement
of a needle or pointer over a graduated circle.

needle-gate (ne'dl-gat), h. a gate or obstruc-
tion formed by placing long, slender bars, or
'needles,' side by side vertically in a suitable
frame. The needles, since they are relatively
small, can be quickly placed in the swiftly
flowing water and the current checked with-
out shock, or without the use of an expensive
and heavy mechanism. H. .If. Wilson, Irriga-
tion Engineering, p. 229.

needle-grass (ne'dl-gras), «. 1. Arixtida fax-

pable of very fine adjustment.—2. A valve

the nerve-cells of the hippocampus major, the pons, the
Purkinje ceils of the cerebellum, and elsewhere in the
brain and spinal cord, in animals dead of rabies. They
ai-e supiiosed to be protozoa and the specific cause of the
disciise, .Wed. Record, Nov. 2, 1907, p. 7,W.

negrifled (ne'gri-fid), a. Having become simi-
lar to negroes through intermixture continued
through many generations.

Negrillo. I. "«. 2. [i.e.] A silver ore, black
surphid of silver.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the dwarfish

having a stem with a sharp conical point wSf„V"-*'' '^lAY"'^- /'"' ^%r}">-.•^ f NegritlC (ne-grit ik), a. Same as Ai.(/n<!an."
negritlze (ne'gri-tlz), v. t.

;
pret. anil pp. ne-

(jritized, ppr. ncgritizing. To make similar to
negroes, particularly by infusion of negro
blood. Smithsonian Rep., 1899, p. 513.

Negrito, n. 2. An individual belonging to
one of the dwarfish negroid tribes of southern
Asia and Africa. Also Xcgrillo.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Negritos.
negro. I. n— Pled negro, a negro whose skin present*
numeriHis spots and patches of a lighter color : a condi-
tion sometimes observed after a long and exhausting ill-

Needle. »alvc.

a, supply inlet : *. discliarge outlet : c. body of valre ; rf. needle-
Tal»e: r. lerer or handle ;/. screw on spindle i f. packing in stuff-
ing-box; A, sluBtng-box gland.

which bears on a conical seat. The stem -is

made to travel by a very fine screw, and a
large turn of the handle is required to make a
smallchange in the opening through the valve.— 3. A similar valve controlling an opening
of very small size.

A small quantity of amn-.onia is Injected through a
wedle valve, which allows a very fine stream to pass into
the space between two pipes, running in a coil approx-
imately 300 feet long surrounding a pipe containing the
brine above mentioned.

Sex. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22628.

needle-wire (ne'dl-wir), n. A high grade of
steel wire.

cJCK/rtto, a grass of the dry country from Texas neeskotting (nes'kot-ing), n. [Verbal n. of
to Montana, constituting on some poor lands
in Texas a large element in the forage. The
long, straight beards of the spikelets some-
times penetrate the skin or intestines of lambs,
but the loss is less than the value of the pas-
turage. Also called purple brard-gra-fs and
dig-tiiwn grass. Associated with this under
the same name is A. coarctata.—2. One of
several species of Stipa, especially S. eomata,
a, common bunch-grass of the dry mesas anil
foot-hills of the Kocky Mountain region, where
it is abundant and affords valuable forage.
The awns of this grass also cause some trouble.

H. o.- Negro bat. (6) A fish of the West Indian
faunsi, IhiiiKinuK fulvuK punftatuK, of the family Serra-
)ii((/c.—Negro bean. See *beani.

negro-fish (ne'gro-fish), ». Same as nigger-
/.s/(.

negro-ground (ne'gro-ground), n. Formerly,
in the West Indies, a portion of an estate on
which the negro slaves were allowed to plant
vegetables, etc., for their own use. See the
extract.

Whenever it Is found convenient for the owner to
exchange the negro-groundu for other lands, the Negroes
must be satisfied, in money or otherwise, before the
exchange takes place.
Bryan Kdwardu, A Hist of the Brit W. Indies, IL 163.

Ne^ro-head beech, an Australian tree, Fagv» Cun.
inw/hainii, used in furniture-making.

supposed to be from a noun negro-Hottentot (ne'gro-hot'n-tot), a. Of or
relating to a people of mixed negro and Hot-
tentot descent. Keane, Ethnology, p. 1.^3.

negroid, a. II. w. An individual of a negroid
race, such as those of Micronesia, the Negritos
of tho Philippine Islands, and the mixed
tribes of northeastern Africa.

" neeskot,

'neeskot, an ap|)ar. perverted form of an
AmerintJiau word which appears in Cana-
dian F. as nigoguc, < Micmac negok (Rand),
the jaw of a salmon-spear, also the salmon-
spear itself, used in taking fish at night
with the aid of fire or torch.] The spearing,
or rather gafling, of fish in shallow water at
night with the aid of a lanteni or torch, the
'spear' being a long pole with a hook at the
end. Compare *wcequa.ihing. F. Starr, cited
in Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p.
">1.

They are long and flexuous and have suggested Neetroplus (ne-et ' ro-plus), n. [NL., < Gr.

There Is even the same succession of types, running
from the pygmy Negritoes of Komeo and the Philippines,
through the Negroes of Papua and Melanesia, to the
Negroids of Micronesia.

Pop. Sci. Mo., March, 1902, p. 4.'».

negroidal (ne-groi'dal), a. [negroid + -a?l.]

Similar to or pertaining to the uegra race ;

;

negroid.



negroization

nogroization (ne'gro-i za'shon), «. Inegro +
-i-rr + -<ilioii.'\ The process of negritizing or the

state of being negritizeil. Iiat:el (trans.),

Hist, of Mankind. III. 258.

negroloid (ne'gro-loid), a. Same as negroid.

negrophil (ne'gi'o-fil), «. [negro + Gr. (jtueir,

to love.] One who is a friend of the negro;
one who desires to promote the welfare of the
negro.

Tllis is not thelanpuape of prejudice, of racial or reli-

gious bias, but the sober truth, frankly aiiniitted by the
ye^rophiUs themselves "behind the scenes."

Keane, Ethnology, p. 268.

negrophilism (ne-grof'i-lizm), n. [iiegropliilic)

+ -ism.] A disposition to favor the negro
race; benevolence toward the negro.

negrophilist (ne-grof i-list), M. [negrophiJ-

(inm) + -ist.]
' One who favors the negro

race and exerts himself in its behalf.

negrophilistic (nf-grof-i-lis'tik), a. Tending
to negrophilism ; of the nature of negrophilism

negrophobe (ne.'gro-fob), w. [negro + Gr.

^o^of, fear.] One who fears or has a strong

antipathy to the negro
negrophobia.

856 neoatavistic

nekozalne (na'ko-za-me), n. [Jap. nel'o, eat, nematocide (nem'a-t6-sid), n. and a. [nema-
to(de) + L. -ciWrt, a killer, < cicdere, kill,] I,
n. A substance that kills nematoid worms.

II. a. Destructive of threadworms or nem-
atoids.

considered coilectively and in contrast with nematogene (nem'a-to-jen), n. Same mnent-

+ _-«««', shark.] A shark, Hcleiodontus ja-
ponicus. of the family Heterodontidee.

nekton (nek'ton). n. [NL., < Gr. »'7K-(ic, swim-
ming. < vijxcn', swim.] Swimming organisir.s

those that float and those that live upon or in

the bottom. See *plankton, *beniJios.

The fauna of the sea is divisible into the plankton,
the swimming or drifting fauna which never rests on the
bottom (genei'ally taken now to include Haickel's nekton,

the strong swinnners, such as fisll and cephalopods), and
the benthos, which is fixed to or crawls upon the bottom.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. M2.

nektonic (nek-ton'ik), a. [nel-ton + -ic.'] Of nematopode (nem'a-to-pod), n.

or pertaining to nekton; swimming. See ^ cma^ojioda ov cnmpeds.

*nckton.

It has been asserted on various excellent grounds that

ittoyen.

Nematonurus (iiem''a-to-nii'rus), H. [NL.]
A genus of gadoid fistes which inhabit deep
seas.

Nematonus (nem-a-to'nus), n. [NL.] A
genus of deep-sea fishes of the family Brotu-
lidie.

One of the

nematopodous (neii-a-top'o-dus), a. Having
the characters of or belonging to the Nemato-

life originated in the coastal regions with benthonic poda or cirripeds.
forms; that slowly creeping organisms preceded the iJematorhyncha (uem " a -to-ring'ka), n. pi.
planktonicandneWomcformsin the lower phyla of the

[-(jj.^ i,y/_,a (i>,//jaT-), thread, + /br;raf," snout.]
animal kingdom. v47rter. Geo(., April, 1903, p. 211. \

'"
> '^ -'; . '. ,.' ''i,^' ^, .

-'

•,_ J ii. / , .. / i-i.i.N , a Ti J.
A group ot organisn:8 including the Gastru-

^*^mK°wi,i"t^

'

"' ^ "'"*" "'*' Kincjrhyncha. Biiiscldi.

"one "who' :^xhibits neiir(^eTi)'«. [Perhaps from the personal nematospernua (nem^a-to-spfer'mi-a), n. [Gr.
one Who exhibits

^^^^^ ^ ,^.^„^% tL giant fulmar, Ossifraga
"m'^(^mar-),thr^^d.,+ c-,p,^a,^^eA.] Agro,,

ne^ophobia(ne-gro-f6'bi-a), n. [negro + Gr. /^a aiel'miTf'1 • Same as inconnuA, fear.] Fear of the negro; strong an- ^^J'f}j'',±:\-
^fame^as »«co«««.

tipathy to the negro.

negrophobiac (ne-gro-fo'bi-ak), M. [negro-

phobia.] One who exhibits negrophobia.

negro's-ear (ne'groz-er), n. The black, curved
pods of Enterolobium contortisiliquum.

negrotic (ne-grot'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

the negro. X. E. D. [Bare.]

Nelson (nel'sun), n. [From the surname
Helson.] A hold in wrestling. In a full

Nclsun, one of the contestants, slipping behind
the other, puts his arms up under his op-

ponent's armpits and clasps his hands or

arms as high up as possible around the latter's

neck.

nelsonite (nel'son-it), n. See ^meteorite.

This is Mponbinda, and yon know we're bound for nolumbian (ne-lum'bi-an), 0. Pertaining or
MbAtA

!

" Nothing iief/rotic now astonishes us, there is

nought new to me in Africa.

Ji. F. Burton, Two Trips to Gorrilla Land, I.. 34.

relating to the genus Neliimbo ; lotus-like

nema (ne'mii), )(. ;
pi. nemata (-ma-ta). [NL., <

Gr. vijiia, a thread.] The flexuoiis filiform

process by which the sieula and rhabdosome
of graptoiites are suspended from the primary
disk. It attains gi-eat length in the young of

ceri&in forms, a.s \n IMctijograptus, Dictyonema _^'^l^\r^ , „._,.,-.s „
flnbeUiforme, and in certain AxonoUpa, as "®"',??'^"? (,ne-mer tit;, n.

species of Tetragraptus.

nemacaulus (nem-a-ka'lus), n. ;
pi. nemacauH

(-li). [NL., prop, ^nematocmdus, < Gr. v^iia, a
thread, -\- Kav'/.dr, a stalk.] A stout, noii-

theciferous supporting stem of a graptolite

colony. By«means of it the colony was either

suspended from or sessile upon a disk or sys-

tem of adhesive fibers. Lapworth.

nemaline (nem'alin), a. [Gr. i^//a, a thread,
+ -«/l + -i«fi.] In mineral., exhibiting a
fibrous structure.

Game nomalitic (nem-a-lit'ik), a. [nemalite + -ic]

Characteristic of the mineral nemalite.

negro-yard (ne'gro-yard), V. On West Indian
plantations, a portion of ground, near the

mills and the manager's house, where the

laborers have their dwellings, and generally

some fruit-trees, with places for pigs, goats,

and poultry. Originally these grounds were
occupied only by negroes, but at present

coolies and other laborers are frequently asso-

ciated with them.

Neh. An abbreviation of Xeheyniah, a book of

the Old Testament,

nei^, II. See *tiay'^.

n. e. i. An abbreviation of the Latin non est

iiireittiis, is not found.

neighbor, "— Help your neighbor, a dice-game
for six players with three dice. Each player has a num-
ber, from 1 to 0. Each has one throw, and any player
whose iinmlter appears on any die scores a points

is live points.

neighborhood, ». 7. In math., the part of a
line, surface, space, or other loctis in quo so

near to a correlative point that from its utmost
parts to that point it has everywhere a certain

given character with respect to which it is
. ,,,_,,. .,.,-,

the neighborhood of that point. Thus, to say Nematocarcinidffi (nemVto-l<ar^sm i-de),

that the air is condensed in the neighborhood

of a certain point, is to say that after one has
approached it sufliciently near, the nearer one
approaches the more condensed is the air up
to the point itself Neighborhood house. See
coUr:/e *«c(((ejn«)i(.— Neighborhood of a number or

point, a, for a positive numl»er h, is the aggregate of all

numbers (or points) x for which the absolute value of

3>-a denoted by
|
x-a, [

does not exceed h.

neighboring, a. 2. In chem., same as *vi-

cinal, 2.

neiloid (ne'loid), n. [Xeile (see def.) + -aid.]

A solid resembling a cone, but in part con-

cave : named for William Neile (1637-1670).

neinei (na-e-na'e), n. [Maori neinei.] In New
Zealand, a'name applied to several species of

Dracophyllum, especially to D. Traversii, a tree

belonging to the Epacridacex, having long
grassy leaves terminating in a slender point,

and slender terminal panicles of small sessile

flowers crowded closely together. The wood
is white, marked with satin-like specks, and
ada^ited for cabinet-work.

Nei8andra(ne-i-san'dra),«. [NL. (Rafinesque,

1838), < Gr. VTI-, a negative prefix, + laoi;,

equal to, + avr/p (a.v6p-), man, stamen; the

genus not having as many stamens as others

formerly confused with it.] A genus of plants

belonging to the family Dipterocarpacese.

See Hopea, and vegetable tallow, under tallow.

nek (nek), n. [D. nek, neck.] In South Af-
rica, a neck or saddle between two hills.

N. E. D.

Xevialitic structure or flbration, commonly occurring

in brncite within serpeiitinoids subjected to dynamic
stresses. The major axis of elasticity always lies par-

allel to the direction of the fibers.

.Science, March 31, 1905, p. 511.

n.

pi. [^h.,<.Xematocarcini(S -f -idx.] A family
of caridean macrurous crustaceans in which
the animal is slender and smooth, the first

anteniiEB have two long slender flagella, the

second antennae have a long naiTow scale and
an elongated slender flagellum, and the telson

group
of spermatozoa having a head orbody and more
or less elongated end-piece or tail. The other
group in Waldeyer's classification comprises
the sphcrospermia, which have only a variously
shaped body without any appendage.

nem. diss. An abbreviation (if the Latin
nemine dissentiente, no one dissenting, that is,

imanimously.

Nemertini (ne-m^r-ti'ni), n. pi. [NL. Ae-
mcrtes H- -ini.] A class of elongated worm-
like marine animals having a ciliated ectoderm,
as in the Turbelluria, and an eversible pro-
boscis Mng in a sheath on the dorsal side of
the enteron. They have a mouth and an anus,
simple gonads, and a vascular system ; and
are, as a rule, dioecious. There is no external
segmentation as in the more highly organized
class of Chsetopoda.

[Xemert(ea) +
itc'^.] A name given to certain vermiform
markings in rock strata, some of which may
be trails of annelids.

Nemesia (ne-me'si-a), n. [Nli. (Ventenat,
1H03), < Gr. vtiiectr, Dioscorides' name for a
plant of the related genus Antirrhinum.] A
genus of South African plants of the family
Scrophulariaeese. It contains about 30 species,
annual or perennial herbs bearing white, yel-
low, or red short-tubular, solitary, or racemed
saccate or spurred flowers. A few of them
are in cultivation as garden annuals, one of
the most advertised being X. s'rumosa.

nemestrinid (ne-mes'tri-nid), H. and a. I. n,

A member of the dipterous family Xemes-
trinidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Xemestrinidie.

Nemipterus (ne -mip ' te - rus), Ji. [Gr. vfjiia,

thread, -t- Trrfpoi', fin (wing).] A genus of

fishes of the family Lutiaiiidse which inhabit
the western Pacific.

nemophilist (ne-mof'i-list), M. [Gr. i(fioc, a
wooded pasture, -t <pi/.oc, loviLP-, + -ist,] One
who is fond of woods and groves.

is slender and tapering. It includes the two nemophily (ne-mof'i-li), n. [See nemophilous.]
genera Xematocarcinus and Stochacmus. - -.•-.- . ., ,

Nematocarcinus
[NL.

kiir ' si-nus), n,

Nematocarcittus utidulatifes, about one fourth natural size.

thread, + KapKim^, a crab.] The typical

genus of the family Xematocarcinidee.

nematoceratous (nem"a-to-ser'a-tu8), a. Same
as nematocerous.

Love of the woods ; fondness for a woodland
life. [Eare.]

nene (na'na), n. [Native name.] A species
of goose, licrnicla sandwicliensis, peculiar to
the Sandwich Islands.

N. Eng. An abbreviation of Ne« England.

neo-American (ne"o-a-mer'i-kan), a. [Gr.

viog, new, -I- E. American.] Jsew American:
applied especially to the nomenclature ot

American botanists.

A " Flora of Ixis Angeles and Vicinity, ' by Abrams
(Stanford University Press, April 5, 19t4) fonns an octavo
volume of 474 pages, and contains analytical keys and full

descriptions of tlie Spemiatophyta of the coast slope of

Los Angeles and (>l-ange Counties, California. The Orders
are arranged in the Engler and Prantl sequence, and the
Neo-American nomenclature is adopted— with syno-

nymic citation where the generic name is unfamiliar to

the ordinary reader. Amtr. Sat., Sept, 1904, p. 682.

neoarthrosis (ne'o-ar-thro'sis), n. [Gr. vt6q,

new, -I- E. arthrosis.] Same us pseiidarthrosis.

neoatavistio (ne-o-at-a-vis'tik), a. [Gr. rttif,

new, -I- E. atnristic] In biol., derived from
recent ancestors : opposed to '^paleoataristic.

Infant growth means being loaded with paleoatavistic

qualities, . . . while the pubescent increment is rela-

tively luoatavistic. G. S. liall. Adolescence, I. 5a



neobiologist

neobiologist, ». 2, A student of the biology
ot reeent organisms, as distinguished from
one who studies fossils.

857 neo-Greek

aiid to supplement thus his offlciiil salary.
F. Jl. Jevoiis, in Jour, of Hellenic Studies, XV, 248.

This author really d»->e8 seriously consider some of the
negiecteti theories usually omitted by students of exist-
ing biological phenomena, or n^-oft/o/of/t^fA'. Kr«>*«*««. / - // - 1 , - .. X

-•1. Ui/att, Biol. Lectures, 1S09, p. 147. Weocosmospora (ne o - koz - mos po - ra), n.
[NL. (E. F. Smith, 1899), < Gr. i-fof, new, +

ncoblastic, a- 2. Relating to the formation
of new tissue.

neobotanist (ne - 6 - hot 'a - nist), n. [Gr. vcoc,

new, + E. botanist.'i A botanist proper, as
distinguished from a paleobotanist.

neobotany (ne-o-bot'a-ni), «. [Gr. vcoc,

new, + L. botany.'] Botany proper, as dis-

tinguished from paleobotany.

neo-Buddhism (neo-bii'dizm), 11. [Gr. t'for,

new, + E. Buddhism.'] Later Buddhism;
specifically: (n) Buddhism as altered by the
addition or admixture of the Shivaitie,
Shamanistic, and other notions introduced
some centuries after the death of the Buddha.
It is professed largely by the Buddhists of
Kashmir, Tibet, China, Mongolia, and Japan
(the so-called Northern School). See the Great
rehide, in the Cyclopedia of yames. (b) The
' Buddhistic ' notions and doctrines professed neocriminalist (ne-o-krim'i-nal-ist), Jt. [Gr.

neodymium.
odymium oxid

duty l,i'^U2L»3;, one 01 tue so-called rare earths.

neodymium (ne-o-dim'i-um),?;. [xco- + (di)-
dymiuiii.] An element which occurs in cerite,
albanite, and other comparatively rare min-
erals. In 1803 Berzelins and Hisinger recognized as
containing a new metallic oxid an earth-like substance
extracted from cerite and gave to the metal the name-
cerium. In 1839 Mosander showed that this oxid con-
tained a second metal, which he named lanthanum, and
in 1841 the same chemist proved that there was also
present still another metal, which he called didymium.
In 1885 Aner von Welsbach succeeded, by a most laborious
seriesof fractional crystallizations of certain salts of the
didymium of Mosander, in resolving these into salts of
two distinct metals, for which he proposed the names
neodymium and praseodymium, respectively. Neodym-
ium has the higher atomic weight of the two: it forms
a single oxid of faint bluish-gray tint and its salts are
characterized by a bright rose-red color inclining lo violet
red, affording special absorption and emission spectra.
Neodymium is present in larger proportion than praseo-
dymium in the original didymium compounds of Mo-

, -• « .1. , , Sander,
moculatinns of the okra fungus _ i, .. ,-»_-„ -, , x .-«
) perithecial fruits having been neOIOrmatlOn (ne''o-for-ma ' shon), n. [Gr.

vtoc, new, + E. formation.'] Same as neoplasm.

Neogseic (ne-o-je'ik), a. [Neogala + -ic] Of
or pertaining to Keogsea.

Kdafioc, order, + avopd, seed.] A genus of
pyrenomycetous fungi closely related to Kec-
tria, but liaving brown unicellular ascos])ores.
The conidial form is a Fusanum. A single species, X.
vagiii/ecta, with two varieties, has been described. The
wilt-disease of cotton is caused by this fungus. The va-
riety tracheiphila causes the wilt of the cow-pea and the
variety nivea the wilt of watermelons. See wilt-disease,
luider -kdisease,

Xeoeosmospnra occurs on cotton (Gossypium herbaceum
and O. Barbadense), watemielon (Citruilus vulgaris), and
on cowpea (V'igna sinensis). It probably occurs also on okra
(Hibiscus escnlentus), although the identificatii>n is not
complete, depending solely on the chai-acter of the symp-
toms, on the presence of similar macro- and microconidia,
and on the occunence of the disease in the same locali
ties, no cultures or cross i

having been made and no
discovered.

U. S. Dept. Ayr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol., Bulletin
[17, 1899, p. 31.

by modern theosophists

neo-Bnddhist (ne-o-bii'dist), n. One who ac-
cepts neo-Buddhism.

neo-Buddhistic (ne"6-bu-dis'tik), a. Of or
pertaining to neo-Buddhism.
The four great gods of the Mayas, the 'props of the

heavens,' answered to the four great Slexican goils 4>f the
four quarters of the compass. . . . There is something
similar in the Xeo- Buddhistic teachings : but Buddhism,
even of the oldest type, is nnich too recent to explain any-
thing in the religious worlds of Mexico or Yucatan.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 346.

neo-Catholic (ne-o-kath'6-lik), a. and n. I.

a. [Gr. vloc, new, + £. Catholic.'] New
Catholic: applied (a) to a party in the Angli-
can Chtirch which openly 8>'mpathizes with
the Roman communion; (h) to the party of
liberals in the French Church represented by
Lamennais.

n. n. One who accepts the neo-Catholic doc-
trines. See *neo-Catholic (a).

neo-Catholici8m(ne''o-ka-thori-sizm), w. The
nco-Catholic doctrines. See "^neo-Catholic.

Neocene (ue'o-sen), a. and «. [Gr. vlor, new,-l-
Kutv6r, recent.] In f]col., the later Tertiary,
including the Miocene and Pliocene.

neochrysolite (ne-o-kris'o-Ut), n. [Gr. r/oc,

new, + E. chrysolite.] A mineral from the
ancient lava (1631) of Ve.suvius occurring in
small, black, tabular crystals near chrysolite
in angle. It is probably identical with fayalite.

neoclassic (ue-o-klas'ik), a. [Gr. i^oc, new,
+ E. rtiisnic] Noting any phase of modern
civilization which is based on principles or
practices developed during the period of Greek
and Roman antiquity. It is especially appli-
cable to resemblances between modern and
ancient art. See*neo-Greek.
neoclassicism (ne-o-kl&s'i-sizm), n. [neoclas-
sic -H -(,s»).] The character of being neoclas-
sic : revival of classic style in art or literature. neo-Darwinist (ne
Neoclinua (ne-o-kli'nus), n. [XL., < Gr. vEOf, '

new. H- NL. Ciinus, a generic name.] A genus
of blennioid fishes found off the California
coast.

iTof, new, -(- E. criminalist.] An adherent of
the school of criminologists who consider
criminality in an individual to be due to
physiological conditions which govern his ac-
tivities.

neo-Darwinian (ne"o-dar-win'i-an), a. and n.
[Gr. ifof, new, -I- E. /Mnc/Hia/i.] I. a. Dar-
winian (in reference to Darwin's view of the
origin of species) with modifications by later
WTiters. See *neo-l>aruinism.

How then does it fare with the case of inherited char-
acters which are not also adaptive ? Meiely that this case
is met by another and sequent assumption, which consti-
tutes an integral part of the Xeo-baruinian creed—
namely, that in nature there can be no such characters.

Gt. J, Jlomanes, Darwin, and after Darwin, II. 65.

II. n. One who accepts or advocates neo-
Darwinism.

As soon as we begin to cast about for cases which will
satisfy the Xeo-Dartcinians, we find that the structure of
their theory is such as to preclude, in almost every con-
ceivable instance, the possibility of meeting their de-
mand. G. J. Jiotnanes, Darwin, and after Darwin, II. 55.

In laying Aovm the great zoological subdivisions of the
Earth's surface, he [K, Lyddeker] agrees in the main
with Mr. Sclater, adopting, like him, the three broad
divisions proposed by Dr. Blanford in 18S)0, and using
likewise for them the terms Notoga-'ic, Seoffmc, and Arc-
togffiic. These he considers as "realms." the minor sub-
divisions being designated "regions." In the definition
of these latter, he rather follows Dr. Heilprin than Mr.
Sclater, uniting the Palajarctic and Nearctic regions
under the name "Holarctic," and raising the Sonoi'an
transition tract of the fonuer to an equal rank with the
other subdivisions of Arctogpea. Madagascar and neigh-
bouring islands form another separate region, while No-
toga^a constitutes four separate regions, instead of the
two of Dr. Heilprin. Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), X. 99.

Neogseic realm South America, Central America, and
the hot coastal plains of Mexico, considered as together
forming a prime zobgeographical region : correlative
with -kArctoriteic and *Xotogmc realms. The terms and
divisions were made by Dr. W. T. Blanford in 1890.

neogamOUS (ne-og'a-mus), a. [ncogam{y) +
-uiis.] Pertaining to or characterized by iieog-
amv. Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1904, p.
53G.

neogamy (ne-og'a-mi), «. [Gr. vio(, new, -I-

}(i/iof, marriage.] In zool., the very preco-
cious conjugation of two gregarines, in some
instances, as in Cy.^tohia irregularis, where it

takes place at the beginning of the life-cycle,
when the two parasites have hardly advanced
beyond the sporozoite stage.

In C. Minchinii occurs one of the most advanced in-
stances ()f neo'jamy yet known, the fusion taking jilace
almost at the conmiencement of the life-cycle when the
parasites are scarcely more than sporozoites, and com-
prising an absolute union of the two cytoplasms, the
nuclei alone remaining distinct

Juur. lioy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1004, p. 636.

neo-Darwinism (ne-6-dar'win-izm), ». [Gr.
ifHC, new, -f- E. Daruinism.] New ormodified
Darwinism; specifically, the doctrine or opin-
ion that the survival of the fittest, in the
struggle for existence, is an all-sufficient ac-
count of the origin of species, as contra.sted
with Darwin's opinion that natural selection
is an important, but not the exclusive means
of modification. Since Weisniann is the latest of its

prruninent advocates it is c(»nun<^nly regarded as identical
with AVeisinannism, although many neo-Darwinians
reject the system of metaphysical subtilties that makes
up Weistnann's doctrine of germ-plasm. See nWeis- neogen (ne'6-jen), n. [Gr. v^of, new, -I- -yev/ic,

•
'»«'""«"• -produced. ' See -gen.] An alloy resembling
Admitting the possible truth of either of the current silver, said to have the following composition

:

doctrines of heredity, called yeu-Daririnimn and Necv copper, 58 per cent.; zinc, 27; nickel. 12; tin

I;rSnt'i^V:?h'of1henJ;
"" """ "'" "'^"' •"'""''' Sj'aluminiim, 0.5; and bismtith, O.5.'

.^. Jf. Bn/rfirin, Development and Evolution, p. 13!). neogenesis (ne-o-jen'e-sis), ii. [NL., < Gr.
j'Kif, new, -t- yev£ai(, generation.] A new gen-
esis or begetting; new production. See the
extract.

The term neogenesis was first used to explain this sud-
den origin of new forms fi-om old-estjiblished species, if I
am not mistaken, by my friend and colleague Professor
Paolo Mautegazza, many years ago; it hjis been since
used, more or less in the same sense, by the late Professor
Cope and by others.

It'. E. D. Scott, in Science, Sept 1, 1905, p. 281.

\fofli*tui iittiricui. Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Neoconger {ne-6-kong'g6r), n. [NL., < Gr,
-I-' L. 'conger, a conger.] A'genus neodidymium (ne'o-di-dim'i-um), n.I'fo^, new,

of eels of the family .l/Kr*««.<tofiV/a?, found on
both coasts of the warmer parts of America.
neocorate (ne-ok'o-rat), n. [L. neocor{tis), <
Gr. i-tuKijpiir,, a person having charge of a
temple, -I- -flfe».] The office of custodian or
guardian of a temple
neokoros.

dilr' win-ist), n. [neo-
l)aririn(i.im) +. -ist.] One who accepts or ad-
vocates neo-Darwinism; one who advocates
some modification of Darwin's view of the
origin of species through the survival of the
fittest in the struggle for existence, or some
substitute for this view; specifically, one who
believes that organisms do not, or can not,
transmit to their descendants anything which
has not itself come to them through the germ- neogenetic (ne'o-je-net'ik), a. [Gr. vfof, new,
cells from which they were themselves gener- + -genetic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of
ated. neogenesis; newly generated or originated;

I am not a Xeo-Darvinisi, and so have no desire to i^ *''>'•' making its appearance during indivi-
niake "natural selection" synonymous with "natural dual development or ontogeny.

1
" throughout the whole domain of life and n»naar\ip fne-6-ien'ik') a Same na *«pn

}. J. Romanes, Darwin, and after Darwin, II, 28.
»COgeniC ^ne o jen ik;, a. oame as ^neo-
geiirtic.

[neo- + Neognathae (ne-og'na-the), n. pi. [Gr. I'fof,

new, -(- jraflof, jaw.] One of two main divi-
sions of existing birds, comprising all save the
ostriches and their allies, and the tinamous.
Contrasted with *ralieognath£e. I'ycraft, 1900.

neographic (ne-o-graf'ik), a. [See neography.]
Of or pertaining to neography, or a new
method ot writing or spelling.

causation
mind. G.

diilyiniuni.] Same as *neodymium.

Neoditrema (ne'o-oi-tre'ma), n. [Gr. Kfof,

new, -f- NL. Ditrema. See Ditrcma.] A genus
of fishes of the family Embiotocidse, found in
Japanese waters.

See the extract and neodymate (ne-od'i-mat), n. [neodym(ium) +
nffl.] In chem., a substance which may be

A single nfo<-orn(« implied a single temple to an em- viewed as consisting of neodymium oxid neo-Grecianism (ne-6-gre'shan-izm), n. A
peror or an imperial family, such as the Jnlii or navii. united to the oxid of a monobasic or electro- tendency to introduce Greek types and motives

H-. M. liamsay. in Classical Rev., April, 1889, p. 175. positive metal, or asa Salt in which neodymiuni in art or literature. See *neo-Greek.
neocoms (ne-ok'o-rus) n.

;
pi. neoeori (-ri). forms part of the acid radical : as, barium neo-Greek (ne-o-grek'), a. and «. [Gr. rfoc,

Same a« neokoros. neodymate (BaO.NdgOs or Ba(Nd02)2). new, + E. Greek!] I, a. Noting a revival of



neo-Greek

antique Greek style, types, or motives, in art
or literature

;

specifically,
noting a
style in
French archi-

tecture intro-

duced in the
reign of
Louis Phi-
lippe (1830-

48), by the
architects
Due, Duban,
Labrouste,
and others,
character-
ized by a free
and modern
rendering of
essentially
Greek mo-
tives. The
leading ex-
amples are
the tomb of
Napoleon at
the Invalides

Detail in Neo-Greelc Style.
Bibliothfeque Ste. GeuevitTe. Paris.

by Visconti, the Palais de Justice by Due,
the Biblioth^que Ste. Genevieve by Labrouste,
and the Ecole des Beaux Arts by Duban. The
Opera by Gamier conforms generally to the
neo-Greek style.

II. «. The language of modern Greece in
its various dialects.

neo-Hebraic (ne-o-he-bra'ik), a. and n. [Gr.
veor, new, + E. Hebraic.'] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the modem Hebrews.

II. n. The post-biblical Hebrew language.
Neo-Hebraic may be divided into Revernl periods, the
raost important of whicll are : (a) tlie i>erioti of Hebrew
Aramaic, the language in wliich tlie Talmud, Jliddrashim,
etc., were written, whicll bejxins with the tliird century
of our era ; (b) the period of medieval Hebrew, the style
in which the celebrated commentators, philosophers, and
poets of the Sephardi sc1um>1 wrote, which may be sub-
divided into various categories. Writers of pure biblical
Hebrew were few and the Aramaic element seems to
hove been in supremacy until the middle of the eighteenth
century when, with the beginning of the 'Renaissance,'
renowned writers of biblical Hebrew arose everywhere.
It is now making rapid strides among the Jews even in
the United .States. Owing, however, to the abnormal in-

flux of Russian immigrants it is being outstripped by
Yiddish. •

neo-HelleniC (ne"6-he-len'ik), a. and n. [Gr.
I'fOf, new, H- E. J?e?/<"HiO.] I. r/. 1. Of or per-
taining to modem Greece or Hellas.—2. Re-
lating to neo-Hellenism.— 3. Relating to the
vernacular language of modern Greece, the
Romaic.
H. n. Same as Romaic. I. Taylor.

neo-Hindu (ne-6-hin'do), a. [Gr. vfof, new,
-I- E. Hindu.] Modern Hindu.
The Aryans of India form the greatest portion of the

population U) the north of the Nerbada and Mahanadi

;

they speak different dialects of the neo-Hindu language
(ancient Bracha language, branch of the Prakrit or cor-
rupt vulgar Sanscrit). Deniker, Races of Man, p. 412.

Neohipparion (ne"o-hi-pa'ri-on), n. [Gr. vco^,

new, -f NL. Bipparion.] A genus of three-
toed horses occurring in the Miocene deposits
of North America, and distinguished from the
European Pliocene genus Hipparion by the
structure of the teeth, the more slender con-
struction of the long bones of the limbs and
feet, and the relatively greater reduction of
the lateral digits.

neokosmium (ne-o-koz'mi-um), «. [NL., <

Gr. icof, new, -1- K6a/ioc. order.] A supposed
substance announced in 1896 as a new chemi-
cal element. There is no reason for believing
in its existence.

neo-Lamarckian (ne"6-la-mar'ki-an), a. and n.

[Gr. veoc, new, -t- E. iMtnarckiatt.'] I. a. Of or
pertaining to neo-Lamarckism.
The weakness of the Xeo-Lamarckiaji view lies in its

interpretation of heredity. Encyc. Brit, XXVIIL 344.

H. n. One who advocates or accepts a
modifleation of the opinions of Lamarck on
the origin of species; especially, one who,
while accepting natural selection, believes

that it is aided by the inheritance of ac-

quired characters. G. J. Romanes, Darwin,
and after Darwin, U. 63.

neo-Lamarckianism (ne"o-la-mar'ki-an-izm),

H. Same as *neo-Lamarckisin.

neo-Lamarckism (ne"o-la-mar'kizm), n. [Gr.

w'of, new, +Vj. Laniarckism.'] A modification of

the opinions of the French naturalist, the Che-

858

valierde Lamarck (1744-1829), on the origin of
species. Lamarck, wlio wjia one of the earliest advo-
cates of the mutability of species, regarded the structural
changes that are proiluced in animals by their activities
under the stimulus of new habits and new needs and new
desires, and those that are pnnluced in plants by the
direct modifying influence of external oomlitions, as tlie

means of transformation and adaptation. The word nfo-
Lamarcfcixin was introduced into biological literature by
A. S. Packai'd. an American entomologist and biologist
(1839-lflOri), who held that species cannot arise through
the suiTival of the fittest in the struggle for existence
without the aid of the mortifying influence of extenial
conditions. Packard attributed the blindness of cave-
animals to the inheritance of the effects of disuse ; and as
it is clear that use and disuse and the external conditions
of life cannot give rise to uew STiecies unless their effects
are inherited, the defense of the belief in the inheritance
of 'acquired characters' occujties so prominent a place in
the literature of neo-Lamarckism that this belief is com-
monly regarded as the meaning of the t«nn, although one
who admits that 'acquired characters' may be inherited
without admitting tliat this inheritance is a means for
modifying species is not a neo-Lamarckian.

Inasmuch as Lamarck attempted to frame a theory
of evolution in which the principle of natural selection
had no part, the interpretation placed on their work by
many bionomical investigators recalls the theories of
Lamarck, and the name Neo-Lantarckigm has been used
of such a school of biologists, particularly active in
America. Encyc. Brit., XXVIIL 344.

neo-Latin, a. II. n. One who speaks a neo-
Latin or Romance language.

Neolei)idoptera (ne'^o-lep-i-dop'te-ra), 11. pi.

[Gr. w'of, new, -I- NL. Lepidoptera."} Asuborder
of Lepidoptera, erected by Packard to include
all the Lepidoptera except the Micropteri/i/idie

(Paleokj)idoptera) and the Erioceplialidse (I'ro-

tolcpidoptcra).

Neolimulus (ne-o-lim't^i-lus), n. [Gr.vto^,
new, -1- NL. Liniulu.i.] A genus of extinct
merostomatous crustaceans allied to the Xipho-
sura or horseshoe-crabs. They are found in
the Silurian beds of Scotland.

Neoliparis (ne-o-lip'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. veof,

new, + NL. Liparis.] A genus of fishes of
the family Liparididee, found in northern seas.
Jordan and Evcrmann, Fishes of North and
Middle Amer., p. 2106.

neolite, ". 2. In ^^c^to^/., a term used by King
(1878) to designate a group of volcanic rocks
including both rhyolite and basalt.

neolith (ne'o-lith), «. [«c()KH((»c).] A stone
implement, or weapon,of the Neolithic period

;

also a person living in that period. See
Seolithic.

Although the wolf was abundant in Europe during the
old stone age, the dog was unknown till it appeared on
the scene with the Neolilhs, a race that came from the
home of the jackal.

E. S. Thompson, in Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 71.^.

Large numbers of barbed and grooved bone spear and
arrow points, as well as stone adzes, axes, fish and skin-
ning knifes, chisels, scrapers, Ac, are found. Some of
these are of the rough ' palaeolithic ' type, others are finely
wrought and polished ^neoliths.' The two are commonly
found side by side.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n. Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 442.

neologianism (ne-o-16'ji-an-izm), n. \ineolo-

gian + -i'.sHi.] Same as neology,

neologization (ne-ol'o-ji-za'shon), n. [neolo-

gize + -ation.] The act of neologizing, in
any sense of that word. [Rare.]

neologous(ne-oro-gus), a. .Same as neological.

Neomanis (ce-o-me'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. vfof,

new, -t- NL. Mxni.s.'] An obsolete genus
of fishes, now known as Lutianus, belonging
to the family Lutianidae, found on both coasts
of America. See *raiado, with cut.

neomon (ne'o-mon), n. [Gr. vioc, new, -f-

fioi>(ag), unit.] The square root of minus one
;

V— 1; '•

neomonic (ne-o-mon'ik), a. and n. [neomon
+ -ic.'\ I, a. Pertaining to, or based upon the
neomon—Neomonic number. See *number.

II. «. A neomonic number, for instance

V-2.
The notion of number has been made more clear and

precise ; at the same time it has received diverse general-
izations. The most precious forthe analyst is that which
results from the introduction of neoinonictf, which mod-
ern mathematicians could not now dispense with.

Science, Sept IS, 1904, p. 364.

neomonoscope (ne-o-mon'o-skop), n. [Gr.
veof, new, + fiovoq, single, -I- OKOTreiv, view.]
In photog., an instrument for magnifying
photographs, invented about 1862. Woodbury,
Encye. Diet, of Photog., p. 299.

neomorph (ne'o-morf), n. [Gr. rcoc, new, -t-

/Jopcpt/, form.] In biol., a part or organ, or a
modification of a part or organ, which has re-

cently been generated or acquired.

neomorphic (ne-o-m6r'ftk), a. [neomorph +

Neopithecini

-ie.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of,

neomorphs.
Madagascar has yielded a Physa (P. lamellata) with a

neomorphic gill, a character shared by species of Planor-
bis (P. comeus ami P. marginatus).

Rep. Bril. Asg'n Atlmnaemeiil of Sci., 1902, p. 631.

neomorphosis (ne'o-mor'fo-sis), «. [NL., <
Gr. I'fof. new, -f- fi6p<j>iMic, formation.] In biol.,

the replacement of a lost part by a part that
normally belongs in a different region of the
body or by one that is unlike any normal part
of the body.
As an illustration of this process {neomorpboitig\ may

be cited the development of an antenna, when the eye of
a crab or of a prawn is cut off near the base.

T. II. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 24.

Neomylodon (ne-o-mj'lo-don), n. [NL., <
Gr. I'foc, new, + NL. Mylodan.] A genus of
gigantic extinct ground-sloths whose remains
have been found in tlie caverns of Patagonia
in a condition and association which indicate
that the animal is but recently extinct and
has been a couteraporary of the existing fauna
of the region, including man. The remains found
have been not only bones but pieces of epidermis bearing
a haiiy covering. Hauthal has observed, in ass(x:iation
with these, holies of the horse, a human scapula, ana
bone tools, together with masses of dried excrement and
cut hay, and believes that this great sloth was domesti-
cated by an early race of men in that region.

neon (ne'on), n. [NL., 'the new (element),'
< Gr. riof, neuter of veof, new: see new.] An
elementary substance occurring in gaseous
form in the earth's atmosphere : atomic weight,
20. It was first isolated in 1898, and was obtained by the
fractional distillation of liquid air. It is a colorless trans-
parent gas which has been liquefied. Its boiling-point
under normal pressure is - 239° C. (- 398.2" F.). In the
gaseous state its density is 9.97 (hydrogen =1). In a
tube suitably exhausted, electric discharge gives a char-
acteristic spectrum, most of the lines of wU^li are in the
area of the visible red, with a specially notewoffthy line
at 5016 in the green. Neon is, like argon and the other
recently discovered atmospheric gases, chemically in-

active. It occurs in the air in lai-ger proportion than
any of the other gases of this class except argon—about 1

to 2 parts by volume in 100,000 of air.

—

Neon tnbe, a
vacuum-tube containing neon and showing, when ti-a-

vei-sed by an electric dischai-ge, the spectrum of that gas.

The wave-length of the oscillator's vibration can, there-
fore, be measured by isolating a complete wave on the
helix by means of a sliding earthed saddle using a neon
tube as indicator.

Elect. World and Engin., Oct 1, 1904, p. 583.

neonatal (ne-o-na'tal), fli. [neonatus + -aP.]
Relating to the new-born ; of recent birth.

neonatus (ne-o-na'tus), w.
;

pi. neonati (-ti).

[NL., < Gr. vtoc, new, -h L. itatus, born.] A
new-born child.

neontological (ne"on-to-loj'i-kal). a. [neon-
tolofi(y) + -ical.] Of or pertaining to neon-
tology, or the zoology of existing animals :

opposed to paleontologieal.

neopallial (ue-o-pari-al), a. [neopalli(um) +
-«/!.] Relating to the neopallium, or area be-
tween the pyriform lobe and hippocampus.
Trans. Linnean Soc, London, Zool., Feb., 1903,

p. 370.

neopalliiun (ne-o-pal'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
I'fof, new, + i^h. pallium.] That area of the
cortex of the brain which lies between the
hippocampus and the pyriform lobe.

He [Dr. Elliot Smith] applies to the pyriform lobe and
the hippocampus the terms "basal" and "marginal"
pallium, in order sufficiently to emphasise, for the flr«t

time, the fact that the intervening area of ** neopcdtiitm,"
the most variable, is both morphologically and physio-
logically the most important pallial constituent

Xatttre, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 340.

neo-Persian (ne-o-per'shan), a. [Gr. veoc,

new, + 'E. Persian.] Persian of modern times.
Keane, Ethnology, p. 412.

neophilism (nf-of'i-lizm), n. [Gr. vfof, new,
-I- p/>.of, loving, + -ism.] A love of novelty;
a preference, sometimes amounting to an in-

sane desire, for what is new.
neophrastic (ne-o-fras'tik), a. [Gr. vfof, new,

-(- cpa^tiv, declare, express.] Of or pertaining
to the coinage or use of new words or phrases.
[Rare.]

I am " awfully " afraid (aa my grandchildren will say

—

no d—g will stay this neophrastic flood) that I have lost

my Emerson letters. Lowell, Letters, II. 327.

neopithecine (ne^'o-pi-the'sin), a. [Neopi-
thecini.] Relating to, or having the characters
of, monkeys above the marmosets.

It is reasonably clear, therefore, that these three species
are ])riinitive members of the Neopithecine division of the
Anth!oiX)ide;i. Amer. Jour. Set., Jan., 1904, p. 23.

Neopithecini (ne-o-pith-e-si'ni), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. vfof, new, -f TridT/Kof, ape, + -int.] A
division of the order Primates containing those
above the marmosets : correlative with Arc-



Neopithecini

topitheciiii, the living marmosets, and Palseo-

pitheciiii. Tarsius, and its allies, considered as

rei)resenting primitive monkeys.
neoplasia (ne-o-pla'zia), H. L^Ii., < Gr. viof,

new, + ~/n<7ic, formation.] The formation
of neoplasms or true tumors.

neoplastic, a- 2. Relating to or consisting in

moplasly.
neoplasty (ne'o-plas-ti), h. [Gr. vhg, new, +
-'/ii(T7ur, formetl, + -i/^.] Surgical measures
adapted to the formation of new parts.

neopsychic (ne-o-si'kik), a. [Gr. veoc, new,
+ K. ;).-i/t7i(<'.] lu pnychoL, of recent mental
development : opposed to *paleopsyehic.

[Rare.]

The mind ... is repeating most rapidly the later neo-

^»ji//c/iic stapes of phjietic experiences, and laying on this

fuundati(»n tlie corner-stones of a new and uniqne adult
personality. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 70.

neo-Pnnic (ne-o-pii'nik), a. [Gr. wof, new, +
E. I'unic.} Punic of more recent date (than
old Punic) : applied to a Punic dialect of North
Africa, represented in the neo-Punic inscrip-

tions (100 B f. to A.D. 400).

Neorhynchidae (ne-o-ring'ki-de), n. pi. [NL..
< Xcorliiinchiis + -idie.] A family of ISema-
tkelmin tlwiin which sexual maturity is reached
in the larval stage, the proboscis-sheath has a
single wall, the circular muscle-layer is very
simply developed, and the longitudinal muscle-
cells are present only in certain places. It in-

cludes the genus yeorhynehus.

Keorhynchus (ne-6-ring'kus), «. [NL., < Gr.

t'fof, new, + 'pi')x<K, snout.] The typical and
only genus of the family Xeorhi/itchidie. X.
clarseceps is parasitic in the carp and A", agilis

occurs in Muijil auratus and .V. cephalus.

Human)). 1892.

Neomithes (ne-6r'ni-thez), «. pi. [NL., < Gr.
villi;, new, + 6/)t'<f, pi. opvide^, bird.] One of

two main divisions of birds, oomprising all

save the extinct J rchspopUri/x and itsimrae<li-

ate. but as yet unknown, relatives : contrasted
vkhh*.lirhseiir>iillie.i. Guilow, about 1898.

neo-Roman (ne-o-ro'man), a. [Gr. veo^. new,
+ E. Uoman.'] 'lu mod. arch., characterized

tXeo.Roniftn Architecture.

<Froiii the Capitol at Washington.)

ly a strongly marked classical design with a
free use of columns in porticos and the like,

and abundance of detail taken from ancient
Roman buildings.

leoTomantic (ne'o-ro-man'tik), a. [Gr. t^oc,

new, + K. romaiitic] Belonging to or char-
acteristic of the later romantic school.

In the modem [llungartanl di^nia three great and
clearly differentiated grnnpfl may be distinguished. First

the neo-rttnuintic grimp, whose chief representatives are
Eugen Rikosi, Louis IMczi (lx*ni 184.^)).

Kncyc. Brit, XXtX. ;«11.

neo-SanskritiC (ne-o-san-skrif ik), a. [ijr.

I'nir, new, + E. Sanskritic.'l Sanskritic of a
more recent date. AVanc, Ethnology, p. 210.

Neosho formation. See *formation.

Neosporidia (ne'o-.spo-rid'i-a), n. pi. [NL., <

(i.-. i7o<, new, + NL. sporiflium, pi. sporiiUn.

See npori<lium.^ A group of Sporo:;oa in which
growth and reproduction go on at the same
time. It includes the Myxosporidia and Snr-
cosporidia. Contrasted with *Telosporidia.

Sfbandhin,

neossidin (ne-os'i-din), «. [iieos8(ine) + -id

-t- -ill-.] The hyalin which corresponds to

iieos.-<ine.

neOBSOPtile (ne - os ' op - til), ». [Gr. reoaair,

a chick. + -jTi'/nv, a down feather.] One of

the feathers which form the covering of a
newly-hatched bird, resembling but distinct

from the down of an adult bird. Neossoptiles
are distinguished by having a very short cal-

amus; a very short rhachis, or none at all;
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practical absence of cilia ; long slender rami

;

and no aftershaft, save in tie emu. The term
is correlative with -'•mesoptilt and *teleoptile.

The whole process [evolution of hut-iis and antlers] re-
calls the relation of the neogsoptite to the teleoptile or
permanent feather, and stilt more the shedding of our
own ftetal finger-nails.

J'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 213.

neostoma (ne-os'to-ma), «.; p\, neostoviata
(-to'ina-tii). [NL., < Gr. veoc, new, + cruiia,

mouth.] In enibri/ot., the existing mouth-
opening of vertebrates: so named because it

is supposed to have been formed more recently
than the patoostoma. (See*paleeostoma,2.) It

lies behind the palseostoma and is supposed
to have arisen from a pair of branchial clefts.

neostyle (ne'o-stil), n. [Gr. rt'of, new, + L.
stilus, stylus, style.] A duplicating-machine
constructed on the principle of the press. In
the rotary neostyle a stencil is laid on the outer surface
of a perforated steel drum, rotated by hand or by a motor,
and ink is forced through the stencil at the proper mo-
ment upon the paper to be printed, which is then auto-
matically discharged.

neo-Sumerian (ne-o-su-me'ri-an), a. [Gr.
vior, new, + E. Suincrian.'i Sumerian of a
more recent date (than the earliest Sumerian).
neo-Syriac (ne-o-slr'i-ak), a. audw. [Gr. vfoc,

new, + E. Syriac.'i Syriac of modem times :

applied to certain dialects spoken in Mesopo-
tamia, Kurdistan, and Lake Urumiah.
neotenia (ne-o-te'ni-a), n. Same as *tieote)iy.

Epistasis is a modified form of the process emphasized
by tioas under the name of neotenia, a reversion of a
phylum to a modified embryonic condition.

Science, March, 1903, p. 381.

neotenic (ne-o-ten'ik), a. [neoten(y) + -ic]
Pertaining to, or characterized by, neoteny.

Amphiuma is a sort of neotenic Ca>cilian. a larval fonn
become sexually matiu'e while retaining the branchial
respinitiou. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 383.

neoteny (nf-ot'e-ni), n. [Gr. I'fof, new, young,
-f rciveiv, keep.] In biol. : (n) The reversion
of a phylum to a modified embryonic
condition. (6) The retention by an organ-
ism of lan'al or juvenile characters beyond
the time characteristic of other members of

the group to which it belongs. This may be
partial, as in the case of some toads and frogs,

whose young pass the winter in the tadpole
condition, or total, as in some salamanders
that retain their external gills when adult.

Also *neotenia.

Tliese cases of neoteny are therefore instances of more
or less complete retardation, or of the retention, of jiar-

tially larval conditions.
//. Oadow, .\mphibia and Reptiles, p. Co.

neoterically (ne-o-ter'i-kal-i), orfr. In a neo-
teric or modem way or fashion.

neotocite (ne-ot'o-sit), n. [Gr. veiroKoc, newly
born, 4- -iVei.] A hydrated silicate of man-
ganese and iron, derived from the alteration
of Slime other species, as rhodonite.

Neotremata (ne-o-trem'a tji), n. pi. [NL.,
< Or. ivof, new, + Tp>ifia(r-), hole.] In
Beecher's classification of the brachiopods,
an order including forms without articular

hinge, with the pedicel aperture restricted to

the ventral valve and modified by ii listrinm.

neotrematons (ne-o-trem'a-tus), a. \_yeotre-

mai((i) + -ous.l Of or pertaining to theAeo-
trcniata.

Neotropic (ne-o-trop'ik), a. Same as Neotrop-
icnl.

neottious (nf-ot'i-us), a. [Keotti(a) + -ons."]

Boliiiiging to the genus Xeottia ; characteristic

of orchids of the genus Neottia.

Neottopteris (ne-o-top'te-ris), n. [NL. (John
Smith, 1841), < Gr. veoTTia, a nest, + Trrepi^, a
fern, in allusion to the nest-like growth of the

fronds (see hird's-ncst *fcrn).] A genus of

large epiphytic ferns, related to A.ipleiiiutii,

with simple, entire, broadly linear or lanceo-

late fronds from 2 to 6 feet long borne in

crowns, with forked parallel veins running
from the usually raised midrib nearly to the

margin where their apices are connected by a
continuous transverse vein. There are about
6 species, natives of Asia, Australia, and the
islands of the Pacific. Several of these, in-

cluding \. Xidu.9, are commonly cultivated.

See bird's-nest *Jern.

neotype (ne'o-tip), n. [Gr. vloc, new, -f- ri'Trof,

typ<'.] A specimen identified with some
described and named species, selected as a
standard of reference where the original type
is lost or damaged beyond recognition, or is

not available. Schudtert and Iluckman, 1905.

nepenthic

neovitalism (ne-o-vi'tal-izm), )i. [neo- -I- vital
+ -/.<)«.] 1. Inpliysiol.: (a) The doctrine or
opinion that the distinctive activities of living
beings cannot completely be accounted for as
the resultants of the physical and chemical
constitution of their bodies and of their move-
ments, according to the principles of me-
chanics.

It is true that at times in these latter days, sporadic
upshoots of a neo-vitalima raise their tiny lieads, but these
are to be ascribed to the innate aversion of the human
mind to confess its ignorance of wiiat it really does not
know, and they do not receive serious attention from tile

more hopeful seekers after truth.
Sci. Amer. Sup., March 14, 1903, p. 22741.

(b) The doctrine or opinion that the dis-
tinctive activities of living beings are different
in kind from those of inorganic bodies, and
that they are due to a different kind of energy
from any that is made known by the study of
the inorganic universe : because knowledge of
the physics and chemistry of their bodies,
while it may make it possible to foresee or
predict their actions, does not reveal what
brings them about and makes them to be
what they are. Since the aim of the concrete
sciences is to predict the consequences of
given antecedents and not to discover who or
what makes them to be, there is no differ-

ence between physics and physiology in this

respect.
Prof. Verwom regards with disfavour the intrusion of

such idealistic conceptions as have been made familiar
by the exponents of '^ neo-vitalium," and accordingly he
limits the subject-matter of general physiology.

Sature, Jan. 1, 1903, p. 212.

2. In biol., the doctrine or opinion that the
generation of new beings from eggs and parts
of eggs, and the regeneration or replacement
of parts that have been lost, cannot be ex-
plained or understood as the mechanical
resultants of the conditions under which they
take place, because they bring about or restore
that due subordination and interadjustrnent of
parts which is necessary for establishing or
restoring the coordination and unity of the
whole : although inability to account for these
processes by means of the history of the indi-

vidual does not show that they may not be
the intelligible consequences, direct or indi-
rect, of ancestral history.

neovitalist (ne-o-vi'tal-ist), n. [neovital(ism)
+ -it.t.'] An advocate of or believer in neo-
vitali.«m, in any sense of that word.

neovitalistic (ne"o-vi-ta-lis'tik), a. [neorital-

ist + -(<•.] Of or pertaining to, or of the
nature of, neovitalism.

But all the so-called neo-citalistic efforts . . . have
nothing to do witli the older vitalism.

Uncyc. Brit., XXXI. 712.

Neowashingtonia (ne"6-wosh-ing-t6'ni-ii), «.

[NL. (Sudworth, 1897)', < Gr. wof, new, +
NL. ft'asliinytoiiia, an untenable name for the
genus.] A genus of palms. See Washing-
tonia, 2.

neo-ytterbium (ne''o-i-t^r'bi-um),»i. [Gr.
ifof, new, -I- E. ytterbiutH.'] See the extract,

and compare *lutecium.

A new element, lutecium, resulting from the splitting
of Marignac's ytterbium : O. t'rbain. The separation
was effected by fractional crystallization of the nitrates
from nitric acid of density 1.3. The characteristic lines

in the arc spectrum of the new element are given. For
the purified ytterbium resulting from the separation the
name of neo-ytterbium is projiosed.

Xature, Nov. 14, 1907, p. 48.

neoza (ne-6'za), n. [Bhutanese.] A tree,

liinus Gerardiuna, of the Himalayas. Its

s^eds are edible.

neozoologist (ne^o-zo-ol 'o-jist), M. [Gr.

vtof, new, + E. zoologist.'] One who studies
recent animals : contrasted with paleontolo-

gist, one who studies fossil animals. Encyc.
'Did. [Rare.]

neozoology (ne'o-zo-ol'o-ji), B. [Gr. vIoq, new,
+ E. zoology. "] That branch of science which
deals with existing or recent animals : con-
trasted with paleozoology , which deals with
fossil animals, and correlative with *neobclt-

any. XichoUon and Lydekkcr. [Rare.]

nepaline (ne-piirin), n. [Nepal (Nepaid) -1-

-iii(".'\ A poisonous alkaloid found in Rumex
nrpa/ciisis Wall. It crystallizes in orange-
colored needles which melt at 136° C.

nepenthaceous (ne -pen - tha ' shius), a. Be-
longing to, or having the characters of, the
Xepcnthaceie, a family of insectivorous plants.

nepenthic (ne-pen'thik), a. [Kcpeiith{es) +
-ic] Pertaining to or derived from the Ne-
penthes, a genus of insectivorous plants.



nephelescope

nephelescope (nefe-lf-skop), n. [Gr. ve^ai/,

a cloud, + oKn-eh; view.] 1. An instrument
for showing the changes in the temperature
of the air induced by rarefaction.— 2. An
instrument for viewing the upper strata of
clouds.

nepheliad (ne-fe'li-ad), n. [Gr. vc<i)e?.>!, a
cloud, + -«(/l. Cf. Xaiad.l A cloud-nymph
y. E. D. [Rare.]

Ho ! AVe are the Xephrliadf!, we.
Who hrhig the cKnuls from the preat sea,
And have within our happy care
All the love 'twixt earth and air.

L. Hunt, Foliafie, TheXymphs, p. xxxi.

nepheligenous (nef-e-lij'e-nus), a. [Or.
veipiAi/, cloud, + -yevr/(, -producing, + -o«.s.]

Producing clouds (of tobacco-smoke). [Rare.]
Let us sit awhile with nuhiferous, or, if we may coin a

word, ttepfteliftemnts accompaniment such as shall gently
narcotize the over-wearied hrain.

O. ir Ihilmes, in The Atlantic,' Dec, 1862, p. 759.

nephelodometer (nef "e-lo-dom'e-t^r), «. [Gr.
ve<pe/.r/, a cloud, + 6d6c, way, + /ifrpov, mea-
sure.] An instrument for determining the dis-

tances of clouds.

nephelological (nef'e-lo-loj'i-kal), a. Of or
pertaining to nephelology.
nephelology (nef-e-lol'o-ji), n. [Gr. ve<p£?.>i, a
cloud, + -ology.'} The study or science of
clouds.

nephelometer,' «. 2. In chem., an instrument
for estimating the quantity of a solid substance
suspended, in verj' small proportion and in a
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handles j, k. The compass is fastened to the deck of
the vessel so that its fore-and-aft line or zero is parallel
to the keel of the vessel. The observer looking into the

Abbe's Marine Nephoscope.

mirror sees a small cloud or other celestial object re-
flected therein. He moves his eye until the object is

J
„ „„„ „ reflected at the center, (. He also moves the brass rim by _.

verv finelv divided state in n linuid as iti the *'« l>i""ll6s/ and 3, and slides the knob A until the latter 7,pnhropplp »very nneiyaiviaea srate, in a nquia, as intne
j^ jjg^ reflected atl. As the object appears to move "epiiroceie, ».

case of one or two milligrams of silver ehlorid
in a liter ofwater, it depends on a comparison of the
degrees of illumination required to produce the same ap-
parent opalescence in two tubes, one of which contains
a known quantity of the finely divided solid under ex-
amination, the other containing the unknown quantity
of the same which is to be estimated, both similarly sus-
pended in water or some other suitable liquid.

nephelometry (nef-e-lom'e-tri), «. [Gr. ve(pi7.ri,

cloud, -I- -fiFTpia < iihpoi', measure.] 1. The
art of measuring, observing, or studying the
general cloudiness of the sky.—2. The art of
tneasuringthe size, growth, andotiier changes
of a particular cloud.—3. The application of
the photogrammeter to cloud-work.
nephelopsychosis (nef "e-lo-si-ko'sis), n. [Gr.
veipiAil, cloud, + E. psychosis.'] In psychoL,
mental processes and attitudes set up by the
sight of clouds : supposed by some psycholo-
gists to be specific and atavistic in character.

Nephelopmichoses

.

. . aredistinctly more prominent and
numerous among girls than boys, ami as the female organ-
ism is more conservative this of itself suggests rapi)oi-t
with iihylogeuy. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 181.

object appears to move
away from I he moves his eye so that the knob h continu-
ally covers the reflected object : at the same time he
turns the thread by the handles j and It so that the reflec-

nephrolytic

The Hesionidaj have compound ctrgans, serving both as
excretory and as genital ducts, formed by the grafting of
the ca'lomostome on to the iifpftndicxttmie.

Ennjc. ISrit., .XXXIII. 882.

nephridium, »— Diffuse nephrldla. Same as -kpUc-
tuiwphric lupiiridia.— Meganephrlc nsphrldla, in
many limicoh)ua and tcnicoloiis aiiiieliils. m-phridia con-
sisting of the ccrlomatiL' finiml and Inn;: tulte "pening to
the exterior.— Plectonephrlc nephrldla. Sec -kplecto-
nrphric.

nephrin (nef 'rin), n. lNc{o)phr(oniiim) + -t«2.]
A colorless neutral compound, C00H34O, con-
tained in the lichen Nenjyhrnnium arcticinm.
It crystallizes in needles which melt at 168° C.
nephrism (nef'rizm), n. [Gr. vetppoi;, kidney,
4- -ism.} A pathological condition character-
ized by serious disease of the kidneys.

nephritic, «. 2. One who suffers from neph-
ritis.

_
Uuck, Med. Handbook, I. .563.

nephritis, ".-; Glomerular nephritis. .Same as
ijiuineriibntephritiK.

nephritoid (uef 'ri-toid), «. [)wphrit{is) +
-o(V/.] One of several minerals which have
the properties and uses of nephrite, as jade
(nephrite), jadeite, chloromelanite, and simi-
lar varieties of other species, as vesuvianite.
nephro-abdominal (nef'ro-ab-dom'i-cal), a.

[Gr. i'e<pp6c, kidney, + E. nbdominaJ.'] Of or
relating to the kidney and the abdominal wall.

nephroblast (nef'ro-blast), «. [Gr. w^p-if,

kidney, + /i/atrriif, germ.] One of the pole-
cells which furnish the material for the de-
velopment of the nephridia in annelids. See
cut under ^neuroblast.

2. In embryol., the cavity of
the pronephric and mesonephric tubule con-
sidered as an extension of the coeloma or true

... .. .- , .. „ - body-cavity of the embryo.
tionof.the object moves along ,t.

^JJ;^«;J;;^''^<f
™«

Jjp^^^^
nephrOCOlica (nef-ro-kol'-i;ka), «. _[NL., < Gr.sents the desil'ed direction of the apparent r..i^i,in,i u» mc - , , . . , - . , -- , . -, - c,

cloud. The compass-card is visible through the clear ^'"PP"?, kidney, + KU/.lKr/, collc] bame as
glass band b, and the observer records the bearings of rciidl colic (which see, under colic).
the thread and of the lubber-line. The absolute motion nephrOCVSt (nef 'ro-sist), n. [Gr. w^piif, kid-

ney, + Kva-i^, bladder.] One of the kidneys
and the altitu<ie of the cloud may also be determined
if desired by a second observation when the ship has a
difterentspeed or course.—Alms's nephoscope.anepho-
scope which has two mirroi-s, one near and the other dis-
tant from the observer. The same cloud is oliserved in
both, and when the images overlap the inclinations of
the milTors are recorded, and the distance or altitude of
the cloud is computed. Called by Ainn? a reriectinr) ane-
momtUr.—'BesBOTO.'s zenithal nephoscope, a nepho-
scope designed for observations ne.or the zenith. It
consists of a horizontal frame on which are sti-etched two
orthogonal systems of threads, with an inclined plane
mirror below. The observer looks horizontally through
an eyehole in a fixed position.— Vanlshlhg-polnt
nephoscope, an arrangement of hi>rizontal and mclinid
circles whose horizontal axes can be set parallel to the
direction of the movement of the clouds, so that one may
quickly determine the radiation-point and vanishing-
I)oint for the motion of all clouds that happen to be
moving in parallel directions.

nephite (nef'Jt),M. [.^ep/i » (see def .) + -t'fcZ.] nephoscopic (nef-o-skop'ik), a. [nephoscope
According to the Book of Mormon, one of the + -'c] Of or pertaining to the nephoscope;
descendants of Nephi, who, with his brothers made by the use of the nephoscope: as,

and his father Lehi, of the tribe of Joseph, fled nephoscopic observations.

from Jerusalem to America. The narrative says nephralgic, a— Nephralglo crises, sudden attacks
that after the ascension Christ appeared to the Xephites, of very severe pain in the kidneys, sometimes experienced
and converted the whole nation ; that they were destroyed
by the Lamanites

;
hut that their chronicles, kept on gold «««i,-^«f«oi'i /"nof t^V *-q' •"^

plates, were preserved by Mormon, whose abridged form nepnreciasia (.nei-rejs-ta ziaj,

of the history was found later by Joseph Smith. "
"''

nephodoscope (ne-fod'o-skop), n. [Gr. vt(fiog,

a cloud, + oMr, way, + cmTvdr, view.] A
form of nephoscope, debased by Fornioni in

1881, consisting essentially of a magnetic com-
pass containing, above the needle, a circular
plane mirror on which are drawn radial lines
corresponding to the wind-rose. A rod with
terminal sighting-eye or knob is pivoted to
the edge of the mirror. The observation con-
sists in keeping the reflections of the sight-

point and of the cloud coincident as they pass
from the center of the mirror off to the edge.

nephogram (nef'o-gram), n. [Gr. vf^of, a
cloud, -I- ypaupa, a writing.] A photograph
of a cloud or clouds.

nephograph (nef 'o-gi-af), n. [Gr. vf^of, cloud,
X. • , c -I \ rr.+ ypafav, write.]' An instrument for photo- nsphnc (net rik), a. [Gr

graphing clouds, -""•] Same as ne2)hntu!.
^ -* ^ *duct.
nephoscope, ".-Abbe's marine nephoscope, a form »]-,,>,-{jj,i B^anA See -knlnnrl
.of nephoscoi)e devUed for use on vessels at sea, to enable J-'epariOiai giaua. oee ^guma.
the navigator to observe the motions of the upper or nephridiopore (nef -rid ' i - 6 - por), n. [NIj.

of certain larval mollusks, consisting of a few
large vacuolated cells which contain excreta
in the form of iluid orconqretions.

The larva also possesses additional organs of excretion,
two in number, lying bilaterally in the anterior region of
the body cavity. These, the " nephrocyittn," are com-
posed of but a few large vacuolated cells which contain
concretions and fluid excreta. The origin of these cells

has not been determined definitely, but they are probably
derived from the mesoderm.

Awer. Sat., July-Aug., 1D04, p. 600.

nephrocystitis (nef''ro-sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., <
(ir. I'f^pof, kidney, + Kianc, bladder, + -itis.~\

Inflammation of both the kidney and the
bladder.

nephrocyte (nef'ro-sit), n. [Gr. ve0pof, kidney,
-t- KiToc, a hollow (a cell).] An excretory
cell, with fibrillar or vacuolated cytoplasm,
which contains masses of waste jiroducts. Such
cells occur in the track of the blood-currents
in the Crustacea.

More recently Masterman (1894) has asserted that collar
cells [of sponges] when full fed become amoeboid and pass
into the parenchyma as trophocytes, . . . and that
further, after having distributed their nutriment to the
])arenchymal cells, they take up waste pixiducts and
migrate to the surface of the body, where they act as
nephrocytes. It seems more than prf)bable that these
statements are founded on mistaken t)bservations.

E. R. Lanfcester, Treatise on Zoology, II. 57.

in locomotor at;

... M. [XL., <Gr.
ve(pp6g, kidney, + lKTaai(, e.xtension.] Dilata-
tion of the pelvis of the kidney, leading to the
formation of a cystic kidney.

nephrectomize (nef-rek'to-miz), r. 1.
;

pret.
and pp. nephrectomixd, p'pr. nephrectomi:iii<j.
\nephrectom(y) + -«>e.] To perform the opera-
tion of nephrectomy upon ; remove a kidney,
or the kidneys, from.
A patient who has been ne;)Arec(om<ze(J for tuberculosis nephrogenic (nef -ro- jen ' ik), O.

should never consider that the future is safe.
Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 16, 1903, p. 126.

In studying the properties of the blood of nephrecto-
mized rabbits it was found that bullock's serum, which is

distinctly hemolytic, for nonnal rabbit's blood, was less
so for the red cells of nephrectomized rabbits.

SHence, May 27, 1904, p. 831.

nephria (nef'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ve^ppd^, kid-
ney.] Bright's disease of the kidney.

ve(pp6r, a kidney, -t-

-Nephrio duct,
*ducl.

lower clouds as accurately as he observes the winds. The
nephoscope rests on the ship's standard compass— the
Kitchie liquid compass of the U. S. navy— when used at
sea, but can be supiMjrted rn a fixed pillar when used on
land. A horizontal circular glass mirror, a a a, having
the silvered back removed from the circular band b,

as well aa from the circular line c, is fastened in the
circular frame d, which slips down over the rim of
the compass e, and is rotated horizontally to any azi-

muth by the handles /, g. An adjustable rod, ei]ding
In the knob h, is pivoted to the frame at i, m that
it can move vertically. A light wire circle lying flat

on the mirror at its outer edge carries a diametral
tbread which is set at any azimuth by means of the

An opening oflephridium + Gr. -rrdpog, pore.|]

a nephridium to the exterior.

The nephridiopores are only plainly visible upon the
clitellar segments ; they lie close to the anterior margin
of the segment in a line with the ventralmost of the two
lateral 8et«e. Proc. ZooL Soc. London, 1902, p. 191.

n. [NL.
The in-

nephridiostome (nef-rid'i-6-st6m),
nephridium + Gr. ardfta, inouth.]

nephrogastric (nef-ro-gas'trik), a. [Gr. v<:(i>fA,

a Kidney, + E. gastric] Pertaining to the
kidneys and the stomach. Syd. Soc. Lex.

~
' ' "

'

Same as
*nephrogc>wus.

nephrogenous (ne-froj'e-nus), a. [Gr. vf^pcif,

kidney, + -yevric, -producing, + -ous.] Origi-

nating in the kidney.

nephrolith (nef'ro-lith), n. [Gr. ve<pp6(, kid-
ney, + Aidoi, stone.] A kidney-stone or renal
calculus.

nephrolysin (nef-rol'i-sin), «. lnephrolys(isy

+ -in-.] Same as *nephrotoxin.
^"^ nephrolysis (ne-frol 'i-sis), «. [NL., < Gr.

viippdr, kidney, + Avat^, dissolution.] 1. De-
struction of the cells of the kidney by a toxin
or other morbid agent in the blood.— 2. The
loosening or destruction of pathological ad-
hesions which bind the kidney to the sur-

rounding tissues.

Rovsing's " jiephroUfgift," or destruction of adhesions
after nephrotomy, was successfully tried in three cases,

and it seems to be indicated when the adhesions are par-
ticularly extensive and tough.

Med. Times, Aug., 1907, p. 23a

temal, ciliated, funnel-like opening of a nephrolytic (nef -ro-lit ' ik), fl. [nephrolysis
nephridium into the coelomatic cavity; a ne- {-lyt-) + -ic] Causing the destruction of
phrostome. renal epithelial cells by the corresponding



nephrolytic

cytotoxin : as, a nephrolytie serum. Med.
Record, July 18, 1903, p. 84.

nephromalacia (nefro-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ve(ppd(, kidney, + fia?.aiiia, softness.]

SoftpniiiK of the kidneys.

nepbromegaly (nef-ro-meg'a-li), n. [NL.
"neplironiegalia, < Gr. ve(l>p6(, kidney, + fiiya^

(ueya'A-), great.] Enlargement of one or

both kidneys.

nephromere (nef ' ro - mer), n. [Gr. veififidq,

kidney, + /i/:poc, part.] That part of the
mesoderm which forms the kidneys.

Those tmuscles] originating in the Ti^pAromere or region
of the segmental organs. Encyc. Brit,, XXV. 399.

nephromeric (nef-ro-mer'ik), a. [nephromere
+ -ic.J Of or pertaining to the nephromere.
The muscles which are derived from the luphromeric

region, sometimes called hypaxial or hyposkeletal mus-
cles, ,ire a few, small aberrant somatopleural slips.

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 399.

nephromizium (nef-ro-mik'si-um), ».; pi. neph-
romixia (-ii). lu certain worms, one of the or-

gans whicli perform both excretory and genital

functions.
In other words, the duct does not issue from the cen-

tre of the funnel as in the spenn-tlucts of other Oligo-

clupta. It is suggested that here is a oomposite organ,
suchjis Goodrich has described in several Polychasta. and
tenned by Lankester "' nephromixiuin." It would appear
that the &i)enn-duct8 are not absolutely homologous
throughout the Oligochseta.

Jour. Hoy. Microt. Soc., Feb., 1906, p. 56.

neplironcuB (nef-rong'kus), n.
;

pi. nephronci
(-ron'si). [NL., < Gr. ve<j>p6i;, kidney, + oyKoc,

mass.] Tumor of the kidney.
nephropathy (nef-rop'a-thi), n. [Gr. tf^pdc,

kidney, + Trdfof, disease.] Disease of the
kidneys.

nephropexy (nef'ro-pek-si), n. [Gr. veipor,

kidney, + irijf;f, fastening, fixing.] A surgi-

cal operation for fixing a floating kidney in

position. Med. Record, March 7, 1903. p. 389.

nephrophthisis (ne-frof'thi-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ii(fp6c, kidney, + <t>Dtoic, consumption.]
Tuberculosis of the kidney.

Nephropsidae (uef-rop'si-de), ». pi. [NL.,
Xephrops + -idie.l A family of macrurous de-
capod crustaceans. They have a suhcylindric cara-

pace bearing a prominent rostrum ; the second antennio
with a long multiarticulate tlagellum ; the segments of the
pleon inibricated ; the el>ip<Klial plates large ; and a well
developed p»Mii,branchiai plume attached to all the trunk-
legs except tlie last pair. Thefamily includes six genera,
among which are Sephrops, A»tacus, and Nephropgig.

nephroptosis (nef-rop-to'sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.
vi(fip6i:, kidney, 4- tztucic, falling.] Downward
displacement of the kidney-; floating or wan-
dering kidnev. Med. Record, March 7, 1903,

p. 389.

nephropyosis (nef'ro-pi-o'sis), m. [NL., < Gr.
ve(pp'jr, kidney, + jri'ov, pus, + -OSM.] Sup-
puration of the kidney.
nephroscleria (nef-ro-skle'ri-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. vtippoi;, kidney, -H aOtipdr, hard.] A hard-
ening of the kidneys through the formation of

much new fibrous tissue.

nephrosclerosis (nef 'ro-skle-ro'sis), n. P<Ij.,
< Gr. viofiur, kidney, + aK/.r/pii^, hard, + -osis.]

Same as *nephroscleria.
nephrostomial(nef-ro-8t6'mi-al), a. [nephro-
stomi- + -i-((/l.] Of or pertaining to the neph-
rostome of a nephridium.

In all Pisces, with the exceptUm of certain Elaamo-
' branchii. the mesoiiephric bodies retain connection with
the ccelom by means of the nfphrogtomial tubules.

Proc. Zout. Soc. London, 1903, p. 338.

nephrotome (nef'ro-tom), n. [Gr. ve(^p6c, kid-

ney, + --"/JOf, < Ta/ielv, cut.] A segmental
portion of the mesoblast, which, in the verte-

brate, gives rise to the embryonic kidneys,
that is, the pronephros and mesonephros.
Phitos. Trann. Roy. Soc. (London), 1895, ser.

B, p. 166.

nephrotomization (nef-rot'o-mi-za'shou), H.

The operation of nephrotomizing; nephrot-
omy.
nephrotomize (nef-rot'o-miz), r. t. ; pret. and
pp. n)phr(iU>mized, ppr. nephrotomizing. Ineph-
roU>m(u) + -!>«.] To subject to the operation
of nejinrotomy.
nephrotoxic (nef-ro-tok'slk), a. [Gr. ve(i>p6c,

kiilncy, 4- to^ikuv, poison.] Same as *nephro-
hjUc. I'aiiffhan and Novy, Cellular Toxins,
p. 144.

nephrotoxin (nef-ro-tok'sin), n. [Gr. vetjipd^,

kidney, + to^{ik6v)', poison, + -in'^.] A cyto-
toxin, resulting on immunization with renal
epithelial cells.

nephrotyphoid (nef-ro-ti'foid), n. [Gr. ve(Pf)6c,

kidney, + E. typhoid.'] Acute inflammation

861

of the kidneys associated with the presence
of typhoid bacilli.

nephrotyphus (nef-ro-ti'fus), «. [NL., < Gr.
vcippi^, kidney, + E. 'typhus.] Severe inflam-
mation of the kidneys complicating typhus
fever.

Nephthya (nef'thi-a),n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Nephihyidie. Savigny.
Nephthydidae (nef-thid'i-de), n. jj/. [NL.]
Same as *yephthyidee^.

Nephthyidae2 (nef-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Xephthya + -id«.'\ A family of alcyonaceans
having a branched coenenchyma with a sterile

base and terminal polyps. It contains a num-
ber of genera, among them being Nephthya,
Siphonogoraia, and Ammothea.

nepiastic (uep-i-as'tik), a. [Gr. v^mof, an
infant, + -ast- + -ic] Noting that condition
in the development of the compound indi-
vidual or colony which corresponds to the
nepionic stage in the simple individual.
The nepiaxtic stage is taken U) represent the period

from the formation of tlie primary buds [in the Bryozoa],
i.e., those buds which are given off by the protfleciuni, to
the establishment of tlie definite budding habit of the
colony. Cumingg, in Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 60.

nepiasty (nep'i-as-ti), H. [nepiast(ic) + -j/S.]

The nepiastic condition. See *nepiastic.

nepionic (uep-i-on'ik), a. [Gr. v//7r(of, an in-
fant, + -nn + -ic] In evolution or auxology,
a stage in ontogeny immediately succeeding
the embryonic and broadly equivalent to in-
fancy; in cnfom., larval: contrasted with *He-
aiiic, *ephebic, 2, and *gerontic.

I'or larval Hyatt proposes the term nepionic.
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 594.

The nepionic stage of shell growth begins with the
second whorl. Amer. Nat., Aug., 1903, p. 617.

nepticulid.(nep-tik'u-lid), «. and a. I. «. A
member of the lepidopterous family Nepticu-
lidie.

H. a. Having the characters of or beloiig-
ing to the family NepticuUdx.

Neptune's cup. (d) Same as yeptune'n gponn-worm.
(b) A Sumatran coral. Alcyonium poculutn.— NeptUUG'S
girdle. See *;/>rd;<'i.— Neptune's sleeve, a popular
name for any lace-coral of the genus Hetepara.

nepttine-bond (nep'tiin-bond"), n. The trade-
name for a copper bond used to make a good
electrical connection between the adjacent
ends of two rails.

neptunic (nep-tii'nik), a. [Keptuyie + -ic.}

In geol., deposited in water ; sedimentary.
The descriptive temiaare compounded of two elements,

the Ilrst being descriptive uf the materials (I, plutonic,
II, 7ieplunic, III, nietanioi-pliic).

Amer. Geol, May, 19(M, p. 302.

neptunicentric (nep'tu-ni-sen'trik), a. [L.
Stptiiiiiis, Neptune, -f Gr. Khrfiov, center.]
In astriiii., having Neptune as a center.

Neptunism (nep'tun-izm), M. [L. Xeptunus,
god of the sea, + -ism.'] A geological doc-
trine, chiefly developed and supported by A.
G. Werner (1750-1817), professor in the Min-
ing Academy of Freiberg, Saxony, according
to which the ancient crystalline schists and
gneisses and even later basalts when inter-

stratified with obvious sedimentary rooks,

were precipitated from solution in the ocean :

also n'ernerianism: the opposite ot Plutonism
or *nuttonianism.
neptnnite (nep'tu-nit), n. [Xeptune + -ite^.]

A titauo-siiicate of iron, manganese, sodium,
and potassium, occurring in black prismatic
crystals. It is found in southern Greenland.
nepttmiiun (nep-tii 'ni-um), «. [NL., < L.
yeptuniis, Neptune.] In chem., a supposed new
element announced by Hermann in 1877 as
present in colurabite and ferro-ilmenite. Its

existence has not been confinned.

nereidifonn (ne-re-id'i-fdrm), a. [Nereis (-d-)

+ -form.] Belonging to the suborder A'ereirfi-

formin, or resembling the worms ot this group.

Nereis, ». 1. (6) [I.e.] A marine worm of the
genus Nereis.

nerfling (ner'fling), )!. [G. nerfling, norfling,

a dial, variant of orjling, dim. of orf, the ide,

< L. orphus, < Gr. op^f, Attic o/xpiic, a kind of

sea-perch (NGr. o/^iif, op^drif, blackfish).] The
ide or golden ide, Leucisciis idiis, a fish found
in the central and northern parts of Europe.
nerianthin (ne-ri-an'thin), n. [Nerium + Gr.

avOoc, llower, + -i«2.] A glueoside contained
in the leaves of Nerium oleander. I* resembles
the glucosides of Digitalis, and, when hy-
drolyzed, yields resinous compounds.

neriin (ne'ri-in), H. [Nerium + -in"^.] A glu-

eoside contained in the leaves and bark of

Nerium oleander. It resembles nerianthin.

nerve

Nerinea (ne-riu'e-a), n. [NL., < L. Nerine, a
'

feminine name for 'Nereine, < Gr. "Sjiptjivrfl, a
Nereid, < N)?/)ciV, Nereus.] A genus of platy-
podous gastropods characterized by turreted
shells in which the columella and inner and
outer lips bear simple folds or corrugations
which greatly contract the interior of the
whorls. It occurs in Jurassic and Cretaceous
rocks.

neriodorein (ne"ri-o-d6're-in), n. [See *neri-
odorin.] An intensely bitter, amorphous glu-
eoside associated with neriodorin in the bark
and seeds of Nerium odorum,
neriodorin (ne"ri-o-d6'rin), «. [From the
botanical name of the plant from which it is

derived.] A light yellow, bitter, varnish-like
glueoside contained in the bark and seeds of
Nerium odorum.

neritic (ne-rit'ik), a. [Gr. vtjpo^, rap6^, flow-
ing (see Nereid), + -it-ic] Of or pertaining
to the water near the coast, as contrasted with
the high sea.

Special conditions of wind and current may of course
caiTy into the neritic zone forms which are character-
istic of the open sea, and vice versA.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 938.

Neritic plankton. See *planklon.

neritidan (ne-rit'i-dan), 11. A gastropod of
the family Ncritidse,

"

nerka (narka), n. [Buss, nyarla. Prob. a
Tunguse name.] The most abundant salmon of

Oncorhynchiis tteria ; breeding male, large form.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Alaska, Oneorhynchus nerka, found from the
Klamath and Eogue rivers northward to
Kamchatka and Japan. Also called red sal-
mon, redfish, hluehack, and sawqui.
Nernst lamp. See *ia»«pt.

nerocurrent (ne ' ro - kur - ent), n. [Gr. vripd^,

flowing, + L. currens, current.] An oceanic
current near to and influenced by the coast.

ITie fishermen, pilots, etc., are very well acquainted
with these local coast current*, which we will brietly call
nerocurrentg.

Uaeckel (ti-ans.), Planktonic Studies, in Rep. V. S. Fish
(Com., 1889-91, p. 026.

nerol (ne'rol), «. [ner(oli) + -ul.] A color-
less liquid terpene alcohol, CioHjgO, con-
tained in French oil of orange-flowers and in
other essential oils. It boils at 225-227° C.

neroli (ne'ro-li), n. [F. niroli, so called from
an Italian princess Neroli, said to have dis-

covered it.] An oil extracted from the flowers
of the bitter orange ; a French perfume. Also
neroli-oil and oil of neroli.

nerolin (ne'ro-lin), ?i. [neroli + -in^.] Aeolor-
2

less compound, CH3OCJQH7, prepared by the
action of methyl alcohol ami zinc chlorid on
/j-naphthylamine. It crystallizes in small
plates, melts at 72° C, boils at 274° C, and
has an odor of neroli-oil. Also called (i-naph-

thyl methyl ether.

Neronian (ne-ro'ni-an), a. Pertaining to the
Roman emperor Nero (54-68 A.D.), or to his

reign ; characteristic of or resembling Nero

;

grossly cruel and tyrannical.

Neronic (ne-ron'ik), a. Same as *Neronian.
Neronize (n6'ron-iz), v. t. and i. ; pret. and pp.
Neroni:ed,\)'pr.Neronizing. [Neron{ic) + -izc.]

To render like Nero ; to Become or act like

Nero.
nerv, ». and v. t. A simplified spelling of nerve.

nerval, a. lit. «• A healing ointment for

the sinews. A'. E. J).

nervate (ner'vat), a. [nerve + -ate^.] In hot.,

having nerves or veins; nerved: said of

leaves.

nerve, n.— Oalen's nerve, an anastomotic twig which
connects the superior witli the ascending branch of the

inferior laryngeal nerve.—Intestinal nerve, in ornith.,

a term api>lied by Jlitchell to that poition of tlie sympa-
thetic system wliich supplies the intestine. It arises

usually from two or three main nerves, which leave the

ganglia corresponding to the solar plexusand the ganglia

over the ovary and suprai'enal capsule, and enter the

mesenteric expanse. Trang. Linnean S!>c. Lvndtm,
Zool., Oct., 1901, p. 269.— Mixed nerve, a nene wliich

contains both motor and sensory fibers.— Musculosplral
nerve, a nerve which passes around the humerus, m tlie

nmsculosjiiral groove, down tlie ann and foreann, sup-

plying in its branches tlie muscles on the hack and radial

side of the forearm, and a part of the skin of the fingers.



nerve ^^^

— Nerve formula. See Hfommla.— Nerve of arrest, builds but never uses, supposed to be intended to cheat

Siiin" s inliihituru nfrre (Which see. under inKibiton,).- aiul mislead tlie enemy. Alherueum July 29, JUas, p. 14.i.

Pain nerve, in neurot., a specific sensory "erve whose nest-aUTa (nest a"ra), n. Ine aura or atmo-
fnnction is the conduction of pain stimuli.

He IGoldscheider) admits pain points ([xiints sensible

to iwin). but not a specific organ for pain nor special

nerves to transmit it, Frey, on the other hand, professes

to have proved experimentally both pain nemes and ap-

propriate tenninal onrans.
Rihut (trims.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 27.

SplnO-OCClpltal nerves, nerves from the spinal and oc-

cipital regions : a term used hi connection with the dis-

tribution of nerves in fishes.

nerve-cavity (nerv'kay'i-ti), n. The pulp-

cavity of a tooth, which contains the nerve-

torminations.
nerve-excitation (n^rv'ek-si-ta"shon), «. In

Neurachne

to be regarded as a mere ei'larftement of the
cliromatin network of the cell-nucleus. Same
as *karyosome, 1. Buck, Med. Handbook,
III. 72.sphere ' of the nest, by the perception of which

ants are able to distinguish their own colonies
ugt^iace (net'las), n. Same as jmnto a reti-

or nests. The organ of this sense is supposed
^^fjj^ *lace.

to be in the distal joint of the antenna

A single worker may live apparently well in isolation

for six months. Familiarity with the nent-aura does not

reconcile aliens. The kings have the distinctive odour of

their blood-relations.
Jour. Itoy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 38.

nest-epiphyte (nest'ep"i-fit), «. See*ep!-
plii/tc, 1 (c).

nester (nes'tfer), n. A bird or other animal
._ , V- J V that makes a nest.
Mfi/ro/., the e.veitatoiy process conducted by a

jjgg.|..£,mg^g (nest 'fung"gu8), «.; pi. nest-

nerve-fiber, afferent or efferent. funyi (-fuu'ji). Any fnngus belonging to the
By irritating the extremities of the sensory nerves, this 'familv Xididariacese. See bird's-nc.lt fungus.

external stimulation becomes a .,f_r.<-<.x«»«(,<.«. 11ns
jiegt.gea,ring (nest'ger''ing), ». A pair or set

nerve-fxcilation is another physiological pilicess,

may also be-properly regarded as physical or chemical,

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 22.

'»), «•nerve-papilla (ncrv' pa-pil
*)icurotli('li'.

nerve-plasma (n6rv'plas"ma)
*neuriipl<i.im.

nerve-ring, » .— Clrctunespphageal

of geais inclosed in a box or ease, as in the

head of a capstan.

netop (ne ' top), n. [Also netup, neetup ; <

Narragausett *netop, Natick neetomp = Pow-
hatan netoppu (Ojibwa nita), 'my brother' or
'my kinsman,' < ne-, a prefix, my, + weetomp-
ain, a friend, prob. < weetu-, iceto-, dwell with,

+ -omp, an element meaning ' man,' and ap-
pearing also in Natick muywomp (whence
muf/wump) and other words.] A friend (used

at first in reference to New England Indians)

;

a crony; a chum.
Mr. Harum and I are great " neetups," as he says,

a. S. Wegtcott, David Harum, X.XXIII.

Netop. A word once very commonly used in Massa-
chusetts and some other parts of New Englanil in the
sense of "friend," and (later) "crony," "chum."

Jaur. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct -Dec, 1902, p. 251.

Same as nestiatria (nes"ti-a-tri'a), m. [NL., < 6r. net-play (net'pla), «. In lawn-tennis, the
vijOTi^, fasting, + larfjcia, medical treatment.] play of the player who stands nearest the net,

n. Same as The treatment of disease by the withholding and who usually volleys.

of food. Also called hunger-cure and nesti- Ketrocera (net-ros ' e-rii), n. [NL., < Gr.

nerve-rtng, therapy or nestotherapy

.

the ganglion or nerve-center encircling tlie gullet; found nestitherapy, neStOtherapy (nes-ti-ther'a-pi,
• many invertebrates and ^typically present m the

,ies-to-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. viiariq, fasting, +
lobster. .'Vlso called mrve-collar.

nerve-root (nerv'rot), n. Either of two species

of Ciipripetiium, C. acaule and ('. hirsutum.

Water nerve-root, the swamp milkweed
Indian licnip, Anctepias incarnata.

nerve-sheath (nerv'sheth), n. Same as neuri-

hmma.
nerve-sign (nerv'sin). n. Any symptom in-

dicative of disease of or injury to tlie nerves

or nervous centers.

nervine, «.—Male nervine, the yellow lady's-slipper,

Ctipripedimn hirsutum. Also called iierve-root

mervism (ner'vizm), n. ^nerve + -ism.'\ ^
Nerve-

ferec: also, nervous excitement. N. E. D.

ftyjaTrna, medical treatment.] Same a.s*ncstia

tria.

white Nestorianize (nes-to'ri-an-iz), v. i. ; pret. and

pp. Nestoriauized, ppr. Xestorianizing. To
adopt Nestorian views; become Nestorian.

nest-root (nest ' rot), «. The Indian-pipe,

Monotropa uniflora, so called in allusion to its

root-parasitic habit.

nesty (nes'ti), a. Full of nests or of mark-
ings resembling nests. [Nonce-word.]

His eyes would be pulled down like to the nesly,

streaky water.
Jt. Kiplimi, The Disturber of Traffic, in Many Inven-

[tions, p,
'"

nervomuscular (n6r"v6-mus'ku-lar), a. Same netl, «. 9. In erJcfce^, an open fabric of twine

as iicuroniu.'icular.

nervosism (ner' vo -sizm), n. [L. nervosus,

nervous, -f- -isw.] 1. Neurasthenia.— 2. The
theory that disease is due to variations in

nervous, force.

lerVOUS, «.—central nervous system, the brain and

spinal cord.

aervulation (n6r-vu-la'shon), n. [iiervtde +
-atioH.'] Same as nervation (h).

nervulose (ner'vu-16s), a. [nervule + -ose.'\

In hat., liaving many fine nerves.

nervuration (ner-vu-ra'shon), n. \nervure +
-atioii.'i Same as ncrvatioil (l).

nervus, « . — Nervl erlgentes, branches of the sacral

nerves which supply the base of the bladder and the

sides of the prostate gland; erection nerves. Stinmlation

of these nerves causes an erection of the penis.

neshannock (ne-shan'ok), n. [So called from
Neshannock, in Mercer' county, Pennsylvania.

This local name, which also appears in Xeshau-

nock Falls, Lawrence county, Pennsylvania,

and in A%«/i at; ic, New Jersey, is of Amerindian
origin. According to some, the potato is also

called meshanic, which indicates a source in

Delaware meshanik (?), Ojibwa misanik, black
• squirrel.] A white-fleshed variety of potato.

[Pennsylvania.]

))laced so as to enable batsmen to practise

without inconveniencing one another. Hutch-

inson, Cricket, p. 50.— 10. In mining, a heavy
leather harness used for lowering or raising

horses in a shaft. [Scotch. ]^Batliypelaglc
net, bathygraphlc net, a pelagic net, or towingnet,

which may be let down, closed, to any desired depth,

tlien opened and towed through the water, and then

again closed and brought to the surface. Any organisms

it may contain are thus, evidently, inhabitants of the

water at the depth to which it wms lowered. The exist-

yfj'pov, a spindle, + aipa^, horn.] 1. A genus
of lepidopterous insects. Fcldcr, 1874.— 2. A
suborder of I.cpidoptera proposed by Haase to

include the family Hesperiidse only. On ac-

count of the preoccupation of the name, as
given above, Renter's name Grypocera has
been substituted.

Nettastoma (ne-tas'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

I'i/TTa, duck, + CTo/ja, mouth.] A genus of

eels fonnd in the Mediterranean Sea.

Nettastomidee (net-a-stom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< NettaMoma + -idx.'\ A family of deep-sea
eels.

nettlel, «.— Bee-nettle, (a) fiee bee-netlle. (h) Tlie

white dead-nettle, Lamium n/6M7/i.— Blind nettle.

i^ame as hee-itnettle in both senses.— Burning nettle,

the small nettle. Vrtica vrens.— Canada nettle. See

wood-*)!?^^.— Day-nettle, either the red dead-nettle,

Lamivinpurpiircui/).oT the white dead-nettle. L. album.

—Deaf nettle, the led dead-nettle, Lamium purjnirrutn.

—Dog-nettle, lillur the hemp-nettle or the red dead-

nettle.- Dtmib nettle, the white dead-nettle.— Flower-
ing nettle. Siimeasfcf('.*ii<'";''iM both senses.— French
nettle, the red (leail-nettle.— Sand-nettle, the spurge-

nettle.— Slender nettle, rnira <jrarilix. see Crdra.
— Tall wild nettle. Same as xleniler -knetUe.— Weak
nettle, Vrtica chamsedryoidet, a delicate species which
grows ill thickets in the southern United States.— WOOd-
nettle, Urticastnim divaricatnm, a North American
nettle-like plant It is an unoflicial alterative, etc. See

Laportea. Also called Canada nettle and Allxiny hemp.
ence of a rich and diversified fauna in the water of the ix, „_j~.i /nnt'l an"\ man « An animal
ocean, down to a depth of more than a mile, has been nettle-ammal (net -an 1-mal), W An animal

'-
- - - - ^., ... provided With nettle-cells or stinging-cells

;

one of the Cailenterata.
the gnomonic projection. Nature, Feb. 18, 1904, ]). 3H2. „.j.ii. irrnh (net
-Mfiller-S net, a pelagic net : so named because first nettlC-grUD (net

used by Johannes Miiller in 1845.— Pelagic net, a net

used by students of marine biology for collecting the

delicate organisms, larvie, and microscojiic plants that

float or swim in the water. It is a bag of fine silk bolt-

ing.cloth, kept open hy a hoop or rim, and either dragged

gently through the water by a towing-line, or fastened to

a short handle and used as a dipping-net In either case

the net is soon lifted carefully from the water and in-

verted into sea-water contained in a bucket or glass jar,

into which its contents are washed off for examination.

—

Spherical net, a system of spherical polygons just cov-

ering the surface of a sphere once, twice, or more.— jfetlUna (ne-tu'ma), n. [NL.]
Wheatstone's net, in elect., a divided circuit of the „„tfi„v,ps „* the familv (Si/wrida?, 1

type of which the Wheatstone bridge Is the simplest form, catnsnes 01 me lamuy cnuriux,

proved by the use of this net— GnOmonlC net, the im
aginary lines of latitude and longitude as represented by

1-grub), n. Either of two
stinging caterpillars of the lepidopterous

family Limacodid/e, which feed on the tea-

plant in East India. The larva of Thosia

divergens is known as the Assam brown-and-

grecn-striped nettle-grub, and the larva of

Parasa lepida is known as the blue-striped net-

tie-grub.

nettle-potato (net'l-po-ta'to), n. Same as

fjiieeii's-di'light.

[NL.] A genus of

.^ „._.._ ;rida?, foundin warm
type of 1

net^, «.— Netton. See^tmii. '*^''*- „ .

Xe,han,^«ck. A 'white-fleshed variety of potato, which net., nott. [See nef2.] Abbreviations of the netup".
,f''™!

.^,*'';';'4'„^^
^ „^^„.„,^ „, „„,

has obtained its name from the region of Pennsylvania Italian netto, free from all deductions. °^J'^°'^^%- T9 ,,^»?r?hS a^m^s the hite^^^^

where it first became noteworthy. ^ , ^ net-CUtter (net'kut'er), H. A device attached flbei-s sometimes fomul sti etching across the mteno, „f

to the nose of a torpedo for cutting a torpedo-

. , _ _ net.

character of being nesh ; softness; tender- jjg.t.fo].t (net'fork), h. In tatrii-fciDits, ametal
ness ; weakness or delicacy of constitution. ijar standing upright in the middle of a tennis-

" What did she die from?
'

net, the lower part of it being inserted in the
I dont know for certain; but I should be inclined to

g,.oun3^ to hold up the middle of the net to

the required height and give the net stability.

Neth. An abbreviation of Netherlands.

Netherlandic (neTH'er-lan-dik), a. Same as

SftUvrlandish. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 294.

Netherlandish, rt. II. «. The language spoken
by the Netherlanders; Dutch.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 251.

neshness (nesh'nes), «. [nesh + -ness.'] The

think it was from general neshness of constitution. She

was such a limber maid that 'a could stand no hardship."

T. Hardy, Madding Crowd, xli.

NesopithecidaB (ne8"o-pi-the'si-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Xi-sopithecus, the type genus, -I- -ida;.]

A family of lemurs, based on a single species,

Nesopithecus roberti. They have the orbital

cavity open behind ; the upper incisors oblique,
j^g^j (i,a,'te), n. [Chamorro name.] In Guam,

the middle pair much enlarged; the upper

canine with a basal cingulum ; and the upper
molars quadritubereular. Forsyth Major, 1896.

nesquehonite (nos-ke-ho'nit), «. [Xesquehon-

(ing) (see def. ) + -itc-'.'} Hydrous magnesium
carbonate, MgCO;, + 3HoO, occurring in

orthorhombic crystals aud white fibrous

masses: found in a coal-mine at Nesquehon-
ing, Schuylkill county, Pennsylvania, and sim-

ilarly elsewhere.

Nessler jar. See *jar3.

nest^ n.— Cocks' nests, the nests which the wren

Xiphagrostis floriduht, a tall perennial grass

with terminal feathery panicles, growing in

damp places and covering vast treeless sa-

vannas on the hilltops. The edges of the leavesare

armed with minute sharp teeth which are veiy apt to

inflict painful cuts upon those passing tlireugh a iieti

thicket and which give U) the plant the name of Kiciirrf „ , . ,

ffrass. The leaves form an excellent thatch, much more .NeuaOrt SandS,
durable than that of coconut leaves with which the Jfeuhoff's diagram,
hoiLses of the island are usually covered, soo ^"t i"-H..r = _

the right auricle of the heart Lancet, June 25, 1904, p.

1806.—Network hypothesis, the opinion that the net-

work of bi-anching fibers that forms a framework in three

dimensions, in some cells, is the fundaTiiental structure of

all protoplasm.- Polygonal network, in toiKigraphical

surveying of large areas or ranges, a system of intersect-

ing surveys on the iiolygonal method forming a network

of traverse survey-lines covering an area or range. See

polygonal -kmetliod.

Nearly 12.000 miles of polygonal network have been

measured in the Aiidine Valley.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.). XVI. 343.

Neudeckian (noi-dek'i-an). a. and n. [Xcudfck,

Silesia, + -ion.] In gcoL, noting a diWsion

of glacial time and deposits in Europe regarded

by James Geikie as the third interglacial

epoch, represented by marine and fresh-water

deposits between tlie boulder-clays of the

southern Baltic coast. It was preceded by

the Polandiati or third glacial epoch and fol-

lowed by the Mecklenburgian or fourth glacial

epoch.
" " " " See *snMrfl.

See cut under
See *diagram.

i,cutti„g.,rass. Neumann's bacillus. See *bacill,,.9.

net-knot (net'not), n. A kind of nucleolus Neurachne (mi-rak'ne), n. [NL. (Kobert

which stains like chromatin and is probably Brown, 1810), < Gr. veipoi; nerve, + a.irr/, chaff

,



I

Neuractme

in allusion to the marking of the glumes.] A
genus of grasses which includes 3 anecies, all

natives of Australia, characterized by the ovoid

or cylindrical spike and sessile spikelets, and a

single terminal hermaphrodite flower with

rarely a male flower below it. N. MitcheUiana

is a low thickly-growing species which endures

drought and prcwuces a goodpasture feed. See
*inulga-grass.

neural, C— Neural cavity, the cavity of the cranium

and veittbRil c;uial, cciiituiiiinKthe brain anil spinal coiil.

— Neurjil crest. See *.r<»/.— Neural plate. Same as

•iidira;.— Neural process, see *procetf.

n. 1. One of the bony plates that lie upon
and fuse with the summit of the spinous

process and take part in the formation of the

carapace of a turtle.

neurale (nu-ra'le), «. ; pi. nenraUa (-li-ii)- [NL.

neurale, n'eut. of "neuralis. See neural.'] A
neural plate or neural.

neuralgia, «.— cardiac neuralgia. Sameas an^iim

/-ccf/.n*.— Crural neuralgia. Same as sciatica.— Fa,-

Clal neuralgia, severe pain in one or more of the

branches of the fifth or trigeminal nerve. Also called

tic-d'Hitottreux. face-ache, brow-ague, in/ra-orbital neu-

rahrin. mnxillnry nfural'jia, etc.— Femoropopllteal
neuralgia, same as )sr(V(fuv(.— Infra-orbital neu-
ralgia, maxillary neuralgia. Same as fari'd *„eu-
raZ</ia.— Morton's neuralgia, a foim of neuralgia of

the plantar nerves ; metatarsal^'ia, .Mso called Morion's

foot and Morton's («•— Plantar neuralgia. Same as

'eri/thromelalffia.— 'Red neuralgia. Same as erythro-

inelahna.

nenramoebimeter (nu - ram - e - bim ' e - ter), n.

[Gr. viiipov, nerve, + auoiliv, exchange,
response, + fdrpov, measure.] A device for

determining the rapidity of nervous im-
pulses, or the duration of the simple reaction,

by recording the time between the applica-

tion of a stimulus and the movement made in

response to it.

nenrarthropathy (nii-rar-throp'a-thi), H. [Gr.

vevfiov, nerve, + E. urthrojiathy!\ Disease of

the joints involving al.so disease of the nerves.

neurasthenia, " • - cerebral neurasthenia. Same
as ctrebraslhciiia.— Gastric neurasthenia, impaired
digestion associated with nerV4*u8 exliauslion. Lancet,

.rune 25, 1904, p. 1797.

neurastheniac (nu-ras-the'ni-ak), «. [neuras-

thenia + -ac] One who suffers from neuras-

thenia.

Whether the * neurasthrniacs " that present them-
selves at the clinic for diseases of the nervous system are

in reality cases of iwychaathenia or tiearaathenia it was
.liltiriilt to decide. Lancet, June 18, 1904, p. 1737.

nenrastheny (nu-ras'the-ni), n. [See neura.s-

Iheiiia.} 1. In jiaih.. nervous weakness; neu-
rasthenia. Hence—2. Moral weakness ; lack

of moral principles.

It is frequent that among vagabonds, robbers, thieves,

and other criminals against property there is a physical

and moral neurattheny, a term coined by Benedikt, of

Vienna. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. tMI.

neuraxial (nu-rak'si-al), a. [neuraxis.'] Of or

pt rtaining to the ueuraxis.

neurazis (nu-rak'sis), «. [NL., < Gr. veipov,

nerve, -t- L.'ajix, axis.] 1. The central nerv-

ous system; the brain and spinal cord.—2.

Same as *neuraxon or axis-cylinder. Parker
and Flasw'll, Zoology, I. 28.

neuraxon (nu-rak'son), «. [Gr. vfvpov, nerve,
+ a^'uf, a.xis.] Thea-xis-cylinder of the nerve-

or ganglion-cell, as distinguished from its

other processes, the dendrites.

Whatever may in the end be shown to be the exact
differences in nature and action between the dendrites
and the neuraxtin, this at least seems sure, that cell plays
npon cell only by such a kind of contact as seems Ut afford

an opportunity for change in the figure of the dance—
that is to say, in the nature of the impulse— and that In

at least the ordinary play it is the tenninal of the neur-
axon (eitlicr of the main core or a collateral) of one cell

which t/>uches with a vibrating touch the dendrite or the
IWMly of some other cell.

M. Foster, in .Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 4fiO.

neurectasia (nfl-rek-ta'ziS), n. [NL.] Same
as *«(Mrrc/rt.sM.

neurectasis (nu-rek'ta-sis), H. [NL., < Gr.

iM/mi', nerve, -f- txraff/f, stretching, extension.]
The surgical operation of stretching a nerve.

neurectasy (nu-rek'ta-si), «. Same as *»<«-
rertfisis.

neurectopia (nii-rek-to'pi-ii), M. [NL., < Gr.

iiiimi', nerve, + ^uron-of, oiit of place.] Con-
genital displacement or accidental dislocation
of a nerve.

Neurenteric pore. See *pore^.

neurhypnology (niir-hip-noro-ii), «. [Gr.
ifiy;oi', nerve, + E. Iiypnology.] Same as nru-
rolii/pnolofiy.

neurilenunal (nu-ri-lem'al), a. [neurilemma
+ -a(l.] Of or pertaining to the neurilemma
or nerve-sheath.

8G3
From the microscopic study of the distal portions of

divided nerve-trunks we arrived at the conclusion that
the activity of the neurilenunal cells has some relation

to the development of the new nerve-fibres.

Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 782.

neurine, n. 3. The substance of which nerve-
tissue is composed, consisting chiefly of fat

and albumin containing phosphorus.—4. An
extract made from nerve-tissue, employed
therapeutically.

neurite (nii'rit), n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve, +
-ite-.~\ In ticurol., the piiueipal process or
a.xis-cylinder process of a nerve-cell; a neu-
raxon: opposed to *(fe«rfrite.

The nerve-cells are chai"acterised by their processes,

one of which usually passes over directly into a nerve-
fibre, while the others ramify, if not immediately, after

running a brief coui-se, into fine fibrils. The former is

called the axis-cylinder, nerve- process or nettrite; the
latter are termed pn>toplasmic processes or dendrites.

If. Wundt (trana ), Physiol. Psychol., I. 41.

netlritiS, W.— Alcoholic neuritis, nmltiple neuritis

due to chronic poisoning by alcohol.— Ascending neu-
ritis, inflammation of a nerve extending gradually from
the periphery toward its origin.— Descending neu-
ritis, intlammation of a nerve which progresses gradu-
ally in a direction from the origin of the nerve toward
the periphery.— Peripheral neuritis, inflannuation of
the tenninal nerves or of the nerve-endings.— Pressure
neuritis, inflammation of a nerve caused by compression.

—Tabetic neuritis, degenerative inflanmiatio'n of the
nerves occuning in locomotor ataxia— ToxlC neuritis,
inflainniation of the nerves caused by the action of some
poison, such as alcohol, arsenic, or lead, circulating in

the blooil.

neuro-anatomical (nii''ro-an-a-tom'i-kal), a.

[Gr. vevpov, nerve, + E. anatomical.'] delat-
ing or pertaining to the anatomy or structure

of tlie nervous system. Biol. Bulletin, Jan.,

1904, p. 90.

neuro-anatomy (nu'ro-a-nat'o-mi), «. [Gr.

vcvpov, nerve, + E. anatomy.] The anatomy
of the nervous system.

neuroblast (nii'ro-blast), n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-\- ,i'/Mard(, germ.l) An embryonic cell: (a) One

Embryos of the eanhworm Attoiaio^hora /aticLt, stiowing
neuroblasts and teloblasts or apical cells. W.gastrula from the

ventral side; B, same from the riKht side; rt, lateral teloblasts.

comprisinkf a neuroblast, rf. from which the ventral nerve-cord
arises. an(f two ncphroblasts, c, of somewhat doubtful nature, but
protjably concerned in the tonnation of the uephridia; *. the ter-

minal teloblasts or primary mesoblasts. which bud forth the meso-
blast-bands. cell by cell ; r. lateral group of teloblasts. more
enlarged, the neuroblast, rf. in division : c the nephroblasts ; /',

the primary mesoblasts enlarged, one in division.

(From Wilson's " The Cell.")

of two large cells or teloblasts which are situ-

ated at the posterior end of the body in the

annelid embryo and larva and give rise to the

ventral nerve-cord of the adult animal. Whit-
man. (6) One of the cells in the embryonic
brain and spinal cord of vertebrates. These
cells are said to give rise without division to

the ganglion-cells. His. (c) In arthropod em-
bryos, certain ectodermal cells which prolif-

erate inward from the surface to form rows of

elements that become the ganglion-cells.

WhecUr.
neuroblastic (nti-ro-blas'tik), a. [neuroblast

-I- -(<.] ( )f or pertaining to neuroblasts.

neurocentrum (nii-ro-sen'trum), »(. ;
pi. neu-

rocenlra (-Iril). [Gr^ vc'vpov, nerve, + nivrpov,

center.] One of a pair of vertebral elements
(arctialia) lying on the dorsal face of the noto-

choril from which the spinous process and its

adjoining processes are developeil. The neu-

rocentra of Osborn correspond with the basi-

dorsalia of (ladow, and neural arches of others.

The 'ncj/roccnfra' correspond with the neural arches

or neurornjphyses of authors.
Science, Feb. 12, 1904, p. 267.

neorodin

neurocbitin (nii-ro-ki'tin), n. [Gr. vevftov,

nerve, + E. chitin.] A compound, resembling
chitin, which constitutes the supportingframe-
work of the nervous tissue.

neurochondrite (nii-ro-kon'drit), n. [Gr.
vevpov, nerve, + ;|;ov(5ptr)?f, made of coarse meal,
cartilaginous, < ;t;ov<!poc, coarse meal, carti-
lage.] One of two cartilaginous elements
that by growth and ossification become the
neural arch of a completed vertebra. When
fully formed in cartilage they are known as
the neuroids: correlated with centrochondrite
and *pleiirochoHdrite.

Starting with the terms chondrite and osteite already
proposed (p. 43), the cartilages of which any vertebral
segment is formed will be called respectively the centro-
chondrite, nenrochondrites, and pleurochondrites. By
the concrescence of these is formed a cartilaginous ver-
tebra, the regions of which are centrum, neuroids, and
pleuroids.

rhll. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, ser. E, 1891, p. 72.

neurochord (ni\'ro-k6rd), «. [Gr. vevpov, sinew
(nerve), -I- x'^P'^'ly ^ cord.] A cord of giant
fibers which, in the earthworms and their
allies and in some of the thoracostracous
Crustacea, accompanies the ventral nervous
system, on its dorsal surface. It is commonly
regarded as a degenerated nervous structure
which has acquired a supporting function,
serving a purpose similar to that of the noto-
chord in vertebrates.

Immediately above the notochord there lies another
subcylindrical chord, also surrounded by a sheath of con-
nective tissue. This chord is neither elastic nor solid,

but consists of nerve tissue, fibres, and ganglion cells,

surrounding a small central canal. For the sake of uni-
formity in nomenclature this nerve chord may be called
the neurochord. It is the central nervous system, and
contains within itself the elements of the brain and spinal
marrow of higher forms. The neurochord tapers towards
its posterior end, where it is coextensive with the noto-
chortl, but ends abruptly in front, some distance behind
the tip of the snout Encyc. Brit, XXV, 386.

neurochordal (nii-ro-k6r'dal), a. [neurochord
+ -rtH .] Of or pertaining to a neurochord.

neuroclonic (nii-ro-klon'ik), a. [Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + xAAof, spasm. See clonic.] Marked
by or exhibiting nervous spasms.
neurocord, 'I. Same as *He!(roeftor(J.

neurocjrte (nii'ro-sit), «. [Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-1- Kw-of, a hollow (a cell).] In nourol. : (a)

Any adult nerve-cell within the central ner-
vous system, together with its processes of
whatever sort.

The conception that underlies his theory is that the
neurocytes possess a kind of amtcboitl movement.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 165.

(6) The cell-body of such a nerve-cell.

neurodegenerative (nu"ro-de-jeu'e-ra-tiv), a.

[Gr. vevpov, nerve, 4- E. depcneraiive.] Per-
taining to, or characterized by, nervous de-
generation.

Spitzka, in defining paranoia, states that it is " based
on an actiuired or transmitted neurodetieneratice taint."

Med. Record, Aug. 17, 1907, p. 263.

neurodendrite (nii-ro-den'drit), ti. [Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + Sev6piTri<;, of a tree: see dendrite.]

One of the branching processes given off from
a neurone : distinguished from the axis-cylinder
process or neuraxon.

neurodendron (nu-ni-den'dron), n.
;

pi. ?!««-

rodendra (-drii ), neurodendrons ( -<lronz) . [NL.

,

< Gr. vevpov, nerve, -t- <ifi'J/joi», tree.] In «<?«-

rol. : (a) The arborization or terminal ramifi-

cation of the processes of a nerve-cell ; a
neurodendrite.
He confines the amceboid movement tt) the extremities,

of the neurodendrons. Amer. Jour, J'sychol., XII. 165.

(6) Same as ^neurocyte (a).

neuroderm (nii'ro-d6rm), n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve.
+ Sepfia, skin.] The ectoderm, or epiblast of

the embryo : so called because it gives rise to

the nervous system. Lankester.

neurodermal (nii-ro-der'mal), a. [neuroderm
+ -«/!.] Of or pertaining to the neuroderm.

neurodermatosis (nii''ro-d6r-ma-t6'sis), «.

[NL,., < (ir. vnpov, nerve, + 6f:pfia{T-), skin, 4
-osi.'t:] Same as *dcrniatoneurosi>i.

neurodiagnosis (iiii"ro-di-a^-n6'sis), «. [NL.,
< Gr. vivpuv, nerve, + dia-^vaait;, diagnosis.]

Diagnosis of diseases of the nervous system.
Alien, and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 21.

neurodin (nil'rordiu), »i. [Gr. vevpud^c, nerv-

ous (sinewy), + -in'^.] The trade-name for

acetyl-p-hydroxyphenylurethane, CH^COOCg-

H4NHCOOC2H5. a colorless crystalline com-
pound used m medicine as an antineuralgic

and antipyretic.
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nenrodynamic (nu'ro-di-nam'ik), a. [Qr.

vevfMi; nerve, + di-va/ii^, force.] In neurol.,

of or pertaining to nervous energy and its dis-

charge.

This interrelation may be either direct, nttirodynamic,

or iniiireot, vjistmiotoric. The first is probably due to the

fact that energy which accumulates in one region as the „„.,„ „„^ »^, „ . ^^ „,,^„.„i
result of inhibition, is discharged through the connecting _.,,_ni_+,v /,,,-, _„ lit'iVi n
fibres into other central regions. neUTOiyTllC (nu-ro-Ut_ IK;, a

W. Wmvlt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 274.

neurodynia (nu-ro-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

velpov, nerve, + bSivrj, paiu.] Same as neu-

ralgia.

neuxo-enteric (nfi'ro-en-ter'ik), a

neiireiiteriv.

neuro-epidermal (nu'ro-ep-i-der'mal), a.

Neuropteroidea

+ E. lysin.'] A cytotoxin resulting on immuni- neuronophagocytosis (nil"- ro - no - fag ' o - si -

zatiou with nerve-cells. to'si.s), ?(. Incurone + phaijocy tosis.'] In
neurolysis (nu-rol'i-sis), n. [NL.,< Gr. v£opoi>, pathoL, the destruction of the neurones of

nerve, + Xiwif, dissolution.] 1. Destruction ganglion cells by phagocytes. Buck, Med.
of nerve-substance ; the physiological action of Handbook, VI. 261.

neurolysins.— 2. The state of exhaustion in a neuronym (nii'ro-nim), n. [Gr. wtpov, a nerve,
nerve due to over-stimulation. + ow/ta, a name. See ojiym.} The anatomi-

[yieiirolysis.'] Of eal name of a nerve. B. G. Wilder. [Rare.]

orpertainingtojorof the natureof.neurolysis: neuronymy (uu-ron'i-mi), n. [neuronym +
(fl) having a destructive action upon nerve-
substance

; (6) exhausting a nerve by over-

stimulation.

Same as neuroma, «.— Amputation neuroma, a tumor due to

enlargenieiit of tlie tMid of ji iiltvc in the stump after an
amputation.— False neuroma, .i tumor situated on a
nerve-trunk, but not composed of any nervous elements.Of

or pertaining to the nervous system and the ueuromechanismCuii-ro-mek'a-nizm),)). [Gr.
epidermis : irs, the netiro-einaermal layer ot -•-••__.
the vertebrate embryo.
neuro-epithelioma (nil" ro -ep-i-the-li-6'ma),

n.;^\.tieuro-cintheHomata(-ma.-t&). [Gr. rei/joi',

nerve, -f- NL. epithelioma.'] A tumor arising neuromerism (nii-rom'e-rizm), n. [Gr. vcvpov,

in neuro-epithelial tissue. . . .

i - ~. . .

neuro-equilibrium (nii"r9-e-kwi-lib'ri-um), n.

[Gr. vti'pov, nerve, + L. lequilibrium.'] The

vcvpor, nerve, -I- E. mechanism.] The struc-

ture or arrangement of the nerves and nerve-

centers in relation to anv function. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 647.

-^3.] Keurologieal nomenclature. Baldwin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., 11. 174.

neuroparalysis (nii"rp-pa-rari-s'is), n. [NL.,
< Gr. vivpov, nerve, + jrapaAvmc, paralysis.]

Paralysis due to lesion of a nerve rather than
to disease or destruction of the nervous cen-
ters.

neuroparaljrtic (nvi"ro-par-a-lit'ik), a. [neu-

roparalysis (-lyt-) -I- -jc.] Relating to or result-

ing from loss of conducting power in a nerve.

neuropathia (na-ro-path'i-ii), n. [NL.] Same
as neuropathy. Brinton, Basis of Social Re-
lations, p. 109.

nerve, -1- pepo^, part, + -ism.] The state or neuropathist (nii-rop'a-thist), n. Uieuropath

condition of even nervous tension in whicli neurometer (nii-rom'e-ter)'
there is a ready response to stimuli of what
ever nature. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol., II. 437.

neurofibril (nii-ro-fi'bril), n. Same as *neuro-

Jibrilla. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1900, p. 21,

note.

neurofibrilla (nii"ro-fi-brira), n.
;

pi. neuro-

condition of metamerism, or segmentation in

the central nervous system
[Gr. vcvpov,

A means ofa nerve, + pirpov, a ineasure.]

measuring nerve-force. [Rare.]

The nitrous oxyd approaches nearet t<3 the notion of a

neurometcr than anything which perhaps could be de-

vised ; and I was acted upon by a far smaller dose than

any person upon whom it had ever been tried.

Sonthey, Life xxiv.

fibrillie (-e). [NL.,'< Gr. vevpov,Ti6rye, + NL. neUTOmyic (nii-ro-mi 'ik), a. [Gr. vnvpov, a

/6ri7fa, fibril.]' The very delicate fibrils that

"have .been found to lie within the ganglion-

cells and their neuraxons and dendrites.

In the ganglion-cells and their processes there is no
known ditferentiation of neurofibrillse.

Kncyc. Brit., XXXI. 793.

neurofibrillar (nu-ro-fi'bri-lilr), a. [iieurofi-

brilla + -ar'i.] Of or pertaining to the neuro-

fibrils or neurofibrillsB.

neurofibroma (nii"r9-fi-br6'ma), n.
;
pi. neuro-

fibromata (-rna-tii).
' [NL., < Gr. vcvpov, nerve,

nerve, + (Ui'C, muscle.] Same as neuromuscular.

neuromyomere (nii-ro-mi ' o -mer), n. [Gr.

vevpov, nerve, -I- prig, muscle, + jutpof, part.]

A segment or metamere of the central nervous
system, with the myomere or muscle-segment
belonging to it. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (Lon-

don), 1895, ser. B, p. 216.

neuromyositis (nu"ro-mi-o-si'tis), n. [Gr.

vevpov, a nerve, + E. myositis. See myositis.]

. Inflammation of both nerves and muscles.

neuron. ". 3. Same as *ncurone.
E. fibroma.] "A tumor of a nerve, caused neuronal (nii-ro'nal), a. [neurone + -aU.] Of

by circumscribed overgrowth of the fibrous

tissue. Med. Record, June 13, 1903, p. 926.

neurofibromatosis (nu"ro-fi-br6-ma-t6'sis), n.

[NL., < neurofibroma(t-) + -osis.] *the occur-

rence of one or more neurofibromata, or a
general increase of fibrous tissue in the nerves.

Med. Record, June 13, 1903, p. 925.

neurogenic, neurogenous (nu-ro-jen'ik, nu-
roj'e-nus), a. [Gr. vtvpov, nerve, -t- -yevr/^,

-producing.] Originating in the nerves or in

nervous substance. Buck, Med. Handbook,
in. 111.

neuroglandular (nii-ro-glan'du-lar), a. [Gr.

vevpov, nerve, + E. glandular.] Having the

characteristics of sensory and glandular or-

gans : as, the neuroglandular pit of some
Xemertini. Compare *cerebral organ.

neuroglia-cell (nu-rog'li-a-sel"), n. Same as

*glia-ccll.

neuroglioma (nii''rog-li-6'ma), n.
;

pi. neurog-

liomata i-vafb-t'a) . [NL., < Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-1- NL. glioma.] A tumor formed of over-

growth of the neuroglia; a glioma.

neurohematology (nu"r6-hem-a-tol'o-ji), n.

[Gr. vevpov, nerve, + iJ. hematology.] The
study of the changes in the composition of

the blood occurring in diseases of the nervous
system. Mien, and Neurol., Aug., 1907, p. 431.

neurohistologist (nu'ro-his-torp-jist), «.

[neurohistolog(y) + -ist.] One who makes a

special study of the microscopia structure of

the nervous" system. Buck, Med. Handbook,
II. 336.

neurohistology (nu"ro-his-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

vevpov, nerve, -f E. histology.] The depart-

ment of histology which treats of the minute
structure of the nervous tissues and their ele-

ments, the neurones. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 40.

neurohypnotic (nii'To-hip-nofik), a. [neuro-

hypnotism.] Same as hypnotic.

neurolemma, «. Same as neurilemma.

neurolite (nii'ro-lit), w. ^Gr. vevpov, string,

sinew, tendon, nerve, + /.i6og, stone.] A soft

yellow hydrated aluminium silicate occurring

in fibrous masses, wood-like in aspect : from
Stanstead, Province of Quebec.

neurolymph (nfl'ro-limf), n. [Gr. vtvpov,

nerve, -t- L. (ywyj/ia, fluid.] The cerebrospinal

fluid.

neurolysin (nu-rol'i-sin), n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve.

or pertaining to a neurone. Alien, and Neurol.,

Nov., 1907, p. 520.

neurone (nil ' ron), «. [Gr.

vtlpov, nerve, + -one (Gr.

-uv).] 1. One of the struc-

tural elements of the nervous
system ; a nerve-cell to-

gether with all its processes,

the neuraxon and the den-
drites

(y) + -ist.] One who is versed in the study
and treatment of nervous diseases.

neuropathogenesis (nu'ro-path-o-jen'e-sis),

n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- iraflof, disease, +
yeveai^, origination.] The development of

disease of the nervous system.

His lectures on neuropathogenesis, gout, leprosy, dis-

eases of the tongue, &c., were full of original observation.
Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 367.

neuropile (nii'ro-pll), n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-I- L. pilus, hair.] One of the delicate, ulti-

mate branches of a nerve-cell process.

It was easy to decide this question by separating the
ganglion-cells with their axis-cylinder process from the
motor neurons without injuring the tieuropiteg.

J. Loeh, Conip. Physiol, of tlie Brain, p. 45.

neuropilem (nti-rop'i-lem), n. [Gr. vevpov,

nerve, -I- L. pilus, hair.] An interweaving
mass of minute fibrils forming the termination
of a nerve. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psy-
chol., II. 175.

neuroplasm (nil 'ro-plazm), ?;. [Gt. vevpov,

nerve, + TTAaapa, anything formed.] The
protoplasm, or the living substance of the
nerve-cells and their fibrillse. Also called
ncrve-])lastna.

neuroplasmic (nii-ro-plaz'mik), a. [neuro-

plasm + -ic] Of or pertaining to the neuro-
plasm, or protoplasm of the nerve-cells.

neuroplasty (nii'ro-plas-ti), h. [Gr. vfipoi',

nerve, + jr/aorof, formed, + -y^.] Surgical
reunion of divided nerve-trunks and other
forms of plastic surgery of the nprves.

.-,*

The primordial segmentation of neuropod (nii'ro-pod), n. [Gr. vevpov, a nerve,
the vertebrate nervous centres has -|- Trorf (irod-), foot.] An invertebrate animal,
become overlaid and masked by the g ^ worm, in which the neuropodia are well
development of groups of iieuro?ie«, , , ,' . , . v- ir*u i-^i
which combiner co-ordinate, and developed ; an animal in which the limbs are

otherwise influence the relations upon the neural aspect of the body,
of the segmental nerve-cells. 1'>ii» nOUrOPOdion (nu-ro-po'di-on), «.

;
pi. neuro-

moTsoonhlSr'''''''''' porfia (-a). [See «e«roi>orfiK,«.] dne of the
terminal branches of the axon of a neurone ;

more so of the brain,

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 399.

2. The axis-cylinder of a
nerve-cell.

The brain here grows by the addi-

tion qf cells in the inditferent stage,

but as soon as these cells are dif-

ferentiated they conform to the
general law and divide no more
{neuroneii) or slowly (glia cells).

C. S. Minot, in .Science, March 29,

(1901, p. 488.

Neurone theory, the theory that
tile nervous system is composed
of indepemlent nerve-cells (neu-

nmes) which are not united ana-
tomically with one another.

neuronic (nfi-ron 'ik), a.

[neurone + -ic] Of or per-

taining to, or of the nature
of, neurones.
The object of the present research

has been to indicate the exact re-

gion of the cortex to which the
visno-sensory function is limited.

a dendraxon.
neuropodoUS (nu-rop'o-dus), a. [neuropod-

(ium) + -ous.] Having the neuropodia well

developed ; also, having the limbs on the neural
instead of the hemal side of the body, as many
worms and other invertebrates.

neuropsychic (nii-ro- si'kik), fl. [Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + E. psychic'.'] In neurol., pertaining

to or characteristic of the nerve-centers that

form the substrate of mind.
Electric energy is synonymous with neuropsychic

energy. Ainer. Anthropologist, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 767.

neuropsychical (nu-ro-si'ki-kal), a. Same as

*ncuropsyehic.

neuropsychological (nu'ro-si-ko-loj'i-kal), a.

[ncuriipsyeli<ilo(i(y) + -icnh] Pertaining to, or

of the nature of, neuropsychology.
neuropsychologist (nii'fo-si-koro-jist), w.

[neuropsychologiy) + -ist.] One who is versed

in neuropsvchology.

LTes^yZT^ attSirto S^ Ueuropterist (nu-rop'te-rist), n.[Neuropt^l^a)

special neuronic structure of this + -ist.^ Oue who 18 versed in the study Of the

portion of the cerebrum but the Xeuroptcra.

STl!'"'"lXs°ice"crnSder^'d nouropteroid (nu-rop'te-roid). a. [Neuroptera

minutely. + -ok/.] Having the characters of, or Delong-
" ^ - - ^^g ^^^ ^j^^ ^1^ Linnean order Neuroptera,

Thus the Odonata, Tnchoptera, and Mecaptera, although

split otf into independent orders, may be referred to as

be!on>;iii^.' to the neuropteroid series.

Neuropteroidea (nii-rop-te-roi'de-a), n.pl.

[NL., < ycuroptera '+ -oidea.'] A suborder of

fossil insects including those forms which re-

semble the Neuroptera.

Schema of a Neurone
(after Verworn).

a. iierre-cell ; b,

naked axis-cylinder; c,

axis-cylinder clothed
with medullary sheath ;

d, axis-cylinder clothed
with medullary sheath
and neurilemma ; e,

axis-cylinder clothed
with neurilemma ; y,
naked axis-cylinder; g,
terminal branches ; ft,

neurilemma ; i, axis-

cyliuder; /, medullary , „, ,, -> ,t
sheath; A, collateral Phxlox. TratlS. Jioy. Soc. (Lou-
l)ranch; /.axis-cylinder [don), llUX), ser. B, p. 166.
process; w. dendrites; « , - „ / -

„, „. «. nodes of Ran- neuronophago (nu - ron 9 -

Tier. (From_ Hall's fyj „ [nCUrOnC + Gr.
•' Physio ogy.) '''' y ^ - 1.-1 n

(payoc, < (payeiv. eat.] One
of the neuroglia cells which have been sup-

posed to eat or prey on injured nerve-cells.

Med. Record, July 18, 1903, p. 86.
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neurortliopteraii

DCUrorthopteran (uu-iur-thop'te-ran), a. and
«. lyeitrortlKijittra + -«//.] I. a. Pertain-
iug to or having the characters of the Seuror-
thimtcra.

II. II. A member of the Xeurorthoptera.

neurosclerosis (nu'ro-skle-ro'sis), n. [NL.,
< (jr. pei/nn; uerve, + ai0.rjptjaiQ, hardening.]
Overgrowth of the fibrous structure in a
nerve-truuk, encroacliing upon and destroying
more or less the nervous substance.

neurosis, ». 3. In neurol., a process of ner-
vous excitation: used thus generally only in

opposition to psi/cJiosis, a mental process.
"No psychosis without iieuroxtjt" : there is no mental

sfSite which haa not a peculiar nervous state corresiMind-
ing to it, E. D. Tilchener, Outline of Psychol., p. 3W.

Occupation neurosis, any nen-ous affection, such as
writers' cramp, which is directly referable to the pel-son's

occupation as a cause.

neurosome (nu'ro-som), n. [Gr. vei'pov, nerve,
4- auun, body.] In neurol., one of the minute
particles in the ground-.iubstanee of the cyto-
plasm of a neurone. Buck, Med. Handbook,
II. d2(i.

neurospasm (nu'ro-spazm), «. [Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + <Tn-a<7//0f, spasm. ] A muscular spasm
of nervous origin.

neorospongium (nu-ro-spon'ji-um), )i. [XL.,
< Gr. rfi'iMv. uerve, + a-oyyin, sponge.] A tine

meshnork of minute fibrillffi traversing the
granular matrix of the optic tract in certain
insects. Hiekson.

neurostearic (nu'ro-stf-ar'ik). a. [Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + E. .<ifeanc.] Noting an aciil, a color-

less compound, Cj7H:i5COOH, prepared by the
action of dilute sulphuric acid on phrenosin,
a glucoside found in the brain. It melts at
84° C.

neurosteite (nu-ros'te-it), n. [Gr. veiipov.

nerve, + bareov, bone, + -itc".'\ The center
of ossification in the cartilaginous segments
or neuroids that, by ossifying, become the
neural arch : correlated with ckondro-iteite and
*ph;ur(>steite.

When ossitlcation takes place one ortwo centres appear
in the hotly, the centn)8t^;ites. one in each neuroit). tlie

neurrigfeiteit, which extend ventrail int<» the body, and
one in each pleui-oiii, the pIenro8teit«9. Thus the entire
centrum of the ttony vertebra, although co-extensive with
that of its cartilaginous pretleceswjr, consista notttnly of
the single or paired centrosteites hut of the ventral ends
of the WHronlnleJt.

Phil. TruM. Rny. Sue. (London), ser. B, 1891, p. 73.

neurosthenia (uii-ro-sthe'ni-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. vtipnv, nerve, + atiivo^, strength.] Exees-
sivf irritability of the nerves.

neurosurgery "(nii-ro-ser'jer-i), n. [Gr. vcipov,

nerve, + E. surgery.'] Surgery of the nervous
system. Alien, and Neural. , Aug._ 1904, p. 404.

neurotabes (nu-ro-ta'bez), M.
'

[Gr. vnpov,
nerve, + h. tabex. wasting.] Multiple neu-
ritis with symptoms resembling tabes dorsalis.

neurotendinous (uu-ro-ten'di-nus), n. [Gr.
vt\(Mv, nerve, -t- L. tendo (tendin-), tendon, +
-ou.<<.] Relating to both nerve a,nd tendon:
noting the nerve-terminations in tendons.
neuro^hele (nu'ro-thel), n. [NL., < Gr. vcipov,

nerve, ¥ Ori>ri, nipple.] A papilla in the skin
which contains tactile corpuscles or other
forms of nerve termination. Also called nerve-
pnpilJa.

neuTOticism (nu-rot'i-sizm), n. Ineurotic +
-i.tm.'] A condition of exalted or perverted
nervous or ])sychic action.

neurotization (nu-rot-i-za'shon), n. Ineurot-
i-('') + -(ilian.] Reunion of a nerve after di-
vision.

neurotize (nu'r^-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp. neu-
rotizcd, ppr. neurothing. [Gr. 'rfvpordf (< vev-
pom, nofve, < vnpov, a nerve) -i- -ize.'] To
reunite and restore the axis-cylinder of (a
nerve) after it has been divided. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VIII. 274.

neurotome (nii'ro-toni), n. [Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-t- -rnuir, < rauniv, cut.] 1. A long two-edged
scalpel used in the dissecting of nerves.— 2.
Same as neiiromerc.

neurotomist (mi-rot'o-migt), n. [neurotom(y)
+ -int.] One who . practises neurotomy or
section of the nerves; a dissector of the
nerves.

neurotonic,". II. a. 1. Tending to improve
the K<'n<Tal tone of the nervous system.— 2.
Relating to the tonus of a nerve.— Neurotonic
reaction, c<»ntnu:tir(n of a muscle which persistH after
the removal of the stimulus which excited it

neurotoxic (nu-ro-tok'sik), a. [Gr. vevpov,
nerve, + E. toxic."] Causing the destruction
of nerve-cells by means of neurotoxins.

S.— 55
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It is possible by replacement experiments in vitro to

demonstrate the occupation of the receptors by the
neurotoxin of serum and the consequent exclusion of the
neurotoxic constituent of venom.

Science, July 3, 1903, p. 13.

neurotozical (nu-ro-tok'si-kal), a. Same as
*neuroto.ric. Sci. Amer., Sept. 30, 1905, p. 256.

neurotoxin (nii-ro-tok'sin), n. [Gr. vevpov,
nerve, -I- E. toxin.'] A eytotoxiu which results
on immunization with nerve-tissue.
neurotropic (nii-ro-trop'ik), a. [Gr. vtvpov,
nerve, + -rpo-oc, < rpe-eiv, turn.] Influenced,
by way of attraction or repulsion, by nervous
tissue. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 270.

neurotropism (nu-rot'ro-pizm), H. Same as
*neiirotropy.

neurotropy (mi-rot'ro-pi), n. {)ieuro1rop{ic)
+ -y'^.] la hisioL, the attraction or repulsion
of certain substances for nerve-tissue ; espe-
cially the affinity of nerve-cells for certain
stains. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 270.

neurovaricosis (nu-ro-var-i-ko'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. vii'iMv, nerve, -I- NL. varix (varie-),

varix, -I- -osis.] The foi-mation of bead-like
swellings along the course of a nerve.
neurovascular (nu-ro-vas'kil-lar), 0. [Gr.
vevpov, a nerve, + E. vascular!] Both nervous
and vascular: as, neurovascular tension.
Allbutt, Sys. Med., VIIL 609.

neurula (nii'ro-la), «. ; pi. «CMrM?«(-le). [NL.,
< Gr. vei'pov, nerve, -I- dim. -ula. See -ule.] An
early stage in embryonic development, charac-
terized by the first appearance of the central
nervous system.
neururgic (nu-rfr'jik), a. [Gr. vevpov, nerve, +
ip',ov, work.] Relating to, or of the nature
of, nerve action.

On the contrary, we would have assumed that the cor-
respondence I>etween what I have called neururgic and
noetic changes is thoroughgoing ; that notonly is there no
ni<»diflcation of consciousness without a /((.((r^n/ic change;
but that no iieurufjic change c.in occur without a correa-
ponding niiKliflcation of consciousness.
Jour, rhiluit., Pgychoi. and Sci. Methods, June 9, 1904,

[p. 310.

Neusser's perinuclear granules. See *gran-
iih

.

neutral. I. a. 8. In metal. : («) Neither
acid nor basic : said of slag and linings. (6)
Neither red-short nor cold-short : said of
WTought-iron. (c) Suitable for production of
neutral iron: said of iron-ore Arago's neutral
point. See *;i<.i/in.—Bablnet's neutral point. See
*/;<ii')if I.— Neutral ammeter, an nmnicttr connected
with the neutral conduct. n- of a thrcc-wirc circuit.— Neu-
tral armature, in /'V,'/ »'//*/< V- the aniiature of a nonpolar-
ized relay.— Neutral brick, conductor, oil, etc. See
*(irtc*-', etc.— Neutral zone. (") See neutral, (b)

See itzone.

n. n. 2. Specifically, in some United states
colleges aud universities, one who belongs to
none of the Greek-letter or other secret
societies.

The distinction [at German universities, between the
corite-studentft and others] resembles that which exists at
Yale, for instance, between "society-men" and iieutralg.

J. M. Hart, German Universities, p. 70.

3. In elect., the neutral conductor of a three-
wire circuit.

If the ground were In the primary coils of a transformer,
it was i>o8.sil)le to get a volt^e of four or five times the
regular pressure of the system. It was always better to
grt>und the mutral.

Kh'ct. World and Enffin., April 11, 1903, p. 607.

neutralism (nii'tral-izm), «. [neutral + -ism.]
The chai-acter or state of being neutral; neu-
trality.

It is not . . . unreasonable to ask of those "Religions
of the Future "

. . . that they will eijuip themselves with
a 'substantial shape, with a worship, a ministry, and a
flock. . . . Hut, when they have done this, their Jjcufra^
t#in willbe atan end, denominationalism will have made
them prisoners ; the denominationalisni of Groningen
or Tiibingcn, insteail of that of I'treclit tir Geneva.

.V. Arnold, Pop. Educ. of France, p. 221.

neutralization, «. 3. [From the French.]
In niotor-racinf/, the act of neutralizing or
rendering neutral. See ^neutralize, 4.

France was entitled to select the course, and her choice
fell njwfn the .\uvergne ("ircuit. located in a mountainous
and thinly populated section, where there are no cities or
large t<jwns to rciiuire freipjent neutralizntiimg.

A ulomoliite Toplvf. European Sup., May 27. 190.5, p. 2.

Heat of neutralization. .See *Aeo(.— Rlchter's law
of neutralization. SeeAfawi.

neutralize, '. t. 4. In motor-racing, to give a
neutral character to (a town or to a .specified

part of a road), that is, to arrange that the time
used in passing through or over it is not to be
counted in the race.

Founiier made an average speed of 53 miles an hour to
Bordeaux—a distance (after deducting the neutralized
sections) of 328 miles. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. la

Newmanism
The first stage, to Bordeaux, which was the only one

allowed by the authorities, passed through Chartres,
Poitiers, and Angouleme. A number of different villages
were neutralized, and the chauffeurs were given from 6
to 25 minutes t<3 make tlie passage. The total time which
was allowed for passing through the towns wasShours 32
minutes; and this was not counted in the speed contest.

Set. Amer. Sup., June 20, 1903, p. 2296a

neutraloid (nu'tra-loid), «. Ineutral + -oid.]
See the extract.

Neutraloids are non-fermentable oxidized hydrocar-
bons that are somewhat related to glucosoids. Aloln,
elaterin, and glycyrrhizin are varieties of neutraloids.

Sci. Anur. Sup., Feb. 29, 1908, p. 138.

neutrophile, a. 11.". A leucocyte, or color-
less blood-corpuscle, containing granules that
stain in neutral dyes. Med. Record, Feb. 28,
1903, p. 347.

neutrophilic (nu-tro-fU'ik), a. Same as neu-
trophile.

The invading cells are endothelial ce\\s, neutrophilic
and eosinophilic polymorphonuclear leucocytes, mono-
nuclear eosinophiles, and cells of the lymphocytic series.

Jour. Med. Research, Dec, 1906, p. 480.

neutrophilous (nu-trof'i-lus), a. Same as
neutrophile.

neutrosaline (nu-tro-sa-lin'), a. In ehem.,
having the character of a neutral salt or a
mixture of neutral salts.

Neuvizyan (ne-viz'i-an), a. and n. [Named
from Xcuvizy, a village of France.] In geoh,
noting a di\ision of the Jurassic system in
Prance and the Jura Alountains equivalent to
the Lower Oxfordian of England.
Nev. An abbreviation of Nevada.
Nevada blue-grass, clover. See*l>lue-grass,
*clorir.

Nevadan (ne-va'dan), a. Of or pertaining to
the State of Nevada or to the Sierra Nevada

:

as, the Nevadan desert.
nevado (na-va'do), «. [Sp. nevado, snowy, of
snow, < L. nivatus, cooled with snow, < nix (I'lir-),

snow : see tiival.] A violent dry, cold wind
which blows down the slopes of the Andes in
the more elevated portions of Colombia, South
America, from about 7 a.m. to sunset.
Nevers pottery. See ^pottery.
nevjanskite (nev'yan-skit), n. [Nerjansk, in
Siberia, -f- -ite'2.] A variety of the iridium-
osniium alloy iridosmiuni, containing a rela-
tively large amount of iridium.
nevus, «. See nievus.

New Connection, woman. See ^connection,
*H'i)miin.

Newark half-crown, series. See *half-crown,
*si vies.

Newberg circles. See *circle.

Newburg (nii'bdrg), n. [Appar. from the city
of Newburg, N. Y.] A preparation of delicate
meat or shell-fish, stewed usually in cream,
thickened with eggs and flavored with wine:
frequently made in a chafing-dish. Also Neui-
brrg, Newliurgli.

newbum-weed (nu'bfem-wed), n. In the Ba-
hamas, the blood-leaf or Juba's-bush, Iresine
paniculuta. See Ire.iine.

Newcastle coal-measures. See *coal-mea-
snri's.

newel', "— Hollow newel, the open si)ace around
which a flight of stiirs is disposed, especially spiral
stairs : a misnomer.

new-fallen (nu'fa*ln), a. Newly or recently
fallen : as, new-fallen snow.
Meantime forget this new-falVn dignity.

Shak., As You Like It, v. 4.

New Guinea balls. See *ftoHi.

newkirkite (uu'kerk-it), n. [Newtirk, trans-
lating G. Neukirchen, where found, + -ite'^.]

A mineral, a variety of manganite, from Neu-
kirchen in Alsace.
new-laid (nu'lad), a. Newly laid.

And new laid eggs, which Baucis' busy care
Turn'd by a gentle fire, and roasted rare.

iJryden, tr. of Ovid, Baucis and Philemon, I. 97.

new-lighted (nu'li"ted), a. Newly alighted.

A station like the herald Mercury
New-tighted on a heaven-kissing hill.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

New M. An abbreviation of New Mexico.
new-made (nu'mad), a. Newly or freshly
made : as, new-made bread.

Suffolk, the new-made duke that rules the roast.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., I. 1.

Ne'Wmanism (ml'man-izm), «. The religious
views and theories of John Henry Newman
(1801-90), during the period just prior to his
conversion to the Roman Catholic Church, in
which he sought to find a 'middle way' be-
tween Anglicanism and Roman Catholicism

;
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especially, the doctrine laid down in tlie fa-

mous Tract XC, in the interpretation of the

Thirty-nine articles.

Newiriailite(nii'man-it), a. and ». I, a. Of or

pertaining to Newinanism. -.-
, tt i.-

n. «. An adherent of Newmanism, the view N. H. An abbreviation of Acw Hampshire.

that" a middle way may be found between nhanica (nyii-ne'ka), n. [Native name.]

N. G. 0. An abbreviation of (Dreyer's) Xew
General Catalogue of nebulse, a revised and
enlarged edition of Sir John Herschel's Gen-
eral Catalogue, usually referred to by the ab-

breviation G. C.

Anglicanism and Komanism.
Kewmanize (nii'man-iz), V. i.

;
pret. and pp.

, Xeicmaiiiced, ppr. Xewmanizing. [See *Xew-
manisni.'] To adopt the views or intellectual

methods of John Henry Newman.
new-mown (nii'mon), a. Newly or recently

cut or mown.
And the ripe harvest of the new-mmvn hay
Gives it a sweet aiid wholesome odour.

Cibber, Richard III., v.

news, n Do yon hear the news? (luiuf.), the pre.

face to the ordering out of a watch : as, " Do you hear the

tree of the' myrtle family, EugeHia Nhanica,

native of southern Brazil, bearing edible ber-

ries the size of plums, which are there used

as a table fruit.

N. H. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Natu-

ralis Ilistorix Doctor, Doctor of Natural His-

tory.

N. Heb. An abbreviation of New Hebrew.

N. H. P. An abbreviation of nominal horse-

er. [No longer in use.]

An abbreviation of Kative Infantry.
poicei

N.I.
news' on deck the starboaid (or port) watch I"— News Niagaran (ni-ag'a-ran), a. and n. lAtagar(a)

agency, an ajjency. such as the Associated Press (which

see uiuier*ns.«)C!<iferf), engaged in the business of collect-

ing and distributing telegraphic news to those newspapers

which suliscribe for tliis service.— News burean, a

news agency.— To carry the news forward, to trans-

mit orders or infoniiation from the officers to the crew.—

Ward-room news, information in the possession of the

ward-rtH>mofflcci-s concerning the vessel, its destination,

etc., can-icd forward by the mess-boys.

news-editor (niiz'ed"i-tor), n. That member
of the editorial staff of a newspaper whose pidity : a foolish or stupid act.

business it is to attend to the collecting and Niam fat. See the extract.

+ -««.] i. a. In "jreo?., noting a period or

group of the Upper Silurian which embraces
the Clinton limestone, sandstone, and sLales,

the Rochester shale, and the Lockport dolo-

mite of New York and elsewhere.

II. H. The Niagaran period or group,

niaiserie (ne-a-ze-re'), «• [F-, < niais, fem.
nidise, simple, stupid.] Foolishness or stu-

editing of news items. Athenseum.

newspapery (nuz'pa'p^r-i), a. Having the

characteristics of a newspaper : implying flim-

siness, superficiality, and inaccuracy.

news-stand (niiz'stand), n. A stand or place

at which newspapers, periodicals, etc., are

sold.

newt, n Webbed newt, Molge palmata, the smallest

species of newt found in Great Britain, distinguished by

having the hind toes fully wi(bbed during the breeding-

season.
. - ,, n, J

New Test. An abbreviation of ^ew Testa-

Mam fat was obtained from the seeds of Lophira

Banl<s, a tree indigenous to Senegambia, Sierra Leone,

and the Egyptian Soudan. The fat, freed from extraneous

matter, forms 41 per cent, of the kernels. It is a soft,

buttery mass melting at 24° C, and is used by the natives

for culinary purposes and as a hair oil.

Nature, Dec. 26, 1907, p. 189.

niata (ni-ii'ta), n. [South Am.] A small va-

riety of South American cattle,

nicotinic

which contains iron, copper, and nickel as snlphids. Is

ground and roasted. The nickel is recovered from the

roasted product, which consists mainly of sulphid of

nickel and oxid of iron, either by precipitation or by
repeated fusing in rcverberatory furnaies with fluxes

added to absorb the iron.— Grain-nickel, fragments of

reduced metallic nickel, fitted t^jgetlicr and resembling

grains in shape. — Nickel carbonyi, a remarkable sub-

stance obtained by passing cail)on-nionoxid gas over finely

divided metallic nickel at a temperature of 30-80° €. and
cooling the escaping gas by a freezing-mixture. Kickel

cart»nyl condenses as a colorless liquid of the density

1.32 which solidifies at -25° C. and boils at 43°. Its com-
position is represented by the formula Ni(C0)4. The
vapor decomposes explosively at 60° and bums in the air

with a brilliantly luminous flame, lllxedwith an inactive

gas, as hydrogen or nitrogen, and passed through a tube

heated to 180° C, the vap<jr dejiosita pure metallic nickel.

On the basis of this reaction, Mond, the discoverer of

nickel carbonyl, devised an industrial process for obtain-

ing tile metal from its ores.

nickel-aluminium (nik'el-al-ii-min'i-um), n.

The name of a class of aluminium alloys con-

taining varying proportions of nickel. Some
of them have a tensile strength of over 40,000

pounds to the square inch. V. S. Geol. Surv.,

Mineral Besources of U. 8., 1902, p. 233.

nickel-bronze (nik'el-bronz), n. An alloy of

copper and nickel: not as good as many of

the other copper alloys, since it is apt to be

brittle.

nickeled, nickelled (nik'eld),;). a. Nickel-

plated ; coated with nickel,

alata, nickelin (nik'el-in), n. [nickel + -irfi.'] An

These cattle can browse as well as others on grass, but

. . . they cannot, during the often recurrent droughts, _. i,., _i_tn ^„iV'ol r.l5t^ v t
browse on the twigs of trees, reeds, &c. . . . so that at niCkel-pla,te (nik el-piat), t;; t-

these times the Niatas perish, if not fed by their owners.
Darwiriy Origin of Species, vii.

\niat{a) + -ism.'] In
ment.

Newtonian constant. Same as gravitation njatism (ni'a-tizm), n
co««(«Mi (which see, under constant). " '

newtonite (nii'ton-it), n. [Neicton (county in

Arkansas) + -i'te^.] A hydrous silicate of dwarfed stature in animals,

aluminium occurring in soft white compact j^\ „_ g Tj^e tip or growing point of an
,,. _ ,._.,:_. .„..-..^ ;„ xT„„t„„

oyster-shell. [Local, U. S.]— 9. The button

or nodule of graphitic carbon which is some-

alloy of 74.5 per cent, of copper, 25 per cent,

of nickel, and 5 per cent, of iron. It is used

for electric resistance. Elect. World and
Engin., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 409.

nickelite, ». Same as niccolite.

nickelization (nik"el-i-za'8hon), n. [niclceliee

+ -ation.'] The act or process of nickelizing,

or coating with nickel.

pret. and pp.
nickel-plated, ppr. nickel-plating. To coat with

nickel ; deposit nickel on the surface of, by
means of electroplating or otherwise.

masses resembling kaolin: found in Newton
county, Arkansas.

newtonium (nu-to'ni-um), n. [NL., < New-

ton + -ium.'] A name proposed by Mendele-

ieff for the oosmical ether considered as a

chemical substance so light but with such

molecular velocity as to escape gravitation.

For this he assumes a molecular weight of

times deposited upon the negative terminal

by an electric arc between carbon poles.

nib-block (nib'blok), n. Naut., a metal block

whose distinctive feature is a fixed or rigid

hook to insure the block's standing square

(against turning)
about one millionth that of hydrogen, with a ., („ii)z) „. [Also nais, knabs.} A
velocity of at least 2,240 kilometers per second.

Newton's scale of colors, parallelogram,

principle. See *color, etc.

New York series. See •^'series.

New Zealand boxwood, cedar, cotton, etc.

See *boxwood, *ccdar, *cotton^, etc.

sensical title: used in the phrase 'his royal

nibs.' [Slang.]

Nicsean (ni-se'an), a. and n. [L. Niceea, Gr.

NkafOj Nice, + -an.} I. a. Of or concerning ^icolo, «. 2. The tenor
the Nieene council or Creed. ' -

II. H. One who holds to the Nieene Creed,

NexilariUS (nek-si-la'ri-us), n. [NL., < L. Nicar. An abbreviation of JV^carof/Ha.

nexilis, tied or bound together, < nectere, bind.]

A genus of fishes, of the family Fomocentridse,

found on the Pacific coast of Central America.

tiPTt a.— To (tet next, to get into favorable and close

relations with (a person or thing). [Slang.;-TO make
It next in euchre, to name the same color for trumps as

the suit'just turned down.

N F An abbreviation (a) of Newfoundland;

(b) of New French ; (c) ot Norman French.

Ng. 2. An abbreviation of Norwegian.

N. Q. An abbreviation (c) of New Granada;

(d) ot Noble Grand.

ngaio (ngi'o), n. [Maori name, = Hawaiian

naio, the name of a tree of the same genus.]

In New Zealand,
Myoportim lietum, a
shrub or small tree

closely allied to the
bastard sandalwood
of Hawaii (M. Sand-
wicense) and the
Australian blue-
berry-tree (M. ser-

ratmn). It bears
small edible drupes

"zodl., the" condition of being a dwarf; a sudden nicker-tree, n. 2. The Kentucky coffee-tree,

variation or mutation which produces a Gymnocladus dioica.

nicking (nik'ing), n. The act of cutting nicks

or notches ; specifically, the operation of cut-

ting the depressor or lateral muscles of the

tail of a horse, for the purpose of either eleva-

ting or straightening it.

nicking-buddle (nik'ing-bud"l), n. A box or

huddle used in washing ore.

nicking-trunk (nik'ing-tmngk), n. A tub in

which metalliferous slimes are washed,

nick-pott (nik'pot), n. 1. An inn-keeper or

tapster.— 2. A fraudulent beer-pot. N. E. D.

Niclausse boiler. See '•boiler.

Nicolaier's bacillus. See *baeilhis.

or basset bombard.

See bombard, 6.

nicolo'-^ (nik'6-16), n. [It. niccolo, < 'onieolo, <

L. onyx, onvx.] A variety of onyx consisting

of a layer of a bluish tint over black.

An antique gem representing a bust ... of Oraphale,

cut in a double nicolo. Daily News, June 29, 1899.

y. E. D.

Nicomachean (ni-kom'a-ke-an), a. [L. Nieo-

machus, < Gr. N/K(5/xa;t:of-] Of or pertaining to

some ancient Greek named Nicomachus; par-

ticularly, either («) Nicomachus, physician to

Amyntas II., Kingof Macedonia, and the father

of Aristotle, the philosopher, or (6) Nicoma-

chus the Younger, a son of Aristotle, who, like

his father and grandfather, was also an author.
— Nicomachean ethics [Gr. HScKi Ni«omo)(€io], the

"Ethics of Arist«^.tle," said to have been published by

Nicomachus the Younger after his father's death.

nicotic (ni-kot'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

nicotine: as, nicotic acid. N. E. D.

Nicaragua scraps and sheets. See *scrap^.

niccolanum (nik-o-la'num), n. [NL., < nicco-

lum, nickel, -I- -«««»«.] A supposed new chem-
ical element announced in 1805 as present in

certain cobalt ores. It proved to be merely

impure nickel mixed with cobalt, arsenic, and
iron.

Nicholson's blue. Same as alkali blue (which

see, under blue).

nickl, n. 4. In type-founding, a small groove,

made by the mold on the front side and lower

part of the body of American type. The first

purpose of the nick is to enable the type-setter to place

the type properly in the stick without examining the

face. When many faces are designed for the same body,

it is customary to cast two or more nicks at irregular in-

tervals to prevent accidental mixing of unlike faces. In

France the nick is on the hinder side. In some forms of
j,}~otiHine (ni-kot'i-din), M. [tlico{tine) + -id-

type-setting and type distributing, the nicks are square-

cut grooves, with a different arrangement of nicks for

each character.

5. In violin-making, one of the little notches

cut midway in the side of an f-hole or sound-

hole, to indicate the proper location for the

bridge. —6. In lumbering, same as *undercut, 2.

—Anlck on the green, in 'riot/, a slight depression or
uigQ^inian (nik-6-tin'i-an), a.

shallow cup on a green.

and its light, tough nic^a „. 4, In craps, a throw of 7 or 11,

white wood is used whicli wins all the stakes for the caster im-
for making gun- mediately.
stocks. In the South

nickar-tree, ». 2. See ^'nicker-tree, 2.

Ngaio illfyofiorum latum'). Greatly

reduced, a. single flower.

ngawite (nga'wit), n.

IpHPrillv^co^i^lTDted nickel, n.-Antlmonlal nickel, breithauptite.-
generally corrupiea

chrlstbfle's method of nlckel-smeltlng, a process

to kaiO. in which New Caledonia ore, mixed with appropriate

See '•meteorite. fluxes, is smelted with coke, and the resulting regulus,

+ -ine-.'] A pale-yellow poisonous thick oil,

C10H14N2, prepared by the action of zinc or

concentrated hydrochloric acid on metadipy-

ridyl. It boils at 287-289° C, has a strongly

narcotic odor, and is found in bone-oil. Also

called 3- or meta-hexahydrodipyridyl.

^^ Same as nico-

tian.

nicotinic (nik-6-tin'ik), a. [nicotine + -i>.]

Pertaining to or derived from nicotine.— Nlco-
CH = CH — COpH

tlnlc acid, a colorless compound, N«< > CH ,

CH—CH
prepared by the oxidation of nicotine and certain related

compounds. It crystallizes in slender needles and nielU

at 2''8-229° C. Also called 3-pyridine-carboxylic and.
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nicotism (nik'6-tizm), ». Same as nicotinism.

nicotize (nik'o-tiz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. nico-

ti:ed, ppr. nicoti^ing. Same as nicotini^e.

nicotvuiia (nik-o-tu'ni-a), «. [Nico1(iana) +
(Pet)unia.'] A hybrid of Petunia and. Nicotiana,

offered in 1893 by Luther Burbank, but now
lost.

Hybrids which are infertile in thousands of cases may
for once prove a success among hundreds of thousands.
Burbank has an example of this in his crossing of Petunia
with tobacco. From numberless hybrids he got one ger-

minating from seed. He named this curiosity Xicotunia
(from Nicotiana and PetuniaX It was not very attractive

and succumbed after one year, having flowered profusely,

but failed to produce any seed.
Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1906, p. S47.

nicotyrine (nik-9-ti'rin), ». A colorless liquid,

CH.CH CH CH

by the action of potassium hydroxid and potas-
sium ferricyanide on nicotine. It boils at
280-281° C. under 744 millimeters pressure
and has an odor of mushrooms. Also called
dipyridine or, more correctly, l-methyI-2, 3-

pyridylpyrrol, or n-methyl-pyridylpyrrol.

nicoa (ni-ko'), n. A poison derived from a
plant, Lonchoearpus rufescens. It is used by
American Indians to poison fish in streams.

nidal (ni'dal), a. [L. nid{us),& nest, + -aZl.]

Relating to or of the nature of a nidus, in any
of the meanings of that word. G. S. Hall,
Adolescence, I. 483.

nidana (ne-da'na), «. [Skt. nidana, a band,
a rope or fialter, a cause; < y/dd, bind.] Any
one of the 12 links which form the Buddhist
chain of causality and bind man to earthly
existence with its round of transmigration
and its attendant suffering and misery. These
are : (1) Acidyd, or ignorance (in a previous state of ex-

istence) of the four verities or noble truths (see -kverityy

iYora this comes (2) coii/onnationn or the character-form-
ing qualities derived from previous existence, which give
TiK to (3) consciougtiegg. This leads to (4) natnarupa, or
name and corporeal fonn (that is, individual beings from
which come (5) the six fields or oraan* 0/ *en*« and the
corresponding objects of sense, (ti) Contact between
these senses and their respective object* producea (7)
Kntatioti. From sensation coniea (8) desire or thirst;
this brings («) attaekmfiit or a clinging to life and Its

pleasures, resulting in (10) continuity (^ becoming, with
(11) birth and rebirth in one of the six forms of sentient
being (gods, men, demons, animals, etc.), and (12) the
sufferinij and misery incident to life in any of these forms.

niddni (nid'6-i), «. [Heb., < nadnh, exclude,
put away.] A lesser degree of Jewish herem
or excommunication, lasting only seven days
or, in Palestine, thirty days. See *herem.

niddy-noddy (nid'i-nod'i), p. ». Same as nid-
dle-noddle, r. Carlyle.

nidge^ (nij), f. «. and t. [Origin obscure.J
To shake

;
quiver. N. E. 1).

" Upon my honor, Mr. Lascelles." added he_, smiling,
and turning towards the coxcomb, who st^xnl nidging his
head with anger by Miss lleaufort's chair,— "upon my
honor, Mr. Lascelles, I did not mean t« draw any parallel
between your person and talents and those of this
Mr. ." J. Porter, Thaddeus of Warsaw, xxvi.

nidget^ (nij'et). n. [Origin obscure.] A tri-

angular horse-hoe, used in Kent and Sussex,
chiefly in cultivating hops. -V. E. D.

nidget''' (nij'et), r. t. Inidget^, n.] To culti-

vate with a nidget.

Shimming, nidgeting, digging round and hoeing hills.

Encyc Brit., XXIX. 324.

Kidicols (ni-dik'o-le), n.pl. [NL., < L. nidus,

nest, + colere, dwell.] A collective name for

those birds which are hatched in a naked and
helpless condition, and remain for some time
in the nest: same as Mtrices: contrasted with
*yidifuffse.

nidicolous (ni-dik'o-lus), a. [L. nidus, nest,
+ colere, dwell, -^ -om«.] Abiding in the
nest ; noting those birds which are hatched
in a more or less helpless condition and re-

main for some time in the nest ; altricial : con-
trasted with *nidifugous. Gadotc.

But, it is to be noted, these young are all nidicolotu—
bom blind and helpless. Knowledge, S'ov., 1907, p. 274.

nidiflcational (nid'i-fi-ka'shpn-al), a. [nidi-

fication ¥ -fl/l.] Of or pertaining to nidifiea-
tion or nest-building. J. T. Gulick.

NidifugS (ni-dif'u-je), n.pl. [NL., < L. nidus,
nest, -(- fiif/ere, flee.] A collective name for
those birds which are able to run aV)Out as
soon as they are hatched : same as Prsecoces :

contrasted with *Sidicolx.

nldifagoUB (ni-<Uf'ii-gus), a. [L. nidus, nest,
+ fuyere, flee, + -on*.] Of birds, able to run
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about when hatched : same as precocial : con-
trasted with *nidicolous. Gadotc.

Plantigrade, nidifugout, aquatic.
Encyc. Brit, XXVI. 257.

nidologist (ni-dol'o-jist), n. \iiidolog(y) +
-ist.'\ One who mates a study of the nests of
birds : a caliologist.

nidology (ni-dol'o-ji), n. [L. nidus, nest, -I-

Gr. -Aoyia, < Mytiv, speak.] The branch of
ornithology that treats of birds' nests : same
as calioloyy.

nidulariaceous (nid-u-la-ri-a'shius), a. Per-
taining or belonging to the fungus family
yidulariacese.

Nidulariales (nid-u-la-ri-a'lez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Sidularia + -ales.'] An order of gastero-
myeetous fungi containing the single family
yidulariaceee (which see). Formerly written
Xidulariinese.

Nidulariineae (nid-u-la-ri-i'ne-e), M. pi. See
*yidulariales.

night-Vision

(a) The cone-flower or black-eyed-Susan,
Budheckia hirta. (6) The common greenbrier
or eatbrier, Smilax rotundifolia.—6. A towing

Nidulites (nid-u-li'tez), n. [NL., < L. nidulus,
a little nest. See *HidMZiAS.] A genus of enig-
matical fossils which have a sack-like shape,
hollow within and open at one end or attached
by a pedicel. The outer wall is composed of angular
plates or tubes united at the base, the closed ends being
perforated by a single hole. These bodies have been
regarded as related to the cystids, the sponges, the Fora-
mini/era, and the calcareous algfe. Their systematic
position is altogether uncertain. They are found in the
Silurian rocks.

nidnlns (nid'u-lus), n.
; pi. nidtdi (-li). [L.,

dim. of nidus, a nest.] Same as nidus, 3.

niellated (ni-el'a-ted), a. Iniello + -atel -t-

-ed^.] Ornamented with designs in niello
(which see).

niello-silver (ni-el'o-sil'v^r), n. An alloy of
silver, lead, copper, bismuth, and sulphur
which has a duU bluish cast. Also called
Russian tula.

nievita (ne-a-ve'ta), n. [Amer. Sp., dim. of
nieve, snow, < L. nix (niv-), snow.] In Cali-
fornia, a plant of the genus Cryptanthe, or
sometimes of any of the genera included under
the name ichite *forget-me-not (which see).
The name, meaning ' light snow,' refers to
the appearance of fields in which the plant
abounds.

nig*, V. i. A colloquial form for renege. See
renege, 2.

Nigella, m. 2. [/. c] A plant of the genus
yigella ; also some other plants, especially
with a qualifying word.— Bastard nlgeUa, Held
nigella, the com-cockle, Agrostemma Githugo.

niggardize (nig'ard-iz), 1'. i. and t. pret. and
pp. niggardized, ppr. niggardizing. [niggard
+ -ice.] To be mggardly

;
give in a niggardly

way.

Fame, I accuse thee, thou didst niggardize,
-ind faintly sound my love's perfections.
Great lady Fortune and fair Empress.

Chapman, Plays, Alphonsus, II. IL

nigger^, »— Angola nlfeera, a trade-name for a kind
of mdia-rubber ,iii snmll black balls, brfiught from the
west coast of South Africiu— Massai niggers, a trade-
name for a variety of crude india-rubber of g»Kid quality,
the product of Landolphin ou-arifmfitt and L. jtorida,
brought in reddish-brown balls, pink and white on a cut
surface, from Sierra Leone in Africa.— Sierra Leone
niggers. Same as Massai *niggerg.

nigger-caterpillar (nig'fir-kat'^r-pil-ar), n.

Same as nigger-, 3.

nigger-dick (nig'6r-dik), n. In Pennsylvania,
the cut-lip chub, Exoglossum maxillingua.

nigger-goose (nig'6r-gos), n. A name given
to the cormorant in some parts of the United
St.ates.

niggerhead, «. 2. Also, applied to boulders
of ehromite in the region north of Baltimore,
Maryland, and generally, among English-
speaking peoples, to any tough black rock in

loose boulders.—3. In swampy land, tufts or
clumps of sedge and grass growing up stiffly,

and somewhat resembling a black head.
[Local. U. S.]

The surface Is pre-eminently swampy during the
wanner peritKls of tlie year, and walking over It means
either wading through the water or risking continuous
jumps to and from the individual clumps of matted grass
and moss—the so-called " nigger-heads.'

Pop. Sci. Mo., April, 1900, p. 637.

4. A spool or capstan for lifting or hatiling,

formed on the end of a shaft which is turned
by power : so called because it is usually
black. Also known as a wildcat.—5. In bot.

:

o, niggerhead; a', niggerhead in position.

bitt; an upright timber to which towing
hawsers are secured.—7. A fresh-water mus-
sel, Quadrula ebena, of the Mississippi River,
used in the manufacture of pearl buttons. It
is rather small with a thick shell and a black
or dark brown outer skin Mnd-nlggerhead, a
form of the niggerhead (see -kniggerhead, 7).— Warty-
back niggerhead, Quadrula metanerva or Q. pustidosa,
so CiUled from the tuberculal" excrescences on the shell.

nigger-toe (nig'cr-to), «. [Local, U. S.] The
Brazil-nut, Bertholletia excelsa.

nigger-weed (nig'^r-wed), «. The joepye-
weed, Eupatorium purpureum.

niggery2 (nig'f'r-i), n. [D. negerij.] An ad-
ministrative division of the Dutch West Indies.
y. E. D.
night-bag (nit'bag), n. A traveling-bag con-
taining necessaries for the night, y. E. D.
night-blue (nit'blo), «. A trade-name for a
blue which retains its color under artificial

light.

night-chant (nit'ehant), n. A chant intended
to be chanted at night ; specifically, a cere-
mony of the Navajo Indians, performed for
curing disease. It occupies nine days. Jour.
Amer. Eolk-lore, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 61.

night-clothes, «. pi. 2t. Neglig6 or informal
dress worn in the evening, y. E. D.
The Queene gone, and ladies ; only my Lady Castle-

maine, who looked prettily in her night-clothes. So took
my coach, which waited, and througifi t'ovent Garden, to
set down two gentlemen and a lady.

Pepijs, Diary, Dec. 24, 1667.

night-flowering (nit'flou'fer-ing), a. Same as
night-blooming.

nightgear (nit'ger), n. Night-clothes.
[Colloq.]

Miss Prissy took the nightgear between her finger and
thumb. J. C. Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, ii.

night-hawk, «. 4. One who prowls about at
night; specifically, a night cabman or his
cab or horse. [Colloq.]

night-hunter (nit'hun"t6r), n. Same as night-
tcalker, 3. [Bare.]

nightingale^, n— Kentish nightingale, a name
given in Home parts of England to the blackcap, Sylvia
atricapiUn, on account of the sweetness of it« song.

—

Swedish nightingale, (a) A European thrush, Turdu%
itiacus, (i) A title popularly given to .Teiiny Lind, the
famous Swedish singer.—Vlrgiilla nightingale, a name
sometimes given to the cardinal, Cardtnalis cardinalis.

night-rider (nit'ri-dfer), «. One who rides by
night; specifically, a member of a band of
(usually mounted) men who perpetrate deeds
of violence or intimidation by night. [South-
ern U. S.]

night-riding (nit'ri-diug), n. The practices
of the night-riders. [Southern U. S.J

nightshade, n— American nightshade, the poke-
wee<i, I'hgtolacca Americana.— Beaked nightshade,
the Hand-bur, .Sntaninn roxtrutum.— Bindweed night-
shade, tile enchanter's nitjbtshiuie, Ciir/pa Luti'tiana.
— Black-berried nightshade, the black nightshade.— Climbing nightshade, the bittersweet, Solanum
Dulcamara.— fetid, nightshade, the henbane, Uyos-
cwnmroi Hi'./ir.— Garden nightshade, the black night-
shade.— Silver-leafed nightshade, the bull-nettle,
.Sntanooi clifagnifoliam. See *l>utl-nfttle.— Spiny
nightshade. («) The sand-bur, .Solanum rostratum.
{h) Solantna actdfatissimum, a shrubby and prickly
species with yellow beiries found from North Caro-
lina to Florida aiul west to Texas.

night-shift (nit'shlft), n. 1. See shifty n., 6.— 2. A shift or shirt used to sleep in: so
called in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viii. 9.

night-stick (nit'stik), n. A strong club car-

ried by a policeman at night.

S.in Juan Hill and the Out were under nightstick law
until early this morning. N. Y. Times, July ifi, 1906.

night-tide (nit'tid), n. 1. Night-time.—2. A
tide ooeurring at night, y. E. D.

night-vision (nifvizh^on), >!. Vision or sight
that is strongent and best at night ; ability to
see clearly only at night or in a dim light.



night-warbler

night-warbler (nit'war'bler), i The sedge-
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by certain black bands in the absorption-spec-

trum. Its existence has not been contirmed.

nigrOSine, " The name is applied t« tliiee different

oloi-s : («) Spirit-sol\iitle nigrosine, wliich is

nipecotic

Nilous (ni'lus), a. IXile + -ous.] Of or per-

taining to or derived from the Nile.

I executed my commission lilce a winged Mercury fly-

ing tAi save friends from Pluto's drear domains, when they
might live a little longer U> enjoy this yUi'tiii earth ; for

certainly it is more like Egypt's alluvium during the in-

undation than hard-set soil. SirJt. WUtiiii, Uiarj-, II. 448.

nimbated (nim'ba-ted), p. a. [L. nimh(us),

cloud, + -ate- + -frf.] Provided with or hav-
ing a nimbus ; nimbed.

4. Fresh or strong : applied to tan-

closely allied to spirit-soluble iiuiuline.' (^) "Water-solu-

ble nigrosine, which is the sodium salt of certain sulphonic
acids of spirit-soluble nigrosine. (r) Methylene gray
(which see, under -k'jray).

nigrOUS (ni'grus), n. [L. »ij()fer(ni<7r-), black,

+ -ous.'] Deep black.

Blacks :—piceous or piceus, the colour of pitch : atrous nimble, «
or ater, the colour of liquid ink; . . . ni<inius or niger, liquor

coh-ur of"s«t.
'"""^ "'"''

•
""'^"'""^ "" "'»8'""»"»' ""^

nimble-fly (nim'bl-fli), «. Any dipterous in-

E. Xewmaii, A Familiar lutrod. to the Hist, of Insects, sect of the family Dexiidse.
(iii. 2. nimble-Kate (nim'bl-kat), n. The star- or

nigua (ne'gwa), n. [Sp. nif/iia.] 1. Same -imr-cucumber, Sicyos angidntus.
as chir/<ic.—2. In Cuba and Porto Kieo, a name nimbleness, «.—Thermal nlmbleness, the sensitive-

applied to several plants belonging to the ness of a themiometer to changes of temperature.

Night-warbler (CNi-ruea sa/icaria).

'warbler, Curruca salicaria, aEuropeanwarbler
which sings at night.

nigh't-wormt (nit'wfenn), n. 1. A treacherous

comrade.— 2. A prostitute.— 3. A glow-
worm. N. E. D.
nighty2 (ni ' ti), ». [niglit{-goum) + -i/2.] A
night-gown or night-dress : originally a child's

word. [Colloq.]

nignay (nig'na), n. [Also nignye. Origin

obscure.] A trifle; a trifling thing or act.

[Scotch.]

mgori (ne-go're or neng-go're), a. and i\.

[Jap., impure, impurity.] I. o. Impure: ap-

plied in Japanese to certain sounds (g, z, j, d,

b, and p) -nhieh are substituted in certain cir-

cumstances for the pure sounds k, s, sh (or

ch), t, h, or f.

n. n. 1. The substitution of an impure
consonantal sound for a pure one when it

begins the second part of a compound, or

the second part of a plural e.\-pression formed

by reduplication, as in '•kami-daua (which

see) for knmi-tana, ' god-shelf; kaica-rjuchi for

l-awa-kiichi, 'river-mouth'; *ba)i--ai (which

see) for ban-nai, ' ten thousand years ' ; l/nta-

gawa for kann-kawa (name of the prefeetui'e

in which Yokohama is situated); hito-hilo,

'men,' for hiia-hito, from hito, 'man,' etc.

—

2. In Japanese writing and printing, the mark
'' (earlier °°), placed at the right of a pure

consonant to show that it has become impure

genus Tournefortia of the borage family, es-

pecially to T. hirsutissima, a trailing shrub with
one-sided spikes of flowers resembling those

of heliotrope.— Nigua enredadera, Tnvmefitriia

volubiUs. See 6nK;.-f(-«('f/ii'.— Nlgua de playa, seaside

nigua, Tournefortia (/naphalvdett, a strand shrub with
silky-tomentose leaves.

nihilum album (ui'hil-tim al'bum), n. [L.,

'white nothing.'] An old name of white
oxid of zinc, in loose light flakes, produced by

nimifadorot (nim -fa-do 'lo)
the combustion of zmc vapor m the air. Also ......

known as flmcers of eiiic Suud lanapliilosopkica.

nika^ (ne'ka), w. [Chamorro nika.~\ On the

island of Guam, the name for several varieties

of yam with cordate-acuminate leaves ha-ving

a deep basal sinus, especially Dioscarca acide-

ata Nlka cimarron, the wild yam of Guam, Dv*

The time in which the instrument loses half its heat
has been called it* thermal nimblenegfi.

J. Y. Buchftyian, in Antarctic Manual, p. 130.

nimbo-pallinm (nim-bo-pal'i-um), «. ;
pi.

iiimbo-ptdlUi (-a). [NL., < nimbus + pallium.]

A broad sheet of cloud from which rain is

falling. Also called nimbo-slratus.

nimbo-stratus (nim-b6-stra'tus),«.
;
pi. nimbo-

Kirali (-ti). Same as*mmho-paUium.

..
" ' " "• [It-] ^"

effeminate fellow; a ladies' man. [Rare.]
Pvnt. Peace, yon, ban-dogge, peace : what briske'.Vt'm-

fadnro is that in the white virgin boot there?
Carl, ilary, sir, one, that I must entreat you take a

very particular knowledge of.

n. Jomon, Every Man out of his Humour, iL 3.

nim-oil (nim'oil), n. Same as necm-oil. See

coren spino'^'a.'a species in which the large starchy tuber mnrgosa. Also written nimb-oU.

is protected by a mass of sjiines surrounding the base of nine, »'.— Thetwo nines, a fire-alarni signal, used only

the stem.

Nika''^ (ni'kii), «. [NL.] The typical genus of

the family Xikidse. Bissn, 1816.

nikau(ne'kou;, n. [Maori »iM'aM, theNew Zea-

land palm-tree, = Mangarevan nikou, eoeoa-
nut-palm, = Hawaiian niau, or niao, the petiole

in an emergency, which calls out all the flre-flghting ap-

paratus, and every available fireman. [New York City.J

'

Acting Chief K— arrived a few minutes later and
ordered the fourth [alami], and then the tin, iiiiiet. calling

out every piece of apparatus on the island. The two

niivK were sounded less than an hour after the fll-e alarm

had been sent in. -V. 1'. Trilnme, Dec. 22, 1903.

or midrib of a coeoanut-palm leaf.] IJi J'^e^ njneted (nin'ted), p. a. [Corruption of

Zealand, Hcdysccpe sapida, a palm-tree -with - - - •'
' •-»:. n

a slender green ringed stem and pinnate leaves

with narrow linear leaflets. The young un
expanded inflorescence is eaten by the natives.

This species occurs also on the Chatham islands

and i.s the most southerly representative of

the palm family.

Nikiya (ne-ka'ya), n. [Skt. vikdya, assem-
blage, class, society, collection, < ni, down, in,

-I- kdya, hody, mass.] A collection of sutras,

or sayings (of Buddha).
A number of such efforts, after the Xikdyas had been

closed, were included in a supplementary yikdi/a called

the Khuddaka Nikdya. Encye. Brit, XXVI. 431.

The nido is exactly analogous to the Japanese Katakana Nikidse (ni'ki-de), n.pl. [NL. Nik(a) + -idsp.l

script, in which modified forms of Chinese ideographs are

used phonetically to express 47 syllables (the so-called

I-ro-fa syllabary), raised to 73 by the niffori and maru dia-

critical marks. Keane, ilan, Past and Present, p. 308.

Han nlgorl, literally 'half nigori,' the mark ° placed

after h or.^ t» show that it is nigori or impure and takes

the sound of p.

nigramine (nig-ram'in), n. [L. niger (nigr-),

black, -I- E. amine.'} A basic coal-tar color

of unpublished composition, similar to methy-

lene gray. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton

bluish gray.

nigraniline (nig-ran'i-lin), n. [L. niger (nigr-),

black, + E. aniline.'] An intermediate pro-

duct of the o.xidation of aniline to aniline

black (which see, under black).

nigresceous (ni-gres'e-us), a. [See nigrcseyit.']

Somewhat black. [Rare.]

niglify (nig-ri'fi), V. L; pret. and pp. nigrified,

ppr. nigrifying. [LL. nigrificare, make black,

blacken. See nigrification.] To blacken.

A family of caridean crustaceans in which the

rostrum is horizontal with the dorsal surface

of the carapace, the mandibles are without
cutting edge, the first pair of trunk-legs is

nointcd.l Wicked; incorrigible. A'. E. D.

[Dial. Eng.]
nineteenth, n. 3. In organ-building, a stop

whose pitch is two octaves and a fifth above

that of the keys used, as, for example, the

larigot.

nino (ne'no), n. [Tagalog nino, Malay nona,

Polynesian nonu, Hawaiian hohi.] Morinda

citrifolia, a shrub or tree which yields a dye.

See "*«?!, and howm.
Ninsei ware. See *ware'2.

Niobe, «• 3. In bot, a genus of monocoty-

ledonous plants belonging to the family Lilia-

ceie. Sec Fitiikid.

niobifluoride, niobiofluoride (ni'o-bi-, ni-

6"bi-6-flo'6-rid), h. Same as *fluoniobate.

nioboilS (lii-o'bus), a. [_niol>(ium) + -oms.]

Pertaining to or derived from niobium: im-

„ „ , . _ plviug a lower degree of oxidation than niobic.

simple or chelate, and the second is minutely
jjio^irara group. See *grou2A.

chelate. It includes the genera
mnta, and Glyphocrangon
two contain edible species

nikie (nik'i-e), n. [Omaha andPonca Indian.]

Chamorrogenera .m™, ^ys- ^ (ue'og), h. [Tagalog niog,

, ol which the lirst
„;,^o^^^ Malay nior or nyor, Polynesian him.]

In" the Philippine Islands, the cocoanut-palm,

Cocos nucifera.
Something handed down from a mythical an-

nipl^,.. f. 'lO. Incricket : (a) To catch neatly

:

cestor.— Nlkle kinship, kinship based on descent

from the same or a similar mythical ancestor.—Nikie
name, a name derived from the ancestor myth. These

terms are used in reference to customs of the Omaha
and Ponca Indians.

nil'-^i ". 2. In musiciil acoustics, a minute in-

terval, eciual to a fifty-first jiart of a semitone.

nila (ne'la), 11. [Skt. nila, dark blue ; as anoun,
indigo. See anil, lilac.'] A dark shade of blue

used in the decoration of East Indian pottery.

nil album. Same as *ni}tilum album.
Where was the harm? 'T would have been but givmg a

Uile-bird (nil'berd), H. A loealEnglish name nip3, ". 3. A
polish to lamp-black, iiot )iii/rt/!/t)w a negro prnnanly. -"lieDiruuiii uexu;, «.^ a t.

i„,,,i „o„r the
Aiter aU, I cannot but regret my invohmtary virtue. of the wiyneck, from its cry. A. ±,. X>. land near tne

lamb, Lettere, l.xxii. 151. Jfile blUB. See *bl>ie.

said of a fielder. (6) To break sharply : said

of a bowled ball. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 322.

—To nip her (.naut.). to take a shall) turn in a rope ;
to

stop the cable from running out so that the ship may jerk

suddenly to her anchor.

nipi, ». 11. The place of contact between

two cylinders, rollers, or bowls. G. Duerr.

Bleaching and Calieo-Printing, p. 21.-To
freshen the nip. (") yaut, to shift the chafing from

a certain six>t. ((•) To take a new hold ; refresh the

memory.
, , , *"A low cliff cut m the border of

sea. [Eng.]

Tidal cuspate forelands . . . where the aggradation
_-.L-*,_* „* •!— — -i:..,. fnmied

nigrism (nig'rizm), n. [L. niger (nig^^M^, NileUS (nil'e-us), «. [NL.] A genus of trilo-
l*^.^.?,

«' the shoreline at the^oot^of tl^e earlier ^fonned

+ -ism.] Same as nigrities. bites of Silurian age.
•ninS ('nin) !'

; pret. and pp. nipped, ppr. niy-

nigrite, «. 2. A kind of asphaltum allied to nilfactum (nil'fak"tiim), »i. [L. nil, nothing,
,f ^ Uiin3 n.l To cut a low cliff in (the-''*' .... . " ^ ^r*" Tnfllrp. (lo_l A -I -V t V ?

-i
„.,*:—arberti'te and grahamite. '

-I- /(/f(H)H, pp. neuter of /«cere, make, do.] A
nigritic (ni-grit'ik), a. [NL. *nigriticus, after quantity equated to zero.

Sp. negrito. 'a little negro.' See SegriioJ] Of nilgai (nel'gi), n. Same as nilgau : the form
or pertaining to the negro race; specifically,

of or pertaining to the (Jceanic negroes.

nigritism (nig'ri-tizm), «. [L. nigrities, black-

ness, -I- -ism.] Same as nigrities.

nigritudinous (nig-ri-tii'di-nus), a. [L. nig-

ritudo {-din-), blackness, -I- -ous.] Having
the character of nigritude ; negro-like.

nigrium (nig'ri-um), n. [NL., < L. niger (nigr-),

black.] The name given by Church to a sup-

posed new chemical element the occurrence Nilotic, a

most commonly used in India to designate the

large antelope Portax pictus. ^.e"-

nilionid (nil-i-on'id), n. and a. I. n. A mem- nipecotic

ber of the coleopterous family JS'Uionidse.

II. a. Ha'ving the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Xilionidse.

Nilot (ni'lot), n. [Gr. X«/ur()?c), on the Nile.]

One who dwells on the banks of the Nile.

2. In cthnoh, denoting the eastern

of which in zircon he supposed to be indicated division of the Sudanese negroes.

border of the land) by wave action.

The coasts of the counties of Kent and Sussex, or, physi-

ographically speaking, the coasts of the dissected W eald

dome fonn a succession of headlands )ii';);>cn back l>y the

gga, Gea<j. Jotir. (R. G. S.), IX 538.

(nip-e-kot'ik), a. Noting an

acid, a colorless crystalline compound,

/CHoCHq -—___ ^„ ,

,

HN< " ~,CH2, prepared by a re-

\CH2.CH(C00H)/
duction of nicotinic acid by the means of

sodium and alcohol. It melts at 249-250° C.

Also called hexahydronicotinic or pipcridine-

3-carhoxylic acid.



Nipigon

tfipigon (nip'i-gon), «. IXipigov, name of a
Ciiimilian lake, aud river.] Among Canadian
geologists, a name applied to the vast series of

basaltic rocks and sediments which immedi-
ately precedes the Cambrian strata in the Lake
Superior region and which contains deposits of

native copper. These strata are usually called

Keirceiiawan in the United States.

nip-out (nip'out), n. See iiij)^, 8.

nipper^, » 5. (O a device for holding the fibers

ofcotton, in the early process of combing.

12. A local name in Australia of species of

.lljilneiDi, a genus of prawns.

nippering (nip'^r-ing), n. Same as racking^, 2.

nipper-knife (nip'er-nif), it. That part of

a Heilmann cotton-combing macliine which
holds or nips the cotton staple as the combs
pass through it.

nipper-motion (nip'fer-mo'shon), n. A com-
bination of devices on a cottbn-combiug ma-
chine for holding the cotton during the process

of combing.
nipper-shaft fnip'er-shift), Ji. The shaft or

arlior to which are fastened the nippers in a
cotton-combing machine.
nipper-tap (nip'er-tap), n. In ehem., a little

wire clamp which, when pressed upon by the

finger and thumb or by turning a screw, serves

partly or completely to close an india-rubber

tube over which it fits and thereby obstructs

the flow of a liquid or a gas. Various special

forms are known as Jfo/ir's clamp, Hofmann's
clamp, etc.

nipping-jaw (nip'ing-ja), n. A device on a
cotton-combing machine for holding a tuft of

cotton while it is combed.
nipping-rollers (nip'ing-ro'lferz), n. pi. See
*r(ill<r.

nipple, H.— Push-nipple, a nipple, or piece of pipe
bavhii,' 11 threjid on each end, used in such a way that it

rec-ei\f8 a thrust.

In tlie case of the pufh-nipple type of boiler the rule

would be as follows. Emjin. lien., Jan., 11)03, p. 14.

nipple-pipette (nip'l-pi-pef), n. A pipette

provided with a rubber nipple. By com-
pressing the nipple air is expelled. If the

pressure is withdrawn while the point of

the pipette is in a liquid, the liquid enters

the pipette.

nipple-wrench (nip'l-rench), n. A wrench
for seating or removing the nipple of a small-

arm.
Nirodha (ni-ro'da), n. [Skt. nirodha, confine-

ment, obstruction, destruction, < uis-, out, +
rodlia, holding back, obstruction, suppression.]

Cessation: used as equivalent to iiirratia.

nirvanic (nir-va'nik), a. Pertaining to or of

the nature of nirvana.
In spite of the nirvaiiic remoteness of its nature, It'Is

not troubled by human emotions.
K. F. ISeiuum, Six Conmion Things, p. 73. A'. E. D.

nirvanin (nir-va'nin), «. [nirvan(a) + -i«2.]

The trade-name of a colorless, neutral, crvs-

talline compound, (CaHgJaNCHoCONHCoHs-
(OH)COOCH3.HCl, used in surgery as a local

anosflietic.

Nishikide ware. See *ifnre2.

nishikiye (nC-she'ke-ya'), n. sin(j. and ;>?.

fJaj).. < »(, two, + tihiki, color, + ye, a picture,

drawing.] In Japanese art, prints taken in

color, and by hand, from wooden blocks, cut

(as is usual with the Japanese) in the di-

rection of the grain instead of across it, as has
been the custom in Europe since Bewick's time.
The methixl of iiriiiting is to lay the color (m the block
with a brush and U> press the paper against it with a i>ad

or dal)t)er called the liaren. This metho<l of printing is

much more sensitive than the usual mechanical one. .-V

printing may be accomplished with few impressions, but
usually from twenty to thirty are employed. The num-
ber of blocks does not necessarily correspond to the
number of impressions. Japanese color-printing is a
recent art, not having been known much before the middle
of the eighteenth century.

nishn (ne'sho), n. [Jap.] A small rectan-

gular Japanese silver coin, worth half a bu:
no longer msde or used. See 6m.

Nlal prltis FOIL Same as ni« priug record (which see,

under ttiti jrrUut).

nispero (nis'pe-ro), M. [Sp. ni'spero, medlar-
tree] 1. In Spain, the medlar-tree, Minpilus
Geniinnicfi.— 2. In the Spanish West Indies,

the sapodilla, Stipot/i :(tpotUhi, the name of

which has been corrupted in Jamaica to nase-
berry.— Nlspero clmarron or Nispero de monte,
wild nispero, a ruitne ai)plied U) several wild trees which
bear fniit more or less resembling the medlar or Bap<»-

dilla ; in ('oloml)ia. to Puutiria Tm-nrengi*, which bears a
golden-yellow edible fruit and yields w(»od suitable for

use in building ; in I'ortr) Rico, to Siptiptitcos lanata, a

fore«t-tree belonging to the sweetleaf family.

Nissl or Nissl's bodies. See *bod!/.
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nisusl, ". 2. The generative impulse occur-
ring periodically, as with many creatures in

the spring.

nit^, «. 3t. A small insect; a gnat or fly:

applied contemptuously to persons.
How most sweetly a' will swear!

And his page o' f other side, that handful of wit!
Ah, heavens, it is a most pathetical nit!

Sola, sola! SAaJ-., L. 1. L. iv. 1.

nit^ (nit), arfi'. [Gr. njc/ii, not: see »8o<i.] No;
not ; not at all. [Slang.]

niter, n. The word niter (in its Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin fonns) was used in early times Ut signify any kind
of saline efllorescence, and therefore included a number
of substances now recognized as distinct. The Miiter' of
the Old Testament scriptures was obviously natron in
the sense vt natnnilly occurring carbonate of soda (from
Kgypt). The 'nitruiu' mentioned by Pliny, which gave
otf a strong smell on being sprinkled with lime, must
have been a salt of ammonium, pi-obably the chlorid ; but
potjissimn nitrate (the niter or saltpeter of the present
age), and also calcium nitmte, potassium carbonate, so-

dium chlorid, magnesium sulphate, and tile sulphates of
zinc, iron, and copper (later distinguished as metallic
vitriols) were probably more or less confounded under
the general name.

nit-grass, » 2. Same as '^slough-grasg,

nithialine (ni-thi'ji-lin), «. l)n{trogen) + Gr.
tftioi; sulphur, + -ul^ + -(«e3.] A yellow, amor-
phous, pulverulent compound, Ci2HigON4S,
prepared by the action of ammonium sulphid
on metadinitrobenzece or metanitraniline.
It decomposes at 200° C.

nitidity (ni-tid'i-ti), )i. [1^- nitiditas, < ni-

lidus, shining: see nitid.] 1. Brightness;
brilliancy; lustrousness.—2. Sprueenes8;gay-
ness: applied to persons.

nitidulid (ni-tid'ti-lid), n. and a. I. «. A
member of the coleopterous family yitidtilida'.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Nitidulidse.

nito (ne'to), «. [Tagalog wi7o.] In the Phil-

ippine Islands, a climbing fern, Lygodinm
scaiidcns, the
glossy, wiry
stems of which
are used for
weaving hats,

receptacles for
betel-nuts,etc.
The species is

of wide distri-

bution and in

the Bismarck
Archipelago
is used by
the natives
for making
baskets.

nitragin (ni'-

tra-jin), w.

[iiitr{ogen) +
Or. ayriv,

bring, + -jn^,]

A trade-name
for a culture of the specific bacteria which,
when present in the soil and reaching the
roots of leguminous plants, produce the tuber-

cles by which such plants become capable of

assimilating the free nitrogen of the air and
converting it into proteid compounds.
The growth of plants by . . . (nitrification of the

8t)il . . .] may bu encouraged and stimidated by the use
of phosphatic manures and also by inoculating the
ground and the seeil to be sown on it with cultures of

these earth bacteria refen-eii to. which are aohl commer-
cially under the name of nilraffiti.

Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 1590.

nitramine (ni-tram'in), n. [mtr(ogcn) + am-
ine.] In oninnicclicm., the class-name applied

to compounds prepared by the action of nitric

acid on the amido derivatives of primary
amines. They contain the univalent ra<lical

R, where K is a hydrogen atom or an alkyl

group, such as methyl. In the former case

the hydrogen is replaceable by metals. Some-
times called nitro-aminfs.

nitramite (ni'tra-mit), H. [nUr{aie) + am(mo-
iiinm) + -ite'^.] A class-name of explosives in

which ammonium nitrate is a principal com-
ponent, patented in Belgium by Favier. See
Frivicr *cxpl<i.tice>i.

nitranilic (ui-tra-nil'ik), a. [7iitraml{inc) +
-ic.l Pertaining to nitraniline: noting an

acid, a golden-yellow compound, (H0)2Cg-

(NOo).i02, prepared by the action of nitrous

acid"on hydro<iuinol or hydroquinone. It crys-

tallizes in needles and explodes at 170° C.

nitraniline (ni-tran'i-lin), «. [mtr(ic) + aiiil-

ide + -iHc-,] Any one of three compounds,

a, group of sporanges, enlarged.

nitro-color

H2NCeH4N02, They are distinguished as
ortho- or 1, 2, or meta- or 1, 3, and para- or 1,

4. They are formed by the action of nitric

acid on acetanilide, are crvstalline, and melt
at 71° C, 114° C, and 147° C. respectively.
Also called nitro-aiiiUnes.

nitrate, ». important experiments have been made
on an industrial scale for the production economically of
nitrates from atmospheric air by high-tension electrical

discliarges tiirough moist air in the presence of basic
materials.— Alkaline nitrate of silver, a compound
obtained by tlic action of an alkaline base upon silver

nitrate.— Cellulose nitrates, ^ame as nitrocethdose.—
Nitrate of Iron. See *ir<>n.

nitratoxygen (ni-tra-tok'si-jen), n. lnitrat(e)

+ oxi/gi-'ii.] In chem., a name suggested for
the radical NO3. See nitran and *oxynitrion,

nitric, a— Fuming nitric acid. See */ume.

nitricum (ni'tri-kum),)i. [NL. : see nJ^Wc] An
imaginary substance of early chemistry which,
in union with oxygen, was supposed to con-
stitute nitrogen.

nitrifaction (nl-tri-fak'shon), n. [See nitri-

fifation.'] The production of niter or nitrates.

nitrifier (ni' tri-fi-er), n. Anything which
serves to bring about or to facilitate the pro-

duction of niter or nitrates; specifically, in

bacterial., any micro-organism which is capa-
ble of oxidizing ammonia to nitrous acid, or
nitrous acid to nitric acid ; a micro-organism
which serves to fix, and accumulate in the
soil, the free nitrogen of the air. See *nitro-

gen-fixing. .

Tlie bacterial organisms themselves are, however, the
real nitrogen bringers or nitrijiers, the leguminosa; being
dependent upon their presence at the roots for healthy
growth. These organisms abound in all good cultivated
soils in which there is a sufficiency of phosphates, potash,
and lime, the last especially being of vital necessity to
them, and they are most active at a temperature of about
99' v., cold and absence of moisture inhibiting them.
Good cultivation assists them. It is possible with their
aid to ^Tow crops extremely rich in nitrogen on a soil
which IS otherwise almost devoid of nitrogenous ele-

ments. Their presence in a soil is indicated by the
growth upon the legunnnosie roots of small nodules some-
times as large as a small pea.

Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 1690.

nitrify, r. ?. 2. To impregnate (the soil) with
nitrates in order to stimulate the growth of
plants.—3. In hacteriol., to oxidize (ammonia
compounds) to nitrites or (nitrites) to nitrates,

by bacterial action.

nitrile (ni'tril), «. [nitr(^ogen) + -Ue."] In
organic chem., the class-name of compounds
which contain the univalent radical -C • N.
They are prepared by the action of alkyl ha-
loids on potassium cyanide and, in some cases,

by the dehydration of organic ammonium salts

into which they are reconverted by the action
of acids or alkalies. They are also called acid
nitrilei or alkyl cyanides. Occasionally tertiary

amines (R3N) are called nitrile bases.

nitrine, «. 2. In chem., a name proposed for

the hypothetical radical of hydrazoic acid or

azoiraide, N3, or, if supposed to be isolated,

(N3)2-

nitro (ni'tro), II. An abbreviation of *nitro-

pincder.

nitro-. It Is also employed, very commonly but in re-

gard to technical use incoiTectly, as a part of tlie name of

a compound which d«»es not contain the radical nitryl

(NOo) witli its niti-ogen directly united to carbon. Thus
juVroglycerin and inVrocellulose (guncotU)n)arenot niti^>-

compounds in the technical sense of the term, but
nitrates.

nitro-acid (ni'tro-as'id), n. In organic chem.,

the class-name of acids which contain in the

molecule one or more univalent nitro-groups

(-N0„).

nitro-alizarin (ni'tro-al-i-za'rin), n. Same
as ali:arin *oraiige.

nitro-amine (ni-tro-am'in), n. Same as *ni-

traminc.

nitro-aniline (ni - tro - an ' i - lin), n. Same as
*)iitranili»e.

nitrobacteria (ni'tro-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. Soil

bacteria which o.xidize nitrous acid to nitrio

acid. See nodule-*bactcria, with cut.

The yitro'bacteria are smaller, finer, and <iuite differ-

ent from the nitroso-bacteria, and are incapable of attack-

ing and utilizing ammonium carbonate.
Enctjc. Brit., XXVI. 6&

nitrobarbituric (m-tro-biir-bi-tu'rik), a.

Same as *<lililiiric.

nitrocarbole (ni - tro - kiir ' bol), n. Same as

*nttromethane. [Rare.]

nitro-color (ni'tro-kul'or), «. A dye-stuff con-

taining the nitro-'p'oup (NO2) : one of a sub-

division of the acid colors.



nitrocotton

nltrocotton (ni-tro-kot'n), n. Cotton treated
with nitric acid ; a high explosive. See gun-
cotton.

He [Xobel] next combined nitro-glycerine with another

[ hiffh explosive, nitro-cottojif into a form that could be
safely employed for blasting. Encyc. Brit,, XXXL 248.

nitro-ester (ni ' tro - es ' t^r), n. In organic
chcm., a class-name of compounds which con-
tain the univalent group -Is :0(OR)OM, where
R is an alkyl group such as methyl, and M a
metal such as sodium. In general it might
also be applied to an ester containing one or
more nitro-groups in its molecule.
nitre-explosive (ui'tro-eks-plo'siv), ». An
explosive in the preparation of which nitric

acid is used.

nitroferricyanic (m-tro-fer''i-si-an 'ik), a.

Same as *Hitropruisic.

nitroform (ni'tro-form), n. [nitro- + form-
tic) f] A colorless crystalline compound,
CH(N02)3, prepared by the action of water
on trinitro-acetonitrile ; trinitromethane. It

melts at 15° C, explodes when rapidly heated,

is a strong monobasic acid, and gives yellow
solutions and colored salts.

nitrogela-tin, «. This important explosive has no
relation in chemical composition to gelatin. The name
has reference merely to its jelly-like consistence. Its

value depends in large measure upon the fact that of its

two principal components the one. guncotton, contains an
insufficient proportion of oxygen for complete combustion,
while the other, nitroglycerin, contains an excess of the
same element ; by blending proper quantities of the two,
complete oxidation of the carbon and hydrogen is effected,

with consequent maximum evolution of energy.

llitrO£feil, w. The boiling-point of liquid nitrogen
under ordinary atmospheric pressure is -194.4" C. or
-317.9° F. For the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
growing plants, see nitrn^in.—Nitrogen ChlOrld, a
pale-yellow oily-looking liquid, NCI3, much heavier than
water, produced by the action of chlorin on a warm solu-

tion of ammonium chlorid. It has a peculiar irritant

odor and upon slight heating, or by contact with phos-
phorus, turpentine, fatty matter, or other substances
tending to abstract the chlorin, it explodes with most
dangerous violence.— Nltrogen-ftee extract, in agri-

cultural chemistry, a sum of organic compounds com-
prising starch, sugar, gums, and the like, but exclusive of
cellulose or fiber, together with which they compose the
carbohydrates.— Nitrogen solpbld, a yellow powder,
produced by the interaction of dry ammonia and sulphur
chlorid, which crystallizes in reddish-yellow prisms,
decomposes rapidly at HJO" C. with evolution of heat and
light, and explodes violently on percussion.— Organic
nitrogen, the name given generally in chemistry to

nitrogen in carbon compounds : sometimes restricted to
', nitrogen in its original form of combination in animal or
' vegetable substances, that is, before these have under-
gone decay or putrefaction.

ifltrogen-bulbs (ni'tro-jen-bulbz), n. pi. In
chem., a piece of apparatus consisting of a
series of three or sometimes five glass bulbs
which contain hydrochloric acid, by means of

which the nitrogen of an organic substance
submitted to analysis, having been evolved
as ammonia, is absorbed and collected.

nitrogen-consumer (ni'tro-jen-kon-sii'''m6r),

n. A plant which depends for its nitrogen
upon the soil, as the cereals.

nitrogen-fixing (ni'tro-jen-fik'sing), a. Fixing
and accumulating the free nitrogen of the
air: said of plants whose roots serve as hosts

to microbes which perform this function. The
microbes operate by means of tubercles

formed through their agency on the roots.

See *nitrifier and *nodulc.

As this peculiar property pertaining to this order of

plants belongs more to the domain of agricultural chem-
istry than medicine it may be well if I explain that they
react at their roots with certain earth bacteria, the
result being the fixing in the soil of nitrogen from the
atniosithere. They are accordingly referred to as nitro-

gen-fixing plants. Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 15S9.

Nltrogen-llxlng crop. See *crop.

nitrogen-gatherer (ni'tro-jen-gaTH"er-er), n.

A plant capable, through bacterial agency,
of acquiring and fixing the nitrogen of the air.

See nitrogen-fixing *crop.

nitrogen-gathering (ui'tro-jen-gaTH^'fer-ing),

a. Same as *nitrogen-fixing

.

nitrogenization (ni"tr6-jen-i-za'shon), «. The
act or process of nitrogenizing, or impreg-
nating with nitrogen ; impregnation or in-

oculation with nitrogen ; nitrification. Lancet,

June 6, 1903, p. 1590.

nitrogen-trap (ni'tro-jen-trap'), n. A popular
name for the nodules upon the roots of

leguminous plants. The nodules are caused
by microbes which fix the free nitrogen of

the air. See ^nitrogen-fixing

.

nitroglauberite (ni-tro-gl&'bfer-it), n. [nitro-

+ gluubcrite.'] A white, fibrous, crystalline

mineral consisting of the nitrate and sulphate
of sodium : found in the desert of Atacama.
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nitrohippuric (ni'tro-hi-pu'rik), a. Pertain-
ing to or derived fromhippuric acid and nitro-

gen— Nitrohippuric acid, an acid which appears in
tlie urine after the administration of nitro-benzoic acid.

nitrohydrocellnlose (ni-tro-hi-dro-sel'u-los),

«. A product obtained by treating cotton
fiber for a short time with dilute sulphuric or
hydrochloric acid, washing out the residual
acid, drying, and subjecting the resultant hy-
drocelliilose, which is readily reduced to fine

powder, to the action of a mixture of concen-
trated nitric and sulphuric acids, as in the
common process for making guncotton.
Nitrohydrocellnlose resembles ordinary gun-
cotton, but is more sensitive to shock. It has
been used in the manufacture of detonating
primers.
nitrojute (ni'tro-jot), n. \nitro- + JMte2,] An
explosive made by treating jute fiber with a
mixture of concentrated nitric and sulphuric
acids ; a variety of nitrolignui.

nitrol (fii'trol), n. \iiUro- + -ol.l In organic
chem., a class-name of compounds containing
the group RCH(N0)N02 or EC(N02) : NOH.,
where B is an alkyl group such as methyl.
They are strong acids, give dark red, explosive
salts with alkalies, and are prepared by the
action of nitrous acid on the sodium deriva-
tives of primary nitro-paraffins. Also called
nitrolic acids.

nitrolic (ni-trol'ik), a. Initrol + -ic] Noting
compounds containing a nitro-and a hydroxime
group or nitrolic acids Nitrolic acid. Same aa
irnitrol.

nitrolignin (ni-tro-lig'nin), j». [nitro- -h L.
lignum, wood, + -in-^.'i Wood rendered ex-
plosive by treatment with a mixture of con-
centrated nitric and sulphuric acids, as

guncotton is manufactured from the much
purer cellulose of cotton fiber. Some kinds of

nitrolignin, as Schultze powder, have been used
as explosives, chiefly as sporting powders.
nitromase (ni'tro-mas), n. [nitro- -f -m- -i-

-rt.sr.] A ferment concerned in nitrification.

nitrometer, ». — Lunge's
nitrometer, an apparatus used
iu the analysis of nitrates, as
guncotton. It brings together,

in a stoppered bulb-tube, the
substance to be treated, with
mercury and sulphuric acid.

Nitrogen dioxid gas is evolved,

and its volume is measured
under observed conditions of

temperature and pressure.

nitromethane ( ni - tro -

meth'an), n. [nitro- +
methane.'] A colorless

oily compound, CH3NO2,
prepared by the action
of silver nitrite on methyl
iodide. It boils at 101° C.

and has acid properties.

Nitromonas ( ni - tro -

mon'as), n. [Gr. virpov,

niter, 4- /lovdc, a unit.]

The nitrifying organism
which brings about the
conversion of ammonia
into nitric acid in the
fermentative decay of ni-

trogenous organic sub-
stances.

nitron (ni'tron), «. [Gr. virpov, niter.]

trade-name of 1, 4-diphenyhl-3, 5-endanilodihy-
drotriazole. It is a strong base and crystal-

lizes in leaflets which melt at 189° C. It is used
for the detection and estimation of nitric acid.

M. Busch has synthesized a base, diphenyl-endanilo-
dihydro-triazol, named " Sitron " for the sake of brevity

and for commercial purposes, which fonns a very insolu-

ble, stable nitrate, and, therefore, furnishes a means for

the direct gravimetric determination of nitric acid, as

well as for its qualitative detection.

Amer. Chem. Jour., May, 1905, p. 388.

nitropbenol (ni-tro-fe'nol), n. [nitro- -h phe-

nol.] Any one of three compounds, H0CgH4-
NO2, distinguished as ortho- or 1, 2, meta- or

1, 3, and para- or 1, 4. Tlie ortho- and para-com-
pounds are prepared by the action of dilute nitric acid

on phenol. The former crystallizes in yellow needles or
prisms, melts at 44.27° C, boils at 214° C, and is the only
one volatile with steam. The para-derivative crj-stallizes

in colorless needles or monoclinic columns and melts at
114° C. The meta-isomer is prepared from metanitrani-
line and nitrous acid. It forms thick, sulphur-colored
crystals, melts at 96° C, and boils at 194° C. under 70
millimeters pressure.

nitrophyte (ni'tro-fit), n. [NL. nitrum, niter,

-I- Gr. '^vt6v, plant.] In phytogeog., a plant
which requires a large nitrogen content in the
soil.

Lunge's nitrometer.

The

nltrosyl

A general mixture of psammophytes, lithophytes, nitro-
phyteti, and hydrophytes that indicate . . . the com-
plexity of the substratum as an ecological area.

C. MacMillnn, in ilinn. Bot .Stud., Bulletin IX. 1014.

nitrophytic(ni-tro-fit'ik), a. [nitrophyte + -ic]
Having tlie character of a nitrophyte.
nitropowder (ni'tro-pou-der), n. A gun-
powder into the composition of which nitric
acid enters.

nitroprnssiate (ni-tro-pms'i-at), n. Same aa
*nitroprussid.

nitroprussic (ni-tro-prus'ik), a. [nitro- -I-

j>russic (acid).] Pertaining to nitric and prus-
sic acids or to nitroferricyanic acid Nitro-
prussic acid, a dark red, deliquescent, crystalline
compound, H2Ke(CN)5N0, prepared by the action of
hydrochloric acid on the silver salt Also called nitro-
ferricyanic acid,

nitropnisside (ni - tro - prus ' id), n. [nitro- +
2>russ{ic) + - idc^.] A compound of a basic ele-

ment or radical with the dyad radical Fe.-
NO. (CN)5. Thus sodium nitroprusside, the com-
pound most frequently prepared, has the composition
Na2Fe.NO.(CN)5 and crystallizes with two molecules
of water. Such a compound gives an intense but
transient purple color with the solution of an alkaline
sulphid, tliis reaction being often utilized for the de-
tection of sulphur in minute quantity.— Sodium nitro-
prusside, the most important salt of nitroferricyanic
acid ; a ruby-colored compound, Na2Fe<CN)5>"t).2H20,
prepared by the action of nitric acid on potassium ferro-
cyanide and subsequent treatment of the product with
sodium hydroxid. It crystallizes in rhombic prisms and
decomposes when heated.

nltros-. A prefix denoting derivation from
nitrous acid, or indicating the presence of the
univalent group -NO in the molecule of a
compound. See nitroso-.

nitrosamine (ni-tro-sam'in), n. [nitros-

+

amine.] 1. A class-name of compounds

which contain the group") t,/]>N.NO, where

R is an alphyl group such as phenyl, CgHs,
and R' is an alkyl such as methyl, CHp.
They are formed by the action of nitrous acid
on secondary aromatic, aliphatic amines.

—

2.
Same as nitrosamine *red.

nltrosate (ni'tro-sat), n. [nitros- + -afel.]

In organic chem., a class-name of compounds
which contain the group EC(ONOo).C(R) :-

NOH, where R is a hydrocarbon radical such
as methyl, CHg. They are formed by the ad-
dition of nitrogen tetroxid to aliphatic or
aromatic hydrocarbons of the ethylene series.

nitrosite (ni'tro-sit), n. [nitros- -t- -i7e2.] In
organic chem., a class-name of compounds

V
which contain the group >CONO.C:NOH.
They are prepared by the action of nitrogen
trioxid (nitrous anhydrid) on ethylene hydro-
carbons.
Nitroso color. See *cnlor.

nitrosobacteria (ni-tr6'so-bak-te"ri-a), n. pi.
Bacteria of the soil which oxidize ammonia to
nitrous acid.

Winogradsky's investigations resulted in the discovery
that two kinds of bacteria are concerned in nitrification

;

one of these, which he terms Nitrosobacteria, is only
capable of bringing about the oxidation of the ammonia
to nitrous acid. Encyc, Brit., XXVI. 56.

nitrosodimethylanillne (ni-tr6''so-di-meth"il-

an'i-lin), n. The para-compound, ONC6H4N-
(CH3)2, prepared by the action of nitrous
acid on dimethylaniline. It crystallizes in
large green plates and melts at 85° C. It is

used in the manufacture of certain dyes.

nitroso-indol (ni-tro-so-iu'dol), «. A red
compound obtained b.v treating a solution of
indol with concentrated sulphuric acid in the
presence of a nitrite.

nitrostarch (ni'tro-starch), n. An explosive
substance obtained by dissolving starch in

nitric acid, adding the solution gradually,
after cooling, to a mixture of concentrated
nitric and sulphuric acids, and washing away
all traces of surplus acid. It may be obtained of
several different grades of nitration, is liable to undergo
siwntaneons decomposition, and has no practical value as
an explosive. Also called nitramidin.

nitrosulphonic (ui"tr9-snl-fon'ik), a. In or-

ganic chem,, noting a class of compounds
which contain in their molecule the univalent
nitro-radical -NOo and the univalent sul-

phonic-acid radical -SO3H Nitrosulphonic
acid, {a) A colorless crystalline compound, O.2N.SO3H,

formed during the manufacture of sulphuric acid by the
chamber process, if the quantity of water present is in-

sufficient for the production of sulphuric acid. See lead-

cfiamber ircriiittah, (b) In organic chem,, the general

name given to sulphonic acids containing one or more
nitrogroups, NOo, in their molecules.

Nltrosyl chlorid, a substance, NOCl, formed by the
direct imion of nitrogen dioxid with chlorin. Below— 8'



nitrosyl

C. it is a deep orange-colored liquid which boils at that

temperature aiul appears as an orange-yellow gas. \\ ith

a solution of caustic soda it produces sodium nitrate,

sodium chlorid, and water.

nitrosylic (m-tro-sil'ik), a. [nitrosyl + -ic]

Pertaining to the univalent nitrosyl radical

-NO, which is also called the nitroso group.

nitrotartaric (nitro-tar-tar'ik), a. Noting au
acid, a colorless compound, H00C.CH(N03)-
CH(N03)C00H, prepared by the action of

nitric acid on tartaric acid. It crystallizes in

silky prisms and is decomposed by hot water.

nitroxyl (ni-trok'sil), n. A uitro-group; spe-

citieaUy, the group NO2.
Nltrom fixum, an old name for potassium carbonate
made by tlie detla<ri-ation of saltpeter with chai'coal.

—

Nltruin serl lactls, a seventeenth-century name for

lactose or milk-sugar obtained by evaporating the whey
of mill!.

niu (ne-o'), H. [Polynesian name.] In Hawaii
and tliroughout Polynesia, the coooanut-palm.
See *niog.

nivate (ni'vat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. nivated, ppr.

nivating. [L. nivatus, cooled with snow. See
*nivation.'} Cover with snow; specifically, in

geol., affeet (as a surface) by nivation. See
*nivutio>i.

In this manner glaciated forms are seen to shade out
into nivated forms ; and it is possible to establish a com-
plete series of gradations from the deepest glaciated
cirque to the most featureless nivated flat.

F. E. Matthes, Glacial Sculpture of the Bighorn Moun-
(tains, in Rep. U. S. Geol. Survey, I»9&-li)U0, ii. 1>H.

niTation (ni-va'shon), n. [NL. nivatio{n-)

(ef. L. nivatus, cooled with snow), < nix(niv-),

snow (see neve).] In geol., the condition of

being snow-covered; also the erosive and
transporting action of a cover of snow.
The effects of the occupation by quiescent n^v6 are

thus to convert V-shaped valleys into U-shaped ones and
to efface their drainage lines without material change of

grade. These n^v^ effects, which are wholly different

from those produced by glaciation, 1 shall for the sake of

brevity, speak of as effects of 7iivation, the valleys exhibit-
ing them having been nivated.
F. E. Mattheg, Glacial Sculpture of the Bighorn Moun-

[tains. Rep. U. S. Geol. Survey, l»99-la(X), ii. 1S3.

niveau (ni-v6'),n. [Pr. ntceau. See feiWl, h.]

A level ; a flat surface.

nlvellate (niv'e-lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. niv-

elUited, ppr. nivellating. [F. niveler, level, +
-ate^.'] To level; reduce to a level.— Nivellat-
ing table, a talde the top of which can be brought,
by a suitable mechanism, to a perfect level.

The nivellating table is designed to take the place of

the usual forms of nivellating apparatus, as it la itself

perfectly level, is provided with several shelves divided
into compartments, the whole being covered with a glass

hood, excluding dust but not light
Sci. Amer. Sup., April 9, 1808, p. 18574.

nivenite, n. Like other varieties of oraninite, this

minenil exhibits marked radioactivity.

nivosity (ni-vos'i-ti), n. [L. nivosus, snowy.
See yivose.] Abundance of snow; snowiness.

That faculty . . . which had brought the forces of na-
ture,— its plnviosity, nivogity, gemiinality, and vendemi-
arity,—under the yoke for the service of men.

J. Hurley, Critical Miscellanies, Ser. XL 110. A'. E. D.

nixie", «. Same as nix'^.

nlyog (ne'j'og), n. [Chamorro and Tagalog
numi-.] The cocoanut-palm. See *niog.

nizamate (ni-ziim'at), «. [Xizam + -ate^.]

The territory or jurisdiction of the Xizam.

N. J. An abbreviation of Xew Jersey.

nkungu, «. See *kungu.

N. L. An abbreviation (6) of north latitude ;

(c) [/. c] of the Latin non licet, it is not per-

mitted; (d) of the Latin non liquet, it doesnot
appear, it is doubtful, the ease is not clear ; (e)

of the Latin non longe, not far.

N. Lat. An abbreviation of north latitude.

N. L. F. An abbreviation of NaUonal Liberal
Federiition. [English.]

N. M. An abbreviation (a) of Xew Mexico;
(b) of the Latin tiux moscliata, nutmeg.
N. Mez. All abbreviation of Neui Mexico.

no-, ". - No ball. See *bain.

no^ (no), n. [Jap. no.] In Japan, a sort of
dignified operatic performance consisting of

music and dancing, with recitation. The
carved masks worn by the performers indi-

cate the characters portrayed.

The stage on which the No-danee is performed is made
of hard, unpainted wood, with a single pine tree 84jme-
what conventionally portrayed on the background. Thus
i** HHKii**sted a grand monotony. The main parts are three
in tinmber, the small chonis and orchestra being seated
on the stage at one side. Masks are worn by the chief
players—who might almi»Bt better be termed tellers—and
assist in the general idealisation. The poem deals with
historical subjects, always interpreting them through
Buddhist ideas. The standanl of excellence is an infinite

suggestlreaeis, naturalism theonethingtobccondemne<l.
Okakura, Ideals of tlie East, p. 18'i.

871

No. An abbreviation (5) of north.—2. In chem.,
the symbol for noriuni.

N. 0. An abbreviation (a) of natural order;
(h) ot Xew Orleans.

Noachical (no-a'ki-kal), a. Same as Xoachic.
nob-*, «.— His nobs, (a) A slang title for an aristocrat
or a swell. ('') in cribbaf/e, the jack of the same suit as
the starter held in either hand or crib.

no-ball (no'bal), V. t. In cricket : («) To con-
demn as a 'no ball.' See no ball, under *ball^.

(6) To declare (a bowler) to have delivered a
'no ball.' N.E.D.

It was discovered that he had lost his residential quali-
fication, so the matter tenninated through a side issue,
and Crossland was never no-balled by any umpire. There
are six prominent instances of no-balling for throwing in
fli-st-class matches. Encyc. Brit., XXVIl. 277.

nobber (nob'fer), ». [/wftl.] 1. A blow on
the head. [Slang.]—2. A pugilist skilful in
delivering blows on the head. [Slang.]

nobblerize (nob ' l*r-iz), v. i. ;
pret. and pp.

nobblerized, ppr. nobblerizing. [nobbier + -i.re.]

To drink uobblers with frequency. See nob-
bier, 3. [Slang, Australia.]

noble. I. a.—Noble elements. See *e;cjften(.

H. H—Harry noble, a gold coin of Henry V. and
Henry VI. of England.

nobst (nobz), M. [Origin obscure.] A dear;
a darling : applied to a woman.

He calleth me his whytyng,
His mullyng and his mytyng,
His nobbeg and his conny.
His swetyng and his honny,
With, Bas. my prety bonny.
Thou art worth good and monny.

Skelton, Elynour RummjTlge, p. 102.

noca (no'ka), n. [Sp.] An edible prawn,
JSithynis acanthurus, of Porto Rico and else-

where.
Nocca (nok ' a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1794),

named in honor of Domenico Nocca, an Italian

botanist who published several botanical
works between 1793 and 1814.] A genus of
dicotyledonous plants belonging to the family
Asteracesp. See Lagascea.

nocerite (no'se-rit), n. Same as nocerine.

nociceptive (no-si-sep'tiv), a. [L. nocere, in-

flict injury, -I- capere, take.] In neurol., re-

ceptive of injury.

In this reaction the reflex arc is (I.) the receptive neu-
r«»ne (nociceptive) from the fwit U} the spinal segment,
(ii.) perhaps a short intraspinal neurone, and (ill.) the
motor neurone to the flexor muscle.

Nature, Sept. 8, 1904, p. 463.

nocklng-plug (nok'ing-plug), n. A plug in-

serted at the base of a cane arrow, used for
strengthening the nock.
noctambolistic (nok-tam-bu-lis'tik), a. [noct-

ambulist + -ic] Pertaining to, or subject to,

noctambulism or sleep-walking.

noctambulous (nok-tam'bu-lus), a. [noctam-
bul{ism) + -ous.] Subject to noctambulism or
sleep-walking.

noctilacal (nok-ti-lii'kal), a. [yoctiluc{a) +
-a/'.] If. Phosphorescent. Boyle.— 2. Per-
taining to, or consisting of, phosphorescent
animalcules of the genus Noctiluca.

noctilucan (nok-ti-lu'kan), n. A phosphor-
escent animalcule of the genus Noctiluca.

noctilucence (nok-ti-lu'sens), n. The char-
acter or state of being noetilucent; luminous-
ness at night, or in the dark, as the
phosphorescence of the pelagic animalcules of
the genus Noctiluca. Science, July 7, 1893, p. 10.

noctiluminous (nok-ti-lii'mi-nus), n. [L.
nox (noct-), night, -I- lumen (lumin-), light, -1-

-otts.] Luminous or shining at night ; as a
noctiluminous cloud. See night-shining cloud,

under *rtoud^.

noctivagatort(nok-tiv'a-ga-tor), n. [SeeMoc-
tivagant.) Onewho.oran animal which, walks
or wanders at night. [Kare.]

Noct. maneq. An abbreviation of the Latin
node iii(in<ijue, at night and in the morning.
noctuideous (nok-tu-id'e-us), o. Same as
noctuidous.

noctum, n. 4. An organism whose color is

different at night from what it is in the day-
time. Also nocturne.

noctum (nok't^rn), V. ». [noctum, n.] To be
different in color at night from what it is in

the daytime; be a noctum. Also nocturne.

Nature, April 5, 1900.

nocuity (no-ku'j-ti), n. [NL. "nocuitas, < L.
nocuus, harmful!] Harmfulness; noxious-
ness.

Nodal circle, plane, points (b). See *circle,

etc.

nodality (no-dal'i-ti), n. [nodal + -ity.] The

Nodding-cap ( Trifhorn tyiaitthophora).
greatly reduced.

(From Britlon and Brown's " Illustrated
Flora of tlie Northern States and Can-
ada.")

noel

fact or character of being nodal ; the char-
acter of being the intersection of several con-
verging lines, paths, or the like.

A higher degree of " nodality," to use Mr. Mackinder's
term, is found where several such furrows meet to form a
well-marked though by no means deep hollow. . . .

Where from any cause a gap exists running through the
Chalk, obviously the village which lies at that gap at the
base of the Chalk tends to be a point of convergence for
roads leading to the gap. The " nodality " of the point
rises to a high degree. «coy. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 78, 79.

nod-crafty (nod'kraf"ti), a. Able to nod with
an air of great wisdom. N. E. D. [Eare.]
Solemne goose, stately least wyse nodd crafty. They

have made him beleeve he is wondrous wj

.

J. Speddiny, Letters and Life of Bacon, IV. 92.

nodding-cap (nod'ing-kap), M. An orchidace-
ous plant of eastern North America, Triphora
trianthojjhora,
with nodding
purple flowers.
Sometimes
called three-

birds.

noddy-peakt, «•

A variant of
hoddy-2>cak.

node, «.-Heber-
den's nodes, nodu-
lar swellings on the
knuckles,associated
with latei"al deflec-

tion of the finger-

joints, in those of
advancing years.
Med. Record, Feb.
7, 1903, p. 2ia—
Fetlolax node, a
node on the petiole
of the abdomen of
an 'ant.— Singers'
nodes or nodules,
a circumscribed
swelling between
the arytenoid carti-

lages of the larj'nx,

sometimes observed in those who use the voice a great
deal, especially the higher notes in singing. See *(ra-
choma of the vocal bands.

node-curve (nod ' kferv), n. Same as nodal
curve (which see, under nodal).

node-longitude (n6d'lon"ji-tud), n. The ce-
lestial longitude of the ascending node of the
orbit of any member of the solar system ; the
angle between the radii veetores from the sim's
center to the vernal equinox, and to the ascend-
ing node of the orbit.

noctiflorous (no- dif 16- rus), a. [L. nodus,
knot, -(- flos (flor-), flower, -I- -o««.] Bear-
ing flowers at the nodes of the stem.
nodiform, a. 2. Having the form of a node.
nodium (no'di-um), «. [NL., < Nod(on) (see
def.) -I- -inm.] The trade-name of an alloy
offered for Industrial use by a French engineer,
Albert Nodon : said to have the density 2.4,
high electric conductivity, and greater resis--

tance to the chemical action ot the atmosphere
than aluminium.
nodobicuspidal (no'do-bi-kus'pi-dal), a. [L.
nodus, node, -t- E. bicuspidal.'] Having a node
and two cusps: used to designate a class of
quart ic curves.

Xodohicjuijndal quartics admit of three primary sub-
divisions. Mature, Nov. 27, 1902, p. 80.

nodocuspidal (no-do-kus'pi-dal), a. [L. nodus,
node, -I- E. cuspidcil.] Having anode-cusp.
Nodocuspidal quartics admit of only four primarj- sub-

divisions, three of which depend on the character of the
node, whilst the fourth arises from the fact that the node
and cusp may unite into a rhamphoid cusp.

Nature, Nov. 27, 1902, p. 80.

nodoid (no'doid), n. [L. nodus, node, + -oid.]
The surface of revolution of the hyperbolio
catenary.

nodosity, n.— Haygarth's nodosities, nodular swell-
ings on tlie articular surfaces of tlic bones in arthritis
defonnans.— Heberden'S nodosities. Same oaHeber-
den's Unodes.

nodule, n. (e) Tlte peculiar knot upon the roots of le-

guminous and a few other plants, caused by bacteria.
(.See nodule-bacteria, under •khacterium,) They enable the
plant to use atmospheric nitrogen. See ifroot-tubercle.—
Nodule-bacterla. See *(»oc(fni/m.— Nodnle beds.
See itbedi.— Radial nodule, a nodule of bone or carti-
lage found at the base of each dorsal and each anal ray
of some fishes.— Root nodule. H&me as root-knot. Also
applied to *ro^j(-/i/&^rc^<'». .See •knodule (e).— Vocal
nodnles. Same as ginyers' *nodes.

nodulose, a. 2. Abounding in nodes or tuber-
cles : used in descriptive zoologj-.

nodulus, n— Nodull laqneatl pUortun, the occur-
rence of knots in the hair, especially in the long hairs ot
the beard in man, or of the head in women.

noSl (no-el'), n. [F. Christmas, a Christmas
song. See noweU and nntaU.] A Christmas
song or carol; specifically, in the South of



noSl S72 non-electrolyte

France, a popular ballad relating to the Na- ing the land with a sea of wandering tribes, so that the nonane (non'an), )!. [L. «o»iM«, ninth, + -rtne.l

tivity sung at Christmas time ; also the air to -' a^t™', «', ^^'SSr^.l^L'S^.^rrby b "n?;;^ A colorless liq aid compour.d of the methani
which it IS sung. about the nomadimtinn of Asia Minor. series, LH;^(CHo)7CH3, prepared by the action

The most consistently popular form of poetry In the "'• -V- Jiamsay, in Contemporary Rev., Aug., 1807, p. 23o. of hydriodie acid and phosphorus on pelargonic
South of Ki-.moe « as always the noH. There has been no

jjojjja].gjj „_ g. The governor of a nome in f^eid. It melts at— 51° C, boils at 149.5° C, and
limit to the pnxluction of these. . . They have deserv-

ancient Egypt. is probably present in petroleum.
edly mamtained their popularity to the present day. it,ui,icuo j-.j,j^yi.. i ..;_'. , ^ .. ,,, . .:,,- ,

Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 4a Like the Pharaohs of old, the Macedonian conqueror non-Arcnimeaean (non-ar'kl-me de-an), a.

The PtwTencalnof?*- being some real, or some imag- became the son of Amon-Ra, and in Egypt at least Pfrtamiiig to or designating any system in
Ined, incident of the Nativity told in verse set to a gay or claimed divine honours. Before leaving Egypt Alexander which either (fl) the assumption of Archimedes
tender air-are the crfeche translated into song. The aP!)0"ited the naumrchs w^io were to govern it, and

jg contradicted, or (6) is not used. See *aS-
simplest of them are direct renderings of the Bible narra- ordered that justice should be administered according to ;,„,";,•',' "'"'<"' ^^ ""'' use"- oee us

tive r. .4. J^anrfer, Christmas Kalendsof Provence, xiv. the ancie^it law of the land. ^„ ,, ,
sumption.

,..,,.- r , .„.,_-,., .„ , ., , . t,
Sd.we.lheEgyptofthe HebrewsandHerodotusjp. 137. non-arcing (non aik'ing), n. In e<ecf., noting

noeas (no-e sis), «. [Grr<ii7a,f thought. See
Nomeidse (no-me'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Xomeus the property of metals of not being able to

'^ZTil
I" i'^-'osv pure thought; reason; m- ^"^f^^^^ j^ family of small fishe's, most of maintain an alternating arc unde! certain

teueciion. which are found in the open sea, of no value conditions, but of blowing it out explosively.
Identity. thesitaationsintimeandplace,and causation

fo^ food This property is shown more by some metals
. . . are thus obviously not the result of grounding or av/vjv*.

_ , , ^ , / •
i. \ xi "^^ ^i /

no«i. merelv, are not ideal but empirical, and have, that nomenclate (no'men-klat), «J. t
;
pret. and pp. ("s zmc, mercury, etc.) tlian by others (as

U to say, existential import. £nc.vi;. Bri(., XXXIL 64. nomoichilcd, ppr. nomcnclating. [yiomencla- copper and aluminium) and is utilized in

noetic, «. 2. lu^w-yc/io?., consciously logical: txire.'] To assign a name to, especially in making the terminals of lightning-arresters to

opposed to *hypo>w€tic, or unconsciously log- accordance with a particular system of nomen- keep the machine-current from following the

ieal. clature; name. [Rare.] lightning-discharge as are.

noetics (no-et'iks), n. [PI. of noetic.'] The The natural history of tlie doctor has not yet been non-being (uon'be-ing), n. The negation of

science of
*

pure thought reason or intellec- written, but the classes are easily ?i(»?n€/ic;«(^d. being; absence of tlie attribute of being,

tion; "the science that 'deals with the phe-
, ,

r«c*m»a«, Collector, p. 127. A\ E D. non-bituminous (non-bi-tu'mi-nns), a. Lack-

nomena that arise from efforts to satisfy the nomenclatunst (uo'men-kla tu-rist), » [no- mg bitumen, as anthracite coal in contrast

craving for truth." Boss, in Amer. Jour. So- ««'"; «f»'-e + -«*«.] Same as nometiclator, 1 with bituminous coal,

ciol VIII 776 [Bare ]
^ non-cellular (non-sel'u-lar), a. In lot., same

n(Bud(n^),«. [F., a knot, node.] 1. A nautical Noineus (no-me'us), ». [NL., < Gr. vo,/n'f, an *apoeytial.

mile, taken as 1855 meters, or 2028 yards.- 2. a herdsman, < ..f//«v manage, feed. Earty non-commensurable (non-ko-men'su-ra-bl),

Same as node 10
travelers compared the fish to a mullet (D. a. Incommensurable : said of two quantities

The ease of a differential equation of the first order and 'ff''' """f' ''^//Jf'--

herder, herdsman).] whose ratio cannot be expressed as a rationaf

a point on the discriminant locus at which the integral A g^nus of hshes of the family ^ometdfe, found number but is irrational,

curves have not a cusp is a good example, and shows the in warm seas, some of them living commonly Non-COmmissioned Staff. See *staff'^.
existence of a noeud may be predicted from an inspection amongthe tentacles of the Portuguese man-of- non-commonable (non-kom'on-a-bl), a. Not
"^^^"h^jBrit. Asi'nAdva,ice,nento/Sci., 1901, p. &5i. .^'^^. ,,,.,. . ... subject to or having the privilege of the right

Noend vital, a point in the medulla oblongata where Nomin. An abbreviation of nmmnative. of common. See common, 4.

the respiratory center is supposed to be: disease or injury JNOminai partner, pee partner, \ right may be claimed for other animals, such as don-
of it is fatal. nominated (nom'i-na-ted), />. a. 1, Named; keys, pigs, and geese ; but they are termed yw/i-comj/ioji-

nogal (no-giir), n. [Sp. MOoaZ, walnut-tree.] mentioned or designated by name.—2t. Noted; "Wc, and the right can only be established on proof of

In Spanish America, a name given to various famous. special usage. Ahcj/c. ZJrtt., XXV II. 167.

species of Jiiglans : in Porto Kico, to the indi- s„ch of them as were thought the chief and most nonconfonmsm (non-kon-f6r'mizm), n. Same
genons J. Jnmaicensis. no)»mn(ed opposer on the other side. as nonconformity,

noggle-head (nog' l-hed), n. Cottus golio, MiUon, An Apology for Smectymnuus, p. 75. N. E. D. sir Henry Fowler, that stanch pillar of nonconform-

commonly known as »«iH«(VfAj<m6, a cottoid nomineeism (nom-i-ne'izm), m. [nominee + '»'"•
_

iV. 1'. Km**, .Sat. Rev., Dec. 16> 1905, p. 898.

fish widely distributed over Europe. See cut -ism.] The principle of nomination to office ; non-COnjUgate (non-kon'jo-gat), o. Not eon-
B.tmillcr's-thiimb. the political practice of selecting a nominee, jugate: said of the ambulacra! pores of the

noi, nooi (no'i), n. [Cape D.] Among the in distinction from the practice of appoint- sea-urchins (Echinoidea) when not united by
South African Dutch, a title of women, espe- ment. transverse furrows.

cially ofyoung women, equivalent to J/adawie, nominy (nom'i-ni), >i. [Perhaps a corruption non-COnvergent (non-kon-vfer'jent), a. Not
or Mistress (Mrs.). of L. jiomjne, ab. sing, of «omc-«, name ; from convergent; in math., either divergent or

noio (no-e'o), w. [Hawaiian.] One of the its use in the formula in nomine patris (in oscillating,

noddy-terns, Anous hawaiiensis, peculiar to the name of the Father), etc. X. E. D.] A non CUl., non culp. Abbreviations of the

the Sandwich Islands. riming formula ; a set or form of words in Latin non culpabiUs, not guilty.

noir (nwor), a. and n. [F.] Black; in roii- popular use; a rigmarole; a long story, nondecane (non-dek'an), n. [L. Monws, ninth,

lette, the space in which are placed bets on X. E. D. [Prov. Eng.] + E. decane.] A colorless compound of the

the color of the number coming black. Should the boy be unable to recite this rhyme, he methane series, €113(0112)170113, prepared

noise, »s.-Moodus noises, duU rumbling sounds, like would be told 'he didn't kiiaw his nomn.i/.'
., „ „ by the action of hydriodic acid and phospho-

distant thunder, heard from time to time near Moodus, _
'• J'":"M«o", *oIk-bp. Yorksn., p. 8. A. i. D. y^g qq fjjg corresponding dichlorid and con-

Connecticut, and attributed to earth-movements.— Sim- nomism (no'mizm), n. [Gr. v6uo^, law, + tained in the paraffin from bituminous shale.

?Jfse"°il,!ei",^T'*ft'rs"at"prrn"°^^^^ :f«-J
^'f}'"'

adherence to law, especially in It melts at 32° C. and boils at 330° C. Also
simple noises are all reducible to the type of the pop or ''^^ nomistie religions, tnat IS, reugions wnicn called nonadeeane and enndecane.
crack, or wliether the hiss must be added as a second possess codes for the regulation of the Cult nondccatoic (non"dek-a-t6'ik), a. Noting an
class of noise-sensation. i'. B. TifcAener, Exper. Psychol., and of life. acid, a colorless compound, CH3(CHo)i7-

noiRP .leniation fnoi? 'sen-sa"shon> n In
upmocratic (nom-o-krat'ik), a. [nomocracy COOH, prepared by the hydrolysis of octo-

m,/X^f ?he ??s. dXreuHated foZ of audi
("'"•"') "^ -"=•] ^^"'^ pertaining to nomocracy, decvl cvanide. It melts at 66.5° C. and boilspsychoL, the less diffeientiated toim ot audi- ^ ^.^j (trans.). Riddle of the Universe. at '>97-->99° C under 100 millimeters pressure

dlsTinSerfLmVeTonT '
""'

' " ^lomo^ram (no^' o-gram), „. [Gr. .6,0c, law, non-dege^rate (non-de-jen'" ^«. No"distinguished from the tone.
-1- 5'pd/.;;a, a writing.] 1. A graphic table for degenerate ; in ffW, iot consist^ing of an

. ."^rntrsfySauirrnc?^7rSrT::Sonr': computation Fr ScMlling.-2. [P. nomo- ag|regation of forms of a lower order Sr class,

are combinati.ms of simple tone-sensations. gramme.} A written rule or law. Science, Jan. 18, 1901, p. 103.

H'. ir«w« (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 78. nomograph (nom'o-graf), «. [Gr. vSuo^, law, non-diathermanOUS (nou-di-a-ther'ma-nus),
noise-stimulus (noiz'stim'u-lus), n. In psy- + rpa(ptiv, -write.} The graphic presentation „. Not diathermanous; not conducting heat
c/ioi., the adequate stimulus of the sensation of numerical relations by any one of various freely; that is a poor-conductor or a non-
of noise, thought by some to consist of a processes or systems. conductor of heat.
single jar or shock of the surrounding me- nomography, ». 2. In math., the theory of non-dichogamous(non-di-kog'a-mus),a. Not
dium, but more probably a mixed medley of the construction and use of abaci or graphic dichogamous; having anthers and stigmas
broken and interrupted wave-motions (tonal tables for computation; the theory of the simultaneously produced; synanthetic.
stimuli). E. S. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., geometric representation of interdependences non-dichogamy (non-di-kog'"a-mi), n. Simul-
I. i. 33. of variables. D' Ocagne, 1S91. taneous maturity of anthers and stigmas;
Nolan (no'l an), a. Of or pertaining to Nola, nomophylactic (no-mof -i-lak ' tik), i-i. [Ir- svnanthcsis.
near Naples, in Italy ; especially noting the regularly from nomophylax.} Pertaining to ndn-directional (non-di-rek'shon-al), a. In
numerous Greek vases found in excavations the protection and preservation of law

; espe- math., scalar or undirected: thus velocity has
at that locality. cially, in Gr. antiq., said of the functions and direction, but speed is non-directional.

The selection and grouping of figures on Nolan Am- duties of the nomophylax (which see). [Eare.] j^ prof. Henrici's algebra the products of two vectors
phorae is seldom vei^ careful or suggestive. Above all the nomophylactic Areiopagus to observe the a, /3 are :

—

(a&) a non-directional or " scalar," in niagni-
P. Gardner, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIII. 138. oflicials and to check illegality. tude equal to the protluct of one vector into the compo-

nnlanaoanna Cnn-lS-nn'shiiiR'* n RplnncnTKr ^- '»' J/aran, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XII. 33. nent of the other along the first, and («/3) a vector

tofl?prT,TfaZlv VoianS ^^ nomothetic, «. 4. Noting a science which perpendicular t,, the plane drawn thnnigh a and 3, and
to t lie plant lamiiy j>Ofonacea!. ii«»»»x<«»*»,«»%,,.

c -i
1 m iimgnitude equal to the area of the parallelogram of

noUd (nol'id), n. and a. [Xolid(iB).-\ I. n.
aims at the discovery of umversals or general which a and ^ ai-e concurrent sides.

A member of the lepidopterous family AWirf*.
laws

:
opposed to *M/«o»™j,/i.r.

, . ,^ ,

Aa^«r. Oct. 22, 1903. p. 610.

n. a. Having tL characters of or belong- ba"d ^nder%re™ nfmts"'^°l^/te Tf i^m^^^^ "; ^
ing to the family i^oHflfa. sciences.

nomothetic and id.ographic
_,,;,y,, ,./„,,„. a substance which does not con-

nomadization (nom"a-di-za'shon), n. [nom- ^™- P>'«os.. Psychol. Sci. Methods, Jan. 21. 1904 p. 42.

f^^^*
^^ f^Ss on b.^ng dTssoted

"

adiz(e) + -ntion.-\ The process of rendering nonadeeane (non-a-dek'an), ». Sameas *non- coated into ions on being mssolvea.
1- A -i.- ..* „ i;^™..j:„ i:#„ ///>/'/*»/> The non-electrolytes used, distilled water, cane sugar

nomadic; adoption Of a nomadic life.
Jitl

'

a,„v,-„4.:„ / „ .^/z. ,a m «t'iM ., «3o,v,» and urea, affect the protoplasm of paramcecia o5ly
The Turks triumphed by breaking up Intercourse and non-aerODlOTIlC (,non-a e-ro-Dl-Ol IK), a. oame through the osmotic pressure of the solution. There i»

trade, destroying industries and manufactures, and flood- as anaerobiotic, anaerooiOUS. no chemical effect. Biol. Bulletin, June, 1904, p. 10.



non-emanating

non-emanating (non-em 'a-nat-ing), a. In-

capable of emitting an emanation : said o£

certain compounds of the radioactive ele-

ments.
nonene(non'en),». [L. non««, ninth, -t- -ene.']

A name given to two hydrocarbons, CgHig-
One is obtained by heating 4-ethyl-4-iodohep-

tane with alcoholic potash and boilsatl39.5° C.

The other is CHaCCCgHig) : CH2, which is ob-

tained bv heating the corresponding hydro-

ehlorid of iionvlamine. It boils at 141-143° C.

Non-essential" singularity, singular point.

Si-e *siii(iidarity, *poiiit^.

non-Euciidean (non'ii-kli-de'an), a. Not
eompreliended within or not in conformity

with the system of geometry established by
Euclid ;

pertaining to or designating any sys-

tem of geometry which, while differing in es-

sential particulars from that of Euclid, is

nevertheless in accord with the facts of ex-

perience within the limits of the errors of

observation.
Similarly it has been supposed ie.g. by Newcomb) that

non-Euclidean spaces of three dimensions should be

reganted as flKurcs in a fuur-dimensional Euclidean space,

beine related to it as the sphere to ordinary space.
•*

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 669.

Hon-Euclldean geometry, in its primitive meaning, the

system which fullows fnnn the denial of Euclid's postu-

late that " throui;li a given jj^jint there is not more than

one parallel toa given straight line," when all of his other

assumptions, explicit and uncon-scious, are retained. The
name has sometimes been applied to what Itolyai called

abmlute fjeometry and Lobachevski pa H,'/cm«f^r(/, namely,

the system which simply dispensed with the above Eu-
clidean postulate, using neither it nor any contrary
assTimption, atid was undifferentiated, therefore, as be-

tween Eii'li(l'-;tn and priniitive non-Euclidean geometry.

— Non-Euclidean motion. See -Amotion.— Non-Eu-
clidean space. -See -kspace.

non-Euclidian (non-ii-klid'i-an), a. See *non-
Eucliitfiin.

non-exportation (non'eks-por-ta'shon), n. A
refraining from exportation or a failure to

export. Compare non-importation.

non-homogeneity (non-ho'mo-je-ne'j-ti), n.

The state of being non-homogeneous; lack of

uniformity of structure or composition; di-

verseness as regards some specified quality :

thus, a beam of white light has non-homoge-
neitv as to wave-length.

non-homogeneous (non-ho-mo-je'ne-us), a.

Not horaoifcncous.

nonic (no'uik), a. and n. [L. nontis, ninth, +
-it'.] I. a. In math., of the ninth degree or

order.

II. '1. An algebraic function or form of the
ninth degree ; a quantic of the ninth degree.

In another case, which primA facie seemed normal,
Prrjfessor Pearson found tliat " all nine roots of the fuiula-

mentid nonic lead to imaginary solutions of the problem.

"

Encyc. Brit., X.XVIIL 21)1.

non-identist (non-i-den'tist), M. One who
opposes the theory that all venereal diseases

are of one and the same origin, that is, caused
by the same virus.

nonillionth (no-nil 'yonth), a. and n. \no-

nillion.'\ I. a. 1 . Last in a series of a nonillion

individuals.—2. Being one of a noniUiou
e(^ual portions.

II. n. One of a nonillion equal parts.

non-inductive (non-in-duk'tiv), a. In elect.,

containing no, or only very low, inductance.

See ^inductance. A non-inductiie circuit is a
circuit in which an alternating current flows

in phase, or practically in phase, with the

electromotive force.

nonine (non'in), it. [L. nonus, ninth, + -ine^.l

A colorless liquid compound of the acetylene
series, CgHig, prepared by the action of phos-
phoric anhydnd on campholio acid. It boils

at 13.5-137° C.

non-ionized (non-i'o-nizd), p. a. In phy.'i.

chcm., not dissociated into ions capable of

carrvini; a current in electrolysis. Encyc.
Brit'., XXVIII. 15.

non-ionizing (non-i ' 0- ni - zing), a. In phys.

c/iem., not separating' a dissolved electrolyte

into ions : said of a solvent. Nature, Dec. 3,

1903, p. 103.

non-irrigable (non-ir'i-ga-bl), a. Not capable
of being iiTigated ; so situated that irrigation

is impossible.

That the nonirrigablt grazing lands should be leased In

small tracts so as to unite the irrigable and the pasture
lands. Ymrhimk U. S. Depl. Ayr., 1901, p. !)«.

non-linear (non-Un'e-iir), a. Not linear; in

math., not of the first degree.

There is an Infinite number of linear complexes touch-
ing a non-linear complex at a given line.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIIL 68L

873

non-malignant (non - ma - lig ' nant), a. In
patliol., benignant; not malignant: as, a »iOJ»-

maVqnant tumor.
non-Mendelian (nou-raen-de'li-an), a. Exhib-
iting non-conformity with Mendel's principles,

or definite departure from these principles, in

the breeding of animals or plants. See *Men-
delism.

non-metal (non'mefal). In. n cliem., an ele-

ment which has not tte character of a metal.
See metalloid.

non-metalliferous (non-met-a-lif 'e-ms), a.

Not metalliferous ; that does not contain a
metal or metals: as, the non-metalliferous
minerals.

non-miscihle (non-mis'i-bl), a. Incapable of
mixing: said of certain liquids which, upon
contact, maintain a definite dividing surface.

non-motile (uon-mo'til), «. Not motile ; not
capable of moving of itself Non-motile senun.
See -ktiennit.

non-nitrogenous (non-ni-troj'e-nus), a. Not
containing nitrogen as a constituent: as, the
non-nitriiijenou^ portion of human food.

non-nucleated (non-nti'kle-a-ted), fl. In cytol.,

not provided with a nucleus ; without a nu-
cleus; enucleate.

non obst. Au abbreviation of the Latin non
obstante, not standing in the way ; notwith-
standing.

nonoic (no-nd'ik), a. [L. nonus, ninth.]

Noting an acid, a colorless compound of the
acetic acid series, CgHiyCOOH, prepared by
the hvdrolysis of octyl cvanide. It melts at
12.5° "C, boils at 253-254° C, and is probably
identical with pelargonic acid prepared from
oil of rue.

nonose (non'os), n. [L. wonMS, ninth, -I- -o«e.]

In organic chem., the class-name of sugars
having the formula CgHjgOg. The designa-

tion refers to the number of oxygen atoms in

the molecule. The most important members
of the class are d-mannononose and gluco-
nonose.
non-oxygenous (non-ok-sij'e-nus), a. Not
containing oxygen as a constituent.

non-periodic (non-pe-ri-od'ik), a. Not having
a regular neriod of repetition or orbital mo-
tion : as, non-periodic variables (stars) and
comets.
The iuni-periodic comete appearing since 1700 are nearly

all in the hands of computers. Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 161.

non-phosphorized (non-fos'fo-rizd), a. Not
containing phosphorus as a constituent: as,

non-phosjihori^ed cast-iron.

non-photobiotic (uon-f6"to-bi-ot'ik), a. Not
photobiotic ; living in darkness.

non placet (non pla'set). [L. non, not, placet,

it pleases. See placet.'} It does not please
(me, us) : a formula, used in certain universi-

ties and assemblies, for expressing a negative
vote ; as a substantive, a negative vote. In
the latter sense often written non-placet.

Cambridge.—It was agreed by the senate on January
29, by a large number of placets to one non-placet, to ap-

point two additional demonstrators of human anatomy.
Nature, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 332.

non-placet (non -pla'set), r. t. [See *non
placet.} To cast a non-placet or negative vote
against; vote down (a measure).

To-day I brought in a Grace with that view : It is Tion-

placetcd. Wttewell, Life, p. 287. X. E. D.

non-plane (non -plan'), a. Not lying all in

one plane.

non-plussatlon (non-plu-sa'shgn), «. \non-

plu.<, r., -I- -ation.} The act of nonplussing or
porplfxing.

non plus ultra. [L.] Same as ne plus ultra.

non-productive (non-pro-duk'tiv), a. and n.

I. a. 1. Lacking the power of producing; not
fertile.—2. Unproductive financially; not
yielding revenue ; unprofitable, as a mine or

a farm.—3. In polit. econ., not causing or

tending to cause an increase in the quantity

or quality of things of value ; not causing com-
modities to possess exchangeable value : as,

non-productive labor.

II. n. A person or industry that does not
cause an increase in the quantity, quality, or

exchangeable value of commodities.

nonproteid (non-pro'te-id), n. Any complex
organic substance which is not an albumin.

non-radiable (non-ra'di-a-bl), a. Impervious
to cathode rays, X-rays, or similar forms of

radiation : as, a non-radiahlc metal.

non-restraint (non-re-strant'), n. Freedom
from restraint: noting the treatment of in-

non-variant

sanity without strapping, the use of the strait-

jacket, or the like.

non-saccharine (non-sak'a-rin), a. Not hav-
ing the qualities of a sugar.

non-seat (non'set), n. In coal-mining, see
the extract.

Non.seat. See D Link. [A flat iron bar attached to
chains, and suspended from a hemp rope to a windlass at
surface.] Gresley, Gloss. Coal Mining. N. E. D.

nonsensification (non-sen'si-fi-ka'shon), n.

The act of making nonsensical
;
production of

nonsense. [Kare.]
Only a simple suffumigation . . . accompanied by

availing ourselves of the suitable planetary hour. Sim-
ple sutfumigation ? simide nonseninjication— planetary
hour? planetary fiddlestick! Scott, Antiquary, xxii.

nonsensify (non-sen'si-fi),t>. t.
;
pret. and pp.

nonscnsified, ppr. nonsensifying. To make non-
sense of ; render nonsensical. [Bare.]

They have . . . nonsensi/yed a Scripture with their
Figures and .\llegories.

II. Lawrence, Some Consid., p. 13. N. E. J).

non-significant (non-sig-nif'i-kant), n. Some-
thing (as a sign, or statement) that has no
significance or meaning.
The Simple Cyphars with Changes, and intermixtures

of Nulles, and yonsiynificants.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 61. AT. E. D.

non-social (non-s6'shal), a. Of undeveloped
social instincts and habits; socially indiffer-

ent. Compare *untisocial, 3.

nonu (no ' no), n. [Samoan nonn, = Hawaiian
noni ; connected with nono, red.] The name
applied in Samoa to Morinda citrifoHa, a lit-

toral tree the
bark of the roots
and stem of which
yields a valuable
coloring-matter
which is the
source of the al

dye of India. The
fleshy composite fruit

is sometimes eaten by
the natives, but is full

of seeds and is not
held in great esteem.
The seeds are of espe-
cial interest in pos-
sessing a separate
air-chamber or vesicle
which renders them
buoyant and capable
of being transported
to distant shores by
ocean-currents. See
kali.

non-umbilicate ^„„„ „,„„„^„ „vw>/„).
( non - UlU - DU 1 - „ branch with flowers and young
kiit), a. Not um- fruit, one fourth natural size; *, ma-

bilicate: said of
ture fruit, one fourth natural size.

gasteropod shells which are roughly divisible

into the umbilicate or non-umbilicate, accord-

ing as the umbilicus is open or closed.

non-uniform (non-ii'ni-form), «. Not uni-

form ; irregular, in math., if for each « we can
select a positive integer ni which is independent of x and
suchthati r» (x) ]<« when ji ^i/t, whatever he the valueof
X in an interval (a, b), the series is said t^) converge uni-

formly in that interval : but the convergence is non-
uni/onn if the value of the variable x has to be assigned
before m can be given.

non-union, a. 2. That does not submit to
the rules or the dictation of a trade-union;
not employing union men as such, and ex-
clusively: as, a non-nnion shop.

non-unionism (non-u'nyon-izm), w. Disregard
of or opposition to the rules of trade-unions

;

non-union sentiments.
non-unionist (non-ii'nyon-ist), n. One who is

not a member of a trade-union ; one who ad-
vocates the principles of non-unionism.
nonuple (non'u-pl), a. [L. nonus, ninth, -I-

-plus as in dupln.s, double, etc.] Ninefold;
nine times told : as, in music, nonuple rhythm,
a rhythm with nine beats to the measure.
non-use (non-us'), n. The fact of not using;
abandonment or neglect of use ; failure to

use.
Many considerations have been established which

point to the non-use of the cajidle as a light unit for

photometry.
W. M. Stine, Photometrical Measurements, p. 120.

non-valent ( non - va ' lent ), a. Having no
chemical valency, and hence not able to enter

into chemical combination.

non-variant (non-va'ri-ant), a. Incapable of

variation; fixed: applied in thermodynamics
to certain relations between the solid, liquid,

and gaseous phases of matter

—

Non-variant
system, in thermodynam., a system in which solid,

litpiid, and gaseous phases coexist for one or more dis-

crete points and in which neither pressure nor tempera-



non-variant

tore can be changed without the disappearance of one of

the phases.

So long as there is present only a single, chemically
definite substance, three co-existent phases form a non-
variant gygtem.

E, Buckingham^ Theory of Themiodjiiamics, p. 183,

non vult (non vult). [L. 'he does not wish.']

A shortening of the Latin phrase, non vult con-

tendere, he does not wish to contest (the

case). See nolo contendere.

nonylene (nou'i-len), n. [L. nonus, ninth, + -yl

+ -<"«<.] Same as *noncne.

nonylenic (non-i-len'ik), a. [nonylene + -j'c]

Of or pertaiiung to nonylene; having nine
carbon atoms and one double nnion m the

molecule.—Nonylenic acid, a colorless liquid, ciu-
(C'Ho)6CH:CHl'00H, prepared by the action of acetic

anhydrid and sodium acetate on ucnanthol. It has an
odor of tallow, and decomposes when distilled. Also

called ennenoic acid.

nonylic (no-nil'ik), a. Same as *nonylenic.

nook-shaft (nuk'shaft), «. In arch., a shaft

placed in the internal angle formed by the

meeting of two contiguous faces in a com-
pound archway. K. E. D.

noon^, n Local apparent noon, midday determined
by the piissii^c of the real sun across the meridian of the

observer.— Local mean noon, midday determined by

the passage of the mean or imaginary sun across the ob-

sener's meridian.— Local noon, midday according to

either apparent or mean time. See locat apparent and
local mean *nnon.— Sidereal nOOn, midday detenuined
when the first point of Aries comes to the meridian.

noon-house (non'hous), «. See the extract.

There might have been seen a hundred years ago, by
the side of many an old meeting-house in New England,

a long, low, mean, stable-like building, with a rough
stone chimney at one end. This was the "7ioon-Ao««r,"

or "Sabba-dayhouse," or "horse-hows," as it was vari-

ously called. It was a place of refuge in the winter time,

at the noon interval between the two services, for the

half-frozen members of the pious congregation. . . .

They built in the rude stone fireplace a great fire of logs,

and in front of the blazing wood ate their noon-day meal.
A. M. Earle, Sabbath in Puritan New England, In.

nopl (nop), n. Another spelling of knop, com-
mon in dialect works.

nop2, n. Same as najA, nep"^.

nop^ (nop), n. 1. The original and still a
common dialect form of nap'^.— 2. An acci-

dental spot or speck in a textile fabric.

nop3 (nop), i: t.; pret. and pp. nopped, ppr.

nopping. [A variant of nap'^, v.'] To remove
specks (as vegetable matter) from (woolen
fabrics).

n. o. p. An abbreviation of not otherwise pro-
vided for.

nope^ (nop), adv. [nol + -p, added, as in yep,

to give an abrupt character to the word.]
No: a vulgar corruption.

I '11 make the thing [a business] over to you. How 's

that, Harve?
Nope ; never pays to split up a going concern.

R. Kipling, Captains Courageous, x.

Nor. An abbreviation of Norman.
Nordic (nor'dik), a. [Sw. Dan. Gr. nord, north,

-1- -ic] In anthrop., of or pertaining to the
type of man inhabiting northwestern Europe
and characterized by tall stature, blond hair,

blue eyes, and elongated head. Also called

Teutonic.

nordmarkite (nord'mar-kit), n. IKordmarJc,

Norway, -I- -ite'^.'] In petrog., a phanerio ig-

neous rock composed of orthoclase, a little

oligoclase, a small amount of quartz and bio-

tite, and sometimes diopside, hornblende, and
segirite; a variety of qnartz-syenite rich in

soda, related to nephelite-syenite. Brogger,

1890.

Norfolkian epoch. See *cpoch.

Norfolk Island bloodwood. See *bloodwood.

Nor. Fr. An abbreviation of Norman French.

norgare (nor-gar'), ?t. [Norw. Norge, Norwaj^,
-I- -are, suffix applied to names of orders m
petrography.] In petrog., in the quantitative

classification of igneous rocks (see *roctl),

the lendofelic order of dosalanes, that is, of

all igneous rocks having salic components
dominant over femic ones within the limits

< } > I, and having normative feldspars domi-
nant over the lenads within the same limits.

Norian (no'ri-an), a. and n. [JVbr(Jc) + -ian.]

In geol., noting a subdivision of the Arehiean
next above the Laurentian, a group charac-

terized by great masses of gabbro and related

anorthosite : proposed by T. Sterry Hunt, who
adopted the following succession : Laurentian,
Norian, Arvonian, Huronian, Montalban, and
Taconian.

noric (nor'ik), a. and n. [L. Noricus, adj., <

Noricum, a country between the Danube and
Alps.] See *stage.
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norie^, nory (no'ri), «. [From a personal
name. Seethedef.] A copy of the " Epitome
of Navigation" by J. W. Norie, originally

published in 1803. ^V. E. D.
norium (no'ri-um), n. [NL., < Norge, Norway,

-I- -(«/«.] A supposed new chemical element
announced in 1845 by Svanberg as detected
by him in the mineral zircon, esiiecially in

specimens from Norway. It has been shown
to be identical with the already known zirco-

nium.

norm, n. 3. In petrog., in the quantitative
classification (see *rocA-l), the standard min-
eral composition of an igneous rock, that is,

the chemical composition expressed in terms
of standard minerals Norm of a complex num-
ber a + bi, the real number a2 + 62.

Norm. An abbreviation ot Norman.
Norma basllaris, the lower aspect of the skull.

—

Nor-
ma facialis. Same as irnvrma frontalis.— Norma
frontalis, the anterior aspect of the skull.—Norma
lateralis, the lateral aspect or pi-oflle of the skull.

—Norma occipitalis, the posterior aspect of the
skull.— Norma superior. Same as*«orwifl verticalis

(6).— Norma ventralls, the outline of the base of the
cerebi-al hemispheres.— Norma vertlcallS. (p) The
superior aspect of the skull.

normal. I. a. 6. In chem. : (a) Of a salt,

having all the readily replaceable or basic
hydrogen of the corresponding acid replaced
by one or more metals or strongly electro-

positive radicals : distinguished from an acid
salt in which this replacement is only partial,

(ft) Of a solution for use in volumetric anal-
ysis, containing of the dissolved chemical
substance the reactive equivalent of 1 gram
of hydrogen in 1 liter of the solution at 16° C.

See normal *solution.— normal curve, the curve
of lowest order into which a curve of given deficiency

can be transformed by a birational transformation.

—Normal linear substitution. See iesubiititution.

— Normal paper, phosphate, pUing, powder.
See *paper, etc.— Normal pjrrometrlc cones.
Same as Seger't *c«)k«.— Normal Riemann surface.
See •ksurface.—Normal series. Same as *wHl-
ordered «e«.—Normal senun, solution, spectrum,
etc. See -kserinn, etc.

II. n. 2. The rule ; the standard.

It still falls within the normal for alloxuric nitrogen
however, although at the highest limit of this.

Jour. Exper. Med., V. 545.

3. In biol., a species or race considered as a
fixed standard which individual organisms may
approach by heredity and from which they
may recede by variation. The conception of a
normal is statistical rather than biol<>gical, for there is

no evidence that an exceptional specimen of a species
differs, as such, from an average specimen in any essen-

tial or qualitative way. The notion of a species as a fixed

standard belongs to the pre-Darwinian period in the his-

tory of biology.

[The] belief that such races are descended from the
putative normal scarcely ever rests on proof.

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 17.

4. In meteor., the average of a large
number of observed values of any given
meteorological element, for example, mean
temperature, pressure, or rainfall for any
hour of the day, or day of the year. The
number of observations must be so large that

a second group of the same number would
give the same average or normal. The nor-

mals for the hours of local mean solar time
may be corrected or adjusted so as to become
normals for the hours of any other standard
of time.—5. In compar. psychol., an untrained
or uninjured animal whose behavior is made
the standard of reference for the interpre-

tation of the conduct of other, .trained or

operated animals.

The results with rat Y were even more interesting, as

she was certainly totally blind after Exp. 2. She was
somewhat longer in learning the way than X and the
normah. Amer. Jour. Pgychol., XII. 235.

Hemispheric normal, tlie average condition of the
whole of any circle of latitude on the earth's surface.

See itholospheric normal.

normality, «. 3. In chem. anal., the quality

of being normal or of normal strength : said

of a solution.

Boric acid was agitated in a thermostat at 26° with an
excess of aqueous hydrochloric acids of different normali-
ties. After saturation, a given volume of clear solution

was taken away with a pipette, the total acidity being
ascertained by titration. Deducting the amount of alkali

required by the known normality of the hydrochloric acid

used, the remaining alkali gave the amount of boric acid
dissolved. .Science Abstracts, VI., Sec. A., p. 315.

Normally ordered. Same as *well-ordered, 2.

Normandy soap. See *soap.

NormaneSQUe ( nSr-man-esk'), a. [Norman^
+ -esqtie.] Resembling the Norman style of

architecture.

Norman-French (nfir'man-french'), a. Of or

pertaining to the form of French spoken by
the Normans. See Norman French, under
Xonnan^.
Normanism (n6r'man-izm), n. ^Norman^ +
-iA'»i.] 1. A custom, manner, or appearance
characteristic of the Normans.—2. Partiality
for the Normans. [Rare.]

Thou art English, Edward too is English now.
He hath clean repented of his yormanism.

Tennyson,li&r(Ad. iii. 1.

Normanly (nor'man-li), adv. In the Norman
way ; as the Normans.
His contemplative eye could crowd itself with various

and brilliant pictures, and whence his impartial brain

—

one lobe of which seems to have been Normanly refined
and the other .Saxonly sagacious—could draw its morals
of courtly and worldly wisdom.

Lmvetl, Among My Books, Ist sen, p. 152.

Normannic (nor-man'ik), a. Same as Nor-
mc(n^. N. E. D.
Normanskill shale. See *shale^.

normati've, «. 2. In petrog., relating to the
norm ; making up the norm, as distinguished
from ' normal' in the sense of regular, usual.
^Nonnative mode, in petrog., a mode in which the
actual mineral composition of a rock is so nearly the
same as the norm or standard mineral composition, as
calculated from the analysis, that either may be used to
classify the rock correctly in the quantitative system.
See rocA-1.

Norm. Fr. An abbre'viation of Norman French.

normoblast (nor'mo-blast), n. [NL. norma,
rule, -1- Gr. fiAaardg, germ.] A nucleated red
blood-cell developed from an erythroblast,
and having a globular, deeply staining nucleus
in which a chromatin reticulum cannot be
recognized. This nucleus is surrounded by
a layer of cytoplasm containing hemoglobin.
The normoblast becomes a typical red blood-
corpuscle by extruding its nucleus. See cut
under ^lymphocyte, and under *l>lood, 1.

The erythroblasts of the hypertrophied bone-marrow
are not of the normal size (normoblasts), but are much
larger than normal (megaloblasts).

Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 658.

normoblastic (n6r-mo-bIas'tik), a. [normoblast
+ -ic] Having the character of a normoblast.
In counting five hundred cells forty-three to sixty-four

nucleated red cells were seen, all of the mtrmoblastic
or intermediate t>-pe— no typical megaloblasts being
seen. Jour. Med. Research, Dec, 1907, p. 260.

normocyte (nor'mo-sit), «. [L. norma, rule,

+ Gr. MTOf, a hollow (a cell).] The ordinary
non-nucleated red corpuscle of the circulating
blood. See cut under *blood, 1.

The red cells . . . are spoken of as microcytes, normo-
cytes, and megalocytes, according to their size.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 273.

normocytic (n6r-mo-sit'ik), a. [normocyte +
-ic.'} Having the character of a normocyte.
noropianic (no-rop-i-an'ik), a. Noting an

acid, a colorless crystalline compound, (H0)2-

C6H2(CHO)CobH.liH20, prepared by the
action of hydriodio acid on o]nanic acid. It

melts, when anhydrous, at 171° C.

Norsk (n6rsk), a. [Sw. Dan. Norw. norsk."}

Norse.
North. An abbre\'iation of northern.

Northampton sands. See *sandi.

Northants. An abbreviation of Northampton-
shire.

norther (nor'THfer), v. i. [north + -<t.] To
veer or tend toward the north, as the wind;
run toward the north.
The hills which form the western coast of the Red Sea

run inland with a slight northering tendency, until they
are lost in the sand-waves of the perennial deserts.

F. Adams, The New Egypt, p. 86.

Northern sucker. Same as long-nosed *sucker.

Northum., Northumb. Abbreviations of
Northiimhrrland.

Northumber (nor-thum'ber), «. [See North-
umbrian.'] A Northumbrian. [Obsolete or
rare.]

northupite (north'up-it), n. [Named after C.

H. Northup, who first obtained the mineral.]
A carbonate of magnesium and sodium with
sodium chlorid, occurring in colorless to gray
or yellowish octahedrons: found in San
Bernardino county, California.

north'wester, « 2. In Canada, one who is

employed by the Northwest Fur Company.
Norw. An abbreviation (ft) of Norway.
Norwegian itch. See sarcoptic *acariasis.

Nor'widi canary, poplin. See *canary, *pop-
lin.

noscononge (nos'ko-nonj), n. The American
Indian name of Esox masquinongy, the maska-
longe.

nose', «. 3. (0 Same as cAMeS, 7. (m) In mining,
a projecting angle of coal or other mineral



nose

6. In golf, the extreme end of a club opposite

the neck or heel.— Dudley nose, a dog-fancier's

name for a flesh-colored nose.

nose^ "• I. trans. 5. Iu/ores<ry, to round off

the end of (a log) in order to make it drag or

slip more easily. Also called snipe.

11. itttrttus.—lo nose about, said of a vessel when
it changes its course frequently, remaining on each course

for only ft short time.

nosebleed, «. 3. The American birtliroot or

wake-robin, Trillium erection.

nose-key, «. 2. A nose-ring worn by East

Indian women as a badge of widowhood.
noselite (n6'ze-13t), n. Same as nosean.

Nosema (no'se-ma^, »i. [NL.] The typical

genus of the family Nosematidx. Xageli, 18.57.

Nosematidae (no-se-mat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
Xosema (-^) + i(lie.'\ A family of Myxospo-
ridia having a bivalve spore. It contains the

genus Xosema.
nose-paint (noz'pant), n. Liquor; any strong

drink that reddens the nose or otherwise

stamps the drinker. [Slang.]

The barkeep . . slams his no»e-paint where the short-

horn Egreen-hom] can get action.

A. U. Lewis, Wolfville Days, i.

nose-peg (noz'peg), n. A pin or stud attached
to the quadrant-arm in a spinning-mule to

effect an acceleration of the spindle in form-
ing the cop.

nose-plow (noz'plou), ?i. See *snow-ploiv.

nose-pole (noz'pol), «. A bowsprit. [Rare.]

nose-puller (n6z'pil''^r), n. One of a set of

unruly persons who infested public places in

London in the last half of the eighteenth cen-
tury, and emphasized their opinions by pulling

their opponents' noses.

If a quiet man in the pit ventured on making a remark
to hla neighlKjur, who happened t^) be a '* nose-puller

"

and who disagreed with the remark, the speaker's nose
wa« sure to be painfully wrung by the " puller."

Doran, Annals of Eng. Stage, III. 30.

nose-shield (noz'sheld), n. In foot-hall, a
piece of hard rubber or some other substance,
used to protect the nose.

nosine (no'zin), n. Same as nosean.

nosing-peg (no'zing-peg), n. A peg, or pin,

attached to the end of the quadrant-arm in a
spinning-mule, and acting upon a chain so as

to increase the velocity of the spindle as the
cop is built higher upon it. V. Vickerman,
Woolen Spinning, p. 326.

noslsm (nos'izm), n. [L. nos, we, + -ism.']

1. Self-esteem in a group corresponding to

egotism in an individual. X. E. D. [Rare.]
— 2. Excessive use of the pronoun 'we' in

writing or speaking.
On the one hand, it t«mpt« a man to indulge in Nos-

ism, where miMlesty and a sense of propriety would have
made him glirink from undisguised egotism.

Edinburgh Iten., July, l&H, p. 62.

nosode (nos'od), n. [Gr. v<J<Tof, disease, -HcHoc,

form.] A remedy used for the cure of disease

according to the theory of isopathy ; a specific

disease-producing substance given, greatly
diluted, in the treatment of the same disease.

nosogenic (nos-o-jen'ik), a. [Gr. v6mr, dis-

ease, -t- -yfvw, -producing.] Pathogenic
;
pro-

ducing disease.

nosogeography (nos'o-je-og'ra-fl), ». [Gr.
v6ao^, disease, + ytuypw^ia, geography.] Medi-
cal geography.
nosophen (nos'o-fen), n. [Gr. vdao^, disease,
+ E. ]ilien{yl).'\ A pale-yellow odorless and
tasteless compound, obtained by the action of

iodine on a solution of phenolphtalein : an
antiseptic dusting-powder. Also called tetra-

iodophi iiolphtalein and *iodophen.

nosophyte (nos'o-fit), n. [Gr. vdaoc, disease,
+ ifivTov, plant.] A pathogenic bacterium.

nostic (nos'tik), a. [Gr. vdartx;, a return home.]
Same as *para(jerontic. Hyatt.

nostril, »— False nostril, a diverticnlum, or pocket,
three or four inclies in length, oi»ening into the upper
outer side of the nasal passage in the horse anrl ottier

perissodactyls, notably the tapir.— Pervious nostrils,
In oniith,, ntjstrils that communicate with one another,
.thus fonning an opening thn>ugh the beak: typically
present in such a bird as the turkey-buzzard. Same as
per/hrate nostrils. Contrasted with impervious nostrils.

nostrility (nos-tril'i-ti), n. [Irreg. < nostril -f

-ity.] Ihe character of having the alas of the
nose strongly set off by a curve extending up-
ward and forward, as in typical Jewish noses.
W. Z. llipley. Races of Europe, p. 395.

Notal-'' (no'tal), «. [L. Notus, < Gr. Niirof, the
south wind, the south, + -aA.] Of or pertain-
ing to Notalia.

An example known to moat zoologists Is famished by
the genus Serolis, of which many Bp«ciefl are developed
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in the notal surface-water, and a still greater number in
the deep sea, yet its range, apparently, does not extend
beyond the equator.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., April, 1901, p. 317.

Notamia(no-ta'mi-a), w. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Notamiidse. Fleming.
Kotamiidx (no-ta-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL. No-
tamia + -idee.] A family of chilostomatous
gymnolfematous polyzoans having the zooecia
in pairs, each pair arising by tubular prolonga-
tions from the second pair below it, and at
each bifurcation a new series of cells inter-

calated into the branches. It contains the
genus Xotamia,
notanduni(n6-tan'dum), n.; pi. notanda {-da)

.

[L. gerund of notare, to note.] Something to
be noted; a memorandum.
notarial^ (no-ta'ri-al), a. [NL. notari{um)
+ -a(i.] Of or pertaining to the notarium, or
united vertebree in the anterior part of the
thoracic region of some pterodactyls.

The eighth vertebra . , . was lying close to the first

notarial vertebra.
Willistoti, Osteology of Nyctosaurus, p. 133.

notariate(no-ta'ri-at), «. [See motaryl.] The
profession of a notary. X. E. D.
The peculiar importance attached to the notariate,

and the limitatiuns imposed on its membership are seen
in the papal privileges issued for the appointment of
notaries. H. C. Lea, Hist, of the Inquisition, I. 379.

notariiun (no-ta'ri-um), n.
;

pi. notaria (-a).

[NL., < L. noiariits. See notary^.] A union of

several vertebrse (at least three) in the
anterior part of the thoracic region in certain
large cretaceous pterodactyls. The ends of

the scapute rest against the neural spines of

these vertebra, thus making an unusually firm
support for the wing.
The structure so formed may be named the notarium

to distinguish it from the sacrum.
Seeley, Dragons of the Air, p. 87.

notation, «.— Duallstlc notation. See kduaiistic.
— Numerical notation. ('>) In music, a method of in-

dicating tones by numei-als, instead of by notes, advocated
by Rousseau in the eighteenth century-.— Vigesimal
notation, in aritlu, the system with radix twenty.

notati're (no'ta-tiv), a. [As if L. 'notativus.

Cf. connotative.^ See the extract.

A Notative Conception . . . suggests its own marks
(nota?) by its very name. Atirater, Logic, p. 67. N. B. D.

notch, n. 6. (6) The posterior or lower angle,

formed by the meeting of the pubic bones.

Same a,spubir arch.—8. Same as ^undercut, 2.

— Glenoid notch, the indentation on the cranium of a
bird which marks the place wherein lies the glenoid cav-

ity for the outer head of the quadrate.— Obturator
notch, in (trnith., the angle formed by the meeting of

the ischium and pubis. When closed p<»steriorly by
bone it becomes the o^(uraf'>r/r»ra»w'/i.—Sternal notch.
Same as suprasternal notch (which see, under iwtch).

notch, r. t. 4. To make an undercut in (a tree)

preparatory to felling (it). Also undercut.

notcn-gon (noch'gun), n. A patented device

(1904) for stopping the iron-hole in a blast-

furnace or cupola after the charge has been
drawn.
notching-press (noch'ing-pres), «. In sheet-

metal working, a machine for cutting the
notches or indentations in armature disks and
segments, it Is essentially a stamping-press which haa

I

Notching-press.

a, press : f>. die ; c. bed of press having ways for traverse In ad.

Justing feed-mechanism: rf. feedmechantsm ; e, hand-wheel oper-

ating traverse )! feed ; /. clamps holding blank disk while being
stamped; ^. mechanism for revolving blank after each stroke of

die; A, B, samples of notched work.

nothogamy
a feed-mechanism adapted to the work of holding the
blank disk or segment in position during the cutting of
the notch, moves it the right distance for the next cut,
clamps it, moves it again, and repeats the operation
continuously until tlie work is complete. By suitable
attachments the number and shape of the notches can be
changed to suit the size of the disk or the character of
the armature. The illustration shows a machine for
notching disks, a separate attachment (not shown) being
used for armature segments. The blank disk is placed
in the revolving feed between the two circular clamps
that are controlled by the handle at the top. On staort-

ing the machine the geared feed automatically presents
the blank to the press until every cut is made, when it

stops the machine. The hand-wheel at the left causes
the feed-niechaiiism to slide on the bed of the press to
adapt it to different sizes of disks. The machine cuts
several blanks at once and at a high speed. It is some-
times called a notchinij-machitie. Armature disks are
also stan)i>ed in presses.

notch-wheel (noch ' hwel), ^». An arrange-
meut for actuating the detaching-roller in a
Heilmami eotton-eombing machine.
note^, «.— Binding note. See binding note, under
itbina.— Clianglzig-note, in mtisic, a note foreign to the
essential hannony : either & passing-note, a grace-note,

or a nota cambiata. (See these tenns.)— Characteristic
note, in music, same as leading note.— Collateral note,
a promissory note secured by the deposit of collateiul.
— Connecting note. Same as hindin>i note (which see,

under *i(/j(/).—Double-stemmed note, in musical
notation, a note having two stems, one directed upward,
the other downward, indicating that two voice-pails use it

tt^ether : as j^.— Ground note, in music, the fundamen-

tal not* or root of a chord. Alsocalledf/rowjidfone.— In-
tercalary note or tone, in mxtsic, same as accidental
note (which see, under Ji«?el).— KOSSUth note, a Hun-
garian bank or government note bearing the name of
Louis Kossuth, the Hungarian patriot (1802-94).

With wonderful energy he [Kossuth] began developing
the internal resources of the country . . . and it was
characteristic that on the new Hungarian notes which
he issued his own name was the most prominent inscrip-

tion; hence the name of Kossuth votex, which was long
celebrated. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 69.

Natural note, in musical wind-instruments, atone pro-
duced without the use of keys or valves, that is, either
the fundamental tone of the tube or one of its harmonics.
Also natural (o;i^.— Note Of COlOr, any especially hanno-
nious combination of coloi-s in representative or decora-
tive painting.— Risk note, in Eng. law, a contract signed
by the consignor of goods exempting the carrier, chiefly

on account of lower freight, from liability for injury or
loss rising from negligence. The law requires the con-
tract to be just. Much litigation has been caused by
these notes.— Unessential note or tone, in music, any
note or tone not normal to or constituent of the hannony,
including all passing-notes, suspensions, embellish-
ments, etc.

note-book, n. 2. A book in which notes of

hand are registered; a bill-book.

note-head (not'hed), n. 1. Printed matter,
usually the name and address of the writer, at

the head of a sheet of note-paper.—2, In
musical notation, the square or oval part of a
note by the position of which on a staff the
pitch of the intended tone is indicated.

note-value (not'vaUil), n. In acousticSj the
pitch or frequency of a musical tone.

Notharctidae (no-thark'ti-de), n,pl. [NL., <

Notharctus, generic name, + -tV/a?.] A family
of lemurs containing extinct species of mod-
erate size from the Eocene strata of the
United States. Trouessart^ 1879.

Nothofagus (no-tho-fa'gus), n. [NL. (Blume,
1850), < Gr. vddogj bastard, false, + L. fagus,
beech, < Gr. ^^-

7(5c, oak,] A
genus of ever-
green or decid-
uous trees or
shrubs belong-
ing to the fam-
ily FagacesBj
and closely re-

lated to Fagus,
to which it was
formerly re-

ferred by many
authors. it is

distinguished fnnw
that genus by tlie

usually much
smaller leaves and
especially by the
fact that the flow-

ers, both staminate
and pistillate, are
bonie in threes or
are solitary. About
12 species are rec-

ognized, natives of
southern South
America, Australia,

and New Zealand. The wood of some of the species is

much valued and four have been introduced into Euro-
pean gardens and are hardy in England. See Fagus and
itbirch, 4.

nothogamy (uo-thog' a-mi), n. [Gr. vodo^y

spurious, + >a^of, marriage.] Cross-fertiliza-

Nothofagtts antarctica.

a, cupule with nuts ; b, a nut.



nothogamy

tion 'between diflfereut species ; hybridization.
Pound and Clements.

nothris (no ' thris), n. [NL., < 6r. vu0p6(,

sluggish, torpid.] An American tineid moth,
Tptcolophus citri/olielliis (formerly placed in

the genus Xothris), found iu Florida. Its

larva feeds on young orange-leaves.

Notice of motion. See *mofiOTi.—On short notice,
in a brief space of time ;

quickly.

notified (no'ti-fld), jj. a. Celebrated ; notori-

ous; well-known. ^V. E. D. [Obsolete or
dial.]

notifier (n6'ti-fi-6r), n. One who orthat which
notifies; specifically, an appliance in connec-
tion with a coal-miner's safety-lamp which
serves to give warning of the presence of a
dangerous amount of fire-damp in the atmo-
sphere of the mine-workings.

notionalist (no'shon-al-ist), n. [notional +
-i«f.] All abstract or' speculative thinker; a
theorist ; an idealist.

Xo notioiiatixt, one shonlil think, can be so practically

insane, as to see an abstract riglit or wrong in any par-
ticular combination of political powers.

Edinburgh Bev., LIII. 629.

notitia, n. 2. {.cap."] See *Eegionary Cata-
logues.

notocentrous (no-to-sen'tms), a. Inotocen-
tr{iim) + -ous.'\ Having the centra of the
vertebfB formed by the dorsal arcualia or in-

terdorsalia, two of the ossifications that form
on the superior face of the notochord.

notocentrum (no-to-sen'trum), n.
;

pi. noto-
centra (-trii). [NL., < Gr. vutoc, the back, +
KcvTpoi', center.] The centrum of a vertebra
when formed by the dorsal arcualia or inter-
dorsalia, as in toads and frogs.

notochord, »i. 2. A vestigial structure, rep-
resenting a very ancient form of alimentary
canal not in itself a part of the skeleton.

This nofoctiord is no part of the skeleton ; it was origi-

nally a canal, but in the absence of any animal which pre-
serves this structure as such it is difficult to understand
what was ita original function. ... It probably wjts an
archaic fonn of alimentary canal, around which were dis-

posed the segmented skeletal and other tissues.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 397.

Notochordal sheath. See *sheath.

notodontian (no-to-dou'ti-an), n. and a. Same
as *nutu(U»itid.

notodontid (no-to-don'tid), n. and a. I. «.

A member of the lepidopterous family Noto-
don tidx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Notodontidse.

Notogaeic (no-to-je'ik), a. [Notogxa + -j'c]

Pertaining to or characteristic of the zoogeo-
graphical division known as Notogsea.

In laying doivn the great zoological subdivisions of the
Earth's surface, he [Lyddeker] agrees in the main witli

Mr. Sclater, adopting, like him, the three broad divisions
proposed by Dr. Blanford in 1S90, and using likewise for

them the terms Notofitfic, Neogfeic, and Arotogreic.

These be considers as "realms," the minor subdivisions
being designated " regions. " In the definition of these
latter, he rather follows Dr. Heilprin than Mr. Sclater,

uniting the Palrearctic and Nearctic regions under the
name " Holarctic," and raising the Sonoran transition

tract of the former to an etiual rank with the other sub-
divisions of Arctogica. Madagascar and neighbouring
islands fonn another separate region, while Notogrca con-
stitutes four separate regions, instead of the two of Dr.

Heilprin. Oeoij. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 99.

Notogaeic realm. Same as Sotogiva.

Notohippidse (no-to-hip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Xotoliipj/iis, generic name, + -idee.'] A family
of ungulate mammals, of the suborder Litop-
terna, containing e.xtinet species from the
Miocene (?) of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1894.

Notommata (no-tom'a-ta), n. [NL.] The
typical genus of the family Notommatidse. N.
tcerneckii is parasitic in the cells of the fresh-

water alga Vaucheria. Elirenberg.

Notommatidae (no-to-mat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Siitommata + -idie.~\ A family of illoricate

rotifers, of the ovder Ploima, having the corona
obliquely transverse, the velum of interrupted
curves and clusters, usually with a marginal
band surrounding the raouth, the trophi for-

cipate, and the foot furcate. It includes
several genera, among which are Notommata,
Furcularia, and Albertia, the last parasitic in
annelids.

no'tonectid (no-to-nek'tid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the heteropterous family Notonec-
Udse.
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H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Xotonectidse.

Notopelagla (no'to-pe-la'ji-ji), n. [Gr. v6to;,

the south, -I- TTf/ajof, the sea.] The southern
sea region, comprising the sea south of 40°

south latitude.

The Southern Sea-region, or Notopelagia, containing
the whole of the South Polar ocean ail round the globe
south of the above mentioned limits.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), X. 220.

Notopithecidae (no "to -pi -the 'si -de), n.pl.
[NL., < Sotopithecus^ a generic name, + -idle.]

A family of extinct lemur-liko mammals, com-
prising species from the Miocene (?) of Pata-
gonia. Ameghino, 1897.

Notorhynchus (no-to-ring'kus), n. [NL., <
Gr. vC>Tof, back, + pvyxoi, snout.] A genus of

novelism

noursingh (n4tr-sing'), n. [A F. spelling; in E.

Nottirhynchiis tnasculatus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

sharks of the family Hexanchidee, found iu the
Pacific Ocean.

Notoryctidae (no-to-rik'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Notoryctes, a generic name, + -idle.] A family
of marsupial mammals whose only known
member is the little mole-marsupial, Noto-
ryctes iyphlops. J. D. Ogilby, 1891. See cut
at *mole-marsupial.

Notosema (no-to-se'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. luroc,

back, -I- cTjua, mark.] A genus of floimders
taken in the deep waters of the Gulf Stream
along tlie Carolina coast.

notostome (no'to-stom), n. [Gr. vuroc, back,
+ uTufia, mouth.] Bee the extract.

The valve of the dorsal mouth, or notogtome, is broken.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 323. S. E. D.

Notostylopidae (no " to - sti - lop ' i - de), n. pi.

[NL., < Sotosti/lops, generic name, + -idle.]

A family of tillodont mammals, containing
extinct species from the Miocene (?) of Pata-
gonia. Amegliino, 1897.

nototrocha (no-to-tro'kil), «.
;

pi. nototrociix
(-ke). [Or. viiTog, the back, -i- Tpox<ic, some-
thing round.] A larval stage of a chsetopodous
annelid having several incomplete bands of
cilia on the dorsal surface.

not-out (not'out), n. In crielcet, a batsman
who at the drawing of stumps has not been
got out.

no-trump (no-trump'), n. In bridge, the de-
claration to play without any trump suit, each
trick being worth 12 points : the most valuable
declaration. See *bridge^, n.

In the play of the cards the ace is high and the deuce
low. You must follow suit, but if you have no card of
the suit led, you may either trumi> or discard. At no-
trump the best card, if of the suit led, wins the trick.

Etwelt, Bridge, p. 4.

no-trumper (no-tmm'per), n. A hand at
bri.lge upon which 'no trumps' can be de-
clared. See *bridge^, n.

"With a strong heart hand and a doubtful "no-trumper"
or if the hand c(pntaiii one unguarded suit, hearts should
always be given tlie preference. As the adversaries have
the lead and the privilege of doubling, a weak suit ex-
poses the hand to some danger at no-trump.

El well. Bridge, p. 13.

Sporty no-trumper, in bridge, a no-trump declaration
which is not sound, but may be demanded by the state
of tlie sc<u'e, as a declaration on two suits only, there
being no protection in the othera.

Nottingham 'ware. See *ware^.

Notts. An abbreviation of Kottinghamshire. .

nouille (no-ey'), n. [F. nouille, also noule, <

G. nudel, whence E. noodle"^, q. v.] A ribbon
vermicelli.

nounism (noun'izm), n. [noun + -ism.] A
marked disposition to multiply nouns, at the
expense of other parts of speech, in writing
and speaking. [Bare.]

Adjectivism, adverbism, nounism, ... in the above
order, also occur near the early teens.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 467.

nourishment, n. 4. A fluid applied to glazed
leather to make it pliable and prevent it from
hardening. C. T. Ilavis, Maniif. of Leather,

p. 596.

Noursingh.

prop, "nxrsing or "narsing, < Hind, narsinga.']
A Hindu trumpet with a curved tube.

Nouveau style. See *art nouveati.

no'va (no'vii), w.
;

pi. novse (-ve) or novas (-vaz).
[NL., 'new,' sc. Stella, 'star.'] A 'new*' or
temporary star; a star which makes its ap-
pearance suddenly and gradually fades away,
the whole decline generally occupying some
years and lea^-ing the star still visible in
large telescopes. About twenty such stars
have thus far been recorded.

In all these views the chance of passing another star at
B<mie small distance such as one or two or three times
the sun's i-ndius has been overlooked ; and that this
chance is not excessively rare seems proved by the mul-
titude of Novas (collisions and their sequels) known in
astronomical history.

Lord Kelvin, in Smithsonian Kep., 1901, p. 226.

Nova Cassiopelss, the temporary star observed by
Tycho, which ajijieared in November, 1672, the most
brilliant on record. When first seen it was brighter than
Juiiiter and Ijccanie brighter than Venus, so tliat it was
visible in daylight It disappeared in 16 months.— Nova
Gemlnorum, a nova of the eighth magnitude wliich
appeared in 1903 in the constellation of Gemini.— Nova-
Persei, the most remarkable of the temporary stars
since Kejder's star of 1604. It appeared suddenly on
February 20 or 21, 1901 ; on the 22d was for some hours
brighter than any star except Sirius and Canopus. an<l
then gradually faded, exhibiting a series of extremely
interesting phenomena during its decline, especially|the
swift motion of luminous knots in the nebulosity sur-
rounding it. In ItiW it was still visible as a star of the
thiiieentli magnitude.

Novaculichthys (no-vak'u-lik'this), 71. [NL.,
< L. novacula, a sharp knife, + Gr. (.t^if, a fish.]

A genus of fishes of the family Labridie,
which has numerous species iu warm seas.

Novanglian (nov-ang'gU-an ), a. and »i. [JN'ora

Anglia, New England.] Of or pertaining to-

New England; an inhabitant of New England.
N. E. I).

Novanglican (nov-ang'gli-kan), a. and n.

Same as *yoranglian.
I must say, I rather admire this stolid self-reliance and

Kovantilican assumption— if for nothing else, at least
because it shows a thicker cuticle than we excitable
New-Yorkers possess.

B. Taylor, At Home and Abroad, 2d ser., p. 339.

novate (no'vat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. novated,
ppr. novating. [L. norat(us), pp. of norare,
make new, < novus, new.] To make new;
renovate ; specifically, in laic, to substitute
a new obligation for an old one. See nova-
tion, 3.

Non-statutory actions, or actions founded on the ex-
ecutive authority of the Praetor, are required to terminal*
within twelve months from their institution, and have no
power at civil law of consuming or novating a right of
action, but bar a subsequent action when jileaded by the
exceptio rei judicatae. Poste, Gains, p. xv.

novative (no'va-tiv), a. Of the nature of no-
vation. See novation, 3.

novel, «— Problem novel, a novel with the same-
characteristics as the problem play (which see, under
ifplayi).

novelese (nov-e-les' or -lez'), a. and n.

[novel + -cse.] I. a. Exhibiting the language
or literary style of the ordinary novel.

II. n. A literary style supposed to be ob-
servable in the ordinary novel, flimsy in con-
struction and lacking in point and elegance.

The English is novelese-, when it does not degenerate-
into sheer bad grammar.

Pall Mall Gazette, Jan. 13, 1900, p. a
novelettist (nov-e-let'ist), n. [novelette +
-ist.] A writer of novelettes. JV. E. D.

novelism, «. 2. Novel-writing. [Rare.]

Let a novel work of literary merit be brought forward,
though it shall find thousands of 'copiei"s, how few will be
the instances of adequate and commendable imitation *

What a host of pens and printers have been pressed into
the service of romance and novelism by the apftearance'
of the Waverly Novels ! Blackwood's Mag., XXIV. 469.



novemole

novemole (no've-mol), H. [L. novem, nine, +
-<//( (of. *(luoh; triole, etc.).] Same as nonu}>let.

novice, «• 3. In bench shows and otlier simi-

lar exhibitions, an animal which has not be-

fore been exhibited for a prize.

yovice (lops was a large class. 28 in all. First went to

Westlake Chancellor, agcx>d dog.
f'orest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 151.

4. In athletics, one who has not won a prize,

when the competition is open to members of

two or more clubs.

noTOCaine (no-vo'ka-in), h. [Trade-name.]

A synthetic alkaloid liaviu? local anesthetic

properties similar to those of cocaine.

It is possible, accordinfftwDonitz . . ., to extend the an-

esthesia t*) the npper pait of the chest and even t*i the arms
without danger if trupaciH.-aine is nsed instead of novo-

caine or stovaine, which have mure etfect on the motor
roots and thus .are likely to cause paralysis of respiration

if pushed too hijjh.

Alien, and Xeurol., Nov., 1907, p. 521.

noxa (nok'sii). n. ; pi. noxx (-se). [L., harm.
Injury. See noxinux.'] Anything which causes
injury to th» Ixidy or its organs or tissues.

110Zl6, M.—Cyclone nozle, a nozle in which the water
under pressure is nuide U> eddy round the interior of a
chamber and to issue in the form of a fine spray.

nozler (noz'ler), n. A blow on the nozle or

nose. [Slang.]

nozle-tip (noz'l-tip), «. A tip or short-coned
end screwed on to the end of a nozle or other-

wise adjusted to it to make a change in the

shape of the stream it throws.

N. r. An abbreviation (o) of the Latin nisi

prills, unless before ; (6) of Xotnnj Public.

N. P. D. An abbreviation of North Polar Dis-

tiiiice.

nr. An abbreviation of near.

N-radiation (en'ra-di-ii"shon), «. Radiation
consisting of N-rays. See S-rai/s, under *rai/^.

The phenomenou was discovered while concentrating
the rays by a quartz lens ui>on a jthosphorescent screen,

when it was found that the X-radiation persisted with
the lens as a s()nrce after the orivrinal source was re-

moved. FoUowitig up this clue, it turned out that vari-

ous other substances became temporarily active after

exposure to X-radiatimi.
Elect. World and Engin., Dec. 26, 1903, p. 1034.

N-rays. See *ra>i^.

N. S. All abbreviation (e) of jVaWonfl/So«>?(/ .•

(rf) of Sac School; (e) of Xew Side; (/) of the
French y'otre Seigneur, Our Lord ; (f/) [/. o.] of

not specified; (h) of Nova Scotia ; (i) of A'«-

mismiitic Society.

nsambi (nsam'bi), n. [S.African.] A South
African guitar which has strings of palm-fiber.

N. S. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Natu-
rnlis Scientise Doctor, Doctor of Natural
Science.

N. S. J. 0. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin
Noster Snhator Jesus Christiis, Our Savior
Jesus Christ; (b) of the French Notre Sfiij-

neur Ji'sii Christ, Our T^ord Jesus Christ.

N. S. P. 0. C. An abbreviation of National
Society t'nr the Preiention of Cruelty to Children.

N. 8. W. An abbreviation of Netc South
If'itles.

N. T. An abbreviation (b) of Neir Transla-

tion ; (c) of Northern Territory, of South Aus-
tralia.

nu (nu), n. The Greek letter v, corresponding
to the English «.

n. U. An abbreviation of name unhiotcn.

nuance (nii-ous'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. niianecd.

ppr. nuancinij. [F. nuancer, < nuance, shad-

ing. See nuance, n.'\ To shade and give deli-

cate tones of expression to, as a piece of music
or a picture.

nubbin, «. 2. A small lump of gold which
has on<T been melted.

Nubian sandstone. See *sandstone.

nublform (nfi'bi-torm), a. [L. nubes, cloud,

+ -foriH.] Having the form or aspect of a
cloud ; cloud-like.

Tills accident of nomenclature . . . may in many points

curioiwly illtistrate for yon that contest of Fretierick the
Second with lnn<icent the Komlh, which . . . represents

to all time the war of the solid, ratiomd, and earthly au-
thority of the Kinjr, and State, with the more or less spec-

tnU. hooded, imaginative, and nithiform authority of the
Pope, and Clmrch. Rughin, Val d'Anio, p. 3.

nubilation (nii-bi-la'shon), «. [nubilate.'l

Cloudiness. [Rare.]
The under parts wjiite . . but clouded everywhere

with dusky patches. . . Varying degrees of this dnsky
nuhilatifin approach in some specimens nearly to the
unifonn dusky below characterized ; in others fade al-

most into llie pure whit« of the adult.

Cimes, Ilirds of the Northwest, p. 613.

nncal (nu'kal), «. [LL. uncolis, pertaining to

a nut. < nui, nut.] Of or ])ertaining to anut.
nucellar (nu-sel ' jlr). a. lnueetl{n.f) + -«r.j
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Of or pertaining to the nueellus of flowering
plants.
Two series of vascular bundles run in the ovule, and it

is proved that the iinter series, frequently described as
"nnceUar," belong to the soft iinier layer of the integu-
ment. These bundles do not invariably die out at the
region where the nueellus becomes free from the integu-
ment, as hitherto supposed, but in more than one species
are found continuing in the iimer layer of the integument
almost to the micropyle.

Jiiur. lij/y. Micros. Soc, Dec., 1904, p. 665.

nuchal, a. 3. In the trilobites, relating to
the axial segment and groove at the base of
the eephalon.—Nuchal cartilage, in cephalopods,
same as nuchieariihi<,i>\—Nuchal Cirrus, crest. See
•kcirrun.-kcrext.—Nuchal fUTTOW. .Same as *7)ccfr-/«r-
rofc— Nuchal plate. Same !is nuchicartilage.— Nu-
Chal tubercle, see -ktubercle.

II. n. One of two or more plates forming
part of the covering of the dorsal portion of
the neck jn reptiles. The term is usually ap-
plied to the well-marked bony plates of croco-
diles but also, as in lizards, to horny plates
or shields.

nuchale (nii-ka 'le), n.
;

pi. nuchalia (-li-a).

Same as *nuchal.
nuciculture (nti'si-kul'tur), n. [L. nux (nuc-),

nut, + cidlura, culture.] Nut-culture : gei>-

erally considered to be one of the branches of

pomology.
nucin (uii'sin), n. [L. »i«x (nwc-), nut, + -i«2.]

Same as *juijlonc.

nucitannin (nu-si-tan'in), n. [L. H»x (nuc-),

nut, + E. tannin.] A glueoside contained in
the husks of walnuts.

nucivorous (nu-siv'o-ms), a. [L. nux (nuc-),

nut, + rorarc, devour.] Nut-eating.

The great majority [of Mammalians] may be said to be
granivonius. or n«c)'cor<»Mj*, or even graminivorous ; but
many live upon dried vegetable substances and wm>d.

Kirby, the i'ower, ... of God, as manifested in t'rea-

[tion of jVnimals, etc., II. 377.

nucleal, a. 2. Attracting or collecting likes

or similars ; forming a nucleus for similar per-

sons or things.
It would be worth while to induce such niicleal men to

lecture in large cities, if oidy to discover . . . how the
jmrtakera of one level of intellect are scattered through
the different levels of poli<ics, religion, and society.

,V. I'. Witlix. IluiT.v-graplis. p. 17S.

Nuclear cap, sap, shadow, spindle, thread.
Soe *<'iijA, etc.

nucleary (nii'kle-a-ri), a. Same as nuclear.

nuclease (nu'kle-as), H. [nucleus + -«sc.] 1.

A ferment which can cause the cleavage of

nucleins. Specifically— 2. One of several
bacteriolytic ferments so-named on account of

their ability to digest the nucleoproteids of the
bacterial cells.

Jones has shown the existence of enzymes in the
thymus and adrenal that have the power of (lecomposing
nucleic acids int4> their constituents, pliositlioric acid and
the xanthin bases. .Sachs found a similar enzyme in the
pancreas and called it " nuelfoiie."

Juur. Med. Retearch, July. 19l», p. 163.

nucleated, a. 2. In idiys., in a state of nu-
deation: .said of a vapor, portions of which
have condensed in the form of minute globules
about suspended nuclei.

Also, Tlie DiffnaioQ of Vapor into Xuelealed Air, by
<arl Barns. Sci. Amer., May 9, 1903, p. 351.

nucleatlon Cnu-kle-a'shoni, n. [nucleate +
-inn.] 1. The act or process of nucleating or

foi-ming nuclei ; the state of aggregation of

matter about nuclei ; the loading of central

nuclei with specific kinds of otherwise amor-
phous material lying adjacent to them.

Kxj)eriment8 arc described showing different tempera-
tures fi>r the maxima of nucleation and of ionisation.

Xaturc, Oct 8, 1903, p. 648.

2. Specifically, in phys., cloudy condensa-
tion, in an atmosphere containing vapor, due
to the gathering of minute globules of liquid

about floating particles called nuclei.

,\fter nucleation the first dense fogs were vaguely an-

nular. C. Ilnrun, in Science, Jan. 31, 1!I02, ]). 177.

nucleator (nu'kle-a-tor), n. In phys., any
substance, sueh as lycopodium ijowder, or any
medium which, like the ionized gases from
flames, affords nuclei of condensation in an
atmosphere containing vapor; any medium or

agent which produces nucleation of a vapor.

The very interesting result that iihosphorus as a nu-
cleator suildeidy hursts forth into maximum activity at

about 13". C. Barm, in Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 10:!.

nucleic (nii-kle'ik), a. Same as *nuc'einic.

nucleide (nti'kle-id), n. Inucle(ic) + -ide^.}

A cdnipound formed by the action of nucleic

acid on a base.

nuclelnate (nfl'kle-in-at), a. [nuclcin + -nfcl.]

(\)ntainingor consisting of uuelein.

nucleinlc (nii-kle-iii'ik), a. [nuclein + -ic]

nucleus

Consisting of or pertaining to nuclein.—Na-
clelnic acid, the phosphorus-containing radical of the
nucleoproteids, from which the xanthin bases are de-
rived. There are dilTerent fonns. The formula for that
occun-ing in combination with salmin is supposedly
C40H54^14Os7l'4-

nucleo-albumin (nu-kle-o-al-bii'min), n. A
compound albumin in wtieh an albuminous
radical is in combination with a special
phosphorized radical (possibly a pseudo- or
paranuelein). On decomposition the nticleo-

albumins, unlike the nucleoproteids, do not
give rise to the formation of xanthin bases.
The group is closely related to the globulins
(hence the term phosphoijlobulins which has
also been applied to them) and comprises some
of the most important food-stuffs, such as the
casein of milk, the vitellin of egg-yolk, the
phytoglobulins of the leguminous plants, etc.

Nucleoblastidae (nu"kle-o-blas'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < L. nucleus, a kernel, + 6r. /J/oaTof,

germ, + -«(?».] A family of lilastoidea, typi-

fied by the genus Nuclcocrinus.

nucleochjrme (nii'kle-o-kim), n. Same as
*l;(iryolyniph or *karyenrhyma.
Nucleocrinus (nu-kle-ok'ri-nus), n. [NL., <

L. nucleus, a kernel, + Gr. Kpivov, a lily (see

crinoid).'] A genus of Devonian blastoids,

with globular or ovoid calyx, linear ambtda-
cra, double spiracles, and divided posterior

deltoid plate.

nucleohiston (nii " kle - o - his ' ton), n. [L.

nucleus, kernel, + Gr. icrroc, a web.] A nu-
cleoproteid which has been obtained from
the thymus gland, lymph glands, etc. It is

characterized by a very high phosphonis con-
tent, 3.025 per cent., and on decomposition
j-ields histon and Lilienfeld's leuconuclein.

nucleolocentrosome (nii - kle " 6 - 16 - sen ' tro-

som), n. A persisting body within the nucleus
of certain Protozoa, as Englena, Amceba, etc.,

which divides to form a kind of central spindle.

nucleololus (nu-kle-ol'6-lus), n.
;

pi. nucleol-

oli (-15). [NL., dim. of nucleolus: see micle-

olus.] In cytol., a small body inclosed in the
nucleolus of certain cells. Same as nucleo-

lin us.

nucleoplast (nu'kle-o-plast), n. [nucleoplasm.']

A nucleoplasniic body.
nucleoplastic (nii"klf-9-plas'tik), a. [micleo-

jilast + -)>.] Of or pertaining to a nucleoplast.

nucleoproteid (im"kle-o-pr6'te-id), «. [L. nu-
cleus, nucleus, + E. jrroteid.'] One of a group
of substances which represent one of the most
important classes of compound albumins and
are characterized by their phosphorus content

and the fact that on decomposition they all

give rise to the formation of xanthin bases,
structurally they are juobably made up of an all)nminous

group in combination with a i)h«»sphorizetl radical, which
in timi may be simple (a nucleinic-acid group) or itself a
conipomid of an albumin with nncleinic acid (imclein).

Tlfe imcleoproteids are essentially nuclear constituents,

and all or nearly all contain iron. In contradistinction to

the native albuinins they tiu-n the planeof polarization to

the riLrlit.

nucleoprotein (nu"kle-o-pr6'te-in), n. [L.

nucleus, kernel, + 'E. protein.] A nueleo-al-

bumiu or a nucleoproteid.

nucleoreticulum (nii-kle-o-re-tik'u-lum), n.

[L. nucleus, keinel, -)- L.' reticulum, a net.]

The network of liuin and chromatin within

the nucleus of the resting-cell.

nucleosin (nti'kle-o-sin), n. [nucleose + -in~.]

Same as *thymin.

nucleus, 1 . (/) in jthyt., any
particle, suspended in an at-

mosphere ctjntaining vapor,
about which the vapor con-

denses. Finely divided matter
floating in the air aftords nuclei
of condensation, and the free

ions of an ionized pas .appear to

have the same property. (A) In

cfwm,, a name intivduced in

the earlier part of the nine-

teenth century to signify a
group of atoms in a pai-ticular

state of combination, or, as it

would now be expressed, pre-

senting a particular structure,

one or more of which atoms
might be replaced by others
without change in the charac-
teristic aiTangement or struc-

ture. This idea was developed
by Laurent in his so-called

luicleus thetjry.

3. A very small colony
of honey-bees started for An infusorial. ( rrac*»/<^

the purpose of rearing ^rio). with diffused or dis-

/ , .,5; tnbuted nucleus consisting
queens to exchange With of scanersd ctiromatin.

the queens of full col- S-",""'"'.. t,"'1^'';? .'fb"^ ,, • .• M ilstm s ' 1 lie Leu. ) lin-

onies, thus assisting in urscd.



nucleus

the prevention of swarming.— Abducens nu-
cleus. See *aitdiu^»^.— Benzene nucleus, that por-
tion of a benzene derivative which retains the strncture
and chemical properties uf tlie benzene-rin^r.— Dentate
nncleus. Same as denlale ftoriy.— Dlstrlhuted nu-
cleus, a peculiar nucleus occurring in some Protozoa
and consisting of a number of cliromatin granules lying
free in the cytoplasm and not inclosed m a nuclear
membrane or karyotheca.— Free nucleus, in phys., a
floating nucleus of condensation alx>ut which the sur-

rounding vapor has not yet gathered in liquid forai.

—

Qraclle nucleus, an area of small nerve-cells in the
dorsal pymmid of the oblongata.— Loaded nucleus,
in pki/s,y a floating nucleus about which some of the
sarrotinding vapor h.as condensed in the fonu of a mi-
nute globule of liquiiL— Medullary nucleus, the white
nervous substance in the cerebellum.— Nucleus funi-
culi gracilis. Same as clavate iiuc(c»«.— Nucleus of
a set. -Any closed set of points < can be reduced by a
finite, or at most couutably infinite, series of the opera-

* lions of derivation and deduction to one of two fonns

:

(a) no points at all : (ft) a perfect set. This result (set) is

the nucleus Efi.—Nucleus peduncularls, a group or
nucleus of nerve-cells in the bniin of a bird, posterior to
the optic tract. Also known as the (jan-jlion ectomam-
mitlare. Philos. Trains, lloi/. Soc. (London), 1S99, ser. B,

p. 301.— Nucleus pulposus, the vestige of the notochord
which appeai-s as a pulpy mass in the center of the inter-

vertebr^ flbrocartilages.— Nucleus theory, a theory of

the constitution of organic chemical compounds proposed
by Laurent and Gmelin. According to this theory such
compounds consist of groups of atoms (radicals) contain-
ing even numbers of carbon and hydrogen atoms com-
bined in certain typical ways, such as the water type, the
ammonia type, etc. As the atomic weight of carbon was
then supposed to be 6, C2 was written where we should
now use C.— Oculomotor nucleus, the center of origin
in the brain of the third or oculomotor nerve.— Sensory
nucleus, a group of nerve-cells which pertain to the
origin of the sensory portion of the trigeminal nerve.

—

Vagoglossopharyngeal nucleus, a group of nerve-
cells at the origin of the vagus and glossopharyngeal
nerves.

nucleus-parasite (nu'kle-us-par"a-sit), «. A
fungus, such as Puccinia asarina, which pene-
trates the cell and directly attacks the nucleus,
causing deformation or complete destruction.

nucoline (uii'ko-lin), n. [L. nnx (nuc-), nut, +
ole{um), oil, -f- -Jiie.] A kind of butter made
from nuts ; nut-butter. N. E. D.

nucule, n. 2. In hot. Same as miHet, 1.

nuculiiorm (nii'ku-li-form), a. IXucida + L.
forma, form.] Having the form of the mol-
lusk Xiicula.

nudel, >i. See noodle^.

nudicaulous (nii-di-ka'lus), a. Same as nudi-
ca id.

nuez (nwath), n. [Sp. nuez, walnut.] In Porto
Rico, the nut of the nogal, Juglans Jamai-
censis.

nug2 (nug), n. In mininq, the dull sound
caused by the breaking of subsiding strata.

[Scotch.]

nugget, n. 2. A thick-set, strong, young
horse. [Australia.]— 3. A lump of tobacco.
[Australian slang.]

nugget (nug'et), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. nuggeted,

ppr. nuggetinq. Inugget, ».] To steal or ap-
propriate the unbranded calves of (one's neigh-
bors). [Australian slang.]

If he does steal a calf now and then, I know several
squatters who are given to nuggetinff,

Ji. M. Praed, Lbngleat of KooralbjTl, p. 2.5, in E. K.
[Morris, Austral English.

nuggety, a. 2. Short, thickset, and strong:
applied to a horse or a man. E. E. Morris,
Austral English. [Australian slang.]

nul, «., n., and v. A simplified spelling of null.

nul disseizin (nul dis-se'zin). [AP.] No dis-
seizin ; in laic, the general issue in an action
concerning real property.

null, I. a. 4. Zero in algebraic measure.—5. In math, logic, noting a prepositional
function when it is false for all values of
X— Null element. Hee *dement.

II. «. 4. Specifically, one of the bids in the
game of skat. Same as *tnisere. See *skaf'^.
—Grand null ouvert, in skat, a bid to lose every trick
with the hand exposed on the table from the first See
*nwW ouvert, in which the first trick is played before the
hand is exposed.— Null ouvert, in «*•«(, a bid to lose
every trick with the hand exposed on the table, but not
until after the first trick. — Null toum^, in skat, a
change from touni^ to nullo when the card is a seven.

nulla bona (nul'ii bo'na). [L., no goods.]
The return made by a sheriff upon an execu-
tion where the party has no goods to be dis-

trained. X. E. J).

null-circle (mil' s^r'kl), m. The imaginary
, circle about the point (a, b) with radius null,

(a;-a)2 -I- (y-h)^ = 0.

null-class (nul'klas), n. A class of no terms.

null-conic (nul'kon'ik), n. In the theory of
averages, the equation of the null-conic of an
area is,ff{lx + my -t- n)2 dx dy=0, which may,
by proper choice of axes and use of the nota-
tion of averages, be written in the form
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?2j2-f „i2y2 4-„2_o. Eep. Brit. Ass'n Ad-
vancemcnt of Set., 1903, p. bOO.

nulliparity (nul-i-par'i-ti), H. [nullipar{ous)
-f -ity.'\ The state of not having given birth
to a child.

nullipore-sand (nul'i-p6r-sand), n. In geol.,

a marine sand consisting of the detritus of
calcareous seaweeds or nuUipores.

Nullity of a determinant. A determinant of order n,
all of whose subdctenniiiants of order (n— t -f 1) vanish,
but not all of order («—I'X is a determinant of nullity i.

null-moment (nul'm6"ment), n. In mech.,
a zero moment.
The lines of nul-moment for the system form a linear

complex of which the given line is the central axis and
the quotient G/R is the pitch.

Encyc. Brit., XXVIIL 660.

nullo (nul '6), n. [It. f: see «w??.] Same as
*mif(ere. See also Cayenne '^•whist.

null-plane (nul 'plan), n. One of the cor-
responding planes of a null-system.

In the case of a complex of the first degree (or linear
complex) the lines through a fixed point lie in a plane
called the polar plane or mil-plane of that point

Encyc. Brit., XXVIIL 600.

null-point (nul'point), «. 1. In phys., the
zero-point upon the scale of any instrument.

—

2. The dual of a null-plane.—3. The origin
or beginning point in the representation of a
set by the points on a straight line.

null-set (nul'set), n. An empty class, cor-
responding to a condition satisfied by no
entity in the universe.
null-sphere (nul'sfer), n. The sphere about
the point (a, b, c) which has zero radius,
(x-ay^ + (y~b)^ + (z-c)-^ = 0.

nul tiel record (nul' tiel re-k6rd'). [AF., 'no
such record.'] In law, a plea which puts in
issue the existence of a record upon which
an opposing party relies, or the fact that the
record is what it is alleged to be.

nul tort (nul tort). [AF., 'no wrong.'] In
laic, a plea in a real action, by which a gen-
eral issue is joined, denying any wrong done
by the defendant.

nul waste (nul wast). [AF., ' no waste '.] In
laxo, the plea in an action for waste by which
the general issue is joined.

num, a. and v. A simplified spelling of numb.
num. An abbreviation (o) of number ; (6) of
numeral,

number, n. 17. A term used in the textile-
industry to designate the size or fineness of
yam ; the number of units of length contained
m a given weight of the product. The length of
yarn required to produce the definite weight on which
the. numbering is based is called a hank, as with cotton,
or, in case of fiax or jute, a lay or lea. The fundamental
rule, in the various systems of numbering yarn, is that
the finer the yam the higher shall be the number. The
number, or litre, of true or reeled silk differs from that
of all other yanis in being based on a constant length and
variable weight The higher the number, or titre, the
coarser the yarn or thread. The number is expressed in
deniers. According to the international (French) titre
system, a denier is .05 gram, or .771 grain, for .^((X) meters.
In the new Lyons litre system a denier is 1.2747 grains, or
19.66 grains, for 12,000 meters.— Abbreviated ntmibers
numbers obtained by cutting off the exjiression for each
number at a certain number of places after the decimal
point— Absolute number, a signless or plus rational
or iiTational.—Absolute value of a complex number,
x~ a + bi, is + (a- -r t>~) ^ : denoted by

|
x |.— Abso-

lute value of a real number, a, its value tjiken imsi-
tively: denoted by |a|. Thus |2| = |-2 |

= + 2.—
Abstract number, one in which there is no statement
of the points in which the objects numbered agree.
-Absurd number, negative number. Sti/el, i.^ji.—
Affirmative number. Same as positive -knuviber.
Xeicton.— Aleph number, a Cantorian cardinal number
belonging to a normally ordered set— Approximate
numbers, a simpler set of numbers equal to those for
which they are substituted, to within a fixed degree of
approximation.— Arithmetical number. Sameasjjosi-
live *n«niAen—.Associate numbers, the four numbers
obtained by multiplying; any whole complex number by
+ 1, —1, +i,— i.— Back niimber, a number of a maga-
zine or other periodical that has been folic »wed by more
recent issues and is no longer read or in demand ; hence
(in United States slang), a person or a thing that is behind
the times or has become superannuated.— Barlong
number. Sjime as heterom^cic *ninnlfer.— Cantorlan
cardinal number. In Cantor's words :

" We call the
potency or cardinal number of the set M that general
idea which by means of our active faculty of thought we
deduce from the set M, by abstracting from the nature of
its divei"se elements and frijm the order in which they
are given. " It is a property of the set independent of
the nature of its terms and of their order. It is finite or
Iransflnite according as the set is finite or infinite.

—

Cantorlan ordinal number. See *Cantorian.— Car-
dinal number of a series, the cardinal number or
potency of the class of elements which occur in the
series, without regard to theirorder.— Commensurable
numbers, such as have a common measure ; two num-
bers whose ratio is a rational number.— Concrete num-
ber, one in which there is a statement of points in
which the objects numbered agree: as, 3 dogs.— Con-
densed numbers, numbers expressed each in the form

number
of a product of a power of 10 and a decimal, with the
decimal point ajipearing after the flret digit from the
left— Congruent number, one having the same re-
mainder with regard to a given modulus.— Conjugate
complex numbers, two numbers with equal moduli
iiiid amplitudes of equal magnitude but contrary sense.—
Constant number, a number the value of which does
not change : usually represented by one of the first
letters of the alphabet— Cyclical number, a number,
such as 5 or 6, the square of which emls with the same
number.— Determinate nimiber, a number referred to
some given unit— Diacritical number, in elect., the
number of ampere turn.s necessary to magnetize the core
of a coil to half saturation.-Dual number, one written
in the system with radix two.— Ester number. See
*e«(cr.— Euclidean number. Same as per/ect nnmbrr
(which see, under pcr/ec().— Finite number, a number
which can be reached or exceeded bv .starting from and
increasing by 1 at each step.— Fractional ntmiber, a
symbol of the form a/b, defined by its jiosition in an ordi-
nal system which includes the natural numbers.— Hete-
romecic number, a number of the form n (n—l).—
Hexagonal number, any one of the series of polygonal
numbers 1, 6, 15, . . . obtained by successively summing
the terms of the series 1, ,5, 9, ... in which the differ-
ence is 4.— Imaginary number, (a) Same as neutnonie
•^number, (b) Same as cooipb'j: nxanher (a) (which see,
under comptea;).— Incommensurable numbers, two
numbers whose ratio is an iiTational.— Infinitesimal
number. If P and Q are two numbers, and if, n being
any finite integer whatever, n P is always less than Q, then
P is infinitesimal with respect to Q.— Integral number,
a whole number.— Irrational number, the one number
between all numbers in B and all in A,— two classes to
one and but one of which every ralitnial falls as soon as
given, and such that (1) each number in B precedes every
number in A and (2) there is no last number in B and no
first number in A.— Koettstorfer's number. Same as
saponification kralue.—'La.w Of great nimibers. See
*(rtwl.— Literal number, a numlier represented by a
letter.—Maiden number. See the extract

7 was called the maiden number, because within the
decade it has no factors or product

Xew Century Rev., May, 1900, p. 374.

Minus number. Same as negative ifnumber.— Mod-
ulus of a complex number. See *modulu>.—
Modulus of a real number. See »nod«(««.— Multi-
partite nimiber. Objects not all similar cannot be
elfectively enumerated by a single integer, a succes-
sion of integers being required. If the objects be p in
number of one kind, g of a second kind, r of a third,
etc., the enumeration is given by the succession p q r,

which is a multipartite number, written p q r . . . ,

wherep + q + r = n.— Natural number. («) An ele-
ment of an Ideal manifold defined solely by the following
conditions : (1) that there is one element anterior to all
the rest, and (2) that every element a is followed by a
definite next element a', so that a<.a' and no element
falls within the interval (a, a'). (6) A sign or symbol for
a cardinal number; a sign 1, 2, 3, . . . or its name *one,'
'two.' 'three,' . . .— Negative number, a number in-
dicating the remainder, when the subti-ahend is greater
than the minuend ; a number preceding in the complete
scale.— Neomonlc number, a number whose unit is the
neomon ; for example )/ — 3.— Number eleven, an imi-
brella. [Slang.]

Number eleven ! \^'hy, it is only by favour and conniv-
ance that a person can manage to make it shelter two.

JV. and Q, 9th set, XII. 406.

Number of degree. See itdegree.

—

Numerical value
of a real nimiber. Same as absolute value of a real
•knumbcr.— Oblong number, a product of two unequal
factors.— Odd nimiber, a number that is not divisible
by 2.— Opposite numbers, two numbers which have the
same absolute value but are of opposite Quality : as, + 3
and — 3.— Pentagonal numbers, the series of polygonal
numbers 1, 5, 12, 22, 3.5.— Pitch number. See*j:)jrcAl.

— Plus number. Same as ^oWf/ce -kmtmber.— Posi-
tive number, a number greater than 0.— Primary
number, {a) ^^e primary. (6) The cardinal number of a
finite set ; that property of the set because of which
we shall arrive at the same natural mmiber in whatever
order we count the set—Pronlc number, a number
of the form a" + a.- Pure number. Same as o6-
stract -knumher.— Real number, a number which may
be indefinitely approximated to by a fraction whose
numerator and denominator are sums of the primitive
unit one.— Relchert number, the number of cubic
centimeters of decinonnal alkali solution necessary to
neutralize the volatile fatty acids in 5 gi-ams of fat This
is fairly high in genuine butter, while in oleomargarin
it is very low.—Relatively finite numbers, two such
that the product of the lesser by aflnite number exceeds
the greater.— Relatlve'number, a number with a sign (-f-

or—).—Saponlficaton number. Same as saponification
kvalue.— Single-valued number, a number with a defi-

nite, particular value: opposed to general rnnnbrr, one
representing more than one value.— Spheric number,
a product of three unequal factoi-s.— Surd number, an
irrational.—The number e, 1 + 1 + J + 4i ^- . . . =
2.718281829 . . . , the base of the natural logarithms, a
transcendental irrational, connected with ir by Euler's

equation T'" = — 1. See logarithm.— The number tt.

.Same as Lttdolphian number (which see, mider nunilwr).

—To make her number, to signal her number (on
Lloyd's books) to a Lloyd's station on hearing land : said
of a ship.

The Flamingo picked up the landmarks of the Southern
Irish coast and made her number Xa Lloyds' station on
Brow Head, stood across for the Tuskar, and so on up St
George's Channel for Holyhead.

Cutclijfe Ilyne, A Master of Fortune, xii.

Transcendental number, a nuhiber which cannot be
defined by any combination of a finite number of equa-
tions with rational integral coefficient-s ; one which can-

not occur as n.>ot of an algebraic equation : e and n- are

such numbers— Transflnlte cardinal number, the
number of a class having a jtropcr jiart similar to the

whole.— Transflnlte ordinal number, a number
which, starting from or 1, cannot be reached by mathe-
matical induction ; a class or t>'pe of serial relations, of



number
well-ordered series ; a type of order or of generating rela-

tion presented by series of flnit* and transtinite cardinals
which begin with some cardinal.— Transport ntimbers
of BUttOrf, in pht/n. chem., numbers which express the
fraction of the current between the electrodes which is

carried by the motion of the anions and by the motion of
tlie cations. Thetransjwrt number of the anion is often
denoted by n, 1— ?t being given as the transport nimiber of
the cation.

879 nutmegged;
nunciative (nun'sM-a-tiv), a. Making an nurse-bee (n^rs'be), n. 1. Same as *nurseannouncement

; conveying a message. 11.— 2. A honey-bee not yet sixteen days ofWe have ... to look for some more positive bond of age.
connection between them . . . which makes them worth nurse-cron Cnf'rs'ltrnn^ « Tn n^^s o ^«««
our prolonged investigation. This we shall find in the ^?.u ;. ?™l^!5„i^!?PA'j":- .V^

^^^^'' ^ ^^^V
fact that they are all of them message-bearing or nunci-
ative automatisms.

F. W. II. Myers, Human Personality, II. 8a
In a preceding paragraph, it was noted that each ion nuudine (nun'din), n. [L. minding, the ninth

day, < novcm, nine, + dies, day.] In Soman
antiq., a market-day occurring every ninth
day (in Roman reckoninR). Also as plural.
S. E. D.

^

Nungn butter. Same as shea-butter.

nunlet (nun ' let), ». A book-name for the
small South American birds of the
2i'on»ula.

had its own specific constant of electrical conductivity,
the sums of which for all anions and all cations was the
conductivity of the solution. These constants for ions
are intimately connected with the 60-ualled '^ transport
numbers" (a rendering into English of the word Ueber-
fuhnmgszahO.

'lectrochemicat Industry, March, 1904, p. 90.

Xrlan^fular number, a number of the form n (n + 1) /2.
See (na;i<;i<iar.— Unlpartlte number, a number, say
71, regarded as enumerating n similar objects.— Variable
number, a number which takes a set of values : usually ,,
represented by one of the final letters of the alphabet— HTU1-D10tll (nun moth), n,

genus

Vessel's ntmiber, a numeral made by a hoist of flags
which e'>rre.'*i"-n<l8 to the distinguishing number given to
the ship in the siirnal-book.—Watcb number, the ham-
mock-number, which is changed as the seaman's sta-

tion is shifted.— Whole number. See hAo/c-Wolf's
relative sun-spot numbers. See itsuti-spot.

number-COntinuimi (num ' ber-kon-tin"u-um )

,

n.
;

pi. numbir-contimia (-a). 1. The whole
system of positive and negative integral, frac-
tional, and irrational numbers.— 2. The real
numbers from tol, both inclusive.

numbering-machine, «. 2. An automatic
mechanism attached to a printing-machine
which registers the number of each printed
sheet.

number-interval (num'b^r-in'ter-val), n.
The set of all real numbers between a and 6,

both inclusive.

number-man (num'btr-man), 11. A man who
delivers to subscribers tlie successive num-
bers of a subscription-book that is issued in
numbers. [Great Britain.]

Those subscribera, therefore, whochoose to be accommo-
dated with the Apocrypha may now be supplied by giv-
ing orders to the . . . Xumher-men.

X. andQ., 10th ser., IIL 66.

numbly (num ' H), adv. In a numb or dull
manner.
Her fingers fumbled nunMy with the >tring. She

might as well have tried to untie the knotted cords with
her feet. Crockett, Lads' Love, liiv.

numda (num 'da), n. [Also numna ; Hind.
namdd, < Pers. viimad, felt.] Felt; a saddle-
cloth originally made of felt,

A European liparid
moth, Li/niaiitria monacha, whose larva is a
noted enemy to forest-trees in Europe.

Nun-moth lyLytnantria monachal,
a, male moth; *. female; c, full-grown caterpillar; all re-

duced about one third.

nuns (nimz), n. pi. Bluets; innocence, Bous-
tonia c^rulea.

nun's-flddle (nunz'fid'l), n. Same as sea-trum-
pet, 1.

nupharetum (nii-fa^re'tum), n.
;
pi. miphareta

(-tii). [yiiphar -f'-etum.'] A zone of vege-
tation near the shore of a body of fresh water,
characterized by the presence of plants which
belong to the genus Kymphxa (Xiy>Aar). See
XymiJIixa^, 1.

nupharin (nu'fa-rin), n. [NupJiar + -»n2.]

numerable, «. ' 2. In math., capable of being An amorphous, optically inactive compound,
put into one-to-one correspondence with the y8'724V2^2> contained in the rhizome of

elements of a progression Numerable mani-
fold. See *BM ni/oldl.

numeral, n.—Hindu numerals, Indian numerals,
the so-called Arabic numerals.— Numerals In Ship-
building, the pro<lucts of certain dimensions used to
classify and determine the scantlings of the different
structural items of a vessel when being built according
Ut rule.

Kumerical quadrature. Same as arithmet-
ical quadrature. See the problem of the quadra-
ture, imder quadrature.

numls. An abbreviation (a) of ntimismatic ;

(ft) of numismatics ; (c) of numismatology.

nummulation (num-u-Ia'shan), n. [L. num- Nuiitate lacquer
miihis, a coin, -I- ation.'\ The peculiar ar-
rangement exhibited by red blood-corpuscles
when they unite to form columns like stacked-
up coins.

nummuloidal (num-u-loi'dal), a. [L. num-
mulus, a coin, -I- -oid + -«(!.] Coin- or button-
shaped, as the siphuneular segments in some
fossil cephalopods.

numna, numnah (num'na), n. Same as
^nnmda.

Ituphar luteum.

nuptiality (nup-shi-al'i-ti), n. Inuptial +
-ity.] The tendency of'a people toward mar-
riage, expressed statistically by the marriage-
rate.

A'uptiality and Fecundity.—In connection with the
subject of natural increase may be mentioned the ten-
dency of a pet>ple towards marriage, and the average fer-
tility of each union. Encyc. Brit., XXXL 83».

nuque (ntik), n. [F.] The nape of the neck.
nurag, nuragb, nuraghe, ». Same as wwr/ini/.

nurish^, r. 2. A simplified spelling of woMn's/i.

See *lacquer.

ting established, as in the practice of planting
certain rapid-growing short-lived trees or
bushes to shade the slow-growing conifers in
an intended conifer forest, or in the sowing of
a straw crop to shade and shield a lawn
seeding.

nursery, n. 8. In Eng. billiard'!, the section,
about 2 feet by 6, farthest from balk : it may
extend along the cushion almost to the middle
pocket : formerly a condition rather than a
locality—Nursery stock, in plant-breeding, the con-
tents of a centgener and its offspring so long as the plants
remain in the mu-sery and have not been subjected to
field tests. See itcentgener, n., 2.

nursing-pouch (nfer' sing -pouch), n. The
pouch, characteristic of the marsupial mam-
mals, in which the young are carried. Nature,
Aug. U, 1902, p. 374.

nut, n. 2. Loosely, a similar vegetable pro-
duct, as a tuberous root (earth-)i«i, ground-H!(<),
leguminous pod (peani/0, orseed(physio-«t«<).— 3. {f) (3) In general, the lower end or heel
of the bow : opposed to point or head.
8. In Australia : (a) See the extract. [Slang.]
The peculiar type of the Australian native (I do not

mean the aboriginal blackfellow, but the Australian
white), which has received the significant sobriquet of
"The.Vuf,' may be met within all parts of Australia,
but more particularly ... in far-off inland bush town-
ships. . . . What is a A'«( > . . . Imagine a long, lank, lan-
tern-jawed, whiskerless, colonial youth . . . generally
nineteen years of age, with a smotith face, destitute of
all semblance of a crop of " grass " as he calls it in his
vernacular.
A. J. Boyd, Old Colonials, p. 60, quoted in E. E. Morris,

[Austral English.

(6) A daredevil. [Slang.]
" Tommy the Xut " was the alias of the prisoner who,

according to the story, was first described as "a larrikin "
by Sergeant Dalton. K E. Morris, Austral English.

AMcan nuts, a commercial name for the Spanish nut-
meg, Virola Surinamcnsis.—Arti&clal nut, in playing
on the violin and other instruments with a finger-board,
the act or effect of shortening the ertective length of the
strings by stopping them below the nut proper either
by the fingers or by a special appliance. See barri, 2,
and capo tasto.— Boma. nut, the almond-like seed of
H etrtana mncrophxjUa, which furnishes an abundance
of sweet, bland oil, much used in cooking by the natives
of eastern Central Africa- It is cultivated abundantly in
the region of the Upper Zambesi. See bomah-nut.—
Burrawang nut, the seed of the burrawang (which see).—Capped nut, a threaded nut with an oniameutal disk
covering one side.— Deaf nut. See *dra/.—Elastic
nut, a fomi of nut which can be kept to a close fit on the
screw. The nut may be split along one side and sprung
as far as is necessary to compensate for the wear, or it
may be cut in halves which are separated by a spring or
a screw.- French nut. (b) The OldWorld chestnut, Cai-
laneavetca.— fiote-nxit. (i) J*(. The seeds of Corapa pro-
cera, which yield a hitter, cathartic oil. See kundah-oil
and Carapa, 1.— Traveling nut,a nut which travels on
a screw when the screw is turned, the nut being pre-
vented from turning.- Untapped nut, a mechanical
nut-blank which has not been t.ipped or in which the
hole has been foniied but the thread has not been cut

nutation, «— chandler's nutation, SirO. H. Dar-
win s designation of the slight movement of the earth's
axis within the globe : discovered by KUstner in 1888, but
first thoroughly discussed and reduced to law by Dr. S.
" Chandler r>f Cambridge, Fnitcd States. It prexluce»
among the stars with respect to the zenith of an observer
slight displacements which are somewhat analogous to
those due to the nutation proper. G. 11. Darwin, The
Tides, p. 227.—Constant Of nutation. See *constant.

Biting cold winds, from which some protection was af-
forded by having a lat^e numnah held up close to the

Geog. Jour. (R. G.S.), XVL 619.

A simplified spelling of num-

plane-table.

numskul,
shiill.

nun^, «. 5. Same as *nun-moth Capnchln
aim, a nun of the order founded by Maria Longa in
1534, which ailopted the Capuchin rale in 1638, ai'l after-
wanl that of St. Claire.— Nun's work, an old name in
England for lace.

Lace was long called ' nun's work, ' and ev n to the pres-
ent day the term lyigers in remote districts.

Mrs. F. .\. Jackson, in Burlington Mag., IV. 64.

nun^ (nSn), ji. [Native name in Yucatan f] A
yellowish-brown, neutral, fatty snl)stance pro-
duced by an insect found in Yucatan. It
melts at 48.9° C. and readily absorbs oxygen
from the air.

nun' (nOn), Ji. [Heb. M«n, Aram. Syr. Ar. nun.']
The fourteenth letter (j) of the Hebrew alpha-
bet, corresponding to the Greek iD and the
English n. Its numerical value is 50.

nurse, ». 11. In entom., one of the worker-
ants or worker-bees whose function in the
colony is to care for the young brood Captain's
nurse, one who instructed the captain in the merchant
marine. lief<»re compulsory examinations were in force,
an inciimpetent man might obtain connnand of a vessel nut-Crab (nut'krab), n. A crab of the eenusby virtue of ownership and go to sea as her captam ; but Fhnliri- an r..ilIo/l f,.^.v, ifo -„,.„„i.l„„„P t„ „
in such cases it was common to give the experienced chief

'^™""' SO c,i led trom its resemblance to a.

mate an extra compensation for instructing the captain ""t ^'"PU the legs are tucked m.
In the laws of seamanship and navigaticm as well as in nut-fudee (nut'fui) n See *fudnp 4
thegeneraldutiesof a niitster.-Oray nurse, a common „,.,„. ^ \ ,i\ k c).-l

"^
t •,'.,

name in Tasmania for Cf(i-cA«riaiW(umW», a carcharioid nutiei, n. 1. (0) Une ot the achene-like seg-
shark.- Rub nurse, in billiards, a stroke made by hit- ments of a pericarp or sohizocarp, as in the
ting the cushirm flrat, rubbing the first (.bject-ball, and borage and mint families
not much more than shaking the fiec<in(l. In this way -.-.a.-- ,_
nms of 50 and over have been made in practice-play. The nUsmeg, «.— Queensland nutmeg, a small tree of the
needful position can occasionally be obtained at regular north coastof Australia, a variety t>f J/»/7-(«^'(;r7 r/;/*tc//frrt,

cushion-caroms, hut nf)t once in every hundred thousand
tiials at the bank-shot game, which is the only one in
which the cushion must be hit first The point not com-
monly underBtiiod is that a run by bank-shot process is

not necessarily a bank-shot run.

nurse, r. t. 7. In billiards, formerly, to make
a number of consecutive caroms, as rapid as
dainty, off (balls) held but an inch or two
apart, in addition, nui-sing now comprehends perhaps
65 per cent of the scientific man<envering imposed by the
balk-line games. Tntil straight-rail play was developed
in 1876-78, adnjit playera sought t^» do all their cartmiirig
at either end of the table. It was so with all the excep-
tional runs. Straight-rail play was (luickly frowned upon,
and end-play came into use again ; but the ' anchor ' (see
•kanchored, 4) which was developed was abolished even
more quickly than the straight-rail. Three maxims under-
lie all of nuMlem billiards not i)!ayed for diversion : never
drive the second f»l)ject-ball ; drive the first no oftener
than is urgently needful ; and make the cue-ball's jour-
neys as short as possible.

or its seeils, which are not so strongly aioni;itic na those
of the true nutmeg, M. /rnj^rnn*.- Spanish nutmeg,
in the West Indies, Vtrola Surinavtensis or its seeds,
which are an article of export for their oil. See -i.frican,
•knutg, dali, and dollee-wooil.— Stinking nutmeg.
Simie as Cali.fvrnia nutmeg {which see, under 7i i((jiip()).

nutmeg-apple (nut'meg-ap" l), ». The fruit
of the nutmeg-tree.
Here and there « nutmeg-apple has split, and shows

within the delicate crimson caul of mace ; or the nut-
megs, the mace still clinging round them, lie scattered
on the grass. Kmgsley, At Last, v.

nutmeg-butter, n. 2. The fat oil from the
seeds of Myristica moschata, which contains,
as glyccride, myristic acid (C14H28O2). This
fat oil is a quite different substance "from the
essence or volatile oil obtained by distillation
with water.

nutmegged, «. 2. Same as nutmeggy.



nutmeg-hickory

nutmeg-hickory, «. This tree, rare in South Caro-
liua, ia nuw known to range through AUibaina and Misais-

Flowering Branch and Fruit of nutmeg-hickory
i^Hicoria tnyristictrfonnis),

(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America,")

6tppi to southern Arkansas, where it is abundant. It is

a forest-tree 80 to ItXI feet liigli, valuable for timber and
fuel.

nutmeg-pigeon, «—Nlcobarnntmeg-plgeon, Car-
}H'pha<ia utftiilarix, a species jfray beneiitli, and brouze
green above : found on the >'ieol)ar Ishmds.

nutmeg-tree, «.—California nutmeg-tree. Same
as Ciilijoruia nutmeg (which see, under nutmfj).

nut-Monday (nut ' mun " da), V. The first

Jlondav in August, locally observed as a holi-

day, y. E. D. [Eng.]
nut-palm (nut'pam), H. A cycad of northern
Australia, Cijcas media, the seeds of which are
used as food by the aborigines. The kernels
are broken, steeped in water for some days
to remove a poisonous principle, then re-

duced to a fine paste between two stones,
and baked in hot ashes.

nutricism (nii'tri-sizm), 11. [L. nutrix (nutric-),

nurse, -I- -j«m.] That form of symbiosis in
which the fungus becomes the nurse or feeder
of the host, usually resulting in the formation
of J/(/co)/7((Crt.

Nutrient canal. Same as Haversian canal
(\vhi(.-li see, under canal'^).

Nutritive ratio. See *ratro.

nutrium(nu'tri-um), u. [>fL.,<L.)M(<n»c, nour-
ish, -I- -iiim.'i The trade-name of a food-ma-
terial obtained by evaporating to dryness milk
deprived of its fat and pulverizing the solid

residue. This contains the proteids of the
milk, the milk-sugar, and the mineral salts.

nutrose (nu'tros), n. [L. nutrire, nourish,
+ -osc.'i A water-soluble sodium salt of
casein.

nut-sedge, «. 2. The nutgrass, Cyperus ro-
tnnrlKS.

Nuttall's-weed (nut'alz-wed), n. The golden
coreopsis. Coreopsis '

tiitctoria. The species
was named by Thomas Nuttall, an eminent
American botanist.

nattery (nut'er-i), n. [nut + -c»7/.] A plan-
tation where nuts are grown; a copse where
nuts grow.
nutting (nut'ing), n. The gathering of nuts.

N. V. Aji abbreviation of New Version.

N. V. M. An abbreviation of KaUvity of the

Virgin Mary.
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N. W. An abbreviation (6) of northwestern ;

(<) of Xorthwestern Postal District, London.
N. W. P. An abbreviation of Northwestern
I'rorinres.

N. W. T. An abbreviation (a) of Xorthwest
Territory : (b) oi JS'orthn-estern Territories.

Ny. In chem., the symbol for *neo-ytterbinm.
N. y. An abbreviation of 2few York; city or
State.

nyala, «. See *inyala.

nyanda (ni-an'dii), »(. [African (Living-
stone). J A coarse fabric made from the fibers
of fig-tree (Ficus Indica) bark.
nyanza(ni-an 'zil), »i. [Central African.] A
lake. //. J/. <SfaH/ei/.— Nyanzablack, See^Wnc*,

nyarong (nya'rong), n. [Dayak (Dyak), also
spelled njaring (Hardeland).] The spirit of
an ancestor or dead relative, which appears to
a youth in a dream and which becomes his
protector. The nyarong has often the outer
form of an animal, llep. Brit. Ass'n Advance-
ment of Sci., 1902, p, 742,

N. Y. 0. An abbreviation of New York City.

nychthemer (nik'the-mer), n. An anglicized
foiin of nyclilhemeron.

nychthemeral (nik-the'me-ral), a. Inychthe-
nicr(on) + -«U.] Of or pertaining to, or con-
sisting in, a nychthemeron, or the whole
period of day and night (twenty-four hours).
A'aiiirc, Jan. 17, 1907, p. 287.

nyckelharpa(uik'el-hiir-i)a), «. [Sw., < nycl-el,

key, -1- harpa, harp.] A stringed instrument
once used in Sweden, essen-
tially similar to the hurdy-
gurdy, but sounded with a bow
instead of a wheel. It had 4
principal strings of gut, 2 of
which were drones, 8 sympa-
thetic strings of metal, and 19
keys or tangents.

nyctaginaceous (nik-taj-i-na'-

shius), a. Belonging to the
four-o'clock family, Nyctagi-
itaccie.

nyctalgia (nik-tarji-a), «.

[NL., < Gr. vtf (vvKT-), night, -1-

dA;or, pain.] Pain which occurs
only or chiefly at night.

nyctalope (nik'ta-16p), «. One
who is affected with nyctalopia.

nyctamblyopia (nik"tam-b!i-6'-
pi-ii), ti. Same as nyctalopia.

Nyckelharpa, nyCtaUthOUS (nik - tan ' thuS ), ff.

..I'Tu?."^"''? (Gr. vi'i (vvKT-), night, + av«of,"Early History of ' * ^, "
n
° t j, j i

the Violin Fam- blOSSOm, -|- -OUS.\ lu OOt., Of
''>•"

flowers. Opening only at the
approach of twilight or in the night, or, of

plants, having flowers which so open. Found
and Clements.

nyctemerid (nik-tem'e-rid), n. and a. I, n.

A member of the lepidopterous family Nyctem-
eridas.

N. Z.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family XycUineridse.

nycteribiid (nik-te-rib'i-id), n. and a. I. n.
A member of the dipterous family Xycteri-
hiidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Xycteribiidsp.

Nycthemerus (iiik-'the'me-rus), n. The cus-
tomary form of yyelithemerus (which see).

nyctipelagic (nik"ti-pe-laj'ik), a. [Gr. %!{
(ii'\7-), night, + 77fAa.-,o(, sea.] Living on the
surface of the sea only at night, and sinking
to the depths of the sea during the day.
Fyrosoma, most pteropods and heteropods,
and many crustaceans, medusa>, and siphono-
phores, are examples of nyctipelagic organ-
isms.

nykint, «• [Origin obscure.] Dear; darling:
a term of endearment.
Fond, See you have made me weep— made poor Xykin

weep—

La;t. No you shan't neglect your ISusiness for me— Xo
intleed you sant A'l/kin — If you don't go, I '11 think you
been dealous of me still. Congreve, Old Bachelor, iv. 4.

Nymanina (ni-ma-ni'na), n. [NL. (Kuntze,
1891), named in honor of C. F. Nyman (1820-
1893), a Swedish botanist.] A genus of bul-
bous iridaceous plants with fragrant white or
pale yellow flowe.rs. Two species are in cul-
tivation and are often forced by florists, espe-
cially for cut flowers for Christmas. See
Frecsia.

nymf, «. A simplified spelling of nymph.
nymph, n. 3. {b) In insects which undergo
an incomplete metamorphosis, the stage in
which the wing-pads appear.

nymphsaceous (nim-fe-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the water-lily family, Nymphseacese.

njnnphid (nim'fid), n. A nymph. [Rare,]

nympMne (nim'fin), a. Same as nymphal.
nymphology (nim-fol'o-ji), n. [nyni])h +
-oUigy.] Legends about nymphs, collectively.

nsrmphosis (nim-fo'sis). )(. [NL., < nympha,
nymjjh, -I- -osis.'\ In cutom., the transforma-
tion from larva to nymph or pupa.

nyssonid (ni-son'id), H. and fl. I. «. A mem-
ber of the hymenopterous family Nyssonidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Syssonidse.

nystagmic (nis-tag'mik), a. [nystagm{ns) +
-ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of nys-
tagmus.

nystagmiform (nis-tag'mi-form), a. [nystag-
ni{u.s) + -i- + -/o»')«.] Having the appear-
ance of my.^tagmus.

nystagmoid (nis-tag'moid), a. [nystagmits +
-did.] Kesembling mystagmus.
nyxis (nik'sis), H. [XL,, < Gr. vi^ig, a punc-
ture, < viaoeiv. puncture, })ieree.] A puncture.

N. Z., N. Zeal. Abbreviations of New Zealand.



4. An abbreviation (d) in

elect. ^ of ohm; (e) of Ohio ;

{/) [J. c.-] of mily; {(j) of

opening of the circuit; (h) in

psychol.j of observer.

o. [Gr. omega.] 1. Asymbol
for angular velocity.— 2. In
elect.j a symbol (a) [crtjf>. G]
for megohm; (b) for oA;m.

O&kf ''•— Arizona white oak, Quercug Arizonicat
a tree 50 or tii^ feet hi^h and from 3 to 4 feet In diam-
eter, found on plateaus and mountain slopes in south-
em New Mexico and Arizona and northern Mexico.
— AlLBtrallaii oak, any one of several species of Ca-
suarina (which see).— Blue oak. (6) Qiiercug oblon-

ffi/oiia, a small tree of western Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and northern Mexico. It rarely exceeds 30
feet in height and has small oblong leaves and small
acorns. Very little use is made of it except as fuel. It

is commonly called white oak, but sometimes dwarf
black oak.^Box White oak, the poet-oak, Quercxts
-mi/ior.^Bray oak, the dunnast, Quercus sesmlijiorn.
— California black oak. Same as Sonoma oak (which
see, under •V'.;H<j;t").— Callfomla llve-Oak. Same as
^HCi/io.— California white oak, Qw reus lobata. See
white oak, under oa*".— Cafion llve-oak. See irtive-oak.

—Chapman's oak, t^t'^rri/^ Chapmani at the southern
United States, most abundant in Floriila on the Gulf
Coast. It is closely related to the jx>st-oiik, with which
Jt was formerly confounded.— Cochlneal-oak. Same
as ktrnnen'oak.— Dnrand's oak, Qvrcug breviloba, a
tree of the eastern and southern I'liited States, sometimes
00 feet high and 3 feet in diameter, with obovate undu-
late leaves and small aconis. The wood is hard and
heavy, but brittle. It belongs to the white oak group
and is oft«n called white oa^.—Dwarf hlack oak. See
blue -koak {by—Dwaif Chestnut-Oak, t^uercus pri-
noide$, which sometimes hews acoriia at the height of
two feet. See chestnut-oak, under oak.— Emory'B oak.
Same as black oak (c) (which see, under oak).— £n£^el-
xnann'S oak, Querctut Enrjehnanni, a medium-sized ever-

green tree of southwestern California, s^jmettmes called
evergreen white oak.— English Oak, Quercun Itobur.

See oak, 1.— EorOpean oak* chiefly iiuercus liohur, but
aXto Q. pedunciilata Htni Q. *^i'i'\lifl"ra.— Eversreen Oak.
(6) Same as Emjelmann'g *'«/Ar.—Female oak, the quir-
citron or dyer-s' oak, Quercun veluHita.— Qambel's Oak,
Quercug Oambelii, a small tree of the Rix-ky Mountain
regions up to 7,000 feet altitude, the only oak in southern
Colorado. It frequently covers hillsides of great extent
and provides a favorite resort of bears. It shares with
Q. undulata, with which It has close affinities, tlie name
ot ehin-onk. It is also called white oak.—Oeoi^aoak,
Quercug Geor<jiana, a small tree of the black o;ik gniuiJ,

restricted to a jx^rtion of central Georgia.—Oolden OaJE.
(a) i^etiiKj'Adcnoak KX\f\-kDagi»tmna. (6) Same as f«/(o»i

*^v^-<»rtA-.— Orotmd-oak. («) See groutul-oak. (//)

The wall gennander, Teucrium Chatnaaryg.— HJSbland
oak, V"''''*^'"'' Wiflizi'ui, a live oak of California, /Tmiid in

tlie hiifhlauds (jf twith the Sierras and the Ctjast Ranges

:

a very variable tree both in size and in appearance. The
wi>>d ia heavy and very hard, but is little used except for

fuel.— KellOgi^a oak. Same as Sonoma oak (which see,

under Sononui >.—Manna-oak, a variety of the Brit ish oak,
Quercug Jiobur,i'ni\u* in Kurdistan, the leaves of which
yield a sweet exuilation. See itoak-rnanna.— Ksx^eJl
oak, the dunnast, Quercug g'-Mirilijiora.—Mountaln-Oak.
(a) Tlie chestnutnjak, Quercug Prinutt. (//) (lamlitls oak,

Q. damhelii. (r) The Texan (rak, Q. Tex4tnn.~TAyr%\^
oakf Quercug myrti/tUia. a small tree 20 feet high found
<A\ sandy shores atul islands from South (.'arolina ^^norida
and along the Gulf C\>ast Ut Mississippi. It has otHivate

myrtle-like leaves and small sessile at-onis.— Native oak.
In Australia, same as Augtralian koak.—Hew Zealanu
oak. ('') Same as *fi'/';H. (c) Same as*MmM.—Oak
canker, leaf-miner, root-borer. See kcanker, etc.

— Oakroot-gall, a cynipiil gall which occurs on the
riMJts of various species of European oaki", caused by An-
dricug trilineatun.— Oak-seedllng disease. See irdig-

eage.— OW Of oak, pitninhTiient with an (taken stick.

[Coihi<i. 1— Red rot of oak. See *r»t.

—

Rock chestnut-
oak, the chestnut-oak.-Rock-oak. (a) The chestnut-
oak, Quercug J'rinujt. {/-) Tlie mountain white oak,
o. DowjiaKiC—KockY Mountain oak, Quercu* vn-
attlata, the widely diffiiHed scrub-oak of the R<x;ky
Mountain region, especially the slopes and ftxit-hills,

covering vast areas and often forming thickets. It Is a
low tree, rarely :i*> feet high, of the white oak Kroni» and
serves chierty for fuel and shelter. Also called «/im-
twi*.— Running white oak, scrub chestnut-oak, the
yellow uT chinkapin f4ik, Quercug pnnoideit.— Scrub
silky oak, a large tree of the family /c«ft/i«ci?;F, (7i/(-

riesga Moorei, a native of eastern Australia and yield-
ing a close-grained, prettily figured, durable white
woixl, suitable for making furniture. Also called maple.—Shln-Oak. ('I) Same as Rocky Mountain itoak. {b)

Same as (fambeig -ki.ak. (r) The California white oak,
Quercug l'Amta.-~%\\)iy oak. (t) Same as rilceru itoak.
See also Stenocnrjjug.— Silver oak, Fremontodendron
Caii/ornicum, better known aa Califomin Hlijmerif-elm
(which see, under glipj>ery-ebn).— SUveiy oak, (^ybele
galigna, an Australian tree which yields a beautifully
figured hard red-brown wood, used for making furniture,
Teneers, and picture-frames. Called also Hlky oak. See
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.Sf^nocarpw*.— Spotted oak. {a) The dyers oak or
quercitron, Quercus velutina. (o) Same as Texankoak.
(f) The water-oak, Q. nirrra.—Swamp Chestnut-Oak.
Same as basket-oak (which see, under oaA).—Texan oak,
Texan red oak, Quercug Texana, a large tree of the
black oak group found throughout most of the Mississippi
valley and southern United States. The wood makes
valuable lumber.-Valley-oak, the California white oak,
Quercug lobata.— WaXer-Oak. (a) See water-oak. (h)

The laurel-oak. Quercus laurifolia.—Water white Oak,
the swamp white oak, V'utcu* /.Vrtfa.— Western oak,
western white oak, Quercus Garrayana, See white
oak, under ortA-.— White-leaved oak, Quercug hypo,
leuca, which has the under surface of the lance«.>late
leaves covered with a hoary tomentum. It is a small and
somewhat rare tree of the southwestern United States
and northeastern Mexico.—White Oak. {b) See Gam-
bel'g -koak. (r) See Durand's koak. (d) In Australia,
a small malvaceous tree. Lagunaria Patersoni. See
whitewood.—WhitQ rot Of Oak. See *to(.—Wild oak,
in the Bahamas, a tall shrub of the spui^e family, Lagto-
croton maorophyllus, with leaves which resemble certain
species of oaks.

oak-apple, n. 2, In Australia, a cone of any
one of several species of Casiiarina^ or she-
oak, especially C. stricta. The young cones
and foliage have an acid taste when chewed,
and afford great relief in cases of thirst. See
she-oak and Casuarina.— YVbTOVLa oak-apple, an
American oak-gall made by the cynipid Amphibolipg

Fibrous oak-apple.

cocctnese. It ia a large spherical leaf-gall with a small
hollow kernel in the center in which the insect develops.
From the central kernel there radiate many fibers.

—

Z*arKe empty oak-apple, a large round American cyni-
pid gall, an inchr.r more in diameter, found commonly on
oak-leaves and produced by Ilolcaspig inanis.— Smaller
empty oak-apple, an American cynipid gall found on
the iM>st-<fak, mea.-iuring three fourths of an Inch or less
in diameter, and produced by Holcaspig centricola.—
Spon^ oak-apple, an American oak-gall made by the
i:yu'\\)n\ Am}>hib*Hips gponyijicn, occurring commoidy on
lK>th the red and the black oak. It is a rouml gall in
which the space between the kernel and the outer layer
is closely filled with a spongy mass.

oak-ball (ok'bal), «. Same as nnigall: used
especially of those borne by the California
white oak, Quercus lobata.

oak-blight (ok'blit), «. An aphid of the genus
Schizoneura {S. querci)^
which affects the
branches of oak. Also
called woolly aphis of the

oak.

oak-borer (6k'b6r'6r), «.

1. Tiio lar\*a of any one
of several cossid moths,
as Prionoxystus robiniie,

P. macmurtreiy and Cos-
sula ynagnifica.—2, The
larva of any one of sev-
eral buprestid beefles, as
Chrysobothris femorata.— 3. Thelarva ofanyone
of several cerambycid
beetles, as Urographis
fasciatuSf Liopus querciy

and Xylotrechus colonus.— 4. Any one of several
species of scolytid beetles, as XyUhorus ceUvs

881

Oak^borer iUrografhis
/aseiatus).

Female, twice natural size.

and Pitt/ophtJwrus querciperda.— 6. The
breuthid beetle Enpsalis minuta, the curcu-
lionid Magdalis olyra, and others.

oak-button (ok'bufn), n. An oak-gall. See
(jftm, 1.

oak-caterpillar (6k'kat"6r-pil-gr), n. A cat-
erpillar wtich infests the oak.— Orange-striped
oak-caterpillar, the lan-a of an American ceratocainpid
moth, Ajiisota senatoria,

oak-fly (ok'fli), n. An anglers' name for an
undetermined insect and for the artificial fly-

supposed to resemble it
;
probably the com-

mon European cockchafer, Meloloniha vulgaris.

oak-gall, »i.— Olant oak-eall, a cynipia gall pro-
duced on the twigs and brancTlesof the Califumia white
oak by Andricus californicwt. It ig a polythalamous
gall and reaches a circumference of 10 or 12 inches.

oaklet (ok'let), n. {oak + -let.'] A small
oak-tree. Tijndall, Fragments of Sci., II. 24.

oak-manna (ok'man'a), ». A sweet substance
which in warm weather exudes from the upper
surface of the leaves of an oak, a variety of
Quercus liohur, found in Kurdistan.

oak-moth (6k'm6th), n. The European tor-
trieid moth Tortrix viridana, whose larvre
roll the leaves of oak. [Eng.]— Japanese oak-
moth, a large satumild moth, Antherxa yama-mai,
whose larva feeds on oak. See yama-mai.— North China
oak-moth, a large saturniid moth, Antherrea pernyi,
found in north China. Its larva? feed on oak-leaves, and
their silk is used in the manufacture of fabrics.

oak-pnmer (dk'pra'nfer), «. An American
cerambycid beetle, Elaphidion parallelum or E.
vUlosum. Its larvoB bore into twigs of oak and,
when ap|)roaching full growth, girdle them
from within so that they are broken off by the
wind. See cut at Elaphidion.

oak-scale (ok'skal), «. Any species of the
eoccid genus Kermes, all of which live on oak.
See kermes, 2.

oak-silkworm (ok'silk'wferm), n. Same as
i/atiia-mai (which see).

oak-slug (ok'slug), w. The larva of an Ameri-
can coehlidiid moth, Euclea deljihiiiii. It is

spiny, slug-like,

;

and feeds on oak-
leaves.

oak-spangle, ». 2.
A siiiall cynipid
gall, found on the
leaves of several
species of Euro-
pean oaks, caused
hy Neuroierus len-

iicularis.

oak-truffle (6k'truf"l), w. The edible hypo-
gean fungus Tuber btumale, which frequently
is found among the roots
of oaks.

oakum, n—Teased
oakmn, oakum that has been
picked apart very fine for use
in ciilkitig.

oakum-boy ( 6'kuro-boi ),

». An apprentice to a
calker.

oak-weevil (ok'we'vl),
«. A eureidionid beetle
Eupsalis minuta, whose
larva bores a cylindrical

burrow in the solid wood
of white oak.

oak-worm (ok'w^rm), «.

Any lepidopterous larva
which feeds on oak-
leaves. More than 100

different species are

known to have this habit in the United States,

and more than 250 in Europe

—

Orange-striped
oak-worm. Same as orange-gtriped kouk-catfriiillar.—

Rosy-striped oak-worm, the larva of the American
ceralocampid moth, Animta virginiemis.—Spiny oak-
worm, the larva of Ani8ota stigma.

Oak.sluf Moth {Eiulta delphinii).

One and one half times natural size.

Gale-truffle ( Tubtr brumale).
tt, cross-section of plant,

two thirds natural size: fi,

ascus with three spores, en-
larged.



Oamaxu

Oamam {6-a-ma-ro'), n. [The name of a town
on the east coast of South Island, New Zea-
land.] . In geol.f a division of the Eocene Ter-
tiary rocks in New Zealand.— Oamam stone, a
white granular limestone, extensively quarried as a build-

ing-stone at Oaiuaru, on the east coast of the South Is-

land of New Zealand.

oangiuin (d-an'ji-um), w.; pi. oangia (-a). In
bot., a multicellular organ which produces
eggs : same as archegonium.

oar^, M.— Rlj^ed oar, an oar which ships into a thole-

pin, or a becket, or rowlock, at the stem of a boat^ and is

useii both for sculling and for steering.

oarage (or'aj), n. [par'^ + -ageJ] 1. The use
of oars in rowing; rowing.— 2. Apparatus
of the nature of oars, or resembling oars in

action. [Rare.]

He plies along the Empyrean vast
On th' oarage of his wings.
R. C. Singleton, tr. of Virgil, I. 240. N. E. D.

oar-feather (or'fe^H^^r), n. A rendering of

remeXf the scientific name for a primary or
flight-feather.

oar-foot (or'fut), n. A crustacean of the
family Bippidse,

oariopathy (o-a-ri-op'a-thi), n, [Gr. il>dpioVy

used for NL. ovarium^ ovary, + irado^, disease.]

Disease of the ovary.

oariotomy (6-a-ri-ot'o-mi), n. [Gr. (jyapioVf

used for NL. warium, ovary, + -TOfiia, <

ra/jeivj cut.] Same as ovariotomy.

oar-lop (or'lop), w. A fanciers' name for a
breed of rabbits in which the ears stand out
at right angles to the head, suggesting a pair

of oars.

oar-peg (or'peg), n. Same as thole^j 1.

oarweed, «. See oreweed.

oary, «. 2. Having oars; equipped with oars.

[Rare.]

Haste I Seek the roail-ami'd multitude, by force
Detain them of thy soothing speech, ere yet
All launch their oary barks into the flood.

Cowper, tr. of Iliad, it. 193.

oasitic (6-a-sit'ik), a. Roasts + -it-ic.'] Of or
pertaining to, or resembling, an oasis. N. E. D.

oat, «.—Animated oat, in England, the wild oat, Avena
fatua, so called fn.nn tiie coiling and uncoiling of the
awns according as they are dry or wet. The awns are
used in making hygrometers and the whole spikelet, with
awns and hairy seed, serves as a fly in rustic fishing,

whence also the nanie^r/-oa(. These names are shared
by A. gterilie, for which see oat, 1 (b),— Australian
oats. Same as r^«c«^-(/rrt««.— Canadian oats. Same
as wild rice.— Golden oat. Same as yellow -koat-grass.
— Indian oats. Same as Indian rice (n) (which see,

under rice^.— Oat-field procedure. ^Qe^-kprocediire.—

Rnat-proof oats, a variety of oats particularly resistant

to the attack of the fungus Puccinia coronata, the oat-

rust— Sand-oat, the wild oat, Avena fatua.— ^eOr
OatS. See spike-grass (c).—TO feel one's Oats, to be
frisky, like a horse that has been well fed ; hence, to be
exhilarated or expansive. ISlang.]— TUTf-oats, a va-
riety of the common oat more hardy than usual and
Btooling very freely: highly esteemed for winter grazing
in the southern United States.— Wild Oat. (d) Most
properly, A vena fatua. In the United States sometimes
also the wild rice, Zizania ; the reed bent-grass, Cala-
magroetis cinnoides ; the porcupine-grass, Stipa spartea ;

the feather bunch-grass, S. mridula ; and the broad-
leafed spike-grass, llniola latifolia. In Australia, an
indigenous grass, Bromu8 arenarius, growing near the
aea-coast, from which good hay cau be made.

oat (6t), r, t. [paty n.] To feed with oats;
feed oats to. N. E. D.

oat-grass, «.—American oat-grass, Avena Ilookeri,

a species resembling the European A. pratensis, found
on the eastern slopea of the R«x-ky Mountains. It is use-

ful for grazing where abundant and may deserve cultiva-

tion.— Califomla oat-grass, Dantkonia Californica,

the largest native Danthonia (three feet high), in Wyo-
ming and Montana forming a considerable part of the
meadow vegetatif)n at altitudes of from 5,500 to 8,000 feet
—Downy oat-grass, Avena pvbescens, a European
species valualile for mowing and pasturage on sandy
loams. It is occasionally found in the grain region of the
Pacific slope in America.— Golden oat-grass. Same as

yellow koat-grasg.—Taxry's oat-grass,;-D«n«Aojurt Par-
ryi. It resembles the <';iliforiiia nat-t'rass and replaces it

farther southward.—Rocky Moimtaln Oat-grass, Dan-
thonia intermedia, aspecies occurring with the California

ost-grasa, but ascending to higher altitudes.- Tall Oat-
grass. (o) See oat-grass, 2. (b) In New South Wales,
Themeda gigantea, a grass generally growing in tussocks,

sending it« roots deep and thus able to withstand
drought. It yields a lai^e amount of forage in its basal

leaves, is suitable for ensiling if cut early, and has the
advantage of seeding freely.—TenneBSee oat-grrass, a
Blender tufted perennial, Danthonia compressa, common
In hilly country in North Carolina and Tennessee and
farther north, ffinning the bulk of the forage of 'balds'

or parks.- Wild oat-grass. (a) See oat-grass, 3. The
common wild oat-^rass, Danthonia spicata, ranges from

Canada to the Oulf of Mexico. It is a light-colored tufted

perennial of thin soils, without marked agricultural value.

A\»ocaaedwhite-toi> ana old-fog. (b) The wild oat, ^re/ia

fatua. (c) The Indian grass, Sorghastrum avenaceum.

See Indian irgrass (a), (d) Same aa feather -kbunch-

Yellow Oat-grass
{Triseiu^t Jtavescens).

a, plant and inflorescence, one
fourth natural size ; d, spikelet, en-
larged; c, flowering glume, enlarged.
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grass,— YellOW oat-grass, a slender loosely tufted

perennial, Trittetum
Jlavescens, a native
of Europe, north-
em Africa, and west^
ern Asia. In Europe
it is highly esteemed
as a foilder plant, be-

ing valuable for tem-
Ad^ *"^ffif "
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porary, and still more

^5^^ y^ 1 I
^^^ pennanent, pas-
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tures and yielding a
" ^ good return of hay.

It is not well known
in the United States.

oath, ".—Gospel
oatb, an oath, such as

that required of wit-

nesses, sworn on the
Gospels ; a solenm
oath. — Hlppocratlc
oath, an oatli, said to
have originated with
Hippocrates (460-377
B.C.), to discharge
worthily the duties of

their calling, talien,

in modified form, by
medical students upon
receiving their medi-
cal degree.—Oath de-
cisory, or decision
oath, in civil law, an
oath taken by one of

the parties to an action
when the other, con-

ceiving that he had
not sufficient proof of

the facts upon which
his claim was founded,
offered Ui abide by the
oath of his adversary
as to the matter at

issue. The adversary must then either take the oath
or refer it back to the party oiferhig it In case of his

refusal to do either, the issue was determined against
him.— Oath ex officio, in Emj. law, an oath by which
a member of the clergy accused of crime was form-
erly allowed to establish his innocence. The term was
also applied to the oath of those who were allowed to
swear to their belief in his innocence. See compurga-
tor.— Oath In litem, an oath t.aken by a plaintiff as

to a thing in dispute where other proof is not found.

—

Oath Of Amnesty, an oath of loyalty to the Consti-
tution of the United States prescribed by Lincoln's
proclamation of amnesty and reconstruction, December
8, 1863. It also pledged support to all acts of Congress
passed, and all proclamations made during the Civil

War in reference to slaves. Among those exempt from
its benettts were civil and diplomatic officers of the Con-
federacy, the superior officers (above the rank of colonel
in the army and above that of lieutenant in the navy) of
the Confederate army and navy, and those who left the
United States Congress, United States judgeships, or the
United States army or navy to support the Confederacy.
— Oath Of calomny, an oath required from a plaintiff

to the effect that he had a good and meritorious cause of
actiou and that he was not actuated by unwortliy and
illegal motives in bringing his suit.

—

Oath purgatory,
an oath by which a man purges himself of an offense, and
which is sufficient to remove any presumptions of guilt
that may exist—for example, for disobedience to a sub-
poena to serve as a juror.— Parliamentary oath, in
Eng. law, an oath taken by the nieml)er.s of I'arlijnnent

upon assuming their official duties.

—

Suppletory oath.
See suppletory,—Test-oath, an oath of loyalty to the
government; specifically, in the United States, an oath
prescribed after the Civil War to candidates for ceitain
offices, in which, in addition to the pledge of loyalty, the
affiant declared that he had not participated in or
aided or sympathized with the war against tlie Union.
The test oaths of the various States were substantially
the same. The Supreme Court pronounced them uncon-
stitutional because ex post facto. See also iron-clad oath
(under oath) and -kOath of Amnesty,

oath (6th or 6th), v. [MB. othcn, athen; < oath,
n.] I. trans. If. To make to take an oath;
put to the oath.— 2. To use as an oath ; swear
by.— 3. To call, speak to, or curse with an
oath.

II. intrans. To swear; use oaths.—To oath
It, to use oaths.

oat-land (ot'land), «. Land sowed with and
bearing a crop of oats.

oat-rust (ot'rust), n. See *r«sil.

oat-shell (ot'shel), n. The shell of a small
marine moUusk, one of the various species of
ColumbeUa, used for necklaces. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

oat-smut (ot'smut), n. A disease of oats due
to the fungus Ustilago avenx.

oat-stone (ot'ston), ». In pathol., a concre-
tion composed of indigestible fragments of
oatmeal ; an avenolith.

oaty (6'ti), a. [pat + -i/l.] Of the nature of
or full of oats. N. E. D. [Rare.]

ob. An abbreviation (6) of the Latin obiter,

incidentally, b.vtheway; (c) of oboe.

0. B. An abbreviation of NL. Oratoriie Bac-
caUiureun, Bachelor of Oratory.

ohambulatory (ob-am'bu-la-to-ri), a. [pbam-
bulut{e) + -ort/.'i Ambulatory; continually
walking about; itinerant: as, obambulatory
merchants. [Rare.]

obclude (ob-kl6d'), V. t.; pret. and pp. o6-

obituarian

eluded, ppr. obcluding. [See occlude.'\ To
shut off or hide from view. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1894, p. 434. [Rare.]
obcuneate (ob-kii'ne-at), a, [ob- + cuneate.'}

Inversely cuneate ; wedge-shaped, with the
thin end at the base.

obe (6b), n. [Gr. <j/3d.] In ancient Laconia,
a village ; a district; a subdivision of an orig-
inal phyle or clan.

obedience, »s.—Passive obedience, (b) In theol., a
tenn used to comprehend Christ's sufferings of every
kind, as distinguished from his active obedience, or per-
fect performance of the requirements of the moral law.
The distinction is considered artificial by most theolo-
gians.

obediency (6-be'di-en-si),>i. Obedience; sub-
mission to rule, [Rare.]

O 1 what a rent thou makest in my heart

!

The ingrain'd instinct of old reverence.
The holy habit of obediency,
Must I pluck live asunder from thy name?

Coleridge, tr. of Schiller, Piccolomini, v. 2,

obedientiary (o-te-di-en'shi-a-ri), a. and n>
[ML. ohedientiurius, < L. oiedientia, obedi-
ence.] I. a. Owning allegiance and obedience
to one of Iiigher rank.

II. M. It. Same as obedienciary.—2. In a
monastery or religious house, the holder of
any office under the abbot or superior ; also,

one charged with any special duty or ' obedi-
ence.' K. E, D.
obedient-plant (6-be'di-ent-plant), TO. The
false dragon's-head, Physostegia Virginiana.

Obeliscaria (ob''e-lis-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (Cas-
sini, 1825), < Gr. bjief-iano^, obelisk; doubtless
in allusion to the elongated receptacle.] An
old generic name, still sometimes used by
horticulturists, for one or more of the species
of *Ilatiiida (which see).

obeliskoid (ob-e-lis'koid), a. [obelisk + -oid.'\

Having the shape of an obelisk ; like an obelisk.

The obeliskoid form may itself be regarded as another
trace of Egyptian influence on the externals of Mycenean
cult. A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XXI. 173.

obelism (ob'e-lizm), n. [obelus + -ism.} The
act of obelizing : the noting of a word as spuri-
ous or obsolete by marking it with an obelus.

oberland (G. 6'ber-lant), «. [G., < ober, upper,
+ /o«rf. land.] The high land; highlands: as
[cojj.], the Bernese Oberland.

obeyable (o-ba'a-bl), a. [obey + -able.'} Ca-
pable of being obeyed; that allows or com-
mands obedience.

obfuscity (ob-fus'i-ti), TO. [obfusc{ous) + -t(y.]

Obfuscous or obfuscated condition. [Rare,]

A brutal state of mental obfuscity.

J. Wilson, Noct€S Ambrosiana;, IV. 177. X. E. D.

obi (6'bi), V. t. [obfl, «.] To bewitch by the
practice of obi ; charm for the cure of disease,
for revenge, etc.

obispo, n. 2. In Bolivia, Peru, and other

Obispo.

parts of Spanish America, the four-homed
sheep.

obit, H. 4t. The sinking of a star or planet
below the horizon ; setting.

obital (6'bit-al), n. and n. [obit + -alX.'] I. a.

Serving to register or commemorate a death
or a memorial service : as, an obital book, the
obital day.

II. n. Aregisterof obital days or of deaths;
an obituary: as, an English obital.

obitual, a. H. TO. A register of deaths or of
obit days; an obital.

obituarian (6*bit-u-a'ri-an), TO. [ML. obitii-

arius, obituary, + -an.} An obituarist.

[Rare.]

There is one characteristic story to be told about Robert
Louis Stevenson which his obituarians have missed, prob-

ably because they knew nothing about it. It relates to

his first visit to New York. English Newspaper.



obituarize

Obitnaxizd (o-bit'u-a-riz), tM. ;
pret. and pp.

obituurized, "ppr. obituurizing. [obituar{ij) +
-i:e.'\ To write an obituary. [Rare.] N. E. D.

obj. An abbreviation (t) of objection; (c) of

objectively.

objectatiVe (ob-jek'ta-tiv). a. [NL. 'objecta-

tinis. < L. objectare, object.] Given to object-

ing; fond of making objections. X. E. D.

object-ball (ob'jekt-bal), n. In UUiards, any
ball except the striker's: at caroms, distin-

guished as first or second.

object-clause (ob'jekt-klaz''). n. In gram., a
substantive or a substantive clause which
stands in the relation of an object of a verb.

objectionable, a. II. n. An objectionable

person. [Rare.]

So be, the whiskifled Objectionable.

I'nclean, abominable, out-atrheels,

Became the tutelary Deity

Of all the Oauri valley villages.

R. Kipling, Giffen's Debt, L 63.

objectional (ob-jek'shon-al), a. [objection +
-<//l.] 1. Of the nature of or involving objec-

tion. X E. D.— 2. That can be objected to
;

objectionable.

objectionist (ob-jek'shon-ist), n. One who
objects: one who raises objections.

objective. I. a. 5. In (/ram. :(&) Noting the
case expressing the subject of the intransitive

verb, (c) In Eskimo gram., noting the thing

Sossessed. Also *inlransitire (which see).

—

bjectlve certainty. See *«rtam(!/.— Objective
spectroscope, -"^ee icupectroscope.

II, It.— Achromatic objective, a combination ol

lenses used in optical instrument*, aa the microscope or
telescope, In which chninmtic aberration is corrected.

—

Protar objectives. See *pnlar.

objectivist (ob-jek'ti-vist), w. [objeetire +
-I.-.7.] One wbo believes in objectivism.

objectivity, »• 2. In pki/cIioI., detachment
from oneself; independent existence. See
the extract.

Among the other mental properties of sounds, the ob-

jectirify and the emotional tinge may be mentioned. The
cbjectivify of a tone is a property exjiressing the degree
to which'we consider the tone not to belong to ourselves.

A tone produced in imagination, as in mentally singing

a song, has almost no objectivity. . . . Tones actually

ang by ourselves are more objective ; those sung by
others are highly objective, though even here the degree
of objectivity increases with the strangeness of the singer,

the distance, etc.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, pp. Ill, 112.

objectization (ob-jek-ti-za'shon), «. [objec-

tize + -dtion.'] The action of objectizing,

objectifying, or making objective : as, the
externalization or objectization of one's own
feelings.

objectlessly (ob'jekt-les-li), adv. In a way
that is purposeless.

objectlessness (ob'jekt-les-nes), n. The con-
dition of being without object or purpose.
X /;. I>.

object-memory (ob'jekt-mem'o-ri), n. In
psychol., tlie memory of things or objects
aroused by the presentation of a verbal stim-

ulus or the occurrence of a verbal idea.

The learner should make an effort to actively province
Oie complete idea with its object-memories and int#nial
word and not rely on the so-called ' spoutaneoufl ' rise of

the idea from memory.
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 150.

object-point (ob'jekt-point), n. In an appa-
ratus for the drawing of objects on a greatly
enlarged scale from microscopic originals,

that point in the pantographic system of links

at which the microscopic objective is located
over the slide or object being observed and
reproduced. As the object-point is moved
over the original, a tracing-point at the long
end of the leverage traces the outline on a
scale which gives the desired multiplication
of size. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Aug., 1905,

p. 509.

object-space (ob'jekt-spas), n. In optici, a
space or region, pertaining to any optical sys-
tem, every point of which has an image in a
corresponding space called the image-gpace.
object-speculum (ob' jekt-spek'u-lum), «.

The mirror in a reflecting telescope which
receives and reflects the rays proceeding from
the object. X E. I).

object-table (ob'jekt-ta'bl), n. The stage of
a microscope.
When the record may be cut out, a micrometer object

tabu under a microscope may be used.
.Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 74.

objurgative (ob-j^r'ga-tiv), a. [objurgate +
-ivc] Same as objurgatory.

objurgator (ob-ji-r'ga-tor), n. One who objur-
gates or chides.
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objurgatorily (ob-j^r'ga-to-ri-li), adv. In an
objurgatory manner.
objurgatrix (ob-j^r-ga'triks), n. ; pi. olyjurga-

trices (-tri-sez). [ML., fem. of L. objurgator,

a chider, scolder. See *objurgator.^ In law,

a common scold.

obl. An abbreviation (a) of oblique; (6) of
oblong.

oblately (ob-lat'li), adv. In geom., in an ob-
late manner.
oblational (ob-la'shon-al), a. [oblation + -ai^.]

Relating to or of the nature of an oblation.

oblationary (ob-Ia'shon-a-ri), a. and n. [ob-

lation + -ary.Jl I. a. Of or pertaining to an
oblation ; oblational.

II. n. In the celebration of the eucharist,
the oflieial who accepts the oblations offered
by the faithful. He also had a part in the
service in the early church, bringing the obla-
tions of bread and wine from the patriarchium
to the pontiff celebrating the mass.
oblatory (ob-la'to-ri), a. [oblat{ion) + -ory."]

Relating to oblations or offerings.

Tlie lesuiticall Priests . . . concluded their Masses
and oblatory Sacrifices, with their prayers for the go<xl
successe of their expected hopes.

Speed, Hist Great Britaiue, x. L

oblatum (ob-la'tum), n.
;
pi. oblata (-til). [NL.

See oblate.'] An oblate spheroid or ellipsoid.

obligancy (ob'li-gan-si), H. [obligan{t) + -ey.]

The quality of enforcing or obliging, or of be-
ing obligatory.

obligate, a. II. n. An obligate parasite.
See quotation under obligate, a.

It is probable that the intestinal bacteria are not essen-
tial to healthy life. The chief value of these obligateg
lies probably in their potential capacity to check the
growth and development of harmful bacteria.

Med. Record, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 172.

obligation, n— imperfect obligations, obligations
wluL-h are enjoined by moral law, but which are unen-
forceable in any legal tribunal.— Obligation Of con-
tract. .See *iuintracL

obligationary (ob-li-ga'shon-a-ri), a. [obli-

gation + -ary.l Pertaining to or containing
or expressing an obligation.

obligative, «. 2. In bot., same as obligate :

applied to parasites and saprophytes. See
obligate and obligate parasite, under parasite.
C. MacMillan, in Minn. Bot. Stud., BtJletin
IX. 930.

obligator (ob'li-ga-tor), n. 1. In law, one
who binds himself or gives his bond to another.—2. One who obliges another.
obligatory, «.~Bm obligatory. aee*Wf<3.

Obliquangular (ob-lek-ang'gu-liir), a. Ob-
lii|U<'-aMgl( (I. X E. 1). [Rare.^

Obliaue. I. </.—Obllqne stropbold. iee -kutrophoid.

II. n. 2. In geom., except the perpendicu-
lar, any sect from a point to a straight or a
plane.

obliquitous (ob-lik'wi-tus), a. [obUquit(y) +
-oti.i.] Exhibiting moral or intellectual ob-
li<|uity.

obliviscence (ob-li-vis'ens), h. [NL. "ohliris-

centia, < obliviscens, forgetting, ppr. of obli-

fi>fi, forget : see o6/tFio«.] Forgetfulness.
obliviscible (ob-li-vis'i-bl), a. [Cf. *oblivis-

cence and -able, -ible.'\ Easily forgotten; for-

gettable. [Rare.]

That does not exactly strike us as a go^xl reason for in-

clu<iing in theanthtdogy the sonnets he wrote about those
poets, U) obliviKcihle . excepting by himself.

jV. 1'. Tiincf, Sat. Rev., Aug. 12, 1906, p. 626.

Oblong number. See *number.
oblongated (ob'16ng-ga-ted), a. [oblong +
-ati^ + -eil".] Having greater length than
breadth; prolonged.

oblong-elliptical (ob ' long- e -lip 'ti-kal), a.

Having the shape of along ellipse: used by
Ridgway to denote the shape of certain eggs
of birds.

oblongish (ob'16ng-ish), a. [oblong + -wAl.]

Somewhat longer than wide.
oblongitude(ob-lon'ji-tud), n. [oblong + -itvde,

as in longitude.] Oblong form. X. E. D.

oblongltudinal (ob-lon-ji-tu'di-nal), a. Ob-
long. X E. D. [Rare.]

oblongum (ob-long'gum), n. ; pi. oblonga (-ga).

[See oblong.] A prolate ellipsoid.

obloquial (ob-16'kwi-al), a. [L. obloquitim,

obloquy, + -ol^.] Relating to, or of the nature
of, obloquy.

obmutescent (ob-mu-tes'ent), a. [L. obnmtes-
cens, ppr. of obmutescere, become mute, < ob-

+ mutescere, grow mute, < mutus, mute.]
Growing mute ; wilfully mute ; dumb.

obnebnlate (ob-neb'u-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

obsequian

obnehulated, ppr. obnebulating. [ob- + L.
nebida, cloud, -I- -ate'^.] Same as obnubilate.

Obnounce (ob-nouns'), v. %.; pret. and pp.
obnounced, ppr. obnouncing. [L. obnuntiare, <
ob- + nuntiare, tell, announce. See announce.']
To announce an unfavorable result of the
auspices taken with reference to some pro-
posed public action: a sort of veto: said of a
Roman magistrate.
The people . . . offered him, his colleague in vain

obnouncing, the provinces of the Cisalpine and Illyricum
for five years, with an army of three legions.

Merivale, Koman Republic, ii.

obnoxiety (ob-nok-si'e-ti), n. [L. obnoxius,
obnoxious, + -ety.] Obnoxiousness. [Rare.]
obnunciate (ob-nun'si-at), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

obnunciated, ppr, obnunciating. [L. obnuntiare

(pp. -atus). See *obnounce.] Same as *o6-
nounee.

obnunclation (ob-mm-si-a'shon), n. [L.
obnuntiatio{n-), < obnuntiare. See *obnounce.]
The announcement of an unfavorable omen by
a Roman magistrate ; hence the dissolution of
the assembly and the rendering void of some
public transaction. Blount, Glossographia.

obolos (ob'o-los), n. [Gr. bfioM^. See obol.]

1. Same as obolus and obol.— 2. In modem
Greek currency, a piece of 5 lepta.

"

obomegoid (ob-o-me'goid), a. [ob- + omega +
-old.] Shaped like the Greek capital omega
(fl) reversed (a). X. E. D.
ODOZ (o-boz'), n. [Russ. obdzu, obvozu, a train
of loaded wagons or sledges, = OBulg. obozi
( >Rum. oboz), baggage, = Pol. oboz, an en-
campment, = OPruss. aba-sus, abbas, wagon

;

< OBulg. veza^, vesti, etc., = L. vehere, etc.,

carry. See vehicle, wagon, and weigh'^.] A
wagon-train composed of a considerable num-
ber of wagons, each horse being fastened to
the wagon in front so as to form a continuous
line.

obplacenta (ob-pla-sen'ta), n. [ob- + pla-
centa.] The part of the uterine mucosa which
is opposite the mesometrium. It is tj"pically
present in the rabbit.

The contemplation of the described phenomena of the
rabbit's obplacenta. Science, March 29, 1901, p. 494.

obpyramidal (ob-pi-ram'i-dal), a. [ob- + py-
ramidal.] Having the form of an inverted
pyramid ; inversely pyramidal.
obpyriform (ob-pir'i-form), a. [ob- + L.
pyrus, prop, pirus, pear, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a pear with its smaller end
upward.
obreguin (ob-ra-gen'), «• [Mex. Sp. t] A
substance of fatty and resinous character
found in Mexico as an exudation on the twigs
of Alcea rosea. Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem.,
III. 1.

obrok (o-brok'), «. [Russ. obrdl'ii, a poll-tax,
quit-rent, tax, = Pol. obrok, provision, pension,
etc., = OBulg. obrokii, a promise, a stipend.]
A fine levied on a Russian peasant for absence
from his village.

obs. An abbreviation (6) of observation; (c)

of ob.iervatory.

obscurancy (ob-sku'ran-si), n. [obscnran(t)
+ -cy.] The state or character of being ob-
scurant; obscurantism. X. E. D. [Rare.]
obscurant, «. II. a. Obscuring or darken-
ing; of the nature of, or characteristic of, an
obscurant. [Rare.]

obscurism (ob-skur'izm), n. [obscure + -ism.]
Same as obscurantism.

obsede (ob-sed'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. obseded,

ppr. obseding. [F. obsMer, based on L. oisi-

dere, obsess. See obsess.] To assail or vex
from without, as an evil spirit ; obsess. X. E. D.
[Rare.]

obseciuence (ob'se-kwens), «. [L. obseqtientia,

< L. obsequens, ppr.: see obsequent.] Compli-
ance ; obsequiousness. X. E. D. [Rare.]
obsequent, a. 2. in phys. geog., the oy^osite
of consequent: said of streams which have
grown by headward erosion so as to flow in a
direction opposite to the dip of the underlying
strata.

The beheaded stream . . . holds its former course
below the divide, but is weakened by the loss of its head-
waters : the portion of the stream . . . from the divide
on the haril bed t^) where the subsequent stream ... in-

tersected it, is reversed. For such revei-sed streams
Davis has proposed the name obttequent.

I. C. Ruitnell, Rivers of North America, p. 191.

obseaulan (ob-se'kwi-an), a. [ML. obsequium,
> MGr. bjiaiKDviov, oiplmov, retinue, suite, esp.
of the emperor; lit., in L., following, obe-
dience. See obsequy, obsequious.] Of or per-
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taining to the retinue (of the Byzantine obtusilinguine (ob-tu-si-ling'gwin), «. Of or Ocoiprto-jiucAai shield a littlelongerthan broad, ending
emperor). See the extract. pertaiuiiit,' to the"06(«»(7iw<;Hf«. in two rounded proceMes.

Thisgenerous enterprise was defeated by the cowardice Obtusipennate (ob-tu-si-pen'at), o. [L. 06- ... ^ .

J^""'- ^ool- Soc. London, W03, V- i<i-

or treacherj- of the troops wlio, in the new languajte of fiisilti, obtuse, + pemultus, winged ] Having OCCipitOpOSteriOT (ok-Sip'i-to-pos-te'ri-or), a.

'T!;%h"''!!I^;i';':^'S%'''i!,?'
""" "'«'•«"'"?» Tl'^ms- ,(•'<"««. ,,.i„„g .^j^j^jj ^re obtuse at the apex. Having the occiput directed backward : noting

In the division of the Themes, or provHices described by 1.. ^. . . , • ,- ^.^ ^.t^y ay^^,
.^ncitJ.^Ti >^f t-y,« p«*-..c ;« ,.^i,;.^i. :*-^ .;.. ^

Constantine Porphyroceiiitiis . . . the Obsequiuni, a obtusirostrato (ob-tu-si-ros'trat), a. [L. ol)- » position ot the fetus m which its occiput
Latin appellation of the anny and palace, was the fourth f«s«,s', obtuse, + rostrum, he&k, + -ate^.} 1. pomts to the saemm of the mother,
in the public order.) Gi6(h>;i, Decline and Fall, VI. lii. Having an obtuse beak.— 2. In <JHto»>., hav- OCCipitorostral (ok-sip"i-t6-ro8'tral), a. Be-
obsequity (ob-se'kwi-ti), n. [ohsequi(ous) + ing a blunt rostrum or proboscis. longing to both occiput and rostrum.
-'.'/•] Obsequiousness. N. E. D. [Rare.] 0. Bulg. An abbreviation of Old Bulgarian, occlusal (o-klo'sal), a. [L. occlusus, pp. of

Observ, I'. A simplified spelling of oftsore. obumbratory(ob-um'bra-to-ri), n. [obmnbrate occ/«rfere, close up, + -oA.] Sameas morsrti.-
observation, ».— Batten observations. See *bat- + -o;-^.] Overshadowing, darkening, or shad- noting the biting or grinding surface of a
d-d-'. Meridian observation, i^mnesm ineridinn niti- iiit;. X. E. D. tooth
tude of a litar i\\\\\c\\ see, nwAer altiUide).— Pendulum y^v.f?A1 n 4-i ^-n /^l^ ,.,-^ in/„v \ ., t-ntt * i,,. 1 '. « .
Observation. See •i)cmf»i«7«.-Zone of observa- obvelation (ob-ve-la shon), n. [NL., 'ohve- occlusion, n. 3. In dentistry, the fitting into
tion. See *.'.>iic. Iniio(n-), < hU. obvclare, cover over, < L. each other of the cusps of the opposing teeth
Observatorial (ob-zer-va-to'ri-al), a. [pbser- ob- + velare, cover, veil : see veil, v.'] A con- in the upper and lower jaws.
vatori/ + -ali.l Of or characteristic of a sci- cealing; concealment : opposed to reiWaHon. „,,„ „ ,, ,,. , ^^ ^. . .._ ._

entific observer or of an obser^-atory. X.E.D. obverse, «. 3. Specifically, in %.., the con- ofThlSSwZ^r^dlhXrre'LTe^rt^dln^miSil^^^^
observatory, « National observatory, the astro- tiauominal of the inverse ot a proposition. tion. Encyc. Brit., xxvil. 418.
nomical observatory of a country, geuerally situated in if c is D, then A is B, (iii) is the converse of the typi- OoolUSlon Of gases See occlude •>

the capital city. WiahinKton contains the national cal Theorem (i). The contrapositive of the last Theorem, „„„„!+ ,. / „ ,.. 1observatory of the United States; Paris holds the same viz.: If A is not B, then C is not D, (iv) is termed the OCCUIT/, «. r.— QccultUlg apparatus, the apparatus
for France; Saint Petersbuiv for Russia; and Greenwich obverge of the typical Theorem (i).

"^^'^ "' lighthouses for rendering the beam of light inter-
for England.— Physical Observatory, an observatory Ass'n Improvement of Oeom. Teaching, Plane Geom mittent, so that it may be possible to distinguish a par-
designed for the observation of physical, meteorologic, [p 12 ticular lighthouse from others.

fS:':iZ,^ur.oYJZi.^^^^^^ 2. In logic: (b) The taking of .:J^;J't'':'';.P^?.r*'*''^%°''"^*'lb°" '

t''''
^ , T , , ., .the contraiiominal of the invprsp hidden or concealed, as a star or the inter-

t^rmTorthe 8ui,iStTrpSo^e\'lir/rf obvVrt^-" sl'ln
1

'0 JoTo^ or take the
->"ent beam of light from a lighthouse,

term tor tne subject ot a psycnologicalexperi-
„bverse of fa proposition) The liglit occ«i(» every ten seconds, seven seconds

ment: opposed to experimenter, the general y^^._^^ YJ^'"^"^'^'^^^^ -
„^,.*..,„„w„o

visibility and three seconds' obscuration, the occultations

term for the person who arranges the condi- OpVertentt (ob-vCr tend), n. [L,. obve> tendus, beuig actuated by a double valve arrangement,

tions of the e^eriment. < obvertere, twrn toward. See obvcrt v.-] In Ji,wyc. Brit., XXVL 4fu.

Some experiments are best performed by oneself on „h^''\\i£!.^"fnri/l^°?f? ^°^
bo obverted. occulter (o-kul't6r), n. That which occults :

oneself. Most, however, require two persons for their Of>*?^^"0? (OD-vo-lu stion), n. ILU. obvolu- gpecificallv applied to the mechanism or de-
I«rformance:theoterwr,o who makes the introspec- <!o(n-), <Lo6jo/i'erf, wrap around. See *o?.-

.yj; ^-hich, in lighthouses, periodically in-

'^^t!tims^lfl""\T^rA>^-
"""^ '"'"'"'" *"' '™'™-

''"''"•i' ^ i"^*^'",^
around, as of a bandage terrupts or occults^the beam of light ; afso to

ERTSZr, Exper. Psychol., I. i. xiii. 'vTl ,f- /if ^^]^% ^^''^'^• n ^'F' , ,
^^^ device used in heliographic iignaling to

Obsession » 3 In vatlwl a constant brood-
OD^O^tl/e (ob-vo-lu tiv), « [L. obvolutus, i^teiTupt or divert the belm of light reflectedODsession, ». o. inj)atno(., a constant orooa
pp_ ot obvolvere, wrap around, + -«ue.] Same fmm the mirror of tl,A hpHnatat holioo-ror^bing upon any subject, such as the thought of as obvolute Thomas

irom tne mirror ot tne neiiostat, neliograpn,

death, until the mind becomes dominated by obvolve (ob-volv'), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. ob- °^.ZvZ°V' , ^ , , . « „ .that one idea. vnlrpd nnr nhimlrinn rf, nft.io/i.ov/. wro r, ^
This light shows, instead of one prolonged flash at m-

Obsessional fob-sesh'on-alt a {ob<ie<!lion + ^'^'^""k PP^- 00mu7,g. lU. obvolveie, wrap tervals of one minute, as would be produced by the appa-ODSessionai (.00 sesn on-ai;, a. \_oosession -t- around, cover all over, < ob- + volrere, wrap, ratus in the absence of a gas occulter, a group of short
-o<i.J 1. Ot or pertaining to a siege; obsid- iol\: see volute.'] 1 To told or roll around

;

flashes varying in number between six and seven,
lonal.— 2. Pertaining to or of the nature of cover up by wrapping around; disguise, as an ^"'y- ''"> ^^^ 256.

obsession.
, ^ .,,,,., ^ ^ ,.

odor.— 2t. To cause to roll or revolve : as, to OCCUltist, »i . II. a. Of or pertaining to oc-
ODSOlescently (ob-so-les ent-h), adv. In such obvolve the eyeball. cultism ; characteristic of, or characterized
a way as to be obsolescent, or gradually be- obyism, «. Same as obiistn. by> occultism,
coming obsolete.

jjg_ j^^^ abbreviation of ocean. Cabalistic, occultist, Indian, and modem spiritualistic
Obsolete, a. 3. in 6o<., noting an organ which Ocapia, «. An amended form of Ofcapja, but Weas aud formulas. Encyc. Brit., XX\1. 275.

18 rudimentary or scarcely apparent. untenable because antedated. See *0ia2)ra. occultistic (ok-ul-tis'tik), a. Pertaining to
The sporophore is oJ«oW« when the spore-bearing Occamistic (ok-a-mis'tik), a. Pertaining to occultists or to occultism; occultist,

hypha: are not sharply distinct from the mycehum. or of tbo not,,To V.f n^^umSorr,
Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 656.

'^^ '"/ °'*'^"*' ot Occamism. OCCUpaucy, »^.- Title by occupancy. See i>titte.

obstet. An abbreviation (a) of o6s<e<nca2; (6)
occa,sionless (o-ka'zhou-les), a. "Without oc- occupant, n.- General occupant, in common /aw,

ot obstetrics
casion

; without ground or reason. when the life tenant, who held an estate, for himself only

Obstetric canal. See*ca»«n. occidentality (ok"si.den-tal'i,ti), ,». [oc«- ririti^cito'enSa^pU^^sLrof tie'esSL^XtS
Obstetrical chair. See *cfea»>. dental + -ity.] 1. I he quality of being ocei- hold it during the life of the cestui que vie. The first

obstinacious (ob-sti-na'shus) a. [obstitiate dental; the state of being in the west. See person who so entered was called the jiMwraf occu^nt.

+ -ious (after contumaciou.i etc ) 1 Havine orientality.— 2. Westernism ; a Western or Occupation disease, a disease arising from causes

an obstinate nature; obstinate". iV^ E. D. American trait or characteristic. i^iJcnt toJim patients occupation, as lead-poisoning

FRare 1 His occidentalities had for her the charm of novelty. -,. , ...j- „j-
,.„;,,, =..,-,. ,. .. .

They affected her taste ... as something dubiously de- The many causes of occi/pafton dweases. so-called, in
" Well, I guess, Squire, the old man has been again an lightful W S Mayo Never Again i

which we recc^nize the introduction into the body chiefly
obstinacioug fool. Had I not been as everlasting oi»«(ino- _ -j ' + v +* / v * 1

'

//*
1 '*' "'

V, ^
' * ^i^h the inspired air, but also by way of the digestive

ctoH« as a pine stmnp, I'd 'a followed your counselling." OCClaentailZailOn (OK-si-den tal-l-za snoii),?(. tract and possibly by way of other mucous surfaces and
(JaH, Lawrie Todd, iv. 6. [occidentali:e + -ution.'\ The act of imbuing the skin, of injurious foreign particles, are at present

Obstructant Cob-struk'tant) re [obstruct + with Occidental or Western thought and only slightly underet<»d and act not wholly, probably, by
uuoi/iui-uain/ i,uu Biiun. taui,^, n. luuovi u^v T-

_,„„„i- •<.,,,= increasing susceptibility to bacterial and allied infections,
-ant.i That which obstracts. peeuiiamies. but often through direct chemical and physical nial-

The ruptured walls of the intoma curling up in the The Occidentalizafion of Kussia proceeded with giant influences. 5. Flexner, in Science, Jan. 24, 1908, p. 128.

lumen act as an obstructant to the current fi-Wes in the reign of Catherine. The Iniperial dilet- „„„,„j„i,i- /.u',-, „j „.%,i\ „ {ocennu + -able ^Med Record May 30 1903 n 884 tante, as our author calls her, wrote comedies and essays. OCCUpiaoie ^ok u-pi-a-ui;, a. \oi.i.upy t -aute.}

, . ... / v + V'f •'
-1 r i,t

' .il«Ae»i«um, Jan. 6, 1906, p. 11. Capable of being occupied.
OpStructlVlMn (ob-strun ti-vizm), n. [pbstruc-

occipital eminence, a protuberance in thelateral ventri- occan-bUK (6'shan-bug), n. Any aquatic het-
twe + -ism.] The practice of systematic ob- cle of the b, :un wbicii marks the situation of the occipital prnTtprmTs insect of the tely^ Halobatea
struction. fissure.- Occlpltalfissure. Same !is parieto-occlpi-

eropterous insect ot tne genus naiooam

Obt., Obdt. [I. e. OT cap.'] Abbreviations of '«?A««"''';-Occlpltal Index, operculum, plane. .See (wnicn see;.

nhedif-nt
*tndM, etc.— Occipital segment, (f*) T^be posterior of ocean-gOing (o shan-go'jng), a. Sea-going;

Obtainal (gb-ta'nal), ». [obtain + -aJL] Ob- ^Ulllf Ta'JtT diSr«'e otLrr being ihe^^S aJS *W? »° ^^et safely the dangers of ocean navi-

taininent. K. E. D. [Rare.] parietal segments. It is composed of the basioccipital, gation.

Obtainance (ob-ta'nans), n. [obtain + -ance.']
exoccipitals, and infra-occipital. The former is an ocean-going vessel, and must be pre-

Same as *o6tai»a«. "[Rare.] OCCipitO-anterior (ok-sip'i-to-an-te'ri-or), a. pared to meet all conditions of wind and sea.

Obtrigonal(ob-trig'6-nal),a. [ob- + trigonaU Having the occiput anterior : noting a position
r.,icyc. nru., ^ .vn. oou.

Same as obtrianguldr.
"

of t''^ fetus in which its occiput is directed oceanic, a. 4. [cap.] Pertaining to or noting

obtrigonate (ob-trig'6-nat), a. [ob- + trigo- toward the anterior abdominal wall of the the langtiages of the Malay-Polynesian group.

reatc. j Same as obtrianguldr.
'

mother. oceanid (o'she-a-nid), n. A marine mollusk,

Obtunder (ob-tun'der), n. [obtund + -crl.] OCCipitobasilar (ok-sip'i-to-bas'i-liir), a. Re- as distinguished from a naiad or fresh-water

1. Same as obtundent.—2. Same as obturator

:

lating to both the occiput and the base of the shell.

an incorrect use. skull. Ocean-river ( 6' shan-riv '^r), «. [Tr. Gr.

obturator, n. (d.) InpAo«osr.,the instantaneous shutter Occipitocervical (ok-sip''i-t6-sfer'vi-kal), a. 'O.Kmvbi -orauo? (Homer).] The great river

of a camera. («) Anything used to close the orifice of a Relating to both the back of the head and the which was formerly supposed to suiTOund the
hollow instrument, such as a speculum or catheter, dur- . ^ inhabited world. Also called oceaH-s?ren»i.
Ing its introduction.

uci-a..
,-,, ^-x m, ,.

Each instrument has its oMitrafor, which is to be used OCCipito-lliaC (ok-sip'i-to-il'i-ak), a. Having OCCan-Stream (o shan-strem), «. Ibe great

only for the purpose of rounding out the end of the spe- the occiput directed to the iliac region: noting stream formerly supposed to surround the
culum during introduction. _ a position of the fetus in which its occiput inhabited world. See *ocean-rirer.

„^, , . „
Buct, Med. uana BOOK, 1. ,,9.

p^iutg to^a^i the groin of the mother. oceanward (6'shan-ward), a. [oce«?( + -irarrf.]

-Obt^tor°tadS: leT:?.-^^-Obtot^rlS: OCCipitonuchal (ok-sip'i-to-nu'ka^ a. Per- Directed to or toward'the ocean: as, an ocea«-

See -knotch. taining to the occiput and the nape ; speci- tcard view,

obtusifld (ob-tii' si-fid), o. HL. oftfiWJW, obtuse, fieally, in ichth., of or pertaining to bony ocean'ward, ocean'wards (6 ' shan - ward,
+ -Jidus, ijindere, split.'] Divided into obtuse plates on fishes which extend over the back of -wardz), arfv. [ocea«ifard, a.] In the du-ee-

parts. the head and dovfn over the nape. tion of the ocean.
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oceanwise (o'shan-wiz), adv. By way of the ocotillo (o-ko-tel'yo), n. [Mex. Sp., diminu
ocean : appropriately to the ocean.

0. Cel., O. Celt. Abbreviations of Old Celtic.

Ocellation(os-e-Ia'shon),H. [oceUate + -ion.']

An eye-shaped marking ; an ocellus.

ocelliform (o-sel'i-f6rm), a. [L. ocellus, eye,
+ forma, form.] Resembling an ocellus in
shape.

ocelloid (o-sel'oid), o. [pcellm + -oid.] Like
an ocellus.

och (och), interj. An Irish form of O. See 0-.

OchaTO (o-cha ' v6 ), ». [Sp., < L. octavus,
eighth: see octave.] The half-cuarto of the
Spanish monetary system under Ferdinand
and Isabella and their successors. Also called
charo.

OCher, «. 3. A metallic oxid which occurs in
the form of an earthy powder or easily crum-
bled mass: as antimony oeAer; bismuth ocAer

/

tungstic oclur.— Cadmium oclier. See *eadmium.— Flowers of ocher, a local name for barite in certain
regions, as the Cartei-sville district in Georgia, where its

presence in the 8<-»il is found to indicate the presence of
ocher deposits — Plumbic oclier, massicot— Spanish
ocher, red ocher(heniatite).— TantaUo ocher, a brown-
isli oxid of tantalum observed on ciy&tals of tantalite.

—

Telluric ocher, tellurite — Uranlc ocher, uraconite.— Vanadlc ocher, a yellow pulverulent substance ob-
served with the native copper of Lake Superior, inferred
to be an oxid of vanadium.— Vitriol OClier. Same as
*filwlceHte.— Ye\10W ocher, limonit*. See also yellow
ocher, under yellow.

ocher, ochre ( 6 ' ker ), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
ochered, ochred, ppr. ochering, ochring. [ocher,
«.] To mark or stain with ocher. N. E. D.
ocheraceous, ochraceous (o-k^r-a'shius,
o-kra'shius), a. [ocher + -aceoits.] Same as
ocherous.

ocherish (o'kfer-ish), a. Same as ocherous or
ochery.

OChlocrat (ok'lo-krat),M. [ochlocrncy {-crat-).]

An upholder of ochlocracy or mob-rule.

OChlophobist (ok-lof'o-bist), H. [Gr. o;f/'.of,

crowd, + -^).3of, -fearing, -(-
"

tive of ocole. See *ocotiCla.'\
western United
States, north-
ern Mexico, and
Lower Califor-
nia, a name
applied to sev-
eral species of
Fouquieria, es-
pecially to F.
splendem, a
shrub which
grows in arid,

stony soil, and
which has many
spiny stems ter-

minating in
slender pani-
cles of red flow-
ers. The stems
readily take root
when cut olf and
stuck in the ground,
and are much used
for fences and
hedges. The bark
contains, in addi-

In the south-

tion to resin, a pe-
culiar wax like that

Ocotillo {Fauquieria sfUndetts),
a, calice and pistil; *, corolla;

c, stamen.

(«^] One who
fears crowds or mobs ; one who dreads the
ascendancy of the mob or mob-rule.

ochnaceous (ok-na'shius), a. Belonging to the
Octaeteric(ok'ta-6-ter'ik),a.

[<>««««f';(/^)+-'c.]
plant family Ochnacese. " ""'""''

of the Brazilian
wax-palm, Coperni-
cia cerifera. It is

cut into splints, called ocoHllat, which bum with an
aromatic fragrance and are used as candles in illuminat-
ing churches and for carrying at funerals.-Tree-OCO-
tUlo. Foufjuieria Macdowjalii, an arboreus species
which grows in the states of Sonora and Sinaloa, Mexico,
having pendulous branches and slender panicles of bright
red flowers. See Fouquieria and irFouquieriacex.

ocreaceons (ok-rf-a'shius), a. In hot., con-
sisting of or resembling oereee. See ocrea, 1.

OCtactine (ok-tak'tin), n. [Gr. oktci, eight,
-f- mric (an-w-), ray.] A sponge-spiciUe hav-
ing eight regular arms ; an octaster.

OCtad, n. H. a. Having balance equal to
that of eight monad atoms, as platinum in
the double chlorid of platinum and potassium
(KoPtCle).

Ochotona (ok-6-t6'na), ». [Ochodona, the
Mongol name for the" pika.] The generic
name of the small duplicidentate rodents
commonly known as pikas or little chief hares:
used by Link in 1795. The name Larjomys,
long used, was originally given to "an un-
natural and undefined combination of forms
with squat bodies," and is untenable. See
cut at Lagomys.

Ochotonidae (ok-6-ton'i-de), n. ph [NL., <
OchotoiKi + -id«.^ A family of small rodents,
related to the hares. The name replaces Lfi-
gomyidse, and the characters of the group
are given under that word. Oldfield Thomas,
1897.

ochrodermia (6-kro-d*r'mi-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. (.ixi'k, pale yellow, + Hpiia, skin.] Yellow-
ness of the skin.

OChroite (ok'ro-it), n. [Gr. u^pdf, pale yellow
(see ocher), -f'-ifc-2.] a name given by Klap-
roth in 1803 to the Swedish mineral now called
cerite, from which he had extracted a new
earth (impure oxid of cerium) which he termed
ochroiterde on account of its ocherous yellow
color.

ochronosus (6-kro-n6'sus), n. [NL., < Gr.axpii,
pule yellow, -I- liaor, di.sea8e.] A dark yellow-
ish-brown or brownish-black pigmentation of
the tissues, especially of the ligaments and
other structures which enter into the for-
mation of the joints : in some cases this ap-
pearance is associated with alkaptonuria.

O-cm. An abbreviation of ohm-centimeter.

OCOte (o-ko'te), n. [Nahuatl oco^i.] The com-
mon Mexican or candlewood pine (which
see, under pine). In New Mexico the word Octahedrical (ok-ta-he'dri-kal), a.

is used to designate very resinous pine-wood, octahedral.

OCOtilla (o-ko-tel'ya), n. [Mex. ocotilla, dimin. OCtahedrid (ok-ta-he'drid), n. and rt. [Cf. oc-

Belonging to
or of the na-
ture of the
octaeteris.

octaeterid
(ok"ta-e-ter'-
id), n. Same
as octaeteris.

octagon, n. 3.
A gold coin
of octagonal
shape, of the
value of 50
doUars, is-

sued in 1851
by the United
States assay-
office in San
Francisco.

oct agram
(ok'ta-gram),
n. [&r. oKTu,

eight, -l-

ypd/ifia, a
writing.] A
polygram of
eight sides.

octahedric
(ok - ta - he '-

drik), a.

Same as octa-
hedral.

RcTersc.
Octagon. (Size o( the oritfinal.)

In the course
of three to four
hours octahedric
crystals of K

platinum chloride form a yellow precipitate that presents
characteristic microscopic features.

Buck, .Med. Handbook, VIII. 66.

Octavian
and plessite, seen in the Widmannstattian
figures. Most iron meteorites fall in this
class. See *meteorife.
OCtahedroid (ok-ta-he'droid), n. [octahedr(on)
+ -Old.] In math., a four-dimensional body
bounded by 8 cubes.
Octahedbron, ".-Octaliedronftmotion. See*/«nc-
(io)i.— Tnree-faced octaliedron, a trisoctahedron.
octahedrons (ok-ta-he'drus), a. Same as oc-
tahedral.

OCtaid (ok'ta-id), a. Same as *octahedrid.
11

.
-f. Lewis, Crystallography, p. 493.

octakishexahedron (ok " ta-kis-hek"sa-he'-
dron), n.; pi. octakishexaUedra {-AtA,)." [Gr.
oKTUKiQ, eight timeS; -I- ef, six, + i£oa, seat,
base.] Same as hexoctahedron.
OCtameral (ok-tam'e-ral), a. [Gr. oKra/iept/g,
in eightparts, -I- -n/1.]' Same as octamerous.
octamerism (ok-tam'e-rizm), n. [octamer(ous)
+ -ism.] The state of having parts or organs
in series of eight: used specifically in zoology
and botany.
octane (ok'tan), n. [L. octo, eight, -I- -ane.]
• An oily hydrocarbon, CgHig, of the paraffin
series. It occurs in petroleum, and is one of
the chief constituents of ligroin. It boils at
124° C. The name is sometimes given to diiso-
butyl CgHis).
OCtanol (ok'ta-nol), n. [octane + -ol.] Ootyl
alcohol, CgHiy.OH, derived from octane. It
is a liquid which boils at 195.5° C. The ace-
tate occurs in the oil of Heracleum Sphondy-
lium, and the butyrate in the oils of H.
giganteum and Pastinaca sativa.

octant, n. 4. Each of the eight regions into
which space is divided by three copunctal non-
costraight planes.
octantal (ok-tan'tal), a. [octant + -an.]
Pertaining to or of tiie nature of an octant, in
any sense.

OCtarch (ok'tark), a. [Gr. OKrii, eight, -I- apxfi,
origin.] In hot., having eight centripetally
developed xylem plates : said of some radial
vascular cylinders.

OCtarticulate (ok-tSr-tik'u-lat), a. [L. octo,
eight, + articulatus, jointed (see articulate).]
Having eight joints.

octaseme (ok'ta-sem), a. Same as octasemic.

octaster (ok-tas'tfer), «. A sponge-spicule
having eight actines radiating from a center;
an OCtactine.

octastichons (ok-tas'ti-kus), a. Same as octo-
stichous.

octastyle, a. H. m. A building having eight
columns in front ; especially, a Greek or Bo-
man temple having that number of columns
in the front row of the portico.

OCtatomic (ok-ta-tom'ik), a. [Gr. oktu, eight,
-(- aro/ioc, atom, + -tc] Forming molecules
which consist of eight similar atoms, as sul-
phur.

OCtavalent (ok-tav'a-lent), a. [Gr. oktu,
eight, + E. valent.] Having a quantivalenoe
of eight; octad.

octave. I. «. 6. In /encjnj;, the eighth guard:
point low, hand moving to the right.— Law of
octaves. See *lawi.— Subcontra octave, in acoustics,
the lowest octave of the musical scale, comprising the
interval between 16^ an<l Xi complete vibrations per
second.— Thrust In octave, in fencing, a thrust with
the knuckles upwju-d toward the lower part of the oppo-
nent's right

II. a. 2. In music, noting a tone, note, in-
strument, organ-stop, etc., whose pitch is an
octave above the ordinary pitch or any pitch
taken for reference: as, the piccolo is an
octave flute.

octave-forks (ok'tav-f6rkz), n.pl. In exper.
psycho!., a pair of tuning-forks tuned to the
interval of the octave.
Try with a pair of octave-forks on resonance boxes or

held over resonance bottles.

of ocote, < Nahuatl ocotl, a pine-tree.] 1. In
Mexico, a name applied to resinous splints
of pine-wood, especially those of I'inus Teo-
cote, used in the market-places and churches
as torches and candles.— 2. The stems and
splints of stems of other plants, especially

UihedroH.] I. h. The name given by N.
Story-MaskeI>-ne ("Crystallography," 1895)
to any plane which intersects all the three
crystallographic axes.

II. a. In crystal., cutting all three axes of
coordinates.

those of FoHC[uieria spleiidens and allied octahedrite, n. 2. A meteoric iron with oc-
species, which contain resin and a peculiar tahedral structure, which is usually distinctly
wax, and bum with a fragrant aromatic odor, marked by the lamellee of kamacite, ta^nite,

E. C. Sartford, Exper. Psychol., p. 67.

octave-stretch (ok'tav-strech), n. The dis-

Same as tauoe the hand stretches in striking an octave
on the pianoforte ; the distance the ordinary
hand is able to stretch.

P<x>r gay child, who had not caught
Yet the octave-stretch forlorn
Of your larger wisdom.

Mrs. Browning, Little Mattie, st 6,

Octavian^ (ok-ta'vi-an), n, [L. octamts, eighth,
+ -i-an.] One of the members of a committee
of finance appointed by James VI., in 1595, to
control the Royal Exchequer: so called be-
cause eight members of the Secret Council
composed the committee.



octavic 886 odmyl

OCtavic (ok-ta'vik), a. [L. ocfavus, eighth, + octogon (ok'to-gon), n Same &b octagon. ^^^'^JZ ^^oZf)\,tV^^u''r~o^^tX
-io.] Of the eigbth order: as, Oftot'ic curves, octogynian(ok-to-jm'i-an), a. Same as octo- °»«|J; llTKeUr^r'sieyep^

Ortnoscoplc

oetavina (ok-ta-vi'na), H. [NL., < L. octaDMS, (iipwun. ocularist (ok'ii-la-rist), h. [ocular + -ist.'\ A
eighth (octave), + -jnni.] A spinet tuned an octohedric (ok-to-he'drik),n. Same as *octa- manufacturer of"artificial eyes. y^.'E. D.
octave higher than the usual form. hedric. ocularium (ok-u-la'ri-um), n.

;
pi. ocularia

octavo, ». 2. A sheet of paper evenly folded to octoic (ok-to'ik), a. [L. octo, eight, + -o- + (.a). [ML., neiit. of ocularius, of the eye.
make eight leaves and sixteen pages.— 3. A -ic.'\ Derived from octane. See *capriUc.

^ See oculary.] Same as (eillere.

form of type containing eight pages. OCtonal, a. 2. Of, consisting of, or pertain- oculocephalic (ok"u-16-se-farik), a. Belong-
OCtene (ok'ten), «. [L. octo, eight, + -en«.] ing to, eight. ing to the eyes and the head.
An unsaturated oily hydrocarbon, CsH^g, of The mechanical-arithmetical structure of the octonal oculofacial (ok"ii-16-fa'shal), a. [L. oculuJi,

the ethylene series. It boils at 125° C. Also square. An. Rep. Bur. Am. Etk,wl., is9~-»s,v.S50.
eye, +/acie«, face, + -nil.'] Relating to both

called oc<yte»« and copryifcHe. OCtonaphthene (ok-to-naf'then), ». Hexahy- the eyes and the face: noting especially a
octibbehite, « See *oktibbehite. drometaxylene, an oily hydrocarbon, CgHjg, form of paralvsis involving these parts.

OCtic (ok'tik), a. andw. [L. octo, eight, + -ic] found in Caucasian petroleum and in rosin- Oculomotor nucleus. See *nucleits.

I. a. In math., of the eighth degree or order, oil. oculonasal (ok"u-16-na'zal), a. [L. ocuhis,
—Octlc equation, surface. See*equation,*sur/ace. octonarian (ok-to-na ' ri-an), a. and m. [L. eye, + »«s««, nose, + -o^l'j Relating to both

II. «. An algebraic function or form of the octonarius, octonary, + -an.\ I. a. In Lat. the eye and the nose,
eighth degree; a quantic of the eighth degree, ^ros., having eight feet. OCUlopupilary (ok"u-16-pu'pi-la-ri), a. [L.

OCtlle, «. 2. In stofwffcs, a group containing ii_ „. Same as octoHarJMS. oc!(i«s, eye, + ptmH/a, pupil, + -ory.] Relat-
one eighth of the total number of observations octonemous (ok-to-ne'mus), a. Same as octo- ing to the pupil of the eye.
or of observed objects arranged ujion a curve nemaUms.

'

oculospinal (ok"u-16-spi"'nal), a. [L. ocu7i«(,

of frequency: usually marked off, as upper octonion (ok-to'ni-on), n. [L. octoni, eight eye, + spina, spinej + -a/1.] Same as cilio-
and lower octiles, to right and left of the abscis- each. Cf . quaternion.'^ Same as hiquaternion, spinal
sal points which bound the upper and lower 2. McAulay. OCUlus, n. 3. In arcli., a circular vrindow,
quartiles. Octonum (ok-to'num), ra. [NL. (Rafinesque, usually a small one without tracery or other
n. n. Said of the aspect of two planets 1838), < L. octoni, eight, each. The name al- special subdivision ; also an opening at the

distant 45° from one another. ludes to the usually octamerous flowers of the summit of a dome-shaped vault.
OCtillionth (ok-til'yonth), a. and n. [pciiUion type-species.] A genus of dicotyledonous ocupod (ok'u-pod), a. and n. Same as *ocy-
+ -th-i.^ I. a. 1. The ordinal numeral adjec- shrubs of the family MelastomaceiB. See jMcle
tive corresponding to octillion

;
last m an or- Hetcrotrichum, 2. Ocyanthias (6-si-an'thi-as), «. [NL., < Gr.

dered set of an octillion elements.— 2. Being octopartite (ok-to-piir'tit), a. [NL. octopar- i,Kig, swift, -1- NL. Anthias, a generic name.]
one of an octillion all equal: as an octilliontk tnug, < L. octo, eight, + partitus, divided.] A genus of serranoid fishes found in the Car-
part. Divided into eight parts ; consisting of eight ibbean Sea.

II. n. The quotient of unity divided by an parts, as a contract signed by eight parties in ocypode (os'i-pod), a. and n. [See Ocypoda.l
octillion.

. . , . o T
eight copies. I. a. Of or belonging to the family Oeypo-

OCtine (ok'tin), n. [L. octo, eight, +-««e^.] Octopartition(ok"t6-par-tish'on),rj. [L. octo, dida!.
An oily hydrocarbon, Cs^.\i, of the acetylene eight, + partitio{n-), division'.] The state of n n. A crab of the family Ocypodidm.
series. Two varieties, l-oc««e and 2-octtne, being divided into eight parts; the act of so OcyUTUS (6-si-u'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. iitfcc,

are known ; they boil at 131-132° C. and 133- dividing something. swift, + ohpd, tail.] A genus of fishes, of the
134° C. respectively. Also called caprylidene. octopean (ok-to-pe'an), a. [Irreg. < octop(,us) family LutiamdiB, found from Florida to
OCtingentenary (ok-tin-jen'te-na-ri), K. [L. + -e-an.] Characteristic of an octopus ; like Brazil.
ocHni/cnW, eight hundred. Ct.ce»to««ry.] Same an octopus : in figurative uses. od, o. A simplified spelling of odrf.

as octocentcnary. OCtopolar (ok-to-po'liir), a. [Gr. !>kt6>, eight, Q. D. An abbreviation («) of the Latin oeulus
OCtoad (ok'to-ad), n. Same as Ofirdoad. + t.. polar. 1 Having eight poles.- Octopolar dcxtor, right eye: (b) ot Old Dutch ; (c) of
October-flower (ok-to'ber-flou'fer), n. One dynamo, an electric generator the field ot which has

Official Document
otthejointweeds,PohigoJiellapoly{iama,otthe eight poles.- Octopolar field, a magnetic field of eight

_ja3 fo'da) n TAlso odah < Turk Ar oda,
4.1, _„ TT -t-n.] ato+io . O.N nollo/l f»^.v. 5ta poles : Biieciflciillv. suili a iiuld m certain generators and Oll<* V" "a;, 71. imsv vuun ,\ x ui ».. .tvi

.
«u«,

southern United States
:

so called from its
|;,otor8.-0ctopolargenerator,ine(«(.,ageneratorthe odah, a room, chamber, office, bureau.] A

late flowering.
_

field of which has eight poles. room in an Eastern harem ; also the occupants
octocarbon(ok-to-kar'bon),a. [L.octo, eight, octopolarity (ok"to-po-lar 'i-ti), n. {octo- of such a room. See odalisl:
+ TS. carbon.} Containing eight atoms of polar (< Gr. buru, eight, + !T6>Mc,-po]e) + -ity.} O.Dan. An abbreviation of OM Z)ani«A.
carbonin the molecule. The condition of ha\'ing, or involving, eight q^^ I. n.- Odd number. See *m(m6er.- Odd peiv
octocentennial (ok"to-sen-ten i-al), a. [L. poles or centers of attraction or repulsion. mutation. s,ee *pennutation.

octo, eight, + E. ceyiiennial.'] Of or pertain- OctopUS, «. Hence— 3. [(. c.
;
pi. octoj>j (-pi).] II. n. Something that is numerically odd.

ing to eight hundred years, or the eight hun- Figuratively, any centralized organization In i;oV, 'an odd,' 'two odds,' etc., per hole is the handi-

HroHtVi nTiTiivRrsnrv which has mnnv hrnnr.hpo nnfl secret cotinec- ™P g'''"'' ^ * weaker opponent by deducting one, two,
oreatn anniversary^

, . . „ wnicn nas many orantnes ana secret connec
etc., strokes from his total forever)- hole. To have played

Octoceratous (ok-to-ser a-tns), a. »ame as tions, and thereby maintains an oppressive the 'odd' is to have played one stroke more than one's

octocerous. hold upon the public. opponent. If one's opponent has played one stroke

OCtOCOSane (ok-to-ko' san), n. [Gr. OKTii, octoreme (ok'to-rem), ». Same as OcWrcjne. more that is, the 'odd 'one's next stroke is the 'like;; if

eight, + («)L(0, twenty, + -«.««.] A solid octose (ok'tos); n. [L. octo, eight, + -o.c] frth^e" morT'^TorthrVe^^^^^^^
hydrocarbon, C28H58, of the paraffin series. A synthetic sugar, CgHjgOg, containing eight and the odd. Same as humbur/ -kwhint.

It occurs in paraffin obtained by distillation carbon atoms in the molecule. odd-horse (od'hors) n. Same as *0(M-man-
from petroleum and lignite. It melts at 60° octo'valent, a. Same as *octavalent.

f^,,/
'

C. and boils at 310-312° 0. under 50 millimeters octozoic (ok-to-z6'ik), a. [Gr. 6kt<j, eight, + odd-man-out (od'''man-out'), n. The person
pressure.

, , , . , .. r ^ j ^'^^' ^^ animal.] Containing eight sporozo- gjngied out, as by tossing a coin or in some
OCtodactylous (ok-to-dak ti-lus), a. [pctodac- ites, as the spores of typical gregarmes. similar way, from among a number to perform
tyl + -ous.'] Same as octodactyl. octroy (ok-trwo'), ». t [F. octroyer, grant; gome special act or service ; also, the mode
octodecimal (ok-to-des'i-mal), a. [L. octo, See octroi, n.li 1. To grant as a privilege; an- of selection itself,
eight, + decern, teii {decimus, tenth), + -alK'\ thorize ; concede, as an exclusive right of odd-man-'wins (od'man-winz'), n. A gam-
1. Based on the number eighteen; pertaining trade by a government or company.—2. [G. yjjjug g^me in which the one of 'three persons
to or of the size of an octodecimo.— 2. In octroyiren.} To impose by authority. [Rare.] tossingcoinswho hasadifferentresultfrom the
cr^stai., having eight faces on the middle part octuple, a. 2. Having eight units ; specifi- other two wins,
and five on each of the two ends. cally, noting a motor-car with eight cylinders odds n. pi Game at odds. See *^am«i.—!Long
octodianome (ok-to-di'a-nom), n. A surface which drive a common crank-shaft— Octuple odds'. 0>) In g</l/, the situation when a player lias to

of the fourth degree with eight double points, press. See press. play a stroke more than his opponent who is much nearer

Cayley. octuple (ok'tii-pl), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. octu- the hole.

OCtoduodecimal (ok-t6-dii-6-des'i-mal),a. pled, TpTpr. octiqMng. {octuple, a.] To multi- odd-side (od'sid), n. In/oMwdinfl', a part of a

[L. octo, eight, + duo'decim, twelve, + -oJl.] ply by eight; increase eightfold. mold made similar to a false-part, but used in

Containing "the numbers eight and twelve : in octuplex (ok'tu-pleks), a. and n. [NL., < octo, casting instead of being broken up; a part of

cftem., applied to a basic or oxysulphate of eight, + plicare, fold.] I. a. Eightfold; a mold actually used in making a casting from

copper which has its constituents in the pro- specifically, of or pertaining to a device or a pattern which is not parted. It is the drag

portion (CuO)8.S03.(H20)i2- system for sending eight simultaneous tele- in which the pattern is bedded.

OCtoedral (ok-to-e'dral), a. Same as octo/ie- graphic messages over a single wire. odel, ".-Choral ode. See *cAoraJ.

aral ' "• "• In to^cjr., an eightfold system
;

a Qdinist (6'din-ist), «. [OdiH + -i«f.] One who

optosenarianism (ok"t6-ie-na'ri-an-izm), n.
system permitting of the simultaneous trans- worshiped Odin. N. E. D.

°ffif,^rr^,« +,>;?] the Stat" IKeTJg an "^^'T °^r t^}- "^^^T' T'TTlt n 1 odinite (o'din-it), n. [G. odinit (Chelius, 1892),

octogenarian; the characteristics of an octo- Octuplex (ok'tu-pleks), v. t. [octuplex a.J^ < Odin, for Odenwald, Germany, + -i?c2.] In

genarian. '
^'^

l^'^K'' }° ''??"'* °'" ^7''"^'' ^^ telegraphic
aphanitic porphyry, with few smaUgeuaiidii.

, , . Tjr T.
system) for the simultaneous sending of i,i,„_„ ' „t„ „« inhraHnrite and au^ite in a

octogenary, a. U. ». An octogenarian. Web- „;„),f ,noa=o<ro=
phenocrjsts ot laoraaorite ana augite ma

Itoi- e\F'^'™ef'Jg,^!- ., , rr-f w„„;-.^i ground-mass of feldspar pnsms and needles
, ..„ , , octuply (ok tu-pli), adv. [Cf. *octuplex.} °. v,„rr,Won,io

octoglot (ok'to-glot), a. and n. [Gr. okt&, Eightfold ; so ks to be eight times multiplied, j , , ,, .,; rp, .x„. ^^p„ 4. ,,, i
eight, + >/<irro, tongue.] I. a. Written in o„„|a,r I a -Ocnlar Quadrangle spot See od^yl (od'mil), «. [Gr.o<5//<7, smell, + -j/M

eight versions, each^in a different language, °*J',L*J™4 *i„«.°'='"'^
quadrangle, spot.

,j^^ supposed radical, C4H10 of odmyl su

-

as a book or manuscript ; eight-languaged, as U. n. 2t. Something which is conveyed to phid, a volatile oil which is obtained by distui-

a lexicon. the mind through actual sight.— 3. The eye. ing oleic acid, olive-oil, and other oils with

n. n. A book or manuscript written in [Humorous.]— 4. In Echinoidea, an ocular sulphur It is now believed to be butyl mer-

eight tongues. plate.— Achromatic ocular, in optics, an eyepiece captan (C4H9.SH).



Odocoileus

Odocoileus (6-do-koi'le-us), n. [NL., < 6r.

otSoif, a tooth, + Kol'/Mc, followed.] The generic
name for the American deer of which the Vir-
ginia deer is a typical example. The name
was given by Rafinesque in 1832 to a premolar,
supposed by him to belong to an extinct
species, found in a cave near Carlisle, Penn-
sylvania. The spelling has been amended to

Odocoelus by Sclater, and Odontocoileus by
Elliot, but according to commonly accepted
rules the original spelling stands.

odograph (6'do-graf), n. 1. Same as hodo-
grarih.—2. An odometer or pedometer.

Xldology (o-dol'o-ji), n. [pd* + -ology.l The
so-caUed science of the hypothetical force
called od. See od^.

odont. An abbreviation of odontology.

odontagra (6-don-tag'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. o<5oif

(oSovr-), tooth, + aypa, a catching.] Toothache
of supposed rheumatic or gouty origin.

odontinoid (6-don'ti-noid), n. [odont-ic + -ine^

+ -Old. ] An osseous tumor which resembles
a tooth in its composition.

Odontist (6-don'tist), n. [Gr. oSov( (oSovr-),

tooth, + -(*•«.] A dentist. N. E. D. [Rare.]

odontitis (6-don-ti'tis), «. [NL., < Gr. bdoi%

(bdovT-), tooth, + -ito.] Inflammation of the
tooth-pulp.

odontocetous (o-don-to-se'tus), a. [odontocete
+ -o».«.] Same as odontocete.

Odontochile (o-don-to-ki'le), n. [NL., < Gr.
bdoi% (liiSovT-), tooth, + ;tf(/'.of, lip.] A genus
of proparian trilobites having the general
structure of *Dalmanites (which see). It

occurs in the Upper Silurian and Lower De-
vonian rocks.

Odontochirurgical (o-don'to-ki-r^r'ji-kal), a.

[Gr. iii^oii (bdoiT-), tooth, -f- x^^P<">py'o, surgery,
+ -(<•«/.] Relating to dental operations.

odontoclast (o-don'to-klast), H. [Gr. o'Soi'f

(orfoiT-), tooth, + K/.ao70f, < K/-ai>, break.] One
of the cells which bring about the absorption
of the root of a deciduous tooth.

odontodynia (o-don-to-din'i-il), n. [NL., < Gr.
ofSoif (oJoiT-), tooth, + bihv'i, ache.] Tooth-
ache.

Odontogenic fibers. See *fiher'^.

Odontognathus (6-dou-fog'na-thus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ooijif (bdovT-), tocth, -I- j-wiftof, jaw.] A
genus of clupeoid fishes found in the tropical
waters of America.

odontographic (o-don-to-graf'ik), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to an odontograph or to odon-
tography.

II. «. A curve which has been laid out by
the use of an odontograph.
odontographically (o-don-to-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
By means of an odontograph.

Odontoid l)One, the odontoid process of the axis when
free, as in many reptiles. The odontoid process is the
centnimof the atlas and when free represents to some
extent the primitive or original condition.

odontolith (o-don'to-lith), n. [Gr. btoic
(b6oiiT-), tooth, + /.(Oof, stone.] 1. A calculus
of the tooth-pulp.— 2. Same as tartar^, 2.

odontonecrosis (o-don'to-nek-ro'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. oiioi'f (orfoiT-), tooth, + NL. necrosis.\

Extensive caries or loss of vitality of the
greater part of a tooth.

odontoperiosteom (o-don'to-per-i-os'tf-um),
H. [NL., < Gr. oiloi'f (bSovT-), tooth, -f- n-fp/,

around, + bnziov, bone.] Same as *]>eriodon-
tiiim.

odontoplerosis (o-don'to-ple-r.i'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. biovf (oJoiT-), bone, + 'T/.^puiKf, filling.]

The process of plugging or filling a tooth-
cavity.

Odontopteryx (o-don-top'te-riks), n. [NL., <
Gr. otJoif (ortoiT-), tooth, + "irrcpv^, wing.] A
genus of fossil birds from the London clay
(Lower Eocene) of England, having tooth-like
projections on the mandible and believed to
be related to the gannets (Steganopodes).

Odontopyxis (o-don-to-pik'sis), ». [NL., <
Gr. bdoix {biovT-), tooth, + Jrv^i(, box.] A
genus of fishes of the family Agonidx, which
inhabit the Pacific ocean along the coast of
the United States.

odontorrhagia (o-don-to-ra'ji-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. o/Joi'f \oAovT-). tooth, + -paytOf K. prfyvijvaij

burst.] Profuse bleeding from the socket of
an extracted tooth.

odontoscope (o-don'to-skop), «. [Gr. bSot'c

(ifioiT-), tooth, + OKoirew, view.] A small
mirror, attached at an angle to a long handle,
used in the examination of the teeth.
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odontotherapy (6-don-to-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
bdoif (odoiT-), toot'h, + fepoTrcia, "medical treat-
ment.] The medical care of the teeth ; dental
medicine.
odontothrypsis (o-don-to-thrip'sis), n. [Gr.
bdov( (bdovT-), toot'h, -I- 6pvi/ic, a breaking into
small pieces.] Wearing away of the teeth by
use.

odoom, n. See *odum.
odophone (6'd6-f6n), n. [L. od{or), odor, +
Gr. puvri, sound.] A scale or gamut of scents.
These [tinctures] are sometimes made upon a quasi-

sctentitic basis, namely, that of the odophone or gamut of
odours of the late Dr. Septimus Piesse.

Encyc. Brit. XVIII. 525.

odorate, a. II. n. A perfume-giving sub-
stance ; a substance that diffuses odor.
odorimeter (6-do-rim'e-tto), «. [L. o(?or,

smell, + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring and recording the objec-
tive intensity of olfactory stimuli : opposed to
and correlated with olfactometer. Amer. Jour.
Psychol., X. 85.

odorimetry (6-do-rim'e-tri), n. [odorimeter +
-1/3. ] The science which is concerned with the
objective measurement of olfactory stimuli

:

correlated with photometry and *phonometry.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., X. 85.

odorine (o'dor-in), n. [L. odor, smell, + -»we2.]

In chem., a volatile liquid of oily consistence
and basic character obtained by Unverdorben
from bone-oil. It appears to have been pieo-
line in an impure state.

odorize (6'dor-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. odorized,

ppr. odoriziiig. [odor + -ize.] To impart an
odor to ; scent.

They have a wide use ... in odorizing and flavoring.
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 103.

odorosity (o-do-ros'i-ti), n. [odorous {-os-) +
-ity.] Same as odorousness.

odor-tube (6'dor-tub), «. In exper. psychol.,
a glass tube lined with a tube composed of
some solid odoriferous substance ; the stimu-
lus-tube of the Zwaardemaker dry olfactome-
ter. E. C. Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 50.

odnm (6-dom'), n. [Native name in the Gold
Coast.] Same as *%roko. Sometimes written
odoom.

odylist (o'di-list), n. [odyl + -ist.'] One
who believes in odylism.

odylize (o'di-Uz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. odylized,

ppr. odylizing. [odyl + -i>e.] To affect by
means of odyl or od.

odynerid (od-i-ne 'rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the hymenopterous family Ody-
neridie.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Odyneridse. See Odynerus.

od^rnometer (od-i-nom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. otiwi?,

pain, + /lerpov, measure.] A measurer or
recorder of pain ; an algometer.
But we have no otlynometer, and cannot tell whether,

when one person bears pain better than another, he is

bearing . . . the same amount and quality of pain.
Daily Newt (London), Dec 23, 1893.

odjrnometrical (od^i-no-mefri-kal), a. [ody-
nometvr -(- -ical.'] Algometrical

;
pertaining

to the use of the odynometer, or to the meas-
urement of pain.

As yet we have no . . . good odynametrical resources,
t^> test and measure pain.

J. .V. Duncan, Lect. on the Diseases of Women,'iiL

odynophobia (od'i-no-fo'bi-a), «. [Gr. bShvri,

l)ain, + -(po,iia, < (fmjieiv, fear.] A morbid
dread of pain.

Odyssean (od-i-se'an), a. [L. Odyssea, < Gr.
'QovanEia, Odyssey. ] Relating to or having the
characteristics of Homer's 'Odyssey.'

oeciomania (e''8i-o-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. o'ikiov,

dim. of oiKof, house, + p-avia, madness.]
Monomania in relation to household affairs.

(Ecological distribution, embryology, morphology,
physiology. See plnfd kirculo,/,/.— CEoologlcal optl-
mtun. .See *op(imu)n.— (Ecological pnytogeog-
r&phy, tliat branch of botany wliicli studies tlie

distribution of plants in the liglit of their adajttjitions to
life under specific local conditions, that is, of heat, water,
soil-composition and -texture, liglit, animal agency, etc. It
acconiingly is interested in vegetation, rather than flora

(see Avet/etation, 4), and is thus opiwsed Ui floristic phyto-
geography. As the latter requires taxonomy, so this con-
tinually uses plant a'cology (see plant *o^colo<;y). Since
the oecologicai characters of plants are not coincident with
the morphological, it makes only an ancillary use of tax-
onomic classiflcation and fonns for itself o?co]ogicfll

classes, based either upon the relation of the individual to
its environment (see ithijdrophyte, 2, innesnphyte, 1, tropo.
phyte, and i^x^rophytf) or upon the aggregation of indi-
viituals according to law (see -kagmeiation, i, plant
•kagsociation, and j>/an( it/ormation). Historically, a)co-

oedemerid
logical phytogeography dates from Humboldt (1806, 1807),
who organized the study of vegetation, characterizing
different landscapes by their dominant species, and (the
truly oecologicai featui-e) recognized heat as the prime
factor governing plant distribution (see Jioral *2<mea).
De Candolle (1820) recognized the cccological point of view,
but only projectively. Grisebach (1838) wrote in the
spirit of Humboldt and introduced the term /omicr (toil.
Thurmann (1849) made an explicitdistinction between the
flora and the vegetation of a country, Darwin brought
in a new era by calling attention to the adaptations of
organisms and their struggles together for existence.
Grisebach, Drude, and othera now made important con-
tributions, and Wanning (1895) gave a fresh impulse by
organizing the results of previous work and by recog-
nizing water content as the basis of association ; while
Schimper (1898) distinguished physical from physiological
water and analyzed thoroughly the conditions determin-
ing the distribution of plants in the large. In America
work in this line has been initiated by C, MacMillan, F.
V. Coville, C. H. Merriam, E, Pound, F. E. Clements, C.
Mohr, H. C, Cowles, T, H, Keaniey, and others.

oecologist, ecologlst (f-kol'o-jist), «. [oncol-

ogy, ecology, + -jsf.] One vpho studies or is

versed in oecology, ethology, or bionomics.
Whether with the oecologist, we regard the organism in

relation to the world, or with the physiologist as a
wonderful complex of vital energies, the two branches
have this in common, that botli studies fix their attention,
not on stuffed animals, butterflies incases, or even micro-
scopical sections of the animal or plant body—all of which
relate to the framework of life—but on life itself,

Smithsonian Itep., 1893, p. 439.

(Ecology, n—Economic oecology, the science of the
adaptations of plants and animals to human interests. C.
MacMillan.— OeofprSLPhie oecology, that division of
oecologicai phytogeograjiliy wliich relates to the climatic
formations (so tenned by Scliimper). See itfonnation, 5.

This term was proposed by H. (', Cowles, who would also
restrict the tarm a'cological plant (/eof/rapAi/ to this ap-
plication.— Physiographic oecology, that part of oeco-
logicai phytogeography which relates to the more local
plact formations, the edaphic formations of Schimper.
(See -k/onnation, 5.) //. C. Cowles.—Plant cecology, the
science of the adaptation of plants to life under particular
environing conditions, whether physical or biological.
Plant oecology presupposes and interacts with plant
physiology (physiological botany), the science of the life-

process as such, considered in ita various phases, in-
cluding the reproductive function and so the capacity of
variation. Similarly, oecology presupposes morphology,
the descriptive knowledge of the transformations which
are passed through by ideal types in the process of ad-
justment to conditions, (Ecology completes these sciences
by pointing out the correlations of organic forms and the
life-pi'ocess operating through them, with the determin-
ing environment. (Ecology, if it does not presuppose, at
least finds indispensable, taxonomy—the classiflcation of
plants upon the basis of mor])hology. (Ecology is not
in itself geographical, since it studies the effects not of
local environment but of particular kinds of environment.
But as soon as the plant covering of particular areas is

interpreted according to adaptations we have ^(geological
phytogeography (which see). See also irpaleooecology.
See oecology.

(Bcoparasite (e-ko-par'a-sit), n. [Gr. okof,
house, + 'E. parasite.'] Any specialized para-
sitic fungus which is able to infect its proper
host under normal conditions : applied by Sal-
mon to certain Erysiphacese. Compare *xeno-
parasite.

In a recent paper, E. S. Salmon described methods of
culture in which he wounded, or otherwise injured, a
host plant hitherto inminne to the fungus, and thus
rendered it liable U) infection. For such a case he pro-
poses the tenns xenoparasite and xenoparisitism. In the
case of the specialized fungus on its proper host under
normal conditions, he uses the terms cecoparasite and
(Bcoparaaitism.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 1905, p. 219.

(BCOparasitism (e-ko-par'a-sl-tizm), n. [ceco-

jmr<isitc + -ism.] The particular form of
parasitism due to an cecoparasite. See *<jeco-

jiarasite.

oecophobia (e-ko-fo'bi-a), n. [Gr. oIkoc, home,
+ -<l>of3ta < (pej^eaOai, fear.] Morbid aversion
to the home. Also written ecophobia and oico-

phobia. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 291.

(Bcotone, n. See *ecotone.

oecumene, «. See *ecumene.

(BCUS (e'kus), ».
; pi. act (-si). [L., < Qr. oIkoc,

a house, a hall, a room.] In Som. archxol.,
a room in a large dwelling. The word occurs
in Vitruvius and Pliny, in ways that have sug-
gested to modem writers the idea that it had
a technical meaning; but it was merely the
Greek word transferred.

oedagns (ed'a-gus), «. ;
pi. eedagi (-ji). [NL.]

The penis of an insect. Also written cedeagua
and sedeagus.

Cedematin (e-dem'a-tin), n. [Gr. olirt/ialr-),

swelling, + -i«2.] In cytol., the nuclear
ground-substance, or substance of which the
microsomes or granulaa of the karyoplasm are
supposed to consist. Beinke, 1893.

oedemerid (e-dem'e-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the coleopterous family (Erfemmrf*.

II. ff. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the coleopterous family (Edemeridx.



oedemlc

oedemic, edemic (f-dem'ik), a. [ce(lema +
-ic. The correct form would be oedematic.'i
Same as edematous.
An atmosphere containing one half part per thousand

BOlphureted hjdrojten produces deatli with craiups and
cedemic intlammation of the lunjre.

Science, April 15, 1904, p. 63a

(Edipean (ed-i-pe'an), a. [Irreg. < (Edijms +
-fan.'] Of or pertaining to or resembling
(Edipus : used iu allusion to the story of his
solving the riddle proposed by the Sphin-x.
The right adjective would be (Edipodean.
oedogoniaceous (e'do-go-ui-a'shius), a. Of or
pertaining to the green alga (Edogomum;
belonging to the family tEdogoniaceee.
(Bgopsid (e-gop'sid), n. and a. Same as
oigtipsid.

(Egopsida (f-gop'sl-da), n.ph Same as Oigop-
sidie. The group includes the families Om-
mntostrephidie, Onycoteuthidse, Chiroteuthidee,
and Craxchiidse.

oeil-de-boeuf, ». 2. Same as *bulVs-eye, 16.

oellacherite (e'lach-er-Jt), n. [OeUacher (see
def.) + -ite-.] A variety of museovite con-
taining several per cent, of baryta. The
original, analvzed by OeUacher, was from the
Pfitschthal, Tyrol.

oenanthine (e-nan'thin), n. [See ananthin.l
Same as *lieptine.

oenanthylene (e-nan'thi-len), «. [cenanthyl
+ -ene?] An oily unsaturated hydrocarbon,
CH3(CH2)4.CH:CH2, of the ethylene series'
made by the action of heated lime on cliloro- oenopoetic (e"no-p6-et'ik), a. [Gr. olvo^, wine,heptane It boils at 98-99° C. Also called + ™^;^^^•df < :r«riv, make.] Relating to wine-
iiormal Q-luptijlene. making.
oenanthylidene (e-nan-thil'i-den), n. Icenan- oenotannin (e-no-tan'in)

888 off-gas
mon varieties are tender ornamental climbing shrubs mstrolH fes'trnidl n rOr n!^nn^ n.o^fl,r j.
and are used for covennK' trellis-work in 8un..y positions. ,;x "Vil n w^' Vi- ^ »«f^POf, gadfly, +
There aie about 12 species in eastern Asia, >orth Amer- f'""?. lorm.J Kesembling or pertaining to

bot-flies of the genus (Estrus.

CEnopiia.
a. CEnofiiia racemosa; b, bud; c, flower; rf. CEucflia scaiidens

;

t, a fruit : y, section of a fruit.

ica, and eastern Africa, the most common of which in
cultivation are Oi. ecandens (Rhamnua scandeng of
Hill), known as the supple-jack, and (K. racemosa (Ber-
chemia racemosa of Siebold and Zuccarini).

thyl + -irfl -I- -ene.'] Same as *hepUne.
Oeningen stage. See '•stage.

Oenineian (t-ning'gi-an), a. [G. Oening(en)
(see def.) + -ian.] Of or pertaining to the
Oeningen stage, or to its rocks and fossils.
See *stage.

oenocarpol (e-no-kar'pol), H. [Gr. oJwf, wine,
+ KapKoc, fruit, + -ol.] A crystalline triacid
alcohol, C26H39(OH)3, occurring as the pal-
mitate iu grape-skins.

oenocyan (e-no-si'an), n. Same ns'^cenocyanin.

oenocyanin (e-no-si'a-niu), n. [Gr. olvog, wine,
+ Kravog, blue, 4- -in'^.] The coloring-matter

[Gr. olvo(, wine,
+ E. tamiin.] A mixture of gallotannic acid',
quercitin, and a third unidentified body. The
mixture is found in red wine, and was form-
erly supposed to be a definite comj>ound.

CEnotheraceae (e"nr)-the-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Drmie, 1879), < (Enoikera + '-aceie.] A family ^\ , ,.,„ -, ,

of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants, of the "".""'^.^^F *"* .''^.'i
"

OTdev Myrtales, typified by the genus CEnothcra:
the evening-primrose family. It is the same
as the Onagraceee of Dumortier, still used by

Oestromania (es-tro-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. olarpo-
/javia, a frenzy, < olarpog, vehement impulse,
-I- u«t/n, madness.] Same a,a nymphomania.

oestrous (es'trus), a. [a:str{us) -I- -ous.] 1.
Relating to oestruation.— 2. Relating to an
oestrus or gadfly

—

(Eatrous cycle, the complete
peri<Kl of sexual desire in female mannnals comprising
the commencement or proocstrum, climax or oestrus, and
decline or meto-'strum.

oestrus, «. 4. The climax or height of the
period of sexual desire in female mammals.
This is preceded by the prooestrum and fol-
lowed by the metoestrum.

Oettel's apparatus. See '^apparatus.
oeuvre (ev'r), n. [F., a work: see vre, ma-
nu-iiver.] "Work or a work, especially of a
writer, musician, or artist.

The technical execution of these canvases, the treat-
ment of landscape in the former, would lead the writer
to place them some years farther on still in the oeuvre of
the master. C. Phillips, in Portfolio, July, 1898, p. 66.

Of., Off. [I. c. or cap.] Abbreviations (o) of
official; (6) of officinal.

0. T. An abbreviation (6) of Odd Fellow or
Odd Fellows; (c) in mineral., of oxidizing flame.

off, prep— Off the wind. A vessel is said to sail off the
wind, when tlie latter is abaft the beam : opposed to on
the mind, which has reference to a breeze forward of the
beam. When a vessel sails off the wind, she sails /ree ;
but when a vessel sails (in the wind, she sails close-hauled.— One off two, one off three, in yolf, expressions used
to indicate the state of the game at different stages as
regards one's own play and the play of one's opponent.
^^ hen one's opponent has played three strokes more, one's
next stroke is one off three. If it is one's turn to play
again, one plays one off two, and so on.

off, o.—|Off grade of oil, a trade-name for cotton-seed
oil of an inferior quality due to bad seed, mustiness, etc

Off. An abbreviation. See *0/.
offage (of'aj), M. [off + -age.] Waste; ruV
bish ; anything thrown off or away, as of no
value.

In cricket, a ball which
after it has pitched alters its course, or twists,
as viewed by the bowler, from left to right:
such a ball is said to 'break from the oflf.'

most authors, although Onaqra, upon which off-color (of'kulor), a. 1. Not of standard
the name is based, has no systematic stand-
ing. See Onagracese and (Enothera.

of black grapes and red wines. It is produced oenothionic (e'no-thi-ou'ik), a. [Gr. olvof,
by the oxidation, and probably also hydration,
of a substance in the green grapes. Also
called oenolin. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust.
Chem., p. 203.

cenocyte (e'no-slt), n. [Gr. olvoc, wine, +
/fiTof, a hollow (a cell).] One of the large

coloration ; difl'ering from the shade or pattern
of color considered as characteristic. The
term is generally applied to domesticated ani-
mals.— 2. Somewhat improper or indecent.
[CoUoq.]

off-colored (6f 'kul"ord), a. Same as *off-
color, 1.

wine, -t- tielov, sulphur, -1- -ic] Same as *ethyl-
sulphuric.

oenozidase (e-nok'si-das), n. [Gr. olmc, wine,
-I- E. oxid + -ase.] An oxidizing ferment oc-
curring in spoiled wine : supposedly identical
with laccase.

succulent cells of unknown function, which oeoe (6'a-6-a), n. The stormy petrel of the
arise in metamerie clusters from the ectoderm Sandwich Islands, Oceanodroma castro.
of the insect embryo and migrate into the oersted (er'sted), n. [H. C. Oers^frf, a Danish off-Come, «. 2. Outcome; the wav something
body-cavity,_ where they remain iu contact physicist.] In eieci., the unit of magnetic re- 'j'omes off '; good or ill result.— 3t. Ju rtn</i.,

luctance

We elected to take in their place, if I may be permitted
to use a seeming contradiction of tenns. that bete noir
to breeders of rival hreeAu— off-colored, scurred orhomed
Aberdeen-Angus grade steers.

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 339.

witfi the fat-body or tracheas. The oenocytes ^ ""

are often of a wine-yellow color; hence the
name. JVielowiejski, in Jour. Roy. Micros.
Soc, Oct., 1904, p. 527.

oenocytic (e-no-sit'ik),a. loenocyte -i- -ic] Per-
taining to or of the nature of oenocytes.

oenogallic (e-no-gal'ik), a. [Gr. olvoc, wine,
+ E. gallic'^.] Noting an acid, a derivative
of gallic acid said to occur in wines.

oenOj^lucose (e-no-gl6'k6s), n. [Gr. OffOf, wine,
+ E. glucose.] A trade-name of a good grade
of starch sugar used, with raisins, in France,
in the manufacture of factitious wine.

oenolin (e'no-lin), n. [Gr. olvog, wine, + -ol H-

-in^.] Same as *oenocyanin.

oenologist (e-nol'o-jist), n. [cenologiy) + -ist.]

One who is interested in the study of wines; Oesel zone. See *zone.
a connoisseur of wines. oesophagoblast, n. See *csophogol>last.
oenomaniac (e-no-ma'ni-ak), )i. [Gr. oiwf, oesophagomalacia (e-sof "a-go-ma-la'si-s), m,
wine, + /ioWa, madness, -f -ac] One who has [ML., < Gr. oioo^djof,' gullet, + ua/.a/cm,"soft- «->,,. ,. ,.
a mama for wine ; a dipsomaniac. ness.] Pathological softening of the wall of

OttensetUl^(o-fens ftil), a.

oenophobist (e-nof 'o-bist), H. [Gr. oiraf, wine, the esophagus.
+ -oo,3in, < <pn,3iiv, tear, -i- -ist.] One who fears oesophagoplastv, oesophagoscopic, cesopha-
wine, that is, its use. goscopy, CBsophagospasm, oesophagostomy,
(Enoplia (f-no'pli-a), n. [NL. (established in oesophagotome. See '''csophagojila.sty, etc.

1819 by Roemer and Schlutes, from a section oestriasis (es-tri'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. olarpoc,
name proposed by Persoon iu 1805), emended gadfly, + -iasis.^ Any infection with flv-^— '-

•
^ «

-
...

larvffi of the family (Estrid/e ; iu particular,
the 'snotty nose' of sheep, due to the presence
of (Estrus ocis in the nasal passages : a more
restricted term than '''myiasi

Theoretically the unit of reluctance is that of a cubic
centimeter of a . . . vacuum, but to all intents and pur-
poses, for practical work at least, the magnetic reluctance
of a cubic centimeter of all non-magnetic materials . . .

is the same as that of an air-pump vacuum. This unit of
reluctance is called the "oersted " and is symbolized by the
script letter, £/^.

Elect. World and Engin., June 13, 1903, p. 1010.

oerstedite (6r'sted-it), n. [G. oerxtcdit, named
after H. C. Oersted, a Danish physicist.] A
mineral from Arendal in Norway, which ap-
pears to be zircon altered by hydi-ation.

oesar, n. See *ds.
oese (e'ze), n. [G. oese, ose, a loop, link, hoop.] .,„„ „

.

In hactvriol., a platinum wire loop used for offense n
making cultures '

(Enoplea, given as < Gr. olvoc, wine, -I- Tr/^uf
{!T?j:a), full. The allusion is to the dninkeu
(contradictory) descriptions by various au-
thors.] A genus of climbing shrubs, rarely
trees, of the family if7(a)««acefl?. The leaves are OBStrid (es'trid), n. and a. I n.

^Slw^'',?,"*^''^.
^''="''«'";, Petiolate, and entire or of the dipterous family (EstridiB.

nearly so; the fnnt is a small ben-y-like drupe with a xx tr -
i.t -l

2-ceUed stone ; and the flowers are inconspicuous, 5-mer- '' "• Having the characters
Ota, and in terminal, usually leafy, panicles. The com- longing to the family (Estridse.

the product of multiplication.— 4t. Tte finish
of an argument ; the conclusion.

off-drive (of'driv), v. t.
; pret. off-drove, pp.

off-driren, ppr. off-driring. In cricket, to strike
(a ball), usually a half volley, forcibly, so as
to send (it) somewhere ou" the off-side, in
front of point.

0ff-dri'7e (of'driv), n. In cricket, a powerful
stroke by which an over-pitched ball is hit
somewhere on the off-side, in front of point.

Offendable (o-fen'da-bl), a. [offend + -able.]
Capable of taking offense; liable to be angry
or displeased.

offendedly (o-fen'ded-li), adr. In a manner
showing that one is offended.

Divisible offense, in law, an offense in
the commission of which two or more acts are done each
of which is, by itself, a crime.— Major Offense, in critn-
inal law, the greater of two crimes w liich are joined, as
murder and assault,— Summary offense, a trivial
offense against the law, which may be dealt with
promptly and « ithout the formality of a jury trial.

[offense -I- -/«/.]
Causing offeiise; offensive; full of offenses.

So then it seems your most offenceful act
"Was nnitually committed'?

Shak., M. for M., ii. 3.

Oflfertorial (of-^r-to'ri-al), a. [offertory + -a/i.]

Pertaining to, received or used in, an offer-
tory. X. E. I). [Rare.]

off-falling (6f'fa*ling), n. That which falls
off, as blossoms from a tree ; also, the state of
falling off: as, an off-falling in attendance ; an
off-falling in health.

A member oflfg. -An abbreviation of officiating.

off-gas (of'gas), ?i. Chimney pas; waste gas :

of or be- a product of combustion which is given off
from a fire or process and is to be removed.



off-go

off-go (ofgo), It. A start ; a going off.

off-grade (of'grad), a. Ot inferior quality, or

below a commercially recognized standard of

quality : as, off-grade cotton-seed oil.

office, «.— Front Ofttoe, police headquarters. [Thieves'

cant.]

No one knows absolutely how many guns there are in

New York ; the Front OjHice itself could not tell for a cer-

tainty the number of flrst-class thieves who are on the
streets at tliis moment; but it is a generally accepted
fact among the guns themselves that every day in the
week there are enough grafters in the city to people a
good-sized countv-seat.

Josiah Plyiit, in McClure's Mag., April, 1901, p. STL

Offices Of the Vlr^fln, that part of the Roman Catholic
ritual which relates to the Virgin Mary ; also a book con-
taining such 8er\ice.

officer, «.— Chief officer. See •rAiV/.— CWef petty
officer, the highest rating for enlisted men in the
United States navy, equivalent to sergeant-major in the
army, chief petty officers are designated according to

their specialty, as: chief master-at-arms, chief boatswains'

mates, chief quartermasters, chief machinists' mates,
chief electricians, chief carpenters' mates, chief yeomen,
hospital stewards, band-masters, etc.— First officer, the
officer of a merchant vessel next in rank to the captain;
tlie first mate.— Oun-room officer. See gteermie -koficer.

— Marriage officer. See *"i'»rri«<7p — Navlxatlii|r
officer. Same as narif/ator, 1.— Steerage officer, an of-

ficer of junior rank in the United States navy, quartered
in the steerage. In the British navy, the equivalent
term is ffun-room ojiieer.

Ensigns, not watch and division officers, second lieu-

tenants in the Marine Corps not in command of the de-
tachment, pay officers having the rank of ensign not
heads i>f departments, midshipmen, and clerks shall oc-

cupy the steerage. U. S, Xary Regulations, Art. IIIL

officer-bush (of'i-s^r-bush), M. Same as *offi-

ccr-pl<iiit. See *Cliristma8-bt(sk.

officer-plant (of'l-sfrr-plant), «. The Austra-
lian Christmas-bush, Ceratopetalum gummi-
ferum : so called from its bright red
appearance. See *Christmas-bush.

officersUp (of'i-s^r-ship), n. [officer + ship.']

Tlic wliolebody of ofiBeers; also, the status of
an officer. N. E. D.

official, «. 4. In pharm., authorized by the
pharmacopoeia of some country or countries:
as, an official drug; an official preparation.
In this sense recent, displacing the broader
term officinal. V. S. Dispensatory.

officiarian (o-fish-i-a'ri-an), a. [L. officium,

duty, -i- -ary + -an.'] One who makes duty
the principle of ethics. J. Grote, Moral Ideals,

p. 126. X. E. D.

officiary,". II. n. 1. An official: as, one of
the state officiaries.— 2. Officers of an organi-
zation collectively; an official body.— 3. A
division of a Highland estate in charge ot ' a
ground officer.' X. E. D.

officiation (o-fish-i-a'shon), n. [officiate + -ion.]

The performance of any act or ceremony by
the proper officers; also, the time or term
during which this performance continues.

officlnally (o-fis'i-nal-i), adv. 1. In an offic-

inal manner ; according to officinal or pre-
scribed use. Specifically— 2. In phar., in

accordance with the directions of tie phar-
macopoeia.

offing, ".—To keep a good offing, to keep well off

from the land.

offishness (6f'ish-neS), n. Disposition to be
offish: iinapproachableness: implying the in-

clination to take offense readily.

off-load (6f'16d), V. t. and i. To unload.
" Ubique " means " Entrain at once for Grootdefeatfon-
tein 1

"

"Ubique " means "Off-load your guns"— at midnight
in the rain

!

Kipling, Ubique (motto of Royal Artillery).

Every march meant dragging the donkeys one by one
through several swamps or streams, off-loading on one
side and carrying the loads through to load up again on
the other. Otog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XVIIL 69.

off-ljring (6f'll-ing1, a. Lying at a distance;
lying away from the main, central, or impor-
tant part; lying off, as a ship off a coast.

offprint (6f'print), f. t. To print off; print
separately (an article or paper which is first

printed as part of a periodical or other mis-
cfliany). Compare *deprint, v.

off-put (6f'put), n. A putting aside; the act
of putting off, in any sense.

offiretite (of're-tit), n. [Named after Professor

Offret of Lyons.] A hydrous silicate of alu-

minium, potassium, and calcium occurring iu
minute colorless or white hexagonal prisms,
also in hemispherical forms: found iu the
basalt of Mont Simiouse, France.

offscape (of'skap), n. [Also offskip; off +
(lami)scape, {land)skip.] The background of a
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' landscape ; in landscape-gardening, that part
of the landscape which lies beyond the prop-
erty that is to be improved: an old term now
coming again into use. The landscape-garden
proper comprises the domain over which the
artist has immediate jurisdiction and control;
the offscape is the outlying scenery, with
which his own work should articulate.

offscour (6f'skour), v. t. To scour off, liter-

ally or figuratively.

offset, V. t. 2. In mech., to bend so as to
bring the axis out of line, but parallel to its

original direction : said of a pipe, bar, rod, or
shaft.— 3. To build with an offset: as, to
offset the second story wall four inches.— 4.
To transfer, by negligence (the moist or un-
dried ink of a newly printed sheet upon the
face of an overlying or facing sheet).

offset, H. 11. In iron ship-building, an abrupt
deviation to one side of the general line of a
bar, as an angle-bar, designed to enable it to
fit over a part projecting above the surface
against which the bar is fitted.

offsetting, «. 2. The stain which is some-
times caused upon the back of a sheet by the
colored or printed matter on the sheet which
is placed against it.

If the water colors have been properly applied there is

no fear of offsetting on the backs of the sheets.
S. Jt Koehler, in Smithsonian Rep. (Nat Mus.), 1892,

[p. 226.

offset-vise (6f'set-vis"), n. A bench-vise hav-
ing one jaw longer than the other.

offtake. «. 3. A suction; an opening or pipe
through which a fluid is drawn off.— 4. A
taking off ; specifically, a taking of goods off

the market by purchase ; the amount or value
of goods thus taken off the market ; a deduc-
tion.

Off-takes, all dedactions retained from men's wages for
house-rent, house-coal, doctor's fees, tool-sharpening, etc.

Labour Conu Glossary. N. E. D.

ofidian, a. and n. An amended spelling of
ophidian.

O. F. M. An abbreviation of Order of Friars
Minor.

O. Fris. An abbreviation of Old Frisian.

ofthalmic, ofthalmy. Amended spellings
of ojihthalmic, ophthalmy.

oftly (oft'li), adv. Frequently.
When you see a face there— that is

Not the old familiar one,

—

Will you o/llu

Murmur softly,
* Here, ye watched me mom and e'en.

Sweetest eyes, were ever seen !

'

Sirs. Browning, Catarina to Camoens, st. 12.

0. O. An abbreviation of Outside Guard or
Guardian.

0. Qael. An abbreviation of Old Gaelic.

Ogcocephalus (og-ko-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

(jr. A/Kof, barb of an arrow, + KC(j>a?.i!, head.]

OgciKtfhxMi**! vtsptrttiio.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat- Museum.)

A genus of fishes of the family Ogcocephalidx,
found in tropical America.

Ogdohedral (og-do-he'dral), a. [Gr. o-ySod;,

eight, -I- «(ipo, seat, base, + -aU.] Noting a
class ot crystals of which the hemimorphic
trigonal pyramid is the characteristic form.
See ^symmetry, 6.

Ogi (o'ge), n. [Jap. oqi. The flat screen fan
is called uchiwa.] In Japan, a folding-fan, in
distinction from the flat screen fan, uchiwa.
See the extract.

The of/i Is composed of sticks varying in number. The
inside limbs seldom reach tt} the top of the fan faces, so
as to enable the whole to adhere flnnly when closed ; and
the outer frame sticks are pur^iosely made to incuive
slightly. 'This is a marked peculiarity of Japanese fold-

ing fans, and it is the means of particldarising them
atnoiig the productions of other nations.

C. J/. Salwey, Fans of Japan, p- 26.

Ogilbia (o-gil'bi-a), n. [NL., named after

3. D. Ogilhy, an Australian ichthyologist.] A
genus of brotuloid fishes which inhabit tropi-

cal shores of America.

Ogi Otoshi (o'ge o-to'she). [Jap.; ogi, fan,

otoshi, a dropping, a falling, a trap.] A Jap-
anese game iu which a fan with bells is set on

oldioid

a stand and the players sitting around en-
deavor to hit this target with other fans
thrown in a peculiar way.

Ogi'val, a. 2. Resembling in shape a pointed
arch.— 3. In ordnance, noting the form of
longitudinal section of the head of modem
projectiles. The radius of the ogive is from
2 to 3 calibers.

Ogive, n. n. a. Ogival.
It is cylindrical in form, with an o^tue nose and a

nearly hemispherical stem.
Set. Amer., Jan. 16, 1904, p. 44.

Ogygia (o-jij'i-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. 'QyvyvQ,
Ogyges, a legendary king of remote antiquity.
See Ogygian.] A genus of Silurian opistho-
parian trilobites with cephalon and pygidium
of subequal size, glabella lobed, and thoracic
segments with grooved pleurae.

oha-wai (o-ha-wi'), n. [Hawaiian ohn-wai, <
oha, a stick for catching birds, + icai, a
liquid.] In the Hawaiian Islands, a general
name for plants of the genus Clcrmontia, be-
longing to the family Campanulacese. They
yield a milky latex which is used by the
natives as bird-lime. Clermontia macrocarpa
bears fruit about the size ot a crab-apple,
which, though insipid, is eaten by the natives.
ohelo (6-ha'16), n. [Hawaiian name.] The
Hawaiian huckleberry, Vaccinium retieulatum,
a low shrub found in the high mountains of
several islands of the group, covering large
open tracts in some places. The shining
fleshy berry, though astringent, is not unpleas-
ant to the taste, and makes a good preserve.
It is the principal food of the mountain wild
goose. It was formerly used as a propitiatory
offering to tie fire-goddess Pele, and is still

celebrated in the songs of the natives.

ohelo-kai (6-ha'16-ki), n. [Hawaiian ohelo +
kai, sea.] Same as *aeae.

ohia (6-he'a), n. [Hawaiian.] One of several
trees, but parficuterly the Malay apple, Caryo-
phyllus Malaccensis. (See Malay apple, under
Malay.) It is often called ohia-ai (edible
ohia), in distinction from ohia-lehua (flowering
ohia), Metrosideros polymorpha, a related tree.

See *lehua.

Ohi pottery. See *pottery.

ohm, M.—Legal ohin, a practical unit of electrical resist-

ance defined by the Electrical Congress in Paris (1884) as
the resistance of a column of mercury 106 centimeters
long and one square millimeter in cross-section. The
legal ohm was subsequently supplanted by the interna-
tional ohm, which was more nearly an exact multiple of
the absolute unit.—New ohm, the practical unit of
resistance adopted by the British Board of Trade and
deflne<l as equal to 1.0l;i58 British Association units.

—

Reichsanstalt ohm, the practical unit of resistance
adopted by the Physikalish-Technische Reichsanstalt in
Chaj-lottenburg. It is represented by the resistance at
CC. of a column of pure mercury 106.3 centimeters long
and weighing 14.4521 grams. Same as international ohm.—True ohm. Same as theoretical or absolute ohm. See
ohm.

ohmage (6'maj), n. Electrical resistance ex-
pressed in ohms as the unit.

onm-centimeter (6m'sen"ti-me-t^r), n. A
practical unit of resistivity or specific resist-

ance equal to one ohm of resistance per centi-

meter of length in a conductor of one square
centimeter cross-section.

OlunlC drop, in an electric circuit, fall of potential due
to resistance.—OlunlC heat. See irreversible itheat(6).

ohm-incll (om'inch), «. A unit used in com-
paring the conductivity of wires having the
same length but differing in diameter; the
product of the resistance per unit length and
the cross-section of a conductor in square
inches.

ohm-mile (om'mil), «. A standard of electri-

cal conductivity : thus, the conductivity of a
metal may be given by the weight of an ohm-
mile, that is, the weight of a wire which is

one mile long and has a resistance of one
ohm.

0. H. M. S. An abbreviation of On His (or

Her) Majesty's Service.

oho (o-ho'), interj. [02 -f ftol; compare aha,

etc.] Oh! ha! aha!: an exclamation express-
ing a somewhat scornful surprise, a taunt, a
self-congratulatory exultation, or a bantering
address.
"Oho!" thought Mr. Hardie, "he conies with a pro-

posal ; I '11 hear it, anyway." C. Reade, Hard Cash, xsv.

0. Ice., 0. Icel. Abbreviations of Old Icelan-

dic.

oldioid (o-id'i-oid), a. [O'idium + -oid.] Re-
sembling or pertaining to O'idium, a genus of

fungi.



oidiomycosis

oidiomycosis (o-id'^i-o-mi-ko'sis), n. [NL. Old-

imiiy + E. 7nycosis.'\ Infection with some
form of Oidium,
Thus far there hare been reported forty-two cases of

blastomycosisor blastomycotic dermatitis, of which thirty-

two were local aiid ten disseminated. Of coccidioidal

granuloma or oidiomycogis there have been eighteen cases

reported. Joiir. Med. Research, May, 1907, p. 24G.

Oldiospore (o-id'i-o-spor), n, [NL. O'idium +
Gr. (T-opd, seed (spore).] Same as *ouiium, 2.

Oidium, «. 2. [/. c] In hot.y one of a con-
siderable chain of conidia.— Oldlxim albicans,
the thrnsh-fungus.

oikofogic (oi-ko-fu'jik), a. [Gr. oUog, a house,
+ h.fmjere, flee.] Relating to or character-

ized by the desire to travel, migrate, play
truant, etc.: opposed to *oikotropic. [Rare.]

These two opposite instincts, which we may dub oiko-

tropic and oiko/ti;;ic, between which the souJ oscillates

especially in youths suggest again atavistic psychic strati-

fications, and also a once earlier pubescence.
G. S. Hall, Adolescence, 11. 382.

oi^omania (oi'ko-ma'^ni-a), n. Same as *oeci-

ominiia.

oikotropic (oi-ko-trop'ik), a. [Gr. oixoc, a home,
+ rpoTCf/, a turning, < Tpfireiv^ turn.] Relating
to or characterized by love of home, nostalgia,

etc. : opposed to *oikofugic. G. iS. Hall, Ado-
lescence, II. 382. [Bare.]

oil, «.—Acajou oil. See*acCT>if2._All2arin-oll. Same
as Turkey-red *<}i7.—Anda-assu Oil. Same as oil of
anda. See J«aMJM'*i'rt.—Banana-Oll.aconunercialname
for aniyl-acetate, a liquid wliich possesses a pungent
odor resembling that of bananas. It is used as a solvent

in the preparation of pyroxylin lacquers and for mixing
bronze and aluminium paints.— BasswOOd-Oll, a fixed

oil contained in basswood {TUia Americana) and ex-

tracted by means of volatile solvents.— Blackflsh-oU,
animal oil, obtained probably from more than one species

of whale and dolphin, used in tanning and finishing

leather.— Blown-oll, a fixed oil, usually of vegetable
origin, as linseed-, rape-, or corn-oil, which has been pai'tly

oxidized by heating it and blowing air through it. This
increases the density and visoosity and augments its value

as a lubricant when mixed with otlier oils.— Bluc Oil,

the residual oil from the destructive distillation of Scotch
bituminous shale after the portion known as paraftin-

oil has been cooled and thereby the 'crude scale "(solid

paraffin wax) has separated out. It exhibits marked
bluish fluorescence.— Bottlenose-oU. (/j) Same SAdoeg-
liny -koil.— Bread-oU, an omnge-red fluorescent oil, prob-
ably mineral in origin, said to be used by bakers to
smear over oven plates.— Butter-oU. See 'kcottoii-seed

oi/.—Calamus-Oll, an ethereal oil obtained from the
root of Acorus calamus. It consists chiefly of two ter-

penes which boil at 108-159° and 255-258° C, respectively.
— Gamellna-Oll, an oil obtained from the seeds of Myaff-
rum sativum, used to burn and as a sluw-drying vehicle
for paints. See crtmWmaS, 2.— Caparrapl-oU, an oil

obtained from Nectandra caparrapi, recommended as a
substitute for copaiba balsiim.— CascarlUa-oU, a yellow
to greenish volatile oil, of aromatic odor and taste, ob-

tained by distillation from cascarilla, the bark of Croton
Eleuteria: sometimes used in perfumery.— Cassla-
flower oil, an essential oil from the flowers of Acacia
Farnesiana, used in perfumery.— Certificate oU. See
irpipe-line certijicate.— ChaulinUgra-OlL It has been
recently shown that the chauhnugra-oil of commerce is

notobtained from the seeds of Gt/iiocardia odorata, but
from those of Tarakiogenos Kurzii.— Chinese cabbage-
OlL Same as Shanghai *m/.— Choice oll.'the trade-

name of a very light-colored cott«»n-seed oil, bland and
free from any decided taste.— Cold-pressed OlL See
hot-expressed -koil.— Compound oil, oil compounded of

two or all of the three kinds of oil, animal, mineral, and
vegetable, or of mixtures of each. Animal oils are
liable to do injury to a bearing by reason of the fatty

acids they contain ; mineral oils are liable to be squeezed
out from a bearing and to evaporate or volatilize ; veget-

able oils are liable to oxidize or dry and gum, becoming
sticky. Many combinations of these can, however, be
made, in which the advantages of each are to some ex-

tent combined and the disadvantages lessened.—Cotton-
seed OIL See •co«oft-«ee(i.— Coundl-oU, crah-wood
oil. Same as Touloucouna •koil.— CreOSOte-Oll, form-
erly the same as the * heavy oil 'or 'dead oil' from the
distillation of coal-tar. It now includes, beside this,

somewhat similar but chemically different products
obtained from bituminous shale, from the waste gases
of blast-furnaces, and from bone-oil. Creosote-oils are
used chiefly in the presentation of timber from decay.
— Cress-seed oil, a vegeUible oil obtained from Lepi-

dium sativum.— Crude Oil. See •crwde.— Cylinder
oil, an oil or mixture of oils, generally mineral,

suitable for lubricating the piston moving in the
cylinder of an engine. It should have a high flash-point,

be sufficiently viscid at the high temperature of the cyl-

inder, and contain as little as possible of any constituent

capable of volatilizing at this temperature.— Cypress-
Oll, a yellowish volatile oil obtained by the distillation of

the leaves and yoxim^ branches of Cuprensus sempervirens.
It consists principally of 6-pinene. From the last run-

nings of the distillate a crystalline body, cypress cam-
phor, sometimes separates out. Cypress-oil is used as an
inhalant to relieve whooping-cough.— Danforth'S Oil,

the trade-name of a petroleum naphtha of specific gravity

0.69 to .70, boiling at 80-110° C. used as a solvent and for

burning in vapor-stoves.

—

Detonating oil, a name
applied to nitroglycerin when it wiis fii-st intr<i<iuced into

practical use for blasting.-Doegllng oil, or doegllnCT
train-oil, oil obtained from the blubber of certain ceta-

ceans, chiefly IIyperoodrm roatratus &nd II. hide/is: used
as a substitute for and adulterant of sperm-oil. Also
called b'Atlenose-oil and nrcfic «7«'nn-Oi7.— Drying OlL
See *rt7. 1.—Elaeococca oil. See*£'^«oc»>cca.— Eucalyp-
tus-oil, a pale yellow oil, usually slightly dextrorotatory.

It is obtained by distillation from the leaves of
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Eucalyptus globulus, E. amygdalina, and E. dtriodora
from Australia, and is used in perfumery and medicine.
The oil is a mixture of cineol with several terpenes.
— Euonymus olL See *etw>ni/?Ht«-ot7.—Fennel-oil,
a volatile oil, of aromatic anise odor, obtained by
distilling the ffruits of fennel, Faeniculuui capilla-
ceum. It cttntuins anethol and several terjJenes.^

—

Fulminating oil, a former name of nitroglycerin.
— Garden-cress oil. Same as cres^-seed -koit.— Qer-
anium-Oil. («) Pelargonium or rose-geranium oil,

a fragrant essential oil distilled from the leaves of
several cultivated species of pelargonium, used in
perfumery. It comes chiefly from Spain, France, Al-
giers, and the island of Reunion, {b) Indian geranium
or palmarosa oil (formerly called Turkish geranium'
oil), a fi-agrant essential oil distilled from the leaves of
Andropogo7i Schcernayithus, used in perfumery. It comes
from the Bombay Presidency in India.— Gray Oil, a
{)reparation made by rubbing up metallic mercury and
anolin, with perhaps the addition of olive-oU : employed
in hypodermic injection.— Green oU, the second product
obtained in purifying Yorkshire grease from wool or
other similar material, by distillation with superheated
steam : sometunes used for coai-se lubricating puiposes,
sometimes returned to the still to be worked over along
with more of the crude material.— Gualac-WOOd Oil,
an essential oil distilled from guaiacum wund. It is now
esteemed of considerable value in perfumery.

—

Guilan-
dina-morlnga oil. Same as ben-oil, a fat oil obtained
from the seeds of Moringa olei/era, used in the extraction
of perfume from flowers by the process of entleurage, as
it shows little tendency to become rancid.— Guizot-OiL
Same as ramtil-koil.— GundSChit Oil. Same as lalle-

7nart(ia-*-oi7.— Hammer-flsh oil, an oil obtained from
the liver of the hammer-fish, Sphyrna zygcena or Zygcena
malleus: one of the varieties of shark-oil.— Headllgllt
Oil» an illuminating oil distilled from petroleum, colorless
and of 150° F. flre-test, fit for use in the headlight lamps
of locomotives.— Hemp-oH, an oil obtained from the
seed of Cannabis sativa. It belongs to the class of drying
oils and is used to mix with paints, in making varnishes
and soft soap, and to adulterate linseed-oil.— Herac-
leum-Oll, in chem., an essential oil obtained fixmi cow-
parsnip, lleradeum- spondylium and II. giganteum. It
consists essentially of octyl acetate, CqHi7.C2H302-—
Horse-chestnut oil, a fatty oil obtained in small quan-
tity from the kernels of the horse-chestnut {yEsculus
HippocastanumY— 'RoTsefOOt-OU, a. Rxed oil extracted
from the feet (hocks) of horses.—Hot-expressed Oil,
an oil obtained by pressure aided by heating, in con-
tradistinction to cold-pre>txed oil, obtained at common
temperature.— Incandescent oll-vapor burner. See
•kbtirner.— Indian-cress oil, an oil obtained from
the seed of Indian ciess, Tropfetdum n)fy»«.— Indian
geranium-oil or grass-oil. Same as geranium-koil
(b).— Indarjau-oU [Hindustani, indarjau, the barley
of India, + -0(7], a fittty oil obtained from the seed
of Wrightia antidysenterica, the bark of which (conessi
bark) is medicinally used in India. The seeds and oil are
used on account of their vennifuge effect.— Japanese
sardine-oil, a fish-oil introduced into European com-
merce in 1885, obtained by boiling fish with water or by
allowing the fish to rot and separating the oil by drainage
and pressure. The crude oil, which has a most unpleasant
smell, is refined at Yokohama by remelting, pro<lucing
two layers, the one of liquid oil, the other of solid fish-

stearin or fish-wax. It is believed to be available for use
in making soap and candles, and in some of the operations
of dyeing. It is obtainable in large quantity.— Jasmine-
Oil, the natural oil of jasmine, originally extracted by the
process of enfleiirage. It appears to consist to a lai'ge ex-
tent of benzyl acetate, and this ester, artificially produced
and having its odor modified by the addition of other sub-
stances (one of which is probably the methyl ester of
anthranilic acid), is sold as a perfume under the name of
synthetic oil of jasmine.— JonquU-Oil, a yellowish sub-
stance of butter-like consistence, extracted by ether,
along with odorless jonquil camphor, from the fresh
flowers of NardF-nat joniuilla. It has a strongodor of the
flowers.— Kulp-liver oil, au nil obtained from the liver

of the kulp.— Kurung-Oil or kurunJ-oiL See -kkurunj-
oil.— Laintlaintaln-seed oil, a fat oil obtained from
the seed of meni or laintlaintain, Lophira alata, of
Senegambia and Sierra Leone, brought frtmi the west
coast of Africa.— Lallemantia-Oil, a fatty oil, of dis-

tinctly drying character, obtained from Lallemantia
iberica of Persia and Kurdistan.--Lima Oil, crude petro-
leum obtained from the district about Lima, Ohio. It
contains sulphurcompounds which unfit it for refining by
the ordinary process, and hence it is either treated by
special methods or is used as fuel.--Lime-Oil, the essen-
tial oil or essence obtained from the rind of the fruit of
Citrus limetta in Italy, a distinct essence being also ob-
tainable from the leaves of the same tree. West Indian
lime-oil orlimette-oil is obtained from the rind of the fruit

of Citrus medica, and differs in composition and character
from the Italian. It is produced by expression; a very in-

ferior grade is produced by distillation as a by-product in
evaporating the juice of the fruit.— Linaloa-Oll, an
essential oil or essence of iniporfance in perfumery, ob-
tained chiefly by distillation from the wood of a Mexican
tree, Bursera delphechiana or B. aloexylon, locally known
as lignalde or linalue. (See linaloa.) The annual con-
sumption is estimated at about 20,000 kilograms. A simi-

lar oil is obtained in French Guiana from a wood called

likari, probably Ocotea caudata, and this product is known
as essence de likari. In both oils the principal constituent

is an alcohol, C^QH^gO, which has been named klinalool.—
Ling-liver oil, a fatty oil extracted from the liver of the
ling, Molva vulgaris, similar in general character to cod-

liver oil.—Louar-Oil, a fish-oil obtained from the Indian
and Malayan louar, Clupea lemiiru and C. palasah.—
Manatee-oil, a fatty oil obtained from the carcass of the

sea-cow or manatee, Manatus am^iricanxts or australis.—
MangOSteen-Oil. Sameas cocKm-butter.— 'M.SkSSOy-OiL

See o/i (/ J/((*>M)/.~Meni-seed oil. Same as laint-

laintain-seed *'i(7.— Middle-Oil, the trade-name of the

second principal portion of the products of the distilla-

tion of coal-tar. It represents the part of the distillate

which comes over between 170" and 'I'^f C, and by fur-

ther separation yields phenol or carbolic acid and naph-

thalene.— Mignonette-oil, a fragrant oil, obtained from
Reseda odorata, which has been found to contain the di-

Oil

oleflne alcohol geranioL— Monarda-oU, an essential oil
of varying composition and character obtained from
several species of M&narda, as from M. punctata, dtrio-
dora, didyma, and ^«(wiora.— MUTUre-Oil, an oil ob-
tained in Brazil from Bichetea ojficinatis, used locally in
medicine as an emmenagogue and antisyphilitic remedy.— Mustard-seed oil, the essential oil or essence of black
mustard-seed, essentially allyl isothiocyanate : now arti-
ficially reproduced in large quantity as an aiticle of com-
merce.—Myagrum-Oil. Same as German itgesame-oil
or camWi;w/-*a(7.—Naphthalene-Oil, that portion of
coal-tar which distils over between 200° and 300° C. It
contains chiefly phenols, naphthalene, and naphthalene
derivatives.—Neroli-Oil. See oil of neroli, mider oi7.

—

Neutral oil. the lightest portion of the lubricating oil
from petroleum, of density 32' to 38" Be., used to mix with
animal or vegetable oil.— Nlgella-Oil, the essence or
volatile oil distilled from the seed of Sigella sativa. It
has a disagreeable odor, but the oil from the seed of N.
damascena is said to have the pleasant odor and taste
of the wild strawberry. —Niger Oil Same as ramtU--koU.— Nikkei Oil, a volatile oil obtained in Japan by distil-
lation with water of the leaves and young twigs of
Cinnamomum loureirii, the Japanese cinnamon or cas-
sia-bark tree.- Nlko-nut Oil, a vegetable fat oil from the
west coast of Africa, likely to pnne valuaiile if obtain-
able in large quantity.— Non-drying oUs, oils which,
like olive-oil, do not absorb oxygen freely from the air
with production of a solid resinous or india-nibber-
like substance.- Off-grade Of Oil. See *o/.— Oil Of
Anacardlum, a blistering oil, which tunis black on
exposure to the air, obtained from the pericarp of
A nacardium orientale.— Oil Of antS, a fat oil of
yellow color obtained from the residue left after dis-
tilling tlie bodies of ants witli water in order to pro-
cure dilute formic acid.

—

Oil Of apple, the isoamyl
ester of isovaleric acid, C4H9C0O.C5lIii, made by the
action of isovaleric acid on a mixture of fusel-oil and
sulphuric acid. It boils at 190.3° C— Oil Of behen.
Same as ben-oil.— Oil Of Canada snakeroot, an essen-
tial oil derived by distillatiun frum the rhizome of Asa-
rum Canadense, the wild ginger or Canada snakeroot,
and pi-obably also of some related species. It has an
agreeable aromatic odor and is considerably used in
perfumery in this country, chiefly for strengthening
other odors.—Oil of cognac. See *cop'nac.—Oil Of CUll-
lawan, an essence or essential oil obtained, by distilla-

tion with water, from the bark of Cinnamomurrt culila-
van. Its principal constituent is eugenol.— Oil Of
geranium. For East Indian and Turkish oil of geranium,
hue pahnarosa -koil. For rose-geranium oil, see koil of
rose-gera niuin.— Oil Of ginger, a volatile oil consisting
of camphene, phellandrene, and sesquiterpene, which
exists to the extent of 1-3 percent, in the rhizome of
Zingiber officinale. It gives to ginger its odor and flavor.— Oil of ginger-grass, an oil imported from India,
generally assumed to be an inferior and usually adul-
terated vai-iety of Indian geranium or palmarosa oil ; but
there seems to be some reason for believing that it is oc-
casionally a genuine product of the distillation of other
grasses than Andropogon Schoenanthus. i^ae Andropogon.—Oil of grapes, the trade-name of diluted fusel-oil.

—

Oil Of hartsnom. &eekhartshorn.— Oil Of mastlc,
a colorless, balsamic volatile oil obtained by the distilla-

tion of mastic.— Oil Of Osmitopsis, an essence or
volatile oil from the South Afriean jilant Osmitopsis aste-
n'«cotrfes.—on of pear, the isoamyl ester of acetic acid,
CH3COO.C5H11, made by heating fusel-oil with sulphuric
ana acetic acids. It boils at 138.6° C— Oil Of petit-
grain, a volatile oil, similar in odor to oil of neroli,
obtained by the distillation of the leaves, twigs, and im-
mature fruit of the bitter orange, Citrus bigaradia. It is

now manufactured chiefly in Pai-aguay.— Oil of pine-
apple, the ethyl ester of normal butyric acid, C4llg02.-
C2H5, made by the action of butyric acid, or rancitfbutter,
on a mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohoL It lx>ils at
119.9° C.

—

Oil ofrose. Artificial rose-oil is now extensively
sold as a substitute for the product of rose-flower distilla-

tion. It consists mainly of gei^aniol and citronellol ob-
tained from other and cheaper vegetable sources, but in
actual composition and properties it is essentially identi-

cal with the natural mse-oii aside from its odorless
stearoptene.

—

Oil Ofrose-geranium, an oil distilled from
the leaves of Pelargonium, chiefly F. capitatttm, the
common rose-geranium, a variety of P. radula, the skele-
ton-leafed gei"anium, and P. odoratissimum, the nutmeg
geranium. It is produced commercially in France, Al-
giera. Reunion Island, and Spain. Its chief constituent is

geraniol. It ser^'es as a substitute for the oil of roses.

—

>il of rosemary. Recent examination of English,
French, Spanish, and Dalmatian rosemai*j-oil seems to
show the presence of more than one substance, with differ-

ence of optical character as respects polarization.— OU
of sweet birch, an oil distilled from the bark of the
cherry-birch or sweet birch, Betnla lenta. It is almost pure
methyl salicylate. It has mainly taken the place of the
similar oil of wintergreen, being more cheaply procured,
and commercially goes under its name.— Oil Of tartar,
deliquesced carbonate of potash.— Oleander-seed Oil,

a fatty oil extracted from the seed of yerium the-

vetia in India.— Olive-kemel oU, an oil extracted
from the keniels of the stones or seeds of the olive
as distinguished from that yielded by the pulp of

the fruit It is generally pi-oduced, not by expres-
sion, but by extraction with carbon disulphid or
some other volatile solvent, is darker in ctdor than
the oil from the pulp, and has a disagreeable smell
which unfits it for table use.—Oolachanoil. Same as
etdachon-oil (which see, under eulachon).— Opachala or

owala Oil, a fatty oil extracted from the kernels of Pen-
techlethra macrophylla, an African leguminous tree. The
term opachala belongs to the Eboe country, oicala to the
Gaboon.— Orange-seed oil, a fat oil extn^cted fmm
the seed of the orange, Citrus aurantiujn.— Owala OlL
Same as opachala -koil.— Oxidized oil. Same as bOncn
•koil. Cotton-seed oil and rape-oil are tlu»se most fre-

quently treated in this way.— Palmarosa OlL See
geranium-koil (b).—Palm-kemcl Oil, the white con-
crete oil obtained by expression fnmi palm-keniels. It

is used in the mamifacture of fine soaps and artificial

butter. Though obtained from the same phmt which is

the ]irincipal source of palm-oil. this substance has quite

difierent projwrties. The former is an African product
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of native manufacture, prepared from the pulp of the

fresh fruit, while the latter is the product of luodeni ma-
chinery and its produftion is almost entirely confined to

Eumpe. f^-ee palm-oil.— Va^m-rLMt Oil, Same as palm-
kernel •'*//.— Peach-kemel oil, a bland fixed oil ob-

tained by expression from the seed of the peach, very

similar to and used instead uf sweet-almond oil and olive-

oil. Also calletl peach-oil.—Peanut-oU, oil obtained by
expression from the nuts of Arachis hypo<jiea. It

is produced on a large scale, particularly in France,

and is used as a substitute for and an adulterant

of olive-oil for table use, as also in soap-making. It

is chemically peculiar in containing the glycerides of

two special fatty acids, arachidic acid (^-'2ol^^40*-^2)

and hypogieic acid (CifiHao^^a)- Also known as
gromidnut-oil, earthnut-oil, or arachig-oil.— Pea-Oll, a
fatty material exti-act«d by solvents from the seeds of the
conimuii pea, Pisum sativum. It contains phosphorized
constituents of the nature of lecithin.—Pear-OiL t^ee

*«>i7 o/ ^ff r.— Pepper-Oll, a fmprant essence or volatile

oil obtained by distilling with water crushed black pepper,

the unripe fruit of Piper niffrum. Similar but somewhat
different products ai-e obtained from several other species

of piper, and an entirely different oil. known as Japan-
ese oil ofpepper, is prepared from the fruit of Anihoxy-
luw ]>iperittnu. Tliis smells like the lemon, its principal
constituent being citrol.— Petit-grain OiL See *oil of
^N7-;/rrti'n.^Pllill0tas-0ll, the tiade-name of an insecti-

cide preparation which contains coal-tar phenols and light

petroletmi hydrocarbons : used for the extermination of

mos«iuito8 in stagnant water, marshes, eto. I'. S. Dept.
Ayr.. L>iv. Entom., Bulletin 46, p. 108.— Pllcliard-Oil, a
fat oil obtained from the body of the i»ik:liiuil. Clcpea
pilchardust, of the coast of Cornwall.— Pine-needle
OU, an essence or volatile oil obtained by distillation,

with water, of the needles, young twit's, and cones of

sundry species of pines, firs, spruces, and larches— among
others Pinus ^ylvettris and montana, Picea excelna,

Abies atha, and Caiiadensig, and Larix decidua. It

, is used in the production of spi-ays in the sick-room,
in baths, and in perfuming soaj>s.— PlstacMo-Oil, a
volatile oil or essence obtained by distilling mastic, the
resinous exudation from Pistacia I'-ntiscus, a tree grow-
ing in Chios anil elsewhere in the basin of the Mediter-
ranean. It is use<l in Turkey in flavoring a spirituous
liquor,— Plum-kernel oil, a bland fat oil obtained by
expression fr-om the seed of the plum, Prunus domestica,
not prixiuced as extensively as the similar product from
the almond, Hpric<:it, and peach.— Polei-Oll, the essence
or volatile oil distilled with water from European penny-
royal, Mfuthn Pideyium.— PoolaOlL Same VLS'tikurunj'

oil.—- POI^ry-Oll, a flsh-oil fmin the menhaden, lirevtortxa

tyrannus.— PortUgallO OU, the essential oil obtained
by expression froin the rind of the fruit of the sweet
orange, Citrus aurantium.—Prima Oil, the trade-name
of the grade of 'solaroil'from bituminous shale with lower
density and boiling-point.

—

Prime Oil tlie trade-name of

a particular grade of cotton-seed oil, witliout disagreeable
taste, though a little d;trk in col<)r. available for direct
use as f<xMi.—Purglr-nut oil or purquelra-oU. Same
as */rt^r«y/yA«-'<i7.—Radish-seed oil, a fat oil obtained
ftx>m the seed of the radish, Haphanus sativus olei/erus,

of China.—^RamtU-Oll, a semi-drying fat oil from the
seeds of Guiztitia ahyssinica (see Guizotia), pnnluced in

India and Abyssinia. It is used as f<Kxl in India,

and in the manufacture of soap in England. Alsi>

known as Siyer oil and yutzot-oil.— Rangoon oil, the
trade-name of a semisolid or butter-like petroleum from
Upper Bunna. It was refined for a time in England,

' chiefly for the sake of the solid paniftin it yielded, which
was employed in making candles.

—

Raphlgaster-oil, a
browii oil, with fetid smell, obtained from the boily of tiie

gray leaf-bug, Haphiynstpr punetijtennis. It yieldscimi-
cic acid, of the oleic-acid series.

—

Raps-Oil, Same as ra}>e-

oil (which see. under o(7).—Rav-liverolL Same as
rauoil- Rectified oil of vitriol, the trade-name of
sulphuric acid concentrated by ijoiling off the water of
the originally dilute acid until the pnxluct contains
about 1*5 per cent, of real acid, though often not more
than 93 or 94 per cent, is met with.—Red OiL (fj) A
manufacturers' name for cnide oleic acid obtained as a
by-pro<luct in making the hard fatty acids for candles. It

Ir laively employed in soap-making, and has been utilized
to some extent for candles by conversion into arti-

ficial palmitic acid. See -ksulpholeic actW.— Reduced
Oil, crude petroleum from which the more volatile

hydrix-arbons have been driven otf by partial evapor-
ation. It is valuable as material for the manufacture
of Iribririitiiig-oils. - Regln-OiL Same as rosin-oil.

-^Secunda oil, the trade-name of the gi^ade of 'solar oil

'

from bituniiiious shale with higher density an<l tH>iling-

point.— Slianj^tial oil, the trade-name of a kind of colza-

or rape-oil obtained from the seed of Brassicaor Sinapig
ehinenxis, impoi-ted from China. Also known as Chinese
cahhaye-iiil.~ SheTWOO^ Oil, the tra*le-nanie of petro-
leum ether which boils at 40° to 70° C, used as a solvent
for india-rubber and in the extraction of fat oils, and
burned as vai)or in socalled portable gas-macliines.

—

Boap-oU, the trade-name of the lowest of four grades of
Hununer yellow cott^m-seeil oil. It is darkest in color
and l»':u*t a'^'reeable in ta.ste : used for 8oai>-making.— So-
lar oil, tlio tnide-iiame of illuminating oil from bitumin-
ous shides. tiiarkete<l in two grades, prima, of specific
gravity .«•.;."» to .>i:m and boiling at 175 to imf C, and si'-

eunda, of siieciflc u'nivity .KV) Ui .835 and boiling at I'J.'i

to 200' <\— Spindle-oil, the lighter portion of the petro-
leum distillates used for lubrication, e8i>ecially Russian
lubricating-oil of specific gravity .fiSh to .895, suitable for

light-running machinery such as that used in cotton-
apinning.— Spirit-oil, the first product obtained in the
distillation of V'orkshire grease from wool-scouring, or of
similar recovered greases from other sources.— Sulpho-
Carbon-Oil, the trade-name of olive-oil of inferior quality,
obtained from the marc, or presse<l cake, by the s<»lvent

acti<ni u( cariwrn disulphid.— Summer white oil, the
tra<le-name of a grade of cotton-seed oil made from sum-
mer yellow oil by treating it with fullers earth and filter-

ing, or olbfrwise removing the greater part of the yellow
color.— Summer yellow oil, the trade-name for cotttin*

seed oil whirh is* liiniid at summer temperature and pos-
sesses the natural yellow, hut has not yet been fieprived
of color or caused by artificial cooling U> deposit the
stearin which would lead to its partially solidifying in
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winter.— Sunned oil, the trade-name of crude petro-
leum which, in an early stage of its industrial develoj)-
meut, was sometimes increased in density and fitted for
use as a lubricating-oil by exposing it to the sun as a thin
layer on the surface of a tank of wann water, the more
volatile portions beuig thus in part removed by evapora-
tion.— Tea-seed OlL Same as (ea-oiY.—TobacCO-seed
Oil, a greenish-yellow fatty oil obtained from the seed of
tol)acco by expression. It dries on exposure to air.— Touloucouna-Oil, a fat oil obtained from the seeds
of Carapa Guianeniris by expression. Also known as
carapa /at, andiroba fat, kundah-oil (which see), crab-
wood oil, and tiditcana-oil. It is said to be used by
the natives of Brazil and Guiana as an unguent for
the head to get rid of insects. See Carapa.— Tou-
lOUron-Oll, a fat oil obtained from Pagarua latro,
said to be used medicinally in Senegal in cases of
rheumatism.— TulUcana-OlL Same as Toulo^tcouna-
*o(7.—Turkey-red oU, an oil-mordanting assistant
used in the production of alizaiin or Turkey red. It is

a sulphonated castor-oil, prepared by aJlowing sul-
phuric acid to run slowly into castor-oil with continual
agitation during a period of from 16 to 20 hours. It
readily mixes with water that has been made slightly
ammoniacal. Also known as alizarin-oil, soluble oil,

and sulphonated oil. See *sulpholeic acid.— Vasellne-
OU, the trade-name of a paraftiL-oU obtained from bi-
tuminous shale, used in Genuany to dissolve ceresin or
solid parattin, thereby producing the German vaseline
or unguentwn paro/ffni.—White oU, the trade-name of
cott<jn-seed oil of which the yellow color has been re-
moved or neai-ly removed, generally by agitation with
a little fullers' earth, followed by filtration. See -kcotton-
sevd 0(7.— Winter wMte oil, the trade-name of a grade
of cott4_m-seed <»il which has been exposed to a low tem-
perature and separated by expression from the solid
stearin deposited, so that it remains liquid at ordinary
winter temperature, and has also been deprived of yel-
low color by agitation with fullers' eai-th and filtration.— Winter yellow oil, the trade-name of a grade of
cotton-seed oil which has been cooled and the separated
stearin removed by pressing, so that the oil remains
liquid in winter, but has not had the natural yellow
color removed.--YomU^ Oil, a volatile oil or essence
from Japan, of uncertain botanical origin, by some re-
ported as distilled from the 'kiku'or chrysanthemum,
but more probably from Arteinisia vulgaris.

oil-bath ( oil'bath), ?(. 1. Inmech.: (rt) A quan-
tity of oil in a cup or receptacle, such as a
gear-case or engine-case, into which a running
part of a mechanism dips, carrying or throw-
ing oil to other parts.

A motor mounte<i on four wheels, two running on top
and two underneath the rail, all four wheels being driven
by the motor through worm geai-ing running in an oil-

bath. Elect. Rev., Sept 24, 1904, p. 53tiu

(6) The vat or vessel filled with oil in which
pieces of steel are dipped in oil-tempering,
(c) A stream of oil directed upon a tool that
iscuttingsteel.— 2. Injfhys.f a vessel contain-
ing oil, in which an object, as a resistance-coil
or the bulb of a thermometer, the temperature
of which is to be held constant, is submerged.
— Freaenius's oil-bath, a convenient form of oil-bath,
made with double walls andof hard soldered copper, used
for heating to temperatures above that of boiling water.

oil-beetle, ".—But-
tercup oil-beetle, an
American meloid bee-
tle, Melo'e anyusticol-
lis, found commonly
in meadows and pas-
tures, feeding on the
leaves of buttercup.

Oil-belt (oil'belt),

}(. A region in
which petroleum
is found.
From the general

direction in which
developments were
made, the term "Oil
belt "... came into
use early in the his-

tory* of the oil region.
Mag. of Western
[Hist, III. 225.

An oilskin coat; a

Buttercup Oil -beetle
{Melol an^usticoUis).

Twice natural size.

oU-coat (oil'kot), ».

slicker. Seo sleeker, 3.

oil-CoUector (oil'ko-lek'tor), n. A shallow
pan or vessel for catching the oil that drips
from a Tnachine or bearing, so that it may be
usi'cl again.

oil-compass (oil'kum'''pas), ». See *compass.
Oil-creek group. See *grou}A.

oil-cushioned (oil'kush'und), a. Carried on
a tliiu film of oil: said of journals. This is

easily done for light pressures, but for heavy
pressures the oil must be forced into the
bearing.

oil-engine (oil'en'jin), n. An internal-com-
bustion engine in which the fuel is derived
from oil, usually a derivative from petroleum,
injected as a mist or spiay mixed with air.

oiler, II. 6t. An oil-merchant; an oilman.
—7. An oil-well. [Colloq.] —Pressure-feed
oiler, a ilevice for supplying oil to one or more bearings
regularly, by keeping the supply of oil in a reservoir under
ft constant pressure.

oilery, ». 2'. An establishment where oil is

manufactured for the market and sold.

oil-ring

oil-extractor (oil ' eks - trak * tor), n. 1. An
apparatus for dissolving out residual oil from
vegetable marc, or pressed cake, by means of
carbon disulphid, petroleum ether, or some
other volatile solvent, which is distilled ofiE,

condensed, and used over again.— 3. An oil-
filter; a device for separating oil from water
or other substances.— 3 . A centrifugalwringer
used to extract the oil used in cutting metals
from the metal chips.

oil-feed (oil'fed), n. An oil-cup; a device for
feeding oil to a bearing ; a device for feeding
oil to a tool that is cutting steel.

oil-field (oil'feld), n. An area in which petro-
leum may be found.

oil-firing (oirfir"ing), n. The act or process
of burning oil as a fuel.

oil-fish (oil'fislj), n.' A name of the escolar,
liuvettus pretiosus.

oil-fuse (oil'fiiz), 71. A fuse for electric cir-

cuits, in which the fuse-wire is submerged in
a heavy oil. When rupture occurs through
the melting of the fuse-wire, the oil fills the
gap and chokes the arc formed between the
terminals.

oil-globe (oil'glob), n. In mech., a spherical
oil-cup.

oil-globule (oil'glob"ul), n. One of the min-
ute spherules of oil or fat often found as in-
clusions in the li^^ng protoplasm of cells or
eggs-

oil-harden (oirhiir"dn), v. t. To harden (as
steel) by quenching in oil. Thegeneral effect
of quenching from any temperature in oil '

heated to 80° C. is to increase the ^ultimate
stress without reducing the elastic limit. '

The latter result, however, depends in some
eases on the proportion of carbon present
in the steel. Electrochemical Industry, Feb.,
1904, p. 51.

oil-hardened (oirhar"dnd), p. a. Hardened '

by being heated and then quenched in an oil-

bath.

oil-hardening (oirh!ird"ning), «. The pro-
cess of hardening steel by quenching it, when
hot, in oil instead of in water. The oil cools
the steel less rapidly than water, thus pro-
ducing greater elasticity and tensile strength
and the absence of extreme brittleness.

oil-kiln (oil'kil), ?i. In ceram., a kiln in
which kerosene-oil is burned as fuel.

oil-lease (oil'les), n. 1. A grant to a lessee
of the right to bore within certain limits for
"oil, salt, or other minerals," the work to be
commenced within a certain time and "to •

be prosecuted with all reasonable diligence."
J. U. A. Bone, Petroleum and Petroleum
Wells, p. 33.— 2. The land covered by such a
lease.

oil-mist (oil'mist), n. Oil spray; vapor from
a quantity of oil which is being constantly
agitated.

oil-mold (oil'mold), M. Same as *(/r«asc-»ioW.
See al.so molcV^, n., and Phycomyces.

oilometer (oi-lom'e-tfer), «. [oil + Gr. ftirpov,

measure.] A reservoir for the storage of oil.

A\ E. D.

oil-pipe (oil'pip), n. A pipe used to convey
oil.

oil-pulp (oil'pulp), n. A soft pasty mass ob-
tained by mixing a solution of alum with one
of soap, the precipitate consisting of alumin-
ium salts of the fatty acids, chiefly oleic, pal-
mitic, and stearic acids. It is dissolved in
mineral oil to form an oil-thickener, used to

increase the viscidity of mineral lubricating-
oil. The real value of the factitious viscidity
thus given to lubricants is doubtful.

oil-pump, n. 2. A pump for pumping oil un-
der pressure through a pipe-line to a burner
or to an oil-engine.— 3. A sinking-pump for

raising oil from a non -flowing well.

oil-purifier (oirpii"ri-fi-er), n. An oil-filter;

a device for cleaning oil which has been used
on a machine, either on the bearings or on
a tool that is cutting steel.

oil-ring, n. 2. In viach., a loose ring which
surrounds a horizontal journal and the lower
part of the bearing, and dips into an oil-cellar

from which, by its rotation, it brings oil to

the top of the journal.

Bearings of the usual self-oiling tj-pe, with two revolv-

ing brass oil rings in each.
Elect. World and Engin., April 23, 1904, p. 777-



oil-river

oil-river (oirriv'er), n. 1. A river whose
bauks produce rock-oil or petroleum.— 2. A
river down which large quantities of oil (gen-
erally palm-oil) are carried to the sea for
export.

oil-rock (oil'rok), n. The stratum which is
productive of oil in a petroleum-field. _ It may
be limestone, shale, or sandstone
oil-sand.
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of a revolving shaft. Oil creeping along the
shaft from the journal is thrown off at this
ring by centrifugal force.

The lubrication is automatic, by the use of continuous okieh (6'ke), n
oil ring lubricatore; special oiTtArou'crs are provided to «(>/«« also ~

prevent the creepage of oil along the shaft
'

-'

Elect. World and Engin., Nov. 7, 1903, p. 777.

With regard to the Spindletop oil-rock, the report
states that it« exceptional character explains in a measure
the remarkable features of the .Spindletop pixil.

ScL Amer. Sup., >'ov. 15, 1902, p. 22469.

oil-sardine (oil'sar-den'), w. A common name
of Cliijicii scomhrina, a clupeoid fish of the
East Indian fauna.

Oil-seed cake. Same as oil-cake.

oil-separator (oil'sep'a-ra-tor),

Compare oil-torch (oil'tdreh), n. See gasolene *torch.
oil-transformer (oil 'trans- for "m6r), «. In
elect., an alternating-current transformer im-
mersed in oil for cooling and insulation. See
transformer.

oil-well, «. 2. An oil-cellar; a dish or re-
ceptacle, under a bearing, filled with oil to
furnish a supply for the bearing.
oil-yellow (oil'yeFo), n. Same as *6««ter-
i/eUdW.

A device oinochoos (oi-nok ' 6-os), n. [Gt. olvoxioc,
for extracting oil from sttjam or water with
which it has become mixed. See *steam-
separator.

oil-shell (oil'shel), n. A projectile of metal,
wood, or heavy water-proof card-board, con-
taining oil, and designed to be shot from a
gun in heavy storms at sea to a position some
distance ahead of the vessel, as a means of „j„„„ j„ , - -, ..s

spreading the oil over the surface of the water
omomania (oi-no-ma ni-a)^

that the ship is approaching, rpon striking the J'!,'+i!fo„4. ,,

water the head of the projectile opens, the contents OinimenTi, «.

wine-pourer, < olvo^, wine, + x"''t pour.] In
Gr. antiq., the bearer of the oinochoe ; a cup-
bearer ; a wine-pourer.
Terra-cottafragmentof sepulchral slab . . . represent-

ing a deceased person naked and recumbent on the funeral
couch, at the foot of which stands a boy oenochoos, also
nude, holding aenochofi and wine-cup.

A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, VII. 34.

Same as oeno-
mania.

Casein ointment, a thick white emul-
escape, and the sea is calmed for the passage of the ship.
Sci. Ainer. Sup., April 9, 1901, p. 23041.

oil-sign (oil'sin), n. An indication, in the
form of oil-seepage or oil-springs, of subterra-
nean pools of petroleum ; a guide for the
driller in selecting a point for a boring.;

oilskinned (oil'skind), a. Protected with an
oilskin coat.

oil-still (oil'stil), «. The still in which tlie first

stage of the distillation of crude petroleum is

carried out, furnishing the gasolene, naphtha,
and illuminating oil, the material remaining
being then transferred to the tar-still.

oil-sugar (oirshug"ar), n. la phar., a tritura-
tion of 1 part of a volatile oil with 30 parts of
sugar. Also called elaeosaccharum and oleo-
saccharum.
oil-switch (oil'swich), n. In c?ce<., an electric .

switch or circuit-breaker in which the break 010 (o'ho), n

occurs under oil: used for opening circuits of ^^^ ocujns.']

very great power and of very high voltage.
Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1904, p. 13.

oil-tank, »— Oll-tank steamer, vesseL See ittank-
vessel.

oil-tanned (oil ' tand), p. a. Tanned princi-
pally by oil and heat : a process applied to
sheepskins and lambskins. Eletnming, Prac-
tical Tanning, p. 46.

oil-temper (oil'tera'pfer), n. A temper ob-
tained in steel by heating it to a temperature
corresponding to the degree of hardness de-
sired and then cooling it by quenching it in
oil.

oil-tester, n. 2. it consists of a copper vessel. A,
serving as a wat«r-bath in which a second copper vessel,
B, containing about

Bion, miscible with water, composed of casein 14 parts,
potassium and sodium hydrates (1 to 4) .43 part, glycerin
7 parts, vaseline 21 parts, salicylic acid or borax 1 part,
and water 56 parts : a water-soluble varnish used in ap-
plying drugs to the skin.— Credo's ointment, an oint-
ment containing colloidal or soluble silver (collargoluni),
employed as an antiseptic, by external or subcutaneous
use, in the treatment of erysipelas and septicemia. Also
called CredS's silver ointment.— Gray Ointment Ofmer-
cury. Same as mercurial ointment (which see, under
o»>»(men().— Kentish Ointment, turpentine liniment.

0. Ir. An abbreviation of Old Irish.

Oiron ware. See *tcare^.

O. It. An abbreviation of 0MJto7wn,

old-land

wide sea, + anago, a species of conger-eel.]
The off-shore conger-eel, Congrellus megasUj-
w Its.

[Also oJce; < Ar. oqqa, also
miqiya, < L. uncia, ounce: see

oi/ncel.] 1. An Egyptian measure of weight,
equal to 1.32 ounces.— 2. A silver coin of
Morocco, equal to 4 mazunehs or about 5
cents.

Okigisu (6-ki-ge's9), »• [Jap., < oki, the wide
sea (as opposed to oka, the land), + kisu {gisu),
a kind of fish.] A Japanese name of Ptero-
thissvs gissii, a fish of the family Pterotkissidie,
found in the deep waters of Japan.
Okimono (6-ki-m6'n6), n. [Jap., < oki, place,
set, + mono, a thing.] An ornament or figure
placed in the alcove or slightly raised portion
of a Japanese room. The name is also ap-
plied to small table ornaments, such as paper-
weights, etc.

The new artisan makers of the okimono struck out a
line for themselves, one influenced more by the natural-
istic and popular schools than by the classical art. and the
quails of Kam^jo, the tortoises of Seiniin, the dragons of
T6iin and Tdriu, and in recent years the falcons and the
peacocks of Susuki Chfikichi, are the joy of the European
collector. These are usually modelled in wax and cast in
bronze and various other afloys, and sometimes in pure
silver, and finished, if necessary, with the chisel and
graver

; they aie sometimes fashioned in repoussi with
the hammer. Encyc. Brit., XXIX 719.

okki, n. See *oki.

Okla. An abbreviation of Oklahoma.
oktibbehite (ok-tib'e-hit), n. A name given
by Meuuier to the type of nickel-iron meteorite
represented by the mass found in Oktibbeha,
Mississippi, in 1854, and generally regarded
as of meteoric origin. It contains about 60
per cent, of nickel. See *meteorite.

01. An abbreviation (6) [i.e. or cap.] of the
'L&tin olenm, oil; (c) [I. c.'] ot overlimen.

Oitavo (o-i-ta'v6), n. [Pg., < L. octavus, eighth.] O. L. An abbreviation (a) of Officer of the Order
A unit of weight in Brazil, equal to 55.34 of Leopold ; (b) ot Old Latin.
grains.

ojanco (o-han'ko), n. [Cuban Sp.] A fish of
the family Lutianidas, Lutianus mahogoni,
found in the West Indies.

[Sp., an eye, < L. oculus, eye.
In Spanish America, a spring

;

especially, a small spring on rather level
ground.

< Malayalam ola =
A smoothed palm-

Ola (o'lii), n. [AlsooWa/
Tamil olai, a palm-leaf.]
leaf used in Ceylon and southern India for
writing upon, or a letter or other document
written on such a leaf. The writing is
scratched on the leaf with a steel-pointed
stylus, and is sometimes rubbed over with
some material to make it more legible.

Okapi (6-kil'pi), M. [W.African.] Amember olacaceous (ol-a-ka'shius), a. Belonging to
of the giraffe family, discovered by Sir Harry the Olacacese, a'family of plants.

olay (o'li), n. [Tamil olai = Malayalam ola, a

10 ounces of the oil,

is placed. The water
is heated at the rate
of 20° F. per minute
by a small alcohol
or oil flame, C. The
temperature of the
oil is noted by the
aid of a thermome-
ter supported by a
glass plate which
covers the oil except
at one point where
an opening is left

for the insertion of
a small flame such
as a lighted broom-
splint or match-
stick would give.
When the oil has
reached 85° F., test-

ing is begun by ap-
plying a flame at
the opening. When
a flash of blue flame
is seen over the
surface of the oil,

the reading of the
thermometer is

taken. Generally a
flash-test of 100° F.

is required by law.

oil-thickener
(oirthik"ner),»(.
A substance used to increase the viscidity of
oil, especially mineral oil, and so improve it

as a lubricating material.

oil-thrower (oil'thro'^r), ?;. A device to throw
or scatter oil ; specifically, a raised ring on a

palm-leaf : see *oto.] Same as *'ola.

olcott-root (ol'kot-rot), n. The bloody dock,
Kumex sanguineus.

old, a. 15. In phys. geog., far advanced in
the geographical cycle : noting a stage in
which land-forms have been reduced to small
relief and in which all processes of erosion
and transportation have become relatively
inactive— Old horse, a sailors' name for tough salted
meat

—

Old lady, ih) A name given by Australian
colonists to a large noctuid moth, Erebus pluto.—
Old man. (d) A rocking center to guide a pump-rod

[
at an angle, (c) A pivoted attachment of a piunp-rod to
a bell-cnink.

Oldbury shales. See *8hale^.

oldermost (ol'd^r-most), a. [older -I- -most.']

Oldest. [Provincial, U. S.]

oldfangled (old-fang'gld), a. Old-fashioned;
clinging to wliat is old : opposed to newfangled.

Johnston, in 1902, in the forestregion nearLake oldfangiedness (old-fang'gld-nes), n. Old-
A'??''!'

4'"*'^'' ''''"' soneral fonn of the okapi, fangled or old-fashioned character

;

which has been named Okapia johnstoni, is much like novpltv
that of the giraflFe, but the animal is decidedly smaller, , Vl • ,'

and the neck and legs are shorter. The upper parts are Oldfangleness (old-fang'gl-nes), 11.

dark purplish brown ; forehead and ears reddish ; sides *ohlfa}Uiledness.
of face nearly white; legs bufl, the flanks and upper ,, A u" .-, i/^-i ,. -r j „ ,

parts marked with horizontal blackish stripes resembling Ola-neld (old teld), n. Land formerly cult 1-

those of a zebra- It was described by Sclater in 1901 as vated ; a field which ' '

.tfiia Johnsioni).

a lack of

Same as

Equus johnstoni, from two fragments of skin, and later
by Lankester as Okapia johnstoni, from a skin and two
skulls. All these specimens were secured by Sir Harry
.Tohnston.

Okapia (6-ka'pi-a), 11. [NL., < Okapi.'} A
genus of ungulate mammals, containing the
okajji and placed in the family Giraffidse.

oki (6'ki), n. [Also okki; < Huron (Indian)
oki.'] Mysterious power.

has become exhausted
by continuous cropping without renovation
and left to run wild; specifically, in the
United States, land cultivated by the Indians
before the beginning of colonization by the
whites.

old-fog (old-fog'), n. See wild *oat-grass (a).

old-goose (61d-g()s'), n. The stemless lady's-
slipper, Cijpripedium acaulc.

;^Ll«r:±\".iP'?.LT^.':!^,',ll^i.l"„..T™^^^^ oldlsh (ol'dish), «, [oM + -/«*!.] Rather
old ; elderly.

(old'land), ». In phys. (jeog., the

ditferent American tribes, but the dream apparition was
the most widely spread. Dr. Frazer calls it ' individual
totem'; Miss Flet<;her speaks of the object dreamed of old-land
(the wahube of the Omaha) as the 'personal totem' or
simply as the 'totem'; it is termed by the Algonkin
manitu, by the Huron okki, by the Salish Indians sulia,
and nagual in Mexico. Perhaps it would be best Uy adopt
either wahube ormanitu to express the guardian spirit

Jiep. Brit. Attx^n Adimncemetit of Set., 1902, p. 741.

shaft at the end of a journal or on the body okianago (o-ke-an'a-go), n, [Jap., < okif the

hilly country or upland on the interior side of
a coastal plain : so called because it was a
land-surface before the coastal plain was
raised from the sea.

The line where the waves lapped for the first time
against the land at the beginning of this cycle [of coastal



old-land

abrasion] may be called the initial shoreline. For con-

venience all the land back of tliis initial shoreline will be

called the " uUUaiul." Geo<j. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 63S.

old-maidenish (61d-ma'dn-ish), a. Having

thf lialiits of an old maid.

old-maid's-bonnets (old-madz'bon'ets), n.

The wild lupiue. LiiphiHS perennis.

old-maid's-nightcap (61d-madz"nit'kap), ji.

The- spotted crane's-bill, Geranium macidutiim.

old-man, «• 2. InmceA.jadrill-elamp; an iron

strap or frame which can be clamped to or

caught on a piece it is desired to drill, to

furnish an abutment or brace to resist the
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having a well-defined glabella, twelve to fif-

teen thoracic segments, and a small pygidium :

characteristic of the Upper Cambrian rocks,

the Olenus horizon, orOlenidian stage— Olenos
series. Same as Olenidian "kgroup,

oleobutyrometer (6''le-o-bii"ti-rom'e-t6r), re.

Same as Abbe's refraeto'meter. See *refractoin-

etei: Xature, May 26, 1904, p. 96.

oleocalcareous (o'le-o-kal-ka're-us), (I. Not-

oligarcMsm

Having or connected with the power of smell-

ing: as, o?/ac<J6;e perceptions. Berkeley.— 2.

Capable of being perceived by the sense of

smell. N. E. D.
olfactology (ol-fak-tol'o-ji), n. [olfact{ion) +
-olotjif.l The science of smell, including both
olfactometry and odorimetry: a study corre-

lated with optics, acoustics, and haptics. Amer.
Jour. Ps>iehol., X. 86. [Rare.]

ing a liniment or dressing consisting of a mix- olfactometer, n Double olfactometer, in exper.

ture or emulsion of an oil with lime-water, as

lime-liniment. Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 28, 1903,

p. 22710.

pgt/chol., an olfact<imeter arranged with two inhaling

tubes for Insertion in the two nostrils. E. B. Titchener,

Exper. PsychoL, I. ii. 142.— Fluid-mantle olfactom-

See

driving or feeding pressure which forces the oleocyst (o'le-o-sist), n. [L. oleum, oil, -1- E.
'

fi/i^J lu some siphonophorans, as Dipliyes,

the upper end of the somatocyst in which a

large oil-globule is secreted, presumably to

perform a hydrostatic ftmction.

oleoduct (6'le-o-dukt), n. [L. oleum, oil, -I-

ducUt!<, duct.^I A duct or channel for oil;

specifically, a method of conveying petroleum
or rock-oil from the oil-field to its point of ex-

port; in the United States, a pipe-line.

Old-fashioned; of the oleographer (6-le-og'ra-ffer), n. ^oleograph

+ -er^.i One who produces oleographs.

oleoid (6'le-oid), «. [L. oleum, oil, + -oid.'\

An oily substance derived from vegetable

matter.— Ether oleoid, a volatile, odoriferous oil, ex-

tracted from vei^etable matter, such as oil of mustard.—

Fixed Oleolds, non-vulatile oleoids, such as olive-oil,

crotun-"il, etc.—Resinous oleolds. Same as oleoresins.

11. [L. oleum, oil,
" The trade-

drill-point to its work
old-man cactus (old'man kak'tus),

Ceriiis.

0ld-man's-root(61d-manz'r5tO, "• The Ameri-

can spikenard, Aralia rneemosa.

old-standing (old'stan'ding), a. Of long con-

tinuance ; long-standing.

In a case of old-ttandiny softening of this area second-

ary atrophy was observed.

Phihs. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 189S, ser. B, p. 32.

old-style (old'stil), a
old style.

And gentry-fashioned old-etyle haunts of sleep.

Brmrnini/, Red Cotton Sight-Cap Country, ii. I. 964.

Old Test. An abbreviation of Old Testament.

Oldwife, «. 2. ^(;) Acarangoidtlsh, rrocWnoftw^Jau
cus, found in "West Indian waters.

3. A cowl for a chimney, to prevent its smok.

ing.-Black oldwife, a flsh, Melirhthys piceus, of the oleojector (o' le-o-jek tor),

family linli^lidie, of the West Indies and soutliward : + -jector, <-jlcere, jacere, throw.J
possibly identical with a species found in the East Indira, name of a form of lubricator which injects oil

oleamide (6-le-am'id), n. [L. oleum, oil. + E. ^nder pressure into a chamber or vessel, such
amiile.] The amide of oleic acid, Ci7H3^- j^g ^^^^ working cylinder of a gas or steam-
CONH.j: made by aliowing alcoholic atnmonia engine. »^„„.o.
to act on almond or hazelnut oil. It is crys- oleomargaric (6"le-6-mar-gar'ik), a. loleomar- jj^ hq
talline and melts at 75° C. ^ _ gur(in) -h -ic] Belated to or resembling Qijactometry (ol-fak-tom'e-tri), n

Zwaardemaker's Fluid-mantle Olfactometer.

a, odorous liquid; b, kaolin cylinder; c,

screen : ct. inhaling-tube.

eter, in psychophy»., an olfactometer in

which the solid odorous cylinder of the

clinical Instrument is replaced by a kaolin

cylinder contained in a wide glass tube.

Between the glass and kaolin cylinders is

an odorous liquid, constituting the fluid-

mantle, wliicll permeates the porous kaolin

and is smelled through the inhaling-tube of

the apparatus in the ordinary way. E. B.
Titchemr, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 142.

olfactometric (ol"fak-to-met'rik), a. [plfac-

tometer.'i In exper. psychol., relating to or im-
plying the use of the olfactometer: as, the

olfactometric method, olfactometric experi-

ments. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I.

Oleandreae (6-le-au' dre-e), «. »/. [NL., < oleomargarin.
Oleniidra + -««.] A tribe of polypodiaceous oleometer, «. 2. An apparatus for determin-
ferns, containing the single genus Oleandra,

distinguished by having the simple lanceolate

fronds distinctly articulated to the wide-

creeoing rhizome and the reniform or round-

ish indusiate son borne more or less obliquely

toward the base of the close parallel veins,

©lease (6'le-as), n. [L. ofe«m, oil, -I- -a«e.] An
oxldizicg ferment.

Tolomei showed that the oxidase extract«d with wat«r oJeO-Oll «
and purified by a repeated precipitation with alcohol -,„,.»:„,' „f
produces guaiac blue from guaiac tincture, forms pur- i!"'

''" „
purogallol from pyrogallol without the aid of peroxide /U-»U J-. ,.,,.. ,, .,.-,.>

of hydrogen, quinhydrone from hydro<|uinone, and a oleopalmitate (o'le-o-pal mi-tat), n
brown nubatance from gallic acid. He calls this oxidiz- - • ' " * -" -" -'-=

Ing enzym oleaae. U. S. Dept. Ayr., Rep. No. 59, p. 33.

oleate, «. 2. In med., a salve prepared bjr

triturating a metal oxid or an alkaloid with oleopalnitin (o"le-o-pal mi-tm), n. \ole(tc)

oleic acid? which is generally used in excess, -f- p„li,At{ic) + -i»2.] A mixed glyeende of

It is a solution of the salt in the excess of oleic and ]ialmitic acids.
,, »- !,-/«

acid.-oieate of morphine, a salt rubbed int<5 the skin oleopalmitobutyrin (p le^o-pal mi-to-bu ti

to relieve pain in cases in wtiicli tlie st^miach rejects nior

phinc intenially administered. It is liat)le to alteration

when kept for a considerable time, losing its medicinal

efficacy.

olecranian (d-le-kra'ni-an), a. Same as ole-

cranal.

Oleflnic (6-le-fin'ik), a. lolefin{e) + -ic.'] Re-

[^olfactom-

eter.] 1. In'psychophys., the study of the quan-
titative relations of olfactory sensation.

Olfactometry is that branch of psychophysics which is

concerned with the measurement of the keenness of

smell. Amer. Jour. Psychol., X. 85.

2. In exper. psychol., the general term for

investigations of the sense of smell, qualita-

tive or quantitative, made with the help of

the olfactometer.

oljfactorlly (ol-fak'to-ri-li), adv. By the sense

... _. . of smell. N.E.D.'
of tallow which can be pressed out at Olfactory capsule, fossa, ima«e. See *capmh,
vj» •,11 ^ r

*fossai, *i)HfT</f.—Olfactory organs, in entom., the

antenna;, generally accepted as the main organs of smell,

and certain palpal structures, also supiwsed to have this

function.— Olfactory peduncle. See *;)cdimc(c— Ol-

factory peg, a minute structure in the palpi of certain

insects supposed to have olfactory functions.- Olfactory
pits. (*) Pits, filled with a serous Huid, occurring in

the antennffi of insects and supposed to lie olfactory.—

Olfactory sao. See *»nc2.— Olfactory teeth, certain

pale rods, perforated at the end, occurring on the antennre

of many insects : supposed to be olfactory.

b^u7r(ic)+ Olfactus (ol-fak'tu8), n.; pi. olfactus. {h.,

smell, sense of smell.] In exper. psychol., the

unit of keenness or acuity of smell. See ex-

tract under *olfacty.

ing the proportion of oil contained in seeds,

nuts, pressed seed-cakes, and other materials.

It is so contrived as to allow of a small quantity

of a volatile solvent being used to extract the

oil, being distilled back upon the material

under treatment, and filtered through it a

number of times in succession. See Soxhlefs

extraction *apparatus.
2. The trade-name of the liquid

[ole(ic)

+ palmitic) + -«(el'.]" 'A salt of oleic and pal-

mitic acids.— Lead oleopalmitate, a lead salt of oleic

and i)almitic acids.

lole(ic) + palmit(ic) +nn), ... u- -\ - .. • - ,•
-inl.J A mixed glyceride of oleic, palmitic,

and butyric acids.

Oleophosphorlc acid, a viscous yellow liquid, C,^-
^ . - „*.„„/+;„% rT

ll,/,l'c),o found in the brain, probably as a decomposl- olfactV (ol-fak'ti), B.
;
pi. olfacttes (-tiz). lU

ti<m pnilruct of lecithin. By long boiling with water it • •

yields olein and phosphoric acid.

lated to the olefines; designating, in organic oleorefractometer (6'le-9-re"frak-tom'e-t6r),

chemistry, open-chain compounds containing „ ^ piece of optical' apparatus for deter-

an ethylene or double union between the car- mining the refractive indices of oils, as the

bon atoms. .
. means of identifying and distinguishing them.

olein, n. (b) The trade-name of the oil, fluid oieoresln of male-fem, a greenish or brownish-green

at common temperature, obtained by means llijuid obtained by eshausting powdered male-fern with

of hydraulic pressure from the butter-like

tropical fats, such as cocoanut-oil and palm-

oil, especially the former. It is not chemically pure

oletn, but contains beside this some palmitin and some

of the glycerides of the lower fatty acids, such as myris-

tin, laurin, and caprin. I" the so-called olein from cocoa- .j^^^^ „ 2. Specifically, in jpftarm.,
nutthereisalargepro,->rtionof laurin and but little OieOSaCCnarum.n. -». p } , ±-

.„i„i.i,. _r<n/.niT,n<'. niAiTi Sea *<:ocoanu(. Same as *oi(-*«flar.

olfact\are), to smell; + -y^.] In exper. psy-

chol., the normal stimulus limen for a given

odorous substance.

If, for example, a subject's stimulus-limen on the olfac-

tometer is 10 mm. when the normal stimulus-limen used

is 6 mm then his stimulus-limen is two ol/acties, and his

olfactus J.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., X. 86.

OLG., 0. L. O. Abbreviations of Old Low
German.acetone and removing the solvent by distillation, and

finally by spontaneous evaporation. It is used as an ,-,.,, - /• \ „ r«7iJ,^
anthelminticV See o/^oresm, 2.- Sumbul oieoresln, a oiii,a,no-resin (o-lib'a-np-rez'm), re. loltba

resin extracted from the root of i^miJraSumfcuf, or musk- + resin.^ Ssmie as olibanum
root, a perennial plant inhabiting the mountains of J

Bijkhanl.
Olibene (ol'i-ben),re. lolib{anum) + -ewe.] A
mixture of levopentene and dipentene, ob-

tained by distilling oUbanum with water.

Olic (ol'ik), a. lol(iinn) + -ic] In petrog.,

in the quantitative system of classification of

igneous rocks (see *rorfi), having the prop-

erties of or containing normative olivin and

akermanite.

real olein.- Cocoanutoieln. See *co<,oanu(. same as -oi(-*«<;a
, . ^ mi, t .i

olena (o-la'nii), n. [Hawaiian, connected oleostearin (o'le-o-ste a-nn), re. ine traae-

•with Iciia, yellow.] The Hawaiian name lor name of the solid portion of tallow which

ihe turmeric. Curcuma tonga. The natives remains when the liquid portions, called oleo-

extracted the dye for coloring their kapa yel- oil, are pressed out at a temperature of

low. Hee turmeric, I, curcuma, 2, &ni huldec. 70-80° P.
Vf„„-.oT,«-T,n,i<. CnT'i <^a lean ' thus") a TGr.

Olenellus (a-le-ne.us),. ,, CNl,,^ dim.^of 0^.ron code A s t^^^^^^^^ ff^^,l^:X^J^\ "inU
l:t^-Xt:i:rr^^LT^Xz X^''^^^, «• tor. a,>.,few

.

ESItr^^'^''"'^^''^"^"'^'^^^"- refctXrvfilpe^ Slem^plSfs:" s^^d

?PF^^L^iTIf^lTlL 'r.ffif,thi olfa«torv oligarchy; after the methods of an oligarchy.

oligarchism (ol'i-gar-kizm), re. [ohgareh

Olenu^.] A genus of opisthoparian trilobites,

often of notable size, having a well-defined

and lobed glabella, fourteen thoracic seg-

ments, and small round pygidium with a tel-

son-Uke spine : characteristic of the Lower
Cambrian or Olenellus stage— Olenellus group.
See *yrTOpl. -Olenellus stage, the lower Cambrian

stage. Called in North American geology, the Geonjian.

See Gffyrfjinn irtttage.

Olenidian group. See *group^.

Olenus (o'le-nus), n. [NL., < (?) Gr. u?in?,

elbow.] A genus of opisthoparian trilobites

thing which stimulates or affects th'e oHactory oligarchy

;

olfSle (ol-fak'ti-bl), a. [L. olfactus, pp. °-i^«." ThtsysterS of oligarchy; "attachment

Jf^i^JJfro, smell, + -ible.
^ See -able.] ^I. or devotion to the principles of oligarchy.



oligarchize

oligaxchize (ol'i-gar-kiz), r. t.
;
pret. and pp.

oUgarclii::cd, ppr. oJigarchi^ing. To make to
conform to oligarchical principles ; render
oligarchic.

oligoblennia (ol'i-go-blen'i-a), h. [Gr. oAiyot;,

little, + f^J/iiTof, slirae.] A condition in which
the secretion of mucus is deficient.

oligocardia (ol'i-go-kar'di-a), H. [NL., < Gr.
o'Ai-joc, few, little, + KapSia, heart.] Slow
beating of the heart. Lancet, Aug. 22, 1903,

p. 529.

oligocephalic (ori-go-se-fal'ik), a. [Gr. olijoc,

small, + KK)a/.ii, head, + -i'c] Ha^^ng a small
head. Seryi.

oligochaete (ol'i-go-ket), a. and n. [Oligo-
cliieta.'] I. (7. Belonging to or having the
characteristics of the OUgochseta.

Studies in the oligochsete worms by Mr. A. Ditlevsen,
and investigations into the development of the eye of the
bee by Mr. O. Dickel, complete the contents of this
number. yatttre, Oct 13, 1904, p. 582.

II. n. A worm of the order OUgochieta.
Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Set., 1902,
n. 628.

oligocbrone (ol'i-go-kron), a. [Gr. bXiyog,

little, + xf^^°C, time.] Brief. [Rare.]
oligOChronometer (ol'i-go-kro-nom'e-t^r), n.

[Gr. 6/l/jof, little, + ;fpdi'Of, time, + /xerpov,

measure.] An instrument for recording very-

brief periods of time.

piigOCOttus (oI"i-g9-kot'us), n. [NL., < 6r.
b'f.iyo^, small, + NL. Cottus.'] A genus of cot-
toid fishes inhabiting the North Pacific.

oligocythemic (ol"i-go-si-them'ik), a. Per-
taining to or affected with oligocythemia.
oligodacrya (oHi-go-dak'ri-a), n. [NL., prop.
*oligodacri/ia, < Gr. oAi'jo?, few, little, + doKpvov,

tear.] Deficient lacrymal secretion.

oligodont (ol'i-go-dont), a. [See *oligodon-
toK«.] Same as *oligodontous : contrasted
with polt/odont,

OligOdontOUS (ol"i-go-don'tus), a. [Gr. W/yof,
few, + ofSoi'f {bdovT-), tooth, + -o«s.] Having
few teeth.

oligodynamic (ol ' i - go - di - nam'ik), a. [Gr.
o>.i}of, small, + 6i'i>a/ii(, -power, + -I'c] 1. In
phys., produced by extremely small forces,
or by small quantities of an active substance.— 2. Chemically active in extremely small
quantity, as an oligodynamic solution of a
salt of copper, capable of destroying the lower
forms of vegetable or animal life, though con-
taining, it is asserted, not more than one part
of copper in many million or even many hun-
dred million parts of water.

oligohydramnion (ol"i-go-hi-dram'ni-on), n.

[NL., irreg. < Gr. b'/jyoc, few, little, + vSup
(iSp-), water, -f- NL. amnion.'] A deficiency
of the amniotic fluid.

oligohydramnios (oKi-go-hi-dram'ni-os), n.

Same as *oUgohydramnion.
oligomenorrhea (ol'l-go-men-o-re'S,), n. [Gr.
bXiyo^, few, little, + NL. menoi'rhoea.'] In-
sufficient menstruation.
Oligomesomyodqus (or'i-go-mes-o-mi-6'dus),
a. [Gr. b?iiyo(, little, + E. mesomi/odous.] In
ornith., noting a condition of the muscles of the
syrinx which resembles both the oligomyodous
and mesomyodous states. It is found in the
broadbills, EuryJsemidx, of tropical -A.sia.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1892, p. 253.

oligomyodan (oFi-go-mi-o'dan), a. Same as
oligoniyoid.

Oligonephria (ol"i-go-nef'ri-a)^ n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. oAijof, few, + ve<j>pdg, kidney.] Those
insects which possess but few urinary or Mal-
pighian tubules. This grouping of insects
shows no relation to classification or phylo-
geny. Distinguished from *Polynephria.

OligonephroUS (ol"i-go-nef'rus), a. [Gr. oAi'yof,

few, + vt(j>p6f, kidney, + -ous.] Having few
Malpighian tubules.

Oli^oneura (ol"i-go-nii'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
oAr/o(, few, -l-,wi>poi', nerve.] A group or sub-
order of dipterous insects including only the
family Cecidomyiidee.

Oligonitrophile (ol'l-go-nl'tro-fil), n. [Gr.
b/.iyoc, few, little, + NL. nitrwm + Gr. (pilclv,

love.] In hacteriol., an organism capable of
fixing free nitrogen and able to grow upon
media very poor in nitrogen.

The oUffonitrophUeg belong to the Clostridium group
or to Beijerinck's Granulobacter group.

Science, March 6, 1903, p. 371.

oligonitrophilic (oFi-g6-ni"tro-firik), a. [oU-
gonitrophue + -jc] In bacieriol., requiring
little nitrogen : said of those organisms which
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grow in media containing little or no nitrogen
and which have the power of fixing atmo-
spheric nitrogen.

Oligonilrophilic bacteria are those that grow in nitro-
gen-free or nitrogen-poor media, and that possess the
power of utilizing the free nitrogen of the air.

Science, March 6, 1903, p. 371.

oligopelic (oFi-go-pel'ik), a. [Gr. b/.iyo;, little,

+ T^'/>o(, clay, + -!c.] Of a coarsely clayey
consistency. See *pelogenovs.
oligopepsia (ol'i-go-pep'si-a), n. [Gr b?.iyoc,

little, + iTfV'ft digestion.] " Imperfect diges-
tion.

Olifopetalous (oF i - go - pet ' a -lus), a. [Gr.
b/iyo(, few, + E. petal + -ous.'] In bot, hav-
ing few petals.

Oligoplastina (ol"i-go-pla8-ti'na), n.pl. [NL.]
A group of Coccidiidea in which the schizont
divides into few (from two to four) archispores

:

contrasted with *Polyplastina.
Oligoplites (ol"i-g6-pli'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

Oli^ofUtfS saurus.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

6/lr/of, few, little, -I- iirVnTi^, armed: see hop-
Ute.'] A genus of caraugoid fishes found in the
tropical seas of America.
oligoprothesy (ol " i - go - proth ' e - si), n. [Gr.
bMyo(, few, -1- Trpbdca^, a preposition. See
proiliesis.~\ In pliilol., the habit of using few
prepositions. K. E. D.
Oligoprothetic (ol"i-go-pr6-thet'ik), a. [Gr.
o/ii/of, few, -I- TrpoderiKu^, prepositional.] Char-
acterized by oligoprothesy.

oli^opsammic (ol"i-gop-sam'ik), a. [Gr.
b'Atyoi, little, + i>dfi/zo^, sand, + -ic] Of a
finely sandy texture. See *psammogenoits.
oligopyrene (ol"i-go-pi'ren), a. [Gr. bXiyo^,

few, -t- TTvpfjv, stone of a fruit (nucleus).]
Having a small amount of chromatin in the
nucleus: said of certain spermatozoa: opposed
to *eupyrene and *apyrene.

Fr. Meves has continued his investigation of this inter-
esting subject He gives an account of the spermato-
genesis in /'aiitdina, which has normal "hair-like" and
peculiar " worm-like " spermatozoa. The former may be
called "eupyrene" [tv and nvpriv — nucleus], and the
latter "oligopyrene," for they liave little nuclear ma-
terial. In the case of the Lepidopteron Pytjcera, the
term "apyrene" is more appropriate for the peculiar
type of spermatozoa, corresponding to the oligopyrene
type in Palitdina. Meves gives an account of the sper-
matogenesis in both cases.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 23.

oligosepalous (ol " i - go - sep ' a - lus), a. [Gr.
oAij-of, few, + E. sepal, + -ous"'] In bot., hav-
ing few sepals.

oligOSideric (ol"i-go-si-der'ik), a. [Gr. o/iyof,

little, + mdrjpoQ, iron, -I- -ic] Containing
iron in small amount : said of certain mete-
orites. See ^meteorite.

oligosiderite (ol"i- go-sid'e-rit), n. [Gr.
b'/.tyog, small, -I- aidripo;, iroii, + -itc'^.] A
name given by Daubr^e to a class of meteoric
stones, or aerolites, in which the grains of
metallic iron are in relatively small quantity.
See *metcorite.

Oligospermism (ol"i-go-sp6r'mizm) , n. [oligo-

sperni{io) + -ism.] Same as oligospermia.

oligotrichia (ol"i-go-trik'i-a), B. [Gr. b'/.iyof,

few, little, -I- Bpi^irpix-), hair.] A condition
in which the growth of hair is scanty. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 195.

oligotrophia (ol " i - go - tro ' fi - a), ». [NL.]
Same as oligotrophy.

Oligotropic (ol * i - go -trop ' ik), a. [Gr. uUyo;,
few, + -TpoTTOc, <.rptvEiv, turn.] In entom., visit-

ing but few flowers : applied to bees or other
insects.

oligozoospermia (ol'i-go-zo-o-spfer'mi-a), n.

[Gr. b'/dyof, few, 4- fuov, animal, + uTr^p/ia,

seed.] The presence of but few spermatozoa,
resulting in practical sterility.

oliguresis (ol"i-gu-re'sis), «. [NL., < Gr. b?uyoc,

few, + oi'priaL^, urination.] Same as oliguria.

Olinia (o-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (Thunberg, 1799),
named after Jolian Henrik Olin, a Swedish
botanist.] A genus of plants constituting
the family Oliniacex. They are closely branched
shrubs or small trees with opposite, entire, feather-veined
evergreen leaves, small white or red flowers in tenninal
cymes, and fruit consisting of thin-fleshed drupes con-

rnnnr
Olive Acanthus. Temple of Mars

Ultor, Rome.

ological

taining from 1 to 6 nutlets. The ovary is inferior, sur-
mounted by a tube bearing at its sunmiit the 6 petal-like
calyx-lobes, 6 scale-like petals, and 6 stamens. There are
6 species, all natives of Africa.

Oliniaceae (o-lin-i-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL. (Piesl,
1845), < Olinia -f- -a'ccse.] A small family of
dicotyledonous ehoripetalous shrubs or small
trees of the order iJuplmales, the hard-pear
family, containing only the genus *Olitiia
(which see for characters).

oliv, n. and a. A simplified Bi)elling of olive.

olivaceous, n. 2. Applied to complexion, of
a dull tawny color, with a greenish tinge in
the shadows.
olive, n— Black olive. See Hack *otive-tree (a).— Nasal olive, in phontHcs, a hard-rubber bulb with a
tubule which flt« into the nostril, and is coimected by rub-
ber tubing, as to a Marey tambour for the recording of ex-
piration curves. E. W. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics,
p. 219.— Native olive, in Australia, one of the many
names given to any one of four trees : (a) Burmria
$pinom. See native Irbox ani itbox-thorn, 2. (b) El«o-
carpus cyaneus. Compare alive-nut. M Xotel/ea ovata.
See -kdunga-rtmga and Notelma. (d) The Queensland
olive, Olea paniculata. See -kmarblewood, 2.— Ollve
acanthus, in classic decoration, a form of acanthus in
which tile termi-
nal points of the
leaves are oval
like olive-leaves,

and not spiked
as in the typi-
cal acanthus. A
standard exam-
ple is the capital
of the temple of
Mars Ultor in
Kome.
olive-berry
(ol'iv-ber"i),
n. The berry of
the wild olive

or oleaster,

Olea Europxa.
See cut under
olive, 1.

olive-clad (ol'-

iv-klad), a.

Covered with
olive orchards.

olive-fly (ol'-iv-fli), n. A trypetid fly, Dacus
olese, whose larvae injure the "fruit of the olive.

Olivella (ol-i-vel'il), n. [NL.] A genus of
gastropods of the family Oliridse. O. biplicata
was used as money by Indians in Caliiomia.

olive-press (ol'iv-pres), n. A press for
squeezing the oil from olives. See oil-press.

olive-scab (ol'iv-skab), n. See *scab.
olive-scale (ol'iv-skal), n. A scale which in-
fests the olive-trees: (o) The black scale,
Sais.^etia oleee. (6) The greedy scale, Aspidi-
otus rapax.
olivescent (ol-i-ves'ent), a. [olive + -escent.]
Having an olive tinge ; growing olive-colored.

olivetoric (ol"i-ve-tor'ik), a. Noting a crys-
talline acid, C27H3gO;, found in £r<T«irt/Mr-
furacea, a lichen. It melts at 141-142° C.
olive-tree, n— Black Ollve-tree. (a) Buada Buceras,
a small tree of the family Combretacese, common in
tropical America and also found in Florida and the Keys.
Also called olivebark-tree, black olive, and vnld olive.

See ox-horn, n., 2, and bois-chine. (6) Ximenia Ameri-
cana of tropical America. See t^llow-nut.

olivette (ol-i-vef), n. [F., < olive, olive.]
A South European dance at the ingathering
of the olive harvest.

Oliviferous (ol-i-vif'e-rus), a. [L. olira, olive,
+ferrc, bear.] Bearing olives. Blount.

olivil, n. 2. A bitter crystalline substance,
CjiHjgOs+HjO, which occurs in the gum
and otier parts of the olive-tree. It is easily
oxidized to vanillin. Also called olivite.

olivinite (ori-vi-nit), n. [olivine + -ite^.]

Inpetrog., a name given by Eichstadt (1887)
to a variety of peridotite or homblende-
picrite containing olivin and its decomposi-
tion-products, with hornblende and augite
and occasionally a little anorthite.

olivite (ol'i-vit), n. [olive + -ite^.] Same as
*olivil, 2.

oUa^ (ol'a), n. Same as *ola, *olay.

oUapod (ol'a-pod), n. A contraction of olUi
podrida.

oUapodism (ol'a-pod-izm), ?i. [ollapod +
-ism.] A phrase or sentence made up of a.
number of languages. [Nonce-word.]

olm (olm), V. [G.] The local name of the
blind cave-salamander, Proteus anguinus, of
Carniola, adopted as a common name. See
cut at Proteus.

ological (6-loj'i-kal), a. [Detached from geo-
logical, soological, and similar words. See



ological 895 omniscribent

(Hoffj/.J Relating to or versed in the 'ologies.' ombrophilous (om-brof'i-lus), a. [onibrophil omnibenevolent (om'ni-be-nev'o-lent), a.
[Colloq.] + -ous.l Loving rain ; inviting the contaot [L. omnia, all, + benevoleiis, well-wishing.]
However, I give you joy, my dear—and I hope you may of rain : in phytogeog., said of plants or their Benevolent toward all.

"^^d^,—— S»rSri':?.!i: &'eL'i'^%L\tp&\rrLtifS^,t Tf^r"^"^
(om'ni.hus.blir), n. San.e as

"Don't tell me that's the reason," . . . said Mrs. fpofpH hv tha for.*- thot tVia lun^roo n- «fi.o..
Gradgrind. " Go and be Bomethingoio?.™' directly."

^^^'^d by the tact that the leaves or other omnicausalitv (orn'm-M-zal 'i-ti), n. [L.
I>icke,^, Hard Times, I. i. 4. PaHs are wettable

: opposed to *ombrophobous.
o„,„,-,,, ^,1, + Rl. cau!<alitas, causality.] Uni-

Ologist (ol'o-jist), n. [Detached from geblo- „-„iff"£,^{i„ /" , .' ^\ r i i,-7 a.
versal causality; being the cause of every-

gisi, zoologist, and similar words.] One who is O^froP^lly (om-brof i-li) n. [ombropM + t^iiig. '

versed in or professor of an'ology'; a scien-
J-j, ^^IJ,^^™^*^''

"^ being ombrophilous.
omnicompetence (om-ni-kom'pe-tens), «. [L.

tist. [CoUoq.]
nTn"i»rnr»Wn>«o (-iT„'V>^A fAl,^ „ rQ„„ *.™iv-„ omnis, all, + K. competence^ CJoriipetence in

Olym.
.
An abbreviation of Oly.pia^a.

°?^.t?a^Tst rS
-

+%L "<%%. /ear" -s" s
';
cVpetent f'^/^er^ytWnr

8Sa^~(^H^&^-TnW'^.- + r-J ^hurn^^tinrfnUtfo;'

^

omnicred«lity (o,n^ni.4-dA.-ti) «. [L.

«« + -IS,,,.] In the religious system of the ?f
P}''"'^ P"-

tl>«r parts, chiefly the foliage, omm* all, + crednhtas, credulity.] Capacity

»ncic3t Greeks, the worship of the twelve Ombrophobous character is usually shown by for behe^^ng everj-thing
;
unlimited credulity,

greater gods, dwellers in Olympus: distin- f
"^a^er-shedding or unwettable surface (due omnicredulous (om-ni-kred'u-lus), a. [L.

gaished from the older Pelasgic traditions and *** '^^^S, P"",^ "^^^y covering), as in the com- om„is, all, + credulux, credulous.] Believing

from the later mythology '""'^ Calaatum, m Impatiens, etc. Other everything ; credulous to an unlimited extent.

01yinpiamze(6-iim'pi-a-niz),e.: pret.andpp. adaptations, as the form or position of the omniessence (om-ni-es'ens), ». [L. o»mi«, all,

Olympianized, ppr. Olympianizing. [Olympian ^^^' ^^^\^Li"^
shedding or escaping water. -I- ML. essentia, essence.] Universal being.

+ -ire.] I. trans. To invest with the attrib-
H 'esner, l»y6. omnificent (om-nif ' i-sent), a. [omnific +

utes of an Olympian : usually alluding to the Xerophytesperishafter two orthreedays of continuous .enf] Sa.me as omnific. "[Bare.]
_„;„„„ „f i/X.-o ram; they are ram-avoiding, ombrophobous, whereas .> , , /' , \\ omaiesty 01 Aeus. hygrophytes are, as a rule, ombrophilous. OmnilOrmal (om-ni-for mal), a. Same as 0»!-

11. intrans. To assume or affect a high .4. H'. .F. ScAtmpcr (trans.), Plant^geog., p. 2. niform.
Olympian style.

,.> , ., ,. , ombrophoby (om-brof 6-bi), n. [om6rop7iO- onmigener (om-nij' e-ner), a. Omnigenous.
Olympianly (o-lim'pi-an-li), adv. In a high j(„„.5) + .,^3.] in phyiogeog., the condition X E. V. [Bare.]
Olympian style

;
with an assumption of con- of being ombrophobous. A. F. W. Schimper. omnigerent (om-nij'e-rent), a. [L. omnis, all,

.lesceiKling grtatness. ombrophytic (om-bro-fit'ik), a. [Gr. «/i/3pof, + gerens, pp. of gerere, bear, carry on,Olymma orange-tip. See *orange-tip. a rain-storm, + f,w-w, plant, + -ic] Of or manage.] Able to perform every kind of
OlyntllUS, «. 3. [/.c] A transitory stage in pertaining to plants to which rain is peculiarly work; universally operative.
the development of all calcareous sponges, favorable (ombrophiles). omnieraDh n 2 The trade-name of a device

}kTw;wirh^irSa„\^~:r..lfosS.rat ^l^rn..i;i/Z\Zi:ZX:Zf:^"'\'':\^^'Z -atlcaHy produced lot's aid dashes of the
the upper end, and the wall perforated by numerous ombrophytic habitat is well adapted to the development Morse code.
pores except at the upper and lower ends. The wall con- of lichens. Bot Gaee««, March, 1903, pp. 199, 200. OmniUnenal (om-ni-line'ewal) a FL omnis
Bists of two layers of cells, the dermal without and the i /,,_,_. r^ »' n „ii _i_ j * _r 7i' n at.i / ,'

gastral within, the former containing the skeletal ele- OmbrOSCOpe (om'bro-skop), n. [Gr. 6///3poc all, + hngna, tongiie, + -aU.] Able to speak
ments. The name was given by Haeckel under the im- a rain-storm, + moTrea, view.] A rain-gage or to understand all languages. N. E. D.
pression that this stage of development represented an arranged to make the rate of rainfall immedi- omniloauent (om-nil'6-kwent), a. PL. omnis,

M."°AnaUr;%ia,Ton%1^ ,ely observable ;specifically-(«) Symon's all, +/«,«.«., ppr. otWogili, speak.] Speakl

(i) [?. c] of the Latin omni mane, every mom- °!^^"'fT-' . T" ?Ty. " w^t "^ ?^ "" subjects.

ine • Co) of Order of Merit 2T,^*
'^ ''^*^ ."'^° ^ narrow vertical tube which omnilucent (om-ni-lu'sent), a. [L. o»««js. all,

omagra (6- mag' rii), «. '[XL., < Gr. <L»of,
fills "P rapidly so that the rate per minute 18 -I- /„ceH«, ppr. of ««cer<;; shine.] Giving light

shoSder + &ypa;i catching cf. jjor^rr, 1^?' L^T^J^f 'l/*^ ^r'^'
attachment to or shining everywhere.

c*,>«<,ra etc.).] Gouty inflammation of the ^ui„w ?fiLf f ?^ f°^
ram-gage by omnimeter (om-nim'e-t^r), n. [L. omnis, &\\,

shoulder-joint S l^ ^""^ ^^** ^''^ I^P^ ?^^ ? S"^''"'
™^'5*' * + Gr. /Hrpov, measure.] A form of sliding

omal (6'mal), a. [Gr. i^,5f, the same, + -«Jl.]
blotch or other mark, so that the exact tiine ^x^ of extended scope, the scales of which

Iq nmth. : (a) Having the d^erential coefficient °l
b'-gmning and the occurrence of very slight ^re on concentric cards or disks rotated on a

always of one sign^ Legendre. ijb) Homa- sh««e>^ may be recorded. eommon axis.

loidal or linear. Cayley. Umega nebula, bee «nc6«ta. omninescience (om-ni-nesh'ens),«. [L. o»nHr«,

omalgia (6- mal' ji- a), ». [NL., < Gr. i/zof, omegoid (o- me 'gold), a. [omega + -okJ.] all, + LL. nescientia, lack of knowledge.]
shoulder,' + a/.yoi] pain.] Pain in the Shaped like the Greek letter omega (O). Lack of knowledge of all things ; total igno-
shoulder. Omeire (o-mi're), n. [Native namet] A rauce.

omam (6'mam), n. In India, a name of the drink, similar to kumiss, prepared in south- omninescient (om-ni-nesh'ent), a. [L. omnis,
plantalsocalleda/wanora/ifrtin, CaraTOo/otran, west Africa by allowing milk to ferment. It all, + «<!,vcie».?, not knowing, ignorant.] Ab-
OT Pt<ichotis ajowan. It yields ajowan-oil, the is a thick liquid with a slightly acid taste and solutely ignorant ; knowing nothing.
distillation-water of which, and the crystal- apleas.ant odor like that of wine. Jour. Soc. omniperfect (om-ni-per'fekt), a. [L. omnis,
line thymol separating from which, are Lhem. Industry, \ I. »6l.

all, + i«)fec/«s, perfect.] Perfect in all ways.
medicinally used in India, especially as omentitis (o-men-ti'tis), n. [NL., < omentum omnipregiiant (om-ni-preg'nant), a. [L. om-
remedies in cholera. + -ttt«.] Inflammation of the omentum.

„j,,^ all, + prmgnans, pregnant.] Ready to
omau (6-ma'8), n. [Hawaiian.] Fhaeornis om«I (o' vabr), n. [Heb.] 1. A handful of produce anything. N. E. D.
ofisowra, one of the Sandwich Island thrushes, grain; a sheaf.—2. A Hebrew dry measure omnipresently (om-ni-prez'ent-li), OfJc. In
ombi (om'bi), n. [African.] An African equal to the tenth part of an ephah. an omnipresent manner; in "such a way or
harp made from a crooked branch or root and omiak, ». See oomi<ik. with such powers as to be present everywhere.
strung with plant-fibers. Omish, n. Same as *Amis}i. onmiprevalence (om-ni-prev'a-lens), n. [L.

ombrifuge (om'bri-fiij), n. [As if P. *o»n6rt- omlah (om'la), n.p?. [Ar. 'amala, 'amaldt, p\. omnis, all, + LL. prwtafcnii'a, prevalence.]

fuge, < Gr. iftlipor, a rain-storm, + L. fugere, of 'dmil. See aumil.'] In India, native civil The character or power of prevailing every-
flee.] A protection or refuge from rain, officers. Also used as a singular noun. where or over all things.

[Kare.] Ommateal (om-a-te'al), a. [ommate^um) + omniprudentt (om-ni-pro'dent), a. [L. omnis.
The belfry provei a fortreM of a sort, -«/l.] Pertaining to an ommateum or com- all, 4- /^rafte/i*, foreseeing.] Foreseeing every-
Haa other uae* than to teach the hour, pound eve. thing ; having a universal providence.
Turns sonacreen, paxsTent and omorifuoe ' . * , .,, . , . , ..v • *i. _i _a, / n -a-/ • i.\ rr
To whoso seeks a shelter In it« pale. ommateum (om-ft-te'um), «. ;

pi. owTwafea (-d). omniscitunentt (orn'm-si-tu n-ent), n. [L.

Brouminp, Ring and Book, X. 466. [NL., < Gr. 4^/ia(o////aT-), eye.] A compound omnis, aU, + ^h.'scituriens, ppr. oi'sciturire,

ombrograph (om'bro-graf), n. [Gt. i/j(ipo^, eye, as in crustaceans and insects. desiderative of scire, know.] Desiring or

a rain-storm, + ypd^eiv, write.] A self-re- Omn. bid. An abbreviation of the Latin omnt wishing to know everything.

cording ombrometer. biduo, every two days. onmiscope (om'ni-skop), n. [L. omnis, all, +
ombrological (om-bro-loj'i-kal), o. [omftroJ- Omn. bih. An abbreviation of the Latin omni Gr. moTrfZi-, view.] An improved periscope

ogiy) + -ic-aV-.'] Relating to rain, rainfall, bihora, every two hours. designed to be used m the conning-tower of

or rainy weather Omn. hor. An abbreviation of the Latin o«,ni feS^'^TSe^a^o^ie L^^^gt^.^^^'^^^^^^^
OmbrolOgy (om-brol'o-u), n. [Gr. OfPfXK, a hora, every hour. prisms with lenses. Four of these, used as tinders, cowr
rainstnnn, + -/xryia, < '/Jyetv, speak.] The omniana (om- ni -a ' na), n. [L. omnia, all each a field of 214 degrees of the horizon, giving images of

scientific knowledge of rain; also, a treatise things, + ^na.:i Notes, anecdotes, and in- f'«"elro'f1-1S'!an?;rL"n,L"ihl TnlJgf^^^^^^^^

or Qiscourse about rain. formation upon all subjects. without distortion. Eyepieces and a direct-vision prism

Ombrophil (om'bro-fil), a. and n. I. a. Same omniarch (om ' ni - ark), n. fL. o«jnw, all, + "<= proii'ied within the coniiing-tower. Two horizon-

as *nnihrrnihiU,iiji ' n. / 1 t ti,„ 1..J" „ l,„„,l „t tl. tal hair-lines on the lens of the direct-vision prism act&a omoroplitlous.
, ^ ^. .

Gr. a/j;(-(4c, ruler.] The ruler or head of the ^s a range-tlnder, the space between representing the
n. n. A name proposed by Wiesner for universe. height of a man at 300 yards.

a plant which requires much rain. omnibenevolence (om''ni-be-nev'o-lens), n. omniscribent (om-ni-skri'bent), a. [L. omnis,

ombrophilic (om-bro-fll'ik), a. [ombrophil + [L. omnis, all, + benevolentia, good-will.] all, + scn6e««, ppr. of smftere, write.] Writ-
-ic.] Same as *(Wi&rop?n7<MM. C. MacMillan. Benevolence toward all. ing about everything.



omnlscriptive

omniscriptive (om-ni-skrip'tiv), a. [L. omnis,
all, + scriptm, pyi. of scrihen: write, + -ifc.}

Having a tendency to write about everything;
oinniscribeut.

onmisentience(om-ni-sen'shi-ens), n. [o«j)ii-

setititii(t) + -ct>.] Sentience of all things.

Omnisentient (om-ni-sen'shi-ent), o. [L.

omnis, all, + sentiens, feeling: see sentient.}

All-feeling; having knowledge, by sensation,

of all things.

onmisignificance (om'ni-sig-nif 'i-kans), n.

[L. omnis, all, 4- significantia, signifieanee.]
' Universal meaning; having the property of

meaning evervthiug.

Omnitemporal (om - ni - tem ' po - ral), a. [L.

omnis, all, + tempus (tcmpor-)', time, + -o/i.]

1. Having reference to all time.—2. In gram.,

including in its significance all the tenses.

The inflnitive as an abstract is always future and tlie

same idea grows ont of Its datival origin, unless limited

by the teniis of development to distinct time : in this

sense it may be called timeless = omnitemporal.
CtasHcat Ret}., Oct., 1890, p. 381.

omnitolerant (om-ni-tol'e-rant), a. [L. omnis,

all, + tokrans, tolerant.] To;. rant of all

things.

omnitonic (om-ni-ton'ik), a. [L. omnis, all,

+ Gr. t6vo(, tone, + -ic] In mtisic. See the

extract.

The 'omnitonic' system [of F^tis], whose main princi-

ple is that harmonic combinations e-tist by wliich any
given sound may be resolved into any key and any mode.

Grove, Diet Music, II. 30.

onmitude (om'ni-tud), n. [Nil. *omnitu(Jo,

< omnis, all.] The character of being all;

wholeness; omneity.
omnivaloust (om-niv'a-lus), a. Same as om-
nivalent.

Oinnivarious (om-ni-va'ri-us), a. [L. omnis,

all, + laWoMS, various.] Of all varieties.

Omnivision (om-ni-vizh'on), n. [L. omnis, all,

+ visio{n-), vision.] Same as omnividence.

omnivolentt (om-niv'o-lent), a. [L. omnis,

all, + volens, willing.] Willing all things.

omnivoracity (om " ni - vo -ras ' i - ti), n. [L.

omnis, all, + voracitas, voracity.] The capac-
ity of devouring everything ; unlimited vorac-

ity.

Omnivorant (om-niv'o-rant), a. [L. omnis,

all, + vorans, ppr. of vordre, devour.] Devour-
ing everj-thing and anything ; omnivorous.

omnivore (om'ni-v6r), n. [L. omnivorus, adj.

:

see omnivorous.'] An omnivorous animal, or

one -whose food is extremely varied in its

character. Good examples of omnivores are

to be found in some of the small monkeys that

feed on fruit, eggs, insects, and birds. Cor-

relative with herbivore, carnivore, etc.

onmivorously (om-niv'o-rns-li), adv. In an
omnivorous or all-devouring way.

Omn. man. An abbreviation of the Latin omni
mane, every morning.

Omn. Quad. hor. An abbreviation of the Latin
omni quadrante horse, every quarter hour.

omocotyle (6-mo-kot'i-le), n. [NL., < Gr.
oaoQ, shoulder, -1- kotv?.t/, cup, socket.] The
glenoid fossa of the scapula which receives

the head of the humeras.

omodynia (o-mo-din'i-a), m. [NL., < Gr.

wuof, shoulder, ¥ biuvrj, pain.] Pain in the

shoulder.

omolite (6'mo-lit), n. [Gr. u/iof, shoulder, -I-

/.idog. stone.] In ichth., the post-temporal
bone; the bone which usually connects the
shoulder-girdle with the cranium. Starks,

Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 520.

omophagist (o-mof 'a-jist), n. Same as
omophagus.

omophore (o'mo-for), n. [Gr. c>/io<p6poc, <

(j/iof, shoulder, -H-i^opoc, < (pipeiv, bear.] One
who bears the world on his shoulders: allud-

ing to ancient Hindu and Greek oosmologic
myths (Atlas, etc.).

The world-bearing elephants of the Hindus, . , , the
gigantic Onwphore of the Manicha^an cosmology, are all

creatures who carry the earth on their backs or heads.
E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture, L 329. N. E. D.

omoplata (o-mop'la-ta), n. [NL. See omo-
plate.] In ichth.,' the post-temporal; the
upper bone of the shoulder-girdle, usually
joined to the cranium.

omphalectomy (om-pha-lek 'to-mi), m. [Gr.

bti.<j>a/.6r, navel, + cKTo/i^, excision,] Excision
of the navel.

Omphalia (om-fa'Ii-a), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1821), from the navel-like depression in the

Ontfhalia camfanella.
(From Stevenson's "iiritish Fungi.'
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pileus; < Gr. 6uiia/.6c, navel.] A genus of
white-spored agarics having a cartilaginous

stem broadened at

the apex and gills

decurreut. The
pileus is some-
what membran-
aceous. The spe-
cies are numerous,
widely distrib-

uted, inodorous,
and none are
known to be ed-
ible. O. campa-
nella is a common
species on decay-
ing trunks of
coniferous trees
and O. umhilicata
in woods among
moss.
omphalism (om'-
fa-lizm), n. [Gr.

ofi(l>a?.6c, navel, center, -f -ixm.] Centraliza-
tion of government both by placing the capital
in the geographical center and by consolida-
tion of governmental powers. JS\ E. I).

omphalochorion (om"fa-lo-k6'ri-on), n.
;

pi.

omphalochoria (-ii). [NLJ., '< Gr. b/i<j>aA6c, navel,
+ NL. chorion.} In e7nhryol.,t\ie structure
which results from a fusion of the yolk-sac
with the chorion.

omphaloncus (om-fa-long'kus), n.
;
pi. ompha-

ZoHCi (-lon'si). [NL., < Gr. o/i^aA^f, navel, +
^yxof, mass.] A tumor at the umbilicus.
omphalophyma (om''fa-lo-fi'ma), «. ;

pi. om-
phalophijmata (-ma-ta)'. [NL.,' < Gr. bu.<j>al6^,

navel, + <pi'/'c, a growth.] Same as *om-
phaloncus.
omphalopsychic (om'^fa-lop-si'kik), n. [Gr.
ofiipa'/.d^, navel, -I- iivx>/, soul, + -ic.} Of or
pertaining to the Omphalopsychites or their
theories.

omphalosoter (omTa-lo-so't^r), n. [NL., <

Gr. buifa'/.o^, navel, + "our^p, saver.] A device
for replacing a prolapsed umbilical cord during
childbirth.

omphalotomy (om - fa - lot ' 6 - mi), n. [Gr.
b/iipaAdf, navel, + -Tofua, < rifiveiv, cut.] In
surg., the cutting of the umbilical cord.

Omphsrma (om-fi'ma), n. [NL., < bfi{il>aUc),

navel, + (pv/ia, growth.] A genus of Silurian
tetracorals with simple conical corallum bear-
ing radiciform extensions from about the apex.

omrah (om'ra), n. [Ar. umard, pi. of amir,
ameer.] A high official or grandee at a Mo-
hammedan court, especially at that of the
Great Mogul. Encyc. Brit., XII. 795.

On^, prep.— On air. In mining, a pump is said to be on
air when drawing air with the wjiter at each stroke.

—

On end. («) and (&). See end. (*) In coal-mining,^ In

a direction parallel to the main cleavage-planes or -joints

of a coal-seam, and at right angles to the end-joints.— On
side, in foot-ball and hockey, ijetween the ball or puck
and one's own goal : its opposite is of aide. A player off

side must be put on side before he can touch the ball or
an opponent.—On the spot (r), on the town. See *«j)of,

•ktown.

ON., 0. N. An abbreviation of Oid Norse.

onagon (o-nil'gon), »i. [Chippewa f] A form
of drum used by the Chippewa Indians.

onagra^ (on'a-gra), n. [See onager.} The
female of the wild ass or onager.

onagraceous (on-a-gi'a'shius), a. Belonging
to the Onagraceee, a family of plants.

oncha (on'cha), n. [Amer. Sp.] A Spanish-
American unit of weight, equal to twenty-five

times the libra, or local pound.

onchosphere, ". See ^oncosphere.

onchus, n. See *oncus.

Oncoceras (ong-kos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.

oj'Kof, barb, hook, + Ktpa^, horn.] A genus of
Silurian nautiloid cephalopods having slightly

curved, short, and exogastric shells with ex-
panded U-ving-ehamber.

oncoceratite (ong-ko-ser'a-tit), n. [^Oncoceras

(-at-) + -ite^.} Acephalopod of the genus
Oncoceras.

Oncosphere
^Bothriortph-
atus tatus).
Highly mag.

nihed.

Oncocottus quadricomis.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

onegite

Oncocottus (oug-ko-kot'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
6;wjf, hook, barb, -1- NL. C'ottiis.] A genus
of cottoid fishes inliabitingcircumpolar waters
and t. tending south to England, Labrador,
and Alaska.

oncological (ong-ko-loj'i-kal), n. [oncologiy)
H- -ic-iil^.} Belating to oncology.

oncometric (ong-ko-met'rik), a. 1. Mea-
sured with or relating to the oncometer.— 2.
Relating to oncometry.
The oncometric curves are nearlv normal.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 293.

oncometry (ong-kom'e-tri), V. [Gr. oyKoc, a
mass (tumor), -f- -fterpia, < pirpoi; measure.]
Measurement of the variations in volume of
the spleen, kidneys, etc., or of internal tumors.
oncosphere (ong'ko-sfer;, «. [Gr. b-,KO(:, barb,
liook, -I- c!<paipa, sphere.] The embrj-o of the
tapeworm while it is in the spher-
ical or subspherieal stage, inclosed
in a thick membrane, the embryo-
phore, and armed with six hooks

:

same as hexacanth *emt)ryo.

The embryo [of the tapeworm] itself is

small, usually spherical, and regulai'ly

armed with six hooks arranged in three
pairs near one pole. This six-hooked
oncosphere, as it is called, is bonie in an
inner membrane of considerable thickness, and often
prominent in appearance by virtue of its structure, and
to this the name of embryophore has been given.

Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc., Nov., 1903, p. 159.

oncospore (ong'ko-spor), n. [Gr. byKoc, hook,
-f arropd, seed.] Inphytogeog., a plant whose
fruit or seed is provided with hooks to assist

distribution. F. E. Clements.

oncost (on'kost), n. and a. \on -(- cost^.} I,

?!. 1. Additional costs ; extra expenses.
The goods thus sent (damaged) are disposed of at the

fairs of Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp, or to itinerant

traders, the commission being included in the item for

oncosts. J. Colcille, Social England, III. 392.

2. In coal-mining, the cost of upkeep, making
and maintaining shafts and roads, pumping,
etc. The engineers and others employed on
this work are paid by time. [Scotch.]— 3.
The indirect expenditure incurred for the
purpose of increasing the productive power of
organized labor. Trans. Inst. Engin. and Ship-
iuilders, Scotland, March, 1900, p. 236.

II. a. Noting work done on time wages

;

also, noting men who work on such terms: as,

oncost-vaen.

oncost-man (on'k6st-man), «. In mining, a
workman other than a miner, who is paid by
days' wages. Barrounian, Glossary.

oncotylia (ong-kot'i-lid), n. and a. I. A
member of the family Oncoiylidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the heteropterous family Oncotylidx.

oncilS (oug ' kus), n.
;

pi. onci (on'si). [NL.
onciis, < Gr. ojfof, a hook.] A name given
to certain fossil selachian fin-spines from the
Paleozoic rocks, chaiaeterized by their bilat-

eral symmetry, smooth base, and grooved
surface.

ondograph (on'do-graf), n. [Irreg. < F. onde,

<L. nnda, wave, + Gr. -ypa^siv, write.] In phys.,

an instrument for recording wave-forms in

alternating-current circuits and for the inves-

tigation of other oscillatory phenomena in

electricity.

Ondometer (on-dom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < F.

ondc, < L. unda, wave, + Gr. plrpov. measure.]
An instrument consisting of a system of ad-
justable condensers and inductance-coils for

determining the wave-length of tlie electric

waves, used in wireless telegraphy.

ondraw (ou'dra), v. ».; pret. ondrew, pp. on-

draicn, ppr. ondrawing. [ohI + draw.} To
approach ; draw on ; draw near.

By .Toidoigne, near the east, as we ondrew.
Dawn pierced the himiid air

;

And eastward faced I with him, though I knew
Never marched Gi-ouchy there.

T. Hardy, Peasant's Confession, Wessex Poems, p. 78.

ondri-ve (on'drlv), r. t.
;
pret. ondrnre, pp. on-

driven, ppr. ondriring. In cricket, to drive (a

ball) to tlie on, that is, to that part of the

field which is in front of the batsman's wicket
and to the left of the wicket-keeper.

One old cat. See *ca<i.

one-foot (wun'fiit), a. In organ-building, at a
pitch three octaves above that of the keys
used: said of stops or tones. See stop^, 6,

and /oo«, 12 (c) (2).

onegite (o-ne'git), «. [Onega (see def.) +
4t^.} Acieular goethite-penetrating quartz:



onegitfl 897 onychophagy
osed as an ornamental stone. The original II. n. A wood-louse or sow-bug. second. The former we may call the phenomenal, and
came from Lake Onega, Russia. It is also -onium. [NL. -oniuni, as in ammonium, etc.] Jwo verrdMerTn\"'meaiS

With these

found in Colorado. In chem., a termination given to the names loose as suits its own convenience.
™'''' P'^^' '*^' """

Oneida conglomerate, sandstone. See *con- of compound radicals which are analogous in Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 67.

glomerate. *sividstom\ structure aadchemicalfunetion to ammonium, Ontarian, »i. 2. In the classification of the
Oneirodes (on-i-ro'dez), n. [NL., so called in ^^i' "^ P'^'^^P^i"''^' ^^i, or tetramethyl- New York series of geological formations, a
allu.siou to the small, almost covered eyes; <

pbosphonium, P» (€113)4. term including all formations and stages of

Gr. ivtifj^K, dream-like, < dvetpou dream, + onkos (ong kos), n.
;
pi. onkoi (-koi). [Gr. iyxof. Upper Silurian age : equivalent to Coper

elioc, form.] A genus of fishes, of the family ^ "^^^' * ™''^»' ^ l>»shy topknot imitated m Silurian.

Ceratiids, found in Greenland waters. tragic masks : see *oncits.] In Gr. anttq., a ontocycle (on'to-si-kl), n. [Gr. dv (ovr-), be-

oneiromancer (6-ni'r6-man-s6r), «. [oneiro-
cone-shaped projection of the upper part of ing, + «*/of, cycle.] The cycle of individual

nmue(,/) + -er^.l One who divines by means ^^^. *'"''^° .™''^'' which was supposed to give development or ontogeny. [Rare.]

of dreams ; an interpreter of dreams. ^^^^ ^"'^ impressiveness.
^I^j^ enables us to speak confidently of the whole cycle

/>TioirnmaTltiat ^o-ni'i-o-man-ti«t^ 11 rnnMrn. IV*/*"™ *"">«
P^P"'''.''

'•!»*•" *is onJ-os we have a of the ontogeny or 07i(oci/rfe as more or less exactly par-Oneiromanusp (o-m ro-man-tist J, n. immro- relic of the elongated animal-head, or even of the crest allel with the cycle of the phylogeny or phylocycle.
mancy (-mant-) -r -iSt.J bame as *onetro- which we noticed on the Island stones in the case of the HyoK, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 134.

mtlJicer ass, lion, and horse. .

one-one (wun'wun), «. In ,natl,., of two con- ^- " ^o""' '» •">"• He"enic Studies, XIV. m ontocyclic (pn-to-sik lik),a. [_ontocycl{e) + -ic]

struets, having every element of each paired onllk (on'lik), n. [Turk, onliq, < on, ten, + „2| "JJ^flT f?/; =^^11°!^^ I' * ,

with one and only one element of the other. -Uq, adj. ending.] A silver coin of Turkey,
°f^f^^'^^°^

(ou-to-si klon), n. Same as *onto-

^1i^'^"^'^°'''"'^"''™d'^''?fi^*,''*'*V£^'"^?"'' ^t'ilI^L*°/'''F'tf"^" rpv, * ,, , oXgenetlc adaptation. See *odap«a (ion.- Onto-
x" differs from x, y from y, then it follows that x' does OnlOOK (on luk), «. The act of looking on genetic forces, tlie influences that work for the main-
not have the relation toy, nor l to y. (something); a thing or situation looked at. tenance and stability of any organism or organization;

a. .4. ».«tM«e«,Frinc. ofMath., p. 306.
ijjj^gj^jjg (6-nos'e-rin), n. [Onoinis) + L. the forces of social as well as individual preservation.

Oneonta sandstone, ^ee *sandstone. eera wa.K + -ine'^'l A crvstalline substance i- ^. ITard, Pure Sociol., p. 260.- Ontogenetic ml-v/ii(,uuuo ocvuu^ui/4^^.
.,

. . n ?f»^<'. ""f> ^ "';»« -J -^ ^-r.vstaiiine suDstauce, gratlon. .See *mi(/ra(ton.— Ontogenetic psychology.
onerative (on e-ra-tiv), a. lonerate + -iff.] CjaHooO, obtained from tke root of Ononis See *psychotogy.
Imposing a burden or obligation on ; convey- spiMoia, or rest-harrow. Ontogenic variation. See ^variation.
ing an accusation : opposed to exonerate. onolatiy (o-nol'ii-tri), n. [Gr. fivof, ass, + ontogony (on-tog' o-ni), ». [Gr. uv (bvr-),

onerosity (on-e-ros'i-ti), n. [onerous + -ity.'] ^arpeia, worship.] The worship of an ass or being, -I- ydvoc, generation, + -y^.] Same as
The fact of being onerous; specifically in asses : ascribed to various ancient sects. Jour, ontogeny.

&ofe /ajf, the fact that a deed, contract, note, Amer. i''oM--/rti-e, July-Sept., 1903, p. 203. ontography, « . 2. That division of geography
or the like, has valid consideration. See on- onomatomania (on-o-mat-o-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. which is concerned with the responses of
erouf!. 2. 6vofia{T-), name, + fiavia, madness.] Obses- organic beings to their physiographic sur-

Onerous contract, gift. See *contract, etc. sion by a word or name ; constant involuntary roundings or environment.

one-time (wun'tim), a. Sometime; former; dw«lling of the mind upon some one word. ontoidic (on-to-id'ik), a. [Gr. uv (oir-), being,

whilom: as, with their one-ftnie king. Onomatoplasm (on-o-mat'o-plazm), n. [Gr. -t- i<5(0f, own.] Of or pertaining to the onto-

It no longer needs to fear that its boom will collapse, »'W'(r-), name, + iryaafia, anything formed.] genetic stages of the idioplasm of Weismann.
for the one-time boom has passed off to be succeeded by A word which imitates the SOUnd 01 the thing We must . . . form an idea of the constitution and
iower but fully as substantial progress. it signifies. nature of the germ-plasm, and of the ontogenetic stages

•utiny, Feb., 1906, p. 5*1. onomatOPOeia, n. 3. A word formed in inJita- of the idioplasm, or onfo-idic stages.

one-time (wun'tim), a^Jt). At once; without tionoftte sound of the thing it signifies; an ^ ,

H ««na«H (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 35.

delay. [CoUoq.] imitative word. See the extract. ontonomy (on-ton o-mi), n. [Gr. uf (ovr-),

' Oh, yes,' I said, • I came on board her sixteen minutes Many interjections are what are called "imitative," or ^l^^^ t "f^"^; ^^]ll + "J',- J
Same as ontology.

ago; saw the Purser, and found I knew him; made onomoeopopiiM.— Sounds produced (a) by inanimate ob- OntOpnylOtlC (0n't9-fl-let Ik), a. [Ixr. uv (ovr-),

him give me the best room in the ship instead of the one Jects—ding-dong, ... splash, clank, puff, (b) By ani- being, + ^Wov, tribe, + -e<-ic.] Intergenetic.
I'd got ; carted ray things in there une-titne. and looked mate objects—bow-wow, mew, . . . tu-whit, tu-whoo. TRare 1
the door; and then cleared out here, and didnt worry ii. .tforrts. Hist Outlines Eng. Accidence, xvii. § 318. '_'. . ,. x. , „ ^ >

any more.

'

. © » Recurring to an earlier suggestion (p. 3, above) we may
Ci((c(i/e £f i/n«, in Athenajum, Jan. 14, 1905, p. 46. Onomatopoeial (on-6-mat-o-pe'yal), a. [ono- note that all three of these conceptions are ' intergenetic,"

one-to-one (wun'to-wun'), a. Samea8*0«e- '"«<";'«"' + -«'l.]' Relating tb or of tie "'•;.T0d^«; Development and Evolution, p. n, note.

„„g nature of onomatopoeia ; formed by onomat-
,.,1 . » V .» u J . jj... v..— ., oDoeia; onomatopoeic. ontotrophy (on - tot ' ro - fi), «. [Gr. uv (ovr-).
The meanings to be attached to addition, subtraction, "i-^*"", """^"""r^^'^- . , _,f '„„.,„ / ^„;a<.„, ».«,.i;ol, 1 T^/li

multiplication and division, the commuutive, associa- Onomatopoeian (on-o-mat-o-pe'yan), a. and n. low, + -rpoipia, < rpt^fiv, noHrish.J Indi-

tive, and distributive laws of operation, can all be based [^onomatopeeia + -an.'\ I. a. Same as OMoniflt- vidual nutrition. X. i<. ^ara, i'ure bociology,
on the notion of order and the pijssibility of fnie-to-one ovceic P* 291.
correspondences. A-ncyc. £nf., x.xviii. 545. •<

jj_ ;, game as ono»wtope. onnphin (on'u-fln), «. [Onup^is (see def.) +
one-valued (wun'val'ud), a. Having but ononial (6-n6'ni-al), n. [Ononi(s) + -al^.} -in^.] An albuminous substance belonging
one value ; in math., noting a function, y=fx. An amorphous compound, C19H26O8, found to the hyalins, found in the tubes of Onuphis
as regards X, when for each X there is only one in the root of Ononis spinosa, or rest-harrow. tuUcola.

value of y. For example, y = x" is one-valued; ononin (6-n6'nin), n. [Onon(is) + -in'^.^ A Onychaster (on ' i-kas-t6r), n. [NL., < Gr.

whereas the function y = xi is, in general, an glucoside, C30H34O13, obtained from the root ovif (ovuf-), claw, + aariip, star.] A genus of

n-valued function of X. of Ononis «;)in<>sa, or rest-harrow. fossil ophiurans or brittle-stars with small

The fundamental assumption concerning a homogen- onotillo (o-no-tel'yo), K. [Amer. Sp., dim. of round central disk and five long simple arms,
eons phase in equilibrium is that iu energy « Is a continu- oiwto a Venezuelan form of annotto, anna<to.] occurring in the Subcarboniferous rocks, fre-

Tl Thetryr""^".'."? mfT i'ii'^ndetnd'eni I" Vene^uela, a tree of the gamboge fainily, quently associated with or adhering to the

comiwnents. Jour. PAy.. CA«n., May, 1904, p. 325. T isniia Jerruginea. It yields a reddish-yellow calyx ot a crinoid.

rt M -D . vu „j *• t nij xT^tt.. gum-resin which can be used like gamboge. onychatrophia (on'i-ka-tro ti-a),M. [NL., <Gr.
O N. F. An abbreviation of Old Northern ^^^^^_^-,^^,^^^ [A Venezuelan form of Ga- 6vi,f (ovu^-*), nail, + arpo<^ia, atrophy.] In

a"™.''/ >a-\ r ij-<. -1 a »„ libi anno«o, E. onno«o, an«a«o, arno«o, etc.] paMo?., atrophy of the nails.
onflow (on'flo), ». [onl +>«?.] Aeon- game as ar«o«o. onychoclasis (on-i-kok'la-sis), «. [NL.,<Gr.
tmuous flowing, aa of liquid; a ^<^^^^S qj^^^^ (oix'set-kT),n. 1. One who urges, in- dpvf (iv.,;r-), nail, + KAdtr^r, breaking.] Break-
onwaril.

cites, or sets on (another).—2. One who as- ing of a finger-nail or toe-nail.
onflowing (on flo-ing), n Same as *o«>.r

sails or makes an onset. Onychodus (o-nik'o-dus), ». [NL., < Gr. «vuf
onglaze (on glaz), «. In ceram., noting the

o^getting (on'set-ing), a. Assailing; attack- (i>wx-), claw. + hSoi'u tooth.] A genus of
decoration or tinting of ware after it has

j^^ » ^ ^" «* ' Paleozoic fishes of uncertain relationship, best
been glazed, iiee overglaze, a.

on-side (on'sid), n. In mcte(, that part of the known from its remarkable arrangement of
onion, N.-Native onion. In Australia, same as naf.w

fipij of pjay to the left of the wicket-keeper and curved spur-like presymphyseal teeth. It

ntiinn i-iin'v.ml r t Tmiion nl To affect to the left of an imaginary line drawn between occurs in the Devonian rocks.

Tor wi"ho"nii : (a)Toflavor^with onions the wickets and ext^nde^ in either direction Onychograph (on' i-ko-graf) n [Gr. «-f

<h\ To rub with onion- nroduce bv the nres- to the boundarv. (omx-), nail, + ypa<^eiv, write.] A device for

enoe of?nion as tea?s
' X?E.I)^ ^ I*« hitting has m entirely departed-the last great ex- recording the capillary pulse, if present, under

^r,i,^ni^aA ^A',.i... ;,,n /> r„».V>B-l- -/. -1- ponent having been William Oscroft^that for some bowl- the nails.Omomzed (un } un-izd), a. [onton+-ue+ ^ „ot a single man is placed on the on-«V(<,. onychoid (on '
i - koid), a. [Gr. ivi;;rcK(%, <

'v j) ,f
1'^'°'^'^ ^'"' ""^ smelling of onions. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 276. "?y|^^^"^\ „ail, + eMof, foiii.] Resembling

,>. /'.. J>- onstand (on'stand), n. Whatever the outgo- a finger-nail or toe-nail.
omon-rust (un ynn-rust), «. A fungus, Pero-

i ^^^^^^ of a farm leaves on the land (as onychophage(on'i-k6-fai), «. [_Gt. ovvS (hwx-),
nosporaSchleidenuina, which produces a gray- ^Jnu^e, straw, etc.) for the incoming tenant, 3, + Tayof, < <>ayV;v, eat.] One who has
ish coating upon onion-tops. who pays for it at a price to be determined, the habit of biting the finger-nails.
omon-scab (un'ymi-skab), n. See *,ca6.

[Prov*. Eng.] onychophagia (onM-ko-fa' ji-ii), n. [NL.]
onion-thrips (un'yun-thrips), ». Same as

Q^^^t^ An abbreviation of 0«tono. sImeZ*^ychophaoy.-
miim-ru-iirips. .... „ Ontal (on'tal), a. [Gr. uv, neut. ov (ovr-), being onychophagist (ou-i-kof'a-jist), n. Same as

omon-twit«:h (un'yun-twich), n. Same as (^^e ontol6gy), +-al\'[ Real; actually exist- *^,„""P*°" " "' "
<>mun-ro„i-h. g„f. opposed to j>Ae«omeKai. See the extract, onychophagy (on-i-kof'a-ji), n. [NL. ony-
omon-weevil (un'yun-weM), n. An Amen-

Di„„enceof aspect (the Double Aspect Theory] may cophagia, < Gr. «vif (wi>-), nail, + -<payia, <
can otinrtiynchid beetle, hpicterus tmbrtcatus, result solely from difference of standpoint, or it may be Aayelv, eat.] The habit of biting the finger-
which fceils on onion-leaves and other garden due to difference in the reality itself. The circle, seen as J,„:]o
vpifptalilps and nlnnts See cut at Enicsprus concave from within and as convex from without, is an • , . „vegeiames ana pianis. aee cui at, oj^tcarua.

^^^^^^^^ instance of the first still In great favour ; the Habits of various kinds, such as onycophagie or finger-

OniSCOldean (o-ni8-koi de-au), a. and n. 1. a. piiur, that was cloud and darkness to the Egyptians but nail biting, excessive smoking, dypsomania, nervous

Same as oniscxtid. fight to the children of Israel, may serve to exemplify the twitchings, etc. Pop. Sci. Mo., Nov., 1905, p. 607.
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onychophyma (on'i-ko-fi'mii), n. [Gr. oiif

(oriVV-), nail, + (pv/^a, a growth.] TWckening spiral. It contains the single genus Oocorys.

of the nails. OOCyan (o-o-si'an), n. [Gr. 66v, egg, + Kvavo^,

onychoptosis (on'-'i-kop-to'sis), «. [NL., < blue.] Same as *ooajanin.

Gr. oMf (ovi'x-), nail, + T-axKf, falling.] In oocyanin (6-o-si'a-nin), n. [Gr. i>6v, egg, +
pnthoL, falling oflf of the nails. Kvavog, blue, + -in^.J A blue pigment which
onychorrhexis (on*i-k6-rek'sis), n. [Gr. 6wf has been fouiid in certain egg-shells.

(6ri',v-), naU, + p^jif, breaking, rupture.] A oScyesis (6"o-si-e'sis), n. [Gr. 66v, egg, '

oostegopod

disease of the naU resulting in a longitudinal
splitting.

koOnycoteuthidae (on
[XL. Oii>/coteuth{is) + _

deeapodous cephalopods of world-wide distri

bution. They have a cylindrical body with

'•
' thi-de), n. yil.

A family of

terminal or lateral fins,Very long tentacular oScyte (6'6-sit), n. [Gr. ii6v, egg, + Ktro?, a

arms, the sessile or tentacular ai-ms furnished
with retractile hooks, and the gladius lanceo-

late with a terminal cone. The family con-

tains Onyeoteuthis, Gonatus, AncistrocMrus, and
several other genera.

Onycoteuthis (on''i-ko-tii'this), n. [NL., <

Gr. oTOj {(in'x-), nail, + TEv6ig, cuttle-fish.]

The typical genus of the family Onycoteuthidse.

Lichtenstein.

Onygena (o-nij'e-nii), n. [NL. (Persoon,

1798), irreg. < Gr'. iraf, nail, hoof, -I- -ytvT/c,

-produced.] A genus of aseomycetous fungi

having small, more or less globose, stipitate

or sessile ascocarps suiTounded by a peridium
which becomes variously ruptured at matur-
ity. The spores are unieellularj brown, be-

coming free in the peridium and intermingled

with capillitium threads. Six species have
been described. They occur on decaying
hoofs and horns of various animals.

Onygenacese (Gn"i-je-na'se-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Onygena + -ocea?.]
' A family of aseomyce-

tous fungi containing the single genus
Onygena. See *Onygena.
onygophagist (on-i-gof'a-jist), n. An incor-

rect form of *onyclxophagist.

I was sitting at my desk, pen in hand and in mouth at

the same time ; (a substitute for biting the nails which I

recommend to all onyffophaijists).
Southey, Doctor, iii, A. i.

onymity (on-im'i-ti), «. [onym + -ity.'] The oofless (of'les), a.

possession of a iiame : opposed to anonymity, monej; penniless.

[Rare.]
'

'

'

onymizer (on'i-mi-z6r), n. [pnymize + -ej-l.]

One who applies onyms or technical names,
as to species or groups in zoology. Coues, in

The Auk, Oct., 1884, p. 321. [Rare.]

onymous (on'i-mus), a. [pnym + -ous or de-

tached from {an)onymous.'] Having a name :

opposed to anonymous : said of persons or

things, as letters, books, etc. N.E.D. [Bare.]

onyx, W.— Oriental onyi. Same as onyxmarUe or QQfy (gf

or eassidiform, and the corneous operculum ookinetic (6"9-ki-net'ik), a. ^ookinesis i-et-)

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to, or exhibiting,
ookinesis.

oolem (6'o-lem), n. [Also oolemm ; < Gr. ij6v,

egg, + Uafia, peel, skin, scale.] The inner-
most of the three external coats of an insect's

egg. See oolemma. Cambridge Nat. Hist.,

V. 144.

oolite, ».— HamWeton Oolite [Hambletmi Hills in

Yorkshire], in fjeoL, a division of the Coi-allian Oblit« in

Yorkshire which [lies between the Lower and Middle
Calcareous grits and is recognized as the zone of the am-
monite Aspidoceras perarmatttm.

Oolith (6'o-lith), H. [Gr. uov. egg, + /u6oc,

stone.] A fossil egg of a bird or reptile.

oologize (o-ol'o-jiz), V. i.
;

pret. and pp. oolo-

gi^ed, ppr.' oologizing. [ooJog(y) + -ize.'] To
study birds' eggs ; collect birds' eggs.

Kir/ai(, gestation.] Ovarian gestation.

oocyst, n. 3. A unicellular structure ofthe algae,

producing egg-cells : same as carpogonimn.
see *ooangi.um.— 4 . In sporozoans, the tough,
resistent wall surrounding a zygote.
Roy. Soc. (London), 1902, I. 77.

Proe.

hollow (a cell).] The ovarian egg before ma-
turation, that is, before the formation of the
polar bodies. The primary o6cyt« divides to form the OOloO, >i. See *«te.
secondary oocyte and the first polar body ; the secondary
oocyte divides to form the mature egg (ootid) and the
second polar body. The primary and secondary oocytes
in oogenesis, with their con-esponding polar bodies, are
the homologues of the primary and secondary spermato-
cytes in spermatogenesis. Boveri, 189L

ooeciostome (6-e'si-o-st6m), n. [NL. ocecium

+ Gr. arofia, mouth.] The orifice of a zoce-

cium among the moss-animals or I'ohjzoa.

A zocecium in which the egg develops becomes an ovi-

cell ; it differs to a conspicuous extent from the other
individuals of the colony, and often acquires a compli-
cated form. Its orifice (" oceciostome "

) is valuable for

the discrimination of the species.
Encyc. Brit., XXXL 828

oof (of), m. [Short for oo/feft.] Money; cash.

[Slang.]

I believe his family 's all right, and of course he has
plenty of oof, but then, you know, as I 've often said to

Weginald, 'Whatever happens, we must keep select*
N. Y. Times, Sept. 7, 1902.

oof-bird (of'bSrd), n. [oof -!-• ftirfji, used hu-
morously.] An imaginary 'bird ' or fairy god-
mother who can be coaxed into generosity;

hence, the one who furnishes the money; the

source of supplies. [Slang.]
In these days, when the oof-bird is so wild and wary, it

won't do ... to kick up your heels at a good thing just

because it may n't be all that your fancy painted.
Jane Barlow, Founding of Fortunes, iii.

"

[oof + -less.'i

[Slang.]

ooftish (of'tish), n. [Said to be Yiddish oof
tish, for G. auf tisclie, that is, auf dem tische,

'on the table,' meaning money laid down on
the counter, 'cash down.'] Money; money
down. See the extract. [Slang.]

' Oof ' as a cm-rent pseudonym for money has been in use

for about seven years, but 'ooftish,' which also is White-
chapel slang for coin of the realm, has been in use in

OOm (ora), n. [D., AS. earn, uncle. See earn.']

In Dutch, uncle : used like Eng. uncle, as a
title of mention and address : as, Oom Paul,
the popular name of Paul (Stephanus Jo-
hannes Paulus) Kruger, jiresident (1883-1900)
of the late Transvaal Republic.
oomancy (o'o-man-si), n. [NL. oomantia, <

Gr. uov, egg, + jiavrcia, divination.] Same as
*odscopy.

OOnt (ont), n. [Hind, iint, a camel, a reduced
form (prob. taken as imitative of a grunt) of
Skt. Kshtra, a camel, a buffalo.] The camel.
[Anglo-Ind.]

O the oont, O the oont, O the commissariat oont !

With 'is silly neck a-bobbin' like a basket full o'

snakes

;

We packs 'im like an idol, an' you ought to 'ear 'ini

grunt,
An' when we gets 'im loaded up 'is blessed girth-rope

breaks,
it Kipling, Barrack-room Ballads, Gouts, at. 1.

o5phagous (o-of'a-gus), a. [Gr. u6v, egg, +
-<pa-,oc, < (paytlv, eat.] Subsisting on eggs ; egg-
eating.

oophagy (o-of 'a-gi), «. [Gr. 66v, egg, + -(j>ayia,

< (jiayelv, eat.] The habit of eating eggs.

oophoric (6-o-for'ik), a. [p6phor(e) + -ic] Of
or pertaining to an oophore.

Without oophorid (o-of'o-rid), n. Same as oophoridium.

oophytic (6-0-fit'ik), a. [oophyte + -ic.'] Of
or pertaining to an oophyte.

ooplasm (6'o-plazm), n. [NL. ooplasma, < Gr.

uoi>, egg, +' TTAda/ja, anything formed.] The
protoplasm or living substance of the egg or
ovum.

ooplasma (6-o-plas'ma), n. ;
pi. ooplasmata

(-ma-tii). Same as *odplasm.
England^overthirty.ye^a^.^

Soc, Jan. 16, 1892. i.. R D. OOpod (S'o-pod), «. [Gr.>6., egg, -(- ™fcf (:ro<J-),

ilexican onyx.

Onza (on'tha.

See ounce''-.']

i), a. loof + -^1.] Rich; very

on'sa), ». [Sp. onza, ounce.
1. The ounce of Spain and

we'althy. [Slang.]
Awfully good family, the Walders,

oofy, are they? Albert Kinross, Philbrick

Spanish America, the sixteenth part of the o6gonial(6-6-g6'ni-al), a. [odgoni(um) + -aU.']

libra, or a little more than the avoirdupois

ounce.— 2. A Mexican gold coin, equal to 8

scudos or 16 pesos.

00^ (o'o), n. [Hawaiian.] One of the Sand-

wich Island houeysuekers, Moho or Acrulocercus

nobilis, the bright yellow axillary feathers of

which were used with those'of the mamo in

making cloaks and leis for the chiefs. See
Moho, with cut.

oSanginm (o-o-an'ji-um), n.
;

pi. ooangia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. (MV, egg, + ayyelov, vessel.] In hot.,

a multicellular organ which develops the egg-

cells. Same as archegonium. See *o6ajst, 3.

oSblastema (6'''6-blas-te'ma), n.
;
pi. ooblaste-

maia (-ma-ta).' [NL., <" Gr. l>6i>, egg, -f-

ji'kaaTrina, a sprout.] A simple or branched
filament arising from the earpogonium of cer-

tain of the red algae. It conjugates with an
auxiliary cell, and as a result, earpospores are

formed.
05capt (6'o-kapt), n. [Gr. udv, egg, + KanTuv,

gulp down.] A muscular organ in Cestoda ookaryon (6-o-kar'i-on), n

by which the eggs are taken from the ovary [NL., < Gr. 'u6v, egg, +
and forced onward to the vagina. iJwcfc, Med.
Handbook, II. 780.

OOChlorin (6-o-kl6'rin), n. [Gr. u6v, egg, -1-

x'fMpk, greenish-yellow, + -»(2.] A green

pigment found in certain egg-shells of birds.

Oocorys (o-o-ko'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. u6v, egg,
-1- Kopi^f, a helmet.] The typical genus of the

family Oocorythidie. Fischer, 1883.

OScorythidse (6"6-k6-rith'i-de), n.i)l. [NL.
Oocorys (-ryth-), -f -idee.] A family of gastro-

podous moUusksof the order Prosobranchiata.

They have a short siphon, broad foot, no eyes,

the radula teBnioglossate, the shell buccinoid

Of or pertaining to oogoma or an oogonium.
The fertilizing tube is entirely of oogonial origin.

Science, March 21, 1902, p. 457.

OOgonilim, n. 2. In zool. : (o) The primordial

mother-cell which gives rise to the ovum and
its follicle. Pfliiger. (b) One of the youngest ooscopy (o-os'ko-pi), v.

ovarian cells, characterized by having in its -cKoma, < 'mcoirelv, view.]
nucleus the same luimber of chromosomes as

in the nuclei of the somatic or body-cells. The
oogonia, which eventually give rise to the

primary oocytes, are homologous in the oogen-

esis with the spermatogonia in the spermato-
genesis of the male animal of the same species.

Borcri, 1891.

OOid (6'oid), a. [Gr. uouAiig, < uov, egg, +
eMof, form.] Same as oo'idal.

OOidocephalic (o-6"i-d9-se-farik), a. [Gr.

uocLdfig, oval, + 'Ktipa'Aij, head, -I- -ic] In cra-

niom., having a head of an oval form: noting

one of the divisions of cranial forms given by
Aitken Meigs.-•'.

pi^ ookarya (-S).

^ ^
. _ ^ ^ _,^, Kcipvov, nut.] T'lie

nucleus of the' unfertilized egg or ovum; the

pgg-nucleus.

ookinesis (6''''6-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. u6v,

egg, -1- aivtirn^, movement.] The karyokinetic

or mitotic phenomena exhibited by the egg

during its maturation and fertilization. Tfhit-

man, 1887.

oSkinete (6-o-ki'net), n. [Of. *ookinesis.] In

sporozoans, a zygote which is at first a freely

moving gregarine-like organism which pene-

trates the cells or tissues, comes to rest, and
becomes encvsted as an oocyst. Proc. Boy.

Soc. (London), 1902, I. 74.

foot.] Any one of the sclerites of an insect's

ovipositor,

not particularly OOrhodein (o-O-ro'de-in), « [Gr. i>ov,egg,+

ick Howell, xxix. p66ov, rose, + -e-tn.] A reddish or Drowmsh-
reddish pigment occurring in egg-shells : sup-

posedly identical with hematopoiphyrin.

OOSCOpe (o'o-skop), n. [Gr. uor, egg, -I- mo-
nelv, view.] ' An instrument for observing the

interior of an egg and noting its condition

;

an egg-tester.

[Gr. uriv, egg, -t-

1. The act of ob-

serving the process of development -within

an egg by means of an instrument made for

that purpose.— 2. Divination by the examina-

tion of eggs.

OOSite (6'o-sit), n. [G. oosit (Marx, 1834),

named from Oos, a stream in Baden.] A kind

o£ pinite from the Oos valley, Baden.

Oospora^ (6-os'p6-ra), n. [NL. (Wallroth,

1833), < Gr.' uov, egg, + ampd, seed (spore).]

A genus of hyphomycetous fungi having a
scanty mycelium. The fertile hyphas are

short, sometimes branched, and bear a great

abundance of catenulate hyaline or bright-

colored unicellular conidia. 0. lactis is a
common species occurring on the surface of

cheese, milk, and other substances, and form-

ing a white mold-like layer.

oSstegopod (6-o-steg'o-pod), n. [Gr. moi', egg,

-t- oTtjof, cover, + irorf (ttoS-), foot.] An oos-

tegite; a brood-foot; a thoracic appendage

on the females of certain crustaceans, as

Apus, the distal portion of which is cup-like

and covered by a lid, the whole forming a
cavity for the reception of the eggs. See cut

at oostcgite.

A capsule or brood-pouch is produced, which serves for

the reception of the eggs, and the appendage is distin-

guished as the oostegopod or brood-foot
Parker and Hasu'ell, Zoology, L 48a.



oothecotomy

oSthecotomy (6'o-the-kot'o-mi), n. [NL., <
ootheca + Qr. -rofiia, < ra/iclv, cut.] Same as
orariotoniy.

ootid (6'o-tid), n. [Gr. i^iov, egg, + -<- + -iV?2

(as in spermatid).'] One of the four cells

which result from the two consecutive divi-

sions of the primary oocyte during oogenesis.
These four cells are the mature ovum and three polar
bcxiies. Oft«n there are only two polar bodies, owing to
a failure of tlie first polar body to divide. The four
ootids formed during oogenesis correspond to the four
spermatids derived by two consecutive divisions of the
primary spermatocyte during spermatogenesis. See
•kpolar body,

Odtype (6'o-tip), n. [Gr. ^v, egg, + tItto^,

impression.] In some Trematoda, a dilated
portion of the uterus into which the oviduct
opens and in which the egg is fertilized,

acquires its investment of j'olk, and is pro-
vided with a shell. Parker and Haswell, Zo-
ology, I. 254.

Odxanthin (6-ok-zan'thin), n. [Gr. tjtdv, egg,
+ iavddi, yellow, + -i>^2,] A yellow pigment
found in egg-shells.

OOZ, n. and v. A simplified spelling of ooze.

ooze, n. 5. The short fibers on the surface
of cotton thread, usually burned off in manu-
facture. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 373.
—Ooze calf. See*ca(^.— Pteropod-ooze, an ooze
formed of the shells of organisms which. live at the surface
in tropical seas, and containing a large proywrtion of
pteropo<l shells. It is found on submarine ridges rising
to within KXPO fathoms of the surface. The reason fur
itA absence at greater depths is that the delicate shells
are dissolved by the action of the sea-water before they
have sunk t^> the abysses of the ocean.

ooze-eel (iiz'el), «. An eel ef the family
Ilyopfiidx : a translation of the generic name
Ili/ophis.

ooze-leather (oz'leTH'tr), w. Soft leather
made by finishing skins on the flesh side.

OOZily (o'zi-li), adv. With an oozy, damp, or
muddy look or feeling: as, ropes dripping
oozHy.

op. An abbreviation (6) [cap.] of Opera;
(c) of opposite.

O.P. Ail abbreviation of overproof in the
English excise system of stating the strength
of alcoholic liquors. See overproof.

0. p. An &bhre-v\a.tionot opposite prompt [side]
or prompter.

opacification (o-pas'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [L.
opacm, opaque, + -ficare, < fdiere, make.]
The formation of an opacity ; the process of
rendering opaque. [Bare.]

Hyperplasia, degeneration—these are reaulta of mal-
nutrition and the essentials of opacification.

Med. Record, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 333.

opacity, n. —Acoustic opacity, the property of being
imjterviuus to Bijund-waves.

opal, ".— Ceylonese opal, one of the names applied to
the t eyloriese mcx>ustone.— Harlequin opaL See har-
lequin, 4. and opal {a).

opal-agate (6'pal-ag "at), n. A natural mixture
of 0[ial and agate. The agate contains a part
of opal silica, that is, chalcedony silica and
opal silica, the latter having five, or more, per
cent, of combined water. Opal-agate occasion-
allv replaces wood in fossilization.

opalesque (6-pa-lesk'), a. [opal + -esque.]
Having the color and iridescence of an opal

;

milky-white like an opal.

opalish (6'pal-ish), a. [opal + -ish.] Some-
thing like an opal.

opalite (6'pa-lit), n. [opal + -ite^.] A milky-
white variety of glass or fusible porcelain.
Also used adjectively : as, opalite tile.

The feature of this building is the treatment of the in-
terior of the cages with liglit-green opaliie tile, and a
frieze of faience tile representing desert and Jungle scenes
for tbe lion* and tigen, respectively.

Science, Feb. 13, 1903, p. 266.

opalotype (6'pa-lo-tip), n. [opal + -type.] A
photograph made on opal glass. Woodbury,
Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 307.

opaque. I. a—opaque twist. See •£«•««.

n. n. 2. Something opaque; specifically, a
shade which can be worn over the forehead to
protect the eyes from Vjrilliant light.

op. cit. An abbreviation of the Latin nptts
citatum (abl. opere citato), pi. opera citata, etc.,
the work cited.
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0. varia is a species corn-wood, and rocks,
mon on bark.
opelet (6'pe-let), II. [ope, open, -t- -let] A
European sea-anemone, Anthea cereus, having
long tentacles which cannot be retracted,
whence the name.
The olive-green tangle-blades and other seaweeds are

studded with the opelet (Anthea cereus), whose long
trailing tentacles, with their hues of green and red, wave
with every surge of the tide.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., March, 1001, p. 224.

Opelousas cat. See *ca«i.

open. I. n. 14. In printing, said of a com-
position in type that is wide-leaded or with
excess of quadrats or other blanking-out
material, known to compositors as 'fat mat-
ter.'- Open bet. See *bet2,— Open champion, one
who has won in an oj>en-('hanipionship conii>etition.

—

Open championship, a championsliip wliich may be
competed for with no restriction.—Open class, in bench-
shows, tiorse-shows, etc., a class open to all.—Open-COU
annatnre, an armature of a direct-current generator
or motor, such that at any moment only those coils the
terminals of which are under the brushes are traversed
by current, theothers being in open circuit- Open-COU
dynamo, an electric generator the armature of which
is of the upen-coil type— Open door, file, game,
method, pig. See *doi,r, etc.— Open-plate wheel,
open port, race, ranks. See •icAccn. etc.— Open
rate, the announced public rate (of freight, etc.), as dis-
tinguished from secret rates given to favored parties.

Had from the Central a rebate of from ten cents to
forty-flve cents a bairel—usually it was twcuty-flve cents
on the open rate for refined oil to the seaboard.

/. M. Tarbell, in McClure's Mag., Feb., 1903, p. 403.

Open-nmnlng fan, in mining, a form of centrifugal
ventilating fan in wliich the casing revolves with the fan
and tlie air is discharged from the whole circumference.
Closed fans are those in which the Ciising is stationary
and the air is discharged at one point only.— Open score,
sea. See •»corf 1 ,*«c(i 1 .—Open-shelfsystem, a method
of library management in which the reader is permitted
free access to tlie books upon the shelves.—Open shop.
See *«Aopi.— Open-side planer. See -trplaner.—Oma
test. .See *fMfi.— Open timber, said of- roofs whose
beams are exposed fruiii lu-iicHtli, the under side of the
beams being can-ed and fonning an ornamental ceilisg.—Open town, a town or city in which the laws relating
to the closing of drinking-places on Sunday or between
certain hours are ignored by tlic authorities; hence, a
town or city in which gambling and other vices are
winked at by the authorities. (Slang, U. S.]—Open
trade, woods. »ee*tradcl,-kwood\,

n. n. 2. An opening; a hole; the widen-
ing of a river at its mouth : as, the open of
Humber ; a gap in sand-dunes through which
a road can pass. [Local, Eng] JV. E. D.

operation
opening, in chess, an opening in which black concedes to
wliite tile odds ol the King's ISisllop's Pawn and tlie move— Ponzlanl opening, in chess, same as Stnmiton's open,
)«!/ (which sec, under opereiji^, 8). — Queen's Bishop's
Pawn's opening. Same as Staunton's opening.—SlcQ-
lan opening, in chess, l P—K 4, P—QB 4. Mc >re commonly
called the .Sicilinn de/cii«e.— Spherical opening, the
size of a solid angle, now measured in stcnuliiuis.— Staun-
ton's opening. See opening, 9.— Two Bishops' open-
ing, in chess, 1 P—K 4, P—K 4; 2 B—B 4, B-S 4
[Obsolete.]-Vienna opening. See opening, 9.

opening-knife (op'ning-nif), «. A short,
strong knife for opening oysters, tin cans, etc.
open-sand (6'pn-sand), a. In founding, made
in sand without a cope or cover. See open-sand
*molding.
open-timbered (6'pn-tim"b6rd), «. Built so
that the timber framing shows and forms the
design as seen from within, as the roofs in
many English churches and halls of the four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries.
Opera^, »— opera bnffa. Same as opera hovfe: op-
posed to *opera serin.- Opera da camera, an opera
or operetta designed for perfonnance in a private house.— Opera serla, the tragic or serious opera, as distin-
guished from the icoperabitffa or comic opera,

operamania (op"e-ra-ma'ni-a), n, [Also oper-
amanie, op'ramany ; "E. opera + Gr. fiavia, mad-
ness.] A craze for the opera.

Adieu my hopes, if op'ramany
Has seiz'd on Peter's pericranie.
Drunk with Italian syren's cup !

Nay then, in troth, I give him up

:

The man 's a quack whoe'er pretends he
Can cure him of that fiddling phrenzy.

Byrom, Letter to R. L., Esq., st 6.

operand (op'e-rand), n. [L. operandum, neut.
gerundive ofoperari, work.] That which is

to be operated upon ; in math., that which is

In-T-/(x), ^dx

An opportunity; an opening; a chance.
I, V. I. tran8,~To open her up, to open t_ _

rottle in the steam-pipe of a ship's engine an^l throw
open, V

Opegrapha (6-peg'ra-fa)^ n. [NL. (Persoon,
1794), < Gr. 0777/, an opening, + >'/>a^7, writing.
The name alludes to certain markings seen
through op«'ning8.] A large genus of lichens
of the family Graphidacese, having the thallus
crostaceous and the apothecia more or less
elongate and carbonaceous. The spores are
elongate hyaline, and many-celled. The spe-
cies are widely distTi^uted, occun*ing on bark.

an int-reaaed volume of steam into the cylinders.—TO
open out, in mining, to enlarge (a heading) to form a
working face : as, to open out a room ; to open out a long
wall-face.

n. inirans. 10. Kaut.j to appear to separ-
ate and become distinct, as lignts in a harbor
when the vessel nears.

The light* . , . will appear to separate, or, in the nau-
tical phrase, they will open.

Moseley. Aatron., I. 2. *V. E. D.
Open-air cure, the treatment of disease, especially of pul-
monary tuhert-ulosfs. by a more or less c<^>ntinuou8 ex-
i8tencf,l)y day and l»y night, ia the open air.— Open-alT
school of painting. See irpaintinu, 1-

open-casting (6'pn-kd,s''tingX «• In mininfff
hoiin^; above tlio seam, that is, working as m
a quarry or open-cast. BarrowmaHj Glossary.

open-cut (6'pn-kut), a. In engin., dug down
from the surface; not tunneled ; not covered
during construction, as an underground rail-

road.

Opener, n. 3, pi. In pokery the necessary
qualification for opening a jack-pot, namely,
jacks or better.— porcuplne-opener, a fonn of ma-
chine f»»r oi)ening uji cotton as taken from the bale : so
named becanne the beater consists of a number of spikes
or blades. See opener, 2 (6).

Open-hearth (o'pn-harth), a. 1. Having a
hearth which is shallow or open to inspection
and to access of the workmen: said of steel-

furnaces for the Sieraens-Martin process.—2.
Made in an open-hearth furnace : said of steel.

8ee *steel^.

Opening. ».— close opening, in chess, any commence-
ment of the gitine wilt-rein tlie king's pawn is not early
advanced U* its f"iirtii .square by both players.— Paml-
ano defense opening, in cheKs, i P— K 4, P — K 4 : 2-

Kt — Kll;i. i'- KJi A: an obviously inconect defense.

—

Defense to King's Knight's opening, in chess. The
regular defenses art -.i . . . Kt— QBS, 2 . . . Kt— KH;i,
and 2 . . . P— <i ;i. ; all others aje considered irregular.
— English Opening, in chess, sanie as Statinton's open-
t'/i.'/.— Flanchetto dl donna opening, in chess, the
moving of the (^ucciih Knii:lit's I'liwn ^m the first move :

a flank movement, nmHtly av:ii!;il)le l)y tlie second player.
— Hampe opening. Same as Vienna ojjeninr/. See
ojteniii't, \>.— Hazard opening. See irhazard chase.—
Irregrular opening, i n chesH, an opening not found among
any of the retrular or 'IxKtk ' openings.— King's Bishop's
Opening. seer7>fHin,</.o.— Klng'sKnlghfsopenlng, in

chess, 1 p—K 4, P—K 4 ; 2 Kt^KB 3.— Pawn-and-move

subjected to an operator.

is the operator, / (a;) the operand.

operatic^ (op-e-rat'ik), a. [Irreg. < operate +
-tc] Working;"productive; operative. [Rare.]
The place of our labourers and operatic manufacturers

being almost entirely supplied by slaves.

T. Arnold, Later Kom. Comm., 11. 446.

operation, w.— Algebraic operations, addition, mul-
liplication, involution, and their inverses.— Axlthinetlc
operation, addition, subtraction, multiplication, ordivi-
sion.— Basslnl'S operation, an operation for the radi-
cal cure of heniia, consisting essentially in ol>literation of
the inguinal canal by twisting the heniial sac and sutur-
ing the abdominal muscles to Poupart's ligament

—

Beatson's operation, ovariotomy in cases of inoperable
cancer of the l)reast. the loss of the internal secretion of
the ovaries being thought to cause a shrinking of the
mammary tumor.— Bier's operation, an ojieration for
obtaining a 8tump(followingamputjition of the leg) which
will bear the weight of the body. After the anijiutation
a wedge is cut out of tibia and fibula a few inches above
the end of the stump, and the lower piece is raised so
that^ when union of the bones tjikes place, there is a foot-
shaped extremity io the leg.—Bottlnl's operation, the
formation of a channel, by use of the galvanocautery,
through the pmstjite, in hypertrt)phy of that gland.—
Celslan operation. («) Lithotomy by incision through
the perineum, {h) Embryot^nuy by decapitation. (<•)

Amputation by a circular incisic»n down to the t>one. ((/)

Eeinoval <>f epithelioma of the lip by u V-shapud incision." Chopart's operation. ('') A plastic operation for
the restoration of a lust lij).- Emmet's buttonhole
operation, a vesicovaginal tissure artiticiiilly produced
in order t4> insure diaiuage of tlu- i)ladder in certain
cases of cystitis.— Estlander's operation, an opera-
tion for the relief of emi»ycma by resection of the riband
drainage of the pleural cavity.— Flap operation, ampu-
tation in which flaps ai'e utilized Ut rounti over the end
of the stump. See/ff;>, 6.— Guyon's operation, ampu-
tation of the foot by means of an elliiitirnl incision made
just above the malleoli.— Infinlteslinal operation, in
math., one causing an inflnitosiTiial cliangc in each of the
variables of the operand. Inverse operation. See
inverse, 2.—Kocher's Operation. ('') A method of resec-
tion r>f the elltow .

- Kraske'B operation, e.\section of the
rc'-luni after removal of part of the sacrnm and coccyx.

—

Langenbeck's operation. {>>) A pia.stic oi.eration for
the restoration of a lost li]). — Llsfranc's Operation, (c)

A jdustic ojieTatitfu for the restoration of a lost lip.—
Lorenz's operation, the forcible reduction of a congen-
ital dislocation of the hip, and retention of the head of
the femur in its normal position until a new socket foniis:

this i.s done entirely by maniinilation. no cutting opera-
tion being resorted to.— Macewen's operation. («)
Chiseling through the femur just above tlie knee in order
to permit of straightening of the leg in cases of knock-
knee. (/') An operation for the radical cure of hernia by
closing the internal ring by a pad formed of the hernial
sac— Malgalgne's operation, (f) a i)lastic operation
for the reconstruction of a h ist lip.—Mastoid operation.
Same as *-»if(«/oi(/(>^*i/((/.— Mules's operation, inser-

tion of a hollow ball of nfjn-iiritating material after
evisceration of the contents of the eyeball in order to pre-
serve its shape and give support for an artificial eye.

—

Ogston's operation. («) Removal of the inner condyle
of the femur for kniK'k-knee. (/>) Excisi<m of a wedge-
shaped jiiece from thctarsns in order to restoie the arch
in flat-foot.— Operation of complaisance. See -kcmn-
plaisa ncf .—Permutable operations, such operations as
are connnutative.—Phelps's Operation. («) The opera-
tion of cutting throuu'li all the contracted tissues to the
bone and tlien forcibly straighteninir the foot, in the
treatment of tjdijH'H etiuinovarns. (J)) An operation for
theclosureof harelip.— Rational operations, additions,
subtractions, multiplications, and divisions (the divisor



operation

not being zero).— Reverse operation, in math., inverse

operation.— Rydygler's operation for osteoplastic
resection, an operation for exseclitm of the rectum, in

whicli access to tlie bowel is facilitated by dividing the

sacrum and turning it back, replacing it (with the at-

tached soft parts) upon the conclusion of tlie operation.

—

Saenger's operation, a modified Cesarean secticjn.

—

Schede's operation. («) Resection of a pi^rtion of the

thor.ioic walltogetlier with some of tile thickened pleura,

in the treatment of empyema. (6) Renuival of the ne-

crofteti portion of a bone, allowing the cavity to fill with

blood which clots and later becomes organized.

—

Stacke's
operation, the hollowing out ()f tlie mastoid pnwessand
of the drum of the ear, converting them into one cavity.

— Stephen Smith's operation, a method of amputation
at the knee-joint in w-hich the flaps are so fimned that

the cicatrix lies between the condyles of the fenmr pos-

teriorly.— Syme'S operation. (^ A plastic operation

for the reconstruction of a lost lip.—Talma's opera-
tion, the attachment of the omentum to the inner wall

of the abdomen in order to establish an anastimiosis be-

tween the veins of the portal and of the systemic systems.
— Trendelenburg's operation, a method of bloodless

amputation at the hip-Joint, in which bleeding is pre-

vented bv p:issing an iron rixl through the tissues and a

rubber tube by flgm-e-of-S tunis over the projecting ends

of therod.— U'nlVOcal operation, in nia(A., anropera-

tlon which has only one result.— Wolfler's operation,
the establishment of a permanent opening between the

stomach and the lower portion of the duodenum or the

jejunum, in cases of obstruction at the pylorus.— Wood's
operation, (fi)

A plastic operation for exstrophy of the

bladder in which the defect is closed by.a flap of skin cut

from the abdominal wall and turned over so that the

cutaneous surface forms the inner wall of the bladder.

—

Wyeth's operation, a method of bloodless amputation
at the hip-joint similar to Trendelenburg's operation.

operative. I. a.— operative surgery. See^sur-
gery.

II. n. 2. One who operates in any line of

business; an operator: used in certain cir-

cumstances as a convenient substitute for

detective.

The word "detective" became so offensive . . . that

it was dropped by some successful [detective] agencies.

The word chosen by the Pinkertons to take its place was
"operative." Don't telegraph to Bob to send you a de-

tective ; say " send me an i^rative."
N. Y. Presg, Oct 23, 190S.

operatize (op'e-ra-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
operatized, ppr.' operatizing, [opera^ + -t- +
-ize (as in dramatize).'] To change into an
opera; cause to resemble an opera by the
addition of 3ongs and music, as a play.

operator, n. 3. One who conducts a business,

as mining; a capitalist who carries on a busi-

ness: opposed, to operative.

The operators have intimated to sales agents and
wholesalers that if the conference set for Thursday ter-

minates in an agreement to continue work, the mines
will have to be shut down for a time at any rate.

N. Y. Em. Mail, Feb. 10, 1906.

operatress (op'e-ra-tres), n. [operator + -ess.']

A female operator.

operatriz (op-e-ra'triks), n. [LL. operatrix,

fem. of L. operator. See operable.] Same as

*operatress.

opercular, a. H. ». The upper posterior

bone of the series of bones forming the gill-

cover in fishes. Starks, Synonymy of the Pish
Skeleton, p. 515.

operculare (o-pSr-ku-la'rf), n. [NL., neut. of

opercularis.
' see opercular.] In the osteology

of the fishes, same as splenial.

operculate, a. H. n. An operculated gas-

tropod.

operculomandibular (o-p^r'ku-lo-man-dib'u-

^r), «. Pertaining to the opercle and the
niandible, as a sensory canal in fishes running
across the preopercle and mandible.
operculum, «.—Genital operculmn, an organ on the
ventral side of the body in the extinct crustacean Euryp-
terwt and its allies, consisting of amalgamated plates

longitudinally crossing the first two abdominal segments,

the form of the median lobe varying with the sex.— Oc-
cipital operculum, a portion of the occipital lobe of the

brain which is separated from the main part by the ape-

fissure : found in certain apes and occasionally in the

brain of man.

The presence of such an occipital operculum implies

the existence, in the cerebral hemisphere possessing it

of a sulcus, called by Pnjf. Elliott Smith the sulcus lu-

natus, which is strictly comparable to, if not absolutely

identical with, the " Aifenspalte " so typical of the brains

of Simiida) and Cercopithecidpe.
Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 104.

opesia(o-pe'zi-a),».;pl. opesix(-e). [NL., <6r.
oTTtj, a hole.] An aperture in the front wall of

the zooecium of a bryozoan.

opesial (o-pe'zi-al), a. lopesia + -al\] Of or

pertaining to an opesia; of the nature of an
opesia.

opesinla (o-pe'zi-ii-la), n.
;

pi. opesiulse (-le).

[NL., < opesia + dim. -ula.] A secondary or

small opesia.

opesiule (o-pe'si-ul), n. An opesiula.

The parietal muscles (In Microporidie, etc.) are here re-

duced to a single distal pair, which may pass through
foramina ("opesiules," JiUlien) to reach their insertion

into the aperture. Encijc. Brit, XXXL 830.
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Ophelia (o-fe'li-8'), n. The typical genus of the
family Opheliidse. Savigtiy, 1817.

ophelic (o-fel'ik), a. [Ophelia + -ic] Derived
from the plant Ophelia Chirata Opbellc acid, a
yellowish-brown syrup, Ci3H2oOjo (?), formed by the
decomposition of the glucoside chiratin, which occurs in

Ophelia Chirata.

Opheliidse (6-fe-li'i-de), 11. pi. [NL. Ophelia
+ -idfe.] A family of polychsetous annelids,

having a short body, conical prsestomium with-
out appendages but with two ciliated pits,

parapodia reduced with two groups of simple
setsB and usually with dorsal cirri present and
acting as gills. They inhabit the sand, and
among the several genera are Ophelia, Ammo-
trypane, and Polijophthalmus.

ophelimity (6-fe-lim'i-ti), n. [Gr. Ix^Tufio^,

useful, < u^e>.elv, help, be useful.] In polit.

econ., a term suggested by Professor V. Pareto
as a substitute for ' utility,' as used in political

economv.
Ophichthus (of-ik'thus), n. [NL., prop. Ophich-

mys, < Gr. J^if, serpent, + i-x^vq, fish.]

A genus of eels of the family Ophichthyidx,
very numerous in tropical seas.

ophicleide, n. 2. In organ-huilding, a power-
ful reed stop with a trumpet-like tone.

ophicleidean (of-i-kli'de-an), a. [ophicleide

+ -e-an.] Produced by' or resembling an
ophicleide ; resembling the sound produced by
the ophicleide.

He recognized the intermittent honk of the Owl, . . .

the stalwart snort of the Ten-apin, and the mighty ophi-

cleidean roll of the able organ of the Bone. " And yet"
he thought "if one were to wake one of them up and
say to him that he was snoring, he would not believe a
word of it

!

"

ir. M. Lagan, in The Century, Feb., 1882, p. 489.

ophiderid (o-fid'e-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the lepidopterous family Ophi-

deridte.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Ophideridse.

Ophidioceras (o-fid-i-os'e-ras), n. [NL., <

Gr. ofiStov, a little snake, 4- x^paf, horn.] A
genus of Silurian nautiloid cephalopods. They
were closely coiled until alate stage of gi'owth,

when the shell became straight and free with
a much-constricted aperture.

Ophidioidei (o-fid-i-oi'de-i), n. pi. [NL. : see

ophidioid.] A group of fishes of the order
Acanthopteri, having no ventral spines, or no
spines in the anterior part of the dorsal.

Ophidion (o-fid'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. b6idiov,

(fim. of oifiig, a serpent.] A genus of nshes.

ophidian elongatus.

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

of the family Hexagrammidee, found on the
Pacific coast of North America from Sitka

to Santa Barbara.

Ophileta (of-i-le'ta), n. [NL.] A genus of

rhipidoglossal gastropods very characteristic

of the late Camlsrian and early Silurian rocks.

Ophiobolus (of-i-ob'o-lus), n. [NL. (Riess,

1854), < Gr. o^if, a snake, -I- p6/.o;, a throw.
The name alludes to the elongate, sinuous,
spotted spores.] A large genus of pyrenomy-
cetous fungi of the family Pleosporacese, hav-
ing small perithecia embedded in the tissue

of the host. The spores are yellowish, many-
septate, and long filiform. About 125 species

have been described. They are common and
widely distributed, occurring chiefly on dead
herbaceous stems.

Ophioderma (of"i-6-d6r'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

b(j>t(, a serpent, -t- depfia, slfun.] The typical

genus of the family Ophiodermatidx. Miiller

and Troschel, 1840.

Ophiodermatidae (of"i-o-d^r-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ophioderma (-mdt-) + -idee.] A family
of ophiuroids, of the order Zygophiurse, hav-
ing numerous oral papillae, none being infra-

dental, arm incisures on the disk, and dental

papillae absent. It includes several genera,

among them being Ophioderma, Ophioconeta,

and Ophioplax.

Ophiogenes (of-i-oj'f-nez), ». pi. [Gr. '0<ptoye-

vtif, pi. of ix^Loyevii^, serpent-bom, < o^(f,

serpent, -I- -ycvr/c, -bom.] A people of the

Troad who, according to fable, were of ser-

Ophiuchid

pent kin and could cure by touch *he bite of
a serpent.

TheseNagatribesofSouth Asiaare . . . analogues . . .

of the Ophiogenes, or Serpent-race of the Troad, kindred of
the vipers whose bite they could cure by touch, and de-
scendants of an ancient hero transfoniied into a snake.

E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture, IL 218.

ophioglossaceous (of"i-o-glo-sa'shius), a. Be-
longing to the Ophioglossacese, a family of
ferns.

ophioid (of'i-oid), a. [Gr. o(fnc, snake, -t- -aid.']

Resembling or having the characters of a,

snake.
Ophiolepididae (of'i-o-le-pid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
COphiolcpis -I- -idx.]' A family of ophiuroids,

of the order Zygophiuree, having from 3 to 6
oral papillsB, of which the last may be infra-

dental, arm incisures on the disk, and no
dental papilte. Among the several genera
are Ophiolepis, Ophiura, and Ophioglypha.

Ophiolepis (of-i-ol'e-pis), «. [NL., < Gr. bipi^,

snake, + /.emf, scale.] The typical genus of
the family Ophiolepididse. Miiller and Troschel,

1840.

Ophion, fi. 2. ['. c] Aninsect of this genus.
—Long-tailed opnion, a large yellowish-brown Ameri-
can ichneumon-fly, Ophion macrurum, a common para-
site of the cecropia caterpillar and other allied insects.

See cut under Ophion.

ophiophilism (of-i-of'i-lizm), «. [Gr. Ixjiii,

serpent, + (piAc'cv, love, + -ism.] A love for

and care of snakes.

Ophiophilism is by no means an ugly word.
Daily News (London), Feb. 19, 188a N. E. D.

ophiophilist (of-i-of 'i-list), n. [ophiophil-

{i.^m) -h -ist.] One who loves snakes. Daily
^^ews (London), Feb. 19, 1883. N. E. D.
ophiopluteus (of"i-o-plo'te-us), TO.

;
pi. ophi-

oplutei (-i). The larva of Ophiuroidea ; con-
trasted with *echinopluteiis. Mortensen.

Mortensen . . . in his recent review of the echinoderm
larvae, has suggested the names echinopluteus and ophi-
opluteus for the larvae of Echinoidea and Ophiuroidea
respectively.

Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, B, 1903, p. 286.

ophiosaurian (of-i-o-sa'ri-an), a. and n. Of
or pertaining to the Ophiosauria ; one of the
Ophiosaiiria.

Ophioscion (of-i-os'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. i^if,

serpent, -t- ama, shadow (alluding to 5c«a?Ma).]

A genus of small fishes, nearly all American,
belonging to the family Seieenidee.

Ophiothncidae (of"i-o-thris'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
\ Ophiothrix {-thric-) + -idx.] A family of

ophiuroids, of the order Zygophiuree, having
dental papillae but no oral papillae. It includes
among other genera Ophiothrix, Ophionema,
and Ophiocnemi'i.

Ophiothrix (of'i-o-thriks), n. [NL., < Gr. dpic,

snake, -I- 6pi^, hair.] The typical genus of the
family Ophiothricidse. Miiller and Troschel,

1840.

ophiotoxin (of'i-o-tok'sin), TO. [Gr. 4^(f, a ser-

pent, -t- E. toxin.] Snake venom. Science,

Feb. 7, 1908, p. 223.

ophiouride (of-i-6'rid), n. [Gr. fi^(f, snake,
-1- oiipd, tail,+ -tde>2. See *ophiurid.] A cubic
curve, the snake's-tail.

ophioxylin (of-i-ok'si-lin), n. [Ophioxylon +
-in^.] A crystalline compound, Ci(jHi206(f),
occurring in the root of Ophioxylon serpentinum.

It melts at 71.8° C. See *plumbagin.

Ophioxylon (of-i-ok'si-lon), n. [NL. (Linnaeus
1747-1753), < Gr. b(jii^, snake, 4- ^ii'/.ov, wood

;

in allusion to the use of the root in India as
an antidote for snake-bites.] A former genus
name for plants now referred to the genus
Faut'olfia, of the family Apocynacese. See
Rauvolfia and serpen twood.

ophism (of'izm), TO. [Gr. o^(f, serpent, + -ism."]

Serpent-worship ; ophiolatry.

Ophisuroid (o-fis'u-roid), a. [NL. Ophisurtis

+ -aid.] Pertaining to or connected with the
lapsed genus Ophisurus.

This genus contains all the ophisuroid eels which have
sharp teeth, no marked canines, well-developed pectoral

fins, and the dorsal inserted behind the head.
Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of North and Middle

(Amer., p. SSL

Ophitic2 (o-fit'ik), a. [Ophite^ -h -ic] Re-
lating to the Ophites. See Ophite^.

Ophitism (of'i-tizm), to. [Ophite^ -I- -ism.']

The doctrines of the Ophites. See Ophite^.

Ophiuchid (of-i-ii'kid), TO. [Ophiuchus -1- -irf2.]

A meteor belonging to the flock which appears
to radiate from the constellation Ophiuchus.

Ill April many fine meteors diverge from Virgo and
Libra, while in May there are Serpentids. Scorpiids, and
Ophiuchids. Nature, April 14, 1901, p. .?!
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ophiurid (of-l-u'rid), H, An ophiuran ; amem- ophthalmostatometry (of-thai''mo-sta-tom'e

tri), «. Measurement by means of t"he opli-

"J" t i-»j .

thalmostatometer.

leiieraUon of tteairos is greater the gr«ter the number ophthalmotrope (of-thal'mo-trop), M. [Gr
^ — . ,^.K ,.,. .,„«„»!„„ „f th. ^«.» wh^rp

o^aP.uof, eye,+ rpiTTof, a turning.] Inexper.psy

ber of the family Ophiuridee.

FiiuiUy, in the ophiurid Ophioglypha^ t3»e rat« of re-

-eneration of the arras is greater the greater the iiumbel

of removed arms, with the exception of the case where

all are removed. Science, Feb. 6, 1904, p. 215.

ophiurin (of-i-u'rin), «. [_Ophiur(i$) + -i«2.]

A yellowish-brown pigment found in the ophi-

uris or brittle-star.

ophinriS (of-i-u'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. o^iovpo^,

serpent-tailed, < b<^iq, serpent, -I- ovqa, tail.]

A brittle-star; an animal belonging to the

eehinoderms.
orfiritis (of-ri'tis), 71. [NL., < Gr. o^pi'f, eye-

brow, -I- -itis.'] Inflammation of the eyebrows.

Ophtb. An abbreviation of ophthalmology.

ophthalmagra (of -thai- mag 'ril), n. [Gr.

o^aZ/ioi, eye, + aypa, a catching.] Gouty
conjunctiWtis or ophthalmia.

ophthalmalgic (of-thal-mal'jik), a. [ophthal-

malij(ia) + -lo.] Pertaining to, or suffering

from, ophthalmalgia or pain in the eyeball.

ophthalmatrophy (of-thal-mat 'ro-fi), n,

i (iphthalmatrophia

upon
which

Opisthorchis

opisthenogenesis (6-pis"the-no-jen'e-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. &TTta6fv, at the back, -I- yivtai^,

generation.] The development of segments,
tubercles, and markings in animals a iergo, or

successively from the posterior toward the

anterior end of the body. A. S. Packard, 1904.

opisthenogenetic (o-pi8"the-no-je-net'ik), a.

jPertaining to or characterized by opistheno-

genesis.

oplsthiobasilar (o-pis'thi-o-bas'i-lar), a. [6r.

oTTiadioc, hinder (see opisthion), + E. basilar.'i

In craniom., relating to the opisthion and to

the basion Oplsthiobasilar plane. See *planei.

OpisthocentrUS (o-pis-tho-sen'trus), «. [NL.,

< Gr. oTziaddaevrpoq, with a sting in the tail, <

Immdtv, behind, + Kevrpov, sting.] A genus

of blennioid fishes of the North Pacific.

OpisthodetiC (o-pis-tho-det'ik), n. [Gr. bmadev,

behind, + deriif, bound, + -j'c] Extending

behind the beaks, as the ligament in certain

pelecypod moUusks: contrasted with *amphi-

, <JeWc (which see).
ters drawn in black, is attaclled to the one eyeball, in the

jjpjg.(.jjQgjypJj (6-pis'th6-glif), 11. [Opistho-
.... .».„,^.i„.),„«„„,^

glijphia).] A member of a group of poison-

ous snakes having some of the posterior upper
teeth grooved.

chol. and phys-
iol., a mechani-
cal model of the
two eyes, con-
structed as two
spheres
each of
pull six weight-
ed strings repre-

senting the six

eye-muscles.

The instrnment is used especially to demonstrate

the action upon the eyeball of the vaiious eye-muscles,

acting singly or In combination. In the more elaborate

models, tl»e weights attached to the strings are accurately

graded to reproduce the elfect due to the separate mus-
cles. For purposes of class-demonstration, a disk of

white cardboard, with the vertical and horizontal^ diame-

ters drawn in black, is attac

manner shown in the figure.

E. B. TitcheMT, Exper. PsychoL

Ophtba]motrope.

.136.Same as _ _ __

°?.^.^,^L^*;,":i^"S',''.e^Tf.Sl ^>rwophthalmotri)pometer'(o"f:rhal''mo:tr^pom'-
Mlgratory ophthalmia, mflammaUon in

^^^
e-ter), «. [Gr. "^^'"''W, eye, + rpd^f, a q-^^^^^ fNL
turning, -H //trpo., measure ] An apparatiis ^^ opistJwglyphia.^ The commonly accepted
for measuring the extent and direction of the ^ j si' _ j. _ .

,...•,
movements of the eyeballs,

ophthalmotropometry (of-thal-mo-tro-pom'e-

tri), H. [Gr. u<ft)a>./wc, eye, + rpAiToi, turning,

+ -fte-pia, < fiirpov, measure,] Measurement
of the movements of the eyeballs.

ophyte, ". Same as ophite^.

oplammone (6-pi-am'on), ji- lopi{anate)

amm(>ii(ium).] A yellow crystaJline powder,

CooHigOgN, made by evaporating a solution

of ammonium opiamate. It is insoluble in

water and when heated -witli it to 150° C.

yields opianie acid ajid ammonia." "
' lopi(um) -i- -ane.'] Same

lowing upim inrtannnation in the uveal tract c< theotljer

eye. Also called symjmthetic <i/*A?Art/»iji«.— Ophthalmia
tarsi, inflammation of the edges of the eyelids.— Peri-

odic ophthalmia. -Same as *HW<MMitul»ett, 2.

ophthalmiac(of-tharmi-ak), n. lophthalmiia)

+ -<ic.] A sufferer from inflammation of the

eve or of tlie conjunctiva.

ophthalmiater (of-thal'mi-a-tfer), n. TGt-

oipdaAfidf, eye, + tarr/p, physician.] An oenlist.

[Gr.
-JC.]

[Rare.l
ophthalmiatrlc (of-thal-mi-at'rik), a.

o<J«n>.uor, eye, + 'larpdr, physician, -1-

Of or pertaining to ocular therapeutics.

Ophthalmic migraine, vertigo. See
(/raiiif, *r(itigo. - . -_,...

o'phthalmiovis (of-thal'mi-us), a. Sufferrng opianet (o pi-an), «.

from inflammation of the eves, or ophthalmia, nii tiarcntiiie.
_

ODhthalmocace (of-thal-mok'»-se), »i. [Gr. opianine (o pi-an-m), ji.

j3««/«„r, eve, -Hxd/t;?, bad condition.: Severe, barae as Har<;»ti»M!. ^ , -,

often gangrenous, general infljLmmafion of the opianyl (o pi-a-ml), »i. Jopiane + -»']

p^.p
'^ '^ " Same as mecojuii^— 2. The Tadie_al, CioHpO,

ophthalmolith (of-thal'mo-lith), 71. [Gr.

(Kpba'f.ficx;, eye, + /.<0of, a stone.] A lacrymal

calculus.

ophthalmometric (of -thai -mo-met "lik), a.

Of or jicrtaiiiiiiK' to ophtlialmometry.
ophthalmomyositis(of-thal'iiio-jin-o-si'ti8),H.

[NL., < Gr. bipba'A/idi, eye, + fiv^ifiit-), muscle,
+ -itig.l Inflammation of the oenlax -mugcleB.

ophthalmomyotomy (of-thal'm«-mi^t'©-mi)

of

(

Op

Ippiane + -ine^.l

1.

-- ,-
'4-

meeonin. GerhiirdL— 3. The radical,

Cn30).jC6Ho(CHOK'0, of ojuanic acid.

pimian (6-pim'i-an), 0, [L. Opimianus, of

Opisthoglyph I _, . .

spelling of C^istlwglyphia, a division (usually

considered as a superfamily) of snakes.

opisthoglyphous (o-pis-lhog'li-fus), a. [NL.

Opinthoglyphia) + -o«s.] Having some of the

posterior teeth in the upper jaw grooved, as

in certain poisonous snakes ; opisthoglyphic.

J. OpisthognathU8(op-is-thog'na-thu8),«. [NL.,

< Gr. dmadtv, behind, + yvaBoc, jaw.] A genus

of fishes of the family Opisthognathidie, found.

in warm seas. See cut at Opisthogiiathidae.

opisthogoneate (o-pis-tho-go'ne-at), a. [Gr.

b77ia6ev, behind, + 701^, genitalia, + -ate'^.J

Having the genitalia behind.

The genital openings opitthofiojieate, usually single,

but paired in Thysanura (Lepisma), Dennaptera, and
Plectoptera ( Ephemeridw).

A. S. Packard, Text^book of Entom., p. 27.

opisthogyrate (6-pis-tho-ji'rat), a. [opiistho-

gyre + -ofcl.] Same as *opisthogyrous.

Opisthogyre (o-pis'tho-jir), a. [Gr. biriadev,

back, backward, + yvpb^, turning.] Same aa
*opi!tth<igyrous.

Opimius, <'0(«Mi««, Opimius.] Of Opimius: opisthogyrOUS (o-pis-tho-ji'rus), o. [opistho-

applied to a eelebrated Koman wine of the gyr(c) + -oiis.] Ilaving the beaks of the valves
year A. V. C. 633, when Opimius was consul.

Italie knew her own* ^<Kid,«nd -what it was to main
tain vineyards. . . . And tiuii'efore it is that all the wines

twisted backward, as some species of pelecy-

pod mollusks. Also opisthogyre and opis-

thogyrate.

+ iilx (/ill-), muscle, +
Operative division of

n. [Gr. l)(pHa/fiiii;, eye,

-TQfi(a, (. rauni'., cut.]

the ocular muscles.

ophthalmoneuritis (of-thal'mo-nii-ri'tis), n.

[Gr. cKpSaXuii^, eye, •+ vripav, nerve, -^ -itis.]

Inflammation of the ophthalmic nerve,

ophthalmophacometer (of-tlial'mo-fa-kom'-

e-ter), 11. [Gr. hi^itla/ubi;. eye, -1- pawif, lentil

of that time Ijear the ou*Jy name of that one TonsuU, and ^^;„iv*,„l /„«';o +1,A«,\ « rci/io n«.V^Ji/vw,, 1
be called Opimia«. UMaiid, tr, of I'liny, I. 410. OpiSthOme (op 18-thom), «. [See OpiSthomt.},

The cry for light will iKrt lie silenced, though we crown
ourselves with ruaea. and iHtiir tile iumdred-yeared Opim-
ian before the shrin« ot Apulka.

Shirley, in Knaer'a Mag, Feb., WeS, p. 241. Jf. E. D.

A fish Ijflonging to the order Opisthomi.

Opisthonema (o-pis-tho-ne'miC), H. [NL., <

Gr. oTTiaOiv, bacfe, -I- I'f/fia, thread.] A genus
of elupeoid fishes the species of which are all

opinability (o-pin-a-bil'i-ti), adv. [opinable found in American waters.
+ -ili/.'\ The quality of beinRopinable. Opisthoparia (o-pis-tho-pa-ri'a), 11.

opinaoly (o-pin'a-bli), adv. Conjecturally ; as omaOev, behind, -f Ttapna, the cl

a matter of opinion.

(msed'to represent ' lens '), + liirpop, measure.] opinio (6-pin'ik), «. Noting a crystalline acid,

Aninstminent fordeterminingthelinesofcnr- CgHaOs -I- 2H.jO, formed by the action of hy-

vature of the crystalline lens of the eye
ophthalmophantom (of-thal-mo-fan'tom), n

driodic acid on hemipinie acid.
148° C.

It melts at

[Gr. 6ipOa/./wi, eye,+ E. fhantom'.] 1. A model o^inional (o-pin'yon-al), a. [opjnion +;;«''•] of the glabella.
' ' ' ' " "* t_:_i_. _e

and Proparia.of the human eye used in the instruction of

students in ophthalmoscopy.— 2. A frame in

which sheep's eyes can be inserted for use in

practising vnrioiis ophthalmic operations.

ophthalmoplasty (of-thal'mo-plas-ti), ». [Gr.

o<p0a'Aii6^, eye, + v'/.dnaetv, mold.] Plastic sur-

gery of the eyeball or of its adnexa.

ophthalmoplegic (of-thal-mo-plej'ik), a.

[nphth<iliiiiiplrg{ia) + -ie.} Pertaining to or

affect<d witli oplithalmoplegia.

ophthalmoplegy (of-thal'mo-ple-ji), n. Same
ophthalmiipligia.

ophthalmopod (of-thal'mo-pod), n. [Gr. ixjjfia?.-

pJii;, eye, + Jroi'f ("'»''-), foot.] In crustaceans,

the eye-stalk or ophthalraite.

Being a matter of opinion not of certainty; of

the nature of opinion.

No mere IxKly of npininnnl truths or doctrines meets
oar case— nothing meets it but tfi give us back . . . the

personal inhabitation we have lost
Bmhnell, Semions on Living Subjects, p. 84.

opiology (o-pi-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. 6x101', opium,
+ -Vojrn, <

}>l. [Gr.
cheek.] In

Beechei"'s classification of the trilobites, an
order including forms in which the facial su-

tures begin on the posterior margin of the
cephalon within the genal angles and cut the

anterior margin separately or unite in front
Contrasted with Hypoparia

opisthopneumonic (o-pis'tho-nu-mon'ik), a.

[Gr. iiTviodtv, behind, + nvevpiuv, the lungs, +
-«c.] Having the vascularized pulmonary tis-

sue situated behind the pericardium, as in
some mollusks, tor exaxaxiie Daudebardia rufa.

pi-olo-ju, n. iw- omov, opium, . ^, ,. , ,- . ,., - -/j- ,n r

\ilHv; speak.] The investigation Opisthopodial (p-pis-tho-po di-al), a. [opts-

of the properties of opium. .V. E. D. thopod,{um) + -a^L] Of or pertaining to the

opiomania (o'pi-o-ma'ni-a), «. [Gr. biTiov,
opisthopodium.

opium, + uavia, madness.] Morphioraania in opisthopodium (o-pis-tho-po di-um), «. ;
pi.

which use is made of opium rather than of its opisthopodia (-a). [NL., < Gr. omoWfi, behind.

alkaloid morphine.
opiomaniac (6"pi-o-ma'ni-ak), n. [opiomania

•f -(/(.] One who has a morbid craving for

It (roatrum of Sergestfs profundus] is described hy Bate: „Ji„_i,!,__ /^ ni nf'I^,ii^ n TGr omoi' onium
It consists of a short fine point projecting hori/zmtally Opiophagy (O-pi-Ot a-Jl),

"i;, L^J" °'"°7 °PP™:
for about one-fourth the length of the ophthalimipod, and + iJ"') '", < (jiaytiv, eat.] The eating Of opium

,

a chronic craving for opium. N. E. D.

Opis (6'pis), n. [NL., < L. Opis, < Gr. 'fimj-, a
nymph in the train of Artemis.] A genus of

is dorsally funiished on the crest with a small tfMjth.

J'roc. Zixil. S/ic. London, lix*!, p. 5i

n-oi'if ("<"'-), foot.] An accessory foot-like

organ which is develoj ed at the posterior end
of the visceral mass in some Pelecypoda, such
as Pholadomya and Baticardia.

Behind the byssal groiive [of Ilalicardta flexuosa], on
the median line of the visceral mass, is produced a thin,

compressed, fin-like body, which I proiKjse to name the
opigthopodiutn, and winch in life may lie nearly fiat ver-

tically. .Something analogous was described by Owen in

I'hulttdmnya. Sinithtonian Hep. {Nat. Hut.), 1896, p. 700.ophthalmoscope, '>.— Ohost ophthalmoscope, an
ophthalTii<>H.:oj,e c<nitaining a sheet of ghiss in the course

of the efferent rays t)y which they are partially deflected,

giving aiMtlier image.

ophthalmostatometer (of-thal'mo-sta-tom'e-

stand, -t-VrpoI^, measure.] An instrument for opisthenar (o-pis'the-nar), n. [Gr. Ax«.e^vap, flukes (trematodes) belonging to the genus
- • ^ oTria(On'), at the back, '

"'determining accurately the position of the

eyes.

teleodesraaceous pelecypod mollusks related opisthorchiasis (o-pis-thdr-ki'a-sis), 11. [NL.,

to Astarte, having trigonal valves, prominent < Opisthorchis + -iasis.'] A disease of the liver

beaks, and very deep lunule. It occurs in in man, dogs, cats, and some other animals,

rocks from the Trias to the Cretaceous. caused by the presence (in the bile-duets) of

n. [Gr. omaeivap, flukes (trem
'

Bevap, the palm of 0])isthorchis.

the hand.] The back of the hand. Opisthorchis (op-is-thdr'kis), m. [NL., < Gr.



Opisthorchis

6ma6ev, behind, + op,v'f. testicle.] A genus of
trematodes of the family Fasciolidee, of wliich
the type is felineus. They are parasitic, par-
ticularly in the liver of mammals, and are char-
acterized by the posterior position of the
testicles.

opistbosomal (o-pis-tho-s6'mal), a. [6r.
d-iaOsi; behind, + aufia, body, -f- -aji.] Post-
abdominal.
In both Linudus and the Scorpion the first six of the

eighteen sesmciits are well known to be fused into a
prosonia bearing the limbs, but while in the Scorpion the
remaining twelve are free, in Limulus they are united
into a compact opisthogoinal mass.

Smithsonian Rep., 1902, p. 604.

Opisthotome (o-pis'tho-tom), a. [Gr. imaffev,

behind, -I- refwuv, cut'.] Cutting by a back-
ward movement of the jaw, as does the
elephant in masticating food. [Bare.]

opium, ".— Boston oplnm, a term formerly used to
designate npiuni so diluted with inert matter that it

barely met otiii-ial requirements.— Camphorated tinc-
ture Of opium, an aromatic tincture of opium, being
one twenty-Iifth as strong as laudanum; paregoric; the
tinctura t>pii camphorata of the United States I'hanna-
copoeia.— Opium war. See *i™rl.— Puddlne-oplnm.
See Boston *opium.—Wild oplum, the wild lettuce,
Lactuca Canadensis.

opiumate (6'pi-um-at), «. [opium + -dfel.]

One who has the opium habit. N, E. D.
[Rare.]

opiumism (6'pi-um-izm), n. lopium + -ism.l
The morbid state which results from the
habitual use of opium.

opium-pipe (6'pi-um-pip), n. A pipe adapted
to tbe smoking of opium.

O-plate (6'plat), n. A cast-iron plate with a
circular ridge in the center, on which mine-
cars are turned at the crossing of two mine-
roads. Barrowman, Glossary.

opochala (6-po-cha'la), n. [Native name in
Fernando Po. J Same as *owala.

opomyzid (op-o-mi'zid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the dipterous family Opomyziilse.
n. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Opomysidee.

opopanaz, «. 3. In the southern United
States, the huisache. Acacia Farnesiana. In
this sense sometimes with the French spelling
opoponax. See *hmsache.

opossum-tree (o-pos'um-tre), ». 1. The
sweet-gum, Liquidamhar Styraciflua. See cut
at Liquidamhar.— 2. An Australian timber-
tree of the saxifrage family, Quintinia Sieberi,
which yields a heavy, close-grained yellowish
wood.

opossum-wood (o-pos'um-wud), n. The silver-
bell-tree, Mohrodendron Carolinum.

opotherapy (op-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. m6c,
juiee, + mpaireia, medical treatment.] Treat-
ment of disease by means of extracts made
fiom the various glands and organs of ani-
mals. The most commonly used extracts of
this kind are from the thyroid gland, the
suprarenal capsule, the testicle, and the ovary.
Also called organotherapy.

Opotherapy, or treatment by organic extracts. Extracts
from the pancreas, the liver, the suprarenal capsules, the
spinal cord, the ovary, the prostate, the testicle, the thy-
roid gland, have thus been successively used in ther-
apeutics with varying degrees of success. The study of
the thyroid extract especially has led scientists to the
most unmistakable results.

Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. 696.

opp. An abbreviation (a) of opposed; (b) of
opposite;.

Oppel's lines. See *line^.

oppidum (op'i-dum), n.; pi. oppida (-dii).

[L.] In Mom. antiq., a provincial town, "as
distinguished from urbs, the city of Borne
itself.

oppilant (op'i-lant), a. [L. oppilans (-ant-),

ppr. of oppilare, stop up.] Stopping up ; ob-
structing ; hindering. JV. E. D.

opposit, a. and n. A simplified spelling of
opposite.

opposite. I. a. 6. In gcom., in any complete
set of connectors or fans, saia of the first and
the (M/2-l-l)th, when n is even.— On opposite
sides of a point, a straight, or a plane : said of two points
whose sect intersects the point, straight, or plane.— Op-
posite numbers. See *n«mi)er.— Opposite points.
.See itpoinfi.

n. n. 3. In geom., an opposite point The
opposite to a point, of P on a sect AB, a point P such
that P and K are equidistant from the bisection point of
AB, but <»n opposite sides of it.

oppositiflorous (o-poz-i-ti-flo'rus), a. [L. op-
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positus, opposite, +flos (flor-), flower, + -oiw.]
Having the flowers or flower-clusters opposite.

opposition, «. 10. In astro!., the aspect formed
between two heavenly bodies 180 degrees (or
about that distance) from each other : regarded
as inimical and pernicious.

oppositipinnate (o-poz'i-ti-pin'at), a. [L. op-
posifiis, opposite, + E. pinnate.'] Having the
leaflets of a pinnate leaf opposite : the usual
case.

oppositipolar (o-poz'i-ti-p6'lar), a. [L. op-
positiis, opposite, + poius, pole, -I- -ar<>.'] In
neitrol., having two poles or structures on op-
posite sides of a cell, as in the case of two
neuraxones coming off from opposite sides of
a nerve-eell.

The dendrites which often run far out into the white
substance tend to be arranged in oppositipolar groups
corresponding to the spindle shape of many of these cells.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VIL 311.

oppositively (o-poz'i-tiv-li), adv. In an anti-
thetic manner; in an opposed or contrasted
manner.

oppositiveness (o-poz'i-tiv-nes), M. The char-
acter of being contentious; tendency to op-
position.

oppressionist (o-presh'on-ist), n. [oppression
+ -ist.] One who practises or approves of op-
pression. Bentham. JV. E. D.

oppugnance (o-pug'nans), n. Same as oppug-
naiici/,

Opsanus (op'sa-nus), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1817), erroneously formed, < Gr. urp, eye, +
avu, up.] A genus of fishes of the family
Batrachoididse, found on the coasts of tem-
perate regions.

Opsigamy (op-sig'a-mi), M. [Gr. otpiya/ioc, late-
married (< 6-ipe, late, + yd/iof, marriage), + -^3.]
Late marriage.

opsilus (op'si-lus), n. A form of anemometer
in which a wind-vane carries a short tube open-
ing freely to receive the wind. The pressure
of the wind is communicated through a tube
to a distant indicator or manometer where it

is observed or recorded. Specifically, the de-
vice invented by Lander.

Opsimath (op'si-matb), n. [Gr. b^cfiafHii;, late in
learning.] One who is late in learning or in
beginning to learn.

opsonic (op-son'ik), a. [opson(iti) + -ic] Of
or pertaining to opsonin Opsonic immunity,
See Mmmnnity.— Opsonic index, the ratio of a normal
to a pathological phagocytic index, the former being
taken as the unit^

Bacterial vaccines are now coming to play an important
r61e in the newer therapeutics. It is obvious that such
means of treatment must be carefully controlled, or, in-
stead of being of material aid to the body, they become a
damaging factor. Therefore, in order to follow opsonic
treatment, a means must be found by which a fairly
accurate measurement can be made of the opsonins in
normal blix>d8 and in the bloods of patients suffering
from any bacterial infection. Wright and Douglas have
practically overcome this difficulty by a technical method
by which they derive the so-called " opsonic index. " This
"index" simply shows the relation existing between the
opsonic content of a patient's bloo<l as compared with the
opsonic content of the blood of a noraial person.

Buck, Med. Handbook, Appendix, p. 446.

Opsonic power, the power of a serum determined
by calculating the phagocytic *index (which see).— Op-
sonic therapy, the treatment of an infectious disease by
the injection of dead bacteria of the same species as those
causing the disease.

opsoniferous (op-so-nif'e-rus), a. [opsonin -i-

L.ferre, bear.] Bearing'opsonin.

It appears that opsonins, like toxins and complements,
possess two groups of molecules, one haptophore, whereby
it attaches itself to the bacterial receptors, and one which
may be called the opsoniferous group, whereby is effected
in the bacteria some change, physical or chemical, that is

necessary for phagocytosis.
Jour. Med. Research, Oct., 1907, p. 58.

opsonin (op'so-nin), n. [Gr. btltuvmv, provisions,
-I- -iM^.] A hypothetical substance, present
in blood-serum, upon which the phagocytic
action of the leucocytes is dependent. Wright
and Douglas have demonstrated the presence of sub-
stances in the blood which act upon bacteria, ren-
dering them subject to phagocyt4.)sis. These bodies they
have termed opsonins. It is thought that their presence
has to do with the production or existence of immunity.
Such imnmnity is spoken of as opsonic immunity.

The best known cause of phagocytosis at present, and
the one occupying the attention of medical men almost
exclusively, is the opsonin of the blooil serum, first

clearly demonstrated by Wright and Douglas. Of the
several protective bodies known to exist in normal and
immune sera, only the opsonins can be quantitatively de-
termined with auy considerable degree of accuracy by any

optical

methods so far discovered. It should be remembered,
however, that all the immune protective b<xlies arise
from the action of the bacteria and their chemical prod-
ucts ; so that, while the opsonins art distinct from the
others, the probable quantity of the others may at least
be infened from the amount of opsonin found to be pres-
ent. Juur. Med. Research, July, 1907, p. 52L

opsonization (op'so-ni-za'shon), n. The act
or process of opsonizing.

The author found that opsonins were most active in
neutral liquids. An alkalinity exceeding n/20 KOH pre-
vented opsonization. An acidity of n / ,% HCl was sufllclent
to stop the opsonic function of serum.

Science, Sept 13, 1907, p. 346.

opsonize (op'so-niz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. opso-

ni:ed, ppr. opsonizing. [opson(in) + -ize.1 To
produce opsonins in ; atfect by means of op-
sonins.

opsonoid (op'so-noid), n. [opson{in) + -oid.']

An opsonin the opsonophoric group of which
has been destroyed.

We may say that when sensitized cocci are heated the
opsoniferous group is largely inactivated, but as the bac-
terial receptors remain occupied by the haptophore group,
bacteria are prevented from taking up new opsonin. In
accordance with Ehrlich's nomenclature opsonin, the
opsoniferous group of which is destroyed or inactivated,
may be termed opsonoid.

Jour. Med. Research, Oct, 1907, p. 58.

opsonophoric (op"so-no-for'ik>, a. [opson(in)
+ Gr. -idopoc, -bearing, +-ic.] Referring to that
group of an opsonin which produces changes in
a bacterium of such a character that it will be-
come subject to phagocytosis. Also opsoni-
ferous.

Opsony (op'so-ni), n. Same as opsonium.

Opsophagist (op-sof'a-jist), n. [Gr. b^mv,
cooked meat, dainties, + ipayeiv, eat, + -jsf.]

One who habitually eats dainties ; a gourmet.

opsophagize (op-sof'a-giz), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
op.iopliagizcd, ppr. opsophagizing. [opsophag{y)
+ -izc] To feed luxuriously on dainties.

opsophagy (op-sof'a-ji), n. [Gr. ofov, dainties,
-I- -ijiaym, < ijiaye'tv, eat.] The act or fact of
eating dainties ; luxuriousness in eating.

opt (opt), V. i. [L. optare, choose.] To choose
one of two alternatives ; choose.
The present Heligolanders opting to be British subjects.
Gladstone, in Leeds Mercury, July 25, 1890. A'. E. D.

opt. An abbreviation (6) of optical: (c) of
optician; (d) [I. c. or c«j,>.] ot optics.

Optic aphasia, capsule, radiations, tract.
See *aplinsia, etc.

Optical agraphia, bench, constant, contact, correc-
tion, density. See -ka'jraph ia, etc.— Optical doubles.
See *dintble, 18.— Optical etflclency. See *:peienty
of a source nf light. —Optical Illusions. See*i'HH«.jn,
2.— Optical length of a ray, lever, resonance,
strain, train, wedge. See *lenijth, etc.— Optical
properties of metals, those properties which affect
reUection, refniction, polarization, and absorption of
light at the surface of or within the body of a metal.
One of the most obvious of these is opacity. It fol-

lows from the electromagnetic theory of light that
dielectrics will, in general, be transparent, and bodies
which conduct electricity opaque. The opacity of
metals, however, is by no means absolute. Taken in
sufficiently thin layers all metals transmit light ; usually,
with strong color. Thus the light transmitted by
gold-leaf is green ; that by silver, blue, etc. The trans-
mitting power of metals, which is highly selective, is

expressed by means of an extinction coefficient or some-
times an absorption coefficient Metallic rejection.
The reflection of metallic surfaces differs from that of
transparent media in that the reflected light is in general
elliptically polarized. The intensity of the reflected ray,
in the case of polarized light depends upon the plane of
incidence. When two rays, one polarized parallel to the
plane of incidence, the other at right angles t4> the same,
ai'e reflected from a metallic surface the reflected rays
differ in phase, and at the angle of maxinmm polari-
zation this difference is always a quarter wave-length.
Indexes of refraction. Table I gives the index of re-

fraction of various metals for tlie D line. It will be
noted that certain metals, such as gold, copper, and
silver, have an index of refraction smaller than unity,
while in other cases the index is much larger than for
transparent media.

Table I.

Metal.



optical

seneral eihibrt anomalous dispersion, as will be seen

by comparing the iiidex of refraction for red witll the

index for blue light in Table II.

Table II.

Metal.



orange
of the monoaio tj-pe pre|iareil by combining diazotized
xylidine-sulphonic acid « itli flnaplithol. It dyes wotil and
6ilk reddish iininge in an acid bath. (6) A mordant acid
coal-tar color of the monoazo type prepared by combining
diazotized para-nitraniline with salicylic acid. Also
called alizarin yellow Ji. (c) Same as itoranife T.— „ .,

Orange T, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazo type pre- oratorio-sinffer ror-a-t6'ri-n-<iiti(r"(!.r1 m
pared by combining diazotized ortho-toluidine-mmiosul- '"f"'^?"

Brnger ^or a to n o-smg er;, n.

phonic acid with 3:naphthul. It dyS3l orange in an "^^"P
^'"g^ oratorios or oratorio music.

acidbath.—Pyrotlne orange. Saiiieascroc«')i*oraii(»'. Oratorsilip (or a-tor-sbip), «. The position or— Six-spotted mite of orange. Same as California office of orator, as the public oratorship in an
Sprlngorange, tlje American storax, stvrax English university. See orator, 6.

90-1 orchidopezy
Oratory of St^ Philip Neri, a congregation of orb-web (orb'web), ». The kind of web spun
the Fathers of the Oratory, at Brompton. by the spiders of the family Epeirklie.

.k'"/i''",""5 v U-!
l^Ianning) saw Newman • wearing 0. E. 0. An abbreviation of Order of the Redthe Ora?orta7i habit and dead to the world. Cross

Eneyc Brit, XXX. 623.

One

*«})i<f('r.— Sprlngorange, tlic Ameri
Atnericana. See 5(i/r(7j?.— Vegetable
*i-i'nf-p«acA.— Victoria orange. Same
*!/ellow.—WilA orange, (rf) in Australia, same
wild *leinotu

orangeadot (or^'au-ja'do), n. Same as orangeat.
orange-aphis (or'anj-a^'fis), ». An aphis,
Aphis (jossypii, common in Florida, which in-
fests the leaves and j-ouug twigs of the orange
and lemon, as well as cotton and cucurbits.
See cut under '^cotton-aphis.

orange-berry (or'anj-ber'i), ». 1. Same as
*lime-berry.—2. An immature orange. The
small, immature fruits which drop from the
trees, when collected and dried, are used in
medicine.

orange-butterfly (or'anj-but^'^r-fli), n. Same
as cresphoiitcs *butterjly.

orange-cups (or'anj-kups), n. pi. Id lot.,

same as cluster-cups.

orange-dog, «. 2. See giant ^swallowtail.

orange-fin (or'anj-fin), «. The salmon-trout,
Salmo hrutta, found in the north of Europe
and the British Isles. When young it often
has orange or red spots on the sides. The
bull trout parr of the Tweed is also sometimes

°^^\toril oratrice (or'a-tris), n. [F. oratrice < L. ora-
trix, fem. of orator : see oratrix.'i Same as
oratrix.

orbicular, o. 6. Inpetrog., in phaneroerystal-
line igneous rocks, having large spheroidal ag-
gregations of minerals, in radial or concentric
groups of megascopic crystals: as, orbicular
granite, orbicular diorite.

Orbiculoidea (6r-bik-u-loi'de-a), n. [NL., <
Orbicula, a genus of braehiopods, -f- Gr. ndoc,
form.] A genus of neotrematous braehio-
pods of the family Disdnidse, having circular
chitinous shells, the pedicle passage being in
the form of a slit which extends from the beak
of the pedicle-valve forward, and closed be-
hind, as growth advances, by a listrium. It
is common in all rocks from the Lower Silurian
to the Cretaceous.

orbific (6r-bif'ik), a. [L. orbis, orb, + -ficus,
<,J'acere, make.] Orb-making; world-making.

An instant impulse urging U) begin
The work orbijic; glorying in their plans
Of future suzerainty and wide-spread sway
Among new worlds of creatures yet to be.

orchard, «.— Indian orchard, in certain parts of New-
England and JJew York, "an old orchard of ungrafted
trees, the time of whose planting is not known. " (Bart-
lett.) The name is sometimes given to the neighboring
village. Jotir. Amer. Folk-tore, April-Jmie, 1902, p. 109.

orcharded (6r ' char - ded), J), a. Set out or
plantedwith fruit-trees.

orcharding, n. 2. Land planted with or-
chards

; orchards collectively : as, acres of
orcharding— Turpentine orcharding. See *tur-
pentining.

orchardinan (6r' chard -man), n. Same as-
orchardist.

orchard-scale (6r'chard-skal), n. Any one of
many scale-insects Jound on orchard trees;
specifically, the European orchard-scale, As-

,, , - _„ o , Ti t TTT X -r,. ,
^- ''^- *«*!/. A Spiritual Legend, 1. 99.

Of Europe" plli
*''''^' ^'*'^-^''**'' ^^^'^''^ orbilla (6r-bil'a), «.; pi. orbill^(-e). [NL.,

Orange-flower tree, the syringa or mock-orange, Phila- '^."°- "^ ^- "''***' .^^^:) ^ lieteuj-shield, apothe-
delphug eoronariuK.

orange-fly (or'anj-fli), n. Any one of several
trypetid flies whose larvee feed on orauge-
fruit. as the Morelos orange-fly, TrypeUi ludois.

*gum^orange-gum (or'anj-gum), n. See"

orange-melon (or'auj-mel"on), n. Same as
*vine-peach.

orange-mite (or'anj-mit), n. Any one of sev- Orbital crest, ring,

eral mites found' on orange-trees, as Tetrany-
'-^'*"i» /a„_k, +„'i

chus sexmaeulatus, or Tetranychus mytilaspidis.

orange-peel, «. 2. In ceram., an oriental
glaze with rough pitted surface, resembling
the skin of an orange. See peau d'orange.—
Orange-peel bucket. See *bucket.

orange-quit (or'anj-kwit), «. A Jamaican
bird, Olossoptila ruficolUs. Newton, Diet, of
Birds, p. 761.

OrangerOOt, «.— climbing orangeroot, the climb-
ing bittei-sweet, Celagtrus scandens.

orange-rust (or'anj-rust), n. A fungus, Cseoma
luminntum, which produces copious orange- Orbitoide8(6r-bi-toi'dez), n
colored spores on the stems of blackberries
and raspberries.

orange-scab (or'anj-skab), «. See *scab.

orange-tip, n.— Falcate orange-tip, an American
picrid butterfly, Syn^hloe genutia, having white wings
with orange tip, and the apex of the fore-wings hooked.
It is found from Geoiyia to Connecticut, and its larvio Qrbitolina (6r"bi-t6-li'na), n.
feed on slender cruciferous plants such as shepherds- ,.rhitn r,rViH -U nl -i-

'
i n\

purse.— Olsrmpla orailge-tlp, an American pierid but- otO'm'i orpiT; -p -01- -r -tna

cium, or pelta in the genus XJsnea. Cook^s
Manual. See cut at apothecium.

orbit, n— Ferrel'i orbit theory, in vieteor., Ferrel's
explanation of the growth of hailstones by the addition
of successive layers of ice as the hailstone is carried by
wind along a path or orbit consisting of a series of loops
passing successively into and out of the strata where rain
or ice is forming.

See *crest, ring^
orbitale (or-bi-tale), n.

;
pi. orbitalia (-li-a).

1. In ichth., same as prefrontal.—2. In cra-
niom., the lowest point of the inferior border
of the orbit. Von Torok.

orbite (or'bit), «. lOrb(eshdhe), a place in
Hesse,-!- -ite^.J Inpetrog., a fine-grained dio-
rite-porphyry with phenocrysts of hornblende
and lime-soda feldspar. Chelius, 1892.

orbitofrontal(6r"bi-t6-fron'tal), a. [L. orbifa,
orbit, -l-/roii«(/ro«(-), forehead, + -al^.'] Re-
lating to the orbits and to the frontal bone or
the forehead,

[NL., < L. orbita,

^

orbit, -t- Gr. tMof, form.] A genus of Foram
inifera similar to Nummidites (which see). It

aboundsin the Cretaceous and Eocene Tertiary orchestric, n. 2. Of or pertaining to dancing.

Orchard-scale (Aspidiotus ostrea/omtis^.
a, infested twig, natural size; b. life size female scale; c. half-

grown female scale: d, full-grown female scale; e. full-grown
male scale : A female scale from below ; g, male scale from below t
c-/, greatly enlarged.

pidiotus ostreeeformis, which occurs on the
apple, pear, plum, peach, cherry, and other
trees in Europe (its native home)", the United
States, and Canada.
orchestrally (6r-kes'tral-i), adr. In the
manner of, or for the use of, an orchestra: as,
music arranged orchestrally ; with an orches-
tra : as, orchestrally accompanied.
orchestration, «. 2. Figuratively, a harmoni-
ous arrangement as of colors in painting.
[Rare.]

In their lack of any graspable theme and in their deli-
cately elaborated orchestration of tone they can be ap-
preciated, priced, that is to say, at their proper worth,
only by those whose sense of color is very cultivated.

C. //. Cajin, Amer. Masters of Painting, p. 41.

and in places gives name to the rock : as, the
Orbitoides limestone of the Gulf States or Or-
bitolitie group. See Vicksburg group.

: [NL., < L.
-jwal.] A genus of

terfly, Synchloe (j/.v»ipto7 occurring in the soiithwestern Foraniinifcra having a silicious test composed
United States. Its larva; feed on hedge-mustard and of concentric rings divided into numerous
other cruciferous plants- chambers. It is very abundant in the Cre-

orange-tree (or anj-tre), n. 1. Any one of taeeous rocks,
several species of trees belonging to the genus orbitomaxillary(6r"bi-to-mak 'si-la-ri), a.
Cj^jms which bear oranges. Seeorangel,2, [L. orfeito, orbit, -I- E, maxi«an/,] Rel'atingto
and citrus, 2,-2. In New Zealand, the tarata, the orbits and to the superior maxillary bones.
PitUjsponmi eugemoides, so called from the Orbitonasal foramen. See i'foramen.
odor of Its leaves when crushed. Also called orbitopalpebral (6r"bi-to-pal'pe-bral), a. [L.
New Zealand orange-tree. See hedge-laurel suad orbita, orbit, + palpebra, eyelid, -f ^a/i,] Re-

orchestrina di camera (6r-kes-tre'na de ka'
me-rii), n. [It, ' little orchestra of the cham-
ber,'] One of a group of small reed-organs,
invented by Evans of London, which are in-
tended for solo use in the place of certain
orchestral instruments, such as the flute, the
clarinet, the oboe, the bassoon, and the
French horn, the tone of each instrument
being skilfully imitated by varying the form
of the reeds or of their wind-channels. They
are serviceable as substitutes for a real orches-
tra and for the study of orchestral music,
orchid, »— Queen of orchids. See *Qrammato-
phylluin,

orchidacean (6r-ki-da' se-an), n. Same as
*tarata.

orangist^ (or'anj-ist), n. [orange + -isf^ One
oranges; a planter of orange-

of

who raises

groves. N. E. D.

Orangist^ (or'anj-ist), n. [Orange (see def,)
+ -ist.'] 1. An adherent of the House of
Orange, in the Netherlands.— 2. An Orange-
man.
Orarian (o-ra'ri-an), a. and n, [L, orarius.
the coast, < oru. shore, coast,] I. a
longing to or living on the sea-coast.

n. n. One who lives on the sea-coast
N. E. D. [Rare,]

orat. An abbreviation of orator.

orational (o-ra'shon-al), a.

< L, oratio'(n-), speech, prayer,] Of or per-
taining to prayer in church service. N. E. D.
[Rare,]

oratorian, a. 2. [cap.'] Of or pertaining to
one of a religious society known as The Ora-
tory, especially to the English branch of The

lating to the orbits and to the eyelid; noting nJlv,'iiii=/A. tf1l'5'I^,^ „ ,; rvr ^t -^.^i^^
„„o ^f ti,» ir,=<.,fi«r,<. «f *>,<. i<>„of '.i„„i,„„ Orchldales(or-ki-da lez), n.ph [NL, (Lmdley,

1847), < Orchis (Orchid-) -t- -ales.] An order
one of the insertions of the levator palpebraa
muscle,
orbitosphenoid, n. 2. In ichth., a bone an-
terior to the alisphenoid and usually forming
part of the orbital septum. It is common only
among the soft-rayed fishes. The orbitosphe-
noid of Owen is the alisphenoid of Huxley
and Parker.

Be- orbitostat (6r'bi-to-stat), n. [L. orbita, orbit,

-I- Gr. araTdc, < laraaOai, stand.] In craniom.,
an instrument used for determining the cen-
tral point of the orbit and the direction of the
orbital axis which passes through this point

^^ and the optic foramen.

•PTi Of nr nor' orbltotympanic (6r"bi-t6-tim-pan'ik), a.

[L. orbita, orbit, + E. tympanic] Pertaining
to the region of the orbit and the tympanum,
as the bony ridge, present in many toads,
which runs from the eye to the ear.
A thick orbito-tympanic bony ridge.

Proc. Zool. Sac. London, 1897, p. 203.

of monocotyledonous plants including the
families Burmanniaeese and Orehidacese, which
agree in their mostly complete 3-6-merou8
flowers, inferior compound ovary, and very
numerous minute seeds (whence called also
Microspcrmx).

orchidalgia (6r-ki-dal'ji-a), n. Pain in the
testicles.

orchidist (6r'kid-ist), »i. [orchid + -i.^t.] One
who cultivates orchids ; one who is fond of
orchids. Also called orchidacean.

orchidomania (6r"ki-do-ma'ni-a), n. [orchid
-f- Gr, fiavia, madness,] An exaggerated pas-
sion for orchids.

orchidopexy (6r'kid-5-pek''si), «. [Gr, ipx'^
(assumed stem opx"^-), testis, + Trijii^, fast-

ening,] Fixation of an undescended testis

to prevent it from engaging in the inguinal
canal and causing pain.



orchidotomy

orchidotomy (or-ki-dot'o-mi), «. Same as

orchotomy.

OrcliUred. See *rf(n.— Orclill subatltute. Same as

-karchil sithftitute.

orcMocele (6r'ki-o-sel), K. [Gr. op:f'f. testi-

cle, + 107'''?, tumor.] 1. Tumor of a testi-

cle.—2. Hernia of a testicle.

orchis", «.— Female orchis, Orckit Morio, a common
European plant.— Flaming orchis, BtephnriiibitHs

ptycodes, of eastern Korth America. Also called

smaller purple fringed orcAw — Fringeless orchis,

BlepharigMtii paramcena, a handsome purple-flowered

species of the eastern United States, the petals of which

are simply erose.— Gay orchla, the showy orchis.—

Hale orchis, Orchis rnascula, a very common Old

World plant which has received a variety of names.—
Marsh-orchis, Orchis tati/olia. See Cain-and-Abel.—

Purple orchis, the showy orchis.—Ra^ed orchis,
Blephari'iMtis lacera, of the eastern I liited States,

with greenish-yellow flowers, the lip deeply fringed or

lacerate.— Smaller purple fringed orchis. See jlam-

iiig *orcAi«.— Spring orchis, the showy orchis, which
blooms in early spring — Tubercled orchis, yeUow
orchis, Perularia jiava, a terrestrial orchid of the

eastern United States with tubercled roots and greenish-

yellow flowers.- Yellow IHnged orchis, Blephart-

gloltii citiarig, of the eastern United States, with

large and showy bright orange or yellow flowers, the

lip copiously fringed more than half way to the middle.

orcinol (6r'si-nol), n. [orct» -- -ol.} Same
as orcin.-Gamma-orcinoL Same as -kisorcinol.

ord. An abbreviation (6) of ordained ; (c) of

ordnance.

order, «. 17. Specifically, in the tobacco-

trade, same as *case^, 9.

When thoroughly dried the laths of tobacco are taken

down during a warm, damp spell, an<l piled in heaps

with sacks or cloths spread over them U> keep the pile iti

"order" for several days. " Order "or "case" in tobacco

curing means a moist condition in which the tissue will

not break.
U. S. Dept. Agri., Farmers' Bulletin >"o. 00, p. 4.

22. In petrog., in the quantitative system of

classification (see *rofAl), a taxonomic division
of igneous rocks which follows tbe class and
is based on the proportions of the standard

mineral subgroups within tbe preponderant
salic or femic group on which the class is

based.—23. In miUt. tactics, the position of a

rifle in a military drill after the command to

order arms has been obeyed : as, to load from
the order.—Adelphlc order. See -kadelphic— A.

large order, an excessive or large demand or request

;

a tax upon one's restjurces. [Slang.]

"Tellhim . . . whati think of Miss Tlieale?" Densher
stared. It was, as they sai<l. a large order.

II. James, Wings of a Dove, II. 232.

Albert order, an order in the kingdom of Saxony,

founded in 1 n'< i.— Ancient Order of Foresters, Inde-
pendent Order of Foresters, .see */orester, v.— Close
order. ('') .\'iL<tl, the distance of from one to two
cable s-lengtha from maiiimiist to mainmast ()f a number of

war.ships in line or colunm.— Distinguished Service
Order, a British order for military niirit, founded by

Queen Victoria in 18S6.— Ernestine Order, an order in

the Saxon duchies of Germany.— Fraud Order. See
it/raud.— Greek orders, those orders of classical archi-

tecture which are of strictly (ireek origin. They are the

Grecian Doric (as of the Parthenon), the Ionic (as of the

Erechtheum), and the Corinthian, in its original tyjie (as

at Epidaun*). Tlies'i-called Vernan (jrder is not gener-

ally recognized.— Imperial Service Order, a Hritish

order founded in \»t> and awarded for merit in the im-

perial civil service.— Military Order of the Loyal
L^on, an orKanizati<in which consists primarily of com-
missioned otBcers who served in the Union Anny during
the civil war. Civilians who i)erfi»rmed eminent service

for the government during the same period are also elig-

ible. The right to memben*hip descends to the eldest

male heir.—Open order. {>') Xaval, the distance of

from three to four cabli's.Iengtha from mainmast to

mainma.stof a number of war-ships in line or column.

—

Order of African Redemption, an order of merit In

the republic of Litieria, fouTided in 1S71I.— Order Of
connection, see itcmitiectivitg.— OrAeT of Danilo, a
MontiMiegrin order for civil merit, fcunded in ls;i.i.—

Order Of Elizabeth Theresa, an Austrian order orig-

inally f"uii.l.d in I7..o.--0rder of Francis Joseph, an
Austrian civil and military onlt-r, f<iinided by the em-
pemr of that name in IMQ.- Order of Henry the Lion,
anonler for civil an<l military iiierit iti llniiiswick, orig-

itially founded in IKM.— Order Of Imtlaz, a Turkish
order for military merit, fonn<led in LsTti.- Order Of
Kalakaoa, a Hawaiian order foimded in 1.S74, awarded
for military merit.— Order Of Kamehameha I., a

Hawaiian order for civil and military Imerit, foumlcil in

18''5.— Order Of Kapiolani, a Hawaiian order for civil

and military merit, f..uiided in 1880.—Order Of Leo-
pold, (ft) A Belgian order <»f merit, founded by Leopold
I. in 18;fi.— Order of Fidelity, a military order in

Baden, founded in 1T1.'>— Order Of Maximilian
Joseph, a Bavarian militjiry order fouiuled in IHOO.—

Order of Merit, a British order founded by King Ed-
waril VII. on the occasion ^,f his coronati<,n in 19(r2. It

includes those who merit distinction in the army and
navy, and in science, art, and literature. Such foreign

members as the King shall appoint are added to the orig-

inal twenty-four British memberH U> wldch the ^)rder is

limite<l.— Order of Natives of British East Indies,
a British order f<»r military merit, fnuiidcd in 1842.— Or-
der of Osmanleh, a Tu'rkish order for civil and mili-

tary merit, foundeil in IKC.i— Order Of Rue Crown.
See *Crr>(/*n. — Order of Saint Anne, a Knssian order
founded in 173."i,— Order Of Santa Rosa, an order in

Honduras for civil and military merit, fotmded in 1808.

—
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Order of Saint Gregory the Great, a papal order of
merit, founded in 1831.— Order Of Saillt Hubert, a Ba-
varian order for militjiry merit, founded in 1444.— Order
of Saint Maurice and Saint Lazarus, an Italian
military order, originally founded in 1434.— Order Of
Saint Olaf, an order in Norway for civil and military
merit, founded in 1847.— Order Of Saint Stephen of
Htmgary, a militjiry order in .\ustria-Hungary, founded
in 1764.— Order of Saint Vladimir, a Knssian order,
founded in 1782.— Order Of the African Star, an order
of merit in the Kongo Free State, founded in 1888.— Or-
der Of the Bust of Bolivar, a civil and military order in
Venezuela, foundeti in 18r)4 by President Monagas.— Or-
der of the Danebrog. See Danebrog.— Order of the
Double Dragon, ;i Chinese order for merit, fomided in
1882 —Order of the Golden Lion. See *(i»;i.— Order
of the House of HohenzoUem, a Pmssian military
order, fouiuled in 1S42.— Order Of the Iron Cro'wn of
Italy. See iron.— Order of the Oak Cro-wn. See
*Cro(cn.— Order of the Oceanic Star, a Hawaiian or-

der for civil and military merit, founded in 1880.— Order
of the Pole Star, an order in Sweden for civil merit,
founded in 1748.— Order of the Star of Rumania, a
Rumanian order for civil ami milit^iry merit, founded in
1877.— Order of the Tower and Sword, a Portuguese
order for civil ami military merit, originally founded in

I4:.'i— Order of the White Elephant. (P) A Siamese
order for civil and military merit, foiuided in 1861.— Or-
der Of Vasa, an order for civil merit, founded by Gusta-
vus HI. of Sweden, in 1772.— Order Of William, a Dutch
order for military merit, founded in 1815.—Order of ze-
ros. In /j: = a l.3>^xiy^x-x^) "*, the zeros at xi and x^ are
of orders n and »ft respectively.— Persian order, in
arch., an order in which human figures take the place of
the columns on the shafts of the columns. The term is

taken from Vitruvius.— Protection order, a tenn used,
chiefly in England, to denote an order or decree of court
issued for the i)rotection of a wife in the enjoyment of prop-
erty obtained by her after being deserted by her husband.
—Restraining order, a temporary injunction granted
by the court pending the hearing on an application for
an injunction.— Royal Order of 'Victoria and Albert,
a British order of court distinction for women, foinuled in

1802.- Royal Victorian Order, a British onlerlor per-
sonal services, founded in 181*0.— Sealed Orders, official

orders, especially naval or military, delivered with the
instruction that they are not to be opened before a certain
date.— Vesting Order, an order in equity passing a legal
title in lieu of a conveyance. Fonnerly it was granted
only by the chancery division of the High Court of ,) ustice,
but it is granted now by commissioners alsa WUarton.

order-book, «.— Night order-book (Naut.\ a menio-
randum-lKxik in which the captain sets down his orders
for the guidance of the officers of the watch during the
night

order-paper (6r'dfer-pa''p6r), n. A paper on
which questions, etc., coming in the order of
the day, in a legislative assembly, are entered.
y. E. I).

order-word (6r'd6r-w6rd), n. Milit., the pass-
word of the day.

ordinable, a. 3. In math., capable of being
arranged in order.

An ordinable manifold may, in general, by the applica-
tion of different criteria, be arranged in order in a variety
of ways. Encyc Brit,, XXXL 281.

ordinal. I. a— Cantorian ordinal number. See
*Can("rton.— Ordinal fraction, integer, system.
See k.fractimi, etc.— Transflnlte ordinal nimiber.
See -knumber.

H, ». — Cantorian ordinal. See -ItCantorian
ordinal number.

ordinally (6r'di-nal-i), adv. In an ordinal

way; in regard to order— Ordinally simUar.
See -kKimilar.

ordinar (dr'di-njir), a. and n. [OF. ordinaire,

< L. orrfjnnriits.' See ordinary.'] Same as ordi-

nary. [Scotch.]— By ordinar, more than ordinarily;

exti-ai>rdlnarily.

ordinary. I. n.—Topically ordinarypoint,line,or
surface of a place P, a point, line, or surface within V,

such that an object which Alls it at any instant could be-

gin, by an at>solutely total motion, to generate any one of

the same number of homogeneously exclusive homogene-
ous parts of P, as an object which fills some other point,

line, or surface respectively, in its vicinity within P.

II. «. 11. The bicycle with a large front

and a small rear wheel, which preceded the

'safety' bicycle: so called because it was the

common form of bicycle before 1890. See
bicycle.— 12. In the stock-market, a share of

ordinary or common (that is, not preferred)

stock.

ordinate, «. 2. Any one of a set of parallel

chords of a conic in relation to the diameter
bisecting them. What in this sense was called

scmiordinate is now usually called ordinate.

ordinately, adr. 2. In math., as or so as to

form an ordinate.

ordinative, a. II. «. In gram., a particle

which ordinates clauses. 2f. E. D.

ordn. An abbreviation of ordnance.

Ordnance datum, the standard level surface above
which altitudes are measured, in the ofBcial surveys of

the British Isles.

To provide the necessary head of water (770 feet above
ordnance datum) for the Birmingham supply.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 68.

Ordnance drift-piece. See *dr<^(-pte«.— Ordnance
map, a map issued by the ordnance survey of Great
Britain and Ireland. See ordnance turvey.

orejon

ordnance-hoy (6rd'nans-hoi), n. A specially
fitted hulk for the transportation of ordnance
stores.

ordu (6r'dii), n. [Turk, ordu, urdu, an army:
see horde.] A Turkish army-corps.
The whole empire is divided into 7 army districts, with

which are associated 7 corps d'arm^e called Ordus.
The Statesman's Year-Book, 1901, p. 1138.

ore^, «. 3. One of the walls which surround
the hearth of a Catalan forge. Phillips and
Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 184.

—

Bessemer ore, iron ore suflftciently low in phosphorus
and suljihur to be suitable for the acid Bessemer process.
— Cat-tooth ore, a local English name of the lead car-

boiiate cerusite. Nature, April 11, 1907, p. 574.— Cleve-
land ore, a clay-ironstone bed in the Cleveland district

of England.— FOSSil ore. Same as lenticular -kore.—
Lake-ore, limonite or brown hematite iron, much of it

of very recent deposition, found at the bottom of lakes,

especially in Sweden, where it is collected by dredging or
'fishing.'— Lenticular ore, a variety of hematite occur-
ring in minute flattened concretions. Also called fossil
ore.— Looking-glass ore, specular iron ore or hematite.
— Magnetic ore, an iron ore consisting wholly or in
large part of magnetite.— Ore currents. See -kcurrenti.
— Ore insight, in mining, ore developed by mining
operations so fully that its existence may be taken as
fully proved. In general, mining engineers demand that
the block of ore shall be exposed on at least three sides.

—

Ore reserve, in mining, ore bodies in a mine that are
fully developed and ready for mining. Compare kore in
sight.— Peacock ore. (&) Same as chalcopyrite.— Pen-
cil-Ore, a massive hematite which separates easily in

slender pencil-like fonns.—Pottem ore, in early tnetal.,

an ore which, when heated, becomes vitrified like the
glazing on pottery.— Purple ore. («) Boniite. (6) In
the metallurgical treatment of the residue from burning
off the sulphur of pyrites in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid this material is mixed with common salt, roasted
in a suitable furnace with free access of air, and, after
cooling, leached with water to extract salts of copper.
The dark-red oxid of iron which is left from the leaching
is known as pttrple ore or blue bitlg. It is reduced to
pulverulent metallic iron and used to precipitate copper
from the solution obtained in the leaching.—Rank ore,
tin ore which contains much arsenic and sulphur.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 513.
— Specular ore, specular slate ore. Same as specular
iron ore (which see, under specular).

Ore., Oreg. Abbreviations of Oregon.

Oreamnos (6-re-am'nos), 11. [Gr. opo-;. a moun-
tain, -I- a^v6q, a lamb.] A genus of hoofed
mammals including the mountain goats of
North America, two species of which are now
recognized. The name was used by Rafin-
esque in 1817 as a subgenus of the genus
Mazama, this latter, so long used for the
mountain goat, being originally given to a
deer. See Haplocerw., with cut.

ore-body (or'bod-'i), n. Ore as existing in the
ground in veins, lodes, etc. ; a body of ore
that has noc been mined. Science, May 31>

1901, p. 871.

ore-car (or'kilr), «. In car-bvilding, a special
type of gondola car or hopper-car, used for-

carrying iron or other ores. See hopper-car^

ore-crusner (6r'krush''^r), n. A machine sim-
ilar to a stone-crusher for breaking ore.

orective (o-rek'tiv), a. [orectic + -tee.] Same
as orectic.

ore-dressing (6r'dres''ing), n. In mining, the
mechanical treatment of ores by processes de-
pending on physical laws and physical prop-
erties of minerals, such as specific gravity,
magnetic or electric properties, etc. The prin-
cipal objects of ore-dressing are the concen-
tration of low-grade ore, tne purification of
ores by the removal of objectionable material,
and the separation of two or more useful min-
erals occurring in the same ore in order ta
render each more valuable.

ore-furnace (6r'f^r''nas), «. A furnace for
melting ore ; specifically, a furnace of the re-

verberatorytype, having a comparatively large
grate and small hearth, used for melting coarse
metal.

oregano (6-ra'^a^n6), n. [Sp. or^gano, < L.
origanum, marjoram.] In Spanish-American
countries, a common name of a number of

aromatic plants belonging chiefly to the Fcr-

benaccie and to the mint family. In Mexico the
principal ones are Lippia Pnlmcri, of the west
coast; L. Berlandieri, of the warmer regions

of the interior; and Polioinintha longiflora, of

the vicinity of Saltillo : all of which are used
in the same manner as sage and thyme in sea-

soning sausages and other articles of food.

Oregon char. Same as Dolly Varden trout.— Oregon
sturgeon. .Same as white sturgeon. See sturgeon.

orejon (6-ra-h6n'), ji.
;

pi. orejones (6-ra-

ho'nes). [Sp., a dried slice of apple, peacfi,

etc., lit. a little ear, dim. of oreja, < L. auricula,

ear. See auricle.] In Spanish-American coun-
tries, a dried slice of apple, peach, or other
fruit; usually in the plural, dried fruit.
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ore-leave (or'lev), «. I,i mining law, the right organi, »(.- Acoustic organ. Same ^s organ o/corti.
to mine aud take ore.. *-' '

. '
.

/

or«-loader (or'lo'd^r;, «. A machine for load
ing loose material, such as coal, sand, ore,
eto.. upon carts, cars, or vessels.
oreman (or'man), m.

;
pi. oremen (-men). A

dealer in ores, especially in iron ore.
The position of the I'llited States Steel Corporation is

muierstood to have been a neutral one and the merchant
oretmn made the decision, which is generally regarded
as conservative. X. Y. Com. Advertiser, Apin n, 1901.

orenda (6-ren'da), n. [Iroquois.] Magic power
believed to be present in all bodies : proposed
as a technical term for magic power by J. N.
B. Hewitt. It has, however, not come into
common use. See *wakan(1a and manito.

the axial organ, and divided into five chiiniliera'liy five radi
ally arranged partitions of connective tissue. In ^ ntedon

luirr 4»thrnj^nln,n,l Ton Afu,.-.!, iQno \, Qo" th? "«»» 's i"cl.>sed in the centrodorsal. In stalked cri-^met. AtnitropolOdiil, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 33. noids the oi-gau extends as a canal into the slam and sends
Orendlte (o-reu dit), «. [Ocfwda Butte, Leucite offshoots into the cirri when the latter are present. Also

organize

-. . , »—V- inent feature in the interior architecture ofAnteocular organ. »:mK m prosUmmatic Morgan, the biiilflinir
"ii-uii-ccuuiB ui

-Blddler-S organ, a.i o.^an found only in the am- „,„,^ ^i„v^;- - j , n
phil>ian geims Uujv, lying between the fat-lxxly and the Organ-QeSK (or gan-desk), n. Same as *COn-
testis or ovary : apparently a portion of the ovary that Sole-, 4.

O^^^^r^o^Z'^^^lTl^^^^li'o^^ organella (6r-ga.nel'a), «.; ,,X^ organella (^.)
Same as .n,r.</„),«f<«<-ii*„ryaH,-^Collateral orgaflTii; k '5 ,

" ^''><"""'i organ, -f-L. dim. -eJta.]
Echinuiteniia,sim\f!!i.iheartt-,Tplnstidm)en*t:ri]an. Per- '-'"'^ of the Organ-like Structures in the cell-
rier.- Conservative organs, in M.,l. the organs that body of an infusorian, such as the eve-snot,secure the prcserv;iltion of the individual organism, as dis- a mvonema the cvtosfomB nvWr^ff i^,,tmguished from those of reproduction ; nutritive organs, f

'".\?'ie™a- ^^^ cytostome, cytoproct, con-
In plants these are principally the root, stem, and leaves.

'ractUe vacuole, etc. Uaecl-el.
—Coxal organ. See *.«j-(i;.- cribriform organ. See Organ-gallery (6r'gan-gal"e-ri), n. Same as•cMiri/orm.^Dorsal organ, in echinodernis. Same as nriinn-loft
*a.riai.)r.wn.— Flve-ehambered organ, incrinoids, a nriranin /T 0. a i- j . .v ,, . ... ^ .cavityattheapexof thecalyxcontainingtheaiiicalDartsof "'Safm-. "• *• Applied to the substances which form

~ H = ' tne chemical material of the bodies of plantsand animals,
as also to numerous other substances of more or less
analogous chemical character. But such material may or
may not possess the sjiecial mechanical structure to which

Hills, Wyoming, + -itc'^.l In petrog., a name
given by Cross (1897) to an aphanitic lava,
with micaphenocrysts composed of leucite and
orthoelase in nearly equal amounts, with
phlogopite and diopside. It is related to
\vyomiugite and madupite.

Oreocarya(6''re-o-kar'i-S), ji. [NL. (Greene,
1887), < Gr. opof, mountain, -I- cari/a, a word
which occurs in the names of related genera,

called chiunhered organ and chambered »in««.— John-
ston's organ, a complex nervous structure in the basal
joint of the antenna; of certain dipterous insects, sup-
posed to be connected with the perception of vibra-
tion. It is very well dcvelojied in Culex and Chironmniis,
and is larger in the male than in the female.— Keber'S
organ, in lamellibranchs, same as pericardial Ugland.

Lateral OI|;an, In nemerteans, one of a pair of ciliated

the tei-ni organiied is applied, adapting it to the per-
formance of the vital fmictions of jilants or animals,
rile distinction between the two words is important.
Organic substances maybe produced from inanimate ma-
terials by laboratory processes, but organized structure is
thus far only known as a result of change in a living plant
or animal.— Organic aggregation. Same as Inological
*n./,7/-f../n(ioH.— organfo geography, rhythm, selec-
tion. See *'jeography, etc.

tubes or cavities opening externally at the sides of the Organically, arff. 2. Inpathot., with reference

as Alloeari/d, hremocaryn, Pcctocarya; in allu- Ltmilnous organ. See *(»
sion to the prevailingly mountain habitat of

-''-'' ..-.
..

the species.] A genus of coarse biennial or
perennial herbaceous plants of the family
Boraginaeese, having mostly basal leaves and
a leafy-bracted, thyrsoid, or sometimes race-
mose-paniculate inflorescence. It is distin-
guished from related genera by the persistent
fruiting caly.x and smooth, rugose, or tuber-
culate nutlets, with their margins acute or
winged. There are about 20 species, natives
of the mountain region of western North
America from Montana and eastern Washing-
ton to Chihuahua, Mexico. See white *forget-
me-iiot.

oreoselin (o-re-os'e-lin), n. [Gr. opeoaiXivov,
mountain-parsley, < o/>oc, mountain, -I- aeXwov,
parsley: see celery.'] A crystalline substance,
^^4^1204, formed by warming peueeda-
nin with acids or with alcoholic potash. It Organacidia
yields resorcinol and acetic acid when fused
with caustic potash. It melts at 170° C.

oreoselone (o-re-os'e-lon), n. loreosel(in) +
-one.] A crystalline substance, C14H12O4,
which is formed when peucedanin is treated
with hydrochloric acid. It melts at 177° C.
Oreosoma (6"rf-o-s6'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. opoc,
mountain, + aw/ia, body.] A genus of fishes
of the family Zc!rfa», known from a single small
specimen taken in the open Atlantic.

ore-shoot (or'shot), ?;. In mining, a body of ore.

head, generally in a groove or slit, and terminating inter-
nally in the interiorof a pair of posterior brain-lobes which
niay or may not be united with the rest of the brain.—

-Mayer's organ, a
patcll of circnmvallate paiiilheon either side of the supei'o-
posterior part of the tongue.— Organ Of Semper, in pul-
moiiate gastrop.ids, an organ situated on each side of tlie
mouth and now regarded as having a gustat^jry func-
tion.- Organ Of SlebOld, an elongate flat ganglion on a
branch of tlio accjustic nerve in the tibia of a locustid in-
sect.— Organ Of Syrskl, the milt-organ of the male eel,
discoveredliy Dr. Syrski in lS7:i.—Organ style, in music,
a style of composition or of performance characterized by
full connected harmony or dignifled oounterpoint, such as
are common in organ music.— Photogenic organ, the
luminous organ in any one of the socalled phospho-
rescent insects.— Plastldogen Organ. Same ns -kaxial
or<;an.— Postantennal organ. .Same as proslemmatic
•or^d )i.— Prostemmatlc Ol^ran, .» curious circular organ
whose function is unknown, situated in front of the ocelli
in certain collembolous insects. Also calleil anteocular
organ and postantennal organ.— Sensory organ, in
anat. and zool. Same as sense-organ.— Stewart's organ
in some echinoids, one of the arborescent bi>dies project^
ing inward from the peristome and supposed to have a
respiraU)ry function.— Water-testing Organ,
lusks, an osphradium

(6r"gan-a-sid'i-a), n.

in ^ol-

[NL.,
Gr. &[>)amv, organ," -I- NL. acidum, acid.] In
pathol., secretion, usually in excess, of an or-
ganic acid.

Hemorrhage from erosion—ulcer—of the oesophagus is
not a rare occurrence in orjanocidta gastrica.

Med. Record, April 4, 1903, p. 549.

to the structure of an organ : opposed to func-
tionally.—3. With derivation from organic or
organized matter : as, organically derived de-
trital rocks.

organicist (6r-gan'i-sist), n. [organic -I- -ist.]
A sociologist who explains social phenomena
by biological analogies, or who conceives and
interprets society as an organism. L. F.
Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 79.

organite (6r'ga-nit), n. [Gr. ipyavov, organ.
+ -ife^.] A small or feebly developed organ
or part. [Bare.]
From this it follows that the so-called "cellulse eth-

moidales " are not organites proper only to the ethmoid
of Man, and heuce are not without phvlogenetical im-
portance. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 261.

organization, n. 4. In biol : (a) The structural
composition of an organism, (b) Metaphori-
cally, the cause or explanation of the structure
of organisms; that which organizes; anorganiz-
ing influence. Most of the attempts to imagine
an architecture in the egg as an explanation of
the structure of the being that is developed
from the egg are based upon the metaphorical
conception of organization. See *germ-plasm
and physiological *umt.—6. In pathol., con-
version of an amorphous substance, such as
a blood-clot, into organized tissue.

organ-beater (6r'gau-be"t6r), n. [Trans, of organizational (or'gan-i-za'shon-al), a. [or-"• - gunizatwn -\- -aU.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of organization.
organizationist (or " gan - i - za ' shon - ist), n.
[organization -I- -ist] "One who believes in
organization or organized work; one who or-

ML. pulsiUor organortim.] A name given to
an organ-player when the keyboard consisted
of large levers that were struck with the fist.

^_ ^
A'. E.D.

commonly of elongated shape.'^within'a vein ':
organ-bird (6r'gan-b6rd), n. 1. One of the

usually applied to the workable portions of a crow-shrikes, Gymnorhina organicum, found S^ni^p^.

vein only. in Tasmania : a near relative of the Austra- organize, t'. i.

ore-sorting (or'sorning), n. The separation liai piping-erow.—2. In South America, a
of the lumps of mixed ore and veinstone into wren, Cyphorhinus cantans.
different piles according to the visible richness organ-building (6r'gan-bil"ding), n. The art.

2. To arrange
;
plan

; prepare.

in real ore of the various fragments. Several
piles may lie made, of which the two extremes
will represent apparently pure ore and worth-
less veinstone.

ore-stamp (tir'stamp), n. A stamp-mill for
breaking up the ore-rock and making it ready
for the separation process. This is done bv
stamping the ore with heavy weights whic'

trade, or occupation of making organs, usu-
ally pipe-organs, but sometimes reed-organs
as well. It properly includes every division of a com-
plex industry, involving not only the nianuf.acture of all
sorts of pipes, wooden and metal, with their precise voic-
ing, regulation, and tuning, tlie manufacture of tlie key-
and stop-action in all its parts, and the making of the
organ-case, often with much carved or painted ornamen-
tation, but also the drafting of the specifications and plans

[Slang.]

" Willyum," he'd say . . . when he 'd notice me orpon-
izin' to go down to the village, ..." if anybody asks
you what you be, . . . you tell 'em that you 're Union,
but you remember you 're secesh.

"

A. H. Lemis, Wolfville Days, ii.

arfl liftSl «r,,l oTl^Zl i^f'u vr .1
forparticularinstrnments theactnilassemblingofarithe

are lifted and allowed to fall like a pestle parts refiuired, and the setting of them up in the place
upon the rock in the mortar of the mill.
ore tenus (o're.te'nus). [L. : ore, abl. of os,
mouth; tenus, up to, unto.] In tow, at the
mouth; by word of mouth; orally: used
especially of pleadings not required to be
written.

ore-washer (6r'wosh''6r), «. A machine for
washing clay and earths out of earthy brown
hematite ores.

orexigenic (o-rek-si-jen'lk), a. [Gr. «pcf(f,
appetite, -f -yevrt^, -producing.] Stimulating
the appetite.

An orexigenic and stomachic action which is not to be
lightly esteemed.

Amer. Jour. Clin. Med., Oct, 1907, p. 1262.

orexine (o-rek'sin), n. [Gr. ipe^it;, appetite,
+ -iwe2.] Phenyldihydroquinazoline, a color-
less, odorless, crystalline compound derived
from quinoline. It melts at 95° C. It is

used in medicine to increase the appetite.

for use. In early organ-building the chief workman
was skilled in every branch of the art and moved from
place to place, making and setting up instruments on
the spot as required, but now the business is far more
complicated and is carried on chiefly from fixed factories
employing many workmen in distinct departments.
organ-cactus (6r'gau-kak"tus), n. 1. A giant
cactus with simple columnar stems, Ccretts
marginatns, much used for hedges in Mexico,
especially in the states of San Luis Potosi,
Hidalgo, and Guanajuato. It takes its com-
mon name from the resemblance of its rows of
parallel stems to the pipes of an organ. Its
flowers are inconspicuous and its fruit, unlike
the pitahayas of many other species of Cerens,
are not edible.— 2. A name given to other
columnar cacti, including Cerens cburncus of
southern Mexico, which bears edible fruit and
is also planted in hedges, and the giant saguaro
of the south-western United States, Cereus gi-
gantens. See saguaro and pitahaya.

orfan, «., «., and v. t. An amended spelling of organ-case (or'gan-kas), n. In organ-building,
orphan. the external framework or structure in which

org. An abbreviation (a) of organic ; {b) of an organ is contained. In churches and halls
organized. it is often highly elaborate and forms a prom- Ortfan-cactus (Oj



organofaction

organofaction (dr'gan-o-fak'shon), n. [L.

(iryanuiii + faeere,rua.ke. See oryaiium.] Con-
struction or development of organs in the

course of evolution. [Hare.]

The Darwinian exclusion of the unfit has been largely

the exclusion ot the visually unfit, and the survival of

the fittest has been the survival of those possessing

the best ocular mechanism. No task in organofaction

has been so difficult of achievement and of healthy pre-

servation as that of making the moat perfect ocular

mechanism.
G. .V. Gould, in Med. Record, Xov. 2, 1907, p. 723.

organogel! (or- gan'o-jeu). «. [organ(ic) +
-gen.'\ A chemical element, usually carbon,

and, in a less degree, hydrogen, oxygen, nitro-

gen, sulphur, and phosphorus, which is re-

garded as the characteristic constituent of an
organic compound.

Organogenetic, o. 2. Ot or pertaining to the

presence in a fertilized egg of germinal areas

definitely set apart or specialized for the pro-

duction of specific organs or regions of the

body.
Some authorities . . . have suggested that the pre-

detennination is expressed in the organization of the
egg-cytoplasm—the essential Idea of *^ organogenetic

germinal areas." Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 212.

organoid (6r'ga-noid), a. and n. [Gr. bpyavov,

organ. + fiiiof," form.] I. ii. Resembling an
organ : applied to a tumor which contains
several different tissues.

n. N. Same as *orijanella.

Organolith (6r-gan'o-lith), «. [6r. bpyavov,

organ. + /./flof, stone.] Same as *bioUth.

organology, ». 6. The science, history, and
mechaiiii-s of the pipe-organ.

organolyricon (dr'gan-o-lir'i-kon), M. [Gr.

bpyavov, organ, + IvpiKd^, of a lyre. See lyric.']

A form of orchestrion.

organomagnesium (dr'gan-o-mag-ne'gium),
n. [NL., < 'jr. bpyavov, organ, + NL. mag-
nemim.'\ 1. A body composed of one atom of

magnesium tinited with two organic radicals,

as magnesium ethyl, Mg(Co.H5)q, magnesium
diphenyl, Mg(C6H5)o.—2.

" AsuDstance com-
posed of one atom oJ magnesium united with
a molecule of an organic halide, as ethyl-mag-
nesium bromide, CoHj.MgBr, magnesium-
phenyl iodiile, CeHs.Sfgl.
organomotor (6r-gan'o-m6'tor), a. In eomp.
psychoL, noting a movement prompted by ex-

citation from an internal bodily organ : op-
posfcd to sensorimotor and ideomotor. [Rare.]

The animal keeps constantly moving ; but his activity

at this stage is evidently sensori-motor (or i/rgano-motor).

Amer. Jour. Ptychol., X1I..22».

organonomia (6r'gan-o-nd'mi-S), n. [NL.]
Same as nrytinonomy.

Organophone (6r'gan-6-f6n), n. [Gr. bpyavov,

organ, + ipuvr'/, sound.] A variety of reed-

organ.
organotherapeutiC8(6r-gan''o-ther-a-pu'tiks),
M. [Gr. bp'jui'ui; organ, + K. therapeutics.]

Same as *i>r<ianolherapy.

organotherapy (6r"gan-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
bpyavov, organ, + dipa-xda, medical treatment.]
Treatment of disease by extracts or other
preparations made from various organs- or
glands of the sheep or other animals.

Organotherapy is beginning to i)e useful in treating dls-

eaaes of the liver, and diseases caused by the products of

the liver. Med. Record, July 11, 1903, p. 56.

organ-pedal (or'gan-ped'al), ». One of the
keys or fi)ot-lcvers that make up the pedal
keytjoard of an organ ; a pedal-key. as distin-

guished from a pedal of any other sort.

organ-player (or'gan-pla'dr), n. One who
pfeys the organ ; also, a mechanical device for

playing an organ. Compare *piano-player.

organ-register (or'gan-rej'is-ter), n. Same as
or(}(ii)-sliiji.

organry (or'gan-ri), n. [lyrgaii^ + -ry.] Organ
music. [Rare.]

If she must poetize, let her lay her mindto such manly
verse as Pope's, or to such sound and ringing organry as
Comiis.

D. <i. Mitchell, Sea Coal, Reveries of a Bachelor, p. 42.

organnle (6r'ga-niil), «. [lyrgaii^ + dim. -ule.]

An animal- or plant-cell considered as a small
organ.

Org. Chem. An abbreviation of organic chem-
istry.

orgia (6r'ji-a), n. pi. [L. orgia, < Gr. bpyia.

See orgies.] Orgies : as, the orgiaof Bacchus.
jV. E. n.

orglac (or'ji-ak), a. and n. {orgia + -ac] I.

a. Relating to or of the value ot an orgy.

n. n. pi. Orgies ; secret rites connected

907

with the worship of some of the deities of
classical mythology.
Orgiasm (6r'ji-azm), n, [Gr. bpycaa/ib;, <

bp-jid^eiv, celebrate orgies, < opyia, orgies.]
The celebration of orgies ; the mystical,
sometimes extravagantly licentious, revelry
which marked orgiastic worship.

Orgiast (6r'ji-ast), H. [Gr. opyiaaT?)^, <

bp}iiuciv, celebrate orgies.] One who cele-

brates orgies.

orglastical (or-ji-as'ti-kal), a. Same as
(irgUistir.

orgueillite, ». See ^meteorite.

Oribe ware. See ware'-'.

oriconic (6'ri-kon-ik), n. [L. ora, margin,
edge, -f- E. conic] In Bolyaian geom., a curve
of the second degree witii the center at in-

finity.

Tlie curves with center situated at Infinity are the
oriconics (oriellipse, with the variety oricycle of Loba-
chevski, orihyperbola). Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 365.

oricycle (6'ri-si-kl), «. [L. ora, margin, edge,
+ Gr. KvKy.oc, circle.] In .Bolyaian geom., a
boundary line ; that plane curve tor which all

perpendiculars erected at the mid-points of
chords are parallel to each other. See *limit-

line. Lobachevski.

In the Euclidean geometry the limit approached by a
circumference as the radius increases Is a straight line. In
the non-Euclidean geometry this is a curve called the
oricycle. Thus the method of Kempe's book ' How to
draw a straight line,' would here draw not a straight line,

but a curve. Science, March 11, 1904, p. 404.

oriellipse (o"ri-e-lips'), n. [L. ora, margin,
edge. + E. ellipse.] A species of the genus
oriconic. See the extract under *oriconic.

oriellipsoid(6''ri-e-lip'soid), ». [L. ora, mar-
gin, edge, + E. ellipsoid.] A species of the
oriquadric. /'. Barbarin.

At the limit, when they become tangent to this sphere,
they are transformed Into oriquadrics (oriellipsoid,

urihyperboloid) and into their varieties.

.'Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 385.

orient, V. ^ 4. In 6io?., to place (an organism)
in a favorable position for study or descrip-
tion, or to treat it in reference to this position.

Science, July 3, 1896, p. 11.— 5. To place (a

map or chart) in sucJi a horizontal position
that a line joining any two given points on the
map shall be parallel to the line joining the
corresponding points on the earth's surface

;

literally, to make the east direction on the
map point toward the east.

orient. An abbreviation of orientalist.

Oriental cloth. See *cloth.

orientalization (6 -ri - en ' tal - i - za ' shpn), n.

lorientali~i; + -ation.] The act of rendering
or becoming oriental in character.

orientation, n. 7. Arrangement ; distribu-

tion. [Rare.]
Now the question arises. Is development a function

only of the mass or Is It also a function of the orientation
ot the protoplasm of the egg ?

J. Loeb, Biol. Lectures, 1896, p. 62.

8. In chem., the relative position of the atoms
or radicals in a molecule.

orienting (6'ri-en-ting), a. Causing orienta-
tion ; in clicm., designating the influence of an
atom or group of atoms in a compound upon
the position of other atoms or groups that are
subsequently introduced by substitution.

It Is, in all probability, an ortho substitution-product
produced asaresultof the well-known orwntt?*^/ influence
of the hydroxyl group.

Amer. Chem. Jovr., Feb., 1908, p. 126.

orientize (6'ri-en-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ori-

enti:ed, ppr. orientizing. [orient +-ize.] Same
as orient.

orifice, n.— Acoustic orlflce. See *aco«««jc.— Vast-
form orlflce, in enlmn., an opening on tlie dorsum of
the last abdominal segment of the larvae and pupae of the
Aleyrudidx.

orlficial (or'i-fish-al), a. [L. orijici(um), orifice,

+ -a/l.] Ot or pertaining to an orifice, espe-

cially one of the orifices of the body.—Orlflclal
BXUfS^Ty, surgery applied to any orifice, as the anus,
vulva, etc., with a view to the suppression of refiex dis-

turbances 8Upp<«ed t^i originate there. Vunglison.

oriform (o'ri-form), a. [L. OS (ori-), mouth,
-t- /or/na, form.] Mouth-shaped; formed like a
month.

origanize (or'i-gan-iz), V. f.
;

pret. and pp.
origanized, ppr. origanizing. [origan + -ize.]

To flavor with origan or marjoram. N. E. D.
origelle (o-ri-zhel'), n. [F.] In polyzoans,

a bud-like formation. Jullien.

Shcll-snbatance verj' massive and surrounding the oral

opening like a collar; no oral spines: frontal surface
puiu:tat« nil over ; origelle) of slightly lai-ger size are

round the base.
Annalf and Mag. A'ot. Uiat., July, 1903, p. 114.

orisphere

Origenian (or-i-je'ni-an), a. and n. [Origen
(seedef.) -t- -ian.] I. a. Relating or attributed
to Origen, one of the Greek fathers of the
church (185?-'253?).

II. n. A disciple or follower of Origen.
Origenic (or-i-jen'ik), a. [Origen + -ic] Same
as *Origenian.
Origenical (or-i-jen'i-kal), a. Same as *Ori-
gintc.

drigenize (or'i-jen-iz), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. Ori-

genized, ppr. Origenizing. [Origen (see def.)
+ -ize.] To follow or adopt the opinions of
Origen.

original, a. 6. In geol., noting those constitu-
ent minerals of an igneous rock which have
crystallized from fusion during the period of
consolidation: contrasted with secondary,
which describes a mineral produced by altera-

tion or decay. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 89.
— Original hand. See -khand.

originist (or'i-jin-ist), n. [origin + -ist.] One
who writes on the origin of things. N. E. D.
origin-myth (or'i-jin-mith), n. See *myth.
origoto (o-ri-go'to), n. [Jap.] A folding or
flexible harp.

orihyperbola (o-'ri-hi-pfer'bo-la), n. [L. ora,
margin, edge, -t- E. hyperbola.] One of the
two species of the oriconic.

The curves with cent«r situated at infinity are the ori-

conics ^oriellipse, with the variety oricycle of Lobachev-
ski, orihyperbola'). Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 365.

orihyperboloid (o'ri-hi-p^r'bo-loid), ». [L.
ora, margin, edge, +E. hyperboloid.] A species
of the oriquadric. See the extract under *ori-
ellipsoid.

Orindan (o-rin'dan), n. [Orinda, California.]
One of the sedimentary foriSations of the
Lower Berkleyan, a division of the Pleistocene
of the Coast Range of California. Bulletin
Geol. Soc. Amer., XIH. p. 545.

oriocrystal (6"ri-o-kris'tal), n. [Prop, horio-
crystal ; < Gr. bpiov, boundary, + KpnaraUjii,
crystal.] A phenocryst of relatively large
size, in the border of an intrusive mass of
igneous rock, and developed because its tem-
perature of formation lies midway between
the original high temperature of the intrusive
and the low one of the wall-rock, and coincides
with conditions of long duration. A. C.Lane,
in Bulletin Geol. Soo. Amer., XIV. 388.

Orionid (o-ri'o-nid), n. [Orion + -id"^.] One
of the meteors of the flock which annually, in
October, appear to radiate from the constella-
tion of Orion.

Unlike the August Perselds, the Lyrld meteor-stream,
like those of the Quadrantids, Orionids and Geminids in

.^nuary, October and December, seldom exhibits an
abundant shooting-star display, more nearly resembling
In that respect the Leonid anil Hielid meteor-systems than
the stream of August Perseids, its materials appearing to
be still collected In one or more dense clusters in its

orbit Nature, April 23, 1903, p. 585.

Orion's hound. See *hound.
oripore (6'ri-p6r), n. [L. os (ori-), mouth, +
E. pore.] A mouth-like pore or opening.
[Rare.]

oriQUadxlc (6-ri-kwod'rik), n. [L. ora, mar-
gin, edge, + E. quadric] In Bolyaian space,
a paraboloid at the limit, when it is tangent
to the sphere of infinite radius (orisphere).

P. Mansion.
At the limit when they become tangent to this sphere,

they are transformed into oriquadrics (oriellipsoid, ori-

hyperboloid) and into their vaneties.
Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 365.

oririme (6'ri-rim), n. [L. os (ori-), mouth, +
)i«m, cleft.] A mouth-like cleft, jynwa. [Rare.]

Oriskanian (or-is-ka'ni-an), a. and n. I. a.

In the geology of New York, pertaining to the
period or gi-oup represented by the Oriskany
sandstone and limestone. See *Oriskany and
Oriskany sandstone, under sandstone.

II. «. The Oriskanian period or group.

Oriskany (o-ris'ka-ni), «. [Oriskany, a creek
and a village in Oneida county. New York.]
In the geology of New York, an arenaceous or
ealcareo-arenaceousmember of the rock series,

in the eastern part of the State lying above the
Helderberg limestones and below the Esopus
and Schoharie grits, in the western part lying

above the Waterlime series, with which it is

unconformable, and beneath the Onondaga
limestone, it extends sorthward along the Appala-

chians in New Jelsey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, and
westward into the Ohio valley. It is i)rofuse in fossils

and those of the more arenaceous littoral deposits are

usually of laige size. The fonnation belongs to the early

Devonian.

orisphere (o'ri-sfer), «. [L. m-a, edge, mar-
gin, + E. si)herc.] In Bolyaian geom., a boun-
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dary surface ; that surface which arises from nithischia + -aw.] Pertaining to or having orocentral (6 - ro - sen ' tral), n. [Ij. os (or->,

the revolution of the boundary line about one the characters of the group of dinosaurs named mouth, + E. central.'] In erinoids, a name
of its axes. See *limit-surface. Ornithischia by Seeley ; having the bones of given by P. H. Carpenter to a plate supposed

It has been known, since LobacheTski and Bolyai, that the pelvis .like those of a bird. to be the correlative of the dorsocentral.
the characteristic geometiy of orinpheres is Euclidean. omithite (or'ni-thit), n. [Gr. opvif (bpvi6-) + The oro-central is a discredited myth.

Sci>;icf, Sept 16, 190i, p. 366. -ite'-i.] Ahydrated calcium phosphate ob- A'. i(. iail*es(«r, Treatise on Zoology, III. 14.

oristic (o-ris'tik), a. [Prop, "horistic, < Gr. served in small monoclinic crystals in the orodiagnosis (or'o-di-ag-no'sis), n. [NL. <
opj<Trj)c(5c, of or for defining, < opi^eiv, divide, Sombrero Island bird-guano. It may be an Gr. opof, whey (serum),+ didyvuoif, diagnosis.]
determine, define. See horizon.] Determin- altered metabrushite. Diagnosis based upon the effect of the admin-
ately expressed. BentJiam. N. E. D. [Rare.] omithivorous (6r-ni-thiv'o-rus), a. [Gr. istration of a specific therapeutic serum, or
Oriya (o-re'yii), n. [Also Ooriya, Uriya; < 6pm (opvid-), bird, -I- L. -vorns, < vorare, de- upon the agglutination of specific pathogenic
Hind. On'ya, Vrlya, aAj. from Or-deSa, Odra- vour.] Feeding upon or eating birds. [Rare.] bacteria caused by the addition of blood-
desa, whence European Ori.isa, Orisa, 'land of N. E. D. serum drawn from a patient suspected of the
the Odras ': Skt. Odro, name of the people and omithocephalic(6r"ni-tho-8e-fal'ik), a. Same disease caused by such bacteria. See serum
of their country (OrfrasAfrfl).] The language as urnithocep)uilous. *diagnosis.
of Orissa, former kingdom and modern prov- Omithocheiroidea (6r''ni-th6-ki-roi'de-a), n. Orodus (or'o-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. Jpof, mouu-
ince lying between Bengal and the Coroman- j)?. [NL.,< Gr.opwf (opi'(0-),abird,-)-;(r£/p, hand, tain, -I- Wm'f, tooth.] A genus of 'extinct
del coast. It belongs to the Indie branch of -t- «(5of, form.] A suborder ofthe pterosaurian eestraciont selachian fishes or sharks known
the Indo-European family. Keane, Ethnology, reptiles, including the pterodactyls. It is char- only from its obtuse elongate teeth with
p. 412. acterized by a short tail

;
metacarpal of the wing as long crested crown It occurs ahiiiKiantlv in th«

oWyan (ork'ni-an), a. Of or pertaining to ^^^^^-^^^^^^^f'^S^^^^^^S^^ S^^ni^eTus-limLrr
''''""'''""^

tne Urkney islanas.
a. ^ j. „„ i

"'.'^ suborder vaiy in size from that of a sparrow to a orogenCsis (or-p-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. 5pof, moun-
Orlean (or'le-an), M. [Or(e)J(ta) + -e- + -0«.] wmg expanse of 20-2l>feet. The group appeared in late t^in -t- yncCT/r production 1 The nroeess of
Same as rtrno>to 2 Jurassic times, and cuhninated and became extinct in the i<i'"i J.?"""f.. prouucuon. j ine process 01
oame as U//W1CI/, i,.

Cretaceous mountam-makmg or upheaval: opposed to

m France.] A wool-and-cotton fabric tor
tlwdclph{id) .] Any member of the group orogenetic (or"6-je-net'ik), a. [oro<,e«f«»:.s (-f«-)

Orl-flrC^rrfliXn. [oW, dial, form of afder,-!- (>'-«f^^*?^'«o, or egg-laying mam con- + -<c.] Relating to the origin of mountains.

i T * T>.-/-„i. „„™i„.o> «„™„ f„, o oinii.! trasted With rfiaetoA and »?iOHOac/;)«. The slope is gentle, mdicatmg an absence of oroi;e7i«tie

f/sect witmnl Also callel alder flu
Ornithogeographic (or'ni-tho-je-i-graf'ik), a. activities." Geo,. Jour. (R. o. s.), X. 268.

insect, *1« '^
'«™"f

•
^.^'^o <=^'l«'l alder-Jty

^^^_ bpvi^ {bpvS-), bird, + !£,. geographic] Orogenetlc phvslography, the physiography of those
and, m Wales, the humpback.

Rolatine- to the ffeoeranhical distribution of 'an<l-f">-n« wfiich are produced by orogenetic or moun-
Orlong (or'long), n. [Prop, "arlong, < Malay f^.^

'ating to tne geograpnical aistriDution ol i„g.,„aking processes.

drlong; a]80 harelung and relong.] A measure ''h^„„„^^„„,.„, /a,//„4 tt,^ a^ - ™„f'; orogenic (or-6-jen'ik), «. [Gr. 4poc, mountain,
of area, equal in Singapore to 80 yards square

°J^i'f^°«^gf^*e^KriTfto^^^^^^^^^^ "^ + -,..<,f, -producing,' -H A] Same as *oro'.

or li acre. '
I'l. „, li^-

^^*f''!'l\'^S>'ographw. genetic. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 392.

orl=p*deck (or'lop-dek), „. See *deek, 2, and '^ZiX^l^YJTult&^lr L.^Z orogeny (o rore-ni), « [Gr. .po, mLntain,

orioTstringer (6r'lop-string'.r), „. In.;.,- ^^^Zr'^^ '^-^^^^^ '>''>-^''^-' i;:i^r'kl^^:T^^^t^t^GX^]:^
building, a broad continuous plate fitted on

ornithoiraphy (6r-ni-thog'ra-fi), «. [Gr. opwf orograph (or'o-graf), n. [Gr. 6poc, mountain,
the ends of the orlop-deck beams. . ^ ,,S ^.y^y V^

_
8 ^ ^,

l

^^^^^^ + ^.^ ,^„^^ ^..jj^-, ^ surveyors' instrument
omablllty (or-na-bil 1-ti), n. [ML. 'orna- descriptive ornithology. designed for military use, to replace the
bilita.'', < "ornabi'iis, <'L. ornare, ornament.] ornithoidic (6r-ni-thoi'dik), a. [ornithoid + engineers' chain and level. It records on
Capability of being ornamented or of orna- _jg -< j£aving resemblance to birds said espe- paper an accurate profile of the country over
menting. ife»<ftaTO, Frag. Unit. Grammar, eially of decoration based on bird forms. which it is rolled.

Introd. A. E. IJ.
^ .„ ,, , . Omithol. [/. c. or cap.] An abbreviation (a) oroheliograph (or-o-he'li-6-graf), n. [Gr. «poc,

ornamental, n. 2. Specifically, a plant or ot ornithological; (b) oi ornithology. mountain, -I- E. heliograph.] In photog., a
vine which is grown only for the beauty of its omitholeucism (6r"ni-th6-lu'sizm), n. [Gr. camera, devised by Noe, by which a panoramic
flowers or foliage. opwf ^6pw6'-), bird, -I- ^.twdf, white, + -ism.] In i"iew of the horizon may be taken. A ver-

It could be done more easily with strawberries, or with ornith., albinism, or abnormal white plumage, tical lens to which is attached a silvered mir-

^e to"'seed

'°"'""'"
""fo^sJi'Mftn^^'^m omithologize (or-ni-thol'o-jiz), ,;. i.; pret. and ror of peculiar shape is employed to focus the

.' ,. ,. ',4.i'- 'n r vv>. ornitholooized, pm. ornitholonizing. [or- panoramic view from the entire horizon on a
omamentalisni (or-na-men tal-izm), n. [or-

^f,;,„,^ ( ) -^^ -ize.] ^o study ornithology. horizontal sensitive plate. Woodbury, Encyc.
namental + -.«>«.] The character of being

ornithorQantist (6r"ni-th6-man'tist), n. [orni- Diet, of Photog., p. 317.
ornamental; also a tendency to attach too

,/„„„,„,c^ (.,„a„(.^ + .,«<.] One who divines by oroliydrographic(or-6-hi-dr6-graf'ik), «. [Gr.
much importance to ornament. means of birds. opoc, mo^ltJn, + E. hydrographic] In phys.
Omamentallty (or na-men-tal 1-ti), ». [orna- ornithomelanism (or'ni-tho-mel'a-nizm), n. geog., of or pertaining to relief (mountains,
mental + -ity.] The character of being orna- [-yj.. opwf {opvid.), bird, + pj/iaf (fieXav-), black, etc.) and drainage.
mental; capacity of ornamenting; also, an +.(«,„.] In orm?/j., melanism; abnormally dark The oro-A./dro.-zraM'c conformation of the Andine re-

ornament, coloration. gion extending southwards of Mount Tronador is ex-

Omamentalize (or-na-men'tal-lz), D. «. ;
pret. omithomorphic (or"m-th6-m6r'fik), a. [Gr. tremely complex. G<-o<,. Jour. (R. G. s.). XVL 35.

and pp. ornamentahzed, ppr. ornamentaltzmg ^p,,,^. (ip,,,6».) bird, + iiop^ij, form, -I- -ic] Re- orohydrograpMcal (or-o-hi-dro-graf'i-kal), a.

[ornamental + -ize.] To render ornamental, gembling or having the form of a bird. Same as *oruhydrographic. Geog. Jour. (R.

Omansite (6r'nan-sit), n. See *meteorite. "There was continual war between the crow and the G. S.), VI. 548.

Omation (6r-na'shon), n. [L. ornati{o-), < eagle"; between these two omithomorphic creators Qrometer (o-rom'e-tfer), n. [Gr. Jpof, mountain,
ornare, ornament. See onmte.] The act of "'" '''"^ """^ "^

5f„7,^ Myth^S'^'L^d llS'n II 4 + /ierpov, 'measure.] A form of aneroid ba-
omamenting; the fact of being ornamented or "^'^ ] -'^x.- '-i \ rri rometer provided with two scales, one giving
adorned; ornamentation. Omithomyzous .

(or m-thp-mi zus), a. [Gr.
barometric pressures, the other the approxi-

omatriX (6r-na'triks), n. [L. ornatrix, fem. of "^""f ("/'««-)> Di™, + p\%uv, suek.J Living as ^^^^ elevation above the sea-level where the
ornator, < ornare, ornament.] A woman who parasites upon hirds and, in a strict sense,

observation is made; a mountain-barometer.
ornaments or embelUshes ; a dressing-maid. "P?"^"" »lood of the host.

orometric (or-6-met'rik), a. [orometr(y) \-

N. E. V. ornithopaleontologist (or'ni-tho-paae-on- ".Vn" Of or pertaining to orometry or the

om6 (6r-na'), a. [P., pp. of orner, < L. ornare, tol o-jist), n [Grr. opvt^ (opw»-), bird -I- L.
^jg^g^rement of mountains, especially to av-

omament.] Ornamented; adorned; usually in paleontologist.] A student ot lossu Diras.
erages of altitudes : as, "an orowcfnc-anthro-

the phrase " a cottage or-nc." omithopllilist (6r-m-thof 'i-list), ». [Gr pogeographical studv." Geog. Jour. {H. G.S.),

ornery (or'neri), a. [Also ornary, a reduc- op"'? ('V"'"-)! hird, + ^ilciv, love, + -tst.] A x. 311.

tlon of orfTwary.] Ordinary; common; mean; lover of birds. N. E. D.
orometry (6-rom'e-tri), «. [Gr. opoc, moun-

coarse; ugly: a term of depreciation, ranging ornithophlllte (or-ni-thof i-ht), n. [orniilw- ^^. +" ) < trpol, measure.] In phys.
from mild disapproval to great contempt, phil(ist) + -ite'^.] Same &s*orn,thophdtst.

„eo(/ the measurement of mountains, espe-
[Prov. U. S.] Omithophily (6r-ni-thof'i-li), n. [Gr. opvic giaily with regard to averages of altitudes.

Omithin (6r'ni-thiu), n. [Gr. ipwc (opvte-), (upvid-), bird, -t- -<^iMa, < <j>lAcIv, love.] The
as the geoid is treated in geodesy, he ti-eats the oroid

bird, + -Uj'-i.] Abasic substance, C5Hi2NpOo, love of birds. in orometry. Geoi;. Joi/r. (R. O. S.), Xl. 206.

which, in combination with a guanidin radical, omithopter (6r-ni-thop't6r), n. [Gr. bpviQ OronoCO, Oronoko (6-ro-n6'k6), n. [Origin
constitutes arginin, one of the most constant (opvitl-), bird, + Trrcpdv, wing.] A flying-ma- uncertain : said not to be connected with the
decomposition-products of the albumins. In ohine in which an attempt is made to imitate river-name Orinoco.] An old variety of to-

the form of ornithuric acid it is obtained from the oscillatory movement of the wings of a bird, bacoo.
the urine of chickens after feeaing them with omithotomically (6r'ni-tho-tom'i-kal-i), adv. The different species of the genus (Nicotians] have

benzoic acid. Structurally it is a-d-diamino- According to the methods of bird anatomy. been in fonner days distinguished in Virginia by the

„„i„.:„„;„ „„:H ... . /a ii. - / -is m i /• a\ names of OroiioAo, sweet-scented, and little irederuk.
valerianic acid.

,
, . , , p^tt ^ omithuriC (or-ni-thu'rik), a. [Gr. bpvi^ (oprnd-), „- j.„,ft„,„^ fcult. and Com. of Tobacco, p. 4, note.

Omithiscllia (6r-ni-this ki-a), n. ;>;. [NL., < bird, -t- owpoi-, urine, + -if.] Derived from „,,xij„ , 5/,-.^. fo.fio„/ti-de) n n/
Gv.6pvic{bpvce-),ahivd,+ lcx!ov,hip-joint.] An the urine of a bird that has been fed with °r\?P^°/(?,3rorfo K^
order of 2>inos«im« containing the /jrwanodon benzoic acid.-Omlthurlo acid, dibenzoyl-diamino. Vf^;;-,' of extinct edentate mammals based
and other species which have the bones of the valeric acid, (NH.C^H^Oter-llT.CO^H, a crystalline ^,^^1^/^ tee^h from t^^^
pelvis arranged much Uke those of a bird. It compound which melts at 184- 1. on scattered teeth from the i^i/rof/ien urn beds

IS practically equivalent to the Ornithopoda of orobanchaceOUS (or"o-bang-ka'shius), a. Be- of Patagonia. Ameghino, 189o

other writers. Contrasted with Saurischia. longing to or having the characters of the ororotundlty (Crp-ro-tun di-ti), n. bame as

OmitMschian (6r-ni-thi8'ki-an), a. [NL. Or- Orofcamc/ioceas, or broom-rape family of plants. *orotunditv.
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Orosian (o-rd'si-an), a. [N~L. *Orosianus, < "ort" is, of course, Hamilton's iinrtMrtor The "rotor" Hyatt's elassiaoation of the fossil cepbalo-
Or,.«»..] Relating to Pauius Orosius a Span- "'th^^^irS t&"j:ll''^r'^'Xe%T29'^^^T^i^ Pods, a suborder in which the septal funnels
ish priest (born in the latter part of the fourth ,. '

. , are long and straight and an endosiphunele
centurv, died in the fifth century), or to his Ortalld (6r ta-lid) « and a. I n. A member jg ^,^33^^

« "" pnuucie

works; alluding, usually, to his history ("His- of the dipterous family Ortoferf^ Orthochromatic, a. 2. Staining in the exact
toriarum contra paganos libri VII"), known .

H- a Having the characters of or belong- g^ade of color of the dye used.
as Hormesta, Ormesta, or Ormista, explained 'ii|i° "l^i'Jf'J ^f'^'"**- _. . „ II. n. An orthochromatie plate; a photo-
by some as Or[osii] M[undi] Hist[oria] Ortegon (or-ta-gon

), ». [Augmenta^^ graphic plate the sensitiveness of which is so
(6ro8ian History of the World). rU'^iJ-h "'*"""' """1^0 ^"^ P°^to «>?«' distributed throughout the spectrum as to

Prof. Miller argues ingeniously, from various details, w/r ^a^sTnd ' nn^Ta'^nwLl^^^^^ T""' ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"^^^^^ "O™"^! gradation of 4ht
that this Ongian material appears to be derived more '^?,<1 leaves and purple flowers which form ^nd shade
directly from the lost Orosfoji map. Spikes a yard long. It is One of the most im- „_iT,/.»'Vi».«^o+jo«, ca- +i,a !,_;;',„ i-

Oeo,j. Jour. (R. G. s.), XV. m. portant trees of the island, and its heart-wood, ""^^^A^^^^J^+ ul^< %y^" ^ ^"^ ' \
orotherapy ^or-o-ther'a-pi), «. [Gr. 6pdf, which is purplish, hard, aid heavy, is used for feinrortChromaV

^ quality of

whey (serum), -t-fepaTem, medical treatment.] cabinetwork. „^i«^^^i^!«2f+^X^' /- ti,- 1 -// .• -/

1^
Sameas*...„.-./.er«^,.-2. Sameas.^ orthal(6r'thaW^^^^ -,- «,i.] '^^°^,rt^^oiVA''!:u^^i''-^;;

cZ^i,a. 2. Pompous; self-satisfied; in- ^r:^:f:^rtZZ^^ll:^:^ZZ^:roTe, ^t^ma^tif-^L^ITt^l^f^^e^r^^
flated: applied to a style of utterance. in Amer. Nat., Nov., 1887, p. 991.

chromatic
;
the state of being orthochroma-

II. n. A deep, full voice. orthanglet (6r'thang-gl), »s. [Gr. op^iif, right, «Jfv'i,_„„» /a^'+k;; i„a.v.\ „ rn -ax
The rotund is fuller in volume, and purer in quality straight, -HE. anffk.f A rectangle '

°f?f?^?5Tt/ 1 t*'?."'^"'"
' "•

l^.^-
"P^^^,

than the common voice. orthic (or'thiki a PGr oo#<ir straii^ht -4- ,v T
straight, "ght, -I- ;yp<j/^a, color.] The trade-

Xi(««A,Phiiog. of the Human Voice, p. 130. "V'^X ™f,,w-^'„HT'^^^?^^ "ame of a mercury-vapor lamp in which
oretundity (6-r6-tun'di-ti). «. [orotund + to each o her-ZLcW ^Ifn ^^^^^^^ an attempt is made to supply the"^ lack of red
.ily. ] The character of being orotund. pUnes as of those of certitn fpld,nL« Q^lt ^'^^ ''^ ^^^ "^^'^^'^ mercury arc byjmeans of
orp (6rp), r. !. [Origin obscure.] To fret

;

H™ .' f«f OrtwLtrfn^^^ glow-lamps placed in the same ciroiit. Elect.
murmur weep fretffily. [Prov.] 2whr;iic ,rv«» wWh =»;-<.f^V V P^*'°g if«;., Aug 27, 1904, p. 312.

^1?.^f?ri'H^'"h
fF- ^'^^''"('^'^'';?'"' ^^TiZT^t^o^^'l^^^^'^ili^''^-, °^&?^ (--thl-se'lus), a. Same as

1833), < Orphee, Orpheus, -f -on, as odeon, ^904 p 997 _ortMc axis Th h 1 ih
<^''""'<8"C-

odeum.] A school of vocal music in Paris, of AliCaUlt^orthocentric trikngle^crosTin jfcostrliKht ,
Again, if the intestine forms a number of (mostly closed)

organized in 1835 under governmental super- poinU on «, the orfAic aits of the two triangles loops, which run parallel with each other in the long axis

Vision and comiected with the public-scfiool OrtUd* (or'thi-de) ».i>'. .[NL., < Orthis + °traig>StS
*"""

"'"j^.'^tof.rS oTBwf714"'
system; hence, any similar singing-society. -i(lee.\ A farmly of brachiopods typified by „_i.i,__„i_ ,. ,^-,. - ,., r ^, ,/• n

.'

Such societies are now numerous throughout the genus OrfA./.
-^ orthoccely (or tho-se-li) n. [orf/«oca;?(Jc) -I-

France. and are a notable feature in popular orthine (dr'thin), n. [Gr. bpddu straight, -f
"^ ,J ^^^^*'''

°r

<'°°<1'*'°° "^ ^'^ing ortho-

education, -./le^.] A trade-name for orthohydrazi'ne- o^ '''iqof""%7 *"" London, Zool.,

Orpheonist (£r'fe-on-ist), n. re. orphioniste, paraoxybenzoic acid: used as an antiseptic -i^-u''-™.'/?' /tu- 1 - \ r^ . z,- ^ • .^
<Orph,<m. See *Orpheon.:\ A member of an and antipyretic remedy, but unstable Md °r'*°*=°°® (°'"

^T'J;?")' ": t?^//'^^'^' «t^^^^^

Orpheon ; a choral singer. hence not much employed.
*"

"""'^i, f,"?"-!
The straight cone of the

Orphical (6r'fi-kal), a Same as Orphic. OrtMs (dr'this), n. [NL., < Gr. bpSd^, straight.] ^Tf?,?/fTi'''f \"\ if^P'll'''P''.^^'*t!
Orphically (or'fiial-i), adr. In an^rphic or A genus of protrematous bracliiopods having ^t,^^

^°"° °\ ^^"^ '"f?
^e ^^'•'er straight

Orphical manner;" after the fashion of the » straight hinge, subquadrate valves with „Uv„°^''?^°°,'i''l?f ?"T*'J*;,
Orphic mysteries. ribbed exterior, Veil-developed teeth and °^^9<=7cle

(f
tJ^o- bi - kl), n. [Gr. op66(,

n'»5.,-«<<,.^ /A-'fi =;,™\ „ m™i..-„ j. .»„. -1 =.^^1,o^= „„,; — .,„i„:<!„j i,-„„i,:j:. mu_ straight, right, + kvkIoc, circle.] The locusOrphicism (or'fi-sizm), n. [Orphic + -isnt.-] sockets, and no calcified brachidium. The
straight, right, -t- wxAor, circle.] The locus

Same as Ory;;„«,«. genus has been greatly subdivided, and is now 5^,?^^^ T fi, ^^*? !,*° ^.°°°'? ^'"''P®''"

orpholior'fol), H. The trade-name of naphthol restricted to a comparatively few species which „rili^L„«^ ,a //]l^-''i.- ?/J-T'°' ^^^^^ ,=.

bismuth or basic ,3-naphthol bismuth, (Bi(Cio- occur in the eariy Silurian rocks.
OrtUpdiactin (dr tho-di-ak tin) ». [Gr. opdS^

H70)3),.Bi203 or Bi(CioH70)3.3HO, a neu- ortho-acid (or ' tho-as 'id), n. [Gr. ipe6(, fj'iE''t ' ^°\ "T^
("^n"-), a ray ]

tril non-irritating light-b?o^ powder. It is straight, -f E. ac.rf.] An acid in which the ]^}^^
sponge-spicu es, a form in wtich two

used in medicine as a sedative and antiseptic, theoretically greatest possible number of hy-
of the arms of the caltrop have been suppressed

iKjcausein the intestine it is resolved into its droxyl-groups is combined with the central
and the remaimng two stand at right angles

constituents. atom or radical, as orthocarbonic acid, C(0H)4, „^if„j7i'„"^M, tVR At ' - s rn • o,
Orpington (or'ping-ton), «. A modem breed ortho-acetic acid, CHa^OH),. The name is °5?i^?;Sf°i V *?°;- en), n. [Gr. op%,
of domesticated fowls originated by WilUam less correctly applied to certain other acids, "'^'''g'^W T (^^, " "'".';"'' »_ ^°/^) '''-. t^Q.

Cook and Sons at Orpington, Kent, England, as orthophosphonc acid, PO(OH),.
-t-^iva, as mrfuaiva, tndent.] In the sponge-

in 1886. The breed resembles a clean-legged Orthoboulia(6r-th6-b6'li-a), n. [Gr. bpeoaovUa, fP'^i, ^' 5
*"°'^ ^^'"^^ ^^ 1"^°. ,"''™^ °! *"JT^

langshan and is the result of crosses between < i,M,hvyo^
, willing the right, < oXr, right ^''Tl

recurvature the first being straight

that bird, the Plymouth Rock, and the Black + /fot^/'), will, counsel.] The willing of what 8;"^ longer or shorter than the rest.

Minorca. There are ten varieties of the breed, is right or good; the giving of good counsel. Oftnodiagraph (or- tho-di 'a-graf), »i. [Gr.

single- and rose-combed of five colors. They orthobrachycephalic (6r"th6-brak''i-se-farik "/""f."!?"!, + (!«, through, -fj^/jd^jfic, write.] An
are hardy, grow rapidly, and are good layers, or -sef 'a-lik), a. [(}r. iped^, straight, + /3pa;tk,

''PP''''''t"8 lor determining the shape and size

orqneta (6r-ka'tii), n. [Sp. name at Panama.] short, -1^ xf^/.?), head.] In craniom., combin- of internal organs of the body and of foreign

A common name of CAloro^comferw* oroMcfa, a ing the characteristics of orthocephalv and "todies. Their outlines are made visible on a phosphor-

carangoid fish found on the Pacific coast of brachycephaly.
, . . SfsWe"Zl'can''tr.;i^TtraLroraTra^^^^^^^^^^

tropical America. OrtnocarOOniC (Or'th9-kar-bon'lk), a. [Gr. the body. A movable frame with adjustable sections car-
OrrhodlagnOSis, H. S&iae a.s *orodiagnosis. op'^'^f, right, -I- E. carbonic.'] Designating a "es both the X-ray bulb and the recording stylus, which
orrhoid lor'oid), a. [Gr. bppoi, whey (serum), variety of carbonic acid, C(OH),, which con-

"ove'n unison, thus obviating the distortion which would

-I- .Woe, form.] ResemblinTorofthenatmi tains the maximum number of hydroxyl- o-dyrein^ }ollot7]ir"tr'adn7'''
'''''"'''"''''='''''' ™^'

"V?^""' o ... .1 ^n^>,^-
I* '1?<^S not exist in the free State. a so-called ortAodm^roM, an apparatus which serves in

orrnotnerapy, ". Same as *oro<«era;>y. —orthocarbonic ester. ixe*eiiter. connection with Roentgen tubes for determimng the
Orsat's apparatus. See *npi>nratus. Ortnocenter (or'tho-sen-ter), n. [Gr. opfliif, exact size of the heart and for locating foreign bodies.

Orseille carmine. See *carminc. straight, right, + E. center.] The coint«rsec- •^'''^'- "'"''''^ "'"' *''•?'". Scpt- 24, 1904, p. 514.

orsellesic i6r-se-les'ik), a. [orseU{ic) + -es- *'on point of the straight lines through the orthodiazin (fir'tho-di-az'in), n. Same as
+ -i>.] Same as *»r«eH««k;. three vertexes of a triangle perpendicular to

*l':^'''^["x'";

orsellinlc (6r-se-lin'ik), a. [orsell(ic) + -in +
-fc] Noting an acid related to orsellio acid.
—Orsellinlc acid, dihydroxyparatoluic acid. fflll2(C- „

.
_ . „ . ,

H3X'JH)2"i2". made by boiling orsellio acid with linif- orthocentroidal (dr ' tho- sen- troi ' dall a tniene with straight branches. See dicho-
wmter, or by heating erythrin with caustic soda or barvtii- Porto iniTitr ot nnna tr, f l.^' .^-fk^«„„t„_ „" A't.\.

'

tria'ne
water. It is a co'sulline mass which melu at iw c. knd

Pertaituug at once to the orthocenter and the "/^ ""
yields carbon dioxid and orcinol. centroid. Tucker— Orthocentroldal circle. See OrtnodlChoxytriaene (or-th6-di''kok-si-tri'en),

Ort^ (drt), n. [G. or«, MHG. (> Dan. Norw.) *««'«• «. [Gr. bpOd^, straight, -h dlxa, in two, -f
ort, a fourth part, a weight, a coin, = D. oorrf, orthocephalous (dr-tho-sef'a-lus), a. Same of'f, sharp, + rpimra, trident.] In the no-
a fourth part; the same as G. MHG. ort, a a-a orlliocfplKilic. " menclature of the spicular elements of the
point, corner, place, region, = OFries. 08. orthoceracone (6r-tho-ser'a-k6n), n. [NL. sponges, a dichotriajne in which the forked
AS. ME. ord, a point : see ord and odd. The Ortlwcerax, a genus 'of cephalopods, -t- Gr. arms of the spicule are straight and sharp,
application to money and weight arose from /tuiof, a cone.] In the cephalopods, the ^^^ dichotrisene.

the division of a coin into four quadrants by straight cone when formed by the shell in orthodolichocephalic (6r-th6-dol"i-ko-se-far-
8 cross.] 1. A money of account in Germany, youth and maintained through all growth ik or -sef 'a-lik), a. [Gr. bfJIMc, straight, -1-

Norway, Denmark, Riga, etc.—2. A Danish stages, as in the genus Orthoceras. 6o?.ix6(, Idiig, -*- Keipalii, head, + -ic] In
unit of weight, the thousandth part of the orthochlorite (6r-th6-kl6'rit), n. [Gr. bpe6i, eraniom., combining the characteristics of or-
pand or pound. straight, -I- E. chlorite.'] A name given by thocephaly and dolichocephaly.

Ort3(6rt),n. [An abbreviation of ortcntatton.] Tschermak to those species of the chlorite Of a Hottentot skull from a cave on the Orange-Trans-A vector of unit length. group which commonly occur in distinct crys- ^'"' 'rontier, Dr. Jlics states that " its form is orthodoli-

There is anothert«rmal«,adopted by Prof. Henricl the tals or plates : opposed to •/eptocAJort^e.
"Y.frcA^'^WMl'' n'u^tlJlTi" rWvn Rrit YTir ^,lurtiBcation of which is at least difficult, viz. the term Ortbft«.bnaTiiffla Vrtr thn Vn Jni'tS^I « «; ^ ^ ^ " ' h^^i ^'"ort" A vector of unit length is called an "ort,- which X^?°*'?°*°^'*?

(ar-thO-k9-a-ni tez), n. pi. [(note),

is explained to be "short for orienUtion," and "oriento- l^'-'; < Gr. o()06(, straight, + ;roaj^, funnel, -t- Orthodon (6r'th6-don), n. [NL., < Gr. bpddc
tlon makes a dangeroM suggestion of routlon. The -ites (improperly u.sed for the plural).] In straight, + Woi'f (orfovr-), tooth.] A genus o£

the opposite sides. orthodichotrisene (6r-th6-di-k6-tri 'en), n.
orthocentric(6r-th9-sen'trik), a. [orthocenter [Gr. opfldf, straight, -I- liix'a, in two, -t- rpiaiva,

-I- -I C.J Pertaining to the orthocenter. trident.] In the sponge-spieules, a dicho-



Oithodon

cyprinoid fishes found in fresh waters in the
western United States.

orthodontia (or-tbo-don'ti-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. op^iif, straight, + wSoif {oSovt-), tooth.]
That branch of dentistry which is concerned
with the straightening of irregular teeth.

orthodoxian (6r-tho-dok'si-an), a. [^ortho-

doxy + -AH.] One who professes orthodoxy.
X E. D. [Rare.]
orthodoxism (6r'tho-dok-sizm), n. [orthodox
+ -ism.] 1. Orthodoxy.—2. The regarding
of orthodoxy as the most important feature of
religion.

ortho-ester (dr'tho-es't^r), «. The ester of an
ortho-aoid.

Orthoform (6r'tho-f6rm), «. [Gr. opfldf,

straight, + (cMoro)form.'] The methyl ester
of _p-amino-m-hydroxybenzoio acid, CgHo-
(NH.,)(0H)C02H. It is a white crystalline
pow(fer which forms soluble salts with acids :

used as a local anesthetic in the treatment of
ulcers and other painful skin-diseases.

orthogamic (6r-tho-gam'ik), a. [orthogam(^y)
+ -ic] In hot., pertaining to direct fertiliza-

tion or orthogamy.

orthogenesis (or-tho-jen'e-sis), n. [NIj., < Gr.
bpOo^, straight, -I- yeveaic, generation.] The
direct or immediate origin of species, accord-
ing to the opinion that it takes place by the
'organic growth' of one species into another
in a definite line which is predetermined by
the constitution which outward circumstances
have given to each organism.
The Neo-Lamarckiana say 'use-inheritance' (as Eimer,

who calls the determination secured by this means ' ortho-
genesis'); Weisniann says 'germinal selection'; those
who accept * organic selection ' say that it is a determin-
ing factorfthe resulting determination of evolution being
called 'ortnoplasy') ; others say 'determinate variation*
(continued in the same direction for successive genera-
tions) ; Professor Osbom says, ' determinate variation

'

with 'organic selection."

J, M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. 161.

orthogenetic (6r-tho-je-net'ik), a. Pertaining
to or of the nature of orthogenesis.
The orthogenetic formation of the chambers exerts an

increasing pull upon the chamber of attachment, and as
a completed s*Tucture, by the law of acceleration, appears
in successively earlier stages of the ontogeny, it is obvious
that cameration Anally led to detachment among a part
of the forms. Anier. Qeol., April, 1903, p. 205.

orthogenid (6r-thoj'e-nid), n. [Gr. bpdd^, right,
straight, + }fv(c(T(f},' generation, -1- -trfl.] The
sinusoid spiral. AUegrct.

orthogneiss (6r'tho-nis), n. [Gr. bpedc, right,
straight, + E. gneiss.^ In petrog., a name
given by Eosenbusch (1898) to gneiss derived
from igneous rocks : opposed to *par(tgiwiss.

orthogon, n. 2t. A right-angled triangle.

Orthogonal circle, the circle orthogonal to all circles of
a eircle-fomplex with positive power.

—

Orthogonal co-
ordinates, .Same as rectaufjular ctiardinatf!^{v.'\\W\\ see,
under cooriiinnfc).— Orthogonal sphere, spheres, .See

•ktphere.— Orthogonal system of lines, orthogonal
system of surfaces. Stc *»,i/«f''/n.— Triply orthog-
onal, said of a combination of three systems of surfaces
such that every surface of either system is at right angles
to all those of the other two systems.

orthogonialt (6r-tho-g6'ni-al), a. Same as
orthogonal.

orthograde (or'tho-grad), a. [Gr. opflrff,

straight, right, + L. gradi, go, walk.] Carry-
ing the body upright in walking, or in a verti-
cal position : opposed to *pronogradc.
Dr. A. Keith (Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, vol,

XXX. p. 18) calls attention to the fact that naturalists are
wrong in describing the larger apes as quadrupedal.
They are so only when on the ground, which is not their
proper habitat. When at home among the trees they
carry the b(Mly upright, and may thus be called ortho-
grade, in contradistinction to the lower Primates, which
are pronograde. Xature, Oct. 30, 1!HI'2, p, (Xil.

orthografer, orthogidfic, orthografy.
Amended spellings of orthographcr, etc.

orthohexactin (6r"th6-hek-sak'tin), n. [Gr.
bp06(, straight, -I- ff, six, + dxTif (ciktiv-), ray.]
In the sponge-spicules, a six-rayed or triaxial
spicule with arms at right angles.

orthoid (or'thoid), 11. [Gr. op«<if, straight,
right, + -oj'rf.] The path of a point in a fixed
position with respect to a straight line which
rolls upon any curve.

Orthoketonic (6r''''tho-ke-ton'ik), a. [Gr.
b(>d6c, right, -I- E. ketone -I- -ic] Designating
a ketone containing the grouping -CO-CH3.
Orthologer (or-thol'o-jer), n. [ortholof/{y) +
-cr.] (Jne who speaks correctly, or who treats
of the correct use of words. Jf. E. D.

orthologian (6r-tho-16'ji-an), n. Same as *or-
thologer.
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orthological (6r-th9-loj'i-l:til),«. [ortholog{y)
+ -ic-(il^.] Of or pertaining to orthology or
the correct use of words.
orthology, w. 2. The correct use of words.
orthometopic (6r'''tho-me-top'ik), a. [Gr.
vpdd^, straight, -f- //ctukov, forehead, -t- -ic.J

Having a vertical forehead, like many children
and women. Eclccr.

orthomonaene (or-tho-mon'en), n. [Gr. bp66^,

straight, + fi6vo;, single, -I- -aiva, as in rpiaiva,
trident.] In the sponge-spicules, a triseno
which by atrophy has lost two of its branches,
the remaining one being straight.

Orthomorphic transformation. See *trans-
formation.

orthomorphosis (6r'''tho-m6r'fo-sis), ». [Gr.
opWof, straight, + /wpipuat^, forming.] 1. Or-
thoptedie treatment.—2. Expansion or con-
traction without disturbing the conformal
relation between corresponding lines or
areas.—3. Orthomorphic * transformation
(which see).

It is easy to deduce the orthomorphosis of the rect-
angle into a circle. Cayley, Works, XIII, 191. JV. E. D.

Orthonectidae (6r-tho-nek'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.]
A group of organisms of uncertain position
but evidently related to the Dictjemida. They
consist of an outer
layer of ciliated cells

surrounding a mass
of compact cells, and
havealayer of fibers,

possibly muscular,
between the outer
layer and inner
mass of cells. The
males are smaller
than the females,
and the latter occur
in two forma, cylin-
drical and flattened,
both of which pro-
duce eggs. I Those
of the cylindrical
form are probably
fertilized, while
those of the flattened
form are thought to
develop partheno-
genetically. The
family contains the
genus Bhopalura,
found parasitic in
turbellarians, Orthoructid<z (.Rhofiahtra siardii).

nemertines and Metschnikoff. (From the brittle-star,

ophiurids.
'

Also ,.

'''«/*"•»'>'«""'.')

nvthr.tioi'iiiln a, cylindncal female: b, flattened formurmmuxiUM.
,,, female : <. full grown male ; all hiBhlyUrtnOnyCUla magnified, (After Julin,)

(6r-th6-nik'i-a), (From " Cambridge Natural History,")

n. [^fL., < (Jr.

bp66c, straight, + 6wf (bvvx-), claw.] A genus
of platypodous Paleozoic gastropods allied to
the Capulidx and having conical furrowed
shells slightly twisted and curved at the tip.

orthophoric (or-tho-for'ik), a. [orthophor(ia)
+ -I'cJ Relating to or marked by ortho-
phoria.

orthophosi)hate (or - tho - fos ' fat), m. [Gr.
bpOdf:, straight, + E. phosphate.'] A salt of
orthophosphoric acid. All phosphates of
natural occurrence are orthophosphates.

orthophosphoric (or'tho-fos-for'ik), a. [Gr.
bptloc, straight, -I- E. pihoaphoric] Noting an
acid, H3P(34, produced by the interaction of
phosphorus pcntoxid or pentachlorid and
water by boiling dilute nitric acid with phos-
phorus, or by treating the calcium phosphate
of bone-earth with sulphuric acid. It may be
obtained in the form of colorless crystals, but is generally
seen as a syrupy liquid which contains some w.ater. It

has no smell, but a strongly sour taste. It is used in
medicine. By progressive heating it is converted into
pyrojihosphoric and metaphosphoric acid. It is often re-

fciTcd to as conimon phaftphoric acid.

orthophyllotriaene (or-tho-fil-o-tri'en), n.

[Gr. oplldf:, straight, -f- (ji'r/.'/.ov, leaf, + rpiaiva,

trident.] In the sponge-spicules, a triiene

with flattened, imdivided leaf-like branches.

Orthophyric (or-tbo-fir'ik), a. [orthophyre +
-ie.] In jietrog., belonging to or having the
characters of orthophyre.

orthoplaced (or'tho-plasd), a. [Gr. bpl)6(,

straight, -I- E. placed.} In chem., being in
the ortho-position.

The hydroxyl group nnd one of the halogen atoms (an
ortho-ptaced halogen atom) having exchanged positions.

Xature, Feb, 6, 1903, p, 33'2,

orthoplastic (6r-tho-plas'tik), a. [Gr. bp0u^,

straiglit, -t- -TrXoirrdf, formed, -I- -ic.] Direc-

tive of or determining the changes in living

beings to which the origin of species is due.

All the influences which work to assist the animal to

make adjustments or accommodations will unite to give

orthostatic

directive determination to the oourse of evolution. These
influences we may call ' orthoplastic ' or directive in-
fluences,

J. M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. U2.
orthoplasy (or ' tho - pla - si}, n. [Gr. bpd6c,
straight, -t- 5r/fi(7(r, form'ing, + -y^.] 1. The
definite and determinate changes in the his-
tory of the origin of species which have been
attributed to organic selection.
And the general fact that evolution has a directive

determination through organic selection we may call
* Orthoplasy.'

J. M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p, 142,

2. The doctrine or opinion that the origin of
species has been guided or directed by organic
selection.
The theory of evolution which makes general use of or-

ganic selection is called Orthoplasy.
J. M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. 173.

orthopnoeic (6r-thop-ne'ik), a. [orthopn(e(a)
+ -ie.] Relating to or affected with orthop-
noea.

Orthopoda (or-thop'o-dii), «. jj?. [NL., < Gr.
bpOdg, Straight, -t- '-orf (jrot!-), foot.] An
ordinal term introduced by Cope for a division
of the dinosaurian reptiles otherwise known
as the '^Predentata (which see).

orthopodous (or-thop'o-dus), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Orthopoda.
ortho-position (6r " tho - p6 - zish ' on), n. In
chem., the 'position' indicated by'the prefix
ortho-. See ortho-.

Orthopristis (6r-tho-pris'tis), n. [Gr. bpOdc,
straight, -I- TrpiariQ, a kind of whale ?] A genus
of fishes belonging to the family HiemuUdae.
Nearly all of the species are American.
orthoprosopic (6r'''tho-pro8-6'pik), a. [Gr.
bpl)6<:, straight, -)- npdaunov, face,] In anthrop.,
having a medial facial index ; having a face
in which the greatest breadth expressed in
per cents, of the total length has a middle
value. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 71.

Oirthoprosopous (6r"tho-pros'9-pus), a. Same
as '^orthoprosopic.

orthopter, n. 2. A form of dirigible flying-
machine or aerodrome, heavier than the air
it displaces and using no gas-bag, in which
the motor supplying the energy to lift and
move the machine acts directly to produce
motion in the desired direction. Distinguished
from the helicopter, in which helical surfaces revolving
like propellers are used to lift the weight by their rotary
motion in some direction other than that of the flight.
Orthopters are sometimes built with movable wings, beat-
ing the air like those of a bird, but more usually the
fixed aeroplane with adjustable inclination to the horizon
is depended on to give the straight flight, and support
the weight Gliders are in this general class, Sci. Amer.,
Oct, 12, 1907,

Orthopteroidea (6r-thop-te-roi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Orthoptera + Gr." f/Moc, form.] In
Scudder's classification of the fossil insects, an
order which corresponds to the recent order
Orthoptera and occurs in the Paleozoic rocks.

orthoptic, a. 2. Relating to normal binocular
vision.

orthorachic (6r-tho-ra'kik), a. [Gr. bpBoc,
straight, + pax'C, spine.] Having a spinal
column with a straight lumbar curve, or with
a lumbovertebral index of between 98 and 102.
Titrver.

Orthoscopic eyepiece. See -^eyepiece.

orthosiid (6r-tho-si'id), «. and a. I, n. A
member of the lepidopterous family Ortho-
siidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Orthosiidx.

orthosis (6r-th6'sis), n. [NL.. < Gr. bpeucic,
straightening. < bpdovv, straighten, < bpOi^,

straight.] The straightening, or the becom-
ing straight, of a part.

orthoskiagraphic (6r-tho-ski-a-graf'ik), a.
[Gr. opftir, straight, -1- m/d. shatlow, H- -jpddcir,

write, -t- -ic] Pertaining to photogi-aphy
which attempts to render truthful gradations
in light ami shade. Wall, Diet, of Photog.,
p. 415.

Orthostates (6r-thos'ta-tez), II.; pi. orthosta-
ttii (-ti). [Gr. bpdoaTa-r/c. one who stands up-
right, an upright pillar, prob. adj., standing
uoriglit, < bpfior, upright, + -ararrif, < ic-racHci,

stand.] In Gr. arch., any upright support.
The word usually denotes a rectangular ma-
sonry pier in distinction from a circular
column.

orthostatic (or-tho-stat'ik), a. [Gr. bpdorrraroc,

standing upright, + -ic] Of or jiertaining to
an upright position

—

Orthostatic albuminuria,
the temporary occurrence of albumin in the urine when
the patient stands for a considerable time.



orthostereoscope

orthostereoscope _(6r-tlio-ster'e-o-sk6p),
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hirsutissima, belonging to the Boraginaeete.

[Gr. 6p66f, right" + IS. stereoscope.] A binocular See cut at Bcehmeria.

microscope in which the objects viewed ortol (or'tol), n. A trade-name for a corn-

appear as in reality, not being inverted or pound of o-aminophenol with hydroquinone.

transposed.
"

It is used as a developer in photography.

oscillator

sinister, left eye
;

(e) of old school ; (/) of old
side : (</) of Outside Sentinel.

0. S, A. An abbreviation of the Latin Ordo
Saucti Augustini, Order of St. Augustine.

Osage group. See *grou]A.
orthOStereoscopic(6r-th6-ster"e-6-skop'ik),«. Ortonia (6r-t6'ni-a) «. [NL., after a personal

Qgj^^jjjje (os-am'in), n. [-nse + amine.! An
name.] A genus of extinct tubicolous worms
forming small conical irregular tubes and
often growing in clusters from a single sur-

(n'^Sr-) « ul
face of attachment. It occurs in Silurian "I^^ A j „ i' n V
rocks.

orvinite (6r'vi-nit), n. See *meteorite.

lorthi>st€reoseo}){e) + -if.] Pertaining to or

connected with an orthostereoscope; giving a

normal view without inversion or transposi-

tion.

orthostigmat (or-tho-stig'mat), n. [Gr. op^oc,

straight, right, + E.'««(7ma<(ic).] The trade-

name of a lens system consisting of two sim- oryctogeology (o-rik"to-je-oro-ji), h. [Gr.

ilar groups of three lenses each; each group bpvK-os, dugout (fossil)', -t- E. geolofly.] The
taken by itself is completely corrected and classification of rocks by their fossils.

may be used as a separate system. Encyc. oryctographically (o-rik-to-graf'i-kal-i), adv.

Brit., XXXI. 696. With respect to oryctography ; on the basis of

Orthostoechns (6r-tho-ste'kus), n. [NL., < fossils
;
paleontologically.

Gr. bpddg, straight, -f- 'aToixo(;, row.] A genus orylic (o-ril'ik), a. [Gr. bp6(, whey (serum),

of fishes, of the family Eeemulidse, found on + -yl + -ic] Noting an acid, C18H28O8N.

amino compound formed by the action of al-
coholic ammonia on the hexoses.

the Pacific coast of tropical America
orthostlbstittlted (dr-tho-sub'sti-tii-ted), a.

Containing a substituting atom or group in

the ortho-position.

The question of space interference, a phenomenon first

observed by V. Meyer in the case of ortho-ituhgtituted

aromatic acids which can only be esteiifled with great

difficulty, and in some cases not at all,

Nature, Xov. 19, 1903, p. 64.

orthosynunetric, a. 2. In crystal., same as
ortliovlKntiltic.

orthosymmetrically (or'tho-simet'ri-kal-i),

«(/('. In accordance with right symmetry,
orthosymmetry (6r-tho-sim'e-tri), n. [Gr.

ojtHoc^, straight, right, + avfi/ierpia, symmetry.]
In cri/xtiil. . right symmetry See '''symmetry, 6.

Orthothetes (or-thoth'f-tez), «. [NL., < Gr.

oij66^, straight, -I- -Ocrric', < TiOhai, put, place.]

A genus of fossil protrematous brachiopods,

of the family Stropliomeiiidee, having reversed
convexo-concave shells. It occurs from the
Silurian to the Carboniferous.

orthotoluidlne (6r'tho-to-l<i'i-din), n. [Gr.

i>pdcii, straight, right, + E. toluidine.'] An
amine base produced by the action of nascent
hydrogen on orthonitrotoluene. Mixed with
paratoluidine it occurs in commercial tolui-

dine, which is a valuable material in the pro-
duction of some of the coal-tar dyes.

orthotomy (6r-thot'o-mi), n. [orthotom{ous)
+ -1/3.] The property of cutting or int«rsect-

iug at riglit angles.

orthotrisene, «. 2. A caltrop in which one
of the arms is verj- long and straight. See
*e<itlr(>ji, 4.

orthotrichoxytriaene (dr'tho-tri'kok-si-tri'-

en), n. [Gr. opUiJf, straight, + Tpixa, thrse-

fold, + ofi'r, sharp, + rpiatva, trident.] In
the sponge-spicules, a trichotritene or thrice-

branched triffine which has the branches
straight or sharp.

orthotriod (6r-tho-tri'od), n. [Gr. opflof,

straight, + E. triod.'] In the sponge-spicules,

a triod in which the arms are equal and one
at right angles to the other two.

orthotropy (6r-thot'ro-pi), n. [orthotrop(ous)

+ -1/3.] Ill bot., the condition of being orthot-

ropous : said of an evule.

orthoxytriaene (6r'thok-si-tri'en), n. [Qr.

bjiHur, straight, -(- o^if, sharp, + rpiatva, tri-

dent.] In the sponge-spicules, a trisene with
the arms straight and sharp. See trixne, *oxy-
triirtte.

orthozygous (dr-thoz'i-gus), a. [Gr. bp66^,

straight, -f- tiv/if, yoke, + -ous.'] In crnniom.,

haring a stephanozygomatic index of 100.

Orthrocene (6r' thro -sen), n. [NL., < Gr.
bpOpoc, dawn, -I- Kaivdc, recent.] In geol., a
term adopted by W. Dawson for the Eocene
Tertiary.

ortica (6r'ti-ka). 11. [A corruption of L. urtica,

nettle (T).] A kind of cloth made in Europe
from the fiber of the American plant i'rticas-

tntm divaricatum. Dodge, Fiber Plants, p. 213.

ortiga (or-te'gii), II. [Sp. ortiga, nettle, < Lat.
urtifd.] In Spanish America, a name given
to a number of stinging plants of various
families, and also to those which resemble net-

tles in appearance. In Mexico the name is

applied to the introduced ramie-fiber plant,

Bwhmeria niren ; in Porto Rico to species of
Vrera, including f'.Cnrrtcnwnrtand 17. baecifera,

which bear edible fruit ; in the warm regions
of Mexico to sjiecies of Cohiha, belonging to

the Hydrnjiliyllaccie, especially to C. urens;

which is obtained, together with succinic and
lactic acids, by boiling carniferrinwith baryta-
water. It is a powder easily soluble in water.

08^, II.— Os annulare, the small bone on the posterior end
of the articulare of Ushes. To ita ligament from the inter-

opercular is attached.— Os articulare, the posterior of

the two large bones forming the U>wer jaw in fishes.— Os
basUare, the basioccipital, or posterior inferior median
bone of the cranium in Hshos.— Os coracoldeum, vari-

ously identified in fishes as tile hyiK»corac< 'id. tlic clavicle,

the postclavicle, or the snjiraclavicle.— Os crlCOideum,
in fishes, the inferior pharyngeal, a paired bone behind
the fourth gill-arch, usually bearing teeth.

—

Os dentale,
the dentary bone, the anterior and the tooth-bearing one
of the two large bones of the lower Jaw in fishes.— Os
extrascapulare, the pterotic, the outennost of the pos-

[Sw. dsar, pi. of (5« ; see
(J.s and o«3.] 1. Same as asar. pi. of &s, os^.—2. [sing.] Same as os^. A ridge of glacial
debris of considerable longitudinal extent,
showing rough water-stratification : same as
eskar. Also called serpent-liame.

Eskers or omrg is the name applied to certain well-
defined ridges of more or less completely-stratified drift,

li. D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jei-sey, 1892, p. 41.

OSar-plain (o'sar-pliln), «. In geol, the ex-
paiKled distal end of an eskar; a glacial sand-
plain.

osazone (6s-az'6n), n. [-0.W -I- n:o- + -one.]

A yellow crystalline compound formed by the
action of phenyl-hydrazine on a sugar in the
presence of acetic acid. Glucose yields phenyl-
glucosazone, ("^18^22^4^4- usually called phtamtzmie.
The other hexoses, except inosite, which is not a true
sugar, yield osazone of the same composition but differ-

ing in molecular structure. Some of the saccharobioses,
as maltose and lactose, yield osazones of flie composition
*^ 24 1^32^4^*9 ' others, such as cane-sugar, are fli-st broken
down into hexoses, which then fonn the osazones,
*^18lJ24^'4*^4- Osazones of the same composition but
unlike in molecular structure differ in their melting-
points, solubility, etc., and are thus of importance in
identifying the sugars.

terior bones of the cranium in fishes.— Os fTontale, the 0. S. B. An abbreviation of the Latin Ordo
frontal, the largest bone on top of the cranium in fishes. ^SV(hp/( Beiwdicti, Order of St. Benedict.
It is over the orbital cavity, and is usually paired, ^ ,, , , ' ,,.,. ^-vtx t mi. j. • i

but sometimes it is a single bone.-Os hamuli, a small OSCarella (os-k5,-rel a), n. [NL.] Ihe typical
bone developed on the fifth metacarpal of some primates.
— Os intermaxillare, the premaxillary, the anterior

of the two large tiones which form the upper border of

the mouth in teleost fishes.— Os Interpartetale,
the epiotic, one of the superior hones of tlie pos-

terioi part of the cranium in fishes.— Osjaponlcom,
in anthrtip., the lower portion of the malar Ixine

when diviiled by a transversid suture.— Os lentlcolaxe.
Same as ux orbu:ulare.—OB mastoidemn. ('') The epiotic,

one of the superior posterior bones of the cranium in

fishes ; not the 'os mastoidetim ' of Stannius. (c) Same
as *o» extragcaptilare.— Os mazlllare, the maxillary,

the posterior <me of the two large bones which border the

mouth above in flslies. It articulates with the premaxil-
lary.— 0« nasi, the nasal, a bone in fishes in relationship

with the olfact<iry cavity.—Os navlcnlare, the scaphoid
bone.- Os occlpltale externum, the epiotic, one of ,, . . , .,

the superior posU-rior li.>ne8 of the cranium in fishes.— OSCneOplaSty (OS ke-O-plas-tl), M

Ob occlpltale laterale, the exoccipital, one of the
paired <K-cipital lx»iu-s in fishes. There is one on each side

of the fonimcn inagliutll.— Os Occlpltale SUpeFlOS,
the supra-occipital, the superior median lioiie in the pos-

genus of the family
UscarelUdse. Fos-
niaer, 1881.

Oscarellidae (os-

ka-rel'i-de), n. pi.

[NL. Oscarella +
-idee.] A family of
myxospongidans
having spherical

OscartiiaMuiariuMxcT sckaUt.) ciliatcd chainbcrs.
Two thirds natural size.

JJ, COIltaiuS the Siu-
(From Lankeslers " Zoology.") g[g g^^^^ OsCOrella,

found in the Mediterranean near the surface.

[Gr. bax^ov,

scrotum, -I- n'/Mardg', formed, + -y^.] Restora-
tion of defects in the scrotum by a surgical
operation.

terior imrt of the cranium in fishes.- Ofl palatlnnm, OSChOphorfa (os-ko-fo'ri-a), «. })l. [NL., <
.. ,_.,__ ^1 . . « .1 1... _.„ ^^^ uaxo(^bfna, < baxo^opoc, bearing vine-

branches, < baxoc, a branch, esp. of the
vine, + -<t>opoc, < <^ipeLv, bear.] A festival of

Dionysus at Athens in which a procession of
boys dressed as women marched from the
temple of Dionysus to that of Athene Skiras.

[L. oscilluns, ppr. of
oscillate.] Swinging

the palatine, the anterior bone of the jialattHiuadrate arch

in fishes. It often bear? teeth— Os parletale, the parie-

tal, one of a pair of bones just posterior to the frontals in

fishes.— Os pharyngeiun anperlus, the superior phar-
yngeal, a8uperi<irl)one of tile gill-arrhes of fishes, usually

bearingteeth.—OspterygOldeum, usually tliejiterygoid;

s^jmetimes the ineso-i)tcr>goiii. a lione in fishes just be-

hind the eyeball.- Os quadratum. ('•) The quadraU-, the
bone in teleost fishes to which the lower jaw is hinged.— OSCUlailt (os'i-lant), (7

Ossa carpi, tlie coracoid elementa (hy|)fx,-oracoid and by-
ovc///,,,-^ swing See

percoracold). the bones in fishes to which the actinosta , , , ,
-;.

, -ii *• ^m attached.- Ossa InfraorbltaUa, the suborbitjUs, a backward and forward
;
oscillating.

chain of small dennal bones extending around the lower OsciUating CUTTent, Separator, SerieS, 8e©
part of the eye in fishes.— Ossa Intersplnalla, the in- -tt^urrriifl *spnnrtitiir 1"ieriei
temeural spines, the spines which BupiH.rt the dorsal fin "!„"':' ««/'«™^"0 serieb.

of fishes and extend between the neural sjiines.— Oasa OSClUatlOn, «. 5. In math., the difference, for
jugalla, the BUh.)rbital8, the chain of small dermal bones values of X in the interval (x—h, X + h), be
extending below the eje in fishes.- Ossa metacarpl,

^.^^gp,, jjjg lowest value that a real fimctlon/r
the actinosts, the small bones which support tlie pectoral

fin in fishes.- Ossa orbltalla, the suborbitals, the ring

of sniiiU Imuics wliicll borders the eye below, in fishes.

—

Os sphenoldeum anterlus, the busisphenoiil, a small
bone anterior t<i the inner wings <»f the jiroOtic which
roof the niyodome.— Os sphenoldeum baallare, the
parasphenoid, a long niediioi bone in the nstf of the

mouth in fishes. It lies between the vomer and the basi-

occipital. —Os styloldeum, the interhyal, the uiijier-

raost of the hyoiil bones in llslics. It attaches tlie hyoid
arch to the hyouiandihnlar.— Os SylVlL .Same as o» or-

tiiculare.- Os symplectlcum, the syniplectic, a Ixine

situated between thehyomandibular and the quadrate in

fishes.

—

Os temporale, theliyonmndibular, an important
bone in the skull of Ilslies. It suspciuis most of the lateral

bones <if the hca<i from thecnmiuni.—Os tennlnale, the

nasal, one of a pair of anterior Ixnies in tlie cranium of

fishes. It is usually attached to the frontal and extends
over the olfactoi-y organ.— 08 thyreoldeum, in fishes,

the hypobranchials of the first and second arches, lower
Ixmes of thegill-arches, above and atcach side of the basi-

branchialB. — Os transversum, the mesopterygoid, a
bone behind the eyeball of fishes, attached to the ptery-

goid and palatine.— Ostrlgonum, a small bime at the

posterior part of the astnigalus, sometimes separate and
sometimes attacheil to that bone.— Os tympanl, the

nietapterygoid. a Itone in fishes behind the mesoptery-
goid.— Os anclnatom, in ornith.. asmall bone attaclnMl

to the free or ventral einl of the lachi-ynial, and in its

typical form somewhat hiKik-shapcd. It is found in gulls

and some other birds.— Os Xlpholdes, the sternum.-
Os zygomatlcum, the suborbitals, the chain of small

bones below the eye in fishes. It usually bears a sensory

tube.

and in the State of Jalisco to Tournefortia 0. S. An abbreviation ((i) of the Latin oculus

of a real variable x cannot exceed and the high-

est value below which/x cannot fall.— Hertzian,
oscillation, an electromagnetic wave of the kiiui dis-

covered bv Heitz; a Hertzian wave (see ^trart'l).—
Needle of oscillation. See *ii<vi/;<.— Oscillation
galvanometer, transformer. See ir<itilrnii<»iu'tfr,

(rn/ut^rmer.- Oscillation Of a function ill the iiuni-

ber interval (a, h), the ditfercnce between tlic siijierior

andinferiorliniitsof tlie values of./ (.r) in e/./-).
— Retinal

OaclllatlOn,in expcr.pfftchnl., a term introduced byt'har-

peiitier in 1»;>1 for the following and similar phenomena.
A wliitesectorof iW^isjmsted on a blackdisk of 25-;iO centi-

meters diameter, ami the disk is rotated once per second.

If the midille of the disk is fixated, the retreating edge
of tlie black is always followed by a narrow shadowy
sector in the white. The retina on fii-st being stimulated
witli white apparently reacts in the direction of lilack,

then swings again toward white, and so on. E. C. San-
J'ord, Exper. Psychol., p. lUii,

oscillator, «. 4. A motor in which the piston
oscillates in the cylinder over a minute rang©
at high speed. In combination with a dynamo
it is used to obtain currents of higli frequency.
—5. In wireless tcleg., that part of the transmit-

ting apparatus which produces the electric

waves or oscillations. See wireless * telegraphy.

The function of the receiving aerial is to bring abimt a
union between these two operations alxive and below
ground. When the electric waves fall upon it, they give
rise to electromotive force in the receiving aerial, and
therefore priKluce oscillations in it which, in fact, are

electric currents fiowing into and out of tlie receiving



oscillator

aerial. "V\'e may say that the transmitting aerial, the re-

ceiving aerial and the earth form one gigantic Hertz
oscillator. Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept., 1903, p. 442.

Hertz oscillator, a device used by Heinrich Hertz in

his study of electric waves for producing electric oacilla-

i=q.^c>

/>'

Hotchkiss Oscillograph, Figure i.

Hertz Oscillator.

tions of unifonii and definite frequency. One of the
numerous fonna consists of two metiU plates, P and F,
two metallic rods, r and r', terminating in polished balls

also of metal, and a spark-gap, A, of one centimeter or

less between the balls. The rods are connected to the
tenninals of an induction-coil.—Linear oscillator, in

elect, a Hertz oscillator in which linear conductors, as

r«>ds or wires, are substitmted for the plates usually em-
ployed.

Oscillatory dlscbai^e, electric discharge, as of a con-

denser, in which, owing to the character of the circuit, a
number of peritMiic and rapidly diminishing reversjils of

change occur before equilibrium is established. Light-

ning frequently takes the fumi of an oscillatory dischaige,

and the discharge of an induction-coil or static machine
may readily be rendered oscillatory by adjusting the ca-

pacity, inductance, and resistance of the circuit

oscillogram (os'i-lo-gram), n. [Irreg. < L. os-

cillarcy swing f+ GT.ypdufia, a writing.] The
graphic trace or record made by an oscillo-

graph.
oscillograph (os'i-lo-gr&f), n. [Irreg. < L.

oscillarey swing, + Gr. ypatpetv^ write.] 1. An
instrument for recording alternating-current
wave-forms and for the study of electrical os-

cillations. The oscillograph in its usual form is a de-

velopment of the D'Arsonval galvanometer in which the

moment of inertia of the moving parts is reduced to a
minimum and the period of the instrument is sufficiently

shortened to enable the moving parts to follow the rapid

oscillations that are to be recorded. In 1892 Moler con-

structed a cur\'e-

writuig voltmeter flf
for recording the 1—

^

-changes in poten-
tial in the coils of
dynamo - machines
which, although
lacking in sensi-
tiveness and inca-
pable of giving
very rapid fluctua-
tions, must be
regarded as the
forerunner of the
oscillograph. It
<x>n8istedof a needle of softiron mounted between the poles
of a permanent magnet and carrying a very light pointer
of aluminium by means of which the movement of the
needle wjis recorded upon a revolving metallic drum with
smoked surface. The frequency was something over 100
complete vibrations per second. In the following year
Blondel, to whom the name oscillograph is due, described
various forms of the instrument, of which the most suc-

cessful consisted of a soft iron needle and mirror pivoted
between the poles of an electromagnet and vibrating with
a frequency of 1,000 oscillations per second. In 1894-95,

by greatly reducing
the size of the needle
and mirror and
mounting the same
by means of a quartz
hl)er between the
poles of an electro-

magnet, Hotchkiss
succeeded in produc-
ing a galvanometer

Hotchkiss Oscillograph. Figure 2. o?nea?ly^o!oOoSe
vibrations persecond. Theessential featuresof thisinstru-
mentare shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Theneedle is mounted
between the pole-pieces N and S, Fig. 1, by means of a fiber
stretched between the supports r and r*, about which is

also wound a coil of wire within which the oscillations to
be studied are set up. Rays from an arc-light Lj, Fig. 2,

are reflected to the sensitive plate of a camera, S, so con-
structed that the plate can be shot through the field at
right angles to the plane of vibration. With this instru-
ment not only alternating-cur-
rent curves but likewise curves
showing the phenomena of the
oscillatory discharge of condens-
ers may be recorded with great
fidelity. The fonn of oscillo-

riph now generally employed
that devised by Duddell in

1897. It consists essentially of
a flat strip of phosphor-bronze
carried vertically up through
the tleld of an electromagnet,
over a roller, and down through
the field parallel to itself ; to
these strips in the middle of the
field the mirror and needle are
attached. The frequency of oscillation reaches .0003 of a
second. When a current is sent thrcigh the strip from A
to B (Fig. 3) the portion in which the current is flowing
upward moves in the opposite direction from that in

which the flow is downward, and the minor is deflected.
The spot of light reflected from the mirror is thrown upon
the screen for observation, or upon a moving photographic
plate for i>ermanent record.

2. An apparatus for recording graphically the
motions of oscillation of any structure or ele-

ment as to frequency and magnitude. The

Duddell oscillograph,
''igure 3.
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element may carry a pen or tracing-point,
while a paper, borne on a fixed support, is

moved before ttie tracer as the latter oscillates;

or the principle may be reversed : used to re-

cord the effect of trains on bridges, or of mov-
ing machinery in buildings, or the effect of
earth-movements on structures.

oscillometer (os-i-lom'e-t^r), «. [Irreg. < L.
oscUlare, swing, -f- Gr. iihpov, measure.] A
device for indicating and measuring the rolling
of a ship. It consists of a motor-driven gyro-
scope mounted in gimbals, which maintains
its absolute plane of rotation in space and, by
the movement of pointers along scales attached
to the frame, shows the angular departure of
the vessel from the vertical. Sci. Amer., July
29, 1890.

OSCillophone (os'i-lo-fon), n. The trade-name
of a microphonic receiver with resistances,
used in testing telephone circuits.

oscillum (os'i-lum), «. ; pi. oscilla (-la). The
trade-name for a special form of spark-plug
for explosion-engines.

OSCine^ (os'in), «. A crystalline alkaloid,

CgH^302N, found in, crude belladonine and
also made from other alkaloids. It melts at
110° C. Also called pseudatrojtine, scopoline,

and oxytropine.

OSCinid (os'i-nid), n. and a. I. n. One of the
Oscinidse.

H. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the dipterous family Osdnidse.

OSCitance (os'i-tans), n. Same as oscitancy.

OSCUlable (os'ku-la-bl), a. [L. osculare, kiss,

+ -ble.] That may be kissed. [Rare.]
Oscular muscle. Same as oscularis.— Oscular sphinc-
ter. See irxphincter.

osculate, v. i— OsculatlnK surface. See *sur/ace.

Osculatory parabola. See *j>arabola^.

-Ose. [1. L. -osus, fem. -osa, nmit. -osum, ear-

lier -on-sus, a suffix used to form, from nouns,
adjectives noting fullness or supply, and
usually equivalent to Eng. adjectives in -ful

or -yl, as copiosus, plentiful ; odiosus, hateful

;

nebulosus, cloudy; nivosus, snowy; pluviosns,
rainy ; vitiosus, faulty ; etc. In most cases
this Latin suffix is represented by the form
-ous, derived through Old French and Middle
English, as in copious, odious, nebulous, pluvi-

ous, religious, vicious, etc. See -ous. 2. In
its application to chemical terms -ose first

appeared in the original form of glucose,

namely, F. glucose. This word is on its face
composed, of Gr. yXvK{v(), sweet, -t- -ose ; but.

in the original report of the committee of the
French 'Acad^mie des Sciences' (1838), in

which the word was proposed, it is explained
by a vague and inexact reference to Gr.
ylevKo^, must, sweet wine, apparently imply-
ing that the committee meant that -ose should
represent the Greek neuter noun ending in

-Of. But this is rather substitution than
representation. The form -ose in modem
French, as in modem English, in effect repre-

sents the Latin -osus (see def. 1), and in

glucose and the numerous chemical terms
formed on the same model, it is commonly so
taken.] 1. A suffix occurring in many Eng-
lish adjectives, formed, most of them in recent
scientific use, from Latin or Middle Latin ad-
jectives in -osus, as bellicose, globose, jocose,

morose, otiose, pilose, verbose, etc. In the sev-

enteenth century many adjectives before that
date and since spelled with -ous were often
spelled with -ose, probably not always with a
different pronunciation, as ambiUose, gloriose,

pompose, etc. Abstract nouns in-ity from ad-
jectives in -ose or -ous take the form -osity, as
globosity,jocosity, pomposity, etc.— 2. In chem.

:

(a) A suffix designating members of the group
of sugars, as glucose, lactose, maltose, etc. (6)

A suffix showing that the substance is a pri-

mary decomposition-product of a proteid, as
albumose, etc.

0. S. F. An abbreviation of the Latin Ordo
Sancti Francisci, Order of St. Francis.

oshac (6'shak), n. [Persian ushah.'] A plant
of the parsley family, Dorema Ammoniacum,
which yields gum ammoniac. See ammoniac
and Dorema.

Osiandrian, n. II. a. Of or pertaining to

the doctrine of Andreas Osiander, a German
theologian of the Reformation and a disciple

of Luther. He agreed fundamentally with his master,

but propounded a mystical doctrine of justification by
faith, claiming that it is not an imputation but an infusion

of the divine righteousness.

white Osier {.Lcucothot racet»osa).

a, flower; i, pistil ; e, stamen.

osmogram

Osiandrist (o-si-an'drist), n. and a. Same as
* Osiandrian.

osier, n— areen 0*ler. (a) See oiier. ((/) Either the
round-leaved dogwood, Curnus circiTMta, or the alternate-

leaved dogwood,
C. alttrni/otia, the
twigs of which are
green. —Purple
osier, the pui-ple
willow, Salix pur-
purea. — White
osier, (a) .See

osier. (6) Leu-
cothoe racernoga,
an ornamental
shrub of the east-

ern United States
with racemes of
waxy white flowers
borne on the under
side of recurved
racemes.

osiery, n. 2.
Basketwork.
Haddon,'Evolu-
tion in Art, p.
104.

-OSis. [NL. L.
-osis, < Gr. -uaic

C-uT-yi-i), ab-
stract termination (from secondary verbs in

-6-0, inf. -oini), as in fi6p<puai(, forming; fitra-

fidp^KMic, transforming, metamorphosis
; f}iu-

at(, way of life, etc.; opOuaic, straightening;
CTcvuaig, narrowing.] A suffix of Greek origin

in words signifying the act of making some-
thing so-and-so (equivalent to -ing, -ation,

etc.), process, state, etc., as in anastomosis,

orthosis, sphrigosis. In medical terms it often
implies an abnormal or diseased condition, as
in chlorosis, melanosis, necrosis, neurosis, sten-

osis, trichinosis, tuberculosis, etc.

0. SI. An abbreviation of Old Slavonic.

osmatic fos-mat'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. ba/ifi,

smell, + -a<ic2.] Relating to or possessing
the sense of smell.

The related doctrines that the olfactory organs are
large in osmatic, small or absent in anosmatic animals.

Amer Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 638.

osmatism (os'ma-tizm), n. [osmat(ic) +
-is»j.] A well-developed sense of smell.

Trans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Feb., 1903,

p. 369.

Osmerus (os-me'ms), n. [NL. (Artedi), <

Gr. ua/i^i>6(, odorous, said to be in allusion to

the meaning 'smell ' imagined to exist in the
E. smelt, Dan. smelt, etc. See smelt'^.'] A
genus of fishes (smelts) of the family Argen-
tinidse, foundon thenorthern coasts of America
and Europe.
osmesis (os-me'sis), «. [NL., < Gr. baiiriciQ,

a smelling, < baiiaadm, smell, ociiii, a smell.]

Same as olfaction.

osmiamate (os'mi-a-mat), n. [osmiam(ic) +
-rtfcl.] A salt of osmiamic acid. Potassium
osmiamate is produced by acting with am-
monia on osmium tetroxid in the presence of

potash. It forms orange-yellow crystals.

osmiamic (os-mi-am'ik), a. [osmium + am-
ine + -ic] Noting an acid obtained by
decomposing its barium salt with dilute sul-

phuric acid. It forms a yellow solution in

water, which if concentrated soon xmdergoes
decomposition. Its formula is HNOsOg, and
it probably contains the nitroso-group.

OSmiate (os'mi-at), n. [osmium + -flfel.] A
salt of osmie acid: same as osmate.

OSmite (os'mit), n. [osm{ium) + -ite'^.'\ In
chem., a name formerly given to what is now
known as an osmate or osmiate; a salt of osmic
acid.

osmium, n. This, the most refractory of the
metals, has, though with difficulty, been completely

fused into globules by means of the electric furnace.

—

Osmium tetroxid, a substance produced by heating

finely divided osmium in the air, or by oxidizing it with
nitric acid or aqua regia. It fomis nearly colorless,

transparent crystals, more fusible than wax, readily sub-

liming at the temperature of the hand, and. when melted,

boiling at 100° C. The odor of the vapor is penetrating

and violently irritant^ the eyes, nostrils, and lungs being
more dangerously attacked than by chlorin. A painful

eruption is also produced upon the skin by this substance.

It dissolves in water, but does not give rise to an acid,

behaving as one of the neutral peroxids. It is used in

staining histological preparations for examination witli

the microscope.

osmogram '^ (os' mo -gram), n. [Gr. off//;),

smell, + ypdfifia, a writing.] Literally, a

smell-writing; hence a message conveyed by
smell. [Rare.]

If we ever fully know the higher osmograms of aphn>
disiacs and the aura seminalis, love itself may be raised

to a higher level. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 16.



osmogram

osmogram^ (os'mo-gram), «. losmo(tic) + Gr.

)pauua. a. writing.] Agi-apUio record of osmotic

force.

osmograph (os'mo-graf), «. iosmo{tif) + Gt.

•jpaifeiv, write.] An instrument which regis-

ters osmotic force or records the height of the

liquid in an osmometer.

OSmolOgy'^ (os-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. baiifj, odor,

+ -'/()• in, < >f).'(i', speak.] The study of odors

and of their appreciation by the senses.

OSmology^ (os-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. uau6^, im-

pulsion (see osmosis^', + -/.oyia, < /eyeiv, speak.]

The study of the phenomenon of osmosis.

OSmon (os'mon), n. The trade-name of peat

dried by a special process and offered for sale

in the form of briquets to be used as fuel.

osmose, n.— Hectrlo osmose. !*ee electrical endo&mo-
fif. under ciulomwsis.— OsmOse prOCeSS. See *procest.

osmose (os'mos), f. «'.
;
prct. and pp. osmosed,

ppT.osmosing. {osmose,)!.^ To diffuse through

a septum, as in osmosis ; exhibit osmosis.

osmotactlc (os-mo-tak'tik), a. [osmotaxis

{-tact-} + -ic] Of or pertaining to the motion
of organisms in relation to density or osmotic
value of a liquid ; exhibiting osmotaxis.

osmotaxis (os-mo-tak'sis), ». [NL.^ < Gr.

(J<T,uoc impulsion ' (see osmo»is), + Ta^i^, dis-

position, arrangement.] The movement of

cells or of organisms in relation to the density

or osmotic value of the liquid they are in,

and not in relation to its chemical nature.

Osmotic equivalent. See *«^i«iia(en(.—Osmotic pres-
sure, the pressure which causes diffusion between tlie

Bolutiun vt a substance and its solut* or between solu-

tions differing in concentration. Tlie existence of os-

motic pressure may be demonstrated and its magnitude
measured by the use of a senlipenneable membrane.
Such membranes have the property of permitting the

solute to pass through more freely than the particles of

the dissolved substance are able to do. Animal mem-
branes, such as parchment or the skin of a bladder, were
flrat used for experiments in osmosis, but it is also

possible to prepare semipenneable mem-
branes artiflcially by p/ecipitating certain

substances, such as gelatinous copper ferro-

cyanide, within interstices of a p^ji-ous sub-

stance such as porcelain. If a glaas tube, the
bottom of which is closed by a semiperme-
able membrane, is partly submerged in a
vessel containing water, and if a concen-
trated s<->lution of copper sulphate is poured
Into the tube until the heights of the liquid
within and without are the same, osmosis
will take place. The semipermeable mem-
brane pennits the free passage of water, but
impedes tlie passage of the dissolved parti-

cles of the salt. The osmotic pressure of

the solution will cause water to enter the
tube, gradually raising the level of the liquid.

This pn>ce8a will continue until the hydro- o'smotic
static pressure due Ut the difference of level I'tcssure.

in the tut>e and in the surn>unding vessel

balances the osmotic pressure (see Fig. 1). Osmotic
pressures in certain caaes reach very large values. If the
solution within the tube, for example, consists of cane-

sugar disftfjlved in water, the liquid may rise in the tube
to a height of 30 feet or more. Osmotic pressures of sev-

eral atmospheres have been repeatedly measured. To
determine these large pressures, Pfeffer made use of the
apparatus shown in Fig. '2. It consists of a porcelain cell,

c, rendereil semipermeable, into the mouth of which a
glass tulte. ff. is inserted. This tube is closed above and
connects through a side opening with a mercury mano-

meter as shown. The cell and the glass

tube are filled with the stilution to be
tested, and the cell is then submerged in

a vessel of water. Tlie compression of

the air column in the top of the closed
tube of the manometer affords a measure
of the osmotic pressure of the wjlution.

Osmotic pressure is prop^irtional to the

g concentration of the solution and is inde-
pendent of the nature of the membrane.
The pressure exerted by many solutions
is so great that it is imp«)S8ihle to observe

- it directly, except in the case of compara-
tively dilute solutions, on account of the
breaking of the niembnine. It is, how-
ever, possible to compute the osmotic
pressure of solutions which are t^io great
for measurement. The laws of osmotic
pressure have been found to be strictly

analogous Ut those governing gas pres-

sures. In the case of gases the pressure,
according to Boyle's law, is inversely pn>-

portional to the volume, or, what is the same thing, the
pressure of a gas varies directly as the concentration of
the gas, just as the osmotic pressure varies directly with
the concentration of tlie solution. According to (.'harles s

law for gases, the pressure of a gas increases with the
temperature, the Increase being nij per degree centi-

grade. Osmotic pressure likewise increases with tem-
perature and In very nearly the same pniportion.
I'rinrij/le of Soret. It has been shown by Soret that if a
porti<m of a homogene^>n» solution be maintained at a
temperature different frf»m the remainder the s*»lution

Increases in concentration in the cold pfirtions, a phe-
nomenon analogous Ui that which is observed in the case
of gases. Application oj A roijadro'n la w to omnotic preg-
Mure. According to the law of Avogadn», equal volumes
of gases at a given temperature anil pressure contain the
same number of particles. It has been found that. In

«<iual Volumes of solutions which at the same tempera-
ture have the same osmotic pressure, the number of dis-
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solved particles is equal, and that the osmotic pressure
of a solution is exactly equal to the pressure exerted by a
gas containing a number of particles per unit volume
equal to the number of dissolved particles per unit
volume in the solution. Exceptions to the laws of osmotic
pressure. Just as there are exceptions to the laws of
gases, which are strictly applicable only to an ideal gas,
so in the c:ise of osmotic pressure numerous and signifi-

cant exceptions are found. Many solutions exhibit osmotic
pressure in excess of that which can he accounted for by
the number of molecules held in solution. This discrep-
ancy is, however, explained upon the theory of electro-
lytic dissociation, according to which, when acids, salts,

or bases are dissolved in water, their molecules are broken
up into smaller particles, called ions, so that there is an
increase in the number of dissolved particles and there-
f' 're a corresponding increase in the osmotic pressure.

—

Osmotic theory. See irosmotic pressure.

Osmund^ «—Royal osmnnd, the roy,il fem, Os-
munda reffalis. See osnutndl and Osmunda.
Osphranter (os-fran'ter), n. [Gr. omfifiavT^pio^,

smelling, able to smell, < baippaivtadat, smell.]
Same as antilopine *l-angaroo.

osphretic (os-fret'ik), a. [Gr. ba(j>priTiK6i, <

da6pi<Tn-, smelUng.] Same as olfactory'.

Osphyolax (os-fi-6'laks), n. [NL., < Gr. ba<j>vc,

the small of the back, + u/.af, av/.a^, a furrow,
a groove.] A genus of fishes of the family
Syngtiathidx. The only known example was
taken in the open Atlantic.

OSSeid (os'e-id), n. [L. ossem, bony, -f- -id^.]

A term formerly used to designate albumi-
noids.

OSSementS (os'ments), n. pi. [F. ossemenU, <

ML. ossamenta, dead bones, < L. os (oss-),

bone.] Human bones from which the flesh

has been taken ; bones of the dead.

It [lilood] had been jioured upon these ossementa, which
were afterwards covered with earth.

Is. Taylor, Anc. Chr., IL 263. X. E. D.

osseocartilaginous (os'e-o-kiir''ti-laj'i-nus), a.

[L. owpM*', of bone, -I- cartilago (-agin-), carti-

lage, -t- -o««.] Relating to both bone and
cartilage.

osseoflbrous (os'e-o-fi'brus), a, [L. osseus,

bony, + E. fibrous.'] In histol., combining the
characters of fibrous connective tissue and
bone, or representing a transition between
these two kinds of tissue.

osseomucoid (os'f-o-mii'koid), n. [L. osseus,

bony, -I- E. mucoid.'] A mucoid which is pecu-
liar to osseous tissue.

OSSia (os-se'a), conj. [It. ossia, orig. o sia,

'or be it': o (< L. aut), or; sia (L. sit), 3d
pers. sing. subj. of essere, be.] In music, a
direction indicating an alternative f'orm of a
passage, either one that is easier or one suited
to a different variety of instrument. Also
opptire and ofrcro.

Ossianism (osh'ian-izm), «. lOssian + -ism.]

The literary characteristics of Ossianio poetry;
partiality for the Ossianic style.

Ossianize (osh'ian-iz), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
Ossianized, ppr. Ossianizing. [^Ossian + -ize.]

To change or translate (a poem) into the style

of Maepiierson's "Ossian.

ossicle, "—Dermal ossicle, a small bone, of irregular
shape, embedded in tile skin. Such dermal ossicles are
found in many reptiles and in the extinct ground-sloths of
the KetmsGritpotheriiim.— 'RaAisH OSSlcle, a sesamoid
on the radial side of tlie wrist, found in its extreme form
in the large curved bone of the mole.

ossiculectomy (os'i-ku-lek'to-mi), n. [L. os.n-

culum, ossicle, + Gr. cKTofifi, excision.] Ex-
cision of the ossicles of the ear.

The operation known as ossiculectomy (that is, removal
of drum membrane and small bones).

Med. Record, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 198.

OSSiCUlotomy (os'i-kii-lot'o-mi), n. [L. ossicu-

lum, o.ssicle, + Gr. -rofua, < raneiv, cut.] Sec-
tion through one or more of the ossicles of

the middle ear.

ossiculum, N. — Osalcnlmn BertlnL .See bones of
lleriin. under '«>Hr I.-Ossiculum Camperl, a sesamoid
found ill the wrist of some a)H's, the sujqMjsed llomulogue
of that center of ossification in man known as the inter-

m^diutn antfbrachii.— Ossiculum Daubentonl, a sesa-

moid, which occursin the wristof thegiiilxins. Ili/lohates,

considered as homologous with the proximal or carpal
portion of the pisifonn ofman.—Ossiculum palatlntun.
See the extract

In other forms, e.g. Guira, Crotophaga, the antorbital

plate, though large, has the external lateral and inferior

borders deeply excised. In such cases the orbito-nasal

foramen described alwjve is represented by a notch. At-
tached to the inferior border of this plate is a vestigial

ossiculum jmlatiiium, which, however, is generally want-
ing in dried skulls. Proc. Zuol. ,%c., London, 1903, p. 263-

OSSicusp (os'i-kusp), n. [L. os (oss-), bone, -I-

cu.ipis, a point.] A conical bony horn, such
as those found in the okapi.

It [the okapia] is closely related to Samotherium,
' especially in the presence of these suprafrontal ossicusps

(conical bony horns). Science, Nov. 7, 1902, p. 762.

* osteocachexia

ossifiant (os'i-fi-ant), a. [F. ossifiant, ppr. of
ossifier, ossify, -f -ant.] Becoming rigid as if
ossifying; ossifying. [Bare.]
Assuming, not that the human being has no skeleton,

but that it is all skeleton, it rounds an ossijiant theory of
progress on this negation of a soul ; and having shown
the utmost that may be made of bones, and constructed a
number of interesting geometrical flgmes with death's-
heads and humeri, successfully proves the inconvenience
of the reappearance of a soul among these corpuscular
structures. Ruskin, Unto this Last, p. 19,

OSSificatory (os 'i-fi-ka-to-ri), a. [pssific +
-atory.] Having a tendency to ossification;
ossifying. [Rare.]

ossifier (os'i-fi-6r), n. That which ossifies. N.
E.D.
ossifluent (o-sif 'le-ent), a. [L. OS (oss-), bone,
+ fluens (fluent-), flowing*.] Relating to or
proceeding from disintegration of bone : said
of an abscess associated with caries of bone.

OSSifrage, n. 2. The lammergeier, Gypaetus
harbatus.
Hence its name Ossifrage, by which the Hebrew Peres

is rightly translated in the Authorized Vei-sion of the
Bible. Newton, Diet, of Birds, p. 603.

ossipite (os'ip-it), n. [Ossipee, a local name con-
nected with Ossipees, a tribe of Indians living
at one time in New Hampshire, -I- -ite^.] In
petrog., a variety of gabbro containing oli'vin,

diallage, and labradorite. Hitchcock, 1871.

ossuary, n, 3. A bone-cave, or deposit formed
largelv of bones, belonging to late geological
times, y. E. D.
OStalgia (os-tal'jia), 11. [NL., < Gr. barkov,

bone, + d/;of, pain.] Pain in a bone.
OS'tarthritis (ost-ar-thri'tis), n. Same as *os-
teoarihriCis.

osteal, 1. 2. Relating to bony tissue.

OSteamceba (os"te-a-me'ba), «. ;
pi. ostea-

moebse (-be). [NL.,'< Gr. barioi, bone, -I- a/ioip^,

exchange (see amoeba).] A name applied to a
bone-cell or bone-corpuscle. Compare *mya-
mceba, neurnmceba, etc. Cones.

osteite (os'tf-it), n. [Gr. bareov, bone, + -ite^.]

See the extract.

I have found It convenient to add two new terms to
the general terminology of the skeleton. An independent
cartilaginous element or centre of chondrification, is

called a chondrite, an independent bony element or cen-
tre of ossification an osteite, both words being formed on
the model of the well-known entomological temi "scler-
ite." Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, ser. B., 1891, p. 43.

osteitis, »!.— Condensing osteitis, chronic inflamma-
tion of bone restiltiiig in a deposit of new substance en-
croaching upon the Haversian spaces and the medullary
cavity.— Rarefying osteitis. See rare/i/.— Vascular
osteitis, a form of chronic inflammation of bone, resem-
bling mrefying osteitis, in which new blood-vessels are
foniied and ix-eupy the spaces resulting from the loss of
osseous substance.

OS'teoaneuiism (os'te-o-an'u-rizm), n. [Gr.
bariuv, bone, + E. aneurism.] Enlargement
of a bone due to the growth of an aneurism,
in its meihillary cavity.

OSteoarthritic (os-'te-o-ar-thrifik), a. Re-
lating to inflammation of a joint and of the
bones entering into its formation.

Prince discusses the o«f/*o-orf/irific changes which he
believes are identical with those found in certain types of
rheumatoid arthritis or osteo-arthritis.

Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. SI, 1903, p. 205.

osteoarthritis (os''te-o-ar-thri'tis), n. [Gr.
bariov, bone, + apdpiTic, inflammation of the
joints.] Inflammation of a joint in which the
bones are involved as well as the soft tissues:
sometimes employed as synonymous with ar-
thritis deformans. Buck, Med. Handbook, I.

544.

OSteoarthropathic (os"te-o-iir"thro-parth'ik),

a. Of or pertaining to osteoarthropathy.
Med. Record, June 27, 1903, p. 10.54.

osteoarthropathy (os'tf-o-ar-throp'a-thi), n.

[Gr. bariov, bone, + apBpov, joint, + irdBoc,

disease.] A disease of a joint in which the
bones as well as the soft parts are affected.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 96.— Hypertrophic
pulmonary osteoarthropathy, an enlargement of
various joints, swelling of the tips of the fingers, curva-
ture of the nails, etc., associated with chronic pulmonary
disease.

osteoarthrotomy (os'tf-o-ar-throt'o-mi), n.

[(3r. bariov, bone, + aptipov, joint, + -rouia, <
Ta/ieiv, cut.] Division through the articular

end of a bone within the capsule of the joint.

OSteocachectic (os'te-o-ka-kek'tik), a. Per-
taining to or affected -with osteocachexia.

osteocachexia (os'te-o-ka-kek'si-ji), n. [Gr.

bariov, bone, + NL. cachexia.] 1. Cachexia
resulting from long continued disease of the
bones or joints.—2. Chronic disease affecting

the structure of the bony tissues.



osteocartilaginous '

osteocartilaginous (os'tf-o-kiir-ti-laj'i-ims),

a. [Gr. oarioi; bone, + E.'cartilatjinoiis.'i Ee-
latiug to both bone and cartilage.

osteochondrophyte (os'te-o-kon'dro-fit), ?i.

[6r. dnreov, Done, + ;fO>'dpof, cartilage, +
(pv-ov, a growth.] Same as osteochondroma.

osteodiondrosarcoma (os'tf-o-kon'dro-sar-
ko'ma), n.

; pi. ostt;ochon(lrosarcomata (-ma-
ta). [NL., < Gr. oariov, bone, + ;if(iD(5pof,

cartilage, + oapKu/ia, sarcoma.] A tumor
formed of sarcomatous masses inclosed in a
framework of bone and cartilage. Jiuek, Med.
Handbook, II. 123.

OSteoderm (os'te-6-d6rm), n. [Gr. oarhv,
bone,+ <5fp//a, skin.^ A bone or ossicle de-
veloped in the skin of an animal. Typical
examples are the bony plates of crocodiles
and the ossicles of the great extinct sloth, the
Grypotherium.

Exquisite examples of true dermal bones are those
ossiflcations " within the skin " which in Amphibia and
Reptiles are now generally called osteoderm«. They
occur also, among Mammalia, in the Armadillos, but in
no other group of this class, unless it were in the Cetacea,
where Kuckenthal \va& found traces of a dermal armour.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 208.

OSteodermal (os'te-o-dfer'mal), a. [osteoderm
+ -n/i.] Relating to or having the character
of an osteoderm, or bone developed in the
skin.

osteofibroma (os'''te-o-fi-br6'mS,), n.
;
pi. osteo-

fibromata (-ma-ta). [NL., < dfr. oarlov, bone,
+ NL. fibroma.^ A tumor composed of
osseous and fibrous elements. Buck, Med.
Handbook, I. 269.

OSteofibrous (os'tf-o-fi'brus), a. [Gr. bareov,

bone, + E. fibrous.} Pertaining both to bone
and to fibrous tissue.

osteogenous (os-te-oj'e-nus), a. [Gr. oareov,

bone, + --,evri^, -producing.] Same as osteo-

genic.

osteohalisteresis (os"te-o-ha-lis''te-re'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. uariov, bone, -l-a/.f, salt,' + aripTjai^,

deprivation.] Loss of the mineral portion of
bone.

osteolysis (os-tf-ol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
bareop, bone, -I- ?.imf, dissolution.] Softening
and disintegration of bone.

osteolytic (os"te-o-lit'ik), a. Pertaining to or
affected with osteolysis.

osteomalacosis (os " te - 6 - mal '' a -'ko ' sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. oareov, bone, -I- /ialaKd;, soft, -t-

-osis.'] Same as osteomalacia.

osteomatoid (os-te-om'a-toid), a. [osteoma{t-)
+-oid.} Resembling a bone tumor.

OSteoncUS (os-te-ong'kus), n.; Tp\. osteonci
(-on'si). [Gr. oareov, bone, + 67/cof, mass
(tumor).] A bone tumor.

OSteonecrotic (os"te-6-ne-krot'ik), a. [osteo-

necrosis {-ot-) 4- -ic] tertainingto or affected
with necrosis of bone tissue.

osteopath (os'te-o-path), TO. [A back-formation
from osteopathy.

"i
A believer in the treatment

of disease by osteopathy ; specifically, one
who professes to cure disease by that method.
The exclusion of osteopaths from the ranks of medical

practitioners is eminently just, until they meet in their
schools the four-year educational requirements for other
practitioners. Detroit Med. Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 725.

osteopathic (os'te-o-path'ik), a. [osteopath-y
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to osteopathy

;
prac-

tising osteopathy.

osteopathically (o8"te-o-path'i-kal-i), adv.
According to the system of osteopathy ; by
means of osteopathy.

osteopathist (os - te - op ' a - thist) , TO. losteoi)-

ath{y) + -(.sf.] Same a,s*osteopath.

osteopathy (os-te-op'a-thi), TO. [Gr. barkov,

bone, -I- TzaBoc, disease.] 1. A theory of dis-

ease and a method of cure, advocated by Dr.
A. T. Still, resting upon the supposition that
most diseases are traceable to deformation of

some part of the skeleton (often due to acci-

dent) which, by mechanical pressure on the
adjacent nerves and vessels, interferes with
their action and the circulation of the blood.
As a remedy a form of manipulation is used.
— 2. Any disease of the bones.

osteoperiosteal (os"te-o-per-i-os'te-al), a.

[Gr. oareov, bone, -I- KL. periosteum -1- -oA.]
Relating to bone and its periosteal covering.

OSteophage (os'te-o-faj), n. [G. barkov, bone,
-H -(^yoq, < (jMyeiv, eat.] Same as myeloplax.

OSteophagUS (os-te-of'a-gns), TO.; pi. osteophagi
(-ji). [NL., 'bone-eating,' < Gr. baTiov, bone,
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-f- -ipayo^, < <l>ayclv, eat. Compare sarcophagus,
' flesh-eating.'] A box or coffin in which to
bury bones. [Rare.]

Among the boxes of bones found in the caves of the
Mount of Olives . . . brought from elsewhere, for inter-
ment near the expected site of the Last Judgment . . .

one ogteophagus bears the name of ' Judah' in Hebrew,
with a square cross marked below.

Edinburgh Rev., Jan., 1895, p. 210.

osteophone (os'te-o-f6n), «. [Gr. bareov, bone,
-t- ipuvr/, sound.] Same as audi2>hone.

osteophyma (os"te-o-fi'ma), to. ; pi. osteophy-
maia (-ma-til). [NL.j < Gv^bariov, bone,-l- (pvfia,

growth.] A bone tumor.

osteoporotic (os"te-o-i)o-rot'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to osteoporosis. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, 1. 610.

OSteoporous (os-te-op'o-ms), o. [Gr. bartov,

bone, -f- ;T6po(, pore, -I- -ic] Same as *osteo-
porotic Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 121.

Osteopulmonary arthropathy. See ''arthrop-

athy.

OSteoscopy (os-te-os'ko-pi), to. [Gr. bareov,

bone, -f" -aKOTTca, < aKoireiv, view.] The exam-
ination and scientific comparison of bones,
particularly of the bones of the extremities.
Bcp. Brit. Ass'h Advancement of Sci., 1900, p.
904.

osteotome, ». 2. A form of chisel used to di-

vide the bone in the operation of osteotomy
for the correction of deformity.

OSteotomoclasis (os"te-o-t6-mok'la-sis), TO.

[NL., < Gr. bareov, bone, + ro/w;, section, -l-

KMaix, breaking.] An operation for the cor-
rection of abnormal curvatures in a long bone.
It consists in division of part of the bone with
an osteotome and forcible fracture of the re-

mainder.
osteotomy, to.—cuneiform osteotomy, the excision
of a wedge-snaped piece of bone.— Linear osteotomy,
longitudinal division of a bone.

OSthexia (os-thek'si-a), TO. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
bareov, bone, + ffif, condition.] A tendency
to abnormal ossification.

osthexy (os'thek-si), TO. Same as *osthexia.

ostial (os'ti-al), a. [L. ostium + -a?i.] Of or
pertaining to an ostium.

OStiate (os'ti-at), a. [NL. *ostiatus, < L. os-

tium, a door.~\ Provided with ostia. The heart
of an arthropod or annelid, which communi-
cates with the surrounding blood-spaces
through lateral apertures or ostia, is ostiate.

The parapodial jaws and the ostiate heart cannot.be
supposed to have been both developed independently in

each group of arthropods, or in any two of them.
E. R. Lankester, in Sat. Sci., April, 1897, p. 266.

OStiole, TO. (b) In zool. : (2) One of the small inhalant
pores or orifices of sponges.

ostium, TO. (b) In zool, : (2) In sponges, the opening of

an incurrent canal.— Ostium tubss, the abdominal
opening of the oviduct or Fallopian tube.

Ostmannic (ost-man'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to the Ostmen.
ostotheca (os-to-the'ka), n.

;
pi. ostotheae (-se).

[Gr. barodf/Kti, < bareov, bone, + dr/Kr/, recepta-

cle.] In Gr. antiq., a vase or other receptacle
for bones ; an ossuary.

A good many of these ostothecse remain intact,

W. R. Patau, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, VIII. 69.

OStotic (os-tot'ik), a. lostogis.'\ Pertaining
to bone produced under a greatly increased

Ostrogothian

circulation of the blood, such as is formed
during the growth of antlers.

Subperiosteal ostotic outgrowths of the cranial bones^
covered presumably with thickened skin-pads.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 215.

Ostraciidse (os-tra-si'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Os-
traci{i)n) + -idee.]' A family of fishes living in
tropical waters : commonly known as tha
trunk-fishes.

ostracioid (os-tra'si-oid), a. [Ostraci{on) +
-oid.l Resembling or belonging to the Ostra-
ciidse.

OStracitis (os-tra-si'tis), «. [Gr. barpaKiriCf
eadmia, fem. of barpamrTic, earthen, < barpamrv,
shell.] An old name for zinc oxid occasion-
ally met with as an incrustation in the cooler
parts of smelting-fumaees.
OStracizable (os'trS-siz-a-bl), a. [o»(racJjs(e>
+ -able.'] That can be ostracized.

OStracizer (os'tra-si-zer), TO. One who ostra^
cizes, exiles, banishes, or excludes from favor.
OStracod (os'tra-kod), TO. Same as ostracode.

OStracodal (os'-tra-ko'dal), a. [NL. Ostra-
cod(a) + -aV-.'\ Pertaining to or having the
characteristics of the Ostracoda.
Ostracodeirmi, ». pi. 2. Same as *Ostraco-
phori, but in that sense preoccupied.
OStracoid (os'tra-koid), «. and n. [Gr. "barpa-
KoeiSr/^, otherwise barpaniidrn, like an earthen
pot or shard, < oarpaKov, an earthen pot, a-

shard, + tMof, form.] I. a. Having the char-
acters of or pertaining to the Ostracoda.
H. TO. One of the £« towos<raca allied to the'

Ostracoda.

OStracological (os"tra-ko-loj'i-kal), a. Of or
pertaining to ostraeology or conchologj'.
OStracolOgy (os-tra-kol'o-ji), TO. [Gr. barpamv,
a shell, + -?.oyia, < /.eyeiv, speak.] Conchology,
ostracon (os'tra-kon), TO.; pi. ostraca (-ka)..

[Gr. barpoKov, an earthen vessel, a potsherd,
etc. See osfracirc] In Gr. antiq., a potsherd
or tile ; a square plaque of terra-cotta on which
an inscription is written.

Ostracopnori (os-tra-kofo-ii), to. pi. [NL.,,
< Gr. oarpaKov, a shell, -I- ^epeiv, bear.] A di-
vision of fishes, commonly regarded as a sub-
class, containing extinct species whose remain*
are found from the Silurian to the Lower Car-
boniferous. Jaws, a segmented backbone,
and limb-arches are wanting, and the head
and front part of the body are protected by-
bony plates. The term is in common use,
tLough antedated by Aspidoganoidei. Gill.

1876.

ostracothere (os'tra-ko-ther), TO. [NL. Ostra-
cotherea, < Gr. barpaaov, shell, + Or/plov, beast.]
An ostrocode crustacean of the genus Ostra-
cotheres.

ostreal (os'trf-al), a. [L. osfre(a), oyster, -t-

-oH.] Of or pertaining to oysters. [Rare.J
OStrean (os'tre-an), a. Ostreal ; ostracean.
ostregert (os'tre-jer), TO. [Also ostringer,ete.J
Same as austringcr.

Eustace Saxby, the falconer (or ostreger, as he preferred
to be styled), was as gallant-looking as the hardy bird»
on his flst iV. H. Ainsworth, Ovingdean Grange, p. 63.

ostreicultural (os"tre-i-kul'tur-al), a. Of or
pertaining to ostreiculture.

OStreoid (os'tre-oid), a. [L. ostrea, oyster, +
-did.'] Like an oyster.

OStreophage (os'tre-o-faj), «. [Gr. barpeov,

oyster, + -<f>ayo^, < (jiayelv, eat.] Same a»
ostreophagist.

OStreophagOUS (os-tre-of'a-gus), a. [ostreo-

phag(e) \- -ous.] Feeding on or eating oysters.

ostrich, TO. Four species of ostriches are now recog-
nized, the name Struthis camelus being restricted to the-

northern species that ranges into Arabia. S. molybdO'
phanes is from Somaliland, and S. meridionalis or ma-srt-

icus from Centi"al Africa. The southern species, 5.
australis, is the one that has been partially domesticated
and is kept in ostrich-farms for the sake of its feathers.
The eggs of these species differ quite as much as do the*
birds themselves, that of S. camelus being quite smoothi
while tlie others ai'e more or less deeply pitted.

Ostrich-feather grass, th3 common reed, Trichoon
]'ftraiiii"'tts.

Ostrichism (os'trich-izm), n. [ostrich -(- -ism."]

Conduct like that of the ostrich : alluding to-

ils habit of considering itself wholly concealed,
when only its head is hidden. [Rare.]

OStriculture (os'tri-kul-tur), re. Same as ostrei-

culture.

ostringert, to. Same as austringcr.

ostrog (os-trog'), «. [Russ. ostrogH.] In.

Siberia, a stockaded house or village.

Ostrogothian (os-tro-goth'i-an), o. Same as.

Osirogothic.



Ostropa cinerta.

A, about one-half natural size,

and sereral fruit bodies ; B. ascus,
or spore-saclc, with paraphyses
highly magni^ed.

Ostropa

Ostropa (OS ' tro - pa), M. [NL. (Fries, 1825),

saiil to be (irreg.) < Gr. oarpaKov, a shell, +
oipi^, appearance.] A
genus of aseomycet-
ous fiingi having the
aseocarps globose,
corky, at first sunken
in the host, finally

erumpent and open-
ing by a narrow
longitudinal slit. The
spores are filiform,

hyaline, and many-
celled. Only a few
species are known.
They occur on dead
branches.
Ostropaceae (os-tro-

pa'sf-e), H. ;>?. [XL.,
< Ostropa + -acese.'i

A family of ascomy-
eetous fungi named
from the genus Os-
tropa. See *Ostropa.

ostruthin (os - tro ' -

thin), K. [NL. Os-
trutli-{ium) + -in-.^

A nearly tasteless
crystalline com-
pound, CigHooOg,
obtained by extract-

ing the root of Imperaioria Ostrut'hium with
alcohol. Its solutions in alcohol and in alkali
have a strong blue fluorescence.

Ostwald's dilution law. , See ^dilution.

osur (o'sor), a. [Heb., < cwrtr, bind.] Among
the Jews, forbidden: a rabbinical term ap-
plied to things ritual or secular. Opposed to
*muter (which see).

0. T. An abbreviation (6) of on track (rail-

road).

Otakia (o-tak'i-S), n. [NL., named in honor
of its discoverer, Professor K. Otaki of the Im-
perial College of Agriculture at Sapporo.] A
genus of Japanese fishes of the family Cyprin-
idse, found in Lake Biwa. The species is Otakia
rasbornia.

otalli (o-tal'ye), ii. Same as *otate.
Clftvigero describes the Mexican tIacochtU or dart, a

small lance of otalli or some other stroncf w(xk1.

Smithsonutn Rep. (Nat. Mut.), 1900, p. 220.

Otapiri (6-ta-pe'ri), «. In (jeol., a subdivision
of the Triassic system in New Zealand, lying
at the top, above the Wairoa beds, and bear-
ing fossils which indicate its equivalence with
the RhiEtic stage.

Otarian (o-ta'ri-an), a. [NL. Otaria + -an.'\

Relating to, resembling, or having the char-
acters of, the eared seals, Otariidse ; otarine.

Otarioidea (o-ta-ri-oi'de-a), «. pi. [NL., <

Otari{a) + -oidea.] The'eared seals, OtantV/a?,

raised to the rank of a superfamily : correla-
tive with Phocoidea and Roamaroidea. See cut
at otary.

Otate (6-ta'ta), n. [Me.x. otate, <Nahuatlo<<jW»,
bamboo.] In Mexico, Chusquca Selsoni (z=Gua-
dua amplexifolia), and several other giant
grasses used by the ancient Mexicans for mak-
ing darts and lances, and now used for making
baskets and for other domestic i)urpose8.

Otatli (6-tat'le), n. Same as *otate.

Otedama (6-ta-da'ma), n. [Jap., < o (Chin, o),

an exclamation or introductory syllable, + te,

hand, + tama, ball, bead.] In Japan, among
children, little stones or marbles (or some-
times very small bags filled with rice) used in
playing a game like jackstones.

otherest (uTu'er-est), a. [other^ + -est.]

Most different. [Rare.]
other men are lenses through which we read oar own

minds. Each man Beeka tho«e of dilTerent quality from
his own. and such as are good of their kind ; that is, he
seeks other men, and the otheregt The stronger the lia-

tore, the more it is reactive.
Emergon, Uses of Great Men, in Representative Men,

I p. 12.

Otherism (uTH'fer-izm), n. [othcr"^ + -ism.]
Regard for the rights, welfare, and point of
view of others ; altruism ; in evolutionary
philosophy, "the struggle for the life of
others," especially for the life of offspring.

The signiHcant note Is ethical, the development of
Other-imn. as Altmlsm—Its Immediate and Inevitable
outcome. //. Drummond, Ascent of Man, p. 17.

Othertime (uTH'^r-tim), adv. At another
time.
As Mr. Dorsey observes, there were no sacred rites

connected with lodge-building or tent-making at the
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time of examination

; yet the symbolism elsewhere or
othertime connected with such ceremonials persisted.

Smithsoma7i Itep. (Bur. of Ethnol.), 1891-92, p. Iv.

Othertimes (uth 'er-timz), adv. At other
times. [Obsolete or rare.]

otherwhence (uth ' kv - hwens), adv. From
otherwhere.
otherwiseness (uTH'6r-wiz-nes), «. The state
of being otherwise.
othniid (oth'ni-id), «. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family OthnUdie.
n. a. Having the characters of or belonging

to the family Othniidse.

Otiant (6'shi-ant), a. [L. otians, ppr. of otiari,
take one's ease. See otiation.] Taking one's
ease; idling; indolent.

Otiatria^ (6-ti-at'ri-a), H. [NL., < Gr. ov^ (ur-),

ear, + larpeia, medical treatment.] Same as
otiatrics.

Otiatric (6-ti-at'rik), a. [NL. otiatr(ia) +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the medical treat-
ment of the ear.

Oticodinia (6'ti-ko-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
uTiKo;, of the ears, + (Rfoj, a whirling.] Diz-
ziness associated with disease of the ear;
M^nifere's disease.

Otidea (o-tid'f-a), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1851), <
Gr. oi'f (i)T-), ear.] A genus of fleshy dis-

otter

Otomian (6-t6-me'an), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining or belonging to the Otomis, or to the
Otomi stock. See Century Cyclopedia of
Xames,

II. n. A member or the language of the
Otomi stock.

Otopathic (6-to-path'ik), a. [ptopath-y -f -tc]
Relating to or suffering from otopathy or
disease of the ear.

Otophidium (6-to-fld'i-um), «. [NL., < Gr.
oif ((J7-), ear, + NL. Ophidium.'] A genus of

Otidta OnotUa.
a, aseocarps,; b, antheridtutii with paraphyses.
(From Engler aod Prantl's " PflaDzeufainilien.")

oomyeetous fungi of the family Fezizacese,
having smooth, more or less irregular aseo-
carps, usually split on one side, and the mar-
gins convolute. The species are mostly large
and brownish, and grow on the ground. 0.
Onotica is a common species in Europe and
America.
Otiorhynchid (o'ti-o-ring'kid), n. and a. I.

ti. A member of the coleopterous family O^io-
rliynchidx.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Otiorhynchidie.

Otiosely (6'shi-6s-li), adr. La an otiose or
perfunctory manner ; futilely.

otioseness (o'shi-os-nes), «. Otiosity; per-
fimctoriness; futility.

otitic (o-tit'ik), a. {oiit{is) + -!>.] Relating
to or affected with otitis.— Otitic meningitis.
.Sec -kmeninriitiig.

otoba-fat (o-td'ha-faf), «. Same as otoba-
btittcr.

Otobite (o'to-bit), H. [NT,. Otoba (see def.) +
-i(e2.] A ta.steless crystalline substance,
C24H2CO5, insoluble in water, which is found
in the fat of the fruits of Myristica Otoba.

OtocystlC canal, in cephalopods and other mollusks, a
narrow passa^'e which leads from the organ of hearing to
the exterior. It is closed externally in the nautilus and
other species.

Otodynic (o-to-din'ik), a. [Gr. oi'c (ur-), ear,
+ odiri?, pain, -f -ic] Pertaining to or affected
with otodynia or earache.

otogenic (6-to-jen'ik), a. [Gr. oi'c (ur-), ear,

+ -/fi'^f, -producing, + -ic] Of aural origin;
originating in the ear.

otogenous (o-toj'e-nus), a. Same as ^otogenic.

Otol. An ahbre\iation ot otology, otological.

otolaryngologic (o'to-la-ring'go-loj'ik), a.

<)t or pertaining to otolaryngology. Also oto-

laryngological.

The Western Ophthalmologic and OtO'Laryngologie
A8s<jciation. Detroit Med. Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 732.

otolaryngology (6"to-lar-ing-goro-ji), n. [Gr.

OI'C ((jr-), ear, + /.nptijf, larynx, + -7.oym, <

liyfiv, speak.] Otology and laryngology re-

garded as a single specialty in medical prac-
tice.

otolith, H. 1. (h) One of the calcareous concretions
found in various sensoiy organs of lower animals, as
hydromedusane, ctenophorans. holothuroldeans, wonns,
an4 crustaceans, .ind considered to be functional la the
auditory or e'luilibriuni sense.

Oiofhidium omosti^num.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

fishes of the family Ophidiidee, found on the
coasts of tropical America.

OtopiesiS (6-to-pi'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. oJf
((jr-), ear, + Tricatg, a pressing.] A sinking
in of the drum membrane consequent upon a
partial vacuum in the middle ear ; also, pres-
sure from any cause on the labyrinth, or in-
ternal ear, and the consequent deafness.
otorhinolaryn^olo^ (6"to-ri"no-lar-ing-gor-
o-ji)>, "• [Gr. oj'f (ur-), ear, + pig (l>iv-), nose,
+ Aapvyi, larynx, + -Xoyia, < '/.iytiv, speak.]
The medical specialty which deals with di-
seases of the ear, nose, and larynx. Nature,
Oct. 2, 1902, p. 554.

otosclerosis (6"to-skle-r6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
oif ((jr-), ear, + 'aaliipuaig, hardening.] 1. A
hardening of the tissues and ankylosis of the
ossicles of the middle ear.—2. A growth of
spongy bone substance in the capsule of the
internal ear.

otoscope, ».— Siegle'S otoscope, an ear-speculum in
which, by varying the air-pressuie, the drum membrane
maybe made to move while under inspection.— TojOl"
bee's otoscope, an instnnnent resembling a stethoscope,
which consists of a flexible rubber tube with an ear-piece
ateacheiui. One of these is inserted into the auditory
meatus of the patient, the other into that of the examiner.
Otosphenal; (6-to-sfe'nal), «. [Gr. otf (ur-),

ear, + cijilrv, wedge, + -«/l.] The basioccipital,
a bone at the posterior base of the cranium, in
fishes, to which the vertebral column is at-
tached. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skele-
ton, p. 533.

Otpspnenoidal (6''to-sfe-noi'dal), a. [Gr.
oi'f (uT-) ear, + E. sphenoidal.] "Relating to
the sphenoid and bony parts of the ear col-
lectively.

Ototyphlonemertes (o'to-tiflo-nf-m^r'tez),
n. [NL.] The typical and only genus of the
family Ototyphlonemertidie. Diesing.

Ototyphlonemertidae (6"to-tif-lo-ne-mer'ti-
de), n.pl. [NL.] A family'of neinerteans of
the order Metiinemertitii, consisting of small
forms, with bodies nearly cylindrical, eyes
absent, and one pair (rarely two) of otooysts
ventral to the brain. It contains the single
genus Ototyphlonemertes.
Otozoum (o-to-zo'um),
n. [NL., < Gr. otf (ut-),

ear, + Cvo") animal.]
The generic name ap-
plied to the footprints
of a gigantic extinct
dinosaunan reptile that
usually walked erect on
its hind legs with a
stride a yard long.
These tracks are found
in the red Newark sand-
stones of the Connecti-
cut valley, twenty-four ('<;

such con.secutive im-
prints having been ex-
posed in one of the
quarries at Portland,
Connecticut.
Otrantine (o-tran'tin),

a. Of or pertaining to
Otrauto in Italy : as, the
Otrantine dialect.

Otrynter (6-trin'ter), «. [NL., < Gr. brpmr^p,
one who stirs up, < orpiveip, stir up.] A genus
of deep-water sparoid fishes found off the west
coast of Florida.

Otterl (ot'iT), V. i. lotteri, «.] 1. To hunt
otters with dogs.—2. («) To fish with a float
and hooks. See *ottcr-board. (b) To fish

with line and flies. See otterl, n., 4. [U.S.]

otozoum moodii,

, fore foot: b, hind foot.

(x A). Hitchcock.



otter-board

otter-board (ot'^r-bord), «. Jn^sMng, afloat-
iug board from which fishing-lines are sus-
pended. It is sometimes rigged with tow-lines
so attached to it that it is driven far out from
shore at an angle against the current, as a
kite rises in the air.

Otterer (ot'^r-fer), h. One who fishes with an
otter. See otter^, «., 4. N. E. D.
Otterman (ot'er-man), n. Same as *otterer.

N. E. D.
otter-moth (ot'^r-m6th), «. An English hop-
growers' name for the ghost-moth, Epialus
humuli, whose larv» feed on the roots of the
hop-plant.

otter-raft (ot'er-raft), n. In Alaska, a bed of
seaweed or kelp which sea-otters frequent.

otter-sheep (ot'er-shep), n. See otter^, 5.

Otto cycle. See *cycle^, 12.

Ottomanean (ot-o-man'e-an), a. [Ottoman
+ -e-an.'\ Of or pertaining to the Ottoman
Turks. [Rare.]

Ottomanic (ot-o-man'ik), a, and n. [Ottoman
+ -ic. ] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Ottoman
Turks; Ottoman.
H. n. One of the family or tribe of Osman

or Othman ; one of the Turkish subjects of

the Sultan ; an Osmanli.
Ottomanize (ot'o-man-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
Ottomanizcd, ppr. Oitomanizing. [Ottoman +
-ize/] To render Turkish or Ottoman.
Midhat Pasha was seeking by law and method to Otto-

manize European Turkey.
Bclectic Mag., Oct, 1896, p. 664.

Ottweiler (ot'vi-ler), n. [From a G. local

name.] In geoL, a division of the Coal-mea-
sures of North Germany, comprising the upper
portion of the series, in beds from 7,000 to

10,000 feet thick, consisting of sandstone and
shale with several coal-seams.

f)-tube (6'tiib), n. A capillary tube in the
shape of an elongated letter O sealed to a
capillary compression-tube. The lower por-
tion contains mercury, above which on one
side is a liquefied gas, on the other its satu-

rated vapor and a drop of liquid. The volume
of the liqi'id is determined from the differ-

ences in the heights of the mercury and the
liquid columns. M. W. Travers, Exper. Study
of Gases, p. 250.

0. U. An abbreviation of Oxford University.

O. TJ. A. An abbreviation of Order of United
Americans.
OUabaic (wa-ba'ik), a. [ouaba(in) + -ic]

Noting an amorphous, gum-like acid, C3oH4g-
Oi3, obtained by the action of caustic alkaUes
upon ouabain.

ouabain (wa-ba'in), n. [ouahaio (wahaio) +
-!n2.] A. glucoside which exists in the root
and wood of ouabaio (wabaio), Acokanthera
ouabaio, from which is prepared the arrow-
poison of the Somalis of the east coast of
Africa. The pure glucoside crystallizes in colorless

transparent needles, which are extremely poisonous
(twice as much so as strophanthin) when introduced
directly into the circulation, though harmless when swal-
lowed. It has been proposed for medicinal use instead of

digitalin. Also xcabain.

ouabaio (wii-bi'o), ». [Somali name.] 1.

Either of two shrubs or small trees of the
dogbane family, Acokanthera Ouabaio and A.
Schimperi, the juice of which is used, by cer-

tain African tribes, to poison arrows.— 2. An
arrow-poison used by the Somalis and pre-
pared from the root and wood of various
species of Acokanthera. It contains ouabain.
Also wahaio.

OUachitite (wa'shi-tit), n. [Ouachita river,

Arkansas, + -ite'^.l In petroi/., a dark-colored
aphanitic porphyry composed of a glassy
ground-mass with large phenoerysts of biotite

and very subordinate augite and magnetite

;

a fourehite rich in biotite. Kemp, 1890.

ouananiche (wa-na-nish'), n. [Prop. *wan-
anish, recorded also as winninish: < Canadian
F. ouanatiiche, from a Montagnais Indian
name, said to be from wanan, salmon.] A
common name of a subspecies of the Atlantic
salmon, Salmo salar ouananiche, found in the
Saguenay river, Canada, and neighboring
waters. Being more active and vigorous,

though smaller, than the salmon, it has at-

tracted much attention from fishermen. Jour.

Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 264.

My premonition proved to be correct. When that
Kri-karee, invisibly attached to my leader, went floating

down the stream, the ouananiche was surprised. It was
the fourteenth of .September, and he had supposed the

grasatiopper season was over. The unexpected tempta-
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tion was too strong for him. He rose with a rush, and in

an instant I was fast to the best land-locked salmon of
the year. U. van Dyke, Fishennan's Luck, p. 4a.

oubliette (o-bli-ef), v. t.; pret. and pp-
oublietted, ppr. oublietting. [oubliette, ?(.] To
imprison in an oubliette.

Could you keep her
Indungeon'd'from one whisper of the wind.
Dark even from a side glance of the moon.
And oublietted in the centre.

Tennyson, Beckett iv. 2.

OUd, n. See *'ud.

ouf (ouf), interj. [Also ouff ; = F. ouf; imi-
tative of an impatient utterance.] 1. An ex-
clamation of discomfort or impatience.—2.
An imitation of a dog's bark.

ouija (we'ya', in American use we'jii), n.

[Formed as a trade-mark name, from F. oui,

yes, + G. ja, yes. The name thus implies ' a
thing that will answer yes in any language'— a good description of a well-managed plan-
chette.] A form of planchette, consisting of a
board marked with the letters of the alphabet
and the ten numerals, and of the planchette
proper, which (under the hand of the opera-
tor) moves over the board and touches cer-
tain letters and numerals and thus 'answers'
questions.

The next higher grade of motor automatism, involving
considerable subconscious action of intelligence, is found
in the various alphabet-using forms of amateur medium-
ship, such as table tipping, the 'Owi;«-board,' and cer-
tain other devices for making our muscles leaky and
liable to escape from controL

Pop. Sd. Mo., Jan., 1904, p. 195.

oulap (o'lap), n. [South African Dutch.] A
copper coin ; specifically, an English penny.

OUlltis (o-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ov'Aov, gum, +
-itis.] Inflammation of the gums; gingivitis.

OUnce'^, «. 4. A gold coin of Australia struck
in 1853.

ounce-stuff (ouns'stuf), n. In mining, quartz
which yields about an ounce of gold per ton.
[Australia.]

OUralium (o-ra'li-um), n. [NL. in French
style, < F. Oural, Pra? (mountains in Russia).]
The name of a supposed new metal announced
by Guyard as occurring in native platinum
from Russia. Its existence has not been con-
firmed.

Ouralo-Altaic(o"ra-lo-al-ta'ik), a. Same as
Ural-Altaic. See Altaic family of languages,
under Altaic,

Ourouparia (6r-§-pa'ri-a), «. [NL. (Aublet,
1775), from y-ourou-pari, a Carib name of the
type species.] A genus of dicotyledonous
plants belonging to the family Bubiacex. See
Uncaria.

-OUS. 2. In chem., a suffix used to denote the
presence in a compound of a relatively elec-

tronegative constituent in smaller proportion
than in the corresponding compound of which
the name bears the suffix -ic. In each case
the suffix is attached to the name of the rela-

tively electropositive constituent, as ferrous
oxid (FeO) and /emc oxid {Fe.20-^), stannous
chlorid (SnCl2) and stannic chlorid (SnCl4).

OUStee(ous-te'), m. One who is ousted. [Rare.]

To turn from general to particular retrospect, we may
mention the omission of " outttee," which we have just

found in Perkins's ' Profitable Book ' (1642).

Athen^um, May 28, 1904, p. 284.

out, n. 4. In printing, the omission by the
type-setter of a word or of lines in the copy,

outage (ou'taj), n. [out + -age.'] 1. la elect.,

the failure of an arc-lamp, in a series arc-cir-

cuit, to start when current is sent into the
circuit.

The lamphoiu^ were 54,187; percentage of lamp ou(aff«,

6-10 ; globes broken, 23.

Elect. World and Engin., April 18, 1903, p. 65a

2. A charge made by the State of Maryland
for the labor of handling tobacco inspected
for export.

OUtblaze (out-blaz'), v.
;

pret. and pp. out-

blazed, ppr. outblazing. 1. trans. To blaze
more brightly than ; outshine.

H, intrans. To blaze out; to burst from
within.

outblaze (out'blaz), n. A blazing out, liter-

ally or figuratively.

outblowing (out'blo'ing), a. Blowing out
(from).

Blowing towards and in upon the polar regions to make
good the drain caused by the surface outblmcing south-
easterly winds. Geog. Jour., XVI. 408.

outboard, a. 2. In mech., situated on the

outer side or the side fairther from the main

outcross

center. Thus, the outboard bearing of a fly-

wheel on an engine is the bearing which is

farther from the crank than the fly-wheel
itself, the inboard bearing being between the
fly-wheel and the crank.

out-book (out'bxlk), n. Short toT*out-clearing
book.

OUtbred (out'bred), p. a. Produced by out-
breeding; bred outside the stock or pair of
animals under consideration : contrasted with
inbred. See *outbreed.

Before the cause of the great preponderance of the
number of wild-coloured mice in the litters of pure-bred
over the number of those in the litters of cross-bred
albinos can be ascertained waltzing mice must be crossed
with in-bred and out-bred pure-bred albinos and in-bred
and out'bred cross-bred albinos.

Biometrika, Feb., 1903, p. 17L

Out-bred cross-bred mice were obtained by crossing
black or yellow mice with albinos.

Biometrika, Jan., 1904, p. 6.

Outbreed (out'bred), v. t. and i. To breed out-
side the limits of the family, variety, race, or
tribe.

outbreeding (out'bre"ding), n. 1. In biol.,

the crossing of a pure strain of organisms
with members of another strain or of the
same strain from another locality.

*'In-and-in breeding," " outbreeding," and other expres-
sions relating to the close or distant relationship of
parents have been prominent subjects among animal
breeders.
U. S. Dept. Agri. (Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol.), Bul-

[letin 29, 1901, p. 38.

2. In ethnol., the custom of intermarrying or
interbreeding outside the tribe.

Since the tribes practiced far more in-breeding than
out-breeding, the tendency was toward fonning not only
verbal linguistic groups, but biological varieties.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 372.

outburst, n. 2. In mining : (a) A sudden out-
break of gas or water in a mine. (6) The
outcrop.

outcast, n. 5. Material ejected; specifically,

in astron., ejected matter which lies outside
of the nucleus of the sun.

I fear, therefore, that Miss Clerke's division of the solar
outcaiits into "several distinct envelopes" overlying the
photosphere (p. 16)— reversing layer, chromosphere,
cortAia, etc.— is somewhat too definite.

Astrophysical Jour., Sept., 1903, p. 158.

outcaste (out-kasf), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. out-

casted, ppr. outcasting. To put (a person) out
of his caste ; cause to lose caste.

outclass (out-klas'), V. t. To surpass (another,
especially a competitor or rival), so as to be-
long to a higher class.

Lady Dainty outclassed her field in the steeplechase,
and Mara . . . waited with her to the last jump, then
went to the front and won cleverly.

y. Y. Com. Advertiser, April 11, 1901.

out-clearer (out ' kler ' ^r), n. In the bank
clearing-house system of London, the bank-
clerk who arranges in alphabetical order,

enters in his books, and sends out to the
clearing-house for settlement, the checks, etc.,

payable to his bank by the other banks ; the
out-clerk. See *in-clearer.

out-clearing (out'kler'ing), »i. 1. The send-
ing out to the clearing-house by a bank, for
settlement, of the cheeks and bills of exchange
payable to it by the other banks.— 2. The
total amount represented by these checks and
bills of exchange. See *in-clearing.— Out-
clearing books, the books in which a bank's out-clear-

ings ai'e entered, under the names of the diflerent banks,
before being sent to the clearing-house.

out-clerk (out'kl^rk), n. Same as *out-clearer.

out-college (out'kol'ej), a. Not living within
a college ; not taking place within the bounds
of a college.

In cooperation with five county councils, a complete
scheme of " out-college " work in agriculture has been
organised. Nature, Oct. 23, 1902, p. 647.

outcoming (out'kum'''ing), n. If. The place

of issuance.— 2. The act of coming out or

forth.— 3. A result; that which comes out as

a product ; emanation.

* . . . This extended view of our Lord's preaching is no
mere outcmning of modem thought, but was held in the

early Church.' E. White, Life in Christ, p. 32a

outcross (out'krds), n. An organism bom to

parents who belong to different families, va-

rieties, races, or tribes.

Recent results from incrosses and outcrosses lead to the
belief that hybridizing is of paramount importance to

supply the best stocks for the more laborious work of

selection.
Cr. S. Dept. Agri. (Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol.), Bul-

letin 29, 1901, p. 55.
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4...—. /^„t'lrir^-'i » Tti hn<!P-han lawn- be found. The more sinister their reputation the more outroat, I'. U. intrans. To roar: roar Out.

°H^^1&U ^ad similar games a curve they were desired. Wide World Mag., March, 1903, p. 646. out-rolring Dick was a strolling singer of such repute
6o,cte,i<^ie^6a», and similar

(out'lira), «. The terminal portion that he got twenty shiUings a day by singing.

^X^i^ht- the revere o£^i«^rri of any of the extremities of the body. ^-'"^i/. doctor. c«t.

^li L /f^^^t'.lst^^ r /• nret an Inn" outdated outliv, v. A simplified spelling of outlive. outroopcr, n. See *outroper.
outdate(out dat

}^'-*;'^Jl\-^^l^^^°^^^^^ outly out'li), adv. lout + -?|2.] 1. Thor- outroot (out-rof), v.t. 1. To excel in rooting.
pr.

'''''*''"f
•

To ^a^^® °"'
^^^^ oug^ly; out and out.-2. On the outward -2. To uproot ; root out.

HX^^n ?n,^dram ^ Outwa,^ Saf as of side ; outwardly. X. E. D. OUtroper (out'r6-p6r), „. ioutrope, outroop, +
OUtdraft (out dratt)n Outward dratt as or ^.^^ (out'man), n. [out + »ian.] One -er\f One who sells by outrope or outcry; an
a current of air; the undertow of a wave, "^^^'^'f^.g^

^^ ^oA^' outside of the bounds, as auctioneer. The Common Crier of London at
[Kare.J n„o wi,/» i,Voa of a town. onetime exercised this ofBce and was called

°:^Sofa^?aceoTn*^X^ A c „n^ of thirty-two . . . who . . . took part . . . by this name. Al.o out,-ooper.
outsiieotaplace, ormanomerpiace. j>.^.i'.

j^ ^^^^j ^h^ „„,.,;,^„ „.ho „ere to be made burgesses, outrun (out'run), «. 1. An outlying pasture
outer', a. and n. I. a— Outer product. See Mrs. J. A Green, Town Life inisth Cent, IH86. or run for cattle or sheep. [Australia.]—2.

^'vi^n 2 In elect one of the outside wires outmarch (out 'march), n. The outward Theresult of a calculation ; amountor outcome

of a three-wire circuit. Jour. Brit. Inst, of march ; the starting forth of a military expedi- of an estimate.—3. That which runs out; out-

Elect. Emjin., 1899-1900, p. 538. tion.
_ , , . . • ^x"'"" -, « v ^i, * i,- i,

ontfall n 4 That which is discharged from out-pension (out 'pen' shon), n. A pension outrunner, n. 2. One who or that which nms
anoutfali See outfall 1.

granted without the obligation of living in a out or outside ; an attendant who runs before

. ..^ . J .....,.''

.

J .»>, 1, .» particular house or institution. or beside a carriage ; ahorse that runs in traces

.
." t?e Lk'en° .*1 *beJs1"aTed^ln tte'XTof out-peusion (out-pen'shon), V. t. To grant an beside one that draws within shafta ; the leader

England, and it is charged that over some of these beds out-pension to. A . E. D. of a team of sledge dogs ; etc. N. E. D.
"anout/aiJof sewage has been permitted to flow." outplaco (out-plas'), 1!. t.

;
pret. and pp. mit- outscour (out'skour), n. The scouring out of

Forei^ and Stream, Jan. 31, 1903. p. 92.
^^f^^^^^ .^^^ outplacing. In lawn-tennis, effec- a channel by water.

outfit, n. 4. An allowance, not exceeding a tually to place (the ball) in the courts and outscout (out'skout), «. 1. An advance scout;
year's salary, made by the United States to y,eyoi,(l the reach of an opponent. a scout.—2. In cricket, an out-fielder.

an ambassador, minister plenipotentiary, or out-play (out'pla), «. In cricket, the play by outsee (out-se')> »• '•; pret. outsaw, pp. out-

char(je d'affaires leaving the country to go to jjjg o^t gi,ie. seen, ppr. mitseeing. 1. To see more or farther
his foreign post. Out-player (out'pla'fir), n. In racfce<«, the one than (another), literally or figuratively.— 2.

OUtflame (out-flam'), ti.
;

pret. and pp. out- ^^o receives the service. To see farther than (a certain point or object).

flamed, ppr. outflaming. I. irant. To exceed outpocketing (out'pok'et-ing), »i. Inembryol., outset, n. 2. A tidal current running from
in brilliancy of flame. eversion or pushing out of a hollow sack-like the land; the ebb. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.),

n. intrans. To flame out ; appear as flame, or pocket-like structure ; evagination. XI. 641.— 3. In Scotland, an inclosure from
OUtflash (out-flash'), f. I. trans. To outshine; outpoint, v. t. 2. To excel iu number of surrounding moorland or common.— 4. The
excel in brilliancy. pomts, as a horse or a dog in a prize exhibi- act of setting off, or ornamenting; that which
n. intrans. To flash out. tion_ sets off.—6. Outlay; primary outlay ; also, in

OUtfling (out-fling'), V. ;
pret. and pp. outflung, i„ j^g tandem class . . . [the] black geldings Sampson the plural, outgoings ; expenses.

mr. OKtflinging. I. trans. To fling or wave and Slgsbee ou(p<«n(«d their rivals. „^.^.^„, ,„ outset (out-set'), v. t. 1. To set off ; ornament;
In the air, as a banner ; fling or throw out, as Spmt a/ the Timet, cxixvi. lie.

^jgpjj^y properly.-2. To put out ; set outside,

wine from a glass. [Rare.] outpublish (out-pub'lish), t'. t. To publish outside-fired (out ' sid -fird), a. Externally
n. intrans. To rush away abruptly or an- (the banns of marriage) or ask in a church for gjpj . having the grate and tire-box on the out-

grily. [Rare.] the third and last time ;
outask. [Prov. Eng.] gj^g ^f ^jj^j which is to be heated, as in a hor-

ontfoot (out-fuf), v.t. 1. To outrun : go faster outpush (out'push), n. Pressure from within jzontal return-tubular boiler where the fire is

than. [CoUoq.]—2. Nant., to outsail: as, outward.
, outside the shell of the boiler,

'the schooner ouf/ooted her rival.' output, n. 2. In physiol., the waste elimm- outskirt (out-sk^rf), v. t. [outskirt, n.] To
OUtfront (out-frunf), V. t. To brave down; ated from the body by the lungs, skin, and f^rm an outskirt ; skirt or run along the bor-
to outstare. N. E. D. kidneys, not including that from the bowels : jpj (,f_

outgang (out'gang), n. [ME. outgang, AS. opposed to income, material taken into the outslang (out-slang'), e. <. To exceed in the use
atgant/ (D. uitgang = G. ausgang), < iit, out, system Output coefiacient. See -kcoeffleient. pj slang.
-(- 3<(ni7, going. Bee gang, n.-\ 1. An out- outputter^ (out'put'fer), n. One who manu-

p„t him at IfBey Lock and he could oi,«.rf<m!7 the bold-

going; the act of giving up occupancy of faetures and turns out industrial products; est bargeman. TftatJ-eray, Vanity Fair, xxiIt.

property.-2. An outgate; a cattle-gate, one who produces and puts on the market.
out-SOUl (out'sol), n. An exterior intelligence

;

[Scotch.]
.

outrange, v. t. 2. To have a longer range ^^^^ ^^\ outside of man.
outgate, n. 2. The act or fact of going out ; than : said of guns.-3. To pass or range be- How dared I let expand the force
exit

.

yond the borders of, literally or figuratively. Within me, till some mit-mut, whose resource

outgive (out-giv'), e. ; met. outgave, pp. o"*- outraught (out-r&t'). Archaic pp. of otit- it grew for, should direct it?

gwen, vpr. outgiHng. 1. trans. To surpass in reach. Broimi/u,, Sordello, IlL

generosity
;
give more than (another). Beyond the matron-temple of Latona .. . outspaul (out'span), n. [puispan'^, v."] 1. The

n intrans. To give out ; come to the last of. Lies a deep hollow, from whoso ragged brows actof unyoking orunhamessingoxen orhorses.

OUtgiVing (out'giv'ing), n. 1. The giving out Bushe. and tre« jio l.an
^J ->!;;;;/<;;,';;^

_

[South Africa.]-2. The time and place of

of a statement; the fact of making a state-
JJJ^ spreaded tail, a vulture could not glide the outspan; hence, an encampment; a camp,

ment.—2. That which is given out ; in the Paat them, but he must brush on every side. [South Africa.]

plural, disbursements ; expenses as opposed A'""". Endymlon, L outspan^ (out-span'), v. [_out + span, ».] I.

to receipts. outray^, ». i. 2. To throw out rays. trans. To stretch beyond the span or reach

OUtgUSh (out-gush'), r. i. To gush forth, as Oi<(rff!/ (distinct from "outray"= surpass In radiance, of. [Rare.]

water. revived by Lord de Tabley). The very exhaustiveness of the Gospel of Christ constl-

OUtgUSh (out'gush), n. A gushing or rushing ^(A«n«.,n», May28. 190«, p. 884.
tutes its chief peril. Its reach and scope are so large,

outVaglisMnrforth:as,asudden««f^«.ftasoutreac^^^^^^ ^:;^lX,:i^^S^:1::;il^^<;^^
of molten metal. an outreacn ot lour leet , ine act oi reaomng

^^^^^^_^ uMand, Logic and Life, .Semion xvii., p. 254.

OUthaul, ".— Foretrysall onthaul.theropebywhlch out. .,-.,, . • ^ • TT infrnns To snread out or extend as
the head If the foretryidl is hauled out to the gaif-end. out-roUef (out're-lef), «. Assistance given II. intrans. lo spread out or extenu, as

OUthector Cout-hek'tor), V. t. To intimidate by a charitable institution to beneficiaries an ard.

bv bullving: to be more hectoring than who live iu their own homes ; outdoor relief. when the stoim-rack drives leeward, the rainbow <m«-
,jj uui.jiug,, o „ ,. „ . J .1, n- ,A t » ii,„ t™.i tvanneth. S<-nn«, Under Two Queens, 1. 18. If. Is. 1>.

Hector himself. Sir Walter Foster asked the President of the Local '
• r . o t mv

n^fltool /n.,t >,a1'\ 11 t To niiffnot sail faster Government Board ... whether he would take steps to outspan^ (out ' span), n. [outspan^. r.\ ine
OUtheel (out-hel ), P. f. l o outtoot

,
sau taster ,,.g the methods of gianting medical o«(-rrf.e/. entire span or stretch, especially the span

than ; defeat in a race. ^ lancet, June 26, 190», p. 1829.
«""'« "Ij"" "' onoiv^u, o=t/c>. j t-

OUthOUSing (out'hou'ri^^^^^^^ outride, n. 2 The district of an outrider. °
^akl demonstrable, how, by night a, day,

-i«j;l.] Anumberof outhouses, the outbuild-
g^^.^ *„„(rtder (/). [Prov. Eng.] Earths centre and sky's om(«p«<., all 's informed

ingS of an estate. outrider, n. (/> a commercial traveler. (Prov. Eng.] Equally by .Hun's efflux

!

, , ,. j .„

outing. ». 6 The condition of being out in ° ^ (Jut-rig'), .. t. ; pret. and pp. outrigged,
^''""•''"f

r-"^'-f' ' ^"'-'^/«= '\ T^'tthe sense of being before the public, exposed ""
outriaaiiia To fit or equip with out- outspokenly (out'spo'kn-li), adv. In an out-

to comment, etc. [Rare.] riggers
spoken, frank, straightforward manner.

But the eternal healer, Time SfK.thed matters down ^ y^ outrigger came in. oarsmen realised the OUtspread (out'spred), «. lout>tl>read, t'.] 1.
wonderfully. Captain Owen Ke ties ^ej-k s o«(...i- n

,j^,^^e Wbe gained by applying it to the gig, in a Expansion ; the act of spreading abroad ; ex-

"'"""'-'"'""^i'W.'/e^Z.n,, AMa.terofFortune.xll. were used for cruising p,^»es.na«.,l^as^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

OUtS^f -^ A Brpl'ified spelling of out-

7. The most distant part of the open visible
outrigger »i 7 A frame used on a farm spread.

sea: the oflBng.- Outing flannel, a w>ft thin cotton
°f ^ enable it to carry larger loads, outstander (out'stan^d^r), n. One who dis-

n,au.r„d, „,a,le in in,itaf,,n of Hann.l, -tb a »hort nap ^ «^ ™;^ ^°
^^ocal Eng. and New Eng.] sentsTan effectual resistor ; one who stands

OUtjfKkey (out-jok .).»><.; pret and pp. o^^^
ontrieht (out'rit). ». 1. Downright; unqual- out against persuasion.

i°ettTeatrr^ S^ wickedness.-?2. ' Straight out-sUtion (out'sta'shon), n. 1. A stock-
vent hycneatinfe, overreacn.

„„. .
. out: straight on.—3. Total; entire: as, the farm or station at a distance from the head

outlaw,". 3. A vicious untamed ammal:
Ztright sm^ ^^B ^2.000. or main station. [Australia.]-2. A regimen-

6om.4.mesu.sed attributively.
,k outrlng (out ' ring), n. lout + ringl.} In tal station far from headquarters or from a

The whole Western country was scoured over for the OUiring ^oui-
''J^P''.',, \ " * ppnter of nODulatiou flndia.]

wUdest and most vicious " outlaw" bronchi* that could Curltng, same as *0UtWlCk, 1. Center 01 popuiaiiou. Liuu^a-J



out-still

ont-still (out'stil), «. lout + sHlP.'] In
India, a private still, with a government
license, situated outside of tlie central distil-

lery districts.

ontstroke (out'strok), n. 1 . In a single-acting
engine, the stroke on which the piston or
plunger moves outward: the stroke during
which the space inclosed by the cylinder and
the end of the piston increases ; the stroke
during which the piston travels away from
the cylinder-head.— 2. In mining, the privi-

lege of working and conveying underground
the coal from an adjoining royalty. [Great
Britain.]

—

Ontstroke rent, the rent paid to the
owner of one royalty for coal brought from au adjoiumg
royalty. [Great Britain.]

OUtSWeep (out-swep'), v. I. intrans. To
move outward with a sweeping motion: as,

'withvringaoutsweeping.' [Rare.]

H. trans. To sweep or rudi beyond.
[Bare.]

OUtthrow (out'thro), n. 1. Something throwu
out; the act of throwing out; ejection.— 2.

The act of throwing out of line ; the state of

being thrown out of line.

ont-thnist (out 'thrust), n. 1. The act of

thrusting outward ; in stone or steel construc-
tion, a thrust outward, as in a bridge which
is not perfectly equilibrated.— 2. A projec-
tion from a building.

ont-thrust (out-thrust'), v. t. To thrust out
or outward.

pnt-tnunp (out-trump'), v. t. To play more or
highertrumps than another, as at cards ; hence,
figuratively, to get the better of.

out-turn, n. 2. In the tea industry, specifi-

cally, tea-leaf after infusion, its color being a
test of quality. In a black tea the prevailing
color should be that of a new penny. Money,
Tea-Culture, p. 110.

outvoter (out'v6"t6r), II. One who, in parlia-

mentary elections in the United Kingdom, is

qualified as a holder of real property of a
specified value to vote for a parliamentary
representative of the county in which the
property is situated, though not himself a resi-

dent of it; or one who, being an enrolled
graduate of Dublin University or of one of cer-

tain English universities, or who is a member
of the university court and general council of

a Scotch university, etc., is entitled to vote
for a parliamentary representative of his uni-
versity though not resident there ; a non-resi-
dent voter.

out-ward, ». 2. A ward of a town or city out-

side of the original limits of the borough.

outwash (out'wash), n. and a. I. n. The act
of washing out ; that which is washed out.

II. a. Of or pertaining to outwash; specifi-

cally, noting the side of a glacial moraine that
is away from the ice.

These morainea are usually bordered by sand plains on
the outwagh side and by till plains on the side which was
toward the ice-sheet. Bot. Gazette, Jan., 1903, p. 38.

They were more widespread than the river terraces of
outwash gravel, and consisted of rocic benches well cov-
ered with mantle rock. The latter "contained littleclay

and no transported material but was mostly sand."
Although always above all the outwash terraces, theyde-
Bcend nearly to the upper ones, but never merge with
them. Ainer. Juur. Sci., Feb., 1908, p. 108.

outwick (out ' wik), n. 1. In lawn-bowls, nhaAl
that curves in the opposite direction from
inwick.— 2. In curling, a shot that cannons
oflf the outside of another stone so as to impel
it nearer the tee : practised when a well-
guarded adversary's stone is in, and an 'in-

wick' cannot be taken. N. E. D.

outwick (out-wik'), V. i. In curling, to make
or take an outwick.

ouzel, W.—Rose-colored ouzel, the rose-colored pastor
or starling, J'antor (Turdus Linn.) roseus. .A'. K 1).

Ov. An abbreviation of the Latin ovum, egg.

0. v. An abbreviation of oil of vitriol.

Ovall. I. a

—

Oval quadrlc, sphere. See *quadric,
*sphere.

U.n. 2. (6) Specifically, in otTiWjcs, an ellip-

tical field, or one on which an elliptical track

is laid out.— Oval of Venturi, an oval halo around the

sun ascribed to hexagonal ice crystals floating in the at-

mosphere. Venturis oval is 22 degrees across in its minor
vertical axis, and is tangent tj> the ordinary 22-degree

halo at the highest and lowest limb of the latter.

ovalbumin (6v-al-bii'min), n. Same as *ovo-

albumin.

ovalize (6'val-iz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. ovalized,

ppr. ovalizing. To make oval : as, an ovalizing

machine for forming chain-links.

918

The Work fs performed by means of three special ma-
chines — a winder, a finishing roller, and an ovalizing
press. As a matter of fact, the chain is not, properly
speaking, weldless, but one in which the welding is done
mechanically. Sci. Amer, Sup., March 11, 1905, p. 24401.

ovaloid, a. II. n. A surface, such as Fresnel's
wave-surface in crystals, the cross sections of
which are ovals. The equation of such a surface has
the ;form ?-2 = a^d^i + b2d2^ + c2d32 in which r is the
radius vector, rfj, dg, and ^3 its direction cosines, and a,

6, and c are the principal axes of the ovaloid.

Ovarian aperture. Same as genital -kpore (6).— Ova-
rian sac. See *»ac2.

ovarin (6'va-rin), «. [orar(i/) + -ijiS.] The
dried and powdered ovarian substance. The
same term is applied to a preparation made
from the expressed juice of the fresh ovaries.

ovarist (6'va-rist), n. Same as ovuUst.

OVaryl, »— chambered ovary, in bat., an ovary in
which the margins of tlie carpels project into the in-

terior, fonning incom]»lete longitudinal dissepiments.

OVaserum (6"va-se'rum), n.; pi. ovascra (-ra).

[L. ovum, egg, -I- NL. serum.'] An antiserum
produced by immunization with egg-albumin.

ovatolanceolate ^o-va"t6-laii'so-o-lat), a.

Having the shape of a long oval, pointed at

the end. Dana.

oven, M. 5. In ftactcrio?., a compartment which
can be heated and maintained at a tempera-
ture sufficient to sterilize glassware and vari-

ous bacteriological apparatus. Also hot-air

sterilizer.— Appolt oven, a coke-oven consisting of 18

rectangular retoi-ta arranged in two rows within four
brick walls. Each retort is provided with a cast-iron door
at the bottom and is surrounded by an air-8]>ace, all air-

spaces communicating with each other, as well as with
the inside of the retoi-ts, and forming one large divided
chamber in which the combustion of the products result-

ing from the decomposition of the coal takes place. The
oven is charged at the t^>p, and the time of operation is

about 24 hours.— Carv^ oven, a coke-oven consisting

of one long, narrow, and high chamber, containing the
coal to be coked, with horizontal flues in the side walls
and under the floor. The products of combustion pass
from tlie fireplace through the flues under the floor and
from there into the side flues, finiilly passing into the
chimney. The products of carbonization of the coal are
drawn off into condensers, where they are freed from the
ammoniacal liquors and tiury oils, while the gases return
to the fireplace and ignite. In some modified Carv6 ovens
the fireplace is altogether done away with, the oven being
heated entirely by the return gases, and the air for com-
bustion being forced in through a special pipe.— Con-
tLnuous oven, any mechanical oven which is fired

continuously and into wliich the material to be dried or
baked is fed continuously, or partially so, as in a reel oven.
See reel oven and rotary oven, under oven.— Dutch Oven.
(b) An oven constructed of brick and used by heating
with a wood fire, then withdrawing the fire, placing the
article to be cooked inside, and closingthe oven up. The
heat of the walls does the cooking.—Pemolet oven, a
form of coke-oven with provision for collecting and sav-

ing the tar and ammonia li(iuor given off.— Portable
oven, a baking chamber built mostly of iron, resembling
a furnace oven. It is used in small bakeries and is built

so that it can be taken ap{U"tand easily moved.— Rotary
oven, ih) An oven built of brick, in which the baking
surface consists of soapstone attached to a pei'pendicular

shaft which causes it to rotate.

oven (uv'n), V. t. [oven, w.] 1. To bake in
an oven.—2. To inclose ; muffle up in au oven.

ovenchyma (o-veng'ki-mii), n. In hot., loose

tissue consisting of ovoid cells.

oven-furnace (nv'n-f^r'nas), n. A gas-furnace
having an oven-shaped casing : used in heat-

ing dies and tools preparatory to hardening
them.

OVenman (uv'n-man), n. See *lcilnman.

OVeraction (6-vpr-ak'shon), »). Too much
action ; unnecessary and exaggerated action

:

applied specifically to a trained horse (a high
stepper) in which the knee-action is too
noticeable.

overactive (6-ver-ak'tiv), a. Too active ; un-
necessarily active.

overactivity (6"vfer-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. Excessive
activity.

over-aged (6'ver-ajd), a. In any aging process,

noting a result (usually of a detrimental char-

acter) brought about by carrying the process
too far : a term frequently used in the log-

wood industry and by textile colorists.

overall, n. II. a. In measurements, extend-

ing from one extreme limit to the other;

including the whole extent.

The total length of the bridge proper is 602 feet, the
approaches on the Middlesex and Surrey sides bringing

the overall length to 1182 feet
Nature, Oct 29, 1903, p. 633.

Over-all dimensions, dimensions taken between boun-
daries so placed as to include all parts of an object or space.

The overall dimensions of the floor space taken up by
this generating set are approximately 35 by 45 ft

Elect. World, and Engin., May 7, 1904, p. 867.

Over-all efBclency, the ratio of the electrical output of

a generator to the indicated power of the engine by which
it is driven.

overdraft

overarm (o'vfer-arm), a. In cricket, delivered
with the arm above the shoulder ; overhand.
Overarm action in bowling is now universal.

Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 276.

overbank (6-vfer-bangk'), V. i. In watch-making,
a term used to describe slip or lost motion in
an escapement, whereby the balance-wheel
loses a beat. It may be caused by a swaj-ing
motion of the watch or by unskilful winding.
overberg (6'vfer-berg), a. [over + D. le^g,
mountain.] Over a mountain : as, the oi'er-

ierg track : specifically, in South Africa, over
the mountain from or toward Natal.
over-bridge (o'vfer-brij), n. A bridge which
carries a nighway or foot-walk over another
artificial line of travel, as a railway: in dis-
tinction from a crossing of the two ways at
grade.

overburden, n. 2. An excessive load; a
burden or load greater than should be carried.
overcast (6'vfer-kast), n. In mining, an
air-duct or passage which crosses above an-
other passage.
overcast (6'v6r-k&st), a. In geoL, castor
thrust beyond a normal position, as in a thrust-
fault or overturned fold.

The longitudinal folds [the rock-deposits in the Alpine
district] had been steeply tilted, ov " overcast," i.e. laid
over into more horizontal positions, or fractured, and the
parts carried into different oblique directions.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVL 462.

overcheck (6 'ver-chek), v. In harness, a
check-rein passing over a horse's head between
the ears; an overdraw-check.
overcoat, «— Inverness overcoat. See Inverrteu
'kcoat.

overcome, v. t. 6. Overpowered by liquor;
intoxicated: in the past participle.

over-compounded (6'ver-kom-poun'ded),p. a.

In elect., provided with series-windings si^-
cient in number to give constant difference of
potential, not at the terminals of the machine,
but at some other point in the circuit : said of
certain generators which have both shunt and
series field-coils.

over-compounding (o'vfer-kom-poun'ding), n.

The process of so Avinding tLe field-coils of a
direct current generator as to obtain a con-
stant difference of potential at a given point
in the circuit supplied by the generator.
For then by over-compounding, one can obtain a con-

stant pressure, not at the terminals of the dynamo, but
on the mains at some point in the midst of the lamp-
network.

5. P. Thompson, Dynamo-electric Machinery, p. 293.

overcool (6"ver-k6r), V. t. To cool below the
temperature of fusion without bringing about
solidification. It is possible, under certain
conditions, thus to cool water to a tempera-
tftre several degrees below its freezing-point,

without converting it into ice. Same as *«n-
dercool and *sttpercool.

overcorrect (o"ver-ko-rekt'), V. t. In optics

:

(a) To correct (a lens) so that the red rays
come to a focus beyond the \'iolet rays. See
correct, 5. (b) To change one defect of vision
into its opposite by means of too powerful
lenses.

over-correction (6''v6r-ko-rek'shon), n. In
Ophthalmol., the conversion of one defect of
vision into its opposite by means of too power-
ful lenses.

overday (6'v6r-da), a. Lasting more than a
day ; noting a period of more than twenty-four
hours. Encyc. Vict.

over-decoration (6"v6r-dek-o-ra'shon), n. In
ceram., decoration designed to hide a blemish
in the glaze, or to add to the effect, or change
the appearance of ^pieces of ware which have
previously been decorated. Also sur-decora-

tion.

overdevelop (6"v6r-de-vel'up), V. t. To de-
velop to excess; in photog., to develop too
long or with too strong developer. See over-

development.

OVerdoor (6'v#r-d6r), a. and n. I. a. Set
above a doorway, or prepared to be so placed

:

said of a panel or any decorative appliance.
The overdoor paintings are an important fea-

ture in eighteenth-century interior decora-
tions.

II. n. The space above a door.

A noticeable feature of this room is the treatment of

the over-doors.
R. S. Clouston, in Burlington Mag.,V. 24a

overdraft, «. 3. The act of overdravring one's

account, especially one's bank-account.



overdriven

overdriven (6'v6r-driv"ii), a. In mech.: (a)
Ajiplied to an arrangemeut of (iiiving mech-
anism such that the power is applied above
the place where the work is done, (ft) Said
of a machine or plant which is driven at a
speed or power bevond that which is normal
or suitable to the design.

overedge (6'ver-ej), a. Noting; a kind of
stitching. See the following phrase Over-
edge stltclling, a method of joiuing two selvage edges
by means of a inacliine that causes the needle to pass
alternately through the fabric and over the edges. The
alternate stitches can be made to pass from the edge of
one piece to the edge of the other.

OVerer (6'v6r-6r), n. and a. I. n. 1. The
upper or over part of anything; of two things,
the one that is over the other.— 2. A superior
in office or station; one who is over another.
n. a. Upper; over; higher.

overexert (6"ver-eg-z^rt'). f. t. To exert or
exercise too much; exert (oneself) to excess:
usually reflexive.

" Don't you over-exert yourself, Loo," said Mr. Chick,
"or you '11 be laid up with spasms, I see."

Dickens, Dombey and Son, iL

overexpose (6'v^r-eks-p6z'), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. orerexjyosed, ppr. overexposing, inphotog.
and radiography, to expose too long to light
or other radiation. See orer-exposiire. Thera-
peutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p. 80.

overfall, n. 2. Xaut.-. (c) A sudden drop in
the sea-bottom, as at the edge of a submarine
terrace or ledge. jV. E. D.
The shingly shore shelves rapidly, without steps or

ever/alia, into blue water.
Oeog. Jour. (R. G. .S.), old ser., XXIX. 236.

3. That portion of a dam or weir over which
the water falls or flows, including the crest
and the down-stream face of the dam.

overfall (o-viv-tkY), v. I. trans. 1. To fall
over: as, a fog overfell them.— 2. To fall
upon ; to attack.

II. intrans. To fall ; fall over. [Bare.]
Horse and riders over/ell.

ilrg. Browning, Rhyme of the Duchess May, st. xcv.

Overfatigne (6"v<^r-fa-teg'), n. Excessive fa-
tigue carried beyond' the normal recuperative
power of the individual.

OVerfault (6' v6r-falt), n. A reversed or
thrust fault ; one whose upper wall is thrust
up on its under one.

overflow-pipe (6'v6r-fl6-pjp*), ». in 2>lumb-
ing. a pi])e connecting the over-flow of a
waslj-bowl, sink, or bath-tub with a waste-,
soil-, or sewer-pipe.

overflow-valve (6'v6r-fl6-valv'), n. A valve
in an injector designed to allow the first
water lifted by the injector to overflow or
run off.

overfolding (o'vfer-fol'ding), n. In geol., the
procf-ss which results in an overturned fold.

OVerforged (o'ver-forjd), a. Forged until the
quality of the metal has been injured : said of
steel, wrought-iron not being subject to this
action.

overfraught (6-v<>r-frat'), p. a. Overloaded.
See on rjrright, r.

overgrowth, n. 3. The deposition of the
crystals of one mineral species over those of
another species, particularly when the indi-
viduals or subindividuals of the former have
their orientation fixed by the latter ; also one
of the individuals or subindividuals so de-
posited.

overhead, adv. 3. So that something is over
one's head: as, to be ducked overhead in the
river.

overhead, a. 2. Average; applicable to all.

overhung (6-v6r-hung'), a. 1. Hung from
above : said of a sliding door when it moves,
by means of door-hangers or other appliances,
npon a rail at the top. An underhung door is
one in which the weight of the door is carried
by a rail resting on the floor or by the wall
near the base of the door.—2. In mech., hav-
ing no outboard bearing ; hanging on the end
of a shaft ; hung on or supported by a shaft
having a bearing only on one side of the
piece which is supported.

OVerindividual (6'v6r-in-di-vid'u-al), a. Per-
taining to or valid for all sufije'ets of experi-
ence. See the extract. [Bare.]
The further subdivision must be the same for both

groups—that which is merely individual and that
which is •ovenndividual-, we prefer the latter term to
the word 'generaJ,' to Indicate at once that not a numer-
ical but a teleological difference ia In question. . . . The
overindindtuU phenomena are, of coarse, the physical
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objects, the individual phenomena the psychical objects,
the ovenndimduat puriwses are the norms, the Indi-
vidual purposes are the acts which constitute the
historical world. We have thus four fundamental groups

:

the physical, the psychological, the normative and the
historical sciences. Whoever denies overindividual re-
ality finds himself in the world of phenomena a solipsist
and m the world of purposes a sceptic.

Harvard Pmjchol. Stud., I. 649.

overindulgence (6"v*r-in-dul'jens), n. The
gratification of one's appetite or desires to an
intemperate degree.
overland (6-v6r-land'), V. i. In Australia, to
cross the country with herds of cattle, sheep,
etc.

Herds used to be taken from New South Wales to
.Sout^ America across what were once considered the
desei .^ of Kiverina. That used to be called ' overlanding. '

But for many years the travelling of stock has been
tending to become anj-thing but an adventurous enter-
pnse. m. H. L. Ranken, Dominion of Australia, xiii.

OVerlander (o'ver-lan'der), «. In Australia:
(n) Originally, one who crossed the country
before railways were introduced. (6) A diffi-
cult journey, (c) A man who drives sheep
and cattle across country, from one colony to
another, (d) A tramp; a sundowner.
The present mining population of Hall's Creek is

about twenty. This is augmented occasionally by the
influx o "overlanders" from the Northern Territory and
IJueensland. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 274.

overlap, n.—to establish an overlap, in yaeM-
racing, an overlap is said to be est-iblished when an over-
taking yacht has saileil up on the yacht ahead so that the
latter 8 qimrter is covered by the overUking vessel's bow
and the overlap continues as long as the leeward vessel
by luffing, or the weather vessel, by bearing away in-
sures fouling.— Uncomformablllty of overlap.' In
geol., during the subsidence of a coast-line the sea will
invade the land and deposit later sediments far beyond
earlier ones, which latter are often buried from observa-
tion. While there is no difference in the dips of the two,
there has obviously occurred a great change in conditions
and the resulting relations are described by the above
phrase. Uncomformability o/ traiugression is synony-
mous.

overlap-fault (o'v^r-lap-faif), n. A fault in
which the strata have been forced upward on
the upper or hanging-wall side of the fault ; a
reverse fault.

overlapping (6-v<T-lap'ing), n. 1. The action
or effect which occurs when one thing over-
laps another

; the production or the essential
character of an overlap. Specifically—2. In
psychol., the supplanting of one mental disposi-
tion or of one combination of mental processes
by another and more powerful disposition or
combination, without appreciable conflict.
Suppose the components of the one combination are

a b c, and of the other a b x ; c may be so favoured from
the outset that it simply displaces x without any feeling
of discrepancy arising, and without anv attention to the
difference. This pnioess I call overlapping, or coal-
escence. . . . The most striking examples of coalescence
. . . are those in which the ocfrin;;^!)!^ is one-sided. One
Image is absorbed by another which prevails over it by
sheer superiority of strength. . . . Everyone knows how
our memory of what has happened becomes niodifled in
accordance with our desires, our dramatic bias, our views
of wliat ought to have taken place, and so forth.

G. F. Stout, Anal. PsychoL, I. 28a

overlay, n. 6. In quarrying, the overburden
or detrital material which covers the rock in
a quarry. Barrowman, Glossary.
overlay-days (6'v6r-la-daz), n. pi Xaut., a
specified number of days that are agreed upon
between the shippers and the master of the
vessel (or her agent) for the loading and dis-
charging of the cargo, beyond whicn number
of days a stipulated per diem demurrage
(forfeit) is agreed to be paid to the vessel.
Sundays and holidays are not included unless
the words "running days" are used in the
charter-party (i. e., the written agreement),
in which case all days are counted. Also
known as lay-days.

overlimen (6'v6r-li'men), n. In psychophys., a
stimulus-difference which must be trans-
cended if the larger (smaller) of the two
stimuli compared is to be adjudged much
larger (much smaller) than the smaller
(larger) stimulus. E. B. Titchetier, Exper.
Psychol., II. ii. 255.

overline (o-v&r-lin'), v. t. 1. To draw a line
over (writing): the opposite of underline.— 2.
In manuscript or printed matter, to place a
translation over each line.

overload (6'vfer-16d), «. An excessive load;
a too heavy load.

Tile automatic devices for the machines are so arranged
that a fault or overload on either phase opens Iwth oil
switches on the two phases, differing in this respect from
the indepenilent automatic devices for the incoming line.

Klrrt. H'lirld and Engin,, Feb, 18, 190,% p. a)n.

overlook (o'v^r-lok), a. A coined word used

overproduce
in the textile and other similar trades to de-
scribe a stitch made by a sewing-machine
which, on the cut edge of a single thickness of
niaterial, or m joining the edges of two pieces
ot material, makes covering stitches which
conceal the otherwise projecting thread-ends
and at the same time locks the stitches so as
to give strength to the artificial selvage or
seam thus made ; also applied to the machine
which makes this artificial selvage or over-
seam.
overman, n. 2. In general, an overseer, or
foreman.— 3. An arbitrator, or umpire. 4.
[Trans. G. nebermensch.] In the writings of
F. W. Nietzsche, a type with more or less super-
human qualities toward which he supposed
mankind to be developing.
overmantel, «. II. a. Placed over the shelf
of a mantel, or prepared to be so placed : said
of a painting, a carved panel, or the like.
over-maturation (o"ver-mat-u-ra'shon), n.
The condition of being too old properly to
perform a normal function.
Stunting of the growth, and overmaturation of the sap

of plants induce early changes in the maturing and
structure of aphides; the insects multiply without
the interference of the ordinary destructive influences
of bad weather, and delicate maggots, etc., which are
generally drowned in very large numbers by storms of
l-aiii, emerge unharmed. Smithsonian Rep., 1896, p. 306.

overnight (6'ver-nit), a. and «. I. a. Done or
occurring overnight; specificallv, in racing,
noting an entry made just before the day of the
race, or a race arranged ' overnight.'
There is little doubt to-day that Kingston was the

greater horse, doomed to handicaps and over night gam-
bling races, while the " mighty " Hanover was conserved
for the more prominent stake events.

Outing, Feb., 1906, p. 662.

n. n. 2. In racing, a race (or entry) ar-
ranged the night before it is run.

..^^a. "?'''Y
•'"' '°'° overnights, handicaps, etc., only

the Hatbush, the grand two-year-old test race, being
open to him. (hiting, Feb., 1906, p. 662

overpainted (6-v^r-pan'ted), a. 1. Retouched

;

restored.—2. Painted with too much elabora-
tion.

OVerpitch (6-v6r-pich'), V. t. In cricket, to
pitch (a ball) too far, so that it can be hit by
the liafsman before it touches ground.
OVerplacement (6-v6r-plas'raent), «. 1. Same
as superimjMsition. Specifically—2. In geol.,
applied to surficial deposits that are accumu-
lated as a loose mantle upon the regular
geologic strata.

In addition to these well characterized formations
there is a limited variety of residua left on decomposi-
tion of rock in place, of torrential or overplacement de-
posits formed by wash adown slopes.

ir. J. McGee, in Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 72.

overplay (6'ver-pla), n. In any duplicate card-
game, especially bridge and whist, the play of
a hand which has already been played at an-
other table and by other players ; in memory
duplicate, the play of a hand by north and
south which was originally held and played by
east and west.
OVerpole (6-v^r-p61'), v. t. In copper-refining,
to continue poling or reducing the oxids too
long ; to pole or deoxidize until the metal has
passed the right point for toughness. In the last
stage of copper-smelting the metal, when brittle from the
presence of a little combined oxygen, is in the fused
state stirred with poles of wood, the carbon of which
unites with the oxygen and removes it as carbon nion-
oxid. If the stirring is continued too long the metal,
freed from oxygen, begins to take up caibon and again
becomes brittle, assuming a coarse fibrous structure. It
is then said to be overpoled.

overpoling (6-v6r-p6'ling), n. The opera-
tion of almost entirely removing the oxygen
from copper by excessive poling. By allowing
the overpofed copper to absorb some oxygen from the
air, the copper may be restored to the 'tough' pitch.
Then all the impurities are oxidized, but no oxid of
copper is present. See itoverpole.

overpot (6-ver-pot'),'r. t. In gardening, to set
out (a plant) in too large a pot.
overpowering (o-vi^r-pou'^-r-ing), a. That is
too powerful to resist; overwhelming; crush-
ing ; too intense to bear.

overprint (6'ver-print), n. An offprint.

overprint (o-v^r-prinf), v. t. 1. In photog.,
to print (a positive) much darker than it will
be when finished.— 2. In calico-printing, to
print one color over another, as the printing
of indigo patterns on cloth previously dyed
turkey red.

overproduce (o'v^r-pro-dus'). v. t.; pret. and
pp. overproduced, ppr. m-erproducing. To pro-
duce in excess of demand.



overreach 920 Ovoides

overreach, 'M'.—Overreacliliigclanse. See*dauee. when the excess of the stain has 1)6611 washed overworld (o'v^r-werld), n. A world above
overright (6'ver-rit), adr. Right over from; o"'- or higher than thisj sometimes used for

oppositely. II. intrans. To perform the operation of heaven.

over-risen (6'v6r-riz'n), a. Said of a vessel overstammg tissue. oyic (o'vik), a. [NL. ovicus, \ L. ovum, egg.]
which shows too high a side out of water in OVersteepen (6-v6r-ste'pn), v. t. To make Of or pertaining to an ovum,
comparison with her length and beam. excessively steep: as, a peak ocersfeepenerf by ovicelligerous (o'vi-se-lij'e-rus), a. [oviceU

over-ran, v. /.—To over-mn her reckoning, eaid
gla,cial erosion beneath it. + L. gerere, carry.] In polyzoans, bearing

of a vessel when it is founj that she is ahead eiuier in OVerSUpination (o'^v^r-sii-pi-na'shon), IK Su- ovicells.
latitude or in longitude of the place worked out by deai^^ pination carried beyond the normal limit of ovicidaWo'vi-si-dal") a [ovicidCe) + -aUIreckonmg. When the vessel is found to be behind her „„,,„_,„„t „, ", .,,^ , -,'' "• LY^»<-^"(,c; -r -ai^.j

calculated point, she is said to have «nder-ru?i Acr rect-
movement. That kills sheep; sheep-killmg.

oning. Overtake (6'ver-tak), n. The act or fact of ovicular (6-vik'u-lar), «. [NL. *oviculum,
overrun (6'v^r-run), n. In i)n"M«m7, composed overtaking. dim. of L.ofwm, egg, + -ar3.] Resembling
type run over into the next line or page, to Aggregation came about by owr(aJ-M in contradistinc- or pertaining to an egg.
make space for something else, etc. See over- tion to opposed coUisions. «««>«. Feb. 20, 1903, p. soo.

oyiculated (6-vik'u-la-ted), a. lovicuUm +
rim, V. t., 7. overthrow, v. t. 3. In cricl-cf, to throw (the -ofcl -I- -cd2'.] In arch., having egg-shaped
Every paragraph containing an alteration that compels ball) inaccurately at the wicket, and so give ornaments.

on. or more oivrrH.is should be re-read by a copy-holder unearned runs to the opposing batsman. oviculum fo-vik'ii-lum') n • nl orirula ( Wim the same manner that has to be observed for the first _ _., . tt t , ii ^ i a ,,Vi ^r ^- u-ium;, ri.
,

pi. oiicuia (-la;.

proof. OVerthrust, «. II. a. In (;eo?., thrust beyond : [NL., dim. of L. oi'Mm, egg.] In arc*., one of
De Vinne, Practice of Typography, Correct Composition, applied to the rocks on the upper side of a re- the oval balls of an egg-and-dart ornament.

[p. 309. versed fault, which are thrust upon those of See cut under egg'^.

OVerseaming-machine (o-v6r-se'ming-ma- later age, thus reversing the normal succes- ovlductal (6-vi-duk'tal), a. [oviduct + -ail.]
sheu"), ". A sewing-machine adapted to mak- sion. Pertaining to, or having the characters of, an
ing the long stitcties used in overseaming, Associated with the cross-compression [of Rock Depos- oviduct ; oviducal
eyeletting, serging, and in many kinds offancy >'«] "ew folds had fonued, and OTer(/.i-Hs( masses had n.^„enesia fo-vi-ien'e-sial m Same a« orin/m
i;t„\.- „ I* ™„i^„= o ^K«„ti«™ «„„^i„ ..„« travelled in transverse and various oblique directions. uvigeiiesia t.o-vi-jeu e-uis;, 71. aajae as oogen-

stitching. It employs a vibrating needle eon- g j^^,. -j^^q g , ^vi. 462. m/s.
trolled by an adjustable cam that limits the ,, .. ,_ , ^, ,^. , . , nrAaa-natin in vi ^a „ot';vN „ o„™„ „„
traverse of the needle and hence the length of OX"*^"'^*=^'^f(°'',*'"^^™'*'°S^'^ ^"^"''•'

.T^£,fl>
(o-v.-je-net ik), a. Same as

the stitch. Also called, from the motion of ^^'^ process of producing an overthrust. oogenetic.

the needle, a, eiazaa machine. See *eiielct-ma- The Sella mountain has subsided in several "fault- It is now known that the spermatogenic and onV/enrfte
,. J J a ./

blocks " since the epoch of 0!!er«ArM«(MK7. cells of the sexual glands in higher animals pass through
'"""'•

Qeog Jour. (R OS) XVL 463. forms of division which differ from those which occur in

OVersepticize (6-ver-sep'ti-siz), «. <.
;
pret. and .. ,. , ^. ,, ^

'
' , the embryological development of these glands,

pp. oversepHcized, ppr. oversepticizing . In cer- overtime (o-v6r-tim ), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. Lanct, May 23, 1908, p. 1495.

tainmethodsof disposing of sewage, to subject overtimed, p-pr. orcrtiming. In l>'*oto(7., to o^ination (6-vi-na'shon), «. [L. or»>, sheep,
the refuse material to tho action of certain ^Uow too much time in exposure or other + .,„e .+. .ation.;] Vaccination of sheep with
bacteria. The term has reference to the pos- treatment. sheep-pox virus. [Kare.]
sibility of carrying the anaerobic destruction overtone, ».— Electric overtone, an electric oscilla- ovine^ fo'vin) n FL ovum ese +-ine^^ A
of the material too far for purposes of snbse- Slati™;*^with''X^rTtr.Ls^tt:V"\ul'us^^^^^^^^ form of cerebrin fo'urd in 'thf%lk of eggs,
quent ready tiltration. monically related to the latter — Overtone current, in Sci. Amer., Sept. 7, 1907, p. 167.

overset, r. i. 2. To compose or set more type «'«'•. »>, alternating current having 11 frequency higher ovlparouslv (6-vip'a-rus-li), adv. lu an ovip-
tv,„« {^ T,oa,lar1 frv,. a Tivoon,.; V,n.l cnono than aud usually hamionically related to the frequency ""f""- »'"«'•'* v. t- .. /, .

a.u cu v/.ip
than is needed for a prescribed space.

of a fundamental current with which it is associated. arous manner; by means of eggs or germ-
overset (6-v6r-set'),_p. a. 1. Said of com- overtopped (o-vfer-topf), a. In forestry, hnv-

•=''^^-

posed type that exceeds in amount the space jug the crown shaded from above, although a "! animals reproduce ompar<nuly.
prescribed.—2. Offset ; not set in Imo: said gi^e or sides may be free to light. See crown ^'"^^ •'°'''- (K- O. 8.), IX «B.

of rivet-holes, partially blind. *cl(iss. Ovlparousness (o-vip'a-ms-nes), «. The char-
overshot, i>. a. 3. Having the upper teeth overtrain (o-v6r-tran'), v. I. intrans. To acter of being egg-bearing or oviparous,
projecting beyond the lower: said of some carry the process of training (athletic or men- ovispermiduct (6-vi-sper'mi-dukt), n. In some
dogs. Contrasted with undershot.

^^^1) beyond the limits of safety, resulting in a mollusks, a duct which conveys both ova and
OVersighted (o-v6r-si'ted), 2). «. Hyper- physical breakdown. spermatozoa,
metropic. II. trans. To subject to excessive training, ovistic (o-vis'tik), a. [ofis< -I- -jc] Of or

oversize^ (6'vfer-siz), a. and «. I. a. Of ex- overtravel (6-v6r-trav'el), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. pertaining to an ovist or to ovism.

cessive size ; specitically, noting material overtraveled, ovcrtravelled, ppr. orertraveling, ovivorousl (6-viv'o-rus), a. [L. ovum, egg, +
which is too large to pass through the meshes overtravelliiig. In jwecft., to travel farther than vorare, eat.] Egg-eating; living in or on
of a given screen or sieve. That which passes is necessary to do a certain act or perform a eggs, as the hymenopterous parasites of the
through the meshes receives one sort of treat- definite function. proctotrypid subfamily Scelioninse or the chal-
ment; the oversize, or oversized material, overtread (o'ver-tred), n. The act or fact of cidid subfamily rnc/ioffrawmi/ia;.
passes off from the screen on its upper surface treading over; a trampling upon.-overtread ovivorous^ (6-viv'6-rus), a. [L. ovis, sheep,
to a subsequent process. or overtreadlng plow, a primitive foot-plow. + vorare eat.] Sheep-eating. JV'. E. D.
H. n. Material that is oversize. OVertread (6-ver-tred'), f. t.; pret. overtrod, [Rare.]

The ocerOTjK, which contains no slime whatever, is de- pp. overtrod, overtrodden, ftpr. overtrcading. To QyQg\]yTj^jjy (6''vo-al-bii'min), n. An albu-
livered directly to four Wilfley concentrating tables. The step Over; step beyond; trample On; crush, niin resembling serum-albumin found in the

and'Snngrnkff^m wilfjii'lu of'rhe1em^d"p?oTi;c! OVertrump (o-ver-trump'), v. t. To trump (a white of birds' eggs. Also ovalbumin.

including such slimes as may be associated with same, is plain suit) witU a niglier trump ttiau tnat al- ovocenter (6'v6-sen-ter), «. [NL. ovocenirum,
delivered to an entirely separate setof tables. The over- ready played by another person. <L ot«/» egg -I- ceii/rMm center 1 The cen-
flow from theje^^^^nks^U d^elivej^^^^^

Overtype (o'ver-tip), a Noting; a dynamo or trosome of th^'egg or ovum during fertiUza-
motor which is a bipolar machine, with field tiou: opposed to *sperm-center.

overslaugh, v.t. 4. ^ milit., to remitthe or- of the horse-shoe form, and with the armature ovocentnim (6-v6-sen'trum), n. ; pi. ovocentra
dinary duty of (an oificer, or company), be- above the field-coils: opposed to vndertype (.tra) Same as '*OT'OceH?er
cause he is detailed for some other work. machines, in which the armature is below. ovocylindrical (6"v6-si-lin'dri-kal), a. Hav-
OVerslaugh (o'ver-sla), n. [overslaugh, «.] 1. The "over-type" form [of horse-shoe magnet] is best ing the form of an elongated ovoid.
In Wii7i<., remission of the ordinary daily duty suited to small belt>driven dynamos, while the "under- „__„_4.^ ,-/_- „;i\ „ rr ,,,.„,„ „__ j. ri-

Of an ofBeer or company on account of a de- type " is admirably adapted to be directly driven by the °^°^J^^S°\7X(^ 'Jli^. } i:^^,Tl^EhZe
tail to another duty which takes precedence. ^'«'"" ''"S"'"- ^'"^'- "'''- ^-'^^"- '«^- "'

' "^l
^. ^"jl""^. l-^r"\--'

^'^
°t

^
a.

—2. A sand-bank or -bar which impedes navi- Overtype dynamo, a bipolar generator having the ar- OVOnpnn (o-yo-Ii Orin), n. IL.. ovum, egg, ^
irntiriTi in fl li vpr- st>pcificnllv onfinear Alhanv mature above the flekl-magnets.— Overtype generator, £. Jihrin.] A derivative of ovohbrinogen.gationinaiiver, specincally, one near AlDany,

|^j , ^i^^tric generator having theamiature above „„„fii,^„„„„„ ,^>,.;, R K,.;,,'A io„1 « r„,./»-New York, m the Hudson. the ileld-magnets OVOnbnnogen (o'vo-fi-brin o-jen), n. [ovo-

OVersman,n. 2. In lawn-boids, one who de- overwash (6'ver-wosh), a. In ffeo?., consisting fibpn + -gen.-\ A substance found in the albu-

cides as to the value of a shot in case of adis- of drift carried by streams from a glacier and "»° of birds' eggs which is similar to fibnno-

pute. deposited on the outer side of its moraine.- gen and gives riseto ovofibrm

oversound (o-v6r-sound'), ». «. Of organ-pipes, Overwash plain, antiaqueous overwasS plains, oyogone (o vo-gon), n. [Mj. ovogomum.}

to produce the higher octave of the proper Hee^plaini. burne aa ^oogonium.

tone: occurring sometimes when the wind overweightage (6-v*r-wat'aj), n. [overweight ovogonic (o-vo-gon'ik), a. [avogone + -ic]

is too strong. See overblow'i,v.t., 3. Seidel, + -age.] Amount of extra weight; also, a Same as*oogonial.

Organ, p. 43. N. E. D. charge for extra weight, in transportation. ovogonium (6-v6-g6'ni-um), w.
; p\. orogonia

overspin (6-v6r-spin'), V. t. In the making of overwelt (o-ver-welf), v. <. and i. [over + (-il). [XL., <L. otK?«, egg, -I- Gr. jdio?, genera-

metal strings for musical instruments, to wind dial. %W<, variant- of «)«;<, turn.] To over- tion.] Same as *0O(/o«iM;«.

or wrap a covering-wire about a string so as ti^i""; especially, of a sheep, to fall on its back oyoid, n. 2. In anthrop., a cranium the norma
to add to its weight and to lower its pitch, and be unable to get up. [Prov. Eng.] verticalis of which has an ovoid form. G.

Overspun strings are used especially for the overwelt (6'ver-welt), «. [overwelt, r.] An ,Ser-(/J (trans.), Var. of the Human Species, p.

lower strings of the pianoforte, the guitar, and overturn : said of a sheep. [Dialectal.] 31.

several instruments of the zither class. overwood (o'vfer-wud), n. See * two-storied, 2. Ovoides (6-voi'dez), «. [NL., < L. orHm, egg,

OVerstain, v. I. trans. 2. Specifically, in his- overworkings (o'ver-wfer^kingz), n. pi. In -t- Gr. n'(!oc, form.] A genus of fishes of the

tol., to stain (a tissue) excessively in order to mining, coal mined in excess of the minimum family Tetraodontidm, with numerous species,

insure thorough coloring of particular elements fixed by the lease. [Great Britain.] chiefly of the tropical Pacific.



+ ani-
lOnical (o'voi-do-kon'i-kal), a. In "inps. Iff larviB feed on the willow, plum, rose, and oxanilidp role son') HH^ .. r / >• ^ .noting a conical form, the profile of "i«Ple. a"d on other plants. f^, n mi

^^K-san i-Ud), n. [ox(ahc) + an
is curved, as n Owl-gazel foul'ga-zel"), "• A misspelling and '"'^-J TbeamlideofoxalieaeidjCCONHCBHr,),,

• • °'^ consequent misuse of «o«?, the native African ^ ''''•Xfr^""'' compound which melts at 245° C.
name for Sommering's gazel. OXamline (ok-san'i-lin), n. [ox(yaen) + ani-

ovoidoconical

OVOidoconical (o* voi-do-kon'i-kal), a
arch., noting a coni ' "

which is curved, as
in the roofs of the
towers of the Cathe-
dral of Angouleme in
France.
07okaryon (6 - v6 -

kar ' i - on), n. [L.
ovum, egg, + Gr.
Kopvov, nut, nucleus.]
Same as *odkaryon.
ovoIecitMn (6 - v6 -

les'i-thin), n. [L.
ovum, egg, + E. leei-

thin.'\ Lecithin de-
rived from the yolk
of eggs.

ovolemma (6 - vo -

lem'a), «. [L. oruin,

egg, + Gr. Miijia,

peel, skin, scale.]
Same as oolemma.

ovological (6-vo-loj'-

i-kal), a. [_orolog(y)

+ -ical.'] Same as
ooloffical.

OVologist (o-vol'o-jist), «
An oiilogist.

ovolysin (o-vol'i-sin), «. [L. ovum, egg, +
E. lysin.'i A cytotoxin which causes the de-
struction of egg-cells.

ovomucoid (o-vo-mu'koid), n. [L. ovum, egg;
+ E. mucoid.'] ' The mucoid substance wfaFch
occurs in the white of hens' eggs.
OVOplasma (6-vo-plaz'ma), n. [h. ovum, egg,
+ Gr. -Aaa/ia, anything' formed.] Same as
ovojiUixm or *ooplasm.
OVotid (6'vo-tid), n. Same as *ootirJ.

ovovitellin (d'vo-vi-tel'in), n. [L. ovum, egg,
+ E. vitellin.'] A nueleo-albumin found in
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name for Sommering's gazel.
owl's-clover (oulz'klo'ver), n. In California,
a plant of the scrophulariaceous genus Ortho-
carpus, particularly O. eriaiithus. The genus
IS related to Castilleja, the painted-cup. The
white owl's-clover is O. vemicolor, by some
considered a variety of the former. Sed *es-
cohita and *cream-sacs.
OWl's-crown (oulz'kroun), n. Either the cot-
ton-rose, Gifota Germanica, or the chafeweed,
Gnaphalium "'-•- '^syh-aticum, old-world cudweeds „t^'^ T °/l'^*'° /^-^?"'-

ito the United States. OXazole (ok-saz'ol), n

Oroidoconical Tower-roof.
Cathedral of Ani;ouldiiie, France.

lovolog(tj) + -isf]

introduced into the United States.
ownership, ».-Absolnto ownership, in law, the
ngjit, title, or interest in pii.perty wliich one party has
to the total exclusion of all other pai-ties, and subject onlv
to the general laws.

OX, n. 3. Same as *ox-coin.-
buffalo, Bubalus caffer.

oxadoddy (ok'sa-dod-i), TC. The Culver's-
physic or Culver's-root, Leptandra Virginica.
oxalan (ok'sa-lan), w. [A metathesis of al-
loxan.] Oxaluramide, NH2CONH.C2O0NH2, a
crystalline compound madp by treating oxa-
luric ester with alcoholic ammonia, and also
by treating a dilute solution of alloxan with
hydrocyanic acid and then with ammonia.
oxalantine (ok-sa-lan'tin), n. [oxalan -^- -t-
+ -iHe2.] A crystalline substance, CnH806>?4,
obtained by boiling alloxanic acid a long time
with water, and also by the reduction of para-
banic acid with zinc and hydrochloric acid.
OXaldehyde (ok-sal'de-hid), «. [ox(ygen) +
aldehyde] Same as g'lyoxal.

OXalethyUne (ok-sal-eth'i-len), n. [oxal(ic)
+ ethyl + -i)ie~.] Meta-methyl-n-ethvlglyox-
aline, CiHgN.N.CaHg, a liquid with a" strong,
narcotic odor. It has the same physiological
action as atropin, and is a strong base

j;„~=i~^^ A"" """.;:""/' "• b>x(ygen) + ani-

^nlr'^wu ^^^^"^ ® °^ aminophenol, C6H4-

OXaphor (ok'sa-for), H. [Trade-name.] A 50
per cent, alcoholic solution of oxyeamphor
used in cardiac dyspnoea.

'

oxazin (ok-saz'in), «. iox(yge>i) + az(ote) +
Tii^r^^r f unknown mother -substance,
W"6'J-^) of compounds containing a ring
composed of four carbon atoms, a nitrogen
and an oxygen atom.- oxazln color. See *coior.

ioxiygcn) + a::\ote)

;^''-] The unknown mother -substance,
C3H.ON, of compounds containing a ringcom-
posed of three carbon atoms, one nitrogen, and
one oxygen atom.

Kaflr ox, the Cape ox-ball (oks'bal), n. \. An ornamental brass
tip designed to be placed on the horns of cat-
tle.—2. Around hairy concretion often found
in the stomachs of oxen.
OXbane (oks'ban), «. [ox + battel-, 2.] A
South African plant, Buphone toxicaria, injuri-
ous to cattle. See poison-bulh.
ox-bile (oks'bil), n. Same as ox-gall. In a
purified and dried condition it is occasionally
used in medicine.
ox-blood (oks'blud), M. See sang-dc-hceuf.
OX-bot (oks'bot), n. The larva of the bot-fly
of the ox. See bot^ and bot-fly. Also called
ox-warble or xvormil.

ox-coin (oks'koin), n. An ancient silver coin
bearing the image of the head of an ox or a
bull. Also called ox.

These (KC coijis to which Pollux refers have been iden-
titled with certain silver coins with a bull's head struck
in tuboea. ...We must therefore take [their value! iu
Delos at two silver drachmas.

+ a. vitellin.] A nueleo-albumin found"in "'"''on as atropin, and is a strong" base. ~ •'^»'"'c ^aj/Jor, in The Academy, Sept 10, 1892, p. 220.
the yolk of eggs. The paranucleinic radical Oxalhydrate (ok-sal-hi'drat), n. [oxal[ic) + Oieoto (ok'se-6t), a. Same as oxeate.
which enters into its composition is the arivi- 'lylrate.] An obsolete name for a salt of Oxf. An abbreviation of Oj/orrf
tellinie acid described bv Levenfiftud A labor,), saccharic acid. n-e.-j ^ .

oxalhydric (ok-«al-hi'drik), a. [oxal(ic) +
hi/drie.] An obsolete name for saccharic.

OXalidaceous (ok-sal-i-da'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the Oxalidacea, or sorrel family of
plants.

+ -ine2.]

........ ^„„_.., „.,.„ iio composition m meavivi-
tellinie acid described by Levene and Alsberf.
OVOViviparism (6'v6-vi-vip'a-rizm), n. [ovo-
viviiiar(oiii<) + -ism.] Ovoviviparity.
Ovular decidua. See *decidua.
OVUlase (o'vu-Us), n. [ovule + -ase.] An —° -- — "-«-. "' ov/.ic. ,

euzyni supposed to exist in the living egg and P'ants.
to act as a stimulus to its mitotic divisions. Oxaline fok'sa-lin), n. [oxal{ic)
ovum, n—Ruptor ovl, a hatching spine or egg-burster • '^^ ™'^ "'* *il!>loxaline.
a temporary organ, ajipearing late in the embrjonic OXaluramidO (ok-sa-lur'am-id). M
life of certain insects and other animals, by the use of -^ --..j--i rr,. • ., ."
which they are able to break open or cut open the egg-
shell.

ovum-nucleus (6'vum-nii'kle-us), n. ; ri[. ovum-
nuclei (-i). The egg-nucleus or germinal ves-
icle of the unfertilized egg. »- V .1 --,. L \

owala (o-wa'lii), n. [Native name in Gaboon.] '"''•'•«'. C2O2. of oxalic acid.

A leguminous tree of western Africa, I'cnta- OXalylurea (ok-sa-li-lii're-a

clethra macrophylla, which bears pods about 2 '""'-"^ Same as *parabanic
feet long containing large flat seeds. These
yield an oil and are used as food by the natives.
They also form one of the ingredients of
*udika-bread (wnich see). - . . _

owdell (oud'l), n. [W. aird?, a rime or asso- ethyl oxalate. It melts at 114
nance(pl. odlau); alsoas in def. (pi. awdtau).] 03Camethylane(ok-sa-meth'i

3m consisting of compositions in all the ii'ii^^
"*"

"'*'*i'' + -anc.] M

Oxford gray, tracts. See *gray, tracts.
Oxfordism (oks'for-dizm), n. 1. A character-
istic of Oxford or of Oxford scholarship.—2.The characteristics of the Oxford movement!
or that movement itself.

Oxfordist (oks'fpr-dist), n. One who adheres
to the principles of the Oxford movement.
Oxford-weed (oks'ford-wed), n. The Kenil-

V " /, ". [oxalur(ic) worth ivy, Cymbalaria Cymbalaria.

wt/?.',w4 n^T?AT,^'"'''® *"^ oxaluric acid, OX-hanow (oks'har-6), n. A large and veryIsUjtjOMi.COLONHo, prepared by heating heavy harrow, originally drawn by oxen,
the ester of the acid with alcoholic ammonia, oxharrow (oks'har-o), v. t. To harrow with
It is crj-stalUne and nearly insoluble in water, an ox-harrow.

^,j The OXid.w.— Acidic, or acid, oxia, »noxid of an electro-
negative element or radicid, wliieh is capable of coinbin-

[oxalyl +

[oxaClate)

NH,.OC.

), n.

J 'parabanic acid.
oxamethane (ok-sa-meth'an), n.
+ methane.] Etfiyl oxamate, i\±i,.ut;.-
CO2C2H5, a white crystalline compound pre-
pared by the action of drv ammonia gas on
ethyl oxalate. It melts at 114-115° C.

an), n. [oxa-
Methyi oxamate.A poem consisting of compositions in all the iiVr'^A „'A""/,'ft-'

24 strict meters. X E. D. iVHo.OC.C02CH3, a crystalline compound
Owenism (6'en-izm), n. [Owen + -ism.] The made by passing dry ammonia gas into fused
communistic system of Rr)bert Owen. methyl o.\alate.

Owenist (6'en-ist), a. and n. [Owen -I- -int.]
O^amidin (ok-sam'i-din), n. [ox{alic) + ami-

I. a. Of or pertaining to Owenism.
'-L-'^K

l-,^''^ amidin of oxalic acid, (C.NH.-
H, n. Hatne as Ouenite. " ^ '''^' """' '^' '

owl', n— Acadian owl, the saw-whet owl
8ee .Vi/c(a(a.— Cnckoo OWLamdi<-a 8ee .\i/c(a(a.— Cnckoo OWL Same as *h,m.

b'xik (which see).— Owl-face vases, .'^ee *ra«c.— Owl
nebula. See *ivl>uta.—1ygVayOV\,r;law:iaium:inmnii,
a common diminutive s|.i-. ic» ..( Callfoniia and llie
Southwest, having a length of about seven Inches. It is
brown atiove, sjiotted with white, and white below, with
reddish-brcjwn streaks. Also called gmimr-oul. .See
Mauculium. with cut.— Richardson's owl, the ar. tic
saw-whet. Syclnla tfwjmalini rirlnirihnni seen in tli«
northern Lnited StaUsonly in winter.— White owl (")The snow-owl. («.) .Sometimes apjilied to the barn-owl
.Stnx priiti lu-nla. which is white below and when in llight
seems almost entirely white. .See cut at barn-oul.

owlet, »— Black owlet, a noctuld moth. Sortua c-ni-
grum, coniTnori to Europe anil the eastern I'niteii States
Its larva is known a.s tlie rpotted kcutiiorm. which see
with cut.— Clover-looping owlet, either of two Amer-
ican noctuid moths. iJrnAl.riii ererhlfn or D. craffiunculn,
whose larva-, having only three pairs of jirolegs, walk like
geometrid larvic and feud on clover— HOOded owlet
any noctuid moth of the genus CucuUin. These moths
have a prominent tuft of scales on the th.irax. which often
projects over the head like a h(««l.— Scalloped owlet
a noctuid moth, .Scotiopten/x lihatrix, common to Eurojte
and North America, brownish gray in color, with scal-
Uiped lore wings. Its larva) feed on the willow.—
Slmllar-wlnged owlet, an American noctuid moth,
Uomotitera lunata, brownish in color, with marbled

..v.B».,..^ ^......vi.i- ._.. <.inn..o, nuieii IS capanie 01 coniDln-
iiig with the elements of water to produce an acid, or of
combining with a basic oxid to pnxiuce a salt Also
known as the anhydrids of the corresponding acids.—
Blue oxld, the llnely divided metallic zinc which is con-
densed in the sheet-iron drums fixed upon the clay
adapters of jinc retorts. It consists mainly of zinc
and zinc oiid, and, on account of its extreme state
of division, is employed as a reducing agent in various
chemical operations, or it is sometimes converted into
metalliczincorzinc white.— Stannic oxld, tin dioxid,
Sn02, which occurs in nature as cassiterite or tinstone
and may be artiflciidly prepared by strongly heating tin
in the air or by igniting the nietastannic acid fonned by
the interaction of tin and nitric acid. As thus prepared
it appears as a white or slightly yellowish powder, of
specific gravity 6.7, unattacked by acids except concen-
trated sulphuric acid. Industrially the oxid is used inmaking milk-glass or whito enamel, and umler the name
pntty-powder as a iwlishing material.— Titanic OXld
titanium dioxid, Tidg- It occurs in nature in three dif-
ferent crystalline forms as the minerals rutile, anatase
and brook ite. As artificially produced it is a white in-
soluble powder, closely resembling silica in its chemical
relatlon.s. It has been used to give color to aitiflcial
teeth.— Uranium oxld. Of the oxids of uranium the
one most commonly seen is the trioxid, UO, ; but the
oxid of uranium, or uranium yellow of coinmerce, is
sodium uranate, Nagl'aOT. It is prepared from the
mineral pitchblende, found in the Bohemian Erzgebirge,
and forms a bright-yellow powder, used t^i color glass
giving it a peculiiir fluorescence, and to paint on porce-
lain.— Zinc oxld, zinc nionoxid, ZnO, the only known
compf>und of zinc and oxygen, occurring in nature and
utilized as one of the ores of the metal. Artificially pre-
pared by allowing zinc vapor to escape into and bum in
the air, it fonns a white powder, whien becomes tempo-
ranly yellow when heated, and is used as a pigment,

, , ^.^....^^.^.liv^giig, nuieu liaving the advantage of not blackening by exposure to
melts at 224° C, formed when eyaniliue is de- "" '^"'•'""""K sulphurated hydrogen.
„ ..„,! v.. u..,.— . !.,._•. _ ,, Also called °^<^*8e (ok'si-das), n. [oxid + -ase.] An

oxidizing ferment occurring widely distributed
in animal and plant life. Many if not all intracel-
Inlar oxidations are referable to the presence of oxidases.
They are divided into three classes : (n) the oxygenases,
which take up molecular oxygen with the formation of
peroxiils ; (li) the jirroxiilases, which in themselves do
not cause oxidations, but increase the power of oxidation
on the part of the peroxids

; (c) the calalases, which are
only feeble oxidizing agents. Also oxydase.

NH.j)2. The hydrochiorid," C2H6N4.Hci^"is
formed when the hydrochiorid of oximido ester
is boiled a long time with ammonia dissolved
in alisolute alcohol.— 2. Same &s*amidoxime.
examine (ok-sam'in), n. [oxam{ic) + -ine^.]
A name of a number of coal-tar colors which
are related to oxamio acid. See oxamine
*black; *blue, *red, etc.

oxammite (ok-sam'it), n. [ox{alate) + amm-
(oiiium) + -He-.] Ammonium oxalate, occur-
ring in yellowish-white crystals, also granular
and pulverulent: found in the guano of the
GiiaFiapo Islands of Peru.

OXanilamide (ok-sa-niram-id), n. A crystal-
line compound, NHo.OC.CO.NHCgHs, which
melts at 224° C, formed when ey----'- - -- '

composed by hydrochloric acid.
pltetiytoxamide.

OXanilic (ok-sa-nil'ik), n. [ox(alie) + anil{ine)
+ -)(•.] Derived from oxalic acid and aniline.— Oxanlllc acid, phenyloxamic acid, a white crystalline
compound, I'bIIs.NH.OC.COoH, formed by heating aniline
with an excessof oxalic acidland also by boiling oxanilide
for a short time with alcoholic potash. It melts at H&-



oxidasic

OZidasic (ok-si-da'sik), a. [oxidase + -!c]
Of or pertaining to the oxidases Oxidasic ox-
idation, combination with oxygen brought about by an
oruiiiiic eiizyni of the class known as oxidases.

Oxidation black, colors. See *black, *color.

oxidative (ok'si-<ia-tiv), a. {oxidate + -ive.2

Producing or tending to produce oxidation.

OXidlmetric (ok'si-di-met'rik), a. [oxidim-
etr{i/) + -/c] Involving or concerned with
oxidimetry.

oxidimetry (ok-si-dim'e-tri), n. [oxid + Gr.
-fierpia, < /iiTpoi', measure.] In chem., a process
of analysis, usually volumetric, in which the
quantity of a substance is detennined by as-

certaining the quantity of oxygen which it

combines with or gives up in a particular
chemical reaction.

oxidizability (ok'si-di-za-biri-ti), n. [pxidiz-

able + -itij. ] The capability of being oxidized.

OXidulated, a. In chem.: (6) Containing a
smaller proportion of oxygen than that in
another compound of the same element or
radical: as, oxidulated iron ore (magnetite) in

contradistinction to red iron ore or ferric

oxid.

OXidulo (ols'si-dul), ». IF. oxidule ; < oxid +
-ule.] A French name, not generally adopted
into English, for an oxid containing a smaller
proportion of oxygen than that in another com-
pound of the same element or radical.

OXidulous (ok-sid'ii-lus), a. Same as *oxidu-
lated.

OXime (ok'sim), n. [ox(ygen) + im(in)e.'\ A
compound formed by the action of hydroxyl-
amine on an aldehyde (aldoxime) or a ketone
(ketoxime). The oximes contain the atomic
grouping =C : N.OH. They have played an
important part in the study of the stereochem-
istry of nitrogen. Their formation indicates
the "presence of carbonyl oxygen in the sub-
stances from which they are derived.

OZimide (ok-si'mid), «. [ox{alic) + imide.']

The imide of oxalic acid, C2O2NH, a colorless

crystalline compound which is easily changed
into oxamide and oxalic acid.

oximido (ok-si-mi'do). In chem., the first ele-

ment in some compound names, indicating
that the substance named contains the iso-

nitroso group, =N.OH.
OXindol (ok-sin'dol), n. [ox{ygen) + indol.'\

A colorless crystalline substance, C^H^ON,
formed by reducing isatin or the anilide of
orthonitrophenylacetio acid. Also called
indoUnone.

OXiodic (ok-si-od'ik), a. [ox{ygen) + iodiine)

+ -ic] Containing oxygen and iodine united
to the same element or radical.

ox-louse (oks'lous), n. Either of two species
of true lice (family Pediculidse) which affect

Ox-louse. Female.
j4, Hamatofinus euryslemus : B, H. vituli.

cattle : Heem^topinus eurysternxis, known as
the short-nosed ox-louse, and H. vituli, the
long-nosed ox-louse. See *cattlc-loiisc.

ox-money (oks'mun-i), n. A tax levied on
oxen. N. E. D.
oxolin (ok'so-lin), n. [px(ygen) + -ol + -}«2.]

The trade-name of a low-^ade substitute for
india-rubber, made by impregnating such
fibrous materials as hemp or jute with lin-

seed-oil, repeatedly exposing it, spread out on
trays, to the oxidizing action of air at about
45° C, and working the product between rollers

into a uniform mass, capable of imdergoing
an imperfect vulcanization.

OXOne (ok'son), n. [px{ygen) + -one.] The
trade-name of sodium dioxid in compact form
produced by fusion, to be used for the genera-
tion of oxygen by contact with water.
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OXOnic (ok-son'ik), a. [ox(ygen) + -on- + -ic."]

Formed by the oxidation of uric acid Oxonlo
acid, an luistable acid, 0^11504X3, which is not known
in tlie free state. Tbe potassium salt is formed wlien a
solution of uric acid in caustic potash is oxidized in the
air.

Oxonien. An abbreviation of the Latin Oxo-
nifiiisis, of Oxford.
OXOnite (ok's6-nit), n. The trade-name of an
explosive made by dissolving 54 parts of picric

acid in 46 parts of nitric acid of specific grav-
ity 1.50.

OXOnium (ok-s6'ni-um), 11. [NL., < ox(ygen)

+ -on-ium.'] A radical, tj,^0<^ , contain-

ing a quadrivalent oxygen atom and possess-
ing salt-forming properties.

OXpecker, n. it is somewhat smaller than a robin, of
a grayish-brown color, with dark wings and a yellow bill.

This bird is found in northern and eastern Africa. A
second species, the red-billed oxpecker, B. erythro-
rhynchay inhabits central Africa, See Buphaga. with cut.

oxter,)!. 2. In coa7-)«jm»<jr, a reentrant corner
ill a working face.

oxter-plate (oks'tfer-plat), n. Same as Muck-
plate.

ox-warble (oks'w&r-bl), n. Same as *ox-bot.
Compare also icarble^, 3.

ox-wort (oks'wert), n. The bntter-bur or
butterfly-dock, I'etasites Petasites.

oxy-. [oxy(geu).~] In fAe?»., a prefix indicating
that the substance named contains oxygen.
In almost all cases it is chemically synony-
mous with *hydroxy-, which is to be preferred.

oxyacanthlne (ok"si-a-kan'thin), n. [oxy-

Igen) + (1) Gr. anavBa, thorn, spine, + -inA]
A crystalline compound, CjgHjiNOg, ob-
tained from the bark of the root of the bar-
berry, Berberis vulgaris. Also called vinetine.

oxyacetic (ok"si-a-set'ik), a. [pxy{gen) +
acetic. '\ Same as glycolic.

OXyacetylene (ok-si-a-set'i-len), a. [oxy(gen)
+ acetylene.'] Noting the mixtui'e of oxygen
and acetylene.— Oxyacetylene blowpipe. See
•kbloxcpipe.

OXyacid, 11. This term was formerly used to distinguish
an acid containing oxygen from one in which this ele-

ment is not present, as sulphuric acid, H^SO*, from hydro-
chloric acid, HCl. In modem organic chemistry the
same term is often applied to an acid which contains both
a carboxyl and a hydroxyl group, as oxyacetic or glycolic

acid, CH2.HO.COOH. Substances of this kind are per-
haps better called hydroxyacids or alcohol acids.

OXyammonia (ok"si-a-m6'ni-a), n. [oxy(gen)
-(- ammonia.] Sazae an *hydroxylamine.

oxyamygdalic (ok"si-am-ig-darik), a. [oxy-

(gen) + amygdalic] Noting p-oxyphenyl-
glycolic acid, C8H8O4, which has been found
in the urine in cases of acute yellow atrophy.

OXyazin (ok-si-az'in), n. {oxy(gen) + a^lote)
+ -in^.] One of a class of artificially pro-
duced coal-tar dyes, which includes among
others gallocyanine, Meldola's blue, and the
beautifully fluorescent resoreinal blue.

OXyaZO-. In chem., a prefix showing that the
eom]iound named is an azo compound con-
taining hydroxyl in one of the radicals, as in
oxyazobeuzeiie, CgH5N2C8H4.0H : sameas*Ay-
dritxyazo-, which is to be preferred Oxyazo
dyes. See *dyei.

oxybaphon, n. 2. In Gr. antiq., a vinegar-
cruet; a small shallow vase for holding con-
diments.
oxybenzoic (ok'si-ben-zo'ik), a. [oxyigen) +
benzoic] Noting benzoic acid in which hy-
droxyl takes the place of a hydrogen atom.

—

Oxybenzoic acid, 0|iH4(0H)C02H ; hydroxy-benzoic
acid, of the three isomeric varieties the ortho compound,
or siilit-ylie acid, is the best known.

oxybromide (ok-si-bro'mid), n. \oxy{gen) -t-

brom(inc) + -idc^.] A substance containing
oxygen and bromine united to the same ele-

ment or radical: as, carbon oxybromide or
carbonyl bromide, C0Br2.
oxybromochlorid (ok"si-br6-mo-kl6'rid), n.

{_oxy{gen) + broin(ine) + chlor{in) -\- -id.] A
substance containing oxygen, bromine, and
chlorin united to the same element or radical

:

as, phosphorus oxybromochlorid or phosphoryl
bromoclilorid, POBrCl^.
oxybutyric (ok"si-bu-tir'ik), a. [pxy(gen) +
butyric] Noting butyric acid in which one
hydrogen atom is replaced by hydroxyl Oxy-
butyric acid, an acid, C4H8O3, which occurs in three
isomeric foniis. Alpha-oxybutyric acid is found in the
urine of diabetic patients. Also called butanolic acid
and kydroxybutyric acid.

OXycaltrop (ok-si-kal'trop), n. [Gr. ofi'c,

sharp, -I- E. caltrop.] In the sponge-spicules,
a caltrop with sharply pointed equal arms.

oxycampbor (ok-si-kam'for), n. [pxy{gen) +

oxycyanide

camphor.] A name of two compounds: (a)
Alpha-oxycamphor, CjoHiq02, formed by re-
ducing camphoquinone. It melts at 203-205°
C. (fe) Beta-oxycamphor, CioHjgOo, made by
the action of nitrous acid on ,<-amino-camphor.
It is a crystalline substance which melts at
154-155° Cf. Other varieties are made by oxi-
dizing eampliene and borneol.
oxycannabin (ok-si-kan'a-bin), n. loxy(gen)
+ cannabin.] A name formerly given, incor-
rectly, to nitrocannabinolactone, NOo.CrHq-
(CH3)C3H5CO.

i-O-i

oxycaproic (ok'si-ka-pro'ik), a. loxy(gen)
+ caproic] Noting an acid derived from
caproie acid by replacing one atom of hydro-
gen b}' hydroxyl— Oxycaproic acid, an acid,
C*6H|203, tour varieties of which are known. Also called
hydroxycaproic or hexaiudic acid. Alpha-oxycaproic
acid is also called leucic acid. See •kleucic.

oxycarbanil (ok-si-kar'ba-nil), 91. [oxy(gen)
+ carb{on) + {an)il.] A colorless compound,

C6H4(
Q

)>COorC6H4C:;^^COH, prepared

by fusing orthophenylenediamine hydro-
chlorid with urea.

oxycellulose (ok-si-sel'u-16s), n. loxy(gen) +
cellulose.] A white amorphous compound,
CisHoeOie or CaeHeoOg.i; made by boiling
cellulose with nitric acid. Other varieties
have been made by the action of potassium
chlorate (Co4H3302i)(?), bromine water
(C12H20O11), and hydrogen peroxid
(C38Hg203i). The composition of these com-
pounds is uncertain. See *celloxin.

oxycephalic (ok'si-se-fal'lk), a. [oxycephal(y)
+ -ic] In anthrop., characterized by oxy-
cephaly.

There is a generally recognised tendency to the pointed
{oxycephalic) or sugar-loaf form of head.

H. H. Ellis, The Criminal, p. sa

OXycephaloid (ok-si-sefa-loid), a. [pxycephal-
(ic) + -oid.] Similar to oxycephalic forms.

oxycephaly, »i. 2. In anf/oop., the head-form
resulting from artificial deformation applied
all around the head and preventing lateral

and occipital growth, thus making the head
very high in the region of the bregma. Simi-
lar forms result from premature sjTiostosis of

the parietals with the occipital or temporal
bones. Virchou:

oxychlor-, oxychloro-. In chem., prefixes

showing that the compound named is oxy-
chloric. See *oxychloric.

OXychlorate (ok-si-klo'rat), «. [oxychlor{ic)

+ -afci.] An early name for what is now
called perchlorate, a salt of perchloric acid.

oxychloric (ok-si-klo'rik), a. [oxy{gen) +
chlor{in) 4- -ic] Containing ox3'gen and
chlorin united to the same element or radical.
— Oxychloric acid, an early name for the substance
now called j^'^i'chloric acid, HCIO4.

OXychlorid, n— phosphorus oxychlorld, a colorless

liquid, POCI3. of peculiar acid smell, fuming strongly in

the air, obtainable by heating together phosphorus pen-
toxid and sodium chlorid, and also by other processes.

In organic chemistry it sen-es as a valuable reagent.

oxychloruret (ok-si-kl6'r6-ret), )(. An early

and little-used name for an oxyehlorid.

OXychromatin (ok-si-kro'ma-tin), n. loxy-
(gen) + Gr. ;t;p(j/ja(r-), colorj -t- -in-.] That
portion of the nuclear substance of the cell

which is stained by acid aniline dyes : equiva-
lent to linin. Heidenhain, 1894.

oxyclad (ok'si-klad), n. [Gr. b^i%, sharp,

-t- KAdiSof, a shoot or branch.] In sponge-
spicules, a form having branches.

Oxyclsenidae (ok-si-kle'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Oxyclienus, the type genus, + -idle.] A family
of small mammals, based on remains from the
Puerco Eocene: of somewhat doubtful aflSn-

ities, but generally placed in the Creodonta.

Scott, 1892.

oxyconine (ok-si-ko'nin), H. \_oxy{gen) +
Con{ium) + -ine-.] Savae &a conhydrine.

oxycopaivlc (ok'si-ko-pa'vik),?!. [oxy{gen) +
copaiva + -ic] Of or pertaining to copaiba.
— Oxycopaivlc acid, a crystalline constituent, C00H2S-
O3, contained in ]>aracopaiba balsam.

oxycraspedote (ok-si-kras'pe-dot),^. [Gr.

oii'^, sharp, + Kpaa-a-tiov, edge.] In anthrop.,

having a sharp margin : said of the nasal
skeleton. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., 1900, p. 147.

OXycyanide (ok-si-si'a-nid), «. [oxy(gen) +
cya)i{ogen) + -ide^.] A substance containing

oxygen and the radical cyanogen united to the

same element or radical : as, mercuric oiycya-

nide, or oxycyanide of mercury, Hgj,(Cn)20.
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oxycymene (ok-si-si'men), n. Hydroxyey- hydrate."] Same as hydroxid: sometimes ap- oxyphenol (ok-si-fe'nol), n. [oxy(gen) +
meue the scientific name for both carvacrol plied to an oxyhydroxid or compound of the phenol.] Same as *i)yrocateeI>ol.

and thymol. same metal with both oxygen and hydroxyl, oxyphil (ok'si-fil), a. [Also oxyphile; < oxy-

oxycynurine (ok-si-sln'fi-rin), «. [pxy{gen) as the mineral limonite, Fe403(HO)(5. (</e«) + Gr. fwAav, love.] Having an affinity for

+ cynurine.] An oxidation-product of eynu- oxyhydric (ok-si-hi'drlk), a. [oxy(gen) + acid dyes. Certain leucocytes of the blwd are called
• ' hudrlofien) + -jc] Containing oxygen and oa;!/M'"««coq/'<'«, because of the jiresence in their proto-

oirdase, «. See ^oxidase. hydrogen, or depending upon the use of both Cos?;: fs""e 'o? the'to'sr^coTmofS'ThSe^t&
OXydation, «. See oxidation. these elements: as, the oxyhydric blowpipe 'eosinophil' is often used synonymously with oxyphil,

OXydiamine (ok-si-di'am-in), «. loxy{gen) + (oxyhydrogen blowpipe). and is in fact more common.

di-- + amine.'] Anameby which several direct OXyiOde (ok-si-i'6d), n. [pxy{gen) + iod{in)e.] Ehrlich distinguished (a) eosinophil or oxypAii granu-

cotton coal-tar colors are designated.-oxydl- A name formerly used for an iodate or salt of iSic'gttiXtto'SwTiitX^tJ'L'srsti?;,^^^^^
amine black. »ee*Mac*.

. ,~ > r„™ '°"}° i'.'^^"-, „ . ,,., .. , neutrophilgranulations which will stain only in neutral
oxydimorpnine (ok'si-di-mor tin), n. L"^- oxyiodic (ok'si-i-od ik), a. [oxy{gen) + %odw.] mixtures. Jmir. Roy. Micros. Soc., Ang,iw>s, -p. im.
(gen) + di-^ + morphine.] A colorless nou- jodie: as, oj;yjo*c acid, a name formerly used oxyphilic (ok-si-fil'ik), a. Same as *oxyphil.
poisonous alkaloid, C34H3e06N, contained m for iodic acid. shnon, Physiological Chem., p. 303.
opium and prepared by tbe gentle oxidation oxyiodide (ok-si-i'o-did), n. ioxy{gen) + io- oxyphilous (ok-sif'i-lus), a. [_oxyphil + -Oits.]
of morphine. Also called oxymorphine, de- difle.] A substance which contains oxygen game as *oxyphil.
hydromorphine, studpseudomorphine. and iodine united to the same element or radi- Q^ypjiyre (ok'si-fir) n foxi/Cnen) + por-
oxyethyl (ok-si-eth'il), n. loxyigen) + ethyl] cal: as, mercuric oxyiodide, Hg403l2. (p'iyr/).] In petrog., a name suggested by
Ethvl m which one hydrogen atom is replaced oxyiodine (ok-si-i'o-din), n. loxy{gen) + io- Pirkson (1895) for porphyries in which quartz,
by hydroxy], as Lil2{Va.).Lti2 or Lti^.i^a- rf,,,,..] A name originally proposed by Davy the feldspars, and feldspathic minerals pre-
(OH). It occurs only as a substituting group for iodine pentoxid, the anhydrid of iodic acid, ponderate: opposed to lam2>ro2>hyre.
in compounds.

n , .r « n
oxyisocamphor (ok-si-i-so-kam'for), Ji. [oxy- oxypropionic Cok"si-pr6-pi-on'ik), a. loxy-

OTyf&tty (ok-si-fati), a. [oxy{geii) + jatty.} (g^n) + iso- -i- camphor.] A variety of oxy- (gen) + propionic] Noting an acid known in
Noting fatty acids in which part of the Hydro- camphor made by oxidizing bomeol acetate, two modifications or isomers, a-oxypropionio
gen is replaced by hydroxyl. as lactic ae-d, It is a yellow crystalline substance which has acid, CHo.CH(OH).COoH, and (J-oxypro-
CoH4(OH)C02H glyceric acid, CSHaCOH),- the odor of vanilla and melts at 248-249° C. pionic aciS, CH2(0H).CH2.C02H. The foliner
CO2H, and saccharic acid, (^^a~(Vti.)^(^<J2^- Oxyjulis (ok-si-ju'lis), n. [NL., < Gr. ofif, Is ordinary lactic acid, also known as ethidene lactic

jBkcA, Med. Handbook, I. 683. sharp, -f- NL. Julis for lulis.] A genus of acid. The latter is known as hydracylic acid or ethylene

oxygen, «. 1. oxygen was first liquefied on asmaU labroid fishes found on the coast of southern ''"^."'^ ";'"''
"!",? ""F

•>« obtained-hy boiling p-iodopropi-

^"by Cailletet and Pictet near the end of the year 1S77, p„ufo,.„i.,
on)';

^"if-^l'^^
^'"«'"' "" °" Seating it with moist silver

and has since then been obtained in the liquid state in
<-allIoinia.

.
oxid. B,>th are syrupy, non-crystallizable liquids.

large quantity. It forms a liquid of light-blue color, with OxyKetone (ok-Bi-ke ton), n. ioxy(gen) + oxyprotonic (ok"si-pro-ton'ik), a. [pxy(gen)
aspeciflcgravityof L124 at its boiling-point (-1.W.B Cor ketone.] A ketone in which part of the -H Gr. rpurof, first,+ -0>i-iC.] Noting an organic
-2iitr.7F.),and8trongIyparamagnetic—Avallableoiy- hydrogen is replaced by hydroxyl, as acetol, substance, of the character of a polybasic

^'Z^:r:lZt:iiZ'^TZZ:i^::%ZZ:^. CHs.COCHoCOH). More correctly called acid, which Maly obtained on careful oxidation

alone being effective in producing free chlorin from hydroxyketone— Oxyketone colors. See *co;or. of albumin.
hydn>chloric acid in the manufacture of bleaching- oxykrinin (ok-si-krin'in), n. [pxy(gen) + 6r. oxyprotosulphonlc (ok'''si-pr6"t6-sul-fon'ik),
powder.-Oxygen star See «f«ri.

,
^ ^^„ , Kp/mr, separate, + -JnH.] Same as *«ccre<iH. a. U>xy(gen) + Gv. nparo^, first, -li- sulphOur) +

OXygenant ('f'^J r "S"^]' "•
Jf/^f"'

+ oxylic (ok-sil'ik), a. In cftem., containing a -on-ici^Jme &s*oxyprotonic.
-ant.] Asubstance that produces or IS capable

^ydro-xyl group. Nature, April 11, 1907, p. oxypurine (ok-si-pu'rin), n. loxy(gen) -h ji«-
of producing oxidation.

A , v 575. ' n«f.] A substance derived from purine by re-
OXygen-camer(ok si-jen-kar i-^r),«. Asub-

o^yjnandel (ok-si-man'del), a. loxy(gen) + placing hydrogen by hvdroxyl, as 6-oxypurine
stance used to bring about the transfer of

GTmaNrfc;, almond (see amy^daKc).] Same as or hypoxanthhie (C6H4ON4), 2,6-dioxvpurine
oxygensoastoproducea compound of this *,„„<.. or xanthine (C5fi4?)2^4), and 2,6,8-trioxy-
element which would not be formed in the ab- oxy^ethylene (ok-si-meth'i-len), n. loxy(gen) purine or caffeine (hXo-,-Ni)-
senee of the carrier Thus, nitrogen d.oxid

4.'„„f, ,'+ ^„Vj A polymerization-product oiypyrone (ok -si- pi' r6n),n. ^oxy(gen) +
serves as a carrier of oxygen derived from the (eH.O)„ of formic aldehyde, made by heating p§,"(Leconic) + -one] Same as *pyromeconic
air to sulphur dioxid and water in the lead-

paraformaldehyde. It i, a white crys4lline sub- 1,c,Vf.
chamber process for making sulphuric acid. Stance which melt* at 171-172- c. When heated with water oxvoTiinaseDtol (ok'si-kwin -a-sen' tol), ».
oxygeneity (ok ' si- je -ne '1- ti), n. Same as it yields formaldehyde ;

with sulphuric acid It gives .-
°^?,^,ffT i«^i(;J) + «4«l) + -0l\

*r,r}i,i,iiitu trioxymethylene; when allowed to stand with milk of lyxyi^gui) -r qiiin(int) -r u»epi\H.j -r «i.j

/\J;,;,«„««.U C/.V'.,; IS «5',™^ « rNrr. <nr limeityleldsformicacidandthesngarfomiose.CeHioOo. A trade-name for quinoline orthophenol-sul-
Oxygeneum (ok Sl-je-ne um), «. LJ>iJ-. <-W.

^Iso called nK'(«/urmo(d«Ayde and, less correctly, /nW /OH
oftc,.sharp-f7<^™v, chin jaw.] A genus of „,„i,yie„, ,

, . ^, ., ^ „ ^ .^. phonate, CoHi^ (C9H7N)2, a powerful
cypnnoid fishes found in the Illinois river. oxymetric (ok-si-met rik), a. Same as *ox»dt- ^ " \SO3H " '

'"

OXygeniferou8(ok'8i-je-nif'e-rus), a. ioxygen „„irie. but little used antiseptic. It forms amber-
+ L. -fer, < ferre, bear.] Containing or serv- oxymorphine (ok-si-m6r'fln), n. [oxy(gen) + colored transparent hexagonal crystals and
ing to transfer oxygen. morphine.] Same as *orydimorphitie. mpitg at 185° F. Also called diaphtherin,
oxygenity (ok-81-jen'i-ti). »• [oxygen -I- -»<y.] oxyneurine (ok-si-nu'rin), m. [oj:y(.'7en) + oxyquinoline (ok-si-kwin'6-liD),«. loxyigen)
The essential character of oxygen. Also Gr. if i/joi, nerve, +-ihc2.] TrimethylglycocoU. + quinoline.] A substance derived from

.
oxygeneity. [Bare.] oxynitrate (ok-si-ni'trat), n. loxy(gen) + «i- quinoline by replacing hydrogen by hvdroxyl,
Oiygenoid (ok-sij'e-noid),(J. loxygen + -oid.] trate.] A substance which contains oxygen as o-oxyquinoline or carbostyril, C9HgN(0H).
More or less like oxygen (in some respects): and the radical of nitric acid united to the oxyrhynch, n. II. a. Pertaining to or hav-
formerly applied to oxygen and to the other same metal or electropositive radical: as, ing the characters of the Oxyrhyncha; having
elements which resemble it in being strongly mercuric oxynitrate, Hg302(N03)2. a sharp or pointed rostrum, as a spider-crab,
electronegative, as chlorin, fluorin, etc. oxynitrion (ok-si-ni'tri-on), n. [NL., < oxy- oxystomous (ok-si-sto ' mus), a. Same as

OXygenophore (ok-si-jen'o-for), n. [oxygen + (gen) + nitr-ic + -ion.] A name proposed by oxystomatous.

Gr. -<?opo<;, < ^jfptn', bear.] An apparatus for Daniell for the radical NO3, which in eombi- oxysulphate (ok-si-sul'fat), n. [oxy(gen) +
liberating oxygen. It contains sfjdiuni peroxid, nation with hydrogen forms nitric acid, HNO3, sulphate.] A substance which contains oxy-
which with water yields oxygen and siKlium hydrate, and with the metals nitrates, as potassium gen and the radical of sulphuric acid united
The latter may serve «» "bj"/*'.

'if
^.^n

f '"f^^^^^ f"!
nitrate, KNO3. to the same metal or electropositive radical,

?Lpi™uXtK.?Stw"it[™„^^^^^ OxynoS (ok-sin'o-e), « [NL] The typical as ferric oxysulphate (Monsell's salt), FeaO^
by Sabatier. .SW. Anter. .Sup., June 4, 1904, p. 23,709. genus of the family Oxynoetdee. Mafinesque, (804)0.
OiygenotaxiB (ok'si-jen-o-tak'sis), n. [NL., 1819. OXysnlphion (ok-si-sul'fi-on), n. Anamepro-
< rij-y<irn + Gr. rafif, disposition.] Same as Oxynoeidse (ok-sin-o-e i-de), n. j>l. [NL., < posed by Daniell for the radical SO4, which
*aen'>taxi.i. Oxynoe -^ -idfe.] A family of opisthobranehi- in combination with hvdrogen forms sulphuric

OXVgenotropi8m(ok'si-jen-ot'r6-pizm),n. ate gastropods with a long body, auriform acid (H2SO4), and with the metals sulphates,

[oxi/tien -H «jr. T/xiffOf, a turning,' + -i»m.] tentacles, large simple or wing-like epipodia, ag sodium sulphate (Na.iS04).

Same as *a(;rotropi»m. long narrow foot, and small thin and slightly oxytocia (ok-si-t6'si-ii),''fl. [NL., < Gr. ofi'f,

oxyhaloid (ok- si-ha'loid), a. [oxy(gen) + spiral shells incompletely covenng the body, sharp, quick, -I- rdrnt, parturition.] Abnor-

hal(onen) -t- -oid.] Containing oxvgen and It contains the genera Oxynoe and Lobiger „any rapid ])arturition.

one or more of the halogen element's, fluorin, found in the Mediterranean, the AntUles, and oxytocous (ok-sit'6-kus), a. Same as oxytocic.

chlorin, bromine, and iodine, united to the Polynesia. ,,..,., , t-ntt / OXytoluene (ok-si-tol'u-en), n. loxy(gen) -I-

same element or radical, as sulphuryl eblorid, Oxynoticeras (ok''si-no-tis e-ras), n. [NL., < toluene.] The same as cresol.

SQ Cl„ Clr. ofi r, sharp, -t- vuroc, back, + Kcpac, horn.] oxytoluic (ok"si-t6-lii'ik), a. [oxy(gen) +
OTvhpmapvanln oivhsmacvanin (ok -si- A genu.s of sharply keeled ammonites with toluic] Denoting an acid derived from toluic

^h!^T^^l^A^f,\^-hn^^o^^^^^^^ highly complicated: septal sutures, occurring acid by replacing part of the hydrogen by
t ' _ i_ __„i, „,_,„„„«•,{_ / „!, * oi in the Lias. hydroxyl.— Oxytoluic acid. Same as owoWc arid.

oxyhemocyanin, oxyhaemocyamn (ok 'si-
o^ypetalous (ok-si-pet'a-lus), a. [Gr. AjiV, oTvtria.Tifi fok si-tri'ln) « TGr bHx sharn

hein-o-si'a-iiiii), n. [oj-y «/<") + hemoeyamn.] tif^^ SI i- ^,„.t„i + ^;,„» n ' Havinir sharn-
OXytnaene (,oic-si-tn eii), n. iur. o,if, snarp,

The oxy oompound of hemocvanin: analogous "'t^Llltnl/
+-<"«• J Having sharp

.f ^^,w„, a rident.] In the sponge-spicules,

to oxyhemoglobin. See hemocyanin. „l^l„X /nV si fe'nik) a roxv(aen) + a (""-ne with sharp arras. See (n«Hf.

OXyhexactine(ok'si-hek-sak'tin),«. [Gr.of.V, °;,^J?,^^S Noting a^Vompo^n'd't^^^^^ OXytrichinous (ok-si-trik'i-nus), «. Same as

8hari>, -f ii, six, + oktI^ (oktiv-), ray.] In f^om phenol by the substitution of hydroxyl
'''J'

'
'"'f" , ^ -, a\ rr, -c .\..r^

sponge-spicules, a hexactine whose rays end for part of its hydrogen.- Oxyphenlo acid, oxytriod (ok-si-tn od), n. [Gr of,.?, sharo,

in sharp points: contrasted with *(Ji»coAejcac- same as ,<vroca(«AoJ.
" .. + j. ,^„,^,

-j in the nomenclature of the

Une. See oxyhexact. OXyphenine (ok-si-fe'nin), «. [oxy(gen) + sponge-spicules, a triod with straight, sharp-

OXyhydrate (ok-si-hi'drat), «. [oxyigen) + phen(yl) -^- -ine^.] Same as chloramine*yeUoK. pointed arms. See ^nod.



oxytropine

OXytropine (ok-si-trd'pin), »

eitie-,

Oxyiira, n. 2.
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Same as *os- ant where oysters are the principal food

served. [CoUoq., U. S.]
A group of hymenopterous oyster-planter (ois't6r-plan*t6r), n. One who

insects corresponding to the family Procto-
trypklie. [Obsolete.]

OXyoriasis (oksi-u-riVsis), n. [NL., < Oxy.
uris + -lasfs.] Infection with nematode
worms of the genus Oxyuris; piuworm infec-
tion.

prepares oyster-beds, and plants and raises
oysters.

oyster-seed (ois't^r-sed), n. Oyster spat; also
young oysters at any stage of development
suitable for transplantation to artificial cul-

_
ture-beds.

OXyurifuge (ok-si-u'ri-fuj), «. [Oxi/uris + L. oyster-whelk (ois'tfer-hwelk), n. An herbiv-
fitgere, ilee.] A vermifuge of special service orous Australian gastropod, Potamides ebe-m the destruction and removal of Oxyuris ver- nimis, found associated with oysters Also
viiciilaris from the intestines. called toondah.

mln Schrank. i~&. ^i™ greenjsh-gray shadows, usually seen in
oyster, w.-Drlft oyster, Ostrea mUrigona, of Aus-

^^'^™ ^°5 women's gowns,
iralia, so named because its buds are thought to be OyStery (018 ter-i),n. [o»/Ster + -i/3.] Ahound-
shUted by tides and storms.— Fresh-water oyster, ing in oysters; smelling or tasting like ovstersan ostreifomi bivalve found adhering to rocks in African Ozark RPripa Spb *c<.Wo(!

"joicio.

and South American rivers.-Green oyster, an oyster "^„*J„t,-!.„.^^ ., . , ,.,whose branchia) and labial tentacles are colored green by OZOCerlne, OZOJCerine (o-zo-se riu, -ke rin), n.
the presence of the coloring-pigment of the diatom Navi- \0S0cer{ite) + -)«6-2.] A soift, semisolid yellow
cula ostrearia in the blood

:
esteemed a delicacy.-Long material resembling vaseline, made from theoyster, an English sailors' name for the crawfish.— Mud-

oyster, Ostrea angasi, regarded by some conchologists as
a variety of the European species, O. edulis. [Australia.]— Saddle oyster. Same as saddle-shell.— Spanish oys-
ter, a species of Pinna, [Bermuda.]

oysterage (ois't^r-aj), n. [oyster + -age.'] An
03'ster-bed.

oyster-bay, n. 2. An eating-house where
oysters form the principal dish served.

oyster-cellar (ois't6r-sel"ar), re. An oyster-
shop in a cellar or basement.

oyster-colored (ois'ter-kul"ord), a. Of the
somewhat iridescent color of light gray
mother-of-pearl. See *oyster-tfhite.

oyster-crusher (ois'ter-krush"6r), n. A com-
mon name of Hcterodontus galeatus, a shark
found in Australian waters. It is interesting
from the fact that it is a representative of
many related forms belonging to the Devonian
and Carboniferous ages. More commonly
known as the Port Jackson shark.

mineral ozocerite, used in ointments, etc.
When bleached by treatment with fuming
sulphuric acid, it has been used instead of fat
oil in the extraction of the perfume of flowers
by the process of enfleurage.
ozonator (6'zo-na-tor), n. [ozone + -ator.~]
The trade-name of an apparatus for the pro-
duction of ozone by means of an electrical
brush-discharge in air.

ozone, re. In the gaseous state, ozone, if seen through
a column of sufficient depth or under considerable pres-
sure, has a blue color like that of ordinary oxygen,
but more marked, and when liquefied appears dark blue.
The liquid boils under atmospheric pressure at —106" C.
(-ISO" F.). It is magnetic, and more soluble in water than

. ordinary oxygen. Animals breathing air which contains
ozone in appreciable quantity present the phenomena of
slowrespiration, enfeebled circulation, lowering of bodily Oznrthna rS-yAr ' thnsl «
temperature, venous condition of the blood, and ulti- h,^"^ j.*-?« - ^ l\ibranch, -1- oppof, straight.]

ozotype

in the southwestern United States has been
attributed to 0. auricomnm. See *root-rot.
Ozonium . . . applied, as is well known, since the

"".e of Palisot de Beauvois to stsrile mycelial strands
which sometimes attained a great size in damp woods,
cellars, and mines, but their connection with distinct
forms of sporophore, owing to the slight attention
which was fonnerly paid to the study of mycelia, was
never actuaUy decided. De Dary (trans.), I'migi, p. 29.

ozonize, v. t.— ozonized oxygen, oxygen which has
been

_
m part converted into the allotropic form ozone.

OZOnizer, »—AndreoU ozonlzer, an apparatus for
the production of ozone. It consists of a number of flat
pewter rings, toothed on the inside and connected longi-
tudinally by strips of metal to form a cage. The cage
fits over an exhausted glass cylinder into which an elec-
trode is sealed so closely that the points touch the glass
everywhere. The leads from an induction-coil are con-
nected with the cage and with the electrode in the vacuum-
tube. The exhausted tube may be replaced by one
through which water circulates. The ozonizer is placed
inside the vessel in which the ozone is Xn be produced,
and is highly efficient- Berthelot OZOnlzer, an appa-
ratus for the production of ozone from air. Two concen-
tric vessels of thin glass are arranged to pennit a flow ol
air in the space between them. The whole apparatus is
placed in a tall jar which contains a weak solution of
sulphuric acid, while some of the same liquid is placed in
the inner tube. Two coils of bare copper wire are
placed, one about the ozonizer, the other within the cen-
tral tube. The coils are connected with the terminals of
the secondary of an induction-coil, and when this is put in
action the silent discharge passes across the air-space
and can be seen in a darkened room as a violet light.
The oxygen of the air is transformed to ozone under the
electric influence.— Brodle OZOnlzer, a form of appara-
tus for producing ozxjiie. It consists of two concentric
glass vessels sealed together, the intervening space being
occupied by the gas (oxygen) which is to be submitted to
a silent discharge. Flowing water is used to cool the
inner vessel.

OZOnous (o'zo-nus), a. [ozone + -ous.'] Hav-
ing some of the characteristic properties of
ozone ; resembling ozone : as, an ozonous
odor.

mately death. Air charged with ozone has been applied
to the treatment of distilled snirits with a view to the re-

oyster-drag (ois'tfer-drag), re.

dredge.

oyster-float (ois't6r-fl6t),

for immersing oysters in fresh water to remove
the salt-water flavor.

oyster-fungus (ois'ter-fung'gus), re. Same as
oyster-nmshroom

.

oyster-gray (ois't6r-gra"), n. A slightly dark
silver-gray color.

oysterize (ois'ttr-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. oys-

terizcd, ppr. oysterizing. [oyster + -izc.'] To
make or treat like an oyster ; swallow whole,
like an oyster. X. E. D. [Rare.]

nioid fishes found in Japan.
movalof fusel-oil, but with only partial success.— Ozone n^7nafnm\a In jh ofn'mi a\ n
hydrogen, ^ee -khydrogen.

"" OZOStOmia (O-zo-sto^ ini-a),^«

Same as 02/«fc>-- ozone-cage (6'z6n-kaj), re. Same as o^one-6ox.
OZOne-test (o'zon-test), re. See *fes«l.

A raft or float OZOne-water (6'z6n-wa"ter), n. Water which
contains ozone in solution. In popular lan-
guage this term has been applied to hydrogen
dioxid.

OZOnide (6'zo-nid), re. A substance formerly
supposed to contain as a constituent ozone or
the specially active form of oxygen. The
term is sometimes rather vaguely applied to
a substance capable of producing ozone.

(6'zo-nin), n. [ozone +OZOnine (o'zo-nin), n. [ozone + -inc.] A
trade-name for turpentine which has been

/..n.i,4.<>. .^»4.«- /-^i^/^A „-//tA \ -I IK 1 3 treated with ozone : used as a bleaching agent.oyster-meter (ois t6r-me"t6r), n. In England, Ozoninm (o-zo'ni nml « fNF, CT inV ^%m^an offifpr nnnnin+Ad V,v tho r!n„^f r.t tl,o T^Jcl,'
"ZOniUm (O ZO ni-um), W. (^JNL,. (Ijink, IbUy),
so called from the branching stems, < 6r. oCof,

an officer appointed by the Court of the Fish
mongers' Company to supervise the oyster in-
dustry. N. E. D.

oysterous (ois'tfer-us), a. [oyster + -ous.l
Resembling oysters. [Rare.]

oyster-parlor (ois'ter-par"lgr), re. A restaur-

a branch, -f- -on-ium.J A name applied to
certain forms of sterile fungous mycelia
whose connection with fruiting forms is either
doubtful or unknown. The root-rot of cotton
and various other cultivated and wild plants

[NL., < Gr. dCo^,

A genus of blen-

[NL., < Gr. 6C<i<T-

TOfioc, having a bad breath, < 6C% bad smell,
-t- ard/ia, mouth.] A condition in which the
breath has an offensive odor.

ozotype (6'zo-tip), n. [Gr. of;?, bad smell (f),
-I- TviT-og, type.] In photog., a method of
carbon- or pigment-printing invented by T.
Manly.
The principle involved is the old, old one discovered

by Ponton in 1839, the splitting up, by light, of chromium
trioxide into chromium sesquioxide, and the rendering
insoluble of soluble organic matter by the action of the
nascent oxygen. In the pi-actical application of this to
ozotype, paper is coated with a solution containing a chro-
mate and a raanganous salt, and exposed under a negative
in the ordinary way, till a distinct image of a brown color
is formed. The image is positive and is then washed in
water till the unaltered salts are removed, and nothing
but the positive image is left The next step is to im-
merse the print and a piece of unsensitized carbon tissue
in a solution containing acetic acid and hydroqninone or
other suitable phenol derivative. They are then with-

.

drawn and squeegeed together, and hung up to dry.
When dry, they are placed for halt an hour in cold water
and then transferred to wai-m water, and developed as an
ordinary carbon print Sci. Amer., May 6, 1899, p. 277.



3. (c) The initial ofJ)res««rc,

used in formulas for fluid

pressure, as of liquids or

erases upon an area. In
Britisli and American writ-

ings it is usually expressed
in pounds per square inch
or pounds per square foot,

the zero of pressures being

the vacuum line as given by the barometer, or

about 14.7 pounds below the pressure of the

atmosphere. In metric units it is usually ex-

pressed in kilograms per square centimeter.

((f) In mecAan., a symbol for power, (e) In

psychophys., the symbol for the Fechnerian

time-error.— 4. An abbreviation: (</) Of
population. (() Of the Latin jj«rs, apart. (J)

[I. c. or cap.'] Of participle, (k) U. c. or cap.]

Ot past. (() Of the Latin pater, father, (m)

n. c. or cap.] Of penny, (n) \l. e. or cap.]

Otpint. {o) [I. c. OT cap.] Of pipe. {p)[l.c.

or cap.] Of pole, (q) Of the Latin pondere,

by weight, (r) In electro-technics, of power,

(s) Of president, {t) 01 prince, (u) Of pro-

cessor.
Pa. An abbreviation of Pennsylvania.

P. A. An abbreviation of Post Adjutant.

p. a.. An abbreviation (6) ofparttCTt/orarerajre,

a term used in marine-insurance polioies. See
average^, «., 1. (d).

paar (par), «. A local name in northern Ceylon
and southeastern India for sands upon the

present sea-bottom which are cemented into

solid rock by calcareous deposits formed
through the agency of Polyzoa and nullipores.

The sand forming the floor o( the Gulf [of Manaar] has.

In many places, been cemented in sitn intrt cali'areous

sandstones or "calcretes," locally known as •' paari." In

the north part the pnnr* arranRC themselves roughly into

three groups, running parallel with Adam's Bridge,

north-north-west to Bouth-s<->uth-east

J. Lomas, in Rep. Government of Ceylon on the Pearl

[Fisheries of the Gulf of Mauaar, 1903, p. 151.

paanw (pa'o), H. [D. ;)aa«ir, peacock.] The
South African bustard (liupodotis) : exten-
sively adopted as a popular name.

pabulary (pab'u-la-ri), o. [LL. pnbularius, <

Li. pabulum, food. See pabulum.] Relating to

or affording pabulum or food ; of the nature

of pabulum.

pac, ". See *pack*.

pacai (pii-ki'), "• [Also ^acay; Quichua.]
In Peru, Inga Feuillci, an indigenous tree of

the mimosa family, bearing large woody pods
which contain a sweet, cottony, white, edible

pulp surrounding the seeds. Kepresentations
of the pods in terra-cotta and the pods them-
selves are found in ancient graves, together
with other food-staples and ceremonial arti-

cles. See pacay.

pacara (pS-ka-ra'), n. [Native name.] In
western Argentina, either of two large trees

belonging to the mimosa family, Anneslia
Pacara (Calliandra Pacara of Grisebach) and
Enterolobium contortisiliquum. They yield

excellent woods used for carpentry and house-
construction. In eastern Argentina the last-

named species is called *timbo (which see).

paca-rana (pa"ka-Ta'na), n. The Tupi Indian
name for the excessively rare Peruvian rodent
Dinotnys branichi. The name signifies ' false

paca,' and alludes to the resemblances be-
tween the two animals, although IHnomys has
no cheek-pouches and possesses a tail. See
cut in next column.

pace^, "— Pace of the wicket, in cricket, the degree
of speed with which the ball comes from tite pitch when
bowled, llutchinton, Cricket, p. tbt.

pace^, t'. t. 4. To set the pace for (a con-
testant) in training for a race, or in racing,
as for a boat's crew, for a bicycle rider, etc.

AH sorta and conditions of riders volunteered their
errices ... to pace anyone to whom they might be
Mslgned. Field, Jan. 26, 1901, p. 105.

To pace the warp, to regulate the delivery of the warp PachycommS (pak-i-k6r'mus), n. [NXi. (Co-
in the loom for even weaving

ville, 1905), < Gr. TTOOT, thick, + Kop,u<5c, trunk.]
pace-follower (pas fol " 9-er) «. In cydmg ^ '^ of dicotyledonous trees of the family

who lollows a paee-makmg or wind- Anucardiacc^. See Veatchia.
pace-making

[Gr. naxix, thick, + ()Ep/ia(T-), skin, -I- kj/A^,

tumor.] 1. The presence of several fibrous

The machine followed may be anything from
an ordinary bicycle to a motor or even a loco-

motive.
pace-maker, n, 1, specifically, one who rides be-

tween a bicycle racer and the wind, acting aa a shield.

The original idea of making the pace has become merged
into that of acting as? a wind-shield.

2. One who or that which makes a record for

speed.

pacer, n. 4. Same as *pace-maker, 1.

pachak (pa-chiik'), n. [Hindi.] The eostus,

Heterotrichum Lappa. See costus-root and
Sau.isurea.

Pachastrella (pak-a-strel'a), M. [NL.] The

tumors on a nerve, associated with a pendu-
lous condition of the skin in the region.

Still another and important manifestation is the so-

called plexiform neurotn& or pachi/dertimtucete of \&\en-
tine Mott. This in a more diffuse fonn produces the
elephantiasis ueuromatodes.

iled. Record, June 13, 1903, p. 925.

2. Same as dermatolysis.
Pachydermia laryngls, thickening of the mucous mem-
brane of the larynx, a result of chronic inflammation.

—

Pachydermia veslcse, a condition in which the mucous
membrane of the bladder is thickened and assumes the
appearance of skin.

typical genus of the family Pachastrellidx. pachydermia! '(pak-i-d6r'mi-al), a. [pachy.
O. Schnudt,lS3». dermi{a) + -an.] Relating to or marked by

Paclia8trellldaB(pak-a-strel'i-de),n.j)J. [NL., • ^-
' - - - - . ^ . . .. j

< Pachastrella + -idx.] A family of Demo-
pachydermia, or thickening of the skin.

snnnqise in which the chief megascleres are

caltrops, there are no trienes, and the micro- ^Lv^Ji^rn^^r^^ri'^lL^iir'
.ploro» Lr» «,^i™stBr« snherastprs. or micro- paChyglOSSOUS (pak-1-glos us;,

pachydermic (pak-i-dfer'mik), a. [jiachyderm
-t- -ic] Thick-skinned; pach'^dermatous.

scleres are spirasters, spherasters, or micro-

rhabds. It includes the genera Pachastrella,

Calthropella, and Dercitus.

pachemia (pa-ke'mi-S), n. [Gr. iraxi^, thick,

+ a'(/ia, blood.] A condition of diminished
fluidity of the blood ; paehyemia.
pachonta (pa-chon'ta), n. An inferior kind of

gutta-percha, said to be the product of Iso-

nandra acuminata.

pachyblepharon (pak-i-blef'a-ron), n. [Gr.

Tzaxix, thick, + ii?^<papov, eyelid.] Thicken-
ing of the eyelids, with irregular growths at

their edges.

iraxvi,

:rg athick, + yAucaa, tongue, + -otiS.^

thick tongue.

Pachygnathus (pa-kig'na-thus), n. \ysL,.,

also orig. in the erroneous form Pachynathui
(Swainson, 1831), < Gr. ttoxvc, thick, + yvaBo;,

jaw.] A genus of fishes, belonging to the
family Balistidse, found on both sides of the
Pacific.

pachymose (pak'i-mos), n. IPachyma + -ose.]

An amoi-plious substance, CioH.2^0]4, obtained
from Pachyma pinctorum, a Chinese fungus,
and also from P. Cocas. It is probably a glu-
coside.

Pachycampyli (pak-i-kam'pi-lJ), »^. ))?. [NL., Pachyomis (pak-i-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.
< Gr. Tvfivif, thick, + Kainri'/o^, crooked, bent.] Trai'f. thick, + &pvi(, bird.] A genus of Di-
In Hyatt's classification of the 6'c^>AatoyK«/a, a nornithidse, or moas, characterized by ex-
suborder of the Ammonoidea in which the or- tremcly massive leg-bones and short tarsi,

namentation of the shell attains extreme com- pachyostosis (pak'i-os-to'sis), n. [Gr. Traxf/c,

plexityin the evolution of the ribs, nodes, and thick, + oaT(iov), bone, + -osis.] Literally, a
spines, and the sutural lobes and saddles have
broad bases and are deeply divided only at their

edges.

pachycampylous (pak-i-kam'pi-lus), a. [NIj.

Parhyranipyli + -otis.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing tiie characters of the Pachycampili.

Paca.rana {Dinomys branichi).

Pachycardia^ (pak-i-kiir'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kax'-':, thick, + Kapi^ia, heart (Cardium, genus
of mollusks).] A genus of prionodesmaceous
pelecypods with oblong trigonal shells having
terminal beaks, two strong divergent cardinal

teeth, and a long posterior lateral tooth in

each valve. It occurs in the Alpine Trias.

[NL.. < Gr,pachycholia (pak-i-ko'Ii-a), ». l^-""., n vji. i«»v,uvi,i.v.iiuua M'" ".v •• ".- ,,
,,^

Tzaxic, thick, 4- xo^-^, ^i^e.] Diminished flu- thick, ^+ei/i^^{Tpcx-), hair, + -ous.]

idity of the bile.
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thickening of the bone: specifically applied
to an increase in the amount of the bony net-
work or reticulum that more or less completely
fills the long bones of some animals, notably
the elephant among mammals and Dinornis
among birds.

pachyotous (pak-i-6'tus), a. [Gr. vaxis, thick,
-4- ova (iJr-), ear.] Marked by abnormal thick-
ness of the oars.

pachyperitonitis (pak'i-per'i-to-ni'tis), n.

' [NL., < Gr. Tvaxii^, thick, + Treptrdvaiov, peri-

toneum, + -itis.] Inflammation of the peri-

toneum, resulting in notable thickening of

this membrane.
pachyphyllous (pak-i-fil'us), a. [Gr. naxk,
thii'k, -I- ipi'/.lov, leaf.] In bot., thick-leafed.

Pachypops (pak'i-pops), n. [NL., < Gr. vaxvi,
thick, + vir6, below, + u^ (""-), eye.] A
genus of fresh-water scieenoid fishes of Guiana
and Brazil.

pachyrhizid (nak-i-ri'zid), «. [NL. Pachy-
rhi:(n.'i) + -i(P.] A bitter non-nitrogenous
substance obtained from the seed of Pachy-
rhizus angulatus, which acts as an energetic
poison, especially to fish.

pachysaurian (pak-i-sa'ri-an), «. [Gr. naxh,
thick, -f E. saurian.] A thick-skinned reptile.

Pachytheca (pak-i-the'kii), «. [NL., < Gr.

iraxt'i:, thick, -t- Otjkti, a box.] Minute hollow
spheroidal bodies of brown color described by
Hooker, 1853, from the Ludlow bone-bed of

the English Upper Silurian. They resemble
Sporangites from the Devonian of North Amer-
ica, anil they appear to be spores of lyeopods
or algBB, though their vegetable nature has
been doubted by Solms-Laubach.

pachytrichous (pa-kit'ri-kus), a. [Gr. iraxk,
Having

thick hair. Mayne.



pacific

Paclflc blockade, in iuteniatiotuil law, a blockade exer-
cised by one govenimeut or several governments for the
purpose of forcing another to some demanded action
without actual war. The first pacille blockade was that
by Russia, France, and England against Greece in 1827.

pacificity (pas-i-fis'i-ti), n. [pacilic + -ity.']

The quality of being peaceful or pacific.

paciflco (pa-the'fi-ko), n. [Sp. = E. pacific.1
1. A person of pacific or peaceful character;
a non-belligerent; speeifieally, a native of
Cuba or the Philippines who submitted with-
out opposition to the Spaniards when the
latter took possession of those islands.— 2.
During the Spanish-American war of 1898, a
non-combatant.
The pacificos who are in the fields supply the food for

the army [insurgents in Cuba, February, 1898J, and are
under military supervision.

Harper's Weekly, Feb. 19, 1898, p. 174.

pacify, v. t. 3. To make peaceful by force;

926 paddling
The tune carried among the lanes and dwellings of the

village, and naked feet imd-pailded quickly up over dustta-pa
^ liyn

quickly up over dust
A Master of Fortune,

of the ship. A large nimiber of long wooden
wedges are placed transversely between the , -, „ -

packing and bilgeways, and the weight of the
«"''">«'«''»'• Cutdiffe uyne,

vessel is transferred from the building-blocks P^^J "v ^- <») * '=^6 floating disk-like leaf-blade,

to the packing before launching the vessel by - ^' -' " '^a^f-'U'es
:
"sed mostly in the corn-

driving in the wedges.— 7. In telephony, the
crowding together or caking of the particles of
carbon in a microphonic transmitter, whereby
the sensitiveness of the instrument is impaired.— Flax packing, packing made by braiding flax into a
square cord into which a quantity of grease has been
worked: used for pump-pistons and in stufHng-boxes.—
Uum-packing, soft packing of rubber or other elastic
solid material, usually made in sheets which can easily be
cut to any desired shape and size.— Hydraulic pack-
ing, packing forthe piston or plunger of a pump or of a
hydraulic ])ress : usually of leather.

packing-board (pak'ing-bord), n. A device - ,„ „ .
used to hold crackers in position when pack- P,*"^. ''• *• P- "^ leather-making, to apply a

.. ..- ,., , ,, V mostly m the com-
bniation My-pad; so called from its suggesting a cushion
Also pad-leaf.

If the petiole of a lily pad be traced down under the
water, it will be found to arise from an intricate mass of
thick knotted 6t«ms. Coulter, Plant Relations, p. 181.

4. Specifically, the pile of tobacco-leaf seg-
ments formed by booking, that is, lajing
smoothly one above another for use in cigar-
making.— Arclwsporlal pad. See irarchesporial.—
Nautical pads, Rpe f<jrins of certain fomiula.' for the
convenience of the navigator, and for the acceleration of
his work. Also namnatiim-pads.—lo bowl Off one's
pads. See *bou-l2.

ing them into barrels.

rendefinaotive by depriving of the means of ^,^5,^1°?:'^?,"^®, (pak'ing:hous),

opposition.

An estab-
lishment in which provisions, especially beef

Qi„ , , . » i ,. ,_ ,
and pork, are packed.

Since I last wrote to you we have been having a quiet __„vii,n. ..l.«„i,ll,„ / i /• i.- ,s
time down South "jian/i/in^ the country." This con- PaCKing-machine (pak'mg-ma-shen^), fl. A
.:...= „ _., ... . machine for putting articles into packages or

bundles ; specifically, in baking, a machine for

sists in collecting arms—which we keep— and inviting
the burghers to take oaths— which they don't keep— at
least some don't.

C. Lowther, in 'War's Brighter Side, ixvii.

Pacinotti ring. See *riyig'i-.

packl, n. 12. In tanning, a workmen's name
for a lot of hides placed in the same pit to
undergo the liming process. — Still pack, in card-
games in which two packs are used alternately, the one
which is not in play.

packl, ?\ I, trans. 12. To have in one's bag-
gage, that is, in one's possession; possess.
[Slang, western U. S.]
Gents, I don't pack the nerve ! . . . No, sir ; I sees

enaugh of woman an' her ways to teach me that now ain't
no time to be standin'about irresoloote an' ondecided, an'
I 'm goin' to dig out A. II. Levris, Wolfville Sights, xi.

n. intrans. 7. To transport goods as a
business: as, to pack over the trail. [U. S.]
—To pack in or out, to march into or out of (the woods),
carrying necessary provisions, etc., by packs, either on the
backs of men or of animals.

pack^ (pak), «. [Also pac, detached from shoc-
pack, taken as a compound of shoe^ -f- jjocA-i.]

1. A moccasin made of hide prepared with
tallow and wax, used by various North Amer-
ican Indian tribes.— 53. A heavy felt or

heavy coating of solution to. VaviK, Manuf.
of Leather, p. 324.— 7. In India, to pack on
an elephant's pad.
pad-chuck (pad'ehuk), n. A chuck having a
square hole to receive the ordinary brace-bits,
the hole or socket being of the same size as
that in a brace,

sorting and arranging crackers for packing in Pau-COlor (pad kul'gr), n. A color that is
cartons or barrels. It consists essentially of ^ly'llf '' to the cloth in a padding-machine.
a hopper in which the freshly baked crackers Paddies^ (pad'iz), n. pi A child's name for
are placed, and suitable delivery-mechanism "a,"''.s- Compare i)arf3, i (c).
'- • - padding-liquor (pad'ing-lik"or), «. In calico-

printing, a liquor or solutioii of oiein-oil and
for selecting the crackers and setting them on
edge upon conveyers which deliver them to
the packers.
packing-piece (pak'ing-pes), n. A separator

;

a short piece placed between two pieces that
are to be fastened together, to keep them sep-
arated by a certain space.

perhaps other constituents, with which the
cloth is prepared, or padded, after bleaching-
and before printing. In the madder style of
printing, an oil solution is used after dyeing
and before steaming.

packing-plate (pak'ing-plat), n. A plate used Padding-mangle (pad ' ing-mang^gl), n. A
to prevent the flow of a fluid across a certain
area or space covered by the plate; a relief- or
pressure-plate on the back of a slide-valve.
packing-ring, n. 2. A piston-ring ; a ring of
packing, either fibrous or metallic, placed in a
stuffing-box or around a joint.

packing-strip (pak'ing-strip), n. 1. A strip
of packing used to make a tight joint.— 2. A

machine, consisting essentially of a vessel or
tub and a pair of squeezing-rollers, for the
treatment of cotton piece-goods chiefly, either
for dyeing them with some coloring matter or
preparing them with a mordant.— Slop padding-
mangle, in calico-printing, a machine with pressure-
rollers or -bowls for the continuous and thorough
saturation of the cloth with a mordant or color, the cloth
being kept full width and free from creases.

a machine, to take up the play in a joint or

.„,.„.„ ii.„to «/ ii
bearing.

warerproof^aTf'-boot worn by loggers'In the Pack-rope (pak'rop), n. A rope used to secure

liner ; a metal strip used to build up a part of paddle^, r. I. intrans. 6. To throw the feet

lumber-camps in winter.

package, n. 5. A box, basket, or other re-
ceptacle in which perishable articles of food
are packed for transportation. See the ex-
tract.

The kind of packages used in handling the different
truck crops varies greatly In the different trucking re-
gions, and they are now In many oases very different from
those that were used in the early days of the business.

Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 461.

pack-drill (pak'dril), n. A military punish-
ment in which the offender is compelled to
walk up and down for a certain number of
hours in full marching order, with arms, am-
munition, knapsack, and overcoat.
To meet an esteemed friend doing pack-drill outside

the guard-room is embarrassing.
R. Kipling, Daughter of the Regiment, in Plain Tales

[from the Hills, p. 184.

packer, n. • 8. Same as pack-animal, [Aus-
tralia.]— 9. One who packs juries, cards, facts,
etc., to serve purposes of his own; one who is

a confederate in fraudulent enterprises. Com

a load to a pack-saddle.
packsand (pak'sand), n. A very fine-grained
sandstone with calcareous cement so loosely
consolidated that it may be cut -with a spade.
[Local, U. S.]

pack-trail (pak'tral), n. A narrow single-file Paddlel, n. 6. (c) A broad, thin piece of wood, or a

outward with a circular sweep when trotting

:

said of horses. Also dish.

II. trans. 4. In leather manvf., to wash or
color by means of a paddle. See *'paddle^, «.

,

8. Modern Amer. Tanning, ^.m.— 5. To pat,
as the ore in a roasting-fumace, vrith the flat
side of a paddle. I'liillips and Bauerman, Ele-
ments of Metallurgy, p. 647.

trail for pack-animals. [Western TJ. SJ
Pac. Oc. An abbreviation of Pacific Ocean.
Pacouria (pa-ko'ri-a), ji. [NL. (Aublet, 1775),
< Carib. pacouri (piacouri-rana, the type spe-
cies), Galipi jJOCOHry.] A genus of dicotyledon-
ous plants of the family Apocynacex. The
type species, P. Guianensis, was originally de-
scribed from South America, but has not
since been found there. See Landolphia,
Vahca, and india-rubber, 1.

pacova (pa-ko'va), n. [Aboriginal name in
Brazil.] 1. Eenealmia escaltata, a plant be-
longing to the ginger family, with handsome
scarlet flowers.— 2. The banana.

paco'vicugna (pak"o-vi-k6'nya), n.

ruler, in which holes have been bored, used in flogging.
It inflicts a painful blow. (/) A tool used in working
the charge of material in the hearth of the black-ash fur-
nace in the Leblanc process for making carbonate of soda.
Also called slice.

8. A tank containing a revolving wheel or
paddle for washing, tanning, or coloring skins.
Modern Avier. Tanning, p. 96.— Duck-foot pad-
dle, a propelling device of an early design, used in steam-
boats before the adoption of the paddle-wheel. Vertical
oars or sculls were mounted on each side of the hull,
receiving a vertical motion from cranks above them, by
which they were immersed for the working-stroke and
lifted out of the water for the return. A second set of
cmnks and rods gave them the backward push which
caused propulsion. Hiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 37.

Paddle-box boat. See *boat.

+ vicugna.} A cross between the alpaca' and
vicugna. Compare *catalo.

ra^ir'^ilsstm^i;;'^-
"" '^'^^--"-^ pac^orC-«.^Tprcmc;n"y-2. In internauonalmacmne, an assembler.

;^j,^,^ ^ contract between nations which is to be
The types [in a simplex machine]" are now guided, one nerformed bv a sinirle net nnd nf wliioli ovo

by one, to the packer, where they rin on a cani, are lifted, ^.Tnon ;» nV «l ^.J^FZ.^1' R ^"^<="-^.^«-
and are then carried forward to proper position. Types Oution IS at an end at once. Bouvter, Law Diet,
succeed each other in the packer with 3-em space between pactorial t (pak-to'ri-al), a. [pactorv + -al^.']
,.,....,..,1. ..„,;, » "...^-uous line is fornied extending In Scottish law, sa.me as *pactory.
the words, until a cont
across the back of the keyboard, with the face in view.

Census Bulletin 210, June 28, 1902, p. 61.

Sabaurface packer, a machine so constructed as to cre-
ate a compact bottom under a layer of loose soil.

packery ( pak 'e-ri ), n.
;

pi. packeries (-riz).
[j«(f/.-l -t- -ery.'} 1. Same as *packing-house.— 2. A pack made up of various small pack-
ages.

packingl, n. 1. specifically: («) a fibrous or spongy
material which will hold oil or grease, used as a lubricat-
ing'pad on journals and bearings, ib) A device for mak-
ing a fluid- or gas-tight stationary joint, as a joint in
flanged piping made by a soft annular ring placed in V-
grooves. (c) The material used where a sliding element
is Ut move steam-, water-, or gjis-tight under pressure, to
allow sliding but prevent the leakage of fluid.

5. In halma, the stage of the game in which
the player gets his men in order on the side of
the board farthest from him.—6. In shij)-

building, the pieces of wood used to fill up the
space between the bilgeways and the bottom

[(al)paca paddle-engine (pad'^en'-'jin), n. An engine
for ilri\ing paddle-wheels on a vessel.

paddle-float (pad'l-flot), n. One of the
transverse planks fastened to the rim of a
paddle-wheel of a vessel. See cuts under
paddlc-wlieel, 1.

paddle-race (pad'l-ras), n. The sternward-
flowlng water which is driven back by a
paddle-wheel of a steamer in motion.

paddle-staff, n. 3. A wooden paddle used
in the mashing process in brewing : something
like a spade in shape.
paddle-vat (pad'l-vat), n. Same as *paddle^,

ras), n. A small aquatic J^^A^ t^iZ^ f"Z- I^^'J^,^' l"*'" ..
plant Ichthyobroma n.onadelphurn (Lacis mon- '^^^^^r^f^'i-l^^^^^^'':;^''^!^'^^^
aaetplia Ot JBongard), with delicate star- metal plates bolted directly U< the radial arms. Such

blades have the disadvantage of not entering and leaving
the water at the best angle.

paddle-wing (pad'1-wing), n. See *wing-deck.
"j paddle-'Worm (pad 'l-w6rm), n. A bluish-

green or yeUowish-green polychaetous worm,
PhyUodoce lamcUigera, from 8 to 12 inches
long, found under stones and shells in the
Laminarian zone.
paddling (pad'ling), n. 1. The act of one
who paddles, in any sense.— 2. The act of
throwing the feet outward with a circular
movement -when trotting : said of horses.

pactoryt (pak' to-ri), a. [NL. "pactoriiis, <
L. pactor, one who makes a pact, < pacisci
agree: Bee pact.} Relating to a pact, agree^
ment, or compact; of the nature of a compact
pacu-grass (pak'6-gras), n.

tde ^

with delicate star
shaped pink flowers, belonging to the family
Podostemonacex. It is a native of Guiana
and Brazil and is a favorite food of the pacu.

pad^, H. 2. [jjadl, ».] A dull sound, as
footsteps.

Then there came from the compound the soft 'pad-pad

'

of camels—'thieves' camels,' the Bikaneer breed that
don't bubble and howl when they sit down and get up.

It. Kipling, Kidnapped, in Plain Tales from the Hills,

[p. 123.

padi, V. i. 2. To move with the soft thud of
a bare foot striking the ground. [Rare.]



paddock

paddock^, n. 3. Applied depreelatively to a
person: in the play of "Macbeth," an evil

spirit or a familar.

First Witch. I come, Grayraalkin !

Paddock calls.

Anon.
Fair is foul, and foul is fair

:

Hover through the fog and filthy air.

Shak., Macbeth, 1. 1.

2. A piece of land of any size,

"inclosed or not, used for cultivation. [Aus-
tralia.] E. E. Morris, Austral English.— 3.
In mining: (a) A store-yard near a mine-shaft
for ore or wash-dirt. (5) An open excavation
in a superficial deposit. 2\\ E. D.

paddock^, v. i. 2. To make into a paddock,
as a run for sheep. [Australia.]

When a run is not fenced, each flock of sheep re-
quires a shepherd. . . . When a run is " paddocked,"
shepherds are not required ;— but boundary-riders are

Sec. Witch.
Third Witch.
All.

paddock^, «.
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a roller in a cylinder printing-machine which
applies color to the cloth, as in the produc-
tion of aniline blacks.

padronaget (pa-dron'aj), n. [padrone + -age.']
Same as *padronship.'

padrone, «. 2. In Italy: (aH The prime min-
ister of the papal curia. jV. E. D. (ft) The
landlord of an inn. (c) The captain or master
of a Mediterranean trader.

padronism (pa-dron'izm), n. [padrone +
-ism.] The custom, now a felony in the
United States, of bringing Italian children

pailoo

city in which various small articles, such as
tea, etc., are sold.— swami pagoda, an Indian gold
com with a crescent and three figures, one representing
Swami or Krishna.

pagolo (pa'go-16), n. Same as *2)angolo.
pagOSCOpe (pag'o-skop), «. [Gr. ndyoc, frost,

-1- GKOTTdv, view.] An apparatus for predict-
ing frosts, a form of hygrodeik which shows
the current temperature of the dew-point, it
consists of a framework carrying a wet-bulb and a dry-
bulb thermometer, a diagram of numbered curve-lines,
and a pointer; for dew-pointa below freezing the diagram
is colored, and the observer perceives graphically the pes-

into a foreign country, in what was practically ''"^"''y "' '''"s' during the approaching night.

a state of slavery, to sing in the streets, beg, PagUTld (pag u-nd), a. Same as paguroid.

etc., for their 'padrone' or master
padronshipt (pa-dron'ship), n. [padrone +
ship.] The function or office of the prime
minister of the papal curia : he is the cardinal

, __. patron or padrone. Mso c3.\\eA padronage.
employed, and these men are responsible not only forthe pad-SaW (pad'sa), n. A keyhole-saw : a thin,
sheep but for ihe fences. .„„_._ narrow Saw, fastened in a split handle by twoTrollope, Australia and New Zealand, I. xx.

3. In mining to place or store (ore) in a pad- interior part of work and lor sawing
dock; dig or form a paddock m. [Australia.] Paduanism (pad'u-an-izm), «. [Paduan +
Paddys numcane. See */i«cncaHf. .,>,„.] The characteristics of the Latin dialect
paddy-barrow (padl-bar^o), n. [Paddyl + of Padua (Patavium) or their use: used with
barrow^.] A wheel-barrow having a curved reference to Livy, who was born in that place,
bottom and no removable sides. [CoUoq., and was criticized for his Patavinitas or Pad-
U- S.] uanism. See patavinity.

paddy-bird,". 2. In India, one of the small paeanize(pe'a-niz),t'.i.;pret.andpp.p«anfee(?,
egrets which frequent the rice- or paddy- ppr. yieanizing. [Gr. TTaLaviC,ew, usually vacuvO;

paha (pa-ha'), n. [Amer. Ind. (Minnesota and
Iowa).] A North American Indian name for
low knolls, inconspicuous elliptical hills, or
elongated ridges of glacial drift capped with
loess. The name was introduced by W. J.
McGee, Pleistocene History of Northeastern
Iowa, in Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1898-90, 1. 220.

fields.— 3. A name said to be applied by
sailors to the sheath-bill. Ononis.

paddy-drill (pad'i-dril), n. See *drilU.

paddy-insect (pad'i-ia'sekt), n. A Chinese
silkworm.

Paddyism (pad'i-izm), n. [Paddi/1- +
An Irish characteristic ; an Irishism.

paddy-lucerne (pad'i-lu-sern"), ». Same as
native *li(i'ernc.

paddywhack, n. 4. A fury; a rage. [Slang.]
" Hold on, till King loses his temper. ... He 11 be in

a ravin' paddy-wack." Jt. Kipling, Stalky and Co., p. 30.

pad-eye (pad ' i), «. In ship-building, a flat

rectangular piece of metal with an eye or ring
projecting edgewise from its surface, the
whole forming one solid piece. It is attached
to the surface on which it is placed by screws
or rivets through the flat part.

pad-foot (pad'fut), n. 1. In certain parts of

thumb-screws, used for cutting holes in the IP^iii (pii'he), n. [Tahiti.] A canoe or ship,

"for sawing curves. pabol (pa ' ho), n.

[Hopi.] A sacrificial _„

plumed stick. Also ';

written balio.

The priests made elabo-
rate pahos or prayer sticks,

some of which were several v
feet long, and painted them
with yellow, green, blue,
red, white, and black pig-
ments, the same as those
used by their descendants.

J. W. Fewkes, in Smith-
[sonian Rep., 189ti, p. 535.

paho2 (pa -ho'), n.

[Tagalog name.] In
the Philippine Is-

lands, Mangifera altis-

sima, a lofty forest-
tree, allied to the

ew, < -acdi>, a ptean.] To chant or sing tri-

umphantly or joyfully.

paedology, pasdomesoblast, psedomorphism,
paedopartnenogenesis, etc. See *pedologij,
etc.

j^,„ 1 paenol (pe'nol), n. [Px{o)n{ia) + -oi.] An
aromatic crystalline compound, CHgCO.CgHo-
(0H)(0CH3), found in the bark of the root of
Peeonia Moutan. It is the monomethyl ether
of dihydroxyaeetophenone.

P. aeq., Part. aeq. [I. c. or cap.] Abbrevia-
tions of the IjaXirx partes tequaUs, equal parts.

paganalian (pa-ga-na'li-an), a. [paganali(a)
+ -an.] Relating to the paganalia, or festi-
val of the pagus, in ancient Italy. Seepagan-
alia.

paganization (pa"gan-i-za'shon), 11. [pagan-
i:e + -ation.] The act of paganizing or the
process of becoming paganized.

England, as Yorkshire, a name for a goblin or
PaBanT (Pa gan-n), n. [.l>"gan + -ry.] Pagan

a spectral creature, traditionally appearing as
P™«t'««s

'
pagamsm. [Rare.]

a dog, a sheep, or simply as a 'ghost.' The P.^ge^ ». .4. Any one of several South Amer-

V.

ican uraniid butterflies marked with black and
green in such a manner as to suggest a page's
uniform.
Page effect. The tone or sound emitted by iron when
it is subjected to sudden magnetization or demagnetiza-
tion or to the rapid reversals of magnetization produced
by an alternating current.

page-gage (paj'gaj), «. A measuring-rod of
wood or brass, notched to define the proper
length of a page of type.

page-proof (paj'prof), n. A proof in page
form, as distinguished from a galley-proof in
a long strip.

paginary (paj'i-na-ri), a. [L. pagina, page, +
-dry.] SAvae a,s paginal

.

and also their woods. The former species is fo.md paging-figure (pa'jing-fig"ur), «. In printing,
from India and Ilumia to the Malayan islands, the Phil- the number of a page of a book, etc.

'•S'l" l*'''""'"'
*'"' China

;
while the latter species, to One of the novelties of reformed typography Is the

which the name more properly belongs, is confined to omission of all paginij fiijmeg, both at the head and atBurma and yields the finest timber. The wood of this the foot of the page
latter species is a deep, rich re.l streaked with black, and Ve riji7ie,'Mod. Book Composition, p. 145, note.
IS used for the finest cabinet work, especially the int<;rior . j / /• j^ t tt
finishing of sleeping-cars. Compare redMood, 2, Waiiooco- paglOpOd (paj 1-o-pod), a. and »(. I. a. Hav-
TCood, pterocarput and *<Mano. ing the characters of or belonging to the
padrao (pa-dran'), n. [Pg. padrSo, a model, Pagiopoda.
standard, pattern, monumenjt, = E. patron 11. n. A memher ot the Pagiopoda.

name is said to be due to the fact that the
goblin was imagined to run with a soft sound
of footsteps, by the side of persons walking
at night. [Eng. dial.]— 2. A footpad. [Pro v.

Eng.]

pad-groom (pad'grom), n. A mounted groom
who follows his master when on horseback.

padkost (pad'kost), «. [D., <pad, path, +
kost, provision.] In South Africa, provisions
taken for use on a journey.

pad-leaf (pad'lef), n. See *padS, 1 (g).

padouk (pa-douk' or pa-dok'), n. [Burmese
pa-touk.] Either of two large leguminous
trees, Pterocarpus Indicus and /'. macrocarpus,

mango, but bearing much smaller fruit. The
latter is preserved by the natives, who gather
it before it is ripe and pickle it in vinegar.
pahong (pii'hong), «. [Chamorro name.] In
Guam, the knob-fruited screw-pine, Pandanus
dubius, a species with broad coarse leaves and
a head of fruit composed of drupes each of
whichr terminates in a projecting point. The
seed kernels are edible and have a pleasant
flavor, but are not a food staple of the natives.
The leaves are too stiil for textile uses, though
on other islands they are sometimes woven
into mats of inferior quality after having been
made pliable by heat.

pai (pi), 11. Same as^jieS.

paidological, paidologically, paidology, etc.
See *ped(ilogical, etc.

paidonosology (pi"do-no-sol'o-ji), n. Same
asjwdonijsology.

paillard (pii-yar'), n. [F. See palliard.] A
vagabond who sleeps in straw ; hence, one
who lives a low, knavish life ; a dissolute fellow.
The male part of the upper class are in youth a set of

heartless profligates ; in old age, a parcel of poor, shak-
ing, nervous ^'r/ii/ards. Borruu; Lavengro, xciv.

andj)a«ern.] Amonument. [Portuguese use.] Pagiopoda (paj-i-op'6-da), «. p?. [NL., < Gr. paillasse, «. 4. A solid bed of masonry, as for

The padraoH were intended to be eternal monuments
of Portuguese achievement. They were stone pillars
with an inscription, and the arms of Portugal carved
uptm them— the well-known "cinco chagas," with the
orle of the seven castles of Algarve. Each explorer was
to plant one on a conspicuous p<tint at his furthest point.
The padraos were named after saints.

aeog. Jour. (X. G. S.), XII. 10.

padre, «. 2. A minister of any Christian
denomination or a native priest. [India.]

padroadist (pa-dro-a'dist), H. [Pg. padroado
(Jaemde patronado), patronage, < hh. patrona-
(ew, patronage : Bee patronate.] In India, one
belonging to the Roman Catholic Church who
upholds the custom of the padroado (patron-

irayior, solid, -f- 7roi'f(7roc!-), foot.] InSchiodte's
system, a division of the Heteroptera which
includes the six purely aquatic families and
corresponds rather closely to the Cryptocerata.

pagO (pa'go), «. [= Chamorro ^rtjro, Tagalog

the floor of an oven or furnace ; by extension,
any pedestal or base-block built of masonry
if of considerable dimensions. C. B. Has-
well, Mech. and Engin. Pocket-book, p. 1048.
[Rare.]

age) claimed in that country by the king of pagoda, «. 6. A small ornamental structure
Portugal. ^.E.D. n^ade in imitation of an Eastern pagoda:

pad-roller (pad'ro'lfer), n. In calico-printing, especially, such a building in the streets of a

balibago, Malayan baru, Java icaru, Tahitian Pailoo, pailou (pi'l^)' "• [-A^lso pai-loic; <

parau or barau, Fijian van, Samoan fau, Ha-
waiian hau.] In Guam, Pariti tiliaceum, a tree
with tough inner bark, which is the principal
source of cordage on the island. Ropes made
from it are used for halters of buffalo and
cattle, and for cables for ferrjang bamboo
balsas across the mouths of streams. See
*balibago, corkwood, and malioe^.

Chin, pai, tablet, -t- lou, an upper story or
room; a tower.] An elaborate gateway-like
erection usually of massive hewn stone set up
in China on the roadside near a city or in
some public place in a city or town, by the
local inhabitants (with imperial sanction) in
honor of some ono distinguished for filial

piety or for some meritorious act, as when a
widow commits suicide rather than remarry.
A pailoo consists of four massive squared pillars (but^
tressed with conventional Chinese lions, the two in the
center being taller than those at the side and supporting



pailoo

two horizontal cross-beams instead of one (&& at the Bide),

and covered with iucised inscriptions eulogistic of the
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Paint. [?. c. or cap,"] An abbreviation of

paiKti}i{f.

paint-brush, n, 2, In bot.j the shrubby St.

John's-wort, Hypericum proUfairn, so called

from its brush of yellow stamens ; also the
king-devil, Hieracium prsealtmtij named with
reference to the yellow flower-head.— Devil's
paint-brush. See *(/cn7>!-?winf-trM«/(.— Flora's
paint-brush, the orange hawkweed, Hieracium uur-
a ntiacu in.— In^iaja. palnt-brusll, the (Eastern) painted
cup, Cdntilleja corcinca ; also the Californian C, parvi-
flora Doufilami : the name alluding to the highly colored
brush-like inflorescence. The latter is also called scarlet
paint-brush. — Pink palnt-brush. See -kescnbita.—
Scarlet paint-brush. See Indian itpaxnt-brush.

painted-beauty (pan'ted-bu'ti), n. A hand-
some American nymphalid butterfly, Vanessa
huntcra, occurring in lower Canada and over
most of the United States. Its larvro feed on
the everlasting plant.

honored one and his or her virtues. The table is placed
against the upper beam of the main division.

pai marire (pi ma're-ra). [Maori, lit. good
and peaceful.] A new" faith, or religious su-

perstition, that arose in New Zealand about
1864, and was supposed to be based on revela-

tions from the angel Gabriel. The followers

of this religion "were called hau-haus, and were
distinguished for their cruelty in the war
against the colonial government.

pain^, »•—Bearing-downpains, involuntary straining

efforts which occur during childbirth.— False pains,
colicky pains occurring toward the end of pregnancy, hut
not due to uterine contractions.— Referred pain, pain
felt in some other part than that in which the exciting

cause exists, as the pain in the knee common in cases of

hip-disease. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 187.—
Vagabond pains, wandering pains.

painiu (pi-nu'), n, [Hawaiian name.] In the
Hawaiian Islands, a liliaceous plant, FuncMa
Meyiziesiana^ with the habit of a Tillandsia,

growing on old tree-trunks or on stony ridges

at elevations of from 2,000 to 6,000 feet above
the sea.

pain-point (pan'point), n. In pSi/cJiophys.,

same as '^pain-spot.

He [Goldscheider] admits pain-points (points sensible

to pain), but not a specific organ for pain nor special
nerves to transmit it.

Ribot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 27.

pain-sensation (pan'sen-sa''^shon), w. Inpsy-
ciiol., the specific quality of sensation derived
from the pain-spots of the skin and from the
terminal organs of pain within the body.
Psychologists are now agreed that pain is to be recog-

nized as a distinct sensation, but have not yet^eached
agreement on the point of the number of primaiy pains.

It may be that there is but one pain quality, the intro-

spective differences being referable to differences of

intensity, duration, recuirence, volume, etc. ; or it may
be that the bodily organs which are the seat of the vari-

ous organic pains furnish each their own special pain
quality.

The sensations of pain are very different from either

the temperature or the pressure sensations .... I could
^most posit an area for the pressure sensations, but the
pain gensations seemed to have no bigness at alL

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 95.

pain-spot (pan 'spot), «, In psychophys., a
spot upon the skin sensitive and sensitive

only to pain, and representing a terminal
organ of the pain-sense.

The pain spots are more numerous than any of the
others. There is no outward indication of their existence.

£. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 95.

Asphalt paint. See asphalt -khrown.— Balmain'B
paint, calcium sulphid, used as a i»aint. After exposure
to bright light it exhibits l)eautiful bluisli ]ihnsi)hore8-

cence in a dark room.—Bartlstt'S fume paint, paint
produced by smelting lead ore in such a manner 'as

to produce a maximum of fume, which is collected

in iron pipes and, when cooled, filtered through woolen
bags. The filtered fume, known as bhie powder, is

converted, by burning, into white crusts which are
smelted, together with gray slags, in a low blast-

furnace, yielding slag lead and a purified fume. This is

collected in c<»ndensing-tubes and sold as white paint.

It consists of about 26 per cent, of oxid of lead, 65 per
cent, of sulphate of lead, and 6 i-er cent of oxi<l of zinc.

—

Indian paint, (c) The strawberry-blite, Blitiim capitO'

turn, (a) The hoary puccoon, Lithospermum canescens.

(e) Hpeciesof Tradescantia.—Ket&MiC paint, a coating
or paint used f<jr painting ironwork to prevent its rusting.

It is comp<jsed. usually, of some oxid of iron mixed witJi

oil.— Waterproof paint, the trade-name under which
sundry compositions are sold, for the most part involv-

ing the use of cheap materials as substitutes for or
diluents of ordinary oil paint. Petroleum and stearic

acid residues, rosin, sawdust, marble dust, etc., have
been bo applied.

painted-beauty (l-'anessa hunUra).
Slightly reduced.

painter^, «.

—

To cut the painter, to take oneself off

;

make off' : said by convicts, etc., when 'making themselves
scarce ' as early as 1700. It has more recently been used
in a political connection refeiTing to the sepaiution of a
colony from t\\i mother country. [CoUoq.]

painterisb. (pan't6r-ish), a. ^^painter'^ + -ish,']

Like a painter or that of a painter: said of a

style of art criticism which is too technical for

the general reader. [Rare.]

The study on Manet is a trifle too painterish for general
interest. Burlington Mag., IIL 108.

painterite (pan't^r-it), n. [Paiw/^^r, a personal
name, + -ite'^.'] A green to yellow micaceous
mineral from Pennsylvania, allied to the
vermiculites.

painting, «. 1. The earliest use of color is decora-
tive : rcjuesentation comes later. Primitive people are
content with simple ornamentation of objects of utility,

especially pottery: as advance is made in civilization and
permanent buildings are created, drawingand color, both
of which may be included under the term 'painting,' be-

come dependent upon architecture and, with its improve-
ment, become more and more monumental, (a) Egyptian
and Assyrian. In the historical sequence, the first ap-
pearance of painting as a developed and stable art was in

Egypt, where its use during the entire known histtiry of
that country was common and developed according to

clearly defined conventions. In Egyptian painting, the
drawing, color, and detail are subordinated to the flat

surface of the wall. There Is no perspective or relief, no
sense of light and shade, and little realization of natural
color. The general scheme is quiet and harmonious ; pure
color is employed, but in light tones ; the human figure

is well drawn in outline ; and sympathy for animal life is

keen. The technical process employed appeare to have
been distemper. In excavations in Assyria traces of color

have been found but have soon disappeared. (6) Greek
and Roman. In Hellenic civilization painting was as

highly regarded as sculpture, but much less information
about it has come down to us. Mural decoration is to be
found in the earliest Mycemean remains. Painted pottery

of every period appears. Of monumental painting and
independent pictorial composition during the historical

period there are no remains. For infonnation we depend
txpon descriptive texts in classic authors, and the large

body of i)aintings on vases which are supposed to repre-

sent the style of famous painters and which are sometimes
their actual works. From an examination of these it ap-

pears that during the earlier and more important period
of Greek paintingthe genei-al scheme of Egyptian art was
followed. A composition was arranged to tell its story

intelligibly, with little aid from perspective or light and
shade. It is probable that the color was pure, well
an-anged, and agreeable. The great beauty of Greek
painting, in the strong period, rested undoubtedly
upon the fine drawing and dignified composition of

the figures. The pictures of Polygnotus in the fifth

century B.C. were probably very like the contemporary
frieze of the Parthenon. During and after the time
of Alexander the Great (fourth century B.C.) painters
came to a much fuller realization of nature. Perspec-
tive, foreshortening, landscape, and still-life received at-

tention. This later period is undoubtedly well represented
in the large number of works found at Pompeii. The
processes employed by the classic paintera were distem-

per and encaustic. ^QQ Greek art, MWiKev Greek, {c) Byzan-
tine. With the decline of civilization in the later Roman
and Byzantine periods, the higher pictorial qualities dis-

appeared, but the decorative qualities remained, strength-

ened perhaps by the rigidity of the favorite material,

mosaic. The human figure was again treated as a pattern

and the composition as a decorative arrangement. The
color-schemes are harmonious and powerful. The finest

examples are in Rt^me, Ravenna, and Venice. The tradi-

tions of Byzantine painting passed over into Russia and

painting
Greece, where they are still followed. Medieval and
Gothic painting of the Byzantine empire entered north-
em Emope chiefly in the form of ilhnnination of manu-
scripts or miniature-painting, of which innumerable fine
specimens were produced between the eighth and six-

teenth centuries. The monasteries of Ireland were
especially prolific in the production of miniatures during
the early medieval period. The structural conilitions of
Gothic architecture did not admit the extensive areas of
mural decoration which were possible in Byzantine and
Romanesque buildings. There was occasional painting
of walls, some of which still remains, as notably in the
Abbey of St. Albans in England ; but for the mi>st part
stained glass took the place of mural painting. The vast
churches of the thirteenth century were decorated with
glass which has never been equaled. The Cathedral of
Chartres in France contains nearly its complete outfit of
medieval glass in good condition, {d) Renaissance in
Italy. Tlie development of Byzantine painting into the
Renaissance and modem schools was i)ractically continu-
ous in Italy. The modem historic sequence and the
emergence of peraonalities begin with the record of
Vasari, which mentions first Cimabue of Florence, Ducclo
di Buoninsegna of Siena, and Margaritone of Arezzo. In
the next genei-ation a painter of great independent power
appeared in Giotto di Bondone(1276-lS:i7),whohaa left the
important decorations of the Chui-ch of San Francesco at
Assisi, of the Arena Chapel at Padua, and of the Church
of Santa Croce in Florence. Giotto was loyal to the fine dec-
orative principles of the Byzantine painters, but in the real-
ization of dramatic qualities belongs definitely t/) modem
art. Dm-ing the fourtieenth centui7 (the trecento) painting
followed the lines laid down by Giotto, but in the fifteenth
century (the quattrocento) the influence of antique cul-
ture and art begin to be felt. The drawing of the nude
was first attempted in the decoration of the Brancacci
chapel in the Church of Santa Maria del ('amiine in
Florence by Masaccio (1401- about 1429). Toward the end
of the century the freely developed type of the early
Renaissance picture is shown in the work of a large num-
ber of painters, among whom may be mentioned Fra
Filippo Lippi (about 1402-<i9), Filippino Lippi (alwut 1460-
1505), Sandro Botticelli (1447- about 1510) in Horence,
Giovanni Bellini (about 1427-1516) in Venice, and Andrea
Mantegna (1431-1506) in Mantua. At the beginning of
the sixteenth century,(the cinque-cento) a larger scale and
a stronger tone were given to painting by the school
fomied on the cartoons of Michelangelo (1475-1564) and
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), exhibited in Florence in
1505. There was at the same time a more perfect appre-
ciation of antique art and of the sciences of perapective
and anatomy. The most extraordinary creation of the
period was the decoration of the ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel in the Vatican by Michelangelo. The work, how-
ever, which had the healthiest and most lasting influence
upon modern art waa the decoration of the Stanze and
Loggie of the Vatican by Raphael (14»3-1520). The orderly
architectonic arrangement of the ' School of Athens ' and
'Disputa' in the Stanza della Segnatura dominated pic-
torial composition until the nineteenth century. In
Venice the greater freedom and power of the epoch were
felt in the color and technical pertection of such masters
as Titian (about 1477-1576), Tintoretto (1518-1594), and
Veronese (152H-158S). After these masters painting be-
came part of the general baroque movement and reached
its highest expression outride of Italy in the work of Ru-
bens, Rembrandt, and Velasquez. During the Italian
Renaissance the favorite process for monumental work
was fresco. For smaller pictures tempera was used at
first. Oil-painting came gradually into use in the last
half of the fifteenth century, (c) Flemish, German, and
Dutch Renaissance. North of the Alps the development
of painting proceeded mainly througli ilhnnination, the
miniatures taking on more and more pictorial quality.
The painting t)f the Primitives defines itself clearly in the
work of Hubert and Jan van Eyck in Flandecs, late in the
fourteenth and early in the fifteenth centuries. The van
Eycks did not invent oil-painting, as is commonly sup-
posed, but they improved the method of its application
and made it* use for easel pictures popular. The produc-
tion of pictures of great refinement wjis abundant in
Flanders and the Netlierlands in the fifteenth century.
The art of painting entered France through Burgimdy,
then in close alliance with Handeiu Contemporaneous
with the Flemish Primitives, and developed in much the
same manner, a powerful school fonned itself in the vari-

ous towns of Germany, notably Cologne, Augsburg, and
Nuremberg. The Gennan school culminated in Albrecht
Durer (1471-1528) and Hans Holbein the Younger (about
1497-1543). In the seventeenth century the strong tech-
nical qualities, bold comiM)sition, and realism of the later
Italian or baroque period found their way to Flanders and
reached their complete development there. Peter Paul
Rubens (1577-1640), a Fleming, trained in Italy, is the
chief and typical master of the peri«:>d. He was followed
by Jakob Jordaena (about 1593-1678), Sir Anthony Van-
dyke n599-1641), Frans Hals (about J5S<V1666). and others.

In Holland the naturalistic and technical tendencies of
the time culminated in Rembrandt (Ui07-ti9), and the
famous Dutch painters of interiors, landscape, and still-

life, Teniers the Younger (about 1610-90), Brouwer (about
1606-38), Pieter de Hooch (about 1632- about 1681). Wouver-
man (about 161i>-68V Hondekoeter (1636-95), Ruvsdael
(about 1625-82), Hobbema (U138-1709), etc. (/) Spanish.
Spanish painting did not assume importance before the
seventeenth centui-y : it then fell into line with the schools
of Italy and Flanders and prixluced several masters of
splendid attainment as colorista and technicians. The
cliief of these is Velasquez (bom about 15if9, died Aug.
7, 1660). With him may be associated Theot^K-opuli,

called El Greco (about 1545-1625), Ribera. called Sjiagno-

letto (1588-1656), Zurbaran (159^1662). and Murillo (about
1618-82). In the eighteenth century the strong qualities

of Spanish painting reappear in the work ol Francisco
Goya (1746-1828). Since Goya Spanish painting hasbeen
dominated by French art The strongest master of the
nineteenth centm-y is Fortuny (1838-74). (g) French. A
definite school of French Primitives may be said to ap-

pear first in the later part of the fourteenth century about
the court of the early Valois, under the leadership of the

four sons of John II. (died 1364), Charles V., and the
Dukes of Anjou, Berry, and Burgundy. Philip the Bold
(1342-1404), Duke of Bui^imdy, who was then in close al-
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llance with Flanders, became especially the patron of the

fine arts. In the main the French Pi-imitives preceded

those of Flandei-s hi style and method. In the Renaissance

period the influence of Italian art was clearly defined.

The chief representatives are Jean Foucquet (1415-

90), Francois Clouet (about 1500- about 1571), Jean Per-

r6al (1455-1527). and Jean Cousin (1501-90). During the

reign of Francis I. (1515-1547) an effort was made to Ital-

ianize French art by the importation of Italian masters,

especially for the decoration of the palace of Fontaine-

bleau. A school of decorative painters was formed at this

time which had a lasting infiuence upt>n the art of France.

The leaders were II Rosso (1494-1541), and Primaticcio
(1504-1570). The movement begun at Fontaiuebleau
found further expression in the seventeenth century, not

in tJhe importation of Italian masters, but in tlie adoption

-of the principles of later Italian art, in which advanced
-classicism was blended with the decorative freedom of

the baroque style. The mostnotablelandscape-painterwas
Claude I>orrain (1600-82). Art in France was much affected

"bythe general centralization which characterized the reign

of Louis XIV. (1(>13-1715). The artistic center of the
movement was the Academy of Painting and Sculpture,

established in l&i3on the model of those already installed

in Italy. The chief organizer of the Academy, Charles

Lebrun (1619-1«90)^ established himself firmly in the favor

•of the king, and with his fellow academicians controlled

the vast artistic production of the period. The painting

of the reign of Louis XIV. is blended with architecture,

sculpture, and other arta in the decoration of the royal

palaces, especially Versailles. In the eighteenth century
tiie Academy still controlled art in France, but the p<jverty

^f the court and the less serious character of the times
4id not permit its development in lai^e and dignified

schemes of decoration. Painters drifted into the repre-

sentatiun <4 the brilliant, loose, and artificial life of

the day ; the /ete champetre and conversation galante
were the types preferred. The chief masters of the
-eighteenth century are W'atteau (1684-1721), Le Moyne
(1688-1737), Pat«r (ie9&-1736), Btmcher (1703-70), and
Fragonard (17.12-1806); Chardin (1699-1779) and Greuze
.(1726-1605) belong to a more serious class. The first ex-

cavations at Pompeii in 1748, following those at Her-
<ulaneum in 1709 and 1738, recalled the attention of the
artistic world from the current types of conventional
classicism to the pure forms of the ancient monuments
themselves. This interest was strengthened by the criti-

cism of Winckelmami, which laid the foundation of the
modem science of archaeology. Painting in France re-

sponded to the classical tendencies of the period, which
-coincided with the Revolution and Empire. The leader

of the classicista was Jacques Louis David (174H-1825),

whose most prominent pupils were Girodet (1767-1824),

Gerard (1770-1H37X Gn» (1771-18:15). and Ingres (1780
1867). A reaction against the Academy of the seven-

teenth century, the artificiality of the eighteenth cen-

tury, and the rigidity of the classicists of the imperial
period appeared in the romantic movement which
occurred in France in the early part of the nineteenth
<entury. The exhibition in 1819 of "The Raft uf the

Medusa " by G^ricault (1791-1824X followed by tliat of the
"Dante and Virgile" by Delacroix (17!>'J-186;j), gave ex-

pression to this t«ndency. The principle *if direct ap-

peal to nature was definitely intmduced into the practice

of French painting by the exi)osition in Paris in 1824 of

the works of the KngUsh paint^-rs Constable (177*i-1837)

and Bonington (1801-1H28). Mo«lem French realism

comes from the Dutch, through the English landscape-
painters. This interest in nature superimposed upon the
foundation laid by the Academy has given to French
painting its breadth and completeness. In the direct

study of nature the French painters visited frequently the
forest of Fontainebleau, the most picturesque region
within easy reach of Paris, and made their headqiiart^rs
at the little village of Harbison near the point where the
Paris road enters the forest. An important school of

landscape-painters grew up iit connection with this colony,
with which were asstx-lated Jean Francois Millet (1814-

75> Diaz de la Pena (1hO7-7*0, Theodore Rrmssean (1812-

«7), Corot(l 796-1875), Charles Francois Imnbigny (1817-78),

Troyon (1810-65^, an<l Jules Dupr6 (1811-8'.t). Modem
painting tends to divert the painter from the effect* of

the studio and to fix his attention on those of open day-
light oT plein air. As the effects of pl^in air are momen-
tary, the tendency has been to study the momentary
impression of nature. A B<hool of painters loyal to this

principle grew up about tlie painter Manet (1832-83)

and called themselves impressionists. (A) EnfjU^h.

The history of English painting during the middle
ages and the Renaissance is haidly more than a shadow
of the stronger devel<»pnient which wjia proceeding
on the continent of Europe. The y<mnger Holbein
passed a considerable (mrt of his life in England,
and afterward Rubens and Vandyke followed his ex-
ample. Vandyke left many pupils in England, and the
style and methrnl established by him persisted until

ab<jut the beginning f>f the nineteenth centur>'. A definite
national character appears in the works of William Ho-
garth (1697-1704). The true successor of Vandyke and the
leading perw»nality in English painting was Sir Joshua
B^ynoTds (1723-17'.»2), who in 17**8 organized the Royal
Academy and )>ecame its first president. Reynolds,
however, was successful only as a p<jrtrait-painter, and
in this field was closely pressed by several others, notably
Thomas Gainsborough (1727-'*H), George Romnev (!7;t4-

18(e), and Sir Thomas Uwrence (1769-1830). An inter-

esting i»hase of English artistic development in the
«iKhteenth century is a keen appreciation of nature,
which appears t*> have come in lanjely from Holland
through the county c»f Norfolk, which lies nearest to that
country. In the town of Norwich a definite school de-
veloped of which the Itiaders were John <'nime ('Old
Crome,' 176^1821) and John Sell Cotman (1782-1842). In
landscape-painting, Richard Wilson (1714-82) was affili-

ated with the Italian schixil of Claude I>»rrain (I(XK)-82).

The chief masters of the early English landscape schwjl
are Thomas Gainslxjmugh, John Constable, and Richard
Parkes Boningt<»n, already mentioned. Constjiljle was
probably the first painter t/i practise consistently in the
open air. An exhibition of his work, with that of Boning-
ton and other Englishmen in Paris, in 1>^24 gave the
initiatory impulse fmm which mr>dern Freinh landscai)e-

painting has grown. Joseph Mallord William Turner
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(177&-1851) followed both the Dutch and Italian influ-

ences, which he combined with extraordinary i>ower and
fertility, and a fine decorative feeling for color. In the
nineteenth century England produced many painters of
note, but there appeared no large movement which de-
serves to be culled a school except that of the Preraphael-
ite Brotherhood, a coterie of painters which crystallized
about Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-82) soon after he en-
tered the studio of Ford Madox Brown (1821-93) in 1847.

It consisted first of Rossetti, Holman Hunt (1827- ),

and Millais (1829-96) ; and later others were enlisted.
It was in general a protest against the conventionality
and conser\'atism of English art and an appreciation of
the sincerity, intensity, and natiu-alism of the quattro-
cento, the period before Raphael in Italian art. (r) Ger-
many. After the fine eftlorescence marked by Albrecht
Diirer and Holbein, painting in Germany fell into decay.
Whatever of importance was done during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries was the creation of French and
Italian masters. During the early part of the nineteenth
century various centers of artistic activity developed in
Germany, which, however, never created more than a
local interests The chief of these surrounded the court
of Louis I., King of_Bavaria (1825-^8), of which the most
important masters were Cornelius (1783-1867) and Kaul-
bach (1805-74). Although the results of their endeavor
were not monumental, their interest in art was genuine
and resulted in making Munich an art center second only
to Paris in importance. About the Academy in Munich
and kindred institutions in Vienna and Berlin has been
fomied an influential body of painters who, while they
have been loyal, in the main, to the central activity of
Paris, have felt more keenly than the French the infiu-

ence of the German and Flemish masters of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Among the most notable may
be mentioned Hans Makart (1S4(>-;S4), iluiikicsy (1844-
1900), Leibl (1844-1900X Bocklin. a Swiss (1827-1901),
Klinger(1857- ), Stuck (1863- ), and Menzel(]81y-19<l5).

(J) united States. During the eighteenth century what-
ever art there was in the American colonies centered
on the Royal Academy. Several good painters were
trained in London and practised in England to some
extent, notably Copley (1737-1815), Stuart (1755-1828),
and Trumbull (1756-1843). During the early part of
the nineteenth century there was little work in the
United States which had more than a provincial in-

terest. The first to enter the larger Enroi»ean move-
ment was W. M. Hunt (1824-79), who fonned himself
on the work of Couture, Millet, and the Barbison
School. Since the Civil War it has been the custom of
American painters to complete their education In Paris,
Munich, or some other European center. A large IxMly
of excellent i)aintei-8 follow, in the main, the practice
thus learned. Among these may be mentioned Sargent
(1856- ), Blashfield (1848- X Dielman (li«7- ). Bridg-
man (1847- ), Dannat (iaS3- ), and Shirlaw (1838- ).

Beside these, several able artists have formed a more in-

dependent style, notably Whistler (18,'J4-190;JX La Fai^e
0835- i Fuller (1822-84), Inness (l8:>5-94), and Abbey
(1852- ). (*) Oriental. The painting of India is mainly
decorative, and illustrative of Buddhist doctrines. It is

best represented by the extensive series in the rock-cut
caves of Ajanta, which date from 200 B.C. to 600 a.d.
In China the art reached a high point of development,
best known from its reflection in the painting of Japan.
Di Japanese painting the art of the Orient has reached
its m(wt perfect deflnitiou and is fairly well understood.
According to tradition, painting was introduced into
Japan from China and Korea in the fifth and sixth cen-
turies A-i>. In its development certain definite pericHls
or sch<x>l8 are recognized : (1) The Chinese or Buddhist
school, which lasted for two or three centuries and did
not differ essentially from the iiainting of China. (2) The
Yamat<_>-To8a school, which flourished in the tenth and
eleventh centuries and was established by a court painter,
Kasuga Motomitsu : its t«chnique was largely Chinese, its

motives and feeling Japanese. (3) The Kano riu sclnxd,
which owed its origin to the painter Kano Masanobu
(1424-1520) : it is characterized by bohl calligraphic
stn^kes, brilliant color, and careful drawing. (4) The
Bhijoriu 8cho<jl, the great naturalistic sclnxil of Japan,
which was founded by the painter Okio about 1775 : its

principles are still practised and embody the higher
artistic feeling of Japan. The name is derived from
the Shijo or Fourth Street in Kioto in which Okio
lived. Okio inaugurated the practice of drawing di-

rectly from nature. In its technique Shijo substitutes
delicate tones and washes for the solid bo*!y-color
of the earlier masters. (.')) The Ukioye (drifting
world) school, which is an advance upon Shijo In the di-

rection of realism and dennnrracy. Its matter is all

nature, the shifting world of impressions. Ukioye is

especially familiar to foreigners, and its chief master,
Hokusai (1760-1849), ha.s, through his brilliancy and fertil-

ity, acquired greater vogue than any other Ja]>anese
master. Second to him is Hiroshige.— Norwich SChOOl
Of painting. See -frpaintinft, 1 (h).— Poonah painting,
deciiration, i)roduced at Poonah, in the Boinbay I'resi-

dency, consisting of pictures of birds, flowers, etc., on
thin (rice) paper, done with little shading and no back-
ground.

painting-macliine (pan'ting-ma-shen'^), «. A
machine for spivading liquid paint or calci-

mine upon surfaces to be painted. The most
common form employs an air-compressor, air- and paint-
reservoirs, hose, and an atomizer-nozle. The compressed
air serves to force the paint through the hose and de-
liver it at the nozle in the fonn of fine spray. The
action is identical with that of the air-brush. The com-
pressor may be operated by hand or by a small motor.
With a motor several men can spread the paint from one
reservoir evenly over a much greater surface and at a
far greater speed than with paint-brushes. Such ma-
chines are also used with clear water to wash the sides of
cars and walls of buildings.

The painting-machine for painting large surfaces
simply atomizes the paint by a jet of air; it was first

used on the buildings at the Chicago World's Fair of
1893. Encyc. Brit., XXXL 803.

paint-room, n. 2. A compartment on a ship
for the storage of paints, oils, and varnishes.

palace

paint-stone (pant'ston), ??. A stone used
among primitive tribes as a material for paint.
Hematite, mineral coal, etc., are so used, the
stone ^being rubbed or crushed to a powder
which is mixed with water, oil, or sticky
liquids.

The articles known as paint-stones scarcely come
under the head of implements. Some of the hematite
pieces are incipient celts, hemispheres, or cones ; but
most of them were used merely to furnish paint, at any
rate until rubbed down quite small.

Smithgonian Hep. (Bur. of Ethnol.), 1891-92, p. 115.

paipai-amo (pi''''pi-a'mo), n. lTa.^]og paipai^
fan, + amOj monkey.] An epiphytal fern,
Drynaria quercifoUa, which grows in the Phil-
ippine Islands : used as a remedy for fevers
and as a vermifuge. Also called cabcahan.

pair^, ?*. 10. In rouleftej an even number.

—

11. In mech., two parts or pieces, each of
which acts against the other to hold it in
position or to restrain its motion, as a bearing
and journal, or a screw and nut.—A pair of
colors. (6) The position or rank of ensign : as, he was
promised a pair of colors, that is, his commission as
ensign.— One pair, in xmker, a hand which contains two
cards of the same denomination and three useless cards ;

in any card game, two cards of the same denomiTiation.—
Pair of breeches. See irbreeches.— Vtdi of values
(inath.), two mated or coupled values.— Two pairs, in

poker, two cards of one denomination and two of another
denomination, with one useless card, in the hand.

pair^, V. t. 3. In cribbdffe, to match (the card
last played by the adversary).

pairedness (pard'nes), w. The state of being
paired or double : as, the pairedness of the
lungs, limbs, etc.

pair-horse (par'hdrs), a. Made for or used
with a pair of horses: as, ^«/?-/io/'se harness,
a double harness. KnUjht. [Eng,]

pairling (par'ling), n. \^pair^ + -ling^.'] In
dwm., a component radical. 5mon, Physio-
logical Chem., p. 178.

pals^, w .—Matter in pais, in law, matter in the country,
meaning for the jury, not matter of record.— Trial per
pais or trial by pals. See per pais.

paisanite (pii-e-sa'nit), «. [Paisayw Pass,
western Texas, + -ite'^.'] In petrog.j a variety
of quartz-porphyry composed of soda-ortho-
clase and quartz, with phenocrysts of the
same minerals, and a little riebeckite-arfved-
sonite. Osamiy 1893.

paiwari (pi-wii're), n. [S. Amer. (Guiana).]
A native drink made by soaking pieces of
cassava-bread in water, boiling, and allowing
the liquid to ferment for several days. Orig-
inally the bread was chewed before boiling.
[Guiana.]

pajarito (pii-hii-re'to), n. [Sp., dim. of pajoro,
a bird. ] The common halfbeak, Hyporhamphus
roberti.

pajuil (pa-ho-el'), n. [Native name.] In
Porto Rico, a name for the cashew or maranon,
Anacardmm ocddcntale.

pake*-^ (pa'ka), n. [Maori.] In New Zealand,
a mat worn as a protection from the rain by
the Maoris. E. E. Morn's^ Austral English.

pakeha (pa'ka-ha), M. [Maori.] Among the
Maoris, a white man ; a foreigner. E. E,
Morris, Austral English.— Pakeha Maori, a white
man who lives as a Maori.

pakiri kiri (pa-ke're ke're), 7i. [Maori.] A
fish, Percis coUas, the blue cod, rock-cod, or
coalfish, abundant about New Zealand.

pakkasi (pa-kjl'sf), «. [Cape D. pronuncia-
tion of I), paklage, baggage, luggage, = E.
package.'] In South African Dutch use: (a)

Baggage : luggage ; traps, (6) Aheterogeneous
mass of things; trash : also applied to persons.

pakpak-lauin Cpak-piik'lou''''in), n. [Tagalog
pacpac, pakpak; wing, + Jauiriy hawk.] Same
as '^jmipai-amo*

pakwo (pa-kw6'), 11. [Chinese.] The seeds
of the gingko or maidenhair-tree, Ginkgo bi-

hba. Bee *gingko-nut and "^icho.

Pal. An abbreviation (a) of Palestine; (b) of
paleontology.

pala^, n. 4. A thin Inyer of brain tissue, fan-
cifully compared to the shape of a spade, at
the extremity of the rima, which connects the
cerebrum and the fimbriea.— 5. A Hawaiian
name for syphilis.

pala^, n. An abbreviated form of *impala.

palaa (pa-la-S'), n. [Hawaiian name.] One
of the commonest ferns of the Hawaiian
Islands, Odontosoria Chtnensis, from which the
natives formerly extracted a red dye.

palace^, pallace (pal'is), «. [Early mod. E.
jKilcys; identical \Yit\i palise, a paling, an in-

closure.] If. An inclosed place: a yard;



palace

ft landing-place Inclosed by pales (see palise)

or walls.— 2. A cellar for the storing of fish.

[Prov. Eng.]
palacheite (para-kit), n. [Named after Pro-
fessor Charles Polache, of Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts.] Botryogen, a name given to tliis

mineral from the Boston (formerly the Eed-
ington) mercury mine at Kiioxville, California.

Palacheite occurs in loosely coherent aggi-e-

gates of a deep brick-red color.

Palseacrididae (pa"le-a-krid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.]
A family established by Bronguiart to include
certain fossil insects in the carboniferous
strata at Commentry, France.

palae-American, «. See *palco-A»ieriean.

palaeanthropography, «. See *paleoanthro-
pixjniplii/. Suture, May 14, 1903, p. 47.

palae-Asiatic, «. See *pnko-Asiat>c.

Palaeaspis (pii-le-as'pis), ». [NL., < Gr. i7a?.at6c,

ancient, + aa-i'c, shield.] A genus of ostra-

coderm fishes of the order Heterostruci, with
the head coveredby a simple, triangular, dorsal
shield from 3-5 inches long, notched at the

Palaaspis antericana.

Restoration giving probable fonn. (Claypole.)

orbits and without posterior spine, and by a
quadrate ventral shield. One species is from
the Salina groiip of the Silurian in Perry
county, Pennsylvania, the other from the Old
Red Sandstone of the Scottish Devonian.

Palaeaster (pa-le-as'tfer), w. [NL.,, < Gr.
KoixLioi;, ancient, -t- aarijp, star.] A genus of
primitive fossil starfishes, of the subclass En-
cririasterige, found in rocks of Silurian to Car-
boniferous age in North America and Europe.
These fossils have five stout pointed arms, the convex
doi^al surfaces of which are covered with several rows
of small, pointed, calcareous plates. The ventral sur-
faces of the amis show deep ambulacral grooves, with
two rows of small, alternating, ambulacral plates, and on
each side a sinjile row of siuall adambulaciuls and a row
of lurKe inar^rinal plates.

palaeethnologist, ». Same &s paleo-etlmologist.

Jour. Hellenic Studies, VIII. 450.

palaeethnology, n. Same as paleo-ethnology.
Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1899, p. 551.

palseic, n. Same as *p>aleic.

palseicnthyologist, n. Same as paleoichth;/-

ologist. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 317.

palsec-. For words so beginning, not found
below, see *pako-.

palseo-American, a. Same as *paleo-American.
palaeo-Asiatic, a. Same as *paleo-Asiatic.

Palseoblattarlae (pa"le-o-bla-ta'ri-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. 7ra/.o/(5f, ancient, -I- L. blatta, bee-
tle, + -arise.'\ An order of insects established
by Scudder to include the fossil cockroaches
of the carboniferous deposits.

Palaeoblattina (pa"le-o-bla-ti'na), n. [NL.,
< Gr. va/.ac6(, ancient, + NL. Bld'ttina, a genus
of cockroaches.] One of the oldest known
fossil insects, represented by an imperfect
orthopteroid wing found in the Middle Silurian
of Calvados, France.

Palseocampa (pa"le-o-kam'pa), n. [NL., <

Gr. ~a/.ai6;, ancient, -t- KniiTTJi, caterpillar.]

A fossil chilopodous mj-riopod, sole repre-
sentative of the order Protosyngnatha of
Scudder's classification, found in the Car-
boniferous shales of Mazon creek, Illinois.

The body consisted of ten annular segments
and, unlike modern mjTiopods, each segment
was armed with bundles of fine needle-like

spines, which caused it to be originally de-

scribed as a fossil caterpillar.

palseoconch (pa'le-o-konk), n. [NL. Palieo-

conch{a).'] Any pelecypod the shell of which
has the primitive characters of the Palxo-
eonehie.

Palsoconchs (pa'''le-o-kong'ke), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. iTa'/xu6^, ancient, + K6yxv, shell.] A
?irovisional group of primitive pelecypods.
t was erected by NeumajT lb "eceive those with thin

shells, indistinct pallial line and adductor-muscle scars,

cardinal area amphidetic when present, and ligament ex-

ternal ; hinge margin without hinge-plate and without
true teeth, but often with polymori>hou8 t«eth formed
by folds of the shell margin. It is a polyphyletic group
of Paleozoic shells representing convergent expressions

of different genera adapted to a pelagic life.

Palseocreusia (pa'le-o-krii'sia), ». [NL., <

Gr. va'/ju6r„ ancient,' -(- NL. Cfeusia, a genus
of barnacles.] A genus of fossil balanoid
barnacles, found as a commensal organism
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occupying cavities in the coralla of Devonian
corals. The type species was imbedded in a
Favosites of the Onondaga limestone of New
York.
palseocrinoidean (pa'le-o-kri-noi'de-an), a.

Of or pertaining to the Paleeocrinoidea, or
Paleozoic crinoids.

Palaeocyclids (pa"le-9-8ik'li-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. —a'/.aidg, ancient, + /cix/lof, circle.] An
extinct family of small discoid tetracorallian
Anthozoa, of which Palseocyclus is the typical
genus.
Palseocyclus (pa"le-o-si'klus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tza'/xu6(;, ancient, -(- KfckAof, circle.] A genus
of small fossil corals typical of the family
Palieocyclidse, with flattened, discoid, simple
coralla and many stout radial septa: found
in the Silurian beds of Northern Europe and
North America. Allied genera are Hadro-
phyllum, ilicrocyclus, etc., from Devonian
beds.

palaeoglyph, ". See *paleoglyph.

ralseognathae (pa-le-og'na-the), n. pi. [Gr.
na'Aaiog, ancient, -I- yvddoQ, jaw.] Pycraft's
name for a division of birds including the
ostriches and their allies, and the tinamous;
the equivalent of Stejneger's Dromseognathee.
Contrasted with Neognathie.

Palseohatterla (pa"le-o-ha-te'ri-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. -a/.o/<if, ancient, -f NL. Hntieria, a genus
of reptiles.] A long-tailed, lizard-like, rhyu-
chocephalian reptile, about 18 inches in

length, found in the lower Permian beds of

Germany: one of oldest known reptiles. Its

skull has large orbits, large upper and lower
temporal arcades, and a full series of sharp
conical teeth. The digits were clawed and
the animal's habits were probably aquatic.

Palaeolepidoptera (pa"le-9-lep-i-dop'te-ra), ?).

pi. [NL., < Gr. Tra'/.aidf, ancient, + NL. Lepi-
doptera.'i One of the three suborders of Lcjn-
doptera proposed by Packard. It includes
only the family Micropterygidse, the other sub-
orders being the Protolepidoptera and the
Xciilepidoptera.

Palaeomantidse (pa'le-o-man'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL.,.< Gr. 7ra/a(of, ancient, -I- NL. Mantidse.]

A family name proposed by Scudder to include
certain fossil forms supposed to be related to

recent Man tidie. They have since been shown
to be neuropterous.
Palaeomastodon (pa'Me-o-mas'to-don), n.

[NL., < Gr. TTo/atdg, ancient, + NL.'Mastodon,
a genus of ele-

phants.] All
extinct genus
of Proboscidea
belonging to
the family Ele-
phantidx,chav-
acterized by
molar crowns
with three Skull and lower jaw of Pa/aomas/oii^n

tvaryatraraa *'•"''""' showing elongated, chin with
llitlisveiat! pair of terminal cutting teeth a, from the

ride:eS and all UpperEoceneoftheFayum, Egypt, greatly
., ~, , . I, reduced; t>, position of nostrils; c, upper
the cheek-teeth incisor or tusfc. (AfterX. W. Andrews.)

functional at (From *• Guide' to Fossil Mammals and

once. In the
Birds." British Museum.)

recent elephants the front cheek-teeth fall

out before the hinder ones are cut. Taken
from the Lower Oligocene of the Province of

Fayum, Egypt.
Palseophonus (pa-le-of'o-nns), n. [NL., <

Gr. Ttaf.mur,, ancient, -t- ^6vo^, death (scorpion)f]

One of the oldest known fossil scorpions
found in the Upper Silurian beds of Wisby,
Gotland, and remarkably similar in its super-

ficial appearance to those of modern time.

Palxoplnna (pa,"le-o-pin'a). n. [NL., < Gr.

n-aAa«if, ancient, -V' NL. Pinna, a genus of

mollusks.] A pinna-like pelecypod from the
Lower Devonian of Europe and North Amer-
ica. See Pinna"^.

Palseoscylium (pa"le-o-siri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. Tra}.ai6^, ancient, -f okv'aiov, a dogfish.] A
fossil dogfish, closely related to the modern
genus Scylium, found with nearly complete
skeletons in the Jurassic lithographic lime-

stones of Solenhofen, Bavaria.

Palaeosplnax (pa"le-o-spi'naks), H. [NL., <

ira/Muii;, ancient, -f NL. Spiuax, a genus of

sharks.] A small fossil cestraciont shark,

with hooked teeth, smooth dorsal spines, and
enameled shagreen: known from a nearly com-
plete skeleton from the Lias of England and
Germany.

palatially

Palseospondylidae (pa"le-o-spon-dil'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Paleeospondylus + -idee.} A fam-
ily of extinct fish-like vertebrates, typified by
the genus Palseospondylus.

Palaeospondylus (pa"le-o-spon'di-lus), n.

[NL., < Gr. 7Ta?.ai6^, ancient, + trir-iitSu/of,

vertebra.] A genus of primitive fish-like verte-
brates considered to be related to the lam-
preys, but having the cartilages calcified and
the vertebral centra represented by rings in
the sheath of the notochord. There is no evi-
dence of true jaws. The largest examples
were a little under two inches in length.
Their remains occur in the Lower Old Red
Sandstone (Devonian) of Scotland. The only
known species is /'. gunnii.

Palaeostoma, n. 2. [/. c]
;

pi. paleeostomata
(pa-le-o-sto'ma-ta). In etnbryol., the primitive
moutli-opening of the vertebrates; an ancient
structure lying in front of the present mouth
opening, or neostoma, which some embryolo-
gists suppose to have arisen secondarily from
a pair of branchial clefts.

PalseoteutMs (pa"le-o-tu'this), n. [NL., <
Gr. -a'Aaior, ancient, -t- revdic, a squid.] Fos-
sil beak-like jaws of unknown nautiloid cepha-
lopods found in the Jurassic and Cretaceous
rocks.

palaeotherioid (pa"le-o-the'ri-oid), a. Same
as palneotheroid.

palaeotypic, paleotypic (pa'le-o-tip'ik), a.

[paliTotyp{e) + -ic] Of or pertaining to pa-
lieotype ; having the characteristics of palseo-
type.

palaeotypical, paleotypical, a. Same as *pa-
lieotypic.

Palseozoicvun (pa"le-o-z6'l-kum), n. [NL., <
Gr. 7ra/.o((5f, ancient, -I- C,aiK6^, pertaining to
living things, < fuox, a living thing, an ani-

mal.] In geol., the entire congeries of Paleo-
zoic formations of all parts of the world,
comprising all the varied rocks deposited be-
tween the beginning of Cambrian and the
end of Permian time.

Palafozia (pal-a-fok'si-a), «. [NL. (Lagasca,
1816), named in honor of Jose de Palafoxy Melzi
(1780-1847), a Spanish general.] 1. A genus
of plants of the family Asteracex. There are
three species, all North American.— 2. [I. c]
A horticultural name of Polypteris Hookeriana,
a handsome garden annual with rose-colored
heads which are usually treated as 'everlast-

ings.' It is native to the mid-continental
region of North America. Polypteris is distin-

guished from Palafoxia by involucral bracts
with colored tips, and by a deeply divided
corolla limb.

palammer (pa-lam'^r), n. [Perhaps from
palmer^, a card-sharper.] A playing-card.
[Slang.]

* Thry the kyards !
' Wid that he opined his jackut an'

ink out the greasy palammem.
R. hipling, Black Jack, in Soldiers Three, p. 1«&

palandok (pal'an-dok), n. The small, striped
ehevrotain, Tragulus memimna or Memimna
indira, of India and Ceylon.
palanquin, palankeen (pal-an-ken'), v. i. To
be carried in a palanquin: sometimes with it,

Palanthropic (pal-an-throp'ik), n. [NL., <

Gr. ~a/.ai6(, ancient, -f- avOpuTToc, man.] In
geol., in Dawson's classification, that portion
of the Pleistocene epoch beginning with the
retreat of the continental ice-cap and marked
by the earliest appearance of man. [Rare,
and not admitting of precise usage.]

palapalai (pa-la-pii-li'). n. [Hawaiian name.]
A fern, Microlepia hirta, with an agreeable
odor, used by the Hawaiians at their ceremo-
nial feasts, and braided by them into wreaths
and garlands.

palar (pa'lilr), a. [L. palaris, relating to a
stake.] In hot., perfectly continuous with
the stem: said of a root. Jaclson, Glossary.

palatal, a. 3. Situated on the outer lip, as
the teeth at the aperture of a shell. [Rare.]
— Palatal len^ll. See -kUngth.

palatalism (pal'a-tal-izm), n. [palatal +
-fsw.] In phonoh, the character of being
palatal, ^ee palatal, ix., 2.

palatality (pal-a-tal'i-ti), ». [palatal + -ity."}

Palatalism.

palatiality (pS-la-shi-ari-ti), n. [2>alati^il +
-ill/.} The character of being palatial,

[liare.]

palatially (pS-la'shal-i), adr. In the style of
a palace; sumptuously; splendidly.



palatilar

palatilar (pa-lat'i-liiv), «. Of or pertaining

to the space between the posterior face of the

incisors and the anterior edge of the bony
palate.— Palatilar len^rth, the distance in a straight

line from tlie iK'Sterior margin of the sockets of the

median incisors (henselion) to the anterior eiJge of the

bony palate (palation), used in measuring the skulls of

mammals.
palatinal (pa-lat'i-nal), a. Ipalatiiw^ + -al^.']

Pertaining to, or cliaracteristic of, a palati-

nate.

palatine',". 3. [cap.] A native of the Palat-

inate. [Rare.]

The first whit* settlement in the upper stretches of

the valley was made by the Patatinee in 1723. Following
the devastating wars ofXouis XIV., thousands of these
stricken people left their homes on the Rhine and t<x)k

refuge in England. Oeoy. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIII. 619.

4. A trade-name applied to several coal-tar

coloring matters.

palatine-. I. n. 2, In phonol., same aa pal-

ahllf U., 2.—Palatine spur, a pointed process from
Uie antero-intenial face of the jialatine in such a bird aa a
woodpecker. I'roc. Zwt. Soc. Luiidon,lH9l,\},l20, [Rare.]

n. II. 1. Specifically, in the teleost fishes,

the anterior of the chain of bones which
forms the palatoquadrate arch. It is in the roof

of the mouth and often bears teeth which appear just in-

side and parallel to the premaxiUaiy teeth. In the

sharks, the palatoquadrate arch is a simple cartilaginous

rod which fonus the superior mai-gin of the mouth and
bears the upper teeth.

2. In phonol., same aspalatal. n., 2.

palation (pa-la'ti-on), n. [NL. Cf. palate.']

The most anterior point of the hinder edge of

the bony palate, wnether in the middle line

or on either side of a median spine : used as

a fixed point in measuring the skulls of mam-
mals.
palatizatlon, palatize. Same as palataliza-

tion, jiiiVitiiUzc.

palatodental (pA-la't6-<Jen'tal), a. Inplionol.,

pertaining to the palate and the teeth: applied
to consonants produced by placing the tongue
against the palate immediately behind the
teeth, y. E. D.

II. n. A consonant so produced.
palatogram (pa-la'to-gram), n. [L. palatum,
palate, 4- Gr. ypaiifia, a writing.] A graphic
record of the movements of the soft palate
during phouation.
palatograph (pa-la'to-graf), n. [L. palatum,
palate, + Or. ypdi^eiv, write.] A device for

recording tlie movements of the soft palate
in brcatliing or speaking.
palatography (pal-a-tog'ra-fi), n. [palato-

graph + -^3.] The recording by means of
special apparatus (palatograph) of the move-
ments of the soft palate during breathing or
speakHig.
palatomaxillary, a.— Palatomazlllazy index.
See •kindex.

II. II. In craniom., the value of the palato-
maxillary index. Turner.

palatometer (pal-a-tom'e-tfer), ». [L. pala-
tum, palate, + tir. fiirpov, measure.] In
phonet., an instrument for measuring the
movements of the palate during speech.

palatoplasty (pa-la'to-plas-ti), «. [L. pala-
tum, palate, + dr. v^moto^, formed, -(- -y''.]

A surgical operation for the cure of cleft

palate.

palatopterygoqnadrate (pa - la ' to - ter ' i - go-
kwod'rat), a. and «. Same tiS palatoquadrate.

palatovelar (pa-la'to-ve'Iiir), a. [L. palatum,
palate, + vcliim, veil, + -ar^ (see velar).]

Of or pertaining to the velum palati. Scrip-
ture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 443.

palaver, n. 4. Business; an affair to be
settled; afi'airs. [Slang.]

Onesa it "s the Captain's palaver. If the old man likea
his ship turned into a bear garden, 'tis n't our grub they
're wasting. It'a not yinir palavfr. . . . or mine. If you
want to stir up trouble, tell the state atithorities.

Cutdife Hijne, A Master of Fortune, i.

6. A dodge ; a contrivance; a plot. [Slang.]
There 's only one cure, and that 's U\ be got at the place

where the poisoning jmlarer wjia w(»rked fn)m.
CiitHifi' Ilyytf, A Master of Fortune, 1.

Palaver set, in Gold Coast English, a phrase meaning
the affair is settled ; no more talk about it ; the confer-
ence is over.

Von shall have your dash [bribe, gift] when doctor-
pnlartT tt>t. Cutdffe Ilyne, A Master of P'ortune, i.

palavennent (pa-lav'^r-ment), n. [palaver
+ -ment.] Aggravated palaver; profuse talk.
[Slang.]

pala'VitaliBm (pal-a-vi'tal-izm), n. [For
'paleoritalism ; < Gr. -a'/.ntdc, ancient, + E.
vitalinm.] The doctrine or opinion that life

is due to a form of energy that is different in
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kind from those to which the changes in inor-

ganic matter are attributed; a name intro-
ducedby Haeckel for the theories of vital force
propounded from the time of Haller to that of
J. Milller, that is, from the middle of the
eighteenth to the middle of the nineteenth
century: opposed to *neovitalism. Haechel
(trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 48.

palay^ (pa-li'), n. [Tagalog pn/ay, rice; cf.

Jav. pari, Malay pddi, etc. See paddy^.'] In
the Philippine Islands, rice in the husk.
palazzo (pa-lat's6), n. [It., < L. palatium.
See palace^.] In Italian cities, a palace or
large dwelling-house ; a building arranged for
a single wealthy familj-. Many buildings of
this class are of great size and cost, and
therefore come to be rented in apartments.
palberry (pal'ber-i), n. [Native Australian
palbri.] In South Australia, a shrub or small
tree, Mijoporum serratuiu, which j-ields a hard
white wood and bears edible berries having a
salty and somewhat bitter taste. Called also
blueberry-tree, cockatoo-bush, native currant,
and native juniper.

pale-, a— Pale Peruvian bark, loxa or crown bark.

pale* (pal), V. t. Ipale*, «.] To beat or
thrash (barley), so as to detach it from the
awns or chaff. See pale*, n., i. [Obs. or dial.]

palea, >i. 3. In annelids, a flattened seta, as
in Sahellaria.

Falearctic, a. 2. [I.e.] Of or pertaining to

the fauna and flora of the Palearctic region.

Consequently, while the Neotropical element is the
stronger in the south, this last, the Palsearctic element,
is far more prevalent in the extreme north.

Gtog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX 7a

paleate (pa'le-at), a. [L. palea, a palea or
chaff, -t- -afcl.] In bot., bearing palese or
chaff; paleaceous: said chiefly or wholly of

the receptacle in a capitnlum or head.

paleic, palseic (pa-Ie'ik), a. [Gr. TToXaidi,

ancient, -1- -ic] In geol., noting the old land
surface as it existed at the opening of the ice

age and before the formation of the present
topography.

If I am right in thinking that the gravel of Chobham
Ridges, in Surrey, is a river gravel of the earliest Glacial
or even of Pliocene date . . . then the surface upon
which it lies is a bit of the Palftie surface of England,
the bottom of a Paltric valley in fact.

//. W. ilonckton, in Geol. Mag., I.X, 410.

paleman, palesman (pal'man, palz'man), ».

;

pi. palemen, paltsineii (-men), [pale^, n., 4, -1-

man.] In Ireland, a man who lived in the
English pale.

Palembolos (pa-lem'b6-lus), n. [NL., < Qr.
77a>.ai6(, ancient, 4- >JL. Embolus, a genus
of In)iecta (< Gr. l/i(}o?M^, a peg).] A genus of
fossil flies found in the Oligocene snales of
Florissant, Colorado. The species, P. flori-

gerus, was about i of an inch long, with large

eyes, strong piercing and sucking mouth-
parts, and bristly abdomen.
palenque (pa-lan'ke), »i. \Si^. palenque, &
paling, a palisade, a stockade connected with
pnlancn, a paling, a pole, lever, F. palanque,
It. palanca, a palisade.] A fortified inelosure
or village; especially a fortified retreat of
fugitive slaves and negroes. [Spanish Amer-
ica.]

They [the Guatnsos] live in paUnqries (stockades),
and their houses are similar to the maloccas of the
Amazon tribes. tEach paUtuiw shelters several families,
who c<M>k their fo'xl at separate ttres builton the grouncl.

Gei,;i. Ji.ur. (R. G. S.), X. 65.

paleo-American, palaeo-American (pa''le-o-

a-mer'i-kan), a. [Gr. ird/.ai, in ancient times
(Ta/a((5f, ancient), + E. Aineriean.] Ancient
American: applied to that tj-pe of South
American man which is characterized by a
long head with wavy hair. Dcniker, Races of
Man, p. .112.

paleo-anthropography, palaeo-anthropo^a-
phy (l)a'le-o-an"thro-pog'ra-fi), }i. [Gr. vatjii,

in ancient times (vtUjuZq, ancient), -I- E. an-
thropography.] The science of the origin and
descent of man, from his earliest appearance
to the end of the prehistoric period : not in

general use.

paleo-Asiatic, palseo-Asiatic (pa''le-o-a''shi-

at'ik), rt. [Gr. Trd'/.ai, in ancient times (7raAa((5f,

ancient), + E. Jsiatic] Pertaining or be-
longing to the isolated tribes of nortneastem
Asia, including the Ainu, Gilyak, Koryak,
Kamtchadal. Chukchee, Yukaghir, Chowantzy,
and Yeni.Hoi-Ostyak.

paleoata'vism, palsoata'vlsm (pa''le-o-at'a-

vizm), n. [Gr. n-o/kwiSr, ancient, + E. atavism.]

paleofauna

The resemblance of higher animals to lower
or more ancient ones, considered as reversion
to remote ancestral characters. [Rare.]

paleoatavistic, palaeoatavistic (pa"le-6-at-a-
vis'tik), a. [paleoatavism.] Concerning or
pertaining to resemblances in higher animals
to lower or more ancient ones, considered as
inheritance from ancestors in the remote past,
or as reversion to remote ancestral characters.
[Rare.]

paleob. An abbreviation oi paleobotany.
paleobiologist, palseobiologist (pa'le-o-bi-
or9-jist), «. I i>aleobiolog{y) -h -ist.]' One
who is versed in or engaged in the study of
fossil organisms.
The method thus elaborated has been and is now In

constant use by a number of pateobiolot/ists.

Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 132.

paleobiology, palaeobiology (pa''le-o-bi-ol'-

6-ji), H. [Gr. iTa'/.ai6(, ancient, + E. biology.]

I'hat branch of biology which treats of fossil

organisms.
paleobotanic, palseobotanic (pa''le-o-bo-
tan'ik), a. Same a.s, palcohotivnical.

paleoceanography. palsoceanography (pa''-

le-o'she-a-nog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. TzaAcud^, ancient,
+ E. oceanography.] The oceanography of
past geological periods. See *paleogeography.
Paleocene, Palseocene (pa'Ie-o-sen), «. [For
"palco-Eoccne, < Gr. nakai6'g, ' ancient, + E.
Eocene.] In geol., aterm proposed by Schimper
and Von Koenen, and adopted by many geolo-
gists, to designate those lowermost beds of
Tertiary age whose fauna differs from that of
the typical Eocene as widely as does the latter
from that of the Oligocene. As thus constituted
it includes the Montian, Thanetian, Spaniacian, and Cer-
naysian of France ; those Tertiaries of England below the
London clay, namely the Thaiiet, Woolwich, and Old-
haven beds ; and the Midway, Shark River, and Fuerco
beds of Xorth America, together with other correlated
formations. The deposits are of marine and brackish
water origin with the exception of the lacustrine Cei^
naysian and Fuerco, of which the latter contains abun-
dant remains of primitive types of mammals, chiefly
multituberculates, Condylarthra, and Insectivora.

paleo-Cbristian, palso-Cbiistian (pa'le-o-
kris'tian), «. Having to do with the early
ages of Christianity : specifically applied to
methods of architectural design, etc., usually
of the Western or Latin church.

paleoclimatic, palseoclimatic (pa'le-o-kls-
mat'ik), a. [Gr. ira'/ai6^, ancient, + E.
climatic] Of or pertaining to climatic condi-
tions of former geologic periods : a term
introduced by C. A. White to describe "for-
merly existing conditions which, in certain
parts of the earth, were more or less materi-
ally different from those which now exist in
the same parts." Smithsonian Sep. (Nat. Mus.),
1892, p. 301.

paleoclimatology, palaeoclimatology (pa^'le-

o-kli-ma-toro-jt), «. [Gr. wa?.ai6(, ancient,
+ E. climatology.] The study of climatic
conditions of the past periods of geoloeic time.
It is based upon the examination of a large body of pale-
ontoUtgic and stratigraphic evidence ; geograpliical dis-
tribution, migration, and evolutitm of fossil faunas and
floras ; uiwn the kind and degree of rock-disintegration
during various geologic epochs ; and alstt upon chemical
and physical researches upon the interrelations of the
constituents of the atmosphere and the oceanic waters
with the 'deposition of carbonate rocks.

paleocrystal, palseocrystal (pa''le-o-kri8'-
tal), (/. Same as ixileocryslic.

paleocrystallic, palaeocrystallic (pa''le-o-
kria-tal'ik), a. Same as piileocrystic.

paleodolerite, palaeodolerite (pa"le-o-dor-
e-rit), H. [Gr. TTa?.ai6g, ancient, + E. doterite.]

In petrog., a name given by Sandberger (1873)
to diabases of Silurian age.

paleo-ecology, ". See *jialeo-CPCology.

paleo-ethnic, palaeo-ethnic (pa ' le- 6 - eth '-

nik), a. [Gr. mi?.ni6(, ancient, -f- E. ethnic.]

Same as paleo-ethnological.

paleo-etbnographer, palxo-ethnograpber
(pa"le-o-eth-nog'ra-f6r), n. Same as paleo-
ethnoioyist.

paleo -ethnographic, palaeo - ethnographic
(pa"le-o-eth-no-graf'ik), a. Same as ^jMileo-

cthnogriiphirat.

paleo-ethnographical, palaeo-ethnographi-
cal (iia'le-o-eth-no-graf'i-kal), a. Of or peiv
taining to paleo-ethnography.
paleo - ethnography, palaeo - ethnography
(pa'''le-o-eth-nog'ra-fi), n. Same as palco-eth-

nologij.

paleofauna, palaeofauna (pa'le-o-fa'na), n.

[NL., < Gr., irnAaii')^, ancient, + NL. fauna,
fauna.] In geol., the fossil fauna of a geolog-
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ioal formation, group, or system; the fauna Paleopithecini (pa"le-o-pith-e-si'm), n. pi. Palici (pa-li'si), n.pl. [L., pi. of Palicus, <

of auv period of geological history. [J^L., < Gr. 7ra/a«if, ancient, + nidyKog, ape, + I'alica^ a town in Sicily.] In Rom. antiq.,

paleodora, palaeoflora (pa'le -o-flo'ra), n. -»>«'.] A group of Primafes including the liv- two Sicilian deities worshiped as protectors

[NL. jDdteortorn, < Gr. 5ra;ia((5f,' ancient, +NL. ing Tamu* and a number of extinct forms, of agriculture.

flora, flora.] In geol, the fossil flora of any such as Anaptomorplius and Hemiacodon from Palicourea (pal-i-ko're-ii), n. [NL. (Aublet,

formation, or group of related formations, or the Eocene. 1775), probably from tte native name in Gui-

of any period of geological history. paleoplaln, palseoplaln (pa'le-o-plan), n. ana.] A genus of plants belonging to the

paleog. An abbreviation otpaleography. [Gr. na'Aaidg, ancient, + E. plain'L.'\ A term madder family and including about 100 spe-

paleogenetic, paleogenetic (pa"le-6-je-net'- suggested by Hill for a destructional plain eies. all natives of tropical America. They are

ikl a rGr. na?.ai6c, ancient, + t^.getietic.'l (erosion plain) buried beneath later deposits, shrubs with terete or angled branchlets, opposite or
^" ,'-,

• • t J' J.1 \„„„j.. ;„i,„«;f„.q rPo^o T whorled leaves, and variously colored flowers disposed in
Generated or originated in the past ; inherited [Kare. J terminal, or rarely axillary, corymbs, racemes, or pani-
from ancestors; not newly acquired, as con- Pafeo^jioillg is suggested as a name for buried destruc- cles. A few species are grown for ornament in hot-houses,

trasted with lieoqenetic or newly generated, tlonal plains, but the word is objectionable etymologi- the leaves of several are sometimes used medicinally, and
!>..„„ 7^^l c«„ r>,„^^„ 1«SR -n K<=,{^ cally; ancient plain may serve instead, as all the other P. tinctoria yields a red coloring matter. See *goid-Proc.^O0l.b0C.Lon(to>i,lH»b,-p.i)0l. classes of plains are indicated by adjectives. shrub.

paleogeography, palseogeography (pa l?-§- S"".o<!, May 17,1901, p. 792. paiiia(pa-le'la),M. A Hawaiian honey-sucker
je-og'ra-li), h. [Gr. ™/.a(or, ancient, + ii. paleopsycMc, palaeopsycMc (pa"le-6-si'kik), ot the gen-as Chloridops or Loxioides.
geography.] The study of the physical geog- „ [Gr. TraAoJf, ancient, -I- E. ;)syc/(Jc.] In palillo (pa-lel'yo), ». [Peruvian name.] In
raphy of past penods of the ^^y^h s history,

ggngfig psychol., pertaining to or derived from Peru, a myrtaeeous tree, Campomanesia linea-
founded as a distinct branch of geology by ^^^ oldest psychical strata of the human tifolia, allied to the guava, which grows to a
Canu m 1895, although the name had been ^j^^ . opposed to *cenopsychw. [Bare.] height of 20 or 30 feet. The leaves smell like
employed before that date It derives

1^^^^ The problem, whether there is any pai.opsycAfc race myrtle and have an acid astringent taste.

S?b"itC°o?^rall*S'J^jr.^', afd 'ilte^mTS'rL^s^^e «'—t, is as inevitable as it i| ™ai.wen.ble^ The bright yellow fruit which is about the

the physiographic conditions and describe the evolution ''^ ^- """' Auoiescence, li. im. gj^g of ^n apple, 18 Very fragrant, and is used
of those conditions through the successive epochs of paleopsycMsm, palaEfOpsychlsm (pa"le-6-si'- as an ingredient of an agreeable perfume
geologic time. kizm), n. [Gr. na'/.aid^, ancient, + h. psy- called mistura.
The occurrence of a Silurian fauna in northern Alaska chism.] The manifestation, by the higher palimphrasia (pal-im-fra'zia), n. [NL., <

T,tiSS:^'patZ%Ta,Z: tte'?ouroftS[|?S animals or by man, of mental traits which are V. I?.cv, agaiAf + 0pda<r,-spi'aking.]' Same
between the Silurian faimas of Europe and America. regarded as evidence ot inheiitance trom a.s *palinphrasia.

yljMr. t/our. S«., Feb., 1908, p. 128. lower and simpler animals in the remote past, palimpsestlc (pal-imp-ses'tik), a. [palimp-

paleoglypll, palaeoglyph (pa'le-o-glif), m. [Rare.] sest + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of

[Gr. rra/.aidc, ancient, + y^vfij, a carving, en- paleosophy, palaeosophy (pa-le-os'o-fi), n. a palimpsest ; made into a palimpsest,

graved character.] An ancient character or [Gr. i^a/.mw:, ancient, + ao^'m, wisdom.] The palincosmic (pal-in-koz'mik), a. [Gr. ttIOuv,

inscription. wisdom of the ancients; ancient wisdom or again, + K<5cr/«)f, world, + -tc] Distributed

paleolatry, palseolatry (pa-le-ol'a-tri), n. knowledge. over the whole globe during paleontologieal
[Gr. jraAai(if, ancient, + Tiarpeia, worship.] paleospheie, palseospliere (pa'le-o-sfer), n. time : said of eertaiu organisms which at the

Excessive reverence for what is old, especially [Gr. TraAafdf, ancient, + c^aipa, sphere.] In present time are much more restricted in

in art and letters. petrog., a name given to nearly spherical their geographical distribution.

In every way . . . Mr. Steven's volume is a rare ex- grains of sand to indicate long erosion and palindromically (pal-in-drom'i-kal-i), adv.

ample of conscientious and loving typography, and what high antiquity. After the fashion of a palindrome ; in such a
for want of a better word we must call })a!^Ko(^(,(ri/. paleostylic, palsBOStyllc (pa''le-o-stil'ik), a. manner as to read the same either forward or

Athenmmn, Oct 16, I887,_p. 498.
'^^p^Jeostyhy) + -tc] Pertaining to or pos- backward.

paleologian, palaeologian (pa"le-o-16'ji-an), gessing that primitive condition of the second palingenesian (pal"in-je-ne'si-an), a. [palin-
n. Ipaleolog(ij) + -an.] Same as paleologist. visceral arch termed ^a^cosfy??/. geyiesis + -kin.] Same as palhtgenetic.

paleological, palaeologlcal (pa'le-o-loj i- paleostyly, palaeostyly (pa-le-os'ti-li), ». palingenesist (pal-in-jen'e-sist), «. Ipalin-
kal), a. Of or pertaining to paleology; ot [(jr. naUid^, ancient, + ariAof, pillar, sup- genes{is) -i- -ist] One who believes in palin-
the nature of paleology. Also paleolog-x.

^_ port.] The condition of the mandibular and genesis in some form.
paleomachic, palsomachic (pa'lf-p-mak'ik), hyoid arches as retaining in large part their Palingenetic regeneration. See *regenera-
a. [Gr. TTa?Mi6c, ancient, + /iaxv, nght, primitive function as gill-bearers; a hypo- tion.
battle, + -ic] Relating to early warfare, thetieal condition not shown by any known palingenic (pal-in-jen'ik), a. IpaKngen(esis)
A". E. D.

1. 1 • 1 fis^' ^"* supposed to have been present in -(- .,c.] Of or pertaining to the past or an-
paleometeorological, palseometeorological early forms of fish-like vertebrates. eestral history of organisms ; palingenetic.
(pa"le-o-me"te-o-ro-loj'i-kal), o. [Gr. iralaidc, paleotherinal, palseothermal (pa"le-o-thfer'- [Rare.]- Palingenic variation. See -tnariatUm.
ancient, + E. meteorological.] Of or pertain- ^lal), a. [Gr. TtaAaidc, ancient, + Bepfi?!, heat, paling-irons (pa'Ung-i'emz), 7i.pl. An iron
ing to paleometeorology : as, a paleometeoro- -(-".ail.] Relating to the heat of past geo- tool with which barley is paled.
logical explanation of a geological problem. logical time: especially employed in the dis- palingrapMa (pal-in-graf'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
paleometeorology, palaeometeorology (pa - gussion of former climates, as, for instance, -ird'Aiv, again, + -/pd<j>eii>, write.] In menial
le-9-me"te-o-rol'9-ji), n. [Gr. mAaid^, ancient, jjjogo which admitted of a tropical flora or pathol, the repetition in writing of letters,
-\- E. meteorology.] The meteorology of the fauna in the arctic circle. Geikie, Text-book parts of words, or words : a chronic and exag-
earth's atmosphere during ancient times; of Geol., p. 834. gerated form of the repetitions which occur
specifically, during geological epochs.

paleothermic, palseothermic (pa"le-6-th§r'- normally in careless writing. Psychol. Sev.
paleon., paleont. Abbreviations of paleon- f^^j^^^

^ ^^^^ naAmdg, ancient, + Bipf^h, heat, Mon. Sup., III. xiv. 85.
tology. ,.,.,.+ -ic] Relating to the thermal conditions palinode (pal'i-nod), t'.; pret. and pp. ;)oHno(fe(f,

paleontograpnic, palaeontograpnic (pa-le-
prevailing in older geologic time

;
paleother- ^TaT.palinodinq. lpalinode,n.] 1. trans. Tore-

on-to-graf'ik), a. Same a% paleontogra-phtml. ^^^
^ ^ " tract or take Ijack (something previously said

paleq-OeCOlogy,^ palao-oecology (pa"]e-0-e-
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ._^^ consideration the effect of the or wi-itten).

kol O-Jl), n. [Gr. naAatO;, ancient, + Ji.. cecoi^
garth's atmosphere, a sun with a diameter even half that H. intrans. To recant. N. E. D.

ogy.] The oecology of plants known through here indicated would account for the p<i!e(,(Ae™!i; phe- ,.^. , . f-a'Ha-) « fNT. <
fossil remains. Also paleo-ecolony. nomena made known by the records of the past life on palinpnrasia (pai-in-rra zia;, W. l-l^li^v ^
lossii lemaius. ji.ii,upui,vovLuvjy.

_ the globe. X Jfurraj/, in Smitlisonian Rep., 1896, p. 409. Gr. TraAir, again, + ^Spamr, speech.] In mental
Thus poleoecolojf!/ might be defined as the science of »

. .,.. r^ i - nnfhnl tliA renetition in sneakinp' of words
adaptations of fossil organisms. paleotraguie (pa")e-ot'ra-jin), a. [Gr. TraXaiof, pof/(o/., tne repetuion, in speaKing, or woras,

a j»focJ/«an, in Minn. Bot. Stud., Bulletin IX., p. 960. ancient + rpayo^ a goat, + -»««!.] Of the an- parts of words, or phrases ; a chronic and ex-

paleopathology, palseopathology (pa"le-6- oient goats: applied, in the phrase pn/eoirasriwe aggerated form of the reiterations and

pa-thol'6-ji), n [(Jr. ir^Aauk, aifeient, + t,. section, to a subdiVision of the family Bo- reduplications which occur normally mcare-

phthology.] The science of pathologic or ab- vid^ including certain fossil forms distin- less speech. Also i^a/jnyjfera^Ki. Psychol. Sev.

normal conditions among extinct or fossil guished from existing sections of the family J/oh. (Sjyi., 111. xiv. »o.

organisms. by laterally compressed horn-cores, like those Palinuriclltliys (pal"i-nu-rik'this), n. [NL.,

paleopMllst, palseopMlist (pa-le-of'i-list), n. of the modern goats, and upper molars re- < Gr ^a?Jiwpog,U_PaHni,rics, name of a pilot

[Gr. uaAa«5f, ancient, + 6iloc, lo^ng, + -ist.] sembling those of the braohyodont antelopes, m the ^neid -1- ,xSvi, a fish ] A genus of

An antiquary; a lover of antiquities. paleotypic, paleotypical, a. See *pala!otypic, fishes of the family Centrolophtdig, found on

paleophysio^aphy, paWophysiograpliy %alJlfyp'ic''al. the Atlantic coast of North America.

(pa"le-6fiz "i-og'ra-fi), m. See the extract. paleotypographist, palseotypographist (pa'''- Palissy faience, bee *faience.

But paieontology is not the whole of historical geology, le-6-ti-pog'ra-flst), n. One who is versed in Palladlanlze (pa-la'di-an-iz), r. t.; pret. and
Stratigrai)hy, or the physical characters and physical paleotypography. pp. Failadianized^yi. PaUadiamzing. [Pal-
historyof the rocks of the earth's crust— paieopfa/si- _.i„n4.™n™_an'h-i7 tinlipnt.vnoffranbv ('T)a"le- ladian + -ize.] To erect or remodel in the
onrap^!/ (if I may use a pet term, in spite of ob ections paiCOtypOgrapny, paiaeoiypograpny ^pa le

Pollnflioi, sphnnl of nrchit^ctiirfi
raised against it) -is fully one half of historical geology. 0-ti-pog'ra-fi), «. \_palieo- + typography.^ style of the Palladian school Ot arcmtecture.

SciCTjce, Oct. 27, 1905, p. 628. Ancient typography ; earlv printing. bee Pallaatan.

paleophysiology, palaeophysiology (pa'^le-o- Palestinian, a. II. «. A native of Palestine, palladia (pa-la'dik), a. [paUad(ium) + -ic.]

fiz'i-ol'o-ji), H. [Gr. TTaAxziou ancient, +" fi. palethnographical (pal-eth-no-graf'i-kal), a. In cAem., containing palladium as a constitu-

physioldgy.] The physiological study of the Same as *paleo-ethnographical. Amer. An- ent with apparently tetrad valence
:
as, j>ai-

early races of mankind. K. E. D. thropologist, April-June, 1902, p. 310. ^adic chlorid (PdCl4).

paleopicrite,pal8eopicrite(pa'''le-6-pik'rit),n. palethnologist (pal-eth-nol'o-jist), n. Same palladiferous (pal-a-dif'e-ms), a. Ipalla-

Seepicrile
'

'

as paleo-etJmologist. Keane, Man Past and *(«»«) + L. -fer, -bearing, </en'e, bear.] Con-

paleopithecine (pa"le-6-pi-the'sin), a. [Gr. Present, p. vi. taining palladium
:
as ;.a««^/ffro«« gold.

iraAa«i<:, ancient, + Tti&ni<-o^, ape, + -inc.] Per- palethnology (pal-eth-nol'6-ji), n. Same as palladiotype (pa-la di-o-tip), n. Ijtalladwm

taining to or characteristic of the group of paleo-ctlmoloqy. Denifcer, Races of Man, p. 10. -I- type.] In photog., a print toned -with pal-

Frimates called by Wortman Paleopithecini. Palhoplotherium, n. See *Paloplothenum. ladium solution.



palladions

palladiOUS (pa-la'di-us), a. [_palladi(um) +
-ous.] In chem., containing palladium as a

eoDstituent.with apparently dyad valence: as,

palladiOUS chlorid (PdClo).

palladitUn, n. 3. This rare metal occurs in minute

(luantity, along with like small amounts of platinum,

iridium, and rhodium, in the nickel ores of Sudburj-,

Ontario. Canada. It is stated that palladium is now pro-

duced from this 8<>urce to the extent of more than 3.000

(lunies a vi.ar.— Palladlmn liydrld. See *Ai/dn'<Jl.—

Falladlum paper. See *ijaper.

palladous (pa-la'dus), o. |j>ai/ad(i«»i) +
-oiis.l Same as *palladious.

pallall (pa-lal'), n. \_A\ao pnlall, pallaly, etc.;

origin unknown.] The game of hop-scotch;

also the stone with which the game is played.

Jamieson. [Scotch.]

pallar (pal-yar'), n. [Chilian name.] On the

west coast of South America, a cultivated

bean, Phaseolus Pallar. one of the principal

food plants of the natives. It resembles

closely the Lima bean.

pallekarism (pal-e-kar'izm), n. [pallekar +
-igm."\ The military methods of the pallekars;

the ways of pallekars.

pallet'-', n. 11. One of tho small spatulate or

lanee-shape calcareous plates which form part

of the boring apparatus of the shells of ship-

worms of the family Teredinidse.—12. In hell-

founding, same as *crown, 7 (j>).— 13. In

eeram., a potters' wheel.

pallet-wire (pal'et-wir), n. Wire used to con-

nect a pallet or valve in an organ to an operat-

ing key; a pull-down.

pallial, a. 3. Relating to the pallium or cere-

bral cortex.—Palllal bay. Same as pallial sinus

(which see, underffWdVii)— Pallial cavity, in mollusks,

the cavity containii.K tlie irills. mn\s,. and renal openings

;

the mantle-cavity— Palllal complex, eye. See *icon\-

j)i«r,*eyel. —Pallial system, tlie cerel)rum or that

portion of it which <levil.iiis (mm tlie anterior portion of

the hraiii-steni, not inchiiling the olfactory portion.

palliatively (pal'i-a-tiv-li), adv. In a pallia-

tive manner; so as to palliate.

pallia (pal'i), a. and n. See *pauJie.

palliostratns (pal'i-o-stra'tus), n. ; pi. pallio-

strati (-ti). [L. pallium, a cloth, + NL.
.stratus.'] A continuous sheet of stratus cloud.

pallium, n. 6. The cerebral cortex, or that

]),>rtion of it which forms the roofand sidesof

the lateral ventricles : this is termed the pal-

lium, or brain mantle, as distinguished from
the stem of the brain on which it rests.— Basal
palllom, tlie pyriform lobe in those mammals in which
tliis part of the i>rain is regarded as arising independently.
— Marginal pallium, the hippocampus in those mam-
mals in which this part of the brain is regarded as arising

independently of the other portions of the cortei.

pallograph (pal'o-graf), n. [Gr. n-d/.-

/av, sway, shake, + )pa(petv, write.] A
machine designed to record the vibra-

tions of a ship or other structure ex-

posed to the action of forces. The best devices

record displacements In the three planes or directions,

longitudinal, vertical, and lateral. A strip of paper driven

by a clockwork receives traces from pen-recorders,

actuated by masses frte to move only in tlie determined
direction, and wIkjs'c motion is resisted by delicately ad-

justed springs or magnetic action. A standaril cl<x-k in

circuit records time intervals on the same strip, so that

the curves traced give both the intensity and the periml

of the yielding of the structure to the forces which tend

to shake it I'sed in high-speed, high-powereil boats and
on bridges under moving train-load, or high buildings ex-

posed to winil. the jar of ma<;hinery, or traffic stresses.

Sci. Amer., Feb. 0, 1907, p. 129.

pallone (pa-16'ne), H. [It., a large ball, aug.

of palla, a ball.] A game somewhat like ten-

nis, played with a larger ball, which the player

strikes with his arm, on which there is a guard
from the wrist to the elbow.

He [Francis I.) was a bold rider and an excellent archer,

but he especially excelled in the game of pallonr. Intro-

duced from Italy, whicli was playeil with a large football

and a tin gaimtlet lined with felt, and which required

considerable skill and strength.
.4. Tilley, Lit, French Renaissance, I. 4.

paLm^, n. 9. A flat end formed on a tie-rod

or strut, through which the rivets or bolts are

passed to secure tho piece to the rest of the

structure.-To anoint the palm, to bribe. (Colloq.)

palm^, «.— Arrow-root palm, the coontie.— Black
palm, a Queensland palm, /7vrAi,»;«Tina yurmauliyi,

the very hard black woid of whii h \n beautifully marked
and is used for making canes— Camauba palm, Coper-

nicia rrn'ffra. See Coi}fin)icia^wul canuiuha.— CO-
qollla palm, Allalnl /uni/cra.' See liattpnlm and
co'juiltft-nut.— CumSL palm, a Brazilian palm, Attalea

w/ccfaMwi.— Molucca palm, a BtemlesB palm, Nipa
Jruticaivt, growing in bmcki«h water near the mouths of

streams emptying inUi the ocean. It is widely spread in

the East Indies and the I'liilippine Islands, and has been
Introduced lnt« Mie island of (Juam. where the pinneo of

its large leaves are used by the natives for thatching

their house*. See ATtpa.— Kee<Ue-palm. Same as

blue palmetto (which see, under palmetto).— iyigtX-
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palm, Saguerxis pinnatus. See gomuti, 1, ejoo, and
ifcabo-negro.— TUTU palm, in British Guiana, the bacaba-
palm, CEnocarpits Bacaba.— Washington palm, the
desert palm, Neowashinytonia Jilamentona.

palma'^ (pal'mii), H. [Sp., < L. pulma. a palm-
tree. See J)fl7»i2.] The general name, in

tropical countries colonized by Spaniards, of

palms and palra-like plants and trees. In the
island of Guam the name is applied to all species of
screw-pines {Pandanuii) growing on the island. In
Mexico the name is especially applied to arboreous
yuccas, chiefly to Yucca australig. with narrow pendant
panicles of flowers, and Yucca valxda, with the panicles
broader and erect or recurved. Other allied plants
growing in Mexico are the palraa banigona or palma
culona, Datti/lirioH inenne, having a swollen trunk

;

palma istle or palma saniandoca, Samuela Carneromna
(flrst described from the pass of Carneros, in northern
Mexico), which yields a valuable commercial fiber ; and
palma loca or palma pita. Yucca Treculeana, also the
source of an excellent fiber. Among the true palms of

Mexico are the palma --tpache or palma dulce, Brahea
dulcis (also called palma de gmnbrero from the fact that
hats are made of its leaves), and the palma real, the
royal palm, Roygtonea re'jia. The palma de la Virgen
is a cycad, Dion edulc. which is also called chamal. In
Porto Rico the palma real is lioystonea borinquena, and
the palmas de sombrero are Inodes caugiarum, and /.

glauca,

palmad (pal'mad), adr. [L. palma, palm, -I-

ad, toward.] Toward the palm or ventral
side of the fore limb.

palmar, I. a.— Palmar aponeurosis. Same as pal-
mar /nxcia,

II. n. 3. In the crinoids, according to

both Carpenter's and Waehmuth and Spring-
er's terminology, one of the plates of the
arms or brachia which are of the third order
of branching, situated beyond the distichal

and within the postpalmars. They are the
same as the third brachials in Bather's ter-

minology.
palmarian (pal -ma 'ri -an), a. Ipalmary +
-rtH.] Same aspabnary.
palmarosa-oil (pal-ma-ro'sa-oil), n. See
(iera)iiii»i-*oil (b).

palm-bast (pam'bast), n. Twine or rope
made from vegetable bast (nominally of

palms), used for binding cigars and for hat-

braids.

palm-beetle (pUm'be'tl), ». Any one of

several species of beetles which infest palm-
trees, especially the calandrid Rhyncophorus
palmarum, a species whose larva bores into

the cabbage-palm in tropical America. See
palm-tceeril, under wceril.

palm-borer (pain'bOr'eri, n. See palm-iceevil,

under u-rcril, and palm-vorm, under norm.

palm-civet (pam'siv"et), n. Same as palm-
i-a t.

palmellin, «. 2. A coloring-matter, some-
what resembling hematin, found in the spores
of Asperyillug niger. Also called aspergillin.

palmerite (pal'me-rit), «. [Named after Sr.

l'iih»iri.~\ A hydrated phosphate of aluminium
which occurs" in a white powdery form re-

sembling kaolin. It is found in a cavern at

Monte Alburas, Salerno, Italy.

palmer-nut (pa'mfer-nut), n. An old name
for the cocoanut.

palmer-shell (pa ' m6r - shel), n. Same as

*pil(irim-scallop.

palmer-trout (pa'm^r-trout), n. The young
of Satmo solar, the salmon of Europe.

palmer-worm, «.— comrade palmer-worm, the
lana of an American moth, Ypiiolvpliug liyutcUun, which

"^rWi^
Comrade Palir

Moth above, " wo
r-worm { Vpsolofhus lij^uUUus).

n " or laiva below. Much enlarged.

ties Uigcther and skeletonizes the leaves of the apple.—
Tawny-strlped palmer-worm, the larva of an Ameri-

can tincid moth, Ypmlnphm malifoliellul. It feeds on

apple-leaves, as does the common palmer-worra.

Palmesque (piil-mesk'), a. Noting the style

of one of the Palmas, Venetian painters of

palmwise

the sixteenth century, especially that of
Palma Veechio (1480-1528).

palmette, ». 2. In certain gastropods, an aj)-

pendage of the head.
Palmetto leaf-miner. See *leaf-miner.

palmetto-weevil (pal-met'o-we'vl), n. An
American curculionid beetle, Ithyncophorus
cructitatus, which damages palmettos.
palm-grease (piim'gres), «. Money used to
oil or grease the palm, that is, for a bribe.

[Colloq.]

palm-grub (pam'grub), n. Same &8 palm-worm
(which see, under worm).

palmiacol (pal'mi-a-kol), n. The trade-name
for an antiseptic compound used as a substi-

tute for creosote in cases of tuberculosis.

palmito^ (pal-me'to), n. [Sp. palmito, < palma,
lialm.] In Spanish America and the West
Indies, the tender crown or terminal bud of

unexpanded leaves of various species of palms,
used as a vegetable, and sometimes called

palm-cabbage. In the Bermudas this name
was applied to the bud of the Indigenous pal-

metto, Inodes Palmetto, a plant held in very
high esteem by the first settlers. i

palmitolic (pal-mi-tol'ik), a. [paltmt(ic) +
-ol + -(c] Derived from palmitic acid by
loss of hydrogen— PaOmltoUc acid, a crystalline,

waxy acid, C'lfiHogOo, which is made by the action of

alcoholic potash o"n dibroinpalmitic acid or bromhypogeic
acid. It melts at 42" C.

palmitone (pal 'mi -ton), n. [palmit(ic) +
-one.] A ketone, (Cipn3i)2CO, made by dis-

tilling palmitic acid with lime. It is a crystal-

line substance which melts at 82.8° C. Also
called dipentadecyl letone.

palmitoxylic (pal'mi-tok-sil'ik), a. [^palmit-

((c) -I- oxiygen) + -yl + -ic.'\ Noting a crys-
talline acid, CigH.jgOi, made by the action of
fuming nitric acid on palmitolic acid. It

melts at 67° C.

palm-kernels (pam'kfer'nelz), n. pi. A com-
mercial name for the kernels obtained from
the seeds of the West African oil-palm. Elms
Guineensis, w^hich form an important article

of export from West Africa to Europe. Each
seed contains from one to four kernels.

palm-leaf, n. 3. In decorative art, a common
motive in Indian and Oriental design : some-
times called j.icrtr or river-loop pattern.

palm-lizard (piim'liz'iird), «. The dabb,
I'romastix acaiilhurns, of north Africa.

palm-nuts (piim'nuts), n. pi. The commercial
name for the seeds of the West African oil-

palm, Elspis Cruinecnsis, after the pulpy matter
which contains the palm-oil has been removed.
palmo (pal'mo), »!. [It., <7)rt/)»rt, paim. See
]ialml, H.] The Roman palm of 8.5 inches,

which has been variously lengthened in Italy

— in Genoa to 9.8 inches, in Naples to 10.4

inches, and in Lucca to 11.5 inches. In the
Spanish peninsula and the afiSliated American
countries the length has not much changed.
It varies from 8.3 to 8.9 inches in Spain, while
in Argentina, Portugal, and Brazil it is nearly
8.6 inches.

palm-oil, «. 2. See oil ofpalms.
palmoscopy (pal-mos'ko-pi), n. [Gr. iraA//<if,

pulsation, pulse, + -OKoiria, < monelv, view.]
In pathol., observation of the pulse ; formerly,
divination or prognostication from examina-
tion of the pulse in any part of the body.

palmospasmus (pal-mo-spaz'mus), n.
;
pi. pal-

mospasmi (-mi). [NL., < Gr. na/./idf, pulsa-
tion, -t- aTTaa/i6c, spasm.] Clonic, intermittent
spasm.

palm-stay (pam'sta), n. A boiler-brace or
tie-rod having at its end a ])alm or flat pad
through which the rivets are passed to secure
it to the shell.

palm-swift (pam'swift), n. One of the small
swifts of the genera Tachornis and Claudia,

found in tropical America: distinguished by
having the toes arranged in pairs. One of the

most common species is Tachornis phaenico-

bius of Jamaica. See swift^, 4.

palmula, w. 2. In entom., same as empodium.
A. ,S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 97.

palmus (pal'mus), n.
;
pi. jinZ/nt (-mi). [NL., <

Gr. Txa'Afihc^, vibration, pulsation, < koKKziv,

sway, quiver, leap, bound.] Pulsation ; twitch-

ing; a form of spasmodic tic.

palm-willow (pam'wil'o), «. The great sal-

low, SdUx Caprea. See palm^, 3.

palmwise (pam'wiz), adv. With tho palm
uppermost.



palm-withy

palm-withy (pfim'with'i), n. Same as *palm-
tciUoic.

palo- (pii'lo)'"- [Sp.pn/o, stick, wood.] Wood.
— Palo de Campeche. Same as totncotnt.— Palo de
COrchO, the cork-wcxxl, figonia longijolm.—PalO de M-
erro, or palO de flerro (iroii-wwKl), the name of several

hard-wmMl trees. In Mexico it is applied to several trees

of the mimosa family, especially to-S'uicrocnrjjos /fextcat«i«,

Prosopig Palme ri, anil Alhizzia occidenlalis ; in Porto
Rico to Hhamnidium /erreinn and Sarcotnphalus reticu-

latuii, belonpinjr to the Rhamnace/e, and to Ixora ferrea,

belonging to the Ruhiacex.— ValO de hneso O'une-
wood), in Porto Kico, a Avmh, Hex nitida.— TalO del
Brazil, in Mexico, tile logwtwd, Uxmatoxiilvm Campe-
ehianum, and the closely allied //. iwrcn/c.— PalO de
Maria, same as *palo-iIaria.—'PaiO de matOS, in

Porto Rico, Ormotia Krugii, a leguminous tree bearing

red-anilblack hard seeds called ina/os.— PalO de vaca,
the cow-tree. Piratinera utitis. See cote-tree.

palo-amarillo (pa"16-a-ma-rery6), n. [Sp.

palo amarillo, yellow-wood.] In Mexico, a
name applied to several shrubs and trees

yielding a yellow dye, especially to Bocconia
fnitescens and B. arborea, belonging to the

poppy family, and Berheris pinnata, an indi-

genous barberry.

palo-blanco, «. 2. A name applied in Span-
ish America to many trees and shrubs with
white wood or whitish bark or foliage; in

Cuba, to Simarouba glauca; in Porto Eico to

Drypetes glauca {Euphorbiacex) and Chione
glabra {Bubiaceie) ; in Mexico to a mimosa-
like shrub or small tree, Lysilonia Candida, the

bark of which is used for tanning.

palo-dulce (pa-lo-dul'tha), n. [Sp. palp, wood,
+ dulce, sweet.] A small tree of the bean
family, Viborquia polystachya, from which the

Mexicans make a sweet refreshing drink.

Palo Duro beds. See *bed^.
palo-jiote (pa"16-he-6'ta), «. [Mexican name, <

By. palo, wood, -I- Nahuatl xiotl, skin eruption.]

A name of Terebintlms Simaruba, a tree yield-

ing a medicinal gum-resin, called gum-archi-

pin. Also called cuajiote de Chiapas. See
cacliibou.

palola (pa-lo'lii), 71. The palolo.

palo-maoi (pa'lo-ma-be'), ?j. [Sp. jjaZo, wood,
+ mabi, the name of a beverage.] In Cuba
and Porto Rico, Colubrina recUnata and C.

Coliibrina, two shrubs or trees yielding bark
from which a refreshing effervescent drink is

made. See *mabi.
palo-Maria (pa "16 -ma -re 'a), n. [Sp. palo
Maria, Saint Mary's wood.] In countries
settled by the Spanish, a name applied to

several trees which yield hard wood of good
quality ; in the Philippine Islands and on the
Island of Guam, Calophyllmn Inopliyllum (see

*hitanhol); in the Philippine Islands, also

Kayea lepidota, of the Clusiaccx; in Cuba and
Porto Eico, Calophyllmn Galba; in Yucatan,
Sapota zapolUla ; and at Aeapulco and Vera
Cruz, Mexico, Cordia Gerascanthus, of the
borage family.

Palombino marble. See *inarble.

Palometa (pal-o-me'ta), n. [NL., Cuban Sp.,

(.paloma, a pigeon.] 1. A genus of stroma-

Palometa ( Trachynotus ^laucus).

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

teoid fishes of the tropical Pacific coast of

America.— 2. [I. c] A common name for

various members of the genus Palometa and of

the genus Trachynotus, as T. glaucus, a caran-

goid fish common in the West Indies and
northward to North Carolina.

palo-piojo (pa"16-pe-6'h6), n. \^p. palo piojo,

louse-wood, < piilo, wood, + piojo, louse.] A
Mexican tree, Willardia Mexicana, belonging

to the bean family. It yields very hard wood
and from its bark a wash is made which is

used as an Insecticide.

Paloplotherium (paFo-plo-the'ri-um), n. [For
I'alhojilotheriuM : < Gt. -nra'/aid^, ancient, + (iffAa,

arms + dr/piov, a wild beast.] An extinct ge-

nus of Equidse, not in the main line of descent

to the modern horse. It is characterized by
low-crowned, bunolophodont teeth, sometimes
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covered by a thin layer of cement, and tri-

dactyl digitigrade feet. It occurs in the Mid-
dle and Upper Eocene of Europe.
palo-santo (pa-16-san't6), n. [Sp. palo sanio,

holy-wood.] In countries settled by the Span-
iards, a name given to several trees which
either have medicinal qualities, or are es-

teemed by the natives for other reasons ; in
Mexico to Guaiacum sanctum and G. officinale,

also called guayacan, belonging to the family
Zygophyllacex ; to Fouquieria sjilendens, whicn
yields "torches for burning at religious cere-
monies (see *ocotilla); to Ipomoea vmrucoides,
yielding medicinal bark; and in the state of
Jalisco, to a leguminous tree, Diphysa suherosa.
In the Philippine Islands, the name is applied U) Koor-
dersiodendron pintiatum, a valuable timber-tree belong-
ing to the Anacardiacex (see iramugtns), and to Jtourca
voiulnlis, a climbing plant of the family Connaraeex,
higlily esteemed by the natives for its medicinal proper-
ties. In Guiana, same as panococo, 2. In Argentina,
Bulnesia Sarmienti, a fine tree belonging to the Zygo-
jihyllacefe. yielding hard wood.

palo-verde (pa-16-var'da), n. [Sp. palo, wood,
-I- verde, green.] In the south-western United
States and in Mexico, several closely allied

trees belonging to the senna family, espe-
cially Cercidium Texanum, C. Torreyanum, C.

floridum, Parlinsonia aculeaia, and P. vticro-

phylla. The leaves of these plants, at most few and
scattered, are often absent most of the year. Tlie iiale

olive-green bark suggests the name, as also that of green-
barked acacia, applied especially to the species of Cer-
cidiuin.

palpacle (pal'pa-kl), n. [h. palpus, feeler : on
the analogy of tentacle.^ Iii some siphono-
phorans, a tentacle-like organ belonging to a
palpon.
palparium (pal-pa'ri-um), n. ; pl.palparia (-a).

[NL., < palpus, palp, + -arium.'\ The mem-
brane at the base of the labial palpi of carabid
beetles.

palpator (pal-pa'tor), 11. [L. palpator, < pal-
pare, touch, stroke.] In mcd., one who ascer-
tains the condition of organs by touch.

palpatorial (pal-pa-to'ri-al), a. [palpatory
+ -ail.] Of or pertaining to palpatory exam-
ination.

Palpebral lobe. See *lobe.

palpebritis (pal -pe-bri 'tis), ». [NL., < L.
pafpdira, eyelid, -I- -itis.'] Inflammation of

the eyelids.

palped (palpt), a. [palp + -ed2.] Possessing
palpi.

palpimanid (pal-pim'a-nid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the araneidan family Palpi-
manidee.

II. a. Havingthe characters of orbelonging
to the family Palpimanidse.

palpon (pal'pon), n.
;
pl.pn?pa (-pa). [NL.,

irreg. (.jiulpare, toueh(f).] In siphonophorans,
a hollow tentacle-like organ closed at the
outer end but communicating with the cavity
of the stem ; a dactylozooid.

palsied (pal'zid), «. [palsy + -e(?2.] Para-
lyzed

;
paretic.

palsy, W Birth palsy, spastic paralysis in the new-
bom child. — Creeping palsy, progressive muscular
atrophy.— Crossed palsy. .Same as crwxed paralysis
(which see, under jMu-ali/yi'^).— Diver's palsy. Same as
caisson-disease.—Hammer-palsy, a nem-tjsis. analogous
to writers' cramp, affecting tlle muscles of the shoulder
and arm, occurring in blacksmitlis and others who wield
the hammer continuously.— Landry's palsy. Same as

Landry's paralysis. — Pen-palsy, writers' cramp.
— Shoemakers* palsy. See occupation -kcramp.—
Transverse palsy. Same as crossed paralysis (wliich

see, under paralysis).

palta (pal'ta), n. [Quiohua name.] On the
west coast of South America, the name applied
to the avocado, Persea Pcrsea. See alligator-

pear and avocado.

Paltonium (pal-to'ni-um), n. [NL. (Presl,

1852), < Gr. 7Ta?.T6v, a dart, spear, from the
shape of the fronds.] A genus of polypodi-
aeeous ferns related to JVcHifc, having simple,

linear-lanceolate, coriaceous fronds a foot or

less long, tapering both ways, with anastomos-
ing veins and sori normally borne in a con-
spicuous submarginal line toward the apex.
There are two species, the best known, P.
lanceolatum, {Ttenitis lanceolata), being an
epiphyte of tropical America and southern
Florida; the second, a recently described
Chinese plant.

paludet (pa-Md'), n. [L. palus (palud-), a
swamp, marsh.] A marsh.

paludial (pa-lu'di-al), a. [li. palus (palud-), a
swamp, marsh, + -iai.] An erroneous form
for paludal.

paludian (pa-lii'di-an), a. Same us paludal.

pan

paludic (pal'u-dik, pa-lu'dik), a. [L. palus
(palud-), marsh, H- -jc] Same as paludal.

paludiferous (pal-u-dif'e-rus), a. [L. palu-
difcr, <jialus (palud-), liiarsh, + ferre, bear.]
That causes a fen or marsh. Blount.
Paludina limestone. See *limesione.

paludinal (pa-lu'di-nal), a. [paludine + -aP-."]

SKme as paludinous.
"

paludous (pal'u-dtis), a. Same nspaludose.
palusami (pa-lo-sa'me), n. [Polynesian po/H,
paste, soft substance,' + saini, sea-water.] In
Samoa, a favorite native dish, indispensable
at feasts, consisting of the custard-like juice
expressed from grated coconuts, to which a
little salt water is added, inclosed together
with tender young taro leaves (Caladium
Colocasia) in an older leaf, and baked in a
native oven.
Paluxy sands. See *sand'^.

pam., pamph. Abbreviations ot pamphlet.
pam-. A form ot pan- before a labial.

pamflet, n. and v. i. An amended spelling of
pamphlet.

pampanito (pam-pa-ne'to), n. [Sp., dim. of
pdnipano. See*pampano.] A fish, Trachynotus
rhodopus, belonging to the family Cttrangidee,
found on the Pacific coast of tropical America
south to Panama.
pampano (piim'pa-no), n. [Bp.pdmpano, a ten-
dril, also in Cuban Sp. several fishes so called
with fins prolonged into threads; < L. pampi-
nns, a tendril. See pampine, r.] A common
name of various fishes of the genus Trachy-
notus, and also, though less correctly, of spe-
cies of similar genera. In an adapted spelling
the name appears as pompano, applied to
Irachy)iotus and other genera, fiee pompano.
— Common pampano, Trachynotus carolitius, of the
tropical .\tlantic ct)ast of America. See pfnnjxtno, 1.

—

Gaiff-topsall pampano, Trachynotus glattcus. found
f[om Virginia t" tile Carilthean Sea. See pompano. 1.

—

Greatpampano. Same as ixriniYS.- Roundpampano,
Trachynotus J'alcatjts, found from Cape Cod to Bi-azil.

pampa, n— Pampas 'clay, a local name of a bluish
clay, beds of wliicli occur in many paits of the pampas

—

Pampas formation. See kformation. .

pampero'-* (pam-pa'ro), n.
;
pi. pamperos (-ros).

[Sp., < pampa. See pampa.l An Indian liv-

ing on the pampas of South America.

pamphletage (pam'fle-taj), n. [jximphlet +
-age.'i A collection of pamphlets; all the
pamphlets on a certain subject. [Nonce-
word.]
The pamphletage ... on the subject must be vast, and

the labour in front of Byron's editor is enormous.
A. Lang, in Longman's Mag., May, 1S96, p. 110.

pamphletize (pam'fle-tiz), v. i. and t.
;
pret.

and pp. pamphlctized, ppr. pamphleti:ing.
[pamphlet + -ire] To write pamphlets : as,

to take to piamphletizing ; to write a pamphlet
on. [Nonce-word.]

pamphysical (pam-fiz'i-kal), a. [Gr. niiv, all,

-1- E. jihy.iical.] Eegarding the physical uni-

verse as the all : opposed to pantheistic.

In modem, as in ancient times, the extreme points be-
tween whicll philosopliy has oscillated are tlie same

:

positively described, they are the pantheistic and (if I

may invent a phrase) the pamphysical poles of doctrine.

J. Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory, I. Introd. 19.

paraplegia (pam -pie' ji-ii), «. [NL., < Gr.
-av, all, -f- '^''.iPiV, stroke.] General paralysis

of nearly all the muscles of the body, or of

the four extremities.

Pamunkey formation. See *formation.

pan^, 11. 13. In mining, a hollow in the ground
where the neck of a volcano formerly existed.

[South Africa.]

The mines are located in "patis," in which is found the
"blue ground" now recognized as the disintegrated
matrix of the diamond. These 'Spans'' are known to be
the " pipes," or " necks," of former volcanoes, now deeply
dissected t>y the forces of the atmosjihere—in fact, worn
down if not to their roots, at least to their stumps.

IT. H. Holibs, in Smithsonian Eep., 1901, p. 359.

Berdan pan, a pan in which the ore is ground by
means of heavy balls of cast-iron, working in an annular
trough of U-shaped section which revolves about an in-

clined axis: used largely in Australia.— Clean-up pan.
See *rfcaH-tij).— Hephum and Peterson's pan, an
amalgamation-pan with a bottom inclined toward the
center or shaped like an inverted cone. It has a capacity

of 1400 pounds.— Short pan, a balance-pan with short

hangers : used in determining specific gravities.— Slip-
pan, a pan for the evaporation of water from the sup
produced when the ingredients of a cement are mixed
with water.— To cntthepan. See*«((.—To poison
the pan, a workmen's term meaning to add glue or
some other colloid substance to the brine in a salt-boilers'

pan in order to secure the fonnatitm of salt in very small
crj'stals.— Wetzel pan, an arrangement for rapidly evap-

orating the juice of the sugar-cane, consisting of a semi-
cylindrical pan to coiit.iin the juice, with a cylindrical cage
formed of steam-pipes revolving in it and partially sub-



pan
merged. These pipes, as they emerge covered with
juice, present a large heated surface to the air, from
which vapor of water is rapidly given off.""'

I. trans. 3. To broil or bake in a
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pan^ v.

pau.
Panned Oysters. . . . Clean one pint of oysters and

add [to butter, etc., in pan]. Cook until edges curl. etc.
F. il. Farmer, Chafing Dish Possibilities.

4. To pour with a pan. Modern Amer. Tan-
ninr/, p. 42.

n. ininiiis. 2. To look for gold, using the
method of washing the earth or crushed rock
in the pau.
At the end of two months we had never struck a

pocket. We had panned up and down the hillsides till
they looked plowed like a field.

Hark Ticain, Roughing It, 1x1.

3. In affri., to harden and cake from the
effect of hot sunshine following rain : said of
the soil. Forbi/, Vocab. East AngUa. [Dia-
lect.]— To pan off, in gnld-iliuffing, to wash gold-
bearing gravel in a pan to sepai-ate the gold.

These returned gnomes having been brought to light,
at once commenced to 'panoff,' according to the recog-
nized rule and practice.

itolf Botdrewood, Miner's Right, vii.

panada, «—Chicken panada, a dish made of chopped
chicken rubbed t<ja paat«, bread-crumbs, milk, egg, etc.

pansesthetic (pau-es-thet'ik), a. [pansesthesia
(tint-) -f -ic] Of or pertaining to paneesthesia.

Pan-African (pan-af'ri-kan), a. Relating to
all i)ersons of African parentage

; entirely
African : as, Pan-African government.
Pan-Africander (pan-af'ri-kan-der), a. Re-
lating to all Africanders, that is, South Afri-
cans of Dutch descent, or to a government
consisting of such persons: as, a Pan-African-
der conference

; a Pan-Africander republic.
panage, ». Same as pann«(/e.

panalgebraic (pan-al-je-bra'ik), a. Designat-
ing a curve for which x, y, and dy/dx are
connected by an algebraic equation. Loria.
Panama (pii-nii-ma'), w. [Xative name.] On
the Isthmus of Panama, a handsome tree,

>A

Panama iSUrcuiia Cart/iagn.r

StercuUa CarthaginenMs, with large .5-lobed
leaves, bearing 3-celled capsules covered with
fine brittle hairs and containing a number of
oblong oily edible seeds.

Panaman (pan'a-man), a. and n. \Panama +
-an. The Sji. adj. is Panamelio.'] I. a. Of
or relating to Panama.

II. ". An inhabitant of Panama.
Panamaniam (pan-a-ma'ni-an), a. and n.
Same as *Panaman.
I^amic (pan'a-mik), a. [Panam{a) + -ic]
Relating to or characteristic of the region in
the vicinity of the Isthmus of Panama, includ-
ing the ocean.
As will be seen by the chart of our route, ... the

continental slope of the Panamic district is steep.
A. Agatidz, in .Mem. of Mus. Compar. Zool.. Harvard

lX.\.tI. 222.
'

Fanamlc fauna, the animal life of the Isthmus of
Panajua and iu vicinity, Including the ocean.

Dall affirms that Point Conception la the northern limit
of the Panamic Jauna. Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. 63.

Panamist (pan'a-mist), n. [F. Panamiste.'\A person who took part in the transactions by
which the French Panama Canal Company
secured political and financial help.
pananthropism (pan-au'thro-pizm), n. [Gr.
-lii', all, + avUpuT^oQ, man, + -ismS See the
e-xtract.

.^\ ^'''- /"''"burne's creed is describable in one word,
that word must be made for the occasion— »anan(Aro.pmn: . . he sees the spirit of man (which be it borne
in mind lie calls ' God ') everywhere animating and hi-
forming the universe.

//. B. Fonnan, riving Poets, p. 369. A'. E. D.
panao (pa-na'o), n. [Philippine name.] A
forest tree, Dipterocarpus vernicijluus, belong-
ing to the family Dipterocarpaceee, with alter-
nate broadly lanceolate leaves, which are
downy beneath, and flowers in spicate clusters
the corolla deeply 5-eleft and the calyx with
two of its lobes greatly elongated in fruit.
The wood IS used in the construction of houses and in
boat-buildnig. The tree, when wounded, yields a copious
supply of an oleoresin. called balao or malapaho in com-
merce which IS used as a vaniish for pictures and as a
protection for wood against termites. It is also used
where the trees are abundant, for torches. These aremade of bamboo joints filled with the resin, and are con-
simied with it as it bums away. See *balao3. rPhilin-pme Is.]

I t^

panapospory (pan-ap'6-sp6-ri), n. Ipati- +
aposponj.] Inbot., apospory over the whole
surface of the frond.
panaquilone (pa- nak ' wi - ion), «. [_Pana(x)
qui(nquefo)l(ium) -f- -one.] An amorphous,
yellow, bitter-sweet powder, C2oH4oOig,
found in tlie root of American ginseng, Panax
guinquefoiium. It is soluble iu water and
alcohol, and insoluble in ether.
panarchy (pan 'iir-ki), H. [Gr. TTw, all, -1-

"px>/,Tule. Compare *;)aHtarc7i v.] A realm or
dominion which includes the universe. [Rare.]

The starry panarchy of space.
P. J. Bailey, Festus, j[ix./208. JV. E. D.

panaritlunology (pan - ar - ith - mol ' 6 - ji), n.
[iKin- -I- arithmology.'] Arithmetic and alge-
bra.

panarteritis (pan'iir-te-ri'tis), n. [XL., < Gr.
jrdv, all, + aprripia, artery, -f- -itis.^ 1. In-
flammation of all the coats of an artery. 2.
Inflammation of all or most of the arteries in
tlie body.
panathletic (pan-ath-let'ik), a. [pan- -f-

atlilctic.'] Relating to athletics of all kinds.
panatom (pan-at'om), M. [pan(togen) +
atom.] A term employed by G. Hinrichs to
signify the ultimate particles of a h^-potheti-
cal primitive substance, called by him panto-
gen, from which he imagined all the known
forms of matter to be built up.
panaulon (pan- 4

'Ion), w.; pi. panaida {-U).
[Gr. -«!•, all, + ai/A(, a flute.] An improved
and extended form of flute invented by G.
Bayr of Vienna early in the nineteenth cen-
tury. It had fifteen keys, and was capable
of double tones.

panautomorphic (pau'a-t6-m6r'fik), a. [Gr.
jrov, all, + E. automorphic'.] In petrog., same
as panidiomorphic.

panblastic (pan-blas'tik), a. [Gr. ttov, all, -t-

li/.aaric, germ, + -ic] In embryol., contain-
ing or consisting of derivations from all the
germinal layers.

Panchatantra (pan-cha-tan'trS), n. [Skt.
panclidldhlra (pallca-), lit. 'five'books' (cf.
Pentateuch), < panclia, five, + tantra, books,
manual, lit. loom, warp.] A collection of
popular tales and fables in Sanskrit, compiled
in five books by a Brahman about 500 a.d.
This work was translated into Persian, Ara-
bic. Syriac, and most European languages,
and became familiar in England as the fables
of Pilpay (Bidpai).

panchayat (pan-chi'at), n. Same as jjun-
rhdi/t't.

Panchet or Pantschet group. See *gronpi,
panchreston (pan-kres'ton), n. [Also pan-
chrestttm, pancreston, et^.; h.panchrestnm (sc.
medicamenturn), < Gr. TrayxP'l'rrov, neut. of izay-
Xpr/OTOC, good for all work, < Jrdf (nav-), all, -f-

XP1<n6(, useful. Cf. panacea.'] A (supposed)
universal medicine ; a pauaeea.

pan-Christic (pan-kris' tik), a. [pan- +
Christ + -ic] Identifying Christ with the
universe. JV'. E. D.

r.rotesfiue Egyptian Gnostic Gospels which ... ex.
hibit partly a pan-Christic conception.

Expositor, Dec, 1897, p. 416.

pandan
panchromatic (pan-ki-6-mat'ik), a PGr^f (Trai;.), all, -H xp^/iai^-), color, -1- -ic] bjphotog sensitive to all the spectrum colorsfrom the red to the violet. Such plates are
obtained by the use of methyl and ethyl dyes
as methyl isocyanins. ^ '

The methyl and ethyl dyes are therefore well adaptedto the preparation ot panchrmnatic dry plates and m«k«
,\?^f

'"'« *« P™'""^? ?',"'' possessi,;? «n1to™"se„s ttv!

reUh,V«rairis^^v'^-iS,g\'if|^^^

^t'lK.t^rirt^Th^'-fnjJa'.JeT"^'"^"^''^'"^^^^^^^
Sci. Amer., Sept. 12, 1903, p. 185.

panclarite (pan'kla-rit), «. [A trade-name (?)
appar. < Gr. Trac (t«^-), all, -f- L. darns, clear+ -tte-.j A solution of rosin, glove-skin, and
glycerin. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather,
p. 50o. '

panclastic (pan-klas'tik), n. [Gr. irdf (ttov-)

f,"' + ^'',«'^-'if. broken, + -ite^.] An explosive
tJiat will break any substance. [Rare.]
The prisoner ... has a special knowledge of chemis-

try and has even invented a panclagtic more tenible in
Its effects than any hitherto known.

Times (London), April 2, 1892.

pancosmic (pan-koz ' mik), a. [Gr. ;rdf (tov-),
all, + Kdauoc, world, -I- -ic] Relating to pan-
cosmism

; implying oneness with all things ;

relating to all things.
pancosmism (pan-koz'mizm), n. [Gr. nac
(^ai'-), all, -^ Kdcfinc, world, -I- -ism.] The
theory that the cosmos is all— that the physi-
cal world comprises all that exists.
pancosmist (pan-koz'mist), II. Ipancosm-ism+ -int.] One who believes in pancosmism.

^i?!,?''''^*^'
"-—Accessory pancreas, one or more lo-bules of pancreatic tissue separate,! from the main portion

of the gland and found in the wall ,if the stomach or ofthe up|)er portion of the small intestine.- Ventral Dan-creas, membn/rjl., a solid more or less bilobed or conicaloutgrowth on the ventral side of the intestine
pMlcreatectomy (pan'kre-a-tek'to-mi), n.
[Gr. -a}iipeai, sweetbread (pancreas),+e/cTou)^
excision.] Excision, in whole or in part, of
the pancreas.
Pancreatic colic. See *coUc.
pancreaticoduodenal (pan"kre-at^i-k6-du-6-
de nal), fl. Relating to both the pancreas and
the duodenum.
pancreaticosplenic (pan^kre-afi-ko-splen'-
ik), a. Relating to both the pancreas and the
spleen.

pancreatinize (pan'kre-a-ti-niz), {•. t.; pret.
and pp. pancreatinized, ppr. pancrcatiniHng.
IpaiK-rrritin -\- -i;e.] Same as pancrcati!:e.

pancreatization (pan*kre-a-ti-za'shon) n
ip<in,re<it>cc -I- -ation.] 'The act of panerea-
tiziiig, or tlie state of being pancreatized

pancreatogenic(pan"kre-a-t6-jen'ik),«. [pan-
creas (at.), -(- -o- -t- Gr."-;;w/r, -producing.]
Having ongin in the pancreas : said of certain
diseases dependent upon impaired function of
the pancreas.
The intestinal disorders of digestion maybe classified

according to their etiology as gastrogenic, hepatogenic.
pancreatogemc, or essential intestinal.

Med. Record, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 172.

pancreolytic (pan"kre-9-lit'ik), a. [pancreas+ (jT. /iTiKoc, < ?.vmg, dissolution.] Exerting
a destructive action upon the pancreas.
pancyclopedic (pan"si-kl6-pe'dik), a. [pan-
+ cyclopedic] Relating'to or comprising the
entire circle of the sciences.

panda, »— Oreat panda, .mtinpus melanoleucvt, a
rare mammal from eastern Tibet, sometimes placed
with the bears. .See cut under .Khiropm.
pandal (pan'dal), n. [Tamil jjendal, a shed.]
In the East Indies, a shed or arbor, especially
one for temporary use.

Pandalidae (pan-dal'i-de), ». p/. [NL., <
PandaHiis) + -idse.] A family of macrurous
decapod crustaceans, having a long slender
rostrum armed with teeth or spines, prominent
eyes, the first pair of trunk-legs without and
the second with chelip, the pleopods biramous
and the tail-fan well developed. It includes
several genera, among them being Pandaliis,
Pondalopsis, and Xothocaris.

Pandalus (pan-da'lus), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Pandalidse. P. montaqui
IS found off the coast of the United States.
Leach, 1841.

pandan2 (pan-dan'), w. [Tagalog name.] In
the Philippine Islands, the textile screw-pine,
Pandanus teetorius, a species with glaucous
sword-shaped leaves armed with spines on
the keel and margin, and possessing great
tensile strength and flexibility. The leaves



pandan

are divested of their spiny margins and keel
and after having been properly cured are split

into ribbons of greater or less fineness and
woven into hats, bags, and mats.
pandanaceous (pan^a-na'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or having the eharaoters of the plant

family I'andanactx.

Fandanales (pan-da-na'leuX n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1833), < 'Pandanus + -ales.'} An
order of monocotyledonous plants occupying
the lowest position among angiosperms. It is

technically characterized by monoecious, spicate, or capi-

tate flowers, the perianth consisting of bristles or chaffy

scales, ami by the mealy or fleshy endosperm. It em-
braces the three families PandaJMce/e, Typhacea, and

Pandanus-disease (pan - da ' nus - di - zez"), «.

See *dii:case.

Pandaram (pan-dii'ram), «. [Tamil pandd-
ram.'] A Hindu beggar of the Sudra or a
lower caste ; in southern India and Ceylon, a

low-caste Hindu priest.

pandaric (pan-dar'ik), a. [L. Pandarus (see

j}a)idei) + -ic.^ Of the nature of, or charac-

teristic of, a pander.

pandectist (pan'dek-tist), n. Ipandect + -ist.]

One who is learned in the pandects.

pandemic, a. 2. In phytogeog., growing
throughout the world ; cosmopolitan. Feml,
1833.— 3. Pertaining to all ; human ; hence,

sensual ; not spiritual.

pandemoniacal (pan ' de -mo - ni ' a - kal), a.

Ipandemoniac + -ail.] Res'embliiig pande-
monium, particularly with respect to its noise.

pandemonial (pan-df-mo'ni-al), a. Ipande-
monium + -a/l.] Of or pertaining to pande-
monium.
pandemonian (pan-de-mo'ni-an), a. and n.

Ipandemonium + -an.'] I. a." Same as pan-
demoniac.
H. n. One who lives in pandemonium or

(figuratively) in some other lawless, disorderly

place.

pandemonic (pan-de-mon'ik), a. Ipandemo-
n-ium + -ic (after demomc).~\ Relating to all

demons, or to pandemonium.
pandemonistic (pan-de-mo-nis'tik), a. [Gr.

jrdf (irav-), all, + iai/iuv, demon, + -ist + -Jc]

Characterized by the belief that supernatural

powers or spirits are present in every object

and in every natural phenomenon. Batzel

(trans.). Hist, of Mankind, II. 154.

pandemy (pan'de-mi), n
Same as pandemia.
pandenominational (pan

936 pangymnastikon

2. (ff) In elect, a vertical board, usually of insulating

material, such as marble or soapstone, on which switches,

"Whenever the sexes are equipotent, blend their charac-
ters and mate pangamoxtsly. ail characters will be inher-
ited at the same rate. X. J*car«on,Grammarof Sci,, p.480.

pangamy (pan'ga-mi), n. [Gr. ttoc (tov-), all,

+ yafioc, marriage, + -y^.'] Pairing or mating
at random, without conscious or unconscious-
selection or preference.

pan-gas (pan'gas), n. See *gas.

pangen (pan'jen), n. [Also pangene; < Gr.

irof (iraj>-), all, + -ycvr/c, -producing.] One of
the hypothetical biological units postulated

by Darwin and De Vries to account for the-

hereditary transmission of characters. See
pangenesis.
We may suppose that from the youngest ovarian ovum,

onwards the nucleus exerts a "control" upon the sur-

rounding cytoplasm, -whether by the migration of "/>an-

geng" (De Vries, Hertwig), or of specific " formative-

substances " (Sachs, Locb). Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 213.

Apart from detail, Darwin, de Vries, and Weismann
agree in ascribing as many different pan<jen« to the or-

ganism (biophores, physiologic-units, genimules, deter-

minants) as it has of special organs and properties.

l-feffer (trans.), Physiol, of Plants, IL 187.

pangenesis, ".—intracellular pangenesis, a hy-
pothesis projwsed by De Vries t*j account for inheritance.

According to this hypothesis, pangens, which are the-

bearers of the hereditary qualities of cells, and not, like

the geramules of Darwin, the germs of entire cells, are

transmitted from genn-cell to germ-cell in inheritance,

and not, as in the pangenesis of Darwin, from the cells of

the lx)dy to the germ-cells,

pangenic (pan-jen'ik), a. Ipangen + -ic] Of
or pertaining to pangens.
pangeometer (pan-je-om'e-ter), n. [Gr. nac
(jrav-), all, -t- E. ge'otneter.'] One skilled im
pangeometry or the geometry of more than
three dimensions.
pangeometrical (pan-je-o-met'ri-kal), a. [pan-
geometr(y) + -ical.] Of or pertaining to pan-

7. A heap of dressed ore.—On the panel, In the f^^^^i!^"^ o The svstem of eeometrv"
panel, in Scots lau; on ones triiil.- Panel carver and pangeomctry, n- ^- ine system oigeomeiry-

mezer. See-*corcer.— Panel stamp, in ''"««'"*"!/, a which simply dispenses with hiuclias parallel

single design which covers the central portion of the cover, postulate, using neither it nor any contrary-
made by one stamp and not by a series of tools as is usual assumption. It is therefore undifferentiated
The panel stamp, which was invented aboutthe middle of v„t„„„„ -p„„i;/looTi a^A RnK-oioT, (TAnmotrv
the fourteenth Sntury, ivas found to be so useful in the as between Euclidean and Holy aian geometry,

decoration of the smaller books that its use for this pur- I.obarhivSKi.
pose quickly became univereal. U. Y. Fletcher, English Pan-German (pan- j^r ' man), n. and a. I, n.
Bookbindings, in Portfolio, XXIV. 66. q^^ ^^^ advocates Pan-Germanism.
panela (pa-na la), «. [bp., a cake of com, jj ^ Of or pertaining to all Germans, or
brown sugar.] See the extract. x p" f^prmanism
The name given to the resulting crude brown sugar is _y" ^i"'"*^'".", .. ,., , „ o„™„ „o

usually detemiined by ita form, size, and weight . . . ;
Pan-GermaniC (pan-jer-man ik), a. Same as

paiula when it has the shape of a plate, each cake weigh- ^Pan-dennan.

meters, and other controlling devices of electric circuits

are mounted.

ing about 1 kilo.

Daily Cons, and Trade Rep., Aug. 2, 1907, p. 7.

Tm^T pandemia.] panel-back (pan'el-bak), n. A back of a

window when paneled : generally so called to

de -nom-i -na '- distinguish it from the same surface whennom-i

Pertaining to or comprehending all (religious) panel-board pan el-bord) n. In elec

denominations. switch-board m the form of a panel and

panderer (pan'der-er), n
a pander.

pandiabolism (pan-di-ab'o-Uzm), n. [Gr.

TTof (~av-), all, -f- (5m/3oAoc, devil, + -ism.]

The (supposed) belief that the devil is the in-

forming spirit of the universe ; the belief that

the devil and the universe are identical. Also
pan-Satanism.

[Some pessimists] would contend that . . . her [Na-

ture's] cult is in reality, not Pantheism itut Pandiabolism.
Literature, Sept. 16, 1899, p. 281.

pandita (pan-de'ta), n. [Sulu pandita, < Malay
pandita, a learned man, an ecclesiastic, a
dominie, < Sanskrit pandita, a learned man, a
pandit. See pandit, pundit.] A Moro priest.

P. and 0. An abbreviation of Peninsular and
Oriental Steamship Company.

Pandolian cattle. See *cattle.

pandolichocephalism (pan - dol '' i-ko - sef ' a-

lizm), n. [Gr. -df (nav-), all, + E. dolichoceph-

alism.] The tendency to group together as

one race all the dolichocephalic types of

northwestern Europe. [Rare.]

Still, far too much has been made of the Aryans as a - . _ .

separate type, and Dr. Houz6 is right to laugh at what pan-nTing (pan lir'ing)
" ndolichocephalisvi,"

shoM-al), a. [pan- + denomination -I- -alK] plastered below the sill. Also paneled back.

of a panel i

One who r>anfiers • '''^y mounted upon a wall. See *panel, 2 (g).One who panc.ers
, pg^^giegg (pau'les), a. [pane^ + -less.] Hav-

ing no panes, as a window.
panel-feeder (pan'el-fe''d6r), n. A wire
serving to convey an electric current to a
panel-board or to one of the panels of a
switch-board.

panel-gage (pan'el-gaj), n. An extra long
marking-gage for wood: so called from its use
in marking out panels.

panel-machine (pan'el-ma-shen-'), n. A
panel-planing machine; a panel-planer;
machine for planing thin boards.

panentheism (pan-en'the-izm), n. [Gr. Traf

(-^av-), all, -f ev, in, -t-'fe(5f, God, -t- -ism.]

The principle or belief that all things are con-
tained in God.
Krause (1781-1832), -who himself limited the circulation

of his philosophical writings among Germans by his

strange tenninology, . . . sought to improve upon the
pantheism of the System of Identity by developing a doc-

trine of Panentheism, or a philosophy founded on the

notion that all things are in God.

Pan-Germanism (pan-jer'man-izm), n. The
plan or desire to unite all the German peoples,

in one political organization or state; organ-

ized effort directed to this end.

They were jealous ofJ'Austrian interference south of

their o ./n territory, partly out of the fear of the encroach-

ments of Pan-Germanism. Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 467.

Pan-Germany (pan-j6r'ma-ni), n. The Ger-

man peoples collectively, considered as con-

stituting one political community.
pangermic (pan-j6r'mik), a. [Gr. TTdc (irav-),

all, + E. germ + -ic] Of or pertaining to

pangermism: as, pa nj/eraiic theories.

pangermism (pan-jer'mizm), n. [Gr. irdc

(nav-), all, + E. germ + -ism.] The doctrine

that all diseases are due to germs.

Pangermism has been exhausting its energies in sensa-

tional demonstrations of bacterial surprises and bacillar

blunderings. .l.itf. Brown, Anim. Alkal., p. 128. N.E.D.

a pangnosticism (pan-nos'ti-sizm), n. [Gr. Trdf

(-av-), all, + yvoGTog, < yiyvuoKstv, know. See
Gnosticism.] The doctrine that knowledge is

possible concerning everything about which.

there can be any doubt or real question.

pangolo (pang-go'lo), n. [Also pagolo; Poly-

neSan.] A musical instrument used in th&
South Seas which consists of a strung bow,
one end of which is held in the mouth, while

the string is plucked with a plectrum.

Pangothic (pan-goth'ik), a. Of, pertaining
,. ^. .

^•

Uberweg (trans.), Hist. Philos., IL 230. ^q^ q^ including all the Gothic peoples.

panfired (pan'fird), a. Treated by the process pangrapUc (pan-graf'ik), a. [Gr. Trfif {nav-).

of *pau-firing (which see).
~

.
n.

has been called "Anglo-Saxon
' des

of sheltering

In tea mamif., the
Writing on any

:on pa;

term invented to describe "the skull which has the

honour
world.

all, + 'yf>a<pctv, write, + -ic]

_ ,. „. - or every thing. [Rare.]
operation of firing (drying) green tea m thm .p^^ ^^^.^^^ „, „ waverley "... is described by his ad-

iron bowls over a furnace, practised in Japan, mirers as great in many species of authorship . . . in short.

Also *panninq (which see). Hot panning, con- he may be reckoned omni-scriptive oipangraphic.

tinned half an hour With a temperature Of 250°
. , ,.

_
Blacku-oods Mag.. Mil. 3!^

F., is foUowed by cold panning for 20 minutes, pangnipan (pan-gwe-pan ), n. A crude ap-

8ee basket-fired ilea. paratus used in tlie Philippine Islands for ex-
ine space iroiu one iea,uBr-iuiiy« ..>/ uuo ..o^.. .-

TKL 1 Same as tracting the fibers of manila hemp. Itconsists

(2) One of the burstones which form the face P|;°f*™^,^
(pan-ga mi-a), n. lisu.^ same as

^^ j^],^^|pi^„^g .^^icl, jg fastened upon a block
of a millstone.- Magic pane, in c/ec(., a condenser i./-'- „ .

of wood and operated by means of a bamboo
consisting of a pane of glass coated with detached par- pangamiC (pan-gam IK;, a. name as jm7l- .

r

.

tides of metal between which, during_ charge and dis- ganious— PangamlC mating. 5<x*iruiting.

the brain that has guided the
Nature, Jan. 3, 1907, p. 237.

panel, n. 5. («) In milli"g: (1) The space

between two leader-furrows in a millstone;

the space from one leader-furrow to the next

spring and foot lever.

charge, minute sparks jiass. The particles are sometimes pangamOUS (pan'ga-mus), a. lpangam{y) + pangymnaStikon (pan-jim-nas'ti-kon), «.
J
pi.

arranged in patterns which are thus outlmed in light by '^.y„^.j Of or pertaining to pangamy. _ pangymnastica (-ka). [Gr. Trdf (jrav-), all, +
means of the sparks.

panel, n. 1. (d) a large-slzed portrait photograph

(4 X SJ inches), usually full-length.

pangamously (pan'ga-mus-li), adr. Promis-
cuously, or without selection, in mating.

j-vfimoTtKdi, gymnastic] A gymnasium appa-

ratus which combines several appliances.



panhandler

panhandler (pan'han-dlfer), n. A street beg-
gar. [Slang.]

panharmonic (pan-har-mon'ik), a. [Gr. rrdf
(i7ay-), all, + E. harmonic.'] 1. Adapted to
all the harmonies or musical modes. ^V. E. D.— 2. Harmonizing with all; agreeing with
all. y.E.D.
panhas (pSn'has). n. [Also pnanhaas, ponhos,
< Pennsylvania G. "panhas, G. 'pfannenhase,
D. *^anhaas, 'pan-hare,' i.e., ^a;i-ra66i<.] In
cooking, meal boiled in water in which hog's
liver and pork have been boiled and, when
cold, sliced and fried for the table : a Penn-
sylvania German dish. Also pan-rabbit.
But Rosa could cook. Himmel I Her panhas was like

angels food, her liverwurst was the talk of the town, and
the scraps she threw away would not keep a snowhird
alive. C. C. Lockhart, in The Century, Aug., 1905, p. 602.

Pan-head rivet. See *rivefl.

panhidrosis (pan-hi-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
ffof (tqi-), all, -f NL. hidrosis.J General per-
spiration over the entire body.
panhygrous (pan-hi'grus), a. [Gr. Trdmypo;,
all wet. < -Of (-av-), all, + v}p6^, wet.] Hav-
ing a wet or .lamp surface. Syd. Soc. Lex.
panhysterectomy (pan'his-te-rek'to-mi), «.
\^pan- ¥ hysterectomy.] Total extirpation of
the uterus. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 714.
panjc^, «.— Bitter panic or panic-grass, a stout.

937 panpsychist
The Tonians had their common Sacrifices and Cere. mA««y«*n.*. /-, - /\

monies at the Pro.nontorie of Mycale The place
P^nOram (pan-0-ram'), a. and n. ipanoram-

was called Panionium, and the feast in which those sac- W-i i- «• Same &S panoramic.
riflces were offered Panionia. To those twelve cities, II. «. A panoramic camera NET)
^^^1^d^t^'pfZ:^^Z%^,^^'^-l^T^^^l Pr^^^^v""*^

(pan-o-ra'mal), a. S^me as pa^
*'^"'- f«i-cAas, Pilgrimage, p. 376.

'"^"""<^-
.

Paniselian series. See *series ranoramic telescope. See *teiescope.

Pan-Islam (pan-is'lam), n. [pan- + Islam ]
Paijorpate (pa-nor'pat), a. Having the char-

The union of all Mohammedan peoples- Mo- '^"''^'"^
•"] ^^^ °''''*"" P"«orpatse.

hammedan peoples considered as forming one P^^FJ*^" .W*""*''' I"^)' " aid a. I. «. A

nam grass, Fanicum amarum, with 6tr..nK, creepine
rootstocks, which
grows on seacoast
sands from Connec-
ticut to Mississippi,
In the latter .State

especially render-
ing goo<l service as
a sand-binder. The
stem and leaves
have a hitter taste.

—Bulbous panic
or panic - grass.
See tillc'ili it:<n_-fi-

f<j(i.— Creeping
panic ur panic-
grass, Panic Itm
repeni, an ex-
tensively creeping
maritime gniss of
the wanner parts of
both heinisidieres,
which makes a good
Band-biruler. It oc-
curs on beaches
from Alabama to
Louisiana.

—

Low
panic or panic-
grass. Same as
elti^if'jrajiii,

pan ica 11 y
^ , (pan'i-kal-i),

iiaaVia\ctmHPt,„UHm amarum). "''"• In a lUan-
a, small clump of the erass showing habit, "^^^ exhibiting

reduced; *, empty glume, enlarged: t, panic Or CTeatloirenug glume »ith palea, enlarged. *^i rT> t' alarm. [Kare.]
Had the sea been a lake of living flames, he could not

nave shrunk more jw menU;/ from its t<.uch.
ii. L. Stevenson, The Merry Men, t.

panic-bent (pan'ik-bent), n. Same as Munro
^ijrays.

painichthyophagons fpan'ik-thi-of'a-gus), a.
[Gr. irof (THV-), all, -I- \x<^vr, fish, + <i>ay<^, <
i^yeiv, eat.] Devouring all kinds of fish : as
a panichthyophagnuji cat.

panicol (pan'i-kol), n. [I.,, panicum, panic-
grass, + -<il.] A crystalline methyl phenol
ether, CijHi-.OCHo, found in the oil of
millet. It melts at 285° C.
panicalar (pa-nik'u-lUr), a. [L. pnniculus +
-ar.] Pertaining to or resembling the panicu-
lus muscle.

Panicularia (pa-nik-u-la'ri-&), n. [NL.
(Heister, 1763), < L. pa'niculn, a panicle. The
allusion is to the conspicuously paniculate in-
florescence of the type-species, P. aquatica.}
A genus of grasses. See Glyceria.

panification (pan'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [F. pani-
fication, < panifier, make bread (cf. L. panifex,
bread-maker, panificium, bread-making), <
L. panis, bread, +facere, make.] The mak-
ing of bread; the chemical changes which
convert flour into bread.

body.
Panjabi (pun-ja'be), n. [Hind. PanjdU.] An
Indo-European language prevailing in the
Panjab (Punjaub, 'Five Rivers'), in north-
western India, related to Hindi, etc.
pankin (pan'kin), n. [ME. panlcyn, < MD.
panneAen, < pan, pan, -f- dim. -ken, E. -kin.
Compare pannikin.] A small pan or jar of
earthenware; sometimes a jar of any size ; a
pancheon.
panlogism, n. 2. The metaphvsical opinion
of bchelling and Hegel that the universe is
the embodiment of the Absolute.
We have seen German Idealism plunging, in Schelling,now toward atheistic paiUoi/imi and now toward the

extremest sort of theistic spiritualism.
U. .Vicholt, Cosmology, I. § 113.

panlogistic (pan-lo-jis'tik), a. [_ panlog(ism)
+ -ist-ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of
panlogism.
The panloffistic confusion of the essences of things

with the notions of reason. Encye. Brit., XXX. 65«.

pan-mill (pan'mil) n. A miners' contrivance
for separating gold from gravel by panning.
See;)«i(l, v. t., 1.

j r &

panmixia, «. 2. Indiscriminate crossing of
breeds ; mongrelism.
pannarol (pan'a-rol),
def.) -f- -«/.] Aw'
C3H8O2, extracted
lanuginosa.

panne (pan), «. [F. panne, woolen velvet, etc.,
OP. penne, < L. penna, feather, wing. See Pan-pie
pen'i, n.] A soft, shining fabric, plain or
printed, used for trimmings and dresses.

—

Panne velvet, a light-weight velvet having the nap

pannifonn (pan'i-fonn), a. [L. pannus, a
cloth, +fitrtn(a), shape.] Same as pannose.
Jackson, Glossary

member of the meeopterous family Panorpidse.
II. a. Having the characters of or belong!mg to the family Panorpidse.

panorthodoz (pan-6r'tho-doks), a. ^pan- +
orthodox.] Relating to, or common to, all the
Orthodox Eastern churches.
panorthodoxy (pan-6r'th6-dok-si), n. [pan-
orthodox + -7/3.] Orthodox churches regarded
as forming a single body; specifically, the
tendency to consider Russia as the head of all
Orthodox nations.
The Russian Church is numerically by far the greatest,

and the tendency to regard Kussia as the head, not only
of the Slav races, but of all orthodox nations, inevitably
reacts upon the Church, in the form of what has been
called pan-orthodoxy. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 384.

panorthoscopic (pan''6r-th6-skop'ik), a. {_pan-
+ ortl,o.s-coi)ii:] Wholly orthoscopic. - Panor-
tnoscoplo screen, in photog., a color-screen for ortho-
chromatic photography. It consists of two plane glasses
sealed together with a liquid dve between them. The
screen is placed within the combinations of the lens.

panot3rpe (pan 'o- tip), «. [Irreg. < Gr. Trof
(rai'-), all, + TiVof, type.] In photog., a pic-
ture produced by the collodion process.
panpathy (pan'pa-thi), n. [Irreg. < Gr. nd^
(-av-), all, + nidoi, suffering.] A universal
feeling; a feeling shared by all. P. Cams,

,-rol), n. lPannnr{ia) (see "'^t- °' t*"" Devil, p. 462.
white crystalline substance, Panphotometric (pan-fo-to-met'rik), a. [pan-
ed from the lichen Pamaria "^ photometric] Self-adjusting with respect

to position, to both direct and diffused light

:

said of leaves. Wiesner.
>an-pie (pau'pi), «. Same as pandowdu.
[Local, U. S.]

panplasm (pan'plazm), n. [Gr. Traf (jrar-), all,
-f- 7v-/.aaua, anything formed.] The conception
that all portions of the protoplasm of plants
and animals are concerned in determining the
forms and functions of the cells, as opposed

panning (pan'-inK), n 1 In minina esneciallv *° ^^'^ conceptions which attribute the forma.
^gold-m^iilig, mefii (gol'd, oM^'irXT'o! l^l\ZS. Z^^^^^'-tTt^ ''

panpnetunatism (pan-nii'ma-tizm), n. [Gr.
ffiif (TTai--), all, -t- 7rvivixa(T-y,' spirit, -I- -ism.]
A term used by Von Hartmann (ouly) to des-
ignate a "higher synthesis of panlogism and
panthelism according to which the absolute is
both will and thought." Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psychol., II. 256.
The panpnewnntimx, of Hartmann, combining Hegel

with Schopenhauer. Encyc. Brit, XXX. 663.

gohl-mining, metal (gold) obtained in the pro-
cess of pauning. Seej«(nl, r. t., 1.— 2. In tea
manuf., treatment of the material in an iron
vessel: (a) in old Chinese practice, a light
roasting of the leaf before and between roll-
ings, now dispensed within India; (6) in mak-
ing green tea, a steaming of the fresh leaf in
its own juices to wither it for rolling; (c) in
Japan, same as *pan-firing.
panning-machine, n. it is used for cutting dough
into cookies, snaps, and fancy crackers ready for

"...v.i.«....ouo.. J^ncyc. nni., iljsjs.. m3.
baking. The sheet of dough after being formed on a panpsychism (pan-si'kizm), «. [Gr. irar (ffav-)

! brake is placed on the liopper of the Danninir- nil -1- i;„v/, ,..;„rl -J- ;..„, n rri.„ j._x_.-_'

Among other things, they recommended great attention
to bees, to panijimtion, and to the obstetrick art

Arthur Younij, Travels in France, p. 292, line 14.

The purposes which should be kept in view in the
growth of wheat include those relating to the possibilities
nf imaip-aliun. Science, Feb. 17, 11(05, p. 272.

Panionian (pan-i-6'ni-an), a. [Gr. Traviijvio;,
adj., < n-aviuvff, the whole body of lonians
(Travujvtov, their place of meeting), < tto^ (tov-),
all, -I- 'luvff, the lonians.] Pertaining to all
the lonians, or to their place of meeting,
Panionium, at Mycale.

reversible brake is placed on the liopper of the panning-
machine, where it is passed through a set of rolls so con-
structed a» to regulat* the thickness of the goiHls. The
sheet of dough Is then carried by an endless apron under
a brush, where all the Hour Is removed, under a crinii)er,
to give an impression if necessary, and then under a die
or cutter, where the dongh Is stamped into the desired
shape or fonn. The scrap or waste dough is here sei>-
arated, the scraps being returned to the brake for a sec-
ond sheet, and the giMwIs continue on and are deiw^sited
on iron or wire trays, when they are ready for the oven.
There Is a semi-soft dough and brake attachment for
running flg-newtons, bars, cookies, and snaps.

Pannonic (pa-non'ik), a. [L. Pannonicus, <
Pannonia, Pannonia.] Of or pertaining to an-
cient Pannonia.
panocha, n. 2. A candy made of sugar, but-
ter, aud milk, into which, generally, nuts are
stirreil as it cools.

panoptic (pan-op'tik), a. [Gr. jraviSffnyf, all-
seeinj;, + -ic.] 1. Seeing everything or see-
ing all things at once.
He stope — looks at us ruefully — begins to tremble —

would go back, if he could, or forward, if he durst —now
and then vainly conceits that the great forest of books
will hide him from onr panojitic view.

Blackieuod't Mag., X.X. 844.

2. Showing or exhibiting everything; allow-
ing everything to be seen.
Freedom is sacrificed on the elaborate altar. Teacher

and pupil cannot know it. The school Is the ward of one
great, patu/ptic, prison-house, with the keepers before
the AfniT. The work of Professor Lorain gives a deplorable
account of the state of things.
R. W. Hamilton, Tlie Institutions of Popular Gduca-

[tion, ix.

panopticon, n. 3. In astron., a kind of tele-
scope and microscope combined.
Mr. Martin, when I called to see his panopticon, had

not one ready ; but wag to let me know when he should
hare one to show me. Franklin, Letters, Works, IV. 178.

all, -f- V"',r';, mind, + -ism.] The doctrine
that the entire universe, or any least subdi-
vision of it, has a mental as well as a
physical side or aspect^ and that the men-
tal side stands to the physical (for instance,
in the atom), precisely as human conscious-
ness stands to the human body. Panpsy-
chism may be monistic, reducing all reality
to ultimate mental terms, or dualistic ; and,
if the latter, may receive an interaetionist
or a parallelistic interpretation. It is repre-
sented in ancient philosophy by hylozoism,
has persisted in various forms throughout the
history of philosophy, and finds acceptance
among the modems, for example, with G. T.
Fechner.
The explanation of the connection of mind and body is

not In substance new. It is thiit which is implied in the
panpsychism of Fechner and Clifford.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind lias a Body, p. v.

The p(inp»i/cAt>m of Paulsen, continuing Fechner, but
with the addition of an epistomology combining Kant
with Schopenhauer. Encyc. Brit, XXX. tl«3.

panpsychist (pan-8i'kist),n. and a. I. n. {pan-
psych{ism) + -ist.] One who accepts the theory
of panpsychism.

I think panpsychista are justified in maintaining that
with their principles they are able to explain the connec-
tion of mind and body.

C, A. Strung, Why the Mind has a Body, p. vL
Empedocles and the panpsycMsIs spoke in same sense

of sensutioii and etfoit in all things.
Ilaecket (trans.), Wondere of Life, p. 449,

n. a. Relating to panpsychism or to its ad-
herents.

I have chosen my title with the object of putting this
panpsychist pretension distinctly on record.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. vi



panpsychistic

panpsychistic (pan-si-kis'tik), n. [panpsy-
chist + -/<•.] Relating to panpsychism or to intensity.

!!f,f^l^®™°I*'
of the nature of panpsychism; Panteutonic (pan-tu-ton'ik), a. [_pan- +

Teutonic.'\ Of, pertaining to, or including all
the Teutonic peoples.

Fanteutonism (pan-tu'ton-izm), n. [Panteu-
ton(ic) + ;('»•»«.] The theory that all Teutonic

ices such as calcium carbon- panthelematism (pan-the-lem'a-tizm), n.

J?
t^e incrustation becomes [Gr. J7af (-a,,-), all, + de7.r,ila(-.), Will, + -ism.-]

act It is sometimes called ijan- Same as *jja)i«e/is»t.

*pan-

panpsychist.
His (Fechner's) system is. therefore, panpfychUtic, and

at the same time pantheistic.
Hacckel (trans.), Wonilers of Life, p. 340.

pan-rabbit (pan'rab^'it), n. Same as *panhas.
pan-salt (pan'salt), «. Common salt made
from brine by evaporation in pans, generally
of wrought-iron. Contrasted with rock-salt.

pan-Satanism (pan-sa'tan-izm), «. Same as
*pa]i(li<ibolism.

pan-scale (pan'skal), n. In certain manufac-
turing processes, as in salt-boiling, the in-
crustation which forms on the inner surface
of an evaporating-pan by deposition of less
soluble substances
ate or sulphate
thick and compact
stone.

pansciolism (pan-si'o-lizm), w. Ipan- + scio-
lism.] Universal sciolism.

pansclerosis (pan-sklf-ro'sis), n. [Gr. -ira;

(jroi-), all. + an/.i/puaif, hardening.] A condi-
tion of complete fibrous induration of a tissue
or organ.

pan-scratch (pan'skrach), n. Same as *;

.scale.

Panslav (pan-slav'), a. Same as Panslavic.
Panslavonian (pan-sla-vo'ni-an), a. [pan- +
Slavonian.] Same as Panslavic.
Panslavonism (pan-slav'o-nizm), n.
as Panslavism.

pansophic (pan-sof'ik), a. Ipansoph(y) + -ic]
Pertaining to or of the nature of pansophy

;

universally wise.

pansophism (pan'so-fizm), n. Same a,apan-
sop)nj.

pansopbist (pan'so-fist), n. [pansoph(y) +
-»«<.] One wno possesses all human know-
ledge ; one who is universally wise,
pansporoblast (pan-spo'ro-blast), n. [pan-
+ sporoblast.'} In some sporozoans,
Myxosporidia, that portion of the body of
the organism which gives rise to spores.
It is separated from the surrounding endo-
plasm by a pellicle of thicker protoplasm,
within which division of nuclei and subse-
quent formation of spores take place.
pan-stone (pan'ston), n. See *pan-scale.
pansymphonicon (pan-sim-fon'i-kon), B. [Gr.
na^iTTav-), all, -t- (n)/;(!i(jwa, symphony, +-ic-on.'\
A form of orchestrion invented by P. Singer
of Salzburg in 1839.

pansy-rnst (pan'zi-rust), n. The disease of
pansy-leaves due to Peronospora Violse.

pantarchic (pan-tar'kik), a. [pantarch(y) +
-ic] Noting the cosmopolitan or Universal
stage of social aggregation. L. F. Ward,
Dynamic Sociol., I. 466.

pantarcby (pan'tar-ki), n. [Gr. navrapxla,
< ~dvTapxo(, all-ruling, < ffcf (ttcv-), all, +
apxc'v, rule.] The rule of all; government
invested in a community or people as a whole.
pantata (pan-ta'ta), n. [Bohem. pan tdta, <
j>dn (= Pol., Upper Sorbian pian = Kuss. dial.
pan- = Lith. ponas = Lett, ponis), master,
lord, -I- tdta (= Pol., Sorbian, Russ. tata =
Lith. teta, = L. tata = Gr. rdra, Terra = Skt.
tata),

^38 pantryman
reproduction at a distance of sounds of feeble pantoglot (pan'to-glot), n. and a. [Gr. ttoc
'" "'"" "

(mvr-), all, + j'/.<irra, tongue.] I. n. One
who understands or uses all languages.

II. a. Understanding or using all lan-
guages: as, aj)aH^o<;/oiintei-preter.
pantoglottism (pan-to-glot'izm), n. [panto-
<jkit -I- -ism.] The fact of understanding and
speaking all languages. [Rare.]
Angels of heaven, who cried to the King and his

Knights,—,Setira(!«r«, txiez! txiez;> providentially usins
the trench tongue, as being the only one understood by
their auditors. This would ai-gue for the pantonloUinn
of these celestial intelligences.

Lowell, Biglow Papere, 1st ser, li.

pantograph, n. 2. A device made of pairs
of perforated arms joined together and used
for reducing the cross-head motion of an
engine for the purpose of indicating; a
reducing motion used in taking indicator-
cards of engines and working on the reduc-
ing principle of the ordinary pantograph.— Invtrsor pantograph, one made of two PeauceMier
cells.— Precision-pantograph, a form of pantograph
used foisL-ieiititlc ,iin puses (f(ji- instance, for the examina-

I.
tion of speech curves), which reproduces a given figure
(curve, etc.) with extreme accuracy upon an enlarged
scale. B. W. Scripture, Exper. Plioiietics, p. 73.— Skew
pantograph, a plagiograph.

n. 1. Same
uses the pan-

peoples should be united in one political or-
ganization.

Germany has long since outgrown the swaddling-clout
of Panteutonigm, and no ranting of anti-Semitic agi-
tators . . . canpermanently affect the public mind.

J'op. Set. Mo., .Tan., 1894, p. 306.

pantheic (pan-the'ik), a. \_panthe{um) + -jc]
Relating to or characteristic of a pautheura

;

uniting in one statue symbols of a number of
different gods

panthelism (pan'the-lizm), n. [Gr. Trcf (irav-),

all, + etleiv, will, wish, -I- -ism.] The doctrine
that will is the ultimate metaphysical princi-
ple

; the doctrine that the absolute is will.

The pure idealism of Fichte is at the bottom of it all
[noumenal idealism]. The panlogism of Schelling and
Hegel survives in its influence. .So still more does the nanto?rnnlipr Cnpn tn^'yo fi,.^
panthelism of Schopenhauer. Emye. Brit, XXX. 663. Tc,,^? ,,P^®T

(pan-tOg ra-f6r),

.!_ . , ,.-.... as pantooraph, 1.— 2. One who
pantheonic (pan-the-on'ik), a. [pantheon + tograph
-ic] Of the nature of a pantheon; having PoTitnlQ^v^io v«-i«
the characteristics of a pantheon: as, a ii«n

?aatolambda beds.

theonic playhouse. If. E'. JD.

Same pantheonize (pan'the-o-niz), v. t; pret. and
pp. pantheonized, ppf. pantheonizing. [pan-
theon + -ize.] To bury in the pantheon;
erect a memorial to
N. E. D.

panther-cat (pan'ther-kat), n. A name some-
times applied vo the ocelot, Felis pardus.
panther-cowry (pan'thfer-kou-'ri), «. An East
Indian cowry, Cyprsea pantherina ; a spotted
cowry,

as the Panthenm (pan-the'um), n.
;
pi. panthea (-a).

[LL., < Gr. TTovtooi'. See pantheon.] A statue
combining the figures, symbols, or attributes
of several deities, y. E. D.
panthodic (pan-thod'ik), a. [Gr. ttoc {navr-),
all, + ofWf, way.] Radiating in every direc-
tion ; said of a nerve impulse. [Rare!]

pantile, n. 3. A ship's biscuit

See *6fdi.

PantolestidsB (pan-to-les'ti-de), n. pi [NL.,
< Pautolestes (the type genus) + -idle.] A
family of small artiodactyl mammals, whose
fossil remains occur in the Bridger group of

, s - ., - the Eocene. Vone. 1884.
(one) in the pantheon. „„.„4,„, .

, {- , .,.:\
pantologic (pan-to-loj'ik), rt. Same as i)an to-
loflical.

pantomimetic (pan'to-mi-mefik), a. [Gr.
TTiif (tojt-), all, -f- B.' mimetic] In. psychol.,
pantomimic

; indicative or expressive of emo-
tion, as distinguished from mimetic. See the
extract.

llovements of the oral muscles appear at first (mimetic
movements), then movements of the arms and of the
whole body (pantomimetic movements).

IT. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 171.

pantophaglc (pan-to-faj ' ik), a. Same as
p'antophayons.

pantophobia, )i. 2. Same as hydrophobia.
Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pantiles, on occasion the only item of food, are what P^ntophoblC (pan-to-fo'bik), a. [p>antophobia
the self-siitisfled landlubber would call biscuits. They + -'(".] Relating to or afEected with panto-
are served with a liberal hand, but the stock is protected phobia
by their almost irrefragable character. Onl uf pantileii Ji^t. i, , , ,„,-,,
a delectable dish is to be made by vigorous pounding in P^^'OPnODOUS (pan-tof o-bus), a. Same as
a bag, followed by the admixture of some handy liquid, *]iantophohic.
preferably old pea soup, with the addition of a little fat nonfnni-o<miafi<. I^^^in;^ ,,,„„ ~„*/-i \ j

• When this creiition is browned in the oven it be-
Pa^WpragmatlC (pan"to-prag-mat ik), a. andpork.

conies " dog's body. " Should there be molasses to add
the result is " dandy funk." Daily newspaper.

panting (pan'ting), n. 1. The action of one
who pants ; hard and hurried breathing, with
heaving of the breast or sides.—2. In iron
shi2>-hmlding, a distortion with an inward and

«. [Gr. -uf (-niT-), all',

+ -ic (see 2/raf/matic).] I.
everything. [Humorous.]

II. II. A meddling person

pa}fia(r-), work,
a. Meddling with

name for the alleged
meddling. A". JS. D.

2)1., a satirical

science' of universal

conditions.

panting-stringer (p&n'ting-string"6r), n.

*strin(icr, 10.

, father, = E. dada, dad, etc. : see dad^.]
1. Originally, in Bohemian use in New York
(f), a master; a boss; one who is at the head panting-bellows (pan'ting-bel"oz)
of a society or a gang.—2. The boss or head as winker, 6.

man of a corrupt gang to whom money is im-
properly paid for any purpose, especially tor
immunity from interference by the police.

pantatrophia (pan-ta-tro'fi-a), Ji. [Gr. Trdf
(-avr-), all, + arpoxpm, atrophy.] (Jeneral
wasting of the entire body.

pantatrophy (pan-tat'ro-fi), n. Same as
*2"i >i ta troph ia.

pantelegraphy (pau-tel'e-graf-i), n. [pan- +
tclegrapihy.] 1. Telegraphy by means of a
sort of shorthand code which makes possible
the reduction of the number of signals con-
stituting a message.—2. Facsimile telegra-
phy.

panteleologism (pan'tel-e-oro-jizm),)!. [pan-
+ teleog(y) -f- -ism.] Universal teleology; the
adoption of teleology as the fundamental prin-
ciple of metaphysics.

The panteleoloyism of Lotze, reviving Leibnitz.
Encyc. Brit., XXX. 663.

pantelephone (pan-tel'e-fon), «. [pan- + tele-

phone.] A form of mierotelephone for the

outward motion: said of flat areas of plating Pantosteus (pan- tos 'te- us), n. [Gr. mf
of a vessel, particularly at the bows, when in- {^avr-), all, + bariov, bone.] A genus of fishes
sufficiently supported by the framing against
the pressure of waves and water when the
vessel is pitching.

Many instances have been noted where "panting," as
it is tenned. has taken place in those iparts of badly con-
structed ships, the sides moving in and out under varying
"

—

"'" White, Manual of Xaval Arch., p. 286.

M. Same

See

pantod^ (pan'tod), »?. [Appar. a perversion
of fantod, associated with pant.] 1. A vio-
lent pain.— 2. A mild discomfort corre-
sponding to a ' conniption fit.' Dialect Notes.
[Local, U. S.]

pantogelastic, pantogelastical (pan-to-je-
las'tik, -ti-kal), a. [Gr. ?rdf (-aavr-), all, +
ycAanrox;, laughable, + -ic + -al.] Laughable
throughout. [Rare.]

Fasliionable Biography . . . with a Preface and Notes,
Pantjjlogical and Pantoj/elastical. Title, 1808. N. E. D.

pantogen (pan'to-jen), n. [Gr. TrSf (iravr-), all,

+ -7"'1S, -producing.] A hypothetical primal
substance from which all the chemical ele-

ments are supposed to be formed. Science,

Jan. 15, 1904, p. 92.

pantogenous (pan-toj'e-nus), a. [Gr. n-of

(iravr-), all, + -yev!K, -produced, + -oas.] In
phytogcog., growing on all kinds of substrates:
said of fungi.

Pantosteus Jordani.

of the family Catostnmidie. found in streams
iu the Rocky Mountain region.

pantostomate (pan-tos'to-mat), «. Of or per-
tainingto the Pantost^mata ; havingno special
oral orifice

;
pantostomatous.

pantostome (pan'to-stom), n. One of the
Pantostomata.

Pantostylopidse (pan"to-stl-lop'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Pantostylops (type genus) -I- -idse.] A
family of tillodout mammals based on speci-
mens from the Cretaceous (?) of Patagonia.
Amcghino, 1901.

pantry-fly (pau'tri-fli), n. Any small fly found
in the pantry, especially any one of several
species of Phoridse and broso2)hilidee.

pantryman (pan'tri-man), 51. ;
pi. pantrymen

(-men). A man who does the domestic work
which is carried on in pantries.

Prisoner had been in the employ of the Savoy Hotel
Company as ^antri/j»a7i, and after he had left. . . a quan-
tity of plate was missed.

Daily News (London), Nov. 9, 1891. X. E. D.



panurgic

panurgic (pan-6r'jik), a. [Gr. iravovpyo^, doiag
everything, < rrdc (-nr-),^ all, + epyoVy work.]
Skilful in any or every kind of work.

Xo less panurgic QXV& less encycloptedic a critic than
Piderot himself could undertake to sweep with ever so
light a wing over this vast area.

J. ilorley, Diderot and the Encyclopsediata, xvii.

panuroid (pa-nu'roid), a. [Panurns + -oirf.]

Ha^•illg the characters of or allied to Pan urns.

pan-wash (pan'wosh), r. I. trayis. In gohJ-

digghig, to wsish gold-bearing *dirt' or crushed
rock in the pan, with intent to separate the
gold. E. E, Morris, Austral English.

n. intrans. In gold-digging, to subject gold-

bearing 'dirt' or crushed rock to the process

of washing in the pan, with intent to separate
the gold.

panyar (pan-yar'), r. t [Vg, jyenhorarf seize

as a pledge, < L. pignorare, put in pledge, ML.
take in pledge, plunder, < pignus, a pledge.

^ee pignorate,^ To seize as a pledge or guar-
anty; hence, kidnap; seize forcibly, as a per-

son or property, as a means of obtaining
redress.

panzootia (pan-zo-o'sbia), n. [NL. Seepan-
zooty.] Any infectious disease which affects

all the species of domestic animals in a certain
district ; panzooty.

panzodtic (pan-zo-ot'ik), a. and m. [panzo-
otiy) + -i'r.] I, «. Affecting all or a great
many animals.

II, n. An epidemic disease which affects

animals of many different species.

pap^, «. 3. A short cylindrical projection
used to furnish a hold for the lathe-center on
a casting which is to be turned; a socket; a
tit.

papa* (pa'pS), n. [Sp. Amer.] In Mexico
and Central and South America, the common
potato, Solanum tuberosum.

Fapagayo (pii-pa-gi'yo)j «• [Sp. papagayo,
panot (see def.).J A local, violent, northeast
wind, with tomadic whirls, which descends

^ during October to May from the mountains
^ into the Gulf of Papagayo at the northwest
• comer of Costa Rica and the southwest eor-

) ner of Nicaragua. Similar storm winds, but
less violent, extend along the Pacific coasts of

Mexico, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. Also
called Pnpagallo, PapagaUa^ Papagello.

papaia (pa-pi'a), n. Same as papaya^ 2. See
Carirn, 1, and^Mpffir, 1.

papalistic (pa-pa-lis'tik), a. [papalist + -ic]
Same as papistic.

papalization (pa^pal-i-za'shon), n. {popalise
4- -adoit.'] The act of rendering papal or the
process of becoming papal.

papaloi (pa-pa-16'i), n. [papa + Bantu loi.

See *m^/wfl/wi.J In Haiti, the priest in voodoo
ceremonies.

paparchical (pa-par'ki-kal), o. Ipaparch(y)
+ -al^.] Of or pertaining to paparchy or the
rule of the Pope.

Fapaverales (pa-pav-e-ra'lez), n. j)!. [NL.
(Britton, 1898), ^ Paparer + -ales.'] An order
of dicotyledonous, chiefly choripetalous plants,
characterized by having two or more carpels
united into a comjmund ovary, hypogynous
stamens, and mostly distinct sepals. It era-

braces six families of which the most impor-
tant are the Papaveracese, or poppy family,
the Brassicacesp, or mustard family, and the
Cfipparidacese, or caper family.

papaveric (pap-a-ver'ik), a, [L. papaver^
poppy, H- -ic.J Derived from papaverine.

—

Papaveric acid, a finely crystalline acid, Ci6Hi307N*
^ H2O, fitniied when papaverine is oxidized l)y potassium
pernianannate. It yields salts with bases and acids.

papaveroline (pap-a-ver'6-lin), «. Ipapaver-
(ine) H- -<}l 4- -ine-^.] A crystalline base,
C16H13O4N + 2H.>0, made by V>oiling papa-
verine with hydriodic acid and phosphorus.

papaverosine (pap-a-ver'6-sin), w. Ipapaver
+ -osc + -inf'~.] A crystalline alkaloid found
in the dry seed capsules of the poppy, Papaver
somniferum. It has a slightly sweet astrin-
gent taste,

papaw'-^t (p&-p&')> «• [Prob. from the name
01 the district Popo."] A slave from Dahome.
[West Indies.]

t The Whidah Xegroea are called generally, by the British
traders, J'apnvf.

Bryan Edu-ardi, a Hist of the Brit W. Indies, II. 60.

papayaceoos (pap-a-ya'shius), a. [NL. Papa-
yni€{sB) + -oM.y.] belonging to or having the
characters of the plant family Papayace^.
pap-bowl (pap'bol), n. A bowl in which pap.
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or boiled thickened milk, is served for infants.
^ee pap-hoaty 1.

papeeta (pa-pe'ta), «. [Anglo-Ind., corrup-
tion of Sp. pepita, seed of some fruits, as
melons or apples.] In India, St. Ignatius'
beans. See under hean^ and Strychnos.
paper, n. 10. A sheet or piece of paper used
to wrap up and carry small articles: as, a
pajier ot nnts, a paper of soap.— 11. A folded
paper with needles or pins stuck through it in
rows: as, a paper of pins, sl paper of needles.— 12, Sometimes applied to papier-mdche and
other manufactured articles which are made
with paper-pulp.— 13, j>/. Credentials.

'E 'as n't got rio papers of 'is own,
'E 'as n't got no medals nor rewards,

So we must certify the skill 'e 's shown
In usin' of 'is long two-'anded swords.

R. Kipliny, Fuzzy Wuzzy, 1. 25.

Alcoholized paper. See -ttalcohoUze.— kl^tiB. paper,
in phiitu'j., a priiiting-pnper coated with a gelatin fihn, in
which is contained a combination of silver with a chlorid
and a bromide. It is used for obtaining positives by arti-

flciiU light, and is developed with feirous oxalate, cleared
with alum and acid, and toned in a gold or platinum
bath. The fixing is effected, as usual, with hyposulpliite
of soda. W'mi-lbury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 24.

—

Anvil-paper, an extra strong and tough paper used for
the worknig-plans of buildings, etc.— Autographic
paper, a paper prepared for receiving a spt-riaTly niiidc
ink that can be transferred therefrom to a lithographic
stone or to a metal plate for use on the type-printing
press.— Baryta paper, paper coated with bar>ta chalk
and gelatin, with a little tinting-matter added: used, in
phot4>graphy, for coating with gelatinochlorid emulsion
and for making high-ehiss prints by the collotype process.— Basic photographic paper, any paper used as a
fouiwlatiun f'T any actinic or phot<^iraphic film or coat-
ing.— Black-process paper, actinic paper used in the
black-jirint process. 8cu iehlack-prtnt.—Bromide pa-
per, in photoff., a paper sensitized by being coated with
gelatin impregnated with silver bromide : used in print-
ing anil in making enlargements from the negative.

—

Brown-print paper, actinic paper used in a printing
process whicli gives white lines on a brown su-lace.

—

Chlorid paper, ph<^t^)gi-aphic pajter covered with a gela-
tinochliuid emulsion.— Clay-faced paper, a trade-name
for a plated i»aper. See platt'-jmjifr.— Commercial
post paper, an Entrlif»h writing-paptrr in sheets 11 x 17
inches.- Contact paper. See -kcontact.— Coordinate
paper "r squared paper. Same as cr<»<s-rub' paper.
As uscil in mathciuatical work, it means pa])er ruled with
great precision, with two sets of eciuidistant parallel
straight lines, the lines of one set being pen»endicular to
those of the other. In most s<juared jiapers every tenth
line, sometimes every flfth, is rather heavier than the
re8t,-or is colored differently.— Cr6l>e paper, a tissue-

paper crfiped or bent into slight coiTugati<>ns, and
resemltling crape: made in many colors and used for

lamit-shades and decorative I'urposes.- CroSB-sectlon
pai>er. Same as coordinate itpaper.— CyanOtype pa-
per. Same as blue-paper.— Detail paper, a special
Kin»l of drawing-paper suitatjle for the 'lelails of plans.— Developlng-out paper, a ijhotographic paper which
requires the use of reducing chemicals to produce the
image.— Duplex

'
paper, a tough, hard-surface drawing-

paper of a cream or niutral c<»lor.— Enfaced paper.
See *e7i/«c?.~ Gelatin paper, in pfior»;/., i»a]K'r coated
with sensitized |gelatiii.— Heliographlc paper, any
paper used as a base for blue-iirints or allied solar prints.
— Bering papers, series of gray and colored papers, much
used i*iv e\pei irneiits upon vision in i>hysiological and
gsycliological lalM)ratorie8.— KougO paper, pai>er which
as been sfjake*! in a solution of Kongo.red. It becomes

blue-black with acids but is ntjt affected by alkalies and
is, therefore, used as a test for the presence of the
former.— Letter-size paper, any wfiting-paper in

single sheets s x in or sj x 11 inches.—Logarithmic
paper, a paper having cross lines arranged in order
fijr convenience in computing logarithms.— MadUTO
paper, an actinic bnjwu-print i)aper.— Meteoric
paper, a fibrous vegetable material rc8eini)ling pai)er
carried by the winds through the air.- Millimeter pa-
per, paper cross-ruled at intervals of one niillhnetcr for

tlie platting of cun'es. Tlie paper is ordinarily marked off

by heavier lines int^j squares 01 10 millimeters to the side.

E. li. Titchen^-r, Exper. Psychol., I. i. CI.— Negative
paper, in phntof/., paper prepared for the reception of
negative pro<jfs. The paper maybe sensitized by tlie use
of silver siilts <^r be coat^Ml with gelatin emulsion. The
paper is rendered transjiarent for printing by oil, fat, etc.

— Normal paper, a fine quality of drawing-paper.^
Palladium paper, in ckem., white paper which has
been dii'pecl in a S'lhition <»f i)alIadious chlorid and dried.

It is used in testing for carlM»n monoxid, methane, etc.,

in the atmosphere, also in searching for leaks of illumin-

ating-gas.— Paper-CUttlng machine. See -^machine.
—Paper yam. See *//arHi.— Paraffin paper, a soft,

semitniii.sparent and partly waterpnwjf wrapj>ing-paper,

used in packing cakes, butter, cream cheese, crackers,

etc. See 7>«n//(*t.— Peremptory paper, in A'm/. ia";

the official list of all motions, etc., t^j be disf^sed of be-
fore other business — Pinched post paper, a small size

of post, 18i V I4i inthes.- Plotting paper. Same as

squared *;>«7><?r.~- porcelain paper, in photog., a paper
which has a prepared surface resembling finely ground
porcelain, and upon which silvur-prints may be made, as

the preparation, although witliout gloss, ser^'es to keep
the image on the surface. Wnodhuri/, Encyc. Diet of

Photog., p. 391.— Post-offlce paper, a trade-name for

a smooth yellow wrapping-paper.— Post paper, an
English term for a printing- and writing-paper in sheets

I5i X 19 inches.— Prlnting-out paper, in photog., &

paper which gives a jMJsitive on exposure behind a nega-
tive without the use of a developer.— Elve paper, in

photog., a photographic j'aper manufactured at Rive-de-

Gier.'atown in France.— Simplex-paper, a variety of

drawing-paper.— Soft paper, a trade-name for any
unsized paper, as news- or book-paper.- BoUo paper,

paper-macliiiie .

in pAo^o//., a silver chlorid gelatin prlnting-out paper.

—

Squared paper. Same as coordinate itpaper.— Testa-
mentary paper, strictly, a last will and testament; the
term is often used, however, to denote an instrument ap-
parently intended as a will but which, from want of
projier execution, is not a valid or legal will.— Tetra
paper, paper saturated with a solution of tetramethyl-
paraphenylene-diamiue. It is used to detect ozone and
ozonizers, as tui-pentine, pine woo<l, and also hydrogen
peroxid, which cause it to turn violet.— TopOgraphicaJ.
paper, a paper ruled in horizontal and vertical lines, for
convenience in topographic drawing; coordinate paper.
—Township-paper, a drawing-paper ruled in lines which
coiTespond to the system of township divisions used In
"Western States.— Trlhble paper, a trade-name for any
loft-dried paper, dried on a tril)ble(which see). See itlofU
dried.—Umbrlapaper, a tra<le-name foran acthiic black-
process pai)er.— Universal paper, a trade-name for a
variety of drawing-paper.- Unlaid paper, a trade-term
for any felted or wove paper which shows no wire marks

;

cylinder machine-paper. See irpaper-vtachiite.—'WSiBp
paper, the paper-like substance of which thernests of the
social wasps are made.—White paper, a trade-term for
any unprinted paper.—Willesden paper, the trade-
name for pai>er which has. been dipped in a solution of
cupric hydroxid in aqueous ammonia and dried by pass-
ing over a heated cylinder. The solution acts superficially
on the celUdose of the paper, and leaves on evaporation a
pale bluish-green, varnish-like film on the sui-face,

cementing the fibers together, adding materially to the
strength and toughness of the paper, and enabliug it to
resist the action of water.

paper-backed (pa'per-bakt), a. Having the
back made or as if made of paper; hence,
weak; flimsy. [Rare.]

'Push, men!" sez Crook. 'Push, ye paper-backed
beggars!' he sez. 'Am I to pull ye thi-ough?' So we
pushed, ... an' God help the front-rank man that wint
down that day !

li. Kipling,\\ith the Main Guard, in Soldier Stories, p. 9.

paper-beam (pa'per-bem), n. A small weigh-
ing-beam used to determine the number of
pounds of paper to a ream by weighing one
sheet of paper.
paper-book (pa'p6r-buk), n. In Eng. laxc, a
transcript of the record of a case prepared,
formerly by the clerk of the papers, but now
by the plaintiff's attorney, or, in the case of an
appeal, by the appellant's attorney, for the use
of the court.

paper-faced, a. 2. Faced with paper.
paper-fish (pa 'p6r-fish), n. The young of
Latris forftterij a fish found in New Zealand
and Tasmania, belonging to the family Cirrhi-
tidse.

paper-hunt (pa'p6r-hunt), n. Same HSpoper-
cha.sc.

papeiing (pa'pfer-ing), n. In mech., the oper-
ation of sticking pins in the papers in which
they are sold.

paper-machine, «. Specifically, the machine
used in the final process of paper-making and
following the various machines used in the
rag-mill and pulp-mill in cleaning, shredding,
grmding, bleaching, refining, and mixing the
rags, wood-pulp, or other material, in water
to form the stock fed to the paper-machine.
Paper-mills are known as one-macidne, two-machine
miUs, etc., independently of their puljt-making capacity.
Two types of paper-machines are in general use. In the
ci/^'na-er Wiffc/ii?iti the stock, comiwsed of about 96 parts
of water and 4 parts of pulp of some kind mechanically
suspended in the water, is fed in a continuous stream to
a series of naiTow vats placed side by side and forming
the first part of the machine, where the process of paper-
making begins. In each vat is suspended a cylindrical
frame covered with fine brass wire cloth. Each cylinder,
8Upp4n-ted hnrizontally in the vat by an ai'ljor which
lia.tses through the ends of the vat, revolves while par-
tially submerged in the lifiuid stock, none of the liquid
being able to escape through the bearings of the shaft or
to enter the ends of the cylinder. The water of the
stock passes freely through the wire cloth and enters the
interior of the cylinder and is led out of the machine.
The pulp floating in the water cannot pass the wire cloth
and is drawn against it, rajjidly covering the cylinder
with a film. On reacliing the highest point in the revo-
lution of the cylinder the fihn i»f pulp meets a continu-
ous web of felt traveling horizontally in the same
direction as the surface of the cylinder at this point.
Innuediately above the felt is a roll, called the couch-roll,
which presses upon the felt, causing the film of pulp to
leave the cylinder and cling finnly to the felt. Each cyl-
inder in the series of vats contributes its film of pulp to the
traveling felt, all being pressed together and moving on
the felt as a continuous band of wet pulp until it passes
out of this first part of the machine and is delivered to
the next or second part The second, third, and fourth
part« are essentially the same as the con-espouding parts
of the Fourdrinier machine described below. In the
Fourdrinier machine, the pntduction of a continuous
film of pulp on wire cloth is effected in a different way.
The first, or Fourdrinier, part of the machine consists

essentially of a traveling- apron of wire cloth, called the
vnrc, 8Upp<jrted by t:ible-rolls in a horizontal position.

On each side of the wire a tliick endless rubber band,
called a deckle, rests upon the moving wire and travels
with it. Tlie wire and the two deckles form a shallow
moving trough and into this trough is fed a thin stream
of stock which fills it and moves onward with it. The
rubber deckles act as dams on each side to prevent the
escape of the Ii<inid and also 8er\'e to define the edges
(deckle edges) of the rapidly fonning fihn of pulp. The
water in the stock sinks downward through the wire into



paper-machine

the save-all l>oxes aiul is led out of the machhie. The
pulp, unable to pass through the ^h-e, is caught on it

and mores onward as a continually fonned and continu-
ous film. As more water escapes through the wire the

film becomes more coherent and passes under a dandy
roll which compacts it more ftnnly together. Finally

940

sinuses into the cloaca. — Urlnogenital papilla, in

ichth., a papilla which marks tlie opening of the urino-

genital sinus into the cloaca.— Vater'S pajpUla, a slight

parabiotic

-itij.'] Tlie .tate of being covered with pap-
ules ; also a papule.

genitalsiuusintotliecloaca.— Vater'S papilla, a slight "„„;'"''" "^"'l'"'7 .- ,- , -, ,

projection fi-om the mucous membrane of tiie duodenum papUlOSQUamOUS .(P^P U - I9 -Skwa mU8),
where tlie ductus communis choledochus enters,

called papilla dxiodenalis.
Also

the water being almost completely extracted and the papiUa-formation (pa-pira-f6r-ma"shon), 11.

film changing from a sheet of pulp into a band of soft

paper, the endless deckles, moving over suit4ible rolls,

leave the wire, while the latter p:lsses between large

couch-rolls which cause the paper to leave it and to

pass out to the second part of the machine. The second

Characterized by the presence of both pap-
ules and epic'.crmic scales. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, III. 725.

cylindrical or conical elevations on the surface

of the integument, a gland, or other layer of

tissue.
part of a paper-machine, called the press porf, consists ponillarv ranpt^r See *ranfer
essentially of three paire of rolls called pri.«s-roH«. The ^a'Pl-Vary cancer. oee cancer,

soft wet paper, from the first part of tlie cylinder or of papillectomy (pap-I-lek tp-mi), n. \_U papilla,

the Fourdrinier machine, is transferred to a woolen felt nipple, + Gr. CKTO/J^, excision.] Excision Of
and passes with it between each pair of press-rolls, each papiUte.
in turn serving to press more and more water out of the „„-;;ii _'_ + __:„ /^„_^//i i;; r^„ +A'c,iL,^ « rATT
paper, compacting it together and making it compara- papillomatosis (pap*l-lo-ma-to Sis), «. [NL.

lively strong and dry. The third pajt consists of a long papUhjma (-t-) + -osis.] A morbid condition
series of hollow iron cylinders tilled with steam and jn which there is a tendency to the forma-
called the driers. This part is usually covered with a

f- f „nT>illnm!)tn
hoo<l having suitable pipes for withdrawing the clouds of

tion 01 papiiiomata^

steam that rise from tlie drjing paper. The web of papilloSarCOma (pa-pil"o-sar-ko ma), n.
;

pi.

paper passes in turn round all the steam-heated driei-s papillosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL., (.papilla +
and is completely freed from its moisture, reaching the sarcoma.'] A papilloma of malignant type,
end of the third part as finished plam or uncalendered .,,.^

CnaTi-i-los'i-ti'i « r nanillo^e +
paper. lu the fourth part, the web of paper is passed papillOSlty (pap-1-los i-w;, «. ipapiUOie -r

' .. . - • -i'i/.] The state or condition ot being papil-

lose.

2

The production or formation of papilla? or papulovesicular (pap"u-16-ve-sik'ii-lar), a
Characterized by the presence of both papules
and vesicles. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 456.

papyrine (pa-pi'rin), a. [Gr. Tra-vpivo<:, <
i'pof, papyrus. Heepapyrus and paper.] 1.

Consisting of papyrus: as, a, papijrine roll.

—

2. Made of something which resembles paper.
Maync.
papyristite (pa-pir'is-tit), n. [Gr. TTOTTDpof,

paper, + -1st + -itc'^.] The trade-name for a>

composite material made from paper-pulp,
designed to be used as a covering for floors,

and walls.

Papyrius (pa-pir'i-us), n. [NL. (Lamarck,.
1804), < L. papyrius, an adjective derivedfrom.
L. papyrus (Gr. jrdirvpof), the pap\Tnis plant,

over'and around calemier' rolls, is given its Hnal surfac- -iUj.] The State or condition of being papil- paper ; in allusion to the use of the bark in
ing, and is wound on the reel. When full, the reel is lose. . paper-making.] A genus of plants belonging
unwound and the paper passed through the slitting-

papiUote. M. 2. Folded oiled paper on which to the familv Jforacea; See Broussonetiamachine and cut to commercial sizes and rewound m tfi"-'-'-^''^! "• j * j t.„,
'" '^"*' laraiiy juurutea;. oee jiruiissunviiii,

roUs ready for shipment- Cylinder paper-machine, chops, etc., are prepared and sometimes *malo, and *u-anke.
araachine that takes up fluid paper-pulp upon a hollow served. papvrOgraph. « . 3. In ))7»oto(7., a photographic

Ji;"°"*l'7iT'"'',ri"';»,T;'ItTn"
'"'''" '''"'' paplomorphous (pap^i-o-mor'fug), a. [NL positive printed on paper resembling parch-

ni^^Pr m ler nl'^r^^^^^^^ n One who P^'P'"' '"^''"O"' + '^'- W^*' ^°'''"' + """t^ ment. 1 X. jnteo»r dyclopsdic Photog., p.paper-miller (pa per-mil er;, n. une wno
Resembling, or having the characters of, the 070 ' J y e . r

pS!ZS;tTata^'pr-^mTn"ls-t.r),«. In I'tffJ°fiTetrf°Xrff'
^'"" ''"'"°

^^^^ 2 In ;,;,o*o^., the pro-

*^Scotland, a depreciatory name for a minister
and related genera [Rare.] du.tion ot papyrographs. _

- --
• The morphological differences ... which separate papyrollte (pa-pi ro -lit), n. [Gr. 7ro;rypoc,

these anthropoids from the p«pi«rn..rpAoj«batoons,tl^^^ + L. o'te«m, oil, + -t<<>2.] The trade-
lowest of the catarrhlnes. Smithsonian Hep., 189B, p. IbS. ^ ^^ ' . ' . ' .

-i j j?

,. , f , .,T name for a composite material made from
papoid (pa poid), n. Zpa2y(aya) + -md.] g^^i ground wood sawdust, designed to be
Same as papain. use^j f^r covering floors.
papolatry (pa-pol a-tn), "•„^l^L.£apa,jpope, papyrological (pa-pi-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [papy-

otrn i«Ti
roloffiy) + -ical.] Of or pertaining to papy-

who openly reads his sermons to the congre-

gation, instead of giving them the appearance
of being extempore.
paper-model (pa'per-mod"el), n. A scientific

design of a vessel laid down mathematically
on a drawing-table.

paper-mouth (pa'per-mouth), ». One of the
numerous common names of Pomoxis annu-
laris, one of the sunfishes of the eastern

United States.

paper-scales (pa'pfer-skalz), n. pi. A multi-

plying-balance which shows the weight of a

ream of paper when a single sheet is placed
on it. See *paper-beam.

paper-shale (pa'per-shal), n. A very thinly

stratified shale in which the individual lamiuse

are comparable with sheets of cardboard.

When such shales are saturated with petro-

-t- Gr. Xarpeia, worship.]
to the Pope. N. E. D.
papoose-board (pa-pos'bord), «. The board
on which an Indian baby is carried; an Indian
cradle. See cut under papoose.
papoose-frame.
papoose-frame (pa-pos'fram), n. Same as
*papoose-boanl.

paposite (pii'po-sit), «. [^Paposa (see def.) +
-ite2.] A hydi-ous ferric sulphate which oc- ^pijjj (J J. rok' si- lin), n. [Gr.
curs m dark red crystalline masses: found

'^^^^rupof, paper, -I- E. {pyr)ox!iUn.-] PyroxyUn

Excessive devotion
" rology.

papyrology (pa-pi-rol'o-ji), «. [Gr. TTcnrvpo^,

"
A iT.Ta'ii^ Papy™s> + ->oyia, < Ih/eiv, speak.] The study
Also callea pf papyri. See papyrus, 2.

papyrotype, n. 2. A print made by the papy-
rotype process.

papyrotypy (pa-pi'ro-ti-pi), n. See papyro-
type.

near Paposa, Atacama.
with ainarantite.

It may be identical

leum or its residues they assume a toughness
pappescent, a. A better form of papescent.

which gives the name special significance.

paper-skin (pa'p6r-skin), «. In general, any
pale dry condition of the skin in cattle and
sheep

I
especially verminous bronchitis in

calves: also used in referring to verminous
gastritis. Properly speaking, it is a symptom
rather than a disease.

paper-vamish (pa'per-var"nish), n. Mastic-

gum dissolved in alcohol. Thorpe, Diet. Ap-
plied Chera., L 623.

paper-wasp (pa'per-wosp), n. Any one of the
social wasps which makes its nest of a paper-

like substance.

paper-works (pa'per-wferks), n. A paper-
null.

papetto (pa-pet'to), n. [It., dim. ofpapa, pope.

See popei .] A silver papal coin, struck by
Pius VII., Gregory XVI., and Pius IX.

papia (pa'pi-a), n. A West Indian creeping
warbler, Dendroica plumhea.

papile (pa-pel'), re. [F. papile, formed from
papier, paper, or papillon, butterfly?] In

France, a technical name for a certain kind of

cheap thin paper.

It is brought on a wagon constructed for that purpose,

and the gas is passed into balloons made of ^^papile,' sent

from the Trappes Observatory and which hold about thirty paprika

made from paper, instead of from loose cotton
fiber.

par^, n. 5. In golf: (a) Perfect play. (6)
At each hole, the number of perfectly played
strokes from tee to green (two putts being
added). The par of a 320-yard hole, for in-

stance, is usually fixed at 4 strokes.

pappiform (pap'i-form), a. [NL. pappus, +
L. forma.] Having the form of a pappus.
Treus. Bot., p. 844.

pappy-fish (pap'i-fish), n. A stromateoid fish,
^ ^

PepriUis paru, found on the Atlantic coast of par. An abbreviation (6) of parallel ; (c) of
the United States and southward,

A copper coin of Servia (one

cubic meters.
U. S. Monthly Weather Jiev., April, 1903, p. 178.

Papilio, «.— Short-tailed paplllo, an American pa-

jiilionid hutterlly, Vapilio brevicauda, which occurs in

Newfoundland and about the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Its

larvai feed on parsley and other umbelliferous plants.

papiliouian (pa-pU-i-o'ni-an), a. and re. Same
as *papilionid.

papilionid (pa-pil-i-on'id), re. and a. I. n. A
member of the lepidopterous family Fapil-

ionidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Papilionidee.

papilla, n Adhesive papilla, one of the three pa-

piLa; developed on the head of the ascidian larva and
enabling it tu attach itself to surfaces.— Dental papilla,

the conical mass rif cells about which a tooth is developed.
— Oenltal papilla, in earthworms, one of the jiapillicou

the vciitnd side of the clitelliiin.— Papilla duodenalls.
Same as Fa(«r'(i*;L;a;«7;a.—Urinary papilla, in icMh., a

Pappy-fish ^PcpriLus paru).

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

(pap'ri-ka), n. [Hungarian, red

parish.

para, re. 3.
centime).

Para. An abbreviation of Paraguay.

para red. A shortened name torpara-nitrani-
liiic *red.

para-appendicitis (par"a-a-pen"di-si'tis), n.

Localized peritonitis in the neighborhood of
the appendix vermiformis.

parabanic (par-a-ban'ik), a. Derived from
uric acid by transformation.— Parabanlc acid,
a crystalline acid, 0311203X2, made by boiling uric acid

with nitric acid, or with manganese peroxid and sul-

phuric acid, or other oxidizing agents. Also called

oxalyhtrea.

parabates (par-a-bat'ez), «. ; pi. jtarabatsB

(-§). [Gr. 7rapa/idTi7f.] In Gr. antiq., the
warrior who stood in the chariot beside the
charioteer.

parabellum (par-a-bel'um), re. ; pi. pardbella

(-a). [Appar. L." para helhim, 'prepare for

war'
;
para, impv. of parare, prepare ; helium,

war.] A commercial name for a form of au-
tomatic pistol used by the Swiss government
(1904) as a service weapon. See ^automatic

firearm.

[Gr. jrapd, be-
^iuac^, living.]

The temporary abolition of conductivity and
excitability in a nerve.

The author [N. E. Wedensky] designates by "para-
biosis" the various conditions which pixxluce this uniform
change in the nerve. Parabiosis consists essentially in

the complete temporary suppression of excitability and
conductivity. The parabiotic current shows the nega-

tive variation under the influence of tetanization.

Set. Amer. Sup., May 9, 1903, p. 22866.

pepper.] A condiment prepared from a cul

tivated form of Capsicum annmim by gi-indiug

the dried peppers after removal of the seeds.

It is much less pungent than the ordinary red
pepper Paprika huhn, chicken stewed and highly

seasoned with Hungarian pepper or paprika; Hungarian
parabiosis (par'a-bi-o'sis), M

pap-shell (pap'shel), re. A limpet, so named ^i^^ ^^^^^""^ tS' paralysis). +
from being used to apply fullers' earth or sim-

ilar remedies to the sore nipples of nurses.

papula, re. 3. i)?. In Stelleroidea, same as

dermal ^branchiae.

papuloid (pap'u-loid), a. [papule + -aid.]

Resembling a papule or pimple.

papulopustular (pap'ii-lo-pus'tu-lar), a.

Characterized by the presence of both papules parabiotic (par'a-bi-ot'ik), a. Relating to,

and pustules. .Biicfc, Med. Handbook, I. 78. caused by, or coincident with parabiosis. See

Spapr^hfcrZrs^tSfS^nW^'heurhia^^apulosi^ (pap-u-los'i-ti), ». [papulose + the extract under *para6to.,*.



parabola

parabola^, «.— Apollonian parabola. Same as

quadratic *para6o(a.— Asymptotic parabola. Same
as -trparabolic asymptote ('<).— Osculatory parabola,
that parabola which osculates and measures the variation

of the curvature of any curve at a given point— Quad-
ratic parabola, the common parabola.

parabolart (pa-rab'o-lar), a. Same asj^ara-

hoUc.
parabolastert(pa-rab'o-las-ter), n. [parabol-

(a) + -aster.'] Any parabola other than the

ApolloniaD. See parabola'^ , 2.

parabolic^, n— Parabolic asymptote, (a) See

kagi/inplole. (4) A pailibola so approacliiiit; a curve that

their distance apart becomes and remains less than any

given distance, though never zero.— Parabolic branch,
a branch of a curve which extends to infinity without

approaching an asymptote : opposed to hyperbolic branch.
— Parabolic catenary, the ordinary catenary, called

parabolic as being the roulette of the focus of a parabola,

and to distinguish it from the elliptic catenary, the rou-

lette of the focus of an ellipse, and the hyperbolic

catenary, the roulette of the focus of a hyperbola.— Para-
bolic involution. See *involutio7i.— Parabolic re-

flector. See r.7f/?c(or.— Parabolic substitution. See
irgnhytHuti<in.

II. ».t A parabola or paraboloid.

parabolimber (pa-rab-o-lim'ber), n. The skew
curve which is the intersection of one para-

bolic cylinder with another.

paraboUst^ (pa-rab'o-list), n. [parahol(a) +
-ist.] One who stuciies, or a partizan of, the

parabola. [Rare.]

parabolization (pa-rab"9-li-za'shon), n. [pa-

rab(il(a) + -icfi + -atinn.] The operation of

making the siu-face of a mirror a true parabo-

loid : essential to its perfect performance in a

telescope. Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct. 17, 1903, p.

23232.

parabolize^ (pa^rab'o-liz), v. [Gr. irapa^oAJi, a
parable, + -ix.'] 1.' trans. To express, as in

a parable; treat as a parable; make into a
parable.

He (Christ] parabolizet the truth, and gets it thiu into

human conditions or analogies.
Bunhivell, Christian Nurture, it, sermon 7.

II. intrans. To speak parabolieally.

As our Saviour Christ rightly parabolized of such.

Walton, Uecacordon, p. 34 (10O2X A'. E. D.

parabolize^ (pa-rab'o-liz), f. t. [Gr. TTapn^o'/Jj,

a parabola, + -ice.]
' To make a parabola of;

give a, parabolic form to.

parabolograph (pa-rab'o-lo-grif), n. [Gr.

zap<i.ii)/rj, jiarabola, + ypaifutv, write.] An in-

strument for the mechanical tracing of para-

bolic curves. K. Pearson, in Philos. Mag.,
Feb., 1904. p. 200.

paraboloid, n. 3. A solid or surface of the

second degree some of whose plane-sections

are parabolas. —Elliptic paraboloid, a nurface of

the second order wh<j8e jdane sections perpendicular to

the axis are ellipses, while sections containing the axis

are paralxjlas.- Hyperbolic paraboloid, a ruled sur-

face the point at infinity of ..ne ,.t whose generating pro-

jective ranges is correlated to th'- point at infinity of the

other.— Paraboloid of revolution, a surface of the

second order generated by the revolution of a paral«jla

about its axis. See "ilid nf rrroluiiim, under revolution.

II. (I. Paraboloidal. [Kare.]

paraboolia (par-a-bo'li-ii), «. Same as *para-
hiiliii.

Farabrabma (par-a-bra'mft), n. [Skt. p«ra-
hriihmiiii, noni. -»««.] The Supreme Being.

parabulia (par-a-bu'li-a), n. lAlao parahoulia

;

< Gr. :zap(j, beside, + jiov'/.i], will.] Any dis-

order affecting the will.

parabuxine (par-a-buk'sin), n. [para- + L.

buxus, box, -f- -!»<-.] An amorphous, poorly

characterized alkaloid found in the green
leaves of the box, Buxus scmpvrrirens.

parabnxinidine (par'a-buk-siu'i-din), h.

Iparabuxiur + -id + -ine^.} A crystalline

alkaloid found in the green leaves of the box,

Buxus senijurrirciis.

paracalcarine (par-a-kal'ka-rin), a. [para-
+ calvariiie.] Near or beside the ealearine:

as, a paraialcariiic sulcus : noting an unstable

fissure observe<l by G. Elliot Smith in the cere-

brum of lemurs, which has more or less inti-

mate relations with the ealearine as a dorsal

branch of the intercalary or parieto-oecipital

fissures. Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool., Feb., 1903,

p. 332.

paracampboric (par'a-kam-for'lk), a. Noting
in.tftive cainphoi'ic acid.

paracanthoma (par'a-kan-thd'ma), n.
;

pi.

jiararitnthomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. trafxi,

beside, + anavda, thorn, spine, -I- -oma.] A
tumor originating in the prickle-cell layer of

the skin.

paracanthosis (par'a-kan-tho'sis), n. [Gr.

Tzapc, near, -t- NL. acanthosis.] Disease affect-

ing the prickle-cell layer of the skin.
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paracarpous (par-a-kar'pus), a. [Gr. Trapd,

beside, -I- KopTrdc, fruit.] Joined together by
the margins only : said of the carpels of some
compound ovaries. K. E. Goebel, Organog-
raphy, II. 558.

paracarthamin (par-a-kar'tha-min), n. Ipara-
+ carthamin.] A compound of uncertain
composition, formed by the action of sodium
amalgam on rutin, and said to be related to

carthamin.
paracasein (par-a-ka'se-in), n. [para- + ca-

sein.] A substance wliich results from the
action of ehymosin upon casein, whereby a
small amount of albumose-like substance is

split off, the remainder constituting paraca-
seinogen or lime paracasein, from which para-
casein is obtained by removal of the lime.
—Lime paracasein, the neutral lime salt of casein,

after the hydrolytic severance of Hammarsten's albumose-
like substance, as a result of the action of ehymosin.
Simon.

paracaseinogen (par - a - ka - se- in '6 - jen), n.

Same as lime *j>araca,scin.

paracathodic (par'a-ka-thod'ik), a. [para-
+ cathode + -ic] Of or pertaining to rays
formed, especially at low vacuum, by the im-
pact of cathode rays upon a body, the anti-

cathode, placed in their path. Paracathodic
rays have properties differing from those of

either cathode rays or X-rays.

paracele(par'a-sel), «. [AXsoparaccele : < Gr.
jrapd, beside, + ko'O.o^, hollow.] A lateral

ventricle of the brain. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 139.

paracelian (par-a-se'U-an), a. [paracele +
-tan.] Of or pertaining to the lateral ventricle

of the brain. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 139.

paracellulose (par-a-sel'u-los), fl. [para- +
cellulose] A poorly characterized modifica-

tion of cellulose supposed to occur in the cel-

lular tissue and pith of plants.

Paracelsianism (par-a-sel' si-an-izm), n.

[I'dracel.iiiin + -ism.] The medical practice

of Paracelsus.

Paracelaic (par-a-sel'sik), a. Same as Para-
relsiiin.

paracerebellar (par-a-ser-e-bel'ar), a. [Gr.

napd, beside, -I- NL. (icrebeHum + -ar^.] Re-
lating to the lateral portion of the cerebelliun.

Buck, Med. Handbook. II. 249.

paracholia (par-a-ko'li-il), «. [NL., < Gr. trapd,

beside, -I- xo^-'h 'b\\e.] The presence of bile

in the blood-vessels or tissues outside of its

regular channels.

paracbroea (par-a^kre'a), n. [NL., < Gr. wapd,

beside, + XP<"^< color.] Same as *para-
chroma.
parachroma (par-a-kro'mS), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kapa, beside, + xp<^l"'t color.] An abnormal
change of color in the skin.

parachromatophorons ( par'a -kro -ma - tof'6-

rus), a. [Gr. vapd, beside, -I- ;);pti^a(r-), color,

-I- -fofMC, < ipipciv, bear.] A term applied to

pigment-bacteria when the color is contained
mainly in the ceM-wall. See *chromophorous,
2, ami *chromoparous.

paracbronistic (pa-rak-ro-nis'tik), a. [Gr.

-ap(i. Ix'side, + ;)fp(ivof, time, -1- -ist + -ic.]

Misdated ; especially, dated too late.

paracbronize (pa-rak'ro-niz), f. t. ;
pret. and

pp. i;arac/ironi;erf, ppr. parachronizing. [Gr.

napa, beside, -I- ^(joi'of, time, + -i:e.] To date
wrongly, especially date too late ; mistime.
Blount.

parachute, n. 6. A large funnel of tinned
copper set in the skimming-vat of a brewery,
the mouth on a level with the surface of the

beer, used to receive and carry off the yeast

which is skimmed into it by means of a plank
paddle.— 6. In bot., a down or tuft of hairs

attached to a seed enabling it to float in the

air as if supported by a parachute : most
properly, a tuft supported by a long beak as in

the dandelion (see pappus, cut a), but also ap-

plied more broadly. Often adjectival, as in

the phrases parachute mechanisms, parachute
seeds, etc.

paracine (par'a-sin), n. Same as *paricine.

paracinesis, «. See parakinesis.

paracinetic, n. See *parakinctic.

paracitric (par-a-sit'rik), a. [para- + citric]

Noting an acid, the same as aconitic acid.

paraclase (par'a-klaz), n. [Gr. irapd, beside,

-t- K/xinit;, breaking.] In geol., a fault : a name
suggested by Daubr^e. Compare *diaelase

and *lithoclase.

paracribrum
The occurrence in many areas of similarly regtllar net-

works of streams in which the elements are essentially
straight lines in parallel series over considerable distances
has now long been known, and has been given an ade-
quate explanation by Daubree as conditioned by the
system of fractures (lithoclases) of the region, in part by
the faults (paraclases) and in part by the joints (dia-
clases).

IT'. //. Ilobbs, in Jour, of Geol., Nov.-Dec, 1902, p. 886.

Faraclinus (par-a-kli'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
jrapd, beside, near, + NL. Clinus.] A genus
of blennioid fishes inhabiting the coast of
Venezuela.
paracmastic (par-ak-mas'tik), a. [Gr. itapaK-

fiaarmd^, past the culmination, < vapd, beyond,
-f- a/i/;^, culmination.] Having passed the cul-
mination or crisis; gradually declining: said
df a disease which is progressing to recovery,
or of the vital processes in old age.

paracoele, ». Same as *paracele.

Paracolon bacillus. See *bacilbis.

paracolpium (par-a-kol'pi-um), n. [Gr. vrapd,

beside, -I- k6aitoc, womb.] Connective tissue
surrounding the vagina.

paracondylar (par-a-kon'di-lar), a. Same as
paracondyloid.

paracone (par'a-kon), 71. [Gr. Trapd, near, -I-

Kuj'of, cone.] The antero-external cusp in the
upper molar teeth of mammals. See cut under
t'tooth, 1.

paraconic (par-a-kon'ik), a. [para- + acon-
{it)ic.] Related to aconitic acid.— paraconic
acid, a deli<iuescent crystalline acid, C5H6O4, which is

the anhydrid of itamalic acid.

paraconid (par-a-ko'nid), n. [Gr. Tropd, near,
-I- KcJvof, cone, + -id^.] That cusp in the
lower molars and premolars of mammals
which is homologous with the paracone in the
upper molars. In the lower teeth the paraco-
nid is situated on the lingual side of the tooth-
crown, while in the upper jaw its homologue
is on the labial side. See cut under *tooth, 1.

The second molar has the same composition as the
first, except that the paraconid is small and connate with
the protoconid.
W. D. Matthew, in Bulletin Amer. Mus. Nat Hist.,

[XVI. 282.

paraconine, paraconiine (par-a-ko'nin, par-
a-ko'ui-in). n. [patn- + conine, coniine.] A
yellow liquid, C^HjjN, made by heating bu-
tyric aldehyde with ammonia. It is also made
from butylidene chlorid or bromide and alco-

holic ammonia. It is as poisonous as conine
and has a similar odor.

paracope (pa-rak'o-pf), «. [NL., < Gr. trapa-

Ko-ii, mfatuation, delirium.] Slight mental
disturbance occurring in febrile conditions;

the border-land between delirium and insanity.

paracopic (par-a-kop'ik), a. [paracop(e) +
-ic] Relating to, or exhibiting, paracope.

paracopulation (par'a-kop-ii-la'shon), n.

[piara- + copulation.] A term applied to the
supposed copulation of a nucleus-like body
('copulation-cell') with one of the pronuclei

in the eggs of cladoceran Crustacea. Weis-

inann and Ischikawa.

Paracoto bark. See *bark^.

paracotoin (par-a-k6't6-in), n. [paracoto +
-in^.] A crystalline substance obtained from
paracoto bark, used medicinally, in diarrhea,

etc., like cotoin, but having only one half or

one third the strength of the latter.

paracotol (par-a-ko'tol), n. [paracoto + -ol.]

A phenol-like liquid, C16H24O or Ci5H260(?),
contained in the volatile on of paracoto bark.

It boils at 220-222° C.

paracoumaric (par"a-ko-mar'ik), a. [parii-

+ coumaric] Designating an acid isomeric

with coumaric acid.— Paracoumaric acid, a crys-

talline acid, CgHaOj + H2f>, fcjund in aloes and the resins

of the black fir {Pinus laricio) and of Xanthorrhaea
hastilin. It is also made synthetically. _Also called

parahydroxycinnamic acid. It melts at 206" C.

para-cresalol (par-a-kres'a-lol), n. [para-

+ crcs{(>l) + -al^ + -ol.] The trade-name of

the product of the condensation of salicylic

acid with paraeresol, used medicinally in

cholera, dysentery, etc.

paraeresol (par-a-kre'sol), n. [para- + cre-

soL] A crystalline compound, CoH4(CH3)-
(OH), which occurs in human urine in cases

of erysipelas and scarlatina, in creosote from
wood-tar, and as cresyl-sulphuric acid in the

urine of cows and horses. It is also formed
synthetically and by the decay of animal mat-

ter, tyrosin, etc. It melts at 36° C.

paracribrum (par-a-krib'rum), n.
;

pi. para-

rrilira (-ra). [pard- + L. cribrum, a sieve.]

A sac secondarily developed from the em-
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bryonic cribrum. Jour. Roy. Micros. Sac,
Feb., 1905, p. 42.

Faractidse (pa-rak'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pa-
ractis + -idee.'] A family of zoantharians, hav-
ing digitate tentacles, pedal disk, no acontia,

strong mesodermal sphincter, and numerous
perfect mesenteries. It includes about a
dozen genera, among them being Paractis,

Paractinia, and Pi/cnanthiis.

Paractis (pa-rak'tis), n. [NL.] The typical

genus of the family Paractiilie. Milne-Ed-
icards, 1857.

Paracusis loci, inability to locate a sound.

paracyanate (par-a-si'a-nat), n. Ipara- +
cyanate.'i An old name"for a fulminate. Ber-

celiu)'.

paracyanide (par-a-si'a-nid), n. Ipara- +
cyanide.] Same a,s fulminate.

Paracyclas (par-a-si'klas), n. [NL., < Gr.

77apd, near, 4- KVK/Ag, round.] A genus of

Devonian teleodesmaeean peleeypods thought

to be affiliated with the Lucinidx, having thin

rounded concentrically striate shells with-

out lunules and with obsolete hinge charac-

ters.

paracyclone (par-a-si'kl6n), n. [6r. vapd, be-

side, + E. cyclone.] Either one of a pair of

cyclones pursuing analogous paths on oppo-

site sides of the equator.

paracyst (par'a-sist), «. [Gr. n-apii, beside,

-I- E. cyst] Tiilasne's name for one of a pair

of sexual organs which occur in certain dis-

eomycetous fungi, as Peziza.

The paracyst is a club-shaped branchlet, close to the

macrocjst; the apex of the paract/et and the hook-like

prolongation [of the macrocjst] become united.

H. SI. Ward, in Quart. Jour. Micros. Sci., April, 1884,

[p. 280.

paracystic (par-a-sis'tik), a. [Gr. napa, be-

side, -f- /£iOT(f, bladder (cyst), + -ic] Lying
in the neighborhood of a bladder or of a cystic

tumor.

paradactyl (par-a-dak'til), n. [Gr. napa, be-

side, + E. dactyl.] In ornitk., the side of the

toe, as distinguished in any way from the

lower surface.

paradatiscetin (par"a-da-tis'e-tin), ». [para-
+ datiacetin (?).] A' yellow 'crystalline com-
pound, CisHioOe, made by melting quercitin

with caustic potash.

paradental (par-a-den'tal), a. [Gr. -rcapd, be-

side, -I- E. dental.] Being in close proximity

to a tooth.

paraderm (par'a-dferm), n. [Gr. napd, beside,

+ Sepfia, skin.]' 1. In embryol., the portion

of the egg-yolk which contributes cells to the

formation of the embryonic body.— 2. In

entom., the delicate limiting membrane sur-

rounding the pronvmph of the blow-fly. Cain-

bridfje Xat. Hist., V. 164.

paradero (pa-ra-da'ro), «. [Sp. paradero, a
haltiug-plaoe, < parar, stop.] The site of an
old village, especially of one formerly occu-

pied by the aborigines. Keane, Ethnology,

p. 97. [Spanish America.]

paradiazin (par"a-di-az'in), n. [para- + di-

azin (!).] Same"a8 *pyrazin.

paradigltaletin (par" a-dij-i-ta'le-tin), n.

[para- { di(iital{in) + -et + -i)(2.] A com-
pound, C22H34O7, obtained from digitalis.

paradigmatization (par " a -dig " ma - ti - za '
-

shqn), «. [paradigmatize + -aiion.] The
act of making into a paradigm or example.

paradiplomatic (par "a - dip - 15 - mat ' ik), a.

[para- + diplomatic] Having a meaning
apart from or outside of the diplomatic or
manuscript text.

paradise, n. 7. In hort, a dwarf apple-tree,

used as a stock on which to graft other vari-

eties for the purpose of keeping the tree small

in size. There are several forms or varieties

of paradise apple, most of them of unknown
and early origin. They are small-stature

forms of the common apple, Pyrus ilalus.—
Fruits of paradise, fruits always in season.

paradise (par'a-dis), V. t; pret. and pp. para-
dised, ppr. paradising. [paradise, n.] 1.

To make a paradise of.— 2. To put into para-

dise; fill with supreme felicity. jV. E. D.

paradise-duck (par'a-dis-duk), n. Casarca

varieguta, a large, bright-colored duck of New
Zealand.

paradise-fish (par'a-dis-fish), n. A Chinese
fish, ilacropoduB viridi-auratus, remarkable
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for its beauty and the extension of its fins.

It has, like the goldfish, been made the sub-

Paradtse-fish l,Mdcri!fiodjts viriji-iiur^:usi,

(From " Riyerside Natural History.")

ject of culture with reference to its beauty
rather than to its food value.

paradise-flower (par'a-dis-flou"6r), n. One
of the cat's-claws of tlie southwestern United
States, Acacia Greggii, a low tree with small
bipinnate leaves, recurved spines, and fragrant
creamy yellow flowers in oblong spikes.

paradise-flycatcher (par'a-dis-fli"kach-6r), n.

See *flyc(itchcr.

paradise-grackle (par'a-dis-grak"l), n. See
graclde, 1.

paradise-grosbeak (par'a-dis-gr6s"bek), m. A
name loosely applied to various weaver-birds
kept as cage-birds, but more particularly to
one of the cutthroat finches, Amadina ery-

throcephala, of South Africa.

paradise-nut (par'a-dis-nut), n. Same as
sapucaia-nut.

paradise-tree, «. [Sp. paraiso, paradise.] 2.

On the isthmus of Panama and m other parts
of Spanish America and the Philippine Is-

lands, the pride-of-India, or china-tree, Melia
Azedarach.
paradium (pa-ra'di-um), n. [Gr. Tra(pa), near,

-I- NL. radittra.] A name suggested by Euther-
ford as a substitute for actinium and ionium.
See ^actinium, 2. Nature, Oct. 31, 1907,

p. 661.

paradox, ». 2. The platypus or water-mole,
Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. [Rare. ]— Thermal
paradox, an experiment in physics illustrating the low-
ering of the boiling-point of waterby decrease of pressure.
A tlask of boiling water is corked, removed from the
flame, inverted, and deluged with cold water. The sud-
den condensation of the vapor above the water within
reduces the pressure, and the water boils violently,
seemingly as the result of cooling ; hence the name.

Paradoxical pulse. See *j>ulse^.

paradoxicality (par " a - dok - si - kal ' i- ti), n.

[paradoxical -t- -ity.] The state or character
of being paradoxical.

Paradoxides beds. See *6«d 1 .— Faradoxides horizon.
Bee*Acadian, n., 2.

Faradoxidian group. See*jroi(pi.— Paradoxidlan
series. Same as Paradoxidian ifijtoup.

paradoxism (par'a-dok-sizm), «. [paradox-
+ -ism.] The habit of using paradox. [Rare.]

paradoxurine, a. 2. Relating to or resem-
bling tlie tree cats, or Paradoxurinie Paradox-
urine section, a division of Viverridaf, which comprises
the genus Paradoxarus and other closely related forms.

paradromic (par-a-drom'ik), a. [Gr. napd-
dpopoc, nmning alongside, + -ic] Running
parallel: as, a ^>oco(7co/h!c winding.

Paraffin paper, prosthesis. See -kpaper, -kpro^theHs.
— Scale paraffin, in pefntletim-rejimnif, the crude mix-
ture of solid hydrocarbons which crystallizes out from
the distillates ol high boiling-point, to be afterward puri-

fied, furnishing the colorless paraffin or paralfin wax of

commerce.

paraffinic (par-a-fin'ik), a. [paraffin + -ic]

Derived from or related to one of the paraffins.

paraffinoid (par'a-fi-noid), a. [paraffin -I-

-oid.^ Belonging or related to the paraffin

series.

parafQ.n-Oil, n. in petroleum-reflning, this term is

specifically applied to the heavy oils of high boiling-point,

used for lubrication, or from which paraffin scale may be
ma<le.

paraflBll-xylol(par'a-fin-zi"Iol), «. Asolution
of paraffin in xylol tised by stirgeons as a dis-

infectant varnish for the hands.

parafloccular (par-a-flok'u-liir), a. [NL.
parafloccwlus + -«r.] Of or pertaining to the
parafloceulus. Trans. Linn. Hoc, Zool., Feb.,

1903, p. 430.

parafloceulus (par-a-flok'u-lus), n.
;
pi. para-

flocculi{-\i). [para- + flocculus.] A portion

of the lobus floeculi, forming the greater part
of the lateral pole of the cerebellum Para-
floceulus dorsalis, the cerebellar folia forming the
dorsal portion of the parafloceulus.— ParaflOCCOlus
ventralis, the cerebellar folia comprising the ventral
portion <»f the parafloceulus.

paraform (par'a-form), n. [paraform(alde-
hyde).] Same as *paraformaldehyde.

paragonimiasis

paraformaldehyde (par"a-f6rm-arde-hid), n.
[para-+ formaldehyde.] A polymerized form-
aldehyde, (CHgO),! -f HoO, formed by
evaporation of an aqueous solution of formal-
dehyde. It is an amorphous solid that
dissolves gradually in water. By heating
with water at 130° C. it is reconverted to form-
aldehyde. It is used as an antiseptic.

parafrase, parafrast. Amended spellings of
paraphrase, paraphrast.

parafumaric (par'a-fiJ-mar'ik), a. [para- +
funiaric] Same as maleic.

paragalactan (par"a-ga-lak'tan), n. [para-
+ galact(ose) + -an.] A gummy substance,
CgHioO.5, found in the cell-membranes of the
seeds of lupines : insoluble in water, but sol-

uble in a hot solution of potassium hydroxid.
It is hydrolyzed by dilute sulphuric acid,
giving galactose and furfural.

paragalactin (par'Vga-lak'tin), n. [para- +
galactin.] Same as *paragalactan.
paragamic (par-a-gam'ik), a. [paragam(y)
+ -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of
paragamy.
paragamy (pa-rag' a-mi), n. [Gr. ivapa, along-
side of, -t- yauo(;, marriage.] A method of
cell-conjugation in which nuclear changes
are suspended for vegetative growth between
nuclear fusion (karyapsis) and chromatin
fusion (mitapsis). The cellular structures of
the higher plants and animals are built of
paragamic cells, the nuclei having double
sets of chromosomes. C'oofc and Swingle.
paraganglion (par-a-gang'gli-on), M.

;
pi.

paraganglions, paraganglia (-onz,-a). [NL., <
Gr. ~apa, beside, + >o;>/'./ov,'ganglion.] One
of the crescentie or oval groups of cells in the
medullary portion of the adrenal bodies.

These occur in the medullary substance of the adrenal
bodies, in the8o-calledj>arn5frtnr//ia of the same organs.

Med. Record, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 188.

paragastral (par-a-gas'tral), a. Same as
paragastric.

paragenesis, n. 1. In Uol. : (6) Catagenesis.
[Rare.]

The term * catagenesis ' is tome objectionable, and para-
genesis would be better.

Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 146.

paragerm-plasm (par-a-jerm'plazm), n. [Gr.
i™pd, beside, + E. germ-plasm.] Accessory
germ-plasm. See *germ-plasin.

paragerontic (par"a-je-ron'tik), a. [para-
-i- gerontic] Of or pertaining to the latest
substage of the gerontic stage of ontogenetic
development, when the individual presents
the appearance of extreme senility during
a short period before death. See *gerontic.

The smooth round shell of the whorl of the parage-
rontic ammoiioid . . . cannot be considered as a rever-
sion. Ilyatt, in Proc. Boston Soc. Xat Hist., 1893, p. 99.

paraglossitis (par"a-glo-si'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
jrapa, beside, + y'/.uaaa, tongue, -t- -itis.] In-
flammation at the base of the tongue.

paragluconic (par"a-g!6-kon'ik), a. [para- -f
gluconic] Derived from gluconic acid. (See
*^/KfOHic.)— Paragluconic acid, a compound ob-
tained by the action of nitric acid on gluconic acid. It
was in reality impure gluconic acid.

paragnath (par'ag-nath), ;;. [Gr. Trapa, be-
side, + ji df*of, jaw.] 1. In crustaceans, one
of the delicate unjointed processes between
the mandibles and maxillee, forming a sort of
lower lip.— 2. In some annelids, one of the
horny tooth-like processes or denticles on the
wall of the buccal cavity. Also paragnathon

,

paragnathum, and paragnathus.

paragnathon (pa-rag'na-thon),'n. ; -pX. i^arag-
natha (-tha). [NL.] Same as *paragnath.

paragnathum (pa-rag'na-thum), n.
;
pi. parag-

natha (-thii). [NL.] Same as *paragnath.

paragneiss (par'a-nis), n. [Gr. irapd, beside,
-H G. and E. gneiss.] In peirog., a gneiss
formed by the metamorphism of sedimentary
deposits : opposed to *orthogneiss. Rosenbusch,
1901.

paragogize (par'a-go-jiz), v. f.
;
pret. and pp.

parugogized, ppr. paragogizing. [paragoge -I-

-ize.] To add. as a final letter or sj-llable;

render paragogic. See paragoge.

paragonimiasis (par"a-gon-i-mi'a-sis), n.

[NL., < Paragonimus -i- -iasis.] A general term
including all infections (cerebral as well as
pulmonary) with lung-flukes (genus Parago-
nimus), such as pulmonary distomatosis or
parasitic hemoptysis in man. Stiles and
Hassall, 1900.
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Faragonimus (par-a-gon'i-mus), n. [NL.
(Braun, 1899), < Gr. "jrapa, beside, + yovi/io;,

produetive.J A genus of trematode worms of

the family FascMidie. These worms are from
8 to 16 millimeters long and live as parasites

in the lungs of man, cats, and various other
mammals. In man, especially in Asia, they
cause a parasitic hemoptysis, long mistaken
for tuberculosis. The type is P. westermanii.

paragonitic (par"a-go-nit'ik), a. [parago-
nite + -((".] Containing paragonite; resem-
bling paragonite.

paragraf, »• and v. An amended spelling of
paruijrcph.

paragraphic, a. 3. Relating to or affected with
paragraphia. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 410.

i

paragraphy (par'a-graf-i), n. Ipanujmph +
-y3.] Isewspaper paragraphs collectively.

—

2. The writing of brief articles or paragraphs
for newspapers.
paragrene (par'a-gren), n. [Appar. a manipu-
lation, into a chemical-looking form, of Paris
green.] The trade-name of an insecticide

preparation consisting essentially of copper
arseuite and arsenious oxid.

paraguatan (pa-rii-gwa-tan'), n. [Native
name.] A tall rubiaceous tree of Venezuela,
Sickingia iinctoria. It yields a rose-colored
wood, easily worked and taking a fine polish,

but losing its bright color on exposure to light

and air. Shavings of the wood are used in

Venezuela for dyeing a pale red. Also called

cucharo.

Paraguay bur. See *buri.

parataeliode (par-a-he'li-6d), n. [Gr. Trapa,

against, -I- t//joc, sun.] In bot., an organ serv-

ing to screen underlying tissues from the sun

:

applied to the spines on the tubercles of Cory-
phantha. (>. V. DarhisUire, in Jour. Eoy.
Micros. Soc, Dec, 1904, p. 6(>t.

parahemoglobin (par'a-hem-o-glo'bin), n.

[pant- + hemoglohin.] An altered form of
hemoglobin found in the tissues in granular
or crystalline form. It is of a dark brown
or reddish color, and is met with in diseases

which are associated with extensive blood-
destruction. Also parahiemmilobin.

parabyal (par-a-hi'al), a. [Gr. jrapd, beside,
+ E. htjal.] Noting a slender process directed
forward and slightly upward from the superior
face of the posterior portion of the basihyal of

some parrots, notably the lories. Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, Jan., 1899, p. 20.

parakinetic (par"a-ki-net'ik), a. [parakinesis

(-«<-) + -ic.] Relating to or affected by para-
kinesis. Also paracinetic.

parakite (par'a-ldt), «. [Gr. sapa, beside,
-- E. kite^.] A number of kites connected in

series and flying tandem, used for attaining
great heights and sending up instruments for

meteorological observations, aerial photog-
raphy, signaling, etc.

Paralabrax (par-a-la'braks), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tzapd, near, -I- XL" Labrax.] A genus of ser-

ranoid fishes, confined to the coasts of tropical

America.
paralactate (par-a-lak'tat), n. [paralact{ic)
+ -((ft'.] A salt of paralactic acid.

paralambdacism (par-a-lam'da-sizm), «. [Gr.
TTapri, beside, -1- E. lambdacism.'} Defective
pronunciation of the letter I, or the substitu-

tion for it of some other sound.
paralaurionite (par-a-14'ri-on-5t), n. [Gr.
Trapa, near, + NL. Aaipiov, liaurion, + -ite^.]

An oxychlorid of lead, PbClOH, like laurion-

ite in composition, but monoclinic in crystal-

lization : taken from Laurion, Greece.

paralbumin ( par-al-bii'min), Ji. [jiara- +
(ilhuniin.'i A mixture of serum-albumin and
pseudomucin (metalburain) which occurs in

ovarian cysts: originally thought to be a
single substance.

paraldimine (par-al'di-min), n. [paralilc-

(hiiilc) + inline.'] Imidoparaldehyde, a mobile
liquid, CgHijNOjj, made very indirectly from
aldehyde ammonia. It boils at 140° C. Water
and dilute alcohol change it into paraldehyde
and ammonia.
paralexic (par-a-lek'sik), a. Relating to or
affected with paralexia.

paralgesic (par-al-je'sik), a. Relating to or
affei'ted with paralgesia.

Paraliparis (par-a-lip'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
rrapd, near, + S'L. tlifiaris.] A genus of

deep-sea fishes found in arctic regions and
belonging to the family Liparididm.
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parallax, n— Blnocnlar parallax, the parallax of
simultjuifous vision with both eyes ; the angle between
the rays enteriiif; the riglit and left eye respectively when
both are foouseil upon the same point. — Equatorial
horizontal parallax, the diurnal or geocentric parallax
of a body seen on the horizon by an observer at the
earth's equator. Its measurement determines the body's
distance.— Heliocentric parallax, the angular semi-
diameter of the earth's orbit as seen from a star. In no
case yet found does it reach 1". By its measurement
the distance of the star is determined.— Instrumental
Sarallaz, the error in an angle measured on a sextant
ue to the fact that the horizon-glass is not on the same

plane with the index-glass. It is of consequence only
when the body observed is near by, and it is practically
eliminated when a far-away line, such as the horizon, is

employed.— Optical parallilX. Same as binocular
kpnrallax.— 'Paiallax Stereogram, fiee *steri'<,riram.— Solar peirallax, the equatorial horizontal parallax of
the sun, tliat is, the angular seniidiameter of the earth's
equator as seen from the center of the sun. It is S.SO"
± 0.02", and determines the distance of the sun, or the
astronomical unit, in terms of the equatorial seniidi-
ameter of the earth.— Stellar parallax, tlie heliocentric
or annual paralla.x of a star.

parallel. I. a. 6. In archery, having the
same diameter throughout its length; cylin-
drical: said of an arrow Parallel colnjnns.
See *(;fjfum)i.— Parallel Iron. See *(r[))i,— Parallel
law, in pgychopht/ii., the law, laid down by Fechner,
thjit "if two stimuli of different intensity are applied
to a sensitive organ for a certain length of time, the
absolute sensations, and therefore the excitations,
aroused by the stimuli are diminished by fatigue ; the
sensed ditference, however, remains unchanged, precisely
as it would, according t^i Weber's law, had the objective
stimuli been changed in the same ratio. " E. B. Titcfiener,
Exper. Psychol,, II, ii. xxxii,— Parallel pencil, postu-
late, variation. See*^Hn"/l, etc.

H. n. 8. In e?fc<., the connection of two or
more electric circuits or pieces of apparatus
such that the current divides between them,
that is, that they receive or produce the same
voltage but different currents. Also called
multiple— Asymptotic parsillels, parallel straight
lines which continually approach each other yet never
meet at anyflnite or jtropcr point: such are Bolyai pand-
lels,— Clifford parajlela, straiglits remaining fixed dur-
ing a translation of simple elliptic space.— Ethnographic
parallels. See ^ethmxjraphic.— Lemolbe parallels
of a triangle, the parallels t*i its sides, throngli the
Lemoine point.— Limiting Parallels, in axtr„n., par-
allels of latitude on the earth's surface inclosing a zone
outside of which a given st.ar occultation or solar ecli]>se

is nowhere visible.— Ludlam'a parallel postulate.
See *p«)ttulate.

parallelepiped, ».— Ma«lC parallelepiped, a gen-
eralization to three dimensions of the magic sijuare.

—

Meeker's cube or parallelepiped, in aper. pnjchol,
an outline drawing of a pai-allele-

piped, with one diiigonal drawn in,

emlKKiying an illusion of reversible
perspective. The flgui-e was pub-
lisheil by Necker in lfe3'2 : the name
'cube' properly belongs to a simi-
lar figure published by W'heatstone
in ls:«. See Itillnnon. 2.— Rec-
tangular parallelepiped, a cu-
boid.

parallelepipedoid (par-a-
lel-e-pip'e-doid), «. [paral-
lelepiped -f- -oid.] Inanthrop.,
a cranium the norma verti-
calis of which has a some-

I y \7 what rectangular form. iS.

\. . T~:rr. , .
Sergi (trans.), Var. of the

Neckers Parallelepiped, tt I_ _ C"_ oo^ ^ Human Species, p. 38.

parallelepipedoUB (par-a-Iel-e-pip'e-dus), a.

[jiaraltelepijxd -H -ous.] Having the shape of
a parallelepiped: a descriptive term some-
times used in entomology.
Farallelia (par-a-le'U-a), K. [NL. (Huebner,
181G), < Gr. Tapa?./.)7/of" parallel.] 1. An un-
important genus of noctuid moths containing
but a single American species, P. bistriaria,

inhabiting the Atlantic States.— 2. [I. c] A
moth of this genus Two-lined parallella, an
American noctuid moth, Paralletia fjiatrtaria, lirown in
color, with each fore wing crossed by two parallel lines.

Its larva' live ",'n maple.

paralleliner'vate (par - a - lei - i - n6r ' vat), a.

Same as parallelincrved. X. E. D,
paralleliner'7oa8 (par - a - lei - i - n^r ' vus), a.

Same as parallelincrved.

parallelism, «. 6. The opinion that the rela-

tion between the brain and oUe mind, although
it is one of concomitant variation, is not the
relation of cause and effect; the opinion that
mental process and brain process are parallel

events, and that they do not interact. Metaphys-
ically, parallelism may ne either dualistie or monistic

;

in the latter ease, the relation of mind and brain may be
figuratively described aa that of the concave and convex
aspects of a circle. Psychologically, parallelism may be
held to imply a special law of mentja causation, or it may
be content to appeal to the body for the explanation of

mind without relating mental processes among them-
selves. Specifically called pitychophymcal -kparallelimn,

which see below.
Acceptance of this principle of parallelinn, as a working

hypothesis in psychology, enables us to avoid all the con-

flict* and diltlcul ties into which the principle of interaction

plunges us. E. B. Titchener, Outline of Psychol., p. 3ft».

paralogist

The idea meant to be conveyed by the spatial figure of
parallelism is that of the absence of causal relations, of
mere concomitance.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mmd has a Body, p. 2.

7. In evolution, the independent development
of similar species or types of animals in diff-

erent regions.
' The case of the horses is often cited as suggesting that

such a, parallelism in evolution may have occurred;
because the series of ancestral horses traced through the
Tertiary strata of Europe is closely similar to, but not
quite identical with the ancestral series found in the
same order in the corresponding rocks of North America.

A. S. Woodward, Outlines of Vei-tebrate Falseontology,
[XXII.

Angle ofparallelism. See *angle3.—-Enistemolosi-
cal parallelism, the opinion of some philosophers of
the general fc )llo-ving of Kant that general relations which
are native forms of the undei-standing are at the same
time dominant in the absolutely objective world, a posi-
tion held by Schleiennacher, tTberweg, and others. The
term cannot properly be applied to a similar doctrine
held by pre-Kantian wTiters ; otherwise it must be attri-
buted to all those before Kant who believed in innate
ideas.—Law of parallelism. See *;awi.— Methodo-
logical parallelism. See -kmethodological.— Psycho-
physical parallelism, the doctrine that mental and
bodily processes run tiieir course side by side, each vary-
ing with variation of the other, but that there is no causal
relation or relation of interaction between the two seriea
of changes. Psychophysical parallelism appeai-s in modem
times both as a working hypothesis or heuristic principle
within psychology and also aa an ultimate metaphysical
principle. It appears in both cases in a large variety of
forms, but its essential features are those given above.

The principle of psitchnpbysical parallelism, then,
refei-s always to a parallelism of elementary physical and
psychical processes, and not to any parallelism of com-
plen activities on either side or of mental function and
bodily structure.
W. Wundt (tl-ans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 448.

There must be an elementary process on the physi-
cal side, corresponding to every such process on the
psychical side. This general principle is known as
the principle of psychophysical parallelism. It has an
enipirico-psychological significance and is thus totally
different from certain metaphysical principles that have
sometimes been designated by the same name.

ir. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 318.

The last of these [the monism of Spinoza, which re-
duced matter and mind to pai-allel attributes of the One
Substance]—severed, however, from Spinoza's meta-
physics—is now the prevailing theory, and to it the term
psychophysical parallelism most properly applies.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 66.

parallelist (par'a-lel-ist), k. and a. I. n.
'

An adherent of the metaphysical theory of
psychophysical parallelism. See '^parallel-

ism, 6. C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a
Bo(W, p. 23.

II. «. Consonant to the doctrine of psy-
chophysical parallelism. C. A. Strong, Why
the Mind has a Body, p. 21.

parallelization (par-a-lel-i-za'shon), n.
[parallelize + -alion.]" The act of parallel-
izing or making parallel.

It was briefly Intimated . . . that combing was a
metho<I of dealing in detail with the fibres, and that its

result is to effect a much greater parallelisation of the
fibres In the carded sliver.

Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 150.

Parallelodon(par-a-lero-don), n. [NL., < Gr.
-apti'/./.rf/.OQ, parallel, -t- bSoic {o6ovt-), tooth.]

A genus of prionodesmacean pelecypods of
the superfamily Arcacea. it is characterized by
elongate, subquadrate, smotith or ritibed shells having an
amphidetic ligament ; large beaks placed well forward';
4-6 oblique anterior teeth ; and 3 long posterior ridge-

llke teeth placed parallel to the hinge-line. The genus
occurs in fonnations from Devonian to recent age, but is

specially abundant, under its subgeneric modification
Macrodon, in the Carlxniiferous. Properly I'arallelodus.

Parallelodontidae (par''a^lel-6-don'ti-de), «.

1)1. [NL., < Parallelod6n(t-) + -idx.] A
family of arciform prionodesmacean pelecy-

pods, the shells of which have a multivincular
ligament and elongated posterior teeth parallel

to the hinge-line.

parallelogram, «.— Heronlc parallelogram, one
having i-atioiial sides, diagonals, and area.— Newton's
parallelogram, a process for the development of a root

of an ali.^etir:iic equation in series.—Parallelogram Of
accelerations. See -kacceleration.— Parallelogram
of velocities. See *velocity.

parallelosteric (par-a-lel-o-ster'ik), a. [Gr.

vapd/./ii'/o^, parallel, -f- aTcpc6c, solid.] In phys.

chem., exhibiting equal differences of atomic
volume : said of analogous pairs of com-
pounds. Halts, Diet. Chem., III. 432.

parallelosterism (par'a-le-los'te-rizm), n.

[Gr. napa?2>j?Mc, parallel, + arcpeo^, solid, -1-

-i»»j.] In chem., a term introduced by
Schroeder to represent the relation assumed
by him to exist between the volumes of solid

compounds and their atomic composition.

paralogic, a. Same &s paralogical.

paralogist (pa-ral'o-jist), n. [paralog-ism +
-i.'st.] One who uses paralogisms ; one who
reasons fallaciously.



paralogistic

paraloeistic (par'a-lo-jis'tik), a. Iparalogist
+ -ic.J Of the Dature of a paralogism ; falla-

cious ; falsely reasoned.
FaralonchuniS (par"a-long-kii'rus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ^apd, beside, '+ NL. Lonchurtis.2 A
genus of fishes of the family Scimnidie, found
on the Pacific coast of Central and South
Ameiiea.
paralominite (par-a-lu'mi-nit), n. [^para-

+ aluminite.] A hydrous aluminium sulphate,

resembling aluminite and near it in composi-
tion.

paralysis, «—Ascending paralysis, paralysis which
be:-rins in the periplieml jiiu-ts and iidvances toward the

center.— Birth paralysis. S>amii as obstetrical paraltmtt.
— Crutch paralysis, pamlysis resulting from pressure of

the fork I'f a crnicli upon tlie nen'es in the axilla.— De-
cubitus paralysis. See *decubitus.— Diphtheritic
paralysis, paralysis which involves primarily the mus-
cles of the throat, occurring during convalescence from
diphtheri.a.— Functional paralysis, temporary paraly-

sis seeminglv not iU'i>endcnt upon a ner\'e-lesion.

—

Olosso-lablo-laryngeal paralysis. Same as chronic

bidhar paralysis {which see, under bulbar).— HistrlOniC
paralysis, paralysis of certain of the facial muscles giv-

ing to the face a cast expressive of some emotion.— Or-
gEUlic paralysis, paralysis dependent upon actual lesion

of nerve-substance.— Pott's paralysis, paralysis which
accompauies Pott's disease, due to pressure upon the

spinal cord.— Pressure paralysis, paralysis, usually

temporary, resulting from pressure on one of the large

nerve-trunks.— Psychic paralysis. Same as hysterical

pnrai;/si».— Spinal paralysis, paraplegia; paralysis

due to a lesion of the spinal cord.

Paralytic gait. See *gai0:
paralyzant, «• II. a- Causing paralvsis.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 420.

paralyzer, n. 2. In phys. chem., a substance
whose presence prevents or retards a chemical
reaction. Amer. C/ie»i. Jowr., June, 1903, p. 548.

param (par'am), M. [para- + am(i(Je).] Di-

cyandiamide, a crystalline compound, C2H4N4,
formed variously, as by evaporating an aque-
ous solution of cyanamide. It melts at 205°

C, and is easily altered by reagents.

paramagnet (par-a-mag'net), «. [Gr. napi,

beside, -I- E. magnet.'^ A substance having
paramagnetic as opposed to diamagnetic prop-
erties. [Rare.]

paramagnetic, «. 2. Of higher permeability
than air.

paramaleic (par"a-ma'le-ik), a. [para- -i-

m(jleu:'\ Related to maleic acid Paramaleic
acid. Same as/umaric acid.

paramalic (par-a-ma'lik), a. [para- -1- malic.']

Related to malic acid Paramalic acid, a crys-

talline dibasic acid, 0<^,^2:^°2^^^^^, made by oxi-

dizing diethylene, or triethylene, alcohol and by boiling

chloracetic acid with lime or certain other bases. It

melts at 148° C.

paramandelic (par"a-raan-del'ik), a. [para-
-i- maudelic] Same as *mandeUc.

paramastitis (par"a-mas-ti'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Ttapa, beside, -f- /laardc, breast, + -itis.]

Inflammation in the neighborhood of the

breast.

Paramecina (par"a-me-si'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Paramecium + -ina.'] A family of ciliate in-

fusorians which contains the single genus
Paramecium (which see).

parameconic (par"a-me-kon'ik), a. [para- +
mi'conic.~\ Same as *comenie,

paramedian (par-a-me'di-an), a. [para- 4-

mediaii.'] Situated on one side of, but near,

the median line Paramedian dorsal sulcus.
See sulcus.

paramelaconite (par"a-me-lak'o-nit), n.

[para- + mclaconite.'] An oxid of copper
which occurs in black tetragonal crystals. Its

exact composition is uncertain. It is found
in Arizona.
paramenispermine (par"a-men-i-sp6r'min), n.

[para- -1- menispermine.'] A volatile crystal-

line alkaloid, C18H24O2N2 (?), obtained from
Indian berries, Cocculus Indicus. It dissolves

in acids, but does not appear to form salts

with them.

Paramera (pa - ram ' e-ra), n. pi. [NL.] A
grade of zoantharian Anthozoa in which the

primitive bilateral sjTnmetry of the zooid is

retained, or at most is only partially obscured
by the secondary development of mesenteries
iri some of the primary intermesenterial

chambers. It includes the order.s Antipathidea,

Cerianthidea, Zoanthidea, Edwardsiidea, and
Froactinim: contrasted with * Cryptoparamera.

paramesial (par-a-mes'i-al), a. [Gr. -Kapd,

beside, + E. me.siiil.'] Lyiiig at one side of and
near the median line.

parametaphysical (par"a-met-a-fiz'i-kal), a.

[para- + metaphysical.'] Of the nature of
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false metaphysics ; erroneous from the meta-
physical point of view.

Physical or paraphysical ; logical or paralogical ; nay
even metaphysical or param£taphysical ; nothing conies
amiss U> a German romancer.

Blackwood's Mag., XX. 853.

Parameter of a conic, the line drawn through the
focns perpendicular to the major axis and terminated
at both extremities by the curve. See parameter, 1 (a).

parametrium (par-a-me'tri-um), «. [NL., <
Gr. Trapd, beside, -t- lir/rpa, uterus.] Connec-
tive tissue beneath the peritoneum at the side

of the uterus.

paramic (pa-ram'ik), a. [param(ide) -\- -ic]

Derived from pararaide.-Paramlc acid, a crys-

talline acid, C02HC8<;^'^°??'*^(?), whose ammonium

salt is formed by the action of a cold solution of ammonia
on i):u-:iniide.

paramide (pa-ram'id), n. [para- + amide.']

A compound, Cg(pQ>NH U, made by heat-

ing ammonium mellitate. It is a powder, in-

soluble in water and alcohol.

paramidophenol (pa-ram'i-do-fe'nol), n. A
crystalline, sublimable eoinpound, C6H4-
(iSH2).0H, obtained by the reduction of para-
nitrophenol, CqH4(N02).OH, with tin and
hydrochloric aeid, whereby the nitro group is

changed to the amido group : a strong reduc-
ing agent.

paramimia (par-a-mim'i-ii), n. [Gr. Kapi, be-
side, -t- fufiia, imitation.] In pathol., want of

agreement in signification between a gesture
and the spoken word which it accompanies.
paramo, «. According to Schimper (*' Plant-Geog."
(trans.), p. 743), the paramos, lying in the alpine region

of the equatorial Cordilleras in Colombia, Ecuador, and
Venezuela, are essentially steppes, and are distinguished
in character from the punas by their moisture. They
begin at the limit of dwarf forest and shrub wood, are

either treeless or bear isolated gnarled individuals, and
are covered with a vegetation of grass and low herbs, with
a peculiiu* taller growth of composite plants, called
it.frailejon (which see). Compare puna.

paramucin (par-a-mii'sin), n. [Gr. ivapd, be-
side, -h L. mucus, mucus, -t- -i»2.] A special

kind of ovarian colloid.

paramusia (par-a-mii'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trapd, beside, -h fiovaa, muse.] Disorder of

the musical sense, the power of distinguishing
musical notes, or of singing correctly, being
lost.

paramylnm (pa-ram'i-lum), n. [NL., < Gr.
TTapd, beside, + a/iv/lov, starch.] A colorless

granular carbohydrate, (CeHinOs'Jn, which is

found in certain infusoria, as Euglena viridis.

It is related to starch (whence the name), but
is not acted on by diastase or turned blue by
iodine.

paramyosinogen (par'a-mi-o-sin'o-jen), n.

[para- + myosin + -gen.] Same as myosin.

paramyotone (par-a^mi'o-ton), n. [paramyo-
tonus.] A condition marljed byparamyotonus.
paramyotonia (par"a-mi-9-t6'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tzapa, beside, -1- //I'f (/"'-)', muscle, -1-

Toi'oc, tension.] A condition marked by tonic

muscular spasm— Paramyotonia congenita, a

disease resembling in its general features Thomsen's
disease.

paramyotonus (par-a-mi-ot'o-nus), n. [See
^paramyotonia.] A tendency to tonic muscu-
lar spasm.
paranal (par-a'nal), a. [Gr. irapd, beside, -I-

L. anus, anus.] About or beside the anus :

as, the paranal pores of certain scale-insects.
— Paranal lobes. See -klobe.

paranaphthalene, paranaphthalin (par-a-

naf'tha-len, -lin), n. [para- -\- naphthalene.]

Same as anthracene.

paranasty (par'a-nas-ti), n. [Gr. irapd, beside,

-I- vaaTog, close-prossed, solid, + -y^.] In
l>ot., accelerated growth, due to a diffused

stimulus, on the side of a dorsiventral organ,

inducing lateral curvature. Pfeffer (trans.),

Physiol, of Plants, II. 73.

paranatellon (pa-ran-a-tel'on), n. [NL., <

Gr. TrapavariA'/jjii, ppr. of TTapavaTe?iA{cv, rise

beside, < vapd, beside, + dvarcVAtiv, rise.] A
star which rises at the same time as another
star or object.

paranephric (par-a-nef'rik), a. [Gr. -^apd,

beside, -H vKppd^, kidney, -t- -ic] 1. Situated

near or surrounding the kidney.— 2. Relating
to the suprarenal capsule.

paranephritic (par-a-nef-rit'ik), a. [para-

ncphritis (t-) + -ic] "Pertaining to or affected

witli paranephritis.

paranepionic (par-a-nep-i-on'ik), a. [para-
+ ncpionic] Of or pertaining to the close of

paranucleinic

the larval or young stage of an organism, im-
mediately preceding the neanic, or adolescent,
stage. Hyatt.
paranesthesia (par"an-es-the'si-a), n. Same
an para-aneesthcsia.

parang (pa- rang 'ge), n. [Cingalese T] A
skin-disease of Ceylon, supposed to be the
same as frambcesia or yaws.
Jonathan Hutchinson, during his visit to the" East, de-

scribes cases of parangi which he observed in Ceylon.
He is of opinion that these cases of parangi are yaws, or
frambcesia tropica, and he maintains that the signs and
symptoms of the patients he examined confirm him in
the opinion that they are merely manifestations of
syphilis. Jour. Trop. Med., March 16, 1903, p. 100.

paraniline (pa-ran'i-lin), n. [para- + aniline.]

A crystalline base, C12H14N2, found in the
high-boiling residues in the preparation of
aniline. It melts at 192° C. and boils at above
330° C.

paranite (pa-ra'nit), «. [Pard, a city in
Brazil, whence rubber is exported, -t- -n- -\-

-it(^.] The trade-name of a rubber-covered
insulated wire.

paranitraniline (par'a-ni-tran'i-lin), n. [para-
-i- nitro- + aniline.] Nitroaminobenzene in
which the nitro and amino groups hold the
para position in the benzene ring. It is ex-
tensively used in textile coloring, particularly
in the production of para red Paranitraniline
red. See *redl.

paranitrosophenol (par"a-ni-tr6"89-fe'nol), n.

Same as *quinone monoxime.
parankerite ( pa -rang ' ker -it ), n. [para- +
ankerite.] A name given by Boricky to a
variety of ankerite having a composition
expressed by the formula CaFeC20g -I- «-

(CaMgC.jOg), where n is equal to 2 (in normal
parankerite; or some greater number.
paranceac, )i. U. a. Pertaining to or affected
with paranoea.

paranoeal, paranoial (par-a-ne'al, -noi'al), a.

Same as *jiartmceac.

paranoidi(par'a-noid), a. [paran{cea) +-oid.]
Resembling parancea.

paranoid^ (par'a-noid), n. [paran(ite) ¥
-Old.] The trade-name for a plastic material
which resembles celluloid, used for dominoes,
poker chips, etc.

Paranthias (pa-ran'thi-as), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kapd, beside, + NL. Anthias.] A genus of

Fan^Hthiat/urci/er.
(From Bulletin i7. U. S. Nat. Museum.

serranoid fishes, found in deep waters on both
coasts of tropical America.
paranthracene (pa-ran'thra-sen), n. [para-
+ anthracene.] A white, crystalline, polymeric
anthracene, (Ci4Hj(|)o,which crystallizes from
a saturated solution of anthracene in xylene
when exposed to sunlight. Other solvents, as
benzene or alcohol, can be used. It melts at
244° C, and is much more stable than anthra-
cene.

paranucleic (par-a-nu-kle'ik), a. [paramtcle-
((») + -ic] Of or pertaining to paranuclein

;

specifically, noting an aeid of unknown com-
position which combines with proteid to form
paranuclein.

paranuclein (par-a-nti'kle-in), n. [para- \-

nucleus -¥ -in^.] 1. A phosphorized complex
which is split off and thrown down at a certain

stage in the process of digesting nucleoal-
bumins with pepsin and hydrochloric acid. It

subsequently becomes dissolved. Chittenden's
dyspeptone, obtained from casein, is probably
a paranuclein. Unlike the true nucleins the
paranucleins do not yield xanthin bases on
decomposition. Also called pseudonnclein.—
2. In cytol., thepyreninof Schwarz ; the sub-
stance of plasmosomes, or true nucleoli : said

to consist of compounds of albumin and para-
nucleic acid. O. Hertwig, 1878.

paranucleinic (par-a-nii-klo-in'ik), a. Noting
an acid radical whicli is apparently contained
in the paranucleins : analogous to the presence
of a nucleinic aeid complex in the nucleopro-
teids. Such acids have been obtained from
casein and from the yolk of eggs.



m sugar-beets and carrots, and apparently
also in agar-agar. It forms a gelatinous mass

paranucleo-albumin 945 parasol-fem

paranucleo-albumin (par-a-nii"kle-o-aI-bu'- phrase, v., + -able."] That can be paraphrased: pararabin(pa-rar'a-bin'l,fl. [para- + arabin.1
min), n. A compound of paranuclein with as, the para^ftrasai/e psalms. An amorphous powder, C]2H220ii (?), found
proteid. The most common are the caseins and paraphrasia (par-a-fra'zia), n. [NL., < Gr.

.--^ , , '
.

vitellins. -apa, beside, + (fipdaic, phrase.] In pathol.,

parao^ (pa-ra'o), n. [Sp., < Malay prahu : incoherence in speech. with wat^r.
see proa.'] A native boat of about 40 tons or paraphrenia (par-a-tre'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. pararachidial (par''a-ra-kid'i-al), a. Ipara-
less. [Philippine Is.] irapa, beside, + i?ipi?i>, mind'.] la pathol., dis- rachis (-kl-) + i- + -ali^ .) Relating or pertain-
parao- (pa-rii'o), n. [Tahitian name. See order of the mind. ing to the pararachides : as, the j)araracAirf»aJ
*pago.'] In Tahiti, Parirt h'/taof win, a tree be- paraphrenitis (par"a-fre-ni'tis), >i. [NL., < zooids of a sea-pen.
longing to the mallow family, which supplies Gr. ~apd, beside, -|- 'ijipr/v, diaphragm, + -iiis.'] pararacMs fpar-a-ra'kis), n.

;
pi. pararachides

the natives with timber for their boats, out- 1. Inflammation of the diaphragm and con- (-ki-dez). [Gr. "napd, near, beside, + pax^i
riggers for their canoes, sidings for their dwell- tiguous structures.—2. [Gr. ^p^, mind.] De- the spine.] In some anthozoans, as the sea-
ings, and a very strong and valuable rope, lirium. pens, the lateral surface of the raehis of biiater-
twisted from the inner bark of its branches, paraphronesis (par"a-fro-ne'sis), «. [NL., < ally sjTnmetrieal forms. Compare *meteracAi«
The latter are divested of their leaves, cut into suitaWe Gr. Trapa(pp6r)/ijig, wandering of mind, < irapa- and */)roradiiS.

S'bVkl\t™tiL\.7s\'r^roed^ ^pom..be beside oneself.] Same as *j,a™- parareducin (parVrf-du'sin), «. Ipara- +
fibrous bast beneath it, which is dried and twisted into eope. rediian (?).] A ptomaine which has been
cordage. Also called j)fflra«. See *j«ii/t>, *6aK6a</o, cort- paraplirOSyne (par-ar-froz'i-ne), n. [NTj., < found in the nrine.
«oo,/. and m.fW. 1.

. ., .
Gr. :rapo5>pooiT7, wandering of mind.] Same pararhotacism (par-a-ro'ta-sizm), w. Xpara-

Parapagundaefpar'a-pa-^n-de), «.;)?. [^L., ^^^paracope. + rhotacism.] Defective pronunciation of
< l-araiHujurus + -jrfa- ] A family of deep-sea Paraphthalic acid. Same as Merephthalic the letter r or the substitution for it of some
crustaceans having the characteristics of the

„^.,(i other sound
Pagurkiae, except that the branchial plumes paraphysical (par-a-fiz'i-kal), a. [Gr. napa, -narasacral fpar-a-sa'kran a FGr iraoa nearare filamentous. It includes about six genera, beside 4- E nhiiiirnl ^ A« de from or «iib

P*"°"*'-rai VP-^r a sa jcrai;, a. Lur. Trapa near,

among them being Parapagurus, Paglropsis, Sr'v' to 4affs pbysieaL [Ear"]
"

"^'
e^m "

'"'""" "^ "' "^ ^^'""*''' "•""" '''' '"

P^ap£rSpar;a-pa-ga'rus), „. [NL.] PoY^fc^e-b^iJ dtXfd iffrlt^'oVtZ' ^^^^^iJ^VVi^^^^^^tl
Atlantic S I. Smith 1879. parapicoline (par-a-pik'6-lin), n. [para- + JriL^'^i^.lw ""^'^"i'- n rparapatlua(par-a-path'i-a), n. [Gr. ffapd, be- 'ico/inei a polymeric ' form of a-picoline, Parasalicyl (par-a-sal i-sil), n. Ipara- + sal-

side, -HT<i*r, disease ] Moral insanity. (C5H4N.CH,)x, made by allowing it to stand '^H'".)-]. A crystalline condensation-product
parapathy (par-ap'a-thi), n. Same as *para- „ long time "in contact with sodium. °/ ^

ji*'J'.,,°
Jl^'dehyde, C14H10O3, made by the

P""""-.-
, w.-,x r ^ .. , parapineal (par'a-pin'e-al), a. [Gr. ^apa, he- f.^yf'f*'^'**V°° °f ?"^''°T ?,^''?'i''*\''''

^^
parapectlC(par-a-pek'tik),a. [p«ra--fpeo<ic] ^i^e, +E. pineal:^ Beside ornear the pineal,

the action of certain acid ehlorids, etc on
Noting an amorphous acid, C24H34O23, made - pajapineai eye. See*«y«i. sahcyhc aldehyde. It melts at 128-130° C.

by boiling pectic acid or its salts for along paraplasis (pa-rap'ia-sis), n. [NL. formally Parascorpis (par-a-skor'pis), n. [NL.,<jjflra-
time with water. < Gr. jrapd~>.aaic, transformation, < rrapairUa- + NL. Scorpis.} A genus of serranoid fishes

parapectin (par-a-pek'tin), n. [para- + pec- irefv, transform, < Trapd, beside, + irXdcauv, living off the South African coast.
tin.] An amorphous compound, CspH^gOso, form.] Catagenesis. [Rare.] paraseptal (par-a-sep'tal), a. [Gr. napd, be-
formed by boiling pectin a long time with paraplasm, n. 2. The non-vital contents of side, + E. septal.) Near by or parallel with
water. It acts in all respects like pectin, ex- living protoplasm, such as yolk-granules, oil- the nasal septum : as, the paraseptai cartilages
cept that it is precipitated bv lead acetate. drops, etc. [Rare.] See *metaplasnfl, 2. of monotremes and lizards.

parapedesis (par'a-pe-de'sis), n. [NL-, < Gr. paraplasmic (par-a-plaz'mik), a. [paraplasm parasha (pa-ra'sha), n.
;
pi. parasAioffe f-shl-6t).

jrapa, beside, + n-M,<7(r, a bending.] The + -ic.] Of or pertaining to paraplasm. C. S. [Heb., < nora«/i, separate.^ A section ; spe-
giving off of a secretion into the wrong chan- Minot in Science, March 29, 1901, p. 491. cially applied to the subdivisions or weekly
nel, as when the liver cells (hynothetically) ParaplectlC weevil. See *iceeiil. portions of the Pentateuch which are read in
secrete bile into the blood-vessels, instead of paraplegia, n.-Potfs paraplegia, a form of pres- the svnagogue on the Sabbath. See *sedra
into the bile-ducts. sure iJaralysisoccurrinK in I'otfs disease.— Eeflexpara- _„_„"!__r_ri„_ ,„ „ „; /„ i- > r '

TtaranAiHnHat.A rnar a ne'ri-o-daf> n P nnra- Plogla, paralysis of the lower eitremities, caused by Parasigmatism (par-a-sig ma-tizm), n. \_para-paraperiQaaw ^p»^ a p« n-o-uai;, n. Lira™ gome peripheral Irritation actinK upon the nerve-centers, + signiatism.] Defective pronunciation of the+ perxodate.] A sat of periodic acid having the latter, «, well as the affected muscles, being them- letter «, or the substitution for it of some other
the composition MjIOg, a monad metal being selves healthy, in the beglnninK of the trouble, at least ^n\uid

^ .^ xvi . i, >/i. doiuc uiuc.

represented bv M. parapleuritis (par'a-plo-ri'tis), n. [NL.,<Gr. il ^ / , . ^ ,i. s

paraperitoneal (par'a-per'i-t6-ne 'al), a. 7r«pa, beside, + 7r>.f.;pa, side, + -i«w.] 1. Pleu- Parasitaster (par'a-si-tas t6r), n. [L. parosi-

\para-+peritone(urn)'+-<in.] Situatect near risy of slight extent.—2. Same as p/e«rorfy»ia. taster, <. farasitus, parasite, + dim. -aster.]

the peritoneum. paraplexia (par-a-plek'si-a), n. [NL.. < Gr. ^ insignificant parasite.

Parapetalifera (par-a-pet-a-lif'e-ra), n. [NL. ffapon-/.;?ffa, < jrnpa, beside, + irX^fif, stroke.] •P«™«i(a«(«r, Or The Fawne, As It Hath Bene Divers

AvBffdlttT,,! 18nS> ? fir" ^n'AA "\x,>nM\i> 4- Same RS n«rn7i;«jiVi
times presented at the blatke Friars by the Children of(Wendland, 1»UH;, ^ Ur. Jrapa, Desme, -t- a&me&S paraplegia. the QueenesMaiesties Revels. Written by lohn Marston.

irtraAoi', petal, + L. ferre (fer-) (Qt. ^ptiv), paraplezus (par-a-plek sns), n. [NLi.,<.para- (Title of play, leoe.) Marston.
bear, the allusion is to the presence of + plex,,s.]H&me as choroid plexus. Buck, parasite, «.- Accidental parasite, an organism
Staminodia.] A genus of heath-like heavy- Med. Handbook, II. 1,59. which is usually free-living, and only occasionally para-

Bcented shrubs of the familr Sutaceie. See parapodal (par-a-po'dal), a. Same as para- sitic on or in another organism.— Beaver parasite.

Barosma and buchu. pndkil. " " See *6rat«r 1.- Estlvo-autumnal paxaslte a variety
., , i/i^ 1 -rt-j'T o .*. of the malarial organism characterized by the fonnation

parapetalum (par-a-pet'a-lum), n.
;
pi. para- Parapodial groove. See *gr00Ve. o, crescentic bodies during the sexual type of its repro-

pe(<i7<i (-Iji). [Gr. iropd, beside, + TreTa?jiv, parapodiate (par-a-po'di-at), a. [NL. para- auction, the cause of the common type of malarial fever

leaf, petal.] Any appendage to a corolla, con- ]><>di(um) + -ate-.] Bearing parapodia ; re- which prevails during the late summer and fall months,

sisting of several pieces, Moench.^ lating to or characteristic of U.e Parapodiata. ^^^^:^t^^?^^^^^S^^i^^?^1i
parapnase (par a-faz), n. [Gr. jrapo, alongside, parapodllUn, n. 3. In gastropods, a fan-like up„n a living body. As most parasitic bacteria, as well

-t- ipdaif, phase.] One of similar correlated expansion of the foot ; an epipodium. assome parasites belonging to othergronpsof organisms,

phases of development in the growth stages of parapophysis, ». 2. In fishes, a transverse for example protoamns, have been grown artificially out-

*^ii. 1 • .^^ • 1 " ° *^ «.j.>.r»»ju.u^, „ 'i.„v_„ mu Bide the bodies of their natural hosts, the dist net on be-
allied species of a Single genus or race. process of the abdominal vertebrse. These tween obligatory and facultative parasites and saprophytes

I>arapnasic (par-a-fa'zik), a. l]>araphas(ia) processes usually bear nbs. Is difficult, if not impossible to maintain. Also called

+ -ic] Relating to or affected by para- parapraxia (par-a-prak'si-a), n. [Gr. jrapn, obligate and oUigative pnrosiVf.— Tertian malarial
phasia. /;„r/;, Med Handbook I. 410. besiSe, + .pa,^,f,dbing.] ln>a<AoZ., irrational ?»cSd LThteLfe 'o'f%irco'',!rmrr™%7 1^^^^

parapnenetiain(par'a-fe-net i-din), H. I para- conduct. malarial fever. Double infection with the same organism
+ phenetidin.] A para-amidophenol deriva- paraproctitis (par"a-prok-ti'tis), n. [NL., < will produce the quotidian fonn of ague. See*malaria.

live, for example para-acetophenetidin, which Gr. Tapa, beside, -f-' xpojicrd!-, anus, -i- -itis.] —Tropical malart^ parasite. .Same as e«(iiv,-a«-

is popularly known as p'henacet.n, CeH*- Intlammation of the loose connective tissue Z'l"daXr,\;i:c't^T^?^J'^u'S^%,Z"^SZTe
(O.C.>H6).(NH.C2H30). around the rectum, usually resulting in the to the host through a wound, as in the case of many

paraphenylene (par-a-fe'ni-len), n. [jrnra- formation of an abscess. '»ngi that produce decay in trees.

+ phtnileiic] An organic radical derived paraprotaspis (par'a-pro-tas'pis), n. [NL., < parasitic, a. 4. In omj'Jfe., applied to birds

from benzene by the removal of two hydrogen P'irii- -t- protaspis.] The latest substage of which place their eggs in the nests of other

atoms that are located in the para position, the protaspis stage in the ontogeny of the birds.

It has a valence of two and the composition trilobite. See *protaspis. A group of ^jororifii; birds which place their eggs in

(CfiH. =).-Paraphenyleneblne. See*6(r«. ParapsettUS (par-ap-set'us), n. [NL., < Gr. the nests of other species and leave their young to be

t • f
"»»'"="' »y"° "'""" ™ ' -„„ri li..>;iile TiM-ir -I- NI. I'seff 111 I ( (ir ihfiTTa brought up by the foster-parents.

paraphoniC (par-a-fon'ik), n. [paranhon(y) -"P", bt sine, near, -r r,L..J ^ettus ('.IjT. y'/rra.
Guide to the Gall, o/ Birdt, lint Mm., p. im.

+ -ic.] Ina«r.f;r.m«*,>, of or pertaining to <1"'""'">;1 A gemi.s of fishes of the family
flavinc the characters of the /'or«««ra

tVio intoTvulo nf flip fourth and fifth- nnnnaod hphwinidie, found about Panama. V ,v]^
cnaracieis oi me » iiru.suica.

lae intervals or tne lourin ana nitn. opposeu „„'„''„' „,„t„„„ /„„„ „ „:i, „;; „A..'f„o\ —Parasitic cone. .See *TO)ie.— Parasitic theory of
to*<(H<ipAonic,2. parapycnomorpllOUS (par-a-pik-no-m6r fus),

diaeaae. Same as w<-r7,. (A^wj/.

paraphony (pa-raf'o-ni), n. Same as para- "
'^^i-'^"''"^ ''al

•'
• '''!!![Ai.Lu/Jli{''''it?; parasitism, «.-- Social parasitism, parasitism be-

Vhonin " ^^ " -* form, + -0W.9.] Staining moderately well, but ''tween societies of organismJconsidered as units or indi-
' V V J. / t /»-i\ r _i_ ""t intenselv: noting certain cells in histo- vidnals of a higher order, as, for example, the parasitism
parapnospnate (par-a-ros rat), n. Lpara- + i„„igal preparations. of the criminal class on human society in general, or of
])hosph<itr.] a&mo as pyrophosphate. ^ a ^ i

• '',11^ rP one colony of ants on a colony of a different species.

paraphosphoric. (par'a-fos-for'ik), a. Same P^J^^^l^.tfdJs ^ E.'p";«mw".] To one side P^rasol acacia, skirt, see *acacia, *slirtl

.

HS piiropho.phonc. ^ of, ornear, a pyramid.- ParapyramldalBnlcuB. parasol-fern (par'a-sol-fern"), «. Same as

paraphrasable (par'a-fra'za-bl), a. {para- »ee sulcus. coral-*fern.
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parasoma 946 paravaginal

Barasoma (par-a-s6'mii), ".; pi. varasomata paratartramide(par-a-tar-tram'id),n. ipara- II. n. Any substanee wliich tends to pre-

(-ma-ta). [Nh.',' <. Gri'-apa, heside, + aufia, + tartramUlc.^ tiame a.s *r(icemamide. vent or retard waste of the tissues of the body,

bodv l" In cutol a paranucleus. paraterminal (par-a-t6r'mi-nal), a. [Gr. jropd, Te.% coffee, and tohacco come under the heading to

naraVorhip (nar-a-s6r'bik1 a roara- + sor- beside, + K. terminal.} Noting those bodies which scientific men have given the nanie of 7'«ra(n>(iM.
paraSOrDlC tpai a sor oik;, «. L/"'"' -r ^<>r

"f ' , „,,_'._ ^„„.T .,,.i,„ .f ti,„ The demand for them is based upon their power t<i pre-
Ittc] Isomeric with sorbio acid— Parasorblc which torm the inner or mesai wans ot ine

vent waste in the Iwdy.so that by theirhelpandstimulun
acid, an unsaturated lactone acid, C|jH802, found in un- anterior portion of the lateral ventncles. men can do more work and endure more privation with a
ripe mountain-ash berries, Sorbtts aucuparia. It boils 'phov are well-developed in the reptilian and smaller amount of actual food. Tea, coffee, ami tobacco
at 2-2rc, and is a strong emetic. amphibian brains, and are connected across arc not food, although temporarily and continuously they

paraspematOZOld (par a-sperW9, zo id j^^i^,,ji^„ ii„3 t^ the lamina terminalis.
th??' saiTnUbanki'

"
o^f the'ussues

*'"''^^^"" '""» '"""

u. [para- + spermato^oul} A (hjT)otlietical) ^_,^ j^- _,j
- , ^g_g^ ^^ ,

the savmgs-banks °"he t^ssues.^^^.^^^
^^^^^ ^^

somatic cell of a female organism that 1. one
l'arathelium'-+ -acae.-] A family^of ^o^^tHnn. rna ra'tri uml n pi r.araJrm (-a)that produces ova as germ-cells, ^ature, ^^„ '„._„„,„ „„,„t„„po„s Hchenq so named P?^,""^ ^t-/]^^

<5or.f 1 iQOo -. d'iT
pvrenocarpous, orustaceous iicnens, so uamea tq^

jrapfi, beside, + li. atrium.} In certain

narastata rr.'a ras'ta-tiil .1 TGr napaarArK, f^m the genus Parathehum. annelids, a diverticulum of the atrium.

'^^a^^Z^^iX.rk^^i^pr^-
^i^f^ferf^fS-^?:ri^trs J;" +'M,; Klffn ^^^^'^f^

(par'a-trok), «. [Gr. .a,d, beside,

ta^^.^Parastata adenoldes or glandtUa. Same as InS L the lateraW^ +,.^- t^ochiophore).} A band of locomotor

fpWMumii or as *'oHoKia»(ti6c. allusion to tne lateral osnoie.j a genus 01 cilia surrounding certain annelid troehophores

Barastatic (par-a-stat'lk^ a. [Gr. vapaaraTi- pyrenocarpous, crustaeeous lichens having i^ehind and in addition to the prototroch.

Koc presentative commemorative, manifest- perithecia with lateral ostioles. 1 he spores - perianal paratroch. Same as */-friana< cirdet.

ine arousing < Trapiaravai place before the are 4- to 10-celled and brown. The species paratrophia (par-a-tro'fi-ii), w. Same as *i)aro-

mind, set uprpresent.] Relating to the mim- are tropical, and occur on the bark of trees. trophy.

icrv of one species bv another in the same Parathena (par-a-the ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < paratrophlC (par-a-trof'ik), «. [Gr. Trapa, be-

seneral locality or faunal region, as in many Gr. jrapd, beside, + eijpiov, beast.] A name side, -1- rpo.^^, nourishment, -I- -Jc] 1. Of or

insects of different orders. proposed by Oldfield Thomas for the edentate pertaining to, or exhibiting, paratrophy.— 2.

Darastemum (par-a-ster'num), n.
;
pi. para- mammals, on the ground that they constitute Existing only as a parasite within the living

sterna (Tia.) [Gr ifdpd, beside, -t- L.sieniMm.] a group of equal value to the Protothena, tissues of other organisms: a term used by A.

The abdominal ribs considered collect! velv; Mctatlieria, a.nd Eutheria. [Bare.] Fischer to designate a group of bacteria which

the arrangement of slender bones, running paratherian (par-a-the'ri-an), a. [NL. Para- he believed to possess such requirements,

alone the ventral side of many reptiles from theri(a) + -an.} Relating to or charactenstio Compare *prntDtropliic and *metatrophic.

the sternum to the pelvis: found in crocodiles of the Paratheria, or edentates considered as paratrophy (pa-rat'ro-fi), n. [Gr. Trapn, be-

and Hatterin and in many extinct forms. a subclass of mammals. Philos. Trans. Eoy. side, -t- Tpo(^^, nourishment, + -ij-i.} Abnormal

parastremma (par-a-strem'a), n. IGt. napd, *'oe. (London) 1887, ser.B, p. 462. or misdirected nutrition,

beside 4- arpluua a wrenchi strain.] Aeon- paratliermic (par-a-thfer mik), a. [Gr. ir-api, paratuberculosis (par"a-tu-ber'ku-lo'sis), n.

-vTiIsive contraction of the muscles of the face, beside, + E. i/iermic] Noting invisible rays [NL., < ywra- -I- tuberculosis.} An affection

Darastyle (par'a-stil), n. [Gr. TTOpd, near, + supposed by Hersehel to exist m the red and dueseemingly to the toxins of tuberculosis but

ffrii^loc style 1 "1 The antero-external rib orange regions of the spectrum, to which he in which the living bacillus cannot be found,

present on the upper molar teeth of many un- ascribed certain chemical effects now recog- paratuberculous (par " a - tu - ber ' ku - lus), a.

gulate mammals.— 2. The enamel-covered nized as due to the visible rays of the wave- ^paratuberculiosis) -\- -ous.} Relating to or

fold, buttress, or pillar at the anterior ex- lengths in question. ^ affected with paratuberculosis.

temal angle of an upper molar tooth : typi- parathyroid (par-a-thi roid), a. and n. [Gr. paratungstate (par-a-tung'stat), n. Ipara-
cally present in the tooth of a horse. See cut ^apa, hemde, +E. thyroid.} I. a. Lying m + tungstate.} A salt of paratungstic acid,

under *tooth, 1.— 3. In hot., a rudimentary or the vicinity of the thyroid; specihoally, not- go^ium paratungstate, known in commerce as

abortive style: used chiefly in connection mg several small masses of glandular tissue
(,„j„stote 0/ soda, is used in mordanting cloth

with trimorphic plants. Compare *mesostyle similar in appearance, but not in function, to > ^ ^^^j calico-printers, and in rendering:

and *meiastyle. ^^? thyroid gland and situated in close prox- ^'^^^^^ ^^^^ y^^^^ ^^^^^ uninflammable.

parasynetic (par"a-si-net'ik), a. l2>arasynesis mitytoit.
. . ,. , , . ,, , , , paratungstic (par-a-tung'stik). a. [para- -i-

\-et-) + -ic.} Arising from, or of the nature ._^It^ha^beeu ^ggested^^^^^^^ \„gstie^ ln\hem., noting a hypothetical
of, parasynesis. your. Med. Research, Dec, 1906, p. 399. acid having the composition HioWioOij,
Such ;)ii-fi».V)ie?>c forms as sparrer-grass for asparagus, tt

jj q^^ gf ^Ijg parathyroid glands, which is not itself known, but of which the
due to misunderstanding or misconpeption of a word, are ^ *

, A-nnl 4 1903 p 939 - Parathvrold bodv. corresponding sodium salt (when crystallized,.

'^:^eorZt a\"d^;SiW':''hU'T.o1>'r'l^ri'pllTa^'i! frtl'e'ss^O*dich'|;sef in iL^^^^U^'fe^S.^ i^^,o^r,oJ(HM)^s) is the tungsta^te of SOda

lepsy in his Intellectual furnishing by which a word, on each side of the thjToid gland. of commerce,
once become obscure from a real or supposed loss of parathyroidal (par-a-thi roi-dal), a. Ipara-

n__j,t^„- fnar'a-tip") » PGr. 7rao<i. beside. -I-

L^orig^'ili'iS^i^r
"'''''''''"'' '"""'^'''""*°"'

''{•'""r' I -"']-\ ''fTTiJV.^r''''""'^ ^f'^focffyVeT L.^?. as^pedmeUf theokg-
•"""'"*^PrL.X.r.PA«o^.^«•»,July,18S6,p.xxxii. gland i««ce< April 4, 1903, p 939. .^^^ series from which a single specimen, or

parasyphilis(par-a-sif'i-lis),n. [NL.,<;,«ra- P^^^*^,^'
p'retTndT/ami/t holotype,h.s been selected as the type of a

-t- siwhilis 1 A morbid condition supposed to ^^^'' "• ' i
Pret. ana pp. paramyiometiomi..iu,

j g j fo^jng part of the original series of speci-

I<=n t from sfnWlis but not marked bv the PI""- parathyrmdectomizing
.

iparathyrouiec-
J .^ ai„„ ,,«„^ ^ topotype, which is a specimen

result trom syphilis, out not marKea oy lae
^ ^ _^^^^ ,p^ remove the parathyroid from the same locality, or same locality and horizon, and

ordinary symptoms of this disease. JiUCh,
jg^^^^ fj.^^, may be collected at any time subsequent to the descrip-

Med. Handbook, n. 42a
The action of this proteid on dying parafAj/roidecto- tion of the species. ^.,^ .^^ , ^^

parasyphilitic, a. 2. Ot the nature of para- mized dogs was marvelous. paratyphoid (par-a-ti fold), a. and n. [Gr.

syphilis. ^''"^- R^ord, Nov. 9, 1907, p. 795. ^^apd, near, -t- E. typhoid.} I. a. Noting a fe-

That they are parasyphilitic or quaternary manifest*- parathyroidectomy (par-a-thl-roi-<iek't9-mi), yer resembling typhoid fever in its general

tions and are seldom amenable to treatment as usually ,j, [parathyroid + Gr. cKTofit/, excision.] Ex- features, but usually following a mild course,
exhibited. ' Med. Record, Dec. 21, 1907, p. 1037. gjsjon ^f jjje parathyroid glands. and distinguished from typhoid fever by ab-

parasyphilosis (par-a-sif-i-16'sis), n. [para- He emphasizes the tetanic symptoms that arise in genee of the Widal reaction.

sypAi7(is) + -osts.] A parasyphilitic disease, animals after pare(A,vroidpc«>m!/.
,on« ,. 119 Bacteriologic study of the blood in thirty cases of cUn-

such as general paralysis is said to be. ,
•'"'" ^''"^- -«"««*.. Dec, 1906 p. 412.

j.^i^typ^oid fever, two of which proved to be paratyphi

„o^oa,T=+^1<. i-Tinrn sis'tn 1p1 « IGr iraod paratoluidine (par"a-to-lu i-dm), n. [pora- and one doubtful. J/ed. iie«.rd, May 9, 1903, p. 739.

^hJ^Hp + am?oJ^""8vstole 1 The period of + toluidine.} Para-aminotoluene, C6H4(NH2)- paratyphoid bacillus, a micro-organism believed to
beside, -t- cvaroA,, systole J ine period ot

qjJo, a crystalline compound made by reduc- be the cause of pamtyphoid fever.-Paratyphoid fever,
time intervening between the systole and di-

^
"3. a "^/'J-a j - resembling, in its coiu^e and general symptoms,

astole of the heart. ' ing paranitrotoluene. it mens ai 10 y... oee
^^^jj ,j.^^^_ b„t ^^^^^ ^y the presence of the para-

T>ara+a/>aTnil-A Cnar-n-talf'a-mitl Jl l vara- + *">'>'"\i»9-
,,.„ „ ...,,, typhoid bacillus which is distinct from the micro-organ-

paratacamiie (.par-a-tfiK amitj,?i. LP"™ "^ paratolyl (par-a-tol'il), n. 8ee*tolyl. ism of typhoid.
atacamae.} An oxychlorid of copper having P^r^P

2. Due to the influence of an jj n. Paratyphoid fever,
the same percentage composition as atacamte, P^^j^^nal stimulus, such as light, gravity, or j"

desirable in the investigation of s^pected colonies
but losing Its water at a higher tempei at lire,

j^ j^jjt^.
. ^]^^^^ ^^^^d by Strassburger iu the by means of agglutinatiou tt, employ the s^called end-

It occurs m pseudorhombohedral crystals,
, '„„rnfnnir mnrenients opposed bv him dilution' (Wasicrmann). If there is suspicion of para-

and is found at Sierra Gorda, Chile.
phrase paratonic moienienis, opposeu uy nuii

dysentery) the agglutination of the coloniesanaisiouiiudboieiiavjuiua, V.
io autonomic Viovements.

i,, question must be investigated with the specific serum
paratactlC, a. 2. Arranged without any logi- paratransversan (par "a-trans- ver' san), rt. of this disease,

eal connection, as in disconnected literary or
|-Qr_ Trapa, beside, -t- Fj"trnn.iver.'san.} trying Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, June, 1904, p. 369.

artistic composition. A frieze made up of
parallel to the transversan plane of a diatom paratypic (par-a-tip'ik), a. [Gr. n-apd, beside,

independent and separate subjects may be
frustule. O. Miiller. -t- riirof, type, + -ic] Not conforming strictly

said to be paratactic. paratreme (par'a-trem), n. [Gr. jrapd, beside, to the type.
The pursuit of Troilos again, as analysed by .Schneider, + Tpfma, hole.]" An irregular solerite in the naratvBical (par-a-tip' i -kal), a. Same as

suggests
^^l^:P:;;^^X'jorS:^:T^!SlZ^r!!i P^othorax of dipterous insects bound above P^;,%,r?/p,c. Buck; lied. Handbook, V. 508.

X 1 .J / 1/1 vl^ „ rn,.;„;„ ,,„„o, and internally by the pnescutum and the pro- _ara-nt,prine fpar-a-ii'te-rin), a. [para- +
^vI^^f^tJ^r^Tj^cltKn^^^^^^^^ P'^^^^,"^' ^''°^S.

'""^
,f'r"ji*^

"'• *
1

^''"^ ^« 'wS" SitiXdin the imti^ediate'-n'eighbor-

A1.0 tZ/o/oM
tuoercutin,

^^^^^j ^^^^ ^,^j externa ly by the spiracle.
j^^^^^ ^f\^^ „ter„g.

J. mi,o paiaioioia.
.„„,„^„,s« T^„„^ paratripSlS (par-a-tnp'sis), «. [Gr. mipa, ^ ,grge number of the p«ra«(m« cyst*, as well a.

paratangential (par-a-tan-gen shal), a. Near %esi,]e, against, + rpiifff , rubbing.] 1. Kub- papillomatous cysts of the Wlum, parovarian cysts of the
to being tangent. l^iug . friction ; chafing.— 2. The prevention t,road ligaments, have their origin iu these nnobliterated

Out«r surface provided with small conical papilte, of waste of the tissues of the body. ducts and the remains of the V\ olfflau bodies

from which bundles of pentact pleuralia project radially, _._.x_i„x5„ i-nnr-a-trin'tikl a and «. [vara- .Wed. Record, Out. u, ino,. p. oti.

the paratanyeMM-Ttiys of the spicules fonning a veil paratriptlC (par-a trip tlKJ, a. '!,"" "•, k?^"; '

_a_-„affinal fpar-a-vai'i-nal), a. [nara- +
about 1 -5 centim. from the surface. «/v/«ls (-tnpt-) + -w.} I a. 1. Relating to Paravaginai Cpar a v,,j i ii^.; l

/^^^^^
Annals and May. Xat. Hist., M&y,im, p. iis. or producing chafing.— 2. Retarding waste nujinal.] Situated m tne immediate neiguuor

paratartaric, a. 2. Same as *racemic, 2. of the tissues of the body. liood of the vagina.



paravaginitis

paravaginitis (par-a-vag-i-ni'tis), n. [6r.

irapd, beside, + K. vaginitis.'] Same as ^aro-
colpitis.

paravent (par-a-von'), »• [F. parnvent. < It.

paraventn, < purare, prevent, ward off, 4-

rfM^o, wind.] A wind-screen ; a shelter from
wind.

The belfry proves a fortress of a sort, . , ,

Turns sunscreen, paravent and ombrifuge
To whoso seeks a shelter in its pale.

Browiiimj, Ring and Book, i. 466.

paravertebral (par-a-ver'te-bral), a. and «.

[Gr. -npfi, beside, + L. vertebra, vertebra, +
-n/l.] I, a. Relating to the parapophysis or
transverse process given off from the centrum
of a vertebra. The term was used by Geoffroy
St. Hilaire and R. Grant.— Paravertebral ele-
ments, the parapophyses or processes developed from the
body of the vertebra ; more rarely, the che^Ton bones.

II. n. Same as *purapophysig, 2. Starks,

SjTionymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 525.

paravesical (par-a-ves'i-kal), a. [Gr. irapa,

beside, + E. vesical.'] Situated in the imme-
diate neighborhood of the bladder.

paraxanthin (par-a-zan'thin), «. Ipara- +
xanthin.] A poisonous erystalliue base, 1, 7-

dimethylxanthin, C7H8O2N4, which occurs in

human urine. It can be made from theo-
bromine and changed into caffein. It melts
at 284° C.

paraxially (pa-rak'si-al-i), adv. [Gr. Trapd,

beside, + L. axis, axis, + -aO- + -ly.] In zotil.,

in such a way as to lie on each side of the
long axis (of the bodv). Proc. Hoy. Soc.

(London), Feb., 1905, p". 318.

paraxon (pa-rak'son), H. [Gr. irapa, beside,
+ E. axon.] A collateral branch of the axon.

paraxonic (par-ak-son'ik), a. [Gr. irapn. near,
-t- a^uv, axis, + -ic] Having the third and
fourth digits of the foot equally, or almost
equally, developed, so that the center or axis

of the foot passes between them, as in the
artiodactyl ungulates : contrasted with *jne«-

axonic.

paraxylene (pa-rak'si-len), n. [para- +
xylene.] An oily hydrocarbon of the benzene
series, C8H4(CH:().> ; paradimethylbenzene.
It is found in tar-oil and Galiciau petroleum,
and is also made synthetically. It boils at
138° C. It can be solidified in a freezing
mixture, and then melts at 15° C.

parcel-carrier (par'sel-kar'i-^r), n. 1. One
who carries parcels.— 2. A device for carry-
ing parcels, as on a bicycle.

parcel-gilder (pilr'sel-gil'd^r), n. One whose
trade is *parcel-gilding (which see).

parcel-gilding (par 'sel-gil' ding), n. The
gilding of silver or other ware in part, as the
interior of u cup, or an external design ; now,
specific-ally, the production of decorative
effects by gilding, with the aid of an electric

current, a metallic object, as of silver, parts
of the surface having in advance been coated
with a non-conducting vaniish, which is re-

moved when the work is finished, go that the
design is presented in gold deposited only
on the unvarnished parts of the surface.

parcel-gilt (par 'sel- gilt), a. and «. I. a.

Gildeil in part. See *parcel-gilding.

A Btandinf; cup parcflt guilt, of thirty.two ounces,
eleven pound seven shillings, the first of July. Good
plate—good man—good day—goo4l all.

Marxtim, Dutch Courtezan, UL I.

II. «. Silver or other ware partly gilded,

parcelment (par'sel-ment), II. [parcel +
-metit,] The act of dividing into parcels.

parcels-delivery (piir' selz-de-liv'^r-i), n.

The business of delivering parcels; express:
as, to receive a package by parcels-delivery.

[Great Britain.]

parcelwise (piir' sel -wiz), adv. Piecemeal;
piece by piece.

Looking at life parcel-wite.
Georgt Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxi.

parching-bowl (par'ching-boD, n. A bowl
used for parching grain, especially maize :

used by a number of Indian tribes. Haddon,
Evolution in Art, p. 105.

parchment, r. t. 2. To cause to become
liani, tough, and wrinkled, as the skin in
certain diseases. Syd. Soc. Lex.

parchment-coffee (pftrch ' ment - kof ' e), «.

Siim*^ as jxirrhmrnt, 2.

parchment-size (ptirch'ment-siz), n, A size
or glue uso<l in manufactures, made from the
scrapings and cuttings of parchment. Also
parchment-glue. See size^.
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parded(pflr'ded),a. [pard'>- + -cd^.] Spotted
like a pard.

Even the meadow flood is parded, of various patches of
color. Ever and anon the wind seems to drop down from
over the hills in strong puffs.

Thoreau, Early Spring in Massachusetts, p. 44.

pardessus (parnle-sii'), v. [F., < par-dessus,
in subst. use, an overcoat, < par, on, upon, -f

desstt.f, over, above.] 1. A woman's cloak,
formerly worn in full dress, for receptions,
etc. The word is confined to fashion papers.
— 2. The old French name of the violin or
treble viol. See dessus.

pardner (piird'n^r), n. A dialectal pronunci-
ation of.partner. [U. S.]

" Thet 's it," said Tennessee's Partner, in a tone of relief.
" I come yar as Teiuiessee's pardner, knowing him nigh
on fouryear, otf and on."

Bret Harte, Tennessee's Partner, p. 140.

pare^ (pa'ra), )i. [Maori.] Amongthe Maoris
of New Zealand, the carved ornament or

ornamentation about a door. Nature, May
14, 1903, p. 36.

Pareiasauria (pa-re-ii-sa'ri-ii), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. -apeid, cheek, 4- eavpoc, lizard.] An order
of extinct reptiles comprising heavily built ani-
mals of Permian and Triassic age. The type-
genus I'areiaxaurug is represented by animals about 8 or
10 feet long, standing 4 feet high. Four or five species of
this genua are known from the Karoo formation of South
Africa. In northern Russia a species of even larger
dimensions thun the South African forms has been fcmnd,
and in central Europe a small allied 8i)ecies with honjs.
Another small, homed species is found in Scotland, and in
North America there are numerous genera possibly be-
longing to this order but not very nearly related to Parei-
luaurwi. Also Pariofnuria.

Fmreiataurui taini, Sectey.

Karoo Foimalion (Pemiian or Trias); Tamb.ir Fontein, Cape
Colony. Skeleton ; J_ natural size. (After Seeley.)

(From Ztttcl's " Falaeontology.")

pareiasaurian (pa-re-a-s&'ri-an), a. and n. I.

(I. Relating to or having tLe characters of
the I'aretasauria.

H. H. One of the Pareiasauria.

Pareiasaurns (pa-re a-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
iTUfeia, cheek, + (Tocoof, lizard.] A genus of
extinct reptiles. See *Pareiasauria. Also
Pdriasftnnis.

parelectronomic (par-e-lek-tro-nom 'ik), a.

[ parelectronom{y) + -ic.] Of or pertaining
to, or exhibiting, parelectronomy.
parelectronomy (par - e - lek - tron ' 6 - mi), n.

[Gr. -ap/i. against, -I- E. electro- + ftr. vdfioc,

law, + -y3.] A condition in which there is a
weakening of an electric current passed
through a muscle.
parellic(pa-rerik),a. Ipar(a-) + (Eocc)ella +
-ic] Noting an acid, Cj^II^gOg, found in
Roccella intricata and other lichens. The same
acid was obtained from certain species of

Stereocaulon, and called psoromic acid. It

crystallizes in needles which melt at 262-265°

C, with decomposition.

paremango (pS-ra-mang'go), n. [Maori, <

pare (.fee *parcS) -I- mango, shark.] A scroll

pattern in wood-carving of the natives of New
Zealand.

par Eminence (piir a-me-non.s'), adv. phr. [F.]

By eminence; by reason of eminence; pre-
eminently.

parenchymale (pa-reng-ki-ma'le), n.; pi.

])arcnrhymali(i (-li-a). [NL. See paren/;hyma.]
In spongp-spicules" a parenchymalium.

parenchymalinm (pa-reng-ki-ma'li-um), n.

;

pi. parcnrliymalia (-a). [NL. See paren-
chyma.] In sponges, one of the spicules sup-

pariah

porting the general parenchyma and the
chambers between the dermal and gastral
membranes. Also parenchymale.
parenchymella (pa-reng-ki-mera), n. [NL.
dim. of parenchyma.] Au embryonic stage
between the blastula and gastrula stages,
especially in the Coelenteratn. It maybe de-
fined as a blastula of which the blastocoele is
filled with entoderm cells. Metchnikoff, 1887.
parentalism (pa-ren'tal-izm), n. [parental +
-('*•»(.] Same SiS paternalism

.

parenthesist (pa-ren'the-sist), n. [parenthe-
s{is) -h -ist.] One who parenthesizes. [Rare.]
parenticide^ (pa-ren'ti-sid), n. [L. parens
(parent-) -)- -cidi'um, < ceedere, kill.] The kill-

ing of oue's parent. Philli}>s.

parent-rock (par'ent-rok), n. In ffeol, the
rock in which a mineral or ore is or was orig-
inally contained and from which it may be
freed in processes of weathering or erosion,
Pareora series. See *series.

parepicele (pa-rep'i-sel), n. [Also parepieode

;

para- + epicele (?).] A recess in one side of
the fourth ventricle of the brain . Also written
parepiccele. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 158.

parepicoele, «. See *parej)icele.

parepigastric (pa-rep-i-gas'trik), a. [Gr.
Trapa, beside, + E. epigastric] Near the epi-
gastrium.
parergal (pa-r^r'gal), a. [parergon + -aV^.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a parergon

;

incidental.

parergetic, parergetical (par-6r-jet'ik, -i-kal),
a. Same as *jiarergal.

parergic (pa-rer'jik), a. [parerg(on) + -ic]
Same as *parergal.
parethmoid (pa-reth'moid), n. [para- + eth-
moid.] In ichth., the prefrontal; a bone in
front of the frontal and beside the ethmoid in
fishes. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skele-
ton, p. 509.

par exemple (par eg-zon'pl), adv. phr. [F.]
By way of example; for instance.

Parexocoetus (pa-rek-so-se'tus), n. [NL., <
Gr. jrapd, near, + 'S^Ij.' Exoccetus.] A genus
of flying-fishes of tropical coasts, widely dis-
tributed.

parfait (pilr-fa'), a. [F.] Perfect: used in
names of preparations of frozen cream : as
co/e parfait, vanilla parfait, which are frozen
without being stirred.

parfocal (par-fo'kal), a. [L. par, equal, +
NL. focus + -n/l'.'] With the lower focal
points all in the same plane : said of inter-

changeable eyepieces, for microscopes or
telescopes, bo mounted that whichever one is

used the focus remains the same. See *eye-
piece.

parge (parj), ». t. Same as parget, v. t., 1.

pargo (par'go), n. [Sp. pargo, also pagro
= Pg. pargo = It. pagro, parago, < L. pagur,
pager, pagrus, name of a fish: see Pagrtts.]

A common name given by Spanish-speaking
Americans to the snappers and related fishes.

parhedral (piir - he ' dral), a. [Gr. TrapeSpo^,

sitting besi(le, associate.] Associate; ad-
junct ; subsidiary. [Rare.]

Besides the principal gods, inferior or parhedral gods.
Guide to Exhib. Gall. Brit. Mus., 1884, p. 94. N. B. D.

parhelium, 'I. 2. A name given by Runge and
Faschen to a supposed distinct gas which, on
the ground of certain spectroscopic observa-
tions, they believed to be present in helium.
It has since been shown that the helium ex-
amined is but a single substance, the spec-
troscopic differences being due to change of
pressure.

Clevite gas was accordingly regarded as a mixture of
two s<)lar elements, distinguished as "helium" and
" Ifarhelitim," the rays of the former, like D^, being all

double, those of the latter single. Each set of three
series was, in fact, "analogous to the complete spectnmi
of a distinct element." Yet parhelium has failed to make
good its footing in either cosmical or terrestrial chem-
istry. A. M. Clerke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 58,

Paria (pa'ri-ii), n. [NL., < geographic name
(Leeonte, 1858).] 1. A small genus of leaf-

beetles of the family Chrysomelidie of North
American and eastern Asiatic distribution.

The larva of P. aterrima is the strawberry
root-borer of the United States.— 2. [I.e.] A
beetle of this genus.— 3. A genus of mollusks.
Gray, 1867.— Spotted parla, an American chryso-
melitl beetle, Paria ttex-mitata, which feeds on straw-
berry leaves. It is now known as Typophorus catiellus,

and hears also the popular name of gpotted gtrawberry
lea/'hertle.

Pariah kite. See *ii<ei.



Parian

Parian. I. a— Parian cement. See*ctment.

II. n. 2. A native of Paros.

pariasaurlan (pa-ri-a-s&'ri-an), a. See *Pa-
reiasaurian.

Paricelinus (par'i-se-H'nus), n. [NXi., < Gr.
Trapii, near, + NL. Icelinus.'\ A genus of

cottoid fishes found ofif the coast of California.

parichnos (pa-rik'nos), n.
;
i^.parwhnoi (-noi).

[Gr. ~apd, beside, 4- Ixvoc, track, trace.]

Either of the two small circular prints or traces
representing parenchymatous strands in the
scars of Lepidodendron, standing one on each
side of the print or trace of the vascular
bundle.
paricine (pilr'i-sin, -sen), n. [Also paracine;
< Para, a city of Brazil, + dn^chona).'] An
alkaloid, C16H18ON2 + iH20, found in the
bark of Cinchona succiruhra. It is a yellow
powder which melts at 130° C. Its alcoholic

solution tastes bitter and is slightly alkaline.

paridin (par' i- din), n. [Paris (see def.)

(parid-) + -i/ie'^.] A glucoside, CigHggOy +
2HnO, found in the leaves of Paris quadrifolia.

It 18 a crystalline compound which yields

paridol and sugar when boiled with alcoholic

hydrochloric acid.

paridol (par'i-dol), n. [paridHn) + -ol.'] A
resinous substance, C26H46O91 lormed by boil-

ing paridin with alconolio hydrochlorio acid.

paries, «. 3. The central thickened portion
of a valve of the acorn-barnacle {Balanus).
The anterior overlapping edge of the valve is

the 'radius,' the posterior underthrust edge
the 'ala.'

parietal. I. a.— parietal cell, in Atsfol., one of the
cells in the gastric glands of vertebrates, as distinguished
from the peptic cells in the same organs.— Parietal
fissure. Same as intraparietal •kfisgure.— Parietal
Index. See *index.— Parietal sMeld. See *shield.

II. n. 2. Specifically, in fishes, a superior
lateral bone of the cranium. In some forms
it articulates with its fellow of the opposite
side in front of the supraoccipital ; in others
it lies on one side of the latter bone remote
from its fellow. Posteriorly it overlies the
epiotic ; at its outer edge it articulates with
the pterotio.— 3. Same as parietal *shield.

parietic (pa-ri-et'ik), a. [L. paries (pariet-),

wall, + -ic] Obtained from the wall-lichen :

noting an acid, the same as chrysophanic acid.

parietin (pa-ri'e-tin), n. lpariei{ic) + ->h2.]

Same as chrysophanic acid.

parietosphenoidal (pa-ii"e-to-sfe-noi'dal), a.

I parietal + sphenoid + -aZl.] Belating to

the parietal and sphenoid bones.

parigenin (pa-rij'e-nin), n. [pari{llin) +
-gen -^ -i»2.] A flocculent insoluble compound,
^28^4204; formedwhen parillin is hydrolyzed
by dilute acids. See *parilUn.

parillic (pa-ril'ik), a. l{sarsa)pariUa + -ic.']

Related to sarsaparilla Parillic acid. Same as

ifparillin,

parillin (pa-ril'in), n. l{sarsa)i>arilla + -in2.]

A crystalline glucoside, CioHvoOig. found in

sarsaparilla root, of which it is the active

principle. It melts, with decomposition, at
210° C., and yields sugar and parigenin when
hydrolyzed with dilute acids. It slows the
action of the heart. Also called parillic or
parillinic acid, saliseparin, salseparisin.

parillinic (par-i-lin'ik), a. Derived from
sarsaparilla.—Parillinic acid. Same as itpariUin.

pari mutuel (pii-re' mii-tu-el'). [F., 'mutual
bet': pari, a bet, < parier, bet, pair, < L.

pariare, make equal, < par, equal : see par and
pajri.] A mutual bet; in France, a system of

betting in which each bettor places a sum speci-

fied (on the horse or contestant he chooses) in

a pool. Those who bet on the winners divide

the stakes, less a small percentage for ex-

penses. Usually in the -pluT&l, paris mutuels.

The pari-mutuel, by which most of the betting is

carried on in France, though bookmalcera pursue their

business there as in England, except that they are rele-

gated to the backs of the stands.
Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 3.'S7.

An owner only lays £20 or so at the pari-mutuel, when
he would have staked iElOO with the bookmakers.

Daily Telegraph (Loudon), Oct. 5, 1906.

paring-bee (par'ing-be), n. In New England,
a social gathering for the purpose of paring
apples, which are then dried and preserved
for winter use. See hee^, n., 3.

paring-maclllne, n. 2. A parer; a machine
for paring fruit.

Paris foot, a unit of length, formerly used in France,

equal to i«» British feet.— Paris granite, Inch, line,

measure. See -kgranite, etc.
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parish. I. n. 6. In the game of curling, the
ring in the center of which the tee is placed.

He has plenty of running to win into the parish.
An. 0/ Roy. Caledonian Curlintj Club, 1S93-4, p. 104.

H. a— Parish council. See-kcouncil.

parish-rigged (par'ish-rigd), a. Rigged
cheaply. [Sailors' use.]

Parisian, n. 2. In geol., in D'Orbigny's clas-
sification of the Tertiary of France^ the upper
stage of the Eocene lying above the basal or
Suessonian, and comprising the Lutetian and
Bartonian stages of De Lapparent's classifica-

tion. It consists of sands, marls, clays, and limestones
containing marine Eocene fossils below, with inter-
calated limestones and shales in its upper portion con-
taining fresh-water shells and plants. Above these
latter lie the Paris gypsum beds of Oligocene age.

parison, «• (6) In glass-manuf., the mass of
molten glass gathered on the end of the pontil
before it is blown.
paristhmic (pa-rist'mik), a. [Gr. 7rapia8/uov,

ton.sil, -I- -Jc] In anat., of or pertaining to
the tonsils.

paristhmiotome (pa-rist'mi-o-tom), n. [Gr.
n-apiadfuon, tonsil, + -ro/iof, cutting.] An old
instrument for cutting the tonsils.

paristhmitic (par-ist-mit'ik), a. Iparisth-
mii{is) + -i'c] Relating to or affected by
paristhmitis.

paristhmitis (par-ist-mi'tis), n. [Gr. naploB-

fiiov, tonsil, + -itis.'i Tonsillitis ; inflammation
of the tonsils. Mayne.
paristyphnin (par-is-tif'nin), n. An amor-
phous glucoside, C38Hg40i8, which occurs in

the leaves of Paris quadri/olia. It yields sugar
and paridin when boiled with dilute sulphuric
acid.

parity^, «. 4. In banking and com. : (a) An
equivalence in the currency of another coun-
try. See 7nint par, under par^, (6) Equiva-
lence in or between money of different metals
as legal tender, in the proportions of weight
and quality fixed by law. (c) Same as par'^, 3.

parivincular (par-i-ving'kii-lar), a. [L. par,
equal, -f- vinculum, a bond, -I- -ar^.] In conch.,

noting that type of ligament of the pelecypod
shell the axis of which coincides with or is

parallel to the axis of motion between the
valves : contrasted with alivincular, in which
the axis of ligament is normal to the axis of

motion.
park, n National park, a tract of government land
withdrawn by special act of Congress from settlement,
occupancy, or sale, under the laws of the United States,

for the benefit and enjoyment of the people.

While the national parks, speaking strictly, do not at
present fonn a part of the forest system of the United
States, still, since one of their prime objects is the pro-

tection of the forests within their boundaries, they fall

naturally within the sphere of the present paper. They
differ from forest reserves chiefly in the fact that no
lumbering can be carried on within them, that the mining
laws, except in the case of the Mount Kainier National
Park, do not apply to them, that their game animals are
fully protected, and that they are under the care of the
troops of the Regular Army, assigned to that duty by the
Secretary of War, but under the orders, for that purpose,
of the Secretary of the Interior, and reporting to him.
The best known and the largest of the national parks is

the Yellowstone, with an area of 2,142,720 acres, located
in Wyoming, with small portions in Montana and Idaho.
The others are the Yosemite National Park (967,680
acres), the Sequoia National Park (101,280 acres), and
the Cleneral Grant National Park (2,500 acres), all in Cal-

ifornia, and the Mount Kainier National Park (207,300

acres) in Washington.
Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1899, p. 29S.

The national parks are not only withdrawn from sale

and entry like the forest reservations, but are efllciently

managed and guarded by small troops of United States
cavalry, directed by the Secretary of the Interior.

Muir, Our National Parks, ii.

parkee (par-ke'), n. Same as pnriol.

parkesine (park'sin), «. \^Parkes (see def.)

+ -iiie'^.] The name given by the inventor,
Alex. Parkes, to a plastic material, with prop-
erties like those of horn or ivory, obtained by
evaporating a solution of pyroxylin to which
other substances had been added. Its manu-
facture was not commercially successful, but
it was a precursor of the better-known cellu-

loid.

Parkinsonian (par-kin-so'ni-a), n. [NL.,
named after James Parlcinson ."] A genus of

paehycampylous Jurassic ammonites of the
family Eeineckidse, section Morphoceratida of

Hyatt's classification. The shells are discoidal,

widely umbilicate, ornamented with strong radial ribs

which are simple on the flattened sides and which bifur-

cate on the outer margins of the whorls, and with a deep,
narrow, smooth furrow on the medial line of the venter.

The genus is specially characteristic of the lower Jurassic
beds of Europe and North Africa.

park-wagon (park'wag''on),«. A four-wheeled

Parnassian

carriage with two seats for passengers, and a
higher seat at the back for the driver.

parky (piir'ki), a. Ipark, n., + -y^.] Cold;
penetrating; chilly. [Slang.]

•Morning, William; cold s' morning ?
' ... 'It is a bit

parky,' assented William.
Pink 'un & Pelican, 1898, p. 273. N. E. D.

Pari. Agt. An abbreviation of Parliamentary
agent.

parlay (piir'la), v. t. See *parleyS.

parley* (par'li), v. t. and i. [Also parlay:
appar. a perversion of paroli.] In the United
States, in faro and similar games, and in
horse-racing, to stake (one's money, together
with that won by it on another bet) : as, to
parley one's bet. See *paroU. [Slang.] N.
E. D.

parley* (par'U), n. [parfeyS, ».] The act of
leaving as a stake the money staked on a
previous bet, together with that won by it.

See *paroli. [Slang.]

parliament, n—Long Parliament, (b) The Parlia-
ment in the reign of CTiarles II., which assembled in
KMil and lasted until 1679. Alsocalled Pensionary Parlia-
ment.— Parliament hln^e. See *hinye.— Pensionary
Parliament. See Lomj -kParliament (by

parliamentarianism (piir " li -men - ta ' ri - an-
izm), II. The system of legislation by parlia-
ment; adherence to parliamentary system.
parliamentarjr^ a. n. n. l. A member of
Parliament.— 2t. A Cromwell man; a parlia-
mentarian.— 3. A parliamentary train.— 4.
[F. parliavientaire.1 One sent to treat or
parley with the enemy.
parliamenteer (par"li-men-ter'), r. i. Ipar-
liamenteer, n.] To engage in parliamentary
affairs; run for parliament.

par-line (par'Hn), n. The line of averages or
normal values; the zero or base-line from
which departures are calculated or charted.

parlor-jump (par'lor-jump), V. i. To commit
the crime of parlor-jumping. [Slang.]

parlor-jumping (par'lor-jum'^ping), n. The
robbery of rooms, where entrance is effected
by means of a window. [Slang.]

parlor-maid (par'lorrmad), n. A maid-servant
whose duties are usually confined to the din-

ing- and reception-rooms of a house, some-
times taking the place of a butler in simple
establishments.

parlor-maiding (par 'lor -ma' ding), n. The
duties of a parTor-maid ; the act of performing
those duties. [Colloq.]

parlor-match (par'lor-mach'), n. See*»na<cA2.
parma (par'ma), n. [It. Parma : compare
*piedmont.'i 1. One of the low east and west
ranges which project from the western side of
the north and south Urals, and die out in the
plains. They are due to gently folded strata.

E. Suess, Das Antlitz der Erde, I. 645.-2.
In general, following the above usage, any
low anticlinal fold, forming a ridge. Such
ridges often, in the past, constituted barriers
to the migrations of faunas.

This may mean that no true axis or "parma" waB In
existence during Richmond time, but it does seem to show
that the Wabash partrui at least indicates the strike for
the then highest land.

Amer. Jour. Set., Dec., 1904, p. 469.

Parma sandstone. See *sandstnne.

parmeliine (piir-me'li-in), a. Pertaining to

or resembling the lic'nen family Parmeliacese.

parmelin (pilr'me-lin), «. lParmel{ia) + -in^.}

A crystalline compound, CieHigOy, occurring
in the lichen Parmelia perlata, from which it

is extracted by chloroform. It melts at 187° C.

parnas, «. Same as *jM?Hfs.

Parnassian. I. « — Parnassian schooL (a) in

France, a school of poet* founded about the middle of

the nineteenth century by L. Xavier de Ricard and
CatuUe Mendes who chose as their tetrarchs and judges
Th^ophile Gautier, Leconte de Lisle. Baudelaire, and
Banville. They were joined by Copi>ee, Sully- Prudhomme,
Verlaine, and Heredia, with others less distinguished.

They emphasized form or the technical side of the art,

and repressed emotion, in reaction against the influence
of de Mussct. They t<.iok their name from tliat of their first

volume of poems, collected in IStifi, Parnasse Contempo-
rain. (b) In England, see the extract.

The name of the " Parnassian School" has been given
to a group of poets who belonged to the generation suc-

ceeding that of tlie Rossettis and William Morris, and who
were more in sympathy, perhaps, with Aniold. In this

title, which has no other recommendation, there seems to

be a reference to the French poet« who were the con-

temporaries of these particular writers, and who made
their first appearance together in Pamasse Contemporain.
The poets of this group had not the ample flight of their

predecessors, and attempted smaller effects. . . . Whether
in the lighter or the graver mood, they aimed at exact-

itude of verbal expression, the careful record of shades i-f

emotion, delicate phenomena, avoidance of hackneyed or

rhetorical plu-ases. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 256.



Parnassian

n. n. 2. A member cf the Parnassian
school.

In other words, the excessive attention to form, to
technical perfection, which had been carried so far by the
Parnasfia/ii, failed to please, and broader modes of ex-
pression were aimed at Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 256.

Pamassianism (par-nas'i-an-izm), n. [Por-
na.isian + -i.sw.] In literature, the style and
theories of the school of poets known as the
Parnassians. See *Parnassian school.

When he [de Heredia] came back to Paris at 18 it was in
order to enter the Ecole des Chartes. He began to write
the sonnet* which attracted the attention of the most ex-
pert connoisseurs in Parnasgiani^m. One after another
at long inten-als these perfectly minted masterpieces of
literary art were put into circulation in Paris.

Times (London), Oct 4. 1905.

pames (par'nes), n. [Aram., < S\T. parnoso,
a leader, a nourishes] Among the Jews, an
officer of a sj-nagogue whose duties are to
attend to the temporal welfare of the indi-
gent members of the synagogue, as well as
to the general affairs of "the congregation. It
is an honorary office, generally given to the
most respected and well-to-do member of the
community.
pamid (par'nid), ». and a. I. n. A member
of the coleopterous family Parnidie.
n. a. Having the characters of or belonging

to the family Parnidm.
Parochial chapel. See *chapel.
parode- (Jjar'od), «. [Gr. 7rdpo(Joc. .See p«r-
odos.] 1. Same as parodos.— 2. In anc. Gr.
drama, the first song sung by the chorus after
its entrance.
parodiable (par'6-di-a-bl), a. Capable of being
parodied.

parodial (pa-ro'di-al), a. [parody^ + -/in.}
Of the nature of parody'.

parodyn (par'o-din), «. [Gr.Trapa, against, +
o6itr/, pain.] Same as antipyrin.
paroemla (pa-re'mi-a), n. [Gr. irapoifiia, a by-
word.] In rhet., a proverb; a byword,

paroemiac (pa-re'mi-ak). a. and' n. [Gr. jra-
potfiiaiio^, proverbial.] I. a. Proverbial.
n. «. In Or. /)ro«orfy, an anapa?stic dimeter

catalectic, occurring commonly at the end of
an anapa;stic system. Uddill and Scott.

parol! (pii-ro-le'), «. [F., < It. paro«,- origin
unknown.] In faro and similar games, and in
the United States in horse-racing also, the act
of applying the money staked and the money
won on a bet in continuing to bet or as a fur-
ther stake ; also, the staking of double the sura
just staked. In the United States usually
called /(ar/ey. Hee*parleu3.

parol! (pa-rb-le'), c. <. an(l !. [noro/i, n.] To
stake (one's money, together with that won by
it, on another bet) ; also, doable one's stake.
See *i>arley3_

parolist, n. 2. A paroled man.
Par:,!, tit . . . admit . . . that further retUtance six-

niflis ilaily increasing misery for all.

Hcotsman, April IB, 1901, p. 8. .V. H. D.

paromceon (par-6-me'on), H. [Gr. -rapdiiotov,
resembling.] Alliteration,
paronomaslal (par'o-no-ma'si-al), a. [paro-
iinmii.-<,{a) + -n/l.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of paronomasia.
parophite (par'o-fit), «. [Gr. TTapA, near, +
E. ophite.] A hydrous silicate allied to pinite.
It forms a schistose rock in Canada and in
northern New England,
parophthalmia (par-of-thal'mi-ii), 71. [XL..
< (ir. -ap<i, beside, -f- May.fioc, the eye.] In-
flammation of the connective tissue around
the eye.

parore (pa'ro-ra), «. [Maori parorr, the black
perch] A popular name of Incisidcnssimplei,
a fi.sh of the family Pimelepleridse, found in
Jsew Zealand.
parorexia (par-o-rek'si-a), n. [XL., <Gr. nnp,i,
beside. ¥ Itpi'i^, appetite.] A perversion of
the appetite.

Parosela dmr-o-se'lil), n. [XL. (Cavanilles,
1^)-), an anutiram of Psoralea.'] A genus of
plants of the family Fahareie. There are about
110 species, e.xtenriing from the central and
southwestern United .States to Central Amer-
ica, and in the Andes to Chile. Two species
are also known from the Galapagos Islands.
See lidlrii.

parosteal (pa-ros'tf-al), a. [Gr. vapa, beside,
+ onriov, bone, -f- -a/1.] 1. Relating to the
outer surface of the periosteum.— 2. Relating
to bone formed in abnormal parts, as the
muscles.

parosteotic (par-os-tf-ot'ik), a. Iparosteo-

049
sis."] Pertaining to or characterized by paros-
teosis.

parostic (pa-ros'tik), a. [XL. parostia + -tc]
Pertaining to or marked by parostia or defec-
tive ossification.

parqstitis (par-os-ti'tis), «. [NL., < Gr. rrapi,
beside, + oariov, bone, + -«««.] Inflamma-
tion of the outer surface of the periosteum.
parostotic (par-os-tot'ik), a. Iparostosis
(-tot-) + -ic] Same as *paro8tfotic.

parotideal (par-o-tid'e-al), a. Same as *paro-
tidean.

'

parotidean (par-o-tid'e-an), a. Iparotid -h
-f-an.] Relating to the parotid gland.
parotidectomy (pa-rot-i-dek'to-mi), n. [Gr
TTopunf (-r«5-;, parotid, + Uro^f,, excision.]
ExcLsion of the parotid gland.

parotlS (par'us), a. [L. parere, in comp. -para,
bring forth, -I- -ous.} Having brought forth
offspring; specifically, noting a woman during
the child-beanng period who has already had
one or more labors. Buck, Med. Handbook,
1. (8.5.

'

parousia, n. See parusia.
parovoid (pa-ro'void), n. [Gr. vapi, near, -I-
h.oi-itm, egg, + -Old.] A (purely hypotheti-
cal) somatic cell of a male organism, that pro-
duces spermatozoa as germ-cells.
paroxysmal, a. Specifically— 2. In geol.: (a)
Relating to or produced bv a violent convul-
sion of nature. (6) Catastrophic or relating
to the catastrophic theory.
These examples Ithe upheavals and subsidences rcsnlt-

Ing m the foniiation of the mountain ranges west of theKocky M.iuntamsl show that the elevation of mountains
has been occasional and, so to speak, parnzynnnl.

En ~
"

part

Jncyc. Brit., X. 372.

paroxysmalist (par-ok-siz'mal-ist), n. Same
as *)iariix!f!<mi.'<t.

paroxysmist (par-ok-siz'mist), n. [^paroxysm
+ -tst.] In geol., one who believes that vio-
lent or catastrophic changes occurred in past
geologic time.
Parra, ». 2. [^ c] A member of the genus
//"i'"/~;*'"^r^*"' parra, ioomb-ci«ated parra.

tralil"
"'"''''''' """'•''l species found in Aus^

parrakeet, n.-Racquet-taUed parrakeet, a parn.t
of the genus /V.,),i.(„r,„. fuun.i in the Philippine Islands,
having the median tail feathers expanded at the ends.—
Rose Hill parrakeet, an Australian lor>-, Platvcemit
exmiut, gorgeously marked with red, blue, green and
yellow; common In southeastern Australia: named frombeing numerotia about K.«e Hill, ParamatU district
I he name has been coiTUi)te»l to rusella.

parrel, w.-Maln parrels, the leather-covered iron
collars which belong to and confine respectively the nminupper topsail, topgallant, and royal yard* to the maintopmast and topgallant mast, and by means of which
theje yards are kept steady while being hoisted and low.
ered. The main yard and the main lower toiisail yard
are not hoisting yards, but are kept pennanently confined
to the mast by truasea.

parricidal, ». 3. Figurativelv, one who com-
mits treason against his country. N. E. D.

parricide-, n. 2. Figuratively, the crime of
treason against one's country. A'. E. D.

parrot, n. 1. About .'.00 species have now been de-
scribed, but no new fomis of special interest have been
ills, overed. The tendency is to consider them as having
their iiearist relatives among the hawks and owl» —Par-
rot's disease. See *diwnii<-.— Parrots' plague or
nnder-pest .See *pf«:?«<•.- Pygmy parrot/ .V(7«.
Urnaputio, a diminutive species found in New (iuinea.— Quaker-parrot, .Vyiopnttncvt monachim, so named
from ita gray thr..at and breast It is a native of Brazil
remarkable as being the only parrot that builds nest*
in tree-tops. Sature, Jan. 20. 190.), p. 3(H.—Vasa par-
rot, one of several species of the genus Citraciipinf, par-
tiLiilarly C. ntsa, found In JIadagascar, characterized by
a hiack or somber plumage.

parrot-flsh, ». (/> a name given in Australia and
elsewhere to Scarut ptfiiiUdahrut : called in the Austra-
lian trrjpics parriil-iM-rrh. In Victoria ami Tasmania
the name is also given to several species of I.nhrirhlhuK
In >ew Zealand, the parrot-flsh is Pgfuilr.lnhnix mil.-x
pnttacula. (ji) .Same as Mim *.7ro;vr — Rainbow par-
rot-flsb, a common name of Sjtfirixinim i^iritfr a scnroi<i
flsh of the West Indies.- Red parrot-flsh, HcnniH
iiMii<jaartli of the family .<fcnri(//r.

parrotism (par'ot-izm), n. [parrot + -i.vni.]

Imitiition without understanding or rea.son
after the fashion of parrots. [Rare.] X. E. I).
parrotlet (par'ot-let), n. [Dim. of parrot.]
A book-name of the South American parrots
of the genus Brotogerys, the smallest of Amer-
ican parrots.

parrot-month (par'ot-mouth), n. A condition
of a horse's mouth iii which the upper incisor
teeth become long and overlap the lower in-
cisors : seen usually in old horses.
parrot-perch (par'6t-p6reh), n. See *parrot-
fixh (/).

parrot's-bill, n. 2. Same as parrotbeak. See
*kowhai.

parrots-corn (par'ots-kom'), n. The seeds
ot the Larthumustiuctorim, or bastard saft'i-on.
parrot S-food (par'ots-fod), ». in Tasmania,
(roodenta ovata, a small yellow-flowered Aus-
tralian shrub.

parrot-toed (par'ot-tod), a. Pigeon-toed;
having the toes turned in.

parrot-tulip (par'at-tii'lip), „. See tulip.
Pars cystica, in emhryol., the rudiment of tfie gaU-bladder and ventral pancreas, as distinguished from the•pars A<.pae.ca.-Pars hepatlca, in mhryoL, theTiver^forming Portion of the diverticula developed from theventral wall of the intestine in vertebrates.- Pars ol-factorla. See precommissural *A6er«.— Pars temno-
ralls. See precommissural -kjlbera. ,

parsem6 (piir-se-ma';, a. [F., pp. of parse-
mer, sow over, < par- + semer, < h. seminare,
sow

:
see seminate.] In embroidery, sprinkled

strewn, or sowed over the surface of: said of
small figures, as bees, flowers, etc.
The rise of a new conception of design, with figures andornaments parsemi on a velvet ground, ... in the fif-

teenth century. Athenamn, June 17, 1906, p. 780.

Parsic (par'sik), a. Same as Parsee.
But the number seven neither presupposes the dogma

of the seven archangels, nor is copied from the seven
Parsic amschaspands.

C. F. A'ctV (trans.), Biblical Commentary on the Prophe-
Icies of Ezekiel, I. 126.

parsimony, n.-Lawof parsimony. (b)See*tawi.
parsley, m .— spotted parsley, either the poison-hem-
lock, Cojiiuift maculatum, or the water-hemlock, Cicuta
maculata.

parsley-elder (piirs'li-eFdfer), n. See *eifrfer2.

parsley-frog (piirs'li-frog), n. A small toad,
lelodytes punctatus, of southwestern Europe:
of variable color, sometimes a brownish green.
Known also as mud-diver. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1887. p. 577.

parsley-worm (piirs'li-wfirm), n. Same as
*celery-ca terpilla r.

parsleywort (pars'li-w6rt), n. Any plant of
the Apiacex or parsley family; an umbellifer.

It has consisted in cultivating one of our parsleiiwortt
{Anlhnscusei/lvettris).

yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1898, p. 368.
Parsnip leaf-miner.
.See *iea/-miuer.—
Parsnip web-
worm. See *ifeb-
u-onit.

parsnip-butter-
fly (piirs'nip-
but ' <.r - fli), n.
The black swal-
lowtail, Papilio
polyrenes.

parsnip-fly
(pars'nip-fli), «.
A European try-
petid fly, Tcpkri-
tis onoperdinis,
whose larv89 de-
stroy the leaves
of parsnip and
celery.

Parsnip-bullerny («,^,/,»^/,„„„,.
a. pupa ; 6, larra : c. adult.

parsondom (piir'sn-dum), n. 1. The state of
being a parson.—2. The clergy. [Rare.]

parsoness (par'sn-es), n. A female parson.
[Rare.] "^

part. H— Accessory parts. See •<Tccr»«ori,.— Added.
S^.'w'?}?®-

'^''o *'*'-Dead's part. In £„,,."„,J^tliepaitof the pereonalestjiteofaiiecedentwhich hythecustom of London, York, and some otlier jurisdictions
becaine the property of the administrator or executor
Originally the Church filled these oflices. and the portion,was used in chanties. The amount varied according as the
decease<l left a widow and next of kin. It wa.s abolishedm the reign of .lames II., when the property w.as madesubject to the statute of distributions.- homogeneous,
parts. (*) Sing In geom., a part of tlic same dimen-
sionality as Its whole.- Outer parts or voices, in mime,,the extreme parts or voices in tlie harmony, usually thetreble and bass.- Part Of fortune, in astroL, the lunar
horoscope

: the point which by oblique ascension is as
far distent from the ascendant as the moon is from the
sun. It was supposed to Influence the pecuniary afl-airs



part

of the native.— Reasonable part, in old Encj. law, that

part of a man's est;ite that fell to either the widuw or

children of tiie defeased. Under lleiiry II. the widow
had one third and the issue had one third. The remain-

der could be disposed of by will. If only the wife or

only the issue sunived him. the legator could dispose of

one half the estate by will. See reasonable dower, under
doirer2, 2.— SpeaklnjT part, on the stage, the part of

an actor who has words to utter, no matter how few.

part, V. I. trans. 9. Technically, in assay-

ing, to separate (silver from its alloy with
gold) by dissolving out (the silver) with nitric

acid.

n. inlrans. 6. To give up; part with;

pav (money) ; shell out : as, he parted well.

[Siang.]

part. U- <^- or cap.'] An abbreviation of par-
ticiple.

part. adj. An abbreviation of participial ad-

jective.

partan, «. 2. A crabbed, sour, cross-looking

person. JN'. E. D.
partan-fuU (par'tan-ful), a. Entirely full;

full as !i crab is of meat. N. E. D.

partan-handed (par'tau-han"ded), a. Stingy

;

mean. X. E. D.
part-book (part'bik), n. In nwsie, a book in

which the notes for any one voice in part-

music are given. In early times all part-music

was thus separately wiatten or printed.

parted, p. a. 5. Having a part or character

in a play allotted to (one): as, the leading

man was badly parted.

I have seen Sir Henry better * parted^ a score of times,

and Miss Ellen Terry a hundred times.
Mod. Newspaper. N. E. D.

parter, n. 2. A finer ; a purifier of gold and
silver : so called because, by fire and water,

the gold or silver was 'parted' from baser
metals.

Parterre d'ean, a body of water with or without foun-

tains, arranged as a part of a scheme for a park or garden :

as, the two parterres d'eau of the upper teiTace at Ver-
sailles.

partes infidellum (par' tez in-fi-de'li-um). [L.

partes, pi. -^t pars, part, region; infldelivm,

gen. pi. of t/ifidelis, unbelieving, infidel.] Re-
gions where the Christian faith is not known

;

heathen or pagan countries ; figuratively, un-
civilized or uncultured countries.

Men yet living can remember when in the eyes of the

universal church of learning all cisatlantic countries, our
own included, were partes infidelium.

S. Xewcomb, in Sriiithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 89.

parthenian (par-the'ni-an), a. [Gr. napdhio^,

maidenly, virgin, + -an.} Of or pertaining

to a virgin or to virginity.

parthenic (par-then'ik), a. [Gr. nap6tviK6r^,

virgin.] Pertaining to, or being, a virgin;

•j'irgin
;
pure.

parthenicine (par-then'i-sin), n. [Parthen-

(ium) + -ic + -ine^.] A bitter crystalline al-

kaloid found in Parthenium Hysterophorus.

parthenion (piir-then'i-on), n.; pi. parthenia

(-a). [Gr. Tvapbhiov, neut. of jrapOivw^, < irap-

heioc, a maiden.] In Gr. antiq., a song sung
by girls accompanied by the flute.

parthenism (par'the-nizm), n. Same as ^ar-
thenogenesis.

ParthenocisSUS (par'the-no-sis'us), «. [NL.
(Planchon, 1887), < Gr. TrapSivoc, virgin, -I-

Ktaad;, ivy: the equivalent of the French name
ot ParthenocisSUS quinquefolia, vignevierge, and
its English name, Virginia creeper.] A genus
of about 10 species of woody climbing vines,

closely related to Ampelopsis and belonging to

the grape family. The species are natives of central

and eastern North America and Asia. They have digit-

ately compound or rarely simple leaves, mostly disk-

bearing tendrils, and a compound cymose or paniculate

inflorescence. The Virginia creeper, r. qnini{uefulia,&-ai

the Japanese ivy, P. tricuspidata, are well known in cul-

tivation. See cut under creeper, 3.

parthenogenesis, n. 3. Alternation of genera-

tions : metagenesis.
The word Parthenogenesis . . . was first used by Owen

fn the sense of Alteniation of Generations.

E. F. Phillips, in Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, Oct. 16,1903,

(p. 276.

Artitlcial parthenogenesis, the artificial initiation of

the process of development in an egg by something else

than a male cell. See artificial *fertilization.

These results, at first contested and even scouted, have
been obtained by other workers in many lands. There is

DO longer a shadow of doubt that artificial parthenoc/ene-

gis, as the process is technically termed, is an established

(act. C. Snyder, Sew Conceptions in Sci., p. 212.

Complete parthenogenesis. (") The complete d-ivel-

opment of an unfertilized egg inU) an adult animal.

Complete parthenogenesis may be tyckoparthenorjenesis

or exceptional parthenogenesis, or isnpnrthenoyenesis or

normal parthenogenesis. ('<) The type of parthenogenesis

in which the fertilized esgs produce only one sex. [Rare.]

— Oynogenetlc parthenogenesis. See *<jynogenetic.
—Normal partnenogenesls, isoparthenogsnesis ; the

950
occurrence of parthenogenesis as part of a normal life-

history. Two types of normal partlienogenesis aie to i)e

distinguished : (ff) The parthenogenetic, and usually
viviparous, development of all the eggs of certain females,
as in the Aphidx and Cladocera, Parthenogenesis (jfthis

sort accompanies an alternation of generations between a
generation or generations of parthenogenetic females
and a generation consisting of males and of females that
lay fertilized eggs. In the Aphidx, no males are fouiul

during the summer and all the individuals are females
incapable of fertilization. They give birth viviparously
to fenmles like themselves, and this process of viviparous
parthenogenetic reproduction goes on, generation after
generation, as long as the conditions of life are favorable.

In a hothouse where there is a uniformly high temperature
and plants grow throughout the year, it may continue for
several years, with fifty or more generations which con-
sist of females exclusively. The eggs that undergo par-
thenogenetic development into embryos within the
bodies of these females are known as summer eggs. As
the autumn approaches, a generation of sexupara, or
viviparous females which give birth parthenogenetically
to a generation which consists of males and of females
that are not partllenogenetic or viviparous, the sc>

called sexuales, is produced. The females to which the
sexupara give birth unite sexually with the males and
lay the fertilized winter eggs, which usually have a long
donnaut period, lasting through the winter; and they
hatch, in the spring, into the first generation of viviparous
parthenogenetic females. The life-histories of the differ-

ent species of plant-lice, and of the Cladocera, differ

somewhat, in details, from this description, but tliey all

present an alteniation between viviparous females that
produce parthenogenetic summer eggs and a generation of
males and of females that lay fertilized winter eggs. The
terms heteroparthenogenesis, heterogeny, and pseudopar.
thenogenesis have been proposed by different writers to
designate this sort of normal parthenogenesis, (b) The
normal 'development of some of the eggs laid by a femaie
animal without fertilization, as in the honey-bee. After
the nuptial flight the queen bee returns to the hive with
the spermatic receptacle filled with spermatozoa, which
retain their vitality for the rest of her life, and fertilize

some of the eggs, but not all, as they pass through the
oviduct past the duct of the spermatic receptacle. The
eggs that are not fertilized develop into male bees or
drones, while the fertilized eggs produce females, which
may become queens or perfect females, or workers or ar-

rested females, according to the treatuient which they
receive from the workers after they have been laid. The
workers, which nuike no nuptial flight and are incapable
of sexual union, sometimes lay eggs which give rise to
males.— Occasional parthenogenesis, the develop-
ment without fertilization of a few of the eggs produced
by an organism tlie eggs of which do not usually develop
without fertilization: tychoparthenogenesis. — Partlaj
parthenogenesis, the incomplete or partial develop-
ment of unfertilized eggs.

The question whether there is parthenogenetic develop-
ment among any of the Vertebrates is one which has
been much discussed. If there are any cases at all they
are cases of partial parthenogenesis, since in no case is it

claimed that development goes farther than the first few
cleavage stages.

E. F. Phillips, in Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., Oct. 16,

[1903, p. 304.

parthenogenitive ( piir
* then - o -jen ' i - tiv), o.

Same a.s parlhenngcnetic. [Rare.]

partbenogonidium, n. 2. In protozoans, as

Volvox, an asexual cell capable of reproduc-
ing another cell or a colony.

parthenolatry (par - the -nol ' a- tri), TO. [Gr.

TTapdcvo^, virgin, + la-piia, worship.] Wor-
ship of a virgin or of the Virgin.

Partho-Greek (par'tho-grek'), a. Parthian
and Greek

;
pertaining' to Greek civilization

Partho-Greek Coin.

in Parthia : as, a Partho-Greek city ; a Partho-
Greek coin.
The Partho-Greek city of Seleucia is represented on

coins as seated in the same way on a rock with a river at

her feet. P. Gardner, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, IX. 77.

parti (piir-te'), " [F., side, means, match,
marriage: see party'^.] A. person considered
with reference to his means or position as

related to marriage : as, a good i>arti (F. «»
bon parti), a good match in regard to pecuni-
ary and social status.

partial. I. «.— Partial bulkhead. See -kbullthead.

— Partial Indtllgence, in the Rum. Calh. Ch., an in-

dulgence which takes away a pjirt only of the temporal
punishment due to sin. Cath. Diet.

II. ?(.— Upper partial, in acoustics, an overtone of

high pitch, not necessarily in hannonic relation to the fun-

damental tone.

partialist, TO. 3. One whose views are partial;

one who knows or sees only a part of any-

thing.

partialistic (par-sha-lis'tik), a. Pertaining

partiversal

to or characteristic of a partialist orof pai-
tialism.

participatory (par-tis'i-pa-to-ri), a. Partici-
pating.

particle, «. 4. In a document of any kind, a
very small part of any statement or proposi-
tion; a clause. X. E. D.— 5. In the JRom.
Cath. Ch., the host given to each lay com-
municant.— 6. In mech., a body or portion of
matter so minute that, while it possesses
mass, it may be treated as a geometrical
point.— Alpha particles, inactive particles projected
from the radio-elements, such as radium, during the
changes which these spontaneously undergo. They are
held to be positively cnarged particles having a llUl^8

approximately equal to that of an atom of helium and
projected with one tenth the velocity of light.— Beta
particles, particles, projected from the radio-elementa,
wliich have a negative electric charge and an apparent
mass approximately ^,^7, as great as that of the atom of
hydrogen. They are supjwsed to be identical with the
particles which constitute cathode-rays.— Central par-
ticle, in cytol., same as i^centrosome.

particular. I. «

—

Particular sjrnod. See irsynod.

II. «—London particular, (n) A special quality
of Madeira wine as imported for the London market.
(b) A humorous name for a London fog. N. E. D,

particularist, n. II. a. Pertaining to or
characterized by particularism.

Busch, unlike most caricaturists, devotes no attention
to the princes, prelates or potentates engaged in the
Kulturkampf or the particularist movement.

Bookman, Sept., 1906, p. 13.

Particulate inheritance. See ^inheritance.

partie^ (piii-te'), "• [F-, apart, a party. See
party'^.] 1. A part; a party.— 2. In music,

same as partita.—3. A game which requires
more than one deal to decide it, such as
piquet, in which there are six deals.- Partis
carrd, a party of four persons.— Partle honteuse,
something to be ashamed of ; a shameful side ; a dis-

grace.

The gravest of all possible complications of appendi-
citis still remains a "partie honteuse " of modem prac-

tice. Med. Record, June 27, 1903, p. 1005.

parting, n. 1. (jj) \n geol., &i\im stratum of foreign
material separating'similar superimposed beds of coal,

limestone, sandstone, or slate, and sen-ing to split the
quarried seam into two parts. Partings are parallel

to the bedding-planes of the rock, and they indicate

temporary changes in the sedimentation, with the forma-
tion of thin bands of coarser or finer materials.

parting-acid (piir'ting-as"id), n. The techni-

cal name for nitric acid which is free from
hydrochloric acid or chlorin, and therefore

fit for use in parting gold from silver in alloys

of these two metals.

parting-bead (par 'ting -bed), to. Same as
parting-strip.

parting-flask (par'ting-flask), TO. Same as

parting-glass.

partinium (par-tin'i-um), TO. [See the def.]

An alloy consisting of 96 parts of aluminium,
2.4 of antimony, .8 of tungsten, .64 of copper,

and .16 of tin : invented by 6. H. Partin. It

can be either cast or rolled. Xature, Oct. 2,

1902, p. 54.5.

parti pris (piir-te' pre'). [F., ' a side taken':

see party^ BluA prized.] The side taken
;

pre-

vious bias ; firm prejudice ; a mind made up
as to a course of action.

The requirements of his parti-pris sometimes carried

him a long way from truth.

J. C. Van Dyke, Modem French Masters, p. ItO.

partitino (par-ti-te'no), V. [It., dim. of par-
tita, a, T[>&Tt: seeparty^.] In musical notation,

a small part or score for some special instru-

ment or voice, attached or auxiliary to a gen-

eral score.

partition, «.—Maxwell's law of partition. See
*lawi.

partition, r. t. 3. (a) To separate into parts.

(b) To make a selection of elements possess-

ing a common characteristic : as, to partition

a manifold.
partitionary (par-tish'gn-a-ri), a. [partition

+-tiry.'] Relating to or"of the nature of par-

tition specifically of lands. X. E. D.

partitioner (piir-tish'on-er), n. One who par-

titions or partitions oiff ; specifically, one who
partitions lands.

partition-plate (par-tish'on-plat), n. A metal
plate for dividing a chamber or compartment
into two parts.

partiversal (piir-ti-ver'sal), «. [L. pars

(
part-), part, + versus, pp. of vertere, turn, +

-fl/l.] In geol., varying in direction through a

semicircle: specially applied to the radiat-

ing dips of a pitching anticline or syncline,

and specially contrasted with quaquarersal,

which implies dips radiating through an en-

tire circle, as in the case of a dome.



partivity

partivity (par-tiv'i-ti), ». The quality of
bemg diviueil imo a uumber of parts.
A (iiuutiL- having three acnixies is the liiniting form

of an auaututoinic qiiartic in which the acnudes are re-
placetl by three perigraphic curi-es ; and if a line cutting
the fourth portion in four real points be projected to
inflnity. the projection will be septipartite. From this
it appears tliat the partmty of a curve of the nth degree
cannot be less than n + ^{n — 1) (n — 2).

yature, Nov. 27, 1902, p. 80.

Partnach beds. See *6frfi.

partner, «. 4. In an involution, the element
Cdujiled with a given element—Liquidating
partner, in (««•, the member of a dissolved partnership
who concludes its business.—Nominal partner, one
having no interest in the partnership, but who allows
hunself to be represented as a partner, and may therefore
be held liable for the partnership debts.— Secret part-
ner. .Same as dormant partr^r and tilenlpartner (which
see).

partnering (piirfni-r-ing), n. In the eotton-
spinuing trade, the practice of allowing only
one pieeer to every two spinners (thus, in
effect, making them partners), favored by the
employers but condemned and resisted by the
trade-unions, which insist on two piecers to
each spinner. Also called jo»«in</. [Trade-
union cant.]

Occasionally the employer has tried to have only one
boy-piecer to two spinners. This system, called "join-
ing or " partnrring," is always resisted by the union,
which insists on each spinner having two piecers under
him, on the ground that any other arrangement must
necessarily involve a diminution of spinnera' earnings.

Webb, industrial Democracy, II. 4Ta, note.

partnership, ".—Articles of partnership. See

partridge, n. 6t. A cannon charge which con-
sists (if a number of missiles fired together; a
sort of case-shot ;agrenade Plumed partridge,
Oreortiix pictue, the mountain quail of California, di-stin-
guished by a long, slender plume on each side .it the head
See cut under Orwjrti/j;.— Snow partridge, a game bird.
Lerioa lerwn, found at high altitudes in tlie Himalayas.
It Is about the size of a rulfed grouse, black aluive, barred
with white, and chestnut below.— ThlCk-bllled par-
trldga a common name for the gallinaceous birds iTthe
genus i>'l;ntnphoriu. found in Central and .South America.
partridge-dove (piir'trij-dnv), «. In the West
Indies, a ),Touuil-pigeon of the genus Geotnjgon.
Known !ilso as quail-doie.

partridge-pigeon (par'trij-pij'on), «. See

partridge-shell (par'trij-shel), n. A large
speckled tun-shell, Doliiim perdrix.
partridge-vine (par'trij- vin), n. Same as
]iartriilif(-b'rry.

partridge-wood, ». 2. In Australia, a palm,
Livistnna inermis, or its wood, which is beau-
tifully marked and is of a light gray color.—
3. In mycol., the fungus titereum frmtuUisum,
which forms a crust-like growth upon the
bark of various forest-trees.

partridging (piir'trij-ing), n. The sport of
shouting partridges. N. A". D.

partschmite (pfir'chi-nit), n. [Named after
Professor P. Partsrh of Vienna.] A mineral
believed to have the composition of the man-
ganese garnet spessartite, but monoclinic in
crystallization.

part-singer (part'sing'^r), n. One who sings
or is skilled in part-music or part-song.

parturience (piir-tu'ri-ens), n. [parturien{t)
+ -(•€.} Ha.m<i &» parturition.

Parturient canal. See obstetric *canal.
partyl, n. ll. Same as *i>arti.-raity and
party, pertaining U) or twtween two parties in au action
at law ; used ajljectivally.

party-colored, n. 2. Figuratively, checkered
;

diversitied
; of many lights and shades : as, a

party-colored past.

paru (pa'rO), n. [Braz. (Maregraf).] A com-
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mon name of Pomacanthus paru, a eheetodon-
toid fish of the We.st Indies.
Parula, n a. [l. c] The parula warbler,
tompsothUjpis americana. See Parula.

paruric (pa-ro'rik), a. [NL. parnr(ia) + -jc]
Pertaining to, or affected with, parui'ia.

paruiia, «. 2. (a) The nativity, (b) The
second advent.
pari^iamania (pa-ro'si-a-ma'ni-a), n. [parn-
sia + mania.] Intense excitement with regard
to the parusia or second advent.
Men chanted, raved, spoke in unknown tongues, prophe-

sied, gazed up inU. heaven all day, longed for visioiiT with a
real pnnmnwmHw straining to grasp the momentous fact
that death was swallowed up in victory, that its incubusand awful inhibition was removed, so that every human
faculty let Itself go with abandon toexcesses often riotous.Amer. Jour. Rehij. Pgychol. and Education, May, 1904,

(p. 40.

parvenant (par-ve-nan'), a. [F., pr. ppl. of
parremr. See pan-enu.] Eising to or attain-
ing position; "arriving." Bee parvenu.
parvenuism (par've-nu-izm), n. {parvenu +
-i.vw.] The character of being a parvenu,

parvifolious (piir-vi-fo'li-us), a. [L. parvus.
small, + folium, leaf, + -o««.] Having small
leaves.

parvipotent (par-vip'o-tent), a. [L. parvus,
small, -1- i)otens(-t). See potent.] Having
little power: opposed to o»in/pofe«<.

parvoline (par'vo-lin), w. Tetramethvlp\-ri-
dine, CgHN(CH:j)4. Of the several isomeric
varieties, the principal one is 2,3,4,5-tetra-
methylpyridine, an oil which occurs in coal-
tar. Other varieties are made bv distilling
bitnminous shales, heating cinchbnine with
potash, or by the decay of horse-flesh or mack-
erel. They are basic oils which form salts
with acids.

pas-, »— Pas d'^e, in arms and armor, a small addi-
tional guard on the hilt of a sword just above the blade.

pasai (pa sii), «. [Sp., < L. (i/nO passa, dried
grapes

;
passa, fern, otpassus, ppr. of pandere,

spread out.] A raisin, or grape dried in the
sun

:
hence applied to other sun-dried fruits

or berries.
The "patat." or half-dried grape, in whose praise toomuch could not be said.

J. G. Bourke, On the Border with Crook, p. 60.

pasa^ (pa'sa), »i. [Bolivian.] A kind of kaolin
or white clay eaten by the Indians of Bolivia.
Deniker, Raoes of Man, p. 145.

Pascal's law of fluid pressures. See */aM)i.
pasch-day (pask'da), n. Good Friday.
Paschen's law. Same as law of *displace-
mcnt. See also laws of *radiation.
pasear (pii-sa-ar'), n. [Sp. pasear, take a
walk, < paso, a step. See pass, «.] A walk
for pleasure; a promenade. [Southwestern
U. S.J

passenger-engino

pass, n 14. The act of a player in throvrinjr
a ball to another : as, that was a bad vuss
See pass, v. «. 18.-15. A shaggy, coarse,
Russian hemp, the third quality. Known also
a.s pass-hemp.— \Q. In geom.,ihe point com-mon to a plane and a straight not on it.—
^",S,"'^t?:° P*^^-

.
^"^ Mediterra,iean *pasmort.

^S ^^* ^^^, pass, in card-playimj, to shift the two

l?ave been rat"*"
original positions after they

passage, n. 15. In the wmnfjre, the movement
ot a horse when passaging ; an advance side-
ways m obedience to the pressure of the
rider's leg: a very showy movement, often ex-
ecuted in a march past.- False passage, in«„ry.,
rupture of the wall of a membranous tube, such as the
urethra, occmring during the passage of a sound or other
mstrument— Inferior passage. Same as itifeHor
*rra<isi(.— Method of passage. See *method.—
vnnt of passage, the grayish color observed in the field
of a polariscope when the transition from red to blue
occurs.— Urinary passages, the tubules and pelvis of
the kidneys, the ureters, bladder, and urethra taken
collectively.

passage-bed (pas '.aj -bed), n. In geol, a
transitional bed between others which are of
contrasted physical characters or contain dif-
ferent faunas or floras. The passage-bed in
the former case exhibits intermediate char-
acters, in the latter intermediate fossils.
The leading characteristic of this liiddle Potomac

flora IS the proportion of Dicotyledons. Notwithstanding
this apparent passage-bed. there is a marked difference
between the Older and the Newer Potomac floras, very
few species passing from the one to the other.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 43a

He is ever with me when I go on the pasear.
Bret ilarte. Int. Die.

paseng (ptt-seng' ), n. The wild goat, or bezoar-
goat.

paseo (pii-sa'6), n. [Sp.. < pasear, v. See
*pa.srar, n.] Same as *pasear. [Southwest-
ern 1 . H. and Spanish America.]
pasigraph (pas'i-graf), r. f. Ipasigraphiy).]
To write in pasigraphic characters.

pasotes (pa-s6'tas), n. [W. Ind.] Same as
*aiiasiitcs.

pasquillc (pas-kwil'ik), a. [pasquil + -ic.]
Resembling or having the character of a pas-
quil. [Rare.]

pass, V. I. intrans.-io pass over, (b) In old
eng. law, to lose a case.-To pass over the range.
See itrar^ge.

n. trans—Passed ball. See •daWi.— passed
pawn. Svt-kpaum^.
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passage-cell (pas'aj-sel), n. Same as *trans-
J>(.-!i<iii-ceU.

passage-form (pas',aj-f6rm), n. In bioL, a
form which is transitional or intermediate be-
tween two species, genera, or other groups of
organisms ; a connecting-link.
pas^ggio (pa-saj'o), n. [It.] In music, b.

modulation or a bravura ornament or flourish.
passalld (pas'a-lid), n. and a. I. «. A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family Passalidie.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the family Pas-
salidie.

Passalora (pas-a-16'ra), n. [XL. (Fries, 1849),'
< Gr. -aatxa/.of, a nail, from the general ap-
pearance. The second part (-«)«) is quite
obscure

;
perhaps a mere fancy or for euphony.]

A genus of hyphomycetous fungi liaving erect,
simple, pluriseptate oonidiophores which bear
elongate, uniseptate, colored conidia. P.
bacilligera is a common species parasitic on
the leaves of alder (Alnus) in Europe.
passant, «. 3. In n«»(i«., a figure on a coin in
a walking position from right to left or from
left to right. W. C. Hazlitt.
pass-boat (pis'bot), «. A small boat of the
style of a punt.
pass-door (pAs'dor), n. In a theater, the
door of communication between the stage and
the house.
passed (pas), n. [F., < passer, pass: Bee pass,
f.] In roulette, a bet that the number will be
one of those from 19 to36. Amer. Hoyle, p. 376.

passecaille (piis-kay'), «. [F., < It. passacag-
tia.] Same as pas.iacaglia.

passenger, «. 5. In a boat-race, one of the
crew who adds to the weight of the boat with-
out doing bis share of the work ; hence, an
ineffective member of a football-team, etc.
-V. E. I). [Coll.iq.]

passenger-engine (pas'en-j6r-en'jin), «. A
locomotive engine constructed specially for
passenger traffic. While canable of higher
speed, its tractive power is less than that of
a freight-engine. Bee locomotive.

I. hea41ight; 9, from end; 3. signal.Ump ; 4. spark-pipe; 5,•muke.suck: «. pilot; 7, pilot draw.liar ; 8. steain.cheil; 9. cylln-
oer

:
10. oil.pipe ; 11, cyliiidcr-cock ; i3. engine-truck ; 13. bell ; 14,uad.boi

; 15. sandpipe ; 16. jacket : 17, ralre-stem : 18. guide-cup
19. croii-bemd

; 10, guides : 21, link i jj, lockerarm ; 23, iojectot-

25 27 41 25
Fasseng^cr-Enjiine.

check; 34, Injector; 25. driTcr-spring: j 26, back drivingf-axle ; 37,
dnvind.wheel brake; 98. steam-dome; 29, whistle; 30, cab; 31,
throtlle-lcTer: 33. boiler-head; 33. gaee-cocks; 34. donkey-pump

;

35. reach-rod; 36, equalizer; 37. rererse-leirer; 38, auxiliary reser-
Toir; 39, main air-rcscnroir

; 40, back dririnif.wheel
; 41, front

dnTinjf-wheel
: 43. cab b.-acket: 4-?. crank-pins; 44, fire-door: 45,steam-gage

; 46. sight feed-iubricator ; 47. steam heat-reducing
»alTe: 48, dnving-wheel tire; 49. auxiliary air-reservoir, a,
cylinder (same as No. 9): ^.exhaust-passage; c, steam-pipe ;' rf.
exhaust-pipe ; e, smoke-arch. "



passenger-kilometer

passenger-kilometer (pas ' en - j^r -kil 'o - me-
t*r). H. A unit of railroati accounts which
represents the transportation for one kilo-

meter of one passenger : used instead of the
passenger-mile wherever distances are mea-
sured in kilometers.

The number of passengers carried in 1898 was 126
millions, the number of paifs^nger-kilometreH amounting
to «39 millions. Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XVL 221.

passenger-mile (pas'en-j^r-mn"), «. A unit
of railroad accounts which represents the
transportation of one passenger for the dis-

tance of one mile.

passepartout (pas-par-to'), v. t. [passe-par-
tout, H.] To place in a passe-partout frame.

passglas (pas'glas), H. [A\so paszglas ; G., <

pass {pas::), measure, peg (= E. prt«sl,pnce), -f-

glas = E. glass.] A tall, cylindrical drinking-
glass, decorated in enamel colors and divided
by horizontal lines into equal sections: for-

merly used in Germany. See the extract.

These ghisses belong to the eighteenth century, and
were used at drinking parties ; whoever failed to drink
down to the mark when a toast was proposed was com-
pelled to drink to the next mark.

C. H. Wilde, in The Connoisseur, Sept, 1904, p. 29.

pass-hemp (pas'hemp), n. See *pass, n., 14.

passifloraceous (pas"i-flo-ra'shius), a. Hav-
ini; the characters of the I'assijloracese.

passing-penny (pas'ing-pen^'i), n. See *pass-
peiniij.

passing-stroke (pas'ing-strok), ». In lawn-
tennis, a stroke by which the ball is driven
past and out of reach of the opponent as he is

coming toward the net.

passion, «. 9. In religious art, a representa-
tion of the passion of Christ: as, the greater
and lesser passiotis of Albrecht Diirer.

passionate, a. II. n. One who is strongly
moved by passion, especially the passion of
love. j\". E. D.

passion-fruit (pash'on-frot), n. The edible
fruit of some species of passion-flower.
X £. D.
passionful (pash'on-ful), a. Full of passion

;

having capacity for intense feeling.

The savage man conceived the diverse bodies collec-
tively constituting his environment to possess inherently
mystic potence, and to be living, thinking, willing, pas-
rion/ut beings who lived, tllought, willed, became angry
or pleased, like himself under like conditions.

Ariur. Anthropologist, .Tan.-March, 1902, p. 33.

passion-lettuce (pash'on-lef'is), n. An early
kind of spring lettuce. " N. E. D.
passion-tree (pash'on-tre), n. A species of
passion-flower cultivated for its fruit. N. E. D.

passival (pas'i-val), a. [passive + -al'-.] In
gram., of or pertaining to the passive voice.
[Rare.]

Our ears are still familiar in Bible English with this
pasitival "of.*" J. Earte, Thilol. Eng. Tongue, p. 482.

Passive state, in chem., a condition brouglit about in
metallic iron by immersion in concentrated nitric acid,
the metal ceasing to be attackable by nitric acid or by
solutions of copper or silver nitrate. It is probably due
to the fonnation of a thin film of oxid of iron which acts
as a protective coating. This phenomenon has been ob-
served with other metals and other reagents, a similar
explanation probably being applicable.

The iron electrode in the fused sodium hydrate is grad-
ually covered with a protecting layer or skin of oxid. As
soon as this has been produced, the iron is no longer at^

tacked, while previously it went into solution in tlie fused
salt as iron oxid, with the development of hydrogen gas.
This protecting skin can be produced rapidly if the iron
is dipped for a short time into fused saltpeter, and sub-
sequently, carefully freed from tlie saltpeter by means of
water. The iron thus coated with this protecting skin,
is called '^passive" because the fused sodium hydrate
produces no further changes on it.

Btectrochein. Industry, Oct., 1904, p. 401.

passometer (pa-som' e-ter), ?j. [L. passus,
step, -I- Gr. fitrpov, measure.] A pedometer.
pass-out (pas'out), a. Used in, or permitting,
passing out—Pass-out check, a check which enables
the holder to leave or pass out of a place of entertainment
and return. N. E. D. [Eng.]

pass-penny (pas'pen"i), n. In ancient Greece,
an obolus, intended to pay the soul's ferriage
over the Styx. The coin was placed on the
tongue of the dead. Also passing-penny.

passport, n— Mediterranean passports, passports
issued by the British admiralty, anifliy tlie I'nited States
during their early hist^)ry, wliicli, accirding to treaties
with the liarbaiy States, secured trj the ships tx) which
they were granted free passage in the Mediterranean, un-
molested hy the Bai-bary pirates. — Passport Bureau.
See ithureau.

passulate (pas'u-lat), t>. t. ; pret. and pp. pass-
ulated, ppr. passulating. [hu. passulatus, < It.

passolato, dried in the sun.] To dry (grapes)
into raisins. N. E. D
passulation (pas-u-la'shon), n. [passulate +
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-10)!.] The process of passulating or drying
in the sun, as grapes into raisins.

pass-woman (pas'wum'an), n. In the Univer-
sities of Great Britain, a woman who passes
for her degree without honors. N. E. t).

pastel, ,!—Arsenical paste ofrrAreC6mo. See*ar-
senicdl. — BOQ^ard's paste, a caustic paste c<)rapo8ed of
CO parts of wheat flour, 1 of arsenic, 5 of cinnabar, 5 of sal

ammoniac, 4 part of corrosive sublimate, and 245 partfi of
solution of zinc chlorid. It is used in the treatment of
cancer.— CarbOSUlphuriC paste, a paste made with
sulphuric acid and carbon, such as charcoal.— Caustic
paste, chlorid of zinc made into a paste with flour and
water.—Esmarch'S paste, a caustic paste composed of
1 part of arsenic, 1 of morphine sulphate, 8 of calomel,
and 48 of acacia : used in the treatment of cancerous and
other growths.— Paate dye. See *ii!/el. — Propiollc
paste, the trade-name of a pasty mass which contains
about 25 per cent, of ortho-nitrophenyl-propiolic acid. In
the presence of an alkali and a reducing agent it yields
artificial indigo identical with the purified proiluct from
the indigo-plant. This process represents the first com-
mercially successful synthesis of the important dye in

question, and was for a time in use by calico-printers.

—

Scar paste, paste for covering scars or cuts in making
harness leathers. Modern Aimr. Tanning, p. 226.— Tin
paste, a mass of pasty or pulp-like consistence, chiefly

stannic hydroxid obtained by adding caustic soda to a
solution of stannic chlorid, used in some processes of cal-

ico-printing.

paste-fitter (past'fif'fer), n. Inshoemaking, the
man who fits together with paste the parts of

the boot-uppers for the machine. N. E. D.
pastel,"- 3. Figuratively, a short prose study,
poetic, picturesque, but sketchy.— 4. In tex-

tiles, a soft half-faded tint in fabrics used for
dress-materials : so called from its resemblance
to the tones of old pastel drawings. [Recent.]
Dry Goods Economist, June 13, 1908.

pastel-paper (pas'tel-pa"per), n. Paper
coated with a very fine sandy material to form
a surface that will catch and hold the colored
chalks used in pastel-work. See pastel.

pastern, n. 3. That part of a dog's foot just

above the toes, or the metacarpals and meta-
tarsals. Anatomically this corresponds to the
palm of the hand and sole of the foot in man,
or to the cannon-bone in a horse.
Limit dogs was won by St Elvan, flat in dbs, head

good, but not clean cut, not first rate in pasterns ; head
ordinarily good. Royal Grand, second, excelled the win-
ner in every way, as did Duke of Gloucester, third.

Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 161.

pasteurellosis (pas-ter-e-16'sis), n.
;
pi. pas-

teurelloses (-sez). fF. pasteurellose ; < Pasteur
+ -elle + -osis.] A generic name including
a group of highly fatal infectious diseases
in different species of animals, character-
ized by sudden onset, rapid course, marked
hyperthermia, accelerated breathing and
pulse, and caused by bacilli of the hemor-
rhagic septicemia group. For instance, the pasteur-
ellosis of birds is the same as fowl-cholera ; of rabbits the
same as rabbit septicemia; of wild animals, the same as

game and cattle disease ; of cattle, the same as hemor-
rhagic septicemia ; of buffalo, the same as barbone ; of

swine, the same as swine-plague, etc.

The vaccination &^?i\u^t pasteurelloses, by MM. Joseph
and Marcel Ligni^res. The name pasteurelloses is ap-
plied to a group of diseases of the same type, including
typhoid fever and pneumonia of the horse, chicken chol-

era and hsemorrhagic septicaemia of the sheep, ox, and
pig. It has been proved by experiment that it is possible

to prevent these diseases by a process of vaccination.
Nature, May 29, 1902, p. 120.

Pasteurizer (pas-ter'i-zer), n. An apparatus
for sterilizing a fluid by the method of Pas-
teurization.

paste-water (past'w4"t6r), n. In hoohhinding,

same as paste-wash.

pastiness (pas'ti-nes), n. Pasty consistence,

feelinsf, or appearance.

pastor, n. 5. A fish, Nomeus gronovii, which
lives in the tropical parts of the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans and swims near the surface in

rather deep water. It is often found among
the tentacles of the Portuguese man-of-war.

pastor (pas'tor), v. t. [pastor, ?;.] To shep-
herd, literally or figuratively.

pastoral, n. 6. A treatise on the duties of a
pastor. jV. E. D.

pastoralist (pas'tor-al-ist), ». [pastoral +
-ist.} 1. A shep'berd; a sheep- or cattle-

farmer and -breeder. The squatters in Aus-
tralia have taken this name as less invidious

than squatter.

The great dispute of 1890 [Australia] originated in a

difference between the pastoralists and shearers, which
caused a deadlock between the Pastoralists' Association

and the Shearers' Union, and the consequent engage-
ment of a number of non-union shearers for the season.

Encgc. Brit.. XXXIII. 27.

It so happens that the plants on which the pastoralist

relies grow or are grown on soil of inferior value to the
agriculturist

G. L. Goodale, in Smithsonian Rep., 1891, p. 641.

patao

2. One who writes pastorals.

The pretty fancies of sonnetteers, song-writers, and
pastoralists he [John Donne] passed on one side, and
witched les jeunes with a new and poignant lyric.

The Academy, Dec. 15, 1900, p. 608.

3. One who leads a pastoral, rural life.

pastorality (pas-to-ral'i-ti), n. [pastoral +
-ity.] Pastoral quality in literature or land-
scape.

Take ... a glance at some other peculiarities of this
school of 1850—. . . as the admixture of sharp political
and personal satire with the fantastic pastoratities of the
style. O. Saintsbury, in Social England, III. 478.

pastorium (p&s-to'ri-um), n.
;
pi. pastoria(-a).

[NL., <pastor + -ium (after auditorium, etc.).]

A parsonage. [Southern U. S.]

pastose (pas-tos'), a. [It. pastoso, pasty.]
In painting, charged with paint or color.

Luminous shadows'and pastose lights.

J. Barry, in Lectures on Painting, tL

pastosity (pas-tos'i-ti), H. [pastose -I- -ity.]

The character of being pastose. The quality
of being charged with paint or color : said of
a painting.

past-president (past ' prez " i - dent )^ n. One
who nas been president; an ex-president.

He was also a past-president of the Royal Meteorologi-
cal Society. Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 348.

pastural (pas'tur-al), n. and a. [pasture -I-

-aU.] I. nf. Fa.sture.

Nocht far frome this is a toune named Ekilis, and thair
lykwyse ane ample and plesand pastural called the
forest in quhilke baith the gret and snial beistes of the
Prince vses to feid.

J. Dalrymple, tr. Leslie, Hist Scotland, L 19.

U, a. Of or pertaining to pasture
; yield-

ing pasture. Sometimes erroneously for pas-
toral.

The pastural eminence of Primrose HilL
Clough, Poems, I. 221. N. B. D.

pasture, n. 5. A rocky shore where codfish
resort to spawn— Stinted pasture, in ioic, pastur-
age in common, limited in the use.

All these species, of pasturable common, may be and
usually are limited as to number and time ; but there
are also commons vnthout stint, and which last all the
year. Blackstone, Com., II. 34.

In Benson v. Chester it was decided that a right of
common without stirU could not exist in the law

J. M. Cooley, note on foregoing.

pasnl (pa'sol), a. [Heb.] In Jewish use,
disqualified; defective. AccordingtoHebrewtradi-
tion, the torah, as well as the megilloth, mezuzah, etc.,

must be written on parchment according to voluminous,
strict rabbinical rules and regulations : the omission of
even a single letter or an improperly spaced word or line
renders it pasul, that is, unfit for ritual purposes. The
term is also applicable to persons.

pat^, adv. 2. Just at the present point ; just
there ; without acting or mo^-ing : used in the
following phrase— To stand pat. (a) In poker, to
play a hand just as it is, without drawing other cards.
Hence— (6) In politics, to adhere obstinately to an exists

ing status or policy, refusing to consider proposals of
change or refomi ; stand still, in a blind or stubborn
refusal to disturb existing conditions when they are
profitable to one's party or one's self.

Fata. An abbreviation of Patagonia.

pataca, ". 2. A Portuguese coin of the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries, equal to
320 reis.— 3. A Portuguese coin of Mozam-
bique, equal to 6 crusados.— 4. A silver coin
of Macao and Timor, equivalent to 100 avos
or 41.63 cents.— 5. A copper coin of Portu-
gal, equal to 2 cuartos.

patacon (pa-ta-kon' or -kon'), n. [See pata-
coon.] 1. A name common to Brabantine
and Portuguese coins from the fifteenth to
the eighteenth century. The silver dollar so
known was worth from 600 to 640 reis.— 2. A.

heavy Portuguese copper coin worth 40 reis,

issued early in the nineteenth century.— 3.
A Spanish silver coin of the value of 4s. 3rf.

patagon^t, "• Same as pataconn.

Patagon-t(pat'a-gon), n. [fip. patagon, clumsy
foot.] A member of a tribe of South Ameri-
can Indians, whence Patagonia received ita

name. N. E. D.

Patagonian formation. See ^formation.

patagorang (pat-a-go'rang), n. [Native Aus-
tralian.] An aboriginal name for the kanga-
roo. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

pataka^ (pa-ta'ka), )i. [pataca, patacca. See
pataca.] An old coin and money of Abys-
sinia ; the dollar, worth two fifths of a sequin.

pataka'-^ (pa'ta-ka), n. [Maori.] A store-

house erected on piles. [Australia.]

patao (pa-ta'o), n. [Cuban Sp., from an abo-
riginal name.l A fi.«h, Gerres brasilianus,

found in the West Indies and southward.



Patapsco 953 patiki

Patapsco group. See *!iroup'i-. patellaroid (pa-tel'a-roid), a. [patellar + patheticus, n. 2. The superior oblique mus-
Pataiinism (pat'a-iin-izm), II. [Patarine + -oid-l Shaped like a small, shallow dish. cle of the eye.

.im.} The teachings of the Patarines. patellidian (pat-e-lid'i-an), «. A member of pathetize (path'e-tiz), v. t; pret. and pp.
pat-ball (pat'bal), n. In i/ames, the same as the Pn<eHid« or limpets'. pathetized,p^T.pathetizing. [Gr. iraevri/tiif

, pas-
rouiuiers. patellofemoral(pa-tel-6-fem'6-ral), a. Relat- sive, +-i>e.] To make passive, under hypnotic
patch,". 11. (a) A piece of court-plaster ing to both the patella and the femur. Buck, influence

;
hypnotize,

used to protect a small wound, (ft) A piece j^ed. Handbook, I. 553. pathetogenetic (path"e-t6-je-net'ik), a. In
of cloth or the like, sewed on a coat or gown patenl ». 4. An iron plate used in making pi^ychoL, productive or provocative of pity,
as a badge or ornament In the extract it

pjate-armor. Meyrick, Ancient Armour, IH. The cry of a child or a cat, a minor key, the downfall of
reters to tne Dana on ine cap. Glossary. stage enow, . . . may have very peculiar patheto-genetie

One juvenile wearer of the "pofcA" belonging to H. __i-_„_ „ q a„„„;fl„„ii„ j„ „„rt„7 ii,„ efficacy.

M S. Aurora, was in the thick of tlie Are, carrying mes- patCDCy, ». <i. »pecincauy, in paxnoi., tne i'aiindera and Haii, in Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 686.

sages to and fro. State of being open or pervious, as a tube or ... jot , :
i>orty A-ei<-» (London), Aug. 22, 1900. X. E. D. canal pathflnder, n. 2. In Surg., a very slender

(c) A piece of stiffened cloth, or the like, or a The retention of vesicular quality depended upon
whalebone sound which is insinuated through

p^, worn over aji eye, to protect it.-Hard ?««"><;» m some of the tubes, and its amouit varied with a tortuous and stnetured urethra, a larger

patch a patch riveted on a boiler-shell or flre-box ; one 'he proportion of tubes involved. sound being then passed over or alongside it.

which can be calked by upsetting the edge of the plate •''<<'• Kecord, March 7, 1903, p. 394. — 3. In iot., same as *koney-guide, 2.

into the joint
:
so called to distinguish it from a soft patentl. I. <J.- Patent blue. See *6f««.- Patent The »a(Mj.der. of the Durole-red 2. maculatum <a-e

patch. See »../c*;«ta.- Mucous patch, a moist whit- medicine. (?-) In England, a medicine which is not dark rid with whit^maAinS^
maculatum are

Ish tubercle of syphilitic nature, at the anus or on the protected by letters patent, but is merely a proprietary JilZr Nni Inn» laaq r> ^7S
mucous membrane of the v.-igina or in the buccal cavity, medicine bearing a government stamp.

an'^r. i. ui., .< uue, i»uo, p. oio.

— Patch method, in ^"r.'jc'rj/, the clean cutting of small tt-t ^4.,^^xi j» 4. Same as Ofltf ^cai.
ii«t,-hr;t,rimit,.rHi,nclii,tii>nhv self-sown seed from the 11. ".—Lapse patent, a land patent issued to an- ^' '-"»""'"'' y"? >"" •

Strronil ?„ f ,r™l Pati-r "'her by reason of the neglect of the first patentee to The third prisoner described himself as Edward James,

P^J^lP nat/h s;7*»u??(<. Soft nateh a dXiI' of Perfect his title. It relates back to the date of the origi- but Dougherty said he was James Casey, a thief of the

S^r^plf,!'?u^onove?a74ec^>^e"pl?e*^^^^^^ Sal patent, but renders void aU conveyances by the oustid "gay caV or "i,a«Ayind.r" class.

shell or ..thir surface of a boiler and held in place by patentee.
.

N. Y. Txmet, Jan. 2, 1905.

bolts and not by rivets. The impossibility of bolting pateutably (pat'en-ta-bli), adv. Made so that pathmaker (path'ma'kfer), M. One who makes
the patch so as to make a joint tight enough to calk jt can be patented: made in such a way that oaths- a oioneer
with the metal of the patoh, as in the case of rivet«d

:t ;„ „„»„,,,(,i,i„ ' ' pains
,
a pioneer. ^ ,„

work (see Aarrf *pa(cA), compels the insertion of some it » p<iLemd.i)ie. patnOamine (path-O-amm), n. [Gr. TraSof,

elastic material, such as red lead or putty, on a fibrous As many of our readers are aware, patents have been disease + E amine ] A term suggested by
core between the two plates : hence the softness of the granted in Great Britain under the old patent law, with- Opi„ ; ^' dAnotfi anv basic siibstancfi fniind in
joint Rubber-sheet packing or asbestos sheet may be out any inquiry to learn whether the inventions were »eimi 10 aenoce any oasic SUDSta,nce louna in

used ; but whatever is used, the joint is not reliable when patenlabty new, according to the law and practice of that urine in disease as a product Of the morbid
exposed to heat and internal pressure. country. Sci. Amer., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 159. process.
patch-bolt (pach'bolt). n. 1. A bolt which

pater (pa't^r), n. [L.l Father : used in certain pathogeneity (path'o-je-ne'i-ti), n. Same as
has a flanng head to fit a countersunk hole:

'ponjpolind ^q^ds: as, paffrfamilias, pater- *pathogenicity.
used for bolting a patch on a boiler.- 2. A

noster, etc. ; also, coUoquiallv, among school- pathogenesy (path-6-jen'e-si), n. Same as
bolt which has a flaring head from the top of y^ '^^ ^ \^^^ „f address or mention, Uke pathoc,e„esil

^"^
'

'

which proiects a square knob for turning the _,,;,,' xi. • -x- / ^i.„- - , 4.-\ r ^i

bolt into place, after which the knob il cut '"f:^ , ^, .. .,. .^ ^ *, a
Pat^iOKemcity (path'o-je-nis'i-ti), n. [patho-

off- ataobolt pateraite (pat e-ra-it), n. [Named after A. gciiic + -ity.] The state or character of being

patihoulene ('pa-cha'len), «. [patchouli + ^'«'^':«' ^^'' first' examined it] A black, pathogenic.

^«el In c/ierii a bvdroearbon(C,-H.,i) ob- massive mineral from Joachimsthal, Bohemia, PafAoj/ematy may be taken as a type of those powers

tained by the 'iction of dehydrating agents supposed to be essentially cobalt molybdate, of the orga^mm which ar^

upon patchouli alcohol. It has an odor like
but knowri only in a very impure state.

XferotS, ohaS^to™ wh°ch aro?.^' to %e ' ext'remdy

that of cedar, a specific gravity of .939, and a paterianuliar t (pa'ttr-fa-mil yar), adj. [pa- constant Science, April 28, 1906, p. 6«9.

boiling-point of 254-256° C. <«r/a»ii7w.«, on the analogy of/owiHar.] Of or pathognomic (path-og-nom'ik), a. Same as
Patchoml alcohol, one of the constituents of patchouli pertaining to the paterfamilias; paternal, pathuqiioiiioiiic.
oil, from Po'/imtemon Patchouli. It is a transparent, V E. D. ii_ __ _ ' « mi. a j * ^i.

colorless, crjstallizable substance, melting at 5«T., with .p,x._._, „+,_- o^o *.,„„^ patllOgnomy, n. 2. The Study of the Symp-
the composition CjsHjrO ; a sesquiterpene alcohol. It tatienna Stage, oee siag(

.

toms or signs of particular diseases. Goode.

tl^p^or^Utnih!.':'
P'"-'"'""""-Pat<=''<'°"

^tt'^fs"n^lity-;fafa{h^"'' .V. i%^''^'>°^'
Pathologic regeneration, variation. See

patcfi-piece (pach'pes), n. Same as ^patch- ^^^^^^^ (pa-t.r'nal-iz)", t-.V; pret. and pp. patholo^CO^'^ato^cal'(path-o-loj'i-k6-au-a-

patch-plate (pach'plat), „. Afoot-casting; P^'J/r^ol'^eTvat^rZu"'^^^^^^
tom'i-kal), «. Of or pertaining to pathological

a casting bolted to a structure to form a base "':t;\„j°:„^,„P"^5"t"^„t ^T^iLl^ anatomy.

or seatV another part; a patch-piece; a &* of Sl^n? u^d 'o*^^ S"r'^^^^^^^^^
pathology, n 4. The science of the feelings,

packiDg-piece ; aliner.
-y^a^ v.i ocix ic.iaui.

.
.»ocu «•. gv^ c>u^cui,ai

passions, and emotions. BenfAam.— Experl-
patch-up (pach'up), n. The act of repairing *<'t'°°- mental pathology, scientific knowledge of morbid

or mending, usually a clumsy temporary per-
'^'^"^ ^""^ *•".''? "Pop«l«T" meetings in support of the prtn^esses Lased upon the study of disease artificially in-

" o' < J.'
"^•"l'"'"- .' F^' measure [a municipal electric light plant for New \orkl, duced m the lower annnals.

formaiice ; the repair so made. [toUoq.J it is true, but none that have any claim or right to be nathnm«tflT rna-thom'fi-t^rl « TTrrpff < E
patchwise (pach'wiz), adv. In the manner of regarded a« repreaenUtive of anything but the s.«iali8tic

Pa-^aomeWT (pa-xnom e ler;, n. M^eg- ^ ^•

a natch • as a natch «P'rlt which pervades a certain ii>rtion of the population P""' + Gr- firfMV, measure.] An instrument

i , ' « fm. <i' I, 1-1 T-i • !• !» here as everywhere else, and that would have every man for recording the distance traveled by a vehl-
pateS n. 0. rhe flesh split obtained in split- on the pay roll of the state or the municipality in a vast cle. It also indicates the directions followed
ting or leveling a side of leather. Modern «:rie, ot p«ier,u,ti^d u^Mtuii^^^^ and the altitudes ascended and descended.
Jm^-r. T'OiniM*/, p. 102. 7-.f.rf. H .,rM and Anym., April 11, 1903, p. 597.

, -H /- -\ rr 'H
P4techan«eante,a variety of porcelain which appears Paternoster while, as long as it takes to say a paternoster, patnonomy jpa-tnon o-mi), n. n^T. ™™f,
tocha„!lr?oior,n'.lifrerent'iighu: '^'^ patemostcr (pa'ter-nos'tfer), r. i". [patemos- disease + vd^of, law.] The science of the

M. Kfgnault, wh..Bu.i ceded M. Ebelman In the direc- ler, n.] To fish with a paternoster. See jJO-
laws of diseases,

torate of .Stvrcs, "as the inventor, while at the Sevres ternostfr 4 pathopolctlc (path'6-poi-et'ik), a. [Qr. TraSof,
manufactorv-. (»f vdte chiiwieante. The ware appears, ' * (li«t.«QA -I- irninriit/tr' < irnip)v mnlip 1 SsnmA nn
during the dav. like gniv c.-ladon, and at night, under When pnternonlerins, on the bottom, and the tidal

disease, + mi^iKdi;, <. noteiv, maKe.J Same as

artificial light.' changes to a beautiful pink, whence it« current is slight, it may be found necessary to use small patliogenic.

name. ./?n;ii« ./. luu/i^, The Ceramic Art, p. 325. wire booms :i inches or 4 inches In length to extend the pathOSOCial (path-6-s6'shal), a. FGr. Trafof,

Pitedur^, hard-paste, or natural, porcelaim.
_ li'hth^tVrgVt^^h^r'^S^L'"'""

°' '''' •'"'*™"''*^'
disease. + f social. 1 Of or pertaining to

patel (pa tel), n. [Marathi pa <i(, Hindustani "
A'nej/c. Brit., XXXII. 487. 80cial*pathology or to the subgect-matter of

&u'*'-^«='° "''i"' '^?.
liead-raan of a village patemoster-WOrk (pa't<"r-nos'tfer-w^rk), n. s?ci'»l Pathology, that is, to any abnormal or

The office is hereditary and is often he d ''j,, „,„,,,, ,„.^.,, the framing belonging to a diseased social condition,
under a government grant. Tule andBurnell.

chain-pump.
e t, e

^^^^ pathology . . . seeks to analyze the causes of

patela, «. Same as pu<e/». T,«*-<»oi /t.^ 5'=di i, rCn^oi^IoT. n Tl,onaf;,r<> these abnormal or diseased social conditions, and in this

PateUa ulnarts, « sesamoid found at the elbowjoint of P,^?,®"„i';L Innnl' r,;i»k nfTh« aniip,it ciHes nf '^Pf,"' 'J."
" ^'''T^

preliminary to the prevention or

8.,.,i,- l,ir.U; ,„..9t conspicuous in penguins.-- Riders' title of the local rulers of the ancient Cities of ameliorationofj)a(Ao-«ocia( conditions,

painful patella, pain and tenderness on pressure of Babylonia. They were at first probably Independent, Rep. U. S. Coinm. bducation, 1889-90, xviii.

theiiat.;lhi,(»peciallyit8innerborder, occurring in riders hut later were usually subject to the rulerorkingof some .it -.--r Crv6tl.'rn''oAT•^ « A hicvcln used
wh..w,ar .stilt and unyielding breeches. more p.jwerful city, such as liabylon, which acquired con- pain-racer (pain ra ser;, n. ii Dicycie useu

PatBllaHa rnat e Ir'iH al >i rVT, CFries trt,l over the otlietn. The term is usually translated as for racing On a Cinder-path.

IH-)? 1
< 1 nnMln a litTVo ,li«I, 1 A o-B-^na nf

P"eKl;,riMe. since both functions were combined in the j^^ prettiest machine being a fine path-racer.
18-d), <. L,. patflla, a little uisll. J A genus Ot „„„ person. Wettminnter Gazette, Nov. 7, 189ti. if. E. D.
discomycetous fungi, t.^-po of the family Pafe/- We have, then, a presentment of the famous viceroy or „_x,-._„^ CT^a'Bhen sil n TL nn liens (-tA +
larinn.y. It has black, superficial, gregarious corneous ;)nf«i of Ijigash, if not in his habit as helived, at least in Paiiency vpa Hugu-si;, «. L"- /"' "

°J ^
aRco,uri.s and 4- or more celled hyaline sixjies. Al«mt the sliape in which it please.l the sculptors of his time to -cy. hee patient.] In (0(/IC,tne quality 01 De-

•.'i\ spi-.-its are known, incurring on dead wood and stems, represent him. Athenaum, March 18, 1905, p. 344. ing passive ; the condition of being acted upon
/'. .i(r„»<( is a common and widely distributed species. path," Germinal path. See *(7«rmtn<iJ.— Short by another: the opposite of agency. [Rare.]

Patellariacea (pat-e-la-ri-a'ae-e), n.p?. [NL., path, in ;//i.i(«o(., a short spinal reflex. patient, a. 6. Receiving impressions; being
< Viitellaria + -<icex.'] A family of discomy- path., pathol. Abbreviations of pathology, the subject of external agents; passive,
cetous fungi, which has black coriaceous or pathnlogiial. [Bare.]
corneous ascocarps. pathematology ('path"e-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. This motion betwixt the agent spirit, and pattejit mat-

patellaric (pat-e-lar'ik), a. [Patenar{ia) + jraft;uo(-7-), suffering, + -o(o</i/.] In psychol., ter, prod uceth an actual heat,

-ic] Derived from the lichen i'ate/Zaria (or the doctrine of the emotions or passions. //«,««, Familiar Letters, I. 293. Df. E. D.

ParmeZin) «(r«/>o.«a.-Patellarlc acid, a crystalline natijetJc a and n. I a. 3. (6) Trochlear: patiki (pii'ti-ki), n. [Maori paitAi = Tahitian

^^^h^'^!S'^Sii^lSi.y»''lTt^^mSto^clSd^l in reference to the superior oblique muscle. ;.,.(,» = Hawaiian caWi] A common Maori

OTctao*
"'"«"•»'«'"' 1«^^-'"'"""8"""<=»<=W">0

jj 2. 8amea8*pa'Ae«c»». 2. name of a flounder, Ehombosolea monoptis,



patiM

fonnd in the waters of New Zealand and Tas-
mania.

patm6 (pa-ti-na'), a. [F., pp. of patiner, <
patine. «.] Patined.

patined (pat'ind), a. Ipatine + -crf2.] Cov-
ered with a patina; patiuated.

Numerous chipped flints, mostly oval or almond-shaped.
. . . Since their manufacture many have been deeply
patined and rusted sometimes even right through, in
red, yellow, or chalky white colours by physical or chem-
ical agency, Implying great age.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 84.

patinize (pat'i-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. patin-

i~ed,i>pT. paUnisinij. [patine + -i;:e.] To coat
articles not made of bronze with a bronze or
patinated coating. Sci. Amer. Sup., F((b. 27,

1904, p. 23548.

patlnous (pat'i-nus), a. Ipatina + -oiis.^

Covered with a patina
;
patinated.

p&tisserie (pa-tes-re'), n. [F., < pdtissier, pas-
try-cook, < iidtisser, knead paste to make cakes,
< ptite, OF. paste, Tpi.iate. See paste'^.^ 1. A
pastry-cook's shop; a place where a light
mncheon of cakes, pastry, etc., may be ob-
tained ; a confectioner's.

One of the most doleful sights I have seen in Paris was
a sad-looking gentleman in black sitting at a cold marble-
topped table of an expensive patisserie lunching on a
weak cup of tea and a plate of cream-puffs.

F, B. Smith, How Paris Amuses Itself, p. 48.

2. Pastry; the delicacies sold at a pastry-
cook's shop or patisserie.

Patlander (pat'lanMfer), n. [Pat, dim. of
Patrick, + land + -cc] An Irishman.
[Slane.] JV. E. D.

Pat. Off. An abbreviation of Patent Office.

patola (pa-to'la), «. [Burmese?] A Burmese
guitar with three strings, two of silk and one
of copper.

patoUi (pa-tol'e), n. [Also^ato?e; <Nahuatl
jiatolH.} A game something like backgam-
mon, common among the ancient Mexicans.

Patoot series. See *serics.

patrial, '(. 2. Relating to one's fatherland.

patriarch, «— Ecumenical patriarch, universal
bishop, the title assumed by .lolui, the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, at the end of the sixth century. The claim
of the title rested on the civil supremacy of Constanti-
nople, and implied supremacy over the Christian world.

patriarchate, «. 5. The state of social or-
ganization, in which the child is a member of
the social division to which its father belongs.

patrlarchium (pa-tri-ar'ki-um), n.
;
pi. patri-

archia (-ii). [ML. patriarchium, patriarchal
residence or dignity.] 1. In the Gr. CTi. : (a)

The residence of the patriarch adjoining the
church; (6) the council of the patriarch.—2.
In Rome, the residence in the Lateran Palace
which was founded by Gregory the Great and
used for the instruction of young priests.

Patrick^ (pat'rik), n. Abase coin, the eighth
of a denier, authorized for Ireland in 1460,
under Henry VI.

patrilineal (pat-ri-lin 'e-al), a. [L. pater
(pair-), father, -f- linealis, < linea, a line.] Re-
lating to descent on the paternal side Patri-
lineal descent, paternal descent

All the phratry names so far recorded indicate that
patrilineal descent is the rule in the north.

Nature, Aug. 1, 1907, p. 334.

patrin (pat ' rin), n. [Romany patrin, orig.

leaf.] In Gipsies' cant, the marking of a trail

by handtuls of grass or leaves dropped at in-

tervals. Also patteran.

patrinia (pa-trin'i-a), n. [From Patrinia
(named in honor of E. L. M. Patrin, 1742-
1815, a French naturalist and traveler in Si-
beria) ; an untenable genus name of these
plants.] A name used in horticulture for
I)lants of the genus Fedia, belonging to the
family Valerianacese, and distinguished from
other genera of the valerian family by the four
stamens.. They are hardy herbaceous perennials with
mostly pinnate leaves and cymose clusters of yellow or,

rarely, white flowers. There are about 15 species, natives
of central and eastern Asia southward to the Himalayas.
A few, as Fedia Sitnrica and F. scabiosse/olia, are some-
times cultivated as oniamentals.

patrinite (pat'rin-it), n. [G. patrinit (1845) ;

named after E. L. M. Patrin. See *patrinia.'\

A mineral from Berezof, in the Ural Moun-
tains, a sulphid of bismuth, lead, and copper:
better known as aihinite.

Patriofelis (pa-tri-o-fe'lis), «. [NL.] A
genus of creodonts from the Middle Eocene
(Wind River and Bridger) of North America.
The animal was about as large as a jaguar and massively
proportioned, with short heavy limbs and blunt-clawed
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feet It has been thought that Patriofelis was of aqnatic
habits and more or less ancestral to the seals ; but it was

Pairuifrlis.

Uroni a slccleton in the American Mus
New York.)

um of Natural Histor>-.

op-

more probably terrestrial, since its teeth indicate adapta-
tion to flesh food, not Ui tlsh eating. Matthew.

patristic, O.— Patrlstlc chapters, one of the tractates
of the M ishnah, containing maxims, aphorisms, and moral
precepts of the early Jewish sages from about 260 B.C.
to 200 A. n. The chapters are six in number. They have
been inselted in the Jewish prayer-book. A chapter is

read every Saturday afternoon during the summer months
from Passover to New- Year's day. Hebrew, Pirke aboth
or simply .(4&o(A. ^eeirAhath.

II. n. One who studies or adheres to the
doctrines of the fathers of the Christian church.
The . . . system of the schoolmen . . . was . .

posed by the old-fashioned Biblicists and Patristics.
6. S. Faber, Prov. Letters, II. 149. A'. E. D.

patriz (pa'triks or pat'riks), n.
;

pi. patrices
(-tri-sez). [NL., formed from L. pater, father,
on a supposed analogy with matrix as related
to L. mater, mother.] The reverse of matrix ;

in calico-printing, the steel roller, or molette,
on which a design is formed in relief and then
transferred by pressure to the printing-roller
of a cylinder printing-machine.

patrologic (pii-tro-loj'ik), a. [ patrolog(ij) +
-10.] Of or pertaining to patrology.

patrologist (pa-trol'o-jist), 11. [patrolog(y)
+ -i.it.'i One who is versed in patrology.

patrol-wagon (pa-trol' wag"gn), n. 1. A
large, covered, two-horse wagon belonging to
the police force, used to carry prisoners to
and from jail and for various other purposes.
— 2. A long, uncovered, two-horse wagon
used by the fire-insurance patrol to carry men,
with tarpaulins, etc., to fires, for the protec-
tion of insured goods.
patron, «. 9. The festival held on a saint's
day.
patronage, «. 6. In ancient Pome, the rela-
tion borne by a patron to his client. See
patron, «., 1 (ft).

The client was regarded as a minor member (gentiti-
citin) of his patron's gens . . . and . . . the patronage
and the clientage were alike hereditary.

Encyc. Brit., X'VIII. 413.

Disturbance of patronage. See *disturbance.

patron3nn (pat'ro-nim), n. [Gr. TzaTpuTv/iog,

named for the father. See patronymic.'] A
paternal name; a name derived from one's
father or from one's ancestors in the male line,

objections may be raised ... to the acceptance of
metronyms in the genealogies as proofs of female kin-
ship, while patronyms are rejected.

Nature, Sup., May i, 1904, p. xiii.

patronymic, a. 2. In anthrop., relating to
that form of society in which the child takes
its name from the father's family, or in which
the child is reckoned as a member of the pa-
ternal family.

patronymy (pa-tron'i-mi), «. [patronym +
-1/3.] The stage of social evolution in which
family and clan names descend in the male
line from father to son: in distinction from
the metronymic stage. See *metronymic, 2.

Giddings, Elem. of Soeiol., p. 187.

patrulty (pa-tro'i-ti), n. [L. patruus, a
paternal uncle.] The relationship of an
uncle. [Rare.]

"Visible signs of paternity or patruity.
T, J, Hewlett, Parsons and Widows, xxxvi. N. E. D.

patte, n. 3. Cleverness; skill in execution;
genius. [French art slang.]— patte d'ole, a
coin, the gros blanc, struck under Jean le Bon (1350-1304)
of France.

patten'-^, «. 4. A skate. [Local Eng.]
Skates are termed patines in the Fens.

Baring-Gould, Cheap Jack Zita, I. 184. JV. E. D.

5. A round wooden plate fastened under the

pauciplicate

foot of a horse, to prevent it from sinking in
marshy and soft ground. A'. E. JJ.

patter-, w. 4. Rapid phrases introduced into a
song in a speaking voice: sometimes applied to
the whole te.xt of a comedy. [Theatrical cant.]
Mozart and many other composers often intro<luce bits

of 'patter' into buffo solos, as for instance the middle ol
'Madamina' in 'Don Juan,' etc.

Grove, Diet Music, IIL 654.

patteran (pat'^r-an), n. See *patrin.
pattern, ". 11. A templet; a guide ; a gage.— Fitzhugh pattern, a painted patteni on old NauKin
porcelain, consisting of a central disk inclosing four
pomegranates split in half and four hand-of-Buddha
citrons, surrounded by four groups of flowers and sym-
bolic figures. The border is a band of dull color with
trellis-work of a darker shade. This pattern occurs In
blue and occasionally in red or green. The porcelain on
which it is found is usually of a whiter paste than that
of the ordinary Nankin ware.— Linen pattern, in
carved woodwork of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
a relief pattern resembling a folded napkui, the folds
being often ingeniously imagined and combined, so that
the surface of the panel is agreeably fluted. Also called
linen-fold pattern and napkin pattern. .See linen-acroU,
with cut.— Metric <>r metrical, rhythmic or rhjrth-
mlcal pattern, in »<)/xi>. See *metric2, *rhythmie.—
Napkin pattern. Saine as linen itpattern.— Prunus
pattern. i^Amenti*hawthorn decoration. N. Y. Times,
May 18, 190,1.— Reserve pattern, in cpram,, astyle of
decoration in which the design is formed by the un-
colored surface of the ware surrounded by a colored
ground. The tenn is often applied to silver luster-ware
in which the decorative design is reserved in white by
applying a resist preparation to the glazed ware before
the luster ground is put on. See resist style, under
resiti.— Spade pattern. See Irspadei.

Plate with Fitzhugh Pattern.

(In Pennsylvania Museum. Philadelphia.)

patternable (pat'ern-a-bl), a. That can be
used as a pattern.

patterner (pat'er-ner), ?i. One who composes
patterns; one who decorates or covers (a sur-
face) with patterns or designs.
Human emotion—the force which a mere patterner of

spaces, a mere contemner of "subjects," would banish
from pictorial art—plays a great part in the piece.

The Standard (London), May 13, 1889, p. 3. A". E. D.

pattern-piece (pat'ern-pes), n. A trial or
experimental coin, not intended for circu-
lation.

pattern-plate (pat'em-plat), n. A thin sheet
of metal upon the surface of which designs
are painted with an insulating varnish : used
for operating the shedding mechanism of an
electric Jacquard. This method was tried
about 1860.

pattem-'wheel, M. 3. A tracing-wheel (which
see).

pa'ttinsonization (pat 'in - son - i - za ' shon ), n.

"The process of desilverizing lead by the Pat-
tinson method. See process.

patu(pa't6), «. [Maori.] A striking-weapon,
such as a club. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

pau'-' (pii'6), n. [Hawaiian.] Formerly, the
principal garment of the women of Hawaii,
consisting of a number of pieces of tapa,
generally five, wound around the waist and
reaching to about the knee. Jour. Amer.
Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1900, p. 246.

paua (pou'ii), n. [Maori.] The Maori name
of the mutton-fish ; also used as the name for
Maori fish-hooks, made of the paua-shelt, the
same word being adopted for fish, shell, and
liook. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

pauclne (pa'sin), M. [pauco + -ine'^.] Ayellow
crystalline alkaloid, C07H39O5N5 + 6j HoO,
found in pauco-nuts, tfie fruit of Pentacletnra
macrophylla.
pauciplicate (pa'si-pli-kat), a. [L. paucus,
few, + plicntus, folded. See plicate.} Hav-
ing few folds or plications : said of certain



pauciplicate

shells which are provided with transverse
ridges or pheations.

Pauciplieate Jennie Stage.— In this stage new striae
are intruthiced by implantiitjon and not by bifurcation of
the older ones. The stiiw are strong, simple, and separ-
ated by spaces as wide as the stria) themselves. The
number of plications is not great

Am^r. Jour. Sci., April, 1904, p. 290.

pauciramous (pa-si-ra'mus), a. [L. paucus,
few, + ramus, branch, + -ous.'} Haring few
branches; sparsely branched.
pauco-nnt (pa'ko-nut), II. The fruit of Penta-
clethra macrophylla.
pauhagen (pa-ha'gen), n. [Also paughaden,
poghaden, porhagen, pauhaugen ; from an Al-
gonkian form answering to Abenaki ^oo/taf/cn
(Rasles), from a verb meaning 'grease the
ground.' The fish was used by the Indians
to manure their cornfields.] The menhaden.
Jour. Anicr. Folk-lore, Oot.-Dec, 1902, p. 252.
[Maine, etc.]

pauhaugen, «. Same as *pauhagen.
paukatea (pa-ka-te'a), »i. Same as *broad-
lefif, 2.

Paniianite (pa'li-an-it), n. Same as Pauli-
n)ii,\t.

Paulicianism (p&-lish'an-izm), n. [PauUcian
+ -ism.'\ The doctrines professed by the
Paiilieians.

paulie (pa'li), a. and n. [Wso pawlie, pallie,
pttte!/,ete.; origin uncertain.] I. a. Weakly;
sickly: used especially of lambs.
n. n. A very small, weak, or crippled

lamb. [Scotch in all uses.]
paulin (pa'lin), n. [Abbr. from tarpaulin.]
The plain, unsnrfaced canvas used in the
army for covering stores, etc. [tJ. S.]

Pauline, a. 11. n. 1. A member of one of
the various religious orders of St. Paul.— 2.A scholar of St. Paul's School, London.
When in December, 1835. he returned to I/nidon, bring-

Ing with him the 'blue ribbon ' of Oxford, an honour
which no Pauline had at that time won, young Jowett at
.St. Paul's was a distinguished figure.
AMkM and CainplKll, Life and tetters of B. Jowett, L 41.

Paulinian (p4-lin'i-an), a. and n. [See
Pauline.} I. a. Pertaining to, or character-
istic of, St. Paul and his teachings.

II. «. A Paulinist.

Paulinistic (pa-li-nis'tik), a. Pertaining to,
or characteristic of, Pauliiiism or of a Paulfnist.

Paulinize (pa'lin-iz), v. t. and t. ; pret. and pp.
Paulinized, ppr. Paulinizing. [Pauline + -i^e.']

I. trans. To render Pauline ; conform to the
doctrines of St. Paul.

II. intrans. To imitate, obey, or follow St.
Paul's teachings ; become Pauline.
Paullsm (pa'lizm), n. Same as Paulinism.
Paulista (pou-les'tS), «. [Pg. Paulista, <
Paulo (see def.).] A Portuguese and Indian
half-breed, especially one from the state of
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Duringthe seventeenth eeu-
turv they ranged as freebooters through cen-
tral Brazil, and by theirextensive raids assisted
in the spread of the Portuguese dominion.

In Brazil the famous " Pautistan " (so called from the
province of Sio Paulo), a cross between the first Portu-
guese immigranU and the aborigines, have always been
the most vigorous and enterprising section of the com-
munity. Mainly to them Is due the extension of the
Portuguese domain from the Atlantic seaboard to the
eastern slopes of the Cordilleras.

Ktane, Ethnology, p. 152.

Paulite (p4'Ut), n. [ML. PauUtes (f) ; as Paul
+ -i7e'-2.] A member of the monastic order of
the Hermits of St. Paul, founded in 121,'5. See
Pdiili.iit.

paullinitannic (pa'lin-i-tan'ik), a. [Paullinia
+ tannic] Derived from Paullinia sorbilin.— Paolllnltamilc acid, a variety of tannin prepared
from the seeds of Paullinia svrbitit.

paulo-post-future, a. 2. Pertaining to the
near future : as, a, paulo-post-future effect.

11.11. A future very near to the present.
Here cornea Dana, abstractedly loitering along,
Involved In a pnuln-pott-future of song,
Who 11 be going t« write what 11 never be written
Till the Muse, ere he thinks of It, gives him the mitten.

Lowell, Fable for Critics, L 939.

paulospore (p4'lo-spor), n. [L. paulus, little,
+ K. sporr.] A resting-gpore or detached
bud that is not motile.
paulotome (pft ' lo-tom), n. [^fL. Paulotome-
(«).] A member of the genus Paulotomea of
Haeckel.

Paulotomea (pa-l<>-t6'me-a), «. [NL.] One
of the Kfiicra included by llaeckel in his fam-
ily Ahjiiriip, unicellular algte without nuclei
arnl withoiit cilia.

Paulsen's defense. See *defense.
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pauper (pa'per), t: t. [pauper, n.] Same as
paupcri~e. Tennyson, The Falcon, i. 1.
pauperage (pa'per-aj), ». [pauper -f -age.]
Pauperdom

; pauperism.
pauperate (pa'per-at), ». t.; pret. and pp.
paupei-ated, ppr. pauperating. To pauperize.

It has pauperated many a lawful heir.
J. Ro'jers, Antiiwpopriestian, XIV. 306. N. E. D.

pauperdom (pa'pcr-dum), n. 1. The condi-
tion of a pauper; pauperism.— 2. Paupers
collectively.

Paurodontids (pii-ro-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< 6r. iravpoc,, small, + bSoig (biovr-), tooth, +
-idse.] A family of small polyprotodont mar-
supial mammals, based on teeth and jaws from
the Jurassic of Wyoming. Marsh, 1887.
Paurometabola ( pa"r6-me-tab'6-la ), n. pi
[Gt. Tvarpoc, little, + >fra;3o;*,^, 'transforma-
tion.] In Brauer's system of classification,
those insects in which the metamorphoses are
slow, inconspicuous, and very incomplete, as
the Orthoptcra.

paurometabolous ( pa '' ro - me -tab ' p-lus), a.
[Gr. TOf'poc, little, + ntTa,in7.7], change,' + -oiis.]
Characterized by incomplete metamorphosis;
of or belonging to the Paurometabola. Cam-
bridge Xat. Hist., V. 199.

pauropod (pa'ro-pod), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the Pauropoda.
n. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the Pauropoda.
pauropodous (pa-rop'o-dus), o. Resembling
or pertaining to the Pauropoda.

pausal, a. 2. In Heb. grammar, noting the
form which a word receives in the pause of a
sentence, in which in certain cases a vowel is
changed (usually lengthened), or a weakened
vowel reappears in full. A'. E. D. •

pause, H.— Qeneral pause, in music, a silence or rest
on the part of all the voices or instruments, often marked
by the sign '^

lU duration Is entirely Indeterminate, depending on the
conductor's tast«.

paiise-rhythm (paz'riiHm), n. In phonet., a
rhythm of .sound and pause; a rhythm pro-
duced, for example, by the sounding of a tone
for a definite time at definite intervals. E.
W. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. .517.

pauslmenia (pa-zi-me'ni-il), n. [NL., < Gr.
irarT..-. oeasing, -(- fif/v month.] In phijsiol.,
the menopause. Dung.ison.
paussid (pa'sid), n. and o. I. n. A member
of the coleopterous family Paussidx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Paussidx.
pav6 (pii-va'), «. [F., < ;>flf(?r, pave.] 1. A
pavement

; a paved road or street; the street.
He has walked the Pall Mall pant long enough.

Thackeray, Peudennis, II. xixl.

2. In jewelers' work, a setting in which the
jewels are placed close together like a pave-
ment, showing none of the gold.
pavement, «.-Oolden pavement Same as Wn<7'»
(iKiii^- Nicholson pavement, ii kind of street pave-

h the

«....uwAawu 1.MTCUICUII, .1 IVlllll Ol SireCl
nient formed of saiii-d wo.xien bl(«;ks placed witn tne
grain vertical on a platfomi of thin boards laid on the
graded foundation of the road-bed. The Interatices be-
tween the w<x)den blocks are filled with a mixture of
c<.al-tjir and gravel.— Pavement cells. .See Itcell.—
TesseUated pavement, a pavement formed of small
square blixiks (tessenu) ; by extension, any mi»aic pave-
ment

: but the pieces of such pavements are generally
foursquare.

pavemental (pav-men'tal), a. [pavement -I-

-al.] Resembling a pavement; specifically,
furnished with pavement-teeth.
The dentition Is typically pavemental In the Moncecious

and ribbon-like In the Dtecious Gasteropoda
; and, with

certain exceptions, even admitting of explanation, the
auditory sacs contain ot<jconia in the former case and
smgle spherical otoliths in the latt«r.

J. D. Macdonald, in Jour. Linnean .Soc., XV. 166.

pawn
Tetramorium csespitum, common to Kurope and
d„,v i"h''?-*^Jf"^-^ ^" ,'^'"'"P« " '« ^ """inw" "lea-do»-ant, but in the eastern United States it is a frequent
resident of cities anu towns, very often making its colo-
nies under pavements.

pavement-artist (pav'ment-iir"tist), n. One
who sketches scenes and figures, in colored
chalks, on a smooth stone pavement, with the
view of extracting money from those passing
by. N. E. D.

1- s

pavement-light (pav'ment-lit), n. An ar-
rangement of thick glass "set in a metal frame
which can be used as part of the flooring or
of the pavement above a cellar or vault.
There are many forms, mostly of private
ownership. See patent *light.

pavement-tooth (pav'ment-teth), n.; pi
pavement-teeth (-teth). Al' tooth which, with
others, forms a structure like a pavement, as
in certain sharks. See pavement, v., 4.

pavement-toothed (pav'ment-totht), a. Hav-
ing large rounded closely-set teeth, or pave-
ment-teeth. See pavement, n., 4.

The second part of the first volume of Records of the
Albany Museum contains Ave notes by Dr. R. Broom on
South African anomodont reptiles. In one of these he
discusses the affinities of the pavement-tonlhed genus
Endrthodon, which was placed by Mr. Lydekker among
the dlcynodonts, but transferred by Prof. Seeley to the
thenoilonts. Xalure, May 6, 1904, p. 13.

paver, n. 4, In porcelain making, the bed-
stone of the grinding-mill.
The particles are abraded . . . between the runners and

pavers.
Guide Worcester Porcelain Works, 1881, p. 12. JV. E. D.

Pavia (pa'vi-il), n. [NL,, named in honor of
Peter Paaw (1.564-1617), a Dutch botanist.]A section or subgenus of ^sculus, the buckeve
and horse-chestnut genus, still used by horti-
culturists as a generic name. Its members have
four long-clawed petals, leaflets stalked, and winter buds
not resinous. They are North American shrubs or small
trees, of which the be.?t known are -f;. glabra, .-K. octandra
Uafit lutea), and ,«. Pavia {P. rubra or P. Micliauxii).
with hDrticnltural varieties.

Pavia pottery. See *pottery.

pavie (pa'\-i), «. [Sc] A nimble, adroit move-
ment of the body, as that of a juggler per-
forming a trick; hence, a trick. N. E. D.
For some of such had play'd Rpavie.

Colvil, Whigs Supplication, 1. 72. If. E. D.

paviin (pa'vi-in), n. [Pavia + -in2.] Same
as/rari«.

pavilion, n. 7. In anat.: (J) The flaring ex-
tremity of a canal, as the external ear or the
ovarian end of the Fallopian tube.- Justices
of the pavilion. See *justice.

paving-roller (pa'ving-ro'l^r), n. A p'aving-
machine

; a roller for pavements.
pa'ving-set (pa'ving-set), n. A block of slagto
be used for paving. Phillips and Bauerman,
Elements of Metallurgy, p. 220.

pavonated (pav'o-na-ted), p. a. [L. pavo(n-),
peacock, -I- -ate'".] Colored like the neck of
a peacock ; of a brilliant bluish green.
Very beautifully pavonated copper pyrites.
G. Mitchell, tr. Karsten's Min. In Leskean Mus., p. 291

l.V. E. D.

pavement-ant (pav'ment-4nt), n. An ant.

e a g
Pavenjcnt-ant ( Tttramoriunt easfiitutn').

a, winged female
; t>. same without wings; c, male; d, worker-

t, larva ol female ; /, head of same ; g, pupa of same.

pavonazzo (pii-v6-nat'zd), a. and n. [It., pea-
cock-colored.] Colored like a peacock: noting
a marble like pavonazetto. See marble, 1.

pavor (pa'vor), n. [L., fear, < pavere, fear.]
Fear.—Pavor dlumns, daymare; day-terrors.— Pa-
ver noctumus, nightmare ; night-terrors.

paw^t (pa), «. [Perhaps a variant of pah!]
Improper ; nasty ; obscene. N. E. D.
Lau. . . . I 'U tell him how often this Tarquin-steward

would have kist me by force.
Steph. Kiss you 1 fye, that 's a poir-word.
Bet No, no, he 's a cleanly man.

Sir W. Davenant, Man 's the Master, Iv. 1.

pairari (pa-wa'ri), n. [Guiana.] An intoxi-
cating drink made by the natives of British
Guiana.

pawky, a. 2. Crafty; shrewd; clever Pawky
play, in iinl/, play conducted with shrewdness and full
Knowledge of one's limitations.

pawl-rim (pal'rim), n. A ring of ratchet-
teeth at the base of a capstan.

pawl-ring (pal'ring), n. Same as *paicl-rim.

pawn^, V. t. 3. To put up as collateral: hy-
pothecate, as stock for a loan. [Colloq.]
Formerly it was possible for the jobbers in all impor-

tant marketa on the Stock Exchange to form a good idea,
by comparing notes In each settlement, of what the con-
dition of the speculative account really was, but it is less
easy to do so now, because so much stock Is "paumed"
with banks that tile conclusions arrived at by the jobbers
from examining only what they are carrying over them-
aelvea are liable to be falsified.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 866.



pawn
pawn^, >l.— Clear pawn, in chess, the possession of

one pawn more than tne upi^oiient, tne extiu pawn being
not on the same file with any of the othera in his posi-

tion : an advantage obtained by a chess-player, in tlie

course of the game, for which his adversary has no equiv-

alent.—Oamblt pawn, in chess, the pawn the sacrifice

of which constitutes the gambit.— Isolated pawn, in

chess, a pawn detached from support by other pawns,
those on the adjacent rows being already removed from
the board.— Passed pawn, in chess, a pawn that may
be advanced without being obstructed by a pawn of the
adversary either on the same file or either of the two
adjacent files.—Pawn-and-move opening. See*open-
111(7.—To pass a pawn, to establish a passed pawn.
IRAre.]—To queen a pawn, to advance a pawn, in a

game of chess, to its eighth square and thereupon make
it a queen.

pawnage (pan'Sj), n. Ipawn'^ + -az/c] The
act of depositing iu pledge ; the condition of

being pledged or pawned. [Rare.]

pawnbrokerage (pan'bro'ker-SJ), n. [pawn-
broker + -of/c] The business of a pawnbroker.
pawnee^ (p^'ne), ». [Hind.^ant.] See brandy-
pawnee.
paw-paw (pa 'pa), a. [Redup. of paw3.-\

Improper; naughty; indecent; obscene: a
nursery word.

paxilliferous (pak-si-life-rus). a. [NL. pax-
iWo+Gr. -fopoi; <. (pipew, hear.'} Bearing paxillffi.

paxilliform (pak-sil'i-form), a. [NL. paxilla

+ -form.'i Resembling or having the shape
of paxilla>.

pazillose, «. 2. Paxillate.

The abactinal surface is paxiUose, each paxillus having
a circular crown of about eight papilla;, the centre being
usually smooth. [Echinoilerms.]

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 29a

pay^, 1'. ' Pajrlng-out leg, the height of telegraph
cable which is held at the bows of a cable-laying vessel

;

the leg (or side) which is allowed to run, in distinction

from the opposite leg, which is held.

payl, n. 4. In goM-mi)iinj), sufficient metal in
a vein or bed to pay for working it Longevity
pay, additional pay given to officers for long service in
the United States army and navy. Army and A'avy
Register, X.XIV. 280.

payable, a. 3. Profitable ; likely to be prof-

itable or to pay: as, payable rook, gravel,

quartz, etc., meaning yielding or likely to
yield gold ; a payable enterprise, one yielding
or likely to yield profit.

pay-boarder (pa'bor'der), n. A paying scholar
who boards on the premises; opposed to day-
scholar or free scholar.
Among the pay-boarders . . . numbering in all thirty,

there were six Non-conformists.
Rep. Com. on Welsh Education, 1S99. N. E. D.

pay-envelop (pa'en-vel'up), n. An envelop
intended to contain the pay or wages of an
employee on pay-day.
paying-out (pa"ing-out'), n. The act or oper-
ation of allowing a cord, cable, or rope to be
pulled or drawn out; specifically, the opera-
tion of passing or running out a submarine
cable from a ship which is laying it.

paym't, payt, pay't. Abbreviations of pay-
mey\ t.

pay-rock (pa'rok), n. Any metal-bearing
rock rich enough to pay for working.
paysanne (pa-zan'), ». [F.] A French peasant
woman ; hence, any countrywoman.
Their only servant is a mere West Country paisamie.

Charlotte Smith, Celestina, L 190. JV. E. D.

P. B. An abbreviation (J) of the Latin Philo-

sophise Baccalaureus, Bachelor of Philosophy;
(c) of Primitive Baptist.

pc. An abbreviation ot piece, in the dry-goods
trade.

P. 0. An abbreviation (c) of the Latin Patres
Conscripti, Conscript Fathers; (d) of Perpet-

ual Curate ; (e) [I. c] of the Latin per cen-

tum, by the hundred
; (/) of the Latin pondus

civile, avoirdupois weight
; (</) of Post Com-

mander ; (h) [I. c] ot post- or postal-card;

(!) II. f.] of the Latin post consrilatxim, after

the consulship; (j) of Principal Conductor;
(k) of Privy Council.

P. C. M. O. An abbreviation of Principal
Colonial Medical Officer.

P. C. P. An abbreviation of Past Chief Patri-
uri-ii.

P. 0. S. An abbreviation of Principal Clerk

of Session.

P. 0. U. An abbreviation oipound-centigrade-
unit. [Rare in U. S.]

P. D. An abbreviation (6) of potential differ-

ence ; (c) of the Latin Philosophic Doctor,
Doctor of Philosophy.

Pd. B. An abbreviation of the Latin Peda-
aogise Baccalaureus, Bachelor of Pedagogy.
Pd. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Peda-
gogic Doctor, Doctor of Pedagogy.
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Pd. M. An abbreviation of the Latin Peda-
gogise ilagister. Master of Pedagogy.
pe (pa), n. The seventeenth letter (q) of the
Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the Greek
pi {-) and the English pe {p). Its numerical
value is 80.

Pe. In chem., the symbol torpelopitim.

P. E. An abbreviation (c) of Presiding Elder.

pea'^, M. 3. In the manufacture of sulphuric
acid, the workman's name for a fragment of
iron pyrites, from an eighth to a half inch in

diameter.— 4. The balance or sliding weight
used on a steelyard Black-eye:^ pea. (a) A
cultivated form of the cow-pea, yi<jna .Sinensis. See
ircow-pea. (b) In the West Indies, Volichos sphiero-

spennus. Both of the plants bear white beans having a
black spot around the hilum.—Canada fleld-pea. See
/ieW.*;;*!!.- Canada pea. See /firf-A-pen.- Chapar-
ral-pea, a spiny leguminous bush, -Vi/'o"'«'"»H« "I'^n'f "«,

of high altitudes in the Coast Range of middle and south-

ern California, sometimes fonning impenetrable thickets.

It bears rose-purple pea-like flowers in the axils near the
ends of the branches.— Clay pea, a cultivated form of

the cow.pea, Vigna Sinensis, having buff-colored beans.
This was the form originally called cow-pea.— Coffee-
pea, the Chick-pea, sometimes used as a substitute for

coffee.- Com-fleld pea, the cow-pea. See *coic-pea.
— Darling pea, Swainsona palegi/oUa, an Australian

plant. Also called native indigo, poison-pea, and poison-
hush. See 5if(M'Mon«.— Fleld-pea, see peal, 1. The
fleld-pea exists in many varieties, proving long cultiva-

tion. In northern latitudes it is a valuable forage-plant,

furnishing hay and pea-meal. It is extensively raised in

Canada, whence the varieties there grown are in the
United States called Canada field-pea, or Canada pea.—
Flat pea. (b) An Old World perennial, Lathyrus syl-

vestris Wagneri, related to and resembling the common
sweet pea. It has been highly recommended as a forage-

plant but has not met with nuich approval in the United
States.— Glo^ pea, a plant of the genus Clianthus.
[Austmlia.)— Heart pea, the balloon.vine. [Australia.]
— Lady-pea, a variety of the co\v-pea. See -tteoiv-pea.—
Leaf-spot of pea See *fc(V-«i)of.— Mexican rosary
pea, iMdicholus phaseoloides, a twining trifoliate plant
bearing small, hard, red-and-black seeds resembling the
common crabs'-cyes {Abrxis At'vxis) of the West Indies.

Abrus, however, has pinnate leaves. In .Spanish-speak-
ing countries the seeds of both are called peronia. See
itcolorin chiquito.— Monkey's pea, in the West Indies, a
cosmopolitan climber of the tropics, Vigna lutea.— PUT-
f>le-eyed pea. See *cow-pcn.— Red-pottage pea, the
entil, supposed to have formed tlie material of the red
pott.igeof Genesis ixv. 30,— Southern pea, the cow-pea.
See -kcow-pea.— Stinking pea, in the Bahamas, Cassia
Bahamensis.—Texas or Texan pea, a perennial bushy
legume. Astragalus Xuttalliamts, with bladdery pods,
valuable for grazing in central and northern Texas.

—

Wlllppoorwill-pea, a variety of the cow-pea. See
*coiv-}tea.—Wild pea, in Califonjia, any native species
of Lathyrus, southward mostly L. vesiitus.—Yellow
pea, the prairie false lupine, Thennopsis r.hombi/olia.

See/alse -klupine.

pea-aphis (pe'a"fis), n. Macrosiphum pisi, an
aphidid which has caused great loss in pea-
plantations in the Eastern United States by
puncturing and blighting the young shoots.

peach-weevil

a peach. It is found in Ueluchistan, Afghanistan, and east-
ern Persia.— Native peach. (4) Jn Australia, the emu-
apple, Rancooria acidula. (c) In .Sierra Leone, the
Guinea peach, Sarcocephalus sam'/ucinus. See Sarco-
cephatus.— Peach fruit-worm. See ir/ruit-worm. —
Peach-kernel oU. See •oiV. — peach leaf-beetle.
.Same as plum itleaf-beetle.— Peach leaf-roller. .See
•irlea/.Toller.— PeaCh-OlL Same as peach-kernel -koil.—
Peach twig-borer. See •tu-iy-i/orcr. — vine-peach.
Sec -kvine-peach.

peach-aphis (pech'a"fis), «. Any one of sev-
eral species of Aphididse found on peach-trees.
— Black peach-aphis, an American aphidid. Aphis per-
sic^-niger, which feeds on both roots and twigs, leaves
and buds of peach. Also called peach-louse.

peach-berry (pech'ber-i), n. A Tasmanian
shrub, Styphelia strigosa, of the family Epacri-
dacem ; or its fruit, a small, fleshy berry.

peach-bloom (pech'blSm), n. 1. The soft
down of the peach-skin; hence, the delicate
flush of a healthy complexion.— 2. In ceram.,
a glaze of Oriental porcelain of the color of
the skin of a peach ripening in the sun, shad-
ing from pale red to pink. Compare peacA-
bloir, 1.

peach-curculio (pech'k6r-ku''li-6), n. Same
as jilum-curculio.

peach-curl (pech'kferl), n. Same as curl, 4.

pea-cheese (pe'ohez), «. A gelatinous prep-
aration of pea-flour which is treated with a
solution of gypsum : used for food by the Chi-
nese.

peachen (pe'chen), a. Of or resembling a
peach.
Wrinkles mar a peachen cheek.

L. Wingfield, Abigel Howe, L 171. N. E. D.

peach-fly (pech'fli), «. A trypetid Ay, Cera-
titis capitata, abundant in many tropical and

Pea.aphis {Macrosiphum fiisi).

a.i.winsred female: r, apterous female : rf, nymph in last stafje;

<, third joint uf antenna of winded form; a, o^, enlarged, «, highly
magnified. fChittenden, U. S. D. A.)

pea-ballast (pe'bal"ast), v. Coarse sand or
very fine gravel used as ballast.

Peabody bird (pe'bo -di b^rd). [From the
Pcabody GXen, White Mountains.] The white-
throated sparrow, Zonotrichia alhicollis,

peacemonger (pes'mung"g6r), n. One who
talks much, but impractically, of peace and
peacemaking. Southey.

Southey seems to have coined the useful "peacemonger "

to distinguish unpractical praters about peace from true
peacemakers. Athemeum, May 1:J, 190.S, p. 587.

peace-warrant (pes'wor"ant), ». In Eng. late,

a warrant for the arrest ot a person, issued by
a justice of the peace. Same as justice's war-
rant (which see. under warrant) in the United
States.

peach^, M. 3. A person or thing of a very high
order ; one who or that which is very nice.

[Slang.]— Little-peach, a disease of peach-trees prob-
ably due to a fungus which attacks the very young trees.

It causes the fruit to ripen while quite small, and in a
few years kills the tree.— Monntain-peach, a spiny,

branching shrub of the soapberry family, Stocksia Bra-
huica, or its edible fruit, which resembles in appearance

Peach.fly {Ctratitis capitata).

I a, fly ; ^. head from front ; ^, spatula-Iike hair from face of malev
tt, antenna ; e, maggot ; a and e, enlarged ; b. c, and d, greatly en>
larged. (Insect life, U. S. D. A.)

subtropical countries. Its larvse bore into
peaches and other fruits.

peachiness (pe'chi-nes), n. The character of
being peachy.
peachka (pech'ka), ?i. [Russian pechka, an
oven, dim. ot pecHH, oven, stove.] A Russian
stove, such as is used in Alaska.

peach-louse (pech'lous), n. See black *peack-
aphis.

peach-maggot (pech'ma^''gt), n. The larva
of a cosmopolitan trypetid fly, Ceratitis capi-

tata. It affects peaches as well as orange*
and other fruit. See *peach-Jly.

peach-mildew (peeh'mil"dii), n. See *mildew,
peach-moth (pech'moth). ". Any one of sev-

eral moths whose larvse attack tlie peach, as
the blue-spangled peach-moth, Maploa lecon-

tei, of the family Arctiidae.

peach-pit (pech'pit), «. A peach-stone; the
hard covering inclosing the kernel of the fruit.

peach-rosette (pech'ro-zet"), « A contagious
disease of peach-trees of unknown origin.

The leaves form characteristic compact-
bunches which soon fall off, and the death
of the tree takes place within a short time.

peach-rust (pech'rust), «. See *rust^.

peach-scab (peeh'skab), h. See *scab.

peach-scale (pech'skal), n. A brown naked
scale-insect, Eulecanium persicse, occurring on
peach-trees and also on plum, quince, and
other plants, and found in Europe, Canada,
the United States.'and Australia.— West Indian
peach-scale, a diaspine scale-insect, Diaspis pentagons,
occurring in many parts of the world and on a great va-

riety of food-plant^.

peach-tree, n— Blue-spangled peach-tree cater-
pillar. See *ea trrjiilln i:— Pacific peach-tree borer.
See *()ori'r.— Peach-tree bark-louse, ."^ec *(mrt-
ioitw.- Peach-tree borer. ('<) See *6orer.

peach-weevil (pech'we"vl), n. Same as New-
York weevil (which see, under weevil).



peachy

peachy, a. H, n. A fermented drink made
from peaches. [Rare.] X. E. D.
The inhabitants have a method of purifying cyder by

frost, and separating the watery part from the spirit.

. . . They malte peachy and perry; grape, cherry, and
currant wines ; and good beer of pumlcins, molasses,
bran of wheat, spruce and malt.

5. Peters, X General Hist of Conn., p. 245.

peacock, «. 2. [coyj.] lu astron., the con-
stellation Pavo— Peacock throne, a celebrated
work of art, now in the possession of tlie Shah of Persia.

It was one of the treasures of the King of Delhi, but was
carried off as plunder in 1739 by the Persians when, under
NAdir Shah, they took the city. The back of the throne
is a peac«x'k's tail of natural size, fully expanded and
made of jewels.

peacock, »• i- 2. To pick the 'eyes' out of

the laud by selecting of buying up the choice
pieces and waterfrontages so that the adjoin-
ing territory is practically useless to any one
else. E. E. Morris, Austral English. [Aus-
tralian slang.]

When the immediate advent of selectors to a run be-

came probable, the lessees endeavoured to circumvent
them by dummying all the positions which offered the
l)e8t means of blocking the selectors from getting to
water. This system, commonly known as " peacockintf,"
was assisted by the use of Volunteer Land Orders.

W. Eppg, Land Systems of Australasia, iii.

peacock-coal (pe'kok-kdl), n. See *coal, 1.

peacock-copper (pe'kok-kop"er), «. A name
given to bomite from its iridescent colors.

Also called peacock-ore.

peacockery (pe'kok-e-ri), «. Vainglorious
display; the state of being puffed up with
vanity. N. E. D.

peacock-fly (pe'kok-fli), n. Any one of a
number of true flies of the family Trypetidfe or
Ortalidee, which have the habit of elevating
their wings and strutting about.
peacock-heron (pe'kok-her'on), n. Same as
jiearoch-hittern (which .see).

peacock-moth (pe'kok-m6th), n. A British
collectors' name for Opisthograptis notata, a
European geometrid moth which extends into
northern Asia.

peacock-ore (pe'kok-or), n. S&me iLa*peacock-
copper.

peacocky (pe'kok-i), a. 1. Like the peacock
in having a vain jauntinesa of manner ; self-

conceited; showing off: said of a person.

It is love of adventure, of excitement, of fine dress and
the pride of fame, all which are sentimental motives,
which chiefly make a boy like going into the Guards
better than into a counting-house. \ ou fancy, perhaps,
that there is a severe sense of duty mixed with these
peacocky motives? And in the best of you there is.

Itutkin, Crown of Wild Olive, iiL 118.

2. Having a spirited, showy, high action:
said of a horse.

pea-htlller (pe'hul'fer), n. A machine for
threshing pea-plants and hulling the peas.
It is fitted with the threshing machinery and all the acces.
aoiiei of a bean-thresher and is adapted to pea-plants.
It has also hulling machinery, a recleaner, a bagger or
bagging-machine for delivering the clean hulled peas
Into b4^ and a bag-register.

peal (p«-i'), »• [Caribpiai.] Same as *;)eaima».

peai (pe-i'), v. i. and t. [peai, m.] To prac-
tise the arts of a peaiman upon ; treat with
the peaiman's magic, y. E. D.

peaiism (pe-i'izm), n. [peai + -imn.l The
practices and sorcery of the peaiman.
To explain the system of peaiittm here would take too

long. All that need now be said is that it is based upon
the belief that all illness and all other bodily evil is the
work of hostile beings.

X. F. I'm Thurn, in Jour. Anthrop. Inst, XL Stifl.

peaiman (pe-i'man), n. [peai + -man.'] In
French and British Guiana, a witch-doctor; a
soothsayer ; a medioine-man ; a conjurer.
See *piache.

peak^, «. 4. The maximum of a load-curve.
A plate properly constructed ior even moderate rates,

should not greatly depreciate when discharged at eight
times the normal for short duration peaks, and at twelve
times for " instantaneous " peaks.

Elect. WtiHd atid Emjin., May 21, 19<M, p. 977.

6. In mech., a heavy load; the heaviest load
(on an engine or generator) : so called because
a peak or protruding point is formed in the
line traced by the point of a recording dyna-
mometer at the time of the heavy load or of
a maximum load. See *loa(P, 8, and *peak-
load.
There are two combined seta ; that is, engine, altema.

t*>r, and tramway generator coupled on the same shaft.
Other and larger altematurs are in use during the " weajt

"

of the load. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 35.

6. In turpentining, the angle formed by the
meeting of the two streaks on the face.—7.
[cap.] A name applied to a village at one
of the comers or extreme boundaries of a
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township : as, Derry Peak, on the eastern
boundary of Derry. Dialect Notes, III. iii.

[New Hampshire.] —Instantaneous peak, in rf«rt.,

a sudden increase in the load of a power station, which
disappears again abruptly : so called from the form of the
load-curve indicating such fluctuations.— PeaJc Of the
load, that portion of the load of a power station which
con-esponds to the peak of the load-curve.— Short-Stay
peak, the situation of the anchor when it is on the bot-
tom, but about under the hawse-hole— when the cable
is nearly up and down.— Stay-peak, the position w hen
the cable and the fore-stav are parallel to one another— when the trend of the cable is such that it is pai-allel to
the line of the fore-stay.

II. a. Pertaining or relating to the high
point in the diagram from a recording meter,
due to a peak or heavy load. See *peail, n.,

4 and 5.

The direct-current ends of these rotary converters are
often worked in multiple with an old generating station.
at least during the peak hours of one or two mouths in
the early winter.

Elect. World and Engin., May 9, 1903, p. 789.

peakl, V. t. 2. To accentuate.— 3. Of a
whale, to raise (the tail or flukes) high in the
air when making a perpendicular dive : this
act is called by the y/halera peaking the flukes.
T. Bcale, Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale, p. 44.
N. E. D.—to peak the mizzen, to cant the mizzen-
yard so that it nial<e3 a sliarp angle with the mast

peak-bulkhead (pek'bulk'hed), n. In naval
arch., a bulkhead fitted in the extreme for-
ward part of a vessel, and generally referred
to as the ' forward collision bulkhead.'

peaker (pe'k^r), n. 1. A load of logs narrow-
ing sharply toward the top, and thus shaped
like an inverted V.— 2. The top log of a load.

peak-load (pek'lod), n. That portion of the
load of a power station which coincides with
the time of greatest demand. The term is

due to the fact that the variation of the load
with time is shown graphically by means of a
curve, the load-curve, the maximum peak of
which indicates the time and amount of the
greatest load or peak-load. See *load^, 8,

and *peak^, n., 4.

It is necessary at times of fall and winter peak loads to
operate the steam plants in the three combination sub-
station and subsidiary steam plants which the company
was operating three years ago.

Elect. World and Engin., May 23, 1903, p. 86«.

peak-tank (pek'tangk), n. A compartment
in the extreme forward part of a vessel for
holding either fresh or ballast water, or a sup-
ply of turpentine, etc.

peaky-blinder (pe'ki-blin'dfer), n. One of a
class of hoodlums or hooligans in the Mid-
lands, England: so called from their custom
of wearing the peaks of their caps drawn
down over their eyes when at their nefarious
practices. N. and Q., 9th Ser., VII. 94.

peal^, n.—Dumb peal, amuffled peal of bells,— MofBed
peal, in bell-rin'jin'j, a peal, or its sound, when the
clappers are partly covered with leather so that half of
the strokes are dull or indistinct : used on occasions of
mourning.

peal*^ (pel), n. A name used in England for
different species of the genus Salmo, as S.

salar, the salmon, or S. cambricus, a trout
found in England, Ireland, and Norway. The
latter is also called setcin.

The growth and migrations of salmon (including sea-
trout, salmon-trout, peal, sewin, etc.),

Science, Sept 16, 19(H, p. 383.

pea-louse (pe'lous), n. An aphidid found on
the pea-vine.

Peanut t)Utter, peanuts ground and generally mixed
with a little water,- Peanut methods, the methods
of peanut politics; petty or tricky methods. tCoIlo<i.)
— Peanut-olL See *w7,— Peanut politics, the petty
ways and tricks of small-minded politicians ; petty parti-
zan action. [CoUoq.]

pea-oil (pe'oil), n. See *oil.

pea-plant (pe'plant), n. 1. Any plant that
bears peas.— 2. In Australia, any one of sev-
eral plants belonging to the pea or bean
family, Fabacese.

pear^, n.— Bachelor's pear, in Barbadoes, either of
two tropical species of the genus .^jla7tum, S. inamvn)-
Slim m\A S. xanthiicarputn.— Black rOt Of pear. See
6/rtcAr *rf,f.— Orape-pear. ('>) The shad-bush, AiiieUui'
chier tliitrt/npiuiii. Also called tiu'ump swjar-pear.—
Native pear, in Australia, same as u-mtden pear (which
see. under jw'iirl).— OU of pear. See *f/i7.— Pear am-
brosla-beetle. Sec ',?,•(?<•'-'— Pear fruit-borer. See
/rt/fV-'HTcr.- Pear-leaf blister. See *fdister.—feax
leaf-bu£. .Sce*/''«.^'/",'/.~ Pear leaf-miner. Hef*leaf.
7/1 (N.'r.— Pear twl^-glrdler. See *twifj'girdler.—
Vegetable pear. Same as cheyote.

pear-aphis (par'a"fi8), n. An undetermined
plant-louse that infests the leaves of the pear-
tree in June.

Pear-bllght beetle, (f*) Same as apple-tree ^shot-borer.

simtttfus).

pupa, Enlarired,
(Banks, U, S. D. A,)

pearlite

pear-borer (par'b6r"(;r), n. An insect the
larvie of which bore in pear-trees.— sinuate
pear-borer, a biipres- —
tid beetle, A'jrilus
sinuatus, accidentally
introduced from i;u-

rope into the United
States. Its larva) feed
between the bark and
wood of pear-trees,
making ver>' long zig-
zag galleries, finallv
girdling and killing
tile tree.

pearceite (pers'-
It), H. [Named
after Dr. Richard
Peorce of Denver.]
Asulpharseiiiteof
silver, AggAsSg,
analogous to the si„„„, p„,.,„„, ,^,7^
8nlphantimonite<.,larTa; 4. beetle

polybasite, to
which it is also related in crystallization

:

found in Montana and also in Colorado and
Utah.

pear-conch (par'kongk), n. A pear-shell, or
fig-shell: a species of I'yrnla.

pearl, «. 15. In ship-rigging, one of the
bun's-eye rollers strung on the round iron
band which spans the forward part of the
gaff on fore-and-aft vessels, and which assist
in the smooth hoisting of the spar, as well as
confining it to the mast.— Cyst-pearl, a pearl
formed in the ordinary manner, that is, in a cuticular
cyst or sac,— Fantasy pearl, a name applied to the
irregular, sometimes hollow, form of pearls, not formed
lixwe and free as are the perfect pearls, but produced on
the pearl shell, usually by the inclosure of some foreign
substance, such as clay, a parasite, or even a liquid.
These are detached from the shell and do not possess the
value of the more perfect pearls.— Pearl luster, ware.
See itluster2, itware^.

pearl-crescent
(perl'kres"ent),
«. An Ameri-
can nymphalid
butterfly, Phy-
ciodes iharos,

found practi-
cally throughout
North America.
Its larvte feed ou
asters.

pearl-diabase (pferl'di'^a-bas), «. Same as
rariolitc.

pearler (p6rl'6r), n. [pearl -\- -crl.] A pearl-
diver; one who is engaged in pearl-fishing.

In cases where a pearler has one boat, only sufficient
room will be found for the storage of shell of one
month's work (this should average three-fourths of a ton),
but a plant of two or more boats has generally a schooner
of from 30 to 75 tons as a st^treship for shell and provi-
sions, etc. Sci. Amer. Sup., March 28, 1903, p, 2276a

pearl-fish (p^rl'fish), M. 1. A common name
of Fierasfer affinis, a fish found iu the Bay of
Panama, in the shells of the pearl-oyster; any
fish of the family Fierasjeridee, which lives in
the shells of molluska and in large Holothuria.

Pearl-crescent iPhyciodes thar,
Natural size.

Pearl, fish {Fieras/er acus) issuin,j from a Unlothurian,

(From Jordan's " Guide to the Study of I-ishes.")

— 2. A minnow, Alhurnus hicidus, and other
allied species, ranging over Europe and west-
ern Asia. The pearly matter from their scales
is used in the manufacture of artificial pearls.

pearl-hardening (p6rriiiird"ning), «. In
paper-making, gj-psum prepared and used to
give the appearance of body to a thin, sleazy
paper.

pearlite, perlite (p^rl'it), ». [pearl + -jfes.]

The eutectoid of steel. All slowly cooled steel con-
taining 0,90 per cent of carbon consists entirely of pearl-
ite. With more than this amount of carbon, steel consists
of pearlite associated with microscopic crystals of
cementite ; with less than 0,90 per cent of carbon, it

consists of pearlite and microscopic crystals of ferrite.

Pearlite has a laminated structure, and consists of 86,5
per cent, of ferrite and 13,5 per cent, of cementite, in



pearlite

microscopic ilakelets or crystals in the fomi ol thin plates

or scales, intimately mixed, and usnally requiring a niag-

ni&catlon uf a thousand diameters to disclose it.

The best condition for r?iil-steel is that in whidi the
ferrite and pearlite appear in a closely-interlocking rela-

tion, while, if the ferrite appears in large enclosed poly-

hedrons, it indicates that the temperature before i-olling

was too high. Entfin, Macf., March, 1899, p. 1011.

Steels containing 0.2 percent carbon show a pearlite

structure until the tungsten content exceeds 10 percent.

\Vhen they contain 0.8 percent carbon the pearlite struc-

ture holds only Hp to 5 percent tungsten. The pearlite

steels are stronger the more tungsten they contain.
Jour, rliyg. Chem., March, 1905, p. 272.

pearl-lightning (perl'lit'ning), n. A light-

ning-flasli in disjointed sparks resembling a
row of pearls or glistening drops.

pearl-organ (pdrr6r"gan), n. A small spine-

like tubercle developed by many of the male
fishes of the order Plectospondyli. The organs
are present oifly during the breeding-season and are par-

ticularly well developed aljout the head and along the

sides of the caudal pedimcle and the anal fin.

The males of certain species of Xorth American fishes

develop during the breeding season what are known as
"peart-orf/a Jig." These ai"e hard spine-like thickenings

of the epidermis, sometimes fonning rows on the sides of

the tail and on the anal fin. Their use long remained
unknown. Mr. .1. Reighard, of Michigan University,

finds, however, that they are employed by the males of

some species for fighting and in building their nests, while

in all the species they are used for holding the spawning
female. Knowledge, May, 1904, p. 90.

pearl-perch (perl'p^reh), n. See perch^.

pearly, «.— Pearly disease. See ^disease.— Pearly
necklace-shell. See -kaeckUice-shell.

II. ». pi- Clothes with large pearl buttons,
worn by costermongers. N. E. D. [Slang.]

pearly (pfer'li), adv. In the manner of a pearl

;

like a pearl.

Here is a shell ; 't is pearly blank to me,
Nor mark'd with any sign or charactery.

Keats, Endymion, iii. 761.

pearly-eye (p^r'li-i), n. An American agape-
tid butterfly, Enodia portlandia, which occurs

958

I. trans. To make peasant-like ; reduce to
the peasant class. [Kare. ]

Those who escape bondage to past and present alike
and who are best fitted for life want . to go out into
the world and make careers for themselves. They go West,
to the colonies, the slums ; devise new enterprises, some-
times almost want to peasantize themselves and fall in
love with wheel-grease and the smell of the baniyard.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 613.

H. intrans. To become clownish or peas-
ant-like. [Rare.]

pea-scar (pe'skiir), ». Same as ^button-scar.

peat-auger (pet'a"ger), ». A hollow tube hav-
ing a suarp end, used for taking samples of
peat from a peat-bog. It has a sharp-pointed pis-

ton for use in closing the tube temporarily when it is de-
sired to take a sample below the surface. \A'hen the
auger has been sunk to the iKiint at which the sample is

to be taken, the piston is <lrawn back, and the tube can
then be forced down enough farther to get the sample.

peat-coal, «. 2. Sa,me as peat-charcoal.

peatery (pet'e-ri), )i. \^pcat^ + -ery.'^ A place
where peat is dug ; a peat-bog.

peat-mull vpet'mul), n. A form of peat-straw,
used as a disinfecting absorbent for purifying
the air of closets and stables, for protecting
trees from frost, as a filling between walls to
render them warm and dry, for stuffing beds,
etc.

peat-press (pet'pres), «. A machine for com-
pressing peat into blocks suitable for burning.

peat-straw (pet'stra), n. The cleansed, dried
fiber of peat.

peau-de-cygne (p6-d§-sen'), n. [F., swan's
skiu.] A weave of soft, highly-finished silk,

closely resembling peau-de-soie. Dry Goods
Economist, June 13, 1908.

peau-de-soie (p6-d6-swo'), n. [F., skin of silk.]

A thick, soft silk, at one time much in vogue.
The best grades are satin-finished on both
sides.

pea-urchin (pe'^r'^'ohin), n. A very small spe-
cies of sea-urchin of rounded form, EcMnocy-
amus pusillus. A^. E. D.

peavey (pe'vi), «. [Named from the inven-
tor.] A stout lever from 5 to 7 feet long, fitted

Pearly-eye {Fnottia portlandia).
Natural size.

from the southern United States to Nova
Scotia and Manitoba. Its lan-ee feed on
grass.

pearlylite (p^r'li-lit), n. Same as *pearlyte.

pearlyte (perl'it), «. [pearl + -yte."] A kind
of rock, a variety of quartz-trachyte, gradu-
ating into obsidian. Also known as pearlstone

or lithoidal rhyolytc.

pear-midge (par'mij), n. See *midge.

pear-oil (par'oil), «. See *oil ofpear.

pear-rust (par'rust), re. See *rust^.

pear-scale (par'skiil), n. Any one of several

scale-insects found on pear-trees, as the two
diaspine scales, Aspidiotus pyri and Diaspis
pyri, and the naked scale, Eulecanium pyri.

Pearson's law of ancestral inheritance.
See aiieextriil ^inheritance.

pear-^tone (par'ston), n. A nodule found in

tbe pulp of the pear, composed of cells with
strongly thickened walls which are penetrated
by numerous fine branched canals. Compare
scZere/c/ and sclerotic parenchyma, under.se/er-

otic. Strasburger (trans.). Manual of Histol-

ogy, P- 47.

pear-thorn (piir'thorn), n. See thorn"^.

Pear-tree blister-beetle. See itMister-beetle.—Feai-
tree borer. See -khurer.

peasant, ». — Peasants' revolt, in Eng. hist., a little-

used name for ti'.e Wat Tyler rebellion of 1381.

peasantism (pcz' ant-izm), ». [peasant +
-ism.'] The cult that "seeks to rescue art from
the exclusive control of the leisure class and
place it at the disposal of all mankind." L.

E. Ward, Pure Soeiol., p. 454. [Bare.]

peasantize (pez'ant-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp.7>efl«-

antized, ppr. pedsantizing. [peasant + -ize.]

PeaTCy.

at the larger end with a metal socket and
pike, and a curved steel hook which works on
a bolt: used in handling logs, especially in

driving. A peavey differs from a cant-hook in

having a pike instead of a toe-ring and lip at

the end.

Pe, B. An abbreviation of the Latin Peda-
gogiee Baccalaurcus, Bachelor of Pedagogies.

pebble, n. 7. In Australia, a hard, obstinate
person ; a tough ; also said of animals.

pebble-dash (peb'l-dash), n. Same a,s pebble-
dashing.

A cheap frame construction was used, the sides of
which were treated with pebble-dash and the roof made
of asphalted felt covered with crushed slag.

Smithsonian Hep., 1901, p. 106.

pebbling-jack (peb'ling-jak), n. In leather-

stamping, a jack with a roller which makes a
small round impression or print. Modern
Amer. Tanning, p. 109.

Pebidian fpf-bid'i-an), n. In geol., a series of

volcanic beds of early Cambrian age in Pem-
brokeshire, Wales, originally described as of

Precambrian age. They consist of tuffs,

schists, and olivin-diabase and andesite sheets
with intruded quartz-porphyries.

peca (pa'ka), n. A fruit-bat.

pecan, ". — Bitter pecan, ift) Uicoria Texana, of
the llraziis iiiver region, allied to the pecan, but with a
very bitter seed.

pecegO (pii'sa-go), H. [Port., peach.] The
fruit of a small tree of the soapberry family,

Chytranthus Mannii, native to tropical West
Africa. It is edible and is prized by the
natives, but its seeds are poisonous.

pecilonomy, ". See pcecHonymy.

peck', V. I. trans. —Pecked Implement, in pre-

historic archieol., a stone implement made of a tough
stone which is shaped by being pecked and battered with
another hard stone.

II. intrans. 2. To fall or pitch forward:
said in particular of a horse when he touches

pectoral

the ground with his toe first in a stride, instead
of stepping on the whole foot.

"Perhaps". . . flew over (the last Imrdlel but "Dandy
Jim," who was rather blown, pecked, blundered and fell.

B. SI. Croker, Diana Harrington, xxiiL

peckiness (pek'i-nes), n. The state or condi-
tion of being pecky.

pecking-arm (pek'ing-arm), n. A short staff

or stick, operated by a cam, for throwing the
shuttle in a loom. Also called jjicker-stick

.

It. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 84.

pecking-cord (pek'ir.g-kord), ?i. A cord which
connects the peeking-arms of a loom. M.
Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 77.

Pecksniffery (pek-snif'e-ri), n. [See Pecksnif-
fian.] A liypocritical display of benevolence,
resembling that of Pecksniff; PecksnifBanism.

Pecksniffianism (pek-snif'i-an-izm), n. [Peck-
sniffian + -ism.] A hypocritical display of
benevolence resembling that of Pecksniff;
the habit of such hypocrisy. See Pccksniffian.

peckyl (pek'i), a. [^eeA-l -f -y^.] Decayed in

such a manner that holes or pockets are
formed : applied especially by lumbermen to
cypress timber affected in this manner, and
also to a similar decay of cedar (I.ibocedrus) I
and other timber. The specific fungus which I
produces the decay in most cases is not known.

pecky2 (pek'i), n. The palmated sandpiper.
Stand. Die. [Cape Cod.]

pecorella(pe-ko-rera), »i. [It.pecorella, foam,
white cloud, also a lamb, < pecoro, fem. pecora,
a sheep, < L. pecus {pecor-), sheep, cattle.]

A prepared chicken-skin, used by miniaturists.

He painted upon card, chicken-skin (jtecoretla), or vel-
lum, and on rare occasions upon rough bone.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 762.

pectase (pek'tas), n. [pect(ose) + -n.se.] A
coagulating ferment found in various fruits

and berries, which by its action upon pectose
causes the formation of jellies in the juices of
the corresponding fruits.

pectenoid (pek'te-noid), fl. [NL. Pecten- +
-oid.] Having the characters of, or related to,

the pelecypod genus Pecten.

pectinaceous, a. 2. Same as pectic.

pectinate (pek'ti-nat), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
pectinated, ppr. peclinating. In hot., to form
an interdigitated arrangement (see pectinated,

2) : said of fibrovascular bundles.

The bundles of the trace of successive pairs all pectinate
with one another.
i>e Bari/ (trans.), Compar. Anat Phanerogams and Ferns,

Ip. 248.

pectinatory (pek'ti-na-to-ri), a. [pectinat(e)

-t- -ory.] In bot., exhibiting, or relating to,

pectination in sense 3
;
pectinated. See pec-

tinated, 2.

The word pectinatory will be used subsequently in de-
scribing the course of the vascular bundles.
De Bary (trans.). Compar. Anat Phanerogams and Ferns,

ip. 128.

pectine, «. 2. One of a pair of comb-like
structures on the under side of the thorax of
scorpions, just behind the hind legs.

pectinirhomb (pek-tin'i-romb), n. [Ij. pecten
(^pectin-), comb, -t- rhombus, rhomb.] In the
Echinodermata, one of the rhombic areas of
parallel stereome folds on the outer surfacesof
certain thecal plates in some cystideans. New
areas overlap the edges of adjoining plates and
often exhibit a suppression of the folds along
theirdiagonals, which coincide with the suture-

lines, resulting in a division of the individual

areas. They are similar to the pore-rhombs.
Also termed pectinated rhombs.

pectinous (pek'tin-us), a. [pectin + -ous.']

Of or relating to pectin
;
pectic.

pectoid (pek'toid), a. [L. pect(cn), comb, -I-

-oid.] A term suggested by A. D. Cushman
to describe the peculiar property possessed
by some constituents of rocks of developing a
colloidal film about their particles during de-

composition. The property is of importance
in understanding the bond or cementing
power of macadam and the consolidation of
sediments.

This effect seems to be accompanied with direct de-

composition of certain constituents of the n>ck magma,
which results in fonning colloidal films on the panicles.

The word 'pectoid' is suggested to describe this condi-

tion. ,Seienee. Feb. IT. IIKW, p. 260.

pectoral, a. 3. Figuratively, proceeding from
the breast, as of the heart: from the inner
consciousness.— Basal pectoral radius, a brachial

ossicle or an actinost. See actinost.
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^^l^^la^J^nll^r^^^lC.J^^^t^'^inTa ^to^o^^'a^^l^te^^lttofth!^^^^
the abactinal skeleton consisting of narrow

thr..ut:lf the chest-wall on auscultation.
to or cnaiacteribtie ot the plant family Pedaii- plates fomung a quadrangular network. It

pectosinase (pek-to'si-nas), «. [pectose + -in ""^'^l. includes the genera Pedicd2a«(er, Coronaster,
+ -((»<".] Aferment-n-hieheonvertspectose into •'^®"*"01l(P?-<la "-o°)> »• [NL.] The tj-pical Gastraster, a.nd Lytaster.

pectin, and pectin into various sugars which ?^°,"® °^ *^^ family Pedalionidae. Budson, Pedicellina (ped"i-se-li'na), n. [NL. < pedi-
undergo fermentation, with the production of _r . .

eellus, pedicel, + -ina.^ The typical and only
hvdrogen, carbon dioxid, and but\Tic acid. Pedalionidae (pe-da-li-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL. genus of the family PediceHraid* Sars 1835

Pectus carlnatmn. Same as p,>.o„-irfa> 2.-Pectus PecMion + -idie.'^ A family of rotifers, of the Pedicellinidae (ped"i-se-lin'i-de) 'n nl
'

rXT
'

excavatum, a deformity of the chest marked by a de- orier Sr-irfnnnrin hiniS.o. o!^ 1,„ii^,>t ii.„V„ *i,„ ii^,-^„i;- jT • j t • . -i i' • "'• V.^'-'-
pression of the breast-bone.

oraer i)«rro;)Ort«, na\ing SIX hollow limbs, the ledicellina + -ulse.^ A family of entoproctous
pecudiculture(pek'u-di-kul'tur), n. \lj.pecus °f?;fJ'yi«?te.eor(ma with two concave lobes, polyzoans, which consists of stalked colonial
ipecud-), cattle, sheep, + cilltura, culture.]

^"^"^ *» '" t"e / lulodimdie, and the trophi forms attached to a creeping stolon and bud-
The raising of cattle ; the keeping of flocks

ma'ieoramate. It includes the genera Peda- ding at the growing point of the stolon. The
and herds; stock-raising.

iwn a,na. uexarVira. family is marine and contains the single genus
The Xavaho also were modified for their betterment by Pf"f:"S™ }P<'*i'?^'-l^")..«- ipedal + -ism.-] Pedicellina.

contact with the Rio Grande culture and by racial mix- Action ot tne feet, considered with reference pedicle, n. 2. Ic) In ichth the taperins Doaterinr
tare with some of the clans, through whom, no doubt, to the communication of power of some kind, portion of the body lying just anterior to the caudal fln

^^'"'"'^'''^^S^t^T:^^^'^.
^^MTiayden was seated at some aita f th

^P^^^^'^^^^^^^Sl^'^i^^^

pecuniosity (pe-ku-ni-os'i-ti), M. [L. pecunio- ^^ ^l^^jan. From Matter to Spirit, pref. p. 41. y. E. D. Pedicled (ped'i-kld), a. Having a pedicle

;

sus, wealthy.] ' The state of having plenty of pedal-lever (ped'al-lev'^r), n. A part of the ''"f
*='^<"* "? means of a pedicle, as a tumor.

money. [Rare.] device for feeding cotton into the scutching- Pedicle-muscle (ped'i-kl-mu8"l), n. Inbrach-
ped. 2. An abbreviation of pedestrian, or picking-machine, the important function of

'opods, one of the muscles attached to the
[Slang.] which is to equalize the delivery of the cotton ^*^® °^ *^^ pedicle, which have their proxi-

pedagogr, «. and f. t. A simplifled spelling of *" ^^^ beater. mal ends inserted in the posterior portions of

pedat/oyue. pedal-motion (ped'al-mo'shou), n. A mech-
ootn/alves and serve to retract the pedicle

pedagogal (ped-a-go'gal), a. Ipedagofiitie) + a^ism attached to the feeding arrangement of f^f^
*° ^^^^^^ *^® ^'^^^'- ^P^"! ^^^ pedicle as an

-a/'.J Of or pertaining to a pedagogue. a cotton-scutching machine, to produce good j. , ...

He sat in the pedagogal chair, but not with the majesty
^^d <^^?° '"PS O"" «^ork. pedlCle-Sllt (ped I-kl-slit), n. The foramen or

of his predecessor. s. Mayne, A Tramp, v. pcdanticism, )i. 2. Same as pedantry. passage tor the pedicle m the ventral valve of

pedagogist (ped'a-go-jist), «. [pedagog^ue) pedantocrat (pf-dan'to-krat), n. [_pedanto- ?u"^ neotrematous brachiopods, which has
+ -ist.'l One who 18 expert in the science of crat(ic).-] One who rules the people on im-

tbe form of a long, narrow slit.

pedagogics. practical, bookish theories ; a pedantic ruler. PedlCUlated (pe-dik'u-la-ted), a. Same as

pedagoguery (ped'a-gog-fer-i), n. 1. A school Pedantocratic (pe-dan-to-krat'ik), a. [perfoH- _-'ij^!f|fj- ,-,.,,. ,..,
or school-house. tocracy (-crut-) + -ic] Pertaining to or of

Pediculld (pe-dik'u-lid) n. and a. I. n. A
The chUdren are . . . lodged in Immense pedago„u,r. the nature of pedantocracy. ""I^^^er of th^PedlCuUd^; a louse.

iu. 5!/d,«y s.m(A, Essays, p. 209. A'. X Z). pedatc. a. 2. In zooY. : (c) Relating or ner- ,•"•«•, ^ouse-like
,
having the characters

2. The svstem of pedagogy; the office of a taining to the Pc^fto ^
^ ^ P" of or belonging o the family Pedicuiid*.

pedagogue. pedation (pe-da'shon), n. If. "A staking, ^nS,?,^'?'''l'?.v'^'i';^^-'^f'^V^^\"^ ^^^•
In his p^dagoguery he wa, pessimistic. The boys propping, or setting up of vines." Blount, Sread

'

d lut f«^l\^f5^^^^^learned self-repression. T. Wainright, Overland, 11. Glossographia.— 2. In entom., the manner in „ h^ T I
«elmg of being afflicted with

3. A petty instructiveness ; a dogmatic and which the feet of insects grow or are devel- P^'J"'"'°^'^- ^J""- *<>«• •'•««•

narrow-minded method of dealing with things, oped ; the shape, etc., of all the parts of the P?*"CUre (ped i-kur), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ped-

If I decline t« descant on [such] critics ... it is not feet ; the general condition of the feet, ifawne,
•'^'"™' VV^- pedtcunng.

.
Ipedicure, n.] To

because of any poverty of matter for remark in the head- Expos. Lex. N. E. D [Rare] care tor the leet Of (some one), and to treat
long sciolism of the one and in the piddling «^dagog,ury nedatronhia na»datrnT>li<a f-nkfl^ trS'fi a^ „

minor ailments of the feet, such as corns.
of the other. But hasty and shallow philo oglzing U Pej»awopma, paeaatrOpUa (pe-da-tro h-&), n. _.j,-__„j- /_.j ; _,i/;i,.\ „ rr , ..

everjwhere common.
»-"«!»

[^Ij. pxdatrophia, < (.ir. TTai^ (Traii-), <ih.\\A, + ^^^?^%Y.^^ '' •
[Irreg. < perfij^ree

F. Hall, Recent Eiempllflcations False Philol., p. 31. aT/xxfiia, atrophy.] Marasmus or any wasting .'^'"'•-1 "elating to, or of the nature of, aped-
pedagogaish (ped'a-gog-ish), a. Pedantic; disease of childhood. igree. [Rare.]

like a pedagogue ; narrow-minded. pedatrophy (pe-dat'ro-fi), n. Same as *veda- ?"* '"'* *'"•
• • • commenced the compilation of a

There is, however, a pitch of surpassing absurdity be- troiMa. ' ^ &lZnyZ''^L!"]li''l'i"j^T^u^'^''^".'^^'^'^''"^^^S'^.

men and women cannot stand. of the tortoise-beetles. Af. antf «., 9th ser., IX. 43a
Bfortu^ood. Jfa*;., xxvii. 482. yedentcntous (ped-en-ten'tus), a. Same as pedigree (ped'i-gre), ». «. ;

pret. and pp. pe*'-
pedagogy, ». 3. An establishment for instruct- pedctrntous. greed, ppr. pedigreeing. [pedigree, ».] To
ing youth

;
a college. [Obsolete or rare.] pedestal, n. (d) In 6rid^<'-6mW.nr7, that portion of an

^^eed (animals) with reference to pedigree
An incredible Dumber of coUegea, gymnasia, pedagog. jbutment or pier which furnishes the immediate support (chiefly). [Rare.]

iet. o*oa Maa TI ifii for an end of a bridge truss or girder. »- ,* ,i . .^ .

; , , _
wog. mag., II. i&i. j . , „ ,* ., , ,, ... , ,. ^ >eces8lty, It Is said, knows no law, and necessity de-

pedal, a. and n. I. a. 3.(6) In oeom., per- P®"®^'^^"<'0" (P^d es-tal-koil), n. A radiator manded that in Short-hom line breeding an outcross was
tainine to the feet of transversals on to the made from a coil of steam-pipe wound about essential, that the milk should not be ^dtV^recd away,

sides of a triangle through a given point and * ^'''^'«''' ^^'^-
.
"'" '"""" *""' "'^"^ ^''' ^^i^-' P- ^

the vertices Pedal gland, in gaatropods, one of the PCdestal-gear (ped'es-tal-ger), n. A running- pediluvial (ped-i-lu'vi-al), a. [NL. ^edtiwrt-
glands which secrete a mucous substance that lubricates gear for a carriage or wagon, which has an ("'») + -a/1.] Of or pertaining to pediluvium
the surface upon which the animal crawls, or, in certain inverted U to straddle the axle and carrv the or the washing of feet,
cuetihardensoncontactwithairorwatert/jfomiathread i„„j «„ •

i » j
v; c.^.u «,,u vowjr i,i,ti « t. . . .

which suspends the animal, or entangles bubbles of air to '"*"
. .

8P"ngs located below the axle, thus pedliuanoas, a. 2. Pertaining to or having
form a Hoat for the eggs (/an(Aina). The secreting cells permitting the body to be set very low. the characteristics of the Pedimana: a term
of the gland may occur aaisolaUd unicellular glands or pedgery (pei'6r-i), «. See ^pituri. applied to both lemurs and opossums.may be aggregated in special invaginations of the skin.— "..J- J /J,' i%

»jcd^..»,.. ri
, ,. ,, , ' ,.^ , ,

Pedal lobe. See *(uV.—Pedal rod. ('<) Inpiaiio^rtf- peoiad (ped i-ad), n. [pedion + -ad^.^ Per- pedinaion (ped-in-ak'son), n. [Gr. izeSivdq,
maKnj, a ro<l wiiich transmits the motion of a peilal to taining to a pedion ; characterized by the ""t) •" «f"i', axis. See axon.'^ In sponge-
the action.- Pedal triangle. See •("<.,.;;(; symmetry of the class of crystals of which spicules, a mouaxon whose ideal axis lies in aU. n. 6. lu geom a pedal triangle (which the pedion is the typical foni. See *symme- plane, though the line may be straight or
l^^lJ''/^\*'™'>(l'':)--3f^'ai7peial.inold try, 6- curved. Compare *wiraxo«:keyboard instruments, a pedal tiiiit br..UL'ht into play j' i . , . ,,.. . ,

f ^ o^.. i..^.,,..

little dnims and cymbals, producing a quaint Ruggestlon pedialgia (ped-l-al Jl-S), n. [NL., < Ij. pes 0. C. J. Vosmaer endeavours to introduce some improve-
of martial music — Pedal Of P With respect to A B C, (ped-), foot, -f- Gr. i/.)of, pain.] Same as ments in the classification of siliceous sponge spicules,
the tnangle whose vertices are the feet of transversals nodahlia '^''us in the group of monaxons, two fundamental divi-
on to the Bides of A B C through P from the vertices of A j./.'. , ,,. ^.., . . , sions may be distinguished, according tothe fact whether
•i <'.— Piano pedal. ('>) in piano/orte-tnaking, me of peOiatnCian (ped'l-a-trish an), n. Ipediatric the ideal axis lies in a plane or not In the former
the fiiot-levers by which certain general effecU are pro- -f- -an.] Same as '^pcdiatrist. Med. Record, <=*"« 'he line may be straight, curved, bent, etc.; in the
du<p.l, including the damper-pedal, the s<jtt jiiMlal. the March ""S 190'1 n 5n latter case the line is a screw helix (approximately, as all
8UHt.iining pedal, and sometimes othere.— Shifting 'j- x

" ' ''V , .' ^ vital structures are). The spicules of the first set are
pedal, in />m»fi/f<r(c-m<i*-i;i:7, that form of soft pedal, as peaiatnst (ped-I-at rist), n. [pediatr-y + called '>edmffio7i«," those of the second "spiraxons."
Ill a itraiid pianoforte, that moves the whole action, in- -i«(.] A physician who treats especially dis- Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 603.
chilling keytmard and hammers, slightly to one side, so poaoa nf nhilrli.on Tr,,„o Am,>r P^^lnt^i^ a^^ j- / j//- -, ,/ %
tliat tlie hammers strike only one or two strings, instead

eases of childien. Jrans. ^mer. Pediatric Soc, pedlOCOCCUS (ped"i-o-kok'us), n.; ^\. pedio-
of three. In old instruments this pedal was capable of l-'^- M. COCCJ (-si). [Gr. TTEfSiW, a plain, -I- Ktimof, berry.

^^L'H^Z'ifth. w'""' 'l'"
'"/"""'

I' vi'^ tk" ,
" "'T Pedicellar (ped-i-sel'ar), a. [pedicel + I-

+

See coccus.'] A form of Micrococcus in which
lw"r;;e.- I'.ellce t''f:Tiir«;.;™^".^;^^^^^^^^^ f^ Relating to or connected with pedicel- the cocci divide into four parts by the forma-
the use of this pedal. Also Kvjt pednl. See piannfnrt^. lariiB or pedicels: as, pedicellar pores. tion of two septa intercepting each other at

whlrfan ilen.tat^T'ilfl^^dSu*^! u'''"'''t" Tth"'
Pedicellastcr (ped'i-se-las't«r), n. [NL.] The right angles.

niec'imnTn(.TthUur.nl'nt4S"<"wWi''h win stay at rest
typical genus of the ia,mi\y PediceUasteridse. pedion (ped 'i -on), n.

; y\. pedia (-a). [Gr.
while the remainiler of the mechanism is moving; a '^ars, 1860. TTfdtoi', aplain,< TTftJoi', ground, earth, plain.] A
coasttrlirake pedal. Fedicellasteridae (ped"i-sel-as-ter'i-de), n.pl. form, belonging to the asymmetric or pediad
pedale', n. 3. In Scyphomedusse, one of the [NL. Pedicdiaxtcr + -ida:] A family of star- class of the triclinie system, consisting of a
projections of the margin of the umbrella, fishes of the order Cryptozonia, which have single face only. W. J. Lewis, Crystallog-
which forms an enlarged base carrying a ten- opposite ambulacral ossicles, a small disk, raphy, p. 148.
**'^'®- narrow subcylindrical rays, biserial podia, aud pedionomite (ped -i -on ' o-mit ), n. [Gr



pedionomite

-eiiovSfio^, one who dwells on a plain. + -ite^.]

One who lives on a plain. [Rare.]
They would first occupy the eastern and afterwards the

western slopes of the Apennines; and thence, embold- «-J,,-„l»' ,, o T., ,^>A-; . , ^ , ^
ened by strength and security, they would overspread the Peuuncie, n., ^. in zooi . (e) In certam
surrounding lowlands; and become pedioiiomites.

R, F. Burton, Etruscan Bologna, ii.

Fedipalpa (ped-i-parpil), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of pedipalpns. See'pedipalp.'] The order
of Arachnida of which the scorpion-spiders
are examples.
pedipalpal (ped-i-pal'pal), a. Ipedipalp +
-n/l.] Concerning or pertaining to the pedi
palps, or the appendages which, in the Arnch-
nida, carry the large claws. Huxley, Anat.
Invest., p. 384.— Pedipalpal gland. &ee*gland.

peditis (pf-di'tis), n. [NL., < L. pf.s(perf-),

foot, + -itis.'\ Inflammation of the pedal bone
of the horse, a complication of severe founder.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Kep. on Diseases of the
Horse, 1903, p. 423.

pedograph (ped'o-graf ), n. [L. pes ( ped-),
foot, + Gr. ypa<l>eiv,^ write.] An instrument
for making automatically a topographical rec-
ord of the ground traversed by a pedestrian.
Sci. Amer., May 28, 1904, p. 421.

pedological, psedological (pe-do-loj'i-kal), a.

Pertaining to pedology or to its methods.
Also paidological.

They need to be individually studied by every paido-
logical method, physical and psychic.

Q. S. Hall, Adolescence, L 407.

pedologically, paedologically ( pe - do - loj 'i-

kal-i), adv. In a pedological manner, or by
pedological methods.
pedology, paedology (pe -dol ' o - ji), n. [Gr.
ffaic {naiS-), child, + -Aoyia, < liytm, speak.]
The science of the child, theoretical and ap-
plied; child-study in its widest sense. The
term was apparently introduced by O. Chris-
man in 1896. Also paidology. Amer, Jour.
Psychol, XII. 268.

pedomesoblast, psedomesoblast (pe-do-mes'-
o-bl&st), n. [(J) Gr. jroif {jraid-), child, -l-'E. mes-
oblast] The mesenchyme or ectomesoblast
of certain marine larvffi, such as those of the
annelids: distinguished from the definitive or peer*, n.-Peers of the realm, the members of the
somatic mesoblast. House of Lords — Representative peers. See Peer o/

pedomorphiC, psedomorphic (pe-d6-m6r'fik), I'^^land mi peer o/ Scotland.

a. [Gr. Traic (ttohS-), a child, + fiopijiii, form.] PCet (pet), n. [Native name.] In British
Of a juvenile character. The absence of a Columbia, Cristivomer namaycush, the Great

960
Bouble pedro. See -kdnch, 4.—Draw pedro, a variety
of cinch in which only six cards are dealt to each player
and there is no left pedro. Twenty-one points is game.
See -kcinch, 4.

.
i., 2. In zool : (e) In certain pro-

tozoan parasites, a long and very
delicate process, possibly a highly
modified citium, by which the or-
ganism is attached to the Intestinal
epithelium of its host, as in Pyr-
sonympha vertens and Blepharo-
cnrys uncinata.— Caudal pedun-
cle, that part of a fish wliich is

behind the anal and doi-sal fins and
which supports the caudal fin.

—

Olfactory peduncle, the stem
or cunstricteii portion of the brain,
which })ears the olfactory lobe.

peebeen (pe'ben), n. [Ab-
original name.] Amyrtace-
ous tree of northern Queens-
land, Syncorpia HilUi,
which yields a tough, close-
grained wood of a dark pink
color, useful for buiUUng
purposes. It is often calle<i

turpentine-tree by the colo-
nists.

peecM (pe ' chi), n. Bur-
ehell's zebra.

peeke, «. See peag.
peeling-machine (pe ' ling-
ma-shen"), n. Same as *cut-
ting-maehine.

peen-to (pen-to'), n. [Canton pin t'o, Mandarin
Chinese pien t'ao, flat peach : ;)»n, pien, flat, -1-

t'o, t'ao, peach, nectarine.] A peach of the
South China race, Frunus Persica, y&r. platy-
carpa, now somewhat grown in the extreme
southern part of the United States : character-
ized by a very flat fruit, as flat, in some cases,
as a watch.
peeoy (pe-6'i), ». [Scotch,] A firework; a
small pyramid of damp powder squeezed into
shape and lighted at the top. Also called
spitting-devil.

Puttin' poother in [the man's] fire and peeoyt in his
window.

R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, ii. A\ E. D.

Peduncle of
Pyrsort\mpka.

Pyrsonymfha vertens
1-eidy, attached by a
delic.ite filament to the
epithelium of the, in-
testine of Termes fla-

yipes. The filament ap.
pears to be continuous
with a specialized (mus-
cular?) band running
through the whole
length of the medulla.
(Alter Porter) X400.
(From Lankester's

" Zoology.")

beard, the slight development of the larynx,
and the shortness of the legs as compared
with the arms, in the human male, are ac-
counted pedoraorphic traits.

pedomorphism, psedomorphism (pe-do-mdr'-
fizm), n. Ipedotnorphiic) + -ism."} "The re-
tention by the adult organism of infantile
or juvenile characters. See *pedomorphic.
Harrison Allen, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad.,
N. S., X. 432.

pedoparthenogenesis, psedoparthenogenesis
(pe"do-par"the-n6-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
jrajf (7ra«S-), a child, + NL. parthenogenesis.']
The reproduction of larval or immature ani-
mals by unfertilized eggs

;
pedogenesis.

This group (Diptera) furnishes some excellent examples
of ptedogenesis or pfedoparthenoyeneng, and the phenom-
ena as shown in various genera grade into each other in
such a manner that it becomes evident that no line of de-
marcation can be drawn between parthenogenetic devel-
opment from eggs laid by adult females and psedogenesis.
E. F. Phillips, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soo., May-Dec,

[1903, 299.

pedotribe, psedotribe (pe'do-tnb), n. [Gr.
TraiSoTpijij!^, a teacher of gymnastics.] In Gr.
antiq., a teacher of wrestling and other ath-
letic exercises ; a teacher of gymnastics.

pedrail (ped'ral), n. [Irreg. < h. pes (ped-),
foot, or ped{estrian), + E. raiV-.] A form of
traction-engine, so constructed that the wheels
rest their weight not on the ground-surface
but on the units or links of a jointed chain,
fed in front of the machine as it advances,
and laid by it on the ground for the wheels to
run on. These block- or link-rails are picked up by
the wagon after it passes over them. The wheels do not
sink in soft earth, as the track gives a greater bearing-
surface for support Great unevenness of surface is over-
come by this plan, and the wheels can mount over logs and
considerable obstacles.

The Diplock walking machine— called by the inventor
the ^'Pedrail"— give[8] promise of a successful result. In
this invention supports carrying rollers ai'c placed on the
ground, and the motor or traction engine may be said to
be rolled over them so that a rail flxetl to the waggon
moves along while the wheels themselves are temporarily
supported on the ground and picked up when the load
has passed over them. Encyc. Brit., XXXI, 18.

pedro, n. 2. In the game of cinch, the five of
trumps and also the five of the same color.

—

Lake trout.

pee-wee (pe'we), ». l. The magpie-lark.
[New South Wales,]— 2. Same as pewee.

peg, n. 7. One of the cells or natural divi-
sions into which an orange may be separated pega-poUo (pa'ga-pol 'yo), «.

after removing the skin. [West Indies.]
"""" ' '" -'=-'- -^

Pegomya
ana, a very light, closely woven basket of
square or oblong form, with a cover which
slips over it. It is made of strips of the hard
outer portion of the leaf-stems of palms.
Some of them are dyed and others are left
the natural color. By means of twilled
weaving elaborate patterns are produced.
Called Carib haslets\n the West Indies.
pegall-work (.pe-gal'werk), «. Woven basketry
work made in checkered or twilled weave,
generally with patterns in black and light,
such as is used by the natives of Guiana.
pegamoid (peg'a-moid), «. l\j. pe\r)gam{ena),
parchment, + -oid.} A patented material
made on a muslin back and embossed in imi-
tation of leather: used especially in the bind-
ing of books and in upholstering.
The exterior of the balloon is made of pegamoid, which

protects it both from sun and l-ain.

T. K. Curtis, in Strand Mag., Sept, 1900, p. 309.

peg-and-SOCket (peg'and-sok'et), a. Noting
a method of articulation of the scales, confined
entirely to ganoid fishes. The scales of these
fishes develop from one to three tooth-like,
bony processes on the upper or anterior border
which fit into corresponding depressions in
the scale next adjacent thereto.
pega-palma (pa-gii-pal'ma), n. [Sp. pega-
palma, < pegar, to adhere to, + palma, palm-
tree.] In Porto Rico, either Marcgravia Sin-
tenisii or M. rectifloraJacquiui, climbing shrubs
with simple leaves and long-stemmed umbels
of flowers, which adhere to the trunks of palms
and other forest-trees by rooting lateral
branches. They are closely allied to the West
Indian ivy, Marcgravia nmbellata, of Jamaica
and the Windward Islands. See Marcgravia
and West Indian *ivy.

pega-palo (pa-gii-pa'lo), n. [Sp. pega-palo,
< pegar, to stick to, -I- palo, a tree or pole.]
In Porto Rico, the cat's-elaw liana, Bignonia
Unguis-cati, a shrubby climber with claw-like
tendrils by means of which it holds fast to the
trunks of trees. See cat's-claw, 1 (a).

pega-pega (pa-git-pa'ga), n. [Sp. pegar, to
adhere, or stick to.] In Spanish America, the
common name of a number of plants bearing
fruit which readily adheres to other objects.
In Porto Rico it is especially applied to the
velvet-bur, Priva echinata, and to Jischyno-
inene Americana, a leguminous plant with
jointed pods. In Mexico it is applied to
Mentzelia adhmrcns, a plant belonging to the
Loasacese, armed with hooked hairs.

[Sp,- - - .. _ . . ,, ^ ^ pfga-
pollo, < pegar, to stick to or adhere, + polio,
chicken. ] In Porto Rico, Boerhaavia scandens,
a trailing weed belonging to the Nyctaginacese.
The perianth-tubes inclosing the fruit are glu-
tinous and easily detach themselves from the
plant. They adhere to other objects, and
young chickens and turkeys sometimes die in
consequence of their eyes becoming sealed up
by them.
pegasoid (peg'a-soid), (I. [Pegasus + -otd.]
Of or pertaining to the Pegasidse, a family of
fishes with wide-spreading pectoral fins.

peg-box (peg'boks), ». In musical instruments
of the lute or viol families, the open part of
the head in which the timing-pegs are placed.
peg-circuit (peg's6r-kit), n.' On a telephone
switchboard, a circuit between different lines
made by inserting the pegs at the two ends of
a connector into the requisite switch-holes.
pegged (pegd), ft. Of a conical or peg shape,
noting certain deformed teeth.

pegging. «. 6. In harvesting tobacco, the driv-
ing of a peg into the cut stalk to hang it upon
while curing. For other methods see *spear-
ing, *splitting.

pegman (peg'man), n. In shoemdking, see the
extract.

*' Lasters," men or boys who place the closed uppers
over the last and attach the bottom material (in hand-
sewn work these are known as "makers," in "pegged
work," now nearly obsolete, they are called *'pegmen"
or " rivetters "). Webb, Indust Democl»cy,'l. 418.

Pegmatitic texture. Ba.vaeBiSgraphic*texture.
menting or gluing, < pegar, join, unite, glue.] pegmatization (peg"ma-ti-za'shon), n. [peg-
A name of the remora, Echetieis naucrates, a matitc + -i:e + -ntion.'^ In petrog., the filling

fish which is universally distributed over of a rock with veins of pegmatite,
warm seas. It is interesting from the fact pegology (pf-gol'o-ji), n. [Gr. m/y/), water,

spring, + -oiogy.1 The science which treats
of the origin and character of springs.

peg, ».— King's peg, a drink or 'peg' made of liqueur
brandy and chainpagne.

Cranze kept up a steady soak on kiny's peg—putting in
a good three fingers of the liqueur brandy before filling
up the tumbler with champagne—and was naturally in-
clined to be argumentative.

Cutcliffe llyne, A Master of Fortune, xi.

peg, V. t. 4. To pith (a frog); destroy the
brain of, previous to certain experiments.— 5.
Same as to *peg out (a).

" All the draf ' was out av their tents watchin' Barney
bein' pegged."

Ji. Ktpling, The Big Drunk Draf', in Soldiers Three,

[p. B'i,

Pegged splint, in farriery, a special form of splint in
which the bony enlargement passes across the posterior
face of the cannon-bone. U.S. Dept. of Ayr., Rep. on
Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 281.— To peg out. (a)
To fasten down with (tent-) pegs, as an unruly soldier, as
a punishment

" *Peg him out, Sorr,' sez I, in a whisper.
" 'Peg him out

!
' sez me orf'cer bhoy, up loud, . . .

"The non-coms tuk Peg Barney— a howlin' handful
he was— an' in three minutes he was pegged out — chin
down, tight-dhrawn— on his stummick, a peg to each
arm an' leg, awearin' fit to turn a naygur white."
E. Kipling, The Big Drunk Draf ', in Soldiers Three, p. 62.

(b) To mark out by pegs, as a miner's claim, each peg
bearing the owner's name. [Australia.]

He was in high hopes that he might be one of the first

to peg out ground on the goldfleld.

G. Sutherland, Tales of Ooldflelds, p. bS. in E. E.
[Morris, Austral English,

(c) In croquet, to put out by driving against the winning
peg : said of a ball.

pega (pa'ga), n. [Sp. pega, the art of ce-

that it attaches itself to large fishes and
turtles, but particularly to sharks, by a
sucking-disk on top of its head. See *shark- Pegomya "(peg-o-mi'a)
.sucker, and cut under Echencis.

pegall (pe-gal'), n. [Carib j><</a?/a.] In Gui

[NL., < Gr. irriyi].

water, + jivia, a fly (Desvoidy, 1830).] An
important genus of anthomyiid flies which



Pegomya

contains a number of European and Ameri-
can species injurious to agriculture, as tlie

seed-corn maggot, Pegomya fusciceps, the

beet-leaf miner, P. vicina, and others. Also
called Pegomyia.— Beet-leaf pegomya, an Ameri-

can anthoniyiid fly, Pegomya viciiM, whose larva mines
the leaves of the sugar-beet.

Bcet-leaf Pegomya ( Pfj^iymy<i r'ifina'*.

a, fly: *. head of male fly: f, head of female : rf. surface of egn.
highly magnified: e, egg: y. maggot: ^, A. head and cephalic
hooks of maggot ; j. prothoracic spiracles :y. anal segment ; ^, anal
spiracles: /, puparium, all enlarged. (Howard. V. S. D. A.)

peg-pole (peg'pol), n. A piece of gymnasium
apparatus which consists of an upright pole
having holes at regular intervals in wnich
pegs may be inserted. It may be ascended
by lifting the body by one peg while another
is placed in the hole above.

peg-pot (peg'pot), n. Same aa peg-tankard.

In 1873 a pf'j-pot . . ., and said to have been given by
Capt. John Conolly in coniinenif)ration of tlie visit to
Norwich of James, Duke of Yorit, in March, 1681.

Athenaum. Jan. 24, 1903, p. 122.

pegroots (peg'rStz), n. See setterwort.

peg-tooth (peg'toth), n. 1. An undersized,
cone-shaped tooth.— 2. In mech., a tooth
having, in section, the shape of an isosceles

triaiit^e ; a fleam-tooth.
Peg-top form. ('^) In navcU arch., the form of a Tessel
whose midship-section outline is roughly that of a peg-
top or a wide V with the upper ends rounded in.

In vessels with "peg-top " /onm of cross-sections

—

such as the Symondite type of tlie Royal Navy—the
metacentre occupies its highest position in tlie sltip when
she is at the luad-drauglit, and falls gradually ds the
draught lightens. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 9a

Pegu (pe-go'). n. A monosyllabic dialect of

the Tibeto-Burman group : named from Pegu,
a di.striet in farther India.

pegwood (peg'wud), n. See spindle-tree.

penla, ». 8eepe-la.

P. E. I, An abbreviation of Prince Edward
IslumL

peje (pa'ha), ji. [Native name.] A small tree,

lodina rhombifoliii, of the sandalwood family,
founil in Argentina, Uruguay, and southern
Brazil. It yields a useful wood, and its leaves
and bark, as well as the oil obtained from its

seeds, are used in native medicine.

pejorate (pe'jo-rat), v. t. -, pret. and pp. pe-
jorated, ppr. pijoruting. [h. pejoratus, pp. of

pejorare, make worse.] To cause to deterio-

rate; depreciate the value of.

You do not appear to me to recognise the gravity of
your situation, or you would be more careful not tt} pe-
jorate the same by words which glance upon the jturity

of justice. li. L. Stevenson, Catrioua, iv,

pejorism (pe'jo-rizm), n. [L. pejor, worse, -f

-ism.'\ The theory that the world is deterio-
rating or growing worse. [Eare.]

The future cannot be worse than the past Man has
believed in pessimism, he has hardly ever believed in
pejorijtm, ana that much decried philosophy of evolution,
if it teaches us anything, teaches us a Ann belief in a
better future.
Max muter. Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Re-

lligion, vil.

Pekin fpe-kin'), «• [Pekin, properly Peking,
the capital of China.] 1. A silk fabric origi-

nally made in China.— 2. A civilian; a con-
temptuous nickname originally bestowed in

France by the soldiers of the first Napoleon.
It is occasionally used in English, jy. E. D.
—Pekin stripes, in fabrics, a desigii In stripes of alter-
nating.' colors, tlie strifies usually being of equal width.
I)rii 'iiKidg Ecotiomint, June 13, 1908.

pekoe, n. Pekoe tea (unqualified) is that made from
the tliree pekfje leaves together (see belowV It is of a
black or gray isli black color dotted with grayish or yellow-
ish jiekfM; ends, and yields a strong dark liquor of fine
tlavnr technically described as "piquant."— Flowery
pekoe, tea consisting of the tenninal niiexpanded leaf of
the ah< x,t, known as the Jttncery pekfte lea/. Practically,
however, this tea contains the first two pekoes so far as
they cure of a greenish or silvery gray tint Also (incor-
rectly) a tea with an extra amount of pekf>e ends. The
tea flower is not use*! e xcept for scenting.— Hyaon pekoe.
Same as Dragnn'it.pfiol itte.n.— Orange pekoe, t<-ji r-or-

responding theoretically to the orange pekoe leaf (second
turn the tip). Practically this tea includes the first and

S.— Gl

961
second pekoes so far as they cure yellowish or orange, as
happens incieasiiigly witli advance of season.—FekOe
end, the downy summit of a pekoe leaf or the leaf as
chiu-acterized by this ; when very small called pekoe tip.

The presence of pekoe ends adds greatly to the value of
black tea.— Pekoe leaf, specifically, the third leaf from
the tip on a shoot of the tea plant; more broadly, one
of the first three.

pel, ». and V. t. A simplified spelling of pell.

pelagial (pf-la'ji-al), a. [Gr. TrtAdjiof, pertain-
ing to the open sea, + -aA.] Of or belonging
to the open sea ; more recently, living on or
near the surface of the ocean, at some dis-
tance from land; pelagic.

pelagian^, a. 2. Inhabiting islands in the
open sea.

Pelagian Negroes have long been well known inhabi-
tants of the interior of the Penang islands, in the Archi-
pelago of the Philippines, where they occupy rocky and
mountainous tracts in the inland parts.

J. C. Prichard, Nat Hist of Man, p. 460.

pelagic, a. 1. Specifically, in marine bioh:

(«) Living at the surface of the high sea at
a distance from land. (6) Living at the sur-
face of the sea. See the extract.

I . . . limit the meaning of the pe^flf^tc fauna and flora
to those actively swimming or passively floatyig animals
and plants, which are taken Bwimming at the surface of
the ocean.
Uaeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Rep. U. S. Fish

(Com., lS)i9-9i, p. 581.

(c) Living at the surface of the water, either
salt or fresh, (rf) Floating or swimming in
the water, either at the surface or at any depth
below it.

To a third quite different meaning has the conception
of the pelagic living world been widened by Chun who
extends it from the surface of the ot^au down to the
greatest depths.
Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Rep. U. S. Fish

[Cora., 1889-91, p. 677.

2. In <7eo7. and geog., of or pertaining to the
deep ocean ; far from land.

The investigation of the composition of the sea-bottom
brought out some interesting facts. Pelagic deposits

—

using Sir J. Murray's nomenclature—are naturally little

represented, as compared with those classed as terri-

genous, which are derived from the land.
Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XVI. 661.

Pelagic fishery, a fishery on the high sea, three miles or
more from Ijmd,— Pelagic plankton. Sec itplankton.
— Pelagic sealing, the killing of seals on the high seas.

Pelagothuria (per'a-go-thu'ri-a), «. [NL.]
The typiciil and only genus of the family Pcl-
agothiiriidse. Ltidwig, 1893.

Pelagethuriidse (pel'a-go-thiVri'i-de), n. j>l.

[NL. Pelagothiiria + -ida:.} A family of
echinoderms having no tube-feet, the mouth
and anus terminal, body cylindrical and
around the crown of tentacles widened out
into a thin disk, the edge of which is pro-
longed into a number of long flexible rays.
There are no respiratory trees, ciliated organs, Cuvier"s
organs, or traces of a calcaret)us skeleton. The animal's
shape recalls that of a medusa. It is pelagic, swimming
by means of the disk and amis. The single species, I'el-

agothtiria natatrix, is found in the GuU of Panama and
around the Galapagos Islands.

pelamis, n. 2. [cup.'\ a genus of sea-snakes
of the fatuily Bydropliidx. P. bicolor is a
common species recognizable by its black
upper and yellowish lower parts. It is found
widely distributed from Madagascar to the
(iulf of Panama.— Black-backed pelamis, the
bl;ick-li;n ki'd sca-sn.ake of India, Pelamis bicolor.

pelargonic, «. 2. Derived from Pelargonium.
— Pelargonic acid, nonylic acid ; an oily acid, C9H1BO2,
of the fatty series. It melts, after ctxjling, at 12.6 C,
and l)oiIs at 2.^;i-2.'>4' C. It occurs in the volatile oil of
J'etargitnium rotieuin and in the fusel-oil from sugar-
beets. Also made synthetically.

Pelargonium, n. 2. [/. c] A plant of the
genus Pelargonium Pelargonium oU. See gera-
nium it'iil (a).

pelecanine (pel'e-ka-nin), a. IPelecan(uii) +
-ine'^.] Pertaining to or having the characters
of the genus Pelcranus.

pelecinid (pel-e-sin'id), n. aud a. I. n. A
member of the hymenopterous family Pele-

cinidee.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Pclecinidse.

Pefecyomis (pd'e-si-dr'nis), n. [Gr. neXcKV^

(f), ax, + opvii;, bird.] A genus of extinct
birds which resembled Phorusrhacos, but were
smaller and more slenderly built, and had
comparatively longer legs.

peleS'QS (pel'c-kus), n. [Gr. jri/lf/aif, ax.]

A Cireek ax or battle-ax.

Tliere can be no doubt I think that the giant is Pro-

crustes, the petehus being the characteristic weapon used
for lopping him.

J. E. Harrison, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, X. 232.

pelele (pa-la'la), n. [South African.] A
labret worn in the upper lip by some of the

pellitory-of-the-wall

native tribes of South Africa. See *botoqite
and labret.

Their [Baluana, tribe of Rhodesia] women wear the
pelele, a metal disk inserted in a hole made in the upper
lip, which is common to many trilies living east of the
Loangwa river. Geog. Jour. (R. 0. S.), XVIII. 78.

pel61ith (pe-la'lith), n. [Pele(c), a volcano in
Martinique, + -lith.'] A specific name sug-
gested for that form of eruptive rock presented
by the spine of Mount Pel6e, Martinique.
Compare *cumulo-volcano.
In view of the frequency of this form of volcanic plug

it is proposed to apply the term prlelith to such peaks,
the type illustration being the peak fif Mont PeI6 on the
island of Martinique. Ainer. Geol., May, 1904, p. 319.

pelSlithic (pe-la'lith-ik), a. [pelelith -I- -j'c]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a pel61ith.
Also pelelitic.

It is not necessary to multiply these illustrations of
possible pelelitic roots. It is not intended to apply the
new tenu to other rock masses than those that can be
shown to have ascended bodily above the crater rim of
an active volcano ; and to suggest that perhaps there are
more than have been supposed of the same kind.

Amer. Geol., May, 1904, p. 325.

pelerine, «. 2. A form of ladies' neckwear.
Dry Cioods Economist. June 13, 1908.

Pelican In her piety. (6) In cedes, art, the conven-
tional representation of the pelican feeding her young
from her breast, used as an emblem of Christ shedding
his blooil for mankind.
"The Pelican in her Piety" embroidered in white,

shaded with grey, on a ground of red.
Maud It. Hall, Eng. Church Needle-work, p. 41.

Roseate pelican, Petecanus onocrotalus, the great
white pelican of southern Europe, whose plumage has a
rosy tint in the breeding season. It breeds in large num-
bers in the marshes at the mouth of the Danube.

—

Spotted-billed pelican, /*. manillensis, a white species
of Southern Asia that makes its nest in the tops of tall

trees.

pelican-ibis (peri-kan-i"bis), n. The East
Indian Pseudotantalus leucocrpiialus, a bird
related to the wood-ibis of North Ameiiea.
See trond-ibis.

pelicometer (pel-i-kom'e-t6r), «. [Gr. mllKa
(beside Trl/.vi, stem TreXvn-), dial, form of
7ril?M, a bowl (used in sense 'pelvis'), -I-

//frpoi', measure.] Same a.a ]7elvimeter.

pelion^ (pel'i-on), n.
;

pi. j*eHo (-a). [Gr.
Tr£/i(5f, -(iv, livid, discolored.] In ochiiioderms,
one of the rings of plates which support the
suckers. Also pclKon.

pelionite (pel'i-o-mt), ». [Pelion (see def.) -1-

-ife2.] A bituminous coal which resembles
English cannel-coal, from Monte Pelion, Tas-
mania.

peliosis (pel-i-o'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. jre/lfdf,

livid, -t- -fw/.s'.] Purpura hgemorrhagica Pell-
oala rheumatlca. Same as purpura rheumatica.

pelite-gneiss (pe'lit-nis''), n. [petite + gneiss.'^

In pctrog., a gneiss formed by the metamor-
phism of argillaceous deposits or peUtes.
Ildsciibii.ich, 1898.

pellagTOsein (pel-a-gro'se-in), n. [It. pella-

groso (< pellagra) + -c-in^.'] A basic sub-
stance found in an alcoliolic extract of
powdered maize, which had been allowed to
ferment for 24-36 hours: supposed by Lom-
broso to be responsible for the clinical symj)-
toms of pellagra.

pellet, 'I. 6. The indigestible part of the food
of hawks aud owls, consisting of bones, hair,

feathers, etc., which is cast up or regurgitated
in the siiape of elongated balls.

Hawks and owls often swallow their smaller victims
entire and tear the larger ones into several pieces, swal-
lowing each fi-agment as it is detached. After the
nutritious portion of the f<M)d has been absorbed, the
indigestible parts, such as hair, feathers, scales, bones,
and other hard parts, are rolled into a solid ball by the
action of the muscles of the stomach. These masses,
known as "pellets " are regurgitated before fresh food is

taken. Yearbook, 17. S. Dept. of Agr., 1894, p. 217.

pellicle, «. 4. In entom., the skin of the sub-
imago of an ephemerid.— Prollgerous pellicle.
Same as znogloea. Aature, Feb. 25, 1904, i).

386.— Sur-
face pellicle, in Mo(.,a thin film formed by vast colonies

of bacteria or other micro-organisms on the surface of

infusions and other liquids ; the zooglcea.

pellicula, «. 2. In infusorians, the cuticle.

pellin (pel-yen'), w. [Native name.] In Chile,

the wood of the roble (Nothofagus obliqua), a
straight deciduous tree belonging to the Faga-

ceee. The wood is heavy and durable, and is

used for posts, joists, rafters, etc., but not

for flooring.

pellitorin (pel'i-to-rin), n. lpellitnr{y) +
-in'^.] A compound, soluble in alcohol, con-

tained, in small quantity, in the resin from
pellitory (pyrethrum).

pellitory-of-the-'wall (pel 'i-to-ri-ov-the-wai'),

JI. Same as jiz-Z/f^on/, 1. iJ. C. J. Prior, Pop.

Names of British Plants.



fJ, .^pell-mell

pell-mell^ (pel'mel'), a. ami «. [See pell-

mell. drfc] I. a. Tumultuous; promiscuous;
disordeily.

And never yet did insurrection want
Such water-colours to inipaint his cause

;

Nor moody bepgars, starving for a time
Oipeilmelt haviw and confusion.

Shaks., I Henry IV., v. 1.

H. «. A mel^e ; a confused fislit ; disorder.

The Church in the peil-7nt'H of Stephen's time
Hath elimb'd the throne and almost clutch'd the crown ;

But by the royal customs of our realm
The Church should hold her baronies of me,
Like other lords amenable to law.

Tennyson, Beckett Prol. 1. 13.

pell-mell^ (pel'mel'), V. f. Ipcll-mell, adv.']

To mix up promiscuously; pile in confused
heaps.

Lyke these Herodians that mingled their sacrifices with
the bloode, . . . they pel-mell the dead with the lining
all in one Kirk.

)>'. Bimie, The Blame of Kirk-bvriall,'p. 31.

pellote (pal-yo'ta), n. See *peyote.

pellotine (pel'o-tiii), n. A crystalline alkaloid.

Cj^HjgOgN, which occurs in Lophophora Wd-
liam.ii. It melts at 110° C. See*mcscal-l)uttoii.

pellncent (pe-lu'sent), a. Same as pellttcicl.

pelmatozoic (pel"ma-to-z6'ik), a. [Pelmato-
zoa + -iC] Pertaining to the Pelmatozoa

;

having the characters of the sessWe Pelmatozoa;
that is, ha\'ing the body inclosed in a calyx or
theca of many calcareous plates, elevated
Tfith its oral surface uppermost upon a col'imn
of calcareous plates, and with the mouth,
arms, and madreporie plate lying in the sagit-

tal plane of pentamerous radial symmetry, as
iu the typical Cystoidea, Blastoidca, Crinoidea,
and Edrioasteroidea Pelmatozoic theory, a
thei>ry of the origin of the ecliinodenns according to
which tlley are all remotely descended from a common
ancestral ciliate floating oi"ganism, dipleurula, of nail
size, which is now represented by the pelagic bilateral
ciliate larvas of many ecliinoilerms. The dipleurula, be-

coming adapted for life upon the bottom of the ocean,
increasing in size, and acquiring a calcareous skelet4jn,

became converted into a radiate organism whose struc-
ture is illustrated, with modifications, in the Pelmatozoa,
which are considered to be the most primitive of tlie

true echinodemis, while the Eleutherozoa are considered
to have passed through a pelmatozoic stage. See -kcaly-

cinal theory, -kpentactsea theory, and -kdipleurnla.

pelmatozoon (pel'ma-to-zo'on), n.; pl.jjetea-

to:cia{-a,). Same as pelmatozoan. Encyc. lirit.,

XXVII'.' 622.

pel-mel, adv. and n. A simplified spelling of

pcU-mcll.

pelobatoid (pe-lob'a-toid), a. [NIi. Pelobat-

(fs) + -Oi'rf.] Resemblinp, or having the char-
acters of, the frogs of the family Pelobalidee.

Proc. Zool. S/ic, London, 1896, p. 553.

pelogenons (pe-lo,i'c-nus), a. [Gr. Tn^Adf, clay,

+ -yci'T/c, -producing, + -om«.] In phytogeog.,

of fine-grained, earthy consistence: said of

soils. Thnrmann, the author of the term (1849), further
distinguished pelogenous soils, from more to less sulnii-

vided, as perpelic, hemipelic, and oligopelic. Compare
irpmrnmoyenoug.

pelolithic (pf-lo-llth'ik), a. [Gr. 7n?/of, clay,

+ '/.i6o(, stone, + -Jc] Noting a rock which
is formed from clay.

The Coral Rag is only an episode in the pelolithic series.

Geol. May,, new ser. I. 526. N, E. D.

pelopium (pe-lo'pi-um), n. [NL.] The name
given by H. Rose to a supposed new chemical
element which he believed that he had de-

tected in the mineral columbite from Bavaria.
He afterward recognized its identity with
niobium.
pelopsanunic (pel-op-sam'ik), a. [Gr. nriUr,,

clay, -I- Tpau/id^, sand, -I- -ic.'i In phytogeog.,

of a consistence between clayey and sandy.
See *psammogenons.
pelorian (pe-lor'i-an), a. [peloria + -an.'\

Characterized by, or pertaining to, peloria;

peloriate.

pelosine (pel'o-sin), n. Same as bebecrin.

pelota (pa-16'tii), n. [Sp., a ball. Seepellet.']

A Spanish game played in a court with a ball

and a curved device attached to the playei^'s

arm by which the ball can be hurled with
great force and accuracy.

pelotage (pe-16-tazh'), n. [E., lit. 'baling,' <

peloter, put into balls or bales, < pelot, a ball:

see pellet, platoon.] Spanish wool packed in

bales.

pelt'^ (pelt), ». <. lpelt^,n.'i To skin ; fleece

;

pluck the pelt from.

Feltastes (pel-tas'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ttcH-

Taarf/r, a shield-bearer. See peltast.'] A genus
of diadematoid regular sea-urchins of the

family SaUniidie, which have tuberculate,
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spheroidal tests with large apical plates and
the dorsocentral plate united to the large
basals. The species are found in Upper Juras-
sic and Cretaceous formations.

peltecleis (pel'te-klis), n. [Gr. -rrtXTr), light
shield, -I- K^£/f, key.] In decapod crustaceans,
a tubercle or nodule on the posterior margin
of the carapace. Compare *pereicleis.

pelterS (pel'ter), n. [Origin obscure.] In
poker, a hand which has no card higher than
a nine and no chance for a flush or straight:
sometimes called Chicago pclter. Also, kilter.

pelterer (pel'ter-er), n. [pelt^, n.] A dealer
in skins ; a furrier. 2f. E. D.
peltiferous (pel-tif'e-rus), a. [Gr. vfATo, a
shield, -I- (^epnv, bear.] In bot., shield-bearing.

Peltigeracese (pel-tij-e-ra'se-e). 71. pi. [NL.,
< Peltigera + -acese.'] A family of frondose
lichens,(named from the genus Peltigera, which
have the apothecia without a distinct margin.
See Peltigera.

peltigeroilS (pel-tij'e-rus), a. [L. pelta, shield,
+ gerere, carry.] Shield-bearing.

peltinervate (pel-ti-ner' vat), a. Same as pel-
titierred.

Peltocaris (pel-tok'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. Trcl-ri,

a shield, + napt^, a shrimp.] A genus of phyl-
loearid crustaceans based upon circular bi-
valved shields found in the Silurian rocks of
Great Britain.

pelure^ (pe-lUr'), «. [F.pelure, lit. peeling.]
In paper-making, a crisp, hard paper, as thin
as an onion peeling. Also pelurepaper.

pelvicellulitis (pel-vi-sel-u-li'tis), n. [NL., <

pelris + cellulitis.] Pelvic cellulitis.

pelviferous (pel-vif 'e-rus), a. [L. pelvis, pel-
vis, + -ferous.] Having a pelvis.

pelvigraph (per\i-graf), n. [NL. pelvis + Gr.
ypnipsiv, write.] A device for recording the
outline and dimensions of the pelvic cavity.

pelvigraphy (pel-vig'ra-fi), w. [pelvigraph +
-y^.] The graphic presentation of a series of
measurements outlining the contours of the
pelvis. Lancet, June 18, 1904, p. 1728.

pelvimetry, «. 2. In i'oo/., the determination
of the form of the pelvis by means of measure-
ment. Diirkworth, Morphology and Anthro-
pology, p. 291.

pelvirectal (pel-vi-rek'tal), a. [NL. pelvis +
rectum + -alK] Pertaining to both the pel-
vis and the rectum.

pelvis, M.— Conjugate diameter of the pelvis. .See

itdiavteter.—Dynamic pelvis, the human female pelvis
considered in its relation to parturition.— Ftumel-
sbaped pelvis, the human female pelvis with inlet of

nonnal size but markedly narrowed outlet— Infantile
pelvis, ^axne aa /unnel-ghaped -kpelvia.— Justomajor
pelvis, one whose diameters are increased in equal pro-
portions.— Kyphotic pelvis, a deformity of tlie pelvis
due to kypliosis of the lumbar spine. The anteroi>oste-
rior diameter of the inlet is increased and the transverse
diameter of the outlet is shortene<l.— Pelvis Bplnosa a
pelvis narrowed by a bony growth projecting from the
inner suHace.— Rostrate pelvls, one in which the sac-

rum and last lumbar vertebra project forward, narrowing
its cavity.

pelvitrochanterian (pel-vi-tro-kan-te'ri-an),

a. [pelris + trochanter + -ian.] Relating to

the pelvis and to the great trochanter of the
femur.

pelycodoid (pel-i-ko'doid), a. [NL. Pelycod-
(us), a generic name, + -aid.] Resembling,
or having the characters of, the extinct mam-
mal I'elycodus ; specifically, having molar
teeth resembling those of I'cb/codus. Forst/th

Major, in Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1893, p. 208.

pelycography (pel-i-kog'ra-fi), n, [Gr. TTf/iff

(m'/.vK-), a basin (pelvis), -I- ypdipeiv, write, +
-j/3.] A written account of the pelvis. Syd.

Soc. Lex.

pelycology (pel-i-kol'6-ji), «. [Gr. jze'/.v^

(iTs'/.vK-), a collateral form of Tzi'/-Aa, a bowl
(used in sense of 'pelvis'), + -?.oyia, < ?.eyeiv,

speak.] The sum of knowledge regarding the
pelvis in its various relations.

Pelycosauria, «. pi. 2. In more recent use,

a group, considered by Osborn an order, of

reptiles, comprising extinct species having
biconcave vertebrse, perforated by the noto-
chord and with very long spinous processes.
The ribs are two-headed ; the iiiterclavicle T-shaped ; the
humerus with an entepicondylar foramen. The order
contains some remarkable form.s, such as Dimetrodon
and Emholophorug from the Trias of New Mexico. They
were fonnerly included in the Theromorpha, but are
quite distinct.

pemhina (pem'bi-na), n. [Chippewa ancpemi-
nan (with intrusive h), < Chippewa nepsin,

summer, + minan, berry: now the name of a
locality on the Rod River, in North Dakota.]

pencil-cedar

The cranberry-tree. Viburnum Opultis. See
cranberry-tree and Viburnum. Also ptmbina-
berry.

Of the plants observed in this nelghboorhood, besides
tlie peminna.

S. U. Lvny, Exped. ta Source of.St Peter's River, IL 48.

Pemphigus contaglosus, an acute vesicular eruption
wliicli occurs as an endemic disease in the Philii)])ines
and other parts of the tropical East The vesicles are
situated chiefly in the axilla and groin, and cause much
local irritation ; there is, however, no constitutional dis-
turbance. The disease is probably of microbic origin.
Jour. Trap. Med., .Inly 15, 1B03, p. 235.— Pemphigus
foUacens, a fonn of pemphigus in which the blisters are
only jiartly filled with lluid, tlieir walls therefore being
flaccid.—Pemphigus hemorrhaglcus, a variety of pem-
phigus ill which the contents of tlie bulla; are bloody.—
Pemphigus prurlglnOBUS, a form of pemphigus in
wliicli the eruption is circumscribed in extent, resem-
bling herpes, and is the seat of intense itching.— Pem-
phigus vegetans, a severe and usually fatal disease in
wliich fungous growths follow the rupture of the vesicles.

pemphix (pem'fiks), n. Same as pemphigus.
pemphredonid (pem-fre-don'id), n. and a. I.
n. A member of the hymenopterous family
Peniphredonidx.

11. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Pemphredonidx.

pen^, n. 5. A weir or dam for penning up the
water in a stream, canal, or river of any kind,
to form a head.
pen^, n.— Hydraulic pen, a form of fountain-pen hav-
ing a cylinder and pist4>n for forcing down the ink

:

sometimes applied to drawing-pens in which a thick,
quick-drying ink is used.— Inking-in pen. See to -kink
in.— Oblique pen, a pen having the nilis .so bent as
to lie flat on the jiaper in writing.—PneumOgraphlC
pen, in phynoL and pttychophyx. : (a) The writing lever
of a Marey tambour. Harvard PxychoL Studies, I. p.
312. (6) A pen or pencil used to record the various de-
grees of pressure employed in writing. A metal spring,
which holds the writing point of metal or graphite, plays
against a rubber air-capsule contained in the penholder
and connected by rubber tubing to the ordinary recording
apparatus.

pen. An abbreviation of peninsula.
pena, «. A misspelling ot pina'^.

penacute (pen-a-kiif), a. and n. lpen(ulti-
mate) + acute.] I. a. Having an acute ac-
cent on the penultimate svllable

;
paroxytone.

N. E. D.
II. «. A word so accented. K. E. D.

penacute (pen-a-kuf), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
penacutvd, ppr. penacuting. [penacute, a.\
To accent acutely on the penultimate syl-
lable. N. E. D.
penseaceous (pen-e-a'shius), a. [NL. Penes-
ac€{ie) -I- -ous.] Belonging to or character-
istic of the plant family Peneeaceie.

penal, n.—BIU penaL See *6t«3._penal clause.
See *danse.

penalization (pe'nal-i-za'shon), n. The act
of penalizing.

penalize, v. t. 2. To affix what amounts to a
penalty to some act that is not in itself a
Eenal offense; to subject to a disadvantage;
andicap.

To penalize improvements [is] what the proposed
Mortgage Tax Law would amount to.

X. Y. Times, April 1, 1905.

Penalty stroke. See *stroke'^.

Penang rubber. See *rubbcr.

Penarth beds. See *bed^.

pen-bearing (pen'bar"ing),;). a. Noting thos»
eephalopods in which the internal skeleton
consists of a homy or chitinous structure, as
in the squid.

pencatite (pen'ka-tit), 11. [Count J. Marzari-
Pencati + -iie'-^.] A massive granular rock
from the neighborhood of Predazzo in south-
ern Tyrol, described at first as a mineral
species. It was later shown to be a mixture
of calcite and brucite or hydromagnesite.
The rock is similar to and is associated with
predazzite.

pencil', n.— Bearer of a pencil. Bume smitrertex ofa
pencil.— Chisel-point pencil, a paintcs' pencil with
the bristles graduated to a bevel like a chisel.— ConlC
pencil, in geom., the pencil fonued by the joins of corre-
lated points of two coplanar non-costraight ranges, pro-
jective but not perspective.—Parallel pencil, in geom.,
one whose bearer is at infinity.— Pencil Of COnlcs, in

geom., the assemblage of conies on which are the dota of
a given tetrastigni.— Pencil point, in geom., the bearer
of apencil.— Perspective a^al pencUs, in geom., such
pencils as are ejects of tlie same flat pencil.— Perspec-
tive flat pencils, in geom., such pencils as .ore cuts of
the same axial pencil, or ejects of the same range.

—

Plane pencil. Same as Jlat pencil.— Vertex of a pen-
cil. See itvertex.

penciU, ' t. 3. In med., to apply a remedy
to (an inflamed spot, etc.) with a fine brush:
as, to pencil a wound with lunar caustic.

pencil-cedar, «.- Florida pencll-cedar, -r«>iiVr««
Barbadensis, a tree with fine foliage and small berry-lik*



pencil-cedar

cones, sometimes attaining a height of 50 feet and a
diameter of 2 feet, having a light, straight-grained, dull

red, fragrant wood, formerly exclusively used in the
manufacture of the best lead-pencils. It is chiefly West
Indian, but occurs quite abundantly in western Florida

and extends north to southern (Jeorgia and west to Lou-
isiana. It is called by Sargent "the most beautiful of the
junipers,"' and is considei'ably cultivated in Europe, but
more especially along the Gulf coast as far west as Texas,
where it is known as salt cfrfn r.—Tasmanlan pencU-
C6dax. See King William -kpine.

penciler, penciller (pen'sil-er), n. A draughts-
man ; one who uses a pencil in any way, as a
writer or a reporter: specifically, in racing
slang, a bookmakers clerk, y. E. D.
pencil-movement (pen'sil-mov'''ment), n. The
parallel motion which carries the recording
pencil on an entrine-indicator.

pencil-ore (pen'sil-6r), n. See '^ore^.

pencil-stone (peu'sil-ston), n, Pyrophyllite.

pendant, n. 8. The cylindrical stem on a
watchcase to which the guard-ring is attached.
—0. A corollary.

As a new experimental principle, forming a pendant to
Caniofs principle.

E. Buckingham, Theory of Thermodynamics, p. 153.

pendant-winding (peu'dant-wln'Ming), a. In
KngUsh icatch-mnking, same as '^stem-winding.

pendecagon (pen-dek'a-gon), w. [For *pen-
tedecagon, < Gr. irt'iTf, five, + (5cKa, ten, -H

-jwi'oc't angled.] In geotn., a plane figure hav-
ing fiiteen angles and fifteen sides; a quin-
decagon. A*. A\ D. [Rare.]

pendency, «. 3. The state of being impend-
ing or threatening.

Some will be surprised to know that the evident pen-
dency of the American Civil War was the immediate oc-
casion for the writing of this volume.

Living Church, Oct. 17. 1903, p. 850.

pendent, a. 4. Grammatically incomplete.
Also pendant, [Rare.]

Though there be in the holy scriptures aonie pendent
sentences, and inversions, and apparent solecisms, and
other things of that kind, yet the same may be found in
the most ehxinent and approved authors.

H*. Fitzgerald, tr. Whitaker'a Disputation on Holy Scrip-
[tures, p. 150.

pendentes (pen-den'tez), n. pi. [L. pi. of
pendens, ppr. of pendere, hang.] In civii late,

ungathered crops or fruits.

pendentive, ». II, a. Having pendentives
;

of the .shape of or pertaining to pendeftitives.

strictly speaking, pendentives are the spandrels or
triangular spaces between the arches or arch-headed
walls, as the case may be, supporting a dome, which is

continued down to the springing of such arches.
Penny Cyc, XVII. 402.

pendulograph (pen'du-Io-gr&f), «. [NL. pen-
dulum -*- Gr. ypQ(^t:i\j write.] A tracing made
by an instrument in which the movements of
two or more pendulums are combined no as to
trace a compound curve which represents a
musical tone.

pendulum, n.— Blfllax pendultim. a pendulum sus-

pended by two threads or wires so as t«» osciUate about a
vertical axis in the plane of the fiisiM-nHion ;in<l lying
midway iMjtweeri the threads.— Complication t)end.a-
liim. Hee ^complication.— Control pendulum^ in
prychophyg., a physical pendulum, used to test the cor-

rectness or the constancy ot the times recorded by the
Hipp (or other) chronoscojie. A', fi. Titchetier, Exper.
Psychol., II. i. 2<j5.— l>efforgfe8's pendulum, two con-
vertible pendulums of the Rcpsi.Id type, nf eijual weight,
of different lengths, and hnving a single pair of knife-

edf^es which can be tmnsfened from tlie onetolhe other.
This eliminittes the effect «if tlie yielding of the support.
— HelmhOltZ pendulum, an api)aratU8 devised by
Uelmholtz for the study of phenomena involving the de-
termination of ver)' short intenals of time. It consisU
of a heavy pendulum which in tlie course of its swing
breaks successively two electrical circuits, thus putting
int*j action one relay or other electrical device at the
beginning of the time internal and another at its end.
The principle u[K»n which the instrument is constructed
may be seen fn)m the dJagmm in which pp' is a portion
of the path of the pendulum as seen from above, B is the
bob, and a 6 are metal strips which serve to complete

<-
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may thus be varied through a considerable range. 'When
ft anil b are exactly opi>osite one another the interval is

zei-o and by slightly displacing one of them very small
intervals may be obtained. For any setting of the con-
tacts the interval may readily be computed from the
angular distiuice between them and the speed of the bob.
The Uelmholtz pendulum is used in a great val'iety of
physical experiments involving very short intervals of
time. If, for e-\ample, it is desired to charge a condenser
for one thousandth of a second and then discharge it, the
contacts are set so aa to give an interval of a thousjuidth
of a second, the relay in circuit / is arranged so as to
close the charging circuit, and the relay in circuit II so
as to Itreak that circuit and close the discharging circuit.— Horizontal penduluia, a pendulum mounted upon a
vertical axis and free to swing in a horizontal plane only.
Such pendulums are not put in motion by gravity, but
atford a sensitive means for indicating and recording
certain types of earth tremor.

The instrument of which he [Milne] now makes most
use is called a honzoyital pcndttlum,

G. II. Darwin, The Tides, p. 131.

Eater's convertible pendulum, a pendulum having
two knife-edges turned inward on opposite sides j>f the
center of gravity so that itcan be swung from either, and
arranged to be so adjusted that the time of swing shall be
the same in each case : c tnstructed by Captain Kater in
1817.— Optical pendtlllun, in }i»ych<>phys., a pendulum
so constructed that it admits the passage of a flash of
light at the same moment that it makes or bl-eaks an
electrical circuit A'. It. Titchencr, Exper. Psychol., II.

i. I5«.— Pendulum bracket. See *(/roc*efi.—Pendu-
lum chronoscope. See cAronogcopc— Pendulum
observation, in ;'/*!/«., an observation of the rate of os-
cillation of a standard pendulum, made for the detenni-
nation of the acceleration of gravitation in tlie locality
where the penduluni is mounted.— Spherical pendu-
lum, a pendulum that is not confined to moving in one
plane, but is so arrangeil that the bob can move in any
circle on a given splu-rical surface.— Von Stemeck's
half-second pendulum, a pendulum about 10 inches
long swinging in half seconds ; used in the determination
of minut« htcal variations in gravity. The instrument
can be placed in a chamber which can be exhausted of
air and maintained at any desired temperature.

pendulum-saw (pen'du-lum-sa), n. A cross-
cutting or cutting-off saw, mounted in a
swinging frame, which can be brought to its

work by swinging the saw and frame in a ver-
tical plane round the axis of the driving shaft.

It is used to cut up long logs into short lengths
when it is easier to move the saw to its work
than to move the work to the saw.

pendulum-wheel (pen'du-lum-hwel), H. The
escapemcnt-whcel of a clock; the balance-
wheel of a watch.

peneplain (pe'nf-plan), «. [L. piene, pene,
aliiicist. -f E. tihihiA In geol., a, surface* re-

Helmholtz Pendui

two electric cfrcaita when in contact with the poInt«cc.
It is obvious that B will break circuit / when it strikes
a and circuit // when it strikes h. The position of the
contact devices is adjustable along the path of the bob
and with reference to each other, and the time Interval

Diagram of peneplain, with residual ridg^es.

duced by erosion nearly to the condition of
a plain. There are many examples of once
lofty mountains, now reduced to peneplains.

" We saw unmistakable traces of a peiitr^nin."
G. K. Uilbert, Harriman Alaska Eiped., iii. 130.

peneplain (pe'ne-plan), ti. t. [peneplain, n.]

To reduce by erosion to a peneplain. Cham-
herlin anil Salisbury, Geology, I. 83.

peneplanation (pe'ne-pla-na'shon), n. [L.

Pfene, pene, almost, -f fi. planate + -ion.']

The process of erosion which results in the
production of a peneplain.

There were numenjus halts in the general movement
and the Mesozoic and youngest Paleozoic beds here are
completely stripped off the mountain summits. Several
times the staying pnxiess has enabled partial peneplana-
tion to take {dace. Hut the mountain blocks have be-

come more and more tilted.

Amer. tieol.. Sept, 19M, p. 162.

peneropline (pe-ner'o-plin), a. [NL. Fenero-
plis + -1)1(2.] Characteristic of or pertaining
to milioloid foraminifers ; resembling foramin-
ifers of the genus J'eneroptis, which have the

chambers undivided and either planispiral

throughout or spiral only at the commence-
ment, subsequently becoming rectilinear or

cyclical

.

penetralian (pen-e-tra'li-an), a. [penetralia

+ -«».] Pertaining to or of the nature of
penetriilia.

penfleldite (pen'feld-5t), «. [Named for Pro-
fessor H. L. I'enfield (1856-1906) of New Haven,

penny

Connecticut.] An oxyehtorid of lead,
Pb0.2PbCl2, found in the ancient lead slags
of Latiriou, (jreece.

Penfield solution. See *soluUon.
penfish, n. 2. A squid, as Loligo.

penicillus (pen-i-sil'us), n.
;

pi. peniciUi (-i).

[L. penicillus, tuft of hair. See pencil.] 1.
Oue of the hair-like cells borne at the end of
the smaller branches of Dasya elegans and
similar algse: usually in the plural.— 2. Same
as pemcil,2.— 3. In" anat., one of the tufts
formed by the ramifications of the portal vein
in the liver and of the minute arteries in the
spleen. X'. E. D.
peniform (pe'ni-form), a. \\j. penis + -form.']
Having the shape of or resembling a penis.
I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 280.

Peniophora (pe-ni-of'o-ra), «. [NL. (Cooke,
1879), < Gr. TTTjviov, a stiuttte, probably in allu-

sion to the shape of the cystidea.] A genus
of resupinate hymenomyeetous fungi of the
family Tlielcphoraceee, which have the hyme-
nium furnished with oystidia. About 50 species
are known. They are widely distributed and
occur chiefly on dead trunks and branches.
P. quercina is a common species in Europe
and America.

penitente (pa-ni-tan'ta), »». ; pi. penitentes
(-tas). [Sp. See penitent.] A penitent, espe-
cially in the ecclesiastical sense ; specifically,
one of a group of flagellants in New Mexico,
who are said to submit themselves to cruci-
fixion.

penitentiary, a. and n. I. a. 3. Liable to
punishment by imprisonment of the offender
in a penitentiary : said of an offense : as, a
penitentiary offense.

II. n. 6. A member of the Penitents,
certain religious orders. See penitent, 2.

Recollects, Penitentiaries, Capuchins.
Weerer, Ancient Funeral Monuments, p. 139. X. E, D.

Penjdeh sore. Same as Aleppo ulcer (which
see, under nicer).

pen-keeper (pen'ke'p^r), «. In the West
Indies, the keeper of the farm and animals on
a plantation ; one who has care of the estate
or pen. See peni, n., 4, and the extract under
*pen-keeping.

pen-keeping (pen'kep-ing), n. [^Je»«i, n., 4,
+ kre2>ing.] See the extract.

The rearing of cattle, horses, and mules is an impor-
tant industry in Jamaica. This iskiwwn as "pen-keeping,"
the pens varying in size from 200 to 2,000 acres, and em-
bracing for a pen of l,(Xio acres about 3,W to 400 head of
cattle, t'attle raising is most largely engaged in by the
I)en-keeper8, w-ho rear both beef and draft animals.

Daily Cunt, and Trade Itep., Oct 19, 1907, p. 6.

Penn, An abbreviation of Pennsylvania.

Pennant'-^ (pen ' ant), n. [A Welsh place-
name.] In geol., a local name for a series of
sandstones, barren of coal, which are found
between the upper and lower coal-measures
of South Wales: as. Pennant grit. Pennant
stone.

pennant-bar (pen 'ant -bar), n. In musical
notation, the bar connecting the stems of two
or more notes which, if written separately,
would have pennants, that is, eighth-notes,

etc., as, J~2 °^ J^-
pennant-ship (pen'ant-ship), «. The flag-

ship ot a squadron or fleet : so called because
it carries the commander's or admiral's flag.

Pennaria (pe-na'ri-a), ». [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Pennaridee. Goldfuss.

Pennaridae (pe-na'ri-de), «. pi. [NL. Pen~
nurid + -idie.] A family of tubularianhydro-
medusans in which the polyps have filiform

and capitate tentacles. It includes Pennaria,
Cladoncma, Heterostephanus, and other genera.
Also Pennariidee.

pennated, a. 2. In medieval armor, having
side-pieces which are pressed out by a spring

:

as, a pennated dagger or sword.

Pennatula, ". 2. [/. c] A polyp of the genus
J'eniiatiitd ; a sea-pen.

penni (pen'i), «. ;
pi. pennia (-a). A copper

coin of Finland.

Pennine system. See *system.

penny, ». 7. In archery, a measure of weight
for arrows, equal to one twelfth of the weight of

a new (British) silver shilling: as, a 46'. 6rf.

arrow.

—

Anglesea penny, a copper token, struck in

England in 1784.— A pretty penny, a large sum of

money. (Ironical.]— Down pennies, a local name of

Roman coins found in Dorsctshhe.— Gold penny, an
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English coin of Henry III., issued in 1257.— Irish penny,
a silver coin authorized for Ireland in 1304, in the iciirn of

Etlwanl I.— Manx penny, a coin bearing a device con-

sisting of three legs arranged equidistantly about a circle

or at the angles of a triangle.— Pineapple penny, a
copper coin struck in BartMidoe in 17w.

pentadecine
*henyU'nf.

pentalepton

(peii-ta-de'sin'/, n. Same as

. opening— their pentadec^lic (pen"ta-de-sil'ik), a. [Gr. 7

five, + 6eKa, ten, + -yl + -ic] ContainiE
ircvTc,

ing fif-

teen atoms of carbon in tlie molecule pen-
tadecyllc acid, (a) A crystalline acid, CijH2».C00H,
of the fatty series, which is made synthetically. It melts
at 59-«0" C. (b) A crystalline acid, C]4H29.CO0H. of the
fatty series, which is made synthetically. It melts at
51' C. and is commonly called quindecylic acid.

pentadic (pen-tad'ik), a. [pentad + -ic] In
clwm., pentavalent.

were already sounding al)ove tlie howl of the wind
blows of musket-butts hammering on the wooden pali'

sade. *' Steady, men," grunted McQuarters as he reached
thepcnf. " Give them time to^break an
flies will be nicely huddled by this."

A. T. Quiller Couchy Fort Aaiity, xxvii.

Pent. An abbreviation of Pentecost.

pentabasic (pen-ta-ba'sik), a. [pcnta- + E.

basic] Noting an acid containing five atoms
of hydrogen readily replaceable by metals or

electropositive radicals.

pentacarbon (pen-ta-kar'bon), n. [penta- +
carban.] Pertaiuing'to or containing five atoms pentadiene (pen-ta-di'en), n. A hydrocarbon
of carbon. CH2=CH-CH2-ClI=CH2, formed by the dis-

pentachlorid (pen-ta-kl6'rid), n. liienta- + tillation of trimethylpiperidine. It boils at
E. cMorid.] A chlorid containing five atoms 42° C, Also ca.\led l,4^pentadiene and pipery-
of cblorin, as phosphorus pentachlorid, PCI5. lene.

pentachromic (pen-ta-kio'mik), a. [Gr. TTCTTE, pentadodecahedron (pen"ta-d6"dek-a-he'-
five, + XP^A"*, color, + -ic] Relating to five (]ron), «. ;

pi. pentadoclecahedra (-dra).

colors; noting a partially color-blind person [feuta- + dodecahedron.'] A pentagonal
who can distinguish five colors. dodecahedron ; a dodecahedron whose 12 faces
Normal-sighted persons see six colours, some even ^^q pentagons

seven; but the second class of the colour-Mind see Ave __„4.i; j_„^_, '/„„„/i„ /i„„„\ „ rn^ —„,.,.!
colours, four, three, two, or one, according to the degree pentadracnm (pen ta-dram), n. L^r. Trfvro-

of their defect For these five degrees the names penfa- opaxftoi; < Ttivre, five, -I- dpaxfi^, drachma.]
chromic, tetrachromic, &c.. were suggested. A Greek silver coin of the value of five

^«Aeri«um, Nov. 14, 1903, p. 655.
f]j.achmas.

pennyroyal, «— Native pennyroyal, in Australia, pentacid (pen-tas'id), a. [Gr. nhTC, five, + noTitmrliipnoei Cnen-tn (rlii'lcosl « X nenta- +
a native speci'es of mint, Mentha diemenica, which is *K ni-iVZ 1 Notine- a base containinff five com-

Peptagi«COSe (pen-ta glo Kos;, n. ipenm T
more acrid than the common pennyroyal. It is much f-.-

««"-J JNoting a Dase containing live com t,i„co.sc.] Same as *i)eHto.sc.

used for medicinal purposes and for keeping away insects. Dining units 01 tne radical nyaroxyi, JiU, or pentagonal, «.- Elle de Beaumont's pentagonal
especially fleas. One equivalent to a pentabasic acid, molecule system, a theory of tlie origin of the form of the earth

for molecule.

ObTersc. Reverse.

Pineapple Penny.
(Four tifths original size.)

penny-ante (pen'i-an'te), n. The game of

poker when the amount of the ante is limited

to one penny (one cent).

penny-poise (pen'i-pois), n. A coin used in

England in the reign of John (1199-1216),

wanting an eighth of a penny and used as a
weight for detecting light or clipped coins.

pennyweight, «. 2. A proportional measure
of one-twelfth, used in stating the fineness of pentacompound (pen - ta - kom ' pound), n.

silver. See carat. N. E. D. [penta- + compound.'] Aeompound contain-

If the mass of silver be pure, it is called silver of 12 ing five atoms of carbon.
pennv-wei'sA'* ; if it contain 1-I2th of its weight of alloy, pentacrinin (pen-tak'ri-ninl, n. [NL. Penta
it is called silver of 11 p«nny-weiyA«». crin(m) + -in^.] A pigment formed in Pen-

Jo/in JVicWson, Operative Mechanic, II. 329. ^""^ '/ J -^ °.j
_ . , - , -,, \-„ , X V. tocn»i(« and other crinoids.
Penokee (pen-o-ke ), ti. [Penofcee Iron Range

ta^gj.Q (pen-tak'ron), «.; pi.
in Wisconsin.] In geol., a member of the

*^(.ra). [Gr. ttW five,+ dxpoi;, peak.]
Precarabrian series of northern Wisconsin, j^ej^on .^th 5 summits.
comprising slates, cherts, quartzites, and iron pgntactsea (pen-tak-te"'a), n. [NL. < Gr. Tzivre,

ores.and equivalent to the Animikie group of •'^^^ + d/cr^, point (?).]" A hypothetical ances-
tho Huronian.
Penopns (pen'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. iriivi!,

thread, + 7rorf,'foot.] A brotuloid genus of

fishes found in the deep sea.

penoscrotal (pe-no-skro'tal), a. [L. penis +
E. scrotal.] Relating to "both the penis and
the scrotum. N. E. D.
pen-point (pen'point), n. A pen (apart from
the holder). Dialect Notes, II. vi. [Local, U. S.]

Pensauken formation. See *formation.

pense, ». An amended spelling of pewoe.

penserose (pen'se-ros), a. An Anglicized form
of *])enseroso. [ttare.]

penseroso (pen-se-ro'so), a. and n. [Oldltalian

penseroso, late pensieroso, pensive. // Pense-

roso, the title of a poem by Milton.] I. a.

Meditative; melancholy; pensive.

But the penseroso humour lasted not long.
Society. I. 78. N. E. D.

H. n. One who is melancholy, meditative,

or pensive.
How I should like to see that pair of penserosos to-

gether, looking as grave
night

pensiF, a. A simplified spelling of pensile.

pensile, a. 2. Building a hanging nest: as,

the pensile warbler.

pensionary, n. 3. A house in which pen-
sioners reside; formerly, at Cambridge, Eng-

tor of the echinoderms which is supposed to

be recapitulated in the pentactula larval stage

of <%napto.— Pentactaa theory, a theory of the

origin of the ecliinoUerms which regards them as the

divergent descendants of a pentacta;a, or floating ciliate

ancestral fonn without a calcareous skeleton or radial

canals or radial nerves, these structures being held to

have been independently acquired, and not to be homolo-
gous in all echinoderms. See -ticalydnal theory, •kpelma-

tozoi(Ltheory.

pentactine (pen-tak'tin), n. and a. [Gr. Trhre,

five, + iJKn'f {anTiv-), ray.] I. n. In the mor-
phology of the sponge-skeleton, a spicule of

triaxial form having the arms intersecting one
another, with one ray atrophied.

Dermal skeleton composed of hexactinic dermalia, the
proximal ray of which is as a rule much longer than any
other in the same spicule ; no hypodermal pentactins

;

hexasters various.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 602.

II, a. Having the characters of or relating

to a pentactine sponge-spicule.

pentactinid (pen-tak'ti-nid), a. Same as pen-
tactimd.

based upon a supposed conformity of its main features

with the pentagonal dodecahedron. The theory- was pre-

sented in 1862 by ilie de Beaumont in his " Notice sur les

syst^mes de montagnes." A later theory of similar na-

ture is the Lowthian Green tetraliedral theory.— Penta-
gonal r6seau. See -kreseau.

II. n. In echinoderms, the nerve-ring

v.hich connects the five ambulacral nerves.

pentacra Pentagonaster (pen'ta-go-nas'ter), «. [NL.,
A poly- < Gr. izevrayuvoc^, five-angled, + aari/p, a star.]

The typical genus of the family Pentagonaster-

idse. Linck, 1733.

Pentagonasteridae (pen"ta-gon-as-ter'i-de),

n. 2>l. [yih. Pentagonaster + -idie.] A fam-
ily of starfishes, of the order Phanerozonia,

which have the body generally pentagonal,

the arms short, ambulacral plates opposite,

large marginal plates, and tessellate abaetinal

skeleton. It includes more than 20 genera,

among which are Pentagonaster, Chitonaster,

Comptonia, and Odontaster.

pentagonohedron (pen-tag-o-no-he'dron), n.;

pi. pcntagonohedra (-drii). [Gr. vrvrdyuvoc,

five-angled, + a'ipa, base, side.] A solid figure

contained by pentagons. A'. E. D.

pentagonoid (pen-tag'o-noid), a. and n. [pen-
tagon + -Old.] I. a. Resembling a pentagon.

II. n. In antlirop., a cranium the norma
verticalis of which has the form of a penta-

gon with rounded corners. G. Sergi (trans.),

Var. of the Human Species, in Smithsonian
Misc. Coll., XXXVIII. 28.

pentagram, n. 2. In geom., a five-sided poly-

gram.

astwo^ilorswivesof astorniy pentactula (pen-tak'tii-la), n.
; p\. pentactula: pentahaloid (pen-ta-ha'loid) a. \.Pe«to-

+

R. Tyler Ihe Contrast n. 1. P«y •* ^V „.^—-^ '+''^Ji ^ j^j haloid.] Containing five atoms of one or
:b,»/i or,oii;„„«f „»„o,(.. V '"•'•. L^' .'.^ ... .' , ' , .

" '. „ ' more of the halogen elements, ehlonn, bro-
•4- -«ta.] A free, ciliate, larval stage of Sy-

napta, with five oral tentacles which contain

water-tubes connected with the water-ring,

but without a calcareous skeleton, radial

tubes, or radial nerves.

pentahedroid (pen-ta-he'droid), a. Ipen-
tahedr(on) + -oid.]

" In math., a four-di-

mensional bodv boimded by 5 tetrahedra.

Stringham, 1880*.

^ ^ -, ,. . . .. .,. pentahydrated (pen-ta-hi'dra-ted), a. [Gr.

pensioner, h. 4t. One who lives in a pension pgntad ». 4. A period of five days, intro- irfvrc, five, + idu/o (i'ip-), water, + -ated.] Con-
«, l.^„wl;„„_v„^,Qo «T,o «,l.<^ i.TTAQ ,T, ativin. *", ,•, X. „ ._. _,•_--._,._; .1 twining fivc molcculcs of Water in Combination.

as crystallized cupric sulphate or common
bine vitriol, CUSO4.5H2O.

land, a residence for undergraduates not on pentacycle (pen'ta-si-kl), n. [penta-+ cycle.]
the foundation of a college. N. E. D. "^ ^g^ ^f gyg circles.

'duced by Dove for use in climatological

study. The pentads begin January 1-5, and
continue in groups of five days each through
out the ordinary year. The twelfth pentad, pentakisdodecahedron (pen"ta-ki8-do"dek-a
from February 25-March 1, may be increased -• - '- . j •-. -j-~ ^ j-u\

by one day, namely, February 29th, without

disturbing the calendar dates of the subse-

quent pentads.

or boarding-house ; one who lives in any in-

stitution as a boarder ; a boarder.

Hip. . . . Who goes there?
Lau. We are the two new Pensioners, Laura and Vio-

letta.

Hip. Go in, to your Devotion.
Dryden, The Assignation, iv. 4.

pensionnaire (pon-syo-nar'), «. [F.] 1. One
who lives in a pension; a boarder.— 2. One ^ ^ .

who receives a pension.— 3. One of the two pentadactylate (pen-ta-dak'ti-lat), a. [pen-

classes of actors at the Comedie Frangaise, tadactyl + -ate^ .] Having five fingers or toes

;

engaged yearly at a fixed salary and, after a pentadactyl.

certain number of years as a probationer, pentadactyloid (pen-ta-dak'ti-loid), a. [pen-

nominated and usually admitted *societaire
" '^

(which see).

pensionnat (pon-syo-na'), n. [F., < pension,

a payment, a boarding-school. Beepension, n.,

5.] A boarding-school.

pensiv, a. A simplified spelling ot pensive.

pen-staff (pen'staf), n. A penholder. Dialect

Notes, II. vi. [Local, U. S.]

pent (pent), n.

shelter.

)ling a structure pgntal (pen'tal)
typical vertebrate *"

a ti-ade-n'am

tadactyl + -oid.] Resembling
with five digits, such as a
limb.

pentadecane (pen-ta-dek'an), n. Ipenta- +
decane.] A hydrocarbon, C15H32, of the

paraffin series. Normal pentadecane melts

at 10° C, yielding an oily liquid which boils

at 270. .i° C. It is made synthetically.

A penthouse; an overhanging pentadecatoic (pen-ta-dek-a-to'ik), o. [;)«»(-

tadec{ane) + -at- -t- -o-ic] Derived from

But the man was already running ; and together the

three floundered back to the hangar. Behind them blows
pentadecane.-
tadecylic acid.

Pentadecatoic acid. Same as •*pen-

he'dron), «.; pi. pentalisdodecahedra (-dra).

[Gr. TrevTOKic, five times. + E. dodecahedron.]

A reciprocal Archimedean solid having 60

faces, 12 regular pentapleural summits, and
20 regular hexapleural summits. .^11 the

faces are triangular and the .solid is reciprocal

to the truncated icosihedron. It is in fact a
bossed dodecahedron.

n. [Gr. TTivTt, five, + -aT^.]

A trade-name of trimethylethyleiie,

^^•''>C = CHCH3. It is prepared by the

action of zinc chlorid on amyl alcohol or

fusel-oil. It boils at 38° C. and has been
used as an anesthetic. Also called amylene.

pentalepton (pen-ta-lep'ton), n.
;

pi. penta-

Icpta (-ta). [Gr. irifTe, five, 4- /.ettoi>, a small

coin.] A. small Greek copper coin equal to

five lepta, or about one cent.



pentalobate

pentalobate (pen-ta-lo'bat), a. [Gr. irivre,

live, + /.o^fof, lobe, + -oiel.] Having five

equal or similar radial lobes, as the axial

canals of certain erinoids and the constricted

apertures of certain orthoceratites.

pentalogic (pen-ta-loj'ik), a. [pentalog-y +
-ic] Kelating to or characterized by pental-

ogy ; specifically, fivefold, from the point of

view of scientific classification.

The end in view is to exhibit the logical necessity of

making a pentatofjic classification of all the sciences of

demonomy.
J. W. foweU, in An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-

[yo, p. Ix.

pentalogne (pen'ta-log), n. [Gr. ttHti, five,

4- /-tijoc, word, speech.] A series of five laws
or rules (after the style of decalogue).

pentalogy (peu-tal'o-ji), n. [Gr. jrfvrf, five,

+ -'/.oyia, < Aeyeiv, speak.] Five mutually con-
nected parts or principles ; a pentad ; spe-
cifically, a fivefold classification ; the doctrine

of the tivefoldness of the universe.

It is easy to see that the desire to find a pentalogy in

everything has led to sttmewhat fanciful distinctions,

that there will necessarily be mucti overlapping in the
practical application of a scheme of anthropology so
formed. Athenxum, June 18, 1904, p. 788.

pentameral (pen-tam'e-ral), a. [penUimer-
{oun) + -d/l.] Having the five-radial plan of

symmetry, in which the body or organ con-
sists of five subequal segments, as in the
echinoderms, certain corals, jellyfishes, etc.

Same as pentamerous or quinqueradiate.

pentamere (pen'ta-mer), n. [Gr. -evTc, five,

-I- /it^'oc, part.] 1. Any one of the five

antimeres which compose the body of a pen-
tamerous organism. Specifically— 2. In hex-
actinelliil sponges, especially the extinct
Dictyospongidie, one of the quadrules of the
reticulate surface bounded by the smallest
spicules of the fifth degree.

pentamerism (pen-tam'e-rizm), n. [pentam-
er(ous) + -tsm.] The state or condition of

being pentamerous, or composed of five anti-

meres.
pentamerously (pen-tam'e-rus-li ), adv. In

a pentamerous manner; dividing by fives.

The nepiastic cttlony i>( i'nitri/pa is an object of ex-
quisite beauty, consisting of a delicate translucent cup
wherein is lodgeil the iJt^ntaiiter</ujttu branching truiilt

or stalk of the z^tarium, with it« slender arching carinie
and diamond-shaped incipient scalic.

Cumiiiiji, in Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. tl7.

pentamery (pen-tam'e-ri), n. [pentamer{oun)
+ -j/'^.] The character or condition of being
pentamerous.
Whilst in the i>^«(am#ri/ and dimery of Dieotyledones

there is usually a ]H>8terior sepal. Elwyc. Brit., XXV, 4sa.

pentamethylene (pen - ta - meth ' i - len), «.

[lii'/ita- + nielhj/lene.'i Hamo as *cijclopentane.

Pentane standard, in 2>f^oUim.. a standard of intensity
con^i.stlng i[i the light from a lamp of specitled form in
which ttie fuel is tlie petroleum pro<luct pentane. The
best-known forms of pentane standard lamp are those of
ilarconrt and of Dibdin. See *li'jht standard.

pentanediacid (pen"tan-di-a8'id), ». Same as
*illHtiirii' and.

Pentapetes(pen-tap'e-tez), n. [NL. (Linnseus,
proposed in 1747, established in 1753), < Gr.
ffevrajrerff, the name of some unidentified pen-
tamerous or pentaphyllous plant.] A genus
of trees or shrubs of the family Sterculiacex.

See Pteroftpermum and *bayok.
pentaphonic (pen-ta-fon'ik), a. Same as
penUiUiiiif.

pentaphyletic (pen'ta-fi-Iet'ik). a. [penta-
+ phyhlir.] Having five strains in its hered-
ity : said of some hybrid plants. Jackson,
Glossary.

pentarchi (pen'tark), n. [Gr. miTf, five, +
"/U"'.. ruler.] A member of a pentarchy.

pentarch- (pen'tark), a. [Gr. rrivre, five, +
iipy/, beginning.] Growingfrom five separate
points; in bot., having five centripetally de-
veloped xylem plates : said of some radial
vascular cylinders.

The xylem is triarch to pentarch and octarch.
Z>eBarj/(trans.),C'orapar. Anat Phanerogams and Ferns,

Ip. 348.

pentarsic (pen-tar'sik), a. [Gr. Trhre, five, +
t'iliair, arsis.] In prosody, having five stresses.
-V. /;. D.

pentasomic (pen-ta-s6'mik), a. [Gr. n-fvrc,

five, -*- E. iiom(ite) + -ic.'\ Pertaining to, or
comprising, five somites Pentasomic vesicle.
See the extract.

E. Heronard states what he calls the " Fentasomoea "

theory of the echinodemi body, according to which
iomit«f arise in groups of fives, each of the groups form-
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ing a "pentasomic veHcle," The five somites potentially
included in ApentaKoinic vericle do not begin to be indi-
vidualised until the vesicle has been liberated into the
blastoca'le cavity. He compai-es the pentasomic vesicle
of Echinoderms with the enteroccclic vesicle in Ami>hi-
oius. Jour. Itoy. Micros. Soc, Oct, 1904, p. 534.

pentastigm, pentastim (pen'ta-stim), n. [Gr.
nh-re, five, -I- o-lyfia, mark.] In geom., a sys-
tem of 5 coplanar points, with all the ranges
they determine.
pentastyle, «. II. n. A structure having five
columns ; also, a portico of five columns.
pentasulphid (pen-ta-sul'fid), n. [penta- +
sulplM.~\ A compound containing five atoms
of sulphur united to a more electropositive
element or radical : as, calcium pentasulphid,
CaSg.
pentasulphuret (pen-ta-sul'fu-ret), n. Same
as *pciitasulphid.

pentasyllabism (pen-ta-sil'a-bizm), «. [pe«-
tasylUib(ic) + -isin.] The character of being
pentasyllabie.

pentasyllable (peu-ta-sira-bl), «. [Gr. miTe,
five, + cn'A/.ajir;, syllable.] A word having
five syllables.

pentathionate (pen-ta-thi'o-nat), n. [penta-
tliitm(ic) + -a (el.] A salt of pentathionic
acid: as, poXassmra pentathionate, KoSsOg.
pentathionic (pen'ta-thi-on'ik), a. [Gr. ntvre,
five, + Oelov, sulphur, -1- -ic] Noting arather
unstable, colorless acid obtained in solution by
the interaction of sulphureted hydrogen and
sulphurous a<-id. Its composition is H2S50g.

Pentathlon bars, apparatus of the nature of horizontal
l)ars used in gynniasiums for exercising and for tests of
strcnj;tli.

pentatomic (pen-ta-tom'ik), a. [Gr. nhre,
five, + aro/joc, atom, -I- -tc] Containing in a
single molecule five atoms altogether of the
same or of different elements, as stannic
ohlorid, SnCl4; or, containing in a single
molecule five atoms of some one element, as a
pentose, which is an aldehyde alcohol or a
ketone-aleohol containing five atoms of car-
bon. Frequently used in the same sense as
giiinqiievalent.

pentatomid (pen-tat'o-mid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the heteropterous famUy Pcnta-
toDiidsp.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Pentatomidee. •

pentatriacontane (peu-ta-tn-a-kon'tan), n.

[Gr. -h-Tf, five, + rpiaKovra, tliirty, -f -««e.]
A solid hydrocarbon of the paraffin series,

C35H72. Normal pentatriacontane is the only
variety known. It melts at 74.7° C. and boils
at 331° C. at 15 millimeters pressure. It is

made synthetically.

pentavalence (pen-tav'a-lens\ «. [pentava-
leii(f) + -oc] The character of being pen-
tavalent ; the degree of combining power
exhibited by an element of which one atom is

capable of combining with five atoms of hydro-
gen or chlorin

; quinquevalence.
pentavalency (pen-tav'a-len-si), n. Same as
*liiiilar(ilence.

pentazial (pen-tak'si-al), a. [Gr. Tr^rt, five, +
L. axis + -n/'.] Consisting of or having five

arms intersecting one another, two being in a
single axis and the other three lying in a
plane at right angles to that axis: seen in
hexactinellid sponges as the result of atrophy
of one ray of an hexactinellid spicule.
pentazane (pen-taz'an), ». [Gr. fffcre, five, +
a::o- + riiic.Ji Same as ^pyrrolidine.

penteconter'-^ (pen'te-kon-t^r), «. [Gr. vevTTi-

h'n-i/p.] In Gr. antiq., a commander of fifty

men. A'. E. D.
pentene (pen'ten), n. [Gr. nhTe, five, + -ene.]

Same as amylene— R-pentene. Same as •cycfopcn-
tane.

pentenediacid ( pen ' ten -di- as ' id ), n. See
*gluf(lronic.

pehthemimeris (pen-the-mim'e-ris), n. [Gr.
TTtvOr/iii/itpi/i, consisting of five halves.] Infl»c.
pros., a group of two and a half feet.

Fenthoraceae (pen-tho-ra'se-o), n. pi. [NL.
(Van Tieghem, 1898). < Pcnthorum + -acese.]

A family of dicotyledonous choripetalous
plants of the order llosahs, closelj^ related to
the Cras,<iulaccse, in which it is included by
some authors. It consists of the single genus
Penthorum (which see).

penthouse, ». 3. In artillery, a frame struc-
ture sometimes used to protect a sea-coast
gun-carriage from continuous severe weather:
so made that it can quickly be put in place or
removed.

penacMe
pontine (pen'tin), «. [Gr. nivre, five, -t- -ine^.J
An oily, unsaturated hydrocarbon, CgHg, of the
acetylene series. The true pentines contain the acet-
ylene grouping -C : C-, but certain isomeric hydrocar-
bons contain two ethylene groupings, =CH-OH=. They
are all made synthetically. Also called pentinetie and
pentylene.

pentinene (pen'ti-nen), n. [Gr. ttcvtc, five, +
-ine'^ + -ene.l Same as *pentine.

pentite (pen'tit), ». [Gr. ntvTc, five, + -ite^.'i
A pentacid alcohol, as arabite, xylite, and
adonite, C5H7(OH)2, andrhamnite, CHq.Cr,HR-
(0H)5.

pentoDolns (pen-tob'o-lus), n.
;

pi. pentoboli
(-li). [Gr. TTfiToi^oAoc, < irevre, five, -f- b(}oM(,
obolus.] An Attic silver piece of five oboli.

pentoic (pen-to'ik), a. [Gr. n-fwf, five, + -o-
+ -«c.] Containing five carbon atoms Pentoic
acid. Same as -^pentadecatoic or valeric acid.

pentone (pen'ton), n. [Gr. mm;, five, + -one.^
An unsaturated hydrocarbon, CgHg. Valy-
lene, pirylene, and pyropentylene are pen-
tones.

pentosan (pen'to-san), n. [pentose + -an.']

One of a class of complex carbohydrates
which yield pentoses when hydrolyzed. They
occur in most plants, in many gums, in turf,
humus, and lignite.

pentosazono (pen-tds-az'on), n. [pentose +
azone] An osazone derived from a pentose.
pentose (pen'tos), «. [Gr. Tthre, five, -1- -ose.]

One of a group of monosaccharides containing
five atoms of carbon. They occur widely dis-
tributed in both the animal and the vegetable
world. Well-known representatives are
arabinose, xylose, and rhamnose.

pentosoid. (pen'to-soid), «. [pentose + -ot'rf.]

A group of carbohydrates including true pen-
tosans, as well aslignoeelluloses and oxycellu-
loses which have not been hydrolyzed into
pentoses.

pentosuria (pen-to-su'ri-a), n. [NL., < pentose
+ -iiria.l A form of glycosuria in which the
excreted suf,'ar is a pentose.
Pentremital limestone. See *limestone.
pent-road (peut'rod), «. [pent, p. a., + road.]
A road open to the public but which may be
closed or barred at its terminals. 30 Atlantic
Reporter, p. 998.

Pentstemon, n. 2. [I. e.] A plant of this
genus.— Climbing pentstemon, Penistemun cordi-
folius, a species, woody below, cliiiibing by long sarnien-
tose branches which arc tbicltly clothed with ovate leaves
and bear at the tips clusters of bi-ight scarlet blossoms.
It is foinid from Santji Harbju-a to San Diego in California.

pentylene (pen'ti-len), «. [Gr. TTtiTf, five, +
-yl + -ene.] Same as *penUne.

pentylic (pen-til'ik), a. [pentyl + -ic] Con-
taining the radical pentyl Pentylic alcohol,
normal aniyl alcohol orpentanoM, ('5Hii((tH). A liiiuid,

boiling at 137° ("., which is fonned by the fermentation of
glycerol. It probably occurs in fusel-oil, and is also made
synthetically.

penuchle (pe'nuk-1), «, [Also written pi-
nochle, pinuchle, pinocle, brnocle : said to be of
German-American origin, but the original
form and meaning are unknown.] A game
of cards ; a variety of bezique. The game is played
by two, three, or four persons, with two packs of '24

cards each, the 9-spot being the lowest. The cards rank
A, 10, K, Q, J, 9. The dealer gives twelve cards to each
player, four at a time, turning up the last for trumps.
If this is the lowest, called dix, it counts 10 for him im-
mediately. When only two play the eldest hand leads,

and aa each trick is won a fresh card is drawn from the
stock to refill the hand. As long as any cards remain in
the stock it is not necessary to follow suit to anything,
but when the stock is exhausted the second player
must follow suit and win the trick if he can. When
identical cards are played to the same trick, the one
led wins. Before the stock is exhausted, and before
drawing from it after winning a trick, a player may
meld or announce anything he has in his hand that
is of counting value by laying it on the table. Mar-
riages (K and Q of any plain suit) count 20, in trumps,
40; the five highest trumps together, l.^iO ; four aces of
diiferent suits, 100 ; four kings, 80 ; four queens, 60 ; anH
four jacks, 40. Eiglit cards of one denomination count
double : for example, 200 for eight aces. The spade queen
and diamond jacK are penuchle, worth 40. Double pe-

nuchle is worth 80. The dix may be exchanged for the
trump card, counting 10 for it, provided the exchange iq

made after winning a trick and before drawing from the
Bt<jck. After the last card is drawn from the 8t4>ck, no
further melds are allowed. At the end of the hand, each
player counts the pip value of the cards he has taken
in tricks, reckoning each ace as 11, tens as 10, kings as

4, queens as 3 and jacks as 1, regardless of suit. The
last trick is worth 10. Game is l.OOO jioints. but the
player fii-st reaching that number should claint it in the
course of play, because when the hands are coinited at
the end, if both are 1,000 the game must i)e continued to
1,250. Mental count is kept of the value of the tricks

taken in, the melds being put down on a slate or pegged
on a cribbage-board. when four play there is no stock
and all melds are made before a card is led. The win-
ning of a trick at any time makes these melds good ;

otherwise they are lost. In auction penuchle, the whole



pennchle

pack is dealt out four cards at a time, to three or four
players, but uo truuip is turned. Four may fonn part-

nersiiips. Tlie lligllest bidder names the trump suit and
leads for the first tricli. If he fails to make gcicid his bid

in melds and tricks combined, he is set back the amount
bid, the otliers scorinjf wliat they get All melds are

made before a card is played but are not got>d until tlie

melder wins a trick. Tlxere must be at least one fresh

can! from the hand for each separate part of a meld con-

taining cards that count in two or more ways ; so that

four kings and queens are worth 220, and the trump se-

quence 190. The winner is the player with the highest
score at the end of an agreed number of de:Us, usually

three rounds. Widoip penttchle is the auction game for

three players. When four play, the dealer takes no cards.

I'iftecn cards are dealt to each and three, face down, to

the widow The highest bidder turns the widow face up
and shows what it contains. Then he takes it into his

hand and discards three curds, which count for him at

the end. He then names the trump suit, and leads for

the first trick.

penult, ". II. a. Next to the last
;
penultimate.

A new genus, Oregonia, from the Oregon coast, is so

closely related to Eurypodius, that but for the penult
joint "of the eight posterior legs they would form the
same genus. Vayta, Crust, I. 76. A*. E. D.

penultimate, «. 2. In whist and bridge, the

lowest but one of a suit.

penumbra, ". 4. A surrounding fringe or
border, as in the distribution of metamorphic
effects produced by an igneous mass.
A pennmbra of hydromica and chlorite schists.

Dana, Manual of Geology (4th ed.), p. 325.

penwithite (pen'with-it), n. A hydrated man-
ganese silicate (perhaps MnSiOs + 211.10)

fromthedistrictof Penwith,Cornwall,Englaud.
Pen-y-glog beds. See *hed^.

peo. An abbreviation of people.

peonage,". 2. The holding, by illegal methods,
of free negroes or whites in a condition of

semi-slaverj', specifically in the southern part
of the United States : also applied to the abuse
of the convict lease system in the South.— 3.

In India, service or employment of peons as
messengers, etc. N. E. D.
peonia- (pa-o-ne'a), n. [Amer. Sp., < peon, a
pawn, a man, as in playing checkers. See
pmcifi.'] In Spanish-American countries, a
small bright-colored seed of several plants,

especially of Abrus Abrus, Dolicholus phaseol-
oides, and En/thrina eoralloides, often used for

playing games of chance, such as draughts.
See *colorin Peonia de iotlca, hi Mexico, the
tubers of Cyperus esculentus. See earthnui, 3.

peonia^ (pa-6'ne-a), n. [Sp. peonia, peony.]
In Mexico, a name applied to several plants
with tuberous roots, especially to two com-
posites, Perezia runcinata &nd Zexmenia podo-
cephala, because of the resemblance of their

roots to those of Pieonia officinalis. Perezia
runcinata, which occurs in the southern United States

and northern Mexico, is reputed to be a specific for epi-

lepsy, and is sold in the drug markets of several Mexican
cities. This virtue was attributed by the ancients to

Paonia officinatig, a plant used medicinally in Greece
four centuries before the Christian era, and celebrated by
Galen as a remedy for epilepsy and lunacy.— Feonla de
bOtlca, in Mexico, the tubers of a sedge, Cyperus escu-

lentus.— Peonia de la sierra, in the state of Sonora,
the tubers of Zexmenia podocephala.

people, «.— Little people, fairies.

peperino (pep-e-re'no), «. Same a.s, peperine.

peperite (pep'e-rit), n. [peper{ine) + -iie^.]

Samy -AS peperi)ie.

pepinillo (pa-pe-nel'y6), n. [Sp. diminutive
ofpepino, cucumber.] In Porto Rico, Melo-
fhria fluminensis, a climbing plant of the cu-

cumber family, the small fruits of which are

made into pickles when green. In Mexico an
allied species, M. scabra, is used for the same
purpose.
pepino (pa-pe'no), m. [Sp.] 1. In Spain
and in countries settled by the Spanish, the

cucumber, Cucumis sativus.— 2. In Peru and
Central America, a cultivated plant, Solanum
muricaUtm, which bears fruit resembling a
melon or a papaw, used extensively in Peru
as a vegetable but rather insipid and inferior

to a melon in flavor.

peplum, «. 2. In recent use, a long and
pointed overskirt draped over the underskirt

of a dress, slightly in the fashion of the an-

cient Greek robe.

pepper, v.— Cllmblngpepper, in Australia. Same as

7>a(iee*;jpj)7<cr((<).—Natlvepepper, in Australia, (a) A
tree of the magnolia family, Vrimyn aromatica, the aro-

matic drupes of which are used as a substitute for all-

spice or pepper. The leaves and bark have also a hot
biting, cinnamon-like taste. See pepper-tree, 2. (6) A
tall shrub of the pepper family. Piper Nocie-IIoUaiidim,

found in dense forests where it climbs to the tops ot the

tallest trees. It is used in the treatment of catarrhal

affections. Called also native pepper-vine.

pepper-brand (pep'fer-brand), n. A disease

of oats and other grasses due to the fungus
TUletia caries.
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pepper-clam (pep'fer-klam), n. An edible

bivalve, Scrobicularia piperata, found in Ku-
ropean seas.

peppercorn. I. «• 3. See the extract and pep-
percorn *hair.

The black hair [of the Bushmen] has earned by its

method of growth the name of "pepper-cornn," forthough
it is distributed normally and evenly over the surface of

the head, the little short black tufts cling together in

tight spirals, leaving bare spaces between, and suggesting
a spriniding of pepper-conis over the scalp.

Knowledge, July, 1905, p. 172.

II, (7.— Peppercorn hair. See Aniri.— Pepper-
corn rent, a trifling nominal rent: formerly often an
actual peppercorn specified as the nominal consideration.

[Eng.l

pepper-oil (pep'i'T-oil), «. See *oil.

pepper-vine, ".— Native pepper-vine. See native
kpepprr (h).

pepper-worm (pep'er-werm), n. The larva of

any one of those ptinid beetles which affect

stored products. All feed on pepper, as the
cigarette-beetle, the dnig-store beetle, the
brown spider-beetle, and others,

pepsinhydrochloric (pep-sin-hi-dro-kl6'rik), a.

Peptohytiroehloric.

pepsinogen (pep-sin'o-jen), n. [pepsin + -o-

(/e/i.] The inactive mother-substance of pep-
sin. It is transformed into the latter by the
hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice.

Pepsis, n. 2. [/. c] Digestion,

peptase (pep'tas), n. l2)ep({ic) + -nse.] Any
ferment which converts albumins into pep-
tones.

peptenzym (pep-ten'zim), n. [pept(ic) +
en:i/m.'\ A remedy for dyspepsia, said to be
a mixture of all the digestive ferments,

peptic, a. and »i. I. «.— Peptic ulcer. See*«ic<'r.

II. n. 2. pi. The organs of digestion.

[Humorous and rare.]

But tho' the port surpasses praise.

My nerves have dealt with stitfer.

Is there some magic in the place ?

Or do my peptics differ?

Tennyson, Will Waterproof's Lyrical Monologue, st X.

peptid (pep'tid), n. [pept(ic) + -iV/i.] A
hydrolytic decomposition-product of albumin-
ous origin which contains one or more amino
acids in combination (as dipeptids, tripep-

tids, tetrapeptids, polypeptids, etc.). The
peptids stand on a lower scale of complexity
of composition than the albumoses. See also

*tryptic digestion.

peptohydrochloric (pep-to-hi-dro-klo'rik), a.

Containing in Mdmixture both pepsin and
hydrochloric acid. Thus the gastric juice has
been spoken of as a peptohydrochloric solvent

of proteid substances

—

Peptohydrochloric acid,
a hypothetical compound of pepsin and hydrochloric

acid which supposedly brings about the digestion of

albumins in the stomach. Also called pepinn-hydroclilo-

ric acid and chloropeptic add.

peptoid (pep'toid), n. lpepl(ic) + -oid.] A
product of proteolytic digestion which does

not give the biuret reaction and probably
stands very close to the end-products.

peptolysis (pep-tol'i-sis), n. [6r. mirrew,

cook, digest, + ?.vmc, a loosing.] Peptic di-

gestion.

When thus introduced in dogs, crude elastose, obtained

by peptolysis of ligament elastin prepared by Richards
and Gies's method, not only promp.iy appears in the

urine, but may be identified in it by the heat-precipita-

tion test Science, Oct. 11, 1907, p. 476.

peptone, n.—Wltte's peptone, a commercial peptone
l)repai-ation, in the dry state, obtained from fibrin, - It is

largely composed of albumoses.

peptonemia (pep-to-ne'mi-a), «. [peptone +
Gr. a'l/ia, blood.] The occurrence of peptone
in the circulating blood.

peptonephridium (pep"to-nef-rid'i-um), w.

;

pL peptonephridia (-a). [NL., < Gr. weTrTsn;

digest, -t- NL. nepJiridiitm.'] In some oligochee-

tous worms, one of the nephridia situated in

the anterior or posterior part of the body,
opening into the alimentary canal instead of

to the exterior and having apparently the

function ot a digestive gland. Parker and
Haswell, Zoology, I. 441.

peptonizer (pep'to-nl-zer), n. Something
which peptonizes or predigests; hence any-
thing, as mirth, which aids digestion.

A good comedy is the best of peptonizers.

National Observer, Aug. 5, 1893, p. 303. A'. E. D.

pepton-water (pep'ton-wa"ter), n. In bacte-

rioL, a liquid medium used for cultivating

bacteria.

Pepuzian (pe-pu'zian), n. A member of a
sect ot Montanists" in the second century : so

called from Pepuza in Phrygia. JV. E. D.

perbromic
They had their name Pepuzians from a pretence that

Jesus Clirist appeared to one of their prophetesses in thf
city I'epuza in Phrygia, which «iis their holy city.

Ctiambers' Cyclo. (1727-41,.

Per and cui ('through (whom) and to whom ). in law,
said of a writ of entry when it is directed against a second
vendee or descendant from the disseizor. Kor example,
A desseizes B and then sells tx) C, who sells to D. D's
title is through (per) C, Ut whom (cui) A conveyed it,

having « rongfully taken it from I!.— Per corpus, by the
body, or through an attachment— Per minas (' tlirougj
threats'), in laie, a phrase used with reference to con-
tracts which one party seeks to avoid because liis assent
was obtained by threats or improper coercion.— Per pri-
mam intentionem, by first intention : noting the heal-
ing of a wound witliout sniqmration. Coninioidy, by
abbreviation, i>er ijrimam.— Per quod ('by which"), the
title of a clause introducing in a pleading the legal con-
clusions from facts already stilted.— Per secundam in-
tentionem, by second intention ; ni^ting the healing of
a wound by granulation, ('onnnonly, by al)breviatioii,

per secundam.— Per totam curiam, in lau; by the
entire court.— Per unlversltatem, in civil lau, com-
pletely : applied to the disposal of jtroperty as an en-
tirety, not by parcel.

per-. 3. In pe<ro.(/., in the quantitative system
of classification of igneous rocks (see *rock'^),

a prefix used to form adjectives, and showing
that the factor or component indicated is pres-

ent in any division of igneous rocks, alone or
in extreme amount— that is, that its ratio to
another factor is greater than ] : as, peral-

kalic, perfelie, perfemane, perfemic, etc.

per. An abbreviation of jjcriorf.

peracid (per-as'id), n. [per- + acid.'\ An
acid containing more than the usual amount
of oxygen, as acetperacid (CH3CO2.OH),
and benzoperacid (CgH5.CO2.OH). Many of

the peraeids are extremely powerful germi-
cides.

peradrenalone (per-ad-ren'a-16n), n. [per-

+ adrenalone.'] A eompounff, (H0)oCgH3C0-
CONHCH3, prepared by the oxidation of

adrenalone.
person (pe-re'on), n.

;
pi. perxa(^-&). Same

as 2>ereion.

Kostral point small. Peraeon depressed. Very broad at
the center; fii-st segment short seventh unusually long.

Trans. Linnsean Soc., Zool.. May, 1897. p. 4"2.

peraeopod (pe-re'o-pod), ». Same as periit-

pod.
The term perseopod is here used to designate the tho-

racic legs behind the first two pairs, or gnathopods.
Amer. Sat., April, 1903, p. 269.

peralkalic (p^r-al-kal'ik), a. [per-, 3, -I- al-

io/Jc] In petrog., in the quantitative classifica-

tion of igneous rocks (see *rock'^), extremely
alkalic : said of saiic minerals, or of magmas in

which they preponderate, when the ratio of the
salic KoO and Na20 to salic CaO is greater

than 7:1. It is applied to femic minerals, or

to magmas in which they preponderate, when
the ratio of the femic K2O and Na20 to femic
CaO, MgO, and FeO is gi'eater than 7:1.

perambulant (per-am'bu-lant), a. [See per-

ambulate.] Strolling; rambling; perambulat-
ing. [Bare.]
The poor found congenial recreation in bear-baiting,

bull-fighting, and countless similar amusement* — in fairs,

dances, perambulant nmsicians, sham fights, and rude
games.

Lecky, Hist Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Ration-
[alism in Europe, II. 291.

perameloid (pe-ram'e-loid), a. [NL. Peram-
eles + -oid.] Resembling bandicoots of the
genus Perameles.

Peramium (pe-ra'mi-um), n. [NL. (Salis-

bury, 1812), of unexplained derivation.] A
genus of orchidaceous plants. See Goodyera.

per an., per ann. ['. c or en;*.] Abbrevia-
tions of tne Latin per annum, by the year.

Peranema (per-a-ne'ma), n. [NL.] The
typical genus of the family Peranemidse.

Dujardin, 1841.

Peranemidse (per-a-nem'i-de), n, pi. [NL.
Peranema + -idle.']" A family of Mastigophora,

of the order Euglenida, which have the body
either stiff or plastic and usually symmetrical,

one or two disimilar flagella at the anterior

end, and a distinct mouth at the base of the

flagella. The nutrition is holozoic. It eon-

tains about a dozen genera, among which are

Peranema, Zygoselmis, Petalomonas, and Ani-

sonema.

perbromate (p^r-bro'mat), n. [perbrom(ic)
-\- -rtfel.] A salt of perbromic acid—if such a
substance exists.

perbromic (p^r-bro'mik), a. [per- + bromic]
Noting an acid, a compound having the for-

mula IIBr04, analogous to perchloric acid, sup-

posed by Kammerer to be produced by acting

on tho latter in a dilute state with bromine.
Its existence is very doubtful.



^«"ala*«s 967 perferrous
Percalates(p6r-ka-la'tez),n. [NL.] A genus iH<^operca tamuinix .- hat the mme Microperca wns Darcnsmirni-partriAcra /.,ov v„ci,'„ i ••//*••%
of serrauoid fishes living in fresh and brack- f''" P>ven to an American fish.- Murray perch, a *,? a P^?triH^P^,,^tl2. .v,

R^-l^ar 'tnj),
i<i)i watprs of soiitheastprn Australia

fresh-water fish, Oli</oncg mitchelli, closely allied to "; ,^, 'l'"'"^?*' ^'^ which the primer is ex-isli waters or souineastern Australia. oii.7on,s raac,«anV»«s, the Murray cod, which beU.iiKs ploded by a blow: all modem cartridges arepercalcic (per-kal s k), a [per- 3 + calcic.;] to the family Percid«. E K jt/o'r™.- Red-gurnet of this kind. See cut under pelcusSfnIe

tt%S^Std??a'ra°T*fV''^'^^°"T^ f?^:;'"AS^l"sfri^^^l^^^^^^ Cp^r-kush-on-siv), n In

*^V£lL^fckfir4^ni/prpo"J.X,;t^ g;:=,f^TCa'^erS \"an1e"rSW%-;^^.- Tf^ilfch^'-i^^^r^^^^^^
*^°^T^when femic CaO is more than seven times the

S^lyer Perch. (e A fresh-water fish of Nersouth *° ^il^^'i " jamng motion is given, used for

M-Oiit^FeO SeeW 3 and*^^^^^^
^^^les, tfc Wdyan ruff. See *r«/3.-Speckled perch, rapidly sorting ores, etc., according to thejiguaiiureu. oee "/x-r-, d, ana ''roc/i '. W A common name of Pomoxi* Bjinjifdrfs, one of the size of the pieces

percarblde (p^r-kar bid), «. l2>er- + carbide.] sunflshes, found in the eastern United states. See ornp- nprriltp Cn^r kfit'S „ t- ,,,pf ^^AA compound of carbon with 1 more electro- f,"-; »'";.''i'-^,^*°'l«-'^*"
»«'"<=•'.'' A'*" °' ""^ '«""•> «f/^^ LI ,f;!^.?« .V, r>;2

^ ^ P^- ^*''-

DOsitive element or radical containin? a maxi '^^'f;'""'
*"'•''. '"""'l "» the tropical Pacific coasts and ""'«'<'. VW- percutmg. [See perctt«s.] To per-positu e element or raaicai containing a maxi- north to .Tapan. The family is of doubtful relationship, cuss, particularly in massage,mum proportion of carbon. — Trumpeter perch. Sameas (ra»i»e(cr 6 An i

• . .• ° °
percarbonate(pfer-kar'bo-nat),«. Ipercarhon- perch^. «. 9. In leather-mam,f., a frame on ot'^:i^:i"'^iaguSt^lUi^^rv''^''TT'D
(ic) + -oteK] A salt of percarbomc acid, which a skin is stretched flat so that it may tierdiirtion Cnpr diik'<;liAT,l „ rr ^^i?

'<•'

Potassiumpercarbonatehasbeenobtainedbytheelectroly- be worked smooth and soft Modern Amer Pf^ Wl V^T, ^ "?i;' t,
^,- P<^'^*""'0

sis of a solution of jiotassium carbonate at -16' C. It is Tanninn n 901 in Tr, t.^i f
' ("""'' "'" ^'^^ °^ leading through, < perducere,

an energetic oxidiziuK agent, readily giving o9 oxygen fraZ ?.^n^allv wiTT, twn ;?.p f H
"'•'^^' * ^"'"^ through.] The act of leading or bring!

and revertmg to the condition of carbonate. rrame, usual y with two overhead rolls, over jng throu>rh: in recent use the tirocp«« nf
percarbonic (p^r-kiir-bon'ik), a. [per- + car- which cloth is drawn to be examined for im- oxidation as onLsed to JJ^wy^^

process of

6o«,e.] Noting an acid, H2C2O6, of which the perfections.- 11. In car-6m7*«j,, a draft- T^lC'JL^^r ^^ f ...

pota.ssi.HnsaUhasbeenoUintdbytheelec- ti^b^^^^^^ / a,^erti:;n'a„To^Sir(o'r'' ^1^.:;)^^^^^^^^^^
trolysis of a solution of potassium carbonate. perCJlS r. «. d. In (efl«ifr-maji«/., tosoften or place at all electrodes, is quite a different matter.
percarburet (p^r-kar'bu-ret), ». Iper- + car- draw out by means of a perch. See *perclfi, Trans. Amer. Inat. Elect. Bngin., Jan. -July, 1902,

buri/l.] Same &a *perca'rbide. n.,9. Modern Amer. Tanning, -p. SI Perched Ip. 315.

Percarina (p<>r-ka-ri'nii), ». [NL., < L. perca, rocfc See •r.^.H pereicleis (per'i-klis), n. [NL. j;ere((o») -I-

perch, +-«r(iMs)"-(--inal.] A genus of percoid Perclung', «. 2. In Uather-manuf. , the pro- Gr. sAuf, key.] In crustaceans, a tubercle or
fishes inhabiting the mouths of rivers which '^.^^l

''' stretching, as skins, on a perch. C. nodule of the posterior segment of the cara-
empty into the northern part of the Black Sea ' ^'"'«' Manuf. of Leather, p. 362. pace, securing the latter behind. Compare
and the Sea of Azof. percMorate, ".— Potassium perchlorate, a salt of *peltecleis.

per cent., per Ct. [i.e. or cap] Abbreviations ^S^^^"^!^^ T^'^X^^^tiS^Z ^^^f^.},^^-f'tl'l'-
.^P'^'''^''" (^^^^osper-

of the Latin /(cr rew^M/K, by the hundred. in firework comiwsitions as safer than the chlorate.
'J u I

"*-' -^^ amorphous pow-
percentage, ".Wake percentage, in iwi-oi arcA., perchlorid (p6r-kl6'rid), »i. [ per- + chlorid 1

^^ry alkaloid, C19H24ON0, which occurs in
the r,>tiu(,.\,,res.s..d as a percenta;:e)nrthe mean velocity 1 The chlorid of anv narticiilar elempnt nr

^^reira (Fao-Pereira) bark from species of
of the wute. ilowiiig foiwar.l in the wake of a vessel in ,„,. 1 I", " ^ °f

any particular element or Geissosnermum The bark also coiitaitia nthp,.
the immediate vicinity of the stem U, the speed of the '^"l"^"! ^''.^i

maximum proportion of chlorm. alkXidr and is tTsp?! as n fph^-f,? p
vessel it«elf. "^ —2. Specifically, an abbreviation of merc«rv p'^'^f''^'^'^^"''

'* "^*^^ ''^^ febr^^
This mean velocity of the wake is usually expressed as perchlorid, mercuric chlorid or corrosive sub-

^^^rempTJOry 11116. bee *n«ei.
a percentage of the speed of the ship, and termed the Hmate, when used as an antiseptic in surcery

Perendinate (per-en di-nat), v. t. and i. [ML.
""*' '^'"""'"-

W,Ue. Manual of Nav.1 Ateh.. p. 456. Perchlorinate (per-kl6'ri-nat),^-. t.
;
pret^and ^j^'tiU u/e 1:^Xr^^ mLow nT'^ff I''

percentaged (p6r-sen'tajd). p. «. Exp;essed PV- Pcrchlor,nated -i^^r. rerchlorinating To aday. 7«o««rGfo™
or state.? as a percentage. Xew Eng. Jour. f'"°l'7« °' sa urate (a substance) with he

II^V«<ra«7 To deferSf^^
Education, in.. 12, 1884? p. 376. N. k D. ^71;^^^;^"°""* "' «"°"" '"^"-^ ' '« ^'^P^bl^ to make rind^finitelf lofg v"it. "^[Kare":]

pOTCental (per-sen tal), a. and n. [per cent.
nercMorination (D^r-klori na'shon^ « The "^^ "'"'«• «•"» ^-^^olars are not to permit any one to+ -a/1.] I. a. Pertaining to, or of the nature PriP „ " ,*""¥/P.

, .
" °?; s"?"'' "• ^ •>« perendinate within their walls for a longer period than a

of, percentage ; expressed as a percentage ; in P™<'efs of perchlonnating
;
the saturation of fortnight.

^" '""""' """' *

percentage. " ' an element or compound with the largest »'«"i» and Ciar*, Arch. Hist, of the University of Cam-
A map showing, by means of six colours distinguishing ?raount of chlorin which it is capable of hold- [hridge, I., introd., p. 89. N. E. D.

different percental proportions, the distribution of Oer- ing. Perennial herb, a plant which dies to the ground each
man-speaking people. era^. ./our. (a O. S.), IX. 319. perchromic (p^r-kro'mik) a [per- + chro-

>''"''""."';'*.'''"'''«'''<""""«''.

n. n. In com., same as percentage: as, at mtc] Noting an acid, a substance known Perenmalize (pe-ren'i-al-iz), r. t.; pret. and
a ruinous ;)frc«ntai. [Incorrect use.] onlv in solution, produced by the interaction ^^^'i

P<"'<"»">!'~fO> ppr. perenninlicing. To
percentile. I. n.-PercentUe grades. See *7rorf«i. of chromic acid and hydrogen dioxid. It is

m^lje Perennial
;
make perpetual and never-

n. ». 2. In math., 11 point upon a curve of very unstable, of an intense blue color, and """"^'
errors which corresponds to a certain pereen- probably has the composition HoCroOu analo- .^\V'","« springs, converging to a hollow, have peren-
tage of the total number of observations under gous to that of persulphuric acid". ' " """""' ' *""' "'"^"'"

"^'speaker Sent. , ,89s n os,
discussion. Percichthvs rnVr-sik'tliisI » rXT <• T _» ^ .. . ^ .

^f""""- "^P'- •*' i"""' P. -»"•

perception, «.- Facial perception, the faculty of //r«MS-f Gn
^h'J^p'i^t'ir"; J^JV^'' ^T'^'^'nT' ^""T^judging of ttie prt,ximity, direction, etc., of object* by ranoid fishes inhabitinir fresh watprs nJ tV,p
'««/"''r" series of ambulaeral plates perfor-

the sensation felt in the skin of the face, a faculty esp^ ^ffi .

'"""""yng »resn waters of the ated from pole to pole, that is, from base to
cially developed in the blind. Also termed /acioi Jmin. southwestern coast of South America. summit of corona -^Pprfert air^p«t. nf ^^iLt.B«*, Med. fiandN^k, III. 49a PerciUa (pfrr-.si.'i-a), «. [NL., < I., perca. ^TTpou:tx-t^]^^t^^^^^f^^''t°if^^^'-
perception-limen (p^r-sep'shon-li'men), w. perch.] A genus of serranoid fishes found in perfect, r. ^- To perfectJudgment See-khidgment
In psi/rhophi/.i., the stimulus-limen of percep- rre^'n waters of Chile. perfectlbilian (per-fek-ti-bil'yan), n. A per-
tion, as of visual, cutaneous, or articular percoidean (p^r-koi'de-an), a. and w. I. a. fectionist; a perfectibilist.
movement, of dual impression on the skin. Pertaining or belonging to the family Pfrfirf«. perfectibilism (p6r-fek'ti-bil-izm), n. [per-
etc. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. H. n. Any fish of the family Percidse. frvtible + -i.sm.] The doctrine of the per-
il- 20.

J^"":'': f""- ^' ^^2- P- ^^- "fectibilists. See Order of the Illuminati,
perception-reflex (pfer-sep'Bhon-re'fleks), n. Percoidei (p6r-koi'de-i), n. pi. Same as Per- under illuminati.

In psychol., ii reflex movement or group of (^oidea.
, . _ .

perfectibility,". 2. The doctrine that his-
movements (or a reflex readjustment of mus- Percolative (p^r ko-la-tiv), a. [percolate.'] torical religion will gradually lose its tempo-
cular tone; occurring in the organism when a '"Irative or allowing percolation or filtration: ary and local character and be perfected
perception is set up in consciousness. Amer. 1^^, P<^rcola tire soi\. according to the ideal formed by reason. This
Jour. Psychol., XIII. 97. percolator, n. 4. A perforated plate or gauze idea was suggested by Lessiiig.

perception-time (p^r-sep'shon-tim), «. In partition through which a liquid, in passing, perfectionism, «. 2. The belief and system
psyehnphijK., the time required for the act or '^'" become finely divided, or descend in a of the Perfectionists of the Oneida Commu-
process of perception, as distinguished from shower or mist. nity (which see, unAev community).
the more complex intellectual processes of percontation (p<?r-kon-ta'Bhon), n. [L. per- perfectionize (per-fek'shon-iz), t;. «.; pret. and
successive a.ssoeiation, counting, etc. contatio{-n-), an interrogation, < percontore, p]). jterfectionized, ppr. "perfectionizing. To
The time measured was, therefore, a single perception- interrogate.] Interrogation

;
inquiry. [Rare.] make perfect ; to perfectionate. [Rare 1

«.m. instead of a rec,^nit,,^.time^ pgrcur (p^r-k^r'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. per- perfectism (pfer'fek-tizm), n. Same as per-

Perceptive economy. See i.coTo,:^.
^"' "^^

^L^^Lpp-^. ^^7^,,^° *^'''"«''' "•" ^^'•'''''''-

perceptomotor (per-sep-to-mo'tor), n. Of or „„ "3;,, ;. .

^Kare] perfectist (p^-r'fek-tist), «. Same as per/ec-
nertainintr tr, a movprnpnt VVint f«'il.,wa .1i,p^tl„ PCrCnSSlOn, »— COln-perCUSSlOn SOUnd, a sound of li„iii.'<tpertaining to a movement that follows directly a metallic eharacier hear.rin cases of pneun.othorax, by _; ;. „ ^upon, or IS immediately released by, a per- the car placed against the back of the chest when two perfective, a. 2. In gram., expressing com-
eeption: opposed to iaeomotor, sensorimotor, coins are clinked in contact with the anterior wall. Med. pleted or perfected action, as a verb.
[Bare.] .R«ord, June 13, 19(Xi, p. 955. In this system r, clear distinction is drawn in nearly all

perchl, n. 3. Applied, with various epithets POrCUSSlon (per-kush on), r. <. 1. To arrange verbs between those which express a process (durative

to many fishes in Australia none of which (a firearm) by fitting it with a percussion- verbs) and those which express a completed action ( wr-
v.^u.^,.t^t\. t

'". .^"siraua, none 01 wnicn ' ^ e
T.Piv.nssiA,. /crftw verbs). . . . To strike is durative ; to strike deadbelong to the family /'ereifte. The same fishes

'ocK. so that it maj be fired by percussion. u perfective. Eiicyc. Brit, XXli.1. aifi.
are called by various names in different localities. See ,

When Pw«.«on«,f, the gun is shot at a target,.and ' • ,,,.,. r o j. r 7/^ n T
barramunda,- bidnan *rrif, hlat-k -kperch (gX fresh-

«lt«red till it makes the required pattern. perfellC (per-fel ik), a. [per-, 3,-h fel(dspar) +
water *perch (h), golden ju-rch, ittnndo, Murrai/ itperch „ , j »'. IT. Oreeji«r, The Gun, p. 250. .(>.] In netro^., in the quantitative system
*parrot-fish(j). pearl perch, kpiAdly.red-gmnet-kperch, 2. In wert.

,
to treat by means of percussion (see *ropAl), extremely felic • normative feld-

red *percA,*ro<:*-;«rc/i, and*«cn-p<rrcA. .'landa— Black massage. snnr bpinw more than spvpn tlmps tlio rinrino

V^Li^J "1^::'^'^ .^''r'T"t^';''
"' ;'"'

'"-"i'' "><' P*-^ "o'"" P^rc^ssioned should become accustomed ^J^I,^T± See *«6r 3Hsemulid/e. l-Vew .South W ales.]- Fresh-water perch. ... to the manipulation. tive quartz. See "per-, d.

W 1 he name given in Tasmania to a small perch •;alled J/o</uir«, Art of MaMage, p. 47. If. E. D. perferTOUS (p6r-fer'u8), a. [per-, 3,+ferrous.]



perferrous 968 pericycle
In petrog., in the quantitative system (see tnim of a vertebra through which the spinal the svstem. In the case ut the solar system
*rocfcl), extremely ferrous; having more than cord runs. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish the pericenter of an orbit is called the peri-
seven times as much ferrous iron, FeO, as Skeleton, p. 524. helion. Compare *apocenter.
magnesia. See *Ber-, 3. Perianal circlet, In «7»6r!/(ii., a circumanal band of cilia i,, fi,» „„t»^„ „. „„„ i, " v ,.

perfluent (p^r'fl/ent), a. [L. perfluenKem), "^^^f^^^^^^^^^T^"
^'^^^ so.etin.cs called fX't'^^^^\nTvt:S^:°^ix<^'^S!^S^..Zl

ppr. (ace. sing, mas.) of perfluere, flow „„ •' „ .„„-C„ij4.. ', . ,,..-,-,-,,., pf new terms in place of the familiar old ones, such a»

throuffli.l Flowing through -Perfluent hat- P?J'i*'^9°'''^° .
^ (per-i-an'^Jl-o-ko-h tis), n. the logically inappropriate apocenter, p«nV«i«.r, for apas-

tery, a voltaic battery wiUlin whidi a flowof the electST t^^-' <.\"^- ~'Ph around + ayyelov, vessel, + '^°r;hP/"fhS;n'rnr'J'«''' v" "'\'\ ''","'"'' Btar orbiU,

lyte is maintained. .fo^^, bile, + -itis.^ luflammat on Of the "„i„?J^''„'^^wn^^ ('''
*J''?"''°'lir I'"'''

"'''•«' *"•'''

p^rfoUation (per-fo-li-a'shon), n. ^perfoliate, tissue surrounding a bile-duct.
spectrum as Wollaston Imes. Sconce. Feb. 7, 1902, p. 221.

a., + -io«.] The state of being perfoliated. periangioma (per'i-an-ji-6'ma), «.; pi. nman- Pencentnc (per-i-sen tnk), a. 1. Of or per-

perforate, rt. W Of the shells of gastropod mollusks, (/Jomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gf. mp/, around, 4 tai^mg to « Peneenter; pericentral.— 2. In
having a tubular cavity extending through the columella o; yrioi', vessel, + -oma.l A tumor surround- S''''"-«J'6positea around a center, as lava-flows
frinn the umbilicus to the apex : contrasted with imper- jjj„ ^ blood vessel ^^ ttiffs around a crater.
Mnte. in which case the colmnella is solid.

neriaortic ('Der"i-a-6r'tik1 a Ffir Trrni arniind '" *''« volcanic mountain the stratification is perieni-
Perforated Zmc. See *Zinc. *1 v?"i*^iP®!, ' v n q ^i?' ^^^' 1^ *'°"°''' trie, more completely so than in the alluvial cone
perforating-press (per'fo-ra-ting-pres'), n. A ^ .^^ ^-

""'J^ .J. ''fi
surrounding the aorta. Vrma. Manual of Oeol. (4th ed.), p. 99.

press having punches for making perforations Periappenclicms (per > -a-pen - di - si tis), n. pericentron, pericentnun, n. Same as *peri-
inslieet-metal. The punches or dies are usually ar-

i^'i^-, <GT.^m, ground, + m.. appendix (-die-) "^center. '^ '
« as />e7T-

ranged in lines, and the press is fitted with feed-rolls + -i««-J Inflammation of the parts Surround- pgrjceplialic (per-i-se fal'ik) a TGr rrem
which have a slight lateral motion after each stroke of mg the vermiform appendix. Med. liecord, B.romid + F renhnli^l i„,.,i«„„/r„'„ tLX
the press to produce a staggered or alteniating arrange- Auf 17 1907 t) 274 i, !i

' ^.Z" «<'P««'«c.J Surrounding the
mentof the perforations, or available speed which causes _ -•"'_+„'_, ol /»;..//•••,+-'• i\ rn "^aa

;
specineally, noting the external carotid

a variation in the spacing of the lines of perforations, periarterial (.per i-ar-re n-ai;, a. LUr. Tref>t, artery.
Gangs or groups of punches are also used for special around, -I- apTTjpia. artery, + -ail.] Surround- Porippra Cnpr i oo'^Q^ .. rTjr n ti,„ • i

work in making small perforated articles such as lamp- iiig an artery. „/,.„! ^f^^f^^^ H' '„ l^l . ^yP'^'*^
burners. See i^er/orad'iy d«s, under *d«3. ,^,

" ^
, ,,,.,. „. , ., ??""» °^ ^^^ family Pmcend«. Latreille,

,^T.f^-,^i-^^ ^ ,,>-r. 1 K 1 . »v » Whitecoipusclesof clot, wandering cells from arterial 1829perforator, «. (<0 The keyboard of the monotype coats, and rarely also peri-arterial tissues ... are at- ™^^' „v^,i / • ,- u ,^type-setting and -casting machine; more precisely, the tached t« the frayed ends of the media which have been Pencerebral (per-1-ser e-bral), a. [Gr. wepL
mechanism of the monotype keyboard which perforates cut by the ligature. £ucJ-, Med. Handbook, I. 640. around, + E. cerebralA Surrounding the
the papernbbon so that It will control the movements of „..,j.^ ,„.. Vit.oiSi

^
the casting mechanism PerlaxiaJ WOOd, in stems of Btgnomacese, a zone of wood oi din

.

From thep^rforaforthespoolpassesto the casting and l^'j^'fi^e
;;^

th^™™al axial wood, interpenetrated by deep PeriCMidap (per-i-ser'i-de), « Jji [NL. Peri-
setting machine, an intricate piece of mechanism about 4 D^irfi^^o^ni,!™! „„-^*_ • j- n t i

ccra -t- -iOap.J A family of brachyurous pod-
feet high. Cemm Bulletin 2l«, June 28, 1902, p. 68. %®,„°,f^ S,?l^ ^^^?^' ,'^<^'<'l''"'' *" »P»™ between ophthalmous crustaceans having eves which
, , , . . , ., the body-wall and the contained organs, communicating „'^ . = ^' """^co.uo uaviiig eyes « uitu
(e) In arcAa'of., a small chipped stone implement with a with the exterior through the atrial aperture. Also are retractile Within small Circular orbits, and
rather long and slender point and usually a broad base, c.illod the a(ru(i cap«y. the basal joint of the second antennae well-supposed to have been used for drilling or boring holes. -.--.J-k.-lv*** / • V l/l" \ rr* ' /loTr^l^>^«^l rr.^ > .,

""t^

The name is also sometimes applied to other implements peribulbar (per-1-bul bar), a. [Gr. nepi, developed. The family contains about 20 genera,

which have been evidently used for making holes, such around, + L. bulbtis, bulb, -|- -«r3.] Sur- amon* wn'ch are Pencera, i/acrocatoiia, and tiWiitn.

as bone awls, etc. (/) A device for rapidly producing rounding a bulb, usually the eveball. oy^S?hJll''^!i font T^^.n^'^L'' !" ?"<=•> ."""'"'" ?" ^}\^
the perforations of a tape corresponding to the Morse DprihlirfSl Cner-i hpr'sall <, rftr- -rfo/ arm,,,^ ^^^ifj^^i S, Hi^ f

as to interfere occasionally

CLHle of signals and used in machine telegraphy. *^X ?'t ^ (per-i-Der Sal),
(J.

Li^-r. mpi, around, with the work of the steam oyster-dredgers.

perforatory (per'fo-ra-to-ri), «. Sameasp^r- vt,,^„^-
*"'"''" + ""^ "^ Extending around a Perichaetidae (per-i-ke'ti-de),«.j,?. [NL. Peri-

foirita-e. ' '

Dursa. .,,.,.. ^ .^ *''*'" + -"'^-^ ^ family of oligochiptous

performance, n.-Coefflclent of performance. Pfr^'^'^^r'cjLTto -"cfoLle ^+''- ari'l
l^""\^f.^^<^^^^^iyPi<^^iS^r,n,iU'erieh^ta.

ii,emimiralt,jicoefficients.
arounu, + pj L,. capsnui, eapsTile, + -ar-*.] It contains a larger number of species than

perfume, v. t. 2. Literally, to impregnate ^'"T°"i° ,„^S ^^'^ capsule. Buck, Med. Hand- any other family of earthworms,
with the fumes or smoke of some burning ob- . ' . perichondroma (per-i-kon-dro'ma), n.\ \>\.

ject; fumigate, as with a disinfectant. JV.i'. /A Pericardial cell, gland, sinus. See *ceU, perichondromata (-ma-tii). [^Ij.'j (. periehon-
perfume, »— concrete perfume, a waxy, cerate-Ilke *gland, *sinm. dr(iuin) + -oma.'] A tiimor springing from
mass obtained by extracting flowers with some special pericardiothyroid (per-i-kar"di-6-thi'roid), a f'^ perichondrium.
volatile solvent and completely removing the latter by r ii..,-;.^^r,.w;.,.., -i- *l,t,^^;^i n T.>«i«4.: ,-„ l-u «a«j.^-u a-i r^ -kt x-
distiUing in vacuo. The wloroiis principles may be sep- l-7"."«« rf(«m + %)0J«-/.] Kelating to the pcrichordal, 1. 2. Noting a type of vertebra
arated from the plant-wax by digesting with deodorized pencaraiuin and the thyroid gland: noting a touud m some i?ofroc/iia, in which the carti-
alcohol, subjecting to refrigeration, and then filtering: band of muscular tissue connecting these two laginous elements from which the centra de-
uscd in the manufacture of perfumes. structures. velop are present on both the dorsal and the
Perfumers spirit. Same as *,5pirjfe of coZoffnc. pericardiotomy (per"i-kar-di-ot'6-mi), n. [Gr. ventral faces of the notochord.-Perlchordal
perfumery, ». 3. A pertumer's establishment. ,r£,«™pc5,oi., pericardium, -I- Gr. -;o//m,< raLi^ tube. See *(«6.. *"
perfusion, n. 2. In baptism, the act ot pour- gut.] Incision of the pericardium for the re- perichylous (per-i-ki'Ius), a. [Gr. Trtpi, around,mg or sprinkling vyater over: the opposite of mo^al of a foreign body or foranv other pur- + xv'k, juice, -I- -ous.-\ In hot., placed out-
immerstoii. Occasionally used for the water p^se. ' sWe of the ehlorenchyma and next to the epi-

'^^.''h^.^l^.''^" ^°"?.''
r^': ... ,

pericardotomy(per"i-kar-dot'6-mi),n. Same dermis: said of aqueous tissue which serves
That this Kite was wont to be perform d by Immersion, !>,< *uirienrdinfinnii

' as a protection against drought, as in many
and not by /Vr/imon, appears both by the Propriety of

•'>'_ P'^ '<:»raiot(»mj.
Bromeliaeea! and in Rhizonhorn CcmZri

the Word, and the Places chosen for its Administration, pencaryoplasm, «. See *perikarmnlasm.
^rumtnuced! a.Tia m It^izopiiora. Compare

./.Gafe, Reflections on Walls Hist, of Iiifant-l^ptoni, pericaulome, pericaulom (per-i-ka'16m), n. pianrGeog'^P U *«'"'»i'«' (*'-''°«-).

3. Irrigation of the tissues by the local sub- ^^^j::^^^:^^^^]^:::^':^ ^^ Periclasite (per-i-kla'zit), „. IperiCase + -i,e.^
cutaneous transfusion of a saline solution.

structure, the peripheral tissues, regarded by ^^'"f
''^ per.clase.

Tuesday, August 6 was devoted to a discussion upon a him as not axile but foliar in origin periclinal, a. 2. In geol., sloping on every
much more technical subject, the value of 7)er/u»io>i».

ai-iic uuu ioimi lu uiigiu.
suIb frnr.1 o <.nTT,mnT, nir^tt^l- ^,.o„.,„,.„,t„l

Nature, Sept. 19, 1907, p. s.'M. Prof. Potonie, In a small work published by Gustav ^"'"^ ""^ '^ common center, quaquaversal.

Perfusion solution, a solution used in perfusion expert- S.'Jlir'.^iTf^^ fi'i,f''t?'^°''V"^i ''^"''"^''h k,'
P/."""'!'""' PericUne, «. 2. In bot., a periclinal cell-wall.

ments.
' theory of the structure of plants. Probably the author JocfowH, Glossary.-Pericllne law. See »«nc<.n«,..,..,,,._, ,. , , ,., ,., -,

would hardly accept as a description of his position the (,/i,i nmler /imnl
»r<,iii,iuio iow. otc i«...i...™

pernallde (per-hal id), «. [per- + AaZtrfe (?).] suggestion that it is an attempt to combine the views of
""»• "™er hctb .

^ r/-. -A compound of one or more of the halogen Goethe and of Alex. Braun, but it seems nevertheless penCOeXOUS (per-i-se lus), a. [Gr. mpi, around,
elements, ehlorin, bromine, and iodine with ™,r>'.m"ph likeit. The plant is conceived of as primarily + to(/,oc, hollow, + -0!/«.] In oniifA., noting
maximum proportion of the halogen o^ halo- 3r,"Crequ^'drveiL7.fennV"tlif^wiT^^

t^^*
«°f

^«°" f
t\«

'-}^f--
in which the

gens. sympodlum. Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 361.
second loop IS left-handed, its sides not in

perhorresce (p<>r-ho-res'), v. t.-, pret. and pp. pericecitis (per'i-se-si'tis), n. [Gr. TTfp/, "rn!fft*'iA°A-"^l°^'°^^-f'''' ^V""*^
^°°^'-

^V^l
perhorrexced, ppr. perhorrescing. [h. perlwr- around, -1- E. cecitig.} Inflammation of the

raUy it is straight and its parts are in contact

rescere, tremble or shudder greatly.] To feel connective tissue ami peritoneum in relation
" ii'^ "^acn otner.

a growing horror at ; shudder at. to the cecum. Med. Record, Aug. 17, 1907, pericolonitis (per'i-ko-lo-ni tis), h. [Gr.Ttepi,

It is not necessaiT to ask here whether this language P- 274. around, -I- NL colon -I- -i7/«.] An improper
be not really identifiable with the subjective idealism nprirpllnlar Coer-i-Kpl Ti liir^ n TRr Trfo/

lorm fori)eriCo/!f!.'(.

Mr. B. elsewhere perAorresce*. It is more to the point P" ^'"'^V^r^iTr ^ „ , S X '' ^ t
'-

t , 1 ' Ppripolna fnpr-i-kol'nKI « IN'T, < Gr ^rnl
to note that such language-if it be literally interp'reted around, + NL. cellula, cell, + -orS.] In hiol, ^°^^°\?\ ^^,f

'

^^J^>' !'
rpl^ V"' > T' ^'

— will hardly satisfy the friends of religion. Surrounding or enveloping a cell or cells : as,
•lO"""- + Ko/.yvog, bosom. J 1 be typical genus

W. Wallace, in Fortnightly Eev., April, 1895, p. 644. the pericellular spaces or the perieeUiilar accu- "* *"" family Pericolpidie. Haeckel, 1880.

peri-acinal (per-i-as'i-nal), a. Same as *pen- mulations of leucocytes, connective tissue, Pericolpidae (per-i-kol'pi-de), n. pi. [NL.
acinous.

"
etc., in certain diseases. I'ericolpa + -idee.'] A family of Peromedusie

peri-acinous (per-i-as'i-nus), «. [Gr. TTEp', pericementitis (per"i-sem-en-ti'tis), ?i. [pen- having 4 perradial tentacles, 4 interradial
around, + NL. acin(ns) + -om.s.] Surround- cement(nm) ¥ -itis.'] Inflammation, usually rhopalia, and 8 adradial marginal lobes. It
ing an acinus. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 803. followed by caries, of the pericementum. contains the genera Perieolpa and Periciypta.

periactus (per-i-ak'tus), n.
;
pi. periacti (-ti). pericementum (per"i-se-men'tum), n. [NIa pericopic (per-i-kop'ik), a. Ipericope -t- -ic]

[NL.,< Gr. TTpp/axror, rotating.] In the Greek pericsementum, < Gr. 'nepi, around, + NL. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a pericope.
theater, a revolving pri.sraatic apparatus with c«7weM«wm, cement.] A layer of bone-like sub- pericoxitis (per"i-kok-si'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
a different scene painted on eacli of the three stance covering the root of a tooth immedi- ^ipK around, + L. coxa, hip-joint, + -itis.']

sides in some simple way. There were two, ately beneath the periodontal membrane. Inflammation of the parts about the hip-joint,
one on each side of the stage. By turning the pericenter (per'i-sen"ter), ti. [NL. pericen- pericranitis (per'i-kra-ni'tis), ». [NL., <;jeri-
penac-tus the topos or locality of the action trum, pericentron, < Gr. nepl, around, + Khrpov, cran(ium) + -itis.'] Inflammation of the peri-
was changed. center.] That point in the path of a body osteum of the skull.

I>erial(per'i-al),n. [Gr. Trepi, around, + -a/l.] having orbital motion in which it is at its pericycle (per'i-si-kl), »!. [Gr. Trrpi', around, -I-

The neurapophysis; the arch above the cen- least distance from the center of gravity of kik'/.o;, circle.] The outermost zone of cells



pericycle

of the stele immediately within the endoder-

mis. Jackson, Glossary.

In the pericycle around the central cylinder of the em-
bryo at the cotyledonary node. Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 338.

pericyclic (per-i-sik'lik), a. ^pericycle + -ic]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, the pericycle

:

as, periojclic sclerenchyma.
Pericyclidae (per-i-sik'li-de), n. pL [NL., <

Gr. -cpi, around, + Ki'vcAof, circle, + -iVte.]

In Hyatt's classification, a family of magno-
sellarian euryeampylous ammonoid cephalo-
pods having involute shells with ribs on the
venter, broad hj'ponomie sinus, and with the
broad inner lateral saddles of the suture-line

divided by short lobes into two subequal sad-

dles. The two principal genera are Dimero-
ceras of the Upper Devonian and Pericyclus of

the Carboniferous limestone.

pericycloid (per-i-si'kloid), n. [Gr. Trepl,

around, + /ci'/i/lof, circle, + -oid.'] The curve
traced out by a point on the circumference of

a circle which rolls without sliding upon a
smaller circle within it. The contact is in-

ternal and the rolling circle touches the out-

side of the fixed circle.

pericyclone (per-i-si'kl6n), n. [peri- + <•(/-

clone.'] A belt of high pressure which should
surround a cyclone, according to Ferrel's

theory: not identical with the areas of high
pressure ordinarily shown on the weather-map.
pericyclonic (peri-si-klon'ik), a. I perky-
clone + -ic.'] Pertaining to or of the nature of
a pericyclone.

pericystic (per-i-sis'tik), a, [Gr. Trepl, around,
+ Kia-ic, bladder (cyst), + -ic.'] Surround-
ing a bladder of any sort, or a cyst.— Pericys-
tic space, in siphonophorans, the space artmnd the
pneuniatocyst

pericystiom (per-i-sis'ti-um), n. ; p\. pericystia

{-'A). [NL., < Gr. Trepi, around, + Kvanc, blad-
der (cyst).] The outer wall of a cyst, contain-
ing blood-vessels.

pericystomatitis (per'i-sis-to-ma-ti'tis), n.

[Gr. ~epi, around, -t- NL. cystoma (-<-) + -i7i.<t.]

Inflammation of the capsule surrounding a
cystic tumor, especially an ovarian cyst.

pericytial (per-i-si'ti-al), a. [Gr. -jrepl, around,
+ KiToc, a hollow (a cell).] Same as *pericel-

lulur.

peridermis (per-i-dfer'rais), n. Same as peri-
diriti.

Peridennium (per-i-der'mi-um), n. [NL.
(Link, 1816), < Gr. jrcp/, around, -I- dcpjxa, skin.]

A genus of rust-fungi parasitic on conifers,
produeiugsperraagoniaaudfficidia. Some of the
species are known to be the early stages of other
genera, aa /*. obiont/ittporium, which is theeccidial fomi
of CiAeiitrporixtm .Henfcionis and /*. Citmui and is con-
nected with Cronartium Axclepiadenm. P. cerebrum,
occurs on the trunks and branches of pines in the eastern
Vnited .States, producing large rough bur-like swellings.

peridesm (per'i-desm), n. [Gr. mpi, around,
+ (tfouiic, a band.] In hot., the investment of
tissue which surrounds the individual strands
of a stele after it breaks up into several. See
*p()li/.itcle.

peridesmic (per-i-des'mik), a. Iperidesm +
-ir.] Forming or pertaining to a peridesm.

peridiastole (per'i-di-as'to-le), n. [Gr. Jrepi.

around, + oiaaToi.fj, expansion, diastole.]

The brief interval of time which intervenes
between the diastole and the succeeding sys-

tole of the heart.

peridieine (pe-rid'i-in), a. [Irreg. < peridi(um)
+ -e- + -ine^.'] Like or resembling a peridium.
Encyc. lirit., XIV. 562.

peridinine (pe-rid'i-nin), n. A brown vege-
table coloring-matter allied to chlorophyl.

peridot, n.—Ceylonese peridot. SeeCeyloneKchryto-
lite, under itchri/itotiU:

peridotitic (per-i-do-tit'ik), a. Same as peri-

dotic.

periductal (per-i-duk'tal), o. [Gr. Trrpi,

around, + E. duct + -o/^.] Surrounding a
duct or ducts. Buck, iied. Handbook, II. 470.

perlecians (per-i-e'shianz), n. pi. [Gr. irepi-

0,1,0/, niiulibor.il ] 1. Persons living in the
same latitude but on opposite meridians.— 2.
In Greek hist., in Laconia, the free inhabi-
tants of the towns, with the exception of
Sparta; provincials.

perifery, n. An amended spelling olperiphery,

perifollicular (per'i-fo-lik'u-lar), a. [Gr.ircpi,

around, + NL. foUiculus, follicle, + -ar^.]

Surrounding a follicle or follicles.
~

Med. Handbook, I. 74.

Buck,
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perifolliculitis (per'i-fo-lik-u-li'tis), n. [NXi.,

< Gr. n-fpi, around, + NL. foUiculus, follicle,

+ -itis.} Inflammation of the tissues surround-
ing a follicle.

perifrase, perifrastic. Amended spellings of
pcriph rase, peripli ra.itic.

perigalacteum (per"i-ga-lak'te-um), H.; pi.

perigalactea (-a). [NL. *perigalactseum, <

Gr. TTepi, about, + yala^ia^ (ja>.aKT-), the Milky
Way, -f- -scum, as in periffseum, perigee.] The
point of nearest approach to the Milky Way in
the orbit of a star supposed to be revolving in
an orbit within the galactic ring. Amer. Jour.
Sci., Aug., 1903, p. 137.

perigalactic (per"i-ga-lak'tik), a. [perigalact-
(eum) + -ic] At a minimum distance from
the Milky Way ring. See *perigalacteum.
Amer. Jour. Sci., Aug., 1903, p. 136.

perigeal (per-i-je'al), a. lperige(um) + -aJl.]

Same as perigean.

periglandular (per-i-glan'du-lar), a. [Gr.
7rf/7i, around, + NL. j/anrfwlo, gland, + -orS.]

Surrounding a gland or glands. Buck, Med.
Handbook,!. 128.

periglial (per-i-gli'al), a. [Gr. vepi, around,
-t- ylia, glue (NL. glia),' + -ail.] Surround-
ing the glia cells of the brain. Buck, Med.
Handbook, H. 264.

perigloea (per-i-gle'a), n. [Gr. trepl, around,
-I- --i/Ma, glue.] The gelatinous investment of
certain diatoms.

periglossitis (per-i-glo-si'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
TTf/ji, around, 4- y'/uaaa, tongue, + -itis.] In-
flammation of the tissues about the tongue.

periglyph (per'i-glif), «. [Gr. vepi, around, -I-

y'Aiciiiv, carve, scratch.] An instrument u.sed

for tracing orthogonal outlines of objects,
placed under a varnished gte,8s plate, by means
of a sharp point which scratches the outlines
in the plate : used particularly incraniography.

perigonadlal (per'i-go-nad'i-al), a. [Gr. -rzepi,

about, + NL. (jonadium, gonad, -f -ajl.] Of
or pertaining to the spaces around the gonads
or reproductive glands of an animal. Lankcs-
tcr, Nat. Sci., April, 1897, p. 268.

peri-insular (per-i-in'su-liir), a. [Gr. vepi,

around, -f- L. insula, island, -1- -ar^.'] In
anat., surrounding an insula or island, specifi-

cally the island of Reil. Amer. Anthropol.,
Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 627.

peri-intestinal (per'i-in-tes'ti-nal), a. [Gr.
Trepi, around, -I- E. ititestitial.] Lying about or
around the intestine. In insects, the peri-
intestinal region of the cesium is the second
of the three regions into which it is divided by
Graber, the others being the pericardial and
the perineural.

'arya

, . .
ut

(nucleus).] The cell-body or cytoplasm of a
nerve-cell, or neurone, as distinguished from
its nucleus and its processes, the dendrites
and neuraxon. The perikaryon consists of a
twofold substance — an achromatic, fibrillar

spongioplasm, regarded as conductive in func-
tion, and a trophoplasmic ground-substance,
regarded as the seat of metabolic chemical
changes.

perikaryoplasm (per-i-kar'i-o-plazm), ». [Gr.
TTepi, about, + Kiipmv, nut, + jrMa/ja, a molded
form.] A zone of granular protoplasm seen
in Rosenbcrgia scandens, in the cytoplasm of
the resting pollen mother-cell on its approach-
ing division. Also pericaryoplasm. A. A.
Lawson.

LawBon ("98 and : 00) found that the nuclei of Cobea and
Gladiolus previous to mitosis were surrounded by a zone
of granular kinoplasm which lie named perikariioptamn

.

This zone developeil a ft.-Ited envelope of flbriilse from
which projections extended t^j f<»nn the cones of a multi-
polar figure. Amer. Nat., Oct., 1904, p. 738.

Peril of deatb. See -kJenth.— Yellow Peril, a phmse
ai>plled to a possible and disastrous overflow of the Eust-
eni yellow races into regions now dominated by Western
civilization.

The far-seeing statesmen of Europe . . . have dreaded
the appi-oach, in tlie not very distant future, of a coming
** yellow Peril "

; for in the life of nations centuries, they
argue, count but as days. The very thought that a com-
pact mass of humanity, like the Chinese, comprising four
hundred million units, might become seized with tlie

modem idea of progress and conquest in industrial, com-
mercial, and political domains, . . . was too dreadful to
contemplate. Tfie Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 460.

Wlllte Peril, a dreaded possible incursion of the com-
bined West^-ni races int^i the countries of the East, with
the complete subjugation of the races of the latter.

perikaryon (per-i-kar'i-on), n. ; pi. perikary
(-ii). [NL., < Gr. vtpi, around, + Kipvov, nti

perineuritic

The Japanese, quick-witted as they are, soon perceived
in this European apprehension of a coming " Yellow
Peril " an ominous symptom of a fast-approaching ' White
Peril," fraught with far-reaching consequences upon the
fate of the yellow race.

Tlie Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 400.

perilecithal (per-i-les'i-thal), a. [Gr. ntpi,

around, -t- E. lecithal.] Of or pertaining to
eggs, such as tbose of arthropods, in which
the germinal vesicle or nucleus lies in the cen-
ter surrounded with yolk on all sides: opposed
to teloleeitltal.

perilenticular (per-i-len-tik'u-lar), a. [Gr.
Trep/, around, + E. lenticular.] Surrounding a
lens, especially the crystalline lens of the eye.

perilobular (per-i-lob'u-lar), «. [Gr. Kepi,

aroimd, + NL. lobiUus. lobule, + -arS.] Sur-
rounding a lobule or lobules-

perilogy (pe-ril'o-ji), n. [Gr. Trcpi, about, +
/ld)of, word, discbtirse.] The branch of bio-
logical science which deals with chorology, or
the geography, distribution, migrations, etc.,

of living beings. Haeckel (trans.), Wonders
of Life, p. 96. [Rare.]

periloph (per'i-lof), ». [Gr. Trepi, about, +
Aii^of, tuft.] A frill or collar encircling the
truncated base of a hexactinellid sponge and
serving as an organ of support and of attach-
ment to the sea-bottom.

perilympliadenitis (per"i-lim-fad-e-ni'tis), n.

[Gr. nepl, around, + NL. lymphadenitis.] In-
flammation of the tissues surroundinga lymph
gland. Med. Record, Aug. 10, 1907, p. 219.

perilymphatic, a. 2. Situated around the
lymphatic vessels.

This perilymphatic inflammation is found in the thick-
ness of the capsule of Glisson, and is observed in nian^
cases.

Sumstead and Taylor, Venereal Diseases (4th ed.), p.
[012.

perimastitis (per"i-mas-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
rcepi, around, -t- pacrruQ, breast, -I- -itis.] In-
flammation of the connective tissue covering a
mammary gland.

perimedvdlary (per-i-med'u la-ri), a. [Gr.
jrepi, around, -I- L. medulla, pith, + -ary.] 1.
In iot., immediately surrounding the medulla
or pith, as the perimedullary zone of a stem
which is outwardly bounded by the protoxy-
lem.— 2. Surrounding more or less completely
the spinal cord, the medulla oblongata, or the
marrow of a bone.

perimeningitis (per'i-men-in-ji'tis), «. [NL.,
< Gr. n-epi, around, -(- pijmy^, membrane, +
-itis.] Same as pachymeningitis.

perimeter, »— Wnndt's perimeter, in exper. pty-
clwl., a large perimeter, having a steel quadrant of 1.1

meters nidius, which can turn freely about its axis, and
which is fitted with electric-motor color-mixers for day-
light work and with gelatin lanterns for work in the
dark room. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., 1. ii. 26.

perimetrium (per-i-me'tri-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. Kcpi, around, + p>irpa, uterus.] The
layer of peritoneum covering the uterus.

perimorpUsm (per-i-m6r'fizm), n. Iperi-
morph + -ism.] The phenomenon, or kind of
structure, exhibited by a perimorph.

perimyelitis (per"i-mi-e-li'tis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Trepi, around, + pvel6(;, marrow, + -itis.]

Inflammation of the membrane which covers
the spinal cord.

Perineal gland. See *gland.

perineoplastic (per-i-ne"o-pIas'tik), a. Per-
tiiiiiing to, or of the nature of, perineoplasty.

perineorrliaphy, n. 2. An operation for
uniting the edges of the wound in a case of
ruptured perineum.

perineotomy (per * i - ne - ot 'o - mi), n. [Gr.
Trepiveov, perineum, + -roftca, < rafien; cut.]
Incision into the perineum.

perineovaginal (per-i-ne-o-vaj'i-nal), a. Re-
lating to both the perineum and the vagina.

perineovulvar (per - i - ne - o - vul ' var), a. Re-
lating to both the perineum and the vulva.
perineptunium (per"i-nep-tii'ni-um), n. [Gr.

vepi, about, + L. Kcptunus, Neptune.] The
point nearest Neptune in the orbit of its

satellite.

perineural (per-i-nii'ral), a. [Gr. trepi, around,
-I- vciipov, nerve, + -aO.] 1. Surroundinga
nerve or nerves. Buck, Med. Handbook, II.

676.— 2. Specifically, in insects, lying around
the nerves. See *peri-intestinal.

perineuritic (per * i - nu - rit ' ik), a. [peri-
ncuriHi.s) + -ic] Relating to or gufl'eriug

from perineuritis.



perinuclear

perinuclear (per-i-nu'kle-ar), a. [Gr. mpi,
arouud, + NL. nucleus, nucleus, + -flrS.] bur-
rounding, inclosing, or enveloping the cell-

nueleus : as, the perinuclear cytoplasm.

—

Neusser's perinuclear granules. See'-ttgranule.

period,". 12. pi. The menses.— 13. In p/iys.,

Hie time of one complete oscillation or cycle
of a periodic motion ; the reciprocal of the
frequency of a periodic motion.— 14. In
astron., the time of the revolution of a planet
or satellite arouud its primary. Also orbital

period.— 15. In geol., technically, one of the
larger divisions of geologic time of either
the second or the third order, measured by the
time of deposition of a 'group ' or ' system ' of
formations, and characterized by the presence
of a number of allied and similar faunas which
AS a whole differ from those of other periods.
In Dana's classification the i«nn is applied to the third
order of time-division, while the more generally adopted
scheme of the International Geological Congress accords
it second rank. The relation between the two usages
of this and other terms of time-nomenclature and tlie

<:orrelated structural and faunal equivalents is shown in
the following table

:

DANA'S CLASSIFICATION

1 Paleozoic
2 Devonian
3 Helderbergian
4 Coeynians

STBI'CTUEAL
Series
System
Group
Stage

Chronologic
Eon or Time
Era
Period
Epoch

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS
Structural Chronologic

1 Paleozoic
"2 Devonian
3 Helderbergian
4 Coeynians

Group
System
Series
Stage
Zone

Era
Period
Epoch
Age
Phase

Canicular period. See -ircanictdar cycle.— Cave
period, the period of cave-dwellers : used particularly in
the prehistoric archajology of Europe. The cave period
is subdivided by De Mortillet into the Mousterian,
Solutrian, and Madclenian i>eri(Kis.— Cavem period.
.Same as cave -kperiixi.— Champlaln period. See
•kChamplain.— Chrlstiailia period, in geU., the period
of general submergence of the cuntiTient following the
glacial period in m^rtheni Europe, essentially coincident
in time and activity with the Champlain period of Amer-
ican glacialists.— Effusive period. See c/imcf.

—

Eleven-years period, the period of sun-spot frequency :

more accurately, according to Newcomb, 11.13 years.

—

Fluvial period, in oeol., the time which succeeded the
glacial period and which was marked by great floods from
the melting ice-sheet,— Glacial, glyptic period. See
•kgtacial, *;/;.i//>ti'c.— Hallstatt period, iieo * IIallstat-

fian.— Human period. See *humany 3.— Lacustrine
period. Same sis Lacustrine -kaije.—La T^ne period,
a period of prehistoric culture characterized by the ex-
tended use of iron, and different from the earlier prehis-
toric culture of Hallstatt: so called from the shallows
named La Tfene at the end of the Lake of Neuch&tel.

—

Monthly period, the menses. — Natural period, in
physics, the period of free vibration of a vibrating parti-

cle. See the extract.

When the vibrating particle moves without being
affected by external forces, its period T is said to be its
• period of free vibration ' or its ' natural period.'

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 2.

Period Of compression, a certain interval until the end
of which the compression of two bodies in collision con-
tinues to increase.— Period Of restitution, the interval
in which the recovery of fonn takes place after tile period
of compression of two bodies in collision. Poisson.—
Pluvial period, in geol., the Champlain period of Pleis-

tocene time. (Rare.] — Primitive period, a period no
part of which is a period.— Reproduction period, in
Jorestry, the space of time required f<jr the renewal of a
stand. —Solar magnetic period, a period of 26.(i"iJ2S

days, as computed by V. H. liigelow, assumed to be
identical with the period of rotation of the nucleus of the
sun around its own axis, with corresponding periods in
the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism and meteorology,
and with the appearance of the solar corona.

—

Terrace
period. See ieterracei.

perioda'te (per-I'o-dat), n. [pmo(J(tc)2 -t-

-«(«!.] A salt of periodic acid.

periodic"', a. 5. In math., with values which
recur as the value of the independent variable
continuously increases.— periodic decimal, mo-
tion, working. See -kdecimal, etc.

periodic^ (per-i-od'ik), n. \^per- + iodic.']

Noting an acid, a substance produced by the
interaction of iodine and aqueous perchloric
acid, known only in crystals which contain
two molecules of water : HIO4.2H2O. Its

solution has a strong acid reaction and it forms
several distinct series of salts.

periodicity, n. 2. In phys., the number of re-

currences of a periodic motion, such as a
vibration, in a unit of time; specifically, in
elect., the number of complete periods or cycles
per second of an alternating or oscillating cur-
rent: sa,rae as frequency. The usual electrical

frequencies are 25 and 60 in the United States
and .50 in Europe.

In this country the first commercial alternators had
smooth-core armatures with fiat pancake coils, external

970
yoke and radiallntemal poles. The periodicitie$ used
were 125 and 133 cycles,

Elect. World and Engin., Maieh .^ 1904, p. 459.

3. In hot., the habit in a plant of adjusting
its growth or the movements of its organs to
regular changes in conditions (of light, heat,
etc.), either annual or diurnal. Periodicity is

also exhibited in some spontaneous move-
ments not correlated with time of day or
season. See pltenology, sleep, 5, sensitive-plant,

and periodic ^movement Factorial periodicity.
See -k/actorial.— Filarial periodicity, the periodical
nightly recurrence of fllariie in the blood of one \v\\o has
become infected.- Law Of periodicity. See *lawi.—
Modulus of periodicity. .See *nwdulux.

periodide ( per - i ' - did or -did), «. {per- +
iodide.] An iodide with the maximum propor-
tion of iodine, as potassium periodide, KI3.
periodograph (pe-ri-od'o-graf ), n. [Gr.
neiHodoc, a going round, -(- ypdi/>ea', -nTite.]

The curve which connects the intensity with
the period. See the extract.

I believe that the curve which connects the intensity
with the period will yilay an important rOle in meteorol-
ogy. It is a curve whicll ought to have a name, and for
want of a better one 1 have suggested tliat of ' periodo-
graph. ' To take once more barometric variations as an
example, it is easy to see that just as in the case of white
light the periodograph would be zero for very short, and
I>robably also for very long periods. Tliere must be some
])eriod for whicli intensity of variation is a maximum.
Where is that maximum ? And does it vsu^ according to
locality ? The answer to these questions might give us
valuable information on the diiterence of climate. Once
the periodograph has been obtained, the question of test-

ing the reality of any special periodicity is an extremely
simple one.
A. .S'cAwgfer, in Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of .Sci.,

11902, p. 518.

periodontium (per'^i-o-don'ti-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. TTfpi, around, -f- orfoi'f (66ovt-), tooth.]
The lining membrane of the tooth-sockets.

periodoscope (pe-ri-od'o-skop), n. [Gr. Tepi-

oiSof, a circuit (see period), + amwEiv, view.]
In obstetrics, a dial for calculating the period
at which labor will probably occur.

Pericecians, «. pi. Same as *periecians. See
I'ericeci.

Perioecic (per-i-e'sikj, a. [Pericec(i) + -ic]
Of or pertaining to the Perioeci or to Perie-
cians.

periogne (per-i-6g'), n. Same as periagua.

perionychia (per"i-9-nik'i-a), w. [NL., < Gr.
TTepi, around, + ovv^ (bm,x-), nail.] Same as
paronychia^, 1.

perionychilim (per"i-o-nik'i-um), n. [NL.
See *perionychia.~\ Tlie border of skin which
grows over the root of the nail.

perionyz (per-i'o-niks), n. [NL.] 1. Same
as *perionychium.— 2. In embryol., a vestige
or remnant of the epitrichial layer of the
epidermis persisting at the base of a nail or
claw.

periophtlialmia(pcr"i-of-tharmi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tzepi, around, + o(l)0a?./i6(, eye.] Inflam-
mation of the cellular tissue within the orbit

of the eye.

periophthalmitis (per-i-of-thal-mi'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. irepi, around, -f- bipdaXiiOQ, eye, +
-itis.] Same as *pcriophthalmia.

periople (per'i-o-pl), n. [Gr. ircpi, around, +
oirXov, weapon' (hoof).] The thin varnish-
like layer on the outer surface of the hoofs
of animals, which prevents excessive evapo-
ration of moisture from the horny tissue.

perioplic (per-i-op'lik), a. Iperiople + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the periople

—

Perioplic
band, a narrow layer of secretory cells at the upper
border of the hoofs of animals, the function of which is

to secrete the periople.

periopticon (per-i-op'ti-kon), n. ; pi. perioptica
(-kii). [NL., < Gr. TT£pi, around, + oTrriKdg,

of seeing (see ojytic).] The third of the gan-
glionic swellings which compose the optic

tract in the brain of an insect.

perioptometry (per"i-op-tom'e-tri), n. [Gr.

jrcpi, around, + oiTT{iKd(), of seeing, + -/i€Tpia,

< fierpov, measure.] See optometry, 2.

periorbitis (per"i-6r-bi'tis), K. [NL., < Gr.
TTfpi, around, + L. orbis, orbit, + -itis.] In-

flammation of the periosteal lining of the orbit.

periorchitis (per"i-6r-ki'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
irfpi, around, + ipx'ii testis, + -itis.j In-

flammation of the parts about the testicles,

specifically of the tunica vaginalis testis.

periorthocoelous (per-i-6r-tho-se'lus), a. [Gr.

TTfpf, around, + E. orthoccelons.] In omith.,

having the second loop of the intestine coiled

and the other loops straight and closed. I'roc,

Zool. Soc. London, 1892, p. 246.

periphyll

periosteitis (per-i-os-tf-i'tis), M. [NL., <
perioste-um + -itis.] Hame as ijeriostiti.t.

periosteoma (per-i-os-tf-o'ma), ?i.
;
pi. perios-

teomata (ma-tii). [NL., <" periosle{um) +
-lima.] A lumor of the periosteum which be-
comes transformed into bone.

periosteomedullitis (per-i-os'te-o-med-u-li'-
tis), n. [NL. perio.'iteum -f- L. medulla, inar-

; row, + -itis.] Inflammation of both the
periosteum and the bone-marrow.
periosteophyte (per-i-os'te-o-fit), «. [NL.
periosteum -H Gr. (pvrdv, a grb-wth.] An osseous
tumor which springs from the periosteum.
periosteotomy (per-i-os-te-ot'o-mi), n. [NL.
periosteum -I- Gr. -ro/ua, '< -a^itlv, cut.] In-
cision into the periosteum, usually to relieve
tension when the subjacent bone is inflamed.
periostosis (per"i-os-t6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
~fp/, around, + bartov, bone, + -osis.] 1.
Inflammatory enlargement of a bone.— 2.
[pi. periostoses (-sez).] Same as ^periosteoma.

periovaritis (per"i-6-va-ri'tis), n. [NL., <
Gr. -ipi, around, -f- NL. ovarium, ovary, -t-

-itis.] Same an perioophoritis.

peripachjrmeningitis (per-i-pak-i-men-in-ji'-
tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Trtpi, around, -I- NL.
pachymeningitis.] Inflammation of the con-
nective tissue which surrounds the dura mater
of the spinal cord.

peripancreatic (per-i-pan-kre-at'ik), a. [Gr.
~epi -¥ E. pancreatic] Surrounding the
pancreas.

peripancreatitis (per-i-pan"kre-a-ti'tis), n.
[NL., < Gr. Tfpi, around, -I- NL. pancreas +
-itis.] Inflammation of the peritoneum which
covers the pancreas.

peripatetic, n. 4. pi. Joumeyings here and
there ; a continual going to and fro. [Humor-
ous.]

J established an elaborate system of peripatetic*
through the galleries, with the hope of killing time.

N. y. Times, .June 12, 1894.

Peripateticism, «. 2. [l. c] The practice
of walking to and fro

;
pedestrianism.

The rest had turned in, after much of that sham peri-
pateticisiii that the old traveller aifects on board ship.

All the Year Round, June 4, 18.59, p. 133.

peripatid (pe-rip'a-tid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the farnily Peripatidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Peripatidse.

peripatoid (^pe-rip'a-toid), a. [NL. Peripatua
+ -oid.] Resembling myriapods of the genua
Peripatus.

Peripnaiyngeal ridge. Same as peripharyngeal band
(which see, muiarperipharyngeal). Parker and Haswell,
Textbook of Zoology, IL 15.

peripheral, a.— Peripheral theory of emotion.
HeeJani^s-Lange irtheory.

II. 11. One of the outer bony plates of the
carapace of a turtle : commonly termed mar-
ginal.

peripherale (pe-rif-e-ra'le), n.
;

pi. periphe-
ralia (-H-a). Same as *ptripheral.

peripheroneural (pe-rif "e-ro-nu'ral), <7. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. !Tcpt(pcp(tia), periphery, + veipov,

nerve, + -a/1.] Of or pertaining to the nerves
which lie at the surface of the body.

External psychic and autopsychic impressions trans-
mitted periphero-neural impressions and similar exciting
intestinal sources of peripheral irritation such as those
which cause infantile convulsions, superadded to other
forms of intestinal toxicity.

Alien, and Neurol., Aug., 1904, p. 326.

periphery, «. II. a. Pertaining to a periph-
ery.— Periphery angle, an inscribed or a tanchord
angle.

Periphractic region, a region which incloses othera
within itself.

periphratic (per-i-frat'ik), a. Same as peri-
phractic.

periphraxis (per-i-frak'sis), «. [NL., < Gr.
^epiippaiic, fencing about. See periphraiy.]
A number associated with a place of two or
more dimensions and indicating how many
independent places it contains for simple
closed pellicules, or bags, that have not room
in the place to. shrink indefinitely toward
lines by an ordinary motion.

periphraxy, M. 2. In geom.: {a) The state of
being periphractic. (J) The reduction of a
periphractic surface or region to one that is

not periphractic by cutting it across.

periphyll (per'i-fil), w. [See periphyllum.] 1.

Same as periphyllum.— 2. A gland, so called
because it occurs chiefly near the margin of
loaves. Lindley, Introd. Bot. (4th ed.), U. 307.

JV . £. D.



peripbylla

Periphylla (per-i-fil'a), «. [NT.., < Gr. Tvepi

arouuii, + (di/./oi', leaf.]

Ptrifhylla mirabilis (after Haeckeli.

Thcdirisioii of theexiirnbral surface into
pedalia is well shown, a. teiilaculocyst
(tnterradiall : h, subradial pedalia: four

perradial and eight adradial tentacles are
present.

(From Laiikester's " 2oology.")

The typical genus
of the family
PeriphijUidse.
Haccl-el.

Periphyllidae
(per-i-fil'i-de),

«. ]>l. [XL.
Periphijlla +
-idse.'] A fam-
ily of Perome-
(lusie having
12 tentacles, 4
rhopalia, and
16 marginal
lobes. It con-
tains the
genera Peri-
jihylla and
Pnipiilma.

periplasm, «.

2. In ferns,

the residuum
of the dis-

solved tapetal
walls, which
forms a muci-
in which the

Strasburger,

laginous protoplasmic mass
spores eventually lie embedded.
Text -book of Bot., p. 4-Jl.

periplast, «. 2. The peripheral or cytoplas-
mie portion of the cell, as distinguished from
the endoplast, or nucleus: same as periblast.

Huxley, 1853.— 3. An indefinite term for the
attraction-sphere of the cell. Vejdorsky, 1888.
—Danghter periplast. Same as ircentrosome.

periplegmatic (per'i-pleg-mat'ik), a. [Gr.
:T-tpi. about, + vAeyfta, anything twined, <
Ti'/.iKcw, twine, plait. See plait.] Noting an
orbit of a kind met with in the problem of
three or more bodies. AcconllnR to the definition
o( Gylden, who introduced the term, it is "a curve which
keeps within the space between two concentric spheres,
and at ever}' p<jint turtis its concavity t^jwards a straight
line drawn thmuffh tlie center in such a way that a per-
pendicular dropped upon that line from the point under
cousideration sliall pass tlirouKh the inner sjihere."
Orbits of this Icind may intertwitte with each other; hence
the name, .'infiicf, May «. litiM, p. 720.

periplenral (
per-i-pl6'ral), a. [Gr. mpl, around,

+ NL. pleura + -a/l.] Surrounding the
pleura ; noting the connective tissue on the
attached surface of the plenra. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 108.

peripneumonia (per'i-nu-mo'ni-a), ». [NL.,
< Gr. Tfyi/, around, + irveifiuv, lung.] 1. Pleu-
ropneumonia.— 2. Lobar pneumonia.

peripneumonltis (per-i-nfi-mo-ni'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ~fpi, around, + irvevftuv, lung, + -itis.]

Same a.s *jieripneumonia.

peripneustic (per-ip-nu'stik), a. [Gr. vepl,

around, -I- n'tiwrof, < irve'in, breathe, 4- -ic]

HaWng prothoracic and a complete set of ab-
dominal spiracles, the mesothoracic pair being
atrophied or closed. This condition is found in the
Iarv» of Sfitrnptera, Mectypl^ra, Trictutptera, Lepidop-
tfra, must Diptera and most of the Uyitienoptera, aa well
as most CoUoptera.

peripodal (ne-rip'o-dal), a. [Gr. nepl, around,
-t- Tidir (~iio-), foot, + -«/l.] Surrounding the
feet Peripodal cavity, in insect emtn-yol., the cavity
formetl by the invagination in which the appendages are
situatetl.

peripolar (per-i-po'lar), a. [Gr. vrpi, around,
+ ^(i/of, pole, + -ar^.^ In e'.ectrotherup., sur-

rounding the polar (zone).— Peripolar zone, the
area whic-n encircles the polar zone in the therapeutic
application of electricity.

periproctal (per-i-prok'tal), a. [Gr. mpl,
around, -t- -pu/cTiif, anus, 4- -((/I.] Surrounding
theanusorrectum; specifically, of or pertaining
to the pcriproct or anal region of eehinoderms.

periproctic (per-i-prok'tik), a. Same as *peri-
prortaf.

periproctitic (per'i-prok-t.it'ik), a. [periproc-

titis + -ic] Noting inflammation of the tis-

sues which surround the rectum ; affected with
periproctitis.

peripteral, a. II. n. Any peripteral build-

ing, especially a Greek or Roman temple with
colutnns on every side. Also peripteros. See
out at opisthodomus.

PeriptycMdae (per-ip-tik'i-de), n. 1)1. [NL.]
A family of extinct mammals, belonging to

the suborder Condylarthra, having a bunodont
dentition, simple premolars, and five digits on
each foot. The type genus, Periptychus, is

from the Lower Eocene of New Mexico.

peripyema (per'i-pi-e'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

971

Trepiirvr/fia, surrounding suppuration.] Suppu-
ration surrounding a tooth or other parts.
peripylarian (per-i-pi-la'ri-an), a. [NL. Peri-
pyhiriii + -an.} Having the characteristics of
the Peripylarla ; having the central capstile
uniformly perforated by numerous fine pores,
as in certain radiolarians.

peripyloric (per"i-pi-lor'ik), a. [Gr. mpi,
around, -I- NL. pylorus + -i'c] Surrounding

' the pylorus.

perique (pe-rek'), n. [F. in Louisiana : said to
be named from Pierre Chenet, who introduced
tobacco culture among the Aeadiaus of
Louisiana.] 1. A tobacco produced in lim-
ited quantity in Louisiana by the descendants
of the Acadians, mostly in St. James Parish.
It iscured by subjecting it to intense pressure for twenty-
four hours, thus forcing the juice to the surface, and then
exposing it to the air for a few minutes during which the
juices are reabsorbed. This process, which is many times
repeated, calls the oxidizing enzyms into the fullest
activity. The product is black but not strong, the nico-
tine being partly destroyed, and possesses a rich spirit-
uous flavor which has given it great fame. It is marketed
in the form of carrots.

2. The variety of tobacco-plant from which
peri(|uo tobacco is made.
perisarcal (per-i-sar'kal), a. Same as peri-
sarcdus.

perisark, n. Same as pcr»«a re.

Ferischqecliinoidea (pe-ris"ko-ek-i-noi'de-a),
n.pl. [NL., < Gr. Trtpiaxiccii;) (irreg. < :repiixciv,

encompass) 4- NL. Echinoidea.'] In :ool., an
order of regular echinoids having more than
two series of interambulacral plates and more
than two series of uniparous ambulacral plates.
Tlieir tests are spherical or ovoid, with plates either thick
and rigid or thin and overlapping. The order includes a
number of genera, Arch^eocidarig, Palechinus, Olif/o-

porus, Melimitt's, etc., and all its representatives except
one are of Paleozoic age.

perisclerium (per-i-skle'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kepi, around, 4- OK/j/poc, hard. See sclere.l

Fibrous tissue, surrounding ossifying carti-

lage as periosteum sturounds bone.
The perigcterium is Cf»ntinuoU8 with the periost of the

pedicel portion [of the horn).
I'riie. ZmU. Stic. London, 1902, I. p. 212.

periscope, ». 3. In photog., a photographic
lens having a wide angle (90° or more).

Periscopic eyepiece. See *eyepiece.

perish' (pcr'isTi), n. {perish'^, v. «.] The act
of perishing: in the following slang phrase.

—

To do a perish, to come n«ar perishing ; to do the act
of perishing ; to do a risky thing. [Australian slang.]

I did a little jwn'jtA for you, Helen ; but the beast [ex-

hausted horse] held out, and here is the charm.
J. L. Stanley, Through Deep Waters, iii.

perisher (per'ish-^r), V. An extreme action;
the worst thing that could be done, under the
circumstances : also, when applied to a per-
son, a 'bounder'; a 'blighter'; a thoroughly
unacceptable person. [Slang.]

He went a tremenflous perigher, backed the wrong
horse and was cleaned out.

E. Broicne, Benton's Luck, Iii.

perisigmoiditis (per-i-sig-moi-di'tis), n. [Gr.

TTffn, around, 4- E. sigmoid + -itis.] Inflam-
mation of the tissues about the sigmoid flexure.

Med. Record, Aug. 17, 1907, p. 274.

perisinuitis (per-i-sin-u-i'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
TTcpl, around, 4- L. sinus (sinu-), a hollow
(sinus), 4- itiji.] Inflammation of the tissues

which lie immediately about one of the venous
sinuses of the brain.

perisinuous (per-i-sin'u-us), a. [Gr. Trtpi,

around, 4- L. sinus (sinu-), a hollow (a sinus),

+ -ous.] Situated about one of the sinuses of

the brain.

perisinusitis (per-i-sin-u-sl'tis), n. An im-
|iri>iMr form for *j>erit<iuuitis.

Perlsiphonia (peri-si-fo'ni-a),?!. [NL., < Gr.
TTtpi, around, + ai<j)ui; a tube, siphon.] The
tvpical genus of the family Perisiphonidse.
Allmiiii, 1888.

Perisiphonidse (per'i-si-fon'i-de), «. pi. [NL.
Perisiplionia 4- -idse.] A family of campan-
ularian liydroids having the hydrocaulus
enveloped by peripheral tubes and the hydro-
thecse never adnate and carried by the axial

tube only. It includes the genera Pcrisijyhoniii,

Lafoea, Cryptolaria, and Lictorella. Also Peri-

siphoniidee.

perlsperm, n. 2. The pericarp or even the
integuments of a seed. Jackson, Glossary.

perispermal (per-i-sp^r'mal), a. Ij'^y^"^
4- -«/!.] Same as /)i?rw/>erffijc.

perisphalsis (per-i-sfal'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
iTtpio(f>a'/at^, a causing to slip around (used as
in def.), < irepiaipdUeadai, slip around.] Ma-

perithelium

nipulation by rotation for the purpose of re-
ducing a dislocated bone.
perisphere (per'i-sfer), «. [Gr. mpi, around,
+ atjxupa, sphere.] The outer zone or region
of the attraction-sphere of a nerve-cell: op-
posed to centrosphere. Von Lenhossek, 1895.
Perisphinctes (per-i-sfingk'tez), n. [NL., <
Gr. -epi, around, 4- atpr/KTo^, bound.] A genus
of paehyeampylous Ammonoidea with discoid
shells. They have rounded or subquadrate whorls, or-
namented by non-tnberculated ribs, shnple on the sides
and bi- or trifurcating on the venter, which they com-
pletely travei-se. Tlie suture-line is very complex. The
genus is abundantly represented in the middle part of the
I'pper .Turassic of Europe and western America,

perisplenic (per-i-splen 'ik), a. [Gr. wepl,

around, 4- ck'ajji', the spleen, 4- -ic] Sur-
rounding the spleen.

perisporiaceous (per-i-sp6-ri-a'shius), n. Hav-
ing the characters of or resembling fungi of the
family Pcri.iporiacese.

Perisporiales (per i-sp6-ri-a'lez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Perisporium 4- -ales.] An order of pyrenomy-
cetous fungi named from the genus Perispo-
rium, having superficial peritheeia frequently
accompanieti by a black aerial mycelium.
Perisporium (per-i-spo'ri-um). n. [NL. (Fries,
1821), < Gr. TTCpi, around, 4- airdpoc, seed.]
A genus of pyrenomycetous fungi of the order
Perisporiales, having black superficial perithe-
eia and elongate, dark-colored, 4-celled spores.
About 10 species are included in the genus.
/*. Kunzei occurs on old paper, twine, etc.

Ferissias (pe-ris'i-as), n. [NL., < Gr. TreptaaoQ,

excessive, extraordinary.] A genus of floun-
ders found iu the deep sea in the Gulf of Cali-
fornia and oil the west coast of Low.er
California.

peristaphyline (per-i-staf'i-lin), a. [Gr. mpi,
around, t- craipv/ii, bunch of grapes, swollen
uvula.] About or encircling the uvula: noting
two muscles, the external and the internal
peristaphyline, or, respectively, the tensor
palati ami the levator palati muscles.

Peristediidse (per"i-ste-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Peristidion 4- -idle.] A family of fishes,
commonly known as the deep-water gurnards,
foimd in the deep sea.

Peristedion (per-i-ste'di-on), n. [NL., an error
for *Pcrixtethion, < Gr. Trfp/, around, 4-

arjfiiov, dim. of crrffioc, breast.] A genus of
deop-sea fishes of the family I'eristediidee.

peristeromorphous (pe-ri8"te-ro-m6r'fus), a.

Same as peristeromorphic.

peristeronic (pe-ris-te-ron'ik), a. [Gr. Trtpia-

repuv, dove-cote, 4- -i'c.] Pertaining to or con-
cerned with pigeons : as. The National Peris-
teronic Society. X. E. £>.

peristerpphily (pe-ris-*e-rof 'i-li), n. [Gr.
TvcpiaTtpd, a pigeon, + <l>i>.ilv, love.] The rear-
ing of pigeons; specifically, the training of
carrier-pigeons for military service. [Rare.]

peristylium (per-i-stil'i-um), «. ; pi. peri-
stylia {-a). [L. : see peristyle.] An unroofed
space inclosed, or nearly inclosed, by a peri-
style.

perisystole (per-i-sis'to-le), II. [NL., < Gr.
TTf/H, around, -f avaro?.//, systole.] The interval
of time between the cardiac systole and dias-
tole.

peritendineum (per'i-ten-din'e-um), n.
;

pi.

peritendinea (-&). [NL., < Gr. Trcpi, around, 4-

L. tendo (tendin-), tendon.] The sheath of
a tendon.

peritestis (per-i-tes'tis), «. [NL., < Gr. ire/j/,

around, 4- L. testis, testis.] The tunica al-

biiginea testis. See albuginea.

peritheca (per-i-the'ka), n. ; -pi
.
perithecse (-se).

[Gr. ^vtpl, around, 4- OijKr), a case. ] The epi-
theca surrounding a compound group of stony
corals.

perithecal (per-i-the'kal), a. [peritheca 4-

-«?!.] Pertaining to or resembling a peritheca.
Proc. Zool. Hoc. London, 1900, p. 125.

perithelial (per-i-the'li-al), a. [perithelium 4-

-rt/l.] Relating to the perithelium. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 354.

perithelioma (per-i-the-li-6'raa), n.
;
pi. peri-

thcliomatn (-ma-tii). [NL., < peritlieli(utn) 4-

-oina.] A tumor originating from the outer
wall of a blood-vessel. Jour. Med. Research,
March-, 1907, p. 138.

perithelium (per-i-the'li-um), n. ; pi. jyerithelia

(-ii). [NL., < Gr. vtpi, around, 4- (epi)the-

lium.] The sheath or outer coat of a small
blood-vessel.



peritomize

peritomize (pe-rit'o-miz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
pcnlomi^ed, ppr. peritomi::tng. [ peritom(y) +
-ire.] To pertorm the operation of peritomy
npon.
The cornea recovers its transparency more completely

in thoee ca»es which have t>een pentomUed than in those
in which other methods have heen adopted.

Lancet. May 30, 1903, p. 1.116.

peritomy (pe-rit'o-mi), n. [Gr. vepiTout/, cir-

cumeisiou, < Tepi, around, + -rofioc, < rafielv,

cut.] 1. Excision of a strip of the conjunc-
tiva, usually encircling the cornea, for the
cure of pannus. Lancet, June 6, 1903, p 1615.— 2. Same as circumcision.

Peritoneal hernia. Same as *gut-tie, 1.

peritoneomuscular { per " i - to -ne ' o -mus ' ku-
Ifir), a. Relating to or composed of perito-

neum and muscular tissue. Buck, Med.
Handbook, I. 18.

peritonism (per'i-to-nizm), n. [ periton(euni)
-H-iVw.] 1. A pathological condition marked
by the symptoms of peritonitis without actual
inflammation of this membrane.— 2. A con-
dition which resembles shock, sometimes ac-
companying serious disease of some of the
viscera having a peritoneal covering.

peritonsillar (per-i-ton'si-lilr), a. [Gr. vepi,

around, + L. tonsillse, tonsils, + -arS.] Sur-
rounding a tonsil. Buck, Med. Handbook, III.

332.

peritonsillitis (per-i-ton-si-U'tis). n. [NL., <

6r. JTfpf, around, + L. tonsiUse, tonsils, + -itis.']

Inflammation of the tissues about a tonsil.

peritrichan, n. II. a. Same as peritricbous.

peritrichic (per-i-trik'ik). a. [Gr. mpi, around,
+ Opi; (r/jix-), hair.] In bacteriol, surrounded
by flagillie: said of micro-organisms.
peritrochoid (per-i-tro'koid), n. [Gr. nept,

around, -I- E. troelurid.'] The curve traced out
by a point on the radius, or on the radius pro-
duced, of a circle which rolls without sliding
upon a smaller circle within it- The contact
is internal and the rolling circle touches the
outside of the fixed circle.

I>eritrophic (per-i-trof'ik), a. [Gr. mpi, around,
+ rpop)/, nourishment.] Around the food, as
the peritrophic membrane of an insect's ali-

mentary canal.

periungual (per-i-ung'gwal), a. [Gr. vepl,

around, -I- E. ungual.^ Situated about the
nail.

periuranium (per'i-u-ra'ni-um), TO. ; pi. peri-
urama (-a). [Gr. vepi. about, + NL. Uranus,
Uranus.] The point which is nearest to Uranus
in the orbit of any one of its satellites.

periureteral (per'i-u-re'te-ral), a. [Gr. vepl,

around, 4- ovpi/ri/p, ureter, + -aA] Surround-
ing a ureter.

periureteritis (per'i-u-re-te-ri'tis), n. [Gr.
TTspi, around, -I- NL. ureter + -itis.'\ Inflam-
mation of the connective tissue surrounding a
ureter. Med. Times, Aug., 1907, p. 234.

periuretliral (per'i-u-re'thral), a. [Gr. Trepl,

around, -I- ovpifipa, urethra, + -aJl.] Sur-
rounding the urethra. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. 654.

periurethritis (per-i-ii-rf-thri'tis), TO. [NL., <
Gr. ~ipi, around, -I- ohpi/Opa, urethra, + -itis.'\

Inflammation of the tissues about the urethra.

perivaginal (per-i-vaj'i-nal), a. [Gr. irepi,

around, + NL. vagina + -aH.] Surrounding
the vagina. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 655.

perivaginitis (per-i-vaj-i-ni'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. mpi, around, -1- NL. vagina ¥ -itis.~\ In-
flammation of the connective tissue about the
vagina.

perivertebral (per-i-v6r'te-bral), a. and n.

[Gr. JTfpi, around, + L. vertebra, vertebra, -1-

-aP.] I. a. Surrounding a vertebra.

n. n. In ichth., the neural arch above the
centrum of each vertebra ; the neurapophysis.
Storks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 524.

perivesical (per-i-ves'i-kal), a. [Gr. Trepi,

around, + L. vesica, bladder, + -«/!.] Sur-
rounding the bladder: as, /lenfesJcai cellulitis.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 20.

periwinkle^, n. 3. In Austi-alia, a name given
to the gastropod Turbo undulatus.

perjink (p6r-jingk'), a. [Origin uncertain.]
Trim; exact; precise; prim. [Scotch.]

Hendy had left home glumly, declaring that the white
collar Jess had put on him would throttle him ; but her
feiktenesa ended in his surrender, and he was looking
nnnaaally perjink.

J. M. Barrie, Window in Thrums, xiv.

perjinkety (pfer-jing'ke-ti), a. Same as *per-
jink.
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Ferkinsia (p4'r-kin'zi-a), n. [NL., named after
George 0. Perkins, a governor of California.]
A genus of clupeoid fishes found on the Cali-
fornia coast.

perknite (perk'nit), »i. [Gr. TTepKv6(, dark, +
-ile'^.'i In petrog., a name given by H. W.
Turner (1901) to phanerocrystalline igneous
rocks composed chiefly of monoclinic amphi-
bole and monoclinic pyroxene. Chemically
they are distinguished by being lime-magnesia-
silieate rocks.

perl. «. and V. A simplified spelling of pearl.
perlate (per'lat), n. Acid phosphate of so-
dium—Salt perlate, disodium orthophosphate or
common phosphate of soda.

perlatin (per'la-tin), H. [NL. perlata (see
det.) + -!«2.] A pale-yellow crystalline com-
pound, C21H20O7, occurring in the lichen
Parmilia perlata.

perleche (pfer-lash'), «. [F..- origin uncertain.]
A disease of the mouth in children, the chief
symptom of whijh is a thickening with cracks
at the angles of the mouth.
perlenic (per-len'ik), a. {per-, 3, -I- le(ncitc) +
n{e])lielite) + -ic] In petrog., extremely lenie

;

having the normative lenio minerals (leucite,
nephelite, sodalite) more than seven times the
normative feldspars. See *j)er-, 3, and *rock^.

perlid (per'lid), n. and a. 1, n. A member of
the pleeopterous family Perlidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Perlidse.

perling (per'ling), TO. Same &B purlin.
perlite^, n. See *pearlite.

perlon (per'lon), TO. [Origin not ascertained.]
A name used in NewZealandfor Notorhynchus
indicus, anotidanoid shark.

perlsucht (perl'socht), n. [G., < perle, pearl,
+ sucht, sickness.] Pearl-disease or tuber-
culosis in cattle.

The case obviously shows that inoculation v/ithperlsucht
may lead to lupus and the subcutaneous formation of
tuberculous pus- Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 998.

permagnesic (per-mag-ne'sik), a. iper-, 3, -f
magnesic.'\ In petrog., in the quantitative
system of classification, extremely magnesie

;

having seven times as much MgO as FeO. See
*per-, 3, and *rocAl.

Permanent sample plot. See itexperiment area.—
Permanent set. See -knen.

Permanganate of lime. See Mime^.
permeability, w.— Gravitational permeability,
the property of gathering in the lines of the earth's force as
a mass of iron gathers in the lines of a m,ignctic field.

The effect of gravitational permeability, if any form of
matter possebsed such a property, would be to modify the
strength and direction of the eai-th's field in the neighbor-
hood of the body ; but no such effect has been detected
even by the most delicate experiments. J. U. Poynting,
in Smithsonian Eep., 1901, p. 208.

permeameter (per - me - am ' e - ter), n. [per-
mea{bility) + Gr. perpov, measure.] An instru-
ment for the determination of the magnetic
induction in iron, orthepermeability,by means
of the tractive force across a gap orjoint in the
magnetic circuit. The name was first applied to a
simple apparatus devised by S. P. Thompson for the

testing of samples of iron. Itconsisted
of a rectangular block of wrought iron
b, Fig. 1, with a central opening or slot
into which a magnetizing-coil c is in-
serted. Through a cylindrical hole in
the iron, which is in line with and forms
a continuation of the axial opening of
the coil, the specimen to be tested is

inserted. The lower end of the speci-
men, which is an iron rod, is ground
smooth and rests upon the polished sur-
face of the iron block within the slot
at s. When the magnetizing current is

sent through the coil the base of the
rod clings to the iron block and the
force necessai-y to remove it, which is

determined by means of a spring balance
w, affords a measure of the permeabil-
ity of the rod. The name is likewise
applied to more refined instruments for
the determination of permeability by
means of the tractive force, the best
known of which is the magnetic balance
of Du Bois in which the test-piece t, Fig.

2, is clamped between two wrought-iron blocks Oja2. The
magnetizing-coil c
which surrounds the m , ,

,1
,

L,

—

j-i^
, , p.

middle of the test- '—
piece haa 100 turns
of wire. A yoke of
iron y y, which com-
pletes the magnetic
circuit, is balanced

02 upon a knife-edge mmfi////JMMW//M//Mmi
and is free to oscil-

late through a small *^'^-

Fin.

X s[lr=^^-

range between the contact points cj ro. The tractive
force due to the magnetic flux is measured by means of
weights on the horizontal scale attached to the yoke.

permutate
Instruments of this kind for detennining the flux den-

sity corresponding to a given magnetizing force in acom-
plete magnetic circuit fonned in iiart or in whole of
a particular material are called permeaineterg.

Eiu:yc. Brit.. XXVIIL 119.

Drysdale's permeameter, an instrument for testing
the ntagnetie qualities of the castings of generators or
motoi-s. The magnetizing- andexploring-coils are wound
on a hollow plug which is inserted in an animlar hole
drilled in the casting by means of a special tool. The
core left by this drill serves as a test-piece and tlie sur-
rounding iron of the ciisting completes the magnetic cir-
cuit— Esterllne's permeameter, an instrument of the
same general form iis Koepsel's penneameter (seebelow),
but with an armatme in place of the moving coil. The
voltage obtained, when the armature is driven at a
given speed and a known current traverees the mag-
netizing-coil, gives the permeability of the yoke.—
Ewlng'S permeameter, a permeameter the magnetic
circuit of wliicli consists of two bars surrounded by mag-
netizing-coils and two heavy yokes of soft iron. The bars
are the samples to be tested.— Eoepsel's permeameter,
a permeameter the magnetic circuit of wliicli consists of
two pole-pieces like those of a voltmeter w ith a moving
coil, as in such instruments, mounted in the cylindrical
air-space between them. The test^picce, in the form of a
rod surrounded by a magnetizing-coil, constitutes the
yoke between the pole-pieces. The deflection of the
moving »oil when a known current traverses the mag-
netizijig-coil indicates the permeability of the yoke.

—

Picon's penneameter, a penneameter in which the
test-piece is in the form of a rectanguL'ir bar clamped be-
tween two massive U-shaped yokes of soft iron. The
yokes are provided with windings the magnetizing power
of which is adjusted so as precisely to overcome the re-
luctance of the joints, while a third cctil serves to mag-
netize the test-piece.—Torslon-permeameter, an ap-
paratus for the measurement of magnetic permeability
in which the deflection of a suspended hoi-se-slioe magnet
is balanced by the torsional force of the suspending wire.

permeance (p^r'me-ans), n. [perme(ate) +
-rt«fe.] 1. The act or fact of permeating;
permeation.— 2. In phys., the reciprocal of
the reluctance of a magnetic circuit ; magnetic
conductance. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin.,
1900, p. 680— Magnetic permeance, the conducting
power for flux, or lines of force, of a iiiiignetic circuit : the
reciprocal of reluctance.— Specific permeance, the
magnetic permeance of a material compared with that of
air ; permeability.

permeation, «.— Magnetic permeation, magnetic
flux through any medium which permits the passage of
lines of force.

Permic (per'mik), a. {Perm + -ic] Same
as Permian.

permineralization (per-min''e-ral-i-za'shon),
TO. \_per- + mineralizatimi.'i "That change of
character, exhibited by most fossil remains,
in which the gradual removal of the animal
substance has been accompanied by the re-
placement by mineral matter.
The term permineralization applies to that condition

of fossil remains of animals which differ least from their
original -condition as parts of living animals.

C. A. White, in Smithsonian Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1892,

Ip. 264.

permiric (p^r-mir'ik), a. iper-, 3, -I- niiric.'\ In
petrog., extremely miric; having more than
seven times as much MgO + FeO as femie
CaO. See *2}er-, 3, and *rock^.

permirific (p^r-mi-rif'ik), a. [per- + mirific.']

Very wonderful of its kind. [Rare.]
When the vein of the heart is touched by the grace of

the Holy .Spirit^ forthwith, by the pcrmirijic sweetness of
the harmony, an exceeding operation of sacred virtue is

perceived more manifestly to spring forth. With this
sweetness of spirit, Godric, the man of God, was filled

from the very time of his boyhood.
Kingdey, The Hermits, p. 314.

permirlic (p^r-mer'lik), a. [per-, 3, + mirlic.'\

In petrog., extremely mirlic ; having seven
times as much of MgO -I- FeO and the femic
CaO as of femic KoO -t- NaoO. See *per-, 3,

and *rofA'l.

permissory (per-mis'o-ri), a. Pertaining to or
of the nature of permission

;
permissive.

permit^, w— Indian River permit. Same as round
*pampano.

permitic (p6r-mit'ik), a. [per-, 3, + mitic.'] In
petrog., extremely mitic; having more than
seven times as much of mitic minerals (magne-
tite, hematite, ilmenite, titanite, perovskite,
rutile, etc.) as of polic minerals (pyroxene,
olivin, akermanite). See */>cj-, 3, and *rock^.

permittance, ". 2. In elect, the power of a
dielectric to permit or aid induction.

permitted (per-mit'ed), p. a. Allowed;
allowed expressly, as bylaw Permitted Islands,
permitted ports, 'ports i'n which it is pennissible to
trade.

permittivity (per-mi-tiv'i-ti), TO. [permit^ -(-

-ive + -ity.] In elect., degree of permittance
;

the ratio of permittance of a dielectric to that
of air.

permutate (per-mii'tat), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
permutatcd, ppr. permutating. [L. permutu-
tus, pp. ot permutare, change throughout ] 1+.



permutate

To interchange the substance of.—2. To ex-

change.—3. In math., to subject to permuta-
tion or change of order. See permute, 3.

Mrmutation, «— cyclic permutation. Same as

cyclical perm ulali'm.—Direct permutation, one result-

ing fruni an even number of inttTeluiiiKes.— Exponent
Of Irregularity of a permutation. See *c:cpnncnt.~

Odd permutation, one resulting from an odd number
of interi.-hans;es.

penuutational (per-mu-ta'shon-al), a. [per-

viutatioii + -a?!.] Pertaining to, or of the

nature of, permutation.
These numerators are found in the 7th line of a table

of figures which I call the Penuutational Triangle.

J. T. Gulick, in Jour. Linn. See., Zool.. XX. 250.

\S. E. D.

Pema (p6r'ua), n. [NXi., < 6r. jrrova, a ham.]
A genus of prionodesmaeean pelecypods typ-

ical of the family Pernida. They have equivalve

shells with temiinal beaks, edentulous hinge, and nu-

merous ligamentary grooves. The genus ranges from the

Trias to the Recent, and is specially abundant in the
Jurassic and Tertiary formations.

pemavigate (per-uav'i-gat), V. t.
;

pret. and
pp. pcrnavigated, ppr. pernavigatiiiq. [L.

pernavUjatus, < pernnrigare, sail through.]
Tonaingate or sail through: as, he pernavi-

gated the Straits of Magellan; they pernav-
igated the ocean.

Pemidae (p6r'ni-de), n. pi. [NIj., < Perna +
-Ida?. ] A family of prionodesmaeeous moUusks
characterized by a very broad multivincular
ligament, and typified by the recent genus
Pernn.
pemyi-moth (ptr'ni-i-mdth"), n. A Chinese
saturniid vaoth, Anthersea pernyi. Its larva is

one of the tusser silkworms.

pero (pe'ro), N. [NL., < L. pero, a rawhide
boot. It covers a part of the brain called the

pes ('foot').] The outer layer of the olfactory

lobe of the brain from which arise the olfac-

tory nerves. Buck; Med. Handbook, II. 279.

perodactylism (pe-ro-dak'ti-lizm), «. [Or.

'Ipi'ic, maiiufd, •¥ daKTv'.o^, finger, -t- -/.?;«.] A
condition of deficiency or absence of the fin-

gers.

perodynia (pe-ro-din'i-a ), n. p^L., < Gr.

T^illia, a pouch, + bd'vvri, p^in.] Pain in the
stomach.
Peromedusse (pe'ro-me-Uii'se), >i. pi. [NL.,
< Or. ~iip<i, pouch, 4- NL. ilcdusie.^ An order
or suborder of Srynhomedusse. They are mednsi-
forra, with 4 interradial tentacnlocyst*, the tentacles

pemuiial and adradial in position, the 4 radial gasttal

pouches separated from one another by very short septa,

and there is no alternation of generations. See cut under
irferiphi/Ua.

peromelous (pe-rom'e-lus), a. [Gr. TT7ipofie?.i/r.

with maimed iirabs.] Keserabling or having
the I'liaracters of the Peromcla, or limbless
labyriiithodonts. Huxley. [Rare.]

PeromyscUS (per-o-mis'kus), n. [NL.] A
genus of rodents, typified by the common
white-footed deer-mouse, Peromyscus leucopun,

containing those small species formerly in-

cluded in Sesperomys. ' It includes more
species than any other North American genus.

peronenni,peroiiaeuin(per-6-ne'um), n. [NL.,
neut. sing, of pirixiieus. See peroneus.^ A
small ossicle, imbedded in the tendon of the
peroneus longus and articulating with the cu-

boid in the little insectivore, Limnognle.
TraihH. Linn. Soe. (London), Nov., 1899, p. .510.

peronia'' (pe-r6-ne'a), n. A corruption of

*pe<)nifi^, which see. ,

peronine (pe-ro'nin), n. A finely crystalline

compound which consists of the hydrochlorid
of benzyl morphine. Its action is midway
between that of morphine and codeine.

pcronitun (pe-r6'ni-um), n.
;

pi. perania (-a).

Same as peronia^.

peronosporaceous (per-o-nos-po-ra'shius), a.

'Belonj^iiig to the /"cronbs/wracca?, a family of

fungi.

Peronosporales (per-o-nos-po-ra'lez), n. pi.

[XL., < Peronospora + -tiles-l An order of

fangi of the class (Jiirnycetes, so named from
its principal family, Peronosporaces. Called
Peronosporinesehy Engler andPrantl and some
other authors.

Peronosporineae (per-o-nos-po-rin'e-e), n. pi.

Scf *l'i riitio.iporales.

pero-olfactorius (per-o-ol-fak-t6'ri-us),».
;
pi.

pero-oljacl<rrii (-1). [NL. : see */)ero and o//ac-

lOTy,'\ The outer portion of the olfactory bulb.

perorational (per-o-r»'shon-al), a. [^perora-

tion + -((./I.] Pcrtainingto, orofthenatureof,
a pfroration.

perosseons (pfcr-os'e-ua), a. [per- + ossenuK.]

Transmitted through bone : noting especially
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the passage of sound-waves to the internal
ear through the bones of the head and face.

I)6rozid, «.— Hydrogen peroxld. Same as *Aj(dro<7en
didxiii.

peroxidase (per-ok'si-das), n. [per- + oxi-

dase.'i Same as *oxidase. Also peroxydase.

perozidizable (pfer-ok'si-di-za-bl), a. Capa-
ble of forming a peroxid.

perpelic (per-pel'ik), a. [li. per-, very, + Gr.
ari'/.oi;, clay, + -tc] In phytogeog., of very
fine claj'ey consistency. See *peloqenous.

perpendicular, n. 4. In ship-building, one of

the three conventional lines perpendicular to

the line of the keel, used as reference lines

from which measurements in the fore-and-aft
direction are taken. The conventional points through
which these perpendiculars are passed vary. The Jor-
icard perpendicular in old woo(ien vessels was at the
intersection of the bottom line of the mbhet of the stem
with the line of the lower deck. In modem j>ractice in

iron vessels it is usually at the intersection of the forward
side of the stem with the normal load water-line, and
this is its prescribed position in the I'nited .States navy.
The after perpendicular, in wtMjden vessels, was at the
intersection of the bottom line of the rabbet of the stem-
post with the line of the lower deck. In mo<iern vessels

it is usually taken at the intersection of the after side of

the rndder-p43st with the normal load-line, though it is

sometimes taken through the axis of the rudder-stoi^k.

In the I'nited .States navy, however, it is taken at the
intersection of the nonnal load water-line with the con*
t^>ur of the stern. The middle perpendicular, much less

used than the other two, is ntidway of t!ie length between
the forward and after perpendiculars. The len/jth

between perpendiculars is the length of the vessel mea-
sured parallel to the keel between the forward and the
after perpendiculars.— To erect a perpendicular, to
c<mstruct fi-om a given point a perpendicular to a givcTi

straight line when the point is on the line.— TO let fall

a perpendicular, to construct or drop from a given
IKiirit a jterpendicular to a given straight line when^the
point is not <»n the line.

perpend-stone (pfer'pend-ston), «. Same as
jierpciiil'^.

perpetual, a. II. n. A perennial plant, espe-
cially a rose which blooms every month of the

year.

pisrplication (pfer-pli-ka'shon), n. [per- +
plication.'] A method of occluding the end of

a divided artery. An incision is made in the
side of the artery and the cut end is then
drawn back through this opening.

perpolar (p^r-p6'liir), n. [L. per, through, +
E. polar.] A perpendicular through the pole
to the polar.

pcrpole (per'pol), n. [L. ppr, through, + E.
poU:".] In grom., as the pole (xj, »/]) glides

along a straight line, the perpolar will not in

general turn about a point, but about some
curve. But in three cases, when Xj is con-
slant, when y^ is constant, when yj ; Xi is

constant, that is, when the pole moves on u
straight line parallel to either axis or through
the center, the perpolar turns about a point,

the pcrpole of the straight line.

perpolic (p^r-pol'ik), a. [per-, 3, + polic.'] In
jictrog., extremely polic; having more than
seven times as much of polic minerals (nor-
mative pNToxene, olivin, akerraanite) as of
mitic minerals (magnetite, hematite, ilmen-
ite, titanite, etc.). See *pcr-, 3, and *rocAl.

perpotassic (per-po-tas'ik), a. [per-, 3, + po-
tas^ic] In ;)e^ro<;., extremely potassic; having
more than seven times as much salic K2O
as salic NaoO. See *per-, 3, and *rocAl.

perpsammic (p^r-sam'ik), a. [per- + Gr.
yl>auuor, sand, + -ic] In phytogeog., coarsely
sandy. See *psammogenoNs.
perquaric (p6r-quii'rik), o. f per-. 3, -I- qttaric]

In pctrog,, extremely quaric ; having more
than seven times as much normative quartz
as normative feldspar. See *per-, 3, and
rocA-i.

perradially (p^r-ra'di-al-i), adv. In the direc-

tion or manner of a perradius. E. T. Browne,
in Biometrika, Oct., 1901, p. 101.

penico (pe-re'ko), n. [Sp., dim. of perro, a
dog.] A common name of Pseudosearus
perrico, a parrot-fish of the Pacific coast of

Mexico.
perrovanter (per'o-van-t6r), «. [From the
native name] A thrush, Mimocichia veril-

lorum, a native of the island of Dominica.

perruthenate (p6-r6'then-at), n. [perru-

then{ic) + -atc^.'] A salt which corresponds
to the hypothetical perruthenio acid, as po-
tassium perruthenate (KRUO4). Sometimes
written perrutheniate. Such a salt was fonn-
erly called a ruthenate.

perruthenic (pt-ro-then'ik), a. [per- + ru-

thenic] Noting a hypothetical acid of the
composition represented by the formula

persimmon

HEUO4, corresponding to the acidoxid RugOy.
Neither this oxid nor the acid is known, but
one or two corresponding salts have been ob-
tained, as, for instance, potassium perruthen-
ate.

Pers. An abbreviation (a) of Persia or Persian;
(6) [I. c. or cup.] of person; (c) of personal;
(rf) [/. P.] of personally.

persalane (pSr-sal'an), n. See *per-, 3, and
*salane.

persalfc (per'salt), n. [per- -I- saW-.] A salt
of which the basic element or radical presents
a higher degree of apparent valence than the
corresponding protosalt. Thus ferric sulphate
(Fe2(S04)3) is spoken of as one of the persalts
of iron, in contrast to ferrous sulphate (FeS04),
the corresponding protosalt of the same
metal.

per saltum (persal'tum). [L.] At a leap;
without passing through intermediate stages
or steps.

perscrutate (per-skro'tat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

perscrutatcd, iipr. perscrutating. [L. pcrscru-
tatus, pp. of perscrutarc, examine minutely.]
To investigate or scrutinize (something) mi-
nutely. [Rare.]

We might reply . . ., urging that the collectors of the
savage myths were well acquainted with the savage
languages, and that the evidence yielded by institutions
was plain to the naked eye. But as long as he held that
myth was a by-product of language, Mr. Max Miiller
seemed to think that, till we had all savage languages
jterscrutated by new Bopps and Kuhns, we could not
move. A. Lang, in Contemporary Rev., Dec, 1900, p. 789.

Persea, ». 2. [l. c] A plant of the genus
Pcrsca.— 3. An unidentified tree, probably
the peach-tree, sacred in ancient Egypt. See
Persea (in etymology), and cut at Avocado.
Such naturalness is unusual in the art of this period,

when the conventional persea and the equally conven-
tional lotus are almost the only vegetable forms which
appear on the walls of the temples.

A. B. Edwards, A Thousand Miles up the Nile, xiv.

Perseid, n. The flock of Perseids is of great extent and
moves in a path apparently coincident with that of
Tuttle's comet of 18t>2, and now fonns almost a complete
oval ring around the sun. It gives us, therefore, more or
less of a shower each year, l>eginning in the latter part of
July and lasting till late in August, but most abundant
about August 12. Tlie Perseids are for the most part
yellowish, and move with medium velocity, not as swiftly
as the bluish Leonids, but more swiftly than the Bielids.

perseite (p6r'ge-it), n. [NL. persea (see def.)

+ -He-.] A crystalline heptacid alcohol,
C7ng(OH)7, which occurs in iMurtis persea ; it

may be made synthetically. Also called man-
noheptite.

Persian bug. See h«.'72.-— Persian dye-plant, Del-
phiniuui Ziilil. Heei^asbarg and itzalil.— Persian yel-
low. .See -kyelldw.

Persianize (per'shan-iz), r. t.
;
pret. and pp.

Pcrsiani:cd, ppr. Pcrsianieing. [Persian +
-i:e^.] To make Persian in sentiments, ideas,

or habits, as by imitation.

This . . . kind of external imitation, this so-called lit-

erary cultivation of a language, fretjuently occui-s in his-

tory. . . . Thus at Rome in tlictimeof the Scipios, the
young nobles not only studied Greek, they Hellenised the
style of their own t+»ngue. . . . To go farther hack into
the past, it is probable that the Persiau Pcrsianised in

this way neighbouring tongues.
Tarde (trans.). Laws of Imitation, p. 258.

persicleis (per'si-klis), 11. [pem(?) + Gr.
xXf/f, key.] A tubercle or nodule on the pos-
terior margin of a macrurous crustacean.

persimmon, ".—Mexican persimmon, a small,
branching tree, Brayodendron Texanum, common in

Mexican Persimmon f.Brayodendron Texanum).

a. flowering branch; fi, fruitintr branch,
(From Sargent's " .Manual ofjhe Tr«cs ui North America.")

central and western Texas, but attaining its maximum
development in Nuevo Leon, Mexico. It is closely related

to the true persinmions (IHospyrtm) and is Included with
them by most authors as IJioxpyros Texana, but it ditfers

by several generic characters (united styles, anthers open-
ing by nearly apical jKires, glabrous filaments, and the

absence of stamiiiodia in the pistillate flowers). Also

called black persimmon and chapote. See chapote and
persimmon, 1.

Next is the central Texas hill zone, with a rainfall of

from over 30 Ut lessthati 25 inches, where occur mountain
cedar, mountain oaks (five or six species), cedar elm, gum
elastic, Mexican persimmon, and ntnnerous ttthers.

If, S. Depl. Agr., Bur. Forestry, Bulletin 47, p. 12.



persistence

persistence, H. 3. hi (Vccf.. thotimo-ooiistHut
i>f u cimiit ill which currtMit is liojtinniiiK to
flow ; tlio timo re<)iiin>>i for hu olootrio ovinvut

to rise to —^ or .(KM of its lliml vnluo.
«>

per80dic(p>''r-!<6Mik).rt. [;wr-, ;t,+ ,vWic] In
I'lliiHi.. ill (In. ()uniititntivo 8\T<foiii, oxiromolv

074
eU'Vstions. Some forms of tlio iiistruiiicnt iiro
ftlso oiiimlili', bv rovoi-sal, of nuircst'iiiin^' iho
orthonoMiil i)roj('clioiis of iin objoct fiviii its
lu-rspootivos or pliolOK'niphs. Tho liittcr forms
luo used ill photottraphio survoyiiitj (.which
s»>e, iiiulor *,<Mrtri/iH(/). Krp. V '

'

GnMlrtic Sun:, lSil7,"i). 72!).

peshkush
A niiiiiiig claim, or the exteat of such a claim.
( .Mexico. J

perthiocyanogen (pir-th-'o-sJ-an'o-joiO, «.
(/><•)- + Ihioi-jiiiiiic + -i/eH.] 'Same as *persHl-+
li)ii>ciiii>ii>iitn.

C<xt.-t a»,l perturbation, ». 4.

soiilc; having more thiiusovoii timos lis mucli perspectometer (^H'^r-spok-torn'o-ttV), w. [L,
snlio soiirt as salio potasli. Soo */i<7-, ;i, ami

persodine u""'r-s"'<Un), m. [per-, 3, + mMf(i'MiN)
+ -iiK-'.

1 A tradc-iinmo for a solution of so-
liiniii pcrsiilplialo which .•oiitaiiis IL' in 1(HH)
parts of water: used as an aiiliseplic.

persolution (pt'r-so-lu'shon), M. [;>w- + .•«)/«-

/(I'll.) Ill rhrm.. solution of a persalt of n
metal, as, for instance, a solution of perchloritl

prisixi-lii.i. a looking' through, + Hr. fihpm;
measure.] In iilmttiiiniithic sunriiiini, a plate
of ^lass or other transparent inutcrial con-
tainini; a diiijirani of coiivcixcnt perspective
lines with scales. The instrument
facilitate the reproduction of tin

nseii to
lie plan and ele-

vation of an object or of lopO({raiiliical points,
bv placin){ it over a perspective urawinjr or a
lilioto^rrapli of the object or points.

f tin ^stallnic ehlori.l) or persulphate of iron perspectoscope U»''r-spek't.i-skop ). h. [L.

in (teneral /" ''•-7"'<'''<-S tt looking through, + Ur. (TM.ir.ir,(.fi-rric sulphate). The term is not
use or to be eommended.

person, ». Aooept«no« or panom. St<r *<iiivi>r-

HM.— DUlcano* walnit Uis paraon. StM> *,iili:iritef.

—ferpatUU paraon, in l"ir. n icriHimtlon tlic hinitl»ii
of whloli i)t pcrpotuiil ,ir utulcllactl.

Penonal selection. See *xri(vtioH.

personalist, ". 2. A\\ advocate of iiersonal-
ism ill aiiv .sense.

personality, h. Doubla or aitarnatlng paraonal-
11 \ ;iiul tttt-ntut /MifAi*/., ii nuuv or [van i-tuUt-iil

. .wtlloii. InvolvliiK l«ii«> of incinon. iilli'iii-

li '1 of cnu»(lou. rtc, wlitcll limy lU'liHUU'cit liy

»u,£,£i-,.li.>ii III I lie h,v|inotlciita1c, nnd tvctii-HKtmhlnluHiuiily
iliulor coli.iln (tm yd very Imiicl-fivtly umiIci-mIihhI) nliiior.

iuhI I'oiiilltloiiii; II cliiuiKc of Itolmvitir ihi iimrktHl im tit

•iiltilcAt tlic hoiiitlnir of two ilttTcrviit iwIvm oi- iKtraout tii

ttio lutiito oivHiilxiii. StH> ifiMiMo ctm»cioM»uei*, uiulvr coh*
«ri'i.iijoti'jiit.

bi till* |iAt)iol,itrli'til I'ttHcH known ns tliono of ftoiiMi* or
mttrrmitf ftrrgyitiiftitft tile Itipitp of iiicinol-y in Htirupt. niitl

l« iii>imII,v niivwlwl l>v n iiciIihI of iiiu-oniiclouaiiciu iir

iiyiuM|H« liMtlnti ft VHritiith* Icnittli of llnic.

If. Julius, I'riii. of lyvoliol . 1, .STll,

Paraonallty cliuaea. scc *<-liiss. Sacondsry, tar-
tliiry, ill-

. pnraonallty. In •(iie.inii//wi/./i.>/,. n kimup
t>f c\i»cr(,-nr,'fi, uplll olt or ilf!u«vH<lii1«Ml fi\»ni llio noniiiil or
pl'lintuy lici-Honitllly of hii llulivUlunl, iilitcll InHitinc Hyn.
ti>niii1irc(l nnil otvHnircd, ninl llinti conHlKiilo n niH'onil.
Ilili.l. ,1.

, lii.lcix'nili'iil iIIioiikIi Inipi'lfivn licinonallty,
iM" >1tf*nmlion Willi llnMionimt. 'I'ltc plieniMu-
f" iiucn ttn-liicl llhwo of ilolllilc (lliplo. cUv>
lo! or of iloiililo (lilpU-. iniiltiiiU'l pfinoimlliy.

fund* of IliiM kliiil lire commonly known kh " il,iiihlo "' or
"multiple neinoiuillly." iiceimUnu to the iiiiiiiluT of per-
•«on« ri'pivHeiiletl. Inil ft mon' i^tn-wl tenn U illHlnletri-Htcd
|H>ri*oimtlty, for etteli uretxiifiir.v ;tf*ntoHti/ify li» ft pftrl only
«if A normiil w hole Helf.

.If. /*ri(Mv. lilMhvlntloii of ft rei-vtinullly, p. ;i.

The dictum (8«e def. 4) that
nil perlurliKlioniidilp to Rfsvitiitioii urv. strleUy t|H>ilk.

liiR. peri.Hli.nl " lm> Intely Iven .loinoiislrat.^l in I'oiii.
eftiV to lie Ht leaal qiietitioiiftlile Riul very likely iinlrile.
lie liHs uliowii that llie niwiimptions iimile n» t<> the e,ni-
veriieiu'e of tin' nmtliematieal series nseil liltlierto In the
ealiMilationsof peiturliallonsare unnarranteil aii<l r<Hinirc
piiiof wlileli cannot lie kIvcii. His work tlieivfoie In.
viilWates the liltlierto aoeepted eoiuliision that the
pliiiielary system is peninuientiy stable as against itravl-
talloiial aetlons. The ileinonstrvitions tlmt have twcn
Klven to iiiMVe it «iv Ineoiuliisive. hut the n'sull Is not
iiivessarily false ; it Is not prove.1 Hint the sislem is self-
ilestincilve. Magnetic perturbatlon.tln' .lisiuiivui, .

of the niftKlletIc nee,lle or niaKUelie elelnenLs l» :\ m,..
iielie storm; a <levlation tiiMii thcnliiinry anil' ibi

, ,1

iniunnetle osolllatlons. Perturbation ot saat, in >i„.j.
rtxirs. /.rir. » violation of pro|H'rty rights in « ih-w.

/hit, a vio-

persona non grata (pi'r-so'nii non Kra'tip.
[1.. See /x'CvoHii j/cdfd.) Due wlio is not ac-
ceptable; one who is mil in favor.

personeity, ». S. Same as (tnimi.tm. fKar*!.]

In oi>ler t,i olitain nil iiitellii^eiit itraspof the ivliuloti of
trIlHii in their several eultmv pixiviiiees. It nitlst he iin-

daraUxxl : (l> That the form of hellef enlleil unimism hy

SlOf (niore coritvlly K)N>akln>;, )vrj.N>»eif(/V wns iintver-

: •venihlng was •oinelhnly, nllve. seiilient, Ihoiicht'
^ll wilful. This ii-iftini-i'f.i; lifts the mnjorlly of enrthly
{^tirliomena out of tlio merely physienl worhl ninl plnee's

holll III the spirit worhl. 'riUHiKiuy ami seleliee niv one,
Alt UnuiH'rnaliiral. Kntyf. Kril., X.\V. aTU.

penoniflable (p<'>r-soii'i-n-a-bl), n. Capable of
being personitled.

.\ml If III Kenwlek'n »iiiM<t<ii|>ii<d olinir there ilhl not
lilninlv sit nil the time n >lleiilly uphrniilliii! kIiosI, cliiil

hi ft fim-ilnnipeiieil liioiirntiiu veil, it was lieenilse tiiit-

miie\l iloineNtielty Is not n |»erihiMii(nWc oiiallty. Il„w-
ever. ttieiv whs somethlliit In ttie ilotlilli>i liofoiv us
woiiilerflllly lH>lenl niul iltjii-t'ssliiu.

t,'. A. ItiMhiixt, lUrpor's Mni;., .tune. ISIKV |». 4,s.

persp. [/. <•. or ni/i.J All abbreviation of
/if'r.s'/ifcfiir.

perspectartlgraph u><''r-spek-tiir'ti-grAf), m.

1 1., iirrsi'ii'tiis, aliiokiinj through, + iirii(tirt-),

art,+ ^,Hii^ii\ write.
I

.\ii instrument bynieans
of which a true perspective drawing of the
objects viewed througli a movable telescope
niav bo nieclianlcallv made. ,SV», Jmer,, April
2, ItKH, p. LW.
p«np«Ctive. I. (I. 4, In (jf'om., said of two
tlgiiros when each point of ono can be so
pain>d with a point of the other that the joins
of all the pairs concur in one point. Parapac-
tlva planaa. In ./rem., plnnes which aiv eoiivlateil hy
projivtlon riMiii All

rancm, laot, abaaTaa.
ParapactlTa Vlaw, a view or itntwiiiK on a tint suifnee
whleli shows All ohjei't In iirminvtlve, as illstliiunishe,!

fnaii A view which sIiowa ah object In pUiie projtvtioa.

H. H. OomplataparapaotlTaa. s<t'*comfif,'r,-.

ninaloni of raTaralbla parapaottva. See *i((iisi,i>i. -.:.

lVnpeclAirt>|^f.

.4. irtnetftt ii»w nf lb*. iiiKiniiiiritt, c«t,|.h,^l,ler h^ th« leh j H,
fxpUnaniry tllAUTanii .«, .,', »lpwiiia lul'es wiih IniMiti >. ^'. „,(,,
^'r« i , ,

,
', ,'sn|.nolilrr i A phoUHItsivli.

view.] The trade-name of an iiistniinent
which enhances the i>erspective suggi>stion of
a plmtiigrapli. outline-drawing, etc., and thus
simulates a 8tert>o,scopic etTect. ihe Instiun t

consists essenlinlly of two obsei'vntloii.tubes. Iltl,.,l w Kb
magnify lii>; lenses, nml of two Ikixe,! mIriMix s,> arraiiKeil
thill a piiliii',' liehl in a flume At riKllt Aliitles to the Iu1h-s
Is n'tlecteil tlliMlliih these to the two evi\s. Scitiicr Mai
(i. l.-ili-S p. (117.

perstriction (lu'>r-strik'sIion1, M. [1,1,. iirc-

.sfi'((fi(HH-1, < I,. prrstriMjirrt; bind together.
See ;i<T.<friii;;t'. 1 Ariiist' of lieniorrliage by
ligation or eomprt>ssioii of the blood-vessels".

persulphid (p<'>r-surii<n, «. | im-- + xhIiiIiuI.]

A ciimpoiitul of sulphur with a more elect ni-
positive element or radical with the mtuiimum
proportion of sulphur.

persulphocyauate uu'>r-8ul-ffi-8l'»-nAt'), n.

I
i>nsiitiiliocnaH(ic) + -«<f1,] A salt of jHirsnl-

plioeyanic acid.

persulphocvanlo ( Ih't - sul ' fo - si - an ' ik )

1 III I- + siiiiiliocj/iiHn: ] t'ontain
pfiii

si-an'ik). (1

ing more snl-
r than siilpliocyanic acid. Paraulphocyanlo

aold, an aeiil. Hj|1'jSd.Ss. e\isllii|f In two forms : (nl /;

iii'iJ,fvrsii/oAoi'.i/dMiV" in'i\7,
' A yellow erystallliie (Hunihuiml

ornieil bv Ihe netiiMi of concent v-'v I
('..

,,ii suliiliiv.

eyftlilo ftcUl or ila salta. .\lso . -if A.i/i/n'if,

Ayifi-i^vi-su/jiAiN'i/iiMiV (iciif. A.i/.: .t. fvrsut-
|iAc,*.««MA,v»tiiV iiciif. Ami jt«f/»Aio .....'f'AiH'yiiHtV

iii'iit, it>) \oniuil iiffniWoA.^-i/iotii* iiciit. which i's not
known III the nve state. Its salts ftiv inaile by the ftethui
of alkalies on isoinM-sulplnvyanle aciil.

persulphocyanogen i.p<"''^»'»l'f<}--'<5-nn'o-jenl,

M.
( fur- + siilfliih-iitiin^if) + -<ir». ) A vellow

amorphous powiier, l'^IIN.,S,,, formed W ox-
idiKing sulpliocvanic acid with nitric acid,
chloriu, or hvdrogen peiMxid. Al.so called
fjliiHoxji.tulphii), i»ithi<>cfiitiio<ifn, ii.v<'Hi/ii,<H/f>Ai>-

ci/imoi/cii, and ry.iiio;;o( ,<n//>Aii(. I'mbaVily
identical with the yellow dye eanarin.

persulphuret (p'"''^'"il'fy-ret). h. [i>rr- t-s>il-

/i/iii'i 7. 1 Same as a *jxT.vM//iA«f.

persulphuric u'<''''-'"il-f<>'rik'>, ". [(wr- + »-m;-

/iAni'iV.
I
Notingan acid known only in aniieous

solution, as produced, with escape of oxygen,
when sulphur lieptoxid is brought into con-
tact with water. It is believed to have tlie

perturbator, h. a. in Knij. rrWi.v
lalor of property rights in a pew.

perturbatory, «. II. <i. rertnrbative; hav-
ing the property of perturbing.

Not to continue jif rtiirtxiNirv measures with a view to
pivniote . . , absorption t<«> loan,

^Viiif, I'riii, ami Pnic. of Meil.. |i, l.ssi, .V. K. It.

pertnrbd, ;>. «. A simplitled spelling of /»rr-
f«W>(i(.

peruscabin (r>e-rus'ka-bin), m. [Koriuatiou
nncertaiii.] .\ trade-i'iaine for beniryl benzo-
atc, fQll.t.'O.jlUH;, a ervstalline compound
found in I'eru balsam ana also made synthet-
ically. It is used in medicine." A solution of
it ill oil is called piriiol.

Peruv. .\n abbrt>viatioii of /Vi-nrxiN.

Peruvian. I. «i. Pamvlan bluabell. curmt —

.

*Wii.-(v/;. *,-,ir,,.f. Paruvlan pottery. - •

Peruvian slabs, n ii-a,!,- luinu- loi ,-ni,i,

fiMin Pern in tlat slabs very ilark in color ,m:
the pix>,lmt of spiHles of V/«ivn, in ijualitv kIriui niiifti
to Peruvian liall-nilibcr,

II. II. 3. t'l. A name applied to coli-nmney
(formless Ininpsof stamped biillioiil. from the
fact that it was struck in I'eru, although fre-
Hiieiitly in other colonies also,

pervagate UHVvfi-gal), t. f. ; iiret. and pp.
prrriiiiiitcil, jipr. itrriiniiitiHii. [I,. /loifK/nri.
wander through.] To wamier through.

l-onl Wavnilele. who, as we have s,>,-n. was In the
habit of jK-Veii.j.ifiiij; the nelchlairluHnl. . . . of coui»«>
came aci\»s Mr, Mowbray sisui after IIiaI Kentlrnuur*
ft.lvent. .VcrfiiHfr Coffins. Maniiiis ftliil MenhAlit, II.

pervasiveness (p<"'r-vA'siv-nes), «. The char-
acter of iH'ing pervasive.

The tnnlllions of the two ileitlea Inlemiltiijle ; and hotli
under certain cinliinstAiices carry the cow s lienil. The
jyreusiiviiesj of the Idea of Sunwomhlp in ICsvpt sup-
plies the link which llervHlotos does not furnlsli b> the
mere names of those KrMldesses,

(Wii.lXoiw, llonierlc ."'ynchrvmUm. |v SA.1.

perviabillty (jK''r'vi-a-biri-ti), ». [;n>nt(<»i«)
+ -iiW/tf.v.] In «>/<*/., 8pt><jifie iuductive ca-
pacity.]

The aiHvlflc Indnctlve CA)>ftclty or ix-iTiViln/ify of th«>
miHliuin. .Vi>>*fr, Khvtrlcity and M«Kiietlun, |v S7S,

pervlance (p<>r'vi-ans), m. [;w»rni>i(,<) +
-iiiiii .

j
.\ name (iropose*! for that pr«|H>rty

of a dielectric which admits of eleclntstatic
tlux or the conductance of lines of force.

perviset, ». See jxirct,*.

pes-', M. 2. In muxii' ; (,i) Same as i/i-oNNif
/>(i.v,< (which see. under f)<iw»"i. (ftl Same as
*(i<>(*(i<H.<.— 3. In ;>ii>.v., either of the two
quatrains which form the lirst part of a..sonnet.
.V. /•-'. /). Padaa oopulatlyl, in »>>i-fc/»Hi,i, Uw
i-opiltntory appendniti-s on the srveiith segment ,>< th»
Uxly III the nifties : i;,>iioiitMls.

The iiiiHllllr,! npiH-ndnites of Ihe seventh s,«nieiit III tin.
iiiaUw of the llelminthoniorplioiis UiploiHxTs aiv i-oin-
lliollly s|H<kell of AS "fviffS is.tiiifiifin. "if,
llion' simply, ns " male Kcliitalla,"

.4iimi/s (lu.f .Wii.,;. .Vqf. lliM., Nov.,

coniposition ll,S.,^>^,

"see';r..:..;,'";.w..M""\':!:f"'^ pertammont u"<'-<"-<»>''»><;"l\ » That which
pertains or belongs; a belonging. [Kar«>.]

The men of the t'nttihl States iHtssesa miiiie of the tlne«t
;ierrtii»iirteMts of the hlinian race, but they Ari» fftllures
w lieiv women ftix» itMicenieil,

f.'. .4fA,-rfcii. In I'onlemiairary Kev.. Sept.. t;«7. iv 4l\

' i^i4ioiaHls,"or,

imvi. p. ,M\

Paa ElCM, n ondilion ,.f i-tiiik-cnitnl hy|H'rln>phi of the
f.Hit. Paa Olfactortna, the inner laver of the lilfactory
bulk Paa planus, ihii foot,

pescadito ip''''-''li-<l<''tt^), m, [Sp., dim. of
litsiiiilii, a tish, < 1,. ii(,«»rH.N', ppr. of pim^iri,
fish, < />•,«>(',<, a flsh.l A common name of
l.fn<-ix,'us HJ)/tY,«vN.N-, a minnow of Ihe Kio
tirande basin.

peseta, ». 3. A silvercoin struck bv Christian
YU, of IVnmark for Iceland, tireeiilatid. and
the l-'aroe Islands, Cent da paaata. s,h- •v„(.

penpectograph, m. 9. An instrument for pertenencia U'er-te-nen'th«^-KV m. [Sp.,<Ml,. peshkush ux'sh' kush ), H. (Also i^xhrush,
drawing the pi'rspective of an object from its iirrtiHriitio. belonirinir: see iirrfiiicwiv.l It. noAAo-vA. ii,ii,<A*«,s/i. etc. : <. Vers. i>r,vAil-,i,<», a

j><*'*.li«>fore, ill front,

iig me pi'rspective of an object from its

orthogonal projectiuns, that is, its plan and
lnrliuriiliii, belonging: see /irrfiiiewiv. ] If.
Appurtenance; a poasossiou; pniperty.— 9.

pishhish, lUD.tliktisli, etc.

present, lit. flrst-fruits. >
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p^trie

the fingers and work (the flesh and muscles)
with a sort of eireular movement, with deep or
light pressure as indicated.

Grasping between his thnmb and four fingers those of
the patient he vetrieg all the circumference for a few
minutes. Maguirr, Art of Massage, p. 5". A'. E. D.

Petrified corn-cobs. See Halymenites.
Petrinize (pe'trin-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp.
Pdrinizid, ppr. Petrinizing. To give a Pe-
triue character to ; to imbue with Petrinism.
Petri plate. See Petri *di8li.

petrissage (pat-rf-sazh'), n. [F., < p4trir,

knead, < ML. "pisturire, < h.pistura, a pound-
ing (of grain, etc.), < pinscre, beat, pound.
See pestle, pistoyi.'} A manipulation in massage
in which the deeper parts are compressed and
rolled without friction of the skin.

Petrist (pe'trist), n. A disciple of Petrus
Lombardus.

petro-basilar (pet-ro-bas'i-lar), a. In anat.,

relating to the petrous portion of the temporal
bone and to the basilar portion of the sphenoid
and occipital bones.

Tile petro-basilar fissures are large and visibly pervious.
This condition is found occasionally: significance doubt-
ful • it is more frequent in young subjects.

An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol, 1896-98, p. 147.

petroblast (pet'ro-blast), re. [Gr. ncrpa, rock,
-I- li/MCToc, germ.] A name suggested by Di
Brazza and Pirennc for a supposed nucleus
believed by them to be present in a petroeel-

lule. Compare *petrocellule.

Large Petro-cellule of Quartz, showing two protoplas-
mic substances, and ixncle&r petroblagt

Knowledge, Aug., 1904, p. 183.

petrocellule (pet-ro-sel'ul), n. [Gr. verpa,

rock, + E. cellule.'] A name suggested by Bi
Brazza and Pirenne for the globular germ with
which they believe inorganic crystals begin
their separation from solution.

According to them [di Brazza and Pirenne], at the be-
ginning of the crystallisation a tiny globule is seen to
be differentiated from the uniform mass, being easily
recognisable on account of its difference in refractive
power. Studied closely, this globule shows within it

a slight 'petroplasniic net-work,' which shows an analogy
with the formation of animal and vegetable cells. Large
petro-celhde of Quartz, showing two protoplasmic sub-
stances, and nuclear petroblast Enlargement 750.

Knowledge, Aug. 1904, p. 183.

petrofracteur (pe-tro-frak-ter'), n. [F., < Gr.
mrpa, rock, -I- L. fractura, fracture.] A
trade-name of an explosive consisting of 67
per cent, potassium chlorate, 20 per cent.
potassium nitrate, 10 per cent, nitrobenzene,
and 3 per cent, antimony sulphid.

petrogenesis (pet-ro-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. Khpa,
rock, + E. genesis.^ The origination of rocks,
generally or collectively considered.
How far Hutton was in advance of his time on matters

relating to petrogenesis is illustrated by the fact that
more than half a century elapsed before his ideas found
expression in systematic treatises.

Smithsonian Rep., 1902, p. 290.

petrogenic (pet-ro-jen 'ik), a. [Gr. -Khpa,
rock, -t- -yei'TC, -produced, + -ic.J In geol.,

relating to the origin of rocks in general or of
special masses.
In a fully represented petrogenic cycle at a batholithic

area, then, the oldest intrusion sliould be a rock of gab-
broid (basaltic) composition and the youngest an acid
granite (chemically a rhyolite or quartz porphyry). Be-
tween these two an indefinite number of intermediate
rock-types varying according to their degree and kind of
differentiation from the syntectic— itself continuously
varying in composition— might be represented in dikes
or other satellitic fomis.

Am^r. Jour, Sci., July, 1908, p. 45.

Petrographical province. See *province.
petrol, re. 2. The lighter hydrocarbons from
petroleum which are used as fuel in the motor-
engines of vehicles and dirigible balloons;
gasolene.

The import of Kussian oil appears to be increasing and
that of American decreasing, and there was a great in-

crease in 1901 in the import of motor-car spirit or
"petrol." Athenmum, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 179.

petrol (pe-trol'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. petrolled,

ppr. petrolling. To fill or supply with petrol

:

as, to petrol a motor-car.

petrol. An abbreviation ot petrology.

petrolage (pet 'ro-laj), n. Ipetrol + -age.']

Same as *petroUzation. Lancet, July 18, 1903,

p. 186.

petrol-car (pe-trol'kar), n. A motor-car which
has an internal-combustion engine consum-
ing gasolene. [Great Britain.]

petrolene, ». 2. A name, first used by Bous-
singault, of the liquid portion of asphalt
occurring mixed in various proportions with
the solid ingredient asphalteue. Both these
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substances are probably themselves mixtures.
See *asphaltene.

petrol-engine (pe-tr6ren*jin), w. An engine
which uses gasolene directly for the generation
of power. See *petrol, 2.

petroleous (pe-tro'le-us), a. [petrole{um) +
-ous.] Containing, producing, or resembling
petroleum. [Bare.]
petroleum, n. Of the entire product of petroleum
throughout the world approximately 50 per cent, is fur-
nished by Russia, 40 per cent, by the United States, and
10 per cent, by Canada, Austria, Rumania, the Sunda
Islan-ls, Burmah, Japan, and (in quite small proportion)
Germany, South America, and Italy. Califoniia, Texas,
and Kansas have of late largely increased their output,
chiefly of crude fuel-oil, while in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
West Virginia there has been a diminished yield. It
should be noted that American and Russian petroleum
differ mjiterially in chemical composition, the former con-
sisting mainly of hydrocarbons of the paraffin series,
while the latter represent cliiefly naphthenes, isomeric
but not identical with the members of the oleflne series.— Petroleum briquet. See *6n5Mca.— SolidiHed
petroleum, an attempted solidification of petroleum for
use in ordinary grates. Two methods have been resorted
to, namely, the soaking up of the liquid by a porous
material, preferably itself combustible, such as dry,
spongy peat, and the producirtg of a jelly-like emulsion
by the addition of soap or oil and alkali to fomi a soap.
The products are apt to lose petroleum by oozing in hot
weather, and the value of the attempts is very doubtful,
since they involve a sacrifice of the special advantages
l>resented by liquid fuel.

petroleum-burner (pe-tr6'le-um-ber"ner), 11.

See *burner.

petroleum-engine (p§-tr6'le-um-en"jin), ».
An internal-combustion engine using crude
petroleum oil as a source of heat supply.
petroleum-jelly (pe-tr6'le-um-jel"i), re. Same
as mineral *jelli/.

petroleum-spirit (pe-tr6'le-um-spir"it), n. A
mixture of the lighter hydrocarbons from
American petroleum. The term is variously used,
but most commonlj is applied to a product of a density
of .71 to .74 and a boiling-point of about 90° to 140° C. It
is extensively used as a solvent in scouring, cleaning
printers' type, etc., forming a substitute for turpentine
in many applications.

petrolic (pe-trol 'ik), a. [petrol + -ic] 1.
Relating to, resembling, or produced from
petrol or petroleum : as, petrolic ether.— 2.
Relating to the management of petrol as used
in motor-cars.
An automobile for the petrolic instruction of army

officers. Autocar, July 19, 1902, p. 69. JV. F. D.

petrolizationXpefro-li-za'shon), re. [petrolise
+ ation.] The act or process of petrolizing:
specifically, the spreading of petroleum on
water which contains mosquito larvse, for the
purpose of destroying them.
The petrolization of mosquito-breeding pools is one of

the most important measures to be undertaken in the
warfare against mosquitoes.

L. O. Iloicard, Mosquitoes, p. 193.

petrolize, v. t. 2. To treat with petroleum;
specifically, to spread petroleum on (water
which contains mosquito larvee) ; kill by means
of petroleum, as the larvaj of mosquitos.
To the Italians we are indebted for a useful expression,

which we might just as well adopt, namely, to "petrolize,"
meaning to treat waters with kerosene.

L. O. Howard, Mosquitoes, p. 193.

3. To bum (a building) by means of petro-
leum, as in Paris during the supremacy of the
commune in 1871.

petrol-motor (pe-tr6rino'''tor), re. Agas-engine

;

any internal-combustion engine which uses
gasolene as a fuel.

petrologic (pet-ro-loj'ik), a. Same as petro-
logical.

Petrometopon (pet'^ro-me-to'pon), re. [NL.,
< Gr. n-erpa, rock, + nhuirov, forehead.] A
nenus of serranoid fishes.

Petromyzontes (pet " ro - mi - zon ' tez) , n. pi.
[PI. of Petromyzon (which see).] The lam-
preys, considered as constituting a class of
vertebrates. In this case the Marsipohranchii
or Cyclostomata as a whole are raised to a
super-class.

petrophilous (pe-trof'i-lus), a. [Gr. nerpa,
rock, -I- (j>i'Aelv, love.] Living upon or attached
to rocks, as certain gastropods.
petrosal. I. «.— Petrosal lobule. See*lobide.

II. n. 2. In ichth., same as prootic and
opisthotic.

petroseline (pet'ro-se-lin), a. [NL. Petrose-
linum (which see).^ Of or pertaining to pars-
ley: as the jjefroseMree family.

pe'trosulfol (pet-ro-sul'fol), Ji. lpetro{leum)
+ gulfiur), sulph(ur), + -ol.] A trade-name
of a bituminous product which contains sul-

phur. It closely resembles iohthyol in prop-
erties and uses but has a less disagreeable
odor.

pew
petrosum (pe-tr6'suai), n.

;
pi. petrusa (-sa).

[NL., neut. of petrosus, stony (bony), < petra,
rock.] In iciith. , same as spheiiotic and prootic.
The petrosum of Owen is the I'pistliotic of Parker, while
the petrosum of Hallmaim, Segemehl, and Erdl is the
prootic of Parker.

petrotympanic (pet-'ro-tim-pan'ik), a. and n.
[Gr. xerpa, rock, -t- E. 'tympanic] Noting the
cranial bone formed by" the fusion of the pe-
trosal and tympanic bones.
The canal for the internal carotid pierces the petro-tyrn-

panic. Airuir. Jour. Sci., March, 1904, p. 213.

pe-tsai (pa-tsi'), re. [Chin, pei-tsai ; pei, white,
tsai, vegetable.] The so-called Chinese cab-
bage (Brassica Pe-tsai), now somewhat grown
in American vegetable-gardens. It resembles
a gigantic Cos lettuce. The leaves and mid-
ribs are cooked and eaten.
petterdite (pet'er-dit), re. [Named after W.
P. Petterd of Tasmania.] An oxychlorid of
lead which occurs in thin white hexagonal
plates: found in Tasmania.

petticoat, re. 7. In elect., on an insulator for
outdoor service, a downward projectingmantle
intended to shed the rain-water.
The line insulators have five petticoats, decreasing in

size from top to bottom, and are made of porcelain.
Jour. Franklin Inst., May, 1903, p. 326.

petticoated, a. 2. In elect., having a petti-
coat. See ^petticoat, 7.

The terminals should be mounted on petticoated porce-
lain insulators and all parts of the lamp cap should be
strictly water-tight and no part exposed to the weather
should be made of any material other than gun metal,
brass, phosphor bronze, copper or similar metal.

Elect. Rev., Sept. 3, 1904, p. 332.

petticoat-insulator (pet'i-kot-in"gu-la-tor), n.

See *insulator.

petty-single (pet'i-sing''gl), «. A falconers'
term for the toe of a hawk.
Her foot a hand with petty singles instead of toes.

if. B. Michell, Art and Practice of Hawking, p. 20.

petune (pe-ton'), «. [See *petune, v., and
petuti.] The liquid employed in petuning.
In Cuba, where petuning was first practised, this liquid
is prepared by the extraction of tobacco stems, some-
times, at least, in a fluid containing ammonium cjir-

bonate. A hot solution of this is similarly used in the
United States, but here the liquid is frequently made of
rum, sour wine, licorice, etc., without extraction of stems.

At this stage the odor of the petune may be noticeable.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. No. 62, p. 18.

petune (pe-ton'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. petuned,
ppr. petuning. [F. petuner, to smoke tobacco,
< petun (which see).] To spray (tobacco),
during or after the sweating process, with a
special liquid (see *petune, re.), for the pur-
poses stated in the following quotation. See
*conditio)i, V. t., 7.

The fillers only and not the wrappers [of cigars], are
petitned, the intention being to give them a darker color,
an improved flavor, and the appearance and character of
a strong tobacco. U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. No. 69, p. 19.

petunzite (pe-tun'ztt), ??. [petuntze + -ite^.]

A name proposed by Collins for the granitic
rock commonly called in England Cornish
stone, a mixture of partially but not com-
pletely kaolinized feldspar with quartz and
little or no mica: used extensively in the
manufacture of chinaware.
pet-wood (pet'wud), re. [A corruption of the
Burmese name jietwoon.] The wood of Espcra
cordifoUa. See halmalUle.

peucedanin, «. 2. A tasteless crystalline
compoimd, CigHie04, found in the root of
Peucedanum officinale and Imperatoria Ostru-
thium.

pencil, peucyl (pu'sil), «. A mixture of ter-
pene hydrocarbons prepared by the distilla-

tion of terpene hydrochlorid with quicklime.
peucites (pii-si'tez), n. [Gr. irevK?;, the pine.]
Fossilized coniferous wood.

peucyl, n. See *peucil.

peumo (pa-o'mo), n. [Native name.] In
Chile, Cryptocarya Pcunms, a tree belonging
to the laurel family, the bark of which is used
in southern Chile for tanning.

pewi, J. ?. 2. To put or shut in a pew. [Rare.]
The same men who were as willingly pewed in the

parish church as their sheep were in night folds.

Examiner, 1831, p. 71. JV'. E. D.

pew* (pii), «. A thin stream of air or smoke;
a fine thin stream of breath escaping through
lips almost closed. [Scotch.]

Groups of little black dots moved across the green
meadows in which the farmsteading of the Shalloch-on-
Minnoch was set— a cheery little house, well thatched,
and with a pew of blue smoke blowing from its chimney,
telling of warm hearts within.

Crockett, Men of the Moss-Hags, xliv.



pewage

pewage (pu'aj), n. 1. The pews in a church,

colleolively
;' the arrangement of pews.

If any walk in the church with hat on, shall pay one

pen. . . . The former pewage was ver>' antient; two
pews bore the inscription l!i90 ; Lanclot Broane, c. 1621. c.

U. Paulson, Hist and Antiq. of Seigniory of Holder-
[ness, II. 288.

2. The amount paid for the use of a pew.

A letter was read from . . . the incumbent of the dis-

trict objecting on the ground that the services might
damage his income, arising almost entirely from "pete-

O'le." This '•pewaije,' >Ir. C— says, is necessarily high ;

whilst the services to the boys were to be entirely free.

(iuardian, Dec. 27, 1866, p. 1327.

pewey (pu'i), a. \^pew + -ey for -i/'.] Same
as pewy.

pewter, «. 5. A material made of calcined

tin, used in poILshing marble.

pewtery, a. II. ". 1. Pewter collectively.

—

2. A pewter closet; a place for keeping pewter.

pewy, o. 2. Like pews iu a ehur&h: said of

the going in hunting, where leaps (as over
fences) are frequent, as if over the back of

one pew after another with little room for

take-offs. [Rare.]

The WfjTking of the pack delighted . . . him . . . "My
word, the little Johnnies can go, ' he said. "I have n't

had better fun this aeaaon. It a a bit pewey ; I dont
seem to have been on terra firma for two minutes at a

time.
" Eyre lluesey. Miss Badsworth. il F. H., iii.

jwyote (pa-yo'ta), ti. [Mex. peijofe, < Nahuatl
pei/otl, ov peyutt] A name applied in certain

parts of Mexico to several low, fleshy, spine-

less plants, especially to Lophophora iruiiam-

sii, which is used medicinally and has narcotic

properties. Also written pellote. See *mcscal-
hutton.i.

peyotillo (pa-yo-tel'yo), n. [Mex. peyotillo,

diminutive of peijote.'] A small spineless cac-

tus, Pclecyphora aseUiformis, resembling the
peyote (Lophophora William.iii) in habit, which
grows in arid rocky soil near San Luis Potosi,

Mexico, and is offered for sale in the market
as a remedy for fevers and other maladies.

pezant, pezantry. Amended spellings of

peiiMint, peasantry.

Fezizales (pe-zi-za'lez), n. pi. [NL., < Peziza
+ -o/f.s.] An order of diseomycetous fungi
having the apothecia fleshy, superficial, and
frequently colored. It \A named from the prin-

cipal genus I'eziza. Sometimes written Pe:i-

:iiieie.

Pezizinese(pe-zi-zin'e-e),n. pi. 8eei*PezizaJes.

pezograph (pez'o-graf), n. [Gr. irfC'C (?). a
stalkli-ss mushroom, + ypapetn, write.] A pit-

ting, resembling a finger-mark, often observed
on the surface of a meteorite.

Pezo'jraphx, or finger-mark pittings. are visible on all

surfaces of the nvAm, yet varying notably on different

sides. On two sides they are few in number, and only

dim depressions — though still unmistakable in their

nature. Aimr. Jour. Sfi., April, 1903, p. 318.

pezza (pet'sS), n. [It.: see pifcc.] 1. A gold
coin of Leghorn of tlie value of 4 shillings.

—

2. A gold coin of the Medici family, dukes of

Florence or Etruria.— 3. A Tuscan money of

account. The pezza delta roaa or livornina is

worth 5i lire. •

pezzetta (pet-set'tii), «. [It., dim. of pezsa.

See *ptzzrt.'\ A billon coin of Monaco in the

eighteenth century, and of the Swiss canton
of Fribourg.

pf. An abbreviation (6) of perfect; (c) of pre-

ferred.

p. f. An abbreviation (a) of the Italian piu

forte, a little louder; (6) leaps.'] ot Procurator-
Fiscal.

Pfelffer bacillus. Same as influenza ^bacillus.

pferdekraft (pfer'de-kriift), «. [G., 'horse-

power': pferd, horse (see palfrey): kraft,

power (see c?-fl/(').] The horse-power of Ger-
man mechanical engineers ; the metric horse-

power, or 4,500 kilograms raised one meter in

one minute, which is 11 per cent, smaller than
Watt's horse-power of 3.'!,000 pounds raised

one foot in one minute. C. Hering, Conversion
Tabl.-s, p. 81.

Pfliiger's law of contraction. See *contrac-

tlOII.

p. O. An abbreviation (a) of Past Grand; (6)

of the Latin Pharmacopoeia Germanica, Ger-
man Pharmecoposia.

P. g. In ceram., the abbreviation of 'Paris

iiriniite,' a trade-name.

P. O. M. An abbreviation of Past Grand
MiisUr.
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Phacidiaceae (fa-sid-i-a'se-e), n. p?. [NL., <

PliackU(um) + -aceee.] A family of diseomy-
cetous fungi, so-named from the genus Pha-
cidiiini.

Phacidiales (fa-sid-i-a'lez), n. pi. [ISTL., <

Pliari(U{um) -t-'-«te.] An order of diseomy-
cetous fungi, so-named from the principal
family Pliacidiaceee. Called Phaeidiinese by
Engler and Prantl.

Phacidiineae (fa-sid-i-i'nf-e), n. pi. See *Pha-
e^diale.'S.

Phacidium (fa-sid'i-um), «. [NL. (Fries, Phaeophyceae (fe-o-fi'se-e), n. j)Z,

1815), < dim. of 6r. (paKdc, a lentil.] A large <j>ai6(;, dusky, + (pirnoQ, seaweed.]

phalaenid

phaeophore (fe'o-for), n. [Gr. (JKudi, dusky,
+ -<l>of>o(, bearing, < (jiipeiv, bear.] The light-
brown ehromatophore of the algse.

Phaeophragmiae (fe-o-frag'mi-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. (paii^, dusky, + (ppdy/ia, partition.] A
name applied by Saccardo to artificial divi-
sions of various families and orders of fungi,
especially those of the Pyrcnomycetcs and
Fungi Imperfecti, designed toinelude the genera
which have the spores brownish and 2- or
more septate.

"
"'

" [NL., <Gr.
One ot the

genus of diseomycetous fungi, type of the fam- four great classes of algse containing most of
ily Phacidiaceie, having ascocarps embedded those forms which are of a brown color. The
in the surface of the host, the upper covering vast majority of this class are marine,
rupturing at maturity in an irregular manner, phaeophycean (fe-o-fi ' se-an), ?i. One of
The spores are hyaline and unicellular. About the Pli^opltycese or brovra seaweeds.
70 species are known. P. abietiv urn oecuis on phaeophycean-starcll(fe-o-fi'se-an-stareh'', n.

the fir needles in Europe and America. A name given to bodies i'ound in certain Fu-
phacoidal (fa-koi'dal), a. [phacoid + -aP.] phseophyccee, which are built up of concentric
Lens-like : referring to the form assumed by layers and attached to the chromatophores.
certain rock masses by shearing and flowage
in metamorphism.
In like manner, when the basic dykes are obliquely

traversed by lines of disruption, they are deflected, atten-
uated, and within the shear zones appear frequently as
pbacoidal masses amid the reconstructed gneiss.

Hep. Brit. Agti'n Adcancement of Sci., 1901, p. 617.

phacometer (fa-kom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. (paKdc, len-

til (lens), + ptrpov, measure.] An instrument
for determining the constants of lenses.

PhacopS (fa'kops), n. [NL., < Gr. ^nno^, a
lentil, a mole, + uif), face.] A genus of trilo-

bites typical of the proparian family Pha-
copidee, with elliptical or oval carapaces,
semicircular cephala with rounded gonal an-
gles, anterior lateral lobes fused with the

frontal lobe to form a large swollen cranidium,
and reduced posterior lateral lobes. The eyes

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 272.

phaeoplast (fe'6-plast), «. [Gr. ipaidc, dusky,
-f -Aaaror, < -Aaaaeiv, form.] One of the brown
coloring-bodies or plastids in the cytoplasm of

the brown algre, Phieophycex, as distinguished
from the red plastids (rhodoplasts) of the red
algsB, Uhodophycex.
The chromatophores of the higher brown Algae (Phreo-

phyceai) and most of the red (Rhodophycese) have the dis-

coid fonn characteristic of chloroplasts. They might be
called p/i«o/>;«»fs and rhodoplasts if one wished to classify
plastids according to their color.

Amer. Nat., May, 1904, p. 378.

phaeoretin (fe-or'e-tin), ». [Gr. ^a«if, dusky,
-t- priTivri, resin.] One of the resinous sub-
stances remaining after the crystalline sub-
stances have been removed from rhubarb
extract. /Jwcfr, Med. Handbook, VI. 974.

are large, prominent, and schizochroal, the phaeosic (fe-6'sik), a. [Gr. <;,m6c, dusky, -f

pleura rounded, and the pvgidinm semicircu- -o«c (f) + -tc] Noting an acid obtained from

lar with entire margin. "The genus ranges sweet-bay, Laurus nobdis.

from the Silurian to the Upper Devonian. phaeosin ( fe ' 9 - sin ), n. lphmos(ic) + -in2.]

phacosclerosis (fak'o-skle-ro'sis), n. [Gr. Sa""""^
*^'''*'^''*"'

f''"'•
^

(pcKoa a lentil (lens), + OK/J/puaic, hardening.] Phaeosporae (fe-os po-re), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Induration of the crystalline lens of the eye. <'«»'?' dusky, + avopa, seed (spore).] A name

phacoscopio (fak-o-skop'ik), a. Pertaining to

the pliacoscope or to its use: a.s, phacoscoptc
images ; jihacoseopic experiments. F. B. Titch-

eiicr, Kxper. Psychol., I. ii. 237.

phacoscotoma (fak"o-sko-t6'raa), n. [Gr. oaxd;,

applied by Saccardo to artificial divisions of
various families and orders of fungi, espe-
cially those of the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi
Imperfecti, made to include the genera which
have the spores simple, ovoid, and brown.

a lentil (lens), + oxoruyn, darkness of vision phaeospore (fe'o-spor), »i. [Gr. (>oz(if, dusky,

(used in sense of 'dizziness'), < aaiToc, dark-
ness.] Opacity of the crystalline lens.

-I- a-op(i, seed (spore).] The spore, usually a
zoospore, of the brown alga3. [Rare.]

Spider Phaeton.

Phacotidae ( fa-kot'i-de), n. pi. [NL. Phacotus phaeosporous (fe-os'p6-rus), a. [pheeospore +
+ -idre.] A family of a/fl-ffiV/opAom having a -"»'<•] Of or pertaining to the brown sea-

greenish body surrounded by a thick shell- weeds.

membrane which the body incompletely fills pha8ton,>^- Deml-maU phaSton, a heavy phaeton

and which is frequently bivalved. It includes
Phacotus, Coccomonas, Ckloraster, and several

other genera.

Phacotus (fa-ko'tus), n. [NL.] The typical

genus of the family Phacotidse. Perty, 1852.

Phaeacian (fe-a'shan), a. and n. [L. Phseacia,

< Gr. <taiaKia', + -aii.] I. a. Of or belonging to

Phieacia, or Scheria, an island described by
Homer, doubtfully identified with the modern
Corcyra.

II. An inhabitant of Phseacia, or Scheria

;

hence, a gourmand, the Phteaciaus havingbeen
noted for their luxury.

phaeism, pheism (fe'izm), «. [Gr. ipaioc,

duskv, -f -(««!.] Homoeochiomatism of a
duskV shade. [Kare.J Cambridge Nat. Hist.,

VI. 337.

phaenozygous, a- Same as phenozygous.

phaeocyst (fe'o-sist), n. [Gr. «>a((if, dusky, dun,
brown, + xiorif, bladder (cyst).]

of a plant cell. Decaisne.

Phaeocystina (fe-o-sis-ti'nil), n. pi. [Gr. ipacdc,

dusky, + KVfrric, tladder, pouch, + -ina.] A
famify of radiolarians, of the order Tripylaria,

without skeleton or with loose skeletal struc-

tures, and with the central capsule in the

center of the sj)herical body. It contains the

genera Phieodinia, Aulacantha, and Aulac-

having a platfonn coach-gear instead of the perch-gear
which is used in the

mail phaeton. — Dicky-seat
phaeton, a carriage havii^ a
stanhope body elongated by
Iheaciditionof a dicky-seat for

the driver, suspended upon
four €-springs.

—

Dog-cart
phaeton, a dog-cart trans-

formed into a phaeton by
mounting the boily on a four-

wheeled gear.— Spider phae-
ton. See the cut.

phaetonette (fa ' e - to -

net'), )i. Y])h<wton + -ette.l A motor-car built

on the lines of a phaeton, but without the
driver's seat or box in front of the passengers'
seat, and with no rumble at the rear.

Phagocytic index. See '•index.

phagocytolysis (fag'o-si-tol'i-sis), »;. [phago-
cyte + Or. >,i o/f, dissolution.] The disintegra-

tion of a phagocyte; phagolysis.

Themic'leus phagolysis (fa-gol'i-sis), n. \_phago{cyte) +
Gr. >.io(f, dissolution.] The destruction of

phagocytes, as by cytotoxins.

Metchnikoff ascribes the leucopenia to destruction of

the cells and uses the term ^'phayolysis" t« express it.

. . . That there is phapolysig at all has been streiniously

denied by some. Durham convinced himself that the
leucopenia is due solely to clumping or balling of the

leucocytes, in which condition they are swejit by i)eri8-

talsis towards the omentum and other peritoneal surfaces

on which they are deposited.
Jour. Med. liesearch, July, 1908, pp. 6, 7.

phacellus (fa-sel'us), n.

Same as phacella.

S.— 62

pi. phacelli (-i).

tinium.

Phaeodidyinae(fe-o-did'i-me), n. ;>?. [NL., phagolytic (fag-o-lit'ik), fl. [phagolysis."] Re-

< Gr. O'i'of, dusky, + <^i(ivuoi:, double.] A lating to or consisting in phagolysis or destruc-

name applied by Saccardo to artificial divi- tion of the white blood-corpuscles. Jour. Med.

sions of various families and orders of fungi, Research, Dec, 1907, p. 263.

especially those of the Pyrenomycetes and phalaenid (fa-le'nid), n. and'rt. I. n. A
Fungi Imperfecti, designed to include the genera member of the family Phaleenidie.

which have the spores brownish and unisep- II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

tate.
'

ing to the family Phalsenida.



phalange 978 phantoscope

phalange, »• 4. Same as *]>hala>igii<l.

Phalangeal formula. See *formuUi.
phalanger, »— Pygmy phalangor. Same as ojjos-

+ -m2.] A toxalbumin contained in the fungi phanerozonate (fan"e-i'6-z6'nat), a. IPhane-
Amanita phalhndes, A. viresceiis, A. citrina, A. roz(in{ia) + -ate/] Having the characters of the-

Candida, and others. Its action is similar to Phanerozonia, a division of starfi.shes in which
that of riciu and abrin. the plates on the margins of the arms are well

phalangic, a. 2. In mil., pertaining to or piiallineCJ (fa-lin'e-e), w.p?. Sea *PliaUaJes. developed.
oharaoteristic of a phalanx. phalloid, «. II. w. A member of the fungous Phanerozonia(fan'e-r6-z6'ni-a), n.pZ. [NL.,
phalangid (fa-lan'jid), n. and a. Same as family Phallacex. Nature, Sept. 3, 1903, p. < Gr. <faveii6i; visible,' + Zuvr/, girdle.] An
*l>hnln>iiiiid. 421. order of euasterian starfishes characterized by
Phalangidse (fa-lan'ji-de), n. pi. The typical phallopod (fal'o-pod), n. [Gr. 0a/./fif, penis, the prominent development of the marginal
family of the Phalanqidea (which see). + n-oi'f (^od-), foot.] In Chilognatha, one of plates. The genera comprised in the order
phalangigrade, a. II. n. One of the Pha- tjjg appendages, either the anterior or the range from Devonian to recent time.
J.

:
r. .-

„

1 11 posterior pair of the seventh segment, bearing phansigar (fan'si-giir), ji. [Hindi phdnsigdr,

the seminal pouch and duet. Compare *ooteo- a stratigler, < j)7iaHS(, a noose.] A thug.

pod. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov., 1903, phantascope, «.

p. 516.

phanal, «. Same a,sfanal.

He flashes like & phaiial. all men catch
The flame, Rome 's just accomplished 1

Browning, Sordello, iv. 395.

'lanqiijrada. as a camel or llama.

phaiangigrady (fa-lan'ji-gra-di), n. [pha-
lanijigrade + -y3.] The habit of walking on
the phalanges. See phalangigrade.

phalanglid (fa-lan'ii-id), n. and a. I. «. A
member of the family Phalangiidx.

II, a. Having the characteristics of or be
loufjing to the family Phalangiidir.

phalangioid (fii-lan'ji-oid), a. and n. [NL. phaneric(fa-ner'ik), a. [Gr. ^>ai>cp(ir, visible,

+

'Pliahiii)jiiiid(ea).] I.' a. Having the charac

teristies of or belonging to the superfamily

Phalangioidea.

II. H. A member of the superfamily Pha-
langioidea.

phalangitis (fal-an-ji'tis), n. [Gr. (pd?.ay^,

phalanx, + -His.] Inflammation of one or

more of the phalanges of the fingers or toes.

Lancet, ilay 30, 1903, p. 1526.

phalangology (fal-an-gol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

<l>a/jiyi {(j>a'/.ay-), phalanx, + -?.oyia, < "kkyeiv,

speak.] The pretended 'science' of telling

fortunes by studying the fingers.

When studying finger tips, or "phalangoloriii," &s it

(fortune-telling by the fingers) is called, the length of the

tips above the ball of the finger must be noted.
Kansas City Daily Times, June 15, 1903.

phalansteric (fal-an-ster'ik), a. Same as
plialannterian.

Phalansterina (fal"an-ste-ri'na), n. pi. [Nil.

PliaUinster{ium) + -ina.] A family of choano

-ic] In j><?<ro(/., visibly crystalline ;
phanero

crystalline : applied to crystals which are visi

ble without the aid of a magnifyinsr-glass.

phanerite (fan'e-rit), a. and n. [Gr. 0npfp<5f,

visil)le, + -ite^.'i I. a. Visible or exposed to

See fantascope.

phantasime (fan'ta-sim), n. [Prob. It. fanta-
sima, a phantasm'.] A word used by Shak-
spere in the following passage and in one
other in the same play (v. i. ; there spelled
phantasim) probably in the sense of 'a pban-
tastic being.' Funiess suggests that he "may have
had in mind the Greek meaning of [itnyrairriii] making a
show or parade."

This Armado is & Spaniard that keeps here in court
A rhantasime, a Monarcho, and one that makes sport
To the Prince and his Booke-mates.

Shak., Love's Labor Lost, iv. L
observation: used in geology of rocks which phantasm, n. 4. In psychol: (o) A memory
outcrop

II. n. Inpcfrojr., aphanerocrystallinerock;
a rock whose component crystals can be seen
with the unaided eye.

phanerocephalous (fan"e-ro-sef'a-lus), a. [Gr.

(pave/io^, visible, + KE^a//)j'head. + -oi(S.] Hav-
ing an evident prostomium which sometimes
bears eyes, sensory processes, tentacles, and
palps, as in some polychsetous annelids: con-

trasted with cryptocephalou^.

Phanerodon (fa-ner'6-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

(jiavepS^, visible,' + bSovc [boovT-), tooth.] A
genus of surf fishes (Embiotocidee) inhabiting

the waters of the California coast.

Phanerogamic botany. See *botany
flagellate infusorians,which consists of colonial p}ja,nerogenic (fan"e-r6-jen'ik), a. [Gr.

animals, each individual in a granular gelati-

nous tube, with the collars narrow, conical, and
of constant shape. The colonies form flat ex-

pansions or a dichotomously branching stock.

It includes the genus Phalansteriuin.

Phalansterium
(fal-an-ste ' ri-

um), "

n. [NL.
See phalan-
stery.'] The typi-

cal genus of the

family Phalan-
sterina. Cien-

kowsky, 1870.

phalanstery, ».

2. A communal
house of a prim-
itive tribe.

phalanx, n. 6.
In entom., any
one of the joints

of the tarsus.
—Metacarpal
phalanx, the first

phalanx of each
finger which is

articulated with the corresponding metacarpal bone.—
Uetatarsal phalanx, the first plialanx of each finger

articulating witli the corresponding metatarsal bone.

phalara (fal'a-rii), n. pi. [Gr. (pd/japa, pi]
See *phalera.

phalera (fal'e-ra), n.
;
pi. phalerx (-re). [L.,

< Gr. <l>d>.apa,'pL] A metal disk or boss worn
on the breast as an ornament by men, espe-

Phalansterium digitatum
tS. Kent).

£, collared cells.

^awpof, visible, + -yevoc, produced, + -ic] In

petrog., formed of easily recognizable miner-

als, as a roek. Same as *phanerie and *phan-
eromeric. Haiiy.

phaneromania (fan"e-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. (jxivipog, visible, +- /lavla, mania.] An un-

controllable habit of picking at loose bits of

skin, warts, hangnails, etc.

phaneromeric (fan"e-ro-mer'ik), a. [Gr
(j>avcpii(, visible, + mpo^, part, + 4c.]

*phanerogenic and *phaneric.

phaneron (fan'e-rou), n.
;
pi. phanera {-TO).

[NL., < Gr. (pawpdv, neut. of (pavcpdc, visible,

manifest, < ^aivea6ai, appear.] Whatever is

in any sense present to the mind, whatever its

cognitive value may be, and whether it be ob-

jectified or not. A term proposed by C. S.

Peirce in order to avoid loading 'phenome-
non,' 'thought,' 'idea,' etc., vrith multiple

meanings.

Phanerophlebia (fan^e-ro-fle'bi-ii), n. [NL.
(Presl, 1836), < Gr. ^awpof, visible ("free"),

-f (p?.exj) (^AE,3-), a vein, in allusion to the two
lower free veins.] A genus of simply pinnate
polypodiaceous ferns, closely allied to Pohj-

stichum, but distinguished by their habit and
pinnate, more or less anastamosing venation,

and by having the sori disposed in several

interrupted rows. There are about 9 species,

natives of continental middle America, one of

which, P. auriadata, extends northward to

Texas and New Mexico

image, (b) An image of imagination. [Rare
and obsolescent in both senses.]

In the earlier days of the English language, the repre-
sentative power was called imagination, or phantasy, and
then images and phantasms were appropriately and liter-

ally applied to its objects.

A'. Porter, Human Intellect, p. 253.

phantasmagorist (fan-taz'ma-go-rist), n.

lphanta.sniagor{ia) + -isi.] One who produces
a phantasmagoria ; one who is the author of

fantastic ideas. [Bare.]

Certainly, the more you examine those arch phantas-
•magorists, the philosophers who would leave nothing in

the universe but their own delusions, the more your in-

tellectual pride may be humbled.
Bulwer, A Strange Story, Isxi.

phantasmascope (fan-taz'ma-skop), n. [Gr.

<pdvTaa/ia, phantasm, -I- anonsiv, view.] Same
as phenakistoscope.

phantasmograph (fan-taz'mo-graf), «. [Gr.

(pdi'Toa/ia, phantasm, -1- ypd(peii', write.] In
photog., an apparatus for printing lanteru-

slides. The negative and the lanteni-plate are placed
in contact at one end of a long box, while light is admit-

ted by a hinged door at the other end. By this niean&
extraneous light is excluded. 5(flnd. Die.

Same as phantast, n. Beefantast.

phantom. I. «. 4. A phantom crystal.— 5.

A map or diagram of the magnetic field made
by strewing iron filings upon a plate of glass

or other smooth surface and allowing them to

arrange themselves along the lines of force.

—Electric phantom, the representation of an electrti-

static field in a liquid dielectric by means of suspended
particles which tend to arrange themselves spontane-
ously along the lines of force. The phenomenon is analo-

gous to the so-called magnetic phantom, but in three

dimensions.

The production of the electric phantom by conducting^
powders in dielectric liquids.

Science Abstracts, VL, Sec A, p. 115.

Magnetic phantom, the pattern produced by tlie-

i^

cialiy as a military decoration, or used to PhaneropleUTOn (fan'e-ro-plii'ron), n. [NL.,
"

'"

'

<Gr.i;fK2i'fp<if, visible, +'TP.Et'f)(if, rib.] A genus
of extinct dipnoan fishes of the subclass /)/'/>-

noi and family Ctenodontidx, characterized by
triangular upper dental plates with straight

and crenulated radiating ridges, a long dorsnl

fin continuous with the caudal or tail fin, small

and separate anal fin, and very thin cycloid

scales marked with delicate radiating stria?.

It occurs in the Old Red Sandstone (Devonian)

adorn the harness of horses

phalerate (fal'e-rat), a. [L. phaUratus, pp.
of jihalerare, 'adoni with trappings. See
*phulera.] Adorned with trappings ; orna-

mented. [Rare.]

Phaleucian (fa-lu'sian), a. [L. Phaleucius

(for Phuliecius), pertaining to Phalsecus, +
-an.] Same as Phalseeean.

Phallaceae (fa-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Phallus

{see phallus, 3) + -aceee.] Afamily of basidi of Europe and Canada,

omycetous fungi. Sanie''a8 Phalloidex, which phaneropterid (fan-e-rop'te-rid), n. and a. I.

is an incorrect form. «• A member of the orthopterous family

Phallales (fa-la'Iez), n. pi. [NL., < Phallus PhancropteridsB.

(see phallus, 3) + -ales.] An order of basidi- . II. «• Havmg the characters of or belong-

omycetous fungi, which consists of the two uig to the faimly PhaneropteridiB.

fainilies Clathracc^ and Phallacese. Many of phanerozoic (fan"e-ro-zo ik), a. [Gr. <pavep6c

the species have a very unpleasant odor, on visible, + f^oi, animal, + -jr.] Of or per- _,_^ ..„.,

account of which they are commonly known taming to animals that live m places that are
p^antoscope (fan'to-skop), n. [Gr. ^vt6^, visi

an stinkhorns. Sometimes called P/inH««e«. exposed to the daylight.
,^, ^ ..,,,. ble, +(TKojrm'. see.] 1. Aform of kaleidoscope,

^v,ni/.-il ^fol'i Won n SflTTiA n« nhallic iThe] cryptozoic fauna imperceptibly blends with what
jjjygnted bv "W. S. Simpson, with an aperture-

SaKflltftI\lh.SS^(^^^^^^
^''"^^ "'--'"-'

""J-rS'^,L^:;ry.'';^^TB. - -l„/;..„w...,/o,iiects can he^ntro-

Magnetic Phantom.

arrangement of iron filings along the lines of force of a
magnetic field.

II. /(.—Phantom circuit. See *«'rrH/(.— Phan-
tom corpuscle. See *c()rj)!«rf(?.—Phantom crystal,
a crystal, as of quartz or calcite, which exhibits within a
distinct crystalline outline sometimes parallel to the

external surface butoften pertaining to a different form :

it marks a stage in the growth of the complete crystal.

phantomic (fan-tom'ik), a. [phantom + -ic]

Of the nature of a phantom; phantomatic.

Also phantomical.

in the end into which objects can be Intro-



phantoscope

dueed.— 2. A form of moving-picture machine
invented by Francis Jenkins.

phar., pharm. ['. c. or cap.'] Abbreviations
(a) of iihurmriceutical ; (6) oi pharmacopoeia ;

(c) of pJiai-macy.

Pharaoh's com. Same as mummy-wheat.
pharbitis-seed (far-bi'tis-sed), n. [Pharbitis,

appar. of E. Indian origin, + E. seed.] The
seed of Pharbitis nil, a oonvolvnlaceous plant,

growing wild in Bengal. It is in general use
in India as a safe and valuable purgative, in-

termediate in activity between rhubarb and
jalap. The native name is kaJadana.

Fhar. D. An abbreviation of the Late Latin
Pharnidcix Doctor, Doctor of Pharmacy.

Pharetrones (far-e-tro'nez), n. pi. [NL., for

*Pharctreones, pi., < Gr. (tiapcrpedp, quiver.]

A group of calcareous sponges having thick
walls with the canal system, when present,
like that of the Lithistidie, and with spicules
arranged in solid anastomosing fibers. They
range from the Devonian to the Cretaceous.

pharissean (far-i-se'an), a. [L. pharisse{us) +
an.] Same aa Pharisaic.

Phar. M. An abbreviation of the Late Latin
Phiirmacim Magister, Master of Pharmacy.
pharmacal (far'ma-kal), a. [Gr. iaouaKov, a
drug, + -rt/t.] ^ame as pharmaceutical.

pharmacodynamical (fiir "ma-ko-di-nam ' i -

kal), a. Same as pharmacodynamic.
Pharmacol. -Vn abbreviation of pharmacohgy.
pharmacologia (far"ma-ko-lo'ji-a), n. [XL.]
Same as pharmacology.
phannacomania (fa.r'ma-ko-ma'ni-a), «.

[NL., < Gr. (fidp/ioKov, drug, + //awo, madness.]
Excessive fondness for taking or prescribing
drugs.

pharmacopedia (fSr'ma-ko-pe'di-a), ». [Gr.
i^puanov, a drug, + Trankia, instruction.] In-

struction concerning the properties of drugs;
that part of medical science which deals with
the properties and preparation of drugs and
raeiiicines.

pharmacopedic (fiir'ma-ko-pe'dik), a. Iphar-
mac»ped(ia) + -ic] Pertaining to or of the
nature of pharmacopedia.
pharmacopediCS (far'ma-ko-pe'diks), n. [PI.

of pharmacopedic. See ^ics^ Same as *phar-
macopedia.
pharmacopoeia, «. 3. A collection of drugs.
pharmacopoeist (far'ma-ko-pe'ist), n. [phar-
iiKicuiia'ia) + -ist.] One who has compiled a
pharmacopoeia.
pharmacopolic (far'ma-ko-pol'ik), a. [See
jiharmaciipolist.] Drug-selling. [Rare.]
pharmacoposia (far"ma-k6-p6'si-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ipiip/iOKoi; a drug, + Troaic, a beverage.]
A medicinal liquid, usually a cathartic.

pharmacotherapy (far'ma-ko-ther'a-pi), n.

[Gr. i^aptKiKov, drug, -I- dtpa-tia, medical treat-
ment.] The treatment of disease by means of
drugs.

pharmacy, "— Ciiemicalphannac7,practicaiiT the
iMwtie a.s phitrmaceutical chemistnj ; that branch of cnem-
istry which relates t^» phanuacy.

pharmic (fiir'mik), a. [Gr. <tidpu(aKov), drug,
+ -ic Cf. alexipharmic] Relating to drugs
or to pharmacy,
pharyngeal. I, ».— Pharyngeal choke, cronp,
septum. See •kchfike'^, eto.

II. H— Inferior i>r lower pharyngeal, \n fishes,

one of a pair of iHnies behiinl the f..iirtli Kill-arch. They
are mnally toothed and Beparate, thoii^rh they are some-
times united into a single median htme. They are the
remains of a fifth arch.— Superior pharyngeal, in

fishes, one of a series of brmes sitnated alonn tlie upper
ends of the (fill-arches. They usually bear teeth, and
typically there is one on each side of each arch, though
tiiey are in different jfronps variously unite<l and moui-
fled.— Suspensorr pharyngeal, the superior phai-yn-

geal of the first ^ill-arch in fishes. It is usually styliforra

and t^xithless, and suspends the gill-arches from the
cranium.

pharyngic (fii-rin'jik), a. Same at^ pharyngeal.

pharyngitis, «— Atrophic pharyngitis, chronic
pharynifitift niarl<ed i>y de.itriicti<>ii of tlic irlands in

the mucous membrane.— Hypertrophic pharyngitis,
chronic intlanunation resulting in lliirivfuin^ of tlie mu-
cous membrane of the pharynx : often a precursor of the
atrfiphic form,— Pharyngitis sicca, inflammation of

the mucous membrane of tlic pharynx, with atrojthy of

the membrane and scantiness of secretic»n.— PtllegmO-
nOUS pharyngitis, acute inflammation, with abscess for-

mation. <»f tne mucous membninc of the phiirynx.

pharyngobranchial (fa-ring-go-brang'ki-al),

(/.and)!. I. a. Hame an pharyngobranch.
II. n. Hamo aa superior *i>haryngeal.

pharyngocele (fS-ring'go-sel), n. [Gr. <l>dpvy^

{(^pvyy-), pharynx, + kj//i, tumor.] A pouch-
ing of the wall of the pharynx near its junc-
tion with the esophagus.
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pharyngo-epiglottic (fa-ring'go-ep-i-glot'ik),
a. Pertaining to both the larynx and the epi-
glottis.

pbaryngognathous, a. 2. Having the lower
pharyngeals united: said of the labroidfishes.
pnaryngohyal (fa-rmg-go-hi'al), n. [Gr.
ifidpv} { ((papvyy-), pharynx, + E. hy(oid) + -n/i.]

The most dorsal of the series of cartilages in
the hyoid arch of fishes. Same as hyomandi-
bular.

pharyngolaryngitis (fa-ring-g^-lar-in-ji'tis),

«._ [NL., < Gr. (papvj^ '{(papvy/-), pharyiix, +
?.dpv/^ (?.apvyy-), larynx, -1- -itis.] Inflamma-
tion of the mucous membrane of both the
pharynx and the larynx.

pharyngopalatine (fa-ring-go-pal'a-tin), a.

[Gr. <fdpv}^ (dapvyy-), pharynx', + lii jjahitiim,
palate, + -inc'^.] Same as palatopharyngeal.
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 232.

pharyngoparalysis (fa-ring'go-pa-ral'i-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. oupvji' (ipapvyy-), pharynx, -f Trapd-

/.vac(, paralysis.] Paralysis of the muscles of
the phamyx.
pharyngoplegic (fa-ring-go-ple'jik), o. [pha-
rynipipbiKia) + -ic.] Pertaining to or suifer-
iug from pharyngoplegia.
pharyngoplegy (fa-riug-go-ple'ji), n. Same
as pharyngiiplegia.

pharyngorrhagia (fa-ring-go-ra'ji-ii), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (?api';f (Cnipvyy-), pharynx, + -payia, <
pTi)vvvat, break.] Hemorrhage from the pha-
rynx.
pharyngostenosis (fa-ring^go-stf-no'sis), «.

[NL., < Gr. oripi'jf (^pt');-), pharynx, 4- arf-

vucir, narrowing.] Marked narrowing of the
lumen of the pharynx.

pharyngotome (fa-ring'go-tom), n. [Gr.

^apfjf (0api77-), throat, + repvecv, cut.] Asur-
gieal instrument for making an incision into
the pharynx.

phasameter (fa-sam'e-ter), n. Same as *pAfl»f-

mttcr.

phascaceous (fas-ka'shius), a. Relating to or
having the characters of the Phascaccso.

phascolome (fas'ko-16m), n. [See Phascolo-
mys.] An animal of the genus Phascolomys;
a wombat.

phase^, n. 4. In «tefi«fo'coJ»M«eA., the condition
of a system with respect to configuration and
velocity. J.W.Gibbs.— 5. In m«fA., the angle
made with the positive ray of the x-axis by
the radius vector from the origin to the point
representing a complex number, taken be-
tween O and 2 ff or between — t and -I- tt; the
amplitude or argument a in the trigonometric
form of a complex number, p (cos a + i sin a).

— 6. In elect., the time or angle at which an
electric wave reaches a certain relative value,

as the maximum or zero.— 7. laphys. chem.,

one of the diflfereut homogeneous substances
of which a heterogeneous thermodynamic
system consists. If ice ami salt are mixed there
soon exist three liomogeneous substances in the system,
namely, brine, ice, atul solid salt All the ice existing at
agiven moment is one phase, all the solid salt existing at
that moment i.^ a second phase, and the brine produced
ui> to that moment is a third phase.— Conservation Of
density In pheise. .See *c«(i)tfri«fi"ii.— Conservation
of extension In phase. Sec -kcnscrvatwn.— Exten-
sion of phase. .See*cx^c«jfM</t,—in phase, synchronous
as hi pliiuse : said of two or more i)eri(»dic motions or
cyclic pnx;esses of whatever nature, and sj)eciflc:dly of al-

ternating currents or of the machines which produce
them. Ti> be permanently in phase, not only must the
cyclic priK-csses agree as Ut phase at a given instant, but
the frequency nmst be the same for all. Also iVi step.—
Phase-angle, the angle which gives the difference
of pltase between two hannonic or periodic motions

;

specifically, in flirt, .the angle between two alternating
eurrenta or between the curi'ent and electromotive force

in acircuit— Phase converter. See -kcnnverter, X—
Phaae-dlagram, a diagram whicll exhibits the phase
relations in an alternating-cuiTent circuit.— Phase dif-
ference. See *i;i/<rc/icc.— Phase-displacement, in

elect., the angle which measures the difference of phase
between two alteni,ating currents ot between the current
and electromotive force in a circuit.— Phase Of a com-
plex quantity, x + i;/, the angle 9 determined by x = r
en^ 9, y = r sm 0. whiere r = \

x + iif \ , the mo<iulu8.

—

Phase rule, in vftifs. chem., a proposition determining
the form of tlie law of e<|uilibriuni of a thermodynamic
sy.stem, which was established by J. W. Gibbs and which
states that the number of ilegrecs of freed<»m of the sys-

tem is equal t^^ the number of comjionents of the system
increased by two and decreased by the number of phases
in which it exists. Supjiose a system composed solely of

water, and existing in the three phases, liquid water,

solid water or ice, and vapor of water: this system de-

pends on pressure ami tenii>erature for its e<|Uilibrium.

The number of compcments is one : the number of phases
is three. If we put V f«»r the number of degrees of free-

dom, or the variance, as it is often called, n for the num-
ber of components, and <fr for the number of phases, we
get V = n 4- 2 —

«f»
= O, which indicates that the system

has no degree of freedom ; this agrees with the fact of

phasotropy
observation that the system can exist at only one tem-
perature and at only one pressure. The temperatme is
0.007" C. : if we increase the temperature, the ice melts;
if we decrease it, the water freezes. The pressure is 4.57
millimeters ot mercury : if we increase it, the vapor phase
disappeai-s ; if we diminish it, the water and ice evapo-
rate. In case of each change the equilibrium no longer
exists, and the system is replaced by a different system
having fewer phases. In the case of a system consisting
of liquid water and water vapor, one component and two
phases give, according to the rule, one degree of freedom

;

accordingly, we may make the temperature what we
please, but there is a given pressure correspionding to
each temperature ; or we may make the pressure what
we please, but there is a given tempei-ature correspond-
ing to each pressure : we can give an arbitrary value to
only one condition ; if we vary, independently, two con-
ditions we destroy the equilibrium of the system and so
produce a different system. Suppose that the tempera-
ture is 20° C. ; tlie pressure con-esponding to this is 17.36
millimeters of mercury. Suppose that in this system, at
this temperature, we make the pressure two hundred
millimeters of mercury, the vapor is condensed to a
liquid, and the equilibrium of the system and the system
itself are destroyed. So also if we make the pressure
less than 17.36 millimeters the water entirely evaporates,
and the system is destroyed.
Furthermore, this glory is more and more resplendent

every day : more and more cleai'ly the author of the phase
rule appears as the initiator of a chemical revolution ;.

and many do not hesitate to compare the Yale college-

professor to our Lavoisier.

F. Duhcm, in Jour. Phys. Chem., March, 1904, p. 214.-

Solld phase, in phys. chein ., a phase of a thermodynamic
system which consists of solid masses, or of a solid mass.-'

Beyond B, there is always a solid phase present from
which we know tliat the temperature given on the curve-
cannot be that of the freezing-point and must be that of the--

boundary curve, along which we have already one solid
phase and where tin is just beginning to separate from
the solution. Jour, of Phys. Chem., Feb., 1904, p. 92.

phase-indicator ffaz'in"di-ka-tor), n. In elect.,

a device for indicating when the pressures of
two alternating-current circuits (as that of an
alternater and that of the circuit to which it

is to be connected) are in phase and in syn-
chronism with each other.

phaselin (fa'se-lin), »!. [Phase(o)l(,us) + -in^.]

A globulin found in the kidney-bean (Phaseo-
his vulgaris).

phase-ineter (faz'me"t6r), n. In elect., an in-

strument for determining the phase of an al-

ternating current, or for indicating differences
of phase.
W hen a differential coil is added to a Eayleigh phase-

meter, it is adapted to the measurement of iron losses lit

a loaded transformer.
Elect. World and Emjin., Jan. 9, 1904, p. 88.

phaseolin (fa-se'o-lin), n. lPhaseol(us) +
-in'^.] A globulin foimd in the kidney-bean,
together with phaselin, but less soluble than
the latter.

phaseolunatin (fa-se'^'o-lii-na'tin), n. [L.
phaseolus, a kind of bean. See Phaseolus.]
A glucose ether of acetone cyanhydrin,

CioHivOeN, found in the lima bean, flax, and
cassava.

phaseomannite (fa"8e-o-man'it), n. [NL.
Phase(i{lus) + mannitc.] Same as *pinosiic.

phaser (fii'z6r), n. In elect., a device for bring-
ing alternating generators or motors into the
same phase.
phase-splitter (faz'split'Sr), n. In elect., a
device tor obtaining two alternating currents
differing in phase from a single-phase current.
It consists essentially of a divided circuit the
two branches of which difl'er in impedance.
phase-transformer (faz'trans-for'mer), n.

See *tran,sformer.

phasianic (fii-si-an'ik), (7. [L. phasian(ug), a
S'leasant, -1- -ic] Oforpertainingtopheasants.
asianoid (fa'si-a-noid), rt. [1j. pha,sian(us),

"pheasant, -f -oid.) Resembling a pheasant.
phasing (fa'zing), «. and a. I. n. In elect.,

the act of bringing two alternating-current
circuits, as two alternaters, or a converter and
its supply circuit, in phase with each other, so
that their waves coincide, and they can be
connected together.

II. a. Coinciding in phase. 8eoin*phase.
phasing-switch (fa'zing-swich), h. a switch,

usually of the plug type, used for throwing in

or connecting the phase-indicating apparatus
for an alternating-current generator.

phasing-transformer (fa'zing-trans-f6r"m^r),

n. See *tron,iformcr.

phasmid (fas'mid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the ofthopterous family Pltaamidie.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Phasmidic.

phasol (fa'sol), n. [Phas(eolus) + -ol.] A
crystalline substance, C15H24O, found in the
seed-coats of the bean, Phaseolus vulgaris. It

is related to cholesterol.

phasotropy (fa-sot'ro-pi), «. [Gr. (pdaic, phase,
-1- -TpojTia, < Tpivciv, turn.] In chem., a name



phasotropy

suggested by Briilil to designate that property
by virtue of which certain compoiuids are
supposed to exist as a mixture of two isomeric
forms which are constantly imdergoing a
transformation each into the other. He distin-

guishes it from tautomfry, where he supjKwes that tlie

compound has a deflnitti structure but may readily l)e

transformed to ita Isomer under tlle iiitiuenee of various
reagents. The word has been little used. See virtual
itUitttinneri^n.

phatagin (fat'a-jin), n. [Gr. (jiarTdyric, the
pangolin.] The West African manis, or pan-
golin, Manis tricuspis, one of the so-called
scaly aut-eaters, which has a long tail, scales
with three points, and the under parts white

;

also any manis.
Ph. B. An abbre\'iation (6) of the Latin
Pharmacopceia Briiannica, British Pharma-
copoeia. Also Ph. Br.

Ph. C. An abbreviation of Pharmaceutical
Chemist.

Ph. D. An abbreviation (b) of the Latin
Philologise Doctor, Doctor of Philology.

pheal (ie'al), n. [Imitative.] The cry of the
jackal when hunting behind a tiger. Also
pheeal.

If you can Imagine a mixture of hate, triumph, fear, and
despair, with a liind of leer runninj; through it, you will

get some notion of the pheeal that rose and sank and
wavered and quavered far away across the "Waingunga.

R- Kipling, Second Jungle Book, p. 242.

pheasant, ?». TIUs name is popularly applied to a great
v;uiety of gallinaceous birds, including curassows,
muund-builders, and francolins; and sometimes it is ex-
tended to other birds which in size or habits suggest
the fowls. Such are the lyre-birds of Australia ajid the
ground-cuckoos, Centropvs.— Canj6 pheasant, a local
name for the hoactzin, Opisthocoinus cristatus, from its

abundance on Canje Creek, Georgetown, Demerara.

—

Mountain pheasant. Same as mountain -kcurassow.
— StOne-pbeasant, an African gallinaceous bird of the
genus Ptuopachys, found in rocky uplands.— Swazup-

Swamp-pheasant iCentropus fhasianjis").

pheasant, an Australian ground-cuckoo of the genus
Ventropiai, which has a long tail and mottled plumage, the
general appearance suggesting a hen-pheasant.

pheasant-duck, «. 2. The pintail, Dafila
acuta: so called on account of its long tail,

which suggests that of a pheasant.

pheasant-eyed (fez'ant-id), a. Marked like

the eve of a pheasant : applied to certain
flowers. N. E. I).

pheasant-parrot (fez ' ant- par "ot), n. An
Australian parrakeet, Platycercus adelaidensis.

pheasant-wren (fez'ant-ren), n. The emu-
wren of Australia, a small bird of the genus
Stipiturus, whose loosely webbed tail-feathers

suggest the feathers of the emu, while the
length of the tail is suggestive of a pheasant.

phellandral (fe-lan'dral), n. [NL. PhcUan-
dr(ium) (bot. genus) -f -al'^.'] In chem., an
aldehyde (C'loHieO) isomeric with eitral,

found as a constituent of water-fennel oil. It

readily undergoes oxidation on exposure to
the air.

phellandrene (fe-lan'dren), «. [NL. Phcl-
latulr(ium) + -cne.] A liquid hydrocarbon,
C^nHig, of the terpene series. The dextrorotatory
variety occurs in fennel-oil, elenii-oil, the ethereal oil in

the seeds of the water-hemlock, Phellandrium aquaticum,
Australian eucalyptus-oil, etc. The levorotatory variety is

also found in Australian eucalyptus-oil. Both varieties

boil at 171-172° i'. The phellandrenes from different

sources are not apparently identical, since they give
nitrites with different properties.

phellodennalffel-o-d6r'mal), a. [phelloderm
+ -ail.] In hot., of or pertaining to phello-

derm : as, a phcllodermal layer.

phelloplastic (fel-o-plas'tik), a. [Gr. 0e/(,^(5f,
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cork, -I- 7r/.ocn-df, < irAaaaeiv, form.] Relating
to or produced by the art of phelloplasties

:

as, a phelloplastic model.
phellyl (fel'il), w. [Gr. (peUd^ cork, + -;/!.']

The radical of phellyl alcohol— phellyl alcoiioL
Same as cerin.

phen-. [Detached from phen-ol.'] In chem.,
a prefix which shows that the substance desig-
nated is derived from benzene : as, 1.2-jiheii-

diol or pi/rocatechot, and phenbuti/ldiol acid or
phenyldihydfoxybuti/ric acid.

Phen., Phenic. Abbreviations ot Phenician.
pbenacetein (len-as-e-te'in), n. [phenacet{in)
+ -e-in.'] Same as *phcnaccti)lin.

phenacetin, »— Ethyl phenacetln. See *ethyl.

phenacetolin (fen-a-set'o-lin), «. Iphenacet-
((«) -t- -ol + -i»"^.] A red amorphous powder,
C16H10O2, made by heating phenol with acetic
anhydrid and zinc chlorid, or with glacial
acetic acid and sulphuric acid. It is turned
yellow by acids and red by alkalies. Also
called phenacetein and Der/eiicr's indica tor.

phenaceturic (fe-nas-ertti'rik), a. [phenacei-
(in) + Gr. ovpov, urine, + -ic] Designating
an acid found in urine— Phenaoeturlc acid,
phenylacetylglycocoll, CgH^CUp.CON H. Cllgl'l )2H, a crys-
talline acid which occurs in tne urine of horses and in
human urine after taking phenylacetic acid. It melts at
14a° C and is also made synthetically.

phenacism (fen'a-sizm), n. Same as *j)hena-
kism, 2.

Phenacobius (fen-a-ko'bi-us), n. [NL., < Gr.
(ph'a^ {(pevaK-), impostor, + /3/of, life. The fish

has the deceptive appearance of an herbivorous
fish with long intestines.] A genus of min-
nows of the eastern and southeastern United
States.

PhenacodontidaB (fe-'na-ko-don'ti-de), «. pi.

[ Flicnacodvs, type genus, -f- -idx, family
ending.] A family of mammals belonging to
the suborder Coiuhjlarthra, which comprises
generalized forms of moderate size having
affinities with the carnivores. The brain was
small and smooth; teeth short-rooted and tubercular;
fore and hind feet with five hoofed toes ; humerus with
an entepicondylar foramen ; and fenuir with a third
ti-ochanter. Remains of these small-lieaded, long-tailed,
snbplantigrade mammals occur in the Lower Eocene of
the western United States and Upper Eocene of Europe.
Cope, 18S1.

Phenacodus (fe-nak'o-dus), n. [Gr. 0fraf, an
impostor, + ocSoi'f (odoiT-), tooth.] An extinct
genus of hoofed animals of the family Pheiiac-
odontidee, suborder Condylarthra, character-
ized by small elongated skull, proportionately
very small brain-cavity, complete dentition,
bunodont molars, and pentadactyl feet the
axes of which pass through the third digit as
in the Perissodactijla. The metapodial bones are
keeled distally ; the gait is digitigrade. Two species are
known by neaiiy complete skeletons from the Wasatch
fonnation (Lower Eocene). Related genera occur in the
Lower Eocene Puerco formation of New Mexico. Teeth
very similar to those of Phenacodus are known from the
Upper Eocene of Switzerland.

phenakism, n. 2. In pathoh, an hallucina-

liuii.

phenakistt (fen'a-kist), n. [Gr. ^^caf (^cvok-),

an impostor, cheat, -I- -ist.l An impostor; a
cheat.

phenalgin (fe-nal'jin), n. [Gr. (pheiv, slay, +
a'Ayoc, pain.] An aeetanilid mixture similar'to

ammonol and antikamnia. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VI. COT.

phenanthraquinone (fe-nan"thra-kwi-n6n'),

n. [pheiianthr(ene) + quinone.'] "A quinone,
/CO-CO^

CgH4^ ^CgH4, obtained by oxidizing
phenanthrene with chromic acid. It crystal-

lizes in orange needles which melt at 205° C.

phenanthrene (fe-nan'thren), H. [phen- +
atithr(arite) + -cne.'] A crystalline hydroear-

CgHi - CH
bon,

I
II , found in coal-tar, and

C6H4 - CH
formed when various hydrocarbons are passed
through red-hot tubes. Its solutions have a
slight blue fluorescence. It melts at 99° C,
but sublimes at a lower temperature.

phenaathrene-quinone (fe - nan " thren - kwi-
non'), H. Iphettanthrene 4- quinone.} Same
as ^phenanthraquinone.

phenanthridine (fe-nan'thri-din), n. [phe-
nanthr{eiie) + -id + -ine'^.'] A crystalline

CgH4 — CH
basic compound, I II , formed by pass-

deBi - N
ing the vapor of benzylidene aniline through
a red-hot tube. The aqueous solution has a
slight blue fluorescenc3. It melts at 104° C.

phenolphthalein

phenanthroline (fe-nan'thro-lin), n. [phe-
nanthr(ene) + -ol + -(«t-2.] A crystalline base,
C12H8N2 + 2H2O, made by heating together
metaphenylenediamine, metadinitrobenzene,
glycerol, and sulphuric acid. It melts at "a5' C.
when anhydrous. When paraphenylenediamine is used
the product is the isomeric pseudophenanthroline, Cj2-
HgN2 -I- 4II2O. It melts at 17a° C. when anhydrous.

phenantipyrin (fe-nan-ti-pi'rin), n. [phen-
-(- antipijrin.'] Same as *2ihenoj>i/rin.

phenate (fe'nat), n. The same as *phenylate.
phenazine (fe-naz'in), «. [phen- + ago- +
-ine~.'\ A yellow crystalline base, CjaHgNo,
made by heating calcium azobenzoate with
slaked lime. It melts at 170-171° C. and dis-
solves in sulphuric acid with a blood-red color.

phenazone (fe-naz'6n), n. [phen- + a:o-
+ -one.'] 1. The same as antipyrin.—2.
A greenish yellow crystalline base,

/N=N\
CqS./ CqH4, made synthetically. It

melts at 156° C. Also called dibenzo-ortho-
diazin.

phene (fen), «. [phen{ol). Cf. *j)*en-.] Same
as benzene.

phenegol (fe'ne-gol), n. [phen- + cgol.'] The
trade-name of potassium nitrophenol-, para-
sulphonate of mercury, (CgH3N02S03KO)2-
Hg. It is a powerful antiseptic and is used
as a substitute for mercuric chlorid. Buck,
Med. Handbook, III. 727.

phenetidine (fe-net'i-din), «. [phen- + -et

+ -id -)- -jHc2.] A liquid compound, NH2C2-
H5O.C8H4, or para-aminophenetol, made by
reducing paranitrophenetol with tin and
hydrochloric acid, it boils at 244° C. The acetyl
derivative, C2H3O.NH.C6H4.OC2H5, is called pAoiacpfwi,
and is used as an antipyretic. It is a white, odorless,
tasteless, crystalline powder which is made by boiling
phenetidine with acetic acid, and which melts at 135' C.

phenin (fe'nin), n. [phen- + -in^.'] Same as
phenacetin.

phenix, n. 4. A silver coin of modem Greece,
struck in 1828 by President Capo d' Istria.

Its value is rather less than that of a lira.

—

5. A southern constellation formed by Theo-
dori below Cetus (though the Sculptor now
intervenes). It is bounded by Eridanus on
the west, by Toucan on the south, and by
Eridanus on the east. Its brightest star is of
magnitude 2^.

phenocoU (fe'no-kol), n. [phen- + Gr. k61?m,
glue.] Aminoacetylphenetidine, Nn2C2H20.
NH.C8H4.OC2H5. It is a crystalline substance
used as an antipyretic. Its acetate is called
salocoll.

phenocrystal (fe-no-kris'tal), n. [Gr. ipaiveiv,

show, -t- KpiaralTu);, crystal.] Same &s phcno-
cryst.

phenocrystalline ( fe - no- kris ' ta - lin ), a.

[Irreg. < Gr. (paivetn, show, + Kpvcra'/.y.o(,

crystal, -1- -I'nel.] 1. Inpetrofi., same as
phanerocrystalline.— 2. In mineral., having
megascopically visible crystals: as, phenocrys-
talline quartz.

phenocrystic (fe-no-kris'tik), a. [phenocryst
+ -ic] In petrog., having the characters of,

containing, or relating to, phenociysts.

phenocyanine (fe-no-si'a-nin), n. [pheno(l\
-t- Gr. Kvavog, blue, -I- -ine-.} A mordant coal-

tar color of the oxazin type, prepared by the
action of resorcin upon the gallocyanine from
diethylaniline and gallic acid. It is used in

calico-printing for the production of blues.

phenoflavin (fe-no-flav'in), n. [phenoO) +
L. Jtanis, yellow, + -in".'\ An acid coal-ta'

color of the monoazo type, prepared by com-
bining diazotized metasulphanilic acid with
amino-phenol-sulphonic acid. It dyes wool
yellow in an acid bath.

phenol-bismuth ( fe'nol-biz"muth ), «. A
colorless, tasteless, pulverulent compound,
C6H50Bi(OH)2. It is used in medicine as a
sedative and antiseptic for the gastro-intes-
tinal tract.

phenolic (fe-nol'ik), a. [phenol + -ic.'] 1.

Derived from or related to phenol : as, phe-
nolic ethers, of which anisol, C6H5(OCH3), is

the simplest.— 2. Analogous to phenol. A
phenolic hydroxyl group is directly united
with a carbon atom of the ring of a benzene
nucleus, as it is in phenol, and not with a car-

bon atom of a side chain.

phenologic, phsenologic ( fe - no - loj ' it ), a.

Same as phenologicah

phenolphthalein (fe-ncl-thal'e-in), «. [phe-
nol + phthal(ic) + -e-in.] A white crystalline

compound, C20H14O4, made by heating a mix-



phenolphthalein

turo of phthalie aiihydrid and phenol with a
dehydratiug agent, as stannic ehlorid or sul-

phuric acid. The dilute alcoholic solution is

much used as an indicator in titrating. It can
be used with weak or strong acids and strong
bases. It melts at 250-253° C.

phenolphthalin (fe-nol-tharin\ n. [phenol
+ jilitlnil{ic) + -i«2.] Aerystalline compound,
C.joHi6f*4i niade by reducing phenolphthalein
with zinc dust and caustic soda. It melts at
225° C. and is easily oxidized to phenol-
S'ltlialein.

enolsulphonate (fe-nol-sul'fo-nat), n.

'[pluiio!sulp)ion{ic) + -afel.] A salt of phe-
nolsiilphonie acid.

phenolsulphonic (fe'nol-sul-fon'ik), a, [phe-
nol + sulphoitic.'i Derived from phenol and
sulphuric acid phenolsulplionic acid, a siUphonic
a£i(f made by the action of sulphuric acid. Tliree isomeric
raonosulphonic acids, C'eH4(0H).S03H, are known.
They are all crystalline. The rt-disulphonic acid,

C'eH3(0H)(S03H)o, crystallizes, while the 3-acid is a
syrupy mass. The trisulphonic acid, CgH2(OiIX^*^3H):}.
is crystalline. What appears to be a tetrasulphonic acid,

CBlI(0HKS(1:,ir)i. is known only by its salts.

phenomenalism, »•— Psychophysical phenome-
nalism, the metaphysical opinion that there are beneath
phenomena no thint^-in-tbemselves of which we can
nave no experiential knowledge, but that physical phe-
nomena directly atifect psychical phenomena, whether it

be true that psychical phenomena really affect physical

Cnomena or not. C. A. Strontj, ^V'hy the Mind has a

y, p. 29a

phenomenalistic (fe-nom'e-nal-is'tik), a.

[pheuimieiKilist + -iC] Of or pertaining to

phenomenalism ;
partaking of or tending to-

ward the opinion of phenomenalists that
what is real is not experientially incogniz-
able.

phenomenistic (fe-nom-e-nis'tik), a. [phe-
nomeni.vn.] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

or beMevine in, phenomenism.
phenomenologist ((^-nom-e-nol'o-jist), «.

[phfnnmi/iiohx/iy) + -i«(.] One who advocates
a pheuomenological epistemologv or metaphy-
sics. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, fl. 50.

phenomenolo^, n. 2. In Kantian termin-
ology, a division of the metaphysics of nature
which determines motion and rest merely in

respect to the mode of representing them as
phenomena of sense.— 3. In Hegelian phi-
losophy, the exposition of the evolution of
knowledge— Cenopjrtlia^orean pbenomenology,
tmivers-il phenomenology juj it is undei'st<Kt<l by those
who rec<jt;nizc the catetrories of itnr^tH'^K \ ^tTundnfM,
and *f/iiniiifM (which sec).—Phenomenology of con-
science, that branch of ethics wlii.-h observes, analyzes,

and Kcnenilizes the judffment.s of i-onsrienccs and formu-
lates their principles.—Phenomenology of mind, that
brancli of psychology which obscrvi-s aii'I ^rcncntlizcs the
phenomena of mind.— Phenomenology of spirit, in
Hegelian phib>s<.)phy. the exposition of the development
of conscitmstiess from its first contnidiction to id)solut«

knowledge.- Universal phenomenology, the obser-
vation, analysis, and i^ener.ilization of those kinds of ele-

ments that are present in the universjU phenomenon.
See itjjhenojnetion.

phenomenon, «. 4. Any physiological or
pathological change apparent to the senses.
-Argyll-Robertson phenomena. Same as Argiill-

liiAierlxnn pn/tit (wliich see. under pufnl'^).— Bftblnskl
phenomenon. ('O Involuntary extension of the tijes in
response tj» tickling the sole of the f(K»t, instead of the
Hexion which r^ccurs nonnally. It indicates (iisease in

the pyratnidal tract of the spitial conL ('*) Pitninution of
the Achilles tendon reflex in sciatica.— Contact phe-
nomena. See *con(ric(i.— Ctore's phenomenon, the
momentary elongation observed in an iron wire when
cfxjling from a bright red heat^ The effect occutb at the
temperature of recalescence (775°'C).

At a certain stage (coincident with that at which
Gorf'n phenmnfnon occurs), the process of cooling experi-
ences a sudden check.
J. A. Kirin'f, iliignetic Induction in Iron and other Met-

(als. p. llil.

Hall's phenomenon. Sameas Wa(/<'/»T/.— Hlttorfs
phenomenon, in pht/n. chem., the migration of ions in
ojijiosite liiiectiona during electrolysis. If c<»pi)er chiorid
in S'llntifin is placed t>etween electPMles of gas-carlxm the
ions tif c^»]ii>er, each carrying a definite lujsitive electri-

cal charge. I>aa8 through the liquid toward the catholic,

while the ions of chloi-in, each cariying a definite nega-
tive electrical charge, piiss in the other direction. In this
ca.se the copfier ions give up their chjirges and are de-
posited as electrically neutral metallic copi)er on the
catliotle. while the chlorin ions give up their charges at
the antHle, and are given off as electrically neutral chlorin
gas. (The liiiuid anjund the anoxic becomes iMM)rer In
copper, and that arf>und the cathifle becomes ito*>rer in

chlorin.) .See 7«K/r«fo*« '</ •(o/of. - Kerr's phenome-
non. Same as A'crr fTJT'-cf.—Pfelffer's phenomenon,
the iKu;teriolyticrIe-struction of organisms by means of the
serum of imnnnii/ed animals.- Porret's phenomenon,
swelling of muscular tissue at the negative pole when
a gahanic current is passed through it.— Pnrklnje
phenomenon, Pnrklnje's phenomenop, In phynxil.
and jii'irhitL. the fact, first recorded by Purklnje in 18*26,

that fields of e<iual brightness but different color become
unequally bright if the intensity (jf the objective illumin-
ation Is uniformly decreased, the colors of the sh<trt-wave
end of the spectrum growing relatively bright«r, and
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those of the long-wave end relatively darker. The name
of Purkinje's phenomenon is now geneially given to the
relative lightening and fading of the blues in a faint light

;

the marked brightening of green, which occurs when
adaptation to dark has been established, has been termed
the extetuied 2'urkinje phenomrnoti. In general, if a
spectrum is darkened until all colors disappear and only
a band of grays is left, and if such an achromatic spectrum
is observed by a dark-adapted eye, the point of maximal
brightness will be found to have shifted from what was
originally yellow to what was originally green ; the long-
wave end is thus darkened, the shoi-t-wave end light-
ened. This is the complete Purkinje phenomenon, one
of extreme importance for theories of color vision.— Re-
sidual phenomena, phenometia which pertain to nigh
vacua ; specifically, the phenomena of the electric dis-
charge in vacuum-tubes in which the mean free path is

very long.— Soret phenomenon, in phys. chan., the fact
that, if a homogeneous solution has its parts kept at
different temperatures, it gradually becomes more con-
centrated in the colder regions. Also principle of Soret.

The Soret phenomenon was explained by van 't Hoff on
the assumption that equilibrium is reached when the
osmotic pressure of the solute is the same in both parts
of the tube. .Since the diffusion vf the solute to the
colder portion nuist usually be accompanied by a dis-
pliu^ementof the solvent, the conclusion of van 't Hoff can
hold only for such dilute solutions that the volume oc-
cupied by the solute can be neglected. The real condi-
tions for equilibrium have never been fomiulated-

Jour. Phys. Chem., Nov., 190J, p. 685.

Staircasephenomenon, the successive increase, up to a
certain limit, of t lie contractions which result when a mus-
cle is rei'eatedly stimulated with stimuli of equal intensity.
—Stokes-Adams' phenomenon, extreme slowness of
pulse and shortness of breath with attacks of vertigo and
convulsions, due to disturbances of the circulation from
arterial disease.- Striimpell phenomenon, an invol-
untary flexion at the ankle, occun-ing when the patient
is made to flex the hip and knee.— "Toe phenomenon.
Same as Babingki -kphenomenon.— Universal phe-
nomenon, that which is in any way before the mind (as by
perceptiiai, imagination, conception, emotion, desire, etc.),

con8idere<I only In its most general characters.

phenopsrrin (fe - no - pi ' rin), n. [pheno{l) +
(luiti) pi/rin.'] A colorless liquid made by mix-
ing antipjTin and phenol in equal parts. It

is used in medicine. Also called phenanti-
pijrin.

phenOQUinone (fe-no-kwin'on), n. lphe7io(l)
+ qiiinone.] A volatile, red, crystalline ad-
dition-compound of phenol and quinone,
C6H4O2.2C6H5.OH. It melts at 71° C. Caus-
tic potas-h changes it to a blue color.

phenosafranine (fe-no-saf'ra-nin), n. [phe-
tio(l) + ti. s<//>a«, saffron, + -ine^.] A basic
dyestuff, CigHmN^O, made by oxidizing a mix-
ture of paraphenylenediamine and aniline with
potassium bichromate. When repeatedly crystal-
lized front hot water it is changerl into the anhydrid,
('18U14N4, from which the salts are derived, as, for in-

Btjince, the liydrochlorid, Ci,^Hi4N4.IU'l. .Sometimes
used, als<», as a synonym for gajranine (t'ooHi8N4).

phenosal (fe'no-sal), «. [phen(etidinacel)osal-
{icylic).} The trade-name of phcnetidinaceto-

salicylic acid, C2H56.C6H4NHCOCH2.6.C8-
H4.COOH. It crystallizes in colorless needles
or plates and is used as an antiseptic.

phenosalyl (fe-no-sal'il), «. [/)/ieHo(0 + sal-

(ic))//(ic).] An antiseptic syrupy mixturemade
by heating 90 parts of phenol, 10 part3 of
salicylic acid, and 20 parts of lactic acid to
liquefaction and then adding Ipart of menthol.
phenoscopy (fe-nos'ko-pi), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
(paivcnUiu, appear, -I- moTreh; contemplate, ex-
amine.] That study which observes, gener-
alizes, and analyzes the elements that are
always or very often present in^ or along with,
whatever is before the mifid in any way, as
percept, image, experience, thought, habit,
hypothesis, etc. C. .S. J'circe.

phenose (fe'nos), n. [phcn(ol) + -ose."] An
amorphous, deliquescent, easily soluble com-
pound, C(3Hi20g, made by the electrolysis of

a mixture of toluene, alcohol, and dilute sul-

phuric acid, or by the action of soda on the
addition-product of benzene and hj'pochlorous
aciil. It has a sweet taste and reduces Fehl-
iug's solution, but is not fermentable.

phenosuccin (fe-no-suk'sin), n. Kparethox;/)-
plieii{yt)>iu<cinljmhlc).'\ The trade-name

1

of parethoxyphenylsuecinimide, Q^R^OCq-
/CO.CH

H^Nr^ L , prepared by the action of

paraminophenol on succinic aeid. It crystallizes

in colorless needles and is used in medicine as an anti-

jiyretic and antineuralgic. Also called pyrantin, which
is iiiinther trade-mime.

phenoxy-. lpl>en(yl) + ox.i/(.(/cn).] A prefix

which shows that the compound indicated
contains the group (Of'gHs), composed of
phenyl and an atom of oxygen : as, phenoxy-
acelnne, C^HnOCOCeHs).
phentriol (fen'tri-ol), «. [phen- + tri- + -ol.'\

Same a,a phlorogliu^n.

philanthropize

Phenyl oarhonlmlde. .Same as *i-ffr(inm7.— Phenyl
hydrate, an inconect name for phenol.— Phenyl ISO-
cyanate. Same as -kcarbanit.

phenylacetic (fe"nil-a-set'ik), fl. [phenyl +
acetic] Noting acetic acid, in which one hy-
drogen atom of the methyl has been replaced
by a phenyl group (CeHg.CHo.COOH).
phenylalanin (fe-nil-al'a-nin), n. [phenyl +
ul(bumen) + -an + -i?j^.] Phenyl-o-amino
propionic aeid, C6H5.CH2.CH(NH2).COOH

:

one of the essential radicals of the albuminous
molecule.
phenylate (fe'ni-lat), w. A salt of phenylio
or pheiiie acid.

phenylene (fe'ni-len), «. [phenyl + -ene.] A
bivalent organic radical derived from benzene
by the removal of two hydrogen atoms. Its
formula is CgH4=.— phenylene black. .Same as
anthracite -khlack.— Phenylene blue. Same as new
blue.

phenylglucosazone (fe-nil-glo-k6s-az'6n), n.

[phenyl + tjlueose + a::o- -I- -one.] An osazone,
CigHo204N4, made by the action of phenyl-
hydrazinehydrochlorid and sodium acetate on
glucose or fructose : also foraed by warming
cane-sugar or dextromannoso with phenylhy-
drazine. It forms yellow, neodle-like crystals
which are nearly insoluble in water and melt
at 204-205° C.

phenylglycin (fe-nil-gli'sin), n. [phenyl +
glyciii.] Anilidoacetie acid, CgH5NH.CH2-
COoH, a crystalline substance made by the
action of aniline on bromacetic aeid or chlo-
racetic acid. It melts at 126-127° C, and yields
indigo when fused with caustic soda.

phenylglycolic (fe"nil-gli-korik), a. Same
as *miiii(lclii'.

phenylhydrazine (fe-nil-hi-draz'in), n. [phe-
nyl + hy(lr(ogen) + azo- + -ine'^.] A colorless
crystalline mass, CgH5.NH.NH2, which melts
at 23° C. and then appears as an oily liquid
which readily becomes brown from oxidation.
It is extensively utilized as a reagent in the
recognition of aldehydes and ketones (and
hence of sugars), with which it forms charac-
teristic compounds which in part belong to
the hydrazones and in part to the osazones.
phenylon (fe'ni-lon), n. [phenyl + -on.] Same
us aiilijiyrin.

phenyloxamic (fe"nil-ok-sam'ik), a. [phenyl
+ oxamic] Derived from phenyl and oxamio
acid—Phenyloxamic acid, ^me as -ttoxanilic add.

phenyloxamide (fe'nil-oks-am'id), «. [phe-
nyl + oxam(ic) + -ide^.] Same as *oxanilam-
iilc.

Pheru8idae(fe-rii'si-de), n.^i. Same a&*Chlor-
lia'Diidie.

Ph. Q-. An abbreviation (a) of Graduate in

Pharmacy ; (6) of the Latin Pharmacopma
Germanica, German Pharmacopoeia.

phi (fi), n. The Greek letter (j>, corresponding
to the English ;)A (/).
phialine (fi'a-lin), a. [Gr. ^ia7,ij, a bowl (gee
phial, vial). + -(«el.] Shaped like a bowl or
saucer. [Rare.]

Phidiac (fld'i-ak), a. Same as Phidutn.
Phidlan school, the name sometimes given to sculptors
employed in the <iccoration <if the Parthenon at Athens,
w bo are sniqiosed to have been pupils and assistants ot
Phidiiui, the famous (jreek sculptor.

phil. An abbreviation (a) of philosopher ; (6)

oi philosophic^; (c) of philosophy ; (d) [cap.]

of Philemon, a book of the New Testament;
(e) [cap.] of Philippians, a book of the New
Tcst.'unofit.

Philadelphia brick. See *l>rick^.

philander^, » 3. A flirtation ; a philandering.
Cbaiteris. . . . Besides it was nothing but a philander

with .Julia— nothing else in the world, I assure you.
Grace. So much the worse ! I hate your philanderings.

a. D. Shatc, The Philafiderer, L

philander-, n. Same asfilander^.

philandering (fi-lan'd('r-ing), n. Flirting;

"spooning."
philanthid (fi-lan'thid), «. and a. I. n. A.

member of the hymenopterous family Philan-
thidie.

II. a. Having the characters of and be-
longing to the family Philanthidie.

philanthropine (fi-lan'thro-pin), n. [Gr.
(piAaMpuiTimc, jihilanthropic, humane.] One
who advocates the educational system known
as philanthroijinisra (which see).

philanthropize (ft-lan'thro-piz), v. i. and t.;

pret. and pp. philanthropized, ppr. philanthro-

pizinf/. [philanthrop(y) + -ize.] To be or
become philanthropic

;
practise philanthropy

;

also, treat with philanthropy; render philan-

thropic.



Same as phil- +
pUIatelical

philatelical (fil-a-tel'i-kal), «.

atelir.

philatelism (fi-lat'e-lizm), n. Same asphilately.

philhippic (fil-Mp'ik), a. [Gv. (ft'Miti, love, +
(T-oi,, horse.] Fond of horses. [Rare.]
philhydrous (fil-lii'dms), a. [Gr. <))(/fa', love,

+ v6up (Up-), water, + -ous. See Philhi/dnis.']

Fond of or living in the water : said especially

of aquatic insects.

Philidor's gambit. See *gambit.
Philippine mahogany. See *asana.
Philippine, n. See Filipino.

Philippistic (fil-i-pis'tik), a. Pertaining to or

supporting the principles of Philippism(which
see).

philippiiun (fi-lip'i-um), «. [NL.] A sup-
i>osed new chemical element announced by
Delafoutaine as present in the mineral samars-
kite. Its existence has not been confirmed;
what was supposed to be its oxid has been
shown to be a mixture, probably, for the most
part, of terbia and yttria.

pmlippus (fl-Up'us), n. [NL.] The silver

crown struck by Pbilip II. of Spain during
his occupation of the Low Countries.

pMlipstadite (fl-lip'sta-dit), n. [Sw. Philiji-

^tad + -(7('2.] A variety of araphibole from
Philipstad (Filipstad), in Sweden; it yields

etching figures of unusual form.

Philisteet, »• Same as Philistine.

Philistine, «. II. "• 1. Of or pertaining to

the ancient Philistines.— 2. Of or pertaining
to or having the characteristics of Philistines

in the modern social and literary sense (see

the noun, def. 3.); commonplace; dully
matter-of-fact and satisfied ; conventional and
unimaginative.
Philislanic (fil-is-tin'ik), a. [ Philistin(e) +
-«'.] Pertaining to, or exhibiting, Philistinism

;

Philistine.

Philistinize (fi-lis'tin-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
Philistinized, ppr. Philistinizing. [Philistine,

in senses 3 and 4, + -ire.] To render Philis-

tine in character. See Philistine, 3 and 4.

Children, perchance, and his hardening lawyer's head
are secretly Philistinizing the demagogue, blunting the
fine edge of his Kadicalism, turning him into a slow-
stepping Liberal, otherwise your half-Conservative in his

convictions. G. Meredith, Tragic Comedians, xvi.

phillipite (fil'ipit), n. [Named (Domeyko,
1876) from some one named Phitlijis.'] A
hydrated sulphate of copper and iron which
occurs in azure blue masses, granular and
fibrous in structure: taken from the copper
mines of Chile where it has been formed from
the decomposition of chalcopyrite.

Phillipsia (fi-lip'si-a), n. [NL.] A genus of

opisthoparian trilobites of the family Proeti-

dse, having small oval tuberculate carapaces
with subcylindrical glabella provided vrith

strong basal lobes, nine thoracic segments,
and large multisegmented pygidium. It is the
latest surviving genus of trilobites, ranging
from the Lower Carboniferous into the Per-
mian formations.

phillygenin (fi-lij'e-nin), n. \_philly(rin) +
-gen + -i»2.] A crystalline compound,
Cr,pH2oOg (?), formed by the hydrolysis of

pfiiUyrin.

pmllyrin (fil'i-rin), n. [Phillyr{ea) + -in^.'] A
crystallineglucoside,C26H320ii-t-ll/2H.20(?),
found in the bark of Phillyrea latifolia.

When hydrolyzed with dilute acids it yields

S'ucose and phillygenin.

ilobiblic (fil-o-bib'lik), a. [Gr. <t,iU3il3>.oc,

'<.(pi?.elv,\ove,
-)-

'(1(/3/of, book.] Fond of books;
bibliophilic. [Kare.]

philobiblist (fil-o-bib'list), n. [pMlnhibl{ic)

+ -ist.'] A lover of books ; a bibliophile.

[Rare.]

pnilocaly (fi-lok'a-li), «. [See philocalist.']

The love of beauty. [Rare.]

philocatalase (fil-o-kat'a-las), n. Iphilo- +
catalase.] A ferment which prevents the de-

structive action of anticatalase upon catalase.

The name philocatalase is given to a ferment which is

present in many animal tissues ; although without direct

action on catalase it [Kjssesses the property of protecting

the catalase against the destructive action of anticatalase.

Nature, May 25, 1905, p. SKi.

philocomal (fi-lok'o-mal), a. [Gr. (j>MKoiiog,

< ijit'/xiv, love, -I- Ko/iri," hair.] Paying much
attention to the care of the hair. [Rare.]

philocubist (fi-lok'u-bist), n. [Gr. (jtMnvlHoc,

fond of dice.] One who is fond of dice; a
dice-player. [Rare.]

philocynic (fil-o-sin'ik), a. [Gr. ^(XeZw, love,

[Rare.]

phil
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dog. See cynic.'] Fond of dogs.

ilocyny (fi-los'i-ni), n. lphilocyn{ic) + -y.]

Love of dogs. [Rare.]

philocytase (fi-lo-si'tas), n. [Gr. i^c^lv, love,
-I- Kr-og, a hollow (a cell), + -use.] Same as
*amb<>ce]>tor.

Philodina (fil-o-di'nii), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Philodinidee. Ehrenberg.

Philodinidae (fil-o-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL. Philo-
dina + -idee.] A family of rotifers, of the
order Bdelloida, having the corona a pair of
circular lobes placed transversely, and the
velum a continuous marginal curve bent on
itself at the dorsal surface so as to encircle
the corona twice, the mouth being between
its upper and lower curves. It contains the
genera Philodina, Rotifer, Actinurus, and Cal-
lidind.

philodOX (fil'o-doks), a. [Gr. (pMdo^og, < <f>i?^lv,

love, -t- 66fa, fame, opinion.] Properly, lov-
ing fame or glory ; in the extract, loving one's
own opinions ; dogmatic. [Rare.]

A perswaaion of certaintie is a manifest testimonie of
foolishness and of extreame uncertailitie. And no people
are lesse Philosophers and more foolish than Platoes
l*hytodoxes, or lovers of their owne opinions.

Florio, It. of Montaigne's Essays, ii. 12.

philodoxical (fil-o-dok'si-kal), a. [Gr. (j>i.Ativ,

love -I- (Sofa, opinion, -(- -ii + -rt?l.] In love
with one's own theories or opinions. [Rare.]
philogastric (fil-o-gas'trik), a. [Gr. (jiileiv,

love, -I- }aar?/p, belly. See gastric] Fond of
one's stomach ; epicurean; gluttpnous. [Rare.]

philogenitive (fll-o-jen'i-tiv), a. Iphilo- -\-

genitive.] Fond oi begetting; having strong
sexual impulses. [Rare.]
philograph (fil'o-graf), «. [philo- -\- -graph.]
An instrument for drawing objects in fac-
simile.

He did not think that photography was suited for rapid
sketches of country. The philograph, in which an exact
picture was sketched on ghisa or celluloid of the objects
seen through it, was useful and accurate, and excellent
in its perspective. But it was the i-ange-flnder which
had revolutionized topographical study.

Times (London), March 1, 1894.

philogynous (fi-loj'i-nns), a. [philogyn{y) +
-oH.v.J Fond of women. [Rare.]

Philol. An abbreviation (o) of philological

;

(h) o! philologist; (c) ot philology.

philomuse (tiro-miiz), a. [Gr. (jiiAdfmvao^, lov-
ing the Muses.] Loving the Muses or music
and the other arts. [Rare.]
philonatural (fil-o-nat'u-ral), a. Loving the
natm'al or the naturalistic method. [Rare.]

The second method, the familiar philo-real or philo-
natural, hardly niay be said to be a method for writing a
novel : it is a mode of writing what you will.

//. D. Sedgwick, Essays on Great Writers, p. 48.

Philonexidae (fil-o-nek'si-de), «. pi. [NL.
Philonexis -f- -idie.] A family of octopodous
cephalopods having the hectocotylized arm
autotomous, the other arms Jail alike in the
two sexes, and large aquiferous pores near the
head and funnel. It contains the genera Phil-
onexis and Tremoctopns.
Philonexis (til-o-nek'sis), n. [Gr. (pikn'tv, love,

-1- vvfif, a swimming.] The typical genus of
the family Philonexidse, D'Orbigny.
Philonian (fi-16'ni-an), a. Same as^ Philoyiic.

Philonism (fi'lo-ni'zm), w. [Phifon(ic) -I-

-izm.] The doctrines of the Jewish philoso-
liher Philo.

Philonist (fi'lo-nist), n. A follower of the
Jewish philosopher Philo.

Philonize (fi'lo-niz), v. i.
;

pret. and pp. Phi-
Ionized, ppr. Philonizing. [Philon(ic) -\-_ -ize.]

To adopt the views of the Jewish philoso-
pher Philo ; imitate Philo's mode of thought.
philonoist (fi-lon'6-ist), «. [Gr. (pi'Aeiv, love,

-1- I'oi'f, mind.] A lover of intelligence or
knowledge. [Rare.]

philopator (fil-o-pa'tor), a. [Gr. (Sxlonarup,

loving one's father; ipiAimaTpif, loving one's
fatherland.] Loving one's father or one's
native country : applied as a surname to one
of the Ptolemies and to other kings.

philopogon (fil-o-po'gon), n. [Gr. ^lTlcIv, love,
-1- TTuyuv, beard.] One who loves beards.
[Rare.]
Whatever absurdity in hair may be demanded by the

trichotomists philopogons of Europe, I can at once sup-
ply it to any extent from Africa—gratis.

R. F. Burton, Two Trips to Gorilla Land, I. 205.

philopornist (fil-o-p6r'nist), n. [Gr. (pudirop-

vof, < (jii/xlv, love,' 4- Tzdpvri, harlot.] Oile who
loves, or consorts with, harlots. [Rare.]
To the mealy-mouthed modem philopornist the homely

philozeny
and hardy method of the old poet who first discovered or
invented the penitent pi-ostitute may seem rough and
brutal in its lifelike straightforwardness.

Swinburne, Studies in Prose and Poetry, p. 122.

philoprogenitive (fil"d-pro-jen'i-tiv), a. [See
pliilnprogenitiveness.] Fond of offspring; in-
clined to beget offspring; of or pertaining to
fondness for offspring.

As among brutes the philoprogenitive instinct is occa-
sionally suppressed by the desire to kill, and even to
devour, their young ones ; so among primitive men this
instinct is now and again over-ridden by impulses tem-
porarily excited. H. Spencer, Prin. Sociol., iii. IL

philopterid (fi-lop'te-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the mallophagous family Philop-
icridse.

II. o. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Pliilopteridie.

philos. An abbreviation («) oi philosophical

;

(b) of philoxophy.

phil030phastry (fi-los'o-fas-tri), n. [See phi-
losophaster.] The philosophy of philosophas-
ters; pseudophilosophy. [Rare.]

philotechnist (fil-o-tek'nist), V. Iphilotech-
n(ic) + -ist.] One who is devoted to the study
of the arts, especially of the industrial arts.

In the following then I distinguish, first, those whom
you indeed may call philotheorists, or philotechnists, or
[practicians, and secondly those whom alone you may
rightly denominate philosophers, as knowing what the
science of all these branches of science is, which may
prove to be something more than the mere aggregate of
the knowledge in any particular science.

Plato, Quoted in Coleridge, The Friend, vii.

philotheism (fil-o-the'izm), n. [philo- + the-
ism.] Love of God. JV. E. D. [Rare.]
philotheist (fil-o-the'ist), n. [*philothe{ism)
-i--i.st.] One who loves God. X. E. D. [Rare.]

phiiothion (fil-o-thi'on), n. LGr. (jtueir, love,
+ Oeiov, sulphur.] An enzyme discovered by
De Rey-Pailhade, characterized by its power
of forming hydrogen sulphid from free sulphur.
De Rey-Pailhade gave the name " philothion" %o the

enzyme discovered by him. In 188.5, in an investigation
undertaken to determine the mechanism of the elimina-
tion, in the organism, of free sulphur taken into the
gastro-intestinal tract, he was led to the conclusion that
there is direct combinjition of this sulphur with nascent
hydrogen of fermentation with the fonnation of hydro-
gen sulphide. Amer. Chem. Jour., June, 1903, p. 517.

Philotria (fi-16'tri-a), n. [XL. (Rafinesque,
1818), probably incorrectly derived from <s>v'/.'Aov,

Phiiotria Canadensis.

a, a plant, reduced in size ; b. diagram of flower ; c, longitudinal
section o( ovar>' with four oTules ; d, flower.

leaf, + TpeZf (rp(-), three, in allusion to the
situation of the leaves in whorls of three.] A
genus of perennial submerged water-plants
belonging to the family Vtillisneriacefe. They
have,sleiKler elongated branching stems nith crowded op-
posite or whorled leaves, and solitary ditecious or polyga-
mous flowers arising from an axillary, tubular, two-cleft
spathe. The sterile flowers are small and have a peri-
anth of six segments, the three inner of which are petal-

like, while the fertile flowers have a perianth extended
into a long slender tube with a six-parted limb. The
staminate flowers usually break off and rise to the surface,
where they shed their pollen around the stigmas of the
fertile flowers raised to the surface by the elongated
calyx-tube, which varies in length according to the depth
of the water. About 10 species are recognized, found in
fresh-water ponds and streams in temperate and tropical
America. /*. Canadensis is the 20ater-weed or choke-
pnndiceed. See Babington's-curse.

philozenist (fi-lok'se-nist), n. [philoxen(y)
-I- -ist.] One who is hospitable to strangers.
[Rare.]

philozeny (fi-lok'se-ni), n. [Gr. (julo^tvia, <
(jnU^evo^, loving strangers, hospitable, < <^i7.eiv,
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love, + ffvof, stranger, guest.] Good will with dilute mineral acids or canstio alkalies, phlyzacious (fii-za'shius), a. [phlyzaci{mn)
toward strangers ; hospitality. [Rare.] It occurs also to some extent in the tannin- + -uus.] Of the nature o£ a phlyzacium, or

philozoism (fil-o-z6'ism), «. [philo::o(ic) + bearing plants, owing to oxidation by the air. pustule.

-ism.'\ The love of mankind for animals. L. AUo eaMed cinchona-red, kino-red, etc. Ph. M. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin PftiZo-

F. n'ard. Pure Sociol., p. 429. phlobaphenic (flob-a-fe'nik), a. [pMobapltene sophix (or Fhilologiee) Magister, Master of

philozoist (fil-o-z6'ist), H. \^philozo(ic) + -ist.'] + -Jc] Pertaining to or derived from phlob- Philosophy (or Philology); (i) of the Late Latin
A lover of animals ; one who has sympathy aphene. Pharmacise Magister, Master of Pharmacy.
for the sufferings of animals. poloeophagOUS (fle-of'a-gus), a. [Gr. ji/toidf, phobia (fo'bi-a), n. [NL., detached from hy-

The first in the flelil were the p/it/ozoinfs, commonly bark, + (pa-,eiv, eat, + -otis.] Bark-eating: dropfcoft/a and other words containing -f>Ao6Ja,

known as anti-vivisectionists. Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. 45. said of the Scolytidse and other insects of sim- < Gr. -<po3ia, < fo/iclv, fear.] Any morbid un-

philtrum, n. 2. The groove running from the ilar food-habits. controllable dread or fear.

septum of the nose down the central line of phlCBOterma(fle-o-ter'ma),re. (Gr. (>Aoi(ic, bark. The psycholoRist should also be thankful to the author

the upper lip + repfza, a, limit.] The innermost layer of for discarding the bewildering nomenclature of manias

It [ChLpanzee, has a widely gnx,ved pMUrur. on the the primary cortex, usually not distinctly dif- ^-'^1"*?^; ^J^ifi^Ss"! """^^^I'^f^^^
middle part of margin of lip. lerentiateo, but in the stems of land plants -. a •. v. > .•••..>, J v

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lonaon. 1809 p. 310. recognizable as a starch-sheath, and innhose nS^Z.To, nTL^-i^i^theL'wt'fn^^wSh^an^t^rn'g
phimotic (fi-mot'ik), «. ^phimosis (-ot-) + -ic.j of aquatics forming the endodeimis. An ex- super-normal, would probably not hesitate to call all the

Pertaining to or characteristic of pidmosis. ternal as well as an internal phloeoterma is reports of it erroneous, and who would limit the Sub-
Ti.. 7. \r ,A trn..,lT,««u T TOO a^matimao ci-rxntran fxf Hf*.^ oht.^T.^^ limiual to dissolutivo pheHomena of consciousncss exclu-
&(rf, Med. Handbook, I. (22. sometimes spoken of -Sfrasftiirfirer.

sively, to lapsed memories, subconscious sensations,
phlebangioma (fleb"an-31-o'ma), n. ; pl./)ft(e6- phlogistical (flo-Jis tl-kal), a. iastme &a phlo- impulses and yAoWag, and the like.

angiomata (-ma-tii). [NL., <Gr. 0/ii/'((;>i'.f(5-), giMic. It'. Janie«, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, XVII. 18.

vein, + ayyciov, vessel, + -oma.] A tumor p'hlogogenetic (flog'o-je-net'ik), a. Same as Phobian (fo'bi-an), a. [Phob{os) + -ian.l Of
which consists chiefly of dilated veins. phlogngcxous. or pertaining to Phobos, a moon of Mars.

phlebectasiS (tlf-bek'fa-sis), H. [NL.] Same phlogOSed (flo'gost), ;>. n. ISee phlogosis.'] it would be only necessary to divide by one thousand
as Jihlchcctfisia. Inflamed. the dimensions of any earthly object to ascertain its

phlebectaST (fle-bek'tarsi), n. Same as phle- phlogOSin (flo-go'sin), n. [Gr. A/iif (<!>^Y-),
dimensions as modeled on a /'AoMan scale. . . -A ship

tTT". ,« vJ- • rr .., V?;+-r/-''f,-^
A compound said to :j;^fr,fld°U^L?rn?riS^^^^^^^^^

phlebectomy (fle-bek'to-mi), «. [Gr. (p/.e\lj bo ootained from the pus-baetenum ;S(a;>Ay;- St,-ites postage stamp would cover a space of nearly three
(i;)/f,3-), vein, -t- (ATo/i;?, excision.] Excision of ococcits pijogenes aureus. Phobian city lots. Sci. Avier., Aag. 20, 1892, p. 112.

a portion of a vein. phloramihe (flo-ram'in), «. I phlor(izin) + phobic (fo'bik), a. [phobia + -ic] Of or
phlebin (fleb'in), «. [Gr. <ti>J\li (<;>?.e:i-), vein, amine.] A compound, NH2.CoH3(OH)2 or 5- pertaining to a phobia ; of the nature of mor-
+ -in".] The hemoglobin present in venous aminoresorcinol, which is formed by the action bid fear. iJjftoi (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions,
blood. of ammonia on phloroglucinol. It forms silky, p. 215.

Phlebodium(fle-b6'di-um), n. [NL. (J. Smith, needle-like crystals which melt at 146-152° C. phocenic (f6-8en'ik),a. [Also p7(0C«n!c ; < Gr.
1841), < Gr. f/.iip (0/.{,J-), a vein, + Moif, a phloretic (flo-ret'ik), o. [jihlorcf-in + -ic] ifuKana, a dolphin, + -ic] Contained in por-
tooth ; so called from the tooth-liko junction Derived from phloretin.— phloretic acid, a white poise- or dolphin-oil.— Phocenlc acid, isovaleric

of the veins in the areola.] A small genus ciyst;dline aiid. fallmOa, made l)y boiling phloretin with acid. See •uoiafcnc.

of usually epiphytic middle-American ferns,
«i;'stic i~.ta8h. It ineltsat 1290U. phocenin (fo-se'nin), n. [phoceniic) + -in^.]

allied to PoUjpodium, having broadly ovate, phloretin (flor e-tin), n. lplHor{izin) t^-ct+ An oil obtained from two species of dolphin,

deeply pinnatifid fronds from 1 to 3 feet long, -i«-.] A crvstalline substance, CiBHwOp Delphinum phocxna &nd D. globiceps. It cou-

with veins copiously anastomosing to form ™ide by hydrolyzmg phlorizin with dilute tains phocenic or isovaleric acid,

one or more regular series of areolte in which acids. It melts at 2o:i-2.«° C, and is changed phocid (fo'sid), n. [Phocidiie).] A member
the son aro borne, each upon the united ends 1°*° phloretio acid and phloroglucinol by boil- of the family Phocidx; a seal.

of two or more e-xcurrent veinlets of the same "ig with caustic potash. It is a febrifuge. Phocoidea, «. pf. 2. In a more restricted

areola. The t\'pe species of tho genus, P. au- phlorhizin, phlondzin, n. bame as phlorizin. gp„gp^ ^j^g gariess seals, Phocidse, raised to the
reum, is abundant in the West Indies and ex- phlorlzinize (flor'i-zin-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. rank of a superfamily. Correlative with Ota-

tends to Florida, where it occurs uniformly on Jlon:ini:id, ppr. flori:im:ing. [phlorizin + rioidea and liosmaroidea.

the trunks of the palmetto. -'-«•] To bring under tho influence of phlor- phocomelia (fo-ko-me'li-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

phleboedesis (fleb-e-do'sis), ... [Gr. <p?J>p izin, the action of which induces glueosuna. 9^^, seal, + /<aof, limb.]' In (rratoi., a con-
(9/f J-), vein, + oi^n'^'c, a swelling.] A swell- A'^.°

iMorhizimzc, phlorrhizintze, and phlorxd- ^^^^^^^ ;„ ^hich the hands and feet, one or all,

ing up or increase in the size of the peripheral t'i""*'' , . , ,„. . ,.., . ,s o are seemingly attached directly to the trunk,

vessels of the blood-vascular system, such as phloroglucinol (flo-ro-glo si-nol), n. bame as jjjg intervening bones of the extremities being

is found in Jr(/iro/)o*(.
plilor(i;/h(rrii.

,.' -»\ r w 7
extremely short.

These ailditional features include the ostiate heart and PWO'Ofl^flte (flo-ro-glo Sit), n. iphtoroglu-
phocomelOUS (fo-kom'e-lus), a. [ phocomeUus)

the "pAfefcnrJ-...-,." that is to say, the i«ripheral portions «('») + -""] A sweet crystalline compound, »'^. _^^^. ^^^ ^j^^ nature of a phocomelns or
of the bl.xjd-vascular system are swollen so as to obliter- C6H1.JO3-I-2H2O or 1,3,0-cyclohexanetnol, ^,,„^t„-Vith verv short extremities • exhibit-
«te to a large extent the cLlom, whilst the separate veins formed by Jeducing phloroglucinol with

monster witli very snort extremities
,
exnioit

entering the dorsal vessel or heart cmlesced, leaving _„,i:,,m omalo-am
b

1.
e ,ng phocomelia.

Talvate ostia, by which the bUxKi passed from a pericar- huu'"'" B"J»'t;»i"-
/• • \ 1 in » TlhoCOmelv Tfo-kom'e-li). W. Same as *p7iOCO-

dialblood-sinus formed by the fused veins into the dorsal pMotOl (flor'ol), Jl. [phlor(izm) + -ol] A P'°°,7°™
,, •' ,)„>,^°^ ' •.nq

Te«el or heart. liquid, CgH9(OH) or 2-ethvlphenol, found in 'f
''''•

,
" • -K««e40«, htudj of V ariation, p. Ja9.

Jour. Jtoy.3ticro>. Soc.. Oct, 1904, p. 52i. creosote from wood-tar and also made svn- Phoebe\ «. 2. [I. c] (b) A serranoid fish,

phlebogenons (fle-boj'e-nus), a. [Gr. ^?.e<p theticallv, as by the distillation of barium i'noHorfesp7ia;6e, of the West Indian tauna.--

(«./»<-), vein, + -;'fi.w, -producing.] Of venous phloretatowithlime. Itboilsat206.5-207..')°C. 3. The ninth satellite of Saturn, announced

origin. Bhlorone (flor'ou), )i. [phlor{tzin) -^ -one] and named by Professor W. H. Pickering, in

phlebograph(fleb'6-grftf),n. [Gr. ^WV- (^A*^), *^a yellow crystalline substance, CgHgOa or 1, 1899. as having been found on photflgiaphio

vein, + ypdi^nv, write.] A sphvgmograph 4-dimethvlquinone, formed by distilling eresol plates made at Arequipa, in the boutli Anieri-

adapted to recording tho movements of pulsa- from coal- or beech-tar with sulphuric acid and can branch of the observatory of Harvard Uni-

tioninavein. pvrolusite. It is also made by oxidizing cer- versity. The discovery remained unconflnned until

phlebosclerosis (fleb'o-skle-ro'sis), «. [NL., kin amino compounds. Also cMed p-xylo- jr,wT'oT„?o?e%te^t%™u?pfjXte" w^^^^^^^^

< Gr. <i/»V lO"-^-), vein, + OKAiipuaK;, harden- quinone. data for a complete determination of its orbit. Accord-

ing.] Fibrous thickening and hardening of n-hinroRfi Cflor'os'^ n f nhlordzin) -t- -osc.l ing to Pickering, its distance from the planet is 8,000,000

the veins liurk- Med Handbook II 103
PHiOrOSe (.nor OS;, ?l. Li"''"'^*-'"^ /^ "^^-J

miles (more than 2i times as great as that of lapetus, the
tne veins. «mcA, ilea. HanaoooK, 11. wo. ly^^ g„gar, probably glucose, which is formed „,^,j ;;g„,„,^ „, t,,j, satellites previously known) and ita

pnleDOSClerOtlC (neO o-skle-rot 1k;, a. ler- when phlorizin is hydrolyzed by boiling with period 6-18.,'i days. Its motion appears to be retrograde—
tainiiig to or atTected with phlebosclerosis. dilute acids a most surpri-sing result It is extremely faint(sixteenth

phlebostenpsis (fleb'o-ste-no'sis), n. [NL., < pWorrhizin; «. Same as phlorizin. S'rt'o.l 'wliV:nrexrs«i^g''t''.?Ies«p":'' Tta i'ialietrls
Gr. d/.fV (0'^.i-), vein, + artvua,^, na,rrowiiig ] ^^^^ ».- Alpine phlox, a l..w tufted species. Phlox estin.ated at 200 miles.

Stricture of a vein
;
general narrowing of the xjouyuLu, with pink, lilac, or white Bowers, found in Phcenicaceae (fe-ni-ka'se-e), n. j)!. [NL. (W.

veins. the Sierras of California.-Pricltly phlox, a polemoni- p Scliimper, 1871), < Phoenix (see Pha-nix^) +
phlegma n. 2. In making whisky or other So?JaT^c^ha^^at^t'^a' denf"l7"^ -ace^.] Th^ palm family. See Palm^^.
spirits, the vinasse or residue left in the still

^^^^, ,^^,.^, ({,„ .^owy, phlox-like corollas pink and.of phoenlcantha (fe-ni-kan'thii), «. [NL. (Wight,
after the alcohol has been practically remov-ed a silky texture.

I'JOG), < Or. *omf, red, -1- SrS;?, blossom.] A
as vapor. CeH.su>< Fulletin 190, June 16, 1902, pyoxin^ „. 2. A coal-tar color of the xanthene ge„us of legiiminous plants belonging to the
P- '-• type. It is the sodium salt of tetrabrom-tetra- familv /'Vrftflcf*. See Sutherlandia.
phlegmon, n.-Oas phlegmon, locallMd inllamnia- chlor-fluoreseein. It dves wool and silk bluish „1,„_f„io„g (fe-nish'us), a. Same a.a liheni-
tiou of the »utH;utaneou» tissue accompanied by the tor- . ^ ^ ^ •

glightly acid bath. Also P'^'"""-*""'' ^ .
"

mation of gas. due usually to the presence of a special P'""^ ''"" /"^
.

" ,
"'•h^'^'J, CIOIIS.

micr.«rganism, /inci«i«aero!7en«. called phloxtn TA and ffwitt 10//.- Phloxtn P, pljoenicite (fe'ni-sit), Jl. [Gr. (poivt^ (<t>otvtK-),

phlegmonic (fleg-mon'ik), a. Same as phleg- ir^;^^,^.TJt l','"t^?;;rm.!S^ior?fluores::;;;!'"lt r'-ple, + ;i^A] Same ^clnn^oiie.
monoil^. ,,yea wiwl and silk bluish pink and red in a slightly acid phoeniCOChrOlte (fe-nl-lvOli lo-lt), «. L^^r.

Phlegmonous laryngitis. See *Uiryngitis. bath. Also called M,r pink an.l fn/thro«n TIB. ^olvii {ipoiviK-), purple, + Xpo^f color, -I- -ite-=.J

phlein(fle'in),n. [I ir.(ji/oni'-, bark, membrane, phlyctenophthalmla (flik'ten-of-thal'mi-a), Same as »(c?«noc/iroJte.
, r r\t

+ -i»i- ] Same as *iri8in. n. [NL., < Gr. o/i'/craiw, a blister, + oipOaA/jdc, pholadian (fy-la di-an), a. and n. 1. a. ur

phlobaphene (flob'a-fen), n. [Irreg., < Gr. oye.] Same M phlyctentdar ophthalmia (y^hich or pertaining to the i'Aoiad.da.

6>o(((icr bark -{ liaoh dionine -I- -enc 1 One see, under /)7iJi/c<en«;ar). II. n. A pholaa.
, , ,

Sf atlLotalSousr'e^dcLpounds insol- phl^ctenosis (flik-te-no'sis) «. [NL. < Gr. pholadid (fol'a-did^ r, S^me a. pholad.

uble in water but soluble in alcohol an.l %>lKruna, hlistev, + -osis.] Any skm-disease pholadoid (f°^n'°\'^^' "; X^^^^^^
"""'•J

caustic alkaUes, obtained by boiling tannins characterized by an eruption of small vesicles. Kesembling a pholad or the I holaaiax.



pholcid

pholcid (fol'sid), n. and a. I. n, A member
of the family Pholcidx.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Pholcid^.
Pholidapus (fo-lid'a-pxis), n. [NL., < Fholis
(-lid-) + Gr. dToif, footless.] A genus of
blennioid fishes found in the Okhotsk Sea.

Pholidichtliys (fol-i-dik'this), n. [NL., <
PhoUs (-lid-) + Gr. ixC'X, fish.] A genus of
blennioid fishes inhabiting tropical partsof the
Pacific Ocean.

pholidolite (fo-lid'o-lit), n. [Gr. 0oX/f (<poh6-),

scale, + /(Sof, stone.] A hydrous silicate of
aluminium, iron, magnesium, and potassium,
occurring in minute grayish-yellow crystalline
scales : found in Sweden.

pholidosis (fol-i-do'sis), n. [Gr. ^oA/f (ij>o?ui-),

scale, -I- -o»"i«.] In rod7., the arrangement or
pattern of the scales.

An individaal anomaly in the mental pkoHdosig.
Prac. Zool. Soc. LoiutuH, ISOC, p. 927.

Pholiota (fo-li-o'tii), n. [NL. (Fries, 1821), <

Gr. i?o/ic, scale, in allusion to the scaly pileus,
+ ov; (I'jT-), ear.] A large genus of rusty-

spored agarics having a fleshy pileus and a
continuous annulus. Over 120 species are reported
by Saccardo. Some prow on tlie ground and some on
decaying wood. i'. ti<juarrosa is common on decaying
wood in Europe and >ortli America.

Pholis (fo'lis). II. [NL., < Gr. ^o//r, a scale.]

A genus of elongate blennioid fishes inhabit-
ing the shores of northern seas.

pholque (folk), w. [F., < NL. Pholcus. See
Pliolcus.} A spider of the genus Pholcus.
[Rare.]

phon., phonet. [l. e. or cap.'\ Abbreviations
o( phonetics.

phonascus, n. 2. Aformername for a com-
poser of melodies, as distinguished from *sijm-

phoiieta, a composer of part-music.
^onautograpn, "— Hensen's phonantograph.
.Same as Hftixen icrecorder.

phoneme (fo'nem), «. [Gr. <p6m//ja, a sound
made, a voice, < ifMveiv, make a sound, speak.]
1. Same as jihoiie^, n.— 2. A voice-sound im-
agined by the insane; a hallucinatiou of
voices. V. Wernicke (trans.), in Alien, and
Neurol., Aug., 1904, p. 317.

phonendoscope (fo-nen'do-skop), n. [Gr.
0(Jiv/, sound, -t-

ei'rfoi', within, -I-

(TKOTTeiv^ view.]
A modification
of the stetho-
scope in which
the sounds
transmitted to
the ear are
increased in

intensity by
means of two
interposed
disks of vul-
canite or other
material hav-
ing similar
physical prop-
erties.

In regard to per-
cussion, I would
empliasize the
value of ausculta-
tory percussion,
using the phonen-
doscope or a steth-
oscope of the
Bowles' type.
Amer. Jour.
[Clinical Med.,
[Oct, 1907, p.

[1201.

Pbonendoscope. with sectional view. pllOneSlS (J?-
a, hard rubber cap on metal tube, i

:

ne S1S),H. [NL.
this cap is placed iu contact with the part pJlolieSiS, ^ Gr.
to be auscultated and the sound-wares are \, ) .

'

transmitted to the two rukauite disks, rf. 9UJ'?/mf, \?KJKf a'.

These sound-waYCS, intensttied by the vi- utter SOUuds
bration of the inner disk, are collected in . y /

'
the hollow of the ineial plate, f, and con- SpeaK, \ 0(JI-7/,

reyed through the hollow tubes openinj; a SOUlld "1 Ar-
from it to the ears.

'

,. ,,.'-' „
ticulatioii ot

sound ; enunciation
;
pronuiiCiation

;
phonetic

character.

Now, however, it is easily seen by anthropologists that
language, like man himself, had a very humble begin-
ning, and has reached its present marvellously perfect
state sensira sine sensu, slowly improving in i\& phiniens
and structure hand in hand with the slow improvement
of the physical organs in virtue of which man has become
a speaking animal. Keane, Ethnology, j>. viii.

Phonetic complement, element, law. See
*coin))lement, etc.
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phonetico-ideographic ( f6 - net " i - ko - 1 * de - o-
graf 'ik), «. Pertaining or belonging to a kind
of writing characterized by a mixture of ideo-
grams and phonetic elements.

This mixture of letters, hieroglyphics, and figurative
signs, constitutes a kind of writing recalling the pho-
nttico-ideofjTaphic stage through which primitive peoples
(the Mexicans and Chinese certainly) passed, before the
discovery of alphabetic writing.

C. Lombroso (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 189.

phonetism, «. 2. Phonetic status ; the use of
symbols with a definite phonetic value.
At ceitain points in their [alphabets'] history all but

one became crystallizetl, and remained to show us the
steps by which the progress to pfwnetiitm can be made.

Encyc. Brit., I. 602.

Phonic explosives, -wheel. See ^explosive,
*u-hccn.

phonism (fo'nizm), n. Iphone'^ -t- -ism.'] In
psijchot., a reproduced sensation of tone, regu-
larly accompanying the arousal of seusation
in certain other departments of seuse : a form
of synsesthesia. See *pholism.
At the same period he noted phonismx of pain. These,

however, were not prominent until the summer of 1899,
when a badly injured finger gave occasion for a series of
detemiinations of the 'pitch' of the pain.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 392.

phonocard (fo'no-kiivd), n. \_phono((jraphic)
+ card.} Same as *phonopostnl. [Recent.]

phonog. An abbreviation of phonography.
phonoglyph (to'no-glif), «. [Gr. (puvij, sound,
+ y'/'.vipi/, a carving.] An incised picture,
figure, or sign representing a certain sound.
Compare phonogram, 1. Kcane, Man, Past
and Present, p. 2.5.

phonogramic (fo-no-gram'ik), a. [^phonogram
+ -ic.J Pertaining to or of the nature of a
phonogram.
phonogrammatic (f6"n9-gra-mat'ik), a. Same
as *phonogramic.
phonol. An abbreviation oi phonology.
phonomassage (f6"no-ma-sazh'), H. [Gr. <t>arr/,

sound, -)- a. massage.'] Action upon the drum
membrane and ossicles of the ear of souud-
waves systematically directed against them,
in the treatment of deafness resulting from
ankylosis of the ossicles. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, III. 606.

phonometer,)'. 2. In j)«i/c?i(>;}7(ys., an instru-
ment for the production of accurately graded
intensities of sound. The simplest form of phonom-
eter is the •icBOtind.pendulum (which see). In Wundt's
gravity-phonometer, ivory balls are dropped by electro-
magnetic releases from varying heights upon hard-wood
plates. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. ii, 221.

3. A clockwork instrument swung in gim-
bals, so that its face is always horizontal, and
on whose dial are certain marks indicating
intervals at which a whistle or other signal
should be made to announce the compass
course of the vessel.

phonometric (fo-no-met'rik), a. [phono-
inetr(y) + -ic] Of or pertaining to the
measurement of acoustic pitch or intensity,
specifically by the graphic method. See
phonometer.
phonometry (fo-nom'e-tri), n. [Gr. ^ut^,
sound, -I- -/ierpia, < fihpov, measure.] The
measurement of the piteli or the intensity of
sound ; the scientific use of the phonometer.
phonomimet (fo'no-mim), «. [Gr. ^rdfiijio^,

imitating voice.] A musical instrument imi-
tating a chorus of voices. X. E. D.
phonomimic (fo-no-mim'ik), a. Iphonoinim(e)
+ -ic] Noting a system of teaching in which
each of the elementary sounds of speech is

associated with an appropriate onomatopoeic
gesture. X. E. D.
phonopathy (fo-nop'a-thi), «. [Gr. ^uw),
sound, -t- -Tradeia, < TrdSof, disease.] Any dis-

ease of the organs concerned in voice-produc-
tion.

phonophobia (fo-no-fo'bi-a), «. [Gr. <t>uv^,

sound, -I- -(po,3ia, < (jiojielv, fear.] Morbid dis-

like or dread of sounds.
phonophote (fo'no-fot), n. [Gr. ipuvlj, sound,

-I- <pui; (</i(jr-), light.] An instrument for the
production of luminous effects by means of
sound-waves.
phonoplex, «. II. a. Of or pertaining to a
system of telegraphy in wliich interrupted and
undulatory currents are used simultaneously
in signaling over the same wire.

phonopostal (fo'no-pos-tal), n. [^phono-
(yraj>h) -t- postal.] A postal card upon which
a message has been recorded by a form of
phonograph.
The phonocard : The phonopottal, says La Nature, is an

phorozooid
apparatus which registers and afterward reproduces the
liuinan voice, by means of a sheet of pastelward, shaped
like a jmstal card. Jules Verne conceiveii the idea of re-
placing the old wax cylinder used in'otlier phonographs
by a sheet of paper, which could be posted like a letter.

Set. Amer., Sept. 23, 1905, p. 235.

phonotype (fo ' no - tip), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

phiinotyped, ppr. phonotyping. ^phonotype, n.]
To print in phonotype or phonetic characters.

phonotypographic (fo-no-tip-o-graf'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to printing with a phonetic al-
phabet.

phonozenograph (fo-no-zen'o-graf), n. [Gr.
0ut7/, sound, + ^iroc, foreign, -I- -}pd^itv, write.]
An electrical device for determining the di-
rection from which a sound comes. It con-
sists of a microphone connected with a
Wheatstone bridge, a battery, galvanometer,
and telephone.

phony (fo'ni), a. Iphone + -j/l.] Of the
character of a 'phone' or of the talk heard
over a ' phone

' ; unsubstantial ; imitational

;

spurious. [Slang.]

When the District Attorney's men destroyed the para-
phernalia found in the palatial gambling den the articles
proved to be what the detectives oddly styled ''phony."
That is a curious word and implies that, as regards merit,
a thing so qualified has no more substance than a tele-
phone talk with a supijosititious friend.

Eveninij Telegram, Dec. 9, 1904.

phooka, n. See ''•pooka.

phorid (for 'id), «. and a. I. n. A member
of the dipterous family Phoridee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Phoridx.

phormine (for'min), n. [A metathesis of
morphine.] Same as '*'oxydimorpkine.

phorometer (fo-rom'e-ter;, n. [Gr. -^pof,
bearing, -1- utrpov, measure.] An instrument
for determining the presence and degree of
insufficiency of the extrinsic eye-muscles.
Then with the lenses on the patient which correct the

error of refraction, if there is one, I place a Steven's pAo-
rometer just in front of the eyes, base of the prisms in
the instrument up and down. One should be careful to
have the instrument perfectly level. This brings them
into position to test the lateral muscles, the esophoria or
exophoria, if either is present.

Optical Jour., July 14, 1904, p. 260:

phorometry (fo-rom'e-tri), «. [phorometer ¥
-y'^.] Measurement of the amount of insuffi-

ciency of the external muscles of the eye ; the
scientific use of the phorometer. Optical Jour.,
June 23, 1904, p. 77.

phorone (for'on), n. An unsaturated ketone,
CgHj^O or diisopropylidene-aeetone, made by
the action of quicklime on acetone, and also
in other ways. It forms large yellowish-green
crystals that melt at 28° C. Its odor somewhat
resembles that of tlie geranium.

phoronic (fo-ron'ik), a. Iphoron(e) + -ic]
Noting an acid, C'uHigOs, derived from
camphic acid.

Phoronis, «. 2. [?. c] A worm of the genua
Phoronis. See cut at *Actinotrocha.

phoronomy, «. 3. That branch of science
which treats of the movements of organisms
in space; that branch of science which treats
of the vital movements of organisms.
The science of motion, or mechanics, is now taken

... in the biological sense as^ phoronomy, the science of
the movements of organisms in space.

Ilaeckel (trans.), "Wonders of Life, p. 259.

It would be best to . . . restrict the name phoronomy
to the science of the vital movements which are peculiar
tt> organisms, in contrast to kinematics, the exact science
of the inorganic movements of all bodies.

Ilaeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 259.

Phororhacos (fo-ror'a-kos), 11. [NL., < Gr.
(fiojp, ihief, -I- paKoQ, rag.] A giant extinct
flightless cariuate bird, supposed to be wholly
or partly carnivorous in habits, found in the
Miocene deposits of the Santa Cruz formation
in Patagonia. The feet are armed with powerful
claws, and the head is provided with an enormous curved
beak. The veitebra; of the neck are as large as those of
a horse. The skull of one lai-ge species measures 27
inches in length by 7 inches in ilepth, exceeding in size

the skull of a horse. From the sole of the fottt to the top
of the head this bird had a height of between 7 and 8 feet.

Phororhacoft is believed to be more or less distantly
related to the heitms.

phorotone (for'()-t6n), «. [Gr. -liopoc, bearing,

+ roiof, tension.] A device for strengthening
the ocular muscles, by means of prisms, in

cases of heterophoria.

phorozooid (for-o-zo'oid), n. [Gr. -(j>opo(, bear-
iny:, -f E. zoiiid.] In some ascidians, as the
Doliolidie, a foster form or nurse, which con-
sists of a free-swimming sexually immature
zooid, having a ventrical outgrowth on which.



phorozodid OSi;

related to acridine. It is a by-product in the
manufacture of magenta, and is used chiefly
for dyeing leather a reddish yellow. Also
known as lenilicr-yeUow and PhilaiMphia yel-
low —New phosphlne, a basic coal-tar color of the
monoazo type. It dyes leather and tjinuin-moidanted
cotton.

phospMnic (fos-fln'ik), (7. [pliospltiii{e) + -jc]
Derived from phosphine.^Phosplilnlo acid, an
acid, K^PO(OH), fomied by the oxidation of a secomlary
phosplnne. as, diethylphospliiiiic acid (C2H5)2rO(01l).—
PhOaphlnlC OXld, a comi>oinul, itsPO, fonned by the
oxidation of a tertiary phospliine.

phospho-albumin (fos"fo-al-bu'min), n.
lphoKph<){nis) + albumin.) An albuminous
substance containing phosphorus, as the
nucleo-albumins (phosphoglobulins) and the phosphoriferous (fos-fo-rif'e-rus),
nucleoproteids ing or containing phosphorus. '

phosphocarnic (fos-fo-ki r'n k), «. [ 7>Jio.v)lw- nh^ar.r^^r-i^ry, rr^'t- -^r I , , >,
(rn^ + L. caro (c«r«-) + -^..] Notin- an

P^ospllonsm(tos fo-rizm),». [phosphor(us) +
L;,l » .^„„.i,.v ^,L„i„ „„,.„*" :L „°: ?"_-" -''""•.] I- Chronic phosphorus-poisoning; ne-

crosis of the gaw due to poisoning by phos-
phorus.
2+. Phosphorescence.

acid, a complex organic substance which was
isolated by Siegfried from muscle-tissue. Its
iron salt he calls /crraWn. On decomposition
it yields, among bther bodies, a crystallizable „WnWuT
acid, camic acid, C,oH,^O.No, which Siee- ^W°>',";"^'^Wy P'"°'P'^°'^*«s, in,̂ fo!., de-

fried regards as n ire -intmentnnp ^ Py?"* "' l^^'Vl'ites of Iniie at yncrcy, central France,rneci rogaras as pure .intipcptoiie. of lower Oligocene age, occupying depressions in Jurassic.
phosplioferroproteid (fos-fo-fer-o-pro'te-id),
H. An iron-containing proteid, such as the

sexual zooids, known as gonozooids, are pro- Phosphide of copper, a compound of phosphorus and
duced. Compare flonn:odUl and trnphozooid. copper, used to toughen commercial copper, and in ad-

DhorOZOOn (for-6-zo'on), n. : nl. iihoro-oa f-iil I'"fln"l'\,"v
'"'P^'^ "' copper and potassium chlorate

Vvi / .T • ;• "^i. '
V^: i'""'"•""' \ i)- toflll Abels magneto-eectric fuses.— PhosDlllde of tin.[N L. < OofM, motion, -t- ^uov, animal.] Among Same as -kpho^hor-Hn.

ruuspuiae oi im.

the lower iIeta:oa, a member of the asexual phosphine, ». 2. A coal-tar coloring matter
generation whicli bears, in the form of buds —'-*-'•' ' '

•
-^

or otherwise, the members of the sexual gen-
eration. Med. Record. Oct. 19, 1907, p. 636.

FhonisrhacOS, «. Same as *Plioro>-liticos.

PliorKsrlidcos is to be preferred under the
law of priority.

phosote (fo'sot), «. Iplios(phate) + -ote.'\

A trade-name of creosote phosphate, a color-
less, syrupy liquid. It is used as a remedy in
tuberculosis where creosote is not readily
tolerated.

phosphamic (fos-fam'ik), a. [plio.tph(,oriis)

+ -amic] Noting an acid, a substance form-
ing minute colorless crystals of sweetish
taste, havdng the composition (HO)2.NH2.PO
or orthophosphoric acid with one hydr"oxyl
group replaced by amidogen. Also called
phosjiliiiMidic acid or aniidophosplioric acid.

phosphamide (fos'fam-id), h. \^phosph{orus)
+ amide.] A white substance, insoluble in
water, said tobe obtainable by the interaction
of ammonia and phosphorus oxychlorid, of
the composition (NHo)3P0. Its existence is
doubtful.

phosphamidic (fos-fa-mid'ik), a. [phospha-
mide + -If.] Same as *ph<>iiphnmic.

phosphammoniam (fos-fa-mo'ni-um), n.
[NL., < phoxph{orus) + ammonium.'] Same
as *phnKphonium.

phosphane(fos'fan),H. [phosphiorus) + -anc.]
A light white powder obtained by the inter-
action of ammonia and phosphorus penta-
chlorid. Its composition is somewhat
doubtful, but is probably represented by the
formula P3H3Xg.
phosphate, ".—Dibasic phosphate, usually under-
stooii as a salt of orthoph*«phoric acid in which two of
the three hydrogen atoms are replaced by a metal or an
electropositive radical, or by two different met4ils or
radicals, as in the common phosphate of sfjda of the
shops (XaolU'd,), or in microcosmic salt (.\'a<NH4)-
HPo^).- Insoluble phospbate. .See iim,tuhie *ph,g-
phone aci'd.-Land phosphate, a tradename of that
part of the .South Carolina plioaphatic deposits which is
obtained by digging, t'ompare rivfr *ph»gphatf.—
Monobasic phosphate, usually understood as a salt of
orthojiliosph'.ric acid in which but one of the three
hydrogen atoms is replaced by a metal or an electro-
positive ra'lical. as in monowHliuTni>ho9idiatc(N'aHoP(i.)—MonOCalClUm phospbate. .same as m;ii',enlric
phfjAphate. i^-ti-kcniritnn phoxphatt^.— Navassa phos-
phate, a phosphate of lime which occurs as a large de-
posit on the \\'e8t Indian island of Navassa, whence it is
exported ft>r the manufacture of fertilizers. It contains
agoixl jjroportion (from 00 to 70 per cent.) of tricalcic
phosphate.', but tliis is accompanied by a considerable
amount of aluminium and iron comi>ound.s, so that the
mat«ri.al is not well suiteil for the i)nMinctinn of super-
phosphate of lime of high grade.— Normal phosphate,
usually understood as a salt of orthopia,.sphoric acid in
which all three of the hydrogen atoms are replaced by a
metal or elcctroiKisitive radical, or by ditferent metals or
radicals, as In uonnal sodium phosphate (Xa3P04), or in
so<li(>diammonium phosphate (N'a(N' 114)21'* (4).— Odor-
less phosphate, basic slag ; a light slag which contains
enough pli..s].li:ite to make a fertilizer.— Phosphate
rock. .See p/i.,«;j/i.,ri(<'.— Redonda phosphate, a phos-
phatic defxmit from the island of Rclonda in the West
Indies. This material consists cliielly of aluminium
phosphate, and is therefore not flt for use in tlic manu-
facture of superphosphate of lime, i'hosphoiic acid lias
been maile from it to some extent.- Reverted phos-
phate, that portion of a superjdiosphate of lime for agri-
cultural use which has become insoluble in water as
the result of chemical ch.ange. See *phi:»phoric arid.—
River phosphate, a trade-name of that part of the
.South Carolina phosphatic deposit.s which is obtained
from the river-beds by dredging. Compare Uind *phog-
;,A'7'c— Sodium phosphate, " * " - - -
phosphate. Scc «..(./«.

phosphate, the si

phosphoryl
scientific chemist (UaPO.), but phosphorus pentoxid
(Pit's), which by the earlier chemists was called phos-
phoric and. Water-mluhU or simply soluble phosphoric
acid IS phosphorus pentoxid equivalent to the mono-
calcic phosphate (see -kcalcium phospliate) present in a
fertilizer, which is soluble in cold water. Citrate-sohMe
phosphoric acid is phosphorus pentoxid equivalent tothe diealcio phosphate (see -kcalcium phosphate) or the
aluininiuni or iron phosphate present in a fertilizer
which 18 insoluble in cold water but soluble in a cold
aqueous solution of ammonium citrate ; it represents the
'reverted phosphate

' which is liable to fonn during stor-
age of a fertilizer originally containing only mouocalcic
phospliate. Insoluble phosphoric acid is phosphorus
pentoxid equivalent to the tricalcic or normal phosphate
(see*ca(cn«« phosphate) present in a fertilizer, which
does not dissolve to a sensible extent either in water or in
ammonium-citrate solution. Water-soluble phosphoric
acid has the highest and insoluble phosphoric acid the
lowest agricultural value— Phosphoric anhydrld
bee •*TH/i;/(;r!rf.— Phosphoric pig. See *;vi7i—Re-
verted phosphoric acid, the equivalent in ph'ospliorus
pentoxi.l(lV(l5) of that portion of a superphosphate of
lime w liicli has become insoluble in water. See reverted
^phosphate.

Bear-

'Kocene age, occupying depressions in Jurassic
limestones and containing large numbers of vertebrate
remains of types similar t» those of the Paris gypsum
beds.

orite

or

vitellin of the yolk of eggs. . >. -j.- ,t , ,., ^

phosphoglobuUn (fos-fo-glob'ii-liii), «. Same Pjosphontic (fos-fo-rit ik), a. Iphospho.

&s*iiuele(>-albumiii. '

' "^
""'.-J Pertaining to, of the nature of,

phosphoglucoproteid (fos-fo-gW-ko-pro'te- 'vT^T'"^'
P^^^P^""'^-

, , . ^
id), H. A proteid containing a largely de- PDOSphomecrosiS (fos " for-nek-ro ' sis), n.

veloped carbohydrate group. Such bodies
^^'"<^ «» pl'<'«)>l'Ofi's *>iecrosis.

have been found in tho pancreas and the phosphorochalcite (fos'fo-ro-kal"sit), n.

mammary gland. The ichthulin found in the Same as;</iOi;/)/(ocAa7c((e.

sperm of certain fishes also belongs to this phosphor-tin (fos'fqr-tin), n. An alloy con-
order, sisting of 94 parts of tin-sponge and 6 parts
phosphomolybdate (fos'fo-mg-lib'dat), «. of phosphorus, heated together. It is used
lphosj)homntybd{ic) + -flfe 1.^ A salt of phos- '™ th^ production of phosphor-bronze.
pliomolvl)(lic acid --Ammonium phosphomolvb- phosphorus, n. 3. [With a v\.phosphori (-ri).l

?r^^t;,lL"^?ildeS!,'jri',?itaS,l?n,l;rairn^ ^'^'^7 T' ^ Substance which imitsSigVt
thophosphate in mwlerately strong nitric acid on the Otberwise than as the result ot ordinary com-
addition of aiumonium molybdal*. It is useil for the de- ^ ''

~
tection and determination of phosphorus and the radical of
phosphoric acid in the couree of chemical analysis of
steel, fertilizers, etc.

phosphomolybdic (fos'fo-mo-lib'dik), a.
ll)hiiiiph<i(ru.i) -t- Or. //<i/.t),Wof, lead, -I- -10.] No-
ting a complex acid, H,fP04.12MoO,3, which is
used as a test for the vegetable alkaloids.

phosphoniC (fos-fon'ik), a. lphnsph(oru.i) +
-^ine + -ic] Derived from phosphorus.

—

PhosphoniC acid, an organic acid of idiosphorus,
which may be regariied as jihosplioroiis acid in which the
hydn»gcn at«an ilirectly united with the phosphorus is re-
placed by an organic radical, as ethyl-phosphonic acid,
C2ll5.P(l,.,ll„.

phosphonium (fos-fo'ni-um), «. [NL., <
2>hosph(orus) + -on-ium.] A hypothetical
compound, analogous to ammonium, formed
by the union of four atoms of hydrogen ami
one of phosphorus (PH4). This, as well as the
compounds in which from one to four of the hydrogen
atoms are replaced by organic raillcals, fonns salts, as
phosphonium iodide (PH4I), phenvlphosphonium iodide
(CgHsPHjl), tctrethylphosphonium chlorid ((.('oli^)^l'l),

etc.

phosphoproteid (fos-fo-pro'to-id), n. Iphos-
pho(rii.'i) -I- proteid.] An albumin containing
a phosphorized radical, such as the nucleo-
albumins and the nucleoproteids.

losphate. See *»o(/ii(m.— Soluble phosphoprotein (fos-fo-pro'te-in), ji. Tphos-

:;';?,;,re7i'Tire''man-:f^,r'',"; ^''^^l"''
+prolei„.] A cotnpoun.l protein_in

steel from ca-tt-lron containing much phosphorus by
means i>f the basic or Thomas and (iilchrist process, in
which lime is used as a lining for the converter or heartli.
The slag contains a large pnip<irtion o' calcium iihos-
phate. In a finely ground con. lition it is extensively useil
as a manure- Trlcalclum phosphate. Same as Iri-
rolric I'll""/,hate. See kcaleiutn phosphate.

Phosphatic slag. See *sla<j'^.

phosphation (fos-fa'shon), n. The union of
phosphoric acid with abase, or the substitution

which an albuminous radical exists in combi-
nation with a phosphorus-containing substance
other than nucleic acid or lecithin.

phosphoptomaine (fos-fo-to'ma-iu), n. [phon-
plio(ru.-<) + jitoma'ine.] One of a group of
toxic substances found in the blood in cases
of phosphorus-poisoning. They are supposedly
basic products formed in the metabolism of
tho body, in combination with phosphorus.

of phosphoric acid for another combined acid, phosphoreal (fos-fo'ro-al), a. lpho.^phor(n.i)
'5- ®'-

TT o"??
?''"''"'''°*^ P'"'*'P'"'**"'- ^"^ + -e- + -alK] Pertaining to, or of the nature

i/i«f,in U. S. Geol. Surv., Monographs, XLVII. of, phosphorus ; resembling phosphorus; phos-
V- -''"• pliorescent.
phosphatol (fos'fa-tol), ». [phosphate + -ol.] phosphoret (fos'fo-ret), n. Same asjj7io«n/(«-
A trade-name of a thick reddish-yellow liquid ret

^!:^nr:z.^j:''iz,iS'rz::j:; ^^^s°^f?H^^i;^:^;^^fc&f^r phosphoms-steei (fos'fo-rus.st.i),

t • bined with phosphorus. ^. K. D. l"'''''!- , ,, „. .,, ^^ ,. , ^^
phosphene, ".-Accommodation phosphenes, Phosphoric acid. In connection with the manufacture, Pnospnoryl (fog fo-nl), n. Ihe radical PO.
phosphenes sometimes observed, when in a dark room, analysis, and use of fertilizers this term is commonly 1 uus pliosphorus oxychlond is sometimes,
following attempts at accommodation. used to signify, not the orthophosphoric acid of the caXleA phosphoryl chlorid, POCI3.

bustion. Thus mention is made of the pliosphori of
Canton, Homberg, Baldwhi, etc. The principal causes
of such emission of light are previous exposure to light
(insolation), to heat, to mechanical violence (friction,
percussion, etc.), to electrical discharge, and to slow sur-
face oxidation, as also the vital processes in the bodies of
animals and plants.— Baldwin's phosphorus, dried
calcium nitrate when sufliiicntly heated to produce phos-
phorescence.- Canton's phosphorus, calcium suljihid,
originally made by heating in a crucible lime from
oyster-shells with flowers of sulphur. After exposure to
bright light it glows or phosplioresccs in the dark. See
Balmaiiis */jni 11f.—Homberg's phosphorus, calcium
chlorid iireparcd by Hombcig by heating together sal
ammoniac and slaked lime, and fusing the product, which
he found to shine in the dark after exposure to light.

—

Eunckel's phosphorus, the element phosphorus, of
modern <hemi9try, discovered by Prand of Hamburg in
ItJi'.) and indei)cndciitly by Kiinckel of Wittenberg in
1670. Obtained by ignition of the solid residue from the
evaporation of urine, it was for a time distinguished
from the Bologna phosphorus (already known as a sub-
stance luminous in the dark) by attaching the name of
Piand orKunckcI, or by tlie tenn pttosjihorus ui-iiuv.—
Phosphorus necrosis. See *ncrr()*'('A-.— Phosphorus
oxycnlorld. See *o»/c*(ori'rf.— Phosphorus penta-
Chlorld, a yellowish-white crystalline .solid, of conipo.si-
tion PCI5, reacting upon water to form hydrochloric and
phosphoric acids.— Phosphorus steel. See K/ce(l.—
Phosphorus suboxld, a substance of red color, pio-
duced in small nnantity along with the higher oxids of
the element when pliospliorus is bunied with a limited
supply of air, and obtainable also by other processes.
The formula assigned to it is P4O. It is d<mbtful w hether
this substance is other than impure red phosphorus. A
more definite compound, Pod, can be olitaineil as a
yellow powder by tile interaction of iiliosiihorus tridilorid
and phosphorus acid.— Phosphorus trlchlorld, a col-
orless liquid, produced by the direct action of clilorin on
phosphorus, of c<jmposition Pcl;{. reacting upon water to
form hydnxdiloric and phospboions acids.— Red phos-
phorus. This form of phospliorus has been shown to be
only partly amori)lious, a part consisting of microscopic
ci-ystjils of a red-violet ct>lor. It has been recently stated
that by heating to the boiling-point a solution of ordinary
phosphorus in phosphorus trilu-omide a scarlet jiowder
is obtained resembling red phosphorus, but of notably
greater chemical activit,v, fitting it for use in the manu-
facture of friction-matches to ignite by striking on any
rough surface. See phosphorus, 2.— Salt Ofphosphorus.
Same as rnierocosviic salt.— Wach's phosphorus, cal-
cium siilphid which has been strongly heatc-d in a crucible
after additicm in small quantity of a comy>ound of arsenic,
antimony, zinc, cadmium, or tin. Such a preparation
phosphoresces brightly aft«r exposure to bright light.
The snlphids of barium and strontium may be similarly
treated.

See



phosphosiderite

phosphosiderite (fos-fo-sid'e-rit), n. [Gr.
^iojff^opof, in XL. sense ' phosphorus,' + aiiiifHx;,

iron, + -ite-.'\ A hydrous ferric phosphate,
2FeP04+3iH.iO, occurring in red orthorhom-
bic crystals : found in carities in iron ore in
the Siegen district, Germany,
phosphotage (fos'fo-taj), n. An anglicized
form of a French term applied to a modifica-
tion of the process of ' plastering ' wine in
which calcium diphosphate is substituted for
calcium sulphate. Sadtler, Handbook of In-

dust. Chem., p. 205.

phosphotungstic (fos-fo-tung'stik), a. Iphos-
plio(ni.s) + tungst{cn) 4- -fc] Noting a com-
plex acid of which there are several forms.
That best known has the composition H:^P04.-
I2WO3. It is used in connection with stains

for histological preparations to be examined
under the microscope.

phosphuranylito (fos-fu-ran'i-lit), «. [jihos-

pli{orus) + uran(ium) + -yl + -ite'^.'\ A hy-
drous uranium phosphate, occurring as a deep
lemon-yellow pulverulent incrustation: found
in North Carolina.

phossy (fos'i), a. [phosi. phorus) + -y^ .'\ Pro-
duced by phosphorus poisoning. [CoUoq.]—
Phossy jaw, necrosis of tlie jaw caused by poisoning
with pnosphorus, as among match-makers. See 'kphos-
phori^m.

phot (fot), n. [Gr. ^uf (0t)r-), light.] A pro-
posed photometric unit equal to an illumina-
tion of one lux for one second; one lumen of

light-flux applied to a surface of one square
meter for one second of time.

phot., photog. Abbreviations (o) of photo-
graphic ; (b) [7. c. or cap.] oi photography

.

photanamorphosis (fo-tan"a-m6r'f6-sis) n.

[Gr. 0uf (0ur-), light, + LGr. avaiiopipuaK;,

forming anew. See anamorphosis.'] A dis-

torted picture, obtained photographically,
which if viewed in a cylindrical mirror prop-
erly placed thereon will have a normal appear-
ance.

photechy (to'tek-i), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ^oq (<I>ut-),

light, -I- £j-£iv, hold.] The property of hold-
ing, developing, and giving off secondary rays
sufficient to affect a photographic plate: a
property possessed by paper and other sub-
stances, especially when affected by ink or a
saline solution, after exposure to sunlight.

Sci. Amer. Sup., April 8, 1905, pp. 24, 467-8.

photee (fo-te'), H. [E. Indian.] A fine va-
riety oE cottongrown in India for making Dacca
muslins.

pboteoliC (fo-te-ol'ik), a. [Gr. <pu(; ((Jur-),

light, -f- ai<i/-of, moving, motile.] In hot., as-

suming different positions with the presence
or absence of light; affected with nyetitrop-
ism. See sleep, 5.

photerythrous (fo-te-rith'rus), a. [Gr. 0u?
(^(jr-), light, + ipv6p6<;, red, -I- -ous. The for-

mation does not express the meaningassigned.]
Sensitive especially to the red rays of the
spectrum: noting a partial color-blindness.

He began to notice colors at once, and, except in the
case of green, could always recognize a color after having
been told its name. With green he had more difficulty.

and it may be that he is somewhat ptwterythrous.
Jour. Philog., Ptrychol. and Sci. Methods, Aug. 18, 1904,

[p. 468.

photic (fo'tik), a. [Gr. ^uf (0"r-), light, +
-ic] 1. Of or pertaining to those forms of
radiation which are productive of luminous
effects; relating to light.

It is not at all likely that the differences in reaction-
time here noted for electric and photis stimuli are due to
the same conditions. Biot. Bulletin, Jan.. 1904, p. 88.

2. In 7)/iy?o.</eo(;., well-lighted: designating the
upper bright region of bodies of water in
which the light is sufficiently intense for the
normal development of microphytes. Corre-
lated with *dysphotic and *aphotio. Schimper
(trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 782.

Photinian, n. II. a. Of or pertaining to
Photinus or to his doctrines.

photism (fo'tizm), n. [Gr. (puriafiS^, illumi-

nation, < 0uf (0u--), light.] In psychot., a
reproduced sensation of color regularly ac-

companying the arousal of sensation in certain

other sense departments, especially in that of

hearing: the commonest form of synsesthesia.

In order to differentiate the photi»}ng from the retinal

light, several series of tests were made, in which M was
seated in a noiseless dark room.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 379,

photistic (fo-tis'tik), a. [Gr. (puTtariKo^, illu-

minating, < puril^eiv, illuminate.] Pertaining

986 photodoscope
to, or of the nature of illumination, physical photochromic (fo-to-kro'mik), a. Same as
or mental; illuminating; enlightening. photocliromatic.
When from the dull sense ... the photistic thrill dis- photochroniography (fo'to-kro-mog'ra-fi), «.

engages itself as something different from the rest, it will
not be denied that this is a perceptive gain, i. e. an acces-
sion not only to the creature's sensory store, but to his
life-relations with reality.

J. Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory, II. SoB. -V. E. D.

photo-actinic (f6"to-ak-tin'ik), a. [Gr. (iuf

(jpuT-), light, -I- OKTig (oKTCv-), ray, -I- -ic.]

IUt. (pus((j>uT-), light, + xpi'fJC, co\or,+ -ypaipia,

< ypa^eiv, write.] The art of producing prints
in colors from originals that have been photo-
graphed on metal plates or on lithographic
stone. Woodbtiri/, Enoyc. 'Diet, of Photog.,
p, 303.

Capable of producing luminous effects, by ex- photochromoscope (fo-to-kro ' mo-skop), n.
[Gv. (p<Jg{(fuT-), ]ight,+ xp'Jt'c, color, + aKOTtelv,

view.] A device so arranged that three
transparent photographs can be placed within
it, each one illuminated by a colored light,
one by red, one by green, and one by blue-
violet light. A system of reflectors combines
the three images, so that the eye sees but one
picture in the natural colors. See *chroma-
scope, 2.

Mr, Ives has devised a special form of camera by which
the three elementary negatives are taken simultaneously,
and also an instrument, the photochromoscope, in which
a system of mirrors and lenses brings to the eye a com-
bination similar to that projected with the triple lantern,
A double instrument of this kind forms the most perfect
type of stereoscope, bringing out with great vividness
from the prepared stereographs the combined effect of
color, form, and binocular perspective,

Smithsonian Jiep., 1895, p, 128,

citing luminescence, and also actinic affects
said of certain rays.

The photo-actinia rays proceeding from the bacteria
which had been exposed to radium were capable of affect-
ing a photographic plate through a double layer of lead
foil, Xature, May.l9, 1904, p, 69,

photo-aquatint (fo^to-ak'vra-tint), n. A
process of printing pictures from intaglio cop-
perplates, similar to but simpler than photo-
gravure. Woodbury, Enevc. Diet, of Photog.,
p. 345.

photo-autographic (fo-to-a-to-graf'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to a telegraphic apparatus, for
the transmission of messages in the hand-
writing of the sender, in which the receiving
instrument makes its record photographically.
photoauxesis (fo'to-ak-ze'sis), n._ [Gr. ^wc

t1:A}'3t^'t^"^^'"'"^'^'"''^}^•'^
^"

'"f-',*^" Photochromotype (fo-to-kro'mo-tip), V.' ?.production of leaves on a dorsiventral stem "
^_ .^^^ vv pliotochrdmotyped, ppr. photo-

chiefly on one side, lu response to the stimu- w,v^,„^/,„>;„„ r,,;,„*„„7.,.«...,.*,J^ '
., -f rr.response

Pfeffer (trans.), Physiol
efly

lus of diffused light,

of Plants, II. 73.

photobacterium (fo'to-bak-te'ri-um), «. ;
pi.

photobacteria (-a). [Gr. i^uf (^r-), light, +
NL. bacteritim.] A bacterium which emits
phosphorescent light. Salter, tr. of Lafar,
Tech. Mycol., I. 160.

photobathic (fo-to-bath'ik), a. [Gr. (f>ag ((par-),

light, -I- /JdSof, depth, -I- -ic] Of or pertain-
ing to the greatest depths of the ocean to
which light penetrates: as, the photohathic
zone. Cliamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 361.

photocalque (fo'to-kalk), n. [Gr. ijiac ((pur-),

light, -t- F. caique, a counterdrawing.] A
photographic reproduction from a non-photo-
graphic original design. Woodbury, Encyc.
Diet, of Photog,, p. 303.

photocaustic (fo-to-kas'tik), a. [Gr. (j)(m:

(<puT-), light, -f- E. caustic] Noting a photo

chromotyping. {jihotochromotype," n.] To
produce (prints or plates) in colors by means
of photographic engraving. See photochro-
motype, n.

photochromotypy (fo-to-kro'mo-ti-pi), n.

[ photochromotyp{c) + -y'3.] The art or pro-
cess of making photochromotypes.

photochronograph, n. 3. An instrument for
the observation of star-transits by photog-
raphy.— 4. A chronograph in which the
tracing or record is made by the action of a
pencil of light on a sensitized surface.

photochronographically (fo-to-kron-o-graf-
i-kal-i), adf. By means of the photochrono-
graph.

photoclistogamic (fo-to-klis-to-gam'ik), a.

[Gr. (i)uf {(poir-), light, + E. clistogumic] Clis-
togamous as a result of, photohyponasty.
Jackson, Glossary.

lithographic image in half-tone, obtained from pbotoclistogamy (f6"t6-klis-tog'a-mi), n.

a veiled negative,

photocauterization ( f6"t9-ka"t6r-i-za'shon ),

H. [Gr, (poK; ((pur-), light, + E, cauterization.]
Cauterization by means of any form of radio-
activity, such as light rays, X-rays, radium
rays, etc,

photocautery (f6-to-ka't6r-i), n
(^ur-), light, + E.' cautery.] 1.

[Gr.

Clis-0(Jr (<po>T-), light, -f- E. clistogamy.] 1.

togamy due to photohyponasty.— 2. That
type of pseudoclistogamy in which the flower
remains closed under adverse conditions of
light. Pound and Clements, Plant Life of Ne-
braska.

[Gr. ^uf photocoUograph (fo-to-kol'o-graf), n. [Gr.

An iustru- 0"f ('?"'"-), liglit, + £. collograph(ic).] A
ment for effecting photocauterization.— 2. picture or print produced by a collographic
Same as *photocauterization

.

process.

photoceramic (fo'to-se-ram'ik), a. [Gr. ><jf photocollographic (fo'to-kol-o-graf'ik), a.

(<puT-), light, -1- E. ceramic] Noting ceramic
work decorated by photographic processes.
N. E. I).

photoceramics (f6"to-se-ram'iks), n. [Gr.

(>(jf (ipur-), light, -f- E. ceramics.] A process of
producing burnt-iu photographic images on
porcelain, glass, or similar materials. Tessi^ du

Pertaining or relating to photocoljography.

photocollograpby (fo'to-ko-log'ra-fi), n.

Iphotocolli/yrajih + -y^.] The art of producing
a printing-surface, by aid of photography,
upon a collotype plate of glass after it has
received preparatory treatment. See *collo-

type and gelatin process, under gelatin.

ilotay's method consists ill carefully removing a collodion photOCOllotvpe (fo-to-kol'o-tip), Ji. [Gt. iuc
positive from its glass support and floating it in a toning- (^,,r.\ Uo-ht + K ciillntmie 1 Rpp *cnll/,ti,ne
bath containing iridium and gold chlorids, Thefllmisnext ^^"^ >' "S"^' ^ ^- vOt'Otype.] aee -^collotype.

carefully floated to the surface of the enameling-tablet, photOCOpy (fo'to-kop-i), n. [Gr. 0uf (tpuT-),
and after drying is heated in a muttle-furnace. Atacertain light + E Copy] \ copy made by some
stageof tlie baking an enamel comiKjsition, suspended in

rihotop-rftrihic l)rocP'!<i" as of sn nrchitectiiral
collodion, is poured over the picture and burned on,

Pioiograpnic process, as OI an arcmiectural
This must be repeated five or six times until the glaze is or mechanical drawing. A common form IS
of sufficient thickness and the picture of the desired color, the blue-priut.
By tills prix:ess an image is obtained wliich consists of „v-i-j-— - :*.• fe-m.- j-i *-•!./
pure metallic silver, gold, and iridium in an extremely fine pnOtOdeCOmpOSltlOn (fo"to-de-kom'po-Zlsh -

state of division, fixed to the surface of an imperishable on), n. [Gr. fiif (^ur-), light, -f- Y,. decnmpo-
tablet, and protected by an equally hard, permanent,
and impermeable glaze. Ceramic colors may be applied
and burnt in during the making of such an enamel
picture,

photoceramist (fo-to-ser'a-mist), n. [p7toto-

ccram(ic) + -ist.] One who does photoceramic
work.

sition.] In photog., chemical change effected
by light; specifically, the action of light on a
sensitive surface or in a film.

For the colored product as a whole, i, e,, the product
of photo-decomposition with its combined unchanged
haloid, Carey Lea has proposed the convenient terra
" l)hoto-salt," Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p, 383.

See photodermatism (f6-t6-der'n)a-tizm),«. [Gr.
(pug {(puT-), light, +- dipfia (-T-) skin, -f -ism.]

Sensitiveness to light in epithelial cells, inde-
pendently of connection with a nervous sys-
tem.
Nor should we deny that empirical methods, whether

they have yet done so or not^ are quite capable of giving
sufficient evidence for the existence of psychic powers
as radically different from our own as those claimed
for j;/(of(>(fcr»irt(i*)rt or the topochemical sense of the an-
tennae of ants. Science, Oct* 14, 190.^, p, 487.

Photochemical climate, engraving.
*clim(ilv, *eiigrari>ig.

photochemigraphy ( f6"t6-ke-mig'ra-fi ), n.

[Gr. (pCii; {(Pur.), hght, + 6. chemiic) + Gr.
-ypa(pia, < ypa(peiv, write.] The process of mak-
ing, in a photographic way, zinc cliches from
line-drawings (without half-tones) for print-
ing from in a press. E. L. Wilson, Cyclopae-
dic Photog., p. 275.

photochrome ( fo'to-krom), n. [See photo-
chromy.] A colored picture produced by photodoscope (pho-tod ' o-skop), »i. Same as
photochromy. photoscope.



photodrozny

photodromy (fo-tod'ro-mi), n. [Gr. <p(J^ (^wr-),

light, + -Spofjo^^ < dpaueiv, run.] The luove-
ment of suspended particles in a medium
under the influence of light. Under certain condi-
tions the movement is from shaded t^ illuminated regions
of the medium, which constitutes potiiive photodrnm;/.
A movement toward shaded regions is negative photod-
romy.

I think that the negative photodromy may also be ex-
plained by the heating effect of the light.

G. Quincke, in Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of ScL,
[1901, p. ax

Photo-electric fatigue, the decay, with time, of the
photo-electric activity of a substance. Phys. Rev., Jan.,

1908, p. 21.

photo-electricity (fo'^to-e-lek-tris'i-ti), n. The
effect of light upon electric phenomena,
such as the discharge of an eleetritiedbody or
the modification of the sparking distance be-
tween charged terminals.

photo-electrograph (fo'-'to-e-lek'tro-graf), n.

An instrument for photographically register-

ing the variations of the electrical conditions
of the atmosphere. Woodbury^ Encyc. Diet,

of Photog., p, 346.

photo-electrolTtic (fo''''t9-e-lek'''tr9-lit'ik), a.

Of or pertaining to electrolytic effects pro-
duced by light, as in certain photographic
tilms.

A series of apparent resemblances between the retinal
currents described by physiologista and photoelectrolytic
changes in sensitised metal plates.

Nature, March 5, 1903, p. 410.

photo-engraver (fo^to-en-gra'v^r), n. One
who, by photography and etching, makes
plates in relief for a type-printing press ; also,

the operator who retouches plates so prepared.
Scrijtturf, Exper. Phonetics, p. 53.

photo-engraving, ». 2. A print or plate made
by photography and developed by etching for
use on a type-printing press.— Relief photo-
eiusra.ving, the prrjcesa of making a plate for relief-

priiitiiiu '•> 1 "hot' (graphic processes.

photo-esthetic (fo ^ t9 - es -thet ' ik), a. [Gr.

06>f {<fHjr-)j light, + E. esthetic.'] Having or
pertaining to the sensation of light.

In seeking the possible nature of the two fundamental
actions we ure led to the view that the former orpAofo-
/rnthetic actiuu (being photochemical) is due to the visual
purple. Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. IW.

photo-etch (fo-to-ech'), r. t. To produce (a
priutin^^-surface) upon a photographed plate
by etching with acids, when the printed surface is

in relief, fur use on the typographic press, the plate so
made is known as f%. photo-engraving or a procegg plate;
when the subject is below the surface, or in intaglio, it is

known a» photogravure.

photoflligrain (fo-to-fil'i-gran), n. Inphotoff.j

a method of producing designs on paper by
pressure with a photographic relief. Ji'ood-

ourjff Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 348.

photoflnoroscopy (fo ' to - flo -o - ros' k<3 - pi), «.

[Gr. 0a>c {(?i^r-), light, + 'E.Jluoroscopy.'] The
photography of the image obtained on a fluoro-

scopic screen. Houston^ Diet. Elect.

photogalvanographic (f6 " to - gal ' va - no -

graf'ik), a. [ piiotoff(ih'anograph{y) 4- -ic]

Pertaining to, or produced by means of, photo-
galvanography.

photogastroscope (fo-to-gas'tr^-skop), n. [Gr.

(ftij^ (9ur-), light, -r yarrr/^p (jaffrp-), stomach, +
OKOTreiv, view.] An apparatus for photograph-
ing the interior of the stomach. itconsisUof a
small water-cooled electric liprht which illuminates the
interior, and of a series of mirrors which act as reflect^^rs

and brintr the ima^e Ut the lens-tube and camera. The
stomach may be inflated by an arrangement through
which air iit forced.

photogelatin (fo-to-jel'a-tin), a. Xoting a
photographic process in which gelatin is used.

photogen, «. 2. A light-producing organ, as

in some invertebrates.

In Tomopteris there is on each parapodiam, above and
below, a brinlitly-ccdoured sphencal organ, which for a
long time was regarded as an eye, but from its structure

. appears to be a "photogen."
Cambridge Xat.'Bist., II, 296.

photogene, «. 2. A trade-name of naphtha
di.stilU'd from bituminous shale, of specific

fravity from .72 to .81 and boiling-point from
45 to 150° C. It is used as an illuminating

oil and in the removal of grease from bones
to prepare them for use instead of ivory.

photogenetic (f6*to-je-net'ik), a. [Gr. 0oc
(0/jr.j, light, -(- E. genetic] P*rodueing light;

emitting light; limiiniferous; photogenic.

photogenic, n, 3. In general, light-produ-
cing; luminous.
Experiments with a ctcnophore, Mnemiopsis leidyl,

show similar reaalta with oxygen. Tissue in alkaline
lolatlons becomes brilliantly photogenic under the influ-
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ence of oxygen. The light is wholly extinguished when
tissue is placed in acid solutions and does not reappear
when oxygen is introduced. When the acid solution is
made alkaline, the tissue again becomes photogenic.

Science, Feb. 17, 1905, p. 267.

photoglyph (fo'to-glif), n. [Gr. ^wc (<poyr-),

light, + }/i'^^, carving, engraving.] A photo-
engraving. JFall, Diet, of Photog., p. 485.

photoglyptic (fo-to-glip'tik), a. Same as pho-
tog!t/pftic.

photoglyptography (fana-glip-tog'ra-fi), «.
[Gr. p(jf (0wr-), light, + ylvTrro^^ engraved, +
-ypa(pia, < ypd(;>£iv, wi-ite.] The art of produ-
cing an engraving of a photograph: usually by
etching. Now generally called photogravure.

photogrammeter (fo-to-gram'e-ter), «. [Gr.
9WC (9wr-), light, + ypdufia^ a writing, + fierpoi;

measure.] A photographic ,camera adapted
for use in surveying, it is commonly mounted ac-
curately on altitude and azimuth circles, with arrange-
ments for determining all instrumental corrections. The
angular distance of any point on the photographic plate
from the center of the plate is measured by a micrometer,
whence the altitude and azimuth of any point of a cloud
or of the landscape may he determined. Two photogram-
meters operating simultaneously at neighboring stations
give the data for detennining the location and motion of
any part of a cloud.

photo^ammetric (fo''''to-gra-met'rik), a. Of,
pertaining to, or produced by means of a pho-
togrammeter.

photogrammetry, n. 2. The scientific use of
the photogrammeter; the taking of photo-
graphs for the purpose of constructing there-
from the plan aud elevation of the points
photographed: sometimes loosely used to
cover the entire science of constructing the
plan and elevation of an object or of a series
of points from photographs. See*/>Ao^o^r«w-
ificter.

photograph, ".—Boudoir photograph, a photo,
graphic jinnt [^\ by H^ inches in size.— Cabinet photo-
graph, sefi^cabinetpicture. -Caricature photograph,
a photograph representing the peiiion or t)bject in a dis-

torted or gi-otes^ue manner. It is generally secured by
re.DhDtographing portions of other photographs inge-
niously put together, or by the use of screens or of
special cameras.— Cathode photograph. Same as
sciagraph, 2.—Diamond photograph, a photograph
4| by 4i inches in size.— Imperial pnotograph, a size
of photograph measuring ti| by st^ inches.— M£^c pho-
tograph, a phoN^tgraphic print bleached by mercuric
ciilorid and redeveloped by a solution of s»xliuni hyposul-
Ijhite; also, a print developed by ammonia or tobacco-
smoke. In the latter case the paper is inserted in a
cigar- or cigarette-holder. H'o«rf6wry, Encyc. Diet, of Pho-
tog., p. 274.— Spirit photograph, a phot<>graph on which
there appears, beside or behind the ordinary image of the
sitter, an indistinct or partial image of another person,
taken before or after on the same plate. These indis-
tinct Images are due to accident or U) manipulation.
They were at one time imposed up4jn the credulous as
actual photographs of spiriU.

photograph-board (fo'to-gr^f-bord), ?i. In
photographic surveying, a special foi-m of
drawing-board containing a permanent dia-
gram and lines on which photographs are
mounte<i while being reduced or measured.

photographic, a. Hence — 2. In /i^, imitated
or imitating with precise and minute detail,

indicating lack of artistic feeling and origi-

nality in the writer— Photographic chemistry.
Same as J)Ao^Wi/»lJxfr^/.— Photographic doublet, see
•(/owW^r— Photographic reflecting telescope. See
*rcfe*Cf./«'.— Photographic SUrvej^lng. see -ksurvey'

ing.

photographist (fo-tog'ra-fi.st), «. [photo-
graph + -^s^] A i>hotographer. [Rare.]

photographophone (fo-to-graf'o-f6n),n. [Gr.

0ajc {^T-)t hj<ht, + ypd<pEiv, write, + ^wr^,

sotmd.] An instrument for the reproduction
of sound by the aid of photogi-aphy. The appa-
ratus, devised by E. Ruhmer, concentrates the rays of
light from a speaking arc or other sensitive flame, by
means of a cylindrical lens, on a moving film. When
light is projected through this developed and fixed film,

uprjn a selenium cell in circuit with a battery and a tele-

phone, every variation of the light impinging on the
selenium cell produces a sound in the telephone. Prints
may be taken of the film and are of equal value. The
sounds are reproduced with great distinctness.

photographotype (fo-to-graf'o-tip), n. [pho-
tograph 4- ti/pe.] A method of producing
blocks for letter-press printing by the aid of

photography and electrot>*ping. N. E. D.

photography, «.— Animal photography, the art of
pliotx)gniphy apjjlied to the portraiture of animals in their
natural suiTcjundings or under conditiuns such as to con-

vey that effect, at the same time slmwing their char-
acteristic traits.— Architectural photography, the
f>hotographing of edifices and exteriors by the use of

enses which give the least distortion.— Automatic
photography, photography by means of a slot machine
which takes and delivers a finished ferrotype portrait of

the person who starts the instniinent and then poses be-
fore it— Cathode photography, the process of taking
aclagraphs.— Ceramic photography. See -kphoto-

photography
ceramics.— Color photography, a series of photo-
graphic and mechanical operations by which a picture is
produced which, in color, more or less resembles the
original object : strictly, it is the process of photographing
any object and producing a picture in the correct colors ;

generally it includes those processes in which several
negatives, separate or combined, of the same object are
taken, using different color-screensor ray-filters, and then
printing the picture in the corresponding colored inks.
The Lippmann process is the only one which produces an
approximately correctly colored picture by purely photo-
graphic processes. The apparent color of an object is
detennined by the wave-length of the light which reaches
the eye from it. (Seecoior, 1.) Lippmann placed a photo-
graphic dry-plate film down upon the sui-face of mercury
and exposed it thr(.>ugh the glass back to a colored object
(spectrum) and then developed the plate in the usual
way. The negative thus produced, when viewed at the
proper angle, appeared in approximately the same colors
as the original object. The waves of light passing through
the sensitive film of the dry plate fall upon tlie mercury
and are reflected back through the film, foraiing with the
advancing waves a series of nodes and loops. (See cuts \xn-
i\eT nodallines.) Thedistanceapartof these nodes is deter-
mined by the wave-length (color) of the light; hence their
distribution in the film will depend upon the color of the
light which falls upon that particular portion of the plate.
The negative thus obtained is really devoid of color, in
the usual sense, but viewed at the proper oblique angle,
it will appear colored owing to the interference produced
by the lines of opaque silver deposited at the nodal lines.
(.See interference, 5.) The best example of the other class
of processes is that developed by Ives. Three negatives
are taken through three colored screens— orange-red,
blue-green, and blue. Each of these will give, by its

gradations of density, a direct measure of the amount
of light of that particular kind which falls upon the plate
at that point. A positive transparency is made from each
negative, and when viewed in the appropriate light, each
will reproduce the object so far as that light is concerned.
For example, the blue negative will show the object
as it appears to a person blind to red and green, or when
viewed through bhie glass. If three lanterns so project
these three positives in their approi>riate color that they
register perfectly on the screen, the combined image will
appear in nearly its natural colors. Ives has made such an
arrangement of mirrora that the three positives may be
viewed subjectively, and the same result obtained. The
Joly-Macdonough process does not use three screens and
three negatives as above described, but one screen of three
colored lines and one corresponding negative. The screen
is ruled in transparent lines of the three colors, about 1/200
to 1/300 of an inch wide, adjoining each other so that
every third line is orange-red, every third blue-green,
etc. The negative obtained by placing such a screen
immediately in front of the plate really coiTesponds to
the three Ives negatives on one plate, each set of lines
constituting a negative for it« color. A positive made
from this negative is viewed through a lined screen
similar to the taking screen, except that the colors are
red, green, and blue, so adjusted that the blue lines are
superimposed upon those parts of the positive which
were taken behind the blue lines, and similarly with the
red and green. These lines are so narrow that they be-
c<jme blended to the eye and only their combined effect
is perceived, and appears colored like the original. A
mechanical device pennits of covering two sets of lines
of such a negative and of moving the negative during
the printing by twice the line width, thus obtaining a
positive similar to that one of the plates of the Ives
process which coiresponds to the color of the ex])osing
line. It is very difficult to rule the color-screens for the
above process without overlapping or leaving clear
spaces. The Powrie-Waner process obviates this diffi-

culty. A glass plate is coated with a thin film of bichro-
mat«d colloid (albumin, gelatin, glue) and exposed
under a negative of opaque lines twice as wide as the in-

tervening spaces. On washing the resulting plate in
warm water a set of fine lines of insoluble colloid, corre-
sponding to the open spaces of the screen, is left. These
lines are dyed green and set with fonnalin and chrome
alum. A second coating of colloid is applied to the
plate and it is again exposed so that the screen covers
the green lines and half the spaces. Washing, dyeing red,
and fixing give the second set of lines (red). A third
coating of colloid is applied and the exposure is now
from the back through the glass, the green and red
lines now acting as the protecting negative. Washing,
dyeiiig blue, and fixing fill all the remaining spaces with
blue colloid, and no overlaps or open spaces are possible.
Powrie obtains a negative similar to the Ives process by
setting his line-negative a little way in front of the plate
and exposing with oblique and nonnal illumination in
the appropriate colored light. Lumiere has produced a
color-screen in dots or stipples by using colored grains of
starch. Three l(»t8 of fine starch-grains are dyed red,
green, and blue, respectively, and are mixed in the propor-
tions proper to produce a gray. A plate is prepared with
a layer of tacky material (gelatin, glue) and the starch-
grains are dusted over it, tlie loose excess being removed
and any possible open spaces filled by dusting on
powdered carbon. Over this stippled colored screen is

placed the ordinary dry-plate emulsion. The plate is ex-
posed in the camera with the glass side toward the lens
and developed in the usual way, but not fixed in the
hypo. It is then placed in pennanganate of potash and
sulphuric acid to dissolve the metallic silver, leaving the
undeveloped bromide. The plate is next exposed to light,

and again developed, appearing now as a positive. The
starch-grains finally serve as a viewing-screen. The pina-
type process tiikes three negatives through cnlor-screens
and exiH>ses under each a coating of sensitized gelatin.

These coatings are dyed, stripped, and superimposed.
The success depends ni)on the fact that only those por-
tions of the gelatin which have been jtrotect^-d from the
light take the dye.— Meteorological photography,
piiot<^)graj)hy applied eitlier in the making of metuorolog-
ical records in instruments or in recording i)henomena.
— Pinhole photography, photography by means of a
camera havmg a minute circular aperture (pinhole) in-

stead of a lens. Tlie pinhole is made in cardlioanl by a
red-hot needle.— Psychic photography, the alleged
photography of spirits, i^ee spirit -kf^hottKirapfi.— ThlGG-
COlOr photography. See color -^photography.



photograver

photograver (fo-to-gra'ver), H. One who
practises photo-eugraviiig ; a photo-engraver.

photogravure,". 2. A print taken from a pho-
tograph upon copper, etched with acid, and
produced by the copperplate process.

photogravnrist (fo'to-gra-vur'ist), H. Ipho-
tofir(irur(c) + -i«<.] One who practises the
art of photogravure.

photogjrric (fo-to-ji'rik), a. [Gr. <l>ac ((jxJT-),

light, + jT^f, a turn, + -ic] Relating to

the behaN-ior of a substance toward polarized
light. See optically active substance, under
active.

In the case of lactic fermentations, the photogyrie
nature of the resulting acids is given.

Xature, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 316.

photoheliography (fo-to-he-li-og'ra-fi), n.

lpliot(ili(lio(ir<:i)h + -y^.] The art ot using
the photohehograpli; solar photography.

photohelioscope (fo-to-he'li-o-skop), u. Same
as pli<>tohtlio(jr(iph.

photohyalography (fo'to-hi-a-log'ra-fi), n.

[Gr. ^>(jf (<?""-)) light, 4- E. hi/alography.']

Same as hiialofiraphi/.

photohyalotype (fo"to-hi'a-lo-tip), ». [Gr.

^>(jf (pur-), light, -t- E. hyalotype.'] Same as

*hijah)typc.

photohyponastical (fo'to-hi-po-nas'ti-kal), a.

Same as pliotohyponastic.

photo-impression (f6"to-im-presLi'pn), »?.

The effect, as of light, upon a photographic
film ; a photographic impression. Smithsonian
Eep., 1899, p. 158.

photo-ink (fo'to-ingk), a. Produced by pho-
tography so as to be printed in Ink. N. E. I).

photo-intaglio (f6"to-in-tal'y6), n. [Gr. piif

(p(j7-), light, + E. intaglio.'] A photo^aphed
copperplate or print on which the subject has
been developed below the surface, for print-

ing by the copperplate process. Also used
adjectively.

photolinol (fo-to-lin'ol), n. [Gr. ^uf {<^ut-),

liglit, + L. linum, flax, + oleum, oil (see
linoleum).'] A trade-name of a linen fabric
upon which photographs may be printed.
The fabric is waterproof, and the pliotogi"aph does not fade
in the sun. Picturesque elfects are obtained by coloring
the photograph, which then appears as an oil-painting on
canvas. The picture is visible by both transmitted and
retlected light. Sci. Amer., June 18, 1904, p. 476.

photolithotype (fo-to-lith'o-tip), n. [photo-
(graphic) + lithotype.] A photolithographic

S'int.
otolongitude (fo-to-lon'ji-tM), «. [Gr. (^6Jf

"(pwr-), light, + E. longitude.] A method of

determining the geographical longitude of a
place on the earth's surface by the astronomi-
cal method of lunar distances, in which the
distance of the given star from the moon's
limb is measured from a photographic plate,

made with a telescope as a camera, instead of

by direct telescopic measurements, as usually
employed in the method of lunar distances.

Time observations by the Commission (meridian dis-

tance from Freetown), and from a photo-longitude plate,

lieag. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 399.

photoluminescence (f6"to-lu-mi-nes'ens), n.

[Gr. (jiGx; {(jiuT-), light, + E. luminescence.] See
^luminescence.

photoluminescent (f6"to-lii-mi-nes'ent), a.

[Gr. puf {(jioiT-), light, + £. luminescent.] Lu-
minescent as the result of exposure to light.

See luminescence.
photom. An abbreviation (a) ot photometrical

;

(b) [I. c. or cap.] ot plwtometry.

photomagnetic (f6"to-mag-net'ik), a. [^pho-

ti>m'i(inet{ism) + -ic] Pertaining to or ex-
liitjiting photomagnetism.
photomagnetograph (fo'to-mag-net'o-graf),
n. [Gr. ^(Jc {'tx^T-), light, + E. magnetograph.]
Same as magnetograph, 1.

photomania (fo-to-ma'ni-a), M. [NL., < Gr.

ipuc {<po)r-), light, +iiavia, madness.] A form of

mania induced by exposure to prolonged light

of great intensity, such as occurs in tlie arctic

summer.
photomapper (f6-to-map'6r), n. In astron.,

an in.strument adapted for mapping the
heavens photographically.

photomapping (fo-to-map'ing), n. [photo-

(graphic) + mapping.] In astron., the process
of mapping the stars by means of photographs
of the heavens.

photometallograph (fo'to-me-taro-gr^f), v. t.

To plioto-engrave by photometallography.

photometallography (fo-to-met-a-log'ra-fi), n.

[Gr. 0£if (?"r-), light, + fiira'AMv, metal, +
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-ypa(jiia, < ypaijietv, write.] Same as photozin-
cography.
photometer, n. 2. In photog., a device for
determining the proper length of time for e.x-

posure. See *«c/(«o»(Cte'r.— Actinic pliotom-
etor, a photometer for measuring the actinic intensity
of a light, or its power to produce actinic elfects, which
is often veiy different from the visual intensity of the
same light Sometimes a sensitive film is exposed to the
light for a fixed time and the etfect is compared with that
protluced by a standard light in the same time, or the
time is determined which is necessary to produce the
same effect as that pro<luced by the standard light in a
standard time.

—

Arago-Davy photometer, an actinom-
eter in which one observes the temperature of two
thermometers (black-bulb and bright-bulb, respectively),
each in its own vacuous inclosure, and from the ditfer-

ence of their readings deduces, by Ferrel's formula, the
relative intensity of the sunshine.— Becquerel's elec-
trochemical photometer, an actinometer in which an
electrometer shows the existence of an electric cuiTcnt
in a wire connecting two plates of silver chlorid im-
mersed in a jar of water. One of the plates is exposed
to the sunlight and the cun-ent is due to the ditTerential
condition of the two plates.

—

BlOndel'S photometer, an
integrating photometer for incandescent and luc- lamps.
The instrument is given different forms in tlie two cases.
When used for incandescent lamps it consists of a hollow
sphere the inner surface 'of which is white and nnitte.
The lamp to be tested is placed in tile center of the sphere
and a small translucent screen in an aperture in the sphere
receives the diffusely reflected light from tlie imier walls
but is protected from the direct rays of the lamp. The
illumination of the screen is proportional to tlie mean
splierical intensity of the lamp. Blondel's photometer for
arc-lamps has a diffusing screen in tlie form of a poilion of
a hollow truncated cone in the horizontal axis of wiiich the
lamp is placed. The photometer disk, which is mounted
on a bar in the usual manner, receives illumination from
the surface of the cone but is shielded from the direct
light of the lamp.— Bonguer photometer, a fonn of
pliotometer devised prior to 17W. It is based on the
law of invei-se squares. An opaque screen is illumi-
nated, on paits sepamted by a thin partition, by two
sources of light. The lights are moved perpendicularly
to the screen until equal illuniination of the parts is

secured ; tneir distances from the screen are then mea-
sured and the calculation made. A translucent screen
of matte glass was substituted for the opaque screen
by Potter.— Bnnsen's and Koscoe's photometer, a
photographic actinometer in which sensitive chlorid-of-
silver paper is blackened by daylight. For many reasons
this is the form recommended for standard measurement
relative to the special wave-lengths that effect the silver

chlorid.—Chemical photometer. («) An instrument
designed to meiisure tlie intensity of light by the amount of
chemical change produced. It is really an actinometer.
(6) An instrument for detennining the length of time
proper for photographic exposures.— Daylight pho-
tometer, an instrument devised by A. H. Munsell for the
comparison of tile brightness of various colored surfaces
illuminated by daylight or by artificial light. It consists
essentially of two 'cat's-eye' shutters placed symmetri-
cally toward a source of diffused light Through one of
these the light falls on the colored surface to be tested,

through the other upon a standard white surface. The
second shutter is then gradually closed until the resulting
gray produced on the white screen just niatt:hes the col-

ored surface in intensity, while a dial connecteci with this

shutter shows, in percentage, how much darkening has
been necessary to match the colored sui-face under test
The instrument has also been applied to the testing of

light transmitted through colored media. Nature, Feb.
."i, 1903, p. 332.—Dispersion photometer of Ayrton
and Perry, a photometer in which the intensity of illuuii-

photometer
observer and forming an obtuse angle. The lights exam-
ined are placed along normals to the surfaces, and a
Lambert translucent screen is used to receive the reflected

~^-

Dispersion Photonicler of Ayrton and Perry.

nation of a screen varies inversely with the anionnt of the
dispersion of the liglit tested. The apparatus consists of

a Lambert screen AB illunuiiated by light reflected from
the mirror // (fixed at an inclination of 45") and dispereed
by the action of the biconcave lens at C, and also by the
lij^ht of a standard candle placed in a case and moved
along ,/. The comparison of intensity is obtained by mea-
suring the distances of the mirror //, of the lens, and of the
standard candle from the screen.— Flicker photome-
ter, an instrument for the comparison of sources of light

in which the field of view is illuminated altemately by
the two sources. When the illumination from the two
lights is equal there is a cessation of flickering and this ia

the criterion upon which the use of the photometer de-
pends. It has been shown by Rood, Whitman, and
othera that consistent results are obtainable with the
flicker photometer, even when the differences in the
color of the two sources are such as to render compari-
sons by other methods impossible. See rf/cfrfr -kphotom-
erri/.— Foucault photometer, a photometer whose
sight-box contains two reflecting surfaces inclined to the

B "--^

D

C ^-

-V-
Foucault Photometer.

A, A', reflecting surfaces;; B, C, lights; D£, partition.

rays. A movable partition forms a line of separation for
the two sets of reflected rays and secures a sharper con-
trast— Illumination photometer, a photometer de-
signed for the detennination of the illuminating effect of
light as distinguished from an instrument for measuring
the candle-power or intensity of a source of light; an il-

luminometer. Such photometers usually consist of a test
surface placed at the point at which the ilhrniination is

to be determined and some photometric device for com-
paring the brightness of this surface with that of a screen
illuminated by a standard source of light under known
conditions.—Integrating photometer, a x)hotonieter
so constructed as to give from a single reading the mean
spherical, or mean hemispherical, intensity of a source
of light.—Jet photometer, an indicat^ir of the light-
giving power of gas. It consists essentially of a delicate
pressure-gage for adjusting a pointed flame 7 inches in
height. The pressure read in tenths of an inch is the
approximate measure ofthe illuminating power.— KlEg'S
photometer, an adaptation of Bunsen's photometer in
which the bar, 100 inches long, is so graduated that the
position of the movable screen, when equally illuminated
on both sides, gives the intensity of the light tested in
tenns of the lesser source, usually a standard candle.

—

Klrschmann's photometer, a photometer constructed
of cardboard disks of black (or gray) and white, rotating
before a dark chamber : used for preliminaiy determina-
tions of the photometric values of black, gray, and "bite
papers or cards in psychophysical work. E. B. Titcheiwr,
Exper. Psychol., II. i. 35.—Lambert photometer, a
shadow photometer devised by Lambert in 17(iO; later
used by Runiford and known by his name.— Lummer-
Brodhnn photometer, a device for comparing th©
brightness of a light with that of a standard. One

1,

Lummer-Brodhun Photometer.

S, opaque screen in the line adjoining' ihe lights to be com-
pared ; M, M', mirrors reflecting light diffusely reflected from 5 to
the Lummer-Brodhun prism, L ; T, the observing telescope.

form of the optical train consists of an opaque diffus-

ing-9creen whose opposed surfaces are illuminated by the
source of light and by the standard lamp respectively.
The diffused light from each side is then reflected by
mirrors, the two sets of rays falling on two juxtaposed
right-angled prisms of such construction that the emerg-
ent rays appear to the observer lcK)king through the
monocular telescope as a central disk of light sun*ounded
by a circle of light. By moving the screen an equal
illumination of these two parts may be obtained and
measurements of the distances of the lights from the
screen tiiken. In an improved fonn the prism Is so
constructed that the rays impinging normally on each
side of the prism are in some cases transmitted, in others
totally reflected, and a composite field is secured. This
fonn is known as the contrast train. This optical train

in one fonn or the other is the screen adopted by the
Reichsanstalt. In the newer form thin strips of glass

are introduced next the faces of the prism to reduce the
illumination when lights differing in color are tested.—
Marshall's photometer, an illumination photometer
consisting of a screen of the Bunsen type (see Bungeyi

,
photonuter) mounted on the top of a closea box. The
screen is lighted fi^om below by an incandescent lamp
within the box, and is exposed from above to the illumin-
ation to be tested. The box also contains a rhcwtat for

regulating the lamp, a galvanometer, and a slide-wire

bridge of which the lamp forms one arm. Measurements
are made by adjusting the brightness of the lamp until

the screen shows photometric equality and balan ,ing



photometer
the bridge with the slide-wire. The position of the
slidiiiK contact then gives tlie illumination.— Mascaxt'S
photometer, a device for the study of illuminatiuM. con-
sistinK of two parallel tubes one of which contains a trans-
lucent screen illuminated by a gasolene tiame. Light
enters the other tube through a similar screen, illnnii-
nated from without, which forms the test surface. The
two screens are viewed simultaneously through an eye-
piece and their brightness is adjusted to equality by
nieans of two iris diaphragms.— Matthews' pbotom-
eter, an integrating photometer in whick a set of plane-
mirrors are so grouped around the arc of a semicircle
at the center of which the lamp to be tested is placed
as to direct tlie rcllected light simultaneously to the
photometer disk. The disposition of the mirrors is
such that the illumination of the disk will always be
proportional to the mean spherical intensity of the lamp
Tram. Amer. Ingt. Elect. Ei,i;s., 1U02.— Photometer
bar, a graduated wooden bar between the standard
candle and the light to be tested. .\ Bunseu screen
or other device is moved along this liar until equal
luniin.>ns effects are obtained.— Preece and Trotter's
photometer, an illumination photometer based on Lam-
bert's law of the variation in the intensity of diffusely
reflected light with the angle. The test surface, the
illumination of which is to be measured, forms part of
the cover of a closed box. Through slots in this surface
a sheet of cardboard within the box may be seen and its
brightness contrasted with that of the test surface. The
cardhiKird is illuminated by a lamp within the box and
adjustments of brightness are made by varjing the angle
of incidence of the light that falls upon it— Radial pho-
tometer, an instrument for testing the value of the angu-
lar niys emitted by a tiame, from the horizontal to the
vertical, either above or below the former position. The
disk is movable that its inclination to the standard light
and tlie one tested may be the same. The apparatus con-
sist* of two standards, one fixed to the other, movable
along a baseboard. A radial arm connects the two and
insures that the lamp tested and the screen shall be equi-
distant no matter what the angle of the incident light
The standard lamp is adjustihlc to get ei|uality of illu-
minati.)!!.- Relchsanstalt photometer, a photom-
eter provided with a Lunnner-Iirodhun optical train
or «ight.box.— ReUef photometer, a ph.)tometer in
which the two sides of the screen are placed at an
angle of forty-five degrees with the incident beams,
6o that they may bo viewed simultaneously with-
out the aid of mirrors.- Ritchie photometer, a
form of photometer in which the sight-box contains

989
rays in sunlight It depends upon the rate at which anegatively electrified ball of zinc with amalgamated sur*

^Kn^l^.'S'"*'^ "'"i"
"'"'"='' '° ""'"-•''"let radiation.-ZpUner s photometer, an early form of polaiization-

photometer in which the light of a star viewed through

stnrTh! 1
J '??* 18 compared with that of an aitiflcfal

fiirf V-
",'''''' "' '*'"'^'» "^ *"= ^"'ed by means of apair of >icol prisms.

photometer-bench ( fo-tom'e-tfer-bench ), n.
llie track or train along whieh the sight-box
ot a piiotometer may be moved in a plane par-
allel with the photometrieal axis, while the
lights to be compared are mounted at each
end

;
or the bench supports a fixed sight-box

and the lights are movable. In either form
the bench is provided with appropriate scales
giving the distances between the lights and
the screen. TT. M. Sline, Photometrieal Mea-
surements, p. 104.

photomethemoglobin (f6-t6-met"hem-6-gl6'-
bin), « [Gr. ^Cc (0u7-), liglit, -I- E. meihemo-
gtobm.] A substance closely related to
methemoglobin, from which it results on
exposure of its neutral solutions to sunlight.

photometric, a. 2. In biol., exhibiting pho-
tometry

; governed as to position by the vary-
iiig intensity of light.-Photometrlc scale. See
absolute itgcale.

>-»»».

photometrograph (fo-to-met 'ro-graf), n
I photometric + Gr. ypai^iv, write.] An in-
strument for registering the intensity of light
at various depths beneath the surface of a
body of water.

1 have here a graphic representation of the results of
experimenU I made to the south of Madeira with a vho.
tmnetrogriiph invented by my friend Dr. Regnard. which
shows how rapidly light loses its intensity in penetrating
below the surface [of the sea].

Oevg. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIL 45a

Ritchie Photometer.
-<. B, lights to ht compared: M.Ar, iiiirrors: SS, Itanslucciit

screeu.

two mirrora placed vertically and dihedrally in the box
and at an angle of ib' to the photometrieal axis Anopening in front of the apex of the mirrors is over'ed
with a translucent screen, such aa tissue-paper, rrismsmay be substituted for the mirrore.— Selenlnm photom-
eter, a phot<,nieter in which intensities of illumination
a«e estimated by means of the decre.i.Ke in the electric
resistance of a selenium film ni>on which tlje liflit is
allowed to fall.- Spherical candle-power photom-
eter, ."lame as inlei/roluii/ *J'l'utomet,'r.~§telnheilpnsm photometer, a jiliotometer in whl<h the i-ivsfrom two stars to liecomjiared are brought by total reHec-
tlon fn«n two rit'lit,angled prisms tlinjugh the two halves
of a divided object-ghiss, and their light compared hv
changing the distances of the two half-objectives from
the eyepieces until the diffuse star-images are equally in-
ten8e.-Transluceiit-dlsk photometer a i.ii„to„;,.ter
having a screen which is partly tiiiMs]u,,„t ai,,! i.iitlv
opaque, like a liunsen sireen.— Varlev'8 DhotomBter
aphotometer in which the illnmiT;""..! of fl°^" ™ [sregulated by means of a.ljn,talilc .lianhia-ins i,l,,-,d in
">«"?"' "' '^' ">',''' r Vogel's chemical photometer.a photjrtiieterin which seii«itive clir -paiTer isTiTte,!,.,.
by daylight- Weber's photometer. 'ail illnmi^r/i"
photometer in which tlie test surface .1, the brightness of

which is to lie

photometry, «. 2. In biol., the reactional
luovemeut, positive and negative, with an in-
difference point between, of organisms under
changing intensity of illumination. Oltnianiis.
—Flicker photometry, the dctcmiination of the lumi-
nosity or brightness-value of a color (for instance, of the
reflecting power of a colored paper) by determination of
that intensity of colorless light which, when presented to
the eye in fairly rapid .alternation with the color, does not
give rise t<j the phenomenon of flicker. (See Jlieker *pho-
loiMter.) The postulate underlying flicker photometry
la that the flickering of intermittent visual stimuli de-
pends not at all upon difference of color, but solely upon
that of the luminosities of the stimuli. Sifp]>osc, then,
that we have a series of cardboard disks, ranging bysmali
differences of reflecting iMjwer between the limits black-- ' white, aikd that we also have a red disk, the bright

photophobe

photomorphosis (fo'to-mor'fo-sis), n. fGr
'Po,^ (0«r-) light + «dp0„^,f, a shaping. Set;
morplwsis.l In biol., the taking on of form sotar as this is governed by the stimulus of light,

n Jt'l!" ^J?'f
P^'"''™'^?''"^*. chemomorphosis, photo-

P?od'jc'j:Vh1'rTaS,;.°<'"'"^
*'" «"--! agency wlii^Th

.

r/effer (trans.), Physiol, of Plants, II. 137.

photonastic (fo-to-nas'tik), a. Iphotonasl(u)+ -!C.] Lxliibiting or pertaining to photo-
nasty: as, photonastic movements Pfelfer
(trans.), Physiol, of Plants, II. 104.

photonasty (fo'to-nas-ti), «. [Gr. <j,ug (Aw),
liglit, + maroc, close -pressed, solid.] In hot,
the occurrence of curvature in a dorsiventral
organ under the stimulation of diffused light
Compare photo-epinasty. Ffeffer (trans.),'
Physiol, of Plants, II. 73.

Photonectes (fo-to-nek'tez), n. [NL < Gr
fiiif {J,uT.), light, +'vi,iiT7K, swimmer.] A genus
ot stomiatoid fishes found in deep seas.
photopapjrrograph (f6"t6-pa-pi'r6-graf), «.A print produced by photo'papyrography.
photopathic (fo-to-path'ik), «. iphotopathty)
+ -JC.J Of or pertaining to the movements of
organisms in relation to intensity of illumina-
tion

; exhibiting photopathy.
In strong and moderate intensities of light it may be

first negatively and later positively pAo/op««ic; to verj

Some '^T'^^ °'
^}^^l

" "">' >>« P^'sitively photopathU.

liT, tv,
1°'"'? of Phototaxis are found under strong

light, the aboral end being directed toward the light
Biol. Bldletin, May, 1904, p. 324.

photopathy (fo-top'a-thi), «. [Gr. 0£.r Ug,t-)
ight, -I- TTodoi, affection.] The influence of
light upon an organism, especially as causing
the migration of the organism from a region
of greater to one of less illumination (neoative
photopathy), or the reverse {positive photop-
athy) in relation to the intensity and not to
the direction of the light.

.h^^°'^*f
"'' "''" ''<;«"«<• as migration in the direction otthe light rays and photopathy aa migration toward aregion of greater or less intensity of light

C. B. Davenport, Exper. Morphol., p. 203.

photoped (fo'to-ped), n. [Gr. 0wc ((twr-), light,+ ii. i)fs (pcd-), foot.] A photometric device
used in the testing of gas flames, it is a perfected

IV

measured,
viewed through a
tube containing
a I.uminer-Bro<l-
hun cube /,.

This cube serves
to Introduce into
the field f>f view
a translucent

„ 1
screen rniountcd

'

I,
in a tube at right

II

C J angles U> the line
of sight and this
screen is illumi-
nated from be-
hind by means
of a benzin
lamp C. Slea-
surements are
made by shifting
the translucent
screen within the
tube, thus vary-
ing its distance
from the lamp,
until equality of
the field of view
Is secured. The

_ .

, .,
light from S is

E»iciitial Features of Weber's Photometer, rednceil when
.^_^_, . ,^ ,

necessary bv in-
lerposlng absorbent screens at ^.—Zinc-ball photom-
Jjer, an Instmment devised by Elster and Oeitel for
the determination of the Intensity of the ultra-violet

ness-value of which is to be detennined. All that'we
have to do is to mount the red and a gray disk together
upon a color-mixer, so that the combined ilisk shows ISO"
of gray and ISO* of red, to rotate the cmibined disk at a
siieed less tliaii that required for comjilete fusion of the
red and gray, and to observe whether or not the disk
flickers. If it does, the brightness-values of the two par-
tial disks are different; if it iloes not these brightness-
values are the same. The reflecting |M>wer of the gray is
then detennined by one or another of the regular photo-
metric methods ; and, knowing this, the reflecting power
of the red paper also is known. Tlie method was intro-
duced by O. N. K<K)d in lg».i, and has of late years been
exteniled and rcfliieil by various inve.stigatois.— Hetero-
chromatlc photometry, the iihotometric comparison
.f liirlit-s.Miiccs which differ in color.— Photographic
photometry, phot^.metry in which the intensities of
light-sources are compared by means of their photo-
giaiihic elfccts. I'hoti^raphic photometry is confined, in
practice, to the determination of stellar magnitudes.

photomezzotype (fo-to-mez'o-tip), «. [pho-
to(!/ntphic) + mtz:o(iitit) -f-' type.^ A pho-
tomechanical printing process similar to
collotype; also a print produced by it. X. E.b.
photomicrogram (fo-to-mi'kro-gram), «.
Same as phutomicrotjrapii.

photomicrography, ".stereoscopic photomi-
crography, III ili'.i,«i: the pniccss of ofitainnig plioto-
microgniphs that show stereoscopic effects. Two plates
are exiKwed in quick 8uccessii>n in a photomicroscope,
the condenser diaphragm being decentered to the right
f<ir one and to the left for the other, and the plates are
developed t^igcther.

photomicroscope (fd-to-mi'kro -skop), n.
[Gr. ^dif ((puT-), light, 4- E. microscope.'^ A
microscope combined with a camera.
photomicroscopic (fo'to-mikro-skop'ik), a.
llihotomicroscop(y) + -ir.] Of 'or pertaining
to the photography of minute objects enlarged
by means of the microscope.

PhotomicroKopie investigation is made of metals and
alloys, and especially of steel rails.

Nature, Sept 24, 1903, p. 606.

...^

Photoped.

form of shadow-photometer consisting of a vertical screen
01 inetal ( M), with a sq uare opening over which is stretched
a sheet of paper This opening («,«). which fomis the
fleld of view, is illuminated by the two sources to be com-
pared

: a diaphragm (d) being so placed that the lightfrom S Illuminates one siile of the opening, that from 7the other. The two contiguous flelds thus formed areviewed from behind the screen. W. J. Dibdin Public
Lighting, ]). S3.

'

photophane (fo'to-fan), n. [Gr. ^uf ((tor-),
light, + -(jxivTi^, < (paivciv, show.] Same as
*colloty])e.

The collotype process is worked universally, and is

h';°"J!.,'''' .".A?"''''''' °' 'lanies; the Gennans call it

PK .
.™°''.'. "'f ^''^S"^

" Phototypie," the Americans
,. S!!°J°'''P.'''. .an'J^e English have given it the titles of
..
Pnoto-P""'. " Heliotype," " Autotype," " Photophane,''

•' Photo-mezzo-type," "Graphotone," etc.
Jour. Soe. 0/ Arts, quoted in Sci. Amer. Sup., March 28

[1903, p. 22,7«7. '

photophil (fo'to-fil), a. and n. fGr. <t>uc(<puT-),
light, + ipadv, love.] I. a. Loving light;
specifically, pertaining to the movement of
organisms toward a more intensely illuminated
area or exhibiting such movement ; exhibiting
positive photopathy or phototaxis.
And it can be shown that it is an advantage to Hydra

io he photophil, since many of the Entomostraca upon
which It feeds are phototactic.

C. B. Davenport, Exper. Morphol., p. 184.

photomicroscopy (f6"t6-mi-kros'k6-pi), n.
[Gr. «uf (0UT-), light, -l-'E. microscopy.^ The
photography of enlarged images of minute
objects by means of a photomicroscope or
combination of microscope and camera.
Photomicroscopy of Metals as practised by Steel Com-

Paules- Jour. App. Micr., 1902, \i. 1920.

II. n. A micro-organism or cell which ex-
hibits positive phototaxis.

photophilous (fo-tof'i-lus), a. [photophil +
-OKs.'i In phytogeog., thriving in full light;
heliophilous. Pound and Clements.

photophobe (fo'to-fob), «. and n. [G. photo-
phob, < Gr. 06)f (dur-), light, -I- (pofielv, fear.] I.
a. Fearing light; specifically, pertaining to
the movement of organisms toward a less in-
tensely illuminated area; exhibiting negative
photopathy or phototaxis

; photophobic.
n. n. A photophobic organism, or one that

turns away from the light.



photophobous 990
photophobous (fo-tof'o-bus), a. {_photophobe photoregression (fo'to-re-gresh'on), «+ -OK5.] Avoiding light ; photophobic. .'--. _x i;-_i^ tt. •_ .

v ™,

Only when accidentally growing in the shade do they
assume the bright red tints that distinguish their pho-
tophobous allies.

A. F. W. Schimper (trans.), Plant-geog., p. 793.

photophore (fo'to-for), «. [Gr. ^uf ((i«r-),

light, + -ipopo{, < ^lpe(i>, bear.] 1. A luminous

chemical reactions in the emulsion.
The photo-reffression of the latent image is favoured by

the presence of chromium salts in the emulsions, and is

most troublesome with enuilsions of bromide prepared in
centrifugal apparatus. Ewjiiieering, July 24, 1903, p. 109.

spot which has connection with the nervous photoret (fo'to-ret), «. [_p)wto(graphic)
system in fishes, especially in deep-sea species. {ea>nc)r(a) + -e<i.] A miliiature photographic
Science, March 20, 1908, p. 454.-2. An appa- camera. Stand. Vict.
ratus for illuminating any accessible internal photO-salt (fo'to-salt), n. A salt so affected
part of the body for the purpose of inspection, by light that it can be used in photography,— 3. In microscopy, an apparatus, including a photosantonic (fo'to-san-ton'ik), a. '"
mirror, for finding sections when immersed in (ijiwr-), light, + E. santon{in) + -jc]

hy the action of light on santonin Photosan-
tonic acid, a yellow crystalline acid, CijIIj^Os, formed

phototopography
[Gr. rays. Theconditionsof the organiism itself mast be more

0(jr(^ur-), light, + E. rf</re«SfOH.] The fading closely regarded. Sdcncs, Jan. 18, 1901, p. IIL

out of a, photographic image, due to certain phototaxis, n. 2. In hiol., active migration

a staining fluid ; a section-finder,
A little apparatus to which Ranvier has given the name

photophore (light-bearer), but which may better be called
with Oberst^iner, section-finder. stand in sunlight.

Zi»i»i<Tm«n;i (trans.), Bot. Microtechnique, p. 26. photOSCOpiC (fo-to-skop'ik), a. [photO!!COp(e)
photopile (fo'to-pil), n. [Gr. ^iJQ (par-), light, + -'c] Pertaining to the photoscope or its use.
+ E. pile^.^ An apparatus, as the selenium- pbotosculptural (fo-to-skulp'tii-ral), a. Ipho-
ccU in a photophone, that is sensitive to light.

See photoplione.

photoplagiotropy (fo-to-pla-ji-ot'ro-pi), w.

[Or. puf (((xjr-), light, -I- 'E-plaffiotropy.} Plagi-
otropy due to the influence of light.

I was the first to show in some verj* striking examples
that in habitually anisophyllous shoots we have to deal
with ^hato-pla'jiotropy.

h. E. Goebel (trans.). Organography of Plants, I. 100.

pbotoplastography (fo'ty-plas-tog'ra-fi), n.

[Gr. (j>ug (pur-), light, -t- TrT^aardq, formed.

tosciilptur{e) + -o/l.] Pertaining'to, or of the
nature of, photosculpture.
photosensitive (fo-to-sen'si-tiv), a. [Gr. <t>a!

(<i>uT-), light, + E. semitive.'] Sensitive to the
action of light.

It the word " photography " be interpreted literally as
^vriting or inscribing by light, without any reference to
the subsequent permanence of the inscription, then the

of organisms, or of cells, in the line of rays of
light affecting them —positive phototaxis if
toward the source of light, and negative photo-
taxis if away from it. Compare *p}iotopathy.
By phytophysiological experiments, Sachs, Pfeffer, and

many other trained experimenters have enlightened u»
. . . concerning phototaxis, chemotaiis, and similar in-
teresting phenomena.

O. Uertwig (trans.), in .Smithsonian Eep., 1900, p. 4«9l

phototelegraph (fo-to-tel'f-graf), n. [Gr.

[Gr."^0(Jc ^"^ (!>"'"-), light, + E.'tcleor'aph.'] 1. A device
Formed 'ff'^ .the transmission of intelligence by means

of light. See heliograph and photophone.— 2.
An instrument for the electric transmission
to a distance of facsimiles of photographs or
diagrams ; a facsimile telegraph,

phototelegraphy (fo-to-tel'e-graf-i or -te-leg'-

ra-fi), n. [^phototelegraph '+ -^3.] 1. The
transmission of signals to a distance by means
of light.— 2. The electric transmission of fac-
similes of photographs, drawings, etc.; fac-
simile telegraphy.
phototelescope (fo-to-tel'e-skop), n. [photo-
(graphic) + telescope.'] A telescope fitted with
apparatus for photographing the objects
viewed.

ypa^w, .< ypa'Pea; write.] In photog any photospectroheliograph (fo-to-spek-tro-he'li
process in which a plastic substance changes o-graf)

<• ° -^'^ -...• '^
. v . • .

its form because of the action of light and re- ge|)
turns to a thickness suitable for a colored photospectroscope (fo-to-spek'tro-skop), n.
gelatinous ink. Woodbury, Encye. Diet, ot [Gr. <j>%Upa>T-)_, light,

+ 'Kspectr'oscopc] A

pereon who first intentionally caused a design to be nhntntplpnmnin Cfo-to-tpl-fl-skon'ik'l n r nhy>
imprinted by light upon a photo-sensitive compound PlOi'Ol'eieSCOpiC (lo-to tei-e SKOp IK), o. ipim-

^^ '. ?..»'„.>'.
.

1"
totclescop{c) + -ic.^ Of or pertaining to tele-

scopic photography; of or pertaining to the

„__^_ , ^_ _ _ phototelescope or its use.

iia.mQ&s*spectfoheliographX-vfhich phototest (f6'to-test),»!. [Gr. ^Suf (^ur-), light,

+ E. tesA.] The test of the existence and

must be regarded as the first photographer.
Smithsonian Rep. 1890, p. 377.

i-

ink.

Photog., p. 303.

photopography (fo-to-pog'ra-fi), n. A reduced
form (by haplology) of ''phototopography.
photopolarigraph (f6"to-po-lar'i-graf), n.
[Gr. ^uf (5>(Jr-), light, -f' 'E.'polari{zation) +
Gr. ypd<j)ctv, write.] An instrument for the

spectroscope fitted with photographic appa-
ratus.

photospectroscopic (fo-to-spek-tro-skop'ik), a.

[photospcctroscop(c) + -ic.\ Of or pertaining
to the photospectroscope or to photospec-
trosoopy.

photographic study of the polarization of light photospectroscopy (f6"t6-spek-tros'k6-pi), n
from the sky or from celestial objects. It

consists of a camera with a Nicol prism
mounted in front of the objective

[phot6spectroscopley+-y^.y'Y:h(i scientific use nhototheodolitp n
o the photospectroscope; the application of ^S^KS. i,

photography to spectroscopy.
photoprint (fo'to-print), n. [Gr. ^if (^r-), piotosphaeria (fo-to-sf^'ri-a), ». pL [NL., <
light, -t- 'E. print.'\ Any process of printing
in which photography is the principal feature.
Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., Feb. 26, 1904,

p. 337.

Gr. fCii; {(JMJT-), light, -1- c<^ipa, sphere.] The
luminous or phosphorescent organs which are
present in the Euphausiidse and some other
Crustacea.

photoptometry (fo-top-tom'e-tri), n. [Gr. (^uf photosurvey (fo"t9-s6r-va'), n. A survey eon
',,. i"'''"P'°i ducted by the method of photographic survey(^Sar-), light, + 6Tr(/Kiif), of vision

< utTpov, measure.] Measurement of theacute- jng (which see, under ^surveying)
ness of ^sion by means of varying degrees of photosurveying (f6"t6-s6r-va'ing),
Illumination. JJwcfc, Med. Handbook, VI. 392. process of making a photosurvey
photorama (fo-to-ra'ma), n. [Gr. ^iic (^ur-), -^ - -

^ ^ •'

light, + bpafia, a view.] In photog., an appa-

The

ratus for exhibiting panoramic pictures. It
consists, as devised by Messrs. Lumi^re, of a circular
photographic film, which, when illuminated by rays from
a powerful search-light, is projected on the screen of a
circular building. Twelve lenses on a revolving base photOSynthomcter

On the other hand, "considerable outlay is saved in
photo-surveying by drafting the map in office, at the ex-
pense of only the individual draughtsman. ..."

Encye. Brit., XXXIII. 95.

photosyntax (fo-to-sin'taks), n. [Gr. ^df
(^ur-), light, + 'E,. syntax.'] The original but less
used term for *photosynthcsis.

photosynthesis (fo-to-sin'the-sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 0uf {(jiuT-), light, + ahvSeaiq, synthesis.]
A chemical combination brought about by the
action of light, as in the formation of carbo-
hydrates in living plants from the carbon di-

oxid and water of the air under the influence
of sunlight. Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Feb.,
1904, p. 73.

photosynthetic (fo'to-sin-thet'lk), a. [photo-
synthesis (-thct-) + -i'c.'] Of or pertaining to
photosynthesis or the power of certain wave-
lengths of light to promote chemical combina-
tion.

The relation between the pkotosj/nthetic activity of

action of various rays, such as cathode rays,
X-rays, or N-rays, by their effect upon a phos-
phorescent screen.
Inasmuch as M. Le Roux has lately advised investiga-

tors that before attempting to compare effects on the
phosphorescent screen—which he proposes to call in
future the *' phototest

"—they should avoid all brilliant
Kght and remain in a dimly lighted room for a quarter of
an hour, to be followed by five minutes in the dark before
looking at the screen, the proportion seems fairly high.

Atheiueum, Sept 3, 1904, p. 324.

Specifically, a photo-
graphic surveying instrument or photogram-
meter in which a photographic field-camera,
and its accessories are combined with a
theodolite, enabling both topographical pho-
tographs and topographical angular measure-
ments to be made by the same instrument,
phototherapeutic (fo-to-ther-a-pu'tik), a.

[Gr. ^aif (<iur-), light, + E. therapeutic.'] Of
or relating to phototherapy.

Facilities for hydrotherapeutic and phototherapeutic
work and of such other accessories as may be necessary
for carrying'out the plans of the institution.

I'hil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31,1903, p. 208.

phototherapeutics (fo-to-ther-a-pu'tiks), n.

Same as *phototherapi/.

phototherapy (fo-to-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. ^ur
(cJur-), light, + BepaTzcia, medical treatment.]
Treatment of disease by rays derived from the
sun or an electric lamp; Finsen treatment;
light treatment. It is reaUy a form of radio-
therapy, for the rays employed are the non-lu-
minous ultra-violet rays and not those of light.
Phototherapy is a new n'ame covering new treatment

of ceitain skin diseases Ijy concentrated sunlight, or
where sunlight is not bright enough, by electric light

Amer. Inventor, Dec. 15, 1903, p. 299.

photothermic (f6-t6-th§r'mik), a. [Gr. diuf

(0W7-), light, + E. thermic.'] Of or pertaining
to the thermic effects of light.

phototirage (fo-to-ti-razh'), n. [F., < Gr. <pdc

((Jur-), light, -f- F. tirage, drawing.] Same as
^photoprint. Woodbury, Encyo. Diet, of
Photog., p. 303.

different paits of the spectrum and the absorption bands phototopOgTapMC (fo '' to - top- 6 - graf ' ik), a.

serve to focus the picture on the screen. Sci. Amer.
May 17, VJ(>2.

photoreceptive (fo-to-re-sep'tiv), a. [Gr.

^of {(JKJT-), light, -t- E. receptive.] Receptive
or sensitive to light.

The evolution of the photoreceptive apparatus of pla-
narians stands at such a low stage of differentiation that
the light environment of these W(,.Tns is of slight impor-
tance to them. Science, Feb. 7, 1008, p. 220.

photorefractor (fo'to-ro-frak'tor), n. [Gr.
^iiC (i/iur-), light, + E. refractor.] A photo-
graphic telescope, with lenses specially cor-

rected for the purpose.
An exposure of twelve hours, spread over four nights,

with the thirteen-inch photo-refractor of the Interna-
tional Survey, yielded the remarkable picture which
forms our frontispiece.

A. M. Gierke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 607.

of the chlorophyll spectrum,
Xature, Sept 24, 1903, p. 493.

(f6"to-sin-thom'e-t6r), »i.

[photosynth(csis) + Gr. /ierpov, measure.] An
instrument for measuring the amount of pho-
tosynthesis oecuiTing in plants.

A new photosynthometer, by which the exchange of
gases in photosynthesis may be exactly and conveniently

[phototop>ograph(y)+ -ic.'] Of or pertaining to

phototopography, or the method of making
topographical surveys and maps by the aid of
photography. Also phototopographical.
The field work of a photo-toporrraphic party consists

primarily in execution of a trinngulation by the usual
methods which would be adapted to any ordinary topo-
graphical survey. Encyc, Brit,, XXXllL 95.

measured, either for demonstration of the processes to phototOPOgraphlcal (fo-to-top-O-graf'i-kal), a.
classes, or in investigation for particular plants.

Science, March 11, 1904, p. 424.

phototachometric (fo-to-tak-o-met'rik), a.

Same as pliototacliometrical.

phototactic, a. 2. In hiol., of or pertaining to
the locomotion of organisms in relation to di-

rection of light ; exhibiting phototaxis or pho-
topathy.

* The Theory of Phototactic Response ' is a clarifying
paper by Uolt and Lee. They aim to show that organisms
do not react to direction of light as well as to intensity of

Same as *phototopofiraphic.

phototopographically (f6 - 1 6 - top - o - graf ' i -

kal-i), adv. In a phototopographic manner;
by means of phototopography.

phototopography (fo-to-to-pog'ra-fi),

^itjf (<;>"'-), light, + E. topography.]
graphical surveying based on perspective
views of the terrene obtained by means of the
camera. V. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Re-
port, 1893, II. 38.

n. [Gr.
Topo-



phototropic

phototropic (fo-to-trop'ik), a. [_phototrop(y)

+ -ic] Of, pertaining to, 01- exhibiting pho-

totropism or phototropv. Philos. Trans. Roy.

Soc, 1902, ser. B, p. 344.

phototropism (fo-tot'ro-pizm), n. [Gr. (pug

(our-), light, + rpOTOf, a turning, + -ism.'] 1.
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A group of social wasps founded by Saussure
upon the structure of their nests, in which the
layers of the comb are supported by the
nest-envelop, each layer having a hole for
communication.
pbragmoid (frag'moid), a. [Gr. (^pay/idc, a

The growth or the bending of organisms or of partition, + eidof, form.] Having transverse

parts of organisms in relation to light ; helio- septa, as the spores of many fungi.

tropisna. • Phrasal adverb. See ^adverb.

Not only plants, but also animals show the effects of phrase, ".— Adjectival phrase. See *adjecUml.

heliotropism Cp/io(o(i-opi>Hi J— that is, the tendency to phraseographic (fra "ze-9-graf'ik), a. [p7lfflS«-
tum toward or away from the light,

Smithsonian Rep.
ograpli-y + -I'e.] Of or pertaining to phrase
ography ; set dovm in the shorthand characters
of that process.

The phraseofjraphic combinations are found to be quite
as legible as- the ordinary Phonography.

Pitman, Phonographic Phrase Book, p. 4.

phraseological, a. 2. Indicating a tendency
to coin phrases and to rely on mere wording
for effect. [Rare.]

It is hard .to say which is worse—the light weekly
journalism with its straining lor phraseological smartness
... or the serious sort with its inanimate verbosity.

Booktnan, May, 1905, p. 23.";.

, 1899, p. 379.

2. Same as *phototaxis, 2.— 3. Same as *pho-

totropy, 2.

phototropy (fo-tot'ro-pi\ «. [Gr. 9uf (<txjr-),

light, + -rpo-Kia, <.rpi-eii>, turn.] 1. Same as

^phototropism. 1 and 2.— 2. Change of color,

due to exposure to light, of compounds other

wise unaltered in composition or structure,

Sci. Amer., Feb. 24, 1900, p. 123.

phototype, «. 3. A photomechanical process

phototj-pv.

phototypbgraphy (fo'to-ti-pog'ra-fi), n. [Gr

(fug (?ur-), light, 4- E. typography.] A general phraser (fra'zer), n. [phrase, v., + -crl.J 1.

term designating a large number of photo- One who phrases or words a notion ; one who
graphic processes in which printing-surfaces puts ideas or feelings into words.—2. One who
are made by the aid of light. is gifted in making smart or imposing phrases,

photovisual (fo-to-viz 'u-al), a. [Gr. 0i>f phrase-sign (fraz 'sin), »i. See phrase-mark.

((puT-), light, + E-'vistial.] 'Having the same phrasing-lever (fra'zing-lev'er), >i. In me-
focal length for the ultra-violet and for the cbanical piano-players, a lever or handle by
visible rays of the spectrum : said specifically which variations of tempo or touch can be

of an objective the color-correction of which made.
is such that when focused by the eye it is like- phrator (fra'tor), n. [Gr. (ppdrup, by-form of

wise in focus for the photographic plate. ^pdrvp, a clansman. See brother.] A member
photovitrotype (fo-to-vit'ro-tip), n. [Gr. ^uf ofaphratry. Girfrfi/iffs, Prin. of Sociol., p. 282.

((jxjT-), light, 4- L. viirum, glass, 4- Gr. riiroc, phratral (fra'tral), a. [Gr. (ppirpa, a clan, 4-

type.] A photograph printed on a vitreous -«;i.] Pertaining or belonging to a phratry.

base, as glass, porcelain, or enameled ware. The kiva worship is controlled by the i)Ara(rai unit;

Stnnil Diet that is, by the brotherhood.

photoXTlin (fo-tok'si-lin), «. [Gr. ^(^r-). A,. Hep. Bur A,^. mHnol.. IS9S^^ cl..

light, 4- E. {pyr)oxylin.] The trade-name of a phratriac (fra tn-ak), a. Same as phratric.

nitrocellulose, similar to pyroxylin, but pre- phreatic (fre-at'ik), a. [F. phreatiqiie, < Gr.

pared from wood-pulp instead of cotton. It <?P'np ((ppcar-), an artificial well.] Subterra-

is used as a substitute for collodion. nean, as the .sources of wells.

^a«iom., having a hypsicephalic skull running ^«"[»' exnaust.ou .u .u» point

up to an elevated point at the bregma. Aitken ^^ >^; ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^
Mexgs. mentioned before, and the neuroses a number of cases

phr An abbreviation of J)/ira»f. variously called neurasthenia and ;)Ar<'Hn»fA<'i!i<i were

Phragniidium(frag-mid'i-um),n. [NL.(Link, treated at the clinic. /,«,.ref, June 18, I9.M, p. 1737.

1H16), < dim. of Gr.^/>ay//a, partition.] Agenus phrenesia (fre-ne'gia), n. [NL.] Same as

of rust-fungi, iihrcm.iis.

of the order {><•- phrenhypnotic (fren-hip-not'ik), a. [phren-

dinales, having (o/of/v) + hypnolie.] Relating to or combin-
SBcidia of the ing phrenology and hypnotism.
Ceeoma tj-pe. Phrenic center. See*eenter^.

uredospores phrenogram (fren'o-gram), n. [Gr. ^p//v, dia-

with numerous phragm, 4- >/:)d/i/M, a writing.] A graphic trae-

germ-pores, and iiig of the movements of the diaphragm,
several-celled phrenograph (fren'o-graf), n. [Gr. (ppi'iv,

teleutospores. diaphragm, 4- ypa(priv, write.] An apparatus
About 30specics for recording the movements of the diaphragm
areknown.some during respiration. Buck, Med. Handbook,
of which cause VI. 950.

serious diseases phrenography, n. 2. The recording of the

of cultivated raovcmints of the diaphragm,
plants. P. sub- phrenohepatic (fren'o-he-pat'ik), a. [Gr.

corticium at- (ppr/i-. diaphragm, 4- ^irap (vTrnr-), liver, + -ic.]

tacks the leaves Relating to both the diaphragm and the liver,

and stems of phrenologize (fre-nol 'o-jiz), r. t. ;
pret.

roses. See rose- and pp. phrenatngized, ppr. phrenologizing.

*nist. [phrenologiy) 4- -i>f.] To subject to aphren-

Phragmoceras ologioal examination; study or analyze phren-

(frag - mos ' e- ologically.

ras), n. [NL.', phrenonarcosis (fren'o-niir-ko'sis), n. [Gr.

< Gr. (ppaypdc, a Vp'/i' {(ppiv-), mind, 4- vdpKuaig, a benumbing,
partition, 4- M- See narcosis.] In ;j«//io/., stupor.

pag, horn.] A phrenopathy (fro-nop'a-thi), n. Same as

genus of nauti- phrenopathia. Lancet, Aug. 29, 1903, p. 619.

loid cephalo- phrenosin (fren'o-sin), 11. [Gr. <pi>vvi mind, 4-

pods with com- -ose + -in"^.] Same as ccre6n«.

pressed, rapidly expanding, strongly curved phrenotype (fren'o-tip), n. [Gr. (pp'/v, mind,
shells having large apertures which are much + nxof, impression.] A set of symbols ar-

eontracted laterally and have long hypono- ranged in a way to impress the memory; a
mic sinuses. Several species are known in word, sentence, list of figures, etc., spelled or

Silurian and Devonian formations. arranged according to some mnemonic system.

phragmocone (frag'mo-kon), n. Same as phrenotype (fren'o-tip), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
jihragmacone. phrenotyped, ppr. phrenotyping. [phrenotype,

Phragmocyttares (frag-mo-sit'a-rez), n. pi. n.] To cast into a form that shall impress the

[NL. (prop. F. pi.), < Gr. fpaypSg, a partition, memory; reduce to a system of mnemonics:
4- xirTTapot, a cell (of a wasps' nest, etc.).] as, a phrenotyped French grammar.

Phrat^mtdium st4ift>rttfium.

a,' r(«c branch and leayen showi nj£ a?cid-

ial stage of the fundus, reduced ; fi, leaf

with sori of teleutu&porcs. reduced : t,

uredospores highly magnified; d, telcu*

tosporcs, highly magnified.
(From Massee's •• Plant Diseases.")

phrynid

phrenotypic (fren-o-tip'ik), a. [phrenotype
4- -ic] 1 . Noting an impression on the mem-
ory ; associative ; suggestive. See the ex-
tract.

The rapidity and strength with which two given notionB
stick together is in the inverse ratio of their phrenotypic
distance, ... by which I mean the time that elapses be-
tween the two notions that are to be connected together
acting upon the brain.

Major Beniowskiy in D. Kay, Memory, What It Is and
[How to Improve It, p. 278, note.

2. Pertaining to phrenotypios or a system of
mnemonics : as, a phrenotypic alphabet and
orthography.
phrenotypics (fren-o-tip'iks), n. pi. [PI. of
*phrcHotypic, n.] A system of mnemonics; an
artificial method of studying and committing
to memory.

Phrenotypics, a . . . description of the . . . feats of

memory . . . performed by Major Beniowski . . . and
... his pupils. [Title.] London, 1842.

Phreoryctes (fre-o-rik'tez), n. [NL.] The
typical genus of the family Phreoryctidee.

Hoffmeistcr, 1845.

Phreoryctidae (fre-o-rik'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.
Phreoryctes 4- -idie.] A family of limicolous
annelids having a slender form, usually much
elongated, with sigmoid sette in four rows of

single setsB or of couples, two pairs of sperm-
ducts opening separately without spermiducal
glands, and no genital sette. It contains the
genera Phreoryctes and Pelodrilus, the former
found in North America, Etirope, and New
Zealand.
phronema (fro-ne'ma), n. [Gr. (Ppdiui/ia, mindi.]

Haeckel's term for that part of the cerebral
cortex which is occupied by the association-

centers or thought-centers: opposed to and
correlated with sensorium.

The remarkable progress which has been made in the
last few decades . . . does not yet, it is true, enable us
to make a clear delimitation of the region of t)\Gphronema.

Uaeckel (traus.), Wonders of Life, p. 18.

phronetal(fro-ne'tal), a. [phronet{um) +-al^.]

Of or pertaining to thought ; having thought
as its function ; of or pertaining to the phro-

neta, in Haeckel's sense : as, phronetal ele-

ments
;
phronetal cells. Opposed to *sesthetal.

Uaeckel (trans.), "Wonders of Life, p. 14.

phronetic (fro-net'ik), a. Same as *phroneial.

Uaeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 330.

phronetum (fro-ne'tum), «. ;
pi. phroneta (-ta).

[NL., < Gr. (fipovdv, think, < ^p'lv, mind.]
Haeckel's term for the subdivisions or
'thought-organs' of the phronema of the
cortex.

The instruments which form and link together the pres-

entations are the organs of thought (phroneta).

Uaeckel (trans.), Riddle of the Universe, p. 293.

phrontist (fron'tist), n. [Gr. (ppovritrri/g, a,

thinker, < (ppovrig, thought.] A profound
thinker: applied ironically to Socrates by
Aristophanes. [Bare.]

phryganeid (frig-a-ne'id), ri. and a. I. n. A
member of the trichopterous family Phryga-
neidie.

II. a. Having the characters of^or belong-

ing to the family Phryganeidse.

Phrygania limestone. See ''limestone.

Phrygian,". 3. An ancient language spoken
in Phrygia, of which no record remains except
some isolated words and proper names pre-

served in Greek literature. Upon these evi-

dences the language is now classed as one of

the Indo-European family. Keane, Ethnology,

p. 412.

Phrygianize (frij'i-an-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

Phrygiani:ed, ppr. Phrygianizing. [Phrygian
+ -i;c.] To render Phrygian in character;

figtiratively, frizzle. \. E. D.
We really have at present in our city more good poets

than we ever had ; and the queer might be among the

best if they pleased. But whenever an obvious and nat-

ural thought presents itself, they either reject it for

coming without imagination, or \.\\ey phrygianize it with

such biting and hot curling-irons, that it rolls itself up
impenetrably. They declare to ns that pure and sim-

ple imagination is the absolute perfection of poetry.

Landor, Letters of Pericles and Aspasia, liii.

Phrygionic (frij-i-on'ik), a. [L. Phrygionius,

< Phrygia, Phrygia.] Relating to Phrygia or

its productions.

Pliny says that the Phrygians invented erabroiderjr.

and that garments so ornamented were called Phrygionic.

I). Itock, S. K. Handbook, Textile Fabrics, p. 79.

phrynid (frin'id), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the family Phrynidx.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-

longing to the family Phrynidie.



phryniu

phrynin (fri'nin), «. [Gr. ^pi'w?, a toad, +
-ih'-.] a substance of poisonous character
extracted from the skin of certain species of
toads.

plirynium (fri'ni-um), n. [NIj. Phrijnium, an
untenable uame for the genus rhijllodes, in

which these plants were formerly included,]
Any one of a number of tropical West African
marantaceous plants belonging to several
related genera, especially Sarcophrynium,
Trachyphriiniiini, and AfrocaJalheii. They
have broad leaves resembling those of the
canna or banana.
pluynolysin (fri-nol'i-sin), n. [Gr. ^p'vvri, a
toad, + /imf, dissolution, + -(h2.] The hemo-
lytic poison of liombinator igneus.

pnthalazine (thal-az'in), «. [phthal(ic) +
(l»jdr)a;i)H\'\ A crystalline base, C8H(jN2,
made by boiling phthalic aldehyde with an
aqueous solution of hydrazine. It melts at
90-91° C.

phthalein (thal'e-in), ». [phtlial(ic) + -e-in.']

One of the group of eolorinsj-matters formed
by the condensation of phthalic anhydrid
with phenols. Some of the phthaleins have
a purgative action when taken internally.

TUey are of particular importance in the color-

chemistry, and certain of their derivatives are
valuable dyestuflfs. See *phenolphthalmn and
*j)litliiilic anhytlrid.

phthalic (thal'ik), a. [(na)plithaJ(etie) + -jc]
Derived from naphthalene.— Phthalic acid, a
colorless crystalline acid, C6H4(COOH)2, made by the ox-
idation of naphthalene or alizarin, and in many other
ways. It is made commercially by heating a mixture of
naphthalene, concenti-ated suliihuric acid, and mercuric
sulphate, and is used in large quantities in the manufac-
ture of synthetic indigo. Formerly called naphthalic
acid and alizaric acid. It is benzene-orthotiicarbonic
acid. The isunieric meta- and paradicarbonic acids are
called iitopfitfiiilic and tcropblkalic acid, respectively.

—

Phthalic anhydrid, a cryst^illine compound in the form
of long needles, t'8l^4**:i» niade by distilling phthalic acid.
It readily yields condensation-products, and is much used
in organic synthesis. It is employed in the preparation
of an imp(jrtant group of .artiflcial dyestuffs, sometimes
called thti phthalic-anhydrid colorv. See -kphthalein.

phthalid (thal'id), n. lj)hthal{ic) + •id'''.2 A
crystalline compound, CgHgOo, made vari-

ously, as by the reduction of pbthalyl chlorid
with zinc and hydrochloric acid. It is the
anhydrid of orthomethylolbenzoic acid, CcHj-
rCOOHXCHgOH).
pnthalimide (thal'i-mid), ». [phthaliic) +
imide.] A crystalline substance, CgHsNOo,
made by the action of dry ammonia gas ou
heated phthalic anhydrid, and in other ways.
It melts at li33.5° C, and acts as a monobasic
acid toward alkalis.

phthalin (thal'in), «. [phthal{ic) + -in^.'] A
substance formed by the reduction of a
phthalein. See *phenolphthalin.

phthanite (than'it), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ijiBaveiv,

anticipate, + -ite-.\ \npetrog., a dense, com-
pact metamorphic rock composed chiefly of
eryptocrystalline quartz. It includes rocks
called Lydian stone or lydite, hornfels, and
jasper.

phthinode (thin'od), n. [Gr. ipdiviiSi^q, con-
sumptive. Hee phtliisis.'i One who is suffer-

ing from phthisis; a consumptive.
phthinoid (thin'oid), a. [Gr. '(pdivoeiS^^,

iidivufiii^, consumptive, < (jyBiveiv, fSieiv, waste
away (see phthisis), + ehhc, form.] Present-
ing the symptoms or other characteristics of
phthisis; phthisical. Buck, Med. Handbook,
II. 811—Phthinoid chest. See •cAesd.

phthiriosis (thir-i-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
<p6eip, a louse or similar parasite, + -i-osis.']

A root disease of the grape, primarily due to
a cochineal insect, Dacti/lopus vitis, but con-
siderably aggravated by the universal pres-
ence of the fungus Bornetina coriuin.

phthlrophagOUS (thi-rof'a-gus), a. [Gr. <j>eeip,

a louse, -1- ijiayuv, eat.] Eating lice.

phthisergate (thi-zer'gat), n. [Gr. (jjft'aif,

a wasting away, -I- E. ergate.'] A peculiar
form of worker-ant pupa with very small head
and eyes, produced by neglect of the larva
and consequent precocious pupation. Tfheeler.

phthisiogenetic (thiz'i-o-je-net'ik), a. [Gr.
(^iinir, a wasting away, -I- !E. genetic] Relating
to the causation of phthisis. Also phthisio-
genic.

Prof. Behring, as had been anticipated, gave no exact
details as to the method of obtaining or administering his
latest therapeutic discovery, but the earlier stages of
his work are t*> he explained in a forthcoming book enti-

tled "Mfxlem Problems of I'hthiniogenetic and Phthisio-
therapeotic Physiology illuminated by HisUjry."

Nature, Oct. 12, 1905, p. 681.
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phthisiogenic (thiz - i - 6 -jen ' ik), a. Same as
*/)/( th isiagenetic.

phtbisiotherapeutic (thiz'i-o-ther'a-pii'tik),
a. [Gr. (^ri('c7/f, phthisis, + E. therapeutic.'] Of
or pertaining to the treatment of phthisis.
phthisiotherapeutist (thiz " i - o - ther - a - pii'-

tist), «. [Gr. ijiOioig. consumption', + dcpaTrevT?jg,

medical attendant, + ist.'] One who devotes
special attention to the treatment of phthisis.
Bucf:, Med. Handbook, II. 555.

phthisiotherapist (thiz-i-o-ther'a-pist), ft.

[Gr. (j>llin,r, a v.'asting, -t- E'. therapist.'] One
who is skilled in the treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis. Med. Record, Nov. 9, 1907, p.
758.

phthiSiotherapjr (thiz"i-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
(pOiaig, consumption, -f- dipairda, medical treat-
ment.] The medical treatment of phthisis
or pulmonary tuberculosis. Med. Record,
Jlay 2. 1903, p. 719.

phthisis, n—Abdominal phthisis, fiee-kabdominal.
—Black phthisis, anthracusis.— Mammary phthisis,
atrophy of the breasts.— Phthisis anterior, i)lithisis
bulbi, which affects especially the anterior j.ortion of the
eyeball.— Phthisis bulbi, wasting and jiartial collapse
of the eyeball.— Potters' phthisis, disease of the lung
caused by the inhalation of dust, as in potters,— Stone-
cutters* phthisis, a chronic inflammation of the lungs
excited by the irritation of inhaled dust and flue parti-
cles of st<^ne ; a form of pneumonoconiosis.

phthongal (thong'gal), a. [Gr. tpd6y-/oc, sound,
+ -a?l.J Of or pertaining to sound; vocal;
sonant.

Along with k, t, p, in the first place, go their nearest
kindred, g, d, b. These are their sonant (or vocal, phthon-
gal, intonated) counterparts. In the former, namely,
there is no audible utterance, but complete silence, during
the continuance of the closures.

Whittiey, Life and Growth of Lang., iv.

Ph. 17. S. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia
of the Vnited States.

phy., phys. Abbreviations ot physical.

phyce, ". A bad spelling otfise^.
phycite (fi'sit), n. [Gr: (fimoQ, seaweed, +
-ite^.'] Same as erythrite, 3.

phycitid (fis'i-tid), «. and o. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous family I'hyeitidie.

II. o. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Phycitidx.

phycochrom (fi'ko-krom), n. [Phycochroni-
(accie).] A seaweed of the order Phycochrom-
acese.

phycocyanogen (fi''ko-si-an'o-jen), «. Same
as pliycocyiinin.

phycological (fi-ko-loj'i-kal), a. lphycolog{y)
+ -/c-n/l.] Of or pertaining to the algaj

;

pertaining to phycology.
phycopyrine (fi-ko-pi'rin), n. [Gr. (jivKo^,

seaweed, + irip, tire, -I- -ine^.'] One of the
substances associated with chlorophyl in the
chromatophore of the Peridineee.

phylactery, n. («) see also •fcp/iiHm.

phylactocarp (fi-lak'to-kiirp), n. [Gr. ^v?-aK-

TiKoc, guarding, -1- Kap-6(, fruit.] In some
Hydromedusas, as the Plumularidx, a modified
hydrocladium bearing gonangia as well as
nematophores and sometimes liydrothecse.
Compare cnrhula, 1.

phylactocarpal (fi-lak-to-kar'pal), a. \_phy-
lactoeitrp + -o/l.] Pertaining "to, or of the
nature of, a phylactocarp.

phylarchic (fi-liir'kik), a. \_phylarch + -ic]
Of or pertaining to a phylarch or to phylarchy.
phylastic (fi-las'tik), a. Same &a phyletie.

phylaxin (fi-lak'sin), «. [Gr. (pi'Aa^ic, a
watching, guarding, -I- -t«2.] Same as ^alexin,
in the older sense of the word ; a defensive

S-oteid.
ylembryo (fi-lem'bri-6), «. IGt. (l>v?.ov,

race, tribe, -1- ifijipxmv, embryo.] That stage
in the development of an embryo duiHng which
the structures characteristic of the class make
their appearance. Examples are the pro-
taspis stage of trilobites, protegulum of
braehiopods, protoconch of cephalopods, and
prodissoconch of pelecypods. See '^recapitu-

lation, 3.

The phylembryo (flg. 27) Is characterized by the first

appearance of the lophophore, the secretion in most types
of a chitinous or calcareous investment, and the origin of
the true alimentary canal.

E. R. Cumings, in Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 54.

phylembryonlc (fi-lem-bri-on'ik), a. [phyl-
endiryi>{n-) + -ic] Of or pertiiining to fhe
earliest or embryonic stage in the ancestral
or phylogenetic history of a race. [Bare.]
They are in this way enabled to designate the primi-

tive types of the phylum as phutembryontc.
Hyatt, Biol. Lect., 1899, p. 133.

phylephebic (fi-le-fe 'bik), a. [Gr. <pv?.ov,

phyllocactus

race, tribe, + i(p'/,iiii; an adult.] Of or per-
taining to the prime or highest degree of de-
velopment of a race or tj'pe. [Rare.]
They are in this way enabled to designate . . . the full-

blown acme as jihylephebic.

Hyatt, Biol.Lect, 1899, p. 133.

phyletie, a. 3. In hot., relating to the divi-
sions of the vegetable kingdom viewed genetic-
ally; phylogenetic.

phyletically (fi-let'i-kal-i), adv. From the
point of view of phylogony

;
phylogenetically.

The qualities now developed [from eight to twelve
years of age] are phyletically vastly older than all th» neo-
atavistic traits of body and soul, later to be superposed
like a new and higher story built on to our primal nature.

G. ,S. Hall, Adolescence, I. x.

phyletism (fi ' le - tizm), n. [MGr. *<t)v/-i:Tic/i6c,

< Gr. <j>v'/Jtk, a tribesman, < (j>vAov, a tribe.]
Racial feeling ; clannishness.

Its [the Orthodox East«ni Church's) head, the Bulgarian
Exarch, was to reside at Constantinople. Naturally, this
was resented by the Patriarch Anthimus, who stigma-
tized the racial basis of the Bulgarian Church under the
name of Phyletism. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 383.

phylic (fil'ik), a. [phyle + -ic] Pertaining
to the phyle or clan in ancient Greek politics.
See phyle.
The increase of the Phylae involved changes in the in-

stitutions based upon the phylic system.
R. W. Macan, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, .XII. 3a

phyll-, phyllo-. [Gr. <f,'vA7Mv, leaf.] A com-
bining element meaning 'leaf,' used in descrip-
tive terms and systematic names, chiefly in
botany.
Phyllachora (fl-lak'6-rii), n. [NL. (Nitschke,
1869), < Gr. (jiv'AAov, leaf, + axup, scurf.] A
large genus of parasitic fungi of the order
Dothidiales, having the black stroma embedded
in the surface of the host. The spores are
unicellular, and hyaline or yellowish. About
200 species are known, most of which are
tropical. P. graminis is common on grass-
leaves. See *Polytlirincium.

phyllaescitannin (fi-les-i-tan 'in), «. [Gr.
<j>v7jiov, leaf, -I- L. eesc(ulus), horse-chestnut,
+ E. tamiiii.] An amorphous variety of tan-
nin, C.2(;H240]3-1-H20, found in the leaves
of the horse-chestnut {jEscuIus) when they are
still inclosed in the bud.
Phyllaurea (fi - la ' re - a), «. [NL. (Loureiro,
1790), so called in allusion to the leaf-mark-
ings, < Gr. 0i//.ov, leaf, -I- L. aureus, golden.]
A genus of 4 or 5 species of shrubs or trees of
the family Euphorhiacese, which occurs in
Australia, the Malay Archipelago, and other
islands of the Pacific. The plants are inontecious,
with axillary, long, slender racemes. There are very
many cultivated kinds, known by florists as Croton or
Codieeum, prized chiefly for the varied and brilliant
markings of the leaves. The colors are in shades of
red, yellow, orange, and purple ; the markings often
run into white. ITiey are used chiefly as greenhouse
subjects, but are sometimes bedded out for summer. All
the cultivated varieties are considered by J. ^liiller to be
derived from the species P. variegata (Codixuui variega-
titm of Blume),

phyllerjrthrin (fil-e-rith'rin), «. [Gr. ijAWim,
leaf, -I- epvOpdc, red, + -in^.] Same as ery-
thniphyl.

phyllic (fil'ik), a. [Gr. ptj?.A«(ic, < (jii'/SAov, leaf.]
Obtained from leaves— Phylllc acid, a resinous
acid, C3gn6408'(?), extracted by alcohol fi-om the leaves
of the cherry-laurel and other membere of the rose family.
Its salts are crystalline.

phyllidium, «. 2. In cestodes, an outgrowth
from the side of the scolex, probably serving
as an organ of locomotion or of attachment.
phylliform '(fil'l-form), a. [Gr. (jiv'Ojn; leaf,

-1- -form.] Having the shape of a leaf ; leaf-

like.

phylline (fil'in), a. [Gr. ifiv7^uvo^, < <l)v?2ov,

leaf,] Pertaining to or resembling a leaf.

PhyllitiS (fi-li'tis), H. [NL. (Ludwig, 1757),
< Gr. ^i'/./i7(f, a plant, probably Phyllitis Scolo-
pcndrium.] A genus of north temperate poly-
podiaceous ferns of the tribe Aspleniese,
formerly known as Scolopendrium. The best
known species is the widely distributed hart's-tougue,
P. Scolopendn'um {Scolapendrixnn vrdyare), which is ex-
tensively cultivated in many odd and diverse tonus. See
Scolopendrium,

phyllocactus (fil-o-kak'tus), n. [Gr. ijiiiMm,

leaf, + K&KTog, cactus: an untenable genus
name.] A horticultural name for Epiphyllum,
a small genus of the family Cactacae found
from Mexico to South America and cultivat<^d

in numerous horticultural forms, some of
which are hybrids with other genera. They
have flat, two-edged crenate branches, no
spines but bristles, and showy flowers borne
in the erenatures of the branches. See
Epiphyllum.



PhyllocampyU 993 phymatorhusin
Phyllocampyli (fil-o-kam'pi-li), n. p?. [NL., phyllomorphic (fil-o-mor'fik), n. [phyllomorph ^Moj^e'on'w types are furthermore to be found in the,
< Gr. (jii/.'/M; leaf, + Kaiiwvlo^, bent.] In + -ic] 1. Havingthe form of a leaf — 2 Per- 5"'J""tJ' "' s«"«8. while some groups, such »s strombus,!

Hyatt's classification of ammonoid cephalo- taining or belonging to phyllomorphs. Had- ^I\^^,t^i:il^J''''''''tZr'Nlr%':r-SS'lT7
pods, a suborder characterized by the (?oh, Evolution in Art, p. 92. ,

, i, t- ^

^"'r. i.'^ai., uec, iwa,f.yn.

phylloidalbases of the suture-saddles. This sub- phyllomorphous (fil-o-mor'fus), a. Same as P^y^°^y"7_ ("''"S ''"S'"*'}' "• t^r. •fv'Xov,

order contains a large number of genera distributed '^phyUomoi'phic
' race, tribe, + -ypa<pta^ < ypa<^uVj write.] The.

among several families which range from Devonian to tibirllnTi'hTi+fl Cfil';^ «^^ ., m. a."11„,. i„„* science which describes the Dhysicil char-
Cretaceous formations. Typical families are the Prole- PnyHOpnyte (111 0-tlt), n. [(rr. (jiv^ov, leaf, „„.„_j„Hps nt t),o ^anlc ^f vi„ ii -7

ra,utulif.Arce»tid>r,&niPh,illoceraHd«. + ?uro;<, plant.] 1. Same as cormop^te, re-
aeteristicsot the races of men. Demker,

phyllocarid (fi-lok'a-rid), «. and a. I. n. A ferring, however, to the leaf-bearing charac-
«aces ot Man, p. lu.

member of the Phyilocarida. ter of the axis. Sachs. Text-book of Bot., p. pnylological (fi-lo-loj'i-kal), a. lp}iylolog(i/)

II. a. Having the characters of or pertain- 130.— 2. Aplant which obtains its sustenance "*" -'o^i"-l
.
Relating to the science of phylol-

ing to the PAi/«oc«r(dn. chiefly through its leaves. Boulger. °Sy\ relating to the evolution of races.

Phyllocarida (fil-6-kar'i-da), ». pi, [NL., < phyllopode, n. 2. In Crustacea, a phyllopod. '^- '^- Romanes.

Gr. ipi'/.'/.ov, leaf, -<- mpiq, shrimp.] An order phyllopodium (fil-o-po'di-um), «.; pi. phyllo- phylology (fi-lol'o-ji), n. [Gr. ij)ii?.ov, race,
of primitive malacostracan Criisfneea, founded j>odia (-di-ii). [Gr. <l>v/.lov, leaf, -I- Tr66iov, a tribe, -f -P-oym, < Xfjcii', speak.] The science
by Packard, characterized by having the head little foot.] The whole chief axis of a leaf, 'whien treats of the laws that govern the
and thorax covered by a chitinous or calcified excluding its branches. Jioiver. development of different racial types ; the
bivalved carapace which is usually hinged Phyllopora (fi-lop'o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. ^v?.?.ov, biological study of physical anthropology,
alongthemediandorsalline. The head has 6, the leaf, -t- jrcipof, pore.] A genus of evelostoma- i)eniA;er, Eaces of Man, p. 10.
thorax 8, and the abdomen, which is of shrimp-lilie toua Bryozoa SilMed to F€ne.<itella in'd having a phyloneanic (fi'lo-ne-an'ik), a [Gr dihrv

i?™;g%^irer.af?«^r^™l7?elnt''st^^^^^ funnel.shaped^oarium which carries the ceHs race tribe, + E.' ««««,o.] Pertaining to o^
the group, which has abundant fossil representatives in

on tne outer side anrt consists of anastomosing exhibiting the recent stages in the ancestry
the middle ami upper Paleozoic rocks, and few in the branches which form a regular round-meshed or phylogenetie history of a race. [Bare.]
Mesozoic and Tertiary. The principal genera are Ctfra^i- network' found in the Dpvnnifln micl Pfirmion
ocarie. EchinocaH., and Pephricari,. The order is also ?„l!!„f7l;'

Uevoman ana Jr-ermian They are in this way enabled to designate . . ., the
known under the name of icpfojfraca of Claus.

iormdiiuiis.
_ nearest ancestors as iiAi/iojiraHiC.

phyllocaulon (fiI-6-ka'lon), «.; pi. jjA^Ho- PiylloPOrpnynn (fil-o-p6r'fl-rm), n. [Gr. //!/a«, Biol. Lect., 1899, p. 13S.

caula (-lii). [NL., ^ Gr. 0i'A;ioy, leaf, + /cauP.iic, ^^'^-f.
'«',¥' + n-op0!>pa, purple, + -m2.] A phylonepionic (fi 'lo-nep-i-on'ik), «. [Gr.

stem.] The leaf-Uke expansion of the stem dark reddish-violet crystalline colonng-mat- ,>,vlm; ,j,vAii, tribe, + E. nepiotiic.'] In hiol.,

of some alg«. Compare phyUocladium. *^''' '^saH.siNAOo. made by heating phyllotao- pertaining to or characteristic of the nepionic
Phylloceras(fi-los'e-ras),H. [NL.,<Gr.0i«ov, nm with alcohobc potash. It has the same stage of development of a race or type. See
leaf, + Kipac, horn.] A genus of phyllocam- absorption-spectrnm as liematoporphyrin and *,iepionic.

pylous ammonoid cephalopods with smooth ]^ otherwise closely related to it. It appears phylotrophy (fi-lot'ro-fi), «. [Gr. 6v?.ov, race,
or radially striate and involute shells, which toJ>ede"ve^^^^^ tribe, -l-'^-rpoVa, < rp%,v, nourish.] Racel
have very complex phylloidal sutures, found ^Vr ^T°?^V ^i f°i^T/:i'"''^'^"V, -^n

nutrition: opposed to *onto(roi^Aj,. L.F.Ward,
in Triassie to Cretaceous formations. [>(b..< Gr. 0r/i;i.oi., leaf, + <7ir(Si;,iv;iof, vertebra.] Pure Socio!, p 291

phyllocladioid (fil-o-kla'di-oid), a. [phyllo- A suborder of the extinct stegocephahan am- ,,
Z In bot a OTeat <?roun or sub

cladilum^ + -oidY Respmbliri<r or havinir phibians, characterized by a persistent noto- H".J'^'i™> "i.,*^-
^" "";'*, F^'J'^

Sroup or suD-
cuuu(um) ^ Oid.j rtesemoung or naving

J^ord "encased in imnerfect barrel Khnne,!
kingdom of the vegetable kingdom, next above

the character of a pAy«odad<«m.
vertebne formed bv a nair of delfcate hXT » "l^^^^- The Spermatophy,a or seed-bearing plants

phyUocladium, ». 2. A granular or scale- verteDrre tormea Dy a pair ot delicate hypo- constitute a phylum, fomierly known as flowering plants
like body which occurs on the podetia of centra and downward prolongations of the or phanerogams. The cryptogams, or so-called iloweiless

certain lichens esoeciallv Stereocauion neural arch, but without pleurocentra. Teeth plants, are now subdivided into several phyla. The vas-

„. , .' ... ' simnle hollow " Zittel ftrans > Tpxt^book of cular cryptogams constitute the phylum Pteridophyta.
Phuilocladia ashy-gray, and whitish, passing Into at pfjP'"' tV Yoa

Urans.;, ieXt-DOOK 01
j^^ Bryophyta are usually regarded as a phylum. With

length crowded, short branchlets. railBon., II. !_*.
,,., >

regard to the lower cellular cryptogams (J(.;.t, /'jomi,
E. Tuckerman, North Amer. Lichens, I. 230. pnyllOSpOndylOUS (fil-6-Spon dl-lus), O. [NL. etc.) the classification into phyla is still unsettled.

phyllocladous (fi-lok'la-dus), rt. [phyllorlad- PhyllospnndyJi + -oiis.] 1. Of or pertaining phyma (fi'msi), «.; pi. ;)7n/ma<a (-ma-ta). [Gr.
{ium) + -OH.?.] In bol., having phyllocladia. to the Phyllospondyli.— 2. Noting a type of <j,bpa, a growth, a tumor, < 0t'Effea(,'grow.]

phyllocyanic (fil'6-si-an'ik), a. [Gr. <piMov, vertebra characteristic of certain extinct am- A tubercle ot the skin,

leaf, -1- E. cyrtnic] Noting an acid, a decom- phibians, the P/ii/Ho.VW'irfyK. Each vertebra con- njiyjnacerite (fi-mas'e-rit), n. [Gt. (ivua, a
position-product of chlorophyl, which is a ^rfl.^'«„^rt,^hrpiX^.rf^^li wit^tt growth, + «^paf, horn; + -i<A] In cmstaee-
homologue of bilirubin. Its formula is given arch. Lateral ossifications (pleurocentra) are absent, ans, the tubercle at the base of the second
as CjgH440gN4 or C3gH4oOgN4. The notochord is persistent and inclosed without con- antenna containing the external orifice of the
phyllode, ». 2. In some ecliinoids, one of "triction by the el™.ents which compose each vertebra, g^gen gland.

Ir: eTnandif
"'"'°'°'^''''"''"'"''''"

''^tT+'^TVaJXvetelt'+ -in^^^^
phymatic (fi-mat'ik) «.. [Gr. ^pa^,.par.),

t l?Xwfil-'r n r I ;; 7Y ^-u blue crystalline product, C;oH4„08Ne, made a tumor, -f -<c.] Pertaining to orof the nature
phyllodial (fl-lo d.-al), a. [phyloch(um) + ^ hy.irolyzing phylloc.'anln witl? acids or l^

^
T^\^-Trr^"'^°^-.,^

-a/1.] Of or pertaining to a phyllodium.
alkalis

'»*''• " phymatld (fi ma-tid), n. and a. I. «. A
phylloerythrin (fil'o-e-rith'rin), n. [Gr. phyUotriane (fil-6-tri'en), n. [Gr. ^Waov, ""ember of the heteropterous family P/ii/nm <-

<?i/./^,;\eAf,+ipvff/A.Tea,+-ini.] Aderiva- loaf, -t- rp/aaa, trident.] In the nomenclature "*«•

tive of chlorophyl formed m the intestinal of the sponge-elements, a tetraxial spicule in H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
tract of ruminants. which three of the rays are foliately expanded, ing to the family /%»)««(?«.

phyllofuscin (fil-o-fus'in), n. [Gr. 0iv'.>or, phyllozooid (fil-6-z6'oid), n. In Hydrovie- Phymatoceras(fi -ma- tos ' e-ras), «. [NL.,
leaf, -H L. /i(«p««, yellow, + ->n2.] A yellow (/h.s-.t, a hydrophvllium. < Gr. 0i/io(r-), tumor, -f-/t^pof, horn.] A genus
pigment found in certain plants. phylocycle (fi'l6-si-kl), n. ''[Gr. ^v7.ov, race, of pachycampylous ammonoid cephalopods
phyllogenetic (fil'o-je-net'ik), a. [Gr. 01'XJ.ov, tribe, + /(i/t?.of, cycle.] The cycle of racial which have compressed discoidal costate

leaf, -I- E. genetic.^ t)f or pertaining to the development or phylogeny. Compare *onto- shells : found in Jurassic rocks.

pro<luctiou of leaves. cycle. [Rare.] Phymatodes (fi-ma-to'dez), n. [NL. (Presl,

phyllogenous, a. 2. Axillary, that is, leaf- phylocyclic (fi-lo-sik'lik), a. [vhylocycle + -ic.'] 1836), < Gr. ijiliia, a tubercle, + tUnr. form.]

produced : applied as shown in the extract. Of or jjertaining to the cycle of racial devel- A genus of tropical ferns of varying habit,

XSgell distinguished between 'acrogenons- and 'pAyf- opment or phylogeny. with entire, pinnatifid or pinnate fromJs,
/o3fn«u»' (axillary) branching, and ascribtd the latter to phylogenal (fi-loj'e-nal), a. Same as jiA^Joi?- similar in most respects to Poh/podiiim,
the Equisctacero and Spermophyta.

f,,,,.. " and differing mainly in having in-cgu"larly an-
A. i. G'^Oet (trans.). Organography of PlanU, IL 432.

phylogenetie forces, Influences that cause the repro- astomosing venation, the large roundish son
PhyllOgraptua (fil-o-grap'tus). n. [NL., < Gr. auction of an organism or organization. " If by society often deeply sunk in pustulate depressions
01 /./.OP, leaf, -I- ypoTzTur, written (see qrapto- we mean associated men iii general there is no other , borne in one or more series treuerallv
;.•*«^ 1 A ^Qr.,,., ,^f *ot-^r,.i/^T,i,lor. ^o;,t„Iitoo social rcproductlou cxccpt thc rcproductloH of Its indi- """

"f .
uiil i/i muie »t in », f^iueiaiiy

(t<c).J Agenus of tetraprionidiangraptolites vidua! units], but if we regard society as a plurality of upon the free included veinlets which are
found HI Lower Silurian rocks. social bodies or groups, social reproduction is a sort of commonly recurved. Several species are common in

Phylloid a. II ». In algtB and in some gemmation." /.. f". H'an/, Pure .<.>cic.l.,p. 260.— Phylo- cultivation, of which the Asiatic and Polynesian p. y'Aj/-

Charnci'tp R-nA lirmmhutji nn unnpTnlntro nf tho KBnetlC psychology. Hee *pKychilo<jij. mot<oiie» is the best known and the type of the genus. A

of higher plants, btit less differentiated. Com- >^^l'hyl">Jc»eUc. Buck, Med. Handbook, " A
t^j^ (fi^^^.toid), a. [Gv. 'U^roe.ik^

pare rhhoid. .Sachs (trans.), Botany, p. 211. '>"''•

„„^„t,-„« <;»« *./,w««^ <pvaari>6r,c, < fvpa(T-), tumor, + lUoc, form.]
phylloidal (fi-loi'dal), «. [phylloid + -alK] Phylogemc variation. See *^anafto«.

i. Resembling a tubercle, or the lesion called
Same as phylloid: employed in descriptions pnylogemst (ti-loj e-nist), «. I phytogeny) + 'tubercle.'— 2 Of or belonging to the Phy-
of ammonoid suture-lines. " -is<.] 1. A studentof the phylogeny orancestral

,„atoida

means of the movements of leaves.
""to e'if orlnTvidull development ^ee *p1,ymatoid.] A group of Jurassic pachy-

We hear t)f a /*ftv'J.>m*in/Tf/ among the Assyrians. .. . , , .. ,^„i . n.--iK rn -i campylous ammonoid cephalopods, in Hvatt's
Theorth.«lox Hebrews held ... to the pn.phetic mean- phylogerontlC(fi'lo-je-ron tik),o. [Gr.0<;;iov,

classification, which comprises the families

V"i«*"w'r S"L™o™a1.L Beg uniirgs of'^st ™u*^V,*."^''li.'*"
^,'

f"'""''"-^
Pertaining to or ^„,aHheid!e and Pln,matoid^. with compressedM. i«*a..,oj, tr. of Lenormant, Beginnings of^Hist,

e.,;hibiting the old age of a race or pWlum, as
jiscoidal shells which have high, keeled volu-

phyllomorph(fil'6-m6rf),n. [Gr. 0«?.o., leaf, ?Ce'f "^^
individuals,

tions and costate surfaces.

+ no,^,, form.] A decorative motive or type ^
-J

.^ chan^cteristic, are Inherited or Pj^Twfw himor"-J^'?;i;*t.mac''+ '

.«2 }%based on a plant form. Haddon, Evolution in ,,„,„,„ h„ve a common origin, the facts of correspondence ^V'^y •''. " '"™°r' ,
' ™^' 8"™af '

+
-'"f-

J .
•*

Art, p. 126. remain the same. i/yo«, BioL Lect, 1899, p. 134. black pigment belonging to the melanms,
S.— 03



phymatorhusin

which has been found in melanotic growths
in man, and in the urine of the affected indi-

viduals.

phymatosis (fi-ma-to'sis), «.; pi. phymatoses
(-sez). [NL., < Gr. ^yiiaij-), a growth, + -o,<m's.]

Same as tuberculosis, especially of the skin

;

the occurrence of cutaneous nodules.

phjrmolepra (fi-mo-lep'ra), «. [Gr. (fiv/ja,

tumor, + ItTTpa, leprosy.] The tubercular
form of leprosy.

-phyre(fir). [.(por)phyr{y).'] In ^etroi;., a ter-

mination used to form names of rocks which
have a porphyritio te.\ture : as vitropJujre,

granophyre, etc.

phyri- (fi'ri). l{por)phyr(y) + -i, a letter indi-

cating that the texture is microscopic] In

petrog., in the quantitative system of classifi-

cation of igneous rocks (see *rocAl), a prefix

used before the name of a rock to indicate

that its texture is microscopically porphyritic,

the phenoerysts being not megascopieally
notable, or quite insignificant.

phyro-(n'r6). [(pi)r)phyr(y) +-o, a letter indi-

cating that the texture is megascopic] In
petrog., in the quantitative system of classifi-

cation of igneous rocks (see *rock^), a prefix

used before the name of a rock to indicate

that its texture is megascopieally porphyritic.

phys. An abbreviation (a) of phy.sical ; (b) of

physician; (c) II. c. or cap.] ot physics ; ld)ot
physiological : {e) [/. <. or cap.] of physiology.

Physa, ". 2. [l. c] A pond-snail of the genus
Physa.— 3. {l. c; p\. physx (-se).] In some
anthozoaus, as Edwardaiu , the lower end of

the body. It may or may not be retractile

into the scapus. Compare *capitulum, 6, and
*scapus, 6.

Its body is divisible into three portions, an upper capi-

tulum bearing tlie inoutli and tentacles, a median scapus
covered by a friable cuticle, and a terminal phym which
is rounded. Encyc. Jirit., XXV. 457.

physagogue (fis'a-gog), n. Practically the

same as carminative.

physalin (fis'a-lin), n. [ PhysaUs + -iii^.']

A yellowish, bitter, amorphous compound,
C14H16O5, extracted from the leaves of allie-

kengi, PhysaUs Alkekengi.

physaliphore (fi-sal'i-for), n. [Gr. ^OTa/lX/f, a
bladder, + -<popo^ < ipspeiv, bear.] In biol., a
cell containing vesicles which produce daugh-
ter-cells. ^\ E. D.

Physalospora (fis-a-los'p9-ra), n. [NL.
(Niessl, 1876), < Gr. ^wa/.A/f, bladder, + ciropa,

seed.] A large genus
of pyrenomyeetous fungi
having the perithecia
seated beneath the epi-

dermis of the host. The
spores are unicellular, and
hyaline or slightly col-

ored. About 130 species
have been described. P.
gregaria is said to be the
cause of a disease of trees
called black mauls. P.
Festucse is frequently

Physauspcra Fettuc<z. fouud On the leaves of
a. habit of ir'o"'th o( the variousgrassBS, especially

fungus on a grass leaf, two Vfofiion
thirds natural size ;«, sec .^'^'""''"'

,- j.-s
lion through a portion of a PnySapOUa (fl-Sap O-da),

l?.'„ge"d' ATn Sets" cot n.pl. S^me ^sThysanop.
tainin^ eight ascospores, tCTQ.

"'/i,'ra^n"frl"„',"rng-ler *, PhySarfa (fi-Sft ' ri-ji), H.
Prantl's ••Pfianjtnfaniil. [NL. (Gray, 1848), < Gr.
""' '

(fivaapwv, a diminutive of
ifivaa, a pair of bellows ; in allusion to the
shape of the pod.] A genus of spreading
fierennial plants of the family Brassicacese.
t includes about four species of stellate-pubescent herbs

with usually entire leaves and yellow flowers in tenninal
racemes, and is distinguished from LeHqiterella, a near
relative, by its strongly didymcjus fruit with a narrow
partition. The species are natives of western North
America, i*. du/j/m/^car^a is the best known. See Keiri-

carifi.

Pliysciacese (fis-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Phys-
cia + -acece.'\ A family of lichens which have
a foliaeeous or branched '^hallus: typified by
the genus Physcia.

physcianin (fi-si'a-nin), n. [Physcia + -an +
-i/i'-i.] Same as ^'atrar^c acid.

physciol (fiz'i-ol), n. [Physcia + -oi.] Same
as *alrannrinic acid.

physconia (fis-ko'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ipvanuv,

one having a fat paunch, < (pvaK?;, the large

intestine, also a sausage.] Enlargement of

the abdomen through corpulence or the growth
of a solidtumor of one of the contained viscera.
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physcony (flis'ko-ni), «. [Gr. ^i'OKuv, pot-belly,
< ipvrjKTj, sausage, < (pvadv, blow up.] A tumor
or swelling of the abdomen

;
parabysma. N.

E. D.
physem (fi'sem), n. [Gr. <pva7jfia, a blowing,
that which is blown, < (f>vaav, to blow.] In
phonetics, a name given by A. J. Ellis to

"the bellows-actions of the lungs," that is,

the speech-sounds so produced, including the
varieties of h (the common aspirate).

'H. *' Wheeze Physem. "— This is a well known Arabic
sound, which may be just mentioned. The wheeze is oc-
casioned by forcing ilatus, without voice, through the
cartilaginous glottis. It is therefore clo8''ly related to
the bleat t aayn. It occurs in the name of Mahomet
Moo'Iiiianrniaad. A. J. Ellis, Speech in Song, p. 24.

physeter, «. 3. A form of filter in which the
rate of percolation of the filtrate is increased
by pressure.

physic (fiz'ik), a. [See physic, n.'] 1. Physi-
cal.— 2. Medicinal. [Obsolete or rare, in
both uses.]

Physical chart, chemistry, doubles. See in-hart,
-kchfuuittry, -kdoxdiU', IS.— Physical observatory,
point, psychology, unit, water. Sec kobmrvatorii,
etc.— physical rotation, in forestry, same as sylvical
irrotatian.

physicochemical, a. 2. Relating to physical
chemistry; due to the forces with which phys-
ical chemistry is concerned.
physicochemically (fiz"ik9-kem'i-kal-i), adv.

By means of physical chemistry.
That can be comprehended which can he physicoehemi-

caliif e.vplained. Nature, Sup., April 24, 1902, p. x.

physicogeographical(fiz"i-k9-je"o-graf'i-kal),
«. Of or pertaining to physical geography

;

physiographic
Valuable material for physicn-geoyraphical considera-

tions relative to the origin and life of these interesting
formations. (Teo<j. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 175.

physicologist (fiz-i-kol'o-jist), n. [*physicol-

og{y) (Gr. <pvaiKd, physics, + -?.oym, < /.eyetv,

speak) -1- -ist.'] A physicist. Stand. Diet.

physicomathematical (fiz"i-ko-math-e-mat'i-

kal), rt. 1. Same as iatrophysical.— 2. Deal-
ing with or pertaining to both ph3'sics and
mathematics: as, a physicomathematical proh-
lem or treatise.

The Physico-Mathematical Faculty of the University
of Yuryetf. Geog. Jour. (R. 0. S.), XII. 218.

physicomechanical (fiz''i-ko-me-kan'i-kal), a.

of or pertaining to mechanics as a branch of
natural philosophy.

physicomorph (fiz'i-ko-morf ), n. [Gr. (jivaiKdi;,

natural, + fop(p>/, form.] Any representation
of an inanimate object or of an operation in

the physical world, as the sun, clouds, rain,

lightning, the whirlwind, etc. : applied espe-
cially to ornamental designs. Haddon, Evo-
lution in Art, p. 118.

physicotherapeutic (fiz"i-ko-ther-a-pii'tik), a.

[Gr. ^DOfddf, natural, + BepannmKd^, of medical
treatment.] Relating to medical treatment
by physical agencies instead of drugs.

Dr. J. A. Rivifere gives an acconntof the results achieved
by him in the treatment of inoperable malignant growths
by phyHcotherapeutic means, i. e. by a combination of

X-rays, static electric discharges, and discharges of high
frequency, together with the administration of calomel
and quinine internally to promote elimination.

Nature, Jan. 21, 1904, p. 280.

physicotherapeutics (fiz'i-ko-ther-a-pii'tiks),

n. The treatment of disease by means of

physical agencies (electricity, massage, etc.)

instead of drugs.

physicotherapy (fiz''i-ko-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.

(pvamdg, natural, + Bepair^ta, medical treat-

ment.] Same as *physicotherapeiitics.
Physicotherapy in the treatment of fibromata and pre-

vention of neoplasms. Med. Record, June 27, 1903, p. 1055.

physics, ».— Cosmlcal physics, the physics of the
heavenly bodie-s and of tlie earth's atmosphere and crust.
— EpistemolOglcal physics, i^vepsiiclmloyical *phys-
iM.— Psychological •>r eplstemologlcal physics, a

phrase used by .A. H. Idoyd for the branch of physics

concerned with the substitutes for quantity and matter
that are present in all the psychical sciences. Science,

.luly K, 1!»1, p. 18.

Physiculus (fi-sik'u-lus), n. [NL.. dim. of

L. physicus, < Gr. ^vatui^, a natural philoso-

Physiculusfulvis.

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

pher (?).] A genus of fishes of the family
Gadidse, found in the deep sea.

physiopsychic

physiochemical (fiz'i-o-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr.

fiaiu nature, + E. chemical.'} Of or pertain-
ing to physiological chemistry.
physiognomonically (fiz-i-og-no-mon 'i-kal-i),

ailr. Same as physiognomically.
physiognosy (fiz-i-og'no-si), n. [Gr. ^<«f,
nature, -I- yvuac^, knowledge.] Statical geog-
nosy ; that portion of the science of the earth
which deals with the static relations of its

constituents.

physiognotype (fiz-i-og'no-tip), n. A device
used in making plaster easts of the face or
head.
physiol. An ab\n-e\\at\OTa. (a) oi physiological

;

(h) [/. r. or cap.'} oi physiology.

physiolater (fiz-i-ol'a-ter), «. [Gr. ^vaiQ, na-
ture, + -'/.aTpr/c, worshiper. See physiolatry.'}

A worshiper of nature.
physiologer, ». 2. A physiologist. [Obsolete
or rare.]

physiologian (fiz'i-o-16'ji-an), «. Same as
jilii/siologist. [Rare. ]

physiological, a. 2. Originating in normal
physical conditions, as opposed to patho-
logical.

The expression "physiological " albuminuria is an un-
desirable one, since healthy individuals ordinarily fail to
show this symptom. There are, however, many other
functions in the animal body where the border-line be-
tween the physiological and the pathological occasionally
becomes obscure.
Mendel and Hooker, in Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1. 1901,

Ip. 647.

Physiological regeneration, rheoscope, salt solu-
tion, selection. See irregenerntioit, -krheoseope, itsolu-
tion, *«rfecfi'o7i.— Physiological solution. Same as
physiological salt -isolution. — Physiological Unit,
water, zero. See irunit, irwater, -kzero.

physiology, n. 3. A treatise on physiology
or tlie functions of living organisms Mental
S'lysiology. See -kmentaU.

ysiomedical (fiz"i-o-med'i-kal), a. [Gr.
^I'ffff, nature, + E. medical.'} Of or pertain-
ing to physiomedicalism.

physiometric (fiz"i-6-met'rik), a. [physiom-
etr{y) + -ic.~\ Of or pertaining to physiom-
etry ; conducted by definite numeration or
measurements of physical objects: as, a
physiometric investigation.

physiometry (fiz-i-om'e-tri), »;. [Gr. ^imf,
nature, -t- fihpov, measure.] The accurate
measurement of physical objects.

physiopathological (fiz''i-o-path-o-loj'i-kal),

a. Of or pertaining to physiopathology.

physiopathology (fiz*i-o-pa-thol'o ji), «. [Gr.
<j>iai^, nature, + E. pathology.} The sum of
knowledge regarding the modification of
function of living organisms caused by dis-

ease. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 276.

physiophilist (fiz-i-of'i-list), n. [Gr. (pvaic,

nature, + (pi/.t'a; love.] A lover of nature or
of natural science. [Rare.]

physiophilosoph (fiz'i-o-fll'o-sof), n. [Gr.
<j)b<ji(;, nature, + ^iA6(jo(poc, philosopher.]
One versed in physiophilosophy.

physiophilosopher (fiz^i-o-fi-los's-f^r), n.

[See physiophilosophy.} An adherent of
Oken's system of physiophilosophy.

physiophilosophic ( fiz'i-o-fil-o-sof'ik ), a.

Same as *pysiophilosophical.

physiophilosophical (fiz"i-o-fil-o-sof'i-kal), a.

Relating to or explained by physiophilosophy

;

specifically, pertaining to Oken's system of
physiophilosophy.

physiophilosophy, n. 2. Specifically, Oken's
system of nature-philosophy in which he en-
deavored to construct nature, in thought, a
priori.

physioplastic (fiz''i-o-plas'tik), a. [Gr. ^I'mf,

nature, -I- :r/ aoOT(i>, form. ] Formed by nature

;

natural. [Rare.]

Physioplastic, anthropoplastic. by one or other of these
appellatives will the condition of all beings by which any
part of the field of Somatics is seen to be occupied, be
found referable ;

physiitplastic, the state in which being
found in the bosom, they are supposed to have been
formed by the hands, of nature.

Bentham, Logic, Appendix, Works, VIIL 284,

physiopsychic (fiz"i-o-si'kik), a. [Gr. <pivi^,

nature, + xjwx>/,Tninii, + -ic.} 1. In psychol.,

pertaining to both mind and body
;
psycho-

physical.

For certain crimes and criminals the largest influence
ought to be recognized or accorded to the physio-psychic
conditions of the individual, . . . yet this does not ex-

clude the ixtssible fact that . . . the physio-psyctiic

anomalies of the individual are nothing but the effect of

a deleterious social environment,
Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 639.

2. In social., characterized by mental more



physiopsychic

than by bodily type : said of the social organ-
ism. See the extract.

Many writers of late years have spoken of the social

unit, the group or the nation, as an "organism." Some
have further defined it as a " superorganism " or a "physio-
psychic organism."

Briutoriy Basis of Social Relations, p. 39.

physiopsychology (fiz'M-o-si-kol'o-ji), v.

[physi(){logy) -h psychology.^ The study of

mind in its relations to the body, or in con-
nection with the underlying bodily functions

;

psychophysiology; physiological psychology.

In a general way, comparative physio-pnychology has
aided us in the search for the key to this great problem
[of various intellectual endowment].

Amer. Anthropologist, Oct-Dec., 1903, p. 5S8.

physioradlogram (fiz''i-o-ra'di-o-gram), ».

[Gr. 9((T/f, nature, + K. radiogram.'\ An im-
age, upon a photographic plate, made bymeans
or the secondary rays which emanate from
some portion of the body, as the hand, upon
its exposure to X-rays.

It is only a step now to produce a " physio-radiogratn."
... A record [was] made by the secondary activity em-
anating from my own hand stimulated by a stream of
Bontgen rays.

Ooodspeedy Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., May 15, 1903,

[p. 101.

physiOSCOpy (fiz-i-os'ko-pi), n. [Gr. 0rff/f,

nature, + anoTelv, view.] Natural appearance;
relative truth to nature in the delineation of

physical objects. The term was coined by H.
Spencer to express all those traits in a picture

which concern the physical appearances of

the objects represented : distinguished from
the conception, composition, sentiment, ex-

pression, etc., of the picture. [See the ex-

tract.]

I venture the new word just used, because there exists

DO word expressive of all those traits in a picture which
concerns the physical appearances of the objects repre-
sented. Under " physioscopy " I pnjpose to include the
rendering of the phenomena of linear perspective, of
aerial perspective, of light and shade, and of colour in so
far as it is determined not by artistic choice, but by
natural conditions— e. g. that of water as affected by
the sky, the clouds, and the bottom. The conception, the
sentiment, the composition, the expression, may some or
all of them be g<xKl in a picture of which the physioscoj/y,

in some or all of its elements, is bad ; and vice versa.

The characteristics included in the one group are entirely

separate from those included in the other; and there
needs a word by which the distinction may be conveyed
without clrcumhxrution.

//. Spencer, Autobiography, IL 225, note.

pliyslotlierapy (fi2*i-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. <i>vaiCy

nature, + E. therapy.] Treatment of disease

by means of physical remedies, such as mas-
sage, gymnastics, etc., instead of drugs.

The first International Congress of Physiotherapy will

be held at Lil>ge from August 12 to 15 next.
Nature, July 20, 1905. p. 274.

physiotype (fiz'i-o-tip), n. [Gr. ipvoic, nature,
+ ri'-or, tigure, image. See type.] A picture
produced by developing a prepared paper
which has received a mechanical impression
(invisible before development) from the object
itself, such as a leaf, a piece of lace, or the
like ; a nature-print.

physitheism, «. 2. That form of religious

concept in which the phenomena of nature
become personified and are considered as
deities. See the extract.

In classifying Indian myths Msjor Powell distinguishes
four stages in the growth of mythic philos<iphy. To the
first ftt these he gives the name of hecastfjtheism. the
•tage in which supernatural powers are attributed to ht>th

animate and inanimate objects, an all f>ervading animism
which answered the questions of how and wliy to the
savage mind. In the second stage or zodtheism this at-

tribution of extra-natural and mysterious potencies is

conflne4i to animate forms and animals, usually by reason
of some special quality, as strength, swiftness, cunning,
etc., become deified. In the third stage, to which he
gives the name physitheism, the agencies of nature, sun,
moon, stars, rain and wind l>ecome personified and ex-
alte<l irit/> onmipotence. The f<)urth stage, which includes
the domain of the spiritual concept, has not yet been
reached by any of the Amerindian tribes.

Arner. Jour. Psychol., Jan., 1903, p. 63.

physOCarpOUS (fi-so-kar'pus), a. [Gr, ^i-ffa,

bladder, + Kaft-rd^j

bladder-like fruit.

pus),

.5 In hot, having a

physocarpus (fi-s6-kar'pus), n. [Physocarpufif
an untfniable genus name for Icotorus : \Gr.
i^vca, bellows, + xaprrof, fruit; in allusion to
the inflated pods.} A name in horticulture for
Icotorus^ a genus of shrubs of the family
RomcefP. it has white flowers in dense umbel-like
clusters an<l is closely related botanically to Spir/ea, dif-

fering however in its inflated p^hIs, usually opening along
both sutures, and in its shining seeds. There are four
species, native t^^) N4^>rth America and eastern Asia.
The comm<fn nitiphark of the eastern I'ntted States is

Icotiirut opuli/olius (Spirsta opulifolia of Linnicus). This
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and the Bimilar 7. Amurengig {Physocarpxtg Amurengig
of Maximowicz) are sometimes plaiit«d as ornamental
bushes.

physocephalus (fiz-o-sefa-lus), n.
;

pi. physo-
cephali (-li). [Gr. ' (pvaaj' bellows, + Kf:<j>a1fi,

head.] Tumor of the scalp due to the
presence of gas in the underlying connective
tissue.

physocoelia (fiz-o-se'li-a), «. [Gr. (^iaa,

bellows, + KoiAof, hollow.]" Tympanites.
physode ffl'sod), n. [Gr. ipvaa, bellows, a
bladder, + lido^, form, likeness.] A body dif-
fering from a microsome in surrounding a
cavity filled with dissolved substances.
Crato. Physodes are treated by Strassburger
as merely a class of microsomes.
Physoderma (fl-so-der'mS), n. [NL. (Wall-
roth, 1833), < Gr. ^vaa, bellows, -I- Sipfta, skin,
in allusion to the pustules formed.] A genus
of parasitic phycomyeetous fungi of the order
Chytridiales, having the mycelium and resting-
spores intracellular. About 13 species are
known, occurring in the parenchyma cells of
flowering plants. P. J/f«yanWii.sisfoundinthe
leaves and petioles of Menyanthes trifoUata in
America.
physodic (fi-s6'dik), a. [NL. physodes (see
def.) -t- -I'c] Occurring in the lichen Far-
melia physodes— Physodic acid, a crystalline acid,

C2(>H220ft, which yields carbon dioxid and orcinol when
boiled with bar>'ta water. When boiled a long time with
alcohol or other organic solvent it is changed into an
amomhous variety.

physogastrism (fi-so-gas'trizm ), «. [Gr. ^twa,

bellows, -I- jaarr}/), stomach, + -ism.'] A con-
dition of abdominal enlargement or inflation

:

used, in en torn., to describe the honey-bearers
of the honey-ants and also certain symphilous
beetles.

Moreover, most symphilous beetles have a characteris-
tic colour, namely, oily reddish-yellow or reddish-brown.
They also show certain mcKliflcations of the mouth-
organs, especially of the labium, as well as ^•phygot/ag-

tn'gm," accompanied by excessive development of the
fat^bodies, or sexual glands. Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 351.

physogradous (fi-sog'ra-dus), a. Same as
pliysdijrade.

Physonectse (fi-so-nek'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
(fvaa, bellows, bladder, + vi/ktvc, summer.] A
group or section of Siphonophora which con-
sists of siphonanthous forms having a piuni-

matocyst and several nectocalyxesand palpons,
the nectocalyxes sometimes being replaced
by bracts. The cormidia are ordinate or ir-

regular.

physonectous (fi-so-nek'tus), a. [NL. Physo-
nrctie -t- -o«.«.] Belonging to, or having the
characters of, the Physoneclss ; having an api-

cal pneumatophore, with one or more coronas
of nectophores or bracts and no aurophore, as
in certain siphonophorans.
physosterin (fi-sos'te-rin), n. Same as *phy-
tiisteriii.

phySOStigmine, n. it la a powerful depressant and
nerve-poison; usedto count«ract strychnine and atropin,

also to contract the pupil. Its fornmla is Ci5Hoi02X3.
Also called fucKiur.— physostlgmine salicylate, t'ls-

H2iN',i**^-<^'7H,;03, a suttstjince used externally as a
mydriatic, intentally in spasnuidic diseases, etc.

—

Physo-
stlgmlne sulphate, ((^i5H2i02^'.'!>2H2S04, a substance
used in medicine and by veterinary surgeons.

phytalbumin (fi-tal-bii'min), n. [Gr. ^w-cii',

plant, + E. albumin.] Vegetable albumin.
pnytate (fi'tat), «. [phyt(ic) + -nte2.] A salt

of phytic acid. Science, Feb. 28, 1908, p. 330.

phyteconomy (f1t-e-kon'6-mi), n. [Gr. <Pvt6v,

plant, + E. economy.] V'egetable economy.
phyteris (fl'te-ris), «. [Gr. (fivTdv, plant, -(-

epic, strife, competition.] In phytogeog., the
competition of plants for the possession of

the same ground. F. E. Clements.

phytic (fi'tik), a. [Gr. pvrdv, a plant, -I- -iV;.]

Derived from plants ; specifically, noting an
organic acid found in wheat ; anhydroxymeth-
vlene diphosphoric acid. Science, Feb. 28,

1908. p. 330.

phytin (fi'tin), n. [Gr. <I>vt6v, a plant, + -jh2.]

A phosphorized reserve material found in

seeds, tubers, and rhizomes; a quadribasic
acid of the composition CoHgP.iOg.

phytobezoar (fi-to-be'z6r), «. [Gr. (fivrdv,

plant, + E. be::oar.] A concretion, found in

the stomachs of animals, composed of indi-

gestible vegetable fiber, hair, etc., matted to-

gether into a spherical shape. Also called
hair-ball.

It is very important that crimson clover should he cut
for hay not later than the time of full bloom. Tlie calyx

is covered with rough, sharp-pointed hairs, which
become stiff and brittle when the clover is fully ripe. It

has been found that these hairs are liable to cause the

phytomonera
formation of intestinal concretions, phyto-bezoarg, or
hair-balls, especially when the ripe seed heads of the
crimson clover are eaten by horses or cattle.

Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 50L

phytobiological (fi"t6-bi-6-loj'i-kal), a.
IphytoUolog(y) + -ic-an.] Of or pertaining
to phytobiology.
phytochrome (fl'to-krom), «. [Gr. 0wi5v, plant,
+ a'P",««, color.] Same as xanthophyl.

phytocorid (fl-tok'o-rid), «. and a. I. n. A
member of the heteropterous family Phytocor-
idie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Phytocoridie.

phytoecologist, phytecologist (fit-e-kol'o-
jist), «. [2>liyta'colog(y) + -ist.] One who stud-
ies the oeeology of plants.

phytoecology, phytecology (fit-e-kol'o-ji), «.

[Gr. <j>vt6i>, plant, + E. wcology.] The oeeology
of plants.

Phytoflagellida(fi-t6-fla-jel'i-da), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ipvTov, a plant, + L. flagellum.] Au or-

der of Mastigophora. It consists of flagellate uni-
cellular organisms which may have chlorophyll and
holophytic nutrition, or be without chlorophyll and
saprophytic in nutrition. They are hence classed some-
times as plants and sometimes as animals. It contains
the families Chrysomonadidx, Cryptmnonadidx, Chla-
mydoiunnndida?, Phacotidx, and Votvocina.

phytogelin (fi-to-jel'in), n. [Gr. <i>irr6v, plant,
+ gcl(atin) + -in^.] The gelatinous matter
of algse. N. E. D.

phytogenic (fi-to-jen'ik), a. [Gr. (I>vt6v, plant,
+ -yevTic, -producing, +-ic.] 1. Of or pertain-
ing to phytogenesis; phytogenetie.— 2. Of
plant or vegetable origin ; specifically applied
by A. W. Grabau to those rocks of which the
materials are derived from plants, as coal.

Biogenic rocks fall naturally into two groups, those in
which the material is derived from the air and those in
which it is derived from the water. The former are due
chiefly to the activities of plants (phytogenic) and the
latter chiefly to those of animals (zoogenic).

Amer. GeoL, April, 1904, p. 231.

phytogenous (fi-toj'e-nus), a. [Gr. ^vt6v,
plant, + -ysvr/c, -producing, + -ous.] Same as
})hytogenctii\

phytogeographically (fi-to-je-o-graf'i-kal-i),

adv. With respect to phytogeography ; in a
phytogeographical manner.
Well differentiated both topographically and phytogeo-

graphically. Bot. (Jazette, XXV. 387.

phytogeography, «. Phytogeography in its unquali-
fied sense is plant-geography, tlie science of the topical
distribution of plants. In this aspect it is purely de-
scriptive, noting the locations in which a species occurs
and the merely historical reason for its being there ; that
is, it answers the questions whether the plant is indige-
nous or introduced, and if the latter, whence. At this stage
also the habitat (that is, the particular sort of situation
in which a species grows, as mountain, bog, or seaside) is

recorded ; but that in the nature of the plant which de-
termines it to its particular station is not yet investi-
gated. Though the abundance or scarcity of a species
may be not«d, the interest is here in species rather than
in individuals or masses, and accordingly the subject-
matter of the science is the flora of the earth or of a
region, the plant-content of an area taxonomically con-
sidered. Plant-taxonomy—based on morphology, which
yields the natural gygtern (which see, under natural)— is

a prerequisite of plant-geography, since nothing can be
said of the distribution of plants until tliey are separated
into kinds recognizable by constant characters. The
science as thus limited lias in recent times (by Wanning
and others) been denominated fiorigtic plant-geography or
Jlorigticg, in contrast with -kaecological phytogeographtf
(which see). Historically and in natural order of thought
the floristic view is first, being represented by numerous
floras, by the descriptions of botanical travelera, and by
more systematic accounts which pass into the later
point of view.

phytoglobulin (fi-to-glob'u-lin), n. [Gr. ipvrSv,

plant, -I- E. globulin^] A vegetable globulin.

phytograph (fi'to-grW), n. [Gr. <I,vt6v, plant,
-I- ypa(peiv, write. Hee phytography.] A nature-
print of a plant.

phytolaccic (fi-to-lak'sik), a. [NL. Phytolacca
+ -ic] Pertaining to or occurring in Phyto-
laccc— Phytolaccic acid, a light-brown, transparent,
gum-like compound, of uncertain composition, found as
the potassium salt in the fruit of the pokeweed, Phyto-
lacca Kiemp/eri and I\ decandra.

ph3rtolaccill (fi-to-lak'sin), n. [phytolacc{,ic)

+ -in-.] Same as *phytolaccic acid.

phjrtome (fi'tom), n. [Gr. (fuTdv, plant, -f- -omt
{-oma).] According to Niigeli, the plant body
of unicellular plants and of pluricellular ones
so long as the cells are entirely similar to each
other.

Endeavors have also been made to establish the idea of

a 'phytoine ' in a<ldition to that of the thallus.

K. E. Goebel (trans.). Organography of Plants, I. 2L

phytomonera (fi'to-mo-ne'rit), n. pi. [Gr.

AvTov, plant, + Nlj. monera. See moneron.]
Vegetable organisms without nuclei. Few



phytomonera

botanists admit the existence of plants with-
out nuclei. Since nuclei have been demon-
strated in some of the so-called phytomonera,
failure to lind them in others is no proof of

their absence.
phytoparasite (fi-to-par'a-sit), n. [Gr. (j>vt6v,

pliint, + E. parasite.] Same as parasite, 2 (c).

phytophenological (fi-to-fe-no-loj'i-kal), a.

[Gr. 9JT01', plant, -I- E. phenological.} Of or re-

lating to the phenology of plants.

phytophil (fi'to-fil), H. [Gr. (pvrdv, plant, +
pf/fii', love.] An animal vrbich lives on plants,

as any plant-feeding insect. Also phytophile.

To the few hygrophilous " phytophiles" Riven there

should be added Linocephalus elegans, which species is

typically halophilous iu New Jersey-
Entomological News, XVI. 22.

Phytophthires (fi-tof'thi-res), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Phytophthiria.

phytophylogenetic (fi'to-fJ"lo-je-net'ik), a.

[Gr. ^vr6v, plant, -t- E. phylogeneiic] Of or
pertaining to phj-tophylogeny or the phylog-
eny of plants.

phytophylogeny (fi"t9-fi-loj'e-ni), n. [Gr.

{fivTov, plant, + E. phytogeny.^ The phylogeny
of plants.

phytoplankton (fi-to-plangk'tgn), n. [Gr.

ipvToi', plant, + NL. plankton.} That part of

the plankton of any body of water which con-
sists of plants, usually alg».

In the spring months there is a great development of

diatoms and other phytoplankton, which render the wa-
ter less transparent than at other times of the year.

Geoff. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 336.

phytoplasm (fi'to-plazm), n. [Gr. <Pvt6v, a
plant, + -'Aaaiia, something molded or formed.
See plasm.'\ The living substance of plants,

as contrasted with that of animals.

phytopsyche (£i'to-si-ke), n. [Gr. ^vt6v, a
plant, -I-

i/iii^^, soul.] The plant soul or plant
mind. Haeckel (trans.), Kiddle of the Uni-
verse, p. 157.

phytoptid (fl-top'tid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the aearidan family Phytoptidse.

H. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Phytoptidse.

phytoptocecidiuin (fi-top"t9-se-sid'i-um), n.;

pi. phytoptocccidia (-a). [NL. Phytoptus cecid-

ium + Gr. KijKtg (kt/kiS-), a gallnut.] The gall

formed by mites of the family Phytoptidie.

phytosaurian (fi-to-sa'ri-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having tte characters of the
genus Phytosaurus or Belodon.

II. n. A member of the genus Phytosaurus.
Ph3rtosaurus (fi-to-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
ijivTov, plant, + aavpoc, lizard.] Same as Bel-

odon.

phytoscopic (fi-to-skop'ik), a. [Gr. (I>vt6v,

plant, -f- oKovuv, view, -I- -ic.'\ A term sug-
gested by Poulton to describe the effect of the
plant environment upon the color of insects:

distinct from phytophagic. Cambridge Nat.
Hist., VI. 336.

phytosterin (fi-tos't«-rin), «. [Gr. (pvrdv,

plant, + aTepedg, 8oli3, + -i»2.] A colorless

crystalline substance of waxy or fatty appear-
ance, closely allied to eholesterin in composi-
tion, found in many different plants, as in

peas, beans, lupines, Calabar beans, maize,
and the fat oils of the olive, almond, rape-
seed, mustard-seed, etc. Also called phytos-
terol and physosterin.

phytosterol (fi-tos'te-rol), n. Same as *phy-
tosterin,

phytostrote (fi'to-strot), n. [Gr. (^m6v, plant,

-t- aTpuTuq, spread.] In phytogeog., a plant in

which the whole organism is the unit of distri-

bution : including both plankton and terres-

trial plants such as tumbleweeds. F. E.
Clemen ts.

phytotechnic (fi-to-tek'nik), a. [Gr. (jivrSv,

plant, -I- Tcxvri, art, -I- -jc] Relating to that
stage of culture in which plants play an essen-
tial part in the industries of a people; the
stage to which belongs the gradual develop-
ment of agriculture.

.Southeastward from the Musichogean area lie the An-
tilles, the Orinoco basin, the Amazon basin, the Mato
Grosso and the Pampas. In them men had little to do
save to hunt and fish, to fight and to sleep in their ham-
mocks. They were zootechnic, passing into phytotechnic.

0. T. Mason, in Pop. ScL Mo., Feb., 1902, p. 341.

phytotechny (fi-to-tek'ni), n. [phytotechn(ic)

+ -'J^- ] The group of industries relating to

plants. See *phytotechnic.

phytoteratology (fi-to-ter-a-tol'6-ji), n.

6vt6v, plant, + E. teratology.

}

[Gr.
That division

996

of teratology which relates to plants ; vegeta-
ble teratology. See teratology, 2.

phytotozin (fi-to-tok'sin), n. [Gr. (jivrdv,

plant, + E. toxin.'] A vegetable toxin, such
as abrin, ricin, crotin, etc.

phytovitellin (fi'to-vi-terin), n. [Gr. (j)vt6v,

j)laut, + L. vitellus, yolk of an egg, -1- -in^.j

A vitellin of vegetable origin. Simon, Physio-
logical Chem., p. 31,

P. I. An abbreviation of Philippine Is-

lands.

pia-arachnoid (p5'a-a-rak'noid), n. The pia
mater and arachnoid considered as one mem-
brane.

piache (pi-a'eba), n. [Also piace; South
American (Tamanac) ; Carib. piai.'] A medi-
cine-man or witch-doctor among the Indians
of Central and South America. Also peai.

See *peaiman. N. £. D.

piaga (pi-a'ga), n. [It. piaga, sore, wound.]
Same as Aleppo ulcer (which see, under ulcer).

piagnone (pe-an-yo'na), «.; pi. piagnoni (-nf).
[It. piagnone, a funeral attendant, a mourner.]
A mourner: a name given to the followers of
Savonarola in Florence in the latter part of
the fifteenth century, from their penitential
attitude and appearance.
The Sacre Rappresentazioni, so popular toward the

turn of the century in piagnone Florence.
B. Berenson, in Burlington Mag., March, 1903, p. 19.

pialin (pi'a-lin), n. [Gr. ma?J:o(, fat, + -in^.]

Same as *lipase. Also pialyn.

pialler (pi-al'Sr), v. i. [A sort of Pidgin-Eng-
lish.] To speak. E. E. Morris, Austral Eng-
lish. [Australia.]

pianata (pe-a-na'tii), n. [It. f < piano."] A
street-piano.

pianic (pi-an'ik), a. \^pian + -ic.] Pertaining
to or suffering from pian or framboesia.

pianiste (pi-a-nes*^'), n. [F.] Same as pian-
ist: sometimes used as if it were the feminine
form of that word.

piano^, a. II. adv. Softly; in a low tone or
voice. Abbreviated p.
Chorda of three or four notes . . . produce rather a bad

effect when played piano ; they seem rich and energetic
only when played loud and boldly.

Berlioz (trans.), Treatise on Modem Instrumentation
[and Orchestration, p. 5.

III. 1. n. A passage or series of notes sung
or played softly; a soft or gentle tone.
An harpsichord, on which . . . may be performed either

one or two unisons, or two unisons and one octave, either
in the forts or piano.

liimbault, The Pianoforte, its Origin, Progress and
[Construction, p. 149.

pianO^, W.— Barrel piano, a mechanical pianoforte
played nya revolving barrel, as the common street-piano.
— Enharmonic piano, a pianoforte with more than
twelve keys to the octave.— Kafir piano. Same as
zaiizf.— Piano feed. See */cfd.— Piano hand. See
•khand.— Piano m^ohanique, a form of pianoforte, in-

vented by Deljain of Paris, which can be played either

in the ordinary way or mechanically by means of a board
with pins that engage levers connectied with a special set of

hammers.— Piano style, in music, astyleof composition
or of perfonnance characterized by sharp accentuation,
detached chords or notes, and rapid passages or delicate

embellishments, such as are common in pianoforte music
— Piano theory Ofhearing, in pA.vsioi. unA psychophys.,

the resonator theory of audition proposed by Helmholtz :

opposed to the telephone -ktheory of Rutherford. Bald'
win. Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., 1.451.— Piano theory
Of :the soul, in metaph., the dualistic theory which
" compares the soul to a musician who plays an interest-

ing piece (the individual life) on the instrument of the
body, and then deserts it to live forever on its own
account." Haeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 16.

—

Upright grand piano, a form of grand pianoforte, oc-

casionally made from the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, in which the whole body of the instrument was
vertical instead of horizontal. It was superseded by the
upright or cabinet piano, which is now made with a
grand action, but with shorter strings.

piano^ (pe-a'no), M.; pi. piani (-ne). [It.

piano, a plane, a floor, or story. See piatio^.]

In Italian, a story; a floor; the French etage :

in English, used only in such borrowed phrases
as piano nohile, the principal story; pian'

tcrreno, a ground floor.

The next evening I descended to the piano nobile . . .

for the annual function at the Palazzo Lugani.
A. and E. Castle, La Bella, in The House of Romance,

[p. 34.

piano-action (pi-an'6-ak"shon), n. In piano-
forte-making, the entire mechanism by whicli

the tone is produced by the player, including

the keyboard and the hammer- and damper-
action. See cut under pianoforte.

piano-failure (pi - an ' o - fal " ur), n. Pianists'

cramp.
In cases of pianO'/aiiure, I always examine carefully

the extensors of the wrist and fingers.

Allbutfs Sys. Med., VIIL 12. N. E. D.

PiaropuB

pianofortist (pi-an'o-for-tisf), n. [piano-
forte) + -ist.] A pianist. [Kare.]

pianola (pe-a-nC'la), n. [Dim. of piano"^.]

The trade-name of a form of *piano-player
(which see).

piano-lamp (pi-an'6-lamp), n. A lamp in-

tended for use with a piano: usually one with
a firm tripod or other base and an adjustable
standard by which it can be raised or lowered.

piano-macMne (pi-an'o-ma-shen"), n. A ma-
chine with pins or keys tliat are operated by
the fingers, like those on a piano, for punch-
ing holes in the pattern-cards of a Jacquard
machine.

piano-making (pi-an'6-ma"king), n. The art,

trade, or occupation of making pianofortes.
It properly includes the making of the metal parts, espe-
cially the strings and the frame, with its braces and
bridges, the making of soundboards and the wooden
framework in general, the making of the key- and pedal-
action in full, including the keyboard and the very com-
plicated hammer- and damper-action, the assembling of
these parts and their regulation, and the making and fin-

ishing of the case in which the instrument is inclosed.
Most makers buy some or many parts ready-made. Piano-
factories, however, are generally complete manufacturing
establishments.

piano-organ (pi-an'6-6r''gan), n. A mechani-
cal piano constructed in the manner of a
barrel-organ. N. E. I).

piano-player (pi-an'6-pla"er), n. 1. One who
plays upon the pianoforte.— 2. A mechanical
device by which a pianoforte may be sounded
automatically, without the action of the
player's hands upon the keys. A number of such
machines are now made, either in a form detachable from
the piano itself or contained within the piano-case. Usu-
ally they consist of a blowing apparatus operated by
treadles, like a reed-organ (occasionally by electricity),

which supplies compressed air both to put in revolution a
music-roll with perforations which represent the tones of
a given piece, and to actuate a series of levers or * fingers

'

that operate the keys of a pianoforte. The music-roll is

so inserted that as it is rolled from one cylinder to an-
other its perforations pass over a row of small orifices

through which the air is admitted to or discharged from
the bellows through pneumatics that control the ' fin-

gers '
: when a perforation coincides with one of these

orifices, its 'finger' is suddenly released and strikes the
appropriate key on the keyboard. As now perfected,
with various mechanisms for varying the speed of the
roll and the loudness of the tones, piano-players have be-
come dis'tinctly important as means for the enjoyment
and study of many classes of music, especially as thou-
sands of pieces of music are available for use upon them,
including transcriptions of orchestral works and the like

that could not otherwise be played by a single player
directly.

piano-score (pi-an'6-sk6r), n. See scored, 9.

pianotype (pi-an'6-tip), n. A form of elec-

tric music-recorder that can be attached to a
pianoforte.

piano-wire (pi-an'6-wir), «. Steel wire such
as is used for the stringing of pianos. It has
great tensile strength and evenness of size and
structure. Also miisic-tcire.

PiaropUS (pi-ar'6-pus), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1836), in allusion to the swollen petioles ; <

Gr. 7riap6(, fat, + Troi'f, foot.] "The genus
of monocotyledonous plants of the family
Pontederiacese, which includes the water-hya-

cinth, a choice
aquatic plant
in conser-
vatories of
the northern
United States
and a pesti-

lent river-

weed in
Florida and
Louisiana.
The water-hya-
cinth is most
commonly
known to florisU

as Pontederia
aziirea or P.
crasitipef., but th«
recently ac-

cepted disposi-
tion is to place
it in the allied

genus PiaropUS,
where it is

known as P.
crampes. The
specific name
azurea really be-

longs to an allied species, P. azureus. differing fnim the

common water-hyacinth in not having inflated petioles.

Technically, piaropus differs from Pontederia in having

the mature ovary 3-partitioned and many-ovuled. Pia-

ropus crassipes (Eichhomia speciosa of Kunth) is a float-

ing plant from Brazil, bearing bladder-like buoys made
by the expansion of the hollow petioles. The leaf-blades

are ovate and entire. The showy flowers are home in an

Water-hyacinth iPiaropus crassi/fs).

One sixth natural size.



Piaropus 997 picolinic

v^ow'"t't&^iJj°ohn'i"rive?' Fl^X ^e^pUn? h^ S^T *,° p-V<l''o^yacetophenone obtained by pick-handspike (pik'haT,d"spik), „. A hand-
J^come soLbundantis to?mpede navSattol £ shiuow t^« hydroiysis of picem before its identity was spike into the butt of whicfi a steel spike is
water it rooU in the mud. discovered. fitted.

piassava, M.—Bahia plassara, the fiber of .^ttaJra piceornfous (pi*se-o-ro'fu8), a. [L. ^ice«5, picking, n. 9. A rotigh sorting or cleaning, as
/uiii/era. See ;>i(is»ara, 1, bast-palm and Attalea.— ])itehy, + »-«/«s, red, + -o«s.] Of a very dark, of coal, from impurities Coarse nickine r«-Uberlp plassaya, the thick, wiry liber obtained from dull red suffused with black. Plucking, in (ra-^romfiy, a pickins in ^tll•h la K?r ifavS
the leaf-Btalks of the bamboo-palm. /ini)/imi.im/«ra. It . , ., . ,., ^ ' , .

are taken than in fine picking.- Fine plcklne in /?«:
is largely exported and used for makmg stiff brooms and piCeOUSly (pi se-US-ll), adv. Of a piceous or growing, the picking of the unexpanded budand first
brushes. See ire««y</nc<.»*6n8«.- Madagascar pias- pitchy color. three young leaves for the finest grades of tea. Some-
sava, the fiber of Z>ic(.vo«permu;rt;i(>rc.j!,in. »« *™ni- j / . , . „„„ , ,, ro • t times only a part of a given leaf is taken S,ee*vekoe
(ra and Jfndn^awar *6n«».— Para plassava, the fiber piCeSCent (pi -ses ' ent), a. [See piceous.^ ... , , , ., ,.

"" "=""'"^''™- see-Kpekoe.

of Leopoldinia Pianmba. See piauava, 1, bast-palm. Nearly or Somewhat pitch-black in color. piCKing-Dett (pik ing-bed), n. The layers of
tnonkey *bass, and Leopoldinia. [Rare.] stone beneath the e.xtemal crust or rag in an
piatak (pyii-tak'), n. [Kuss. pyatdl-ii.] A picha-de-gato (pe'oha-da-ga'to), n. [Sp.

English quariy. M. A Gree«, Eighteenth
Russian copper coin of the value of 5 copecks, picha, penis, + de, of, + goto, oat.] In Porto V'^'^f^^'y

Architecture of Bath, p. 94.

piatti (pe-at'to), n.j)?. [It., pi. ofpmfto, adish, Rioo, Scolosantliiis versicolor, a rubiaceous Pi'^'^i'^S-niachine (pik'ing-ma-shen"), n. In
plate: see plate.'] In music, ssivae a,s cymbals, shrub armed with shai-p slender spines and ^o»o)i-m«nH/., a scutcher or picker.

piauzite (pi-ou'zit), n. [P»aM.sre (see def.) + bearing small white berries crowned with the Picking-plate (pik'ing-plat), n. A piece of

-ite.] A fossil resin of asphalt-like appear- persistent calyx. metal against which the picking-cam or tap-

ance and very high melting-point (31.5° C), picha-de-perro (pe'cha-da-per'ro), n. [Sp. P* strikes in throwing the shuttle across a
found in brown coal at Piauze, near Neu- i>(>Aa rfe i^erro, cynophallus, < ^jc/ia, penis, -h .9'?-

stadtel, in Caruiola, andnearTufferinStyria. rff, of, -I- perro, dog.] In Cuba, a seaside shrub Plcking-ScroU (pik'ing-skrol), n. A picking.

Diazin (pi-az'in), n. [Gr. mYuv), fat, -t- ago- or small tree, Capparis cynophallophora, in- motion employing a scroll for throwing a shut-

-t- -iH2.] Same as *pyrazin, 1. digenous to the West Indies and tropical ^le across the loom.

pibcorn (pib'kom), Ji. [Gael. pio6, pipe, -H
America, bearing peculiar reddish-brown fruit Picking-shaft (pik'ing-shaft), «. The shaft

corn horn 1 Same as hornpipe 1 having a flavor of mustard, and sometimes ot a loom wliich carries the picking-cam or

pibloi:kto(pi-blok't6),«.[GreenlandE.skimo.]
'^sed as a remedy for dropsy. See bottle-cod tappet for operating the mechanism which

*^ln Greenland, a frenzied condition of dogs Pichey, pichv (pich'i), n. [Guaram t] Alocal propels the shuttle

which results from continued exposure to ex-
name in Chile and Argentina of the rare little picking-table (pik ing-ta"bl), n. In transpor-

tremelv cold weather armadillo, Dasypus minutus. Proe. Zool. Soc. tation, a platform-earner or a belt-conveyer

T V. J .•i, .. "i, t. " n , jj J London, 1902, p. 277. when used as a sorting-table. Coal, city refuse

n^pTr:rbr;i,i\™(i;;^:i'*eViurTgt°s^^h"«ar^; picm (pe-che), «. [s. Amer.] In Chile, Fa. z::^;i^^^s^^ss^:^'^'ii^vi^
of ray d.^s as to make it ab«,lutely impracticable for me biana imbricata, a small shi-ub of the night- LrterJ, Uo staiXn each sw" of the nTovin^^

^,I°a''^T- iLTturJ^WT^T^T} shade family, with white flowers and the pick the slate from the coal, or the old metals, fabrics,tamed DacK. t,eo^. jour.cii. u. ».), ai. ..».
general aspect of a heath. From its leafy ^te^rom the refuse, as it passes between them. It is

pic3 (pek), H. [F.] A peak. resinous tops a fluid extract has been prepared l'!^
>n coal-breakera and destructor plants

picadura (pik-a-do'rji), n. [Sp. picadura, which is efficacious as a remedy for cystitis Pick-lt-up (pik'it-up), n. A local (child's)

prickiLg, puncture.] The scraps which ac- and inflammation of the urethra". name for the Australian diamond-bird, Par-
cumulate in making "book d" fillers for cigars. Plchurlm-bean fat. See •icniii.— Plcliurlm cam- ''"'<'{''*> given on account of its sharp note.

These scraps, or piradura, as they are called by the Phor, Pichurlm fat. See ^camphor. E. E. Morris, Austral English,
trade, etc. f. S. Xiept. vlj/r., Kep. Xo. 62, p. 18. picite (pi'sit), ». [NL. ptCites, < L. pi'x (pic-), pickle^, «. 7. A solution of salt and sulphuric

picapica (pe-ka-pe'kii), n. [Sp. picar, to sting pitch, -t- -i(e.] An amorphous hydrated ferric
ac'd in which skins are packed to preserve

or prick.] 'In countries settled by the Span- phosphate, occurring in dark-brown coatings *°,*'™- 'Sometimes other ingredients are used,

ish, a name of several stinging or prickly and stalactitic forms. Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 184.

plants; in Porto Rico, especially, Schychoic- pick, ». t Pick-off attachment, an automatic grip- pickle-moth (pik'l-moth), n. The adult of the
skya eest»ans{Fleuryasestuans, of Ga,a(i\ehauti), ping-device for removing tlie ware or other objects pickle-worm (which see).

a common weed of the nettle family and ^t^p^clc^S ind\\movr^hl^o;Te^^^^^^^^^^^ Same as .Zander
5<i;o;o6l«mpruriCTI9, belonging to the Fa6ace«, volving female dies as they pass beyond the male die.

ov JOintcd *(jl(lsSW0rt.

the pods of which are covered with minute in this sense it is allied to the ejector.— To pick the pickle-pot (pik'1-pot) n An early form of
stinging hairs.

.,,-,. "S; wi'trti^e e*yrre:ognI^:'ori'li^nt^fVVi?staS
condenser for steam-engines, consisting of a

picarel (pi-ka-rer), n. [F. : see picA:ere(.] A ject looked for). ' * '
" small vessel attached to the end of the eylin-

eommon name of fishes of the family Mienidse, The haze in the daytime makes it very difficult to see *ler and containing water.
shore-fishes chiefly of the Old World. far, and the mist at sunrise is still worse. We found, on Such condensers were known as "pickle-pots "

picaroon! n. 3. A small pirate ship; apriva- ")*"'' <K'^»«'o"f. that with all our telescopes and field- A'ature, Nov. 19, i903, p. 68.
*T , . 1- f)f glasses we could not jncV up a flag at a range of 4 or 6 _i„i_i- ,_„-j /„! /i _-j\ o jtecr or corsair. N.E.I). miles, or even less. G«o;/ryour. (R. 0. S.), X. 240. PlCkle-weed (pik 1-wed), n. 8&me M woody
Piccadilly (pik'a-tlil-i), "• [SeepicoarfiH.] 1. j^i « n One weft-thread in a niece of *^'''if"'"''-
Same as piccadill.— 2. A standing collar with P^f,^^' \anhU nick i avia t .

\P ^ nZ
Pickling (pik'ling), n. 1 . The act of putting

the point turned over, worn in London about threads in the same shJd ofThe warp. -°RoVd "pick, a
anything in pickle or brine ; the process of

1870.— Plocadllly weepers, long side-whiskers such a« small depression of tlie surface of an electrotype plate :
preserving m pickle.— 2. The immersion of

were worn about the middle or third quarter of the nine- usually caused by an unperceived air-bubble between the sheet-iron or wire in acid in order to clean it.
teenth century. [Slang.1 copper shell and it« base of type-metal.— Solid pick. «j«i i« / -i / -i\ *

'

i j. .., , ^. «

«<»/„«4««» « TT ^ t:**1o. =rr,.ll. o» . an unintended small dot or blouh in print caused by the PlC^POie (pik pol), «. A pole into the butt of
piccaninny, n. ll. a. ijiuie, smaii. as, a accidental adhesion of a bit of metal upon the printing- which a steel point, or pick, is fastened: used
piccamnnij handful. [Southern U. S. and piate. by lumbermen. [U. S.]
Australia.] pickaroon(pik-a-ron'), n. Same as picaroon^, pickpurse, ». -Purgatolr plckpnrse, plckpnrse

Piccinni8t(pi-che'nist), n. [Piccinni (see def.) pick-a-tree (pik'a-tre), n. The great green purgatory, a dyslogistic term of sixteenth century con-
¥ -int.'] An admirer of the style of Piccinni as woodpecker. N"E. V. troversy, used originally apparently by Latimer, in

an operatist in opposition to that of Gluck : a pickax (pik'aks), r. I. trans. To cut or clear '^tl^v^'^^^^.ZrZ^^Jl^'^^^^i^X't^^
*"

term much used in the later eighteenth cen- away with a pickax. It may be well and justly called PurgatoHe Pick-
tury. TT inirnux Tn ii«fi n nicVux ptirue ,-... wealth and great riches of the clergy, was

mVfinln (r>e'chn lol n and n Fit amull < ."•""'^'i"*- ^ O use a piCkax.
the only mark they aimed at.

PICCIOIO (pe cho-lo), a. and ». [ft., small, < pick-dressing (pik'dres'ing), n. The process H. Smith, Arrow agst. Ath., 60. N. E. D.
piccolo, small.] I. a. Of musical uistru-

*^^f
u : "A^ j^u ^i^'' ;^ « ^ • „ ^

ments, small : as, a violino picciolo, a small JJ fs a^^l^^e deUcate form of hammer-d?ess Pic^-up, a II. n. In printing, types already
violin or pochette. , '

" * °""^® delicate torm ot nammer-dress- composed and previously used, claimed by
n. n. A small copper coin of Malta, equal ^iX',.^ « t ,-^r . v the type-setter as his own composition.

. /.... t piCKer, «. o. Cj) In affn., an apparatus or machine _,• _i o o i.i_- j t,i jto one fifth ot a grano. *^(ur picking or gathering cotton In the fields. (*) In mi,i- Plcmc, «. 2. Something undeniably good or

piccolo n. 3. The small or treble bugle, usu- in;; .- (i) A particular form of hand-chisel. (2) A wire or easy; a 'soft thing'; a snug berth ; a treat

;

ally pitched in E flat.
needle used to pick out the tamping from over a blasting- an easy Job. [Slaug.]— 3. A lively, difficult,

Dicconou (pik-6-no') n [Appar a Canadian
^l^^ "'•t has failed t.> e.x;^ode. [Eng.i or awkard experience. [Slang.]

F. form of an Amerindian naiiie.] A common ^j!;^^l',f,
'^ 6r-stik), n. hame as peck-

j j, , . .^
^ , ^.^ ^^ ^j^^;^^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^

name of Moxostoma lesueuri, a sucker found „into+ « a™.,, „,.!,.. „„i„,.,i .,»i,.. .„,.i„v.

,

,
^ " ^ '• ^'"

'^"""'''' ^^"- '^^•

in northern North America. P?,?^'n!;i;>g"a m^S^.fS^^'
""'"'*''' '"*" '"'""''" picoid (pi'koid), „, [L.^ ;,,>». woodpecker,

Picein (pi'se-in), n. [L. picea (see def.) + picketl, r. (. 6. To place a picket or guard (see +;«"'•} Resembling or havmg the characters

-in-K-] A crystalline glucoside, CuHisOy + p.ei-<;(i,«.,3)neara shopormill,d..ringastrike, ^^"fei 1?- r T ^M h i r r ti
H^O. found in the needles of the fir, /'}««« to prevent men who do not belong to the strike Picoline (pik o-lni), «. Methylpyridine CBH4-

picea. When hydrolyzed by emulsin or dilute ing organization or body from obtaining work ^--^^fi''^" "i'^
l>asi« liquid formed by the dry

acids it yields glucose and p-hydroxyaceto- in^th/shop, or to prevent the employer! from ^]^t'rZt%'±Z'^^}^r^i':^^''&
pnenone. securing such laborers. boil at I2!i', 143..'.', and 142..'^144.6' C, respectively.

picene (pi'sen), n. [L. pia; {pic-), pitch, + The men fonnerly in his employ may be actually draw- Alpha-picoline is found in bone-oil. All three varieties

-ene.^ A crvstalline unsaturated polyovclio ing "strike pay" from their unions, and "liK^tfiniz" his have a strong odor resemblmg pyridme
;
they attack

J A i-i^^oiB. n o c puj-i-yv-in.
works to prevent their places being filled. organic substances and are strong bases.

hvdrocarbon [1" ^ ji _^fu vi„. fluores-
A'nci/c. JJnf., XXXIII. 16. picolinic (pik-o-lin'ik), (7. [picoline + -ic] De-

nyarocaroon,
1

\\ ,
wiin Diue nuores-

.^^^ invented many other machines for carding or rived from picoline.— picoltnlc acid, a crystalline
y\0"-Q~yy-

. 1 ,.» . combing cotton and others, which may be seen in the compound,2-pyridine.carboxylicacicl.r5H4X.C'OOH. made
cenee, which is found in the pitoh-hke resi- Patent Museum in .South Kensingt<m. He was beset and by oxidizing n-picoline with potjissium permanganate.
dues from the distillation of lignite-tar and picfre(«ff and nmch ill-used by those whom he benefited. Itmelt8atl:i4.,=t-i:i6M'. and is easily reduced t^) a-picoline.

r>otrnloi,m Tt ia olar, rr\aAa sxmthotioolW ••« had to leave liury to save his life, and died in poverty The two isomeric acids, made by the oxidization of g- andpeuoieuui. ii. i» aisu uiaue ry iiiueiiLauy. ^^j obscurity in France, and it is not known where he is y-picoline, arji known as nicotinic and isonicotinic acid,

piceol (pi'se-ol), n. [pice(tn) -I- -ol.} A name buried. Sei. Amer. Sup., Jan. 10, 1903, p. 22594. respectively.



Picopasseres

Picopasseres (pi-ko-pas'e-rez), n. pi
L. piciis, a, woodpecker,+ passer, pi. passeres, a

sparrow.] A group of birds comprising the

Passeres, Pici, andafew otherfamilies of birds,

the combination varying according to the view
of the authority. Seebohm calls the group an
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[NL., < picrate, ".—Ammonium plcrate. See kammonimn.
—Brug^re's plcrate powfiar.. See *;)ott<ier.— Potas-
sium picrate.ii substjmee, crystallizing in golden-yellow

neeiUes. which explodes with a heavy shuck. Ita explosive

foi-ce is much increased by the addition of potassium
nitrate or chlorate, but it becomes much more dangerous

pidgery

pictura, n. 2. The art of painting; style of

painting.

The models set by the great pictura In the vrorks of

Polygnotus and his school were familiar to all.

Eugenie Sellers, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIII. 9.

in use. It has been employed in the manufacture of picture, '1. 8. A representative; a pattern:
DesignoUe's powder and other powders.

order, while Furbringer extends its limits and
-jgrin (pik'rin), ». [Gr. mxpof, bitter, + -in2.]

considers it a suborder.

picopasserine (pi - ko - pas ' e - rin ), a. [Pjoo-

j)(i,v»rr(«») + -iiicl.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Picopasseres.

picotah, picottah (pi-kot'a), n. [_A\so picota,

pacota ; < Pg. picota, the brake of a ship's

pump.] The name in southern India, of a

device for raising water similar to the shadoof.

See shadoof. Tide and Burnell.

picqueter (pik'e-t^r), «. fF. piquet (de flews),

a bunch of artificial flowers, + -er.] One who
arranges artificial flowers in bunches. N. E. D.

picraconitin (pik-ra-kon'i-tin), n. [Gr. viKpi^,

A bitter substance, probably impure digitalin,

obtained from the foxglove. Digitalis purpurea.

picro-. [Gr. irttprif, bitter.] An occasional

prefix with mineralogical names, used to indi-

cate the presence of magnesium.
picrocrocin (pik-ro-kro'sin), n. [Gr. mKp6g,

bitter, -I- KpoKoi;, saffron, -I- -!«3.] A bitttr

crystalline glueoside, CsgHggOiY, extracted

from saffron. When hydrolyzed it yields glu-

cose and a terpene, CjoHig. It melts at 75° C.

picrocyanic (pik"ro-si-an'ik), a. [Gr. viKpd^.

bitter, + E. cyanic.'] Noting an acid,

same as isopurpuric acid.

the

bitter, -H E. aco«i7e + -jh2.] An amorphous
pjj,j.j,gyy^jjj^^ (pik"ro-e-rith'rin), n. [Gr.

alkaloid of uncertain composition, perhaps

C31H43O11N, found in aconite-root, and also

made by neating aconitin with dilute hydro-

bromic "acid. Also called lienzoyUiconin.

Picradenia (pik-ra-de'ni-a), n. [NL. (Hooker,

1834), < Gr. TziKpi'i, bitter, + aiMiv, gland; in

allusion to the bitter glands of the corolla in

Picradenia Bichardsoni.] A genus of annual

TtiKpdc, bitter, + E. erjithrin.] A bitter crys-

talline substance made by boiling erythrin

with water, alkalis, or alcohol. It is monoiir-

sellinate of erythrite, CioU^qO-, + SHoO, the

boiling effecting a partial hydrolysis of the

erythrin. When boiled with lime it is broken
down into carbon dioxid, orcinol, and eryth-

rite. It melts at 158° C.
orperennial yellow-flowered herbaceous plants picroglycion (pik-ro-glis'i-on), n. [Gr. iriicp6(,

of the family Asteracese. There are about 12 spe-
y^^i^f.,. + y/.vKvc, sweet, 4 -i-OH.] Same as

cies, natives of the we8t«m Unlt«d States. The genus is ^„. „'„,,,/
" ' '

characterized by alternate entire naiTow or narrowly auicanmrm.
, , ... • , -,

lobed leaves, and a double iTivolacre composed of an plcrol (pik rol), n. [Gr. mKpo^, bitter, -I- -01.}

outer series of narrow rigid bracts which are connate at j^ trade-name of potassium diiodoresoreinol-

sulphonate, (H6)2C6HIoS03K, a colorless,

odorless, bitter crystalline powder. It is

used in surgery as a substitute for iodoform.

picromel (pik'ro-mel), n. [Gr. 'm/(p<if, bitter,

+ pi'Ai, honey.] A bitter-sweet substance
obtained from bile. N. E. 1).

picronitrate (pik-ro-ni'trat), n. Same as

picratc.

picropharmacolite (pik-ro-far'ma-ko-lit), n.

[Gr. TTiKpoc, bitter, + (pappamv, drug, -1- 7uBo^,

stone.] A hydrous phosphate of calcium and
magnesium, occurring in white spherical or

botryoidal aggregates.

picropodophyllin (pik-ro-pod-o-fil'in), «. [Gr.

KiKpoq, bitter, + E. podophyU(ic) + -j«2.] The
lactone of podophyllic acid. It crystallizes

in needles which have a bitter taste and melt

at 227° C.

picrosclerotin (pik-ro-skle'ro-tin), n. [Gr.

nrnpoi;, bitter, -1- *aKhipoiT6g, hardened (see

sclerosis), + -wj2.] A bitter, poisonous alka-

loid found in ergot of rye.

picrotin (pik'ro-tin), n. [Gr. mKp6c, bitter, -f-

-t- + -8/(2.] A crystalline, non-toxic, bitter

substance, C25H3gOi2 or Ci5Hi807(?), found
in moonseed, Menispcrmum cocculus. It melts

at 250-251° C., first turning yellow and begin-

ning to fuse at 245° C.

picrotoxid (pik-ro-tok'sid), n. [picrotox(in)

+ -jrfi.] A crystalline compound, CisHigOe,
formed by the action of acetyl chlorid on pic-

rotoxin, or by passing hydrochloric-acid gas

through its ethereal solution. It melts above
310° C.

rahbit-weed oT pmgue. Its root- Dicrotoxinin (pik-ro-tok'si-nin), n. Ipicro-
s substance somewhat resembling ^^J.i.^, TT^iT,'' 1 A n,-i'-otolliiio nniaminiia liittpr
las been considered as a possible toxm + -J«-.] A cr\ StaUine poisonous, Ditter

compound, C15H10O6 + H2O, formed, together

Picradenia floribunda.

, flower-head; i. inrolucre; c, d. flowers,

the base and form a sort of cup inclosing an inner series

of separate broader ones. A variety of P. Jloribunda is

widely distributed in the southwestern United States

and is locally known as rahhit-weed or pingue. Its root-

stocks contain a resinous substance somewhat 1

rubber and the plant has been considered as a possibl

source of a substitute and adulterant for low-grade rub-

hers.
^

picradonin (pik-rad'o-nin), «. [Gr. niKpo^,
'

• " ' " "
' A very pure form

as, a picture of incompetence; a perfect pic-

ture of ahorse. [Chiefly colloquial.] Halliudl.

I 've seen a vast o' dogs, but Rip was t' prettiest picter

of a cliver fox-tarrier 'at iver I set eyes on.

Ji. Kipling, Private Learoyd's Story, Soldiers Three, p. 31.

9. In med., the aggregation of phenomena
presented by a disease.

Tubercular, carcinomatous or syphilitic ulcerations in

the rectum may closely simulate the picture of dysentery
with localization of the lesions in the lower end of the
colon. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 214.

10. In theatr., the combined optical effect of

the seeneiy, furniture, lighting, etc., and the
groupingsm which the performers may happen
to be placed at any given moment in the play.
As each group of penormers tends to dissolve, as they
move through the action of the play, there is presented on
the stage a continuous series of pictures, one insensibly

melting into the next, each being a combination of a group
of people, with the scenery. The last picture in each act

is usually held motionless for an instant to fix it upon the

minds of the audience and thus suspend the interest

until the next act.— Final picture, the last picture in a
play ; it is designed to be a pictorial presentation of the

logical outcome of the problem presented by the play.

See Htai/e position, under -kstaije.— Movlllg-plctur6
machllie, a machine operated by hand or by a small
motor and used in producing the optical effect called a

Moring-picture Machine.

a. arc.Iamp ; *, rheostat ; cc. film-holders : d. objective
;

e. mechanism for moving film and operating shutter.

moving-picture. The most simple form is the mutoscope.
For projections, the machine is a specialized form of

lantern, having the usual lens and lamp and a special

type of shatter, and also an apparatus for passing a rib-

bon containing a large number of transparent positives

(slides) through the focus of the lens. The ribbon, wound
upon a spool, is led by guides before the lens and rewound
upon a second spool. This movement is controlled either

by sprocket-wheels whose sprockets engage pei-forations

in the edge of the ribbon, or by cams which press at in-

tervals upon the ribbon. Under each of the systems the

movement is made intermittent, the riblwn moving the

length of one positive or untQ exactly in focus, when it

pauses for a fraction of a second and then advances until

the next positive is in position, and so on. This inter.

inittent motion coincides exactly with the operation of

the shutter of the lantern, the shutter being closed while

the ribbon is in motion and open during the pause, thus

allowing each positive in turn to project its image on the

screen when at rest The result of this combined move-
ment of shutter and ribbon is the projection of a series

of pictures alternated with periods of darkness when no
picture is visible on the screen, persistence of vision

serving completely to hide from the spectator the absence

of light and causing all of the pictures of the series to

blend into one continuous picture. Since each picture

exhibits a phase of the motion of the object ph< itographed,

the sum of the combined pictures is one picture, appa-

rently exactly reproducing the actual motions and changes
of the original scene.

picture-card (pik' tur-kiird), n. 1. A card

containing a picture : usually intended for the

iustruction or amusement of children.— 2.

A court card in a pack of cards,
with picrotin, when picrotoxin is boiled with picture-hat (pik'tiir-hat), m. A woman's hat

bitter, -I- E. adoi\(id)in.'\

of adonidin.

picramic (pik-ram'ik), a. Ipicr(ic) + am
(ine) + -ic] Derived from picric acid by re

duction.
4,t(-dinitro-2-

by the reduction of pici

or by Sf)me other mild reducing-agent. pictOglyph (pik'to-glif)

picramide (pik-rara'id), IK [Gv. mKpj-r^bittei-, + Qj.
J
J„p,;,^ ^ carving.]

• i-.j ,t^^,i.^« *-*v.— ^*- --,, - -^ orown. ace ^oTowH.
- Picramic acid, a red crystalline compound, ^jp+a,rne n. Same
2-aminoplienol, („H2(OH)(N02)2<NH2). made PlCiarne, cdme

action of picric acid with acetic acid and iron, piCtamie, n. A De

benzene or chloroform, and also in other ways
It melts at 200-201° C.

picryl (pik'ril), a. lpicr(ie) + -yl.l Pertain-

ing to or derived from picric acid

—

Picryl
brown. .See *broum.

as piclctarny

better spelling of picTctarny

[L. pictus, painted,

supposed to be inade in imitation of one
shown in some striking portrait (as, for ex-

ample, a portrait by Gainsborough) : usually a

wide-brimmed hat with flowing plumes. See

Gainsboroiif/h hat, under hat^. [Colloq.]

picUCUle (pik'u-kiil), n. [F., < h.picus, wood-
jieeker, + cuculus, cuckoo.] A bird of the

family Deiidrocolaptidee.

E. umide^'] A dark-yellow crystalline com-
pound with a bluish luster, made by the action

a rock or other hard surface : sometimes sy-

,

—

.o - • iwnymous vi\th pctroglyph.
of ammonia on ethylp.crat^ ; 2 4 O-trinUroan-

pictographically (pik-to-grat'i-kal-i), adf.
iline, CoH2NH2(N02)3. -t melts at 188° C. ^^^ a pictographic manner ; by means of pioto-
Picrasma (pik-raz'ma), n. [NL. (Blume, ^^ ^

1825), in allusion to the bitter bark and wood; »i^^' „ a nir-toriallv illustrated
<Gr.x«p<..Tu<}c, bitterness.] A genus of dicoty- Pictprial, «. II. «• A pictonally illustrated

ledonous trees or shrubs belonging to the periouieai.
,- s „ .,.„,„* o„h T,n

family Simarouhacex. They are characterized by pictoriaUze (pik-to n-al-iz), 11. t., pret.and pp.

their large, unequally pinnate leaves and small flowers in pictorialized, ppr. pictorializmg . Iptctorial -1-

aiillary panicles. The 8 species are natives of tropical ^ ™ ,, _ ._^_-..ii..

.

t ,„

A picture carved in picuda (pe-ko'da), «. [Sp. picnda, fem. of

regions. See Picreena.

picra8min(pik-raz'min),M. [Picra.sma-t--tn2.]

A bitter principle contained in the wood of

quassia, Picrasma excelsa.

'-ize.] To represent pictorially ; represent in

or as in a picture. [Rare.]

If he has not so trained himself he is certain to pictori-

alize what he should conventionalize.
Encyc Brit., XXXI. 4.

j)/f«rfo, beaked, peaked, pointed: see *j)ifHdo.]

A fish, Sphyriena picuda, of the tropical West
Atlantic ; the great barracuda.

picudilla (pe-ko-del'ya), w. [Sp., dim. of

picuda; as a substantive, a species of birds,

etc. See kpicuda.] A common Spanish name
of Sphyrsena picudilla, a fish of the West Indies

and south to Brazil.

picudo (pe-ko'do), n. [Sp. piewrfo, beaked,

peaked, pointed, < pico, a beak, point. See

pike^.] A common name in southern Texas
and Mexico for the Mexican cotton-boU weevil,

Aiithonomus grandis.

pidgery, «• Same as *pitcheri.



pidyoa ha ben

pidyon ha ben (pid-yon' hii ben'). [Heb.: pid-
yon, redemption, < padah, redeem; ha, (of)

the; ftfH, son.] Among the Jews, "the redemp-
tion of the [first-born] son': a ceremony based
upon the words of Exodus xiii. 2, 15: "Sanc-
tify unto me all the first-born, . . . both of
man and of beast ; . . . but all the first-bom of
my children I redeem." When the flrst-bom male
child 18 a month old, his father presents him to the priest
and says ; "This my flrst-bom son is the first-born of his
mother, and the Holy One, blessed be his name, com-
manded me to redeem him," etc. The father then puts
five shekels of silver, or its equivalent in money of
the country in which he resides, in the hands of the
priest. The priest then asks : "Which would you prefer
—to give me the child or the five shekels ?"' The father
replies : "1 wish to redeem him, and here is the value of
his redemption. ' Then the father pronounces a blessing,
and the priest holds the money over the head of the
child, and at the same time says : "This [money] is

instead of that : this is the exchange for that ; this is in
remission of that."

999 piga
for example, to the rolling land next east of represents the Madonna seated and bearinethe Blue Kidge in Virginia, called sometimes in her arms or on her knees the dead body ofthe Piedmont l>tam. Christ. The most famous examnle is th^
n. a. Having the physical character of a Pieta of Michelangelo in"the''ca'Dena"<lplIft

piedmont or its relations to a mountain- '^-'^^ * '^'- "--—'- " f »

famous example is the
„ lo in th "

Febbre at St. Petei-'s, Rome.
Puvis [de Chavannes] first exhibited in the Salon of

1850 a "Piefa. Kr.t',,/' R^t YWTT ni>

range: as, a, jriedmont region or district.

The Mattapony and Pamunkey rivers rise in the "pt'ed- 1860 a "ftWd." Encyc. Brit., XXXII 96.
inont regionof Virginia, and. flowing south-east, join at tlij»7nrla UP Crvi ' p vn W^«i> « rl™^ / r.West Point to form York river, which is throughout a

P'eZOCiase (pi e-zo-klas), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
Encyc, Brii., XXVin. 9K. ^"^^"".P^ess, -h /c/amf, fracture.]tidal estuary.

Wiirm or Stamberger Lake, 16 miles southwest of SIu-
nich, is one of several water-bodies piedmont to the Alps
on the upland of southern Bavaria.

ir. .V. Dnins, in Science, Xov. 29, 1901, p. 858.

AllUTlal piedmont plain, a compound alluvial fan; r^\t>7nrrv<it!l^^ira^inn
a succession of alluvial fans fringing the base of a moun-

I'*?''""y»*a'yiza'Iilon
taiii-iange. The lower edge of such a plain is usually
lobate. Chambfrlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 173.— Pied-
mont belt, the region at the foot of a mountain-range
as, thejnVdmon(W«ofVirginia W. Jf. Z»ons, in Science
Nov. 29, 1901. p. 869.—Pledmontglacler.

ence.
See -kglacier.

piel, M.-WaaWnston pie, sponge layer-cake with pas-
Pieora (pe-a dra), n. [Sp., stone, < U petra,

try cream or chix;oIate filling.

pie^ (pe-a'), n. [Sp. pie = It. pie, foot, < L.
pes (ped-), foot. See foot.] A Spanish and
Spanish-American unit of length, the foot,

equal to from 10.97 to 11.13 inches in Spain,
and to 11.37 inches in Argentina.

pi6 (pf-a'), «. [It., = Sp. pie. See *jHe*.] In
Italy, a measure of length, the foot, equal, at
Lucca, to 11.94 inches.

piece, ». IS. A small portion of time ; a little

while. [Colloq.]
" Dad." said Dan, " we 've done our chores. Can't we go

overside a ptfce f " Ji, Kiplinff, Captains Courageous, iii.

Cle&r piece, in chefg, a gain during play which leaves
a player with a suijeriority of forces : as, to have a dear
rook, bishop, or knight, that is, to have one more rook,
bishop, or knight on the board than one's opponent, the
other pieces and pawns being in equal numbers on the

In geol,
a name proposed ;by A. Daubr^e for those
small fractures in rocks which are the result of
pressure in earth-movements. Geikie, Text-
book of Geol., p. 658.

:ation (pT''e-z6-kris''ta-li-za'-
shon), H. [Irreg. < Gr. miCciv, press, + E.
erystaUization.'] Crystallization under great
pressure, as in rock-masses. The pressure
may be due to both the weight of the superin-
cumbent rock-mass and to orographic move-

[Irreg.
< Gr. TTii^eiv, press, squeeze, + E. electric]
Pertaining to or of the nature of piezo-eleo-
tricity.

piezoluminescence (pi'''e-z6-lfl-mi-nes'ens), n.
[Irreg. < Gr. irtiCeiv, press, + E. luminescence.']
The emission of light, observed in certain
crystals, as the result of pressure. See *lu-
mincscence.

a rock, a stone.] A disease of the hair ob- ™*°*- ^"^'''j Te.xt-book of Geol., p. 7

served iu South America (Colombia), marked Piezo-electric (pi'''e-zo-e-lek'trik), n.

by the formation of numerous minute bead-
like enlargements.
In 187U. Osorio of Bogota, described an alteration in the

hair, fairly common in Colombia on the hair of women,
but exceptional on the hair of men, consisting of a whitish
nodosity, hard, of variable size and disposition, which he
believed due to the concretion of cells of the hair. The
disease is commonly known as piedra (stone) on account
of the consistence of the nodes and from the crepitation
when a comb passes over the affected hairs. Two years nieznmptpr « fi An iTiatnimoTit fr>i- moomii.
later Desenne. in hair from Colombia affected with pi'drn, *^,:„ tT? jj' ""

i
^n instrument tor measur-

found niHles formed of siwres 12 15 », strongly retractile! l^
degree Ot resistance of the tissues Of

colourless, with articulated filaments, irregularly scattered tne body.
outside the hair Analogous nodular lesions were found nipzotriptrir- Cni''e yn Tnot'^;^^ n T ni^^nm^f^
in Europe by Knoch in Russia in 18B6, Lindemiann in

PiezomeinC (pi e-ZO-met nk), a. I piezometer
18«7, and Beigel in 1869 in England, on the hair of wigs

"'"
"'"-J Kelating to the piezometer; relating

and the hair of patients. to the pressures measured by the piezometer

;

Jmr. Trap. Med., Dec. 15, 1904, p. 393. relating to pressure in general, especially inp. _ . „ - -, -_,- ^
b<»rd.— Macaroni-piece. See *inaearnni, .1.— Salon pieno (pe-a'no), a. [It. pieno, m., piena, fem., the atmosphere, ocean, or other fluid, or within

fT' Ibfr: fl1ewo^;'is"'a'j;ie7e*'niro^lest'lla?,!.r:::: < ^- •?"'•'''" f""' ^ee plenty.] In music, full
:

elastic or viscous solids.

which is fastened to a standard, and wlien it is ignited,
"J'

orgaiio picno, tuU organ
;^
coro pieno, full pieZOmetry_ (pi-e-zom'e-tri), n. [piezometer

a roce7>(>H«, with full voice. '+-y'^-] The'measurement of pressures, spe-
sr, «— Compound pier, in arch., a pier made up of cifically of the great pressures employed in
veral prisms or cylinders, or both, or of parts of them, the investigation of the Compressibility ofclustered column is one form of a comp<«ind pier. ,„„ft„,. *l,f „„„ „* +i.„ „;„„„

l"<-»si"'iuy
matter ; the use of the piezometer.

shows a design, such as a face, etc.— Town piece, an chorus
English copper token issued by a ti>wn.— Twenty-ahll- pier
ling piece, an English gold coin of Charles I. gey

'

piece-fraction (pes'frak'shon), n. Inprinling, A ciusiereu column is one lorm or a compound pier
a fraction made by combining two figures pier-dam (per'dam), n. A pier built from the ._ .., _

(one containing the dividing-line) on bodies shore, usually slanting down-stream, to nar- P*^'^*'\? (P'f"S;fii_'r6), n. [It., < piffero.

one half the size of the type of the text|: as row and deepen the channel, to guide logs past
in ij (^1 3,).

'

an obstruction, or to throw all the water on
piece-hall (pes'hal), n. A building in which one side of an island ; a wing-dam.
piece-goods are kept or sold. See the extract. Pierian, n.-The Pierian spring, a fountain in Plena

Tlie piece-hall, a large quadrangular structure occupy- (a region in northern Thessaly ami southern Macedonia),
Ing more than 2 acres of ground, erected in 1799 for the sacred to the Muses, and said to confer poetic and intel-

loUgment and sale of piece goods, hut now used as a lectual fire on all who drank of it

market for fish and vegetables. Eiicyc. Brit., XI. m. pierfd (pi-er'id), H. and a. I. n. A member
piece-labor (pes'la'bor), «. Labor paid by of the lepidopterous family i'ienVZa-.

the piece.
"

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
piece-lace (pes'las), n. Lace made in broad ing to the family i'lmda".
pjeces which can be cut and u.sed like cloth. Pierrette (pye-ret'),n. [F. fem. dim. of Pierre,
-V. K. J). Peter.] A female buffoon. See Pierrot.

piece-looker (pcs'Iuk'^r), «. An inspector of piesoclase, n. Same as *piezoclase.
cloth that IS woven m definite lengths or piesoluminescence , n. Same as *piezolumi-

^' nesccncc.

Piet2 (pet), n. [D. riet(er), Peter.l
name for a Boer.

pieces. .V. E.

piece-market (pes'mar'ket), n. The market
for cloth sold by the piece. .V. E. V. [Eng.]

piece-trade (pes'trad), n. The trade in pieces
of cloth. X E. J). [Eng.]

piece-velvet (pes'vel"vet), n. Velvet made
in pieces of greater width than that of a
ribbon.

piece-wool (pes'wtil), n. A small quantity of
assorted wool sufficient for the manufacture
of a piece, or web, of goods of a certain length
and weight : a term used when cloth-manu-
facture was a home industry.

piecing-machine (pe'sing-ma-shen'), n. In
cotton-mannf., a small machine used for piec-
ing two threads together.

Pie-cmst 'ware. See *irare2.

pied-i-terre (pya-da-tar'), n. [F., pied, foot,
rt, to, on, terre, earth.] 1. A temporary lodg-
ing; a lodging or small apartment which one
keeps for convenience to use in passing
through a town^ etc.— 2. Mil., a foothold; a
place from which to sally forth and upon
which to retreat, as in a sortie upon an
enemy.

It was on Richthofen's recommendation that the hay of
KUo-chow was selected for the (jcnnaii pied-a-terre in
China, and the province of Shantung as a liennan "sphere
of influence.

"

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 829.

piedmont (ped'mont), n. and a. [A general-
ized use ot Piedmont, F. Piemont, It. Picmonte
(ML. Pedemon.1, Pedemontium), 'foot of the
mountain,' a district and province of north-
western Italy. Compare *monadnock.] I. n.

In phys. geog., a district lying along or near

A nick-

I ain't more proud of 'avin won,
Than I am jdeased with I'irt.

Ah there, Piel !— picked up be'iiid the drive

... ... See
piffero.] An Italian strolling musician who
plays the piffero.

piffle (pif'l), r. i.
; pret. and pp. piffled, ppr.

piffling- [Imitative.] 1. To do something (or
nothing) in a lazy, ineffective way ; idle

;

dawdle; talk idly or nonsensically.— 2. To
be squeamish. [Colloq. in both uses.]

piffle (pif'l), »i. [piffle, v.] Something trifling
or nonsensical; trifling talk; twaddle.
[Colloq.]

He 'd talk a lot of piffle, would n't he— oh, but he 's a
brilliant sort of chap.

Oliver Onions, Compleat Bachelor, ii.

After one long afternoon at a garden party, he explained
to his major that this sort of thing was " futile piffle," and
the major laughed.

Jl. Kipling, The Brushwood Boy, in The Day's Work, p.
[397.

piffler (pif'l^r), n. A trifler; a twaddler. \.
E. D.

Lord ; but this chap is dull . . . Dull ! he s a perfect
piffler. Westminster Gaz., Dec. 4, 1896.

The wonder wasn't 'ow 'e fought, but 'ow 'e kep' alive ! nifflim* /"viif 'liT.^^ n r^i^im^ «. n T»;fl4*.« .

Ji. Kiplimj, The Five Nations, Piet, st. 6.
Plming (pit ling), a [piffle, v.] Trifling

;

lusigiiiflcant; twaddling. [Colloq.]
We are sorry to learn that the long controversy carried

on in the English Notes and Queries in regard to the use
of the split infinitive has closed with but a ^ii^Km^ result.

N. Y. Times, Slarch 18, 1905.

pigl, ". 5. Pig-iron collectively or any specified
amount of iron pigs.— 6. Inforestry, see *rig-
ging-sled— Forest pig, a species of pig, Hylochaerua
meinhertzhageni, recently described from the forest
region of the upper Kongo, inteniiediate in its characters
between the common jiig and the wart-hop.— Open pig,
open-grained pig-iron

; pig-iron having a compaiativcly
large, oj)cn gniin. usually classed as N<>. 1 or No. 2 foundl-y
pig-— Phosphoric pig, the trade-name for pig-iron con-
taining a large juoii.irtion of phosphorus, so as to affect
materially its properties and fitness for use.— Plg-and-
ore process. See *process.— Pigs-in-clover, a puzzle
or game at fnie time popular (about l.ssifi), consisting of a
small round board, with 'pens' or coinpai-tnients, into
and out of which a number of marbles (the pigs) would
roll as the board was tipped. The 'game* was to get
all the marbles into their a.ssigned places by tipping the
board : but as the board was tipped, some other pigs, al-

ready penned, would roll out of their pens.— Scotch pig,
high-grade pig-iron ; pig-iron contjiininga small percent-
age of impurities : so named because it was fonnerlj
imi>orted from Scotland. It Is now produced in the
Tnited States.

piga (pe'gii), «. [Chamorro piga = Tagalog
bigo, Fijian via, names of species ot Aloca.<na.]

In Guam, Jlocasia Indica and A. macrorrhiza,
giant aroids widely spread throughout the

In Italian East Indies, the Philippine Islands, and the
The starchy comi and stem.

-In the VaticinPiet:,, liy Michcl.ini.'eIo,

the foot of a mountain-range, like the plain of pietH (pe-a-ta'), n. [It. Hee piety.]

northwestern Italy near the Alps: applied, art, painting or sculjiture, a composition which islands of the Pacific



piga

though very acrid, owing to the presence of raphides of
oxalate of caloiimi, are eaten in times of scarcity after

Piga l.Alxatta fnacrorrhita'i^

a, spadix.

having heen thoroughly cooked, the application of heat
having the etfect of breaking up the raphides. See
ifdranu.

pig-breaker (pig'bra'k^r), n. A workman
who breaks iron pigs from the sow ; also, a
machine used for this purpose.
pig-cart (pig'kart), n. A cart in which crock-
ery is carried to be sold. [Scotch.]

pig-cony (pig'ko'ni), n. The guinea-pig.
pig-copper (pig'kop"6r), n. Copper in ingots
or blocKS.

pig-dog (pig'dog), n. An Australian name for

any dog used in hunting pigs.

pigeon, n— CuckOO-plgeon, a general name for pi-

geons uf the genus Macropyjia, and their allies. These
have long wedge.fihaped tails, with pluniage more or less

brown, often barred. Also called cuckoo-dove.— Harle-
quin pigeon, a name applied to the bronzewing, Uistri-

ophaps hittrionica, an Australian fruit-pigeon, on account

Harlequin pigeon iHistriof/taps histrionica).

of its party-colored plumage. Gould.— Fainted pigeon,
any one of several small, brightly colored fruit-pigeons of

the genus Ptilopus, found in Australia, Polynesia, and
the Malay Archipelago. A typical example is P. ewoiii-

8oni of eastern Australia, which is orange below, greenisli-

yellow above. The upper breast is dull green, marked
at the lower end by a lilac band, and the crown is lilac

edged with yellow.— Partrldge-plgeon, an Australian
ground-pigeon, Geophaps scripta, of considerable size,

Faitridge-pigeon {Gtophaps serifta') : male.

brown above with green reflections, and conspicuous
black and white markings on the checks.—Topknot
pigeon, Lophoiaimtts antarcticuft. [Australia.!— Torres
Straits pigeon, a large white variety, Myristicivora
Kpilorrhoo. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

pigeonberry, n. 2. Locally in California,
the eascara sagrada, Rhamnus Purshiana. Its

fruit is eaten by wild pigeons, to whose flesh

it imparts a bitter flavor.— 8. Locally else-

where in North America: (a) the dwarf rasp-
berry, Hubus Americnnus ; (b) the northwestern
service-berry, Jmelanchier alnifolia; (o) the
bristly sarsaparilla, Aralia hispida ; (d) the
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alternate-leafed dogwood, Cormis alternifolia ;

(e) the partridge-berry, Mitchella repens.

pigeonberry-tree (pij"'on-b6r-i-tre"),n. An
Australian tree of the laurel family, Litsea
dcalbata, which yields a tough, close-grained,
fragrant yellowish wood.
pigeon-chest (pij ' on -chest), ». Same as
pif/eoii-breast, 2.

pigeon-fieldfare (pij'pn-feld'fSr), n. The
fieldfare. [Eng.]
pigeon-guillemot (pij'ou-gil"e-mot), «. One
of the sea-pigeons, Vepphus cotumba, inhabit-
ing the North Pacific. It has a white bar on
the wing, but no white on the under surface.

pigeon-horntail (pij'on-h6rn''tal), n. Same
as pigcon-tremex.

pigeon-post (pij'on-post), n. The method of
sending letters by carrier-pigeons. It has
been employed largely on islands such as
those of>Iew Zealand, and in military stations.

The last news received was a letter by pigeon pout,

dated July 13. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 467.

pigeonpOX (pij'on-poks), n. A disease of pi-

geons, chickens, and other fowls, thought to
be caused by a fungus. It affects principally
the head, in the form of an eruption of round
yellow nodules varying in size from a pinhead
to a pea.

pigeon's-blood, «. 2. In ceram., a glaze of
Oriental porcelain resembling the color of
pigeon's blood; a variety of sang-de-boeuf.
pigeon-shot (pij 'on -shot), n. One who is

(well or ill) skilled in pigeon-shooting.
pigeon's-wingS (pij'onz-wingz), n. pi. Two
detent-levers in the building-motion of a
cotton-roving frame: so called because of
their action. See *building-motion.

pigeon-tick (pij'on-tik), n. A true tick, Ar-
giis reflextis, of the family Ixodidie ; the dove-
tick. It is found mainly in pigeon-houses in
Europe and the United States, and sucks the
blood of the birds.

pigeon-toe (pij'on-t6), v. i. and t.; pret. and
pp. pigeon-toed, ppr. pigeon-toeing. To walk
with the toes turned in, as a pigeon does.
Also used transitively.

A green parrot pirreontoed his way down the gravel
walk. F. B. Smith, How Paris Amuses Itself, p. 153,

pigeon-whistle (pij'on-hwis'l), n. Same as
*dove-ichistle.

pig-iron, «— whitening of plg-lron, the fusion of
pig-iron in a refinery liearth and the casting of it into flat

ingots in a chilled mold, preparatory to conversion int>o

wrought-iron by the puddling process.

pig-jawed (pig'jad), a. Having the upper jaw
projecting decidedly beyond the lower, as a
dog, Shaw, Illustrated Book of the Dog, v.

pig-lifter (pig'lif 'tfer), n. One who is employed
in moving pig-iron. N. E. D.
pig-lily (pig'lil"i)i n. The calla, Sichardia
Afncana. [South Africa.]

pig-louse (pig'lous), n. Same as hog-louse.

pig-magnet (pig'mag"net), n. A large electro-
magnet attached to a crane or hoist and used
for handling pig-iron.

pig-maker (pig'ma"ker), n. One who manu-
factures pig-iron.

pig-man (pig'man), n. One who vends crock-
ery ; a mugger. [Scotch.]

pig-market (pig'miir''ket), n. 1. A market
held for the purchase and sale of swine.—2.
[ca/).] A name vulgarly given to the Pro-
scholium or antechamber of the Divinity School
at Oxford. N. E. D.

pig-meater (pig'me"ter), n. A beast fit only
for pigs to eat; one that will not fatten. E.
E. Morris, Austral English. [Australia.]

* Pigmeaters !
' exclaimed Ernest ; ' what kind of cattle

do you call those? Do bullocks eat pigs in this country?
'

*Ko, but pigs eat them, and horses too.'

Ilolf Boldrewood, Colonial Reformer, xviil.

pigment, «.— Malarial pigment, a pigment produced
by the malarial organism from the blood-pigment Two
distinct pigments have been described : the one a brown-
i.sh melanin which does not give the Prussian-blue reac-
tion for iron ; the other, possibly a hydroxid of iron, of a
yellowish color and giving tlie reaction in questioTi,—Pig-
ment-bacteria. See *6ac(('rn/»i.—Pigment brown.
See Sudan -kbrown.— Pigment style, in calico-printing,

the method o^WgA pigment-printing. Very finely ground
mineral colors, mixed with albumin, are used as a thick-
ening agent and as a mordant. Tlie cloth is afterward
steamed and dried. The steaming lias the eflfect of coag-
ulating the albumin and rendering it insoluble, leaving
the colors permanently deposited on the fiber.—Respira-
tory pigments, such bodies as hemoglobin, hemocya-
nirie, and the floridins (found in certain invertebrates and
having supposedly a respiratory function), which are inti-

mately concerned in the oxidation-processes which take
place in the auimal body : they are essentially oxygen-
carriers.

piker

Pigmentary cancer. Same as melnnocarcinoma and
7nelanosarcoma.~ Pigmentary ClrrbOSls. See itcir-
rkosig.

pigment-printing, n. 2. A photographic
process in which the image consists of a pig-
ment held in gelatin. The colors used are
standard brown, engraving black, sepia, and
red chalk. Woodbury, Encye. Diet, of Photog.,.
p. 375.

pig-mouse (pig'mous), n. The water-shrew.
A. E. D.

pignolia (pig-no'li-a), n. [An It. dimin. of
pignon.] The seed of the nut- or stone-pine of
southern Europe, Pinus Pinea, or its kernel.
These are eaten like almonds and are used in
confectionery. See nut-pine and stone-pine
(a) under ;MHei.

pig-pea (pig'pe), n. A variety of field-pea.
S. E. I).

pig-rattle (pig'raf'l), n. A terra-cotta rattle
in the form of a pig, found in excavations in.

Cj-prus.

Two bristly fragments may be referred to pig rattles.

Jour. Hellenic Studies, XII. 138.

pig-ring (pig'ring), n. Same as hog-ring.

pig-run (pig'run), «. A riln or narrow, deep-
trodden path made by wild pigs.

Compactness indispensable to rapid movement in denB»
forest where the pig-runs are the only means of passage.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 174.

pig-shop (pig'shop), n. A crockery-shop.
[Scotch.]

pigskin, n. 3. A foot-ball. [Colloq.]

pigsticker,);. 4. A horse trained to the sport;
of pigsticking.

pigsticking (pig'stik"uig), «. The sport of
hunting wild boars, the huntsman being-
motinted and armed with a spear.

pig-stone (pig'ston), n. A concretion occur-
ring in the intestines of the wild boar. N. E. D.

pigtail, n. 5. In logging, an iron device
driven into trees or stumps to support a wire
or small rope.

pigtail-insulator (pig'tal-in'gu-la-tor), n. See-
*insulator.

pig-washing (pig'wosh''ing), n. The process:
of removing the silicon from pig-iron by oxi-
dation while molten, but at a comparatively
low temperature, so that carbon also will not-

be oxidized. Phosphorus is also removed.
The process is only of limited application.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 297.

pig-wife (pig'wif), n. A woman who vend*
crockery. [Scotch.]

pig-wool (pig'wiil), n. The finer hair of the
swine, used in makingflies for anglers. N.E.D.
pig-yoke (pig'yok), n. Naut., a navigator'a
name for the common quadrant of reflection,

from its resemblance in shape to the yoke
sometimes placed around the neck of a pig to
keep the animal from rooting.

piharau (pe'ha-rou), n. [Maori.] A New-
Zealand lamprey, Geotria chilensis. E. E.
Morris, Austral English.

piitis (pi-i'tis), n. [NL., < pia + -itis.l In-
flammation of the pia mater.

pike''*, n. 2. (e) A chilodopterid fish, Dino-
lestes /eiciHi.— Grayplke. ((<)Sanieas«ni<;;fr.— Great
Lakes pike, tlie coiiimon pike.— Great northern pike.
a inaskaloiige, Luci'is uuiaquinongy immaeulatus, found
in lakes and rivers of Wisconsin and Minnesota.— Sac-
ramento pike. Same as •ksquaw-Jish.

pike^, V. i. 2. To bet very small amounts
here and there all over the lay-out, usually
following in the wake of some player who i»

betting heavily.

pike7 (pik), M. [Seej)ifcej\] A piker.

piker^, n. 2. One who makes small bets all

over the lay-out. See *pike^, v. i., 2.— 3. On
the stock-exchange, a professional speculator.
See the extract. [Slang.]

In the absence of complaisant lambs, the financial can-
nibals known as "room traders" and "i?tA-frs " tried to
"scalp eighths "out of each other for weeks— to take
advantage of fractional fluctuations instead of waiting for
big movements, McClures Mag., June, 1901, p. 159.

piker^ (pi'ker), ?!. [pJA-ei, r., + -frl.] One
who uses a pike or pointed implement; specifi-

cally, in the United States, in ice-harresting,

one'who thus controls the movement of cakes
of ice. I

Different methods are employed at different places for
forcing the cakes of ice through these channels to the
runways of the storehouses. The method illustrated in

the photograph pnwidea for forces of men known as
i"piA:«?r«," who stand beside the channels and force the
cakes of ice, as fast as loosened, in the direction of the
ice house. Set. Amtr. Sup., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 2S4y8.
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FUcenni beds. See*bed^. npon apivoted platform which projects beyond the end of course are not vertically above those of the first See
nil !• oiii) »i A simnlifipfl Bnpllincf nf ni// the car, and in othein the cabin is also placed upon a plat- ptieS n., 8.

P?}. '

f
";' " * simplitiett spelling ot piU. form as a counterweight, the platform in each case serv- mUS , ._ ComDonnd cathartic nllls nill. oont.i„in„

pila* (pe la) n [Sp. p,la, a stone water- ing to bring the pile-driver in'to any position before or on ^com^und eSH couTy^^^^^^^^
trough, a font, <L.7Jlto, a mortar. See p»/al.] either side of the car. nni gamboge . the pilule catharUcx complZZ otthiA stone horse-trough. pile-nOUSe (pil nous), n. A house built on United States Pharmacopoeia,

pilae (pi'le), w.p/. [L. ;)i7a, pillar.] Inconch., piles ; a pile-dwelling. See lake-dwelling, with pilla.I, n. 13. In ship-building, a column
concentric ridges developed on the dorsolat- cut. which supports a deck-beam in the interior of
eral slopes of senile shells in some ammonoid Pilema (pi-le'ma), «. [NL.] The typical a vessel. Such columns arecylindiical, hollow or solid,

cephalopods. genus of the family Pilemidm. Raeckel, 1880. <" they may be b"'" "P «' plates and bais. They are

pilaf, pilaff (pi-laf'),«. [Russ.pi7rfr«/pe-laf'). Pilemidae (Pi-lem;i-de) n pi. [NL. niema ?lXdrthe'llro?Sl'?^^'oX''d^^^^^
NGr. -i/a(Ji, a Levantine pronunciation of + -lase.] A family of Discomedusee which a A(>W-pi«ar is one which extends between the inner
Turk, pilaw, Pera. ptldu, etc. See pilau.'\ consists of rhizostomatous forms having 4 bottom or top of the frame floors to the lowest tier ot

Same as pffaw. separated subgenital pits, dorsal as well as deck-beams. A dect-pi7(ar extends between two decks.

pilarite(pil'a-rit).». [Xamed after Professor ventral sucking-frills on the 8 oral arms, 8 ^^aTr^Xrii'Zr^'^t^^^^^^^^
Pi?or of Agram.] A kind of chrysoeolla con- rhopalia, and 8-16 or more branched and an- side. Also called deck-stanchions and beam-stanchiojte.

taining a considerable amount of alumina, astomosing radial canals with a circular canal. "We also," began the deck-beams, "are discoverers

found in Chile; also, a similar variety which It includes Pilema, Phyllorhiza, Stomolophus, and geniuses. We are of opinion that the support of the

occurs in Utah. and several other genera. hold-pUlars materially helps us. We find that we lock
.,^., . J « c -M.J- -..•! 4...». /-,? 1 /? .„\ 1 •» J / j...\ upon them when we are subjected to a heavy and sin-
Pllastered femur. See */emMr. pilentum (pi-len tum), n.; ^\. pilenta {-ia.). gular weight of sea above."

pilastering (pi-las't6r-ing), n. 1. Pilasters [L.] A closed carriage with two or four A'lpimjr, The Ship that Found Herself, in The Day's

collectively —2. In anthrop., the conforma- wheels, used by Roman women. Like similar [Work, p. lOO.

tion of the femur, in which the dorsal ridge

—

medieval wagons it was arranged with en- Board and pillar working. See pillar and breast,

the linea aspera — assumes large size, thus trance doors in the middle on both sides. Two „{?i'.fl.^i!,'i.11' / -iz-.v^un , a v, u.„i,- i,

increasing the relative sagittal diameter of or three pilenta are represented on the column P^"???°i! l,?i ""^I^ f!L li,A-.^^^ •

the bone of Tlieodosius at Constantinople. ^^cts some distance trom the piece in which it

pilastrade (pi-las-trad'), ». [It. pilastrata, or- pileole (pil'e-61), «. Same ^ipileolus, 1. SecTaTks outer enT a stud"""'^'"^nameuted with pilasters.] A row or range of piles, n. J*'.- Bleeding pUos, hemorrhoidal tumors, J,\^„Z v„",r ^^ii'L i^-in ,7 a „^„, i, «
Pilasters \ED comjised of dilated caidllaries, which frequently bleed PllJar-bUOy (pil ar-boi), M. A spar-buoy.

J^^o,+..^«'c,^1 io='f,.;^^ n r „;i„„t.,^ -i- . „ i when the bowels move. piUar-cloud (pil iir-kloud), n. An approxi-puastnc (pi-ias triK; a. \_puaster -r -tc.j
piie.gcrew (pil'skro), m. The screw or thread mately vertical pillar of cloud, especially the

In anthrop relating to that form of the femur P^^^^
^^ ^^^1 ,„^3^ '^^^ „f ^ cast-iron pile by middle portion of a thunder-head, invil-eloud,

which IS characterized by a strong develop- ^^^^^ „f ^,^5^^ ,t is forced into the soil, the or mnshroom-cloud, connecting the flat base

^l^f^^ll^^r^^:. ^^^^^^;^<^r^^-.^^- withjhe spreading top. See cut at *.„.-

p^^&^'^^p^io^^, <pi. pj^,:;,. %x tTn:^^ioi^^ '^^s^:^' "• ^^--'^-^^^'^
/ar^ grow lmiry,<p,/«. hair.] Afractureof the

iie^g^,,. g. a nipple-shield.-8. The disk pillar-crane (pil'ar-kian), «. A crane in which
skull marked by a narrow crack without sepa- 1*^^ „„;brella of a jellyfish. the boom or the" jib is supported by a pillar
ratum or displacement of the bones.

pilferage (pil'fer aj), «. \_pilfer + .age:\ The which may be stationary or may revolve.
pi am (pe-lou e), n. [Tagalog name

] A tree,
^^^t of pilfering; also things pilfered. -^[Rare.] pillar-drill (pil'ar-dril),». See*rfnHl.

IXrri o e V re^sSn^tLT^^^^ pilgrim'. «.-^^ Psalmfone of the group of %ared eye" Same ai' *t«r6««-.^«.
«a(.s«menire«, cioseiy resemoiing tne Java psalmscvx.-cxxxiv., so called by critics who hold that piUar-irOD (pil'ar-i"6rn), n. Special rolled
almond-tree, Canarium commune. It yields the the much-disputed title (see Ornrf«a( /".a/m*) has refer- im,, or steel spotions iispil for hnilrHno- i>t^
K.ft. white, fragrant resin known commercially as brea- ence to the pilgrimages to the annual festivals at '%? ,^ seelions USCU lor DinlQing up
Uanra. or Manila elemi. Its elongated, pointed, three- ,Ienisalem. phenix columns. (bee phemx post, under
Bided, edible nuts, called pi(i, have an almond-like flavor pJljn-Jjji.ggj^llQn (pil 'grim-skol ' op) n A post^.) The section is that of a curved web channel, or
and yield a fine oil resembling the oil of almonds. See F.TrnnpnTi a<.nrlnr> Aanooinllv T>p,-Un innnhv,,, a" »"= <>' » cncXe, with external flanges for bolting or
*hr,n-l,lanca and *pi/i3. (Philippine Islands.)

European scallop, especially Pecten jacoOeiis,
riveting it to the sections on each side, lour or more such

pilchard, «. 2. (6) A fish, Sardinella sagax, the palmer-shell, so called because worn by sections fonning a circle.

which visits the Australian shores periodically pilgrims as an evidence of having visited the pillar-plate (pil'iir-plat), n. The plate of a
in large shoals: apparently the same as the Holy Land.

,
watch-movement next behind the dial.

Californian and Chilean pilchard, and closely PiU^ (pe'le), n. [Polynesian pili, to adhere, N. E. D.

relat.^d to the English pilchard, Sardinella or stick to.] In the Hawaiian Islands, a long piUar-pump (pil'ar-pump), n. A lift- or force-

pilrhardwt. E. E. Morris, Austral English. coarse grass, Andropogon contortus, used for pump earned by a column or pillar which is

piicher', «. 4. pi. A child's drawers. [West thatching houses, but very troublesome to attached to a suitable base. The pump is

Inilies.]' sheep on account of its twisted awns which usually driven by a handle attached to a fly-

pUe>, «.-ParaUelpUe.thepileofanarrow«, shaped ^f.«o™? fP'^^g^i'" '.'"^'^
"i"^'- , -, .

wheel, but may be of the lever variety,

asuihave the larne diameter throughout its length. pill'' (po-le ), «. [lagalog and bisaya pi/i.J A pillar-screw (pilijr-Rkro), n. A screw used
pile-*, N. 6. InijitmhUng, all the capital a player Philippine name of the nuts of the pilaui-tree, for securing the top plate of a watch or clock
has to lose onthe game; all the chips in front Canarium Luzonicum. They are nearly trian- to one of the pillars.

of a player.—7. A single hemorrhoidal tumor, gular in cross-section and are pointed at each piUar-stone (pil'ar-ston), n. A kind of rudely
See piles.—8. In artillery, a. heap ot shot or end. The oily kernel has an almond-like flavor cut monolith fouiid in Porto Rico. They vary
shells piled up by horizontal courses in par- and is eaten by the natives. See *p>laui. in size and shape from simple slabs decorated
allel tiers into a pyramidal or wedge-like pillfer (pil'i-fer), m. [TL. 7)i7m», hair, + /erre, with incised pictographs on one or both sur-
form, the form being determined by that of bear. C(. piliferous.] A lateral prominence on faces to rude idols with a head sculptured on
the base, which may be a triangle, a square, the labrum of a lepidopterous insect, often one end.
or a rectangle. In a triangular pile the base mistaken for a mandible. pill-crab (pil 'krab), «. Same as jjea-crafi.

is an equilateral triangle, and there is one Piliferous cyst. See *cyst. pillican (pil'i-kan), n. [Origin obscure.] A
sphere at the apex. The numbers in the sue- piliganine (pil'i-ga-nin), n. A light-yellow, straw fringe^ with a heavy plaited head, used
cessive horizontal tiers, reckoned from the amon)hous, poisonous alkaloid, Ci5H.240N2, as a decoration of the stall-posts in a stable,

top downward, are the triangular numbers 1, found in a club-moss, Lycopodium saururus. pillijanine (pil'i-ja-nin), n. See *piliganine.

3, 6, 10 ... i 11 (n + 1). —Maacular pile, a vol- Also called pillijanine. pill-masser (pil'raas'er), n. A machine for
Ulc pile constructed of layersof muscular tissue, employed piUkai (pe-le-ki'), n. [Native name.] In the compounding the mass out of which pills are
n certain phy8iol.>gical expcrimenU.--PUe Of plates, Hawaiian Islands, Argyreia tHia^fnlia, a semi- made. N. E. D.in opticft, an arrangement const-stirig of several parallel ... . ,

"^ -^i *
i ^ i

iiittuo. jt. ov. xx.

glass plates, one behind the other, for the production of shrubby morning-glory With cordate leaves piU-nettle (pil'net'l), n. The Roman nettle,
polarized light by multiple reflection. and beautiful large rose-purple flowers. Unlike Crtica nihdifera. N. E. D.

DilC''. I', t. 4. To arrange (spheres) so as to many other moming-glories it Is not a constant blixmier .,, / v. .',.. ..' ' , ,. j.

ocTmii.v the minimnm of voliime but blossoms In the autumn. The flowers do not easily piUoW-laVa (pil'o-la"va), «. A peculiar form
TT • /. -ri. I l:i„ „-!,„„„. „«„„ fade, but will last a long time after having been plucked, of lava-flow which is broken up into ellip-
II. mtrans. To form a pile or heap ; often The plant is widely distributed in the East Indies, the Koi^oi or nillow-like mnssea

with HP : as, his debts ;)l7ed up.—To pUe In, to Philippine islands, and some <>f the islands of the Pacific,
"o'""' "' l""""'"^" """»»«:=•

„ ^ ,
crowd hastily into something, as a wagon. |C'ollo<j.l—To In Guam the children string the trumpet-shaped flowers The writer has therefore concluded that, on the best

pile Oir, to hasten olf to something, as a picnic. [Colbxi.) Into garlands and on sticks, and are very fond of them as working hypothesis, the Newfoundland rock is the pro-

««{1a4 .. mi.^ ^.1 .«#...«....» 1 »i ..«..K^...i»ru.i.i..t. ornaments duct of the extrusion of basic lava into sea-water of some

^^^^^^^^p\^^!'^^^ VL.paus, hair, + -.«e2.] '^ J^^Z^^ ^^^^^^i^^^^:'^^
o which are in turn provded with hooks uf«n which Consisting of hair; of the nature of hair; salt rin into lake-basins. ^,«<.r. tf.oi., Aug., 10O3, p. 78.
plushet, etc., are mounted, to prevent crushing in packing i,„:_„ ,, n t
aiirl shipping. Tliese hfKjks are just far enough apart to .,j'^y- ^ - j * i j x piUOW-StrUCture (pil 6-struk"tur), ?J. In pet-
P-rniit the pile of these fabri.s to remain upright. pilingi, n. 3. Logs ready to be made into ^o^ tijg appearance assumed by certain
pile-building (pil' bil'ding), «. Same a.%pile- piles, or from which piles are made. diabases upon weathering, whereby they be-
dwHling. piling^ (pi'ling), n. See pile^, f.—Antlnonnal come rounded along joints and resemble a

piled, a. 3. In fron-.maA;m(7, made up of bars, piling, a system of piling spheres consistent with mini- rale of pillows Geikie Text-book of Geol.,
fagots, or piles, placed together and welded. mum volume, that is maximum compactness, giving par- ' log ^ ' '

..^ J ' , -',,', ... X
" , •! „ ii„.. „ allel tiers n triangular amingement but each tier fitted p. loo.

pile-drawer (pil dra'^r), n. A nile-puller; a .«..».
. . _

device for drawing piles out of the ground.

pile-driver, «.— Gunpowder pllB-drlver, a machine
which drives piles by the impact of a weight sliding in

ways anil thrown up by the force of gunpowder exploded
. .

-
,

"
t, v " ., ,•,-«. i - •, it i r

In a mortar-like chamber altarhed to the head of the pile, notes a particular homogeneous assemblage, whereas the logical eftect as pilocarpine, though weaker,
therecilof the expl.«iona:»oaidingin forcing down the arrangement in anti-nnnnal pfUn'J i» ",»"'«»!; ">''»"

PHoceraS (ni-lo.s'o-ras), n. [NL., < ? Gr. m/of
plle.-I>Ue-drlvercar,aflatcarcarT>iiigatoneendapile- h.im<.gene..us assemblages. Aa(«re, Dec. 17. 190.1, p. 16.'.. "^ fplt hat -(- KrMr horn! A cenns of
driver an.l at the .ilher a cabin containing a steam. l,..iler Normal pUing, the piling of spheres as in an artillery Je't> « lelt nat, T wpac, norn.J A f,enus OI

and winding-engine. In some cars the pile-driver sUnds pile, where the spheres of the third tier or horizontal holochoanitlC orthoceraconic nautiloid oepha-



Piloceras

lopods having hea^-y, stout, short shells with
very wide siphuuele, the apical portions of
which are sohditied by excessive deposition of

shell substance. It occurs in Lower Silurian
formations.

Pilocereus (pi-lo-se're-ns), n. [L. pilus, hair,

+ NL. Cc>eiis.'\ A genus or group of cacti,

closely allied to Cereus, characterized by the
presence of copious hairs or bristles in the
fruiting area. They are mostly Mexican. P. Senilis

is the familial- old-mau cactus, so named from the white
hair-like covering;.

pilocystic (pi-lo-sis'tik), a. [L. pilus, hair,

+ E. cyftic] Noting a tumor which contains
hair. [Rare.]

pilolite (pi'lo-lit), w. [Gr. mioc, felt, + A/flof,

stone.] A name given by Heddle to some
kinds of mountain-cork and mountain-leather
from Scotland. Tliey are supposed to be pe-

culiar in composition, particularly in being
largely hydrated.
pilomotor (pi-lo-m6'tgr), a. [L. piliis, hair,

-I- motor, mover.] Designating the muscles,

and the nerves innervating them, which are at-

tached to the hair-follicles : their contraction

causes the condition called 'goose-flesh.'

Mt'd. Record, Sept. 28, 1907, p. 544.

pilonidal (pi-lo-ni'dal), a. [\j. pilus, h&it,

-f- nidus, nest, '+ -aV-."] Noting a bunch of

hair arranged in the shape of a nest: as, a
pilonidal cyst or sinus, that is, a dermoid cyst

or sinus containing hair arranged in the form
of a wad.
pilosebaceous (pi'lo-se-ba'shius), a. Ih.pihis,

hair, -t- E. scbaceotis.'] Relating to the hairs

and the sebaceous glands associated with them.
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 79.

pilosism (pi'lo-sizm), n. Ih. pilostis, haivy, +
-ism.'] An abnormal development of hairi-

ness in an individual plant, or a high degree
of hairiness normal to a species, due to eco-

logical causes, as in desert plants.

pilosofimbriate (pi-16-so-fim'bri-at), a. [L.

pilosus, hairy, + E. fimbriate.'] Fringed with
soft hairs.

pilosohispid (pi-16-so-his'pid), o. In bat,

having somewhat stiff hairs. A^. E. D.

pilot, n. 8. In mach., a smaller element act-

ing in advance of another or principal element
of the same sort, and causing the latter to

come into pl^'when desired— Blaokpllot. Same
as com'-;'j7o(.— Cock-eye pilot, a flsh, Eupmnacejitrus
leucostictus, of the West Indies.— Inland pilot license,
a license issued by the United States local inspectors of

steam-vessels, which authorizes the holder to pilot yachts,

tugs, and steamboats ou certain inland waters of the
country.

pilotage, «. 5. The house in which a pilot

lives; the ofBoe of the pilots of a port.

Kettle nodded a word of praise for the mixture and
thanks to ita concoctor, and Mrs. Nilssen pave a flash of

white teeth, and then shuffled away off the verandah,

and vanished within the bamboo walls of the pilota<je.

Cutelyfe Hyne, A Master of Fortune, ii.

pilot-balloon (pi'lot-ba-lon'), n. A small

balloon used for ascertaining the direction of

air-currents at different levels: most frequently

used before ascents of manned balloons.

pilot-chart (pi'lot-chart), n. A chart pub-
lished officially by the hydrographie office of

any nation, showing the average wind and
weather, magnetic variations, ocean currents,

fog, ice, temperatures, storm-paths, the best
routes for steamers and sailing-vessels, buoys,
beacons, lighthouses, storm- and weather-sig-

nals, dangerous rocks or shoals, and other in-

formation that may be of value to navigators.

pilot-flame (pi'Jot^flam), n. Same as pilot-

light.

pilot-kite (pi'lot-kit), n. 1. A kite sent up in

advance of and used to lift another kite into

the air.

The apparatus of Mr. Simmons is described aa consist-

ing of a huge 'pilot' kite 49 feet high and 49 feet wide,
with another kite below, still larger. The pilot kite was
first to be raised, rnd to carry up the second: the two
were to be adjusted to the breeze, and the aeronaut was
to be suspended in a car, and allowed to ascend 200 or

300 yards.
0. Chanute, Progress in Flying Machines, p. 177.

2. The initial or first kite at the outer end
of a line of kites.

The first kite attached to the extreme end of the cable

acts as a pilot, or initiatory kite to raise the series from
the ground. .'ici. Amur. Sup., April II, 1903, p. 22S04.

pilot-lamp (pi'lot-lamp), n. See *lampi.

pilot-light, n. 2. A lamp placed on a dynamo
to show that it is working properly.— 3. A
small burner burning continuously, used in

motor-car practice to ignite the main burner
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when the demand for power exceeds the sup-
ply of energy stored in the generator from a
previous ignition.

pilot-majort (pi'lpt-ma'jor), «. A chief or
head pilot ; also a distinguished voyager and
discoverer.

One of the ships, the Edward Bonaventure, Commended
by Richard Chancellor, pilot-major of the fleet, was sepa-
rated from the rest of the little squadron.

ir. Scorestnj, Account of the Arctic Regions, I. 72.

pilot-motor (pi'lot-m6"tor), n. See *motor.
pilot-nut (pi'lot-nut), n. A thin nut or tapped
thimble screwed temporarily on the threaded
end of a bolt to protect the threads from in-

i'ury while the bolt is being forced through a
lole.

pilot-relay (pi'lot-re-la'), «. See *relay^.

pilot-signals (pi'lot-sig'nalz), n. pi. Certain
prescribed signals, both for day and for night
use, by the employment of which a pilot may
be summoned on board a vessel to caiTy her
into or otit of port.

pilot-snake, «. 2. The bull-snake, or pine-
snake, Pittjophis.— 3. The copperhead, Agki-
strodon contortrix. [Rare.]

The Copperhead, also known in different localities by
the names Upliuid Moccasin, Chunkhead, Deaf Adder,
IHlot Siuike, etc., is perhaps to be more dreaded than any
other American snake. Sci. Amer., Feb. 14, 1903, p. 118.

pilot-transformer (pi'lgt-trans-f6r"mer), n.

See *tranrformer.
pilot-tube (pi 'lot- tiib), n. In subaqueous
tunneling, a wrought-iron or steel cylindrical

shell whose axis coincides with the axis of the
tunnel, and whose diameter is less than that
of the tunnel, open at both ends, and forced
into the soil in advance of the finished tunnel,

for the purpose of providing a protection to

the men employed in excavating the material
at the heading inside the tube, and also of
furnishing a central support for the inner
ends of radial struts placed outside the tube
to support the material forming the roof and
sides of the tunnel until permanently sup-
ported by the lining. The rear end of the
pilot-tube is also used as a support for the
radial struts, or the centering, used in con-
structing the permanent tunnel lining.

The Hudson River tunnel, says Engineering Record,
has long held a unique place in American engineering.
When it was first started, few believed in it. The method
of carrying on the work was changed several times. The
pilot-tube system of tunneling was invented by Captain
Anderson for use in this work, and proved very service-

able. Sci. Amer. Sup., Sept. 12, 1903, p. 23162.

pilot-valve (pi'lot-valv), n. A leading valve;
a small valve for admitting steam, water, or

air to the operating device of the main valve
(of an engine or machine) ; an auxilliary

valve.

pilot-wheel (pi'lot-hwel), n. A hand-wheel
having radial handles projecting from the rim.

pilpul (pil'pol), n. [Aram., discussion, con-
troversy.] Argumentation ; searching debates
and reasonings on Talmudic subjects among
rabbinical scholars.

pilpulist (pil'pQ-list), Ji. [pilpul + -ist.] One
who is skilled in disputation ; especially one
who is versed in the discussions of the rabbis.

The native Jews do not extend their studies further,

and I was assured that there is not among them a tal-

mudist or pilpulist of any reputation. . . . The .lews who
immigrate to .lerusalem usually possess a certain know-
ledge of the Talmud and a more enlarged experience.

7-*. Beaton, Jews in the East, II. 93.

pilpulistic (pil-po-lis'tik), a. Pertaining to

or of the nature of pilpul.

At this moment, appositely enough, we passed by the
village Beth-Hamidi-ash, whence hnid sounds of ''pilpu-
listic " (wire-drawn) argument issued. The driver clapped
his palms over his ears.

Zangwill, Dreamers of the Ghetto, p. 2&t.

piltock (pil'tok), n. The name in Shetland,
Orkney, and Caithness of the coal-fish, Mer-
langu.'i carbonarius, in its second year. N. Ii. D.

pilulier Cpe-lii-lya'), m. IF., Kjnlulc, -pill.] 1.

An instrument for measuring and rolling pills

;

a pill-making machine.— 2. An earthenware
pill-pot.

pilus, « Pill annulatl, monilethrix.

Pily^ (pi'li), «• [;"'«*, «•!+ -.'/'•] Having a
soft, woolly coat next the skin, covered by
longer hairs: said of dogs. The term is also

applied to a coat that is soft when it should
be harsh. ,S;7(«if, Illustrated Book of the Dog, v.

Flmaric acid, an acid, t'2i}Il3of*2. 'uimd in galipot, the
resin of a pine, Pinus inarxtima.

pimelic (pi-mel'ik), a. [Gr. wiiic'kij, fat, lard,
4- -ic] Noting an acid, C6Hio(COOH)j.
.Several varieties are known. A'orwmi'or a-pimelic acid

pimple-land

is heptane diacid, C02H.(CH2)5COOH, and is formed
by oxidizing suberone with concentrated nitric acid ; it'-

is crystalline and melts at 105' C. Jieta-pimelic acid is

formed when castor-oil is oxidized by nitric acid ; it is

crystalline and melts at 105.5-106° C. Gamma-pirtielie acid
is made by oxidizing menthol with potassium pennanga-
nate : it is crystalline and melts at 86-87.5° C. Isopimelic
acid is made by boiling amylene bromide and potassium
cyanide with water. It fonns crystals which melt at
104° C. When camphoric acid is melted with caustic
potash another variety is formed, isopropvlsvccinic acid,
(0H.)).>cn.riI(('OC)U)CH2(C00H). it forms crystals
that nielt at 103° C.

Pimelodella (pim"e-lo-dera), JI. [NL., < Gr.
•n-i/je'/.u^T/^, fatty, fat (< ni/ie'/i/, fat, lard, +
eMof, form), + dim. -ella.] A genus of cat-
fishes, confined chiefly to the Amazon region.

pimeloma (pim-e-16'ma), H.
;
pi. pimclomata

(-ma-tii). [NL., < Gr. m/ie'/.r/, fat, -I- -oma.]
Same as lipoma.

Fimelometopon (pim ' e - lo - me -to ' pen), n.

[NL., < Gr. TTi,ue/J/, fat, + fiirunmr, forehead.

Redfish l.Pimel<ymttopon puUhtr) : male.
(From Jordan's " Guide to the Study o( Fishes.")

front.] A genus of labroid fishes, found on
the American tropical Pacific coast.

pimelorrhea (pim'e-lo-re'U), n. [NL. pime-
lorrliaa, < Gr. Kipie/.ri, fat, lard, -t- poia, now.]
Diarrhea with discharge of fat in the stools.

pimelorthopncea (pim " e - 16r - thop - ne' a), n.

[NL., < Gr. Tntiekrt, fat, 4- ijMc,, right, -I-

-7rvo(a, < TTVfiv, lareathe.] Orthopnoea due to
excessive obesity.

pimelosis (pim-e-16'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. m^Aij,
fat, + -osis.] 1. The formation of fat.— 2.
Fatty degeneration.
pimelliria(pim-e-lu'ri-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
Kifit/ai, fat, + oipov, urine.] The discharge
of fat, or of material resembling it, in the
urine.

pimento, n.—Mexican pimento, a commercial term
for the dried berries and flower-buds of a small Brazilian
tree, ilyrtus Pseudocaryophyllus, which are used as a
spice.

pimento-dram (pi-men'to-dram), n. A drink
made from pimento berries.

Ripe pimento berries are used to make pimento dram,
a native drink.

Daily Com. and Trade Reports, Oct 6, 1907, p. 11.

pimento-grass (pi-men'to-gras), n. See St.

AiKjKstiiie *grass.

Pimephales (pi-mef'a-lez), n. [Orig. a F. pi.

(Rahnesque, 1820; ; NL., irreg. < Gr. -mtieQ^),

fat, lard, + (xf )oa?.;/, head. An Eng. name of
the genus ie fathead (q. v.). J A genus of min-
nows of waters ot the middle and eastern
United States.

pimienta (pe-me-en'ta), w. [Sp. pimienia, the
fruit ot the pepper. See ptmento.] 1. In
Spain, black pepper ( Piper nigrum) and various
kinds of red pepper (Capsicum).— 2. In the
Spanish West Indies and in Mexico, the all-

spice, Pimenta Pimento.—3. In Porto Rico,
the bayberry, Pimenta racemosa, which is used
in making bav-rum.-nmlenta mala^meta. (a)

A name originally applied to the melegvieta pepper, or
grains of paradise, A momum Melegueta (which see. under
grain^). (b) In Cuba and Porto Rico, the allspice, Pi-
menta Pimenta, and the bayberry, Pimenta racevwsa.

pimmy (pim ' i), «. [Samoyed?] A kind of

long boot, made of deerskin with sealskin

soles, worn by the Samoyeds. Seethe extract

under *louplhu.

pimola (pi-mo'lii), n. [A trade-name, < ^-
m(ento) + ol(ive) + -a.] An olive stuffed with
red sweet peppers.

pimpinellin (pim-pi-nel'in), n. {Pimpinella +
-in'^.] A bitter crystalline substance, C14H12-
O5 (f), found in the root of Pimpinella saxi-

fraga.

pimple, n.—Amboyna pimple. Same as Amboyna
*buttun.

pimple-land (pim'pl-land), n. A local name
in Georgia for certain areas the surface of

which is marked by concretions of limonite,

which are afforded" by the clays of the Alta-

maha formation.

At some localities small brown iron oxide accretions

from the size of buckshot to walnuts are abiuidant at the
surface, and the land where these are found is commonly
referred to as "pimple " land. Science, Jan. 10, 190a, p. 71.
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pimploes (pim'ploz), n. [Prob. < Sp. pimpollo,
a sucker, sprout, or shoot.] In the West
ladies, same as pricHij-pear, 2.

pini (pill), « 10. (6) 111 archert/, a place in a
bowstaff where a lateral twig has been trimmed
off. Such places are weak if the twig is

cut off flush.— 12. In ceram., a small three-

sided rod of fire-clay inserted in the side of

the saggar to sujjport the ware (as a plate)

while it is fired in the kiln.— Neat as a pin or

new pin, perfectly neat or new. [CoUixi.l

She was neat as a pin about her housekeepin', too. I

tell you, she useJ to make nie walk chalk when I come
iu the kitchen with mud on my boots 1

ilcClure't Mag., June, 1901, p. 141.

Pin and girdle, the name of a kind of swindling game.
— Split pin. ((>) A metal pin made of wire bent around
to fonn an eye : the points can easily be separated or

spread apart after the pin is inserted in its hole, and it is

thus prevented from coming out accidentally. Much
used for linch-pins. (&) A tapered WfMxlen pin having a
split in the small end, in which a wedire is inserted to

keep the pin from falling out— Steady pin. (c) A stud,

pin, or short sunk feather, employed for the purpose of
preventing a wheel or pulley from turning round upon
Its shaft. The pin is made to fit a corresponding recess

in the part which fits on the shaft, Lockwood, Diet.

Mech. Eng. Tenns.— To lift or raise a Pin, in archery,

to strengthen a pin by leaving more w(K>d around it than
on the rest of tlie bow. See iipini, 10 {h).

pin^, *'• t.— To pin in, to drive small wedges or tips of

stone into (the mortar joints of masonry) before they
dry. the puri>^'8e being to force the half-liquid mortar
strongly into the large blocks.

pin-, r. t. 3. In chess, to attack (a piece) in

such a fashion that it cannot be moved with-
out leaving the king or queen in check. S.
SUinnton, Laws and Prac. of Chess, p. 54, note.

pina^, n. 2. A sweet drink made from the
juice of the pineapple.— 3. In tropical coun-
tries settled by the Spanish, the name of the
pineapple and of vanous other plants of the
family Bromeliacem.—TlhSi anona [anona, custard-

apple], in the tropical and subtropical regions of Mexico,
an introduceil fruit, Mtmgtera ddiciftga, belonging to the

arum family, frequently otfered for sale iu the markets.

—

Plfla de cnervo [of the crow), in Porto Rico, Karalag
Karata^, a plant with large leaves armed with distant

incurved spines and yielding a strong fiber; also Pitcair-

nia angu«li/"tia, a plant growing on njcks or on trees,

with glaucous leaves and scarlet flowers.

—

PiUa de sapo
(of the toad], in Porto Kico, an epiphytal bromeliad,
GuZTruxnia erythrotepis.

pinabete (pe-na-ba'ta), n. [Sp., the silver fir,

< iiiiio, pine, + ahcto (abetc), fir.] In Spain,
Abus Picea, the silver fir; in Me.xico, the sacred
fir, Abies religiosa, a tree growing in the moun-
tains which yields turpentine ha\nng a lemon-
like odor and a bitter taste. This is used in

medicine as a balsam and in the arts as a
medium for mixing paints.

pinac (pe-nak'), n. [Pampanga pinac.'] In
Luzon, a lake, especially one that is formed
in the rainy season and later disappears.

pinacate-bug (pin-a-ka'te-bog), ». Any one
of several species of beetles of the tenebrionid
genus Eleodes. They are

clumsy beetles, living under
stones and other objects on
the ground. When alarmed
they elevate the abdomen and
di^rhurge an oily fluid.

pinaceous (pi-na'shius),

?i. Of or pertaining to

the Pinaceie or pine
family.

Pinacbceras (pin-a-kos'-

e-ras), ». [Gr. vha[
'(KtvaK-), board, + "ipai;,

horn.] A genus of dis-

eocampylous ammonoid
eephalopods
compressed discoid in

volute shells with exceedingly complicated
suture-lines: found in Triassic rocks.

pinaCOid, «. some authors extend the use of this

term t^j embrace any form which has but two parallel

fares ; according to this usage, all the p<»ssible faces of a

hol-isyiiiiiictric triclinic crystal are called pinacoidg.

Pinacoidal class. See *symmetry, 6.

pinacolin (pi-naH'6-lin), n. [pinac(ime) + -ol

+ -in^.] An oily liquid, CHa.CO.C(CH3)3 or
dimethylbutanone, made by distilling pina-

cone with dilute sulphuric acid, by the dry
distillation of calcium isobutyrate, and in

other wavs. It has an odor like peppermint,
and boils' at 106° C.

plnacone (pin'a-kon), n. [Gr. irlva^ (mvoK-),

a tablet, 4- -one.'\ 1. A colorless ervstalline

compound, (CH3)2C(OH).C(OH)(CH:,)2 or
tetraraethylglycol, made by reducing aqueous
acetone with sodium. It melts at 35-38° C.

Its crystalline hvdrate, C6H14O2 + 6H2O,

hotrinrr l*in*ca*e-bug ^Eliodti dtnti'aving ^^^ Natural siic.
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and then boils at 172° C— 2. One of the
higher homologues of pinacone ; any ditertiary
alcohol, as butyrone pinacone, (C3H7)2C(OH)-
(OH)C(C3H7)2.
pinacotheca (pin''a-ko-the'ka), n.

;
pi. pina-

cothecse (-se). [L.'j < Gr. nwaKodi/K?!, a reposi-
tory for pictures, < mVaf {mvaK-), a board,
tablet, picture, -I- d^Kr/, a repository.] A pic-
ture-gallery, especially in Gr. antiq. One of
the most important "stood just outside the
Propylffia on the Acropolis at Athens, on the
left as one entered.

pinacothek (pin'a-kg-thek), n. Same as
*pinacotheca.

pinakid (pin'a-kid), n. [Gr. Tnvaddwv, dim. of
i7/Vaf, a tablet.] A sponge-spieule of flattened,
scale-like form, supposed to be derived from
the caltrop.

pinakiolite (pi-nak'i-o-lit), n. [Gr. irivaKiov,

dim. of TTiva^j a tablet, -1- ?./flof, stone.] A
borate containing magnesium and manganese
(formula perhaps 3MgB.j04.MnMn204), oc-
curring iu black tabular'orthorhombic crys-
tals: found in Sweden.
pinakoid, n. See pinacoid.

pinakotbek, n. Same as *pinacofheca.

Finales (pi-na'lez), n.pl. [NL. (Britton, 1901),
< I'inus + -atet.] An order of gymnospermoire
plants embracing the families Pinacex and
Taxacese. It is equivalent to the Caniferee of most au-
thors, which it replaces under the rule that the name of
a higher group must be formed from that of some genus
in the group. See Coniferit.

pina-nona (pe-nya-no'nii), n. A corruption of
pina anona. See *piiia'^.

Another East Indian fruit, called by the Mexicans
pina-nona {itimgtera deliciona), is naturalized in the
tropic and subtropic zones of Mexico and is frequently
offered for sale in the markets.

Amur. Anthropologigt, Jan.-March, 1900, p. 71.

pinastlic (pi-nas'trlk), a. [NL. pinaster
(pinastr-) + -('<•.] Derived from Cctraria
pinastri.— tiJULStTiC acid, a golden-yellow crystalline
acid, t'j9Hi4(lfl. found in the lichens Cetraria pinastri,
C. junxpera, and Lepra Jtnva, from which it is extracted
by ether. It melts at 17S-180* C. Also called chryito-

cetraric acid.

pinatype (pin'a-tip), n. A colored picture
obtained by superimposing three gelatin films

which have been exposed under negatives
taken behind color-screens and dyed corre-
sponding colors. Where the sensitized gelatin

is exposed to light it is hardened and will not
take the dye.

pinball (pin'bal), n. 1. Same as bead-sight.

Also called pinball-sight.— 2. A small round
pincushion, usually made on cardboard:
sometimes of other forms.

pin-basket (pln'bis'ket), n. A large orna-
mental pincushion, withpins of various lengths
artistically inserted so as to resemble a basket,
formerly, in some places, presented to the
mother of a family on the birth of each child

;

hence, the youngest child in a family. X. E. D.
[Eng.]

pin-block, n. 2. Same as wrest-block.

pin-bone (pin'bon), «. The end of the pelvis

formed by the ischium, showing as a protuber-
ance on either side of the tail.

leaving this part, we come to that which gives the
Short-hont its standing as a beef animal. Beginning back
of the shoulder and along the top we find the valuable
cuts which are desirable for the market. The lines on
each side of the back should be carried true to the last

rib, with a loin thick, jireferably inclined to raise some,
followed by hiMiks well covered and snuKith, and a long
hind quarter, ending in a level tail head and witie pin-
bunes. lUp. Kanmn State Board .iijr., 1901-02, ii. 89.

pin-borer,". 2. A name also given to various

seolytid booties which make minute holes in

the bark of infested trees— Apple pin-borer.
Same as apple ittjark-beetle.

pin-boss (pin'bos), n. The boss at the pin
e:id of an engine-crank.

pin-box (pin'boks), n. 1. A box for holding
pins.— 2. In mech., the box which incloses or

forms a bearing for the crank-pin or wrist-pin

of an engine.

pin-bush^ (pin 'bush), n. An Australian tree,

Huh a hucoptera. See *needte-bush and *water-

tree, 2.

pincers, «. sing. &r\Apl. 3. A species of her-

ring, Sardina cscamuda.

pinch, V. I. trans. 9. To arrest (an offender).

[Slang.]

But the cops pinched him Just as he was making the
fast freight and that finished the gang.

McClure) Mag., XVI. 670.

melts at 46.5° C. It loses water when heated, 10. To steal. [Slang.]

pine
The youngest pirate was arrested for pinching a

pocketbook, for economic reasons of his own, and never
reached the rendezvous at all. y. y. Times, Sept. 2, 1902.

11. Naiit., to sail (a vessel) as close to the
wind as she can be brought without spilling
the wind out of the sails, that is, without luffing
her. A sailing-vessel is said to be starved for
wind when she is pinched hard.— ptnch her!
(naut.), an order to the helmsman to shiver the sails a
little; a command to bring the ship a little closer to the
wind while close-hauled.—To pinch a bet, in gftniUing,
to reduce the amount of a bet, usually after winning the
previous one. See progres»ion.— To pinch the Wind,
to sail very close to the wind ; to point the nose of the
vessel so close to the wind that the luffs of the sails lift

II. intrans— To pinch out, in mining : (a) To run
out or disappear ; peter out : said of a vein of mineral.

Sometimes 100 to 200 tons of payable quartz would be
raised from one of these si>-called reefs, when they would
pinch out, and it would be found that they were uncon-
nected with other leaders or veins.

Goldfields o/ Victoria, p. 22, quoted in E. E. Morris,
[Austral English.

(6) To compress or be squeezed out, as mineral ore from
between rock strata.

pinch, n. 6. In mining, a partial caving in or
compression of the walls of a vein of ore or of
a coal-bed, sufficient to disturb the ore or coal-
bed. Sometimes called aj>i«cA-o«< To make
a pinch, to make an arrest.

They make a pinch o' some second-class old thief like
Jim . . . and tell the reporters they've copped out the
flyest man on the turf. McCture'a Mag., XVI. 574.

pin-chain (pin'chan), n. A chain composed
of detachable links fastened together by a pin
driven through a hole iu the end of one link
and corresponding holes in the open ends of
the next link. It is used in conveyers amd
elevators.

pinch-dog (pinch'dog), n. A dog used on a
wood-turning lathe, in which the piece to be
turned is clamped or pinched.

pinch-flt (pinch'flt), n. A method of fasten-
ing an arm or lever to a shaft by the use of a
bolt passing through lugs on the hub of the
lever. The bolt squeezes the lugs together,
thus pinching the shaft. Also used to clamp
the tail-spindle in turning-lathes.

pinch-out (pinch'out), n. Same as *pinch, 6.

Pincian (piu'sian), a. [L. Pincianus, < Pin-
cius (It. Pincio), the name of a Roman gens,
applied, in Mons Pincius, to the eighth hill of
Rome.] Of or pertaining to a small )i\\\(Mons
Pincius, Italian Monte Pincio, once called Col-
Jis hortiirtim, 'Garden Hill') situated within
the walls of Rome.

pincofBjl (piu'cof-in), n. [Pincojf, its first

manufacturer, -1- -i«2.] a prepared form of
madder, used by dyers. It is made from gar-
ancin by acting on it with superheated steam,
so that the purpurin is destroyed, while the
alizarin remains unaltered.

pindling (pind'ling), a. [Appar. a variant of
sjiindling.'] Spindling; 'peaked'; delicate;
unhealthy. [New Eng.]

"Seems to me Leviny 's lookin' kinder pind^tn', ain't
she'!" said the fleshy old lady, who was Mrs. Potter; she
had buried a good many children of her own years ago.
M. E. Wilkins, Brakes and Wild Vi'lets, Humble Ro-

[mance, p. 110.

pine^, «.-'Black pine. (<) in Australia, CaJiifrw cn(-

carata, called also cypregn-pine, Mxtrray pine, red pine,
and scrub-pine ; and Catlitris ruhusta, called also com-
mon pine, cypress-pine, dark piiw, Lachlan pine, Mur-
ruvtbidgee pine, rock-pine, Ani white pine. Hee coorong
nt\d cypressl, 1 ('<).

— Bristle-COne pine. Sameas/M-
taii-pine (which see, under pine^).— Coast Scrub-plne.
See scrub-irvine (c).— Colonial pine, the hoop-pine.
Araucaria CunHin.'/Aann'i.- Common pine, in Austra-
lia, Catlitris robusta. See coortot'j.— Cotliter's pine,
Pinus Coulteri, a tree .^ to 70 feet high, scattered at
3000 to COOO feet altitude through the coast ranges of I'ali-

foniia. The cones are 10 to 14 inches long, with beaked
scales. The seeds were formerly gathered in large (|uan-

tities by the Indians. The woi>d isoccasioTially used for

fuel.— Cuban pine. Same as slash-pine.— Cypress-
pine, any one of the Australian species of Collitris. See
black irpine (e).— Dark pine, in .-Vnstralia, Callitris ro-

busta. See black *pine (t).— Dundathn pine, the
Queensland kauri, Damiiiara robusta.— Fat pine, the
long-leafed pine : so called from its resin content.

—

Hickory-pine. («) See tatile-mountain pine, under
pinel. (I)) Same as/oxfrtii-^/H*^ (which see. under^ij'/cl).

—

Huonpine. See A«im-?«'iic.— Illawara Mountain pine,
the Oyster Bay pine, Callitris rhouilx'iih'u.— Indian pine,
the loblolly-pine, Pinus Tfeda.—Jack-pine. Same as .'/ra(/

^t/te (which see, under 7>i/i^l). In Canada and Michigan
this tree covers extensive sandy levels. In Michigan
these are known as Jack-pine plains.—Jeffrey pine.
Same as bull-pine (,a) (which see, under 7>//i''i).— Joint-
pine, a plant of the genus Ephedra and i)erliaps other
gnetaceous plants ;

joint-fir.- King William pine, ^'A-
rotaxis cupressoides. Also called Tasinanxan pencil-

cedar.— Lachlan pine, see Wacfr*;jj'7M:(c).— Light pine,
in Australia, the Oyster Bay pine, Callitris rhomboideu.—
Limber pine, Pinus Jferilis, cue of the Rocky M«nm-
tjiin whit« pines (see white pine (rf). under pine^). It is

a short-trunked tree, from 40 to 50 feet high, with a
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ide, pound-toppwi head. It is thus called from the pine-moth (pin'mdth), n. Any one of severallong-straw pine, the long-leafed pme,

''^j^jji^g „i^^|g larvae Injure Dine-trees. More
than 50 species are

Pine-moth {Evetria /rustra4ta). .

a, larva ; b, pupa ; <r, moth ; </, braach
showing work of insect.

(After Comstock.)

pliable wood.
and sometimes the' loblolly-pine," which also has the
ueedles nither long.— Macquaxie pine. Same as htion
pijie.—Marsh-plnd. Same iisj>()«(/-pi;ie (which see, under
j7inei).— Mexican nut-pine, rintm cemfirou/*-*'.— Mur-
ray pine. (a) Same as hfack pine (a) (which see,
under pinel). (6) See black itpine (e).— MuiTum-
bldgee pine. See 6i«c**^me(^).—New Caledonian
pine, Araucaria Cookii. See ^rat/mna.— New Zea-
land yellow pine. Same as *7«a7(ort().— Old-field
pine, (ft) In Horida, same as cedar pine (which see,
under pin^l).— Parasol-plne. (a) Same as umbrella-
piiu. See Sciadopitijs. This tree is planted around tem-
ples in Japan. Its wood is of some economic value, (h)

Same as vtone-pine in any of the senses.— Pine bark-
beetle, blister, blister-blight, bunch-grass, leaf-
miner, leaf-rust. See -kbark-beetle, etc.— Pine-leaf
fungus. See */«H^u«.— Pine-leaf tube-builder, a
tortricid moth, Eulia politana, common to Europe and
the northeastern United States, whose larvte form tiibt-s

of pine-needles lined with silk.— Pine measuring-
worm. See pine irttpan-worm.— Vine plant-louse.
See itpla7it-louse.— Pine saw-fly. See *sa w-jlif.— Plne-
slip reaction. See *reaftiuii.~-Fiae span-worm.
See *«/'a/i-«'or»i,— Pine web-wonn. Same asitpine-
pest.— Pine-wood still. See -ksHll^.— pitch-nine,
(rf) In California, same as Coulter's irpine. The (f>^'(-

ern pitch pine is tlie same as yellow pine (c) (which
see, under;;t«fl).—Poverty pine. Same us Jersey pine
(which see, under pi'nei).— Pilckle-COne pine. Same as
Obispo pine (which see, under j:>i*)('i). This tree is found
somewhat abundantly on the California coast northward.
It grows 40 to 50 feet high, having at maturity a handsome
compact round head. The trunk is occasionally sawn
into lumber. Also swamp-pine.— Prickly pine. («) In
Queensland, the spotted tree, Flindcrsia maculosa, (b)

Same as table-mountain pine (which see, under pinei).

—

Red pine, (c) In Australia, Callitris calcaraia. See
black -kpine (fi— Riga pine. See Riga pt«e.— Rock-
pine. {a) A form of the Western yellow pine or bull-
pine, ranging widely over the Rocky Mountain region,
forming on the Colorado plateau the most extensive pine
forests of the continent. See yellow pine (c). (6) In
New South Wales, a variety of Callitris robusta. See
6/rfcA-*mrte(e).— Sabine or Sabine's pine. Same as
di{fffer-pine{which see. underj^inel).-Scotspine. Same
tis Scotch pine. [Great Britain.]— Scrub-plne. (6) See
black -kpine (e). (c) A low tree, Pinus contorta, ranging
along the Pacific coast from Alaska to northern California
and to some extent inland. It has either a compact
round head or an open picturesque one which has given
rise to the name tivisted pine. It seems to grade into the
lodge-pole pine. "" " "

.....
the Indians.
she-pine.

Swamp-r . v-/ —i - f ,.-/•-'—
T-.

as slash-pine, (c) The loblolly-pine.— Twisted pine. English,
Sce'twisted.^ White-barked or white-stemmed pine, pinerv ^'

Pinus albicauUs, often fonning the timber-line ii? •

the Rocky, Sierra Nevada, and other AVestem moun-
tains. It is marked by tht

plate-like scales of its bark. Its timber is of little «i*«o oa-aTTrar Cn-n's-V-'vAT-"! «
value. Its large sweet seeds are eaten by the Indians.— ^." ,_.„?., .AvyT,_„xr_^^^

known to have this
habit in the United
States, and more
than 70 in Europe.
The pine-moth of
Nantucket is a spe-
cific example. It is

a tortricid, Evetria
/nistrana, occurring
in the northeastern
United States, where
its larvic damage the
new growth of pine-
trees.

pinenchjrma (pi-

neug'ki-ma) , ».

[Gr, TTiva^j a tab-
let, + h/xvua^ in-

fusion.] Tissue
consisting of
thio, flat cells;

tabular paren-
chyma. N. E, D.
pinenchymatous
(pin-eDg-ki'ma-
tus), a. Pertain

Ml
i ^

pin-gear,

rf^, crown-g:ear; ^, lantern-gear.

ing to, or of the nature of, pinenehyma,
pinene (pi'nea), n. Ipine^ + -ene.'} The prin-
cipal constituent of a large number of volatile
oils^ especially of those obtained from many
varieties of pine. It has the composition CioHio,
and is the most important of tile terpenes. It existj* in a
dextrorotatory and levorotatory as well as in an inactive
form. Tile compounds formerly called terebcnthene,
australene, eucalypteiie, laurene, olibene, and massoijene
are more or less pure pinene, the names having been
given when the methods of identifying t«rpenes were
imperfectly developed-

pine-pest (pin'pest), ti. An American phyei-
tid moth, Finipestis zimmennaiini, occurring
in the northeastern United States, where its

larvse bore into the trunks of pines, causing
large quantities of gum to exude.

The saccharine cambium is eaten by piner^ (pi'ner), n. [^pine^ + -erl.] In Tas-
ians Also coast icrub-puxe.- She-pine, (-r) .See mania, a man who cuts Huon pine and brings
. (0) Same as «asA-»i;ie- Also she vitcn-nuip.— •*. j i. xt- i. rr n iir • a ^ i

)-plue. (n) Same asprickle-ame *_pine. (',) Same ^^J^^^^ ^° ^^^ <=0^S'- ^- ^- -^iorris, Austral

3. The field or ground in which
pineapples are grown.

It is marked by the brown or creamy-white pine-Sap, n— Sweet pine-sap. See Schweinitzia.

Any one of sev-

Wlilte pine. (/) See black *piw («).—Wild pine. (<i)

and (6) .See tvild. (c) In the Bahamas, a species of air-
plant, TiUandxia lialbidana. Compare wild pine (h),

under wild.— Yellow pine. (/) In Sew Zealand, the
maiioao, Dacrydiuin Coleiuoi.

pineapple, «— oil of pineapple. See *oa.— Pine-
apple penny. See *2)cn»!/.— Pineapple ware. See
•irare-!-— Sugar-loaf pineapple, a sweet and juicy
variety well known in warm countries, but too tender and
perishable to ship well.

pineapple-blight (pin'ap"l-blit), re. See
*bliglit.

pineapple-mite (pin'ap"l-mit), n. A small
tetranychid mite, titiymeeus floridanns, which

occurs at the bases

eral oerambj'cid beetles whose larvte bore into
pine-trunks, as Mo-
nolinmmus confusor
(sometimes known
as the larger pine-
sawyer), M. marnior-
ator, and M.
scuiellahis.

pine-sesian (pin'se"^-

gian), H. An Ameri-
can sesiid moth,
I'arhamoma pint, oc-
curring in the eastern
United States, whose
larvfe bore under the
bark of the pine.
Also called pitch-
icorni.

Pineapple-mite (Sti^majts
/loridanui); female.

, mite; b, mouth-part: r, daws.
Highly magnitied.

«t»; the Oregon buprestls, Calcophora angidicolUs ; the
pine dicerca, Dicerca tenebrosa; tlie common longicom
£ine-borer, Monohammus coij/usor ; the lesser pine-
orer, Agemum mcestum; the pine euderces, Eudercea

piiii, and many others.— Ribbed plne-borer, an
American cerambycid beetle, Jthayiuvi lineatmn,
whose larvae live in the sap-wood of pitch-pine.

pine-butterfly (pin'but"6r-fli), n. An Ameri-
can pierid butterfly, Neophasia menapia, oc-
curring in the Pacific States and in Colorado,
whose larvBe live on pine-needles.

Pine-cone fungus. See *fungns.

pine-goldfinch (pin'gold'flnch), re. Same as
pinc-fincli, 2.

pine-grass (pin'grfts), re. See *grass.

pine-land (pin'land), to. Land covered with
a growth of pines,

pine-lily (pin'lil"i), re. See hear-*grass (c).

of the imbricated
leaves of pineapple,
where its punctures
give access to the
spores of destruc- pine-slashingS (pin'-
tive fungi. slash"ingz), n. pi.
pine - borer (pm'- See slashing, re., 3.
bor"er), n. Any pine-straw (pin'-
one of numerous stra), n. The fallen
cerambycid,bupres-
tid, or other bee-
tles which bore into
pine timber. Among
them are the large
pine flat-headed borer,
Cnlcophora virainien- pine-SUgar (pin'shug^ar), TO. Same as *BJttite2

needles of pines.

Mulching the trees with
pine straw, oak leaves, or
something of this nature.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol., Bulle-
[tin 8, 1K96, p. 20.

Pine-sawyer (Monohammus
scKtetlatus),

Slightly enlarged.

pine-tag (piu'tag), re. The staminate inflo-

rescence of a pine.

Dinner was fairly pushed off the stove by the decoc-
tions of herbs, spice-wood, pine taffs, etc.

C. D. Warner, in Harper's Mag., Feb., 1888, p. 486.

pine-tassel (pin'tas'l), w. The pine-weed,
Surothra gentianoides, both names noting the
resemblance of the branches to pine-needles.

pine-twister (pin'twis'tfer), re. A disease due
to the fungus Melampsora Trctnulas, which at-

tacks the needles of pine seedlings, causing
the thicker ones to become twisted.

pine-wax (pin'waks), re. A waxy substance
found in small quantity on the needles of the
Scoteli fir, Pinus sylvestris.

pin-frame (pin'fram), «. A false reed in a
loom, used in lappet-weaving for the shuttle

pinion

to run against. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of
Weaving, p. 273.

pingao (ping'gou), ». [Maori.] A spreading
seaside cyperaceous plant, Scirpus spiralis,
native to New Zealand. It has three-angled
culms, from 1 to 3 feet high, and long, con-
cave, keeled leaves, which are used for plait-
ing into belts.

pin-gear (pin'ger), n. A form of toothed gear-
ing, for transmitting motion or power, in which

one of the wheels
carries cylindri-

[
cal pins which
mesh into the
spaces between
the teeth of
tlie other wheel.
These pins may pro-
ject from the face of
a disk (crown-gear),
or may be held be-
tween disks on the
shaft (lantem-gear);
in either case the
pin is parallel to the

shaft. This gear is used, in modem practice, only in small
pinions for clocks and similar light mechanisms. In older
millwrighting, wooden pins were much used, even in
massive transmissions. When the pins are secured in
disks at each end, the lantern-pinion results, bo called
from its cage-like form. When pins on the face of a disk
were used to drive pins in a lantem-gear, the transmis-
sion could drive shafts at an angle of <M'. When parallel
shafts are to be driven, one wheel must be a toothed,
wlieel, having its contact surfaces mainly inside of the
pitch-circle, and with ample, clearance-spaces formed at
the bottoms of the teeth.

ping-pong (ping'pong), re. [A varied redupli-
cation of ))ing, expressing repeated strokes.
Compare ding-dong.'] Tennis played with
small rackets upon a table on which the courts
may be marked.

ping-suey (ping-so'i), re. [Chinese.] An in-
ferior grade of Cliina teas, imitating different
types of green tea, by some believed not to be
the product of the tea-plant at all.

pingue (pen'goa), re. [Sp. pingiie {Diet. Sp.
Acad.), fat: referring to the fatty or resinous
substance contained in the rootstocks.] A
plant of the great plains, Picradenia flori-
bunda. See *l'icradenia.

pinguedinous (ping-gwed'i-nus), a. [L.
pinguedo (pingued-), fatness, + -ous.2 Fat;
greasy. [Bare.]

pinguefaction (ping-'gwe-fak'shon), re. [NL.
'pinguefactiolji-), < pin'guej'acerc, make fat.
See pinguef!/.} Same as *pimelosis.

pinguescence (ping-gwes'ens), re. [See */«»-
giiescent.} The process'of becoming fat.
[Rare.]

pinguescent (ping-gwes'ent), re. [L,. pingues-
ceni(em), ace. sing, of ppr. ot pinguescere, grow
fat.] Growing fat ; flourishing.

Pinguiculaceae (ping-gwik-u-la'se-e), TO. pi.
[NL. (Dumortier, 1829), < Pinguicula + -acex.']
A family of dicotyledonous sympetalousplants
of the order Polemoniales ; the bladderwort
family. It includes 5 genera, of which Pin-
guicula is taken as the type, and Ciricularia is
the only other important genus. See Lentibu-
lariacese.

pinguidity (ping-gwid'i-ti), TO. [pinguid +
-ity.l Fatness.

pinhole, re. 3. In archery, the exact center
of the target. Hits in the gold are measured
by their distance from the pinhole. Compare
jnrel, »., 2 (6)

—

Pinhole photography. 8ee*pho-
toffraphy.

PinlC acid, a crjstalline bibasic acid, CQH14O4, formed by
the oxidation of a-pinouic acid with sodium hypobromite.
It melts at 102° C.

pinings (pin'ingz), TO. pi. [pinel -|- .i«^l.]

The droppings of pine-needles under a pine-
tree or in a pine-wood. [Rare.]

The morning sun ...
On the red pinings of their forest floor.

Drew a warm sceut abroad.
il. Arnold, A Dream, 1. 5.

pinion^, «. 6. One of two wings or flat pro-
jections of any kind.

Celts, with sockets similar to those which are so often
found in Europe, are unknown in Egypt, but celts with
pinions are met with there which approach in appearance
those with sockets. The pinions, wliich are folded around
the haudle, are found ouly on one side.

Synithsoniaii Jiep., 1890, p. 511.

Ash-gray pinion, a noctuid moth, Xylina antennata,
whose larva sometimes bores into young apples and
peaches in the eastern United States. Formerly known
also as Xylina cinerea, which see, w ith cut.

pinion^, to.— Planetary pinion. Same as pl:rut-
wheel, 2.
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pinion-shaft (pin 'yon -shaft), v. A shaft ult. resting on j»»ni-3. Compare **:nt!/.] I. often applied to the oily seeds of several
which carries a pinion, as in a clock. a. 1. Of eyes, narrow; drooping.—2. Small, euphorbiaceous plants having purgative prop-

pinipicrin (pin-i-pik'rin), »i. [h. pinus, -pme, in general; very small : as, a i^iHfc)/ ring; the erties; in Mexico, especially to MuphorUa
+ Gr. vtKpoq, bitter, + -i«2.] A light yel- pinhj finger. [Prov. Eng. in both uses.J Lathyris, the introduced caper-spurge and to
lowish-brown, amorphous, bitter substance, II. n. The little finger. [Prov. Eng.] Jairopha Curcas, the physic-nut. '

C.22H3aOii. found in the needles of the pine, pin-maul (pin'mal), n. Same as *shq)-maul. pinoniC (pi-no'nik), a. lpiii{e,w) + -one -f
Finus s!/lrestris and m the green parts of the pjunai, «.-Plnnamarlna,thesoft,8iIkygolden-brown -'<'} „, Derived from pinene.-Pinonlo acid, a
white cedar. Thuja occtdentalis. When hydro- threads of the byssus of Fimia. The Fidd Oct. 6 1900

crystalline ketonic acid, CioHieOg, formed by oxidizing

lyzed with dilute sulphuric acid it yields sugar p. 547. ' ' pmene with iwtassium permanganate. ItmelUat 104*C.

andericinol. Pinnacites (pin-a-si'tez), n. [NL., prob. an P^°-P°P\<pKp,"'^n'n- ^^^P""'^-
. ,

pinitannic (pin-i-tan'ik), o. [L. iwnHS, pine, error ior 'PinacUes, < Gr. nlva? (mvoK-), a PP"?"^/ (pm pnk), «. The prick of a pin

;

-I- E. tanmc] Derived from Hie pine familv. board, a tablet.] A genus of mierocampylous f";'!*^'''
^guratively, an intentional trifling im-

- Pinitannic acid, a form of tannin found in the white ammonoid cephalopods havine Mehly involute pt"?":—Plii-Prick policy or policy of pln-prlcks,
cedar or arbor vita.-, Thuja occideatalis. cnmnrpaaed shoila iir^th o^nto frc+o^ o„.1 r,^„:

"\PoMics, a system of small but intentional inmoyancea

^,-„i+»>> ,„T„'?t\ », rT «;.,„„ v,:„o a. !^^2^
eompressea sneuswitn acute venter and goni- which, while they initiite the victim, are too slistht to be

pinite- ipin It;, ri. lU. pinus, pme, + -UC.] atltoid sutures: found in Devonian forma- resented by an open quarrel, and are thus doubly pleas-A variety of sugar derived trom hexahydro- tioiis. i'lR to the in-esponsible tormentor. The phrase was
benzene, C«H(j(C)H)5(0CHo), which exudes ninnacocvtp n An incorract R-npllin(r nf applied at one time to imtations between Great Britain

from wounds in the California sugar-pine, ^pJn^ocylT'
^^^^^^^Ot spelling of and Fi^^m^e^said to be fomented by certain politicians and

Pinus Lamhertiana. It also occur, in senna-leaves pinnal (pin'al), a. [pinnai- + -da.'] Of or pin-rot (pin'rot), n. A fungous disease of the
and in Madagascar caoutchouc from Mateza rontma. T-.-i,.f q.'tiiii.* f^ *!.« «;«^o «« «..+«- -. j x -t j j i 1

When treated with hydriodic acid it yields methyl iodide
Pertainiug to the pinna or outer ear. incense-oedar, Libocedrus decurrens, caused by

and dextro-inosite. Also called matezite. pinnatic (pi-nat'ik), a. Relating to or re- one of the Basidiomycetes.

piniTOrons (pi-niv'O-rus), a. [L. pinus, pine, .sembling a pinna, or slender pointed organ, pin-spot (pin'spot), n. Each of a number of

-t- vorare, devour.]' Feeding upon the seeds like those on the arms of crinoids. small round spots like pinheads forming a
or kernels of pine-cones, as do the crossbills, pinnatisected (pi-nat'i-sek-ted), a. Same as pattern upon a te.xtUe fabric. N. E. D.
[Bare.] pinnatisect. pin-spotted (pin'spot'ed), a. Marked by pin-

pink^. I. n.— Aniline pink, an old name for safra- pinnatodentate (pi-na-to-den'tat), a. Pin- spots, as a fabric. See *j3J»l-«pot.

;jr;„-o.?^-5^D^l°a^e^pli^? aX^cttotL^^TaMar
""^t^- ""'^'^ toothed leaflets. N. E. D. pintadine (pin'ta-den), n. [Sp.-Amer.j^O^to-

color of the monoaz.. type, derived from thioparatolui- puinatopectinate (pi-na-to -pek ' ti-nat), o. dma.] A pmtadina or pearl-oyster.
dine. It dyes unmordanted cotton pink in a salt bath. Hav^ing lateral projections like the teeth of a On the acclimatisation and culture of pintadines, or
Also called dmmiiie rose— English pink. Same as pgrnb arramrpd tiinnatelv N K D true pearl oysters, on the coasts of France, and on the

; Italian pink.- Ground pink. («) See *,jrotind.pink. J^^"'"".
arraugeu pinnateiy. im. r.. jj

^^^^^^ production ,.f fine pearls, by K. Kaphael Dubois,
rtj Same as m<)««-piii*.— Indian pinlt (<•) In California, l^innatOpOra (pin-a-top o-ra), n. [INLi., < Li. Successful experiments have been carried out with ilar-
SiUnt Cali/ornica, with flowers of a brilliant scarlet, piniiatug, Jiinnate, + (f) Gr. TrdpoQ, pore.] garitifera vulgaris, which has been acclimatised and
elegantly slashed, appearing in summer, (d) Locally, Same fls ftZ«ufioMO»ip made to yield pearls which, although small, are of good
one of several other plants, namely : in Massachusetts,

Odrae as Lrmuconowe.
_

quality. iVaiw?, Oct 29 1903, p. 639.
the wild pink, also the fringed p<jlyKala (see rvhjiaht. puinel (pm el), n. [Origin obscure.] Coarse „,-„4.„.> /„;; /t-\ _ m _i- 1 .
1); in niinois. the scarlet painted cup, CaMUja gravel : Sandstone conglomerate. K. E. D. 5^°*° ^P?"

,
9). »• [Pg., a particular use of

coccfwa; in the southeastern .States, one of the wake- fLocal Em? 1
J)"iro, a Chicken, lit. spotted. See puito^.] A

robins, TriVdionrtj/^^um.— Marsh-pink, one of several •. ., ' '''j . .,, , ._, . Portugueso eold Coin of the eighteenth eeiitiirv
species of .9<iWar,v,, as ,s'. d.„;,,-a,.dr<7, the large mareh- pinniferous (pi -nif ' 6 -nis), a. Having or „n,,'i^"rnn"„i»

^ ^'
pink. .Sec.9aW«ii',./.— New pink. .Same as •;-/i/oxiii /'. bearing fins.

equal 1,0 *uu reis.

- Pompadour pink. Same as r,« /•ompadour (which pinnieerous (pi-nii'e-rusl, a. Same as *mn- PlDtO^ (pin-to'), n. [Tagalog.] In the Philip-
see, under ro«.^i). ^Swamp-pink, (n) See «cnmi<-pi««-. **)... ° vf J _ ^, ±- pine Islands, a door.
(o) Same aa ';''a«;t-;^inA- (which see. under pinA--). (c) A ''y''^'^"->.

, , . ,. .^ • * xv / /i-ii \ ^ r^ ,. ,

plant of the bunch-nower family, /WMii«»i.i/Ha(<i, found pinning-OUt (pm'ing-out ), n. In the manu- pin-tOOth (pin toth), n. 1. One of the pointed
locally in swamps from sfmthem New York to Virginia, facture of felt hats. See the extract. teeth of the escapement-wheel of a clock or
and said also t.j m.-cur on the higher Alleghanles. lU j^ gecond-sizing and pinni,m-out Is done by hand at watch.— 2. A canine tooth. N. E. D.
raceme of purple flowers is borne on a stout scape rising

^ue "econu »i«ing aim j^nnmr/ o«i is uone oy nana at ...,,.,. ,, ,

from a tuftof leaves which elongate after flowering-tim^ so-called batteries, but instead of doing three at a time pin-tumbler (pin'tum"bler), n. A small round
- WUd Pink. See SiUne. ^^^^ i^l^lTrd'V^'h'an in.,r,?,e'n%"n;;ru'"i'^t'o^\"i? P^

'''t ,!° "^f
*"'" '"'"'.^ to prevent any but

11. a— PlnlC "mi. (n) [cap.] A nfckname given oriffi- nary rolling-pin. The battery is a large tub suiTomuU-d ^"^^ rij^bt key trom operating the loek. The pin
nally U> the I^judun Si)orting Times, an evening jonnial octagonally by planks sloping slightly inward, and filled ia •" ^"o part*, and the joint must be brought into line
which was the first printed on pink paper; hence applied with water kept hot by condensed steam. with the joint between the case and the key-barrel before
toother evening pai>er8 and especially t^i papers of a low, 5ci. ^7»i^r., Sept. 30, 1905, p. 262. ^he latter will turn. These pin-tumbJera are used In
vulgartype. IHlan^.l (6) A salacious sttjry. [Slang.] _._ n«i» / • - i-/ u \ t • •

-i
Yale locks.

.fX'blgCn'XraW^^^^re?;^'*""'''''
'^'' ^1^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^/fv^ifit'""--''''''
f"

1
ffP/'*^-'"'

f-^:
7;" t; "^---^^^^^^^^ -^

P
, ^rn^KoEe^y th\- iLZh^lTa^e^

pinkT (pingk), <7. and n. [Detached from Pinnule, «. 4. A small pin fixed upon a pre- applied generally to plants of the pineapple
pinkeye, pink-eyed, and treated, esp. in the telescopic astronomical instrument and serv- f^^iiv, from their resemblance in habit of
dim. pinky, as an imitative word, like dinky, ing, like the sight of a gun, to enable the growth to a pineapple, especially Sromelia
etc.] Small: said of the eyes and of other observer to make an accurate pointing upon pi„g,a„ a plant with rigid, sword-like leaves
things. Eng. Dial. Diet. [Prov. Eng.] a star or other celestial object. 6c,. Amer. armed with recurved spines and much used
pinken (ping'kn), v. i. ipink^ + -enK] To f'^'-'

Dec. 29, 1900, p. 20896. jo^ hedges to inclose garden-patcbes.-2. In
grow pink: flush. [Rare.] pinnullferous (pin-u-lif'e-rus), a. Bearing Porto Rico, a name applied to epiphytal bro-
But with the rising glow of sunrise It [Fusiyama] de- pinnulfs, as the arms of crinoids. melias and other epiphytal plants, including a

flnea lu spotless tip f\nt pinkeninij like the point of pinnyl, (I. 2. Noting bronze or wrought-iron number of orchids; among the latter, Cyrto-
«,nie wond^rous^bim :^then ajiecom^s all^gold-wfiite.

^^ „i,en It contains a great many hard spots. podium punctatum, Orniihidium coceinium'and.

pinkes (pin'kes), «. [Aram.;'<Gn TT/vaf. aPi^°.<P^'7)' "• .t^P-/!'''^^«P'"e-''''^-^, 0««*«'« .iJ«««-'-
, . , ,.

Vard, a tablet.] Among th^ Jews, a book ^P""' and countnes settled by the Spanish, a pmule (pin'ul), n. [NL 'puudus, dim of

kent in a RvnatroOTiP in which are ret-nrAed the general name for pines and their allies, in pinu.s, pine-tree.] In the sponge-spicules,S s u-tlonTof the con^re^at^on
'""^"'"^^'^ ^^^ Sre..ico occur the following

:
pino bianco (white pine), i hexactinellid element in which one or moretransactions <ir rue congregation. Ptnun Mmtezuma: ; pmo de curchn (cork-pine , Ptnidnt- . ..„ „„„„ i,„,,„ !,„ *„..„ „« „ „i.,„„ „_ „:„„

Pink-fish (pingk'fish), n. Same as blind »^ga mucronaia : pino oyamd, the >^cred Ht! Ai,ie» re of the rays have the form of a plume or pine-

iraohu li'jiom ; pino viilon, the nut-pines, Pinus edrilitt, P. CODe.
•

' Parryana, and P. cembroideit ; and j»rto real (royal niTiiil'ho-ra/tfiTia /'nin^iil IipV Q«V^^Tl^ « VKl

.

Pink-grass (pingk'griB), «, A sedge, ^Carex pine)^ /;m,„ AyacahuiU and /.. ooearja. ^ ^ocolha ^J^Z^^fp^X,^^ E.t^^c^,^^^^ the^^i-
glauea or C. prmeox, found in pastures [Eng ] ^;'^*~ g phology of the sponge-spicules, a hexactinellid
pmking-iron, n. 2. A sword. Beepink\ v., 1. ^^°^^^^'"-f^,^^^"^^Z'. „= .-.7.0 element in which one of the six rays is devel-
pinking-macMne(ping'king-ma-8hen'),«. PP°}*^P-°°>:"- Sameaspiwo?^, 2.

oped into a plume or pinule.
In shoe mnnuf., a hand- or power-machine pinoline (pin o-lin), n. [L. pinMS, pine, +-0/ n;„,,i„_ „ See mnnw/««
for cutting the ornamental edging caUed n,«A-- + -'"<-•] A trade-name of the hgliter liquid PJ"*"", ' • f*""^,"""'"*- . ,^^^ . ,. „
ing, used ill finishing and decorating sfioes. P>-oduct obtained in the destructive distilla- Pl^-J^^mm",^); '';

„^JflTf„,!°tfi1„^!
It consists essentially of a leather or hard nibber roll tion of resin or colophony. It comes over o* » conical opening of small diameter into

over which the leather or cloth is run, and which senes before the resin-oil which is the principal which a tapered plug or pin enters when the
as a revolving anvil for a revolving cutter which trims product of the distillation. It is used to burn "^'a'^'e '» closed ; a needle-valve.

Secutrr'^rrl JVpat'te^nisma^^^^^^^ m lamps a.id for the manufacture of some .The pressure is admitted to or withdmwn from the

pinking-punch (ping'king-punch). «. An im- yaniishes. Also known as resin-spiHt. ^^ ^i';c'urt''l^itt a^lg^al bra"t:lrwhicl^ agat1^3;
plement for pinking cloth; a kind of pinking- pifion, n. 2. In Mexico, the edible seed of the control of the track battery circuit.

iron. Pinus cembroides.-Ti&on de Indias, in countries ^'f"'- "<"''' «'"' Engin., July 18, 1903, p. 115.

pink-rust (pingk'rust), «. See*nM<l. seedry'JaV™2'?!^V/re'X's*"^^^^^^^
(pin'wcd) «. 1. Any plant of the

pinkwood. n. 2. In Tasmania, a tree of the noso tt'lufr^yti"o?,ri"i><^tr™ A'"^ e;'""« Lechea (M, see
,
so called from the

familv Eucryphineeie, Eueryphia Uillardieri, rf^mtro,., a thon.y shrub or small tree bearii.g beautiful slender round stem and branches.- 2. The
«..., „>»!,„ „;„( K^„,..;f..i _„„„;., fr„„„ • clusteraof scarlet flowers. Freshly cut stakes of this tree stork s-biU or alfileriUa, Krodium cicutariuni.one of the most beautiful trees in Tasmania, „adily take r,K,t when thrust into the ,^ou,id and are

„i„ „ire (riin'wirl n Brass or steel wire ofgrowingfrom 70 to 100 feet high, with a very conseimentiv much used for forming living fences or Pm-Wire (pm nil;, ». crass or steel wire oi

Straight trunk, 6 to 7 feet in circumference. I'edges ab.iut garden-patches. the correct <liameter for making pine.

It bears numerous white flowers, from 1 to 2 pinon-bird (pen-yon', pin'yon-bfrd), n. The pinyon (pin'yon), n. An Anglicized form of

inches across, which resemble single white pinonjay, Cyanocephalus eyanocephalus. [Un- pinon.

roses, and yields a wood of a pale reddish common.] piod (pe'od), n. [Chamorro name.] On the
color.— 3. In Australia, the wallaby-bush, pinonciUo (pen-yon-thel'yo), «. [Sp.-Amer. island of Guam, the seaside plum, Ximenia
Beyeria riseo.in. piftoncillo, diminutive of piiUm, which see.] Americana, a shrub or small tree bearing an
pinky* { jiing'ki), a. and n. [Dim. of pink^ ; In countries settled by the Spanish, a name edible, siiherieal, orange-colored drupe which



piod

tastes somewhat like a crab-apple with a flavor

of bitter almonds. See Ximcnia.

A fniit iiiiich relished by the fruit-euting pigeons was
the piixt (Xiiiiei)ia americana), wliich resembles a small
yellow plum with a slight llavor of bitter-almond.

Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec., 1902, p. 720.

piojo (pi-6'h6), n. [Sp., a particular use of

piojo, a louse, = Pg. piolko = Cat. poll z= OF.
peoil, peon, < L. pedieuluis, in a vernacular form
*peduculus, a louse: see pedicular.^ Same as
ten-iioundcr. 3.

Pionea (pi-o-ne'8), n. [NL. (Guen^e, 1854),

< Gr. -iuv, fat.] 1. A genus of pyralid moths,
erected for certain small European, North
American, and African forms. Its species

have since been separated and the so-called

cabbage pionea of North America is now placed
in the genus Eren/estis.— 2. [/. c] A moth of

this genus Cabbage pionea, an old popular name
of the adult of the cross.striped cabbage-worm, Evergestis

Cabbage Pionea iFvtr^tstis rimosaiis').

a, moth : t>, egg-mass ; c, sculpture of egg ; rf, larva; e, cocoon,
a. ,^. ^, somewhat enlarged; d, c, more enlarged, (tlhittenden,

U. S. D. A.)

rimomlis, a pyralid moth occurring in different parts of

the I'nited States.

Pioneer bee. See *6eei.

pionemia (pi-o-ne'mi-a), n. [NL. pionaemia,

< Gr. Ttriuv, fat, + a'tud, blood.] Same as pi-

arrhsemin. See lipsemia.

piomo (pe or'no), «. [Sp. piorno, the Spanish
broom.] In Spain, a name of several spiny
shrubs, chiefly belonging to the genus Genista
and related genera, especially G. florida, G.

aspalatoides, Cytisus albus, and Adenocarpus
Mispanicns. Piomo amariUo (yellow broom) is (?«-

nigta Bxtica ; piorno azitl, or piorno negro (blue or black
broom), is the hedge-hog plant, Krinacea Erinacea ; pi-

orno de crucetillag (the little-cross broom) is Vella »pinosa,

a cruciferous shrub ; and piorno fino (fine broom) is a
name applied to Genista Boissieri to distinguish it from
the coarser G. horrida.

piorthopnoea (pi-6r-thop-ne'a), n. [Gr. ffi(uv),

fat, + opiiiic, right, + -irvoia, < Tzvelv, breathe.]

Same as *pimelorthopnoea.

piovisly, adr. 2. Heartily; sincerely. [CoUoq.]
" I 'm ptowx/i/ hoping the drunken brute will tumble

over board," Hamilton mutt«red ;
" it would save a lot of

trouble for everybody.

"

Cutclife Ili/ne, A Master of Fortune, xi.

Pipa, n. 2. [I. c] A toad of the genus Pipa.

pipage, n. 2. The amount charged for con-
veyance by pipes or pipe-lines.

This differential affected adversely a" large percentage
of Kansas oil. Another gouge was a pipeage discount of

three percent, for impurities, which protlucers declared
did not elisL Outlook, May e, 1905, p. 24.

pip-card (pip'kard), «. In a pack of playing-
cards, a card in which there are pips only; a
card that is not a court card.

He persuaded him by degrees to make the exchange
with twelve figure and fourteen pip cards, in all twenty-
six cards of the pack. Burlington Mag.. Dec, 1903, p. 246.

pipe'.t'. I. intrans. 6. To wrinkle : said of soft-

er loose-grained skins where the grain some-
times wrinkles up in ridges or pipes.
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 37.i.

H. trans. 8. To set or solidify, leaving a
hollow or hole in the center: said of steel in-

gots.—To pipe the side. When the commanding
officer of a naval vessel, or the president or vice-president
of the country, or other dignitaries, or superior officers of
foreign governments, or crowned heads, or members of
royal families, or of the nobility, are received on iHjard,

or are leaving a man-of-war, a certain prescribed number
of boya or seamen are assembled at the gangway, where
they fi>nn two lines from the side of the ship inboard,
facing each other, and as the dignitary passes through the
lines, the boatswain, or one of his mates, winds (blows)
his call (silver whistle) and the side-boys salute by hold-
ing their right hands steadily to their caps while the
whistle blows. This ceremony is under the immediate
charge of the ofi^cer of the deck, and is known as piping
the side.— TO pipe tO quarters. The assembling of

the officers and crew at their several stations for exercise,

drill, or battle, by the sound of the boatswain's call, is

known B» piping to quarters.

pipe^, ». 23t. See the extract. [Australia.]

These were the days of 'pipes.' Certain supposed home
truths . . . were indited in clear and legible letters ou a
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piece of paper which was then rolled up in the form of a
pipe, and being held together by twisting at one end was
found at the door of the person intended to be instructed
ou its first opening in the morning.

Jioss, Uobart Town Almanack, p. lOii, quoted in E. E.
[Morris, Austral English.

PiCCO pipe, a diminutive whistle or flageolet about 3i
inches long, with three holes : so named from the blind
perfonner Picco, who in lii;'>ti astonished London audiences
by artistic music on this insigniflcant appliance.

—

S-plpe, a pipe, usually of lead, molded into a shape re-

semtning the letter S, and used as a trap or water-seal in
plumbing or to connect two parallel runs of straight pipe,
with provision for slight relative motion with strain on
the connecting length.— Telescopic pipe, a pipe made
in two parts, one of which telescopes or slides into the
other ; a pipe sun'ounding the top pipe of a deep-well
tube. The use of such a casing permits of some adjust-
ment in the length of the well-tube. Sometimes called
a telescopic suction-slide.— T-plpe, in a locomotive, the
short connecting-pipe in the boiler which delivers dry
steam to the two pipes which convey the steam to the
cylinders.— Volcanic pipe, the conduit through which
lava and explosive products from deep-seated sources
reach the surface.

pipeage, n See pipage.

pipe-beetle (pip'be'tl), n. A beetle of the
family Vurculionidse : so named from the long
proboscis.

pipe-bender, n. 3. A machine for bending
brass, copper, or iron pipe for cooling-coils or
radiators.— 4. A concave anvil or block on
which sheet-metal is curved to form a pipe.

pipe-carrier (pip'kar"i-er), n. In railroading,

a rolling support for the pipe-rods of a signal-
ing-plant. It consists of a wheel having a concave
face. In which the pipe rolls as it is drawn forward or back
by the movement of the lever in the signal-cabin. The
wheel may turn on a shaft supported by a casting, or may
have a fixed arbor which rolls in a horizontal slot in the
casting.

pipecolic (pip-e-kol'ik), a. \^pipecol{ine) + -tc]
Derived from pipecoline.— Plpecolio acid, a
crystalline acid, C5HjoN(COOn), made by heating di-

chlorpicolinic acid, with fuming hydriodic acid. It is

hexahydropicolinic acid, a derivative of piperidine.

pipecoline (pip'e-k6-lin), n. lpipe{ridine) +
{ pi)coline.'i A base, CgHisN, or methylpipe-
ridine. Alpha-pipecoHtw, or 2-methylpiperidine, is an
oily liquid which boils at 116.5° C. ; it is made by redu-
cing a.picoline, dissolved in alcohol, with sodium. Befa-
pipecoline, or 3-methylpiperidine, is a liquid which boils

at 125-126° C. It is made by reducing 3-methylpyridine
O-picoline) with sodium.

pipe-connection (p5p'ko-nek''shon), »;. A
general term for any form of pipe-fitting used
to join pipes together.

pipe-coupling, n. when a short, bent, or offset pipe
is used to connect two pipes which are not in line, it is

called an offset ; if the pipes are at an angle to each other,

such a coupling, used in place of an elbow, is called a
bend ; if the two pipes are side by side, it is called a
return-bend.

pipe-covering (pip'kuv"er-ing), «. A cover-
ing made from a poor conductor of heat, such
as cork or asbestos, placed around a pipe
to prevent the flow of heat to or from the
interior.

pipe-crimper (pip'krim"p6r), n. A pair of
sheet-metal shears fitted with erimping-jaws
for crimping sheet-metal pipe.

pipe-dream (pip'drem), h. Aconfused fantas-
tic 'dream' or mental illusion produced by
smoking opium ; hence, figuratively, any fan-
tastic or illusory notion. [Colloq.]

To just one girl I 've tuned my sad bazoo [lament],
Stringing my pipe-dream off as it occuired.
Wallace Irtcin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, EpiL, 1.2.

pipe-drop (pip'drop), »i. In elect., the fall of
Ijotential along a line of metal pipe which
forms an accidental return circuit for the
current from any system of conductors such
as the overhead wires of an electric railway.

CC represents the voltage of different points of the
rails (rail. drop) and EE the voltage of different points of
the ealth or accidental auxiliary returns (earth-drops or
pipe-drops). Klect. Jtev., Oct. 8, 1904, p. 56S.

pipe-fisb, W

—

Great Itipe-tLBh, Sipkostoma' cali.forni-

ensis, found on the I'aciflc coast of the riiited States.

—

Ocean plpe-fisb, Syngnathus tequoreua, found on both
sides of the temperate Atlantic— Sargasso pipe-fish,
Siphosfoma pelfigicurn, a large pipe-fisli found in trop-

ical parts of the Atlantic, and common in the Mediter-
ranean Sea : often taken in the open sea among floating
seaweed of the genus .^argassum.

pipe-fitting (pip'fif'ing), «. A coupling, band,
elbow, or the like, used in fitting pipes to-

gether.

pipe-banger (pip'hang'er), n. In steam-fitting,

an adjustable loop or support for holding a
heavy steam-, gas-, or water-pipe suspended
from a ceiling. The loop is hinged at the bottom for
c<jnvenience in setting up, and is supported by a screw
from the ceiling beam or by a clamp that clasps the
beam. It is often made square with two supports, hav-
ing rolls on the loop to allow the pipes to move under
expansion or coutractiou. A riug.shaped loop without

piperonal

hinges and supported on a hook k called a pipe-ring.
When fitted with a plate for screws it is a ring pipe-
hanger.

pipe-hyperboloid (pip'hi-per"bo-loid), n. One
of tlie two principal species of quadricsinBie-
mannian space.

In Riemannean space, we find two principal species—
ellipsoid (with the varieties ellipsoid of revolution, tube
sphere), pipe-hyperboloid (with the varieties cone, hyper-
boloid of revolution or elliptic tube, two planes).

Science, Sept. 16, 1904, p. 365.

pipe-jack (pip'.iak), «. A jack adapted to the
work of dri\nng an iron pipe in a horizontal
direction through the soil. The pipe, protected
by a conical plug, is laid in the trench with the point
against the unexcavated soil, as under a walk or railroad-
track, and the jack is placed upon it, when, by the move-
ment of the handle, the pipe is forced through the soil.

pipe-jointer (pip'join"ter), n. One who makes
or closes the joints in a line of pipe.

A record should be kept of the history of the pipe from
the time it is cast to the time it is laid and jointed in the
ground, giving the date, number, diameter, length, thick-
ness, and proof pressure, with the name of the pipe-
jointer whose work closes the record.

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 609.

Pipe-line certificate, a receipt, akin to a warehouse re-
ceipt, given by a pipe-line to a producer of oil who has
paid into its tanks or pipes 1000 barrels of oil. Certificates
are not given for less amounts. They are negotiable.

pipe-line (pip'lin), v. t.; pret. and pp. pipe-
lined, ppr. pipe-lining. To convey by means
of a pipe-line ; provide with a pipe-line.

pipeman (pip'man), n. A member of an en-
gine company who is detailed to hold the
nozle or pipe of the hose and direct its play.
Amer. Inventor, May 1, 1904, p. 205.

pipemoutb, ». Specifically— 2. A common
name of fishes of the genus Fistularia, found
in tropical seas, and also of the related genus
Macrorhamphosiis of the Mediterranean. See
Fistularia and .snipe-fish.

piperl, »(. 3. Inieh'th.: (c) Same as *6n?aol.
— 8. In Newfoundland, a haddock which is

only half dried.

pipe-rack, «. it is also caHed a rack-board.

Piperales (pip-e-ra'lez), n. pi. [NL. '(Lind-
ley, 1833), < Piper"^ + -aUs.'] An order of
dicotyledonous archichlamydeous (apetalous)
plants embracing the three families I'iperaceae,

Satirtiracese, and Chloranthace^.

piperazine (pip-fer-az'in or pip'&r-a-zin), n.

[L. piper, pepper, + aziyie.'] A deliquescent
crystalline base, (CoH4)2(NH2).> or diethyl-
enediamine, which is made by the action of
alcoholic ammonia on ethylene chlorid, and
in other ways. It melts at 104° C. It is a
valuable solvent for uric acid and is used in
medicine for that purpose.
piperideine (pi-pe-rid'e-in), n. Same as
*hexa:ene.

piperidic (pi-pe-rid'ik), a. [piper(ine) + -id
-I- -ic] Derived from piperine.—Piperidic
acid, a crystalline acid, NH2.C;iH(j.('0(HI or 4-amino-
butyric acid, made by the successive action of cold nitric
and hot hydrochloric acid on piperidyl urethane.

piperidinic (pi-per-i-din'ik), a. [piperidine +
-ic] Derived from piperidine Plpertdinlo
acid. Same as irpiperidic acid.

piperidyl (pi-per' i-dil), n. [piperid(ine) +
-yl.} The hypothetical radical, C5H10N, of
piperidine

—

Piperidyl urethane, a liquid, CjHjo.-
NCO2C2H5, made by the action of piperidine on ethyl-

chlorofomiate. It yields piperidic acid when oxidized
with nitric acid. It boils at 211° C.

pipe-ring (pip'ring), n. See *pipe-hanger.

piperitone (pi-per'i-ton), «. [L. piper, pepper,
-t- -i- + (fe)?o«e.] A cyclic ketone contained
in the oil of the peppermint-eucalyptus from
Australia.

piperno (pe-per'no), n. [It. pipero, < Piperno,
a town in Italy.] An Italian name for tra-

chyte or trachytic tuff characterized by the
presence of dark spots or streaks in a light-

colored mass, as though breceiated.

The foundation of the hill [Camaldoli] consists of a vol.

canic rock, which is quarried at Pianura as building-
stone, and which is known by the name of piperno.

Geog. Jour. (R, G. S.), X 478.

pipe-roll, n. 2. A roller whose diameter is

smaller at the center than at the ends, used
as a support for a pipe so that the latter may
be free to move endwise when it expands or
contracts because of a change of temperature.

piperonal (pi-per'o-nal), n. [L. p(j)ef, pepper,
+ -one + -n/3.] A white crystalline substance,
CgHgOs, the methylene ether of protocatechuic
aldehyde. It is made by oxidizing piperic
acid with potassium permanganate, an'^. in
other ways. Known in perfumery as helio-

tropin, on account of its odor.



piperonylic

piperonylic (pi'pe-ro-nU'ik), a. Ipiperon(al)
+ -i/l + -ic] Derived from piperoiial Pipe-
ronylic acld» a crystalline acid, CgHgO^, the methylene
ether of protocatechuie acid. It occurs in Paracoto bark
and is formed by oxidizing piperonal.

piperovatine (pi "jie-ro-va' tin), n. IPiper
iiratium) + -inA] A crystalline alkaloid,

Ci^H2iN02, extracted from Piper oratum by
ether. It melts, with decomposition, at 123° C.

pipery (pip'e-ri), n. [F. piperic.'] A native
raft or float in the West Indies and South
America, of the same nature as a catamaran.
X E. IK

piperylene (pi'pe-ri-Ien), «. [L. piper, pepper,
+ -yl + -ene.'] An oily, unsaturated hydro-
carbon. C'sHjo or 1,4-pentadiene, made by
distilling trimethylpiperidine. It boils at
42° C.

pipe-screwing (pip'skro'ing), «. 1. The act
or process ot joining two pipes by a screwed
joint.— 2. The process of cutting a thread on
the end of a pipe.

pipe-stanchion (pip'stan'shon). n. A column
made from wroiight-iron pipe, for supporting
a deck in a ship.

pipe-stand (plp'stand), «. A frame or bracket
for holding pipes or for supporting a line of
pipe.

Pipe-stem arteries. See *arter]i.

pipe-stone, ». 2. The cast-iron prism lying
on the back-stone of a lead-ore liearth and
containing an opening for the twyer.

pipe-stop, n. 2. In orijaii-buiMinff, a stop of
true pipes, that is, flue-pipes, as distinguished
from a reed-stop ; also, any stop on a pipe-
organ as distinguished from one ou a reed-

pipe-story (pip'sto'ri), n. A fantastic or im-
possible story, such as one may conceive in a
'pipe-dream.' [CoUoq.]
What appears on it* face to be the veriest pipe-gtory.

X. y. Tillies, Oct. 16, 1901.

pipe-stove (pip'stov), n. A hot-blast stove
fcir use in connection with a blast-furnace.
The blast is heated by passing through pipes
which are heated either by a fire or by the hot
gases from the blast-furnace.

pipe-threader fpip'thred'tr), k. A machine
fur cutting screw-threads oa the ends of pipes
or in pipe fittings.

pipe-threading (pip'thred-'ing), n. The act
or jirocf »s of cutting a screw-thread on a pipe.

pipe-tower (plp'tou'^r), n. 1. A tower or
trestle used to support one or more lines of
pipe.— 2. A trestle or support made from
pipes or tubing.

pipette, n. 3. A funnel-shaped attachment,
with the small end downward, midway in a ba-
rometer, to act as a trap to prevent air-bubbles
from rising to the top.— Crampton's plpetlie, a
pipette especially (rraduated fur use ni su^jar-aitalysis.

—

Oretben'S welghlng-plpette, a (trmluatcd ^lass vessel
provided with a 8top.ci« k and an outer jrnard-tulje, used
in weiKhiii;; furniiik' !icid>*.— Le Docte'B pipette, a spe-
cial form of pijK'tte for deliveriiitr dtrfliiite vnlnnu's shown
by (?ra<luation.—Lunge's pipette, a si'f-iid form of i)i-

pette used in weichinK fmuint; aiiils.— Mohr'S pipette,
a plpett€ used in v^dinnetric analysis.— Rothe's pipette,
a pipette used in iron analysis.—Safety pipette, a ])i.

jH-tte for deliverintf uniformly aKiven voltniieof n liquid.
— Slphon-plpette, an apparatus for transferring gases.

I

Docte'9
Pipette.

Siphon-pi pctte.

It coiuista of a Riaaa vessel connected with a caidllary
tube bent on itself and having a st/jp-coclf, and also
Gonnected with a reservoir of mercury by means uf a
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piece of rubber pressure-tube.— Sprengrel pipette,
a glass pipette, bent to tlie shape of tlie letter I', and
terminating in two horizontal capillary tubes: used
with advantage as a substitute for the common spe-
cific-gravity bottle in determining tile density of
liquids.—Treskow's pipette, a pijiette for measuring
exact quantities of lultuie-niaterial into test-tubes.—
Vanler*S overflow pipette, an apparatus consisting of
a reservoir for a solution and a graduated device which
each time it is tilled to overflowing will deliver the same
measure of Iir|iiid.

pipette-bottle (pi-pet'bot"l), n. A bottle or
container having a capped pipette in place of

a stopper: used especially for vola-
tile li(iuiils.

pipe-union (pip'u''nyon), K. 1. A
screwed union ; a device for coupling
pipes which consists of three pieces
and permits of coupling the pipes
without turning either one. One piece
is screwed , on the end of each pipe, and
these are then diawn together by the third,
which screws on one of them and has a lip
which catches a lip on the other.

2. A flanged union,
pipe-valve (pip'valv), n. Any valve
in a line of pipe, as a globe stop-
valve.

pipe-welding (pip 'wel' ding), ».

The act or process of welding to-
gether the edges of an iron plate or
skelp to form a tube. As the tube

is welded It is drawn over a mandrel and through a die,
this operation making it round and of the correct size.

pipe-worm (pip ' wermj, M. Same as tiibe-

u'orm.

pipi'-' (pe'pe), n. [Maori.] A Maori name of
Mezodesma norsc-aelandicse, an edible shell-fish
sometimes erroneously called the cockle.
/.'. /?. Morris, Austral English.

piping-frog (pi'ping-frog), «. A small North
American tree-frog, Hijln pickerinfli.

piping-roller (pi'pitig-ro'ler), w. The Austra-
lian piping-crow, Gymiiorliiiia tibicen.

pipin (pip'i-re), n. [W. Indies. Imitative f]

A popular name for one of the larger tyrant-
flycatchers, Tyrannus dominicensis or griseus,
common in the West Indies.

pipit, «

—

New Zealand pipit, a name applied to two
, quite distinct birds. tmeCorijtlaUfi niiree-zealnnilisp, a tnie
pipit, the other, Sphernieacun punctatujt, a relative of the
nightingale.

pipitzahuac (pe-pit-sa-wak'), n. [Aztec
name.] In Mexico, one of several species of
J'ere:in, especially /'. Alamani, P. adnata, and
P. n'riglitii, composites with heads of fragrant
rose-purple or white two-lipped flowers, and
spinulose-dentate leaves. From the roots of P.
Alatnani and /*. adnata is prepared a substance called by
tJie same name which has i>owerful drastic properties and
an odor of valerian. It has the form of golden-yellow
flakes and is sometimes used as a dye. I'erczia Wri'jhtii
and P. nana have tufts of a sttfl silky substance on tlie

lower part of the stem which is used by the Indians as a
styptic ti» check the flow of hiotKl in wounds. In some
parts of Mexico P. nana is also sold in the markets as a
remedy for gonorrhea.

pipmenthol (pip'men-thol), n. [L. pip(er),
pepper, + E. menthol.'] The menthol from
English and American peppermint-oil, which
is said by some authorities to be different
from ordinary menthol.

Piptomeris (pip-tom'e-ris), n. [NL. (Turczan-
iiiow, 18.53), < Gr. ni-reiv, to fall, -t- /itpi^,

part, the calyx lobes in the type species being
deciduous after flowering] A genus of plants
of the family Fabacese. See Jucksonia.

pipuncnlid (pi-pung'ku-lid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the dipterous family Pipunculidie.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Pipunculidee.

pipy, n. 2. Inclined to pipe or wrinkle on the
grain. See*/)ij)f', f. t., 6. i'Vemmi/ig', Practi-
cal Tanning, p. 432.

piqu6, n. 4. In billiards, a draw, with the cue
held almost perpendicularly, necessitated by
the nearness of the cue-ball to an obstructing
ball or cushion. It often passes for a mass^.
See massed, ff. Broadfoot, Billiards, p. 255.
— Plqu^ KlOves, gloves in wnicii the inner piece of each
finger is sewed on so as to overlap the side jiieces.

Pioucria (pi-kwe'ri-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles,
lfy4), named in honor of Andr. Piquerio, a
Spanish physician and scientist of the eight-

eenth centurj-.] A small genus of tropical
American composite herbs or subshrubs. it

Is of general interest because it contains the so-called
Stevia (but not a true Strvia) of florists, much grown for
Its small, white, fragrant flowers. This plant is Piouerta
trinervia, of Mexico. It is used for bedding. There is

also a form with wliite-margined leaves and a dwarf com-
pact fonn. The usual or normal form of the species
makes a plant one or two feet tall.

piquet, n. 2. Twelve cards are dealt to each player.

pirita

two at a time, and no trump is turned. The remaining
eight cards are placed on the table lace down, divided so
that five on the top lie across the three on the bottom.
If either player finds he has been dealt a hand which
contains no court-card, he scores 10 at once for 'carte >

blanche.' The object of the game is to hold and score
lor point, sequence, triplets, and fours. The hands are
improved by discarding. The eldest hand discards first,
and may take any number of cards from one to five, but
must take one. If he takes less than five, he may look at
those he might have taken. The dealer can take any or
ilU that the eldest hand leaves, both players discarding
before they draw. Announcements are then made, the
eldest hand declaring first and in the following order

:

The point is the suit of the greatest numerical value,
reckoning aces 11, court-cards 10, and all others at their
pip-value. If the dealer has not a better point than that
called by the eldest hand, he says " Good "

; if he has an
equal one, he says so ; if he has better, he says " Not
good." The point scores toward game, 1 for each card in
it Sequences are then called. There must be at least
three cards, the greatest number in one suit being good.
Numbers being equal, the highest card decides which is

good. Sequences of five, six, seven, and eight cards
count 15, It), 17, and 18 respectively; three and four, 3
and 4 only. The player holding the best sequence in
play can also score any inferior ones he holds, but his
adversary cannot score any. Triplets and lours are then
called, but they must be tens or better. Four of a kind
count U, three of a kind 3 only. If each has the same
number, the highest counts and entitles the holder to
count any inferior triplets or lours. After the eldest
hand has made all his announcements and has been told
whether they are good or not, he leads a card, adding 1
for it, and calling out the total of his score so far. The
dealer then announces what he has that is gtwd against
the eldest hand's calls. If he wins the first trick, he adds
a point for it. The winner of one trick leads for the
next, and a point is added for every card led and every
winning card played by the second player. If the leader
wins the trick, it counts 1 only. Each player constantly
repeats the total of his score. If either wins more than
six tricks, he adds 10 lor cards ; if he wins them all, he
adds 40 for capot. If either can count to 30 in hand and
play combined before his adversary scores a point, he
adds SO to his score for 'pique.' If he can count to 30 in
hand alone before his adversary scores a point, he adds
60 for repique. The dealer can never make pique, since
the card led stops him, but he may make repique.
Equalities do not save the repique. The ordinary game
is 100 points, and it is a double game if the loser has not
leached 50. Rubicon piquet is the modern game, each
player having three deals, at the end of which the lower
score Is deducted from the higher and 100 points added
to the winner's side. If the loser has failed to reach 100,
all he has scored is added to the winner's score, instead
of being deducted.

piracy, «. 3. In geoL, that process whereby,
because of a higher natural gradient, and
therefore more efficient eroding power, one
stream cuts back a divide and taps off the
head-waters or a tributary of another stream.
The captured stream usually turns a sharp
angle into its new course and leaves a wind-
gap where it formerly flowed. Also called
stream-piracy.

The beheading of one stream by another Is treated as
" piracy," and both "foreign " and " domestic piracy " are
explained, the latter phrase being applied to cutting off

an ox-bow in a meandering stream.
Nature, July 27, 1906, p. 289.

Domestic piracy, the capture of the head-waters of a
stream by one of its own minor tributaries. Tliis form of
piracy is possible in very cnxiked streams where a tribu-
tary cutting back may tap the main stream above one of
Its large bends. Chamherlin and Satinburi/. Geol., I. 99.— ForeU^l piracy, piracy involving two different stream
systems, in contrast with domestic piracy, where but one
system is affected. See domestic irpiracy. Chamherlin
and Salisbury, Geo!., I. 99.

pirate, ». 6. A stream that, by reason of its

more favorable situation or its greater activ-
ity, encroaches upon the territory of a neigh-
boring stream to such extent as to capture a
part of its watercourse. Chamherlin and Salis-
bury, Geol., I. 98.

pirate-bug (pi'rat-bug), n. Any bug of the
family Bedmiidee (which see). Also called
cannibal-bug. L. O. Howard, Insect Book,
p. 293.

piratine (pi'ra-tin), a. ^Pirates + -tn«l.]

Having the characters of or related to the spe-
cies of the reduviid genus Pirates and its

allies.

Firatinera (pi-rat-i-ne'ra), «. [NL. (Aublet,
1775), of Guianian origin.] A genus of trees
of the family Moracem. See lirosimum, Ga-
lactodendriim, and letter-wood.

pirijao (pe-re-hii'o), n. [Native name in Vene-
zuela.] The peach-palm, Guiliclma speciosa.

piripiri (pe-re-pe're), n. [Polynesian pili or
piri, to adhere or stick to.] The Maori name
of Ac/ena minn and A. Sanguisorba; with bur-
like fruit, which is a pest to sheep. The
leaves are made into tea by tlie natives and
are used medicinally. See *biddy-bid.

pirita (pe're-tii), n. [Maori nmta, or kareau
pirita, < kareau, whipcord, -f- piri, to fasten
together, or entangle.] Same as *kareau
(which see).



produced because sun-spots
yature, July 14, 1902, p. 26->.

piritu

piritu (ve-re-tS'), «• [Braz.] A name given

in some parts of Brazil to the sloth.

pirlicne (p*r'li-kii), n. [Also pirliecve, purli-

I'lic uarlicue : < F. par /e owewe, by the tail,
r n- j/- \ _l • ^o n

at the end.] i. A dash or tlourish at the end piscidino (pis'i-din), «. \_P,scidM +^»«e2.]

of a word in writing. Compare curiicuc.— 2. "

"*"

A review or recital, at the end of a series of

addresses or sermons, of the topics treated.

Idoubtthepiriiecue will please you as little!

R. L. Stevenson, Kidnapped, xxiv.

1008 pi*

Reference is also made to Prof. Hale's suggestion that of the clearance allowed an^ the wear, the

because the lines which arc widened in sun-spots appear piston-rings keeping the piston tight,

as strong dark lines in Pisnan stars, the ellectniay be
_ig*nj,.V,ello-w8 (pis'ton-bel"6z), 11. A piston-

iirorliiceVi because sun-spote are more nuniei-ous ni such V^swu. uciiuwd vi-^'o ;„„':, • •

taining both to the pisiform bone and to the piston-

3. pi. Peculiarities or oddities of manner.

[Scotch in all uses.]

Ilroplasma (pi-r6-plaz'ma), n. [NLi., <. Li-

pira, pear (?), + Gr. Tr/do/^a, anything foiToed. J

1. A genus of sporozoans, of the order a*^""'" ^ ., mt - .,

sporidia. P. bigeminwn is the parasite which pjgomic iron ore. See *iron.

causes Texas cattle-fever and is transmitted
pjggeiaum (pis-e-le'um)

Ktaoa

A poisonous crystalline substance, Co9H240g,

extracted from the bark of Piscidia erythrina.

It dilates the pupil of the eye. It melts at

192° C.

pishogne (pi-shog' ), «• \lr.piseog, witchcraft.]

Witchcraft; incantation; charm. [Irish.]

pisimetacarpal (pi-si-met-a-kar'pal), a. Per- piston and a lengtlTequal to its stroke.
' "' '-" ' "^ *'' the piston-elevator (pis'ton-el"e-va-tor), n. A

blower; a machine for moving air, consisting

of a cvlinder which has suitable supply- and
exhaust-passages, fitted with valves, and a

piston which is moved back and forth in the

cylinder.

piston-displacement (pis'ton-dis-plas"ment).

n. 1. The distance the piston has traveled

from the end of its stroke.— 2. The volume

of a cylinder having the same diameter as the

metacarpus.

pisky (pis'ki), «. Same asjMxy.

by the bites of ticks. Also Pyrosoma. Pat- ^^,
jj^.j^ + i.-^^^^^^ qji.] An oil-like liquid

foil, 1895.— 2. [pi. piropteawoto (-ma-tii).J a
g^ijgtance Vifhich makes its appearance in boil-

protozoan of this genus, ing pitch. [Rare.]

The Leishman-Donovan body or parasite has been the
„is*a,cllio-Oil (pis-ta'shio-oil), n. See *oil.

nhiect of a research by Lent Christophers (Sc. Mem. of pi!5i'«"-"i"-u"^.i;"' "" = •"
t„•^^,t„^

theOov oflndllNaS) Itismetwithhilndiainpa^^^^^ (pis'tik), a. [Gr. ™n/«if,_ faithful,

suffering from chronic fever, cachexia, and enlarged genuine, < Trionc, faith, trust.] Pertaining to or

spleen. It occurs as a small round or ovoid body \.bto
^ mature of faith.

3. 5 M in diameter, free or contained withm the leucocytes Ot tne nature OI la lu .

in the liver and spleen and bone-marrow but not m the pjgt;iHa,ria (pis-tl-la'n-a), ». [JNlj. (tries,

muscles or in the perjphenU J)lood.^_Chnstopher8 oD- jgoj)^ < j,istillum, a pestle, in allusion to the
Un'ed the parasite's also in the arachnoid and m "leers

of the large intestine. He agrees with other British

observers that the organism is not apiVoijinsma, as stated

by Laveran. Nature, May 2«, 1904, p. 85.

piroplasmosis (pi'ro-plaz-mo'sis), «. [NL.,<

Piroplasma + -osis.'] A general name, in

human and comparative medicine, for infec-

tions of the red blood-corpuscles by parasitic

protozoa of the genus Piroplasma. These dis-

eases are characterized in general by fever, sudden and rjistiUiKerOUS (pis-ti-lij'6-rus), a. [IvL. pistd-

shape of the fungus.] A genus of hyraenomy'

cetous fungi of the family Clavariaceie, having

simple, clavate, stipitate fruiting-bodies and

basidia bearing two spores. About 50 species

have been described, most of which are sap-

rophytic. P. micans occurs on dead herba- ^^„^,^„„ ^„„ ^. , ^, ...

ceous stems and leaves in Europe and North
pjgton.recorder (pis'ton-re-k6r''dfer),

America ... --j —".Lnj „ _„„„,

very extensive reduction in the red blood-corpuscles,

thin watery blood, hematuria, thickened bile, and emacia-

tion. A number of animals are affected at the same

time. The infection is spread by means of ticks {.Ixo-

didst). Sometimes pyroplamnoeis.

Tn addition, 'the tropical piroplamwgis could not be

Inoculated into susceptible cattle even with large quan-

tities of blood containing the small piroplasma (/". par-

vum) in great numbers.
Jour. Trap. Med., Nov. 15, 1904, p. 361.

Piroplasmosis bovls, bovine piroplasmosis, the type

of wlTich is Texas fever.— Piroplasmosis oanls, a very

serious anemia of dogs caused by an cndogloliular proto-

zoan parasite. Piroplagma cam), whicli is transmitted by

ticks {llienuiphysalu ii-acAs).— Piroplasmosis homl-
nls (a) A synonym of dMOTiiKm-^/crfr or *kala-azar

(tropical non-malarial splenomegaly) of man, the parasite

of which was classified by some authors as a pi roplamna.

See Lc.ighman-Dnnovan*body.' (6) Proposed by Wilson

and Chowning (1904) as a technical name for Bocky

Mountain spotted fever of man, under the supposition

that it was caused by a parasite classified as Firo-

plamM Aomim«.— Piroplasmosis ovls, or ovine pi-

roplasmosis, a disease of slieep, similar to Texas fever

of cattle, found especially in the valley of the Dan-

ube, and caused by a microscopic parasitic protozobn

(Piroplagma oris) which lives in the red blood-cor-

puscles. It is transmitted to healthy sheep by adult

Urn, pistil, + L. gerere, bear, + -ous.] Same as

pistillate,

pistillode (pis'ti-lod), n. [NL. pistillum, a

pistil, + Gr. ddoc, form.] The rudiment or

vestige of a pistil. Compare staminode.

An imperfect pistil (pistillode) present or lacking.

W. E. Safford, Useful Plants of Guam, p. 269.

pistillum (pis-til'um), ». ;
pi. pistilla (-ii). [NL.

See pistiW] In some siphonophorans, a mass
of muscle enveloped in a chitinoustube and
surrounding the minute canal which leads

from the cavity of the pueumatophore to the

exterior.

pistiology (pis-ti-ol'6-ji), n. [Gr. Tri'orif, faith,

+ -Xoyia, < liytiv, speak.] That branch of

theology which treats of the place and author-

ity of faith.

Pistoiese (pis-to-yes' or -yez'), «• [It- Fisto- j^i „
iesc, < Pistoia: see pistole.} The language of '^h^/^^.

Pistoia, an Italian dialect which is said to

serve as a sort of lingua franca beyond its

nominal boundaries.
ticks (ftAiBt'cCBAofus 6«r«a) descended from parent ticks

. . , , v v *v
•which have fed on other sheep suffering from the same pistol, n.— Automatic pistol, a pistol In which the

pressure of the powder-gas may be utilized to permit

i

disease. Known as carceag.

pirouette, «• 3. In old reed-instruments of

the oboe class, the globular cup or bowl in

which the reed was inclosed and which served

as a kind of mouthpiece. Sci. Amcr. Sup.,

April 29, 1905, p. 24518.

pirssonite (per'so-nit),». [Named after Pro-

fessor L. V. Pirsson of New Haven, Connecti-

cut ] A hydrated carbonate of calcium and

sodium, Ca"C03.Na2C03+2H20, occurring in

colorless or white prismatic crystals: found

at Borax Lake, California.

pirylene (pir'i-len), n. An unsaturated hydro-

carbon, C'sHfi, with a double and a triple bond,

made by distilling dimethylpiperideine-n-

methyl iodide over soda-lime. It is a liquid

with a peculiar odor and boils at 60° C.

pisang (pe-sang'), "• [Malay.] In the Malay
Archipeliigo, the banana, Mnsa paradisiaca.

yfWi pisang, a South African plant, Strelitzia

an'justa.

pisane-ayer (pe-sang'ii'yar), n. [Malay pi-
^. . ^

««H.(7, banana, + oyer, water.] In the East Plston, «--Cpmbtoation piston.

Indies, the traveler's-tree, liavenala Madagas-

cariensis. See traveler's-tree.

piscatorially (pis-ka-t6'ri-al-i), adv. In a

piscatorial manner; with piscatory intent, as

a fisherman.

Brush Lake, one mile cast of the Park, affords rare at-

tractions to the pt«ca«or!o((!/ inclined vision-.

Automatic Pistol.

a, barrel; *. slide; c, retractor-spring: a, cartridjre-magazine

;

e, firiiij;-pin: /; mainspring; ^. trigger; A, seat for cartndge-

niagazine.

continuous firing by continuing pressure on the trigger:

there are various kinds, as the Colt, Luger, ilannlicher,

etc.

j„„ii ... ..,uu<u>u»....»i See comMnafion.
Dispiacer piston, an auxiliary piston used in some in-

ternal-cunibusti.m engines for driving tlie products of com-

bustion out of tile cylinder. A more common device is to

flush the cylinder with air after each explosion.— Spring-

piston any engiiie-iiist^on which has spring packing-

rings.— Telescopic piston, an arrangement of a central

piston working in a liullow piston or tube which may
work either in a fixed cylinder or in another tube: used

in some forms of hydraulic elevators.

form of elevator of lifting-apparatus in which

the cage or platform is at the end of a piston-

rod, whose piston receives the effort of air,

steam, or water to overcome the resistances of

the load. When the piston is above the cage, the

device is applicable only to small lifts ; when it is below,

the cylinder can be let into the ground, and less limit in

height is set When the cylinder is below the cage or

platform it is usually a *plunger-elevator (which see).

piston-meter (pis'ton-me'ter), n. A device

for measuring the quantity of water flowing

through a pipe. It operates by the pressure

of the water, which moves reciprocating

pistons.

piston-motor (pis'ton-mo'tgr), n. Any en-

gine which transforms the pressure of a fluid

or gas into rotary motion through the medium
of a reciprocating piston and a connecting-

rod and crank; a piston-engine. The ordi-

nary steam-engine is an example. F. Ii.

Hiitton, Gas Engine, p. 77.

(pis'ton-re-k6r*'dfer), n. In

exper. physiol. and psychdl., a recording-in-

strument which replaces the Marey tambour

in work with the plethysmograph, etc. Within

a glass cylinder, which is connected by rubber tubing to

the plethysmograph, etc., slides a disk of hard rubber,

plaster of Paris, or the like, joined by a vertical rod to the

writing lever. The disk and rod constitute the piston.

Amer. Jour. Psychol, XIL 327.

piston-ring (pis' ton -ring), «. A packing-

ring ; a ling, usually of cast-iron, brass, or

steel, placed in a groove in a piston for the

purpose of preventing the steam or gas from

passing the piston. These rings can spring outward

and press on tlie wiiUs of the cylinder either by their

own elasticity or because of springs placed behind them
to push them out.

piston-spring, n. 2. A spring used to force a
packing-ring, or other packing for a piston,

against the walls of the cylinder.

piston-valve, n. 2. A valve located in a

piston.

)iti, n. 13. A cavity in the side of the head,

between the eye and nostril, found in the poi-

sonous snakes of the subfamily Crotalinx,

whence their name of pit-vipers. This pit is

lined with membrane supplied with branches

from the trigeminal nerve, but its exact func-

tion is not known. See cut under j)if-tij)fr

The word "pit " relates to the deep depression found in

rattlesnakes, copperheads, and moccasins on both sides

of the face between the nostril and the eye. Further-

more, this characteristic applies only to the Crotalids,

and its presence at once places the serpent in the "dan-

gerous" category. Sci. Amer., Feb. 14, 1903, p. 118.

Bordered pit. See*(>ordered.— Coldpit, injinrdcninji,

an earth-pit— Floridean pit, the central pit in the cross-

wall of all the red alL':c wliich belong Ui the Flnndeie. The
pits are closed by a tliiii membrane and do not peniiit the

free passage of the cell contents in hulk.— Cienetic pit,

a term applied to two pits in a wall separating two plant-

cells, together with the flue strands of protoplasm which

perforate the wall.

The common wall separating the pits of the two adjoin-

ing cells is pierced by strands of protoplasm. The whole

structure, consisting of the two pits and tlie wall be-

tween, is known as a sencWc i)i(.

Encyc. Brit., XX> . 408.

Preoral pit, a depression on the left side in the roof of

the buccal cavity of the lancelet, or Amphioxus. This

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 247. piston-area (pis'ton-a"re-a), n. The area of

Piscian (pis'i-an), a. [NL. Pisces (pi. of piscis),

+ -i-«n.] Denoting stars which have spectra

resembling that of the star 19 Piscium: a

term proposed by Lockyer.

tlie flat surface or end of a piston ; lu an en-

gine, the area of the cross-section of the bore

of the cylinder. This is usually slightly

greater than the area of the piston, on account

£ U /
Preoral Pit.

Anterior end of young larra of Amphioxus iatureofatus. *>'R*»'y

mayiiilied. a. nolochord : b. enleric canal ;
c, coelome of nead!

d, club-shaped gland ; e, its external aperture : /". first giU-slit
; ^,

mouth; A, nerve-tube; i, neuropore ; J. subintesunal tcih ; *,

preoral pit.

(From Parker and HasweU's '* Zoology," after Korschelt

and Heider. after Hatschck.)

pit is constricted off from the anterior end of thu arch-

enteron during early life as the left one of a pair of ccelo-

mic pouches, and gives rise to the groove of HatecheJc



pita

pita, n. 3. In southern Mexico, Central
America, and tropical South America, a name
applied to various Sextile plants and the fiber
produced from them : especially applied in
the low, moist regions of Mexico and Central
America to Kuratas Karatas, which yields a
strong and durable fiber pita de zapateros
(shoemakers' pita), on the Istliinus of Panama, where it

grows in the forests, Karatnn Karatas, the fiber of which
I used by the native shoemakers for sewing shoes.

pitahaya, ».— Pltahaya agrla (sour pitahaya), a
columnar cactus, C'^reux Cinnenffii, common on the penin-
sula of Lower California, ami especially a3 in the region
of Cape St. Lucas. Its fruit, alMiut the size of an egg, is

filled with a red, juicy pulp having an agreeable sweet-
acid flavor, and is highly esteemed by the natives, who eat
it either fresh or in the fomi of jelly or paste.— Pita-
haya de A^OStO, the fruit of a strawberry-cactus, or
alicoche, Kchiiiocereiut con</lomfratuit, which in north-
em Mexico rii)en8 during the month of Augnst.

—

Pita-
haya de monte (forest pitahaya), on the Isthmus of
Panama, an epiphytal cactus, Kpiphytlum Phyllanthun,
with flat leaf'like branches having a mid-rib and lat'.-ral

veins, and a crenated nuirgin from the crenatures of
which grow the large 'handsome flowers.— Pltailaya
de San Juan, the fruit of a strawben-y-cactus, or ali-

coche, Echinoeereug utrauuiifuit, which in nortliern
Mexico is ripe on St. Jolm's day.

—

Pitahaya dulce
(sweet pitahaya), a columnar cactus, Cereint Thur-
beri, of the southwestern T'nitecl States and northern
Mexico, the sweet juicy fruit of which is highly esteemed
by the Indians and Mexicans. It is larger and sweeter
than that of C. (jiganteus, and is used by the Pimas,
Maricopas, and Yuma Indians for making a femienteti in-

toxicating drink upon which they become intoxicated on
certain festive occasions, the revelry continuing for a
week or two at a time and the Indians talking tuiiis so that
ttley may not all be drunk at the same time.

pitajaya (pe-ta-ha'ya), n. See pitahaya.

pitanga (pe-tang'ga), n. [Tupi.] Any one
of three species of trees belonging to the

fenus Eugenia, E. uniflora, E. Pitaiif/a, and
;. dasyblasta, especially the first nameil.

They are natives of Lruguay, Paraguay, and southern
Brazil, and bear well-tasting subacid edible fniita. E.
unijtora is cultivated in the warmer regions of lx>th hemi-
spheres on account of its excellent fruit, and is more
commonly known as .Surinam cherry. See Surinam
itchfrry (6).

pitangatuba (pe-tiing'ga-to'ba), n. [Tupi.]
A Brazilian fruit-tree of the myrtle family,
Eugenia edulis, the edible fruits of which are
the size of apples.

pitayita (pe-ta-ye'ta), n. [Mex. pitahayita, di-
minutive ot piUihaya, which see.] 1. In Mex-
ico, one of several fruit-bearing cacti which
climb upon the trunks and limbs of trees by
means of roots ; especially Cereus compressu.i,

a plant with 3-angled branches rooting at the
joints,and large fruit with a pleasantsweet-aciil
flavor.— 2. In southern Mexico, one of several
species of Epiphyllvm, sometimes called pita-
yita de agua, especially Epiphyltum angulifrr,
E. latifrons, or E. phyllanlhoides, plants with
flat, crenated, leaf-like branches, having a
mid-rib and lateral veins, and handsome white
or red flowers growing from the crenatures.

—

8. In Lower California and several islands of
the Gulf of California, Cereu.i striatu.t, a strag-
gling, weak-stemmed cactus, which hangs over
rocks and bushes for support. It has large,
fleshy roots, which are sliced and dried, and
oflPered for sale as a remedy for maladies of
the throat and lungs.

pit-bank (pit'bangk), n. In mining, the raised
ground or platforms ujion which the coals are
sorted and screened at the surface. Grexley.

pit-bar (pit'bar), n. A timber used to sup-
port the sides of the shaft of a mine. \. E. I).

pit-bird {pit ' btrd), n. The reed-warbler.
[Local, Eng.]

pit-bottomer (pit'bot'um-6r), n. In mining,
one who works at the pit-bottom. [Local,
£ng.]

pit-brO'W (pit'brou), n. A mound at the mouth
of a mine built by the dumping of the refuse.

pitch', f. t. 10. To set out, as plants.
,\fter your crop is pitched or planted. In the manner

directed, it will require your closest attention.
W. Tatham, Culture and Commerce of Tobacco, p. 122.

11. In gulf, to strike (the ball) with a lofted
club so that it goes up into the air and alights
with little roll.

pitch^, n. 7. ((/) In textile manuf., the setting,
or distance apart, of tlie wire teeth in card-
clothing.— 15. In golf, a ball plaved with
more or less loft. fV. J. Travis, "l>raotical
Golf, p. 65.— 16. In cria-c(.' (a) That part of
the cncket-field upon which the batting and
bowling are done, (b) The point at which
the ball first touches the grounil when bowled,
(c) Of the ball bowled, the distance between
the bowler's wicket and the point where the

S.— 64
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ball first touches the ground; the length.

—

17. In building, the slope, as of a roof; the
angle with the horizon, generally stated in
terms of the horizontal and vertical. Thus, a
tin roof may have a pitch of one in twenty-
four, or half an inch to a foot.— 18. In an
electric generator or motor, the distance from
the center of a pole to that of the next pole of
opposite sign, measured along the pitch-line.
Encye. Brit., XXVII. 578.-Absolute pitch, in
muinc; (a) Precise jiitch determined theoretically accord-
ing to some particular standard or system, (ft) The mem-
ory of such precise pitch, or the power to reproduce it at
will. A person with the sense of absolute pitch can
name tones correctly upon hearing them, even in fortui-
tous or distracting relations ; can produce particular tones
with the voice witliout help from instruments or other
artificial reference ; and can even give tones at correct
pitch while incorrect tones are being sounded. The
capacity or faculty of noting absolute pitch seems to vary
in different persons, but it can be greatly cultivated by
attention and practice. Many otherwise gcxxl musicians
lack it, while some who are not specially musical have it.

It is often notable in the case of the blind.— Axial
pitch, the pitch of a screw, the distance between the
successive convolutions of the threail of a screw, being
the axial distance passed over by the thread of the screw
or other helix in one complete revolution arouud the
axis.— Cake-pltch. Same as *ingot-pitch.

Refiners commonly distinguish " ingot- or cake-pitch
"

and " wire-bar pitch '
; cojiper brouglit to tlie former

contains more cuprous oxide than the latter. These two
pitches are, however, not absolutely fixed : they vary
with the practice of the individual refiner and with thick-
ness of the cake or bar that is to be cast.

Electrochem. Industry^'Slarch, 1904, p. 88.

Clrcttlar pitch, the distance along the pitch-circle of a
gear or rack from a point on one t*K»th to tlie correspond-
ing point on the next tooth. This distance can be found
by dividing the pitth-circumference of tlie gear by the
number of teeth on the gear.

—

Commercial pitch.
Same as auctiun-pitrh (which see, under ;m(cA1).— For-
ward pitch, in cUct., a pit<:h or twist of an amiature-
winding in a clockwise direction, as viewed from the
conmiutator.— Fractional pitch, the pitch of a screw-
thread which is not an aliquot part of an inch and is not,
therefore, directly divisible by or into the pitch of a
lead-screw. The ratio of the gears necessary ti> cut such
a thread can be found by reducing the ratio of the pitch
of the lead-screw to the pitch to be cut to a simple frac-
tion : thus, if it were necessary to cuta screw of flj threatls
per inch with a lead-screw of 4 threads per inch, we have

t\\f
= I'j. "'e necessary ratio of the gears.— In tongh

Pitch, in cnppcrrefining, said of the metal when by means
of-the poling process oxygen hiu been eliminated and car-
bon not intnxluced, so that the metjil is at its maximinu
of t^)ughne88.— Normal pitch, tlie iiitch of a screw,
wonn, or worm-gear mciuoired normal or periiendicubu-
to the direction of the tvctli, as distinguished from the
circumferential jiif<li ..f wheels or the axial pitch of
helices.— Pitch memory. .See kmemorii and ahmlutc
*pitch.— Pitch number, in acnuKticK, a numerical des-
ignation of the frequency of a musical tone ; the number
of vibrations which a sounding botly makes in a second
of time.

pitch", «.— Earth-pitch. Same as mineral pitch
(whicli see, under ?/ii;i<rt/;).— Pitch cap. fiee Acff^jl.-
Road-pitch, Nulcd coal-tar, brought U) the proper con-
sistence and tenii»erature for use in filling the interstices
lietween i>ricks or wis>den blix-ks in laying pavement,

—

Stearin pitch, a black, lustrous, brittle material, resem-
bling pit<^^h, which is left in the stills after the fatty acids
intended for candle-making have been distilled with
superlieated steam. It is used in making black vaniish
and for other puriKwes.— Trinidad pitch, a tnide-nanie
for asj)halt or bitumen frrtm tlic pitch lake of the island
of Trinidad, extracted on a large scale for industrial pur-
p*>ses.

pitchblende, ». it is a Mack mineral found chiefly
in the mines of the Erzgebirge, between Saxony and
liohemia, and until recently known simply as the chief
source of oxid of uranium, used in staining glass and
]>ainting on j»orcelain. In it h:ive been found many of the
substances which have been i.t)ser\ed to jn-esciit tlic prop-
erty of radioactivity.—Joachlmsthal pitchblende, tlie

uranium ore known as pit<;hhtende or uraninite, which
has been the chief s<mrce of umnium oxid and more re-

cently of radium comp<>unds. It is found at .Ttiachinis-

thal and Pribram in Bohemia, and on the other side of
the same mountain-range at .Tohanngeorgeustadt, Ma-
rienl»erg. and Schneeberg in Saxony.

pitch-brand (pich'brand), n. [pitch^+ brand.

^

A brand or mark of ownership made with
pitch upon a sheep, etc. ; also, figuratively,

a distinctive evil mark or characteristic.

.y. K. IK
pitch-cone (pich ' kon), «. In gearing, the
imaginary cone on the surface of which lie

the pitch-circles of a bevel-gear; an imaginary
cone generated by the revolution of a line

drawn from the intersection of the axes of two
bevel-gears, to a point in the plane of the axes
whose distance from the axes is proportional
to the diameters of the gears.

pitch-cmrre (pich'kferv), «. In phonet., a phono-
graphic curve of a vowel, spoken isolatedly

;

a curve which shows the course of pitch
changes during a vocal utterance.

The course of pitc-h is greatly influenced by the neigh-
boring consonants ; the more emphatic the consonant, the
greater is its influence on the pitch-curve ; the following
consonant often cuts the v<)wel off at or near the maxi-
mum. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 478.

pitch-pocket

pitcher^, «—Washington pitcher, a jug of cream-
colored ware, supposed to be of Liveipool manufacture.

Wushi nylon Pilcher.

Liverpool, England, 1800.

(In Ihe Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.)

having a black printed i>ortrait or design commemoi-ative
of Washingttin.

pitcheri, pitchery (pich'e-ri), n. [Also pitch-
erie, pidgery, etc.] A colonial form of *pituri.

Pitcherie is extensively chewed among the aboriginal
Australians

; it consists of twigs of about the thickness
of rye-grass stems, which are tirst chewed into a mass,
then mixed with the ash of gum trees, and made into a
paste which is chewed for its stimulating imd narcotic
etfecta. Lancet, July 18, 1903, p. 152.

pitch-feeling (pich'fe'aing), «. In Wundt's
psyihoL, a simple feeling or affective process,
specifically con-elated with tonal pitch. W.
Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 34.

pitchfork,'!. Z.pl. Either Bidens cer««a, the
nodding bur-marigold, or B. frondosa, the
black beggar-ticks: so called from the two
prong-like awns of the adhesive achenes.
See *dcvil's-pitchforks.

pitchi (pich'i), n. [Australian.] A wooden
vessel used for carrying food, water, and occa-
sionally infants. [Central Australia.]

Pitchi, a name given to a wooden receptacle hollowed
out of a solid block of some tree, such as the Batswing
Coral (Erythrlna vespertilio), or Mulga (Acacia aneiira),
and carried by native women in various pai-ts of Aus-
tralia for the purriose of collecting food in, such as grass
seed or bulbs, and sometimes for carrying infants. The
sha|>e and size varies much, and the more concave ones
are used for carrying water in.

E. E. Morris. Austl-al English.

pitch-impression (pich'im-presh'on), n. In
psychol. and phonet., the apparent pitch of a
tonal complex. Usually the lowest tone of
the complex gives the pitch to the whole; but
this is not always the case.

The results obtained by the preceding methods give
the pitch'imprenxiottx of various mouth positions, and, in
as far as these mouth positions represent tlie jiositions
for the vowels, they are of value as phenomena of hearing.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 289.

pitch-line, n. 2. In elect., the mean path
traveled, in revolving, by the active wires of
the armature of a generator or motor.
The pitch-line being defined as a circle drawn through

the middle of the length of the inductors, or, in other
words, as the mean path tmversed bv them in tlieir
njtation. Encijc. Brit., XXVII. 678.

pitch-mop (pich'mop), n. A kind of brush
with which melted pitch is laid on the surface
of peq>endicular work.

pitch-off (pich'of), n. An unusually abrupt
slope.

At Keeling atoll, in the Paumotu Archipelago, Captain
Fitzroy, R. N., found no bottom in 7200 feet at 2200 yards
from the breakers— which gives a 7"'frA-f'/r exceeding
1:0.92. Dana, Manual of Cieol. (4th ed.), p. 20.

pitchometer (pich-om'e-t6r), «. [Irreg., <
piti-h^ + -0-meter.'] An instrument for measur-
ing the pitch of a screw-propeller. It consists
of an arm normal to and pivoting around a shaft placed
in the axial line of the propeller, which carries a sliding
pointer-arm with an adjustable point at right angles to
the first arm and parallel to the axis of the propeller. By
bringing the point of the pointt^r-arm in contact with a
point on the surface of the jiropeller-blade, its distance
from the axis and from the plane of reference at right
angles to the axis, fonned by the first ami, can be deter-
mined from suitable scales on the arm and the pointer.
By revolving the system around Its axis, a series of such
points on the surface can be measured.

pitch-pocket (pich'pok''et), n. A cavity in
wood, filled with resin.



pitch-rhythm

pitch-rhythm (pich'riTHm), «. In phonet., a
rhythm produced in its purest form by the
alternation of two tones of the same tint, of
equal energies and durations, but of different
pitches, and with no interval of silence be-
tween then.. Scri}>ture, Exper. Phonetics,

p. ol9.

pitch-streak (pieh'strek), «. In lumbering, a
seam or shake filled with resin.

pitch-surface (pieh's^r 'fas), n. In any toothed
wheel or gear, the imaginary surface so lo-

cated with respect to the axis of the wheel
that if the teeth were to disappear, and the
wheel to drive by frietioual contact with a
similar surface on the other wheel, the angu-
lar-velocity ratio of the two wheels or shafts

would be the same as it is with the teeth in

actioTi. In spur-gears the pitch-surface is a cylinder;
in bevels it is a cone, in skew-bevels a hyperboloid. Tile

laying out of t«eth by proper curves is always started

from the pitcli-surface ; the distance between teeth

should be measured on it.

pitchuri, ". Same as *pituri.

pitch-worm (pieh'wirm), h. Same as *pinc-
.trsian.

pit-dwelling (pit'dweFing), >i. A dwelling
or hut which is largely below the surface so
that little more than the roof projects above
ground, this often being covereel with earth.

The term is especially applied to such ancient
dwellings of which little more remains than
the hole or pit which they occupied.

At Inyaiiya there are countless " pit dweltinfjs," con-
sistin^ of a pit and pHssape and hut piatfonns. The ehi-

cidation of the mystery of their use is assisted by a study
of the Niekerk ruins, wiiich are the most remarkable in

the country. The area of these ruins is not less than
fifty square miles, and within this area it is almost im-
possible to walk more than ten yards without coming
upon a wall. Athenaeum, Dec. 16, 1905, p. 842.

On the Ancient Pit-Dwellings of the Pelorus District,

South Island, N. Z. (ieog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 102.

pit-eye, «. 2. See the extract.

The cages came up crammed and crammed again with
the men nearest the pit-eye, as they call the place [in a
nnne] where you can see daylight from the bottom of the
shaft

R. Kipling, At Twenty-Two, in Indian Tales, p. 113.

pit-gage (pit'gaj), n. A ra-n-gage set up at

the center of a shallow saucer-like pit, so that

the mouth of the gage is at the same height
as the surrounding ground.

Professor Joseph Henry, about 1850, recommended to
the observers of the Smithsonian Institution the use of

the "pit-gauge'' [rain-gauge]. Enctfc. Brit., XXX. 701.

pith, >t. 2. (c) The soft interior portion of the
shaft of a feather.

pithecan (pi-the'kan), a. and n. [Gr. mdriKo^,

ape, -(- -a».] I. «. Of or pertaining to apes
of the homiuiform or manlike type, as Pith-

ecnnthropus.

II. n. A hominiform or man-like ape : a
hypothetical animal of higher brain-capacity
than the anthropoid apes, but lower than the
average in man, yet approaching man in erect

gait. See '^Pithecanthropus, 1.

Pithecantliropus (pith "e-kan- thro 'pus), n.

[NL., < Gr. ^TiHr/Koi;, ape, + avdpoiro;, man.]
1. A hypothetical genus proposed by Haeckel
to fill the gap between the anthropoid apes
and man.
These Ape-like men, or Pithecanthropi, very probably

existed toward the end of the Tertiary periotl. They
originate<l out of the Man-like Apes, or Anthropoides, by
becoming completely habituated to an upright walk, and
by the corresponding stronger differentiation of both
pairs of legs. Haecttel (trans.). Hist. Creation, II. 293.

2. An extinct hominiform animal approach-
ing the human type more closely than any of

the anthropoid apes. The genus is based only on
tWit molar teeth, an incomplete calvarium, and a diseased
femur found in central Java, in a deposit of volcanic ash
said trf) be of Pliocene age. The capacity of the calvarium
is about two thirds the average of that of the human
skuli. It is characterized by a low forehead and promi-
nent supra-orbital ridges. The femur measures 455 milli-

meters in length, is straight, and indicates by its shape
that the animal walked erect. The name Pithecanthro-
piui erect UH was given to it by the discoverer (Dubois) "in
order to furnish with a definite habitation and a name
the theoretical Pithecanthropux of Haeckel. " Beddard,
Mamin., p. 5H4,

Still, however, in every case earliest man was unmis-
takably man. N'o links coimecting him with other an-
thropoids had l>een found. Very recently, however, have
been found, by Du Hois, in Java, the skull, teeth, aiul

thigh bone of what seems to be a veritable missing link,

named by the discoverer Pithecanthropus erectus. The
only question that seems Ui remain is whether it should
be regarded as an ape more matdike than any known
ape. or a man more apelike than any yet discovered. The
age of this creature was either latest Pliocene or earliest

Quaternary. Le Conte, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1900, p. ,548.

pithecian (pi-the'si-an), a. [NL. Pitheci{a)
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+ -an.'\ Characteristic of or relating to the
New World monkeys of the genus Pithecia;
pithecine : contrasted with '^ccbian.

pitheciine (pi-the'si-in), n. [NL. Pitheciinie.']

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
monkeys of the subfamily Pithcciime ; pithe-
cian.

Pithecoid reversion. See '*'reversion.

pithecometric (pith-e-ko-met'rik), a. [Gr.
TrititjKof, ape, -f- fihpov, measui-e.] Of or per-
taining to the measurement or proportions of
the bodies of the apes in comparison with the
human body.
The standard pithecometric proposition would then be

worded in this more exact way ;
'* The comparative anat-

omy of all organs within the catarrhine group leads us to
one and the same result— the morphological differences
between man and the anthrotwunorphous Old-World apes
are not so great as those which separate these anthro-
poids from the papiomorphous baboons, the lowest of
the cataiThines.

Haeckel (trans.), in Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. 465.

pithecomorphic (pith-e-ko-m6r'fik), a. [Gr.
-IHi/Koi;, ape, + /xopc^^j form, -i- -ic.J Having
the form or characters of an ape ; ape-like.

Contrasted with unthropomorphic.
pith-fleck (pith ' flek), H. A minute brown
speck found in the wood-layer of many trees,

due to the boring of insects.

pit-hole, ". 2. The grave. HalliweU.
pit-lathe (pit'lalH), n. A lathe for which a
pit is provided, just in front of the head-
stock, to allow for the turning of work of
large diameter, such as fly-wheels for en-
gines, etc.

pitman, n. 4. See the extract.

Pitsawing was done by two men with a long saw that
had cross handles on each end. A stick of timber, hewed
square, was placed over a pit, or elevated on trestles.

One man stood on top of it and pulled the saw up, and
one 'man stood in the pit below to pull the saw down.
The workman on top, who guided the saw along the
chalk line and who was supposedly the better man, was
called the top-sawyer. The one below was called the
pit-man. Fox, quoted in Dialect Notes, II. vi.

pitomba (pe - tom ' ba), n. [Native name in
Brazil.] A tree of the myrtle family, Eugenia
Luschnathiana, native to northern Brazil,

which bears edible fruit.

pitombeira (pe-tom-bii-e'ra), n. [Native name
in Brazil.] A tree of the soapberry family,
Talisia escuJenta, native of Brazil. The fleshy

aril of the seeds is edible.

piton (pi-toil'), «. [F.] A point ; a peak.
Northern Martinique, like other West Indian islands,

is a labyrinth of monies and pitons, i.e., of singularly
steep peaks and ridges (partly volcanic cones, partly
erosional forms), densely clothed with forests and her-
bage. Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1902, p. 274.

pit-planting (pit'plan'ting), n. See '^'trench-

phintinfl.

pit-shop (pit'shop), n. A cellar or other un-
derground place used as a workshop.
As far back as 18f>4 we find the [Glasgow tailors'] union

resolving that the members employed in a certain noto-
rious underground cellar " should finish their jobs and
leave, until a better workshop was got." In the next
year . . . the general meeting resolved: "that those
employers who have pit-nhops . . . receive notice to get
proper workshops." Webb, Indust. Democracy, I. 359.

pittancery (pit'an-se-ri), n. The office of the
pittancer of a convent ; the estate belonging
to this office. \. E. D.

pitted, a. 2, In leather-manuf. , said of skins
having little spots or holes in the grain which
mark but do not pierce it. They are caused
by decomposition or sometimes by the action
of salt. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 35.— 'Pitted

KTOtind. .Same as *(Ai)n6(e-«ur/ace.— Pitted plain.
See ieplain'i.

pitterpatter (pit'tr-paf'fer), adv. Same as
pitapat: also noting a slighter and quicker beat,
as of drops of water.

pitting, «. 8. In genh, the excavation of small
pits in a surface of rock, usually by some pro-
cess of solution.

Subsequently an ancient soapstone quarry near Tenally-
town was examined. The ancient pitting con-esponded
quite closely with that of the bowlder quarries and the
condition of the pits indicated e(inal age.

Sinithxonian Rep., 1890, p. 48.

pittite^ (pit'it), «. \_pil^ -1- -i7f2.] One who
frequented the pit in the theater: especially

in evidence during the O. P. (old-price) Riots
in Covent Garden Theatre, London, in the
early part of the nineteenth century.

Tlien there is an especially noisy night, when' rows of
standing pittites are impelled one row over the other, in

dire confusion. Doran, Annals of Eng. Stage, II. xxv.

Pittite^ (pit'it), n. \_Pitt (see def.) -1- -ite'KI

One who advocated the policies of William
Pitt, especially with regai-d to France.

place-mode

pitto (pit'6), «. [Dahomey kpitu.'] The native
name of a kind of beer, inade in West Africa,
from fermented maize or rice ; maize-beer.
X. E. D.
pittosporaceous (pit"o-spo-ra'shius), a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of th&
Pitfi>.'<)iorcsp.

Pittsford shale. See SaUna ''beds.

pituitary, a.— pituitary extract, a substance ex-
tracted from the pituitary gland of animals, the action of
which in man is to strengthen and retaj'd the action of
the heart— Pituitary pouch, a small iMx:ket or pouch,
opening in the bottom of the olfactory sac of the lamprey.
Parker and Ilagwell, Zoology, II. 124.

pituri (pit'u-ri), n. [Also pitnry, ptitchurief

pitchiri, 2)ticAert, pitcherie, pitchery, pidgery,.

pedgery, and bedgery; from an aboriginal
name.] An Australian solanaceous shrub,
Vuboisia Hopwoodii, the leaves and twigs of
which are used as a narcotic masticatory by
the aborigines of central Australia. It is some-
times smoked, when dampened and mixed with the ashes-
of certain plants and rolled up in the form of a cigar.
When used in small quantities it acts as a powerful stim-
ulant, assuaging hunger, and enabling long journeys to
be made without fatigue. It yields a brown! liquid, acrid
alkaloid, called piturine, which is sitnilar to nicotine.

piturine (pit'u-ric), n. Ipituri ¥ -i«e2.] a.

liquid base, CgHgN(?), found in a certain Aus-
tralian drug obtained from Duboisia Hop-
woodii. It has an odor resembling nicotine,
with which it is believed by some chemists to
be identical. See *pituri.

pit-village (pit'vil'aj), n. A village formed
of pit-dwellings : particularly used in refer-
ence to groups of ancient underground dwell-
ings found in England.

pit-wheel (pit'hwel), «. A large gear on a
horizontal axis at the end of a rolling-mill: so
called because a pit is made for it to allow the
rolls to come close to the floor.

pityocampa (pit'i-o-kam'pii), n. [Gr. irvrvo-

Ka/inri, < Triruf, pine, -I- Ka/j-ri, caterpillar.]

The larva of the pine procession-moth, Cnetho-
campa pityocampa. S'. E. I).

pityriasis, «.— pityriasis lingua, the presence of
whitish patches of epithelial cells on the tongue.— Pity-
riasis nigricans, a form of chromidrosis in which a
dark discol<jration of the skin takes place.

piuri, n. Same &s purree.

piutim (pe-o'tem), n. pi. [Heb.] Hymns in-

corporated in the Jewish festival liturgies.

Most of the piutim are acrostically written
and contain the name of the composer. See
^mahzor.

pivot-truck (piv'gt-tnik), n. A single car-
truck, without a car-body, used to transport
logs, telegraph-poles, and long timbers. Two-
trucks are used, the ends of the logs resting on a pivoted
bar on each truck, the load joining the two trucks, and
the pivots enabling the trucks to pass a curve in the
track.

pizol (pik'sol), n. Pine-tar made soluble by
the addition of soap. It is antiseptic and dis-

infectant.

P. J. An abbreviation (a) of Jtistice of the
Peace ; (b) of Police Justice ; (o) of Presiding
Judge ; (d) of Probate Judge.

P. L. Ail abbreviation (a) of Paradise Lost;
(b) of Poet Laureate ; (o) [/. c. or caj).] in
psychol., of partial limeti.

placage (plak'aj), n. [F. plagucr, to plate.

See plaque.'\ The facing of walls with thin
slabs of marble or the like, or with stucco or
plaster. N. E. D.

placard, ».—The Placards, placards containing the
protests of the Reformers against the mass, widely dis-
tributed throughout Paris and posted on the walls every-
where in the winter of 1534-5. See the extract.

For the next six years Francis's attitude towards the
Reformers oscillated from persecution to favour, accord-
ing as he was anxious to win the suppitrt of the Pope or
that of the German princes. But after the winter of 15;J4-

1535, when the breach between the two religious paitiea
was enormously widened by the affair of the " Placards"
and the terrible peraecution which followed it, the king's
face began to be set steadily towards Catholicism.

A. Tilley, Lit French Renaissance, I. 9.

place, n. 24. In mining, a drift driven at
right angles to a wide lode to form the start-

ing-place for a slide.— 25. In sporting con-
tests, the relative rank or success secured;
specifically, that of the winner, the second, or
the third.— In place, (c) In mining, inclosed in fixed

rocks : said of a vein or lode which h.asnot been disturbed
by a break or slide of the rock.— Place kick. See *Ai'cA-.

placeable (plas'a-bl), n. That may be placed.

place-holder (plas'h61''d^r), m. l. One who
holds a place or oflioe ; an office-holder.— 2.

A deputy.

place-mode (plas'mod), h. A statistical mode



place-mode

which prevails in a given species of organisms
at a given place and season. See *m()de^, 12.

It is not thinkable that there sliould be two ''place-

mtKies" for the same species and character at the same
place and during the same season.

Biometrika, .\pril, 190-2, p. 312.

placentE, ft.— Allantoic placenta, that condition of

the [ilacenta found in clawed mammals, in which the
allarUois joins the chorion at an early date.— Annular
placenta, a placenta which surrounds the fetal envelops
like a ring.— Basal placenta. See *()o*a/. —Chorionic
placenta, the condition of the placenta found in un-
gulates, in which the allantois remains distinct from the
chorion for a considerable time.— DifTnse placenta.
See diffme, 1 (<).— Fetal or embryonic placenta, the
portion of the placenta, or afterbirth, derived from the
embrj-o: opposed to the matt^ntal *pltict'nta, or portion

derived from the uterine tissues of the mother.

—

Fundal
placenta, a placenta attached to the fundus of the
uterus.— Maternal placenta, the portion of the pla-

centa, or afterbirth, which is formed by the uterine tis-

sues of the mother: opposed to the fetal or eynbryonic

*placenta.— Placenta maxgrinata, a placenta the edges
of which have no chorionic attachment— Placenta
tmff6e, a diseased placenta which is marked by the
presence of mnnerous small dark-red infarcts.— Zonary
placenta. .Same a.^ annular *ptacenta.

Placental decidua. Same as decidua serotina.

See decididi.

Placenticeras (plas-en-tis'e-ras), 11. [NL., <

L. placenta, cake, + Gr. nipac, horn.] A genus
of pachycampylous ammonoid cephalopods
having smooth, involute, compressed discoidal

shells, often of large size, with very eomple.x
sutures, which are of eeratitoid outline in

young stages of growth. The genus occurs
ii^ Cretaceous rocks.

placentocytotoxin (pla-sen'to-si-to-tok'sin),

«. {^placenta + ci/totoxin.'i A eytotoxin directed

against placental cells.

placentophagy (plas-en-tof'a-ji), h. [XL.
jilaciiita + Or. (pnyfh; eat.] "flie eating of the
plaeenta: practised in certaiu parts of the
.Sudan.

placentule (pia-sen'tul), n. pJL. placentula,

dim. of placenta] A small placenta.

placer^, ». 8. In ceram:, a workman in a pot-

tery who places the unburned ware in the
saggars and arranges the saggars in the kiln.

placer-, «— Ancient beach placers, deposits found
on the coastal plain along a line of elevatecl beaches.
(', S. Oeul. .Vnn:. Bulletin 328, ]>. 142.— Bench placers,
gravel deposits in ancient stream.chamiels and tlLH>d-

plains which stand from hfty to several hundred feet
above the present streams, f. S. (ieol. Sure,, Hnlletin
32». p. 142.— Creek placers, gravel dep<«it« in the beds
and intermediate HoimI.plains of stnall streams. C S.

Geot. Sure.. Hulletin ;12-S. p. 142.— Dry placer, adejKisitof
gold in the bed of a stream which hasdrieti up.

—

Oravel-
pl&in placers, placers found in the gravels of the coastal

or other lowland plains, f. 5. Geot. Sure., Bulletin 328,

p. 142.— Hillside placers, a group of gravel deposits in-

termediate between the creek and bench placers. Their
bed.nick is slightly alxn'e the creek bed, and the sur-

face t^jpography stii)ws no indication of benching. V. S.

Geot. Sure. Bulletin 328, p. 142.— River-bax placers,
placers on gravel flats in or adjacent to the beds of large
streams. C S. Geot. Sure., Bulletin :i28, p. 142.— Sea-
beach placers, placers reconcetitrated from the coastal-

plain gntvels by the waves along the seashore. I\ .^'.

Geal. Sure., Kulietm :J2H, p. 142.— Wet placer,a deix«it
of gold in the bed of a stream which has not dried up.
Engin. Mag., June. 1H99, p. 53.'i.

placer'-^ (pla'sfer), I!, f. {placer"^, n.] In mining,
to mine by the hydraulic process; wash out
(gold) from a bank by a stream of water.
placidamente (plii-che-da-men'te), adr. [It.]

In mii.iic, in a quiet ami placid manner;
calmly.

placobranchoid (plak-ii-brang 'koid ), a.

[I'lnrohraiicliua) + -out.] Resembling the
I'lanihrinicliia.

placochromatic (plak'o-kro-mat'ik), a. [Gr.

T/af (t/jjk-), a plate, + xp'-'t"'(~-)t color, +
-If.] In diatoms, having the endochrome dis-

tributed in plates or disks. Compare *cocco-
rlironttifir.

placodermoid (plak-o-d^r'moid), a. [pUico-
derm + -oirf.] Besembling or having the
characters of the fish-like vertebrates known
as Ptnriidirmi or Oslracophori.

placodialin (pla-ko'dl-a-lin), H. [Placodi(Hm)
+ -((/•< -t- -in''.] A compound found in Placo-
dinm chri/^nleuciim. It crystallizes in plates or
prisms which melt at 1.54-1.56° C.

placodin 'plak'o-diu), w. [I'lacod(ium) +
-in-.

I
A compound found in Placndiiim niel-

<itni.iiii.<i. It crvstallizes in copper-red plates
which melt at 'iio° C.

placodontoid fplak-o-don'toid), a. [placo-
diiiit + -on/.] Kesembling the placodonts.

Placopharynx (plak-o-far'ingks), n. [NL., <
Gr. --/if (t/«a-), a disk, + (t>apv}l, pharynx.]
A genus ot suckers found from Michigan to
Georiria.

placoplast (plak ' o-pl&st), n. [Gr. jrAaf
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(tt^ok-), a plate, + TrAoordf, molded.] A sta-
biloplast in contact with a ehromatophore of
a diatom. Compare *libroplast.

placuntoides (plak'un-toi'dez), a, [NL., <
Gr, ^'/.aKovvToeiSi/^, like a cake, < jrAaxoif {trhiK-

OWT-), a cake, + firfof, form.] In anthrop,,
noting a cranium having a low foreLead and a
very Hat verte.x. G. Sergi (trans.), Var. of
the Human Species, p. 45.

pladobole (plad'o-bol), ». [Gr. 7r?.d(5of, abun-
dance of fluids, -I- -iJo/lof, thrown.] In phy-
toijeog., a bolochore in which the propulsion
is effected by means of hygroscopioity. See
*bolochore. F. E. Clements.

plagiator (pla'ji-ii-tor), n. Same a,s plagiari.'ti.

Plagihedral class of crystals. See *sym-
metry, 6.

plagiocephalus (pla'ji-o-sef'a-lus), H. ; pi.

jilayiocephali (-li). [ML;.,< Gr. iXdyioc, oblique,
+ «(>Q/.;;, head.] Aplagioeephalic individual.

pla^oclinal (pla ' ji-o-kli 'nal), a. [Gr.
-/a>(of, oblique, + kHvuv, incliiie.] In geol.,

descriptive of or relating to structures which
run diagonally or obliquely to the strike of
the strata, such as ridges whose axes do not
coincide with the strike of the beds.

Amongst the characteristics of the sculpture there are
two noteworthy features. In the first place, there are no
escarpments and very little differential denudation in.

deed, nearly all the exposed ridges are ptaf/iwlinal, and
at Collier Hill, Beacon Hill, Broombriggs and elsewhere
not only are the rocks seen to strike obliquely across the
ridges aa a whole, but even the smaller cl^s are plagin-
cliiMltoo. Geoij. Jour. (R. G. S.), XXI. 628.

plagiocoeloas (pla'ji-o-se'lus), a. [Gr. -layio^,

obli<|ue, + KoiAof, hollow.] In ornilh., noting
that condition of the intestine in which the
second loop and frequently other loops are
folded upon themselves.

Plagiogrammns (pla'ji-o-gram'us), n. [NL.,
< Gr. -/<i;(of, oblique, + ypa/ifii/, a line.] A
genus of blennioid fishes found off the coast
ot California.

pla^Ograph (pla'ji-o-graf), n. [Gr. v/Ayiof,

oblique, -t- ypdcfieiv, write.] An extension of
the pantograph, invented by Sylvester, which
enlarges or reduces figures, but may be turned
at any required angle to the original. Called
also a skew pantograph.
plagiopatagium (pla "ji-6-pat-a-ji'um), M.

;
pi.

plagiopiitngia (-ii). [Gr. jr'/.ayioc, oblique, +
NL. patagium.] That portion of a bat s wing
which lies back of the arm and between the
fifth finger, the side of the body, and the hind
leg. It comprises the ' endopatagium ' and
' mesopatagium ' of Harrison Allen.

Fur close and fine, about 7 mm. long on the back,
fieneral colour above pale grey, the individual hairs dull
whitish, with dark brown tips. I'nder surface nearly
white. Membranes brown, the plaitinptttagium and in-

terfemoral inconspitruously edged with white.
Annaltand Mag. Sal. llitt.. May, 1904, p. 386.

Plagiostomidae (pla * ji - o- sto
' mi - de),'n. pi.

[XL. Plagiostomiim + -idse.] A family of
small, usually cylindrical turbellarians of the
order Alloiacwla, with one genital opening, no
accessory female apparatus, and with the
testicular follicles in front of, alongside, and
behind the brain. The pharynx varies in
position and size, and there is no otoeyst. It

includes several genera, among which are
Plagiostomnm, Acmostomitm. and rnrticero.i.

Flagiostomum (pla - ji - os ' to -mum), n. [Gr.
n-'/.ayio^, oblique, + ardna, mouth.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Plagiostotnidee. O,

Schm'dt, ]8ol.

plagiotrisene (pla'ji-o-tri'en), n. [Gr. v^yioc,
obli<(ue, + E. triiene.'j In sponge-spicules, a
trimne whose cladi are directed obliquely
forward.

plagiotropoas (pla-ji-ot'ro-pus), a. Same as
plagiotropir.

Some of Hid plagiotropmu shootB [of mosses] are fso*

phylloUB.
A'. K. Gnehel (trans.). Organography of Plants, I. 100.

plaglotropy (pla-ji-ot'ro-pi), m. Same as
plaijintropiKm.

plagOSe (plii'gos), a. [L. plagosii.t, iplagn, a,

blow.] Inclined to strike or flog. [Kare.]
.V. /;. I).

plague, n. 2. It is an acute infections disease, known
since tin; second century of the f'hrlstian era, occurring
chiefly in the poorer (juarters of large cities, where the
crow<li»g is greatest and the hygienic conditions are
bad, and caused by a siieciflc micro.organism, Racillug
peMh. The disease prevails most in tlie tropics or in
cities of the temperate z<me during the hot season. It

occurs under four fonns which differ markedly in the
severity of their symptomit, the mode of propagation, and
the seat of the principal lesions. These forms are : bu-
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honic plague, the most common, in which the glands in
the groin and sometimes the axilla become enlarged, and
there is high fever, with a dry brown tongue, and fre-
quently an eruption due to hemorrhages in the skin ; ftep-
ticemic plague, a more virulent form in which the disease
usually kills before there is time for the formation ol
buboes ; pjieiinionic plague, or plague-pneumunia , the
most fatal fonn of the disease, in which the bacilli lodge
in the air-cells and smaller bronchial tubes, where they
set up the lesiotfa of pneumonia; pestU ininor, a very
mild form of bubonic plague in which there is but slight
swelling of the glands, the fever is never high, and the
patient scarcely feels ill. It is common at the beginning
of an epidemic outbreak. The pneumonic form is the
most infectious, the bacilli being contjuned in the par-
tides of moisture exhaled in the breath and expelled in
coughing. In the bubonic form the infection is probably
spread through the agency of fleas and possibly other in-

sects. The lower animals, especially rats, are very sub-
ject to this variety of plague. Preventive inoculation
with ilaffkine'a serum (containing dead bacilli and toxins)
has been extensively practised in India, with favorable
results. Yersm's serum is an antitoxic serum for the cure
of developed cases, but is also of service in the prevention
of the discjise.- Black pla^e. Same as the black death
(which see, under deatli).— ColA plague. See*coW.—
Parrots' plairue, a ilistemper to which parrots are sub-
ject Also ciiUtnl parrots' rinderpest.—Siberian pla^^Ue,
a cattle-disease in Siberia, nuirked by the occnricnce of a
maligitant furuncle or carbuncle : perhaps the same as
anfArox.-Tarbagan plague, a term applied to the bu-
bonic plague in certain jiarts of Mongolia, where it affects
the tarbagan, a maiiiiot-likc rodent (Artoniii)/ bobae), as it

does the rats of scal'oard places. Xature,'yov. 21, 1907,

p. .^'!>.— The white plague, tuberculosis.

plague-house (pliig'hous), «. 1. A house in-

fected with the plague. . Pepys.—2. A house
in which plague-stricken patients are eared for.

plague-pneumonia (plag'nu-mo'ni-a), w.

Same as pneumonic plague (which see, under
*plaguc'^).

It has been discovered that only those plague patients
who suffer from plarfue-pneumonia — vi condition which
is fortunately infrequent— are centers of infection, and
that the real transmitters of the plague are the lats.

Pop. Set. Mo., Sept., 1901, p. 462.

plaid-neuk (plad'niik), «. The corner of a
plaid, folded over go as to form a pocket.
[Scotch.]

plaidoyer (pla-dwo-ya'), n. [F. See plead.]
In law., a pleading; a pleji.

plain'. I. o. 16. In old mu.iic, said of cer-
tain graces or embellishments, like the beat,
backfall, etc, when without extension by
a shake : opposed to *shaked. Also called
smooth.

II. -Aggradation plain. See *aggradntwn.-
AlluTlal piedmont pltiin. See */ii>rfwionr— Belted
coastal plain, a ccjastal plain made of striita of varying
tl'Xtnre and comiMisition, arranged roughly parallel to
the shore-line.—Bulwark plains, dark nearly circular
plains upon the moon, surrounded by a ring of moun-
tains : differing from many of the large flat.bottomed
craters, like Plato, in being much largei-, with diameters
exceeding 100 miles.— Coastal plain, in general, a plain
along the 8ea-lK)rder of a land-area; sjieciftcally, a plain
thus I(K-ated, formed by theeiiR-rgenceof a former sea-bot-
tom.—Embayed coastal plain, a dissecteil coastal plain

Emb.^ye(l Co;isl.il I'l

which has been slightly depressed, allowing the ocean
waters to enter the valleys, as the region arouml Chesa-

Eeake Bay, Maryland.— Gradation plain, a plain f«^rmed

y a river at giade. I'. S. Geol. Sure., Monographx,
XLI. iii. 93.— Graded plain, a plain on which there
is an essential balance between corrosion and deposition.
Chatnberlin and .Sntixhnr!/, (ie<}\., I. 159.— Overwash
plain, the accumulation of debris spread out at the front
of a glacier by the action of glacial streams.

Ocerwagh plains.— The material which lies outside the
moraine, and which is believed to be of equal age with
It, consists mainly of the gravel and sand can-led on be-
yond the ice by the running waters which emanated
from it. Where the waters issuing from the edge of the
ice found no valley to receive them, they deposited their
burden upon the territ^»ry just outside of the ice, build,
ing up saiul and gravel jdains. Such plains slope some-
what promptly away from the moraine, and the deposit
of sand and giavel grades off Ui a thiti edge at no great
distance from the ice.

/(. I). Saiixbury, in Ceol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1892, p. 4a

Pitted plain, in geol., a glacial plain in which hollows
remaiti. marking the site of ice-blocks.— Plain Of marine
denudation, a nearly even surface prodmcd hy the al)-

rasi<»n of a land-mass by the action of the sc:i, especially
by the waves and currents of the shore.— Plain Of SUtA
aerial denudation, a nearly even surface prcxlnced by
the t-rnsion of a land-mass by weather and streams.—
Stratum-plain, a land surface reducc<l by erosion Xo
confMrtiiil> uith the bedding of the underlying rock.—
Structural plain, a plain conformable t^) the muierlying
strata.— Subaqueous overwash plain, debris washed
out from the'fn uit of a glacier and deposited under water.
See overivaaH itplain.
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If a moraine was bein^ fonued at the edfse of the
Blaeier at the same time that the numerous ghtcial
streams were building their deltas in the bordeririiff lake,
the moraine would be bordered on its outer edjre by an
overwash plain havini? the characteristics of a delta, or of
a series of coalescing deltas. For overwash plains or
glacial deltas of this type the senior author has already
proposed the name "swagueoiu ovenvagh platJM."
R. D. Saligbury, in OeoL Surv. of New Jersey, 1893, p. 240.

plain-fish (plan'fish), n. Same as *cscolar.

plain-laid (plan'Iad), a. Xaut., noting a rope
composed of three strands laid together right-
handed, that is, from left to right, or with the
sun, or with the revolution of the hands of a
clock.

plain-tail (plan'tal), n. Same as *escolar.

plaintif, ». A simplified spelling of plaintiff.

Plaintiff in error. See terror,

plain-tile (plau'til), n. Iplain + tile'^.] A
flat roofing-tile. See plain tile, under tile^.

Plaisancian (pla-san^si-an), a. and n. [F.
Plaisance, a town in France, + -tan,'] In
geol,j noting the earliest division of Pliocene
time, in the classification by Gaudry and
de Lapparent of the European Pliocene:
represented by the Pikermi, Baltavar, Mont
Leb^ron, and Coiicud beds, which furnish
evidence that herbivorous mammals were at
that time widely disi>ersed and abundant.
planar, o. 2. Of or pertaining to a plane.
— Planar lens. See -kiem.

H. ». See "^anasUgmat
planarity (pla-nar'i-ti), n. [planar + -ity.']

The character of being planar or flat.

planation (pla-na'shon), n. [NL. *plana-
tioln-), < lAj.'planare. "See plane^j v.] The
act of planing or making plane or flat; spe-
cifically, in geoL, the erosive process by which
a stream or a glacier produces a nearly level
surface ; also the result of erosive processes.
The study of the relief of the land in various repions

has shown that there aie many such remuants, left by
incomplete p^a;irt(iort.

/. C. Russell, Rivers of North America, p. 49.

This period of deposition'was in turn closed by a re-
newed disturbance of an oropenic kind, conipai-atively
slight in amount and local, chiefly affecting certain lines
in a northwest and soatheast- direction. Next came re-

newed denudation or 'planation,' and this continued
until the enormous volcanic extravasations of the
Miocene began. Sciencey March 15, 1001, p. 406.

Lateral planation, the removal of material and the
production of a plain by tlie latend meandering of a
graded stream. Chamberli'n and Salisbury, Oeol., I. 78.

planchment (planch' ment), w. Ipla7ich +
-m€nt.'\ Planking; especially, a ceiling.

Planchment— Ceilinf^. Now seldom heard. An old
woman said : "The roof wets so, I 'm afraid the planch-
ment '11 fall." From planched, that is boarded.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, April-June, 1891, p. 159.

plane^. I. a.—Plane flgrure. See *ft(7ure.— Tl&ne
symmetry, in cryatal. iiee-^symmetry.— Plane wave.
See -ktvavel.

II. ?».— Actinic plane. See *rtcf/mc.— Anti-
clinal planes. Same as iranticlinal walls.— Ax>ical
plane, see *awicrti.— Automatic plane. Same as
double-act infj inclined plane (which see, under 7>i«».fil).-

—

Complex plane, tlie plane each point of wliich repre-
sents a complex number.— Cone Of planes. See -kconc.

—Declination of a plane. See itdedination.—'Dia.-
metral plane, (a) in crystal., see diamstral. (b) In
yeom., a jiliiiie through the center of a sphere.— Dlsmp-
tion-plane, in geol., a zone of displacement; a fault-
plane.

These lines of movement traverse the Lewisian plateau
in various directions, producing planes of disruption,
molecular reairangement of the minerals and the devel-
opment of foliation. . . . Close U) the well-defined dis-
ruption-planes, . . . the gneiss loses its low angle, is

thrown into sharp folds, the axes of which are parallel
with the planes of movement.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci.y 1901, p. 617.

Dlylsional plane, a plane marking a division between
two beds or other masses of rock. See -kdivision-plane.
— Focal plane, (a) in optics, see focaZ. (b) In line-

geom., one of the ])lanes of which two are determined by
each straight of the congruence taken with each of the
two stniights consecutive t<) it by which it is intersected.

—Geometric plane, in ?)er«j)., a ground-plane.— Ger-
man hoiizohtal plane, the plane defined by two
straights joining on each side the deepest point of the
lower eye-socket rim with the point of the upper rim of
the osse<»u8 audit<>ry passage or acoustic duct lying per-
pendicularly above the center of the ear-aperture.-
Listing's plane, a plane which contains the vertical and
transverse axis of the eyeball and fonns a right angle
with the anteroposterior axis.— Nodalplane^a node or
nodal point in a vibrating colum.. of air, as in an organ-
pipe.— Occipital plane. ('>) A i)lane drawn through
the base of the skull in such manner as to cut through
the anterior and jwsterior (more properly the dorsal and
ventral) edges of the foramen magnum. The angle
formed by the occipital plane and tlie basicranial axis is

open in man and less than a right angle in fishes.— On
plane, iux>oaZ-mtn*iu7, in a direction at right angles to
the plane or main jr)intB of acoal-scam.— Oplsthiohasl-
lar plane, the plane at right angles to the medial jdane
and passing tlinjugh the opisthion and the ba-sion.

—

Plane of fire, in gun., the vertical plane containing the
line of fire.— Plane Of Hensen, a plane or line passing
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through the center of a scries of the sarcous elements of
a muscle-fihril.— Plane problem, a pmblem concerning
points, lines, and figures, wliich lie in one i)lane.— Planes
of reference, systems nf planes from whieli aie mea-
sured the distances of objects in order to fix their pt)8i-

tion in space.— Solution plane, a direction in a crystal,
usually parallel to some simple crystallographic face, in
which the substance yields with relative ease to solvent
action, as when the crystal of a rock-mass is subjected to
great pressure. The development of the minute inclu-
sions to which the schiller is due takes place along Sdlu-
tion planes. See *j(c/iiWmzfl/ton.— Structure plane,
a plane that is definitely related to certain geologic struc-
tures of a region or terrane, as a fauU^plane, Joint-plane,
or contact-plane between fonnations.

The tendency of the modem school of physiographers
seems to be to ascribe "little importance ti) geological
strticture planes as a factor in detennining the position
and the orientiition of water courses."

W. II. Ilobbs, in Jour, of Geol., Sept-Oct, 1901, p. 469.

TrOChOided plane, a flat surface the center of which
moves at a uniform speed in a circle, the plane being
kept normal to the surface of a trochoidal wave. Ilnr-
grave.— Unit planes, in optics, two planes at right angles
to the axis of an optical system, as a lens system, so sit-
uated that the distance fi'om the axis to a point in one of
the planes is e(inal to the distance from the axis to its
conjugate point in tiie other plane.

plane^. v. r.—To plane down, to press down with a
planer the types in a form prepared for press to make
them of uniform height and equally level under the im-
pression of a press ; also, to shave down the printing-block
that is more than type high.

plane^ n.— Adjustable plane, a plane in which the
angle of the cuttmg-edge may be varied with respect to
the face of the block or stock, and in wliich the opening
at the throat for the chip can be made greater or less.

—

Bull-nose plane, a plane which has the plane-iron at the
front end to enable the workman to plane into a comer.
— Combination plane. («) See combiiiation. (b) A
wood-working plane having a stock resting on adjustable
slides which take the place of the sole, and having adjus-
table fences on each side of the stock, so as to admit by
the use of various attachments, of the use of a great va-
riety of bits. It can thus be used in molding, matching,
beading, reeding, and fluting, as a hollow, chamfer-, fil-

lister-, dado-, and slitting-plane, and as a plow. Also
called universal plane.— Core-bOX plane. See itcore-

toa;.— Universal plane. See combination -kplane (&).

plane-parallel (plan'par^a-lel), a. In opticSj

haviag two surfaces plane and parallel to each
other: as, a plane-varalkl plate of glass.
— Plane-parallel structure, a structure possessed by
those rocks which are broken into tabular masses with
l)arallel sides, eitlier by bedding or by sheeting.

The table illustrates the well known fact that, in a rock-
mass possessing the plane-jmrallel structure, the rate of
conduction is widely differentaccording as the heat pfisses

along or across the planes of schistosity or cleavage.
Amer. Jour. -Set., Aug., 1903, p. 114.

planer, «. 4, A power-tool of the largest
class for planingmassive pieces of metal which
can be surfaced or machined by a cutting-tool
working in a straight line. Its essential features
are a long and narrow bed, on which slides the work-table

;

massive tiprights, called the hous'iwjs, on each side of the
table and tied together at the top ; and a cross-rail, gibbed
to the housing and spanning the bed, carrying one or two
tril-heads, and with a vertical traveree on the housings.
In principle it is related to the latlie, in the sense that
the work advances against a fixed cutting-t*X)l. It differs

from tlie lathe in the presentation of the work to the tool
in a horizontal plane, and from the shaper, slotting-ma-
chine, and key-seater in respect to the direction of the
eff'ort of the cutting-tool and in the fact that in these ma-
chines the work is at rest while the cutting-tool moves

;

but all five machines are essentially tools making a planer
cut, as opposed to the chipping cut of a milling-machine.

planet
leaving the bed unobstructed on one side to receive large
IJieces.— Planer and Jointer, ^ae-ttplaniug-tnachiiie.— Plate-edge planer, a machine particularly adapted
to planing the edges of plates, angles, and other rolled
sections.- Pony planer, a w(XKl-planing machine for
small work.— Rack-and-pinion planer, a planing-ma-
chine the bed of which is driven by a rack-and-pinion, as
distinguished from a crank-planer or a worm-driven
planer.—Rotary planer, a p^jwer-tool having a large
revolving disk armed on the face or the side with a large
number of cutting-tooU. This disk is mounted on a car-

Planer.

(J, bed with V-ways for traversing table; *, traversing work-
table ; c. housings ; d, cross-rail with vertical traverse on housings

;

e, tool-heads with horizontal traverse on cross-rail ; y, tool-heads at

side of work with vertical traverse on housings: ^, brace, tying
housings together; h, mechanism controlling tiaverse of cross-rail.

The important feature of the planer is the mechanism
for operating the traveling work-table. A typical method
is by rack and gear. The advance of the work-table car-

p^ing the work against and under the cutting-tcK)l held
in the cutter-head is slow and powerful ; the return of

the table under the idle cutter is four times as fast. The
feed-motion applied to the cutter-heads gives a cross-feed
for those supported by the cross-rail. Where other cutter-
heads are supported, one on each side of the uprights of

the housing, they are given a vertical feed. By the use
of four cutter-beads, two on the cross-rail and two on the
uprighta, four cuts can be made at each stn^ke.— Open-
side planer, a metal-planing machine having <»nly one
fixed housing or upright to support the cross-rail, thus

Rotary Planer.

a, bed of machine ; *, saddle with traverse on bed ; c. circular
cutter-head armed with a great number of inserted cutters; d,
platform tor operators; e. control

; y, motor. Work is placed on
the floor close to the cutter-head.

riage traveling on a long bed, or, in some machines, is
supported by a cross-rail and housing over tlie woik-
table. It is essentially a milling-machine.— Side planer,
a planer having the housing at one side of the oed. A
massive arm supported by the housing extends over the
bed and carries the cross-i-ail and cutter-head.

Planer (pla'ner), «. fG. planer, planer, rag-
stone, also impure chalk.] In geol., a series
of limestones, marls, shales, sandstones, and
conglomerates representing the littoral facies
of both the lower members (Cenomanian and
Turonian) of the Cretaceous system in north-
eastern Germany. Many of the component
beds are highly fossiliferous and contain
chiefly ammonites, echinoderms, pelecj-pods,
and brachiopods.
plane-sect (plan'sekt), n. A definite area or
piece of a given plane.

plane-sheaf (plan'shef), «. In geom. J the
CO 2 planes on a point.

plane-shear (plan'sher), n. Same as plank-
shcer.

plane-space (plan'spas), «. In geom., a space
with the plane as element : the dual of a
point-space.

planet, ?(.—Error of a planet. See *frror.— in-
ferior planet, a planet between the earth and the sun :

so calle<l because in ancient astronomy, the earth being
supposed to be at the center of the system, these planets
are below the sun, which is higher from the earth than
they are. Opposed to sttperior planet. See superior.—
Minor planet, one of the multitude of small bodies
called asteroids or (less correctly) planetoids. Their
orbits lie between those of Jupiter and Mars, witli periods
ranging from three years to nine, Eros alone excepted, its

perihelion lying very near the orbit of the earth, am! its

mean distance from the sun and its period being slightly
less than those of Mars. (See ^rEros, 3.) Discovery, feres,
the first, was discovered by accident on the first night of
the nineteenth century by Pia2zi at Palermo; but, with
very few exceptions, all the rest of the number (mtw
nearing 600) have been discovered by systematic search.
Until 1S91 this search was conducted by minute examina-
tion of fields of the heavens which had been carefully
charted (usually by the planet^hunters themselves). If
stars not upon the charts were found, a few hours, or at
most days, of observation would show whether the inter-

loper was merely a (variable) star overloiiked iii chaining
or really in motion. If the latter, a short computation
would usually show whether it was a new planet or one
previously known. In some cases, however, it is neces-
sary, in order to decide the question, to make an ex-
tended calculation of perturbations suffered by the older
planet since it was last observed. By October, 1691, S21
asteroids had thus been discovered and duly numbered
and named. A new and more fruitful method, the
phott^raphic, was then introduced by Max Wolf at
Heidelberg, which consists in attaching a camera to an
equat<:>rial mounting, driven by accurate clockwork, and
pointing it to the sky during an exposure of several
hours. ITie stju^ in the field will appear on the negative
as small round dots, while any moving object, as a
planet, will be recognizable at once as a streak. Some-
times several are thus captured upon the same plate. The
first planet thus discovered by him, in November, 1&91,
was (322) Brucia, named in honor of the late Miss Bruce
of New York, who supplied the funds with which to
procure his instrument, a double camera with l(5-inch

lenses. Other observers immediately a<lopted tlie metlmd,
and since 1891 over250 planets have thus been added to
the list, only three or four of them by the old visual
process. The year 1903 alone yielded 41, though a num-
ber of them may not retain a i)ermanent place on the
roll. Designation. At first names were assign^^d fmm
classical mythology (all feminine excepting ErosX but as
the supply fell short other mythologies were re.'^nrtcd to,

and now names of countries, cities, and people a])pear,
slightly disguised. Since 1S94 a considerable number
remain unnamed, designated only by the number in-

closed in a circle, which constitutes the planet's synilud
and makes a name unnecessary. These numbere gener-
ally, but now not always, follow the order of discovery,
and are assigned by the Berliner Rechenanstalt as s<«>n

as sufllcient observations have been obtained to d»!er-
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mine the planet's orbit and to establish its non-identity

with any of the older asteroids, a considerable number of

which are now 'adrift,' not having been observed for

yeara, and are every now and then picked up. In 1892,

when the photographic discoveries began to crowd in, it

was found necessary to devise a provisional designation

to be used until the planet's definite number could be
assigned. Accordingly, the planets are given letters in

the order of announced discovery. After the alphabet
was exhausted, jistrunomers began again with BA. BC,

etc. It was in this way that Eros (433) was at first an-

nounced as Dij. 1898. Orbitg. The orbits are of course

all ellipses, but with a much wider range of eccentricity

and inclination to the ecliptic than those of the major
planets. Accordiiig to the data of the "Annuaire du
Bureau des Longitudes " for 1!)04, there are among the

first 500 sixteen witheccentricities exceedlng0.80. Occio

(47.1) stands at the head with the almost cometary eccen-

tricity of 0.38. Pallas (2) has the greatest inclination, 345°,

and there are seven others with inclinations exceeding
26°. These little bodies, on account of their great dis-

turbances by .Jupiter, are far more troublesome to follow

by calculation than the major planets, and their number
is now so great, to say nothing of the probable thousands
still undiscovered, that it becomes necessary to limit

elaborate computations to such only as present some
interesting peculiarity, orbit;»l or 'personal,' so to speak.

Indeed, the almost too successful hunt for them may
before long be abandoned as unpn)fltable ; and yet there

always remahis the alluring possibility that any night the

negatives may reveal an ultra-Neptunian planet, faint

from remoteness but immense, thus at a stroke doubling

the known dominion »l the sun. Size. Ceres (1), the

largest, has a diauieter of abi>ut oOO miles, Pallas (2) about
300, Vesta (4) about 260 (although she is the brightest of

the family and is sometimes barely visible to a keen eye),

and Juno (3) about 120 : all according to measures by Bal-

nard. "The rest are much smaller, many of the new
discoveries probably not exceeding 15 or 20 miles in

diameter, so faint as to be visible only in the largest

telescopes, if at all. In mass Ceres may possibly be as

much as one five-th^»usandth as large as the earth, and
the united mass of the whole assemblage cannot well be
one flftieth of the earth, as is proved by the non-exis-

tence of perceptible perturbations on Mars. Axial rota-

tion. A few of these planets show at times markeil and
regularly perio<lic variations i>f briglitness, probably

due to a spotted surface and axial rotation. On that as-

sumption it is found that Eros rotates in 5 hours 1<!

miniites, and three others— Lirona (llli), Hertha(l:(6), and
Tercidina (346)— at about the same rate, (lur telescojies

are not as yet able to supply any information as to the

nature and condition of their surfaces. Presumably they

are simply airless rocks. Orimn. It seems altogether

probable that these bodies constitute a single family, but
how it came to pass th.at the matter com|M)sing them
came to be so scattered instead of fonning a single planet

is a subject of mere speculation, ^'arious theories have
been suggested. The oldest is that they are fragments of

an exploded planet ; another, that they are due to the

disturbing arti<>n 4»f .Jupiter ui>oii a nebuloua ring; but
knowledge on this point, if ever attainable, is for the

future.— Station Of a planet, f^e -kstntion.

plane-table, n FbotOKra.pblc plane-table, in ph,-
tii'jntphic surreifiiift, a ftun'e>ing-camera having its top

surface arranged as a plane-table an<l iiruvided with an

alidade to be used in determining and mapping the posi-

tion of the iioint or station from wliii-h the i)hotographs

are taken and the direction in which the axis of the

camera is pointed at each exposure.

planetarian (plan-e-ta'ri-an), a. and n.

[planetary + -<in.'] I. </. Of or pertaininfr

to a planet or tho planets; planetary.

n. ". An inhabitant of a planet.

planetary, a planetary circulation, an ideal

general circulation of the atmosphere of the eiulh con-
sidered as a suiooth globe ;

a system of trade-winds,
anti-trades, and lower
west winds, and the whirls
between them, assumed
to corresp^md with this

ideal. Numerous such
ideals have been sketchetl

by Thonisfjn, l-'errel,

Davis, and otht-ts.

—

Planetary ellipsoid,
hour, system, trans-
mission. See iteilipuni't,

^thiiiir, jt'ilttr Kjfutt'm,

ktrnnxniitotion. — Plane-
tary Winds. See*j>frt»w-
tftrit circulntitin.

il. «.
;

pi. plnne-
tarien. An abbre-

viation ot planetary nebula. See nebula.

Both the "Wolf-Rayet blue bands were present, as in

certain planflarirfi.

A . M. Clerkf, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 381.

planetesimal (plan-e-tes' i-mal), a., and n.

[NL. 'planelesimus, < planct{n infinit)cmmus,

u.sed to mean 'an infinitesimal or minute

flanet,' -I- -aP. Heo planet and infinitesimnl.']

. a. Of or pertaining to a niinuto jilanet or

planetary body.— Planetesimal hypothesis, a

mfHlifled form of tile meteorilic liypotiiesiH. proiiosefl by
I*rofes«or T. C. Chamberlin. It assinnes that the motimis
of the small solid mastica {plan*-tfHiimUit)v,hKh comiKwe
the original chnid or nebula are orbital and concurrent, so

tliat collisions are infrequent ami not violent, and the*

process of aggregation is extremely gradual. In the me-
teoritic hypothesis, on the other hand, the meteors, like

the molecules In the kinetic theory of gases, are supposed
to move indiscriminately in all directions with widely
different vel<»cities, so that collisions and rebounds are

violent

The critical application of accepted principles of phys-

ics t/j the nebular hypothesis by I'rofessor Ciiamberlin

Planetary Circulation.
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has revealed its weakness even under direct attack. The
planetesimal hi/potheitis which he has formulated as a
substitute seems much better to explain both the astro-

nomical and geological phenomena It may not be im-
mediately and universally accepted, as it destroys the
present foundation of many geological theories, and
because the leaders in science are committed to the old
ideas ; and in all its claims it may not be true. But its

main postulate, that the globe was formed by accretion
of cold matter, will probably stand.

^iner. Geol., Feb., 1904, p. 95.

II. n. One of the minute bodies moving in
planetary orbits, from time to time overtaking
each other and coalescing, and so gradually
building up the planets, according to the
planetesimal hypothesis.

Tlie new hypothesis holds that the disseminated
planet-forming matter had lost its heat while yet exist-

ing in the hxise form, as rings or zones or wisps of the
parent nebula, and that the globular planets were formed
by the slow accretion or infalling of cold, discreet bodies
or jiarticles {'* planetegiriuUs").

Ainer. Geot., Feb., 1904, p. 95.

planetogeny (plan-e-toj'e-ni), ». [Gr. nXav^c,
planet, + -yn'tia, < -jcii^f, -producing,] The
genesis of planets, or a theory relating to that
.sub,iect.

planetoid, ». See minor *planet.

planetologic (plan'e-to-loj'ik), a. {^planetol-

og(y) + -ic] Of or pertaining to planetol-

ogy.

In Paleozoic times, then, it was the earth itself, not the
sun, to which plant and animal primarily stood beholden
for existence. This gives us a most instructive glimpse
Into one planetoloqie process.

P. Loicell, in The Century, Feb., 1908, p, 606.

planetology (plan-e-tnl'o-ji). n. [Gr. irTiav^vc,

planet, + E. -oloiiii.'] The scientific (aetro-

nomieal) study of the planets.

rianetolofjy, however, will give us the clue to this be-

clouded hothouse state of things. The earth's own
heat, not directly on the crust, but directly on the water,

and thence through its atmosphere, was responsible for

Pideozoic conditions.
/>. LohM, in The Century, Feb., 1908, p. 6ai.

planet-Stirrer (plan'et-ster'er), «. A stirring-

paddle which rotates on its own axis while
describing a circular path round the inner
wall of tbe vessel in which it operates, as the

mixing-vessel in a dyeing- or printing-estab-

lishment. (ieorgieric8{iTS,r\s.),C\iem. Technol.
Textile Fibres, p. 249.

plangorous (plan?'go-rus), a. [plangor +
-oM.s.] Markoil by lamentation.

planlnK-machine, n. 1. when it contains more
than one set of revolving cutter-heads placed in tlifferent

positions, the planing-machine is calleil a mir/anr and
matcher tyr planer and Jointer : when used in finishing

only one surface at a time, it is srmietinies calle*! a
siir/acer ; when used t4i finish heavy timber it is called a
timberdrmner ; anil when used for combing, planing,

matching, ami jointing, it is known as a timberdremer,
tnatrfiir. aii'l -jointer.

planirostrate (pla-ni-ros'trat), o. Same as

planiroatral.

planispherium (plan-i-sfe'ri-um), «.: pi.

ptaninpheria (-'%). [ii\j. planisphxrium.'\ Same
as platiUphere.

planity (plan'i-ti), «. [plnne^ + -ity.'] The
character of being plane

;
planeness. [Rare.]

Anil BO of the straightness of lines, the planity of sur-

faces, and other like getunetrical conceptions: they are

transcendentalisms suggested (only) by experiences, not

in reality conipanii>le with them ,any more than infinity

of space is comjtarabte with mere immensity.
Ji. A. Pnn-tor, Familiar Science Studies, p. 21.

plank, "— Flank way of the wood, with the grain of

the wmxl instead of acn>ss it. In Eurojie before the time
of Bewick (I7.'M»-18'28) blix:ks for wooil-engraving were cut

in this manner. It has been the common custom in

Japan.

He (Bewick) engraved across the grain instead of with
it, or tbe "plank way of the wtxtd " as he called it

(•. E. H'oodlierrii, Hist of Wood-engraving, p. 1.65.

plankaget (plang'kaj), n. [OF.plancage. See
plank.] A port-charge sometimes made for

the use of planks in dock to discharge or take

on a ship's cargo.

plank-buttress (plangk'but'res), n. [Trans-

laliou of G. plnnkrngcriist.'] One of the broad,

flat roots developed vertically at the base of

some species of trees as if for props. The
plank-buttress is feebly illustrated by the

roots of tho common American elm and some
other Northern trees. Also called ^(a«i:-roo<.

The plank-buttresx is a peculiarity ot trees in a tropical

climate with abun.hint rainfall. . . . The physiological
" causes of the phenomenon and its significance to the life

of the tree are still obscure.

A. /'. H'. .S'c/o'mj«'r (trans. ), Plant^Oeog., p. 305.

planking, «.— inner planking. Same as i'n»i'rf«!

*;.ioH*iio).— Inside planking, the ceiling of a vessel.

— Internal planking. Same as inside -kplanking.

plank-plant (plansk'plant), n. An Australian

plant, Busmiea scolopcndria. N. E, J).

plankton

plank-root (plangk'rot), n. Same as *plauk-
buttress.

plank-scraper (plangk'skra'''per), n. A device,
usually home-made, for leveling or scraping
the soil of agricultural fields to produce a level
or uniform surface convenient for irrigation.

The scraper is also used for opening or clean-
ing out distributing-ditches. Yearbook, U. S.

Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 504.

planktograph (plangk'to-graf), n. [>fL.

plankton + Gr. ypdipeiv, write.] A chart show-
ing by means of plotted lines the distribution

of the plankton in relation to temperature,
time of year, and other controlling factors.

planktology (plangk-tol'o-ji), n. [jylankUon)
+ -iilogy.} That branch of biological science
which treats of plankton or the organisms that

float or swim in the water.

On a new theoretical treatment in Planktology.
Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, June-Oct, 1904, p. 438.

plankton (plangk'ton), n. [NL. (in G. spell-

ing) plankton (HaeckeJ), lit. 'that which is

drifting,' < Gr. wlayKTiv, neut. of TvAaynTiq,

wandering, drifting (as a ship, a cloud, a
road, etc.), < TTMiCcoOai, wander, rove (oJ

TT/laf^/c/fvM, the planets), in active form nl&ltiv,

cause to wander, lead astray ; connected with
Tr/.aj-fOf, slanting, oblique.] 1. In biol.: (o)

The minor animals and plants, including es-

pecially the lower organisms, that float or
swim together in tbe water, considered col-

lectively and in contrast with those that live

upon the bottom under the water, or on land.

The plankton, the swimming or drifting fauna which
never rests on the bottom. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 932.

(6) The minor'animals and plants that float

passively in the water, considered collectively

and in contrast with those that swim actively.

See *nekton.

Fishes in the form of eggs and young belong in the
highest degree to the plaitki»n, hut not when mature
animals. ^

Haeckcl (tnms.), Planktonic Studies, in Rep. V. S. Fish
[Com., 1889-91, p. 680.

2. Specifically in phytogeog., an aquatic vege-
tation consisting of freely floating micro-
scopic algte. Warming divides the plankton flora into

oceanic, that of the open, sea ; neritic (Haeckel), that
of the coast ; and fresh water. Schimper distinguishes
only pelagic, that of the sea, and linuietic, that of fresh-

water lakes, the neritic being included in hemiplankton.
In pelagic plankton are represented chiefly the Haeilla-

riareae (diatoms), Peridiniacea, and Cyan'iphyccfe, chiefly

Oscitlatoriaccie. Some other groups, as Protococcacex,
are sparingly included. In limnetic plankton the dia-

toms preilominate, the Cyanophyccx come next, and
otlier groups are represented by a few species. As these
organisms must exist wholly or mostly in a free-swim-

ming condition, their adaptjttiotis are developed toward
this end, according to Schimpei', in the two directions of
decreasing specific gravity and increasing surface with
the least possible use of heavy nutterial. The plankton
microphytes exist in all seas and lakes in all zones, often

in such immense numbers as to give color U* the water,

as that of the Red Sea, and are idso the source of phos-
phorescence. Plankton is the fundamental nourishment
of all animal life in the sea, and is tlierefore of the high-

est interest to fishery. The Vyanophycese. however, .are

injurious, driving fish away.— BathybiC plankton, the

animals ttiat float or swim over the m»ttom <»f the deep
sea without touching or resting upon it ; the hypoplank-
ton. See AiypopfnnWon.— Limnetic plankton, the
animals and plants that float or swim at or near the sur-

face of fresh water; the limnoplankton. See itlinmo-
ptanJKffB.— Monotonlc plankton, an aggregation of

floating or swimming organisms in which one family or
genus predominates, foniiing half or more than half of

the total volimie.— Neritic plankton, the animals and
phuits that float or swim in the water in the vicinity of

the coast, considered collectively and in contrast with
the fauna and flora of the high sea. See oceanic -kplank-

ton.— OceajllC plankton, the animals and plants that
float or swim in the higli sea, ctmsidered collectively

and in contrast with those that inhabit the watei-s near
land.— Pelagic plankton, the animals and i)lants that

float or swim at <ir near tlie surface, considered collec-

tively and in contrast with those that inhabit the depths
of the wate-; the epiplankt/in. See *epiplanki'in.—

Plankton pillse, the repeated occurrence of a regular

and gradnalappenrance and liisappearance of the entire

volume of the plankton of any b<Mly of water.

The phenomenon of a periodic increase of the plankton
volumctrically as a whole, from a minimimi to a maxi-
mum, followed by a decline to another maximum ; the
rise iind fall beitig more or less gradual and the data
forming when plotted a more or less synnnetrical curve
resembling that known as the "probability of error"
curve, may be <lesignated as the planMon pnlse.

C. A. Ko/oid, Bulletin HI. St Ijib. Nat Hict, VI. 298.

Polymlxlc plankton, an aggregation of floating or
swinnning organisms In which no one family, gemis, or

species forms more than half of the t^ital volume.
llneckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Rep. U. S. Fish
Com., p. 808.— Zonary plankton, the organisms that

occur in zones of definite depth and are rarely found
above or below their natural level. The tenn is nearly,

but not exactly, synonymous with mesoplankton. See
•kmesoplankton.



planktonic

planktonic (plangk-toii'ik), n. Iplankton +
-ic] 1. Belongiug to the plankton; floating

or swimmiug.
The planktonic larva of epibenthic adults must settle

on a Bilitable bottom within a certain perioU or die.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 935.

2. Of or pertaining to the animals and
plants that float or swim in the water: as,

planktonic problems Planktonic current, a
stream or current of tloatiii^ or swimming organisms

;

a zoocunvnt. See irzttocurrent,

plankton-net (plangk'ton-net), 11. A conical
net of silk bolting-clotli or similar material,

proWdeii with a small cup for collecting the
plankton from a body of water.

planktonokrit (plangk-ton'o-krit), n. [plank-

ton + Gr. Kf>tTr/(;, a judge, umpire (compare
criterion).] A centrifugal machine which
throws out of a sample of water the organisms
constituting the plankton, in order that they
m,iv t>e examined and counted.

plankton-pump (plangk' ton -pump), n. A
pump which delivers accurately a known
quantity of water at each stroke : used for

collecting plankton at various depths.

planktont (plangk'tont), n. [plankton + Gr.

iiv (oiT-), being.] An individual of the class

of organisms constituting plankton. [Bare.]

After six years' time and all the manipulation noted
the various ptank-tonts are apparently as good for micro-

scopic study or for numerical estimation as they were at

the start Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc, 1899-1900, p. 240.

plankway (plangk' wa), n. Xaiii.. the narrow
portion of deck between the side and the

frame of the hatch in a wherry, etc. N. K. D.

Planocera(plii-uos'e-ra), »!. [NL.] The typi-

cal genus of the iamily I'lanoccridee. De Blain-

vilh, 1828.

Planoceridae (pla-no-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Planocera + -id/e.'] A family of polyclad tur-

bellarians, having no suckers, nuchal tenta-

cles^ the mouth about meoian, and the male
copulating apparatus directed backward. It

includes several genera, among them being
Phiuoccra, Sti/lochus, and Conoceros.

piano-cylindrical (pla"n6-si-lin'dri-kal), a.

Having one plane and one cylindrical surface

:

said of any cylindrical lens having one plane
face.

planocyte (plan'o-sit), n. [Gr. r/ldvof, wan-
dering, -I- (irroc, a hollow (a cell).] A leuco-

cyte or wandering cell: so called from the

fact that it is able to move about in the blood-

vessels or other cavities of the body by throw-
ing out pseudopodia like an amoeba.

planoferrite (pla-no-fer'it), n. [L. planus,

level, + fcrrnm, iron, + -ite"^.] A hydrated
ferric sulphate, Fe203.S03.15H20, occurring
in yellowish-green to brown tabular crystals:

from the Lautaro mine near Morro Moreno,
Atacama.
planographic (pla-no-graf'ik), a. [L. planus,

level, -I- Gr. )pd0«i', write.] 1. Of or pertain-

ing to plan- or map-making. See planoq-
raphist.—2. Relating to printing from plane
surfaces of stone, metal, and the like, in dis-

tinction from intaglio and relief-printing.

planograp^iy (pla-nog'ra-fi), n. [L. planus,

plane, -I- Gr. ypci^in', write.] 1. The art of

drawing plans or maps.— 2. The art of print-

ing from plane surfaces. See *planographic.

planolite (plan'o-Ut), n. [Gr. t7^v(>^, wander-
ing, -I- /(ft<f, stone.] Any fossil impression of

an indeterminate cylindrical annelid found on
the surface of a stratum.

planoparabolic fpla-no-par-a-bol'ik), a. [L.

planus, level, + E. parabolic^.'] Having char-
acteristics of the plane and the parabola.

planorbiform (pla-nor'bi-form), a. [NL.
Ptiinorbis + -form.'] Having the spire de-

pressed so that the whorls lie in the same
plane, like those of the genus Planorbis ;

planorboid.

planorboid (pla-nor'boid), a. [NL. Planorbis
+ -oiri.] Of or pertaining to the gastropod
genus Planorbis; more oarticularly, having
the form of shell characteristic of that genus;
Bubdiscoid with many whorls and flaring aper-

ture; planorbiform.

When the whorls become depressed so as practically to

lie in one i>lane, a "planorboid " pn>toconch is produced
(Dall). Ainer. jVo(., Dec, 1902, p. 919.

planorosion (pla-no-r6'zhon), n. [L. planus,

flat, -1- E. (c)rosion.] The removal and sub-
sequent deposition of fine silt by the rivers in

the arid districts of the southwestern United
States, when swollen to floods by sudden
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heavy rains. The deposited silt may be after-
ward modified by the winds.
That the deposits in question are composed chiefly of

flue clays is due mainly to the effects of planorosion, or
flood-sheet erosion as it is termed by Mc(iee.

Am^r. Jour. Sci., Dec, 1907, p. 472.

planorosive (pla-n6-r6'ziv), a, [L. planus,
flat, -t- E. {e)rosive.'i Characteristic of plano-
rosion.
The two most vigorous geologic processes of the arid

regions— the eolian and the planorosive, the latter more
widely known among the dwellera of those regions as
sheet-floiKl erosion. Both are practically unknown to
people living in those paj-ts i>f the world where there are
abundant rains. Amer. Jour. Sci., Dec, 1907, p. 471.

piano-spherical (pla"n6-sfer'i-kal), a. Having
one plane and one spherical surface : said of
spherical lenses which are either plano-convex
or plano-concave.
planospore (pla'no-spor), n. [Gr. nXdvoi,
wanilering, -I- E. spore.'] A spore or detached
bud that is motile or able to swim.
plant^, n. 11. In billiards generally, the lay
or position of balls; in pocket-pool, a sure
shot from frozen balls; in one kind of pin-
pool, a procedure by which a player may un-
wittingly make another, in.stcad of himself,
winner of the stakes.— Aerating plants. See
*fffra(c.—Aquatic plants. See *«7"a(ic.-- Cultural
plant formation. See *.Ai)-»ir/(i,in. — Enchanter's
plant. See •cncAniifcr.— Fungus-digesting plant, a
plant which, having a fungus within its root-cells, is,

upon the death of the fungus, able to utilize the albumi-
noid substances given up by it. Frank.— 'LQ Sueur
plant, the plant or collective machineiy required to
carry out the Le Sueur process, one of the metho<is of
preparing bleach-lifiuor by the electrolysis of a solution
of common salt.— Plant formation. See Reformation.
— Plant OeCOlOgy. See -kweolorjij.

plants V. t. 13. In chess, to play (a piece)
to a square whence it cannot easily be dis-

lodged.
Black is now enabled to plant ihe Queen at her 6th.

Morphij, Oamea of Chess, p. 37.'i.

planta, ». 3. (b) The sole of a proleg of a
lepidopterous larva. A. S. Packard, Text-
book of Entom., p. 638.

plantad (plan'tad), adv. [L. planta, sole, -I-

-«r/3.] In anat., toward the sole of the foot.

plantaginaceous (plan"ta-ji-na'shius), a. Of
or pertaining to the Planiaginacem.
Flantaginales (plan"ta-ji-na'lez), 1). pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1886), < Plantago (Plantagin-) + -ales.']

An order of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants
containing the family Plantaginacex only
(which see).

plantain^, «

—

Bracted (or large-bracted) plan-
tain, Plantago aristata, a species with very narrow
leaves and long nan-ow bracts, native mostly west of the
Mississippi but now a coninion weed eastward from
Maine to Georgia.— Indian plantain, (h) .See *Mesa-
(fe?ita.— Lance-leafed plantain, the ribwort or English
plantain, Planta'jo Uinceolata, a weed of lawns and mea-
dows, sometimes regarded as a forage-plant.

—

Native
plantain, an Australian fmider-plant, IHantaffo varia,
relished by stock, especially sheep.

plantain-shoreweed (plan'tan-shor'-'wed), n.

A plant, I.ittorclla lacustris.

Plantar neuralgia. Same as erythromelalgia.

plantation,". 4. (h)(2) See the extract.

In the Carolinas and Georgia the reports of rice irri-

gation were generally made for plantations instead of
fanns. In these states the term "plantation" is often
applied to small holdings, the word, as thus used, being
synonymous with " farm."

Dept. of Commerce and Labor (Bm-eau of Census),
[Bull. 16, p. 18.

7. In organ-building, the disposition or ar-

rangement of the pipes of a stop, or of all the
stops, on a wind-chest.

plantationert (plan-ta'shon-#r), n. One who
took part in the plantation or colonization of
Ulster, y. E. I).

plantation-measure (plan-ta'shon-mezh"ur),
». The variety of land-measure formerly
used in the plantations of Ireland, in which
the acre contained 7840 square yards. N. E. I).

plant-beetle (plant'be"tl), n. A beetle of the
family Cliri/somelidse ; a leaf-beetle.

planfr^breeding (plant 'bre" ding), n. The
systematic management of plants by methods
designed to secure improved types. The two
resources for plant-improvement are selection and hy-
bridization. The former (see artificial selection and me-
ti'tiidical selection, under selection) may be practised upon
'chance seedlings' which show desirable characters, as a
few heads of wheat in a field, or upon the best individ-

uals from plots grown under conditions favorable to de-
sired variations. The best seeds of the chosen Individuals

are sown to produce ' mother-plants,' and from the best
seeds of approved mother-plants a centgener (see -kcent-

(jener, 2) is grown, upon which aiul its off8i)ring (see
irnursery stock) selection is practised till a variety is

fixed. In place of seedling selection, ' biul selection ' is

{)ractised in case of plants propagated by cuttings, the
lest branches or other propagules being chosen. Hybrid-
ization (see hybrid, n.) serves more or less to combine

plant-caterpillar

the desirable qualities of two types, but the great major-
ity of hybrids are worthless, or when not worthless un-
stable, so that selection must still bi- jiractised to secure
permanent useful varieties. Plant-breeding aims at some
si)eciflc end, for example, the removal of an undesirable
character, as the beard of wheat, or the enhancement of
a valuable quality, as sugar content in the sugar-beet, or
the combination of two or more desiraide qualities in the
same variety, as earliness or good quality with large
yield.

plant-bug, H

—

Black-lined plant-bug. Same as
Jnur-lincil -kleaf-liwi.— Box-elder plant-bug, an Amer.
ican coreid bug, Lcptocoris trivittatus, which does great

Box-elder Plant-bug {Lffitocon's ti-i-.'ittatus',.

"• «Rgs, enlarged: (^. <-. i/. stages of nymphs: c. adult: all en-
larged.

(Marlatt and Howard. U. S. D. A.)

damage to the box-elder on the tree claims in the
western United States.— Four-lined plant-bug. Same
as four-lined */e«/-t«^.— Four-strtped plant-bug.
Same as four-lined *leaf-bufj.— Hooded plant-bug, :in

American coreid bug, Euthoct/ia tiol'-otor. of wide dis-

tribution and known t^> suck the sajj of youn;; twigs of
orange, plum, and othertrees.— Leaf-footed plant-bug.
(a) A large American coreid ijug, L>'ptn.ili,^><ii!i phijllnpitn.

having the hind tibiaj each furnished with a leaf-like ex-
pansion : common in the southern United States, wdiere
it damages fruit. (l>) Any one of several members of the
genus Lepto'/losftus, which see, with cut.— Northern
leaf-footed plant-bug, an American coreid bug,
Lepto'flossHS opposilus, having a more northern distribu-
tion in the Vnited States.— Southern leaf-footed
plant-bug, the large brown coreid bug, Lf'ptof/losxif>i

phjiUopus, common in the southeni United States.— Tea
plant-bug, either of several East Indian capsid bugs of
the }xe.nns7Ielopettis, which damage growing tea-plants :

same as -trniosquito-bliribt.— TlniOlliy plant-bug, a
capsid bug, Oiicognathus binotatus, common to Europe,

Timothy Plant-bug {OHcffg->tatAiis fiiit^fatiist.

a, female bug ; t>, enlarged head and beak : r. male ; ii, r-. enlarged

:

,^,*niore enlarged. (After Howard, C S. D. A.I

Africa, and North America, which feeds on timothy-
grass, chenopodium, and other plants.— Uhler'S green
plant-bug, an American pentatomid bug, Liiiiiero.a

uhleri, occurring in the western United States and
.Mexico.

plant-caterpillar (plant 'kaffer-pil-Sr), «.

Plant-caterpillar {.-tfittnti.i.^fs itt^ns).

The larva of any one of probably several
hepialid moths occurring in Australasia, upon
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•which prows a fungus, Sijhseria robertsii. A
New Zealand species, Chara'jia virencens, was formerly
supposed to be one of the species, but its larva is a trunk-

Ijorer, not a root-borer. Abantiades intjens, also from
New Zealand, is more likely to be one of the infested

fonns. The fungus kills the caterpillar and sends up a

long shoot fnim the head, which has given rise to another
popular name, the bulriuth caterpillar.

planted, />. «• 3. Buried. [Slang.]

I was sent out here 'long with a lot more tenderfeet to

plant beans for our own support, and t» spread the gos-

pel for the glorj" of America. Well, the other tenderfeet

are pla nted, and I 'm the only one that 's got any kick left.

Cutclife llytie, A Master of Fortune, ii.

planter,". 5. Specifically, in the Newfound-
land fisheries, a middleman between the fish-

erman and the large dealer. See the extract.

The merchant, as he is known in Newfoundland, is the

large ilealer who exports the fish to the tropics and
Europe. He buys both from the fishermen and planters.

The latter are a sort of middlemen, and usually have
•"stations" l<jcated at different points along the coast

Sci. Amer. Sup., May 30, 1903, p. 22910.

6. A cattle-thief : so called from their habit

of hiding the stolen cattle. [Australia.]
What 's a little money ... if your children grow up

duffers and planteri^
Rnlf B'Adrewood, Colonial Reformer, xxv.

plant-food, "• in general, it is any substance that

the plant takes in and utilizes in its life-prticess, as

water with its mineral salts, and carbon dioxid. In a
special sense it is sometimes restricted by botanists to

the firet organic eompounils (starch-like materials) that

are made i'V the plant, since these are used more or less

directly in n'>urishiiig the plant.

plant-form (plant 'form), fl. In decorative

desifin, a motive or type taken from a plant ; a

phyllomorph.
jlantigrarff (plan'ti-gra-di), n. ^plantiflrade

+ -I/-*.] "rtic state or condition of walking
wit'i the sole of the foot applied to the ground,

as do the bears : contrasted with *(/i(/(7i;/mf/y.

In the first group the pes is little different from the

typical terrestrial running fo<»t. The phalanges have,

as in the racrfHins, become much elongated and the s'lles

are often naked. In some cases a distinct plantiijrady

has replaced the previous digitigrady.
Anu'r. .\al., Nov., 1903, p. 733.

planting, »•— Qnlncnm planting, a methoil of plant-

ing trees in which young trees are set in the center and
at each comer of successive squares.— Square plant-
ing, a metli(Ml of planting trees in which tlie distance be-

tween the niws is equal to the distaTire between the

young trees in the niws.—Triangular planting,* a

metluMl of planting trees in which the unit of arrangement
Is an e<|Uilateral triangle, at each apex of which young
trees are placed.

planting-stick (plan'ting-stik), «. A stick

used to make holes in the soil for the purpose
of planting seeds, setting out plants, etc.

plant-louse, «— Cabbage plant-louse, a cosmo-
politan aphi<lid. Aphig braxitic/r, a species conimtHl Ui the

United States and Europe. It infests young cabbage-

plants.— Cherry-tree plant-louse. .See *cherry.tret.

—Collier plant-louse, an English gardeners' name
for Aphis runiicin, a species which sometimes oc-

«ar» In enormous numbers on bean-planta In England and
on the continent of Europe. Also called Unck Jlii, beau-

aphit. and black dnlphtn.— Com. plant-louse. See

*cornl. — Currant plant-louse, an American aphidid,

AphU riltix. wliich affects the leaves of curnint,

causing them to curl and die.— Dolphin plant-
lOUse. Same as collier •kplant-lottite.— Orange plant-
lOUSe, an .American aphidid, Aphii gutnipii. which
feeds on the leaves and young twigs and buds of

-('range as well as upon ' cfttUm and other (plant*. See
*cot(^.n-n;)Ai».—Pine plant-louse, any one of several

species of Aphididx
found commonly on the
pine. The common
pine plant-louse is

Laehnittt iifr'ibi. The
whit* pine schiz^jneura,

Schizotieura pitiicola,

and the pine-leaf

chermes, Chentiet pini-

Jnlite, are other abun-
dant forms. — Pltun
plant-louse, Mu^as
viahaleb, a species
.common to Europe an<l

the I nited States. It

hlbentates on plnm-
and iiear-h'ti'ees, ami the

Pine plant-louse il.achHus strabi),

enlarged. (After Gisslcr.j

antimmal and several spring generations are bom on these

trees. The summer generations are found in various
annua] idarits. —
Wheat plant-
louse, a small
green aphidid,
Siiihiicoryne ace n/F

,

which sometimes
does much damage
to winter wheat in

the late spring and
early summer.
Also called Euro-
pfan grain-loutte.

plant-totem
(plant't6''tem),

K. A plant

•Wb«M Pl.nt.loui« (5l>*»r.r,« .»<«<«•).
J"^®*^

^* \t^°l
a, mistatorT (emale ; *, sexual female :

tem. MOSt
<, antenna ol mieratory female. Much tOtemS are aUl-

""'"''"iPergande, U. S. D. A.I mals, but in
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some cases plants and inanimate objects are
used as true totems of clans.

The prevalence of plant-totems.
Geog. Jour. (R. O. .S.), XVI. 435.

plantulation (plan-tiVla'shon), w. [NL.
plantula, dim. of L. planta, a plant, + -atioii.^

In bot., germination. [Rare.]

plan-view (plan'vti), «. A top-view ; a pro-
jection orplan of an object in which theobject
is supposed to be seen from above.
plappart (pla'part), «. [Gr., also plappert,
pluj/hart, <. ML. blaffardus, etc.] A German
or Swiss coin or money of account formerly
in use, of the value of twopence or less.

placiue, «. 7. A billon or silver coin current
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in
Brabant. Lifege, Lorraine, and France.
plashing^, ». 2. A surface colored so as to
look like granite. See plash^, v. t., 2.

plasma-cell (plas'ma-sel), n. A granular cell

in connective tissue. Aiso plasma-corpuscle.

plasma-corpuscle (plas ' ma - kor •'' pus - 1), n.

Same as *pla!ima-ceU.

plasmapsis (plas-map'sis), Ji. [Gr. 7T>.da/ia,

plasm, + ai'ir, a joining.] A fusion of the
outer unspecialized protoplasm of reproductive
cells : the first stage in the pBocess of conjuga-
tion. Tlie subsequent stages are kavyapsis
and mitapsis. Cook and Sunnt/lc.

plasmase (plas'mas), ». [pJa.it>i + -ase.^ The
ferment which causes the clotting of blood;
fibrin ferment.

plasma-stain (plas'ma-stan), n. In eytol., a
stain which differentiates the cytoplasm of a
cell, as opposed to a nuclear stain.

plasmatorrhezis (plas^'ma-to-rek'sis), n.

Siinio as *jilii.-miirrhexis.

plasminic (plas-min'ik), n. [plasm + -in +
-ic] Noting an acid, Ci5H.«NeP8O;(0 , a

derivative of yeast nucleinic acuT: apparently
representing an intermediary product between
thyminic acid and the original substance.

plasmochyma (plas-mo-ki'ma), «. [Gr.

-'/.imua, for 'plasma,' -I- xviiii;, juice.] Those
components of cell-protoplasm •which are

especially rich in albumins.

plasmocyte (plas'mo-sit), n. [Gr. nUcfia, for

'plasma,' -1- /trrof, a hollow (a cell).] A •col-

orless blood-corpuscle, or leucocyte, supposed
to be a free attraction-sphere, ir. Eisen, 1897.

plasmodesmus (plas-mo-des'mus), n.
;

pi.

pla.itiioikviiii (-mi). [NL., < Gr. ir'/aafia, for
' plasma,' + (Sf(T//<}f , baud.] One of the tlelicate

protoplasmic strands or bridges which unite

the cytoplasm of adjacent cells in plants.

Strasburger, 1901.
Blasmodlum malarlse. (''» Same asirptasmodium qaar-
fanft'.- Plasmodiummallgnum, the parasite of estivo-

autuinn:il or pei-nicious malarial .fever.-PlasmOdltUn
praSCOX. Snnie ;i.s •ki>las)iutdium malignum.— PlasmO-
Olimi (luaxtanae, flic parasite of quartan fever.— Plas-
modium tertianse, the parasite of tertian fever.

—

Plasmodium vlvaz. Same as -itplainnodium tertianse.

See -kutnlini't (with cut).

plasmodoma (plas-mod'o-ma), n. pi. [NL.
See pUi.^modium.] Organisms that manufac-
ture proteids out of inorganic matter; plants,

as contrasted with animals, which are depen-
dent upon plants for their proteids. See
*plasmodomism. Haeckel. [Rare.]

plasmodomism (plas-mod'o-mizm), n. Iplas-

mi>dom(ii) -I- -i.itn.] The manufacture of pro-

teids out of inorganic matter, in the way that

is characteristic of plants. [Rare.]

The carbon-assimilation in plants— what I call pla»-

mnttomxKm . . .— means that the plant is able, under the

influence of sunlight, to fonn carbo-hydrates, and from
these new plasm, out of simple inorganic compounds
(water, carlKmic acid, nitric acid, and ammonia). . . .

The animal is unable to do this. It has to take its plasm
In Its foo<l. . . . We therefore give the title of plasmo-

phagous to these animal " plasma-eaters.'^

Haeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 212.

plasmodomous (plas-mod'6-mus), a. [pla.i-

tiiodomii.im) + -oh.s.] Manufacturing proteids

out of inorganic matter, in the way that is

characteristic of plants. [Rare.]

It starts with the Monera, non-nucleateil masses of

prot^>pla8m which ' stand exactly at the limit between the

organic and the inorganic worlds' and have originated by
sponlanetjus generation. Of these, two varieties existed,

differing In their physiological activities ; the one group,

the phytomonera, heiuK plannodmmiiis, building up pro-

toplasm from unorganized mateiial, and the other, the

loomonera,' being plasmophagous, finding their nutrition

in already organized material.
Seietice, Aug. 4, 1905, p. 138.

plasmodomy (plas-mod'o-mi), n. [plasmodo-

niiism) + -1/3.] Subsistence upon inorganic

matter in the way that is characteristic of

plants. [Bare.]

plasmotomy

plasmogenesis (plas-mo-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr.
TrMa/ia, for 'plasma,' + E. genesis.] The sci-

ence of the artificial imitations of protoplasm.
Herrcra.

plasmogeny (plas-moj'e-ni), n. Same as plas-
moijimy.

plasmdgony, «. 2. The formation or produc-
tion of the first living beings, as contrasted
with autogemj or the production of the first

living matter. [Rare.]

I distinguished . —autogeny— (the formation of
the first li'^ing matter . . . ) and plamnogony (the forma-
tion of the first individualized plasm).

Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p, 364.

plasmolytically Oplas-mo-lit'i-kal-i), adv. In
a plasmolytic manner; by the process of plas-
mwlj'sis. Science, May 1, 1903, p. 706.

plasmoma (plas-mo'ma), n.; pi. plasmomata
(-ma-til). [NL., < plasma + -oma.\ Any new
growth containing many plasma-cells.

Recently Wright has described in the cells of such a
tumor a resemblance to plasma cells and speaks of the
new growth as a pla»tnoma.

Jour. Exper, Med., Nor. 29, 1901, p. 54.

Flasmopara (plas-mop'a-ra), n-. [NL. (Schor-
ter, 1886), < Gr. Tr}.na/ia, for 'plasma,' -I- L.
parere, bring forth.] A genus of parasitic

fungi of the family Pcronosporaceee, having
the mycelium intercellular, the haustoria
small and globular, the conidia sometimes
forming, swarm-spores, and the oospores glo-

bose, smooth, and brownish. About 15 species
are known. P. viticola causes a serious dis-

ease of the grape known as downy mildew.
See (^rape-mildew and encumber *mildew.
plasmophaga (plas-raof 'a-gii), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. K'/da/ja, for 'plasma,' + (fiaynv, eat.]

Organisms that are dependent upon proteids
for their nutrition ; animals, as contrasted
with plants, which manufacture proteids out
of inorganic matter. Haeckel. See*plasmod-
omism.
plasmophagism (plas-mof'a-jizm), n. [i^las-

mophuii{a) + -ism.] Subsistence upon pro-

teids that are either immediately or ultimately
the products of plants, in the way that is

characteristic of animals.

plasmophagous (plas-mof'a-gus), a. [plas-

mo]>hag(ism) + -nus.] Subsisting upon pro-
teids which are obtained ready made, in the
way that is characteristic of animals.

Plants are plasmodomous; animuls plasmophagous.
Haeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 212.

plasmophagy (plas-mof'a-ji), n. [plnsmcph-
ag(oiix) + -^•".] Subsistence upon ready-made
proteids, iu the way that is characteristic of
animals. Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life,

p. 213.

plasmorrhezis (plas-mo-rek'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. -'/.aa/ja, for 'plasm,' -t- p^ffc, breaking.]
Disintegration of the cell-protoplasm by gran-

ular degeneration, vacuolation, and escape of

the cell-contents.

plasmoscMsis (plas-mos'ki-sisX »i. [NL., <

Gr. Tr'laafia, for 'plasm,' + axiaig, splitting,

cleaving.] The process of disorganization of

a cell through fission of its protoplasm.

plasmOBOma (plas-mcVso'mii), n.; p\. plasmo-
somata (-ma-tii). [NL.] Same as *plasmo-

some.

plasmosome (plas'mo-som), «. [NL. p^asmo-

soma, < Gr. w'/.aafia,

for 'plasm,' -I- aij/ja,

body.] A true cell-

nucieolus, distin-

guished by its

affinity for the
plasma-stains such
as the acid tar-

colors: opposed to

*karyosome. .Ogata,

1883.

In one type this nucle-
olus remains a plasmn-
smne, or true nucleolus,
which fades away at the
time of division, thechnj-
mosomes arising nearly
in the usual manner from
the chromatin network.

Science, May 31, 1901,

[p. 866.

plasmosphere
(plas'nio-sfer), n.

[Gr. 7r\daiia, for

'plasm,' + aipalpa,

sphere.] Same as

'^peri.sphere.

plasmotomy (plas-mot'o-mi), n. [Gr. vXdapia,

.IS of

Plasnio:

Cells from the hepatopaiicre

the cray.fish l,.4i/actis): a, longi-

tudinal : b-e, transTcrse section of

cells. In a and d. the plasmosome
(,v) , or pyrenosome, is seen withia

the nucleus ; in i and f . it is at a
reentrant angle of the nuclear wall

;

in e, it is seen passing out into the
cytoplasm at.v.
(From Curwitsch's" Morphol-
ogie unci lliologie der Zeilc.^^)



plasmotomy
as 'plasm,' + -roma, < riuveiv, cut.] The
breakiug up of a muluiiii.;leate cell iuto mul-
tinueleate fragments, as in the ilyxosporidia.
Cohnaiid Doflein have discovered cases of plainnotomy,

in which a kind of proUiplasiiiic bud of ectosarc and eii-

dosare cinitaining some nuclei becomes detached ; these
little masses have but to grow in order to form the ordi-
narj- protoplasmic masses. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 817.

Multiple plasmotomy, the formation of buds from the
pi-otophisMiic hotly. :is in ,v.Mxii/j'«»i.— Simple plasmot-
Omy, oniiiuiry lission.

plasome (plas'om), ti. [Gr. 7r?.<2CT(f, a formintr,
+ -ome.} One of the hypothetical units of
living protoplasm, supposed to possess the
properties of assimilation, growth, and repro-
duction. Wiesiier, 1892.

In other cases the assumption of invisible protoplas-
mic units has been inspired by a desire . . . U» explain
the general vital and assimilative powers of protoplasm,
as, for example, the "micellaj"of Niigeli and the " pla-
tonui " of Wiesner. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 41.

plaSSOn (plas ' on), n. [NL., < Gr. TrXaaauv,

ppr. of n-'/.aaatn; form: see plasma.'] Tlie
protoplasmic substance of which a eytode, or
cell without a nucleus, is supposed to consist.
L. F. Tfard, Dynamic Sociol., I. 316.

plassonellom (plas-o-nel'um), n.
;

pi. plasso-
iiella {-&). [NL. dim', of plasson.] One of the
hypothetical living particles without organiza-
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Jour. Exper.

Iplastin + -01(1.1

of the Sporozoa among the Protozoa.
Med.. March 17, 1902, p. 30«.

plastinoid (plas'ti-noid), a.

Koscral)ling plastin.

plasticiue(plas-tek'), )i. [F. Bee plastic] A
compo.sition, somewhat like plaster of Paris,
used in modeling.
plastodynamia (plas"t6-dl-na'mi-a), «. [Gr.
TAaffrof, formed, + ivva/ii^, power.] The
power or capability to'develop, such as is ex-
hibited by the living cell.

plastodynamic (plas"to-di-nam'ik), a. [Gr.
7v?.aaT6t:, formed, -I- divafji^, power, -1- -ic]
Possessing or relating to plastic or formative
force.

plastogamic (plas-ta-gam'ik), a. Iplastoijamy
+ -ic] Pertaining to, exhibiting, or result-
ing from, plastogamy.
plastogamy (plas-tog'a-mi), ti. [Gr. w/atrrof,
formed, -1- yauoc, marriage, -I- -y3.] The fusion
of the cytoplasmic bodies of two reproduc-
tive cells or of two unicellular organisms.
The difficulty of detennining the con-elation between

the size of Actinosphaeriajirul the number of cysts built
was encountered chiefly in the liability of the creatuies
to divide or fuse one with another (plantoqamii) aft*r
they had been placed in the vessels to starve anil to en-
cyst Biometrika, June, 1903, p. 242.

tion, assumed as the representatives of a stage plastomenite (plas-tom'e-nit), n. A trade
in the evolution of life prior to and culminat-
ing in the production of the first organisms.
[Rare.]

-plast. [Gr. -T/iacTTOf, n^Mordc, formed, molded,
< Tr?Aaaeiv, form.] A terminal element in
some biological words, denoting any primitive
living unit or cell : as, bioplast, protoplast,
etc.

plastein (plas'te-in), n. [Gr. Trlaard^, formed,
+ -€-(«.] An albuminous condensation-prod-
uct formed through the action of certain fer-
ments, such as ehymosiii and papayotin, upon
albumoses in concentrated solution.

plaster, n. 4. In a general sense, calcium
sulphate, whether deprived by heat of its

water of crystallization or not, as, for in- _ „ _ _ „
stance, the crust of hydrated calcium sulphate piatanillo (plii-ta-n'el'v6)7?(. [Sn.'pfafanino

name of a kind of smokeless powder, a
mixture of diuitrotoluene and nitrated wood-
pulp.

plastotype (plas' to -tip), n. [Gr. n-Aaorof,
formed, -t- rv-roc, type.] A model cast from
a primary type.

Horizon and Locality.—In the Fort Riley limestone of
the lower Permian, three miles west of Stockdale, Kansas.
The plastotype is in the Yale Univeraity Museum.

Amer. Jour. Sci., July, 1904, p. 24.

plastron, «. ^6. In the Ecliinodermata, a space
surrounded by the subanal fascicle lying be-
neath the anus, in spatangoid echinoids.

plata (pla'ta), n. [Sp. x<lata, silver. See
})f(ttf', «.] Silver.— Plata plna, in metal., the spongy
silver obtained aft^r the separation of the niercm-y.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 747.

which forms on salt-boilers' pans, or natural
gypsum used as a fertilizer and known as
laud-plaster.

plaster-bead (plas 'ter- bed), n. Same as
firiiiiiid, in the sense of a plaster strip or

dim. of pldtano.] 1. In tropical America, a
name for the common milkweed, J.sclepias
curassariea.— 2. In Mexico, Canna indica.

platanist (plat'a-nist), n. [I'latanist^a).] The
Gangeric dolphin, Plataiiista gaiigetica.molding against which the wet plaster jg
—f^-- -:!.-"'-'«-"-'» !/«"!/"'^«-

stopped. See ffvomun, 10 <i).
platano (pla ta.no) «. [Sp. platano, < h. i)la

plaster-work (plas't^r-werk), n. The pr?par-
ing or putting up of plaster, in the sense of

taniis. Hee platanus.'] In countries settled by the
Spanish, the common name of the banana and
plantain (Musaparadisiaca and j1/. sapicntum).two or three coats, or more, of mortar upon t n i ^t^- lu '•'

'.T,^' ;."';

walls or ceilings ^" Horto Kico the name is especially applied

plastic,". 5. Applied by Liebig to the pro-
toti^e starchy plantains, which must be cooked

teid constituents of animal food as serving to r?"'"''
tljfy can be eaten, the sweet bananas

form the principal tissues of the body, in ^^"""^ called gmneos.

contradistinction to the non-nitrogenous por- Plate, ». 16. In hacteriol., the film of agar-
tion of the food, ' ' " '

as serving for th
by their oxidation

plate-cylinder

platesdeveloped between tlieinframarginals and thesupra-
marginals.— Marginal plate, one of the lioniy plates
covering the outer edge of the cannace in turtles.— Mar-
SQplal plate, in certam crustaceans, oneof the lamellate
appendages on the basal joints of some of the thoracic
limbs, forming, with similar appendages, a brood-pouch
or cavity into which the eggs enter and there develop.
Trans. Linn. Soc, Zix>l., May, 1897, p. 30.— Oral-angle
plates, in ophiuroids, the five pairs of large jilatts foini-
ing the fnunework which surrounds the mouth.— Oral
plate, (n) In the Crinoidea, one of the calyx plates
which surrouml the oral ai)erture. (0) Same as itimccat
shield.— Petri plate, a Petri dish containing the nu-
trient medium ready to receive the material from which
a culture is to be obtained.

In a plale of j)elri at 20° we notice some rare yellow
graimlated colonies with irregular borders, presenting
often some prolongations. After five days some of the
colonies from the surface spread, and present one pro-
longation anJ rarely two, as the tail of a comet.

Jour. Trop. Med., Jan. 15, 1903, p. 31.

Pile Of plates. See *pi;f3.— piate-e(lge planer. See
•;)(a«<r.— Plate-girder bridge, a form of bridge in
which trusses are replaced by plate-girders, each fonned
by a wide, thin, vertical steel plate called the web, having
on each edge a flange composed of angle-irons riveted to
the web. The web is further stiffened by angle-iron
stiffeners extending from flange to flange.— Polar plate.
See *piilar field. Parker and Ilaswell, Zoology, 1. 203
-Poured plate. See *plate, i(i.— Poured plate cul-
ture. See *ci<ft«re.— Prochordal plate, an eniblyonic
tissue situated doreoceplialad of tlie anterior end of the
notochord. It is continuous caudally with the para-
chordals.-Punched plate, in music-printing, a plate
for printing in which the note-heads, the words, and
many technical characters are incised by dies, while the
staff-lines, note-stems, etc., are cut by a burin. The in-
dentations thus made are filled with wax to retain the
ink. Jlost sheet-music is thus printed.— Quarter-wave
plate, in ojitics, a plate of doubly refracting crystal of
such thickness that the two components of a beam of
light traversing it acquire a difference of phase of ? or a
difference of path of a quarter-wave leiigth. .Same as
,*noj-mo«r«*c(»Hpfn«afor.—Rostraljplate.theanterior
plate in the dorsal shield of certain Upper Silurian and
Lower Devonian fishes of the family Iterasiiidir. order
//e(ero«fra«.— Scattering-plate, a plate, either solid
or perforated, against which a jet of water or other fluid
may impinge and be broken up and spread into thinner
films or smaller masses: used in surface-condensers of
steam.engines, for example, to force the steam or the
water to exert its heating or cooling effect over a larger
area tlian Iliat of the cross-section of the iidet opening.

—

Segmental plate, the plate of mesoblast on either side
of the noUichord at the posterior end of the vertebrate
embryo. It is from this plate that the mesoblastic seg-
ments, or somites, are successively cut off.— SiEptal
plate, in the dorsiU valve of the articulate bRuhiopo<ls,
one of the vertical plates which suppoit tlie hinge-iilate
and rest on the bottom of the shell.- Sheffield plate.
copper plated with silver; a cheap substitute for solid
silver, used for all the purposes for which silver had pre-
viously been used. The process, which consisted in
rolling out the plate after the sheets of silver and copper
had been fused together, originated atSheflield, England,
near the middle of the eighteenth century. The founda-
tion of the best Sheffleld plate was composed of copper
and brass. This rolled plate was far more durable than
the electroplate of the present day.— Silver plate. («>
See plate, 4 and 6. (6) A thin coating of silver deposited
over the surface of an article made of some other metal.—Wet plate, in photofj., a glass plate covered with
collodion containing soluble chlorids, bromides, and io-
dides, « hicb, after being put in a bath of silver nitrate,
is exposed in the camera while still moist. The process
was devised by Scott Archer.

and of responding
which induce more or less rapid evolution of
an organism as a whole or of certain of its

organs: the opposite of cnnserrative and per-
sistent— Plastic bronze. See -kbrmize.

n. n. 1. The art of modeling or molding;
sculpture.— 2. A molder ; a modeler ; a stat-
uary. [Now rare, in both uses.] — 3. The
commercial name for any one of a class of
substances, such as celluloid or viscose, which
are worked into shape for use by molding or
pressing when in a plastic condition.

plasticity, ».— Latent plasticity, the property of
viscous rtow which rtjcks develop, when buried so deep
within the earth as to be under a load greater than their
cmshing resistance at the surface, and yet so tightly
confined that they can only yield by fiowage. Geihie,
Textbook of Oeol., p. .396.

plastid, «. 3. A general name for any per-
manent organ of the cell except the nucleus
and centrosome. Amer. Nat., Oct., 190,5, p. 700.

plastidogenetic (plas"ti-do-je-net Mk), a.

[plfistid + ;/enetic.] Producing or giving rise

to plastids or cells,

plastid-plasm (plas'tid-plazm), «. la C'ltol.,

the portion of the cell-protoplasm of plants
which gives rise to the plastids, as distin-
guished from the karyoplasm, or nuclear
plasma, and the general cytoplasm. [Rare.]
Thus three fonns of protoplasm, nucleoplasm, 7*^(7j{^irf-

plagm and cytoplasm comprise all the living material of
the cell and may be sharply contrasted with the non-
prot<jphismic contents, An\er. Nat., May, 1904, p. 371.

Flastln granule, one of the highly refractive graimles of
plastin, a reserve food-material stored in the cytoplasm

term for the long, thin cut of beef, weighing „i„+„' i, / i- *-/ n r<^ - i ,
usuallv about 60 pounds, and inciuding thS

Plateasm (pla-te azm), «. [Gr. nAarnaajidi, <''' ' • ** vAareiaCrn; speak or pronounce broadly, <
TT/larif, flat, broad: seeplatS.] A broad pro-
nunciation. Blount, Glossographia.

brisket, the navel piece, and the thinner in-

side piece called the skirt.— 18. In geoL, a
wide area of flat and undisturbed strata.

Towards the north, however, a veiy extensive 'plate
'

without folding appears, which stretches nearly to the
Arctic archipelago. Athenseum, July 1.1, 1905, p. 82.

Adanal plate. See *iidffnni.— Amalgamated plates,
in .'/oW-wK7^m,/7, copper plates (sometimes 8ilver-i)l.ated>
having an amalgamated surface which are used to catch
gold in the stamp-millingprocess.—BarlOW'splate, an
old device, consisting of a flat fonn of soft iion, placed
in the vicinity of a ship's compass for compensating the
latter against the magnetism of the ship's iron. It might

''''B^=ofl','i';£°T"'lT''"',"'''/'/i'*'"''"r<'i'''i.'=''^''^>- plateaulith (pla-to'lith), n. \JE.nlatcau + Gr,—Basal plate. See *(in.w?.—cathammal plate. See -" ^ ..:..'- t -

*rntliiiininiil, 2.— ChlOrid plate, a pliotogriijihic plate

plateau, n— continental plateau, the mass of a
continent considered as rising above the deep ocean-floor,
and including the shallow sea-bottom near the land.

On the inner borders of continental plateaus, which
are the submerged portion of the continental domes,
detritus accu'xiulates by marine erosion.

Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), X. 129.

Interment plateau, a plateau which lies between two
niountaiu-ranges. Dana. Manu,-!! of Geol. (4th ed.), p.

Plateau glacier. See ^glacier.

coated with a gclatinochlnritrenndsion.— Cut-bfif plate
See •ci(<-oj?;— Dental plate, (a) Jnzoiil.: (i) The plate
ofpavement-Iiketeetb, asintbejawsofsomeskates, orany r>lo+o V.«H- /r^lst 'l,A1f\ „
bony plate in the mouth of a fish which bears teeth or h.as

Piate-DOlt (p_lat bolt). «
the function of teeth. Awer. Jour. ,Sci., Auff., 1904, p. 143.

(2) In polychictons annelids, one of the chitinons jaws.
(3) In the Brachiopoda, one of the two erect shelly plates
which support the teeth of the ventral valve and rest on
the bottom of that valve. Ry their convergence and
union they form the spondylium in some species, and this
structure may be supported on a single median plate or
septum. See -ttspondylium. (b) In dental surgeru, a
plate of metal, hard rubber, or other material, molded
t/> the shape of the roof of the mouth, which sciTes as a
support for false teeth.— Ectethmoldal plate, the
ectethmoid. psirs plana, or antorhital plate.— Fujada-
mental plate or zone, the dorsal portion of the
lateral wall of the medullary tube on cither side.— Genital plate, in ophiuroids, the larger of the two
barlike plates wliith bound the genital slit. See fienital
*»raii',_ Give-and-take plate. See *gi.re-and-take.—
Intermarginal plates, in some starfishes, a series of

/.i'Oof, stone.] An eolithie implement found
in the plateau gravels of Kent, England. Sat.
Sci., Feb., 1898, p. ll.").

1. A bolt wliich
slides on a flat plate.—2. A bolt ha\'ing a
wide, flat head. A'. E. D.
plate-box, «. 3. \n founding, a thin flask or
box used in molding plates or very thin, flat
pieces Also called plate-fla.^l:

plate-carrier (plat'kar"i-er), «. In photog., a
thin loose blackened frame inserted in the
plate-liolder to permit the use of a plate smaller
than that for which the holder was originally
constructed. Also used inphoto-engi-avingto
hold the half-tone screen near to the sensitive
plate during exposure. Same as kif^, 4.

plate-cylinder (plat'sil'lu-der), n.

*c>jUnder.
See



plate-flsh

plate-flsh (plat'fish), »i. Same as trtinh-fish

;

any ostraciont.

plate-flask (plat ' flask), n. Same a,s*platc-

box. 3.

plate-frame, n. 2. Same as *web-frame.
plate-furnace (plat'fer'nas), h. A furnace,
eitlier of the reverbatory or forge type, used
by boiler-makers and ship-smiths for heat-

ing plates which are to be beut, flanged, or
welded.

plate-^lled (plat'gild), a. Having lamella-

like gills, as a bivalve ; lamellibranehiate.

plate-knee (plat'ne), n. A metal knee con-
sisting of two flat plates giving an extended
surface for the bolts. H. E. D.

plate-lifter (plat'lif'tfer), n. In pholog., a
thimble to which a projecting point is fastened
for lifting plates from baths.

Platelminthes (plat-el-min'thez), n. pi. Same
as Plutyhelminthes.

plate-lock (plat'lok), «. A lock having the
outer ease of wood, commonly used on out-

side doors; also, a lock in which the works
are pivoted on an iron plate. N. E. D.

platen, m. 2. The feed-roll of a typewriter
against which the paper rests while receiv-

ing an impression.— 3. The table of a ma-
chine-tool to which the piece to be cut is

fastened.

Platephemera (plat-e-fem'e-ra), H. [NL.,
< Gr. —/^ari'C, broad, + NIj. Ephemera,'\ A
genus of fossil insects based upon a frag-

mentary nenropteroid wing found in Devo-
nian rocks.

plate-pitch (plat'pich), «. A variety of tough-
pitch copper in which the poling, or removal
of oxygen, has been carried beyond the wire-
bar pitch stage.

Reftiicrs conunonly distinguish *' inpot- or cake-pitch
"

ami '"wire-bar piU-h;" c(>i)pt;r brotlght t^the former c<»n-

tAins more cuprous oxide than tlie latter. These two
pitches arc, however, not alni<jiutely fixe'l ; tliey vai-y witli

the practice of the individual refiner and witii thiclcness

of the cake or bar that is to ha c:i8t : Tiie thiclter t*he piece,
tile more oxygen will have tc remain in the metal, if a tiat

surface is to be «>btAined. A third degree ai pitch aimed
at is that required by very thin castings, sucli as elec-

tri>de9 0.5 inch in thickness. .\3 tliis pitch lies beyond
tliat of wire-bar copper and ditTers from it more than to
permit its being designated merely a shading, it may be
called " plate-pitch.^'

Electrochem. Industry, March, 1904, p. 88.

plate-roll (plat'rol;, «. One of the rolls in a
mill for rolling iron or steel plates ; a plate-

roller.

plate-tongs (plfit'tdngz), ». pi. 1. A pair of
tongs for handling hot metal plate in the roll-

ing process.— 2. Tongs for handling photo-
graphic plates or negatives.

plate-tower (plat'tou'^r), n. An arrangement
for bringing about absorption of a gas by a

liquid, used in 'various
chemical industries, not-
ably in the manufacture
of sulphuric acid. The
space within a tower or colunm
is divided up by a numiier <if

super|K»se*l horizontal parti-

tions with small intervals l)e-

tween them. Each of these
partitions consists of a number
of stoneware plates i>erforat«d
with small holes, the holes in

any one plate occupying some-
what diilerent positirms from
those in the plates of tije next
partitions below and alKjve.

The absorbing liquid drips
gradually from each partition

to the one below it, buta little

rim t*) each perforaticm secures
the retention at all times of a
thin film of liejuid on the sur-

face of each plate. Tlie gas or
mixture of gases passes upward
thn>ugh tile t4>wer. The eifect

is the sjtme as that of the riider

'coke-tower' ; but greater uni-
fiinnity of distribution of the
liquid, and therefore greater
eliiciency, is secured.

platform, h. 8. In phys.

flC')!!., a shallow sea-

bottom near a conti-

nent ; a continental
shelf : as, the Patago-
nian phitform'.

British and Continental IHat/nrm.— A gently shelving
platform stretching seawards to varying distances from
'ZO to -2^10 miles, terminating in a declivity <« est^'irpmeut
at depths (according to distance from land) varyiitg from
100 to iOii fathoms. tjeog. Jour. (R. O. 8.), XIII. 286.

9. In certain extinct genera of atrematous
brachiopods (Trimerella, Monomerella, Linyu-

Platelower.

a. a, a, lead linint^

perforated porcelain pUles ;

c. t>earcr. to support plate:
d. e. diMributiiiK-pipes for
liquid from/"; /; reservoir ;

^. ^as-tntcl ; A, ifas-cxit.
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lasma), a raised structure in the posterior por-
tions of the valves, the surface of which served
as places of attachment for muscles, while
the cavities beneath stored the hepatic and re-
productive glands

—

Charglng-platfonn, the plat-
form from which the chai-ge of fuel and ore is delivered
to a blast-furnace, or the chi-.rge of fuel and iron to a
cupola.— Flood-platform, the terrace cut back and
leveled off by a stream at its times of flood.

In its minor features the fiood-plaiforvi resembles tlie

foreshore of a craggy sea-coast Terraced reefs and ir-

regular bosses of rock, sometimes high enough to form
islands at flood-time, roughen its surface ; and it is deeply
pitted with well-like "pot-holes," ground smooth and
true by the nxik-drill of whirling torrent-driven stones.
The aniygdaloidal structure of the basalt is peculiarly
favourable to the production of these pits, which, by their
numbers and size, are a striking characteristic of the
floor of the gorge in many places.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), Feb., 1908, p. 141.

Moving platform, a device for transporting passen-
gers a limited distance, consisting of au endless belt or
platform whicll is made to move continuously at a pre-
scribed speed by suitalde stationary engines or by motore
on the axles of the platform. Seat« are usually provideil
for the passengers, who, by the aid of slower-moving
short station platforms, get on and off the platform while
it is in motion. A second platform, at highersjieed than
the first, may be used in connection with the latter, its

elements being home on the top of the carrying-wheels
on whose axles the first platform is borne. As the top of
a rolling wheel goes through space twice as fast as its

axle, the upper platform without gearing goes twice as
fast as the main flooring. Compare 'kconveyer, 4, *e«ca-
lator, and itrauip, 9.

platform-deck (plat ' form - dek), n. See
rfKcA-, 2.

Platichthys (pla-ti^'this), «. [NL., < Gr.
n'/MTix, tiat, + i;fSif, fish.] A genus of
flounders of the northern Pacific.

platina, »• 1. The word in this form, with the orig-

inal spelling, is now genenilly used to signify the min-
eral, a natural alloy of the pure metal platinum with
palladium, rhodium, indium, osmiuiu, ruthenium iron,

and copjicr.

platinate (plat'i-nat), n. A compound which
may be viewed as a salt produced by the
union of platinum dioxid with the oxid of a
more basic or electropositive metal : as, sodium
phitiiiatc, \a._.Pt:i07 or Na20.(PtOo)3.

plating, ». 3. In bactcrinl., the pouring of
liquefied gelatin or agar-agar containing a

mixed culture of bacteria upon a glass plate

or into a Petri dish, where the medium hard-
ens and thus permits the isolation of specific

organisms. Also phitmg-mit.— 4. In iron

ship-hiiiUiinfi, the plates, collectively, arranged
in strakes covering any part: as, side-])ttitini/.

the plates forming the outer skin of the vessel

above the turn of the bilge ; hottom-platini/,

the plates forming the outer bottom of a
vessel below the turn of the bilge; deck-
pUithifi, the covering of the deck-beams, etc.
— Outside plating. See *thell-pliiHwi.— Fla,Uiig-
behlnd-armor, in a war-ship, the heavy plating sup-
jMirteti tiy stning framing on the side of the vessel or in

the interior U> 8Upp*>rt the armor-plates. The armor is

not usually placed directly on the plating, but inter-

posed between the inner face of the anuor and the outer
surface of the plating-behind-amior is a thickness of
woml backing arrangeil like the planking of a wooden
ship.— TMmble-platlns, a name used in Great Britain

t4i describe the metlUKl (»f making a cylindrical boiler-

shell or -flue of successive rings of jilate, in which each
ring is made slightly tai>ering so as to be smaller at one
end than at the other by the amount necessary to enter
within the end of the next ring U> form the lap of the
joint. These successive rings should be so arranged that

the current of flame or hot gases does not impinge ujion

tlie exjioseil end of the plate at the larger end of the ring.

The alternate .trrangement of the rings is designed tt)

render them cylindrical, hut alternately large and small
so as to lap extcnially and iiitenially a!ternat*ly ; or to

render them telescopic, making the boiler of smaller
diameter at the end farthest from the fire.

platini-. In chrni., a prefix signifying the

presence of platinum with apparently tetrad

valence: as, potassium /i/rtttnichlorid, K2PtCl(;,

also called potassium chloroplatinate.

platinichlorid (pla-tin-i-kl6'rid), n. [plati-

num + clilorid.] A compound producililo by
the union of platinum tetrachlorid with the

chlorid of a more basic or electropositive

metal or radical. Also called rldornplatinnte

:

as, potassium chloroplatinate, K.jPtClg.

platinite (plat'i-nit), n. [pUittnum -)- -ite'^.']

1. A hypothetical compound of platinum
monoxid with the oxid of a more basic or

electropositive metal. No such compound
has actually been obtained in a definite form.

—2. An alloy of steel with forty to fifty per
cent, of nickel, used to replace the metallic

filaments of platinum or electric incandescent
or glow-lamp bulbs. It has so nearly the

same coefficient of expansion as that of glass

that difficulties are avoided which occur when
a more expansive metal is to be sealed into

Flattdeutsch

flass. Used particularly in France. Nature,
uly 6, 1905, p. 237.

platino-. In chem., a prefix signifying the
presence of platinum with apparently dyad
valence : as, potassium platinoaUorM, KqPICI^,
also called potassium chloroplatinite.

platlnocyanic (plat'''i-no-si-an'ik), a. [plati-
num + cyan(o(jcn) + -ic.] Containing plati-
num and cyanogen.— Platlnocyanic acid, an acid,
IIoPt((_'N)4. known only in its salts or in solution. Also
called ci/anopUitinous acid.

platinocyanide (plat ''
i - no - si ' a - nid), n.

\_platinocyan(ic) + -ide.] A salt "of platlno-
cyanic acid. Also called cyanoplatinite. The
most important is barium platinocyanide,
BaPt(CN)4.4H20 (which see, under *6«n!<)n).

platinoid, n. 2. An alloy, resembling Ger-
man silver, composed of 60 parts copper, 14
parts nickel, 24 parts zinc and 1 to 2 parts
tungsten. It has a greater resistance than
German silver, and it is used largely in elec-

trical work.
platino-iridium (plat ' i- no - i -rid ' i - um), n.

Same as *iridio-platinum.

platinum, «.— Birmingham platinum, an alloy of
copper and zinc, the projKirtions of the former varying
from *20 to 40.5 parts and of the latter from 53. .^t to HO parts.
The alloy is very brittle, but it casts well and is used only
for buttons, on which the letters or designs are brought
out by careful pressing. Also \^\\tiVin2A platinum-lead.
—Devllle and Debracy's platinum process, a process
in which platinum ore is ini-Ved with an etiual weight of
galena and fused in a reverberatt>ry furnace, where some
glass and litharge are added. The alloy of osmium and
iridium accompanying the platinum sinks tt> the bottom,
while the metallic lead combined with the platinum re-

mains at the tt)p and is cast into ingots. The lead is sub-
sequently removed from the platinum by cupellation.

—

Mock platinum, an alloy consisting of 8 parts of brass
anil .'i parts of zinc— Platinum degree, lamp, silver.
See *de<jree. etc.—Platinum sponge, metallic platinum
in the form of a soft, loosely aggregated nijiss, of gray
color and without luster, obtained by heating to redness
ammonium platinochlorid. It absorbs gases in large
quantity, so that if exposed to a stream of hydrogen in

the presence of air, hydrogen and oxygen condensed in the
pores combine, the metal becomes incandescent, and the
nydnigen is set fire to and bums with flame.—Platinum
Standard. Same as Vinlle'x plntiiiuin xinudard. .See

kliriht rfniirfarrf.— Platinum tetrachlorid, platinic
chlorid. rt('l4. What is very connnonly called by either
of tliese names, the oninge-yellow subst^ince produced by
dissolving platinum in atina regia and evaporating the
stilution, extensively used as an analytical reagent, con-
tains in addition the elements of hydrochloric acid, and is

jiroperly called chloroplatinicacid, lloPtclB.—Platinum
toning. See *»o/it)i7.— Scale of the platinum ther-
mometer. .See llifrtiKimrter *»c(iic— WoUaston's
platlnimi process, a wet methotl of extraction, whicli

consists essentially in hringing platinum into solution

with aqua regia, precipitating fitmi this solution plati-

nuni-ammoninm chlorid by means of ammonium chlorid

and ammonia, and then decomposing this compound and
separating platinum at a red heat. The p>]atinum ob-
tained from this method is not free from iridium.

platinum-bronze (plat'i-num-bronz"), n. An
alloy composed chiefly of nickel and tin, with
the addition of some platinum and, in some
cases, silver and brass. The proportions vary
greatly, according to the use of the alloy. Thus, while in

the metnl for tahle-utensils the proptirtion of platinum is

less than 1 per cent., it is over 14 per cent, in the alloy

used for telescope tubes. The alloy is also used for bells
(with some silver), ornaments, and articles of luxury,
riatinum-bronzcs are not affected by air or water, and
retain their polish for a long time.

platinum-lead ()ilat'i-num-led"), ». See.Btr-
m iiiiili am *plu tin nm

.

platitudinal (plat-i-tii'di-nal), a. Same as
platiludinoii.^.

Platner's bile, crystals. See *bilc^, ^crystal.

platnosphsera (plat-no-sfe'ra), n. [NL.] In
pniniiirpliolofiy, a polyhedron of many surfaces,
all the corners of which coincide with the sur-

face of a sphere.

The flattened sjihercor facetted sphere (ptatnogphjera).
llaeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 124.

Platoda (pla-to'dil), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Tr/larif,

broad, H- nSo^, form.] Same as Platyhcl-

tnintlies.

platode, a. n. ». Any platodo worm ; any
nieinbcr of the phylum i'lutyliclminthc.i.

Platonician (pla-to-nish'an), «. Same as
I'ltiloni.'it.

Platonicism (pla-ton'i-sizm), Ji. Same as Pla-
t<ini.ini.

Platophrys (plat'o-fris), n. [NL., < Gr. n-AaTif,

flat, -I- o(piiv<;, brow.] A genus of flounders

widely distributed in warm seas.

Plattdeutsch (plat'doich), a. and n. [G., <

platt, flat, level, low (see plat^), + dcutsch,

German (see Dutch).^ I. a. Low German:
used e.specially with reference to language.
See II.

II. «. The Low German language, in a re-

stricted sense ; the popular speech of northern
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actere.

ir. Ji.

Germany, possessing a considerable literature.

See Low German, under Germatfi. n. „• j) naedonell, in Biometrika, March-July, 1904,

Plattel (pla'tel), n. Aseries of shaly gas-eoal [p. 240.

beds in the upper portion of the Permian Coal- p^g^tygyj-tgg^jl (plat-i-ser ' te - an), a. [Gr.
measures of Pilsen, Bohemia, which has TrAari-^, flat, + mpng, curved.] Jloting a ver-
afforded valuable gas-producing bituminous tobra having the anterior face of the centrum
shales and also is of high interest through its flattened and the posterior face rounded.
fauna and flora. It contains primitive Eeptilia pjatydactylous (plat-i-dak'ti-lus), a. Same
and Amphibia, fish, insects, spiders, scorpions, .,^ iihiti/fhicfi/l.

and ferns. platydolichbcephalous (plat"i-dol"i-ko-sef' a-

platter-faced (plat'6r-fast), a. Having aflat. Ins), «. Hame iia pldti/doHchnceplialir.
'

broad face, as the Eskimos and some Asiatic platyglossate (plat-i-glos'at), a. Same as

peoples. ]>latii!jU)XSol.

Plattner's balance. See *iaJaiice. Platygobio (plat-i-go'bi-o), n. [NL., < Gr.

platy rt 2 In geol., made up of thin plates ^rAarif, flat, + L. gobio, goby.] A genus of

of lia'nl rock, or splitting into such thin plates, minnows found in the Mississippi valley.

— Platy fracture, a fractured surface of caat-iron from platyhieric (plat"i-hi-er'ik), a. [Gr. n-Aarif,

which pliites peel off, like mica. This effect is due to broad, + iep6v, sacrum, + -jc] In anthrop.,
the gniphite in the cast-iron^ ^^'''''''P' "'"' '^''""''

having a sacral index more than 106. Philos.

J. Trims. Roy. Soc. (London), 1897, ser. B, p. 187.

u.
platyleka'nic (plat " i - le - kan ' ik), a. [Gr.

7rP,a7-i'f, flat, + Txkcivti, dish (pelvis), + -fc]

Brachycephalj- is associated with ptatycranial char- platyrhyiichous (plat-i-ring'kus), a. Same

Same as *plat)/pcUic,

man. Elements of Metallurgy, p. an.

platyan (plat'i-an), a. [Gr. T?.aTif, flat,

-««.] Having both faces of the vertebral cen

trum flattened ; amphiplatyan.

platybregmate (plat - i - breg ' mat), a. [Gr. piatymeria (plat-i-me'ri-a)
7r>MTic, flat, + Ppiyf^, the front part of the

^-j^a^i.r flat, + uwk, thiglfi

head. + -ate^.'] Same as *platybregmattc.

platybregmatic (plat"i-breg-mat'ik), a. [Gr.

ir/.ari r, flat, + 3plyiia{T-), sinciput, + -fc] In

craiiiom.. having a flat bregma, or having the

region of the bregma flattened.

platycephalic, n. 2. Belonging to one of the
. ,,,. ,., ^ r ,< • j.

divisions of cranial forms given by Aitken platymenc (plat-i-mer ik), a. [platymerui +
Meigs, and characterized by mesaticephalism -ic.\ Characterized by platymena. Philos.

with flat vertex and rounded occiput. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1897, ser. B, p. 143.

platycepkaloid (plat-i,sef'a-loi,l), «^ and « ^^^^'(^t^^^^'.^T s^^e .s ^platy-
l,>latyec,,hal{ous) + -oid.:\ I. a. Somewhat P^^^^.*^

PMos. Trdi,s. Boy. Soc. (l^ondon),
platycephalous. ^

, .^ . ^. .^ ,
1897, ser. B. p. 143.

n. >i. A platycephaloid individual. platymesocepl
Platycephaloidea (plat'i-sef-a-loi'de-a), n. 2)?. [Gr. TrAaT-if, flat, +

,

[NL., < Gr. K/MTvi, flat, + Keipa'At/, head, + head, -f- -ic] Same as platymesaticeiJhaUc.

eirioc, form.] A superfamily of mail-cheeked piatyostoma (plat-i-os'to-ma), «. [NL., <

Turner.

. n. [NL., < Gr.

_ , femur.] Sagittal

flattening of the upper" part of the human
femur, a condition found frequently in some
races of man.
The upper thinl of the femur in some races is sagittally

flattened, a condition which is called piatymeria.
Enti/c. Brit., XXV. 398.

as jiliityrliyiichine.

platysmal (pla-tis'mal), a. [platysma + -a/l.]

In aiiut., originating in or relating to the pla-

tysma myoides, a thin muscle lying .just be-
neath the skin on the under anterior side of

the neck. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p.

316.

PlatysternidaB(plat-ist6r'ni-de), M.p?. [NL.,
< Pl(ityslern{>im), the type genus, + -idae.'i A
family of Asiatic fresh-water turtles, known
at present from a single species, /'. megalo-
ccphnlon.

Platysternum (plat-i-st*r'num), «. [Gr.

-'/arix, broad, -I- a-ipvov, the breast.] A genus
of fresh-water turtles comprising a small spe-

cies from southeastern Asia, distinguished at

a glance by the great size of the head. The
body is depressed, the tail long, slender, and
covered with square scales. The only known
species, P. megulocephalon, is found on the
borderland between China and Burma,

platystigmat (plat-i-stig'mat), n. [Gr. ~?xxTic,

flat, broad, + E. stigmatlic).] A photographic
objective of two lens systems of four lenses

each, made of Jena glass. The shutter is

fitted between the systems. It is a long-focus
anastigmat. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 696.

Several combinations of triple lenses, constructed more
or less on the principles enunciated hy Dr. Rudolph, have
been brought out by several English and foreign makers,
among them Steinheil's '"Orthostigmats," made in Eng-
land by Messrs. R. it .1. Beck ; Wraj's " Platygtigmatt" ;

Ross's "New Symmetrical Anastigmata " ; . . . may be
noted. Enoyc. Brit., XXXI. ««.

Platjrtroctes (plat-i-trok'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

-/.ari'f, flat, + rpuKTri^, trout.] A genus of

fishes of the family AlejMcejJhalidee, found in

the deep sea.
platymesocephalic (plaf'i-mes'o-se-fal'ik), a. platyurous (plat-i-i\'rus), a. [Gr. ff/arrf, flat,
'

/'ECToc, middle, + Kcfi'/J/, + olp^^ tail.] Havi

flshes

body

platycephaloidean (plafi-sef-a-loi'df-an), a.

Of or pertaining to the family 'Platycephalidie,

an Old World family of mail-cheeked fishes.

Platycephalus, n. 3. U- C] A platycephalic

cranium. G. Sergi (trans.), Var. of the Human
Species, p. 44.

Platyceras (pla-tis'e-ras), n. [Gr. 7r/.ari'f

broad, + Kipas,

Having a flat or broad tail.

plaustmm (plas'trum), n.; p\. plaustra (-tra).

[L.] AJieavy two-wheeled cart used bj' the
having a greatly depressed head and Gr.Tr/oriV, ilat,"+ CTr(5//a, mouth.] A genus of ancient Romans

fossil gastropods ha-ving shells composed of piayi, v. I. intrans.--ro play back, in cricket, to
o ,.„„i.ll..T o-,rT>o„rl,r,n. rr,iiiirlBfl oinapl V

^jrfke the ball with the bat after having stepped back or

Platyctras erectunt

numerous rapidly expanding, rounded, closely

coiled whorls with small low spire and
thickened reflexed inner lip ; the Viaphoro-

stoma. The genus is represented by numerous
species ranging from Silurian to Carbonifer-

ous, and is specially abundant in the Lower
Devonian formations. Properly Platystoma.

horn"] A'genuroV'fossii platypelllc (plat -i- pel' ik) a. [Gr. nlarix,

capuloid gastropods flat,-f TrfAAa, bowl (pelvis), + -ic.] In aHiAroi).,

having shells with having an index of the pelvic-brim less than

large body-whorls 90. Amer. Anthropologist, A^T\\-3\iJie, ViOi,

and small bent or P- ^43.

spirally inroUed platypezid (plat-i-pez'id), n. and a. I. n. A
apex with smooth member of the dipterous family Platypextdx.

folded or spinose II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

surface. The genus ing to the dipterous family Platypezidse.

is represented by platjrphippic (plat-i-fip'ik), a. and «. [Gr.

numerous species Tr'lariiq, flat, + c<plTTmo^, for putting on a horse.]

I. a. Having the anterior face of the verte-

bral centrum flattened and the posterior sad-

dle-shaped.

II. n. A vertebra having the centrum flat-

tened in front and saddle-shaped behind.

ranging from Upper
Cambrian to the Trias, and is specially

abundant in Lower Devonian and Subcar-

honiferous formations.

platyceroid (pla-tis'e-roid), a. IPlaiycer(as)

+ -oid.^ Resembling or related to the gastro- platypodous (pla-tip'6-dus), n. [platypod +
pod genus Platyceras. Amer. Nat, Oct., 1907, -ous.^ Pertaining to, or having the characters

p. 618. of, the Platypoda.

platvchamaecephalic (plafi-kam^e-se-fal'lk), Platypoecilus (plat-i-pe'si-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.

a. '[NL., < Gr. irXarOf, flat, + ;t:«ua''i on the Tr/.arir, flat, + n-oiKi?.o(, spotted.] A genus of

ground (low), + Kf^a/.^-, head, + -Jc] In fishes of the family PaeciZiirfa", found in fresh

a-aniom., being both platycephalic and chamse-

cephalie.

The Scottish skulls are platychamtecephalic.'
Science, Oct 30, 1903, p. 568.

Platychelys (pla-tik'f-lis), «. [NL., < Gr.

Tz'/MTir, flat, -f ;t^'li'<:, tortoise.] An extinct

waters from Mexico to Panama
platypayllid (plat-ip-sil'id), n. and a. I. ii.

A member of the coleopterous family Platy-

psyllidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

. m^ to the family Platypsyllidm.

turtle belonging to the suborder^»!j)7Hc/!e?^dia, piatyptera « 2. In Packard's system of the
family P?eMros«€rm(fa?, from the Upper Jurassic

classification of insects, the fourth order of
of Europe, it possesses a somewhat depressed cara- ametabolous insects. Thev have four net-

^^S^iin^n'esonTheneuraran'dSsSitr^^^ veined wings and the mouth-parts adapted playa (pla'ya), «. [Sp 'shore,' < strand.'] In

of irregular contour ; sternal bridge short ; mesoplastrals for biting, and include the JermitMie antt tne geol., a general name for the plain of silt or
not meeting in the middle line; vertebral shields much Mallonhaga. mud that marks the bottom of a desiccated

liVtdedfnoartfci.MimfleU^'n'pd^^^^ platypterigid (pla-tip-ter'i-jid), n. and^a. _I. lake-basin in the we.stem United States

occui-8 in the UpperJura of Bavaria, France, and England.

"platycnemy (pla-tik-ne'mi), n. Same as

platycneinia.

toward the wicket. Iltitchinson. Cricket, p. 61.—TO
play up. (c) To be equal to the occasion. [Slang.] (d)

To fol)ow another successfully, with apparent sympathy,
in his vein or mood from the theatrical use.

II. trans. 16. In ba.fc-ball, foot-ball, and
similar games, to place (a player) in a certain

position.— 17. To accompany in action with
music.

It was the band of the Mavericks playinri the regiment
into its camp ; for the men were route-marchingr with
their baggage. B. Kipling, Kim, v.

To play down and out, in bridge and n-higt, to play the

higher of two cards, neither of them an honor, on a part-

ner's lead, to show that the third round of the suit can
be trumped. See *echo, a

playl, »i. 14. A method or manner of per-

forming on a musical instrument, especially

as regards the action of the hands. See close

*ploy.— 15. The act or an act of playing (in

a game); a separate act of playing— Close
play, in hite-playing, holding or using the right hand so

as to avoid all needless motions. Also called covert play.
— In play, in golf, a ball is in play as sixm as the player

has made a stroke at the teeing-ground at each hole, and
it remains in play until it is holed out.— Mass or massed
play, in /oot-ball, play in which the players act en

masse.

The principle will be laid down that Statehood is not

to be achieved by "masned playit"— to quote a football

term ;
" one at a time " nmst be the order of pi-ocedure.

Rev. of Ben., April, 1903, p. 398.

Problem play, a play dealing with some special social

or ethical problem, usually divorce, the relations of the

sexes, or the enslaved condition of woman : originally

applied to plays of Alexandre Dumas.

Alexander Dumas had created and still monopolized

t\ie prot)lem. platf, of which Le Demi-Monde. Le Fils >'at-

urel. La Question d'Argent, Les Idees de Madame Aubray,

La Femme de Claude. Monsieur Alphonse. La Visite de
Noces, L'Etrangfere. Francillon. and Denise may be men-
tioned as the most characteristic siwcimens. The prob-

lem play is the presentation of a particular case, with a

view toa general conclusion on some imptirtant question

of human conduct. Eiicyc. Brit., XXVIL 623.

». A member of" the lepidopterous family pjaya-lake (pla'yii-lak), n. A lake formed

platyccelian (plat - i - se ' li - an), a. Same as

plalycalous.

platycranial (plat-i-kra'ni-al), a. [Gr. Tr'Aarix,

broad, + upavinv, skull, + -(jU.] In anthrop.,

characterized by or exhibiting a skull of more
than middle breadth.

Platypterigidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Platypterigidse.

Platyrhinoidis (plat'i-ri-noi'dis), «. [NL.
prop. *Platyrrhinoides, < Platyrrhina -t- Gr.

fi.fof, form.] A genus of rays of the family

Bhinobatidee, found ofiE the coast of southern

California.

luring the wet season, but disappearing by
evaporation during the dry season. Playa-

lakes are generally very shallow.

Other lakes, which indicate still more pointedly the

contrast between an arid and a humid climate, we may
call playa lakes. These are broad sheets of shallow

water, covering many square miles in winter 8eas*m, but

evaporating to dryness during the sunmier, their beds

becoming hard, smooth mud plains or playaa. Ir niany



playa-lake

instances a lake is fonned over a playa during a single

stonny night, unly to disappear beneath the next noon-
day sun.

/. C. Humcll. quoted in Amer. Geol., Sept., 1901, p. 184.

play-boy (p'.a'boi), n. If. A boy actor. B.Jon-
sou, New Imijl.i. N.E.D.— 2. A comic actor.

Where was the play-boy could claim an equality,

At coaiiuality, Father, wid you ?

A. I*. Graven, Father O'Flynn, st. 4.

3. The jack of trumps in spoil-five.

play-club (pla'klub), n. Li golf, a driver ; a
wooden-lipailed club with a full-length shaft,

tLsed in driving a ball to a great distance.

player, :i. {/) In harness-manuf., a small piece
of metal attached by links to the mouthpiece
of the briiile Short-card player, a poker-player

:

usually applied to a sliarper t>nly.

Playhouse tune. See *<M«f.

playing-place (pla'ing-plas), h. In ornith., a
locality wlicre the male displays or 'shows
off' his plumage to the female; the bower, or

run, of a bower-bird.

play-instinct (pla'in'stingkt), )i. lapsychol.,

one of tlie group of human instincts which
subserve the life and development of the in-

dividual as a conscious being. It covers the
need of physical exercise, the taste for a life

of adventure, the passion for gambling, es-

thetic activities, etc.

The plaif-t nxtinrt, if we use this wonl to designate the
teniiency t<)e-\pend supel-Huous activity, ... is a stock
which puts forth several branches.

ItibiA (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 198.

P. L. B. An abbreviation of I'oor-law Hoard.

P, L. C. An abbreviation of Poor-law Com-
missioners.

PI. D. An abbreviation of Plattdeuisch, Low
German.

plea, ".— Negative plea, iti equity, a plea not pure.
See *i>liiii not /»"(>'. — Plea not pure, in equity, a plea
which tends t^i ne^rative tlie alifi;utiiiti.s of the complain-
ant's bill, as distinguished from a pure -kplea (which
see).— Plea Of the general issue. Same as general
itiitue (wiiifii se.'. nmlfr ixxw) — Pure plea, iTi equity, a
plea whicli set.'* uji jis a defensi* niattei-s wliolly outside of

the complainant's bill. St'e*v>i<'a notpure.— Sham plea.
See nham.

plead, '. '.— Rule to plead, a rule or order of court,

entered as of course, requiring the defendant to plead
within a given time. Failure to comply with it entitles

the i>laintitf Ut a judgment by ilefault.

pleasure, «.— Calcnltu of pleasure. See htdonic
*,;,lr,iluH.

pleasure-pain (plezh'ur-pan'), «. and a. I. h.

In ii/ti.'rliol., a collective term for pleasant and
unpleasant affective processes.

As soon as we give up the reference of feeling to a sub-

jective condition of jUeagure-pain, or of some similar

pair of subjective ^»ppoeit€8, we iiave no feason for unit-

ing affective stjites in general in a common class.

H'. H'unt/I (trans.), Ilumanand Animal Psychol., p. 211.

II, a. In psychol., relating to the pleasant
and unpleasant affective processes, collec-

tively regarded: as, picamtre-pain theories,

plea.inrc piiin experiments.

pleasuring (plezn'ur-ing), n. The act of tak-
ing pleasure ; a pleasure-trip.

plebicolous (ple-bik'o-lus), a. [ti. plebti, the
common people, -I- colere, cultivate.] Court-
ing the common people; demagogical. [Rare.]

plebiscitarian (pleb'i-si-ta'ri-an), a. Same
as jililiisrUarif.

plebiscitic (pleb-i-sit'ik), a. IplebUcite -f- -tc]

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or established
by, a plebiscite.

Plectascineae (plek-ta-sin'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. -/iK7iir. plaited, -t- liffwif, a bag (sac), -I-

-incsp.] A name used by some recent authors
to include the order of fungi *Aspergillaleg

(which see).

plectencbyma (plek - teng ' ki - ma), H. [Gr.
TTf.inTor, woven, + lyx^'im, an infusion.] Same
as p.tinilii}iiirinchyma. I.iiidan.

Plectobranchus (plek-to-brang'kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. -/f/cTor, plaited (infolded), + fipayx'")

gills] A genus of bienoioid fishes of the
northern Pacific.

plectonephric (plek-to-nef'rik), a. [Or. ttX^k-

Tiir, plaited, twisted, + ifi^pof, kidney, - -Jc]

Having nephridia consisting of networks of
fine tubes: as, the plectonephric genera of
earth,vvorm8.

[They] have ceased altogether to look like the excre-
tory tubes in the usual "piertnnephric" genera.

I'roc. Zuiil. f<i,c. Limdon, 1894, p. 382.

Plectonephric nephridia, nephridia consisting of net-
works of tine tubes Tying on tlie b<sly-wall and septa in
each segment, as in some eartliwonns. They open to
the exteriorand sometitnes into thec<e1oma. Also called
liiffune. iieji/iridia, ("omjMjre *iiieijanephric.

plectopter fplek-top'ttr). «. [Plectopler(a).']

In (ii'oin., a member of the order Plectoptera.
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plectopterous (plek-top'te-rus), a. [Plectop-
ter(a) + -o«s.] Having the characters of the
Plectoptera

.

plectospondyly (plek-to-spon'di-li), n. [6r.
~>.fM-(;f, twisted, < 7rAf/,«ji, twist, plait, -I- cttoi'-

(Su/lof, a vertebra, -t- -^3.] The condition of
being abnormally twisted : noting a condition
of vertebra?. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894,
p. 100.

PlectrantMas (plek-tran'thi-as), n. [NL., <
Gr. TT/.f/Krpnv, spur, -t- NL. Anthias.] A genus
of serranoid fishes found in the westerntropieal
Pacific.

Plectromus (plek- tro ' mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
-/ijarpov, spur, -1- u^of, shoulder.] A genus
of beryeoid fishes of the deep sea.

Flectropoma (plek-trop'o-mti), n. [NL., <
Gr. JT/fjKTfMv, spur, -(- rrw/ia, lid.] A genus
of serranoid fishes found in the Indian and
western Pacific oceHns.

Plectrypops (plek'tri-pops), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tr'/.i/KT/Mv, spur, + vTTO, tiiidcr, -t- uip, eye.] A
genus of fishes of the family Holoeentridas, of
the West Indian fauna.
pledget, H. 2. A string of oakum, such as is

used in calking the seams of a vessel.

plein air (plan ar). [P.: plein (< L. plenvs),
full, -\- air, air.] In painting, open air, from
the phrf<se en plein air, in the open air, out
of cloors: a terra used to characterize the
modern point of view in painting, which con-
siders the natural effects of light in nature
rather than the artificial effects of the studio.
Painting out of doors in plein air appears to have been
first adopted as a definite practice by the English painter
Constable (1770-1837.) Also 2>ta in-air.

Not long before the Franco-Prussian war, Manet, find-

ing himself in the country with a friend, for the first

time discovered the true value of open air to the effects

of painting in his picture "The fiarden," which gave rise

to the " open air " or plein air school.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 518.

plein-airist (pla-nar'ist), n. [plein air -t-

-i«t.] An artist of the plein-air school.

Plein-airintg like Mr. Clausen, Mr. Ijlthangue. or Mr.
Stott have Iai>oriously painted with sepanite flinches of a
pigment so stitf that, even though it is applied with a
brush, the result has all the appearance of having been
done with sticks of colour.

Athen^iim, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 183.

pleiobar (pli'o-bar), n. [Gr. 7r?eiuv, more, +
liapiK, weight.] An area of high barometric
pressure on the daily weather-map: a term
introduced by Pre.stel in 1870.

pleiochromia (pli-o-kro'mi-a), »i. [NL., < Gr.
TT^.eiuv, more, 4- XP"M(', color.] Increased
coloration ; specifically, secretion in abnormal
amount of the coloring-matter of the bile.

pleiocyclic (pU-o-sik'lik), o. [Gr. TTMiuv, more,
+ KiK/.o^, circle, + -ic.] In bot., perennial

;

blooming more than one season : said of herbs.
Contrasted with *hapaiantIioun. Compare
*dicyclic, 3 (6). Soe quotation under *vegeta-

tion-fi>rms. Pound and ('lemetits.

pleiomastia (pli-o-mas'ti-a), m. [Gr. Tr?.eiuv,

more, -f- /iaorof, Weast] The condition of

having more than one nipple on the breast.

pleiomerous (pli-ora'e-ms), a. [Gr. TT/.eiuv,

more, -I- /uf^wf, part.1 In bot., having more
than the normal number of leaf-like parts or

organs.

pleiomery (pli-om'e-ri),'n. [Gr. n'Atiuv, more,
-f- fiiiiiu:, part, -I- -J-*.] In bot., an increase in

the normal or usual number of leaf-like parts

or organs.

Pleistocenic (plls-to-sen'ik), a. [Pleistocene

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the Pleistocene.

pleistoseist (pUs'to-sist), «. [Gr. nlelaro^,

most, + ofiirnif, shaken.] In an area affected

by an earthquake, that interior portion which
has suffered most violently from the shock. It

surrounds the epicentrum and extends from
it for a distance arbitrarily established by the

observer who plots the effects. Scebach.

The diagram on page 18fi indicates the intensity of a
shiKk in the locus technically called a pleistiiseitt as about
four ninths of its intensity at the epicenter.

Science, Dec. 10, 1904, p. 838.

plemochoS (ple-mok'o-e), n. [Gr. n7.riiiox6rj,

an earthem water-ve'ssel.] In Gr. antiq., a
toilet-vase ; a tureen-like receptacle with a

standard, for pouring out water. It was espe-

cially associated witn the last day of the Eleu-
sinian festival.

plemyrameter (plem-i-ram'e-t6r), M. [Gv.

TT/J/fivfM, usually Tr'/i/i'/jvpa, flood-tide, -I- ph-
pm; measure.] 1. An apparatus for record-

ing the level and the movements of water,

such as a Pitot tube; a water-meter.— 2. An

plerome

apparatus for recording the number, fre-
quency, or length of the waves of water in a
lake; specifically, Forel's plemyrameter,
which was ultimately replaced by the more
accurate limnometer of Sarasiu. See *lint-
nomctcr, with cut.

Plen. An abbreviation of Plenipotentiary.
plenalvia (ple-nal'vi-a), H. [NL., < L. plenus,
full, ¥ alvus, bowels.] Same as *grain-sick-
ness.

Plenary ability. See *ability.

plenipotential (plen"i-po-ten'shal), a. [L.
plenus, full, -h potentia, power, -H -a/1.] Same
as plenipotentiary.

plenitudinous (plen-i-tti'di-nus), a. Same as
iilcnitiidinary. [Bare.]

Plenum fan! See */a«i.

pleocbroitic (ple"6-kro-it'ik), a. Pertaining
to, or characterized by, pleochroism.

pleocleis (ple'o-klis), n. [Gr. n-/lf(ui>, more, +
ft>£(f , key.] In crustaceans, a tubercle or w art-

like protuberance on the first somite of the
pleon preventing the elevation of the carapace
behind.

pleogamous (plo-og'a-mus), a. [pleogam(y)
+ -o»6-.] Characterized by pleogamy.
pleogamy (ple-og'a-mi), n. [Gr. nAeluv, more,
+ }duoQ, marriage.^ In bot., a combination
of different types of polygamy.

pleonectic (ple-o-nek'tik), a. [pleonexia.']
Pertaining to or characterized by pleonexia;
morbidly greedy or covetous.
pleopoda (ple-op'o-da), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
pleopodon. See pleopod.'] The swimmerets
or appendages of the abdomen of some crusta-
ceans. They may be natatory or branchial
in function, or n.sed for retaining the eggs
until hatched. In some cases they are rudi-
mentary or lacking entirely or in part.

The abdomen (of a parasite of the hermit crab] consists
of six fleshy segments, five of which bear a pair of ple-
opoda. Bulletin U. S. Fish Com., XXI. 54.

ple<>podon (ple-op'odon), n. Same asf pleopod.
pleopsidic (pl'e-op-'sid'ik), a. lPleo2}sid(ium)
-t -«.] Derived from Pleopsidiuni Pleopsidic
acid, an acid fouiul in J'leopndium chlnrophamnn. It
forms very thin crystalline plates which melt at 144-
145° C.

Pleospora (plf-os'po-ra), w. [NL. (Raben-
horst, 1857), alluding to the many-celled
spores ; < (xr. t?Juv, more, -t- OTopaf, seed
(spore).] A large genus of pvTenomycetous
fungi of the order 5/)/(a?ria/cs, having scattered
or gregarious erufnpent peritheoia with papil-
late ostiola. The spores are murifomi and yellowish
or brown. Over 225 species have been described, fruiting
on dead stems, mostly of herbaceous planta. /•. fierbarum
is a species common in Europe and North America.

Pleosporacese (ple'o-spo-ra'se-e),«. pi. [N'L.,

< Pleo.tpora + -aceee.'] A family of pyreno-
mycetous fungi named from the principal
genus, Pleospora.

plerocercoid (ple-ro-ser'koid), n. [Gr. ny/ptK,
full, -I- /if/MOf, tail, 4- -oiV/.] The solid elongate
larva, with no bladder, of some cestodes, as
BoihriocephaUis latns, an intestinal parasite
found in man and the dog. Compare *plero-
cestoid.

Dibothriocephalus latus Liihe 1899. . . . Adult parasitic
in small intestine of ntan, dog, and cat ; larva (plenn-er-
caid) in the muscles and among the visceia of various
fish. B«c*-, Med. Handbook, II. 792.

plerocestode (ple-ro-ses't6d), n. Same as
*}Hcfare.'<toile.

plerocestoid (ple-ro-ses'toid), n. [Gr. T^llipriq,

full, + E. ccstoid.~\ A sexless, encysted stage
of a cestoid, as liothriocephalus latus. Also
victace.itode.

pleromal (ple-ro'mal), a. [Gr. izXijpupa, inW-
ness, + -nn.] 1. Full; abundant; pleromatic.

As variations increase with the number of atoms in a
molecule, there may be . . .

" billions or trillions of pro-
toplasmic substances, and not one only, as was once as-

sumed." As most closely related tn this ^re&t, pleriniial

sea of life, alKtumling stand in the higher plants and ani-

mals tlie sexual organs, (r. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 412.

2. In gnosticimi, pertaining to the pleroma,
or world of light, or body of eons.— 3. Of
or pertaining to the plerome, in either the
botanical or the zoological sense.

plerome, «. 3. In zool., the mesodermic tis-

sue which fills out the space between the gut
and the external epithelium in the body of a
tunicate.

The paper includes a useful discussion of the morpho-
logical value of the ditfercnt layers of the Tunicate IxMly,

and a suggestion of the term "plerome " for the mesoder-
mic tissue filling up the space between the gut and the

external epithelium.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1903, p. 603.
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plerosis (plf-ro'sis), n. [XL., < Gr. v'^^ptMjif, a
filliug, < -'/.r/fwi-v, fill] Kegeneratiou ; specifi-
cally, the return of flesh after a wasting ill-

ness.

plerotic (ple-rot'ik), a. [plerosis (-ot-) + -i'c]

Relating to, exhibiting, or promoting plerosis,
or the restoration of lost flesh or tissue.

Flesiadapidae (pie si-a-dap'i-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Plesiadtijiis, generie'name, -f- -irf«.] A fam-
ily of lemur-like animals, which includes
small species from the Lower Eocene of
Europe and Ameoica. Trouessart, 1897.

plesiobiosis (ple'gi-o-bi-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
—?.!/alo(, near, -t- fiiuaif, living.] A form of in-

cipient symbiosis shown by colonies of ants of
different species living in close proximity to
one another, as, for example, under the same
stone, without forming true mixed colonies.
Wheeler, 1901.

plesiometacarpal (ple'si-o-met'a-kiir'pal), o.

[Gr. Tzlricioi;, near, -I- E. metacarpal.] Possess-
ing vestiges of the upper or proximal por-
tions of the first and fifth metacarpals:
applied to certain deer. Contrasted with
*tclemctacarpal

.

plesiometacarpalian (ple'si-o-met^'a-kar-pa'-
li-an), a. IPtesiomcUicarpi+ -aP- + -ian.'] Per-
taining to or having the characters of the
Ple-tiomctara rpi.

Plesiometacarpi (ple"si-o-met"a-kiir'pi), n.

pi. [Gr. TTAriaioi;, near, + NL. pi. mctacarpi.']

A division of the deer family containing those
species in which vestiges of the proximal
ends of the second and fifth metacarpals are
present. Contrasted with * Telemetacarpi.

plesiotype (ple'si-o-tip), n. [Gr. 7r/.r/aio(, near,
-1- TV71-0C, type.] A specimen identified with
some species already described, but not se-

lected by (he original deseriber of that spe-
cies : in this last respect it differs from an
heautotype. U. S. Mat. Mas., Bulletin 53, I. 12.

plessigraph (ples'i-graf), n. [Gr. nlljaaeiv,

strike, -I- vpa^Eii',write.] A special form of plex-
imeter, designed to reduce the percussed sur-

face to a minimum, so that the user may be
able to map out more exactly the limits of any
organ or dull area. Syd, Soc. Lex.

plessimetry (ple-sim'e-tri), n. [plcssimeier +
-]/•'.] The use of the plessimeter, or plex-
imetpr.

plessite (ples'it), n. [Origin uncertain.] A
name given by Reichenbaeh to the nickel-iron
alloy which, as seen in the etched surface of

a section of meteoric iron, forms a sort of
ground-mass inclosed by the bands of kama-
eite and thin lines of taenite. See Wulmann-
sUiltian figures and *iiietcorit?. Plessite is

now regarded as an eutectie mixture of kama-
cite and tienite.

plethysmograph, «— Finger plethysmograph,
in phjfsioL and pat/c/top/it/it., a plethysmof^raph wliich
registers tlie changes of volume occurring in a single
finger, instead of in the hand and forearm (as is done by
the ordinary forms of the instrument). Amer. Jour.
Psychol., April, 1901, p. 327.— Franok's plethysmo-
grapb, in psyckophyn.. a simple fonn of i)lL'thysniograph,

consisting of an upright glass jar for
the reception of hand and wrist. The
fingers of the hand are closed round a
wooden bar set transversely toward the
bottom of the jar. The mouth of the
jar is closed, first by a rubber cap, and
then by a niet^I cover ; both are pierced
for the reception of the wrist A small
round opening in the cover's allows the
passage of a rubber tube, which leads
(by way of an expanded glass tube) t^>

another rubber tube, and so to a Marey
tambour. The plethysmograph is filled

with water up to the middle of the glass
tube ; the remainder of tlie transmit-
ting system is filled with air.—Mosso's
plethysmograph, in phytdol. and ex-
per. psttjch'tL. an instrument devised by
A. M(KSso for recording changes in the
volume of a limb or of wmie isolated
bodily organ. As ordinarily used, the

name applies to the hydrosphygmograph, an instrument
akin to the plethysmographs of Fick, Kronecker, Franck,
Lehmann, and others. A glass tube, filled with warm
water, receives the hand and forearm ; and changes in
the water-levelj due to changes in the volume of the
limb, are graphicallyrecorded. The physiological plethys-
mograph consists of a metal box, filled with oil, in which
the isolated heart or kidney, etc., is placed. Tubes set in
the side of the box allow of the supply of an artificial cir-

culatiftn. Changes in the volume of the organ ai-e recorded
as befcfre.

pletbysmographically (pie -this -mo - graf ' i

-

kal-i), (idv. By moans of a plethysmograph, or
after the manner of a plethysmograph.

plethysmography (pleth-is-mog'ra-fi), n. The
scientific use of the plethysmograph.

pleura^, »— Oenltal plenras, in iome'Enteropneusta,

Franck's
PleIhysinogr<iph.
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two folds on the dorsal side of the branchial region in
which the bulk of the gonads are contained. Encyc.
Brit, XXVI. So.

pleural'-', a. H. n. A pleural process. Spe-
cifically : (a) One of the bones that in turtles
overlie and unite with the ribs, forming the
greater portion of the carapace ; a costal

:

correlative with neural. Most commonly used
in the plural. (6) In fishes, one of the long
rays of bone attached to the side of the verfe-
brue and extending downward partly around
the abdominal cavitv; arib. Starts, Synonymy
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 525.

pleurale (plo-ra'le), n. ; pi. pleuralia (-li-a).

Same as *pleural'^, n.

pleuranthons (plij-ran'thus), a. [Gr. n-?j:vpa,

side, -I- av6oc, flower.] In bot., flowering at
the side : said of a sympodium in which the
inflorescences are borne on lateral axes, the
shoot which for the year forms the main axis
ending without inflorescence. J.C. Willis, Miaa-
ual and Diet, of Flowering Plants and Ferns,
II. 272.

Pleurapophysial lamella. See *lamella.
Pleuraspidotheriidae (pie-ras "pi - do- the-ri '-

i-do), n. pi. [NL., < Ptcuraspidotlierium,'type
genus, + -idee.] A family of extinct ungulate
mammals, of the suborder Condylarthra, con-
taining species of small size, with tuberculate
molars. The type species is Pleuraspidothe-
rium, from the Lower Eocene of Rheims,
France.
pleuremphytic (plo-rem-fit'ik), a. [Gr.
n-?.evpd, side, + ifiipvTo^, implanted, inborn.]
In «f>67., pertaining to sessile attachment by
fixation of the side of an animal to its host or
the sea-bottom.
pleurisy, "— Fibrinous pleurisy dry pleurisy with
cousidenible fibrinous exudation.— Humid pleurisy,
hroiieliitis.— Serous pleurisy, the ojiposite ..f dry or
fibrinous pleurisy, in which there is a profwse wjiteiy
effusion, but little fibrinous exudate.— Typhoid pleu-
risy, a form of pleurisy marked by symptoms of great
prostration.

pleuritogenous (plo-ri-toj'e-nus), a. Iplcuri-
t(is) -1--0--I- -gen + -otts.] Causing pleurisy.

pleurobranch (plo'ro-bramgk), n. Same as
pleurobranchia'^.

pleurobronchitis (plo"ro-brong-ki'tis), n.

Pleurisy combined with bronchitis.

pleurocentesis (plo'ro-sen-te'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. 7:Acvi>d, rib, pleura, + idvrrjaig, puncture.]
Same as thoracentesis.

pleurocentrum, n. 2. A dorsal element in
the rachitomous vertebras of certain ganoid
fishes and stegocephalian amphibians. It is

homologous with the centrum of the reptilian
and mammalian vertebra.

pleurochondrite (plo-ro-kon'drit), n. [Gr.
K'Aevpd, the side, + ;fi5i'<!poc, cartilage, +
-iic^.] 'The lateral cartilaginous element that
by growth and ossification becomes the
transverse process in a completed vertebra

:

correlated with *centrochondrite and *neuro-
chcmdrite.

pleurochord (plo'ro-kord), n. [Gr. ^?.evfxi,

side, -- E. chord.] One of a pair of lateral

evaginations of the gut in the collar region in

Actinotrocha and Ccplialodiscus.

As regards Actinotrocha, we suffer from a multiplicity

of so-called "notochords." Mastemian describes in Ac-
tinotrocha and Cephalodiscus a pair of "wieKrocAord/i,"

lateral evaginations of the gut in the collar region, the
cells of which are vacuolated ; these lie fai-ther back than
the Enteropneustan stomochord, and do not project into

the protoccele. Enryc. Brit., XXIX. 261.

pleurochordal (plo-ro-k6r'dal), a. Ipleuro-

chord + -«;'.] Of or pertainiogto the pleuro-

chord
;
provided with a pleurochord.

pleurocutaneous (plo"ro-ku-ta'ne-us), a.

I'ish. pleura, pleura, + E. cutaneous.] Relat-

ing to both the pleura and the skin.

Pleurodictyiun (plo-rO-dik'ti-um), n. [Gr.

irXevpa, the side, + 6iKTvov, a net.] A genus
of tabulate corals
with depressed dis-

coidal coralla con-
sisting of small
polygonal funnel-
shaped corallites

having irregularly
perforate walls and
faint or obsolete
septa. The center
of the base of the
corallura often liolds

a vermiform foreign

body, which is considered to be the dwelling-

tube of a commensal worm.

Pleurodictyltin prohtetnttticunt,

Goldf. Lower DeYoiiiaii : Cobleiiz.

Natural Size. Vermiform foreign
body in the center.

(From Zittel's " Pal.-eontoIogy.")

Pleuropterygii

pleurodynic (plo-ro-din'ik), a. Ipleurodyn-
(i«) -I- -ic] Relating to or affected with
pleurodynia.

pleurogenous (plo- roj ' e - nus), a. Same as
jtlcurogeiiic.

Pleurogrammus (plo-ro-gram'us), n. [NL.,
< Gr. iT'/-cvi)d, side, + ypa/i/iy, line.] A genus
of fishes of the family Hexagrammidee, found
in the northern Pacific.

pleUTOmarginal (plo-ro-mar'ji-nal), a. [Gr.
Tv'itvpa, side, + E. nuirginah] Rii'kating to the
pleural and marginal bones of turtles that
form the top and edge of the carapace or
bony shell—Plenromarstnal fontanelle, the space
or opening that in young turtles, or in the adults of
some species, lies between the marginal bones and the
ends of the pleurals. 0. R. Wieland, in Amer. Jom-. Sci.,
Feb., 1904, p. 130.

Pleuromya (plo -ro' mi -a), ». [NL., < Gr.
Tr'Acvpa, the side, + NL. Mya'^.] A genus of
fossil pelecypods typical of the family Pleuro-
myacidse, with elongate, somewhat gaping
shells, which are abundant in formations from
the Triassio to the Lower Cretaceous.
Pleuronautilus (plo-ro-na'ti-Ius), n. [KL.,
< Gr. Tr7.evpn, ribs, + NL. Xautiluft.] A genus
of orthochoanitie cephalopods with discoidal
shells having stout volutions and large um-
bilical opening: found in Triassic rocks.
PleUTOnectinae (plo-'ro-nek-ti' ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Plcuronectes + -inse.] A subfamily
of flounders having an unsymmetrical mouth
and the teeth chiefly on the blind side.

pleuronectism (pl6-ro-nek'tizm), ». [NL.
Plcuronectes + -i,sm.] The fact or condition
of having one side paler than the other, as
in flounders {Pleuronectidie). [Rare.]

A curious asymmetry in the coloration of this species
has been noted by more than one observer— 'a sort of
pteuronecti»m,' van Beneden tenns it

F. E. Beddard, Book ot Whales, p. 168.

Pleuronichthys (plo-ro-nik'this), «. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. Tr/cwpd, the side, -1- ixSi'i, fi-sh.] A
genus of flounders found on both sides of the
Pacific Ocean.
pleuropathy (plo-rop'a-thi), n. [Gr. TrXevpa,

the side r(pleura), + nd6o<;, disease.] Same
as pleuropathia.

pleuropericardial (plo-ro-per-i-kar'di-al), a.

Ijileura + pericardium + -al^.] Relating to
both pleura and pericardium. Buck; Med.
Handbook, IL 821.

Pleurophorus (pie-rofo-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
TT/evpd, ribs, -I- -(pofm^, < '(pipeu', bear.] A genus
of small teleodesmaceous pelecypods which
have elongated shells with terminal beaks,
smooth or radially ribbed surface, two cardi-
nal teeth in each valve, and the anterior ad-
ductor scar forming a deep pit. The genus
ranges from the Devonian to the Trias, and
is especially abundant in Permian rocks.

pleurophthalmic (plo-rof-thal'mik), a. [NL.
Plcurophthalma + -ic] Relating or pertain-
ing to the Pleurophthalma ; having the eyes at
the external borders of the tentacles, as in
certain gastropods.
pleuroplastic (ple-ro-plas'tik), a. [Gr. n'Acvpi,

side, -f- ¥.. 2)lastic.] In plant physiol., develop-
ing tissue, by a stretching of the meristem, all

along the primordium at once : said of a type
of leaves. Correlated with basiplastic, that
is, developing tissue at the apex first and
thence to the base ; and eucladotts, forming
lobations in the embryonal tissue before the
meristem has begun to stretch, which does
not happen in the other cases. Frantl, cited
by K. E. Goebel (trans.), Organography of
Plants, II. .312.

pleuropneumonia, n. 2. In medicine, pleurisy
combined with pneumonia.
pleuropodium (plo-ro-po'di-um), n. ; pi. pleu-
ropodia (-a). [NL,, < Gr. -7^vpd, side, -I- n-oi'f

(-1)6-), foot.] One of a pair of temporary em-
bryonic or eaily larval organs on the under
side of the first abdominal segment of many
insects. Tliey are variously considered as
glands, blood-gills, and sense-organs.

pleuropterygian(p'o-rop-te-rij'i-an), a. [NL.
Pleuropterygii + -an.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the selachian fishes of
the order Pleuropterygii.

Pleuropterygii (plo-rop-te-rij'i-i), n.pl. [NL.,
< (ir. -/ri/idi', rib, -1- nrtpvyiov, fin.] An ex-
tinct order of selachian fishes, chiefly of
Carboniferous age. They are characterized by a well-

calcifieti endoskelft«>n ; apparently u»)segmented noto-
chord : the pter>-g(K]uadrate arcade niovably articulated
v'-h the cranium; pairetl fins supported by unjointed.
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parallel radial cartilages, whicii may be partly fosed at
the base, but extend directly outward to the edge of the
fln-raembrane ; and the pelvic flns of males without
claapera. The Pleuropterygii " exhibit the nearest ap-
proach to the hypothetical lateral fln-fold yet met with."
A. S. Woodward, Vertebrate Palgeontol., p. 29.

pleurorhizous (plo-ro-ri'zus), a. Same as
pleiirorhiral.

^eurosperm (plo'ro-sperm), n. [NX,., < Gr.
v>.evp6v, rib, + OTrcpua, seed.] In bot., an an-
giosperm of the group or class which are
supposed by Treub to have begun with chala-
zogamy and to have subsequently assumed
the normal mode of fertilization,

pleurosteite (plo-ros'te-it), n. [Gr. TrXevp6v, - ., ,

rib, + iariov, bone, +'-!7el.] The center of Plezurabl, plezure.
ossification in the cartilaginous segment that, ple'-i^xrrMe, pleusuie.

by ossifying, becomes a rib: correlated with P'v> P^n- U- «. or cap.']

and anastomosing filaments of certain algse.

—

5. In phys. geog., the iiiegular and compli-
cated junction of a number of similar features,
such as ridges, river channels, etc.
Stone applies the aptly chosen term of "plexus "to

such areas, and characterizes them as follows : they are
"the most remarkable of all deposits left by glacial
rivers ... its surface covered with a jumble of heaps,
mounds, cones, and ridges inclosing all forms of hollows,
funnels, hopper-holes, kettle-holes, basins and Roman
theatres, many of which are so deep as to inclose lakelets
without visible outlet." Amer. GeiiL, Sept., 1903, p. 166.

Leber's plexus, a network of small veins anterior to
Schlemni s canal in the eye.

plezant, a. An amended spelling of pleasant.
'

Amended spellings of

See the extract

n. [NL., < Gr.
oariov, bone, +

plaintiff.

P. L. a.
(Hans.

chondrosteite and *neurosteite.

under *neurosteite.

pleorostosis (pl6-ros-t6'sis)
ir'/.fv/xi, the side (pleura), +
-ogis] O.ssification of the pleura.

pleorotetanus (plo-ro-tet'a-nus), n. [NL., <
Gr. T/.fiyjd, the side, + riravo^, spasm.] Same
as plenrothotonos.

pleurotomy (pl5-rot'o-mi), ». [Gr. jrAfupd, tlie

side, + ro/j^, a cutting.] Incision through the
pleura.

pleorotonilS (plo-rot'o-nus), n. [Gr. vrXcvpA,

the side, + romc, tension.] Same as pleuro-
thotonos.

pleurotribal (pl6-ro-tri'bal), a. Same as plication, n

Abbreviations of

An abbreviation of Poor-law Guar-

plica, ».— PUcEB clrculares, transverse folds in the pliciue-S,-J0Ur (plek-a-zhor'),

plijuriilribe.

Pleurotus (pla-ro'tus), n.
^
[NL. (Pries, 1821),

< Gr. ir?.evpd, the side, + oJf(or-), ear (pUeus)

;

mucous membrane of the intestines Pilose connlveu-
tes. Same as valculie conniceiite*.— pUca eplgastrlca
a prominent line on the inner surface of the anterior ab-
dominal wall indicating the coui-se of the epigastric
artery.— Plica Ujrpogastrlca, a prominent line on the
posterior surface of the anterior abdominal wall formed
bythe lateral ligamentof the bladder; the remains of the
hypogastric arterj-.— Plica Itmata, a fold of the con-
junctiva at the outer border of the caruncula lacrymalis.— Plica urachi, a prominent line on the posterior sur-
face of the anterior abdominal wall, extending from the
bladder to the umbilicus, marking the course of the
urachus.

-Armorlcan chain of plication, in
ijeol., a line of upheaval or mountain-making, of late
Paleoz4:)ic age, extending from the mouth of the Shannon
to that of the Loire. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 314.

plicator, «. 2. More generally, one who or
that which causes folds or plaits,

plow
Jihinoceros, and Mach/erodus were of ciirantip nrmn,
tions. The Pliocene of southern Europe ffteen d f^ri H
into the following stages: lower, Siriten or P a^°f-cian

;
middle, Astian

; upper, Arnusian or Sicilian i,North Amenca, marine deposits of this aee are rnnro
sented by the Floridian series of the Gulf^oasY an7theMerced and San Pedro series of the Pacific coast ; and the
terrestrial deposits by the Palo Duro and Blanco beds ofTexas and Oklahoma.

Pliocenic (pU-o-sen'ik), a. [Pliocene + -ic 1
Of or pertaining to the Pliocene period of
Tertiary time.

pliosaur (pli'o-sar), n. [NL. PUosaur(its).'] An
individual of the genus PUosaurus, which
comprises gigantic plesiosaurs with large head,
short neck, elongated mandibular symphysis,
jaws provided with powerful carinated teeth
sometimes 25 centimeters long, and with limb-
girdles similar to those of Plesiosaunis. The
genus occurs in rocks from the Lias to the
Upper Jura, in Europe and India.

L ,, [F., 'open-
work layer.'] A variety of enameling in
which the cloisous were not attached to a
foundation, but formed a grating into the in-
terstices of which the enamels were melted.
By plique-d-Jour we mean flligree-work executed in

gold or silver, and filled up with transparent enamels.
It existed in the time of Eenvenuto Cellini.

Henry Cunymjhame, Art-Enamelling, p. 95.

pliss6 (ple-sa'), a. [F., pp. of plisser, plait,
shirr, < pli, pi. pUs, a plait, ply. See ply.']
Gathered or shirred: said of dress-goods, etc.
plocamobranchiate (plok"a-m6-brang'ki-at),
a. Eelating to, or ha\-ing the characteristics
of, the Plocamohranchia ; having rigid fila-
mentary branchial processes, as some gastro-
pods.

Each spicule has its rausculus exsertor, which is not a plombifere (plom-bi-ar'), ». [F., < plomh, lead.]

ploti

Oyster-mushroom iPUuratui Mtrtalits).

About one third natural size.

SO called from the lateral pilens.] A large
genus of white-spored fleshy fungi of tlio fam
ily Agaricacese, having the pileus usually ses

single muscle, but is composed of two componenta,
plicator and a fixator of the sheath.

Jonr. Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 1903, p. 181.

plim^ (plim), n. [A minced form of plumb.']
A plumb ; a plummet,
plim'- (plim), a. 1. Perpendicular; straight;
plumb.— 2. Smooth; neat. [Prov. Eng.j

plim^ (plim), a. [A minced form of plump.]
Stout; fat; plump. Halliivell. [Prov. Eng.] plot* (plot), i'. t.

plim^, f. n. trans. To puff or plump out; < pelote, a ball
fill out. [Prov. Eng.] " ~
Plimmer bodies. See *6o(fy.

a An ice-cream in which fruit is frozen.
Plot survey. See *valuati<m survey.—

sile and attached by one side or with a short Plinian, a. 2. In geol., noting the final, most
eccentric stipe. About 2.50 species have teen
described, occurring chiefly on decaying wood.
P. ostreatus is a common edible species known
as the oyster-mushroom, having the flavor of
oysters.

pleurotyphoid (plS-ro-ti'foid), «. [pleurUsy)

vigorous stage in volcanic eruptions, especially
of Vesuvius, during which violent explosions
occur, with expulsion of large quantities of
steam, ashes, scoriae, and lava : named after

ay. _.. „.
Sample plot. See kmluation area and itexperiment
area.— Iowa plot, an official plan or draft of the site of
a town, with its streets, public parks, etc.

plotl, V. t. 4. To divide into plots, as a build-
ing-site.

The acre i» plotted into three building lots.

If. y. Times, June 23, 1898 (advt).

[F. peloter, form into a ball,
Hee pellet and corDfa,re pla-

toon.] To press into cakes or balls, as soap.
ploteric (plo-ter'ik), a. [Gr. irT^uTrip, a sailor,
seaman, < n'/unv, sail, float, drift.] Drifting.
In marine biology, ploteric organisms are
those that drift passively with the current, as
contrasted with those that direct their own
movements through the water.

Pliny, the describer of the great eruption of Plotting-board (plot'ing-bord), n. Milit., a
79 A.D.

-I- typhoid.] Typhoid fever accompanied by plint (plint), n
pleurisy.

pleunun (plo'rum), n.
; pi. pleura (-ril). [NL.]

.Same a,a pleuron. J. B. Smith, Econ. Entom.,
p. 25.

plex,t'.». 2. In p/ii/.?. cAem., to acquire greater
molecular complexity by having two or more
molecules condensed into one molecule; be-
come polvmerized. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect.
Engin., 1898, p. 130.

plex (pleks), n. lplex(ug).] In phys. chem.,
the degree of molecular complexity, or of poly-
merization. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin.,
1898, p. 131. [Rare.]
Plexaura (plek-sa'rii), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the tamxWPlexauridse. Lamouroux,
1812.

PlexanridaB (plek-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL. Plex-
aura + -idle.] A family of aleyonariana hav-
ing a branched colony with a horny axis, the
polyps situated all over the thick coenencbyma,
and the spicules large, the cortical being
club-shaped and the deeper spindle-shaped.
It contains the genera Plexaura, Eunicea,
Pxammogorgia, and Platygvrgia.

ple3rial(plek'si-al),a. [plex{us) + -ial.'] Same
as plexul.

plexiality (plek-si-al'i-ti), n. [plexial + -ity.]

The state of being plexiform or of a complex
Btrueture.

Plexiform gland, in echinoderms, same as -kaxial or-
gan.

[Sw.] Same as */)?»(JA, 2and3.
plinth, n. 2. A
gymnastic aji-

paratus, a vault-
ing-box,consist-
ing of several
woodensections
placed on top of _,^ .,', [
one anothfr so PlO'!** (pl

Plinth (dcf. 3).

Those short, stubbed pirls and women
like biffness up and down.

, , ^ ,,,.,. .X „, ** ^'- ^^owellg, in Ilarper's Mag., July, 1905, p. 195.
Pleiimetry (plek-s.m e-tn), n. The use of the pUocene, «. It was the final period of Tertiary time,

during which the distribution of land and sea was very
plcximeter.

plexodont (plek'so-dont), a. [Gr. vU^ic, a
weaving, -(- oMx '(udovr-), tooth.] Having
complex teeth ; having molars with a compli-
cated crown and provided with more than one
root. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 555.

plexus, n. 4. In hot., the mass of branched

much ag it is now. The uptilted deposits of this age,
which are of world-wide distribution, consist of mostly
unconsolidated sands, clays, and marls of marine and
terrestrial origin, containing invertebrate and plant re-
mains very similar to those of the present. The verte-
brate fauna, on the other hand, differs widely, with
numerous extinct types of large size, among which IHno-
therium. Mastodon, Elephas, Equus, Hippopotamus,

drawing-lioard or -table, used in connection
with a range-finder, on which the course of a
towed target for sea-coast cannon practice, or
of a hostile sliip, is laid out and a later posi-
tion predicted. Jour. U. S. Artillery, Nov.-
Dec, 1903, p. 253.

plqut^ (plout), V. i. [Origin obscure.] To fall
with a splasli or plump

;
plunge or splash in

water. [I^rov. Eng.] K. E. 1).

one another", so Pl°«*^ (Pl?"*'' «V f''i''"*5 ""i) r.^
heavy fall

as to make pes- f
''^'°- f^''^^- ^^S-^ ^- ^'- •»•

sible variations PlOW, n. 1. As to their manner of acting upon the

in heirrlit "^ """• l''"*"' ire either turniwj-vlows (those most properly""" '-'• named 'plows'), or shoeel-pluws.- Tliey are, further,
either wheel-pious or swing-plows (see swiny-plow), ac-
cording as the beam is or is not supported by a wheel

;

either walking ploivs or riding plows (see below) ; either
single-furrow, double-furrow, or multiple-furrow (gang)
plowK (see gang-plow, under plow). Tuniing-plows are
either *irty^e-moid&f>rtrrf (single-breasted), as most often, or
douUe-moldboard (double-breasted) (see under plow ; see
also *middle-breaker)', and are eithtiv pulverizing plows
(stubble-plows) (see under -kplow ; see •kacooter'^, 3), or
sod-plows (which see). For other distinctions see under
plow and *plow. About tile beginning of the nineteenth
century English 'plows were still commonly made of
wood, except the share and colter, other working parts
being sheathed with sheeWron. The beam and handles
(stilts)aiu\ the c\evls {bridle, ^nuzzle) were somewhat as
now ; the left stilt, joined to the butt of the beam, de-
scended from the latter to the sole, forming the /oo( or
heel; the sole or slade {chrp) v/as the horizontal basal
timber ; the sheath or head descended from the beam to
the sole in front ; the share {suck) was fitted upon a man-
drel of the sheath or sometimes of the sole ; the mold-
board or breast (turn-furrow, wrest) was so secured to
the sheath that its front edge was protected by it, while
in the rear it was attached to the foot ; tlie share was
often developed into a horizontal cutting edge (Jin or
feather) and was then a broad-finned, feathered, or
winged sock ; a mole or spear-head sock, on the contrary,
penetrated the soil without cutting the slice, and with
this was sometimes used a bastard colter, a narrow blade
forming a cutting edge for the sheath ; land plates (fore-
runners of the land-side) were sometimes placed on the
land side (that is, the side tijward the yet unbroken
ground) of the sole.

5. An arm and wooden mold-board, shod with
leather, two of which in a gunpowder-inoor-

An apparatus
used in thera-
peutic gymnas-
tics on which
the patient sits

or lies.

plinthiform
(plin'thi-form),
a. Having the
formof aplinth.

plinthlike
(plinth'lik), a.

Like a plinth,
with no varia-
tion of outline;
squarely built.

[Rare.]

of plfnth-



plow

porating mill serve to draw the mixture of

niter, sulphur, and eharcoal into the track of

the heavy edge-runners.—Breaking plow. Same
as sod-p/oH'.— Calf-tongue plow, n siimll plow built on

the general lines of a bull-tongue plow.— Chilled plow,
a plow which has the point and edges of the share uf

chilled steel or of chill-hardened steel. It is made in

manv forms.— Digging plow, a pnlverizing plow.

lEnglaiul.)— Double-breasted plow, a double mold-

board plow. (Enj;IniiiI.l— Double-furrow plow. Same
as duiMe ?//<» (<ii.— Multlple-furrow plow, a gang-

plow.— One-way plow. .Same as turn-tvrt'st yttm\—
Pulverizing plow, a turning-plow with steep concave

mold-boani, llttcd Ui break up the furrow-slice, and thus

adapted to stubble-land ; a stubble-plow.— Riding plow.
Same as )m(*i/-i''"i<' (which see, under ^(ok).— Stump-
Jump plow. Same as *s(iii»ip-j"i»2'f.- Two-furrow
plow. .Same as duuble-furrow -kplou:— Walking plow,
any plow operated by tlie plowman on fiKit, as distin-

guished from a sulky-plow.
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Plucking i8 the process involved in the head-
ward extension of glacial valleys and of the

excavation of cirques.

Great stress is laid upon the excavating action of ice

by the process ot ^^pluckintj" \n which " blocks ^of bed-
rock, being partly surrounded by the ice, are forced from
their bearings and rolled or slidden forward " (p. 203).

A'ature, July 7, 1904, p. 218.

Close plucking, in tea-growino, the system of picking
the shoots while very young, leaving no new growth
except the jhannum, or sheath-leaf, at the base of the
shoot. Except late in the season tliis results in weaken-
hig the bushes.— Coarse plucking, in tea-groxnmj, a
mode of picking in which larger leaves are taken than in

fine -(tplucking (which see).— Fine plucking, tlie picking
of the unexpanded termuial leaf and rti-st three young
leaves for the finest grades of tea. Sometimes only part of

a given leaf is taken.— Hard plucking, in tcn-yroHiny,

the policy of picking for the largest innnediate returns.

plow, r. t. 7. In carp., to groove the edge of plucky, a. 2. In photo()., clear and bright

:

(a board) in tongtiing and grooving.— 8. To -" "' '- =-^ r..i..:_.u :j„

turn over (grain) in malting, so as to expose

fresh surfaces to the air and equalize temper-

attire.— To plow out. {h) In cnrp., see to -khorge out.

plow-grinding (p!ou'grin"ding), n. The pro-

cess of grinding the sides of the wire teeth of

card-clothing so as to give them a chisel- or

knife-edge, yasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 135.

plow-ground (plou'ground), a. Ground as it

were by a plowing or grooving action, that is,

ground between: said of card-clothing wire

teeth that are ground on their sides by means
of an emery disk which passes between them.

Tag:i<trt, Cotton Spinning, I. 176.

plowing (plou'ing), n. [Also ploughing: <

plow, v., + -J«srl.] 1. The act of turning up
earth with a plow; the cultivation of the

ground by the plow: as, the plowing of new
ground; the spring and fall pioic/nf/.— 2. The
making of furrows or grooves in anything.

See ploic, V Crown-and-fuirow plowing, the

process of soranning the furrows that new water-furrows

occupy the place of the crowns of old ridges or lands

;

cleaving, llonipare ircastinu, 13, and kgatherinff, 6.—

Flat plowing, plowing with flat furrows. See Jlat

•/urrriH'.- Lap-plowing, plowing with lap furrows.

See lap *ri<n<;«'.— Rlb-plOWlng. Same as ribbinr/, 2.

— Subsoli-plowing, plowing with a plow so fomied as

to stir the under layer of soil without bringing it to the

surface ; subsoiling.— Trench-plowing, plowing with a

trench-plow, that is, one so modeled as to cut deep and
to mix the upper and lower layers of soil.

plow-light (plou'lit), J!. A light formerly

maintained by husbandmen before certain

images in some churches in England. The
solicitation of money on Plow Monday (which

see) was originally for the support of this

light. London Encyc, axticle plotigh.

Plowrightia (plou-ri'ti-a),TC. [NL. (Saccardo,

1883), named for C. B.'Plowright, an English
mycologist.] A

Plo-wrigklia tnorhosa, on the cultira.

ted Plum.

a, stroma of the fundus, one third

natural size; b, perithccium with asci

;

c. asci and paraphyses; d, ripe asco-
' ,c,d, highly magnified.spores : b,

Wacl-knots. See black-l-not,

knot of the gooseberry.

plowter (plon'tfer), V. and n. Same a.a planter.

pluckl, r. I. trans. 6. In jreo/., to pry off or

tear away, as blocks of rock from the lee side

of cliffs or projections, or more '-— ^

said of a negative or print. Gelatinobromide
papers for contact-printing are so designated.

It is not generally understood that the drying of a

negative has a great influence upon its character. If it

is dried as quickly as possible the result is a ptucku'r
negative richer in contl-asts.

WooMuril, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 297.

3, Capable of being plucked; fracturing easily

along certain planes : as, a plucky rock. See
*pluckiHg.

plug, ». 13. In gcol., a cylindrical mass of

lava, a remnant of the last eruption from a vol-

canic vent, which chilled in the conduit and
plugged it up. See neck, 6 (*•), and *stock^, 35.

Mount Kenya is an ancient, much-eroded volcano ; the
highest peak is fomied of the rocks of the central ^it^t?.

Oeoff. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 249.

14. A book that does not sell at all. [Book-
sellers' slang.]— 15. In sto«e-CMMf»(7,a wedge
which is driven into a hole that has
been drilled in a st<4ie for the jtarpose of

splitting it. Forlarge pieces of stone a series

of holes is drilled and a wedge or plug driven
into each.— 16. In a steam-engine: {a) A
plug-rod ; a plug-frame. (6) A safety-plug

;

a fusible plug inserted in a boiler and made of

some alloy which will melt if the temperature
of the metal plate of the shell rises above a
certain point by reason of low water.— 17.
Same as *peg, 7. [Local, U. S. ] — Boat-plug
()!««/.), a small plug used to stop up the drainage-hole in

the bottom of a boat. — Dittrlch's plugs, inspissated

yellowish masses of the size of a small bean, found some-
times in the expectorated matter in putrid bronchitis.

—

Navy plug, a plug tobacco prepared for the British navy,

of American material known as H«ri/ /<«/, at present con-

sisting largely of white Burley filler.

plug-and-knock-down (plug"and-nok'doun),
n. In lumbering, a device for fastening boom-
sticks together, in the absence of chains. It

consists of a withe secured by wooden plugs

in holes bored in the booms,

mycetous' fungi plug-box (plug'boks), n. In mining, a wooden
having the peri- pipe to carry off water while putting the water-

theeia embed- tight casing to a shaft. N. E. D.

ded in black plug-contact (plug'kon"takt), n. In elect., a—
^ contact for closing the circuit between neigh-

boring blocks of a resis-

tance-box, which consists

of a conical plug fitting

into a tapered hole be-

tween the blocks.

The contacts are an old form
of the Cambridge Instrument
C^ompany's type of plwj-cnn-

tact, the cheeks being made
of a special -white alloy held
in round Doulton-ware cups.

Jlcp. Brit. Ann'n Advance-
\_ment of SH., 1903, p. 'M.

plug-draining (plug'-

dra"ning), n. A system
of draining heavy clay

land, in which plugs or

blocks of wood are placed at the bottom of the

cutting to keep the channel open, and are

withdrawn after the cutting has been filled up.

JV. E. D. See plug *drain.

operate plug-frame (plug'friim), n. A plug-rod ;_ a

genus of pyreno-

stromata and
the spores two-
celled and hya-
line or light

yellow. About
20 species have
been described.
P. morbosa is a
parasite which
attacks plum-
and cherry-trees
and forms more
or less extensive
warty excres-
cences on the
branches, called

2, and *black-

A shows the plug in place,

cli>sing the electric circuit

between two contigu.ius
blocks ; .ff, the usual form of

the hole as seen from above.

slopes: said of the action of moving ice, as iu

glaciers. See *plucking.

II. intrans. 1. To pull sharply, as if at

the folds of a skirt : used with at.— 2. In

geol., to break off easily in large pieces, as

granite. See *plucking

plumagery

thrombus. U. S. Dept. of Agr., Rep. on Dis-
eases of the Horse, 1903, p. 203. — 2. Wood
or metal from which plugs or bungs are to be
made.— 3, Plugs collectively; specifically,

wooden pins inserted iu brick- or stonework,
to which battens are nailed.— 4. The act of
testing a melon or a cheese by taking a plug
from it. [Local, U. S.]— 5. The act of hitting
with a ball or bullet. [Local, U. S.]— 6. Hard
study; cramming. [Slang.]

plug-key (plug'ke), H. In elect., a circuit-

closing key consisting of a conical plug of

metal inserted between metallic blocks. See
cut at *phig-conP:ct.

plug-pedal (plug'ped"al), V. A pedal or a
rotl ending in a disk or button head, which is

pushed with the foot to operate some mechan-
ism, such as a brake.

plug-piston (plug'pis"ton), ». A solid piston ;

a piston having no pacting-rings, antl usually-

longer than is common in the directiou of its

motion, as related to its diameter.

plug-riots (plug'rl'otz), n. pi. A name given
to certain riotous proceedings about 1842,

when cotton-mills in Lancashire were stopped
from working by the removal or drawing of a
few bolts or 'plugs' in the boilers, so as to
prevent steam from being raised. A". E. J).

plug-tip (plug'tip), n. A rounded apical pro-
longation of the leaves of Musa and some other
monocotyledons which are convolute in the
bud, regarded by Goebel (the author of th&
term) as serving to close np the bud. This
tip also fills up the space formed by the con-
volution of the leaf next above. K. E. Goebel
(trans.), Organography of Plants, II. 309.

plug-tray (plug'tra), n. In ordnance, a tray
o.n which the breech-plug of a gun travels in
and out.

plum',". 7. In southern New South Wales,
a handsome timber-tree, Eucryphia iloi.rei,

having a clear, moderately hard wood of a
light brown color. It is often called acacia,

or acacia-plum, since, when not in flower, it

resembles some of the larger species of that
tree.— Acacia-plum. Same as *plumi, 7.— Batoko
plum, in southern Africa, a small tree, Floftturtia Ha-
montchi, widely distributed over southern Asia and Africa;

or iu edible fruit, which is round, sweet, and of the size

of a plum. See Flacoitrtia, and Eagt Indian plvm under
phnnl.— BuUace-plum. See bidlacf. The .Southern

bullace-plum is Prunu>< nmbdtata, callet? also black sloe

and kog-2>lmn.— BUTdekin plum, a Queenshand tree of

the cashew family, I'leiofrynium Solandri, with a hard dark
brown wood resembling black walnut.— Canada plum.
(6) A species, Pruiius niffra, formerly ci-Mifused witli the

common wild plum, P. Americana, but diflering in its

less globose orange-red fruit and other details. It is

chiefly Canadian, but reaches Georgia. The wild frtiit is-

gathered, and it is the source of some cultivated varieties.

To this species mainly belongs also the name of f.orge-pluni.

See horse-plum, 2.— Cape plmu, the wild plum. Pap-
pea CapenMs, of South Africa. See Pappen.— Cashmere
plum, Prunus ingititia, cultivated in rashniere and
Eikhara for its fruit.— Garden wild plum, J'nnuis
hortulana, a species native from Illinois southward, dis-

tinguished from the common wild plum only in recent

times. It is the source of many horticultural vaneties,

of which the wild-goose plum is the best known.—Qoa
plum. Same as the ffray plum (which see, under p/wml).
— Gray plum, (b) In Australia : (1) A large tree of the
ebony family, Diottpyros pentamera, the t^>ugh, durable,

reddish wood of which is used for tool h.andles. (2) The
caper-tree, Capparis jioWdji.- Hog-plum. (n) See Ao<;-

plum. (6) See buUace-irplum. (cj .\ low species. Pru-
nu» injucunda, with a very bitter fruit, found in Geoi-gia

and Alabama.— Horse-plum, ((i) See Aor«<!.j)(jini. (6)-

See Canada *?iiw»i.— Indian plum. Same as Kast In-
dian plum (which see. \u\y\er plum\).— Munster plum,
a potat+J.— Native plimi, in Australia: ^'^) .Same a&
Ijlack -kapple. (h) The Port Arthur plum (which see,

under p/Hwii).— Ogeecfaeplum. Same as 0<7^pc/i? lime-

(which see. under Ri/ipS). -Plgeon-plum. (c) In the Ba-

hamas, any one of three species of Coccolnbis. C. obtusi-

foUa, C. retusa, and C. n'ri;;/ifii'.—Plum canker. See
•canJ-pr.— Plum-kernel oil. See *"i7.— Plum leaf-
beetle. See *;ra/-ifcf(i".— Plum-leaf blister. See
•fcdeVcr. — Plum plant-louse. See -kplanl-l'iuge.—

Sand-plum, Prunug Walgoui. a shnib of sandy lands
from Nebraska to Arkansas.— Sow-plum, Prvnugnor-
malig, a species of the southwestern T'nited States.

—

White plum, the Australian ii-onwood, Sotel^ra liguB^

trina.

plum, «, a., adv.,'v. A simplified and former
spelling of plnmlfi.slotted rod attached to the walking-beam of

Cornish or other slow-moving engine, and so
Di|iiia2'(pl6''mii), n. [Sp. r>luma. < L. pluma, a

arranged that the ends of the slot hit the

valve-handle and control the admission and
e.xhaust of steam to and from the cylinder.

The Engineer (London), Oct. 23, 1903, p. 404.

feather. See plume.'} A name iu the West
Indies of a fish, CoUimus culanin.':.

plumage, ".—Eclipse plumage, a ilull-colored plum-
age, usually resembling that of the female, worn for a

short time'by a brightly colored male bird.

The Eclipse plumage lasts for several weeks till the-

quills have been renewed.
Ogilvie Grant, Guide to the Gallerj' of Birds, Brit. Mus.,.

[p. 63.

[plumage + -ry.J

Ifopesrwhere the drai^ng "action office seems of a plug; as Applied 'to' an 'artery: occlu- 'The preparing of feathers for use in the arts ;

to be ot importance, as indicated in the term, sion of the vessel by means of a blood-clot or feather-workmg.

Dluckine f pluk'ing), n. An act denoted by the plug-gage (plug'gaj), n. A sohtl eylindneal

verK^V specifically in geol., the process by gage or standard for measuring the size of a

which blocks of bed-rock are torn from their hole.
, rrt, i. t *

ledges by moving ice. The term is applied plugging (plug'ing), «. 1. The act of stop-
/,.iK'„,5i „n „

especially to thi's effect on the downward ping or occludingacavity oropenmg by means plumagery (plo maj-ri), ».



plom-aphis

plum-aphis (pluin'a"fis), ». An aphis, Aphis
pruiiitolii Fiteh, a species that infests the

under sides of plum-leaves, especially in the

late spring and early summer.
plumasite (plii'ma-sit), n. [Phtma.'! county,

California, + -i(f'A] In petrog., a phaneric

igneous rock of variable grain, composed of

oligoclase with about 16 per cent, of corundum.
Lawson, 1903.

plumb'-^, !'. I. tri(ii.i. 5. In i>1umbin(/, to seal

an opening by closing it with solder or other

soft metal.

II. intrnns. To coincide in direction with

the plumb-line ; be vertically above or below.

According t.) them the centre of gravity piuwdx behind
the hip. in front of the knee and through tlie ankle-joint.

Meyer claims that the centre plumbs in front of tlie ankle-

joiut. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 857.

plumbageons (plum-ba'je-us), n. Same as
phiiiihiii/iiiou.i. Annals and Mag. Xat. Hist.,

Mav. 1901, p. 426.

plumbagin (plum-ba'jfn), n. [Irreg. < Plum-
ba<i<i, 2, -¥ -in~.'\ A name given by Dulong to

ophioxylin, through an error in identifying

the plant from which he obtained the com-
pound.
plumbate (plum'bat), )i. [L. plumbum, lead,

-t- -o(ei.] A compound which may be con-

sidered as a product of the union of lead

dioxid with the o.xid of a more basic or electro-

positive metal: as, potassium phimhate,

K.,Pb03 or K-jCPbOo. Orthoplumbates and
metapliimhatfs are known.
Plumbic dioxid. Same as */enrf dioxid.

plumbiferous, o. 2. Containing lead: ap-

plied, in ceramics, to a glaze in which one of the

principal ingredients is lead. See lead-gla-e.

plumbisolvent (plum-bi-sol'vent), a. [L.

jihimhum, lead, -I- E. solvent.1 Dissolving

lead.

plumbite (plum'bit), n. [L. plumbum, lead,

+ -i7«2.] A rather unstable compound of lead

monoxid, which usually acts as a strongly basic

oxid, with a still more basic or electropositive

metallic oxid : as, potassium plumbite, KoPbO.j
or K.,O.PbO.
plum^ladder (plum'blad'^r), ». Same as

*lilntit-povk(t. See *Exoa.icus.

plumbo-. [L. plumbum, lead.] An element

in names of minerals indicating the presence

of lead.

plnmbojarosite fplum'bo-ja-ro'sit), n. [L.

plumhum. lead, -I- E. jarosite.'] A variety of

jarosite which coutainslead: from New Mexico.

See *jarnsite.

plumboresinite (plum-bo-rez'i-nit), «. [L.

plumbum, lead, -t- resina, resin, + -ife*.] Same
as plumbogummite.

plumbosolvency (plum-bfl-sol' ven-si), ».

Ijiliatib(i.folrenft) + -cij.] Capability of dis-

sohiug lead, as in the action of certain nat-

ural waters upon the metal of pipes used for

their transmission. [Rare.]

Indeed, the niethixls of coHntcractintt plumhn-uireney

in peaty water which are adopted in the moorland ilis-

trictg consist in neutralising the acids in the water with

carbonate of soda, with carbonate of lime, or with slaked

lime. Xttture, March 28, 1903, p. 41)8.

plumbosolvent (plum-bo-sol'vent), a. [L.

Iiluiiibuiii. lead, -t- solrens, solvent.] Capable of

dissolving lead, as water transmitted through a

leaden pipe or stored in a lead-lined cistern.

[Rare.]

Further, a decrease of plumho-tolreni power is noticed

when these aciils are reduced in qnantity by various

natural causes, or by artiflclal neutralisation.

Xature, March 26, 190:i, p. 49«.

plumbous (plum'bus), a. [L. plnmbosiw, con-

taining lead, < plumbum, lead. See plumb, n.,

and -oic.] In chem., containing lead as a eon-

stitu.'Mt; more specifically, containing lead

with apparently dyad valence : as, plumbous

chloriil, PbCl.., "as distinguished from plumbic

chlorid, PbCl4.
Plnmbum comeam ('homy lead'), In chem., an old

name (or lead dichlorid. Fhf'la, on account of Its solidlfyinK

from fusion as a translucent mass of tough, honi-like tex-

ture. Also, in EnKlish form, horn-lead.

plumcot (plum'kot), «. [plum + (apri)cot.'\

A name for a class of hybrids between the

plum anil the apricot, originated by Luther

Eurbank.
Tliey are tiew creations In the fullest sense of the term,

liku llurl.!iiik'spfuinc«(«. Hcieiux, Feb. 13, liXO, p. 263.

plume-grass (plom'grfts), n. Any grass of the

genus Krianthus, the name alluding to the

very showy feathery panicles of several spe-

cies; woolly beard-grass. For the ornamental
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E. Ravennx, see Erianthus. E. saccharoidcs,
of the southern United States, also deserves
culture for decorative purposes. E. alopecu-
roides, found from New Jersey to Texas on the
coast plain, is the spiral-awned or fox-tail
plume-grass.

pluralism

plunger-elevator (plun'j6r-el'e-va-toi), n. A
form of elevator or lifting apparatus' in which
the cage or platform is borne on the top of a
long column of steel or iron, which can be
slid up and down through the top of a hy-
draulic cylinderby water-pressure in the latter..
The cylinder can be let down into the ground the neces-
sary distance, and when water under pressure is let into
it, the plunger is forced upward, carrying up the load at
its top. The column is therefore always under the cage,
and, except from breakage of the piping or failure of the
valves, the fall of the cage is only a remote possibility.
The cage and part of the weight of the plunger are
counterweighted, and in high lifts the failure of a counter-
weight cable might cause accident, as well as the fracture
of the plunger. In this latter case the danger would be
from the cage being projected upward.

Raspberry plume-moth i.OxyfHlus ttnuidactyiu^.

About four times natural size.

plume-moth, ».— Gartered plmne-motb, an Ameri-
can pter«tphori<i moth, (Jxyptilun pe ritfcetidactyhig, whose
larvje web titgetlier the leaves of the grape-vine.— Rasp-
berry plume-moth, an American ptemphorid motn,
Oxyptilus lenuidacttiliut, of wide distribution in the
United States. It* larvffi web the leaves of the raspberry
and other plants.

plumeous (pis' me -us), a. [L. plttme(us),

downy, + -ous.'\ Of the nature of down

;

downy; feathery.

plumiform (pl6'mi-f6rm), a. [L. pluma,
feather, -I- -form.'] Having the form of a
featlier; feather-shaped.

plum-knot (plum ' not), n. Same as black-

knot, 2.

plummer, plumming. Simplified spellings of
jilumber, plumbing.

plum-moth (plum'moth), II. Any one of sev-

eral moths whose larvae feed on the foliage of

the plum, as the tineid, A'narmowia (Grapho-
litha) prunivora, or lesser apple-worm, the
mottled plum-tree moth, Apatela superans, the
geometrid Jdia limbatu, the plum-tree sphinx,
and the plum-underwiug. See cut under
drnplidlitha.

plumosite (plo'mo-sit), n. [plumose + -jfe2.]

Same as jamesonile.

plumpen (plum'pen), V. t. [plump^, a., +
-eii.] To make plump; swell out. A^ E. D.
plumper, «. 4. A tannage which gives lea-

ther weight or thickness. Flemming, Practi-

cal Tanning, p. 375.

plum-pocket (plum'pok'et), n. The disease
of plums due to Exoascus Fruni, wliioh causes
the young fruit to swell and dry up. It may
also attack the leaves and stems.

plum-pudding, n. 2. See the extract.

.\ muscular, tlbrous substance known as "plum
puddinfj" permeates the blubber (jf the tongue of these
two species of whales [bowhead and right whales], ex-

tending longitudinally thi-ough the central part and in

greater abundance near the roots. Mtjst of it is utterly

worthless ami is thrown overboard when detached fnim
the fat of the tongue. At times, however, when the fat

predominates, the "plum puddiwj " is saved and boiled
out with the tongue or the refuse of the whale.

.9(;i. Amer. Sup., March &, 1904, p. 23561.

plum-rust (plum'rust), n. See *rust'^.

plum-scab (plum'skab), n. See *«ca6.-

plum-sphinx (plum'sfingks), Ji. Same as
plum-tree *sphinx.

plum-tree, «. 2. In Queensland, a tree of the
cashew family, liuchanuniu mangoides, with
close-grained, tough, pinkish wood.— Mottled
plum-tree moth. See *mothi.— Plnm-treo sphliuc.
.See irjtphinz.

Flumulites (plo-mu-li'tez), n. [NL., < L.

plumula, dim. of pluma, feather, + -ites, E.

-ife'^.] A generic terra applied by BaiTande
to a Siltirian cirriped to which Woodward
had previously applied the name Turrilepas.

plum-underwing (plum'un'd6r-wing), n. See
*underwitKj.

plum-vrart (plum'w&rt), n. Same as black-

knot, 2.

plunge, f. t. 4. In hort, to sink (a pot or box
containing a plant) in the ground to the rim
or edge. Pots of greenhouse plants are often

plunged in the open in warm weather, both
for the good of the plants and for their effect

in ornamentation.— 6. To turn over (the tele-

scope of a surveyor's transit or theodolite) in

a vertical plane, making the object-glass pass
underneath. In transiting tho telescope it

may pass either above or below.— 6. In geol.,

to dip under the surface: used in reference to

such structural features as folds where, unless

the axis is perfectly horizontal, one end pitches

below the horizon or general surface. Cham-
berlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 488.

Plunger-eleyator.
-./. diagram of parts; Ji, general view: rt. overhead pulley: i..

counterweight; c, cage; rf, plunger; f. hydraulic cylinder ;y.
equalizing or auxiliary discharge-tauk ; ^, exhaust- or discharge-
pipe; A. i, controlling TalTes;y, receiving water-tank, from pump;
.fr. receiving-tank for discharge or exhaust water; /.delivery-pipe
from pressure-pump; m. suction-pipe to pump; f*. by-pass pipe
fror-i pressure to exliaust sides; o. thoroughfare pipe between
vaUes and pressure.cyUnder; /. pit below door-level, to act also as
air-cushion.

plunger-pump, n— Hollow-plunger pump, a
plunger-pump having a hollow plunger t^j save weight
and weai'.

plunk (plungk), V. [An imitative variant of
plump^ (compare bump", hunk^, hump, etc.).

In some uses it is directly imitative.] I.

trans. 1. To strike suddenly, with a dull

sound; knock; bang: as, they plunked him
with stones. [Slang.]— 2. To knock (away)

;

knock (from).

One may knock, pop . . . plunk . . . the [middle mar-
ble] from the ''taw." Dialect Notes, 1890, p. 24.

3. To shoot; fill full of 'lead' (missiles).

[Slang.]

Instead of using old family shot-guns and plunking-
each other they fought four rounds with bare knuckles.

Boston Transcript.

4. To pluck (a stringed instrument) so as
to produce a low or deep sound ; iu general,

twang.
An' dey plunked de banjo hard,
An' dey piuiikAi de banjo line.

Negro .Song, MS.

II. intrans. 1. To make or emit an abrupt
and usually heavy sound: especially used of

the rough sounding of a stringed instrument,
and sometimes strung out with arbitrary vari-

ations (as in the quotation).

Vulgal" times that bring the laugh that brings the groan—

With my " Piun*a-lunka-lunka-lunka-lunk !

"

Ji. Kipling, .Song of the Banjo, st. 12.

2. To croak or cry as a raven. [Scotch.]

N. E. D.— 3. To plunge or drop down
abruptly. N. E. D.

plunk (plungk), n. [plunk, v. For the slang
use (def. 3) compare the similar use of dump-,
n., 2.] 1. A hard, dull blow: as, to hit one a
pluvk. [Slang.]— 2. A twang; a twanging
sound: as, the plunk-plunk of the banjo.— 3.

A dollar. [U. S. slang.]

plunk (plungk), adv. [Elliptic use of plunk,

V. ov n. iiee*kcr})lunk.'\ Suddenly; plump:
as, he came jilunk against the half-open door.

[CoUoq.]

pluperfect, a. 2. In music, augmented : said

of intervals.

plur. [l. c. or cap.'] An abbreviation (o) of

plural; (b) oi plurality.

pluralism, ». 3. The doctrine that there are



pluralism

as many distinct and separate worlds as there
are minds. See the extract.

The resulting conception would be that of a pluralism.
Instead of a single continuous world, a universe, we
should have as many little worlds as there are minds.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 2.S2.

pluralist, M. 3. An advocate of the theory
that the human races have developed from a
number of ancestral forms : opposed to mono-
genist.— 3. In general, one who recognizes a
plurality, as of causes, reals, etc.

Among the pluralUts no uniform basis of classification
has been established. Those who rely strictly upon the
morphology of the human malariul parasites rather
uniformly agree upon the existence of three species—
quartan, tertian, and a?stivo-autuninal.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 25, 1901, p. 483.

plurallstlcal (pl6-ra-lis'ti-kal), a. Same as
plurahstic.

pluralistically (plo-ra-lis'ti-kal-i). adv. In a
pluralistic way; in a way that takes into ac-
count the existence of several (causes, reals,

etc.).

It ignores all psychological e.\periences in which the
inworkings of a transcendent moral person are known —
experiences construed now monistically and now plural-
istically.

Jour. Phitos., Psychol, and Sci. Methodn, Aug. 4,

[1904, p. 442.

plaraniiim (plg-ra'ni-um), n. [NL., < h. plus
(plur-), more (plures, several), + -an-ium, as
in uranium, titanium, etc.] A name given by
Osann to a supposed new chemical element
which he thought he had discovered in Rus-
sian native platina He found afterward that
it was merely a mixture of already known
substances.

plurannual (plo-ran'u-al), a. and n. [L.
plures, many, several, 4- annus, year: see
annual.'\ I. a. Noting a plant which is nor-
mally perennial or biennial, but which be-
comes annual in a short-season climate
because killed by frost, as castor-bean,
scarlet-runner beau. See *ann)/n?, 3. [Rare.]

The tomato is often cited as an example, for it is pe-
rennial or at least plur-annual in its original home.

L. 11. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 295.

H. n. A plurannual plant.

plurative (plo'ra-tiv), a. [L. plurativus, plu-
ral.] It. Pltiral.— 2. In Zoflic, noting a judg-
ment in which more than half, but not all, of
the subject is taken. Atwater.

pluricarinate (plo-ri-kar'i-nat), a. [L. plus
(plur-), more, 4- E. carinatc.'] Having several
ridges; specifically applied to the scales of
reptiles. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 198.

pluricarpellary (pl6-ri-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [L.

plus (phir-), more, + carpellary.'] In hot.,

relating to or having more than one cai'pel.

The pluricarpellary origin of the pistil in the Laura-
ceso. Nature, Oct. 10, 1907, p. 608.

pluricentral (p!6-ri-sen'tral), a. [1j- plus
(plur-), more, + centr(um) 4- -aU.'i Having
more than one center or nucleus.

pluricipital (plo-ri-sip'i -tal), a. [L. i)lus

(plur-), more, + caput (capit-), head, + -a?l.]

In bot., having more than one head, as a root.

pluricuspidate (plo - ri- kus ' pi - dat), a. [L.

plus (plur-), more, + E. cuspidate.~\ Having
many cusps, as the tooth of an inseetivore

;

raultieuspidate.

plurifetation (pl6"ri-fe-ta'shgn), n. [L. plus
(plur-), more, + H. fetation.'] The condition
of bearing or being pregnant with more than
one embryo.

plurinuclear (plo-ri-nii'kle-ar), a. [L. plus
(plur-), more, + nucleus, nucleus, + -drS.]

Having several nuclei; multinuclear or multi-
nucleate

;
plurinueleate. Philos. Trans. Boy.

Soc. (London), 1902, ser. B, p. 364.

plnriOVUlar (pl6-ri-6' vu-lar), a. [L. plus

( plur-), more, + E. ovule + -arS.] Containing
more than one ovule: as, a, pluriovular GTaa.&a,n
follicle.

pluripersonal (plo-ri-p^r'son-al), a. [L. plus
(plur-), more, + persona, person, + -a^l.]

Supposing several persons : as, a pluripersonal
hypothesis. Southey, Doctor, interchap. xiii.

pluripolar (plo-ri-p6'lar), a. [L. plus (plur-),

more, + piotus, pole, + -arS.] In bid., hav-
ing several poles: said of ganglion-cells and
certain karyokinetic spindles in abnormally
dividing cells known as pluripolar mitoses.
Nature, Feb. 4, 1904, p. 320.

plurisegmental (pl6"ri-seg-men'tal), a. [L.
plus (plur-), more, + E. segment + -a?l.]
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Having or referring to several segments.
PItilos. Trans, lioy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1898,

p. 152.

pluriserially (plo-ri-se'ri-al-i), adv. In sev-
eral series.

pluriTariant (plo-ri-va'ri-ant), a. [L. plus
(plur-), more, + E. variant.] In phys. chem.,
having a variance equal to three ormore. The
variance F of a chemical system is expressed
by the equation F=C + 2 — (p, where C is the
number of independent components, and

(l>
is

the number of phases in which the system
may exist,

plufivore (plo'ri-v6r), fl. [L. 2>liis (plur-),
more, -I- vorare, eat, devom-.] A parasitic
fungus which is capable of iufecting several
different host-plants.

plurivorous (plo-riv'o-rus), a. {L.plus (plur-),
more, + vorare, eat, + -ous.] In bot., living
upon various hosts, said of parasites. See
*umvoroiis.

Plus number. Same as positive ^number.
plllSh, ".— Velvet plush, a short-piled plush fabric.

plush (plush), r. i. Iplush, n.] To crush, so
as to resemble the surface of plush : said of
velveteen and other textiles with a long uap.
[CoUoq.]
Velveteen plushes for skirts, but it makes nice blouses.

The People (London), Oct 8, 1906.

plusiid (plo'si-id), n. and a. I. n. A member
of tlie lepidopterous family Plusiidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Plusiidx.

plusquamperfect (plus-kwam-per'fekt), a.

[NL. plnsqnamperfectus, L. plus quam perfec-
tus, 'more than perfect.'] Ingram., same as
pluperfect.

pluteal (pl6'te-al), a. \plute(us) + -al^.] Of
or pertaining to a pluteus.

plutean (plo'te-au), a. Same as *pluteal.

plutellid ( plo-tel'id ), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous family Phitellidee.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Plutelhdm.

plutocratical (plo-to-krat'i-kal), a. Same as
plutocratic.

plutodemocracy (pl6"to-de-mok'ra-si), n.

[(Jr. TTAoirof, wealth, + E. democracy.] A
democracy controlled by plutocrats.

plutolatry (plo-tol'a-tri), n. [6r. TrAoirof,

wealth, + Aarpeia, worship.] Worship of

wealth. Loicell, Latest Lit. Essays, p. 157.

N. E. D.

plutomania (plo-to-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. itaovtoi;,

wealth, + E. mania.] A mad desire for

wealth ; specifically, a form of insanity char-
acterized by the delusion of wealth.

plutonometamorphism (pl6"to-no-met-a-
mor'fizm), n. lpluton(ic) + -o- + metamorph-
ism.] In geol., very deep-seated metamorph-
ism, such as would take plaoe far down in the
earth, under great pressure and at high tem-
perature. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 765.

plutonomic (plo-to-nom'ik), a. [plutonom(y)
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to plutonomy or the
science of wealth.

plutonomy (plo-ton'o-mi), n. [Gr. Trh)vro^,

wealth, + vdfioc, law.] The science of wealth
or riches.

With regard to his [Ruskin's] economic and social ideas
there is far less general concurrence, though the years
that have passed since Unto this Last appeared have
seen the practical overthrow of the rigid plutonomy
which he denounced. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 333.

Pluvial period. See *period.

pluviogram (plo'vi-o-gram), n. [L. pluvius,
rain, + Gr. ypd/ifia, a writing.] A record made
by a pluviograph.

pluviographic (pl6"vi-o-graf'ik), a. Ipluvio-
grapli + -ic] Of or pertaining to the pluvio-
graph or self-recording rain-gage; given by
or derived from the pluviograph : as, a pluvio-
graphic record.

pluviography (plo-vi-og'ra-fi), ?i. [L pluvius,
rain, + Gr. -ypa(pLa, < ypatpEiv, write.] The
method of recording rainfall ; the invention
and study of pluviographs and pluviograms.

Pluviometric coefficient. See *coefficient.

pluviosity (plo-vi-os'i-ti), n. [L. pluvios(us),

rainy, + -ity.] The condition or character of
being rainy; in meteor., the condition of the
climate as to rainfall ; the pluviometric coef-
ficient of Raulin, or the actual rainfall for any
interval of time, expressed as a fraction of an
ideal uniform distribution of rain ; the normal

pneumatogram
rainfall for any mouth divided by one twelfth
of the normal rainfall for the year.
Pl3nnouth porcelain. See *porcelain^.
Plynteria (plin-te'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr. WkwTfjpia,
iiout. pi. of TT/.vvTT/pior, of or for washing.] A
festival of purification and atonement at
Athens. The image of Pallas was stripped,
and the clotlies earned to the sea and washed.
It occurred about the 21st to 25th of the month
of Thargelion.
Pm. An abbreviation (6) of premium.
P. M. An abbreviation (d) of Pactfic Mail;
(e) of Past Master ; (/) of Fast Midshipman ;

(g) of Paymaster.
P. M. G. An abbreviation (a) of Paymaster-
General ; (b) of Postmaster-General.
pneomanometer (ne"o-ma-nom'e-ter), n. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. milv (indie, twu), breathe, -t- E.
manometer.] Same as spirometer.

pneum. An abbreviation (a) of pneumatic;
(b) oi pneumatics.

pneuma, n. 3. In theol., the spirit; the high-
est in man and the seat of the divine indwell-
ing, as distinguished from the soul, the seat
of the natural human life.

pneumadenia (nu-ma-de'-ii-a), n. [Gr. TTveifM,

air, wind, + aSt'/v, a gland.] The gas-secreting
thick epithelium in the basal part of the pneu-
matoeyst of the PhysalidcC.

pneumadrome (nfi'ma-drora), u. [Gr. i-Mv/ia,
wind, + -rf/jouoc, < ^oaufAv, run ] A name given
by J. M. Partridge to an air-ship invented by
him in 1847. F. Walker, Aei-ial Navigation,
p. 117.

pneumatelectasis (nu"ma-te-lek'ta-sis), n.
[NL., < Gr. TTvtiiiia, breatli, + Nil. atelecta-
sis.] See atelectasis.

pneumatic. I. a. 5. In theol., relating to
the spirit or pneuma, as distinguished from
both soul and body ; spiritual. See soul and
spirit— Pneumatic broom, an apparatus which em-
ploys compressed air in cleaning car-cushions, carpets,
etc. In one form a nozle or air-brush at theend of a hose
delivers a thin sheet of air under great pressure, which
quickly removes dust and dirt from cacpets and cushions

;

in another form the air is drawn into the hose through
the nozle by an exhaust. The nozle, when moved over an
object, as a carpet, sucks up all litter, dust, and dirt, and
conveys them away through the pipes. Collecting- and
settling-tanks separate the dirt from the air, so that it

may be removed and bunied.— Pneumatic calSSOn,
a chamber either cylindrical or prismatic in shape used
in sinking shafts or excavating for piera. tunnels, or foun-
dations, made either of steel or iron or wood, and so con-
structed that a pressure of air can be maintained within
it. This air-pressure is to be sufficient to keep out the in-
flux of any water which may be met. by balancing the
head of such water at the open or working face of the
caisson. It requires an air-lock and device for hoisting,
as in the standard design defined under caisson. See
caisson. 3 (c).— Pneumatic chipper. See *<hipperl.~
Pneumatic extension ladder. Same .as oinal -ktruck.
— Pneumatic hammer, Jack, sand-rammei, sand-
sifter. See */m7;n;(fri, etc.— Pneumatic school. 8ee
pneumatic physicians.— 'Pnenmailc shutttr, stamp,
tool, traction. See *shutter, etc.

II. «. 3. An inflatable rubber tire.— 4.
A vehicle, as a bicycle, motor-cycle, or motor-
car, fitted with inflatable rubber tires.

pneumatist (nii'ma-tist), n. Ipneumat(ie) +
-ist.] A pneumatic physician. See pneu-
matic.

pneumatized (nii'ma-tizd), a. [Gr. Trvavfia(T-).

breath, air, + -ize.] Provided with aix-sacs
or -chambers.

It is noteworthy that some large reptilian Sauropsida
. . . had pneumatized bones with air-cavities, while the
bones of small reptiles are not pneumatic.

Smith, Misc. Coll., IV. Quart Ser., Pt 3., p. 392.

pneumatocele (nii'ma-to-sel), «. [NL., < Gr.
T7vev/ja(T-), breath (for trvEi^iuv, lung), -I- w/zl;?,

tumor.] A tumor or hernia containing air or
gas ; specifically, hernia of a portion of the
lung through an intercostal space.

pneumatogenetic (nu"ma-to-je-net'ik), a.

Same as *pnciimatoqenic.

pneumatogenic (nu'ma-to-jen'ik), a. [Gr.
-vEhtin('-), breath, ¥ -jfvw, -producing, + -ic]
Originating by the aid of the lieated vapors
which are given off by cooling and consoli-

dating masses of eruptive rock : applied to
those ores, as eassiterite, which are o.stom-
arily associated with minerals containing
fluorin, boron, etc.

pneumatogenous (nu-ma-toj'e-nus), a. Same
as *pncumalogcnij;.

pneumatogram, «. 2. A despatch sent by
means of a pneumatic tube. [Rare.]

The pneumatic tube system had been in use for some
time. . . . The development of the system was veiy
rapid. It began with the despatch of pneumatoyranis,
following the example of Paris.

W. T. Stead, If Christ came to Chicago, v. 6.



pnemnatograph

pneumatograpli (nu/ma-to-graf), n. [Gr.
Trvilua{r-). breath, + ypdipeiv, write.] An in-
strument for recording the respiratory move-
ments. See ^pneumograph.
pnenmatolitic (nii " ma - to - lit ' ik), a. An
erroneous spelling of *p»eumato!i/tic.

pnerunatologic (uu'ma-to-loj'ik), a. Same
as pneumatotogical.

pneumatolysis (nu-ma-tol'i-ns), n. [Gr.
7n»fi,tia(i--), air, breath (gas), + Avaiq, dissolu-
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posed to set free the carbonic acid brought to
the lungs in the form of carbonate of sodium.
pneumobacillus (nu " mo - ba - sil ' us), ?». ;

pi.
piieumobacilU (-i). [NL.', < Gr. Kfevfiuv, lung,
+ NL. bacillus.'] Same as Friedldnder's
*bacillus.

In 1880, Friedlander claimed that he had isolated such
an organism, but the pneumobacitlua then dcscrilied ap-
pears to be inactive as compared with the pneumococcus,
isolated by Kraenkel and Talamon. This latter organism,
which is usually found in the sputum, is an encapsuled
diplococcus. Sncj/c. Brit., XXXI. 526.

tion.] The general process of the formation
of minerals, and especially ores, along the pneumococcal (nu-mo-kok'al), a. [pnenmo-contacts of intrusive Igneous rocks with their foccjj,

,i t ^ t, .. .
^.'' "• \.i"">"""j

walls, and through the agency of vapors or g
gases emitted by the molten magma.
The importance of p)ieuwatolygis in forming ore

deposits was emphasized by the discovery on this con-
tinent, soon after the i>ublication of Lind<rren'8 paper, of
a number of economically important deposits, especially pneumOCOCCOUS (nu-mo-kok'us), a. Same as
of copper, which would come within his delinition of ^pneumococcal.
contact deposes, S.nitheonianJlep., 190. p. 335. pneumOCOCCUS (nff-mo-kok'us), ». ; pi. pneumo- nn/li^^onOMXv" 7nS,pneumatolytlC (nu"ma-to-lit'ik), a. [pncu- cocci (-fii). [XL., <Gr. n-muu./ liino' -(- NL P^eumonopexy (nu m.

matol!jsi.H-lyt-) + -M Belonging to or re- coccus.] A diplococcus which is regarded as Sl'Qungate the'^chessuiting from pneumatolysis or the action of the causative factor of acute croupous piieu-

Poales

'"^x^Ji"^ ^ """" "on-Penetrating injury of the chest.— Flbrinona pneumonia. Same as croupous pneu-
monia (which see, under pnei/monia).— Hypostaticpneumonia, congestion and consolidation of the de-
pendent portion of the lungs when the doreal position is
long maintained, as when one is confined to bed bv a
long illness or by a broken leg.— Inhalation pneu-
monia, pneumonia due to the inhalation of foreign
material, such as dust, food-particles, etc.— Lobar pnea-
monia. See Inbtdar pnetimonia, under pneumonia.—
Massive pneumonia, pneumonia with a great amount
of exudation, choking the air-cells and bronchioles and
causing solidification of a large part of the atfected lung.— Septic pnenmonia, inflammation of the lungs fol-
lowing the inhalation of septic material.— White pneu-
monia, syphilitic disease of the lung in the new-bom.4- ,,71 1 T> t.;-„- 'v T-i- moma, sypniiiric uisease or tne lung II+ -III'-.] Pertaining to or resembling Pneumonic ulaffiip See *nlnm,p 9pneumococcus. Science Anril 8 1004 n !i78
x-neumomc piaglie. nee 'piagw, Z.

Med. Handbook, II. 770.

[Gr.

gases contained in molten rock-magmas.
The vapors or gases escaping from molten
magmas may act as mineralizers in adjacent
rocks and be a source of some ore deposits.

The greisen is an example of Prof. Vogt's "pnemnato-
lytic " action in thoroughly acid rocks.

Mature, Feb. 26, 1903, p. 40<i.

PneumatomacMst (nii-ma-tom'a-kist), n.

Same as VneumittomacUian.
Pneumatomachy (nu-ma-tom'a-ki), n. The
beliefs of the Pneiimatomaehians.
pneumatonomy (nii-ma-ton'o-mi),
~vtvun{-T), spirit, + vOiio^, law.]
pneunwIoUtgij, 3.

pnfiumatophany (nu-ma-tof'a-ni),
Ttvtvun{T.), spirit, + -iiavcm, < -^vr/^, < (paivcadai,

appear.] A manifestation of the Spirit or of
spirits. C. iS. Briqgs, Address at Union Sem.,
New York, Jlay, 1893.

pneumatopbobia (nu"ma-to-f6'bi-a), «. [Gr.
Tvn>iin(T-), s;>irit. + -^jita, < ^jitlv, fear.]
Fear or dislike of the spiritual.

pneumatopbore, «. 2. An apparatus for sup-
plying a person with oxygen when in a place
filled with bad or unwholesome air. it consists
of a breathing-bag containing alkali .in solid form to atn
Borb tile carbonic acid gas breathed out of tlie lungs, and
two 8t«el cylinders fllletl with oxygen at a pressure of
about 1.800 pounds per square inch. The apparatus is

used principally for entering coal-miiiea aft*)r explosions.
Also pneumatopttor.

In the earlier forms «)f the pnrttmatophor, Ule supply
of oxygen was adjustable by the wearer of the apparatus,
but now the appliance is fitted with an equilibrium vjilve,

rendering the supply automatic and constant and re<iuir-
ing no attention whatei'er on the jiart of the wearer.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 2364.1,

3. In phytogeng., a lateral root, submerged
or more often exposed to the air, at least
periodically, so differentiated as to serve the
purpose of respiration ; a respiratory root.
In submerged pneuniatophores the aerating tissue often
consist* of aerenchynia ; in pnjjecting pneumatophores it

consists of air-containing cork or c<nlex. Projecting

moma.
FraenkeVs j'ueumococcus.

pneumonomycosis (nu'mo-no-mi-ko'sis), n.
[Gr. tvvfI/iuv, lung, -f- 'Nli.'mi/cosis.] Growth
of fungus in the lungs. X. E. D.

" mo-no-pek'si), n. [Gr.
fastening.] Fixation

ung to the chest-wall after partial ex-
cision.

Also termed diplococcus pneumoiiise or Tmonm'nTioT>h1pW+iH l-n-Cx"
"s pneumococcus. See *fli„Iocncr„s^.

PpeumonppnieDltlS (nu_

Tb ,t, b- ftb
see**;,/ocooc«.. ^fGr^r^i^^ r;?^-^^'^, I

coJct7™^repPid1i^t^CcrsSpo^ Ji'!':l
.Inflammation of the pulmonary veins,

Med. Record, Feb.
'

pnetunodynamics (nu^'mo-di-nam .n.0,, „. ,-,___,.-
[Gr. 77.fi «a(--). air, + E.' dmamic(s).-] The Pneumonopome (nu mo -no -pom), «. [Gr.

' .^ ' • ° Trvsv/tav, lung, -f- -op

. 7, 1903, p 236 Pneumonopborous (nu-m6-nof'6-nis), a. [Gr.

am'iks) n ^"'V">'. lung, + (itpen', bear.] 'Having lungs.
. _ ':!_- nnonmnTinnnmo ''111 ' mo - UO -pom), «". [Gr.

~<j/ia, iid.] Same as pneu-
pome.

pneumatoracbis, pneumatorrbacbis (nii-ma-
to-ra'kis), h. [Gr. irwi7ia(r-), air, + pdxti,
spine.] The presence of air in the spinal
canal.

pnenmatotberapentics (nii ' ma - to - ther - a -

pii'tiks), H. [Gr. iri'fi7/n(r-), air, -f-' E. thera-
peutics.] The employment of compressed or

dynamics of air or gases; pneumatics,
pneumoempyema (nu-mo-em-pi-e'ma), «. „„„„,„„,„ , .. . . .,
[Gr. -ver,m{r.), air, + J^L. emtiuemu.J In

Pneunionopomous (nu'mo-no-po ' mus), a.

pathol., empyema characterized by the pres- [J'"^«'""»";>'»«e -I- -0H.5.] Of or pertaining to

n [Gr ence of gas
^ ^ a pneumonopome or pneupome.

Same as pneumograpb, «.-Fitz pneumograph. Same as P°5?^,?^fl*?f^ (im-mo-not'o-mi), n [Gr.

/fnrrnn;*;//i.io/i..''r'';''i.~Harvardpneumograph,in ^>'^<-'t"->''t 'uig, "t" -To/ua, < rafiui', cut.] Sam«
phif^-ioL ami ps!/choj}fi;/s., a simiile li-rni of i.neumogr.iph, &S pneumotomy.
originally devised by llaiey, but given up by nlni in pneumoperlcardlal (nu-mo-per-i-kiir'di-al), a.favor of a tiimbcmr-pnenmograph. It consists of a stout riiii<'i/ii)7i>./..-i/./,.-w;/'.,«,\ -u A?! i t> _* • '• i
spiral spring, incased in rubber tubing, from the one

\.P>',''t"»opn t'<'\<H><m) + -an.] Pertaining tO
end of which a length of smaller tubing leads to the re- "f inUicating tlie presence of pneumopericar-
cording apparatus. The main tube is strapped or chained dium : applied to a sound heard, by ausculta-
about the subject's body. Also C'j.\\t.'i\ Fitz pnfuinoifraph tion in l)leurisv
and Sumner pneumograph. K. II. Titrhewr, Exi)er. ««.»„L..*J«-i4. ^-' / - // - *,--.
Psychol.. I. ii. p. 184.- Sumner pneumograph. Sec Pneumopentpneum (nu"m9-per''i-to-ne'um),
//nru/m/ *;i;w!(im)<7ra;)A,— Verdin pneumograph, in " [Gr. TrvFi'/iuv, lung, -f- TrrpirAvaiovj peri-
..i..~-., .,.

,

i„..i... toneum.] The presence of gas in the perito-
ne.al cavity.

pneumoperitonitis (uu''m6-pcr"i-to-iii.'tis), v.
[Gr. Kvcviiov, lung, -t- NL. peritonitis.] In-
flammation of the peritoneum with the, pres-
ence of gas in the peritoneal cavity.
pneumopbysis (nu-mof'i-sis), «.; pi. pneu-
mophijses (-sez). [Gr. irvel/ior, lung, + (pici^,

growth.] One of two membranous air-sacs
connected with the ductus ejaculatorius of a
male honey-bee.

pnetimotberapy (nii-mo-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
irvcvfiuv, lung, + Oepamia, medical treatment.]
Aerotherapeutics.
rneumotkerapij is a branch of physical and physio-

logical treatment which has not received much attention
in this country. 3ted. Record, July 11, 1903, p. 71.

pneumotbyra (nu-moth'i-rii), «.; pi. pneu-
mothyrie (-re). [NL., < GrV jrvei'/iuv, lung, -t-

0:pa, a door.] In siphonophorans, one of the
communications betweeu the concentric eham-
liors of the pneumatocy.^t.

pneumotoxin (nii-mo-tok'sin), n. [Gr. inevfiav,
lung, + E. toxin.] A glycerin extract of the
Diplococcus pneumoniip, which supposedly con-
tains the specifio toxic principle of the or-
ganism.

pneumotypboid (nil - mo -ti' fold), «. [Gr.
-vnijiuv, Iting, -I- E. typhoid.] Typhoid fever
accompanied by pneumonia.
pneumotypbus (nii-mo-ti'fns), ». [NL., < Gr.
Tvvei/iaii, hiiig, + NL. typhus.] Pneumonia
complicating typhoid or tyjihus fever.

pnixis (nik'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. nvi^ic, chok-
ing, < TTviyuv, choke, suffocate.] Suffocation.

pnxt. [/. c. or cap.] An abbreviation of the
IjoXm pinxit, he (or she) painted (it),

rarefacteurs is exerted principally uixjn the posterior po. An abbreviation oi riole, a measure.
segment of the tymi)anic menibi-ane, the fibres of which t> rk A „ „vi i„** / \ c n * j r\ jt

become weakened, resulting in relaxation of the drum ^- ,"• ^n abbreviation (c) of Postal Order;
membrane. Detroit Med. Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 716. (") of Province of Ontario.

[NL., poach^, t: i. 2. To gain an unfair advantage

phynol. and pgychophifg.

_

a form of pneumograph
devised by Marey and
made by Verdin of Paris.
It consists of two oval
tambours, held upon a
metal plate and connected
by rubber tubing with the
recording ap]>aratns. Tlie
metal jilate is supported
by a silk sling, which
passes round the neck of
the subject ; and the plate
and tambours are kept in
place upon the tln»rax or
ahilomen by silk tapes tied
round the body. K. Ii.

Titcheiwr, Exjier. Psychol.,
I. ii. p. I.'<4.

Pnemnograpbic pen.
See *])rii^.

pneumolitb (nu'mo-lith), n. [Gr. jrvevuuv,

lung, + 7.H)(ir, stone.] A calculus in the lung.
Ihirl;, Med. Handbook. HI. 232.

The Verdin Piieutnoifraph.

pneumat4)phores assume an upright position, due to neg- ^liit-ui - , -^ '-i-'iT-/" \ t-ktt
ative geotropism. An example is presented by the knees pneUmOlltmaSlS (nu'mo-ll-thl a-Sls), n. [NL.,
of the bald cypress. See *-nff , 3 (rf). ' "- - ' -^ '' •" '^-< Gr. Tnii/iuf, lung, + ?.i0iaai(, the presence

of stone (calculus).] The occurrence of con-
cretions in the lungs.

pneumologic (nii-mo-loj'ik), a. Same as i>n«u-
mologiriil.

pneumologist (nu-mol'o-jist), n. [pneumol-
ofl(y) + -ist.] A specialist in diseases of the
air-passages ; a student of pneumology.

rarefied air in the treatment of disease. Buck, pneumomalacia (nii'mo-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL.,
Med. Handbook, I. 131. < Gr. -rrvciiiuv, lung, + /ia}MKia, softness.]
pneumatotberapy (nii 'ma -to - ther ' a -pi), n.

Same as *)ini:um(itotherapcutics.

pneumaturgy (nii'ma-ter-ji), n. [Gr. TTvev-

pa(T-), spirit, + ^pjoD, work, + -J'*.] The con-
trol of a person by a spirit

;
possession.

[Rare.]

I claim that this substitution of personality, or snirit-

contn>l, or possession, or pneumaturgy, is a nonnal for-

ward step in the evolnti<Hi of our race.

F. W. II. Myers, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research,
[XVII. 68.

pnetimaturia (nu-ma-tii'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. pnetunonectasis (nu-mo-nck'ta-sis), n.

< Gr. TTi'eliiuv, lung,
Softening of the lungs,

pnetunomassage (nu'mo-ma-sazh'), n. [Gr.
-vtvfiuv, lung, -t- E. massage.] The process
of moving the drum-membrane of the ear by
means of alternate compression and rarefac-
tion of air in the external auditory canal.

The effect of excessive pneumo-massaye by the use of

ex- at the start of a race. [Slang.]
With'a rope, just as with the starting-gate which has

been introduced of late years in the horse race, there is
no iKissibility of poachiny at the start or of a false start.

F. A'. Gardner, in Jour. Ilellenic Studies, XXIIl. 264.

'vvH[uu(r-), air, + oi'pox, urine.] The passage < Gr. zveifiuv (^rvcv^ol^-), lung, -t- luTam^,

of gas from the urethra during micturition. tension.] Same as *pncumcctasis.

pneumectasis (nii-mek'ta-sis), n. [NL., <Gr. pneumonectomy (nu-mo-nek'to-mi), ». [NL.,

iTvtviia, breath, '+ fxTaoif, extension.] Pul- < Gr. ffrd/iui^ (;rvEf/ioi'-), lung, -(- txro/i^, exci- „^
^ „.„„...= ^^x.. ^„,

monary emphysema. TnnA^o7%
*" pv^umectomy. Med. Record,

p^^i^g (p^.j^^ez), „. pi. [NL. (Small, 1903);
pneumlc (nii'mik), fl. [Irreg. < Gr. n-vtr//(6,v), J^""« •-''

Z'^"'' P-^"-'''-
< Poa + -hies.] A large order of monocotyled-

lung, -^ -,c.] Pertaining to or derived from Pneumom^^
p,3 t, characterized by having the

the lungs; noting an acid, present in the lungs bralpneumonia, pneumonia acccmipanied with marked flowers in the axils of dry chaffy scales or
of man and other mammals, which is sup- delirium.— Contusion pneumonia, pneuinouia follow- glumes, and arranged in spikes or spikelots.

S.— 65
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jute. [Scotch.]

pochade (po-shad'), «. [F., < pocher, sketch

quickly, lit', pocket, < poche, a pocket.] A
slight, rough sketch which can easily be erased

for correction. [Fj-ench art slang.]

pochard, « .— Ttifted or crested pochard, a European
• ' mstata, something like tlie redliead but

of

"duck. Aijlh,

having a crest.

pochettino (p6-cheHe'n6), a. [It., dim
pochetto. little! See *pocheUo.'\ In mtisic, in

the phrase «» pochettino, a very little.

pochetto (po-chet'to), a. [It., dim. oi poco

phases of this remarkable exliihition of highly-organizei

life. Elliott, Kur Seal Islands of Alaska, p. 41.

P. 0. D. An abbreviation («) of Pay on dctir-

eri/ ; (6) oi Post-office Department.

podal (po'dal), a. [Gr. n-oif (tto6-), foot, +
-al^r

'^-~-"'-'--
- -

continued downward within the horn capsule

or hoot of animals. It contains no sweat- or
oil-glands. Its function is to secrete the horn
of the hoof. r. S. Dept. Agr., Eep. on Dis-

eases of the Horse, 1903, p. 554.

] Pertaining to the footer to a footlike podomancy (pod'6-man-si),n. [Gr. mif (ttoiJ-),

organ; resembling a foot
;
pedal; podalic.

The minimum amount of podal surface is offered to the

water in resistance. Amer. Nat, Jan., 1904, p. 23.

Podal membrane, in some wonns, as the Spionid^, a
menitirane usually attached along the outer margin of

the notopodial ciiTi and the neuropodia.

foot, + fiavreia, divination.] Same as pedo-
mancy.
podomere (pod'o-mer), «. [Gr. TToi'jf {noS-),

foot, + /Jtyjof, part.] One of the joints which
compose the axis of the leaf-like abdominal
appendage in the phyllopod Crustacea. Parker
and Ildsirell. Zoology, 1. 488.

.^
, uiif iBci a, iuuL,-M<i" Podophthalmidae, ". ;)?. 2. A family ot cy-

poc)wtl.-i A name applied to se'v-eral trees ^^j^^ 'p-^j„j.j^^p^,^gg J , ^^-^ cloraetopous brachyurous crustaceans con-
.^.ij;— „;ii, «.,tf„n oo,>o^iallv to r7pi7)« jiPH- i'V"^'-'""V^°'?'° ,\f . . , ,»v " ., >- -, taining the genus Por?opArfio/»iH«.

httle. See pofo.] In music, in the phrase nn
pQ^anipter (p6-da-nip't6r), «. [Gr. Trodavir.

pochetto, a little.

pochote (po-cho'ta), n. [Mex., < Nahuatl T/)p.J In class, dntiq., a vessel for washing
the feet; a foot-pan.

< Gr. TToi'f (1T06-), foot, + NL. arthrocace.]

Destraetive inflammation of the' joints of the podophyllic,". 2. Derived from /'odoi)/(»!;«

. ,

•' — Poaopliylllcacid,anamorphousacld,f',5n,j(07,si
foot.

jielding silk-cotton, especially to Ceiba pen-

tandra and C. grandiflora, and in the state of

Tabasco to MaiimiUanea hibiscoides.
^^^^^

pocil.^ An abbreviation of the Latin pociiium, p^^g^l^^g ^^^^-,^^g^^,^ j-j^j^^ In mef?»era?
„ i,in„ „„,,

musical notation, a ligature which represents

an ascending step or skip. Also called pes,

Podaxacese (pod-ak-sa'se-e), H. pi. [NL., <

Podaxon + -acex.'\ A small family of gas-

teromyeetous fungi, so named from the typi-

cal genus Podaxon.
Podaxon (p^-dak'son), n. [NL. (Fries, 1829),

a little cup.

Pocillopora (po-si-lop'o-ra), n. [><L.] The
typical genus of the family Pocilloporidse.

Lamarck.
Pocilloporidse (po'sil-lo-po'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL. Pocillopora + -ids'.'] A family of

madreporarian corals, consisting of colonial

forms having tabulse, small septa, -well or

slightly developed columella, poh-ps with

disk, tentacles, and one pair of long mesen-

terial filaments. The iutercorallite structure

is coenenchymal and solid. It contains the

genera Pocillopora and Seriat«pora.

pocket, n. 12. A small cavity in a rock-sur-

face o'r in the channel of an interm'ittent

urn.

S,Ba]t»
_. _ . , .

with
alkalies. The free acid is separated by adding acetic acid

t^j<i solution of its salts.

podophylloquercitin (pod-o-fil-o-kwfer'si-tin),

)(. [Poilopliijllum + qiiercitin.] A yellow
crystalline substance, CgsHigOioi perhaps;

identical with quercitin, which is found in the

root of the May-apple, Podophyllum peltatum.

„„c^„.^ vt-i-^.." ..V-..,, ... L-— . , .. It melts at 180-182° C.

< Gr. TTot f (tto6-), foot, '+ a^uv, axis.] A genus podophyllotoxin (pod - - fil - o - tok ' sin), n.

of gasteromycetous fungi of the family Po- [Podophyllum -t toxin.] A bitter crystalline

daxace^, which have the peridium more or substance, C15H14O6 + 2H2O, found m the

less elongate and scaly, with a stipe which root of the May-apple, Podophyllum peltatum

extends through to the apex of the peridium It melts ajt 117° C. or, when anhydrous, at 157»

in the form of a columella. Some 16 species C. : used as a purgative.

have been described. Thev occur in the podophyllous, n. 2. Noting the tissue of that

warmer arid portions of the earth. P. card- part of the inner surface tkeratogenous memor in

stream, sometimes holding a pool of water ^^^^ .^^ g^^^^^ ^^^j^^
Also called a «'«ter-pociT<.- 13 In Australia ^ (pod'k6rn), n. See *maize, 1.

(«) A bar formed by a river at a bend, much P^^^iy (pod'li), ». [Origin obscure.] A New
curved and hollowed out near its shore em) P^ml and Australian fish, Sebastapistcs
(6) A circular, hollowed-out spot m thick

.^„^,, ^^^^^ in Victoria red-gurnet perch.
scrub— Blind pocket, in SiZiinrrfji, a pocket the elbow <., „

]\f„rris Austral English
oredgeof which IS likely to repel a ball. This can usually J-'^- ^orr^^, ATisirm c^ugnsn.

,r„.,„„
be overconTe by giving the ball a twist.-Branchial poddy, a. II. n. A common name of Myxus

pocket See '*'<m.i.7»n^— Iliac pocket. Same as ftoy(,/,(jH,?, a fish found in Australia.
i^.^S..... .„„w^„,=„.» . fin i„ the hands of ^^^^^^ (p6'de-on) « [NL < Gr-

-^^^^! ^ podostemaceoUS (pod'6-ste-ma'shius), a. Per-
narrow end, < TToic (^00-), foot. J 1 hat portion i',"'?"?"""^'"'^^ i,_"^l.__ Vu„' .!,„_„<. „ „f +i.,

of the abdomen of a petiolate hymenopterous
insect which constitutes the petiole proper.

ttoc*rcce»«.— Pocket measure, a bill in the hands

a member of a legislature, which he may or may not ni-

troduce, according to circumstances.— Seessel's pocket,

a depression in the pharyngeal membrane in the eniliryo,

-To enlarge the pocket, in ball-pmd ami A11.7. '«'

brane) of the hoofs of animals which forms,

the sensitive wall.

The seat of greatest congestion will always be found

in the neighborhood of the toe, because of the increased

vascularity of that part, and, although at times it is

limited t4) the podophyllous tissue alone, any or all parts

of the keratogenous membrane may be atfect«d by the

congestion alui followed finally by inflammation.

&. S. Dept. Aor., Rep. on Diseases of the Horse, 1903,

ip. 421.

That "can bo pocKeted; ,of~"a , book small T^^^/'^^^S^, u^,,.,,^ project. Proc.

enough to be put into one's pocket. [Kare.J -.'
.„».."

But of course the [book] is not portable in the sense of

being pochetable.
y. V. Times, Sat Rev., July 1, 190.5, p. 436.

pocket-book, n. 5. A fresh-water mussel,

Lampsilis capax or Z. vcntricosus, which has

round valves of great depth

carpus and tarsus considered collectively.

This motion is confined to the proximal podials.

Amer. Nat., Jan., 1904, p. 2.

pocket-boom (pok'et-bom) ». In lunibering,
^^^^^.^^^^ (pod-i-sip'i-de), n. pi. The com-

a boom in which logs are held after they are ""^^j'^^^P^^^pted form of Podici/edidx.
sorted. ,,,-,. mu • i, BOdicipidine (pod-i-sip'i-din), o. [Podicipidse
pocket-hole (pok'et-hol) «. The opening by P?.";;,^"

pertaining to, resembling, or having
which the hand may be introduced into a

^^^ characters of the Podicipedidm or grebes.
pocket. ,,,.., . „„(.i„„ f„K,.;/. «f The pelvis in .Echmophorus occidentalis well exhibits

pocketing (pok et-mg), n. A cotton taoric OI
^,j ^^^ characters of this compound bone among the podi-

which the pockets of men's clothes are made, cipidinc types. Amer. Nat., Jan., 1904, p. 20.

It is both plain and twilled and of various pQ^jon (p6'di-on), re. Same &^ podium.
colors. Usually in the plural. DOdium ». 5. In eohinoderms, one of the

pocket-loup (pok'et-lop), n. A magnifying-
'^uije-feet.

taining to, or having the characters of, the

Podostemdccie.

podostemad (pod-o-ste'mad), n. A plant of
" "

' acese.

theu'ik), a. [Gr. iroiV

(~o(!-), foot, ¥ a6ho^, strength, + -)<;.] Hav-
Zonl. Soc. London, Ymcwt.VfXl. ing the locomotor organs in front: said of

II, n. A general term for a bone of the certain animals,
carpus or tarsus. The plural, ' podials,'* is Podothecus (pod-o-the'kus), Ji. [NL., < Gr.

commonly used to denote the bones of the ~„{.^ (ttoiS-), foot, 4-'
fHinri, a case. The name al-

Unrds, to use twist in order to help tJie cue-ball to hole ^gt^ee^ jhe propodeon and the metapodeon. '^^^^°^^}'f,jlZ.^'„7^
itself I ISrondtoot, Billiards, p. 2;)9. z~ , . , -t*, fj- , \r An^ the order I'odostemace,

pocketable (Pok'et-a-bl), «.[,.,... + -^ ^;^'Z^^'^:u^..^^, one of the podOSthenic (pod-os-t

glass or -lens for the pocket.
, podobranch (pod ' 6-brangk),

pocksha (pok'slia'i, n. [Appar. from one of '^,„.,(„j,.,.„„^;,,v,

the Amerindian forms of *pocos>n.'] A tangled,

swampy tract of country. [Maryland.]

Pocono series. See *series.

pocosin (p6-k6'sin), m. [Also poeoson, poca

son, poquosin, poquoson, pocoarson, etc. (see podocarpic(pod-6-kiir'pik), rr. [Podocarp{us)

ii\so *i>ocksha) ; from an Algonkian dialect of -H -;>.] Derived from P"'- " "-^ '-

Maryland or Virginia, perhaps "poqiiocsin, acid, a crystalline acid, (17

hides to the groove for the receptacle of the

ventrals, which appears in preserved speci-

mens.] A genus of agonoid fishes of northeru

seas.

Podozamites (pod"6-za-mi'tez), n. [NL.

(Friedrich Braun, 1843), < Gr. tto^ c i^o6-), a foot,

-1- Zamites. The chief character distinguish-

ing it from Zamites is the short subpedicel or

footstalk of the leaflets.] A large genus of

fossil plants classed in the family Cycadaeeie,

but probably belonging to the Benncttitacex,

known only by its stems and foliage. It is char-

acterized by pinnate leaves with numerous lanceolate

leaflets which are narrowed at the base into a short sub-

eoTr,Q DO pedicel, joined to the rachis by an articulation, and de-
oamo d»

^j,|no„5 j^ i„rge number of species h.as been described

from nearly all Mesozoic deposits, especially from the

... [Gr. JTOrf (-0(5-), Jurassic.

foot + Kap-du fruit.] In hot., a stipitate pod-rust (pod'rust), «. A fungous disease of

fruit, that is, one in which the ovary is borne beans which attacks the stems, leaves, and

bv a g^•nophore. Jackson, Glossary". fruit : caused by Colletotnchum Lindcmuthi-

jiodobranchia.

podocarp (pod'o-kilrp), n

Also called anthracnose of beans.

also *pocksha) ; from an Algonkian dialect of "+ .,>.'] "Derived fromPorfocrirwus.— Podocarpic Podsnappery (pod'snap-e-ri), re. [Mr- ^"rf-

Marvland or Viro-inia, perhaps 'noquotsin, acid, a crystalline acid, ('iTHgaO:,, almost the only con- s„f,,, a character in Dickens's " Our Mutual

'at or near the opening out or widening' (of stituentof the resin of old trees of )>orfr>carp.M™^r<.mno
Friend."] The characteristic or mental atti-

at or near tneoptmiigout
^

fe v
,:,„,,™nto, a Javan evergreen. It melts at i8,-ib8C.

tude of Mr. Podsiiap. See the extract.

Happily acquainted with his own merit and inipor-
ariverJ), cognate With Massachusetts i)0/i5H(, „o(iocarpous (pod-6-kar'pus), a. [podocarp
it breaks, is broken, pohquanum, he opens,

etc., with many derivates (J. Hammond Trura-
^^ „,,„..g,.,^ „..„

bull, Natick diet., p. 128), Ojibwa pdkissm,
po^ocnemididse (pod"ok-ue-mid'i-de), re. pi.

itisopen._ A tract of ow land; a swampy r^^^^^^^ ^ ..^,^_3 ^ faW of

-I- -()«.<(.] Of the nature of a podocarp
;
per-

tiiiniug or belonging to the Podocarpcie.

a marsh. [Maryland, Virginia, and part of

the Carolinas.] Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-

Dec, 1902, p. 2.53.

pod, ". 5t. The blade of a cricket-bat.

It [the bat] was therefore made straight in the pod.

llutchiiuon. Cricket, p. 6.

Black pod, a disease which attacks the pods of the

chocolat«-tree, Tlieolmima Cacao, caused by the fungus

Phytophthora omnivora.

pod, V. i. 4. To assemble in small bands

:

[NL- - , ,

pleurodiran turtles ranging possibly from the

Upper Cretaceous to the recent period: dis-

tinguished from the Pelomedusidie in having

the quadratojugal connected with the parie-

tals.

podoconus (p6-dok'o-nus), «.; pi. podokoni

(-ni). [NL., < Gr. iroif (irotS-), foot, -I- kuvo^,

a cone.] In some radiolarians, a conical mass
of endoplasm, rich in food particles and gran-

tance, Mr. Podsnap settled that whatever he put behind

him he put out of existence. ... He considered other

countries lexcejit as a medium for commerce] ... a mis-

take' and of their manners and customs would conclu-

sively observe, "Kot English !" when PRESTO! with a

flourish of the arms . . . they were swept away. . . .

Nothing else (than his notions] To Be— anywhere I As
so eminently respectable a man, Mr. Pixisnap was sensi-

ble of its being required of him to t.ake Providence under

his protection. Consequently he always knew exactly

what Providence meant. Inferior and less respectable

men might fall short of that work, but Mr. Podsnap was

always up to it And it was very remarkable (and must
have been very comfortable) that what Providence meant,

was invariably what Mr. Podsnap meant.
, , , ,

Dickens, Mutual i nend, I 1. 11.



podurid

podurid (po-du'rid), n. and <T. I. ji. A mem-
ber of the thysanurous family Poduridee.

n. (I- Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Poduridsp.

Poecilia (pf-sil'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iromi'koq,

spotted.] A genus of small fishes of the fam-
ily PaciWidie. They are mud-eating and
viviparous, and inhabit fresh and brackish

waters in the West Indies and Mexico, and
southward to South America.

PoeciUidae (pe-si-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Poecilia

+ -idle.] A family of fishes of the suborder
Baplomi, foimd in fresh and brackish water,

some of them in bays and arms of the sea, in

southern Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

pcecilitic, a. and ». 2. In petrog., a term
used by G. H. Williams in 1886 (in the form
poih-ilitic) to designate the texture of those

Igneous rocks in which comparatively large

crystals act as a matrix for many smaller ones,

which are included in the larger ones, and,

when these are cleavable, produce luster-mot-

tling.

poeciloblast (pe'si-lo-bl&sf), «. [Gr. TmiKO.o<^

many-colored, -t- /3/.atn-oc, germ.] A nucleated
red blood-corpuscle of abnormal shape. Also
poikilohlaat

.

poecilocythemia (pe'si-lo-si-the'mi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. TtoiKi/JOc, many-colored, -I- xirof,

a hollow (a cell), + a\iui, blood.] Same as

paalocytosis.

poecilocyttaria (pe'sil-o-si-ta'ri-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. -oikiTm;, variegated, + Kirrapof,

a cell or a comb.] In Saussure's classification

of the social wasps (in the French form Pohj-

cyttares), those forms in which the layers of

comb have a paper covering and are sup-

ported by an object such as the branch of the

tree on which the nest is built.

Pcecilodermis (pe'si-lo-der'mis), n. [NL.
(Schott and Endlicher,' 1832), < Gr. izoiki'/ik,

mottled, 4- 6ipiia, skin : so named from the

character of the calyx in the type species.] A
genus of tropical or subtropical Australian

sterculiaceous trees or shrubs with entire or

lobed leaves and axillary, paniculate, or rarely

racemose inflorescence, it la distin^uiaheil fpim
.Sterculia mainly by tlie ptwitionuf the rntUt-le next llie

hilnni ami hy the villous seeds usually ailhuring to the

equally villous carpels. Eleven B[>ecies are recognized, a
few of which are known in cultivation in Europe. See
bnttU-iree anil -khat-tree, 2.

psecilodynamous (pe'si-Io-di'na-mns), (t.

[Gr. -tiiKi'/nr, many-colored, + fivafti^, power,
potency. ] Of various potencies or characters

:

said of an organism cross-bred between two
pure parental races or varieties which exhib-

its a patchwork or mosaic combination in re-

gard to a parental character, with respect to

this character. [Kare.]

In such a case Coirens speaks of the characters u jxxci-

lodynamotm, a sufficiently expressive term.
Bategon and Saunderg, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. .Soc.,

[1902, L 15«.

poecilogenesis (pe'si-lo-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr.

-oiKi'/or, variegated, -I- E. genegis."] The origin

or beginning of the color-markings shown by
many animals. [Kare.]

The Origin of the Markinirsof Organisms (Ptreitnffenf-

n>)<iue Ut the Physical rathcrtlian totlie Hiolotrical Fnvi.

ronment; with <'riticiains of the IlatcK-MulIt- r Hypotheses.

A. .?. Packard, Proc. Amer. I'hil. Sac, XLIII. No. 17s,

Ip. 393.

poecilogeny (pe-si-loj'e-ni), n. [Gr. 7roiKi}j>^,

varicgateu, + -ycvic, -producing.] The growth
or development of color-markings in organ-
isms. [Rare.]

If we examine the works of P'-ongniart and of Scudder
on fossil insects it becomes apparent titat poecilogeny waB
an active process as early as the Carbonifen»us period.

A. S. Packard, Pnx;. Amer. Phil. .Soc., XLIII. 19(M, p. M6.

pcecilogony (pe-si-log'o-ni), H. [Gr. TToiKi/oc,

vari.nis, -I- ywof, generation.] Diversity

among the germ-cells of an organism.

Green algjcmay have a more or less important influence
on the development of tlie ova : there is sometimes a kind
of symbiosis, the <iccurrence of which nu«y give rise to a
kind of pircxlogony.

Jour. Roy. Jticrof. .Soc., Oct, 1904, p. 609.

pceciloid (pe'si-loid), a. [Gr. ttoiki'/ik, varie-

gated, + fMof, form.] Of or pertaining to the

family Pmciliidie, fresh-water fishes of south-

ern Europe, Asia, Africa, and America : com-
monly known as killifishes. Some of them
occur in bays and arras of the sea.

pcecilomere (pe'si-lo-mer), n. [Gr. ffoid/^of,

variegated, + pfpof, part.] A spot on the

body of an animal where change of color is

particularly liable to take place.

1027
Shortly before the moult in many animals the colour of

the pelage fades, beginning along certain definite areas
and from certain centres, termed " poecilotneres."

Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1905, p. 41.

poecilothermal (pe'si-lo-ther'mal), a. Same
as jieccilotlurmic.

poecilothermous (pe'si-lo-thfer'mus), a. Same
as pcecilothermic.

Poederlian (pe-der'li-an), n. [Poederle, a dis-

trict in Belgium.] In gcol., a ntember of the
Middle Pliocene series of Belgium, which
forms the upper part of the Scaldesian stages
of marine sands.

poenamii, «. See *poimamu.
poeticize (po-et'i-siz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
p(ietici:ed. ppr. poeticizing. Same as poetize.

poetomachia (po'et-o-ma'ki-S), n. [Gr.
-ou]rr](;, poet, 4- fiaxri, fight.] A battle of the
poets. The quotation refers to a stage quarrel
between Ben Jonson and Marston, Dekker,
and others at the end of the sixteenth century.

Mr. Fleay . . . regards ["Every Man out of his Hu-
mour "

1 as the cause of the so-called Elizabethan poeto-
machia. N. and Q., 9th ser., IX. 282.

poet's-viol (po'ets-vi^ol), n. See *rehah.

Pogoniclltliys (p6-go-nik'this), n. [NL., <
Gr. truyuv, beard, -t- ix^v^, fish.] A genus of
fishes of the family Ci/priiiidae, found in fresh
waters of the Pacific slope.

pogonion (po-go'ni-on), «.; pi. pogonia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. /TujuwoD, dim. of iroyav, bear3.]
In craniom., the most prominent point of the
mental protuberance. Von Torok.

pogonip (pog'o-nip), «. [Amerindian.] A
frozen fog, formed in the coldest weather
in the mountain valleys of Idaho, Nevada,
and Colortido. When inhaled it often pro-

duces severe pulmonaiy trouble.

The pogonip fog is peculiar to elevated altitudes in the
Nevacia Sierras. It ascends from the valleys, and it«

chill embrace is so much feared by the Indians, who are
predisposeil to affections of the lungs, that they change
their camp if apprised by the atmospheric conditions
that the dreaded fug is appniaching.

Sci. Amer., April 18, 1892, p. 240.

Pogonip group. See *yroiii,l.

pogonologist (po-go-nol'o-jist), H. [pogonol-

"!/(.'/) + -iVf.] One who makes a study of
bearils ; a writer on beards. [Rare.]

pogonology (po-go-nol'o-ji), «. [Gr. :ruyuv,

beard, + -«?or/_i/.] The study of beards; a
treatise on beards. [Rare.]

Pogonoperca (po'go-no-p^r'ka), n. [Gr.
jTuyut', beard, + ^tcokt), perch.] A genus of

serranoid fishes of the Indian and western
tropical Pacific oceans.

po^onotropliy (p6-go-not 'ro-fi), n. [Gr.
-«;<ji', beard, + rpoip^, nourishment.] The
growing or cultivation of a beard. [Rare.]

pogrom (po-grom'), «. [Ru.ss. po_<7romr, deso-
lation.] In Russia, an organized massacre,
particularly a massacre of Jews that is coun-
tenanced more or less oi)enly by the officials.

The Pogrovfl» are attributed by Sir. Lucien Wolf, a
well-known and responsible writer, to direct Govern-
mental action. They were, however, carried out by the
assistance of local mobs, animated by interested preju-

dice, if not by superstition.
Athenaum, .Tan. 28, 1907, p. 99.

pogromist (po-grora'ist), »i. [pogrom -^ -ist.']

In Russia, one who takes part in or promotes
organized massacre, as of Jews.

France, llr Wolf explains, has her investments, and
we our *' Agreement " to ease us from pressure in our
Persian interest* :

—
"Small wonder that the 'jjwrOTiiijrfu' laugh at Europe,

and now purBue their work without intermission or dis-

guise ! But here the victims arc not only Russian Jews,
or even Russian Liberals and Hevolutiunists. The whole
moral consciousness of the free nations of the West— anrl

not least of England herself— is being degraded by this

officially nurtured apathy."
Alhenaum, Jan. 28, 1907, p. 99.

pogy, " 3. Same as Lake Tahoe trout (which
see, under trout^).

poi^ (po'e), adv. [It., < L. post, after.] In
music, then; later: as, adagio poi allegro,

slowly, then quickly; or poi segue, then
follows.

poids de marc (pwo de mar'). [F.: poid.1,

weight ; de, of ; marc, a weight of 8 ounces
(half a pound): see mare-.'] A system of

weights used in France before the partial

adoption of the metric system in 1812. C.

Hering, Conversion Tables, p. 61.

poietic (poi-et'ik), a. [Gr. Trotr/rmi^, < iroir/r^c,

a maker. See poet, poetic] Creative ; orig-

inative.

point
The importance of preserving the "poietic," i.e. orig-

inative, types of man. Nature, Aug. 10, 1006, p. 337.

poikilitic, a. Same as *pcecilitic.

poikiloblast (poi 'ki- 16 -blast), n. Same aa
*pm'iloblast.

poikilocyte (poi'ki-lo-sit), «. Same aapeecilo-
cyte.

poikilocytosis (poi"ki-lo-si-t6'sis), «. Same
as poecilocytosiii.

poikilothermal (poi'ki-lo-th^r'mal), a. Same
as *i>a:cilolhermal.

poikilothermic (poi'ki-lo-th6r'mik), a. Same
as pcecilothermic.

poikilothermons (poi ' ki -16 - th6r ' mus), a.
Same as *poecilothcrmous.

poimenic (poi-men'ik), a. [Gr. ttoi/icvikSc, pas-
toral, < TTotjiiyv, a shepherd.] Of or pertaining
to pastoral theology.

point^, H. 2. (J) In ined., same as vaccine-
point.— 11. (g) In medieval musical notation,
a punetus or note.— 26. (d) In archery : (1)
The forward end of an arrow: opposed to butt.

(2) pi. Credits given in a shooting-match for
the highest score and the highest number of
hits. Two points are given for total score,
two for total hits, and one each for score and
hits at each distance.— 30. One of the colored
lines woven into the short edge of the Mack-
inaw or Hudson Bay blanket, which, accord-
ing to their number, determine the quality,
and therefore the value, of the blanket : as,

a one- or two-point blanket.— 31. A system of
embossed writing and printing for the use of
the blind, the letters and signs being com-
posed of groups of embossed points. The

' printing is done (a) from movable type on which the
points are cast, the type being set as in the usual
way

; (&) from stereotype or electrotype plates
;

(c)

from metal sheets, upon wluch the characters for litei-a-

ture, nuisic, etx;., have been embossed by the stereograph,
a macliine designed for this purpose. See -kpoint gjiste^ii,

below.— Actual point. Same as Jinite kpiiiot.—
Aiago's neutral point, a region about fifteen to
twenty ilcgrecs above the antisun where, after sunset
and before sunrise, Arago found that the sky light is not
polarized but is neutrai.— Babinet's neutral point, a
region in the sky, about us far above the sun as Arago's
point is above the antisini, characterized by the absence
of polarized light— Basal points, in tjeoni., those com-
mon to a pencil of conies.— Base point. ('*) .^ place for
a target in an archery gr<jund. usually iiijoketl w ith white
tape. Also target point.— BOSCOvichlan pclnt. See
ifUoitcomchiao.— 'BrewsteT's neutral point, a region
below the sun similar to Babiiiet'a neutral point

—

Brlanchon point, tiie imint which is tile bearer of
the 3 diagoiuils in hrianchon's theoreui of the hexa-
gram. This hexagram has 60 Brianchon points.— Bro-
card points. [From a French geonteter, H. Brocard.]
The point within a triangle which its sides will contain
after equal positive rotations, w, about their vertices ii?

the direct or first Brocard point, il ; after equal negativo
rotations, — w, about their vertices is the retrograde ot
second Brocard point, O', of the triangle. The angle + oi

is called the Brocard angle of the triangle.— Brcca'a
point, the central point of the external audit^^ry m</atus.

— Cardinal point, {d) In ?;.'<i/c/«>pAi/.'(., the point on the
curve wliicti correlates stinnilus with intensity of sensation
(see Weber'iflau; under;a»'l)atwhichtheratio of sensation
to stimulus is greatest ; that is, the i)oint at which change
of sensation-intensity is exactly proportional to change of
stimtdus.—Cold-rlgorpolnt. See*cn(f/.~Correapond-
Ing points. .See *<(,rr('«j)")i(//H(/.— Critical point, (c)

See icritical. (d) The point of temperature or other v.ori-

able at which a i)liysical or chemical change in an elcnient
or'comi>^)und takes pL'ice. When the ch.ange extends over
several degrees, the area of the change is calleil a critical

range or critical zone, (e) If, with temperatures for ab-
scissa} and pressures for ordinates, we construct the curve
which slicjws the pressure of the saturated vapor of the
liquid as it varies with temperature, the curve will rise

fn>ni left to right and will terminate in a point corre-

sponding to the critical temperature and pressure. This
point is calleil the critical point of the pretontre curve for

the given substance, or, hrictly, the critical point for that
substance. Sometimes the critic.il temperature is called

the critical point— Cuspidal point, in geow.. a dou'ole

point whose two tangents coincide.— Cuspidal point
of a surface. Same as ;)iiic/i-//Miif.— Darwin's point.
Same as Darunn'n tubercle (which see, under ttilnrcle).—
Disparate points, in optics, iM)int8 upon thejtwo retinas

which arc not identical. Sec iitc at ical*poi ofk.~J)o\i\)\q

points of a homograptalc transformation, the two
[Joints which are unclianged by the transformation. Thus,

if the transformation \sx'= -
, \ , the double points

*—h+c
are x= a and i = b.— Essential singular point, in tho
theory of functions, a point i ~ k of the function fx
when fx lias for c an essential singularity.— Eutectlc
point or temperature, in ;'A(/k. chcjo.. the fusiug-iioint

of a eutcctic mixture.— Expression-point. (<') See ex-

preggion-point. (b) A term used by t'ope to denote the

appearance in large nundiers of a group of animals for

some time in existence, but not prominent This usually

marks the culminating jioint of the group and gives a

definite chanicter, or 'expression,' to the fauiui of that

perio<l.— External point, in the plane of a conic, a

point such that from it two tangents can be drawn to

the curve.— Far-pOint, in optirtt, the point which marks
the outer linnt o{ distinct vision ; the point beyond
which an object is no longer clearly seen. Opposed to

n('ar-;)'lln^ — Figurative point, in geom., the point
common to two parallels. —Finite point, in geom., one
which can be reached from any assigned point by a finite



point

number of finite operati^ms. — Fixed point Of a trans-
formation, ill the theory o//unctH>n,^, a point not altered

by the transfonuation. — Focal point, in line fjeom., one
of the CO - iK)iiits, two on each r.iy ttr straight of the con-

gruence, where this straight is intersected by two con-
secutive to it. ~ Fr^gier point of a given point on a
conic, the eoint<.'rsectioii jwint of chords subtending a
right angle at the fixed point — Frencll point. !^ee

punto di Venezia -^lace.— TxiU. point, in priutiu;!, the
period or full st<^>p placed at the end of a completed sen-

tence or of an abbreviation. —Fundamental points, in

projective cwirdinates, the i>ointa whose coordinates are

<a and O.— Gambler's point, in all-fours, the p<^)intfor

game, which is the only one that must be played for.—
Geometry on a point. See -k-jeometry.— Gergdnne's
point, r, the point c»^»muiontothe sects from the vertices

of :i trianjrle to the ixnnt^of contjict of the inscribed circle.

— Grebe point, same as Lemoiiw -kpoint.— Harmoni-
cally conjugate points. Same as harmonic conjugates,
~ Harmonic points, in geom. See *Aar»n>mc.— Har-
monic points on a conic* in projective geonu, four

lK>ints on a conic projected from any (and so every)

tlfth iK>int on the conic by 4 harmonic straights.

—

Ideal point, in geonK : (a) Same as fifjurative -kpoint.

(ft) The i>oint determined by two ultraparallels.— Iden-
tic^ points, in phyxiol. and p>tychol. optics, rethial

iwints which are anatomically congruent, that is, points

upon the two retinas which, if the eyes are in the pri-

mary position, are similai-ly situated with regard to the
center of the retina. See ^corresponding points (b).—

Indicator-point. See itindicator-point— indifferent

f)Olnt,'in pfii/s. chem., a point on the curve which ex-

libits tlie relation between temperature and the solu-

bility of a givt-n salt, which corresponds to an indifferent

equiiibrium.— Infinitely distant point, ^nmeasjifjur-
ative */><>iuf.—Intercardlnal points, southeast, south-

west, northwests nurtlua-st.— Intersecting point. See
perspective, n., a.— Invariable points of a system of 3

directly similar figures, three tixed i>oints on the circle

of similitude thn^igh which p;iss every triad of copunctal
coiTesiwndini: straights.— Inverse point. H on a ray

from a fixed point O we take I'l and P* such that the
rectangle OPi- OF equals the square on a fixed sect r,

then the points Pj and F are each the inverse of the
other with regard to O, the center of inversion, and r,

the radius of inversion.— Isolated point of a set, one
about which a region can be niaiktd out containing no
other point of the set— Jugomaxillary point, in era-

mom., the pt)int on the antcro-inferior angle of the malar
bone.— Lemolne point, the synnnedian point ; the isog-

onid conjuirate to the centroid of a triangle. See also

co«tn«*cjr(;c.— Limiting point. («) See limit, v. (h)

In an infinite aggregate of points not extending to an
infinite distance, a point a such that the points of the

aggregate which are in the neighborhood of a. for any
number h however small, themselves constitute an in-

finite siggregate. It may or may not be a point of the
^gregate.—McBumey's point, a point on the abdomen
midway between the umbilicus and tiie anterior superior

spine of the ilium, where pressure usually causes pain in

cases of appendicitis. See •kappetidicitis.— J/lai.teTiaLl

point, in mech., a point to which mass is assigned ; or a
Dody the volume of which is supposed to be zero and its

mass concentrated in a point: a conception employed
to simplify dynamical relations.— Mean point. See
*7/itr(T/i;t.—Median point. See *»nerfiff;ji.— Middle
point. Wlien a sailing vessel is hove-to, she will round
up int<> the wind, then fall off until the after canvas fills,

when she will again come up to the wind, and the point
midway between this coming up and falling off is termed
the middle point, to which must be applied the leeway,

variation, and deviation in order to obtain the true course
made go«id.— Monro's point, the point on the outer
edge of the rectus abdominis muscle where it is crossed by
a line drawn from the umbilicus to the anterior 8uj)erior

spine of the iliura.—Multiple point, (f) See mtiltijAe.

(b) In physical chemistry, a point (in the diagram
which expresses the circumstances of a thermodynamic
system) in which more than two curves intersect

Also called a transi,tion point. American Chemical
Journal, March, 1904, p. 302. (c) On a surtace, a point

through which three or more sheets of the surface

pass.— Nagel'3 point, N^, the point common to the
' sects from the vertices of a triangle to the points of

contact of the escribed circles in its sides.- Neutral
point, in thermo-elect., the point at which the electro-

motive force between the two metals used in a thenno-
couple l>ecome3 zero. The neutral point is reached when
the mean temperature of the two jimctions has a certain

value. It is constant for a given couple, but varies with
the combination of metals employed.— Nodal points.
(t)) Two conjugate points, in a lens system, such that a
ray through the one is conjugate and parallel to a ray
through the other.— Non-essentlal sln^ar point,
the iM)i!it X = c when the analytic function fx can be
made analytic about c by multiplication by (x— c)"*

where m is a positive integer.— Opposite points, the
end-points of a sphere's diameter.— Ordinary point, a
value of the variable of a function for which tliat func-

tion hits a determinate Unite value.—Pencil point. See
*p(?nc/n.— Perfect aggregate of points, an aggregate
all of whose points are limiting points of it, and all whose
limiting points are points of it — Physical point, in

jihysics, a point to which are assigned all the properties
which mass involves with the exception of volume or

extension. See /x/inU, 12.— Point at infinity. (/>) Same
a&figuratire •kpoint — "Point involution. See -kinmlu-

nVn.— Point of angmentat'on, in umxi'-al notation,

same as dot I (r) (1).— Point Of condensation. Same
as limiting kpoint (6).— Point Of undulatlon, in

math., a critical point on both sides of which ,
.- has

the same sign. At a jwint of undulation the tangent

does not cross the curve, but has higher contact with it

—Point-print, -printing. See kpointl, ai, -kpoint sys-

tem.— Point system, a system of raised points used in

forming Hynil>oIs that stand for letters, both lower case

and capitals, numerals, punctuation and other marks,

and musical notation and signs. Several systems of

points have been used. See -kliraMe. A system in com-
mon use among the blind in tlie United States is called

the Sew York point syMfem. In this system the letters,

numerals, and other marks or signs are formed out of
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four basic groups of points arranged in two horizontal

parallel lines. These gnnips are called bases and are as

follows: tlrst base,:, second base, ;;, third base, ;;;,
fourth base, ;;;;— all lower-case letters being fonned of

the first three bases and the capitals from the fourth base.

New York Point System Alphabet.

a b cdefghi

Capitals are formed by adding to each small letter one or
two additional points to raise the letter to the fourth
(four-point) base. The following letters show how the
capitfd is developed fmm the small letter

:

B D

Numerals are fonned from the firet and second bases as
folhjws, but are always preceded by the third-base char-

acter to distinguish them from lower-case letters :

See -kkleidograph and -kstereograph, 2. Compare also

Moon ksystem .— Point tO point method. See*m ethod.
— Point writing. iivv]*j>",nt-i(ritiii!/.— Proper point.
Sftmeas./(^K7«*/^(i//i/.— Quiescent point, in naval arch.,

the point in the interior of a vessel which is apjjroximately

stationary when the vessel is rolling in smooth water. The
vessel may be considered as swinging like a pendulum on a
horizontal axis pa-ssing through the quiescent p()int—Ra-
tional point, in ge.om., a point whose coordinates are lu-

tiiinal.— Real point. Same &h finite *?wtnf.— Regular
point, a jioint in whose neighborhood a given monogenic
function is always finite.— Representative point for

z = x -!- i»/, the point whose rectangular cixji'dntates are
X, y.— Rubber points, points added to the score of the

side which wins the rubber, 2 in whist and 100 in bridge.
— Scale ofpoints, a list of the numerical values accorded
ceitain physical characteristics of animals, used in deter-

mining the degree of excellence of the animals.^
Schedule point, in the postal service, a post-oftice at

which the time of starting of outgoing mails is fixed by
an official schedule.— Shooting or standing point, a

place for an archer to stand while shooting: usually

marked with red tape.— Singular point, (b) In the

theoiy of functions, one about which a one-valued
analytic function is not analytic. Forexample l/(x—c)™
is analytic about all points near x = c, but not about x =
c— Singular point of a function, a singular point of

the curve or surface wliich represents the function. See
singidar.— Stelner's point, the point of the circmncircle
diainetrically opposite Tarry'a point.— Symcentral
point. See •s(/»j(;ea(r«/.— Svmmedlan point. See
ksymmedian and cwHf, Ar^Vr/f'.- Target point. See
base kpoint (b).—Tarry's point, the point on the cir-

cumcircle of a triangle at which tlie perpendiculars frt»m

its vertices upon the sides of its first i'.i-ocard triangle are

concmrent^Topically Ordinary point. See -knrdi-

nary.— Transition point. Same as multiple kpoint.
— Triple point. (^0 See triple. {l>) In phys., the
point where the curve of maximum vapor-pressure of

a liquid meets the ice-

line of that substance.
At the pressure and tem-
perature which coire-
spond to the triple

point (P) all three phases
of the substance, the
solid, liquid, and gaseous,
may coexist in stjible

equilibrium, (c) Inphys.
chem., a point in the
diagram which expresses
the circumstances of a
thermodynamic system,
in which three curves in-

tersect—United points,
in geom., in every conjective coirelation the two
points which coincide with their corresponding points.
— Unit point, (a) In projective coordinates, the
point whose cwrdinate is 1. (&) In ojjtics, the points
in which the unit planes af a lens system intei-sect

the axis of the system.— Vandyke points. See Van-
dyke, 1.— Yield point, in elasticity, taat point upon the
curve representmg the elongation of a stretched wire,

beyond which the wire is no longer able to sustain the
pull without further elongation. The yield point lies

between the elastic limit and the breaking point.

After passing the yield point the elongation increases

very rapidly with the load.
Poynting and Thomson, Properties of Matter, p. ,55.

point^, '0. I. trans. 12. To dress (as stone)
with a point. Pointing is tho first operation
when stone is to be faced smoothly.— 13. To
establish the position of selected points in (a

work of sculpture). If three points are given
the position of a fourth may be determined
by its distance from them. See pointing, 4,

— 14, Same as *^mh1.

II. intrans.—To point higli, tosail dose to the
wind.

point-aggregate (point' ag/'' re -gat), n. The
set of points, in ?t-diinensional space, consti-

tuting the domain of definition of a function
of n variables.



pointillist

pointillist (pwan'til-ist), «. and a. [F.poin-

tillit:te. See pointil'.ism.l I. n. Apaiiitcrwho
follows the methods of pointillism.

Pissarro experimented in the new method, but aban-

doned it, and other names among the PuintiUittteH are

Paul Signac, Vincent van Gogli, and van Rysselbei-ghe.

The theory opened the way for endless casuistries.'and its

eitravasances died out in the later exhibition of the Inile-

pendantt or were domesticated in the Salon by paintera

like M. Henri Martin. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 414.

n. ". Of or relating to pointillism or the
p«intillists ; exhibiting pointillism.

There are several fallacies, however, theoretical and
practical, in this "spectral palette" and pointillist

method. If we depart from the three primaries of the

Helmholtz hypothesis, there is no reason why we should

stop at six hiiea instead of six hundred.
Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 414.

pointing, «. 9. In pHnlinfi, the operation of

making points in paper as guides to exact

register.

Three-fourths of the folding machines of the present

day are supplied with automatic feedei-s. Folding ma-
chines have been greatly improved also by parallel-fold

arrangements and by automatic p«trtfi«i7.

Ceiifus Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 65.

pointing-box (poin'ting-boks), «. See *box-

point-net (point'net), n. An imitation Brus-

sels IjK-e.

point-plane (point 'plan), n. A plane of

points or a point-6ela.

pDint-print (point'print), «. Paper embossed
with dots or raised points arran;;ed according

to the paint system of tangible writing or

printing used by the blind. See *jionit^, 31,

*point-printing, and *poiiit gt/stim.

point-printing (point prin'ting), n. Printing

in the point system used hy the blind. See
^cpoinfi, al, and -kjxniit itygtnn. It is p^dnt-embossingon
paper t4) prtnluce what is calleil point-print. Point^print-

Ing empl-ys no ink and the comi>osing is done with one
point or tyiM: by hand, the tyi)e being set up in the stick

in two lines to form the characters of the point>alphabet.

Embossing is done in any form of embossing-press and
the type can be stereotyped and copied into electrt)tyi>e

plates. Slieet-metal plates can be embossed in the sti-reo-

graph ami then used to emlH«8 paper. Paper can also he
eml>o8sed in a fonn of type-writer c:ille<l tUaklritlu-irnph.

See •kkl''iti*"jraph, -kpttiiU gyntem. and -kstereoyraph, 'i.

point-row (point ' ro), n. In geom. : (a) the
a.^gi-efjate of all points on a straight; (6) cer-

tain separate costraight points.

pointsman, ». 2. In groust-KhooUng, a driver
stutioiiid on the flank of the line of a drive, to

turn the hirJs toward the guns.

point-source (point'sors), ». A source of light

or a source from which any system of waves
emanates, the dimensions of which are so small

that the waves may be regarded as emanating
from a single point in space.

If the piiint-fidurce. is in motion, the pftn-poteutial re-

quires Dopplerisation as well as the ordinary ]K>tentiaI.

Xature, Jan. 1, imw, p. 203.

point-space ipoint'spas), n. In geom., space
witli the jxiiiit as elemont.

The Plane fleonictry of the Point In Pmnt-Sp<irf of

Fciur Diiiieiisii.in. Science, Oct. 2, 1803, p. 4:».

point-transformation ( point'trans-f6r-ma"-
shqii), ». Hce *tranjtformation.

point-writing (point'ri'ting), H. Writing bv
means of the point system tised by the blind.
See *iM'intl, :il, and -kpoint ttytttem. It is done by em-
bossing the p*>ints on paper by means of a stylus fonned
of a short piece of wire inserted in a suitable handle and
having a blunts rounded point. The jmper Is laid on a
metal plate with gnxtves or indentations arranged in

parallel lines, each jKjint being emlxMised in the paper by
pressing it int<» the gnsives or indentations. The em-
bossing pniceeds from right Uy left, suitjible spaces being
left after each letter arid after each wonl. When the
sheet of paper is embossed it may be paiiitetl on the back
with a sidutiou of shellac in alcohol. Tlds, when dry,

stifTens the paper t^) prevent the p<unt8 fn»m breaking
d'»wn under the pressui'e of the finger when lieing read
by touch. The sheet is then reversed and read by touch
from left t^) right.

poison, ft. 2. In ita Bcientiflc sense this word applies

to any substance which, taken in small quantity into the
body of a living anitnal, is capable by Ita chemical action,

exerted locally or after .ibsorption int^> the blood, of pro-

ducing death or nrttahle injury. This definition excludes
Bubstaiices which act nieclianically, snch as hri>keii glass,

or iih>!<iially, as very h"t water.— English purple poi-
son, at nide-name of an arsenical insecticide, a liy-pn>ilnct

from the mamlfacture of aniline red : es-Hfintially the same
as London purple <ir /*(iri**^(/r7>;c.— Hemotroplc poi-
son, a iHii*,n which has a wlectlve affinity for the red
oori'UBcles of the bliXKl.— Poison apparatus, in entmn..

the apparatus for the secretion amf injection of iM)is<in,

consisting usually of one or two glands connected with
tile sting, as in bees, wasps, and ants, or with the beak,
as in m'isquit.fs. biting.flies, atui the predatory ileterop-
tern.- Poison land. See *lnwl\.

poisonberry-tree (poi'zn-bfer-i-tre'), n. Same
as *hiiltir-'jiish.

poison-bush (poi'zn-bish), n. In Australia,
sumo as pni.son-plant, in all senses Dmart
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poison-hush. Same its pni^on-plant (nr).—DogWOOd
poison-bush, Myoporum deiterti, an Australian shrub
which is esiK-L-iiUly poistmons t^) sheep, but only when in

fruit.— Ellangowan poison-bush, in Queensland, same
iis dayiruuil */)«i«m.()«»A.— Peach-leaved poison-
bush, Trcma aspern, a shrub or tree of the nettle family.

poison-claw (poi'zn-kla), n. One of the first

pair of legs in the rayriapods of the orders
Chilopoda and Schizotarttia. The poison-glands
with which they are provided secrete a liquid
poison which runs down a canal into the chit-

inous claw and so into the wound made by the
claw.

poison-cup, «. 2. In 6o?., the remnants of the
volva or veil which persist in cup-like form at

the base of the stem of many of the poisonous
mtishroonis.

poison-daisy (poi'zn-da'zi), H.
;

pi. poison-
diii.sie.s (-ziz). Xhe mayweed.

poison-fish (poi'zn-fish), «. A fish, Emmydrieh-
llujn culcaiius Jordan, of Tahiti, with stinging

Poison-fish (Bfnmytirtchthyi T'lttcantis junlan).

(From Jordan's "Guide to the Study of Fishes.")

spines. It lies in crevices of lava, and can
scarcely be distinguished from an irregular
lump of lava-rock.

poison-flag (poi'zn-flag'), n. See *fla<fl.

poisoning {poi'zu-ing),n. 1. The administra-
tion of a poison.— 2. The morbid state, acute
or chronic, induced by any poison Forage
poisoning, a non-infectious disease which principally
alfects horses. It results from eating moldy ftsHl or fo<Kl

which is midergoing fennentation. .Also called cerebro-
KjiinfU nieiiiinritiH.

Poisonous spines. See *spine.

poison-root (poi'zn-rot), M. JSsculiis pavia,
the twigs and roots of which were used to
stupefy fish. K. E. D.
poison-tree, «. 2. In Australia, the blinding-
tree or tiger's-milk, Exceecaria AgallDchu, often
called rircr j>i)i-mil- tree on account of its habi-

tat antl in distinction from another species of

the same genus. See <(V/<rVw(K'.— Scrub poi-
son-tree, a small Queeuslauti tree, Excxcaria Dallach-

Poitea (poi'te-ii), n. [NL. (Ventenat, 1808),

named in honor of Antoino I'oileaii (17C6-

1854), a French botanist.] A genus of plants
of the family Fabncese. They are shrubs with rose
or pun>le flowers in axillary pendulous racemes. Four
species are rec«jgnized, natives of Haiti and Santo Do-
mingo. I*. yale'jnideH is sometimes cultivated in hot-
houses as an ornament See VUnwrinia.

poivrade (pwo-vrad'), n. [F., < poivre,

j>epper.] Pepper-sauce Poivrade sauce. See
itAlt lice.

poke', f. '. 3. In cn'c^-e<, to bat in a cramped,
over-cautious style.

poke',". 5. In'cricket: (a) A cramped, timid
batting .stroke. (6) A batsman who plays in

a cranipetl, over-cautious style.

poke-blown (pok'blon), «. [pok-e^ + blown.']

Having the air-bladder unduly distended, the
eyes bulging out, and the esophagus protrud-

ing from the mouth: a condition of fishes

which have been brought up from a consider-

able depth in the sea.

poke-hole (nok'hol), «. A hole in the wall of

a furnace through which a slice-bar or poker
can be thrust for the purpose of poking the
fire.

poke-hooked (p6k'hukt),a. [poke'^ + hooked.']

Hooked in the stomach, having swallowed
bait, hook, and all : said of a fislx.

" Help us here, Harve. It s a big un. Poke-hooked
too." . . .

He had taken the bait right into his stomach. . . .

"Say, this is great !" Harvey cried as the fish came in

gasping and splashing — nearly all poke-hooked as Dan
had said. li. Kipling, Captains Courageous, ill.

pokeloken (p6k-lo'ken), k. [Also pokeloke,

piikiiliiijun : identical with I'opelogan, a place-

name in New Brunswick, and the probable
source of both logan and bogan in like sense

;

appar. of like origin, in the first element, as
pocosin, namely, Massachusetts pohqui, open
out, Ojibwa pdkissin, it is open. One writer
derives it " from the Maliseet pecelaygan, a
place for stopping."] A marshy tract or stag-

polar

nant pool extending into the land from a
stream or lake. See the quotation under
*/(><7rt«2. Jottr. Amer. Eolk-lore, Oet.-Dec,
1902, p. 2'A ; also April-June, 1903, p. 129.

poke-pudding (p6k'pud"ing), n. li>oke^, n.,

+ jHiddiiig.] 1. A pudding cooked in a bag

;

a bag-pudding: applied in ridicule to a corpu-
lent person. [Scotch.]— 2. One of several
local English names for the bottle-tit or long-
tailed tit, Aciedula caudata.
pokerl, 11. (rf) In coltnn-manvf., a vertical
rod or rack which sustains and gives motion
to the bobbin or ring-rail of a roving or ring-
spinning machine; also, a rod with similar
functions in other machines : sometimes called
a lifting-poker.

poker^, n.— Domino poker, a game resembling poker,
played with dominoes insteail of cards.—ShOW-dOWn
poker, a game of jwker in which the limit is .so small
that one cannot bluff, and the hands must always be
sliown to win the pcjol.— Stud poker. See -kMud-poker.

poker-dice (po'ker-dis), n. A game played
with five ordinary dice, or with special dice
having on their faces the A, K, Q, J, 10, 9 of
any'suit in a pack of cards. Any number can play,

each in turn having three throws. After the first cast

the player can take up and cast again as many of the five

dice a3 he pleases, setting aside what he wishes to keep
out. After setting aside what he wishes from the second
throw he can cast the remaining dice again. He is not
obliged to throw more than once or twice if he is satisfied

with the cast so far. The best poker combination wins.

In the eastern United States, when ordinary dice are used
aces beat sixes, hut in the western United States and in

.Australia aces are low.

poker-work (pd'k^r-wtrk), n. A method of
di'avving or engraving on wood by the use of a
red-hot poker; also, the work so produced.
Bee poker-painting and pyrograplnj.

Pol. An abbreviation of Polish.

Polack, n. 2. A name given to the Jews of
the Polish provinces, by their Lithuanian
coreligionists. The former, in turn, call the
latter ^I.itraks (which see).

polampore, ". Same as palampore.

Poland-China (po'land-chi'na), n. An Amer-
ican breed of hogs originating in Ohio in 1840
as the result of crossing several bieeds, in-

eludingthe PolandandBigChiua. Theoriginal
Poland-China, a large, coarse animal, was
crossed with the Berkshire and the modern
breed is a black and white pig that yields a
large amount of merchantable mesit.

Polandian (po-lan'di-an), n. Same as Polan-
diiiii *ipoeh.

polar, a. e. Having opposite properties at its

two ends.

This kind of multiplication, where AB=—BA, is called
polar because the prtxluct AH has opposite properties at
its two ends.

R. F. A"co«,Treati8e on the Theory of Detenninants,

Ip. 13.

International Polar Commission. See *commi»-
*i'(Oll.— Polar axis, {h) In yeom., the initial line for
]mlar cobrdiiuites.— Polar body, one of two minute cells,

known resjiectively as the Jirgt aiul second polar bodies,

which arise by a very unequal mitotic division of the ani-
mal ovum, or primary txicyte, before or soon after fertili-

zation. The second polar body sometimes divides again
equally, so that the egg thus gives rise to one large cell

(the egg pntjier) an<l three small cells (polar bodies).

These four cells are sometimes called ooiidft, and are mor-
phologically equivalent to the four eqintl spermatids
derived by two successive so-called maturation divisions
from a primaryspermatocyte.- Polar caps Of COld alT.
See itrapl.— Polar capsule, in the spores 4)f Uyxonpor-
idia, a pear-shaped body confaining a si)irally coiled fila-

ment and situated at one pole of the spore. The capsules
vary from one to four in number and each connnunicat^s
with the exterior by a fine canal through which the fila-

ment may be shot out, the discharge being naturally
effected by the action of the digestive juices of the host
upon the capsule. Tlie filament enters the ei>itheliura
of the digestive tract and acts as an organ <»f fixation
holding the 8p<ire in place. The valves of the spore then
separate allowing the siwrozoite to escape. The latter
emerges in the fonn of a minute amceliula and pene-
trates the wall of the digestive tract.-- Polar cubic,
cyclone. See *cubic, etc.— Polar discontinuity, the
sort of discontiimity which exists at a non-essential sin-

gular point or a p<jleof an an.alytic function, /x.— Polar
field, in ctenophoians, as Ilormiphora, one of a pair of
elongated, band-like, ciliated tracts into which the sen-
sory pit is prmluced on either side in the sagittal plane.
Also called ;>oirtr;i;rt^'.— Polar filament, in 2{yxoitj}or-

idia, a coiled thread cont^iined in a i)oljir capsule.

—

Polar
ray. .See+raj/i.— Polarreclprocalof asurface. See
*rfci>rocft/.— Polar region, ni rlcrtrother.. the partof
the b(Mly lying directly below or surrouiuUng the elec-

trode. Also j>t>iar zone*.— Polar sjrmmetry. iiee*syin-
Vietry, B.

II. n. 2. A great circle two of whose
points are each a quadrant from a given
point: it is the polar of the given point.— 3.

Given a trihedral ; to each face from the
vertex erect a pei-pendicular ray on the same
side as the third edge; the trihedral they
form is the polar of the given one Method of



polar

reciprocal polars. See -^Mthod.—The polar of a
triangle, ABC, for a conic a, the axis (f of perspective

of the triangle ABC aiid iU reciprocal A'B'C

polarimeter, «.— Pickering's polartmeter, one in

which the light to be exiuiiiiied pusses tlmmgh a grille

with parallel bars and spaces of etiual width. The light

enters a double-image prism of Iceland spar which sepa-

rates the centers of the ordinai-y and of the extraordinai-y

images of the spaces by the width of the spaces so that

one set of images is seen alternating with the other.

Tliese are examined by the analyzer or Nicol prism, which

is tnnied about its axis until the two seta of images ap-

pear of exactly the same brightness.

polarimetric (p6''lar-i-met'rik), a. In optics,

of or pertainiug to the measurement of polar-

ized light ; of or pertaining to polarimetry or

the scientific use of the polarimeter.

From a poiariinetric investigation of the racemisation

of amygdalin, the author shows that it is probable that

the process is a catalytic one induced by the presence of

alkalies. Juur. Phys. Chenu, May, 1904, p. 372.

POlariSCOpe, n.—BlOfS polariscope, a simple reflect-

ing polariscop*. It consists of two polished nurroi-s of

black ghiss whose angles and posi-

tions relative to one another may
be varied.— Ntirrenberg polar-
Iscope, a form of polariscope

having as polarizer an unsilvered

glass plate and as analyzer a

mirror of black glass. A i-ay of

light (r) is reflected downward
at the angle of complete polari-

zation by the unsilvered mirror

pp and is returned in a vertical

path by the silvered mirror M.
A i)ortion of this ray reaches the

analyzer of black
glass aa at the
angle of complete
polarization. The
analyzing min'or
aa, which is

mounted so as to
revolve about an
axis in the verti-

cal ray, reflects

an amount of

light which varies
with its position.

When the plane of

incidence of the
analyzer is at
right angles with
that of tlie polai--

izer, extinction
of the ray occurs.

The object to be
observed under
the action of the
polarized light is

placed upon the
stage S. The
Ndrrenberg po-
lariscope has the
advantage of sim-
plicity of con-
struction, min'ijrs

It also att'ords

NSrreiibergf
Polariscope.

Biot's Polariscope.

{From Preston's
•'Theory of Light.*')

a, a, mirrors; d. b,

semicircles ; c, c, grad-
uated rings.

being used instead of polarizing prisms.

a large field. It is. however, dettcient in illumination.
— Savart'S polariscope. a device for detecting

small amounts of plane polarized light. It consists of

two thin plates of equal thickness cut from a uniaxial

crystal such as quartz. These are superposed with tbeir

principal sections at right angles and are mounted in

front of a Nic«l prism the polarizing plane of wliich bi-

sects the angle of the principal sections of the plates.

Polarization of the light passing through this instrument
is indicated by interference fringes in the field.

PolaxlSCOplc analysis, the determination or identifi-

cation of substances by means of polarized light— Po-
larlscoplc camera. See -kcamera.

polaristrobometrograpli (po - lar - i strob - o-

met'ro-graf), ti. [NL. polaris, polar, + Gr.

GTp6;^oq^ a whirling about, + fierpov^ measure,
+ ypa<l>£tv, write.] An instrument for follow-

ing the progress of chemical reactions between
optically active substances where such reac-

tions affect the rotation of the plane of polariz-

ation of light transmitted by the substances;

a form of recording-polarimeter.

polarite (p6'lar-it), n. Ipolar + -ite^.'] A
trade-name for a sand which contains mag-
netic oxid of iron. It was used for filter-beds

in England, but was found to be expensive.

Each of the filter beds has an area of 900 square feet

and a nonnal thickness of 3 feet 1 inch. The top layer

is flue sand, the second is sand and polarite mixed in the

proportion of 6 inches of the latter to 5 inches of the
former, and then follow layers of material of gradually
iucreasing size. Eivjin. liecord, Nov. 26, 1898, p. tiOI.

polarity, W. 1. Cj) in hi4)l., the imaginary cause of

the regeneration in a mutilated organism of a part like

that which has been removed.

Trembley, Spallanzani, and Bonnet knew that, in gen-
eral, at the end of a piece of an animal from which ahead
has been cut off a new head develops, and from the

posterior cut surface of a piece a new posterior part is

regenerated. Allman waa the first to give the name
"polarity" to this phenomenon.

T. II. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 38.

If a planarian is cut in two at almost any level a new
tail regenerates on the posterior end of the anterior piece

and a new head on the anterior end of the posterior piece.

It appears that the same material is doubly potent, being

able at nearly every level to form a head or a tail. Sorae-
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tiling in the piece itself determines that a head shall de-

velop at the anterior cut surface and a tail at a posterior

cut surface. This "something " is what we call polarity.

Aaner. Jijat., July-Aug., 11K>1, p. 503.

((•) That endowment of plants, plant-urgans, and even of

si>ores and cells, by virtue of which they tend to de-

velop axially and with a distinction of base and apex

;

verticibasal ity. This polarity inheres even in small

pieces of a stem in such wise that they tend to throw out
Toote, from the end originally nearest the base and shoots

from tliat farthest from it. Accordingly the basal end of

a piece or whole is termed (flret by Vbchting) the root-

pole, the apical end the shnot-pole, the latter also stem-

pole (Pfeffer). Polarity is either (relatively) stable, as in

llowering plants, or labile (changeable). Some low or-

ganisms are apolar.

5. In geom., a conlocal reciprocation in which
any two corresponding elements are doubly
COlTelated.— Plane polarity (fjeoin.), a reciprocation

between two coplanar pUnes in which any two corresiwnd-
ing elements aie doubly correlated.— QuadriC polairity,
in yeom., a polarity in which the reciprocation i3 with
regard to a quadric.

In the biology notes the body cavities and nephridia
of the Actinotrocha are discussed by Dr. R. 1'. Oowles,
while the mathematical notes deal with linear corre-

spondences, the orthic cubic cur\-e, and the construction

of quadric polarity in space. •

Nature, June 9, 1904, p. 140.

polarization, ». 3. In gcom., tho passing to

or taking the polar : of two polar figures or
formulas either results from the other by
polarization.— 4. In hiol., the replacement or

regeneration of lost parts in the axial orstere-

ometrieal relations which they exhibited be-

fore they were lost. See *polarityy 1 (&).

Likewise, there are animals every piece of which pro-

duces, at either end, that organ towards which it was
directed in the normal condition. We may speak in such
cases of polarization. J. Loeb, Biol. Lectures, 1893, p. 43.

5. In elect, the property of acting differently

according as the cuiTcnt, electric or magnetic,
is in one direction or the opposite direction.
— Arago's law of polarization, the law that when a
beam of light is (jtaitially polarized at the surface of a
transparent medium the reflected and transmitted beams
exhibit equal amounts of polarization, the planes of
polarization being at right angles to each other.— Elec-
trochemical polarization, the counter-electromotive
force produced by the passage of an electric current
through an electrolytic conductor(see -kconductor, 9 (2)),

due to the deposition of the products of decomposition
of the electrolyte on the tenninals.— Ma^metlc polariza-
tion, the fact of being permanently magnetized and so

responding to one magnet pole by attraction and to the
other by repulsion.— Polarization cell, tube. See
-kcell, *m6^.— Remanent polarization, in elect., re-

sidual polarization of an electrt>lytic or voltaic cell.

—

RQtatory polarization. See ro^nfori/.- Residual
polarization, electrolytic polarization that persist?

after the removal of the impressed electromotive force.

polarize, v. ^.— Polarizing colorimeter, a colorim-
eter in wliich the comparison tint is obtained by plac-

ing a properly cut selenite plate between Nicul prisms.

II, intrans. In elect,, to fall off in electro-

motive force, as a voltaic cell, by the libera-

tion of hydrogen at the positive terminal.

In the local battei-y system, since the work required of

the battery is intermittent and during only a small per
cent, of the time, the batteries used are, with very few
exceptions, of the open-circuit type ; unfortunately, there
is not yet a battery of this class known that will not
polarize in a short time, which means that it has tempo-
rarily exhausted itself and must rest for awhile before it is

aa efficient as it was at the beginiung of its work.
Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 150.

polba (pol'ba), n. [Russian.] Same as spelt^.

pole^, «. 5. The tall, erect, flowering stem
sent up by the species of Agave (century-

plant) when about to complete their life-cycle,

particularly that of the sisal hemp. Agave
rigida, cultivated for its fiber in Yucatan,
Florida, etc. Plants at the pole-bearing stage
are said to be in pole. Plantlets are formed
on the branches of the inflorescence which
serve for propagation, and are* known as pole-

plants.— 6. In forestry, a tree from 4 to 12

inches in diameter breast-high. See tree

*class. A small or low pole is a tree from 4 to

8 inches in diameter breast-high ; a large or

high pole, one from 8 to 12 inches in diameter
breast-high. Also called high pole.— 7. In
archeryy a case of canvas, or other material,

to carry bows from place to place.— Spring
pole. («) A springy i>ole attached to the tongue of a log-

ging-sled and passing over the roll aiul under the beam,
for holding the weight of the tongue off the horses'

necks, (h) A device for steadying a cross-cut saw, so that
one man can use it, instead of two.—TO gO Up tlie pOle,
in British army slang, to " go in " for promotion ; to

climb toward the top.

*' Have a drink, Tom ?
"

"No, I 'm going up the pole."
N. and Q., 9th ser., XI. 238.

POle^, V. t. 4. The melted metal is stirred with a
stick of green wood, the steam evolved serving to agitate

the metal thoroughly and to bring all parts of it into

contact with the charred surface of the wood, the carlx^n

of the latter combining with and eliminating the last

Animal I'olc.

Eg-fr of the annelid AV«t.r, showing
polar bodies, a, at the animal pole, *d
the granular protoplasm of which lies
the diridiiig cleavage nucleus; below
is the vacuolated vegetative pole; b,

oil-globule. Enlarged.
(From Wilsoii"s " The Cell.")

pole-cure

traces of oxygen which render the metal brittle. The
advantage of the method ccjnsists in the ease with which
the action can be suspended by removing the wood while
a sample of copper is taken out and tested as to it«

toughness, the process being in like manner i»ermanently
stopped when the desired 'tough pitch' has been at-

tained, since continued contact with carlx>n would lead
to this element being taken up and the copper again
rendered brittle. See poling, 2.

pole-, n. 8. In math.: (d) The cointerseetion
point of the joins when two com-Iated poly-

stigms have the joins of their paired dots and
codots copunetal. (c) In function-thoory, a
non-essential singular point,— 9. In cytol.,

one of the ends of the achromatic spindle in

mitosis, or indirect cell-division. The opposite
end is sometimes called the antipole.

The equatorial chromatic wreath resolves itself into

lo<^I>8 an-auged with their closed ends directed inwards
towards a central point and their fiee ends outwards.
These loops undereo horizontal cleavage from looped to
free end, and the looped ends pass along the surface of
the spindle towards poie and antiiHjle.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 39a

Animal pole, in embryoL. that portion of the egg which
goes to f(jrm the nei-v- ij___

ous and sen.sory or-

gans, as opposed t^j the
vegetative pole which
forms the alimentary
tract—Blue pole, ill

elect., that i)ole of a
magnet which accord-
ing to convention is

sometimes painteJ '

blue to indicate its

character: usually the
south-seeking pole of

a magnet.— Com-
pression of the
poles. See *c"j/j-

preMion.—Goronal
poles, the hyjKjtlieti-

cal poles of magneti-
zation of the sun's
nucleus. F. II. Bige*
low, U. S. Weather
Bur., Hulletln II, p.
&01.— False pole, in
elect., a consequent pole due to irregular magnetization,
as when a bsir is so magnetized as U> have poles elsewhere
than at its ends.— Guards or guardians of the pole.
See *ifward.— Magnetic pole, (c) That point or region
of a magnet througli wliich tlie lines of flux pass in enter-
ing or leaving the iron.— Pole Of a circle cm a sphere,
a point in which the perpendicular to the circle's plane
through the center meets the sphere.— Pole Of a ftinc-
tlon,/(.r), a value of x for which / {x) = «.— Pole of
a stralgnt, MX, for two points A and B, the fourth har-

monict^ the cross of MN and AB for A and B.

—

Pole Of
a triangle, ABC, for a conic a, the center O of perspec-
tive of the triangle ABC and its reciprocal A'B'C— Pole
of a wave, in optiat, that point, in a wave-front from
which the wave reaches a given point external to the
wave in the least time. The pole of a plane wave,
with respect to any external point, is that point in the
wave-front which is nearest to the external point.— Pole
of cold or cold pole* in high latitudes, the place of
lowest temperature : in January the pole of cold is pi-ob-

ably not at the north pole, but in northeastern Siberia,

near Verkhoyansk.— Pole Of snow, in high latitudes,

the place of most or of longest-lasting snow; Geog.
Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 175.— Red pole. ('>) That pole of a
magnet which according to convention is sometimes
painted red to indicate its character: usually the north-
seeking pole of a magnet— Salient pole, a jHtle at the
end of a bar-magnet, or of the core of an electromagnet,
as distinguished from a consequent pole.— Testing pole,
in electrolherap., the indifferent eleetrodi;.— Trailing
pole-comer, that comer or edge of the pole-piece of a
dynamo-electric generator from which conductors on the
surface of the annature move after they have entered
the air-gap of the maehine ; the following pole-comer.
The other edge or comer of the pole-piece is called the
leading ^o^c-corn^r.- Vegetative pole, in embryoL,
the lower or yolk-laden pole of the ovum : so called

because in teloblastic ova it gives rise to the alimentary
tract or 'vegetative' oi^ans of the embrj"o : opposed
to the animal irpole, which see.

pole-bum (porbem), n. See *burn'^, 5 (ft).

polecat-tree (pol'kat-tre), n. A native buck-
thorn, lihamnus CaroUmana, a shrub or small
tree found through the southern United States.

It bears a small, black, globose, sweetish
fruit, whence it is generally called Indian
cherry. Also called yelloic-icood. [Texas.]

pole-cell (pol'sel), n. 1. A polar body or
directive; one of the minute cells which are

separated from the egg before fertilization is

completed,— 2. Same as *telohlast.

pole-compass (porkum'-'pas), n. See *compass.

pol. econ., polit. econ. Abbreviations of

political economy.
pole-corpuscle (pol'kor^'^pus-l), «. The cen-
trosome o£ a cell. Van Beneden.

pole-cure (porkur), v. t,
;
pret. and pp. pole-

cured, ppr. pole-curing. To cure (tobacco)

mainly without artificial heat, by suspending
(it) on poles in open or closed sheds or barns.
The wilted plant is fixed directly uixm the i>oles with
twine or is supported by sticks crossing from i>ole to pole

;

or the 'primed' leaves are strung on twine stretching

fnun stick to stick. The curing may be regulated by ci>u-

troUing the ventilation, and tii-e may be used in case of eX-



Mitotic Division in Infusoria. (R. Hettwig.)

A-C, macroDUcleus of Sfiirofhona, showing
pole-plates; D-H, successiT* staffes in the
division of the micronucleusof /lara»«(rfi"«»« /

pole-cure

treme dampness. This method is practised with nearly
all American tobaccos, except those named under -kjire-

cnre and *jttte-cure.

The present method of manipulating these tobaccos
after they are pole-cured is quite different.

U. S. Dept. A'jr., Rep. 62, p. 30.

poleman (pol'man), n. One who carries a
pole or uses a pole as a weapon.
polemize (pol ' e - miz), r. i.

;
pret. and pp.

polemized, ppr. polemizing. [Gr. iroXe/jt^eiv,

wage war.] To engage in controversy ; write
polemically.

pole-plant (pol'plant), «. See *pole^, 5.

pole-plate, ». 2. Oneof the masses or spheres
of achromatic substance at the poles of the
mitotic spin-

dle in divid-

ing protozoa.
The pole-
plates prob-
ably repre-
sent the
attraction-
spheres of
other ani-
mals. Also
called end-
plates. R.
Hertwig, 1877.

poler (pd'16r),

>i. Ipole^, I'.,

+ -erl.] 1. ^
,

AnAi.<3rtn tirli^ /'. the earliest sta^c. shomng reticulum; (jperson WnO (oilowingstaKeC'sickle-torm") with nucleolus.

poles a boat \ ^. t-hromosomcs and pole-plales; F. late ana-
5* „ 1. phase ;//. final phas«. (From Wilson's •' Theone W n O Cell.-) Highly magnified.

pushes some-
thing, as a car, with a pole.— 2. In Australia,
one of a pair of bullocks yoked to the pole.

Twelve bullocks is the usual number in a t*am, the
two polerg and the leaders beiuK steady old stagers.

C. H. Eden. My Wife and I in Queensland, p, ;t6, quoted
[by E. E. Morris, Austral English.

pole-seat (pol-set), n. A seat designed to be
attached to a telegraph or cable pole. Elect.
M'orlil and Engin., Feb. 18, 1905, p. 363.

pole-shoe (pol'sho), n. In an electric ma-
chine, the broadened end of the field pole
where it faces the armature.

Pole-star recorder, a device for keeping a reconl of the
visfbiiity of tlK- pole-star during the night-time. Picker-
ing's jMiIe-star recorder consists simply of a i>hot<>graphic
lens or telescope and a sensitive plate on which is made
the record of the circle described by the star's image.

pole-S'Weat (pol'swet), n. Same as poZe-burn.
See *6«r«l, 5 (6).

pole-trap (pol'trap), n. A trap set on the top
of a pole to catch birds.
The introiluction la«t July Into Parliament of a BUI to

abolish the piAe-trap is likewise the subject of a commen-
datory note. Aaturr, Oct. 16, 1903, p. 578.

pollc (pol'ik.), o. [p(yrozene) + ol{ivin) +
-ic] In petrog., in the quantitative system
of classification of igneous rocks (see *rock^),
containing or having the properties of the
normative minerals, pyroxene, olivin, and
akermanite.

Police judge, justice. Bee police magistrate.

policy 1, ".— Pln-prlolt policy. See *pin-}>rick.—
Tea-kettle policy, the acfv.Kacy of the Ij'dling of all

wat4;r emphtyed for drinking and culinary purposes, as a
preventive of typhoid fever, cholera, and other water-
borne diseases. [Colloq.]

policy^, «. —Floating policy, in inguratKe lam, a
policy which insures ginnls of a certain defined class the
specific articles of which are subject to change, as a
aUmk of merchandise in a st^ire. etc.— Mixed policy in
infiuraiir^y a TM)liGy which is valued as to certain specified
property and open as to other. See ofj^n and valued
policy, under ptAicif.— Voyage policy, in marine irntur-

ance, a contract of insurance^ the duration of the risk of
which Is determined by the time taken for a tpecified
voyage by the insured vessel.

Polign^ shale. See *shale'i.

poling, ". 6. In dyeing, the process of work-
ing loose cotton or wool fiber in dye-vats with
poles.— 7. In elect., the adjustment or ar-

rangement of the poles of an open magnetic
circuit.

By this arrangement and a suitable poling of the coils

a minimum of mutual induction may be made to take
place. Elect. World and Eivjin., Nov. 21, 1903, p. 843.

poling-board (po'ling-bord). n. One of sev-
eral short planks or scantlings used at the
heading of a tunnel through soft material.
They are driven parallel with the axis of the
tunnel into the material to be excavated, near
the top of the heading and in advance of the
lining or permanent timber, and serve to

support the roof of the heading until the en-
tire face of the heading can he excavated and
the lining or permanent timbering can be
brought up and completed. See *forepale, 2.
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polinium (po-lin'i-um), )i. [NL.] The name
given by Gsaun to a supposed new chemical
element which he thought he had detected in
Russian native platinum. He afterward
found that it was merely impure iridium.
polioplasm (pol'i-o-plazm), n. [Gr. jroAtd^,

gray, + TT?.da/ia, something formed.] The
internal granular plasma or protoplasm proper
of the cell, as distinguished from the cortical
plasma, paraplasm, or hyaloplasm. Hdgeli.
polisandro (p6-le-san'dr6), n. A coiTuption
ol palixandro, a name for rosewood. Same as
*coba>in. See also palisander.

polishl, ".— Desert polish. See -ttdegcrtl, n.

polisher, ». {<) Same as polissoir.. (d) In
marble-working, a hinged horizontal arm, car-
rying a polishiug-disk. It is adjustable to
various heights and is free to swing over the
table on which the slabs of marble to be pol-
ished are laid.

polishing-block (pol'ish-ing-blok), n. 1. A
block held by the jaws of a vise and shaped to
receive, of furnish a rest for, an object to be
polished.-— 2. A block used for polishing with
a fine powder, such as crocus. The polishing-
powder adheres to the block, which is of
softer material than the piece to be polished.
polishing-machine, n.— Belt poususg-macbine.
See *iiiniJpn]ii'ritiiJ-machine,

polishing-red (pol'ish-ing-red), n. A work-
tnau's name for eolcothar or red oxid of iron,
FeoO;j. used as a polishing material.

polissoir, n. 2. A small implement for pol-
ishing the finger-nails.

polista (po-les'ta), ». [Philippine Sp., < polo,
a form of servitude. See *]>oto'i.'] In the
Philippine Islands, a native obliged, under
Spanish rule, to render the personal service
called polo. See *polo^.

Polistotrema (po - lis - to - tre ' mS), n. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. jro/ii'f, many, -f- -laroc, superlative
suffix, + Tpfjfia, hole. The name alludes to
the large number of gill-openings.] A genus
of hagfishes, of the family Heptatremidx,
found in the eastern Pacific.

politarch (pol'i-tark), n. [Gr. no>.iTapxvi, <
n-oXirvf, citizen, + -apxit, < &PX^''''> rule.] A
civic magistrate, in certain cities, under the
Romans.

politarchic (pol -i - tiir ' kik\ a. [Gr. TroXtTela,

citizeuship, + apx'i,rule.'\ Noting the national
stage of social agtrregation. L. F. Ward,
Dynam. Sociol., I. 466.

politics, n— Peanut politics, mean, unworthy, under-
liunil politics. [V. ». Slang.]

politzerization (pol''it-z^f-i-za'shou), n. The
act of politzerizing ; the process of forcing
air through the Eustachian tube into the mid-
dle ear by means of a rubber bulb with tube
attachment. The tube is inserted into one nostril,

the other nostril is closed, and as the patient swallows,
thereby shutting off the pharynx from the nares, the
bulb is compressed and the current of air dilates the
Enstnchian tube.

Politzer's bag. See *bag^.

polk'' (polk), n. [Russ. poUii, an army, a
regiment.] In Russia, a regiment.
Polka redowai a (|Uick dance in triple measure,

polll, r. ^— Topoll ajury. fiee*jury.

pollack, ".—Alaska pollack, a gadoid Bih of the
genus Theraf/ra, found in the North Paciflc.

Pollaclc ( Tkeraffra cAaUa^ramftia).

I-roin Jordan's " Guide to the Study of Fishes.")

poUack-'whale (pol'ak-hwaK), n. One of the
smaller flnback-whales, lialtenoptera borealis,

which reaches a length of 40 feet. It is bluish
black above with light spots, and white be-
low. Known in Norway as the Sejhval and in

books as Rudolphis rorqual. jlmer. Nat.,
Sept., 1904, p. 614.

pollakiuria (pol' a-ki-u'ri-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. n-o/y.aKff, often, + ovpov, urine.] Fre-
quent urination.

pollantine (pol'an-tin), n. [poll{en) + ant-

(itozin) -t- -i«e2.'] A trade-name for serum
antitoxin prepared with pollen, for use as a
cure for hay-fever.

pollen-basket (poren-bis'ket), «. Same as
corbiculum.

polonium

pollenin (pol'en-in), n. [For 'pollinine, < L.
pollen (pollin-) + -inc^.'] A name formerly
given to the residue which remains after treat-
ing pollen with water, alcohol, and caustic
potash. It is apparently impure cellulose.

pollenizer (pol'en-i-z^r), n. Ipollenize -f-

-f)-l.] Any agency that poUenizes flowers, as
wind, water, or insects.

Miiller finds it difficult to explain the origin of the blue
coloring by the selective influence of the pollenizers, and
regards the question of its evolution as still unsolved.

Amer. Nat., June, 1903, p. 382.

pollen-tetrad (poren-tef'rad), «. One of the
groujis of four in which, by subdivision of a
mother-cell, pollen-grains are usually pro-
duced.

The lie of the division-walls in the pollen-tetrad, is de-
termined by the conformation of the iwllen-mother-cells.

E. E. Gobel (trans.). Organography of Plants, IL 625.

pollez, n. 2. (c) The movable joint of the
forceps of the lobster, crawfish, or crab ; a
daetylopodite.

The added structure is, however, not a true forceps
with one movable finger, but a movable piece with two
immobile prongs that otherwise resemble the index and
pollex of a forceps. [An Aberrant Limb in a Cray-fish.]

Biul. Bulletin, Jan., 1904, p. 76.

pollinator (pol'i-na-tor), «. Same as *pol-
lenizer.

It would be difficult to find greater extremes in con-
spicuousness than is presented by the magnificent color
masses of Rhodo<iendron and Kalmia, and the small con-
cealed flowers of Gaultheria, yet these latter do not want
fur pollinators. Amer. Xat., June, 1903, p. 368.

polmitic (pol-mit'ik), a. ip{yroxene) + bl-
(ivin) + m(agnetite) + i(lmenite) + tlitanite)
+ -ic] In petrog., in the quantitative system
of classification of igneous rocks (see *rock^),
ha-ving equal or nearly equal amounts of polio
minerals (normative pyroxene, olivin, aker-
manite) and mitic minerals 'normative mag-
netite, ilmenite, titanite, etc.).

polo'^, n. The game may be played by any number of
persons, from two or three to half a dozen on a side. The
ponies are limited to a specified height or weight, and
are specially bred and trained for the sport. The mallet
is long enough fur the player to reach the ball on the
ground when he is sitting upright in the saddle, and is

provided with a strap which goes over the hand. I'he ob-
ject of the'ganie is to drive the ball througli goals erected
at each end of the field. The side which succeeds in
driving the ball through these goals the greater number
of times during certain fixed periods of play wins the
game. There is one referee whose duty it is to start the
play, and also U) throw the ball in when it has l>een
Knocked out of bounds. The boundary of thefleld con-
sists of a boal'd projecting al)ove the ground about a foot,
which usually prevents the rolling ball from going out of
bounds. The rules of the game ditfer somewhat in differ-

ent coimtries. The Englisli rules insist upon on-side
methods, but allow the hooking of mallets; while the
American rules admit of off-side play, but not of thus In-
terfering with an ojiixinent's stroke.

polO'^ (p6'16),m. [Philippine Sp., usuallyinpl.,
in the phraae polos y servicios ; from a native
term.] In the Philippine Islands, foi-merly,
an obligation imposed upon each Filipino man,
except those of nigh rank, to labor lorty days
in each year on public works, such as the
making or repair of roads and bridges, etc.
The obligation lasted from the age of 16 or 18
years to the age of 60 years, and could be
commuted by a money payment.

polO'* (po'lo), «. [Polynesian name.] In
Samoa, the cannibal apple, Solanum Uporo,
and other plants of the nightshade family,
bearing smooth red fruit. See cannibal*apple,
and cantiibaVs tomato, under tomato.

poloid (pol'oid), H. [pole^ + -oid.'] Same as
poUiodc.

polonium (po-16'ni-um), n. [NL., < Polonia,
Poland. ] A radioactive substance discovered
in pitchblende by M. and Mme. Curio in 1898:
named in honor of Poland, the native country
of Mme. Curie. Itwasfound that bismuth precipitated
by sulphureted hydrogen from an acid solution of pitch-
blende carrieil down with it something possessed of
marked radioactivity. The radiation caused electrical

conduction in gases, rendered phosphorescent a screen
coated with barium platinocyanide, and jn'otluced a
latent image on a photographic plate protected by a
screen opaque to ordinary light The radioactive sub-
stance in question was found to resemble bismuth, not
only in being thrown down by sulphureted hydrogen,
but in furnishing salta soluble in acid but precipitated
by water and by ammonia. Partial separation from bis-

muth was effected, but only to the extent of producing
salts of the latter metal of considerably increased radio-
activity. Polonium is identical with the radioactive
bismuth of Oiescl and the radiotellurlum of Marck-
wald. The last-named Investigator has g«ne much
farther in the separation of polonium from other suW
stances. By deposition from solution on a plate of
metallic bismuth, and by precipitation by stannous
chlorid, separating bismuth and in part tellurium, an
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extremely active produft was obtained, but in very small polvatomicity (pol-i-at-o-mis'i-ti), w. [pohl- II. n. A degenerated or immature form of

TJt"J^'^T!V«ipi'Sl„?^:rife,Sin^. SSt +
'"-'"f'-'^-]

Atomk-ityorvaleueeofagrade rod blood-eorpusele wb.ch stains not only in

hydrazine liydrochlorid, and tliiowinst down tile polo- nigliertbaii unity. See valence-, I. the presence of the aeid dyes, as does the
nium by stannous chlorld, the radioactive substance was polyaxilo (pol-i-ak'sil), a. Same as poll/axial, normal cell, but also in that of the basic d ves.
obtiined in the miallyconcentnited state as a precipitate polyaxon, «. 2. In «e«ro?., noting uerve-eells polychromatophilia (pol"i-kr6'ma-t6-fil'i-a),

;^':^X^^S^'^VilS^"onS'^ ^vlJich have several axon^, or a\-is-cylinder ^'[NL., < Gr.?o>,c ml'^y, + ;rP".°(-), colo^;
pnxiuct was, however, extraordinary, one hundredth of a processes : opposed to *monaxon, 2. + -(f>i/ia, < <pt/,£iv, love.] The condition of the
mlllisrani sutHcing to render a surface of zinc sulphid polyazin (pol-i-az'in), «. [(Jr. nolig, manv, + red blood-corpuscles, in which thev take both

L^T'E^rinUdstJstTotlnt™^^^^^^^^ =. «.-(«,] lu orgauic Chen,., any comp6and acid and basic stains ; polj^hromasia.

visible light is given off. Tlie radiation is of the a or non- containing in its molecules a cyclic linking of polycnromatophlllC (pol"i-kro nia-to-fil'ik),
penetrating type. Xo gaseous emanation is given off, and atoms two ormore of which consist of nitrogen, a. Same as *P"li/cliromato])hiL~Po\ychTOma,tO-
activity is not induced on surrounding bodies. Theactiv- polyazole (pol-i-az'61), n. [Gr. vo/.ic, many, phlllc degeneration. See -kdcijenenitiim and irpoli/-

ity of polonium graduiUly decreases, and falls to h.alf Its '^^'y
ii!;,lfl An n^nln wi'tli ivor. nr mnro tW chrumutiqiha.

original value in 143 da>^, Rutherford has shown that + ^- ''^ms ^ nHc^e of^he slme mZber of POlychromatOUS (pol-i-kro'ma-tus), a. Same
polonium IS a dismtegration-pRtduct of nidmm and ac- irogen atoms in place or me same number 01 «(, ,,.,/,.„/, ,.^„,,,/,-^
cordinglv of uranium. It is the seventh successive prod- methine groups. uti ])<>ni( niomdiic.

_

net which has been identified as formed from the radium __i_v_ivj„ (pol i bath'ik) a TGr TToTioc
POlyCnromia (pol-1-kro mi-a), «. [NL., < Gr.

SZ'ra!^'''1il t'«Si°''
''""""

'""'''"'"''•"^"'"mu'^^h.^ 3««of, depth.] In biol, Uving at ™''"f. ."any, + xp€>Ma color.] In pathol,

pol^uTlot')!* "[Tagalog.] Syrup of any great depths in the sea.' N. E. D.'
tZ"""''"'

^°'"'°^*'°° °* pigments, as m the

kind rPhilippine Is.] polyblast (pol'i-b'ast), «. [Gr. iroXif, many, "',„•,
. , ,.,.,., ^„ ..

poltergeist (p^^l't^r-giit), ».; pi. polteroei.ter + /iAaoroc germ.J In en„nU, the cell-mass P^^'^'^r^TJa'' eolt" +"i:2 n ^^a" li^ect

^/^';^"i-
TG., <;>o/^^«, rumble, rattle clattor ^ormin^ he segmenting ovum; the morula.

^^'JfoV, ctalSTolor? °&ame as%-^,:«,«H,?2!-
(earher fto/fZfm, variant of 6oHer«; see ftouMcr, i.. «._/.«»! A t.ste/ IH J.

,„ , , Polychromlne B. a direct cotton coal-tar color of the
n.), + geist, spirit, = E. ghost] A ghost or pOlyblaStlC (pol-l-bIas.tll£), a. Ipolyblast + stilbene type. In a salt bath it dyes unmordanted cotton

spirit tiiat indicates its presence by the sound -'c] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a a reddisli brown, but it is not until it is subsequently

of mo%nne' obiects knocks and similar noises, polyblast or morula. diazotized and developed that the best results are ob-OI mo^^ngODJeclS, KnocKH, auuMiuuariiuists. H
/„^1 l Vi^^'mi^n « rr,. ^„5.v tamed. When developed with S-naplithol a claret red is

Vampires appear in the characterof the j)oi(erjrei«( or puiy orumuie vpoi-i-uro ram;, n. lyi. -noAv^, produced, and with phenylene-diamine a deep brown,
knocker, as causing those disturbances in houses which many, + h,. bromiae.] In c«e;»., a simple bro- pQlygJu-omjgjjj (pol'i-kro-mizm) n [polv-

^f!^±A'^''''^%'Vra«lJ\^hni^^^^
mide containing in its molecule more than chrome + -ism.] The condition of being

«Xtnrrn6lt#na/T/ Sr^o^^^r^
a s.ngleatom of bromme. spotted or marbled with several colors ofpoltma (pol-te na), ». \_miss. pomna.j a p^iy^^mg (pol-i-bu'mk), a. Same aa *poly- shades of color

Russian silver coin, the half-ruble. bunoui
oud^icB ui ^.uiui.

poltophagy (pol-tof'ft-ji), « [Gr.-O^m por-poibunoUS (pol-i-bu'nus), a. [Gr. noXH, nsh^
'™' '•''^"'

'^''"Trr^V^ttnTef",': '^:
ndge. + -(>«?'«.< «'«}f"',eat.] The practice of ,nany, + 3ow6c, a hill.] Having teeth with nolvchromous fnol'i-kro-mus^ a rvolvchromemasticating the food thoroughly, and not manv rounded tubercles Proc Zool Soc

PO^ycJiromous (.poi i Kro mus;, a. \_poiycnrome

merely biting it into bits, before swallowing. ?oX' 7^93 p 205
J roc. /^ol. l>oc. +-ous.] ^ame as polychrome

, ^,.^ , .,

TRare 1

ionrtOH, xsyd, p. ^uo.
^ ,, , , , polyclad (pol'i-klad), n. [Polycladitda).^Lnare.j polybuny (pol-i-bu ni), n. Ipolybun(ous) + Ctni^ r,( tha Pnhi^l/iriirin

I have called this way of taking food Poltophacjy (pol- ^ /-i The fact or condition of having teeth
folycladida.

to6=masticated, finely divided), and tlie otlier, psom- ^.,V
^"^ laci. i)r couumou oi Qdving leeiu

In Triclads and Poiyciarfj> the brain U little more than
ophagy (psomos=biting, tearing). with many roandea tubercles, bee Dunoaont. a thickening due to the fusion of these tracts at the ante-

//. Uiijgins, Humaniculture, p. .^2. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1893, p. 205. riorend and on the ventral surface.

poltorak (p61't6-rak), n. [Pol. poltorak; < polycarboiylic (pol"i-kar-bok-sil'ik), a. [Gr. ^•^<^- Brit., XXXL 793.

p6ltora (Russ. poltord), one and a half.] A iroAix, many, + E. carboxyl + -ic] Containing polyclade (pol'i-klad), n. Same as *polyclad.

Polish coin equal to one and one half grosehen, more than one carboxyl group.—poiycarboxyUc I>i<cl>; Med. Handbook, IV. 658.

or one twenty-fourth of a thaler. BXSid, a polybasic organic acid, or one that contains niore Polycladida (pol-i-klad'i-da), n.pl fNL., < Gr.

poltra (pol'tra), n. [Hung, poltra, a half- ^^^Zl^Sc^^o^ZlciT''''""'''
'''''' '''''*^''''''''^'

-f-^-'Joc, having many branches.] An order

grosehen :
compare *po«torafc.] A small copper polycarpous, a. Z. Same aa polycarptc. °t

marine turbellarians. They have the

coin of Hungary JWi,c«rpo,«, those [roots] which produce successive P'^'*''^^^'' ^''^''i^g '"/f
^ 'l^'^t'^*^

polvillos (pol-vel'yos), «. pi. [Sp. polviUo, crops
'''''''

is produced laterally into a number of c»ca
fine dust.] The metallic sulphids and mer- /ru**!/ mid cTfHi/e.Morphol. and Hist, of Plants, p. 150. that sometimes branch and extend nearly to

cury remaining in a tentadura after the earthy polycarpy (pori-kar-pi). n. [pnlycarp{ous) + the margin of the body.

and lighter particles have been washed off. -i/S] In fco<., an abnormal number of carpels : polycladose (pol-i-kla'dos), a. [Gr. koXvk?ji-

Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal- a teratological condition. (Sof, many-branched.] Having cladomes with
lurgy, p. 743. polycentral (pol-i-sen'tral), a. Same ae poly- many branches: said of sponge-spieiUes.

polyacid (pol-i-as'id), a. [Gr. woXix, many, + centric.
"

polycormic (pol-i-kor'mik), a. [Gr. -o/fcc,

E. acid.} In chem., of a base, equivalent in Another paper . . . shows that there were seven dis- many, + Kop/161;, tree-trunk.] In bot., having
combining capacity to an acid radical of va- tincf centres of destructive violence, and that tlie earth- several trunks or coordinate stems

tTZ,Z'afe\f
*'''° ""ity-Polyacid alcohols. Q-ke was a tr.e polycen,raU>n.^^^

^^^ ^^ ^^^_ ^ ^^ pOlyctCllid (po-lik'te-nid), n. and a. I. n. A
polyacron(pol-i-ak'ron),n.;pl.po/i,acm(-ra). polycephalic (pol"i-se-fal'ik), «. [Gr. ™/.f, "^"^«'" °^ *^« hemipterous family Poiycte-

[Gr. TTo?.ir, manv, + aKpov, summit.] In qeom., manv. + neihaAh, head.] Having several or ""'J- tt it i, i. /. -u i

the figure formed, or the solid bounded, by manV heads
;
polycephalous. .

U; " Having the characters of or belong-

plane polygons so situated that each side is polychsetal (pol-i-ke'tal), «. Polychsetous.
ing to the family i'o/yctentrfa!.

common to two, the number of summits de- AXiirr, Dee. 11, 1902, p. 144. polycyanide (pol-i-si a-nid), n. [Gr. tto^k:,

termining its type ; a polyhedron. polycheiria (pol-i-ki ' ri-ii), n. [NL.. < Gr. ™any, -t- h. cyanide.] A simple cyanide con-

POlyact, «. II. n. A polyaxon sponge-spie- Tro/wf, many, -I- ,t«'p. hand!] A condition in taining m its molecule more than one com-

ule ; a polyactine. which there is a supernumerary hand. bmiug unit of the radical cyanogen.

polyactine (pol-i-ak'tin), n. [Gr.rroXic, many, polychlorid (pol-i-klo 'rid), n. [Gr. iroXi-c, polyc^clic, o. 2. In e/eo«., noting a system of

-t-a^Wf {oKTw-), ray.] A sponge-spicule of many, -1- E. chlorid.] In chfm., a simple electric distribution by alternating currents,

many ravs. Encyc. Brit., XXXH. 813. chlorid containing in its molecule more than i" ytMch the energy maxima of the flow of

polyadenoma (poKi-ad-e-no'ma), n. ; pi. poly- a single atom of ehlorin. P?^*''' of the difl^erent circuits overlap so as to

adenonmta (-ma-ta). [Gr. Tro/.iV; many, + dA/v, polychromasia (pol'i-kTo-ma'zia), «. [NL.,
give a total flow of power of constant inten-

gland, + -oma-.] "The enlargement of an ag- ^op. 'pohjchromatia, < Gr. ro/if, many, -t- I'^y-.
^h'S is the case in a symmetneal or

Iregation of glands. ^/4", color.] Same as "pohjchromatophilia.
hem'symmetncal polyphase system. See

polyanthy (pol'i-an-thi), n. lpolyanth(o,^) + pVchromati (pol-i-kro'mft), n. Ipolychrom- d^^W^OoloS rVsl -3 I^ -./.fr^oi^ain:

;^erLsflofe^Tre''wW't rtlirthrough ^'-"^ ^/"'''-^
'V'""V,^

^'" "'"'^
"'^b'^"

fngL'r'e't"han\,l'; Itomic^Hn'g^XmoTecX.merous nowers, viewea as a means, tnrougn viewed as consisting of two or more eombm- _|olycycllc hydrocarbon, a hydrocarbon containing
abundant seed-production, of the maintenance j^g u„itg gf chromium trioxid combined with more than one atomic ring, a^ naphthalene, CioHr. and
or extension of the hold of the species.

j^jjg Q^id of a more basic element or radical anthracene, C14H10, which are dicyclic and tricyclic, re-

polyarch (pol'i-ark), a. [Gr. 7ro;i--C, many, + as potassium trichromate, KgCrgOio = K,- 'Pf'"'^"?.. , ,^. . ,.„-.., , ,^,t ,
dp;f^, origin.] In iof., having numerous cen- o (CrO<>)Q > ^

o lu .s Polycystldea (pol'i-sis-tid'e-a), «.p/. [NL., <

tripetally developed xylem plates : said of polychromatic sculpture, sculpture on the surface of
^r. ttoAij, many, + d'aric, ba'g, + -idcaj A

some radial vascular cylinders. which various colors have !)een applied. Polychromatic group of gregannes having the body differen-

POlyarchical (pol-i-ar'ki-kal), a. Of the na- effects may be secured by paint, by glazes on a clay foun- tiated into protomerite, deutomerite, and
ture of a polyarchy. See poli/archyK datkm, or by the use of ditferent materials, as ivory and (sometimes) epimerite ; the ^pptato. Com-
polyarchy2 (pol'i-ar-ki), n. Ipolydrch -\- -yS.]

_n"i„„i,_o„,tiqt (nol i kro'ma tist^ n Ivoly
V^re Monocystidea.

The character or condition of being polyarch. PSj°(^f.^^*jP]°'
^O^^^^^ Ks POlycystin (pol-i-sis'tin), n. [Polycystis +

^^ill: ,. , f „„ the use of, manv colors in painting or decora- -"'^•] A little known crystalline carotin,
The thick roots of Im ... are examples of a high ,

.

K' F D
' found ill the alga Polycystis flosaqux.

''T/Bar„''(tS).''^mp.Anat Phanerogams and Ferns, polychromatophil, polychromatopMle (pol-
Polycystinan (pol-i-sis'ti-nan), a. Same as

, „ , , .,, rni"'-''7;
i-kro'ma-to-fil), «. and «.. [Gr. ^oVf, many, *lfll>J^"'-_

polyargyrite (pol-i-ar'ji-nt), «. [Gr. TroAtf, + ^^^ixal-r-), color, -(- ^ileiv, love.] I a. polycythemic (pol-1-si-them ik), a. [polycy-

many, -I- apyvfrnr, silver, + -ifc2.] A sulph- Having an affinity for more than one dve; <'"'"'« + -"•] Relating to or affected with
antimonite of silver (laAggS.SbjSo) owurring taking both acid and basic stains: noting polycythemia.
in black isometric crystals : found at Wolfach especially certain degenerated or immature Polydactylus (pol-i-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL., <
in Baden. forms of red blood-corpuscles. Gr. iroXif, many, + iaKTv7.o(, finger.] A genus
polyarthritic (poFi-ar-thrit'ik), a. Pertain- i>„iyc/iroma(opA«e degeneration is present in a small of fishes of the family Po^yneinirfa-, containing
ing to or suffering from polyarthritis. degree. Med. Record, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 824. numerous species found in warm seas.
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polydemic (pol-i-dem'ik), a. [Gr. volvi:, many,
+ di/uoq, people, + -ic.'^ Ill phytogeug., grow-
ing in several countries, as a genus or species

:

opposed to *endemic: introduced by Fenzl
(1833), to replace the term sporadic of de Can-
dolle. See *spora(lic.

polydemonism (pol-i-de'mon-izm), n. [Gr.

TTo/.if, many, + Saifjuv, demon.] Tbat form
of religion which is based on the belief that

all phenomena of nature are controlled by in-

dependent supernatural powers, more or less

anthropomorphic.
polydemonistic (pol-i-de-mo-nis'tik), a. Per-
taining to or characterized by polydemonism.
polydomons (po-lid'o-mus), a. [Ur. Tro/if,

niHiiy, -I- (ifiuof, house, + -oiis.l Consisting of

or inhabiting more than one nest : opposed to

*»ioHO(lomoiis : applied to a formicary or ant
colony. Forel.

polydfometry (pol-i-drom'e-tri), n. [Gr. jroJif,

many, + 6p6uo(, course, + tterpov, measure.]
That part of the science of mathematics which
treats of polydromie figures or functions.

polydynamic (pol'i-di-nam'ik), a. [Gr. jroXi'f,

many, + 6ivaiu(, power.] Pertaining to or

having many powers or forces. [Rare.]

polyeidism (pol-i-i'dizm), n. [Gr. 7ro/vti6^(,

of many forms or kinds (< iro/ic, many, +
fMoc, form), + -ism.'] The assumption of sev-

eral different forms by an organism during its

life-history, as, for example, among insects

which undergo metamorphosis. Lubbock.

polyelectronic (pol'i-e-lek-tron'ik), a. Ipolij-

+ electron + -ie.'] CJontaining two or more
electrons.

polyergic^ (pol-i-^r'jik), a. [Contraction of

jmlt/oiergidic: < Gr. TroXif, many, + E. energid

(see def. below), < Gr. fic/ijfh', to work, +
-ic.'] In plant physioL, having more than one
protoplasm unit, that is, nucleus with the

dominated protoplasm (the energid of Sachs)

:

opposed to *monergic. The energid is taken
as the plant unit instead of the cell, because
several may be contained in one cell and be-
cause some are without cell walls.

Our recently act|uired knowledRe of the cell teaches U8
then that we must no lonjfer (listnifiuiHh between unicel-

lalar and pluricellular hut between monergio and po/t/-

err^ plant«.

A', E, Goebel (trans.). Organography of Plants, I. 23.

polygalactia (pol'i-pa-lak'ti-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. ~r,'/ir, many, + ya'/a ()a/a/iT-),milk.] The
secretion of an abnormal amount of milk.

polygalic (pol-i-gal'ik), a. IPolygala + -ic]

Derived from /'o/y^a/n.— polygallc acid, an acid
found In Seneca snakenHtt, Potyi^aia Sentiin. from the
aqueous abstract of which ft is precipitated by lead
acetate.

polygamic (pol-i-gam'ik), a. [LGr. jro?./'-

yaiiijr, polygamous, + -ic] Pertaining to or of

the nature of polygamy; polygamous.
polyganglionic (pol*i-gang-gli-on'ik), a. [Gr.
-ii/.i'r, many, + yayy/.toii, ganglion, + -ic]

Possessing many glands or ganglia.

polygene (pol'i-gen), a. [Gr. Ko'/.ix, many, +
)fv(f<T/f), origination.] Noting those volcanic
cones which are the result of successive erup-
tions: contrasted with *mo»ogenf. The term
was suggested by A. Stiibel. Geikie, Text-
book of Geol., p. 322.

polygenesis, «. 2. Origination or derivation

from more than one species, or, in a very
restricted sense, from more than one pair:

contrasted with monogenesis. Compare *poly-

phylesis.

From this suggestion sprang the doctrine of polygenenx,
which was opposed by those who preferred the the*>ry

of montjgenesis, le., the descent of all mankind from a
single pair. Set. Amer. Sup., IDOO, p. 25192.

Polygenetlc colors. See coinr.— Polygenetlo regen-
eration. S:uuf it,^/acullatice *re'jt'it*'r(iti"ii.

polygenetically (pol 'i-je-net'i-kal-i), ndr.

In a polygenetic manner ; relating to the origin

of organisms by polygenesis.

polygerm (poKi-j^rm), n. [Gr. rroHc, many,
-I- h. girm.] The developing egg of certain
EncyrtidiE and other parasitic Hymenoptera,
which ultimately develops into several or
many embryos. L. O. Howard, in Science,
Dec.' 21. 190(5, p. 813.

poly-germander (po'li-jfer-man'dfer), n. Same
as /">/!/.

polyglobulism (pol -i-glob'u-liztn), n. [Gr.

Tro/.uf, many, + L. globulus, globule, + 4sm.]
An increase in the number of the red blood-
corpuscles.

polyglottal (pol-i-glot'al), a. Same as poly-

glotUjiis.

Ipolyglot +

[poly- +
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polyglottist (pol'i-glot-ist), n
-ist.] Same a.% polyglot, 2.

polyglycolid (pol-i-gli'ko-lid), n.

gljicolid.] See *fihjcoUd.

Polygnotan (pol-ig-no'tan), a. [ Polygnot{ns)
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to Polygnotus, a

{famous painter who flourished in ancient
Athens in the middle of the fifth century B.C.,

or to his work, or his severe and powerful
style ; especially, describing certain vase
paintings which are supposed to resemble his

work in style or composition.

iwlygon, «. 2. A train of sects whose last

point is identical with the first.— 3. In ord-

nance, a place especially arranged for making
ballistic tests of guns, projectiles, armor, and
powder. Same as proring-grou)id.— Cyclic
polygon, a polygon whose vertices are concyclic.— Diag-
on£U of a polygon, a sect that is not a side, but wliose
end-iK)ints ure vertices', of a jtoly^on.— Exterior poly-
gon, in/'jrf., tlie polygon having as vertices tla: bastion-

centers of a fortiflcutiou.— Heronlc cyclic polygon, a
cyclic polygon whose sides, diagonals, and area are ex-

pressible by whole iunnl>eri*.— Link polygon. Same as

funicular jiotytjon.— Plane polygon, a polygon whose
vertices are coplanar.— Polar polygon, in tjcom., of a
convex spherical p<jlygon ABCL) . . ., a new spherical
polygon A' B' C ly . . . , where A' is that pole of B('

whic-ll has A in its hemisphere, etc. — Polygon Of
motion. See irmiitiou.— Polygon of vectors, the
gei)metrical construction, or vector diagram, based
upon the principle of vector addition and utilized in

mechanics for the composition and resolution of forces,

velocities, accelerations, or other vector quantities. If

AB, B(3, (,'!>, DE, EF, etc., are lines representing forces

or other vector quantities, and if these are joined as
. shown in Fig. 1, the length of each
line representing the magnitude of

the quantity and the direction of

the line it« direction, then the line C,

FA is the resultant obtained by tlie

comp<Jsition of all these vector
quantities. tVmversely, if AF is a

line representing by ita length and
direction any vector quantity such
as force or veltK-ity, any polygon
whatever, of which AF is one of the
sides, will give a possible resolu-

tion of this vector quantity into components, the remain-

ing sides of the polygon representing the components
Int^) which AF is resolved. If the vector quantities in

question are forces, the diagram is called the polygon of

/urceg ; if they are vcbwities, it is called the polygon of
velocitieg. "Where oidy two forces, velocities, accelei-ations,

or other vector quantities are to be combined, or where it

is desired to resolve such a vector quantity into t two
coniiMjnents, the polygon becomes a triangle of forcfit,

velocitirx. or aecfieration*. If AH
and BC, Fig. 2, represent two vector
quantities, AC is the resultant vec-

tor ; and if, conversely, AC is a

vecto • quantity, any two lines, AB
and BC, which form sides of a

triangle of which AC is thethird side, are twopossible com-
ponents into which AC may be resolved. The parnllelo-

gram o/forcen. velorities, etc., is a form of vector diagram
based upon the same principle as

the triangle of vect*)r8; but in this

case the two vect4,r quantities to be
combined are drawn from the same

1. I'olygon of

Vectors.

Fig, 2. Tf'aiiyle i

Vectori.

point (the point of application) ajid ^^
their resultant is the diagonal of th-j ^

parallelogram of which the two vc
tiirs AB and M\ Fig. 3, are adjacent
sides. The diagonal AD of this par-

allelogram is obviously of the same
length and has the same direction as ''I' 3

the third side of the correspijiiding

triangle of vectors in Fig. 2.— Simple polygon, a poly-

gon all of whose vertices are distinct from one another,

no vertex falling within aside, and no two sides having a

point within in cimnnon.— Star polygon, a regular

IKilyg'tn whose sides intersect.— Undivided polygon, a

p<>!yg"M no side of which cuts anotlier.

Polygonal masonry, method. See '•masonry,

*ni<'tliod.

Polygonales (pol-i-go-na'lez), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1833), < Polygonum + -alen.] An
order of dicotyledonous apetalous plants, dis-

tinguished from the Chenopodiales chiefly by
the fruit, which is an achene. It contains only

the family Polygonacem (which see).

polygonation (pol*i-go-na'shou), n. The work
of conducting a survey by the polygonal
method; a survey system conducted by the

polygonal method : an alternative method to

triangulation.

Polyqonalion, or geodetic travet^e-work, as it should

be called here, is, on the other hand, an operation that

may be easily carried on by the bottom of valleys, at the

side of the roads or paths already existent
Geog. Jour. (R. O. 8.), XVI. 330.

polygenic (pol-i-gon'ik), a. [polygon + -ic]

Same as polygonal. [Kare.]

polygonin (po-lig'o-nin), n. [Polygon(um) +
-in'.] A crystalline compound, apparently a

glueoside, CoiHaoOjo, found in the root-bark

of Polygonum cu-ipidatum. It is a derivative

of methylanthraquinone.

polygraf, polygrafy. Amended spellings of

polygraph, polygraphy.

polymelous

polygram, «. 2. In geom., a system of n
coplanar straights (sides), with all the flat-
pencils (fans) they determine.
polygraph, ". 4, A modified form of sphyg-
mograph by which two or more tracings can
be taken simultaneously.
polygynsecial, a. Same as polygynoecial.

polygyny, «. 2. Of a male animal, the state
of having more than one female mate.
A'. E. D.

polygjrria (pol-i-ji'ri-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. mlv^,
many, + yipog, turn (see gyrus).] The pres-
ence of more than the usual number of con-
volutions in the brain.

Polyhedral cell. See *cell.

polyhedron, ".— convex polyhedron, a polyhedron
through no edge of which pass more than two faces, and
which has no summits on ditferent sides of the plane of
a face.— Eulerlan polyhedron, a polyhedron that satis-

fies Euler's theorem tliat the number of faces increased
by the number of snnnnits exceeds by two the number
of edges.— Simple polyhedron, a polyhedron having
the summits all distinct from one another, no summit
within an edge, and no two faces with a point within
in common.
polyhistorian (pol"i-his-t6'ri-an), n. [poly-
liistor + -ian.] Same a.a i)oly]tistor.

The same neglect, at least of sculpture and painting,
strikes us in Voltaire, who as polyhistorian can in some
measure compare with Leibnitz.

Smithsonian Rep., 1891, p. 661.

polyhistoric (pol"i-his-tor'ik), a. [polyhis-
tor{y) + -ic] Pertaining to or exhibiting
polyhistory or wide and varied knowledge.
[Rare.]

polyhistoiry (pol-i-his'to-ri), n. [polyhistor +
-tj^.] (5reat and varied learning; the attain-
ments of a polyhistor. [Rare.]

polyhydria (pol-i-hi'dri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
To/i'f, much, + Mup (Wp-), water.] Dropsy.

polyideic (pol'i-i-de'ik), n. lpolyide(i,vii) +
-ic] Pertaining to or characterized by polyi-

deism.

polyideism (pol"i-i-de'izm), «. [Gr. TToUc,
many, + idia, idea, + -ism.] In psychol. : (a)
The concurrence of a number of ideas in con-
sciousness: opposed by Ribot, as the normal
state of consciousness, to the relative monoide-
ism of attention, (b) Extreme suggestibility

;

openness to suggestion by ideas of all kinds

:

applied by Ochorowiez to the hypnotic state.

polyinfection (pol'i - in - fek ' shon), n. [Gr,
ffo/ic, many, + E. infection.] Infection with
more than one variety of pathogenic organ-
ism. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 128.

polyiodide (pol-i-i'o-did), «. [Gr. TToJuif, many,
-t-E, iodide.] A simple iodide containing in

its molecule more than a single atom of iodine.

polylith (pol'i-lith), II. [Gr. TroAi'if, many, +
>.;ft)C, stone.] A shaft or column built up of
several blocks : opposed to monolith. [Bare.]

polylithic, a. 2. Noting a deposit consisting
of several kinds of minerals or rocks.

These crevices and fissures are filled with a polylithic
mass of brown and white " calcic spar " in a soft talcose
quartz, together with quartz-porphyrit* and intensely
hard quartz-rhyolite in a more or less " brecciated " con-
dition. Sci, Amer. Sup., Jan. 25, 1908, p. 61.

polylithionite (pol-i-lith'i-o-nit), ». [Gr.

TTo/.if, much, + NL. *litlnon for lithium +
-i/e'-'.] A lithium-mica from Greenland, near
zinnwaldite, but containing more alkalis and
very little iron.

polylobular (pol-i-lob'u-lar), a. [Gr. iroXvc,

many, + E. lobule + -ar^.] Having many
lobules.

polymastic (pol-i-mas'tik), a. [polymast{ia)
+ -ic] Pertaining to or exhibiting polymastia,
or the presence of more than two breasts or
nipples.

Polymastigina (pol-i-mas-ti-ji'na), n. pi.

[NL.] Afamily of flagellate protozoans. The
body is somewhat oval, with a broader or
pointed hinder end produced into two flagella.

At the anterior end there are two or three

flagella on each side. The family includes

the genera Hexamitus and Megastoma.

polymastism (pol-i-mas'tizm), n. Same as
polymastia. Suck, Med. Handbook, II. 465.

polymasty (pol'i-mas-ti), «. Same as poly-

jnaslia. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 421.

polymelian, «. II. «. An animal having su-

pernumerary limbs; a polymelius.

In the enormous majority of polymelians the repetil ion

consists of parts of a complementary pair.

Bnlegon, Material for a Study of Variation, 9, p. 654.

poljrmelons (po-lim'e-lus), a. [Gr. 7roh<fie?.^c,



p-jlymelous

liaving mapy limbs

1034
^ving mapy Umbs, + -owj!.] Having more Polynephria (pol-i-nefri-a), n. pj. FNL.
than the normal number of limbs; polymelian. Gr. Tro/iif, many, + ve(j,p6i, kidney.] Th(
Three /"oif/Mi^/oMs Frogs. ±-- - •> • > ......

<

,. ., -,., Those
insects which possess many Malpighian or

.

^'»«''- -'^''"•. J»»-. i»oi. P- 27. urinary tubes, as distinguished from the
pol3riQeniSCOUS (poKi-me-nis'kus), a. [poly- Olujouepliria.
+ mcni»c(«,>.)+-oi(«.] Consisting of, or having, polynephrious (pol-i-nef'ri-us), n. Inentom..
many lenses, or facets, as aii^ insect's eye. ,/. possessing many urinary tubules, as the Poly
A. ThomgoH, Outlines of Zoologj-, p. 304.X E. I).

polymeric, a. 2. Same as polymerous.
polymeter, «. 3. A meteorological instrument
consisting of a combination of thermometer
and hair-hygrometer for the determination of
temperature, humidity, dew-point, etc.

polyinethylene (pol-i-meth'i-len), w. Ipoly-
+ methtjleneJ] A cyclic compound containing
three or more methylene groups. The most
important are the uaphthenes or derivatives of
hexainethylene or hexahydrobenzeiie.

polyphase

The fact or condition of having several succes-
sive jieriods of sexual desire, as some domes-
ticated animals.
There isa penect giadHtion between the monoestrous

condition of some wild sheep and tlie extreme ptiiyati-
trum of certain merinos.

_^ __ ^
J'J"r. Jioy. Micros. Soc., Atxg., 1903, p. 4Si.

ncphria. J. K Packard'', 'fexChookotEritom., POlyonychia (pol"i-o-nik'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
p. 354. TToAif, many, -+ owf, nail.] The presence of
Polynesian, «. 3. Noting a family of Ian- supernumerary nails,

guages liaving general affinities of form and polyophthalmia(pol"i-of-tharmi-a),«. [NL.,
considerable similarity of vocabulary, spoken ^ ^^- ""''-'V, many, + ocpea'A/ior, eye. J In teratol.,
throughout Polynesia, except in the western *''^ presence of more than two eyes.

' ' ' - - Polyopia monophthalmlca, a condition in which an
object regarded Ijy (jne eye appears double or multiple.
Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 483.

areas included in Melanesia and Micronesia
They are of simple structure, with a minimum of sounds
and a prevalence of vowels, """

that makes them com
out inttections, and an

».wels. Though fluent to a degree '"i'kr.ai. T-, V„„;„ . f • - • ••

iparablewith Italian, they are with- PSAy^P^'^' POUOpSy (pol-1-op'si-a, -op'
e in other respects similar to the Ma- [M-i., < Gr. jro/.i'f, many, -I- oxpi^, view.]

si), n.

Same
layan liuiKUMdes with which they fonn a larger group as poll/filiia

Polynesian rosewood. Same as *bana,/o (n).
polyorcnis (pol-i-Or kis), n. [Gr. jroXfcf, many,

"
" + oi'X'S, testicle.] One who has more than

two testicles.

polyorchism (pol-i-6r'kizm), n. [Gr. jroPi'f,
many, -1- op^^ic, testicle, -1- -i«m.] A condition
in which there are more than two testes.
polyorexia (pol"i-o-rek'si-ii), «. [NL., < Gr.
TToAvg, much, + Spff/f, appetite.] Excessive
appetite. Also polyureiis.

polyose (pori-6s), n. [poly- + -o»c.] An old

more than one form of micro-organism.
'

„i'i™..f'' ( f'^'^;-' . - , ,.

On acute poi,,m,>r<,f.,V,i osteomyelitis, by M,Eagalski. ^3,° Pl-iP"' ""j""
i^^^'n ?• J^l- ^^i'^'

In a ease of osteomyelitis of the clavicle, both the coli ba-
™any, -1- vevpov, nerve, + -aZl,] Eelatmg to,

cillus and staphylococcus were found to be present in contamiug, or innervated by, several nerves,
the bloixl from the bone. Xature, May 8, 1902, p. 48. polyneuritic (pol"i-nu-rit'ik), a. [polyneuritis

polymixic (pol-i-mik 'sik), o. [Gr. noU'^, + -io.] Relating to, associated with, or - -
f

-
^^

•:,

much, -I- //ifff, mixture.] Manifesting much affected with, polyneuritis: as, a polmieiiritic "J™e tor *^o(i^.srtcc/(ar(rfe.

mixture; much mixed. In marine biol., an psychosis. Med. Record, Aug. 1, 1903, p. IVv.
aggregation of organisms is said to be poly- pol^odal (pol-i-no'dal), a. [Gr. jro/if, many.
mixie if no one form or group of forms com-
prises more than one half of the total volume.
— Polymixic plankton. See *plankton.

+ L. nodus, node, -f -aU.] "Having or pro-
ducingmanynodes: as, a /wis/nodo/ oscillation:
said of certain complex types of vibration.

Polymorpha (pol-i-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., < polynoid (pol'i-noid), n. and a. [Polytw'e
aid.'] A marine annelid of the genus Polynoe;
resembling such an annelid.

Gr. .To/.i f, many, 4- fwpipij, form.] A series or
suborder of coleopterous insects, in Sharp's
system, including the older series Clavicornia
and Serricornia.

polymorphistic (poFi-m6r-fis'tik), a. [poly-
morphism.'] Pertaining to, or exhibiting, poly- polynomic (pol-i-nom'ik), a
morphism. nomial.

polyotia (pol-i-o'shi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Tronic,
many, + ov<; (tjr-), ear.] In teratol., the pres-
ence of more than two ears.

polyp, n. 2. In patlwl., same as poli/pus, 2.

polypal (pol'i-pal), a. [polyp + -an.} Of or
pertaining to a polyp.
The polypal wall throughout is nearly transparent and

only slightly coloured.

„ ^ .,,,,„ , .J , . ,.
Traim. Linn, Soc, Zool., Oct, 1902, p. 299.

Certamly the Poii/noid8, bristling as they do with stilt „.i_„,„,-n„_,„ /„„!•„ •,-, -n txtt
chaetae along eaph side, must be rather unpleasant to Polypapilloma (pol-1-pap-l-lo'ma), n. [NL.,
their smaller enemies. Cambridge Wat. Hist., II. 26«. ' "'/ T^"^-VQ, many, -t- "SIj. papilloma.'] An af-

Same as polu- ^f^tion characterized by the presence of many
papillomata.

polymorphonuclear (pol-i-mor-fo-nti'kle-ar), polynuclear, a. II. n. A cell, such as cer- polypathia (pol-i-path'i-a)

a. [Gr. ffo/i.iif, many, -f pop(j>ri, form, + 'L.'nu- tain colorless blood-corpuscles or leucocytes,
which contains many nuclei. R. C. Cabot,
Clinical Exam, of the Blood, p. 64.

polynucleate (pol-i-nii'kle-at), a. Same as
pohjnnclvar.

polynucleated (pol-i-nu'kle-a-ted), a. Con-
taining many nuclei; polynuclear. .Bjtct, Med.
Handbook, II. 30.

pol3mucleolar (pol-i-ni'kle-o-lar), a. [poly-
+ nucleolus + -«r3.] Having more than one

.. — ,. . ,,„ -. [NL., < Gr.
TTo/if, many, -I- Trdeof, disease.] The simulta-
neous occurrence of several diseases in the
same individual.

polypeptide (pol - i - pep ' tid), ». [Gr. n-oXic,
many, -1- E. peptide.] A chemical product
formed by the condensation of two or more
amino-acid radicals. Emit Fischer.
polyperythrin (pol"i-pe-rith'rin), n. [polyp
+ erythrin.] A floridin (respiratory pigment)
found in certain coelenterates.

nucleolus in the nucleus : said of certain cells, polypetal (pol'i-pet-al), n. [polypetaliotis).'}

polynym (pol'i-nim), «. [An erroneous form A polypetalous plant. Grant Alien. [Bare.]
toT pnlyonym.] One of several names (pseu- polyphagist (po-Iif'a-jist), n. [ polyphag(ic)
donyms) appearingtogetherasthoseof authors + -ist.] One who practises polyphagy; an
of a work. omnivorous animal. [Bare.]

C. M J. H. G., M. R.,po;j/ni/»n [Campbell Mackinnon, polyphagOUS, a. 2. Speeiflcallv, of certain

?n"gT"'£,';;^'^riit'r,'ia^db'riiciiSnxi^^^^^^ itr' ^''r'f' -i^fg ™«- t^" «-
„„i™jj-i / 1 • -/1-1N r^ -- "'^^^ ^^ order to complete their hfe-cvcle

:

polypdici (pol-i-o dik), o. [Gr. no/.vc, many, contrasted with *monophaf/ous, 2.
.-<?//, song, -f -ic] In music, sumo us poly- polyphalangism (pol-i-fa-lan'izmV n. [Gr.ttemntsa.rencni,«,nn«llv,r, = H»f^ _„;,,^ ^3^, + <td/.a,f,' phalanx, -t- -ism]

Polymorphonuclear Cells.

From the normal blood of man ; magnified 1200 times (from dry

rreparation of II, F. Miiller).

; i, lymphocyte: c and rf. mononuclear leuco.
cytes : e, transitional leucocyte : /"and £, leucocytes with polymor-
phous nuclei.

(From Biihm-DavidofiF-Huber's " Text-boolt of Histology.")

cletts, nucleus, -1- -ar^.] Having polymorphous
nuclei; containing numerous nuclei of varia-
ble size and shape, as certain leucocytes.

phonic, 3. Attempts are occasionally made to
differentiate these terms (as by Rockstro in
Grove's Diet, of Music (edition 1883), HI. 288,
note), but they are not sustained by usage.
polyodic^ (pol-i-od'ik), a. [Fr. polyodiqtie, <
Gr. iTo?.v(, many, + 6S6c, way.] In biol., ad-
vancing along several paths : used by Giglio-
Tos, in the phrase polyodic development,

The presence in a finger or toe of more than
the normal number of phalanges.

polypharmacist(pol-i-far'ma-sist), n, [poly-
pharmac(y) + -ist.] One wlib practises poly-
pharmacy. [Rare.]

polypharmacon (pol-i-far'ma-kon), n.; pi.

opposed to the monodic development advocated po^yP^iarmaca{-k&). [Gr. tto;! LOup/zoKof, having
by him, which sets out with the principle that . T*"^

drugs, < Tro/.rf, many, + <pap/iaKov, drug.]

owing to the nature of ' bimolecular develop
ment' two daughter-cells must be different
from each other and from the mother-cell.
[Rare.]

There is practically entire absence of infiltration by polyodoutal (poFi-6-don'tal), a. [ volvodont
poly,norp,onuctear .euc<«yte.

^^^ ^^^
+ .,,,1.^ 1_ ^ ^spolyodont.-±\Jelect..

polymorphosis (pol-i-m6r'f6-sis), n. Same
as piibjmorphism.
polymyodous (pol-i-mi-6'dus), a. [Polymyodi
+ -ous.] Having many muscles attached to
the syrinx

;
pertaining to or resembling the

Polymyodi, or Oscines. [Rare.]

polymythy (pol'i-mith-i), n. [poly- + myth , A ^- , !//• - ., f:"'^^^ ' rxTT
'

+ -1/3.] MultipUcity of myths or stories; spe- POlyodontia (pori-o-don'ti-a), n. [NL.,

cifically, the introduction of several stories
^"^^ ''"^"^' "'^"y- + '"'""f (-"So'i"-), tooth.] 1cifically,

into one narrative or play.

Polymythy (Polymythie) in Shakespeare's Dramatic
Poems, ... I must confess that this word is new to me,
but the paper has reference to Shakespeare's manner of
combining several plots or actions in one play, and so ol)-

taining by likeness or contrast a fulness of effect which
could not have been got by simply setting forth the main
action of the play.

Trans. New Shak. Soc., 1877-79, App. iv.

having several armature teeth for each pole of
the field: said of certain generators and
motors.
Low-voltage machines are usually provided with poly-

odontal windings, these windings having several separate
armature teeth per pole per phase, while the high-voltage
machines are generally mouodontal.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI.
<

.The
presence of supernumerary teeth.

polyoestrOUS (pol-i-es'trus), a. [ polyoestr(um)
+ -ous.] Having two or more recurrent
periods of sexual desire : contrasted with
*moncPStrotis. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (Lon-
don), 1903, ser. B, p. 50.

polyoestrum (pol-i-es'trum), n. [NL., < Gr.
jTo/iif, many, + olarpog, vehement desire.]

A compound remedy containing many ingredi-
ents.

polyphase (pol'i-faz), a. [Gr. TToAtV, many,
+ E.phasel^, n.] In elect., having components
of various phase": referring to an alternating-
euiTcnt system in which several currents of
equal frequency are used, wliich differ from
one another in phase by a definite fraction
of a period, as, in the three-phase system,
three currents differing by one third period,
in a quarter-phase system, two currents dif-
fering by one quarter period. Polyphase systems
have the advantage of being better suited for power
transmission and distribution than the single-phase sys-
tem, and are therefore usually preferred. They require
three or more conductors for transmission, and apparatus
can be connected either between the different conductors
of the system, or from the respective conductoi-s to a
common neutral conductor. In the toniier case the con-
nection is called ring-connfction, in the latter, star-
connection, and the current* flowing in these respective
connections rinfl-currents and »fnr-ct(rrfn(». In the
three-phase system, the ring-connection is usually called
delta-connection, the star-connection V-connection. The
different circuits of polyphase apparatus may be designed
for star- or for ring-connection, without essential change
of their electrical characteristics.



polyphaser

polyphaser (pol'i-fa-zer), «. In elect., a poly-

phase alternating-current generator.

polyp-head (pol'ip-hed), «. Same as *hydro-
(TplnlUs.

polyphrasia (pol-i-fra'zia), h. [NL., < Gr.
-0/- f, much, + ^pdd/c, speaking.] Garrulous-
ness, especially as a sj-mptom of a pathologi-

cal condition.

polyphylesis (pol^i-fi-le'sis), n. [6r. ffolff,

many, + ijii/.ov, tribe, -f- -esis.'\ In bioh, the
independent or polyphyletio origin of a
variety or race or species at different times or

in different places.

Whether or not the peach has proceeded from the
alinoud, it has certainly given rise to nectarines. . . .

Peter Collinson, in 1741, recorded the first case of a
peach-tree proilncing a nectarine, and In 1766 lie added
two other instances. . . . Professor Chapman states that

he has often seen in Virginia very old peach-trees bear-

ijig nectai-ines.

Darwin, Variation of Animals and Plants, I. 360-362.

The growing belief in pohjphtilegU.
Science, June 10, 1904, p. 885.

polyphyodontism (pol-i-fi-o-don'tizm), »i.

ipolyphjiodout + -ism.] The fact orcondition
of having several sets of teeth, or a succes-

sion of teeth, as fishes and toothed reptiles.

Pme. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 598.

l)Olypide-bud{pori-pid-bud'), «. In polyzoans,
a bud originating in the zooecium or in a stat-

oblast. In the former ease the development
of the bud follows the degenerative changes
that result in the formation of the *brown
body (which see).

The budding of Polyzoa has been studied by Seeliger
{loc. cit.), who finds, with most others who have investi-

gated this subject, that the potypide-bud is derived f"om
ect<xlemi and mesoderm only. Eiicyc. Brit., XXX.L o27.

polypine (pol'i-pin), a. [polyp + -ine.^ Of
tlie nature of or belonging to polyps. N. E. D.

polyplast (pol'i-plist), n. [Gr. TroAif, many,
+ rr/aordf, formed.] A polyplastic cell ; a cell

that assumes various forms or undergoes trans-
formation into an element of different charac-
ter.

Folyplastina (pol-i-plas-ti'nS), n. pi. [NL.]
Ill Labbe's classification of the Coccidiidea, a
group in which the schizont divides into
numerous archispores. It includes Eimeria,
Klo.viiii, and other genera. Compare *Oligo-
jilaxtiitii.

polyplegia (pol-i-ple'ji-a), n. CNL., < Gr.
TzoAit;, many, -I- Trf-itv, stroke.] 1. Paralysis
of many muscles simultaneously or in succes-
sion.— 2. Same as *p«»ip/e(/i«.

polypnoeic, polypneic (pol-ii)-ne'ik), a. ipol-
yiDiud + -ic.J Relating to, characterized by,
or causing, polypnoea or rapid breathing.

polypodia (pol-i-po'di-il), n. [NL., < Gr. rro/.i-

nov(, many-footed, < iro/rf, many, + iroi'C

{TOO-), foot.] In Uratol., the presence of more
than two feet.

polypodous (po-lip'o-dus), a. [Gr. n-oXwrwr
(rro/i-jro<l-), many-footed, -I- -ous.} Having
many legs, or having many abdominal legs;
polvpod. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.,
p. 1!2.

polypody, «. 2. In zool., the condition of hav-
ing many legs or many abdominal logs.

In these insectji the polyprtdti in the embryo is out-
grown, or lost, the embrjos and larva; not having even
the temporary rudiments of abdominal appendai^es.

A. S. Packard, Text-l>ook of Ent4>m., p. 707.

3. Same as *poli/podi(i.^Oolien pol]T)0(Iy,
Phlet/odium aurfum.&ti epiphytic niidtile American fern,

the stxMit creeping riK,tstocl( of which is densely clothed
with bright golden chaffs,— Gray polypody, the hoary
jnt]>p<,dy, I'otj/podiiiin j/<itf/]j'iih'<iiih'i. ^vti pnhjjuidtj, 1.

polyporaceous (pol'i-po-ra'shius), o. Kesem-
biiug or belonging to the fungous family Poly-
piirarcie.

polypore (pol'i-pdr), n. [NL. Polyporus.] A
fuiif^us belonging to the genus Polyptfrtis.

Several years ago a corpesp^piident in the Northwest
sent me a fine specimen of a poli/ptire which he found on
the trunk of a tall tree in northeni Idaho or western
ilolitana. .Science, Dec. 12, 1902. p. 954.

polyporic (pol-i-p6'rik), a. [Polyporus + -ic]
Found in plants of the genus Polyporus.—fo\j-
POrlc acid, a yellowish crystfdline acid, C18U14O4,
f'tund in a fungus of the genus I'Uyporuti.

polypose- (pol'i-poz), II. [poly-+ pose^.] 1. A
eiiiiibination or trick photograph in which a
person appears in several positions on the
same plate.— 2. A tnultiyihotograph. See
*multiphotography . Wall, Diet, of Photog.,
p. 520.

polypotrite (pol'i-po-trit), n. [L. polypus,
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polypus, + tritus, pp. of terere, crush.] A
surgical instrument used for the removal of
polypi by crushing.

polypragmatism (pol-i-prag'ma-tizm), n.

\_polypruqmat(ic) + -ism.'] The character of
being polypragmatic, or officious, or meddle-
some.

polypragmatist (pol-i-prag'ma-tist), n. [pohj-
pra(jmat(ic) -H -ist.] One who is polyprag-
matic, or officious, or meddlesome.
polyprene (pol'i-pren), n. The colorless hydro-
carbon CioHig, occurring in india-rubber. The
impurities are removed by successive extrac-
tion with water, alcohol, and ether. The resi-
due is dissolved in chloroform and precipitated
as pure polyprene by adding alcohol. It is ap-
parently a polytei^ene of high molecular
weight.

polyprothesy (pol-i-proth'e-si), n. [Gr.
-o/.if, many, -t- trpddeai^, preposition. See
prothesis.] In phiUA., the habit of using
many prepositions : opposed to *oligoprothe»y.

polyprothetic (pol"i-pro-thet'ik), a. Charac-
terized by polyprothesy.

polypsychicall (pol-i-si'ki-kal), a. Ipoly- -f-

psycliicah] Having many souls; many-souled.
y. E. I). [Rare.]

file master [Wordsworth], indeed, was a prophet of
humanity ; but he was wiser in love than terror, in ad-
miration than pity, and rather intensely than actively
human ; capacious to embrace within himself the whole
nature of things and beings, but not going out of himself
to embrace anything : a poet of one large sufficient soul,
but not polyp)fychical like a dramatists

Mrg. Browning, The Book of the Poets, p. 393.

polypsychism (pol-i-si'kizm), n. [Gr. n-o/.if,

many, + i^'x'lt soul, -t- -ism.] 1. The doc-
trine or theory that a multiplicity of souls
exists in each person.

Polyzoiam.—The property, in a complex organism, of
being comiHised of minor and quasi-independent organ-
isms Oike the polyzoa or "sea-mats"). . . . The wont
poiyptychimn is sometimes used to express the psychical
aspect of polyzoiam.

F. IF. //. Myers, Human Personality, I. Glossary.

2. The belief that natural phenomena are
caused by a multiplicity of spiritual beings.
A. E. D.

polyricinoleic (pol-i-ris-i-no'le-ik), a. [poly-
+ ri<i)iot(>e) + -e-ic] Formed, bj' condensa-
tion, from ricinolic acid.— polyricinoleic acid, a
name applieil to complex acids formed by the condensa-
tion of ricinolic acid, which can be recovered by treat-

ment with hot alcoholic potash.

polysaccharide (pol-i-sak'a-rid), n. {_i)oly- -f-

sarcharidc.] One of the group of complex
carbohydrates which yield simple sugars
when hydrolyzed by the action of enzymes,
acids, or alkalis. The term sometimes in-

cludes the disaccharides and trisaceharides,

but is more correctly limited to substances
of the general formula (CeHioOB)ni where »t

is probably a large number. Starch, cellu-

lose, dextrine, glycogen, and gums are poly-
saccharides.

polysaccharlne (pol-i-sak'a-rin), a. Of the
nature of a polysaccharide.

polysalicyllde (pol-i-sal'i-si-lid), n. A crys-
talline condensation-product of salicylic acid,

|CeH4<^Q
j , formed, together with.tetra-

salicylide, when a solution of the acid in

toluene is heated with phosphorus oxychlorid.
It is slowly converted into salicylic acid by
the action of boiling concentrated caustic

soda.

polyscopic (pol-i-skop'ik), a. [])olyscop(e) -f

-ic.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a
polyscope; multiplying objects, as a lens.

Hee polyscope, l.—Polyscoplclens. Heeitlens.

polysemant (pol-i-se'mant), n. [LG. nolvaij-

fiavriK, having many meanings, < Gr. n-o/i'f,

many, -f oijiia, sign.] A word having more
than one signification.

polysemantic (pol'i-se-man'tik), a. [polysem-
ant + -ic] Having more than one significa-

tion, as a word.

polysemons (pol-i-se'mus), a. [Gr. JToAiif,

many, -I- lyfifia, sign.] Having many mean-
ings.

polyseptate (pol-i-sep'tat), a. Same as mul-
tisijilute.

polyserial (pol-i-se'ri-al), a. [Gr. TroXi'c

many, -t- L. series, series, + -ail.] Arranged
in many or multiple series.

polysiaiia (pol *
i - si -a ' li - a), «. [NL., < Gr.

Polystictus

TOJ.iif, many, -I- niahiv, saliva.] Excessive
flow of saliva ; salivation ; ptyahsm.
polyslderite (pol-i-sid'e-nt), «. [Gr. nolh,
many, -I- E. sidvrite.^ A name given by
Daubree to those meteoric stones, or aerolites,
which are characterized by a relatively large
amount of nickeliferous metallic iron present
in disseminated grains. See ''•meteorite.

polysllicate (pol-i-sil'i-kat), n. [Gr. TroWf,
rnany, -I- E. silicate.] A salt which may be
viewed as containing two or more combining
units of silicon dio.xid combined with the oxid
or oxids of more basic elements or radicals, as
orthoclase, KAlSisOg or K2Al2Si60je = K2O.-
Al203.(Si02)6-

polysilicic (pol"i-si-lis'ik), a. [Gr. no\v^, many,
+ E. silicon + -ic] Noting an acid which
may be viewed as containing two or more
combining units of silicon dioxid combined
with the elements of water, as the hypotheti-
cal acid represented by the formula HiSioOo
= (Il20)2.(Si02):i.

polysiphonic (poV'isi-fon'ik), a. [Gr. TroXif,

many, -f E. siphon + -ic] Composed of sev-
eral adherent tubes, as the hydrocaulus ofsome
hydromedusans. Compare *tiionosiphomc.
Sedfiwick, Textbook of Zoology, I. 125.

polysolvol (pol-i-sol' vol), n. [poly- + L.
solvere, dissolve, -t- -ol.] A trade-name of
sodium sulphorieinate.

polysomatOUS (pol-i-s6'ma-tus), fl. [Gr. Tro/lif,

many, -I- uw/io {au/tar-), body, -I- -ous.] Hav-
ing several bodies.

polysomia (pol-i-s6'mi-a), ri. [NL., < Gr. iroXif,

many, -t- nu/ia, body.] In teratol., the condi-
tion of having more than one body.
polyspermatous (pol-i-sp^r'ma-tus), a. Same
as polyspermous.

polyspermia (pol-i-sp^r'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
-o/ri;, many, much, -1- airepjia, seed.] 1. Ex-
cessive secretion of semen.— 2. Same a,& poly-
spermy.

polyspermic (pol-i-sp6r'mik), a. [polysperm-

(;/) + -ic] Pertaining to or characterized by
poly.sperniy or polyspermia.
polyspondyly (pol-i-spon'di-li), «. [Gr. ffoXiif,

many, -1- (rn-wrf^/of, vertebra.] The character
of being made up of a number of slender rings
more numerous than the neural and hjemal
arches: noting a type of vertebral column
characteristic of the ehimeeroid fishes.

polystation (pol'i-sta-shon), n. [Gr. rcoXv^,

many, -f- E. station.] In telephony, a station
having a party line and thus serving several
subscribers. Also multistation. Abbot, Tele-
phony, V.

polystele (pol'i-stel), n. [Gr. nokvi;, many, -I-

arr/'/.ii, pillar.] In hot., an axial cylinder which
has more than one plerome strand. See
*st<lc-\ 2.

polystelic (pol-i-ste'lik), a. [polystele + -ic]

In hot., having more than one stele or plerome
strand in the axial cylinder, as in the genus
Giinnera, See *stele3, 2.

polystelous (pol-i-ste'lus), a. Same as *poly-
stelic

polystely (pol-i-ste'li), n. [polystele + -y^.]

In hot., the condition of being polystelic.

polystichia (pol-i-stik'i-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
ffoAif, many, -f- arixo^, row.] The presence of
more than one row of eyelashes on each lid.

polystichoid (po-lis'ti-koid), a. [NL. Poly-
stich{iim) -f -old. See polystichons.] Of,
having the characters of, or resembling, Poly-
stichum, a genus of polypodiaoeous ferns. See
*Polystichtitn.

Polystichum (p6-lis'ti-kum), n. [NL. (Roth,
IHOO), < Gr. TroXi'f, many, -t- arixoc, row, prob-
ably referring to the rows of sori.] A genus
of dryopteroid polypodiaceous ferns well
marked by their erect habit, dryish texture,

and chaffy vascular parts, and by having the
ultimate divisions of the frond mainly auricu-

late and spinulose. It is distinguished from
Vryoptcris by its centrally peltate indusia.

There are about 75 species, mainly boreal in

distribution, many of them well known. See
holly-fern, Christmas fern (under Christmas),

and Aspidium, I.

Polystictus (pol-i-stik'tus), n. [NL. (Fries,

1851), < Gr. n-oAi'if, many, + ariKTdc, punctured,
dotted, spotted.] A large genus of fungi of

the family Polyporacex, having the pilous

mostly leathery and the pores consisting of

a single layer, usually developing from the
center toward the margin. Over 450 species



Polystictns

are given by Saccardo. They are yridely dis-
tributed and oecui- eliiefly on decaying wood.
P. SHnguinvHK is a eommon species having a
bright red pileus.

polystigm, ». 2. See *po1ystim.
polystim (pol'i-stim), H. [For pohistigm.'] In
ijeoiH.. a system of n coplanar points (dots),
with all the ranges they determine (connec-
tors).

polystomons (po-lis'tO-mus), a. Same as
JllllllsloDKltOUS.

polystylar (pol-i-sti'Iiir), a. Same as poly-
stiilc.

polysulphid (pol-i-sul'fid), k. [Gr. iroAi'f,

many, + E. sulpliul.} A simple sulphid con-
taining in its molecule more than one atom
of sulphur, as calcium pentasulphid, CaSs.
polysulphonic (pol"i-sul-fon'ik), a. [Gr. nolv;,
many, + E. sulphoiiic.} Containing more than
one sulphonic group, (-SO3H) Polysnlphonlc
acid, an organic acid containing.niore than one BuTplionic
gniuit, as henzene-trisulphonic acid, C6H3(S03H)3.

polysulphuret (pol-i-sul'fu-ret), n. Same as
*j:i()li/!<iiljiliifl.

polysyllabicity (pol"i-sil-a-bis'i-ti), re. Ipoly-
syllabie + -ity.} Same as polysyllabicism.

polysyndetic (pol"i-sin-det'ik), o. Ipolysyn-
d€t{i»i) + -ic] Of the nature of or character-
ized by polysyndeton.

polysyilthetize (pol-i-sin'the-tiz), v. i.; pret.
and pp. polysynthetized, ppr. polysynihetizing.
(_polysynthet(ic) + -tre.] To employ, or ex-
hibtt, polysynthesia ; have a polysynthetic
character.

More Kmarkable still is the usage of the polygynthetis-
ing languages of North America, where the idea of time
or mode is altogether absent from the yerb, and personal
relations are alone indicat«d.

Sayce, Principles of Comparative Philol., p. 9a

polytechnician (pol"i-tek-ntsh'an), n. [F.
poly tech nieien, < polytechnic + -i'a«.] A stu-
dent or graduate of a polytechnic school.
polytelite (po-lit'e-Ht), 'n. [Gr. voAvtcXk,
very valuable, + -ite'^.'] A finely granular ore
from mines near Freiberg in Saxony, probably
an argentiferous tetrahedrite.

polythelia (pol-i-the'li-a), re. [NL., < Gr.
To/i'if, many, + Bn'fv, nipple.] The presence
of supernumerary nipples on the breasts.

polythionic (pol"i-thi-on'ik), a. Noting any
one of a series of acids each member of which
contains in its molecule two atoms of hvdro-
gen and six of oxygen, with a number of
sulphur atoms varying from two to six
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polytrichia (pol-i-trlk'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
iro/iVpi^of, very hairy, < iroAif, many, + dpi^

{rpix-), hair.] The presence of hair on un-
usual locations or in excessive amount.

polsrtropllic (pol-i-trof'ik), o. [Gr. Ko7.n; many,
+ TitfK^'l, nourishment, + -(c] Capable of car-
rying on more tliau one kind of fermentation

:

applied to certain bac;teria. See *monotro2>hic.

polytropic, a. Z. Versatile ; capable of adopt-
ing various expedients. N. E. D. [Rare.]— 3. Noting the action of certain poisons upon
more than one variety of cells or tissues.
In the case of "polytropic'' poisons— and a very larfje

number of iMisons must come under this category— the
chief response— i.e., the chief antitoxin jToduction—
might take place in tissues which the clinician could not
discover to have been affected.

Lancet, March 16, 1901, p. 784.

Polytropic curve. .See -kcurve.

polytungstate (pol-i-tung'stat), «. [poly- +

pompom
nobilis, also called caper-tree, and C. HitcheUii, also
known as uatice orange. The fruits of the lattei- siiecies
are less than half the size of those of the fonner ; hence it
is usually known as small native pomegranate. See
caper-tree and native -korange {b).

pomette bleue (po-met'ble'), v. [French,
pommcUe, dim. of j^omme, apple; bleue, tern, of
WcK, blue.] The hog's-haw, CraUeyus brachy-
acanthn, found along streams, etc., from south-
ern Arkansas to Louisiana and Texas. It is a
beautiful round-topped tree 40 or.iO feet high,
with clusters of bright blue fruit in August.
pomiculture (po'mi-kul-ttir), n. [L pomum,
fruit, + cultiir'u, cultivation.] Fruit culture;
the cultivation and improvement of fruit.

The Bosniacs show themselves absolutely incapable of
pomiculture ; they plant their fruit-trees almost as close
together as cabbages and expect them to thrive. Our
Consul produced magnificent peaches by simply planting
the miserable Bosnian substitute properly.

A. J. Evajis, Through Bosnia, vi.

tuugst<de.] A salt which may be viewed as pomiculturist (p6'mi-kul"tiir-i8t), n. Ipomi-consisting of two or more ^combining units c„ltur{e) + -Ut.] One who" is occupied with
pomiculture or the raising of fruit.

el-joint), n. Same as
Med. Handbook, I. 552.

[G.] Same as 6o»i-

be viewed as containing tAvo or more combin- T>„„'j' , -, - , > „tt ,^
ing nnits of tungsten trioxid combined with ^?^?^°^. |P° ^^^P^J re. [NL., < Gr. Ku^a, lid.

the elements of water, as metatungstic acid, +»''™'f («*''--), tooth.] A genus of serranoid
" "' - " ~ '

^
' fishes found on the coasts of Chile and Peru.
Pomona green, (b) Hame as iodine*green (fc).

pomonic (po-mo'nik), a. lPomon{a) + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to fruits. [Rare.]
pomp'-i (pomp), n. Short for pompadour.
[Colloq]

Pompadour pink. Same as rose Pompadour
(which see, under rosfl).

of tungsten trioxid combined with the oxid of

H2W40,3 = HgOi (W03)4
polytypal (pol-i-ti'pal), a. [Gr. nolvc, many,
+ ri'TTof, type, + -a/i.] Same as polytypical.

polyvalence (po-liv'a-lens), n. \_poly- + va-
lence'^.] Same as viultivalene*.

polyvalent (po-liv'a-lent), a. \_poly-+ valent.l
Having a valence greater than unit}': used of
chemical elements and radicals. The term is

sometimes used, less correctly, of compounds, Pompadourism (pom'pa-dor-izm), n. [Pom
especially of alcohols and phenols, "derived
from polyvalent radicals. Such compounds
are now correctly termed polyacid alcohols.

The oxidation of polyvalent phenols by laccase leads
not only to organic acids, but even to the pixxtuction of
carbonic acid. Bertrand observed in one case that for
23.3 cc.'absorbed oxygen as much as 13.7 cc. of carbonic
acid were produced. U. S. Dept. Ayr., Rep. 69, p. 2C.

Polyvalent serum. See *serum.

polyxene (pol'ik-sen), n. [Gr. Tro^tic, many, +
ffTOf, host.] The name given by Hausmann pompeyl (pom'pi), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. pom-

padour (see def.) + -ism'.] Frivolity, like that
of the Marquise do Pompadour; a frivolous
act or thing. [Rare.]

It is unfair to relegate It [pastel-painting] — as fashion
h:i8 foolishly done tor so long— 1« the bunch of pretty
triflings which Carlyle called " Pompadourigmx."

Encijc. Brit., XXXI. 496.

Same as permits.
a fish of

pompano, «— Great pompano,— Suvery pompano, Trachinotus argenteus,
the West Indies.

to native platina on account of the large
number of rare metals it contains,

polyxeny (po-lik'se-ni), n. [Gr. ttoMx, many,

^l-JB-

,..,-. . ., TT o-<^- , as + ffwc, host, + -2/3.] De Bary's term for
dithionie acid, ^2^20^, and tetrathionic acid, fungi which inhabit hoets of several different
H.^SjO,;. species. See *monoxeny and *dixeny.

polyzoic, a. 2. Having the characters of the
Polyzoa ; existing in the form of a colony com-
posed of a number of zooids.— 3. In Sporozoa,
designating a spore that produces many falci-
form bodies. Contrasted with *monozoic,
*dizoic, etc. Labbe.—4. In cestodes, having
the body consisting of metamcrically arranged
regions each containing a set of generative

Polythrincium (pol-i-thrin'si-um), n. [NL.
(Kunze, 1817).] A genus of hyphomyce-

tous fungi having
erect dark-
colored fascicu-

• late conidiophores
which bear uni-
septate greenish
conidia. The sin-

gle species, P.
Trifolii, causes a
leaf-spotof clover.
It is said to be the
conidial condition
of Thyllackora Tri-

folii.

polytone (pol ' i -

ton), n. [Gr.
TTo/lir, many,+ E.
tonel.] Having
several or varied
tones : opposed to
monotone.
polytopic (pol-i-
top'ik), a. [Gr.
vo'/.hQ, many, +
riJTrof, place, +

-4C.] 1. Same as *polytopical.— 2. Of or
pertaining to polyphylesis with respect to
space, or the independent origin, in two or
more places, of a variety or race or species.

The idea that a species may originate in more than one
Slace, simultaneously or not, did not originate with
riquet, but he resuscitated it and christened it the

polgtopic theory. Science, June 10, 1904, p. 885.

polytopical (pol-i-top'i-kal), a. [polytopic
+ -«Jt.] Relating to or discussing a number
of topics.

Polygraphic denoting . . . collections of several works
by one or many authors, polytopical denoting works on
many subjects.

C. A. Cutter, Rules for a Diet. Cat. (4th ed.), p. 21.

PotythrinciurH Tri/oHi.

a, conidiophores; d. conidia. Enlarged.
(Drawn from Enjfler and Pranll's
" Fflauzenfamiljen," after Corda.)

organs, as in Ta-nia. Compare *monozoic.

polyzoism (pol-i-z6'izm), n. [polyzo(ic) +
-ism."] The habit of life of the Polyzoa; e.x-

istence as a colony of zooids.

polyzoniid (pol-i-z6'ni-id), re. and a. I. n. A
member of the myriapodous family Polyzo-
iiiidx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Polyzoniidx.

pom., pomol. Abbreviations of pomological.

pomace-fly (pum'as-fli), re. Any one of sev-
eral tlies, of the genus Drosophila, which
are attracted to and breed in overripe fruit
or apple-pomace— vine-lovlnK pomace-fly, Dro-
sophila ainpelophila, a species of ny fond of overripe
grapes.

pomarosa (po-ma-ro'sa), H. [Sp. poma, apple,
+ rosa, rose.] The rose-apple. See *jambos.

pomato (po-ma'to or po-ma'to), n. [po{tat<i)

+ (to)mnto.] A fruit said to be the result of

peyed, ppr. pompeying. [Humorous for pam-
per. Invented by Dickens.] To pamper.
When I was old enough. I was to be apprenticed to Joe,

and until I could assume that dignity T was not to be
what Mrs. Joe called " Pompeyed." or (as I render it)
pampered. Therefore. I was not only odd-boy about the
forge, hut if any neighbour happened to want an extra
boy to frighten birds ... I was favoured with the eni-
ployinent. Dickens, Great Expectations, vii.

pompey2 (pom'pi), (J. [Origin obscure. ] Bulg-
ing or sagging in a dangerous degree: said of
a floor in a burning building ; also, applied to
ice when it is in a similar dangerous condition
from thawing, etc. [Local, U. S.]

The floor is "pompey," as the firemen say, when it
bulges and sags. It is then time to get out. That is all
true. It was thought time and .tgain that firemen had
been lost in the building. X 1'. World, Jan. 3, 1904.

pompholygOUS (pom-fori-gus), a. [Gr. no^-
il>ii/v^{-'/vy-), a bubble, + -o««.] Affected with
pompholyx. N. E. D.

I have received a Scotch paper, in which it is stated
that poor " Maud " is to be slashed all U\ pieces by that
mighty man, that pompholygous, broad-blown Appollo-
dorus, the gifted .\.

Tennyson, in Alfred Lord Tennyson : A Memoir, L 410.

pompier (p6n-pya'), n. [F., a pump-maker,
etc., < pompe, a pump.] 1. In France : (a)
A fireman, (b) In the tailoring business, a
bushelman; a repairer.— 2. A scaling-ladder
used by firemen. See cut under ladder.

The . . . pompier as it is called consists of a 15.foot
length of naiTow and very t<.)Ugh hickory, with a two-foot
steel hook on one end and stout hickory crossbars at in-
tervals of a foot throughout the length of the ladder. The
hook, it may be explained, is armed with sharp teeth.

Set. Amer., April 4, 1903, p. 240.

amalgamation of the potato and tomato, pro- pompllid (pom ' pi - lid). «. and a. I.
duced by Luther Burbank. It is a small
tomato-like fruit, with white flesh, edible
either raw or cooked.

The "pomnto," one of the most wonderful creations,
now under way. This may be called a tomato growing
upon a potato. It produces in abundance a white, fni-

grant, succulent, delicious fruit upon the potato-tops,
something unlike any fruit ever known before, and may
be eaten cooketl or as a salad, or as other fresh fruits, tiie

flavor resembling the"po-ha" berry of the Hawaiian pompom^
Islands. The Cen(«ry, "March, 1905, p. ti«i8.

pomegranate.— Native pomegranate, in Australia,
either of two small trees of the caper family, Capparis

member of the hymenopterous family Pom-
pilidse.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Ponipilidie.

pompom! (pom 'pom), n. [Imitative of the
sound of the discharge.] A one-pounder auto-
matic Maxim gun. [Colloq.]

2 (pom'pom), n. [American Indian
(Yakima).] A religious dance observed by
the Yakima Indians of Washington, similar in
character to the religious dances held by other



pompom
tribes of the plateaus of Washington, Idaho,
Montana, and British Columbia. It seems
that the pompom relates to the belief of the

return of the dead. Young people have the

right to contract marriages during these
dances.

pompon* (pom-pon'), n. [Cuban Sp.] A
common name of Anisotremus siirinamensis, of

the fa,m\\y UsemuUdee, found from Florida to

Brazil.

ponceEU^, ".— Anisldlne ponceao. Same aa anU-
idiitf *»taWf(. — Brilliant ponceau O. Same as
trponceau 2/(.—Brilliant ponceau 20. Same as

itponceau aW.— Brilliant pOnceau 4R. (n) All acid

dyestuff of the muinjazu type prepared by combininp
diazotized ^-iiaphthylaniine-inonoaulphoinc acid with
a-naphtlii>l-inoiiusu!pllonic acid. Also called double hril-

liant scarlet, {'j) HAmeAHCH-hineal *reil A. —CryBtal
ponceau, an acid coal-tar color of the luonoazo tyi>e de-

rived fnmi 3-naphthylamine. It dyes wool scarlet in an
acid bath. Also eri/jital scarlet eJt. — Cumidlne pon-
ceaa, an acid coal-tar color of the mon«:»azo type derived

from ciuiiidine. Also ponceau Hi. — Fast pOnceau
2B, an acid coal-tar color of the diazo type prepared by
combining diazotized aminoazobenzene-disuli)honic acid

with s-naphthol-di6ulphonic acid. It dyes wool scarlet

from an acid hath. .\lso called ponceau S. — Ponceaa
B,BO, 6R, 3RB, 4RB, 6RB, 33, and lORB, acid coal-tar

colors of the di:izo tTi»c protltnetlby coinhininif diazotized

azo-auiido conijK)unil.s witli the various ^-naphthol-sul-

phonic acids. They all dye wool viuious hues of scarlet

from an acid hath. — Ponceau 30, an acid coal-tar color

of the monoazo type prepared by combining diazotized

aniline with one of the )5-naphthoI-di9ulphonic acids. It

dyes wool a reddish orange from an acid bath. .Mso
called oranqe li and brilliant ponceau '2G. — Poncoaa
O, 20, J, JJ, OR, R, 2K, 3R, 4R, ami RT., acid coal-tar

colors prepared by combining diazotizetl aniidobenzene,

toluene, xylene, or cumidiiie with one of tlie ^-naphthol-
sulphonic acids. They all dye wxil various hues of

scarlet from an acid bath. — Ponceau 4GB. .Same as

crocein ieoranf/e. — Ponceau 6R. 8anie as -kucarlet GJt
— Ponceau S, .Same as *acid.ponceau.

poncif (poii-sef '), ». [F., < pimce, pounce.] In
ceram., a paper pattern with perforated out-

lines through which a design can be pounced
on to tlio ware as a guide in decorating it.

pond-duck (pond'duk), B. A wild duck.

ponderant (pon ' de - rant), a. [See ponder-
anri.'] Having weight ; heavy.

ponderary (pon'de-r^-ri), a. Same &sponderal.

pond-hunter (pond'hun'ttr), «. A naturalist

who di'votes himself to the investigation of

pond life. Encyc. Did.

The pimd-hunter of twenty-five yean ago would have
found a treasure indeed in a b*)ok like this.

Xature, Jan. 21, 1897, p. 286.

ponding (pon'ding), n. [)X»id + -ing^.] The
chocking of a stream current or the damming
back of its waters by some temporary ob-
struction. The chief causes of natural pond-
ing are faulting and differential elevation or

warx)ing of the strata, an effective dam often
resulting from the folding or displacement.

If the pondinfj is slight, a marsh may develop above
the obstruction ; if more considerable, a lake is formed.

Chamherlin and Salisbury, Oeol., I. ItKi

pond-man (pond ' man), M.; pi. pond-men
(-111(11). In lo(i<iiiifi, one who collects logs in

the mill-|iond and floats them to the gangwa}-.

pond-skater (pond'ska'ter), «. Any one of

the aquatic bugs of the family Uydrobatidee.
SSne sknti r, 2.

pond-smelt (pond'smelt), n. Hypomeaus oUdus.
See uni'lfi, 1 (b).

pond-tortoise (pond'tdr'tis), n. Any small
fresh-water turtle.

pone"*, » 2. In English and American card
giimes, as bridge, the player who sits at the
right of the dealer. See *brid(/e'^.

poneiid (po-ne'rid), ji. and a. I. n. A mem-
lier of the hymenopterous family Poneridse.

II. n. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family I'oneridx.

poneroid (po-ue'roid), a. [NL. Pnner(a) -t-

-»iV<.] Kesembling ants of the family Pone-
ridm.

pong (pong), V. i. [Oigin obscure.] To im-
provise on the stage

;
gag. [Slang.]

pongo, n. 3. The larger flying phalanger of
.Vtistralia, belonging in thegenu-s Petauroides.
[.Vustralia.]

Pen. Max. An abbreviation of the Latin Pon-
tifcj- M/iximus, Supreme Pontiff.

Pons-Oblongata, the pons Varolii and medalla oblon-
K:ita con«i(lcre«l t'lgether.

pont't, ". [L. pons {pont-), a bridge.] A
bridge.

pont''' fpont), n. [D. pont, a boat.] If. A
large flat-boat ; afloat.— 2. A ferry-boat ope-
rated by means of a cable. [South Africa.]
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Pontian stage. See *stage.

ponticello (pon-ti-chel'lo), n. [It., dim. of
Ponte, < L. iMiiis (pont-), bridge. See imns.']

1. Same as bridge^, 7.— 2. A break in the
voice, especially that below the falsetto. See
break, n., 9— Sul ponticello, in violin-playing, with
the bow close to the bridge.

ponticin (pon'ti-sin), n. [NL. (Rha)ponti-
c{u)ii) + -hi'.] A crystalline gluooside foutid
in certain species of rhubarb, Rheum Bhapon-
ticum and S. undulatum.

ponticular (pon-tik'u-lar), a. [pontimdus +
-((r3.] Relating to the jjonticulus or propons.
Buck, Jled. Handbook, II. 251.

ponticule (pon'ti-kul), n. [NL. ponticidus.'\

.Same as *ponticulits. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. 637.

ponticulus (pon-tik'u-lus), 91. [NL. use of L.
])ontk-ulus, a little bridge, dim. of pons, a
bridge.] In anat.: (a) Hume as propon.^. (6)
A ridge on the posterior surface of the concha
of the ear, giving attachment to the retrahens
aurora muscle. (<) A ridge which passes be-
tween the pyramid and the promontory on
the wall of the tjTnpanum. [d) A bridge
which passes between the right lobe of the
liver and the lobus Spigelii.

pontif, II- A simplified spelling ot pontiff.

pontific, a. 3. Of or relating to a bridge. [A
punning use.]

T is ail ill wind, said he, catching off the notary's
castor. . . . The poor notary crossed the bridge. . . .

Luckless man that I am ! said the notary ... to be
driven forth out of my house by domestic winds, and
despoiled of my castor by pontiiic ones !

Sterne, Sentimental Jour., p. 243.

pontifical^ a— Pontlflcal states, formerly, in Italy,

sevcr.il central states forming a sovereignty under the
spiritual and temptiral rule of the Tope. They were, for

the most part, merged in the kingdom of Italy in isoo.

Pontine fibers. See *fibeA.

pontinium (pon-tin'i-um), n. [NL.] An alloy
of lUOO parts of lead, 15 parts of tin, and 1

part of sodium. It is used for lead accumu-
lators. Elcctrochem. Industry, April, 1904, p.
159.

Fontinns (pon-ti'nus), n. [NL., < L. pontinus,

< p<»i.i, a bridge. The name alludes to the
suborbital stay.] A genus of scorpa?noid
fishes found in rather deep water in warm seas.

ponto (pon'to), n. A factory form otpnntil.

pontoon, ". 6. Same as ^catamaran, 4.

pontospinal (p<>n-to-spi'nal), a. Eclating both
to tin- pons Varolii and to the spinal cord.

pony, N. 8. Something very small of its kind:
an attributive use.

Besides the full reptirts delivered to large papers are
the " /wn.v " rep<^rtfl— condensations of the full i*eports,

sold at a cheaper rate.

Ceji»i« llulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. B7.

Pony express. .See -kcxpregt.

U. a. Having rather short, well rounded
bodies : applied to cattle.

pony, r. t. 2. To pay; settle; put: with up.
[.Slang, U. S.]

"Potiy up or we will run you in." is the formula which
secuix's the requisite backsheesh U> the otlicers of the
law. H*. 7*. Stead, If Christ came to Chicago, v. 3.

1 totik him on to oblige a friend of mine, and to-day a
walking delegate t^jld liim he would have to pmiy up 10

dols. if he wanted to stay on the job. He lias n't earned
that much yet.

Architect and Contract Reporter, Sup., April 24, 1903,

[p. 28.

ponya (pon'ya), «. [Hopi.] A sort of altar

constructed by the religious societies of the
Hopi during their ceremonies. Amer. An-
thropologist, April-Jtine, 1901, p. 212.

pony-grass (p6'ni-gr4s), «. One of the reed-
bents, Ciilamnfirostis neglecta, native in north-
ern Europe and North America, ranging along
the northern borders of the United States,

and most abundant in the Rocky Mountain
region. It is liked by stock, especially horses,

and has succeeded well under experimental
cultivation.

pony-man (po'ni-man), n. A man who looks
after ponies, or has charge of ponies in a
caravan, etc. Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XV. 563.

poo (po), «. See *mancaln.

pooja, n. Same as *poojnh.

poojah, ptija (pO'jji.), ". [Skt. puja, worship.]
Rites jHrfotined in Hindu idol-worship ; any
Hindu religious ceremony or rite ; also figura-

tively, in ridicule. A'. £. I).

pook^^ (puk), n. [Also puck. Origin uncer-

poSphytic

tain.] 1. A heap, as of hay, oats, or barley
acock. [Local, Eng.]— 2. A thin, tall stack
of corn in the sheaf, in shape a steep cone, 9
or 10 feet high, built up temporarily in the
harvest-field in wet seasons, for drying the
corn before it is carried to the main rick.
N. E. D. [Local, Eng.]

pookl (puk), V. t. To make a pook of ; make
into a pook. [Local, Eng.]

pook^ ^pok), V. t. [Origin uncertain.] To
pluck or pick with the thumb and finger.
[Scotch.]

pooka (po'ka), «. [Ir. ^mca : see ^)Mcfc.] In
Irish tradition, a spirit or spook in the form
of a horse.

pookawn (po-kan'), n. [Also pookhaun ; ap-
par. a transferred use of Ir. pucdn, a he-goat.]
A one-masted fishing-smack ; a ' hooker.'
Eng. Dial. Diet.

rnseaworthy cun-aghs and pookawns.
Jane Barlow, Founding of Fortunes, p. 170.

pOoU (pol), V. I. trans. In quarrying, to make
a hole in (rock) for inserting a wedge ; also,

to undermine (coal) to cause (it) to fall.

II. intrans. To form pools, as water ; stag-
nate.

pool*^, 11. 2. There are many varieties of billiards in-

cluded under the name of pool, but they may be reduced
to four classes, namely, pocket-, pin-, cork-, and bottle-pool,

which are variously played with from two to twenty-two
balls, the flret named usually on a six-pocket and occa-
sionally on a four-jiocket table, the second and third on
a table without pockets, and the fourth on one with or
without pockets.

—

Ball-pool, a game of billiards in
which counting is done wholly by holing balls, such as
*p>Taniid.' 'sni>oker,' 'two-ball,' etc:; in America, the
game usually jihiyed with sixteen balls on a six-pocket
table.— Black pool, an anipliflcation of English hilliaid-
pool, deriving its name fi"om the introduction of a black
liall to which excejitioiial monetary awards and penalties
attach. A pink ball is also sometimes added. Masking
balls cannot be lifted out of the way, as once was the cus-
tom in almost all tlie English po(jl games, and as obtains
in most still.-- Chicago pool, one of the varieties of
billiard-po<il, of .\merican origin. Its object is to hole
balls, numbered fnmi 1 to l.'i, in their numerical order.
Also known as nt^a^Voi pool ivmX crazy pool.— ColOr-ball
pool. See pooi2, 2 ('().— Continuous pool, a form of
billiard-pool in which the scoring of the game is con-
tinued until all the balls in each frame have been
IKX'keted, and the game may consist of any number of
balls or points up which may he agreed upon. Each
ball i«x;keted scores one point for the striker, and the
game is usually scored upon the string of buttons over
the table, as in regular billiards.— Cork-pool, a French
vai'iety of billiarti-pool in which the object is to knock
down a cork on t^^p of which the stakings are placed. It

is variously played according to locality, sometimes with
one cork and sometimes with more. W. Uroailfoof,

Billiards, p. 42!>r

—

DomlnO pool, the block-game of
dominoes, played for a ptnil by any number of jici-sons

from thn-c to six.- Fifteen-ball pool. .See poi:K, 2 (n).

— Following pool. .Same as color-ball *;«»//.- Italian
pool, substantially the same as pin-pool, with the excep-
tion that a fourth (blue) ball is used.— Keeley pool, an
American version of ball-iKxil.

—

Nearest-ball pool, an
English billiard-ixjol game in wliich the striker must
play at that one of tlie fifteen object-balls which is neiir-

est his own, unless all balls are in balk when he himself
is iii"hand.— Pyramid pool. See poof2, 2 (n).- Selling
pool, an English billiard game in which a small stake is

played for: not a true p<H»l.— Single pool, a variation
of ordinary English or cr»lor-ball jaiol. H". Broad/oot,
Billiards, p. 416.— Skittle pool, a billiard game, played
in America with ten white and three black pins, and in
EnglaiKi with ten white pins, but with never more than
two and sonu-tinies with no black pins. The score is 31.

— Snooker pool, a game in which to the fifteen red
balls and most of the ways of English pyramid pinil are
added many of the ways of ordinary English or following
pool, together with four of its balls (brown, blue, green,
and yellow), with sometimes a pink and a black ball,

the white, as in iiyramid pool, always being the cue-ball.

—Three-pool, a variation of ordinary English or color-

ball piH.l.

pool-table (pol ' ta''''bl), n. A billiard-table

with pockets, txsually 6 in number, one in the
middle of each side and one at each comer.

poon^ (pon), n. [Korean hpun, answering to
Chinese /4X (fun), a tenth part.] A subsidi-
ary coin of Korea, equivalent to .08 of a
United States cent.

poonac (po'nak), n. [Cingalese.] The oil-

cake left after expressing cocoanut-oil from
copra or from fresh cocoanuts. It forms an
important article of export from Ceylon and
is used for feeding cattle and for fertilizing.

Poonah painting. See ^painting.

poophyte (p6'6-fit), n. [Gr. ttoo, grass, +
(pvTov, plant.] A grass-land plant. Poophytes
are regarded by Pound and Clements (the

authors of the term) as a subdivision of meso-
jihytes. See *mcsophyte.

podphytic (p6-o-fit'ik), a. Ipoiiphyte + -!>.]

In phytiigeog., consisting of, having the char-

acter of, or pertaining to, poOphytes. Pound
and Clements,



poop-royal

poop-royal (p5p-roi'al), M. A short deek fie

culiarto old Friench and Spanish ships of the
line, and which
was placed over
the after part of
the poop-deelc
for the exclu-
sive use of the
admiral and his

Stilff.

p_oop-staff
(pop ' staf), 11.

A flagstaff at

the stern of a
vessel.

The Grosser Carl

had fallen away
before the wind,
and was spouting
flame from stem-
head to pooP'Staff.
CutcUge ihjne, A

Master of For-
tune, xii.

poop - stringer
(pop ' string "

Poop-royal of the Royal Georije IKiitrland). ; v
' t "

' - - erj^ „_ In nav.

arch., a continuous horizontal plate fitted on
the ends of the poop-deck beams to connect
and to strengthen them.
pooquaw (po'kwa), n. [A reduction of *po-
quaock, pcquaock, < Narragansett poquauhoch
(whence also quahog), lit. 'closed shell' (in

distinction from the gaping clam, Mya arc-

narid), < pohkeiii, dark (closed), + hogti, it

covers, in comp., as a noun, a shell, a scale.]

The round clam (hard clam). Jour. Amcr.
FoH:-lore,Q)et.-Dce., 1902, p. 254. [Nantucket.]

poor, n.— Little Sisters of the Poor, a reliftlous asso-

ciation ttf women founded in France liy the Abb6 Le
Pailleur for the care of the old and infirm poor. It is

now spread throughout the world.

n. n. In England, a gadoid fish, Gadiis
mimitiis.

I>00r (por), V. t. [_poor, a.] To pet in a pity-

ing, compassionate way. [Local, U. S.]

poor-man's-flannel (por"maiiz-flau'el), n.

The raulU'U, Vtrbascum Thapsus.

poor-soldier (p6r's61"jer), «. A local Aus-
tralian name for the friar-bird, Philemon cor-

niculatus, a large bareheaded honey-eater.

poor-weed (por'wed), «. One of the button-
weeds, Diodia teres, found in dry or sandy
soils from Connecticut to New Mexico, chiefly

near the coast* It is a brownish plant of a
low, radiating habit.

pooseback (pos'bak), adv. [Appar. < (pap)
po'ise + bacl"^ (after picl-aiacU) ] Same as
pickaback. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec.,
1902 p. 254.

pootly-nautcll (pot'li-naeh), n. [Also putli-,

puttully-nautcli ; < Hind, katli-putli-ndch,
' wooden puppet-dance ' : kdth, wood, putli,

puppet, ndch, dance.] A puppet-show. Yule
and Burnell.

popi, H. 4. The time during which a reaction
or pop safety-valve stays open.
The construction of these valves embodies a self-adjust-

hig feature which automatically regulates the ^'pop" of

the valve or maintains the least waste of steam between
the opening and closing points, an improvement which
will be readily appreciated, as there is no necessity of re-

adjusting to regulate the pop on changes in the set pres-

sure. Jilect. World and h'n'jin., May 28, 1904, p. loao.

pop* (pop), n. A colloquial shortening of pop-
corn : ae, the goWen pops. See *maize, 1.

pop. An abbreviation of ^)opttfc(ttoM.

p. O. p. In plwtog., an abbreviation of print-

iiig-iiKt paper. Nature, Sept. 25, 1902, p. 519.

popadam (pop'a-dam), n. [Also poppadum,
popodam ; < Tamil pappadam, contr. of par-
uppu-adavi, lentil cake.] A thin scone or
wafer, made of any kind of pulse or lentil

flour, seasoned with asafetida, etc., fried in

oil, and in western India baked crisp, and
often eaten at European tables as an accom-
piniment to curry. Yule and Burnell.

Popanoceras (pop-a-nos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.
:vozavov, a round cake, + nipii:, horn.] A
genus of phyllocampylous ammouoid cepha-
lopoda with compressed discoid, mostly
strongly involute shells having a flattened

venter and rather simple sutures. They oc-
cur in the Permian rocks.

pop-beer (pop'ber), n. A non-alcoholic, sweet-
ened, and variously flavored beverage contain-

ing carbon dioxid, sold in bottles : so named
from the explosive noise produced by the open-
ing of the bottle. [CoUoq., U. S.] Dialect

Notes, III. iii. p. 196.
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pop-centered (pop'sen'^t^rd), a. Having a
conical hole at the center in which to start a
drill.

pop-chamber (pop'oham^bfer), «. Same as
*7i uddling ..chamber.

pop-corn, «.—Ctolden, pearl, rice pop-corn. See
•ktunizi', 1.

popcorn-flower (pop'k6rn-flou"6r), n. In Call,
fornia, a plant of the genus Plagiobothrys, or,

more iDroadly, of any of the genera ncluded
under the name whHe *forget-me-not (wnich
see). The white flowers are crowded on the
outside of a curled raehis, giving them some-
what the appearance of pop-corn.

pop-eye (pop'i), «. 1. A deep-sea fish, Ma-
crourus cinereus, found in Bering Sea.—2. A
disease of fishes. It more frequently occurs
among those that are kept in hatchery-ponds
than among those that are left in a more
natural state. In fish affected by it, the eyes
protrude from the head, and frequently little

blisters appear on different parts of the body.
They consisted of water bacteria, the pus cocci, bacteria

obtiiined from diseased fishes, a chromogen from the
disease known as "pop-eye."

Jiep. U. S. Fish Com,, 1001, p. 126.

pop-glove (pop'gluv), n. The foxglove.

JPopian (p6'pi-an), a. Of, belonging to, or re-

sembling, the poet Pope. [Kare.]

.John Keats, in his poem entitled "-Sleep and Poetry,*

has well chiiracterized the soulless poetry of the period
between the Restoration and the poetical revival In the
latter pai-t of the eighteenth century, but more especially

of the ]*i>pian period.

//, Corson, Introd. to Study of Browning's Poetry, i.

Poplar box, goat-moth, leaf-beetle, mocha-
stone moth. See *box^, *goat-moth, *leaf-
bi'ctlr, *moth^.

poplar-aphis (pop'lar-a"fis), n. Either Pem^

porae

nav. arch., chain-cables -vhich are used in

launchlngto support a vessel by being passed
around the poppets and over the poppet-rib-
bands, from side to side.

poppling (pop'ling), n. An agitation of t^ie

surface waters of the ocean, moderate in char-
acter and without uniformity.

poppy, «.— Iceland poppy, the arctic poppy, Papamr
n5«n""i-— Matillja poppy. See */ic»mnei/n.— Tullp-
poppy. i^ee-frUiinnejnannia.

poppy-fish (pop'i-fish), «. 1. In Jamaica, a
species of harvest-fish, Peprilus paru, of the
family Stromateidse.— 2. In California, a re-

lated species, Palometa simiJlima, often
wrongly called the California pompano.

OPJ . ....
phigusbursarius ov P.spirotheae, both of which
form galls on the leaf-stalks of the poplar.

poplar-beetle (pop'lilr-be"tl),«. Achrysomelid
beetle, Lina populi, which feeds on poplar
leaves.

poplarrhawk (pop 'lijr-hak), «. A large
sphingid moth, Snieriiithus populi.

p.oplar-pine (pop'iar-pin), n. Same as Lom-
bardy 2>op la r.

poplar-rust (pop'lar-rust\ ». See*rHs/<l.

poplar-worm (pop'ljjr-werm), n. Any one of
many species of lepidopterous larvae which
feed on the poplar. Among them are the stout
poplar span-worm, larva of Lycia ursaria, the larva) of

Moth of Poplar Span-worm {/.ycia Ursarta).

Female. Natural size.

the antiopa, arthemis, and disippus butterflies, the kirva
of the io motli, and many others, including more than GO
species in the United States alone.

poplin, n—Norwich poplin, a poplin with a silk warp
and a linen weft.

Popliteal fossa. See */os.««i.

Popocrat (pop'o-hrat), Ji. [Pop(,idist) + (Dem)-
ocrat.} In U. S. politics, a name sometimes
applied to a member of the Democratic party
who was alleged to have adopted the princi-

ples of the Poptdists. [Humorous.]

popofka (po-pof'kS), n. [Russ.] An obsolete
Kussian typo of monitor in which the outline
of the deck was approximately circular:

named from its inventor, Admiral Popoff.

popoluca (.po-po-lo'ka), n. [Nahuatl popoloca,
one who speaks badly, that is, speaks Nahuatl
badly, and hence one who speaks another lan-

guage.] One who speaks a foreiga tonpue : a
name applied to members of various tribes in
Mexico andCentral America, but not the name
of any particular tribe. Its use has led to much
confusion. Stand. Nat. Mist, VI. 207.

popover (pop'6-ver), n. A kind of hot bread
made of thin, smooth, well-beaten batter
baked in earthen cups or gem-pans.

poppet, « Sliding poppet, the tail-stock of a lathe ;

a nca^l or support carrying the dead-center, which can be
slid along the ways to accommodate various lengths of
work.

poppet-lashings (pop'ot-lash'-'ingz), n. pi. In

Poppy-fish (^Ptfrilits paru).

(From ^rdan's " Guide to the Study of Fishes.'*)

popularist (pop ' u-lSr-ist), n. \^popu\ar +
-ist.~\ One who aims at popularizing scientific

and other technical subjects ; a popularizer.

To say nothing of Mr. Wells and other competent popu-
larisls, examples may readily be drawn from more recon-
dite sources. Nature, Sept. 8, 1904, p. 450.

popu?atioh, li. 4. In 6iome<ry, a species, race,

variety, or group of organisms that can be
differentiated from other groups.

For the biometrician the type of any group (or "popu-
lation " in the biometric sense) is fixed by the whole
complex of statistical constants . . . which suffice to diifer-

entiate it sensibly from other groups or populations.
Biimxetrika, Sov., 1903, p. 610.

Center of popolatlos. See ircenteri. — Median point
ofpopulation, the point of intersection of th« eiist-and-
west fine which equjilly divides the population as regards
north and south, with the north-and-south line which
equally divides the population as regards east and west,

as regards numbers and not assumed weight, as in deter-
mining the -kcenter of population (which see). In 1900
the meridian 84' 51' 2&" divided the population of the
I'nited States equally as regards east and west, and the
imrallel of lat. 40° 4' 22" Jf. divided it equally as regards
noith and south, both lines meeting in Spartanburg,
Indiana. In 18S0 the median point was in lat. 30' .ST' 5f.

and long. 84" 7.2* 'W.—Moment of population. See
'trmfmiertt.

populational (pop-ii-Ia'shon-al), a. [popula-
tion -\- -n/l.] Of, pertaining to, or based on,
population. N. E. D. [Bare.]

Populism (pop'u-lizra), n. [L. popuhw, people,
4- -ism.'] The political principles and policies

of the Populists.

In 1896 the spirit of Populium wholly captured the
Democratic organization. Rev. o/Rem., Aug., 1900, p.133.

Populist (pop'u-list), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Peop'ie's Party, a political

organization established in the United States
in 1891, haWng for its chief objects expansion
of the currency. State control of railways, and
the placing of restrictions upon the ownership
of land.

It has been well said that a Socialism which proposes,
like Bellamy's, to abolish the separate states of the
American Union, is therein attempting quite as hard a
feat as the alxilition of private property. The Populist
Party is not fully committed to either attempt,

Fncijc. Brit., XXXII. 671.

II. V, A member of the People's Party.

Populistic (pop-\i-lis'tik), a. [Populist + -ic.']

Of or pertaining to the Populists or to Popu-
lism ; of the nature of Populism.

['I'he free-silver movement] had been taken up by the
Populistic element in certain Western fiu'ining States,

because that element had always favored cheap money
and high prices. Rev. of Revs., Aug., 19a>, p. 133.

pop-'val've (pop'valv), n. A pop safety-valve

;

a safety-valve which, by reason of an increase
in the area overwhich the steam-pressure acts

as the va-lve begins to open, opens very quickly
with a popping sound.
On a level mad, at a speedof 10orl2milesperhoiu', the

steam is usually maintained at a pressure of 150 poimds to

the square inch. The pop-ralve is set at 240 pounds.
ILiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 108.

porae (po'rii-aj,)!. [Maori.] In New Zealand,

a cirritoid fish, Chilodactytus douglasi.



Americ.-iri I'orcclaiij.— Pitcher by
William Ellis Tucker. Philadelphia,

hard porcelain, about 1833.

In the Pennsylrauia Museum, Phila-

delphia.

Porambonites

Porambonites (p6''''ram-bo-iu'tez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Trdpo^, pore, + afi^uv, a ridge.] A genus
of protrematous brachiopods having globose
thick shells with concentrically ribbed and
pitted surface, found in the Silurian rocks of

the Baltic region of Europe.

porangi (p6'ran-gi), a. [Maori j?ora?ic//,, hur-
ried, deranged, mad.] Sad; sorry; sick; in

low spirits. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

porcelain^, «.— American porcelain. Porcelain was
not made in America until about the beginning of the

nineteenth century.
The following ai"e the
more important vari-

eties : (1) Bennington
Pariariy the first Pa-
rian ware produced in

the United States,

after its introduction
in England about
1S42, at the United
States Pottery at Ben-
nington, Vermont, be-
ginning with 1845.

The principal prtMluc-

tions were ornamental
figures and jugs and
pitchers with relief

decorations, either in
plain white or a blue-
pitted ground. See
-kthimble-turface,
also Benninqtnn
kpotterif. (2) Carr
porcftain, soft-paste

porcelain and Parian
ware produced by
James Carr, of New
York city, from atniut

1876 until 1885. (3)

Carflidge porcelain, soft-paate porcelain and Parian,
made by Charles Cartlidge, at Greenpoint, New York.
from 1848 to 18.'>«i. Among his products were table-ser-

vices, door-plates and hardware furnishings artistically

painted, and Parian iM>rtraitg, jiluiiues, and brists <»f emi-
nent men. {A)Carved Belleek. a variety of Helieek i)orce-

lain made at Trenton. New Jersey, and car^-ed in artistic

low-relief designs while in the dry clay state, before
burning. Vases and lamp-shades have been made in this
style, the effect of the varying thickness of the walls,

when artificial light is introduced, being that of a litho-

pliane. (0) Greenpoint p'ircflftin, a name given to the
hard-paate p<^rcelatn pnxhiced at the Union Porcelain
Works, at Greenpoint, New York, from 1865 to the pres-

ent time. The jirincipal j)riMlurt has been hardware fur-

nishings, but a large amount of decorative ware, in the
fonu of vases, figures, groups, ami busts, lum also l>een

produced there. (6) Hemphill porrelnin. a hard-paste
porcelain made in Philadelphia from 18;f2 to 1H;i7. See
THckfr -kporcelain, below. (7) llnlme porcelain, hard-
paste p<^)rcelain pniduced in Phihuli-lplna in 1828. See
Tucker iiporrelnin, below, (s) Kurlhaum and Schwartz
pfjrcAnin, hanl-paste porcelain manufactured in Phila-

delphia frrnn about 1851 to 18.^>.''>. This prmluct was of the
finest quality of NKly and mechanical executitni, the dec-
oratir>ns being carefully iminted in gold. (9) Mead porce-
lain, a fine quality of soft-paste porcelain made by Dr.

Mead, in New York city, during the second decade of the
nineteenth century : the first suft-jiaste iK>rcelain that is

known Ui have been produced in the United States.

Known vases of this manufacture are entirely white,
with handles miMleled in the fonns of winged female
figures. (10) Smith-Fi/e p*>rcelain, hard-paste p<ircelaln

made in Philadelphia ab<iiit 18;i0, somewhat resembling
the Tucker |M>rcelain of the same period, in bo<ly, decora-
tions, and shapes, but of a more yellowish tint of jmste.
(U) Turkfr porcelain, a true hard-paste fiorcelain, with a
small percentage of l«>ne-a8h, of a t)luish tint, made by
William Kllis Tucker, of Philadelphia, from 1825 Ut 18;f2.

The earliest i>rr«iuct8 were decoi-ated with brown or sepia
landscapes. In 1828 Thomas Hulme formed a copartner-
ship with Tucker, imder the style i)f Tucker & Kulnie.
but retired fmm the firm in alwut one year. In 18.T2

Jf«cph Flemphill was admitted as a partner, and a few
months later Mr. Tucker died. Tlie business was then
carried on by ilemiihill alone for several years. In 18.'17,

Thomas Tucker, a brother of the founder, became sole
proprietor, but in the foiIr>wing year the manufacture
ceased. During Hemphill's proprietorship the ware was
fTeatly impn)ved. Potters and decorators were brought
rom Europe, and for a few years the manufacture was
eminently successful. The ware resembled the French
hard-paste p"rcrl;iin of the same perio4i. in body, shapes,
and painted decorations. During the best |>erii^l land-
scapes and wreaths of flowers were painted on the glaze
in retlnetl colorings, and the quality of the gilding was
superior to that of the imported wares. The products of
the factory were tabK-«er%* ices, decomtive jugs, vases in
the Freirch style, fruit-baskets, ornamental figures, ornate
cologiie-lKittles, night-lampB, and a niultiiilicity (,f shapes,
both useful and oniamental. This was the first hard-
paste ixin-elain pnxluced in America, and in many re-

spects it Ills not since been sun>as8eil.—Anspach porce-
l&ln» hard-paste i»ircelain macle at Anspach. Itavaria.

after 1718. This ware, which was variously m:irke<l, was
well made and di-cirated.— Armorial porcelain, a
variety of hard-paste [wtrcelain made in <'hina in the
eighteenth ci;nlury, with paintccl and enameled annorial
hearings of pn>minent F.uropean families, brriught fron»
the East by the Eiist India Company. Often inipronerly
called Lnwrxtiifi purcetnin,— Ka\ie^%0^ porcelam, a
p<»rous substance, wnnewhat re.^eiiililing (trdinary i«trct'-

lahi, macle from iK>wdered asbestos. — BoUTg-la-Relno
porcelain, s«ifl-pa«te jKH-celain manufactured at P.onrg-

l;i-Keiiie, Fran<'e. by.TaxMjues anrl JuHien, who transferreil

thei r w. trks fn »m Mennecy hi 1 77:t. — Broseley porcelain.
See Itrox^'fci/ itdragon and Snltrpian irporcetfiin.— Carr
pOrcolain. See American */>orr*'mt'n.— Caughley
POrcolaln. Same as Snla})ian -kpore.elain.— ChOlsea-
I>ert>y ];>orcelain, soft-paste porcelain made at Derby
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and Chelsea, England, conjointly, by William Duesbury,
who, being at that time proprietor of the Derby works,
purchased in 1709 the Chelsea works. The Chelsea-Derby
period, as it is called, lasted from that time until about

Annorial Porcelain.— Plate, Chinese. Eighteeoth Century,
In the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.

1786. During this period some of the best productions of
these celebrated factories were made, including the fa-

mous Chelsea-Derby figures.— Ch'lng porcelain. See
Tging 'kporcelain.— OSgn.SJlcOlxrt porcelain. A fac-
tory was established at Clignancourt, France, in 1775, by
Pierre Deruelle, for the manufacture of hard- and soft-

paste porcelain, tmder the patronage of the Count de
Provenpe, brother of the king.— Coalbrookdale porce-
lain. See Coalport -kporcelain.— Coal porcelain, vessels
and other ohjects cut out of compart antliiiuitt^ ci»;d or
turned on lathes and afterward iM»Iished on the hufiiug-
wheel. Sci. Avier., Sept 12, 1903, p. (191.— Coalport
porcelain, soft-paste porcelain made by John Rose at
Coalixjrt, England. In 1799 Rose lM)Ught the Caughley
works from Thomas Turner (see Salopian -itporceTain),

and in 1814 the business was removed to Coaly>ort. In
1S22 the Nant^arw works, near Cardiff. WaU-s, were also
absorbed by the Coalport works.— Duck-egg porcelain,
ahical name for certain old Wclsli porcelains, especially
that made at the manuf.ictory in Swansea, which was es-

tahlished in I7tVS. H'. Turner. In Hurlingt^m Mag.. V.
3i)7.— Frankenthal porcelain, hard-paste iJorcelain
made at a factory estaljtiHlu-d at Fninkenthal, Bavaria, by
Paul Ilannong, in 17M. The factory was closed in 18<X).

— Fiirstenberg porcelain, hanl-paste porcelain made
at Fiirstenberg, (lennnny. The manufacture was estab-
Itsheil in n.'iO by a workman from the Hochst factory,

under the patronage of the Duke of Brunswick. The
usual mark is the capit:il letter Fin script. -GreenpOlnt
porcelain. See American •kporcclniu.—QiT^eii porce-
lain, siune as *j/i«rf«/>«n.— oripaholm porcelain,
I»orcelain made in China, marked in lai^e lettt-ring

"(Iripsholm," for the royal Swedish palace, about thirty
miles fn»m St^^ckholm, on the southern shore of Lake
Millaren. Pieces of this porcelain are found in public col-

lections.— Herend porcelain, hard-paste porcelain
h'lade at Herend, Hungary, liy Maurice Fischer, from
about 1800 to I8.'i0. His prixiucts ineluile many well-
eieciite<i imitations of various wares of Europe and Asia,
such as <'ap<Hlinionte and Chinese jM)rcelain. They are
usually marked with the shield and cn>wn of Hungary.
— HlradO porcelain, a pure white, or blue-and-wlute,
iM^rcelain nf tine texture and beautiful workmanship,
made in the district of Mikawachi, Japan. It derives its

name from a family named Hirado. The best examples
of Hirado ware were pn»duced alwtiit the middle of the
eighteenth century. Also called Mikairarhi porcelain.
— Hocbst porcelain, hard-paste jmrcelain made from
1720 Ut 171*4 at a previously estatilished faience-factory at
Hochst, (iemiany. The manufacture was intnHluced by
a workman named Ringler, whn came from the Vienna
works. Fine ware was pnMluced. especially in figures
and groups. The mark consisted of a star inclosed in a
circle, ailapted fmm the arms of the Archbishop of Mainz.
-Kronenbtirgporcelain. See Ludwigithur</ itporcelai n.
— Llmbacll porcelain, hard-paste porceiain made at
Limbach, Saxi'-MciniiiL't-n, (Jennany, from about 1761.

—

Louis Philippe porcelain, i»orcelain made at the
Sevres factory. Fnintt:. for King Ix^uis Philippe, and
bearing his monogram and the names of his various ch&-
teaux.—Lowestoft porcelain. ('j» i^ce ann4}rial *porce-
/«(»*.— Ludwlgsburg porcelain, hard-paste porcelain
made fn»ni 17r>a to IN-ji, imder the jiatronagc of Charles
Eugene. Duke of \Vtirtend)erg. Tlie mamifacture was
established at I.urlwigsburg (Kronenburg), Germany, by
a workman nametl Ringler, w!io came from the Vienna
works. This was one of the largest manufact^»ries in

Cermany, justly celebrated fr»r the beauty of its ware.
The mark was a crown above a double C, the initial of

Duke Charles.— Mikawachi porcelain. Same iis

Hirado -frporcelain. Also written Mtkawaji.— MlUg
porcelain, a stvleof Chinese i>orcelain supposed to have
been mailc during the Ming dynasty, fnmi i;j*i8 to HH;i
A.i». .\nthors differ widely as to its characteristics aiul

prevailing color.— Nantgarw porcelain, porcelain
maile at the factor>" in Nantgarw in Wales, which was
establishetl in 1811 and clost-d in 1S22. 11'. Turner,
in IJurlingtonMag.,V. 397.—Napoleon porcelain, porce-
lain made at the Sevres factj)ry. Frani-e, for the use of
Napoleon III., ajid bearing the initial >'.- New Hall
porcelain, hard-j»aste i>orcelain made at New Hall,

Hanley. England, from atmut 17S1 14> 1812, noted for be-
ing the first porcelain successfully maimfactuied in the
Staffordshire district. About the year 1H12 bone china
superseded the hard-paste porcelain at New Hall, and
continued t*} he made until l82.'i, when the manufacture
of porcelain at these works ceased. See Bristol porcelain,
tuider j'"i-rv'/«(/il, also Phfrnmith itporcrlain.— tfi^eT'
Vlller porcelain, hard-paste porcelain nuide at Niilervil-

ler, France, from aliont 1700. Artistic work was produced
heie by the best artists. A characteristic style of deco-
ration, on bfith i>orcelain and pottery, was the imitatifm
of veined woods, on which frequently appeared the re-

porcupme
presentation of white cards bearing pictures in black, a
style that was afterward imitated at other European
factories.- Plymouth porcelain, hard-paste i)orcelaii>
made by William ('(wkworthy, of Plymouth, England
from about 17Cts. The mark for Plymouth porcelain i»
the sign for the planet Jupiter and tlie chemical symbol
for tin, a character resembling the figures 2 and 4 com-
bined. See Cookworthg porcelain, under porcelainl.—
Porcelain stone, feldspar; growan stone.—Red porce-
lain, vitrified ware of a deep-red color; specifically, a
red ware made by the Elers brothers in Staffordshire, late
in the seventeenth centurj-. See Elers irware.— 'RoyaX
Saxon porcelain. See Dresden porcelain, under j:>orcc-
irtiHi.— RudOlstadt porcelain, hard-paste porcelain
manufactured from about 175« at Sitzerode, or Volkstadty
and afterward removed to Rudolstadt, Schwarzbui^,
Germany. The later products of this factory are blue-
and-white porcelain.— St. Cloud porcelain, soft-paste
porcelain made at St. Cloud, France, from about 1695 to
177;i. This was the first soft-paste porcelain made in
France.— St. Petersburg porcelain, hard-paste porce-
lain made at St Petersburg, Russia, particularly that
produced at the imperial factory. The manufacture was
established about 1744 by the Empress Elizabeth I'etrovna,
through workmen from the Dresden factory. The ware
is of fine piiste and usually has a bluish tint. The
marks which have been used are the cii)hers of the
reigning monarchs.- Salopian porcelain, a soft-paste
porcelain made at Caughley, Shropshire, England, after
1772, by Thomas Turner. One of the most characteristic
varieties of ware nuide at this faetor>' wns blue trans-
fer-printed china imitating Oriental patterns. See ?rt7-

low pattern, under ivilloivi, and Broseley itdragon. See
also Salopian ware, under Salopiayil.— Sung porce-
lain, a Chinese porcelain or st<uiewai'e 8ui)i)osed to-

have been lu-oduced under the Sung dynasty, from 960 to
1279 A. n.— Tsing porcelain, a variety of porcelain made
in China since ItH.'i, in the present Tsing dynasty.

—

Tucker porcelain. See American -^porcelain.—Wienna.
porcelain, hard-paste porcelain made at Vienna from-
alwut 1720. This factory was started by a workman
from the Dresden works. In 1747 the factory was pur-
chased by the goveniment. Vienna porcelain is noted
for its artistic decorative work. The mark was tlie shield
of the arms of Austria, usually painted in blue beneath
the glaze. After 1784 pieces were also marked witli the
date scratched in the paste.

porcelainization (pors'-'lan-i-za'shpn), n. The
process or the result of porcelainizing. See
jxyrcdainizcd.

porcelainize (p6r8'lan-iz), r. t.
;
pret. and pp.

2)orcilai}ii~('ff, ppr. porcclairtizing. To make
porcelain; coiivort into porcelain; in geol.^

cause to resemble porcelain. BeeporccUiinized.
porcelain-kiln (pors'lan-kil), n. A porcelain-
oven. See the extract.

It [hard porcelain] is fired in biscuit at a low tempera-
ture, in the second stoiy of the porcelain kiln, using for
its baking the surplus heat passing away after having
done its greater work in the first story or glostkiln where
the glazing is done. At this first burning the ware re-

ceives only sufficient fire to make it properly fasten to-
gether in form. . . . In this condition it is what is termed
IM>rcelain biscuit, and is ready for the glaze-tub. . . .

The pieces are i)laced separately in tlie saggers. The
heat in firinj; haril ixtrcelain [in the first story or glost
kiln] is carried to such a high liegree that the ware
touches the point of pliability, almr)st the melting-point.
At this great heat the body is vitrified ; atthe same time
the glaze, fntni its slightly softer comjw»sition, is melted
into the body of the ware, producing a hard, vitreous, and
homogeneous material properly known as true, hard porce-
lain.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of theU. S., p. 2r»8.

porcelain-mill (p6rs'lan-mil), «. A mill for
^iniliiif; materials used in the manufacture of
porceiain.

porcelainous, a- Same a,s porcelanous.
porcelain-printing (p6r8'ian-prin*ting), «.

1. Tlie pniitin^^ of cloth with a white color on
a blue ground : a method carried into Europe
by the French from their East Asiatic colo-
nies.— 2. The transfer of a printed engraving
to porcelain, usually before it is glazed,
porcelain-shell (pors'lan-shel), n. A kind of
cowry.
porcelanic (p6r-se-lan'ik), a. Same as por-
rrJiDious.

Porcellanaster (pftr-se-la-nas't^r), n. \^Ij.'\

The typi<*al genus of the family Porcellanas-
frridse. Sir C. JV. Thomson.

Porcellanasteridae (por^se-la-nas-ter'i-de), n.

pL [NL., < Porcdlnnaftter + ~ida'.'\ A family
of starfishes of the order Phanerozonia, having
opposite ambulacral plates, iind thin lamelli-
form marginal plates traversed by cribriform
organs. It includes several genera, among
them being Porcellanaster^ CaulasteVj and
f'frnofliseus.

Porcellia (p6r-sel'i-ji), n. [NL., ^ ^r. irdpKT^c,

a ring or hoop.] A genus of rhipidoglossate
gastropods with discoidal, widely umbilicate
shells, having a longslit subtended by a promi-
nent slit-band along the median line of the
outer whorls. It occurs in Devonian and Car-
boniferous rocks.

porcherine (p6r'she-rin), n. A trade-name of
a synthetical sweetening substance, used in
the same manner as saccharin.

Porcupine opener. See *02)ener.



porcupine-bird

porcnpine-bird (por' ku-pin-Wrd), n. The
striated wren, Aniiitin striaUi, of Australia,
whiih iubabits the thick porcupine-grass.

porcupine-boiler (por'ku-pin-boi'ler), n. A
steam-boiler having a vertical center cylin-

der or drum from which radiate horizontally
many straight radial tubes. This makes a
combination of the water-tube and cylindrical

boilers. I'oirer, March, 1904, p. 146.

porcupine-grass, ». 2. In Australia, any one
of several species of grasses belonging to

the genus Triodia, especially T. MitchvHi, T.

irritans, and T. pungvns, growing on the
sand-hills of desert regions. Tuey form
rounded tussocks as large as 10 feet in diam-
eter, from which the stiff, sharp-pointed
leaves radiate m all directions, often causing
discomfort to the traveler Porcuplne-graas
ant. .See -kanil.

porcupine-hair (p6r'ku-pin-har*), n. In
pathi)!., same as hijstricismus.

porcupine-machine (por'ku-pm-ma-shen"), n.

In cotton-maniif., any machine used in the

preparatory processes having a cylinder or
beater with a number of teeth, spikes, or

blades.

porcupine-parrot (p6r-l;v>pin-par"ot), n. A
local name for a gi'ouiid-parrakeet, Geopsitta-

eus occidciitalis. of cential Australia, which
fre(iuents the dense porcupine-grass of that
region.

pore-, «.— Aboral pore. See aiorai.—Bordered
pore. .Same as -khnrdered jn'f.—Dermal pores, (n)

In sponges, the perforations in the dermal meml)rane
over the incmrent canals. (6) Minnte openiliKS, in the
integument of starfishes, through which project the
dermal branchiie.— Dorsal pores,'openings in the body-
wall of many species of earthworms which place the
boily-cavity in communicaticHi with the exterior.— Geni-
tal pore. («) In ichth., an opening through the wall
of the urogenital sinus thl-ough which the ova pass to

the exterior. (6) In the Cystmdea, a small opening in

the plates of the calyx occasionally present between the
mouth and the anus. Also called the ovarian aperture.
— Male pore, in oligcichsetous annelids, the opening of

the sperm-duct to the cxtcri<»r. 7V'>e. Zoot, Soc. London,
1890, p. 20a.— Neurenterlc pore, the termination of
the nenrenteric canal.— Physical pOre, a ]x>re or inter-

stice too small to be detected under the microscope or by
any direct means. The existence uf physical pores is

infeiTetl from certain properties of matter such as its com-
pressibility. Seep«r(?2, 1.—Sensible pore, a iK>re or inter-

stice of such size that it may be detected by direct
observation. See pore^, 1.— Uriliary pOre, the connnon
extenial opening of the two ureters m tishes ; the urinary
pore opens either into a urogenital sinus, or directly on
the outer surface of the body.

pore-area (p6r'a"re-a), n. In 8ponges,an aggre-
gation of ostia into sieve-like areas. Also
called pom-sieve.
The larger specimen has 20 oval depressed pore-areas

and 2 ogcules, . . . the floor of the pore-areas is covered
with membrane perforated by groups of pores.

I'roc. Zoul. Soc. London, 1900, p. 132.

pore-canal (por'ka-nal"), ". 1. See *fO)irt/l.

— 2. One of the fine canals in the integument
of many insects, which pass through the chiti-

nous layers and end externally in minute
pores. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.,
p. 188.

pore-coral (p6r'kor"al), n. A porous stone-
coral.

pore-membrane (p6r'mem"bran), n. In some
sponges, a perforated membrane which covers
the extenial openings of the incurrent canals.

porencephalus (p6-ren -sef 'a-lus), n. [NL.
See porencephalia.'] Same a,& porencephalia.

pore-plates (por'plats), n. pi. In the Echino-
dermata : (a) A name applied by Koemer to
the small elongated side-plates arranged in
rows covering the spaces between the edges
of the lancet plates and the sides of the radial
sinus in the Blastoidea. These are the "am-
bulaerals" of Bather's terminology, (b) In
Bather's terminology, the perforated triangu-
lar plates adjacent to but distinct from the
deltoids in the interambulaera of certain blas-
toids, especially in the family Asteroblantidee.

pore-rhomb (por'romb), n. In the Echino-
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dermata, a type of rhombic area traversed by
parallel canals terminating in pores, observed
on the external surfaces of some cystidean
thecffi. Each area overlaps the edges of two
adjoining plates in such manner that the su-
ture between the plates forms an axis of the
rhomb.

pore-sieve (por'siv), n. Same as *j)ore-area.

porfjrritic, porfyry. Amended spellings of
parphyritic, porphyry.
porge (porj), V. t.; pret. and pp. porged, ppr.
potging. [Perhaps from 'L. purgare, cleanse.]
In Jewish ritual, to make ceremonially clean,
as a slaughtered animal, by drawing out and
removing the sinews and veins. jV. E. D.
porgeel (por'je), n. An East Indian silk
fabric of coarse texture.

porgee^ (por'gi), n. Same asporgy.
porger (por'j&r), n. Iporge, v.] In Jewish
ritual, one who porges. See *porge.

porgy, n. 2. Same as white perch (which see,
under j)erc7il).— Deep-water porgies, fishes of the
genus Otrynter, found in deep wjitcr ort the west coast
of Florida.— Graas-porgy, Cahuina ari-li/rona, ot the
tjulf of Mexico.— Jolt-head porgy, Citl((}iu(x hajonado,
of the West Indies.— Little-head porgy, Caltmiux pru-
rideng, of the West Indies.— Little-mouth porgy,
Calamus penna, found from Morida to lirazil.— Red
porgy, Pagrus pagriix, found on both sides of the Atlan-
tic— Saucer-eye porgy. Calamus calamus, of the West
Indies.— shad-porgy. Same as (/raK8-*y>ori/*y. —South-
ern poiKy, Stfiiotinnioi acitleatus, of the South .Atlantic

coast of tile United States.— Whlte-bone porgy, Calu-
mtisleucusteus, of the South Atlantic coast of the Viiited
States.

Poria (p6'ri-a), ?!. [NL. (Persoon, 1797), <

Or. rrtipor, a pore.] A large genus of fungi of
the family Polyportices:, having the fructifica-

tion resupi.iate and frequently spreading over
considerable areas of dead trunks and
branches. Over 280 species are reported by
Saccardo. P. Eadida, a species with white
angular toothed pores, is frequent on dead
wood in Europe and North America.
Porichthys (po-rik'this), «. [NL., < Gr. Tzupoi;,

pore, -t- i^Si'f, a fish.] A genus of fishes of
the family Batrachoididx, found on the Pacific
coast of America.
Porina (po-ri'nii), n. [NL. (Acharius, 1810),
< Gr. Tc6pn(, a pore, -I- dim. -ina.] 1. A large
genus of pyrenocarpous lichens of the family
Pyrenulaceee, having the thallus crustaoeous
and simple scattered perithecia with puncti-
form ostioles. About 150 species have been
referred to this genus. They occur on bark
of trees and rocks.— 3. A genus of chilosto-
matous bryozoans having erect or incrusting
zoaria with flattened branches and raised
tubular zooeeial orifices. It is represented by
species ranging from the Cretaceous to recent
time.

porinin (p6'ri-nin), n. [Porina + -!h2.] a.

colorless crystalline compound, (CsHgOjii,
found in the lichen Porina (Pertussaria) glom-
erata.

porion (p6'ri-on), n.; pi. jioria (-ii). [NL., <

Gi: TTopof, pore.] In craniom., the median
point at the posterior border of the canalis in-
cisivus. Foil Toriik.

porkflsh (pork'flsh), n. A common name of

^

Pore.Tliijiiil» ui, a, Izininui^haertttS, and, *. Caryocrintts, eii.

lars^ed. The left halt of f'tg. a is abraded, so that the connecting
tul^ appear as open grooves.

(From Zittel's " Palaeontology.")

Porkfish l.Anisotremtis vir^inicus).

(From Jordan's " Guide to the Study of Fishes.")

Anisotremus virginictis, a fish of the family
H;pmulid^. found from Florida to Brazil,

pork-measles (p6rk'me"zlz), «. See *measles.

pornographist (p6r-nog'ra-fist). n. Same as
pornographer. [Bare.] llie Nation, Aug. 3,

1893, p. 79.

PoroclinUS (po-ro-kli'nus), «. [NL., < Gr. Trd/jof,

pore, -f- NL. Clinus.] A genus of blennioid
fishes found in northern seas.

Porocottus (p6-r6-kot'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
TTopor, pore, -r NIJ. Cottus.] A genus of cot-
toid fishes found in northern seas.

porocyte (po'ro-sit), n. [Gr. ndpn^, pore, +
KxTor, a hollow.] In sponges, an epithelial

porosity

cell perforated by a pore. The pore places
the gastral cavity in commimication with the
exterior by means of an intracellular duct or
canal.

porodic (po-rod'ik), a. [Gr. n-wpuiSr^f, TrupoeiSij^,

like tufa (< vi^po^, tufa, + eldoc, form), + -i'c.j

Like tufa; in ;je<rop., colloid: chiefly applied
to structureless rocks or minerals, such as
flint, wood-opal, hyalite, etc.

porodine (po'ro-din), n. [Gr. n6po(, pore, -I-

fMof, form, + -itie'^.] In petrog., an amor-
phous mineral or rock derived from a colloidal
mass, such as gelatinous silica, in contrast
to one that is a glass. Breithaupt.

porodite (p6'ro-dit), n. [Gr. -n-upudr/^, jrufmeidr;^,

like tufa (see porodic),+ -ite.'] See the extract.
The unaltered fragraental forms of the basalts, as well

as of the other volcanic rocks, are called tufas, while I
have denominated all the altered and old fragmental
forms as porodites.
M. E. Wadsu'orth, Harvard University, Museum of

[Comparative Zoology, Bulletin, v. 280.

poroditic (p6-ro-dit'ik), a. Of the nature of
porodite.

porogam (po'ro-gam), n. [poroyarniic).} A
porogainic plant. See *porogamic.
porogamic (p6-ro-gam'ik), a. [Gr. jriipof,

pore, + -ycifioc, marriage, -I- -i'c] In hot., fer-
tilized by way of the micropyle instead of
the chalaza. See *porogamy.
porogamous (po-rog'a-mus), a. [i)orogavi{y)
+ -oit.i.} Characterized by porogamy.
porogamy (po-rog'a-mi). «. [Gr. iropof, pas-
sage.] In bot., fertilization by the passage
of the pollen-tube through the micropyle:
the most common method with flowering
plants. In a limited number of plants the
pollen-tube enters through the chalazal
region {chalazogamy). when the fertilization
is said to be basigamous, or rarely through
the apex, when the fertilization is termed
acrogamous. K. E. Gochcl (trans.), Organog-
raphy of Plants, II. 615.

porokeratosis (p6-ro-ker-a-t6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ~upoQ, pore, + Kfpaf (Kcpar-), horn, +
-os('.s-.] An affection of the horay layer of the
skin marked by a depressed area bounded by
an irregular raised ridge.

Poromitra (po-ro-mit'rii), V. [NL., < Gr.
TTOfjoc, pore, + pirpa, belt, girdle.] A genus of
fishes of the family Berycidse, found in the
deep sea.

Poromya (p6-ro-mi'a), H. [NL., < Gr. iropo^,

pore, + L. mya. See Mya.] The typical
genus of the family Poromyidse. Forbes, 1844.

Poromyidae (po-io-mi'i-de), n.pl. [NL. Poro-
mya + -idx.] A family of septibranchiate
bivalves having short siphons, an elongated
foot, and well-developed palps. On each half
of the septum there are several groups of
lamellse separated by orifices. It includes two
genera, Poromya and Sileyiia.

poroplastic (p6-ro-plas'tik), a. [Gr. irdpo^,

pore, -I- E. plastic.] Porous and plastic: ap-
plied to a kind of porous felt, plastic when
heated, used by surgeons. -iV. E. D.
AporoplasHc felt splint Lancet, March 16, 1901, p. 780.

poroporo (p6-r6-p6'r6), n. [Maori poropnro,
jwporo, plants of the genus Solanum.] In New
Zealand, Solanum aviculare, a shrub bearing
fruit about the size of a small plum, edible
when ripe, but very acrid before maturing.
This fruit was commonly used by the early
colonists in the neighborhood of "Wellington
for making jam. See kangaroo-apple.

poros (po'ros), n. [Gr. Trupof, a kind of
marble, tufa, a stalactite, etc.] A limestone
qtiarried near Pirteus : the common building
stone of Athens. Previous to the occupation
by the Persians in 480 B.C. all the monuments
on the Acropolis were of this material. Many
interesting remains, often charmingly colored,
have been recovered.
poroscope (po'ro-skop), n. [Gr. vSpog, pore, +
aKo-ac'iv, ^^ew.] An apparatus for determin-
ing the porosity or degree of permeability
of a substance.
The examination of the plans, number of stories, con-

struction and interior arrangement of the house should
include the permeability and hygn>scopic properties of
the building material. Our geuenil knowledge of the
relative penneability of ditferefit kinds of building ma-
terial will enable us to form an opinion, but for exact de-
terminations the use of a poroskop, or gasometer and
manometer, becomes necessary.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 76a

porose, a. 3. Of or pertaining to the Pjrosa.

porosity, «— selective porosity, in geol., porosity (of

a rock) as detemiiuiug the presence in it of ores : noting



porosity

the dissemination of ores in open-textured rock, into which
they have entered in solution because of its porosity, in

preference to less open rock.

Here, as at Cripple Creek, we have examples of the doc-
trine of '^ selective porogity"— that is to say, certain zones
of rock are rich, because the metal-bearing solutions
found the fissured portions to be the easiest channels for

their passage, and coursed with greater abundance
through them. Encyc. Brit.y XXX. 763.

porotic (po- rot'ik), a. and n. I. a. Causing
porosis or the fonnation of callus ; indurating.

II. «. Any drug or otlier agent which pro-
motes the growth of connective tissue, indura-
tion of the tissues, or the formation of callus.
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is not implied, which is a matter distinct from the per-
mission granted under treaty engagements to foreign ves-
sels to carry cai-goes to and from the " treaty ports."

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 614.

Port of refnge. See the extract.

Whatever the reason for putting into the port of refuge,
provided it was necessary for the common safety, the
expenses of going in, and the consequent expenses of get-
ting out (if she sails again with all or part of her original
cargo), are allowed as G. A. Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 32

Posidonia .; j^i

'"Twas brillig, and the slithy toTCS
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe :

poroto (po-ro'to), n. [Native.] A Chilian
popular name for the brown or reddish bean.
Porphyra, n. 2. [I. c] In med., same as
j>i<ri)i(r(i.

porphjnrate (p6r'fi-rat). n. [porphyr{ic) +
-ati'.] A salt of porphyric acid,

porphyration (p6r-fi-ra'shon), n. Same as
piirpJiyri-iition

All mimsy were the borogoves.
And the mome raths outgrabe.

"'Slithy' means 'lithe' and 'slimy.' . . . You see ffs
like a portmanteau— there are two meanings packed up
into one word. . . . 'Mimsy' is 'flimsy and miserable'
(there's another portmanteau for yoti).'

Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-glass, pp. 127-129

Porto Bello -ware. See *ware''i.
To run down a port, in naviyation, to sail north or portolan (por'tO-lan), n. Same as *portolano.
south until the latitude of the port is reached, then head . , „. ,

;

, ,. ,.^
-'

due east or west on that parallel until the port heaves A series of W orld-maps and Mediterranean porWoTig.
into view. This method was formerly commonly used by Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XII. 374.

the poorly schooled merchant navigator who had no portolanO (p6r-t6-lii'n6), n.\ pi. portolani
chronometer to aid him m finding the longitude of his ^^;;^ rrt \X„~t„i„..„ „:i„i iJ_ i. i. t A_.

^)1

ship, and whose knowledge of nautical astronomy enabled
him merely to manipulate the ancient pig-yoke for a
meridian observation of the sun.— Treaty port. See
•ktreaty-port.

port^, H— EeSntrant port, a gun-port on a war-ship
in which the side of the vessel is inflected inward so as
to pennit a greater angle of training without making a
large opening. See cut under irhattle-ship showing reen-
trant ports on gun-deck. Also called emhragure-port.

Porphyrian (p6r-fir'i-an), a. [L. Porphyrins, portage^ (por'taj), v.
;
pret. and pp. portaged,

Porphyry, + -an.'] Of or pertaining to Por- ppr. portaging, [portage'^, «.] I.

phjrry (about 233-305 a.d.), a neo-Platonio
philosopher and opponent of Christianity.

porphjrricl (p6r-fir'ik), a. Same as porphy-
ritic. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 426.

porphyric^ (por- fir' ik), a. [Gr. irofxpipa,

purple, + -jc] Noting an acid, CjoH.^N207,
obtained from euxanthone by the action of
nitric acid. With ammonium carbonate it

produces a deep-red color.

carry
;
pack, as a boat around a portage.

I took with me a King folding canvas boat. It was per-
fection in its way, but I made a mistake in buying a 14-
footer. It is alt<^ether too large for one man to portage.

Recreation, April, IIKU, p. 277.

II. intrans. To carry
;
proceed by carrying

(a boat or load) ; make a portage.
Alter portaging across ft divide, we may on the same

day have the enjoyment of descending a swift-flowing
stream. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 4.

(-ne). [It. portolano, pilot, log-book.] Orig-
inally the book of sailing-directions accom-
panying a chart, but later applied to any chart
or map.
In fact, there is hardly any map of the middle age, be-

fore the beginning of the Portolani, which can sustain a
comparison in the matter of contour with the " I'otton-
iana." Oeog. Jour. (E. Q. S.), XV. 131.

Porto Rico bark. See *harV^.

trans!' To port-pendantS (p6rt'pen"dants), n. pi. Ropes
belonging to the upper sections of the port-

shutters or lids

porphyrino (p6r'fi-rin), n. [Gr. 'Top^'Pa, nnrtative a IT « Same as nortaftw or««n
purple. + -.HeS.] A white amorphous alka- ^( "teh^VWder owanM
loid, C^iHo^NjOo, found in the bark of I'ala „__+ i,„„i,i^- /„A_t'i,.".i,//iA-\ _ o i, j?
constricta Its salts have a blue fluorescence

Port-buckler (port buk"Ur), n. See buckler,
mnsiricia. its sails nave a oiue nuorescence. „_i.+^ iT.nTf'ban'tar,\ « V/,.,*
It melts at 97° C.

porphyrogene (p6r'fi-ro-jen), n. [Gr. TTop^lpa,

purple, -I- -;crt7f, -born.] Born in the purple.
Foe, The Haunted Palace, st. 3. Seeporphyro-
genitns.

porphyrogenitet, «• Same asporphyrogenitits.
porphyrous (p6r'fi-rus), a. [Gr. ndfxpvpo^,

purple, + -oiis.] Purple.

spirit of rage and might.
Who canst unchain the links of winter-stark,
And bid earth's stubborn metals flow like oil,

Her porphyrous heart-veins iKiil

;

Whose arrows pierce the cloudy shields of dark.
Ji. Bridges, Prometheus the Firegiver, 1. 1272.

porphyroxine (p6r-fl-rok'sin), n. [Gr.
TTOfxpipa, purple, + E. ox(ygen) + -ine.'] A

of old-fash-
ioned men-of-
war. They were
made fast to rings
on the outside of
the lids and then
lOve through holes
in the sides of the
vessel on the decks
next above the
ports. By means
of th^e pendants
:md a tackle the
upper covers were
raised and low-
ereil.

.. , . Same &spor-
trayal.

port-riggle (port'rigl), n.

___. ._o A , \ k _i port-flanqe (which see).

a traction- or trau8mi.ssiou-rope and prevent '^ ,- ^ ., .- - ^ ^ ^^u^ixn.

Port-pendants.
port-captain (p6rt'kap''tan), n. Naut., the
marine superintendent of a line of vessels,

port-duty (port'du'ti), n. Harbor dues. „„_*_».™,«_i. , - i. -, ^^

ported, '.2. In mech., having ports; fitted
POrtrayment (por-tra ment), n

with ports for admission or exhaust or for
both. Naut., same as

Ports. X. E. D. [Eng.]

uItSf/plt1"''°^
''^^^°""' '^'"'^'^"

'&^d,^'^r*^*^^<'-points.

Porteranthus (por -te- ran 'thus), n. [NL.
(Brittou, 1894), < Vorier + Gr. iiflof, flower;
named in honor of T. C. Porfer (1822-1901), an
American botanist.] A genusof plantsof the
family Rosacea. See Gillenta.

portunal (por'tu-nal), n. [G., < L. Portunalis,
pertaining to Portunris, the god of harbors.]
An organ-stop, the pipes of which are of wood
and are open, and larger at the top than at
the mouth. Also portmial-flute. Stainer and
Barrett.substance found in opium, once believed to n^Ir+or Var /r,^r'VA^T,Ln ,. «„™<> .= »,«,(«,2
Barrett.

be a distinct alkaloid, but now known to be a ^1"^^,^
"*'*'^ ^P""^ t6r-bar), «. Same as porter'^, portunal-flute (por'tu-ual-flof), ». [See*por.

mixture of several alkaloids. __ ___ Porter-Glarlr nrnc«««. See *„r„^«.
tunal] In organ-building^ stop with oper>

Porter-Clark process.
Fort Ewen limestone

See ^process.

See *limestonc.
porphjrmria (p6r-fi-r8'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr,
TTopipipa, purple, + oi'oor, urine.] The pres- i'liiT J

"^7,"- T' ~'rxrx ^^
ence in the urine when voided of a purplish I^ortheus (por tlie-us), n. [NL., appar. < G

^nt flerive,! frnm tho Wnn.l -optfen; ravage.] A gigantic extinct teleoipigment derived from the blood.
porphyry, ». 4. In ceram., a hard colored
body made by Josiah Wedgwood, in imitation
of porphjTy.— Artlfloial porphyry, a trade-name for
Iron funiace-sliig used for huildiiig and paving.— Blrd'B-
6y© porphyry, a name, current among miners, for any
p*irpnyritic. eruptive nx:k with round phenocrysta, espe-
cially of (quartz. Contrih. to Econ. GeoL, V. S. Oe«jl. .Surv.,

1902, p. 72.- Claystone-porphyry. See *claysio)v.
/>orpAi/ri/.— Rhomben-porphyry [G.], porphyry in
which the phenocrysta of feldspar (84Hia-orth(K:Ia8e Ui
pfitash-oligoclase) have a form approaching that of a
rhonib(»liedron, yielding rhombic cross-sections. It is re-
lated to the syenites and occurs chiefly in Norway. Von
Buch.

Porpita (par'pi-ta), n. [NL.] The typical
genus fif the family I'orpitidse. Lamarck.

Porpitidae (p6r-pit'i-de), n. pi. [NL. Porpita port-hole, n. 3. In zoiil., one of the minute
+ -i'lit.] A family of siphonophorans having apertures or cinclides in the body-wall of a
a circular umbrella without crest and a pneu- sea-anemone through which the gastric fila-

mafocyst which is divided into an octoradiate ments or acontia are protruded. Parker and
central part and numerous concentric rings. Hasioell, Zoology, I. lio.
The gonostyles are provided with mouths, the portico, « Snbgenltal portico, in some Discome-
tentacles nave many stalked Cnidospheres, ;'"»*, a large single central chamber lying immediately

and pneumothyrro are present. It contains

ravage.] A gigantic extinct teleost
fisli of the family Ichthyodectidie, character-
ized by a single row of strong conical teeth of
variable size fixed in sockets in both jaws, an
ossified sclerotic in the orbit, movable articu-
lation of palatine and ethmoid, three sub-
orbital plates, and a large well-developed
operculum. The pect<jral and pelvic flns are provided
with 'broad anterior rays. The dorsal fin is short and
situated well back, and the caudal fln is forked. The
total number of vertebnc is s.*i. The dimensions of the
large species Portheus niotossus C<jpe are as follows:
total length. 15 feet 8 inches ; length of skull. 2 feet 2
inches ; spread of tail, 3 feet 1> inches. The genus is con-
fined t4> the Cretaceous rocks, and the finest specimens
have been obtainecl from the Niobrara Chalk of Kansas.
Found also in European Cretace<jU8.

open
wooden pipes, larger at the top" than at the
bottom.
port-vent (port'vent), «. [As of F. *porte-
rent, carry-wind.] A pipe conveying the wind
in an organ or bagpipe. X. E. I).

Thereupon Malcolm set his port-vent to his mouth,
''rapidly filled his bag. . . . ana then sent from the in-
strument such a shriek, . . . that . . . his adversary
pressed both hands U> his ears.

Geo. MacDonald, Marquis of Lossie, xi.

Port-'wine mark or stain. Same as capillary
'^n.'erns.

porulose (po'ro-los), a. [NL.
''porulus, dim. of porus, pore.]

below the flftor of the stomach and above the .brachial
*. - It

'
-t n ' -A ij n ,. , disk. Parker and Ilasu-ell, Z<joI<)gy, I. 171,

pL^r^n""
''" '

^<"2"'^""' ^"rpa'-a, and portion. «.-8chroe<ler's portion of nrea,nhe
I orpt ma. amount of daily urea formation which occurs in "

porporate (p6r'po-rat), a. [It. porporato, < liver.

'porulosus, <

Having mi-
nute apertures or pores ; minutely porose.

Free; disk-shape, circular, nearly flat above and below

;

both surfaces minutely porulose.
Dana, Zoophytes, p. 705.

poms, V. 2. In entom., one of the minute pits
on the upper surface of the antennas, supposed
to be olfactory in function.

In a great number of insects Erichson described on the
upper surface of the antenna; peculiar minute bits,
"pori," which, according t^* him, were covered by a thin
membrane, and U> which he ascribed the perception of
smell. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 266.

pos., poss. Abbreviations (a) of possession;
(h) ofpofisessii'e.

jjjg
posaune, «. 2. In organ-building, a powerful
reed-stop, usually of 16-feet pitch.

h. purpuratus, clad in purple, < purpura, pur- portiuncala (por-ti-ung'kii-la), «. [ML. use posca (pos'kii), n. [L.] A drink consisting
pie.]

" "
- ' •

"

Clad or robed in purple. [Rare.]
Make your brothers priests,

Paul shall he porporate, and Girolamo step
Bed-stockinged in the presence when you choose,
But save one Franceschini for the age.

Ilrowning, Ring and Book, v. 227

of L. portiuncula, dim. of p6rtio{n-), portion.] of vinegar or wine diluted with water.
An indulgence granted to those who on pose^, v. t. 6. Atjdominoes, to set (the first

Augu.st 2 visit the churches in which the
Third Order of St. Francis is eanonically es-

tablished.

Porro prism binocular. See *binocular and port-light (port'Ut), n. A plate of heavy
I'orra'.i .^i/.tlem of *jirisms.

port' "- Courtesies of the port. See *courtety.-
Open port, t^ce tile extract.

In China at the present time (1902) certain ports are
designated " free and open." This phrase means that
the porta in (|Uestion are (1) open to foreign trade, and
(2) that vi-ssels engaged in over-sea voyages may freely
resort there. Exemption from payment of custums duties

8.-66

glass set in a hinged frame and fitted to a
port in a shij/s side.

portmanteau-'word (p6rt-man'to-wferd'),n. A
name given by Lewis Carroll (C. L. Dodgson),
in "Through the Looking-glass," to words Posidonia (pos-i-do'ni-S,),

formed by him on the composite system. IlotreiAavioc, adj., < nna'n^u
[Humorous.]

domino). Amcr. Soyle, p. 445.

poseur (p6-zer'), n. [F., < poser, pose. See
pose^.] One who poses, or takes an attitude,
physical or mental, which is assumed for ef-

fect; one who attitudinizes.
Above all, she never affronted genuine artists by in-

viting self-advertising quacks and poseurs to meet them
and make capital from the association.

J. L. Ford, in Smart Set, Sept., 1906, p. 91.

[NL., < Gr.
Poseidon (Nep-

tune).] Same as * Posidonomya.



Fosidonomya

Posidonomya (pos-i-do-no-mi'a), n. [NL., <

Posidoiita + Mya, geuera of Pdecyjioda.} A
genus of prioiiodesnjacean pelecypods having
compressed, equivalve, concentrically pli-

cated, thin-walled shells, with rounded out-

lines and short straight hiuge-line. The
species range from Silurian to Jurassic, and
are especially abundant in Permian, Trias-

sic, and Jurassic formations.

position, n. 5. Specifically, in archery, the at-

titude or standing of an archer in the act of

shooting.— Casaelberry position, a prone position

of a patient after iiitulwtioii, in wliicll swallowing can

occur without dauKcr of lluid entcriTig the tube.— Day
I>OBitiOn, in bot., tlie position assumed hy leaves during

( the day, as compared with tliat assumed hy them during the

night : that is, chiefly a horizontal position. Compare
night *i}Ogition.— Diagonal position, in bot, the posi-

tion of an oritan intermediate between median and
Ut«ral.— Maritime positions, the latitude and longi-

tude of certain places on the seacoast—Night posi-

tion, in bot., the position assumed by leaves during

the night, as compared with that assumed by them during

the day : that is, a more or less vertical position. Com-
pare day *poin'fioii.—Position cosine. Same aa direc-

tion c-o(niw.—Principal position, in theopficso/ cri/«(ais,

that position of a crystal, iu the field of the polariscope,

where the plane of the optic axes of the specimen coin-

cides with the plane of polarization^of the analyzer or

with that of the polarizer. Another position, sometimes
called the second principal position, is that where the

plane of the optic axes makes an angle of 45° with the

plane of the analyzer.— Slnis'B position, in smff., a
posture on the side with the under arm behind the

back and the knees drawn up, assumed by the patient

in gynecological exaniinatioiiB.- Trendelenburg posi-
tion, in surg,, a postui-e on the back with the legs

hanging down over the foot of the operating-table, the

latter being so inclined that the body rests on a plane

of 45% the pelvis being higher than the head.—Walch-
er'S position, in sttrg., a position on the back, at the
foot of a table, with the thighs hanging down over the

edge. A woman in labor is sometimes placed in this

position in order to increase the size of the pelvic inlet

position-circle (po-zish'on-8er''kl), n. The
graduated circle of a position-micrometer.

positival (poz-i-ti'val), a. [positive + -aU.'i

Of a positive, real, or actual, character: op-

posed to ideal. Grote, Moral Ideals, p. 13.

N. E. D.
positive, a. 11. Specifically, noting'an oiling

or lubricating device in which the oil is made
to flow by pressure, due either to gravity or

to pumping.
Instead of depending on splash lubrication alone for

oiling every part of the engine, poteitive oil feeds are led

to each of the crankshaft bearings, and the crankshaft is

pierced with suitable passages to conduct oil to the

cranks themselves, so that the connecting rod boxes also

receive plenty of oil. Sci. Amer., Feb. 21, 1903, p. 134.

Positive culture. See *c«I(u^e.—Positive number.
See irnwnber.

H. « Bronze positive, in photog., a picture ob-

tained*y exposing a glass plate coated with a mixture of

cane-sugar, glucose, gum arabic, and honey, which is

sensitized by ammonium bichromate, and which after

exposure is developed by applying bronze powder with a

tufl of cotton-wool.

positively, adv. (h) In mech., depending only

on that which cannot fail without breaking;

not depending on springs or gravity. See
positive motion.

positivity, n. 2. The degree of exactness
reached mthe scientific determination of phe-
nomena. L. F. Ward, Outlines of Sociol., p. 7.

positor, «. 2. In surg.. a repositor. - uterine
posltor, an instrument employed in rectifying malposi-

tions of the uterus.

poso (p6-s6'), n. [Tagalogposd.] In the Phil-

ippine Islands, a knot of hair held together by
a comb, worn by Tagalog women.
posong (po-song'), n. [Tagalog posong, proud,

arrogant, passionate, l\oca,Tao pusdng, pride,

arrogance.] In the Philippine Islands, a per-

son who runs amuck.
possess, V. t.—Not possessed, a plea to an action of

trover denying that the plaintiff was possessed of the

goods when the action was commenced.

possession, n. 8. In the terminology of psy-

chical research, a change of mental disposi-

tion, occurring in the state of trance, so

marked as to suggest the substitution of a
novel personality for the known personality

of the subject.

Trance is a name applied to a form of automatism,

whether healthy or morbid, in which the autxjmatist ap-

pears to be in some way altered, or even asleep, but in

which he may speak or write certain matter of which his

normal personality is ignorant at the time, and which

it rarely remembers on his return to waking life. If

there appears to be not merely a modification but a

substitution of personality in the trance, it is called pos-

session. Trance occurs spontaneously in so-called som-
nambulism, as a result of disease in hysteria, and as a

result of suggestion, etc., in hypnotic states. A fuller

analysis shows classes which slide into each other in vari-

ous ways.
F. W. H. Myers, in Proc. Soo. Psychical Research,

[June, 1902, p. 67.

Law of possession. See -klawl.
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possessival (po-se-si'val), a. [possessiv(e) +
-((A.] Of or pertaining to the possessive case

;

possessive. J. Earle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, p.

522. N. E. D.
possessor, « Naked possessor, an occupant of land
whose only apparent right or title to the land is tile fact

of possession.

possum-grape (pos'um-grap), m. See *grapel.

possum-naw (pos'um-ha), n. The deciduous
holly. Ilex decidua, found on borders of streams
and swamps from Maryland through the coast

States to Texas and northward to Missouri.

It is a small tree, or eastward a shrub.

postl, n. 7. In a lock, a wire or cylindrical

projection over which the tube of the key fits.

Its purpose is to interfere with or prevent the

picking of the lock by a lover or wire Heads
and posts. See -khead.— Inner post {naut.), an oak
timber joined to the foreside of the stern-post for the

seating of thetransoms.— Post-and-ralltea. See*teal.
— Silence post, in Australian race-tracks, a post erected

at some distance from the members' stands, and beyond
which bo-ik-makers are not allowed to ply their calling.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 334.

pOSt*^, n.— Cossack posti an outpost composed of a few
soldiers under a non-commissioned officer. — General
post, in the early days of the postal service of Great
Britain, the post despatched from the general post-office

in London, once a day or on certain stated days, to all

post-otRces (then established) throughout the country :

distinct from the local service known as the penny post,

and later the twopenny post, which was under different

management See penny po«f, under ?>o«(2.— General-
post day, the day on which the general post was
despatched or received.— General-post delivery, the

delivery of the letters received by the general post; the

first delivery of the day.

postal V. t. 6. To order or detail.

Colonel Taimer returned from Gilgit in April, 1882, and,

after a few months' absence on leave to England, was
posted in November, 1882, to the charge of the Darjeeling

party. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 557.

7. In chess, to move (a piece) to a square ; oc-

cupy a square with (a piece).

The White King would have been posted at Q's 4th.

Morphy, Games of Chess, p. 47.

post", adv. and pr^j>—Post litem motam, in law,

after the commencement of an action, or after the dispute

has arisen.

postage, ». 3t. The hire of a horse for travel-

ing ; the sum paid for the hire.

Each horse's hire orpostage.
Act of 1660, quoted in Joyce, Hist of Post Office, p. 29,

[note.

4. The sending of letters, etc., by post.
Postal scales. See *«cn(c2.— postal telegraph. See
fcfc.f/rfrpA.— Postal trade, the purchasing of goods
through the post by means of 'mail orders." See the

extract.

What is called in England "postal trade,"&nA in Amer-
ica "mail order business," is growing very rapidly.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 99.

Postal treaty. See -ktreaty.

postantennal (p6st-an-ten'al), a. [L. post,

behind, -t- NL. antenna + -a'U.] Situated be-

hind the antennffi— Postantennal organ, Lub-

bock's name for the prostennnatic or ante-ocular organ

possessed by certain Collembola.

postatlantal (p6st-at-lan'tal), a. [L.post, be-

hind, + atlas l-anl-) + -aH.] Lying behind the

atlas, or first cervical vertebra. Phitos. Trans.

Roy. Soc. (London), 1891, ser. B, p. 73.

post-auger (post'a'gor), n. See post-hole

anger and cut, under auger, 2.

postauricular (post-a-rik'u-liir), a. [h.post,

behind, + auricula, auricle, -f -ar^.'\ Situ-

ated behind the auricle, or ear. Annals and
Mag. Nat. Hist., Sept., 1903, p. 343.

postaxiad (post -ak' si -ad), adv. Same as

kpostaxialhi. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1895,

p. 319.
Postaxial border, the posterior edge of a limb when ex-

tended at right angles to the body : often well defined.

postazially (p6st-ak'si-al-i), adv. Backward;
posteriorly of the median line of a limb which
IS extended at right angles to the body.

post-beetle (p6st'be"tl), n. A beetle the larva

Powder Post-beetle {Lyctus planicolUs).

a. larva :*, adult : c pupa ; d. leg of larva: tt.d, c.much en.
larged, d, more enlarged. (Chitteiideii. U. S. D. A.)

of which bores in posts or other timber.

—

Powder post-beetle, any one of several species of ptlnid

postclypeus

beetles : applied especially to species of the genus Lyctus
the larvx* of which bore into dry hardwood timber, filling

their burrows with a flue powder. They do especial

damage to hardwood furniture and to ax handles and the
handles of agricultural implements.

post-boat (post'bot), ». A mail-boat; a packet-
boat.

postbrachium (post-bra'ki-tun), n.
;
pi. jwst-

hracliia (-a). [NL., < L. post, behind, -I- bra-

chium, arm.] The posterior process of the
corpus quadrigeminum. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 163.

postbuccal (post-buk'al), a. [L. post, behind,
-I- E. buccal.^ Situated behind the buccal re-

gion : as, the postbuccal segments of leeches.
liuck, Med. Handbook, IV. 701.

postbulbar (post-bul'bar), a. [L. post, be-
hind, + E. bulbar.'] Situated or occurring
behind or caudal to the spinal bulb or oblon-
gata. Pliilos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), ser.

B, 1898, p. 168.

postcaecal (post-se'kal), a. [L. post, behind, -I-

c{ec(um) + -«/!.] Situated behind the caecum.
postcalcarine (post-kal'ka-rin), n. [L. post,

behind, -1- E. ealcarine.~\ Noting the posterior
portion of the calcarine fissure. G. Elliot
Smith has substituted retrocalcarine because
postcalcarine has been employed in another
sense by other writers. Trans. Linn. Soc,
Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 327.

post-card, n— picture or pictorial post-card, a
poBt-car<i upon the reverse side of which a picture, pho-
tographic or other, is printed ; said to have been first in-

troduced in Switzerland. It is not an official government
issue and requires a stamp, one cent in the United States
and a halfpenny in Great Britain.

postcardinal (post-kSr'di-nal), a. [L. post,

behind, -t- E. cardinal.] Situated behind the
heart; specifically, noting a vein in embryos
and in certain fishes which is posterior to the
heart and convej'Sthe blood from the mesone-
phros, vertebral column, and trunk. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 4.

post-cart (post'kart), n. A cart in which mail
is carried.

Jamie was to sail from London to Dundee, and come on
to Thrums from Tilliedrum in the post-cart.

J. M. Barrie, Window in Thrums, rvL

post-cenal (post-se'nal), a. [L. post, after, -I-

ccna, dinner, + -a?l.] Occurring, or relating to
what occurs, after dinner. [Rare.]

postcentral (post-sen'tral), a. [L. post, be-
hind, -I- E. central.] In ana/., situated behind
the central fissure of the brain. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 137.

postcentralis (p6st-sen-tra'lis), n. [NL., <
L. post, behind, + centralis, central.] A fis-

sure in the cerebral cortex caudad or poste-
rior to and more or less parallel with the
central fissure or fissure of Rolando. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 20 Postcentralis
superior, the dorsal, superior, or upper portion of the
postcentral fissure.

postcentnim (post-sen'tmm), «. ; yl. postcen-

tra (-tra). [NL., < L. post, behind, -I- cen-

trum, center.] One of the vertebral disks
without neural and htemal arches which occur
in conjunction with those thus provided. The
condition is found in some fishes. Contrasted
with *precentrum.

postcerebellar (post ' ser- e-bel'ar), a. [L.

post, behind, -t- lE. cerebellar.] Situated ia
the hinder part of the cerebellum.

postcerebral (post-ser'e-bral), a. [L. post,

behind, -I- E. cerebral.^ Situated behind or
posterior to the cerebrum. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1902, p. 181.

postcbiasmatic (posfki-az-mat'ik), a. [L.
post, behind, -1- E. chiasm + -a tic] Situated
behind the chiasm.— Postchlasmatic commia-
Bure. See ^commissnre.

postcibal (post-si'bal), a. ["L.post, after, +
cibus, food, -t- -ali.] Happening, done, or
uttered, after a meal: as, apost<:ibal speech.

postcla'vicula (post-kla-vik'u-la), n.
;
pi. post-

claviculiF (-le). [NL.] Sanie as postclavicle.

Storks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 521.

postclival (post-kli'val), a. [L. post, behind,
+ clivus + -a/l.] Situated posterior to any
clivus, particularly the clivus Blumenbachii
of the sphenoid bone, or the superior inclined
surface of the vermis of the cerebellum.—

•

Postclival fissure. See -kjissure.

postclypeus (post-klip 'e -us), n.
;

pi. post-
clypci(-i). [i^., (.post- + clypeus.] In entom.,

tlie posterior of the two sclerites into which
the clypeus of insects is sometimes divided,

Cambridge Kat. Hist., V. 93.
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post-Columbian (p6st-ko-lutn'bi-an), a. After postero-inferior (pos"te-r6-in-fe'ri-or), a. [L. post, after, + E. generate ^ To regenerate
the diseovei-v of America by Columbus. See posUrus, hinder, + E. inferior.-^ Posterior and (an embryo or organism) from a part*Columbian''. inferior: used quite generally in anatomical Ahalfembrv d l f h f

'

The Cracau globe is, except the Lenox globe, the first descriptions to locate the position of any blaatomeres of tL fr^Xg'Tthe oSe?^^^^^^

Jw°.n^°™rt f'^rV""''w''l1 '? '*H"?/''fH""'
*" P^""* °^ a structure or organ with refer- been injured or destroyed! but ... BUbsequently thishow any part of the New ^Vorld, to divide the same g„<.g ^^ ^j^ j^ ^ antenor pnd of the missing half of the embryo is posff;<.«fra(fd. ^

from Asia, and to apply to it the name America.
cu<.o lu lue iieau or anienor ena 01 tne " „ A >.„^„„;; T!„„„;,lVoti™ „ oio

tfror;. J^our. (K. G. 8.), XVIII. 221. body, or With reference to the part of the . .. ^ •" J^'"-!'«», Regeneration, p. 216.

DOStcolumellar fnost'kol-u-mel'ar) a PL ^'"°® structure or organ which may be in Postgeneration (post"jen-e-ra'shon), n. The
^»06^

a™ + E. cZmenar T "! uate'd behhTd 'advance of and above the level of the part restoration or regeneration of a whole organ-

the Columbia
""''"'"""

'^
bituatea Dehind

described. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 162 >sm from a part by the rearrangement of the

postcommissural (post-ko-mis'u-ral), a. FL. I' 'J'f^" '"^m the grebes in that it articulates with the
^^^'^"''^ contained in the part.

no<< behind +R rnmmii'iiirn'j i f?plnHTi<r fr, i""''"'»"ve"<"- angle of the ischium upon either side. /"os'-f/fnfradon now begins in the reorganized and
f^f :,^=7iJI„'

COmtntSSUjal.i Kelatmg to ^„,^^ A-a(.VJan., 1904, p. 30. celUilated half ; the cells become changed over into the
the posterior commissure of the brain.-Post- no<?tero.iTit«»ma1 (r,naH^ vn in tir'non „ n different layers and organs that make the new half-em-
commissural libers. aee*Jiberl. poSierO-iniernai(pos te-ro-in-t^r nal), rt. [L. bryo. r. ff. J/orr7nn, Regeneration, p. 22a
postcondylar (post-kon'di-liir), a. [1.. post, posjerus, hindeT, + -E. intervaQ Posterior ,,„+*; ,.,.,,- ..- „ p..
behind, + Econ<iylor.-i Lying back ^ofaW -/

-2' w'
"V'^

t*'" i"-" ^'^^^ S^to oUhi^xiat^^^^^^^
dyle, or lomt, especially back of the condyle a portero-tnternai cusp on crown of second molar. nnstirPTiPrntinn
of the human humerus. ^».*r. Jo„r. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 29. P°f,^''°l'^';*l°°: ^

postconnubial(p6st-ko.nu'bi-al),a. [L.po.*, posteromedial (pos'te-ro-me'di-al), a. [L. oZ^T' ^''^''''' P^S'To^JZXlln'i'SZTp"-^^^^^^
after, +coM««6i{«m), marriage, + -aZl.] Sub- posteruf!, hmder, + E. medial.^ Situated be- „.„+_„,-„i /„=.f .= „r/„n « „«h « rr 1 ,

sequent to marr age. hind and toward the median line. Proc. PaT+ f'^^^III; l^t^' « cSl^VJ^^
post-contact (post'kon'takt), a. In awrtroji., ^"oZ. *-oc. London, 1901, p. 263.

the ch™ ^ "'

relating to the period after contact between a posteromedian (posne-ro-me'di-an), a. [L. tt „
' t„ x,. , i> .t^ ,>ostPrinr of^^:^' ^"^ *^^ ^^''^^ ^"^ ^^~

^^dia'^'litpotte^rloTfy'^""-^
^"^^^^^ ^" ^p^Vs^l^^^^f^ H

_«_*____/ - t I i * -\ 1 .. / , >. 1 1

J

.-..,. tJie mental and between the lufralabials, on
P08tcornu(po8t-k6r nu),«.; pi. po«teor«ua (-a)

tj„^,^^f
Regeneration of the po»(.r„.^^^^^^ the Under side of the jaw; a posterior chin-

[ISL., < L./.os^ behind -h cornu See corH«.] *\\°7';^^ . .
, ,^

*"^*- ''""^- f-'^bo"'', I. 118. ^j^j^j^. ^^^^^^^^^ ^ith *pregenial.The posterior horn of the lateral ventricle of posteromesial (pos'^te-ro-mes'i-al), a. fl^. * „, . , o r^* ..
• •

the brain. Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool., Feb., posterus, hinder, + E. mesial.} Situated at
P°st-glacial, «. 2. Of or pertaining to any

1903, p. 382. the back and on the middle line.
portion ot Pleistocene time subsequent to the

post-croaker (post'kro'ker), n. A fish, same posteropygal (pos'te-ro-pi'gal), a. and t,. [L. ^""^ recession of the eontmental lee-sheet.

as */<««, 7 («). posterus, fdudeT,+--E.'pygai:f I. a. Noting ,."•"• A sediment deposit^ed under condi-

post-Darwinian (post-diir-win'i-an), a. Sub- the median one of the pygal plates when threl ''""f,
f'"?'*'?''*'"' "P°° *^® '^*''*^^* °* ^ •=°°''-

sequenttothetimeof Charles Darwin: noting, are present, the pygal plates being those bony
"^"i^' g'^cier.

in particular, biological science since the pub- plates, not connected with any vertebra, which POStglottldean (p6st-glo-tid'e-an), a. [L.

lication ot " The Origin of Species," or since lie behind the neurals and form part of the i'"«'i behind, + E. <7to«(rfean.] Situated back
the period when the researches of biologists carapace in turtles. ^ t°e glottis. Proc. Zool. Soe. London, 1899,

were directed and stimulated by Darwin's II. «• A posteropygal plate. P- '''^•

example. As there are few great lines of biological posterosuperiorly (pos'te-ro-su-pe'ri-or-li), postgracile (post-gras'il), n. {li.post, behind,
research that were not considered by Darwin, there is no adv. Backward and upward,' or towarfl the + (lobus) gracilis.'] Posterior to the lobus

piSSS^^l^E^^(ri'in'?heVnTC8ti*ation^of m^^ Ti?> ''"^ "^ *'"' ^^''^- gracilis
:
noting a lissure which separates the

^STJirobleiTs^hrt thTy^mVpn^pe'rVb"e"re^d^'M POSterotemporal, o. II. «. Same &s supra- slender and semilunar lobes of the cerebellum.
new. clavicle. Starks, Synonomy of the Fish Skele- postgula (post'gii-lii), n.

;
pi. postgulss (-le).

Next to phylogenetic research,' investigations in cell- ton, p. 520. [NL., < post- + Quia.] In entoni., a solerite
division and fertUisation stamp the />ort-Danrtmnn posteroventrad (pos'te-ro-ven'trad), nrfi'. [L. behind the gula, present in the second maxilla
period of Zoology. A «(. Ac. Nov., 1890, p. 313. j,osten<s, hinder, + iS: re«fr«rf.] backward or labium of dermapterous insects. A. S.
postdental (post-den tal), (7. [L. po«?, behind, and downward, or toward the ventral side: Pacil-rtrrf, Text-book of Entom., pp. 54, 68.

-t- E. rfe«(ai.] Situated behind the teeth; in posteroventrally. posthemiplegic (p6st'hem-i-plei'ik), a. [L.
pkonctio!, applied to a consonant pronounced where it approaches the posterior end of the sinus post, after, + NL. hemiplegia +-)c.] Following

Sla&^*iVd"rteeT°A^.^.'i>^" °' Tr^Ten'S '^tttiSSfAS TtrL^ei^tToTiS
-att-k of hemiplegia. £«cA-, Med. Hand-

'•«"'**f?^1,l°ra1?A''VPF''* .!^!,;"''r-.'°'*?'^i
-—"'Vtr/r.-yicr-o'lJ'^oc., no., i^os, p. ,,. posthemorrhagic (post"hem-o-raJ'ik), a. Fol-

S;c,5^&:';th'e-;eriofo;a:^mentha ^^^^'^^^^^^f^,
(pos'te-ro-ven'tral-i), adv. ^";j"|„- P™^- ^^^ ^^ ^lood.^ Buck, Med.

ceased. Buck, Med.'^Handbook, V. 107.
Backward and downward; nost^roventrad. Handbook I. .81

postdigital (post-dij'i-tal), a. [L. post, be- IL^J,TJ., ^'''\^,"J''!."'
^^O^, 1- 89. postheterotype (post-het'e-ro-tip), a. [L.

^ind, + E. digital.] Lying behiid tie digits
POSterula (pos-ter u-^a), n. [NL dim < L. post, after, -1- E. 7ic<ero<ypf.] Following upon

or toes
s J J a e posteru.i, behind.] The space behind the tur- heterotvpe mitosis or cell-division : said of

postdiphtheritic (post'dif-the-rit'ik), «. [L. „^i."ti!.1J'i''!'''A l"
*^•^"°'^

rr , « ^
the differentiation of the spermatids and

P'w?, after, + E. diphtheritic] Following an POStessive (post-es iv), a. [L. post, after, -I- ootids after the divisions of the spermatocytes

attack of diphtheria. JBucA, Med. HandlSiok,
's^^^". + -"•''] In ffram noting the case and oocytes.

I 284 which expresses position behind. Amer. An- Thus in a fern, the whole' prothallium is composed
thropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 26. o' poft-heterott/pe cells, and the sexual elements only

pOStdiSCOidal (post-dis-koi'dal), a. [h. post, Ttnatathmnik fn'naf otV,'rr,niA\ n n ««o* arise from a relatively small number of them.
beh,nd,^+ E, dis^dal.]

.
In -en^m.. ^itu^ted ^Xn W^./,iro°ff SitZekehin^ the'^Th- _ ^ , - ^'"'T' *t * ''^' ?'E. ethmoid.] Situated behind the eth

me.

1898, p. 419. •

7;;.7;^;;ifS'he"extJaV"''
"'*"' ^ ^- «i'-'^--" » ^""«-

321.

behind the discoidal cell in the wing of a lepi- moid' bone
" post-hook (post'huk), n. In a harness for a

dopterous insect. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, postface (post'fas), n. [L. post, after, -f- E. *'^'^?' *''.® ?"-"a™ental hook over which the
1898. n. 419. *^,

__ ^ .. /•». €•.-.. .
^

.
-^ ' ' phpp.k-rfiin is nunc

postembryonal (post-em'bri-on-al), a. Same ^ pcri/a» may be [said to hel a . . . preface at the en,l
POSt-hom. n. 2. Same as hugle^, 1.-3. A musi-

as p'islrmhryonic. Geog. Jour. (li. G. S.), of a took, ... for which a great writer of French fought cal phrase or call, such as IS given by a post-
XVIII. 8.'). hard. G. Soin(»6Kry, Pref. to Scott's Dryden, p. ix. horn or bugle.

postepileptic (posfep-i-lep'tik), a. [L. post, postflzed (p6st-6kst'), a. Noting certain mus- posthyoidean (p6st-hi-oi'de-an), a. [L. post,
after, -t- E. fpiJcp(ec.] Following an epileptic cular and cutaneous areas in which some after, -t- E. hyoid + -c-an'.] In embryol. ana
paroxysm. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 847. of the nerves of supply originate at a more anat., situated behind or posterior to the

posteriad (pos-te'ri-ad), a<ii;. Iposteri(or) + caudal level than in allied species. Philns. hyoid arch.—posthyoidean cleft. See*de/n.
-ad3.] In a posterior direction; toward the ^""s- Hoy. Soc. (London), 1898, ser. B, p. 116. posthypnotic (post-hip-not'ik), a. Occurring
posterior end of the animal body; posteriorly, postfizture (post-fiks'tur), n. From a com- after arou.sal from the somnambulistic state
JV«n,s-. ^mfr. Jf»cro». Soc, Nov., 1903, p. 58. parative standpoint, the condition where of hypnosis, or relating to the period following

posteriormost (pos-te'ri-or-most), a. Situ- nerve-fibers from a more caudal level are upon such arousal

ated the farthest behind iii a series ot several distributed to given muscular and cutaneous Many cases of the jmst-hypnotic effects of suggestion

posterior elements. areas. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), appear exjilicalile on these two principles of the condition

_. , J,'*. .,,,,v -. .-» 18Qft «pr R n nfi of nieniorial functioning and of autosuggestion.
pOSterodOrsad (pos'te-ro-dor'sad), (7de. [L.

iaao. Her. D, p. iio.
ir. Kim<« (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 332.

posterus, hinder, -I- ^. dorsad.] Backward postfossette (post-fo-set ), n. The pit or de- „o„t>,„nnnT,„.jB /^fi,.* ),i „of'i-sis1 n • nl
and toward the line ot the back: in a quad- P'-<>««'0" J"st back of the second cross-crest, ^^SXn!s^Jl)m^^^^ hmovt'
ruped, backward and upward. Trans. Amer. <»• metaloph, ,n such a tooth as the molar of a Cl S nostcrior lobe of tC
Jirrcro.. .Soc, Nov., 1903%. 59. 1-rse or riiinoceros. See cut under Mooth, 1. ^'^^^

^he
X^t^^Tu^ndtolCltul '

^±r?f°lmuL^''+ F"jrWl''^Vrn:t-ed^-
^°

'e.^^fl^ k J/d H^r^^^^^l^n^^^^^^ posticum. «. 4. [^. postica 0^^] In Eauff's
7ws(<T».« liinder, + E. dorsal.] Situated on a^nnite. terminologyof sponge morphology, the cloacal
the hinder part of the back. 1 roc. Zool. Soc. H, n. 2. f^avaa a.s *postfrontal shield. openings of the exhalant canals or aporrhysa.
iiMon,

,
p. -81.

. , ^, , ,. postganglionic (post"pang-gli-on'ik), a. [L. postiliiun (post-il'i-ura), «.
; pi. j)o*<iKo (-a).

postero-external (pos'te-ro-eks-fcfer nal), a. j,„iff^ behind, + E. ganglionic] Noting the [NL., < post, behind, + ilium.] In orniili.,
[L.;>o;««<>n/*, hinder, + E. external.] Posterior region behind or posterior to a ganglion, as that part of the ilium which lies back of the
and external, or on the outer side. nerve-fibers which are about to pass through acetabulum or socket for the head of the
The longer axis of each process Is diagonal, po«J»rwx- a Ranfrlion. A'«(»rc Feb. 2.5, 1904, p. 407. femur. Proc Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 96.

tfrnai ami anterointemal ; the conjoined process is sub- . x / - .. • / -.\ j i , a.ii / ..- * • /\ m .-m
trigonal, the angles 7<o»»--ro«Tf..mn( and anteri..r. pOStgOnerate (post-.ien e-rat), V. t.

;
pret. and poStlUon (pos-te-yon ), «. [!• . postilion, a

BuHed'n ^m^r. Jfi(». .Vnr. //tX., ii)02, p. 203. pp. postgcncrated, ppr. postgenerating , [L. postilion.] In »«««(c, same as *j)os<-7(oni, 3.



postinfluenzal 1044 post-thyroidal

Dostillflueneal {post'in-flij-en'zal), a. rii. Justbackof thesupranasal. The term is somewhat In- postietinal (post-ret'i-nal), a. [L. po«*, 1)6-

7<«^ after, + E influenza + -«n.] "Occurring t^r/^hleM^^^SolriX'not'
"'"" """ ""^ "^^

J''"''-
+ ^I^- '•««"'« + -^''-^ Situated behind

after an attack of influenza. Buck, Med. postnatus, «. II. a- Keferring to a second the retina.— Postretlnal fiber. Aee*jiberi.

Handbook, V. 16. ^ou . referring to' a person born after a par- post-road, n. 2. In the United States, any
postdnsular (post-in'su-liir), n. [L.po«<, after, tieular event. See the noun. road, way, or street, including water-routes,
+ »MS«/«, island, + -0)3.] Situated behind an pgg^J^g^pJ^J (post-nu'ral), a. and «. fL-imst over which the United States mail is carried,

insula; specifically^, behind the island of Reil. behind, + E. neural.] I. a. Posterior to postrostral (post-ros'tral), a. [L. post, be-
Jmer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 627. the neural plate. hind, + E. rostral.'] Situated behind the

postjacent(post-ja'sent), a. [L. posf, behind, n. n. An unpaired membrane-bone in the rostrum.
+jncens Uaceiit-),\ying. See ai/aceitt.'] Lj'ing carapace of the turtle, Ij-ing immediatelv pos- post-route (post'rot), n. A route, whether by
or situated behind or in the rear; posterior, teriorto the last neural plate. There are from rail or boat, designated as the required line
postlarval (post-liir'val), a. [h. jiost, after, two to four of these postneural plates, the last or route for the transmission of the mails.
+ E. /«)•(«?.] Subsequent to metamorphosis ; of which in shape and position forms part of postscapula (post-skap'u-la), ».; v\. postscnp-
after having passed through the larval or im- tjje peripheral or marginal series of plates. „/a.(.le) [NL , < L.pos^l behind + scapula]
mature stage: generally used in speaking of These are also termed lyygals or jyt/gal plates. The part of the scapula below the spine,
tailless amphibians that have gone through postnodal (post-no'dal), a. and n. ["L. post, nn-tHParUtiTial fnosf'skar la-tl'nall n Ft,
the tadpole stage, or in the ease of tailed ^after + n«<i«, node, + -a/L] la. .Situated P;„«*fafte^TU" l'i^)-,!l V?^^^^ F^ol-
ainphioians that have shed their external behind the nodus of a dragon-fly s wing. \^^( ...^'.let fever as a sequela. Buck, Med.
gills and undergone the changes that accom- JJ, «. Any one of several cells behind the Ti„„fihook V S78

Snst^arvil fCr^f'-siredon
^'"'"'"*''""' '' ''''

^^t''' f '^' '"'1 "' ^-^^g^^-^y-
postseptal' (post-s'ep'tal), 'a. [L. post, after,

postlarval form of siredon. postocular, fl.and «. I. o.-PostocularsMeld,in *'+°'?3/
,»A^ + -am Situated nosl

The next moult leads at once to the postlarval stage, in "herpet., a shield or scute lying back ot the eye and below ZJlin*m'„ t^„f;,^' Zr^^„;Jl^T« 7,T,i^^f t if,.
which the adult fonn is assumed. the supraocular. tenor to any septum, especially to one of the

Proc. Zool. Hoc. London, 1903, p. 26. jj_ ,,_ Same as *postocular shield. structures so designated m the brain or me-

postlicentiate (p6st-li-sen 'shi-at), a. [L. Frontil small, slightly broader than the supraocular dulla.— Postseptal fissure. S,ee*fls8ure.

post + E. licentiate.] Subsequent to the title . . . ; one postocidar. postsequent (post-se'kwent), a. [li. post,

of licentiate : applied to a degree given to a -P™"^- ^o"^- S"'- ^-""d"". 1903, p. 128.
j^f^gj.^ + g sequent.] Noting a river or valley

licentiate of any profession. post-office, »i.— Distributing post-offloe, an office ^hich has originated on the side slope of a
•™_ .. J It i. *v . ( •. i-*i « where mail-matter is distributed by the carriers or sent „„,,„oniiPTit vnllevThe suggestion made that the post-hcenciate title of, j^ substations for local delivery

Consequent vauey.
Doctor of Public Health be established by legal enactment ^^^^^^ ^^.^1^. i„ .^^rj/oZ., a postoral band of cilia in pOStSpinOUS (post-spi'nus), a. [L. post, be-
in tnesiaieoi i>ew loriL^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ the larvic of certain marine worms. hind, + E. spinous.] Situated back of the

i j-v 1 / - t A-\^'- 'l••^ L T Postorbltal process. See postorbital, l(fl). spine of the scapula Postspinous fossa, the de-
pOStmanttlDUla (post -man -CUD u-ia;, ». ^'i

pogtpalatine » II a. Pertaining to the pression on the posterior side of the spine of the scapula.

ichth., same as *articulary.
posterior portion of "the palatine bones : as, More commonly portscapirfar/osM.

postmandibular (post-man-dib'u-lar), a. [L.
^^^^ postpalatine region, postpalatine process, postsplenial (post-sple ni-al), a. [L. post, be-

post, behind, + E. mandibular.] Situated ^^ Annals atid Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 1901, hind, + E. iplenial.] Noting a sulcus or fissure

behind the mandible: as, the postmandibular p 44 on the median surface of the carnivore brain,

"ell-
^ ... „ postpalmar (p6st-pal'mar>, a. and ». [L. pos^ Ppsterior to and sometimes joining the sple-

postmastoid (post -mas 'told), a. [L. post, ^Xr, + E. pahnar.] "In Waehmuth's and Hi"*' fi^«Y®--,«I™"'iof'""*"" ^'^''' ^'"''"''

after, 4- E. mastoid.] Situated behind the Springer's terminology ot erinoid structure, Zool., * eb., 1903, p. rf8».
^ ., .

mastoid process. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. noting those plates of the brachia which are post-spoon (post'spon), n. A long-handled
261. above the palmars and which form the free shovel liaving a spoon-shaped hlade. A similar

postmaslmal (post-mak'si-mal), a. [h. post, portions of the erinoid arms. They are termed shovel with a wider and shorter blade is called

after, 4- maxim(um) + -nA.] Following a fourth brachials, etc., in Bather's terminology, a telegraph-spoon.

maximum, m any sense of that word. Buck, Bostnaralvtic (p6st"par-a-lit'ik), a. [L. post, poststemal (p6st-st6r'nal), a. [L. post, be-

Med. Handbook, 1. 139. alter + E. partaysisi-hji-) + -U:.] Eo\\oy,mk '""d, + '£.. sternal.] Situated befiiud the

postmeataKpost-me-a'tal), a. [L. posf, after, paralysis. JS«cA-, Med. Handbook, V. 95. sternum.

-'rmeat{us) + -aV^.] Situated behind a meatus.
pQg^pg^jjgj-g^j „ 2 l-a anat referring to the postsylvian, o. II. n. A postsylvian process;

postmedia (p6st-me'di-a), «. [NL., < post- + posterior portion of the parietal lobe of the specifically a fissure in the mammalian brain

media.] A longitudinal vein in the wings of brain; noting an arterv supplying this part, lying behind, or posterior to, and more or less

certain insects, between the media and the ^„cjl- Med Handbook 11 253. parallel with, the Sylvian fissure. Also known
cubitus. It is vein VI of Comstook's system. nnstnl.+a.Tiiim Cnost-nat-a-ii'um') n- pi vost- ^^ the posterior suprn.'sylvmn, or fissura posU

Comstock, Manual of Insects, p. 65. ^^a^Kff.^ E&l!, Ti!. %Atev, ^+PL fr-^J-l^'^^^"""""
*''•' ''''"'*''"' ^°°'-'

postmedial (p6st-me'di-al), a. [L. pos«, after, ^jm,„:.] In orji^A., the triangular fold of skin, reD., iJUd, p. dd*.
^

+ E. medial] Beyond the median cell in the •^ugt back of the shoulder-joint, which runs postsynapsis (post-si-nap sis), n. LJ^^L,-. < ^^
wing of a lepidopterous insect. Proc. Zool. from the side of the body to the upper pos- P""*, after, + IsL. synapsis.] In cytoL, the

Soo. iortdon, Mav-Dec, 1902, p. 306. terior face of the upper arm. Parker and stage following upon or succeeding tbe syiiap-

postmesenteriC (p6st"mez-en-ter'lk), a. [L. Baswell, Zoology, II. 352. sjf of the chromosomes m the cell^nucleus.

post, after, + E. mesenter(,y) + -ic] Situated postped^cle (p6st-pe-dung'kl), «. Same as A'^o catted late synapsis. Biol. Bulletin, Feh.,

behind the mesentery; being m the posterior postpedunculus.
' iJU*, p. loo.

. .

^art,,f the mesentery. ^«o., Med. Handbook, pUpeneplain (p5st-p.'ne.plan), a. il. post ^l''J^^^,^JXs^Z^:r'^'Ji.^^'i I
, ^ -, s

after, -\- E. j^encplain.] Subsequent to the
t:t,,^tP(l behind the svnsacnim

^«o1=,LT?i/r'rpo;rb:hi^^'+-'N^^
penepUnation of a district. [Bare.]

"-ir^f A vllttS^th; synsacrum of
pobtmesoi lea (-a). \,U. post, Demna, -r iSU. The structural axes in this region have a general north- _ y,;_j . „ p„„dal vetpbra PRare 1
mesorseum.] The posterior fold of the mesen- west-southeast trend, which is paralleled by the trend of a Dira

,
a cauaai veieora. L^^-^rcj

tery in elasmobranchs (sharks and rays), ear- the pre-Eocene schistosity as well as the axes of post. Thereare6or7po«(-»j/n«afrnJ«-free caudal vertebra,

rviriir the diiHtiform nrocpss of the intestine Miocene folding and faulting and the later porf-pem-yJam Of these the 4th and 6th bear pointed mtercentra, which,
rying tne aigltiiorm process 01 ine miestme

,j,a,T,ing in the adjacent Ellensburg quadrangle. however, are completely fused with their respective

and that part of the intestine lying posterior '^ "
.Science, June 17, 1904, p. 921. centra. Proc. Zool. Soc. Londmi, 1M3, p. 273.

to it. i'roc.Zooi.6'oc.iondo)i, 1890, p. 671. pogtperforated (post-per'fo-ra-ted), a. Per- postsyphilitic (p6st"sif-i-lit'ik), n. [h. post,

postmineral (post-mm e--ral), a. Subsequent
forated posteriorly.— Postperforated space. Same after, + i^ij. .lyphilis + -it-ic] Following an

to the deposition of minerals, either ore or ^ posterior perforated space. See per/orated space (b), attack of svphilis as a sequela. Buck, Med.
gangue, in a vein or other ore-body: chiefly imder p«r/ora(ed. Handbook, VII. 378.
employed in discussions of the origin and postpermanent (p6st-p6r'ma-nent), a. [L.

p<,st-tereTim (post-ter'gum), n.
;
pi. post-terqa

geologicalhistoryof ore-deposits and specially 7;os?, after, + E. permanent.] Coming after •»',.j, ,^j^ <L »o«; after + ferj/wm, back.]
applied to faults. the permanent set of molars. The last of the' three part's into which the
Po8(-)m'?»«raior Secondary Fissures.—It is important to A potential 4th dentition, the post-permanent series.

ter<'al aspect of an abdominal or thoracic seg-
look for evidence of recent or post-mineral faulting that Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 189(5, p. 6!M. ^. . J -.^lonntprniis larvn i<< iiinnospd nor-
may be connected with secondary enrichment of the de- _.„.-. .„, (nn^t cu'hI'T tal'i a PL nost

™ent of a coleopterous larva IS supposed, nor

posits ; where, as is often the case, this is parallel, or postpubertal (
post-pu oer-tal), a. lu. posi, mail y, to be diiided, the Other parts being the

nearly so, to the plane of the vein, it is sometimes dilticult after, + h. pubert-y -t -al'-. ] buDsequent to prtetergum and the tergum.
t« detect. rec/.nica( «(., Sept., 1907, p. 189. the period or occurrence of puberty. -K««*^,

'ost.thoracic (post-tho-ras'ik), a. {T^. post.
Post-mortem wart. See*«!ari. Med. Handbook, IV. 420.

behind, + E.^7)orfl«b.] Lying behind the
postmundane (po.st-mun'dan), a. [L. j)o.st, post-pump (post'pump), n. A pump which is thorax; back of those vertebne that bear ribs

after, + mundanus, of the world (see mun- attached to a post for support. connected with the sternum: in this sense re-

dane).] Subsequent to the end of the world, post-pyramid (post-pir'a-mid), n. [L. post, gtrieted to birds and reptiles, since the thorax
See antemundane. behind, + E. pyramid.] In fl)ia<., the funicu- of mammals includes all rib-bearing vertebrw,

postmutative (post-mu'ta-tiv), a. \Jj. post, lus gracilis, formerly called the posterior whether the ribs reach the sternum or are float-

after, + E.mutottfc] Applied to languages in pyramid. ing ribs.

which words are inflected by means of affixes post-rank (post'rank), n. The rank of post- Dr. Gadow correctly observes of the geckos that they

placed after the stem or radical part. N. E. D. captain in a navy. possess veiy long and slender po«(-(Aoracic ribs, which

post-Mycenaean (posf'mi - se - ne ' an), a. [L. ii,e promotion to post-rank, to which he was fully en- »<'<'' "^^'^ "^er in the middle hne.^^^^^

5 1904 p 6.

po«(, after, -t- E. Jfyce)ia>an.] Subsequent to titled, came somewhat tardily in August 1W)1.
. , , , - ^ tv-- j in 'rx

' *

the Mycen»an period. See*Mycenxan. Xa-
.^ . , /"l^' ^7.'-

]""• "^^^ I^strtliyroidal (post-thi'roi-d^

ture Nov 20 1902 p 59 postremogeniture (pos-tre-mo-jen'i-tur), n. behind, -t- E. thyroidal.] Situated back of the

i'
"

.1 ' „ / , \., ,.. u 1 V k FL. nostremus, last, + E. aeniture. See primo- thyroid cartilage of the larynx. Proc. Zool.

P?,?l^??^^Jf"th7h^e°^*-re^nfo?^irm^s:'a7a^^s Oenilrc] The right of th'e youngest bo^m. Sol London, 1901, p. 297.



post-tragTis

post-tragTlS (post-tra'gus), «. ; pi. post-tragi
(-ji). [XL., < L. post, behind, + tragus.^ A
prominence back of the tragus, found in the
ears of some animals.

post-traumatic (p6st-tra-mat'ik), a. [L. post,
after, + E. traumatic.'] Occurring after, or as
a consequence of, a wound.

post-triangular (p6st-trl-ang'gu-lar), a. and n.
[L. post, after, + E. triangular.} \. a. Situ-
ated behind the triangular: noting the trian-
gular cell in the hind wing of a dragon-fly.
I'roe. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 522.

II. n. The triangular cell in the hind wing
of a dragon-fly.

pOSt-Tridentine (p6st-tri-den'tin), a. [L
po.'it, after, -I- E. Tridentine.] Belonging to a
time subsequent to the Council of Trent.

post-trigonal (p6st-trig'6-nal), a. [L. post,
behind, -1- E. trigonal.'] Situated behind or be-
yond the trigonal or triangular cell in a dragon-
fly's wing. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 73.

post-trochal (post-tro'kal), a. [L. post, be-
hind, + Gr rpox6(:, wheel, circle, -I- -ic] Sit-
uated behind the prototroch : said of the
position of cells or organs in the trochophore
larva of marine annelids.

postulancy (pos'tu-lan-si), «. [postHlan(t) +
CI/.] The status or period of candidacy of a
postulant. See postulant.

postulate, »
.
- Dedeklnd's postulate, if a, and So

are ajiy two non-empty subsets in .S, such that every ele-
ment of 8 beloiiKS either to S, or t-jSg, and every element of
S, precedes every element of So. then there is an element X
In S such that (1) any element that precedes X belont-sto^ and (2) any element that follows X belongs to .So —
fncUd'S postulate, with reeard to parallels. See pos-
tulate. 2 (..). As translate.1 by Williamson (Oxford 1781)
the p.«tulate is : "And if a straight line meetinif two
straight lines make those angles which are inward and
upon the same side of it less than two riKlit angles thetwo straight lines being produced Indeflnitt-Iy will meet
each other on the side where the angles are less than two
nght angles."— Farkas Bolyal's postulate, every
three pomU are costraight or concyclic— LuJllam'S
parallel postulate, "two straight lines which cut one
another cannot both he parallel to the same straight
line (1794). See EuHkfs *;".«f«M(»-.— Parallel pos-
tulate, the postulate that through a given point there is
notmorethan .jue parall.-l to agiveii straight line. See Eu-
cluti *;»»(i,/«»f.— Postulate ofclosure. Same as Deile-
*inrf« *;«i«M/«f<'.- Postulate of the circle. See
*cirrfe— Saccherl's postulate, the postulate that
there IS a triangle whose an:;k-sum is two right angles
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potability (p6-ta-bil'i-ti), n. The character
ot being potable

; potableness.
potage2 (po-tilzh'), n. [F.j Soup.
potagerie (po-tiizh-re'), «. [F.] Herbs or
vegetables collectively; a kitchen-garden.
potageryt (po-taj'e-ri), n. An Anglicized form
of *potagerie.

KitlliZtH *
""".f"?,

»J^"''yin8r all sorts of Herbs or

&?eneraL '

"" **' <=™'='=™ 'hem, considered

Hvelyn, tr. De La Quintinye, Compleat Gard'ner, Die-
(tionary. A'. E. D.

posture, ".-Trendelenburg posture. Same as
/ rt'ntUienbur'j irpoititi'in.

postvaccinal (p6st-vak'si-nal), a. [L. post,
after, -I- E. vaccine + -an.]' Following vac-
cination, especially as a sequela. Huck, Med
Handbook, Vll. 251.

post-Vedic (post-ve'dik), a. [L. po.9t, after,
-1- E. Fedic] Belonging to a time subse-
quent to that of the Rig Veda,

postvertebral {p6st-v6r'te-bral), a. [L. post
after, -t- XL. vertebra + '-aU.'] Situated be-
hind one or more vertebrae.

pptl, n. 11. (o) In poker, a jack-pot; a pool
formed by equal contributions from all the
players before the deal. — 15. In geol: (a)
The earthy or consolidated material found in
a pot-hole. (6) A pot-like cavity in rock,
which contains earthy matter, (c) A rounded
and pot-lil»e mass of ore, such as often occurs
in the case of brown hematites or limonites
distributed through clays and oohers — Ace Intbe pot See -kacr.— Pattljison's pots, a series o( pota
used in separating silver and le.ad, the method being
based on the fact that the greater the proportion of silver
the higher is the melting-ixiint of the alloy.— Pots and
pearls, an abbreviation for potash and pearlaah
[Colloq.]

For .John had wnrkeil in his early day,
In " Pott ami I'eariK," the legends say.
And kept a shtjp with a rich array
Of things in the soap a?id candle way.

J. G. Saxf, Proud Miss MacHride, at xvll.

Klch pot, In the Pattinson process fordesilverlzing lead
the iK>t. at the opposite end of the series of such vessels
from the market pot, in whichrich leail accumulates con-
taining about tK)0 ounces of silver to the ton. to be cupeled
in order oinplctely to isolate the silver.— Sheffield POt a
crucible or pot made of graphite, In which cnirihlc-Ktiil
Is melted : so called because it was early use^l at shelticld
England. Satxm, Hay 5, !!»>», p. 1.— TO be In one's
pots, to be Intoxicated.-To sweeten the pot in
pokrr, to add to a jack-pot that has not been opened
on the previous deal, each player contributing one chip
Alsoc^alled/aHemnjl.

pot* (pot), n. [Dan., a pot, a measure. See
pof^.] A Danish liquid measure equal to .212
gallons.

Pot. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin potassa,
pota.sh; (fc) [/. c] of potential; (c) of the
Latin potio, potion.

POt-al? (pot'al), n. The residue left in the
still trom the first distillation of fermented
wash m the manufacture of whisky. It eon-
tains a little lactic acid, which can be recov-
ered and utilized in connection with dveinc
processes. °

potamian (po-ta'mi-an), a. Same as potamic.
Potamogetonaceae (pot"a-m6-je"t6-na'se-e),
n.pl. [>L (Engler, 1886), < Fotainogeton +
-acesB.] A family of monocotyledonous plants
of theoTderAaiadales, the pondweed family,
typified by the genus Potamoqeton. it is distin

|-;n!?e,fcTS "!"
t^'"",?".'^.

«ith which it was formeriy

or cn^'lfL ?•
'*^""'

;l""""=' "^"^P"'' ""J ">e disk-likeor cup-like stigmas. It contains nine genera, of which

mrtTn;&,f"'^'''' ^''^'""' ''"' ^''""'•^««- are th^

potamogetonetum (pot'a-mo-je'to-ne'tum)
n. IPntanwgeton + -^tiim.) A zone of vege-
table growth near the shore of a body of water
characterized by the presence of the genus
Pofamogeton.

potamoiogist (pot-a-mor6-jist), w. rpota-
niolog(,j) + -ist.] A'student of potamology.
potamometer (pot-a-mom'e-t^r), n. [Gr
m-a/jor, river, -I- fteTfii>v, measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring the force of a current of
water.

potamophobia (pot'a-m6-f6'bi-ii), n. [NL.,
;/'• .^'''m, river, + -fj.^m, <'

<l>o(ieiv, fear.]
Morbid fear of rivers, especiallv of crossing
one. Sibot (trans.), Psychol, of'Emotions, p.

potamoplankton (pofa-mo-plangk'ton), n
[(.r. TTorn/iof, river, -f XL.' planlton.) The
plankton of nvers as distinguislied from that
of akes and oceans. See peUn/ic and limnetic
''plankton.

potash, N— Bichromate of potash. See potaggium

ailt ""''"?"''"*«"'"--POtashblue. See*W.,f.— BtlCU potash, caustic iiotash (potassium hydroiid)
last into cylindrical sticks one fourth or one third of aninch in diameter, for surgical use as an eacllarotic: alsofrequently used in this form in the chemical lalxmtory
to absorb vapor of water and carbon dioiid from gaseous
niixturea.

potash-bulbs (pot'ash-bulbz), n. pi. In chem
a piece of apparatus, used in the ultimate anal-
yses of organic substances, consisting of sev-
eral connected bulbs of light glass containing
a strong solution of potassium hydro.\id The
potassium hydroxld absorbs the carbon dioxid formed inbuniing a weighed portion of the substance t*. be ana-

,Si,vT'"K"' '^'''''^ "' "'c aj.paratus showing the

cKV/.? .r"''^"" '.''"""l
I"-"'"ced. from which can be

calcuhited the quantity of carbtm in the snbst.ince ana-

IL . A."*'"''
'"'" "e""™' liferent fonns of the apparatus,two of those most in use being known as Liebig's and

tieisslers.

potato-digger
loids, and sometimes for their quantitative
determiuation.
potassioplatinic (po-ta8"i-6-pla-tin'ik), aContaining potassium and platirium (with itshigher va ence) as constituents. Potassio-
platinic c ilorid is the same as potassium
chloroplatinate (KoPtCg). ^ i-assium

potassiosulphate "(po-tas'i-o-sul'fst), n. adouble sulphate ot potassium and soie othermetal or radical
: as, aluminium potassiosul-

phate, common alum.

Potasslum chloroplatinite. See -kchloroplatinte-Potassium hvdrogen sulphate, potassium add sullphate, or bisulpliate of jiotasli (Klisil.) -PotasKinrn
iodide. See *|orfW,..-Pota3slum mknganafe ?^"mineral chameleon " (see chamcl»m mimml)^iZ^Mel
chemists so named from the readiness with which
ita solution changes color from green to purple bvtaking up oxygen producing the permanganate. It ischiefly as material for the production of this latter sat
tn.it the maiiganate is now made.- Potassium Dcr-
chlorate. See •pcrcAforn^f.- Potassium SSmMl
gajiate, a salt which dissolves in water with™r1?h
ox'vJ'en''''ibi"H"- "«'.f"'"r disappearing on removal of

suhftJL ?,'f
"""'*' S'."""" "P '" 'leflnite amount toBiibstalices which are ready to combine with it. Hence

used 'in^vf
"";"" "'^'"™»l» ix KMiiO., is extensive??used in volumetric analysis, as, f..r example, in the det«r-

?aU whichl 'n?r '? r'^'T Potassium' sulphatra
fi.,L -f 5 ^ produced largely, in working the stassfurt

nhR^.1
1^'/™"' ''?,'';"' "'"' ''y ilecomposing the potassiumchlorid of carnallite with kieserite : extensively used n

less ciiide condition as an ingredient of fertilizers
potassoxyl (p6-tas-ok'sil), n. The radical
eou..<isting of an atom of o.xygen in combina-
tion with an atom of potassium (KO).

^°Jf*'lllLir?of^f*°^'^ °J ^'^f
P°tat°- »«« *bictcri.

Rrnw,ri5iS''„F°Ji,°^ ^"f®?* potato. See black -krot.-

Sto see'*5„*^* ''°*^*°-
'^F"

*™'— Chinese po-
Aft?'* »"^ *nn,mm„n-cnie anil yam, 1.--Chytrldi0seof potato. See *ch,,trklwse.~ Goa potato tLenricklv

S,^.T°"", '"^;!.'''"'7' » ^P«<^ies^vTcIel?TpreiZ tli^Ed^t Indies and in the islands of the Pacific. The starchytubers form an important food-staple in many placeiduring certain seasons of the year.- Horse potatoes asailors name for .yams.- Kafir potato, a Natal plant'of

resVm'bl , "'n'^'
1''"''^'''^ "•™'"«'»'<' » bearrtubersresembling potat.)e9, which are used by the natives as

am l7 r^;^^ ?°?^'°' " ^^'"^'.African flaiit of ?he min?lamllj, (.*».« .s„/n;,oi«i«, native to Togoland. whichbears edlble^tubers resembling potatoes.-Potato BMlyblight, potato late blight. See *(-(ir,A?.-Potato
flea-beefle, flea-bug. .S?e itflca-beetle, *jlea°ua~
Sweet-potato borer. See*((or<r.

•'

potato-ball (po-ta'to-bal), n. The globose
b(>rry of tlie potato, Solanum tuberosum. See
potato, 2.

^a^,**i^J5®®*^r •> 'k"*,°«^? potato-beetle, an Ameri-can chrysonielid beetle, Leptinotarm juiicta, wNch

Bogus Potato-beetle {Ltflinolnrsajuncla-i.
. eggsi *,*. larv.Te :r, beetle

; f. leg : ...*. r. enlarged :

e, more enlarged. (After Kiley.)

Potash -bulbs.

a. Geissler's form ; *. Liebig's form.

potassio-antimonious (po-tas'i-o-an-ti-mo'ni-
us), a. Containing pota.ssium and antimony
(with its lower valence) as constituents. Po-
tassio-antimonious tartrate is common tartar
emetic, 2(K(SbO)C4H40o).H20.
potassiobismuthic (po-tas'i-o-biz'muth-ik),
a. Containing potassium and bismuth as
constituents. Potagsiobi.smuthic nitrate, in
strongly alkaline solution, is Bottger's reagent
for the detection of glucose in urine.

potassiomercuric fpo-tas"i-f)-m6r-ku'rik), a.
Containing potassiuni and mercury Cwith its
higher valence) as constituents. Potassio-
mercuric iodide (Kllgla) is frequently used as
a reagent for the detection of vegetable alka-

ratl er closely resembles the Colorado potatfi-bectle andfeeds (.11 wild species of Solanum.-- Striped DOtato-
beetle. («) The Colora.lo IKdato-lK.etle ^^) A^°SI
beetle, Ejncauta vitlala. Also called the old-faAi<ml,l
po(,,^,.ice«..-raree-llned potato-beetle an ^
cat! chrysomelld beetle, Lerna trUinmta. "ll'ow ii, colorand with three black elytral stripes. It feeds on theleaves of the Irish potato.' .See cut at i«,,„!

" '"*

potato-Clay (po-ta'to-kla), ». A fine silicious
lumpy clay used as a base by the Hopi in the
manufacture of certain artificial ceremonial
pigments. Smithsonian Hep. {'!<!at.'M.U8.) 1900

potato-curl (po-ta'to-k^rl), n. A disease of
the potato-plant, marked by the curling and
withering of the leaves, caused by a funcus
Terlicilliiim atroalbum.

potato-cutter (po-ta't6-kut"6r), n. In anri
a hand-machine for slicing potatoes. It con-
sists of a rectangular box, open below, containing flxeil
knives and a pivot«il cover for pressing a potato laid uponthe knives down upon them and pushing the cut piecesout below. It cuts in slices or quarters or both, and pre-
serves the eyes of each piece ready for planting. Other
machines have a knife-box and a simple hand-lever forpushing the potato through the nest of knives

potato-digger, «. The smallest of these machines isasimpledouble orlifting plow having long steel fingers atthe hack The jilow lifts the s<,il. tubers, and ,,lants, and
pushes them upon the fingers, the soil falling between
them, and the loots and tops being left behind on the
ground. Another form of plow is provided with a hi>i i-
zontal wheel armed with long fingers. As the jilow opens



potato-digger

the soil, the revolvinjt wheel picks out and separates the
tubers and nH)ta> and throws them to one side. More
powerful machines, operated by four horses, opeu the

Potato^digycf.

a, shoTcl point for liftine plants and soil: #, screen for sifting

out soft; c. elevator with flights carrying plants and tubers orer
and up screen : d, vibrating rack for shaking tubers out of plants

;

€, tack made of rods delivering the plants; /, rack delivering
tubers;- ff, pole: h, lever controlling depth of shovel point; i,

lever controlling delivery; >. wheel supporting machine and de-
livering power to elevator and rack, aud aimed with radial stops
to prevent slipping in soft ground.

rows and, by means of screens, clean the tubers from the
soil, separate them front the tops, and deliver tops and
tubers in separate lines, behind. Sometimes called a
potato-harvester.

potato-fly (po-ta'to-fli), n. Anyone of several
species of blister-beetles which eat potato-
leaves. Epicauta vittata is an example.
potato-gun (po-ta'to-gun), n. A special form
of powder-gun for dusting potato-plants with
an insecticide.

potato-harvester (po-ta't6-har"ves-t6r), n.

Same as *potato-diijiier.

potato-hilier (ii9-ta't6-hil''^r), Ji. A hoTse-
tool for scraping and gathering the loose soil

about young potato-plants, in hilling or ridg-

ing. It consists of two mold-boards placed
under a plow-beam. The tool is guided by
means of plow-handles. It resembles a ridger.

See *ridger, 3.

potato-moth (po-ta't6-m6th), n. A cosmo-
politan gelechiid moth, Phthorimasa operciilella,

whose larva attacks potato tubers aud also

mines the leaves of tobacco.
potato-planter, n. These machines have reached a
high degree of efficiency^ Some forms open the soil, au-
tomatically deposit the seed-potatoes at fixed distances,

and cover them by means of followers or disks. Others,
under the guidance of a boy riding behind the driver,

distribute the seed as desired. Some forms employ a
cutter or disk in advance of the jilow to assist in opening
the soil, and all types employ some form of attachment
for distributing feililizer in connection with the planting.

potato-plow (po-ta'to-plou), n. A potato-
digger (which see).

potato-race (po-ta'to-ras), n. A race in which
each runner picks up and carries to the
starting-line, one at a time, potatoes placed
at intervals along the course. Usually there
are eight potatoes for each runner, placed at
intervals of two yards.

potato-scab (po-ta'to-skab), n. A disease of
the potato tuber due to the fungus Oospora
scabies.— Potato-scab gnat. See itgnati.

potato-sorter (po-ta't6-s6r"ter), ». Amachine
for cleaning and sorting potatoes. Some are
cylindrical riddles; others use a traveling
elevator-screen which cleans and sorts the po-
tatoes and packs the merchantable ones in
barrels.

potato-sphinx (po-ta'to-sfingks), n. A large
sphingid moth, Phlegethonlius quinquemacu-
lata, whose larva feeds on potato-, tomato-,
and tobacco-plants.

potato-sprayer (po-ta't6-spra'6r), ». A ma-
chine for spraying rows of potato-plants.

potato-stones (ito-tii'to-stonz), «. pi. A local

name for hollow brown nodules of quartz
lined with crystals of the same mineral foimd
at Bristol, England.
potato-tree (po-ta'to-tre), n. A hardy, showy
Chilian shrub, Solanum crispum, which grows
from 12 to 15 feet high, and bears fragrant
l)luish-purple flowers and yellowish-white
fruit the size of peas.

potato-weevil (po-ta't6-we"vl), n. Same as
potato-stalk weevil (which see, under weevil).

potato-worm (po-ta'to-werm), n. The larva
of the potiito-sphinx.

pot au feu (po to fe'). [F., 'pot at the fire.']

A French dish which resembles beef stew

:

also used to designate soup stock and the pot
in which soup stock is prepared.
Poteau stage. See *stage.
Potency of a set or series, in math., its power or cardi-

nal number.—The potency of the continuum, the
potency of the se(iueiice of all the numbers from to 1,

or of all the points of tlic sect (0, 1).

potential. I. ».— Potential gradient, in elect, the
mean decrease of potential per unit distance. Science

1046
Abatractft, ITI. Sec. A, p. 39.^.— Potential Slope. Same
as iepotential gradient.— Potential variation.
See ^tviiriation.

II. H. 2. (e) In e/ec<., an incorrect abbrevia-
tion ot potential difference, or elecCric pressure.
— Contact difference of potential, in elect., a differ-

ence of potential produced by the contact of two different
metals or other substances, and not due to any chemical
action between them.— Difference Of POtentiaL (&)
See *rfi/«««c«.— Discharge potential, in elect., the
voltflge at the temiiuals of a vacuum-tube or similar
appaiiitus, l)etween which an electric discharge occurs.

—

Electrostatic potentlaL See potential, 2 (c).— Nega-
tive potential, electric potential of a point or region,
such tliatthe tendency of flow is from the earth toward
it— Thermodjmamlc potential, a function of the
energy, entropy, temperature, pressure, aud volume of a
system which has its minimum value when the system is

in equilibrium. One of its usual fonns, known as the
thermodynamic potential at coniftant pressure, is given
by the equation ^ = € — tft; -f pt-.

potentialize, v. t. 2. To give power to ; make
potent. [Rare.]

[He] felt assured of victory if his war club was made in
imitation of that of the enemy and polentialized by a
plume or inscription appealing to the Apache deity.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Elhiwl., 1897-98, p. xxiii

potentiometer, «.— Liquid potentiometer, in
elect., a device for measuring the fall of potential in a
litiuid column traversed by an electric cuiTent.

potentite (po'ten-tit), ?i. \^potent + -jie^.] x
trade-name of an explosive consisting of a
mixture of finely divided guncotton (about 45
to 65 per cent.) with potassium nitrate.

Poterioceras (po-te-ri-os'e-ras), n. [NL., <
Gr. Tzorrjpiov, a drinking-cup, + /ttpac, horn.] A
genus of cyrtochoanitic nautiloid cephalopods
with short, stout, and straight or curved shells,

the apertures of which are subtrigonal in senile
individuals. Several species are known from
the Silurian to the Carboniferous.

Poteriocrinus (po-te-ri-ok'ri-nus), n. [NL., <

Gr. TroTT/piof, a drinking-cup, -t- Kpivov, lily (see
erinoid).'] A genus of dieyclic fistulate cri-

noids, with very large tubular ventral sac as
long as the arms, represented by numerous
species in the Upper Devonian and Lower Car-
boniferous rocks.

potestal (po-tes'tal), o. [L. poiestas, power,
-1- -ail.] Xn Som! antiq., of or pertaining to
potestas. Seepotestas. [Rare.]
The leaders - - . of the other school are qf the opinion

that my action is only suspended while the child or slave
is in my potestas, because I cannot proceed against myself,
but that it revives on the potestal retatitniship coming to
an end. Muirhead, Oaius, IV. 1 73.

pot-grease (pot'gres), n. Fat saved from the
household cooking of meat, used in soap-mak-
ing. Also known as kitchen-stuff.

potnead, «. 2. A form of joint or connector
used in electric line work in passing from a
single conductor to a group of parallel wires.

The station terminal of the cable is on the grotmd
floor and consists of a series of concrete cells, the cable
being provided with a pot-head at this point and spread-
ing from a three-conductor cable to single-conductor
caljle. Elect. World and Engin., March 5, 1904, p. 427.

pot-head (pot'hed), v. i. To expand at the
end to form a cup or pot : said of electrical

cables which, when used for very high volt-

ages, have their covering or armor spread
out to form a cup, which is then filled with in-

sulating material. The armor is usually of
lead, hence the potheading can easily be done,
and prevents short-circuiting between the
cable and cover or armor.

pot-hole (pot ' hoi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. pot-

holed, ppr. pot-holing. To produce in (a solid
rock mass) a hole by the action of stones and
silt whirled around in an eddy of water. The
effect of such action is to produce a deep cylin-
drical hole, called a well, or a hollowed cav-
ity, called a pot-hole, or, in rare cases, a very
large and deep, more or less cylindrical and
hollowed cavern, called a giants' kettle or
cauldron.
The vertical extent of such erosion works out at about

2 millimetres per year, which corresponds to the removal
of only 5 milligrammes of rock per ton of silt-laden water,
and of this Mr. B,all thinks that at least two-thirds is ac-
counted for by the pot-hi)lin<i action.

Qeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XXL p. 672.

pot-leg (pot'leg), «. 1. The leg of a pot.

—

2. Broken pieces of oast-iron used as shot.

And at shot-range a man can be killed j ust as definitely
by a dose of pot-leg out of a g.i8-pipe balTel as he can by
a dum-dum bullet sent througli scientific rifling. Indeed,
for close-quarter fighting pot-leg is far more comprehen-
sive, and far less likely to miss than the lonely modem
bullet Cutcliffe Uyne, A Master of I'ortune, iii.

pot-man, n. 3. The workman who ladles the
lead crystals into the pots in the Pattinson
process. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of
Metallurgy, p. 691.

pottery

Potomac cat See *ca(i,— Potomac formation, or
group. See itformation.

potomato (p6-to-ma't6 or po-to-ma'to), n.
\^pu{talo) + tomato.] A name given to plants
produced by grafting the potato on the tomato
and vice versa. The plants are readily intergrafted,
and the union will persist throughout the normal life of
the particular plants that are grafted ; but no economic
results follow the operation. Recently, the word pomato
has also been used, chiefly for reputed sex crosses between
the potato and tomato. See irpornato.

potongt (p6-tong'), n. [Tagalog.] In the
Philippine Islands, a colored wrap for the
head, as worn by the Tagals at the time of
the Spanish conquest.
potoroo (p6-t9-r6')i n. [Native Austral.] One
of the small rat-kangaroos of the genus Potor-
ovs, the generic name being a Latinization of
the native name.
pototromoparanoea (p6 ' to - tro - mo - par ' a -

ne'a), n. Ih. potus, drint, -I- Gr. rpouof, "a
trembling, + irapavoia, delirium.] Delirium
tremens.

potrero (po-tra'ro), n. [Sp. potrero, pasture,
<. potro, a colt.] In Spanish-American coun-
tries, a cattle-farm or ranch.

pot-seine (pot'san), n. A net with a, central
pot or bag, used in taking fishes.

The purpose of this contrivance is to provide a pot-
seine to be used with or without scows and adapted to
fish only with the tide and to be held by leads or guides,
one at each side. Sci. Amer., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 160.

pot-spade (pot'spad), n. In whaling, a long-
handled, sharp-edged spade used for handling
the blubber while boiUng out the oil.

pot-steel (pot'stel), n. Cast-steel ; crucible
steel : so called because it is melted in a pot
or crucible.

pot-stick, n. 2. In a camp, the stick or pole
on which the kettle is suspended over the fire.

Camping-grounds, pot-sticks, fire, implements, utensils,
canoes, anil geographical names.

tieog. Jour. (R. O. S.), X. 3.

Potters' asthma, pnenmonoconiosis.— Potters' bron-
chitis. Same as -ttpotters' asthma.

potter-bee (pot'er-be), n. See *6eel.

potter-wasp, n— Fraternal potter-wasp, an Amer-
ican wasi>, Lumen^s fraterna, which builds clay cells

and st^ires them with canker-worms or similar slender
lepidopterous larva;.

pottery, «— Akahada pottery, earthenware made
in Akaliada, a province of Yamato, Jafmn, in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries.—American pottery,
(a) Aboriginal pottery. Pottery has been produced by
various native peoples throughout North, Central, and
South America from an early period, and in certain sec-

tions is still manufactured. The most important and
characteristic of the native American wares are the
following; {\) Cliff-dwellers' pottery. Hee Pueblo pottery,

below. (2) Costa Hican pottery, a rude earthenware
made by the natives of Costa Rica and found in the an-
cient ruins of that country- Cinerary urns are abundant
in this ware. (3) Atlantic Indian pottery, a coarse,

sandy pottery made by tiie Indian tribes of the Atlantic
coast from Maine to Florida. It is partly baked and
usually occurs in the forms of pots or jars with rude orna-
mentation produced by scratching simple patterns on
the plastic surface or molding the clay in the interior of
coarse textile fabrics or basketwork. (4) Mexican pot-
tery, ware found among the ancient remains of Mexica
The most distinctive variety is a black or red pottery
modeled in grotesque shapes, in which serpents, heads
of gods, and symbolical figures form conspicuous features
of the relief decorations ; also, the pottery of the modern
Mexicans and native tribes. (.">) Moki pottery. See
Pueblo pottery, below. (6) 3[otind pottery, a primitive

pottery f<nmd in the
ancient mou:ids of
the Mississippi val-

ley. Also called
Viound- builders^
pottery. It is gen-
erally of coarse tex-
ture, though some-
times of fine, smooth
clay, and is occasion-
ally covered with a
dark-red pigment.
The usual forms are
bowls anti pots, fi e-

queutly made in the
rude semblance of
the human figure,

animals, and vege-
table fonns. {7)Sic-
aragua pottery,
ware made by the
nativesof Nicaragua
in Central America-
It is distinguished
by its modeled
forms in imitation of
animals, idols, and
conventional sculp-
tures- Much of it

is of a mortuary or
seiwilohral nalure-

(8) Periivian pot-

tery, pott«ry found
in the ancient cemeteries of Peru. The ware is cither

red or black, ami occurs in a great Viiriely of shapes
simulating almost every object in nature and illustrating

Pueblo Pottery.— Dipper, from ancient
ruins in Arizona.

(In the Pennsylvania Museum,
Philadelphia.)
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every phase of domestic life. The portrait-vases or water-

vessels aie carefully modeled in the fonns of human
heads, lifelike or grotesque, ilany of these are furnished
with an arched tubs extending above, from which rises

a central spout. (9) Pueblo pottery, a peculiarvariety of

earthenware made by the Pueblo Indians, or house-build-

ing tribes, of the western slope of the Rocky Mountains.
This pottery is of several varieties, the best having a
grayish-white b<xly with geometrical decorations in black

and various colors, covered with a glo»8, prtjduced by
polishing or rubbing the surface with smooth stones. In
the ancient cliff ruins of Colorado, Utah, Xew Mexico,

and Arizona tliis ware has been found in surprising abun-
dance. The modem Moki Indians of Arizona and the

Pueblo and Zuiii Indians of New Mexico still practise the

ancient art of their ancestors. (10) Zuni pottery. See
Pueblo pottery, above. (&) The first white settlers in

America made pottery, but not until the end of the seven-

teenth centurj' was any attempt made to produce a better

grade of ware than the commonest sorts of household
utensils. The following are the more important varieties

produced after that time : (1) Beech pottery, pottery made
by Ralph Hagnall Beech, of Philadelphia, between 1845 and
1857 ;

particularly a white ware with inlaid designs of

mother-of-pearl, and painted portraits of prominent men
on a black or blue enameled or japanned ground. (2)

BenrKinfjton pottery, earthenware made at Beimington,
Vermont, between 1846 and \%hS, at the United States

Pottery, which was operated by L>-man and Fenton.
Brown-glazed, Rockingham, and scrodled wares, of good
body and excellent glaze, were produced there in a great

Tariety of forms, as picture-frames, toby jugs, hunting-

pitchers, book-shaped flasks, mantel ornaments, and
figures of animals, such as well-modeled deer, cows,

dogs, and lions. See jlint-enameled u-are, below. (3)

Buoxi pottery, a common pottery body made in a great

Tariety of eccentric shapes and frequently covered with

rich, mottled glazes. The principal features of this ware
are extreme thinness and lightness of weight and origin-

ality of treatment by crimping, crumpling, and twisting

the clay in every conceivable manner. It is made at

Biloxi, Mississippi. (4) Burlington white ware, ware
first produced at Burlington, New Jersey, about 1684, by
agents of Dr. Daniel Coxe, of London, one of the proprie-

tors and afterward governor of West New Jereey. This
was the first white ware made in the American colonies.

<5) CitMhtnan ttoneware, a salt-glazed stoneware with
cobaltrblue decorations and, occasionally, incised designs,

made by Paul Cushman at Albany, New York, about
1809,—a date found on numerous pieces bearing his

name. (6) Flint-enameled ware, a fine grade of Rock-
ingham or tortoise-shell ware, made at Bennington,
Vermont The glaze is heavy and brilliant, with mot-
tlings of brown, blue, and olive, sometimes in mono-
chrome and occasionally in combinati(m. Patented by
Lyman and Fenton in 1849. (7) Grueby faience, a hard
pottery body covered with opaque enamels in dull or
mat finish, produced by the (irueby Faience Co. of Bos-

ton, Massachusetts. The prevailing color is cucumber-
green, although other colors, such as claret, light blue,

and yellow, have been used. The shapes are adopted
mainly from ancient Egyptian forms, the ornamentation
being principally conventionalized leaf forms in low
relief. (8) Hammered pottery, a variety of decorative

*arthenware made at Chelsea, Massachusetts. The sur-

face of the ware is hammered before burning, and is thus
covered with a network of flat facets in regular pattenis,

resembling the surface of hammered metal. Over this

indented groundwork carved sprays of flowers are ap-

plied in relief designs. (9) Jersey City pottery, earthen-

"ware produced at the Jersey City Pottery, New Jersey,

between 1825 and 1892, consisting of hunting-pitchers,

toby jugs in brown glaze, coarse blue and white ware,

after the style of WedgwtxMl's jasper ware, and household
and druggists' wares of every description. The principal

modeler of these works was Daniel Greatbach, who
originated many of the now famous shapes. UO) Pfnn-
^Icania-Gennan pottery, coaree red earthenware made
by the German settlers in eastern Pennsylvania during
the eighteenth century and the first half of the nine-

teenth. The art was brought from Germany, where
«lip-decoration flourished for several centuries. See
tulip ware, below. (II) Rookwood pottery, a manufac-
tory of p-ittery esteblUhed at Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1880,

by Mrs. Maria Longworth Nichols ; also, the ware pnw
duced at Rookwood
Pottery, which is of a
hard earthenware or
stoneware body with
underglaze decora-
tions painted in col-

ored clays on the
green ware. One ut

the distinguishing fea-

tures of Rookwood is

the tinting and blend-
ing of the ground col-

ors beneath the heavy,
transparent, colored
glazes. Among the
most impori^nt styles

of ware produced at
this establishment are
uanteo or shell-tinted,

dull-finished, carved,
m4Hle1ed, and mat-
glazed wares ; but the
factory is more espe-
cially noted for its

'standard ' ware, with
tinted grounds and
heavy glazes, and the
highly artistic quality
of its ornamentation.
(12) Sonthwnrk white

teare, a fine grade of pottery made at Southwark, a
suburb of Philadelphia, from 17(19 to 1774. This ware
was of white body with blue umlerglaze decorations,
after the style of the Bow aixl Worcester wares of that
period. (13) Teco ware, a ni(Mlern pottery made by the
American Terra Cotta and Ceramic Co. of Chicago, Illi-

nois, with modeled or sculptured decorations and mat
glazes, usually of a mottled grayUh-green color. (14)
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Tulip ware, a name given to the sgraffito and slip-deco-
rated red earthenware made by the Pennsylvania-German
potters in eastern Pennsylvania during the eighteenth
century and the first half of the nineteenth, in the deco-
ration of which the tulip predominated.— Anglo-Ameri-
can pottery, English cream-colored ware of the first

third of the nineteenth century, bearing transfer-printed
designs of American subjects, such as views of promi-

Rook^* inctnnati,

Ohif, uu'i':i^]:\!": 'l-;.. .jr.ition. por-
trait of r.cncral WashJiiiflon.

(Id the PennsylTAnia Museum,
Philadelphia.)

Anelo-American Pottery;.— Plate with dark blue print of Captain
McDonough's Yictory on Lake Chaiiiplaiit, 1814.

(In the Penosylvania Museum, Philadelphia.)

nent buildings, scenery, and portraits of eminent men.
This ware was made especially for the American market.
It was printed at fli-st in black or dark blue, and later in
various colors.— Arabic pottery, ix>ttery made by the
Arabs from the eighth to tlie sixteenth century, consist-

ing of tiles, mosaics, and decorative earthenware. The
earliest pottery of the Arabs in Europe was probably a
silicious glazed ware. In 1239 James I. of Aragon
granted a special charter to the Saracen or Arab potters
of Jitiva (now San Felipe de JAtiva), allowing them to

pursue their calling on the payment annually of one
bezant. Early in the sixteenth century the Saracenic
potters were pnxlucing well-made gilded fa'ietice.

—

Avlsseaa >pottery, an imitation of the rustiques figu-

lines of Bernard Palissy by VJctor Avisseau of Tours,
Krance, whose lottery was established in 1842.—Avon
pottery, (a) Earthenware made at Avon, near Fon-
tainebleau, France, in the early part of the seventeenth
century, consisting principally of figures of animals and
figurines. (&) A modem faience with tinted ground,
somewhat resembling the earlier products of the Rook-
wood Pottery, made at the Avon Pottery, Cincinnati,
Ohio, about 1H85.— Azlmgarh pottery, a nule earthen-
ware made at Azimgarh, India, of a fine black color,

with silvery ornamentation, prmluced by scratching the
pattern on the surfa^-e of the burned ware and rubbing
into the lines an amalgam of tin and mercury.—Aztiro
pottery, a variety of stoneware decorated in blue. See
the extract

Among the other French potteries of the sixteenth
century we must mention those of Savignies and I^
Chapelle-aux-Pots, small villages in the neighbourhood
of Beauvais, where ... a kind of stoneware covered
with plain blue enamel was also manufactured. This
ware, mentioned by Rabelais and the historians of that
period, by whom it is termed azure pottery, was of sutft-

cient value to be presented to sovereigns. It is now rather
scarce.

Gamault and Gamier, 3. K. Handbooks, French Pot-

(tery, p. 31.

B&rblzet pottery,an imitation of the rustiques figulines

of iierniinf I'.iliasy made by Victor Barbizet, of Paris,

France, since 18;'>o. See Pali/my ware, under H'nrf2.—.B1-

lOXl pottery. See American •kp<>tt*'ry (/*).— BordeatlX
pottery, staTmifemus faience made at Bordeaux, Fnuioe,
during the eighteenth centurj-, in the styles of the Rouen,
Nevers, and Moustiers p^jtteries.-Cafag^OlO pottery,
majolica ware made at Cafaggiolo, Italy, m the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. Its principal characteristics

area pure white enamel and a rich dark-lihie gruuiuling
laid on with a coarse bm.sh.— Castel Durante potteiy,
majolica produced at Castel Durante, It^ily, during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The decorations
frequently consist of grotesfjues, dolphins, sea-horses,

masks, and festfwns, arranged in symmetrical patterns.

Many of the pharmacy jars and plaques with paintings
of large heads are attributed to Castel Durante.— Cliff-

dwellers' pottery. See American ^pottery (ti).—

Creil Pottery.— Plate with hU< k print of W.tslunpton, about
1830. 'In the Feiiiisylvatiia Museum, PliiUdelphia.)

Ck)Cllln-CMne8e pottery, earthenware made in Cochin-

Chhia; specifically, a variety of glazed pottery with relief

pottery

decorations.— Costa Rlcan pottery. See American
•^pottery (a).— CrfcU pottery, cream-colored ware, or
queen 8-ware, made at Creil, Fiance, late in the eighteenth
and m the first half of the nineteenth century, by a firm of
English potters who introduced transfer-printing in the
decoration of table-services.- Deruta pottery, tin-
enameled pottery made at Deruta, Italy, in the sixteenth
century. Some pieces ascribed to this source possess a
beautiful niadrepevla luster, similar to that of the Pesaro
pottery.— Forll pottery, tin-enameled pottery, or majol-
ica, made at Forli, Italy, in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries.- Glen pottery, a variety of pottery which
somewhat resembles tin-enameled ware but has a plum-
biferous glaze, made at Gien, France, in imitation of the
styles of Marseilles, Rouen, and other French faience and
of certain old Italian wares.— (SJomlJel pottery, Japan-
ese earthenware with a rough gray glaze, more or less
crackled, made by Gombei Kurisaki at ^' atsue, Japan, be-
fore 1695. See Idzxtmo *p«((eri/.— GubblO pottery,
majolica made at Gubbio, Italy, in the sixteenth century,
particularly a rich, ruby-lnstered ixyttery made by Gioi^io
Andreoli.— Hl^O pottery, earthenware made in the
province of Higo, Japan, showing Korean influence.

—

IdsumO pottery. Same as Idzumo -kpottery,— Idziuno
pottery, earthenware made in the province of Idzumo,
Japan, the mi>st common variety having a brilliant red-
dish-brown glaze, shading into yellow. Also written
Idsumo.— Iga pottery, eartht'iiware made in the prov-
ince of Iga, .Japan.— Imbe pottery, earthenware made
at Imbe. in the province of Bizen, Japan. See Bizen pot'
tery, under pottery.— IniXiaXL pottery. See Ainerican
^pottery (a).— Ipsen pottery, ten-a-cotta made in the
styleof the ancient Greco-Roman pottery, at Copenhagen,
Denmark. In beauty of fonn and purity of decorative de-
signs the Ipsen reproductions compare favorably with the
classical vases.— Jersey City pottery. See Ainerican
•kpottery (b).— KaratSU pottery, hard pottei-y made at
Karatsu, in the province of Hizen, Japan; particularly
prized by the Japanese.— Klshlu pottfcry, earthenware
made at Wakayama, in the province of Kii, Japan.— Ki-
yomizu pottery, a kind of pottery manufactured in the
Kiyomizu district, Kioto, Japan. Also written A*i.yornid^u.

See Kiyomidzii porcelain, undev porcelainA— Itllle pot-
tery, a stanniferous faience, resembling that of Rouen,
made at Lille, France, in the eighteenth century. It is dis-
tinguished by a fine white enamel and inferior decorations
and colors.— Limoges pottery a name given to under-
glaze, slip-painted earthenware, or barbotine, first pro-
duced about l)-^75 at Limoges, France, and extensively
imitated by amateur decorators in the United States.

Also called Ilaviland /nienc*.- Longwy pottery, a
faience produced at Longwy, France, since about 1838,

decorated with enameled colors, often in Oriental styles

and frequently covered with a crackled glaze.— LunA-
Vllle pottery, stanniferous faience made at Lun^ville,
France, from about 1731 ; also, biscuit figures and groups,
made of a local white clay, frequently stamped "Terre de
Lorraine."- Malaga pottery, a variety of pottery made
at Malaga, Spain, in tlie fouiteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies, noted for its beautiful gulden luster. This was
Srobably the most ancient center for the manufacture of
ispano-Moresque potter>-.— Marseilles pottery, tin-

enameled faience produced at Marseilles, France, from
before 1700 to the end of the eighteenth century. This
ware was noted for its beautifully modeled shapes and
graceful handles and feet, and its flue colors. The mark
generally used was the fieur-de-lis.— Mexican pottery.
See American *pottery (a).— fHiao pOttcry, a iiottery

which derives its name from the province of ^l ino, Japan,
where it is made.—Mlnoan pottery, pottery of the
Minoan period found in

Crete. There are three
styles— early, middle. »nd
late.

—

Ml Sblma KaratsQ
pottery, Karatsu pot-

tery, made in Japan, in

the Mi Shinm style of deco-
ration. See Karatsu itpot-

tery and Mi Shima -kware.
— Mokl pottery. See
Pueblo P'ittery, under
American irfiottcry (a).—
Monnd-bnllders' pot-
tery. SameasT/lot/nrf•A;w^
tery.— Mound pottery

.

See A mcrican kpottery («).— Moustiers pottery,
tin-enameled faience made
at Moustiers, France, from
about 1079 throtigh the
eighteenth centuiy.—Nev-
ers pottery, stanniferous
faience made at Nevers,
France, in the latter part
of the sixteenth and
through the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, in the style of Italian majolica.

The clay and glaze were of considerable hardness, while
the colorings of the decorations were weak. See/flV^nc«

patriotique.— Nlcara^a pottery. See A meriean
kpottery (rt).~Ohl pottery, ejulhenware made at Ohi, a
village in the eastern part of Kanazawa, Japan.— Pavla
pottery, p«)ttery produced at Pavia, Italy, in the seven-

teenth century, of a rich brown color, with sgraffito deco-

rations.-Pennsylvania-German pottery. See Ameri-
can kpottery (^).—Peruvian pottery, see American
kpottery («).— Pesaro pottery, majolica made at Pesaro,

Italy, in the sixtei-iith century, noted for its madreperia
luster.- Pueblo pottery. See American kpottery (a).

— Raku pottery [Jap. raku, ease, comfort], earthen-

ware of light gray clay and of a coarse texture, with a
heavy glaze, usually red or black. It is made at various

places in Japan, particularly in Kioto. See the extract.

Baku derives its name from incidents connected with
its first production. Chojiro, the son of a Korean p(»tter,

attracted the attention of Hideyoshi, who invited him to

build an oven near a pleasure-house named Juraku.
Hideyoshi became his patron and later gave to Chojiro's

son a g(dd seal or stamp bearing the character Baku, which
signifies happiness.

B. S. Morse, Japanese Pottery, p. 259.

RatO pottery, earthenware made at Rato, Portugal, in

a great variety of styles, incluaing imitations of Palissy,

Vase of Minoan Pottery.

Fouud in the Minoan palace
at Ciiosus. Crete.

(From "Annual of the British
School at Athens.")



pottery

Rouen, and other wares.— Rimini pottery, majolica of
the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, made
at Rimini, Italy; chai"aet«rized by gtmd painting, stn>ng
coloring, and tine enamel. Lead-glazed ware was also
produced there.— Romano-Brltlsli pottery, pottery
made by the ancient Romans in Great Britain or found
there among Ktiman remains.— Rookwood pottery.
See Americdn itpotten/ {b).— Saracenic pottery. See
Arabic -kpottery.— SaVona pottery, earthenware made
at Savona, Italy, in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. Vases, drug-jars, and services were produced in
abundance.— Sceaux pottery, tin-enameled faience
made at Sceaux, near Paris, France, in the latter half of
the eighteenth centnrj'. This ware was frequently mod-
eled in artistic shapes, figures, and groups, and painted
with floral and figure subjects.— sfilgarakl pottery,
earthenware made at Shigaraki, province of Oini, Jai)an.
It is of a reddish tint, with a nnigh surface, often having
a heavy running glaze over the surface glaze.— Shlno
pottery, a rough, hard pottery, with a coai-se white
crackled glaze, produced in the province of Owari, Japan,
usually in the forms of bowls, plates, and incense-boxeg.
See the exti-act.

Records Btat« that the earliest pieces recognized under
the name of Shino date back to 1700 or before, and are
due to Shino Saburo or Shino Oribe (pseudonym Shino
So-on), a t«a-lover who made them by order of his prince.

E. S. Morse, Japanese Pottery, p« 191.

Siena pottery, majolica made at Siena, Italy, in the
sixteenth century, of excellent finish and carefully
painted.— Slnceny pottery. Same as Sinceny ware
(which see, uniler ware'^).— Soma, pottery, a variety of
earthenware made in the province of Iwaki, Japan, fre-

quently bearing a decorative design of a tethered horse
and the crest of the house of Soma. See the extract.

The founder of Soma potteri/ was Tashiro Goyemon. . .

.

Tashiro remained with Nins^ for seven years, and this

great ptitter in reward for Tashiro's diligence and faith-

fulness pennitted him to use Sei, one of the characters of
his name, and thus Tashiro Goyemon became Tashiro
Seijiyenion, and the maik Sei was used in his work. Ta-
shiro [Seijiyemou] returned to Nakamura in 1631, and
made pottery at the order of his master (the lord of
Soma). K S. Morse, Japanese Pottery, p. 310.

Strasborg pottery, tin-enameled, or stanniferous, fa-

Strasburg Pottery. - ri^itter with oi)eiiwork borde:

i8th century, from Strasbury. Alsace-Lorraine.

(In the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.)

tence made at Strasbui^, from about 1710 (?} to about 1780.

It was noted for its lightness of weight, its milky-white
enamel, and the brilliancy of its colors, particularly the
purples and pinks.— Takatorl pottery, pottery made
at Takatori, a village in Chikuzen province, Japan. It

is usually of a fine clay, covered with brown glaze.—
Talavera pottery, pottery made at Talavera, one of

the principal sites of the industry in Spain, during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, particularly a ware
with white glaze and well-painted decorations.— Urblno
pottery, majolica ware made at Urbino, Italy, in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. The vases and other
pieces were usually of large size and well modeled, and
painted witli subjects from sacred and profane history.

—

Vegetable pottery, a variety of earthenware made of

clay mixed with the powdered hark of the carisse or

pottery-tree of Krazil.— YatsushiTO pottery, earthen-

ware produced near the town of YatsuKhiro, province of

Higo, Japan.— Zufil pottery. See Pueblo pottery, under
Aiiifrican -kpottery («).

potting, n. 5. In billiards, the act of holing
a ball.

pot-valve (pot'valv), n. A lift safety-valve

which somewhat resembles a pot in form.
Guides are cast on the top of the seat-casting

to keep the valve in position when it is lifted.

pouch, ».—Abdominoveslcal pouch. See -kahdom-
("/K>c'>-*ca/.— Csecal pouches. See -kc-ecal.— Coelomlc
pouch. See -A-cHoj/nV.— Douglas's pouch. Same as

rectorn-jinal pouch (whichsee, under pouch).— Entero-
COellC pouch, in emhryoL, an outpouching or diverticu-

lum uf tlie enteron, and hencecoiitaining a portion of the

enteroca'le or primitive gut-cavity. —Esophageal
pouch, in earthworms, one of the paired hollow projec-

tions along the posterior portion of the esophagus, with
the lumen of which they are in communication.—
Gastric pouch, in jellyfishe8,fl''yl»re/?'a, one of the inter-

radial prolongations of the stomach toward the circum-

ference.— Outteral pouch, an elongated dilated sac

communicating at one end with the middle ear and at

the other end with the pharynx, and containing air. It

is found only in aolipeds and is the same as the Eustach-

ian tube of man. U. S. Drpt. A(jr., Rep. on Diseases

of the Horse. 1003, p. 128.— Intememal gastral pouch,
in Sarcfmednxm, an interradial i)ouch projecting from a

radial pouch into the lobes of the peripheral part of the

umbrella.— Prussak'S pOUCh. Same as PruAmkS
*«pnce.— Rathke's pouch, a pocket or depression in the

roof of the mouth, just in front of the septum, which
temporarily separates the mouth from the pharyngeal
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cavity in embryonic vertebrates. The wall of Rathke's
pouch takes part in forming the pituitary body.

pouching (pouching), ». 1. The act of put-
ting anything into a pouch or pocket.— 2.
The formation of a pouch or of a sac-like pro-
jection or indentation; the pouch or sac thus
formed. See the extract under 7)owc/i, v. i,

pouch-shell (pouch'shel), w. The shell of a
small pond-snail, PJiysahypnorum.
poudre (podr), «. [F.] Powder; gunpowder.
— PoudreB, an explosive, one of the earlier kinds of
smokeless powder, manufactured in France for use in the
Lebel rifle, pattern of 1BS6. It consisted of about 68 per
cent, guncotton, 30 per cent, soluble pyroxylin, and 2 per
cent paraffin. Also known aa Vieille's powder.— Pou-
dre BN, an explosive, a modified form of poudre B,
consisting of insoluble pyroxylin (guncotton) and soluble
pyroxylin, but with the addition of barium and potassium
nitrates and a little sodium carbonate.

poulard (po-lard'), H. [F. poidarde.'] A young
hen fattened for the table ; a spayed hen.
N. E. D,
Poulson telephonograph. Same as ^magtieto-
ph<nio<jraph.

Poultry acariasis. See *acariasis.

poultry-car (pol'tri-kar), 71, A special type
of box-car fitted with racks for poultry-boxes
containing live poultry, and provided with
conveniences for feeding and watering the
birds in transit.

poultry-tick (pol'tri-tik), n. An American
ixodid, Argas americanus, destructive to poul-
try in the southwestern United States.

poimamu Cp6-o-na'm6), M. [Maori.] Nephrite;
jade ; greenstone. [Australia.]

pounce-powder (pouns'pou^d^r), n. Same as
pounce'-^.

pouncett (poun'set), n. [pounce^ + -eti
Same as pounce^, 2 (in pouncet-hox),

pOUnd^, «.— Egyptian pound, a current coin, the
unit of money of tlie English jirotectorate in Egypt and
the Sudan. It is divided into 100 piasters, and is equivalent
to $4,943 in United States gold.

The unit is the Egyptian pound, which is divided into
100 piastres, the piastre being again divided into lOmih
hemes. The Egyptian pound weighs 8.500 grammes, and
contains 875 parts out of 1000 of fine gold. Its approxi-
mate value in English currency is £1, Os. 6d.

Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 700.

' Mint pound, the troy pound adopted by act of Congress
in 1»28 as the basis for all coinage in the United States,

and kept at the United States Mint in Philadelphia. It

is taken from its safe only at the annual meeting of the
Assay Commission. It is of bmss of unknown density,

l^and therefore fit to serve as a standard only for the prac-

tical purpose prescribed by law. The Bureau of Stan-
dards regards this troy pound as agreeing with the troy
pound deduced from the standard kilograjn 20, which is

the ultimate standard for all weights in tlie United States.

See *prototype, 2.—Pound-and-plnt idler, an English
naval term, referring to the purser of the ship.— Pound
Col, a proposed industrial unit for electrochemical energy
equivalent to 500 ampere-days ; the electrical quantity
wliich will generate one i>ound of hydrogen.

pound^, n. 1, (b) A compartment in an abat-
toir in which animals can be kept until they
are slaughtered* Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 644.

poundage^, «. 4. A commission of so much
in a pound upon the earnings of weavers, paid
in some parts of England to superintendents
of weaving-plants. B, Marsden, Cotton Weav-
ing, p. 476.

poundage^, w, 3. The series of pounds in an
abattoir in which animals can be kept until

they are slaughtered. Encyc. Brit, XXXII.
644.

pound-degree (pound'de-gre*'), n. A com-
pound unit which denotes the quantity of

heat necessary to raise one pound of water one
degree in temperature at the temperature cor-

responding to the greatest density of water.
The value of a Fahrenheit pound-degree is

one British thermal unit or 778 foot-pounds.

poar^, ». 3. In founding: (a) the quantity of

material or molten metal poured from one
charging of a cupola; (b) the act or operation
of pouring molten metal into a mold.

pouring-stick (por'ing-stik), «. In plumbing,
a notched stick or wooden spatula used in

guiding the stream of hot solder in wiping a
joint.

pourprite (por'prit), n. [F. *pourprife, <

pourpre, purple.] A dark blackish-red mate-
rial found in the sediment of old wines. It is

probably a mixture of several substances.

pourriture (p6-ri-tiir')^ w. [F., <pourrir, < L.

putrire, rot.] A decay of the roots of the vine
due to unfavorable environment: distinguished
iTompourridie,

Pourtalesia (por-ta-le'si-a), n. [NL.] A
genus of living apetalous irregular echinoids,

of the spatangid family of Echinoidea, remark-
able on account of the extreme reduction and

powder

partial obliteration of members of the apical
system of plates.

pouss6 (po-sa'), a. [F., pp. otpousser, push.]
In violin-playing, with an up-bow.
powami (p6-wa'me), n. [Also powamu ; a
Hopi word,] An annual ceremony performed
by the Hopi of Oraibi, usually during Febru-
ary.

The name Powami is derived from powatani, to put in
order, in proper shape or condition, as by this ceremony
the fields and gardens are put in pi-oper*con(iition, sym-
bolically, protected against destructive forces (sand
storms, ants, etc.), and in every way consecrated, as it
were, for the approaching planting season.
Field Columbian Museum Pub,, Anthrop. ser.. III. 71»

[note.

powan, n. 2. A name applied to the salmon
in parts of Great Britain: equivalent to the
Welsh name gwyniad.
powder, «.— Alizarin blue powder. See irblue.—
Alizarin powder. Same as alizarin itcanmne.—
Amide powder. See *a?Hide.— Atlas powder, an
explosive mixture containing 75 percent of nitroglycerin,
mixed with wood-flber, sodium nitrate, and magnesium
carbonate: used principally for blasting.— Blue pow-
der, a by-product in the manufacture of zinc-white, con-
sisting partly of oxidized and pa-lly of finely divided
metallic zinc It settles nearer tlie hearths than does the
zinc-white.—Brown powder, a gunpowder in which
the charcoal is prepared at a low temperature or is

underhunied. The proportions of the ingredients are
niter 82 jtarts, sulphur 3 parts, and charcoal 15 parts.—
Brug^re's picrate powder or Brug^re powder, a
smokeless guniMjwder consisting of .')4 jter cent, of am-
monium picrate and 40 per cent, of potassium nitrate.

—

CastellanOS powder, a trade-name of an explosive con-
sisting of a mixture of nitroglycerin, nitrobenzene,
"fibrous material," and silicious earth. Another variety
contains a picrate along with nitroglycerin, sodium
nitrate, carbon, sulphur, and an insoluble mineral salt,

such as silicate or oxalateof calcium.— Colonia powder,
an explosive, originally made at Cologne, consisting es-

sentially of nitroglycerin, infusorial earth, nitrate of
baryta, w(X)d-pulp, sulphur, and bicarbonate of soda.

—

Courtellle's triumph safety-powder, a trade-name of
an explosive consisting of sodium nitrate, sulphur, char-
coal, peat and coal, metallic sulphates, and oleagiiwjus
matter. — David powder, a powder ai)plied to plants as
a fungicide and insecticide, made with :W jmrts of quick-
lime and 8 parts of copper sulphate (the former slaked
and the latter dissolved with as little water as jxissible),

the mixture being dried in the sun.—DesijgnoIlea's pow-
der, an explosive consisting essentiallj of potassium
picrate and niter in varying proportions. In some varieties
charcoal also is introduced.— Dupont'S powder, a kind
of smokeless powder, originated at the Dupont powder-
works, and consisting of guncott^jn dissolved in nitroben-
zene.— E. C. powder. No. 1, a trade-name of a smokeless
powder for 8ix>rting use, consisting of soluble pyroxylin
and barium nitrate, with small quantities of other sub-
stances.

—

Gray powder, a p<iwder made by triturating
mercury with chalk, occasionally employed as a remedy
for acid diairhea in children.

—

Green powder. Same ns
methylgreen (which see, underflTc?nl).— Hercules pow-
der, a trade-name of an explosive consisting of 40 per
cent nitrt^lycerin, 31 percent potassium nitrate, 3i34 per
cent potassium chlorate, 10 per cent, magnesium carbon-
ate, and 15.66 percent, sugar: but it is made of various-

strengths, ranging from 20 to 75 per cent, nitroglycerin,
and sotlium niti-ate is said to be used in place of potas-
sium nitrate.— Johnson's powder, an exphjsive for use
in sporting firearms, consisting essentially of nitrocellu-

lose less highly nitrated than the m(»st exjilosive guncot-
ton. It is similar in general chai-acter to E. C. i>owder
and Schultze powder.—Jndson powder, a trade-name
of a variety of dynamite, the lowest grade of which con-
sists of 5 per cent nitroglycerin, 64 per cent sodium
nitrate, 16 per cent sulphur, and 15 per cent, cannel-
coal. Other grades are made, up to 33 per cent, nitro-

glycerin.— Leonard powder, a smokeless gunp4jwder
consisting largely of nitroglycerin, with some insoluble
guncotton and a slowing agent—Mammoth powder,
the largest size of granulation intowliith tlie mill-cake

of ordinary gunpowder is broken.— Maxim powder, an
explosive agent a variety of smokeless powder for use in

flreai-ms, patented by Hiram S. Maxim. It is prepared
in a special way, and consists of nitroglycerin, ins<;)luble

and soluble guncotton, sodium carbonate, and a little

castor-oil. In a grade of later introduction a small (luan-

tity of urea was employed.—Melland'S paper powder,
an explosive for use in firearms, prepared hy dipping-

strips of porous paper in a watery solution of iwtassium
chlorate, nitrate, ferrocyanide, and a little chriimate,

with starch and suspended charcoal powder, drying, and
protecting against moisture by a coating of xyloidine dis-

solved by acetic acid.— Nobers safety-powder, a
blasting- material composed of nitroglycerin abs(.»thed by
a poi-ous, inexplosive substance: now generally known
as dynamite So. \. See *rf(/'m»»)'(e.— Normal pOWder,
a trade-name of an explosive, a variety of smokeless
powder, manufactured in Sweden, consisting of i>ti."21

per cent insoluble nitrocellulose, 1.80 per cent soluble
nitrocellulose, and l.i>9 per cent, resin : said to have been
adopted for use in the Swiss army.— Pebble powder,
gunpowder in very large grains, up to ij or 2 inches in

diameter, approximately cubical in shape, made from a
slab of press-cake of the proper thickness, which is di-

vided by two pairs of cutting-rolls into strips of width
equal to the thickness and then into cubical blocks of

length etiual to the width : to be distinguished from
prism or priftmatic powder, of which the grains are

formed individually by pressure.— Pertuiset's powder,
the trade-name of an explosive, composed of 2.WX» parts

of potassium chlorate, 1.000 parts of sulphur, 125 parts of

sporting gunpowder, and 20 parts of animal charcoal. It

has been used in the manufacture of explosive bullets.

—

Peyton powder, a smokeless gunpowder consisting of

40 per cent of nitroglycerin and 40 per cent, of guncot-
t<m, with other substances, the whole being incorporated

into a plastic mass and then formed into grains of proper



powder
size for the pun in which it is to be used.

—

Podechard
powder, a French insecticide and fungicide preparation
designed for use upon grape-vtnes. It consists of ino kilo-

grams of qniclfiinie, 20 of sulphat« of copper, lOof flowers
of sulphur. 15 of wo<Hl-ashes, and 50 liters of water at 20° C.

The sulphur is added after the rest of the mixture has
stood for 24 hours ; tlie whole is then well mixed, dried, and
forced through a fine sieve.— Powder blue. -See irbtue,
—Powder of fusion, a name given to a mixture of 3
parts niter, 1 snlphur. and 1 sawdust, which, if seton fire

in a walnut-shell filled with it produces so high a temper-
ature that a small silver or copper coin embedded in the
material is melted. Also known as Eauim's quick Jlux.—
Prism powder, .Same as prigmatic powder (which see,

under powder). The grains are pRKiuced, individually,

by heavy pressure in a mold.—Pro^essive powder, a
gunpowder so made that it bums slowly at first and after-

ward more rapidly, in order to avoid the IukIi pressures
due to immediate rapid combustion. This is accom-
plished by so molding the grain as to make its surface
more dense than the interior, or by forming a number of
small dense grains into a large grain.— Schultze
powder, a trade-name of an explosive, sold as a kind of
smokeless powder for sporting-guns, consisting of about
32.5 per cent- insoluble nitrocellulose, 28 percent, soluble
nitrocellulose, 1.5 per cent, cellulose, 27.5 per cent.
barium nitrate, 2.5 per cent sodium nitrate, 2.5 per cent,
potassium nitrate, 4 percent paraffin, and 1.5 percent
moisture or other volatile matter. See ienitroUtrnin.—
Smokeless powder, .See •yimpoicrfcr.— Triumph
safety powder, a trade-name for an explosive, analo-
gous to (jrdinary gunjiowder but made with sodium
nitrate instead of potassium nitrate and having peat,
coal, and less valuable substances instead of much of
the charcoal. .\lso known as Courteille's powder.—
Vlellle's powder. .Same as *pftudre C— Volney's
powder, an explosive made by mixing nitratetl deriva-
tives of naphthalene with saltpeter and sulphur. Two
grades have been prep.ared, the more powerful consisting
of nitrated naphthalene No. 1 (chielly teti-anitronaphtha-
lene)2.181bs.. saltpet^^r. 10 lb., and sulphur. IG lb.; and the
less violent nitrated naphthalene N'<». II (chiefly mononi-
tronaphthalene) l.OO lb., saltpeter 3.30 lbs., and sulphur
.51 lb,— W. A. powder, a variety of smokeless powder
proposed for use in guns of all calibers of the United .States

army and navy. Insoluble guncott^jn of the highest
grafle is used, and carefully prepared nitroglycerin. The
latter is dissolved in acetone, and the guncott^>n addetl,
with more acetone and the necessary deterrent, until
complete gelatinization is effected. The pasty mass is

pressed into solid threads or perforated cords or cylinders
to suit the various calibers, and these are then cut to
proper lengths and carefully dried.— Wetteren powder,
a kind of smokeless powder manufactured at Wetteren
by the Belgian government It was originally composed
of nitroglycerin and nitrocellulose, incorporated with the
aid of amyl acetate as a solvent but its composition has
undergone nnxliflcation. one variety being essentially a
nitrocellnIi>se comiwiund.— White powder, an explosive
proposed by Augendre and Pohl as a substitute for com-
mon gunpowder. It consists of potjussium chlorate,
potassium ferrocyanide, and cane-sugar, all in fine powder
and simply mixed, not requiring granulation ; but its

storage and use are not free frr>m danger, and on explo-
sion it errMles iron or st+'el guns to a serious extent—WOOd
powder, a trade-name of a smokeless powder designed
lor BiK>rting use and consisting mainly of nitrated cellu-
lose. Tliere are several modifications, containing in
varied proportions insoluble and soluble pyrt)xylin, some-
times with uitaltered cellulose orlignin, and wi'th barium,
S'>dinin. or ]K>tassiiini nitrate.

powder-barrel (pou'der-bar'el), n. A barrel
made especially for the shipment and storage
of gunpoTFder.

powder-blue (pou'd6r-bl6'), n. A peculiar
dull shade of blue used on Chinese porcelain.
See the extract.

The calcined cobaltiferous ore of manganese was either
mixed with the white glaze ... or it was blown thnjugh
gauze upon the raw white bo<ly of the jdece and subse-
quently glaze^l over to pnnluce the magnificent effect of
powder htue. S. W. Bushelt, Oriental Ceram. Art, p. 312.

powder-ho^; (pou'd<'r-hog). n. Naval, a float-

ing magazine : same as ^poicder-vessel (which
see).

powdering-macliine (pou'dfer-ing-ma-shen'),
n. 1. A machine for spreading bronze- or
other powder over a surface to which it will

ailherc.— 2. A pulverizing-machine. [Rare.]

powderize (pou'de-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp,

pim-dcrizcil, ppr. pnwderizinff. [ powder +
-ize.'\ 1. To reduce to a powder; pulverize.

—

2. To fill or mi.x with a powder, such as talcum,
as soap.
When a large quantity of filling material is needed, it

becomes very ditllctdt U> rub the soap thnjugh the sieves.
In case this difficulty arises, only one thing can be done
to lighten the task, and i\\&l\%to powderize the soap when
the mixed materials are still wann, and this facilitates
the work very much.

Sci. Amer. Sup., April 18, 1903, p. 22818.

powder-posted (pouMir-pos'ted), a. Noting
posts, ami otiier timber, which have been at-
tacked liy the dry-rot fungus Mcrulius lacliry-

mnns. See dry rot, 1.

powder-tank (pou'dtr-tangk), n. A metallic
case with sides and bottom of sheet-copper,
and the top of composition with an air-tight
fitting cover.

powder-vessel (pou'd^r-ves'l), «, A naval
vessel designed for carrying powder, always
distinguishable by the red flag which she
flies. See *powder-hog.
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powellite (pou'el-it), n. [Named after J, W.
Powell of the United States Geological Sur-
vey.] Calcium molybdate, CaMoO^, occur-
ring in yellow tetragonal crystals : found in
Idaho, also in Michigan.

powellize (pou'el-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
poweUized, ppr. powellizing. [W. Powell of
Liverpool, the inventor of the process.] To
saturate (wood), at a boiling temperature,
with a solution of cane-sugar in order to in-
crease its durability. Sei. Amer. Sun., Sept.
5, 1903, p. 23138.

powerl, n. 15. In geom. : (b) The power of
a point A with respect to a point-pair PP'
costraight with it is the product of the two
sects from it to the pair— positive if it is on
the same side of them, negative if it is be-
tween them. If ni is the sect from A to the mid-
point M of the sect PP', and h half the sect
PP', then AP.AP' = (m -f- h){m-li) = h,2_/,2.
This power is null if A coincides with P orP'.
(c) The power of one point with respect to
another is the square of the sect between them.
(d) The power of a point with respect to a
straight is the perpendicular from the point to
the straight, (e) The powerof apointwith re-
spect to a sphere or circle is its power with re-
spect to a point-pair costraight with it and on
the sphere or circle. (/) The square on the
center sect of two circles less the sqtiares on
their radii is the power of the two circles, or
the power of one circle with respect to the
other.— 23. In the theory of assemblages : (a)
If the aggregates or sets A and B are equiva-
lent they are said to have the same power,
(6) A transfinite cardinal.

The transfinite cardinals, which are also called powerg,
may be defined in the first place so as to include the
finite cardinals. B. A. W. Jtutsell, Prin. of Math., p. 304.

Apparent power, in an altenmting-current circuit, the
pnxluct of Volts and amperes which is greater than the
true power if the current is out of phase with tlie elec-
tromotive force, that is. if the current reverses earlier or
later than the electronuitive force, or if the current wave
differs in shape from the wave of electromotive force.

—

Calorlflc i>ower. See *cfffonyic.— Center of power.
See *r<'/i(Ti.—IUusory power or illusory appoint-
ment. In law, when the ifonee of a pii%ver. having discre-
tion to appoint among several beneficiaries, disposes of
the estate in an unequal and inequitable manner between
them, he is said to make an illusory appointment: for.
example, A has a power to appoint an estate worth $1,000
between C and D, and he gives C $9,50 and D $!)0. Such
an appointment was good at the common law, though
not in equity.— Maritime power, a country which pos-
sesses seaports and a navy of snrticient [Ktwer to protect
them.— Naked power, in taw, a collateral power. See
poicerl, 7 (').—Power of appointment. .See appoint
V. I., 6.— Resolving power. ('/) In tpectrotcnpi/, the
power of any device used for dispei-sion, such as a
prism, grating, or echelon, to separate adjacent spectral
lines.— Restraining powers, in law, limitations or
restrictions i?niK>scd by the donor of a power upon the
donee.— Separating power, in attron., the p<jwer of
a telescope in showing as separate two luminous points
near each other. It is usually expressed by stating
the least angular distance at which the separation is

perceptible.— Specific refracting power. .Same as
ipecific *rc/mc(irif;/— Thermo-electric power, the
electnjmotive force due U) a thenno-electric couple,
consisting of two given metals, when the difference be-
tween the temperatures of the hot and the cold junc-
tion is one degree centigrade.— Tractive power, power
available for pulling or hauling : the hiiulmg-power that
can be exerted by a hjcomotive or other mot^ir. It is a
certain definite proportion of the weight on the driving-
wheels, usually, in wheels on tracks, one fourth or one
fifth.— Unit of power. SeeAumf.

power' (pou'6r), f. t. [poirerl, n.] To fur-
nish with power, specifically with motive
power.

It is in the powering of the two vessels that the great
advance in marine engineering is most apparent.

Kngin. May., March, 1899, p. 1011.

power* (pou'^r), n. [Al80j)oor; Cornish dial.

power, of obscure origin.] A small codfish,
Gadiis minutus, called also power-cod. Jago,
The Ancient Language, and the Dialect of
Cornwall, p. 242. [Cornwall.]

power-board (pou'6r-b6rd), n. In elect., a
switchboard for circuits used in the distribu-
tion of power, as distinguished fiom a switch-
board for lighting-circuits.

The power-board is a handsome marble panel equipped
with West^>n annncter and voltmeter an-anged for tak-
ing readings on the various circuits. There are over-load
and inider-load circuit-breakers for the st/^rage battery
charging circuit and the necessary knife switches, tubu-
lar fuses, regulating resistances, etc.

Elect. Rev., Sept 17, 1904, p. 444.

power-boat (pou'6r-b6t), n. A boat which is

propelled by an engine; specifically, a boat
JiHving an internal-combustimi engine to fur-
nish the driving power. See *motor-bo.'it.

power-cod (pou'6r-kod), n. Same as *power^.

PPP.

power-curve (pou'er-kerv), n. In elect., a
curve showing the variations in the instanta-

neous values for the
power developed in
an alternating-cur-
rent circuit. Since the
power at any Instant is

the product of current
and electromotive force,
the power-curve, which is

"i- usually a curve of sines.

Power-curve. l^as a Zero ordinate when-
ever either cuiTent or

electromotive force is zero. Tlie curve w in the figure
is the power-curve of a circuit in which e is the curve of
electromotive force and i the curve of cuiTent These are
in quadrature, for which case the power-curve is a curve
of sines of twice the frequency of e or i and incloses equal
positive and negative areas. The power developed in
such a circuit therefore always equals that absorbed.

power-door (pou'er-dor), n. In ship-building,
a sliding water-tight door which can be opened
or closed quickly by electric, hydraulic, or
pneumatic power attachments. In recent
United States war-vessels there are several
such doors which can be closed in an emer-
gency from a distant position (as the pilot-
house) by a suitable eontrollii'.g mechanism.
power-factor (pou'^r-fak'tor), »i. The ratio
of the real to the apparent power in an alter-
nating-current circuit. In a circuit where the
wave-forms of ctirrent and electromotive force
are sine-forms, the power factor is numerically
equal to the cosine of the phase-difference.
— Power-factor meter. .See -kmeteri.

power-feed (pou'er-fed), n. and a. I. «. In
any machine, the feed or feeding mechanism
which is operated by power, as distinguished
from a feed operated by hand.

II. a. Having a feed mechanism operated
by power.
power-gas (pou'tr-gas), n. Any form of gas
used for generating power; specifically, gas
which is generated in a gas-producer and is

used in an internal-combustion engine. It is

poorer in the illuminant gases than the ordinary gas-
works product used for lighting puriwses, but often has
a higher calorific value or heatiug-jiower. It can usually
be pro<luced more cheaply than illuminating-gas since
it does not have to be enriched by other hydrocarbon
elements.

The heat of the gases respectively of the producer is

entirely sufficient for furnishing such a quantity of steam
as is reipiired for the generation of an effective power-t/an.
The utilization of the fuel in suction gas prt»ducers is

much higher than in pressure producers and reaches 80
per cent or more. Elect. Rev., Sept 24, 1904, p. 515.

power-meter (pou'^r-me"t6r), n. An instru-
ment, usually an integrating wattmeter, for
measuring the power delivered to an electric

circuit. Science Abstracts, VI. sec. B, p. 66.

power-myth (pou'^r-mith), «. See *myth.
power-plant (pou'fer-plant), n. An aggrega-
tion of boilers, gas-producers, and engines and
their accessories for the generation of power

;

a station where power is generated by steam
or other engines or by water-wheels. The
power may be transformed into electrical en-
ergy in the same station.

power-rail (pou'^r-ral), n. An insulated rail

through which current is conveyed to the mo-
tors of certain types of electric railway.
Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1899, p, 220.

power-scale (pou'tr-skal), n. A device for
indicating the amount of power transmitted,
as by shafting.

power-series (pou'tr-se'riz), n. A series which
proceeds according to the ascending positive
integral powers of a variable. Thus the series

ao + a^x + a^Jc- + . . . + nnX" + . . . whose
coefficients a are independent of x, is a power-
series or integral series in x.

power-station (pou'tr-sta'shon), 71. A power-
house; a building or buildings with the ma-
chinery and appliances contained therein for
converting thermal or mechanical potential
energy into a utilizable force; a place where
power is generated or converted.
power-wheel (pou'6r-hwel), «. In ceram., a
potters' wheel, operated by a mechanical force
such as water-power, steam, or electricity,

Fozzuolana cement. See ^cement.

p.p. An abbreviation (c() of /'«r/sft /V/ra<; (?;)

of the Latin Pater I'atriie, Father of his Coun-
try; (c) ['. c] \nlaw, oiper j>rocuration,Aonei
by proxy

;
(rf) of the Latin ptinctum proximum,

nearest point (namely, of accommodation to

which the eye can adjust itself).

P. P. I. An abbreviation of Policy Proof of
In tcrest.

ppp., pppp. Symbols representing the word
]>ianissimo.
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post prapenna, prepenna (pre-pen'a), n.
;
pi. pra-

peniiie, prepeniise (-e). [NL., < L.prse, before,

+ penna, feather.] A feather of the nestling

plumage of birds which resembles the suc-

ceeding feather, or teleoptile, and is not of

the nature of down.
The neossoptilea of the Palseognathte consist of pre-

penna ouly, but these present many features of great in-

terest. Trans. Zool. Soe. London, Dec, 1900, p. 162.

praeplumulae, preplumulae (prS-plo'mii-le), ji.

pi. [XL., < L. pne, before, + pliimula (which
see).] The downy covering of young birds

when it does not consist of prepennas, that is,

is not connected with the definite feathers

which appear later. Trans. LinneanSoc, Zool.,

practicTm (prak'ti^kum), n
; Vl- practjca(-^^ pra'sc'Sar.- prescutellar (pre-skii'te-lar),

[NU, < Gr. ^paKTi^d^, of ""^^P^^^^^Sg^;"
a. [prs'Scutell{um) + -ar3.-\ Inentom., ol or

pertaining to the prroscutellum. Proc. Zool.

Sac. London, 1898, p. 318.

Frisian (pre'si-an), a. Of or pertaining to the

ancient Prsesus in Crete, especially to antiq-

uities discovered by excavations in its site.

The stone jambs characteristic of Pracirfan.housea are

here more massive than usual.

IL C. Botianquet, in An. Brit School at Athens. VIII.
[262.

PP. s.

pp. S. An abbreviation of the Latin
post^criptum, a second postscript.

P. Q. An abbreviation (a) of Previous Ques-

tion ; (6) of Province of Quebec.

Pr. 2. In c/trai., the symbol for pr««eo(fyOTJMm.

P. K. An abbre\'iation (n) of the Latiu Popii-

lus Bomanus, the Roman People; (6) of I'orto

Rico; (c) of the Latin punctum remotum,

farthest point (namely, of accommodation to

which the eve can adjust itself).

P. K. A. An abbreviiition of President of the

Royal Academy.
practice (prak'ti-ko), )i. [8p., a practitioner,

etc. See practice.'^ In the Philippines and
Cuba, a guide,

action. See praetic.'\ An example for stu

dent practice, as in laboratory or field work.

Hunt, The Cereals in America.
praeabdomen, preabdomen (pre-ab-do'men),

n. [XL., < L. prx, before, + ahdoinen.'\ The
anterior broad portion of the abdomen of

scorpions. Parker and Hasivell, Zoology, 1. 605.

prabrachium, prebrachium (pre-bra'ki-um),

H.
;
pi. priebracliia, prebrachia (-ii). [NL. pr«-

brachium, < L. prse, before, + brachium, arm.] praetergiun, pretergum (pre-ter'gum), n.; pi.

1. The anterior process of the corpus quadri- prscterrja, preteri/a (-gii). [NL.. < L. prie, be-

geminum.— 2. In zool., that part of the wing- fore, + tergum (which see).] The anterior of

membraneof a bat lying in advance of the arm; the three parts into which the tergal aspect

the antebrachial membrane or propatagium. of a segment of a coleopterous larva is nor-

praecentralis, precentralls (pre-sen-tra'lis), mally divided.

n. [NL., < L. prx, before, + centralis, een- pragmatic, a. 3. A term used (by Kant) to

tral.] A fissure cephalad or anterior to, and denote rules of action (otherwise denominated
more or less parallel with, the central fissure

(fissure of Rolando) of the brain— Prsecen-
tralls superior. Same as mpercentral *jissure. J'roc.

Zool. Soc. London. 1903, p. 16.

praecentnim, precentrum (pre-sen'trum), n.

;

pi. priecentra, precentra (-tra). [NL., < L.

prx, before, -I- centrum.'] One of the verte-

bral disks which carry neural and hemal arches,

when found alternating with those that are

not thus furnished: contrasted with *post-

centrum. The condition is found in some
fishes. Gadijic.

pracordium, precordium (pre-k6r'di-um), n.
;

pi. prxcordia, precordia (-a). Same as pre-

cordial region (which see, under precordial).

praecomual, precornual (pre-k6r'nu-al), a.

[NL. priecornti + -o(l.] Relating to. the

pi-Kcornu. Buck, Med. Handbook, it. 171.

Pradentata (pre-den«ta'ta), n.^pl. [NL., < L.

prx, before, in front, +"dentatus, toothed.]

A suborder of herbivorous dinosaurs includ-

ing quadrupedal and bipedal forms. It is dis-

tinguished by the presence of a toothless predentary hone
in front of the mandible ; by the premaxillai being either

wholly or partly edentulous ; and by the slender post-

pubes, which are directed downward and backward par-

allel to the ischium. Its members may be armored or

unarmored. They occur in formations from the Upper
Jura to the Upper Cretaceous in North America and
Europe. Also Predentata.

prse-ilium, pre-ilium (pre-il'i-um), n.
;
pi. prse-

ilia, pre-ilia (-ii). [NL.,< L. jnra?, before, -t-

ilium:] In orniih., that part of the ilium which PJf^^,^"^™;,
lies in front of the acetabulum.

pramedia, «. See i'premedia.

pranarial, a. 2. Preceding or situated an-

terior to the nares or nostrils : applicable

either to anatomical structure, as, prienarial

border; or to direction, &9, prwnarial elonga-

tion of snout. Trans. Zool. Soc. London, Dec,
1900, p. 182 Prjenarlal septum, a vertical bony
plate situated in front of the narial openings.

H. n. That portion of the facial region of a

vertebrate head which lies anterior to the

opening of the nares or nostrils.

Pranestine (pre-nes'tin), a. and n. [NL.
Prsencstimis, adj.', Prsenestini, n. pi., < Prseneste,

Gr. IlpaiveoToq and TlpaivecTs, an ancient city of

Latium.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Prseneste.

The engraved metal caskets of the kind commonly
known as Prfenestine cista;, because they have been
found for the most part at Pra!nest4, the modern Pales-

trina.

Woitmann and Woermann, History of Painting, I. 88.

II. «. An inhabitant of Preeneste (now
Palestrina).

The Romans. . . . were inclined to sneer" at the pro-

nunciation and idiom of the Prifnestineg.
Eneyc. Brit, XXXIII. 897.

prapatagluin,prepatagium(pre-pat-a-ji'um),
«. ;

pi. priepatagia, prepatagia (-a). [NL., <

L. prx, before, + patagium.] Tfie triangular

membrane on the front of a bird's wing, lying

between the humerus and forearm. Parker
and Saswell, Zoology, II. 352.

counsels of prudeuce ') which have to do with

the attainment of happiness. As used by him,

it is antithetic to the term 'practical,' which
refers to principles of action (otherwise called

'categorical imperatives') which have to do
with the attainment of virtue.

We might . . . call the first kind of imperatives tech-

nical (belonging to art), the second pragmatic (to welfare),

the third moral (belonging to free conduct generally, that

is, to morals).
Kant (trans.), Fundamental Piinciples of the Meta-

(physic of Ethics, p. 40.

4. Having to do wi(h pragmatism as a phil-

osophy: as, the pragmatic movement; prag-
matic thought. See*pragmatism, 3.

pragmaticism (prag-mat'i-sizm), n. Iprag-
matic + -ism.] A special and limited form of

pragmatism, in which the pragmatism is re-

stricted to the determining of the meaning of

concepts (particularly of philosophic concepts)

by consideration of the experimental differ-

ences in the conduct of life which would con-

ceivably result from the affirmation or denial

of the meaning in question.

He [the writer] framed the theory that a conception,

that is, the rational purport of a word or other expression,

lies exclusively in its conceivable bearing upon the con-

duct of life. . . . To serve the precise purpose of express-

ing the original definition, he begs to announce the

loirth of the word "pragmaticimi."
C. S. Peirce, in The Monist, April, 1905, p. 166.

^ 3. In philos., a method of

thought, a general movement or tendency of

thought, and a specific school, in which stress

is placed upon practical consequences and
practical values as standards for explicating

philosophic conceptions and as tests for de-

termining their value and, especially, their

truth. Tlie word is used in a variety of senses, of greater

or less breadth and deflnitenesa. The following meanings
of the tenn are aiTanged in the order of descending gen-

erality : (n) An attitude of mind, namely that of "look-

ing away from first things, principles, 'categories,

supposed necessities, and of looking toward last things,

fruits, consequences, facts." W. James, Pragmatism, a

New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking, p. 66. (b) A
theory concerning the proper method of determining the

meaning of conceptions. "Consider what efl'ects, that

might conceivably have practical bearings, we conceive

the object of our conception to have. Then, our concep-

tion of these effects is the whole of our conception of the

object." C. S. Peirce, in Baldwin's Diet of Philos. and
Psychol., II. This theory was first pi-oirounded by Mr.

Peirce in an article upon " How to Make our Ideas Cleai-

"

in the " Popular Science Monthly " in 1878. The term
' pragmatism ' does not however, appear there. In an

article in the " Monist " for 1905, Mr. Peirce says that he
" has used itcontinually in philosophic conversation, since,

perhaps, the mid-seventies." The term was publicly in-

troduceii in print by Professor William James in 1898 in

an address upon " Philosophic Conceptions and Practical

Realities," in which the authorship of the term and of the

method is credited to Mr. Peirce. The latter has recently

used the term ' pragmaticism ' to express this meaning,

(c) The theory that the processes and the materials of

knowledge are detennined by practical or purposive con-

siderations—that there is no such thing as knowledge
determined by exclusively theoretical, speculative, or ab-

stract intellectual considerations. This definition ex-

presses the net or mean sense of the term in its various

uses. " Now quite the most striking feature of the new

prairie-hare

theory waa its recognition of an inseparable connection
between rational cognition and rational purpose ; and that
consideration it was which determined the preference for
the name ' pragmatism. '

" C.S. Peirce, in The Monist, 1905.

F. 0. S. .Schiller has defined pragmatism as " the thorough
recognition that the purposive character of mental life

generally must influence and pervade also our most re-
motely cognitive activities." Humanism, Philosophic
Essays, p. 8.

Pragmatism—by which I mean the doctrine that real-

ity possesaea practical character and that thia character
ia most efficaciously expressed in the function of intelli-

gence.
J. Dewey, in Essaya Philosophical and Psychological, p.

[59.

(d) A theory of the nature of truth, namely, that the cor-

respondence between fact and idea which constitutes truth
conaiats in the power of the idea in queation to work satis-

factorily, or to produce the results intended by it.

Such then would be the scope of pragmatitnn —first, a
method, and second, a genetic theory of what is meant by
truth. W. James, Pragmatism, p. 65.

{e) A metaphysical theory regarding the nature of reality,

namely that it is still in process of making, and that human
ideas and efforts play a fundamental r61e in its making:
the equivalent of humani»m as a nietaphyaical term.

The eaaential contrast is that for rationalism reality is

ready-made and complete from all eternity, while for
pragmatism it is still in the making, and awaits part of
its complexion from the future.

H'. James, Pragmatism, p. 257.

Pragmatism ... is a conscious application to episte-

mology (or logic) of a teleological psychology, which im-
plies, ultimately, a voluntaristic metaphysic.

F. C. S, Schiller, Studies in,Huinanism, p. 12.

pragmatist, n. 2. One who adheres to or
professes the philosophy of pragmatism ; more
loosely, an opponent of rationalism and ab-
solutism in philosophy; a supporter of the
experimental method of reasoning in philoso-

phy; a supporter of empincism, but, unlike
other empiricists, one who judges by conse-
quences rather than by antecedents. See
*pragmatism, 3.

prairie, n. 2. Any small open space in a for-

est. See the extract. [Local, California.]

The word "prairie," as used in Mendocino and Hum-
boldt counties, may be broadly defined as any small open
space among the timber, whether covered with grass or
with dwarf brush. Along the coast of Mendocino
County the name is applied to the area^ of light, sandy
"white-aah" soil covered with dwarf scrub and aur-

rounded by timber. In the interior the "prairies" are
open pastures surrounded by either timber or brush.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin 12,

[1902, p. 27.

Bald prairie, a local type of prairie. See the extract
[Alabama.]

The eminencea of the lower awella of the plain with
the atrata of the limestone near the surface and destitute

of arboreal growth are called bald prairies.

C. Mohr, Plant Life of Alabama, p. 104.

Prairie region. .Same as itcane-brnke regirm.— Prairie
twister. Same as itlimster. 1 (h).— Salt prairies, nearly
level tracts, in arid countries, covered with saline

deposits.— Soda-prairie,; water-prairie. See *soda-
prairie, -it water-prairie.

prairie-breaker (pra'ri-bra'ker), n. A plow
for cutting a wide, shallow furrow, and com-
pletely inverting the furrow slice. N. E. D.

prairie-iiock, «. 2. The American feverfew,
Parthenium intvgrifolium.

prairie-fowl (pra 'ri-foul), n. The prairie-hen.

prairie-grouse (pra'ri-grous), n. 'The prairie-

hen.

prairie-hare (pra ' ri - har), n. A common
light gray hare, Lepus catnpestris, of the west-

ern United States. Also known as the varying

hare because in the northern portion of its

range it turns white in winter.
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prairie-itch (pra'ri-ich), n. A skia affection, preadamitism (pre-ad'a-mit-izm), n. Q>re-

pruritus hiemalis, occurring in those engaged adamit{e) + -ism.\ The belief that there were
in agricultural pursuits and others wearing human beings on the earth before Adam,
coarse, dyed clothes; winter itch. Dunglison . ^roz.&aWi (pre-a-dulf), a. {pre- + adult.']

prairie-larkspur (pra'ri-lark'sper), n. See Youthful; prior to the^advenj; of adult life.

See'-t'lily.

Same as *side-

*larkspiir.

prairie-lily (pra'ri-lil'i), n.

prairie-oats (pra'ri-6ts), «.

oat's.

Praline powder, equal parts of shelled almonds and
shelled filberts cooked in a syrup of su^r and water, and,

when cold, pounded In a mortar to a coarse powder:
used for caf6 or chocolat pralin6, to make the coating for

Buck. Med. Handbook, IV. 527.

preagonal (pre-ag'o-nal), a. Ih.prse, before,
+ Gr. ayuv, a contest, + -a^.] Immediately
preceding death. Jiuck, Med. Handbook, I.

563.

preagonic (pre-a-gon'ik), a. Same as *pre-

, „ .-. af/onal. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 777.

nuts pralines, or to fill chocolate and other hollow con- prealkalic (pre-al-kal'ik), a. [pre-, 2, + alkali
fections, which are then said^to be pralines (tern, pra- + .,(..] Predominantly alkalic : said of salio
UneeA.

rTri„„ ^.„i;..j^ . t? / minerals when the ratio of KoO' -H NaoO' to
pralin6 (pra-le-na ) a IFem.prahnee.-F < ^ q, j ^^^^^^ ^j^ g of femic minerals
pralme, praline.] ^otmg the addition of pra- ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^ ^^ ^ q„ :,. ^ q, ^ ^
line powder as to a cafe- or chocolat-partait j, q + ^aO" is greater than 5:3.
mixture before freezing, or as a coating to „_p,„_i „ tt\ . nrpaiial tirooess- «tip
nuts, or as a filling to confections. See *pra. ^Z'-^f^^. t l}}:J\ LllZ't.^fZT^.'f^lt.
line poicder.

pralltriller (pral'tril-^r), n. [G., < prallen,

bounce, -I- triller, < trillen, trill.] The German
name for the inverted mordent oi passing
trill (which see, under triU'-^).

pram^, «. 2. A sort of push-cart for carrying
milk on a route to customers.

praseodidymium (pra*se-o-di-dim'i-um), fi.

[NL.] Same as *praseodymium.
praseodyme (pra'sf-o-dim), n. Same as *pra-
scodymium.

praseodymia (pra'se-o-dim'i-a), n. [NXi.] In
chein., one of the so^alled rare earths, the
oxid of praseodymium.

praseodymium (pra'se-o-dim'i-um), n. [NXi.

for 'prascodidi/mium (prop. praHo-), < Gr.

irpaairn adj., < npaaov, a leek, -f- NL. didy-

mium.) One of the two elements into which,
in 1885, Auer von Welsbach succeeded in. re-

solving what had previously been known as
didymium. See*neodymium. Praseodymium forma
two oxida— ProOg, which is of a dingy greenish-white col-

or, and Pr02. which is dark blackisli-brown. The salts are

bright leek-green when crystallized or in solution, and

cifically, in /ierj^e(.,a preanal scale, one of those
immediately in front of the anus. Proc. Zool.
Soc. London, 1903, p. 125.

preantepenult (pre-an'te-pf-nulf), a. Im-
mediately preceding the antepenult.
preantiseptic (pre"an-ti-8ep'tik), a. [^pre- +
antiseptic?] Occurring before the introduc-
tion of the practice of antiseptic surgery.
Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 448.

pre-Axyan (pre-ar'yan), a. [pre- -I- Aryan.]
Prior to the Aryan period or the Aryans.

In Europe a case in point are the Basques, shown by
their speech to be at least partly descended from a prf-
A ryan or a non-Aryan race, which has elsewhere appar-
ently disappeared, but which has far more probably
become amalgamated with the intruding Aryan peoples.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 204.

preaseptic (pre-a-sep'tik), a. [L. prie, before,
-I- E. sepsis {sept-) + -ic] Prior to the estab-
lishment of asepsis ; antedating the period of
introduction of aseptic surgery.

The much-dreaded secondary hemorrhage of the pre-
ateptic times. Buck, Med. Handbook, IL 98.

preassurance (pre-a-shor'ans), n. Assurance
or assumption in advance

give an absorption-spectrum which contains few of the preataxic (pre-a-tak'sik), (I. [L. prse, before,
lines of the original didymiuni. A characteristic spark- + ^L. ataxia + -ic] Antedating the appear-

^SSSymrmfsTsDlMH = ") oV uoX ('o'^^'iV* ^^''^ <>' '^'^'^'^ °- muscular incoordination.

Praxillean (prak-si-le'an), «. \J.. Praxilleus, preauricular (pre-a-nk u-Iar), a. [pre- -f-

< Gr. npair&.uoi, adj.; < Gr. Upd^MM (> lI aurtcula + -ari] Situated in advance of the

Prox.Hn), a poetess of Sicyon.] Of or per- ear, as a tuft of hair; specifically, m anthrop

taining to Praxilla, a poetess of Sicyon: ap- relating to that part of the skull, particularly

plied to a form of logacedic verse consisting ».' the oircumference of the skull, which is

ot three dactyls followed bv two trochees. situated in front of the outer ear. Amer. An-
, _ , , , . ,

thropoloqist, Jan.-March, 1901, p. 38.
prayer', "•— Prayer of process, in Jntc, a formal pe- '.?,' -^,j^.. . rnre. + axitan
titionin a bill in equity f.,r the issuance of a subpoena PreaXiatt (pre-aK Sl-aa;, aai. Vpre- J axt(ai)

igalnat the defendant— Signature-prayer. 8ee*»isr- + -ad^.] Forward ; toward the head. Froc.
nature-prayer. Zool. Soc. London, 1895, p. 372.

prayer-cylinder (prar'sil'in-dfer), n. A form preaxlally (pre-ak'si-al-i), ffdr. Forward ;an-
of praying-wheel. See praying-wheel. teriorly; preaxiad of the median line of a limb

A winilow in which was fixed a prayer-cylinder re- which is extended at right angles tO the body.
Tolved by the wind, which whirred monotonously by day preb. An abbreviation of prebend, prehendal,
and night Qeog. Jour. (H. O. a), X 35. prebendnrif.

prayer-flag (prar'flag), n. A tall votive flag prebacteriologic (pre-bak-te^'ri-p-loj'ik), a.

called (irt-cAa (written 'dar-leh'og|), inscribed Prior to the development of the science of
with pious sentences, prayers, charms, etc.,

get up by pious Buddhists in Tibet and else-

where for the purpose of obtaining merit and
of bringing luck to the whole neighborhood.

The religion of the Mantru [of western China] is Bud-
dhism or Lamaisin of tlie Tibetan type. Except in

Western Tibet I have never seen a country in which the
externals of religion are so prominent Nearly all the
larger villages have lamaserais on heights Bl)ove them ;

rock Buddhas and Bud^lhaa in relief on tablets are nu-
merous ; poles 20 feet long, with narriiw prayer-Jtaffg of

nearly the same length, flutter from every house-nxjf

;

groups ot prayrr-JUtfft in memory of the dead are planted

beside every village. Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), X. 44.

prayer-paper (prar'pa'p^r), n. A written
prayer that is burned by the natives of Siam,

bacteriology. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 391

prebronchial, praebronchial (pre-brong'ki-
al), a. and n. 1. a. Situated in advance of the
bronchi : as, the prebronchial air-sacs of birds.

II. n. A prebronchial process ; specifically,

one of a pair of air-sacs which lie in front of

the windpipe in birds. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1890, p. 146.

precalcic (pre-kal'sik), a. [ pre-, 2, -I- calcic]

Predominantly calcic : said of salic minerals
when the ratio of CaO' to KjO' -t- Na.^O' is

greater than 5:3, and of femic minerals when
the ratio of CaO' to MgO + FeO is greater

pray
Chir

than f> : 3

ina, Tibet, etc., to propitiate the devil and precalculate (pre-kal'kii-lat), v. t.; pret. and
other demons.'

i>p. precatcutated,-ppT. precalculating. To cal-

Not only did every man shout continnonsly at the top. culate or reckon in advance.
of his voice, but great Hares were continually made on t>_.„„_i,_,-„_ /„_= i,„„'T.m nr,\ /r onrl n T
the poop by the Ignition of prayer-papers, burnt to pro- Precambrian (pre-kam bri-an), a. and n. 1.
...T i. '. — , '-...-. • Q Noting rocks older than the Cambrian or

first fossiliferous strata: used by many writers

as preferable to azoic, eo:oic, archeean, primi-
tive, etc., because it is non-committal.

II. n. Precambrian strata.

pitiate the devil that was in that current
Oeug. Jour. (R. O. S.), XL 468.

praying-cylinder (pra'ing-sil'in-dfer), n. Same
as *prai/er-rytinder.

praying-flag (pra'ing-flag), n. See *prayer-

flag-

pre-. 2. In petrog., in the quantitative system
of classification of igneous rocks (see *rocfcl),

a prefix used to indicate that one factor pre-

dominates over another to an extent greater precancerous (pre-kan'se-rus), a. [L. prx,
th&n 5: 3: as, *prealkalic,*preealcic,*prefelic, before, + E. cancer + -ous.] Prior to the

etc. occurrence of cancer. Med. Record, Feb. 28,

preabdomen, n. See *prieabdomen. 1903, p. 349.

preacher-bird (pre'chfer-bferd), n. A toucan, precantation (pre-kan-ta' shon), n. [LL.

Tlie western province In the arctic regions was shut
out from the eastern by a belt of pre-Cambrian extend-

ing from eastern Mackenzie through Boothia, Prince of

Wales Land and North Somerset
Amer. Geol., Sept., 1903, p. 154.

precious

prseeantatio, < Tj. preecantare, pretell.] A fore-
telling or prophesying.
The sea, the mountain-ridge, Niagara, and every flower-

bed, pre-exist, or super-exist, in the pre-cantations,
which sail like odors in the air, and when any man goes
by with an ear sufficiently fine, he overheai-s them and
endeavors to write down the notes without diluting or
depraving them. Emerson, Essays, The Poet p. 25.

precarcinomatous (pre-kar-si-nom'a-tus), a.

Preceding the development of a carcinoma.
This seems to continue, as Ribbert stated, mitil the

whole ^recarcinOTHa(ou« area ia exhausted.
Lancet, May 23, 1908, p. 1467.

precartilage (pre-kar'ti-laj), n. [pre- + car-

tilage.] Embryonic tissue which is not yet
developed into cartilage proper. Biol, Bul-
letin, June, 1904, p. 39.

Precaval sinus. Same as ductus Cuvieri.

Packer and Haswell, Zoology, II. 146.

precentorial (pre-sen-to'ri-al), a. [ precentor
+ -ial.] Of or pertaining to a precentor.

Precentral gyrus. See *gyrns.

precentrum, n. See *prsecentrum.

preceptoral (pre-sep'to-ral), a. [preceptor +
-rt/i.] Of or pertaining to a preceptor.

preceptual (pre-sep'tu-al), a. [Irreg. < L.
prxceptus. See precept.] Of the nature of a
precept, or containing precepts.
precess (prf-ses'), i'- «'« [Cf. precession.] To
undergo an east to west movement like that of
the equinoxes. Jowr. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin.,
1902-03, p. 83.

precession, «. 4. In mech., the cyclic move-
ment of the axis of rotation of a body which
revolves about a free axis in a field of force.
In order that precession shall occur the body
must not be a homogeneous sphere and the axis
of rotation must be inclined to the lines of
force of the field.— Constant of precession. See
•^constant.— Gyroscopic precession, the steady mo-
tion in which the axis of the top describes a right circular
cone about the vertical.

processional, o. 2. Of or pertaining to the
Shenomenon of precession in general. See
preceision, 4.

For instance, the precesnonol motion of a top cannot
be reversed unless we reverse the spin.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIL 671.

FrecesslonaJ motion. Same as gyroscopic irprecession.

precheliceral (pre-ke-lis'e-ral), a. [pre- +
cheliceral.] Situated anteriorly to the chelic-

ersB, as in scorpions.

in the scorpion embryo he found three precheliceral
neuromeres, each with a pair of optic ganglia. In each
optic ganglion was an invagination.

Biol. Bulletin, Dec, 1904, p. 4L

pr^cieuse (pra-syfez'), n. [F., fem. ot precieux,

a., nice; fastidious. See *precious, 6.] A
woman who is affectedly fastidious in lan-

guage or taste ; a woman who is over-refined:

from the title of Molifere's "Les prScieuses
ridicules."

precinctive (pre-singk'tiv), a. [precinct +
-ire.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a pre-

cinct; restricted to a given (geographical)

area.
" Precinctive forms " means therefore forms that are

confined to the area specified.

Fauna Uawaiiensis, II. iii. 91, note.

preciosity, n. 4. The character of being
precious in sense 6 or 7. See *preci6us, 6.

On this superb ground there Is worked a bold architec-

tural design of compartments with figures, relieved In

gtjld and silver tliread, but with here and there notes of

colour used witli a preciosity and perfection of taste

which leave one wondering what sort of people they
were that had this exquisite refinement of sensibility.

Atheneeum, May 20, 1905, p. 632.

precious, a. 6. Affectedly fastidious, espe-

cially in the use of words; finically refined in

one's literary style or artistic taste.

The design of the Annunciation in these is of surpass-

ing beauty, comparable to the finest Italian drnnghts-
manahip of a slightly later period. Quite different in

eifect from the restrained and precious beauty of these
religions designs is the flaunting niagniflcence of a chas-

uble made from a hoise-trapping (( 'ase I).

Athenieum, May 20, 1905, p. 6.33.

7. Characterized by a strained or affected re-

finement of style, in literature or art; affect-

edly fine.

The author's style is not always unintelligible and pre-

cious, and by dint of a great deal of quotativn we are

brought fairly near to that strange inapirer of Newman.
Alhenaium, March 27, 1906, p. 666.

Imitation precious stones, compositions of atrass or
ci-j'stal glass witli a large i>roporti<in of lead, colored by
tlxe addition of certain metallic oxida in imitation of the
real gems. Since the surface of sucli imitation stones ia

very easily scratched, it ia sometimea protected by a thin

plate of rock-crystal or light-colored ganiet, thus forming
what are called doublets. An extensive sale is found for

imitation precious stones both in civilized countries and
among savages.



precipitate

precipitate, n.—WWte precipitate, either of two
ditferent substances : (a) Jti^fuidbU ic/tite precipitate, an
insoluble white puwder (probably of the composition
NHg2Cl.NH401) which decompv>ses"belowa red heat with-
out melting ; produced by precipitatincr witii ammonia a
solution of mercuric chlorid. (t) Fusible while precipi-
tate, colorless crystals, soluble hi water (probably of the
composition NHjjoCi.SXn^Cl), which melt and then de-
compose on beiu)? heated : produced by boiling the in-

fusible white' precipitate with a solution of anuUonium
chlorid.— Yellow precipitate, in chem. : (a) Mercuric
oxid as produced by precipitation of a mercuric salt in

solution with potassium or scKlium hj-droxid. (h) An
abbreviatetl term sometimes used to signify the bright
yellow precipitate of ammonium phosphomolybdat* fi-e-

quently obtained in analysis as a proof of the presence
of, or as the means of quantitatively determining, phos-
phorus or tile radical of phosphoric acid and phosphates.

precipitation, «— Fractional or partial precipi-
tation, in eltein., a process by wliich ditferent substances

are sometimes separated, advantage being taken of the
different degrees of ease with which they undergo pre-

cipitation, so that under the influence of the same pre-

cipitant gradually added they are found apart in successive

portions of the deposit formed.

—

Latent beat Of pre-
cipitation. See itheat.

precipitation-tank (
pve-si p-i-tii'shon •tangk " )

,

«. A receptacle into which a liquid is run to

give an opportunity for any solid matter car-

ried in it to be precipitated. Sometimes pre-

cipitation is promoted in such a tank by
adding certain ingredients or by a change of

temperature.
precipitin (pre-sip'i-tln), n. Iprecipif(ate) +
-i«2..j All adaptation-product which is formed
in the blood-serum of an animal of one species

when immunized with albumins oralbuminous
derivatives obtained from an animal of an
alien species. When the sera of the two
animals are brought together a precipitate re-

sults, iu the formation of which the immuniz-
ing substance plays the active aad the immune
substance the passive role.

precipitinogen (pre-sip-i-tin'o-jen), n. [pre-
cipitin + -0- -I- -gen.'i An antigen of albumi-
nous character which upon immunization will

give rise to a precipitin as the corresponding
antibodv. Jo>ir. Med. Research, Dec, 1907,

p. 232.
"

precipitinophoric (pre-sip'i-tin-o-for'ik), a.

[precipitin * Gr. -<popo^, -bearing, + -ic.'] Per-
taining or referring to that group of the pre-

cipitins to which their specifio properties are

due.
precipitogen (pre-sip'i-to-jen), n. Same as
*prccipi1in<iije>i. Jour. Med. Research, May,
1907, p. 173.

precipitoid (pre-sip'i-toid), n. [precipit(in) +
-oi'rf.J A precipitin which has lost its precip-
itinophoric group. Such bodies result from
the preciiiitins on heating. In the simultane-
ous presence of precipitins and precipitoids

no precipitation occurs, or the process is in-

complete.
precisional (pre-sizh'gn-al), a. [precision +
-aZl.] Of the nature of, or exhibiting, pre-
cision.

precision-screw (pre-sizh'on-skrS), n. The
screw by means of which the fine adjustment
of an instrument, as a telescope upon a star,

a microscope to its focus, or a spectrometer
upon a line, is made.
precleavage (pre-kle'vaj), n. [pre- + cleav-

age.'] A collective term for the stages of the
egg preceding cleavage or segmentation.

Lyon also found this summer that Arbacia eggs re-

quired more oxygen during precleavaije and gave off more
CO2 during cleavage than at other times.

Biol. Jiidletin, April, 1904, p. 22.1.

preclitellar (pre-kli-tel'ar), n. [pre- + cUtcl-

l{um) + -rtr3.] Situated in front of, or pro-

ceding, the clitellum
;

preclltellian. Proc.
Zool. Sac. London, 1901, p. 192.

preclival (pre-kli'val), n. and n. [L. prse,

before, + cUv{us) + -aU."] I. a. Anterior
to any clivus, especially the clivus of the
cerebellum.

II. n. A preclival process ; specifically,

same as *fussura prieclivuHs or *flssura prima,
Xaturc, May 22, 1902, p. 94.

precocious, a. 5. In bioL, present in an egg
or embryo at a very early stage iu an imper-
ceptible condition; present before becoming
manifest.— 6. Noting birds that, like chickens,
are able to run about as soon as hatched

;
pre-

coeial. See Preecoccs. Parker and Haswcll,
Zoology, II. 382.

precociously, arff'. 2. In 6jo^, at a very early
stage and in an imperceptible way : said of
eggs and embryos. See the extract.

Eggs that admit of complete orientation at the first or
second cleavage, or even before cleavage begins, are
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commonly supposed to reflect precociously the later or-
ganization, while eggs iu which such early orientation is

impossible are supposed to be more or less completely
isotropic and destitute of organization.

E. B. Wilmn, Biol. Lectures, 1893, p. 13.

precognizable (pre-kog'ni-za-bl), a. That
may be known beforehand.
precognizant (pre-kog'ni-zant), a. Knowing
beforeliand ; capable of previous knowledge
(of a subject).

precombustion (pre-kom-bus'chon), n. Same
as '^preiffnition.

precommissural, praecommissural (pre-ko-
mis'u-ral), a. [prcconiviissine + -«/*.] Of
or pertaining to the precomniissure. Trans.
Linnean. Soc, Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 332 pre-
commissural fibers. See *jiberl.

precommissure (pre-kom'i-sur), «. [h. prse,
before, + commissura, commissure.] The an-
terior commissure of the brain. See *com-
mifisurn rcntralis.

preconcept (pre-kon'sept), n. [pre- + concept."]

In psychol, a higher recept : a type of intel-

lectual process which, according to G. J. Ro-
manes, "occupies the interval between the
receptual life of brute'and the earliest dawn
of the conceptual life of man."
Higher Recepts. then, are what may be conveniently

tenned Pre-concepts.
G. J. liomoncs, "Mental Evolution in Man, p. 185.

preconceptional (pre-kon-sep'shon-ai). a. [L.

pnc, before, -1- concepiio{n-), conception, -I-

-a/i.] Formed in advance of mental concep-
tion or actual knowledge.
In every stage of development, knowledge is a resul-

tant of preconception and observation ; and it is a striking
and at first sight paradoxical fact that knowledge ad-
vances chiefly through the weakening and gradual elimi-
nation of the preconceptional component.
J. W. Powell, An. Eep. Bur. Anier. Ethnol., 1894-96,

[p. Ixxxix.

precondylar, praecondylar (pre-kon'di-ljir),

a. [pre- + condylar.] Lying in front of a
condyle; specifically, in ornith., in front of
the occipital condyle. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1903, p. 260.

preconsider (pre-kgn-sid'^r), V. t. To consider
in advance.
preconsideration (pre-kon-sid-e-ra'shon), n.

The act of precousidering; a preliminary
consideration.

precontact (pre-kon'takt), a. In anthrop.,
relating to the period before contact between
a primitive culture and the trade and influ-

ence of a higher.

precooler (pre-ko'16r), n. A box or cylinder
in which a substance is cooled just before it

is to be used or operated upon. A precooler
is sometimes used to cool air before it enters
the cylinder of an air-compressor, thus pre-
venting the compressor from getting too hot.

From the compressor, the air piisses successively
througli an aftercooler ; a separator; two cylinders, con-
taining potassium hydroxide in sticks and calcium
chloride respectively, in order to remove the carbon
dioxide and water vapor ; and finally through a precooler
charged with broken ice or snow— reaching the liquefler

at a temperature of about 2°. Phys. lice, Nov., 1904, p. 330.

Precoraoold arch. See *(jrcAi.— Precoracold pro-
cess, in ornith., a process from the outer face of the
coracoid, near the distal end. Same as -kprocoracoid.

See cut under -kacrocoracoid. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1K98, p. 9.1.

Precordial fright. See *fright.

precornu, precornual. Same as preecomu,
*l>rsecornual.

precostal (pre-kos'tal), a. [pre- + costal.]

Situated in front of t^e ribs.

precranial, prsecranial (pre-kra'ni-al), a.

[pre- + cranial.] Situated on or located in
tlie anterior portion of the cranium. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1895, p. 383.

precreate (pre-kre-af), ''. t.; pret. and pp.
prccreatcd, ppr. precreating. [pre- + create.]

To create in imagination before the event

;

create before (something else occurs).

precreative (pre-kre-a' tiv), a. [pre- +
crcittivc] Being before the creation. [Rare.]

precritical, a. 2. In j>a(/(oZ., noting the time
prior to the occurrence of a crisis.

The febrile period lasts 24 or 36 t^) 40 hours, is marked
by a pseudo-crisis and precritical elevation, the fever
describing, in the three-hourly chart, a characteristic

course which differs fi-om that of the mild or common
tertian paroxysm.

J. Eu-ing, in Jour. Exper. Med., March 2.1, inoi, p. 453.

precrucial (pre-kro'slii,al), a. [pre- + crucial.]

Situated, in the brain, in front of the crucial

sulcus.

precrural (pre-cro'ral), a. and n. \\j.pree, be-
fore. -I- cms (crur-), leg, -I- -al^.] I. a. Ante-
rior to the leg in animals.

preempt

n. n. 1. The region directly in front of
the thigh of animals.— 2. Any one of the
lymph-glands situated in front of the thigh in
animals.

precursor, n. 2. Specifically, in the history
of the fine arts, an early artist of a school or
period, or an artist who preceded such a
school or period. The precursors of Iftie Re-
naissance in Italy are the sculptors and
painters of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-
turies, such as Niccola Pisano, Giotto, etc.

predacity (pre-das'i-ti), 11. [prediacious) +
-iiciti/.] The character of being predacious.
pre-I)arwinian (pre-diir-win'i-an), a. Pre-
ceding the time of Charles Darwin : noting,
specifically, the doctrines or opinions of biolo-
gists at an earlier date than that of the
publication of Darwin's "Origin of Species."
There is no system of biological doctrine which is pre-
Darwinian as such. Lamarck, who still has many disci-
ples, was an earnest defender of the mutability of
species, as were other naturalists, although the most
distinctive doctrine of those who opposed Darwin's
accountof the origin of species is that which is commonly
called the doctrine of the immutability or fixity of
species. According to this doctrine, a biological species
(the -genus' or ' kind ' of the logicians) is an entity or real-
ity w"hich its representatives exhibit or manifest but do
not constitute, since it is held to be independent of thera
and of everything else in the natural world— the self-
sufficient reality of which its representatives are only the
expression. Traces of this doctrine are still to be found
in the opinion that variation is departure from a type, and
that the aberrant individual is qualitatively different from
the mediocre individual, although Darwin has shown
tliat the species or type or kind is neither in the repre-
sentatives nor independent of them, since it consists in
that interaction between them and their external world
which he has summarized under the phi-a^es 'struggle for
existence' and 'survival of the fittest.'

predazzite (pre-dat'sit), n. [Predazzo, in the
Tyrol, + -ite^.] In pffro^r., a crystalline rock
composed of calcite and brueite, sometimes
with periclase and hydromagnesite: a pro-
duct of contact metamorphism of dolomite in
the neighborhood of syenite.

Predentata, n.jyl. See*Pr{edentafa.
predentate, a. II. n. A member of the sub-
order Predentata, a group of extinct reptiles.

predication, »!.— Prlmitlvepredlcatlon, asynthetlc
propositiiiri of the type, 'It is A,' wjiich necessai-ily im-
plies the existence of its subject.

prediction, n.— Horary prediction, in aetrol.. a
prediction derived from the figure of the heavens erected
at the moment the question is asked.

predigital, praedigital (pre-dij'i-tal), a. and
n. [pre- + digital.] I, a. Preceding a
digit or the digits.

ll. n. One of the two outermost primaries
in the wing of a bird which are attached to
the second phalanx of the second digit. The
outermost predigital is very small and is that
called the spurious primary, or remicle. Parker
and Haswell, Zoology, II. 357.

predikant (pre-di-kanf), n. [D.] A minis-
ter of the Dutch Protestant Church, especially
in South Africa, -V. E. D.
Predominant group. See stil>dominant*group.

pre-Dra'Tidic (pre-dra-vid'ik), a. Of or
pertaining to a people which occupied, or is

supposed to have occupied, India before the
Dravidian race. Ra'.::el (trans.), Hist, of
Mankind, III. 356.

predrift (pre-driff), a. In geol., preglacial.

[Rare.]

The tilling up, during a period of subsidence, of thepr«-
dri,ft glen. Oeog. Jour. ^R. G. 8.), XVIII. K3.

predunal (pre-du'nal), a. [pre- + dune +
-fl/i.] In phytogeog., established before the
formation of dunes : said of vegetation. See
quotation under *dunal.

predynastic (pre-di-nas'tik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to that period of ancient Egypt which pre-
ceded the first-known dynasty.

Prof. Flinders Petrie has. I believe, recently discovered
a vase of innneasucable antiquity of the " Pre-Dynastic "

period in Lower Egypt which is incised with a delineation
of the Kudu antelope.

,?)> Harry Johnston, The Xile Quest, p. 5.

pre-eclamptic (pre-ek-lamp'tik), a. [L. prie,

before, + NL. cclamp-iia {eclampt-) + -ic]

Before the appearance of convulsions. Buck,
Med. Handbook, VI. 310.

preefficient(pre-e-fish'ent), n. [Ij.pree, before,
+ E. efficient.] An external cause which pre-
cedes its efl'ect in time.

preempt (pre-empt'), n. [preempt, r.] A
riiiht to preempt ; a preemptive right. £. E.
Morris, Austral English.

My friend has the run and the stock and the pre-einpttt

all in his own hands. He '11 do well out of 'em, or 1 'm
much mistaken.

Itolf Boldrewood, Colonial Reformer, xxiv.
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Preemption claimant, one who settles tipon land sub- + gasinilar.'\ Of an earlier stage of develop- leased, as released they must surely bo, to seize an

icet t.i iireemption, hitenduig and proceeding to acquire ^pnt thnn tho o-a^tnila-xtao-fi alighting butterfly. [New " Hird's-dung " Spider from

lull title thereto.— Preemption rigllt, a preference
i"«"i' i""*" i"« g'""^'"''* s''»S«- Ceylon.] Froc. Itoy. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, f. bl.

given by law Ui settlere upon public lands of the United This consideration led some inorphologists to insist on
OTflhenaticus fDre-he-iiat'i-kusI « TNI. rirtP.

States to purchase the lands in limited quantities. Such the need of a more precise investigation of the prx- prenepawCUS (.pre ne pat 1 kus;, n.
_

ll\Li.prse-

settlers must reside on the land and declare their intent yastrular stages, i'. B. Wilsim, Biol. Lectures, 18S9, p. 2. liepaUCIIS, <. Ij. pile, Detore, + (jr. 7/TTaTlK6c, of

to take title. The preemption laws were repealed in 1891. pygggjjgyg (p],g.jg.j,gj'i]j\ „ [L.«r«, before, the liver.] In emftrjo/., an accumulation of

preemptioner (pre-emp'shon-er), H. One who + Gr, yivcai^, hukh (see genetic).] 1. Before connective and vascular tissue in the septum
preempts ; a pree'mptor. birth; antenatal.—2. Literally, before gene- transversum. The entodermal diverticula, to

preexilian (pre-eg-zil'i-an), a. Same as i)re- gjg. noting views, theories, etc., held in form the liver, grow into the prehepaticus,
exilic. science before the introduction of the genetic which becomes the interstitial hepatic tissue.

preexistentism(pre-eg-zis'ten-tizm), II. [pre- method and point of view. [Rare.] preheterocercal (pre-het " e -ro-ser'kal), a.

exi^tei, t + -ism.-i The doctrine that the sovl
j,^,^^^ ^^^.^ everything was classiflcation, nomeu- Q"J-

+ Ijeterocercal.} Protocercal or horizontal

has a preexistent state before it IS united with clature, fixed species, just as with the pregenetic and pointed : applied to a fash's tail before it

the body. psychologists everything was faculties and processes, becomes turned upward at the end or hetero-
Prefect ajlOStOllc, a priest invested by the Pope with analyses and categories. G. S. Hall. Adolescence, II. 62. ggrcal. But the latter stage may sometimes
episcopal powei-s, but without the rank or dignity of a pregenial (pre-je-ni'al), a. and n. I. a. [pre- precede the former.
^'^~^^'

. ..,, • • • „ «„i.i. !. „.„„ + goiiaV'i.] Situated before the chin or men- prehnidine (pren'i-din), m. [preknHte) + -id-
The goveniment of the various mission-flelds 19 gener- ^

i»i»,iiiiivtiin, \m /, li ^
ri tt

ally cafried on by "Vicars-Apostolic •(i.e., titular bishops turn.
. , , +-iHe2.] A crystalline substance, C10H13.-

actingas vicars ordelegatesof the Apostolic .See)or"Prf- II. «. A pregenial process; in fterpe*., one NH2 ; aminoprehnitene or 5-amino-l,2,3,-
ffcU-Aposu,lic" (i.e.. priesta with similar powere, but of the anterior of two pairs of shields, or 4-tetramethylbenzene, a homologue of aniline,
without episcopal nuik). hncjc. Bnt., x^u. -A scutes, lying back of the mental and between it is made by reducing nitroprehnitene with
Prefect of discipline. See *di>cipline.— Prefect of the infralabials, on the under side of the jaw ; iron and acetic acid It melts at 64-66° C
fiK'S'ls"

'"""^ "' "" '"™'^'"""" "' "'""" '" " ^^ anterior chin-shield
:
correlated with ^ost- pretoitene (pr«"'i^^^ -e»e--\

prefecundation(pre-fek-un-da'shon),». Ipre- {/emal
-,. , ... , ,, r ,

Vicinal or 1,2, 3,4-tetramethylbenzene, CeH2-
-1- fecundation.] In embryol., the" changes or pregeological (pre"je-o-loj i-kal), a. [pre- + (0113)4, an oily hydrocarbon which boils at

conditions exhibited bv the egg previous to geolngical.] Occurring before the beginning 204° C. Also called jii-c/iiiito?.

its fertilization, or fecundation. ''f trustworthy geological records; cosraical. prehnitic (pre-nit'ik), a. Ipreh7ut(e) + -ic]

BrefeCVUKiatory (pre-fe-kun'dS-to-ri), a. Of Another theory that attributes the formation of the Derived from prehnitene Prehnltlc acid, a

r,v T>ortaiiiincr to thft "nrBfpciiTidation of the "'*'" ge'jgraphical lines to pre-geological incidents is crystalline acid, C„H2(C00H)4 + 2H2O, or 1,2,3,4-ben-or pertaining to tne pretecunaation 01 tne
gjven in a paper by Prinz, -Sur les similitudes que pre- zenetetracarboxylic add, made by oxidizing prehnitene

ovum.
, - ,. T x^ sentent lea cartes terrestes et plamftaires." with potassium permanganate, and in other ways.

prefelic (pre-fel'ik), a. [_pre-, 2, -t-/e?»c.] Pre- (ieog. J,n,r. (R. G. s.), XIII. 229. prehnitol (pren'i-tol), v. Ipreknite + -of]
dominantly felic; having normative feldspar pregeologically (pre"je-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In Same aii*iirehHitene.
more than 5: 3 of normative quartz or lenads: pregeological time. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), prehypophysis (pre-hi-pof'i-sis), w.

;
pi. prc-

said of the feldspathoid minerals. XHI. 234. hypophyses (-sez). [L. prse, before, -1- NL.
preference, «. 6. A European game of cards, preglacial drift. See*dr»/«. hypophijsis.] The anterior lobe of the hy-
something like boston.—Law of preference. See preglobulin (pro -glob 'u-lin), «. [pre- + pophvs'is of the brain.
*(a«i.-Surrender of preference. >^ee *m,rremier.

^;y^„;,„ ] A complex albuminous substance, preignition ( pre - ig - ni ' slion ), n. [^ire-
Preferential dividend. l':£*'i'L^'':V^~^/*'?°V,^ described by A. Schmidt as occurring in ani- -1- ignition.] An ignition of"the combustible

™n*r^'e rules by'wh"chthXstevi,kMRe or tliatadmis- mal cells : probably a nucleoproteid. charge of fuel and air in an internal-com-

BiWe is selected. iTismvore. Evidence, § u?i prcglottidean (pre-glo-tid'e-an), tt. [pre- + bustion engine before the piston, on its

prefixed (pre-fixf), p. a. [prefix, r.] Being gloltidean.] Situated in advance of the glottis, compressing stroke, has reached the inner
in the location or condition resulting from the Proc. Zool. iSoc. London, 1899, p. 82. dead-center, or completed the normal corn-

act denoted by the verb ' prefix'; specifically, pregnancy, «.- Abdominal pregnancy. Same as pression of the charge, ^ee *igmtion, 5.

in comp. anat., noting certain muscular and *.iW«mi/in(r/<-rtn^on.—Ampullar pregnancy, de. preinsula (pre-in'sii-la), «. ;
pi. jireiiiAwtef-le).

cutaneous areas in which some of the ner^•es
i;^':;;':''f«';^Xnlon:{''i;!e 'iSlolSn'lX.- [L- pr^- before, + inhda, islandg The an-

of supply originate at a more cephalic level gjj pregnancy, the development of the impregnated tenor portion of the island of Beil. Amer,
than in 'allied species. Philos. Trans. Roy. ovum in the canal of the cervix uteri.— Hydatid preg- ^»;Ai-o/)()to(yisf, Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 615.

Soc. (London), 1898, ser. B, p. 85. 5?i>jr',"'« Presence in the uterus of a hydatid mole.-
preinsular '(pre-in'su-Uir), a. [L. prip, before,

^ " „ ' , ^t J- Multiple pregnancy, a pregnancy m which there is l"->^*"°""»* \l j "i •
.J t t j t-

preflxture, ». 2. In comp. anat., the condi- more than one fetus— Mnral pregnancy. Same as + insiil{a), island, -1- -ai-".] In aunt, anterior

tion (viewed from a comparative point of murnHtge/tation. _ to the island of Reil.

view) in which nerve-fibers from a higher pregnant, n.—Affirmative pregnant, an affirmation The left insula in both was the better developed, and

CBnhalic level are distributed to civen mus- which implies a negative favorable to the adverse party, in the younger Seguin, whose linguistic powers were in-tcimniii. c c c.
.,„„„ tloo *i>i-/.«r/.rf

"'' ''o™ "''''^'' »" "'f>=rence of such a negative may be .Usputably remarkable, the preinsular portion was so

"'r^l . !J.

cutaneous areiis. See *imfixed. ,,^„.„ redundant that the surrounding opercular parts have
Philos. Trans. Boy. iiOC. (Lonaou), loys, ser. pregonium (pre-go'ni-nni), n.

;
pi. pregonia been crowded apart and a small triangular portion of the

B, p. 82. (-ii) IL pr»' before •¥ Gr yuvia angle] insular pole is thus made visible on the lateral aspect.

preformationism (pre-f6r-ma'shon-izm), n. I,ior,iiiioiii., the recess on the lower margin of /'"""• Anthrop„l„,jist, 0^t.-^ec.,W3 p. oi5

Same as *j>retormism. the body of the lower jaw in advance of the prelahial (pre-la'bi-al), a. [pre- -t- labial.]

preformism (pre-for'mizm), n. [Irreg. < ;>rc- angle. Harrison Allen. ; Situated in front of the lips or of a labium.

form -f- -i.siii.] 1. The doctrine of preforma- pregracilel (pre-gras'il), a. [h. priegracilis, prelabrmn (pre -la brum ), m.
;

pi. prelabra

tion or evolution.— 2. Belief in this doctrine, vcfy slender, < lira?, before, + (^raciHs, slender: (-tra)- [L. jira?, before, + ioftrum, lip.] In en-

See tteorj/ o/' prf/»riMa<i»n (under _pre/»rnia- spe grarile.] Very slender. torn., same as c/i/pcM*.

(ioh) and rfoc(niie"of*ero/i(<io>i. pregracile- (pre-gras'il), a. [L. ;ir«, before, prelacteal (pre-lak'te-al), a. and »«. [pre- -i-

preformist (pre-f6r''mist),a. [Irreg. < pre/orm + {]ohtin) gracilis.] Anterior to the slender lacteal] I. a. Coming before the milk-teeth:

-i- -ist.] Of or pertaining to the theory of lobe of the cerebellum. See lobus gracilis, appliedto certain structures in the jaws of em-

nreformation -Pregracile fissure. See ./!»»« re. bryonic marsupials which are considered to be

r,r«fn«HAtt«riire-fo-set'1 n [ nre- -\- fossettf ]
preheated (pre-he'ted), >. a. That has been vestiges of a dentition preceding the milk-

^Th^°
d
"p"^ foil or puVhrchS^es i^-front ol

t'--'»^'l' a prebeater; heated before using or teeth.

A ' , „„ ''t „. „.„*„i„„i, ;., „„,.i, „ being used. II. «. Any tooth-bke structure which pre-
the second cross-crest, or metalopn, in sucn a ." x.#^,, ,_, t,, ,. ~r i, -,, ^ iu

„.>.„= »ii,„f ^f „ 'h^yJa r^r rhin^norna 4 m^r *" enoriuoiu extent of brickwork surface, which we cedes the milk-teeth.
tooth as that of a norse or rninoceros, Amer. ~|ii „••„,„,, f,,r the moment has lieen hinMv vrehealnl , , , ,, , i

M,.s.Jour Sup., Jan., 1903, Guide Leaflet Zl^fTZX^^J^^^^^ .^^Z^Z^t^'^l^JS^^^l^kl^
No. 9, p. 20. liglit yellow lieat, say 1100 t

.

(-«-U^)-^_.., ^.^^j^ ^g, ( K. I).) Quart. Jour. Micros. Set., Jan., 1897, p. 441.

prefrontal. I. n.— Prefrontal lobe. See*iofce.— . hS't^rt n A chamber or PrelaryngOSCOpiC (pre-la-ring-go-skop'ik), a.
Prefrontal process, in onuih.. a li..ny pmjection di- preheater (pre -he terj, n. A cnamoer or

*';,,."''iry,,° ,,„*:,„„„,,,, .i. :,> t liitedatina' the
rected backward from the prefrontal, typically present cylinder in which a substance IS heated before Li'"'- T '<'"J>i{loscopt f -ifl.j Anteciaung ine

In some parrots.- Prefrontal shield^ in hrrpet.. a being used or operated upon. Compressed air invention of the laryngoscope. Jiuck, Med.
shield or homy plate which forms part of the covering of which is to be used in an engine is usually passed through Handbook, V. 431.
the head and Ilea in advance of the frontal shield lu a preheater. thus raising its U^mperature, increasing its ^--ip-,:- /^-gip^'ji.') „ f nre- 2 + lenic ]
alMiUt the poaition of the prefrontal bone. enency, and preventing the very low temperatures to

PrCieniC (pre len IK;, a. L Pre ,^, T iemo-i

II. n. 1 . In fishes it is a lateral bone in the anterior whidi the air would otherwise expand. The blast for I" pe'rol.
,
predominantly lenic

;
having lenads

p»rt of the cranium slightly under the end of the frontal, blast-funiaces is usually passed through a preheater more than 5: 3 ot the normative feldspars.
lU» articulated below with tlie voincr and, usually, wjlh called a «(ow. pr616vement (pra-liiv-mon'), 11. [F.] In JV.

^fl^tX't"rc.lJy'';i";L'^!tNtu;hTmetlme: preheating (pre-he'ting), «. The act or pro- ",„„,, that portfoii of partnership V™perty to

the neural foramen is between it and the ethmoid. cess of passing a substance, as air or gas, ^hich a member of a solvent firm is entitled

2. A prefrontal process or shield. through a preheater before using it or operat- before any division of further assets is made
pregammation (pre - ga - ma ' shi - on), n. ;

pi. ing upon it. between the partners.

prrnummatia (-ii). [L. nr^p, before, -H M(5r. This method of preAeadnff may follow either the re- jj ,,/i.^g,j) „ [L. pra", before,

+

yauUr'Ov, a figure like gamma (1').] An ele-
generative or the recuperative^system.

^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^
f,.^^^^,^^^

threshold.] Something to be done be-

ment, in the anatomical structure of the head „„v__„jiitv (nre-hen-sil'i-ti) ii f vrehcnsile ^o^e the main proceeding
;
a preliminary step,

of the Devonian fish Val.ospondylus which P^^'^^^l'^TL^^raracter of being pr^O^^ [Kare.]
lies in front of the gammation. bee -"gam-

pjgjjengive (pre-hen'siv), a. [L. prehensus. The requisite prMinm to the original aim of the in-

'""'"'",".
, , ., ,. ,..

, „ r«^« -1-
ppr. of /.rf/ieiirfere, seize, -I- -iCC.] Seizing or ''""'"ii),,,^. T-ran*. i?oy. 5m. (London), 1898, ser. B, p. 60.

preganglionic (pre'gang-gi-on.k), a. [pre-

+

aving hold of ; of the mind, apprehending. „,„nl „
'

, o „7 m collP<rn „»p tests
qanglionic] Of or pertaining to nerve-flbnlla? •,;., /„,s >,-„ ^s'lH ni « Sumo ns P"^®"™*"*^' "• f ' ^ '

i" college use, tests

or other structures that are proximal with ref- prehensonal (pre-hen-so n-ai,, o. Same as ;„ ..^rj^j.^ elementary subjects previous to the

erence to a ganglion. Sature, Oct. 13, 1904,
prehen-^He.

, ,. ., ,^ ... fi'ial examinations for entrance. [U. S.]

« -aa One cannot but wonder how the spider maintains a -r . (nre-H-nfi'an ^ a Before the
P- 588. secure hold hack downwards, especially when the imwer- pre-Linnean •PJ'^-'.'-^^f'V' „";•.. f„°^!;.."
pregastrular (pre-gaa'trij-iar), a. [pre- fulpreAeiwonanegsof the flrst and second pairs are re- time or work ot Linnseus , existing, written.



pre-Linnean

or proposed, before Lmtia?us : as pre-Linnean
writers. Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 1903, p. 211.

prelithic (pre-lith'ik), a. [L. prie, before, +
Gr. Aitiog, stone, + -ic] Preceding the use of
stone implements; antedating the stone age
proper. Compare *:odmiiiietic.

In general, the stage womld seem to be antecedent to
that defined by the chance-dominated use of stone, which
has already been characterized as protolithic ; it corre-

sponds with tlie sta^e provisionally outlined by Cushing
as prelithic ; but, taking due account of the materials,

processes, and motives characteristic of the stage, it may
be distinguished as hylozoic, or perhaps better as zo-

omimic. Smithsonian liep., 1900, p, 03.

prelocalization (pre-lo "kal-i-za'shon), n. Ipre-
+ locoUzaiion.] In embryo!., the supposed
original localization of the various organs of

the adult, as specific substances or structures,

in different regions of the unsegmented egg.

A second general division of his work included the ex-

perimental study of prelocalization in the unsegmented
egg, which yielded results of no less interest than the
cleavage stages. Carnet/ie Inst. Yearbook, 1903, p. xliv.

prelusion (pre-lii'zhon), n. [L. prsebtsio{n-),

< prseliidere, rehearse, prelude.] A prelude.

premandibula (pre-man-dib'u-la), n.
;
pi. pre-

maiKlibiilfe (-lej. [NL., < L'. pne, before, +
mandihitla. See mandible.'] A median bilater-

ally symmetrical bone in front of the anterior

end of the mandible in certain fishes, espe-

cially the Aspidorhynchidm of Mesozoic age

:

similar to the predentary bone of certain

dinosaurs. Also caWed prest/mphysial.

Premandibular segment. See ^segment.
PremaxUlary process, in ornith., a process running
upward and backward from the anterior part of the pre-

maxillary. The culmen is formed by this process. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Londoti, 1903, p, 262.

premaximal (pre-mak'si-mal), a. [L. prse, be-
fore, + 7naxim(um) + -aU.] Preceding a
ma.ximum in any sense. Bucl; Med. Hand-
book, I. 139.

premedia (pre-me'di-a), n.
;
pi. premedise (-e).

[L.prffi, before, +»ie(?i«,fem. of middle.] One
of the longitudinal veins in an insect's wing ly-

ing between the media and the radius. It is

vein IV of Comstook's system. Cotnstocl;

Manual of Insects, p. 65.

premedical (pre-med'i-kal), a. [pr«- + med-
ical.] Occurring before (the scientific study
of) medicine ;

preceding medicine ; not yet
having entered upon the study of medicine.
[Rare.]

This general text-book of botany is written for pre-
medical and pharmaceutical students in particulai- and
the nonprofessional undergraduate incidentally.

Bot. Gazette, March, 1904, p. 225.

premegalithic (pre"meg-a-lith'ik), a. [pre-

+ megalith + -tc] Of or pertaining to time
previous to the erection of megaliths ; ante-

dating the erection of megaliths. Amer. An-
thropologist, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 78.

premetallic (pre-me-tal'ik), a. [pre- + metal
4- -tc] Of or pertaining to a period anterior

to that in which metals were used for the
manufacture of artifacts.

premier, «. 2. In roulette, a bet that one of

the numbers from 1 to 12 inclusive will win.

premiere, n. 2. The first performance of a
drama or opera.

premiership, ». 2. Specifically, the first prize

in any competitive show, as for dogs or horses.

The secretary was directed to write to the Duchess of

Newcastle, offering the premicrships and medals for

competition at any show to be given ^by the Ladies'

Branch of the English Kennel Club.
Field and Fancy, April 6, 1900.

premiotic (pre-mi-ot'ik), a. [pre- + miotic]

Of or pertaining to a stage in spermatogenesis
which precedes the maturation, or miotic divi-

sions. Also incorrectly written premaiotic.

Nature, June 15, 1905, p. 164.

premis, «. A simplified spelling of premise, n.

Premium pudlcltUa [L., ''price of chastity'], in lav), a
sum of money paid or promised as consideration of a con-

tract for illicit cohabitation. The contract must be under
seal, and the money paid or promised must be for past
cohabitation. A parole promise, or a contract for future
cohabitation is void.

premoral (pre-mor'al), a. [pre- + moral.]

In social., prior to tlie exister 36 of morality or

a moral code in society. Ward, Outlines of

Sociol., p, 112.

premortal (pre-m6r'tal), a. [h.pree, before,

-t- mors (mort-), death'j-t- -aU.] Immediately
preceding death.

The premortal rise of nitrogen excretion.
Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902,"p. 238.

premomla (pre-mor'Q-la), n.
;

pi. premorulse
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(-le). [L. prx, before, + NL. morula.] In
embryol., a stage preceding the morula.
premiindane (pre-mun'dan), a. [L. ])rse, be-
fore, + E. mundane.] Existing or occurring
before this world was created ; antemundane.
premuscle (pre-mus'l), n. [pre- + muscle.]
In embryol., dense mesoblastic or mesenchym-
atoiis tissue just before its conversion into
true muscular tissue. [Rare.]

This is surrounded by a mass of dense mesenchyma,
evidently premuscle tissue.

Biol. Bulletin, June, 1904, p. 39,

premutative (pre-mu'ta-tiv), a. [pre- + mu-
tative.] Inflected by means of prefixes, as a
language. N. E. D. [Rare.]
pre-Mycensean (pre-mi-se-ne'an), a. Belong-
ing to a civilization apparently earlier than
the Mycenaean. See *Myceniean.

Primitive pottery of days long anterior to the Myce-
naean period has been found at Phaistos, and in the near
neighbourhood is Agios Onouphrios, where one of the
most important discoveries in Crete, that of burials of the
primitive pre-Mycensean or •* Amorgian " period, con-
taining Egyptian scarabs of the twelfth d,vnasty (c, 2200
B,c,), was made in 1887. JV'a(ure, Nov. 20, 1902, p, 69.

prenarcotic (pre-nar-kot'ik), a. [pre- + nar-
cosis {narcot-) + -tc] Prior to the occurrence
of narcosis.

The prenarcotic period— that is, the time from the
beginning of the anesthetic to the pupilary dilatation—
varies from thirty seconds to five minutes.

Therapeutic Oazelte, Feb. 16, 1903, p. 100.

prenarial, a. and n. See *prmnarial.
prenaris, «. See prsenaris.

prenebular (pre-neb'u-lilr), a. [pre- + nebu-
la r. ] Existing or occurring before the nebular
state, as the universe.

preneural, praeneural (pre-nu'ral), a. and n.

[pre- + neural.] I. a. Situated in front of a
neural.

There is a preneural bone, whose anterior border has
occupied a notch in the hinder border of the nuchal,

Amer. Jour. Sci., Oct,, 1904, p, 274.

II. n. A preneural structure ; specifically,

a bone lying just in advance of the first neural
and forming part of the carapace of some
turtles: unlike the neurals it is not connected
with an underlying vertebra.

pre-Noachian (pre-no-a'ki-an), a. Prior to
Noah ; of or pertaining to t£e period preced-
ing Noah's deluge.

prenodal (pre-no'dal), a. and n. [L. prse, be-
fore, + nodus, node, + -aU.] I. a. Inentom.,
before, or proximad of, the node on the wing
of a dragon-fly : as, the prenodal cells.

II, n. A prenodal cell.

Six prenodals and 6 postnodals on the fore wing.
Dragonflies. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, I, 07.

prenoid (pre'noid), n. [Gr. irpt^v^g, prone, +
ddog, form.] In bot., a minute body imbedded
in the chromatophores of many algffi and of

one of the hepatics. Its function is not def-
initely known, although it is supposed by
some to be a reserve proteid.

prenuncial (pre-nun'si-al), a. [Irreg. < L.
prsenuntiare, announce beforehand, predict, +
-nil.] Announcing; presaging; in i/coi., per-
taining to a brief, precurrentj transient ap-
pearance of a migrating exotic fossil fauna
in the midst of an indigene fauna of an earlier

formation than that in which the exotic fauna
eventually makes its permanent habitation
and presents its full development.

prenuptial (pre-nup'shal), a. [pre- + nup-
tial.] Prior to marriage: as, a prenuptial
contract.

Preocular shield, in herpet., a homy plate forming" part
of the covering of the head and lying just in. advance of

the eye.

preoperative (pre-op'e-ra-tiv), a. [jjre- +
operate + -ive.] In surg., relating to the
period preceding an operation. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 455.

preopercular, a. II. n. Same as prseoper-

culum, 2. Storks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 515.

Preoral circlet, in embryol., a preoral band of cilia in

the larvaj of certiiin marine worms. Usually called the
prototroch.— Preoral lobe, (a) InCha^topodaSiiidsome
other worm-like animals, the i)rostomium. (b) The an-
terior end of the lancelet, which projects beyond the
mouth, or oral opening,— Preoral pit. See -kpitl,

preorbital (pre-6r'bi-tal), a. and n. [L. pra?,

before, + orbita, orbit, 4- -aU.] I. a. Placed
in front of the orbit of the eye Preorbital
process, a bony projection situated on the anterior side

of the bony orbit of the eye : typically present in the
skull of a rabbit. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p, 11.

II. ». In icMh., a bone in front of the eye
which belongs to the suborbital series of dermal

prepotency

bones. It usually bears a sensory tube con-
tinued from the suborbitals.

preorganic (pre-6r-gau'ik), a. [pre- + or-
ganic] Pertaining to the indefinite period of
the earth's history which was antecedent to
the first appearance of life, or to rocks which
were formed during that period and are with-
out traces of fossil organisms : not recognized
as the name of a unit of geologic time. See
archsean and azoic
preorganized (pre-6r'ga-nizd), jj. a. [pre-

+

organized.] Organized beforehand; specifi-

cally, occurring or apprehended by virtue of
antecedent organization.

First, we are told that it is not the emotion that gives
rise to the bodily expression, but that, on the contrary,
"the bodily changes follow directly the perception of the
existing fact," itbeing beyond doubt "that objects do ex-
cite bodily changes by a pre-organized mechanism."

Encyc. Brit., XXXIL 65.

preosseous (pre-os'e-us), a. [L. prse, before,
+ osseus, bony.] Of or relating to embryonic
tissue which is on the way to become bone

:

as, preosseous substance. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1902, I, 206.

preparateur (pre-par-a-tfer'), n. [F.] Same
ns preparator, 1. Science, Sept. 18, 1903, p. 362.

preparator, n. 2. Same as *amboceptor.
prepared (pre-pard'), p. a. Being in a state
or condition of preparation ; specifically, in
math., transformed in certain ways so as to
be brought to a shape convenient for discus-
sion : said of an equation, form, or function.

preparietal (pre-pa-ri'e-tal), a. [pre- + pa-
rietal.] Relating to the anterior portion of
the parietal lobe of the brain ; noting the ar-
tery which supplies this part. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 253.

preparin (prep'a-rin), ». [L. prsepar(are),
prepare, + -in^."] Same as *amboceptor.
preparing-machine (pre-par'ing-ma-shen''), n.

In calico-pirinting , a machine for padding the
cloth in the open width with olem oil, after
bleaching and before printing. G. Duerr,
Bleaching and Calico-printing, p. 25.

prepatagial (pre-pat-a-ji'al), a. [NL. prepa-
tagi{uni) + -a/1.] Pertaining to or connected
with the prepatagium. Proc. Zool. Soc Lon-
don, 1901, p. 322.

prepelvic (pre-pel'vik), a. [pre- -¥ pelvic]
Situated in advance of the pelvis. Parker and
Haswell, Zoology, II. 61— Prepelvic ridge, a ridge
running forward from the anterior border of the pelvic
fin of a shark. [Rare.]

prepenial (pre-pe'ni-al), a. [L. prx, before,
+ pen{is) + -i-aZi.] Lying in advance of the
penis, as the scrotum of marsupials. Proc.
Zool. Soc London, 1892, p. 369.

prepercept (pre-per'sept), n. In psychol., an
anticipatory perception; a memory-idea
arous'ed by, and clustering round, the presen-
tation of an element or elements of a familiar
perception.

The sight of ice yields a forefeel of its coldness, the
smell of baked meats a foretaste of their savour. Such
prepercepts diflFer from free ideas just as after-percepts
do ; they are still sense-bound and sense-sustained.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI I. 69.

preperitoneal (pre-per"i-to-ne'al), a. [pre-
+ peritoneum + -fl/l.] Anterior to the peri-

toneum. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 521.

pre-Persian (pre-per'shan), a. In Gr. archseol.,

a term applied to the monuments in Athens
which were built before the second Persian
invasion in 480 B.C. and which were destroyed
at that time. Many interesting remains have
been recovered.

His view that the Pre-Persian temple was a temple of

Athena Polias is merely a deduction from his supposed
demonstration tliat the Parthenon was so.

J. G. Frazer, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIIT. 177.

prepineal (pre-pin'e-al), a. [L. pra?, before,

+ E. pineal.] Situated in advance of, or an-

terior to, the pineal body- Phil- Trans. Boy.
Soc (London), 1891, ser."B, p. 108.

prepontile, a. II. «. Same as *prepontine.

prepontine (pre-pon'tin), a. and n. [pre- +
pontine'^.] I. a. Savae as prepontile.

II. n. The region just cephalad or anterior

to the pons Varolii. Also prepontile. Philos.

Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), 1898. ser. B, p. 128.

prepotency, n. 2. In bioL, the preponderat-
ing power or tendency of one germ-cell, one
parent, or one ancestor to fix the character of

descendants.
Prepotency is the preponderating transmission from one

parent. "C. B. Davenport, Biol, Lectures, 1899, p. 271.

Differential prepotency, the difference between the
parents or other ancestors, in value or significance (in an-



prepotency

cestral inheritance) considered or investigated in refer-

ence U} specific points of ditference between ttiem.

Consequently though some of the evidence to be ad-
duced bears on the question of diferenUal prepotenci/, we
can offer as yet no plain answer to the original question.
Baleson and Saunders, Rep. EvoL Com. Rcjy. Soc.,

[1902, I. 6.

Intermittent prepotency, the resemblance of some,
but not of all of the children to one parent, as respects any
quality, to the parti.al or complete exclusion of the influ-

ence of the other parent as respects this quality.

Now the fundamental point ... is this, that apart
from 8ex-prepot«ncy, neither unit prepotency nor inter-

mittent prepotency need in any way influence the parental
correlations. Biometrika, Nov., 1903, p. 390.

Sex-prepotency. («) The impression upon descendants
of its own characteristics by some one ancest^ir to the
total or partial exclusion of the influence of other ances-

tors, (h) The resemblance of a child to its parent of the
same sex as regards any quality.

By sex-prepotency I understand that the offspring of

one or other sex or of both sexes are more like the male
or the female parent as the case may be.

K. Pearson, in Biometrika, Nov., 1903, p. 389.

prepotent, a. 3. In biol., exhibiting or pos-
sessed of prepotency.

prepubertal (pre-pu'b^r-tal), a. \_pre- + pu-
berf{ij) + -rt/l.] Prior to the oeeurreiice of

puberty. G. S. Mall, Adolescence, I. 250.

prepubescent (pre-pu-bes'ent), fl. [pre- +
pubescent.] Prior to the occurrence of pu-
berty, (i. S. Ball, Adolescence, I. x.

prepyramid (pre-pir'a-mid), n. [pre- + pyra-
mid.'] The anterior pyramid in the meduUa
oblongata.

prepyramidal (pre-pi-ram'i-dal), a. [pre- +
pyramid + -o/l.] Of or pertaining to the an-
terior pyramid in the medulla oblongata.

prequadrate, praequadrate (pre-kwod'rat), a.

ana «. [pre- + quadrate.] I. a. Lying in

advance of the quadrate: as, the prequadrate
process of the sp'.ionotic. Proc. Zool. Soe.
London, 1895, p. 399.

n. II. A prequadrate process.

prequaric (pre-kwor'ik), a. [pre-, 2, -f-

quaric] In petrol., predominantly quaric;
having nominative quartz more than 5:3 of
the nominative feldspars.

preradial (pre-ra'di-al), a. [L. prx, before,
+ radius, ray, + -oU.] In cytol., preceding
the formation of the achromatic rays of the
spindle: as, the preradial stageof mitotic
cell-division.

Five stages in the formation of the spindle are de-
scribed, viz., the preradial stages, the radial stages,
formation of the felt, the multipolar spindle, and the
completion of the spindle.

Jlot. Gazette, Sept, 1903, p. 234.

Preraphaelite, a. 2. Said of painting done
according to the methods or stylo of the Pre-
raphaelite Brotherhood Preraphaelite Bro-
therhood, the name given to a gri>up of paint«r8 which
appeared in England in the middle of the nineteenth
century. The movement began in 1848 when Dant«
Gabriel Rossetti entered the studio of Ford Madox Brown.
He was soon after joined by William Holman Hnnt and
John Everett MiUais. Later were added Thomas Wool-
ner (sculptor), James Collinson (replaced afterward by
Walter Howell Deverell), Frederick George .Stephens,'and
W. M. Rossetti. Tlteir purpt>8e was to pnitest against the
conventionality of nuxlem English art and to bring about
a return of the sincerity and high endeavor of the earlier

part of the Quattro-cento, the periofi in Italian art which
preceded Raphael. With this were combined great
poetic feeling, delicacy of color, and fine appreciation
of nature. Tlie name Preraphaelite is sometimes ap-
plied to similar mtivements in other countries, notably
to an earlier one in Germany.

n. n. 2. A member of the Preraphaelite
Brotherhood.

Preraphaelitism, n. 2. The cult of the Pre-
raphaelite Brotherhood,

prerational (pre-rash'on-al), a, [pre- + ra-
tional.] Antecedent to tlie maturation of in-
telligence.

Not reasoning, but some deep pre-rational Instinct,
like that on which our faith in memory rests, is the basis
of our belief in f»ther minds.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 274.

prerelease (pre-re-les'), n. [pre- + release.']

Early release; release before the right time
;

in an engine, the opening of the exhaust-port
before the piston has reached the end of its

stroke. This is done to allow the steam or
gases time to escape before the piston starts

on its return stroke.

Prerogative court. (&) A court having jurisdiction of
wills and de<'e<lenta' estates; specifically, in New Jersey,
a court pre8i<led ^)Ver by the chancellor for the hearing
of appeals fn>m the Orphans' Court.

pre-Rolandic (pre-ro-lan'dik), a. Anterior to
the fissure of Kolando in the brain. Buck,
Med. Handbook, II. 400.
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pre-Boman (pre-ro'man), a. Noting the his-
tory or art of a country before its occupation
by the Romans.
The pre-Roman architecture o( the Haurftn includes

successively three general divisions of style.
//. C. Butler, Architecture and Other Arts. p. 321.

Pres., Presb., Presby'n. Abbreviations of
Presbyterian.

presacral, a. II. m. Any vertebra in front of
the sacrals, generally used in the plural.

This compares closely with the supposed number of
presacrals in the Eusuchiji.

Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1904, p. 320.

presbyacousla (pres"bi-a-ko'si-a), n. [NL.]
Same as *prcsbycousis.

presbycousls, presbykousis (pres-bi-ko'sis),
H. [NL., < (jr. TTpicjivf, an old man, + OKovacc,

hearing.] Partial deafness due to senile
changes in the ear.

Presbyterian Alliance, an organization founded in Lon-
don m 1875, sin\ilar to the Evangelical Alliance, but
confined to the Reformed churches holding the Presby-
terian system. Its object is to promote closer relations
between the Presbyterian churches of the world, without
compromising their separate existence and independence.
The first of the triennial councils was held in Edinburgh
in 1877, at which were present represent'ttives from
twenty-five different countries. Also, Alliance of the
Refunned Churches.

presbytia (pres-bish'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trpea.hTT/^, old age.] Same as presbyopia.

prescriptorial (pre-skrip-to'ri-ai), a. [L.

I>rx, before, -1- «cr(p<or, writer, -f- -ial.] Of or
pertaining to the period before the use of
writing ; anterior to the use of writing.

In the several languages the names are associative or
symbolic In the vague fashion characteristic of prescrip-
torial ideation.

J. W. Powell, An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1894-95,

[p. xcvi.

prescntellnm, n. See priescutellum.

presedentary (pre-sed'en-ta-ri), a. [pre- +
sedentary.] Preceding the sedentary or at-

tached stage, as in the development of organ-
isms that are free-swimming in their earlier
life. E. R. Cumings, in Amer. Jour. Sci.,

Jan., 1904, p. 49.

presegmenting (pre-seg'men-ting), a. [pre-
+ scf/ment, r.J Segmenting or dividing in
advance (of some other process) Presegment-
ing bodies. See *body.

presence, ^i.—The presence, an obsequious title used
in India by a servant speaking to his master.

" Dinner for * the presence ' is laid at some distance
"

. . . "and also the easy chair. With aged persons how
shall argument be made? If 'the presence' himself
would be pleased to give an order, the ancieut will
doubtless obey.

"

A. I. R. Gla^xtrd, Rifle and Romance in the Indian
[Jungle, XV.

presenile (pre-se'nil), a. [pre- + senile."]

Relating to or showing the lesions of prese-
nility.

The patients In the severe cases are men as a rule In
t\\e presenile stage and they present well-marked cardio-
vascular lesions. Lancet, Aug. 22, 1903, p. 517.

presenility (pre-se-nil'i-ti), n. [pre- + senil-

ity.] Premature old age ; a condition in
which the arterial and other changes charac-
teristic of advanced age occur in one in mid-
dle life.

present-, v. i. 2. In obstet., to appear first:

said of the part of the fetus which is in ad-
vance during labor. See presentation^ , 6.

presentational (prez-en-ta'shon-al), a.

[prr.<icntati(>n + -«?'.] In psychol., relating

to, due to, or composed of, presentations.

Again, the continuous differentiation and redintegra-
tion of the presentational continuum which mark the
progress of perceptual experience are resolved Into an
original multiplicity of presentational at'>ms which are
associated by " adhesion '" of the contiguous.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 68.

presentativeness (pre-zen'ta-tiv-nes), n. The
character of being presentative ; specifically

used by H. Nichols to express "the ultimate
and irreducible fact . . . that . . . sensory
components or qualities can be and commonly
are combined in . . . entirely unique together-

ness," that is, in one consciousness, while
they "might perfectly well exist in as many
separate minds."

presentative-representative (pre-zen'ta-tiv-

rcp-re-zen'ta-tiv), a. In p)sychol., containing
both preseiitativo and representative ele-

ments
;
partaking of the nature of both pre-

sentation and representation.
Thus pleasure becomes an anticipation, as In the case

of the dog when his fiKid Is being brought t*> him ; to

employ the term used by Herbert .Spencer, it is a presen-
tatioe-representative state.

T. Ribot (tratis.), PsychoL of Emotions, p. 66.

press

Yet it is saying too much, regardless of this defect, to
describe a percept as a presentative-representative com-
plex, if representation is to imply the presence of a free
or independent idea. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 69.

presentoir, «. 3. A shallow bowl supported
on a tall stem, designed to hold fruit or
flowers.

preseptal (pre-sep'tal), a. [L. prx, before,
-t- septum, a fence, partition, -t- -al^. See
septum.] Lying before the septum.— Presep-
tal cone, in certain genera of the Silurian iiautiloid
cephalopods (Endoceras, ^anno), the unchambered api-
cal portion of the conch.

preserv, v. and n. A simplified spelling of
preserve.

preservaline (pre-zer'va-lin), «. [preserve +
-al'i -t- -inc'^.] The trade-name of a substance
used to prevent the decay of foods.

Presidential year. See *year.

presocial (pre-so'shal), a. [pre- + social.']

Prior to the establishment of the social in-
stincts and habits. L. F. Ward, Outlines of
Sociol., p. 112.

presodic (pre-s6'dik), a. [pre{dominantly) +
sodic."] Moderately rich va. soda : applied in
the quantitative system of classification of
igneous rocks to those in which both soda
and potash are present, but soda predomi-
nates over potash, the ratio of the former to
the latter being greater that 5:3, but less
than 7

:

1.

prespinous (pre-spi'nus), a. '[pre- + spinous.']
In advance of the spine of the scapula; pre-
spinal : as, the prespinous fossa. Parker and
Haswell, Zoology, II. 488 Prespinous fossa, the
depression on the anterior side of the spine of the scap-
ula: more commonly called prescaputar fossa.

prespiracular (pre-spi-rak'u-lar), a. [pre- +
spiracular.] Lving in advance of the spiracle.
Nature, Oct. 16, 1902, p. 604.

presplenial (pre - sple ' ni - al), n. [pre- +
spleniat.] Applied by Baur to the splenial of
turtles under the impression that the bone
termed by Kingsley dermarticulare was the
splenial. Science, Dec. 25, 1903, p, 830.

pressl, V. I. trans To press a bet. See*6«(2.

II. intrans. 8. In golf, to strive to hit the
ball harder than usual, or harder than it can
be hit with accuracy, in order to gain greater
distance.

press^, n. 14. A machine for forming, shap-
ing, or working metal by stamping, drawing,
or cutting, it consists essentially of a gate carrying
a punch, to which a reciprocating motion is given by a
crank-shaft and connecting-rod or pitman, or by a cam,
and a die on which the material to be worked is placed.
Such a machine is called & draunng-, coining-, stampinff-,
punchiny-press, etc., according to its use, and an arch,
open-front, pillar, inclinable, sinyle-acting, or double-
acting press according to its construction. It may also
be classified according to the articles made on it, as
cartridge-, primer-, tin-can, shot-shell press, etc.

15. Achitinous structure with attached pyram-
idal muscles in the silk-duct of lepidop-
terous and trichopterous larvse (and certain
hymenopterous larvse as well) which serves
to regulate the diameter of the silk threads
and the amount of gura surrounding them.

In the case of Apanteles glomeratus the press is highly
developed. It commences at the union of the two con-
ducting tubes in the region of the labium and occupies
more than half of the common duct. Dorsally the ;)re*ff

is concave, traversed by a longitudinal furrow Into which
pass the dorsal pair of muscles.

Aintr. Nat., Sept, 1907, p. 673.

Associated Press. See *associated.— Cot. duplex
press, a flat-beil perfecting-press in which the type lieds

are stationary, one above the other, the cylinders rolling

back and forth upon them. The paper is fed in from a
roll and is cut and folded In printing. As the printing
is done from type forms without stereotyping it is much
useil by newsimpers having small editions.— Douhle-
actlon press, a piess having two plungers for opeiating
double-action dies that perform more than one operation ;

a cutting-, di-awing-, and stamping-press.— Double-
supplement press, a rotary printing-machine con-
structed to print with the m.iin or larger outer sheet, and
to Insert in it one or nioie suijplemcntal pages or sheets.

Census Bulletin 21B, June 28. 1!K>2, p. «:i.— Double-tub
press, a folm of cider-press in which the fruit is placed
ni an annular space between two concentric perforated
tubs. A corresponding annular piston is forced down
into the space between the tubs, and the juice escapes both
outward and inward. —Inclined press, a drawing-
or stamping-press the bed ami die of which ai-e inclined

to the horizontal to facilitate the insertion and with-
drawing of the woi k.— Multlple-dle press. Snme as
kgang-press.— Multiple press, in shet-t-nietal work, a
stamping-press em]tloying two or more sepiirntc siniilnr

dies, used at the same time and making the same thing ;

or a press with a gang of different dies, e.nch i-crfoiniing

a different piece of work upon a series of blanks fed to
them in succession by a dial-feed or otht-r feeding
device ; a gang-press. The term is a general one applied
to presses employing dies In gangs, but not properly to



press

one employing a perforating-die, even though the die
stamps many holes in a sheet-metal blank at the same
time. See itdial-feed and HdieS, 9.— Octuple press, a

Multiple Press with Automatic Feed.

a, dies, moving together and each forming a progressive step
from cutting out the blank to delivering the finished article;*,
feed-mechanism carrying the blank from die to die, in turn, till

finished.

rotary printing-machine, used for newspapers, which
combines the operations of eight single machines.

The octuple is sometimes constructed by piling four
double presses one above another.

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 63.

Quadruple press, a rotary printing-machine that com-
bines four machines in one construction and does the
work of four single machines : first made by R. Hoe &
Co. in 1887. It produced eight-page newspapers at the
speed of 48,000 copies in one hour.— Sextuple press,
a rotaiy printing-machine that combines six machines in
one construction and does the work of six single ma-
chines. Form-cylinders and impression-cylinders are
placed parallel and not at right angles, as in the quad-
ruple and double-supplement machines. It is fed
from three rolls and prints twenty-six miles of paper,
five feet wide, in one hour, or 24,000 copies pasted,
folded, and ready for delivery.— Sheet-metal press,
a press for cuUing, bending, drawing, or otiierwise work-
ing sheet-metal.—Sheet-perfecting press, a printing-
machine that, by one operation of slieet-feeding, delivers
the sheet perfectly printed on both sides. Two impres-
sion-cylindera are used, one for the first side, and
another for the second side.— Slngle-rotary press, a
printing-machine that has its type or stereotype plates
fastened on a rotating cylinder, and is automatically fed
from a roll of paper. The first practical machine on
this principle was madebyWilliamBuUockof New York,
in 1865. R. Hoe & Co., in 1871, made for the use of the
New York Tributie a single rotary press that produced
14,000 copies in one hour, properly cut, folded, and ready
for delivery. This machine was the beginning of en-
lai^ements now known as quadruple, sextuple, octuple,
etc., presses.— Upsetting-press, a tire-upsetting ma-
chine; a machine for reducing the giith of a wheel tire
by compressing it at one place while it is hot.—Web
perfectlng-press, a printing-machine, automatically
fed from a roll of paper, that prints on both sides of the
paper and cuts and folds in separate sheets for instant
delivery at a high rate of speed. See rotary press, under
rotary, quadruple -kpress, and sextuple itpress.— YeUOW
press. See -tryellow.

press-bed, w. 2, Itl printing : \a) In the cyl-
inder printing-machine, a flat table of iron
which upholds the form of type and passes to
and fro under the impression cylinder. (6)
In the hand-press, an iron table upholding the
form of type that passes to and fro under the
platen. See cut of stop-cylinder machine at
printing-machine,

press-board (pres'bord), n. 1. Millboard;
pasteboard.—2. An ironing-board ; a board
used in pressing cloth.— 3. pi. See press-
hoards.

press-cake, n. 1. it is the product obtained by the
application of hydraulic pressure to powder-meal which
has been fonned by crushing between rolls the mill-cake
or wheel-cake which comes from the incorporating mill.
The object of the pressing, which precedes granulation,
is to give uniform density and the particular degree of
density desired.

2, In the manufacture of fatty acids for candles,
the residual cake of stearic and palmitic acids
from which the *red oil' or oleic acid has been
removed by pressure.

press-drill (pres'dril), w, 1. A drill or seed-
planter fltted with a pressing-device for firming
or pressing down the soil after the seed is

dropped. It is only available on very dry soils

and is not in general use. Yearbook U. S.

Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 541.— 2. An obsolete
form of drilling-machine in which the drill was
fed to its work by being pressed down by a
weifrhted lever.

pressel (pres'l)^ n. [j?re»«l, v. f] In elect., a
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push-button ; specifically, a push-button at-
tached to a flexible conductor. '

Prettxel. A press switch or push connected to the end
of a flexible, pendant conductor. Houston, Diet. Elect.

presser, n. 3. {e) A part in a foundry mold-
ing-machine which presses down or rams the
sand in the ntold.

presser-bar, n. 2. Same as pressor, 3 (h).—
3, Tbe vertical bar which carries the presser-
foot of a sewing-machine at its lower end.
presser-eye (pres ' er-i), n. The aperture at
the end of the spindle-flier, on a cotton-roving
machine, through which the roving passes to
the bobbin. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 340.

pressing, ?^ 3, In ceram.^ the process of
forming vessels with plastic clay, in a mold
or on a jigger, by hand.
press-mark, n. 2. The letter or number,
printed on the margin of a newspaper, that
specifies the press on which it was printed.

press-number (pres'num''''ber), w. The num-
ber which identifies a particular book and
fixes its location in a press or bookcase.
pressor (pres'or), a. [L. pressor{ius), that
serves for pressing.] Causing constriction of
the smaller blood-vessels and a consequent
rise of blood-pressure.

Inequality of Accessibility to local reflex pressor Im-
pulses.

Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1898, ser. B, p. 161.

press-revise (pres're-viz*), n. The first im-
pression of a form ot type, prepared for press,
which is revised by the last proof, for the
detection of possible uncorrected faults.

pressure, n. 7, In elect., a term sometimes
used for voltage, electromotive force, or differ-
ence of potential.— 8. In j)syckol. , the specific
quality of sensation furnished by the pressure-
spots of the skin and by the organs of the
articular sensitivity; pressure-sensation.

The quality of articular sensation, like that of muscu-
lar, is not distinguishable from pressure.

E. B. Titchener, Outline of Psychol., p. 69.

Active pressure, in elect, the impressed electromotive
force in an electric circuit minus the counter-electromo-
tive force : the tenn is used chiefly in dealing with alter-
nating currents.— Belt of high pressure, a long,
in'egular, rather nari-ow region over which tlie barometric
pressure, reduced to sea-level, is higher than on either
side. Such ridges frequently connect two areas of higher
pressure and last for a day or two. The belt that nearly
suiTounds the eiirth near ithe tropic of Capricorn is quite
permanent; the coiTesponding belt near the tropic of
Cancer in the northern hemisphere varies much with the
seasons of the year.—Center Of pressure, (c) See itceji-

reri.—Critical pressure, tlie pressure exerted by the
gaseous phase of a substance when at the critical tempera-
ture. A gas can be liquefied only when reduction of its vol-
ume will not raise the pressure to the critical pressure.

—

Effective pressure, the unbalanced pressure on a piston ;

the net pressure available for doing work ; the absolute
pressure on the pressure side of an engine-piston minus
the back pressure or absolute pressure on the exhaust-
side of the piston : usually called mean effective pressure.
—Equatorial belt of low pressure, a long narrow
region nearly encircling the earth near the equator over
which low barometric pressure, with warm showery
weather and light winds or calms, prevails. Ferrel has
shown that the low pressure is due to the existence of
the northeast and southeast trade-winds and the deflect-
ingforce due to the earth's rotation. The trade-winds are
not due to the low pressure, but the reverse.— Gold-
scheider's' secondary pressure, in psychophys., a
sharp, thrilling sensation following the primary pressure
sensation when the point of a pin which is held loosely
between the thumb and forefinger of the one hand is

dropped lightly upon the back of the other hand. The
secondary sensation is due to the coexcitation of a pain
spot. The experiment was described by A. Goldsclieider
in 1891.— High pressure, (o) In vieteor., a reading of
the barometric column above its normal value for the
locality and date; a condition of the atmosphere such
that its elastic pressure Is greater than the average. For
stations near the level of the ocean the high pressure
would be somewhat more than 15 pounds to the s(iuare
inch.— Hydrostatic pressure, that type of stress in
which the three mutually i)erpendicular components are
equal ; the pressure of a fluid at rest upon an element of
a surface with which it is in contact.

Hydrostatic pressure is a stress in which all three pulls
are equal.

Nichols and Franklin, Elements of Physics, I. 101.

Initial pressure, the pressure exerted by the fluid in a
thermal engine at the beginning of thestroke.— Intrinsic
pressure, the pressure due to the attraction between
two portions of a fluid, separated by an imaginary plane.

'Jl""'
The intrinsic pressure K is K = o-- /(»z dz, where <r

is the density of the fluid and {ji)7. is the attraction of an
infinite layer of a fluid of unit density, bounded by a
plane, up<>n a unit mass at a distance z from the plane.

—

Low pressure, (ft) in meteor., a reading of the baro-
metric column below the nonnal value for the locality and
date a condition of the atmosphere such that its elastic

pressure is less than the average. For stations near the
level of the ocean a low pressure would be somewhat less

than 15 pounds to the square inch.— Low-pressure
cylinder. See *<?/'*»<''''•.— Magnetic pressure, pres-
sure exerted at right angles to the lines of a magnetic
field upon a substance within the field.

pressure-block
These changes are due to the differences of the "rMig-

netic pressures" perpendicular to the lines of force in the
liquid and the surrounding gas.

Nature, April 24, 1902, p. 589.

Maxwell-Bartholi pressure, the exceedingly minute
meL-haniciU pressure U> which a surface exposed to radia-
tion is subjected by impact of the ether-waves.- Mean
effective pressure. See effective •frpres^-ure.— MeBJH
pressure, the average pressure in a steani-cvlinder
from the begiiming to the end of a stroke.- Osmotic
gressure. See -kosmotic— Pascal's principle of
uid pressures. Same as Pascal's *^»i/'.— Pressure

gradient. See *'7»'«'/'>«^— Pressure harness, see
•/mr/trK«.— Pressure neuritis. See •?«'i/r///>'.—pres-
sure sensation. See -^tensation.—'Ra.di&Uon pres-
sure, the mechanical pressure due to the.imi)act of
the ether-waves constituting radiation ui«»n a body
pliiced in their path. The radiation pressure due to
sunlight upon a square centimeter of surface of a
black body is equivalent to a weight of 4 x 10-5 niilli-
granis. The first actual measurements of radiation
pressure were made independently by Nichols and Hull
and by Lebedew (1901). Same as ifliyht-pressure.—Solu-
tion pressure, in phys. chem., the force acting to bring
into solution the molecules of a solid immersed in the
solvent. The osmotic pressure of the molecules already
in solution opjwses this solution pressure. M'hen the
osmotic pressure equals the solution pressure the amount
dissolved in unit volume of the solution no longer in-
creases, if the temperature is not changed. Eb'rfrochem.
Industry, March, I9i>4, p. 98.—Standard pressure, the
pressure adopted as the standard or ftuidamental condi-
tion to which all measurements are to be reduced in so
far as they depend upon the pressure. In steam-engineer-
ing, standard pressures are expressed in pounds per
square inch. In anemometry, wind-pressure is expressed
in pounds per square f(X)t In hydraulic engineering,
water-pressure is expressed in pounds per square inch or
by the height in feet of the column of water. In meteor-
ology, atmospheric pressure is expressed in a variety of
tenns : occasionally as pounds per square inch or kilo-
grams per square meter; more generally as inches or
millimeters of the mercurial barometric column ; fre-
quently in atmospheres. The standard pressure of one
atmosphere is defined by the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures as the weight of a column of pure
mercury 760 millimeters high under the standard force
of gravity, namely, that which prevails on the average at
sea-level at latitude 45°. This value of gravity is that
computed from numerous observations made in all parts
of the globe and is deduced on the assumption that the
earth is a homogeneous spheroid. Sliglitly diff'erent
standard atmospheres have been used. Bird and Trough-
ton and early English authors adopted 30 inches of mer-
cury at 62' F. at London, which is equivalent to 29.924 at
32° F. at 45° latitude and sea-level; a committee of the
Royal Sf)ciety. in 1777, adopted 29.3 inches of mercury at 50°

F. at London; Sir George Shuckburgh- Evelyn, in 1779, chose
30.0 inches at 50° F. at London ; Welsh, about 1840, selected
for Kew Obser\'atory 29.922 inches, or 760 millimeters, at
32° F. under the force of gravity at Kew, which is equiva-
lent to 760.46 millimeters under a normal gravity ; Reg-
nault's standard atmosphere was 760 millimeters under
gravity at his laboratory in Paris. latitude 48° 50* 14" and
altitude 60 metei-s above sea-level, which is equivalent to
760.25 millimeters under normal gravity. At the present
time the international value of 700 millimetei-s under
gravity at 45° latitude and sea-level is in general use
among meteorologists.—Subpermanent areas ofpres-
sure, the areas of high pressure over the continents in
the winter hut over the oceans in the summer ; also, the
complementary areas of low pressure over the continents
in the summer and the oceans in winter. Both of these
retain their characteristics for several months while tem-
porary highs and lows are moving around them.—Ter-
minal pressure. («) In an engine, the pressure of the
steam or gas in the cylinder at the end of the stroke, or
the pressure it would have if the exhaust-port were not
opened until the end of the stroke. (6) In a compressor,
the pressure of the air or gas at the end of the stroke
after it is compressed.—Vapor pressure, tlie pressure
exerted by an atmosphere of vapor. If a small quantity
of any liquid is introduced into the vacuum al>ove the
mercury of a barometer its vapor will depress the mer-
cury column. This depression measures its vapor pres-
sure at the temperature at which the experiment is

made. Same as r(77)or-f^?wn'o7i.~ Vapor pressure Of
a solution, the pressure exerted by the vapor in a closed
vessel which is partly filled by the solution in question.
This is always less than the corresponding pressure over
the solvent.

pressure-balance (presh'ur-bal''''ans), «. In
expcr. psijchol., an instrument for applying
pressure-stimuli to the cutaneous surface.
The apparatus is constructed in various forms, but always
upon the model of the physical balance. It may be used
for the determination of the limen of continuous change
(application of a continuously increasing or decreasing
pressure), for the determination of the stimulus limen or
difference limen (application of a graded series of mini-
mally different pressures), or for the bisection of a pres-

sure distance (method of mean gradations with successive
stimuli). E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. ii. 136.

pressure-bar, «. 2. In car-building, an iron

bar which connects the draw-bar with the
buffer-spring and unites the draft-spring with
it so that either may be used to relieve the
other. It also serves to control the buffer-

plate and keep it in position between the cars
when they are in motion.

pressure-block (presh'ur-blok), n. In Japan-
ese wood-engraving, an engraved but uninked
block used to give texture to the surface of

paper in printing.

An uninked pressure block was sometimes'brought into
service either to give a damask surface to white drapery,
or to produce an effect like that of impasto.

W. Atiderson, in Portfolio, N. S., XVIL 32.



pressure-boiler • i057 pricing-machine
pressure-boiler (pre8h'ur-boi"l«T),n. A closed man silver, or highly elastic steel tube used the breakage or omission of a single end or strand of
vessel of sufhciently strong material (often in the Bourdon pressure-gage. sliver. Taggart, Cotton Spinning, II. 23.

iron, steel, or gun-metal) and commonly fur- prestemal, a.-Prestemal process, a projection Pfeventer-bolt (pre - ven ' t6r - bolt), n. See
nished with a safety-valve, in which liquids 'rom the aTiterior bonier of the sternum such as is found *pTCVenter-plute.

may be heated above their normal boiling- in pterodactyls, ^iner. ./owr. Sn., April, 1904, p. 319. preventer-plate (pre - ven ' ter - plat\ n. In
points as a result of the pressure produced ^ ^^ ». A presternal process. «'"«'< «/"i>''»'Mi»<7, a plate or bar fitted on the
bv the tension of accumulated vapor. Siidtler, ^eston beds, bee *6erfl. side and forming an extension downward of
Handbook of Iiidust. Chem., p. 180. f?^*''?? i*

(prest-wieh'i-ii), n. [NL., named the chain-plate. Together with the ehain-
pressure-bottle (presh'ur-bot "1), ». A bottle

alter tlie^ i,nglish geologist Sir Joseph Prest- plate, it is bolted at its upper end through the
of strong glass, with a stopper held down bv "y'fr^ * genus of fossil limuloid arthropods side of the vessel by a chain-bolt and at its
a metallic clamp, used in chemical laboratories °^ the order Ay>/jos«ra, similar in form to the lower end it is bolted through the side by a
as a *pressure-boiler (which see) on a small ^otiern horseshoe-crab, Limuhts. but with preventer-bolt.

scale. Water may, in such a vessel, be ap-
^eve"! spiny abdominal segments and a short preventer-stays (pre-ven'ter-staz), ?i pi

plied at a temperature of 130° C. or even more, caudal spine
:
found in the Carboniferous of B&me as *jumper-st(iy's.

AlsocMeAprcssure-fiasl: J^urope and Jsorth America. prevemal (pre-ver'nal), a. [h. pre- + ver-
pressure-bowl (presh'ur-bol), n. In calico- Presume, f. <. 3t. Totake; to take to oneself: ««/.] 1. Elapsing just before the leafing of
printing, the large roller against which the

^'tn o/. the earliest trees : as, the prCT'o-waZ 'period.

—

cloth to be printed presses on one side, while P''<'«"'"«»/ what thou wilt at his house, for he is out 2. Blooming at this period. Prevernal bloom-
on the other it is pressed against by the cop- """<' y*!' °y "»« '""« • ers comprise proteranthous trees, such as the
per cylinder on which the pattern is "engraved. rv.*.,™^. v™, a „.^., »Ji.„V ' ^

'
>.

.' ' J^ silver and red maples and white elm, and low
pressure-flask (presh'ur-flask), «. Same as yoVaMour^nell'^ '"^ " Chat,n^,\^^.C'ti ^"'''""s •^"•'bs. such as skunk-cabbage and
*lircs!<i(r(-hotth: nrpaiimntinn « »i..„_ , 1. • ,

' F.rigema. Science. Feb. 7, 1908, p. 206.

pressure-height (presh 'ur-hit), «. Atmo- '',^fe^c'JSKVr";rg?,*e*"Vr"cZ^^^^^^ prevomer (pre-v6'mer), „. [pre- + rorr^r.1
spheric pressure expressed in terms of the ahle reasonins by one of average intelligence. A median bone of the under side of the era-
height of a barometric column of fluid of uni- Presumptive title. See *title. uium, which occupies the place of the vomer
form density equal to that of the air at the preS3miphysial, a. II. n. Same as *preman- !>"* develops in connection with the parasep-
poiiit where the pressure is to be measured. MhuUi. tal cartilages: found in Platypus and lizards.
Same as height of a homogeneous *atmosphere. presynsacral (pre-sin-sa'kral). a. and n. I. a. ^«ture, Dec. 18, 1902, p. 168.

pressure-key (presh 'ur-ke), «. In exper. Situated in advance of the synsacrum ; spe- Prey-brother (pra'bruTH"er), «. A member
pmjchol.: (a) A pneumatic key, pressure upon cifically, in ornitA., noting any vertebra in ad- °^ a secret society of the Zuiii Indians in
which moves the writing lever of a Marey vance of the synsacrum, or that mass of united whose charge the ceremonial of the prey-god
tambourto which the key is connected. Amer. vertebrsB commonly spoken of as the sacrum, is placed. P. IT. Gushing.
Jour. Psychol., Xll. 327. (b) A reaction-key. All the prpdt/nsncroi vertebnc [of cuckoos] are hetero- Prey-gOd (pra'god), n. A deity of the Zuni
pressure upon which breaks the reaction- ^^loos and all the thoracic vetehrae are free. Indians representing an animal of prey. F.
circuit. -P™- ^o"'- *<"' I-oniton, 1903, p. 271. H. Cushing, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Et'hnol.,

pressure-log (presh'ur-log), n. An instrument H. n. A presynsacral vertebra. 1880-81, p. 16.

which records the velocity of a stream, mea- pretemporal (pre-tem 'po-ral), a. [pre- + prezoic (pre-zo'ik), a. [L. ^ras, before, -t- Or.
sured by the height of the water in a tube. It

temporal.] Preceding time; antemundane. fu^, life.] Antedating or preceding the ap-
is also referred to as a pressure-gage, which pretemormal (pre-ter-nor'mal), a. [preter- pearance of life upon the earth. Smithsonian
indicates the pressure of fluids. + normal.] Beyond the normal. Outlook, -Ke;)., 1899, p. 233.

By means of a number of ingenious pretture-logt, the
^^'^' ~^' ^^^' P- '^' preZOUal (pre-zo'nal). o. \_pre- + zone + -a?l.]

velocities of the streams at ditferent points were niea- pretcrtiary (pre-tfer'shi-a-ri), a. [pre- + ter- Anterior to the pelvic arch.

'"'''''"'rAl,tMa'S'^f^avrA^chit«ta«,p.455. ""Tf-^
Living or occurring before the Tertiary. P E. I An abbreviation of President of the

pressure-plate ,presh'ur-plat), „. In a steam- .^:.Sr'^:frS'Zla'^; S^^l^r.'''^ IL^S^, SnmT^^'l^^TZ^ 1^ 'T'^T^f7^"engine, a cover-plate ; a plate on the back of »» here defined, have yet been found. r-riapuiloaB (pn-a-pu li-de), h. 2)1. [NL. Pria-

a slide-valve designed to relieve the pressure AnnaUmul Hag. Xat. }IM.. March, 1901, p. i8l. P^'.i"-'') + -»««•] The single family of the

of the valve on the seat; a balance-plate de- prethoracic (pre-tho-ras ' ik), a. [pre- + -^ '''"Puloiaea, which has the characters of the

signed to receive the pressure of the steam thoracic.] Situated in front of the thorax. ^^°Vf- " includes two genera, Priapulus and
against a fixed abutment, so that such pres- prethyroid(pre-thi'roid), a. [pre- + thtiroirl.] _J'^''^<'''!/Ptus.

sure does not reach the sliding valve and Anterior to the thyroid gland or to the thyroid Pnapuloidea (pri-a-pu-loi'de-a), n.pl. fNL.
force it against its seat. cartilage. Prtapul(us) + -oidea.] A group of unseg-

pressure-point (presh 'ur- point), n. 1. A A amall, probably congenital. prcfAyroirf cyst
mented vermiform animals having an anterior

point on the surface of the body, pressure on *'"'• K'^ord, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 234. *"d « posterior terminal opening of the ali-

which may excite or arrest a paroxysm of prethyroidal (pre-thi-roi'dal), a. Same as
™entary canal, the central nervous system

hvstero-epilepsy.— 2. A spot on the skin *pretliyroi(l and^prethifroidfal. "°* separated from the ectoderm, and the
which is sensitive to pressure. prethyroideal (pre-thi-roi'de-al), a. In ad-

''enal and reproductive organs entirely sepa-
pressure-ptunp (presh 'ur-pump),n. A force- vanee of the thyroid cartilage" of the larynx. '"?*® ^''?™ ^^^ body-cavity. They are ma-
pump; a pump for compressing or applying Pror. Zool. .Soc. London, 1901, p. 297. ""e animals found in the sand and mud of
pressure to a fluid, as distinguished from a prethyroidean (pre-thi-foi'de-an), a Same IJ!" fo^}>^ Sea. The sexes are separate and
pump in which the action is by suction or as *prethi/riiid ' " tne development is unknown. It contains the
exhaust. Pretorlan troat, the front of a Roman camp toward

^'"^le family Priapulidse.

pressure-ridge (presh'iir-rij), n. A ridge pro- nJetoriil^'onp of' tif^ w'^!"„^f?.."'%T'"''-*"
'^?'*; p<"^ Priapulus (pri - ap

'
(i - his), n. [NL. dim. of

*ducedinas<Tlidifyin|lavabytheinfluTncUf ."Jitwl^^S ^t^e'iS ^h7rqi^,;VtLV.^\^Th^otrr ^""^"f:] ^ *^'?^ S"°"' °^ ^^^ ^""^^
a force applied in the flowing of snbcrustal being the via principalis. ' riapululse. Lamarck.
molten matter. These ridges vary in size, pretracheal (pre-tra'ke-al), a. [L. /(ra-, before Priapus, n. 4. [I. c] In medieval warfare,
with the energy of the movement and the + NL. trno/ieo -(--«/!.] Anteriorto the trachea! some kind of projecting machine, probably an
thickness of the forming crust, from a few Some of these tranks end, according to Poirier in the

early form of cannon, l/eynci', Ancient Ar-
inehes to 30 feet in height. The term was in- prelaryngeal glands, others in a pretracheal gland, and mour. III. Glossary.
troduced by I C. Russell. U. S. Geol. Sure, ^'^l^^ZZi^in^lTM^'''

"''''""'''''''''"' "'''""'
P^P^^t,'?'^^^^®; "• A Welshman's rendering

Bulletin 199, 1902, p. 94. }^^,^^, June 18 1901 p 1711
<>* bnbble-brabble, a reduplication of brabble

pressure-sense (presh'ur-sens), «. Passive nretrochal fDre-tro'kftn « r nre '*- tL^h„i ^
(which see),

touch
;
the sense which furnishes the sensa- T Anterior to the tr^ehaTdilk'^

'^ " '"« » «<»' """i™ " «« '-ve our pril,„le> and
tlon-quahtlPS of tickle, contact, and pressure. t.. • . u,

^'">-""' >""»• prndftic*, and desire a marriage between Master Abraham
nrPBOTiTA alii«-fnr»«>i'i-ir ii^.^f^^ ., Tba /.!,„ „

/he entu^e ectoblast of the trochal and proe-frocAoZ re- and Mistress Anne Page. SAai^., M. W. of W., i. 1.pressure-snut ( presn ur-snutj, «. 1 tie change gions. E. b. wumn Biol Lectures isiri n in »ii »i i,,,, , , , ... ,*.
of Dosition of lines in the sneptrnm of 1 irna o t • • ^

fl-""™/, moi. Lectures, 18»3, p. 10. All these squabbles and okes, and priM(e« and pra6.
!i „ * .1,

"nes m tne spectrum or a gas 2. Lying in front of the prototroch: said of *'«», look you, m,iy be omitted.
due to the pressure to which the radiating gas the position of cells or organs in the trocho- Thackeray, Newcomes, I. ii.

di,ntrrn«nH,^Li;.°l7v7'''
"^ Pf««"'\« *»"; phore larva of the marine fnuelids. price, «.- Certain price, in foreign exchanges, thedisplacement is generally toward the red end pretty-face (prit'i-fas) « A small kan<raroo S'""'

""™- '" """ "''"'"'''- "' "'"«'' 'he value is expressed
of the siiectnira. *"!," ,.'

j^'-e.U'rii' 1 las;, «. j\ small Kangaroo, by a varying sum in another. X. K D.— Competition
-nrPRSiirP tablfi fnre^h'f.r ta'hn » Ata>.lo •^- ^^- -'^'"•'•''•. Austral English. or competitive price. Hfe*competitive , , rice.- Con-pressure-taDie (presh ur-ta bl). M. A fable p^gtu^jgyg^i^ , ^ ^-_^^ ,,^ - , , rnr^ -I-

tract prices. See *co,,(rBrt.-Lon« price, the full
of figures which show the pressure sustained <Vft«rcX?l Prect^ ^"'"i'

".'" 7''"""' de'luction, <lis^u.rt?Sr rebate. -
by a gun. L^tl d ', ni !f u §v 1 tt o^ ® °"" Spot price, the jiriee set or (|Hoted for payment on de-

nressure-tonch fnresh'ur-tuohl « Tn n,/T»/,
'"^'S. .B«rf, Med. Handbook, IL 809. livery ~ Time prices, prices set for goods sold on creditpressure TOUCn (presn ur-tU0n),n. ^ ?'«»«-

pJ.e^lI^l,o^J^l /prg/,^g|^ r-, , or to be paid at a future date.

tlVij'""' ".rt^"^
°
-fr'"*^.

*''? ^"f •
"" fo'-e, + u^nho% proTeet?on" + -allY ECf ' 7„ price-changer (pris'chan'jir), n. A mechani-

Trc'^siir? n'steadoF^witTa sbalrbrow^'"^"^
^'•""' ''^ the'beLs'or umbon's: ilsed'^inT «al device,'Voni!ing part ^f /he mechanism of

n™=rJlV v^ ^ Of «ith a Sharp blow gcriptive zoology with reference to the shells » prepayment gas-meter, by which the num-
pressure-tube (presh ur-tub), n. 1. A tube of pelec^od moUusks. lier of cubic feet of gas delivered for a coin of
of tluck glass originally closed at one end and, prevaccinal (pre - vak '

si - nal) a f nre -f-
^ certain size placed in the slot is adjusted to

^Wl**","
'°t'°;''";"°° ° J"'""'

"-eagents, nv7c«^f+ - ,/l.T Before va^Aation-^tint ^^"^ ?"«" *•'" K'*^ '« ^^''^ ^^ '" the district.
closed also, by fusion, at the other. On can- u,„allv the period before the adSn of laT ^- '^- ^'^i',, Public Lighting, p. 170.

trcokents mfvrhro'^,i?\"'l"r"''" °l
"Sn a/a pVeventf4 of smaTpox B^ck Price-mark (pris'mark).^. A label or ticket,

Wher tii^n^ritnrp I^„n^wn, hT "
"i'?"-''

^ed. Handbook, Vn. 24.5.
^

' placed on goods for sale, with the pricenigher temperature than would be possible in .
'

marked on it
an open vessel and therefore under ordiimrv *'',° ,2 '',;~.S.'^'', presenter, in CT«on.mrtni(/., .. '

, -, • 1.- ,^
atmosnhcric nressure — 2 The brass or Hp/ l "^ attached t-, a draw.ng-fraine for actuating a Pncmg-machme (pn Sing-ma-shen'), n. AainKispnenc pressure. ^. lue brass, or Uer- mechanism for immediately stopping the machine upon machine for printing prices on cards or tick-



pricing-machine

ets, similar in construction to a *dating-ma-
chine (which see). Kngin. Mag., July, 1904,
p. 606.

prick-bar (prik'bar), n. A firing-tool; along
iron bar used for pricking or breaking up a
bituminous coal fire and for cleaning clinker
from the grate. IVitham, Const. Steam En-
gineer., p. 724.

pricker, ». 1 . (fr) in machine telegraphy, one of the
vertioal RHis in a Wheatatone transmitter which makes
the signal-contacts through perforations in the tape.

(0 A prick-bar.

prick-fish (prik'fish), n. One of the lantern-
fishes, Macrostoma angustidens, of the family of

ilyctophidse, found in the Atlantic and Indian
oceans.

prickfoot (prik'fut), n. A prickly, prostrate

plant of the parsley family, Erynyium vesicu-

losiim, found in Australia, Tasmania, and New
Zealand.
pricking, n. 6. Xaut., an English term refer-

ring to the propulsion of a punt in shallow
water by means of a long pole thrust against
the bottom. In America it is c&lled punting,

or poling.

prickle-machine (prik'l-ma-shen''), n. In
cheese-making, see the extract.

In the caves the cheeses are salted at least twice with a
coarse hard-grained salt. In this process they are first

Baited on one side and then laid in piles of three for the salt

to ditfuse into the cheese. At the second salting the other
Bide receives the salt. They are allowed to drain some
time after salting. After the surface has dried some-
what they are run thi-ough a brushing machine which
leaves a clean surface. They then go through the prickle-

machine. This machine has a disk set with long parallel

needle-like spikes which make numerous holes through
the cheese to let in the air for the growth of mold.

Jiep. Bureau o/ Animal Indugitry, 1905, p. 102.

prickly-cedar, n. 2. See *cedar.

prickly-elder (prik'H-el'd^r), n. See *elder^.

prickly-fern (prik'li-f^rn), n. See *fern^.

prickly-tree (prik'li-tre), n. In the Bahamas,
a low, spreading, flat-topped tree, Terminalia

Prickly-tree ( Temtinatiit spinosa).

a, flower; b, stamen.

spinosa, of the family Comhretaceee, with hori-
zontal spiny branches, bearing fascicles of
thick, smooth, obtuse leaves, and axillary
spikes of small greenish flowers.

prick-mark (prik'mark), n. In old English
silver, decoration or inscription composed of
fine depressions made with a sharp point or
punch.
They are almost always found with the initials in prick-

mark letters of donor and recipient together with the date.
Percy Macquoid, in Burlingt<jn Mag., I. 174.

pride^, «.— Prldeof the morning (mi^toir.), a mist or
li;;ht sliower iit sunrise, throu^'h wliich the tropical sun.
beams sometimes penetrate witii beautiful prismatic ef-

fect.
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pride-, «. 2. The larval lamprey. [Prov.
Eng.

]

Priests' code. See *code,

primage, «. 3. A duty of one per cent, im-
posed by the Victorian Parliament 1893-95, on
the prime, or first entry of goods. M. E.
Morris, Austral English.

Primal figure. See *fiyi(rc.

primary. I. o—Primary belief. See -khelief.—
Primary Circnlt, in a transfonner or induction.coil,
the circuit in which the inducing current flows.— Pri-
mary coil, the coil of a transformer or apparatus for the
production of induced current, in which the inducing
currentflows.— Primary cortex, (a) Same as perj'Wem.
(6) The body of the i)url< wliich lies lietween the epider-
mis and stele (central cylinder) in the stems of phanero-
gams, as also the corresponding zone in the i"oot. In this
sense sometimes simply cortex. Stragbttryer.— Pri-
mary current, the inducing current in a transfonner or
induction-coil.—Primary resistance, tlie resistance of
the inducing circuit of a transformer or in<luction-coil.

—

Primary terminals, the free ends of the coil in the
inducing circuit of a transformer.—Primary turns, in
a transformer or induction-coil, the ampere.turns in the
inducing coil.— Prlmaxy TOltage, the voltage applied
to the terminals of the inducing coil of a transformer.

—

Primary winding, the coil of the inducing circuit of a
transfonner.

II. n. 6. In elect. : (a) In an alternating-
current transformer, induction-motor, or other
apparatus containing two circuits in induc-
tive relation to one another, that circuit
which receives pcrwer from the impressed
electromotive force. (6) Sometimes, in an
alternating-current transformer, the high po-
tential coil, the low potential coil being the
secondary.— 7. In phi/siol. optics, one of the
primary colors or primary color-sensations.
As a matter of scientific analysis, the primaries of

white light are red, green, and purple, but the pigmental
primaries are red, yellow, and blue.

Eneyc. BHt., XXXII. 16.

8. A lesion of the initial stage of syphilis, a
chancre: usually in the plural.— 9. In Echi-
nodermata; (a) In echinoids, a plate which
extends from the outer edge of an ambulacral
area to the median suture of that area, (b) In
echinoids, a spine of the largest order extending
beyond J,he shorter secondaries, (c) In crinoids,
according to Bather's terminology, any one of
those plates which are first developed in the on-
togeny and phylogeny, including the abactinal
system of columnals, cirrals, infrabasals, ba-
sals, radials, brachials, pinnulars, and the
actinal system of orals and ambulacrals. (d)
In the Echinoidea, one of the large and com-
pletely developed tubercles on the surface of
the test, which serve as articulating bases for
the spines.— SpurlonsTprlmary. See *predigital.

primate, »*. 11. a. Kelating to or character-
istic of the order Primates.

prime, n. 12. The golden number: so called
because it shows the prtme of the moon.— 13.
The grade next below the finest variety of a
fleece of merino wool.

prime,?'. 1. intrans. 4. To occur or come in
advance of others: thus, flood-tide lags be-
tween new moon and full moon, but primes
between full and new.— 5. To have prece-
dence, as one claim over another. [Kare.]
H. trans. 3. In tobacco-growing: (a) To

gather the ripe lower leaves from : said of the
plant, (b) To gather as ripe: said of leaves,

(c) To gather later instalments of (leaves).

See *priming, 5.

primer'^, n— Detonating primer, a primer for deto-
nating high explosives upon being itself exploded by a
fuse or by electricity.— Electric primer, a primer which
is fired by passing an electric current thniugh it See
priiner2, 1 (i).— External primer, in ord«n?ice. The
external friction-primer is the same as the vent-sealinfr

irprijner, but is exploded by means of a wire and lanyard
(as in the ordinary friction-primer) instead of a firing-

lock. Tllis primer is employed in case of damage to the
flring-lock.— Quill frlctlon-prlmer, in ordnance, a
primer made of two <inills, one being inside the other,

and filled with antimony trisulphid, potassium chlorate,
flour of sulphur, and a small amoiuit of gum-afabic.
Within the quills are wires, and when the lanyard is

pulled these wires are witlulr:iwn, and the primer is

exphjded by friction.—Quill tube-prlmer, in ordnance,
a friction.primer.— Vent-sealing primer, in ordnance,
aprimerused in modern brcecli-loadiiigguns, on the prin-

ciple of a pistol-cartridge, and fired by a mechanism
called a '• firiiig-lock. " The flame from the primer passes
through the stem of the nnishroom, into tlie powder
charge in the chamber of the gun, and the lead bullet
closes the vent and prevents the escape of gas rearward.

primibrach (pri'mi-brak), n. [Hj. primus, first,

+ brachinm, arm.] In Bather's terminology
of crinoid morphology, one of the ossicles

(primibrachialia) of a pinntilate dichotomous
arm situated between the ujiper margins of
the radials and below the first axillaries,

which by other writers have been called
radials of the first ordei', and costals.

primulin

primicerius (pri-mi-se'ri-us), «.; pi. prim*
cerii (-i). [LL., lit. 'one of the first page,'
one named on the first page or at the head of
a list, < L. prima cera, the first tablet or page:
primus, first (see prime), cera, a wax tablet,
lit. wax. See cere.] In medieval use, a leader
or superintendent in various relations, chiefly
ecclesiastical; specifically, a precentor or
cantor in a cathedral.
priming, «. 5. In tobacco-growing : (a) The
act of gathering an instalment of leaves. (6)
The leaves of one of the gatherings. See
*X>rime, 3 (a).

The firet priminn, which means the first four leaves
taken from the stalk, also the last pn'wiinf;, which means
the last four or six leaves taken from the top of the stalk,
are kept separate. U. S. Vept. Ayr., Kep. 62, p. 14.

6. In brewing, an addition of sugar to the
beer in the settling back, furnishing material
for further fermentation.
priming-valve (pri'ming-valv), «. 1. A relief-
valve; a pet-cock; a valve to permit the water
of condensation to escape from an engine.

—

2. A valve which affords communication to
the top of a pump so that water can be poured
in to prime the pump, filling the clearances,
displacing the air, and causing the valves to
operate with certainty in starting.

primite (prl'mit), n. [h. primus, first, -t- -ifel.]

In gregarines, the first member of a chain-like
association or colony. Compare *satdlite, 5.

Sedgwick, Text-book of Zool., I. 57.

Primitia (pii-mish'i-a), n. [NL., < L. primi-
<!«, the first-fruits. See primitise.'i A genus
of small fossil Crustacea of the order Ostra-
coda, with ovate or oblong bivalve shells.
They occur abundantly in some shales and
limestones of Lower Paleozoic age.

primitiv, a. and n. A simplified spelling of
primitive.

primitive, a. 7. In the history of art, belong-
ing to an early and not fully developed period.— 8. In qroup-tlieory , not imprimiti ve.— Primi-
tive band. See *!<and2.— Primitive form. ('<) In cry>-
tal., see decrement, 4— Primitive predication. See
kpredication.— Primitive SOlntlOn, in math., same a»
complete primitive. See primitive, a.

II. n. 4. [<«;>.] In the fine arts, a crafts-
man or artist who belongs to an early or under-
developed period; especially, in the history
of European painting, those painters of Italy,
Flanders, Germany, and France who floujished
in| the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, at
the close of tne medieval period and the be-
ginning of the Renaissance. See *painting, 1.

If, as is said, this picture was painted when Madox
Brown was in Antwerp under Wappers, it is really the
archetype of the whole school. It shows, indeed, that the
term Pre-Raphaelite was a misnomer, for these artists did
not really go to the Italian primitives, but t« the Flemish.

Athetiteum, April 1, 1905, p. 408.

6. A work of art produced by one of the primi-
tives.

Now it is a very beautiful Italian primitive, a cassone
front of the great Florentine period.

X. Y. Times, May 6, 1903.

Primitive of a differential equation. See -kequation.

primogenito (pre-m6-Ea'nf-t6), n. [Sp., < L.
primogenitus, first-born. See primogeniture.']
In the Philippine Islands, the official birth of
the eldest son of a cabeza de barangay, who
has to act as substitute in the absence of his
father. See *batangay.
primordium, «. 3. In embryol., the first

trace of a future organ.
primrose, «— Native primrose, a perennial herba-
ceous Australian and Tasnianian idant, Ooodenia geni-

' cnlata, which has yellow flowers, from one half to one inch
long, and leaves resembling the common primrose.

—

Primrose day. See*dayi.

primsign (prim'sin), V. t. [Icel. primsigna, <

ML. prima signatio, 'the first signing ' with
the sign of the cross: see prime aiii<isignation,

and cf. sign, r., 1.] In reference to Old Norse
use, to mark or sign withthe sign of the cross

:

a religious act preliminary to christening.

In Greece, he [Olaf) had, according U) the legend, only
been primsigned— i.e., marked with the sign of the cross.

This was regarded as a sort of compromise between the
old faith and the new, and was supix»sed to secure a cer-

tain favor from Christ the White, without entirely forfeit-

ing the good-will of the old gods.
Boyesen, Story of Norway, p. 138.

Primula, n. 3. [?. c] In dyeing, Hofmann'a
violet.

primulin,". 2. A direct cotton coal-tar color

of the thiazol type. It dyes unmordanted cotton
yellow in a neutral or slightly alkaline bath. When yam
dyed in this way is diazotized and developed with ^-

f
naplithol, the yellow color is changed U> a bright red
which possesses ff(n»l fastness to washing.—PrimnllTl
process. Same as -kdiazotype.



prln.

prin. An abbreviation of principal.

prince, «•—Prince Albert coat. See *coa<2.—Prlnce
of tbe blood, the son, brotlier, or uncle of a reigning
soverei^'n.

Princess of tbe blood, the daughter, sister, or aunt of a
rei{;nin>r sovereign.

princewood, «. 2. _A. small West Indian
rubiaceous tree, Exostema Caribeeum. See
Exostema, Caribbean hark (under bark^), and
seaside beech (under beech^).

principal. I. a— Principal axis of symmetry,
principal plane of symmetry. See -ksymmetry,
ti.— ^rmclpal triangle. .See -ktrtangle.

n. «. 8. (6) A main truss, as of a roof,

where there mav be many principals.— 13. In
the Philippine Islands, every member, present
or past, of the council of a pueblo ; also, a first-

born sou of a gobernadorcillo or of a cabeza
de barangay. See *barangay.

principale (prin-si-pa'le), n. ; pi. principalia
(li-a). [L. neut. of ;)rinci/)n;i«, principal.] In
hexaetinellidan sponges, one of the large,

regular hexactinal spicules arranged to corre-

spond with the intervals between the thimble-
shaped chambers.

principal-work (prin'8i-pal-w6rk), n. In
urganbuilding, a collective term for all the
flue-stops which have open metal pipes, yield-
ing tones of either the diapason or the string
class.

principle, «— Active principle, a substance, either
aikaloia or glucoside, contained in a crude vegetable
drug, upon which the chief medicinal property of the
drug depends : thus morphine is one of the active princi-

ples of opium— Bablnet's principle or theorem, a
theorem, dealing with the dilfraction of lijfht, which may
be Btatefl thus: complementary screens produce diffrac-

tion patterns whicli are identical with the exeejitiou of

the central region, corresponding to zero angle <>f diffrac-

tion. C. .'?. llirtinflg. Light, p. 130.— Clauslus's prin-
ciple of the Increase of entropy. See -kentropy.
— Hadley's principle, an arbitrary rule, assumed by
Ge*»rge ILidley in 17M, to the effect that a iKKly projected
meridionally north or south frf>m any point on the earth's
anrface gradually deviates to the east or west respectively
becauae it retains ita original eastward velocity while
passing over regions that move with less or greater east-
ward diurnal rotatoi7 speed. Hadley's explanation of
trade-winds and anti-trade winds was flr^t overthrown
by Kerrel in 1856.— Hamilton's principle, the prin-
ciple that if a system of b^xlies is at X at the time t„ and
at B at the time t,, it always goes from the first situ-

ation to the second in such a way that the mean value of
the ditlerence between the kinetic and potential energy,
in the interval of time which separates the two epochs to
and t,, may be as small as p<^»s8ible.

—

Lavolslex^B prin-
ciple. Same as thf irprincipte of thf connervotuin '>/

masf.— Mayer's principle, wame ttAthe law of the con'
serration «/ energy.— VewtOn'a principle, the prin-
ciple that action is e(tu.il to reaction.— Pascal's
principle. See I'ateait *(ok-— Principle of least
time. See Fennat't */ajc.— Principle of motor ex-
cess. See *««»».— Principle of relativity, the prin-
ciidc that the laws of physical phenomena sliould be the
same for a fixed observer and r,ne carried along in a uni-
form motion of translation.— Principle Of Soret. See
Soret irphenotnenon,— Principle Of the conservation
of mass, the principle that the quantity of matter^
tested by the balance is unchangeable by any transmuta-
tion of form or state.- Thermoklnetlc pxlnclple the
principle that if a thermodynamic system, the energy of
which consists of two parts, T and U (the potential
energy), receives increment* of energy 3T and 6V, while
the work done upon it is 2l Pj dqg and the heat absorbed
is 2Q, then the integral for the time Interval t, ... to*

/ dt(«T-iU -f S Pjdqi + «Q),

-'to
is equal to lero.— Zymotic principle. .Same as con-
tayiutn, 2.

pringle (pring'gl), v. t. and «'.; pret. and pp.
pringlcd, ppr. pringling. To crackle or crunch.

I . . . dropped upon my knees on her sacred soil

tFrance) and, with the strong smell of the seaweed in my
nostrils, pressed my lips upon the wet and pringlinfj
gravel.
A, Conan Doyle, I'ncle Bemac, in Cosmopolitan Mag.,

[Jan., 1897, p. 203.

print, fl. In founding : (a) A core-print; a
projection on the pattern w^hieh leaves a
recess in the sand in which to rest the
end of the core for a hollow casting, (ft)

The impression left in the sand by a pro-
jecting part of the pattern, in which the

end of the core is to rest.— Contact print.
See contacM.— Hammered print, an early engraving
in which the design was worked out with a sharp |Xjint

and hammer; dotted print. See dotted manner {nmXer
dot\). Sin'ter and Strang, Etching, Encniving. et^:., j).

los.

—

Point print, see *j,oini-print.

—

Tangible print,
raised or emlM«.sed letters or groups of dots impressed
upon paper by means of an embossing-typewriter or by
means of embossed plates used in a press t-o transfer the
marks ti> paper. See *klei'li"iraph, *pnint-printin(f, and
•ttpoint *.v«^^»n.— Tartarlc-acld print, in phototi., a
silver print made on paper immersed in a solution of tar-

taric acid previous to being fioateel in a bath of aceto-
Hilver nitrate. E. L. Wilmn, CyclopBedic Photog., p. 37i>.

print-butter (print'but'^r), n. See *buttcr^.

printHJOlor (print'lrul"or), n. A color applied
to a textile fabric on a printing-machine.
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printing, n— contact-printing. See •contact.—Dry
printing, a method of printing from relief surfaces on
dry paper that has not been subjected to the old prelimi-
nary process of dampening to make it more pliable under
the impression of the press. For illustrations of delicacy,
as in the half-tones of photo-engraving, with shallow
counters liable to be choked with ink, calendered or sur-
faced papers are preferred. The dry paper confines im-
pression to the surface only of the engraving ; it does not
overlap and thicken lines, as was almost unavoidable
when impression was made on damp paper.—Embossed
printing, the stamping of letters or designs with enough
force to raise them abova the surface of the paper, so that
they can be read by the blind by sense of touch. This
method is >also used in decorative printing to enforce
contrast of light and shade.— Point printing. See
»pomf-prtn<in(7.— Stlgmatyplc printing, the printing
on boards from types hot enough to burn or brand

:

brand-printing : descriptive of prints or plates made from
compositions of stigmatype.— Vlgoureux printing, a
method of printing the sliver from a wool- or couon-
combing machine for the production of variegated yam.
printing-machine^ n— cylinder printing-ma-
chine, a machine that gives impression to type or plates
upon a flat surface by a cylinder. When the type or
plates are on one cylinder, and receive impression from
another cylinder, the machine so constructed is known
as a ro:ary.

printing-press, «.— Double-feeding printing-
press, a prcps which requires two feeders, each handling
a separate sheet of paper : usually a cylinder-machine.

—

Duplex printing-press, a press having two cylinders
and two end-plates, which prints one side with the for-
ward and the other with the backward movement of the
bed. —Eight-cylinder printing-press, a type-revolving
press having eiglit iinpression-cyliniiers.- Eighth-me-
dium printing-press, a job- printing press made to print
type or plates on j>aper about X 10 inches in size. See
half-medium -kprinting-prem.— Half-medlum prlnt-
ing-press, a press for job-work, made to print fonns of
half-medium size, about 10 x 12 inches.— Perrotlne
printing-press, in calico-printing, a block-printing
machine operated without manual labor. The pattern is

cut in relief on the blocks, which are equal in length to
the width of the fabric and from two to five inches wide

:

used only to a very limited extent outside of Alsace and
Belgium. Invented by Perrot of Rouen in 1834.— Quar-
ter-medium printing-press, a small printing-machine
made for job-work, to prmt a sheet about 10 y 12 inches
in size.

print-meter (prinfme'tfer), n. In photog., an
instrument which shows the time of exposure
in contact-printing. Also used for testing
speeds of plates and papers.
A " Print meter " is also made for showing the expo-

sures in contact-printing on sensitive papers, but it can
also be used for testing speeds of plates and paiiers.

Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 702.

priocerouB (pri-os'e-rus), a. [Irreg. < Qr.
-piuv, saw, + (c/paf, iiom.] In entom., having
serrate antenna).

priodont (pri'o-dont), n. [Irreg. < Gr. irpiuv,

saw, -I- ojoi'f (MovT-), tooth.] A form of man-
dible in the coleopterous family Lucanidm
which exhibits the simplest development.
Prionace (pri-on'a-se), n. [NL., < Gr. Trpluv,

saw, -I- oKt/, a point.] A genus of sharks, of
the family Galeidee, found in warm seas.

Prionistius (pri-o-nis'ti-us), n. [NL., so called
in allusion to the form of the dorsal fin ; < Gr.

Porro's Prismatic Systeii

Prianistius tnactttus,

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

irpiuv, saw, 4- larioi; sail.] A genus of cottoid
fishes found on the Alaska coast.

Prionites, «. 2. A genus of discocampylous
ammonoid cephalopods found in the Triassic
rocks.

prionodesmacean (pn'o-no-des-ma'se-an), a.

Of or pertaining to the IPrionodcsmacea.

prionodesmaceous (pri'o-no-des-ma'shius), a.

Same as *jini>nodcsmacean.

prionodesmatic (pri ' 6 - no - des -mat ' ik), a.

Same as *prionodesmacenn.

prionoid (pri'o-noid), a. [Tzpiov, a saw, +
-oirf.] Notched or toothed like a saw.

PrionotU8(pri-o-n6'tus),»i. [XL., for 'Priono-
notus, < Gr. irpiav, saw, + vutoc, back.] A genus
of fishes of the family Triglidse having numer-
ous species, most of which are American. See
cut at striped *guriiard.

Prionus, ". 2. ['. c] A beetle of this genus.
— Broad-necked prionus, an American cerambycid
beetle, I'rinnan laticotiix. See frtVuii/x.— Tlle-horned
prionus, a large American cerambycid beetle, Prionxts
inihrirornig. See cut under Prionus.

priority, «.— Law of priority. See*iawi.

Priscian, ».— to scratch Prlsclan, to make a sm.all

grannnatical error. See to break Priscian's head, under
itreak.

Bon, bon, fort bon ! Priscian a little scratched, 't will

serve. Shak., L. L L, v. 1.

prisoner

Priscillian (pri-sil'yan), a. Of or pertaining
to Priscillian or the Priscillianists. See Pri-
scillianist.

prism, n. 1. According to some authors any form
havmg two pairs of parallel faces is called a prism in
this sense the term includes the domes of the ortho-
rhorpbic system (this name being then vcstricteil to a form
having two faces only intersecting in an edge) and the
hemipyramids of the monoclinic system.— Foucault
prism, a modification of Nicol's prism for the polariza-
tion of light, in which an air-film is substituted for the
layer of Canada balsam and the length of the rhomb of
calcite is greatly reduced.— Govt's prism, a combination
of two similar right-angled prisms of equal size with the
hypotenusal faces half-silvered and placed together so as
to form a rectangular body of glass with a diagonal reflect-
ing surface.— Objective prism, a large prism of small
refracting angle placed in front of the object-glass of a
telescope to form, at the focus, the spectra of all the stars
included in the field of view : first used by Fraunhofer,
and reintroduced by Secchi. The combination consti-
tutes a slitless spectroscope. The term is sometimes,
though rarely, used to denote a reflecting prism placed
outside the object-glass to deflect the rays as they enter
the instrument.—Ohm's prism, a form of biprism for the
production of interference-fringes which consists of two
similar wedges of glass of very small angleplacedwith their
thicker edges in contact and two of the faces in the same
plane. The otherfaces then form a very obtuse angle, as in
Fresnel's biprism.—Porro's prisms, a system of totally

reflecting prisms of glass placed
within a telescope or within
each of the tubes of a binocular
field-glass, between objective
and eyepiece, for the purpose of
increasing the focal length of
the instniment The arrange-
ment of Porro's prisms is shown
in the diagram.— Rochon'B

prism, a prism of doubly refracting material which
polarizes a ray of common
light and also eflfecta a diver-
gence of the extraordinary from
the ordinary ray. It consists of
two prisms, one cut parallel and
the other cut perpendicular to
the optic axis, cemented together.
The deviation of the extraordi-
nary ray, c, is toward the apex of
the second prism if the crystal is

positive (calc-spar) or toward R°*on s P"sni-

the base \f it is negative (as .'l:^';^^^'.^^
some quartz).— Sun-prism, an „ary ray
attachment to the telescope de- (From Prestou-s"ThtorT
vised by Colzi, an Italian astrono- of Light.'*)
mer, for reducing the brightness of
the solar image. The beam of light at the eye end of the
telescope is reflected from the interface between a glass

{>rism and a liquid having nearly
lut not quite the same index of
refraction as the glass. Under
these conditions the reflected ray,
which goes to form the image, is

greatly diminished in intensity.

—

WoUaston's prism, a prism of
doubly refracting material similar
in construction and effect to Ro-
chon's (which see). Both the or-
dinary and the extraordinary rays
undergo deviation.

prismatic, a. 3. In anat.,

noting muscles whose fibers
' run direct and parallel with

one another from the point of origin to the
point of insertion: correlative with *pyranii-
dal, 3, and *rhomboidal, 2.

Aluscles of the former group are called prismatic or
bandlike ; those of the latter, triangular or pyramidal.

Eneyc. Brit., XXV. 395.

Prismatic binocular, camera, eyepiece. See *hi-
nocular, etc.— Prismatic fabric, in petrog., a texture
in rocks produced l)y crystals mostly prismatic in shape.—Prismatic spectnmi, a; spectrum produced by the
passage of light through a prism or train of prisms. In
prismatic spectra the distribution of wave-length- is not
uniform, the law of dispersion depending upon the ma-
terial of the prism. When a glass prism is used, the
dispersion within the visible spectrum is greatest in the
violet and decreases continuously toward the red.

prismatine (priz'ma-tin), n. [Gr. Trpicpa(T-),

a pri^m, + -ine'^.] X mineral near *korneru-
pine (which see).

prismatoid, n. 2. A term used by N. Story
Maskelyue for a crystal form whose faces are
parallel to one of the crystallographio axes
while meeting the other two axes.

prismoid, n. 2. A prismatoid whose base
and top have the same number of sides, and
every corresponding pair parallel. See pris-
matoid, 1.

prism-spherometer (prizm'sfe-rom*e-t6r), n.

A prism ilosignrd for use in ascertaining the
curvature of surfaces.

prism-stereoscope (prizm'ster"c-o-8k6p), n.

In cxpcr. psychol.. Dove's name for the total-

reflection *ri8cudoscope. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., I. ii. 295.

prisometer (pri-zom'e-tir), n. [Gr. Trplmc, a
severing, -f- pc-pov, measure.] An apparatus
devised by Riverehon for measuring the time
required for a cement to set.

prisoner, ». 6. In mech., a piece of metal

WoUaston's Prism.

a. incident ray ; b,

ordinary ray: f, ex.
traotdiiiary ray.

(From Preston's
"Theory of Light.")



pnsoner

used to connect two adjacent parts of the rim
of a liy-wheel. The prisoner is usually put in

place ill recesses in the rim while hot, so that
its contraction during cooling will draw the
two parts of the rim together very tightly. F.

R. Hutfon, Power Plants, p. 34G.— prisoner at
lai^e, a prisoner who is alloweil the freedom of a ship
when it is iiiuieoessary to keep him in close confinement
in order to prevent liis escape, as when the vessel is at

sea.— Prisoner of War» a person who, in time of war, is

taken ami heUl by tlie enemy. The fact that a state of

war exists may alone justify the act

Pristacauthus (pris-ta-kan'thus), «. [NL., <

Gr. rrpiGTT}^^ sawfish, -I- OKoi-fla, a spine.] An
extinct genus of fishes based on fin-spines

(iehthyodorulites). Thetypeof spine to which the

generic'name Pnjtrnea/if/iHjjhas been applied iseloiifjated

and greatly compressed laterally, so that the inner canal

ifl reduced to a narrow cleft The anterior mai^in is

sharp and cutting, the posterior margin saw-like, with a

row of t«eth. From the Bathoniau of Oxfordshire and
the Upper Devonian of New York.

Pristigaster (pris-ti-gas't6r), n. [NL., < Gr.

-n-ptarv^, sawfish, + yaffryp, belly.] A genus of

clupeoid fishes found on the coast of Guiana
and Brazil.

pristin, (U A simplified spelling of pristine.

pristoid (pris'toid), n. and a. I. n. One of

the Pristidie ; a sawfish.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Pristidse.

privet-moth (priv'et-m6th), n. Any one of

several moths whose larvee feed on privet, as

the privet hawk-moth of Europe, Sphinx Ugus-

trij or the adult of the privet web-worm.
privilege, «. 5. In the High Peak, Derby-
shire, the land on which a house stands, in-

cluding the garden, even if the garden is

on the other side of the road.

The village of Little Hucklow, where I have & privilege

... is about two miles from Tideswell.

L. 0. Addy, in X. and Q., Sept 10, 1904, p. 201.

Attachment of privilege, in Eng. taw: (a) A process

by which a man. by virtue of his privilege, calls another
t*) litigate in that court to which he himself belongs, and
who hiis the privilege to answer there. (6) A writ issued

to apprehend a person in a privileged place. Bouvier,

Law Diet— Testimonial privilege. i>ee •kteKtimonial.

— VlatOrlal privilege, the exemption of a witness from
attendance at court until duly summoned and indem-
nifled in advance for his expenses. For sufflcient reason

the court may excuse him fi-om attending at all, and
may issue a commission to take his testimony. Wigmore,
Evidence, § 2197.

prize^, ?(.—Booby prize, in games, a prize, generally

more or less ludicrous, given to the player who has made
the lowest score.— Scotch prize (naut), a capture that

is illegal, and which must be given up.

jHTize^, n. 3. In tobacco-mannf. : (a) A press

operated by a lever. Compare "^prize-heayn.

The packer gets into a hogshead, placed under a prize,

fixed in a post like a cider prize, and a person outside

hands him the tobacco. W. Taiham, Cult and Com. of

Tobacco, p. 116.

(6) The pressure exerted by a lever or press.

The cake or stratum which is xm^ex prize,

W. Tathavi, Cult and Com. of Tobacco, p. 62.

prize-beam (priz'bem), «. \^prize^ + beam.']

A lever consisting of a long timber, often

with a platform to receive weights, used in

prizing tobacco.

So must the prize-beam retain its depressed position

until two distinct ends are attained. W. Tatham, Cult
and Com. of Tobacco, p. 52.

prize-crew (priz'kro), «. Naval, a body of

seamen (and firemen) put on board a captured
vessel to work her into port.

proambient (pro-am'bi-ent), a. [L. pro^

before, + ambiens, going afeout : see ambient.']

Moving or circulating in front of something
else. [Rare.]

To the light given forth by the glowing melted surface,

with that of the stream of ignited particles flowing away
behind the flying mass, must be added the enormously
greater light of jtroatnbient air, itself heated by the com-
pression mentioned.

Sci, Artier. Sup., July 9, 1904, p. 23840.

proanaphora (pro-an-af'o-ra), n.; pi. proan-
aphor^e, (-re). [NL., < Gr. 7rp(5, before, +
dva(ftop6j ofi'ering. See anapliora.'] The intro-

ductory part of the Eastern liturgies, includ-

ing all that preceded the Sursum Corda or

anaphora.

proanaphoral (pr6-an-af 'o-ral), a. Of or

pertaining to the proanaphora.— Proanaphoral
service, in the Eastern liturgies, that part of tlie mass
which is preparatory to the anaphora or offering of the

eucharist

proanthropos (pro-an-thro'pos), n.; pi. proan-
thropoi (-poi). [XL., < Gr. Ttp-i, before, + avOpcj-

fl-oc, man.] A very primitive type of man,
regarded as a precursor of the actual or exist-

ing type. Such a type is considered by many
to have existed in Pithecanthropos crectus (of

which the remains have been discovered in
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Java), taken to be a primitive species of man
diffenng from all known human races in traits

which those races have in common, and in

them resembling the apes.

We may postulate a Tertiary "precursor," a "^rortJi-

thropog," hxxt extiibit one of his bones in the broad light of
day we cannot Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 40.

Proarthropoda (pr6-ar-throp 'o-dji), w. ph
[NL., < Gr. TTpti. before, 4- NL. Arthropoda.']
The hypothetical stock from which the Ar-
thropoda have been supposed to be descended.
The Arthropoda appear to me to form such a nat-

ural group. Their ancestral stock, the Pro-Arthropoda,
joins with the ancestml stocks of the Chfetopoda and
Riitifera, forming the large natural group of the Appen-
diculata.

E. B. Lankester, in Nat Sci., April, 1897, p. 264.

proasma (pro-as'ma), n.\-^\. jyroasmata (-ma-
ta). [Gr. npSgofjaf < irpd^ before, + gaptaj a
song.] In music, a prelude or overture.

proatlantoatlantic (pro-at-lan^'to-at-lan'tik),

a. Kelatiug to the proatlas and atlas. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1891, p. 113. [Rare.]

probabilize (prob'a-bl-iz), v, t.; pret. and pp.
probabilized, -ppr. probabilizing. [L. prohabilis,

probable, + -ize.'] To make probable or to

seem probable.

Some, again, are now seeking to vindicate or probabil-
ize the fact of inspiration and some of the other functions
of the Holy Spirit by a new scrutiny of not only genius
but of ecstatic and hypnoid states.

Avier. Jour. Belig. Psuchol. and Education, May,
[1904, p. 2.

probang, n.—sponge probang, in physical laboratory
appai"atus, a bit of sponge fastened to a stick or probe
with which to clean the interior of a tube.

probe, «.— Electric or telephonic probe, a probe bo
constructed that when it touches a metallic body (such

as a bullet) in a wound au electric circuit is estaljlished

and a so\nid is made.

Probeloceras (pro-be-los'e-ras), n. [NL., <

Gr. 7rp6, before, + ?^L. Beloceras.'} A genus
of phyllocampylous ammonoids or goniatites,

of the family Prolecanitidse, found in the
Upper Devonian formation of New York.

probion (pro-bi'on), n. [Gr. 7rp6, before, + /3/of,

living thing.] The term used by C. Nageli to

designate the hypothetical organism which
forms the connecting link between inorganic
matter and the lowest known form of organic

life.

Such a Probion resulting from spontaneous generation
would be "merely a drop of homogeneous structureless

plasma, devoid of any deflnite form and ctmiposed of

albuminates, associated only with the compounds neces-
sary for nutrition."

Salter, tr. of Lafar, Tech. Mycol., I. 11.

problem, n.— Dlrlchlet's problem, a problem to find

a real function satisfying Laplace's equation and taking
assigned values at the boundary of tlie region ; or to find

a real function contiinious within a closed surface, satis-

fying Laplace's equation aiui talking given values on that
surface.— Halley'S problem, a problem to determine
the orbit of a planet from three heliocentric positions

—

Latin square problem, the problem of placing 7i let-

ters, a, b, c, . . . n, one in every one of the ?i2 compart-
ments of a square lattice of order n in such a way that
every row and every column contains every letter, no
compartment is empty, and no letter occurs twice either

in the same row or in the same coluiim.— Problem
novel, play. See -^novel, */?;«//!.—Problem of de-
rangements, a problem to find the number of pennu-
tations such that exactly n of the letters are in the

places they originally occupied.— Problem Of the Vir-
gins, the designation by which Euler and his contempo-
raries kTiew the bipartite case in the analytical theory of

multipartite denumeration, or the enumeration of the
partitions of multipai-tite numbers in combinatory analy-

sis.

proboscis-fish (
pro-bos' is-fish), w. Any fish

of the genus Mormyrus of the order Scypho-
phori, found in fresh waters of tropical Africa.
Species fouiul in the Nile were objects of veneration to

the ancient Egyptians. The Egyptians did not eat them,
since they thought them to be one of tlie three different

kinds of fishes which devoured a member of the body of
Osiris.

An extremely interesting feature in the report is the
notes on the habits of the numerous species of Nile fishes

kept in the aquarium. From these it appears that the
proboftcis-fiKh (Mormyrus kainmme) is chiefiy nocturnal,

and employs its long snout in probing about among
stones for animal food. Xature, June 9, 1904, p. 180.

proboscis-pore (pro-bos'is-p6r), n. 1. In ne-
mertines, the external opening of the pro-
boscis.— 2. In Balanoglossus, a pore by which
the cavity of the proboscis communicates
with the exterior. Parker and HasweUj Zool.,

II. p. 2.

proboscis-sheatb (pro-bos'is-sheth), m. In
neraertines, the canal or pouch lying dorsal to

the alimentary canal and containing the pro-

boscis when the latter is retracted.

Procaviidse (pr6-ka-vi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Procavia, type genus, + -idie.] A family of

ungulate mammals including the hyraces.

process

The name replaces Hyracidsej this being an-
tedated. Thomas, 1892.

procede, v. An amended and former spelling
of proceed.

procedure, «.— Oat-field procedure, an extra-legal
priicediiie against evil-doers or other socially objection-
alile persons: essentially a mild fi>rni of lynch-law, and
practically the same as the ' whitecapping ' once frequent
in Indiana.

Similar societies exist among the Yomba Negroes ol
Guinea, and the traces of like institutiims are found in
Europe, as, for example, the famous out-field procedure
(Haberfeld treiben), an ancient custom wbich is kept up
in the region of upper Bavaria situated between the Inn
and the Isar. It is a sort of trial by a secret tribunal of
misdemeanours which are not reached by the ordinary
penal law. The coui-t of Munich had in 1896 to deal with
one of these procedures, which have now become very
rare. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 254.

proceeding, «.— John Doe proceedings, in law, an
inquisition directed against a fictitious person having for
its object the discovery of the real person or persons guilty
of some offense.

procellariine (pros-e-la'ri-in), a. fNlj. Pro-
cellariinse..'] Relating to, or characteristic of,

the petrels.

Procerebral lobes. See -^lobe.

process, ».— Acheson process. See *Egyptianized
clay.— Acid process, in iron vietalltirgy, a process in

which the furnace-lining is made of acid nuiterial, usually
silica. Thus in the Bessemer and in the open-hearth
processes the furnace may be lined either with an acid
material (silica) or with a basic material (for example,
calcined dolomite). In the fonuer case the slag produced
should be acid in character; in the latter it should be
basic. An acid slag is irretentive of phosphorus, and
therefore phosphorus cannot be eliminated from iron

during its purification and manufacture into steel by the
acid process. It is, then, necessarj- to use pig-iron low
in phosphorus, since this element has a deleterious effect

on the quality of the steel.— Addle's process, a process
for recovering ammonia from the gases of blast-furnaces,

coke-ovens, and fuel-gas generators by the action of
gaseous sulphur dioxid, forming annntmium sulphite,
which is absorbed by water in scnibbers. Groven and
Thorp, Chem. Technol., I. 277.— Alberlnl's procesfl.
in photog., an asphalt process in which by the use of
crude bitumen the exposed portion of the film becomes
disintegrated and is removed by flooding with alcohol
and gentle friction with cotton wool. The exposed bitu-
men is thereby broken up into small scales or grains,

without, as is usually the case, becoming insoluble. Wall^
Diet, of Photog., p. 12.— Almnlnlmn processes, pro-
cesses for the extraction of alumiiiimu. The following
are the most important : (a) Bradley's process, a pro-
cess in which an electric current is made to perform
the double function of keeping the ore and the other
substances melted, by converting a part of its electri-

cal energy into heat, and of producing the electroly-

tic decomposition. This process can be carried out
without the use of a crucible, a body of the ore itself

being used as a vessel in which the reduction takes
place, (fc) Conies's process, a process formaking alumin-
ium and other alloys, by placing a mixture of alumina,
carbon, and the metal to be alloyed between two large
carbon rods, the terminals of an interrupted current of
high power. The intense heat melts the metal and con-
verts the alumina into aluminium, while the oxygen
escapes as carbonic oxid. (r) DevUle's process, a pro-

cess in which aluminium sodium ehlorid is reduced by
sodium, with cryolite or fluor-sparas a liux. Deville wasthe
first to produce aluminium in an almost pure state (ISM)
and to determine its properties en masse, lie also dis-

covered simultaneously with Bunsen a method of decom-
posing alum sodium ehlorid by an electric battery, {d)

Grabau's process, a process based on the electrolysis

of a bath composed of aluminium fluoride and caustic soda
of potash, or their carbonate."*. The substitution of alu-

minium fluoride for criolit* greatly increases the purity of
the metal, (e) Hall's process, an electrolytic process
by which most of the aluminium in the United States is

produced. In this process the alumina is dissolved in a
fused bath composed of the fluorides of aluminium and
sodium, and then electrolyzed by a current with a car-
bonaceous anode. The positive electmdemay be of car-

bon, copper, platinum, or any other suitable material,

copper being preferred on account of the copper oxid
which protects the electrode from further oxidation. In
the production of aluminium all<»ys the metal to be
alloyed is used as a negative electrode and the alloy

formed sinks to the bottom of the crucible. In the Hall
process, as used by some of the larger manufacturers, the
electi-olytic tanks are iron trtmghs lined with carl)on and
connected up in series, each trough being connected by a
stout copper bar with the anodes of the adjoining trough
or with the negative conductor of the generator, accord-
i!ig to its ]x>sition in the series. Thus the tank itself acts

as the cathode. The anodes are carbon rods suspended
from a copper bar, which are placed above the vat and are
partly immersed in the fused electrolyte. (/) Heroult's
process, a process similar to that of Hall but discovered
independently by Hei-oult in 1H86. It is the only process
which is used for the production of aluminium on a large

scale outside of the United States. (;/) Minet's procesSy

a process consisting in the electrolysis of a mixture of

80<Uum ehlorid with either aluminium fluoride or the
separate or double fluorides of aluminium and sodium.
The mixture is melted in a non-metallic crucible, or in a
metallic crucible inclosed in a thin refractory jacket to

avoid filtration, aiul the aluminium fiuoride decomposed
is regenerated by causing the flniirin vapors evolved to act
on bauxite or alumina placed somewhere about the antxle.

Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p, 579.

(h) Hose's process (18.^,'t), a m»)diflcation of Deville's

method, crj'olite being substituted for aluminium ehlorid.

Phillips a7id Bauerman. Elements of Metallurgy, p. bl^.

(i) W'ohler's process. Wbhler is regarded as the first

t*j succeed in isolating aluminium. In his experiments
of 1845 he reduced aluminium ehlorid by means of pure
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potassium. The metal was obtained in the shape of small
globules and contained some platinum h-om the tube in
which It had been prepared. He was also the first to give
a more or less accurate description of the chemical prop.
erties of aluminium and to determine its specific gravity—Ammonia nitrate process, in photos/., a process ofkeepmg an emulsion, at a moderate temperature in a
state of strong alkalinity with ammoni.-i. Woodbtiru
Encyclopedic Diet, of Photog., p. 30.— Ammonla-soda
process, see *am»ioiiiVj._Anderson process, a pro-
cess for the purification of drinking-water. The water is
earned through revolving cylinders in which it is brought
mto contact with metallic iron, in borings, turnings etc
continually agitated, is then exposed to the air to precipi-
tate dissolved iron as ferric hydroxid, and is finally led to
settling-tanks and sand-filters. The method has been
applied onaworkingscaleat Boulogne, Choisy-le-Roi, Ant-
werp, and other places.— Andreoll process, an electro-
lytic process for the extraction of gold from its ores ' It
is a modification of the Siemens-Halske process, and is
based on the use of lead peroxid anodes and iron cathodes.
Ihe gold collecU in the cathodes and is removed from
time to time by a brief immersion inmolten lead.—AnlJUne
process, ia photon. , a process based on the oxidation ofamlme by chromic acid and used for copying tracings
maps. etc. Wnodhurii. Encyc. Diet of Photog., p. 37 —
AraoU utilization process, a trade-name for a method
of dealing witli wjiste and spoiled food-materials in large
cities by treatment with steam, furnishing grease for
soap-making, etc., and nitrogen.jus matter for the manu-
facture of fertilizers.— Artlqne'S process, in photon.,
a method of carbon-printing without transfer. A special
paper coated with pigmented gelatin is sensitized byammonium bichn.inate. After exposure behind a nega-
tive the picture IS developed by s..akiiig the paper in a
mixture of sawdust and water. Wall, Diet of Photoe
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p. 49— Asplialt process, in photog., the flrat process
employed for proiTucing a fixed photograph, in the usual
sense of the term. It was devised by Xiepce. Asphalt
dissolved in benzol is used to c.mt a metal plate. When
the dry surface is exjiosed behind a negative or a positive
the light which passes through renders the asphalt in-
soluble. W hen the soluble portions are washed away the
eipi«ed metal is etched. The plate then serves for
printing. Wall, Diet of Photog., p. 53.— Balbach pro-
cess, {a) An electrolytic process for parting gold and
silver. The operation is carried on in a stoneware tank
With carbon bottom which forms the cathinle. The bot-
tom IS covered with small silver plates on which the crys-
tals of silver are deposited and which are connected with
a negative overhead feeder. Tlie aiKnle plates, consisting
of the g.ild-silver all.)y. are placed in wooden b<jxes with
slatted bottoms, the plates resting on canvas covera and
connected with the ix«itive overhe.ad feed. The silver is
shoveled out at intervals. The copper accumulates in the
solution, while gold remains in the anode mud, from
which It 18 suhse.imiitly removed, (b) A process for de-
silverizing lea<l by treating it with zinc and subjecting
the mixture \ai a temperature sufficiently high to melt
the lead but leave the zinc-silver alloy merely softened
During the operation air is excluded in order to prevent
the fomiaticjii of metallic oxids.— Beaujard process a
patented process for the manufacture i)f glycerin by heat-
ing fats with water and a little finely divided zinc— Beclier"s sodium process. The apparatus used in
this pricess is a mollification of that employed in the
Castner pnxess (which see). The cathode passes
through a tube inserted in the bottom of the vessel and
closed at the lower end with a ring made of lava, porce-
lain, or simie similar material. Tlie tube is also sur-
rounded by a double- walled water-jacket, or other cooling
device, put there f.>r the purpose of keeping the electn>
lyte within in a pasty or, if possible, solid state, so as to
prevent any of it from escaping through the joint between
the tube and the closing ring. Ttie cathmie is of metal
or of retort carlKin, and is generally somewhat conical in
shape. The anode, which must not reach the bottom of
the vessel nor exceed in height;the cathode, is ring-shaped
and completely surrounds the cathode. It is suspended
by one or more nxls, which serve also as conductors.
Above the cath.nle is a metal cone insulated from the
apparatus and intended to collect the glcjhnles of metal
from the surface of the electrolyte. The diameter of this
metal cone must be somewhat greater than that of the
cathode and less than that of the anode, so that the
metallic globules detached from the cathode pass into
the conical receiver, while the gases generated at the
anode escape around the outside. In the middle of the
cone there is a rising-tube, covered at the top and pro-
Tlde<l with an exit-pipe passing In a downward direction
thmugh the walls of the vessel. The cone is surroundeil
by a rim which pmtects it fnmi the electixilvte and is
connected to the negative conductor by a resistance-coil
through which only a small portion of the main current
passes, making the cone a supplementary cathode, so
that the metal liberated at the principal cathode bewjmes
negative again as It conies in contact with the inner sur-
face of the cone and pas,«es through the tube which car-
ries It out of the apiwratus.- Belgian process for the
extraction of zinc. The furnace employed in this process
consists of a vertical arched chamber in which are gener-
ally placed fniin BO t<j SO circular or elliptical reUirts
arranged in four or more rows. The fireplace is some-
times placed underneath the chamber, and gas recupera-
tive or regenerative firing is now largely employed. The
retorts are somewhat inclined t^jward the mouth, so
that the corrosive slag Hows down to the cmjiest part.
The distilled zinc passes into condensers attached to the
ret4>rts. where the fumes are condensed to licjuid zinc.
In some Belgian fiiniaces used in the I'nited .States the
number of retorts ex.eeds .'.iki. even reaching ixio in some
cases.—Bell-Krupp process. Same as Krupp -kyro.
cen (o).—Bell process, a process for the removal of ex-
cessive phospliorns from pig-iron, invented by Sir
Lowthian B.11 in 1875. Pig-iron rich in phosphorus is
run into a reverberatory furnace lined with iron ore or
some other substance rich in oxidized iron, and a power-
ful action of the f>eroxid of iron on the pig is produced
either by stirring or by the arrangement of the furnace,
the temperature being merely snttlcient to keep the pig
fluid. The Bell pnxress was displaced, before it had come
int^i general use, by the basic process.— Berthlert
process, a process for determining the heat ol combus-

Hon t h/h?'
'° "hich the oxygen for complete combos-

course of the reaction.—Bessemer copper Drocess a

K?h'?t'' "^l.^/^Ph'fi-i'.K copper mXTy'b^oTng'ai?
nvM?£.- '^"' "''P"""- furnishes heat enough, by itsoxidization to keep the bath molten. The sulphids of

sink t« Jhl't.,'? ""',?i'"l<= l™<=
"-eir sulphur first andsink to the bottom of the bath as alloys, and being thence

mX'ifthTbfP'^'''**-'''' ^'''-•'"'lysi^: The remalnS'g

whl^ . fh"" '''T" ''*^*'," """' " '« 99 per cent copper,

tion R.tt."."'^''
''""«"«'•. and puled for final puriflcal

refljjwnf l?o5
P^XJess. an electrolytic process for the

^^he^.n H^ >,
?" "'" P™'? "'« 'nPn'-e lead is usedas the anode, being recovered in refined form on thecathode with a purity of 99.99 + per cent The electrilyte IS lead fluosilicate (Pb.SiF„) or else a lead nnoSadd to Which has been a!lded a^m'alf amount ^f"an or"

f. 70° 5?"'"
'"* "^ «''"'• Selatin, etc. The current tsed
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"nPe'-es at a potential of 0.15-0.35 volt-Blatfs

?r™ ?n?;^ir2ST «f ''? '^"""^ production of wrou^h
"

JbT'
"•''^"'nced by Blair m 1873. The apparatus used in

IS Vf ?i'- H^'J^'I "' * ^<»"'*'^'»1 reduction-chamber
40-50feet high and 4 feet 6 inches in diameter, surrounded

TL*^l';';,'r"}"'""""K^
''•''*' "n outer heating-chamberThe mixture of ore, charcoal, and a little lime is intro-

h^ ,v, K '?
**"* '"P "'. '''<' reduction-chamber and heated

^™i^°' ^^ ?f'' ""° "'<= heating-chamber from a^producer. The output of the fnrfiace is about twotorn of sponge a day. The Blair, like all other direct

SX'I=? " '"»'
"".'? n^d-Blelberg or CailntS

?I?„°/f ? P^.'^B?^-,?' lead-smelting in reverberatory fSTnaras used at Bleiberg, Carintliia. The furnace has along hearth sloping toward the door, so that the leadflows down into a receptacle placed at the door outsidethe furnace. The ore is first roasted at a low tempera!
A« ^",?

turned over at short intervals with a rake.After three or three and a half hours of roasting, the
t«niperat'.ire is raised so as to effect the prmiuctiin of
metallic lead by the mutual decomposition of ita sniphidand the oxidized producU of calcination. The slag fromtwo successive charges is later reduced by the addition
of charcoal and yields an inferior grade of lead. The fuel
used m the Bleiberg process is mostly wood, but brown
coal IS sometimes employed instead. This process wasabandoned in l893.-Bonlton and Worthlngton pro-cess, in tde-mamif., a modification of Prossci's process
f|-.r inlaying tiles with c.lored designs. See /"rower's
*proce«s.—Bower-Barff process, a method of finishing
metals to give them a permanent surface, named after its
inventors, Bovver and Harff. In this process the metal is
treated by oxidizing gases at a high temperature, thusformmg an oxid on the surface which is the same as the
pemiaiient surface of the mineral magnetite. The sur-
face is first oxidized to a high oxid and then reduced till
the desired stage is n-aclu-d. See /Jnr/'s procegg, under
proOT«».-Bradley's process. See aluminium -kjirocesKg—BTlns process, a process for manuf.acturing oxygen
gas from atmospheric air by passing purified and com-
pressed airover heated baryta, converting this into barium
dloxid, frtmi which oxygen is given off again on reduction
of pressure — Carbonizing process. See -kca rbnnizina.— Carlnthlan process, ih See UMIierg -kprocesg-
Castner process. («) A process, invented by Castner
for making at the same time caustic sinla and chlorin by
the electrolysis of common salt in solution in water The
apparatus consists of an iron melting-pot about a foot
and a half wide and tw,i feet high. The cathode is in-
serted tlirough the bottom and is held in position by the
solidified caustic alkali, which is put into the lower part
of the melting-pot before the electrolysis is started. The
anodes are suspended from the over and immereed in
the bath of caustic alkali, which is kept in fused condition
by a gas-flame. The anodes are separated from the
cathodes by a cylindrical diaphragm of wire mesh above
which IS placed the collecting-tube, which collects the
metal and the hydrogen, while the oxvgen escapes through
an opening in the cover. The hydr..gen also escapes
from the collecting-tube, the lid of which is loose and
the liquid so<lium is removed bv a perforated ladle which
by reason of its high surface tension, retains the metal'
vvhile the caustic smla drains away through the perfora-
tions. ('/) A methiHl. also invented by Castner, of making
metallic sodium by the electrolysis of fused caustic sodaSodium hydroxid (caustic smla) is reilueed by heating it
with cartion, the carbon Iwing in small grains which are
loaded with Iron so as not to float in the fused mass but
to remain covered by it The process does not require a
very high temperature. By means of it sodium was pro-
duced at a small fnu tion of its previous cost, and metal-
lic aluminium (which later was further cheapened by
electric reduction) was reduced in price.— Cbloroplatln-
Ite process. See *i/i/i<r.<p;n(iiii7e.— civil process a
writ, order, or other direction issued in a civil action out
of tlie court having jurisdiction thereof.— Clark pro-
cess, a method of softening water, or diminisliing its
hardness, by adding enough lime-water or milk of lime to
combine with and precipitate all carlwnic acid present,
thereby throwing down also calcium and magnesium car-
bonates previously held in 8(.lution by such carbonic
acid, t'alcium and magnesium present in the condition
of sulphate or chlorid are not removed. In other worils
the process gets rid of the so-called 'temporary hardness '

but dfjes not affect the ' permanent hardness. ' The pre-
cipitate may he allowed to settle, or may be removed by
filtration. With certain improvements as to flitration
introduced by Porter, the method is sometimes referred
to as the Porter-Clark procM*.- Claudet's process, a
process for the extraction of silver, which is found in the
liquore resulting from the treatment of cuprous pyrite's
by the wet method of extraction. The liquor to be
treated is flret run into a vat where it is allowed to settle.
It is then run into a vat of somewhat larger capacity
than the first into which at the same time an amount of
some soluble Iodide, sufllcient to precipitate the silver, is
run from a graduated tank, together with a quantity of
water equal to about one tenth of the volume of the cop-
per BoliitioiL While flowing into the second vat the
liquor is constantly stirred and then allowed to settle
during forty-eight hours. The supernatant liquor, after
being assayed, is run off, and the tank is filled again.
The precipitate, which is washed into a vessel about
once a fortnight, consists chiefly of a mixtuie of lead
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and ^b^alte of cop-per. After the latter have been removed bv washiiiiwith water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, the w^c pitato 18 decomposed by metallic zinc, vvhich c?^!pletely reduces the silver iodide and tie' lead chlSridiron this decomposition there is obtained a preciDitate

whU" fatterT' ^nta'-'S^/"™" *^°"i' "d\reS
^Iver Cotihfn^S'S.^r''

'°'' '•"'">«'• precipitation of

steeli^Sb^h 'S,®*^'^°*'*^^' " P'S°"^'» °' manufacturing
steel m which the Bessemer and the open-hearth oro-cesses are combined. The gray pig-iron is flrst tested toa converter and from there transferred to an open-h^h
versed, that is the metal passes from, the blast-furnacento the open-he.arth furnace and when strongly heated
is transferred to the converter.— Contact process Sen*c<.„^«c(i- Continuous process, the iPafboTfu-ocess
See calotijpe.~-Cow\es-B process. See aluminium
•procfssfs.- Cyanide process. See *cyaTOVfe.-Damp-clay process. Same as PruHmfs •»««««.-Darby's
recarburlzlng process, a process of a<lding carbon to
steel by introducing the carbon into the molten metal as itleaves the furnace. The carbon is placed in a perforated
vessel suspended over the casting-ladle. The molten
nietal m passing through the perforated vessel on its way
to the casting-ladle absorbs about 80 per cent of the car-bon and about 20 per cent is consumed by combustion
with ail\ The carbon must be dense and free from snl-pnur.— Darwin's process. Same as Darwin's tubercle
(which see under (i<6ercfe).- Deacon's process, a pro-
cess patented by H. Deacon in England, and worked tosome extent on an industrial scale, for producing chlorinby passing a mixture of hydrochloric-acid gas with air
over a heated porous material, usually brick, impregnated
with cupnc sulphate.—Delters's process, that one of
several processes from a iierve-cell which forms the axis-
cylinder.--Dental processes. Same as alveolar pro-
cc«sfs(which see, under ali<eolar).—Devme and Caron'Smagnesium process, a process founded on the reaction
ot sodium upon chlorid of magnesium at a red heat It
consists m mixing 160 parts of the anhydrous chlorid ofmagnesium 120 parte of purified fluor-spar, and 66 parts ofsodium, and placing the mixture in a red-hot clay cru-
cible covered on the top and suiTounded by incandescent
coke. After the reaction the crucible contains a liquidmass through which are disseminated globules of magne-
siuni. The liquid IS stirred until the magnesium is col-
lected m one large button, which, when the mass is

•KSi.,'?
,"""', '" *''° "PPer portion of the saline scoria;.

r,S?™^*^ ^H?,*^"™ process. See aluminium
•procMws.-DevUle's potassium process, a process inWhich potassium is prepared from-a mixture of charcoaland potassium carbonate, or from "a mixture of 100 paitsof potassium carbonate, 20 of carbon, and 14 of chalk.— piapbragm, diffusion process. See *diaphragm,
*djffu,ini,.-. Direct process. 0') Originally, liiie etch:
ing as distinguished from the lialf-tone process ; now,
half-tone work made directly from the object, withoutthe Intervention of a drawing or photograph.—DOUKOla
process, a method of manufacturing leather by first
subjecting the skms to the piwess of alum-tanning andafterward treating them with tannic acid in a solution ofcatechu or sumac- Dnbrunfaut process. See Wilson.
•pro<-™.-Dust process. See J'romrS -kprocem.—Eamess process, a direct process of producing wrought-

l^"!''!,, / Krooodore is mixed with a quarter of itaweight of coke which has previously been washed with
nre-clay and lime to render it less combustible and thereby
to protect the metal from oxidation. This mixture is ex-posed to the flame of burning natural gas on the bed of areverberatory furnace for about an hour and a half, whenthe iron may be balled up in the same manner as in the

he n',",Ti
;!!'"?''''>-?*,'=*'?'= «?««! process, a process inthe metallurgy of steel whereby the necessary heat for

. fusion and the required chemical action are secured by thetense heat of the electric arc passing between electixides
in a suitable crucible or funiace. The heating can bedone without oxidizing elTect under a cover of slag, and

hafh co,7„?'!T
""" >;« added to purify or wash the liietal
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expensive material being usedto start with and the final results being of a high grade.-Extractlon process. Same as *carbonizing procesg —Falciform process, (ft) A scythe-shaped ru-ocess of

t e fascia lata ciitenng into the formation of the femoral
ring, (c) I ibers of the sacrosciatic ligament reflected on tothe ramusof theischium.-Ferrler-s albumin process,
iiU-Ao(„s.., a pr^ess 111 which a clean glass plate "f stereo-'stopicsizeis coated with iodized albumin which, whendry. is excited by immersion in a bath of silver aceto.
nitrate, washed, and dried. The plate is exposed in amonocular camera, the right picture being taken on the

station nth'" '-'If ""? "'.l'''" P''^'"" "«" a different
station on the right end. The prints thus come right inthe stereoscope. The development is accomplished bv
S f nS rv"*

" 'e^'drops of silver aceto-nitrate applied
.„ /?.>,.>• -"."^ ^'.ains being rubbed off with cotton-

wool. The picture is then fixed. E. L. Wlhon Cv-
clopredic Photog., p. I5i.-Fieltmann'8 process for

fnoV'^'.'J'.o''"''
" P''"*^"'' "'n^'' c'nsista in Sliding froml/lotol/.'o per cent, of magnesium to the coarse nietalme ted in a crucible Magnesium acta as a deoxidizer

and renders the metal ductile anil capable of being welded
i?„'r''J,

'" '*'
'""i'

"'"'. steel.- FllntsMre process, anEnglish process of smelting galena in reverberatory fur-
naces. The furnace has a low inclined rwif. anil the
heiirth is separated from the grate by a fire-hridge. Thebed slopes toward the well in front ot the tap-hole Thegalena 18 first roasted, so that it is partly converted into.
0X1.1 of lead V lu-n the charge is melted the senarated
metallic lead collects m the well, while the slag and un-
decomposed ore, stiffened with lime, is roasted for anhour and smelted. The lead is finally conducted into the-
outer basin, where it is stin-ed witli a padille to extract,
the metal from the rich scum on the surface 1 1 the molten
lead. Tlie whole operation lasts from Ave to six hours
--FoUan process, tlie long process (prixiessus gracilis),
ofthemalleus in theniiddlecar.-Glnprocess,an electro-
thermic process for the production of steel. The furnace is
of the resistance type, the hearth consisting of a long sinu-
ous trough into which the fused cast-iron is introduced
the terminal connections through which the current is^
conveyed to tlie molten mass consist of large blocks of steeh
cooled by an internal cunent of water. When in opera-.
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tion the hearth, placed in a movable carriace-body, is put
into an arched furnace in order to avoid the loss of heat
by radiation. The current passed thixiugh the charge is

safficieiit to keep themass in a fused state. In tlie 'dilu-
tion' niethmt, or scrap process, a calculated amount of
scrap-steel is added to the fused mass to assist the con-
version process. In the ' ore ' process some iron oxid is

introduced to assist in the elimination of the impuri-
ties. The two processes may be used in combination.
— OoldSClimldt process. See *aluminothennics.—
Grabau'S process. See nltimijiium-kproces^es.— Qrat-
sel's electrolytic magnesitmi process. See
iHfl'/Hfsn/iii.^ Gum-bichromate process, in photog.,
a methoil of printing in which paper coated with color

(India ink, siennii, etc.) rubbed up with ^uni arabic and
potassium bichix>mate is exposed under a negative,
developed by wiishing with cold or warm water, and
finally soaked in an alum bath and dried. Wall, Diet, of

Photog., p. 30(1.— Hall's process. See aluminium
itprocfKites.— HQrciBl proccss. See */(c»ia/.— Hermlte
process, a nKHlern i)rocess for bleaching paper-pulp and
cloth of vegetiible origin by means of a 2.5 - 5.0 per cent,

fiolution of niagnesium, calcium, or aluminium chlorid

submitted to electrolysis so as to produce a hypochlorite
of the metal present.— H6r0Ult process, (a) See alu-
mini tii/t -kprocesses. (6) An electrothcrmic process for the
production of steel. The furnace used in this process is

of the tilting open-hearth pattern, consisting of an iron
casing lined with dolomite brick and magnesite brick
around the openings. The electrodes are square prisms
and are made of retort-coke containing some sulphur.
They ai-e introduced through the roof and are water-
jacketed for a short distance above and below their

passage through the roof. The charge consists of mis-
cellaneous scrap and some iron ore and lime. The elec-

trodes are suspended just above the slag line and the
electric current passes from one electrode through the
slag and the molten metal to the other electrode, its in-

tensity being regulated by adjusting the width of the
air-gap between the electrodes and the slag.— Holland
process, a process, invented by Mr. Holland of Cincin-

nati, for uniting the smaller grains of the native alloy of

iridium and osmium, producing practically fused iridium.
The native alloy, or iridosmine, is brought to a high tem-
perature in a Hessian crucible, and phosphorus is then
added, which causes the material to fuse ; after pouring
it out so as to form flat sheets of small size, the phos-
phorus is removed from these by reheating them em-
bedded in lime. The product is used for the points of
gold writing-pens, fountain-pens, and drawing-pens, as
also for the contact-points of telegraph-keys, the knife-

edges of chemical balances, etc.— HUbl process, a
method for distinguishing fats of the three types, stearin,

olein, and linolein, by detennining the amount of iodine
absorbed under certain special coiiditions.— Ives pro-
cess. See color irphotography.— Jebb process, a pro-
cess for making starch from Indian com, in which the
germ as well as the husk of the seed is mechanically
separated before grinding the remainder, thus avoiding
the necessity for using an alkaline solution and saving
the germ and husk in a condition which allows their use
in feeding cattle.—Joly-MacDonOUgh process. See
color irphotorjraphy.—JouterVs prOCess, in photog., a
process by which a print made on a suitable base, as
glass, by the use of bichromated albumin is rubbed with
an enamel color and the picture made permanent by
firing.— Jugal process, (a) Heejugal. (b) One of the
two processes which by fusion form the jugum of the
Brachiopoda.—K&saneT'a process, a method proposed
for making oxygen gas on a commercial scale by heating
calcium plumbate (CaoPbOj) at a low temperature in
an atmosphere of carbon dioxid, thus giving rise to
calcium carbonate and lead dioxid ; the mixture of these,

on being more strongly heated, gives off oxygen and
afterward carbon dioxid, and leaves a mixture of lime
and a lower oxid of lead, from which calcium plumbate
may be regenerated by heating in acurreitof air.— Kjcl"
lln's process, an electrothennic process for the produc-
tion of steel. The furnace used in the process is of the
induction type (see electric -kfurnace), the contents in
the hearth or crucible forming the secondary circuit of a
transformer, while the first circuit is formed by a coil of
thin insulated copper wire with a laminated core. The
furnace is charged with white pig-iron, steel-scrap, and
bar-scrap. The purity of the product depends on the
composition of the charge, but as the molten metal is at
no time during the operation exposed to gases, and as

there are no electrodes to add any impurities, the Kjel-
lin process yields a purer product than the crucible
process.—Krupp process, in metal. : (a) A process for

making pig-injn, practised at the Krupp works at Essen,
Germany, which is carried on in a Pernot funiace and
uses manganese and iron oxid. Also called Bell-Krupp
process, (h) A cementation process for hardening the
surface of steel plates similar to the Harvey process but
with certain secret variations or additions.— Krupp's
dephospliorizing refinery process, a process for re-

ducing the phosphorus in pig-iron by running the molten
metal from a cupola into an open-hearth furnace whose
revolving hearth is lined with red ore. When the ore is

raised to white heat, the molten iron is run from the
cupola, and the hearth is rotated at a rate of about 10

revolutions a minute. The operation lasts from 5 to 10

minutes (according to the amount of phosphorus to be
eliminated), after which the dephosphorized metal is

transferred to an ordinary open-hearth furnace. The
phosphorus is oxidized and some ciirbon is lost during
the operation.— Kurlbaum'S process, a method for

pnxlucing an adherent deposit of platinum-black on the

surface of the platinum foil of a bolometer strip. It con-

sists in electrolyzing under definite conditions of current

a solution of platinum chlorid to which has been added a

minute quantity of lead acetate.—Landore process.
See ore *;?roce««.— Lateral process. Same as 7>«m-
yopAy^ia.—Lead-chamber process, the prwess by
which for more than a century sulithnric acid has been
made on a great scale by the interaction of sulphur-dioxid

gas, vapor of water, and ratmospheric oxygen, aided by
the presence of nitrogen dioxid and tetroxid, in large

chambers of sheet-lead. See sulphuric acid. This pro-

cess still remains the source of the greater part of the

sulphuric acid of commerce, but Its supremacy is

threatened by the contact process which has been devel-
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oped within the last few years.—Le Sneur process,
one of several methods for electrolytically decomposing
common salt in solution, so as to obtain from it on an
industrial scale chlorin and caustic soda. A tank con-
taining the brine is divided by a nearly horizontal
diaphi-agm of asbestos, above which are the anodes of an
iridium-platinum alloy, while below the cathode con-
sists of a sheet of iron wire gauze.— Lippmann pro-
cess. See color *photography.— lAateT'a process, a
process of preparing aud spinning defective silk-cocoons
and waste reeled uUk, consisting in scouring the silk

with soda and soap aiul then combing (or carding)
and spinning It.— LOSt-wax process. See cire

^frdu«.— Low-milling process, tlie method of grind-
ing wheat between millst^jnes set very close to-

gether and afterward bolting the flour. In this way
more of the bran is finely ground up and remains mixed
with the flour than in the more modern high-milling or
rol'er process.^Luml^re process. See color irphotog-
rrfj)A?/.— Lunge's process, a mmlification of the com-
mon processTor bleaching by means of chlorid of lime.
A small quantity of acetic acid or some other weak
organic acid is added to the bleach-liquor ami ser^-es to
evolve free hypochlorous acid.— MacArthur and For-
rest's process. Same as ircyanide process.— f&giceTB,-
tion process, a method formerly in use to some extent
fur obtaining a solution of sugar from beets. The roots,

either in the fresh state rasped to a pulp, or cut into

slices, dried, and ground to meal, were macerated in
water, cold or warm, with or without the addition of a
little milk of lime, and the sugar solution or 'juice ' thus
produced was separated from the residual solid fiber by
expression. This method has been almost entirely aban-
doned in favor of the diffusion process.—Mactear pro-
cess, one of several methods of recovering sulphur from
the t^nk-waste of the Leblanc process for making carbon-
ate of soda. It involves the blowing of air through the
drainage-liquor from tank-waste heaps until enough cal-

cium sulphid has been converted into calcium thiosul-

phate to react completely with the remaining sulphid,
when hydrochloric acid is added, so that practically the
whole of the sulphur is precipitated.— Malignanl's
process, a process of removing the air from the
bulbs of glow-lamps in which the last traces of gas are
brough*" into solid chemical combination with phosphorus
and certain other substances.- Malkln'S process.
Same as Boulton and Worthington *^roce««.~Manlies
process, a process for the desulphurization of copper
matte in which a blast of air is passed through the metal
as is done for iron in the Bessemer process : so called

from its inventor, Pierre Manhes.— Marginal process,
sensation, in psychol., a mental process, sensation or
other, which runs its course obscurely in the background
of consciousness, that is, in the field of uiattention : op-
posed toir/ocal idea or sensation. Amer. Jour. Psychol.,
XII. 252.— Marsli-Berzelius process, a motliflcationof
the original Mareh's test which was first proposed by
Berzelius, consisting in carrying the arseniureted hydro-
gen gas through a hard glass tube of small diameter and
heating this tube from without. The gas is decomposed
bypassing over the hot glass, and a deposit of metallic
arsenic is formed inside the tube instead of being pro-

duced by burning the gas and placing over the flame a
piece of porcelain. There are several advantages in-

volved In this improved form of the process, e8i)ecially for

forensic purposes.- Martin process. 0) A method of

making starch from wheat flour without fermentation, the
flour being made into a dough with water and simply
washed in a fine sieve under a stream of water, the starch
depositing from the wash-water on standing.— Martin's
albiunin negative process, in photog., a process in

which plates are covered with a film of albumin contain-

ing ammonium iodide, milk-sugar, dextrine, and grape-
sugar. When sensitized and exposed, gallic acid (with a
few drops of a 4 per cent, nitrate solution) is used as a
developer. K L. \Vilson, Cyclopjedic Photog., p. 226.

—

Massenez process, a process preliminary to the manu-
facture of Bessemer steel, cast-iron from different blast-

furnaces being mixed in the melted state and treated
with ferromanganese in sufficient quantity to remove the
sulphur present^ so that a more nnifonn and purer mate-
rial thus produced may be supplied to the converter.

—

Mather-Thompson process, a modem method of

bleaching cotton cloth oy me:ins of chlorid of lime, from
which hypochlorous acid is set free by exposure to an atmo-
sphere of carbon-dioxid gas.— Mayall's albumin-
negative process, in photog., a process in which a plate
for a negative is covered with a film of albumin to which
potassium iodide, potassium bromide, and potassium hy-
drate are added. The dry plate is exposed to the vapor of
iodine, as is done with a daguerreotype plate, sensitized

in a bath of silver aceto-nitrate, and washed. Just be-

fore going to the camera it is again iodized. Gallic acid

is used as a developer and hyposulphite of soda f<ir fixing.

For positive plates sodiinn chlt)iid is substituted for po-
tassium bromide.— M^ge-Monrles process, the original

process, named from the inventor, for making artificial

butter from the solid fat of domestic animals, as of the
ox or horse. Se^ butterin, oleoiTMrgarin, etc.— Meinecke
process, a method of making common yellow soap in

which crude tui"pentine is added to the contents of the
boiler and, a still-head being placed over the latter, the
spirits of turpentine given off in the boiling are collected

and saved.— Merctulc eWorld and ammonia pro-
cess, a metliod of intensifying photograpliic negatives,

consisting in first bleaching the thoroughly washed nega-
tive with a solution of mercuric chlorid acidified with
hydrochloric acid, and then blackening the image by the
use of ammonium hydntte.— Miller's process, a process

of refining gold by means of chlorin gas, introduced
by ¥. B. Miller in 1876, and still used extensively in

Australia. The gold is melted in an ordinary cru-

cible-furnace, the chlorin gas being conveyed by a
clay pipe entering the crucible through a hole in the
bottom. The current of chlorin gas is stjirted after

the gold has been melted, and is kept up for about an
hour and a half, when the gi:»ld is allowed to solidify,

the silver chlorid floating on the top is poured off,

and the small proportion of gold which it contains is

subsequently recovered by remelting with sodium car-

bonate. The Miller process is especially adapted for

gold containing small quantities of silver.— Milly pro-
cess, in the manufacture of fatty acids for candle-mak-

process

ing, a modified process of decomposition of the origrlnal

fat by means of sulphuric acid. A very small quantity of
sulphuric acid is used, and this acts fur only a few
minutes at 150° C, being followed by boiling with water.
The greater part of the fatty acid product is thus ob-
tained sutficiently white to be used foi candles without
being distilled. —Minet's process. See aluminium
*^roce««gj*.— Mond's process, a method of recovering
sulphur from the tank-waste oi the Leblanc pi-ocess for
making carbonate of soda from conmion salt. It con-
sists essentially in oxidizing the waste in tanks by means
of a current of air supplied by a fan, leaching the oxi-
dized material with water in the same tanks and precipi-
tating sulphur from the solution by means of hydrochloric
acid. These steps require to be repeated, and with spe-
cial precautions as to details, to render the processcommer-
cially successful.— Neural process, an arch above the
centrum of each vei-tebra through which the spinal cord
runs.— Niepce'S process, \n photog., a process which
depends on the action ui light on a thin layer of bitumen
covering a metallic plate. The portions not rendered
insoluble by the light are dissolved away, exposing the
metal surface in part and obscuring it more or less at
other portions. The metal can then be etched. It was
devised by J. N. Niepce in 1829.— ObucllOW'a steel pro-
cess, a process of protlucing steel by introtiucing molten
white charcoal pig-iron of good quality into a crucible
containing wrought-iron or steel-scrap together with
magnetic iron ore, titaniferous black sand, and clay.

"When the contents have become perfectly liquid, niter
and arsenious oxid are added, and the whole is well
stirred.— Oil process, in mining, a method of ore con-
centration depending on the adhesion of certain oils to
native metals and metallic sulphids. The adhering oil

causes such grains to float in water, while the grains of
gangue sink because the oil, unless added in excess, does
not attach itself tonon-metallic minerals.— Ore process,
a method of conducting the open-hearth process for mak-
hig steel from melted pig-iron, in which iron ore in the
form of the oxids is introduced into the molten metal
high in carbon resulting from the fusing of the pig-iron.

The oxygen reacts upon the carbon of the bath, the
carbon going off as COg : the reduced iron ore raises the
weight of iron in the charge and therefore still further
reduces the carbon percentage. The ore must be free
from elements which would deteriorate the quality of the
product. The method is known also as the Landore
process, from the district in Wales where it was first

successful.— Orleans process, the process of making
vinegar from wine by fermentation in oaken casks to
which air has free access, the wine being from time to
time introduced in separate portions and the vinegar in

like manner fractionally withdrawn.— OrlOlT process,
a method of printing in colors introduced about 1900.

Each color requires a separately engraved plate. Tlie

plates, arranged on separate cylinders, are successively
impressed in proper position upon a transfer-sheet fast-

ened to the impression-cylinder. This transfer-sheet,

which contains all the colors, is then reimpressed upon
the paper intended for the print The advanta^tes
claimed for this process are accuracy of register and
Increased (production.—Osmose process, a method of

partly separating the mineral salts from beet-root mo-
lasses by osmosis, allowing of the recovery of more sugar
from the molasses thus purified. See osmogene.— OttO
process, a process for artificially purifying water for

potable purposes, in which it is sterilized by treatment
with ozone, which is an antiseptic.— Otto-Stas process,
a general method of examination for alkaloidai poisons
of mixed organic materials, such as the contents of the
stomach, human tissues, etc., involving extraction with
alcohol acidified with tartaric or oxalic acid, followed by
other methods of purification.— Oxland'S process, a
process for the separation of tungsten from black tin. A
charge of ore mixed with soda-ash is introiluced into a
reverberatory funiace with a cast-iron bed and remains
there about three hours. It is then taken to lixiviation-

vats where a part of the wolfram, now converted into

tungstate of sodium, is dissolved. The oxids of iron and
manganese are 8ubse<|nently removed by washing on the
dressing-floor.-Papyrotintprocess, in photog., a.photo-

lithographic process in which 'a sensitized gelatin-

coated paper, after exposure behind a negative, jwssesses
the property, when developed, of causing a greasy ink to

adhere to the parts affected by the light. The ink may
be transferred to stone or Izinc— Pasteur's process, iu

vinegar-making, a method, devised by Pasteur, of culti-

vating, with the necessary conditions for growth, the
acetic-ferment organism, Mycoderma aceti, aaid applying
it to the fermentation of an alcoholic liquid.— Petten-
kofer's process, in chem., a method, frequently re-

sorted to for detennining the amount of carlxiu dioxid in

air, consisting in agitation of a measured vulume of the
air to be examined with a detennined and sufficient

volume of an aqueous solution of barium hydroxid (so-

called baryta-water), followed by a determination by
means of a standard solution of oxalic acid of the amount
of the surplus barium hydroxid left in solution. The
quantity of baiium hydroxid which had been precipitated

as barium caj'bonate bears a constant relation to the
quantity of carbon dioxid which precipitated it— Pijf-

and-ore process, a process for making steel by melt-

ing together pig-ir<.)n and iron ore in such proportion

as to give the correct amount of carbon. See scrap
•;jroce*s.— Porter-Clark process. See Clark -kpro-

cess.— Powrie-Waner process. See color -^photog-

raphy.— Processes of adjustment. See *adjustment
— Prosser's process, in ceram., a process by which
tiles, buttons, etc., are made with clay-dust subjected

to great pressure. It was invented by Richard ft-osser

of England.— Pseudomesial process. Same as *j>«eu-

dmnf^ff/.- Respiratory process, in entom., any one
of various outgrowths, especially in aquatic larv»,

which function in respiration.— Rbodln process, one
of the patented ftirnis of the electrolytic process for

making chlorin and caustic soda from a solution of com-
mon salt— Roller process, a method of crushing rather

than gi;nding wheat which with special bolting machin-
ery furnishes a whiter flour, freer from the material of

the outer coats of the grain, than was pn>duced by the

older method of grinding between millstones.— RolIet'S
refinery process, a metho<l »>! dephosphorizing pig-iron

by meltmg it in a cupola with an addition of limestone



process

and fluor-Bpar. It yields a very pure product, which la

used for the production of the lii^her jfi-ades of steel in

some works of France.— Rose's process. Sgg alumin-
ium */>ro('«x*e*.— Running-down process, a tenn
applied to the process of retlning cast-iron in an open-
hearth furnace. Phillips and Iliiuerumn, Elements of

Metallurgy, p. 298.

—

Sanger-Shepherd process, in

pho'oij., a process analogous to the Ives process in wliich

three positives stained with the colors coinpleinciitary

to the taking screens are superimposed and viewed in

transmitted lijrht, pro^lncing an appro.ximation to the
natural colors.— Scheibler'S process, in the manufac-
ture of beet-root sugar, a method of obtaining crystalliz-

able sugar from the molasses by treatment with strontium
hydroxid. The details of the process were devised and
worked out by Scheibler.— Scrap process, a form of the
Siemens- ilartin or open-hearth process for making steel

in which a bath of pig-iron or othi.r fusible iron high in

carbon is first brought to fusion in an open-hearth fur-

nace, and then scrap-steel or wrought-iron or other form
of iron low in carbon is charged in. The melted bath
fuses the scrap, and the percentage of carbon is lowered
both by the increase of the element iron and the reac-

tions with the melting flame and gases. Samples are
taken at intervals, and more scrap is added until the
desired properties are secured. Chromium, nickel, tung-
sten, or other alloying elements can also be added to the
bath.— Shoe-llfter process, in certain extinct genera of

brachiopotls. a curved internal plate extending from the
beak for half the length of the valve, attached by its

edges to the b4jttom of the valve, but free at its outer
extremity. This plate may occur only in the ventral
valve {Merigta) or in both valves {/>jca7rtrtr(i).— Soda
process, a process for making w(X)d-pulp for paper in

which caustic sixia is used t*j disintegrates the bundles of

fibers of tlie wtxKi.— Stas-OttO process. See OttoStas
itpritcegM.— StSlSsaJlO prOcess, an electrothennic pro-

cess of iron-smelting. The electric furnace used is of the

arc type and consists of a cylindrical outer casing of iron

surmounted by a conical roof and lined with niagnesite

brick. The cylindrical electrodes nearly meet in the
center of the interior of the furnace, their number being
determined by the capacity of the furnace. In Italy,

where the furnace is in practical operation, it is used for

the production of wrought-iron from ore of great purity.
— Strontla, strontlnin process. Same tLS Scheihier'g

•proce**.- Sulphite process, a process for making
paper-pulp by tht; di.siiitet'ration of wotxl, such as spruce
or p^^plar, in the funn of chips by heating in large digest-

ers with an aqueous solution of calcium acid-sulphite.

—

Surface combustion process, a process for the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid. This new method of making
sulphuric acid is based upon the fact, first observed by
Phillips in 1831, that sulphur dioxid and oxygen gases car-

ried in a state of mixture over a heated surface of plati-

num combine to form sulphur trioxid. which, on addition

of water, is at once converted into sulphuric acid. The two
reactions are represented by the fonnnlie SO2 -t- O = HO3
andSOs -f ll2*^ — H2SO4. Xumerous practical dilticulties

presented themselves in the way of utilizing these reac-

tions on an industrial scale, but these have gradually been
overcome, chiefly by researches carried on for years under
the auspices of the Baden Aniline and Soda Works in

Germany, and the conditions necessary to success have
l)een detennined, especially the freeing of the sulphur di-

oxid and air used fnjm all suspended or ga8ei>u8 impuri-
ties, the careful regulation of the temperature of the
cylinders containing platinized asbest/>s, and the main-
tenance of the pn)per strength in sulphuric acid of the
water used to absorb the sulphur trioxid. The process

is now established on a commercial basis and many thou-

sand tons of acid have been made by it. One great
advantage which is presented by it is the production at

the outset of acid of full strength, which can be trans-

ported at minimum frei«ht rates and diluted, if necessary.

by the consumer. In the manufacture by the lead-

chamber pri>ce88, hitherto in general use, the acid as it

comes from the chambers contains only 62-70 per cent, of

reid H.^S04; this has to be concentrated by boiling off

the remaining water, and if a product of full commercial
strength is required the final concentration is commonly
effected in costly platinum still."). The need for this dis-

appears in the new pnx:es8.—Swansea process, a
method of copper-smelting long practised at Swansea in

South Wales and now extensively used elsewhere. It is

applied to various mixtures of ores, in which, however,
copper pyrites, consisting of sulphur, copper, and iron,

usually predominates. The main features of the process

consist in partially roasting the ore with exp<t8ure U) the
air, so as to bum off a part of the sulphur, converting the
iron U) oxid, and strongly heating the residue with
silica, so that two fused^ayers are formed, consisting of

ferrous silicate and cuprous sulphid respectively. The
cupnms sulphid is detached, re-roasted to such an ex-

tent as to convert a part of the copper to oxid, and again
strongly heated in a melting-furnace, the oxygen being
thus taken up and the remaining sulphur combining to

form Bulphur-dioxid gas, which escapes, while the copper
melts down to form cru<le ingot-metal, afterward to he re-

flnetl.— Sweating process. («) A process for making
Joints with solder, brass, or other fusible metal or alloy,

whereby the temperature of the two parts to be joined is

raised to the fusing-point of the solder or metal or alloy,

and the latter runs into the joint and solidifies in the
spaces when cooled, {h) A process fr making joints by
bringing the two elements just to fusion at their contact-

edges, so that they bec^nne one where they touch, without
a B<jlder or alloy.— Sweeping process, in tkermodynam.,
an irreversible process. A hr>mogeneou3 substance not in

a state of thermal equilibrium undergoes a sweeping pro-

cess as the substance settles down to a state of thermal
equilibrium. .ViVAo/jJami/'VanWin, Elements of Physics,

1. 217.—Swell process, a process in which a plate covered
with a solution of bichromate of potash, or Its e<|uivalent in

gelatin, isexposeil undera photographic negative. Where
the blchromatized gelatin has not been atifecteil by light

it absorbs water and swells up ; a plaster cast of this sur-

face is taken, and the operator is enabled to pnKluce a
relief printing-plate.— Talbot process, a continuous
process for the manufacture of steel, in wliich a tilting

open-hearth furnace with a basic lining !s used. The
furnace is charged either entirely with molten pig-iron or

paitly with scrap and partly with liquid pig-iron, and ad-
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ditlons of oxidsand limestone are made from time to time
to hasten the operation. W hen the charge has been worked
down, a iwrtion of the metal is poured otf, oxid of iron
and lime are added to the slag, and molten pig-iron,
equivalent in quantity to the steel tapped out, is run in.

In the reaction wliich takes place between the impurities
of the new charge and the oxidizing slag, the carbon,
silicon, phosphorus, and manganese are oxidized, and
equivalent amounts of iron are reduced from the oxid
in the slag and pass into the metal bath. The slag, now
almost deprived of its iron oxid, is partly run off, and the
charge is worked down by fresh additions of oxid of iron
and lime. About one third of the finished product is

again poured otf, and the operation is so repeated till the
end of the week, when the furnace is emptied. As the
hearth is never emptied during the operation it weara
very slowly and the slag can be tapped off before it can
seriously attack the lining. The rapidity of working
depends on the composition of the pig-metal and the pro-
portion of metal removed each time. A 200-ton furnace
working on hematite iron yields a weekly output of about
1,400 tons.— Taylor-White process, a patented process
for making a self-hardening tool-steel. The steel made
by this pn>cess will continue to cut even after the edge
of the t^iol is red-hot. -^Three-color process. See
*^Ari«-co^r.— TortlnlOlite process, a method of treat-
ment applied to pig-iron in whi;>h the molten metal
is run into chills heavily coated with a wash of impure
graphite, it being assumed that some additional carbon is

taken up by a kind of superficial cementation.—Turkey-
red process, a process, of great antiquity in India and
other parts of the East, for dyeing cotton cloth or yam a
brilliant and remarkably permanent red color by means
of madder. A number of steps are required (some of
which are repeated two or three times) which are varied
in detail by different dyers ; but the essential features of
the process are the impregnation of the cloth with an
alkaline ennilsion of oil (Gallipoli oil and castor-oil which
has been treated with sulphuric acid are commonly used),
oxidation of the absorbed oil by exposure to heated and
moist air, washing out unoxidized oil by means of alka-
line solutions, mordanting with tannin (generally sumac
or galls) and aluminium acetate, and finally dyeing in a
bath prepared with madder, garancin, or artificial

alizarin. Also known as Adrianopla-red process.
—Vandyke process, a process of protlucing a zinc
plate fur printing. ])repared by exposure under the actual
drawirii;.— Vat process, in difeinfj with indigo, any one
of several methods of rendering indigo soluble by reduc-
ing it to hydrindigotin or indigo white, the cloth or yam
being then steeped in this solution and afterward ex-
posed to atmospheric oxygen, by which the hydrindigotin
is converted again into indigotin or indigo blue, which is

Insoluble and remains fixed uixm the fiber. A vat pro-

cess is distinguished fnnn a process in which the indigo
blue is, without reduction, rendered soluble as indigi>-

sulphonic acitl.— Volhard process, in anal, chem., a
valuable methotl for the determination of silver in a solu-

tion of one of its salts, usually the nitrate. A few drops
of a solution of ferric sulphate are added to the liquid,

and then, from a graduated burette, a standardized solu-
tion of potassiimi thiocyanate. As long as any silver re-

mains in solution a white precipitate of silver thiocyanate
is pn>dueed. but as 8<xjn as tiie whole of the silver has
been thrown down the next drop of the standardized re-

agent solution produces a red color in the liquid, due to

the fonnation of feiric thiocyanate. The quantity of the
reagent used is the measure of the quantity of silver

present. The methtxl can be applied in an acid solution,

and in the presence of sundry other metals than silver,

and can be indirectly used for the detemiination of
chlorin, bromine, and i«xline.— Walloon forge or pro-
cess, a charcoal hearth (process) for refining cast-iron,

used largely in Sweden (Swedish Wnlloon) and in Ijinca-

shire and South Wales (English Walhwn). The charcoal
hearths are usually low rectangular chambers with one
or more twyers. The fuel is charcoal, and the wrought-
iron pro<luced by this process is superior to that produced
by puddling, on account of its freedom frtim phosphorus.
In Sweden the Wallo<m process is applied chiefly \m the
manufacturing of Dannemora iron.— Water-reel pro-
cess, a process of softening the filaments of silk-cocofjns

for reeling.— Wedgwood's process, in photoij., a pro-

cess, devised by xromas \\'cil;:wiMid and Sir Humphry
Davy in 1802, whereby phot^ "graphic pictures were made
on glass, leather, or paper by the use of silver nitrate or
chlorid. The pictures were not permanent

% The very first scientific application of Wedfjtcood's pro*
crsn was made here by the illustrious Thomas Young,
when he impressed Xewton's rings on paper ntoistened
with silver nitrate, as described in his P^kerian lecture
to the Royal Society on November 24, ISOa

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 380.

Weldon-Pechlney process, a process for obtaining
chlorin from the waste-liquor of the recovery of ammonia
in the Solvay process for making carbonate of soda from
common salt. The liquor in question in itsoriginal fomi
contains calcium chlt)rid, from which it is difficult t^i iso-

late chlorin economically. The Weldon-Pecluney process
substitutes macnesia for lime as the means of recovering
ammonia, so that the waste-liquor contains magnesium
Instead of calcium chlorid. This liquor, with th^. -'rther

additiim of magnesium to fonn an oxychlorid, is evapo-
rated to dryness, and the residue strongly heated, ulti-

mately in a current of air. Hydrochloric acid and free

chlorin are given o(T, saving altogether about 85 per cent,

of the chlorin in the liquor.—Weldon process, a process

for the recovery of manganese. It is an important Im-

ftrovement in the production of chlorin for niakiuR
deaching-powder, consisting in the treatment of the

(previously waste) still-litiuor with excess of slaked lime
and a current of air forced through the liquid, with the

result that oxygen is taken up from the air by the man-
ganese in the ii<iuid as hydroxid, and a black mud is pro-

duced, consisting largely of calcium acid-manganite,
which can be usetl in place of fresh manganese dioxid to

decomp*JBe more hydrochloric acid and furnish more
chl(»rin.—Welsh process of copper-smelting. See
W>/)(/i *m^?/iw/ 0/ ro;)/»^'r-«»«'/f <*(,'/. —Wetherlll process.
a prixrcss for manufacturing zinc white. Finely crnsheii

zinc mixed with silicates, calamine, or roasted blende, is

heated ui>ou the bed of a mulHe-fUxiiace. The reduced zinc

Froconia
rises, together with the funiace-gases. and when these have
somewhat cooled down, is re-oxidized. The zinc oxid. In
the form of a fine white powder, is then filtered through
coarse cotton cloth, through which the gaseous producte
of combustion escape.— Wilson process, a method of
manufacturing fatty acids for candle-makers* use, by
heating the original fat, especially palm-oil. with a small
quantity of stdphurio acid, washing away any excoes of
this acid or other soluble matter, and distilltng thq resi-
due with superheated steam. Algo known as the WiUon- -

Qivynne process and the Dubrun/aut procjts.— WblUei^S
process. See aluminium 'kprocessetf.— WohlWlll'prt)-
cess, an electiolytic process of refining gold. The cath-
ode-plates consist of electrodeposited fine gold rolled
into thin sheets, and the electrolyte Is a gold chlorid
strongly impregnated with free hydrochloric acid. When
the gold treated contains some lead, a mixture of hydro-
chloric and sulphuric acids is added to the gold chlorid
solution. The process is used in several works in Ger-
many and the United States.— Woodbtuy'S process.
Same as woodburytype, 1.

process, v. t. 3, In leather-making, to treat
or soak in liquor. Flemmingj Practical Tan-
ning, p. 9.

process-block (pros'es-blok), w. Abloek hav-
ing upon its face a metallic plate for printing
obtained by a photomechanical process.

processing (pros'es-ing), n. The act or opera-
tion of putting something through a prescribed
process.

A three-filler cannery should have a width of at least
50 feet, and the length should correspond to the ma-
chines used in processing, giving ample room, so that
the cans may go uninterruptedly throughout th§ whole
length of the building.

Sci. Amer. Sup., March 21, 1903, p. 22751.

Processionary caterpillar, moth. See*cafer-
pillar^ '^moth^.

process-plate (pros 'es- plat), «. Same as
"^process-block.

Processus vennlformls, a slender, hollow projection
from the intestine opening near the ciecum, present in a
typical form in the wombat. It differs from the vermi-
form appendage in being an independent structure, con-
sidered as representing the entire caecum, while the
appendix is a part of the caecum. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1902, p. 19.

prochoresis (pro-ko-re'sis), «. [Gr. npoxc)p7;atc,

agoing forth, < 7rpox(^p£lv,.go forth.] Move-
ment of the stomach in passing the chyme
forward into the intestine.

prochromatin (pro-kro'ma-tin), n. [Gr. irp6y

before, + ;i-/j6//a(r-), color, + -i«2.] in cyiol.j

the substance of which the plasmosomes or
true nucleoli consist; the *paranuclein' of
O. Hertwig. Ffitzner, 1883.

prochronize (pro'kro-niz), V. t.
;
pret, and pp.

prochroHizedt ppr. prochronizing . [Gr. irpdj be-
fore, + ;i'p(ii'or, time, + -ize.'] To assign too
early a date to; antedate.
Proclamation of rebellion, in old Eng. law, a writ, is-

sued after a man had failed to appear on a subpcena or an
attachment in chancery, declaring him a rebel unless he
surrendered himself by a day named. The commission or
writ of rebellion was a process of contempt

proclinate (pro-kll'nat), a. [Gr. trpSj for-

ward, -f KMveiVj bend, + -ate^.'] Inclined
forward.

Laterad the transfrontals are two proclinate orbitals in
the usual position.

Kansas Univ. Quarterly, July, 1900, p. 205.

proclivitous (pro-kliv'i-tus), a. [L. procUvitaSj
declivity, + -om5.] Having a steep, precipi-
tous slope

;
proclivous.

procnemial (prok-ne'mi-al), a. and n, [Gr.
TTp6j in front of, + Kvy/iij, tibia.] I, «. Noting
a crest or prominent ridge on the anterior
surface of the tibia below the knee-joint.
Oftener called the cnemial crest. See "Merest.

Smithsonian Rop.^ 1893, p. 465.— procnemlal
process, a projection from the npperanterior pai-tof the
tibia remarkably developed in grebes and loons.

II. n. The procnemial crest.

Procniatidss (prok-ni-at'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Frocnias, generic name, + -idie.'\ A family
of birds comprising South American species
of the genus Frocnias. They have usually
been placed with the tanagera, in spite of
the swallow-like skull, but were made a dis-

tinct family by Lucas (1895) on account of

structural peculiarities.

Procolophonia (pro-^ko-lo-fo'ni-a), n. pi.

[NL.] An order of reptiles, established by
Seeley, which contains extinct species of prim-
itive structure, intermediate in this respect
between the anomodonts and higher forms.
Paired prevomers and ectopterygoids are pres-

ent, as well as free epiotics. The vertebrie

are amphiccelous and perforated by the noto-
chord. The only known genus is Frocolophon,
from the Trias of South Africa.

Proconia (pro-ko'ni-a), n. [NL, (Serville,



Proconia

1832), < Gr. vp6, before, + kuvo^ (f), cone.]
1. A genus of leaf-iioppers of the family

Jas^idee, containing
a number of wide-
spread species.—2.

[/. c] An insect
of this genus.

—

Waved proconia, an
American tree-hopper,
Proconia undafa, which
feeds on tlie leaves of the
grape, cotton, and many
trees and plants. Also
called sharp-shooter by
cotton-plantera.

procoracoid (pro-
Wared Proconia (^VwoMia wnrfa/rt). kor'a-koid) Jl, [CiT.

Adult at left ; nymph at riglit. —gA "forward + E
(Sanderson, U. S. D. A.) '' ' '^ .,"'""' ^ ,;

coracoia.] A small
bone, or center of ossification, wliieh lies an-
terior to the coracoid and in contact with it

and the scapula: present in monotremes,
plesiosaurs, etc. In birds the procoracoid is

represented by a process on the shaft of the
coracoid just below the glenoid cavity.
Same as the jtrccoracoid of Huxley and others.
Amer. Nat, Feb., 1904, p. 105.

procoracoidal (pro-kor-a-koi'dal), a. [procor-
acoid + -ail.] Of or pertaining to the procor-
acoid; precoracoidal. Trans. Zool. Sac.
London, Oct., 1899, p. 69.

prociibrom (pro-krib'rum), «. ;
pi. procrihra

(-ra). [NL., < pro- + crihrum.'] A sae-like
development of the embryonic cribrum. It

later gives rise to the sinus maxillaris. Jour.
Boy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1905, p. 42.

procryptic (pro-krip'tik), a. [Irreg. < L. pro,
for, + E. cryptic.'] Relating to resemblances
in form and color between an animal and its

surroundings by which it is concealed from its

enemies.

_
No doubt, however, it is an equally important procryp-

tic factor, serving to protect the spider from various ene-
mies. Proc. Zool. Hoc. London, 1903, p. 48.

The resemblance of a mollusc to the coral on which it

lives, or an external parasite to the hair or skin of it« host,
would be Procryptic. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 149.

Procr3T)tlo coloring. See *coloring.

procryptically (pro-krip'ti-kal-i), adv. By
means of or with reference to procryptic char-
acters.

procteurynter (prok-tii-rin'tfer), n. [Gr. vpuK-
roc, anus, + *evpvvTi]p, < tvpiveiv, widen.] An
instrument used in stretching the sphincter
muscle of the anus.

proctocneme (prok'tok-nem), n. [Gr.Vpw/crdf,

the anus, + nvrjurj, the tibia.] In anthozoans,
one of the twelve primary mesenteries : con-
trasted with *metacneme.

proctociieniic(prok-tok-ne'mik), a. [proctoc-
neme + -fc] Of or pertaining to a proctocneme

;

characterized by the presence of proctocnemes.

proctodeum, ». 2. The posterior division of
the cloaca in such animals as birds, opening
externally by the anus: correlated with *cop-
rodeeum and *urodieum.

proctologic, proctological (prok - to - loj ' ik,

-i-kal), a. lproctoIo{/{y) + -ic-al^.'\ Of or
pertaining to proctology: as, the American
Proctoloffic Society.

proctologist (prok-tol'o-jist), n. {proctolog{y)
+ -i.s•^] A medical practitioner who makes a
specialty of diseases of the rectum and anus.

proctology (prok-tol'o-ji), ». [Gr. Trpu/crrff,

anus, + -ology.'] That medical specialty which
deals with diseases of the anus and rectum.

proctoplegia (prok-to-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
TTpuKTOf, anus, + TzKriyi], stroke.] Same as
proctojiaralysis.

proctoptosis (prok-top'to-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
zpuardr, anus, + zruaig, falling.] Same as
proctocele.

proctorrhaphy (prok-tor'a-fi), n. [Or. TTpuK-

t6i:, anus, + />a<p//, sewing.] In surg., operation
for uniting the edges of the torn rectum and
anus after rupture of the perineum.

proctoscirrhus (prok-to-sir', or skir'us), n.

;

pi. proctoscirrhi (-5). [NL., < Gr. TzpuKTug, anus,
+ aKippoQ, aalpo^, a tumoi'. See sdrrhus.]
Cancer of the rectum and anus.

proctoscope (prok'to-skop), n. [Gr. yrpuKTof,

anus, + aKowelv, view.] An instrument used in
the examination of the rectum; a rectal spec-
ulum.
An examination with the proctoscope showed a large

ulcerated area about two inches above the rectum.
Med. Record, Aug. 1, 190:i, p. 194.
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proctostenosis (prok^to-ste-no'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. irpu/crof, anus, + armiaig, narrowing.]
Stricture of the rectum.

proctotome (prok'to-tom), n. [Gr. vpoKToc,
anus, -f- -TOfioc, < Ta/ielv, cut.] A surgical
knife used to incise the rectum, as for the re-
lief of stricture.

proctotrypid (prok-to-trip'id), n. and a. I.
H. One of the I'roctotrypidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the hymenopterous family Prociotrypidie.

procumbent, a. 3. In anaf. and «o67., directed
forward and slightly upward: contrasted with
decumbent.

In the lower jaw there is a single pair of procumbent
incisoi-s, followed by several small teetli.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 606.

Procuratory of resignation, in Scots law, a process by
whicli a vassal surrendered his fee or feud to his superior.
Tile surrender of copyholds in England is by a kindred
process.

procurrent (pro-kur'ent), a. [L. procurrens,
ppr. of procurr'erc, run forward. See procur-
sive.'] Inserted progressively farther forward

:

said of the rays of a fish's fin. Jordan and
Erermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes, p.
538.

procurvature (pro-ker'va-tiir), n. [pro- +
curvature.] Forward curvature. Annals and
Mag. Kat. Hist., Jan., 1903, p. 114.

... I am disposed to think that they [Aganippa)] have
had an origin independent of the C'ystauchenii in Aus-
tralia from the Nemesise, from which they differ practi-
cally only in the procurvatjtre of the fovea— a feature
which is known to have arisen more than once within
the limits of the Mygalomorpha).

;

Froc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 349.

procurved (pro-kervd'), p. a. [pro- + curved.']

Bent forward: the opposite of recurved or
decurved.

The male ... is a very fine specimen . . . but with
a recurved instead of procurved'ihor&cic fovea.

Proc. Zool. ,Soc. London, 1902, p. 122.

prod, n. 5. A pyramidal or conical point
which i)rotrudes from the face of a loam-plate
or a core-plate for the purpose of holding or
retaining the loam. Lockieood, Diet. Mech.
Eng. Terms.

prodeltidium (pro-del-tid'i-um), ?i.; pi. pro-
deltidia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. jrp6, before, in place
of, -I- NL. deltidium.] A plate developed on
the dorsal side of the pedicle-lobe in the
eephalula stage of brachiopod embryos and
which later becomes attached to the posterior
margins of the ventral valve to form the del-

tidium of postembryonic stages. J. M. Clarke.

prodiaene (pro-di'en), n. [Gr. Trp6, forward,
-I- di-, two, + (Tpi)aiva, trident.] A four-
rayed sponge-spieule with two of the arms
close together as if forked and the fourth
atrophied. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p.
219.

prodidomid (pro-did'o-mid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the araneid fa,mi\y Prodidomidee.
II. a. Having the characteristics of or

belonging to the araneid family Prodidomidx.

prodigal, n. 2. In civil late, a person of full

age for whom, by judicial authority, a curator
is appointed, by reason of his inability to
attend to his obligations and estate.

prodisSOCOnch (pro-dis'o-kongk), n. [Gr.
jrpti, before, + diaaog, double, + Koyxv, shell.]

The bivalve embryonic shell of a peleeypod,
generall}' of a rounded form, equivalve, with
straight, r.^ther long binge-line and smooth
surface. It can often be distinguished at the
apex of the beaks of young shells.

It might perhaps be thought desirable to dignify this
specialized type of protoconch by a distinct name, as has
been done by .Tackson iu the case of the pelecypotl proto-
conch {"prodissoconch "). If so, the name "protorte-
conch," suggested to me by the late Professor Hyatt,
would be most .applicable. Amer. Nat., Dec, 1902, p. 918.

produce-car (prod'iis-kar), n. In car-iuilding,

a refrigerator-car (which see) used to trans-
port vegetables, fruit, etc.

product, «.— Adaptation-product. Hee-kimmunit)/,
5.— Geometric product, i^mne iia outer *product. Ii.

de Saint'Vemtnt.— Inner product, in geom., the com-
bination Ax Bx + Ay IJy + Az Bz of the components of
two vectors A, B on rectangular axes. It represents geo-
metrically the product of the lengths of the two vectors

and ^the cosine of their included angle. Grassmann, to
whom the phrase is due, writes this symbolically [A| E].

— Inner product of two coinitial sects a, b, making an
angle a, the product ab cos a of one a and the projection
b cos a of the other upon it.— Intermediary product.
Same as *mid-/)rod«c(.— Outer product of two vectors
or directed sects, the parallelogram they detennine con-
sidered as having area, postiire (confinement to a par-

ticular parallel-axial pencil), and tyiu'-sense. Grassmann,

Product a* of sect a by sect *.

proemial
to whom the phrase is due, writes the outer product of A
and B symbolically [A lij.— Product Of tWO sects. In

f/eotn. ; (a) 'J'lieir rect-
angle, {h) Set otf from
their intersection-point
the unit sect on one of two
perpendicular straights.
On the other setoff on-one
ray a, on the other b. The
circle through the free
end-points of 1, a, h de-
terniines on the fourth
ray a sect, c, which is the
product of the sect a |by
the sect b. Thus c = ah.
(fi) If the sects are taken
as coplanarand confined to-

two straights, their prod-
uct is the area of the par-
allelogram determined,

—

Radical product {geom.), the product of the sects from
the radical center of three circles to two points on one of
them.— Relative product of two relations, R S, the
relation whieli holds between x and z whenever there is
a term y to which x has the relation R and which has to
z the relations.— Residual products, those materials,
which, in the cultivation or manufacture of any given
commodity, remain over either as waste-prodnets, which
have no value, or as by-products, which have some value
of their own and thus insure a supplementary return U>
the industry that incidentally creates them.— Solubility
product, \i\ phys. chejii., a certain value of the product
of the concentration of one of the ions of a salt by the
concentration of the other ion, which detennines how
much of this salt can be held dissolved in a given solu-
tion. If, in a given solution, the product of the actual
concentrations of the two ions exceeds this limiting
value, solid salt will be precipitated ; if the product of
actual concentrations is less than this value, salt will he
dissolved. Calcium sulphate is somewhat soluble In
water, and the solubility product, which is the product
of the concentration of calcium ions by the concentration
of SO4 ions, has a sensible value. If to this solution we
add sulphuric acid, and so multiply the concentration of
SO4 ions by 10, the solubility product can be kept at its
proper value only by reducing the concentration of cal-
cium ions to one tenth the previous value, and calcium
sulphate is precipitated. Van Him, in U. S. Geol. Surv.,
Monographs, XI-VII. iii. 117.— Stereometric product-
of two sects taken as fixed in tridimensional pomt-space
is the volume of the tetrahedron they detennine.— Vec-
torial product. Same as outer -kproduct.

Productella (pro-duk-tel'a), n. [NL., < Pro^
ductus + dim. -ella.'] A genus of telotrema-
tous straigbt-hinged braehiopods found in the
Devonian formation. The shells resemble
those of the allied genus Productus in general
form, but differ in having'^the hinge characters
normally developed.

product-theorem (prod'ukt-the'''o-rem), n. In
the representation of complex numbers, the
theorem that the absolute value of a product
ah is the product of the absolute values of a
and &, while the amplitude of ab is the sum of
the amplitudes of a and b. \ab\ z=\a

\
\b\y

while am (ab) ~ am a + am b.

Productus (pro-duk'tus), n, [NL., < Jj. pro-
rfwc^H^, produced. See
producti A genus
of protrematous
straight-hinged bra-
ehiopods found in
Devonian, Carbonif-
erous, and Permian
formations, and es-
pecially abundant in
and characteristic of
the last two. The genus
is represented' by numer-
ous species, many of which
have world-wide distribu-
tion and all of which have
convexo-concave shells of
semicircular outline with
thick prominent overarch-
ing beaks and spinose
surfaces. The hinge-or-
gans, with the exception
of the strong cardinal pro-
cess, are absent or vesti-

gial.

proectoprocton (pro-
ek-tp-prok'ton), 7^

;

'p], proectojrroeta (-ta).

[Gr. TTpOj before, +
eKTog, outside, + -rrpoK-

rdf, anus.] Lankes-
ter^s hypothetical ancestor of the ectoproctous.
polyzoacs.

proedria (pro-ed'ri-a), n.; pi. procdrise (-e).

[NL., < Gr. Tzpoedpia^ the privilege of the front
seats.] In Gr. antiq.j the right to sit in front-

seats at the theater, the public games, etc.

:

granted by Greek cities as an honor to dis-

tinguished strangers.

"With 'strangers whom the city wished to honour with_
crowns or immunities or proedriae.

P. Gardner, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, IX 53.

proemial, a. 2. ln2)aleon., pertaining to th&
vanguard of a migrating fossil fauna which.

W. Productus sefniretic'AiatuSy.

Martin. Carboniferous Lime-
stoiie ; Vis*, Belgium. Two thirds-
natural size: B. Prodttctus horri-
dus. Sow. Permian ; Prussia and
England, two thirds natural size,
interior of dorsal valve; a, car-
dinal process: *, muscle-scars; f,

brachial impressions.
(From ZittePs " Palaeontology. ">
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gradually invades a new province, but is re- proganoid (pro-gan'oid), a. and n. [Gr. -n-prf,

placed after its first appearauce by the pre-
vious tenant.

proencephalus (pro-eu-sef'a-lus), «. ; pi. ^ro-
encepJwli (-li). [NL., < Gfr. i7p6, before +
ryKe<pa/.o<:, within the head. See encephalon.']

A monster having a defect in the frontal re-
gion through which the brain projects.

proenzym (pro-en'zim), H. \_pro- + enzym.']
The inactive form of a fenuent in which it

exists within the mother cell. Also profer-
ment and zxjmogen.

ProetidSB (pro-et'i-de), n. p}. [NL., < Proetus
+ -idle.] A family of medium-sized
parian trilobites characterized by an
compact carapace, tumid cephalon, oval or
ovate, tumid glabella with two basal lobes,
thorax with 8-22 segments, and pygidiiim
rounded and multisegmented. The family is

represented by the genera Proetus, Phillip'sia,

and Aretluisina, which range from the Upper
Silurian to the Permian system.

Proetus (pro-e'tus), II. [NL.] A genus of
opistboparian trilobites of the family Proeti
dse.

before, -I- E. ganoid.] 1. Noting a series or
division of the order Ganoidei, of the class
Pisces, proposed by Nicholson and Lvdekker
to include the suborders Cephalaspid'ea, Pla-
codermata, and Acanthodea. It is no longer
used. Some of these suborders have since
been elevated to the rank of orders and others
removed entirely from the class Pisces into
the class A;/iiatlia.— 2. Any individual be-
longing to the proganoid series or subdivision Progression, n.

projection
new environment in distinction from static progress or
adjustment toafamiliar environment. Fatten, Theory of
Social Forces, p. 16.- Genetic progress, progress due to
unconscious evolutionary processes unaided by man's in-

5*'oo°°or'^i'i'"^'°"^
"""''• ^•'- ''• ^'"^"^ Dynamic Sociol.,

1. is.— Static progress, adjustment to one given en-
vironment in distinction from dynamic progress or ad-
justment successively to different environments. Patten
Theory of Social Forces, p. 14.-

opistho- Proganosaur (pro-gan'o-sfi

m oval,
J'.°'''''

+ > «',«?• brightness (s

oval or lis^'ifd.] A member of the

of the order Ganoidei, as defined by Nicholson
and Lydekker.

n. [Gt. TTpd, be-
see ganoid), + aavpog,

the Proganosauria, one
of the suborders of the BJiynchocephalia, now
called the Proterosauria. The members of this
suborder are all extinct and comprise some of the most
ancient and most primitive reptiles known. The Pro-
teromuria Seeley (Progannsauria Baur) are characterized
by the possession of small abdominal ribs arranged in
several longitudinal series. The pubis and ischium are
imperfectly fused. The fifth metatarsal is not dissimilar
from the rest of the metatarsals. Marginal teeth are
present in single uniform series. They are found in the
Permian and Ti-ias.

It is characterized by semicircular head-shields D„n„„„^„^ ; / - - «/ . ..v , .-.-t
having tliicliened margin, rounded glabella usually with i^rOganOSauria (pro-gan-o-sa n-a), n. pi [NL
basal lobes, large crescentic, holochroal proximal eyes,
10 thoracic segments, semicircular marginate pygidium,
and aspinous, smooth, or striated surface. Numerous
small or medium-sized species range from the Lower
Silurian to tlie Carboniferous and are specially abundant
in the Silurian and Devonian formations.

profecy, ». An amended spelling of prophecy.

proferment (pro-fer'ment), n. [pro- + fer-
ment.] Same as *proen:ym.

professor, «. 5. The name of an artificial fly

used in angling.

profest, p. a. An amended spelling of pro-
fessed.

profesy, profet, profetic. Amended spell-
ings oipropiliesy, etc.

profile, ». 2. (/()

outline of a tree.

See *j)rogano,faiir.i A group of extinct "rep-
tiles, of small or moderate size and aquatic
habits, distantly related to the existing Hat-
teria. The skull is long, the teeth are slen-
der, the vertebrse are expanded above and
perforated for the notochord, and the pectoral
and pelvic girdles are plate-like. The known
genera are Mesoaaurits and Stereosternum,
from the Permian.
pro^aster (pro-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. Tpd,
before, -f-7aar/)p,bellv.] 1. The archenteron, i,„„„„ „ ,^ ,„ ,. ^.

or eastrocoele of an"emhrvo in the .mstriiln
froffesslve games, manifold, multiplication, varl-oi gasuocoeie oi an emoryo m tne gastrula atlon. See •jrainei etc.— Progressive tenses, tenses,

. - , Teleologlcal progress,
progress toward a given end, intelligently planned and
achieved through the artificial adaptation of means to
ends. L. P. Ward,, Dynamic Sociol., I. 28.

3. In math.: {h) A discrete
series which has a first element but no last.
B. A. W. Russell— 4. (h) The forward change
of mutes from one order (surd, sonant, or as-
pirate) to another, according to Grimm's law.—6. In Stumpf's j)s?/c7(o/., one of the four im-
manent relations of sensation, the other three
being number, similarity, and fusion. It is
most clearly illustrated in the facts of sen-
sation intensity. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., II. ii. cxxiii.— 7. In gamhling, any
method of advancing the amount of a lost bet
and reducing a bet won : a form of martingale,
sometimes called "progress and pinch."
Starting with 5 chips, if the first bet is lost 6
are wagered; if it is won, 4 only.— 8. A mode
of evolution of organisms by increase in size
or number of differential additions. It is
characteristic of the epacmie phylogeny of
most races and is succeeded by retrogression
in their aemio or paraemic history.—Law of
progression, inpsyctiophys., the principle, laid down by

Delboouf, that S = lc\og-~-, where S stands for intensity

of sensation. Re for the movement^process of external
stimulation, li, for the movement-iu-ocess of internal
stimulation, and * is a constant. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., II. ii, cxx.

stage.— 2. In entom., the anterior edge of the
abdomen: a termusedbvaearologists. Proc.
Zool. Sue. London, 1893, p. 2G6.

or tense forms of a verb, used to indicate progressive
action, or action that is going on at the time indicated,
present, past, or future.

In theat., a wing having the progeria (pro-je'ri-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. irpd, be- Proicene (pro'i-sen), n. [Gr. irpoi, adv., early,

Be& profile, V. t.,i. fore, + ;;;pnc, old' age.] A state in which + "'."'of. recent.] In ffeo?., a name proposed
several of the characteristic phvsical marks oy Sir W. Dawson (1889) for the UpperEocene
both of infantilism and of senility exist in the °I Vicksburg beds of the North American
same individual. Tertiary: not generally accepted.

proglottidization (pro-glofti-di-za'shon), n. proil (proil), m. In cribbage, a corruption of
[proglottis (tid-) +-iz-ation.'] The condition pair royal Also prial
of being composed of proglottides; the ar- proiogony (pro-i-og'o-ni), ». [Gr. ffpuwf, adj.,
rangement of proglottides in a cestoid. See early (< Trpu/, adv., early), 4- -5 owa, generation.
proglottis.

"" ' " ~

What is technically known as a "profile," or tree form
wing, was propiied against the row of gaa jets and left
there for twenty minutes, with no other consequence
than that the wixxl had been charred through, and broke
on being handled. 5ci. Anier., July 2, 1904, p. s.

Inboard profile, in */ii/;-6«i7rfini)', a plan which shows
tlie iiitenial ai-ningements of a vessel by a longitudinal
vertical section at the centerline.— Outboard profile,
in naral arch., a plan which shows the general airange-
ment of the exterior of a vessel in longitudinal profile.
See cut under -ktmttle-ghip. Tlie typical '

tenially. E. Ii

proglottidigatinn " is not expressed ex-
LaiiJcester, Treatise on Zoology, IV. 118.profiler (pro'fel-er), «. A profiling-machine

;

a machine for cutting a profile on an edge by prognathi (prog'na-thi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
passing a rotating cutter along the edge while prognuthus : see prognathous.] Prognathous
a former or guide compels the cutter to repro- individuals or types.
duce a predetermined outline on the work, prognathite (prog ' na- thit), «. [pro- +
Fleet. World and Eiigin., March 19, 1904, p. 58. gnathitc] In crustaceans, the sixth joint of

profilometer (pro-fi-lom'e-tdr), n. [profile + ^ gnathite.

Gr. /lirpor, measure.] A craniometrical Frognathodes (prog-nath'6-dez), h. [NL., <
device for determining profiles. It has sliding Gr. tt/w, before, + > lat^of , jaw, + ei6o(, form.]
rods which are adjustable to the contour of
the head, and thus enable a tracing of the
profile to be made.

profit, H.— Rents and profits. See *rent2.

profluvium (pro-flu'vi-um), n.
; profluvia (-ii).

A genus of chsetodontoid fishes known froru
the West Indies.

prognose (prog'noz), v. t. and i.
;
pret. and pp.

prognimd, jipr. prognosing. [A baek-forma-
. . .. .^ . . ,

^'ion ivom prognosis.] Sume as prognosticate.
[L., a flovring forth, < profluere, &ow fortfi.] Prognurus (prog- nil 'rus), «. [NL., < Gr.A morbid discharge or flux. np6-,v„, daughter of Pandion, transformed into

profylactic, «. and n. An amended spelling a swallow, + oi/)d, tail.] A genus of deep-sea
of prophylactic. fishes, of the family Liparididie, found ofif the Project,

The proper form would be *proigony.] Ke-
production by larvte or immature animals,
whether parthenogetically or sexually. [Kare.]
Taschenberg . . . suggests the term Proiogony for all

cases of sexually mature larvje, so that the word Pn3do-
genesis can be used in its originarand proper meaning
[i.e., the parthenogenetic reproduction of larvaj or imma-
ture animals].
E. F. Phillips, in Proc. Amer.. Philos. Soc, Oct 16,

[1903, p. 292.

projaculate (pro-jak'u-lat), V. t. ;
pret. and

pp. projaculated, ppr. projacnlating. [L. pro,
before, -f jaculari, throw, dart.] To dart or
throw forward

;
project. [Rare.]

Perhaps no individual or mce passes through all these
stages in tlie phenomenology of love. . . . But lung be-
fctre this viaticum is open, the mind modulates over into
the field of transcendence and projacutates gods, heavens,
hells, and ideals, or, if more philosophical, hypostatizes
ideas of goodness, truth, and beauty.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 136.

progamete (pro-gam'et), «. [Gr. jrpfi, before. Pacific coast of the United States.

+ ;fi//*7r/f, ;<2,ue-i7, a spouse (see gamete).] A progoneate (pro-go'ne at), a. [Gr. Kp6, be
common name for the primary oocytes of the "

'

,

female and the primary spermatocytes of the
male animal.

The cells of the reproductive glands are the germ cells
('Migonia spermatogonia). They undergo division and
give rise to the proffametet, which in the case of the
female are s^imetimes called oocytes, in the case of the
male spennatocytes. Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 139,

progamic fprn-gam'ik), a. [Gr. 7rp6, before, +
;<!«'«, marriage, + -ic] Of or pertaining to a program,

curiously
;
pry.

To move
[Slang.]

about busily or

fore, + }ow/, generative organs, + -atc^.'}

Having the genital opening at the base of the
abdomen, as iu pauropod and diplopod Myri- __.;-„+
(ipoda. projeCTJ,

It seems most probable that the Symphyla, thouprh
pro'joneate, are more recent forms than the progoneate
myri<)po<l8, wliich have retained the primitive feature
of double sexual outlets.

A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.

5. Same

As we comes up, I observes the old Mandalena projecHi^
about the main door of the casa, stirrhi' up some lazy
peonies to their daily toil.

A. H. Lewis, M''olfville Days, xiii.

Ht. a. Projecting; sticking out.

Had he encounter'd me with such proud slight,
I would have put that pniject face t)f his
To a more test than did her duchessship.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, ii. 1.

P-

V. as prot/ram music, or
projectil, a. and n.

pri'jcctilc.

A simplified spelling of

PfltiilV'l'itL'ii''.!!^t^'„l*'l,!.LT^'!"/!i!^ ^'^nl^llbl^l'.LVLi^.^F^
^^'^^ «"e^^^*^ P.roJ.ectile, n.-Armor-plerclng projectile,

cells which antedates the phenomena of ma-
turation (see *maturation, 3) and fertilization

:

as, the progamic determination of sex; the
progamic cell-divisions in oogenesis and sper-
matogenesis.

Profjamic divisions and reducing divisions, though
sometimes coincident (as in Sletazoa), are not necessarily
associated, but may he widely divided in the life^iycle
where there is "antithetic alternation of generations."

Jour. Hoy. Micron. Soc., Oct, 19M, p. 508.

and characterizes such music.
In the realms of absolute music Goldmark is'often dull.

A *' proyraitnne " seems essential t*i him. In opera he is

most certainly at his best, and as an orchestral colourist
he ranks among the very highest.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 22.

program (pro'gram), r. t. ;
pret. and pp. pro-

grammed, ppr. programming, [program, n.]
To make a program of ; enter consecutively
in or as in a program.

progamous (prog a-mus), a. [Gr. Trpci, before, progress, n. 5. pi. In astrol, the positions
+, yauor, marnage, + -ous.] In embryol, the moon forms in her advance, by allowing
gnor to fertilization of the ovum. Buck, Med. one synodical lunation for one year of the
[andbook, VII. 146. native's life—Dynamic progress, adjustment to a

, a pro-
jectile adaji'ted, by its material and by si)eci!il methods of
hardening its point, to i)ierce modern armor-plate. A
great advance in power of penetration has been secured
by placing upon the jioint of the shell a soft metal cap
which protects it from being broken by the hardened
surface of the jilate.

projection, n. 5. (rf) The foot of the perpen-
dicular from a point to a straight line is the
projection of the point upon the line Axial
projection, projection from a ii-xed straight line, m (the
jirojection-axis). Thus is obtained a new figure composed
of jilanes all on the axis lo. ami called an axial eject of
the original.— Center of projection. ('<) See -kcenterl.
— Eccentric projection, in psychnl. -. (a) The localiza-

tion of a sensatinn, aroused by stimulation of a nerve-
tract, in the peripheral sense-organ : thus, a blow upon



projection

the * funny-bone ' ftrouses the sensation-complex of 'pins
and needles ' in the tlnger-tips ; pain may be referred to
the 'foot ' after amputation of the leg ; etc.

By '^eccentric projection" we understand the fact that.

a sensation produced by the stimulation of the nerve-
trunk instead of the nerre-ends is regularly attributed to
irritation of the peripheral ramifications of the nerve.

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 77.

<6) The localization of pressure sensation at the extremity
of a pencil, cane, etc., held In the hand, rather than in

the hand itself.

The eccentric projection of touches is only a special
case of their location, and follows the same general laws.

E, C. Sat\ford, E.\per. Psychol., p. 2.

Eqoidlst&nt projection, a way of mapping a sphere
in which the projection-vertex is half a chord of a quad-
rant of the sphere outside it EqulTalent projection,
an e<iual-surface projection ; a pntjection which repre-

sents the whole of the earth's surface on a scale that is

uniform throughout as regards areas and is therefore
specially appropriate in certjiin meteorological researches.

"The principal equal-surface projections are those of Lam-
bert and Mollweide.— Linear projection, the project-

ing from a fixed point II (the projection-vertex) a figure,

the onginal, composed of points, B, C, D, etc., by con-

structing the projecting straights M B, MC, M i). etc. Thus
is obtained a new figure composed of straights all through
M, and called an 'eject' of the original.— Meridional
projection, a projection of a sphere, the plane of projec-

tion being parallel to the meridian.

projectional (pro-jek'shon-al), a. [projection

+ -a/1.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or making use of,

projection.— 2. Pertaining to the act of throw-
ing forth or projecting; relating to a projec-

tion center or system. Philos. Trans. Boy.
Soe. (London), 1899, ser. B, p. 298.-proJec-
tlonal demonstration. See ^demonstration.

projection-axis (pro-jek'shon-ak'sis), n. In
geom., the fixed straight line in axial projec-
tion.

projection-cen'ter (pro-jek'shon-sen''''t^r), n.

A center, as a nerve-center, from which im-
pulses are thrown or projected outward. See
*center of projection. G. Elliot Smith, in
Trans. Linn. Soe., Zool., 1899, p. 378.

projection-eyepiece (pro-jek'shon-i"pes), n.

See *eycpiece.

projection-'Vertex (pro-jek'shon-vfer'''teks), n.

Same as center oj' projection. See projection,

5(a).
Projective co6idlnate of the point D, the cross-ratio

lABCD], where A, B, C are points costraight with D,
whose coordinates are =>, 0, 1.— Projective metrics.
See •7n(!(ric«i.— Projective transformation. See
•ktransformation.

projectively (pro-jek'tiv-li), adi\ In accord-
ance with the principles of projective geom-
etry; non-metrically.

projector, »• 5. In projective geom. : {a) A
projecting straight, (ft) A projecting plane,

(c) An eject— Chronopraphlc projector, an appa-
ratus which projects on a screen a series of photographs
in rapid succession,' giving the elfect of motion ; a cine-
matograph : a biograph.

projectoscope (pro-jek'to-skop), n. [L. pro-
jectus, pp. of projicere, project, + Gr. aKo-rreiv,

view.] An apparatus similar to the magic
lantern.

projicient (pro-jish'i-ent), a. [L. projiciens,

ppr. of projicere, project. See project.'] Pro-
jecting.

In presence of the arcs of the great projicient receptors
and the brain there can be few receptive points in the
body the activities of which are t^itally indifferent one to
another. Nature, Sept. 8, 1904, p. 465.

prolamin (pro-lam'in), n. [proline + am{ide)
+ -in'^.'\ See the extract.

Prolamins form a unique and sharply diiferentiated
group of proteins which occur in quantity in the seeds of

cereals, but not in those of any other plant yet examined.
These ai'e soluble in all'proportions in alcohol of 70-80 per
cent., and are not affected by boiling their alcoholic solu-

tions, even for a long time. 'They are practically insoluble
in water and saline solutions, but are soluble in dilute solu-

tions of acids and alkalies. Science, Oct. 2, 1908, p. 422.

Prolapsus anL Same as proctoceic— Prolapsus uteri,
falling ol the womb.

prolatiun (pro-la'tum), n.
;

pi. prolata (-ta).

[NL.] A prolate spheroid.

Prolecanites (pr6-le-ka-ni'tez), n. [NL., <

Gr. TTpd, before, + NL. Lecanites.l A genus
of fossil ammonoid eephalopods, type of the
family Prolecanitidse, with smooth or costate,

compressed, discoidal, and involute shells and
broadly hastate or rounded lobes and saddles
on the suture-lines. The species ranges from
Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous in

North America, Europe, and Asia.

prolecti'te (pro-lek'tit), n. [Gr. npoAeyeiv, fore-

tell, + -jte2.] A mineral which occurs very
sparingly at Nordmark, Sweden. It belongs
to the huraite group and from its crystal-
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lization is inferred to be a member whose
existence had been predicted, having the
composition Mg[Mg(F,0H)]Si04. See *hu-
mite.

proliferation, n. 3. Increase in size by re-

production of the primary elements.

There is, however, another phenomenon associated
with extensive invasion of the kidneys. These organs
show over the entire surface a large number of minute
grayish spots, already referred to. These miimte spots
represent foci of necrobiotic changes in the cortex, fol-

lowed by marked cell proliferation in the same areas.
The less advanced foci are largely made up of the tubular
epithelium of the area which has become, as it were,
fused into a mass on account of the obliteration of the
lumina of the tubules.

Jour. Exper. lied., March 17, 190-2, p. 313.

Band of proliferation, in sea-anemones, a band of cells

from whicllthe septa are developed. Van Beneden, 1897.

proliflcation, ». 3. Reproduction by division.

A'. E. I).

proline (pro'lin), n. Pyrrolidine carboxylic
acid, C4H3N.C()2H, a compound formed by
the hydrolysis of the glycylanhydrid obtained
by the tryptic digestion of gelatin. The active
o-proline melts at 205° C. Nature, Oct. 24,

1907, p. 653.

prolixious, a. 2t. Elastic ; easily stretched

;

apt to yield.

Bil. Xay, the Leather is affable and apt to bee drawn
to any generous disposition.

Kin. Pray (faire Lady) does it not come on too stifle ?

Tor. No sir very gently.
Bil. Stiffe, as prolixious as you please.

Dekker, Match mee in London, ii.

proloculum (pro-lok'u-lum), n.
;

pi. prolocula
(-1S). [NL., < L. pro, before, for, + loculum
for loculus. See loculiis.~\ In foraminifers,
the initial chamber of the cell.

A dissertation by Mr. .7. A. Cushman on the develop-
mental history of the shelled foraminifera of the group
Lagenidse. For the initial chamber of these lagenoids
the author proposes the name ^proloculum," on the
analogy of " protoconch " in the case of the gastropod
shell. Nature, Sept. 21, 1906, p. 518.

prolocution (pro-lo-ku'shon), n. [LL. prolo-

cutio(ii-), < L. proloqui, speak out, forth,

speak before. See prolocutor.'] A preamble
;

a preliminary remark.
" Sir," said T, " if I tell you my story, I must commit a

friend's life to your discretion. Pass me your word it

shall be sacred." . . . He passed me his word very seri-

ously. " But," said he, "these are rather alarming pro-
locutions; and if there are in your story any little jostles

to the law, I would beg you to bear in mind that I am a
lawyer, and pass lightly.

"

R. L. Stevenson, Kidnapped, xxvii.

prolog, n. and v. A simplified spelling of
prologue. See prologue.

prologist (pro'log-ist), n. [Gr. npiXoyoc;, pro-
logue, + -ist.'] The writer of a prologue

;

also, one who speaks a prologue.

prolong (pro-long'), n. [prolong, v.'] A pro-
longation : used specifically of an extension or
elongated mouthpiece or chamber on retorts

for the manufacture of zinc products or for

the handling of other oxids which are volatile

at high temperatures.

This product which is mainly formed in the first period
of distillation is a by-product with the European smelters,
who use sheet-iron "^roZon.(7« " on the condensers to col-

lect it Electrochem. and Metal. Industry, .Ian., 1905, p. 9.

prom (prom), n. A colloquial shortening of

promenade.

prom. An abbreviation of promontory.
promenade-deck (prom-e-nad'dek), n. See
''deck, 2.

prometallide (pro-met'al-id), n. [Gr. irpd,

before, + NL. metalhim',' Taeta\, + -jrfei.] A
name devised by Laurent, in connection with
his nucleus theory, signifying a compound of

a nucleus with an atom of hydrogen, as in the
case of what is now called the radical ethyl,

acting like an electropositive metal in the
formation of salts.

Promicrops (prom'i-krops), n. [NL., so called
in allusion ,to the shortness of the anterior
part of the cranium ; < Gr. np6, before, -t-

fwipSg, small, + <ji/', face.] A genus of serra-

noid fishes found on both coasts of tropical

America north to Florida and the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. See jetefish (a), with cut.

prominence, »!.— Eruptive prominences, solar

prominences due to eruptions actually in progress below
the chromosphere. They occur especially near active

sun-spots, are characterized by rapid and violent changes
of brightness and form, and usually show in their spec-

tra the bright lines of, invading metallic vapoi-s in addi-
tion to those of hydrogen and helium ; hence also called
metallic prominences.— Metallic prominences. Same
as eruptive irprominences.

Pronotogrammus

prominent, «— Two-lined prominent, an American
notodontid moth, Ueterocantpa bilitwata, wiiich occurs

in the eastern
United States. Its

green or red yel-

low-striped larva

feeds on the
leaves of the elm,
the oak, and the
basswood. —
Unicom prom-
inent. Same as
unicorn-moth.

promis, n. and
V. A simpli-

fied spelling

oi promise.
[NL., irreg. (for

o-Iined Prominent {Hetero^ampa
bilinrata^.

Natural size.

promittor (pro-mit'or), n. _ ,

promissor') < L. promittere, promise.] In astrol.,

the planet which promises to produce a par-
ticular event upon forming a conjunction, or
aspect, with the sun, moon, mid-heaven, or as-

cendant.
promnesia (prom-ne'zia), n. [NL., < Gr. Trp6,

before, -t- /ji/ivi/aKciv, remember.] The illusory

consciousness that an event, now happening
for the first time, has been experienced be-
fore

; paramnesia.
promonsene (pro-mon'en), n. [Gr. Trp6, for-

ward, + fiSmc, only, + {Tpi)aiva, trident.] A
sponge-spicule having the form of a bent rod,
supposed to be of tetraxial type with two
arms atrophied.

promote, v. i. 2. In eccles. law, to appeal to

an ecclesiastical court, acting therein as in-

formant and receiving compensation or fines

exacted from the defendant. Such an in-

formant is called a promoter and the court is

said to be promoted. Sir B. Phillimore, Ec-
clesiastical Judgments.
promotion, ».— Lineal promotion, promotion of an
ofiicer by seniority in his branch of the service, aa dis-

tinguished from regimental promotion.

Promyliobates (pro-mil-i-ob'a-tez), n. [NL.,
< L. pro, for, + NL. Myliobates, a genus of

fishes.] A genus of selachian fishes from the
Upper Eocene of Monte Bolea, belonging to
the family Mtjliobntidse, the eagle-rays. They
differ from the recent genus Myliobates in " ap-
parently showing [the] pectoral fin less com-
pletely interrupted at [the] side of [the] head."
Zittel (trans.), Text-book of Palaeon., II. 44.

In other respects it resembles Myliobates.

pronatoflexor (pro-na-to-flek'sor), a. Both
pronator and flexor; including the pronator
and the flexor muscles. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, III. 736.

pronephric (pro-nef'rik), a. [pronephr(on) +
-ic] Of or relating to the pronephros or head-
kidney.
The epiblastic origin of the pronephric duct is treated

as an established fact, and the vertebrate kidney tubule
compared to the nepliridium of the annelids.

Nature, Oct. 1«, 1902, p. 604.

pronephridian (pr6-nef-rid'i-an), a. Same as
*proncphric.

pronepnridiostome (pro-nef-rid'i-o-stom), n.

A flame-cell.

pronephridium (pr6-nef-rid'i-um), n.; pi. pro-
nephridia (-a). [NL., < Gr. irpo, before, +
vc(jipiSioti, dim. of ve<pp6c, kidney.] In annelids,
one of the embryonic structures from which
nephridia are developed. They consist of
small cellular aggregations attached to the
septa, one pair in each segment, except in
front.

pronic (pro'nik), a. [1 prone + -ic] Con-
sisting of a base or root or first power plus a
higher power.— Pronic number, a number of the
form X + xn, where n = 2 or 3 or any greater integer, and
a; is called the pronic root or basal number.— PrOnic
root. See -kpronic number and -kroofi.

pronograde (pro'no-grad), a. [L. promis,
bent, leaning forward, + gradi, walk.] Car-
rying the body in a horizontal position, as
do the majority of quadrupeds : opposed to

*ortliograde.
When discussing the extent to which the posterior

vertebral segments of the botly have been suppressed
and transmuted during the evolution of man and the
higher apes. Dr. A. Keith (Journal of Anatomy and
Physiology, vol. xxx. p. 18) calls attention to the fact
that naturalists are wrong in describing the larger apes
as quadrupedal. They are so only when on the ground,
which is not their proper habitat. When at home
among the trees they carry the body upright^ and may
thus be called orthograde, in contradistinction to the
lower Primates, which are pronoqrade.

Nature, Oct 30, 1902, p. 661.

Pronotogrammus (pro -no -to -gram 'us), n.

[NL., < ("jr. ~p6, before, -I- 7'urof , back, + ypap/i^,

line.] A genus of serranoid fishes found on the
Pacific coast of tropical America.



pronucleus

pronucleus, » ~ stationary pronuclens, the micro-
nucleus wiiicn, in a conjugating infusorium, remains in

the mother organism and unites with the active pro-

Mi Stationary Pronucleus,

Conjugation of Pttranttxciunt eau/iatum. {A-C, after R, Hert-

wiif ; D-K, after Maupas.) (The macronudei dotted in all the
figures.)

A, niicronuclei preparing for their Ar^t dirision ; S, second divi-

sion ; C third dirision ; three polar bodies or "corpusculesde rebut,"
and one dividing germ-nucleus in each animal; D, exchange of

the germ-nuclei {a, stationary pronucleus) ; E, the same enUryed :

F, fusion of germ-nuclei; G, the same enlarged://, clcaTage-
nuclcus (c) preparing for the first division : /, the cleavage-nucleus
has divided twice ; J, after thre? divisions of the cleavage-nucleus :

macronucleus breaking up; A', four of the nuclei enlarging to

form new macronudei: the first fission soon takes place.

(From Wilson's "The Cell-")

nucletis or micronuclens coming from the other conjo^t-
ing individual.

pronymph (pro'nimf), n. [Gr. n-pti, before, +
vi/i<pri, nymph (of insects).] A stage in the
development of certain dipterous insects

which immediately precedes the formation of

the true nymph or pupa. In this pronymphal
stage the insect consists simply of an en-

velop containing a formless creamy mass
containing the results of histolysis and the
centers for the regeneration of new organs.
Ctimbridr/e Xat. Hist., VI. 453.

pronymphal (pro-nim'fal), a. [pronymph
+ -«('.] Of or pertaining to a pronymph.

prooestrous (pro - es ' trus), a. [.pro- +
(estrous.'] Relating to the prooestrum or the
period before the coming in neat of mammals.
Ovulation can occnr spontaneotlsly at any rEstrous (or

pro-a;»tro\ui) period with Scottish i»lack-faced sheep.
Jour. Iloy. Microg. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 484.

procestrum (pro-es'tmm), n. [NL., < pro,

before, + oe.itrum. See oestrum.] The time
just previous to the period of sexual desire,

or the coming in heat, of mammals.
The prncFittrtim is marked by a mucous or aangulneo-

mncotla flow. It is very rapitily succeeded by a^trut
(the period of desire).

Jour. Roy. Mierot. Soc., Aug., 1903, p. 484.

proof, M. 7. In alcoholic liquora, beside the
prriof-spirit of the Ilritish excise authorities there is

a proof-spirit reci^gnized by the United States internal

revenue oflicers which is defined as " that alcoholic

li'iuor which contains one-half ita volume of alcohol of a
apeciflc gravity of .7»:i» at tiO* Fahrenheit" A. H. Allen
(Com. Org. Anal., 2d eti., I. 57) remarks upon this:

"the speclflc gravity of such spirit is stated to be .933.S3

at 60* F., wat«r at ita maximum density being taken as
unity. (This will corres[>ond to a density of about .9341,

if water at tiO" F. he tjilien as unity, and to a content of
42.7 per cent, by weight of absolute alcohol.) Absolute
alcoh'il wouM contain 200 per cent, of proof-spirit accord-
ing to tile ('nit«d States exclae, instead of 17&i per cent.

as In the English Byatem."

13. An assay of a bullion of known com-
position placed in the muffle with the other
assays in order to determine the diiTerenee

in weight due to the loss of silver by vol-

atilization and absorption by the cupel.— 14.
In photor/., a trial print from a negative.
— Author'a proof, a clean proof, without typo-
graphical errors, supposed and int«nded Ui be a true
reprtjductlon of the author's manuscript or 'copy,' and
therefore ready to be sent to him ; also, the same proof
after revisfnn. with added markings by the author.—
Cosmologlcal proof. See *c<)jmio(o7iOTi.— Lettered
proof, 11 Mulshed proof of an engraving which contains
the title of the engraving and the names of ita designer.
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printer, etc.— Pounded or beaten proof, proof from a
form which is too large for the small proof-press, proved
by beatmg it on the form. See the extract.

Letterpress forma, too large for the small proof-press,
have to be proved by beating with the proof-planer after
this manner : A sheet of sized paper, dampened on a clean
stone by sponging it evenly on one side, is carefully laid
upon the previously inked form of type. Then the stone-
man takes the proof-planer in his left hand and lays it

di)wn squarely but quickly upon the inked form. Begin-
ning at the nearest comer, with the end of the handle
(not with mallet head) he strikes a quick blow usu-
ally in the center of the planer. From that page he
moves the planer to otlier pages, renewing the striking
until he sees the print of the types faintly indenting the
moist sheet. De yin7ie, Mod. Book Composition, p. 320.

Teleological proof, that proof of theism which is

based upon the principle of flniJ causation. Caldecott
mentions three varieties of this pnxif : the first is from
the teleological nature of biological organisms ; the second
is drawn from the adaptations of independent organisms
and circumstances to one another ; the third is drawn from
the teleological unity of the whole universe, as showing
one order throughout. • The last argument may be put as
an analogy or as a direct inference.

proof-bar (prof bar), n. A steel bar which is

placed in an oven or furnace in which steel is

undergoing the process of cementation, and
which is withdrawn from time to time by the
attendant so that he may judge of the progress
of the operation. Lockioood,Diet. Mech. Engin.
Terms.
proof-charge (prof'ch&rj), ii. A charge of
gunpowder used in the proof of a gun of any
caliber. Proof consists in firing a specified
number of charges which shall produce the
maximum pressure which the gun is intended
to withstand in service.

proofing (prof'ing), «. In hat-making, a pro-
cess for stiffening felt hats by immersing them
in a bath composed largely of shellac, with
other ingredients.

proof-load (prof'lod), n. In mech., the load
which strains a girder or {>eam to its elastic

limit.

proof-strain (prof'stran), n. In mech., the
strain corresponding to the elastic limit of
the substance strained.

proof-stress (prof'stres), n. In viech., the
stress wliieh strains a beam or girder to the
elastic limit.

proof-vinegar (prof'vin'e-gar), n. As under-
stood in England, vinegar containing 6 per
cent, of acetic acid.

proStic, «. 2. Specifically, in ichth., a lateral

bone in the cranium, articulating below with
the parasphenoid, behind with the exoccipital
and opisthotic, above with the pterotic and
sphenotic, and anteriorly with the alisphenoid.
It Is usually perforated by the trigeminal nerve. From
ita Inner surface a wing is often developed, which, meet-
ing that from the opixisite prootic in a meiliau suture,
fi inns the tube for the rectus muscles of the eye.

proSticuin (pro-ot'i-kum), «, ;
pi. prootica

(-kji). TNIj-] In ichth., same as *prootic, 2.

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 51i:

propepsin

propargylic (pro-piir-jil'ik), a. Same as
vropiolic.

Proparia (pro-pa-ri'a), n. pi. [^TL., < Gr. 7rp6,

in front, -I- napeia, the cheek.] In Beecher's
classification, an order of trilobites distin-
guished by the fact that the free cheeks of
the cephalon do not carry the genal angles.
It comprises the families Encrinnridee, Caly-
menidse, Cheiruridse, and Phacopidse.
proparian (pro-pa'ri-an), a. and «. I. a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the
Proparia.

II. n. A trilobite of the order Proparia.
propatagium, n. 2. In zoiil., that part of the
wing membrane of a bat which lies in advance
of the arm ; the prcebrachium.
propathia (pro-path'i-ii,), n. [Gr. irpti, before,
+ vrdfof, disease.] Same as prodrome, 2.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 573.

prop-cell (prop'sel), n. One of a number of
cells arranged in five or six rows external to
the outer hair-cells and cells of Deiter in the
organ of Corti.

propeller, n. 4. In elect., in the tangential
system of traction, the moving part of the sys-
tem, corresponding to the rotor of an alterna-
tor, which is drawn along by the inductive
action of the stator-coils between the track
and thus affords motive power for the attached
cars— Feathering propeller, a form of screw-pro-
peller for vessels in which the blades are not ^rigidly

Feathering Propeller, with the blades thn
keel for sailing.

vn parallel with the

prop 4. An unexpected stop, as of a
horse. E. E. Morris. [Australia.]

The touchy mare gave so sudden a prop, accom-
panied by a desperate plunge, that he was thrown almost
at the feet of the " Injun."

Rnl/ BoldreuHtod, Old Melbourne Memories, xvl.

propaganda, ». 3. Systematic effort to prop-
agate or win support for a theory or method
of action.

Brand Is the author of this new method, for which the
writer has earnestly, and he is glad to note successfully,

made propat/andn.
Therapeutic Oazette, Feb. \h, 1903, p. 85.

propagandistic (prop'a-gan-dis'tik), a.

[propagandist + -ic] Of the nature of or
characterized by propagandism; devoted or
pledged to a propaganda.
The \" League of the .Tust"] now called itself "League

of theConmiunist-s," andgaveup Its leanings towards con-
spiracy and became an educational and propatjanditttic

body. Eneijc. Brit., XXX. 664.

propagational (prop-a-ga'shon-al), a. [prop-
agation + -aJl.] Relating to or of the nature
of propagation

;
propagative.

propalanin (pro-pal'a-nin), n. [L. prqpe, near
(f), + E. alanin.] A little used name for

alanin.

propane (pro'pan), n. [prop{ionic) + -ane.]

A gaseous hydrocarbon, C.'jHg, of the paraffin

series, found in crude petroleum: made by re-

ducing isopropyl iodide with zinc and hydro-
chloric acid, or by the action of hydriodic acid

on acetone, glycerol, etc. It is liquid below
— 17°C.
propargyl (pro-piir'jil), n. The radical,

IKT-C.CH.,— , of allylene. Also called nroptHy?.
— Propargyl aJcohol, an alcohi^l, 03113(011), derived
from allylene. It is a liijuld with a pleasant odor and
boils at 114-U5* C. Also called propinyl alcohol.

fastened to the hub of the wheel but are capable of
being adjusted mechanically so as to have a varying
angle of inclination to the plane through the axis of tlie

shaft : used in vessels in which the mechanical propul-
sion is auxiliary to sails, that the blades may be turned
into the plane of the shaft when sailing so as not to act as
a drag when the shaft is nottunilng. When the blades
are to drive they are given the desired pitch or angle with
the shaft axis by levers and atljusting screws.— Quide-
blade propeller, a type of screw-propeller, having
broad blades and comparatively small diameter, placed in
the axis of a fixed hollow cylinder at the stem of a shal-
low-draft vessel. Fixed in the Interior of the cylinder
abaft the propeller are a number of radial blades so ar-
ranged as to guide the streams of water thrown aft by the
propeller and increase Its propulsive efflciency. Also
called a scrfii-furdi'/if. —Hydraulic propeller, the
combination used in jet-propulsion of vessels. In which a
jet of water from a pump sent forcibly outward at the
stem is intended to pnipel the vessel by reaction in tlie

direction opposite to the motion of the jet.

The water-jetor hydraulic propeller cannot be regarded
as a serious competitor with the 'screw or paddle-wheel,
but it has attracted so much attention and been so
strongly recommended that it cannot be left unnoticed.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 574.

Left-handed propeller, a screw-propeller which re-

volves from the starboard tnoward the port side of the ship
during the npjier part of Its revolution while the engines
are working ahead.

propeller-boom (pro-pel'^-r-bem), n. A small
boom which can be rigged out on each side
over the twin screws of a large steamer when
in port to prevent small craft, coming alotg-
sido, from striking the propeller-blades.

propeller-bracket (pro - pel ' iv - brak ' et), n.

Same as *,<ihoft-lirackei.

propeller-frame (pro-pel'fer-fram), n. See
*stern-fratne.

propeller-port (pro-pel'fr-p6rt), n. Naut., an
aperture in the after end of the quarter-deck,
immediately over the propeller, covered with
a small hatch, and found on vessels fitted with
a hoisting propeller, the latter being lifted and
lowered by means of a tackle after being dis-

connected from the shaft.

propene (pro'pen), n. \_prop{yi)ene.'] Same
as propylene.

propenylic (prop-e-nil'ik), a. [propenyl +
-ic] Of or pertaining to propenyl.

propepsin (pro-pep'sin), n. [pro(emym) +
pepsin.] The proenzym of pepsin. Same as
*2>epsinogcn.



proper

proper, a. 12. In geom., not figurative; not
at infinity: as, proper points.

properitoneal (pro-peri-to-ne'al), a. [Gr.
TTpo, before, + Trfpiroia^oi', peritoueum,+ -fl/l.]

Situated in front of the peritoneum. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 4.

property, «. 4. specifically, in old Eng. law, chat-

tels as distinguished from 'estate' (lands). — Dotal
property, in the civil law of Louisiana, the property
broujiht upon marriage by a wife to her husband t*) as-

sist in the expenses^of the marriage establishment-
Metric property. See -kmetrWi-.

prophase (pro'faz), )i. lyajj. propliasis, < Gr.
rpo, before, + odai^, phase.] In ci/toh, a pre-

paratory stage in mitotic cell-division. The

Prophases of Mitosis,

^, resting-cell with reticular nucleus and true nucleolus ! at c

the attraction-sphere containing two centrosomes ; i?, early pro-

phase, the chromatin forming a continuous spireme, nucleolus still

present, above the amphiaster a : C, D, two different types of later

prophases: C, disappearance of the primary spindle, divergence
of the centrosomes to opposite poles of the nucleus (examples,
some plant-cells, cleavage-stages of many eggs) : D, persistence
of the priuiary spindle {tofonn in some cases the "central spin-

dle"), fading of the nuclear membrane, ingrowth of the astral

rays, segmentation of the spireme-thread to form the chromosomes
(examples, epidermal cells of salamander, formation of the polar

bodies): E^ later prophase of type C, fading of the nuclear mem-
brane at the poles, formation of a new spindle inside the nucleus,
precocious splitting of the chromosomes (the latter not character-

istic of this type alone) : F. the mitotic figure established, ep
the equatorial plate of chromosomes.

(From Wilson's " The Cell.")

prophase is characterized by a more intense
staining of the chromatin, the resolution of

the reticulum into a skein or spireme, thebreak-
ing up of the latter into chromosomes, the ap-

pearance of the achromatic spindle, and the
disappearance of the nuclear wall. The pro-
phase is succeeded by the metaphase.
The first division in Salamandra is characterized by a

long period of growth of the cell and nucleus during the
prophase, the appearance of the reduced number of

chromosomes and their double longitudinal splitting

;

the first longitudinal fission taking place during the pro-
phase and the second during the metaphase or anaphase-

But. Gazette, j\pril, 1903, p. 250,

prophasis, «. 2. Same as ^prophase.

prophatnic (pro-fat'nik), a. [Gr. 7:p6, before,
+ (pdrviov, socket of a tooth.] Characterized
by alveolar prognathism. Sergi.

prophet, ».— Evangelical Prophet, an epithet of

Isaiah, whose writings are supi)osed by many U) be pro-

phetic descriptions of the life and teacltings of Christ.

prophetin (prof'e-tiu), n. [Prophet{arum) (see

def.) +-i>fi.'\ Aresinous glueoside, C23H3e07,
found in Cuctimis Prophetarum.
prophylactic. I. a.— Prophylactic rules, in em'-

dence, those rules and customs of courts which tend to

insure the truth of testimony. They are the oath, the
penalty for perjury, the custom of publicity, and the pos-

sible detention of witnesses, Wi'jmore, Evidence, § 1813.

H. n Haffklne's prophylactic, a preparation

made by heating a culture of plague l)acilli, used as a
preventive of this disease ; also, a similar preparation

used as a preventive of cholera.

prophyll (pro'fil), n. Same a,s prophyllum.

First of all the 'prophylls ' occiu- right and left on the

lateral bud.
K. E. GoehelS.tra.na.), Organography of Plants, I. 95.

prophyllum, n. 2. Same as iracteole.

The leaf-like structures upon the pedicels being spoken
of as bracteoles or prophylla.

J. Pereival, Agr. Bot., p. 89.

propine^ (pro'pin), n. [propionic) + -j«e2.]

Same as *allylene.

propinyl (pro'pi-nil), n. [prop(ionic) + -in- +
-yl.] Same as *propargyl.

propionamide (pr6"pi-on-am'id), ». [propi-

(one) -t- amide.'] The white crystalline amide
of propionic acid, C2H6.CONH3. made by dis-
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tilling ammonium propionate. It melts at
79° C.

propione (pro'pi-6n), n. Ipropi(onic) + -one.']

A liquid, (C2H5)2CO, or diethylketone, made
by distilling barium propionate; also in other
ways. It boils at 102.7° C.

proplasma (pro-plaz'ma), n.
;
pi. piroplasmata

(-ma-tii). [Gr. -rrpd-n-^iaa/ja, a model.] In Gr.

antiq., a model ; in Greek sculpture, a cast or

model from which a statue was worked out by
points.

There is no doubt that in Koman times, and possibly
occasionally earlier, puntelli from a finished model or
*'proplasnm " were used just as they are in modern times,

E. A. Gardner, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XI, 138.

propleurum (pro-plb'rum), n. [NL.] Same
as jiropleuron.

propodeon (pro-po'df-on), «. Same as pro-
podciim. Cambridge Xat. Sist., V. 491.

propodial, w. 2. A general name for a bone
lying between the humerus and carpals, and
femur and tarsals : thus, the radius and ulna
and tibia and fibula are propodials. Corre-
lated with mesopodial and metapodial.

Marsh has also referred to the genus Diplosaiu-us a
fragment of a propodial bone.

Amer. Jour. Geol., XIV, I, 8,

Propontic (pro-pon'tik), a. [Proptontiis) + -ic.']

Of or relating to the Propontis, or Sea of Mar-
mora.

Proporidae (pro-p6'ri-de), n. pi. [NL. Pro-
porun, the type genus, + -idas.] A family of

turbellarians, of the order Accela, having one
generative opening and no accessory female
generative apparatus. It includes the genera
Proporns, Monoportis, and Ilaplodiscus.

proportion, ».—Law of constant proportion. See
•klawi.— Ordinate proportion, a proportion whose
terms are in regular order.—Terms Of a proportion,
its two antecedents and two consetiuents,

proportional, » Third proportional, the third of

any three quantities in continuetl proportion,

ProporUS (pro-po'rus), n. [NL.] The typical

genus of the family Proporidse. O. Schmidt,

1848.

proposal, n. 4. In solo whist, a bid to take
eight tricks with the assistance of a partner.
— Proposal and acceptance, in solo whist, the proposal
by one player for a partner and the acceptance of the
offer by ffnother.

propose, V. I. trans. 6. In systematic hiol.,

to use (a new name) without complying with
the technical requirements of publication.

See ^publication, 5.

II. intrans. 4. In solo whist, to offer to

take eight tricks with the assistance of a
partner.

proposition, n. 7. Something to be done, ac-

complished, etc. ; especially, something diffi-

cult or puzzling. [Slang.]

He could call a coyote or a fox, or even so fitful an'

nervous a prop'sition as a antelope.
A. H. Lewis, Wolfville Nights, vii.

proposta (pr6-p6s'ta), n. [It., a proposition,

< L. proposita, fem'. of propositus, proposed.
See proposition.'] In music, the subject of a
fugue or canon : opposed to risposta.

Proprietary articles. See *article.

proprietas" (pro-pri'e-tas), n. [ML.: see pro-
priety.] In medieval music, the state or use of

a ligature with a short instead of a long note

at the beginning.

Propristis (pro-pris'tis), n. [NL., < L. pro,

for, -t- NL. Pri'stis, a genus of fishes.] A genus
of selachian fishes of the family Pristidee or

the saw-fishes, differing from the genus Pristis

(which see) in not having the rostral teeth

implantecl in cartilage : from the Upper Eocene
of Egypt.

props''^, n. 2. jil. The stage-wardrobe of an
actor.

PropteruS (prop'te-ms), n. [NL., < Gr. rrpS,

in front of, + Trrcpov, a wing (fin).] A genus of

ganoid fishes of the family Macrosemiidie,

characterized by an elongated deep body,
rhomboidal or almost six-sided scales deeper
than long, a long dorsal fin subdivided into a
high anterior and lower posterior portion,

massive pectoral and pelvic fins, and a short

pointed snout. The vertebroe are ring-like.

From the Upper Juras.sic.

proptoma (prop-to'ma), n.; pi. proptomata
(-ma-til). [Gr. 7rp6Trr((Mi(;), a falling forward,
+ -oma.] The tumor formed by a prolapsed
organ,

propugnator (pro-pug-na'tor), n. [L., < jjro-

prosarium

pugnare, fight for, defend. See propugn.] A
defender; one who contends for or advocates.
Great changes had occurred in the interval of thirteen

years- No longer was Chalmers the prftpuynator of es-
tablishments on either side of the Tweed.

S. H. Cox, Interviews, Chalmers, p. 73.-

Propulsive coefficient. See ^coefficient.

propulsor (pro-pul'sor), n. [Seepropulse, v. t.J

The trade-name of a form of explosion-engine-
for boats.

propyl (pro'pil), n. [prop{ionic) + -yl.] The
hypothetical radical, C3H7, of propane.— pro-
pyl alcohol,an alcohol, C3H7 (OH), derived from propane.
hormal or primary propyl a^coW, CH3,CH2-CH^(0HX
is found in fusel-oil and is also made synthetically.
It is a liquid which boils at 97,4° C, and yields propionic
acid when oxidized. Secondary or isopropyl alcohol, \

CH3.CH(OH).CH3, is a liquid which boils at 82. 8° C. and
yields acetone when oxidized. It is made by reducuig
aqueous acetone with sodium ; also in other ways. See
irisopropifl.

propylamine' (pro-pi-lam'in), «. [propyl +
amine.'] A ptomaine, C3H7.NH2, isomerie
with trimethylamine.
propyl-glucosamin {pr6'''pil-glo-ko-8am'in), n.

A ptomaine, CgHi303N2.
propylic (pro-pil ik), a. [propyl + -ic] Con-
taining the radical propyl: as, proj)yUc a\(ioho\.

propylltization(prop"i-lit-i-za'shon),»j. [pro-
pylite + -ize + -ation.'] In geol., the process
which yields propylite, a more or less altered
andesite. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 772.

prorachidial (pro-ra-kid'i-al), a. [prorachig
(chid-) + -i-aU.] Eelating or pertaining to-

the prorachis.

The stem represents a greatly enlarged and elongated-
mother zooid. It is divided longitudinally by a partition
separating a so-called "ventral" or prorachidial canal
from a so-called " dorsal " or metarachidial canal,

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 457.

prorachis (pro-ra'kis), n.
;
pi, prorachides (-ki-

dez). [NL., < Gr. 7rp(5, before, + paxK, spine.]
In pennatulaceans, that face of- the rachis.

which is sterile and coincides with the asulcar
aspect of the terminal zooid : contrasted witt
*mctarachis and *pararachis.
Prorastomidae (pro-ra-stom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Prorastomus, generic name, -I- -idse, family-
ending.] A family of extinct Sirenia, known
from a few specimens from the Eocene ot
Europe and Miocene of America. These re-
mains indicate animals resembling the man-
atee, but with a more complete dentition,
there being if c-j-pm^mf. Cojte, 1889.

prorean (pro're-an), a. Noting a fissure in.

the brain of Ca'rnirora, considered by G. Elliot
Smith to have some relation to the coronal
fissure in the lemurs. Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.^

1903, p. 359.

prorennin (pro-ren'in), n. [pro(enzymy +
rcnnin.] The proenzym of rennin: same as-

*chymo.sinogen or *renninogen.

Proreptilia (pro-rep-til'i-a), n. pi. [NL., <
pro, before, --I- lieptilia.] Jn a general sense,
the Stegocephalia considered as a distinct class
apart from Amphibia; in a more restricted
sense, the genera Eryops and Cricotus, with
their allies, considerefi as forming a subclass:
practically the Temnospondyli of Zittel.

By grouping them and their nearest allies together as
Proreptilia it is intended to indicate that they are the
lowest known Reptiles and that they probably link thi»
class to the Amphibia,

H. GadoWy Amphibia and Reptiles, p. 285^

prorhinal (pro-ri'nal), a. [pro- + rhinal.'i

Lying in front of the nasal cavity.

proroca (pro-ro'ka), n. [Properly piroroco ;
Tupi,] The bore of the Amazon.
For comparison it may be interesting to note the fol-

lowing description of the Amazon's bore, or 2>roroca, by
La Condamine. Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1908, p. 109,

prorogation, n. 3. In astrol., the exercise of
the office of prorogator. J. M. Askmand, tr.

of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, iii. 13.

prorogator (pro-rog'a-tor), n. [See proroga-
tion.] In astrol., the hyleg; the giver of life.

By night the moon is to be elected as prorocjator.

J. M. Ashmand, tr, of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, iiL 13.

prorogatory (pro-rog'a-to-ri), a. In astral.,

relating to the office of prorogator.

prorostrum (pro-ros'trum), n.
;

pi. prorostra
(-trii). [NL., ili.pro, before, -I- rostrum, beak.]
In entotn., the anterior portion of the rostrum
of a rhvncophorous insect. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, May-Dec, 1902, p. 279.

prosaritun (pro-za'ri-um), n.
;
p\.prosaria (-a).

[NL,, in ML. prosarius (sc. liber, book),'<
prosa, prose.] A service-book containing'
proses or sequences. See j>rosur und prose, 3.-
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pros, atfy. An abbreviation of i)ro«eCMH«<7 prosogyre (pros ' o - jir), a. [Gr. Trpdou, for- prosthetic, a. 2. In s«r«., relating to or conumnwy ^vard, + ;ipof,aturn.] Same as *proso3.vrate. oenied in the supplying of an artififia" nlrtTnprosbul (pros-bol'), n. [Gr. ^pof Bov?^;, 'be- prosogyrous (pros-o-ji'rus), a. Same as place of the natm^l onl whi^h is wan 1^^fore the council.'] A rabbin.cal legal docu- *prosopyrate. The mechanical correction of palatal dTfltacf^sin^ment concerning loans, providing against the prosopial (pro-so'pi-al), a. Iprosopi(um) + '"iperfection of deglutition and speech, which comesd?*
biblical law of limitation by the sabbatical -ail.] Qf or pertaining to the bony beak, or '"'""y *'"'">*<* Province of the pmsMfrtc dentist.

year, shemitta. (Deut. xv. 1-4.) The terms prosopium, of parrots. Proc. Zool.' Soc Lon- tv *• / ,

Jincyc. Brit. xx.\u. ns.
of the prosbul provided that the loan about dnn, 1895, p. 369. prostnetlCS (pros-thet iks), n. In surg., the
to be made should not be considered void at prosopium (pro-so'pi-um) n • nl vrosonia

?""' °* P''osthesis or of the supplying of miss-
the entrance of the sabbatical year. (-a). [NL., < Gr. Trpoaun-eiol,' a infsk ] A '"gPf'? ^7 artificial ones.

Proscorpius (pr6-sk6r'pi-us), n. [NL., < Gr. term applied by Mivart to the united bones PF°,
, fT* . VP|°\ tbe-tist), n. [prosthesis

-p<i, before, + ampTrioc, scorpion.] A genus which form the bony beak of parrots f'J T ''^'-l '" surg., one who practises
of fossil scorpions found in Silurian rocks. Bv this term [prosopium] I intend to denot^ the whole f'"f^*^^^^" • °]'<^ who supplies artificial substi-

prosecretin (pro-se-ki-e'tin), n. [pro- + se- ossified mass in front of the cranio-facial articulation and
'^'"^^8 tor missing parts ot the body

; especially
crefin.] The inactive form of secretin; it is the articulations of the zygomata and palatines. one who manufactures artificial limbs. Buck,
converted into secretin by means of dilute

^''"'- ''"°'- *<' ^oiidon, 1S95, p. 365, note. Med. Handbook, V. 513.

acids. The prosecretin is formed in the mu- prosoplax (pros' o-plaks), n. [NL., < Gr. prosthion (pros'thi-on), w. ; pi. prosthia (-a).

cous membrane of the intestinal tract. .po™, forward, -I- -n-zaf, something flat.] In [^L-. < Gr. n-pdcrfJ(oi', neiit. of Trpoadtoc, fore-

It was then found that the active substance, which we J^'o'"* a"d some related mollusks, the anterior most < Tp<$a&K, before.] In cra«?o)«., the point
call secretin, was produced by the action of acid from a <"is "f the accessory valves developed on the Between the two upper middle incisors. Same
precursor in the mucous membrane, probably in the epi- dorsal side. Compare *mesoplax a,xidi *meta- ^s alveolarpoint (which, see, under alveolar).
thelial cells themselves. Once formed by the action <^f nlar nrnflfihinnin ^nvna thi r»Ti ' iL-\ ^ r «««n^i,A„
acid, it could t)e boiled, neutralised, or made alkaline, J'„5-„„„x„, , . , ,, . .^

prOSUllOmC (pros- thl - on ik), a. iprosthion
without undei-going destruction. The precursor of the Prosopometer (pros - o - pom ' e - t6r), »i. [Gr. ^ ""^-J in ""'"ow., relating to the prosthion.
substance {pro-gecretin) cannot be extracted by any ~pi>ou7rov, face, + /lerpov, measure.] In — "rosthlonlc Index. Same as alveolar index. See
means that we have tried from the mucous membrane. eraHiom., an instrument with which the area JJ^l'inllii- / ^i - yj.,-, .

Aature. May 19, itKM, p. 65. ^f the face may be measured. prostholytlC (pros-tho-lit'ik), a. [Gr. npdadev,

prosectorinin (pro-sek-ton-um), n.
;

pi. pro- Prosopon (pro-so'pon) n rNL < Cr
'"'''^ard, -I- /t-iJf, < /.veiv, loose, dissolve, -f-

*ector/a (-a). [NL.,<L. prowcare, cutoff. See npdcJr^oi', fife.-\ A eenns of small crabs' I-*^'^

NoUng the evolutionary stage or condi-
prosection.] The anatomical or dissection among tie earliest of the Brachyura, having !iv ^ '®, ">t«^breeding or symbasis, in
room, as in a laboratory of natural science. an elongate, pentagonal, deeply firrowed • "°"°f

evolutionary progress is made,
Mr RE,Beddard,F.RS., exhibited preserved and In- carapace with granulate surflci. Several *yi?,?iTiT*;'''' •, ?''°'Pn''*'/S"^'^"''' ^'

^^^ium"'''''^"^'''s^rf3lnel?^^Syux Bpecies from Jurlssic and Cretaceous forma- *^'«'2''f
- 4, a"d *A.,«,?y«,c. O.F.Cook,

teciormm. A oture, J une 11, 190J, p. 141. ..fl-g „_„ i,_ .„_ v^ujo The proKfAo^i/fic or progressive staae of evolution Is

prosecute, '-Prosecuting attorney. See *o«or- ^l""""* ''"""„ - . .„. ^,
found in large species of wide distribution containing

n<« Prosecuting witness. Sn- *.ri()ic«». prospect, « 1^. In organ-buildmg, the ex- "bundant individuals with free intercrossing of numerous
prosecutor, ».-crown prosecutor, the title of the t^^nal front or fa?ade of the instrument, in- ^'IlZf^YlZ'il),,}^''^'^

unlimited diversity or incon-

prosecut.,r of criminal actions in some of the British Col- eluding the case and the display-pipes. ^tt^7nfcmfZ\Z\^tl'T^lT'>'\"'l
""""t"™' ' "'•^ed-

r«rti7e'??^l^nra'^icC,St''^n^.i'"te5'';,?a'mis'^^^^ ^^^^^7^^"^. Z:'';r'^:':n'^^^^^^^^

Knor Jc,Xi"?hthepn,secutinro^^^^^^ 'A-
booking forward.- Prospectant evidence,

'^",:,';^;f »/?/" ^T'li-",^'*'*^^
"'"^ '•=•

Unce, so that if the prmecutor, being satisfied, will 8,j
testimony as t<) motive, character lml.it, cHp.icity from Productive fertility is hlgh^

certify to the court, a trivial punishment orsuspension of H.-"^"
the inference is that one did or did not Co a given Pop. Set. Mo., May, 1903, p. 20,

sentence mav follow. thing, as that if one usually carried a revolver, he had it prostoma (pros ' to - ma), n.; pi. nrostomata
"" ii'LL^A^L-f*f."Lr''':^7'''f""; I'L. _. . . (pros-to'ma ta). [Gr. "ipd. before. + ardua.

ism or of agroup of organisms considered col- __„„„„;„ 1 / ^ ,„-„-/ ,x rr
-o/l.] Of or pertaining'to the prostoma.

loX"'Jhfc™SS.'rwh"^hVe'^tir;ol''a^d™.tll --.- °f --« anomodont reptifes lying upon '^i",:
^^^V La^ke^Jr^Ti^'^XZ'

secretion of the orthoceratites was inaugurated and the the gugal and connected With the Squamosal, jggy « 0(35
' • '^ »

,^1,...,

formation of four gills, which It wbuljl be difficult u> with which it may be fused. Also termed n^n„lJu*'i^-^ „ -^ -._^
derive from the body form of the cephalop<Kls, was xiinrntemnornl prUBtrailon, "— Electric prostration, a condition
established. O. ./arte/, in Amer. Oeol., April, 1903, p. 201. ' U""^'"l"^'"-- marked by pigmentation of the skin, photophobia, and

T>_ .. -ui / - I, f ••\ T
In further contrast with the Synapsida, the squamosal pains 111 the face and throat, caused by prolonged expo-

ITOSO orancma (pros-9- Drang Kl-a), n. pi. is a relatively small element, frequently separate from sure to the light of a voltaic arc.

[NL., < Gr. -fioau, forward, + flpdyxia, gills.] the promuamoml, and never entering into articulation prOStUTgeon (pro-ster' jon), n. A term applied
In Cuvier's classification, a division of the wth the lower Jaw. 4,n«r. A'a(„ Feb., 1904, p. loe. to ganoid fishes of extinct type, presumably
gastropod ilollusca characterized by having prostalia (pro-sta'li-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. jrpii, ancestors of the sturgeons. [Rare.]
the lungs or gills placed in front of the heart, before, + y/ara-, stand, -t- L. -alls, K. -a^l.] In There are papers systematic on the fossil fishes of Cali-
Same as Strciitnufura of Spengel. the morphology of the sponge-skeleton, those fonila, on new sticklebacks, sturgeon Ashes, progturgemig,

prosobranchialism (pros-o-brang'ki-al-izm), spicules of the Eexactinelliilfe which project eon(xlonta. Science, Feb. 7, 1908, p. 201.

n. Hame as pro.mbranchism.
"

from the surface of the sponge-body. They Protagon, «. 2. Same as ?m</iin.

prOBOCline (pros'6-klin), a. [Gr. vp6au, for- comprise, according to position, prostalia ha- protalbic (pro-tal'bik), a. Iprotalb(umose) +
ward, + k/iVfii', incline.] Directed forward «"''"' which form the root tufts; prostalia ""'-J Noting an acid, a cleavage product of

Thepcteriorprimarylamellse remained simple through. "'"rginaUa. which form a circlet about the egg-albumin which results on heating with
out the whole life, and no case is known in which secon- osculum; and pro«ta?ia »?ei(ro/m, which pro- uilute caustic alKali.

dary teeth originated from them ; but whether originally ject from the lateral walls of the body protaloumose (pro-tal'bii-mos), n. Same as

?w".'i™^'""""'''
"""*'"" »'""'> '"""«""f'J' "«="ned prostas (pro'stas), ». [L. prosta.$, < Gr. ^po- *l>rotn-„lh„mo.^e.

Annal4andifaj.yal.nigt.,Jxay,l902,p.7*. ffTac, < Trpo/aTaoSa;, stand in front.] In a Greek I^Otalcyonacea (pro-taFsi-o-na'sea), n. pi.

nrosocffile fnros'o-sen » TGr 7ro<i<Tu forward dwelling-house, a vestibule leading to the [NL., < Gr. jrpuroc, first, -f- IS L. J/cconocea.]

^+^.K HlolT^L >orera^ ;Iv7v of somen's apartments: apparentlv, Sny open A group of alcyonarians in which the zooids

the braTn- the Tore ventriele"the etwtv or
'"'^t'^' ''^ ^'^'^een two piers or antse. a'e solitary and do not form colonies by gem-

ventricTe^o'flh^serndYry'^oJtbrain.'r^pU- P'OState. ». 2 In plaUelminths and earth- ™atjon. It includes the single family Ha,-

encephalon. Buck, Mei; Handbook, II. 167. ^^JZ^t''''''"
""^^ ''°°"«'=*«'' '"'^ *''«

protifcyonacean (pro-taFsi-o-na'se-an), a.
IWOSOdemic (pros-o-dem ik), «. [Gr. 7rp<i<T«, p^ t ^j ^j^ ^ See *eatheter. and h. I. a. Relating to, or having tfe char-
forward, -f rf^zoc, people + -ic] Noting an

prostatocele (pros-tat'6-sel), n. [prostate -I-
actersof, the Protala/omwea.

epidemic disease in which the infection passes "^^ ,^,- ^ ^^^^^^-^ ^- ^^^^^^ „j ^'^ prostate H. », Any member of the rrotalajomcea.
from one person to another in individual ways,

j^,,,,,

''

protamine (pro-tam'in), )i. [Gr. Trpwrof, first,
instead of reaching a large number at once

plostatoncus (pros-ta-ton'kus), n. [pmstate + E. «»»«<,.] A member of a group which
through one channel, such as the water-supply. \ Gr. V^^a mass.] Enlargement of the comprises the simplest albumins known to
They lay stress upf.n a distinction, vital t.) epidemiolo- prostate eland occur in the animal body. According to Kossel a

gist* which must be drawn l)etween infection which
nrnata.t,n«pirrbTlo Cnro<.'ta tS si^'l.J^ n r «r«« protamine group also forms the essential nucleus of all

reaches a number of pers-ms at once through a single PrOStaTOSCirrHUB (pros ta-to-sir "S), n. [pros- the more complex albumins. This view is not genei-ally
medium, as water or milk, and the slower, more amiplex tatc + Gr. OKipfmr, a hard tumor, ] The hard- hehl, however, ami as a matter of fact a protaniine radi-
process by which a disease iwsscs fronii>ersont« person; ening of the prostate through increase of cal has thus far been demonstrated in relatively few in-
the path of the contagious material being different in fibrous tissue stances. Without exception the few members of the
each individual instance. The term protodemic has _„L„1 '„ °

i„" ^.j, /„.„„**s *;; „^ =il,#,-, 1;' K™up have been met witli in the mature testicles of cer-
l>een used to describe this fonn of infection. prOStatOVeSlCUlltlS (prOS'ta-to-ve-Slk'u-ll - tain animals ; for example, salmine in the salmon, sturine

Science, April 24, 1903, p. 66S. tis), Jl. [NL., < prostates, prostate, -I- L. ve- in the stnigi-on, clupein in the herring, etc.

prosodetic (pros-6-det'ik), a. [Gr. Trpiau, sicula, vesicle, + -iH.«.] Inflammation of the Protamniota (pi'9-tam-ni-6'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
forward, + iir6c, tiound, + -ic] Of or per- prostate gland and seminal vesicles. < Gr. -piiTo^, first, + NL. Amninta.l The
tainiiig to peleeypod shells which have opis- prostemmate (prfl-stem'at), h. [Gr. irpd, be- earliest forms of Amniola, as seen in the San-
thodetie ligaments in which a remnant of the fore, -I- -rr/ppa^r-), a fillet.] One of the pro- ropsida. See protaninion. i?McA;, Med. Hand-
area persists, in front of the beaks, as the stemmatic organs. See prostemmate *organ. book, I. 221.

lunule. Compare *opisthodetic and *amphi- prosteminatic fpro-ste-mat'ik), a. Pertaining protan (pro'tan), n. [Gr. n-puroc, first, -f- -an.]
detic. to the prostemmate. The trade-name of a tannin nucleoproteid used
prosogyrate (pros-6-ji'rat), a. [NL., < Gr. prosthesis, ».- Dental prosthesis. See*d«nfai.— in medicine as an intestinal astringent.
-p6ou, forward. -I- jrpoc, a turn, -f- -afcl.] In Paraffin prosthesis, the subcutaneous injection "' protandric, «. 2. In ro67. , of or pertaining to
».J./r7 «..«.»,! fn.,„«Ll „I «k„ 1 „„!,„..>.. -t • melted paraltin IM order t<j resUire the natural contour, as *^» J ' 4.1 • »• ii. ' '""""r /"
zool., curved forward, as the beaks of certain

,,, ,.,^,.1 „, ,„„ken bridge of the nose. Science, March protandry, or the ripening ot the spermatozoa
pelecypods. 25, 1904, p. 502. before the ova in hermaphroditic organisms.



protandry

protandry, ». 2. In ro67., the condition of
the reproductive organs in hermaphroditic ah-
imals, characterized by the production of ripe

spermatozoa before the ova are mature or

capable of being fertilized: an arrangement
which insures cross-fertilization between dif-

ferent individuals, as in certain hermaphro-
ditic worms, crustaceans, etc.

protanope (pro'ta-nop), «. Iprotanopia.l In
physiol. and psychophys., one who is afflicted

with the form of partial color-blindness known
as protanopia.
protanopia (pro-ta-no'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

^purof, lirst, + NL. anopia.'] In physiol. and
psychophys., a word introduced by von Kriesto
designate the form ofred-green color-blindness

termed by the Helmholtzian school ' red-blind-

ness.' Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol.,

II. 370.

protanthocyan (pro-tan-tho-si'an), n. [Gr.

irpuToc, first, + E. ayithocyan.] " A yellowish

coloring matter found in the petaloid calyxes

of certain unopened flowers. It passes later

into anthoeyan. It appears to be a derivative

of tannin.
protar(pro'tar),a. [Gr. Tpuroc. first, + -nr(^).]

In phoioff., an anastigmatic photographic ob-

jective, first computed by P. Kudolph in 1889.

Stand. Diet.

protargol (pro-tSr'gol), n. [Gr. wpiJToc, first,

+ E. argot.'] A trade-name for a salt of silver

with proteid material, soluble in water, not
coagulating albumen, less irritant than silver

nitrate, and actively germicidal : used by sur-

geons in the treatment of gonorrhea.

protarsal (pro-tar'sal), a. [ protars{us) + -a?!.]

In entom., of or relating to the protarsus.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 391.

protarsus, n. 2. The next to the last joint of

a spider's leg, between the tibia and the tarsus.

Tibiie and protarai mostly jet-black.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 49.

protaspis (pro-tas'pis), n.
;

pi. protaspides
(-pi-dez). [NL., < Gr. irpurof, first, + acrmf,

shield.] The minute em-
^ bryonic shell of the trilo-

bites. It has a subcircular

outline, large semicircular or

crescentic cephalon with distinct

axial furrows, no thorax, and a
seKmented abdominal lobe. The
stage of development character-

ized by the growth of the pro-

taspis has been divided into an
early {anaprotaiipin) subatage,

with minute pygidium ; a mid-
dle imetaprotanpu), in which the

anterior margin of the pygidium begins \a show traces of

annulations ; and a late (paraprotaKpin), with the pygid-

ium large, well aimulated, and provided with its full com-
plement of appendages. .Subsequent growth proceeds

by successive molts during which the thoracic segments
are introduced by repeated separation of the anterior

segment of the pygidium.

protasis (pro-tak'sis), n.
;
pi. protaxes (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. TzpuTOQ, first, + L. axis, axis.] In

geol., the belt of earliest deformation and up-

lift in a mountain system. Dana, Manual of

Geol. (4th ed.), p. 24.

Professor Darwin quotes the weptem coast of North
America as Inconsistent with his theory ; but that coast

Is parallel to a line of primitive wrinliling, for there is an
Archean protaxig to the coast ranges and R^icky Moun-
tains. J. W. Gregory, in Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. £69.

Proteales (pro-te-a'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1833), < Protea + -ales.] An order of dicoty-

ledonous, apetalous plants containing the

single family Proteaceee (which see).

Protean, «. 3. In the geology of New York,
a name applied by the geologists of the first

State Survey to the rocks now termed the

Clinton beds of the Silurian system: in allu-

sion to the variable character of the compo-
nent stratigrapbie elements.

proteane (pro'te-an), n. [prote(in) + -ane.}

A term suggested by Osborne to designate eer-

taiu insoluble modifications of albumins which
result on prolonged exposure to water.

protease (pro'te-as), n. [prote{in) + -ase.']

A generic term for proteolytic ferments.

proteate (pro'te-at), n. [protc(in) + -afcl.]

Same as acid albmnin. Se> albumin.

protective, a— American Protective Association,
a secret order in the United .States, founded in lHb7. Its

main aims are t« preserve the non-sectarian character of

the public schools, and to discourage the election of

Catholics to office. Abbreviated A. P. .!.— Protective
Character. See *cftararter.— Protective coloring.

See procryptic -kcnloring.

protegnlTim (pr6-teg'ii-lum), n. ;
pi. protegula

(-la). [NL., < L. pro, for, + tegida, a tile.]

The minute bivalved shell characteristic of

a. protaspis. enlarged :

b, adult, reduced, (l-roni

Zittel's " Paleontology.'
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the phylembryonic stage of lirachiopoda, hav-
ing a semicircular outline, straight or arcuate
hinge-line, no articulation between the valves,

no cardinal area, and a smooth or concentric-
ally striated surface. This protegulum has
been observed in genera representative of

nearly all the principal families of brachiopods.

The protegithnn of this species is nearly circular, bi-

convex, with arcuate hinge.
Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1904, p. 283.

proteic(pr6'te-ik), a. [pro(e(in) + -t'c] Same
as protcinaceous.

proteid^, n.—coagulated proteid, a proteid (albumin)
which has been rendered insoluble in the usual solvents,

by heat, mineral acids, alcohol, etc., and in some instances
also by certain ferments (for example, chymosin, and the
fibrin ferment).— Defensive proteld, an albuminous
proteid, formed through cellular activity, which has anti-

toxic properties in the witlest sense of the term.— Pro-
teid celL See •«««. — Senun proteid, any albumin
found in the blood-serum.

protein, n. 2. Collectively, the nitrogenous
components of food, sometimes excluding and
sometimes including certain gelatinoid and
amidic substances which are without nutritive

value or possess it in an inferior degree.—3.

A trade-name for a dried preparation which
consists essentially of the casein of milk: sold

as a food material.— Bacterial proteins, albu-

minous substances obtained from bacteria.— Coagulated
protein, a protein rendered insoluble through the action

of heat or alcohol.— Protein-crystalS, crystals of cer-

tain proteins (albumins), such as serum albumin, ovalbu-

min, edestin, etc.

proteinoclixome(pr6'te-in-9-kr6m''), n. \^pro-

teiii + Gr. xp^l'^i color.] The colored product
which results from proteinochromogen (tryp-

tophan) on treating with chlorin or bromine.
Several such substances apparently exist.

proteinochromogen (pro'tf-in-o-kro'mo-jen),

n. [^protein + chromogen.] A substance
formed during proteolytic (notably tryptic)

digestion. It is characterized by the readi-

ness with which it combines with chlorin and
bromine to form variously colored products.

Of these, a bluish violet substance wnich con-

tains 35 per cent, of bromine is especially

characteristic. Chemically considered prote-

inochromogen is skatolaminoacetic acid,

C6H4<3^^|^JiC.CH(NH2).COOH.

proteinoid(pr6'te-in-oid),a. [protein + -otVf.]

Having the character of a protein (albumin).

protembryo, «. 2. A term applied to the

ovum and its cleavage stages in the develop-

ment of a polyzoan. Cumings, 1904.

proteolite (pro'te-o-lit), n. [Gr. flpureif, Pro-
teus, + Aiffog, stone.] In petrog., a name
originally given by Boase to schist metamor-
phosed, by contact with granite, into a variety

of cornubianite. Recently it has been applied

by Bouncy to a horniels containing andalusite,

an andalusite-hornfels.

proteolyze (pro'tf-o-liz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
proteolyzcd, ppr. proteolydng. [protenly(sis)

+ -(!)-«•] To cause the hydrolytic decom-
position of albumins in (a substance), notably
by means of ferments and mi;ieral acids.

In fresh milk, 2 or 3 cc. of a saturated solution of alum
may be used in place of acetic acid, usually with little

higher results. But when the milk-casein has been pro-

teolyzed to any extent the use of alum is not permissible,

since it precipitates caseoses in addition to casein.

Amer. Chem. Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 169.

proteose (pr6'te-6s), »;. lprote{in) + -ose.]

An albumose which is derived from the albu-

mins proper. See ^albumose.

Froteosoma (pro-tf-o-so'mii), n. [NL., < Gr.

Wpurd-Q, Proteus, + ouyo, body.] A genus of

sporozoans, of the order Hsemosporidia. P.

grassii is parasitic in the blood of many com-
mon birds, the intermediate host being a
mosquito of the genus Culex.

proteosome (pr6'te-o-s6m), n. A sporozoan of

the genus Proteosoma.

The only bodies in the diseased cells that might be
mistaken for bacteria were small proteid grannies, resem-

bling proteosomes, which stained with dirticulty, swelled

up. and lost their shape in 5 per cent potash.

U. S. Dep. A(jr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol., Bnlle-
(tin 19, 1900, p. 14.

proteranope (prot 'e-ran-6p), n. Same as

*pr<)tanopc. lialdimn, Diet. Philos. Psychol.,

11. 787.

proterglim(pro-t^r'gum), n.
;
\t\.proierga (-gii).

[NL., < Gr. »rp(4, before, -1- L. tergum, back.]

In entom., same as pronotum.
protericai (pro-ter'i-kal), a. [Gr. irpurepiKJ),

precocious (sc. avKij, fig), < vpui, early.] De-
noting or characterizing an early-bearing or

precocious fig-tree.

proto-albumose

proteroglyphous (prot-e-rog'li-fus), a. [NL.
Proteroglypha + -om.s.] 1. Having teeth in
the front portion of the upper jaw grooved on
the anterior face, as in Elaps and similar poi-
sonous snakes.—2. Resembling or having the
characteristics of the poisonous snakes known
as Proteroglypha.

Froterotheriidae (prot'e-ro-the-n'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Prolerotherium, type genus, + -idee.']

A family of extinct ungulate mammals, be-
longing to the order Litopterna and typified by
the genus Proterotherium, comprising animals
resembling llamas in their general proportions.
All known species are from the Miocene of
South America.
proterotome (prot'e-ro-tom), a. [Gr. irpdrepof,

fore, -I- -TO/io(, < Ta/ic'w, cut.] Ctitting by
moving forward: said of the molar teeth of
the lower jaw of certain mammals in mastica-
tion. Cope. [Rare. ]

proterotype (prot'e-ro-tip), n. [Gr. vp&repoc,

fore, -f rtiTTOf, type.] In the nomenclature of
types in natural history, the material on
which the original description is based.
Proterozoic (prot"e-ro-z6'ik), a. and ?i. [Gr.
TrptiTfpof, fore, + fu^, life, + -f'c] I. a. Of
or pertaining to the life existing before the
time of the Cambrian or first fossils: a term
originally proposed as a substitute for Azoic,
Eosolc, Archsean, etc., in order to avoid the
assertions contained in these words if taken
literally. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.. p. 861.

II. n. The time during which the simplest
life-forms were developed : applied to the in-

terval between the Archeozoic and Paleozoic
as used by Chamberlin and Salisbury. It is

assumed that life existed, but no determinable
forms have yet been found. The subdivisions
of the Proterozoic are Keweenawan, Animik-
ean, and Huronian. Chamberlin and Salis-

bury. Geol., I. 17.

protest, n— Extension of protest, in marine law,
a statement giving the particulars of the voyage, the
storms met with, as recorded in the log-book, and assert-

ing that any damage that may have happened to ship or
cargo was caused l)y the elements beyond the control of
master and crew,

protestant.n.- German Protestant, a member of
the German Evangelical Protestant Church, a body of

scattered congregations in the United States having no
synodical organization. The theology of the church is

liberal and rationalistic. The German language is

spoken in the church.

protetrad (oro-tet'rad), a. [Gr. 7rp6, before,

+ E. tetraa.] In cytol., noting a stage in the
formation of the chromosome preceding that

of the tetrad (which see), or quadripartite

chromosome.
A. Labbe observes that in the state of synapsis the chro-

mosomes unite two and two, and fuse their chromatin
into a single or protetrad body.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc., Oct, 1904, p. 629.

FroteilS, «• 6. In bacterioh, an untenable
generic name applied by some authors to

certain bacteria, especially Bacillus vulgaris

and other closely related putrefactive species.

protevangel (prot-f-van'jel), n. [See prot-

erangelium.] A first or prior evangel or

gospel ; a protevangelium.
Protevangel of .Tames.— This title was first given in the

16th century to a writing which is referred U) as The
Book of James ... by Origen (tom. xi. in llatt).

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 497.

prothomo (prot-ho'mo), H. ; pi. prnthomines
(-hom'i-nez). [NL., < Gr. Tzpu-oc. first. + L.

homo, man.] The type of man which in the
evolutionary scale first developed true human
characteristics. A. F. Chamberlain, in Amer.
Anthropologist, July-Sept., 1902, p. 527.

[Rare.]

prothrombin (pro-throm'bin), n. [pro{en-

:yme) + thrombin.'] The proenzvnn or inac-

tive form of thrombin (the fibrin ferment, in

the sense of A. Schinidt).

prothyalosome (prot'hi-a-lo-som), n. Same
as jirotliyatosonia.

prothyTUm(proth'i-rum), ».; pl.;)rof7i.vro(-ra).

[L. prothyrum (used in the pi. prothyra),

< Gr. TTpodvpov, < Tvpd, before, + 61 pa, door.]

In Greco-Rom. archieol., the front door or the

vestibule or porch of entrance to any building.

protic (pro'tik), a. Iprot(ein) -f -ic] Noting
an acid of doubtful composition, obtained
from the albuminous constituents of fish

muscle, n'. D. Halliburton, Chemical Physiol,

and Pathol., p. 422.

proto-albumose (pr6"to-arbu-m6s), n. [Gr.

ttih'jtoq, first, + E. albumose.] One of the

primary albumoses which are formed during



proto-albumose

peptic digestion. lu its physical character-
istics this is further removed from the original
albumin from which it is derived than hetero-
albumose. It is readily soluble in water and
to a certain extent diffusible through animal
membrane. It is essentially a hemibody in
the sense of Ktihne. See *albumin.
proto-Aryan (pro-to-ar'yan), a. Primitive
Aryan : applied to the supposed Aryan race
in its very first stage of existence. G. S.
Hall, Adolescence, II. 657.

Protoascineae (pro'to-as-sin'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. TvpuToc, first, + oTOOf, a sac, + -inese.'] A
suborder of aseomycetoug fungi including the
family Endoiiii/cetaceee.

Protobasidiomycetes (pr6'tp-ba-sid''i-o-mi-
se'tez). II. pi. [NL., < Gr. TpuToq, first, +'NL.
Ba.tidiniiiycetes.'] A subclass of the lower ba-
sidiomycetous fungi characterized by having
protobasidia and including the three orders
UrediiiaUn, Aiiriculariales, and Tremellales.

protobasidium (pro'to-ba-sid'i-um), n. ;

p\. protobasidia (-a). [JJL., < Gr. vpuroq, first,

+ NL. hasidium.'] A form of basidium which
is divided into four cells either transversely or
longitudinally, each cell bearing either later-
ally or apieally a basidiospore, as in Auricti-
laria, Trciiiclla, and other genera of the lower
basidiomycetous fungi.

The union of the groups into one Buh-cla£s is based on
the lonK reeoKiiised resemblances between the proniyce-
lium of t'redineaj and the protofxtndium of Auriculariese.

£ncyc. Brit., XXVIH. 602.

protoblast (pro'to-blist), «. [Gr. jrpuroc, first,

+ .i/.aaTOc, germ.j A primitive or embryonic
cell, conpisting of succulent granular cyto-
plasm and a nucleus.
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?rotaberances from various parts of the skull in the male,
he most prominent of these arise from the maxillie.

frontals, and parietals.
maxillie,

All are faintly indicated in the

(From a skeletuii iii the i'rinceton Museum.)

skull of the female. The forefeet are tetradactyl and the
hmd feet functionally didactyl. Remains of these ani-
mals occur in the upper levels of the White River Oligo-
cene (the so-called Protoceras bedt) of North America.

Protoceratidae (pro'to-se-rat'l-de), n. pi.
[NL., < rrotoceras(-rat-) +'

-idle.'] A family of

protocoteine
nature a gonocoel, that is to say a coelomic pouch, the
epithelial walls of which produce ova or spenn or both.

,_E. H. Lankegter, Zoology, II. 35.

protocoeloma (pro'to-se-lo'ma), n.
; p\. proto-

Cjelomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. wparoc, first,
+ NL. Coelotua.'] The primitive coeloma. Also
proiocalom.
protocolar (pro'to-kol-iir), a. [For *proto-
collar; < protocol -f- -arC] Pertaining to or of
the nature of a protocol or diplomatic agree-
ment

; hence, pertaining to diplomatic forms.
You may have noticed how the .Japanese marine min-

ister, in answering Admiral Togo's bulletin of victory
seizes the opportunity to remind him of the virtues of
the ilikado. ... To some extent it iaprotocular, but one
must not for that think it an empty form.

Jf. Y. Ecening Post, July 15, 1906.

protOCOnch, n. 2. The apical whorl of a gas-
tropod shell.

The apical whorl of a gastropod shell has come to be
generally known as the protoconch, though this term had
been preoccupied for the corresponding apex of cepha-
lopod shells. ATner. A'at., Dec, 1902, p; 9X8.

protoconchial (pro-to-kong'ki-al), a. Same as
protocdiichal. Amer.' Nat, Oct., 1907, p. 624.

from the Oligoeene
size of sheep and distantly related to existing
chevrotains. The skull was long and narrow and in
the males bore two pairs of horns, possibly three. The
foref'X>t has four toes, the outer ones very slender ; and
the hind foot has aljo four toes, but the metatarsals of
the second and fifth ones are reduced to vestiges at the
upper end. Margh, 1891.

protocerebron (pr6-t6-ser'e-bron), «.; pi. pro-
tocerebra (-brii). [NL., < 'Gr. Trpuroc, first, +
L. cerebrum, brain.] In Viallanes's system, the
first of the three divisions of an insect's brain.
Cambridge Nat. Hist., V. 118.

The architecture of the embryo Is fully outlined in protochlorophvll (pro-to-klo'ro-fil), n. [Gr.

ungulate mammals containing extinct forms Protocone (pro'to-kon), n. [Gr. vpiiTo^, first,

of North America, aboutthe + '^"""f' cone.] The - •

the arrangement of the parent blastomeres, orprotablagts.
E. B. Wilson, Biol. Lectures, 1893, p. 10.

ProtobrancUata (proHo-brang-ki-a'ta), n.pl.
[Gr. Trpu-oc, first, + (ipayx'a, gills, + -aia.] An
order of Pclecijjioda. They have simple plate-
lilte gill-filaments which are not reflected aad
the mantle-cavity is not divided into two parts.
It includes the families Nueulidse and Sole-
nomyida!.

protobranchiate (pro-to-brang'ki-at), a. [Gr.

irpurof, first, + E. chlorophyll] A green color-
ing matter found in the leaves of plants which
are kept in the dark. Under the influence of
light it changes into chlorophyll. Jour. Soy.
Micros. Soc, Oct., 1903, p. 662.

Protochorda (pr6-to-k6r'da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
^puro(, first, -f- ^0/9(5^, chord.] The lancelets,
tunicates, and hemichordates, considered to-
gether as forming a class of Vertebrata.

irpu-„i. first, + i3p6yxtii, gills', -I- -a'tel.) ''Of'
Protochordata (pro'to-kdr-da'tii), n. j)J. [Pro-

pertaining to, or resembling the foliate gills
foc'iorda.] Same as *Protochorda.

seen in Nucula and other archaic types of protochordate ( pro -to-kor ' dat ), a. and n
pelecypods in which the gill elements are plate-

like and organically united only by their
common stem ; of or pertaining to the Proto-
brancliiiitn,

protocarbohydrate (pro-to-kar-bo-hi'drat), n.

[Gr. Trpu-of, first, + E. carbohydrate.] The
unknown carVjohydrate from which, it is be-

\ ProtochordataA I. a. Pertaining to, or
having the characters of, the Protochorda.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 346.

II. n. A member of the Protochordata, a protoconule (pro-to-kon'ul),
group of animals closely related to the verte- •• • - .

. . ..

brates, whose limits are variously defined by
different authorities.

lieved, sugar, starch, cellulose, and other protochroinosome (pro-to-kro'mo-som), n.
complex carbohydrates are built up in the
plant-cell.

protocaiinate (pro-to-kar'i-nat), a. [Gr.
Trporof, first, + E. car'inate.'] In ornilh., pos-
sessing a keeled breast-bone at an early period
of time.

It is now generally admitted that the Palseogngtha; must
be the descendants of an Avianprofo-carinaf* form capable
of flight

W. P. Pycrajt, In Trana. ZooL Soc London, Dec., 1900,

[p. 2«0.

Protocaris (pro-tok'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
jrpuror, first, + rapif, shrimp.] An obscure
phyllopod crustacean supposed to be related
to the modem genus Apus which it closely re-
sembles, found in the Lower Cambrian rocks
of Vermont.

protocaseose (pro-to-ka'se-os), n. [Gr. vpCiroc,

first, + E. casc{in)'+ -ose.} The proto-albu-
mose derived from ca.sein.

protocatechuic (pro-to-kat-e-eho'ik), a.
vpCiTo^, first, + E. ralirhii + -ic]
from catechol.— Protocatechuic acid, a crjstalllne
acid, (•«IIa(l)H)o(COOIll, or 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid,
found in the fruit of lUiciuin relitrio/ium. It is made by
fusing pii>eric acid, clove oil, cat^jchol, gum guaiacum,
vanillin, and many other gums and resins with caustic
potash.— Protocatechuic aldehyde, a crystalline com-
pound, (•8lI^((lHip.('Hll, or 3,4-dihydroxybenziiic alde-
hyde. It is made by heating [dperonal, vanillin, or
opianic acid with dilute hydrochloric acid, and iu other
ways.

protocephalopod (pr6-to-sef'a-16-pod), n. [Gr.
TTpuzijr, lirst, 4- E. cephalopod.] 'The hypothet-
ieal primitive ancestor of the Cephalopoda.

Protoceras ("pro-toE'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.
first, + Kepac, horn.]

[Gr. TTpu-or, first, + E. chromosome.] A piece
of the chromatin network or skein of the cell-
nucleus which has not yet assumed the definite
shape of a chromosome.
The number of chromosomes in the nucleus is invaria-

bly two, though in the basidium the first phases of divi-
sion show a number of protochrotnosomeg which later
resolve themselves also into two chromosomes ; the
basidium in any species can give rise to two generations
of spores on the same sterigma.

Juur. Roy. Micros. Soc, April, 1903, p. 211.

Protocimex (pro-to-si'meks), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trpurof, first, + L. cimex, bed-bug (see Cimex).]
The oldest known hemipterous insect, repre-
sented by a fragmentary wing from the grap-
tolitic shales of the Lower Silurian of Sweden.
protoclados (pro-to-kla'dus), n. ; pi. proto-
cladi (-<ii). [Gr. npuroq, first, -I- NL. cladus.]
In sponge-spicules, one of the branches of the
first order in a eladome. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1902, p. 218.

Derived Protoclastic (pro-to-klas'tik), a
first, -I- K/MUToc, broken, -t- -ic]
term applied by Briigger to a texture due to
granulation or fragmentation of crystals in
igneous rocks during the molten condition of
the magma or matrix, previous to final solidi-
fication.

protocneme (pro'tok-nem), n. [Gr. vpuroc,
first, 4- Kvi/uT), tibia.] In zoantharians, one of
the twelve primary mesenteries. Compare
*metacneme. Duerden.

Protococcales (pro'to-ko-ka'lez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Protoroccus + -ales'.] An order of the Chlo-
rophyrne or green algae.

Same as *pro

anterior inner cusp in
an upper molar, and the anterior outer cusp
in an upper premolar, of many mammals, ho-
mologous to the single cusp assumed by the
tritubercular theory of dental complication to
be the primitive reptilian ancestral type from
which by progressive complication the teeth
of mammalians have been derived. The
antero-extemal cu.sp in the lower molars and
premolars has similar homologies, according
to the tritubercular theory, and is termed, for
distinction from the upper series, the proto-
conid.

According to the original theory of'Cope as developed
by Osbom, the homologue of the main reptilian cone or
protocone is invariably situated on the antero-intemal, or
lingual side in the upper teeth.

//. F. Osbom, in Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1904, p. 321.

protoconid (pro-to-kon'id), n. [protocone +
-irf2.] That cusp in the lower premolars and
molars which is homologous with the proto-
cone in the corresponding teeth of the upper
jaw. See *protocone.

Again summing up this combined evidence, we find in
the Jurassic period the superior molars of the only mam-
mals known (excepting the Triconodonta and Multitu-
berculata) to consist of a large conical intenial cusp or
protocone, which we have every reason to believe is
homologous with the large external cusp or protoconid in
the lower jaw.

//. F. Ogborn, in Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1904, p. 323.

[Gr. npuTo^,
first, -I- Huvog, cone, -I- L. dim. -ulus, E. -wte.j

The anterior intermediate cusp in sextuber-
eulate molars situated between the protocone
and paracone. Amer. Mtis. Jour. Sup., Jan.,
1903, Guide Leaflet No. 9, p. 20.

proto-Corinthian (pro'to-ko-rin'thi-an), a.

[Gr. irpuTof, first, -I- E. Corinthian.] In the
history of Greek pot-
tery, a term applied to
vases which resemble
the so-called Corin-
thian, but appear to
be older and more
primitive.

The term Protokorinthian
was invented for the class

[Gr.

TTfxjTo^j tirnt, + Kifxic, horn.] An extinct
ruminant mammal belonging to the even-toed protocCElom (pro-to-se'lom), n

or artiodactyl division of the Vnqutata. it 1h
tocaloma.

characterized by the presence of greatly developed bony It is probably multiple. Each protocoelom is in it«

by Furtwaenpler, as a provi-
sional title, not because it

is proved that the vases
were made in Korinth, but
because the class is, in gen-
eral, older than the Korin-
thian ware and Is closely
bound up with it hy numer-
ous transitional stages.

Cecil Swith, in Jour. Hel-
[lenic Studies, XI. 173.

[Gr. rrpuToc, pj-otoconn (pro ' to-
lnpetrog.,& '^korm), «. [Gr. 7rp«rof,

first, + Kopfi6(, trunk.]
A tuber-like body pro.
vided with rhizoid s pro-
duce'd in the place of a hypocotyl with roots,
in the germination of some species of Lycopo-
dium. This is regarded by Trcub (tlie au-
thor of the termj as the rudiment of a leafy
shoot, but by Goebel as an arrested hypoco-
tylous segment. Analogous formations are
found in the related genus Pliylloglnssum and
in some orchids and dicotyledons.

protocoteine (pro-to-ko'tf-in), «. [Gr. Trpurof,

first, + {para)coto + -e- + -ine'^.] A com-
pound found in small quantity in paracoto
bark.

ProtO'Coriiithian Vase.

(From the Journal of Hellenic
/pel

the Council.)



protocranium

protocranium (pro-to-kra'ni-um), n. ; pi. pro-
tocrania (a). [NL., < Gr. Jrpurof, first, + Kpa-

viov, skull, cranium.] The posterior portion
of the epieranium of an insect's head. It is

sometimes separated from the epieranium
proper by a transverse line. Cambridge Nat.
Hist., V. 92, 93.

Protodiscinese (pro'to-di-sin'e-e), n.pU [NL.,
< Gr. ^puroc, first, + SiaKoc, a disk, + -t«ea?.]

A suborder of ascomyeetous fungi which in-

cludes the family Exoascaceae.

protodont (pro'to-dont), a. [Gr. n-puroc, first,

+ oihic (odov--), tooth.] 1. Noting a type of

tooth which is rather high and conical, with
two small tubercles developed on the anterior

and the posterior face.— 2. Pertaining to, or

characteristic of, the group of mammals
named Protodonta.

Protodonta (pro-to-don'tii), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. -^pCiroi;, first, '+ oiioif {bdovr-), tooth.]

Cope's term for a group of primitive mammals,
largely hypothetical, which have the incisors

reduced and molars with compressed, cutting

crowns and simple roots. The Dromatheriidse
are assigned to tliis order.

protodynastic (pr6"to-di-nas'tik), a. [Gr.

vparoc, first, + E. di/>iast{ii) + -ic] Existing
or occurring during the first or earliest known
dynasties (of Egypt).

In a memoir, which will be published in a short time,

he [Prof. Elliot Smithl intends to give a full account of

the structure of the brain in the predynastic and pro(o-

dynastic Egj-ptians. Nature, Nov. 6, 1902, p. 14.

protoecium (pr6-te'si-um), n.
; pi. protoecia (-a).

[XL., < Gr. T^puToi;, first, + NL. acitim. See
ffci'i/m.] In bryozoans, the basal disk of the
primary individual of the colony.

It follows, therefore, that before the colony has reached
a stage in which its genus or even its family is recogniz-

able, the first zweciura, which the author here proposes
to designate as the protoecium, has become mature
(epbebic).

E. K. Cumingg, in Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 60.

proto-Egyptian (pr6"to-e-jip'shan), a. [Gr.

-piirof, first, + E. Egyptiaii.'\ Noting the
autochthonous race in Egypt which preceded
the known historical race. Remains of such
a people have been found in the Nile valley.

We may provisionally apply the term ' Egypto-T.ihyan
'

or ' Proto-E'jyvtian' Ui this early indigenous population
of the Nile valley.

A. J. Evant, in Jour. Hellenic Studies. XVII. 379.

proto-elastose (pr6"to-e-las't6s), n. [Gr.

irpurof, first, + E. elast{in) + -ose.'] The
proto-albumose derived from elastin. Simon,
Physiological Chem., p. 179.

proto-ephippium (pro-to-e-fip'i-um), v.; pi.

proto-ephippia (-a) [NL., < Gr. Tr/iuroc, first,

+ NL. ephippium.] In some entomostracaus,
a sort of egg-case.

The latter [resting eggsl in the Daphniida; are enclosed
in a modified part^of the mother's shell, called tlie ephip-
pium from its resemblance to a saddle in shape and posi-

tion. In other families a less elaborate case has been
observed, for which Mr. Scourfleld lias proposed tile temi
protoephippium. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 270.

proto-epiphyte (pro-to-ep'i-fit), n. See <>;>!-

phytc. 1.

proto-Etmscail (pr6"t6-e-trus'kan), a. and m.

[Gr. -puToq, first, + E. litruscati.'] Primitive
Etruscan.

protogala (pro-tog'a-la), n. [Gr. Trpuroc, first,

+ ya/.a, milk.] THe colostrum or first milk
secreted by the mother after childbirth.

protogasteropod (pro-to-gas'te-ro-pod), »i.

[Gr. -pu-oc, first. .+ E. gasteropod.'] The hy-
pothetical primitive gasteropod.

protogelatose (pro-to-jel'a-tos), n. [Gr. vpuroq,

first, + \L. g(dat(in)+' -ose.'\ The proto-albumose
derived from gelatin.

protogenide (pro-toj'e-nid), «. [protogen(ic)

+ -jd(l.] In eliem., a name used by Laurent,
in connection with his nucleus theory, to de-

note a compound of a nucleus with two atoms
of hydrogen or oxygen, or with 2, 4, or 6

atoms of a salt-radical, as of chlorin.

protogenist (pro-to.i'e-ni8t), n. [Gr. npuToyevi]^,

first-born, + -ist.\ The 'first-born' of the

race : used in the extract as, ' first-born ' (that

is, one of the earliest) of those who indulge in

(coucetti). See concetto.

Lucan came fairly by his style (a sort of Roman Cowley
he), and I am glad I took up tlie bfx)k, since I bethought
me for the first time that Lucan was tlie trne protoyenist

of the concettisti. Lowell, Letters, II. 333.

protoglobulose (pr6-to-glob'u-16s), n. [Gr.

irpuroc, first. + E. glohul(in) + -ose.] The
proto-albumose derived from globulin.
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protogod (pro'to-god), n. [Gr. Trpuroc, first, +
E. god.] ,The original god from which, by
deification of qualities or of special manifesta-
tions, a number of other gods are derived.

protogonocyte (pro-to-gon'o-sit), «. [Gr.
77pu7o(, first, + E. gonoq/te.] One of the two
cells resulting from the division of the impreg-
nated ovum, the first of the series terminating
in the arehigonocyte or primary germ-cell.
Buck; Med. Handbook, VI. 864.

protogonoplasm (pro-to-gon'o-plazm), II.

[Gr. npuToq, first, + E. gonoplasm.] A differ-

entiated area in the substance of a protozoan
from which later the gemmules develop.

An early cytoplasmic stage.— This agrees in the main
with that fii-st described by Councilman, ilagrath, and
Brinclterholf for human variola, but is more detjiiled. Tlie
smallest fonii (seven-tenths of a micron in diameter) is a
minute homogeneous sphere which is all nucleus. One of
the first indications of ditferentiation is central vacuoliza-
tion, with the occasional appearance of a minute central
dot, which stains with methylene blue. Diiferentiation
in tlie peripliei-al portion is first shown by minute un-
stained spots, which, with growth, increase in size and
stain green in Borrel preparations, while comparatively
large masses stain red. This red material forms tlie sub-
stance of tlie later developing gemmules, and, is called
protoyonoplasm by Calkins.

Jour. Med. Research, Oct., 1904, p. 363.

protograph, n. 2. In the nomenclature of

natural history, the original pictorial descrip-
tion of a species, genus, or higher group.

proto-Hellenic (pro" to-he-len'ik), a. [Gr.

Trpurof, first, + E. Hellenic] Pertaining or
belonging to that (hypothetical) people from
which all tlie Greek or Hellenic tribes origi-

nated.

protohematoblast (pro-to-hem'a-to-blast), n.

[Gr. TxpuToQ, first, + E. Hematoblast.] A nu-
cleated spherical cell, derived from a bone-mar-
row cell, which later becomes a nucleated red
blood-corpusels.

Malassez r.^ates that the nucleated red blood corpuscles
are derived ironi the proper marrow cells by these giving
rise first to spherical cells of large size which do not
readily stain, contain little or no hjemoglobin, and possess
a very diffuse nucleus. These cells are teniie<l protohfem-
atohtasts by Malassez. Buck, Med. Handbook. II. 20.

protokosin (pro-to-ko'sin), n. A colorless,

crystalline, physiologically inactive compound,
C29H3g09, obtained from cusso.

protolemur (pro-to-le'mer), ^^. [Gr. TrpiJToc,

first, + E. lemur.] Any one of a group of insec-

tivorous mammals ancestral to the lemurs.

ProtolenUS (pro-tol'e-nus), 11. [NL., < Gr.
TTpuToc, first, + NL. Olenun, a genus of ti-ilo-

bites.] A genus of opisthoparian trilobites

found in Lower Cambrian rocks of the Prov-
ince of New Brunswick, Canada.
Protolepidoptera (pro-to-lep-i-dop'te-ra), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. irpuTo^, first, + NL. Lepidop-
tera.] A suborder of lepidopterous insects,

erected by Packard, containing only the fam-
ily Eriocephalidse : distiiignished from the

* Palaolepidoptera (the Micropterygidse only)

and the Lepidoptera Haustellata (all the other
families).

Protolimulus (pro-to-lim'ii-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. TTpuroQ, first, + NL. X((hm/m«, a genus of

Crustacea.] A limuloid arthropod found in

the Upper,Devonian rocks of Pennsylvania.

protolithic (pro-to-lith'ik), a. [Gr. vpuro^,

first, + '/.iftoc, stone, + -ic.] In anthrop.. de-

noting stone implements without designed
modification in form, but selected according to

fitness of form and gradually shaped by wear,
without definite recognition of the shaping on
the part of the operator. See *technohthic.

W. J. McGee, in 17th Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.

I, p. LXVI.
The use of objects without the'designed modification

of them has been applied to Seri stone implements by
Mr. McGee, when he calls such modified implements
protolithic, while the modified stone iniplenients he calls

technolithic. The two phases are widely distinct, not
only in type of object, but even more in tiie mental oper-

ations exemplified by the objects; for the protolithic

objects represent undesigned adaptation and niodiflcation

of cobbles picked up at random, while the otiiers repre-

sent designed shaping in accordance with preconceived
ideals. The coexistence of the incongruous types seemed
puzzling at the outset. Smithsonian Jtep., 1898, p. 43.

protolithionite (pro-to-lith'i-o-nit), n. [Gr.

TTpuToi:, first, -I- NL. lithium {'Utliion) + -itc''^.]

An iron-lithium mica from the tourmalin-
granite of Eibenstock, Saxony: it is closely

related to zinnwaldite.

protolithoplasm (pro-to-lith'o-plazm), n.

[Gr. vpuTo^, first, + ^t/flb?, stone, + jr/.aa/ja,

thing formed or molded.] A word coined on
the analogy of 'protoplasm' to describe the
earliest beginnings of crystals which some

Frotonemertini

observers believe they have seen with the
highest powers of the microscope.
Then are seen appearing in the network small obscure

^ pointa called ' petroblasts,' which, when observed under
• liigh magnifying power, seem to be at the centre of a
dark substance called 'deuterolithoplasm,' and on the
peripliery of another clearer substance named by Von
Schrbn 'protolithoplasm.' The formation of the crystal
resulta from these two substances.

Knowledye and Scientific Sews, Aug., 1904, p. 183.

protolog (pro'to-log), n. [Gr. jrpuroc, first, +
/d;of, account.] In the nomenclature of
natural history, the original verbal description
of a species, genus, or higher group. Also
protologiie.

protologic (pro-to-loj'ik), a. [protolog(y) +
-ic] Of or pertaining to protology.

protologue (pro'to-log), «. Same as *protolog.
Srirm-e, June 9, 1905, p. 889.

protology (pro-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. Trparoc, first,

+ -'/.o)in, < '/.eytiv, speak.] The science of the
beginnings of things: used in reference to the
niythologv of primitive tribes. J. X B. Hewitt,
iu An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol. 1899-1900,
p. 138.

protoloph (pro'to-lof), n. [Gr. Trpiiror, first, +
/id^oc, crest.] The anterior cross-crest in such
a tooth as that of a tapir or rhinoceros: corre-

lated with *ectoloph and *metaloph. See cut
under *tooth, 1. Amer. Mus. Jour. Sup., Jan.,

1903, Guide Leaflet No. 9, p. 20.

protome (pro 'to -me), n. [Gr. wporo/*!?, the
foremost or upper part.] In Gr. antiq., the
front of anything, as the head of a horse or
the prow of a ship.

The horse's head, or protome, as is well known, is' in-

troduced generally in a sunken square.

A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, V'll. 14.

Protomorphlc races. See *races.

protomycelium (pro'to-mi-se'li-um),?!. [NL.,
< Gr. irpijror, first, -I- NL. mycelium.] The tran-

sition stage of Eriksson's mycoplasma to the
hj-phal condition. See *mycopla.wia.

proto-Mycenaean (pr6"to-mi-se-ne'an), a. [Gr.

TtpuToi;, first, + E. Myccnsean.] Of or pertain-

ing to tlie earliest or oldest portion of the My-
cenaean age. See *Mycensean.

Mr. Hogarth appends a description by Dr. Boyd-Daw-
kins of proto-Mycentean dolichocephalic skulls found by
him, which the distinguished craniologist pronounces to

possess characters which "point unmistakably to the fact

that the possessors of the skulls . . . led the artificial life

of highly civilised peoples." . . .

Nature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 394.

protomyosinose (pro-to-mi'o-si-nos), «. [Gr.

n-pu-of, first, + E. myosin + -o.se.] The proto-

albumose derived from myosin.
proton (pro'ton), «.; pi. pjrota (-tii), protons
(-tonz). [Gr. vpuTot', neut. of irpHiro^, first, first

state of a thing; a thing in its first state.] 1.

The first inception or rudiment of a structure

or organ in the embryo : a term suggested as
an equivalent of the German anlage.

The nematode embryo is elongate, or vermiform, and
possesses a firm outer cuticular layer which is highly re-

fractive and appeal's under the microscope as a clear

structureless boundary. ... A clear area near the center

of tlie worm, consisting of one or a few large cells is the
proton of the reprotluctive system.

Tra7is. Amer. Micros. Soc, June, 1902, p. 113.

2. A term designating certain products of

tryptio digestion which are obtained from the
protamins and wliich, supposedly, are inter-

mediary between these and the end-products.

protonaupliUS (pro-to-na'pli-us). H.
;
pi. pro-

tonauplii (-i). [NL., < Gr. rrpiJToc. first, + NL.
vauplius.] The hypothetical embryonic nau-
plius stage of the hypothetical crustacean pro-

totype, as yet unobserved but, by virtue of

Beecher's researches on trilobite lari'se, sup-
posed to have been similar to the protaspis

stage of primitive trilobites. Amer. Jour. Sd.,
June, 1904, p. 419.

protonegro (pr6-to-ne'gr6), n. [Gr. Trpuro^,

first, + E. negro.] A negro of the primitive

negro stock.

These steatopygous Bushmen were perhaps Proto-

neyroes. who may have branched off from the Nigritic

stock when first that species reached the Mediten-anean
regions. Sir Harry Johnston, The Nile Quest, p. 2.

Protonemertini (pr6'''to-ne-mer-ti'ni), n. pi.

[Gr. -puToi;, first, + NL. Xcmertes + -im.]

An order of nemerteans. They have the cerebral

ganglia and lateral ner\'es outside the dermal muscles,

either in the ectoderm or beneath the demiis ; the body-

wall consisting of an ectoderm, a dermis, and an external

circular and an intenial longitudinal layer of muscles,

usually witli a diagonal layer between ; the mouth behind
the brain ; no cwcum ; and a proboscis without stylets.

The order includes the families Caritiellidx and Hub-
rechtidfe. Compare -kMesoixemertini, -^Metatifmertini,

ami itlJeteronenu^tini.
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protonephridium (pro-to-nef-rid'i-um), n.; pi.

protonephriiiia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. ttputo^, first,

+ NL. nephridium.l A uephridium that is de-
void of an internal opening.

protonephrinm (pro-to-nef'ri-um), n.
;
pl.pro-

toiiephria (-ii). Same &s protonephron.

protonic^ (pro-ton'ik). a. ^jyroton + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a proton or anlage. See
*proton, 1.

And the second is the differentiation of this intestinal

[ increment inU> hepatic structure. The ditferentiation

has gradually extended posteriad from the prototiic in-

ception. Trails, Atner. Micros. Soc, June, 190*2, p. 59.

protonucleln (pro-to-nii'kle-in), n. [Gr. Trpoirof,

first, + E. nuclcin.'] A trade-name of a sub- _, _

stance prepared from the IjTnphoid tissues of protoproteose (pro-tp-pro 'te-6s), n. [G
animals, with the addition of gum and milk- -p<^-oc, first, + E. 2>roteosc.] Any proto-albi
sugar : employed as a healing application to mose derived from a native albumin,
wounded and ulcerated surfaces. Buck, Med. protopsychic (pro-to-si'kik), a. [Gr. Trpuro?,

Handbook, III. 541. first, -t- E. psychic.'^ In psychol., pertaining
Protopauropus (pro-to-pa'ro-pus), n. [NL., to or characteristic of the first beginnings of
< Gr. -/jiiror, first, + NL. Paicropus.'] A name mind

; mentally rudimentary or ultimate.

prototrophic
are comparable with those of colloidal solutions. Assum- nrotostvlA Ci.i-o'tn-sitin » rr^ ,r„,-,™„ «™i.
ing electrical charges in protoplasm, such fundamental *^i „wF. „A'.1o n

' I
'' " ^ 'rp"™C, first,

activities as contraction of muscle and transmission by ori/.of, st\Je.J A small cusp present in the
nerves have found fonnal explanations, (rf) Deduced Upper premolars of many mammals and situ-

proposed by Packard for the theoretical an-
cestral mj-riapod, since that form probably re-

sembled the larva of the modern Pauropus.
protopeleC3rpod (pr6"to-pe-les'i-pod), n. [Gr.

TrpuToc, first, + E. pelecypod.} The hypotheti-
cal original ancestor of the Pelccypoda, sup-
posed to have had small, thin, symmetrical,
subcircular or oval sliells, with edentulato
hinge-line and smooth surface.

Frotoperlidae (prd-to-per'li-de), n. pi. [NL., <

biological structure, loexplani heredity and some other ated in front of the protocone on the marginphenomena of living things, protoplasm has frequently of the tooth crown
"^""o ou mo margin

been regarded as made up of units which are generally 1
looin crown.

thought of as ultramicroscopic. Among such units of prOtOSUlpnate (pro-t9-sul fat., n. [Gr. jrpoiTof,
livst, + E. sulphate.} A compound of a metal
or an electropositive radical with one combin-
ing unit of the radical of sulphuric acid, or
that member of a series of sulphates which
contains the smallest proportion of the sul-
phuric acid radical : as, protosulphate of iron
or ferrous sulphate (FeS04), commercially
known as green vitriol.

protOSUlphid (pr6-t6-sul'fid), n. [Gr. Trpurof,
first, -t- E. siilphid.'] A compound of a metal
or an electropositive radical with one atom of
sulphur, or that member of a series of sulphids
which contains the smallest proportion of
sulphur.

protosulphuret (pro-to-sul'fu-ret), n. Same
lis *protosiilphid.

ultimate protoplasm are the 'physiological units' of
Herbert Spencer, the 'gemmules' of Darwin, the 'pan-
gens of De Vries, the ' plastidules ' of Haeckel, the ' bio-
phores' of Weismann, the 'micella;' of Niigeli, and the
' plasomes

' of Wiesner. In some ciises these units are
held to have some of the fundamental attributes of Iivin#
things. Tliese conceptions afford only formal explana-
tions of certain protoplasmic phenomena.
Protoplasmic continuity, segmentation.
See *contuiuity, *sei/mentation

~~T.
albu-

ms one thing to build up the identical consciousness T. i-i -x - / -.^
that has just been dissected, and quite another to take irrOtOtaXlteS (pro'to-tak-si tez), n. [NL.
the dissected bits of, say, the normal, adult consciousness
and entrust them, as protopsychic units, to time for the
creation of a mental phylogeny.

AiiKr. Jour. Psychol., XL 406.

protopterygian (pro'top-te-rij'i-an), a. [Gr.
n-puroc, first, -(- ivrepv^, wing, fin,"-t- -i«»i.] In
ichth., noting that stage of embryonic devel-
opment in which the fin-rays first appear. J.
A. Ryder.

(Dawson, 1860),

Gr. -/luToc, first, -l-'NL. Perlidse.'] A family proto-Benaissance (pr6-t6-r6-na-sons'), «
name proi>osed by Brongniart for certain fossil [tlr. n-pu-of, first, + F. Rcruiissaiice.'\ A re-

insects, related to the Perlida, found in the
Carboniferous strata of Commentry, France.

protophyllin (pro-to-fil'in), n. [Gr. x^iurof,

first, + (pv>:/m; leaf, + -in".] A hydrid of
chlorophyl described by Gautier and Timir-
jazev. Colorless under ordinary conditions,
it turns green on exposure to light.

vival movement in art and literature preceding
the Renaissance proper, especially that which
began in the reign of the Emperor Frederick
II. (1194-12.50), when a definite attempt was
made to revive interest in ancient art. The
finest monuments of this movement are certain
medals of the emperor and the sculpture of
Niocola Pisauo.protopine (pro'to-pin), «. [Or. ;rpuror, first, ^il'^'^^^'^"""-, .,, _,.

•
- A crvstalline al-

^Otorohippus (pro'tor-o-hip
-I- o-(mu), opium, + -ine-.'] A crystalline al
kaloid, Cof,H]705N, found in opium and in tho
roots of the celandine, Chelidonium nutjus, tho
bloodroot, Sanguinaria Canadensis, and Ma-
eleya cordata. It melts at 204° C. Also called
macteyine.

protoplasm, n. 2. The invisible basis of pV'otoroM,nna
living substance; tho ultimate and true proto-

voaiuia

plasm as free from all non-living objects. See
the extract.

Protoplasm . . is a morphological term but . . . the
same word protoplasm is also frequently used to denote
. . . "tho real living substauce." The word then em-
bodies a physiological idea.

M. Foster, Textbook of Physiol., p. 5.

.... .
.'us), »!. [NL., <

Gr. 7zpuT0(, first, -1- NL. Ornhippiis.] A prim-
itive equine animal, from the Middle Eocene
Wind Kiver beds, characterized by the pres

Prolataxites logani, reduced.
Section of trunk.

< Gr. trpuToi;, first, -t- 'NL.
Taxites. See Tax-
ites.'] A genus of
fossil algas, occur-
ring in Silurian
and Devonian
rocks, the trunks
of which attained
the dimensions of
tree-trunks. Jt
may have been a
gigantic seaweed
or kelp, but Daw-
son regarded it as
a land plant and a
true tree. It was
subsequently re-
named Ncmato-
phycus by Carru-
thers and Nemato-

phyton by Dawson, but the original name must
be adhered to although implying a relationship

ence of four complete toes in the fo're foot and J^Jl^ti^i.""'?- »<;« />:'^'««'«>/'^«'*-.

three in tlio hind foot. Protorohippus stood
P^Ototheca (pro-to-the ka),_ «.; p\.j'rotojhe-Protorohipptis stood

16 inches high at the withers.
(pro'tor-o-si'ri-a), n. pi.

[NL.] An order of reptiles established by

c« (-se). [NL., < Gr. Trpurof, fi'rst,'-f ft/xi?,

receptacle.] The cup, or calicle, of the first,
or parent, polyp of a coral colony. See the
extract under *protothecal.Seeley to contain rather largo reptiles from „^„f™*w^l ,

^-^^

the Permian of Germany. The vertebras are
Protot^ecal (pro-tg-the'kal), a. [prototheca

mostlv biconcave: h^ocentra are nresent:
"* -"'-' <JI «"• Pertaining to a prototheca....^o... „.^„..>,„,c, hj-pocentra are present;

and the strong attachment of the pelvis indi-
cates terrestrial habits. Palseohatteria also
belong to this order.

Nervous protoplasm. Same as *ncurop(n»rn.— Pro- tiroto-Semitip rnro'to-RB-mif- 'iVl n Tdr
toplaamderivate, the intracellular substance of certain '^f"-?'? « , T V, -.: ^^.: .™7 '"i. '*•... L^'
tissu.s .<iii.i,i.!i.;(l to he tho product of the activity of "/^"'."f. "'St, -I- t.. benntic] Primitively—"-•^••" >-....-..-- ^,. , _. _.— Semitic : applied to a supposed primitive race

from which all Semitic peoples were descended.
protoSOCial (pr6-to-g6 shal), a. [Gr. irpuTo^,
first, + E. social.} Containing possibilities of
social evolution ; especially, pertaining to the
primitive horde and its undeveloped social prototoxln (pro-to-tok'sin), n. [Gr. 7

_ _ __ ^ capacities. L. F. JJ'ard, Pure Sociol., p. 274. '''"s*, -I- E. toxin.\ A derivative of a
ano or other univenwi structure in ail protojifasm. ProtOSpoUdyli (pro-to-spon'di-li), R. p?. [Gr

"'"'' ' " — '"-'' -'^---^

the granular hypothrsis, can-icd to extremes by T/j,iror, first, -f- a-6vdi7M, a Vertebra T A sub-nn, made granules the essential structure in all „'
1 t /• v 1

^""i, a, .<rii.nun».j jiBuu
— ••-- email Order of fishcs characterized by having a scmi-

heterocercal tail, tho bony supports of the
dorsal and anal fins equal in number to the fin-

cells that lie enihcided in the ground substance.

—

Struc-
ture of protoplasm, (a) Visible structure. With the
best optical aids living protoplasm is rarely founcl to be
homogeneous, but contains droplets, granules, striations.
flbrillie, or plates that differ in different cells antl in the
same cell at different periods. In preserved protoplasm
dyes or stains may make certain parts conspicuous, and
upon this basis many inip<)rt.ant hypotheses of protoplu.s-
mic structure have been built up. Jlost of these assume
some on
Thus,
Altmani
cells. The yi^ar htipothesis of Flemming claimed separate
threads as the essential structure. This gave place to
the Tuticork hypothesis which recognized a framework or
meshwork as the fundamental structure of protoplasm.

the characteristic forms of the Jurassic. " The
only living species is the North American
Amia.

Protospongidae (pr6-to-spon' ji-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. TTpiJTog, first,' -f NL. l^pongidse.} A
family of hexactinellid sponges represented
by fragmentary, quadrately reticulate, spicu-
lar skeletons in Cambrian and Lower Silurian
rocks.

Btitachli'a alveolar hypothesis interprets nif>st of the visi.

ble appearances fn protoplasm as the expression of a
universal honeycomb or frotli structure. Strengthened
by the experiment* of Rhumbler and otliers this hyiK)thc-
sLs has risen to the dignity of a theory explaining some of
the fundamental activities of protoplasm in the lower
animals. More recent views make protoph-ism pol)-nior-
phic, and of different structuro at ditferent times atwl
places. A. Fisclier claims tliat many of the almve n|>-
pearances are artificial pro<luctg and thinks that similar
structures in living protopljism maybe temiMjrary pre-
cipitations of pnitculs. (). F. Andrews flndi the aliove
basic and many other kinds of structures in living proto-
pla-sm to bo built up on a basis of relatively inert liiclu- __ .
sioiis embedded in a plasma or continuous substance. A PTOtOStegldaB (pro-to-ste'ji-dc), n. pi. [NL
clear distinction is t.) bo drawn between the diverse Protoait'fpi, type genus, + -idn- 1 A familv of
structural arrangements seen In most masses of proto- .i-_.i _•''"• •'' ' . . ,J -Ji i.v'JJi'^ ui.

plasm and the hackgnmnd of ultimate prot^iplasni ttie
structure of which has not been seen. ('() Chemical
structure. To chemical examination protoplasm yields
large amounts of proteids and of water, as well as some
fata, carbohydrates, and mineral Bubst.ances, Of these
the proteida are preeminent in 8<jnie fundamental phe-
nomena of protoplasm. Whether tho ultimate prot/>-
plasmlsonechemicalsubstanceoramixtureofgubsUnces nrotofttomal Cnrfi-tos'tn mnn nU not known. Visible portions of protoplasm are complex *^i °n n nf ^^JllZ . ""i^'

"
, .

and non-homogeneous In m(»t cases and minute contig. Zi ' UI or pertaining to a protostoma or
uous areas give different chemical reactions, (c) physi- blastopore. Philns. Tran.'S. /iV»/. .S'oc. (London),
cal structure. Protoplasm is essentially liquid in many 1900, ser. B, p. 323 Protostomal seam In em-
of its active phases, with great differencaa of viscosity In bryol., the suture or seam formed by tho closure of the
different areas and kl the same area at different times, lips of the protostoma or blastopore at the close of the
It often looks like an emulsion and some of iu properties gastrulation of certain animals.

S.— 68

These conspicuous radial folds of the prototheca make
it>diflicult to discern the exact character of tlie concen-
tric foldings of the protothecal wall.

Annals and Hag. A'at, llist., Jan., IflOi, p. 29.

prototheme (pro'to-them), n. [Gr. Trpunc,
first, -t- Oiua, theme.] Tho first constituent
of a word or name.

Tliese protothemes in familiar intercourse, or even on
more serious occasions, often received tlio termination -a.
Seal, for instance, becoming Seaxa.

N. and Q., 10th ser., III. 17&

Trpwrof,

. , -- J, toxin
which has a marked affinity for the corre-
sponding antitoxin.

prototoxoid (pro-to-tok'soid), n. [Gr. Trparoq,
first, + E. toxoid.} A toxoid which has a
greater affinity for the corresponding antitoxin

rays, and more than five actinosts iu the pec- *'^^" ^^^ t'*^''^ proper.

toral and none in the ventral fins. They are prototroch (pro'to-trok), n. [Gr. Trpurof, first," + '^poxk, a wheei, a disk.] A locomotor organ
iu the trochophore larvse of manv marine an-
nelids. It consists of a band of thickened
cells encircling tho body of tho larva in front
of the mouth and bearing strong motile cilia.
See *preoral circlet.

The adult Sipunculid retains the retractor muscles and
nephridia of tho trochophore. The loss of the prototroch,
tho development of the crclomo,' and the enormous elon-
gation of the trunk, are tho only fund.-wnental changes
which tho trochophore undergoes iu passing into the
adult condition.

Jour. Roy. Micros. .Soc., Fob., 1904, p. 64.turtles, comprising species of large size and „,„t.f,..1,,/7 'T-T- , ^^marine habits, characterized by having tho
ProtOtrpchal (pr^^ to-tro - kal), a. [proto-

carapace imperfectly developed, the plastron
troch + -»/'.] Of or pertaining to a proto-
troch.well developed, and the limbs modified for „,„..„x ,. , - .- . .,., ,

swimming. The tvpe species is Protosteqa Prototrophic (pro-to-trof ik), a. [Gr. Trpurof,

</iVjr««, from tho Cretaceous of Kansas. first, -H rpo^v, nouri-shment, + -(O.] Requir-

rr).viM.(n™„ '°8 tor growth only simple inorganic sub-ipiuwsionui stances, as carbon dioxid and ammonia or
nitrous acid and a few mineral salts : a term
used by A. Fischer to designate a group of
nitrifying bacteria characterized by a very
primitive nietabolism. Compare *mctatropliic
and *paratrophic. Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 55.



prototype

prototype, »— National prototjrpes, one of two
meters iiiul one of two ktlo^ninis kept in the ciistotly of
the United States Bureau of Standards, by comparison
with which weight* and measures used in tlie I'nited
States are ultimately detennined. The two kilograms are
those designated as 4 and 20 by the InternationiU Commis-
sion of Weiglits and Measures, and consist of an alloy of
90 per cent, of platinum and 10 per cent, of iridium.
They have been compared with great precision, both with
the international pn>t*>type kilogram and with the kilo-

grams issued by the Commission t« the contributing gov-
ernments. The two meters are those designated as 21
and 27. They consist of the same alloy, and have likewise
been compared with the international prototype meter,
and with the meters furnished to the other governments
by the Commission. Kilognim 4 and meter 21 are used
for actual comparisons with other weights or measures,

' while kilogram 20 ami meter 27 are kept under seal for

occasional use in verifying working kilogram 4 and work-
ing meter 21. In reference to the m^tre deg Archiveg, and
the international prototype meter, and to the correspond-
ing kiU^rams, these national standards are copies : but
their formal adoption as the authoritative standards to
which other standards in the United States are to be con-
fonned has caused them to be called, perhaps with jus-

tice, the national prototype kilogram and the national
prototype meter.

prototypic (pr6-t6-tip'ik), a. Same as protn-

typnl. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 903.

protoveratridine (pro'^to-ve-ra'tri-din), n.

lprotoveratr{inc) + -id -(- -ine^.'i A bitter

non-poisonous alkaloid produced by decom-
position of the protoveratrine of Feratrum
album.

protoveratrine (pro^'to-vf-ra'trin), n. [Gr.
vpuToq, first, + NL. Vrratr(um) + -ine^.'] An
intensely poisonous alkaloid obtained from the
rhizomes of white hellebore, Veratrum album.
It probably occurs also in Veratrum viride.

protoxidize (pro-tok'si-diz), V. t.
;

pret. and
pp. protoxidizcd, ppr. proioxidizing. [Gr.
Trpurof, first, + E. oxid + -ize.~\ In chem., to

convert into a protoxid by union with a proper
amount of oxygen.
protozoSa (pro'to-zo-e'a), «. pi.; protozoea,i

(-a,z), protozoeee (-e). [SL., < Gr. Trpuroc, first,

+ NL. zoea.'j A copepod-like larval type
which is found in a few of the higher Crustacea.
It has a long, jointed abdomen without ap-
pendages, and it swims by means of the
antennse. Euphausia, Pcneeus, Lucifer, and
^r_7estesai-e known to pass through a free pro-
tozoean stage, and Porcellana and Pinnixa hatch
as protozoeas, but they escape from the proto-
zoean skin and become zoeas a few minutes
after hatching.

protozoean (pr6't9-zo-e'an), a. [^protozoe'(a)

+ -an.l Of or pertaining to a protozoea.

protozoologist (pro'to-zo-ol'd-jist), n. [pr»-
tozodlog(tj) + -ist.'i A student of the Protozoa,
especially of the parasitic forms. Nature,
Nov. 29, 1906, p. 117.

protozoology (pr6"to-Z9-ol'o-ji), n. Iprotozo-
(on) + -ology.l That branch of zoology which
treats of the Protozoa.

Protozoology, a science that has only in most recent
times attracted general attention, is nothing more or less

than the study of a group of organisms which zoologists

term protozoa. Nature, Nov. 29, 1906, p. 115.

protractor, n.— stereographlc protractor, in map
projection, a plotting instrument or chart comprisiTig
graduated circular arcs and lines, used for the purpose of
measuring geographical distances from maps plotted by
stereographlc projection. See map-projection, miderpro-
jection.

The use of the gtereographic protractor for measuring
distances along great circles, of measuring spherical
angles at a given point, together with various applica-
tions in navigation. Nature, April 24, 1902, p. 699.

Protremata (pro-tre'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.] In
Beecher's classification of the Bracliiopoda, an
order of articulated genera having the pedicle-
opening restricted to the ventral valve
throughout life and the prodeltidium originat-

ing on the dorsal side of the body-wall in the
Cephalata stage and later ankylosed to the
ventral shell, thus initiating the deltldium,
which persists in all later growth stages. The
braehia are unsupported by a calcareous
ribbon. A few genera (Tliecidea, Lacazella)
still exist, but most of the genera of the order
are extinct.

protreptic (pro-trep'tik), a. Same as pro-
treptical.

protrochaJ (pro-tro'kal), c. [pro- + trochal.']

Noting a larval stage in some moUusks, as
Dentalium and Nucuin, which is antecedent to

the trochophore and characterized by the
possession of recurrently ciliated zones. The
term is applied also to a larva of certain poly-
chffitous worms.
This ' test' has also been seen in two species of Xucula,

and pending fuller inquiry into the Myzomenian and a re-

investigation of Dentalium, 1 would suggest that this re-
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currently ciliated sac is representative of a larval stage
antecedent to the trochophore, for which the term pro-
trochal nmy surtice. This term has indeed been already
applied to a larva of certain I'olychasta, which might well
represent a modification of that for which 1 am ai-guing

;

and quite recently it appears to have been observed near
Ceylon for a species of the genus Marphysa.

Rep Brit. Ats'n Advancetnent of Sci., 1902, p. 630.

protrochnla (pro-tro'ku-la), n. {pro- + L.
trociius, + dim. -m/«.] A hjrpothetieal organ-
ism represented by the stage in the develop-
ment of the trochophore before the formation
of the anus. Hatschek.
The pro-trochvla— is, Hatschek holds, to be considered

as the point of meeting of flat-worms and all higher in-
vertebrates. If we go farther, and inquire what this
pro-trochnla may be and how it arose, Hatschck's reply
would be that it is a hypothetical organism represented
by the stage in the development of the trochophore before
the formation of the anus. How it ai'ose is not clear.

Eiicyc. Brit., XXXI. 794.

protmdent (pro-tr5'dent), a. Projecting or
protruding.
The mandibles are short but rather more protrudent.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 128.

protrypsin (pro-trip'sin), n. Same as tryp-
siiiogcn.

protuberance, «— Red protuberance. Same as
golar prominence (which see, nn<\ev prtyminence).

protuberance-spectroscope (T)ro « tii ' be - rans-
spek'tro-skop), n. A spectroscopic attach-
ment to an astronomical telescope especially
designed with a view to the convenient obser-
vation of the spectra of solar protuberances.
protungulate (pro-tung' gfi-lat), n. [Gr.
Trpurof, first, + E. ungulate.^ The primitive
ungulate or common ancestor of all ungulates
or hoofed mammals.
protyle, ». 2. A hypothetical form of primal,
undifferentiated matter from which, it has
been imagined, by granulation or segregation
of minute but definite masses may have been
produced the atoms of the various chemical
elements.

Front's hypothesis. See *hypothesis.

prov. An abbreviation (/) [''"i'-] of Provence ;

(ff) ['"/'] of Proverbs, a book of the Old
Testament

;
(7i) of province.

prove, V. t. 7. In homeopathic practice, to
test the therapeutic action of (a drug) by ob-
serving the symptoms following its adminis-
tration in appreciable amounts to persons in
health.

proveliger (pro-vel'i-jfer), n. [L. pro, before,
+ NL. veliger.'] In mollusks, a stage preced-
ing the veliger or before the formation of the
shell; also a hypothetical form of similar
structure regarded by Vemll as the mollus-
can archetype.

Proventrlcular valvule, a circular fold in the wall of
the proventriculus of certain insects. A. S. Packard,
Text-book of Entom., p. 318.

prover, ». 3. In homeopathic medicine, one
who submits himself to experimentation in
order to determine the therapeutic indications
for a drug. See *prove, v. t., 7.

Tile 'manifestations of drug action thus produced are
carefully recorded, and this record of "drug-diseases,"
after being verified by repetition of many "provers,"
constitutes the distinguishing feature of the homceo-
pathic materia medica. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 312.

4. In old Eng. law, one who gives state's evi-

dence; an approver or probator.

provide, v. t—To cast loose and provide, to get
(a gun) ready for action, and to furnish (it) with ammu-
nition.

province, n— Juvavlan province. See*Juvaman.
— Mediterranean province, a geographic designation
applied by Austrian geologists to a marine basin which,
during Triassic time, covered the eastern Alps, Tyrol,

Lombard.v, Carinthia, and extended eastward. Another
contemporaneous Triassic basin extending over the Aus-
trian Alps has been tenned the Juvavian province,—
Fetrographlcal province, a term applied by Judd
(IHS(i) to a region in which the igneous rocks of a definite

period possess characters which distinguish them from
the igneous rocks of another region. The characters are
chicliy chemical and miiieralogical.

Provincial constitutions. See ''constitution.

provinculum (pro-ving'ku-lum), K.
;
pi. provin-

cuhi (-la). [L. pro, for, in place of, + vin-

culum, a bond.] The primitive hinge of

certain young pelecypod shells, consisting of

minute teeth on both sides of or behind the

ligament, which are apparently independent
of the permanent dentition of later stages.

proving, «. 3. The homeopathic test of the
therapeutic value of a drug. See *prov€,

V. t., 7.

proving-box (prij'ving-boks), n. In bread-

making, a large sheet-metal box having slid-

ing doors and sheet-metal shelves, used to

prove the rolls and loaves of dough before

pruritic

baking. It is sometimes mounted on wheels
for convenience .in moving the load to the
oven, and is usually fitted with an inlet for
live steam. The steam fills the box and con-
denses on the rolls, causing them to bake
with a smooth hard crust.

proving-hole (pro'ving-hol), «. In mining, an
air-conduit in a mine.
Proviverridae (pro-vj-ver'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Proviverra, the type genus, 4- -idas.] A
family of Creodonta, which contains species of
rather small size, having the upper molars re-
sembling those of the living marsupials of the
genus Dasyurus, while the lower molars ap-
proach those of the true carnivore Fiverra :

from the Eocene of Europe and North Amer-
ica. Schlosscr, 1886.

Provost cell. See *cell.

proxene (prok'sen), n. Same as proxenus.
proxeneta (prok-se-ne'ta), n. [L. proxeneta.
See j'roxctiet.'] A broker or agent, specifically,
a marriage broker. A contract with such an
agent is void under the common law, though
the civil law tolerated them.
proxeny (prok'se-ni), n. [Gr. irpo^evla, < vpd-
^evo(, a public guest or friend. See proxenus.

'i

The ofSce or duty of a proxenus.
The Delphian decree . . . conferring proxeny on the

Athenian priestess Chrysis. . . . We have fullest infor-
mation concerning the Athenian proxeny.

W. Synith, Diet Greek and itoman Antiquities, I. 979.

prozone (pro'zon), n. [Gr. jrpS, before, + l^ovr;,

a belt, zone.] The anterior of the three re-
gions into which the pronotnm of Acrididx,
Locustidx, and GrylUdee is divided.

Disk of pronotnm tectiform, distinctly convex in longi-
section, the mid-carina very pronounced, the lateral ca-
rinae faintly indicated on the "prozone," obsolete on
metjizone. Pnyche (Boston), Feb., 1904, p. 7.

prozymogen (pro-zi'mo-jen), «. [Gr. 7rp<5, be-
fore, + E, zymogen.'] A cytoplasmic substance
in the gastric cells of Amphibia. It is sup-
posed to arise from the chromatin of the nu-
cleus and to pass into the cytoplasm where it

becomes zjTnogen which is eventually dis-
charged from the cell after the chromatin of
the nucleus has been restored. Science, May
17, 1901, p. 769.

P. K. S. An abbreviation of President of the
Royal Society.

P. B. S. A. An abbreviation of President of
the Royal Scottish Academy.
prudentialism (pro-den'shal-izm), n. Ipru-
dential + -ism.'] Prudential character; action
or conduct governed by prudential motives.
Prudhomme's black. " See *black.

prune-granite (pron'gran"it), «. fiee*granite.

Prune-juice expectoration. See *expectora-
tioii.

Prunella twill. See Mwiin.
primer, ". 2. Any one of many cerambycid
beetles wliose larvae bore into the twigs of
various trees, weakening them and causing
them to fall off as ifpruned Apple-tree pruner,
a longiconi beetle, Elaphidion vilUmtm, which lays its

eggs in young twigs or small branches, whence the issuing

Apple-tree Pruner iEiaphidion vitlosufn').

a, larva ; b, beetle ; c. pupa : d. e, pruned ends of twigs ; /.
pupa in winter quarters in cut twiy : .f. le^ of larVa.

(Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

larva burrows into the center of the twig or branch. ^On
reaching full growth the larva nearly severs the branch,
so that it is readily broken off by the wind. It affects,

besides apple, other fruit-trees and shade and forest
growth.

pruning, ». 1 . The clearing of the stem of a tree
through the death and fall of branches for want of light
is known as natural pruning ; when living branches are
removed by cutting them close to the stem the operation
is known as green pruning ; when it is confined to dead
branches it is known as dry pruning.

pruritic (pro-rit'ik), a. \^prurit(us) + -I'c]

Affected with pruritus ; itching.



Prus.

Pros. An abbreviation (a) of Prussia
Pruxgian.

Prussak's fibers. See */i6eri.

Prussian defense. See *defense.

^075 pseudepigraph
(J) of psammotherapy (sam-o-ther'a^pi), «. [Gr. pseudampllora(sud-am'f6-ra),n -pi nseudam.V«Woc, sand, + SepaTOa, medical treatment.] phorx (-re). [NL., < Gr "ievdiic falsn +The employment of sand-baths in the treat-

^ '
l

,
n «i. i/^evo^, laise, -1-

ment of disease.
Prymnodesmia (prim-no-des'mi-ii), n. pi. psammous (sam'us), «. [6r. V'd/i/ioc, sand, +
[NL., < Gr. Trpv/ivov, lower part, + iiafia, a -oiis.] Containing sand ; sandy; gritty.
bond,] A group of spatangoid echinoids or psatUTOSe (sat'u-ros), «. [F. psntiirose (Beu-
sea-urehms, founded by Lov^n to contain dant, 1832), prop, "psathyrosc, < Gr. ^tlvpdc
genera with subanal fascioles. friable, crumbling, -t- ^se.] Stephanite or
Przibram schists. See *schist. brittle silver ore, an ore containing about 68.5
P. S. An abbreviation (c) [I. c. ] of passed per cent, of silver.
School of Instruction (of Officers); (d) leap.} of P. S. 0. An abbreviation of Passed Staff Col-
Permanent Secretary; (c) [cap.^ of Privy lege.

Seal.

psalldodect (sa-lid'o-dekt), a. [Gr. i/w^'C

(ipa'/ii-), a pair of scissors, + 'J^ktvc, a biter, <
oaKveiv, bite.] Cutting by movement over the
inner surface of another cutting-edge of the
molar teeth of the lower jaw of certain mam-
mals in mastication. Cope. [Rare.]

psalistoma (sa-lis'to-ma), n.
; pi. psalistomata

(sal-is-to'ma-tii). [Gr. 'paf.i^, scissors, + aro/ut,

mouth.] In decapod crustaceans, the cutting-
tooth or sharp margin of the mandible.

pschutt (pshot), n. [See the def.] The 61ite;
the 'upper ten' ; the highest of high life. The
word is said to have originated in an expression of Dau-
det 8 in " Le nabab," where he represents the Marquis de
Monpavon, a haughty and disdainful old beau, as express-
ing his profound scorn for the act of explaining himself or

a/z^peuf, a jar.]
A peculiar form of
vase often found
in the older classes
of Greek pottery.
It has two handles
connected with a
false neck, the ac-
tual openingbeing
placed on one side.

The next style to
consider is that of
the false-necked vases,
otherwise called biigel-
kannen, or 'pseud-
amphorse,'

W. M. Flinders Petrie, in Jonr. Hellenic Studies, II. 274

Pseudamphora.

even malting the slightest elfurt to help others to under- pseudamvgdaloid (sud-a-mig'da^loid), n. FGr.stand him. In his coiiversatioa with the Duke de Mora Vvrf,v ftue + F. omvnrJjtfmrl"! Tn».i/,V,(MomyX a man of the same characteristics, he substituted
V'"'."/?; laise, -t- tj. amygoalota.i In petrog.,

• an Igneous rock containing pseudamygdules.
(MomyX

Bay ; and this

3 substituted
for every word he was too indolent to

set Afterward used attributively, in the sense of ultra-
extravagant Hiid -fasliionable. Larouese. [Slang,]

Mandible with shortened cutting-tooth (pmlUtoma) Paednohlpnninq Cspd-nn hlpn'i nal « rMT
and a three-jointed palp (synaphipod),

x-seanoDieimms (,sea-no-Dlen 1-US), n. L^Li.,

TraM. Linn. Soc.. Zool., 1903, p. 440- ^ y^- V'E'S'Of, thin, spare, scanty, + NL._6(e»-

P»"'s supposed to have given birth to pseudamygdule(siid-a/-mig'dul),«. [Gr. VitiA^f,
pschutt as expressing the very cream of the aristocratic false, + E. amygdiile.'] In petrog., a, minerai

psallette (sa-Ief), n. [F., irreg. < Gr. iia?,?.eiv,

play on the harp, sing to the harp, + -ette.j

Same as maitrise, 1.

psaltery. 1 . The term is loosely applied to a variety
of stringed instruments, some of them lyres or harps,
rather than zithers.

psammite, n-— Condroz psammites, in geol., the
sandy facies of the Fanieniiian (Upper Devonian) in Bel-
gium. It carries an abundant fauna- Hue itCojulrusian.

P8ammobia(sa-m6'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ^pa/i/joi,

sand, + ,iior, life. ] The typical genus of the
Psammoliiidce. Lamarck

aggregate or crystal replacing a primary min-
eral of an igneous rock in such a manner as
to appear like a true amygdaloidal filling of a

nius, blenny.] A genus of blennioid fishes „3S"l*!,-"T*/-.i -' •^ rxTT , r,
found in the Gulf of California. pseudangina (sud-an-ji'na), n. [NL., < Gr.

fevdr/^, false, + NL. angina.} An attack of
pain resembling that of angina pectoris, but
not due to disease of the heart or coronary
arteries. Also written pseudo-angina. Phil.

pselaphesia (sel-a-fe'shia), n. [NL., < Gr.
4ir/M(p>/ci^, a feeling.] In psychol., a term pro-
posed by M. Dessoir in 1892 to include active
touch and the ' muscle sense ' : opposed to
contact-sense. ^. C^ .an/or., E.per.'{>sychol.; prd-t^^iiJl^'ivl^^^^^^^^^ ,^^ .„„.

pselaphesis (se-laf'e-sis), n. [See *psela-
phexia.] 1. Sameasa*p6etap7imfl.— 2. Same
as carphologia.

Psanunobiidffl (sam-6-bi'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Psenes (se'nez), n [NL. (Cuyier and Valen
Psammobia + -iVte.] A family of bivalve mol-
lusks, of tho order fjidamcltibranchiata, which
have elongated separate siphons and a large
tongue-shaped foot. It includes the genera
Psammobia and Sanguinolaria.

Psammodus (sam'o-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. _„„...„ , -,„.,
iiiauuoc, sand. + odoi'f, tooth.] A Lower Car- P^-flP/^Hil i^^A' ":

eiennes, 1833), origin uncertain. It is appar,
a F. plural, and is given as from a Gr. " fffv^,

the osprey."] A genus of fishes of the family
Nomeidse, inhabitmg warm seas and known
chiefly from very young specimens found in
the open ocean.

[Gr. V'j/i^c, a pebble, -1-

'li-a]), n. See *a
nual, 3.

When the plant reduces itself to a bulb at the approach
of the dry or cold season, it thereby becomes a pseud-
annual, but when it reduces Itself to a seed it is strictly
annual. L. II. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p, 294.

Pseudanthias (su-dan'thi-as), 71. [NL., <
Gr. xlxvd^i, false, + NL. Atithias.} A genus

boniterous genus of selachian fishes of the
family Psammodontidx, known only from the
teeth, which are large and more or less quad-
rangular, with thick, smooth roots almost as
large as the crown. The crown surface is

ite'^.'] In petrog., a coarse conglomerate with
argillaceous cement: extended by Naumann
to all coarse fragmental rocks, conglomerates,
and breccias. Distinguished from psammite
and pelite. Brongniart, 1813.

porous and punctate or finely striated. The psephltlC (se-fit ik), a. \_psephite + ic.'] In
~ " ""

"
iJC(co(?., resembling or composed of coarse sand
or coarse fragments of rocK or crystal.

Psephodus (sef'o-dus), ». [NL., < Gr. V'v^f,
a pebble, a counter, + o(5oif (odoir-), tooth.]
A selachian fish of the family Cochliodontidie,
known only from teeth which are rhombic or

genus occurs in the Carboniferous of Europe
and North America.

psammogenous (sa-moj'e-nus), a. [Gr. rjji/ifioc,

sand, + jiyveaBai, become, + -OHS.] In phy-
togeog., of a more or less coarse-grained sandy
consistency: said of soils. Tnurmann, the
author of the term (1849), further distin-
guished psammogenous soils into perpsam-
mir, hemipsammic, and oligopsammic, and
named transitional states ^eJopsanimic. Com-
pare *prlogenous.

pganunolO{nr (sa-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. yjia/juoc,

sand, + -/oyta, < 'Myciv^ speak.] The science
which deals with the di£Eerent forms assumed
by sand.

The study of psammology.
Ueog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 670.

Psammoperca (sam-o-p^r'ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
\l>d)ifio(, sand, + TripKr/, perch.] A genus of
serranoid fishes, found from the Bay of Bengal
and the China Sea to the north coast of Aus-
tralia.

psammopllile (sam'o-fil), a. [Gr. ijiafi^oc, sand,
+ «i>.of, loving.] Same as *psammophilous. pseudallosematic (sud'al-o-se-mat'ik), a.
The slender, wiry culms of this grass . , . render the [Gr. xfievdi/;, false, + E. allosematic.} Noting

species one of the m(«t striking types of psammnphile resemblances of an animal in form and color
plants. C. Mohr, Plant Life of Alabama, p. 131. j^ ^^^^ ^^j^^,. associated with another species.
psammopmlOUS (sa-mof'i-Ius), a. [Gr. faft/ioi, Poultnn
san.l, -H <„/of, loving, + -ous.} Living in or pge^^nilj^acra (siid-am-bii-la'kra), n. pi.
frequenting sandy places: said of plants or "[nl < Gr. t/zt.,.!,?, false, + NL. artiMacrum.-]
animals. A\^o psanynoi>lnle &nAammopMous. ^ ^^^le given by Eoemer to the ambulacra!
Smithsonian Rep. (Nat.THus.), 1892, p. .508. fleijg ^j Mastoids.
psammophyte (sam 'o-fit), n. [Gr. ^^po^ pseudamnesia (sud-am-ne'shia), n. [NL., <

br. V)et)OA;f, false, -I- uijivqanuv , remind.] A gen

J'seudanthias ketlogf^.
'

1 Bull. U. S. Fish Coin., vol. XXIII.)

of serranoid fishes, closely allied to Anfhias.
The species are numerous in the Pacific, P.

-— fceWowJ in Hawaii, P. japonicMS in Japan.
rhomboidal in shape, four- or five-cornered, pseudaposematic (sud'ap-o-se-mat'ik), a.
slightly convex or more strongly arched with [Gr. 1/'"'''/^, false, + E. aposematic.'] Relating
finely punctate crown surface and crenulated
borders. It occurs in the Carboniferous of
Europe, India, and North America.

Psettichthys (se-tik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.
f'/TTa, flounder, + i;f9rf, fish.] A genus of
flounders found on the coast _of California.

psead. An abbreviation ot pseudonym.
psendaconln (siid - ak ' o - nin ), n. [pseudaco-
n(it)in.'\ A feebly poisonous, light yellow,
amorphous alkaloid, C25H3QOgN, formed by
hydrolyzing pseudaconitin with dilute mineral

Relating
to the phenomenon of protective mimicry, as
distinguished from protecti"e resemblance, or
cryptic defense. E. B. Poulton Pseadapoae-
matic character, a character which, in one species,
serves to warn away enemies, copied in another species.
.See -kpseudemgematic character.

pseudatoll (sud-a-tol'), n. [Gr. fevdii(, false,
+ E. a toll.} 1. A nearly circular island sim-
ulating an atoll in form.— 2. A small reef,
simulating an atoll in form, but resulting from
the growth of a single community of organ-
isms.

sand, +'ifitrr6v, plant.] In phytogeog., a plant
adapted to grow and habitually growing in
sand, as on the seashore, on dunes, etc.

psammophytic (sam-o-fit'ik), a. Ipsammo-
phytj: + -ic.} Having the character ot or per-
taining to psammophytes; psammophilous.

psammosarcoma (sam'o-sar-ko'ma), n.

;

pi. psummnsarcomata (-ma-tii). [NL., < Gr.
^filio^, 8and,+ aapKu/ja, sarcoma.] A sarcoma
with calcareous deposit.

acids or alcoholic soda. It melts below 100° C, pseudatropine (siid-at'ro-pin), ». Same as

p80Udac0U8ma(sud-a-k6s'ma), n. [NL,, < Gr. *<'«''»'<'''^-
. ^ , ^,.

V'cmS^c , false, + amva/ia, thing heard.] Same as Pseudecms (su-dek is), n. [NL., < Gr. fevi^c,

pseudaciisis. false, + Ix'C, a viper.] A genus of elapine
- -" snakes, comprising very deadly species. Atypi-

cal member of the genus is /*, porimt/naceun, the black
snake of Australia, which reaches a length of five or six
feet. The outer row of scales is red at the base and the
ventntl scales are red. The species feeds on small mam-
mals, birds, and reptiles.

pseudenceplialic(siid-en-se-fal'ik), a. [pseud-
encrphal(us) + -ic.} Relating to a pseuden-
cephalus. Buck, Med. Handbook, II, 229.

pseudentoptic (siid-en-top'tik), a. [Gr. ilwvi^c,

false, + E. entoptic.} In physiol. and psycho-
ji/iy.'?,, apparently but not really entoptic. See
the extract.
Notice . , . the horizontal bands that follow a slow

dropping and raising of the upper lid. Such appearances
as these, since their cause is not really In the eye but
outside of it, have been called pseudentoptic by Laqueur,

E. C. Sanford, Exper, Psychol,, p, 9K.

pseudepigraph (siid-ep'i-graf), n. A spurious
writing. See pseudepigrapha.
Wisdom of .Solomon.—This pseudepigraph ('laims to

have been written by King Solomon.
Encyc. Brit., XXV. 496.

eral term for the illusions of memory in which
the subject appears to remember events that
he has never experienced, including simple
paramnesia (confusion of imagination with
memory), identifying paramnesia (false famil-
iarity or double memory), and suggestive or
associative paramnesia (false recollections
aroused by present impressions). Baldwin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., U. 374.



pseudepigraphal

P8eudepigraphal(sud-e-pig'ra-fal), a. \^pseud-

epigraph + -dA.] Having the character of

a pseudepigraph or of the pseudepigrapha.

psendepisematic (sud'ep-i-sf-mat'ik), a. [Gr.

V'fi'i'vc, false, + E. episematic.'\ In biol.,

noting the mimioiy or copying, in one species,

of an episematic character of another species.

It iB conmanly assumed that the purpose of this imita-

tion is purely alluriiiK ot pseudepisematic.
IVoc. Zool. Soc. Lotidon, J&n.-April, 1903, p. 48.

P861ld^lsem&tlc character, an episematic character
or reoognition-marit of one species copied in another for

the purpose at deception. Sncyc. Brit.^ XXVIL 149.

pseudlioloptic (siid-ho-lop'tik), a. See
*pieudoholo}>tic.

pseadidea (sud-i-de'a), »i. [Gr. xpevSr/c, false,

+ E. ififa.'i A false idea, notion, or theory;

an idea which may be framed in words, but is

intrinfiicallf uiitliinkable ; or, an idea per-

verted bj automorphic interpretation.

The prop<isiti(m with which Kant's philosophy sets out,

verbally iutellijjible though it is, cannot by any effort be

rendered into thoujiht— cannot be interpreted into an

idea property so called, but stands merely for a pseud-

idfa. U. Spencer, First Principles, iii.

It may be questioned whether this fundamental dictum
of Herbert Silencer's philosophy is not itself a good ex-

ample of tliose very "pseud-ideas" whose nature and
frequency in human reasoning he has so clearly described.

L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol.; I. 180.

pseadinoma (su-di-no'mii), Ji. ; pi. pseudino-

mata (-ma-ta). [NL., <"Gr. V'ffow, false, +
(f) I'c (Ix-j, muscle, + -oma.] 1. A scirrhous

cancer.— 2. A phantom tumor.

pseudisochromatic (siid-i'''so-kr9-mat'ik), a.

[Gr. fevAr/i;, false, + E. isochrojnatic.'] In
psychophys., pretendedly or illusorily same-
colored: said of certain test-cards, used for

the diagnosis of color-blindness, in which
patches of one color are variously distributed

among patches of another color, with which
the former may, by color-blind persons, be
confused.

- pseudisodommil, «. Seepsetuiisodomon.

pseudo-acid (si-do-as'id), n. An organic com-
pound which, in the free state, has not the struc-

ture of an acid : in the presence of bases it

gradually undergoes molecular rearrangement
and forms salts. Amer. Chem. Jour., Sept.,

1903, p. 187.

pseado-amceboid (sii''do-a-me'boid), a. Simu-
lating the amoeboid form." Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 280.

pseudo-angina (sii''do-aii-ji'na), n. Same as
*pseuda>igma.

pseudo-apoplectic (sfl - do - ap - o - plek ' tik)

,

a. Simulating apoplexy. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 589.

pseudobacillUS (su'do-ba-sil'us), n.
;
pi. pseit-

dohacUli (-i). [NL.] One of the minute bodies

found in sputum, which react to stains in the

same manner as the tubercle bacillus, but are

not living organisms. They are readily dis-

solved in ether or chloroform, and are prob-

ably fine particles of fat.

pseudobase (su'do-bas), n. An organic com-
p«und which, in the free state, has not the

structure of a base : in the presence of acids

it gradually undergoes molecular rearrange-

ment and forms salts.

pseudobeat (sii'do-bet), n. In phonet., a
fluctuation of intensity occurring in the phon-
autographic curves of the letter r. See the

extract.

The curve of r was found to consist of small vibrations

with rather regular fluctuations of amplitude having long
periods ; the resemblance to the familiar curves of two
tones forming beats suggested the term 'pseudobeats'

t9T the fluctuations of intensity observed in the r-curvea.
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 19.

pseudocapitulumCsu'do-ka-pit'u-lum), n.
;
pi.

pHCudoaipitiila (-Iii). [^<L., < Gr. ^lieydf/g, false,

-t- NL. capiiulum.'] In certain mites, a sclerite

resembling the capitulum, but morphologi-
cally distinct. Jour. Koy. Micros. Soc, Dec,
1904, p. O.'JO.

pseudocardinal (su-do-kar'di-nal),a. [Gr.

fevdi/^, false, -f- E. cardinal.'^ Of or pertaining

to those teeth in a schizodont pelecypod shell

which are situated below the beaks. Same as
subumbonal.

pseadoce«'t6r (sti-do-sen'tfer), ». [Gr. fev^K,
false, + Ktprpnv, center.] An organism or an
organ which, while unspecialized or primi-

tive, is actually the degenerate or simplified

descendant of a more complicated ancestor.

pseadocentric (sii-do-seu'trik), a. \_yseudo-
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center (centr-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to a
pseudooenter.
A fonn of apocentricity extremely common and often

perplexing may be termed psendocentric ; in such a con-
dition there is an apparent simplicity that reveals its

secondary nature by some small and apparently meaning-
less complexity. Encyc. lirit., XXVIII. 343.

pseudocentricity' (sii '' do - sen - tris ' i - ti), 11.

\_psettdocciitrie + -ity.'i The character of
being pseudoeentric ; the state or condition of
being or of pertaining to a pseudocenter.
Trans. Linncan Soc, Zool., 1901, p. 265.

pseudocentrous (sii-do-sen'trus), a. [_pseiido-

center + -o««.] Having vertebrae without
centra, but composed of a shell of bone sur-
rovmding the notochord, and consisting of
two pairs of arcualia. The condition is found
in some extinct amphibians.
Order Urodela, Dumeril. Pseudocentrous, with the tail

remaining througliout life.

//. Gadow, Classification of Vertebrata, p. 12.

pseudocentrum (sii-do-seu'trum), «. ;
pi. pseu-

doccntra (-trii). [NL., < Gr. i/)fw!?/f, false, -1-

ahrpov, center.] Tlie body of a vertebra
which is formed by the meeting and fusion of
the two principal pairs of dorsal and ventral
arcualia, or entirely by the chief dorsal arcu-
alia. This condition obtains in the tailed

amphibians. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc (Lon-
don), 1896, ser. B, p. 21.

pseudocephalocele (su-do-sef'a-lo-sel), n. [Gr.

TpevSiji:, false, + E. ccphalocelc.']
' A non-con-

genital hernia of the brain, due to disease or
subcutaneous fracture of the skull. Buck,
Med. Handbook, II. 237.

Pseudocerati'tes (su'^do-ser-a-ti'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. fcvdrji:, false, -I- Nli" Ceratites.] An
artificial group of ammonoid cephalopod gen-
era with eeratitoid sutures foimd in Cretaceous
rocks, comprising the retrogressive descend-
ants of earlier, more complex Jurassic and Cre-
taceous types. Among the American genera
included in this group may be mentioned Pla-
centiceras, Sphenodiscus, Engonoceras, and Met-
engonoccras.

pseudoceratopliorous (sii''''do-ser-a-tof'o-rus),

a. [Gr. t/a t'(5;/f, false, -I- Kepac; («par-), horn, -h

-(jiopog, < <j>tpEiv, bear.] Having horns that are

not outgrowths of the frontal bones, but, as
in the giraffe, are developed from separate
centers of ossification.

The existence [in the Giraffe] of pseudoceratophorous
epiphyses pennanently invested by a hairy integument

Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1800, p. 105.

Pseudoceridae (sii-do-ser'i-de), 71. pi. [NL., <

I'seudoceros + -irfa?.] A family of polyclads
having an oval or elliptical body with fold-

like marginal tentacles, the mouth in the
middle of the anterior half of the body, and
the eyes on the brain-areas and the tentacles.

It includes the genera I'seudoceros, Thysano-
zoon, and Yungia.

Pseudoceros (su-dos'f-ros), n. [NL., < Gr.
-ipevdiK, false, + uripiq ({), bees-wax.] The
typical gen us of the I'seudoceridse. Lang, 1884.

pseudochromsesthesia (sH-do-krom-es-the'-
shiii), 11. [NL., < Gr. ^evSij^', false, + NL.
chromspsthesia.'] , In psychol., the constant
and uniform association of colors with uncol-
ored visual impressions or with sensations
of other modalities; especially, colored hear-
ing, or the association of colors with sounds

:

the commonest form of.synseathesia.

Pseudo-chroinesthesia is th.it peculiar faculty of asso-

ciation of the sensorial perceptions, by means of wliich

any primary sensation or even a purely psychical process

can evoke, in the case of certain persons, a false visual

sensati<m of color, constant in the case of the same stim-

ulus with the same person. Amer. Jour. Psychol., V. 20.

pseudochromatin (sii-do-kro'ma-tin), n. [Gr.

fev6i/c, false, + E. chromatin.'] Same as *pro-
chromatin. PfiUner, 1886.

pseudochrome (sfi'do-krom), n. [Gr. \piviriQ,

false, + xp^f"! color.] A large, spherical,

extranuelear body composed of coiled fila-

ments in the cell cytoplasm of the ovarian
follicles of birds. It seems to be equivalent

to the ' ergastoplasm ' of Garnier and the 'mi-
tochondria' of Benda. Jour. Boy. Micros.

Soc, Oct., 1903, p. 594.

pseudochrysolite (sii-do-kris'o-lit), n. [Gr.

ijiFvi'irji;, false, -I- E. chrysolite.'] Same as
*bottlc-stone.

pseudoclassic (sii-do-klas'ik), a. [Gr. 1/'""%,

false, -I- E. classic.'] In the fine arts, having
the form but not the spirit of classic art;

sometimes, simply imitated from classic art.

pseudoclistogamous (sii"d6-klis-tog'a-mus),a.

pseudodiorite

[See *pseudocli,iiogamy.] Presenting the char-
acter of pseudoclistogamy. Bound and Clem-
en ts, Plant Life of Nebraska.
pseudoclistogamy (sii"do-klis-tog'a-mi), n.

[Gr. TJ/ev6ii(, false, + E. clistogurny.] The
phenomenon of being clistogamous only as
affected by special causes. For cases of

pseudoclistogamy see *hydrocUstogamy and
*photoclistogamy, 2.

pseudocoele, n. 2. A eaWty of the brain,

lying between the hemispheres and below the
corpus callosum. The name is given because
the cavity is not in the brain substance, but
between the hemispheres. Same a,s fifth ven-

tricle Science, Feb. 17, 1905, p. 268.

pseudocoelian (su-do-se'li-an), a. Same as
jt.'^cifdora'lic.

pseudocoloboma (sii'''do-kol-o-b6'ma), n. ; pi.

pseudocolobomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < &r. fev^/f,
false, + NL. coloboma.'] A strongly pigmented
or non-pigmented line on the iris, giving th«
appearance of a coloboma.
pseudocone (su'do-kon), n. [Gr. yjievSr/^, false,

-f- K<jvo(, cone.] A false or modified crystal-
line lens or cone occurring in the eyes of
muscid flies. The cone is replaced by four
cells filled with a transparent fluid, and a pro-
toplasmic nucleated portion Pseudocone eye.
See *ei/cl.

pseudoconglomerate (sii'''do-kon-glom 'e-rat),

n. [Gr. xjicvdi/i, false, 4- E. conglomerate.] In
petrog., a rock, resembling a conglomerate,
formed by the crushing of a compact rock
into larger and smaller fragments which havfe

become more or less rounded in the process
of crushing. fteiA-ie, Text-book of Geol., p. 683.

psendoconhydrine (sii^do-kon-hi'drin), n.

[Gr. ^cv<^T/(, false, -I- E. conhydrine.] An al-

kaloid extracted in small quantity from the
less volatile portion of crude conine from
Conimn maculatum. It is isomeric with con-
hydrine, and differs from conine in containing
in addition to the elements of this latter an
atom of oxygen.
pseudocrystalline (sii-do-kris'ta-lin), a. [Gr.
ipevdr/r, false, -1- E. crystalline.'^ In petrog.,

noting a texture or rock which resembles one
that is truly crystalline, being made up of

detrital crystals or fragments little worn and
cemented together by any kind of mineral
cement.
pseudocubic (su-do-kii'bik), a. [Gr. i/tvir/^,

false, -I- E. cubic] Cubic in outer form, but
not isometric in internal structure or distribu-

tion of properties. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.,

p. 105.

pseudocumene (su-do-kum'en), «. [Gr. fevSi/i,

fal.se, -I- E. cumcne.] A colorless oily hydro-
carbon, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, CeHc[^CH3)3,
found in coal-tar and petroleum, and also made
synthetically. It boils at 169.8° C.

pseudocomidine (sii"do-kum'i-din), n. [Gr.
TpevS'/;, false, + E. cumidine.] Aminotrimethyl-
benzene, CeH2(CH3)3NH2, a raw material of
the color industry. Also called ^-cumidine.

pseudocypliella(sii''do-si-fera), n.
;
pl.pseudo-

cyphellse (-e). [NL., < Gr. ypeviij^, false, + NL.
cyphella.] A small depression in the under sur-

face of a lichen thallus, differing from a cy-
phella in being pulverulent or bearing soredia.

They [Cyphella;] are generally naked, but are often
also pulverulent ,or sorediiferous, in which latter case
they are called pseudo-cyphellie. Encyc. Brit., XH'. o.S4.

pseudocyst, ». 1. InJof.: (h) The vegetative
cell of any of the blue-green algse.— 2. In
some sporozoans, a structure which is formed
from the residual protoplasm left after the
sporoblasts are separated off and which by
swelling causes the true cyst-wall to burst
asunder, thtis setting free the spores.

pseudodeltidium, n. it is a triangular cover over
tile (Iclthyrium or peilicle-slit, developed by the union o(

the deltidial plates in telotrematous brachiopods.

pseudoderm (sii'do-derm), n. [Gr. yf>ev6fjq,

false, + Stppa, skin.] In sponges, a sort of

outer covering or skin formed by outgrowths
from the ascon tubes situated most peripher-
ally.

pseudodiabase (sii-do-di'a-bas), n. [Gr.

^£i'r5;/f, false, + E. diabase.'] In petrog., a
name given by Becker to certain altered dia-

bases in California which were supposed to

have been formed bymetamorphism from sedi-

ments.
pseudodiosite (sfi-do-di'o-rit), «. [Gr. Vff'Wi
false, -I- E. dioriti.] In petrog., same as

*metadiorite.



pseudodiphtheria

pseudodiphtheria («" "do-'lif-tl^e'ri-p.. "
[XL., < Or. rpevdK. false, + NL. diphthena.]

An aflfection resembling diphtheria, but not

marked by the presence of the bacillus of

diphtheria. See pseudodiphtheria *bacillt.

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 486.

pseudodiphtheritic (su'do-dif-the-nt ik), a.

Relating to or of the nature of pseudodiph-

pseudo'doxy (su'do-dok-si), ». [Gr. fevMolia,

< Y«i"W<'usOf, having a false opinion, bee

pseudodox.'i The holding of erroneous opin-

ions; ineorreetBess of opinion, especially in

matters of theology : opposed to orthodoxy.

pseudo-emphysema (su'do-em-fi-se'ma), n.

[XL., < (ir. vFv6r'/r, false, + NL. emphysiyna.]

A condition of the lungs, due to temporary

blocking of the smaller bronchial tubes, which

resembles in its symptoms and post-mortem

appearances true emphysema. Buck, Med.

Handbook, H. 493.

pseudo-encephalitis (su'do-en-sef-a-li tis), «.

[NL-. < Gr. T/'£r<5vc, false, + NL. encephalitis.]

A condition in infants which resembles acute

hydrocephalus: due to colliquative diarrhea.

pseudo-ephedrine (su'do-ef'e-drin), «. [Gr.

fevdnc, false, + E. ejyhedrine.'i A colorless

crystalline alkaloid, CioHi.r.ON, isomeric with

ephedrine, contained in Ephedra vulgaris, h.

helvetica, and other species of Ephedra : simi-

lar to atropin.
.

pseudo-equality (su'do-e-kw41'i-ti), n. An
apparent or false equivalence which disap-

pears when subjected to adequi-te tests. Ma-

ture, Sept. 18, 1902, p. 497.

pseudo-erysipelas (su' do- er-i-sip' e-las),n.

[Gr. i>tvM/r, false, + NL. cri/sipelas.] A dif-

fuse inflammation of the skin that does not have

all the cluiraoteristic features of erysipelas.

pseudofluctuation (su'do-fluk-tu-a'shon), n.

[Gr. i'evAK, false, + E.fluctuation.l In pathoh,^

lOTi

an impulse transmitted through solid but soft

tissue, such as muscle, giving the impression

of a fluid sac. Buck, Med. Handbook, V I. o. 1.

pseudoform (su'd6-f6rm), H. [Gr. i'n'^'/U

false, + L. J'ormii form.] A false or simu-

lating form; specifically, the labile form of

a substance which undergoes tautomeric

changes. See *pseudomerism.

The notion of the BhiftinK hydroKen radical is but the

hypothetical way of viewing the intervention of the in-

tramolecular change by which the substance becomes lU

•' pifudufiiTin." Nature, Sept. 18, 1902, p. SOi.

pseudoganglion (sii-do-gang'gli-on), n.j pi.

pseurhi/timilia {-a.). [NL., < Gr. ^pev6t/c, false,

+ NL. ganglion.] A circumscribed thicken-

ing of the sheath of a nerve, resembling exter-

nally a ganglion.

pseudogaster (sii-do-gas'tfer), ». [NL., < Gr.

i>iv<W/C, false, + jaarr/p, belly.] The cavity

formed by the folding of a flabellate sponge

into a cui>-sliaped or tubular form,

pseudoglacial (su-do-gla'shial), a. [Gr. Vffrfw,

false, + E. glacial] Simulating glacial de-

posits or action. J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age,

p. 697.

pseudoglioma(su'd6-gU-6'ma), ».; itl.pseudo-

qUomata (-raa-tii). [NL., < Gr. i/zwiw, false,

+ NL. glioma."] A suppurative affection of

the choroid resembling a glioma of the retina.

Med. Rrcord, July 11, 1903, p. 50.

pseudoglobulin (su-do-glob'u-lin), n. [Gr.

V'fwS'/c, false, + E. globulin.] One of two frac-

tions (
pseudoglobulin and euglobuUn) of serum

globulin. Of these the euglobulin is thrown

down from its saline solution on dialysis,

while the pseudoglobulin remains in solution.

pseudOglottiS (su-do-glot'is), «. [NL., < Gr.

^fvAif, fal.se, + y7xjrTi<:, glottis.] The aper-

ture in the larynx formed by the ventricular

hands or false vocal chords.

pseudogyne, n. 2. A curious caste or form of

ant occurring in the colonies of certain species,

as Formica snnguinea, in which is combined

the thorax of a female with the abdomen and

size of a worker.

In 18flS E. Wasmann, .S. .7., advanced the hypothesis

that the so-called " pwudmjynft" in the colonies of

K.innica saiiKUinca owe their clistence and development

to the reariiiK of the beetle Ixjinechusa struniosa Y.

Entiimuloijicai News, XV. 339.

pseudogyny (su-doj'i-ni), n. [pseudogyne +
-y'-K] The condition of being a pseudogyne.

E Wanmann returns with fresh li(tht to a discussion of

"pKudmiyny" \n Formica sanRuinea, ete. A pseudo-

Kynous form exhlbiU a somewhat deformed combination

of the thorax-stmcture of a female with the abdominal

development and body size of a worlter.

Jour. Roy. Micron. Soe., April, 1903, p. 172.

pseudohallucination ( su ' do - ha - lu - si - na '

-

shon), «. In mental pathol., an apperceptive

or" psychic hallucination ; a hallucination

which results from the exercise of memory
and imagination without the interposition of a

sensory stimulus.

Pseudohallucinationg . . . occur, as a rale, in chronic

cases. The imagination plays an important part In their

etiology. S. Paton, Psychiatry, p. 69.

pseudohalter (su-do-hal't^r), «.; pi. pseudo-

halteres (-te-rez). [NL., < Gr. iievt^r/C, false, +
NL. halter." See halter^.] One of the greatly

reduced elytra of a stylopid beetle.

pseudohemoglobin, (sii'do-hem-o-glo'bin), n.

[Gr. rftcviiiic, false, -1- E. hemoglobin.] A reduc-

tion-product intermediate between oxyhemo-
globin and hemoglobin, derived from the

former on treating it with sodium hydrosul-

phite.

pseudoholoptic (su'do-ho-lop'tik), a. [Also

pseudholoptic : < Gr. iitviK, false, + E. ho-

loptic] Nearly holoptie. Pseudoholoptic eyes

in the Diptera are intermediate between holop-

tie and dichoptio eyes, that is, they are not

entirely separated, nor do they meet in a co-

adapted line of union.

Pseudohypertrophic dystrophy. Same as

pseudohijptrtrophic paralysis (which see, under
]Kirah/sin).

pseud<}-ion (su-do-i'on), «. A molecule whose
motion, in a liquid" undergoing electrolysis,

somewhat resembles that of a true ion, but is

produced by a different cause. Jour. I'hys.

Chem., June, 1907, p. 446.

pseudoism (sil'do-izm), )!. [p.WMffo- -t- -ism.]

The state or character of being inclined to

falsehood ; habitual disposition to be false in

words and acts.

pseudo-isochromatic (su^'do-i'so-kro-mat'ik),

0. Same a.a pscudisochromatic.

pseudo-isometric (sii-do-i-so-met'rik), a. See
*pscudo.'iym metry.

pseudojervine (su-do-jer'vin), n. One of the

alkaloids extracted from the rhizomes of white

hellebore, f'erairum album.

FseudojuliS (su-do-jo'lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

i/inii/yr, false, + NL. Julis.] A genus of labroid

fishes, found about rocky islands of the Pacific,

pseudolaminated (su-do-lam'i-na-ted), a.

[Gr. Vfi^W> false, + E. laminated.] In geol.,

noting a bedded appearance not due to ordi-

nary sedimentation. The term is applied by
Geikie to a structure produced by shearing

movement accompanying glacial deposition.

J. Ceikie. The Great Ice Age, p. 340.

pseudolatry (sQ-dol'a-tri), n. [Gr. >licvio?.aTpeia

< feviiK, false, + Xarpeia, service, worship.]

False worship : a term used by Cyril and other

Christian writers to designate the polytheistic

worship of the pagans. Also applied to false

worship, idolatry, etc., within the Christian

church.

pseudomonocyclic

pseudomartyr (su-do-mar'ter), n. [Gr. V^w'w,
false, + udprvp, martyr.] A false or pre-

tended martyr.
pseudomelanin (sii-d6-mel'a-nin\ n. [Gr.

TpevfltK, false, -I- E. melanin.] A black pigment
resulting, in cases of hemochromatosis, from
the absorption of hydrogen sulphid from the

intestinal tract, by organs in which hemo-
siderin has been deposited.

pseudomelanosis (sii-do-mel-a-no'sis'), n.

[NL., < Gr. fevi^r/c, false, + NL. melano.'<is.]

The presence of dark or black patches in

the tissues after death, due to the action of

hydrogen sulphid from the intestine u^on
hemosiderin deposits. See *pseudomelanin.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IH. 397.

pseudomeningocele {su"do-me-niiig'go-sel\ n.

[Gr. \fiev6>/r, false, -I- E. meningocele.] A tumor
beneath the scalp, caused by the extrusion of

a portion of the cerebral membranes, filled

with cerebrospinal fluid, through an opening

in the skull caused by a fracture or by disease.

pseudomer (sii'do-mer), «. [Gr. V":'"'^C, false,

-f- iiepo(, part.] One of the pseudomeric com-
pounds.
pseudomeric (sti-do-mer'ik), a. [ps^udmncr
+ -!('.] Exhibiting or capable of pseudom-
erism.

pseudomerism (sti-dom'e-rizm), n. [pscii-

domer + -i.<im.] The property by virtue of

which a compound reacts as if its structure

changed according to the reagent used. The
variety of unstable structure, which does not

exist ordinarily by itself, is known as the

labile form or pseudoform.

pseudomery (sii-dom'e-ri), n. Same as *pseu-

domcrixm.
pseudomesial (su-do-mes'i-al), a. [Gr. ipcvdr/c,

false, -I- E. mesial.] Noting a process in the

cranium of the sole, formed by the union of

the sphenotic and the prefrontal. Proe. Zool.

Soc. London, May 1, 1894, p. 448.

pseudomesoderm (su-do-mes'o-dferm), n. [Gr.

fevit/r, false, + E. mesoderm.] A false meso-
derm, as the layer between the ectoderm and
the axial cell in Ortlionectida.

pseudometameric (su-do-met-a'-mer'ik), a.

[Gr. i/)Ei'(!«, false, + E. metameric] An ap-

parent but not a real metamerism or division

into segments; false metamerism. I'hilos.

Trans. Boi/. Soc. (London), 1890, ser. B, p. 163.

PseudoleucemlaInfantum, » form of anemia occurring

ill yc.uMK children. Also called Von Jaksch't diieate.

pseudoleucemic (8ii''do-lu-se'mik), a. [pseu-

ddhucemia + -ic] IJelating to or affected

with pseudoleueemia.

pseudolipoma (sii''d6-li-p6'ma),n.; pl.psettrfo?(-

pomata (-ma-ta). [KL., < Gr. ^evSr/c, false, +
NL. lipoma'.'] A tumor or localized edema re-

sembling a fatty tumor,

pseudolunule (sfl-do-lu'nul), n. [Gr. ijievi/K,

false, -I- E. lunulc.] A small area on each of

the lateral slopes of the beaks in brachiopod

shells of the genus Poravibonitcs.

pseudo-lupus (su-do-la'pus), n. An affection

of the skin resembling lupus in appearance,

but due to an infection with blastomycetes,

or saccharomycetes. iled. Record, Oct. 5,

1907, p. .i83.

pseudoluxation (su'do-luk-sa'shon), n. [Gr.

i/<ft(S>}f, false, + E. hixalion.] Partial disloca-

tion of abone: Sispseudoluxationot the patella.

r. S. Vcpt. Agr., Hep. on Diseases of the Horse,

1903, p. 338.

pseudomania (sii-d6-ma'ni-|l), n. [NL., < Gr.

i/»i'(>7c, false, +//'"'ia', madness.] 1. Aeondition

resembling mania. G. S. Ball, Adolescence,

1.352.— 2. Amental disease characterized by
self-accusation of crimes never committed.—

3. An uncontrollable impulse to practise de-

ceit.

pseudometamerism (sii"d6-me-tam'e-rizra), ».

[Gr. V-eiil'/c, false, -1- E. metamerism.] In zoiil.,

the metameric arrangement of internal organs

without external metamerism, as in Gunda
segmentafa.

pseudomitotic (su^'do-mi-tot'lk), «. [Gr.

ij>ev6iK, false, -1- E. mitotic] Noting that form

of karyokinetic, or mitotic, division in which

the chromosomes of the cell-nuclfeus are di-

vided transversely, instead of longitudinally,

as in true mitosis.

For that method in which one of the chrom»8»me divi-

sions is transverse and the other longitudinal the tcliii

pteudomitntic is suggested, and this method i» suMlvidcd

into a method of postreduction division in whiel tlie so-

called reduction division succeeds the ecinatioB division

and a method of pncreduction division in wWck ttle re-

duction division Is the first to occur.
Science, June .">, 19»3, p. 906.

Fseudomonas (su-do-mon'as), n. [NL. (Mi-

gula, 1896). < i>evfifii, false, -I- E. Monas (see

llonas, 2).] A genus •f mo-
tile bacteria. The cells are

short or long, soMetimes
forming filaments; the fla-

_^ gella polar, varying from 1

• ; M % to 10. The species are nu-

y§ \\ merous, occurring mostly in

£ \ \\ soil and water. A few are

• V, % pathogenic. P.campestrm'M

p„w«»«.™«. .-« the cause of the black rot of

ftsiris. cabbage and other closely rc-
Highiy magnified. lated plants. P. Hyocinlhi

(U. s. D. A.) causes a rot of hyacinth

bulbs.

pseudomonoclinic (su-do-mon-9-klin'ik), a.

[Gr. i/<cwivf, false, + E. monocXimc] Resem-

bling the monodinic forms, but not having

monoclinic structure. See *pseiidosymmetry.

Van Bise, in U. S. Geol. Surv., Monographs,

XLVII. V. 253.

pseudomonocyclic (sii-do-mon-o-sik'lik), a.

[Gr. i/'f'«5«. false, + E. monocyclic] Present-

ing the false appearance of having a mono-

cyclic arrangement of the basal plates, as

Apiocrinus, a Jurassic crinoid.



pseudomonogonic

pseudomonogonic (su-do-mon-o-gon'ik), a.

[Gr. V^txivf, false, + E. monogonie.Ji Appar-
ently confined to one parent only : used with
reference to the transmission of the character-

istics of one parent only to the offspring in

sexual reproduction.

It is . . . not improbable that 'pseudo-monogonic '

heredity is sometimes due to this fact
Weimiaim (trans), Germ-Plasm, p. 269.

pseudomorphose (s\i-do-m6r'f6z), v. t. ;
pret.

and pp. pstiulomorphoskl, -ppr. pseudomorphos-
intj. lpseudomorph{U-m) + -osc, as in meta-

morphbse.] To change by pseudomorphism.

psendomucin (sii-do-mii'sin), n. [Gr. ^levfiyc,

false, + E. mucin.] ' An albuminous substance
which belongs to the class of glucoproteids

(glueo-albumins) and is found in the contents

of ovarian cysts. It is identical with the

metalbumin of Scherer.

pseadomyzoma (su'do-mik-so'ma), n.'; pi.

pseudomyxomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. Tptvfijc^,

false, + NL. myxoma.^ The presence of mu-
coid substance due to the rupture of a colloid

cyst, giving the appearance of a myxoma:
found especially in the peritoneal cavity after

escape of the colloid contents of an ovarian

cyst.

psendoneoplasm (su-do-ne'o-plazm), n. [Gr.

V«K5'/f, false, -t- E. neoplasm.] 1. A tumor-

like formation of temporary character, due to

inflammatory action.

Ordinarily localized in the ileocrocal region, but like-

wise affecting other regions less frequently, the process

effects a disease of long duration, the most conspicuous
feature being the more or less extensive formation of

fibrous and tuberculous granulation tissue in the impli-

cated pai-ts. This is often of such a character that the
inflammatory hyperplasia or "pneudo-neoplasm " (Benoit)

may easily be mistaken clinically for tumor-formation of

the locality resembling carcinoma.
Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 24.

2. A phantom tumor.

PseudoniSCIlS, «. 2. A small fossil merosto-
" matous arthropod found in the Silurian rocks

of the Island of Osel,
Sweden, and in the
Salina beds of New
York State. The
animal has a large
horseshoe -shaped
smooth head-shield,
with genal spines
and without eyes,

a trilobitic abdo-
men of 10 seg-

ments, and a short,

straight, terminal
spine.

pseudonuclein (sii-

do-nu'kle-in), n.

Same as *paranu-
ckin.

pseudo-orthorhom-
bic (sii"d9-6r-tho-

rom'bik), a. See
*pseudosymmetry,
pseudopallium (su-

dp-pal i-um), re.
;
pi.

pscudopallia (-ii).

[NL., < Gr. -^ciHS^f, false, + Nh. pallium.'] In
gastropods, a process of the cephalic integu-
ment which projects backward over the shell.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 491.

pseudoparasitism (su-do-par'a-si-tizm), n.

[Gr. xfjevdr/i, false, + E. parasitism.] The
temporary presence in the alimentary canal,
tissues, or cavities of the body, of worms or
worm-like organisms which are not normally
parasites.

Among the Myriopods aboutfortyrecorded cases of p/ieu-

doparajiitiinfi have been brought together and discussed
by Blanchard. In the large majority the animal was
taken from the nasal fossae, though in a smaller number
it was actually obtained living from the alimentary canal
where it undoubtedly can exist for a brief time in spite
of the untoward environment. The ingestion of such
forms is purely accidetttal, the symptoms those of hel-

minthiasis in general and their stay at most very limited.

They never show any evidence of adaptation to the new
environment.

Tran». Ainer. Micros. Soc., June, 1902, p. 131.

pseadoparthenogenesis, n. 2. The fertiliza-

tion of eggs from a seminal receptacle sub-
sequent to sexual tmion.
The word Pseud^arthenogenesin has been applied by

w>me writers to cases in which the eggs are fertilized

from a seminal receptacle . . ., and in which copulation
does not take place for each egg.

E. F. PhMipx, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1903, p. 292.

pseudopedicellaiia (si'i''do-ped''i-8e-la'ri-a),

Pseudoniscus roosevelti.
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n. ; pi. pseudopedicellarise (-e). [NL., < Gr.

\l>evi)/;,ia,\se, + NL. jjcdiceKaria.] In some star-

fishes, one of the pairs of small sessile op-
posable spines.

pseudopedogenesis (su-do-pe-do-jen'e-sis), n.

[Gr. i/)ci'(''/f, false, -I- E, 2>edogenesis.] A mode
of reproduction which closely resembles
pedogenesis. The reproduction of the Sty-

lopidm was supposed by Von Siebold to be
pseudopedogenetic, but this view is opposed
by Meinert and Sharp. Cambridge Nat. Hist.,

VI. 303.

pseudopedogenetic (sii"do-pe"do-je-net/ik), a.

Pertaining to or of the nature of pseudopedo-
genesis.

pseudopepsin (sti-do-pep'sin), n. [Gr. ^cvdr/c,

false, + E. })epsin.] A ferment similar to

pepsin, supposedly secreted by the glands
of the pyloric portion of the stomach, which
is capable of acting not only in acid but
also in feeblyalkaUne media, and yields trypto-
phan among the end-produets of digestion to

which it gives rise.

pseudopeptone (sii-do-pep'ton), n. [Gr. fevSr/g,

false, + E. peptone.] An older term for
*oi'omucoid.

pseudoperithecinm (sii"do-per-i-the'si-um),

H.
;

pi. pseudoperithecia (-ii). [NL., < Gr.

iliev6ti(, false, + NL. periihecium.] A thin

covering surrounding an ascocarp, such as
occurs in some of the lower Ascomyeetes.
The head, which strongly suggests the pseudoperi-

thecium, if it may so be termed, of the more highly dif-

ferentiated species of Gymnoascus, is thus a remarkable
combination of two elements of independent origin.

Bot. Gazette, March, 1903, p. 164.

Fseudopeziza (su''d6-pe-zi'za), n. [NL.
(Fiiokel, 1869), < Gr.' iCfi'%, false, + NL.
Peziza.] A genus of discomyeetous fungi,

of the family Mol-
lisiacese, having
sessile, smooth,
dark, waxy asco-
carps and uni-
cellular hyaline
spores. Over 60
species have been
described, some
of which are par-
asitic. P. Trifolii

is a common
species which
produces a leaf-

spot disease of
clover. P. Medi-
cagini,i causes
leaf-spot of al-

falfa.

pseudophilosopli-
ical (su ' do - fll -

6-sof 'i-kal), a.

tertaining to or
characterized by
pseudophiloso-

pseudophiloso-
phy ( su" do-fi-los '-

o-fi), n. [Gr.
^ev6i/g, false, -I- E. philosophy.] False or pre-

tended philosophy. II. M. Cecil, Pseudo-
philosophy at End of 19th Century, 1897.

pseudophotsesthesia (sQ-do-fo-tes-the'si-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. Tpev6t/(, false,' -I- NL. photiesthe-

sia.] In psychol., false or illusory visual

perception ; especially, pseudochromsesthe-
sia. Amer. Jour. Psychol., V. 20.

pseudophototazis (sii-do-fo-to-tak'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ilievdf/g, false, '+ NL. i)hototaxis.]

In i(o/., the movement of organisms toward or
away from a source of light when in relation

to currents of water or to other factors and
not in relation to the light ; false phototaxis.

pseudophthisis (sii-do-thi'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. i/'CT'S'/f, false, + E.'phthisis.] Progressive
emaciation without disease of the lungs.

pseudophysostigmine (su-do-fi-so-stig'min),

n. [Gr. ^levdrjQ, false, + E. physostigmine.]

An alkaloid extracted from the cali-nut or
false Calabar bean.
pseudoplasm (sii'do-plazm), n. [Gr. ipcvS^c,

false, + nlaajM, anything formed.] 1. A
cancer formed of heterologous tissue.—2.
Same as *pscudoneoplasm.
Pseudopleuronectes (sti-do-plo-r6-nek'tez), n.

[NL., < Gr. fevAr/^, false, + NL. Pleuronectes.]

A genus of flounders found on both coasts of

North America. See *mud-dab, with cut.

Pttudofirziza Tri/olii.

a, several ascocarps on a clover
leaflet, natural size ; ^. three asco-
carps. enlarged : £, a portion of a
hypha. bearing conidia, slightly en-
larged ; d. an ascus with eight spores

;

enlarged.
(Drawn from Engler & Prantl's

" PHanzenfamilien.")

Pseudosciuridse

pseudopod, «. 3. In entom., any one of the
structures which function as feet in many in-

sect larvae, as spines, thickenings, or other
modifications of the integument.
pseudo-Fompeian (su'do-pom-pe'sm), a. [Gr.
itevMiQ, false, -t- E. Pompeian.] In the fine arts,

imitated from Pompeian designs.

In the beautiful pseudo-pompeian decoration which
now belongs to the Duke de Rivoli.

Lady Dilke, French Furniture and Decorations of
[XVIII Cent, p. B7.

pseudopore (sii'do-por), n. [Gr. Tpev^^, false,
-1- E. ])orc.] In sponges, small orifices through
the pseudoderm.
pseudoporphyritic (su-do-p6r-fi-rit'ik), a.

[Gr. TpsvSr/g, false, + E. porphyritic] In pctrog.,

noting a porphyritic rock in which the same
minerals do not occur both as phenocrysts and
as components of the ground-mass. Barker,
1897.

FseudopriacantllUS (sii-do-pri-a-kan'thus), n.

[NL., <Gr. \bev6ii<;, felse, -I- tiJJi. PrUwanthus.]
A genus of fisnes of the family Priacanthidse,
ratlier widely distributed.

pseudoprimitive (sii-do-prim'i-tiv), a. [Gr.
i/.>EU(S))f, false, + E. primitive.] Having merely
the appearance of being primitive: said of
organs or structures which are secondary, but
appear to be of a more generalized or primor-
dial type. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 219.

pseudopsychology (su'do-si-koro-ji), «. False
or pretended psj'chology.

pseudoptics (sii-dop'tiks), n. [Gr. i|'f''%,

false, + E. 02)tics.] \n psychol.: (a) The sci-

ence of optical illusions, (ft) A trade-name
for a set of apparatus devised by H. Miinster-
berg for demonstrating, in simple form, some
of the principal phenomena of visual sensation
and perception. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psy-
chol., I. ii. 309.

pseudoreduction (su"do-re-duk'shon), n. [Gr.
^t.vi'ii/q, false, -t- E. reduction.] In cytol., a
form of reduction in which the number of the
chromosomes of the germ-nuclei is reduced
without reducing the number of ids or chro-
matin granules: opposed to true reduction, in

which the number of both chromosomes and
granules is reduced to one half. Pseudore-
duction occurs in the roundworm of the horse
(Ascaris megaloccphala). Eiiclert,

pseudoreversal (sii-do-re-ver'sal), n. [Gr.
jjievdr/f, false, 4- E. reversal.] In spectroscopy,

an apparent reversal of a spectral line ob-
served in photographs of the spectrum and
due to solarization of the brightest portions
of the image, and consequent conversion of a
negative into a positive impression upon the
plate.

pseudorganic (sad-6r-gan'ik), a. [Gr. xpFiiii;^,

false, + E. organic] Noting the exhibition
of a superficial or accidental resemblance to

an organism or to the fossil remains of an or-

ganism .

pseudorhabdite (su-do-rab'dit), «. [Gr.
•^ifw%, false, -I- E. rhabdite.] In turbellarians,

one of the finely granular block-like masses
with uneven surface, found in certain cells of

the integument; a false rhabdite.

pseudorheumatism (su-do-ro'ma-tizm), n.

[Gr. -ijicvdi/f, false, + E. rheumatism.] A pain-
ful condition of the joints or muscles which
simulates rheumatism, but is due to a differ-

ent cause.

pseudorhomboIiedTal (su'do-rom-bo-he'dral),
a. See *pseudosymmetry.

pseudoscience (su-do-si'ens), n. [Gr. ^evSr/c,

false, + E. science.] False or pretended sci-

ence; a pretended science.

The march of progress let the muse explore
In pseudo-science, and empiric lore.

J. G. Saxe, Progress, A Satire, st. 8.

We are but listening to the primitive emotionalism of

earlier apologetics talking the cant of modem pseudo-
science. H. M. Cecil, Pseudo-philosophy, p. 4.

pseudoscientific (sii-do-si-en-tif'ik), a. Of the
nature of pseudoscience ; falsely scientific

;

quackish ; charlatanical.

Heterogeneous elements might be absorbed, but if they
could not be reduced to the national type they should be
eliminated. This was the pseudo-scientijic note of the
new anti-Semitism, the theory which differentiated it

from the old religious Jew-hatred and sought to give it a
rational place in modem thought

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 472.

Pseudosciurids (sii"do-si-ii'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pscudosciurus, type genus, -I- -idsi.] A fam-
ily of extinct rodents, comprising species re-

lated to the squirrels. Sciuridae, but having



Wood's Lenticular Pseudoscope.

Pseudosciuridae

longer molar teeth. The type species, Pseu-

dosciurus, is fovind in the Upper Eocene of

Europe.
pseudoscolex (sii-do-sko'leks), «. [NL., <6r.

^!;fi''i-)f, false, + NL. scolenl In certain ces-

todes, as Thysanocephalum crispum, a growth
formed by much-folded ridges of tlie neck of

the scolex.

pseudoscope, «•— Lenticular pseudoscope, in phu-
giol. iind pnychophys., a pseudoscope constructed with
lenses in place of

firisms. R. W.Wood's
enticular pseudo-
scope consist^ of a
Brewster stereoscope
furnished with two
extensible tubes
closed at their farther

ends by double convex
lenses. The Held is

large and clear, but
the pseudoscopic con-

version implies inves-

sion of the objects viewed.— Total-reflection pseudO-
BCOI>e, in exper. psvchol., the prism pseudoscope, devised

independently by H. W. Dove in 1861 and by C. Wheat-
8t.>ne in 1862.

Pseudoscopelus (su-do-skop'e-lus), n. [NL.,

< Gr. ijiivSi/f, false, + XL. Scopelus.'] A genus
of deep-water fishes found in Old Bahama
straits.

pseadosculnin (siid-os'ku-lum), n.
;

pi. pse^t-

(loscula (-la). [NL., < Gr. tf-tDii^c, false, + L.

oscttlum/]
" The terminal aperture of a pseudo-

gaster.

pseudosematic (sTi'do-se-mafik), a. [Gr.

tivdr/(, false, + E. semdtic.'\ Noting color-

markings that either suggest something un-
pleasant to enemies, or are attractive to an
animal's prej. They are usually accompanied
by similarly useful modifications of form.

Poultan.

Mimicry, or Pteudo-sematic Colours.
Eitcyc. Brit, XXVIL 148.

pseudosensation (sii'do-sen-sa'shon), n. [Gr.

rj'n-i^f/i;, false, + E. gemation.'] In psychol., an
illusory sensation, especially a sensation that

is synesthetically aroused. Anier. Jour.

Psi/rhol., V. 20.

pseudosessile (su-do-ses'U), a. [Gr. ^wdr/c,

false, -I- E. »e«»t7e.] Appearing sessile, al-

though not really so, as the bees in which
the non-sessile condition appears only when
the abdomen is deflexed. Annals and Mag.
Xat. Bist., April, 1903, p. 399.

Psendosirez (sii-do-si'reks), H. [NL., < Gr.

i'tv(if/c, false, -t- KL. Sirex.'] A supposed
spliingoid moth found in the Jvirassie litho-

graphic shales of Solenhofen, Bavaria, and
thought by some authors to be a wood-wasp,
one of the Uroceridie.

pseudoskeleton (su-do-skel'e-ton), w. [Gr.

V" I 'I'/f, false, + E. skeleton.'] A skeleton
composed entirely of foreign bodies without
any element secreted by the organism itself,

found in certain forms, mostly from the deep
s'^a, considered by Haeckel to be sponges.
Compare *autoskeleton.

psendosocial (sii-do-so'shal), a. [Gr. Tpmd^^,

false, + E. sociaL] Pertaining to a social

class, chiefly paupers, whose apparent social

instincts and habits are not really social, in

the technical sense. Giddings, Prin. of Sociol.,

p. 72.

psendosolation (8u''d6-so-lu'shon), n. [Gr.

^(v6ii(, false, + E. solution.] 1. A mixture
which does not appear heterogeneous under
the microscope, but which scatters and polar-

izes a beam of light that is passed through
it.— 2. The condition presented by certain

colloid substances, as the casein of milk,

when forming with water a permanent but
not ticrfoctly transparent mixture.

pseuaosphere, «. 3. The surface generated by
the revolution of the tractrix about its asymp-
tote.

psendospheralite (sii-do-sfer'§-lit), n. [Gr.
^irfit/r, Uiluc, + E. sphcrulite.'] In petrog., a

name given by Hosenbusch (1876) to a sphcru-
lite composed of more than one kind of min-
eral. Same as spherulite, 1.

pseudostereoBCOpe (sii-do-ster'e-o-Bkop), n.

[<ir. i/'tixivf, false, + E. stereoscope.'] A bi-

nocular microscope which shows the object in

an inverted or a transposed position.

psendostereoscopic (su-do-ster'''e-o-skop'ik),

a. [psi Hilontcreoxcopc + -ic.] Pertaining to or
shown liv a pse\idostereoscope.

psendostereoscopism ( -sii - do - ster - e - os ' ko-

pizm), n. \jjseudostereo8C02>e + -ism.] Pseudo-
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stereoscopic vision ; the appearance of an
object viewed through a pseudostereoscope.
pseudostromatism (sii-do-stro'ma-tizm), n.

[Gr. ilieviyjg, false, + aTpu/ia{T-), covering,
layer, + -ism.] In petrog., a rock-structure
which resembles false bedding ; a sehistosity
developed parallel to stratification by numer-
ous minor thrust-fault planes. Bonneu, 1886.

pseudostroplianthin (sU'do-stro-fan'thin), n.

[Gr. TpevSr/c, false, + E. strophanthin.] A very
poisonous glucoside, C4oH(joOie.HoO, found
in Strophanthus hispidus. It acts "upon the
heart, and has about twice the effect of stro-

phanthin. Also written pseudostrophantin.

Pseudosuchia (su-do-sii'ki-a,), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. ^I'evdiic, false, -f aoi'ji^of

,

"a crocodile.] An
extinct suborder of the Crocodilia, character-
ized by reduced premaxillfe, large nasals, ex-
ternal nares paired and placed far forward,
internal nares separate in about the,middle of
the palate, orbits large and laterally directed,
paired parietals and frontals, conical teeth
deeply socketed and confined to anterior half
of jaws, and dorsal armor a paired series of
oblong scutes. Its representatives occur in
the Keuper of Europe and the Trias of New
Mexico.
psendosulpbocyanogen (sii''do-sul'f9-si-an'o-

jen), n. Same as *persulphocyanogen.

pseudosvl'Tian (sii-do-sil'vi-an), a. [Gr.
i/)fu(5//f, false, + E. iS.i/?i'ia«.] Used only in the
followiiigphrase.— Pseudosylvlan sulcus, a fissure

covered by tlie cerebral cortex which proceeds, from the
posterior limb of the rhinal. vertically upward into the
Sylvian fossa : noted by G. Elliot Smith in certain lemurs.
«. Elliot Smilk, in Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool., 1903, p. 33a

pseudosymmetric (sU'do-si-mefrik), a. [Gr.

\pev6rji, false, -t- E. symmetric] Having the
appearance of a higher degree of symmetry
than is actually the case; deceptively sym-
metric ; exhibiting pseudosymmetry.
nseadosymmetrical (sii-do-si-met'ri-kal), a.

.Same as *piieutlosymmetric.

PBeudOSymmetry, n. a crystal exhibiting pseudo-
symmetry is often named according to the system of

symmetry which it imitates (through twinning, distor-

tion, etc.) as follows : p»«udi»om«(ric, pwudotetragonal,
pseudohexar/onal, jiseudmrhombo/wdral or pgeudolrii/onal.

pseudo-orthorhmnbiCf pgeudomonoclinic, etc; for exam-
ple, complex twins of phillipsite 8<jmetime8 resemble
isometric dodecaliednms and are hence said to be pgeitd-

Uometric ; also, isometric crystals (as of gold, silver, and
copper) by symmetrical distortion, that is, by flattening

or elongation in the direction of an octahedml (trigonal)

axis, are often %tr\\i.inK\y p»eudorhoml}ohedral.

pseudosynapticula (su'do-sin-ap-tik'u-lii), n.

;

pi. jineudos-ynapticulse (-le). [NL., < Gr. r/)ED(5^f,

false, + NL. synaptieula.] In madreporarian
corals, a false synaptieula, that is, one formed
by the joining together of contiguous granules
and devoid of a center of calcification. J'hilos.

Trans. Hoy. Soc. (London), 1896, ser. B, p. 145.

pseadosynapticular (sji'do-sin-ap-tik'i-lar),

a. [pscu(losynapticul{a) + -ar^.] Of or per-
taining to a pseudosynapticula.

pseudosyphilis (su-do-sif'i-lis), n. [NL., <

Gr. V'«'""/f> false, + NL. syj)hilis.] A condi-
tion marked by the formation of ulcers or by
an eruption on the skin resembling a syphi-
lide, which subsides spontaneously or j-ields

readily to simple non-specific treatment.

pseudotabes (su-do-ta'bez), n. [NL., < Gr.
\pevi'ir/c, false, + L. tabes, wasting, tabes.] 1.

Any disease which simulates, especially in

the ataxia, tabes dorsalis.— 2. Any wasting
disease of infancy and childhood which simu-
lates tabes mesenterica. Med. Record, April
11, 1903, p. .')87.

pseudotetanus (sfl-do-tet'a-nus), n. [NL., <

Gr. ^^l^v6r/i, false, + rtravo^, tetanus.] Per-
sistent muscular contractions, simulating te-

tanus, but not associated with the presence of

the tetanus bacillus and never fatal.

pseudotetragonal (su"d6-te-trag'o-nal), a.

[Gr. i/'fi'd'/f, false, + E. tetragonal.'] See '•pseu-

dosymmetry.

pseudotetrameral (8u''d9-te-tram'e-ral), a.

[Gr. fevi//r, false, -l-'E. tetrhmeral.] lla'vingthe
characters of the Pseudotetramera.

pseudotheca (sii-do-the'ka), «.; pi. pseudo-
thecw (-se). [NL.,'< Gr. -^evU/^, false, -I- drjKri,

a case.] In some corals, as in the family As-
treeidse, a false wall formed in the absence of

the eutheca by the union of projections de-
veloped on the septa, the projections being
devoid of true centers of calcification.

pseudothecal (su-do-the'kal), a. Ipsetido-

thec{a) + -aO-.] Of or pertaining to a pseu-

pseudovermiculus

dotheca. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London),
1896, ser. B, p. 163.

pseudothecalia (su'''do-the-ka'li-il), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. ii;tii(S/)f, false, -1- iS^L. thecalis (neut.
pi. thecalia), thecal.] Apparent thecal walls
formed by the fusion of laterally thickened
peripheral edges of septa in certain Antlwzoa.
pseudothyrum (su-do-thi'rum), ».; -pX.pseudo-
thyra (-rii). [L., < Roman Gr. ipevdoHvfiov, <
jpev&r/^, false, -t- 0ipa, door.] In class, archieol.,

a secret or private door, as distinguished from
a main entrance.
pseudotoxin (su-do-tok'sin), n. [Gr. xpevS^c,

false, -1- E. toxin.] The poisonous extract of
belladonna-leaves.
pseudotrachea (sii"do-tra'ke-a), n.; pi. pseu-
dotrachcse (-§). [NL.', < Gr. 'rjjevdr/^, false, -t-

rpaxeca, trachea.] One of the incomplete
chitinous tubes which support the labella of
many flies. They are cylindrical channels
which open on the surface in zigzag slits, and
their ends form the scraping teeth. A. S.

Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 446.

pseudotracheal (sii-do-tra'ke al), a. Of or
pertaining to a pseudotracliea ; resembling
tracheae in structure, as the salivary ducts of
certain nemocerous Diptera.

Pseudotriakidse (su"d6-tri-ak'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pseudotriakis 4- -idse.] A family of

sharks which contains a single known genus
and species, found in the northern Atlantic.

Pseudotriakis (su-dp-tri'a-kis), n. [NL., <
Gr. V"i">';t', false, -I- NL. triakis, Triads.] A

^^p^-sy-

Pseudotriakis microdon.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

genus of sharks of the family Pseudotriakidee,-

of the northern Atlantic.

pseudotrichinosis (sii ' do - trik - i - no ' sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. fevdi/;, false, + NL. trichinosis.]

An acute inflammation of the general muscu-
lar system, which simulates an invasion of
Trichina spiralis, but is not due to the presence
of this parasite.

pseudotrigonal (su-do-trig'6-nal), a. [Gr.

fevdyc, false, + E. trigonal.'] See *pseudo-
symmetry. \ature, Dee. 3, 1903, p. 100.

pseudotfimeral (sil-do-trim'e-ral), a. [Pseu-
dotrimi;r(<i) -I- -oil.] Saving the characters of
the Psiudotrimcra ; psendotrimerous.
pseudotropine (su-d6-tr6'pin), «. [Gr. iicvdi/^,

false, + E. tropine.'] An alkaloid, isomeric
with tropine, both being derived by decom-
position from atropin, hyoseyamine, and
belladonnine of deadly nightshade, Atropa
Belladonna.

pseudotubercle (sii-do-tii'ber-kl), n. [Gr.

VifffiTC, false, -1- E. tubercle.] A pathological
lesion which simulates those of tuberculo.sis,

but is not associated with the presence of the
tubercle bacillus. Buck, Med. Handbook,
III. 416.— Pseudotubercle bacilli See -kbacillu/i.

pseudotuberculosis (sii"d9-tii-ber''''ku-16'sis),

«. [NL., < Gr. Tpcvii/g, false, 4- NL. tuberculo-

sis.] A disease characterized by the presence
of pseudotubercles.

pseudotumor (sii-do-tii'mor), n. [Gr. ijjcvi^c,

false, + E. tumor.] A circumscribed swelling
of uncertain character and duration ; a phan-
tom tumor. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 778.

pseudoturbinal (sfi-do-ter'bi-nal), n. [Gr.
ipev6r/(, false, + E. turbinal.] An incurved
part of the bony nasal wall, such as is found
m birds and reptiles.

pseudo'varial (s<id-o-va'ri-al), a. Same as
pscudovarian.

pseudovariola (8ii''''d6-va-ri'o-la), n. [NL., <

Gr. i/'CDrf?/f, false, -I- '^h. variola.] Any affec-

tion which presents the symptoms of smallpox,
such as the eruptive form of vaccinia, or
chicken-pox with an tmusually profuse erup-
tion.

pseudovermicule (sii-do-ver'mi-kiil), n. Same
as *pseudovermiculus.

pseudovermiculus (sii'''do-v^r-mik'i"i-lus), «.;

pi. pseudovermiculi (-li). [NL., < 6r. ^Efrf^f,

false, + L. vermicuhis, a little worm.] A stage
in the development of the parasite, Laverania
malarise, of pernicious malaria. It is a gre-

garine-like body resulting from the union of a
microgamete with a macrogamete and is ac-

tively motile, making its way into the wall of



pseudovermiculus

the intestine of its host, the mosqnito (An-
opheles), where it becomes encysted and later
divides into a large number of minute gporo-
zoites. Also pseudovermicule.

psendovitellus (su'do'vi-tel'us), n.; pi. pseu-
dovitelU (-i). [NL., < Gr. i'fvdiK, false, + E.
vitellus.'] A peculiar internal structure of the
Aphididm winch consists of a cellular double
string, and may possibly replace the Malpig-
hian tubes which are absent in these insects.
Cambridge Xat. Hist., VI. 588.

psendoxanthin, ». 2. A powdery compound,
C5H4XJ.O2, made by heating uric acid with
sulphuric acid.

Pseudoxiphophorus (su"d6k-zi-fof'o-rus), n.

[NL., < Gr. ij)cvd)K, false, + "NL. Xiphophorus.'i
A genus of fishes of the family Poeeiliidie,

found in mountain streailis of Mexico.
P. S. H. An abbreviation of Petersburg, or
St. Petersburg, standard hundred: used in the
lumber trade.

psilanthropia (si-lan-thro'pl-a), n. [NL.]
Same as psilanthropism.

psiloceran (si-los'e-ran), a. Of or pertaining
to the ammonoid genus Psiloceras.

psiloma (si-lo'mii), n. [NL., < Gr. ^(A<lf,

smooth, + -OTOrt.] Same as *psilosis, 2.

psilosis (si-16'sis), «. [NL., < Gr. fi'kaat^, a
making smooth or bare, < iiuoq, smooth, bare.]
1. A disease, which occurs chiefly in the
tropics, marked by fullness and pain in .the
abdomen, diarrhea, vomiting, a red tongue
covered with whitish points, and emaciation.
Also called sjnew and aphthse tropicee.— 2.
Same as alopecia.

Psithyrus (sith'i-rus), n. [NL. (St. Fargeau,
1832), < Gr. TlnOvpoQ, whispering.] An impor-
tant genus of guest-bees synonymous with
Apathus, over which it has preccJence. Its
species live in the nests of bumblebees.
psittacism (sit'a-sizm), 11. [Gr. ipiTTaK6^, a
parrot, -I- -ism.'] A mechanical state of the
mind in which reflective consciousness plays
little or no part : alluding to the parrot which
remembers and repeats words of which it

does not know the sense.

Then followed monographs on psittacism and symbolic
thought, heredity, and laughter.
Amer. Jour. lielig. Psychol, and Education, May, 1904,

[p. 107.

psittacofulvin (sifa-ko-ful'vin), n. [Gr. fn-
TOKd;, a parrot, -t- Ij. fulviui, yellow, + ->n2.]

A yellow pigment contained in the feathers of
certain parrots and other birds.

psittacosis (sit-a-k6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. iptTva-

Kof, parrot, + -osis.'\ An infectious influ-

enzar-like disease of parrots, which may be
transmitted to man in the form of disease
of the lungs.

psocid (sos'id), n. and a. I. n. A member of
the corrodentian family Psocidse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Psocidse. Science, Dec. 13,

1901, p. 941.

psomophagv (so-mof'a-ji), n. [Gr. fufidc, a
bit, morsel, -f- -ipayia, < <payelv, eat.] The
practice of simply breaking up the food with
the teeth without thorough mastication.

psorenteria (s6-ren-te'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
^pcx;, scabby, -I- ivrcpov, intestine.] A disease
of the solitary glands of the intestine which
causes them to appear, post-mortem, as small
yellowish prominences on the mucous mem-
brane.

psorenteritis (so-ren-te-ri'tis), n. Same as
*psorenteria.

psoriatic (so-ri-at'ik), a. [psoriasis (-iat-) +
-!C.] Relating to or affected with psoriasis.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 457.

psoromic (so-rom'ik), a. [Psoroma + -ic]
Derived from Psoroma Paoromic acid, (a) A
crystalline acid, C20H14O9 (or <'2oHi6*'io ('•') ). fouiKl in

species of Psoromn and Ithizocarpon. It melts with de-
composition at 20;^-204' C. Prcjbably identical with
pareUic acid, (h) Same as -kparellic acid.

Psorophora (so-rof'o-ra), n. See fringe-legged
*mosquito, with cut.

Psoroptes (so-rop'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ipop6c,

scabby, + vTr/aaeiv, hide, crouch.] An impor-
tant genus of parasitic mites having piercing
mandibles and a jointed pedicel to the suck-
ers. P. communis, var. ovis, causes sheep-scab.
— Psoroptes equi, a mite which attacks horses and
causes a cutaneous disease known as psoroptic acariasis.

Also called Psoroptes communis equi.— Fsoroptes longl-
TOatrls M^gnln, the mite which causes psoroptic a(;ari-

asis in domesticated animals. Also called Psoroptes
communit.
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psoroptic (so-rop'tik), a. lPsoropt{es) + -ic]
Of, pertaining to, or produced by, Psoroptes.— Psoroptic aciurlasls. See *acariasis.

psorosis (so-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. injp6(,
scabby, -h -osis.'i A disease which affects
orange-trees, causing injury to the bark, ac-
companied by a flow of gum. Also called gum
disease,

Psorosis, a disease known in Florida as "tears" or
"gum disease," is often confounded with foot rot, but is
unquestionably quite distinct. In appearance it is simi-
lar to foot rot, but with it the diseased spots occur on the
limbs and occasionally on the trunk, but never on the
roots so far as known. Psorosis does not kill the bark
entirely, but extends only to the middle layer, the inner
bark and cambium layer remaining healthy.

If. S. Dep. Agr,, Div. of Veg. Physiol, and Pathol.,
[Bulletin 8, 18SW, p. 31.

psorospermiasis (s6-ro-sp6r-mi'a-8is), n.
[NL., < psnrosperm + -tasis.'] Infection with
psorospermiaa. Bowhill, Manual of Bacterio-
logical Technique, p. 29.

psorospermosis (s6"ro-sper-m6'8is), n. [NL.,
< psorospcrm -)- -osis.'] Infection with psoro-
spermise

; psorospermiasis. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 678.

psorozoa (s6-ro-z6'a), m. pi. [NL., < Gr. fop6(,
scabby, -t- C^oi', animal.] Same as psorosper-
vii/r,

psovie (so've), n. The Russian wolfhound or
borzoi dog. See *dog.
psych. An abbreviation of psychology.
psychagogic (si-ka-goj'ik), a. [Gr. tpvxayaydc,
leading departed souls to the nether world,
also summoning the dead, < ^wifi/. life, soul,
-I- ayuydc, < ayeiv, lead.] Leading the soul;
persuading or inducing the mind to assent or
follow.

psychagogtis (si-ka-g6'gus), H.
;
pi. psychagogi

(-ji). [L., < Gr. iw'xayuydf. See *psyehagogic.'\
In Gr. myth., a leader of souls: an epithet of
Hermes. See psychopomp.

psychanopsia (si-ka-nop'si-il), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tlmxri, soul, -I- av- priv., + o'iii^, sight.] Hys-
terical blindness. Alien, and Neurol., Aug.,
1907, p. 389.

psycbasthenia (si-kas'the'ni-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. ^vxi], mind, -t- aadhaa, wealtnesB.] Weak-
ness, through exhaustion, of the mental facul-
ties ; mental exhaustion.

And that [danger] awaiting the exalted seclusive, the
development into neurasthenic, hypochondriacal, and de-
mentia pnecox types ; while hysteria, psychasthenia, and
epilepsy appear on somewhat more independent ground.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIV. 363.

psychasthenic (si-kas-then'ik), a. and n.

[psycha.'ithenia + -ic.J I. a. Suffering from
exhaustion of the mental faculties, indicated
by various morbid impulses, superstitious
observances, abnormal fears, causeless anx-
ieties, etc.

The psychasthenic. This is a tenn lately applied by
Janet to a group of psychopathic and neurotic conditions
which comprehends obsessions, impulsions, manias, pho-
bias, scruples, tics, states of anxiety, etc.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIV. 303.

II. n. One who suffers from psycbasthenia.
Psychic cells, tic. See *cell, ^tic^.

Psychical blindness, center. See Mlindness, *centerl.— Psychical compound, in psycho!., a complex psy-
chosis or -mental process. The term implies that the
complex process has been designated by a special name,
or at least evinces a functional unitariness.

All psychical compounds may be resolved into psychi-
cal elements, that is, into pure sensations and simple
feelings. W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. lOL

psychid (si'kid), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the lepidopterous family Psychidx.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Psychidie.

psychism, «. 3. The study or the theory of
so-called psychic phenomena, that is, of tel-

epathy, clairvoyance, spiritistic fphenomena,
mediumship, etc.

For psyckism must solve the question, " Do 'coming
events cast their shadows before them?

"

A, C. Ilalphide, The Psychic and Psychism, p. 210.

psychobiological (si"k9-bi-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[psychobiologiy) + -icai.l Pertaining to life

and mind ; relating both to psychology and to
biology.

The experiments"'niust conform to the psychobiological
character of an animal if sane results are to be obtained.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 206.

psychobiology (si"ko-bi-or6-ji), n. [Gr. imxv.
soul, mind, -f E. biology.] That branch of
biological science which treats of the inter-

relations or interactions between body and
mind, or between states or changes in the body
and states or changes in consciousness.

psychology

_
No doubt this connexion of vegetal and animal func-

tions remains one of the obscurest in all psycho-biology^
though its teleological fitness is obvious enough.

Encyc. Brit,, XXXIL 66.

psychochemistry (si-ko-kemis-tri), «. [Gr.
i'vx>i, soul, mind, -t- E. chemistry.'] 1. In psy-
chophys., the chemistry of the mental Ufe; the
science of the chemical changes which accom-
pany the appearance of definite types of con-
sciousness in the psychophysical organism.
Amer. Jour. P.iychol., XI. 600.— 2. In p.':yehol,,

mental chemistry; the derivation of psvchical
resultants from elements which, considered
alone, neither resemble nor give promise of
these resultants, as the derivation of psycho-
logical space from non-spatial sensory ele-
ments.

psychocurative(8i-ko-kii'ra-tiv), a. [Gr. in<x>/,

soul, mind, -1- E. curative.] Pertaining to or
concerned with psychic or mental healing.
See *psychotherapy. A. C. Halphide, The
Psychic and Psychism, p. 21. [Rare.]

psychodid (si'ko-did), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the dipterous family P.iychodidte.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Psychodidie.

psychodyl (si'ko-dil), «. [Mso psychodyle: <
Gr. ilnixv, soul, mind, -t- E. odyl.'] The psychic
force imagined to be operating in the physical
phenomena of spiritistic stances.

psycho-educational (si"ko-ed-u-ka'shon-al),
a. Relating both to psychology and to edu-
cation; concerned with the application of
psychology to education.
An evening session, held in the psycho-educational lab-

oratory. Science, April 22, 1904, p. 669.

psychogenetic (si'ko-jf-net'ik), a. [Gr. iwx'/,
soul, mind, -t- E. genetic.'] Relating to the
development of mind, or to the theory of this
development

; psychogenetical.
Hume . . . had quite unwittingly furnished what from

his own point of view should have been regarded as a
logical deduction and j ustiflcation— rather than the mere
psychogenetic description, which it purported to be,— of
the realistic belief.

Jour. Philos,, Psychol, and Sci, Methods, Jane 9,

[1904, p. 32&
psychogeny, «.— Blontlc psychogeny, individnal
psychogeny : same as ontogenetic itpsycholoqy. Ilaeckel
(trans.). Riddle of the l^niverse, p. 104.— Pliyletlc psy-
ChOgeny, phylogenetic psychology ; the science or the
theory of the historical developfnent of the human from
the animal mind.

It becomes one of the main tasks of the modem monis-
tic psychology to trace the stages of the historical devel-
opment of the soul of man from the soul of the brute. Our
"phylogenyof the soul" seeks to attain this object; it

may also ... be called ... in contradistinction to
biontic (individual), phyletic psitchogeny,

Baeckel (trans.). Kiddle of the l7niTerae, p. 149.

psychogram (si'ko-gram), n. [Gr. fvxfi, soul,
mind, + ypafi/ia, a writing.] A psychographie
record ; a tracing made by a psyohograph,
such as the planchette.

He [Mr. W. Ingles Rogers] remained looking at the
plate for forty-three minutes, and afterwards developed
it, with the result that an outline of the coin was clearly
shown upon it The "psychogram" as the resulting
picture is called, was sufficient to show that beKer results
might confidently be expected.

Pop. Sci. Kews, Feb., 1886, p. 42.

psychographist (si-kog'ra-fist), n. 1. A
'spirit-writer'; one who is supposed to be
able to transmit the thought of a disembodied
spirit by means of automatic writing. See
psychography, 2.

It may also interest you to learn that of fifteen clair-
voyants, palmists, . . . chromoscopists and *'psychogra-
vhists " whom I have called upon this week the majority
have informed me that clergymen are their beat customers
among men. Kansas City Daily Times, July 12, 1904.

2. One who writes a descriptive psychology,
or a natural history of the mind. [Rare.]
See psychography, 1.

psychokinesia (si'ko-ki-ne'si-ii), n. [NL., <
Gr. ilwx^, soul, -I- KivrjaiQ, movement.] A sud-
den explosive attack of temporary insanity.

Even those otherwise'unaccountable outbui'sts of psy-
chokinesia or temporary insane displays, in some instances-
termed mania transitoria, kleptomania, emotional insan-
ity, or epileptic unconscious automatisms or psychic
epilepsias and morbid fulminations of passion and im-
pulse, often require long antecedent or subsequent his-
tories to prove or disprove their real morbid nature.

Alien, and Neurol., Aug., 1907, p. 3.18.

psychological, a— The psychological moment.
.See *m"»i('nf.— Psychological physics. See -kphysics.

psychology, ».— Abnormal psychology, or psy-
cfiology of the abnormal, th.it bmm-h of psycliology
which treats of the deviations or derangements, tempo-
rary or peniianent, of mental functions. It covers, for
example, the phenomena of dreaming: illusion and hal-
lucination ; hypnosis and related states ; consciousness
under the infiuence of drugs ; mental defect (aphasia.



psychology

etc.) ; epidemics of fright, religious excitement, etc. ; and
the vaiiuus lunns uf insanity.— Animal psychology,
the psychology of the lower animals. W. Wuiidt (trans.),

Lectures on Human and Animal Pgycholoiiy (title of

book).— Cellular psychology, the psychology of the
single cell, considered as the elementary organism of

anatomy and physiology. Ilaeckel (trans.), Riddle of the
Universe, p. 177.— Differential psychology, (a) Same
as individual kpsi/cholvjij (a). ('<) The special psychology
of any single group of living things : a common tenn for

folk psychology, professional psychology, race psychol-

ogy, ethnic psychology, psychology of peoples, etc.—Dy-
namic psychology, the psychology of mind in action

:

ssLinti zs functional itpsi/cholo;ffj. E. L. Thorndih\ Ele-

ments of I'sychoi.. p. 1S4.— Elementary psychology.
Same as cellular -kpgijcholwjy. HarckeCitrixus.), Kiddle
of the Universe, p. 177.—Etlmlc psychology. («) The
psychology of peoples ; the ditferential psychology of

national groups : same &s/olk -^pgychulogy (2).

These mental traits, characteristics, differences between
human groups are precisely the material which ethnic

psychology takes as its material for investigation.

D. G. Brinton, Basis of Social Kelations, p. x.

(6) The science of the products of the mental life in the
human race at lante ; same as folk -kpgychology (3). W.
Wundt (trans.), PhysioL Psychol., I. 5.

Ethnic pgycholoyy is the psychology of a 'collective'

mind, i.e., of the mental processes that are set up by the
communion of individual minds; the psychology of a
race or society or professional class, as distinguished
from the psychology of the individual, child or man.

E. 2i. Titchener, Primer of Psychol., p. 292.

Experimental psychology. The phrase 'experi-

mental psychology ' w:t.s, apparently, first introduced by
Wundt in 18ti2 to "denote a psychology whose results, in-

stefid of being based upon speculation, philosophical
prepossession, or casual 8elf-obser\'ation, should be as-

sured, like the results of physics or physiology, by the
strict employment of an experimental method. At first,

as was natural, the scope and contents of the discipline

were ill-defined. Nevertheless its range was wider than
is conmionly rectignized. Within a few years of the
founding of the Leipzig labonit4.r>- in 1879, work was going
on in several large departments. Tliere was, naturally,

a strong current of influence from Fechnerian psycho-
physics. There was great activity in the fields of sensa-

tion and perception, much of it continuing, as it nad
begun, in the physiological laboratories : even t4>-day the
distinction between the physiohjgy and the psychology
of sense is far from clear in the minds of many investi-

gators. There was especial interest in the study of the
'personal equation.' Wundt himself brought the prob-

lems of attention to the f'jrefront of discussion. Time.
no lees than space, afforded material for experimental
inquiry. Measurements were made of the rate of asso-

ciation of ideas, and the character of the ideas constitut-

ing a train of thought was also investigated. In a word,
the five great departments of sensation, perception.

association, attention, and action all fell, early in the
eighties of the last centurj-, under the domination of the
experimental method. The later development of the sci-

ence has proceeded along two principal lines: first, by
the extension of experiment Uj jinicesses and fomia-
Uonfl hithert*^ examined oidy by an unaided introspec-

tion, and secondly by the attainment of a clearer and
more pr<ifound insight into the problem of psychobtgy at

largeand its mo«le of solution. Under the former heading.
It may be said that there is now no single type or form of

conscious contents that is not, at any nite in principle,

amenatjle to experimentation. MethcMis have been de-

Tised for the study of the affective pntcesses, feeling and
emotion, those most elusive of all our conscious experi-

ences, as well as for that of memory, imagination, and
the higher fonns of intellectual life. Moreover, these
methods exist in two variations, as qualitative and quanti-
tativr. the one supplementing and correcting the deficien-

cies of the other. If psycholtjgy as a system still presents
a ragced and uneven front, and if there is still rx>m for

controversies about i>erw»nal opinion, tliis is due simply
to the youth of the science, to the inadeijuacy of material
equipment (the psychological lalwuTiliiry has hardly yet
become a matter of course in collegiate institutions), t-*

ihe great intrinsic difficulty of i»sychuli>gical analysis.

And ti) the breadth and tliuniughness of the preparation
required for successful psychological work; the three
latter causes all coopeniting, of course, to keep down the
numbers of those engaged in psycholitgjcal research.
I'nder the second heading, it may be said that the experi-

mental method has not only brought t4> light a complexity
in the mental life before undreame<l of — has not only
(that If) shown the significance and the necessity of psy-
chological analysis— but baa also set a standard t4> be
followed in the fields of social and comparative psychol-
ogy, and has thus materially assi8te<l in the progress of

these disciplines to their present status. It is often said
that experimental psychology has not fulfilled the vast
promises of its beginnings. Nothing, however, could be
farther from tlie truth. Apart from the fact that psy-
chologists themselves made no promises, lai^e or small
(these were made for them, by enthnsiastic onlof)ker8),

the introduction of the experimental method has changed
the whole face of psychology, from sensation to self-con-

scionsness. Evidence may be found in Wundfs recent
(l!)02)claRBiflcati<»n of the various divisions of psychology.
Setting individual psychology, the study of the single
mind, over against comparative psychologj-, he includes
under the fonner the twodepartments of child psychology
and of experimental p^^ychology 'in the narrower sense,'

and under the latter those of animal and of ethnic jisy-

chology. TTie whole psychology of the normal, adult
human mind (the ordinary psychology of the textbooks)
Is thus maiiean experimental psychol<»gy, while the quali-

fying phrase indicates that the experimental method may
be applied, though indirectly, to the study of children
and of animals. It need hardly be explained that this

indirectness of application results from the impossibility

of intnmfiective control. The exjieriinental rnetlio^l came
Into pBycholi>gy, not to oust intrr«|)ection, but to fulfil it.

Bee •kpitychophyKicM.—YdJCXSXXy psychology, a general
name for tlK<se systems of psych<)logy (characteristic of

the eighteenth century) which sought to explain the
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phenomena of mind by referring them to one or more
mental powers or faculties. These 'faculties' (reason,
imagination, understanding, will, etc.) were in reality
nothing more than classiflcatory concepts ; but the faculty
psychology looked upon them as actual forces or powers
of the mind, by means of which the concrete ideas, im-
pulses, etc., could be explained. C. von Wolff (167£>-1754)

is regarded as the typical faculty-psychologist ; and the
group includes men of such eminence as Bonnet, Tetens,
and Kant. The fundamental error of the faculty theory
was clearly exposed by Locke, in his discussion of the
freedom of the will ; but its principal and most successful
opponent was flerbart. Even to-day the theory is cur-
rent in popular psychology, while it has not wholly dis-

appeared from certain academic systems.

The faculty-psychology considered these class-concepts
as psychical forces or faculties, and refen-ed psychical
processes to their separate or united activity.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. H.

Folk-psycholO^, a translation of the German term
Volkerpsychologie. The word is variously employed, to
denote (l) the science of the mental products of primitive
peoples ; (2) the differential psychology of national groups
(' psychology of peoples ') ;

{:i) the science of the products
of the mental life in the human race at large, and espe-
cially of language, ^mythology, religion, and custom.

—

Functional psychology, that division of psychology
which treats uf mind in action, or of mental dynamics ;

the psychology which looks upon mind as a system of
oi^anic functions : opposed to atmctural irpsychology,
somewhat as physiology is opposed to anatomy.

Tliere is. however, a functional psychology, over and
above this psychology of structure. We may regard mind,
on the one hand, as a complex of processes, shaped and
moulded under the conditions of the physical organism.
We may regard it, on the other hand, as the collective
name for a system of functions of the psychophysical or-

gaTiism. Philos. Rev., Sept, 1898, p. 451.

Generic psychology. Samesiscomparatire psvcholngy.
W. Winidt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., L Ifi.— Genetic
psychology, that division of psychology which deals
with the development of mind in the iiulividual and with
its evolution in the race. The tenn is used broadly to
cover the study of the development of the mind of the
child (in^^fant and child psychology) and of the adult
(adolcucent and senile psychology) ; that of the evolution
of the human mind in the various fonns of human society

(folk, social, comparative human psychology) ; and that
of the evolution of mind at large in the organic series

{race, animal, comparative psychology)). Theoretically,
indeeil, the genetic meth'Kl is applicable wherever'mind
Is found, just as it is applicable wherever life is found.
Practically, the ditficulty of application is very great; so
that, in spite of continuous and fruitful work from the
time of Spencer and I)arwin. it is not as yet possible to
systematize the results of genetic psychology with any-
thing like the completeness attained in the sphere of

nonnal human psychology.— Individual psychology.
(a) The'psychology of individual variations. Also differ-

ential psychology.

General Psychology studies the general propertleB of
psychical processes, those, therefore, which are common
to all individuals; Individual Psychology, on the con-
trary, studies those psychical pnx'esses which vary from
one individual to another. Amer. Jour. Psychol., X. 330.

{h} The psychology and psychogenesis of the human
mind.

Child psychology and experimental psychology in the
narrower sense may be bracketed together as individual
psychology, while animal psychology and ethnic psychol-
ogy fonn the two halvesof a generic or comparative psy-
chology. W. Wundt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., I. 5.

Intellectualistic psychology, a psychology which
ret'ar'ls ide.'itinri as llie root-function of mind: opposed
to voluntaristic *psychology. See the quotation.

When the chief emphasis is laid on the objects of im-
mediate experience, tntfUectualistic psychology results.

This attempts to derive all psychical pi-ocesses, especially
the subjective feelings, impulses, and volitions, from
ideas, or intellectual processes as they may be called on
account of their inijiortance for objective knowledge.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 12.

Ontogenetic psychology, the genetic psychology of
the individual, flwrk^l (trans. ), Riddle of the I'niverse,

p. 389.— Phylogenetlc psychology. Same &sphyletic
irpsychogeny.— thjsiCBl psychology, aphrase used by
A. li. Lloyd for the branch of psychology "concenied with
the substitutes or indirections for mind that appear in all

the 80-calk'<i physical sciences." Science, July f^, 1901, p.

18.— Professional psychology, the psychology of pro-
fessional life; a form of individual or differential psy-
chology.

The object of this memoir was to present the impor-
tance of those studies which had for their object a
research into what the reporter called " prufexsional psy-
chology," or the psychology of'professional life. He said
the psychic functions of the individual were greatly in-

fiuenced by the profession he chose to exercise among
his fellows. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 683.

Race psychology. Same as racial ^psychology (h). J.
M. Baldwin, Mental Development, p. Ki.~Raclal psy-
chology, (a) The differential psychology of the i-aces of

mankind. The term is sometimes used :is identical with
ethnic -kprtfchology, sometimes (as in the accompanying
extract) differentiated from it

The unity not merely of present traits btit of future
aims, not merely of ideas but of ideals, is the tnie unity
which constitutes the ethnic mind. This is the founda-
tirni fact which must be constantly present t^) the student,

if his researches in ethnic psychology are to be profitable.

In this it differs from racial psychology, for while doubt-
less each race has mentd advantages atid deficiencies
which are its own and which largely decide the destiny
of its members, these are not united in pursuit of one
end. There is no unity of will and purpose.

D. A. Brinton, Basis of Hix-ial Relations, p. 35.

(ft) Race psychology ; the differential psycholt^y of

psychoneurotic
species and races, whether lunnan or sub-humMi.

—

Social psychology. («) Same ».'e,folk--kp8ychology{Z).

Because of this dependence on the community, in par-
ticular the social community, this whole department of
psychological investigation is designated as social psy-
chology, and distinguished from individual or. . . experi-
mental psychology.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 23.

{b) The science of the individual mind as conditioned, in
its functions and development, by other minds ; the psy-
chology of the social factor in its influence upon the in-
dividual mind. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol.,
IL 538.— Structural psychology, the psychology whose
problem is the analysis and synthesis of mental processes
for their own sake, and regarded merely as existent, witii-

out respect to their genesis or function.

It is unnecessary to pursue further our examination of
structural psychology.

E. B. Titchener, in Philos. Rev., Sept., 1898, p. 462.

The new psychology, a name sometimes given, loosely,
to the experimental psychology introduced by Wundt.
My aim in this book is to show just what the new psy-

chology is. Scripture, New Psychol., p. ix.

Variational psychology, a term proposed by Baldwin
and Stout for the psychology of mental variations, that
is, for such psychological studies as are usually included
under individual or differential psychology, professional
psychology, the psychology of the criminal, etc., classes,

and so on. B(tldici7i, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., II.

759.— Voluntarlstic psychologry. a psychology in
which the main enijdiasis is laid upon the subjective fac-
tor in immediate experience : opposed to intellectualistic
•^psychology. See the extract.

If . . . the chief emphasis is laid on the way in which
immediate experience arises in the subject, a variety of
explanatory psychology results which attributes to those
subjective activities not referred to external objects, a
position as independent as that assigned to ideas. This
variety has been called voluninristic psychology, because
of the importance that must be conceded to volitional
processes in comparison with other subjective processes,

W. Wnndt (trans.), Outlines of I'sychoi., p. 12.

psychomechanics (si''''ko-Tne-kan'iks), n. [Gr.

i//iVl^, mind, soul, + E. mechanics.'] In psifcho-
phys., a name given by C. F6r6 to his investi-
gations into the interrelation of mental and
physical work and fatigue; motor psycho-
physics. Amer. Inventor^ July 15, 3904, p. 318.
psychometer (si-kom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. -^xVr
soul, + fiirpov, measure.] In expcr. psychol.j
a recording device, invented in 190(5 by C. G.
Jung, for registering variations of the psycho-
galvanic reflex, a movable indicator slides upon the
galvanometer scale, and is connected with a recording
pen which writes upon a kymograph.

psychometrically (si -ko - met 'ri - kal - i ) , achK
1. By way of the occult powers of psychom-
etry; in the manner of a psychometrist. See
psychomctry, 1.—2. Byway of quantitatiTe psy-
chological determination, especially by way
of measurement of the time-relations of men-
tal phenomena ; chronoscopieally or chrono-
graphically. &ee psychometry, 2.

psychometrist (si-kom'e-trist), n. {psy-
chometr{y) + -ist.'\ 1. One who is supposed to
be endowed with the occult powers of psy-
chometry. See psychometryj 1. Kansas City
Daily Times, July 12, 1904.—2. A student
of psychophysicsorof quantitativepsyohology,
especially a student of the time-relations of
mental phenomena. See psychomeWy^ 2,

[Rare.]

psychomonism (si-ko-mon'izm), n, [Gr. ^r^x^^

soul, mind, + E. monism.'] In metaphys.,
HaeckeFs term for the ultra-idealistio view
that "one thing only exists, and that is my
own mind." Haeckel (trans.), Riddle of th*
Universe, p. 226.

psychomoral (si - ko -mor ' al), a. Pertaining
b<)th to mind and to conduct ; pertaining to
mind in its ethical features and aspects.

Dr. Semal advocated ^psycho-moral examination of the
delinquent in order to determine his coiuiiti(jn, whether
he was a confirmed criminal or onl^ a criminal on occa-
sion. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 603.

Psycliomotor action. See *action,

psychoneural (si-ko-nu'ral), a. [Gr. jpvx%
soul, mind, + vtvpoifj nerve, + -al^.] Of or
pertaining to the interaction between nervotis
organization and the organization of con-
sciousness, or to the relation between psy-
chology and neurology.

Psychoneural parallelisn; is nodoubta well-established
generalization ; nevertheless, concerning its exact range
and its precise meaning there are differencesof opinion.
. . . In ascending any biological phylum, we find that the
psychical and neural aspects differentiate and develop
together. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 00.

psychoneurotic (si^''ko-nu-rot'ik), a. and ??.

{_2}sychon€nrosis(~ot-) 4- -tc] I. a. Relating
to or afifected with a psychoneurosis. Buck,
Med. Handbook, V. 28.

H. n. One who suffers from a psychoneu-
rosis.



psychonomic

psychonomic (si-ko-nom'ik), a. [Gr. in>x>/,

mind, soul, + vd/jof, law, + -I'c] Regulative
or directive of the mental life or of the develop-
ment of mind.
The flow of Uie psychic, we find, however, so soon as we

go over to the objective or * psychological ' point of view,
is conditioned ui>on physiological processes and functions
— those of the bniin and other organs. These latter con-
dition — liniit, further, direct^ inhibit, in any way modify
— the flow of the psychic changes. Such conditions are
' psychoiwmu:.' This term may be used to denote the
entire sphere of phenomena which are in connection with
the psychological, but which, nevertheless, are not in-

trinsic to the series of psychic changes as such.
J. M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. 8.

psychonomics (si-ko-nom'iks), n. [See *psy-
chonomic] In psychol., the science which
deals with the relations of the individual mind,
to its environment, more especially its social

environment; in socio!., the science which
deals with the psycholopcal factors and laws
implied in social organization and develop-
ment: suggested, in both uses, by Baldwin
and Giddings, in Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol., II. 391.

psychopathologic (si'ko-path-o-loj 'ik), a.

[Gr. in'X'/, soul, mind, +' E. pathologic.'] Per-
taining to mental pathology, that is, to the
graver forms of mental derangement.

These researches should be made both upon the crimi-
nal and the insane, and one can thus see the links which
form the psycho-pathologic chain of human life, at one
end of which we may find insanity and at the other
criminality. Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 6a6.

psychopathological (si"ko-path-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Same as *psychopathologic. Amer. Anthro-
pologist, April-June, 1901, p. 366.

psychopathology (si"ko-pa-thoro-ji), n. [Gr.

i/'fA"?, mind, + !£•. pathology.'] That branch of
medical science which treats of diseases of the
mind. Amer. Anthropologist, April-June, 1901,

p. 366— Ethnic psychopathology, the psychopathol-
ogy of a nation, race, people, or analogous human group.

In the history of the mental life of individuals and na-
tions we find a striking parallelism to these physical
processes, certain degenerations bringing with them com-
penggtious in the growth of higher faculties, others tend-
ing inevitably to the destruction of the individual or the
group. The latter belongs to the domain of " ethnic psy-
cho-patholo(ty."

D. G. Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 83.

psychopedagogic (si"ko-ped-a-goj'ik), a. [Gr.

i^x'/t soul, mind, -t- E. pedagogic] Relating
to both psychology and pedagogy; concerned
with the application of psychology to educa-
tion

;
psycho-educational.

As a psycho-pedagogic theory, a reversionary goal or

tenn, . . . this conception [of nakedness and plainness
of speech] is a precious element in man's spiritual ideiU-

izationof his own life. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 96.

psychopedagogical (s5"k9-ped-a-goj'i-kal), a.

Same as *psychope,dagogic.

psychophore (si'ko-for), n. [Gr. i^x'lj soul,

mind, + -i^opoq, < (ftpuv, bear.] Aterm coined
by G. S. Hall, on the analogy of Weismann's
hiophore, to denote the hypothetical vehicle of

mental heredity.

The feeling-instincts of whatever name are the psycho-
phores or bearere of mental heredity in us, some of which
persist below the threshold of consciousness throughout
our lives, while others are made over as instincts or are
transformed to habits into directions of the will more or

less persistent G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 01.

Psychophysical dualism, parallelism. See
^dualism, ^parallelism.

psychophysically (si-ko-fiz'i-kal-i), adv. By
psychophysical means ; in a psychophysical
manner.

psychopbysiCS, W. Psychophyslcs was defined by
Fechner in I860 as " an exact science of the functional re-

lations or relations of dependency between body and
mind, or more generally between the bodily and mental,
the physical and psychical world "

; and Wundt, in 1902,

declares in the same spirit that psychophyslcs is to be
understood as " an investigation of the relations that may
be shown empirically to obtain between the psychical
and the physical aspects of vital processes." It may,
however, be questioned whether a definition of this gen-
erality can be made useful for scientific purposes. It is,

no doubt, implied in such phrases as 'the psychophysical
organism,' by which we mean the correlated bo<ly-mind
of actual experience, the ensouled body or the embodied
mind, and * psychophysical evolution,' by which we mean
the evolution of this correlated body and mind. Never-
theless, a science cannot remain poised between two
existing sciences ; it must have a positive content of its

own. In other words, psychophyslcs, viewed in this very
general way, must Sf>on show a tendency to fall either

toward the side of psychology or toward that of biology,

and to be subsumed under the one or the other of the
sciences whose metliods and results it is supposed to re-

late and combine. It was, perhaps, by an implicit recog-

nition of this danger, reinforced by the desire to hold
fast to all that mightbe tenable in the Fechnerian defini-

tion, that the meaning of psychophyslcs was, until quite

recently, narrowed down to that special field of research

io which Fechner had shown himself especially active—
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to the correlation of intensity of external stinuilus with
intensity of sensation. In this sense we speak of the four
classical methods (least difierences, riglit and wrong
cases, average eiTor, mean gnidations) as * the psycho-
physical methods,' and of Weber's Law as'tjie psycho-
physical law.' It is needless to say that Fechner would
never have assented to this restriction ; that apart, how-
ever, the new definition is so obviously artidcial, and the
delimitation of subject-matter which it suggests is so
obviously accidental, that it has neither logical standing
nor prospect of survival. Indeed, it has at no time found
acceptance among psychophysical workej-s : at the very
least, the experiments made ui)on simple and compound
reactions, and upon what is still known as the ' time
sense,' have been also included under psychophysics. Of
late years, the tenn has taken on a better and a broader
meaning, a meaning which preserves the spirit if not the
letter oi! Fechner's definition, and which promises to
settle down intb something like finality. Psychophysics
may now be defined as that department of experimental
psychology which aims, not at introspective analysis, but
rather at the determination of the quantitative nomis of
the mental life. Thus, the reaction experiment is a
psychological experiment if it is made with a view to the
introspective analysis of the action-consciousness ; it is a
psychophysical experiment if its object is the determina-
tion of the time-values of certain typical organic reac-
tions. In the fonner case, it can be performed only by
trained students of psychology ; in the latter, it may be
made a means to the comparison of the capacities of
children, the lower races of man, and even tlie higher
animals. So the time-sense experiment is a psychologi-
cal experiment, if our aim is the discovery of the con-
scious basis or vehicle of the time-consciousness ; a
psychophysical experiment, if we wish to establish the
nonns of temporal discrimination, or to institute com-
parative studies of the time-discrimination of different
ages and races. Psychophysics has fallen to the one side— to the side of psychology: for the establishment of
quantitative norms of the mental life must be intrusted
to those who have made mind their special study. At
the same time, when the norms have once been estab-
lished, there is no further need of introspection ; psycho-
physics becomes a matter of technique and of external
observation ; and, in so far, the Fechnerian view is

retained. It may be added that the results of psycho-
physics, while they must be obtained by the experi-
mental psychologist working, at any rate in the first

instance, within the psychological laboratory, are of
great importance both for anthropology and for medicine

;

and that the methods, onoe worked out, may be earned
afield and thus applied under conditions widely remote
from those of their first elaboi-ation. See experimental
*psychology.— Physical psychophysics, a type of psy-
chophysical doctrine which, so far as jtossible, assimilates
psychophysical to physical work, making the limen, for

instance, an errorof observation, and rejecting the 'doubt-
ful cases ' of the method of right and wrong cases. E. B.
Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. ii. 185.

psychophysiologically (si - ko -fiz'''' i - 6 - loj' i -

kal-i), adr. In a psychophysiological manner;
by psychophysiological means. T. Ziehen
(trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 133.

psychopompoUS (si-ko-pom'pus), a. [psycho-
pomp + -ous.] Of or pertaining to a psycho-
pomp ; having the functions of a psyehopomp.

The god of psychopompoUS function, round
Circling the sun with fourfold force.

Bailey, The Mystic, 1. 78.

psychorhytlimia (si-ko-rith'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tpvxv, mind, -t- pi^d/iS;, rhytlim.] A patho-
logical condition in which the various mental
actions repeat themselve.s involuntarily.

psychorragy (si'ko-ra-ji), ». [See psychor-
rhagia.] 1. Same as *jjsychorragia, 1.— 2.

Mind-division or mind-cleavage: a supposed
condition of the mind in which " some psychi-

cal element of man's complex personality can
leave him, for example, in dreams, and pro-
duce a phantasm at a distance." The term
was introduced by Myers and MacCnlloch, Ee-
ligion, its Origin and Forms, p. 71.

psychoithagia (si-ko-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Tpvxoppayia, < ilrvxoppayr/i;, letting the soul break
loose, < ipvx>l, soul, 4- jjTjyyvvai, break.] 1.

The breaking away of the soul ; the death-

agony.— 2. Same &a *psychorragy, 2.

psychotechnical (si-ko-tek'ni-kal), a. [psy-
cho(logy) + technical.'^ Relating to psychol-

ogy considered in its applications as a guide
to practice ; or, relating to an art which is

based upon psychology as its science.

In the first case the science of pedagogy is a psycho-
technical discipline which makes education mechanical
and deprives the teacher of the teteological attitude of

inner understanding.
//. Milnsterberg, in Harvard Psychol. Stud., 1. 654.

psychotheism, n. 2. A form or stage of

theism, the gods of which represent certain

aspects of the human mind, or impersonate
certain mental characteristics of their wor-
shipers.

Certain of the gods of barbarians gradually become
representatives of certain psychic characteristics, and we
have the stage of psychotheism, and there is a god of
War, a god of Love, a god of Hate, a god of Commerce,
and many other major deities.

.7. W. PoxceH, Truth and Error, p. 388.

psychotherapeutics, « 2. Same as *ps^c;io-

thcrapy, 2.

psychotherapy, «. 2. Treatment of func-

Pteranodontes

Of or relating to a

tional disease bv mental suggestion. Med.
Times, Jan., 1908, p. 19.

psychotic (si-kot'ik), a.

psychosis.

psychozoic, «. 2. [cap.] A term used by some
geologists to designate the later portion of
Quaternary time marked by man's existence,
wliich thus includes all of recent time and an
indefinite portion of the Pleistocene period.
See Psychozoic *cra.

II. n. The Psychozoic period.

Psychrolutes (si-kro-lu'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
ijmxpo'/.ovTijQ, one who bathes in cold water, <

ifnixp^c, cold, + 'Aohuv, bathe.] A genus of
cottoid fishes fotmd on the shores of the north-
ern Pacific.

PsychromaS'ter (si-kro-mas'ter), n. [NL., <
Gr. fvxpdi; cold, -t- fiaariip, searcher.'' A genus

I'sychratmister tuscutnbia.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

of fishes of the family Percidse, found in spring
brooks of the Tennessee River basin in north-
ern Alabama.
psychrometer, n—Aspiration psychrometer, an
arrangement (devised by Belli in 18;i6 and improved later)
for detennining the true temperature and moisture of
the air at any place and time. The bulbs of the psy-
chrometer are inclosed in short tubes, and fresh air is

drawn rapidly over them by a revolving fan without al-

lowing it to cool by the expansion due to the suction,

—

Assmann's aspiration psychrometer, a modification
of Belli's psychron;eter ; the standard to which all ordi-
nary meteorological records should be refeiTed. See
A.vjrronwter.— Sllng-psychrometer or whirled psy-
chrometer, a pair of thermometers, wet-biilh and dry-
bulb respectively, suspended by a short chain from a
short handle, and swung around rapidly like a sling. By
the normal rate of revolution the thermometer-bulbs ac-
quire a speed through the air of from six to ten yards per
second, and are thereby quickly brought to the tempera-
tures required for the determination of the hmnidity of
the air. See hygrometer.

psychrophillC (si-kro-fil'ik), a. [Gr. rjwxpk,
cold, + (pi'/.civ, love, -1- -ic] Having a liking
for a low temperature : applied to a group of
bacteria whose optimum temperature ofgrowth
lies between 1.5° and 20° C. See ^bacterium.

psychrotherapy (si-kro-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.

%l)vxp(i(, cold, + BepaTTCia, medical treatment.]
'The use of cold in the treatment of disease.
Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 104.

psyctic (sik'tik), a. [Gr. TpvKTiKdq, cooling, <

^vxeiv, make cool or cold.] Cooling ; refrige-

rant.

Psylla, n. 2. [l. c] An insect of this genus.
— Pear psylla, a homopterous insect of the family
Psyllidie, Psylla pyri, common to Europe and the United
States. It frequently does great damage to the buds and
leaves of the pear.

psyllid (sil'id), w. and a. I. n. A member of
the homopterous family Psyllidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Psyllidse.

pt. An abbreviation (c) of payment; (d) of

point; (e) of port.

P. T. An abbreviation (a) [I. c. or cap.] of

post-town; (ft) of pujiil-teacher.

ptarmic, n. II. a. Exciting sneezing.

p'tarmigan, «—'Whlte-tallecl ptarmigan, Lagopus
leucurus, an entirely wliite species, inhabiting the moun-
tain ranges of western North America.

P'teleiform (te-le'i-form), o. [Gr. TrrtMa, elm,
+ 'L. forma, form.] In anthrop., of the form
of an elm-leaf: said of the apertura pyri-

formis of a skull. JVelcl-er; Allen.

ptelein (te'le-in), n. [NL. Ptelea + -in^.] A
substance prepared from the root and bark of
the wafer-ash, Ptelea trifoliata. It is some-
times used in medicine as a stimulant and
tonic.

pteleorhine (te-le'o-rin), a. [Gr. nrMa, elm,
+ pic (piv-), nose.] Same as *pteleiform.

Pteraclldae (te-rak'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < Pte-

raclis + -idee. ] A family of small pelagic fish es

containing two genera and about five species.

Pteraclis (ter'a-klis), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
TrTfp6i>, wing (fin), + liXcitiv, close (x/'-e'f, a
bolt, a key).] A genus of fishes of the family
Pteraclidee, pelagic and widely distributed.

Pteranodontes (te-ran-o-don'tez), ?i. pi. [NL.
See Pteranodon.] The large, toothless ptero-

dactyls, considered as constituting a suborder
of flying reptUes.



pterapophysial

pterapophySial (te-rap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [Or.

-rtpoi; feather, + E. a})ophys{is) + -ial.'i Re-
lating to or connected with the articulation of

the pterygoid with some other bone. [Rare.]

Pterapr.phynal facet on quadrate for articulation of

pli-iygoiil. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1S99, p. 1027.

pteraspidlan (ter-as-pid'i-an), a. [Pteraspis

(-axpid-) + -fan.] Having the characters of

or pertaining to the ostraeoderm fishes of the
genus I'tcnispis.

ptereal (te'rf-al), n. [Gr. KTep6v, wing, fin, -I-

-(-(//!.] In fishes, a bone of the lateral inferior

surface of the cranium just anterior to the ex-

occipital; the prootic. Starks, Synonymy of

the Pish Skeleton, p. 512.

pterer^ate (ter-^r'gat), n. [Gr. m-epiv, wing,
+ ipyarrj^, worker.] A worker-ant with ves-

tiges of wings. WheeUr, 1905.

Pteria'-^ (te'ri-a), ». [NL., < Gr. TrrepSv, feather.]

A genus of schizodont prionodesmacean pe-
leeyppds characterized by avieuloid, bialate,

inequivalve, oblique shells with alivineular

ligament and radial ornamentation. Numer-
ous species range from Devonian to recent for-

mations.
Pteriacea (ter-i-a'se-a), n.pl. [NL., < (?) Gr.
nrtpi^, a fern f + -acea.'] In Ball's classifica-

tion, a superfamily of the prionodesmaceous
peleeypod mollusks, with amphidetie area,
filibranchiate or reticulate gills, free mantle-
lobes without siphons, anterior adductor small
or obsolete, and schizodont or edentxilous

hinEfe.

pterlchthyoid (te-rik'thi-oid), a. and n. I. a.

Havingthe characters of the genus Pterichthys.

II. n. A fish allied to the extinct genua
Pti riclithyx.

pteridophytic (ter-i-do-fit'ik), a. Ipterido-
phijte + -Jc] Having the character of a pteri-

dophyte or representing such character.

Pteridophytic type* of embrrogeny.
Bot Gazette, XXV. 306.

Pteridospermae (ter'i-do-spfer'me), n. pi.

[NL. (Oliver and Scott, '1903), < Gr. >rrcp(f

(-7f/)»i-), a fern, -t- oTTepfia, a seed.] A class

of fossil plants of the phylum Pteridosperma-
plii/ta (CycadofiUces), having the external
aspect of ferns, but bearing true seeds.
A eimsiderable number of the moat armndant Paleozoic
plants fonnerly classed as fema have already been found
to be aeed-bearing, including yeurnpteris, Odontopterig,
Alfthiijiterit, and Aneimiigg ; and others of this class are
consljintly beinj; disctvered.l

Ptcridospennapliyta (ter'i-do-sp^ir-ma-fi'ta),

«. III. [NL. (Ward, 1904), < Gr! KTcplc (iTepiS-),

a fern, + NL. Spermapliyta .'] A great group or
phylum of extinct plants, probably all Paleo-
zoic, having the outward appearance of the
Pteridnphyta, but bearing seeds instead of
macrospores, nearly equivalent to the Cycado-
filiccH, but broader in its scope, including
those resembling calamites and lepidophytes
as well as ferns. It embraces three classes,

the *Ptcridospermte, the *Calamospermx, and
the *Ixpido^crmie (which see).

pteridospermous (ter'i-do-sptr'mus), a. Be-
longing or relating to the class of plants
Pti-ridoKpermx.

Pterinea (te-rin'e-a), n. [NL., < Gr. nrfptvo^,

feathered, < Trrepiiv, feather.] A genus of
primitive schizodont prionodesmacean pelecy-
pods having two-winged, inequivalve, oblique
shells, with obscure dentition, amphidetie ex-

ternal ligament, grooved area, and long
straight hinge-line. The species range from
Silurian to Carboniferous and are particularly
abundant in Devonian formations.

pteritannic (ter-i-tan'ik), a. [Gr. nrepi^,

firn, -I- K. tannic.'] Notinga form of tannic acid
supposed to exist in the male fern, Dryopteris
filix-mns.

pterocarpin (ter-o-kiir'pin), n. IPterocarp(ug)
• + -/«-.] A crystalline, neutral substance,

(;2(,Hi(jO(„ found in red sandalwood, Ptero-

rnriiHn santalinus, from which it is extracted
with other, after treatment with slaked lime.

Pterocarya (ter-o-kar'i-a), n. [NL. (Kunth,
182 i , < Gr. TTTtp6v, wing, + Kapia, walnut.]
A genus of three or four species of orna-
mental deciduous trees of the family Ju-
glandaceie. They have large, alternate,

odd-pinnate leaves, and small, greenish, mo-
noecious flowers in pendulous catkins appear-
ing with the leaves. They are trees of rapid
growth and bear in summer and fall long
drooping racemes of light-green fruits. Three
species are known in cultivation, P.fraxini-
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folia, a native of Transcaucasia, P. stenoptera
of China, and P. rlioi/oUa of Japan, an impor-
tant forest tree.

Pterocera (te-ros'e-ra), m. [NL., < Gr. nTep6v,
wing, -)- Kipa(, horn.] A genua of recent
platypodous Mollusca with short spire, bent
canal, and wing-like outer margin with tubular
spinous processes.
Pterocerian (ter-o-se'ri-an), H. [Pterocera +
-irtH.] In geol.,' Va.e basal substage of the
Kimmeridgiau stage of the Upper Jurassic
system in France, characterized by the preva-
lent gastropod genus Pterocera.
pteroglossal (ter-o-glos'al), a. [Gr. Trrcpdv,

feather, -1- y^Moaa, tongue, -I- -a^l.] Havtng
a long, feathered tongue, as the toucans.
pteromorpha (ter-o-mor'fa), K.; pi. ptero-
morphse (-fe). [NL., < 6f. Krepdv, wing, +
popffj, form.] One of the thin wing-like ex-
pansions of the skin in certain mites, as the
Orihatidee. Nature, Dec. 12, 1907, p, 142.

pterophorid (te-rof'o-rid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the lepidopterous family Ptero-
phoridx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Pterophondse.
Pterophryiie (ter-o-frl'ne), n. [NL., < Gr.
TTTcpov, wing, -I- ^piivri, toad.] A genus of

Sargassum-fish iPtercfhryne tHMida).

(From Jordan's " Guide to the Study of Fishes.")

fishes of the family Antennariidse, found about
the West Indies and in the Gulf stream.
pteropodal (te-rop'o-dal), a. [ptcropod +
-n/l.j Of or pertaining to the Pteropoda

;

made upjof remains of pteropods : as, pterop-
odal limestone, which contains abundant shells

of those animals.
i

pteropod-ooze (ter'o-pod-6z'), n. See *ooze.

pterospore (ter'o-spdr), «. [Gr. -KTcpCv, wing,
+ B-ofia, seed.] In phytogeog., a term pro-
posed by Clements for a plant the distribution
of whose fruit or seeds is expedited by a wing,
margin, or flattened shape.
pterothoraz (ter-o-tho'raks), n. [NT^., < Gr.
TTTep/ii', wing, + dupa^, thorax.] The com-
bined raeso- and metathorax of a thysanop-
terous insect ; that portion of the thorax that
bears the wings.
Pttrothorax approximately as wide as abdomen, nearly

cylindrical, narrowing abruptly in front, [gradually be-
hind. Entomological Newg, Nov., 1904, p. 293.

pterotic, m. 2. Specifically, in fishes, a pos-
terolateral ossification of the cranium, it forms
(sometimes with the assistance of the opisthotic) the
parotic process. It articulates with the parietal and
epiotic at the side ; the frontal and sphenotic anteriorly ;

the prootic and opisthotic below ; and the exoccipital
beneath the opisthotic. It assists the sphenotic in sus-
pending the hyomandibular from the cranium.

pterygial, a. II. «. One of the small bones
forming the basal support of the pectoral fins

of bony fishes, lying between the fin-rays and
the hypo- and hypercoracoid ; an actinost.

The feature of the pterygiaU being attached to the
scapula and coracoid either directly or synchondroaially
is worth notice. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, XI. 291.

pterygiate (te-rij 'i-at), a. [pterygium +
-ate^7\ Furnished with wings or wing-like
flaps or appendages. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Hist., Aug., 1904, p. 108.

pterygion (te-rij'i-on), ». ;
pi. pterygia (-a).

[XL., < Gr. vrepvyiov, a little wing. See pte-

rygiiim.l In craniom., either of the extreme
points of the pterygoid process, called me-
dial and lateral pterygion, respectively. Von
Tiiriik.

pterygiophore (te-rij'i-o-for), n. [G-i.Trrephyiov,

wing, fin, + -ijiopriq, < (filpeiv, bear.] In fishes,

one of the nodules of bone or cartilage between
the dorsal and anal rays and their respective
interspinous bones.

I have not met with cartilages of this kind in any

Ptychoparia
[other] flah which has come under my notice. ... I
regard them as representing a second or distal series of
radials or pterygiophores, the interspinous bones formiug
tlie proximal series.

T. J. Parker, in Trans. Zool. Soc. London, XII. 24.

pterygium, «. 4. An instrument employed in
the operation for the removal of a pterygium
from the cornea.— 5. A forward growth of
the eponyohium over the nail-plate.

Pterygogenea (ter"i-go-ie'ne-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. ir-f/uif (irrepvy-), wing, '+ yevoc. kind.] In
Brauer's system, one of the two main divisions
of insects, including all the winged forms.
Pterygoid condyle. See *condyle.
pterygoidal (ter-i-goi'dal), a. and n. [ptery-
goid + -«A.] I. a. Same as pterygoid.

II. n. A pterygoid muscle. Scripture,
Exper. Phonetics, p. 230.

pterygoideum (ter-i-goi'de-um), fl.; pi.

ptcrygoidea (-a). [NL.] Satne as pterygoid.
—Pterygoideum externum, a bone in the skiill of
fishes whicli connects the pal.-itine with the quadrate

;

the pterygoid.— Pterygoideum Internum, a bone in
front of the metjipterygoid in the eliull of fishes ; the
mesopterygoid.— Pterygoideum posteriua, a bone in
the skull of fishes usually connecting the hyomandibular
with the mesopterygoid ; the metapterygoid.

pterygophore (ter'i-go-for), Ji. [Gr. ffrepuf
(TTTfpi')-), wing, -I- -<j>opo^ < (pcpeiv, bear.] See
the quotation.

It is held that the most primitive form of limb is

simply a lateral skin fold extending along the whole
body, and that into this certain cartilaginous processes, or
rays (actinophores of Ryder, pterygophores of Parker),
extend. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 480.

pterygopodium (ter"i-go-p6'di-um), n.
;

pi.

pterygopodia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Krkpvk (vrepvy-),
wing, -t- TTiiiS.ov' dim. of iroiV, foot.] Inichth.,
a clasper-part of a ventral fin modified as an
intromitteut organ, as in sharks and their
allies. [Rare.]

pterylium (te-ril'i-um), n.
;

pi. pterylia (-a).

[NL.] Same as pieryia.

pterylologlcal (ter-i-lo-loj'i-kal), a. ['ptery-
lolog{y) + -ic-al'^. Seepteryla.'j Relating to or
connected with the arrangement of the feather-
tracts.

Ptg. An abbreviation (a) of Portugal ;. (6) of
Portuguese.

ptilinnm (ti-li'num), ».
;

pi. ptilina (-nsi).

[NL., < Gr. Trri/lov, a feather, a wing, a wing-
like membrane.] A bladder-like expansion
of the hea<i of nearly half of the dipterous in-
sects when just emerged from the puparinm.
It is capable of great dilation and is probably
of service in helping to rupture the puparium.
It disappears after emergence, and its position
is represented by the lunula.

Ptilota, n. pi. 2. sing. A genus of the red
algre, common on both the Atlantic and the
Pacific coast. Popularly known as feather-
weed. C. Agardh, 1823.

ptinid (tin'id), n. and a. I, n. A member of
the coleopterous family Ptitiidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Pfiiiidee.

ptomatin (to'ma-tin), n. [Gr. 7rru/ia(T-), a
corpse, -I- -iH^.] Same a,a ptomaine.
ptomatropin (to-mat'po-pin), n. [Gr. mu/ia,
corpse, + E. atropin.'] A poisonous basic
substance found in putrefying meat, resem-
bling atropin in its effects upon the animal
body. Science, Feb. 7, 1908, p. 222.

ptosic (to ' sik), a. Same as ptotie. Med.
liccord, Oct. 19, 1907, p. 640.

ptosis, «. 2. A falling down or prolapse of
any of the abdominal viscera. Also called
Glenard's disease and enteroptosis. Med. Rec-
ord, Oct. 10, 1903, p. 589.

ptyalinogen (ti-a-lin'o-jen), n. [ptyal(in) -t- -o-

-f- -gen.} The proenzym of ptyalin.

ptyalose (ti'a-los), n. [ptyal{in) -t- -osc.l

Maltose formed by the action of ptyalin on
starch.

Ptjrchocheilus (ti-ko-ki'lus), n. [NL., < Gi-.

irriii (iTTvx-), a fold, -f- ,ifc(/lof, lip.] A genus
of large fishes of the, family Cyprinidse, found
in fresh waters of the western United States.

Ptycholepis (ti-kol'e-pis), ». [Gr. Trrif (rrri^^-),

a fold, -t- XfTTif, a scale.] An extinct genus of
ganoid fishes of the family Eugnaihidae, hav-
ing the head and opercular bones ornamented
with ridges of ganoin, minute teeth, and thick
scales, much longer than deep, grooved longi-

tudinally on the outer side. It occurs in the
Upper Lias of Europe and the Trias of Carin-
thia and of Connecticut.

Ptychoparia (ti-ko-pa'ri-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
nri'f (^'i',l'-), a fold, + napeid, cheek.] A



Ptychoparia

genus of opisthoparian trilobites allied to
Oleitus, found in Carabriau formations.

ptychopterygial (ti'kop-te-rij'i-al), a. Ipty-
chopterygi{um) + -aft.] Relating to or having
the form of a ptyohopterygium, or primitive
type of fin. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p.
^7, note.

ptychopterygium (ti'kop-te-rij'i-um), n.; pi.

ptyehopterygia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. irrif (irrvx-),

a fold, :rrepiyiov, a little wing.] A primitive
type of fin, formed by a fold of the skin, and
having a triangular shape.

In Cladoaelache the fin is low, with a very long base,

like a fold of alcin iptychopterygium), and composed of
feeble rays.

D. S. Jordan, Guide to Study of Fishes, I. r.lO.

ptychotis-seed (ti-ko'tis-sed), n. The seed
of Ptychotis involucrata, an umbelliferous
plant, used in India by the natives as a condi-

ment, and medicinally as a carminative.

Ptygmatis (tig'ma-tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

KTvyua{T-), anything folded, < KTvaaecv, fold.]

A genus of fossil gastropods of the family
yerineidx, having high, turreted, spiral shells

with complieately ridged columellar and
stomal surfaces : found in Jurassic and Creta-
ceous rocks.

ptyocrinous (ti-ok'ri-nus), a. [Gr. n-rioVj a
fan (for winnowing), + Kpivuv, separate, +
-OKS.] In cyUil., of or pertaining to gland-
cells which accumulate their secretion in tlie

cytoplasm in the form of droplets and then
permit it to escape by breaking through the
surface cytoplasm, as, for example, in the
goblet-cells of the intestine : opposed to *diac-
rinous.

puaiohi (po'i-o'he), n. [Hawaiian.] A thrush-
like bird, Pheeornis palmeri, of Kauai, Sand-
wich Islands.

puapua (po"a-po'a), n. [Native name.] In
Samoa, Giiettarda speciosa, a small littoral

tree bearing axillary clusters of fragrant
flowers. See *buabua, pigeonwood (c), and
!:elira-wood, 2.

pnbT An abbreviation (d) otpublished; («) of
publication.

pubertal (pii'ber-tal), a. {^puberi(y) + -nU.]
Relating to, resulting from, or occurring sim-
ultaneously with puberty.
There is perhaps a little increase at seven, and a certain

and almost universal retardation, most marked al)out the
tenth year, but extendinp: over several years ; this de-
pression in the curve some have wronjjly thoujfht compie-

mental to its elevation during the period of pubertal
increase. O. S, Hall, Adolescence, I. 5.

pubeialoas (pu-ber'o-Ius), a. [NL. "puberu-
lus, dim. of L. puber, downy.] Having very
short, soft hairs

;
puberulent.

Pubic bones, pelvic bones ; the bones which support the
ventral fins of fishes.

publication, n. 6. In systematic biol., the
distribution, in print, of the name of a species,
genus, c- other biological group, in accordance
with certain technical requirements. To consti-
tute publication of a species name, it is required that it

shall be accompanied by a description or by a citation of
a description. To constitute publication of a genus
name, it is required in addition that it shall be associated
with a species whose name is published at the same or at
an earlier time. A writer who uses a new name without
complying with the technical requirements of publica-
tion is said to propose the name. A subsequent writer
may adopt such a name by citing it and completing its

pui>lication. In botany, by reason of the initial date for
the application of the law of priority, genus and species
names in works prior to 175.3 are regarded as proposed
but not published. See law of priority, under i^lawi.

publish, V. t. 6. In systematic biol., to give
technical publication to. See *puhUcation, 5.

puca, n. [Ir. puca. See ptick.'] Same as
*pooka.

Pucciniaces (puk-sin-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Puccinia + -acese.'] The largest family of
the order Vredinales, commonly called rusts.
The principal genera are Gymnospnratigium,
Uromyces, Puccinia, and Phragmidium. All
its members are parasitic and many of the
fungous diseases of cultivated plants are
caused by them.

pucciniaceous (puk-sin-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the family Puccinioeese, or resembling
fungi of that family.

pnCCOOn, «— Indian pnccoon, the hoary puccoon,
Lilhoxpermum canescens. .See Iiulian icpaint,

puce, a. H, n. A purple-brown or reddish-brown
color.— Alizarin pnce, a color obtained when alizai-in

is applied with a mixture of aluminium and iron mor-
dants.

pnce-lead (piis'led), n. Lead dioxid or brown
oxid of lead, PbOj.
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puceron (p6s-ron'), «• [P.] A plant-louse;
any member of the homopterous family Aphi-
didse: adopted into English to some extent.

puck, n. 4. A disk of rubber used in place of
a ball in hockey.
pucka, a. II. n. A coin: as, & pucl;a pice.
It sometimes denotes a coin of double weight
and sometimes one from the government mint.
pucker-struck (puk'er-struk), a. Ipuclcr, a
gather in a dress, a frill, -I- struck. Compare
stage-struck.'] Excessively fond of finery or
adornment. Sarah M. McL. Greene, Flood-
tide, xxxiii. [Coast of Maine.]
pudding, ». 4. The joint of an electric cable
inside a junction-box.— Blrd's-nest pudding, a
pudding consisting of apples oaiced in milk t«) whicli
eggs and flour have been added.— Nesselrode pudding,
a rich frozen dessert containing chestnuts, sometimes
almonds, and candied fruits finely divided : served with
whipped cream or a wine sauce.

pudding (pud'ing), V. t. To draw together
and join inside in a junction-box, as an elec-
tric cable.

pudding-ball (pud'ing-bal), re. An Australian
fish resembling a mullet. The name is a cor-
ruption of the aborigi"nal/)j((i!dm6a, by the law
of hobson-jobson. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

pudding-granite (pud'ing-gran"it), n. Same
as orbicidar granite. See *orbicidar, 5.

pudding-mat (pud'ing-mat), re. Saul., a round,
bag-shaped fender of interwoven rope, filled

with granulated cork, oakum, hemp or manila
fiber, etc. It is used to protect a vessel's

sides from a towboat or from the sides of a
dock when entering a slip.

pudding-opium (pud'ing-6''pi-um), re. See
*opinm.

puddle'^, ". 3. A mixture of soil or mold and
water forming thin mud, in which ^;he roots of
young trees are dipped to retard drying out
during transplanting.

puddle^, r. t. 4. To dip (the roots of young
trees) in puddle or thin mud.
puddler, ". 2. A device or machine for stir-

ring the fused metal in a puddling-fumace.

puddlers'-mine (pud'lerz-min), «. A fettling
mixture made by wetting up red hematite
with water, which is used to smooth over the
lining of puddling-furnaees.

puddle-wall (pud'1-wal), re. See *hearting,

2 (ft).

puddling-train (pud'ling-tran), re. A set of
two pairs of rolls in a rolling-mill. One pair,

known as puddling-rolls, is used for consoli-
dating the blooms after their removal from
the hammer or the squeezer, and the second,
known as mill-rolls, is used for rolling into
bars the masses of iron as they come from
the balling- or reheating-fumace, where they
go from the puddling-rolls. See forge-train.
Phillips and Baucrman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 329.

Pudendal sac. See *sac'^.

pudiano (p6-di-a 'no), re. [Amer. %p. pudi-
ano (Marcgrave, 1648), a variant of bodiano
= Pg. bodiao (NL. bodianus), name of a fish

;

said to be connected with F. boudin, E. pud-
ding. See pudding.] Anameapplied to certain
fishes of the family Labridse, as the ladyfish,
Bodianus rufus, in Brazil, and the pudding-
wife.

pueblan (poeb'lan), a. [puebl(o) + -an.] Of
or pertaining to a pueblo or the Pueblos : as
pueblan architecture.

Pueblo pottery. See American *pottery.

puebloan (poeb'lo-an), «. Ipueblo + -an.]

Same as *pueblan.

Puella (pii-el'a), re. [NL., < L. puella, a girl:

a translation of the Bohem. panenka, by which
the genus was designated by Barrande.] A
genus of taxodont paleoconch pelecypods,
found in the Devonian rocks.

pueo (po-a'6), re. [Hawaiian.] A small owl,
Asio accipitrinus sandioickensis, of the Sand-
wich Islands, a geographic race of the North
American short-eared owl.

puer (pu'er), re. [Also^)«re; origin obscure.]
1. The droppings of dogs. [Prov. Eng.]

—

2. In tanning, an infusion of the dung of
dogs, fowls, or pigeons, used to soften the
skins after liming and preparatory to tanning.
Also known as bate. The soaking in such an
infusion is called puerinq or bating Puer nm,
in tanning, an injury to the skin caused by the action of
the puer. C. T. Davit, Manuf. of Leather, p. 166.

pugua

puer (pQ'dr), !). t. [puer , «.] In tanning,
to cleanse with a bate of dog's dung.
Fueraria (pii-e-ra'ri-a), n. [NL. (De Can-
doUe, 1825), named in honor of Marc Nicolas
Puerari, a correspondent of de Candolle.] A
genus of climbing herbs or shrubs including
about 15 species and belonging to the family
Fabacese. They are characterized by the tumid nodes,
3-foIiate leaves, and blue or purplish flowers with mona-
delphous stamens and beardless style, disposed in long,
dense, sometimes compound racemes. The species are
natives of tropical Asia, Japan, and New Guinea, and
tliree have been introduced into cultivation for onia-
ment. The roots of I'. Thunbergiana are fleshy and yield
a good quality of starch, and in Japan the tough fiber of
the inner bark is manufactured into a fine and remark-
al>ly strong cloth. See Ko -khemp.

Puerco group. See *group^.
pueril, o. A simplified spelling ot puerile.

puering (pii'e-ring), re. [puer .] 'Ths process
of treating skins by means of puer; bating.
Alodern Amer. Tanning, p. 45.

puerpera (pu-er'pe-ra), re. [L., < puer, child,
+ parire, bring forth.] A lying-in woman.
puersman (pti'trz-man), re. [puer + -s +
man.] One who attends to the puering or
bating of skins. Flemming, Practical Tan-
ning, p. 257.

puf, «., re., and interj. A simplified spelling of
puff.

puff, V. i. 5. In bot., to discharge suddenly
a cloud of spores, as frequently occurs in cer-
tain fungi.

Many of the Discomycetes have the peculiar 'habit of
pu^ng if they are shaken or if the chamber in which
they liave been kept is opened.

De Bary (trans.). Fungi, p. 89.

puff, re— Veiled puff, a modification of caremons res-
piration, heard on auscultation, in which one can imag-
ine a sound as of a light cloth moving to and fro with the
air in the lung-cavity.

puff-billiards (puf'bir'yilrdz), re. A game
played on a circular board surroundud by a

PufT-billiards.

frame bearing metal brackets opposite the
pockets. The players take positions at the
brackets, and by means of rubber blowers
seek to force a cork ball into their opponents'
pockets. It is a game requiring considerable
skill.

Mrs. ... is said to have invented puf-hillimrds, but
the great mind who is responsible for ping-pong has yet
to be discovered. Com. Advertiter, Mtj 11, liKil.

puffer, «.— Sharp-nosed puffer, a member of the
family Canthigai^teridte, found in tropical seas.—South-
ern puffer, Spheroides itpengleri, a fish common in the
West Indies and on the coast of the southera Vnited
States.

puffin, n. 3. A name wrongly applied to the
Manx shearwater, Puffinus anglorum Homed
puffin, FraterctUa comiciUata, a species having m small
homy appendage on the upper eyelid, fouad «2 twth
sides of the northern Pacific.

puffinet (puf'i-net), n. [Dim. of puffin.] A
local English name for the black guillemot,
Cepphus grylle.

puffing-hole (puf'ing-hol), re. Same as *blotc-

liole, 5. Geikic, Text-book of Geol., p. S69.

puff-shark (puf'shark), re. A shark, Catulus
utcr, belonging to the family Scylliorhinidse,

found on the coast of California.

The curious puff shark uttered a deep grunt when it

was taken from the water. I heard this sound one day
while on the beach at Avalon, and although I recognized
it, I could not see the fish. Finally after hearing it re-

peated a number of times I traced it to a h(X>k near by
where a fisherman had, with the usual inditferenco to the
feelings of sharks, hung the fish by the gills.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Nov. 15, 1002, p, 2ai23.

Puget series. See *series.

pugger (pug'er),re. [pugS,v., +-er^.] Aworker
in a pug-mill ; one who feeds a pug-miU with
clay.

puggrie, re. See pugree.

pnggy (pug'i), a. [pugi + -y^.] Like a
monkey.

Troth, . . . my affection for my king, God bless the
pnggy face of him, is under more controL

R. L. Stevengon, Catriona, x.

pug-moth (pug'm6th), n. Same as pug^, T.

pugua (po'gwa), n. [Chamorro name.] In
Guam, the betel-nut palm, Areca Cathecu, the



pugua

nuts of which together with the leaves of the PUlley, n.
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-Antifriction pulley, a pulley with an

pulp-stone

betel-pepper and a pinch of slaked lime, are »>i'5n^'io'|_bli>ck (which see, under antifriction).— Ex-

used as a masticatory called mamao. See
*bonga and areca-nut.

Puiseox diagram. See *diagram.
pnja (po'ja), «. [Also pujah, pooja, poojah ; <
Hiud. piija, < Skt. puja, honor, respect, wor-
ship, < y j)uj. honor, respect.] A Hindu rite or
ceremony of religion. Yule and Burnell, Hob-
son-.Tobson.

pukeko (p6'ka-k6), n. [Maori.] The purple
coot, or water-hen, Porphyria melanotus, of
New Zealand.

pukras, >'. Same as pucro*.

pull (pol), n. [F., < li. pulsus, a pushing.] In
^>hys., a proposed unit for the measurement,
in the French system, of the time integral of
forces ; one dyne acting for one second.

pul-, V. and n. A simplified spelling of pull.

Pulaski shales. See *shale^.

pulaskite (pti-las'kit), n. [Pulaski county,
Arkansas, -I- -!te2.] In petrog,, a phaneric
igneous rock composed of tabular soda-
orthoclase (cryptoperthite) with subordinate
amount of hornblende and biotite, and a little

diopside, nephelite, sodalite, and accessory
minerals. It is a syenite with trachytic tex-
ture, containing a little nephelite. J. F.
Williams, 1890.

< L. pulmo{n-), lung.] Same as pulmonary.
pandlng pulley,' a mechanical device^for varying the -'^''cA') Med. Handbook, V. 607.

speed oJ a belt by running it Pulmonary cavity, the cavity which contains the. the
breathing-organ or 'lung' of a' pulnionate mollusk or
spider. Also called pulmonary chamber or sac— Pul-
monary chamber. See *putmonary cumty.— Pulmo-
nary doelmasy. Sec *ducmin«i/.— pulmoiiary heart
Sanie;is/i;//if*/irar(.— Pulmonary Insufficiency See
vahultir *iiisui/ic!cnci/.— Hypertrophic pulmonary
osteoarthropathy. See iwfiwirWirc./xif/iy.— pnjmd-
nary pulse, the second sound of the heart as heard over
the pulmonary valve.— Pulmonary sac. (b) In Mol-
tvttca. See ^pulmonary cavity.

pulmonitis (pul-mo-ni'tis), H. [NL., < L. pul-
mo{n-), lung, -I- -itis.'i Inflammation ot the
lungs,

cross each otherbetween their PUlmotrachea (pul-mo-tra'ke-a), v.; p\. pul-
opposingfaces.—Idiepnlley. motracheee (-e). [NL., < L. 'pulmo(ri-), \\ms,
{a) A pulley which merely + trachca.'\ A lung-sac of a spider.
changes the direction of the ,„,lmn..w., ™,l~.v_S « / i/ - > tt
belt (i) A pulley which PUlmOZym, pulmOZyme (pul'mo-zim), n. [L.
merely tightens the belt but pulmo, lung, -|- Gr. Cviuj, ferment.] A prepara-
takes otr no power.— Mag- tion of lung-tissue, suggested for therapeutic
netlc.pulley, a cham-sheave purposes. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 417.

pulp, n. {g) Fruit prepared to be made into marmalade.

on a larger or smaller circum-
ference. There are many such
devices, one of the best being
a pair of steep cones on each
shaft with the belt running
between these, the edge of
the belt touching each. As
one pair of cones is closed the
other pair is separated pro-
portionately by a suitiible
mechanism. In other fonns,
the conical surfaces are made
up of separat« elements ot
each cone which interlace or

pulegone (pii'le-gou),

-nne.'\

[NL. puleg(ium) +
An oily unsaturated ketone related to

PO PIT
the terpenes, (CH3)2C:C< „ J>CH.-

L'il2.V'H.2

CH3, found in the oils of Spanish" and'Ameri-
can pennyroyal (Mentha Pulegium and Hedeoma
pulegioi<le8)y efc It has an odor resembling
peppermint.

pulgada (pol-ga'da), n. [Sp. puUjada, < pid-
'jar, the thumb, < L. polUcariSj adj., < pollex,

Expanding I'ullcy.

a, pair of driving-cones ; d,

pair of driven cones ; c, driv-
ing-shaft to which a a are
keyed and on which they ap-
proach or separate; i^. driven
shaft on which b i are simi-
larly attached ; e, belt of
lateral stiffness pressed side-
wise as o d and d b arc
brought together recipro-
cally, so as to bear by fric-

tioiial contact at surfaces
nearer the axis of c or rf or
farther therefrom recipro-
cally.

or pulley inside of which is

an electromagnet which in-
creases the adhesion of the
chain to the pvilley.— Seg-
mental pulley, {a) A pulley
having an incomplete rim,
or one which is only a seg-
ment of a circle, and which
can make only a portion of
a revolution. (&) A pulley
built up of segments or sec-
tors.— Split pulley. \fi) A
pulley made in two parts,
which are bolted tt^ether
for convenience in placing it

on and removing it from
the shaft. (6) A segmental
pulley ; a pulley made in
two or more sectors for con-

A jam factory is worked in conjunction with the fruit
farm. Pxil-p is not made except when there is a glut of
fruit. Encyc. BHt., XXVIIL 532.

pullejr, a pulley having
venience in casting.— Spring

..a wrought-iron or st«el rim
which is cut through at 4jne iH»int, and a split huh, the
openings being in line, to allow it to pass over enlargt-d
portions of a shaft.— Standing pulley, the stationary
pulley-block of a compound hoist ; a fixed pulley.

pulley-cone (piil'i-kon), «. A grooved cone of S^iSi?f°*I,iP"i^il"r?!,l'
thumb.] A Spanish and Spanish-American wood or metal, eonstitutinga series of pulleys
measure of length, equal to the twelfth part
of the pi6, or to nearly one English inch.

of gradually increasing diameter.
Psychol. StiKlict, I. 417.

pulicid (pu-lis'id), n. and a. I. n. A member pulley-lathe (pul'i-laTH), n. 1. An engine
of the aphanipterous family P«?i<;i<fa».

..... .

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Pulicidse,

pull, f. t. 14. In cricket, to hit (a short ball
pitched on the wicket or on the off.side), with

Pulp of the finger, the fleshy cushion at the tip of the
finger.

pulpa (purpa), n. [L. pulpa, flesh, pulp.]
The mass of connective-tissue cells, odonto-
blasts, nerve-cells, and blood-vessels lying
within the cavity of a tooth or plaeoid selachian
scale, from which the dentin of the tooth or
scale is produced. Usually temied j)!(ip. See
pulp {d).

pulp-assay (pulp ' a - sa "
), «. In metal., the

assay of samples talsen from the pulp after or
during crushing.

pulp-beam (puip'bem), n. A device for ascer-
taining the percentage of weight of water in
paper-]>ulp.

. . . . ,, M. See *«aHaJi.

. ,„..,Hvs
PUlpifaction (pul-pi-fak'shon), «. ['L.puJpa,

Han-ard P"'P' + /"''''oC"-), a making, <facerc, make.]
Reduction to the condition of a pultaceous
mass.

lathe having a large chuck for holding pulley
castings while they are being bored and faced.— 2. A lathe having a gap in the bed, used
for turning and finishing pulleys ; a wheel-
lathe.

a horizontal bat, so as to send (It) round to pulley-stUe (pul'i-stil), n. In a window-frame~
or sliding sash, the upright member in which
the pulley is fitted and upon which the sash
slides up and down.

pull-foot (pill 'flit), V. i. To run: hurry.
[Shn.g.]

puUing-bar (pul'ing-biir), n. A draw-bar ; the
bar to which the coupler is fastened. J. G. A.
Meyer, Modern Locomotive Construction, p.
.5L'8'.

pulling-hitch (pul'ing-hich), >i. Xaut.,s, slip-
hitch which may easily bed is engaged ; also, a
certain hitch and number of turns made about
a spar or cask, which will cause the latter to
roll over and over when the hauling part of
the rope is pulled upon

the on side— To pull off, to bring about or carry
through; complete successfully. [.Slaug.)

The national shoot will be conducted by the combined
bodies, and it is believed that 4)ne of the n»t»st successful
meetA in the hist^jry of shooting can be putted off.

Forett and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 78.

To pull one's leg, to take in ; fool ; deceive by a plausi-
bl« tale or statement. (Slang.

]

" B.-P." always says that the Polynesian traveller with
the nurnenjus wives and family t<> keep was the only
man who ever realty putted hin tefi ,'

Julian Hatpti, in War's Brighter Side, xv.

To pull tbe ball, in got/, to play a ball with a curve
toward the left with a right-handed player or toward the
right with a left-handed player.

~pnll, n. 9. In cricket, a stroke made with a
horizontal bat, by which a short ball pitched
on the wicket or to the off side is hit round to pulling-roU (pul'ing-rol), n. A feeding-roll;
the on side. fluf«Ai«,«on, Cricket, p. 53.— 10. a roll which pulls material into a machine.
In golf, a stroke such that the ball describes a £ngin. Mag., June, 1904, p. 1.

'="""'
*r?.^i!5^JfLr;ttt,",e!:l!f:::J^^P'^llni»n (pul-man), «. [Short for Pnllntan

car, such cars being built and operated by a
player, or toward the right with a left-handed
player. See also *hook, 10.— i/)ng pull, in print-
ing, the pull of the bar-handla of a hanrUpress against
the side fi'atne that develops the full power of the press.
The pull that stops before the full power is develoited is
known iw the Kttort putt.

pull-boat (pul'bot), n. A flatboat used in
logging cjTjress.

In the cypress swampa of Louisiana there are employed
what are known as pult-boatg. an evolution from the plan
of placing a hoisting engine uiMjn a scow and snaking the
logs out of the swamp. Hy this plan the logs, which are
drawn in at the rate of 6^10 feet a minute, are capped with
steel cones, which prevent them from imbedding in the
soft ground or catching against 'tbstnictions. The end-
le»s-rr)pe p((//-/>oaf engines have 44-inch winding drums,
and each weighs 33,000 pounds.

Sci. Amer., Oct. 17, 1903, p. 276.

puller, n. 2. In turpentining, a long-handled
hack used for chipping faces too high to be
reached with the ordinary hack.
puller-in (pul'^r-in'), n. One who is employed
to induce j>as8ers-by to enter a shop and pur-
chase.

puUery (pul'e-ri), n. [pull + -ery.'] A room pulmobranch (pul'mo-brangk), «.

or factory wtiere the hair or wool is removed Pulmobranchiata.
from skins. K^nminff, Practical Tanning, p. 1. pulmonal (pul'mo-nal), a. [NL. *^«imon«J<«,

pulpification (pul"pi-fi-ka'shon), n. [l..pulpa,
pulp, -I- -Jicalio(n-), < -Jicare" < facere, make.]
Same as *j)ul2>ifaction. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 17.

pulpit, ». 3. In mcch.: (a) The elevated
platform or gallery from which the operation
of a large central electrical station for power
or lighting is supervised. [Slang.]

[ Each of these is connected by shaft and gear under the
floor with tlic gearing actuated by the rheostat wheel on
the generat<.ir panel, so that the field cuiTentcan be regu-
lated either from tho vvlpil or from the switchboard.

Xtect. World amt Kngin., Jan. 23, 1904, p. 166.

(6) A raised platform on which the operator
of a machine stands so that he may oversee
the machine as it works, or the process as it

advances.
Ilie operator of the hoisting motor stands in a pulpit

above the floor and by means of the large rheostat con-
troller brings each skip in succession opposite the mouth
of the hopper above the main crushing roll.

Klect. World and Engin., Dec. 26, 1903, p. 1051.

Pulpit spectacles. .See -kspectacle.

pulpitis (pul-pi'tis), n. [NL., < li.pulpa, pulp,
+ -itis.'] Infiammatiou of the dental pulp.
Sci. Anier., Dec. 20, 1902, p. 441.

A mill or factory where
for the manufacture of

company bearing the same name, which is

that of the original inventor or promoter]
In car-building, a parlor- or sleeping-car, spe-
cifically, and properly, one made by the Pull-
man Company.
pull-rod (piiil'Tod), «. A rod which transmits
a ])ull ; a rod which is subjected only to ten-
sion; a link.

The brake is operated by a lever and catch- rack through ,,n/«„,,o
p>itt rodt with levers below the body of the brougham, to J'"\!il'"''i

a pair of pulley straps with friction on pulleys fixed to "

the motor shafts. IJi/tcox, Hoi-seless Vellicles, p. 292.

pull-sensation (pul'sen-sa'shon), II. In psy-
clioL, the sensation aroused by pull or traction
upon the skin. It is not qualitatively differ-
ent from the sensation aroused by adequate
stimulation of a pressure-spot. Baldwin, Diet,
of Philos. and Psychol., II. 397.

pullulative (pul'iVlS-tiv), a. [pullulate +
-ice.} Building; causing to bud.

One of the

pulp-mill, n. 2.

wood-pulp is made
paper.
With few exceptions, the pulptnills in making their re-

turns, sent in their figures expressed in cords, as their
purchases of timber are made that way, moat of their
logs being cut in lengths of four feet.

.V. 1'. State Foregt, Fitfh and Game Comminsion,
(Seventh Rep., 1901, p. 24.

3. A paper-mill in which paper is made
from wood-pulp.

pulpo(porpo), n. [Sp. pulvo, F. poulpe, < L.
< Gr. n-oP.iiTTovf, polyp: see polyp,

polypus.] The Spanish and Spanish-American
name for the oetopod.

pulp-stone (pulp'ston), H. A stone used in
grinding wood to a pulp for use in the manu-
facture of paper. A particular quality of
sandstone capable of being operated in hot
water is used. The best pulp-stones are
made in Ohio, or are imported from New-
castle-upon-Tyne, England.
Putpstoneg differ from grindstones in having a much

broader face (being much thicker). The stones are uau-
ally from 48 to 56 inches in diameter and 16 to 26 inches
in thickness, weighing from 2,300 to 4.S00 pounds.
J. U. Pratt, in Mineral Resources of U. S., U. S. GeoL

[Surv., 1900, p. 789.



pulp-wood

pulp-wood (piilp'wud), II. Wood from which
pulp is to be made, it may be in large pieces as
first cut, or in small pieces reaity to be ground in the
pnlp-mill. Poplar is preferred tor this purpose, but pine,
ftr, and beech are used.

pulsatioual (pul-sa'shon-al), a. [pulsation +
-«A.] Pertaining to or of the nature of pulsa-
tion; throbbing; characterized by pulsation.
Tran.i. Amer. Inst, of Elect. Engin., 1904, p. 420.

pulsel, n. 5. In phys., a proposed unit for the
measurement of the time-integral of forces.

In the British system this is that of one poundal acting
for one second and is called 1 pulxe,

Jude. Physics, Experimental and Theoretical, I. 41.

Anadicrotlc pulse, a pulse in which the ascending
limb of the tracing shows two notches.— Bamberger*a
poise, a pulsHtion in the jugular vein.— Capillary
pulse, alternate redness and pallor of an area of skin or
of the bed of the finger-nails, observed sometimes in
cases of aortic regurgitation.— CatacrotiC pulse, a pulse
in which the highest wave is not the last, the descending
limb of the pulse-curve showing .a notch.— CatadlcrOtic
pulse, a pulse in which two notches occur in the descend-
mg limb of the tracing.— Decurtate pulse, a pulse
which progressively diminishes in strength until it fi-

nally ceases.— Kussmaul's pulse. Same as paradoxi-
cal *ptdge,— Paradoxical pulse, a pulse that becomes
faint during inspiration and is of full strength dur-
ing expiration, although there is no variation in the
strength of the heart's action.— Quincke's piUse, a
deepening of the pink under the nails, occun-ing syn-
chronously with tha nulial poise.—Running pulse, a
pulse with but small excursions, and those sometimes ir-

regular and oscillating, as when the blood-stream is in
insufficient volume to fill completely a relaxed artery.

—

Stokeslau pulses, in phye., ether-waves of extremely
short length emanating from surfaces that ai-e subjected
to cathodic bombardment. X-rays have been thu.s desig-
nated by Crookes.— Trembling or tremulous pulse.
Same as running */"/^>'V. — Trigeminal pulse, a se-
quence of three regular i)nlse-beats followed by an inter-
mission.—Water-hammer pulse. Same as Corrigan's
pulxe (which see, under ;>u/wl).

pulse-valve (puls'valv), n. A local name of a
check-valve which takes up the pulsations of a
pump. H. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering,
p. 51.5.

pulse-wave, n. 2. In hydrodynam., a wave of
compression in a pipe containing liquid, caused
by periodic interruptions or fluctuations in the
flow.

pulsKc, a. II. 71. A medicinal agent which
increases the pulse.

pulsilogium (pul-si-16'ji-um), n.; pi. pulsilogia
(-a). Xh. pulsus, puLse, + Gr. -Aoyiov, < Adjof,
reckoning.] Same as pulsimeter.

pulsilogy (pul-sil'o-ji), Ji. [NL. pulsilogium.']
Same as puUimeter.

Pulsion diverticulum. See *divertieulum.

pulsus, ».— Pulsus blsferlens, a markedly dicrotic
pulse in whicli the waves are of nearly eciual height—
Pulsus deflciens, a pulse in which there is an occasional
intennittence owing to failure of the ventricle to contract.— Pulsus intercidens, a pulse in which there is an in-
tercurrent beat-—Pulsus pseudolntermlttens, a pulse
in which there is an occasional intermittence due to a
feeble contraction of the ventricle.— Pulsus rsims,
slow pulse.

pulverln, n. 2. A yellow crystalline sub-
stance which occvirs in the lichen Pulveraria
latahratum.

pulverization, n. 2. The reduction of liquids
in the form of spray and the projection of the
latter with force upon the surface of the body.

Various sprays and ptdverizations for nasal and faucial
troubles. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 736.

pnlverizing-mill, n. 2. In candy-making, a
power-machine for reducing granulated sugar
to the extremely fine flour of sugar used in
sweetening chocolate. It is essentially a cen-
trifugal mill with an air-blast for removing
dust and discharging the finished flour into
barrels.

pulvic (pul' vik), a. [Anagram of vidpic (acid).]
Belated to vulpic acid.— Pulvlc acid, an orange
powder or brown crystalline acid, Cigllj205, made by
boiling vulpic acid with milk of lime. It melts at 214-
215* C, and at a higher temperature yields water and
pulvic anhydrid, CJ8H10O4, a light-yellow crystalline
substauce. It melts at 220-221° C.

pulvinar, n. 4. In Greco-Roman arch., a
pillow-shaped or cushion-shaped detail

;

especially, in an Ionic capital, the drooping
curve which joins two volutes on the same
side.

pulvis (pul'vis), n. [L. : seenowder.] Powder.

puma, n. 1 . Several species of puma have been rec-
ognized, besides hxial races or subspecies. The Florida
form is FeliK coryi, the large animal from Oregon and the
northwest F. oregonensig, the eastern puma F. cougar,
the term concolor being restricted to the species from
Brazil and the adjoining region.

pumice, n— Artificial pumice, a mixture of ground
sandstone and clay, manufactured at Bietigheim, in Qer-
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many, as a substitute for natural pumice of volcanic origin :

used in polishing metal, lithographic stones, wood, wax-
cloth, and other materials.

pumiced (pum'isd or pu'misd), a. Noting a
diseased condition or degeneration of the in-
side portions (laminsB) of the hoof and sole of
horses' feet following founder, in which the
laminae become replaced by a soft, crumbly
material. V. S. Dept. Agri., Eep. on Diseases
of the Horse, 1903, p. 372.

pumpl, n— Air-pressure ptmip, a water-lifting ma-
clime oi)erated by the direct pressure of compressed air.
A typical form employs an air-compressor and two air-
tight tanks, placed near the water-supply, and a system
of pipes and air- and water-valves. The two tanks are
directly connected with the compressor by air-pipes, and
each is connected with the water-supply and with a pipe
through which the water is to be raised to the surface or
to a tank above the water-supply, suitable valves con-
trolling the movements of the air and water. The two
air-pipes from the tanks to the compressor are also con-
trolled by a valve which by its movement changes the air
ni each pipe from a pressure to a suction, and vice versa,
alternately. When this valve is in one position, air,
under suction by the compressor, draws the air out of the
tank, the vacuum causing the tank to fill with water. At
the same instant the compressor is delivering air under
pressure to the other tank, which is already filled with
water, and forcing the water out and into the uptake
water-pipe. When all the water has thus been driven
out of this tank, the valve is automatically reversed
(either by an electric motor or by some mechanical de-
vice controlled by the compressor), and the jjiocess is
reversed until the filled tank is emptied and the empty
tank refilled. In this way the watei-.lifting (improperly
called pumping) is continuous. Such a water.pressure
lifting.niiicliine may have a capacity of 16,000 gallons an
hour.— Baly's pump, a mercm-y pump for the rapid
production of high vacua in large vesseLs, where the col-
lection of the gases is unnecessary.- Bore-hole pump,
a pump designed to be lowered into the tube or casing of
a drilled well, as an oil-well or artesian well.— Co-

puna-goose
120' apart, thus giving a fairly constant discharge ami re-
quiring an approximately constant turning ertort.— Tofangapump. See*/«)if/.— Tbpler'spump, a mercui-y

pump deEigned to remove a quantity of
gas from a vessel and collect it with-
out loss, and free from admixture with
air.— Unlimited pump, a deei)-well
pump which is operated from the sur-
face of the ground and lifts the water
from the well to the reijuired height
atjove the ground.— Volute-pump, a
centrifugal pump having bUdes the
shape of which is derived from an in-
volute curve.

The condensed steam is removed
from the condenser by a Worthington
volute pump directly connected to an
induction motor. The operation of this
pump is very interesting, since it re-
quires neither valves nor floats and is
not subject to vapor binding, as are
reciprocating pumps.

Elect. Rei\, Sept. 17, 1904, p. 45a
pump', V. I. intrans. 2. To
throb; beat.— 3. To issue in
intermittent jets, as blood from
a wounded artery.

II. trans— Pumping by heads,
a system in use for pumping oil-wells
which do not flow freely enough to
make continuous pumping practicable
or profitable. The oil is allowed to ac-
cumulate until it is up to a certain
level, and the well is then pumped

ber; B, mercury, practically empty.

'S„";tie
''•

f";
pump-cylinder (pump ' sil " in-

gas; D, dryiiiB- Qcr), H. 1 ho barrel or body in
which the piston of a pump
works ; the water-cylinder of a
pumping-engine ; the cylinder
of a pump.

Topler's Pump.

A, pump.cham.
mercury.

tube ; G. capillary
tube; T. tap; V,
valTC.

(From Travers's
"Study o( Gases.")

noldalpump.acentrifugalpumphavingaconlcalsleeve DUmn-drill (miTriTi'drin « eioo ww;/!
on the shaft to guide the entering water to the root of SJ,SS^V , ,,i 1 » ^ o a' j

*ariin.
_

the vanes with as little resistance as possible.- Cornish PU™P"''"'"'*^®' "• *• A wooden or iron piece
" " ----- running back on both sides of a carriage-body

to support it on the rear springs. It is usually
made with an ornamented or scrolled end.
Sometimes called a brake.
pumping (pum ' ping), n. In elect. See
*si(rj/>)ig, 2 (6).

. {h) One of the common
iacanthus, a fish found on

the Atlantic coast.

pump-lamp (pump'lamp), n. A lamp in which
the fluid tb be burned is pumued to the
burner or wick: a moderator or (barcel type

pump. See *CormK/il.— Cycloidal pump, a rotai-y
pump the impellers or revolving wheels of which are
shaped tocycloidal curves.— Deep-well pump, a pump
so constructed that it can be lowered into a well or bore,
and be operated from the grou.td above, so as to have its
valves and baiTel less than thirty-two feet above the sur-
face of the water or other lifpiid to be pumped.— Dis-
placement pump, a water-lifting appliance which n„mntiTi ooo/l' >i Oemploys compressed air as a means of lifting water from V""'l"'-i""»eeu, «. .i

wells and fcuiks ; a direct air-pressure pump.— Diving- names ot J'oronotus tr
bell pump, a fonn of air-pump for supplying air to a
diving-bell : usually a three-throw pump designed to
produce continuous flow without pulsations.— Double-
cylinder pump a pump which has two cylinders, usu
ally side by side, within which pistons reciprocate
alternately. In the form called the -duplex pump the of lamp, in use when oil of hieh-imition tem-piston of each cylinder pauses at the end of its stroke, r,o,-af„rA ;<= „oorl „= 4„ K^VvT^

igniuou lem
allowing its valves to seat quietly, while the flow of water

Pf^^ature is used, as in lighthouses,
is not retarded, since the other piston is moving at its pump-pipe (pump'pip), n. In a locomotive,
highest velocity.— Double-piston pump, a pump hav- a supply-pipe or suction-pipe leading to the
ing two pistons in the bore of the cylinder which move feed-Dumn or iniepfor frnr^ tho font w1,4«k
in opposite directions and increase and diminish alt«r-

'"^"".Pl^™? or injector trom tHe tank which
nately the volume between them as well as the volume carries tne water.
at each end.— Driven-well pump, a pump suitable pump-retum (pump're-tfern'), a. So arranged
(or attachment to the tube or bore of a driven well. If that a fluid will be returned bv a pump to athe well should be deep and the water not rise in the *„,,], „- hnilor no nr>,,ooofl («" „ iltTV™ »,„tube to within thirty feet of the surface of the ground,

i'^"'^/"^ Doner, as opposed to a return by
the pump must be placed so far down in the bore that gravity.
atmospheric pressure at that depth wfll always force pump-TOd (pump'rod), M. 1. The piston-rod
water up n.to the balTel of the pump, and the water be of a pump.— 2. In mining, a vertical rod, often

made up of sections, which reaches from an
engine located at or near the surface to the
pumps in the mine. These may be at the bottom or
they may be arranged in a series so that the water is
lifted in stages or in successive lifts. When this is done,
the piston-rods of the series are driven from brackets
off-setting them from the common pump-rod which drives
them all.

2. The room of a waterworks

forced upward by the pump the rest of the way.—Du
plex pump, a pump having side by side two pumping-
cylinders of the same size. See double-cylinder -kpump.— Elastlc-plston ptmip, a pumping-apparatus in which
the usual jiisttm is replaced by a flexible diaphragm which
is pushed forward and drawn back to vary the volume of
the working-barrel.— Flenss pump, aform of air-pump,
with pistons running in oil, and having no mechanical
valves, used instead of or In conjunction with a mercury
pump in obtaining a high degree of exhaustion.— Gaede niimn rnnm npump, a rotary air-pump containing mercury and used *\_!Tr" Zv^ J

"

for the rapid production of high vacua.— Geyser-pump,
an air-lift ; a device for raising liquids by the use of com-
pressed air which is carried downward by a pipe and dis-
charged near the bottom of the rising main or column
pipe of the water delivery. The upward motion and
velocity of the air in the ascending column entrains the

where the pumps are located.
pump-SoUar (purap'sol"ar), n. In mining, a
platform or gallery on which to stand wUile
cleaning or repairing the working parts of a
lift or set of pumps,

water and delivere it in a spurting"discharge resembling pump-StatioU (pump'sta"shon), «. In mining,
the effect due to the action of steam in the natural gey- o ohamher nr reopaa at th'a siHo r>f q cbof*
ser.-Hot-water pump, a pump for raising hot water.

=^ <^'i»™0'^'^ or recess at tne Side ot a shaft.

Such a pump mustbe so placed that the suction is always '^tLerc a pump is located.
flooded to insure its working, and usually must have me- pump-tree (pump'tre), n. The barrel or cyl-
talHcjalves, or yalves^not affected by heat.—Hydraulic inder of a wooden pump ; the pump-stoek.

pump-valve (pump'valv), n. A valve in a
pump ; a device to keep the fluid from flowing
in an undesired direction.

[Also pvnn ; Beng. pun. Hind.
pana, < Skt. pana, a stake, wage, coin of a
certain weight. Compare/fl/mni.] A copper
coin of Bengal, of the value of 80 cowries.
pun. An abbreviation of puncheon^.

pump, (a) A pump for supplying water under pressure
to a hydraulic system. (6) A pump operated by hydraulic
pressure to pump water at a higher or a lower pressure
thanthatwhichoperatesthepump;apre.s8nre-increaseror _ -_
booster, or a pressure-reducer.—Hydrostatic pump, a -nnnS (tiuti"! «pump for supplying a liquid under pressure for any pur- *"*" ^^ .J;
pose, as for operating a hydnuilic press or prcMiucing an
artificial head of water.— 011-llne pump, apump used to
force oil through a pipe-line.— Pneumatic pump, (a)
An air-pump; a pump for compressing, exhausting, or
nioving air. (b) A pump for moving or raising a liquid
by the pressure of air or by carrying the liquid along with pUUa, M. a. Mountam-SlCknesS.
the air; an air-lift- Rledler pump, a steam- or air-
pump having valves which are oiierated mechanically and
positively by a valve-geiir devised byRiedlerof Berlin,
Germany.— Soap-pump, a rotary, centrifugal pump
without valves — Strlng-ptimp, in mining, a pump op-
erated by power transmitted from a distant engine or
water-wheel by means of stringei-s bolted together and
mounted on levers so that they will oscillate easily.

—

Three-throw pump, a pump which has three cylinders ,..,...., . , , . ,
set parallel side by side and the three pistons connected pUUa-gOOSe (po na-gos), n. A handsome bird,
to three cranks on the same shaft. The cranks are usually Bernicia melano})iera, white with black wing-

The effects ot puna were very various. We found it
affect us with intense headache at night-time. I had a
terrible headache the first night I arrived at the 19,000-
feet camp ; and suffered from very severe pains in the
lower limbs, such as I should describe as a sort of
"growing pain." We also experienced extreme breath-
lessness and entire incapacity for doing any work.

S. M. Vines, in Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 487.
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tips and yellow bill, eommoo to the lakes and Punicaceae (pu-ni-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ho- marine and flesh-water types, and is of great interest on
lagunes of the Peruvian Sierra and to Bolivia, raninow, 1843), < I'unica + -acexA A family a™™'"' "« *'« large numbers of terrestrial animals which

It is easily domesticated. Commonly called of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of the crocodfes ^Klt^^tSs^and^^^^^^^
in Peru huachua, and in Bolivia (Aymara) order MyrUdes, the pomegranate family, con- mammals.

hualata. taining the single genus Pjoit'ca (which see), purchase, n Donble purchase, any device for
puna-grass (po'na-gras), n. The hard bunch- punicin (pii'ni-sin), n. IPniiic (in def . 2 I'u- doubling the intensity of a force ; usually a hauling de-

grass, fitipa Icliii', of the cold table-lands of idea) ¥ -»h2.] i. The royal or Tyrian purple J'?,"
which consists of two single blocks and a line or

l>eru and Bolivia, the principal food of the of the ancients, which is -formed by exposing tthec'.Jird'ri^t'^dbS ta?k%?tt to^^
llama and other ruminants of the genus .i«c«e- the colorless secretion of certain moUusks which it is fastened.— single purchase (nou«.), the
nia: used for covering Indian houses, and also (Purpura lapillus, etc.) to the sun.— 2. Same ^*™^ "' whip, which consists of a rope rove through a

eaten by mules, asses, horses, sheep, and cattle, as peUetierine.
. ffik?h" ing"three'?h?av;?eiHl^nS*'Scl^^^ toe

punal (pon-yal'), n. fSp. p«3a! = Pg. jw/wAa? punk^ (pungk), r. t. [Variant ot puncli^, v.'] rope is rove to foim the purchase.—Two-fold purchase
= It. pugnale, a dagger, prob. < ML. "pugio- To strike or pound with the closed fiet. two blocks having two sheaves each, through which the
nales, neut. adj., < h. pugio{n-), a dagger.] [Slang, U. S.] rope is rove to form the purchase.

A poniard or dagger. punk^ (pungk), ». [Variant of punch^, n.] purdah (per'dil), v. t. [purdah, «.] In India,

punaluan (po-ua-lo'an), a. [Hawaiian pMKfl- A puncher pound with the closed fist. [Slang, to screen with a purdah.

lua, a friend on equal terms with one, -I- -an.'] V. S.] purdonian (per-do'ni-an), n. [Named after
Of or relating to a peculiar form of family, punt^, n. 3. A push or shove. one Purdon, the designer of the shape of the
supposed by Morgan to have been a stage in Only practice enables one ... to guide the raft by box.] A eoal-box intended for the drawing-
the development of human marriage. Com- meansof timely pKn(« at the surrounding rooks with the room. A'." and Q., 7th ser., 11. 455.

pare *group.nmrriage. See the extract. P«"« »«'
^'S'^cuffordj^teog. Jour. (R. G. s.), IX. 12.

VVae. a. 10 In biol, having germ-cells of
The PuruUuan F&mily. It was founded upon the m- , „ i „ ^ ^. ^ ^„ only one kind and like those of a parent. See

termarriage of several sistei-s, own and collateral, with puni-^, V. t.—TO punt Out, m fnot-ball, to punt from f-i.^^ pTrtrncf
each others' husbands, in a group; the Joint husbands behind the goal-line into the field : a play for a try at goal. ^ cAnacu.

not being necessarily kinsmen of each other. Also, on punt'^, n. 2. In glass-ma liuf. Same as ^milen. *" organism can be defined as geneticallyp«r« if all

the intermarriage of several brothers, own and collateral, nnrit irnriTiBr (ni\nt'tmn"l>r\ n Ono Txrhn its gametes when united with similar gametes reproduce
with each others' wives, in a group; these wives not P^Tt H f f-l? ^ /^ivi , i t

the parent identically.

being necessarily kin to each other, although often the Shoots game troiu a punt. Also punt-shooter. Batemn and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc., 1902,

case in both instances. In each case the group of men punt-gUnniUg (punt'gtm"ing), n. The prac- [1. 134.

were conjointly married to the group of women. tice of shooting game from a punt. Also Pnre debt. See *de()(.— Pure lma£e. See irimage.
/,. ff. .1/orjon, Ancient Society, p. 384. punt-shooting —Pure number. Same as abstract •numfter.—Fure

punamu, ». Same as *poMnaTOtt. punt-OUt (punt'out), «. In foot-ball, a. pnnt
sensation See *s.n*a«o».

punchi ».- Set-punch. Same as «e(hnjr-pwncA. ^ade from behind the goal-line for a try at Pire-blOOtt (pur blud), n. In breeders' lan-

punch-box (punch'boks), n. A box with holes gQ^l guage, a piu-e-bred animal ; an animal the an-
in its top plate to receive the punches of a

punt^sjiooter (punt ' sh8 ' t6r), n. Same as
«^st<)rs of which have not been crossed with

Jacfiuard card-cutting machine.
*))u>)t (not iter

aam^ us those of another breed.

puncher,?!. 2. A contraction of *cow-i)uncAcr; ' "v;.' .„„„t'„l,«/Hn»N „ a»™<» o= A quarter of a billion acres of grass, nurturing 10,000,-

a eow-bov. [Slang, Western U. S.] punt-snooting (punt sho ting), n. Same as 000 head of cattle, to-day worth $200,000,000, ilone by

punching (pun'ching), ». A piece of thin *PII>'t-gunmilg. such agencies as yours can be doubled in value in a

•^metal st^am'ped from^ a plate by means of a PUP. »• 2. A local term current among the retowSt'dlirilli^Ctre^'l'kr^'^trplr'cen"
die, such as the laminaj used in the cores of Klondike gold-miners for tributary streamlets can be added to the value if pure-bloods only aie used in

transformers and armatures. Oi t"® second order. [Slang.] the northern half of this tenitory.

The four-p<jle pieces are made of laminated steel The principal streams [Klondike region] are known as ^"P- *'«'""" «""« ''»<"'' »/ Agr., 1901-06, p. 63.

PMHcAi)i^», held between heavy end plates and secured creeks
;
the short steep tributaries which flow into them pure-bred (pur'bred) a In breeders' Ian-

^'^^'V.Mr»r,.„„<f^,i^n..March2S.i9«,p.532.
'^:^'^'' '

""' '^''

"^^r^M^^^V^^?^ gnage noting an anim'al the ancestors of which

punching-press (pun'ching-pres),. „. A hand- pupa-case (pu'pa-kas) «. In e,„.,n. :(a) The ^t ^lold'wro^hlrS^loL^X;
or power press used for punching holes in larval shelter of a caddis-worm, or other sim- ^eh 1903 n 171

uiocus. ^,uuivi,rniu,

sheet-metal or other material. ilar larval case. (6) The sheath in which an '; J F- 'v.' -a\ 4 m x. j ij-

puncticulose (pungk-tik'u-los), a. [Nli.pun- insect having a complete metamorphosis P.'"^^"'"^®®" (P"''
'"''''V'

"•'• -l « breed from an-

ticulum, dim. of £. puiwtum, point, + -ose.-] passes the pupa stage.
'"'^'^ ''f o^e race or breed.

Same ah puiicticulate. PUPa-shell (pu'pa-shel), n. Any shell of the Pure-bred mice usually are in-bred and von Guaita's

punctograph (pungk'to-graf) n [G. punkto- *'fa^.ily Pupul^. " '^:^r^?^i \^^^?,Tt^^^^?Zt^^t.
graph, <. 1j. jiuiictuni, a, point, -I- Irr. y/)a^fii>, ptipiferOUS (pu-pif e-rus), a. [NL. pupa, due to in-breeding or pKrc-drcerfm!/ ; it only shows that
write] An instrument used in radiography pupa, -I- L. /crrc, bear, -(- -/)«««.] Giving birth

't is not impossible that it maybe due to in-breeding.

to locate a foreign body embedded in the to the sexual generation: a' term used by ,
£iOTii«(n:*a, Feb., 1903, p. m.

tissues. It consists of two rods, each having a metallic writers on Aphididie The pupiferous genera- PlUTee, ». 2. A dessert made of crushed fruit,

fh^plirt u^lr?/;^iSio''riv';ren°Te'shatwoJ tion i« """iPOfd usually Of parthenolenetic
^r^'n^!"!^ T^i'^y.t'!'^

^""^ ^""'^ "o^^i'^l ^'

the foreign bo.ly appears, viewed with a fluorescent return migrants which give birth to living orange- or lemon-juice.

screen, in the center of each ring, marks are made on the young which develop into sexed individuals. P^lTga (por'^), n. [Russ. pttr(?a.] In Siberia

J'hXramUl^I.CAaion'^^e^i'Ss'eve^^^ 'xhe PUpil'-^, «- Hutohlnson pupU, marked dilatation of ?"^ Labrador, a violent cold Wind with drift-

intersection of all tlie imaginary lines connecting the one pupil on the side of the lesion in wises of hemoiThage ing snow. bee »OMr<70.

several pairs of opposite points determines the position '"t" t"" membranes of the brain.— Pupil Of entrance. pUTgatiU (p^r'ga-tin), M. fpurqatUve) -I- -inSl
of the foreign body. F.ncyc. IHc. Same a. *.n(ra«e.p„w.-PupU of exit. Same as ''^^ 1rade-name^"of a diacetylanthrapurpurin,

puncture, n— Diabetic puncture, puncture of the .,, .,-.,,.., „ .„ 7 ^C,0^ i i
floor of the fourth ventiirl,-, wl,i, h is followid, in ani- pupillometry (pu-pi-lom e-tn), K. IL. puptlla, CrHo(OH)< > CflHo(OCbCHo),- the »ela-
mals, by gluco8uria.—Kronecker puncture, in expert- pupil of the eye, -r Gr. fitrpav, measure, + o ov ^CO
St':" trinhti'{:;!y\';'rce"W"tr^h;"^^ -H^-], Measurement of the diameter of the five positions of the two acetyl groups are
£,anc«<, Aug, 22, 190:!, p. 62;!.—Lumbar puncturo, pup"

;
the scientifac use of the pupiUometer. not determined. It is a yellowish-brown pow-

pnncture of the membranous sac of the spinal cord, in pupilloscopy (pii-pi-los'ko-pi), n. [L. pupilla, der and is used in medicine as an agreeable
the lumlMU- region, with a liollow needle, and withdrawal pu-.j! + (ir. -cmma, < CKOTTelv, view.] 1. In- laxative,
of fluid for diagnostic pnriMfses or to relieve pressure on ^ ^ J ,, x. -i i» au n o v
the brain. -Puncture culture. Same as .(a* ^culture, spection of the pupil Of the eye.—2. Same as purge, v. I. <ran,9.- Purging a tort, in law. such
— Quincke's puncture. .Same as lumbar iepunrture. skiascopy. an act upon the part of a person lawfully entitled to do

^The^ D^h^'ana ^w'edisr^ou^d^- eCa'ft] r>^P^i°^^j^°^'>^T, (pu'pi-lo-sta-tpm'e-t«r), n. '^:^^^7:l7^i!irZrMlX;^i:C'tlk'''
""""

iino^T 1 •5. • ^ ' ^ i^- P''P'"<'' P"P'l' + Gr. ffrarof, standing, U. intrans. To vomit. Dialect Notes, in.
1.102.S pounds avoirdupois. fixed, -I- uerpov, measure.] An instrument for m 905 pDial US]

Punfield beds. See *6edi. measuring the distance between the two -.—JT '

t^^.J'
' ^ , , ™, .1., .....

punga-punga (pnng'a-pung'a), n. [Maori.] pupils. PSfl?/-tt7ea'S?!S?m''eS^meci"lf'^re7^d1a?s,'^^o^^^
1. Iho yfUow pollen of the lesser cattail, or Pupin cable See *cable pa-ndurata. (i) A plant of Virginia, probably TrioiUum

NeTzea'i^nYus^TfKd by mi^tlt'witl PpPP^fr* ^^"^''''*^' "• ^^ "'^ '' '''"''• ^P^?^'^' "' ^'""' "" "^^'' " *
"'"""^''

water into cakes and baking.— 2. The bread •-*> ''"fe-J purification, «.—Self-purlflcation of streams, the

so made. It is sweetish and light, somewhat P^PIlO (po-po lo), n. [Chamorro name.] On effect of sunlight, scdimentiiti<,n, etc., upon lunning wa-

respmblin^ einMrbread See '*rauno and ^^^ island of Guam, the betel pepper. Piper ter supposed by some t<j destroy tlie imthogenic bacteria

Tv;Z £««e, the leaves of which together with the apdth™ enable a stream to purify iteellw.thin the course

pungent, a. 1. (c) In ickth., Btifif and sharp- ""*« °f ^^^ ^«t<^l
rl^^dZZ'^'ll'"'"'}

""^^ purifier, n.' 3. In the manufacture of coal-
pointed : as, a pungent spine. Proc. Zool. S6e. ''"!« Ume are used by the natives as a masti- »"

^he tank or chamber in which the gas is
/-o«f/o«, 1902, p. 337. catory. See Oetei.

exposed to the action of slaked lime, or to a
pungle (pung'gl), f7.

;
ppet. and pp. pungled, pupunha (po-po nya), n. [lupi name.] The mixture of this with the oxyhydroxid of iron,

ppr. pungling. [Freq. of dial, pung, poke, peach-palm, CrMUifOna specto«a. in order to remove objectionable constituents,
pu.sh, pound, etc.] I. trans. To poke; push, pur, »'. and h. A simplified spelling of pMrr. especially carbon dioxid and sulphureted hy-
TL.intrann. Totake pains; laborassiduou.sly Purbeckian(p6r-bek'i-an),n. [Isle of Purftecifc, drogen. SadHer, Handbook of Indust. Chem.,

with little progress. Eng. Dial. Diet. [Prov. a peninsula m Dorset',' England.] In geol., p. 364.— 4. A device for cleansing water from
Eng.]— To pungle up, to do something; 'get busy." the uppermost stage of the Upper Jurassic injurious or undesirable impurities. Elect.
'*"*"«1 system of southern England. It comprises a Rev., Sept. 24, 1904, p. 547^- Feed-water purt-
"Fudrileston," he said, "you can't make a sneak out of lower series of marls and limestones, 100-150 feet thick ; Jler, an apparatus for cleansing the feed-water for boilers

this game. Pungle up, or I 'U throw you out of the win- a mid^lle series of limestones, 50 - 150 feet thick, some of by removing either solid matter in suspension, or precip-
dow!" It is recorded that Mr. Fuddleston at once which are valuable building-stones; and an upper series itating out the soluble salts and subsequently removing
iKfnoJirff up to the extent of $5 for the first and only time of clays; shales, and limestones, 60-60 feet thick. The them by filtration: much used where the water flows
in his religious career. Chicago Tribune, fossil fauna of the Pnrbeckian shows an alternation of from or through limestone strata of rock.
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pnrin (pu'rin), n. [Appar. < L. purrts, pure,
+ -iH^.] A white crvstalline substance,
N = CH N=CH
II I I

HC C-NH or HC C - N
,

pre-

1 II >CH
II II

^CH
N-C-N N-C-NH

fiared by reducing diiodopurin with zinc-dust,
t dissolves in water and fonus salts with both acids and

bases. It melts at 216-217' C. Purin is the mother-sub-
stance of the uric-acid aiui xanthin group, some of the mem-
bers of which are formed in the body by the decomposition
of nucleic acids.— Purln bases orbOdies, in tlieuric-aeid
group of bodies, various substances derived from purin,
such as xanthin, guanine, adenin, and caffein.— Purln
group. See*(/rou^l.—Purln ring, tice purin it;/rou2f.

purity, n. (g) In iiol., the state or condition,

with respect to reproduction, of an organism
that is developed from a fertilized egg formed
by the union of two identical germ-cells.

Mendel generalised these statements as follows : In
cases of complete dominance (parents differing in n
ways), the number of different classes in the second gen-
eration will be S'*. of which 2" will be stable ; the re-

mainder will be hybrid, though indistinguishable from
pure individuals, and the smallest number of individuals
which, in the second hybrid generation, will allow of one
pure individual to each visibly different class will be 4".

This gave rise to a new conception of "purity "
: An ani-

mal or plant is pure if it produces gametes of only one
sort, even though its grandparents may among themselves
have possessed opposite characters.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1904, p. 52.

Coefficient of purity. See *coefficient.

Purklnje effect, phenomenon. See PurHnje *phe-
nomenon.— Purkinje's dizziness. See ir/ii^ziness.

purP, »i. 6. lu embroidered bookbinding, a
fine copper coil closely covered with colored
silks. C Davenport, in Burlington Mag.,
March, 1964, p. 268.

puromucous (pii-ro-mii'kus), a. [li.pus (pur-),
pus, + mucus, mucus, + -otts.2 Same as mu-
copurulent.

pnron (pii'ron), B. [Appar. pur{in) + -on.]

A substance, C5H8N4O2, obtained from uric
acid by electrolytic reduction.

purple. I. «.—Aubergine purple, in ceram., a shade
of purpleJike that of the fruit of the aubergine l;Solanuni
iffton;/entT), seen in Oriental porcelain. See •kviolet

d'ei'e'ywc— Banded purple, a nymphalid butterfly, Ba-

Baiided Purple i^Basiiarchia arthcm

»iiarchia arthemis. Also called the arthemig butterjly.

See -karthemig.—Bishop's purple. Same as icviolet

d'ece'jue.—Brilliant Hesslan purple, a direct cotton
coal-tar color of tlie diazo type, derived from diamino-
gtilbene-disulphonic acid. It dyes unmordanted cotton a
bluish red from a soap bath.— ^iglish purple, London
purple (&), Paris purple trade-names for insecticide ma-
terials made by boiling with lime the waste residue from
the manufacture of aniline red or violet. Their essential

constituent is arsenic, partly in the arsenious and partly
in the arsenic condition, and present in varying quantity.
Purple poison and English purple poison are other
names of the same by-product.— Hybrid purple, an
American nymphalid butterfly, Basilarchia proserpina,
oelieved by some entomologists to be a hybrid between
B. astyanax and B. arthemig, and by others to be a di-

morphic form of B. ar!Ae?m«.—London purple, (b)

See English itpufple.— OraeiUe purple, a dye-stuff

made by treating coloring-lichens with an aqueous solu-

tion of ammonia, precipitating the liquid with hydro-
chloric or sulphuric acid, redissolving the precipitate in

aqueous ammonia, exposing this second solution to the
air until a purple-violet color has developed, and a second
time precipitating with a mineral acid.— Paris purple.
.See English *pwrp;«.— Red-spotted purple, an Ameri-
can nymphalid butterfly, Basilarchia astyanax, which
occurs throughout the eastern United States, except in

northern New England and New York. Its larva; feed
on rosaceous plants.—To be bom to the purple, to be
bom of a royal race. Compare porphyro'jenitus.

U. <l.— Purple bacteria, the Bhodobacteria. Sci.

Amer. Supp., Nov. 23, 1007, p. 335.— Purple madder.
(ft) .Same as -kpurplc-black.— Purplft patch, a rhetori-

cally elaborate or ornate passage ; a bit of ' fine writing '

;

translating the 'purpurey^ . . pannus' of Horace. (Ars
Foeiica, 1. 15.)

Not quite my whole task [today] but I have a grand
purple patch [The relief of Londonderry] and I must take
time. Macavlay, Diary, Oct. 25, 1849.

It is to Mr. Trevelyan's'credit that there are no purple
patches. We will not, therefore, do him the injustice of

quoting from a poem which should be read and studied

in its entirety. Atherueum, May 20, 1905, p. 620.
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purple-black (p^r'pl-blak), «. A purple pig-
ment prepared by precipitating alizarin in
combination with a metallic oxid of alumin-
ium and iron in the right proportion to give a
purple. It is very permanent.
purple-grass, «. 2. A slender, branching,
rather low grass, Pappophorum Wriylitti, with
dense spike-like purple or lead-colored pani-
cles, found in the southwestern United States
and adjacent Mexico. It is reported to be
fully us nutritious as grama or buffalo-grass
and to be preferred by horses and mules.
purple-shell (per'pl-shel), n. Murex trunctilus,

so called because it was used by the ancients
in the manufacture of purple dye ; also a violet
shell, one of the lanthinidse.

An inscription of about 350 B.C. mentions the levying
of tithes on the catch of fish and of purple-shell.

Science, Dec. 4, 1903, p. 719.

purple-top (p6r'pl-top), n. 1. The tall red-
top, Tricuspis seslerioides.—2. See blufjoiiit-

*yra>i.i.

purple-veil (p6r'pl-val), n. The egg-mass of
Lophius piscatorius, a fish, common on both

'_ sides of the North Atlantic, which belongs to
the family Lophiidse and is usually called
goose-fish or fishing-frog. Itxonsists of a thin sheet
of a violet or pm-ple color, which floats on the surface of
the sea and is often over a hundred square feet in area.

It has been estimated that a single egg-mass may contain
as many as 1,000,000 eggs, the product of a single fish.

National Geog. Mag., .Tuly, 1905, p. 337.

purpose, n. 10. In bioL, the result which a
structure tends to secure, without any refer-

ence to an intelligent agent.

When we speak of Purpose in tlie structure of a plant,
we mean in fact nothing more than that the form or
other characters of the organ are adapted to its conditions
of life, which may be at once inferred from the very sur-
vival of the plant in the struggle for existence. The
terms Purpose, Adaptation, and Metamorphosis express
therefore the same tiling, and may be used as synonymous.

Sacfts (trans.), Botany,|p. 836.

purpura, n— Henoch's purpura, a disease marked
by intestinal disturbances and a purpuiio eruption on
the skin.— Purpura fulmlnans. Same as Henoch's
•kpurpura.—Purpura pulloosa, an eruption of pur-
pura-like spots f<>lluwing tlie bites of parasitic insects.

—

Purpura variolosa, hemoiThagic smallpox.

purpurase (per 'pu-ras), n. [L. purpura,
purple, + -ase.~\ A ferment found in the
purple gland of Murex brandaris, which pro-
duces the color in the purple fluid of the ani-

mal by its action upon a substance which is

termed j)«rpimn.

purpurate^, «.—Ammonium purpurate. Same as
luurexide.

purpurin, «.— BrlUlant purpurtn K and 5R, direct
cotton coal-tar colors of the diazo type, derived from
toluidine. They both dye tmmordanted cotton red from
an alkaline salt bath.— Delta purpurln 5B and 7B,
direct cotton coal-tar colors of the diazo type, similar to

the diamine reds.

purpurite (per'pii-rit), n. [L. purpura, purple,
-1- -ite'^.] A hydrous manganic ferric phos-
phate ( (Mn,Fe)203.P205.Il20) occurring in

small irregular masses of a pui-ple or dark
red color: found in Gaston County, North
Carolina, and also in San Diego County, Cali-

fornia, and elsewhere.

purpurogenous (per-pu-roj ' e -nus), a. [L.
purpura, purple, + Gr. -ytcw, -producing, -I-

-OMS.] Producing a purple color: noting
especially the layer of epithelium in the eye
from which comes the visual purple.

purpuroxanthin (per " pu - rok - san ' thin) , n.

Same as *xanthopurpurin.

purse, «—To make a purse, to make a collection

of money or to collect a certain smii of money as a gift

and mark of gratitude, etc.

The passengers . . . urged by the precedent in such
matters, . . . "made a ^Hr^te " for him, and a presenta-
tion address. Cutclife llyne, A Master of Fortune, xii.

Purser's dip (naut.), a small candle ; a kind of candle
served out in the navy by the paymaster's assistant,

'

clerk, or yeoman.— Purser's name, a name assumed by
a sailor when enlisting, so that his right name may not
be known.— Purser's pound, a weight once used in the
British navy, which allowed the purser one eighth for
the natural waste or loss of perishable food, so that the
sailor received but seven eighths of the quantity supplied
by government.

purse-rat (pers'rat), n. The pocket-gopher,
or pouched rat; a rodent of the genus Geomys
or some allied genus.

purse-web (pers'web), n. A tubular purse-
like web made by several of the spiders of
the genus Atypus— Purse-web spider, a spider of
the genus Atypus which makes a purse-like web.

purslane, »—winter purslane, Claytoniaper/oUata,
a plant native to western North America, often grown
in Europe, and occasionally in the United States, as a
pot-herb. It is a tufted annual, with fleshy basal leaves
and a scape bearing a cluster of small white flowers with

pusher-mast
a leaf-like cup beneath. It occasionally grows wDd in
the eastern States.

purslane-bug (pers'lan-bug), n. An Ameri-
can lygoeid bug, Geomris bullatus, found in
the western United States, where it damages
sugar-beets.

purslane-moth (pers' Ian -moth), n. The
adult of the purslane-worm.
purslane-sphinx (pers ' Ian - sfingks), n. A
common American moth, Deilephila lineata.
Also called white-lined morning-sphinx. See
morning-sphinx, imder sphinx, with cut.

purusha (po'ro-shii), n. [Skt. purusha, man,
person, universal principle.] Original mar
or the highest personal principle or universal
soul.

purveyor, n. 4. Formerly, an officer of the
medical department of the United States
army, whose duty was to purchase supplies.
The office was abolished in 1892.

pushi, V. t. 7. In cricket, to guide or force
(the ball) away from the wicket with the bat,
usually to the 'on' side.

push^, n. 7. In cricket, a stroke by which the
ball is guided or forced away from the wicket,
usually to the 'on' side.— 8. A gang; a set of
hoodlums ; in thieves' English, a set of men
associated for a special robbery; hence, a
clique; a party: the Government House j)M.i7i

;

to be in with the jiush. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

The Premier, in consultation with the inspector-gen-
eral of the police, has made arrangements to protect life

and property against the misconduct of the lawless larri-

kin ^pushes ' now terrorising Sydney.
Argus, July I, 1893, p. 10.

There was genei"al instructions for an execution, but I
never knew I had such a dependable push of mounte-
banks aboard, he says.

11. Kipling, The Bonds of Discipline, Traffics and Dis-
[coveries, p. 65.

push-ball (piish'bal), n. A game played with
a very large inflated ball, usually some 6 feet
in diameter and stoutly constructed, which
two sides of v-arying numbers of men en-
deavor to push toward opposite goals.

push-bar (piish'bar), n. A strut; a bar which
transmits a thrust or pushing force. See
*]}ush-hiock.

push-block (push'blok),'n. In car-building, a
metal plate fastened to the end-plate of a car
at a corner. It has a recess in which the end
of a push-bar may be inserted so that the car
may be pushed by a locomotive on a parallel

track : much used in switching and making
up trains in railway-yards.

push-bolt (pvish'bolt), n. A door-bolt thai; is

moved by being pushed by hand instead of by
a key.

push-cart (push'kart), n. A light two-wheeled
cart designed to be pushed by hand: used
especially by stre«t-venders of fruits and by
other peddlers.

It will be a misfortune if the discussion of thepiMAoorf
nuisance in New York is obscured by sentimental con-
sideration for the people who elect to make their living
in this way. N. Y. Times, July 26, 1903.

pusher, n. 4. In railroading, an assisting
locomotive placed behind a train to aid the
train-engine in surmounting a steep grade.
The use of a pusher over a short incline makes
it possible to handle heavy trains with single
engines over long levels above and below the
incline.— 5. A glove-like protection made of
chamois-skin or soft leather to be slipped on
over the toes and instep when wearing the
shoes used in running and other athletic
sports.— 6. A small implement, usually of
silver, used by a child, at table, to push its
food upon a, fork or spoon.— 7. JUaut., the

Seven.raasted vessel.

j^, fore-mast: B, main-mast: C, mtzzen-mast; Z). jigger-mast

:

E, spanlcer-mast : F, driver-mast ; G. pusher-mast.

seventh mast on a seven-masted vessel, the
masts being named in order as follows : fore-,
main-, mizzen-, jigger-, spanker-, driver-, and
pusher-mast.- Pusher grade. See-kgradei.

pusher-mast (push'er-mast), n. On a seven-
masted vessel, the seventh mast. See *pusher, 7.



push-foot

push-foot (push'fiit), M. A foot, die, or anvil
which is pushed upward or forward in a
machine to meet the opposing punch, piston,
or foot. Also used adjeetively.

The moTement . . . was made by a push-foot connec-
tion from ft three-throw crank sliaft and the lifting and
dropping of the feet by a smaller three-throw crank-shaft
revolving in unison with the larger one.

Ilisc'jx, Horseless Vehicles, p. 37.

pushful (pu,sh'fnl), a. Full of push; active;

energetic; enterprising: as, a, pushful young
man. [CoUoq/]
pushing-bar (push 'ing- bar), «. Same as
*j)tif!li-b(ir.

push-nipple (push'nip'*!), «. See *nipple.

push-oflf(push'of), H. In puah-bdll, the act of
puttiug the ball into play by pushing it:

analogous to the kick-off in foot-ball. The
team having the push-off may either line up
against the ball or, going back not more than
15 yards, make a flying rush at it.

push-pole (push'pol), H. A pole or rod used
in pushing cars in a drill-yarJ. When used
it is placed diagonally between a drill-engine

on one track and a car on a parallel track.

—

Push-pole car. See -keari.— Push-pole plate, a cast-

ing on the comer of a car, which has a thimble for sup-
porting the end of a push-p^jle. See itputth-block.

push-rod (push'rod), «. In a freight-car air-

brake, the rod which connects the piston-rod
of the air-cylinder with the brake-setting
mechanism.
push-up (push'up), H. That part of a tile-

press which raises the die to the plunger.
See *tile-press.

pussy-toes (pus'i-toz), n. Same as *tlog-toes.

pustalant (pus'tii-lant), a. and n. [L. puxtu-
laiis, ppr. ol viixtiihire, blister. See pustulate.^

I. a. Causing the formation of pustules.

II. n. An irritant application causing pus-
tulation. Jiiick, Med. Handbook, III. 304.

pustulated (pus'tu-la-ted), p. a. Covered with
pustules.

pustule, «. 2. (b) One of the swellings pro-
duced iQ the leaves and steins of plants by
Cystopus, Synchytrium, and other fungi.

put^, r. 1. trans— Puttlsx-out machine, a machine
for stretching skins. C. T. Dtivig. Manuf. of I.eather, j).

356. See tu put out (c), under j>m(1, o. t.— TO put in. (c)

To psM (as time).

I heard her tell Bertha Dorset that she had six months
to put in while her husband was taking the cure in tlie

Engadine. E. Wharton, The House of Mirth, 1. 4.

n. iMfran«.—To put up. (e) To develop or grow,
as the antlers of a deer.

putcheky (puch'e-ki), a. [Origin obscure.]
Touehv; fussv; irritable. [Bare: New Eng-
land.]"

An" I won't hev yon answerin' w* putcheky. You've
been putcheky ever sence th' snrprise party at th' Church
laat week. I guess sunirise parties don't agree with you.

itcCluret May., Feb., 190;t, p. 3»5.

puthl (po'te), n. [Assamese?] An ancient
manuscript or writing on bark preserved
among certain tribes of India, such as the
Ahoms of Assam. KeaJie, Man Past and Pres-
ent, p. 200.

puting (po'ting)^ n. [Chamorro puting, Phil-
ippine botmiy. Fijian vutu, Samoan/u<w.] On
the island of Guam, a strand-tree, ISarring-
tonia upeciosa, having a four-cornered pyram-
idal fruit which is used as a fish-intoxicant.

See *botong, with cut.

put-out (put'out), n. The act of retiring the
batsman or the runner in games like base-ball
and cricket. Each put-out is credited in the
score to the player who retires the man.

putresce (pu-tres'), r. i.
;
pret. and pp. pu-

tre.i<ce(i, ppr. piitre-'<ci)ig. [L. putrescerc. See
putri.frent.} To begin to putrefy ; exhibit pu-
trescence.

putrescin (pu-tres'in), n. [puiresc(ent) +
-in-.'] A ptomaine, tetramethylene diamine,
C4H1.JN2. It has been found; in the urine in

cases'of cystinuria, where it is apparently
formed in the tissues, and not as the result of
bacterial activity. It is derived from ornithin,

and thus from arginin. Originally found in
putrefying cadavers.

putrilage (pii'tri-laj), n. [l,h. putrilago, rot-
tenness, decay, < putris, rotten.] The slough
from an ulcer or ill-conditioned wound.

puttee (put'e), n. [Also /)«((y,- Hind, pafff.] A
strip of woolen or other fabric, sometimes
waterproofed, four inches wide and three
yards long, with a tape at one end, designed to
be wound spirally around the leg, from the
ankle nearly to the knee. It forms an efficient
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protection to sportsmen and soldiers. See the pycnial (pik'ni-al), a. [pycnUum) + -a?!.] Of
extract. or pertaining to a pycnium.
The British troops in Asia use putties. These are long pycniospore (pik'ni-6-spor), n. [NL. pvcnium

bandages extending from the ankle to above the calf, ap- + Gr airooa seed CsTlnrA^ 1 \ annyai^X^^^ i„
plied as the ordinary spiral roller. The men soon le.im J^^„ „!,3 ' (.spore).] A gpore borne m
to adjust them neatly and securely, so that they do not »'P.>;^"""n-

_ 1

require re-arrangement on the march, and they seem to pycniUm (pik ni-um), n.
; pi. pycnia (-a). [NL.,

serietheirnominalpurposemnchbetterthantheleggings, < Gr. iTDKi^dc, dense, compact 1 A term'nro-and as additional articles of unifonn they are more poi-t- -nnaefl Vivr Ai-tlii,r frii- tbo o„,.,o „f i-i,

able and are more easily cleaned. The mounted troops
V^sea by Arthur for the sorus of the spermo-

use them ecjually with the infantiy. gonial stage ot uredmeal fungi.
Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 79«. pyCUOgOnld (pik-no-gon'id), n. Anv one of the

putting-cleek (put'ing-klek), n. A club with I'ycnogonida.^

an iron head, slightly lofted : used for putting, pycnomorphic (pik-no-mor'fik), a. [Gr. TrvKv6^,

putty*, n. 6. A composition golf-ball, no "Pi'se, + /">/"?"), form, -I- -ic] Containing
longor in use. much, or densely packed, deeply staining

putty-, «. Same as *puttee. substance, such as chromatin : said of certain

putty-joint (put'i-joint), n. See *joint. cells or cell-nuclei.

putz (pots), II. [G. put::, adornment, orna- pycnomorphous (pik-no-mor'fus), a. Same
meiit, < putzen, earlier but::cii, clean, scour, ^^ *pyc>wmorpMc.
poUsh, decorate.] ' Amoug the Moravians, a
Christmas decoration. Its essential is an ever-
green tree, representing the tree of life. It is

laden with nuts and fruit. See the extract.
Only the chosen few can atTord to have a really im-

pressive "putz" which tills half a rcx>ni, and represents a
landsca])e in miniature, running bro<>ks ami ponds of real
water, wild animals roaming on the hillsides, sawmills
and railroad trains run by electricity, to show that the
religion of Christ is for all men and all ages. This more
elaborate "putz" requires not only money for its erec-
tion, but artistic handiwork. ..V. 1'. Times, Dec. 14, 19<>2.

puy2, n. 2. In genl., applied to a type of
volcanic activity described by A. Geikie as
occurring among the Carboniferous volcanics

In some cells the chromatic elements are closely packed
and the cell consequently takes a dense stain ; "these he
[Nissl] describes as in the pyknomorphous condition.

Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1901, p. 663.

pycnosis (pik-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. KVKvuaig,
condensation, < ttvkvovv, condense, < Trficvdf,

dense.] 1. A condition in which the nucleus
of a cell stains more deeply than usual : usu-
ally a precursor of necrosis.— 2. Thickening
of a fluid or semisolid substance.
pycnotic (pik-not'ik), a. [Gr. nvKvoirmdi;, <
*ttvkvut6(:, < nvKvovv, condense.] Same as
*pycnomorphic. Vaugkan and Kovy, Cellular
Toxins, p. 143.

of Great Britain, and characterized by the pyelonephrosis (pi'^'e-lo-nef-ro'sis), n. [NL.,
ejection of small amounts of lava, usually of ^ Ci''- "

' ''''•''f, trough, -I- ve^pd^, kidney, + -o.sis-:]

the basaltic type, and cinders from a single Same as surgical kidney (which see, undor
independent vent. Typical puys are seen in *"'''f!/)-

the ancient volcanic cones of central France, pyelotomy (p5-e-lot'o-mi), n. [Gr. niiAo^, a
puzzle, «— Indlanpuzzle, a device which resembles trough, -I- -To/ua, < ra/jclv, out.] In svrg., in-
a glove-flnger, made of^woven split-wicker. When it is cision into the pelvis of the kidney.
p.Tssed over the finger it cannot be removed by pulling tnT-omflnio /ni orn'o o^c^ « rKj / P, —f.™,
thetip, for this only tightens its grasp on the finger. PyemOSlS (pi-em e-SlS), n. [^L., < Gr. Jriw.

puzzle-box (puz'1-boks), H. lncomp.p.vjchoh, ?"*• + ''/"'"'f' vomiting.] The vomiting of

a box or pen in which animals are confined for ™att<?r which contains pus.

experimental purposes, and from which they PygSirg, n. 3. A book name ef the European
may release themselves by clawing a string, Lben-harrierj Circus pygargus : an Englishing
pressing a lever, etc. of the specific name.
The dropping off of useless movements is further illus- pygomeliau (pi-go-me'li-an), a. and w.

trated in tliose experiments where animals are requireil
t4» work some kind of mechanism. This may be called
briefly the puzzle-box method.

M. F. Washburn, The Animal Mind, p. 232.

puzzle-mug (puz'1-mug), »i. A drinking-vessel
of pottery, with perforated sides and several

hollow knobs or
little spouts
around the rim. A
tube extends from
one of these knobs
to the bottom of
the interior, and

after closing with
the finger an air-

hole in the under
side of the handle.

cal in form to some pro«iuced by John Wedgwood
early as 1091, of which an interesting example may be
seen in the Museum of Practical Geology, London,

i". A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. 8., p. 117.

p. V. [/. c. or cap.] An abbreviation of post-
rillage.

pvt. A contraction ot prirate.

P. W. D. An abbreviation of Public Works
licpurtment

... \.i>y-
goind{us) + -ian.] I. a. delating to or resem-
bling a pygomelus; having an extra leg. or
extra legs, projecting from the rump between
the other and normal pair.

II. n. A pygomelus. W. Bateson, Study
of Variation, p. 379.

pygomelus (pi-gom'e-lus), «.; pi. pygomeli
f-li). [NL., < Gr. nvyii, rump, -t- /Jf^of, jfimb.]

In teratoh, a mon.ster having a supernumerary
leg, or legs, projecting from.therumpbetween
the others. This abnormality occurs fre-

quently among domesticated fowls,

the liquid contents pygopodine (pi-gop'o-din), a. [pygopod

+

can bedrunk with- -"'fl.] Pertaining to, or having the charac-
out spilling only ters of, the Pygopodes, or di-viug birds. Amer.
by drawing the -A«'-, Jan-, 1904, p. 13.

liquid up through pygostylous (pi-go-sti'lus), a. ^pygostyle +
the open tube, -ok,'*.] Resembling or pertaining to a pygo-

style, the terminal portion of a bird's verte-
bral column. [Rare.]

The last three or four elements of this part of the verte-
bral chain cobssitled t4)gether in the adult, forming a flat,

horizontally compressed, pyyostylous mass.
^i;l«r. Sat., Jan., 1903, p. 61.

[NL., < Gr. nvy^.

I'uzzle-niuif.— Pciiiisylvatiia-Ocrmaii
Pottery, dated 1809.

(In the Pennsylvania .Museum,
Philadelphia.)

Another of Mr. ITaig's workmen makes a specialty of
";*wzz/*Mjw;/»," on the principle of thi-we made at liramp. _
t^m, England, in the last century, which are almost identi. FygUTUS (pi-gu rus), n

P. W. P. An abbreviation of Past Worthy P^^°°f!f'
Patriarch. "" ""

pwt. [_l. c. or cap.] A contraction of penny-
wcight.

Pyanepsion (pi-a-nep'si-on), n. [Gr. nvaveipi6v,

< Uvfiiifia, a festival in honor of Apollo.] The
fourth month of the Athenian calendar, cor-
responding to the last of October and the first

of November. The feast of the Pyanepsia
was held in this month.

pycnaster, n . 1 , it is a polyaxlal ball-shaped element,
with the rays represented by thorn-like processes on tile

surface.

2. leap.] In the Jichinodermata, a genus of
phanerozoan starfishes found in the Upper
Cretaceous formation of England.

rump, + ovpa, tail.] A genus of spatangoid
echinoids with rounded or cordate, convex
dorsal surface, found in Upper Jurassic and
Cretaceous rocks.

pyin (pi'in), n. [Gr. tvvov, pus, -I- -in^.] An
albuminous muciu-like material found in pus:
probably not a unity.

pyknomorphic, «. See *pycnomorphic.

n. See *pycnosis.

pyknotic, a. See *pycnotic.

pyla, n. 2. A perforation in the capsule mem-
brane of a radiolarian.

pylocyte (pi'lo-sit), «. [Gr. nv7.ri, gate, -f-

M rof, a hollow, a vessel.] In some sponges,
a porocyte in which the pore is situated at the
inner end of a fuiinel-like depression.

Pyloric appendajTOB. Same as pyloric caca (a) (which
see, under ^;/'»"c).— Pyloric Insufficiency. See •*tn-

suj^ciency.— Pyloric Valvule, in CHfyJH-, an enlargement
of the intestine which marks the boundary iietween the
mid.intestine and the hind intestine.

pylorodiosis (pi-16'ro-di-6'sis), M. [XL., < Gr.

TTi'/upof, pylorus, + iiuaif, pushing asunder.]

In surg., an operation for dilatation of a con-
tracted pylorus.



pyloroplasty

pyloroplasty (pi-'o'ro-plas-ti), n. [Gr. Trivwpof,

pylorus, + TT/^orof, < irXdaativ, form, + -J''.]

Plastic surgery in relation to the pylorus, with
the object of repairing a defect of this opening
or of enlarging it when eontracteil.

With this idea in mind. Dr. Finney said he had devised
an operation, knowTi as pyloroptafitif. He had been aljle

to coUecttwenty-uine cases operated upon by this method,
with a mortality of t(,8 per cent.

.Wed. Jiecord, March 7, 1903, p. 3!I7.

pyloroptosis (pi'Io-rop-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

-I'/upof. pylorus, 4- tituct^c, falling.] Displace-

ment of the pyloric extremity of the stomach.

If the pyloric portion only [of the stomach] be dis-

placed, the lesion is termed pyloroptogi'n.

Eiicyc. Brit., XXXI. 650.

pylorospasm (pi-lo'ro-spazm), n. [NL. pylo-

rus + E. spasm.~^ Spasmodic contraction of

the pylorus. Amer. Jour. Clin. Med., Oct.,

1907. p. 1203.

pylorostenosis (pi-16''ro-ste-n6'sis), n. [NL.,

< Gf . -v'AtjpA(, pylorus, + OTCvoaic, narrowing.]

The more correct form of pyloristetwsis.

pyococcus (pi-6-kok'us), ». ;
ph pyococci (-si).

[Gr. -i-ov, pus, + KOKKOQ, berry, kernel.] Any
of the pyogenic cocci.

llndoubtedly the lesions are caused by microorganisms
;

there is the strongest evidence that tliese are tliepyococci,

and not, except rarely, the typhoid bacilli.

Med. Record, July 25, 1903, p. 131.

pyocyanase (pi-o-sl'a-nas), «. [Gr. -Kvov, pus,
4- Kvavog, blue, + -asc.'] See the extract.

The gratifying results obtained by von Emmerich in

the treatment of diphtheria by means of pyocyanase, a
pnxluct formed in cultures of the Biicillus pyocyaneus,
have been corrobonited by sevei-al other observers, wlu>

have stated that the local application of the agent to the

diseased surfaces was followed by the disappearance of

the membrane. Med. Record, April 25, 1908, p. 693.

pyocyanic (pi*6-si-an'ik), o. [Gr. iriov, pus,

-I- Ktai'of, blue.] Producing blue pus.

A virulent pyocyanic bacillus was isolated from the ice

at the summit, and an exceedingly pure water taken
near the Montanvert showed twelve colonies of a virulent

Bacterium coli per cc. Nature, March 27, 1902, p. 504.

pyocyanln (pi-p-si'a-nin), n. pih. pyocynncus
(see def.) + -ih^.] A blue pigment produced
by the Bacillus pyocyaneus. It is soluble in

chloroform.
pyocyanolysin (pi"o-si-a-nol'i-sin), n. [NL.
piioiyanlcus) (see def.) + E. lysin.'] A lysin

directed against the Biirilhts pyocyaneus.

pyocyte (pi'o-sit), n. [Gt.ttwv, pus, + /ciTof,

a hollow (a cell).] A pus-corpuscle; a body
which resembles a lymphocyte or white blood-
corpuscle, found in pus.

pyodermia (pi-o-der'mi-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
TTroK, pus, + (Uji/ia, skin.] Any disease of the
skin which has suppurative lesions. Buck,
Med. Handbook, 111. 707.

pyodermic (pi-o-der'mik), a. [pyodermia +
-tc] Relating to or affected with pyodermia,
or a suppurative skin-disease. Brick, Med.
Handbook, III. 707.

pyogenin (pi-oj'e-nin), n. [Gr. irvov, pus, +
-}£i'!?f, -producing, + -irfi.'\ A substance of

the order of the eerebrosides, found in pus.

pyobsemia (pi-o-he'mi-ii), n. An improper
form for pyemia.

pyoktanin (pl-ok'ta-nin), n. [Gr. Trfcov, pus,

and -K-avoQ, < Kieiveiv, kill.] A trade-name for

each of two different substances used in the
treatment of diseases of the eye, ear, nose,
and throat, and as antiseptic and disinfectant
applications to ulcers, burns, inflamed wounds,
etc. Bhte pyoktctnin is the hydrochlorate of penta-

and hexamethyl-pardr9saniline, and ia also used as a dye-
stuff under the names methyl-violet, dahlia violet, and
Parin violet. Yellow pyoktanin is the hydrochlorate of

imido-tetramethyl-diamido-diphenyl-methane, is less ac-

tive than the other, and is known as auramine when
u.'ied as a dye.

pyometritis (pi'o-me-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
TTioi', pus, + NL. metritis.] Suppurative in-

flammation of the womb.
pyoperitoneuill(pi-o-per"i-to-ne'um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ~iov, pus, 4- NL. peritoneum.'] The
presence of pus in the peritoneal cavity.

pyoplania (pi-o-pla'ni-ii), n. [XL., < Gr. viov,

pus, + TT/.avoc, wandering.] Wandering of

pus from one part of the body to another, as
in the formation of a cold abscess.

pyopneumopericardlum (pi- o -nu - mo-per-i-
kar'di-ura), «. [NL., < Gr. n-fcov, pus, + Tzmviia,

air, 4- NL. pericardium.] The presence of

pus and gas in the pericardial sac.

pyopo§tic (pi'o-po-et'ik), a. Same as *pyo-
))oietic.

pyopoietic (pi"o-poi-et'ik), a. [Gr. niiov, pus,
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-t- TToiriTiiidc, (. noteiv, make.] Suppurating

;

pus-producing.
pyorrhagla (pi-o-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. mov,
pus, -I- -pay/a, < priyvivai, break.] A sudden
gush of pus from a confined space, as an
abscess.

pyosepticemia (pi-o-sep-ti-se'mi-a), «. [NL., <

Gr. ;ri'oj<, pus, + NL. septicaemia, septicemia.]
Combined septicemia and pyemia.
pyosepticemic (pi-o-sep-ti-se'mik), a. [pyo-
septiccm(ia) + -ic] Pertaining to or affected
with pyosepticemia. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VII. 123.

pyosin (pi'o-sin), n. [Gr. ttvov, pus, + -ose +
-«»(2.] A substance, found in pus, which prob-
ably belongs to the so-called eerebrosides.
pyotozinemia (pi-o-tok-si-ne'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. trimi, pus, + E. toxin + Gr. ai/ia, blood.]
The presence in the blood of toxins formed by
pus-producing microbes.
pyoxanthose (pi-ok-san'thos), n. [Gr. ttio;',

pus, + favW(5f, yellow, + -ose.] A yellow pig-
ment, producible from pyoeyanin by exposure
to light and air. The green color sometimes
presented by pus is probably due to the sim-
ultaneous occurrence of both pigments.

pyr (per), n. [F., < Gr. vvp, fire. Secure.]
laphotom., a unit of intensity of light equal
to one twentieth of a VioUe unit ; one bougie
d^cimale. At the congress held in Geneva in

1896 the pyr orbougied^cimale wasprovision-
ally declared to be the equivalent of the Hefner
unit. See *light standard.

pyraconitin (pi-ra-kon'i-tiu), «. [Gr. T^vp,

tire, + E. aconitin.] A crystalline alkaloid,

C,^lH4iOjoN, made by heating aconitin. It

melts at 167.!5° C.

pyralld, n— cauliflower pyralld, a pyraiid moth,
Pachpznucla hipxinctalift, of ctfsmopolitan tropical and
subtropical distribution, whose larvU feeds on cauli-

flower.— Cocold-eatlng pyraiid. (n) LxtUia coccidi-

vora, an American pyi-alid whose larva feeds on the

pyrenic

arranged in the form of a pyramid Apex of a
pjrramid, the sunnnit tliat is not on tile base.— fleronic
pyramid, a i)yraniid on a lleronic triangle, cyclic quad-
rilateral, or cyclic ix>lygon as base, with rational lateral
edges and volume. Such pyramids hnve a rational cir-

cumradius.— Lateral edges of a pyramid, th' ,se edges
wliicli meet at tiicapex.— Lateral faces of a pyramid,
those faces wliicli meet at tlic ai)ex.— Lateral surface
Of a pjrramid, tlie sum of the lateral faces.— Pyramid
of Lalouette, the thyroid pyramid ; an occa.siouul coni-
cal lobe of tlie tliyroid gland.— Regular pyramid, a
pyramid whose base is a regular polygtpii and u hose lateral

faces are isosceles triangles.— Seger's pyramids. Same
as .Seger's iecones.— Truncated pyramid. See truncate.

pyramid (pir'a-mid), v. i. In stock-dealings
on margin, to speculate or continue to specu-
late on one's profits, that is, to use the profit
made on one transaction as margin ona second
and the profit on that (if any) as margin on a.

third, etc.

pyramidal, a. 3. In anat., noting a muscle
whose fibers arise from a long base and con-
verge to the point of their insertion: correla-
tive with *jirismatic, 3, and *rhnmhoidal, 2.

—Pyramidal ceU. See *ai!.— Pyramidal class, in
crystal. Heeifsyninutry,*).— Pjrramidal composition,
in the fine arts, a composition in wliicli the central fea-
tures or masses dominate the lateral in such a way as to
bring the whole into resemblance to a pyramid.— Pyram-
idal railroad. See -krailroad.

pyramidize (pir'a-mid-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
jiyra»iidi::ed, ppr. pyramidizing. [pyramid +
-i'rc] To make into a pyramid.
pyramidoceplialic (pi-ram"i-d6-8e-fal'ik), a.

[Gr. irvpafil; (-//«!-), pyramid, + Keipa/J/, head,
+ -ic] In craH/o»H., having a dolichocephalic
skull, with carinated and pyramidal calvaria,
and lozenge-shaped face, broadest below th&
orbits. Aitken Meigs.

pyramidone (pi-ram'i-don), n. [(anti)pyr(iny
-t- amide + -one.] The dimethylamiuo deriv-
ative of antipyin, CiiHiiONo.N(CH3)2.
pyramid-spot (pir'a-mid-spot), n. In Eiig.

pool, a spot between the billiard or red-ball
spot and the center spot; in American pool,
the billiard spot itself. W. Broadfoot, Bil-
liards, p. 74.

pyranol (pir'a-nol), n. [Gr. trbp, fire, +
-an -t- -ol.] A compound of the type
/R\ /OH

0< /C\ _ , where R. indicates a bivalent
^R'

radical;

'H

>^ioHfi H

for instance, dinaphthop3rranol,

OH

Coccid-cating Pyraiid iLaliUa cocciJivora).

rt, moth : ^, larva ; c.egg: tf, pupa
; y. X. nioths, natural size,

resting on egg-sacs of PulTiinaria. a. about twice natural size ;

t>,d, more enlarged; c, highly magnified.

(Comstock, i;. S. D, A.)

cottony maple-scale, PuMnaria innumerabilig. (b) A
European species, Erastria scitula. introduced into Cali-

fornia, whose larva preys on the black scale, Lecanium
oleie.

Pyrameis (pir-a-me'is), n. [NL. (Huebner,
1816), appar. < Gr. TTvpapic, pyramid.] A largo

and wide-spread genus of butterflies of the
family Nymphalidx. It occurs in most parts of the
world, and is represented in the Tnited States by four
species, of which P. cardui is a cosmopolitait form and is

well known in England its the painted-lady (which see,

with cut) and in the United States as the thistle-butterjly.

Synonymous with Vanessa.

pyramid,^'. 3. Incri/cM?., limited by many authors
to a form corresponding in shape to a pyramid as geo-

metrically defined : thus a square pyramid (tetragonal

system) would have but four triangular faces and simi-

larly in other cases ; the double pyramid is then called a
bipyrainid.

4. (h) One of tlie five large pieces in the den-
tal apparatus of some eebinoids.— 8. A game
of pool begun by arranging in a triangle 15

balls, which the various players in turn en-

deavor to pocket with a single cue-ball. Cus-
tomarily each ball pocketed counts 1, and the

player continues as long as he makes at each
stroke and does not pocket the cue-ball.— 9.

A variety of checkers in wiiich the pieces are
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pyrantin (pi-ran'tin), n. Same as *pheno-
succin.

pyrarenyte (pi-ra'ren-it), n. [Gr. mp, fire, +
L. arena, sand, -\- -yte {-ite).] A rock of the
texture of sandstone, produced by igneous
agencies and composed of coarse volcauie
tuff. Amer. Gcol., April, 1904, p. 246.

pyrazin (pi-raz'in), n. [Gr. n-ip, fire, •+
CH-N-CH

E. azin.] A crystalline base,
|| I II , made
CH-N-CH

by distilling aminoacetic aldehyde with qper-

curic chlorid solution and in other ways. It

has the odor of heliotrope and melts at 55° C.
In general the name is applied to the substi-
tution-products of pyrazin. Also called piazin-

and paradiazin. See *azin.

pyrazole (pi-raz'61), ». [Gr. TTvp, fi^, + E.
NH.# .

azoic.] A crystalline base, HC<
|| , made

TH.CH
by heating pyrazole di- or tricarbouic acid. It

melts at 70° C.

pyrazoline (pi-raz'6-lin), «. [pyrazole + -ih2.]

N = CH
A basic liquid, HN^

| , made by the
CH0.CH2

action of acrolein on hvdrazine in ethereal
solution. It boils at 144° C.

pyrazolone (pi-raz'6-16n), n. [pyrazole +
CO.CH2

-one.] A crystalline base, HN\ I ,

^N=CH
made by the action of hydrazine sulphate on
sodium-formyl-acetie ester. It melts at 165°

C. Its most important derivative is antipyrin,

which is l-phenyl-2,3-dimethyl-pyrazolone.

pyrenemia (pi-re-ne'rai-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
jTvpr/v, the stone of a fruit, -f aiua, blootS] The
presence of nucleated red corpuscles in the
blood.

pyrenic (pi-ren'ik), a. [pyrenc -f -ic] De-
rived from pyrene Pyrenic acid, a yellow crystal-



pyrenic
liiie aeiil. CisHgOj, made by oxidizinff pyrene with
ihroiiiic acul. It turns black when heated above 260- C

Pyremdiaceae (pi-re-nid-i-a'se-e), «. »/. [NL
< Pyreiiulium + -occ*.] A' small family o'f
pyrenoliehens: so named from the genus P«-
reitidiiim.

Pyrenldium (pi-re-nid'i-um), «. [NL. (Ny-
lamier, 1865), <Gr. vvpf/v, the stone of a fruit,
+ dim. -(Aov.] A monotypie genus of lichens
having a small crustaceous thallus bearing
small perithecia -rt-ith four-spored asci. The
species, P. actinelluni, occurs on chalk rocksm England.

Pyrenochaeta (pi-re-no-ke'ta), ». [NL. CDe
Notans, 1849), < Gt. ' Ttvpf/ii; the stone of a

fruit, + ;t<"'i"??, mane (bris-
tle).] A genus of sphffiro-
psidaeeous fungi. They
have globose or pyriform
black pycnidia provided
with setM about the up-
per part. The spores are
simple and usually hya-
line. About 30 species
have been described. P.
Berberidis is a common
species on Berberis in
Europe.

pyrenoid, n. 2. One of the colorless plastids
or leueoplasts, found in the ehromatophores
of algiB and constituting centers for the for-
mation of starch. Schmitz, 1883.
pyrenolichen (pi-re-no-li'ken), H. [NL. pure-
iwlichcn (singular).] A member of the Pi/rc-
nfihi-hctics (which see).

Pyrenofkata berbtridis.

a, pycnidium strongly
magnified: f>, pycnidia
slightly magnified.
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put resembling the wall of a tower. G. Serni
(tians.) \ ar. ot the Human Species, p. 56.

^J^iT-^^^!^"^)' »• [G.i>rff'^«*(Breithaupt,\»M), < Gr. Tvip^^una, a towered place, <TTvp)ovv, fence with towers, < Trvpyoc, a tower 1Same -ah Jasfsaitc.
r/ -. a fuwei.j

pyrheliometer, n. in the earlier fomia Kiven to thi,

te.«ne?ature ,^'wi,'
"'' """^ detennined' by the rise ofleiiiijcraiiuie or water or mercury contained in a vessplwhich exposed to sunlight a known ircal.t surface In

t
modem practice electrical methods have beenemployed which are of far Rreater sensitive-
ness, accuracy, and convenience. The com-
pensated pyrheliometer of AiiRstram, whichbelongs to the latter class of instrumentlcon
sists of two very thin metal strips (Ali) ot
etiualsue, mo.inteda few millimeters apartThe strips are blackened on the face which is

I
^- *? !'« exposed to radiation. To the back of the

P rr^ fi
P' *'? '>t'--«=lied the two junctions of aPyrhel.ometer. ther.no-element, in circuit with which is

»i,oi_ .
* delicate gtilvanometer by means of whichtheu- temperatures may be compared. If one of

o?b,r iT ^ ^-J' •t^P"*'^'! t" radiat on whi?" theother is screened, the rise in temperature of t ,»foniier will pnxluce an electric cur3Tn he c re, it

gX^Zfte''""Vf°"^""'-''''""'
'"'''/"'""' ^ <leflectton of thegalvanonietei. If, now, current from a battery C is sentthrough the shaded strip, this also will be heatod and bvadjustment of a variable resistance, R, the heating effect

h.. .f "fT",;" !' " "'"> *>« '"^'''' precisely to counter-balance the heating effect of radiatimi in a: When thecurrent from the battery is jnst sufficient for this pmposithe gavanometer deflection is reduced to zero If "is themtensity current necessary to pro,Iuce a Man" r the

.S.?','f l"n Vrf!;'P thj-rRh which itflovlrpe^^e,?^

?it^LL^"^^}l- '' "^ "'''"'• »'"' « *l'e absorbing power
^1 7'?'«^'':,";<' intensity of the radiation upon the ex-posed strip will be given by the equation

'sym-

pyrocondensation

^i^^A^e®'*''*^
"^^^^ "' "^*'"^- See *

pyritoid (pir'i-toid), a. and n. I. a. Same asliyntohedral. o-iuieas

II. n. S&me as pyritolicdron

^M°- [JolC]"''"
'^'^''^^^^"^tion otpyrogal.

pyro-arsenic (pi''ro-ar-sen'ik), a. [Gr. ^vp, tire,+ E. arscmc, a.] Noting an acid, H.As.,0,
obtained in crystalline form by heating ortho'
arsenic acid to 180° C, water being formed andgiven off as vapor.

pyro-aurite (pi-ro-a'rit), «. [Gr. TTvp, fire -I-L. aurum, gold, + -)fc2.] A hydrate of ferric
iron and magnesium occurring in golden-vel-
low or silvery-white hexagonal scales.
pyrobltumen (pi"ro-bi-tu'men), n. [Gr.nvp,
liie, + h. bidanenj A division of the solid

— cal. per sec. per cm.pyrenoline (pi-ren'6-lin), n. [(amino)niirfne tv . .
4.i9.a6. - •^-

+ -Ol + -ine-i.-] A golden-vellow crvstaS Sses bv"'™ l'!aL°'
"'" ''"J.^iPs being the same, the

hooo r.uv ]7t,.. .,.•.• " <-i^Bi<tiiine "sses by radiation, convection, ami conductivity aretnual and these troublesome corrections are avoidedBecause of the small thermal capacity of the inslumeni
m,t? 'f fii"'"'.™""''^

'' ""'"•'"''' '" « '"" •x^'-^x'^s. Tl e

fTirwM"., Ih" ''-'T-
'» "«™"y platinum, but manganin,

for which the coefficient of resistance with temperature isvery small, is to be preferred. The fr.uneXh carte'the strips 13 mounted in a tube which likewise containsthe screen for protecting the unexposed strip. Th sscreen can be sfiiftod so as to exposrili-st oive and then

s»it<°hVth'i""
''^">^.»""« "^y^^ By nie^ns of the

ellhersfripat^nr'""""*
'"'''"'''" "«»'"' ^'^"^^

pyric (pi'rik), a. [ i>t/r(oxene) + -ic] In
pciroff ,m thcquantitative system of classifica-
tion of Igneous rocks (see *rockl), having the
characters of or containing normative nv-
roxene, ^'

oase, t igHix-N, made by heating a mixture of
aminopyrene, glycerol, nitrobenzene, and con-
centrate(I sulphuric acid. It melts at laS-loS"
C. Its dilute solutions have a green fluores-
cence.

pyrenolysis (pi-re-nol'i-sis), n. [Gr. 7rvph>,
the stone of a fruit, + >.ia,c, breaking up.j
In cytol., the breaking down, fragmentation,
or piilvenzation of the nucleoli to form gran-
ules which may escape from the nucleus into
the cytoplasm of the cell.

L launoy describes in the mid-gut gland of Eupagurus
m,^^^?",'"'^^'"''"""''.' ">« "ueleolus withoutS^
^f fSe n^,';^r'''J'i"°" •

"'" P"'*e'i«'ti"n of one or moreof the nucleoli
;
the passage into the karyoplasni of inU-r-

imcleolar granulations or the dissijlution of these in thefundamental acldophilous substance of tlie nucleolus-aproceu which he sums up In the term pi/renaliixin
Jour. Roy. Micron. Soc, April, li)03,'p. 17a

PjrrenomycetineaB (pi-re-no-ml-se-tin'e-e) n
pt. V<\; < Pi/nnomycctes + -iiiea;.] A name
applied by some recent authors to the fungi
of the suliorder Pyrenomycetes.
Dyrenosoma (pi-re-no-s6'ma), ji.; pi. niireno-
^omatn (-ma-tji). [XL., <(Sr. rrvp,/.^ the stone
or a fruit, + au/ja, body.] Same as *nlas-

pyrenosome (pi-re'no-s6m), „. Same as
'^'I'l.ftiio.iome.

Pyrenula (ri-ren'u-la), „. [NL. (Acharius,

r V .
•

'^'''"'"' *'"* '''°"« °* a fruit, + dim
-iila.j A genus ot pj-renoUchens which have
a crustaceous thallus and simple black peri-
thecia. The spores are usually ellipsoid,
browq, and 2- to 6-celled. About 100 species
a»e known, occurring on the bark of trees P

jyf'''" IS « cosmopolitan species.
Irrenulaceae (pi-ren-a-la'se-e), n. nl. [NL
< Pyrenula + -«rra..] " A family of pyrenolU
Chens named from the genus *P>/renuln

pyrethric(pi-reth'rik), «. lPyrcthr(um)'+ -ic 1
Noting an acid obtained by the hydrolysis of
p\Tethnn.
pyrethrin (pir'e-thrin), n. [Pyrethr(iim) +
-III".} A resinous compound found in pelli-
tory resin from the root of Anaeyclus Pyreth-

Pyrethrum camphor. Same as *pyrethrin
pyretogenetic (l.ir"e-to-je-net'ik), a. Same as
^jii/n tjii/niii/.

pyretogenic (pir'e-to-jen'ik), a. [Gr. mvFTdc,

fever'
"'^"^^' •I"'°<^"<='''^' + -'c-] Causing

pyretogenous (pir-e-toj'e-nns), a. Same as
*l>i/retO!//iii(:

pyrefcOgraphy (pir-e-tog'ra-fi), n. [Gr
^.V«rfr fever -I- -tpa^m, < ypiij^w, ^^nte.f Adescription of or treatise on fevers

pyrgoides (p^r-goi'dez), „. [Gr. Kvpyoudi.c
like a tower, < vi'pyor. a tower, -I- cJrfor; form 1
in antlirop., a cranium with high, steep ocei-

pyridazin (pir-i-daz'in), n. [pyrid(ine) +
... .

HC = CH-N
-azm.-i An oily base,

| || formed
, ., HC=CH-N
from its tetraearbonic acid, which is made by
oxidizing dibenzorthodiazin. It boils at '>08o
C. and has the odor ot pyridine. Also called
orthi)dia:in.

pyridvl (pir'i-dil), «. The radical CH.N
which IS derived from pjTidine.

^^^^V.T™^ "--PyTlfomi sac, in somecephalopoils, as

semi aIv.^i l''"'^;'"'.'";""",''''
Pi-'-hably " rndinVentmy

?Sli ». ,^
'" si'u'i'e*'"" the left side close to the ven.

8taM.Set'";;,"f,f
"''" '^"^'- '• 735.-Pyrlfonn

''J"^i'^'^®
(pi-rim 'i-din), n. [Or. Trip,

fire (?) + „mde + -,„AJ An organic com-
pouml, composed of carbon, hydrogen
and nitrogen, so arranged that the car-
Don and nitrogen atoms form a ring or

N— CH

-, „. „..„„,,^,,.j .<i. division or tne solidbitumens including, according to the classifi-
cation of Clifford Richardson, albertite, elater-
ite, and wurtzelite derived from petroleum
and anthracite, bituminous coal, lignite, andpeat derived from direct metamoi-phosis of
'^"Kjtable growth. Science, March 13, 1903,

pyroborate (pi-ro-b6'rat), «. \_pyrobor(ic) -f
-atcK] A salt derived from or coiTespondins

(Na^B^M"" ''"'^' ^^ ^*""'"" PKoboratS

pyrofcoric' (pi-ro-bo'rik), «. [Gr. irvp, fire, +E Jonc.] Noting an acid, H„B407, obtained
as a glass-like brittle mass by heating ortho-bone or boraeic acid for a long time to 140° C
pyrocatechin (pi-ro-kat'e-chin), n. [Gr. nvp

J^^J.
+ E. c«?cc7ij«.] Same as *pyroca fechol.

'

pyrocateclunol (pi-ro-kat'e-chi-nol), n. Sameas *ii!irocatcrliol.

pyrocatechol (pl-ro-kat'e-chol), ». [Gr. fft-Dhro, -1- E. <:«techu + -ol.] A white crystalfine
substance, C6H4(0H)2; orthodihydroxVben-
zcne It occurs in the urine of horses as py-
roeatechol-sulphuric acid, and also in hunian
urine and in some plants. It is made by fusing
phenol, bromphenol, etc., with caustic potashand by the dry distillation of catechin andmany tannins; it melts at 104° C. Also called
pijrocatediw, pyrocatecJiinol, oxyphenic acid:and catechol. '

pyrocatechuic (pi-ro-kat-e-cho'ik), a. [Gr
Tip, fire, + K. catcchio + -ic] Noting an acid!
once thought to be responsible for the pecul
liar reactions of alkapton urine
pyrochemical (pi-r<i-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr. Trip,
fire, + h rlicmical.] Productive of chemical
change at high temperatures, such as those of
furnaces.

chain, as shown in the formula HC CH.
I I

N = CH
Pyrimldino is the mother-substance of snch bodies, occur-

11^^11'",,, ws'""-'"' "';',', vegetable organism, as cytosin,
uracil ami thymm. Alloxan, which is an essential comljMnent of the pnriii grouii, is als,) a derivative of pyrim-mme, and a close relationship thus exists between thepunn anil pyrimidine bodies.

PyPt®^' 'i--Atirlferpus pyrites, any kiml of pyrites»hi.h carries gold.- Cupreous pyrites, iron pyrites
containing in admixture a small proportion of copper
j;^!,

."!;''''?'''"''>,''•'-
•
f'"""' i" K'-eat abunilance in thenorth of Spain an.l used U> furnish sulphur f..r the man-ufacture of sulphuric .icitl, with metallic coiiper as a hv-

i;^*' T'^'®^ smaUs. s,.e*«mnw.^ Variegated
pyrites, bornite.- Yellow pyrites, chalcol.yrite

Pyritlc smelting, a process for smelting copper ores
(witliout any previous roastiiu'l in uat«r.;o,.^.it #

est''!!,';!J!.'ni"i
""''"' ?";™'"''°* ?'""''^ •" ''''' heat, the strong,

erf, . I ; ? "isting, and is therefore the most pow-eiUilpi/roe/iitninil reagent. ^
J. ir. Jtirhnrdg, in Science, June 17, 1904, p. 911.

pyrocholesteric (pi"r6-kol-es-ter'ik), a. [Gr
^ly., (lie + E. clwlcstcric.-] Noting an acid!
'-l.l'lie'J?' an oxidation-product of cholalio
acul.

pyrochromate (pl-r6-kr6'mat), ». vmro-
chn,m(i,) + -afel.] 'A salt derived from or
corresponding to pyroehromic acid, as potas-
sium pyrochromate (KaCraO^). Also called di-
cJiromate.

pyroehromic (pi-ro-kro'mik), a. [Gr. jrSp, fire+ xpi^l^a, color, + -ic.} Same as anhudro-
cJiromtcacid. (See *anhijdrochromic.) Also
called dichromic acid.

pyroclastic, «. II. «. A pyroclastic rock.
The gravels ot Slate Creek contain representatives of

all the rock types found in Miller Oiilcli, ami in additiona certain proportion of material derived from the older
quartzites, p;/njo/n«(»c», and granitic uitrusives occurringon the south side of its lower valley

Contrib. to Econ. QeoL, V. S. Geol. Surv., liulletin 213
11902, p. 73.

pyrocoll (pi'ro-kol), n. [Gr. m.p, fire, + K6XKa,
glue.] A yellowish crystalline compound,
CiorioO.jNo, made by the dry distillation of
gelatin. It melts at 268-269° C.

/...r.i
-*""""ts,. • ijonino iiir smelting copper orci

V J, t",'.,"";'
I'levious roasting) in water-jacket furnaces.

very little futl is icciuircd, most of the neccssarv hent ~
. , ;

""
being pro.iu.ed by burning the sulphur in the pyrites.

PyTOCOmeniC (pi'ro-ko-men'ik), a. [Gr. Triip,
jihe matter .obtained in the water-jacket furnace is run <"'e, -I- E. comciiic.} Made by heating eomenioInto a converter and subjected to an air-liList for from 80 ""-' -

'»'' "t, eomenio

due d
"'"''' ""PP"" "' "•'ont. 99.4 purity being pro-

..^""' 1>"]e''e^e lias been made towards smelting ores bythe heat of ci>mbii8tion of their own elements, throughwhat is known as pyritic mielHng.
E'ncyc. Brit., XXVII. 234.

acid.— Pyrocomenlc acid. Same as Irpyromeconie
acid.

pyrocondensation (pi'ro-kon-den-sa'shon), n.
[Gr. Trip, fire, + E. condensation.'] A conden-
sation effected by means of heat. It usually
involves a loss of water.
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pyrocresol (p!-r6-kre'sol), n. [Gr. wvp, fire, compound, CigHigCg, foi-med toward the end
+ E. creKOl.'\ 'One of three isomeric com- of the distillation of guaiacum. When dis-

pounds, C15H14O, found in coal-tar and ob- tilled with zinc-dust it yields the hydrocarbon
tained as a bv-product in the preparation of guaiene.

phenol and cresol. AJpha-pyrocresol forms pyrojapaconitine (pi'ro-jap-a-kon'i-tin), n.

white crystals which sublime Very easily and [Gr. irfp, tire, + E. japaconitine.'] An a'lka-

meltatl95°C.;/J-jjyroerf«o/solidifiesatl24°C.; loid, C3oH4g09N, formed whe« japaconitine

and y-pyrocresol crystallizes in needles which is heated to 200-210° C. It crystallizes in

solidify at 104-105° C. needles which melt at 108° C.

pyrocrystalline (pi-ro-kris'ta-lin), a. [Gr. pyrolic (pi-rol'ik), a. Ipyr(oxene) + oi{iviii)

:7tp, fire, -t- E. crystalline.] tix petrog., crys- + -ic] In 2>eJTOsr., in the quantitative system

talline from a molten magma or highly heated of classification of igneous rocks (see *rocA-l),

solution.
'

having equal or nearly equal amounts of nor-

pyro-electrolyte (pi'ro-e-lek'tro-lit), n. [Gr. mative pyroxene and normative olivin or

rriii, tii-e, -I- E. electrolyte.'] A substance, such akermanite.

as glass or magnetite, which is non-conducting Pyroll«nite of iron, a trade-name tor the black-liquor
^ a \ 1 *-• -4. 4. ;!,•,.««,. +/^«^T^«i.o or iroii-hquor prepared by acting on scrap-iron With crude

or of low conductivity at ordinary tempera- pyroH^neous acid, the irnpure Icetic acid from destruc-

=^0

M^- 4-
L

--0

ture, but which becomes conducting at higher

temperatures, usually at incandescence.

2Vn««. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., Jan. 3, 1902,

p. 77.

pyro-electrolytic (pi"ro-e-lek-tro-lit'ik), o.

Pertaining to or having the properties of a
pyro-electrolyte
as Xerngt -klamp.

It is used as a mordant in dye- Fig. i. Le Chatelier's Pyrometer,tive distillation of wood,
ing and calico-printing.

pyrolutite (pi-ro-lii'tit), n. [Gr. vvp, fire, +
L. luium, mud, -f -itc^.] In petrog., a ^mud-
rock derived from volcanic material, or from
igneous rocks. Grabau, 1004.

Pyro-electrolytic lamp. Same pyrolysis (pi-rol'i-sis), n. [Gr. Trip, fire, -I-

P.vaig, breaking up, dissolution.] Chemical
pyrofuscin (pi-ro-fus'in), «. [Gr. Trip, fire, -f decomposition produced by exposure to a high
L. /«.<(«*, dusky, +-iH~.] A peculiar kind of temperature.
ulmin-iike substance e.xtraeted from various pj^olytic (pi-ro-lit'ik), a. [pyrolysis (-lyt-) +
kinds of bituminous coal by treating with al- .jc.] Belated to or involving pyrolysis or

kaline solutions. chemical decomposition brought about by ex-

pyrogallol (pi-ro-gal'ol), n. [Gr. Trip, fire, + posure to a high temperature.

B. gall(ie^) + -0/.] A white crystalline com- pyromalic (pi-ro-ma'lik), a. [Gr. nvp, fire, -t-

pound, C6H3(OH)3, obtained by the distilla- E. mnlic] Made by heating malic acid.— Py-

tion of gallic acid, whence the name : also romallc acid, a general name for nialeic and fumaric

made synthetically. It is used as a photo- "<^"''-
. , -,, . - , ,^ \ „ rn™ ,-,-„

graphic developer. The alkaline solution is pyromeconic (pi"ro-me-kon ik), a [Gr. ^vp,

Stimes used in gas analysis to absorb oxy- Are, + E. mecomc] Made by heating me-

gen. It has a bitter taste, is poisonous, and
-Sro^onl; m??r?b'?^Sfs?flL^'cVeni7fn1'Xc''otc

melts at 132.0-133.5° C. Also called pyro-
^cid?. It melts at 121° (;. Also calletl oxypyrone and

gallic acid. pyrocommic acid.

pyrogas {pi'ro-gas), n. [Gr. Trvp, fire, -f- E. pyromellitic (pi"ro-ine-lit'ik), a. [Gr. rcip,

gas.] A trade-name of a gaseous mixture ob- fire, + E. mellitic] Made by heating mellitio

tained bv Tobianski, in Belgium, by burning acid.— Pyromellitic acid, a crystalline acid, CgHj-

garbage, ^gs, sawdust waste paper etc, in <£^^^,^/^:,,r,,^iM;;^TS^'^'^
a specially constructed furnace with limited ,„gj{g ^t 264° a, yielding pyromellitic anhydrid, CeHg-
access of air, and carrying the smoke through (00)402, a crystalline substance which melts at 286° C.

a tower containing coke or some other porous pyromeride (pi-rom'e-rid), n. [Gr. irvp, fire,

absorbent soaked with naphtha or alcohol.
-\-

fiipog, -pavt, -^ -ide!] In 7)c^ro(7., a somewhat

pyropen
0/ irradiation. Le Chatelier's pyrometer. In this

instrument (Fig. 1) a gasulene tlame, L, is used as a com-
parison source, and its light

;
is reflected by means of a

i
js^ mirror, M, into the eye-

piece, E, of the instrument,
where it is viewed through
a red glass. The light from
the glowing body the tem-
perature of which is to be
measured enters the py-
rometer through a tube
mounted in a direction at
right angles to the path of

the rays of the comparison-
lamp. The beam traverses
the objective O, passing by
the mirror M, the edge of
which is in the focus of the
eyepiece and bisects the
rield of view. The observer
thus sees two contiguous
fields, one illuminated by
the comparison-lamp and

the other from the source to be measured. The brightness

of the latter is suitably reduced by the interposition of an
absorbent glass, A, the transmitting power of which has
been determined. Equality of the two fields of view is

produced by opening and closing the iris diaphragm, D,

and the size of the aperture of this diaphragm, read off

upon a suitable scale, affords a measure of the Intensity

of the light and consequently of the temperature of the
source from which it comes. The instrument is cali-

brated by making readings upon some source of known
temperature. Fery's optical pyrometer. This instru-

ment is similar in principle to Le Chatelier's pyrom-
eter, but the reduction of the light from the source to be
measured is attained by means of a pair of wedges of

absorbent glass used in place of the iris diaphi-agn^i.

Wanner'8 pyrometer. In this instrument (Fig. 2}

B.-R

Fig. 2. Waiiner's Pyrometer.

i

It is proposed to use the product as a source

of heat, light, and mechanical or electrical

energy. Sci. Amer. Sup., March 21, 1903, p.

22753.

pyrogen, n. 3. A substance formed by the

altered spherulitic quartz-porphyry or rhyo-

lite (Monteiro). This name, first applied by
Hatty to the orbicular diorite of Corsica (cor-

site or napoleonite), was given because it was

ijiv/ecu, "• ". -» " - -J — - thought that only a part of the minerals in the

action of heat ; specifically, a carbon compound rock was fusible, quartz being at that time

formed in this way. considered infusible.

pyrogemc, a. 2. In aeol., having an igneous pyrometer, M.-Amagat pyrometer, an instrument
'' '

o o
^^ measuring high temperatures by determining the

origin; igneous.

The first of these groups includes the well recognized

igneous rocks, to which the term pyrogenic is applicable.

Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 230.

n. n. A rook or mineral produced by the

cooling of igneous magmas.

psrrograpll (pi'ro-graf), n. [Gr. 7ri)p, fire, +
ypd^uv, write.] 'l. A design made by pyro-

graphy.— 2. A rai' way danger-signal. The ex-

plosion of a torpedo on the track makes a blast

of compressed air to pass through a tube and
cause a toothed device to cut a disk from a pwometrrc'cones. SameasSec^er'gAcones.- Pyromet-
card, thus showing a red signal. . _ . „ ,.•.=-._..

—

... ., 4._4_

pyrographic (pi-ro-graf'ik), a. [pyrograph
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or made by pyrography.

The temperature range is very great. The maximum
is high enough for pyrography, the minimum atfords a

low heat for gilding. M'here pyrograptiic heat is required,

small recessed plates are heated very hot upon which
tools of varying design are heated.

Elect. World and Enyin., Jan. 9, 1904, p. 87.

pyrographitic (pi"ro-gra-fit'ik), a. [Gr. nip,

fire, -I- E. graphitic] Noting an oxid, a sub-

stance produced as a fine powder by heating

graphitic acid, the latter being formed by the

interaction of graphite with potassium chlorate

and strong nitric acid. The production from
it of pyrographitic oxid is attended with nota-

ble intumescence. Roscoe and Schorlemmer,

Treatise on Chem., I. 730.

pyrography, ». 2. The process of burning a

design or inscription on wood, leather, or

other substance by means of a heated point

•which is held or guided by the hand.

Many examples of pyrography were shown, the most
delicate being on soft white velvet photograph cases,

handkerchief holders and such things, into which the de-

signs were daintily burned.
N. r. Tribune, Dec. 27, 1898.

pyrognaiacine (pi-ro-gwi'a-sin), n. [Gr. TTiip,

fire, + E. guaiac{um) + -i'ne'^.] A crystalline

heating effect upon a cuiTcnt of water of causing it to

flow past the point of which the temperature is required,

the quantity of water circulated and its initial tempera-

ture being known.— Bake-oven pyrometer, a heat-indi-

cator applied to an oven. By its use bread, cake, and
crackers can be baked more uniformly.- Fury's absorp-
tion pyrometer. See optical -ttpyrometry.— Holhom-
Kurlbaum pyrometer. See optical -kpyrometry.
— Le Chalteller's optical pyrometer. See optical *py-
rowicfri/.— Optical pyrometer, an instrument for the

determination of the temperature of a glowing body by
means of the visible radiation which it emits. See opti-

caljiipyrmnetry.—yfajmei'a pyrometer. See optical

irpyrometry.
'yrometrlc cones. p)ameasoe«/e7-»-»rco7ies.

rio effect. Same as *ealoriJic intennty.— Pyrometrlo
telescope. See -ktelescope.

pjrrometry, n optical pyrometry, the detemiina-

tion of tile temperature of glowing bodies by means of

the visible radiation emitted by them. Optical pyrome-

ters are based upon the law of the increase of visible

radiation with the temperature. In most cases the in-

tensity of a selected set of rays from the visible spectrum

of the body whose temperature is to be measured is com-
pared with the intensity of the corresponding rays in the

spectrum of an incandescent source of known tempera-

ture. The rays employed are usually those of the red

end of the spectrum, for the reason that at the lower

temperatures of incandescence the red is the only part of

the spectrum which is of sufficient brightness. This

method is of great delicacy on account of the rapid

increase of the intensity of light with rise of tempera-

ture. Red light from a glowing body, for example, in-

creases over 2,000 times as the body rises in temperature

from 1,000° 0. to 2,000° C. Since the amount of light

emitted by incandescent bodies at a given temperature

depends not only on their temperature but likewise on

the character of the radiating surface, optical pyrometry

is rigorously applicable only to the case of solids the

radiation from which approaches that of a black body.

However, it may be extended to other bodies the radiat-

ing power of which in terms of that of a black body is

definitely known. It has been shown by Stefan that the

total radiation from a black body is proportional to the

fourth power of its absolute temperature ; but since the

total radiation is not available in optical pyrometry, it is

necessary to make use of the more complicated relation

established by Wien, according to which the intensity of

radiation of a given wave-length is a function of the

wave-length and of the absolute temperature. See laws

monochromatic red light is obtained by the use of

the direct-vision prisms p,p. Light from the glowing
body whose temperature is to be measured enters the

instrument through the slit «i and is dispersed by the

prisms. Light from the comparison source enters at

the other slit, «2, and is similarly dispersed. Tlie red

rays of these two spectra, isolated by a screen, are doubly
refracted by the Rochon prism K, and the combination

of lens and biprism B serves to bring two of the red im-

ages thus formed into the field of view in the eyepiece.

The brightness of these, which are polarized at right

angles to each other, varies with the position of the

Nicol prism N. The method of measurement consists in

turning the latter until the two images are of equal
brightness. The temperature of the glowing body is

re|id off upon a circular scale suitably calibrated.

Morse's tliertnogage. This instrument, which is a

simple form of optical pyrometer, is designed for deter-

mining the temperature of heated metals and of furnaces.

It depends upon the fact that the filament of an incan-

descent lamp, when interposed between the eye and the
glowing surface the temperature of which is to be
measured, can no longer be distinguished when the tem-
perature of the lamp filament is the same as that of the

glowing body. In circuit with the lamp are a rheostat

and a milliammeter. The measurement of the tempera-

tures is determined from the readings of the current, the

instrument having been previously calibrated. Ttte

Ilolborn-Kurlbanm pyrometer. The principle of this

instrument is the same as that of the Morse thenno-
gage. It has an objective and eyepiece, between which
the incandescent lamp is mounted, and absorbent milTors

for reducing the light from the glowing body. The
measurement is made by noting the current necessary to

bring the lamp Ui the same temperature as the soifrce

with which it is to be compared.

pyromucic (pi-ro-mu'sik), a. [Gr. nvp, fire,

+ E. niuric] Made bv heating mucie acid.

—

Pyromucic acid, a crystalline acid, C5H4O3. made by
the dry distillation of nuicic acid. It melts at 133-134° C.

and sublimes at as low a temperature as 100° C.

pyrone (pi'ron), «. [Gr. Trip, fire. -1- -one.] A
crystalline ketonic compound, C5H4O2, made
by heating chelidonic acid. It melts at 32.5° C.

Pyroneina(pi-ro-ne'ma),n. [NL. (Carus, 1835),

irreg. < Gr. irip, fire, + ve/ieiv, inhabit.] A
genus of discomycetous fungi, of the family
Pyronemaceie, having the ascomata sessile

and fleshy, with a very slight peridium. The
spores are simple and colorless. About 20

species are known. P. omphalodes is widely
distributed in Europe and America, growing
on ground where fire has been.

Pyxonemaceae, Pyronemataceae (pi"ro-ne-

ma'sf-e, pi-ro-ne-ma-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Fyronema + -acese^ A small family of dis-

comycetous fungi: so named from the prin-

cipal genus, Pyronema.

pyronin (pi'ro-nin), n. [pyrone + -»«2.] A
basic aniline (iye, of a red color, used in his-

tological technique. Chemically it is the

chlorid of tetramethyl- or tetraethyl-diamino-
diphenyl-carbidtrioxid.

pjrropen (pi'ro-pen), »!. [Gr. nip, fire, + E.

pen'^.] Inpyrographytthe heatedpen or pointed

instrument with which the designs are burned
into the wood or other surface.
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pyropentylene (pi-ro-pen'ti-len), n. [Gr. irlp, trasted with the relatively cold crust which is pyrrol (pir'ol), n. [Gr. TrvppS^, reddish, + -ol]
fare, + -fire, live, + -yl + -ene.] An unsatu- called the lithosphere. A secondary amine (C4H5N) of feebly basic
rated oily hydrocarbon, CsHg, found in illu- The hypothesis that within the solid lithosphere lies a character and heterocyclic structure. It is a
miuating-gas from petroleum. It boils at pyrogphere of intensely high temperature, and succes- colorless liquid of clilorofomi-like odor which boils at
4'^ 5° C sively in a plastic, fluid, and Anally at the centre gaseous 131" C., and turns brown on exposure to the air. It occurs

nvrnnhanitA rn"'-rof' a^Tiitl n ffir mo fire + *'*''' Geej. ^our. (R. G. S.), XV. 88. in coal-tar and in Dippel's animal oil or bone-oil. Thepyropnanice (V'-^Ot a-mtj, n. L'^r. mfj, nre, -l-
+ * o An armaratus for mftintaiTi

""""« ''^ «'"'"' be™"'" »« the flery red color produced
-^i;/f , < ipatmaeal, appear.] Manganese titan- PyroBiaii, n. a. An apparatus lor maintain- ^y this substance when brought in contact with a pine-
ate, MgTiOg, occurring in lustrous deep mg constancy of temperature

;
a thermostat; shaving moistened with hydrochloric acid.

blood-red tabular rhombohedral crystals near specifically, a thermostat for high tempera- pyrrolic (pi-rol'ik), a. \_pyrrol + -ic.} De-
ilinenite in form: found in Sweden. tures. rived from or related to pyrrol.- PyrroUc nu-

^-T^^'^-hn^ (^^j'-A Ri\ .. rp- ^r.« «,.Q 4- pyrosulpnate (pi-ro-surfat), M. rGr. ir™, fire, c = c
pyrophlle (Pi ro-fi'), « [Gr. ^vp, fire, +

'^X e. sulphate.f A salt derived from or eorl cleus, the atomic grouping I > N, existing in pyrrol.
cK/.fii', love.] A lover of fire : specifically, one _„„„„„ j-' ^ ' -^ "'"^"o'lvrii iium ui lui

6 =
who explains volcanoes by the natural in- ^^^IZtlV. WJl^^'n^ ^^ ^''l '

"' *" T pyrrolidine (pi-rol'i-din), n. [ pyrrol + -id +
ternal heat of the earth, as opposed to elec-

^J,^^}^^^^^'
NagSaO^. Also known as (h- *" ^^

H2O- CHj
trieal or other cause contributed from outside. „,„t,4.„_*_{. „ „ , . -itie^.l A basic liquid, I >NH, or
rR I

pyrotartanc, a.— Normal pyrotartarlc acid. TT r PTTLKare.J Same as *</(»fartc oc.d. ^ ^ ,. , •, j ^ JI2Y ~ y^2
This adrice II. Tarquin holds to have been based on pyroterebic (pi"r6-te-reb'ik) a FGr Trip tetrahydropyrrol, made by reducing pyrroline

„A.7e^'udX'?ou^to•humimy''''°'^°'*'
"'""''"

fire, + E. (erfftic] Made by heating t;rebie with red phosphorus and hydriodic acid. It
ph,tes .s dangerous to humanity .^^^^^^^ acid.- Pyroterebic acid, an unsaturated oily acid,

boils at 8, 5-88.5° C. Also called^i>c« toane
. . ,.,,.., ' „

I. J. (CH3l2C= ClIOHorO,H, made by the dry distillation of pyrroline (pir O-Iin), n. l2>!/''''0^
"^ -^"^'-l A

pyrophonne (pi-rof'o-nn), ». [Pyrophoms + ieregiGacid. It ks a sharp odoi- HC =CH HC-CHo
-me^.] A.-iubstance, found in the photogenic pyrotlieriuin(pi-r6-tbe'ri-um),w. [Gr. wp, Uquidbase, I >NH or 11 >NH,
organs of beetles of the genus Pvro;)/(o™s, fire, + %/oi>, a wil'd beast.] A large extinct H2C= CH2 HC-CH,
which IS concerned in the production of light, animal from Patagonia made by its describer made by reducing pyrrol with zinc-dust and
pyrophosphorite (pi-ro-fos'fo-rit), n. [Gr. (Ameghino) the representative of a distinct acetic acid. It boils at 90-91° C. Also called
Tip, fire, + ^sL. phosphorus + -iff2.] A cal- family, Pyrof/ieriiV/a', and suborder, P^roWifrta. dihi/flrnpi/irol.
eium-magnesium phosphate, perhaps essen- It is characterized by 3 premolars an^d 3 molars above, and py^.g^eradian (per-ste-ra'di-an), w. A unit of
tially a pyrophosphate (hence the name) l£;^^S^^^^:i^:;i^^t.:'''^C^Z!^^ "^light-flux ; theXx through a solid angle of
occurring m snow-wiute eartny masses : louna tusks in the lower jaw. prujectinj? anteriorly. The syste- one Bteradian when the source is one pyr or
in the West Indies. matic iwsition and atfinities of this animal cannot be houqie decimnle ' one lumen See *pyr
pyrophosphoryl (pi-ro-fos' fo-ril), « [Or. ^^jg^^/ ^Trnki^nl'^^^cu? in ^s.JIiSTdo'S ThtSa^: VYTXiyinipl-vo'^n) n. [Gr .ip, fire + E.
rTifi,iir<\+ h. i)hosphoryl.\ The radical P.2O3, nian formation, probably of Oligocene Tertiary age (Pjro- nr{if) + -m^.^ The crystalline glycid ester
wliieh may be viewed as existing in pyrophos- therimn beds): of pyroracemic acid, C3H30^.C3H50, made by
phoryl ohlorid, P2O3CI4, related to pyrophos- pyrotoxin (pi-ro-tok'sin), n. [Gr. xip, fire, -I- heating glycerol with tartaric acid. It melts
phoric acid as the result of the replacement E. toxin.^ A toxin which is capable of pro- at 82° C.

of hydroxyl by chlorin. ducing elevation of temperature in the ani- PythiaceSB (pith-i-a'se-e), n. fl. [NL., < Pyth-

pyrophotometer (pi'r6-f6-tom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. malbody._ ium + -aceie.'] A small family of saprolegni-

jTirp, fire, + E. photoirittfr.'] A form of opti- pyroti:itaric(pl''ro-tri-tar'ik),a. [Gr. xip, fire, ous fungi named from the genus Pylhium.

caXpyroTDeter. See pyrometer a,ud*pyrometry. + rp;-, three-,+ E. (for)farie.] Same as *Mric. pythid (pith'id), m. and a. I. n. One of the

pyroplasmosis, n. See *piroplasmosis. pyroxam (pi-rok'sam), n. [Gr. rrfp, fire, -f- Vythidse
. ^ , . ,. ,

Pvroracemic alrohol Same as *afeto?
ox(,ygen) + am(monM)a).] Same a.s xyloidine TJ. a. Having the characters of or belong-

l-yroracenncalconol. bameas aoewf.
pyroxenite (pi-rok'se-nit), «. Ipyroxene + ing to the coleopterous family Pj/iftida;.

pyroradioactmty (pi'ro-ra'di-o-ak-tiv i-ti), .;j^2] Injjefrosr., a phaneric roclc composed Pythium (pith'i-um). h. [NL. (NeesvonEsen-
n. [Gr. :7rp, hre, + E. radtoactinty.] ihe almost wholly of pvroxene of any kind. Ifwith- beck, 1823), irreg. < Gr.jrrtov, rot.] Agenusof
emission of obscure rays, called 'pyro-rays,' out olivin it is pjToxenite in the sense advocated by 0. H. saprolegnious fungi of the family PvWii("'fa'
by a wire heated to incandescence by the elec- Williams (isno). The name has been used in this sense >,„vinirVnoro or lp«s'o'lnbn«p 7nn<*iinranD-in rfTifi

trie current SciAmer July 23 1904 d 63 by Coquand (!».=.;) and Sterry Hunt ; by French geolo- having more or le»8 globose zoosporang a ana
inc current.^ ^ot». jLmKr., juiy -o, ±jut, p. 00.

.jgtg {^ pyroxene-gneiss ; and by some petrographers for conidia similar in size and shape. The oogonia
pyro-ray (pi ro - ra), n. [Gr. JTip, fire, + lavas comjwsed chiefly of pyroxene without oliviu (augi- are thick-walled. P. De Baryanum is a com-
E. rd.v'.] One of the rays, other than ordi- tite).

,.. , . , ,. ,.^, r mon species which attacks the seedlings of
nary light-rays, described by Tommasina as pyroxenollte (pi-rok-sen o-lit), n. ipyroxene various plants and produces a disease some-
beiug given off from an iucaii<lescent wire. + Gr. /.<»of, stone (see -"«)] In petrog., a, ^^^^ called datnping-off. See *damp, 6.

They are said to produce ionization of the air phanenc rock composed of pyroxene with
^ ^,^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ f^ ^ ^,^_^,_^ ,,^^_^,^^^ ,,^^,.,y ^,j

to discharge an electroscope, and to be of little or no ottier minerals, used as equiva-
its tissues are in a morbid or pathological condition, ow-

three sorts, possibly corresponding to the lent to pyroxenite by G. H. Williams in 1890. ingto some Fungus pervading the »liole—e.g., r,i/(AiKm

a-, /?-, and y-rays from radium. Sci. Amer., Lacroix, 1895. inseedlings. Encyc. Brit., xxxi. 674.

Jan. 7, 1905, p. 2. pyroxylin, ». This term Is now usually applied to PythoctonOS (pl-thok'to-nus), V. [Gr. UvSok-

nvrnrBHTi Crn ro ret'iti^ n Tfir mm fire -I-
tV less highly nitrated pnHluct of the interaction of ccl- rtifof, the pvthon-slayer.] In Gr. antiq., anpyroretm (pl-r9-ret in), n. [Ur. mp, nre, -1-
i„io9e and nitric acid, si.luble m a mixture of ether and .^jA'^ of Anollo as slaver of the nvtdon

pT/'ivr/, res\n.] A brown resin obtained from alcohol, not t<i the more higlUy nitrated insoluble gun- ?l'"'l^'' 01 Apoiio as Slayer 01 tne pytnon.

a varietv of Bohemian lignite. c.tton used as an expkwive. On the coins of Rhegium he is represented

pyromdite (pi-ro-ro'dit), «. [Gr. Trip, fire, + pyrrharsenite (pi-riir'se-nit), v. [_Gt wopp6(, as bending the bow, with the serpent and

h rudic< rabble + itv^ 1 In vctroa a 'fdJisli. + E. arsetiite.^ A variety of berze- tnpod.

conglomerate or breccia of igneous rocks • a liite containing a considerable amount of man- pythogenesis, ». 2. The origin of putrefac-

Dvroelastic rock Grabau 1904 ganese and a small percentage of antimony, tion.
^'

1 / -/ - \s r! .
,\' ./.• \ -t. .„i It has been called maH7aHfcerzc?»>. pythogenous (pi - thoj ' e - nus), a. Same as

pyrosal (pi rv-s^l). "•
J-}"''^Z^'"LtJJ''' pyrrhochrome (pir'o-krom), «. [Gr. m,pp6(, pythoTHme.

{,cyl„ln.] A 'hade-name for antipyrm- l**
^j^j._^,^ .^ ^^.^^j;^ ^-^j^^ ^

''qj ^'^^^^.^i;''^^ py^j^ , 3. Nine species of this genua are recog-
acetyl-salicylate,

vr/n tr ^ rr> orange color; of the color of red hair. nized, tW rock-python or tiger-python, 1>. moit,n«,

, ,IS{Laa.K).iyiJ „„__ir„»«-ij V^i _«i,'A ^A\ .. OT.H /, T .>
bemg the most common species ami the largest Ihe

fW rOOr„TT.rOOH NHHo' I it PyrrnOCOnd (pi-rok o-nd), n. ana a. 1. n. ^y J African python, P. wbie, is almost as large, reach-01l3CUUL6li4t.UUn.JNCll3, I .
it

One of the Pyrr/iocorH/a'. ing a length of 23 feet. The Australian python or
^^^^.-n3^ i^n

TT. a. Having the characters of or belong- diamond-snake, is a small serpent attaining a length of
forms colorless crystals and is used in medi-

• ^ beteropterous family Pyrrhocorid%. '"LV'" '' l':t" "^l' - ., - •,,'., •

x rMT /cine as an antipyretic and analgesic.
py^hotism (pir'6-tizm), n. [Gr.^^t.ppoc, red- Pythonicllthys (pi^ho-nik'tliis), « [NL., <

pyrosine (pi'ro-sin), n [Gr. :rip, fire, + -ose ''^^^^ + .,. ^"".i,,;,,-^ Tiie fact or condition of ^"^^
""""l'

Pytljon, + >^Ovr fish..] A genus of

+ -.«<.'A] Same as*(>n/«,/-o«i«.-- Pyrosine B. being red or orange in color: specifically ap- morays found in the West Indies, inhabiting
^e a. *my,Ar„«..- PyroBine J. Same a. *.r„Mro.

u^d to the fact of having red hair.
"^ rather deep water.

"• . „ .. ,,..,.,,..,- w .. DVXie (pik 61), ». [Puxi(danthera).] A local
Pyrosomablgemlnnm, the sporoioan parasite of Texas Fmally, red hair is derived f.oni dark hair by the con- " ,„„ if *!,„ fi,^n-f pvprcn-epn Puiidanthera
fever in cattle, .lee *I'iroplatma. Theobald Smith, version of more or less of the dark pigment iim. an equal naraeortneawarrevergreen.fi/Jiaantnera.

1993. amount of the orange. This last group for which he sug- pyxig, n. 10. In old arms and aiTnor, an

DvrosDhere (pi'ro-ster), n. [Gr. tt™, fire, + Ke?** "'« name ;>;/';rAo(i>m (pyrrhos= foxy-red) he con- engine-of-war : probably the same as cuh-erin,jiyiuDjJuoip VI" 'v o'c./, .,. I..J.. ,, " --)
siders to result from an easily (xeniTing chemical .

, « , . ', ^ J '

(7<ptsiiMi, sphere.] In jeo/., the interior of the n„„iiflcationof the meUnochrome Into pyrrhochrome pig- the early torm ot cannon.
earth, believed to be highly heated, as con- ments. yature, July 2, 1908, p. 205. pyx-Jury, «. Seepix-jury.



3. An abbreviation (g) in

clectrotechiticg, of quantity;
(It) [I. c.'\ ot quasi ; (i) [?. c]
of quintal; (j ) of the Latin
Quirites.— 5. Same as cue^,

3 («) : as, to give or take the

Q.

For the consequence of sentences,

you must be sure that every clause

do give the Q. one to the other, and be, bespoken ere it

come. B. Jonvon, Discoveries, IX. 229. (Gifford.)

6. In psychophys., the symbol for the Pech-
nerian spaee-error. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., II. i. 75.

qcm. An abbreviation of square centimeter.

Q. d. An abbreviation (6) of the Latin quasi

dictum, as if said
;

(c) of the Latin quasi

dixisset, as if he had said.

Q. e. S. system. A system of physical units

elaborated by the British Association for tlie

Advancement of Science, in which the unit of

length is IXIQ-H times the quadrant of the

earth measured from the equator to the north
pole, the unit of mass is the gram, and the
unit of time is the second. The name pro-

posed for this system was tlie quadrant-
eleventh-gramme-second system, b^oe the
abbreviation q. e. s.

Q. H. P. Ad abbreviation of Queen's Honor-
ary Physician.

Q. L. Au abbreviation (a) in psychophys., of

quotient limen ; (6) [?. c] of the Latin ^waniHJW

lihet, as much as is required.

Q. M. L. In psychophys., an abbreviation of

quotient mixture limen.

q. p., q. pi. Abbreviations of the Latin quan-
tum placeat, as much as seems good.

q. t. or Q. T. A contraction of (jui<it On the
Btlict q. t., with absolute secrecy; on the quiet. [Slang.]

The subject was so sweet, and the moments were so

fleet, that we talked for quite an hourVm the strict q. t.

G. B. Shaw, Iri-ational Knot, vi.

Qto. An abbreviation of quarto.

qu. An abbreviation (c) of quarter.

quackl, n. 3. See *couac.

quackyi (kwak'i), a. [quackl + -!/l.] Hav-
ing a flat, metallic quality, resembling the

quack of a duck : said of the voice.

Our women's voices are, on the whole, ungentle ; . . .

they are pitched unpleasantly high and hardened by
throat contractions into an habitual " quacJcy " or metallic

quality. F. Osgood, in The Forum, June, 1895, p. 602.

quacky2 (kwak'i), a. \_quack^ + -i/l.] Suited

to a quack; quackish; using the methods ot

quackery.
\Vho although a little quacky per se has ... a whole

legion of active quacks at his control.

J'oe, Criticism, Works, III. 23.

quad^ (kwod), n. lquad{ricycle).^ A bicycle

for four riders. [CoUoa.]

quad. An abbreviation (a) of quadrant, the

unit of self-inductance; (6) of quadrate; (c)

of quadruple! (telegraph).

quad-meter (kwod'me'ter), n. [qiiad{rant),

6, + meter.] An instrument for the measure-
ment of inductance ; a secohmmeter.

quadraint, «• and a. See *quadran.

quadral (kwod'ral), a. [NL. 'quadralis, <

L. 7«ar/)U-, four-'(LL. guad™.<!, four-cornered,

L. quadra, a square).] Dividedinto four parts.

quadrant, n. and o. [Also quadron, quadrain,

etc.: reduced from guocirant.] I. m. A square.

II. a. Square.

quadrangle, n. 4. (a) A square block of

buildings, (b) Any square b'ock, as of stone.

— 5. A region measuring 1.")' lat. by 1.5' long.

(or 30' lat. by 30' long., or 1° lat. by 1° long.,

according to the density of the population) as

shown on an atlas sheet of the United States

Geological Survey.

The Philadelphia Special folio, embracing four flfteen-

tninute quadranulex. Science, Aug. 7, 1903, p. 187.

Eqnlanliarmonlc quadrangle, any four quantities

'l^aH *"<=•> f>*'' (^1-^3X22—^4) = -"-(21-^2X^3-^4).

where v is an imaginai"y or neomonic cube root of unity.
— Harmonic qnadrajigle, any four quantities ziz^z^^z^

such that (ii_zoX2:i-24) = b.j-zj)(zi-Zi).— II[eaXSLn

quadrangle, the quadrangle funned by the median eyes
of a spider.— Ocular quadrangle, the quadrangle, on
the cci»haK>tliorax of certain spiders, at the angles of

which the eyes are placed.

quadrangled (kwod'rang-gld), a. 1. Quad-
rangular.— 2. Containing a quadrangle.

quadrannulate (kwod-ran'u-lat), a. [L.

quadr- {quattuor, four) + arinulus + -ate'.]

Composed ot four annuli, as certain segments
ot the body of some earthworms. Proc. Zool.

Snc. London, 1901, p. 202.

quadrant, ". 7. In embryoh, one of the four

blastomcres or cleavage-ceils in the four-cell

stage of the ovum.— 8t. A square or one of its

sides.— 9. An oscillating arm attached to a
spinning-mule to give a proper rotation to

the spindles during the winding of the yarn
on the cop.— Earth quadrant, one quarter of a great

circle passing through the poles of the earth. Its length

was carefully computed by French scientists to serve as

the basis for the metric unit, which was to be one ten-

millionth of such a quadrant. The measurement was
later proved to be en-oneous, so that the actual meter is

at present a purely arbitrary length. Sceinf(er3. Smith-
sonian Rep., 1899, p. 217.— Legal quadrant, one prac-

tical unit of inductance, or henry, as dcHned by the

International Congress of 1893, and not in terms of the

c. g. s. unit—Quadrant of safety, the region toward
which it is best for a person to run when he sees a tor-

nado approaching. In the United States, if the tornado

is west or southwest of him and moving eastward, he
should go toward the southeast; if it is more directly

south or north, it is probably passing by him, and he is

already in the quadrant of safety and may remain quiet.

quadrantal, a. 3t. Square— Quadrantal de-
viation, a compass eiTor; the deviation which arises

from the induction both of thwartships and fore-and-aft

horizontal iron in the ship, this deviation being compen-
sated by soft-iron balls, or lengths of soft^iron chain in

boxes on the sides of the binnacle— these latter being
known as quadrantal correctors,

quadrantile (kwod'ran-til), a. Iquadrant +
-He.] Same as quadrantal.

quadrantlyt (kwod'rant-li), adv. In a way
suggestive of the square: as, to multiply

quadrantly, that is, to square.

quadrant-plate (kwod'rant-plat), n. A metal
plate at the end of a screw-cutting lathe head-

stock, which carries a stud on which one or

more gears may be placed to connect the lead-

screw to the spindle. The plate is hinged on
the lead-screw and the 'stud for the intei-me-

diate gears is in a slot so that gears of almost

any desired diameter can be used, thus mak-
ing possible a great many changes in the

speed of the lead-screw and providing for the

cutting of different threads on the work.

quadrant-rack (kwod'rant-rak), n. The see-

tor-gear of the quadrant of a spinning-mule,

operated in conjunction with the spindle-car-

riage by means of a pinion and band.

quadrapartite (kwod-ra-pilr'tit), a. and n.

Same as quadripartite.

quadrat, «. 4. In exper. agri., a square area

of convenient size laid off for the purpose of

accurate planting.— 5. In phytogcog., a sim-

ilar square laid off for close study ot the rela-

tive abundance of species or of other questions.
—Comer quadrat, a type for a blank space, made in

the form of a right angle, to aid the proper joining of

mitered orasa rules at the comers of a page.

quadrate,". 5t. A quarter; a quadrant.

quadratic, «.— incomplete quadratic, the equation

n.r-'''<.c'c = 0, if either li or c is zero.— Pure quad-
ratic an equation of the form ax~+bx+c = 0, when b

= 0.

quadratical (kwod-rati-kal), a. [quadratic

-t- -r(/l.] Same as quadratic.

Quadratojugal fossa. See *fossai.

quadratoquadratt (kwod-ra-to-kwod'rat), n.

Ill ah/., the fourth power.

quadrature,". 5. In c?ec/., phase difference

of 90°, or one quarter period.— In quadrature,
in elect., hiiving a phase-difference of iW : said of alternat-

ing currents, or of such a current and the electromotive

force with which it is associated —MechanlCJll quadra-
ture. 0>) Quadrature by a planimeter, or any mechan-
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ical contrivance.—Quadrature field, in e^cc?., amagnetic
field having two components of magnetic flux at right
angles to each other.

In the monocyclic motor one of the two superimposed
quadrature Jields is excited by the primai-y energy cir-

cuit. Steinmetz, Elect. Engineering, p. 264.

Quadrature of the lune, the description, with ruler
and coni])u.sses alone, of a lune and triangle equal to one
another by Hippocrates of Chios (about 4.W B.C.).

quadriad (kwod'ri-ad), n. [L. quadri-, four,
+ -«(f2.] A series of four ; a group of four.

[Rare.]
The advent of the explosive and electric motors for

vehicle propulsion, added other and powerful impulses in
the agitation for good roads, and with the pressure from
the vast bicycle interest the quadriad of forces has come
together with a combined power that will, we hope, make
road improvement a foregone conclusion.

Uiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 15.

quadric, »».- Oval qnadrlc, a quadrlc which cuts ex-
ternally the sides of any principal triangle whose three
vertexes lie within it.

quadriceptor (kwod-ri-sep'tor), n. [L. quad-
ri-, four, + -ceptor, < capere, take.] In immu-
nology, an intermediary body having four com-
bining-groups. Vaughan and Novy, Cellular
Toxins, p. 132.

quadricovariant (kwod"ri-k6-va'ri-ant), n.

[L. quadri-, four, + E. covariant.'] In math.,
a Hessian. A. Caylcy.

quadricuspid (kwod - ri - kus ' pid), a. [L.
quadri-, four, + E. cuspid.] Same as quad-
riciispidatc.

quadricuspidal, n. H. a. Having four cusps.

quadricycle, «. 2. A vehicle of the ' cycle

'

type, having four wheels and propelled by a
small gasolene (or other) motor : usually con-
structed to carry one person.

An improvement in placing the pivots in the central
plane of rotation of the steering wheels has entirely re-

moved the hand shock by the direct lever connection,
and has given to the automobile quadricycle the bicycle
facility for steerage. Uiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 26.

quadricycler (kwod'ri-si-kler), n. Same as
*quadricyclist.

quadricyclist (kwod'ri-si-klist), n. [quadri-
cycle + -ist.] One who propels or rides a
quadricycle.

quadrifllar (kwod'ri-fi-lar), a. [L. quadri-,

four, + filum, a thread, + -orS : see file'^.]

Consisting of or characterized by four fila-

ments: referring to a peculiar balance for ex-

tremely delicate weighings in which the beam
is suspended by four threads or fibers so ar-

ranged that a very slight preponderance on
either side will cause a wide azimuthal move-
ment of the index. Nature, April 21, 1904,

p. 599.

quadrifolium (kwod-ri-fo'li-um), «. ; pi. quad-
rifolia (-a). [L. quadri-, tour, + folium, leaf.]

In geoni., the rose of four leaves. See
•rosfl, 18.

quadrifrontal (kwod-ri-frun'tal), a. [L.

quadri-, four-, + frons {front-), front, + -(77i.]

Having four fronts or faces.

quadrigabled ( kwod -ri-ga' bid), a. [L.

quadri-, four, + E. gabled.] Four-gabled.
X. E. D.
quadrigamist (kwod-rig'a-mist), n. [*quad-
ri(jam(y) (L. quadri-, four, + Gr. yduog, mar-
riage) 4- -ist.] One who has four wives or

husbands at the same time. Blount, Glosso-
graphia.

quadrigatUS (kwod-ri-ga'tus), n.
;
pi. quadri-

gati (-ti). [L., marked with the figure of a
quadriga, < quadriga, a chariot: see quadriga.]

A Roman silver denarius with the representa-
tion of a four-horse chariot.

quadrijugal (kwod-ri-j6'gal), a. Iquadrijug.
(ate) + -ail.] Having or drawn by four
horses yoked abreast ; having four yoked
horses.

quadrilateral. I. «.— Quadrilateral construc-
tion, the construction of the fourth hannonic jK>int to

three given costraight points by means of a complete
quadrilateral t)r tetrastigm. G. von Staiidt, 1S47.

II. «.— Clrcumscriptlble quadrilateral, a quad-



qaadrilateral

vilateral in which u ciiclu can lie inscribed.— Cyclic
quadrilateral, a qUHdrilateral whose four veite.xes are

cncvclic— Heronlc cyclic quadrilateral, a cyclic

(liiailriliiteral whose sicles, diagonals, and aiea are ex-

pressihle bv whole numbers.

quadrilingual (k«od-ri-liug'gwal), a. [L.

fjiiiiilri-, lorn', + liitffua, tongue, language, +
-«/l.] In or using four languages: as, a qiind-

rUiiHjual inscription; a quadrilingital inter-

preter.

quadrille,'!, et. A small squadron; a cluster

of richly i-aparisoned horsemen at a tournament
or mounted fete. They were distinguished by
diflferent colors. Mey'rick, Ancient Armour,
Ilk Glossary.

quadrilled ('kwod-rild'), "• Same as quadriUe.

quadrillion, «. II. "• The cardinal numeral
obtained from a quadrillion: used like hun-

dred. Xiciilas Chuqiiet, 1484.

'quadrillionth (kwod-ril'yonth), a. and n.

Iqiiadri/lion + -th.] I. a. Being one of a
quadrillion.

II. «. One of a quadrillion parts; the quo-
tient of unity divided by a quadrillion.

quadrimolecular (kwod"ri-mo-lek'ii-lar), (I.

[L. quadri-, four, + XL. molcciila, molecule, +
-nrS.] CoTisisting of or concerning four mole-
cules, yatiire, Oct. 16, 1902, p. 613.

-qnadrlnate (kwod'ri-nat), a. [L. quadrini,

four each, + -ofel.] Quadniple; in hot., hav-
ing tour leaflets to a petiole; quadrifoliate.

'Qtiadrinodal (kwod-ri-no'dal), a. [L. quadri-,

four, + )i(idus, node, + -n/i.] Ha\'ing four

nodes, as a vibrating string or organ-pipe, or

the oscillating surface of a seiche.

A trinotlal seiche should have a period of about twenty-
four minutes, and a tjuadnrivdal seiche should oscillate

in about eighteen minutes.
G II. Darmn, The Tides, p. 27.

quadripartite, a. 2. Tn law, having four
parts, or parties: as, a quadripartite govern-
ment : a quddripartile agreement, etc.

quadripinnate (kwod-ri-pin 'at), «. [NL.
quddripiniiatus, < L. quadri-, four, + pinna,

wing: see innnate.'] In bot., having four
pinnte or side leaflets. *V. E, I).

qnadripolar (kwod-ri-p6'lar), a. [Tfj. quadri-,

four, + i>olus, ])ole, + -ar^.] In biol., having
four polls: said of a cell.

quadriquadric, a. 2. In geom., determined
by tlie iiitirsection of two quadric surfaces.

quadriradiate, a. II. «. A sponge-spicule
which has four rays.

Gastral f/uadriradiateg can here and there be made out
in spaces in the interior.

rriic. Znol. Sm. London, 1000, p. 129.

quadriramose (kwod - ri - ra ' raos), a. [L.

quadri-. four, + ramu.<i, branch, -I- -ose.']

Having four branches, as the antenna of an
insect.

quadrisect (kwod'ri-sekt), v. t. [L. quadri-,

four, + sectu.<t, pp. of secare, cut.] To divide
into four equal parts.

quadriserial, «. 2. In bot., having the four
regular series or whorls in the flower, that is,

caly.x, corolla, stamens, and pistils.

quadrituberculy (kwod"ri-tu-b<'r'ku-li), n.

[quadrilnh<rcul{ar) -t- -^3.] I'he fact or condi-
tion of having molars with four tubercles or
cusps. [Rare]

Inferior molars evolved from quinque- tiy quadrituber-
nitu by reiluction of paraconiil.

//. F. Otborn, in Hull. Amer. Mun. Xat Hist, June 28,

111)02, p. 179.

quadri-unguiculate(kwod''ri-ung-gwik'u-]at),
a. [L. quadri-, four, + ¥^.iinfiuirul<tte.^ Bear-
ing, or provided with, four claws or hooks.

Tlie dactylns in lais was qtimlriunfluicvtate.
I'roc. Zuul. Soc. London, 1900, p. 548.

quadritirate (kwod-ri-ii'riit), n. [L. quadri-,

four, + «r«f«.] A salt of uric acid of which
the constitution may be represented by the
general formula MH(C5H2N40n).H2(C5Ho-
N403),M standing for a monad metal, sucn
as potassium or sodium, it has been shown
by Bence .lones and Sir William Roberts that such salts

exist normally in the urine and form practically the
wliole of tlie s«)lid matter in the urine of birds and rep-

tiles. Sir William K4)bert8 considers that all or nearly
all the morbid phenomena in the body which are refera-

ble to uric acid depend upon secondary changes in the
quadriunitf*.

quadrivalence (kwod-riv'a-lens), n. [quadri-

ralenit) + -ce.] The quality of being quad-
rivalent.

quadrivalent, a

or elf-ni*-nt.

quadrivium, n.

meet.
In obedience to the law aa it then stood, he [a luiclde]

QuadrupUne.

a, b.cei, TCrtexes of a contrapar-
allelogram. If o is pivuted to a
and ; to £- of the Peauccliier cell,

then * describes a straight line in-

clined toet at the antjie the bars
are bent through. (See cr//.) t/,

foLirth Tertex of a parallelogram,
determined by c/7. of constant
angles and constant area, so that
the product of two consecutiye sides
is constant.

H. n. A quadrivalent atom

2. A place where four ways
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was buried in the centre of a quadriviusn, or conflux of
four roads, . . . with a stake driven throUEh his heart.

Di Quincey, Three Memtyable Murdens.

quadrivoltine, «. II. a. Having four crops
of cocoons each year, and therefore having
four generations annually: said of certain
races of the silkworm of commerce.
quadront, «. and a. See *quadraH.
quadroon, a. 2. Fourth in descent from a
negro parent, one parent in each generation
having been white. JV. E. D.
quadrule (kwod'rol), n. [LL. quadrula, a
little square, dim. of quadra, a square.] Same
as *mere^.

quadrumanal (kwod-rS'ma-nal), a. [ quadru-
mane -I- -a/'.] Having four'hands or hand-
like limbs ; quadrumauous.
quadrupartt (kwod'ro-part), a. [L. quadru-,
four, -i- pars (2>o>'t-}yP^rt.'] Quadripartite.
quadruplane, «. '2. A system of four plane
links pivoted together so that the pivots

arevertexesofacon-
traparallelogram.
It is an extension
by Sylvester and
Kempe of wEat
Sylvester called
the plagiograph or
skew-pantograph to
Hart's contraparal-
lelogram.

This apparatus ... is

of course . . . formed of
four plane links ... on
which the various points
are taken. This explains
the name given to it by
Professor Sylvester, the
" Quadruplane."
A, B. Kempe, How to

Draw a Straight Line,

[p. 2a

quadr u.platet
(kwod'ro-plat), v. t.

[quadruple -I- -<if«2.] To quadruple.
quadruplator (kwod ' ro - pla - tor), n.

;
pi.

quuilriipUiturcs (kwod-ro-pla-to'rez). [L.] In
Roman law, an informer who was entitled to a
fourth part of confiscated property upon con-
viction and confiscation following an informa-
tion given by him.
quadruple, a. 2. Consisting of four parts;
completed in four separate or successive oper-
ations.

All mtjdem marine engines of high power have either
triple or (in a few cases) quadruple expansion.

ii'iicyc. Vrit., X.XXH. 542.

Quadruple alliance, an alliance of four iKiwers ; espe-
cially, the alliance of Uivat iiritain, France, the Nether-
lands, and Austria in 171s, and that of Great Britain,
Kr.iricc, .sjmin, and Tortugal in is:)4.— Quadruple-ex-
pansion engine, a compound engine in which the steam
paj^ses successively through four stiiges in four or more
cylinders. There may be more than four cylinders in the
engine, a-sthe second int^niiediat* and low-pressure cyl-

inders are frequently divided int^) two cylinders each.
The initial pressure of the steam is usually from IHO to
2,^0 p^iunds per stiuare inch, and it is expanded from IS to
nearly 3i) times its original volume. Seecut, next column.

quadruple-screw (kwod'ro-pl-skro), a. Hav-
ing four screws : said of turbine-propelled
vessels, so equipped.
quadruplet, ». 3. A bicycle for four riders.— 4. In musir, same as quartole.

quadruplum (kwod'ro-plum), «. ;
pi. quadrupla

(-plii). [L. quadruplum, a fourfold amount,
neut. of quadruplus, fourfold: see quadruple.]
In viedieral muxic : («) The fourth part in
polyphonic composition, counting upward
from the tenor as one, usually a part duplicat-
ing the latter, (fe) A composition for four
voices. Compare triplum.

qusedam (kwe'dam), n. [L. qusedam, fern, of
quidnm, a certain person. See quiilam.] A
woman ; a female, unspecified. Bee quidam.
A Sermon . . . very tart against the sinfulness of vain

Attire; wherein wanton Qu^f'laiitK in those days came to
that excess, that they delighted altogether in the Garb,
and Habit, ... of Men.

Bp. Haeket, Life of Abp. Williams, I. 35.

quaf, r. and n. A simplified spelling of quaff.
quahog (kwa-hog', or -hag'), v. i.; pret. and
pp. quahogyrd, ppr. quahoqging. [Also qua-
haug : < quahog, «.] To dig or search for qua-
hogs.

"How 's the quafiaufjin' nowadays? Gittin' a fair

price?" J. C. Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, iv.

quail*, «•— Harlequin quail, a name given by .1. H.
Guniey to tile small .Afiican sliecies, Cnturnix del</orffuu.
— New-Zealand quail, !i small ganie-binl, Vntumix
novjt-zealantli£e, once common in New Zealand, but now
extinct or nearly so.

No apecimeo of the once very abundant Xew Zealand

Quaker
quail (Cotumix novaj zealandia;) has been seen tor a
quarter of a century ; of the celebrated Xotoiiiis manteUl
only three perfect specimens have been obtained ; it is
probably extinct. Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 19C13, p. 22a
Painted quail, (n) See painted, (p) The mountain
quail, Oreorti/z pictus, of the western I' nited States: so
named from it« bright marking of white and chestnut
((•) An Australian heniipod, or button-quail, Turnix va-
riKs.— SnOW-qnall, sometimes applieil to the ptanni-
gan, Laijupus (eKciirKS.— StUbble-quall, a true quail,
Cotumix pectoralis, found in Australia : so called from
frequenting fields after the grain has been harvested.—
Valley quail, Callipepla califomica vallicola, a geo-
graiihic race i)r subspecies of C. califomica, distinguished
by ptiler coloration, found in the dry valleys and foothills
from Cape St. Lucas to western Oregon.

In some portions of California complaints have been
made that the valley quail (Callipepla Califomica valli-

cola) destroys wheat to a serious extent.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1897, p. 362.

White quail. Same as snou'-irquail.

quail-dove, «. 2. See *partridge-dovc.

quailery (kwa'ler-i), n. [^quail'^ + -cry.'] A
place where quails are bred and fattened.
a; e. d.

quail-hawk (kwal'h^k), n. An Australian
sparrow-hawk, Hicracidca berigora.

Quain's degeneration. See ^degeneration.

quake'-^ (kwak), «. [British Guiana.] A rather
large basket with rounded bottom, made of
open wickerwork, used for packing, storing
provisions, etc.

Quaker, ». 5. A Philadelphian or Pennsyl-
vanian: from the historical association of
Quakers with that city and that State. [Col-
loq.]— Free Quaker, a name assumed by those Quakers
who were disowned by the Society of Friends, at the
time of the Revolutionary War, for actively supporting
the cause of the colonists. They organized as a sep-
arate body, which ceased to exist after the death of its

original members.— Wet Quaker, a hyi)ocrite ; a man
who pretends to great piety and is a "drain-drinker on
the sly." S. and Q., 10th ser., IL 197.

I
'

Grouping of Cylinders in Quadruple-Expansion Engines.

H. P., high-pressure or first cylinder; M.P.. mean-pressure cyl.

inders, the numbers indicating the sequence ot the expansion
process, or the steps of such expansion, and the arrows the direc-

tion of flow ; L.P., low-pressure or fourth stage, the number denot-
ing in each case the fact that the expansion is litial in the single
largest cylinder or in the iiidicatcu pair of cylinders of equal
oiume.



Quaker-ladies

quaker-ladies (kwa'k^r-la'diz), «• pJ. A
name given to the delicate bluish-gray flowers
of the Houstonia cserulea, from an idea that
they suggest the pale colors of the dress
adopted by 'Quaker ladies'; bluets. [U. S.]

lu their little grey-blue bonnets
Chattinp. brim to brim,

Half a million Quairer Ladies,
Straight and small and slim.

Sarah J. Day, Houstonias, in t'rom Mayflowers to Mis-
[tletoe.

Quakerly (kwa'kfer-li), adv. In the manner
of a Quaker.

" Do I write quakerly and simply, 't is my most Master
Mathews' like intention to do it.

'

Lainh, in Final Mem., Till. 288.

QUaker-parrot (kwa ' kfer - par ' ot), «. See
'''parrot.

Quale*, n. Specifically— 2. In psyehol., in

the phrases spatial quale, quale of spatialitij,

the irreducible element or attribute of spa-

ciousness, bidimensional, tridimensional, or

indefinite, posited by nativistic theories of

space-perception for some or all sensations.

So far. all we have established or sought to establish is

the existence of the vague form or quale of spatiality as

an inseparable element bound up with the other peculi-

arities of each and every one of our sensations.

H'. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 145.

Quale theory, in psyehol. : (a) The hypothesis that pain
is not a specific sensation, but rather a tone or organic
accompaniment of sensation— a secondary effect of the
stimulus which primarily arouses sensation.

The opposite doctrine, which has of late been called

the quale-theory, is often maintained in an unsatisfactory
form. Jiibot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 39.

(6) Anativistic theory of space perception. See*{/wa^<^-*, 2.

qnaliflcation, "— Testimonial qualifications.
See *testiwonial.

qualified, j). a. 4. Prefixed by a qualifying
adjective ; in a slang use, damned.
Cranze said he refused to be chided by a qualified tee-

totaller, and mixed himself further king's pegs.
Cutelife Hyiie, A Master of Fortune, xi.

Then he was marched out of the rain into the refresh-
ment-room and told not to make a qualified fool of him-
self.

R. Kipling, Arrest of Lt. Golightly, Plain Tales from
[the Hills, p. Hi.

Qualitati'7e mathematics. See *maihe-
ma tics.

quality,'!. 12. Specifically, in acOMS^ics, that
in a particular sound or tone which distin-

guishes it from other sounds or tones of the

same pitch and loudness ; timbre; tone-color:

as, the quality of a violin tone. See timbre^.

Of course, if clang could not be used, Prof. Tyndall's
suggestion to translate Prof. Helmholtz's Klangfarbe by
clangtint fell to the ground. I can find no valid reason

for supplanting the time-honoured expression quality of

tone.
A. J. Ellis, in Helmholtz (trans.), Sensations of Tone,

[p. 36, note.

13. In the fne arts, especially painting, often
used to designate body, richness, and depth
of color, or similar attributes of style in mod-
elling or of relief in architectural detail.—14.
In psychophys., one of the constituent attri-

butes of the elementary mental process, sen-

sation, or affection; that attribute which
individualizes the element and from which it

receives its name.
Some sensations have four such aspects ; every sensa-

tion has at least three. The four are quality, intensity,

extent, and duration.
E. B. Titehener, Outline of Psychol., p. 37.

quality (kwol'i-ti), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. quali-

fied, ppr. quulityinfi. [quality, «.] It. To
supply with qualities or a quality.— 2. To
estimate at a certain value.

The warren contained 878 acres, much of which was
qualitied at 9s. to 10s. per acre.

Batchelor, Agr. Surv. Bedfordshire, p. 236. S. E. D.

qualtagh (kwal'tach), n. [Manx.] A Christ-

mas or New Yeai^'s ceremony, in the Isle of

Man; one who takes part in the ceremony.
See the first extract.

A company of young lads or men generally went in old

times on what they termed the Qualta</h, at Christmas
or New Year's Day, to the houses of their more wealthy
neighbours; some one of the company repeating in an
audible voice the following rhyme; 'OUick ghennal
erriu,' <tc. . . . When this was repeated they were then
invited in to partake of the best that the house could
afford. y. and Q., quoted in Eug. Dial. Diet.

"Are you going to put the new year in anywhere,
PhUip?''said Kate. . . .

" I should be the flrst-foot here, only I 'm no use as a
qualtagh," said Philip.
"Why not?

"

" I 'm a fair man, and would bring you no luck, you
know." Hall Caiiie, 'The Manxman, ii. 2.

Quamasia (kwa-mas'i-a), n. [NL. (Eafin-
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esqne, lffl8), < Amerindian quamash or ca-

mass.'\ A genus of North American plants of

the family ii/iacea?, including camass and wild
hyacinth. See Camassia and camass.

quandel (kwon'del), n. [Origin obscure.] A
stake which charcoal-burners drive into the
ground, and about which they pack the billets

of wood to be charred, in the construction of
a heap or mound in the open air, which is then
covered with earth.

quandong(kwan'dong), ti. Same as quandang.
See also Fusanus Brlsbana quandong. Same as
bhie iffig.

quantifiable (kwon'ti-fi-a-bl), a. [quantify +
-able.'] That may be quantified; that can be
measured as a quantitj*.

Quantitative roles, in evidence, those which call for a
special kind of witness to certain facts, as an eye-witness

;

also those which require specific or complete rather than
general or fi-agmentary evidence. Wig-more, Evidence,
§ 2030.

quantity, «. 9. Specifically, same as duration
or time-ralue : said of musical tones or notes.
— Phase of a complex quantity. See *phasei.—
Vector quantity, a quantity to which is attributed
botli magnitude and direction.

quantometer (kwan-tom'e-ttr), «. [quant(ity)
+ Gr. fihpov, measure.] In elect., an instru-

ment with moving coil, for the measurement
of induced currents in cases where an ordinary
ballistic galvanometer is inapplicable on ac-

count of the gradual character of the efteet to

be observed.

His " quantometer " is designed to take the place of the
ballistic galvanometer and to do what it fails t/j do, i. e.,

U} sum up in a single throw quantities conveyed by cur-

rents lasting an appreciable time.
Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 166.

quantuplicity, «. 2. Number-of-times-ness.
De Morgan, 1836. [Rare.]

Ratio is the relation of one magnitude to another with
respect to quantuplicity.

Ualsted, Eleni. of Geora., p. 177.

quaqua (kwa'kwa), «. [An imitative name,
perhaps of African origin. Compare negro-
Eug. of Guiana kwaktca, a duck (see Eng.
quack^).] A musical instrument of the south-

ern negroes of the United States resembling a
drum.
He [the negro slave] . . . walks six or seven miles in

the night ... to a negroe dance, in which he performs
with astonishing agility, . . . keeping time and cadence,
most exactly, with the music of a banjor (a large hollow
instrument with three strings), and a quaqua (somewhat
resembling a drum), until he exhausts himself.
Jofin F. D. Smyth, Tour in the U. S. of Amer., 1784, 1.

[46.

quaquadratet (kwa-kwod'rat), n. Iqua(drate)
+ quadrate.'] In )h«W(., the si.\teenth power.

quaqua'Versal, a. II. ". 1. A ridge between
two adjoining watersheds which is worn down
so that the basins connect aiid become the
common origin of two systems of rivers. Usu-
ally this arrangement can be only temporary,
and one river soon absorbs the entire drain-

age.— 2. In i)hys. geoy., a domed structure

with the strata dipping away in all directions

from a center.

quar. An abbreviation (a) of quarter ; (J) of

qnarterly.

quarantiner (kwor'an-te-ntr), n. [quarantine
+ -r)-l.] (Jne who quarantines; also, one who
is quarantined.

quardofelic (kwar-do-fel'ik), a. [quar{tz) -t-

do(minuntly) + fel{di>par) + -ic.] In pctrog.,

in the quantitative system ot classification of

igneous rocks (see *rock^), having normative
feldspars dominant over normative quartz,

that is, within the proportion 2 <^> -|-.

quarfelic (kwar-fel'ik), a. [quar{t:) + fel{d-

S2Mr) + -ic.] In petrog., in the quantitative

system of classification of igneous rocks (see

rocfcl), having equal, or nearly equal, norma-
tive quartz and feldspar, that is, within the

ratio a <|> f

.

quaric (kwar'ik), a. [quar(tz) + -ic] In
petrog., in the quantitative system of classifi-

cation of igneous rocks (see *»'octl), pertain-

ing to or characterized by the presence of

normative quartz.

quarryi (kwor'i), v. f. ; pret. and pp. quarried,

ppr. quarrying, [quarry, n.] To pave with
quarries. See quarry^, 1 (a).

quarry-bar (kwor'i-biir), «. A strong rectangu-
lar steel bar, supported by iron legs at each
end and stayed by guy-rods, used to support
a rock-drill. " The drill is movable along the

quarter-circle

bar, and may be fixed in a horizontal or verti-
cal position for drilling a line ot holes in a
wall or upon a floor.

Quarry-bar.

a, quarry-bar (much longer than shown) ; i, carrier trarersinf
bar and supportinjf rock-dri)! : c, set-screw fixing carrier to bar : rf.

rock-drill; f, air- or steam-hose; y, adjustable legs supporting
bar ; £; guy-rods with twin buckles.

quart', «. 6t. A quarter of the horizon,
quart'-^ (kart), v. I. intrans. In fencing, to
make a pass while holding the sword liand
with the nails turned upward.— To quart and
tierce. See quart and tierce, under quarts.

Il, trans.—To quart the head, to draw back the
head and shouldere wnile using the position " quart."

The Quarting of your head preserveth you from being
hit in the face.

Sir W. Hope, Fencing-Master, p. 31. jV. E. D.

quart. An abbreviation (a) of gaarter; (6) of
quarterly.

quartane (kwar'tan), «. [L. quartu.i, fourth,
+ -ane.] An obsolete name for *butane.

quartenylic (kwar-te-nil'ik), a. [L. quartus,
fourth, -t- -cue + -yl + -ic] Containing four
atoms of carbon in the molecule Quartenylic
acid. Same as -kisocrotonic acid.

quarter!, «. q. Same as ^peflf, 7. [Local, U.S.]
— Fifth quarter, the hide, fat, and other less valuable
parts of a slaughtered ox or sheep.— Lee quarter, the
([Uarter of a vessel on the leeward side.

quarter!, v. i. 6. To enter into a new quarter,

as the moon.
They would have bad weather until the moon quar-

tered. G. Keate, Pelew Island, p. 227. X. E. D.

quarter^, n.—to cry quartier, to beg for quarter ; to
cry for mercy to a conquering foe.

quarter-bend, «• 2. A long-radius elbow; a
pipe-fitting curved to an are of 90° for con-
necting two pipes at right angles to each other.

quarter-bleacn (kwar'ter-blech), «. A pro-
cess of partial bleaching, especially of linen

cloth, by which full whiteness is not obtained
but risk of injury to the fiber is lessened.

quarter-box (kwar'ter-boks), n. In mech., a
box or journal made up of four parts, instead
of two. The bottom and top parts can be ad-

justed vertically and the other two parts can be
adjusted horizontally. Such bearings are used
only for the crank-shaft boxes in large engines.

Jounials.—In the main bearings a four-part, or i^uarter-

box, arrangement is used, the hearings being adjustable
horizontally by wedges set up by bolts extending through
the caps. Elect. Her., Sept. 24, 1<J0», p. 517.

quarter-breed (kwar'ter-bred), H. A person
liaving one fourth American Indian and three
fourths white blood.

Henry was a quarter-breed, quarter-back Cherokee, ed-
ucated East in the idioms of football and West in contra-

band whiskey. ilcClure's 3Iag., Feb., 1903, p. 428.

quarter-butt (kwar'ter-but), n. In billiards,

a cue which is smaller than a half-butt.

quarter-circle (kwar'ter-ser'kl), n. A piece

Quarter-circle.

of gymnasium apparatus consisting of a long
strip of board bent into a quarter-circle, with



ciuarter-circle

straps for the feet at the bottom and pulleys

for the hands at the top. designed for various

exercises, particularly those calling upon the

abdominal muscles.

quarter-crack (kwar'tfer-krak), n. In vet.

sun/., a Assure or crack in that portion of the

wail of a horse's hoof between the toe and the

heel which is known as the quarter.

quarter-crank (kwar'ter-krangk), a. Ha\'ing

two or more cranks at an angle of 90° to one
another. T)ie Engineer (Loudon), July 24,

1903, p. 87.

quarter-davits (kwar't^r-dav'its), n.nl. The
boat davits on the quarters of a vessel, that is,

between the midships and stern.

quarter-deck, «. — Jack's quarter-deck (jmuI.),

the fi-reL-ilstle deck.

quarterigalley (kwar'tfer-gal'i), n. A name
given to e, Barbary man-of-war.

quartering, ". 8. The change of the moon
from one quarter to tlie next.

Changes of weather ... at the moon's quarteringe.

L. Tomlumou, tr. of Arago, Astronomy, p. 67. X. E. D.

quarter-lifts (kwar'ter-lifts), II. pJ. Xnut.,

double boom-topping lifts which lead from the

iron band on the after part of the main (or

spanker) boom (about a quarter way in from
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cleavage-oells considered as a unit, either bo-
cause they arise at the same time, or because
they have a similar origin or prospective func-
tion.

quartettino (kwiir-tet-te'no), n. [It. dim. of
quart) tto, quartet.] In miisie, a short or con-
densed quartet. See quartet, 1.

quartic. I. a— Weddle quartlo surface. See
ksiir/ace.

II. n. 2. In geom., a curve or surface of

the fourth degree or order.

The singular surface of the general quadratic complex
is the famous <]uartic, with sixteen nodes and sixteen
singular tangent planes, first discovered by Kiinnner.

Encijc. Brit., XXVIIL B62.

quartile, n- 2. That point on a frequency- quartzophyriC (kwart-so-fir'ik), a. [qnartzo-

Quassiremus
trifngal-roller amalgamating quartz-mill In which the
crushing is done by rolls revolving along the inner face
of the ring which surrounds the pan. The pressure is

supplied by the revolving disk which, by moving the
spindles of the rolls outward, presses the rolls against the
wall of the ring where they come in contact with the ore.
The amalgam collects hi the pan bottom below the rolls.

quartz-mining (kwarts'mi'ning;, n. 1. The
process of taking gold-bearing quartz out of
reefs.— 2. Mining in the solid rock. [Cali-
fornia.]

quartzophjrre (kwart'so-fir), n. [quarts ¥
(l)(>r)phiir(y).'\ In petroq., in the quantita-
tive system of classification of igneous rocks
(see *rock^}, any porphyry characterized by
quartz phenocrysts.

curs'e above or below which one fourth of the
total number of cases are found.

II. (I. Involvingan angular distance of 90°.

quartz, «- — Hungry quartz, unpromising quartz.
[Australianmininvrtcnn.]— Quartz drift. See -kdri/t.—

Quartz glass, a material obtaiiivd by fusing clear quartz
crystals in the oxy-hydrogen llame and allowing the mol-

pliijre + -ic] In petrog., having the charac-
ters of or pertaining to quartzophyre or
quartz-porphyry.
quartz-reefer (kwart8're"f*r), «. One who
digs or mines at a reef of gold-bearing quartz.

E, E. Morris, Austral English. [Australia.}

ten mass to solidify in noncrystalline fonn. Quartz glass quartZ-reeflng (kwarts re"hng), «. the op-
eration of mining for gold in a quartz-reef.

E. E. Morris, Austral English.

quartzware (kwiirts'war), n. Ware fashioned
out. of pure quartz which has been fused either

by the aid of the heat of an oxy-hydrogen flame
or by that of an electric furnace. It is adapted
for chemical work at high temperatures and
is very resistant against chemical reagents.
See *quartz glass.

quastay (kwosh'i), n. [Also quashee; a gen-
eralized use of 9''os''.'/> Quashee, Qnassy, Quassi,

a frequent name of negroes (see Quassia).
Compare *euffti.'\ A negro. [West Indies.]

quasi-afltoity (kwa-'si-a-fin'i-ti), n. In civil

la'u', the affinity which the law regards as es-

tablished between two persons one of whom
has been betrothed, but not yet married, to
one of the kindred of the other.

In law : (o)

An offense in the nature of a crime, not
amounting to a crime or misdemeanor, which
may be repressed or punished by a forfeiture

or penalty. (6) An offense for which the
master or director of the perpetrator is respon-
silile.

Involun-

or fused quartz is a hard, transparent, and colorless solid
which can be made into rods, tubes, beakers, llasks, and
numerous other utensils for the constrnctitm of which
glass is conmionly used. Quartz gl.iss h.is some remark-
able properties that make it valuable in scientific and
technical work. Theccjelfi-

cient of linear expansion
is exceedingly small. At
0*C. it is less than 1/20
that of ordinary crown
glass and diminishes
rapidly" with falling tem-
peratures (see Fig. 1). At
about— 80° C. the coefficient

becomes zero, and at lower
temperatures is negative.

Quartz glass may be heated
to much higher tempera-
tures than ordinary glass

without softening, and
account of the



quater-centenary

quater-centenary (kwa'tSr-sen'te-na-ri), a.
and«. [L.(y«(((('c, four times, -t- ccntcHariiis.-per-
tainiug to a hundred years.] I. n. Comprising
four hundred years;" including or relating to
an interval of four hundred years.
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queen-bee (kwen'be), n. See 6eei.

queen-cage (kwen'kaj), n. A small box with
a wire-gauze-eoyered opening, constructed for
transporting queen-bees by mail or otherwise

questionary

- . queen-cat (kwen'kat), H. Same as *gMee«l, 9.
n. «. The four hundredth anniversary of queen-of-orchids (kvven"ov-6r'kidz), n. See

some event.

•quaternary, a. 5. Fourfold or tetragonal:
said of the sjTnmetry of crystals. See *sym-
mttri/, 6.— Quaternary number. See*nt(m6er.

quaternio (k\va-ter'ni-6), «. [NL.] Same as
fjiKitiriiion.

quaternion, «. 4. In bool-makiug, a set or
'gathering' of four sheets of paper or parch-
ment folded in two. Blount.

quaternionic (kwa-ter-ni-ou'ik), a. [qiiater- queen's-needlework (kwenz'ne'dl-wferk), n.
iiion + -if.] Of or pertaining to or of the na- The American
ture of quaternions. meadow-sweet,
He . . . seemed more and more inclined, for practical Spiraea Sdlici'

purpttses. to reject the quaternionic analysis, notwith- folia.
standing its beauty and logical completeness, in favor of *

a simpler and more direct treatment of the subject.
Anur. Jour. Sci., Sept., 1903, p. 193.

qnatemity, «. 3. [cap.'} Especially, the
union of four persons in one godhead. Com-
pare triiiiti/, 3.

[The iliuTosiana] instead of a Trinity . . . held a
^uaternitii composed of Ineifability, of Silence, of the
Father, and of the Truth.

*(i' I'd III mil tiipliyUiim
queen's-conch (kwenz'kongk), n. See queen
couch : n. trade-name used by cameo-cutters.
queen-snake (kweu'snak), n. A water-snake
Matrix Icheris, of the central and
United States. Its general color is chocolate
brown, yellowish below, with black and yel-
low markings. Smithsonian Rev. (Nat. Mus.),
1900, p. 104,

queen-wasp
(kwen'wosp),
n. A perfect
female wasp.
N. E. D.
The queen wasp

alone survives the
winter, and depos-
its her tli'st eggs in
the ensuing 8i)ring.

-fe'. Be van, Honey
[Bee, p. 17.

queen-wood
(kwen'wiid), ».

1. A small Aus-
tralian tree of
the bean fam-
ily, Daviesia
arborea, or its

wood, which
may be ob-
tained in logs
from 6 to 12
inches in diam-
eter. The wood
is hard, close-
grained, streak

Echard, Eccles. Hist., p. 349, X. E. D.

quatre (katr), ». [F., < 1j. quattuor, four.]
The number four ; the four in dice ; the four-
spot in cai'ds or dominoes.
quatty (kwot'i), n.

;
pi. quatties (-iz). [Origin

obscure.] A local name for English l^-pence
silver pieces in Jamaica.
quaw (kwa), n. [Also qua, quaa ; short for
qumcmire.'] 1. A quagmire. [Scotch.]

She had seen the lassie rinnin' afore her ower Ithe
quakkin quan and the green morasses o' the Silver Flow o'

Buchan. Crockett, Raiders, xxiii.

2. A hole from which peat has been dug.
[Scotch.]

quawmire (kwii'mir), w. [Var. of quavemire.']
Aqviagmire./ See *g'«aM'. [Scotch.]

quaxilote (kwii-she-lo'ta), n. See *euajilote.

quayage,". 2. Quays collectively; a system
of quays ; space covered by quays.
An outer and an inner port, with a total length of

quayaije 3772 feet Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 443.

quebrachamine (ke-briich'am-in), «. [quchra-
cho + amine.'] A bitter crystalline alkaloid
found in small quantity in quebracho-bark,
Aapidoftp'-rma Quebracho. It melts at 142° C.

quebrachine (ke-bra'chin), n. [quebracho +
-»»cl.] A bitter alkaloid, C21H2PO3N0, found
in quebracho-bark. It melts, with decompo-
sition, at 214-216° C. It is very poisonous.

quebrachite (ke-bra'ehit), n. [quebracho +
-ite^.] The methyl ether of levo-inosite,

C(jHj JO5.OCH3. It is a crystalline substance
found in quebracho-bark, Aspidosperma Qae-
bracho-bhiiico. It melts at 186-187° C.

quebrachoform (ke-brii'cho-form), n. [que-
bracho + -form.'] A product of the same type quel, r. and «
as tannoform but made with the tannic acid quell'-' (kwel)
of quebracho-bark. Buck, Med. Handbook, ' " ~

IV. 246.

quebrachol (ke-brach'ol), n. [quebracho +
-ol.] A crystalline alcohol, C00H34O -t- xHaO,
found in quebracho-bark, Aspidosperma Que-
bracho-bianco, from which it is extracted by
ether, chloroform, or ligroin. It melts at
140° C.

queen^, «. 5. (?*) Same as *qneen-wasp.— 9.
A female cat. In modern catteries the name

Queen's-needlework l^Sfiima saiv
/olia). a, a flower: i. pistil.

quercic (kwer'sik), a. [L. quercus, oak, -I-

-ic] Derived from the oak Quercic acid.
Same as ik'juercin.

querciform (kwfer'si-fdrm), «. [L. quercus,
oak, + -form.} A product of the type of tan-
noform, made with oak-tannin. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IV. 246.

quercimelin (kwer-si-mel'in), n. [L. quercus,
oak, -I- mel(o), melon, -f -hfi.} Same as
quercitrin.

eastern quercimeric (kw6r-si-mer'ik), a. [L. quercus,
oak, -f- Gr. /'(p'K, part, + -ic] Derived from
the oak.— Quercimeric acid, a crystalline acid,
CgHfiOs + H2O, made by heating quercitrin with caustic
potash.

quercin (kwfer'sin), n. [L. quercus, oak, -I-

-j)(-.] 1. A crystalline monosaccharide,
CeHi-.Og, occurring in oak-bark. It is ob-
tained from the mother-liquors of quercite.
It is optically inactive and melts at 340° C.

—

2. A variety of tannic acid, C]riHj209-l-2H20,
found in oak-bark. It is a lignt-brown hygro-
scopic powder. Also called quercic acid.—
3. A bitter crystalline compound found in
oak-bark,

quercitan (kw^r'si-tan), n. [quercite + -an.}
An alcohol, CgH^Q04, formed in smallquantity
when quercite is heated to 240-250° C. It
does not crystallize.

Quercltannlc acid, the kind of tinnin or tannic acid
which occuin in the hark of the various species of oak,
giving value to such liark for the manufacture of leather.
It is a powder of reddish-white color, the alcoholic solu-
tion of which produces a dark-blue color with ferric
chliirid. The formula; C17H16O9 and ('igHjeOio have
been attributed to it.

querCitric (kwer-sit'rik), n. [quercitr(on) +
-ic.} Derived from quercitron, the bark of
the black oak. Quercus re/K*(na.— Quercltrlo
acid. Same as quercitrin.

Quercitron borer, an American cerarabycid beetle,
liriiiihisiinis/iisriiiUig, whose larviB feed upon and destroy
the (iuercitrt>ii-bark in newly felled trees. Also cidled
quercitron ttark-ttorer.

Quercy phosphorites. See *phosphorite.
querent* n. 2. In horary astrol., the person
who asks the question.
querflote (kwar'fle-te), n. [G.] The German
name for the transverse or cross-flute.

ed with beautiful pink lines, and takes a Querimana (kwer-i-ma'nii), n. [NL., < Pg.

is given only to female cats used for careful
quenastite (ken - as ' tit), n. [Quenast, Bel-aud scientific breeding. Also called ff«ee«-caf. \,,,^^ + .uk} In i,e«<w .', a variety of diorite

The new cattery has a very necessary improvement in
the shape of comfortable houses for the exclusive use of
the queeng. The Animal^World, Aug., 1897, p, 301,

10. The female of a termite or white ant.

See *kingT, 6— Cross-mated queen, a ipieen-bee
which has been fertilized by a dnnie of another race.

—

composed of
blende with quartz

quench, r. t. 6. To produce a series of crusts
on (molten metal), each being taken off as
soon as it is formed.

Hybrid queen, a queen-bee which is the offspring c,f a quench, n. 2. A pit or cavity in which water
queen of one race and a drone of another, or one which is ^

i 4.1 ™ - 1, *. 1 • 1. p^ can be thrown upon hot coke just manufac-
tured in an oven, so as to cool it and leach

queen
mated with a drone of anotlier race.— Pure queen, a
queen-bee of pure blood mated with a drone of tlie same
race.— Queen's 'Bishop's Pawn's defense. See -kde-

/e»i«e,— Queen's Knight's d^bn'.. Same as Vienna
opening. See ';/'"'";/,!).— Queen's parade. See •pa-
ride,— Queen's pipe, a furnace formerly used in Eng-
land for burning smuggled and damaged tobacco. A', E. D.
Also called queen's tobacco-pipe.— Queen's regula-
tions. See king's *re«7«i«f(V<»jt,— Queen's for Kuig's)
Shilling, a shilling formerly given, in Great Britain, t4) a
recruit on enlisting. If he accepted it, he was irrevoca-

bly iMjuuii, nrdess he was bought out,—Tested queen, a
queen-bee whose worker progeny indicate that she is of

a pure race and mated to a pure drfuie of the same race.—Virgin queen, a queen-bee not yet fertilized.

queriman.} A genus of little mullets found
on the South Atlantic coast of the United
States and the Pacific coast of tropical
America.

[Irreg. < L. qute-
rere (pp. qusesitus), seek, ask, -I- -ed.} An er-
roneous form for *quesited.

querulentalt (kwer-i?-len'tal), a. Same as
qucriileulial.

querulistt (kwer'o-list), n. [querul(ous) +
-i.^f. ] A dissatisfied, complaining person,

things that quesitCd (kwe-si ted), a. and n. [L. qua-.titus,

pp. of queererc, seek, ask. See query, question.}

I. a. Sought for; inquired about.
The remains are the Numbers qve^ited.

Jeake, Arithmetic, p, 20, i\', E. D.

II. n. In astro!., the person or thing asked
about.
The future husband, or to speak in astrological par-

lance, the quesited, revealed himself.
The Churchman, May 11, 1901, p. 594.

12. _

Also called question-book. [Scotch.]
*The guilt of Adam's first sin, the want of original

righteousness, and the corruption of my whole nature,' I
said ; for I judged frt>m the look of the man he would
think the better of me if I knew my quextions.

li. L. Stevenson, David Balfour, IIL

Social question, the labor question ; the question of
social reorganization or of socialism or anarchism.

The Anglo-.Saxon ... has within his borders the eman-
cipated but ostracized Negro, the F.nglish Poor I.nw, and

, . - ,-•„,, - , , tho Social Question. A'ldrf, Social Evolution, p. 58,.

lime-soda feldspar and horn- .. _ n a i- ». « ^- j >

artz and sometimes orthoclase. Q.uestionary, n 2. A list of questions deal-
ing withsome topic, such as visualizing power,
expression of emotion, mental habits, or other
mental or psychophysical character easily ac-
cessible to observation, prepared for circula-
tion among a large ntimber of persons, the
answers to which are intended to serve as the
basis of a statistical treatment of the topic.
The questionary was successfully employed
by Darwin and F. Gallon, and has been freely
used of late years by G. S. Hall and his pupils.

It is plain that the drawing-np of a questionary is no
light task, E. B. Titchener, Exjier, Psychol,, I, ii, 388.

high polish.— 2. The wood of the angieo,
Stachychrijsum riyidum. It is very hard, dark
reddish-brown, often streaked with black, and
may be obtained in the form of trimmed logs
from 6 to 10 inches in diameter. See *angico Querited (kwe'ri-ted), p. a.

and I'iptadenia.
"""" ' '' "^

queer 1, v. t. 3. To put wrong (unexpectedly)

;

throw out of its proper status or working; ruin
the success of; render useless by interference
or infelicitous aid. [Slang.]

[He] will queer the whole thing. His appearance be-
fore the National Committee will recall .

knocked Tammany out in 1901.

A'. 1'. Tribune, .Ian. 12, 1904, p. 2.

Without having you come in and queer me right in the
middle of it [my story].

J. L. Ford, Bohemia Invaded, p. 91.

A simplified spelling of quell.

V. i. [G. qucllen, OHG. qiiellan,

well out.] To well or flow out. [Rare.]
Out of a low cave of rock, at the foot of a limestone

crag, the great fountain rose, oiirfKji.'/, and bubbling, and n,,pqt.in-n n 1 2 n7 The Rmnllpr catAp)ii«Tn
gurgling, A-MKzrfey, Water-Babies, i, N. E. J), ^^f?}?^', ",' ^"^-P^: Ale smaller catectiism.

quelP (kwel), n. [G. quelle,

out.] A spring: a (fountain;
which water wells out.

< quellen, well
a source from

He was still singing, and she was the goddess of his
Muse,— the quell of living waters out of which he drew
fresh strength for new lays.

G. Eijerton, Discords, p. 209. A'. E. D.

out the soluble sulphur elements.
From quenches 6 feet below ground 1.400 pounds of coke

are delivered to the charging holes of the water-gas re-
tort 40 feet above ground, the operation consuming but
three minutes, though the effected points are 400 feet
apart and two right angle curves intervene.

Jour. Franklin Inst., Oct,, 1904, p, 286,

quercetagetin (kw^r-set-a-je'tin), n. A yel-
low crystalline I'oloring matter, C27H22O13,
obtained from the flowers of the African man-
gold, Tagetes erecta.

There is a great discrepancy between niy^introspections
and those of other trained observers. .

.'
. on the one

hand, and the mass-results of questiouaries, on the other.
Jour. Philos., Psychol, and Sci. Methods, Jan. 21, 1904,

[p. 39.

8. A questionist. N. E. D.



question-book 1099 quincury

question-book (kwes'ehon-buk), n. 1. A quick-loader (kwik'16"der), n. 1. Apiece of A hand-wheel with spindle and driving-band
school-book in which questions only are meehauism which effects the quick loading of for winding thread on a quill or tube for weav-
pnated, ths pupil supplying the answers, if a gun.— 2. A quick-loading gun. iug. See qiiilfl, S.

he can, from recollection of pre\-ious instruc- quickly, aiU: 3t. As if living; in a lifelike quilt^n. 4. In buildrng, a coarse, rough fabric
tion.—2. The shorter catechism. Also called manner ; to the life. used as a wall-lining in wooden houses.
questions. [Scotch.] Whereon stode a lybbard, crownyd with golde and stones, nnilt.l r f 4 To beat • thmalr < lom ;

'

questionist, H. 3. A professed questioner ;
Temble of cou„tenaunce and passynge fomiydaWe, or raovinciRl 1

'

''specifically'applied to d^ms Scotus\nd other ^^ 5'"«- ^-''>»"--- A-^e -• h»,e.^,^
^ ^^__

provmc:al.]

schoolmen.

^^-
f,^^^'^ ,^,^^.^^,) „ j^ quicksand (kwik'sand), .. . 1. Tocatchin

The animal and the cart became qvicksanded.
Westminster Oazette, May 20, 1899, p. 6. If. E. D.

2. To COver with quicksands : as, a quicksanded
coast.

quick-saver (kwik'sa'ver), n. Naut, an old-
fashioned device in the way of a span to pre- . o ,, -, ..s rrtr i-T j- «n o
veut the courses (lowest sails) from bellying IjJ?".* "^^^ '^^^' '* 1^^*^^* Indian?] Same as

[F.] Same

question-mark
printhxi. an interrogation-point.

•questionnaire (kes-tyo-nar'), n.

as *qiu-stio>ianj, 2.

The answer is, as questioniuiiTe returns plainly show,
that it means very ditferent things to different believers.

Amer. Jour. Relig. Psychol, and Education, May,
[1904, p. 50.

questorial (kwes-to'ri-al), a. [L. questor +
-i-n/i. j (3f or relating to a questor, or his office.

[Slang
J

quilt^ (kwilt), V. i. and t. [Origin obscure.]
Toswallow; swallow (something). [Prov.Eng.]

quilt^ (kwilt), n. The point in the throat
where swallowing begins.

quilting, «. 6. Nmit. : (a) A beating with a
rope's end. (6) A coating for a water-vessel
(such as an earthen monkey or jar), formed
of sennit, rope-strands, etc.

[West Indian?]

too much when the ship was off the wind. *boJe.

quest-rope (kwest'rSp), n. '[Altered,"to'"suIt Quicksilver, n. 2. A term popularly applied dmn^j^ne (kwi-nal'din)
^ *^

• . ^"~ I
. ' .. t"<^b„o,„oi„o,v,^f ,v,„T.curyandtinonthebaek a{ehyde) + -ine^.]to the amalgam of mercury i

of a common mirror.
a supposed etymology, from (luest-rope, earlier

guess-ri>pe.'] Same as guess-rope. • i_ i- i_ /, •, , ^-n ^ , „ . ,

,

quet(ketorkwet),». [QMe7(e/fO, a noted Belgian QUlck-stlck (kwik stik), adv. Quickly; with-

statistician.] A proposed unit of consuming- out delay; shortly.

power designed to reduce to a common basis ,>,'^'"%'rtl'°"'
ha' what mnst kill him inside.

. . If

f,
^-

c c ! \- X. j-iT there it (the sword 18 left, die he must, and fjuici «(ic* ,

•

the consuming-power of families which differ inflammation is set up already.
in sex- and age-composition. The consuming- It. D. Blackmore, Erema, Ivi.

power of an infant of less than one year is In qulck-stlcks, in short order,

reckoned at unity, and one tenth is added for quick-water (kwik'wa'ter), n. That part of

every year up to 20 for females and up to 25 a stream which has fall enough to create a de
for males
The object of such a table ... is ... to furnish an

apparatus by which the expenditures of families of differ-

ent composition may be reduced to some unit for com-
parison. Engel desired t^) give this unit the name of
Quet, after the famous lielgian statistician Quet«let

li. Mai/o-Sinith, Statistics and Economics, p. 50.

Qu^telet's curve. See *curi-e.

quetenite (ket'e-nit), n. IQuetena (see def.)

-f- -(7f2.] A hydrous sulphate of ferric iron

cided current: opposed to *still-water.

quidding (kwid'ing), n. [quid^ + -oif/l.] The

Iquina + al-

_ A base, a-methylquinoline,
used in the preparation of certain artificial

dyestuffs. Also chinaldine.

quinalgene (kwi-nal'jen), n. Equina + {an)-
dlgenc.} Same as '^'analyene.

quinalizarin (kwin"al-i-za'rin), n. Iquin(a)
+ alizarin.'] A compound, (OH)2CgH2-
(CO)2C8H2(OH)2 or 1,2,5,8-anthraquinone-
tetrol, made from alizarin and otheranthraqui-
none derivatives; alizarin *Bordeaux (which
see). It crystallizes in deep-red needles with
a green metallic lu.ster, and is used as a dye.

forming, by an animal, of balls of weli-ciJewed quinaphthol (kwi-nat'thol), n. \_qui{na) +
food which are dropped into the manger or on
the floor of the stall instead of swallo%ved, on
account of difficulty or painfulness of swal-
lowing as a result of some disease of the
mouth or throat. U. S. Dept. Agr., Eep. on

^„ Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 22.

and magnesium occurring in reddish-brown Quiescent ether. See *ctlicr^.

crystalline masses: found in Quetena, Chile. QUiet, r. t.~To quiet title. See*«H«.

flueyou, queyu (kwa-6'), ». [Also lu-ay ,- quietant (kwi c-tant), «. [LL. gmetans, ppr.

Negro-Eng. (in D. spelling) hcejoe, < Arawak ^f qimtare, make quiet: see quiet, !•.] That
(in D. spelling) kiwejoeti.] A small apron made '"'^'«'' fl"'ets or tends to make quiet,

of bark sti-iDgs, worn by the Indians of Guiana. ^ nocturnal quietant and hypnotic.

When the Indians are in contact with the " '^- "'""'' Therapeutics, p. 340. .V. E. D.

whites, beadedstringsare usedinijlaceofbark Quietula (kwi-et'u-lii), w. [NL., dim. of <?(«- . ,. , . , .

strings. [Guiana.] <?/««, quiet. See guiei, n.] Agenusof gobioid aimazoline (kwi-naz o-lin),

quezal, «• Same as quetzal. fishes found on the Pacific coast of North
quia-qula (ke-a-ke'a), n. [Appar. a West In- America.

diau name.] Same as scad^, 2. quil, «. and v. A simplified spelling of quill.

quica (ke'kii), «. A small opossum, Didclpliys quilers (kwi'lferz), n. [Also quoilers, dial, va-

quica, about the size of a rat, found in north- "ant of coilers, < coin, r.] The breeching-

ern South America and Brazil. strap of a harness. Eng. Vial. Diet. [Prov.

Quichuan (ke'chp-an or keeh'wan), a. and n. Eng. and XJ. S. (Pennsylvania).]

Of or pertaining to the Quiehua, the principal quill^, n. 14. In mach., a hollow shaft; a
native tribe of Pern; the Quichua language. cylinder; a pipe; specifically, in a turbine,
Quichuist (k6'cho-ist),)i. [t'ip. (Juichuista ; as the hollow shaft which carries the revolving

' - ,. . .

-
blades or blade-wheels.Quichua + -ist.'i One who is proficient in the

Quichua language.

quicks a. 8. Very elastic: as, a gMt'cfc billiard
cushion. liccreation, XIV. Ixii. (advt.).

The blade wheels are mounted on a large central quill.
Ain*;r. Inventor, June 1, 1904, p. 247.

Knight of the quill. See *knight.

quick^ (kwik), n. In mining, an abbreviation quilll, r. t. 3. To insert or adjust the quills

of quirX-silrer. [IT. 8.] of (a harpsichord or spinet).

quick-action (kwik'ak'shon), a. Acting quillaic (ke-la'ik), a. [quillai + -ic] De.
quicklv or in the shortest possible time, rived from quillai-bark.-^QuUlalc acid, an acid— Quick-action valve. .See irvalve. obtaine<l from the extract of quiinii-hark.

quick-birth, (kwik'bferth), «. The birth of a quillay (ke-li'), n. 1. Same as quillai.— 2.

living child ; a birth in which the child is born In Argentina, same as *coromllo.

alive. Same as *liie-l)irth.

quick-bom (kwik'born), a.

bom.
Born alive; live-

I saw your Romulus . . .

Slay his own twin, quick-born of the same worab,
Because he leapt a ditch.

Byron, Deformed Transformed, L 2.

quill-bark (kwil'biirk), n. Cinchona-bark in
rolls or quills.

quill-box (kwil'boks), n. See ^slip-cup.

quill-fish (kwil'fish), n. The common name
of a rare fish of the northern Pacific, the sole
representative of the family Ptilichthyidse.

See Plilirlithi/s, with cut.
quicken^, r. t. 6. In nav. arch., to give a quill-flattener (kwil'flat'nfer), n. An imple-
greater curve to— Quickening liquid, a weak sola
tion of one of the salt* of niercuiy into which, prepara-
tory to electroplating, nieUiIIic articles ai-e dijjped, in
order to cleanse the surface and coat it with an extremely
thin film of mercury, so that the silver afterward de-
posited may adhere flnnly.

Quickening of merctiry, a process of treating mercury
whereby its eltectiveness is restored. When, in the amal-
gamation prriuess for extraction of the i)recioUB metals from
their ores, mercury hiis iiccome ' floured ' or reduced to
minut« globules, coated with sulphid or oxid so that
they will not run together or take up particles of gold or
silver, the surface of the metjil may be cleansed, and its

effectiveness restored, by treatment with a solution of
potassium cyanide or dilute nitric acid, or by addition of
a little sodium amalgam.

quick-fire (kwik'fir), a. Same as *rapid-fire.

quick-flux (kwik'fluks), «. In early chein., a
mixture of three parts of niter, one of sulphur,
and one of sawdust, which, pressed into a nut-
shell about a small silver coin and set on fire,

burned fiercely and produced so high a tem-
perature as to melt the coin.

Qutll-flattener of Antler: one eighth nat
Ural size. (In American Museum of

Natural History, New York.)

naphthol.'] A trade-name of a X-iroduct of the
union of quinine and /3-naphthol sulphonate,
offered for medicinal use in typhoid fever, in-
testinal tuberculosis, dysentery, etc. Also
chinaphthol.

quinary, a. 3. Based upon five.

Of the notations based on human anatomy, the quinary
and vigesimal systems are frequent amtmg the lower
races. F. Cajori, Hist. Elementary Math., p. 3.

Quinary notation, in arith., the system with radix five.

quinaseptol (kwin-a-sep'tol), n. Iqidna +
(aiiti)sept(ic) + -o(.] A trade-name of a hy-
droxyquinoline-sulphonic acid. It is used as
an antiseptic. Also called cKaphthol.

n. The name
.CH = N

given to phenmiazin, CaE.,< i , and
" *^N =CH

to its derivatives. It crystallizes in leaflets
which melt at 48° and it boils at 243° C.

quincel, «— Black rot of quince. See blaclt -krot (<•).— Native quince, .^ame as *hitter-bark, 1.— Quince
bag-worm. See *ba(j-U'onn.— Quince leaf-spot. See
•klea/spot.

quince-borer (kwins'b6r"6r), n. The round-
headed apple-borer. See *apple-horer.

quince-curculio (kwins'ker-kii"li-6), n. An
American curculionid beetle, Conotracliclus

craisegi, which in-
jures quinces and
crab-apples, ovipos-
iting in the young
fruit within which
its larvaa subse-
quently feed.

quincenten'nial
(kwin-sen-ton ' i- al),

a. and n. [L. qiiin-

(que), five, -I- NL.
centetuiium, a hun-
dred years, -f- -a/'.]

I. a. Relating to a
period of five hun-

dred years; happening every five hundred
years: as, a qidncentennial ce\ehTat\on.

II. n. A five-hundredth anniversary.

quince-rust (kwins'mst), n. See *r««<l.

quince-slug (kwins'slug), n. Same as pear-
sliiy.

l^g quincubital(kwin-kii'bi-tal), rt. [h. quin(que),
five, + E. cubital.] In ornith., possessing a
fifth cubital remex or secondary quill.

The swifts are quincubitat.
Wray, I'roc. Zool. Soc, 1887, p. 348.

quincunx, n. 4. A Roman brass coin of five
uncia;.— 5. A reliquary in the shape of a cross,
the four parts of which can be folded over
the central one. Falloics.

gnat; also an quincuriont (kwin-kii'ri-on), n. [quincury +
imitation of it, -on, as in centurion.] A' leader of five men.
used as a lure A'. E. D. [Rare.]
in fishing. quiucury (kwin'kil-ri), n. [L. quinque, five,

quill-wheel + -uria, as in ceniuria, century.] A body of
(kwil'hwel), n. five men. JV. E. Z>.

Qi ince.curcuno (Conotrachttus

. beetle in outline; b, dorsal
tt. Three times natural size.

ment used
by the North
American In-
dians to flatten

pore up in e
quills to
used for em-
broidery. Sci.

Amer. Sup.,
.Tulv 23, 1904,

p. 23878.

quill-gnat
(kwil'nat), n.

A species of



quindecad 1100 quinua

qoindecad (kwin-dek'ad), n. [L. quindec(im), quiiioid (kwin'oid), a. [quina + -ohl.'] Des- quinquecuspid (kwm-k-we-kns'pid), a. Same
fifteen. + -a<P (after decad).'] A set or series ignatiiig compounds containing the grouping as *quinqnec\ispi(}ate.

of fifteen. II quinquecuspidate (kwin-kwe-kus'pi-dat), a.

quindecanele (kwin-dek'ang-gl), n. [L. /C - C\ /C = C\ [L. quinque, five, + 'E. cuspidate.] Having
quindec(iin), fifteen, + angulus, angle.] A = C^ JC or = C( )C=,whicliis five cusps or tubercles; quinquetubercular.
quindeeagon. X. Et D. [Rare.] \C=C/ \C = C/ quinquelateral (kwin-kwe-lat'e-ral), a. [L.

qtlindecennial (kwin-de-sen'i-al), a. and n. characteristic of a quinone. Also quinonoid. quinque, five, + latus ((a<er-), side, + -oJl.]

iL.gKDirfeciw, fifteen, +'o«nHS, year, + -i-fl?l.] quinoidine(kwi-noi'din), n. [quinoid + -ine^.'] Five-sided.

. a. Of or consisting of a period of fifteen Same as chinoidine. quinqueloculine (kwin-kwe-lok'u-lln), o. [L.
years. quinol (kwin'ol), n. Iquina + -oWi Same as quinque, five, + loculus, a little place, a cell,

IT. H. A fifteenth anniversary. hijdroquinone. + -iHel.] Having five loeuli or chambers, as
quindecylic (kwin-de-sil'ik), a. [L. gwifi- quinolepidine (kwin-o-lep'i-din), ». [gwina + the shells of some Foraminifera ; quinque-
deci^im), fifteen. + -yl + -ic] Same &s*pen- tcpidiiie.'i Same as *7e/«dmel. locular.

tadeeylic.—QaSjxiecjiic acid. Same as *pentade- qulnolic (kwi-nol'ik), a. Iquinol + -ic] Be- quinquemolecular (kwin"kwe-mo-lek'u-lar),
cijlic deiii {b). rived from quinoline— Qulnolic acid, a crystalline a. [L. quinque, five, + E. jwoVecw/e + -ar3.]
qoindekagon, ». See quindeeagon. substance, C9Ha02N(X02) or nitrodihydnixyquinollne. Consisting of, or relating to, five molecules.
quinene (kwin'en), «. Iquina + -ene.'] A made by oxidizing cinehonine with nitric acid. It forms The velocity and mechanism of the reaction between
crystalline alkaloid, CoaHooON,, made by salts with both acids and bases. potassium ferricyanide and potassium iodide in neutral

Txn.linr, ri.iIninA ohlArirl wiffi (.nfiatif nntn«h qUinOline, n.—Qulnollne red, an artificial dyestuff, a aqueous solution. ... The velocity of this reaction cenboiling quinine Chlona Wltll caustic potasn
ji^^jvative of quinSdine : also used in the preparation of be investigat«d by titration of the iodine liberated ; the

dissolved in absolute aleonol. it melts at orthochromatic photographic plates.— Quinoline yel- simplest interpretation shows that it is quinquemo-
81-82° C. low, an artificial dyestutf, the sodium siilt of (luinoline- lecular. Nature, May 14, 1903, p. 46.

quinetum (kwi-ne'tum), n. [quina + -etum, pbthalon-sulphonic acid, applied t« animal fabrics, wool,
q^jjjq^gjg^^jg^j (kwin-kwe-ra'di-al), a. [L.

a neut. participial ending.] A trade-name of JJ'jjj'^j.j^jg (kwiu-6-lin'ik), a. ^quinoline + quinque, fi^e, + radius, r&y, + -at^.] Having
a mixture of the alkaloids from CwcW "*.,.g., Derived from quinoline.-QiinoUnlc acid,

five rays, as some echinoderms
;
pentameral

;

succirubia, used medicinally m the treatment
,„) \ cryBtalline acid, C5K3N(C0OH)2 or pyridine-dicar- quinqueradiate. E. R. Lanl-ester, Treatise on

of intermittent fever in malarial districts, bonic acid, made by oxidizing quinoline from coal-tar or Zoology, III. 1.

Also cliineium. cinchoninebynieans of potassium pennanBanate. It be- quinquetuberCUlv (kwin"kwf'-tu-ber'kii-li), n.

quingentenary (kwin-gen'te-na-ri), «. ai^d ». Tlar al^rr'yltumJfcidmZlbVt^id^^^^ lqu,nquetul.ercul(ar) + -yS.] 'The fact ' or
[Li. quingenti, nve hundTea, + -en-ary, as in nne with potassium permanganate. It melts at 143° C. condition of having molar teeth with five
centenary.'] S&me a,s quincentenary. [Rare.] Q^juoneaiojjijQea crystalline substance, CeH4(N.0H)2, cusps or tubercles. H. F. Osborn, in Bull.

quinhydrone (kwin-hi'dron), n. [quin(one) which occure as short colorless or long yellow needles Araer. Mus. Nat. Hist., June 28, 1902, p. 179.
+ hi/dr(onuin)one.'] A dark-green crystalline which decompose at 240' C. It is made by treating g^jjjQ^gyg^jgjjpg ( kwin-kwev ' a -lens ), n.

compound, C6H<Oo.C6H4(OH)2, made by mix- ?;ranli;n^'''"»^ir"Virx°?L^^^^^^^ IquTuquevalcnit) + -ce.] The state of being
ing solutions of quiuone and hydroquinone, Quinone ^ monoxlme, C((H4(0H)(X.0H), a pale quinquevalent

; pentavalence.
by the partial reduction of quinone, or by brownish-green crystalline substance made by boiling quinquevalency (kwin - kwev ' a-len -si), n.
partly oxidizing- hydroquinone by means of gXiX"ol^l^lh llJU^^tfItS^^^ S>ime n. *quinqueva1ence. ;• "

ferric chlorid. It breaks down into quinone xuo cu\\eiiparaniiri>g,iphenol. qiunquevirate (kwin'kwe-vi-rat), n. [h.qmn-
and hydroquinone when boiled with water, quinonoid (kwin'o-noid), a. [quinone + -aid.] (fueviralus, <. quinquevir, one of Ave men.'] In
and melts at 171° C. Same as *qiiinoid. Rom. antiq., a temporary board of magistrates

quinine, ".—Brandes's teat for quinine. See*(es(i. quinophenol (kwin-6-fe'nol), n. [quina + or commissioners consisting of five men. See— riorlaa quinine. Same as /ecer-tree, 2.— Wild nhennl 1 A cnlnrles's prvstalline substance auinauerir.
aulnlne, PorfV«!-»m tn^fffriXoimm, a bitter weed of ?"^?!^J

t '^ tt xt Vi V ° v ' J«{^^»^^ „ r . „ j. J9 -i

fliTsoitllern l-nited States, sometimes called 4m<irfca» (OH.jCeHs.CsHgN or 8-hydroxyquinoIme, qjUnSied (kwin Z\A), a. [qumsy + -ed^.]

feverfew. See I'arihenhim. made synthetically. When cold it has the Having quinsy; having been attacked by
quinine-bush (kwin'en-bush or kwi'nin-bush), odor of saffron, but when heated it smells quinsy.

n. The bear-brushy Garrya Fremontii : so like phenol. It becomes yellow when dis- quintl, «.— Quint major, the five highest cards in any

called because its leaves served pioneers in solved in acids, alkalis, [and dilute alcohol. *".''-.„
,, . ,, , , , . . • , ^ .

the place of quinine. It melts at 75-76° C. <1"1°* (^'?/)' "• An abbre^nation of *3«,n.

quinine-tree (kwin'en-tre or kwi'nin-tre), n. quinopyrin (kwin-o-pi'rin), n [quina + (anti)-
"^J-^-^ „!« obifgVto stop, the chain of his pacing qui«t

1. The hop-tree, Ptelea trifoUata.—2. In pyrin.] A trade-name of a solution of having given way.
»- »»-

Australia: (a) the horseradish-tree, Gyro- quinine hydrochlorate and antipyrin, for Daai/ .Vews (London), June 8, 1897, p. ».

stemon cotinifolius ; (h) Petalostigma quadri- medicinal use as a febrifuge. quintain^ (kwin'tan), n. [L. grMiHtaHw*, of the
loculare. See *bitter-bark, 1. quinoral (kwi-no'ral), n. [quin(ine) + (cIil)o- fifth. See qtdntain^.] Same as *cinqmin, 2.

auininic (kwi-nin'ik), a. [quinine + -ic] ''«'•] An oleaginous bitter liquid containing quintane (kwin'tan), n, S&me &s pentane.

Related to or derived from quinine.- Qulnlnlc
''•'loval and quinine : a hypnotic. quintantt (kwin'tant), n. [L. quintus, fifth,

acid, a crystalline compound, CjiHgNO..,, made by oxi- quinotannic (kwin-0-tan'ik), a. [quina -t- tan- + -ant.] One fifth of a circle. TVallis, 1684.
dizing quinine by means of chromic anh'ydrid dissolved nic.] Noting an acid, a very hygroscopic vel- quintemion (kwin-ter'ni-on), n. [L. quintus,
in dilute sulphuric acid. It melts, with decomposition, low ghicoside found in cinchona-bark. When fifth, + E. (9tto«V""V>n.]

" A set of five sheets
" ." ."'"." .,•.,... . i „ J hydrolyzed with dilute acids it yields sugar of paper or parchment: a term in bookbind-

quininize (kwin in-iz), «. «.; pret and pp ^nd cinchona red. Also called c»i«7(0«ata««ic ing. .Y.£.Z>
^ammzed, ppr. qmmmzxng. [qmmne + -tze.]

^^^.^ quintet, n. 2. A bicycle made to carry five.
^a.me as cincnomze.

qtlinovic (kwi-no'vik), a. [quinovUn) + -ic] We would rather be spared the sight of two ?i/tn(f(*

^tZSX&iseft Council''-69o°l d' ^tll P*'"^^? i^"-"-"

quinovin. Quinoylc afld a taste- -"«
T^^^i^tS^f^J^X Oct^t'l896, p. 7. .v. E. D.taming 10 rne ^^uinisext i.^ouncii, Dy.d A.u., lue less crystalline compound, C32U460g or C33H50O7 (?), oc- ,,j»,4.iin^», , TT n 'SI t

' t'W
complement of the fifth and sixth ecumenical curring in tormentilla-root : also made by the hydrolysis qUUliUllOn, «. U.. ". JNOting a quintilnon;

councils held at Constantinople. See Con- of quinovin. It decomposes at 300* C. the cardinal numeral corresponding to a quin-

stantinopolitan Councii, under Co»s<a»tinoj)oi- quinovin (kwi-no'vin), ». See*kinm'in. tillion: strictly a collective noun. See hun-

it^tn. quinoxalin (kwin-ok'sa-lin), ». [quina + ox- '''i^^''
"• .. ,„ . ^- ,-,,. ^,, „,

auinite (kwin'it), n. [quina + -ite2.] A aliis) -\- -in-2.] A STOthetic crystaUine base, QUintocubltal (kwin -to-ku bi-tal),a. The
^uVT v''"'" '^/) "• ^J -n ,r\-a\ ^^ -lA Ai TTf— PH-f!-N— flH amended, but later, form of *qmncubttal.
bitter-sweet substance, OeHio(OH) or 1,4-di- ±lO_L.±l o jn _l,h.

Pumtft 800
hvdroxyhexahydrobenzene, made by the action II I •

^^ ^^y ^^ ^^S^^^^^ JJZ£,\\v.f*X.r,, r^.^ t- Wh- + 1 ^^
of sodium amilgam and carbon dioxid on di- HC = CH-C-N = CH quintocubltalism (kwin-tp-ku bi-tal-izm), n.

ketohexamethvllne. It melts at 144° di Also as quinoline with the CH group in the para [qu»,tr;cub,tal + -'«'«•] I" orn,th the fact or

called oHinttoi" position to nitrogen replaced by a second eonditionof having the fifth secondary feather,
caiiea quiniwi..

r •.. j. 7 n o atom of nitroffen
"= '^ '

with its coverts, present. Trans. Linnean
quinitol kwin'i-tol), n. [3«jmte + -0?.] Same atom ot nitrogen

_ Soe (London), Oct., 1901, p. 221.
as *quinite. quinquagenary (kwm-kwaj'e-na-n) a. and n.

-,,,„>' „7kaTtoft^«r^ < ll nuintu^ five 1
«r,ini,a,HT, rtwir, i ra'rinl r, ^nuina + (ah [L- quinquaqenarius, consisting of fiftv, < quin- 'i^^^'^ (kaii-ton ), n. it .,

<. U. quintus, bve.]
quinizann (kwin-i-za rm), n. [qmna -t- (ai)- i- ^ j ./ q' „ „„ „,„\,r.„„^^^!„.i„„ The French name of the obsolete treble viol
izarin.] A red, or lyellowiEh-red, crystalline 3'J«!7'»to, fifty.] Same as qumquagenanan.

^^..^^^ ^^^ ^^ _ g^^ ^..^,^ ^^ ^ ^^^^
substance, C6H4(CO)2C6H2(OH)2 or 1,4-dihy- quinquagesimal (kwm-kwa-jes i-mal), a. and

^..,^,^,1

droxyanthraquinone, made by heating together «• [h jmrnpiagesimus, fiftieth (< 5""«2'.'«-
quintuplet, «. 4. A bicycle for five riders

;

phthalic anhydrid and hydroquinone ; also in fiTiiita, fifty), -I- -«/l.] 1. a. Fiftieth; pertain- "^^^jj^jj^^

other ways. It gives blue solutions with al- ing to the number fifty.
quintuply (kwin'tii-pli), adv. In a fivefold

kalis. It melts at 192-193° C. 11. ». A fiftieth. manner; with five times as much.
quinoform (kwin'o-form), n. [quina + for- quinquanglet, (kwm'kwang-gl), (i. andn. [L. quint-viola (kwinf ve-o-'lii), «. In organ-
m(aldehyde).] A dry, bulky powder formed by gt«"r/"e, five, -H an(/!(i««, angle.] I. a. Hav-

ft„,-M;„j,, a .stop of the gamba class, but yield-

precipitating an aqueous extract of cinchona ing five angles. jug tones a twelfth above the pitch of the keys
to which formaldehyde has been added with II. "• A pentagon. used.
hydrochloric acid: used as a dusting-powder quinque-angle t, quinque-angulart (kwin- quinua (ke ' noa), n. [Also quinoa; Quichua
in dermatology. Also cMnoform. kwe-aiig'gl, -ang'gu-liir;, a. [C. quinque, five, quinua.] A nutritive plant, Chenopodium

quinogen (kwin'o-jen), n. [quina + -gen.] + ii. angle, angular.] Pentagonal
;
quinquan- Quinoa, ot the Peruvian and Bolivian high-

An intermediate' product, dimethylquinogen, gular. lands, growing at altitudes of 12,000 feet and
CH3C(OH)-COCH3 quinquecarinate(kwin-kwe-kar'i-nat), a. [L. more. The white millet-like seeds of one of

I
, formed in the synthesis quinque, five, -t- E. carin'ate.] Having five the varieties are one of the chief vegetable

CH2COCOCH3 ridges, like some of the scales on certain alimentsof the Indians and are generally eaten

of p-xyloquinone from diacetyl; also, a simi- lizards, or the carapace of the lyre-turtle, by all classes. The name has been adopted

lar product obtained in the synthesis of duro- Dermochelys. Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1903, generally in the Spanish language as the name
quinone. 11. 70. of the plant.

a



quinzain

Qulnzain, «. 1. (6) A period of fifteen days
(in modern calculation fourteen, leaving out

the day of the feast) after a church festival,

on the principle 6t the octave of a feast : as,

the 5«tHcai» of Easter.—3. Some event, social

or other, which occurs every two weeks.

Aunt Sue intended to have Quinzaines (tortnightly

soirees) this winter, if it had not been for the death of

Tom O'Siillivan and Ellie's illness,

Mrg, Hawthorne, quoted in J. Hawthorne, Nathaniel
[Hawthorne and his Wife, IL 85.

quire*, r. t. 2. To nest within a once-folded

outer sheet (one or more sheets of paper of

the same size similarly folded); impose and
print (separate pages of type) so that they can
be properly outsetted or insetted in consecu-
tive order.

Qnirinal (kwir'i-nal), a. and n. [L. Quirinalis

(ft. Quirinak), <. Qtiiriniis. See Quirinalia.]

I, a. Relating to Quirinus or to the Quiriual
Hill (one of the seven hills of Eome) or to the
modern royal palace (a former summer palace
of the popes) which is built upon it.

n. n. The palace of the Quirinal ; hence,
the Italian Court.
Quiritian (kwi-rish'an), n. IQuirites + -ia».]

One of the Quirites; a Roman citizen.

Quirivelia (kwir-i-ve'li-S), n. [XL. (Poiret,

1804), from kiriicael, or kirriicet, the native
Ceylonese name of Q. frutescens.'] A genus
of plants belonging to tne family Apocynaceee.

There are 5 or 6 species, natives of India, the

Malay Archipelago, and Australia. See Ich-

noearjiiin.

quirlicue (lrw6r'li-kii), n. Same as curlicue.

(mirquincho (ker-ken'cho), n. [Aymard of

Bolivia.] A smaU species of armadillo in-

digenous to the elevated plateau of Bolivia

;

any armadillo.

qnisby (kwis'bi), n. and a. [Origin obscure.]

I. n. An idler; one who does not or will not
work. [Slang.]— Doing qnisby, idling; not work-
ing. [.Slang. |

.N. K p.

n. a. 1. Not quite the thing; queer. X.
E. D.— 2. Without money ; 'hard up.' [Slang,
in all uses.]

To say that a man is without money, or in poverty.
Borne persons remark that lie is down on hia luck, . . .

in Queer .Street, . . . quigh}/, . . . sold up, in a fix.

Uoxuehoid Ward; .Sept. 24, 1853, p. 76.

quisqneite (kwis'kwe-it), «. A carbonaceous
mineral, resembling asphaltite, peculiar in

containing a large amount of sulphur. It

occurs in Peru with the vanadium sulphid
called *patrimte.
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qnisutach (ke'such), n. The silver salmon,
Oncorhynchus tnilktschitsch or 0. kisutch : same
as *kisutch. See salmon, 2 (d).

quitl, a.—To cry quits, to declare one's self even with
another, in the matter of debta or demands of any kind.
See to be quits, under quitl, a.

quitl Ckwlt), n. [quit^, r.] A term intro-
duced by Professor H. A. Newton to denote
the point on the celestial sphere from which
the motion of a body is at any moment di-

rected : thus, the earth's quit is always a point
on the ecliptic about 90° east of the sun. The
quit is opposite to the goal. See *goal^, 7.

quitel, adr—Quite so. (')) Quite rijjht; quite in the
right way ; quite well. [Slang, Kew Eng.]

It was this way (you 're rowin' quite so, Harve), an' I

tell you 'cause it 'a right you orter know.
a. Kipling, Captains Courageous, iii.

quitted (kwit'ed), p. a. [pp. of quif^, r.] In
iiliist and bridge, said of a trick when it is

turned down and the fingers have been re-

moved from it.

quitter^, n. 3. One who quits or gives up in

the face of difficulties; one who has not the
courage or determination to finish what he
undertakes to do. [CoUoq.]

Our plans have worked splendidly, yet here you are,

right on the edge of Italy, crying like » quitter to give it

up. Bookman^ Jan., 1906, p. 512.

4. Specifically, a workman who has the habit
of throwing up his job on slight pretenses.
[CoUoq.]— 5. A young male fur-seal, old
enough to enter the breeding-grounds toward
the close of the season, but not strong enough
and bold enough to hold his ground when dis-

turbed : he therefore quits his place.

A quitter, however, is not a rookery bull until he is in
possession of cows.
Alaskan Seal Fisheries, Senate Doc. 98, 59th Cong., 1st

[Sesa., p. 76.

quitter*, *'.— simple quitter, a local inflammatory
condition of tlie skin and underlying tissues immediately
above the hix)f, resulting in the formation of a slough
with more or less pus.— Skin quitter, an extremely
painful disease affecting the skin directly above the hoof
and resulting in the fonnation of an ulcer.—SubhOmy
quitter, a local inflammation starting at the coronary
band of the htK^f and the adjacent skin, and sjireading

beneath the h<X)f to the sensitive tissue, which becomes
degenemted with pus formation.— Tendinous quitter,
a complication of simple quitter in which the disease has
spread, involving the tendons of the leg and the liga-

ments of the Joint U. S. Dept. A'jr., Rep. on Diseases
of the Horse, 1903, p. 381.

quiverful (kwiv'er-ful), w. As much or as
many as will fill a quiver: generally used with
allusion to Ps. cxxvii. 5: "Happy is the man
that hath his quiver full of them [children]."

quotient

quiver-leaf (twiv'6r-lef), n. The American
aspen or quaking asp, Populus tretnuloides.

quoin, ». 3. The solid angle of a crystal in
which three or more faces meet. Also written
coign.

quoit, n. 4. In archiBol., same as dolmen.
[Local.]

quoiter (kwoi'tfer), n. One who plays quoits.
X. E. D.
quomodo (kwo-mo'do), n. [L. qvomodo, quo
niodn, in what manner : quo, abl. of quis, who,
what ; modo, abl. of modus, manner.] The way

;

the manner.
Mr. Northerton was desirous of departing that evening,

and nothing remained for him but to contrive the quo-
modo, which appeared to be a^matter of some difticulty.

Fielding, Tom Jones, vii. 15.

quor. An abbreviation of the Latin quorum,
of whom or of which.

quot., quotid. Abbreviations of the Latin
quotidie, daily.

quotative (kwo'ta-tiv), a. [quote + -ative.J

Quoting; of the nature of,.quotation ; noting
quotation.

The past tense takes a suffix, -GAn or -GAni, and ap-
pears to be used precisely like our own. Before the quo-
tative, wAnsu'ga, this sufftx takes the form of -afl, unless,
as is bai'ely possible, the latter is the continuative.

Amer. Anthropologist, July-Sept., 1902, p. .S98.

quote-mark (kwot'miirk), u. A quotation-
mark. [Colloq.]

The apostrophe is never used'[in German] for a 7«o(e-
mark. De Vinne, Mod. Book Composition, p. 252.

quotennial (kwo-ten'i-al), a. [L. quotennis,
of how many years (< qunt, how many, -I- an-
nus, year), -(- -a(l.] _0f how many years
(implying a long time).' [Rare.]
The disputes about tythes and boundaries were then

usually settled by bands of armed men. . . Hugh
Stucley was in this state of quotennial warfare with his
cousin Sir Amyas Pawlet from the 17th to the 22nd of
Elizabeth's reign. R. Simpson, School of Shakspere, I. 60.

quotient, «. 2. In geom., if 6 and c are any
two sects, there is always one and only one
sect a such that c = ab : this sect a is desig-

c
nated by the notation -, and is called the quo-

tient of c by h— Quotient bypothesls, in psjieho-

phys. Same as Plateau's -ktheory.— Quotient llmen, in

psychophys., the ratio -^ or— , where r is the standard

stimulus, ro is r plus the upper differential limen, and
r,4 is r minus the lower differential limen.— Quotient
mixture llmen, in psyrhtphys,, the stimulus limen re-

garded in Fechnerian terms as the quotient limen of a
preexisting excitation of the sensorium.



3. An abbreviation (li) of

Radical; {i) ot railway ; (J)

[/. (•.] of rare; (k) [I. c. or

cap.'i of read ; {l}otReaumur
(see thermometer)

;
()h) of

rector ; {n) of Republican ; (o)

[?. C.2 of residence and rc-

sides ; (p) ot response; (<?) of

the Latin Rcspuhlica, 'the

Republic
' ; (r) [?. c. or cap.'] of retired; (s) of

ri!YT; (0 [i. c. or en;).] of rod ov rods ; (u) of

ifoHin, Rome; (c; [/.c. or ca;).] of roori or roorfs/

(w) [/.c] in (/eoHj., of r«rf»H6-(oftheincircle); j-^,

rr,, r<f, denote the ex-radii beyond a, b, c, re-

spectively ; R denotes the radius of tlie eir-

cumeircle; (x) [cap.'] in psychophijsics, an
abbre\-iation of G. Reiz, stimulus.— 4. As a
symbol : (a) In chem., R has been used for

rhodium : more generally, Rli. (6) In elect.,

R or r denotes resistance. (c) In electrotech-

nics, r stands for radius.— The fourth E, reason-

ing. See the three li's, under Ji.

Mr. Mosely agrees with Prof. Armstrong that it is the

fourth "R" wliich makes all the ditlerenue between the
educational result* in the United States and inthiscoun-
trj'. American teachers are right in giving more atten-

tion to the teaching of how to reason in a scientific

manner than is common in English schools.
Nature, June 0, 1904, p. 140.

The R months, those months the names of which con-

tain the letter R : the notion that oysters are in season

only in these montiis is an old one. Tlte Nation, Aug. 6,

1903, p. 115.

p. In elcctrotechnics, the symbol for specific re-

sistance.

ra2 (ra), n. [Sw. r& = Icel. rd, a boundary, a
landmark.] A terminal moraine. Geikie,

Text-book of Geol., p. 1332.

Ka. A chemical symbol of radium. Rd is

more generally used.

B. A. An abbreviation (e) of Rear-Admiral

;

(/) of Eorjdl Arcanum ; (g) of Royal Artillery

(also B. Art.).

raad^ (rad), n. [D. raad = G. rath, counsel,

council, = AS. ried, counsel. See read\ n.]

A council ; specifically, as an abbreviation of

volksraad, a legislative assembly.
raadhuis (rad'hois), n. [D., < raad, council,

+ huts, house.] The assembly-house of a
r.aad. or volksraad.

raadzaal (riid'zal), n. [D., < raad, council,
-1- .-«'(/ = 6. saal, hall.] The assembly-house
or -hall of a raad or volksraad.

rabat^ (ra-baf), 1'. t.
;
pret. and pp. rabatted,

ppr. rabatting. [Also rabatte ; < P. rabattre,

beat down, bring down, etc. See rabate, v.]

In geom., to revolve about an axis in the hori-

zontal pr vertical plane of projection into that
plane.

rabb. An abbreviation of rabbinical,

rabbet, «.—Rabbet ofthe keel, in uourt sMp-building,

a triangular groove cut in a wood keel to receive the in-

ner edge of the garboard-strake which can thus have a
square comer at the joint with the keel to permit the

seam to be readily calked. See cut under keel^, n., 2.

The raltbet of the stem and the rahbet of the stern-post are

similar grooves on those pai-ts to receive the hood-ends of

the outside planking. In iron ships there is no rabbet of

the keel, but the stem and stem-posts are frequently re-

cessed to receive the outside jdating, or the annor-
plates of a war-ship, and to make the exterior surface of

the stem and stem-post flush with the exterior surface of

the plating. Such recess is also called a rabbet of the

stem or stern-post.— Square and rabbet, a square-

edged flat molding, as a listel, separated by a rabbet from
the surface.

rabbinitic (rab-i-nit'ik), a. [rabbin + -ite^ +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the rabbins or their

teachings.

rabbinize (rab'in-iz), v. ; pret. and pp. rah-

binized, ppr. rahbinizing. [rabbin + -iec.} I.

trans. To train in the learning of the rabbis

;

imbue with the spirit of rabbinisra.

II. intrans. To conform to the teachings

of the rabbis ; become rabbinical.

rabbit^, «.—Angora rabbit, a domesticated breed
having long, soft, silky fur, soinetirnes from three to five

inches in length.— Hlinalayan rabbit, a domesticated

breed having the body wintc, and ears, nose, feet, and
tail dark brown; the hair is short and fine.- White

throwing-

rabbit, sometimes applied to the varying hare, Lepus
a}U''n'canus, in its white winter coat.

rabbit-bandicoot (rab'it-ban"di-k6t), n. The
typical spe.cies of bandicoot, I'erameles lagotis,

so called from its long ears.

rabbit-fish, n. 4. A fish, Promethichthys pro-
jnethcus, belonging to the family (lempylidae,

found ill rather deep vrater about the tropical

islands of the Atlantic.

rabbit-monthed (rab'it-moutht), «. Having
a rabbit-mouth ; harelipped

rabbit-stick (rab ' it- stik),

stick, similar to the Aus-
tralian boomerang, used by
the Indians of tlie south-
western United States in
hunting rabbits and other
small game.
rabbit-weed (rab'it-wed),
H. See *ricradenia.

rabble'', n— Mechanical rab-
ble, a mechanical device for

stirring and skinnning iron in

puddling.

rabble-arm (rab'1-arm), n.

An arm or rod by which a
stirring or agitating action
is produced in a bed or
mass of ore under treat-

ment in a furnace. In pud-
dling by hand, the molten
bath is stirred by the pud-
dler's rabble ; in roasting-
furnaces where the metal is not in fusion, the
mass can be mechanically kept from agglom-
erating, and every part be exposed to oxida-

tion by a revolving arm or arms producing
the action of a rabble. Electrochem. and
Metal. Industry, May, 190.5, p. 194.

rabbling-tool (rab'ling-tol), n. Same as rab-
t)l<'i.

Babic tubercles. See ^tubercle.

rabies, n— Dumb rabies, a form of rabies in which
tlieie is i)aralysis of the muscles of tlie jaw and of the legs.

rabiform (ra'bi-fonn), a. [L. rabies, rabies,

+ forma, tovm.'\ Resembling rabies : noting
the symptoms shown by animals which are af-

fected with rabies (hydrophobia).
The death of 18 cattle . . ., 7 out of one herd of 50, all

showing rabiform symptoms.
Yearboolc U. S. Dept. Agri., 1900, p. 214.

rabitlc (ra-bit'ik), a. [rabies + -it-ic.'\ Rabid

;

rabietic : as, rabitie dogs.

Rabitic dogs generally take three days before they die.

Whitmarsh, Pasteur Treatment, p. 33. X. E. I).

Babula (rab'i\-la), n. [NL., < L. rabula, a
brawling advocate, a wrangler, < raberc, rave,

bemad: fiee rabies. '[ A genus of eels of the

family Mursenidx, found on both coasts of

tropical America.
rabulistic (rab-u-lis'tik), a. [L. rabula, a
brawling advocate, a wrangler, + -ist + -ic.'\

Of or pertaining to a wrangler or disputatious

speaker; disputatious.

It is unfortunate . . . to become prematurely interested

in one side of any great open question, but perhaps the
gravest evil is the danger of cultivating U»^ great readi-

ness in speech. This tends to superficiality, loose think-
ing, and rabulistic ratiocination.

O. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 4.37.

B. A. 0. An abbreviation (a) of Royal Agri-
cultural College; (b) of Royal Arch Chapter.

raccontando (rii-kon-tiin'do), adv. [It., ppr. of

raccontiire, narrate. See recount'^.'] In music,

in the style of a narrator, as if reciting.

raccount (ra-kounf), v. t. [F. raconter (= It.

raccontur), < re- + -aconter, account. See
account, v., and cf. recount'^.'] To recount.
[Obsolete or rare.]

Meanwhile let me raccount this, which I heard just
before I left Paris.

K. de Forest, in Harper's Baziir, Sept. 2, 1899, p. 7.30.

race^, «. 7. The circular path traversed by a
horse in driving a machine by a horse-whim;
a gin-ring or gin-race.— 8. In mcch., an an-
nular ring or groove in which the rollers of a
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roller-bearing, or the balls of a ball-bearing,
travel ; a ball-race ; a roller-race. For a roller-

bearing, the race is usually the frustum of a
very flat cone, the rollers being frusta of the
complementary cone.— 9. A narrow passage,
fenced with hurdles, for sheep ; a lane. [New
Zealand.]— Dongola race, a race in which a punt or
the like is propelled by paddling, by three or four pairs

(usually male and female). N. Ji. i).— Open race, a
race in which anyone may compete.— Selling race, a
race run with the underetanding that as soon as the win-
ner is declared he shall be sold at auction.

The selling race at a mile and forty yards, which Head-
light II. at 12 to 1, cleverly ridden by Clawson, captured
in 1:44 3-5. Spirit of the Times, Nov. 12, 1898, p. 417.

race^, n Tldal race, a very swift current induced
by the tide.

At New York a high tide entering from the harbor
reaches the rocky nan-ows of Hell Gate when a low tide

aiTives through Long Island sound ; and six hours later

a low tide from the harbor meets a high tide from the
sound. Thus a rapid current is caused to flow back and
forth in the narrow passage, which was dangerous to
vessels until the channel was widened by blasting away
its reefs. A current of this kind is sometimes called a
tidal race. W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Oeog., p. 122.

race^, n. 5. (c) in agri. and hort., a group of culti-

vated plants, having well-marked differentiating char-

acters, which propagate true to seed except for slight

individual variations. The various groups of peas, beans,

radishes, wheat, oats, cotton, com, etc., commonly re-

ferred t^> as varieties are, in a more restricted sense, races.

Boone County "White, Learning, Reid's Yellow Dent.
Hickory King, etc., are among the best-known races of

fleld-com ; and Peterkin, Peerless, King, Truitt, etc., are

among the best-known i-aces of cotton. Compare *K/r«in2,

1 (d). II. J. Webber, in Science, Oct 16, 1903.—Baumes-
Chaudes race. See Cro-Magnon *rac«.— Cephalic,
chromatic race. See -Acephalie, achromatic.— Cio-
Magnon race, a prehistoric race of Europe, character-

istic remains of which were found in the cave of
Cro-Magnon near Les Eyzi^s, a hamlet on the V^z^re in

Dordogne. The remains belong_ to the mesolithic or early

neolithic period, and the type is characterized by a veiy
long head, low face and orbits, and tall stature. The
skulls from the Baumes-Chaudes cave, Loz^re, called by
Herv6 the Baumes-Cttaiides race, ai'e of the same age and
of similar type.— Ethnic race, a group of closely related
nationalities, speaking closely related languages, and hav-
ing well-marked psychological characteristics in common.
Amer. Anthropologist, April-June, 1902, p. 362.— Glot-
tic race, a group of people speaking related languages.
Amer. Anlhropithi^il.'^t, April-.lune, 1902, p. ZlSrl.—

Laugerle-Chancelade race, the type of man belonging
to the Magdalenian jteriod, characterized by dolicho-

cephaly, high and broad forehead, absence of large super-
ciliary riilges, and heavy cheek-bones. See -kLaugerian.

—Littoral race. See *.4 ttanto-Mediterranean.—Meta-
morphlc race, one of the races wliich have originated
by recent modification and intermixtures from the archi-

morjihic races. Stratz.—Sa,tnTal race, a people whose
culture has not advanced far enough to free it from the

bondage of natural environment.— Protomorphlc
races, in anthmp,, the fundamental races of man.
Stratz.— Race psychology. See -kpsychology.

race^ (ras), n. [race, r.] The heart, liver,

and lungs or lights of an animal, especially of

a calf: same a,s pluck'^, 4.

race^ (ras), n. Same as rase'^-.

race^ (ras), n. [Origin obscure.] A white
splash or mark on the face of a horse or dog

;

a blaze. JV. E. J).

Raceabout.

raceabont (ras'a-bout), n. A sloop-yacht with
a jib, the jib-stay being fastened to a bowsprit.

There were other prizes, of course : the much-coveted
silver cup, called "the Commodore's Cup," for knock-



raceabout

abouts^ pennants for the raceabouts and half-raters, and
a first money prize of twenty-five dollars for the fisher-

men's slo«_ip8. St. Xicholae^ Aug., 1905, p. 865.

race-bit (ras'bit), m. A light bridle-bit with
large loose rein-rings. These rings are fre-

quently three or more inches in diameter.

race-board (ras'bordj, «. 1. The top of the
lay or lathe in a loom on which the shuttle

runs as it is thrown from one end to the other.

T. IT. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 267.

—

2. A gang-plank.
race-cut, ». See *rase-cut.

race-end, «. See ^rase-cnd.

race-horse, ». 4. j)l. A French gambling-
game. iiee2>ctits chctaux (under *chevaJ).

racemamide (ras-e-mam'id), «. Iracemiic) +
(imi(le.'\ The amide of racemio acid, C4H7-
OjN. Also caWed paratartramide.

racemate (ras'e-mat), ti. [racc»i((f) + -aki.]

In chem., the name of any compound obtained,

by replacing the basic hydrogen of racemic
acid by a metal or other basic radical : see
*raccmic acid, under racemic.

racemic, a. 2. In chem., composed of two op-
tically oj)po8ite isomeres. The typical case is

that of racemic acid (see below), but racemic
forms are of frequent oceui-rence among or-

ganic compounds. The racemic form does not
act on polarized light.— Racemio acid. It is

found occjiaionally in ^rape-juice and as a by-prmiuct in

the manufacture of tartaric acid. II is made by heating
tartaric acid with dilute acids or water, especially in the
presence of alumina ; also by crystallizing a mixture of

equal parts of de-Xtro- and levo-tartaric acids, and by the
oxidation of many polyacid alcohols and carbohydrates,

and in many other ways. It is optically inactive and may
be separated into the two isomeric, active tailaric acids

by crystallizing thesodium-annnoniuni salt at a low tem-
perature, or by crystallizing the qiiinicine or cinchoni-
cine salta. It nie'.ts at 2o:}-^W «'., or at 20.S-206' C. when
anhydrous.— Racemic compound, in phys. chem., a
compound whose optical relations are analogous t^j those
of racemic acid. A. Findtay, The Phjlse Rnle, p. 2U.

rac.emism (ras'e-mizm), n. [raeem(ic) -t--t«m.]

In chem.: (a) 'the character of an optically

inactive substance which is separable into two
substances, each of which has the same chem-
ical composition as the other and as the parent
substance, but one of which is dextrorotatory
and the other levorotatory in relation to

polarized light, as ractmic acid may bo sep-

arated into de.xtro- and levotartaric acidsi (i)

Same as *racemi:ation.

It is shown that in single ring nuclei, raeemUm is gen-
erally theoretically possible, and oft*n observed. In the
cases of some double nuclei (as the camphor group) racf-

rnitm appears to be inijwssible owing Uj the peculiar

molecular structure. Science, Aug. 6, 19<>», p. 178.

racemization (ras'e-mi-za'shon), n, [racem(ie)

+ -i~c + -ritian.] The process of rendering
racemic ; the transformation of a single opti-

cally active (dextro- or levorotatory) com-
pound into the racemic form. It involves the
change of one half of the molecules of the sub-
stance into the isomeric form with opposite
optical rotation.

The Catalytic Raceminatum of Amygdaline.
Nature, Nov. B, 1902, p. 24.

racemoid (ras'e-moid), a. Iraceme + -oki.]

Same a.s *niecniic, 2.

Racemose vesicle. See *vcsicle.

racer, » 9. Same as racc-ptofe.— 10. In the
Southern States, applied to the corn-snake,
Callopeliis i/etuliis, a large harmless snake of a
reddish-brown color with redder markings.

race-sense (nls'sens), n. The consciousness
of a race tliat all its members are of a kind
and different from other races.

race-tankard (ras'tang'kilrd), n. A piece of

plate in tlie shape of a tankard given as a
prize to the winner of a race.

raceway, n. 3. In a composing-machine, a
Hjiaee into which type drops ; a device for car-

rying type along.

This machine will select the type, place them In a race-

way an<l move them along until a line is set up ; it then
inserts the exact spaces required and conveys the juHtifled

line to the galley, either leaded or solid, and registers

each line as set Inland Printer, Nov., 1898, p. 178.

4. A protecting tube or other iuclosure sur-

rounding electric wires within a subway or
conduit.

rachiasra (ra-ki-ag'rii), n. [Also rhachiagra;
NL., < Gr. (xixiit spine, -I- uy/xi, a catching.
See podayra.] Gouty or rheumatic pain in

the spine. Also rachigagrn.

rachial^a, n. 2. Painters' colic.

rachialgitis (ra'ki-al-ji'tis), n. [Also rhachi-
algitis ; Nl j. , < Gr. pdx'C, spine, -I- ii'yo;, pain,
+ -itis.'] Myelitis.
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racMform (ra'ki-form), a. [A;so rhachiform ;

Gr. pdxK, spine, + h. forma, form.] Formed
like a rachis.

rachigraph (ra'ki-graf ), n. [Also rhachigraph

;

Gr. paxii, spine, + ypa^eiv, write.] An appara-
tus for recording the outlines of the spine and
back.
His [il. G. Demeny's] thoracometer, the profile in-

scriber, and rachiijrapk have been used in hospitals and
large gymnastic establishments. . . . These apparatus
give the fonn of the body by continuous tracings.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct. 31, 1903, p. 23272.

racMocampsis (ra"ki-o-kamp'sis), n. [Also
rhachiocampis ; NL., <; Gr. jidxii;, spine, +
m/itpif, a bending.] A permanent abnormal
curve of the spine.

rachiocypiiosis (ra'ki-o-sl-fo'sis), n. [Also
rhachiocypbosi.i ; NL., <: Gr. paxiQ, spine, -1-

Kv(jiuai(, humpbacke.d condition.] Same as
cypho.'iis.

rachiokyphosis (ra'ki-o-kl-fo'sis), ». [Also
rhnehiokijphnsis.'] Same as *rachioeyphosis.

rachioparalysis (ra"ki-o-pa-rari-sis), ». [Also
rhachioparalysia ; < Gr,' pd'xic, spine, -I- E. pa-
ralysis.] Paralysis of the spinal muscles.

racMoplegia (ra"ki-o-ple'ji-a), n. [Also rha-
ehioplegia : NL., < Gfr. pdxi^, spine, + vAriyii,

stroke.] Paraplegia of spinal origin.

racMoscolioma (ra"ki-6-skor'i-6'ma), n.

[Also rliaehioscolioma ; NL., < Gr. pdxi(, spine,
-I- aKoUufia, a bend, curve.] Same as scoli-

osis.

rachioscoliosis (ra'ki-o-skol'i-o'sis), «.
[Also rhachioscoUosis ; NL., < Gr. pdxic, spine,
-t- (T/co/zua/;-, a bending.] Same as scoliosis.

rachiotome (ra'ki-o-tom), n. [Also rhachio-
tomc.] The more correct form of rachitome.

racMotomy (ra-ki-ot'o-mi), n. [Also rhnchi-
otoiiiy.'] The preferable spelling of rhachiot-
omy.^

rachiphyma (ra-ki-fx'mS), «. ; pi. racMphymata
(-ma-ta). [Also rhnchiphyma ; NL. , < Gr. pdxic,
spine, + (Jivpa, a swelling.] A spinal tumor.

rachirrheuma (ra-ki-ro'ma), h. [Also rha-
cirrheuma ; NL., < Gr. pdxii, spine, -f- pei/ia,

rheum.] Lumbago.
rachisagra (ra-kis-ag'ra), n. [Also rhachis-
agra.] Same as *rachiagra.

rachischisis. n. The preferable spelling of rha-
chi.<:ehi.si.i.

rachitic, «. 3. Of or pertaining to a mountain
ridgo or range.

.Some HeCiils are given respecting the vegetation of the
c<wist, which south of San Quintin suddeidy becomes
rachitic. Geoff. Jmir. (R. O. S.), XIII. 1X3.

Rachitic rosary. See -kheaded ribs.

rachitism (rfi'ki-tizm), n. \^X\so rhachitism

;

rachit(ic) + -ism.] A rachitic tendency or dis-

position.

rachitomy (ra-kit'o-mi), ». [Gr. pdxi^, spine,
+ -Touia, < raueiv, cut.] Same a,a*rachiotomy
(the more correct form).

Bachycentridae (ra-ki-sen'tri-de), n. pi. [Also
llhuehiieentridie ; NL., < Rnchycentron + -idse.]

A family of fishes including a single species,
Racbyccntrnn canadus, a strong, voracious
shore-fish, found in most warm seas.

Bachycentron (rii - ki - sen ' tron), n. [Also
Ithnchycciitron ; NL. (prop. Eachi-oT Ilachio-),

< Gr. JMxiC, the lower part of the back, +
KevTpm; a spine.] A genus of fishes. See
*liachycentridie.

racing-car (rii'sing-kar), M. A form of motor-
car designed to secure the highest speed for
racing purposes: made with multiple cyl-

inders, and with the weiglit of the car and
frame reduced as far as is consistent with
safety. Such cars have run for considerable
distances at speeds of over 100 miles an hour.
See ^automobile, 2.

racing-cup (ra'sing-kup), n. Same as race-

cup.

racing-line (ra'sing-lin), n. A circle, or one
of a series of concentric circles, turned on the
face of a flange, in which red-lead, flax, or
metallic packing is placed to make a tight
joint.

racing-plate (ra'sing-plat), n. Same as race-

pUitc.

rackl, V. i. 13. To move by means of a rack
and pinion,— To rack down, to tie down : said of

balks and rails i»f a pont^xjn-bridge.

rack', «. 12. A screen composed of parallel

narrow strips of plank or iron, occupying a

racking-bit

vertical or slightly inclined position and placed
across a canal, flume, or mill-race, for tho
purpose of preventing floating objects from
entering the canal or flume.
At the forebay on the hill above the power station the

canal widens into an entrance chamber that is 60 ft. broad
at the racks. These racks are about 20 ft. high and have
a slope that amounts to 4 ft in horizontal projection.

Elect. World and Enrjin., Feb. 13, 1904, p. 807.

13. pi. The sheet piling on the sides of a,

ferry-slip which serves as a buffer for the
boats coming into tho slip. [U. S.]

Another Americanism we miss under Racks, the tech-
nical name for the side plankings or buffers of our feiTy
Blips. The Satian, Aug. 6, 1903, p. 115.

14. A horse all skin and bone; arackabones;
also the bones of a dead, horse used for various
purposes by knackers—Steppedrack,arackwhich
is divided longitudinally into two or more parts, one pai-t

being set ahead of the other and the pinion divided to
match, thus giving a smoother motion than a single rack.
It is also often arranged so that one part of the rack can
be shifted ahead to take up tlie backlash or play in the
teeth. Nasuiith, Cotton Spinning, p. 360.

rack-board (rak'bord), «. Same as jyipe-racl:

rack-deal (rak'del), n. Deal dried in a rack or
frame which exposes it to the air. Also called
air-dried deal.

racketl, M. 6. Hustle; the quality of ' getting
there.' [Slang.]

He had ... no progressiveness, and no "racket."
Bret Harte, Openings on the Trail, iii.

To stand the racket, (a) To stand the consequences.
See racked, n., 4. (6) To stand the strain. [Slang in
both uses.]

Iver proposed to him to go to town and act as his rep-
resentative [in an imi)ortant business transaction]. . . .

"Well," . . . [said] Bob, . . . "I like a quiet life, you see— with my hoi-ses, and my crops, and so on. Don't be-
lieve I could stand the racket."

A nthony Hope, Tristram of Blent, xix.

To tumble to the racket, to catch the idea ; under-
stand what is meant. [Slang.]

'Buy 'ini?* says the missis, not tumblin' to the racket
[not comju-ehending how or why a thief should want to
pay for a dog]. The Strand, Sept., 190B, p. 847.

racketer^ (rak'et-^r), «. One who uses a
racket, as in tennis-playing or snow-shoeing.

These listless racketers rarely, if ever, hit the ball
twice before it dropped. In very successful moments,
one of the players would strike the ball, and the other
wonlti manage on its rebound to hit it again, but this
was very unusual.

All the Year Round, July 28, 1860, p. 366.

racketry (rak'et-ri), )i. A prolonged rattling,

clattering, or tumultuous noise.

It seems to be the non-voters that constitute the muscle
and sinew of the campaign racketry— a^.word made in-
dispensable by political conventions. . .

*. All this rack-
etry has been going on by the watch for seven minutes.

J. Bryce, Amer. Connnonwealth, II. App., note to ch.
[LXX.

rack-feed (rak'fed), «. 1. A racking-gear.

—

2. The feeding-motion imparted to a1 tool, or
to the work in a machine, by a rack and pinion.
Tho tool-carriage of most engine-lathes is

moved lengthwise by a rack-feed.

racking', » 4. Inm«.soHn/, the act of leaving
unfiiiisned masonry, as prepared to receive

' 1' ,:W- :.--,|. rv:



racking-gear

racking-gear (rak'iug-ger), «. The device or

niechauism, consistiug essentially of a rack

and pinion and turning apparatus, for nxoving

a crane-carriage, tool-carriage, or other part

of a machine.
rack-lashing (rak'lash'ing), n. Jililit., a lash
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true anal plate, and is the lower halt of a

bisected radial which in certain genera only

assumes anal functions. Nature, Dec. 5, liiOT,

p. 117.

radiance, « X-radlanoe, the radiation emanating
from an X-ray tube.

ing or fastening made somewhat on the prin- radiant. I. o.-Kadiant efficiency. See •f#ct«m'y

ciple of a tourniquet, the rope being twisted
"^"jf

";,';' VXgeom., a ray conceived as re-
with a strong stick.

rackmaster (rak'mas-t^r), n. An official who
bad charge of the rack, in the days when that

instrument of torture was used as a punish-

ment or as a means of extorting confession.

His [Thomas Norton's] pnnishnient of the Catholics,' as

ti -jir official censor from IfiKl onwards, led to his being

nicknamed " Jiackmaster-Geners,]."
JSm-yc. Brit, XXXI. 205.

rack-pillar (rak'pil'iir), ?i. In organ-hmhUng,

one of the small upright pieces of wood on

which the rack-boards rest. Also called rack-

pin.

rack-rental (rak'ren'tal), n
obtained or possible to obtain at rack-rent.

Southey.

raclage (ra-klazh'), "• [F., < racier, scrape,

rub.] In surg., removal of softened tissue by
rubbing.

It [lupus exedens] is best treated by. destructlTe cau-

terization and raclage. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 396.

xaconteuse (ra-k6n-t6z')> "• [F-, fem- of r"-

conteur.^ A woman who has the gift of tell-

ing stories well.

racoon, n.— Crab-«atlng racoon, Procyon canari-

ronis, a species found on, or near the coast, from

French Guiana to southern Jlexica

racoon-bridge (ra-kon'brij), n. In some of

the Southern States, a sapling thrown across

a stream.

We were obliged to carry every article of our effects,

and this by no other bridge than a sapling felled across

it, which is called a racoan bridge, and over this my In-

dian friehd would trip as quick and light as that quad-

ruped.
W. liartram, Travels through North & South Carolina,

[Georgia, East & "West Horidji, p. 445.

racoon-fox (ra-kon'foks), n. The cacomixl,

Bassariscus astiitus, so called from its blat^k

and white ringed tail.

From the raccoon have been named the following : . . .

raccoon-fox, or caconiixtli tif Mexico.
Jour. Amtr. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 256.

rad^ Crad), M. [L. raf7(!M«), ray.] In photom.,

a proposed unit of quantity of light equal to

the amount of energy in luminous form ob-

tained in one second from a light-tiux of one
lumen. The rad is s-^n of a lumen-hour.

raddled (rad'ld), n. [Origin obscure.] Drunk;
fuddled. Motteux, Rabelais, V. xxxix. X Ji. D.

TaddUng (rad'ling), n. [radfUe^ + -ing.'] 1.

The operation of wreathing brushwood. Etfgx

Dial. Diet. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. pJ. Wood cut

into strips about four feet long for kindling,

and tied in bundles. [Prov. U. S., in the form
rattlings.l

r^lderflorin (ra'dfer-flo-ren''), n. [G. rdder-, pi.

of rad, wheel, + florin, florin.] A German
money of account at Cologne : IJ raderflorins

equal 1 rix-doUar.

r'dderscllilling (ra'd6r-shil"ing), n. [G. See
*rdderflorin.'\ A German shilling current in

the diocese of Treves in the sixteenth century.

radiability (ra"di-a-bil'i-ti), n. [radiahU
(-bil-) + -ity.'] The property of transmitting
cathode rays. X-rays, or allied forms of radia-

tion.

radiable (ra'di-a-bl), a. [NL. 'radiaUlis, <

radiare, radiate. See radiate, v.] Pervious
to cathode rays, X-rays, or similar forms of

radiation.

A square frame of non-radiahle metal.
Elect. Rev., March 7, 1903, p. 332.

radial. I. a Radial brick, canal, wheel. See
kbrick'-i, -kcanaU, tvheeli.

II. n. (e) In ickth., one of the cartilaginous rays sup-

porting the median fins of elasmobranchs.

The dorsal fin in this species Is sustained by a great

number of very elongate and closely set cartilaginous

rays, or, as they may be for distinction termed, radiah.
Trails. Zool. Soc. London, 1879, p. 439.

volving about its starting-point.— 4. A sub-

stance that emits rays, specifically N-rays.

M. Blondlot's latest discovery is that radiants which
give out N-rays can communicate a similar variety of

radioactivity to some neutral bodies upon which the

N-rays fall.

Elect. World and Engin., Dec 26, 1903, p. 1034.

radiate, v. I. intrans. 4. To be directed,

as ravs, toward a common center : as, "spokes
radiating to an axle." Eogcrs, Agric. and
Prices, 1. 543. X E. D. [Rare.]

II. <)-aH«.—Radiating keyboard. »ee*keyboard,l.

.radiation,". 1- Radiation is a fonn of energy con-

1 he amount g(sting of transversal vibrations of the ctlier, a hypotheti-

'cal medium supposed to fill all space and penetrate all

bodies, these vibrations traveling with a velocity of

188,000 miles per second. A stream of such radiation is

called a ray. It differs in character by the wave-length

of the ray, or its frequency of vibration. Hays of wave-

length between .01X17 and .0004 of a millimeter are visible

to the human eve as light, the longer one as red tight,

then, with increasing shortness of wave-length, as orange,

yellow, green, blue, and violet light. Waves shorter

than .0004 of amillimeter are not visible, but are observed

by their chemical or photographic action, and by the fluo-

rescence which they produce (see Jluorescence), and are

called ultra-violet light or ac'imc or chemical rays.

Radiations of still very much shorter wave-length (of a

wave-length comparable with the sizes of the molecules

of matter) are the X-rays, occasionally called llontgen

rays, from their discoverer. X-rays are not reflected or

refracted, but merely Irregularly scattered and absorbed

by solid matter as well as by air. They are able,

however, to penetrate bodies which are opaque to

ordinary light,— the more, the less the density of the

l,ody,— and are therefore ujed to determine and photo-

graph the structure of opaque bodies, as, in surgeiy, the

interior of the human body. They are observed by fluo-

rescence of screens of platinum-bariuin cyanide or calcium

tungstaCe, and by photography. Physiologically, long ex-

posure to powerful X-rays and also to very short ultra-

violet rays, as given by a mercury arc m a quartz tube, is

hannful. Radiations of greater wave-length than .0007

of a millimeter are noticed by their heating effect, and
are called heat-radinting or ultra-red rays. V> aves of

still very much greater length, from a few inches to many
miles, are called electromagnetic waves, since tiiey are

produced by electric currenU of the proper frequency

or wave-length. They are used In wireless telegraphy.

Substances which absorb or reflect the radiation are called

opaque : those that pei-mit the rays to pass through more
or loss completely are called transparent. Opacity or

transparency of a substance largely depends upon the

wave-length. For instance, glass is transparent for light

waves and for electromagnetic waves, but opaque for

ultra-violet rays of short wave-length, and nearly opaque
for X-rays and lor long heat-w.aves. Aluminium is fairly

transparent for X-rays, but opaque for all other waves.

Quartz and gypsum are transparent for ultra-violet and
ultra-red rays. A body which sends out only or largely

rays of particular wave-lengths, or range of wave-lengths,

is said to have a selective radiation; a body which ab-

sorbs only certain wave-lengths is said to have a selective

absorption. Luminous gases and vapors, as the mercury
arc, have a selective radiation ; colored gla.sses a selective

absorption. The transversal vibration of the etlier atoms

may take place in all directions at right angles to the ray,

or in one jilane only,, and in tlie latter ca.se the ray is said

to be polarized. Many salistances, as radium, uranium,

thorium, send out continuously rays which travel with

high velocities. These rays, the o- and /3-rn,i/«, are

best explained by the hypothesis that the substance

continuously throws off, in straight lines, material parti-

cles of extreme minuteness. The meaning of the tenn
radiation is therefore usually extended to include these

rays, together with a thiril type known as yrays,

given by radioactive substances, and also the cathode

rays, which are material particles propelled with high

velocity from the negative electrode of a Crookes tube

(a vacuum-tube with very high vacuum) and the

Lenard rai/s, which are cathode rays which have pene-

trated outside of the vacuum-tube. Light ami heat ra-

diation is usually produced by heat, ultra-violet rays by
electric arcs and sparks. X-rays by the impact of cathode

rays in a vacuum-tube, and electromagnetic waves by
high-frequency electric currents.

4. In hiol.: (a) The divergent evolution of

several different organisms from a single an-

cestral form : as, the radiation of the ptacental

mammals.
The arboreal " radiation " (to use a tenn now exten-

sively employed by American zoologists) of marsupials

differentiates them from the extinct creodonta, or primi-

tive Caniivora, of the early Tertiary epoch, which appear

to have been essentially terrestrial types.
Nature, Jan. 21, 1904, p. 284.

Axillary radial See *ax<«ar.v,«., 2.

(ft) A group of organisms that is undergoing
radian ". 2. A unit ot angular velocity Ki' b'""i' ,.« *i- " "

e^Walent, approximately, to 0-15916 revolu- divergent modification.
c^li^ya*^* ^. «1 F Ji ^ Appreciation of animal divergence, or of divergence in

tions per secoud. or, strictly, to -k- revolutions apecial structures and organs, naturally belongs to the

^ . J „ ^. J evolutionary period of anatomical thought ; a period be-

per second: m full, radian per second.
•

radianal (ra-di-a'nal), n. {radi{al) + anal.']

In the calyx of the CrinoiSea^ a plate which,

when present, rests within the reentrant angle

of two adjoining basals, to the right of the

ginning with the branching system uf Lamarck and con-

tinued in the still clearer perception of divei-gence in the

writings of Darwin. I have elsewhere proposed U> em-
ploy the term 'adaptive radiation" for the general phe-

nomenon of divergence aa observed in a single group,

distinguishing such a group in process of divergence as

radiation

a 'radiation,' either a 'continental radiation' where
diverging on a large scaler or a 'local radiation' where
diverging in a more restricted environment

H. F. Osborn, in Science, June 2a, 1905, p. 96L

5. In psychoLf the extension of excitation

within the nervous system to give rise to con-

comitant or secondary sensations.

Vie shall do better therefore to avoid the expression

"association" in connection with secondary sensation

and make use of the term *'radiation." We are all aware
that the pain caused by a carious tooth may often spread

. . . until it finally attacks the entire half of the head.

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 252,

Adaptive radiation, in Mot., the dispersal of animals

from a given point of origin, with accompanying modifi-

cations or changes in structure, presumably to adapt
them to changed conditions.

I have elsewhere proposed to employ the term * adap-
tive radiation' foT the general phenomenon of divergence

as obsen-ed in a single group, distinguishing such a group
In process of divergence as a 'radiation,' either a 'conti-

nental radiation' where diverging on a large scale, or a
'local radiation' where diverging in a more restricted

environment.
//. F. Osborn, in Science, June 23, 1905, p. 961.

Atmospheric radiation, the loss of heat by the earth's

atmosphere. Pure, dry air radiates and absorbs only a

small percentage of the long heat-waves ; but the ordi-

naiy moist and dusty atmosphere has a larger coeflRcient

of radiation, which has been shown to be quite unifomi

throughout the whole globe. The radiating power of ihe

visible surface of a cloud is very nearly proportional to

the mass of the visible water-particles. The coefficient

or unit of radiation is, properly speaking, tlie radiating

XX>wer of a unit mass of air, but sometimes a unit volume
of air is used instead. The best detennination, that by
Trabert, shows that a unit mass of averace dusty, moist

air radiates in one hour 0.036 gram-calories toward a

surface whose temperature is lower bv one degree cen-

tigrade—Continental radiation. See the extract fin-

der adaptive ^adtntion.—'Daxli radiation, radiation,

usually of wave-lengths longer than tliose of the visible

spectrum, which does not aliect the retina.— Gratiolet'8
radiations. See optic •kradiafions.—j^wB Of radi-
ation, laws which express the relaticn between the

character and intensity of the ether-waves which a radi-

ating body emits and its temperature or its physical or

chemical constitutioft. All bodies, whatever their nature,

send out tlie ether-waves which constitute radiation, at

all temperatures above the absolute zero. The amount
of radiation emitted by a body at a civen temperature
depends ujwn the nature of the body, the law (Kirchhofs
Za«') being that bodies radiate only wave-lengths which
they are capa))le of absorbing and in proportion to their

absorbing power. A body which neither reflects nor
transmits radiation, but absorbs all waves falling upon it,

whatever their wave-length, will consequently have the

highest power as a radiator : it will radiate waves of all

possible wave-lengths and in the greatest possible amount.
Such a body is called Ka ideal black body .

(Hee-^black

body,) The ideal black body does not exist in nature,

but certain bodies such as lampblack approximate closely

to it in their properties. Radiation from the interior of

a hollow i)ody is identical In character with that from an
ideal black body, and such radiation is Ceraied in physics
black-body radiation. The only exception to Kirchhoffa
law occurs in the case of bodies whose radiation is due to

luminescence. (See itlmninescence.) The wave-lengths
of the known rays emitted by radiating bodies vary from
60. microns to .10 micron, but it is probable that both

longer and shorter waves than these exist undetected.

The ideal black btxly is capable of emitting all wave-

lengths between these limits, forming a continuous spec-

trum. The spectrum of the waves emitted by solids ia

likewise continuous ; but when, as ia generally the case,

the distribution of intensities in such spectra differe

from that of the spectrum of a black body, the body is

said to be a selective radiator. All boilies the absorption-

spectra of which contain absorption-bands exhibit selec-

five radiation. The radiation from a body, measured as

energy, regardless of the wave-length, ia termed the

total radiation. The Uttal radiation is a function of the

temperature of the body, increasing in direct proi>ortion

to the fourth power of the absolute temperature {Stefan's

law). The distribution of enei^y in the emission-spec-

trum of a radiating body is expressed by means of a

cun'e, called the energy curve (see -Mciirve of energy), the

abscissie of which are wave-lengths, while the ordinatea

represent the intensity of each wave-length. The form
of the energy curve depends upon the temperature of the

btxly and upon the character of its surface. The energy

curve for an incandescent black body is given in the

figure. The curve has

a maximum at a defi-

nite wave-length des-

ignated aa A maxf on
either side of which
the intensity of radi-

ation falls olf rapidly.

As the temperature
of the radiating body
rises, the intensity of

all the wave-lengths
in its spectrum in-

creases ; but that of

the shorter wave-
lengths Increases

more rapidly than V"
that of the long ones, Enei^y curve for an incandescent
SO that the position solid, showing the distribution of in-

of the wave-length of tcnsines in the spectrum and the posi-

maximum intensity ti°" °^ **>« maximum.

is a function of the ^ « ^ ^%-

temperature. It has been shown by Paachen thai

X max T = Const This relation is known aa I'aschen't

laic or the displacement laic. By means of it the abs<>

lute temperature of a radiating iKMly may be computed

from its energy cun'e. or the position of the maximum of

that cnn-e may be calculated if the temperature is known.

Since the intensity of each wave-length in the spectrum

of a radiating body increases with rise of temperature.
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the law of increase depending also upon the wave-length,
it follows that the law of variation of intensity of any
given wave-length is a function of both the temperature
and the wave-length. Analytical expressions of this re-

lation have been published by Flanck, Thiesen, Lunimer,
Rayleigh, Wien, and others. Wien's equation,

-8 -21.

I = C, X e •^''.

in which I is the intensity of radiation of any wave-
length A. T is the absolute temperature of the radiating
body, and C, and co are constants, has been found to ex-

press verj' closely the experimental results obtained for

wave-lengths lying between .7 micron and 9. microns. The
relati».»n f;iven in this e»iuation is known as Wien's laic.—
Le Oliateller's law of radiation. See Mawi.—hocal
radiation, in biol., the diversity that is exhibited by
allied animals in areas that are separated by. barriers,

considered as an index of the rat« at which species are
moditled. See the extract nnder adaptive -kradiatian.—
Obscure radiation, non-luminous radiation of the infra-

red or ultra-violet regions of the spectrum ; radiation
incapable of stimulating the retina.— Optic radiations,
nerve-flbers which pass from the pulvinar (tliahunus) in a
radiating direction toward the occipital cortex. These
radiating fibers ai-e continuous with others from the optic
tract to the pulvinar. Also known as the radiations of
Gratiolef. Philmt. Trans. Rny. Sue, (London). 1898. ser.

B, p. i.— Radiation constant. See -kcomtant.— Radi-
ations of Gratlolet. same aa optic -kradiatiouf.—
Radiation spectnun. Same as emission •kypectruiti.—

Secondary x-radlatlon. See A'-*r«rf(Vif"r.—Selec-
tive radiation. See laws of itradiation.— Total
radiation. See laws of -kradiation.— X-T&di&tion,
the obscure radiation obtained from an X-ray tube.

radiational (ra-di-a'shon-al), a, [radiation
+ -a/1. J Of or pertaining to radiation.

This wider theory is founded upon Maxwell's the<)ry of
electromagnetic radiation, and may be accordingly tenned
the radiational theory. . . . The princiital difficulties are
conceniing the various functions of wires. The funda-
mental radiational part is comparatively easy.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 213.

radiation-fog (ra-di-a'shon-fog), n. A fog
formed near the ground by the radiation of

heat from moist air to the surface of the earth.

Here the short heat-waves are lengthened, so

that they pass back through the atmosphere
with relatively slight absorption.

A class of f<^8, tenned by Herschel 'radiation /o^s,'

are formed in valleys or over damp meadows in the even-
ings. The ground is cooled by radiation below the
dew-point, and all the superfluous moisture in the lowest
stratum of air is depoait^^d in the fonn of dew, while the
air cl'we to the soil is left saturated, aiul at the same
time colder than the strata above it. If . . . no mixture
takes place, no ff>g will result, . . . but if there be the
least difference of level, the colder air on the upper
ground will How down and produce a disturbance of the
arrangement of the air-layers below, causing a mixture,
which resuUa in the condensation of a quantity of mois-
ture in the fonn of fog.

. . . These fogs are produced by cold air flowing down
into a warm and damp atmosphere, and they disappear
aft-er sunrise, as soon as the beat is sufhcient Ui enable
the air tj) take up all the moisture which has been con-
densed out of it Ji. IS. Scott, Elem. Meteorol., p. 121.

radiation-pressure (ra-di-a'shon-presh^'ur), ?».

See *prr!isnrf.

radiation-weather (ra-di-a'shon-weTH'^r), ».

The weather that accompanies an area of high
pressure, clear sky, and light winds, and that
18 largely controlled by radiation of heat from
the ground through the clear air into space.

radiator, «. 3. Same as *cooler, 2 (6).

The radiator in the tfjnneau is of a cellular cooler type
and in the light touring car a flanged pipe radiator en-
tirely of aluminum is used.

Anier. Inventor, Feb. 15, 1904, p. 74.

4. In the transmission of electric waves, as
in wireless telegraphy, an apparatus for the
emission of electric osolllattons ; a form of
oscillator.

The "aerial." or radiator; that was, the tall' wire
which corresponded to the tube of the siren, and sent
electric waves off into the ether in the same way that the
siren sent air waves into the atmosphere.

Sci. Amer. Sup., July 4, 1903, p. 2.3000,

The second patent emh^wlies speciflcally a radiator or
resonator system, . . . made in the form of a cone and hav-
ing a large capacity. The cone may be made of sheet
metal or formeil of a network of wires. This horizontal
metal cone serves to detlect the radiated waves and di-

rect them along the surface of the earth. A horizontal
conductor, the length of which is equal to the base of the
cone, extends in the direction the waves are to l>e propa-
gated and may include an inductance, as shown.

Elifct. World and En^jin., March 19. 1004, p. 570.

Perfect radiator, a body whose emissivfty equals that
of tlie ideal blnck binly (which see, under laws o/ irradia-
tion). Secondary X-radlator. .See X-kradiator.

—

Selective radiator, a I)ody, !is a metallic oxid, which
exbibif- ^fh-' tjvi- riidJation. See laws of irradiation.—
X-radlator, a li<«ly that emits X-rays. Many substances
when ex|)o»ed to X-rays send out other X-rays differing
more or less in <iuality from the exciting rays. These
are callefi tt^mndarf/ X-rays, and the bodies emitting
them /"'oruiary X-radiators.

radiature (ra'di-a-tur), n. [radiate + -«rc.]

The act of radiating; the rays emitted from a
radiating body. N. E. J).

radical. I. <i- 6. In astrol., belonging to the
radix or original scheme of nativity; in horary

S.— 70
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asirol.y ripe and proper for judgment.

—

Radlcail a£ls of three spheres, the straight line
common to the three ra<lical planes of the pairs of
spheres.— Radical center of four spheres, the cointer-
aection point of the four radical axes of the four triads of
spheres.— Radical circle, the locus of a point on a
sphere such that the spherical tanj^ents drawn from it

to two given small circles are equal.— Radical equa-
tion. See *«5Ha(ton.— Radical product. See *prod-
uct.

II. n. 6. A minute vessel which unites
with others to form a large branch or trunk.
See radicUy 2.-7. In England, the name
given to a white hat which was formerly
somewhat worn by Radicals, owing to the
fact that Henry Hunt [a radical English poli-
tician, 1773-1835] wore a white hat at various
political gatherings in 1820. N. E. />.— Salt
radical, the electronegative part of a salt which, in union
with a metal or electropositive radical, constitutes the
salt itself, or in union with hydrogen constitutes the cor-
responding acid.

radicicolous, a. 2. In hot., same as rkizan-
thoits.

radicle, ». 5. In the graptolites, the proximal
extension of the virgula.

radiescent (ra -di - es ' ent), a. [radi{at€) +
-esccnf} Growing radiant ; throwing out rays
of gradually increasing intensity.

radlferons (ra-dife-rus), a. [NL. radium +
L. -/(??, -bearing, +' -oms.] Containing radium
as a constituent.
ilme. Curie, having obtained about a decigramme of

pure radium chloride by fractional crystallization of
radi/erous barium chloride, has endeavored to determine
the atomic weight of radium.

Sci. Amsr., July 18, 1903, p. 43.

radioaction (ra^di-p-ak'shon), «. [L. radius,
ray, + E. action.] Same as ^radioactivity.

radioactivate (ra*'di-o-ak'ti-vat), v, t,
;

pret.

and pp. radioactivatedf ppr. radioactivatinff.

[radioactive + -ate^.'] To render radioactive

;

impart radioactivity to. Sci. Amer. Sup., Dec.
26, 1903, p. 23395.

radioactivating (ra*di-o-ak'ti-va-ting), p. a.

Kendering ra<iioactive : said of the process by
which surfaces commonly inactive are made '

capable of emitting obscure rays.

Radio-Activity near Waterfalls. . , . An account of the
investigation of the radio-activating process at the fiwt
of waterfalls.

Elfct. World and Engin., March 28, 1903, p. 529.

radioactive (ra*di-o-ak'tiv), a. [L. radiusy
ray, + E. active.] Exhibiting or pertaining to
radioactivity (which see) : as, radioactive sub-
stances.
The law of radio-active transformation can be very

simply and aptly illustrated by an hydraulic analogy.
K. liuther/ord, iu Nature, March .% 1908, p. 422.

Radioactive tellurium. See Marclticalds irrods.

radioactivity (ra'Mi-o-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. [radio-
active + -ity.'] The property possessed by
certain substances of spontaneously emitting
obscure rays of a nature distinct from the
ether-waves of ordinary radiation. Tlie radiation
from radioactive substances tloea not affect the rt^ina
directly, but it hiis the power of ionizing gases, of dis-
charging electrified bodies, of affecting phott^fraphic
plates, of exciting fluorescence and phosphorescence, and
of producing certain chemical and physiological results.
It ia by means of these effects that the exiatcTice of this
type of radiation has been discovered and that the prop-
erties of the obscure rays from radioactive substances
have been investigated. Radioactivity appears Uy be a
property common U) the elements uranium, thorium,
radium, polonium, and actinium, and to their compounds.
It was first detected in IslKi by liecquerel who discovered
that when comixjunds of uranium were placed in the
neighlMjrh»x)d of a photographic plat*, completely pro-
tected from the direct action of liglit, the plate was acted
upon, and that the photographic action occurred even
thtmgh a thin layer of metal w»s placed between the
radioactive substances and the sensitive film. In the
search for similar properties in other substances. Mme.
<'urie, and independently Schmidt, discovered that the
element thoriuni and its compounds were radioactive,
and it was further observed by Mme. Curie that cer-
tjiin minerals containing uranium possessed this prop-
erty in a higher degree than uninium Itself. The ex-
traordinary activity of pitchblende led to the study of
this mineral with a view to the separation of the sub-
stance to which this property was due, and to the dis-
covery, by M. and Mme. Curie, of a new element, radium,
the compounds of which are more than a million times aa
active aa uranium. The most delicate method for the
detection of radioactivity depends upon the power of tlie

rays to render air a conductor of electricity and thus to
discharge electrified bodies. By means of the rateof dis-

charge, as measureil by a sensitive electrometer, the
radioactivity of different substances can quantitatively be

compared and a degree of radioactivity ^-r as in-

tense as that of uranium can be detected. By this means
radium has been sht )wu to be a widely distributed element,
fjresent in minute <inantities in rocks, soils, and waters
n various parts of the world. The rays from radium
have been divided into three types, the o-, P-, and y-rays.
(See ottscitre itrays.) The kinetic energy of the a-rays is

very great, and since they are readily absorbed even by
the surrounding air, there is a constant development of

radioconductor
heat sufficient to cause the radioactive material to main-
tain itself at a temperature appreciably higher than
that of its surroundings. The /3-rays emitted by radium
are capable of passing through thin layers of metal.
They are strongly deflected from their path by the action
of a magnet The p-rays are supposed to consist of a
stream of negatively charged particles or electrons. The
7-rays have an extraordinary penetrating power, being
capable of passing through several centimeters of metal.
Like the a- and |3-rays, they produce photographic effects
and also fluorescence and phosphorescence. They are not
deflected from their course in the magnetic field. In
addition to the emission of obscure rays, radioactive sub-
stances are autoluminescent (see itlunnnescence) and
shine in the dark with a faint fluorescent light, which, un-
like the luminescence of other substances, is independent
of external excitation. The phenomenon is obseiTable,
however, only in the case of compounds of considerable
purity, in which the i-adioactivity ia very intense. The
i-adioactive elements possess the remarkable property of
undergoing spontaneous disintegration. The firet disin-
tegration-product of radium is a radioactive gas termed
the emanation (see -kemanation, 5), which possesses the
property of imparting to surrounding objects a temporary
radioactivity, due to the production and deposition of a
series of further disintegration-products known as radium
A, radium B, radium C, etc., which are solids. Thorium
and actinium produce intensely radioactive non-vola-
tile substances which have been designated by the
terras thorium Xaud actinium X ; and from these, ema-
nations called thorium emanation and actinium emana-
tion have their source. No gaseous emanation from
uranium has as yet been discovered. The thorium emana-
tion and the actinium emanation, however, like that of ra-

dium, are found to produce spontaneouslya series of further
active non-gaseous disintegration-products, thorium A,
B, and C, and actinixim A, B, and C. The rate at which
these ti-anafomiations take place appears to be an inher-
ent property of the respective substances and incapable
of being retarded, hastened, or in any way modified by
e«temal means, or effected by the state of chemical
combination. The obscure rays from radioactive sub-
stances are also capable of pi"oducing certain chemical
changes, such as the decomposition of water and the con-
version of ordinary phosphorus into the red variety. The
rays from radium appear to facilitate oxidation. The ra-
diation from strong preparations of radium affects the skin,
producing serious bums, and if such a radioactive com-
pound is brought near the head a sensation of light is

produced even though the eyes be closed. The tempo-
rary i-udioactivity produced on the surface of objects in
contact with an emanation is variously called excited
radioactivity, induced radioactivity, and imparted radio-
activity.

I
On Induced radio-activity and on the emanation from

radium, by M. P. Curie. In a former note it waa shown
that the disappearance of the radio-activity induced by
radium in a closed vessel and maintained at a constant
temperature followed an exponential law with the time.

Nature, Feb. 5, 1903, p. 335.

radio-atom (ra'di-o-at'-'om), n. An atom
possessed of or exhibiting radioactivity ; a
radioactive atom.
The theor>- that the phenomena of radio-activity are

due to the disintegration of the radio-atoms.
Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct 22. liMH, p. 24087.

radiobe (ra'di-6b), w. [radium + Gr. piog, life

(compare microbe).'] A structure observed by
J. B. Burke in gelatin after protracted expo-
sure of films of that substance to the action of
radium salts and described by hira as inter-

mediate between a crystal and a microbe.
There appears to be a tendency amongst text-book

writers to classify minute bodies which are not bacteria
as crj'stals, but really without sufficient reason, and as
these bo4lie8 cannot be identified with microbes, on the
one hand, nor with crystals on the other, I have ventured,
for convenience, in order to distinguish them from either
of these, to give them a new name, liadiobes, which
mighty on the whole, be more appropriate as indicating
their resemblance to microbes, aa well as their distinct
nature and origin.

J. li. Jiurke, in Nature, May 25, 1905, p. 79.

radiobismuth (raMi-o-biz'muth), n. [li. ra-
dius, ray, + E. bismuth.'] See ^jmlonium.

radiochemistry (ra''''di-o-kem'is-tri), n. [L.

radius^ ray, + E. chemistry.] That part of

chemistry which treats of radioactive bodies
and of the phenomena produced by them.
Under chemical energetics we find the mass law rela-

tions for equilibrium an<l reaction velocity, thennochem-
istry, the phase rule, electrochemistry, photochemistry
and radiochemistry. Jour. Phys. Chem., Oct, 1904, p. 506.

radiochroism (ra^di-ok'ro-izm), ??. [L. radius,

ray, + Gr. xp^^y color, -f -ism.] That prop-
erty of a body which renders it less opaque to

certain varieties of X-rays than to others,
Radiochroism is selective absorption in re-

gard to X-rays. It is analogous to diathermancy
and to color, which denote the same property
in regard to the infra-red rays and the rays of

the visible spectrum respectively.

Finally, I have observed that bodies possess a prop-
erty which can be called their radiochroism, because
it is comjiarable to the color of certain transparent sub-
stances in the lights and that in consequence the relation

of the opacities of two substances changes with the mass
traversed anil with the quality of X-rays employed, the
most rapid change being produced by the densest bodies.

L. Benoist, iu Sci. Amer. Sup., May 4, 1901, p. 21196.

radioconductor (ra''''di-o-kon-duk'tor), w. [L.

radius, ray, + E. conductor.] Any apparatus
by which electric waves in the atmosphere



radioconductor

are caught, detocted, aud recorded and mea-
sured so as to show the existence of a distant

center of electric disturbance. The receivinpr in-

struments of the Marconi, Fessenden, Weatlier Bureau,
De Forest, Arco, or other system of wireless telegraphy
constitute radioconductors. The instruments for the
study of thunder-storms as devised by Lephay. Odenbach,
and Hoser are special forms of radioconductors for catch-
ing the natural currents attending every dischaige of

lightning.

Forecasting of storms by a process based upon the use
of radiiy^onductorg. [i.e. >'atural signals caught by the
apparatus used in wireless telegraphy.— Ei>.]

U. S. Monthly Weather Jiev., May, 1903, p. 235.

radiocondylar (ra''di-o-kon'di-lar), a. [L.

radius, ray, + E. condylar.'] Situated on the

outer, or radial side of the condyle of the hu-
merus ; eetepieondylar.

radiodermatitis (ra'di-o-der'ma-ti'tis), n.

[L. radius, ray, + NL. 'dermatitis.] Inflam-

mation of the skin caused by X-rays or the ra-

diations from radioactive substances.
The skin disease called radio-dermatitis is the conse-

quence of excessive exposure of the skin to Rontgen or

Becquerel rays. Its pathology and treatment are fully

described by Dr. Oudin. It is a painful and troublesome
malady which mav hist for eighteen months, and is difli-

cult to cure. Set. Amer. Sup., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 22709,

radiodiagnostiCS (ra"di-o-di"ag-nos'tiks), n.

[L. radius, ray, -I- E. diaf/nostics.'] The sci-

ence of diagnosis by means of X-rays or the

radiations from radioactive substances.
** A Contribution to the Badio-Diagnostics of Diseases

of the Head and of the Brain," may be mentioned.
Elect. Jiev., Sept. 17, 1904, p. 431.

radiodigital (ra'di-o-dij'i-tal), a. [L. radius,

forearm, + digitus, digit, -I- -a(l.] Belonging
to the radius and the digits.

radio-element (ra'di-o-el"e-ment), n. [L.

radius, ray, + E. clement.] A radioactive ele-

ment ; an elementary chemical substance which
undergoes spontaneous disintegration, with or

without the emission of Becquerel rays, and
which is either produced from or itself pro-

duces an element which is the source of such
a radiation.
The rays from the thre^'most studied rad/o-e^cm^n?*,

uranium, thorium and radium, can be separated into three
distinct types, known as the a, fi, and y rays.

E. Rutherford, in Pop. Sci. Mo., May, 1905, p. 6.

radio-energy (ra'di-6-en"er-ji), n. The energy
of ether-waves ; radiation.
With radium we have a direct transformation of the

potential gravitational energy into radio-energy.
A. HeydweiUer, in Science Abstracts, VI. Sec. A., 297.

radiogram (ra'di-o-gram), n. [L. radius, ray,

+ Gr. ypAfi/ja, a writing.] A picture taken
by means of the action of Rontgen rays, or of

similar obscure rays such as those emitted by
radium, upon a sensitized plate ; a print from
a radiographic negative.

radiograph, ». 2. An impression produced
on a sensitized plate by X-rays or the radia-

tions from radioactive substances. See *ray^
and *radioactivity.

As I was the ilrst surgeon in Ireland (on March 23rd,

1896 . . . ) to remove from a patient a foreign body, the
presence of which was clearly shown in a radiograph,
. . . the subject of radiography has always had an attrac-

tion for me, and I have used it very extensively for many
purposes.
R. B. McCattsland, in Brit. Med. Jour., May 7, 1898,

[p. 1196.

X-radiograph, a term applied to a photographic picture
obtained l>y the use of the X-rays.

radiograph' (ra'di-o-gi'af), v. t. [radiograph,
n.] To produce an imago of upon a sensi-

tized plate by means of X-rays or the rays
emitted from a radioactive substance. Amer.
X-Ray Jour., May, 1899, p. 572.

radiographer (ra-di-og'ra-fer), n. [radio-

graph(y) + -erl.] One who makes pictures by
means of X-rays or who studies the action of

such rays by the photographic method.
The new apparatus enables radiographers to repeat

any exposure under precisely the same conditions.
Elect. World and Engin., June 25, 1904, p. 1204.

radiographic (ra'di-o-graf 'ik), a. [radiograph
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to radiography; re-

lated to the production of images on a
sensitized plate by means of X-rays or the
rays from radioactive substances.

radiographically (ra"di-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv.

By means of radiography.
radiography (ra-di-og'ra-fi), n. [L. radius,

ray, -1- Gr. -ypa(^ia, < ypa^eiv, write.] The pro-

duction of images on sensitized plates by
means of the X-rays or the rays from radio-

active substances.
Radiography was practiced daily, with the tube at dis-

tances ot from 13 to 20 centimeters from the skin, and
with the tubes of great intensity.

Amer. X-ray Jour., May, 1899, p. 574.

HOG
Badiohumeral index. See Mndex.
Badiolarian coprolites. See ''coprolite.

radiolead U'^'di-o-led), n. [L. radius, ray, +
E. bad.] A substance formed by the disinte-

gration of radium and the fourth of the series

of radioactive disintegration-products follow-
ing the emanation, for which reason it is

known as radium D. It has not been found to emit
a radiation, but slowly changes into other products, ra-

dium E, radium F, and radium G (polonium), which are
always present unless the radiolead has been freshly
prepared and are the source of both a- and ^-rays. It is

found associated with the lead obtained from uranium
minerals and shows great similarity to lead in its chemi-
cal properties. It was flret observed by Hofmann and
Strauss in the lead sulphate separated from pitchblende.

radiolite, «. 3. In petrog., the name given
by BoriSky (1882) to spherulites with radial
arrangement of component crystals.

radioloric (ra"di-o-lo3'ik), a. [radiolog(y) +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the theory, produc-
tion, or application of X-rays or the rays from
radioactive substances.

radiology (ra-di-ol'o-ji), n. [L. radius, ray, -t-

Gr. -f.oyia, < T.tyetv, speak.] The science and art
of the production and therapeutic application
of X-rays or the rays from radioactive sub-
stances. Pop. Sci. Mo., May, 1900, p. 110.

radiometer, n. 3. An instrument for the
detection and measurement of small amounts
of radiant energy. An adaptation of Crookes's form
of radiometer to delicate heatrmeasurements has more
recently been devised by E. F. Nichols. The Nichols
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Fig. 1.

Nichols's
Radiometer.

Fi^. 2. Nichols's
Radiometer.

radiometer has two vanes at the ends of a short
cross-arm, suspended bya quartz fiber in vacuo.
In order to protect the instrument from the
effects of stray heat, the containiug-vessel is

usually of metal, with a window of transparent
rock-salt or fluoril^ for the admission of the
radiation to be measured, and a second window
of glass through which the angular movement
of a light min'or attached to the suspended
parts may be observed. The construction of
the radi')meter varies considerably according

J^ to the work for which it is designed. The form
of instrument constructed for the measure-
ment of the heat of the fixed stars is shown
in Fig. 1. The vanes D. D and the mirror 3/,

the plane of which is perpendicular to that of

the vanes, are mounted upon a fine rod of

drawn glass, AB, the upper end of which is

attached to a very fine quartz fiber, 32 milli-

meters Jong, BC. The vanes are disks of thin

mica coated withjampblack and about 2 millimeters in

diameter. The distance between the

centers of the vanes is 4.5 millimeters.

The mirror, which js3x2 millimeters,

consists of a silvered portion of thin

microscope-cover glass. The apparatus
is essentially a torsion balance, the
mass (about 6 milligrams) and moment
of inertia of which are exceedingly
small. When radiation passing through
the fluorite window F (Fig. 2) falls

upon one of the vanes, the vane is

repelled, and the balance revolves

through an angle such that the tor-

sional elasticity of the quartz fiber pre-

cisely counteracts the torque due to

radiation. The deflection thus pro-

duced is measured by observing the
angular movement of a beam of light

reaching the mirror M through the
window W (indicated in the diagram
by the dotted circle). The sensitive-

ness of this fonn of radiometer and of the corresponding
forms used in the exploration of the spectrum is greater

than that of any other device known to the physicist. It

was found possible, for example, to measure the heat re-

ceived from Arcturus, which is approximately equal to

the one hundred-millionth part of that from a candle at

a distance of one meter, and even the heat from Vega,
which is only half as bright as Arcturus. The sensitive-

ness of the radiometer varies with the pressure of the gas

in which the vanes are suspended, reaching a maximum
at a pressure of about .05 millimeters. It also depends
upon the distance between the vanes and the fluorite

window. The best effect is produced when this window
is within two or three millimeters of the vanes, as shown
in Fig. 2.

radiometry (ra-di-om'e-tri), n. [L. radius,

ray, + Gr. -/itrpta, < phpov, measure.] The
detection and measurement of radiant energy
by means of the radiometer.

radio-oro (ra"di-o-6'r6), n. [A Spanish-look-
ing form, < Sp. radio, radium, + oro, gold.]

So-called ' radium-gold,' a new alloy of a bril-

liant yellow color like that of gold. It is said

not to tarnish and to be as elastic as steel and
as ductile as gold. It is also said to coat well

;

but it is somewhat friable, and it contains
neither radium nor gold.

radiopelvimetry (ra'di-o-pel-vim'e-tri), n.

[L. radius, ray, + "E. pelvimetry.] Estimation
of the diameters of the pelvis bymeans ofX-ray
examination. Encyc. Did.
Radiophonlc sound, a sound produced in the receiver of

a radiophone by the heating and cooling effect of the

ititennittent rays falling upon the diaphragm of that
instrument.

radioprazis 'ra'di-o-prak'sis) n. [L. radius

radiotherapy

ray, + Gr. Ttpa^tc, doing.] Treatment of di-
sease by any of the forms of radioactivity.
Badin-praxis (with Special Reference to the Ultra-vio-

let Rays). Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 392.

radioscope (ra'di-o-skop), ?!. [L. radius, ray,
-I- Gr. aKoneiv, view.] 1. An instrument for
detecting, studying, or applying X-rays. It
consists usually of a fluorescent screen and
accessories to facilitate the viewing of the
same.— 2. A thin hammered-brass plate hav-
ing an accurately bored smooth round hole,
and so mounted that it can be adjusted to a
camera to produce a pinhole camera Sci.

Amer., July 16, 1904, p. 46.-3. A form of
spinthariscope (which see).

radioscopic(ra"di-6-skop'ik), a. [radio.scope +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the study of X-rays,
specificallyby means of the fluorescent screen.

radioscopy (ra-di-os'ko-pi), n. [L. radius, ray,
+ Gr. -aKOTTta, < ff/cojrfii', view.] 1. The detec-
tion, study, or application of X-rays, specifi-
cally by observations with a fluorescent screen.— 2. Examination ot opaque objects by means
of the X-rays or other form of radioactivity.
Sci. Amer. Sup., June 13, 1903, p. 22943.

radioserial (i-a'di-o-se'ri-al), a. [L. radius,
ray, -1- E. serial.]' Radially divergent; ex-
hibiting divergent series. [Rare.]

First, in the study of organisms we are dealing with
plastic substances allowing definite gradations which can
be arranged in their natural radio-serial iliverfieiit lines
of classification. A. Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 145.

radiotelegram (ra"di-o-tere-gram), n. [L.
radius, ray, -1- E. telegram.] A message trans-
mitted by wireless telegraphy. Sci. Amer.
Sup., Nov. 15, 1902, p. 22474.

racliotelegraph ( ra " di - o - tel ' f - graf ) , « . [L.
radius, ray, + E. telegraph.] A telegraph in
which the transmission is by means of electric
waves ; a wireless telegraph.
A Renter message from Rome states that the Marquis

Luigi di Solari has submitted to Mr. Marconi, on behalf
of the Italian Government, a convention for the establish-
ment on the coast and on the islands off the Italian coast
of a system of twelve Marconi radio-telegraph stations of
an average range of 300 kilometres.

Sature, April 23, 1903, p. 690.

radiotelegraphic (ra'di-o-tel-e-grafik), a.

[radiotelcgraph(y) + -ic] Of or pertaining to
wireless telegraphy.
A scheme has been proposed to the Italian Minister of

Posts and Telegraphs by Mr. Marconi for the creation of
tiraduMelegraphic %X&Xio\\ communicating with the sta-

tions established or to be established by the Marconi com-
panies in London and in America.

Nature, Sept. 25, 1902 p. 538.

radiotelegraphy (rii"di-o-tere-graf-i, or -te-

leg'ra-fi), n. [L. radius, ray, + E. telegraphy.]

Telegraphy by means of electric waves ; wire-
less telegraphy.

It is surprising yet none the less true that nearly every
improvement in wireless telegraphy may be traced back
to the original researches of HeinrichJ Hertz, on the
action of electromagnetic waves in air. This is again
strikingly illustrated in a new system of radiotelegraphy
recently patented by Georg Friedrich Rudolph Block-
mann, of Kiel, Germany.

Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 16, 1904, p. 132.

radiotelephone (ra"di-o-tel'e-f6n). n. [L
radius, ray, + E. telephone.] A telepnonic in-

strument, invented by L. De Forest, used in
wireless *telephony (which see).

radiotelephony (ra"di-o-te-lef'o-ni), n. [ra-

diotelephone + -!/.] The use of the radiotele-
phone ; in general, wireless telephony. See
*telepho>iy.

radiotellurium (ra"di-o-te-lu'ri-um), n [L.
radius, ray, + NL. tellurium.] A substance
found by Marckwald in extremely minute
quantity in bismuth from the pitchblende of
Joachinisthal. It is identical with polonium
radiotherapeutics (ra"di -o-ther-a-pii ' tiks).

n. [h. radius, ray, +'£,. therapeutics ] Radio-
therapy ; the treatment of disease by exposure
to light, the X-rays, or radium and other ra-
dioactive substances. Med. Kecord, Oct. 12,

1907, p. 620.

radiotherapy (ra"di-o-ther'a-pi), «. [h. ra-
dius, ray, + Gr. hcpaizda, medical treatment.]
Treatment of disease by any of the forms of
radioactivity. This term has been applied more par-
ticularly to methods of treatment in which the Rontgen
rays are employed, but since the discovery of the Bec-
querel rays and of the possibility of their use in the
treatment of disease, the term has been extended to in-

clude the therapeutic use ot radioactive substances as
well as X-rays. The value of the Rontgen rays has
become finnly established for certain Jfections of the
skin, such as epithelioma, rodent ulcer, mycosis fungoides,
acne, keloid aud hypertrophic scars, chronic eczema, ob-
stinate ringworm of the scalp, etc. Radium and other
radioactive substances have more recently been employed
for the same purposes as the X-rays. Their effects seem



radiotheraphy
to be practically the sajue. tlKjuuli they have not yet been
used in therapeutics a sutticieiit leiipth of time to deter-
mine their rflative value as compared with the Kontgen
rays. The fact that tubes of radium can be introduced
into cavities where it is not practicable to employ the
X-rays has enabled this substance to be used with benefit
in certain Ciises of strictui-e of the esophagus or rectum.
The cathode ray has been suggested as a substitute for
radium, which, by reason of its great cost, is of very re-
stricted application. The X-rays have also been em-
ployed in the treatment of leucemia, with apparent
benefit in certain cases.

A Crookes bulb for radiotherapy, by M. Audin. A de-
scription of an X-ray tube specially adapted for the
treatment of cancer of the mouth and throat.

A'ature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 120.

radiothorium (ra"di-o-th6'ri-um), «. [L ra-
diiin, ray, + NL. thoniim.l A radio-element
produced by the disintegration of thorium
and intermediate between mesothorium, of
which it i.s a product, and thorium emanation,
of which it is the parent. It closely resembles
thorium in its chemical properties, and was
discovered by Hahn in 1905.

\ series of analogous considerations has been estab-
lishes! for another radioactive substance— thorium. In
this case thorium as a primary substance generates radio-
thorium, a substance recently discovered, which gives
rise to the gaseous radioactive emanation of thorium and
various products of radioactivity induced by this emana-
tion. Actinium also gives place to a series of transfor-
mations similar to those of thorium, and it, like radium,
produces helium. Smithsonian Rep., 1906, p. 114.

radiotint (ra'di-o-tint), n. [L. radius, ray, +
E. tint.l A picture obtained by taking a pho-
tograph upon a specially prepared dry plate,
developing, washing, and drying in the usual
manner, and treating the positive or print
made from this negative with a special solu-
tion and the three dyes, blue, green, and red,
in succession, the result being a colored pic-
ture.

radiotropic (ra'di-o-trop'ik), a. [L. radius,
ray, + (jr. Tfiiireiv, turn.] In Uoh, tending to
turn or move toward (or away from) a source
of radiation. Science, Feb. 28, 1908, p. 331.

radio-ulna (ra'di-o-ul'na), II.
;

pi. radio-ulnm
(-ne). The united radius and ulna, as found
in such animals as the frog ; the ulnoradius of
Cope.

radish-tree (rad'ish-tre), n. An Australian
timber tree, Gyrostemon cotinifolius. See
*hnrseradish-tree, 2.

ra,dlum (ra'di-um), n. \KL. radium, < L. ra

1107
The element occupies, in the periodical classification, the
same position in the twelfth of MendelSjelf's series as
Ca, Sr, and Ha do in the fourth, sixth, and eighth. Its
radioactivity is about one million times greater than
that of uranium. It produces phosphorescent luminositym the diamond, kunzite, and various other minerals, and
on screens coated with barium platinocyanlde, crystalline
zmc sulphid, etc. Radium salts give off o-, B-, and v-rays
(see *radwactiBiti/). The natuie of the a-particles has

Pif'I'.'L™''^
mvestigated by Rutherford, who has shown

that they are of atomic dimensions, have a mass equal to
that of helium atoms, and are therefore in all probability
the source of the helium continuously evolved b radium
silts as demonstrated in the experiments of Rainsay and
Soddy. In addition to helium, a radium salt produces
also a highly radioactive gaseous substance known as the
radium emanation, which accumulates in the solid salt
aiid escapes when this is heated or dissolved in water.
This emanation is a gas of the argon family, autolumi-
nescent and giving a characteristic bright-line spectrmn.
It has an atomic weight (as detennined from the diffusion
rate and assuming the molecule to be monatomic) differ-
ing but little from that of radium and is condensed at a
temperature of from —ISO to

"

rafflesiaceous

microHJrganisms.-Radium A, the first disintegration-
product of the radium emanation, having the emanatSn
as parent and being itself the parent of radium K 8«e

,';f?b^TP*^'"™
B, the second disintegration-product

of the radium emanation, having as parent radiuin A andbeing the. parent of ra.lium C. .See above.-Radltm-barlum bromide, baiium bromide containing an adn^-
ture of radium bromide in varying, usually verv sniall
propoit on - Radium bromide, lie compouiS oT ral
diuiu which probably admits best of separatlm from theaccompanying barium bromide by fractional crystalliza-
tion, and has hence been used for this purpose by Giesel
It IS soluble in water, though less soluble than the corre-sponding salt of barium. Exposed to the air it losesbrommc' and acquires an alkaline reaction.—Radium Cthe third disintegratiomproductof the radium emanation.*
having as parent radiuin Band being parent of radium D
See above.—Radium D. a product of the radium eml
anatioii, having as parent radiuin C—Radium electro-
scope. See *ftecfroscop«.— Radium rays, liecquerel
rays emitted by the radioactive element radiuin or by
Its compounds. See obscure *rays, *radium, and -kradio-
actimiy.

temperature ot from -l,iO to -155" C. It gradually loses faAi..,i, ., A /i\ r\ * ii . . , ,

its radioactivity and is tnmsfornied, at a rate correspo^^^^^
radlUS, «. 4. (b) One of the principal longi.

,—L rate correspond-
ing to a change of one.half theamount present in 3.8 days
into a series tjf successive, rapidly-changing, solid, radio-
active products known as radiitm A, radium B, and
radium C, which are deposited on the surface of any
object m contact with the emanation and impart to this
a temporary radioactivity. The continuous prwiuction
of the emanation in radium salts is wholly independent
of the chemical character of the salt and is directly pro-
portional to the amount of radiuin contained in it. It
has also been observed that radium salts evolve heat at
the surprising rate of about lis calorics per hourfor each
gram of radium which they contain and are thus enabled
under favorable conditions to maintain their temperature
considerably above that of their surroundings. Tliese
and other considerations have led to the explanation of
the behavior of radium and other radioactive elements by
the so-called disintegration theory, first proposed by
Rutherford and .Soddy. According to this theory the
radium atoms are unstable systems and a certain propor-
tion of the Ujtal number present are constantly under-
going disintegration, being transformed into atoms of
other elements having distinctive physical and chemical
properties. Tims an atom of railium breaks up, expelling
an a-particle constituting an atom of helium, and pro-
duces an atom of the gaseous emanation, the latter
undergoing subsequent transformation into a-i atom of
radium A, etc. The energy appearing in the course <>f „j'j;,'v" ""; • o A r i u ^ jthese changes IS assumed to be inherent in the original lamuS-Dar, «. .£. A link or bar connected
atom and to manifest itself only when this is altered or '"'ith the front truck of a locomotive SO as to
destroyed On this assumption the behavior of radie- permit it to swing laterally enoueh to adiustactive substances is in no way contradictory to the doc- ftRBlf tn t,.anV /.„^„„= V.P

"
eiiuugu lo aujiiht

trine of the conservation of energy. On the basis of this '"f",
*° track-curves of varying radius with-

theory it is obvious that in any given quantity of a radium °"'' Stress upon the frame.
salt in the course of time the nmcint of radiuin present radiUS-finder (ra'di-US-fin"d6r), n. Same asmust gradually decrease, and it has been experimentally i'ccnUr-siluare
demonstrated that the time re<iuired for exactly one half 'roiliSio -^^A /™Vj- jn
of the radium t<j disappear would be about 2000 years. '^?:"\^^:,''^°" (ra dl-US-rod), n

tudinal veins in an insect's wing, between the
subcosta and the prtemedia. It is vein III of
Comstock's system.- Angular radius. Same as
spherical-Aradius.— Basal pectoral radius. See -kpee-
fornf.— Focal radii, sects from a point to the foci.—
Radius and cubitus. See *c«6i:(«s.— Radius of an
eccentric, the distance from the center of the sheave to
the axis of the shaft—Radius Of convergence, the
radius of the circle of convergence of a power-series.-
Radius of Inversion. See •iiirarsjon.— Radius of
symmetry. Many animal forms are svmmetrical in
reference to a number of systems of radii, designated
perradii, iiiterradii,adradii, and eubradii. In a quad-
rate Jellyfish there are four pen^uliif four interradii, eight
adradii, and sixteen subradii. Four of the eight mar-
ginal sense-organs of Chrysaora are perradial and four in-
terradial

; of its twenty-four tentacles eight are adradial
and sixteen subradial.— Radius Of vision, the tangent
to the earth s surface drawn from the eye of an observer
situated at any given height above the earth ; the line
from such a point of view to the horizon. At „ea, or above
a level plainf where the horizon is a circle, the radius of
vision is the side of a cone whose apex is the point of
view and whose base is the horizon.— Spherical radius
an arc of a great circle from a pole of a circle on a sphere
to a point of tile circle.

It can be shown that at this rate of disintegration the
earth, if composed initially of pure radium, would, after

In a steam-en-
gine, tlie rod in a Gooch link motion, which
connects the link-block to the valve-stem.

;'lrll™j4rK,-i'"tL.^l'>Tr„^i!!!,°]!''' °5 '^SZC1^'Z^1^^1^'A!''^S^T±V1 ^?.^. «• «• I» -"•«^'. *!- orlglnai Cgui-e of
very remarkable character, discovered in 1898
by Mme. Sklodowska Curie, working with her
husband and M. Bemont. The element itself has
not been isolated, and many writers incorrectly use the
name radium when in reality a salt of the element, gen-
erally the chlorid or bromide, is meant In following up
the researches of Becquerel on the radioactivity of ura-
nium and its comjiounds, JIme. Curie found that certain
ores of uranium manifest this activity t*) a greater extent
than can be accounted for by the uranium they contain.
By patient and laborious examination (jf the constituents
of pitchblende, a mineral containing a high proportion of
nranium, she was able to separate a substance exhibiting
radioactive properties greatly superior to those of ura-
nium. This substance was found associated with the
barium salu removed from the pitchblende and resembled
barium so closely in its chemical properties that a separa-
tion of the two elements could be effected only by the
repeated fractional recrystallization of the mixed chlorids,
the radium chlorid becoming more concentrated in the
less soluble imrtion. On further investigation it was
found that the radium, present only in minute proportion
hi pit<;hblende, was retained and s<imewhat concentrated
in cei-tiin residues obtained from pitchblende in the com-
mercial extraction of uranium at the works in connection
with the mines at Joachimsthal in Austria. These residues
had accumulated for years under the supposition that
they were valueless and a considerable quantity was
placed at the dis|«)8al of M. and Mme. Curie for the con-
tinuation of their researches. The residues consist
chieHy of the sulphates of lead and calcium together with
the oxids of silicon, aluminium, and iron. They also con-
tain greater or less quantities of nearly all the metals
(copper, bismuth, zinc, cobalt, manganese, nickel, vana-
dium, antimony, thallium, the rare earths, niobium, tan-
talum, arsenic, barium, etc.). They were subjected to
nitahle chemical treatment by which the barium and
railium were removed and obtained In the form of a
mixed chlorid. The radium and barium chlorids were
then separated fnini oneanutherby fractional crystalliza-
tion rei)eateil many hundreds of times, and a pure chlorid
of radium was obtained. In this way the Curies sep-
arated about one gram of fairly pure radium chlorid from
eight t^ms of residues, representing nearly eighty tons of
the original ore. (Jiesel has slightly miKlifled the process,
conducting the recrystallizatiim with the bmmidcs
instead of the chlorids. which considerably facilitates the
isolation of a pure railium salt Pure radium chlorid or
bromide resembles common salt in general appearance
when freshly prepared, but quickly acquires a yellowish
or brownish color. It gives a fine carmine-red color to
flame, and affords characteristic flame and spart spectra-
It is visibly luminous in a dark rinmi. Railium belongs to
the class of the alkaline-earth metals, calcium, strontium,
-nd barium, and Its compounds in general resemble theirs.
Its atomic weight, as first determined by Mme. Curie,
w»a 225 (0 = 10); later she obtained the flgurej 226.6.

birth, the source of all judgments and predic-
tions— Radix mesencephall, the mesencephalic root
of the tngeminus nerve —Radix Of the scale. Same
,as base of the *s«ife—Radix trlgemlnl, the root of the
trigeminus nerve.

Radulinus (rad-u-li'nus), n. [NL., < L.
radula, a scraper, '< radere, scrape.] A genus

present in the common rocks and
soil which constitute its surface. Since the age of the
earth is certainly greater than 100,000 years, it is evident
that the radium now in existence must have been
renewed or formed in some manner. The origin of radiuin
has therefore been the subject of careful investigation
and the conclusion has been reached that radium is
fonned through the atomic disintMjration of another
radioactive element, uranium, which is much more abun-
dant, and is widely distributed. Radium has been found
present in the natural mineral substances containing
uranium in a constant and unvarying proportion, three
parts by.weight of radium occurring associated with every
one hundred million parta of uranium. It has been found
that radium Is not fonned directly from uranium, and
it has been shown by Boltwood that another radio-ele-
ment, ionium. Is first produced by the disintegration of
the uranium atoms which after further change are con-
verted into radium atoms. A continuation of the atomic
transformation results in the successive production of a
further series of radio-elements or products: radium
emanation, radium A, radium li, radium C, radium D
(radiolead), radium E, radium K, and radium O (po-
lonium). As no further radioactive pnxlucts have
been detected in this series it is presumed that after
radium G an unchanging, stable form of matter is at-
tained. Although the evidence as to the nature of this
final product is indirect and not wholly conclusive, there
is reason for believing that it is ordinary lead. Radium raffinase (raf'i-naz) n
tas been found widely distributed in minute proportions rnmnpr rofino -^
in the rocks and minerals of the globe, in soils, in the "'i'""^^ /«'°"<', T
watcra of tlieniial springs, in sea-water, and in marine C*uses the inversion of raffinose
deposits. "" '

'
*

" "

ilave been ,

blende resiiiues irom ine Austrian lacuiries, and owing
to the comparative rarity of this material and the labori-
ous and costly methods of treatment necessary for its
e-xtraction, radium salts have commanded extraordinarily
high prices, being frequently sold in small quantities
at a rate exceeding ilM.'Hto per gram of radinni. The
radiation fnmi radium salts, especially the P- and v-rays,
reduces sensitive silver salts and produces an image
upon a jihotographic plate screened by black paper.
It also brings alxjut other chemical changes, convert- _,
ing oxygen into ozone and ordinary phosphorus into raffinOSe (raf'i-nos)
red phosiihorus, and causing the decomposition of " " '

water (with an excess of hydrogen over oxygen in the
gaseous producfas collected). It produces darkening of
color in diamonits, quartz, mica, and especially glass,
some specimens of glass becoming brown and othei-s, more
conmionly, acquiring a violet or purple tinge. Various
other substances become more or less colored. Rjidium
salts, even at some little distance from the human skin,
produce reddening in a few houra, and after days give
rise to painful sores, difficult to heal. They have been
used with some degree of success in the treatment i>f

lupus and other forms of disease of the superficial
tissues. They exert amarkedgennicidalactiou on various rafflesiaceOUS (raf-le-Zl-a'shiua), O.

Haduiinus asprtttus,

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

of eottoid fishes which inhabit the Paoifi'.,

coast in rather deep waters.
raffinade (ra-fe-nii'de), n. [G. rafflnade, < F.
"raffinade, < raffincr',' refine.] A trade-name
in Germany for the finest grade of white
sugar made from beet-root.

[F. 'raffinase, <
ase.'] A ferment which

.....iitiHi oiniiiKs, 111 Bca-waLer, aim in marine " '".- »" . ^-u.vu v.- -itniiuwoi-.

JJlt '^''f
'*'"{«« "' ,"'" ™''V;m B"'t8 «l»';li rafanosate (ra-fin'6-sat), n. [raffinose + -att

I prepared has been almiwt entirely the ptch- a „n,„,,„oT.rl ^f io«i«„t.„ „;.v^ V
aidues from the Austrian lacUiries, and owing ^ compouna Ot raftinoso With a base,

a/e'-i.]

calcium" rafSnosate, aCaO.CjgHgiCixu + 2H2O,
a crystalline powder, by means of which
raffinose can be separated from saccharose,
because it is less soluble in alcohol than
calcium saecharate. When treated with an
acid it yields raffinose and the calcium salt of
the acid.

,, «. [F. "raffinose, < raf-
finer, refine, -f- -o.sr.] A crystalline sugar,
^'18^32016 + SHoO, found in Australian
manna from different species of Eucalyptus,
sugar-beets, cotton-seed, and barley. It has no
sweet taste. When heated with dilute sulphuric acid it
first yields fructose and melibiose, then the latter is
broken down into glucose and galactose. It is dextro-
rotatory and ferments only partly with yeast Also called
inelitose, ijnssypose, and r*irlitriose. Inactive raJUvue is

found in sugar-cane and in beet-molasses. It dots not
crystallize.

Belong-



rafflesiaceous

ing to the Rafflesiaeeae, a family of parasitic

plants; resembling the genus Uofflesici.

rafle (raf'l), n. [F.] A febrile eruptive
disease observed iu cattle of northern France.
The eruption occurs after four or five days, on
the inner side of the hind limbs and sometimes
of the fore-le^, extending down to the hoof.

raft-body (raft'bod'i), II. In a war-ship, the
part of the vessel above the protective deck
in the vicinity of the water-line which is divided

into a large number of watertight compart-
ments. See *haHltshij>.

rafter', ".—Auxiliary rafter, an additional r&Ster

used in a roof-truss to stiHen the principal rafter, often

for a part of its length only.— Dwarf rafter, one of the

short rafters which frame into a hiivrafter or angle-

rafter, reaching from it to the plate.

rafter-dam (raf' ter-dam"), n. A dam in

which long timbers are set on the upper side

at an angle to the stream of from 20 to 40 de-

grees. The pressure of the water against the

timbers holds the dam solidly against the

stream-bed.
rafting-spear (raf'ting-sper), n. A thick iron-

shod pole, used as a spear.

Thus Mr. Tregear remarks :— " I have seen a Maori
speared with a big ra/tingspear (an iron-shod pole

thicker than the wrist), the point driven through the

breast, just under the collar-bone, and coming out at the

back. //. //. £Uis, The Criminal, p. H4.

raft-spider (raft'spi"der), II. A European
lycosid spider, Dolomedes fimbriatus, which
spins together floating leaves, using them as

a raft on which it lives while capturing
aquatic insects.

rag', n. 3. In hot. : (d) The pithy axis and
the membranes separating the sections of the

orange and other citrus fruits.

The fruit resulting (from organic manures] is . . . in-

clined to be large and rough, with a thick rind and
abundant rajr. Yearhuok U. S. Dept. Agri., 1894, p. 190.

12. A coat; a tunic: army slang in India in

the last century; still used. Also *raggie

(which see).

Are you going to sport the blue rag or the red one ?

(The Navy or the Army.]
Quoted in N. and Q., 9th ser., XII. 613.

Hard rags, rags from felted cloth, such as broadcloth,

kereey, beaver, etc.— Soft Tags, rags from loosely woven
orunfeltedcloth.— To chew the ra«, to work oneself

up over a grievance ; complain ; scold ; talk violently.

(Slang.)

"There areafew sore-heads," one man remarked to me,
"who cfiew the rag about corruption an' the way the

town s run, but they don't represent you an' me an' the

citizens. They 're sore 'cause they ain't got any offices,

tliat 's what's troublin' them."
McCiure's Mag., April, 1901, p. 676.

A pardon if too much I chew the rag
But say, it's getting rubbed in good and deep.

Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, xix.

TT a Bag fallow. Hee ir/allow2.

X&g'^ (rag), n. [rug'^,v.'\ In Oxford University,

a noisy, disorderly outbreak, in violation of

established regulations : originally peculiar

to English university life.

The College is preparing for a good old rag tonight.
/««, 1892, No. xiii, p. 88. N. E. D.

raga (ra'ga), n. [Skt. ruga (Hind. rag), color-

ing, passion, jloveliness, beauty (of voice or

song), a musical mode, < V^'j^ be colored, be
red, be pleased, etc.] In Hindu music, a scale

or similar recognized series of tones.

rag-bag (rag'bag), n. A bag to contain rags

or heterogeneous clippings of cloth ; hence,

a receptacle for any collection of odds and
ends.
The Convention was a rag-bag of dissent, made up of

bits so various in hue and texture that the managers must
have been . . . puzzled to arrange them in any kind of

h^u-nxmions pattern. Lowell, Works, V. 166.

rag-boiler (rag'boi''''ler), n. A closed vessel

in which rags are boiled under a slight pres-

sure in the paper-making process.

rag-book (rag'buk), n. An1 'indestructible'

picture-book for children, printed on heavy
linen with a brilliant, glossy surface.

The improvements recently made in the productions

called roff-fcooJrj are strikingly exemplified. . . (they are]

absolutely untearable, even washable.
Athemeum, Dec. 16, 1906, p. 833.

rag-box (rag'boks), n. 1. A box in which
clothes are kept (see rag^, n., 12). [Slang.]
— 2. The mouth : as, to shut the rag-box, to

hold the tongue. [Slang.]

Von shut up your rag-box an' 'ark to my lay.

It Kipling, The Young British Soldier, st. 2.

rag-buniillg (rag'tafer'ning), n. The process

of calcining or roasting tin-witts or tin-ore

that has been dressed but contains pyrites

or other impurities. [Cornwall, Eng.]

1108 rail-drop

rag-duster (rag'dus'tfer), «. In papcr-tnaling, rah (ra), intcrj. and n. A shortened form ot

a duster which employs an endless apron or hurrah: usually repeated.
wire cloth, on which the stock is thrown, after Around her raved the cheers of thousands, but the

it has been torn apart or opened by revolving iwketing "rahs "for Yale sounded in her ears like some

cutters, and the dust has been beaten out. ''?'''»"", '™.«':^' ^h"''' f
"'"'"'

'
'""" •'"!"' "^^- V^ i

rag-fair, n. 2. The kit inspection of a com- r^iado (rft-i-a do),n. [8p. rayarfo, striped.] Z«-'

pany of soldiers. [Slang. ] Grose.

rag-fish (rag'fish), 71. A fish of the genus
Icostcus, found on the shores of California,

remarkable for its flat, flabby body.
Ragged fallow, jacket. See *fallotr^, etc.

ragged-robert (rag'ed-rob'ert), n. The herb-
robert. Geranium Eobcrtianiim.

raggedy (rag'e-di), o. [ragged + -y'i.'\ Hav-
ing a ragged appearance; ragged. Also
raggetij.

A raggedy colt makes a good horse. Old Irish Saying.

There were a great many cattle, some limping wearily
on. . . . Then fore and aft of the herd there were raggety
boys holding the beasts in check and playing pranks
among themselves. Crockett, Kaiders, xxiii.

O The Raggedy Slan ! He works fer Pa

;

An' he 's the goodest man ever you saw I

He comes to our house every day.
An' waters the horses, an' feeds 'em hay. . . .

Ain't he a' awful good Raggedy Man ?

Raiado {Lutianui synagris).

(From Bulletin 47, V. S. Nat, Museum.)

J. w.

tianns synagris, one of the snappers, known
from Florida to Brazil.

Baibl beds. See *bed^.

raiiform (ra'i-form), a. [NL. raia, ray, -I-

L. forma, form.] In ichth., of the shape ot

Raggedy! Raggedy: Raggedy Man 1 m''?,J?^' ,. . o *i ji
BUey, The Kaggedy Man, in Rhymes of ChUd- BaikuU beds. See *6edl.

(hood, p. 217. raill, "— Adhesion-rail. See •adAmVm-raiZ—Bar-
raggety, a. Same as raggedy.

raggie (rag'i), n. Diminutive of *rag^, 12

(which see).

As for myself in my scarlet 'raggie, . . . black waist-

belt and regulation sword, in my own opinion I looked
quite the god of war.

Capt. F. J. Bellew, Memoirs of a GriiBn, ix.

ragging^, ». 3. In mech., the rough-dressing
of a grindstone ; the operation of taking im-
perfections out of the working-face of a grind-

stone.

rageing2 (rag'ing), n. [rag'', v., + -ing.'} A
scolding; a tongue-lashing.

ragging-hammer (rag 'ing-ham ''er), n. In
Mining, a hammer which is used for breaking
off the worthless part of the ore in the first

separation.

ragging-table (rag'ing-ta''''bl), n. See racJcing-

lahlc.

raggie, «. 2. A groove cut in a stone, espe-

low rail, a saddleback rail ; an old form of metal rail

having sides which cur\'e rapidly downward and outward
so .as to fonn a broad base, thus allowing the rail to be
laid directly on the ballast and avoiding the necessity
for sleepers or wooden ties.— Base-rail, a railroad rail,

invented about 1831, which had side projections about
every two feet to give it a bearing surface on the road-
bed.—Bull-headed rail. See AiwH-Aradpd.— Duplex
rail. Same as compound rail (which see, under ra*71).
— Seryice-ralL Same as itadhegion-rail.— SlOt-rail,
one of a pair of rails which fonn a slot, or between which
is an opening in which a trolley or a cable-grip or plow
runs. This slot is usually midway between the rails on
which the car runs, and for street-car service, the top of
the slot being flush with the street surface. Elect. World
and Engin., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 406.— Stock-raU. Same
as -kadheHion-raiL—Third rail, a supplementary, insu-
lated mil laid beside the track of an electric line, to caiTy
the current used by the motor-cars. It is usually placed
near one rail, outside the ti-ack, in convenient reach of a
shoe that slides upon it, and takes the current from it to
the motor. In street roads two light insulated rails in a
tuiniel under the track take the place of the third rail.

See cut under electric -kconduit.— Vlgnolles rail, a
railroad-rail of the same shape as the T-rail. (Eng.)

eially in the upper stones of a wall, to hold rail*, «.- Pectoral rail, in Australia, Rallmphitip-

tliB pHo-a nf a rnnf penns. Autlral Eng.
tne cage oi a rooi. .^^^01 -. railage (ra'laj), n. Charge for transportation
rag-house (rag'hous), «. A tent. [Slang.] by nlil; also the transportation itself.

ragout (ra-gb'), I', t. [ragout, ».] To make a latour. cartage and railage.

ragout of; to make a spicy mixture of; hence Auckland Star, X. Z., Oct. 1, 1891, p. 4. A". B. D.

figuratively, to give spiciness or piquancy to, rail-bird^ (ral'berd), n. One who percheson or
as speech or literary stylo. hangs over the rail or fence at a race-course,

There would have been some grand officer of the house- or a fair, not having a reserved seat. [Slang.]
hold, . . . taking upon himself to allow beef to be ra
youted in small kitchens, and iu pans of peculiar size.

yrestminster Rev., Jan., 1833, p. 33.

Rag-pickers' disease. (6) A form of pneumonoconiosis
occuiriug in rag-pickers.

Rag-sorters' disease. Same as rag-picker^

disease (a) and (6).

ragstone, «. 3. The weathered first bed or
upper layer of a quarry in England.
raggstone.

The Ragg of the Quarry : It is the very Strata of Stone
that makes the Roof of the Subterraneous Quarries.

M. A. Green, Eighteenth Century Architecture of Bath,
[p. 94.

rag-time (rag'tim), n. and a. [rag for ragged (f

)

+ time.'] In music, a rhythm or movement that

has many irregular accents and jerky inver-

sions of emphasis, similar to those described
under Scotch catch or snap. The term appears rail-clamp,

to have been first used (as an adjective) of

negro melodies of the southern United States,

but it has been extended indiscriminately to

all sorts of popnlar songs, often of a vulgar
character. [CoUoq.]

An Italian band played Chinese ragtime with German
thoroughness and a French finish as the guests of the

Pity the poor judges when thirty bull calves romp out
hefore them; pity the " railbirds

"
-who pass judgment

on tjie judges.
Rep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-2, p. 208.

Along the fence where in the forenoon the "rail birds
"

had perched, muffled and humped, talking sagely of

*'Himyar hoses," *'St. Blaise hocks," " Iron legs," and
"selling skates." Munsey's May., Sept, 1902, p. 9ia

Also rail-bond (ral'bond), n. An electric conductor
used to unite the adjacent ends of two rail-

road-rails so as to form a good electrical con-
tact. It is usually composed of one or more
copper wires the ends of which are given good
metallic contact with the rails by soldering

them in plugs fitted in holes in the foot. Jour.

FranUin Inst, Feb., 1904, p. 114.

rail-car (ral'kar), n. A contraction of rail-

wiiil-car. [Local, TJ. S.]

2. A rail-drill ; a frame or

clamp for holding a drill while drilling holes in

the web of a rail.

rail-clip (ral'klip), n. A tie-piece attached to

a balance-crane, or a crane mounted on a car,

for the purpose of securing the crane to its

iron rails, thus preventing its overturning
when lifting a heavy load,

e piled into carriages for a drive to the I'ifth Avenue
rail-drill (ral'dril), n. A rail-drilling machine

;

„ '\,
, . ^

N. r. Press, ieb. 2, 1906.
3, t^ble device for di'illing holes in the web

Rag-time music, music characterized by rag-time, espe- „^ ., f., ii,„ >,„if<. -p,,,,;_„fi „< the inints
ciaffy songs or dances imitated or caricatured from negro ot a rail tor tDe DOlts reqiurea at tne joinis.

melodies. Jour. Franklin Inst., Feb., 1904, p. 112.

The sound of r(i!7(»m« mMMc came from the two music rail-drop (ral'drop), II. The fall of potential
halls across the way. M. E. Seawell, Papa Bouchard, i. between the rails of an electric railway, where

State
Hotel,

rag-trade (rag'trad), n. 1. Trade in rags
which are sold to the paper-mills.— 2. The
buying of false bank-notes which are palmed
off on victims who give good money in ex-

change. [Slang.]— 3. The tailoring trade.

Barrere and Lcland, Slang Diet.

ragweed, n— Giant ragweed, tall ragweed, the
great ragweed. Ambrosia trifida.

ragweed-fever (rag'wed-fe'vfer), n. Same as

liay-fever.

these are used for the return circuit, and the
grounded terminal of the generator.
Now if, as the result of plant installation such as is

represented in the lecturer's diagram, voltages existed

such as therein graphically shown, such voltages would
have to be diagrammatically illtistrated somewhat as

shown in Fig. 7 ; in which. ZZ' being the zero line and A
the voltage of the low-voltage pole of the generator, CC
would represent the voltage at different points of the
rail-return {rail-drop) and F.E' the voltage at different

points of the accidental auxiliary returns (earth-drop,

pipe-drop, etc.). Elect. Itev., Oct 8, 1904, p. 669:



rail-feeder

rail-feeder (ral'fe'd&r), «. A generator or
battery used to regulate the distribution of

voltage through the rails or earth retum-
eireuit of an electric road.

rail-fork (ral'fork), H. A track-layers' bar
having two parallel blunt arms at the end the

space between which is designed to fit the
web of the rail. It is used in lifting the end
of a rail.

rail-gage (ral'gaj), n. A bar, either of iron

or wood, having a projection near each end
at right angles to it. The distance apart of

the outer faces of the projections is the
distance required between the heads of the
rails. See raihcay-*gage.

rail-head (ral'hed), ». 1. The upper portion
of a rail ; that part of a rail with which the
wheels of the vehicles of a railway come in

contact in passing.

All of the lines run on the public highway, and as the
railheacU are Hush with the street, wagon traffic suffers

no interference. The rails are laid on a foundation
made up of large stones covered by rubble.

Elect. World ami Engin., March 19, 1904, p. 554.

2. The terminus of railway transportation;
the farthest point to which transportation by
rail is open.

Rail-head having arrived at the requisite point in the
summer of last year, our party, consisting of six Euro-
peans, left Marseilles on June 10.

(jeug. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 454.

rail-ingot (raring^got), ». A steel ingot
from wliich rails are to be rolled. Bessemer
or open-hearth steel is commonly used for this

purpose.
rail-jack (ral'jak), H. A screw, ratchet, or
hydraulic jack having a foot or bracket at the
bottom of the movable ram for pifting a rail

or anything close to the ground.
rail-joint (ral'joint), H. 'siee joint, 1 (d).

rail-jointer (rarjoin'tSr), «. An artisan em-
ployed to make the electrical connections or
bonding of the rails of an electric road.

rail-lock (ral'lok), ». In railroodin;/, a lock
for controlling the ends of the track-rails at
the edge of a drawbridge, where the rail-

ends must be raised before the draw can be
opened. It locks the rails in their raised
I)osition and at the same time locks all train-

signals against the bridge until the bridge is

closed and the rails are lowered.
rail-mill (ral'mil), n. A rolling-mill in which
rails are rolled. Vliland, Corliss-Engines, p. 43.

railroad, n.— FnnlciUar, industrial, light, moun-
tain, pyramidal, scenic railroad. See funicular
itntitirfii/, k;U:.

railroad, v. t. 2. To build railroads through
(a country).— 3. To carry by railroads.— 4. In
printing, to mark with parallel lines.

H. !'. i. 1 . To work on railroads ; to be in

the railroad business.— 2. In printing, to over-
run : indicated in proof-reading by parallel
lines.
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i- + -atia."] Scraps of information or gossip
about railroads ; railroad literature. [Bare.]

railroad-iron (rarrod-i"em), ». l. Wrought-
iron suitable for making articles for railroad
use, as coupling-links, pins, etc.— 2. Iron or
steel pieces used in railroad construction or
operation, as rails, wheels, couplers, etc.— 3.
Steel rails : the first rails having been of iron,
the term has been carried over to the newer
practice.

railroad-plow (ral'rod-plou''), n. 1. An ex-
cavating plow or scraper drawn by a loco-
motive and used for ditching or grading beside
a track.— 2. A snow-plow pushed by a loco-
motive for removing snow from a track.

rail-saw, «. 2. A saw for cutting off the crop-
ends of rails after they leave the roUs aud for
cutting the rails to lengths.

rail-sickness (ral'sik"nes), n. Physiological
disturbances caused by the motion of railway-
cars, similar in origin aud effects to those of
sea-sickness ; ear-siekness. The rapid motion of
objects through the visual angle of the eye ; the swaying
of the car-body as the direction of motion is changed at
curves ; the lurching due to centrifugal force on curves
when the outer rail cannot be adequately elevated by rea-
son of other traffic at less speeds ; and, in general, the dis-

;, turbances incident to tiuvel, atfect the nerve-centers and
' produce headache, nausea, faintness, aud other phenomena
which vary with the subject.

In running over its monntaiu division the . . . flyer, if

it is to be on time, will have to negotiate the curves at a
speed for which no amount of super-elevation of the outer
rail can fully compensate, and " rail-ncknegs " may claim
its victims. Set. Ainer., June 17, 1905, p. 478.

rail-tester (ral'tes't^r), n. An instrument for

testing the bonding of rails on an electric
road. It usually consists of a millivoltmeter
the terminals of which are ^attached to two
steel points with which contact on either side
of the joint to be tested may readily be made.

rail-tongs (ral ' t6ngz), «. jtl. Track-layers'

tongs for lifting rails. They have short jaws
designed to clasp the rail head and two long
handles bent at a right angle.

rail-train (ral'tran), «. A train of rolls for re-

dnoing iron piles, steel Ingots, orblooms torails.

Railway, with sinj^Ie traveler in detail.

railway, ». 3. p\. Haut., iron jackstays
bolted on the under side of standing gaffs

which carry fore-and-aft sails, with or with-
out booms. Small grooved iron shapes called
" travelers" are sewed to the head of the sail,

and slide along the railway, so that the canvas
may be spread along the gaff by means of a
whip or outhaul Funicular railway, a railway
operated by a cable ; a cable-railway or cable-road.

—

Indiutrlal railway, a temporary or permanent system

rain
of narrow-gage tracks laid in a mine or quarry, on a plan-
tation, about a blast-furnace, or in a shipyard, lumber-

yard, sawmill, factory,
shop, or otlier industrial
plant, for the transporta-
tion of raw material or
finished products. The
most simple track is

made in rail-length sec-
tions, consisting of light
T-rails bolted to steel
ties, at a gage of twenty-
four inches. The sec-
tions are joined by
fish-plates and are laid
on the ground or on
wooden or cement lloors.

For contractors' use,
wooden ties and heavier
rails are used. Another
type of track is composed
of sections of T-rails riv-

eted to steel ties, and of
21i-inch gage, outside
mea-surement. Another
is composed of cast-iron
plates having the rails

cast at the edge on each
side. The figure shows a
section of a cast-plate
track bedded in the
floor of a boiler-room, the
floor being composed of
cast-iron plates resting
on concrete. On such a
track the flanges are
on the outside of the
[wheels and run in the

Industrial-railway Turn-table.

a, circular base with channel for
ball-bearing, showing ring of balls

:

*. under side of table: c, table in

fiosltion, showing cross-tracks; <i,

atcli for corer. A car is run by
hand on the turn-table, the table
turned one quarter of the way
round, and the car run otT on a
track at right angles to the (irst

track.

Railroad-galf.

railroad-gafT (ral ' rod*- gftf), ». JVaM«., a
vessel's standing gaff which has an iron jack-
stay bolted to its under side. See ^railway, 3.

railroadiana (ral"r6d-i-a'nit), n. [railroad +
a, cast.iron plates, bedded in concrete for boiler-room floor;

section of boiler
flange wheels.

, cast-iron track ; li, charging-car with outside-

grooves at the sides, the space between the rails being
roughened to form a foothold. Heavy cast plates of this
pattern are also used for street roads and are bedded in
concrete. Such plate tracks are also laid on wooden
floors, with side strips, to allow for the easy crossing of
trucks ; and in boiler-rooms are laid in concrete, with
plain floor-plates. Simple forms of crossovers and switches
are used in all forms of industrial roads, and in shops,
where abrupt tm-ns must be made, small, ball-bearing
turn-tables are used in place of curves and switches, as
shown in the figure. Uand transfer-cars are also used.
The car-loads on such roads are often very light and the
cars are moved about and the tuni-tables operated by
hand. For heavy loads and trains of cars electric motors
are in Jalmost univeisal use. A great vaajety of shop,
mill, quarry, and other cars are used on industrial roads,
such as cane-, coke-, sugar-, ash-, sLtg-, and logging-cars,
and the tracks are often laid on elevatetl structures and
on bridges between buildings. In some instances the
botly of the car is suspended below the car-trucks, under
the elevated tr:icks. See dutnping-car and dumper.—
Light railway. («) A railway built witb light rails

ana using liglxt rolling-stock. (6) A railway built under
enactments to secure light charges for transportation.

Such railwaya are not "light " in the technical sense of
having been made under enactments intended to secure
ftermanent lowness of cost as compared with standard
ines. Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 186.

Mountain-railway, a railway having grades steeper
than 3 feet in 100 feet. Such railways are sometimes
provided with a rack or a cable so that the tractive force
of the Uicomotive may not depend entirely on the adhe-
sion of the wheels to the track.

—

Pyramidal railway,
a mono-rail road ; a railroad having a single^ central rail

supported on short posts aiul straddled by the cars.

There are guide-rails on the sides of the posts, at| the
bottom.— Railway gage. See *(7otff2.— Railway
bead. See irhead and *™i7-/i(!a(i.— Rallway-jack.
Same 'as irrail-jack.—Railway kiln. See -kkiln.—
Scenic railway, (a) A railway line wliicli passes
tlirough a region notable for the beauty of its scenery.
{b) A short tnick upon which cars are run, generally by
gravity, and which passes through artificial scenery in-

tended to be beautiful or weird : a source of amusement
at pleasure-resorts.

—

Tube-rallway, a railway con-
structed in a tube or tuimel ; an luiderground railway ; a
subway.

railway-beetle (rarwa-be'''tl), «. A South
American lampyrid, probably a larviform fe-

male, luminous in patches along the sides,

thus resembling a miniature railway-train at
night.

railway-crane-(ral'wa-kran), ». See -'•crane'^.

railway-grease (ral'wa-gres), n. The lubri-

cant used iu the axle-boxes of railway rolling-

stock. It varies in composition, but is very
commonly a sort of imperfect soap, made by
melting together tallow and palm-oil and stir-

. ring iu a solution of carbonate of soda until a
uniform mixture is produced.

rain^, w. 2. (a) Red or brown dust is sometimes
carried by violent winds into the upper atmosphere and
many miles from its source. If afterward precipitjited

with rain, it imparts to the latter a red color.—Agrl-
CUltoral rains, rains which occur dining the glowing
season ; specifically, rains which oi-cnr during tll.it portion

of the year in which the average daily temperature of the

air is above 40" V. or 5* V. -Artificial rain, a rain caused
to fall by human agency. Etforts to produce rain by
special human intervention have been made from time
immemorial, by the ringing of bells, the firing of cannon,

the upwiird discharge of vapors and giuies, and possildy

other devices, but in no instance has it Ijceii sliown satis-

factorily that rain is thus produced.— Belt Of rains, tlie

region between the northeast trades of the northern
hemisphere and the southejist trades of *be southern

hemisphere which approximately surrounds the globe in

the neigliborhood of the equator. It is characterized by
frequent rains throughout the year. It moves north-

ward and southward through a range of about five



ram
degrees annualW and is generally spoken of as the
equaturuil rain-hfU, being in the center of a n\tlier

broader region called the equatorial cloud-hdt.— 'Siaxi):.

rain, ruin-water discolored by the line dust from a black
soil or by soot washed down out of the atmosphere.
Probably the fine jmrticles are carried very high up ixnd

form the nuclei of condensation for the raindrops.— Coast
rain, a niin peculiar to the coastal regions of a continent
or island : almost invariably the special result of uprising
currents due to winds blowing from the water to the
land—Dynamic theory of the formation of rain,
the theory developed by Espy, Ferrel, Uann, and later

meteorologists according to which the fonnation of

clouds, rain, hail, and snow is a process of thenntv
dynamics. The work done by the expansion of air under
pressure is done at the expense of the heat contained in

the air and vapor and sotm reduces the temperature of

the vapor to its dew-point The further coolirig and
the consequent condensation give rise to an evolution

of the latent heat of the vapor so that the process of

cooling is retarded in proportion as the rate of condensa-

tion is increased. The total quantity of heat repre-

sented by the falling rain, hail, or snow is left in the

cloud and promotes further rise and overflow, but is

eventually lost by radiation. So long as the cloud or air

retains this excess of heat it is more buoyant than
neighboring air and promotes the formation of winds
and storms.— Ltunlnons rain, a rain in which occur
luminous electric discharges or sparks between the

drops and the ground as thev approach it Encyc. Brit.,

XXIII. 329.— Red rain. See blood-rain, under rai»l,

2(a).

rain-area (raii'a"re-a), n. 1. The region over
which raiu has fallen, shown on a daily wea-
ther-map.— 2. Any area over which rain is

falling at any time.— 3. That quadrant of an
extended cyclonic storm in which the most
rain usually falls. It is the southeast quad-
rant in the storms of the United States, but
the southwest quadrant in Europe, and a
northerly quadrant in the storms of the south-

ern hemisphere.— 4. That portion of the

storm-area over which rain is falling, as dis-

tinguished from the portion over which snow
is falling.

rain-belt (ran'-belt), n. A region in which
rains occur with frequency, as contrasted with

a contiguous arid or relatively arid region.
— Equatorial rain-belt. See bM o/*rains.

rainbelter (ran'bel-tfer), nf A farmer, in the

western part of the United States, who settles

on the semi-arid plains during a wet season, re-

lying upon a continuance of sufficient rainfall.

Just now there is a fever of speculation in farm lands

in the Northwest and the tide of immigi-ation has set in

strongly toward a region heretofore considered valuable
only for grazing. There is again an intlux of the "rrtiyj-

belters." a venturesome and fcxtlhardy class of settlers,

who, disregarding or without knowledge of the experi-

ence of the pioneers of the early eighties, are crossing

the meridian beyond which the rainfall is scanty and un-

certain. It is impossible to fix the exact boundaries of

the region known as "Semi-arid America," but it is

generally considered to include that territory between
the 97th and the lOlst meridian. The diftlculty in defi-

nitely bounding this region is due to the fact that for a
succession of years the high plains of which it is largely

composed receive more than the average rainfall.

N. y. Tribune, Sept 30, 1902.

rainbow (ran'bo), V. t. To color likeTa rain-

bow, or so brightly as to suggest the rainbow

;

curve over or surround, as with a rainbow.

rainbow-fish, n. (c) A new Zealand fish,

Heteroscarus castelnaui. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

rainbow-smelt (ran'bo-smelt), n. The bril-

liantly colored smelt, Osmerus dentex, found

Rainbow-smelt (.Osttterus dtntex'i.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

on the coast of Alaska. It forms an important
part of the food of the natives. Also called

Alaska smelt.

rainbow-trout, «.- McCloud River ralnhow-
trout, a trout, Salmo irideus ahanta, found in the Sierra

Nevada mountains from Mount Shasta southward.

rainbow-tub (ran'bo-tub), n. In calko-print-

ing, a tub used to print rainbow colors.

JV^. E. D.

rainbow-weed (ran'bo-wed), «. The purple

loosestrife, Lythrum Salicoria.

rain-breedt (ran'bred), a. Producing rain.

llee channts : . . .

How floods be engendred, so how Are, celestial'Arcture,

The6 rainebreede seunstars,with both the Trionical ordera.

Why the sun at westward so tymely in wynter is housed.

Stanyhumt, tr of First Four Books of the JEneiB, i. 754.

rain-breeder (ran'bre'dfer), n. Same as wea-
ther-breeder.

rain-channel (ran'chan'el), n. In geol., a
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furrow excavated by the rain: especially pro-
nounced upon surfaces of loose sand or soft

rocks.

rain-char (ran'char), n. A salmonoid fi.sh,

Salveliniis 2)liiviits, found in abundance in the
mountain streams and lakes of Hondo and
Hokkaido, Japan. It is a beautiful fish,

reaching a weight of two or three pounds.
rainer (ra'ner), n. One who produces the
rain. [Nonce-word.]
The human mind is so made . . . that it must think

... a rainer behind the rain.

Max Midler, Nat Religion, xv. 404.

Bainey's corpuscle. Same as Miescher's *cor-

rainfall, «— zone of maxlmmu rainfall. See
•kzone.

rain-ga^e, w.— Symon's rain-gage, a glass receiver
inclosed in a metal jacket, witli openings f»>r observation.
It is graduated in cubic centimetei-s.

rain-maker, «. 2. One who pretends to be
able to cause rain by some physical process.

The ringing of bells, the explosion of gun-
powder or dynamite (Dyrenforth's method),
the mixing of chemical? producing various
vapors (Melbourne's method), the burning of

piles of brushwood (Espy's method), are
among the methods that have been tried.

There is abundant evidence that many are deceived
and much money wasted by the so-called rain-inakerg

and others. ... In Italy, Austria, and France a wide-
spread delusion prevails as to the possibility of prevent-
ing hail by the bombardment of the clouds, analogous to

the short-lived delusion promoted by Dyrenforth in the
United States, to the effect that rain could be brought
down by bombarding the clouds.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 714.

rain-making (ran'ma'king), H. The attempt
to produce rainfall by some mechanical or

other means. See *rain-maker, 2. The plant-

ing of forests or the formation of ponds, lakes,

and swamps by irrigation so as to increase the
rainfall is one of the methods used.

rain-pit (ran'pit), n. An indentation in the
ground made by a drop of rain.

The easiest way of comprehending the preservation of

them is t<:) suppose dry sand ... to have swept over and
filled up the foot-prints, rain-pits, and hollows of evei-y

kind. Penny Ci/c, XI-K.-XX. 270.

rain-quail, n. 2. In India, one of the small
painted quails, Excalfactoria chinensis ; also a
species of Microperdix.

rain-stone (ran'ston), n. A stone which under
certain conditions (for example, when placed
in water) is imagined to be able to cause rain.

7totee((trans.), The History of Mankind, III. 39.

rain-warp (ran'warp), n. A loam, found be-
neath the vegetable soil in southern England,
consisting of the accumulated fine materials
washed out of heavier stony deposits by the
action of rain. See warp, 4. J. Geikie, The
Great Ice Age, p. 394.

Rain-water head. See *head.
rainwater-fish (ran'wa"ter-fish), n. A small
fish, Lucania parva, of the family Pwciliidae,

found in Florida.

rain-wind (ran'wind), n, A wind blowing
from the point from which the principal rains

come. The rain-wind is usually one that
blows from an ocean, from the equator, or up
a mountain-slope.
rain-worm (ran'werm), ti. The earthworm

;

the angleworm. N. E. D.
rainy-day (ra'ni-da"), a- Pertaining to or

suitable for a rainy day: as, the Rainy-day
Club.
She . . . was really a vision to see.

For she wore — the flirt ! — a rainy-day skirt, of a kind
that was bound to allure.

-V. r. Timeg, Sept 28, 1902.

raise', v. t. 23. In poker, to increase (the

amount bet by any preceding player).— Heave
and raise the dead! An order given to the men at

the windlass to break the anchor away from the bottxjm
— from its mud grave.— To raise a mouse (naut.), to

make a mouse (see mouse, 6) on a stay, etc.— To raise
steam, to get up steam ; produce steam, as in a boiler

;

produce or generate steam at a required pressure, start-

ing with water which is not hot enough to give off such
steam.— To raise upon, in imv. arch., to heighten the
upper works of (a_yessel)

raisei

rally

rake', «. 3. A lean, meager person.
Let us revenge this with our pikes, ere we become rakes.

Shak., Coriolanus, i. 1.

4. A local miners' term in Derbyshire, Eng-
land, for veins of galena in joints in limestone,
as contrasted with fault-fissures. The joints

are often enlarged by the solution and removal
of the walls, but they may be and usually are
limited or cut oflf sharply by an underlj'ing
stratum. Also written rake-vein. Compare
gash-vein.

One of those upward Assures that the miners of the
country call " rakes "

; it is from 18 to 30 feet wide, and
inclines from 75° to 80° towards the horizon. It is an un-
finished abyss ; that is to say, it is a crack that erosion
has not enlarged up to the surface of the earth, for its

orifice has not been found above.
(Jeor/. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 607.

As lean or as thin as a rake, very lean or thin.

As lene was his hors as is a rake,

And he nas nat right fat, I undertake.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 287.

Side-delivery rake, a horse-rake in which the ^-ake is

suspended between the axle of the pair of wheels and a
third or caster-wheel trailing at the end of the rake, and

5. In mining, a rise; a riser; an
opening at the back of a level to connect it to

the level above.
raisin, «.-WUd raisin, the sheepberry, Viburnun
Lenta'jo.

raising, «. 1. («) The production of a nap or pile on
fabrics by means of a napper, gig, or similar machine.
Oeorr/ievics, Chem. Technol. of Textile Fibres, p. 290.

raisinit-machine (ra'ziDg-ma-shen"), «. A
machine, as a napper or gig, for raising a nap
or pile on fabrics. Georgievics, Chem. Technol.
of Textile Fibres, p. 290.

Side.delivery Ralie.

placed in a position diagonal to the direction in which
the machine moves. By means of suitable mechanism,
operated through gearing on the axle, the hay, as fast as
it is gathered, is delivered at the side of the rake and
deposited on the ground in the foi-m of a windrow.

rake', f. t. 7. In turpentining, to clear com-
bustible material away from (the base of a

tree), as a precaution against fire.— 8. In salt-

making, to remove the salt from (the evaporat-
ing-pans) to the draining-table.

After a sufficient amount of salt has collected in the
first section of the front pan, it is removed te the *' drip

"

for drainage. This is called drawing or raking the pans.
Set. Amer. Sup., Oct 3, 1903, p. 23198.

rake-hook (rak'hiik), n. A set of hooks fixed

on a bar which is dragged along the bottom of
a river or lake so as to catch fish by the body.
N. E. D.

rake-off (rak'of), n. 1. In gambling games,
the amount or percentage taken by the house
or the banker. Hence— 2. An amount or
percentage of money taken by a party to a
contract or enterpi'ise as his share'of the spoils;

specifically, a share of money illegally taken
in a public enterprise.

raker, «. 3. Something superlative of its

kind, as a heavy bet (a 'plunge'), or a fast

rate of speed. [Slang.]

rake-teeth (rak'teth), n. pi. A condition in

which the teeth do not touch, but are sep-
arated one from the other by a more or less

considerable interval.

raking-bar (ra'king-bar), «. A long wrought-
iron rod bent at the end for cleaning out a
foundry cupola or melting-furnace after drop-
ping the bottom.

Baku pottery. See *pottery.

rd,le, «.— Mucous r&les. Same as moist rdle-s (which
see, under rrt/c).- R&le redtlX, returning rfile ; a crep-

itant rale heard at the termination of the stage of con-
solidation in pneumonia.

Balli-car, -cart (ral'i-kar, -kart), n. IRalli,

proper name.] A light two-wheeled driving-

trap for four persons, named after the first

purchaser (1885). N. E. D. [Eng.]

Of two-wheeled vehicles the Polo-cart and Halli-eart

are most in favour. Encyc. Brit., XXVI. ti07.

rallid (riil-ya'), «. [F., pp., of rallier, come to-

gether, rally. See rally^, f.] In recent French
politics, a member of a group of Catholics,

holding monarchical views, who, by advice of

the Church authorities, acquiesced in the sup-

port of the Republic.

Leo XIII. published in Fehruarj- 1892 an encyclical,

bidding French Catholics accept the Republic as the
firmly-established form of government The papal in-

junction produced a new political group called the " Bai-

lies," the majority of its members being Monarchist* who
rallied to the Republic in obedience to the Vatican.

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII.;487.

rally', v. I. trans. 3. In boxing, to attack
vigorously.

Molineux rallied him with quickness.
Sporting May., XXXIX. 139 >'. E. D.

4. In sporting, to parry.

While the others rallied his covers.

Col. Hawkes, Diary, I. 12. K. E. D.



rally

Tally^^, n. 5. In (iectioiieiriitfi, a mass-meet-
ing o£ a political party : as, a Republican ralli/

was held in the town hall.

At the last Presidential Election, at a great Republican
Rallti, there were two speeches made, significant and
worthy of note. S. Y. Tribune, Dec. 21, 1904.

6. The military signal for rallying: as, to

sound the rally.

XaiH'", ". 1. C) In mech., the reciprocating bar or
slider which carries the tool-head of a shaper or Blotter.

(A) The plunger of a hydraulic elevator.

£. A. M. An abbreviation (a) of Royal
Academy of Music; (b) of lioyal Arch Mason.
xamada (ra-mii'da), «. [Sp. ramada, usually
enramada, < enramar, cover with branches, <

en- + ramo, branch, < L. ramus, branch.] In
Spanish-speaking countries, a shelter made of

branches ; a bower of branches.
Each and all of these examples of the Kenaissance style

of an-hitecture, as it found expression in the valley of the
Gila, was provided with a " ramada " in front, which at
a small expenditure of labor in erecting a few additional
upright saplings and cross-pieces, and a covering of Cot-

tonwood foliage, secured a modicuiu of shelter from the
fierce shafts of a sun which shone not to warm and en-
lighten, but to enervate and kill.

Bourke, On the Border with Crook, i.

ramarama (ra"ma-r!i'ma), n. [Maori.] In
New Zealand, Myrtus bullata, a shrub belong-
ing to the myrtle faniilv, having opposite,

broadly-ovate leaves, pale-pink flowers, and
black beiTies. The name is often corrupted
into f/rama. It is sometimes cultivated in

greenhouses.
ramate (ra'mat), a. [L. ramus, branch, +
-ate'.] In the trophi of rotifers, having the
rami crossed by two or three teeth, the ful-

crum rudimentary and the manubria absent.

Tambler, »'. 2. A variety of rose, which
clambers freely: as, the crimson rambler.

ram-block (ram'blok), n. Xaut., an obsolete
name f(jr a deadeye.
rambunctions, «. 2. Violent but satisfactory

;

goluptious. Also rambunkshus. [Slang.]
" what happens if he upsets?

"

"The petrol will light up and the boiler may blow up."
'* How rambunkshug ! And —" Pyecroft Ijlew a slow
cloud.

R. Kipiing, St«am Tactics, in Traffics and Discoveries,

[p. 106.

B. A. M. 0. An abbreviation of Royal Army
Medical Corps.

ramdown (ram'doun), H. A steep declivity in

a log«iiig-road, upon which boughs (or hay)
are placed, in winter, to cheek the movements
of the loaded sleds. [Maine.]

Dolefully and silently they traversed wastes of splin-

tered devastation, blocked ram-downg, choked twitch-
roads, and hideous snarls of cross-piled timber.

llolman Day, King .Spruce, p. 197.

Tame (ram), n. [F. rame, < h.ramus, branch.]
A branch. Bannister, Hist. Man, viii. 109.

A'. E. I).

The foies, langnescent, pend from arid ramen.
O. W. UtAmes, jlistivation.

ramekin, » 2. The case or mold in which a
ramekin is baked and served: also ramelin-
mold or -case.

First buy a dozen ranukiiu to bake your Parmesan in.

Dainty Luncheon Dinheg, p. 28.

ramental (ra-men'tal), a. [NL. ramentum +
-«/'.] (If or pertaining to ramentum : specifi-

cally, in paleobot., characterizing the copious
flattened hairs or elongated scales which con-
stitute most of the armor of silicified cycadean
trunks. See *armor, 5. The term is applied
to the scales of ferns and other plants whether
living or fossil.

ramentiferoas (ra-men-tif'e-rus), a. Of the
nature of or producing ramenta.
Sameseum (ram-e-se'um), «.: pi. Ramesea
(-a). [.\lso Ramesseum; NL. Rameseum,
< Rameses + -eum.] In Egypt, antiq., a monu-
ment to a king of the Kameside dynasty,
especially that to Rameses II. at Thebes in

Egypt.
rameta (ra-me'tii), n. [Marathi ramita.'i A
small tree of southern India and Ceylon,
(inidia eriocephala, belonging to the family
DaphnacesB. The acrid, poisonous bark yields

a fiber used for cordage.
ramiferous (ra-mif 'e-rus), a. [L. ramus,
liraricli, + -/croM*.] Bearing branches.
ramigerous (rn-mij'e-rus), a. Same as *ra-
mifcrittis.

ramming-blocks (ram'ing-bloks'), n.pl. Plas-

t«r or metal molds used as master-molds from
which the casting-molds are made, instead of
employing a loose pattern.

ramon (ra-mon'), n. [Sp. ramon, a branch-
tip, < ramo, branch.] In Porto Rico, Trophis
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racemosa, a low milky tree belonging to the
Moracese. Its Dark, sold in the drug markets
of the island, is taken in the form of a decoc-
tion bywomen to stop lactation.
ramoncillo (ra-raon-thel'yo), n. [Sp. ramon-
cillo, dim. of ramon, a branch-tip.] In Porto
Rico, a name of Tropins racemosa. Also called
*ramon (which see).

ramp, v. I. intrans. 5. In arch., to ascend or
descend from one level to another : said of a
wall.— 6. To be greedy, and noisy ; to rampage.
They 're [recruits] crammed wid bull-mate till they

fairly ramps wid good livin'.

Ji. Kipling, The Taking of Lungtungpen, in Indian
[Tales, p. «01.

II. trans. 3. Mil., to make ramps on, as a
bank or wall ; furnish with ramps.
ramp, «. 9. An iuclined traveling platform
or carrier for transferring freight from a boat
to a dock or warehouse, it is essentially a hinged
landing-bridge, in which one portion of the siu-face of the
bridge is covered by a fixed flooring, while the rest is

formed by the upper slutace of an apron-conveyer cov-
ered with wooden slats. The men and trucks are canted
upward on the conveyer and the men walk down the
fixed floor with the empty trucks. In loading from the
dock to an upper deck of the boat, or at high tide, the
motion of the conveyer is reversed. The inshore end of
the ramp is pivoted and the outboard end is suspended
by chains (assisted by counterweights) from the dock-
structure to allow for adjustment to the changes in tide
level. See -kconveyer, 4, with cut.

rampager (ram-pa'j6r), n. One who rampages

;

a violent, riotous, boisterous person.
Tamper^ (ram'per), n. [Probably a corrup-
tion of /ojoyircy.] The lamprev. Also ramj«r-
eel. X. E. D.
ramper-eel (ram'p*r-el), n. See *ramper^.
rampick, rampike, n. 2. A tree broken off by
wind, with a splintered end on the portion
left standing.

Tampion, ".— Oennan'ramplon, the evening prim-
rose, (KiiDthera biennis.

ram-pump (ram 'pump), n. 1. A plunger
pump.— 2. A water-ram.
Kam-Bam (ram 'ram'). [Hind. Ram, Ram,
till) name repeated as an exclamation or salu-

tation, of Ram, Skt. Rama, a Hindu deity.]

A common salutation between Hindus, equiv-
alent to ' good morning ' or the like : originally

an invocation of Rama.
ram-reel (ram'rel), n. A stag-dance on ship-
board. [Nautical slang.]

rams, rammes (ramz), n. Same as *ramsch.
ramsch (ramsh), H. [6. Ramsch, a miscella-
neous heap of goods, a job lot {im Ramsch, in

the lump, in bulk), also a game, < F. ramas, a
confused heap, < ramasscr, heap up, < re- +
amasser, heap up. See amass."] A card game,
a mixtm-e of euchre, spoil-five, and division
loo. Also rams or rammes.
The German game Ramsch dilfers from Rounce in the

following particulars : Ist. The game is played with a
pack of thirty-two cards, the same as Euchre. 2nd. A
player is not compelled to lead trumps if he has already
done so twice, ard. if a player holds no trumps, and
electa to play his haixl, trusting to make a trick in good
cards of other suits, he may, in his proper turn, leatl his

poorest card, face down, which card represents a trump,
and such a lead calls for a trump from every player who
holds one. In all other particulars Ramsch is identical
with the .\nierican game of Rounce. Ainer. Uoyle, p. 325.

Ramsden disk. Same as interfusion *disk.

ram's-hom, «. 4. A form of double hook
used on cranes which do light and speedy
work. It enables a chain sling to be easily

and quickly caught, but is not so strong as
the single hook, since the stress does not
come into line with the hoisting-chain without
side-strain. [Eng.]

ramular (ram'u-lar), a. [L. ramulus, a small
branch, + -n;3.] Pertaining to branches.

JelTrey considers the spaces between the iut«modal
strands as gaps in an originally continuous cylinder, com-
parable to the large foliar gaps found in the cylindrical

stele ()f the fenis, or the ramtUar gaps, occurring where
branches are given otf, in the lycopixls.

Amer. Sat, May, 190.^ p. 281.

Ramularia (ram-u-la'ri-a), «. [NL. ; so called

in allusion to the tubes of the lateral line, < L.
ramulus, a little branch. See ramulus.'] A
genus of flounders found in rather deep water,
in the Gulf of California.— 2. A genus of

hyphomycetous fungi having simple or spar-

ingly branched conidiophores arising from the
stomata of the host-plant and bearing septate
light-colored conidia at the tips. Over 200

species have been described. All are parasitic

and some attack cultivated plants, causing
leaf-blight. R. rufomaculans causes leaf-blight

of buckwheat.
ramus, fi.— Rami commnnicantes, branches of

range
communication between the sympathetic and spinal
nerves.— haluUS nonzonVaiia, llle posterior part of the
Sylvian flssme in the brain.— Ramus hyomandl-
bnlarls.the hyomandibular branch of the seventh eniiiial
nerve, supplying in Chimeera mmistrasa the hyomandi-
bular canal.—Ramus^mandlbulse, each half or si<le of
the mandible.—Ramus ophthalmicus profundus,
the deep ophthalmic brancli of the fifth cranial nerve.
-Ramus ophthalmicus superflclalls, the superficial
ophthalmic branch of the seventh cranial nerve.

ranal (ra'nal), a. lRanal{es).] Of, pertaining
to, or belonging to the Ranales, an order of
dicotyledonous plants. See Ranales.

This, however, does not entitle us to assume the origin
of Monocotyledones from Dicotyledones, although there
is manifestly a temptation to connect helobic fonns of
the former with ranal ones of the latter.

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 440.

rancll^, w. 1, Also, a permanent Indian village.

3. A small hut or house in the country, not
necessarily a cattle-breeding establishment.
[U. S.]

rancho, «. 2. A hut or cluster of huts where
travelers can be accommodated, like the Dak
bungalows of India.

The Rancho represents the " Traveller's Bungalow,"
lacking, however, cot, chair, and table, Thugs and Dacoits.

R. F. Burtmi, Highlands of Brazil, I. 102.

rancidity, n. The chief cause of rancidity in fats is

hydrolysis of the glycerides, the elements of water being
taken up and the free fatty acids and glycerin being
formed. The favoring conditions of the change are the
presence of moisture and atmospheric oxygen, exposure
to light, and contact with albuminoid and mucilaginous
impurities.

Rancocas formation. See ^formation.
Rancooria (ran-ko'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Wight,
1906), from rancooron. one of the native names
in Australia.] A genus of trees of the family
Mcliacese. See Owenia, 1.

randem (ran'dem), adv. [random, on the an-
alogy of tandem.] With three horses har-
nessed tandem. Also randem-tandem . N.E.D.
His fellow-students . . . who drove tandem and ran-

dom in great perfection, and were connoisseurs in good
inns, tlad taught him to drink deep ere he departed.

Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, L

randem (ran'dem), «. \randevi, adv.] A
turnout driven randem. Also used attribu-
tively. See the extract.

' A randem. team. ' That randems should be uncommon
is natural enough.

III. Sport, and Dram. News, Feb. 10, 1883, p. 542.

[A'. E. D.

randing (ran'ding), «. A method of weaving
basketwork for gabions.
Randlord (rand'lord), n. [Rand^ + lord: in

allusion to landlord.] A landlord or land-
owner in the Rand (in full, Witwaters rand)
in the Transvaal Colony, South Africa.
[Colloq.]

Even were the reverse the case one thing is certain.
If the Randlords are unable to exercise proper supervi-
sion over their labourei-s so that they menace the wliite
population, they will have to go. The pockets of the
Randlords might suffer from their exclusion, but the
rest of South Africa could stand that Newspaper.

random^, n. (c) In mining^ the direction of a
rake-vein.

Random group. See ^grouph
railg2, n. 2. In petrog., in the quantitative
system of classification, a division of igneous
rocks lower than the * order,' based on the char-
acter of the chemical bases in the preponder-
ating group of standard minerals in each class.

See '^rock^.

So far, the possible minerals have given a position to
the rock. We may, however, consider the "general char-
acter of the bases in the minerals of the prepondei-ant
group in each class," which enables us to assign a "raiig

"

to the same rock. Nature, April 23, 1903, p. 579.

rangatira (ran-ga-te'ra), r*. [Maori.] In New
Zealand, a chief; a master or mistress; hence,
a gentleman or lady : an aristocrat. E. -E.

MorriSj Austral Knglisn.

range, v. I, trans. 7. Naut., to sail paral-
lel to : as, to range the coast.

II. intrans. V. 6. {h) To find the range;
determine the rauge.
For harbour defence, ... an accurate range-finder is of

first iniportjince. This is largely the case because
"ranging" cannot be resorted to in the same manner as
in the field, where the targets are comparatively motion-
less. Encyc, Brit., XXXII. 177.

rangO, >i.— Conlc range, in gcom., the range formed
by me cn)8se3 of correlated straights of two coplanar
non-copuncta! flat pencils, projective but not perspec-
tive.— Cottage range, a special size and pattern of

stove, usually having two ovens and a horizontal
flue between.—Harmonic range, in gptym. See •^har-
monic.— Perspective ranges ('/^oth.), ranges which
are cuts of the same fiat pencil.— Ravage Of coniCS,
iu qeom., the assemblage of conies on whicli are the .'^idea

a, b, c, d ot B. given tetmgram.—Range Of stability.
See •rtafiiitVy.—Range Of the first degree, a point
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row— Range of the second degree, a conic ranRe.— ranker, n. 3. A man in the ranks. tern, due to the fact that the pattern has been

^^^^^^i;^T^^:^^^l^X l^newbythe t„n.avhisBpachewhi„howaanot rapped too h«rd when drawing it from the

tr»nsmit the range of tlie object to be tired at from the '"'jin care to talk rough that he was a gentieman rn«J«r. sand, SO that the hole it left m the mold was
transmitter in a central position to the in<licato.-s i.i the •«• ^V'"'!!, 'Love-o -women, m Many Inventions, p. 298. i.„ger than the pattern itself,
vicinity of tlie guns. See •inrfioafor, 1 (j) (1).— Sphere Gentleman ranker, a gentleman serving as an enlisted RaDDahannOCk series See *serics

"^Ay!^*f.%"-'^'>T^'^^<>^^^^^^^^-'" "»>""> the army^ ,,,,„, .- , rapper-dandies (rap'er-dan"diz), «.j,?. 1. The
die. [Westeni L. b.J A gentleman of England cleanly bred, machinely a. „•„„. • *„ /i nt. • i.

range-board (ranj'bord), «. A hoard which crammed, Atnericauwintergreen «««« *en«;»oc«,«fce«».

givJs distances from a battery to prominent And a trooper of the Empress, if you please. -2. The bearberry, Arctostaprtylos Iva-urst

Sbiects in the vicinity rapping, «. 2. The striking of a foundry pat-
^ ,,,_.,, • T> • J Ge»i«en!«n-rnn*fr« out on the spree, tern while Withdrawing it from the mold, to

range-bred (ranj bred), a Eaised on a range : Dammed from hell to Eternity, release the grip of the sand and prevent the
applied to horses so raised, as well as to cattle. God ha mercy on such as we. J

f sHplTiT.o' tn it The blows are Ktni<>V
.«ir,>» «»J_. ., ,^ . « .• • .R- Kipling, Gentlemen-Rankers, in Departmental sanQ irom stiCJang to It. I ne Dlows are strucK
range-nnaer, «— Depression range-nnaer, an m- [Duties and Ballads and Barrack-Kooni Ballads, 1. 13. on an iron bar which is insertedm the pattern
strument used at sea-coiist forts Ui deteniiine the dls- ,.,„.> c. i .»^T for that niirnoRP

• tance of an object. The height of the instrument above ranket (rang'ket), «. Same && racket^ , 1 .
lor tnai purpose.

. , .

the water being known and the angle at the object sub- rank-ridert (rangk ' ri " der), n. A highway- rapping-Dar (rap mg-bar), n. A loosening-
tended by this height being measured, «if corresponding

^j^ jj recklessly and furiously ; ^ar ; a bar, one end of which is inserted in a
range IS read fnm. the instrument.-Horizontal base „,„„ ' 4„.l,p.^, ' •" foxindry pattern, to jar the pattern while
range-flnder, an instrument used, at one end of a lion- aibo a jocKey.

n.M'hAJa-aS > <s.aa it^nnn-
lontal base-line, to make observations which, together There are those rani-riders of art, that have so spur-

witnurawing it. oee rapping, n., z.

with those made by the companion instrument, may be galled your lusty-winged Pegasus, that now . . . even rapping-nOle (rap ing-hol), n. A hole in whicll
used to determine the distance of an object. only for provender's sake, is glad to shew tricks like to insert the rapping-bar in a foundry pattern.

range-grass (ranj'gras), n. See*grass. Bankes his curtaiL Better, Wonderful Year, Pref. rapping-mallet (rap'ing-mal"et), «. In/o««rf-

range-horse (ranj'hors), n. A horse which ranovin (ran'o-vin), n. [L. rana, frog, + iny, a light, round-faced wooden mallet used
has been brought up on a stock-range. ocmn, egg, -I- -!k2.] An albuminous material for striking patterns to loosen them from the

However we may look upon the ronjre./iorse personally, extracted from frogs' eggs. sand during their withdrawal from the mold.
we must admit that the foundation is there for a very e.v- rantankerOUS (ran-tang'ke-rus), a. [A vari- rapping-plate (rap'ing-plat), n. An iron or
cellent horse stock. Market Classes of Horses, p. 31. ^nt of cantankerous.} Cantankerous. [U. S.] brass plate set in the face of a foundry pattern

range-indicator (ranj'in'''di-ka-tor), n. See Senator has had one IChristmas gift] coming to and provided with a hole in which to insert
*in(liC(ltor, 1 (j) (1). him. His " rantonieroiw " friend ... has been getting the rapping-bar. If a hole for the lifting-rod

range-pole (rani'pdl), n. In surveying, one of " '"""^y '»• '"™- *• ^'- 3^"''«'«. "«« i'-*- I'-W*-
is also provided, the plate is called a rapping-

two or three slender rods or staffs (promi- ^e^atlci^^a'™fall%'sf^'Sie'mnc^reaTdnTSobs^r'S: «"^'-''/««ffi''«««.

nently painted or marked, and usually sharp- tion in one of the excretory ducts. rappist^ (rap'ist), n. [rap^, v., + -ist.} 1.

ened at one end or provided with a pointed rapakiwi (rii-pa-ke've), h. [Finnish ra^afaw!, One who is a believer in the rapping of spirits,

shoe or with a tripod by which it may be self-weathering stone, < ropa, dregs, grounds, ^- E. D.— 2. The spirit who is believed to

placed firmly in or on the ground in a verti- grouts, -t- kiwi, stone.] In petrog., a variety rap. N. E. D.
eal position) used for the purpose of prolong- of porphyritio granite, composed of flesh- rapport, n—Rapport k succession, in French law

ing a straight line bv setting the third pole or colored orthoclase, with some oligoclase, (Louisiana), the giving back tu the restate of a :decedent
11- • t • li, „t „\t !•«., *t-„,,™l,

^"*"i^" •jL^yj^ia^yj, " " =-; i.. =1 1 ' of all property which may have been previously given by
locating a point m the straight line through smoky quartz, and a little biotite and horn- him t« any of his heirs, in order tliat there may be an
the other two prolonged. blende. It has large phenocrysts of feldspar, equal division among all the heirs. »

It seemed best to depend upon the sextant for this often with circular zones of inclusions. It is rapt^, n. 3. A carrying off; an abduction,
work. It was believed that greater accuracy could be used for monumental and building purposes In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it [maiden-
secured than with the compass, and that it would be

jjj northern Russia but falls to pieces upon stealing] is more common than ever, and in the first half
more practicable and less expensive than the rnnsre-poic _.„„fi,„_:„„ i.„„„o tVio ViTiTiioV, ^.o^ii of the nineteenth century it was more in vogue still. The
method. Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. S7. weatnenng, neiice tne a mnisn name. author remembers two rapts in his own childhood, in
_ , »._..,,, I J I • rape-dust (rap dust), «. A powder made of igTg and in 1879

lf^^2li'f^^^oriii^f:^^?on^r^rii g^und rapVs^ed..used for m|nure N. E. D. M. V. S,nilJa,Uc, in Amer. Anthropologic Oct.Dec.,

tablishingtworanges, each located by two range-poles or raphania (ra-fa'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. po(?awf, .... r. o -c ,,...;
range-marks, in such position and direction that the two radish.] A convulsive disease, resembling raptatonal, a. 2. Specincall}", in ichth.,

ranges Interaect at the offshore point to be marked. ((/) In grgotigm believed to be due to the eatine of hooked inward at the tips : said of the teeth.

LTftrsrr^t^hfiineTetrenU'dflTvSbitoin^ thi seeds of the wild radish iBaphanus Raph- of minnows, etc. Jordan andEvermann, Amer.
moving two range-poles into successive positions until anistrum).\ rood ana uame fisnes, p. xxxvii.

the straight line through the two poles passes through raphanol (raf'a-nol), n. [Gr. paiiaviQ, radish, rapturo (rap'tur), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. raptured,

the two distant points simultaneously. „
., , + -oi.] A crystalline compound, CagHggOi VV^^. rapturing. To enrapture.

ranger, «. 9. In some parts of the United
.^^_ found in the bla-ck radish, Eaphanus sati- rapturize (rap'tur-iz), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. rap-

States, a county officer who takes charge ot
j^,„,^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^ev crucifers. It melts at 62° C. iuri::ed, ppr. rapturizing. To feel or speak

stray ammals. See the extract. raphe, n. 3. In ornith., the groove along the ecstatically. [Rare.] X. E. D.
In Mississippi the coroner is also the county ranger,

u,j(jgi. gjde of the rachis of a feather. N. E. I). I will not rapturise again buti give myself great credit
and performs the duties of that office. (It is the duty of the ,. „ y „„„_„„„ „ fl„„ -nAPfllp in not being crazy out of pure delight ... the convic-
county rare<^er to take charge of stray horaes, mules, jacks, '•^I'^'Ol, "•. •?• ,^" sponges, a, uue neeuii,

ti„„ that I am walking in the New World is even yet mar-
cattle, sheep, or hogs.) Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 29!). shaped spicule having about the same diam- veiious in my own eyes.

10. A steer or horse raised on a cattle- eter throughout its length. Dan««, in Life and Letters, I. 232.

range ^ ''^''^ '""8 slender toxa and one or two sigmata, to- Rapuntium (ra-pun'ti-um), n. [NL. (Miller,

Thebestra„,er,I ever saw on the Chicago market were «<=*- ^""> -"^
""T^f.Zlltl'. ^l^^SoT^, p. 137.

"^S), adopted fi^om Tournefort, 1700) appar-
high-grade Short-horns from Montana. . ,,.,,',, , -^ , ently < JJflj/umCMto, a related genus of Tourne-

13(A Bien. Mep't. Kan. State Board of Agn., 1901-2, rapiC (ra pik), a. \rape'^ + -jc] Derived fort (now known as Phyfeuma), a diminutive
[p. 15. from rape-oil.- Raplc acid, an acid, CisHjiOa ob- of Rapo, an earlybotanical name of the turnip,

Rangoon rubber. See *rubber. tained from the oil of rape-seed, it is a Uqmd. < Gr. pdjrif, the turnip.] A genus of plants Of

rangy a. 1. (6) Said of an animal, espe- rapid, a. 5. In pftotoff., said of plates, lenses, the family C'om;)an«/ao<'a'. See Lobelin, 2.

cially a cow, which has a longand small barrel and subjects which require short exposure or Rare earth. See *earthi.- Rare-earth metals. .See

or body andnarrowhind quarters, with unusual print rapidly. *enrm. -,,,, n r

space between the front and hind legs. A A rapid plate is absolutely necessan; with such rarefactional (rar-e-fak shon-al), a. [rare-
*^ „ „™L,„„v„ ^A tr^r. -Wact v,„t ia r^r^n-r. a subject. TAe A7»o(eMr, 1902, p. 180. faction + -o/l.] Of or pertaining to rarefac-

Z^fJZ^^^ltl ^ t Monntafnous Fe Kapld transit. SeeMran^t. lion; pertaining to the density and pressure

^Lwi^ATXlFn^Tifh
*^°""*^'°°^'- ^- ^-

rapid-fire (rap'id-fir), a. 1. Constructed so of a gaseous medium and to the resulting
Jiorris, Austrai jMigiisu.

^^ ^^ discharge projectiles with rapidity; changes in its properties.
RaniKOt beds, bee oea . quick-fii-ing; quick-fire.— 2. Figuratively, rariora (ra-ri - 6 ' rii), w.^)/. [L. ronora, pi.

ranfcl, a. 13. Unmanageable : said of a race- marked by rapid movement of question and of rariu.i, neut. of "rarior, compar. of rnrus,
horse on the track. [Colloq.] answer.— Rapid-lire gun, in ordjiance, a gun having rare.] Books, coins, objects of art, and the
rank^, M.— Uneal rank, the rank of an army officer in a quick-acting breech-mechanism wliicli can be operated jjjjp which are rather rare, or unusually rare.
his branch of the service: as, the lineal rank of the by a single continuous motion of tlie hand, loaded with j ,},„„„,,,„ TJec 17 1904 r> 829 (adrt )

offlcera of cavalry.- Open ranks (viilit.). a line of two fixed ammunition or a metallic cartridge-case, and sup- j^l'":''^""i^^%'lLi^*^^^
ranks with a distance of three paces between ranks.- ported on a gun-mount permitting its easy and rapid Karitan CUy, lormation, grOUp. bee ^clay.

Rank of a determinant or matrix or system of manipulation. An automatic rapid-fire gun IS one m etc.

pq quantities. a.t(.i = 1, 2 . . . p ; * = 1, 2 . . . 5) is r which the firing of the first shot auUmiatically operates
jj ^^ j^^ abbreviation of Royal Artillery.

ifristhegreatestnumberforwhichnotalldetenninants thebreechmeclianismtoreload the gun and toflreitauto- t> A o a^ abbreviation (fl) of Roiial Aari-
made from r rows and r columns of aa vanish.-Rela- matically as long as ammunition is fed to it A »em,- ±4. A. b. An aODreviatlon W ^}J^''JI"';^9r'
tlve rank (a) See ranW, 4 (aV (6) Specifically, rank aiitomoKc raj)td->re (/wn is one in which the loading is cultural Society ; (0) Ot Koyal Asiatic bOCiety

;

in the United States army according to date of last com- partly automatic and partly by hand. The largest rapid- if.\ ot Royal A-stronnmical Society.
mission. fire guns properly so called are of about 6-inch caliber, _„_„..,•- /_;:„ li-ii'«,i>.o> „ TSt) ra.tcacio other-

W9 < IT T„ 7„„„i„^ t« l,o„l or,/l v>ilo beyond which size metallic cartridge-cases are not con- raSCaClO (ras-Ka se o;, n. L^p. joscactw, omer
rank2, v. t. 7. In logging, to haul and pile

venient. a larger gun is properly a quick-fire gun, wise resca:a.} A scorpion-fish, Scorpsena Plu-
regularly: as, to ranfc bark or cord-wood. though the distinction is not always observed. mieri, of Florida and the West Indies. The
rank^ (rangk), to. a name proposed by Perry Rapier's method. In nav., a system for name is also applied to other species of 5cor-

/VIH drawing the great-circle track on a Mercator's piena. Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of North
for the thermodynamic quantity,^ -j-

.

pij^rt by noting the maximum separation in and Middle Amer., p. 1848.

.^ „ , , J u 17 1- V .„».!„„ latitude and then drawing through this point a rascalrv (ras'kal-ri), ?i. [rascal + -ri/.] 1.

pe^feT.?'thfB"rtti^hTdt^JeT,?r%y'^7nnirefL';!! line parallel to the rhuWlinl between the TraSly action.-2. Rascals collectilely.

pears sometimes in examination papers ; it is most appro- two places. Having these three points, the
-pjig writer who "stood back among the rascalry,"

priate. Nature, April 14, 1904, p. 662. track may be freely drawn by hand. looks on with grim pleasantry.

ranked (rangkt), a. Arranged in ranks ; hav- rapist (ra'pist), n. [mpe2 + -ist.] One who is •*'• """^ Q' 9* »'"•• y"- 182.

ing ranks: used in composition: as, a /owr- guilty of rape. [U.S.] N. E. D. rasciera (ra-se-a'rii), «. [See ra«/ierA] A
ranked galley, a galley having four ranks of rappage (rap'aj), n. In founding, excess in scorpajnoid fish, Sebastodes ni-niatus, of the

oars. the size of a casting over"the size of the pat- coast of California.



rase

rase^, «• 2. An imperfection in velveteen or
otber pile fabric after the pile is cut.

rase-cut (ras'kut), n. [r«sel, t'., + cut.'] A
certain cut of the pile in velveteen or other
pile fabric. Also race-cut

rase-end (ras'end), n. [rase^, v., + end.]

Same as *rase'^, n., 2. Also race-end.

rash^, a. 5. Quick, brisk, hot; causing too
quick a result : as, a rash fire. [Colloq.]

rash^, K.— Flannel rash, a reddish, sometimes miliary,

eruption on the body, due to irritation by the under-
clothing.— Hedicinal rash, an eruption ou the skin

occasionally following the ingestion of certain drugs.
Also called drug eruption.

rash^ (rash), n. [Imitative.] A crisp rustle

;

a crackle. [Rare.]

I tell thee Jack, the whisking of a Silk-Qown, and the
rash of a Tabby-Petticoat, are as comfortable sounds to
one of these rich citizens as the chink of their Pieces of

Eight Dryden, An Evening's Love, i. 1.

raspador (ras-pa-dor'), n. [Sp., a rasp, < ras-

par, rasp, r.] A machine for extracting the
fiber of Sisal hemp leaves. It is a 54-inch

wheel, with a capacity of 500 pounds of dry
fiber a day of 10 hours.

raspatorium (ras-pa-to'ri-um), n.
;
pi. raspa-

toria (-ii). [NL.] Same as raspatory.

raspbeiry, "•— Cane-bllght of raspberry. See
*con<;-6(i(/7i(.— Native raspberry. See wild -kraKv-

berry below.— Raspberry bud-beetle. See kbmUireUe.
— Raspberry bud-wonn, the larva of the raspberry
bud-beetle (which see. under *iud-6<!cf(f).— Raspberry
cane-borer. See *cf/;u-6orcr.— Raspberry fruit-
worm. .See */ruirHon)i.— Raspberry geometer.
See .'/cojru'fer.— Raspberry leaf-roller. Shmu- :« twat
Mrnwf>erry lenf-roller (which see, under *^'rt/-r'<//»T).

—

Raspberry piume-moth. See *),iinne-iii,ith.— Rasp-
berry saw-fly. See *m w-,iiy.— wud raspberry. («)

In .\ustnUia, a large-fruited raspben-y, Jiuf'us rn>ifr/ttliu)t,

found also in Asia and Africa. It is called also Ilitna-

tayriii ritJfpherry. (6) In Tasmania, a native species,
liubns Gunnianuit, peculiar to the country.

raspberry-borer, ». (6) The larva of a sesiid

moth, Bembecia rubi,

which channels the
lower part of the cane
to the root, (c) The
red-necked Agrilus, a
buprestid beetle,

Agrilus rufieoUis,

whose larvae, boring
in the canes, form the
so-called 'gouty galls.'

raspberry-bug (raz'-

ber-i-bug), n. The
flea-like negro-bug.
See negro-bug and
*strawberrii-bug, 2.

raspberryihg (raz'ber-i-ing), n. In billiards,

playing tlie spot-stroke: so called because it

cngngcs tlie red ball only. [Slang.]

raspberry-rust (raz'ber-i-rasf), ». See *rust'^.

raspberry-slug (raz'ber-i-slug*), n. The larva

of the raspberry saw-fly.

raspberry-spariworm (raz'ber-i-span'wSrm),

«. The larva of an American geometrid moth,
Synchlora xrata,
whose larvae

feed at first on
the tender
leaves, and later

on the fruit, of

the raspberry
and the black-
berry.

!raspite(ras'pit),
II. [Named after

Mr. Rasp, who
discovered the

R.spbe,r> ^. Broken Hill

mines.] l<eaa

tungstat* (PbW04), like stolzite in compo-
sition but monoclinic in crystallization : found
at the Broken Hill mines. New South Wales.

rasta (ras-ta'), n. and a. [An abbreviation of

F. rastacouere, which see.] I. it. A rasta-

coufere. [Slang.]

Vou were a gentleman, not a rasta, like the others.

0. W. Carryl, Transgression of Andrew Vane, xv.

n. a. Underbred; showy; parvenu. See
*rastacoukre. [Slang.]

A horrid, glossy creature, in a dress suit, with a top hat
that was much too shiny, and a huge waxed moustache ;

... an undersized, dark, Hebraic-featured man, scream-
ingly rOKta. H. Uarland, Comedies and Errors, p. IWi.

rastacouere (ras-ta-kwar')) »• [Also rasta-

quouire; F. for 'rastracoudre, < Am. Sp. rastra-

cuero, lit. ' drag-leather,' applied to a parvenu
who has made a fortune in the leather busi-

ness. Hatzfeld and Darmesteter.l One, espe-

cially a foreigner, who lives extravagantly and

Raspberrj-.borer iApriiui
rujicf'liis).

, larva ; c, beetle. Mai^nitied.
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dresses showily, and whose social antecedents
and actual financial status are unknown.
[French Slang.]

This is the rowdy, reactionary Paris, ever on view,
which disapproves of the pope, and would assuredly array
itself in garments of gaiety if M. Loubet were assassin-
ated. This is the Paris which sneers at raiit(i-quou(:reg,

and is ever on the lookout for American heiresses for its

needy titled sons.

//. Lynch, French Life in Town and Country, iL

rastellum (ras-tel'um), n.
;

pi. rastella (-a).

[NL., neut. (L. rastellus, masc), dim. of L.
rastrum, a rake.] A minute rake-like arrange-
ment of spines on the mandibles of certain
spiders. Proc. Zool. Sac. London, 1898, p. 506.

BastrinUS (ras-tri'nus), n. [NL., <Jj. rastrum,
a rake.] A genus of deep-water cottoid fishes,

found in the North Pacific.

rat^, «. 7. pi. An exclamation used to indi-

cate incredulity or ironical disagreement with
a statement ; humbug. [Slang.J

" My cousin has lessons along with the younger chil-

dren."
'* Mats ! " declared Vic, smiling broadly ;

" she sees that
they do theirs— that s more like it."

Crockett, Cinderella, xxvii.

Forest rat, a Xew Zealand name of the black rat, 3fu8
rattiitt, which was intnxiuced there at a very early date.

ratafia, «. 3. A flavoring essence of which
the principal ingredient is benzoic aldehyde
or oil of bitter almonds,
ratal (ra'tal), ». [ra(e2 -f- -a/2.] The ratio
at which rates are assessed ; also, the amount
of rates assessed.

The owner would also be placed in the unfortunate
position that whereas by avoiding smoke he had conferred
as much benefit upon aJl his neighbours as upon himself,

he would have to pay the whole tine of increased ratal
himself, and would still have all the disadvantages of his
neighbours' smoke. Xature, Oct 30, 1902, p. 670.

ratanhia-red (ra-tan'ya-red), »!. [NL. ratan-
hia, prop, 'rataiiia, Braz. Pg. ratanhia, prop.
ratanhu, Sp. rataita, < Peruv. rataila, the name
of a plant. See ratany.] A reddish-brown
amorijhous powder, CojjHo^Oj]^ or CooHjgOa,
formed by treating ratanKa-tannic acid witn
dilute sulphuric acid.

ratanhia-tannic (rii-tan'ya-tan'ik), a. De-
rived from ratiiuhia-root orratauy Ratanhla-
tannlcacld, a red amorphous glucoside, CgoH20*'it' founil

iuTatanhia-root, Krameria triandra. Dilute sulphuric
acid converts it into ratanhia-red.

ratch', ". t. 3. To cut; to hack; to notch.
One of these screws, which was intended for ratching

or cutting the teeth, was notched across the threads, so
that the screw, when pressed against the edge of the
wheel and turned round, cut in the manner of a saw.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 733.

ratchet, n. 2. In printing, a notched straight
blade of brass which rotates the pinions at-

tached to the (movable clamps of an electro-

typo plate mounted upon a block.

ratchet-bar (rach'et-biir), ». A straight or

slightly curved bar having sloping teeth along
one side against which a dog or pawl acts,

thus permitting motion in one direction and
not in the other.

ratchet-crank (raoh'et-krangk), n. A crank
fitted with a pawl or dog which works ou a
ratchet, so that the shaft to which it is attached
may be.turned by an intermittent or oscillating
motion of the crank.

ratchet-feed (rach'et-fed), n. 1. A feeding
motion derived by the motion of a pawl and
ratchet.—2. A feeding device or feed-gear con-
sisting essentially of a ratchet and pawl.

ratchet-gear (rach'et-ger), n. A gear hav-
ing ratcliet-teeth with which a pawl engages;
any gear used as a ratchet, or operated by a
pawl

.

ratchet-pawl (rach'et-p&l), n. Aeateh, click,

dog, or detent used to engage the teeth of a
ratchet-wheel.

ratchet-SCre'W (rach'et-skro), n. A screw hav-
ing a buttress thread, or one whose section

is that of the tooth of a ratchet-wheel.

ra'tchet-teeth (rach'et-teth), n. pi. Teeth
having one side radial, or nearly so, and the
other side much inclined. A pawl, dog, or
detent can slip over the inclined side but will

catch on the radial side, thus permitting the
wheel having such teeth to revolve in one di-

rection only.

ratchet-toothed (rach'et-totht), a. Having
teeth which are not symmetrical on their

front and back faces, but are adapted to re-

ceive and be constrained by a pawl or dog
which falls into the spaces between them, so
as to permit the wheel to turn in one direction,

but not in the other. The front face is

Batibida

nearly radial and straight, while the backs are
cui-ved or inclined at an acute angle from the
tangent to the wheel at the point of the tooth,

Batchet-'wheel burner. See *burner.
ratefl (rat), ?!. [rafei, «;.] A reproof ; specifi-
cally, in hunting, a reproof to a dog.
As long as they will stop at a rate, they are not chas-

tised. • P. Beckford, Hunting, p. 96. N. E. D.

rate^, n— At that (or this) rate, under these circum-
stances; if this goes on ; etc. [Colloq.]

At this rate overspeculation will be followed by de-
clines, but there is a vast ditference between a speculative
reaction and a panic. Boston Transcript, Nov. 27, 1903.

Ground rate, a special local rate of fare or freight on
a railway. Stand. i^ic(.—Traveling rate. See the ex-
tract

Thanks to the chronometer watches which were kindly
lent me by the Royal Geographical Society, and to
''travelling rates," having been several times ascertained,
good chi-ononietric values for longitude were obtained.
By " travelling rates " I mean rates while travelling be-
tween places, the difference in longitude of which was
determined trigometrically as we went on. This method
of obtaining travelling rates has, I believe, never been
used by explorers in unknown and unsurveyed country.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 164.

rate2, v. t. 5. (a) To fix at a rate of transpor-
tation : as, freight was rated as low as possi-
ble. (6) To convey or transport at a given
rate.

Large quantities of freight have been rated through to
New York ... by other lines.

Chicago Times, Mar. 12, 1881. A'. E. D.

rat6 (ra-ta'), a. and n. [Fem. ratee; F. pp.
of rater, miss fire, fail to hit, < rat, rat.] I. a.
Having missed fire, literally or figuratively;
having failed.

A dress-rehearsal to empty benches is a demonstration
rate, because the third side of the triangle is wanting ;
author and actors alike are aiming their blows at a dark
and dismal nothingness. Bookman, Sept, 1902, p. 45.

n. n. One who has failed ; a person who ia
a failure.

The unappreciated talent of the decayed actor, her fa-
ther, . . . one of those rates who furnish the mark for
the keenest shafts of irony in [Daudet's] "Jack" . . . and
. . . tile mean spirit of D'Argenton, the poet, who, with
his attendant group of rates, the failures of literature
and art, forms a sort of mutual admiration club, envious,
only of recognized talents

B. W. Wills, Modem French Lit, p. 476-77.

rateau (ra-to'), ». [F., < L. rastellus, a rake.
See *rasteUum.'] Same as *rastellum. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 735.

rateP (rii'tel), n. See roll.

rate-limit (rat'lim'''itX n. In the postal service,

the limit of weight allowed for any single rate
of postage: as, the rate-limit for first-class

mail-matter (sealed letters) is one ounce for
two cents.

rat-fall (rat'ffi,l), n. A trap into which rats
fall and are caught or killed. See the extract.

A most excellent *' rat-fall" may be made of a strong
barrel, about half full of water. The cover should be-
placed on a pivot and well baited. Hundreds of rats may
be caught with this device.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 164.

rat-flea (raffle), n. Any one of several spe-
cies of Pulicida! found on rats. The following
species <»ccnr on thcNorway rat ; Ceratophyllus fascialus,
Ctenophthalmus bidentati.formis, Ctenopsyllus niusculi,

and Fulex brasili^nsis. The following al'e found on the
roof.rat or black n\t, Musrattus : Ctenopsyllustnexicanus,
C. mttsculi, and ridex brasiliensis. They are specifically

mentioned on account of their importance in the convey-
ance of the bubonic plague.

The best article on " The Spread of Plague from Rat to.

Rat, and from Rat to Man by the Rat-Jlea."
Nature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 397..

Bathbunella (rath-bu-nel'a), n. [NL., named
after Richard Uathbun, at one time connected
with the U. S. Fish Commission.] A genus
of fishes of the family Bathymasteridse, found
in rather deep water on the California coast.

rathite (ra'tit), «. [Named after Professor
G. vom Path of Bonn, a German mineralogist.]
A sulpharsenite of lead, analogous in compo-
sition to jamesonite, from the dolomite of the
Binnenthal, Switzerland.

rathskeller, ratskeller (riits'kel-er), «. [G.,

< rath, a council, + kcller, cellar.] The cellar-

of a town hall ; a public wine-cellar; hence, a
room, or rooms, below the level of the street,

in which wine and beer are sokl.

Batibida (ra-tib'i-dji), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,

1818), of unknown significance.] A small
genus of American composite herbs, two or
thnee of which are garden-plants. It is closely

allied to Rudbeckia. Ratibida colmnnaris is

the leading cultivated species, particularly

the varietypulcherrima ( Obeliscariapulcherrima
of former seed-lists), native to prairies of the
midcontinental region. This plant is two to
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three feet tall, with nari-o vly divided leaves,
and yellow or purple rays ou the terminal
long-reoeptacled heads.

ratification, »—Judlclsa ratification, in Scots Mip,
ail acknowledKiueut by a mairied woman before a judicial
officer that a dispt>sitioii or conveyance of her heritable
property has been made of her own free will and without
fear or coercion.

rating-badge (ra'ting-baj), «. A badge worn
by a petty officer, sewed on the outside
of the right or left sleeve (according as he
belongs to the starboard or port watcli) mid-
way between the elbow and shoulder. It

serves to indicate his rank and the particular
specialty to which he is assigned, as master-
at-arms, quartermaster, electrician, machinist,
etc. [U. S.]

ratio, ».— At a geometrical ratio, in geometrical
progression.— Capacity ratio. See tcapacity.— Cross
ratio, anhannonic ratio. See anharmonic.—'Double
ratio, cross ratio; anharmonic ratia See anhannonic.
—Exponent Of a ratio. See *«rponen«.— Geometri-
cal ratio, ordinary ratio; the relation between two
quantities expressed by dividing one by the other.

—

Mendellan ratio, the ratio of 1:3 exliibited by the
grandchildren of a cross between two parent races of

pure bkxMi which differ from each other with respect to
some one characteristic. See ancestral irinheritance.—
Hetlus's ratlo(for,r). 355/113 = 3.1416929 : given in 1585
by .\dri;ian Anthoniszoon, father of Adrian Metius.

—

Nutritive ratio, in stork-feedinff, the ratio between tile

digestible protein and the digestible fats and carbohy-
drates in a balanced ration. The former is always a
moderate fraction of the latter, for example, for a dairy
cow, about one fifth.— Folsson'a ratio, in elasticitif, the
ratio of the lateml contraction to the elongation of a solid

subjected to longitudinal stress.— Ratio Of transfor-
mation, the ratio of the difference of potential between
the tenninals of the secondary windings of a transfonner
or induction-coil to that between the terminals of the
primary windings.— Trigonometric ratios, sin a, cos a,

tan a, cot a, sec a, cosec a.— Ultimate ratio, the limit
of the ratio of two variables as tliey approach their limits.
— Velocity ratio, in elect., the ratio of the electrostatic
to the electromagnetic units, numerically equal to the
velocity of light.

ratiocinator (rash-i-os'i-na-tor), n. [L., <

ratiocinari. See ratiocinate.'] One who ratioc-
inates ; a reasoner
ratiometer (ra-shi-om'e-ter)^ ». Iratio + Gr.
fiirpov, measure.] See the extract.

A mechanical device for obtaining rapidly any required
set of numbers having the same ratio among themselves
as any other given set of numbers. The instrument is

known as the '^ratiometer," and was designed by Mr. A.
E. Munby. It . . . consists of two graduated rules,

which can be set at any angle, which with one edge of a
T-square form a right-angled triangle. By means of a
tongue and groove the base of the triangle slides along
the stock of the T-square. yatare, Mar. 5, 1903, p. 424.

ration, «. 3. In stock-feeding, the sura of
food regularly supplied to an animal, usually
the amount per day. A scientific ration contains in

due proportion and amount the essential food ingredients,
namely, fats and carbohydrates, which supply heat
and working-enei-gy (heat-proilncers) ; and protein (nitrog-

enous substances), which provides for the upbuilding
and repair of tissues (flesh-producers). The absijlute

and relative amouuta required are learned from experi-
ence and vary with the animal and its occupation. See
it/eeding standard, nutritive itratio, and phrases below.
A ration is governed not by the actual amount of the in-

gredients, but by the amount digestible (often much less

than the whole), this being determined by experiments
the results of which are published in tables. Feed-
ing standards are not now much used for precise
calculation.— Balanced ration, a ration which em-
bodies a right proportion of digestible protein, fat, :intl

carbohydrates. See -Oration, 3.— Complete ration, a
ration which contains a sufficiency of each essential in-

gredient. See -kration, 3.— Narrow ration, in stock-

raising, a ration in which there is a large proportion of
protein.

Where the percentage of digestible crude protein is

large in comparison with that of the other digestible
constituents, it is spoken of as a narrow ration.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 489.

Spirit ration {naval), a half pint of distilled spirits
(rum or whisky) per day fonnerly allowed as part of the
daily rations. Che spirit ration in the United States
navy was abolislted in 1862.— Wide ration, in stock-

raising, one in which the proportion of fats and carbo-
hydrates is large.

rational. I. «.— Rational curve. Same as unicur-
sal curve (which see, under nnicursal).— Rational
geometry, mechanics f(<>), point, suriace, sy^np-
toms. See -kgeornetry, etc.

H. ». 3. In math., a rational number.—4.
One who is a believer in so-called 'rational'
reforms, as in dress or food.
Ai &* rational,' . . . she thought that members should

be free to adopt any costume that they liked.

Westminster Gazette, Nov. 28, 1896, p. 3. -V. E. D.

rationality, «. 4. In math., the state of cor-

responding to or being producible by a
rational transformation or operation.

It is then clear enough that the resolvent equation,
being irreducible and such that any solution is expressi-
ble rationally, with p parameters in terms of the solution
M, enables us to define a linear homogeneous group of
transformations ot y, . . . yn depending on p parame-
ters ; and every operation of this (continuous) group cor-

responds to a rational transfonnation of the solution of
the resolvent equation. This is the group called the
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rationality group, or the group of transformations of tlie

original homogeneous linear differential eciuation.
Encyc. llrit., XXVII. 457.

rationally, ailv. 2. lu math., as a rational
function. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 457.-3. Ac-
cording to ratios or proportions.

Some of the refractory clays from the Carboniferous in
the vicinity of Borowitsclli have been rationally analyzed.

Jiep. U. S. Oeol. Surv., 1897-98, vi. p. 453.

ratlings, w.p?. See ''ratilinps.

ratoon, I'. II. trans. 1. To'induce the growth
of young shoots by cutting back (old plants)

;

raise another crop from (the old stools) : as,

to ratooH sugar-cane. U. S. Agri. Re})., 1879,

p. 594.— 2. In the West Indies, to continue
the growth of (plants) after the close of the
dry season and after seed has been sown for
thenew crop: as, to ratoojt cotton. Agricultural
Xeu's, IV. p. 84.

Rate pottery. See *pottery.

ratsbane, "—Yellow ratsbane, impure onnment
whicli, as commercially jirepared, contains much arseni-
ous oxid along with the yellow sulphid.

rattery, ». 2. A place where rats are kept or
that is suitable for such use. N. E. D.

rattish, a. 2. Having the qualities of a politi-

cal rat.
Small thought had I

My Sonnets should salute thee with a cheer.
Trimming, no doubt, and rattish thy career :

But he that now forgotten.
Eraser's Mag., XXII. 636.

rattle^, «.— watchman's rattle. See rattlei, 3.

rattle^, v. ^—to rattle down (naut.), to seize and
clove-hitch the ratlines across (the shrouds). These ratlines
are usually separated about 14 inches, are parallel with
the sheer-pole, and extend from the shroud nex-t abaft
the swifter (the forward shroud of its set) to the aftermast
shroud : but every fifth ratline is seized to the swifter,
and is known both as a catch-ratline and a sheer-ratline.
— To rattle up {naut.'f, to rattle the rigging up from
the sheer-pole, instead of down from the eyes of the
shrouds.

rattle-nut (rat'1-nut), «. The water chinkapin,
Nelumbo lutea : so called because the seeds
rattle in the dried receptacle.

rattler, «. 6. A tumbling-box used to test

the cohesive strength of bricks. A number of
bricks are placed with a quantity of east-iron
balls in the box and the box is revolved at a
fixed speed. The amount of wear shown by
the bricks is a test of their power to resist

abrasion : essentially a ball-mill. See ball-

grinder and tumbling-box.

The tests made were abrasion in rattler, absorption, and
transverse strength. The latter is expressed in terms of
the modulus of rMpture. The rattler used was polygonal
in form, 29 inches in diameter, and 48 inches long.

Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98, vi. p. 474.

7. Something that is very good of its kind,
as a horse. [Slang.]

If he can only jump . . . and get pretty quick over his
fences, he ought to be a rattler.

W. Melville, Market Harborough, p. 127. K. E. D.

8. A hard, brittle coal, like Jet, which gener-
ally lies on top of seams. Gresley 'Flue-rattler,
in tnech., a device for cleaning the flues or tubes of loco-

motive-boilers from scale deposited from the water. In
its usual form, it is simply a long tumbling-barrel in

which the tubes are placed and rolled over one another
by the revolution of the barrel, breaking off and disinte-
grating the hard, cryst^line deposit. Elect. World and
En:iin., .Tuly 30, 1904, p. 170.

rattle-root (rat'l-rot), n. The bugbane or
black-siiakeroot, Cimicifuga racemosa. Also
rattlc-to]).

rattler-tree (rat'lfer-tre), n. The white pop-
lar, I'opulus alba.

rattles (rat'lz), n. A disease of the grape in
which the berries fall off just as they are
ripening. It is attributed to defective nutri-
tion, but may also be influenced by fungi and
insects. Also called shelling and shanking.

rattlesnake, ».— Paclflcrrattlesnake, Crotalus'Jii-

cifer, a species marked with rounded cross patches

:

found in the western United Stjites.— Red-dlamond
rattlesnake, Crotalus atrox ruber, a subspecies of the
Texan rattlesnake, found in southern California on the
Pacific slope : of a red color, with dark red spots.—Tiger
rattlesnake, Crotalus tigris, a rare species of the South-
west, nanuMi from it.s tawny color and dark cross stripes.
— White rattlesnake, Crotalus mitchelli, a pale desert
species found from the Colorado Desert to Cape St Lucas.

rattlesnake-grass, « 2. See *slough-grass.

rattle-top (rat'1-top), n. Same as *rattle-root.

rattling'^ (rat'ling), adv. Extremely; 'stun-
ning': as, a rattling good speech. [Colloq.]

There is one thing about it ... it does show it was a
rattling good dam anyhow.

E. Xesbit, The Wouldbegoods, p. 158.

rattlings (rat'lingz), n. pi. [A variant of rad-
dlings.] Wood cut into strips (about four feet

long), for kindling, and tied up in bundles.
[Prov., U. S.] See *raddling, 2.

rat-trap, n. 2. A rat-trap pedal.
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ratty (rat'i), a. [to<i -(- -yl.] l. Looking
like a rat; smelling like a rat; hence, dirty.
[Slang.]

The king got out an old ratty deck of cards after break-
fast, and him and the duke played seven-up awhile, five
cents a game. The Century Feb., 1886, p. 548.

2. Miserable; wretched; poor. [Slang.]
Mr. . . . had a good one in the ring, the bay gelding

Clonmel, but the noble beast was handicapped by a
" ratty " driver. Itider and Driver, March 30, 1901, p. 7.

3. Full of rats : as, a ratty cellar.

ratwood (rat'wiid), n. [Name in the Baha-
mas.] Same as eboe-light.

rauning (ra ' ning), 71. [Australian native
name ?] A name used in Australia for a spe-
cies of lizard fish, Laurida tumbil.

raupenleim (rou'pen-lim), «. [G., < raupe,
caterpillar, -t- leim, lime.] An adopted Ger-
man name for a preparation from crude
petroleum, of dark brown color and viscid
consistence: used on the bark of trees to pro-
tect them from caterpillars and beetles.
From what has been said of the nature of the food of

these beetles, it is evident that any method by which the
entrance to their galleries in the bark can be closed will
effectually put au end to the progress of their colonies.
Perhaps the best means of accomplishing this is by coat-
ing the trunks with dendroline or raupenleim.

Yearbook If. 5. Vept. Agri. 1896, p. 430.

raupo (rou'po), n. [Maori.] In New Zealand,
the lesser cattail, Typha angustifolia, the
leaves of which are used for thatching. The
roots of the plant were formerly eaten and
the pollen collected and made into bread.
See *punga-punga, Typha, and reed-mace.

rauque (rak), a. [See raucous.'] Eauoous;
hoarse; harsh sounding. [Rare.]
The rauque bellow of the hippopotamus.

R. F. Burton, in Jour. Geog. .Soc., XXIX. 214. A'. E. D.

Bauracian (ra-ra'shian), a. and n. [L. Bau-
racuin, a city of the Hauraci, a people of Gaul,
dwelling near the Helvetians.] In geol., not-
ing a division of the Jurassic system in France
and the Jura constituting the lower substage
of the Seqiianian which is equivalent to the
upper half of the English Corallian series.

ravalement (rii-val-mou'), n. [P., < ravaler,
to swallow again, lower.] The finishing pro-
cess of carving and tooling to which masonry
is subjected after being completed in the
rough ; also the cleaning and scraping of dis-
colored and weathered masonry.

ravanastron (rav-a-nas'tron), n. A rude form
of viol, common iii India. Usually it has a cylin-
drical body of bamboo, about two inches in diameter and
five inches long, the ends being covered with parchment
or snake-skin. Through this from side to side is inserted
a long stick to serve as the neck and head, the shape of
the whole being like a mallet or gavel. One or two
strings (occasionally four) are stretched from the lower
end of this stick over one end of the btKly to tuning-pina
at the upper end of the stick. Similar instruments are
found in several countries where Buddhism has pene-
trated. Occasionally the name is loosely applied to other
fonns of Hindu viols, as to the sarinda or serinda.

ravell, ». 4. A snarl ; a complication.
Nowadays the man who says that he knows the ravel

of the inter-tribal complications across the Border U of
. . . use.

R. Kipling, Wressley of the Foreign Office, in Indian
[Tales, p. 671.

raven^, n. 1. (6) Applied in Australia to one
of the larger crows, Conius coronoides.

Bavenelia (ra-ve-ne'li-a), n. [NL. (Berkeley,

***

Jtav€nf/ia

.

a. stem of Cassis nictitans with teleutospores on the stem and
uredospores on the leaves; *. stem and teleutospores enlarged:
c, section showinj; the teleutospores.

1853), < Henry W, Ravenel, an American my-
cologist.] A genus of rust-fungi of the order
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Vredinales, having secidia, uredospores, and
teleutospores. The teleutospores are united into

cushion-like bodies with a group of sterile cells or cysts

beneiith and are borne at the apex of a stem consisting of

several Bepiu-ate or united hyphte. About 50 species

have been described. They are mostly parasitic on legu-

minous plants in subtropical regions. li. caf<itiicola occurs

on Cama nictitans in the southern United States.

ravier (rav-ya'). »• [F.. < rave, a radish.] A
radish-plate, usually of pottery or porcelain.

ravigote (rav-e-gof), «. [F. rarigote, < ravi-

goter, reWve, streugthen, appar. for OF. ravi-

gorer, < L. re- + ad + vigorare, strengthen, <

vigor, strength, vigor.] A piquant sauce made
of civet, burnet, and tarragon pounded to-

gether. See *5rtMoe.

xavison (rav'i-son), h. [Appar, based on F.

rave, turnip. See rfl/x^,] A trade-name of

an inferior kind of colza or rape-seed, from an
uncultivated plant.

The cultivation of sunflower seed, rape seed, colza,

poppy seed, sesamum, ravison, mustard seed, and many
other exclusively oil-yielding seeds is a factor of consid-

erable importance in the rural economy of many foreign

countries. Yearbook U. S. Dept. A'jr., 1903, p. 412.

xaw^, n. 4. An. untrained mustang or eow-

pony. [Slang.]

The animals are mostly from the Texan and New
Mexican musUng herds. They pay for a ' ra iv ' on an aver-

age flfty dollars, and And about one out of five useful.^
Outing, Aug., 1895, p. 389.

ray^, «- 4. in geom.-. (b) The aggregate of all

points of the straight a situated on one and
the same side of a point O of a. (c) One of

the two parts of a straightest (great circle)

determined by a point of it O with its oppo-

site O'.— 10.* See obscure */v///.v, -^radiation,

a.Tid *radioaet'nity.— 11. )>l. Emblems of light

and glory embroidered around monograms of

the holy name and sacred personages

—

Actinic
rMT. any ray capable of causing chemical reactions and
of thus affecting a photographic plate. The violet and
ultra-violet niys of the spectrum are of relatively high

chemical activity and it is to them that the term actinic

rays is commonly applied.— Actlnltun rays. See ob-

gcure -krayit.— AXvh&-rSLJS. S,-..- ob'tcure *ra(/«.—An-
odlo rays. J^ee *'/»"(/(>.— Astral ray, one of the

many rays or fibrils t>f achrumatic substimce which fonn

the astrosphere "f the dividing cell. —Becquerel rays.
See obneiire irrat/s and kradioacticiti/.SeiaL-TB.ys. See

obscure m.v»*.~B10ndlOt rays, Hceobucare -kniijif.—

Buddha's rays, the streamers emanating from the sun

when near tiie horizt)n, evidently formed by the

shadows of distant mountains or clouds. They are com-

pared t^tthe artistic ' glor>' ' in representations of Hnddha,

or the 8un-g<Ml, or the symbol of the sun.— Canal rays.

Hee obscure *rai/f-—Cathode rays, in elect., rays issuing

from the catluKie or negative terminal of a vacuum-tube
having a very high vacuum (much higher than a Geissler

tube), when excited by a high electric pressiu-e or vol-

tage. The cath*xle rays issue in straight lines from the

n^rative tenninal, iiTespective of the jjositive tenninar,

and are supposed to consist of electrically charged parti-

cles moving fnmi the cathode at extremely high vehjci-

ties. ( 'athode rays pnxluce flucjrescence (see jfiiorescence)

and X-rays where they strike an obstruction (see X-
•rftj/").- Caudal ray. See •^•«"^?a/.— Chemical ray.
Same a-s artimc *ra>/.— Cold rays, in a>ttr»n. and y>/i.'/K..

interruptions ur co<jler interspaces in the infra-red, invisi-

ble portion of the solar sjiectrum observed by the bolom-

eter. They correspond to the dark lines (missing rays)

in the visible spectrum.-Delta-rays, rays of low pene-

trative iMJwer emitted by radium, polonium, uranium,

and probably by other radioactive substances. They are

easily deflect4!<l by a magnet. J. J. ThomstMi considers the

fi-rays as consisting of a strcani of negatively charged par-

ticles moving with relatively low velocities.— Flnsen
ray ultra-violet light as applied to the cure of diseases,

especiiillv of the skin: named from Dr. Finsen of Den-

mark, who introduced the metluxl. See Finsen *li<fht

freafK*'"/.— Gamma-rays. See (>fc«<rwr^*r«t/«.— Gold-
stein rays, see ohxcure -^rnt/g.— Hard rays, in elect.,

the X-niys of threat penetrating iwwer, such as are ob-

tained (rom tul>es of high vacuum.

The " hard " rays correspond to thin pulses, the "soft"

ones to thick ones.

J. J. Thomson, Electricity and Hatter, p. 69.

Infra-red rays. Ste itradintion.—Blttorf rays. »ee

obsrurr *rai/«.- Lavender rays, in phot'oj., the faintly

IntiiiTiuiii* ni>B at the extreme violet end of the spei-trum.

-Lenard fays, sec nb/trure *r(7,v».— Magneto-cath-
ode rays, a variety of cath<«le niys prtHlutx-tlhy a snuiUer

prjteiitial ditference within the vacuum-tube than

that at wliiuh cath^Mle rays of the usual type occur.—

Marconi rays. Same as Marmni *tmre«.— N-rays,
See obscure *rai/«.— Ohscure rays. ((I) See obscure

and sjtectntm. {o) The cathode rays, the X- or Rbntgen

rays, and the various types of radiatioti di8c<»vered in

the study of the electric discharge in gases (see cathode

ieraysi and of radioactivity. See -kradiunctivity. Ob-

scure rays are detected by their action on the photo-

graphic plaU% their heating effect, theiriK)werof exciting

lomlnescence or of pn«iucing other rays, and their elec-

trical effects. Owing t^^ the recent and very rapid devel-

opment of tiiis branch of physics the nomenclature of

obscure railiation is somewhatconfused. The term lUttorf

ray$ is applied indiscriminately to all rays (tbserved when
the electric discharge passes through a tube with two

terminals, a Hitt^jrf tube, at high vacuum. When in a

vacuum-tube the cathode is iwrforated, or consists of a

tube, portions of the stream of positively charged ions

from the an<Mle pass through the opening. These form

rays which enter the tube behind the cathode and which

1115
are known as canal rays or, after their discoverer, as
Goldstein rays. They differ from cathode rays in having
smaller velocity, and greater mass of the moving particles,

in bearing a positive electric charge, and in being de-

flected in the opposite direction by a magnetic or elec-

trostatic field. If cathode rays are allowed to fall upon a
window of aluminium that fonns part of the wall of the
vacuum-tube within which they are produced, those
which penetrate the metal and enter the outer air are
called Lenard rays. Lenanl showed that such rays suffer

diffusion in passing through the air, like light in a turbid
medium, and that, like the cathode rays within the tube,

they are deflected by a magnet. In 1896 Becquerel dis-

covered the spontaneous emission of obscure rays of the
corpuscular type in substances containing ui-anium, and
the name Becquerel rays is now applied to such rays from
any radioactive material. These rays are also called
uranium, thoritim, radium, polonium, or actinium rays
respectively, according to the radioactive element to
which they are due. See -kradium, iruranium. It was
later shown by Rutherford that there are at least three
distinct types of such radiation which may be distin-

guished from each other by their jKjwer of penetrating
layers of metal and by their behavior in the magnetic
field. The fli"st of these, a-rays, have the least power of
penetration. They are capable of ionizing gases and
thus imparting to them the power of conducting electric-

ity. They are deflected by the magnetic and electro-

static fields, but in the opposite direction from cathode
rays, and are supposed to consist of a stream of positively

chained piuticles of comparatively lai>je mass traveling

with a speed of about one tenth as great as the velocity

of light. The a-rays affect the photographic plate and
are capable of producing fluorescence and phosphores-
cence. The second, the /3-rays, have somewhat greater

Penetrating power and intense photographic action.

hey are deflected by the magnetic field in the same
sense as cathode rays and are supposed to consist of a
stream of negatively chai'ged particles having a mass
e<iual to jrfjjB of an atom of hydrogen with velocities

comparable to that of light, ^-rays prtnluce fluor-

escence and phosphorescence, ionize gases, and may
be detected by their electrical action. The third

type of rays discovered by Villard, the y-rays, have
extraordinai-y penetrating power, being able to pass
through several centimeters of lead. They are not
affected by the magnetic tteld, in which respect they
resemble ordinary X-rays. The y-rays are regai-ded as

electromagnetic disturbances produced by the action of

tlie ^-^ay^, just as the X-rays are pr«Mluced by the action

of cathoile rays. Like the other types they produce ion-

i/ition of gases and fluorescence and phosphorescence.
See irradioactivity. When X-rays meet an obstacle, as

a metal surface, reflection in the ordinary sense of the
word di)es not occur, but rays differing in ceitain re-

spects from the incident rays are diffusely emitted froui

the surfaces upon which the X-rays impinge. These
rays were tenned secondary rays by Sagnac. who investi-

gated their properties. They are als<j occasionally culled

Sagnac rays, after their discoverer. In the same man-
ner, bodies upon which secondary rays, or S-rays, fall

emit a further modified type of radiation known as ter-

tiary rays. Aside from the ordinary radiation from
wires heated to incandescence by the electric (current,

rays similar to those emitted by radioactive Ixidies have
been descrilied. Tommasina claims to have distinguished
three distinct types of rays, a-, $-, and 7-rays, having
different powers of penetration and producing different-

effects upon a charged body. It is claimed that these so-

called pyrn-rays produce ioinzation of gases and excite

fluorescence. In 11H«. Blondhpt announced the discovery

of a new type of radiation originally obtained by filtering

the rays from an X-ray tube through aluminium or black
paper. These rays, which Hlondlot tenns N-rays (from
Nancy, in France, where he discovered them), differ from
X-rays in exhibiting^the phenomena of polarization, refrac-

tion, and reflection. They were subsequently detected in

various sources of light, proj>erIy screened, such as the

Welsbach burner, an ordinary gas flame, a piece of metal
heated to incandescence, and even sunlight. The N-rays
are said t«* piiss readily through wixid. paper, and metal,

but to be absorbed by rock-salt, fluorite, and glass, to in-

crease the luminescence of fluorescent substances previ-

ously excited, but to be without effect on phot^jgraphic

plates. Their wave-length, according to Sagnac, is about

0.2 millimeters. In spite of the detailed descrii)tion of the

methwis of obtaining N-rays and the deflnite rcp«jrt8 con-

cerning their properties, many physicists have failed

altogether t^> repro<luce Blondlot's results and the exis-

tence of the Blondlot rays is no longer credited.— Optical
length of a ray. See *;«oii/f/i.— Polar ray, one of the

streaniera in the solar corona which radiate from the polar

regitins of the sun. Similar rays occur elsewhere but are

veiled by tlie diffuse luminosity which is wanting near the

IKjles.— Polonium rays, Becquerel rays emitted by the

radioactive element polonium. See obscure 'krayg,*polo-

7imm.|an(l •m'/ri/m.— PyrO-rays. Hee obscure -krays.

— Ray telegraphy. See intelegrajyhy.— "Residual
rays in <>;«//>.•<, rays nearly monochromatic as to wave-

lengtii, which havel)een separated out from the remainder
of the spectrum by multiple reflection from the surfaces

of substances having strong selective reflection. The
term is a translation of the German Heststrahlen, the

name by which sueh rays were designated by the inven-

toreof the methoti, Rubens and Nichols.— Rontgen rays.
See X-*r«»/>f— Sagnac, secondary rays. See obscure

*rat/#.— Soft rays, in elect., rays of slight penetriiti<»n,

such as emanate from a tube of low vacuum.— S-rays.
See obscure •rnyx.— Tertiary rays. See obscure -krays.

—Thorium rays. See obscure krays and klhorium.

01tra-vlolet rays. See *mf/(V7^(V*/(.— Uranium rays.
See obscure krays and *»rrnui*w.— X-rays, or Ront-
gen rays, a forni of radiation having characteristic an<l

distinctive properties, discovered by I»rofessor Wilhelm
Konrad Kontgen, of Wiirzburg (announced by him in De-

cember, \m^). He showed that the discharge of a large

Kuhmkorff coil through a vacuum-tube produces a fonn
of radiation external to the latter, which has the prr»perty

of causing various substances t4> fluoresce; of affecting

the ordinary photographic plate like light (though itself

invisible) ; and of penetrating opaque bodies in various

degrees, according to their density and relative thickness,

platinum, lead, and silver being quite opaque, while alu-

X-ray photograph of a foot in a shoe.

ray-point

minium, wood, and paper are quite transparent. He
also found that these rays are not refracted by prisms

of carbon disulphid

;

that powdered sub-
stances, opaque to
white light, are
quite as transpar-
ent to these rays as
solid bodies of,
equal mass ; and
that bodies having
rough surfaces act
like those whose
surfaces are pol-
ished. These facta
forced him to con-
clude that refrac-
tion and regular
reflection do not
exist, but that such
bodies behave to
X-rays as turbid
media to light.

Other conclusions
were that these
niys pass through
all substances at

the same speed

;

that air absorbs a
very much smaller part of them than of cathode rays ;

that they are not deflected by a magnet ; that the spot
on the wall of the tube which fluoresces most decid-

edly is to be regarded as the principal point of their radi-

ation ; that when the cathode rays are deflected within
the tube, the spot is changed, thus producing a new source
of radiation ; that, therefore, cathode rays and X-rays are

not identical ; that X-rays are rectilinearly propagated ;

that no interference phenomena of X-raya were found to

exist ; that the above facts tend to show that they have
properties not hitherto known in connection with ultra-

violet, visible, and infra-red light. The source of X-rays
has been shown to be the surface upon which the cathode
rays first strike, whether that surface be the wall of the
tube or an object placed within the tube : when this ob-

ject within the tube is the anode itself, the radiations
are most powerful. It has also been found that X-rays
have the property, in common with ultra-violet light, of

dispersing negative charges on insulated surfaces and the
power of positively electrifying such surfaces. X-rays
produce ionization in gases which they traverse and
thus impart to them the power of conducting electricity.

Hertz had previously shown that cathode rays penetrate
opaque bodies, and Lenard that such rays may pass
thRiugh alumitnum forming a part of the wall of the
tube and affect the photographic plate, but that their ab-

s<«T)tion is excessive beyond a few millimeters from the
aluminium window.— X-ray dermatitis. Same as
Ri'migen-light kdermatitis.— X'TSiY tUbe. Same as
K'fintgcnktube.

ray-, **.— Electric ray, any one of several species of

elasmoi)ranchiate fishes (»f the family Narcobatidse, hav-

ing an electric tirgan composed of many hexagonal tubes
situated in the fleshy base of the pectoral fin. They in-

habit most warm seas. -Shovel-nosed ray. Same as

•Aorji-rn//.- Thick-tailed ray, any ray of the order
5'arc"ra.— Whip-tailed ray, any ray of the order Mas-
tic ura.

ray6 (ra-ya'), a. [F.] Striped: said of textiles.

JJrjf (ioods Economist^ June 13, 1908.

ray-filter (ra'fil''''t6r), w. In photog., a, screen

haviiigselective absorption by means of which
the character and intensity of the light reach-

ing the sensitive film is regulated. See 6i-

chromate ray ^filter,

rayfiltergraph (ra'fil*t6r-gr&f), ». A photo-

graph taken through a ray-filter placed before

the lens. It possesses true color value.

ray-fungus (ra'fung'''gus), n. See actinomyces.

ray-hair (ra'har), w. One of the slender fila-

ments that appear in the fin-fold of an embryo
fish, and are the prototypes of the fin-rays:

an Englishing of Ryder's term actinotrichium.

raying (ra'ing), n. [ray^ + -i»g^.'\ Exposure
to the action of the Rontgen rays or other

form of radioactivity.

If the raying is supplemented by further measures
which havefiir their object the elimination of the microbe
and a general purification of the tainted tissues, the prog-

ress of the case will be more rapid.
Amer. X-Jiay Jour., July, 1903, p. 200.

Rayless change. See -^change.

rayometer (ra-om'e-ter), n. [ray^ + Gr.

fiiTpov, measure.] In photog,, a kind of acti-

notneter used for testing sensitiveness to

X-rays: iisually a screen of aluminium of

graduated thickness. JVaV, Diet, of Photog-
raphy, p. 550.

rayon, «. 2. The radius of area of action (of

a fort, a ship, an army, or a fleet).

A fort is generally useless outside the rayon of its fire,

and it may easily become a trap from which escape can

be prevented. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 453.

ray-path (ra'path), «. The line of propaga-

tion of a wave-motion, normal, in isotropic

media, to the wave-front; in the case of rays

of the cathode-ray type, the line of propaga-

tion of the projected particles.

ray-pod (ra'pod), n. Same as star-fruit.

ray-point (ra'point), w. The point of conver-

gence or divergence of a pencil of rays.



ray-print

ray-print (ra'print), «. A photograph made
by means of X-rays or other form of radio-
activity ; a radiograph.

ray-screen (ra'skren), «. A color-screen such
as is used in orthochromatic photography.
Photo-miniature, Dec, 1903, p. 413.

ray-spider (ra'spi^dfer), «•. An epeirid spider,
Theridiosoma radiosum, which spins a rayed
orb-web furnished with a trap-line.

razor (ra'zor), r. t. [razor, «.] To shave
with a razor, as the face or chin ; remove with
a razor, as a beard.
razor-edge (ra'zor-ej), n. A keen, razor-like
edge ; hence, any situation which is precarious
and close to the verge of destruction : as, to
stand on the razor-edge or razor's edge*

razor-grinder, «< 2. A name given in the
British West Indies and Guiana to any cicada.— 3. An Australian flycatcher, <SeiSMr« in-

quieta, so called from its peculiar whirring
note : known also as the dishwasiier.

razzle-dazzle (raz"l-daz'l), v. t. [A varied
reduplication of dazzle.} To dazzle and con-
fuse ; daze in a sudden or humorous way ; be-
wilder; intoxicate. [Colloq.]

razzle-dazzle (raz"l-daz'l), n. [razzle-dazzle,

t\] 1. A state of dazed confusion or dizzi-

ness, as in intoxication. [Colloq.]— 2. A re-

volving platform, with a swift, irregular,
swerving motion, on which passengers are
carried, for their amusement, at fairs and
pleasure-resorts.

razzle-dazzler (raz"l-daz'ler), n. One who or
that which razzle-dazzles; something which
astonishes with its glaring incongruities.
[Colloq.]

R. B. An abbreviation of Sifle Brigade.
R, C. An abbreviation (6) of Bed Cross; (c)

[I. <-.] of right center.

R. C. A. An abbreviation of Beformed Church
in America.
R. Cath., Rom. Cath. Abbreviations of Boman
Catholic. .

R. C. P. An abbreviation of Boyal College of
Physicians.

rcpt., recpt., rec't., rect. Abbreviations of
receipt.

R. C. S. An abbreviation of Boyal College of
Snrgemis.

Rd. The chemical symbol of radium.
R. D. (c) In electrotherap., an abbreviation of
reaction of degeneration.

R. D. d. In electrotherap., an abbreviation of
reaction of degeneration at a distance.

R. £. An abbreviation (c) of Beformed Episco-
pal; (d) of Bight Excellent ; (e) [/. c] oi right
eye.

r. 1 e>, r. 2 e. Abbreviations of right first en-

trance and right second entrance.

rea (ra'a), n. [Tahitian.] The turmeric. Cur-
cuma longa. See turmeric, 1, and Curcuma, 2.

reacher, «. 3. One who reaches warp-threads
to another (the drawer-in), to be drawn through
the heddles and reed, in making ready for the
loom. B. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 428.

reaching (re'ching), n. Naut., sailing to wind-
ward; working to windward on alternate
tacks ; sailing on the wind,

reachless, a. 2. Having no reach : applied
to a vehicle from which are omitted the ten-
sion-members under the body which keep the
front and rear axles at a fixed distance from
each other, in most large motor-cars the frame
replaces the reaches used in constructing the horse-
drawn vehicle with the body less solidly united with the
springs and their suspension.

It is built on the popular reachlegs style, with bent
angle steel frame, supported on f«ur three-quairter elliptic
springs 38 inches long, and is equipped with ball bearing
artillery wood wheels fitted with 3-inch tires.

Automobile, April 11, 1903, p. 420.

reach-rod (rech'rod), «. In a locomotive, a
rod which connects the reverse-lever in the
cab to the bell-crank on the reverse-shaft of
the valve-gear. See out under passenger-
engine.

reactance (re-ak'tans), n. In elect., Vaa ap-
parent resistance of an alternating-current
circuit due to self-induction, which consumes
no power ; the ratio of the wattless component
of the alternating electromotive force divided
by the current. See ^impedance.

Since sparking is due chiefly to the counter E.M.F. of
inductance in the coil undergoing commutation, or
more properly the reactaTice E.M.F. of the coil, good
commutation depends primarily upon the strength of the
field in the commutating zone near the tip of a field mag-
net pole. Jour. Franklin Inst., Nov., 1903, p. 365.

IIIG
Ma^etiC reactance, in an alternating-current circuit,
the electromotive force in volts per ampere developed or
consumed by tlie inductance of the circuit.— Reactance
factor, in elect., the ratio between the reactance of a
conductor and its resistance.— Reactance voltage, the
electromotive force of self-induction in the shoi-t-circuited
coil of the armature of a generator or motor.— Syn-
chronous reactance, in synchronous machines, as
alternaters and motoi-s, an effective or virtual reactance
representing the joint or resultant effect of armature-
reaction and self-induction.

reactance-regulator (re-ak'tans-reg"u-la-tor),
«. In wireless teleg., a choke-coil placed' in
the transmitting circuit to prevent the forma-
tion of an arc. Sci. Amer., Jan. 16, 1904, p. 40.

reaction, n. 5. In pathoh, the response of a
nerve or muscle to an applied stimulus.— 6.
In sernmtherapy, the occurrence of an inter-
action between two substances, as between an
agglutinin and an agglutinable substance, or
between toxiu and antitoxin.
The blood gave a feeble serum reaction. The heart

blood contained colon bacilli, and that from the spleen
and a mesenteric gland gave colon and typhoid bacilli.

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 264.

Abbreviated reaction, in pm/ckol., the motor or mus-
cular fonn of the simple reaction, in which attention is

directed upon the movement to be made. K B. Titch-
ener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. p. 123.—Adamklewicz's re-
action, a chemical reaction for the detection of proteid
substances. Strong sulphuric acid is added to a solution
of the substance in glacial acetic acid, producing a vio-
let color if proteids are present. It has been shown that
the effect depends upon the presence of glyoxylic acid,
which usually occurs in traces in the acetic acid.

—

kg-
flutlnatlve reaction. Same as *agglutination, 4.—
.SSOCiative reaction, in pirychophys., a form of reac-

tion in which the ihovementof response is withheld until
the presented stinmlus has suggested an associated idea.

In the associative reaction he [the reactor] does not re-
act to the given stimulus at all ; he makes the movement
of reaction only after the stimulus has suggested some-
thing else, has aroused in consciousness some associated
idea. It is this associated idea to which the movement is

the response.
if. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. p. 192.

Banmann-SchOTten reaction, a reaction by which an
acyl derivative is prepai-ed from a hydroxyl or amino
compound by shaking it with a solution of sodium hy-
droxid and benzoyl chlorid, acetic anhydrid, or some
similar compound. The resulting compounds are often
crystalline and well suited for purposes of identification.
—Beckmann's reaction, a reaction by which ketoximes
are changed into acid amides, or substituted acid amides,
by the action of hydrochloric-acid gas dissolved in glacial
acetic acid, or phosphorus pentachlorid dissolved in "ether.
Thus, benzophenoue oxime, C6H6.C:N(OH)(;8H5, yields
benzanilide, CaH5.CO.NH.CsH5.—Box reaction, .an ap-
plication of powdered aluminium and FeoOg, intimately
mixed, and in atomic proportions, placed m the top part
of a steel or iron casting.

Another application of the so-called "box reaction " is
important for steel castings, and especially for casting
large steel ingots, to prevent the familiar phenomenon of
piping. In the heads of such blocks hollow spaces are
found which mostly cause 30 to 40 per cent, of loss.

Jour. Franklin Inst., April, 1904, p. 263.

Central reaction, natural reaction, in psychophys.,
a form of the simple reaction in which the reactor is al-
lowed to divide his attention as he will between stimulus
and responsive movement — Choice; reaction. See
•cAoice-reacttoM.- Cognitive reaction, in pxychophyx.,
a form of reaction in which the movement of response is

made upon the presentation of one of a number of possi-
ble stimuli, the character of which is known to the re-
actor only in general terms.

In the cognitive reaction, the stimuli are known only
in a very general way. The observer is told, e.g., that
he will be shown a simple visual impression, a colour or
a brightness ; and he is not to react until he has ' cog-
nised,' identified, apprehended the particular quality of
the stimulus.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. p. 187.

Complete reaction. See -^complete.— Compound re-
action, in psychophys., a form of reaction in which
some complicating process or processes (such as discrim-
ination, cognition, successive association) are introduced
between the presentation of stimulus and the execution
of the responsive movement, while the movement itself
may be left simple, or selected from a preaiTanged group
of movements, or performed or inhibited in obedience to
instructions given beforehand : opposed to simple *re-
.action.

'Compound reactions,' as they are tenned, were first
made by the Dutch oculist F. C. Bonders (1818-1889)
and his pupils, and have since been studied under very
various forms.

E. D. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. p. 185.

Contact reaction. See *(;o»i(ac».— Discriminative
reaction, in psychophys., a form of reaction in which
the movement of response is made upon the presentation
of one or another of several known stimuli, and which
therefore implies the discrimination of the presented
stimulus (as regards quality, intensity, etc.) from the
other possible stimuli.

In the discriminative reaction, the stimuli employed
are always known beforehand to the observer ; the colours
are shown, the sounds presented, before the reactions
are taken. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. p. 187.

Elastic reaction, the diminution in the volume of the
bulb of a thermometer which proceeds gradually, in pro-
portion to the lapse of time after it has been enlarged by
heating. The bulb grows smaller and the thermometric
indications higher as time elapses. In meteorology the
standard size of the bulb and, therefore, the standard
value of the scale-readings are those attained after the

reaction
lapse of a long interval of time, when the clianges pro-
ceed so slowly as to be inappreciable. In ordinary phys-
ical work this change, due to elastic reaction, is promptly
and entirely annulled by exposing the thermometer-bulb
to the standaid freezing temiieratuie immediately after
observing the temperature that one desires to measure :

in this way a purely thermal reaction is substituted for
the elastic reaction.— Flame-reaction. Same as^me-
•(es(.— Gmelln'S reaction, a test for bile-pigment
based upon the oxidation of bilirubin to bilivenlin by
nitric acid, with a coincident color play.— Grignard's
reaction, a reaction much used in organic synthesis.
^\hen a solution of an organomagnesium halide is pre-
pared by allowing an organic halide in ethereal solution
to act upon magnesium this solution forms addition-
products with alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, esters, metal
halides, oxygen, sulphur, carbon dioxld, etc. When the
addition-product is decomposed by dilute acids new com-
pounds are obtained. Among them are saturated and
unsaturated hydrocarbons

; primary, secondary, and ter-
tiary alcohols

; glycols ; acids ; hydroxy acids ; aldehydes

;

organometallic compounds ; etc. Sature, Jan. 21, 1904,
p. 287.--Gmber-Wldal reaction, the application of
the agglutination reaction to diagnostic purposes. .See
serum -ttdiagnosis.— TAeVhoa. Of reactions. See
•ni«(/io(i.— MUlon's reaction, a color-reaction which
18 common to all those albuminous substances which on
hydrolytic digestion yield tyrosin.— Molisch reaction,
a test for carbohydrates by shaking the solution under
examination with a little 10-20 per cent, solution of
o-naphthol in alcohol or chloroform and adding an equal
volume of concentrated sulphuric acid. The liquid
should become violet— Motor reaction, reflex move-
ment in response to a stimulus of any kind. Biul.
Bulletin, June, 1904, p. 29,— Muscular reaction, in
psychophys., the abbreviated or incomplete form of the
simple reaction, in which attention is directed mainly
or exclusively upon the reaction movement
When, on the other hand, the preparatory expectation

is directed toward the act to be executed ui response to
the motive, we have the so-called muscular reaction.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 198.

Myotonic reaction, a condition in which the muscular
contraction caused by an electric cuiTent persists for
some time after the withdrawal of the stimulus.- Nat-
Ural reaction, in iisychophyHcs, the form of the simple
reaction which is natural or normal to the untrained re-
actor ; a reaction whose time lies, for the most part, be-
tween the times of the sensorial and the muscular
reactions

; the central reaction.— Neutral reaction,
the absence of either acid or alkaline reaction.—Pfelffer-
Bordet reaction, bacteriolysis brought about by the
action of immune serum.— Pine slip reaction, a re-
action used in testing for indol and skatol.- Reaction
apparatus, in psychol., apparatus employed in the
reaction experiment Many forms of apparatus have
been used : the jclassical arrangement is that of the
Hipp chronoscope, telegraph reaction-key, and stinm-
lator (sound-hammer, light-pendulum, etc.).— Reaction
breakwater, a form of breakwater or jetty placed
across the bar at the mouth of a navigable river or
tidal estuary to aid the stream in eroding and main-
taining a navigable channel across the bar. The jetty is
placed on the side of the channel from which the pre-
vailing winds and the littoral drift come, and, starting at
the shore end nearly parallel with the natmiil channel,
gently curves toward the channel side. The tidal ebb,
including the fresh-water flow of the river, is forced by
the centrifugal component of its inertia to follow the
concave curve formed by the jetty and thus to erode and
scour the bottom. The centrifugal pressure agains£ the
jetty also causes, as in streams flowing generally in
curved lines, a downward motion of the water immedi-
ately in contact with the curved jetty or bank and a re-
sulting reactionary or centripetal motion of the water at
the bottom of the channel. As it is this bottom layer
which contains the larger proportion of the eroded silt
this material is thus removed from the chamiel into the
shallow area on the side opposite the jetty. The jetty
thus erodes a channel through the bar and at the same
time [protects this channel from encroachment by the
littoral drift from the windward side.— Reaction'con-
sciousness. See -^consciousness.— Reaction engine^
See *enf(i»i<!.—Reaction experiment, in psychophys.,
an experiment in which a movement is made in response,
direct or indirect, to a prearranged stimulus, witfi the
view (1) of securing an analysis of the various types of
action-consciousness and (2) of measuring the rate of cer-
tain psychical and psychophysical processes.

We must limit ourselves to the observation of certain
processes which can be easily influenced through external
means and which terminate in external acts. The experi-
ments which serve this purpose are the so-called reac-
tion-experiments. They may be described in their
essentials as follows. A simple or complex volitional
process is incited by an external sense-stimulus and then,,
after the occurrence of certain psychical processes which
serve in part as motives, the volition is brought to an.
end by a motor reaction.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 197.

Recognition reaction, in psychophys., same as cogni-
tive ^reaction. Baldwin, Pict. of Philos. and Psychol.,
II. 418.— Schotten-Baumann reaction. Same as
Baumann-Schotten -kreaction.— Selective reaction,,
in psychophys., a fonn of compound reaction in which'
various movements of response are arbitrarily correlated
with various sensory stimuli, all known beforehand to-

the reactor, any one of which may be presented by the
experimenter (discriminative type) ; or in which various
movements of response, such as those of articulate speech,
are natmally correlated with the various members of a
group of stimuli, known beforehand to the reactor only
in a general way, any one of which may be presented by
the experimenter (cognitive type). E. B. Titchener, 'Exper.
Psychol., II. i. 188.— Sensorial reaction, in psycho-
phys., the complete fonn of the simple reaction ; the form
of reaction in which the preparatory attention of the
reactor is directed, exclusively or predominantly, upon
the coming sensory stimulus : opposed to central -kre-
action, muscular ^reaction.

When the expectation is directed toward the stimulus.



reaction

which iB to serve as the motive, the form of reaction

known as sensorial results.

W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 198.

Serum reaction. Same as Itar/nlutinaliun, 4. See

kivril'itiiiation test and serum •djai/iiom.— Simple
reaction, in psuchophys., a reaction in which the move-

ment of response follows directly upon the presentation

of the stimulus, without the interpolation of any compli-

catin-; process (discrimination, association, etc.).

When the subject responds by a simple movement,
such as loweriuB the jaw, blowing, or pressing the lips,

the action is closely like that of a response with the

finger ; all these forms are termed ' simple reactions.'

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 207.

Tocal reaction, in psychophys., a reaction in which the

movement of response consists of a vocal utterance

(spoken word, syllable, vowel, etc.), while the stimulus

reacted to may or may not be of the same kind.

When the subject responds . . . by a speech movement
such as that of a vowel or a consonant^ the action may be

distinguished as a 'semi-vocnl reaction.' A 'complete

vocal reaction ' may be measured with two voice keys.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 208.

Volitional reaction, in psychophys., a form of com-
pound reaction in which the experimenter presents any

one of a number of stimuli, known beforehand to the

reactor, and the latter executes the movement of reaction

In response to certain members of the group, allowing

the rest to pass unregarded (iliscriminative type) ; or in

which the experimenter presents any one of a number of

stimuli, known to the reactor only in a general way, and
the latter in certain cases executes, in certain others

suppresses, the responsive movements naturally cor-

related with the stimuli (cognitive type). £. li. Titch-

ener. Exper. Psychol., II. i. 190.—Wldal reaction or

test, the agglutination and arrest of motility of typhoid

bacilli brought about by the action of agglutinins in the

bl(M>d-serun» of typhtjid-fever patients. The reaction is

extensively utilized in the diagnosis <tf typhoid fever.

See *a'f'flutinntion'test and serum •rfm,7»i">f(>.— Xan-
thoproteic reaction, a color-reaction obtained with all

true albumins by means of nitric acid, and supposedly

depenilent uiKin the presence in the albuminous molecule

of a phenol or phenyl gn>up.

reactional (re-ak'shon-al), a. [reaction +
-o/i.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of,

reaction.

reaction-key (re-ak'shon-ke), H. In physiol.

anil iLfijchuphys.. an instrument by means of

which the movement of response in the reac-

tion experiment is executed and the moment
of this reaction marked upon the recording

apparatus (chronograph or chronoscope). The
reaction-keys in common use are so con-

structed that the movement of reaction (pres-

sure or lift of a finger) makes or breaks an
electric circuit. Other keys are arranged for

air-tiansmission, or for direct mechanical
transmission by means of levers. The elec-

trical keys are also made for a large variety

of responsive movements, as lip-keys, speech-

keys, voice-keys, eyelid-keys, etc.

Tlte reaction-key used in these measurements of the

time of reaction to electric stinmli consisted of a frame
for the support of an easily sliding rod, one end of which
carried a cork disk and the other a platinum point by
which the circuit was completed. The movement of the
roe'lusa against the disk when a stinnilns was given,

caused the TiA to slip upward, thus breaking the chnjno-

acope circuit. ISiol. Iluiletin, Jan., 1904, p. 85.

Telegrapb reaction-key, a flnger-key, modeled upon
the ordinary telegraph-key, much used in reaction ex-

peritiients witli the Hipp chronoscoite.

reactionless (re-ak'shon-les), a. Without re-

action: said of certain alternating-current

machines which are so designed that the ar-

mature currents neither strengthen norweaken
the magnetic circuit.

reaction-product (re-ak'shon-prod'ukt), n.

Same as *utluptaiion-prnduct.

reaction-rim (re-ak'shon-rim), n. In petrog.,

a shell surrounding any mineral in a rock
formed of secondary minerals which have re-

sulted from the chemical reaction of the sur-

rouTiding minerals. Olivin In gabbro is sometimes
surrounded by a zone of amphibole. The term is also

applierl t'l marginal zones in pheniwrysts in porphyritic

r<H'k8 which were pnxlucetl by the action of the mcjlten

magma upon the crystal before the solidihcation of the

rock. Porphyritic hornblende is often surnmnded by a
border of magnetite and pyroxene. Kemp, Handbook of

Rocks, p. l«o.

reaction-substance (rf-ak'shon-sub'stans), n.

Same as *fiitaptiition-prodiict.

reaction-telephone (re-ak'shon-tel'e-fon), n.

St-t' *frU'phoiU'.

reactivate (re-ak'ti-vat), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
rericHviiteil, ppr. reaclirnting. [re- + aelivate.^

To render active again: used specifically of

the process of restoring the activity of an im-

mune serum after the destruction of its com-
plement. See *reactiration.

The serum can be rractiraled by a little fresh serum
not only from a normal rabbit, hut from the goat and the

rat. Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 251.

reactivation (re-ak-ti-va'shon), n. [reactivate

+ -ion.] The act or process of reactivating;

specifically, in immunology, the process of
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rendering an immune serum active again after

its complement has been destroyed by age
or by heating to 55° C. The amboceptor then
remains, but is in itself inactive. If now some
fresh blood-serum, from a suitable animal,
which contains the necessary complement, is

added, the activity of the serum is restored

;

it has been reactivated. Med, Record, Feb.
14, 1903, p. 251.

reactive, a. 2. In alternating-current cir-

cuits, same as *ica<<te«.—Eeactlve circuit, in

elect., a circuit the impedance of which is in part or

wholly due to inductance or capacity or to both.—Reac-
tive coll, in elect., a wire coil, frequently with an iron

core, used to produce reactance. See *reactance.— Re-
active drop, the fall of potential in a circuit due to reac-

tance as opposed to ohniic drop, which is due to resistance.

II. n. A reagent. [Rare.]
Letter large

Label and label, then with solenm charge.
Reviewing learnedly the list complete
Of chemical reactives, from thy feet

Push down the same to me.
Browniny, Parleyings with Charles Avison, ix.

reactor (re-ak'tor), n. One who or that which
reacts; specifically: («) In elect., a reactive

coil. (6) In exper. psychol., the observer in a
reaction experiment ; the person who executes
a movement in response to a prearranged sen-

sory stimulus.

Such a modification may, indeed, be introduced even
in the simple form of the experiment just described, by
varying the way in which the reactor prepares, before

the appearance of the stimulus, for the execution of the

act. H'. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 198.

* Observer ' should be the general term for the person

on whom an experiment is tried. ' Subject ' should be
used where this person is abnormal, and ' reactor ' where
some movement is required.
Jour. Philos., Psychol. Sci. Methods, April 28, 19W, p.

[239.

Reading beds. See *bed^.

reading-lens (re'ding-lenz), n. A reading-

glass.

reading-microscope (re'ding-mi"kro-sk6p), n.

A form of microscope used in instruments of

precision to magnify the divisions of a scale:

an accessory of a vernier.

reading-telescope (re'ding-tel'e-skop), n. 1.

A telescope used in reading a scale placed at

a distance or reflected in a mirror.— 2. Spe-
cifically, a simple form of cathetometer. It

consists of a telescope which has an object-

lens and a negative eyepiece containing a
spider-line or cross-wire. A level is attached
to the top of the telescope, which may stand
on a tripod or be movable about and up and
down a vertical standard. M. W. Travers,

Exper. Study of Gases, p. 57.

ready, ''. '.—To ready up, to make ready or prepare
for a special (generally underhand) purpose ; 'fix.' [Aus-

tralian.]

If you ' ready up ' a racehorse, you 'are preparing to lose,

or if you ' ready up ' a pack of cards, you prepare it for

dealing certain suit*.

The Age, Nov. 25, 1893, p. 13, quoted in E. E. Morris,
[Austral English.

reagent, n. 4. In exper. p»ychnl.: («) The ob-

server in any form of psychological experi-

ment: opposed to expmnj«nf«r. (b) Same as

*reactor.

The experimenter exposed, in Irregular order, the

stimuli that he had been using as ctmiimrisons, and asked
eacli rea'jcnt to designate each shade as it was exposed.

F. Angell, in Philos. Studien, XIX. 14.

Barfoed's reat^ent, an O..1-.4 per cent, solution of cuprlc
acetate which contains 1 per cent, of acetic acid : used in

testing for certain sugars, liextrose reduces the reagent,

maltose does not— Baudouln reagent, in chem., hy-

dnjchloric acid with a little cune-sngui-, used to detect,

liy the appearance of a rose color, sesame-oil as an adul-

terant of olive-oil : a test of doubtful value.—Erdmann'g
reagent, a mixture of dilute nitric acid and concentrated

sulphuric acid: a reagent for alkaloids.- Fehllng'S
reagent, a ;mixed s«>lution which contains in proper
proiwrtiona cupric sulphate, an alkaline tartrate (usually

kochelle salt), and caustic soda. In the presence of cer-

tain kinds of sugar, especially the glucoses, this reagent
gives, on heating, a precipitate of cuprous oxid, which ex-

hibits a yellow, orange, or brick-red color as it varies in

quantity and state of subdivision. The amount of pre-

cipitate obtained, or of the reagent solution of standard
strength which has been decomi:«i8ed to produce it, may
be used U^ detenniTie quantitatively the sugar present.

—

^Ohde'S reagent, a solution of sodium molybdate or
molybdlc anhydrid in concentrated snlphmic acid which
gives characteristic colors with alkahnds, glucosides, and
I)roteins.— Ounzburg'S reagent. HeeGiinzljurg's-tctest.
— Ilasvay's reagent, a reagent employed in testing

f.ir nitrites.- MlBon's reagent, in chem., a solution

made by dissolving one \mrt of mercury in one part of

nitric acid of specific gravity 1.42. diluting with twice its

bulk of water, and filtering after 24 hours. It is used for

the detection of proteid and albuminoid substances,

which it colors red, as in ilistinguishing animal fibers from
those of vegetable (rigin— Sclielbler's reagent, in

chem., pbosidiotungstic acid, <jbtained by mixmg solu-

tions of S(Mlium tungstate and sodium phosphate with a
little nitric acid : used to detect alkaloids, which it pre-

rear

cipitates.—Sohultze's reagent, in chem., a saturated
solution in water of sodium pliosphate to which antimony
pentachlorid has been added : used to detect alkaloids,
which are precipitated by it.— Schweitzer's reagent, in
chew., a solution of cupric hydroxidina<iueoU8annnonia,
forming a dark-blue liquid : used to detect and remove
cellulose, which it dissolves, as in the examination of
mixed fabrics in which cotton or linen may be present.

—

Sonnenscheln's reagent, in chem., a solution of phos-
phontolybdic acid, with addition of ,a little nitric acid.:

used to detect alkiiloids, with which it gives yellow precip-
itates.— Uffelmann's reagent, three drops of a satura-
ted aqueous solution of ferric chlorid mixed with three
drops of a concentrated solution of pure carbolic acid, the
whole diluted with water until a bright amethyst-blue
color develops. The reagent is used in testing for lactic

acid, which changes the blue color to a bright yellow.

reali. I. a. 7. In math., involving no unit
for number but the primitive unit, 1.— 8. In
gconi., apjjearing in a finite figure. For in-

stance, any two coplanar circles QC(r) and
(J)A(«) are said to intersect, but_their intersec-

tion-points are real only if ACe (r -t- a).— 9.

In optics, opposed to i'jr/«a/; as, a real image,
one formed by the actual convergence of

waves brought to a focus by an optical sys-

tem, as distinguished from the virtual image
formed where the geometrical extensions of a
group of rays meet.— Real number. See ityimn-

oer.—Real servitude, statutes, substitution, treaty.
See Irsercitude, etc.—The real thing, the actual thing
itself; the genuine article. [CoUoq.]

Mr. . . . has the real thing in him, the stuff of which
literature is fashioned. Atheniemn, May 20, 1905, p. til9.

II. n. 3. In math., a real number—Axis of
reals, in geom., the axes of abscissas in the graphic
representation of the complex variable x -{- iy.

real'^, «.— Real fuerte, the Spanish silver real, equal
to Vl\ cents, as distinguished from the real de vellon,

which is worth only five cents.

realize, v. t.— a. realizing sense, an intuition of the
exact meaning or character of a thing or person. [CoUoq.
V. S.)

Since he had no "realising sense" of men, how could
he hold men ? //. Harland, Comedies and Errors, p. 87.

realm, ?*.— HolarctlC realm. See nolarctic -^region.

reamputation (re-am-pu-ta'shon), n. [re- +
ami>iit<ition.'\ Amputation performed a second
time on a limb a part of which has previously

been removed. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 246.

reaping-machine (re'ping-ma-shen"), 71. A
harvesting-machine for grain-crops ; a mechan-
ical reaper drawn over a field of standing grain

by horses. The reaping- machine is a modified mow-
ing-machine or mower, both mower and reaper being
harvesters; the two machines are identical in their

ff\^ e
Reapt ng-iiiachi ue.

a, driving-wheel: *. pole: f. whifiietrees: rf. driver's seat: f,

cutter.bar. airanyedat front edge of pl,-ilformyaiid carried by tfie

latter ; .T, supportinif wfiecl for outside extremity of the platform:

A, tilting-Iever, by which the front edge of the platform may be
depressed for cutting grain that is lodged: i, i*. i", i'", rakes:/,
cam-mechanism for operating rakes: A; outside divider, which
separates the [standing grain: ^', inside divider, which separates

the cut grain on the ground from that on the platform. The grain

as cut falls on the platform, and is formed into gavels by the

rakes i'. i*. etc., which move from the front to the rear of the plat-

form after reaching the position shown at i.

mechanism for cutting down the standing grain, of which
mechanism the essential feature is the reciprocating knife

moving within the fingers of a finger-bar. The reaper is

distinguished from the mower by the addition of a leel

for bending the grain tiown upon the knives, and by a

platform, a raking mechanism, a discharging mechanism
or ilio|iper (by which the gavels or sheaves are thrown out

of the machine), and a binding mechanism ; of these de-

vicesanyorall maybe ijresent in one machine. Reaping-

machines are often distinguished according t»i their

attachments : thus, a dropper is a reaping-machine that

aut^tmatically throws out the cut grain tit intervals ; a self.

raker or a self-hinder, sometimes called a harvester and
binder, is one with a raking or a binding attachment. The
dischaiging mechanism or dropper is a device for causing

the platform upon which the grain falls when cut to throw

off its load. The raking attjichment consists of a series

of rakes moving over the platform to gather the grain into

gavels and sweep it off upon the ground. The binding at-

tachment consists essentially of an endless-belt elevator

for lifting the cut gnun, and a pair of curved arms for

gathering anil compressing it into a bundle and holding it

while the bimlitig mechanism proper draws wire or twine

armind it, twists the wire or loops and knots the twine,

cuts the bundle from the wire or twine, and discharges

the bound sheaf.

rear^ « 4. The up-streara end of a drive.

Tlie logs may be either stranded or floating:

in the former case they are termed dry rear;

in the latter floating rear.



Bear-Adm.

Bear-Adm. An abbreviation of Rear-admiral.

rear-cut (rer'kut), a. Having, as a mower,
the cutting bar in the rear of the carriage.

Knight, 1884.

rear-driven (rer'driv'n), a. Driven by ap-
plying the power to the rear axle : said of

motor-driven vehicles.

rearhorse, »•— False rearliorse, any member of the
neuropterous family Mantispidee. See Mantispa aiid

iiantispkitf.

rearine-pond (rer'ing-pond), n. A pond, con-
nected with a fish-hatohery, in which the

young are reared.

rear-man (rer'man), n. 1. Xaut., see the

extract.
The two men whose numbers place them farthest from

the ship's side [in working a gun] ai'e to be termed right

and left rear-meil. F. A. Griffiths, Al-tUleryman, p. 227.

2. Mil., a rear-rank man.
reascensional (re-a-sen'shou-al), a. I Ireascen-

sion + -«/i.] Pertaining to, or of the nature
of, reascension ; specifically, descriptive of or

relating to the union of processes by which
the coherence, the crystalline condition, and,

in some measure, the complexity characteris-

tic of original igneous rocks are restored in

sediments and other elastics. The reascen-

sional process is contrasted with the *descen-

sional process of disintegration, and includes

all the phases of reconstructional work as ap-

plied to rocks. Chamberlin and Salisbury,

Geol., I. 412.

reassociate (re-a-s6'shi-at), I', t.
;

pret. and
pp. reassociated, ppr. r'eassociating. [re- +
associate'] To join or bring into association

again.

reassert (re-a-s6rt'), f. t To assort again ; to

assort repeatedly. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 395.

Beb. An abbreviation of Rebel, applied espe-

ciaUy by the Unionists to the Confederates in

the Civil War in the United States : often per-

sonified as Johnnie Reh.
Tlien we got into the Colony [Orange-Free State], and

the rebs— ministers mostly and schoolmasters— came
round the cai-s with fruit and sympathy and texts.

R. Kipling, The Captive, in Traffics and Discoveries,p. 29.

rebab (re'bab), n. [Turk, rebdh. Hind. Pers.

rabdb, ruhdb, Ar. ribaba. See rebec.'] Any

Forms of Rebab.

(Originals in the Stearns Collection, University of Michigan.)

one of several varieties of viol common in Mo-
hammedan countries, from which it is sup-

posed that the Eiiropean rebec was derived.
Normally the rebab has a narrow oval body, shaped some-
what like a boat, slightly expanded at the lower and con-

tracted at the upper end, which in some
cases passes into a slightly definite neck with
various devices for holding the tuning-pegs.
The body is usually made of a solid piece of

wood in which more or less of a resonance-
cavity is scooped ; its back is rounded.
Sometimes slight indentations are made in

the front edges of the body to facilitate

reaching the strings with a bow. There are
usually either two or three strings. In play-

ing, the instrument is held vertically in front

of the body by the left hand. The name rebab
la loosely applied also to many] instruments
for which kamanja would be more suitable.

The rebab-esh-sha'er, or poet's-viol, is a viol

with one or two strings, a body shaped like a
key-stone and flat in front and behind, a long
neck of turned wood, and a long iron foot.

It is rested on the ground in playing, while
the player sits or squats behind it, as in the
case of the kamanja, which it resembles.

rebabbitt (re-bab'it), V. t. To line
KeUi^jk- again with babbitt a bearing which
p«ts!iiof. has been previously lined with the

same material ; to babbitt again.

rebat (re-bii'), «. [Local F., < rebattre, beat
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back, beat again: see rebate, v.] The day-
wind or lake-breeze on Lake Geneva, Switzer-
land. It begins on the open lake about 10

A.M., spreads outward toward both shores,
and ceases about 4 p.m. It is not quite as
strong as the morget, or land-wind, of the
night-time.

The lake breeze, le rebat, blows during the day from
10 A.M. till4 P.M., but with less velocity than the morget.
This lake breeze begins over the open surface of the
lake, and advances toward the shore. The morget and
the rebat are true land and lake breezes, according to
Forel, and are not mountain winds.

J. Hann (trans.), Handbook of Climatol., p. 161.

rebellion, «— Proclamation of rebellion. See
•kproclamution.

rebellious, a. 4. Speciiically, in metal., dif-

ficult to reduce ; requiring extra manipulation
or extreme heat: said of ores from which it is

difficult to separate the metal.

reblock (re-blok'), «. i. To provide with a new
block, or other suitable support, as a specimen
in a museum collection. Smithsonian Rep.
(Nat. Mus.), 189G, p. 83.

reboantic (reb-o-an'tik), a. [L. reboans{t-),

ppr. reboare, bellow back, re-echo, -I- -ic.]

Kesounding; reboant. [Rare.]

The Conchimarian horns
Of the reboantic Norns
Usher gentlemen and ladies
With new lights on Heaven and Hades.

R. KipUiuj, The Files, 1. 74.

rebolting-machine (re-bol'ting-ma-shen"), M.

A sawing-machine for making cuts in a bolt

or block which nearly, but not quite, cuts it

into pieces. In this condition the bolt can
easily be handled and can readily be broken
by hand as it is desired to use the pieces.

rebunker (re-bung'ker), V. i. and t. [_re- +
bunker.] To refill the bunkers with coal

;

coal again.

But wood, aa compared with coal, is bulky stuff to

carry, and as the stowage capacity of these stern wheelers
is small, they had to make frequent calls to rebunker.

Cutcliffe Ilyne, A Master of Fortune, iii.

Bee. An abbreviation (a) of recipe; (b) of

record, recorded, or recorder.

recaleSCence, «. Steel in cooling from a temperature
of, say, l.ODO" C. may exhibit recalescence or evolution of

heat at three points, namely, at about 850% 7.50°, and 650°.

At the last of these the phenomenon is most marked.

recalescent (re-ka-les'ent), a. [L. recalescens

(t-), ppr. of recalescere, grow hot again.] Of
or pertaining to recalescence.

The recalescent points of steel and copper.
Elect. World and Engin., April 18, 1903, p. 666.

recalibrate (re-kal'i-brat), V. t. and i.
;

pret.

and pp. recalibrated, ppr. recalibrating. To
calibrate anew.
recandescence (re-kan-des'ens), n. [L. recan-
descere. See candescence.] A gradual process
of growing brighter; renewed candescence.

recapitalize (re-kap'i-tal-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. recapitalized, ppr. recapitalizing. To capi-
talize anew ; enlarge or otherwise modify the
capitalization of.

But since that time the American steel industry has
been recapitalized on an immensely expanded scale, and
it was plain to every one that reversion to prices preva-
lent in the nineties would put an end to dividends.

The Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 361.

recapitulate, v. i. 2. In biol., to repeat an-
cestral evolutionary stages : said of young an-
imals in their early development.

recapitulation, K. 3. In Sjo?., the appearance
in a developing organism of stages that are con-
sidered to recapitulate, or repeat in brief
stages, the life-history of ancestors, or to re-

semble adult ancestors. See ^recapitulation
doctrine.

That no general doctrine of recapitulation could be
maintained was perceived by Sir John Lubbock as early
as 1873, but vertebrate embryologists did not permit their
zeal to be dampened by even the most obvious facts of
entomology. Indeed, one of our prominent investigators,
finding that recapitulation is elusive by microscopical
methods, now proposes to test it by breeding experi-
ments, the results of which may be available in a future
geologic epoch.

0. F. Cook, in Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1903, p. 219.

4. In nmsic, the third division of a movement
in sonata form, in which the subjects are
taken up afresh and both in the original key.
Also called reprise—Law of recapitulation.
See -krecapitulation, 3.— Meckel's law Of recapitula-
tion. See -krecapitulation, 3.— Recapitulation doc-
trine or theory, the doctrine or opinion that the
life-history of an individual modem organism recapitu-
lates, as it were, the life-history of the race to which it

belongs in such a way as to enable the naturalist who
studies its systematic affinities, and uses evidences from
other sources, to reconstruct an outline of its ancestral
history. This outline, however, while it may be valuable

receiving-box

and instructive, must be vague and incomplete. It must
be remembered, in considering the value of a conclusion of
this sort, that a vague or indefinite opinion may l>e funda-
mentally ceitain and true. Most naturalists regard the
recapitulation theory as one of the most valuable results
of modem biology, and one of the greatest stimulants to
research.

No candid morphologist can deny that the responsi-
bility for the present degradation of pure morphology . . .

is the result of too exclusive and undiscrimiuating a faith
in the . . . recapitulation theory.

E. B. Wilson, Biol. Lectures, 1895, p. 104.

recapitulationist (re-ka-pit-ii-la'shgn-ist), n.

In biol., one who holds the recajjitulation
doctrine or theory (which see, under *recapit-
ulation).

If I had time to discuss the recapitulation theory, I
should begin by granting much that the recapitulation-
ist demands—for instance, that certain facts in the de-
velopment of animals have an historical significance, and
can not be explained by mere adaptation to present cir-

cumstances ; further, that adaptations tend tobe inherited
at corresponding phases both in the ontogeny and the
phylogeny. L. C. Miall, in Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 504.

recapitulative, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the
biological doctrine of recapitulation. See
*recapitulation doctrine.

recapper (re-kap'er), n. [re- + cap^, r., +
-er^.] A device for fixing new primers in the
primer-seat of a cartridge-ease.

recarbon (re-kar'bon), i\ t. To supply with.

new carbons, as an arc-lamp.

Open arc lamps are usually only able to work 8, 16, or
32 hours without recarboning, even when fitted with
double carbons. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 86.

recarburizer (re-kar'bu-ri-zer), i(. In the
manufacture of steel by the Bessemer process,
a material rich in carbon (usually spiegeleisen)
which is added to the still molten product
from blowing air through fused cast-iron, in
order to remove any traces of oxygen which
the iron itself may have taken up. The result
of this addition is practically not only the re-
moval of oxygen but the reintroduction of a
little carbon, jiroducing the so-called mild
steel, which differs little from wrought-iron
rendered homogeneous by fusion. Engin. Mag.,
XVI. 181.

rec'd, reed. Abbreviations of received.

recedent (re-se'dent), a. Retrograde; reced-
ing; specifically in med., relapsing; retroee-
dent: as, "recerfent gout."

receit, n. and V. t. A simplified spelling of re-

ceipt.

receiv, v. A simplified and former spelling of
receive.

receival (re-se'val), n. [receive + -aA.] Re-
ception.

On the receival of the dispatches.
Southey, Hist. Penn. War, I. 152. -V. E. D.

receive, v. f.— Received text. See Textus Recepttig.

receiver,". 7. Inwech.-. (a) A chamber in a
compound engine into which the exhaust from,

one cylinder passes on its way to the next
cylinder, (ft) A chamber in a steam-line, close
to the engine, in which water carried along by
the steam is given a chance to separate from
it before the steam enters the cylinder.
— Briihra receiver, a glass vessel which contains a re-

volving tray supporting cylinders atid connected on the
one side with a distilling

apparatus and on the other
with a vacuum-pump. It

serves to collect the frac-

tions of a distillation in

vacuo.— Double-pole re-
ceiver, a telephone with
an elongated horseshoe
magnet instead of the
straight-bar magnet some-
times used. In front of

the two poles, which are
close together, the dia-

phragm is mounted.

—

Hot-wire receiver, in

wireless teleg., a form of
receiving instrument for

electric waves, devised by
R, A. Fessenden.— Re-
cording receiver, in

teleg. , any receiving instru-

ment that registers in

permanent fonn the sig-

nals transmitted to it.

—

Transmitter - receiver,
in teleg. or teleph., any de-

vice which is used both as a transmitter and as a receiv-

ing instrument.— Wheatstone receiver, the receiving
instrument of a Wlieatstone telegraph ; a mechanical
recording device, operated by reversals of the signaling

current.

receiving-box (re-se'^nng-boks), n. In the
pneumatic transmission of packages, a com-
partment or box at the receiving end of the
pneumatic tube, arranged for the reception of

the parcels. Science Abstracts, VI. sec. B, 192.

Briihl's Receiver.



receiving-tank

receiving-tank (re-se'ving-tangk), 11. 1. A
tank into which a pump discharges.— 2. A
drip-tank ; a tank arranged to receive the
water condensed in a line of steam-pipe.

receiving-yard (re-se'ving-yard), n. See

receptacle, «.— Sallvaiy receptacle, in entom., an
elonj^'stti thin-walled sac connected with each of the
salivary glands of the cockroach and other uiseots.

receptaculum, ».— Receptacuinm ovorum, in

uli^"ch:ctou9 wtimis, as the earthwurni, one of the pairof

sacs which comniunicate with the oviduct. Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, i8»7, p. 349.— Receptaculum vltelli, in

platyhelminths, a reser\-oir for the vitelline matter or

yolk. Parker and Haswell, Zooloj^y, I. ioo.

receptor (re-sep'tor), n. [NL,, < L. receptor^

a receiven, <. recipere, receive.] 1. A moleeu-

Ehrlich's diat;ranis illuslratitig the incchauisin of

mmuntty and cytolysi&.

The figures in bUck indicate substances with toxic action, a
and * illustrate the excessiTe production o( receptors in response to

(he action of toxins, and their escape from the cells; in * they are
seen tr> combine with toxin outside the cell. preTentin£ its union
with the cell; c- shows the structure of the complement and lnter>

mediary body of bacteriolytic and cytolytic sera; J shows the
amboceptor, while attached to the cell, uniting the complement to

a large molecule.
(From Buck's Med. Handbook. App.)

lar complex of a cell through the union with
which alien cell-products or ceU-constitueuta
can produce their specific effects upon the cell.

These same receptors, owing tothepresenceof
which the cell is open to attack, when cast off

from the cell constitute its most effective de-

fenses. Also called side-chain. See '^im-

munityj 5.

Ehrlich's hypothesis to explain such facta Is usually
tpolaen of as the side-chain theory of immunity. He con-
sitlers that the t<jxins are capable of uniting with the pro-

toplasm of livinjf cells l)y possessinsj groups of atoms like
those by which imtritive prf»teids are united to cells

during normal assimilation. lie ttmis these haptophor
groups, and the gn>ups U> which these are attached in the
cells he terms receptor groups. The introduction of a
toxin stimulates an excessive production of receptom,
which are tlnally thrown out into the circulation, and con-
stitut« the antitoxin.

Jiep. Brit. Atm'n Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 778.

2. In wireless ttleg.f a receiver.

It is easy to see that the reception depends upon the
energy received by the ant<;nii:e; this is evident for

thermic or other analogous receptors which integrate the
energy receive<I in unity of time, but is equally true for re-

eeptorn of the coherer type, which are sensitive to electric

shock received \\\)m\\ the arrival of each train of waves.
Elect. World and Kngin., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 42.

3. The terminal expansion in skin or mucous
membranes of a sensory nerve.

Thus, it [the aTiimal Ixxly] has organs stimulated by the
radiant energy of light and heat, others by chemical par-
tirles drifting fn>m ixlorous objects, others mechanically
b/ object** t^niching the skin, and soon. These organs
BpeciaJly adapted t*i environmental stimuli, are called
receptom. Attached to them are nerves.

Nature, April 16, 1908, p. 570.

recess, w.— niac recess, a p*^>cket-Iike cavity in the
p<«teriMr portion uf the ilium of many birds, particularly
well marked in thu owl and turkey. Also iliac porkH.—
Tympanic recess, in omith., the rather irregular de-
pression, or cavity, leading Ut the internal ear ; the tym-
panic cavity.

recession^, w.— Angle of recessloa, the angle at
which the side of a recess cuts into a figure; the angle
between the side of a recess and the line of that face of
the figure which is cut by the recess.

recessive, o, 2. In hiol., opposed to *domi-
nantj 2. See ^recessirej m.

Cu6not experimented by making reciprocal crosses be-
tween albino, pink*eyed, fancy mice, and wild grey mice
(M. mosculus). He wa« careful to use wild mice in order
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to be sure that his coloured form was pure. As a result
he obtained always and without exception grey mice. In
MendBlian tenns, grey is therefore dominant over albi-

nism, which is called by contrast recessive.

Proc. kool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 75.

Recessive character, one of the antagonistic oi nmtu-
ally incompatible ch;iracters of a cross-bred organism
which, while it JB not visibly manifested by the cross-
bred organism, is transmitted to and manifested by some
of its descendants. See ancestral itinkerttance.

II. n. In biol.j an organism that manifests
and transmits to descendants the character
which is antagonistic to a dominant, or a
character which is antagonistic to a dominant
character. See "^dominantj 2.

Mendel discovered that in this generation the numeri-
cal proportion of dominants to reccssives is on an average
of cases approximately constant, being in fact as three to
one. With very considerable regularity these numbers
were approached in the case of each of his pdirs of
characters. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 9.

Extracted recessive, a recessive of pure blood ; one
that does not transmit the antagonistic dominant charac-
ter. See itdommant^ 2.

Recessus parietalis, ^ne of the cavities of the cocloma
from which are developed the pleural and part of the
peritoneal cavities.

—

RecesSUS SUbptaealls. Same as
recessus in/rapinealis.— Recessus vestlbuU, a chamber
formed from a fold in the wall of the auditory vesicle
from which the vestibule of the ear is developed.

recidivation, «• 2. Specifically, in criminol.j
the relapse of a criminal into crime.

recidivism (re-sid'i-vizm), n. Irecidiv(otis) +
-isin.'} Kelapse into crime; the conduct or
condition of a recidivist.

The gravest feature of modem penology "is the vitality

of ' recidivism, " a phrase (In Major Arthur Gritliths's

Prison Discipline] the signiflcance of which was antici-

pated in the once current phrase "Qui a bu boira."
.V. and Q., 9th sen, XI. 78.

recidivity (r^-si-div'i-ti), «. Same as *recid-
irism.

reciprocal. I. a. 4. In (7cow., definitely dual,
so that the dual of each element is fixed and
eonstructihlo.— Law of reciprocal action. See
•frrui.— Reciprocal crossing, see •cro^M/i;/.— Re-
ciprocal curves, same as r'-ci/zrorat i'<'lars{vihich see,

under recf>r(^C'//).~ Reciprocal figures, in yemn. : (h)

Dual figures.— Reciprocal Integration. See -kintegra-
(ion.— Reciprocal spiral, ^^ = n. same Sk& hyperbolic
spiral. See spiral, 1.

il. n. 3, In geom^ the dual.— polax recip-
rocal of a surface, the envelop of the polar planes of
all tlie iM lints of the surface.

reciprocate, r. t, 4. In math.j to take the
reciprocal of.

By reciprocating this theorem deduce the following.
J. Mulcahy, Modem Geom., p. 291.

reciprocation, ». 4» The process of taking
the reciprocal (of a curve, proposition, or
quantity).— 5. In geom.^ the correlation of
two reciprocal figures. See ^reciprocal, «., 4.

reciprocator (re-sip'ro-ka*tor), n. In mech.,
a reciprocating engine, or one whose principal
parts travel back and forth, as the piston in
a cylinder.

reciprocitarian (res-i-pros-i-ta'ri-an), a. Of
or pertaining to reciprocity ; specifically, per-
taining to or growing out of a reciprocity of
commercial privileges between two govern-
ments.
To these he appeals on reciprocitarian lines by offering

a reduction of our wine duties in return for a partial
abolition of the French surtaxe d'entrepot. No Britisli
Obvemment will ever make so limited a proposal.

Athenxum, Feb.jf 1906, p. 134.

recipro-unit, w. An abbreviation of recipro-
cating uuit, that is, an electric generator driven
by a reciprocating engine. [Rare.]

recirculation (rf-s^r-ku-la'shon), n. [re- +
circulation.] A new or renewed circulation.

recitalist (re-si 'tal-ist), n. [recital + -ist]
A musician, singer or player, who gives re-
citals.

recitando (ra-che-tan'do), a. [It., ppr. of re-
cit/tre, recite] In jnu,9ic, reciting; half spoken
or declaimed, after the manner of a recitative.

recitative, ».— simple recitative, in mtisic, same as
fritntivij secco. See reritntin'.

reciting-tone (re-si'ting-ton), n. Same as re-

citing-note.

reckoning, «.— prince's reckoning, in archery, the
method of scoring now commordy used, in which hits in
the five concentric rings of the target count 9, 7, 5, 3, and
1 respectively. See ittaryet, 2.—Reckoning method.
See itinethod.

Reclamation law, the name given to an act of the
Tnit^d States t'ongress, passed in 1902, by which a fund
was created for the puriwise of i)roviding for the Irrigation
of the desert lands in the western part of the Uniteti
States.— Reclamation Service. See *sertncci.

reclame (ra-klilm'), n. [F. r6clamer, entreat,
call upon for aid. See reclainiy v. and «.] 1.

The seeking or attaining of notoriety, as by

reconcentrado

advertising; method or means of attaining*
notoriety ; notoriety.

ilr. J. owed his reclame to the divorce proceed-
ings which ensued, as well as to his acting.

The Week (in The Transcript), Dec. 21, 1900.

2. The act of protesting; remonstrance; a
protest. [Erroneous use.]

Such a reclame arose against the measure that it was
quietly dropped. Evening Telegram, June 26, 1903.

recleaner (re-kle'ner), n. [re- + clean, v., -I-

-€ri.] A shaking- or screening-attachment
to a bean-thresher or pea-huller for the final
cleaning of the beans or peas before they
are delivered to the bagger or bagging-
machine. See *hean-thresher and *pea-hiill^.

recognition^, «.— Mediate recognition, in psychol,
the recognition of an object, not by means of its own at-
tributes, but by means of some accompanying mark or
character which stands in accidental connection with it.

As a special form of this kind of process we have the
phenomenon called mediate recognition. . . . As, for
example, when a person is recognized because of hi&
companion.

W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 239.

Recognition color, a color displayed on an animal
supposed to be of use to others of its species as a means.
of reoognition.

For nmnerous examples of recognition-colours in birds^
see Darwinism, pp. 217-220.

A. R. Wallace, Tropical Nature, p. 367, note. X. E. D.

Recognition reaction. See -kreaction.— Recognition
service, a servi';e held for the purpose of introducing a
new pastor to his congregation* X. E. D.

The Baptist Chiu-ch . . . where his recognition service
was held last night

Westminster Gazette, Kov. 9, 1897, p. 9.

Recognition time, in psychophyst : («) The total time
retpiired for the process of recognition, that is. for the
recogniiion reaction or cognitive reaction. (6) This time
minus the time required for the simple reaction. Amer.
Joxtr. Psychol., XIII. 258.

recognitional (rek-og-nish'on-al), a. [recog-
nition'^ + -<//!.] Pertaining to, or of the
nature of. recognition.
So many of our judgments are recognitional instead of

l>eing ooilnitional, that judgments usually appear to be
instantaneous. J. W. Powe;;, Truth and Eri or, p. 281.

recognition-mark (rek-og-nish'on-mark), n.

A mark which serves as a meaiis of recogni-
tion or identification ; specifically, a character-
istic of animals which, wheii displayed, serves
for the guidance of other individuals of the
species ; an episematic character. See *epis€-
Tfiatic*

recoherence (re- ko- her 'ens), n. The spon-
taneous reduction in the resistance of a co-
herer witho'ut the application of the electric

oscillations to which coherence is normally
due.
On applying a small meaeured force the cohered sur-

faces separate. On bringing them in contact again at
the same places, coherence will follow, but not always
without the incidence of electric radiation. This can be
repeated two or three times, but the power to cohere
Bptmtaneously 8«_»on vanishes. This spontaneous coher-
ence is cirtled re-coherence.

Elect. World and Engin,, July 9, 1904, p. 72.

recoil-cylinder (re-koil'sil''''in-der), w. In
ordnaucCj a cylinder fitted with a piston and
piston-rod so arranged that when the gun
recoils after firing the piston is forced through
the length of the cylinder. A hydraulic recoU-
cylinder contains a liquid which is forced to flow from
one side of the piston to the other through small oriflcea

in the piston or grooves in the walls of the cylinder, thug
causing resistance to the recoil and bringing the gun to
rest without shock. A ptieumatic revoil-cylinder contains
air under pressure which is further compressed by the
recoil. A spring recoil-cylinder contains heavy coiled
springs which are compressed by the recoil. See also
itijnn-mount.

recoil-Spring (re - koil ' spring), n. A spring
used to check or stop a piece which recoils.

r^colement (ra-kol-mon'), «. [F., < rccoler^

reexamine, < L. recolare, strain again, < re-,

again, + colare, strain. See colander.] In
French law, a reexamination by a witness of a
deposition made by him, and his confirmation
of the same, with such alterations as his bet-
ter recollection may lead him to make.

recollection, «.— Testimonial recollection. See
irtfstimonial.

recompose, v. t. 3. Specifically, in optics, to
recombine, as the dispersed or scattered con-
stituents of a complex beam of light.

recomposition^ n. 2. Specifically, in optics^

the reassembling or gathering together of the
dispersed or scattered constituents of a com-
plex beam of light, as in the formation of
white light by the bringing together of tBe
various rays of the spectrum.

reconcentrado (re-kon-sen-tra'do, Sp. ra-kon-
than-tra'do), n. [Sp., < reconcentrar, concen-
trate.] In the Cuban rebellion of 1895-98,



reconcentrado

one of the Cubaus who were forced by the
Spanish military authorities to abaudou their

homes in the country and concentrate in the
towns.
They were penned in like cattle, and were compelled to

subsist under conditions which uo cattle could have
endured. Deprived of their homes and with little cloth-

ing, they lay upon the earth, with foul air, foul water and
foul foml. until, emaciated and diseased, they died like

flies. In all. there were some 4(X't,a<X) of these recoti-

centradof, and their condition excited at once the pity
aMd tbe indignation of the world.

Boolmxan, Jan., 1906, p. 477.

reconcentrado (re-kon-sen-tra'do, Sp. pron.
ra-kou-than-trii'do), r. t. [See reconcentrado,

M.] To treat as a reconcentrado; make reoon-

centrados of. [Rare.]
When we came to a villajre like Modder River, where

the Ii<iers had been entertained and a-ssisted in bridge-
destroying and trench-digging, did we recoticentrado the
littJe population?

Julian Ralph, War's Brighter Side, lix.

reconcentrate (re-kou-sen'trat), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. rcconcentraicd, ppr. reconcentrating.

1. To concentrate; in military usage, bring
forces together at some specified point.— 2.

To concentrate a second time ; specifically, to

further concentrate (ore. or matte) which has
passed through one concentrating process.

The resulting matte runs 2^ per cent This is recon-

fentrated raw in hot-blast cupolas to 55 per cent., and
bloMm directly into copper in converters.

Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 236.

3. To treat (people) as reeoneentrados, by
shutting (them) up in fortified towns. See
^reconcentrado, n.

reconcentration (re- kon - sen - tra ' shon), n.

The act of concentrating again; concentra-
tion; specifically, the concentrating of the

Cuban insurgents in the towns. See *recon-
centrado, n.

The census also showed that the mortality due to the
insurrection and the reconcentration had been less than
had been ascribed. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 312.

The starvation and disease attributed to General
W'eyler's reconcentration policy caused theHeath of scores

if not hundreds. Eev. of Rev., XXI. 391.

Reconcilable circuits, in math., circuits on the same
surface, one of which can be converted into the other by
continuous changes without leaving the surface.

reconnaissance, «— Topographic reconnais-
sance, a preliminary hasty examination of the tf)pog-

raphy of a region, usually made without instruments,
except those for rapid approximate measurements or
observations.

reconquista (ra-kon-kes'tU), n. [Sp.] A re-

conquest; specifically, the regaining of Spain
by the Spaniards from the Moors in the fif-

teenth century. See the extract.

When the " Reconquista " culminated in the conquest
of Granada, the last Moorish kingdom in the Peninsuhi,
by the Catholic &jvereigns Ferdinand of .4ragon and Isa-

bella of Castille, the unity of Spain was realized at last,

and her sovereigns, rid of foreign preoccupations, were
able to turn their attention to the work of centralizing
ami consolidating all the powers of the State in their
own hands. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 749.

reconstitnent, a. 2. In *7ierap., building up;
causing the formation of new tissue.

II. n. A drug or remedy that reconstitutes

or rebuilds what has been wasted by disease.

As a reconstituent, cod-liver oil is a very useful remedy
in certain chronic affections of the brain.

Bartholow, Mat. Med., p. 94. JF. E. D.

reconstructor (re-kgn-struk'tpr), '«. One who
constructs anew ; one who restores again.

recooper (re-kS'per), v'. t. [re- + cooper, f .]

To repair (a case,bo.x, crate,barrol, or the like).

record, v. t— Recording galvanometer, a galva-
nometer the deflections of which are registered, usuiilly

by photography, upon a revolving drum or moving strip.

record, «. 8. A cylinder or disk which bears
a series of indentations originally made in
wax, foil, or other plastic material by the vi-

brating stylus of a phonograph or similar
instrument and which may be used in the re-
production of the original sounds. The name
is applied both to the original impression in

wax or other plastic material and to any cast
or copy of this original in non-plastic ma-
terial.— 9. Also used attributively (a) in the
sense of definition 6: as, "a record subscrip-
tion list"; "a record output in steel," etc.,

meaning the largest on record.

A " record passage " for the season.
(reog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 60.

(6) In the sense of having a published record

;

being on record as having accomplished some
particular feat. In fanciers' language a
'record homer' is a homing pigeon with an
established record of having flown a certain
distance within a specified time.— Geological
TOCOrd, the accessible solid part of tlie globe ; the crust
within reach of man ; the whole series of rock formations
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which contain the data upon which geologic history is

based. Gcikie, Textbook of (ieol., i). 3. — Master record,
a principal or controlling record ; an origiii.al or stundani
record to which all others must conform, or from whicit
others are nuide, as in supplying 'records ' for the graph-
ophone, or for mechanical piano-playera.

Should a sufficient demand arise, however, permanent
master records could be provided.

Science, June 24, 1904, p. 961.

To make of record, to put on record ; make a matter
of record. Sinithmnian Rep., 1890, p. xv.

recordative (re-k6r'da-tiv), a. [L. 'recorda-
tiriis. See recordation.'] Serving to record
or keep in remembrance; commemorative.
recordatory (re-k6r'da-td-ri), a. [record +
-atory.] Pertaining to the keeping of records.
How can'we explain the use of this imperfect and diffi-

cult recordatory system ?

Am'er. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec., 1900, p. 727.

record-breaker (rek'ord-bra'ker), n. One
who or that which breaks the record in any
sense of that phrase. [Colloq.]

record-breaking (rek ' ord -;bra "iking), a.

Breaking the record ; surpassing any recorded
performance or production of its kind.
[Colloq.]
Additional furnaces are getting ready to blow in, and

there is a prospect of a record-breaking production [of

Bessemer steel] in April and May.
A'. 1'. Com. Advertiser, April 11, 1901.

recorder, w.—Atmospheric recorder, an apparatus
for recording atmospheric changes.— AutOgfrapll re-
corder. See iraiUograph.— KeTiaen recorder, in
physiol., a recording device consisting of a diaphragm of
gold-beaters' skin of conical shape, with a stylus which
acts over a fulcrum and writes on a thinly smoked plate
of glass. Harvard Paychol. Stud., I. 434.

recording-drum (re-kor'ding-drum), n. Id
any electrical or mechanical recording-ma-
chine, such as a recording thermometer, wind-
er steam-pressure ga^e, the moving drum
which supports the ribbon or blank paper on
which the stylus marks the variations of tem-
perature, pressure, or other phenomena to be
recorded.

recover-, v. t. 11. In mannf., to save; keep
what had formerly been thrown away: as, to
recover the by-products in a gas-plant.— Recov-
ered rubber, soda. See irrubber, irsoda.

recovery. ^^— Spheroldalrecovery, in geol., the ten-
dency of tne earth to revert to a spheroidal shape after
deformation, which is believed by some to develop peri-
odically.

Geological history affords evidence of the alternation
of periods of tetrahedral collapse and spheroidal recovery.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 249.

recpt. An abbreviation of receipt.

recrescence (re-kres'ens), «. [re- + crescence.]

Kegrowth ; specifically, the regeneration or
replacement of lost parts by an organism,

Recrescence is, in fact, nothing but the effect of the
same causes which condition growth in definite direc-
tions. Eimer, Organic Evol., p. 389.

recrudescence, v. 5. Figuratively, a return;
a re-appearance: as *'The Recrudescence of
Imray," the original title of a story by Rud-
yard Kipling in "Mine Own People."

recrystallization (re-kris^'ta-li-za'shon), n.

Repeated crystallization of the same sub-
stance. This process, with separation at each repeti-
tion of the mother-liquor and re-solution of the crystals,
is frequently resorted to by chemists as a valuable means
of purifying the substance. Van Hise, U. S. Geol. Surv.,
Monographs, XLVII. 202.

recrystallize (re-kris'ta-liz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. recnjstallizedy ppr. recrystallizing. [re- +
crystallize.'] To subject (a substance) to re-

peated crystallization. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, ni. 844.

rect. An abbreviation (c) of receipt.

Rectal glands (?>), reflex, valves. See ^gland,
etc.

rectangle, w. 4t. A right-angled triangle.

rectangular, «. 2. Shaped like a rectangle
;

that is, having four sides and four right angles,
— Rectangular axes, coordinate axes at right angles.—
Rectangular cone. Same as right cone. See cone, 1
(rt).— Rectangular cylinder, a cylinder whose ele-

ments are luipendicular to its bases.

rectangulate (rek-tang'gu-lat), a. [NL. reC'

t(in<ju}}is, rectangled, +• -ate^.i Rectangular.
rectangulate (rek-tang'gu-lat), v. i.

;
pret.

and pp. rectangulatedf ppr. rectangulating. To
diverge in a rectangular net.

rectangulometer (rek-tang-gu-lom'e-ter), n.

[NL. rectangulus, rectangle, + Gr. fierpovy

measure.] A cuboid for testing the inclination
of planes; also, a tumer^s trial-bar.

recte e retro (rek'te e re'tro). [L.] 'Right
backward': in wimc, marking passages to be
repeated backward. See retrograde imitation.

rectification, n. (6) in its specific use in relation
to tht; increase of strength of alcoholic liquors by dis-

tillation, rectification sigoifles repeated fractional evap-

Rectifying

;

[XL. rectifi-

The part or

rector

oration of the mixed liquid, dephlegtnation repeated
fractional condensation of the mixed vapor. Both words
are simultaneously applied in the improved forms of
still, (rf) In astral., the ascertainment of the true time
of birth by comparison of the directions deduced fiom
the estimated time with the dates of events in the native's
life.;-|Mechanlcal rectification, the operation of ob-
taining the length (if a curve Ity the use of any mechanical
contrivance.

rectificative (rek'ti-fi-ka-tiv), a.

serving to straighten out.

rectificator (rek^'-'ti-fi-ka'tor), n.

cator^ < ML. rectificare^ rectify.]
parts of a modem still for alcoholic liquors in
which rectification takes place. See *reetiji-

cation (b).

rectificatorjrt (rek'ti-fi-ka-to-ri), n. ; pi. recti-

ficatories (-riz). [NL. ^rectijicatoriunij < ML.
rectiftcare, rectify.] A mathematical instru-
ment employed in the making of dials.

Rectified vitriol. See -^vUriol,

rectifier, «. (e) in elect., an apparatus for changing
an alternating electric current into a direct current di-
rectly, that is, without intei-mediary transfonnation of
energy. The most common forms of rectifier are ; (1)
The mechanical rectifier, which consists of a synclironoua
motor (that is, a motor which keeps step with tlie alter-
nations of the alternating current) driving a rectifying
commutator which reverses the direction of successive
impulses of current so as to send them in the same direc-
tion mUi the direct-current circuit. The main objection
to this form is the destructive sparking of the eommuta-
tor-brushes when rectifying large amounts of power. (2)
The electrolytic rectifier which is based on the property
of aluminium, in some salt or acid solutions, of passing
current only when negative : a property due, probably, to
the formation of a non-conducting film of oxid or basic salt
on the aluminium by the oxygen produced on the alumi-
nium when it is the positive terminal. Such a rectifier
usually consists of an aluminium and a carbon or metal
plate in a solution of some suitable salt. A combination of
this sort passes only one half-wave of alternating current,
from the carbon to the aluminium, but;partly suppresses
the reverse half-wave ; and by using. two such rectifiers,

one half-wave of current is passed over the one, the other
over the other rectifier, and then reconibined and sent
into the direct^current circuit The disadvantage of the
electrolytic rectifier is it« low efficiency. (3) Arc-recti-
fiers, which are based on the property of arcs to be conduct-
ing in one direction, but not in the opposite. In the
mercury-arc rectifier, one mercury and two graphit«

terminals are inclosed in

the same glass tube, the
two graphite terminals
being connected to the
terminal of the alterna-
ting-current supply, while
the direct-current circuit
connects between the
mercury terminal of the
rectifier and a neutral or
midway point of the alter-

nating-current circuit, de-
rived from a three-wire
transformer or compensa-
tor, or by reactances. One
impulse of the alternating
current then passes irmw
one graphite electrode,
the other from the other
graphite electrode ; but
both issue, in the same
direction, from the mer-
cury electrode into the di-

rect-current circuit. The
mercurj-arc rectifier has
a very high efliciency, but
is so far limited in the
amount of current which

Mercury-arc Rectifier. it can rectify. It is used
a and *, terminals of a vacuum- for charging storage bat-

tube connected to an alternating- teries :ind for arc-lighting,
current circuit; current will flow — McrCUry-VapOr rCC-
freely from a to c or from b to c. **««- „ ,1pvi.-f fnr oim.
but not in the reverse direction: ^^T* ^ "^\ue lor COll-

the current in an outside circuit vertmg an alternating uito

attached tor will therefore always a direct current whlch
have the same direction. depends for itfi action

upon the fact that a mer-
cury arc is a good conductor in one direction juid almost
a non-conductor in the other. See mercury-arc rectifier,

under itrectifier (e).

rectify, v. t. 6. In eleet.f to change (an alter-

nating electric current) into a direct current
by redirecting the successively opposite im-
pulses of the alternating current so as to flow

in the same direction. See '^rectijier {e).

Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 23, 1904, p. 181.

—Rectifying transformer. See -ktransforTner.

rectigraph (rek'ti-graf), n. [L. rectus, right,

+ Gr. }pa<peiv, write.] A device, such as the

symmetrical doublet of lenses of a terrestrial

eyepiece, introduced into the optical system
of a telescope to give an erect instead of an
inverted image. M, fV. Travels, Exper. Study
of Gases, p. 57.

Rectilinear vibration. See -^vibration,

rectophobia (rek-to-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < NL.
rectum, rectum, + Gr. -<^ofiia, < po/3ea', fear.]

Causeless fear experienced occasionally by
the subjects of disease of the rectum.

rector, ".—Lord Rector, the honorary title of the chief

of a Scottish university, usually a^prominent man, elected

by the students of the university : as, the Lord Rector of

St. Andrews.



rectorite

rectorite (rek'tor-it), n. [Named after E. W.
Rector of Hot Spricgs, Arkansas.] A hydrous
aluminium silicate related to kaolinite, oc-
curring iu soft, flexible folia resembling
mountain-leather: found in Garland county,
Arkansas.
rectotome (rek'to-tdm), n. [NIj. rectum, rec-

tum, + Gr. -Touo^, < ra^elv, cut.] A cutting
instrument employed in rectotomy.

recua (ra'koa), n. [Sp. recita, a train of pack-
animals. J A mule-train or pack-train : gener-
ally used in Spanish America, also, for any
loaded train or drove of animals. It was used
by the early Spanish chroniclers, to designate
the trains of indigenous dogs used by the
prairie Indians of North America.

Tecuperati7e, «. 2. In gas-burners, regenera-
tive; having more than the common lighting
power ; having a heated air-supply.

recurrent, a. 5. In paleon., reappearing with-
out essential change in organic composition:
used of faunas which reappear after their first

disappearance from a given geological sec-
tion, or of a species which thus returns after
departure. The conception of recurrent faunas
implies the fact of migration and temporary
absence from a given geographical province
with subsequent return thereto.— Recurrent
86rle8. See geries.

H. n. 2t. A recurrent verse.

recurrer (re-k^r'^r), n. That which recurs;
specifically, a recurring decimal. [Kare.]

Recurring curve, a curve which returns upon iUelf.

recurvirostrilie (re-k^r-vi-ros'trin), a. [Re-
curvirostritiie.] Of or belonging to the Recur-
virostrinae; having the bill turned or bent
upward; recurvnrostral.

recuse (rf-kuz'), «. Irecuse, v.] In numis.j a
coin which, owing to the shifting of the die or
dies, has been struck twice and thus bears a
double impression.

recuver, v. and n. An amended spelling of
recover.

redl. I. fl.—Red Book. (O a book of Welsh medieval
tales, more fully knewn as ",rhe Red HiMtk of Hergest"
(which see, in the Century Cyclopedia of Names), (d) A
serai-ottlcial publication issued (|uarterly in China, and
there called the " C«)nip]ete H<x>k of the Girdle-wearers,'
containing lists of all)the otHcials and gentry of the country,
together with details of place of birth, etc.— Red clay,
Xllsease. See -kclay, etc.—Red light district, a imr-
tion of a city (especially of New Vork) in which low
resorta, particularly houses of ill-fame, indicate their
character to the public by a red light (or alight shining
tlirough a red pane of glass) over the door. (U. S.]

Inspector . . was placed In charge of the First In-
spection District, which embraces the "Red Liyht " dis-

trict east of the Bowery. A'. V. Tribune, May 5, 1901.

Red scale. See *«ca/«i.—Red tongue fever. Same as
typhoid Jeter.

H, n. 7. In archery: (a) The second and
next to the innermost circle of the target,
which is colored red. {b) An arrow which
hits this circle; a hit ia the red. Such a hit
counts 7 by the present method of scoring.
In old archery the innermost circle was some-
times colored red.— Acid red. See -kacid-red.-
Acrldlne red. a basic dyestutf. prepared by the oxidation
of pyronin. belonging t«j the xanthene group of coloring-
matters. It is (»f no value for wool-dyeing, but dyes silk

and tatmin-mordanted cotton a rose-red.— Allzaxlnred.
<t) The bright red pnxluced by combining alizarin with
an aluminium mordant : same as Turkey red and maddtr-
red. See a/izann.— Alizarin red 8. Same as alizarin
-kcarmine.— Alkali fast red, an acid dyestutf which dyes
wool a bluish rt-'i. It is fast to alkalis.— Alkali red, a
direct cott^jn color rtf the diazi^ type, related to benzidine.

—

Alpha-naphtbylamlne red, an ingrain color of the in-

soluble azo type. It is a durk-bluisli red or claret color,

and it laraely used in the printing and dyeing of cott'^n

foods. The cloth is first prepared with sodium 0-napli-
holate, and is then passed through or printed with a

cold diazotized a-naphtliylamine solution. Also known
as carmiiuiph gariwt, scarlet lit, and naphthylamine
Bordeaux.—Amsol red. Same as anigidine itgcarlet.—
Anthracene red, a mordant acid color, of the diazo-
salicylic-acid type, which gives a comparatively fast red
when coinbincd with a chromiuni mordant. It is ust'd in
dyeing wo<»l.— Anthraqulnone red, a name by which
alizarin red is s^tnietitnes designated.— ApoUo red, an
acid dyestulf of the nioinKizi* type made by combining
diazo-paranitraniline with a-naphthylamine-disulphonic
acid. Also known as archil tubgtitute and iiaphthion
red.— Atlaa red, a direct cotton color of the nionoazo
type prepared by combining diazotized primnlin with
meta-toluylene diamine. It dyes unmordanted cotton a
terra-cotta red in an alkaline bath. The same red may
be prwluced on the fiber as an ingrain color by first 4lye-

tng with prinmlin, diazotizing, and developing with
meta-phenylene-diandne.— Azo-benzene red. Same as
^jitmceait 'AliB. Het^ irponcen u R— Azophor red,a<ii-
az'>paranitraniUne chtorid sold in the form of a brownish-
yellow p«)W4ler. Its alkaline soluti<»n in water readily
unit«s with S-naphthol u> fr»mi paranitraniline red.

—

Benzidine red, a direct cot^Ml coal-tar color similar t«j

benzoi.iirpiniii. [0»)Sfdete.] — Brilliant red. Same as
fait red.— Carmine red, a dark-purplish amorphous
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substance, C_iiHj507, obtained when a solution of car-
minic acid is boiled with a dilute mineral acid. It

forms color-lakes witli different metals.— Cerasin red.
Same as *6'udan ///.— Cinchona red. 00 A reddish-
brown powder, C28IIQ2O14. obtained by the hydrolysis
of quinotannif aci^. It is a dibasic acid. Perhaps iden-
tical with the phlobaphene from the bark of the pine.
(ft) A chocolate-colored compound, t'lgHiiOy, found in
«inchona-bai-k, and also formed when an ammoniacal
solution of quinotannic acid stands exposed to the air.— Clayton cloth red, an acid coal-tar color of the
monoazo type. It dyes wool and silk red in an acid
bath.— Cloth red B, 3B, 30, 0, and R, names applied
to a number of mordant-acid coal-tar colors of the
diazo type derived from amido-azo-toluene. In an
acid bath they dye wool various hues of red, which are
rendeied faster when after-chromed. Thev are also
dyed upon chromium-mordanted wool.—'CQoth red G,
(a) Same as cloth irred B, 3B, etc. (6) Same as irazo-
coccine, 1.— Cochineal red A, an acid coal-tar colorof the
monoazo type derived fi-om naphthionic acid. In an
acid bath it dyes wix)l a Ted which resembles cochineal.
Also called brilliant scarlet, new coccine, and crocein
scarlet 4B.t.— Cocoa red. See *cocoa-red.—Columbia
red, a direct cotton coal-tar color which dyes unmor-
danted cotton bright-bluish red in a salt bath. It is well
suited for the dyeing of cotton-and-wool union material.— Cresol red, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazo
type prepared by combining diazotized amidocresol with
^-naphthol-disulphonicacid. It dyes wool red in an acid
bath.— Cumldlne red. Same as cttmidine irponceau.—Diamine fast red, a direct cotton coal-tar color of
the diazo type derived from benzidine. It dyes unmor-
danted cotton red in an alkaline bath. An after-
treatment with chromium fluoride renders the color
faster. It dyes wool directly, and if after-treated with
potassium bichromate or chromium fluoride the color
becomes extremely fast to light.— Diamine red B, SB,
and NO, direct cotton coal-tar coloi-s of the diazo type
related t<) benzidine or t^jluidine. They dye unmordanted
cotton red in an acid salt bath.— Dlanol red, a direct
cotton coal-tar color of the diazo type derived from
dichlorbenzidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton red in
a salt bath.— Direct red, a direct cotton coal-tar color
of the diazo type derived from diamido-phenyl-tolyl. It
dyes umnordanted cotton red in a salt bath.— Eclipse
red. Same las benzo itpurpurin 4B.— Emin red, an
acid coal-tar color of the monoazo type derived from
thlo-metaxylidine. It dyes wool crimson reil in an acid
bath, and is rendered faster when treated with chromium
fluoride.— Faat red. ('j) One of several acid dyestuflfs
pro<1nced by combining diazotized naphthionic acid with
a- or 3-naphthol. Also applied to two red acid dyestutfs
prwluced by cttmbining diaz*jtized a-naphthy!amine witn
^-naphthol-niono- or disulphonic acid. The fast reds all

dye wool red from an acid bath.—|Fast red A, C, D, £, and
EB, acid coal-tar colors of the monoazo type i)roduced by
combining diazotized naphthionic acid with naphthol or
one of its sulphonic acids. They all dye wool red from
an acid bath.— Past red B and BT, acid coal-tar colors
of the mcjnoazo type prepared by combining diazotized
o-naphthylamine with one of the naphthol-sulphonic
acids. lioth dye wool from an acid bath.— Fftst red 7B,
an acid coal-tar color of the diazo ty])e prepared by com-
bining diazotized amiiloazobenzene with a-naphthol-snl-
phonic acid. It dyes wool red from an acid bath.— FI^X
red, a brownish amorjdious comp«>und, CogHimOio, which
results from the breaking up of nlitannic acid by means
of dilute acids.— Olycln red, a direct cotton coal-tjir
color of the diaro type derive*! from benzidine. It dyes
unmordanted cotton red in a soap bath.— Guinea-red,
an acid coal-tar color. It dyes wool and silk bright red
in an acid bath.— Imperial red. Same as t)enzo itpur-
purin 4/?.— Janus red, a .Janus coal-tar color. It dyes
tannin-mordanted cotton in a neutral bath and umnor-
danted cotton in an acid bath.— Kresol red. Same as
eregot-kred.~K,aTB red. ('') An acid n-al-tar color. It
dyes wool red in an acid bath.— Milling red, a mordant-
acid coal-tar color. It may be dyed upon unmordanted
wool in an acid bath and then after-chromed, or it may
be dyed upon chn»miurn-monianted wtxA.— Naphthion
red. See Apollo *rf.^— Naphthol red. Same as
•kainaranth, 5.—Naphthylamine red. Same as mag-
dala ret/.- Naphthylene red, a direct cotton coal-tar
color of the diazo type, prepared by combining diazotized
diamino naphthalene with two molecules of naphthionic
acid.— Neutral red, a basic coal-tar color of the azin
type, prepared by the action of nitroso-dimethyl aniline
up<m meta-tolylene-diamine. It dyes tannin-mordanted
cotton a bluish red.—New red. (bt A direct cotton coal-
tar color of the diazo type derived from benzidine. It
dyes unmordanted cotton and chromium-mordanted wool.
(c) Same as -^ptineenu :iA'R— Nltrosamlne red, a yel-
lowish paste which gives diazotized i)arnnitraniline when
treated with hydrochloric acl*!. It is used in the pnxluc-
tion of para reds.—Oak-bark red (Osers), the third an-
hydridof quercitaimic acid, with the fonnnla t'34H2«Oi5.
Lbwe's oak-bark red is the fourth anhydrid of the same
acid, with the fonnula ('a^HgiOij. 60th are constitu-
ents of onk-bark as used m tannmg.— OrchU red, an
acid dyestutf <»f the diazo-snlphonic-acid type.— exa-
mine red, a direct cotton coal-tar color. It dyes un-
mordanted cotton red in a salt bath.— Palatine red.
Same as ^napbthoruhin.— Faj:& red. a shortened name
for paranitraniiiiie *rc(/.— Paranitraniline red, an
ingrain color of the insoluble azo type. It is of a bright
red color, ixfssesses excellent fastness, and resembles
Turkey red. which it has largely replaced. It is formed
when cott<jn material, prepared with soilium ^-naphtho-
lat«, is passed through a cold solution of diazotized para-
nitraniline.— Red technique, in Greek vases, the
painting <d red figures on a black ground. See rfd-H'f-
ured.— ^X. Denis red. Same as *'imn(/imc.— Sudan
red. Same as na}ihthnlene red.-- 8ultanred4B. Same
as benzo -kpurpurin 4R— Toluylene red. Sameas neu-
tral *r*'d.^Trona red. same as •<fia7i^Ain^.— Tur-
key-red process. See *prorenif.

redactlonal fre-dak'shon-al), a. [redaction +
-«/!.] Relating to or ot the nature of a redac-
tion.

redan, w.— Double redan, a redan having a reentrant
angle at its point.

redfish

red-and-black (red^and-blak'). ". A banking
game in which the cards are placed in a faro-
box, face down, and the pla>ers bet on each
card as drawn being red or black,
red-bass. v. 2. A fish of Moreton Bay, Luti-
anus superhusy of the family Lutianidse. E, E,
Morris, Austral English.
red-betty (red'bet' i), n. The cardinal-flower,
Rapuntium carditiale.

red-blind (red'blind), a. Unable to distin-
guish the color red. See '^color-blindness.
Stud. Yale Psychol Lab., VIII. 1.

red-blindness (red'blind-nes), n. The state
of being red-blind ; a form of color-blindness
in which there is inability to distinguish the
color red. See *color-blindness.
red-bream (red'brem), n. A name given to
the sehnapper when one year old. See
"^schnapper, E. E. Morris, Austral English.
red-brush (red'brush), n. Either the silky
cornel, Cornus Amomum, or the red-osier dog-
wood, C. stolon ifera.

red-bug, n. 2, A larval mite of the spurious
genus LeptuSj L. irritans, found commonly in
the southern United States : same &sjigger^f 2.

Bed-cap (red'kap), n. See the extract.

Mr. Candler descants upon the splendid physique and
martial qnalities of the Bhutanese, but we do not find
any mention of the fact that the ruling and military
classes in this mountain territory are the descendants of
the Red Caps, or old military caste of Lhasa, who were
expelled from Tibet in the earlier part of the seventeenth
century by the lamas. Athenxum, Feb. 4, 1905, p. 147.

red-cat (red'kat), n. A local English name
for Xereis cultrifera,

redcoat, «. 2.^ The bedbug. [Local, U. S.]

Cimex lectularins, bedbug, known in different locali-
ties as chinches, chintzes, redcoats, mahogany tlats, etc.

Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 156.

reddle, «. 2. A name applied by workmen to
red-lead with oil when used to smear a surface
which is being scraped to a fit. [Colloq.]

red-dog, «. 2. A colloquial term for private
bank-note currency in the United States about
1837. The name is said to be due to the bills
with red edges put out by Jacob Barker in
New York.
redemption, n. (d) see the extract.

The oidy source of revenue left to theXCntlers them-
selves appears to have been derived from " redemptions,"
i.e., money paid for the right of entering the trade, or,

again, money paid for some special privilege.
Athenjvum, Dec 30, 1905, p. 888.

Order of African Redemption. See irorder.

redemptional (re-demp'shon-al), a. [redemp-
tion + -<f/i.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of redemption.
Redesdale limestone. See ^limestone.

redeye, «. 6. The blue-green sun fish, Apomo-
tio cyandlus.— 7. A species of European
chubb, Scardinius erythrophthalmus.—jAttl^
redeye, Sajne as redeue, 2.

Redneldia (red-fel'di-a), n. [NL. (Vasey,
1887), named in honor of John H. Red-

field (1815-95),
a botanist of
Philadelphia.]
A genus of
grasses some-
what related to
Festuca. itcon-
tains the single
species Redfieldia
jlexuoga, one of
the * blow-out'
grasses, found
on sandy lands,
chiefly sand-hills,

in Nebraska, Kan-
sas, and Colorado.
It is a tall and
strikinggrass with
a diffusely spread-
ing panicle and
widely extended
nwitstocks which
bind loose sands
where sometimes
it is almost the
only gi"ass. Often
called Redfield's
ijrnas.

redfin, n. 5. A
cyprinoid fish,

1"^l^ "WM \° W iS
Kotropis um-

I If ^JIb I? WW hratilis, found
^mL I \m in fresh waters

of the eastern
United States.— 6. Same as
"^redfish, 6.

redfish, n. 6.
An Australian holothurian, Actinopyga obesa.

Redfieldia /lexnosa.

a, spikelct: t, flower; c, glumes.
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co-existence of the two is essential for the production of

the colour in the vessels of the sugar-cane.
A'ature, Aug. 18, 1904, p. 392.

ue-baclc Minwiu See talmmi, 2 («). red-stripe (red'strip), 71. A diseased condition

.^r'i„.l''l*!i'iV„T,'';,.„.?„*?"£.„! of timber due to an early stage in the develop-

Wild redtop. Same as gmtch-grass.

— Bnll-redflsli. Same »3 n-J-drum.— California red-
fish, a name applied to Ftimtonutopon pidchir, a lahroUl

found on the coast of southern California.— Little red-
fish. Same as blue-back salmon. See sahrwii, 2 («).

redUnearted ,

heart-wood of a dark reddish-brovTn color, as

. in timber of conifers which is attacked by the
redtO'p"^»

fungus Trametes Pini.

The wood at first turns dark red-brown, and trees in

this stage are known to the lumberman as " red-hearted
"

timber. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 2oa

red-horse, »— short-beaded red-horse, a sucker,

Moxostoma breviceps, abundant in tlie Great lakes and
the Ohio valley.— Texas red-horse, a sucker, Moxos-
toma congestum, which inhabits the streams of Texas.

redif (re-dff), «. [Turk.] In the Turkish
army, the second line, corresponding to the

German Landwehr. The soldier remains in it

for nine years. It follows the first line, or

active army (the nizam), service in which is

for nine years, and is followed by the mus-

iafi:, service in which is for two years.

red-Indians (red'in"di-anz), n. The scarlet

painted-eup, CustiUeja coccinea.

redintegrative (re-din'te-gra-tiy), a. Per-

taining to, or of the nature of, redintegration.

redintegrator (re-din'te-gra-tor), n. One who,

or that which, redintegrates.

redislocation (rf-dis-lo-ka'shgn), n. [re- +
disJocatifin.'] Repeated dislocation ; in surg.,

dislocation recurring after reduction. Buck,

Mfd. Handbook, I. 63. reducer n
redistillate (re-dis-til'at), n. The condensed ^oH„oo t« <

product of a second or repeated distillation.

redistillation (re-dis-ti-la'shon), n. The pro-

cess of distillation repeated with the previously

condensed product. Buck, Med. Handbook,
II. 656.

redistributive (re-dis-trib'u-tiv), a. Distribu-

reed

of the tube. The name is also applied to a
hard glass tube open at both ends and having
one or more bulbs blown in the middle of the
length, in which oxid of copper, of iron, or
other metal may be reduced to the metallic

state by heating in a current of hydrogen car-
ried through the tube.

reduce, f.^^^ 16. ^Same^^as^*/)i(er2._ Reduced reduction-valve (re -duk ' shon - valv), n. A
o 1.1.,.. >. T..J .!<_..< ^ ..„,!.. „.

y^jyg for diminishing the pressure of a liquid

or gas so that without preventing circulation

the pressure in the pipe in which the valve is

placed is greater on the side from which the
flow comes ; a reducing-valve.

In the operation of the car, the air leaving the storage
tank on the car passes through a reduction valve, where
the pressure is reduced from 2,000 pounds to a working
pressure of 150 pounds. Sci. Amer., Dec. 13, 19(^2, p. 408.

black. 'See ikftJacJ-.— Reduced Indigo. S:inie siauidig'

white (which see, under t>»/iyoj.—Reducing agent, a

substance whicli takes away oxygen or other electro-

negative element or radical, or adds hydrogen or other

electropositive radical. See -kagent. According to the

electrolytic dissociation theory, such a body, when in

solution, tends to take on new positive ionic charges.

When silver bromide in a photographic plate is developed
with ferrous oxalate, the developer contains (disregaid-

ing potassium oxalate) ions from the oxalic acid, each

having two negative charges, and iron ions, each having
two positive charges. The latter ions have a strong reduCtlOn-WOrkS, n. Sinn, and pi. 2. A cre-
tendency each to assume one more positive ionic charge

; ,„„tni-v fnr tlip rtisTiriKal of the carhno-e and
but this can be done only with the concurrent forma- matoi J tor llie aisposai 01 me garoage ana
tion of as many new negative ionic charges, for the sum refuse of a city.

of the positive ionic cljaiges in a given volume must reductor (re-duk'tor), n. [L. reductor, one
be numerically equiU to the sum of the negative ionic ^.j^^ ^nngg back, Creduccre, bring back.] An
charges. The bromine atoms of the exposed silver bro-

mide are therefore solicited tx) assume the ionic condition.

If a thousand ions of iron each take a third positive

charge, a thousand ions of bromine must be formed, and
they will leave a tliousand atoms of silver in the metallic

condition.—To reduce an equation, to make one or

more of the coeflicients in itji general form zero.

reducend (re-dii'send), 11. [L. reducendm,
gerundive of reduccre, reduce.] In arith., a
number that is to be reduced

apparatus for the reduction of ferric to ferroua
sulphaie by means of zinc : used in the an-
alysis of iron and steel.

redundant, a. 4. Noting a condition of the
wing membrane in bats when it e.xtends well
down on the leg, and on the arm embraces
the thumb beyond the first phalanx. Harrison
Alien, Bats of North America, p. 5.

3. In arith., a multiplier used to reduplication, «. 6. In jja/Zio?., therepetition

reduce to another denomination.—4. A device

used in electric power-stations for lowering

the voltage. It usually consists in alternating-

current circuits of a step-down transformer and
in direct-current circuits of a motor-generator.

reducing-furnace (rf-du'sing-ffer'nas), «. A
furnace in which ores are reduced from oxids

of the sequence of symptoms in a case of in-

termittent malarial fever of double tj'pe.

—

7. In mech., the principle, in a cord-and-
pulley, that the greater the number of tum&
of the rope in the pulleys, the greater the load
that can be lifted by a given pull on the haul-
ing-rope.

ting again ; characterized by or of the nature ^^ ^j^g metal is separated from other sub- reduplicatory (re-du'pli-ka-to-ri), a. Eedupli
of redistribution. stances by a non-oxidizing heat or flame:

redistributory (re-dis-tnb u-to-n), a. Same ^gually a shaft-furnace.
as *rcdistrtbutivc.

. . „ . j. , reductase (re - duk ' tas), «. [reduct{ion) +
red-leg (red'leg), n. An infectio«8 disease of .„,g n ^ reducing ferment.
frogs, usually prevalent in the fall, character- reducteur (ra-duk-ter'), n. [F.] In elect, a
ized by hemorrhagic congestion of the legs and g^jj pjaced in series with a galvanometer or
abdomen: caused by the bacillus Hydrophiliis

fmcns. Jour. Exper. Med., Feb. 25, 1905, p. 32.

redneck (red'nek), n. An uncouth country-

man : as, the hill-billies come from the hilfe,

and the rednecks from the swamps. The ex-

pression rednecked hill-billy also occurs. Dia-

lect Kotes, II. vi. [Local, U. S.]

redo''^ (re'do), «. A trade-name for crystalline

calcium hyposulphite (formerly called hydro-

sulphite), GaS204, used, along with calcium
hvdroxid, in sugar-refining.

Eedonda phosphate. See ^phosphate.

redouble, v. t. 4. In bridge, to double again.

After the dealer's side has declared, if either

adversary doubles, the maker of the trump or

his partner can redouble. See *bridge'^.

redoublement (re-dub'l-ment), n. A redou-

bling: as, "arcdoMft/emeKiof agitation." Auger.

redout, «. A simplified and former spelling

of redoubt.

redoutable, a. A simplified and former spell-

ing of redoubtable.

redoute (re-dof), n. [F. : see redoubt, ridotto.'i

Same as ridotto.

redou*ed, a. A simplified spelling of redoubted.

redpoll, n. 3. pi. A modern breed of hornless

cattle, originating in Norfolk and Suffolk, of

good size, round, smooth, and small-boned.
They are more higlily prized as beef cattle than for dairy

purposes. As indicated by the name the general color is

red, but the bushy part of the tail and parts of the udder
may be white. See red-polled -^cattle.

Eed-poUed cattle. See ^cattle.

redroot, «• 5. The bloodroot, Sanguinaria
Canadensis.— 6. The field-gromwell, Litlio-

gpermum arvense Indian redroot. Same as red-

root, 2.

redshire, v. i. Same as red-sear. See also

red-short.

red-spider, n. 2. Any one of several species

of tetranvehid mites common in greenhouses.
— Two-spotted red-spider, Tetranychus bimaculatus,

a mite closely allied t<j the common so-called 'red-spider'

of greenlioUBcs and having similar habits.

red-string (red'string), n. See the extract.

Instimces of the vascular strings of the sugar-cane

voltmeter and serving to reduce its sensitive-

ness, and thus the vahie of its scale reading,

by a predetermined amount depending on tlie

ratio of the resistance of the coil to that of

the instrument ; a reducing-coil. [Rare.]

catizg • reduplicative ; effecting repetition.

Another instance of the reduplicatory emphasis in the
Hebrew language.

M. Madan, Thelyphthosa, II. 242. N. E. D.

reduvid (red'u-vid), 71. and a. Same as
*redutiid.

reduviid Cre-du'vi-id), n. and a. I. ti. A
member of the heteropterous family Reduiiidx.

II. (I. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Keduviidse.

redward (red' ward), odi'. [redi- + -ward.] In

reduction, k. (',) m linguistics, the shortening of a spectroscopy, toward the red end of the spec-

word by apocope, (r) In cytol., the halving of the number trum : said of a movement or displacement or
of somatic chromosomes during spermatogenesis and spectral lines.
oogenesis. ...... , , , • ... All showed a much smaUer displacement redward than
While Mottier sees in the fusion of sexual nuclei the

j^^ ^^^ [jj^g^
blending of two lines of descent. Miss Ferguson's re- ^ j^ Clerks, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 234.
searches lead her to believe that no fusion-nucleus, com-
bining the paternal and maternal hereditary substances, rCdWater, n— Rhodeslan redwater, South Afrlcajl

is formed. Rather the processes of mitosis allow these redwater. Same as African CoaH -k/eier.

to be kept apart during the life of the offspring, and the redwing, n. 3. In South Africa, one of the
" reduction' or qualitative division occurring some time

fpancolins, Francolinus Coaillanti, a game-bird
during the life-cycle secures that the gametes shall be '-'"

, °' , ,. ., ., ' •=

"pure." Nature, Jan. 5, i'.»6, p. 218. somewhat resembling the quail.

Cuprlc reduction. See*«(pric.—Double reduction, redwOOd, n— Brazilian redwood, either of two-

a tel-m applied to the driving-gear of street-car wheels or trees (//wmirt_l)aisajn</'er«m and II.jlunhundum)ot their

wheels of" motor-vehicles when an intermediate shaft

with two geare is introduced whereby a greater reduction

of speed is made by the use of the two steps between

the motor and the driven axle.— Reduction crucible.
See *crMciWe.— Reduction division, in cytul, the

karyokinetic division by means of which the miinber of

chromosomes In the primitive sex-cells (oogonia or sper- rcdy, a., 11., and f. t.

matogonia) is reduced by one half.— Reduction factor,
i-(,(iclu

" f^:::^^^^r^m^^^^ reebuilient(re-e-bul'yent), a. [r«- + ebullient.-]

wood. See /fumtri.—Indian redwood, (a) The toon-

tree, Toorm Toona. See (ouJi-'i. (d) The chittagong-wood,
Chukrasia tabularis.—West Indian redwood. Any
one of three speciesof trees or their wood ; (n) Csesalpijiia

Brasilienns ; (M Guilandina crista ; aiid (c) Baryxylum
Linniei (Feltophorum Linnsei of Bentham).

A simplified spelling of

a numerical com
measurements, or
them to some desired scale or to express them in terms

of some unit or system. Kncyc. Brit., XXVI. 501.—

Single reduction, a term applied to the driving-gear of

street-car wheels or wheels of motor-vehicles, where the

small pillion on the revolving armature shaft at high

speed drives a large pinion directly on the driven axle, or

without additional wlieels in the train.

reductional (re-duk'shon-al), a. [reduction
-(- -a(i.] Pertaining to or of the nature of re-

duction, in any sense.
There were two" longitudinal splits of the chromosomes

and hence two equational divisions, or a longitudinal

split and a transverse split, hence an equational and a

reductional division. Biol. Bulletin, Dec, 1904, p. 14.

reductionist (re-duk'shon-ist), m. [reduction

+ -ist.-] One who advocates reduction; spe-

cifically, in England, one who advocates a
reduction of the number of licenses of public-

houses. N. E. D.
reduction-machine (re-duk'shon-ma-shen''),

n. A machine for cutting a die or figure from

a larger die or model; a pantograph-machine.
- , . . . ^-, s .. A small

Boiling up again after subsiding. Coleridge.

reed', «.— Appunn'sreed. Hne Appunn's *lamella.—
Bamboo-reed, the great reed, ^rimdo Donax.—Doable

being coloured a deep red from the presence of a red ^,
, , r .--. \-

gum in the large vessels have been recorded in connection rodUCtion-tube (re-duk shon-tub), Jl.

with certain diseases, such as sereh, the sugar-cane dis- . - •- -
.

ease of Massee, the pine-apple disease of the cane, and
red smut (red rot), in all of which it has been denied that

bacteria produce the gum. The cases of red string inves-

tigated by the author occurred in apparently healthy

plants, and also in canes affected with guramosis. The
gum was produced by Bacillus pseudarabinus, n. sp., and
the crimson colour wa« imparted to it by a mould. The

Bamboo-reed {^rufidt> doMax).

a. panicle : b, flowering scale, clothed with silky

hairs ; c. spikelet.

reed, the mouthpiece of a musical Instrument of the oboe

tube of difficultiv fusible glass, closed and ex- class, consisting of two slips of cane in contact,

panded to a biilb at one end, in which, by reed^, ». *. 3. To draw (warp-threads) through

heating with suitable reagents, such sub- the reed of a loom. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of

stances as mercury and arsenic may be re- Weaving,p. 16.—4. To furnish with reeds, as an

duced to the metallic state, volatilized, and organ Reeded top, in furniture, a form of roll-top

condensed upon the surface of the colder part for a desk, made of narrow strips of different woods, a»
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(alternately) satinwood ami mahojyany. K. W. Clougton,
I hii'i'emUile Period in Eng. Furniture, p. 171.

reed-back (red'bak), n. The wooden rods of
a loom reed.

reed-bent (red'bent), n. [Shortened from reed
bent-grass.) 1. Seebent^.— 2. Same as *reerf-

grass, 4.— 3. A stout perennial grass, Arcta-
gro.sti.^ arundinacea, of northern North America
and northeastern Asia.

reed-box (red'boks), n. In exper. pmjchol., a
wind-chest suitable for attaehmentto a bellows
table, furnished with a set of metallic reeds
for the demonstration of sensible discrimina-
tion, overtones, the musical intervals, etc.
Appunn's tonometers are typical instruments
of this sort. Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 25.'5.

reed-flute (red'flot), n. In organ-building, a
flute-stop having pipes closed with a stopper
perforated by a hole. It is made in several
pitches.

reed-grass,". 3. See Indian *grass (a),— 4.
Any grass of the genus Calamagrostis : often
with a qualifier, as Langsdorff's reed-grass.
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reef-eel (ref'el), n. A munenoid eel, Gymno-
thorax favagineus, found in Australian waters.

reeferl, «. 2. In mining, one who reefs; one
who takes out ore-rock ; a quartz-reefer.

reef-heron (ref'her "on), n. One of the smaller
herons of the genu's Demiegretta, especially
the Australian D. jiigularts. These birds are

referent

as in the case of the winding of a closed-coil
armature.
A few writers

. . . take the re-etitrana/ as being thenumber ot tnnes we must go around the annature in
tracing up the whole winding.
Robertsun, In Brit Insti of Elect Engineers, 1901-02,

Ip. 9S3.

In mining, the process of taking out ore-rock.
reef-knoll (ref'nol), «. In geol., a mound-like
aggregation of limestone occurring intercala-
ted in rock strata and known to be the result
of organic growth on coral or coralline reefs.
Such accumulations are found in many for-
mations, in the Upper Silurian of Sweden
(where they are known as Klinte), in rocks of
the same age in New York, in the Carbonifer-
ous limestone of England, and in the Jurassic
rocks of France and the Jura. Rep. Brit. Ass'n
Advancement of Sci., 1889, p. 600.

See b7uejoiiit-*grass, *sand-grass,"i, &nd *yei- reef-knot (ref'not), v. t. To tie in a reef-knot,

among the herons' having two distinct color
reentrant, a. 2. In elect., designating a form

- • - - - of armature-wmdnig of dynamo-electric ma-
chines, consisting of two or more spirals ar-

phases when adult, being either white or gray.
reefingl (re'fing), n. [Verbal n. of *ree/l, p.]

loic-top, Compare *reed-beHt, 2.— 6. See
'cnnary-grns-i. ireef-^ + -ous.'] Same as

as a line.

reefous (re'fus), a.

reel-hoo£ (red'huk), n. A small instrument *''^<^y- j^' E. D.

for drawing warp-threads through the splits or reef-platform (ref plat'f6rm), n. That portion ™g-
dents of a reed.

ranged so that the end of the tirst spiral leads
into the beginning of the second, etc., and
the end of the last into the beginning of the
first. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Enqin., 1902-
03, p. 450.

'

II. «. 1. A reentering angle or part.— 2.
Inphys. geog., a concave or retreating surface
or outline.

The mountains and the plateau show two very different
types of relief, the former being marked by knife-edged
salients and angular re-entrantn.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 365.

reentry,"— Card of reentry. See *car(ii.

ree-raw (re-ra'), a. and n. [Appar. of imita-
tive origin.] I. a. Noisy; turbulent: riotous.
N. E. D.
n. n. A noisy time at romping or driuk-

N. E.D.
of the sea-bottom which extends outward from reeve^, v. t. 2. To run (a ship) through narrow
a coral reef. Near the reef it is covered by the channels in a shoal or through openings in an
coarse rubble of coral-rock broken off by the ice-pack, after the fashion of a rope through
waves; farther out it has an even surface be- tlie hole in a block, etc.

„ J,
„ .„ ^....^ „. cause the debris is finer. Everywhere it is reexcitation (re-ek-si-ta'shon), n. [re- + ex-

separatcd unequally. T. W. Fox, Mechanism cohered by a growth of sedentary organisms, citation.'^ The act of reexclting.

of Weaving, p. 39. ^ature, Feb. 18, 1904, p. 371. reexcite (re-ek-sif), v. t. ; pret. and pp. reex-

reel-wire (red'wir), n. A flattened kind of reefy (re'fi), <i. Marked by reefs or rocks, as cited, TppT.reexciting. [re- + excite.} To excite

rendition (re-f-dish'on), n. [re- + edition.]
A reediting of a boot; a second edition.

reed-marked (red'miirkt), a. In weaving,
noting warp-threads which run in pairs or are

wir? u.sed in musical instruments, as in the
fastening of the mouthpieces of reeds.
Seedy nail. See *nail.

leeP, n. 5. In the Tyrolese Alps, and especially
in the region of the dolomites, " massive un-
stratified limestones and dolomites rising
amid strikingly contrasted sediments." Xa-
ture, Miiy 19, 1904. p. 50.— Floating reef,
a name among the gohi-miners of Victoria for dis-
places! fragments of a reef found among the loose ma-
terial of the surface, (.'onipare the American term -kjioat,

16.— Saddle reef, a quartz-reef in which occur one or
more humjw ; a reef In which the vein slopes downward
both ways from a crest

the entrance to a harbor; characterized by
reefs, as a coast.

reekl, v. I. intrans. 2. To emit an unpleas-
ant or unhealthy smell; stiuk.

n. trans. 2. To cause to reek or smell
offensively.
The slaughter of lambs In offering reeked the fore-

court* of the Temple. Lew Wallace, Ben Hur, vlli. 6.

reell. «— Automatic reel, an angling reel having a
coiled spring the exjiansion of which automatically reels ref
in the line.— Off the reel. (';) As if reeled off; with-
out any pause ; spontaneously ; unhesitatingly ; without
prompting. [(-'olhK|.]

reel-brake (rel'brak), n. Same as reel-check.

at a reef. E. E. Morris, Austral English
reef^, n.— Spanish reef, a derisive term for a Jib liav-

reefl (ref), r. i. In Australian mining, to work reelevate (re-el'e-vat), ti. t. [re- + elevate.']
" " " " ••

• To elevate after a period of time on a lower
level. nUrcester.

reelevation (re-el-e-va'shon), n. Elevation
after a subsidence,

reel-foot (rel'fut), n. See */oo<.

reSmbody (re-em-bod'i), V. /. and ».; pret. and
pp. reenihodied, ppr. reembodying. [re-

body. ] To embody again.

reembrace (re -em -bras'), t'. t. [re- + em-
brace] To embrace again. Florio.

Once again his love grown chill,

Mine may strive

:

Bitterly we re-embrace,
Single still.

Brmiming, In a Year, st 1.

cited, ppr. reexciting.

or rouse to action agam.
reexist (re-eg-zisf), V. i. [re- + exist.] To
exist again ; revive ; exist for the second time.
reexistence (re-eg-zis'tens), n. Second or re-
stored existence.

reexpand (re-eks-paud'), V. i. and t. [re- +
expand.] To expand again after contraction.
reexpanslon (re-eks-pan'shon), n. The act of
Tcexpanding.
it. An abbreviation (c) of referred; (d) of
reflection or reflective; (e) of reflex, reflexive, or
reflflively; (f) [cap.] of Reformation; (g)
of reformer.

reface (re-fas'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. refaced,

ppv.refaring. [re- + face.] 1. To renew the
face, facade, or front of, as of a building ; re-
surface: as, to reface a cut stone.— 2. To
recolor (tea) for the market. S<ie facing, 3.

—

3. In dressmaking, to put a new facing in (a
garment).

-1- em- Ref. Oh. An abbreviation of Reformed Church.
refdanskite (ref'dans-kit), n. [Refdansk (see
dcf.) + -itc'^.] A grayish-green earthy mineral
from Refdansk in the Urals. It is an impure
hydrous silicate of iron, nickel, and magne-
sium,

refectorial (re-fek-to'ri-al), a. [refectory -f-

-rt/l.] Pertaining to refection; used for re-
fection.

regmerge (re-e-m6rj'), t'. t. [re- + emerge.] To 'V„' + "'j
r - c i ^-, -. r ^ ,

emerc^e again. refectorian (re-fek-to'ri-an), n. [refectory +

Spanish re«f.

Ing a knot tied in its head, or for one of the square-sails
whose yard has been lowered and left on the cap.

emerge again.

reemergence (re-e-m^r'jens), n. [re- + emer-
gence.] The act or fact of emerging after
being submerged or covered.
reSmergent (re-e-m6r'jent), a. [re- + emer- 'hit

gent.] Reemerging.

reSnaction (re-e-nak'shon), »i. Same as reen-
actmcnt.

reencourage (re-en-kur'aj), V. t. [re- -t- en-
couraijc] To encourage again.

regncouragement(re-en-kur'aj-ment), n. The
art of reencouraging.

reenergize (re-en'^r-jiz), v. t. [re- + ener-
gise.] To energize again

;
give new energy to.

reengine (re-en'jin), f. t. [re- + engine.] To
provide with other engines.

reSngrave (re-en-grav'), V. t. [re- + engrave.]
To engrave a second time.

reSnjoy (re-en-joi'), V. t. [re- + enjoy.] To
enjoy a second time.

re@njOyment (re-en-joi'ment), n. The act of
rcenjoying.

reSnkindle (re-en-kin'dl), n. [re- + en-
kindle.] 'lo enkindle again; rekindle.

reenlist (re-en-lisf), V. t. and i. [re- -\- enlist.]

To enlist again or for an additional term.

re@nlistment (re-en-list'ment), n. The act or
fact of reenlisting.

Monkeyreefed.saidofasailwhentheyard reSntrancy (re-en 'tran-si), n. [rccntran{t)
' " ... + -cy.] The property of returning upon itself.

Monltey-rccf

.

TWP.V.t. _„
Is on the cap and the'reef-tackles are hauled out

an.] Same as refectioner.

referee, ».- court of referees. See •coiir;.— Ref-
eree's hold. See*A(.Wl.

reference, ». — Analjrtlcal reference. See *a»io-
l.utiriiL— Planes of reference. Sce *planei.

reference (ref'er-ons), v.
;
pret. and pp. ref-

erenced, ppr. referencing. I. trans. If. To
refer a thing to (something).— 2. To assign
proper references to, as to a phrase ; look up
and find by reference.— 3. To schedule (prop-
erty) to be taken for a proposed railway ex-
tension. N. E. D.

II. intrans. To make out a return of the
number of people to be displaced by proposed
railway extension. N. E. I).

referendary, n. II. a. Pertaining to or of
the nature of a referendum.

Direct Legislation consists of two things fthe Refer-
endum, and the Initiative]. . . . The Referendum alone
is negative, preventative ; the Initiative, with the refer-
endary voting, is positive, constructive.

Outloolc, Keb. 16, 1895, p. 267.

referendaryship (ref-e-ren'da-ri-ship), n. The
ofiice of referendary.

referent (ref'e-rent), a. and n. [L. referevs
(-ent-), ppr. of refcrre, refer: see refer.] I.
a. Referring; containing a reference ; noting
one of two terms which have a certain rela-
tion to each other. The referent is the term
from whicli the relation proceeds.

II. II. 1. One who is referred to; a referee.— 2. A word which refers to another.



refill

refill (re-fir), n- [rejill, r.] Sometbing used
to refill a thing or place that has been
emptied.

refined, j>. a. 2. Very exact or precise
;
per-

fect or correct in details.

One of the most refined estimations of lonpitiide that
have yet been attempted, is the series undertaken by the
**K, K. topographische-militjir Institut " of Vienna.

Geoa. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 242.

refinement, «.—Architectural refinements, devia-

tions frum the geometrical accuracy of purely structural

' Architectural Refinement from Churcli of,St. Quentin, France.

(From Catalogue of the Edinburgh Architectural Association.)

lines, which have been found widely distributed in archi-

tecture before the most modern era. Peculiarities of this

sort were first discovered in the Parthenon at Athens by
Pennethonie in 1837. The Parthenon refinements were
published tentatively by Hoffer in the " AUgemeine
Bauzeitung " for 1838, and more elaborately by Penrose in

"Principles of Athenian Architecture" In 18,"il. These
investigations were taken up in 1870 by Professor W. H.
Goodyear, Curator of line Arts in the Brooklyn Museum,
and applied not only to classical architecture but to

medieval and Renaissance architecture as well. The result

has been a vast accumulation of data showing iiTegulari-

ties in structural lines which are undoubtedly intentional

and the expression of artistic feeling working by free and
unmechanical methods.

refire (re-fir'), v. [< re-, again, + fire, f .] To
fire again ; of tea, subject to a final drying.

It would not be practicable to refire all Ceylon teas.

Kings/ord and Bamher, Report on Tea Industries of
[Java, Formosa, and Japan.

Beflecting anemometer. See Aimi's *nepho-
scope.

reflecting-slit (rf-flek'ting-slit''), n. A spec-

troscope slit in which the plates which form
its jaws are highly polished and slightly in-

clined, so that the observer can see by the

reflection whether the star-image falls exactly

on the slit. A. M. Gierke, Problems in Astro-

physics, p. 264.

reflection, «.— Coefflolent of diffuse reflection.

Same as -kcoefficient of diffusion.— BiSxise reflection,

reflection from a rough surface the elements of which are

at every possible angle with the incident rays, so that the

reflected light is sent out in every direction. Surfaces

from which the diffusion is uniform are said to be matte.

The reflection from such surfaces follows Lambert's law
of cosines. — Irregular reflection, reflection from a

broken or rough surface that scatters the light instead of

reflecting it all in a single direction. See diffuse -kreflec-

(ion.— Meteilllc reflection. S,e<i *optical properties of
m«(ai«.—Reflection equations. See keqtiation.—'&es-

nlar reflection, reflection from a smooth or polished

sni-face the normal to wliich has everywhere the same
direction, as in a plane mirror, or wliich viiries gradually

and continuously according to some sinijile law, as in

convex or concave mirrors.— Scattering reflection, re-

flection from a rough surface the reflected light from
which is sent iit various directions : same as irregular

*re/ec(ion.— Selective reflection, optical reflection in

which the incident and reflected rays differ in composi-

tion. Transparency and reflecting p<>wer are deflnitely

related, opaque bodies such as the metals reflecting light

much more strongly than such substances as glass or

quartz. Many otherwise transparent bodies, however,
have absf)rption-bands in their spectra, that is, there are

certain grf)ups of waves ,in the spectrum to which they
are opaque. Waves to which the body is opaque are

more freely reflected than others. The spectrum of the

reflected light therefore has a bi ight region or so-called

reflection-band corresponding in position to the absorp-

tion-band and the body is said to show selective refiection.

Calcite, for example, is quite transparent to all the rays

of the visible spectrum, but in the infra-red, just beyond
11 II, it suddenly becomes opaque and in that region its

reflecting power ec|ual8 tliat of silver. Similar properties

have been ohsci-ved in the case of many other substances.
— Specular reflection, regular reflection from the sur-

face of a mirror, specifically from a polished metallic

surface.

re3ectional (rfi-flek'shon-al), a. [reflection +

1124

-aH.] Pertaining to or of the nature of reflec-

tion, in any sense ; due to reflection.

Things that have been and things to be are emblazoned
on the panorama of reflectional concept.

J. (r. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 126.

reflective, a. 6. Produced by reflection Re-
flective surface. See *«»ir/ac<!.— Reflective sym-
pathy. See -itsympathy.

reflectivity (re-flek-tiv'i-ti), n. [reflective +
-iljl.'] Reflectiveness.

reflectometer (re-flek-tom'e-t6r), n. [reflec-

t(ion) + Gr. fihpov, measui'e.] An instrument
for the measurement of the reflecting power
of surfaces.— Total reflectometer, an instrument
for the measurement of the critical angle of total reflec-

tion. See refractoineter.

Wollaston's original method has been embodied very
skilfully by Pulfrich in his total-retlectometer.

Eiicyc. Brit., XXX. 240.

reflectometry (re-flek-tom'e-tri), n. [reflec-

tometer + -y*.] The measurement of angles
of reflection or of the intensity of reflected
light.

reflector, ?i.— Crossley reflector, a particular form
of reflecting telescope.- Perfect reflector, in optics, an
ideal substance which neither transmits nor absorbs any
portion of the radiation which falls upon its surface, but
reflects it all.

reflectoscope (re-flek'to-skop), M. [Irreg. <

L. rcflectere, reflect, -I- Gr. okotzciv, view.]

See projecting-*lantern.

reflex, a.— Reflex arc. See •ard.— Reflex [tonus.
See -ktonus.

reflex, ».— Bablnskl reflex. Same as BabinsH -kphe-

nomenon (o).— Cardiac reflex, reduction in size of the

area of percussion-dullness of the heart, caused by
stimulation (as by friction) of the skin of the precor-

dial region.— Choked reflex, in sciascopy, the absence of

movement of the retinal illumination when the point

of reversal is reached.- Conjunctival reflex, closure of

the eyelids when the conjunctiva is touched.— Crossed
reflexes, a condition in which a stimulus applied to one
extremity excites a reflex in the limb on the opposite

side.— Motor reflex, in physiol., a reflex effect pro-

duced by peripheral stimulation upon the muscular
mechanism: opposed to vascular -krefiex.— Nasal re-
flex, a functional disease in some more or less remote
organ or part caused by a morbid condition in the nasal

cavities.— Palmar reflex, flexion of the flngers when the

skin of the palm is tickled.— Rectal reflex, stimulation

to contraction of the muscles concerned in defecation,

excited by the presence of feces in the rectum.— Short
spinal reflex, a reflex path involving only one of the

five essential divisions of the spinal cord, namely, those
controlling the tail, the pelvic limb, the trunk, the

brachial limb, and the neck.— Triceps reflex, extension

of the forearm when the triceps tendon at the elbow is

tapped while the arm rests over the back of a chair and
the forearm hangs limp at right angles to it— Urinary
reflex, the impulse to urinate arising when the jiressnre

of the accumulated urine in the bladder has reached a

certain point— Vascular reflex, in physiol, arterial

constriction reflexly set up by peripheral stimulation.

T. Ribot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 84.— Visceral
reflex, a reflex in which both the afferent and efferent

paths are along sympathetic nerve-fibers.

reflexal (re-flek'sal), a. [refleia (see dcf.) -*-

-«;l.] Of or pertaining to the decidua reflexa.

reflexivity (re-flek-siv'j-ti), 11. [reflexive +
-iti/. ] Same as rcflexiveness.

reiex-multiplicator (re"fleks-mul'ti-pli-ka-

tor), n. Aq instrument for recording a reflex,

especially the patellar tendon reflex, and its

attendant circumstances, such as the force of

the blow, the time and force of the response,

etc.

reflexness (re'fleks-nes), n. The state or con-

dition of being reflex.

When both forms have reached a high degree of rejtex-

rtess, the motor form is probably somewhat faster.

Psychol, llev.. May, 189«, p. 251.

reflexogenons (re-flek-soj'e-nus), a. Same as

rrflexogoiic. N. E. 1).

reflexograph (re-flek'so-graf), n. [Xi. reflexus,

reflex, + Gr. yfiaipuv, write.] An instrument
similar in design to the reflex-multiplicator.

refloat (re-flof), v. t. [re- + float.'] To float

afrain, in any sense.

refloatation (re-flo-ta'shon), »i. The act of

refloating: as, the refloatation of loans.

reflorescent (re-flo-res'ent), a. [L. reflorescens

i-ent-), ppr. of reflorescere, flower again, <

re-, again, + florescere, flower. Bee flourish.']

Reflowering; coming into bloom again,

Beflux condenser. See ^condenser.

refocus (re-fo'kus), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. refo-

cused or rifocussed, ppr. refoetising or refocuss-

ing. To focus again.

reformational (ref-or-mii'shon-al), a. [refor-

mation + -o?i.] Of ov pertaining to refor-

mation
;
productive of reform or of reforming;

specifically, relating to the Reformation.

reformationary (ref-pr-ma'shon-a-ri), a.

[reformation + -ary.'] Same as ''reforma-

tional.

refractometer

reformed, p. a— Alliance of the Reformed
Churches. Same as -it Presbyterian Alliance.— Chria-
tlaJi Reformed Church. .See *C/ir!«Man.— Reformed
Church of France, Reformed German Church. See
•cAwrcA.-Reformed Methodist Church. See*cAwrcA.

reformulate (re-f6r'mu-lat), V. t.\ pret. and
pp. reformulated, ppr. reformulating, [re- +
formulate.'] To formulate anew or differently.

refoirmulation (re-f6r-mu-la'8hgn), n. The
act or result of reformulating; a putting into

another form or shape.

refortiflcation (re-for'ti-fi-ka'shon), n. The
act or result of refortifying.

refracted, a. 2. Bent sharply backward from
the base, as the spines of some animals.

refractor (re-frak'ter), n. See refractor.

refractile (re-frak'til), a. [refract + -He."]

Exhibiting tlie phenomenon of refraction;
refractive.

refractility (re-frak-til'i-ti), n. [refractile +
-ity.] The character of being refractile.

refraction, n— Anomalous double (refraction,
double refraction due to local internal strains in sub-

stances, such as glass or the diamond, which are normally
isotropic— Differential refraction, the difference,

caused by atmospheric refraction, between the true and
apparent relative position of two bodies.— Extraordi-
nary Index of refraction. See *index.— Gradient
of refraction. See*7rn(;i«n(.—Mean refraction, the
refraction for various altitudes calculated f(jr tlie barom-
eter standing at .30 inches and the thermometer at 50' F.
— Molecular refraction, the product of the molecular
weight of a body and its speciflc refractivity (which see,

under *r«/rai;(tCT(!/).—Vental refraction, in acoustics,

the action of the wind in deflecting sound-waves down-
ward when going with the wind but upward when going
against the wind. Smithsonian Bep., 1875, pp. 210, 212.

refractional (rf-frak'shon-al), a. [refraction

+ -a/i.] Of of pertaining to refraction; of
the nature of refraction.

refractionation (re-frak-sho-na'shon), n. [re-

+ fractionation.] Fractionation performed
more than once.

This, by refractionation, gave 2 grams of isoamylben-
zene, boiling at 190° to 196° (mostly at 193>

Amer. Chem. Jour., June, 1903, p. 592.

refraction-circle (re-frak'shpn-s6r"kl),». An
instrument with a graduated circle for deter-

mining indexes of refraction.

refractionist (re-frak'shon-ist), n. [refraction

-I- -ist.] One who diagnoses and treats eri'ors

of refraction in the eye.

It may be well to mention that if the refractionist has
an eiTor of refraction in his own eye, so that his own vis-

ual acuity is impaired, he should wear his correction in

using the retinoscope, otherwise he may fail to recognize
what he sees. Optical Jour., June, 1903, p. 726.

refractive, a. 2. Capable of being refracted:
as, the refractive violet rays Molecular re-

7i -1
fractive power, the quantity X molecular weight,

P
where nistheindexof refraction of an organic substance
and p is its density.

refractivity, n.— Achromatic refractivity, the
quantity (fxp — 1) (>*f — Mc)f where fip, tijj, and mc are

the indexes of refraction of the substance whose achro-
matic refractivity is required for the Fraunhofer lines F,

D, and C respectively.— Molecular refractivity. .Sams
as molecular irrefractive power.— Specific refractivity,

n -X
the quantity—i— , where n is the index of refraction of

a substance and d is its density.

refractometer, n- in the c««e of transparent solids

which can be had in the form of a prism of known angle,

the index of refraction may be determined by the devia-

tion of a ray of light passing through the prism, and the

index of refraction of transparent liquids may be deter-

mined by placing the same within a hollow prism ,of

glass, measurements in both cases being made with an
ordinary spectrometer. Where this direct method is

impracticable or inconvenient, refractomet«rs based upon
other optical principles are employed. For the deter-

mination of the index of refraction of transparent solids,

with plane and parallel faces, or of liquids contained in a
vessel with such faces, the interferometer is sometimes
employed. One of the earliest forms of interferometer,

known as Jamin's refractometer, was devised by that

physicist for this purpose. (See *interferometer.) Other
refractometers are based upon the principle that the
limiting angle of total reflection at the interface between
two media depends upon the ratio of their indexes. In
Abbe's refractoineter, an instrument of this type which is

used for the determination of the index of liquids, two
right-angled prisms of glass, A BC and Dh'F (Fig. 1), are

,, „ mounted with the faces AC and £F
^ fi^" parallel. If a layer of liquid the index

of refraction of which is less than that

of the glass is placed between these
surfaces, a beam of light from below
will be totally reflected at the face EF,

/i iX'^ provided the angle i is less than the
limiting angle. If i exceeds that value,

the ray passes on through the liquid

and the upper prism. The angle at

which this change from transmission to
FiB. r. Abbes

total reflection tK'curs depends upon the
Kefractonieier. ^y^ ^j ^^^ indexes of the glass and the

liquid, and thus affords a mea.sure of the index of refrao

tion of the latter. Instruments similar in principle have
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Fig. 3. Czapski'
Kefractonieter.

refractometer

been devised by Wiedemann, Terquem, KohlranBch,
Pulfrich, and others. For the measurement of the re-

fracting power of crystals the method
of total reflection is likewise employed.
In CzapgH's re/ractojneter, a rim of

glass is mounted upon the polished
end of a cylinder of the same substance,
and the specimen 5" (Fig. 2) is placed
in a liquid of higher index, with ita

lower face parallel t^ the end of the
cylinder. The limiting angle of total
reflection at the interface between the
crystal and the liquid is determined
by observing the angle, t, at which a beam of light, ac,
which reaches the face of the crystal at grazing inci-
dence, emerges from the side of the cylinder below. In
a similar instrument designed by Abbe for the detennina-

- tion of the indexes of refraction of
-^ crystals, the crystal is placed uiwn

the horizontal plane face of a hemi-
sphere of glass, 6 (Fig. 3), with an

/• ^ / intervening layer of liquid the in-
** V dex of refraction of which equals or

exceeds that of the glass. The beam
Fig. 3. Rclraciomeier. of light a is t^ (tally reflected down-

ward at the lower face of the crystal

C, and ita direction is determined by means of the p()8i-
• tion of a reading telescope which moves around aveitical

circle (not shown in the diagram). By turning the speci-

men about a vertical axis its indexes in various azimuths
may be detennined.— Interferential refractometer.
See -Hnter/erometer.— JajaUi's refractometer. See
*in?cr/erowi<'(cr.— Pulfrich refractometer, an in-

strument for determining the refractive index of liquids :

much used in the examination of oils.

refractometric (re-frak-to-met'rik), a. In-
volving the measurement of refractive indexes
or the use of the refractometer.

A simple thermostat for use in connection with the
re/ractotnetric examination of oils and fats.

Nature, Feb. 4, 1904, p. 334.

refractometry (re-frak-tom'e-tri), n. In op-
tics, the measurement of indexes of refraction

;

the use of the refractometer.

Re/ractometry by total reflection.

Encye. Brit, XXX. 239.

refractore (re-frak'tur), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

refructured, ppr. refracturing. [re- + frac-
ture.'] To fracture again (a badly set bone)
in order to secure union in a better position.

refrangent (rf-fran'jeut), a. [See refrangible.']

1. Refracting.— 2. Breaking again ; rebreak-
ing-

Refreshment car. See *cari.

refrigerant, «. 3. A refrigerating agent; a
refrigerator.

refrigerate, v. n. intrang. To grow cold;
become cold ; freeze.

The lavas . . . either overflow the land above the sea,

and re/rigerate there, or . . . they re/rigerate again
within the volcanos.

SuUivan, View Nat, II. 142. N. E. D.

refrigerator, n. 2. (a) A feed-water heater,
formerly used on ships, in which the boiler-

feed was heated by the water or brine blown
out of the boiler. (6) In heat-engines, a de-
vice or substance for absorbing the heat gen-
erated during the compression stage of the
cycle, (c) In steam-engines, an obsolete device
which was used for cooling the injection water
for a marine condensing engine by cold sea-
water. The surface-condenser renders this
unnecessary.— 3. A machine for cooling air

or fluids, In which the fluid or gas is com-
{)re88ed, cooled, and then allowed to expand,
owering its temperature in this last stage,
and withdrawing heat from objects warmer
than itself.

refringence (re-frin'jens), n. [refringen{t) +
re.1 Same as refrinijency.
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refuzal, n. An amended spelling of refusal.

refuze, v. and n. An amended spelling of
refuse'^.

reg. -An abbreviation (/) of regiment; (g) of
registry.

regalist (re'gal-ist), n. 1. A royalist—2. An
advocate of the principles of regalism.

regarding (re-gar'ding), a. In her., same as
respectatit.

regather, v. I. trans. 2. To gather (a gar-
ment) a,gain.

n. intrans. To meet again.

regatta-twill (re - gat ' a - twil), tt. A three-
harness twill. Also called lUima-twill.

Regency style, in the history of the fine arts in France,
a name given to work which corresponds to the Regency

refuge', «. 4. Same as *isle of safety.

refugee, «. 4. A unionist in the southern
United States who, during the civil war, fled

to the Northern States.

refugee (ref-u-je'). v. «. ; pret. and pp. refii-

geea, ppr. refugceing. [refugee, n.] To be-
come a refugee; take refuge in another
country; specifically, duringthecivil warinthe
United States, to take refuge in the Northern
States: said of unionists in the Southern
States.

refumishment (re-ffer'nish-ment), n. [refur-
iiish + -mcnt.\ The act of refurnishing or the
state of being refurnished.

refusal, 1. 4. In mecA., the limiting resistance
of a female screw or nut to further turning
upon the male screw or bolt, and conversely.

refuse, v. i. 2. In chess, same as *decline, 10.

[Obsolete.]

refusive (re-fu'siv), a. Refusing; not tolerant
of.

Isolated spots refunve of carmine, the results nf faulty
preservation, have been supposed to indicate degenera-
tion daring life. Lanctt, Feb. 2, 1901, p. 299.

Regency Style ; motiTC from Hdtel Soubise, Paris.

(1715-23) of Philip of Orl&na during the minority of Louis
XV.
The admirable "Style Rigtnc^,* for example, owes

much nf its high quality to the fine constructive lines in-

herited from the preceding reign.

Lady Dilke, French F'umiture and Decoration of the
(XVIII Century, p. 2.

regenerate, i'. II. intrans. To be formed
again; come into existence again; be gener-
ated again.

That limbs may regenerate from a peripheral wound
was shown by Ilerrick for the tips of the claws [of a cray-
fish] and by Morgan fur large parts of the limb [of a crab].

Biul. Bulletin, Jan., 1904, p. 83.

regeneration, n. 3. In biol. : (b) The repro-
duction of a whole organism or of a part of an
organism from a separated portion of the body
of an organism. See the extract.

The word "regeneration " has come to mean, in gen-
eral usage, not only the replacement of a lost part, but
also the development of a new, whole organism, or even
a part of an organism, from a piece of an adult, or of an
'embryo, or of an egg. T. II, Morgan, Regeneration, p. 23.

4. Inforestri/, same as ^reproduction , 6 Acci-
dental regeneration, the repliicenient or regeneration
of a lost part in an organism that has been mutilated by
accident, as contrasted with the replacement of parts

that are lost in the course of normal life.— Goenogenetlc
regeneration, the replacement of a lost part by a method

' which is different fnim that in which it was f<»rmed orig-

inally. See the (lUnt^ition under ;>rt;j7i,'/^"*^'''^ -^regenera-

tion.—TaCOltlMve reeeneratlon, the restoration of a
complete organism from a part removed fnun the body.

We can understand why .facultalire regeneration only
occurs in relatively simple organisms.

Weitnaann (trans.), Oerm-PIasm, p. 130.

Fallngenetic regeneration, the regeneration of a lost

part by a series ofchanges like those by which the part
was formed originally.

That form of regeneration which has been considered
above may be described as patingenetic, for it pursues
the course taken by the primary or embryonic develop-

ment ; but as wxui as it leaves this course and takes

a shorter one, it may be distinguished as coenogenetic.
ir''i>»i«/i/i (trans.), (Jerm-Plasm, p. 108.

Pathologic regeneration, the regeneration or replace-

ment ftt an organism from a p<prtion which has become
detached ; restorative regeneration.—Physiological re-
freneratlon, the renewal or replacement of parts that
lave been lost in the course of nonnal life.

The term " phyniologi^al regeneration" I shall use in

the ordinary sense to include such changes as the moult-

ing and replacement of the feathers of birds, the reidace-

mentof teeth, etc.,— changes that are part of the life-cycle

of the individual. T. II. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 25.

Polygenetlc regeneration. .Same as faeultative *re-
generation.— 'RegullLl regeneration. Same aa physi-

region
oUgical -fcrerjeneradon.— Restorative regeneration,
pathologic or accidental regeneration.

For what is known as pathological or accidental re-
generation, I propose the term "restorative regeneration."

T. II. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 26.

Regenerative accumulator. See -traccumulator, 3
(().— Regenerative cell, in elect., a voltaic cell the
dilfcrence of iiotential uf which can be restored or built
up by the action of an electric current ; a sttjrjige-cell or
secondary battery. [Rare.] —Regenerative kiln. See

regenerator, n. 3. A lamp which generates
formaldehyde by the oxidation of methyl al-
cohol. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 502.

regeneratress (re-jen'e-ra-tres), n. A woman
wlio regenerates; a female regenerator.

There is only this one cardinal point of difference be-
tween such patients and the regeneratress of F'rance.

E. M. Clerke, in Dublin Rev., Oct., 1894, p. 307.

regeneratrix (rf-jen'e-ra-triks), «. Same as
*rcgeneratrcss.

regent (re'jent), V. [regent, ?i.] I. trans. 1.

To teach or superintend as a regent.— 2. To
direct or control (a person) as a regent.

II. intrans. To act as a regent of a univer-
sitjf.

regianin (re'ji-a-nin), '«. Same as *juglone.

r6gie (ra-zhe'), h. [F. regie, the administra-
tion of goods for the account of another, the
direct collection of taxes, the revenue or ex-
cise department of the state, < rcgir, < L.
re^erf, rule. See regent.] A revenue depart-
ment, as in France and other countries, which
controls, among other things, the purchase
and sale of tobacco.

regime, «. 3. In med., same as regimen, 2.

—

4. In phys. geog., the dominant or controlling
behavior of a river with respect to current,
floods, etc. ; by analogy, the controlling be-
havior of ocean ctirrents, meteorological phe-
nomena, etc.

The regime of the great northern river is strikingly un-
like that of its still greater southern analogue on account
of its course being from a warmer to a colder climate :

hence ice-dams, obstructed discharge, and overflows.
Encyc. Brit., XXV. 361.

Regime of status, the stage of social evolution in which
the social place of each person, family, and class is fixed
by custom or by law. L. F. Ward, Outlines of Sociol.,

p. 134.

regimen, «. 6. In phys. geog., rthe physical
characteristics of a river, especially of a
graded river ; also, the condition of a river or
current when it does not actively build up or
wear down its course ; in general, grade. See
the extract.

The angle of the slope of the ridge of a shingle beach
depends primarily on the materials of which it is chiefly
composed, on their size, shape, and specific gravity.
Regimen is attained when the assistance which gravity
gives to transport with the back-wash makes the seaward
equal to the shoreward transports An individual pebble
of equal size to those of which the beach is mainly com-
posed, but of twice the speciflc gravity, if brought on to
the regimen slope of such a beach will work its way down
to the bottom, for its extra resistance to the back-wash
is mainly that of greater inertia, whilst it resists the on-
wash by diminished buoyancy also.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.X XI. 634.

regiment, n.— Linked regiments, regiments of the
British army brigaded together. Also called linked bat-
talions.

regimentally (rej-i-men'tal-i), adv. Sepa-
rately by or for each regiment. [Rare.]
Open terraces for use of horses in temperate weather

are often huilt regimeyUally. Encyc, Brit, XXVI. 167.

regimentary (rej-i-men'ta-ri), a. Same as
regimental.

reginal (re-ji'nal), a. [NL. 'reginalis, < regina,

a queen, fem. of rfo; (re.9-), king.] 1. Relating
to a queen ; resembling a queen

;
queenly.— 2.

Upholding or advocating the power and pre-
rogatives of a queen. N. E. D.

region, n. 2. (6) In the plan of excavations
at Pompeii, one of the primary divisions in-

troduced by Fiorelli about 1860. The arrange-
ment is based on a misconception but has
nevertheless been retained. Each region con-
tains several blocks or insulte.— 8. In phyto-
geog. : («) A mountain belt marked by peculiar
floral types; an altitudinal zone. Thus u.sed

by Humboldt, who for the equatorial district

of the Andes distinguished nine such regions.

Sehimper also prefers this term to zone in

treating of mountain belts. He distinguishes,

on purely oeeological grounds, basal, montane,
and alpine mountain regions. (b) A com-
prehensive territorial unit with sufficient uni-
formity of conditions to secure uniformity in

vegetation. A region will include several for-

mations and will itself be included in some
larger unit, as a realm, (c) For a special use.



region

see life *:one— Austral region. See life *zone.—
Boreal resion. See lij'e *miu:— Eitrapolar region,
in electrotherapy, all that part of the body which lies

outfiide the polar region.— Holarctlc region, or realm,
a zobgeographical division which comprises North
America (except portions of Mexico and Florida), Europe,
northern Africa, and Asia (except southern Ai'abia and
that portion which is bounded by a line drawn throuph
the Himalayas and thence, with a northerly curve, east-

ward to the coast) : the Arctogaeal Kealm of Lydekker.
The North American portion is the Nearctic region or
subregion ; the rest constitutes the Palearctic region or
Bubregion. The name was given by Professor Newt*>n and
is accepted as a substitute for the Triarctic of Ileilprin.

— Motorregion. Sameas7»o(or*zo?i^. T./AeheniXvAW^.),

Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. M.— Perl-lntestlnal
region. See *peri-i>i(f«(uiaJ.— Region of conver-
gence of a power-series, the points within the circle of

convergence supplemented by those points of the circle

at which the series is convergent.— KolandlC region,
the motor area of the brain, including the gyri on each
side of the fissure of Rolando.—Schumann's region, in

optics, that portion of the ultra-violet spectrum, lying be-

tween .ISOO IX and .1000 ^, for which the air is opaque

:

80 called from Victor Schumann, a Gennan physicist who
first detected the existence of these extremely short

waves.— Silent regions. ^&me »s a»gociation-kareas.—
Sonoran region, a zoogeographical division of North
America. As defined by Cope it included partsof Nevada,

New Mexico, Arizona, and Sonora in Mexico ; extended
by Merriam to include the warmer portions of the United
States, and nearly all of Mexico save the coastal plains

and divided into Upper and Lower Sonoran.— Tropical
region. See life -kzone,

regional, a. 3. Specifically, in geol., descrip-

tive of, pertaining to, or affecting an area of

considerable extent, that is, a region: used in

contrast with local and other terms of similar

comparative significance.

This may be termed regional metamorphism. The
same sort of recrystallization has taken place in the lime
rock along the copper-bearing veinsi and we may term it

vein metamorphism. Science, Nov. 22, 1901, p. 797.

regionalism (re'jon-al-izm), n. {regional +
-ism.l Localism.

That spirit of local individualism— in politics some-
what inharmoniously dubbed 'regiovnlism'— has its roots

deep in the traditional prejudices of the people.
Edinburgh Bev,, Jan., 1887, p. 107.

Begionary catalogues, the name commonly given £»two
compilations of travelers' notes, the Notitia and Curiosum,
which were made in the fourth century a.d. and have
been preserved in several codices. They give detailed

descriptions and statistics of the regiones or wards of the
city of Rome.

register 1, n. 12. A float or buoy attached to

a submarine cable while it is being paid out,

to diminish the tension on the cable and the
liability to injury from that cause

—

Register of
writs, in Bng. law, a book formerly kept in the Court of

Chancery in which all the various fonns of original writs

were entered.—Tidal register, in hydrog., a self-record-

ing tide-gage ; a maiigraph ; a limnometer.

register!, ^. t. 4. To enter (a letter) at a
post-office as a registered letter (which see,

under letter^).

registering-beam (rej'ls-ter-ing-bem"), n. A
balance-beam, in weighing-scales of any type,

fitted with a recording or registering device.
The most common form is a simple printing attachment
that prints upon a card or slip the weight of the coal,

grain, or other material weighed upon the scale. Some
scales give ^so the computed price of the thing weighed.
Such scales are computing-scaleg. See -^computing-

ttcale.

register-plate, n. 2. (a) A plate from which
sectors have been cut out at intervals; a plate

used as the valve for a register so that the

sectors close openings in the plate behind the

sectored one, when the latter is rotated through
a small angle. (6) A valve formed like a
gridiron with essentially rectangular openings
which are closed by sliding a slotted plate

over a similar one behind it.

register-tonnage (rej'is-ter-tun"aj), «. In
common usage, the same as net registered ton-

nage. When the gross registered tonnage is

referred to, it is always qualified by the word
'gross.' See *io»no()'e.

registral (rej'is-tral), a. [ML. registrum, Teg-

ister, + -ail.] Preserved in, copied from, and
authenticated by a register.

registrant (rej'is-trant), 91. [ML. registrans

{ant-), ppr. of regisirare, register.] One who
registers; especially, in ])atent law, one who
registers a trade-mark or patent.

regolith (reg'o-lith), n. [3r. pvyog, a rug, a
blanket, + '/.iOog, stone.] 'Blanket-rock': in

petrog., a term applied by Merrill (1897) to the
covering of loose material resting upon the

solid rocks of the globe. It is derived from
the decay of rooks, accumulations of vegeta-

tion, talus, debris, and sediments of all kinds.

Science, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 234.

Eeg. Prof. An abbreviation of Eegius Pro-

fessor. Also if. P.
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regradation (re-gra-da'shon), n. The process
of adjustment of a land surface to a new level
under the control of a newly established eqvd-
librium between the degradational and aggra-
dational forces of a stream.

regrass (re-gras'), V. t. [re- + grass."] To
cause to produce grass again ; bring back to
the condition of good pasture-land.

In order to obtain some information as to the possibil-
ity of Restoring these overstocked lands, experiments
in regrassing were undertaken at Tucson, Al'iz.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 30.

regression, n. 4. In math., a discrete series
which has a last element but no first.— 5. In
sta tistics, the tendencyof one variable phenome-
non that is correlated with another to revert to
the general type and not to equal the amount of
deviation of the particular phenomenon with
which it is correlated. This tendency is measured
by the coeflicient of regression. An example of regression
is furnished by the sons of a series of fathers having a cer-

tain stature which deviates from the typical stature of the
people to which the fathers and sons belong. Then the
statures of the sons will vary not ai-ound the stature of

their fathers, but around another value which is nearer the
typical stature of the people to which the series belongs.
The proportion between the average deviation of the sons
and the deviation of the fathers is the index of regression.

In the same way an index of regression may be established
between sizes of correlated parts of the same organism,
or between any two correlated variables. See -^corre-

lation, 5.

Taking the boys, for example, with cephalic indices be-
tween 74 and 75, these boys had 78 brothers who were
distributed according to the arrangement in the column
headed 74 to 7,'j. Brothers are not alike in cephalic in-

dex, but distributed with a considerable range of valu-

ation. We now take in the usual way the arithmetic
mean of this aiTay of brothers, and find it to be 77'45.

The average brother of a boy with cephalic index = 74 -B

has an index of 77"45. This is the phenomenon of regres-
sion t<iwards the general population mean (78'9) as dis-

covered by Francis Galton.
K. Pearson, in Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 137.

6. In breeding, the decline toward mediocrity
of offspring from the mean of the two parents.
Sometimes called filial regression.

Therefore the average Regression from the Parental to
the Mid-Filial stature must be the one half of two-thirds,

or one-third. Francis Galton, Natural Inheritance, p. 98.

Coefflclent of regression. See -^correlation, 6.— Fra-
ternal regression. See -^regression, 6.— Ratio of re-
gression. Same as coejfficient of regression. See
•tccorrclation, 5.

regressionist (rf-gresh'on-ist), n. [regression
-¥ -/«/.] One who advocates a policy of regres-
sion or of returning to former conditions.
[Rare.]

regression-line (rf-gresh'on-lin), n. A plotted
line or diagram which expresses the average
statistical regression of a mean second brother
from a first brother, as regards any measured
quality. See *rcgression, 5. K. Pearson, in
Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 139.

Regressive multiplication. See ^multipU-
ctition.

regressivity (re-gre-siv'i-ti), n. [regressive -1-

-ity.} The quality of being regressive; a ret-

rograde tendency or policy.

Retarded development of an organ, ... is an indica-
tion of regressivity, and many wi-iters have collected
cases showing that abbreviation and retardation of the
different organs of a creature which is their bearer are
ontogenetic processes that are constantly operative.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 55.

Regular group, seauence, series, socket.
See *gronp^, etc.

regularity, «.-Law of regularity. See •iawi.

regulation,". 4. In 6ioi., readjustment which
restores the completeness of the whole in a
part that has been removed from the body of

an organism or in an organism that has lost

jiart of its body. [Rare.]-King's or Qneen's
regulations, the regulations issued by the sovereign for

the goveriunent of the British army.

regulationist (reg-u-la'shon-ist), n. [regula-

tion -\- -(.«/.] One who favors regulation in a
particular matter. Also used attributively.

regulator, n. 2. (o) (7) in Comisk engines, a cat-

aract, (e) In hydraulic and irrigation engin., agate or a
series of gates placed in a storage reservoir or dam, by
opening or closing which the quantity of water discharged
from the reservoir or dam can be regulated to meet any
desired requirements.

As the object of the Asyut barrage is to throw a higher
level of water into the Ibmhimiyah canal, and as the
latter enters the Nile just south of the dam, a new regxt-

lator and lock has been rendered necessary at the head
of the canal, to control the supply entering therein, espe-
cially in years of high flood, and to insure the safety of
its works in case of an accident. The work comprises a
regulator pierced with nine openings each 1G.4 feet wide,

' and a lock 27.8 feet wide. The regulator is made by
means of two gates, one upper and one lower, each 11.5

feet in height. Sci. Amer., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 162.

Roux Regulator.

a, copper vessel containing
water; *, thermometer; €, tube
to gas supply ; d, gas.burners : e,

t", regulator.

ance, though carbon, silicon,

reheater

Roux regulator, an instrument for keeping a vessel of
water, etc ., at a constanttemperature by automatic regula-

tion of the height of a gas-
flame which serves as the
source of heat. The regu-
lator is set for a certain
temperature : if the flame
becomes too high, the ori-

fice through which the
gas is supplied narrows,
and the supply is corre-
spondingly lessened ; if the
flame' becomes too feeble,
the orifice widens, and
the gas-supply is cor-
respondingly increased.
Amer. Jour. Psychol.,
XI. 200.

r6gule (ra-giil'), n.

[P. : see regnlus.'i

A copper regulus
from which most of
the impurities have
been removed by
liquation.

regulus, n. 2. (a) The
early alchemistic use of
this term for a button or
rounded mass of one of
the inferior metals, ob-
tained by fusion (involv-
ing an allusion to gold as
rex or the king of metalsX
has been extended in a
loose way in modem times
so as to include such a but-
ton or fused globular mass
if it is of metallic appear-

.
or other non-metallic ele-

ments may'be present in union with one or more metals,

(ft) Inmetal.i (1) The metallic mass which
sinks to the bottom of a furnace or crucible,

separating itself from the slag by gravity.

(2) An intermediate product obtained in smelt-
ing ores, especially those of copper, lead,

silver, and nickel, and consisting chiefly of
metanic sulphids.— 4. (6) One set of genera-
tors of a quadric surface ; the system of
straights that meet three non-incident
straights.

The joins of corresponding points on two non-intersect^
ing lines form one set of generators of a quadric, that is,

a Hegxdus.
C. M. Jessop, A Treatise on the Line Complex, p. 6,

(c) A configuration of lines which satisfy
three conditions, and therefore depend on
only one parameter Complementary regulus,
in math. One set of generat^jrs of a quadric surface being
a regulus, the other set of generators is called, in refer-

ence to it, the complementary regulus.— "Director reg-
ulus. Either of two complementary reguli is the director
regulus of the other.— Regulus oif the second order,
one set of generators of a quadric sui-face.

regurgitating-Stick (rf-ger'ji-ta-ting-stik), n.

A curved slender stick or twig used for bring-
ing about vomiting by being inserted in the
throat: used by primitive tribes that practise
vomiting as part of, religious purification.

Sci. Amer. Sup., June 25, 1904, p. 23813.

reh, n. II. a. Containing the mixture of
sodium salts called reh : applied to land in
the Northwest Provinces of India on the sur-

face of which these salts appear as an efflores-

cence.

rehandling-plant (re-han'dling-plant), n. An
ore-storage and -rehandling plant : a trade-
term applied to any large ore- and coal-storage
plant in which the materials are transferred,

by means of cranes, hoists, conveyers, reload-
ers, or other machinery, more than once, as
from cars to bins and from bins to a storage-
yard or to other cars or to furnaces. Such
plants are also used to rehandle pig-iron. See
*coal-storage and Preloader.

reharmonize (re-hiir'mo-niz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. reharmoni:ed, ppr. reharmonizing. [re- -f-

harmonize.'] 1. In tnusi'c, to provide (a melody
or theme or passage) with a new harmony

;

rearrange harmonically.— 2. To bring back
into harmony or agreement.

rehearsal, n—Dress rehearsal, in theat., a full re-

hears;il of a play in which the costumes and properties
are used which will be used in the public performance of
the play.

rehearser, n. 2. A conductor of rehearsals;
oue who rehearses a choir, a chorus, etc.

reheater, «. (ft) A heater for raising the
temperature of steam which has been used
once and is to be used again, as in the low-
pressure cylinder of a compound engine, or

which has been cooled by traveling a long
distance. Reheating dries and possibly super-
heats the steam and so lessens the cylinder
losses.



reherse

reherse, v. A simplified and former spelling
of rehearse.

rehypothecator (re-hi-poth'f-ka-tor), «. One
who rehypothecates securities, etc.

Eeichert's cartilage. See *cartilage.

Reichmann's disease. See ''disease.

reichsland (richs'lant), n. [G., < reichs, gen.
of reich, kingdom, empire, + land, land.] In
Germany, a domain belonging to the crown

;

specifically, Alsace-Lorraine.
reichsmark (richs'miirk), ii. [G., < reichs,
gen. ot reich, kingdom, empire, + tnark, mark.]
The mark, current throughout the German
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empire.
reidentification (re-i-den'ti-fi-ka'shon), n.
[re- + identification.'] A second.identific'ation.

reillume (re-i-lum'), v. t.; pret.' and pp. reil-
himed, ppr. reilluming. [re- + illume.] To
illumine again.

reincarnationist (re-in-kar-na'shon-ist), n.
[reincarnation + -ist.] A believer"in reincar-
nation.

reincorporate (re-in-kor'po-rat), V. t.
;
pret.

and pp. reincorporated, ppr. reincorporating,
[re- -(- incorporate.] To incorporate again.

reincorporation (re-in-k6r-p6-ra'shon), n.
The act of reincorporating; a renewed incor-
poration.

Eeinforced concrete. See *concrete.
reinforcement, n. 4. Splints of rigid material
built into a compound or sinew-backed bow.

Beinhardtius (rin-har'ti-us), n. [NL., named
after Professor Jolianu Eeinhardt, who inves-
tigated the fishes of Greenland.] A genus of
flounders found in the arctic parts of the At-
lantic Ocean.

reintubation (re'in-tu-ba'shon), n. [re- +
intubation.] Intubation of the larynx per-
formed a second time owing to a return of the
obstruction. .\fed. Record, Aug. 1, 1903, p. 161.

reinversion (re-in-ver'shon), n. [re- + inrer-
sion.] Replacement of "an inverted organ,
especially the uterus.
Beinwardtia (rin-wart'i-a), «. [NL. (Dumor-
tier, 1S22), named in honor of Kaspar 6. K.
Eeinwardt (1773-1854), a Dutch botanist.] A
genus of plants of the family Linaceie, some-
times referred to Linum, but distinguished
from that genus by the yellow flowers, 3 or 4
styles, and glands unequal or wanting. Bein-
wardtia trigyna, the East Indian flax, the only
species, is in cultivation as a greenhouse sub-
shrub. A four-styled form is sometimes cul-
tivated.

reis'^, n— Rela effendl, the former title of the chan-
cellor and minister o( foreign affairs of the Torkiah
Empire.

Beischauer's bottle. See *bottle^.

reisner (ris'n^T), ». [The name of a German
artist in wood, of the time of Louis XIV.] A
method of inlaying in wood of different colors

:

in full, reisner-work. N. E. D.
reitbok (rit'bok), «. [D.] Same as reedbuck.

reject (re'jekt), n. That which is rejected or
thrown out; a cull; specifically,' in prehis-
toric archieoL, an unfini.shed stone implement,
spoiled or broken in the process of manufac-
ture.

Ejcavatlons Into'the quarry sites and workshops of the
district have shown that the class of archseologic objects
from this vicinity, which have hitherto been assumed to
be paleolithic and to represent the rude implements of
primitive man, are in fact nothing hnt the "rejfcla" of
much more recent times. Smithionian Rep. 1890, p. 42.

rejection, n. 2. pi. Objects or parts rejected
from a collection, as the coarse and least de-
sirable fibers of a fiber-plant

of sexual reproduction as sort of renewal of youth, or
rejuvenescence of the individuals.

T. H. Muri/an, Evolution and Adaptation, p. 414.

rel. An abbreviation (a) of relative; (6) of
relatively , (c) of religion ; (d) of religious ; (c)
of the Latin reliquie, 'remains' or 'relics.'

relation, ".-converse of a relation, the relation
winch luust hold between y and x when the given rela-
tion holds between x and t/.—Definite relation. (M A
character of an individual (especially an indesignate in-
dividual) object relatively to another object (or objects)
In so far as it differs from any character of the same in-
dividual relative to any third individual. Thus, imagine
a 8(|uare. Its four comers are indesignate iudividual
objects. Each ot them has a relation to the corner diag-
onally opposite to it which is different from its relation
to either of the adjacent comers. This is a definite re-
lation. On the other hand, the four vertices of a tetra-
hedron are without definite relation to any vertices,
though each s in a definite relation to the opposite face.A definite relation will not, in general, be an elementary
re ation, since all the corners of a square are in the same
relation to their opposite corners; but it is, in the ter-
minology of Peirce, an infinitesimal relation. An inflni-
tesinial relation need not be definite.— Faculty Of
relations, m Hamilton's psychol., the faculty of com-
parison, or of thought proper.

[There is] a, higher faculty which operates upon these
materials, and which we may call the Elaborative or Dis-
cursive faculty. This faculty has only one operation, it
only compares^- it is Comparison,— the /nc«»,i/ of liela-
tions. Sir W. Hamilton, Lect. on Metaphysics, II. 14.

Metric relation. See -trmetriel.

relation (re-la'shon), ti. t. To relate; bring
into relation. [Bare.]
Thinking being relationiiiff. no thought can ever ex-

press more than relations. H. .Spencer. First Princ, iv.

relationship, n.-Clang relationship. See-kdang

Relative addition, adverb, number, product, veloc-
ity. See *additiv,i, etc.— Relative threshold of
difference, in psycltuphiix., relative ilitTerential limeu
/. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p, 62.
Seeittiifereiii-e limen.

relativism (rcl'a-tiv-izm), n. [relative + -ism.]
The philosophical doctrine of the relativity of
knowledge. See relativity.

relativity, n.-Emotion of relativity, in ptychol,
an emotion whuscobjectiveeause is a purely relative cir-
cumstance. See the extract

To the rise of this emotion [of Wonder], it is not merely
requisite that the mind should have been previously in a
routine commonplace frame ; it is further requisite that
there should be some startling deviation from use and
wont In the world without . . . Hence to such states.

Cuttings " are the woody ends of the Jute plant, and
the fibres of the lowest class are known as " rejections.

"

Uannan. Textile Fibres of Conimei-ce, p. 28.

rejuvenate, v. t. 2. (a) Of a stream, to in-
crea.se ii.s gradient, and with this, its velocity
and erosive power, so that its effectiveness
and apparent youth are renewed. This result
is produced by the uplifting of a region which
has been notably reduced by the erosion of
the streams wliich continue to occupy it. (6)
Of a region, to again impress the characters
of youthful topography upon (it) when it is
well advanced in its erosion cycle. This effect
is dependent upon rejuvenation of the streams.
Chamhrrlin and .Salisbury, Geol., I. 153.

rejuvenescence, n. 2. (b) The renewal of
vitality, which has been exhausted through
repeated cell-division, by the sexual union of
two cells into a cell of compound origin.
A number of writers . . . have looked at the process

... ...... ....,.,. ........^uiH . . . Licuce lO BUCil BUiLeS,
we may apply, as a specific designation, the name, ' Evin.
tions o/ Relativity.' The chief examples are Novelty
Wonder, Power and Liberty.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 8.3.

Principle of sensational relativity, in ptychol., the
doctrine that our ajiprehension of a sensible quality or
intensity is determined by the relations in which it
stands to other intensities or qualities present in the
consciousness of the time. See *law of relativity iv
Wuntll (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 118.

relaves (ra-lii'vas), n.pl. [Sp. relave, second
washing of metals, in pi. washings or sweep-
ings of a silversmith's or goldsmith's shop (see
also def.), < relavar, lave, or purify, again.]
The heavy constituents of the amalgam heap
(torta) remaining at the bottom of the tanks
and washed in bateas (which see), 'fhey
are subsequently reground in arrastras and
yield a certain amount of auriferous amal-
gam. See patio proces.s, under process. Phil-
lips and Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy,
p. 74.5.

relaxant.'n. II. a. Relaxing; relieving ten-
sion.

Relaxation distance, the distance through which an
electromagnetic disturbance must travel before its ampli-

tude is reduced to-of its original amplitude, where e is

the Naperian base.— Relaxation time, the time re-
quired for a quantity, the decadence ot which is logar-
ithmic, to diminish in the ratio of e (the Naperian base)
to unity.

relay1, n. 8. In frfr^., the circuit operated by
a relay

—

DUTerentlal relay, in telen., a relay with dif-
ferentially wound magnet-coils. .Such relays are useil on
certain duplex and quailruplex circuits.— Electrostatic
relay, a device for use in condenser circuits in which a
continuous charge is be maintained.

It is often necessary in experimental work tomaintaln a
condenser coutiTiiioiisly charged at a constant high poten-
tial for aconsideiable length of time, and various methods,
none of them altigether satisfactory, have been proposed.
An " elect rnstatic relay" suitable for this purpose is de-
scribed by il. V. Cr^mieu in the .loiinial de Physique for
September. Xature, Oct 2, 1902, p. 566.

Neutral relay, in telcfj., a relay the armature of which
is not iiermanently magTietizcd and the action of whicll is
therefore independent of tlie direction of the current in
the magnet-ciiils.— Pilot-relay, in lelepti.. a relay control-
ling a group of circuits. Klect.ltev., Aug. 27, in04. p. .».!.—
Telephonic relay, an instrument having the same func-
tion m a teh'idione circuit as has the ordinary relay in
telegraphy, namely, that of reprbducing in one circuit a
message received over another; a repeater.— Time-
element relay. In elect., a relay arranged so as to re-
lease clockwork which in turn opens or closes a circuit
or perfonns some other operation, after the lapse of a

relief-plate

predetermined time Such relays are sometimes em-plojed m the operation of circuit-breakers in a power-
station - Tripping-relay, in elect., a relay an-anged forthe automatic release of a circuit-breaker or switch

relayi (re-la'), v. t. and i. To transmit by
means of a telegraphic or telephonic relay;
make use of a relay.

Have the telegraphone record his message and repeat
It over another wire to St Louis where another machine
reiaj/s It to Denver. . . . The steel belt machine (telegra-
phone] will transmit a record over any number of wires
simultaneously, and by relaying, to great distances.

The Marconigram, June, 1904, p. 16.

relay-race (re-la'ras), n. A race in which the
contestants run in turns, a number of them
making up a team, and each running only a
portion of the distance, when a comrade
takes up the running, and so on till the com-
pletion of the full distance. As each runner
completes his portion, he touches with his
hand his mate who is about to take up the
race.

relay-switch (re-la'swieh), n. A switch ope-
rating an electric relay.

All these relay switches operate electrically the real
switches on the power.house tloor.

//. If. Buck, in Trans. Amer. Inst Elect Engin., 1902,

Ip. 640.

releasel, n. 7. See *combination button.
relea,se-arm (re-les'arm), «. The arm that
carries the releasing-eam on a Corliss valve-
gear.

release-cock (re - les ' kok), n. A valve by
which the brakes of a continuous train-brake
may be released. In early forms the brakes
were let off by releasing pressure in the train-
pipe. In automatic brakes the pressure must
be let off the brake-cylinder and the triple
valve be thrown, or else the brakes go on
again. See *air-brale and triple '•valve.

release-nut (re-les'nut), «. a spUt^nut; in a
lathe, the nut which clasps the lead-screw. It
can be thrown out of gear when desired, so
as to release the screw from the work and
wear of driving the carriage, or when hand
operation ot the feed-mechanism is preferred.

release-point (re-les'point), n. In a steam-
engine, the point of release ; the place, in the
stroke of the piston at which the exhaust-
valve opens, releasing the steam which has
been confined behind the piston to drive it
for its working stroke,

releasing-bracket (re-les'ing-brak"et), n. A
device on a spinning-mule for releasing the
coiinter-faller and restoring it to a position at
which to recommence the operation of spin-
ning. A'rt.vmifA, Cotton Spinning, p. 312.
relgharry, relgarry (rel'gar-i), n. [Anglo-
Indian, < E. rail(way) -I- Hind. (jdri. a cart,
a carriage. See gharry. ] A railway carriage.

relict, a. 2. In phytogcog., persisting in a
limited area only: said of an endemic plant
which at an earlier period had a much wider
range.— 3. In phys. geog., left as a result of
erosion

; residual : said of mountains the form
of which is due to the erosion of neighboring
valleys, as mountains of oircumdenudation,
and especially isolated residual mountains or
monadnocks.
Two great divisions [of mountains] are recognized • (a)

Original or tectonic mountains, . . . and (h] Subsequent
or rehct mountains. Oeog. Jour. (R. 0. S,), XIII 308

relief, n. 9. (J) A portion that is elevated
above the general surface; a ridge, hill, or
mountain.
In Volume XXXIY. of the " SmithsonianTontrihutlons

to Knowledge, Professor Shaler, of Harvard University,
treats of the lunar features from the point of view of a
geolijgist He divides them into the broiid classes of
marin, vulcanoids (in which apt term he includes all cup-
like fonnations from the greatest ring plains to the
smallest crater bed), reliefs (mountains or ridges), valleys
anrl nils, and rays. Knowledge, Jan., 1906, p. 13.

16. In mineral., the character of the surface
of a thin section of a mineral as shown under a
microscope, depending on its refractive power
relative to that of the substance lin which
it is embedded.— Oelatin relief, in phatog., an image
composed of gelatin in relief. This may bo a print on
paper, in which case sensitized gelatin charged with
pigment such as lampblack, is exposed behind a nega-
tive. The soluble poitions are next washed away, leaving
a print which is treated with alum to harden it Or, a film
of sensitized gelatin is exposed behind a negative and
then washed. The relief picture then serves to piinf;
from, as in some one of the photomechanical processes.
Wooilhnry, Encyc. Diet of Photog., p. 220.— Relief
photo-engravllig. See ^photo-en'iran'ng.

relief-plate (re-lef'plat), n. 1. A cover-plate;
a plate that covers all or a part of a valve to
relieve it of pressure, thus enabling it to be
more easily moved. See '•pressure-plate.— 2.



relief-pla«te

A cover-plate so arranged that if the pressure
from underneath the valve exceeds the normal
or desired limit, the plate will lift, thus reliev-

ing the excess pressure.

relief-ship (re-lef'ship), n. A ship that brings
relief or aid, as to an expedition for aretio

exploration ; specifically, a government cutter
or a large ship which periodically makes the
rounds of lighthouses, light-ships, and other
government stations with provisions, etc.

reliev, r. A simplified spelling of relieve.

reliever, «. 4. In mech.-. (a) A release; a
device for releasing some part of a mechanism
at a certain time or position. (6) A device,

such as a spring or elastic substance, for pre-

venting shocks on a machine or part.

religate (rel'i-gat), v. t.; pret. and pp. reli-

gated, ppr. religating. [L. religat{um), pp. of

religare, bind up.] To bind up or together;
unite; constrain. [Rare.]

The religion of " tlie sufficiency of life "
; with a debased

worship appended to it for the ignorant, but with no
reli'jatinfj, no binding power, between the educated man
on the oiie side, and anything beyond the frameworltof
the visible world on the other.

Gladstone, Gleanings of Past Years, III. 130.

religiose (rf-lij'i-os), a. [L. religiosus, reli-

gious.] Excessively religious; unduly or mor-
bidly occupied with religious ideas and
emotions.
Some of my companions are too much in the religio$e

vein to be always quite wholesome company.
Cloughy Let. in Poems, L 196.

BellKlons association or corporation law, statutory
enactments by which religious bodies may become incor-

porated without special application to the legislature.

reliquary!, «. II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

a reliquary. [Rare.]— 2. Residual. [Rare.]

The nucleus of the now full-grown parasite [coccidium]
nndergoes multiple division, the protoplasm arranges it-

self in individual masses about the many daughter nuclei,

and there results a stage in which a rosette of young
forms . . . encircles a central portion of protoplasm,
known as the reliquary body or residual ma8s.| —

Buck, Med. Handbook, VIIL 637.

reliquefy (re-lik'wf-fl), t'.; pret. and pp. re-

liquefied, per. reliquefying. I. trans. To
render liquid again, as by fusion, after solid-

ification has taken place. Jour. Soc. Chem.
Industry, XII. 31.

n. intrans. To become liquid again, as by
fusion or by absorption of moisture from the
air. after solidification has taken place.

relish^, n.— single relish, in music, same as -kcadent.

Sellyan (rel'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to the
teaching or the followers of James Kelly, who
organized a society of Universalists in London
in 1750.

Sellyanism (rel'i-an-izm), n. The doctrine
of James Kelly, for a time a preacher in White-
field's communion and later the founder of a
Universalist society in London in 1750. His
mahi tenets were a mystical union between Christ and
human beings whereby their acts are made Christ's and
Christ's theirs, thus working out a complete salvation

;

a spiritual baptism, an immersion of the mind in truth

;

and literal resurrection of the body.

relm, n. A simplified spelling of realm.

reloader (re-lo'dfer), n. In transportation, a
self-loadingconveyer used to collect and trans-
port coal from a coal-storage yard or pocket
and to deliver it to railroad-ears or vessels or
to place it in other near-by storage-places. In
one form the conveyer is loaded by means of
a self-filling bucket; in another a horizontal
bucket-conveyer, supported by a swinging
arm pivoted at one end, travels in a circle

along the edge of a coal-heap, sweeping up
and taking away the coal as fast as it slides
down. See *coalstorage.

reloading-tool (re-16'ding-tol), n. A combina-
tion tool for reloading cartridge-cases. It

generally measures the proper powder-charge
and inserts the bullet in its proper position.

relocator (re-16'ka-tpr), »(. A device, used at
sea-coast forts, by which the range and direc-
tion of an object, determined by instruments
safely placed at a distance, maybe converted
into corresponding data for the gun itself.

rel. pron. An abbreviation of relative pro-
noun.

reluctance, n. 2. In elect., the resistance to
magnetic flux : the reciprocal of permeance.
The unit of reluctance is the oersted, which is

the reluctance of a magnetic circuit in which
a unit of magnetomotive force will produce
unit flux.— Unltmagnotlc reluctance, the resistance
olfered U} magnetic flux by a circuit of unit lengtli and
cr<»Rs-sectir»ii. and unit permeability,

reluctantism (re-luk'tan-tizm), n. Ireluctani
+ -ism.] The mental state of shrinking or
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withdrawal; 'drawing into one's shell'; a
temporary incapacity or paralysis of the
mental powers.
The incisive coldness of Miss Lamb's demeanor . . ,

was sufficient to chill . . . her youthful admirers into a
state of objectified reluctantism:

Cent Mag., Feb,, 1906, p, 662.

reluctivity (re-luk-tiv'i-ti), n. [reluct + -iv(e)

+ -iti/.'i In elect., the specific reluctance of
a substance ; the ratio of the reluctance of a
magnetic substance to that of air : the re-

ciprocal of permeability. S. Du Bois, The
Magnetic Circuit, p. 20.

reluxation (re-luk-sa'shgn), ». [re- + luxa-
tion.'] Same as *redislocation. Buck, Med.
Handbook, I. 62.

rem. An abbreviation of remark or remarks.
remainder, n. 5. The right to succeed to a
title or position on the decease of the holder

;

especially the right of succession to a peerage
expressly assigued to a certain person or line

of descent in default of male issue in the di-

rect line. JV. E. D. [Great Britain.]— Nega-
tive remainder, what a dividend lacks to make a too
great (juotient exact ; as, 4 goes into 6 twice, with the
negative remainder 'i.— Positive remainder, so much
of a dividend as prevents a too small quotient from being
exact : thus 4 goes into 11 twice with the positive re-

tnainder 3,

What are the two remainders, positive and negative,
which result from dividing the higher number, 74, by
the lower number 40 ? Our English way of stating it is

to say tliat 40 goes into 74 once and leaves a (positive)

remainder of 34 over. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 340,

remancipate (re-man'si-pat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. remancipated, ppr. remancipating. [L. re-

mancipat(um), pp. of rcmancipare, remanci-
pate. See mancipate.'] In Bovi. law, to
transfer back again.

remancipation (rf-man-si-pa'shgn), ». [re-

mancijxite.'i lu Rom. lato, the act of remanci-
pating or retransfening. See mancipation.
remanence, «. 3. Residual magnetism ; the
flux density remaining in a magnetic circuit
after the magnetizing force has ceased.
There are three properties desirable in material for

permanent magnets. First, to minimize bulk, the ma-
terial should have a high permeability in order that it

may accept a large amount of magnetism. Second, after
magnetization the material should retain as large a pro-
portion of the flux created as possible. The quality of
magnetic retentiveness, or the ability of a substance to
retain and keep the flux impressed upon it, is termed
remanence. Elect. World and Engin., July 11, 1903, p, 63.

Remanent flux, residual magnetic flux.—.Remanent
polarization. See itpolarization.

remani^, a. 2. Recemented, as a glacier
formed by the falling of fragments of ice.

II. n. A characteristic portion of one forma-
tion loccurring in another younger one ; espe-
cially, a fossil found in a bed of more recent
origin than that in which it was first buried.
J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p% 160.

remanit (rem'a-ni^), n. A trade-name of car-
bonized silk rags (in which any admixture of
cotton or wool has been chemically destroyed)
bound together with metal threads into the
form of a small rope, braid, or mat, and used
for insulating purposes, as for covering steam-
pipes, etc. (Decision No. 5854, United States
Board of General Appraisers.)
remark-book (romark'biik), n. A note-book
kept by the navigating officer of a vessel, which
contains his memoranda of hydrographical
matters.

remex, n.— Addlgltalremex. See *addigital.

remicle (rem'i-kl), n. [Dim. of remex.'\ The
outermost predigital of a bird's wing; the
outermost feather attached to the second pha-
lanx of the middle finger.

The distal predigital is always small, and is designated
the remicle. Vroc. ZooL Soc. London, 1887, p, 344,

remigiid (re-mij'i-id), «. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous family Remigiidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Remigiidie.

remigrant (rem 'i-grant), »!. [Ij. rcmigrans,
ppr. ot rcmigrare, go back, < re-, back, -1-

migrare, travel, go.] A parthenogenetie insect
which, while born upon a different kind of plant
from that upon which its parent was born,
afterward returns to a plant of the kind that
was the home of its parent. See *emigrant, 2,

These alienocolfe in the following spring produce par-
thenogenetie winge'd fenmles, , . . remigrants or sexu-
para, which return to Abies,

E. F. Phillips, in Proc, Amer. Philos, Soc,, Oct, 16,

[1903, p, 298,

itemilegia (rem-i-le'ji-a), n. [NL., said to be
a metathesis of L. remeligo, a delayer] A
genus of fishes of the family Echeneididse,
found in tropical seas.

Bengeso

reminisce (rem-i-nis'), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
reminisced, ppr. reminiscing. 'To indulge in
reminiscences; relate past events; recollect.
[Colloq.]

He reminisced gently all through the long* summef
afternoon, Bofk Country Letters, July 8, 1853.

reminiscence, «. 4. In biol., the retention by
a modern organism, during its development,
of traces of the effect of past ancestral history.

Similarities in development are here not only clear and
striking, but obviously have some palingenetic meaning,
since they give irresistible evidence of ancestral reminis-
cence. E. B. Wilson, Biol, Lect, 1896, p, 106.

Reminiscence Simday. Bee i^.Sunday.

remise, «. 4. A carriage-house in which a re-
mise is kept.

remissio (re-mis'i-6), n. [L. : see remission.']

In anc. music, a passing from a higher to a
lower pitch: opposed to intentio.

remittance-man (re-mit'ans-man), n. An
idle, and frequently dissolute, man who lives
on remittances from his home. £. E. Morris,
Austral English.

Remittance men, as we call them here, are not so rare
in my experience ; and in such cases 1 act upon a system.

R. L. Stevenson, The Wrecker, xxii.

remitter^, n. 2. In postal service, the person
who fills out the application-blank for a money-
order ; the sender of such an order.

remittitur (re-mit'i-tfer), n. [L., 'it is sent
bask' or remitted.] In law: (a) Relinquish-
ment of a part of the damages found by a jury.

(6) The return of a record from the court of
review to the lower court for proceedings as
specified, as for execution or a new trial. An-
derson, Diet, of Law.
remnant, «. 3. In geol., an outlier.

This belt is of very unequal width. Southeast of it
Pensauken remnants again become more abundant, and
still further in this direction the formation becomes con-
tinuous, and probably underlies the whole of the south-
eastern part of the State,

R. D. Salisbury, in GeoL Surv, of Jfew Jersey, 1895,

[p, 10.

remnantal (rem-nan'tal), a. [remnant ¥
-a/1.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a
remnant.
The elevated plain, southwest of Socorro, also appears

to belong to the same class. Farther south at Paraje, at
old Fort Selden and at El Paso, the same remnantai\e\e\%
are noted, Amer. Jour. Sci., Dec, 1907, p, 470.

remolade, «. See *remoulade.
remolino (rem-6-le'n6), ». [It. Sp. remoUno,
a whirlwind (ef. remolo, a whirlpool, vortex),
< It. remolinare = Sp. remolinar = OF. remou-
liner, < ML. 'remolinare, grind as in a mill, <

re-, again, < moUnare, grind, < molina, a mill

:

see milft, n.] In Italian use, a whirlwind, es-
pecially the smaller whirls such as the water-
spout at sea and the sandspout or dust-whirl
on land; figuratively, the spirit, witch, or
demon imagined as animating the whirl.

remontado (ra-mon-ta'do), n. [Sp., prop. pp.
of remontar (reflex., flee to the hills, as slaves),
elevate, etc. See remount.'] A Christian na-
tive of the Philippine Islands who has left his
village and lives in the mountains.
Bemopleurides (rem-o-pla'-ri-dez), n. [NL., <
L. remus, an oar, + 6r. jr/.evpa, a rib.] A
genus of opisthoparian trilobites having an
expanded glabella, a wide axis, eleven to thir-

teen thoracic segments, and a small flat and
elongated pygidium. It occurs in the early
Silurian rocks.

remote, «. 2. (70 Specifically (2) in mycol.,

separated by a space, as the gills of certain
fungi which do not extend quite to the stem,

r^moulade (ra-mij-lad'), n. [F., also a veteri-
nary medicine : < It. remolata, of obscure ori-

gin.] A salad-dressing : a French dressing
with the addition of hard-boiled eggs and
mustard. Also remolade.

rencontre (ron-koiitr'), n. [F., a meeting.
See rencounter.] In billiards, that kiss-shot, so
called, in which the cue-ball drives the first

object-ball against the second and meets the
latter on its return from cushion. W. Broad-
foot, Billiards, p. 230.

rendement (rond-mou'), ". [F,, that which is

remiered or produced, < rendre, render.] The
proportion of a valuable substance obtainable
from a particular crtide material, as of pure
crystallizable sugar from a raw sugar.

rendition, n—interstate rendition, in criminal law,

tlie act of delivering up a criminal, or a person charged
with crime, by the executive of one state upon the requi-
sition of the executive of another,

R. Eng. An abbreviation of Royal Engineers.

Rengeso clover. See *clover.



rennet

rennet^, m.— vegetable rennet. Same as cheese-

maker. See also n'ithania.

rennet-pepsin (reu'et-pep'sin), «. Pepsin ob-
faiueil from the stomach of the calf.

rennet-stomach (ren 'et-stum'ak), «. The
fourth stomach, or abomasura, of a ruminant.

rennin (reu'in), n. [re/in(eO -1- -in'^.'] Same
as *chymosin.

renninogen (re-nin'o-jen), n. Same as *chy-
mosinoijen.

renominee (re-nom-i-ne'), «• One who is re-

nominated.
renommist (ra-no-misf), n. [6., < renominee,

< F. rcnommee, renown. See renotcn, ?i.] In
German use, a boaster; a braggart; a swag-
gerer: applied in German universities to a
leader in riotous drinking and fighting. See
renowner, 2.

There is a certain Renommist— as we call such roys-

terere— oh, a Renommigt of the first water ! . . . From
him we have a new . . . beer ceremonial, also ... a
cunniuK sabre throw. He is the kinff of drinkers and a
reckless duellist. Eyerton Castle, The Renommist.

renovate, ». I. trans— Renovating crop. See
•kcrov.

n. intrans. To revive ; recover. [Kare.]

O maf^ic sleep ! O comfortable bird,

That brtKxlest o'er the troubled sea of the mind
Till it is hush'd and smooth I . . .

who upfurl'd

Beneath thy drowsy wing a triple hour,

But renovates and lives ?

Keats, Endymion, 6k. i.

Bensselaeria (ren-se-la'ri-a), n. [NL., <

Stephan Van /?€n««eJfl<"r (1765-1839).] A genus
of telotrematous terebratuloid braehiopod.",

often of large size and elongate form, and
having the branches of the loop united in

front in an elongate triangular plate. It is

characteristic of the Lower Devonian,forma-
tions.

rent*^, w.— Barren rent. Same as r<?nf-i»?cfr. See rf nf2,

2 (c).— Competition rent. See *TO»i;)<-(i(uin.— Con-
somer's rent, in recent p^Ait. ecoiu, the net (tain in per-

sonal satisfaction secured by a consumer through the
acquisition of a commodity ; the surplus over that amount
of satisfaction which is just sutficient to compensate
the sacrifice of acquisition. Thus, if one secures for a
dollar a commodity that yields an amount of satisfaction

for which he would have given two dollars, if that had been
necessary, a consumer's rent valued at one dollar may be
said to arise. The term is derived from a superficial re-

semblance of this form of surfjlus to the rent of land, both
being capable of differential measurement— Cottier
ren£ See *coHi/'r.— Economic rent, that part of the
prmluct of industry which is attributable t^i the land and
which, under conditions of perfect competition, would be
received by the owner of the land as contract rent— Fair
rent, a reasonable compensation for the use of land, as
distinguished from rack-rent. .See rack-rent.—*f9« and.
life-rent. See a/."!•-'.— Ontstroke rent. ;see *o«(-
stroke.— Rents and profits, a legal phrase denoting, ac-

cording to context, the gross or net income or the entire
proceeds from land, inclu<ling its sale.— Sleeping rent,
ft fixed rental, as distinguished from a rental that is pro-
portifined t4> the amount of pn>fit or of mineral mined.

rentability (ren-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [rentable (-bil-)

+ -ity.} 1. The quality of being rentable.

Specifically— 2. The capacity of a piece of

property to produce a net income, or surplus
above cost of replacement and of up-keep.

renter^, n. 3. One who collects rents. [Eng.]

As " Renter " for collecting the rents of the lands, he
remained a resident within the hospital precincts, and
was iutiniately acquainted with all details of the founda-
tion and management of the house.

Atheneeum, June 17, 1905, p.'751.

4. A shareholder in a theater.— 6. In teleph.,

a subscriber.

renunciant (rf-nun'giant), n. [L. renuntiare,

renounce. See renuiiciance.'] One who re-

nounces, especially one who renounces the
world.

The renuneiant's vow is accepted by these great souls.

Dotpden, Studies in Literature, p. 2tI2.

rennnciate (rf-nun'si-at), r. f.
;
pret. and pp.

remincidted, ppr. renunciating. [See renounce.']

To renounce.
renunciative (re-ntm'si-a-tiv), a. Irenunciat(e)

+ -ire] Marked by renunciation ; renuncia-
tory.

reoxidation (re-ok-si-da'shon), n. [re- + oxi-

dation.] The taking up again of, or a second
time combining with, oxygen : as in the case
of the hemoglobin of the blood when, in pass-
ing through the pulmonary circulation, it re-

news the supply of oxygen from the air to be
used up in combining with the carbon and
hydrogen of the tissues of the body at large.

rep3 (rep), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A man or
woman of loose character; a rip.— 2. An in-

ferior or worthless article. JV'. E. D.

XVO* (rep), n. In English school slang, an
abbreviation of repetition.
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rep. An abbreviation (6) of report; (c) of re-

porter ; (d) [.cap.] of Eepresentative ; (e) of

representing; (f) ot republic; (g) [cap.] ot Be-
publican.

repaint (re-panf), V. *. 1. To paint over (an
already painted surface).

It was necessary to repaint the' pigeon-house once a
year. 'The Columbarium, i.

2. To paint again, as a picture or a part of a
picture.
The end of the long tasseled sleeve has been repainted

over and over, . . . and the result is a patch where the
light strikes across the picture.

Nineteenth Century, July, 1888, p. 60.

repaint (re-panf), n. [repaint, v.] In the

fine arts, a portion of a picture wliich has been
painted over or repainted ; a patch.

Unfortunately, his perception of quality was not so
acute as that of Charles L, who could detect repaints and
alterations with a professional eye.

Athenfeum, Dec. 2, 1906, p. 768.

repair-link (re-par'lingk), n. In mech., a
chain-link so constructed that it can readily be

substituted for a broken
link. In round-link chains it is

usually made of half-sections of
a link formed by a plane which
passes thrt)ugh its long and
short axes, the link being open
on the long side for a length
equal to the thickness of the iron
of which the links are made.
These two halves are hooked to
the adjoining links so that the
opening of each half comes
against the continuous side of
the other, and when in place
the two halves are riveted to-

gether. In flat or roller-chains,

the two pins are riveted to one
side or cheek, and the other
cheek is held in position after
the repair-link is in place by
cotters or spring \oo\>b of wire.

reparation,". 4. Inbiol.,

the regeneration of a lost

part out of the old tissue

as contrasted J with re-

generation through the
formation of new tissue.

Repair-link for round-link
chain.

-^. iection by a meridian fKare.!
plane; B, perspective ele- ^ 'jj , _ / .

-

ration showing the com- reparatory (re-par a-to-
pieied link with both „) a. Same as repar'a-
nalves in place; C, top .'^ ^
view of one half.seclion ; tWB,

Lf'°.?ctir shoi1ng°'?h" repeat, r. i. (o m /«r„, to

breakof the joint. The in- wm or lose With a card m one
lerrupted side is open wide deal in exactly the same way
enough to pass tlie stock that it wou or lost in the previ-
of the solid link adjacent „„, jgu) (rfi xo regurgitate

;

'side
"*"""" °° """ be belched up ; said of the taste

of a fixxl or drug which has been
taken Into the stomach but is not speedily digested or

passed on into the intestine.

Its [thiocol] taste is not disagreeable, it Is unirritating

to the stomach, and it does not '* repeat" after ingestion.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 741.

repea'ter, n. 9. In teleph., an instrument for

reproducing in one circuit a message received
over another circuit and of so enhancing its

intensity as to enable its transmission to a
greater distance than would otherwise be

^practicable.
A successful telephone repeater is the great need in

telephony, and its inventor would be abundantly re-

warded materially, which undoubtedly accounts ftir the
scores of patents that have been issued on " telephone
repeaters "

; yet <»f all these we do not know of one that

has been put to public test on a circuit of sufficient

length to demonstrate its capabilities.

Elect. World and Kngin., March 26, 1904, p, 593.

repeat-sign (re-pet'sin), n. See repeat, n., 3.

repeller, ». 2. Specifically, in obstet., an in-

strument used in difficult labor of animals to

repel the fetus until the head and limbs can
be made to present themselves normally for

delivery. V. S. Dept. Agri., Eep. on Diseases
of the Horse, 1903, p. 177.

repercussion, «. 3. In obstet., the impinging
of the fetus upon the examining finger in the
test for pregnancy known as ballottement.

—

4. In surg., the force causing a contrafissure.
— 6. In Bled., the disappearance of an erup-
tion or of a tumor as a result of an external
application.

repetition, «.— Law of repetition. See •Jowl.

rephlogisticate (re-flo-jis'ti-kat), v. t.; pret.

and pp. replilix/islicated, ppr. rephlogisticating.

[re- + phlogisiicate.] In the chemistry of the
eighteenth century, to add again the imaginary
essence of combustibility, phlogiston, to a sub-
stance which was supposed to nave lost it by
burning.
Other substances, such as phosphonis and sulphur, gave

solids or acid liquiiisto which phl(»gist<in was not so easy
to add ; but even they couM be rephloi/islieated.

W. Ramsay, in Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 234.

repressment

repkie (rep'ki), n. [Alaskan.] A kind of sea-
urchin eaten by the Alaska Indians.

replacement, «.—'wave of replacement. See

replaning (re-pla'ning), »i. The process of
planing a surface which has been previously
planed ; the process of planing over again.

replete, a. II. «. One who or that which is

replete or full ; specifically, a worker-ant which
stores such large quantities of honey-dew or
other liquid food in its crop that its gaster is

greatly distended and assumes a spherical or
subspherical form; also plerergat^.

In most cases, as McCook has shown, it is the major
workers that most readily tend to become repletes, but
this is not an invariable rule . . . Thoroughly hardened
workers of the ordinary form, according to my observa-
tions, are no longer able to become repletes. It is probable,
therefore, that McCook's failure to secure repletes from
isolated major workers was due to his using individuals
that were too old.

W. il. Wheeler, in Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist, XXIV,
1908, p. 379.

repliant (rep'li-ant), n. [AF. repliant, ppr. of
rcplier, reply: see reply, v.] A pleader in a
suit who files or makes a replication.

replica, ».— 'Wallace-Thorpe replica, a reproduction
of a Rowland grating made with gelatin. Science, March
25, 19114, p. 483.

replicatory (rep'li-ka-to-ri). a. [replicat{e) +
-ory.] Of the nature of replication ; replying.
[Rare.]

replot (re-plof), t>. t. or i. [re- + plot^, v.]

To plot again ; make use of the *replotter
(which see).

A replotting arm for attachment to the Lewis position-
flnder.
Board of Ordnance and Fortification Rep., 1896, p. 18.

replotter (re-plot'^r), n. An attachment to
the table of a position-finder by means of
which the observer may quickly convert the
measured range and direction into corre-
sponding range and direction for a gun.
A complete automatic replotter is carried on the table

of each instrument Inmge-finders], by the use of which
the observer can instantly convert the range and direc-
tion of the target as read from the instrument into the
corresponding range and direction from the gun itself.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 367.

report, r. i. 4. Specifically, in music, to
answer and echo, as voices in a madrigal.

One bird reports unto another
In the fall of silver showers,

Whilst the earth (our common mother)
Hath her bosom deckt with flowers.

.Sylvester, Song of Spring.

report, K.— Crop report. See*crop.

reportorially (re-por-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a re-

porter's or a journalistic style ; by the use or
work of reporters. [Colloq.]

But, unfortunately, the weather will not let the news-
paper alone, and so, through govennnent forecast and
actual incident and accident, the newspaper must keep
pegging away at it, editorially and * reportorially,' until
the present anomalous state of things is developed, for
which there is no excuse in the nature of science or in
the intelligence of those who 'get out' the modern news-
paper. Pop. Sci. Jfo., Feb., 1901, p. 382.

repose, « .— Grade of repose. See *7radci.

repost, «. An Anglicized form of riposte.

reprecipitable (re-pre-sip'i-ta-bl), a. [repre-

cipit{ate) + -able.] Capable of being again
thrown down in solid form from a solution,

having previously undergone the same treat-

ment and been redissolved.

reprecipitate (re-presip'i-tat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. repreripitated, ppr. reprccipitating. [re-

4- precipitate.] To throw down again in solid

form from a solution a substance which has
previously undergone the same treatment and
been redissolved. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 209.

reprecipitation (re-prf-sip-i-ta'shon), n. The
act or process of reprecipitating a substance.
Partial or fractional reprecipitation is some-
times resorted to in order to purify a sub-
stance, liuck, Med. Handbook, IV. 128.

representation, ".— Conform or conformal rep-
resentation, a representation which is isogonal, angle-

true, and ortliomorphic, so that an inflnitesimal triangle

is represented by one similar to it to within inflnitesimals

of a liighcr order.

representativity (rep-re-zen-ta-tiv'i-ti), n.

Representativeness. W. D. Hoieells, in N. A.
Review, April, 1901, p. 632. [Rare.]

repressment (rf-pres'ment), n. [repress, v., +
-meiit.] Repression; suppression. [Rare.]

The Division of Botany, therefore, made a special eitort

to systematically collect infonnation as to this newly
arrived emigrant weed and to provide methods for its

speedy repressment and eradication.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1894, p. 44.



reprisal

reprisal, «.— Extraordinary reprisal, in Eng. law,

t'prisal directing that satislactiou be taken from the
form
rocks.

and pixiperty of tlie offending state wherever found,

Negative reprisal, a reprisiU whioli is accomplished by

the refusal of an agurieved stiite to perfonu an obligation

to the otfending state, or to permit the offending state to

enjoy a right to which it is justly entitled.— Special re-

Pllsal, one in which an aggrieved citizen is connnissioned

by letters of marque to seize property belonging to an

offending state or its citizens. This fonn of reprisal is a

1130 resetting-pin

It occurs in the Lower Cretaceous resedaceoUB (res-e-da'shius), a. Relating or
pevtainiug to the Jiesedaceie.

re"8eg-men-ta'shon), «.

1.] Continued or repeated
segments ; division of segments

obtained from Cyph'olophos macrocephalus, a 'ito smaller segments,

shrub or small tree of the nettle family grow-
ing without cultivation on many islands of the

Pacific ocean. From it are made fine mats
highly prized by the natives. In Samoa called

faujmta.
thing of the past, and the general reprisal, to be executed jgjpQ^j (re-rol'), f. t. [re- +'roll.'\ To roll
by the officer of the state, only tolerated. . ^.^jj up what has been unrolled; roll
repnse, «. 5. (b) it is especially used of the third y,°„i, '„.,j ^
section of a movement in sonata form. "**,"_.,,, t v •

i
• i„„

6. l-a. forestry : {a) The reroU (re-rol'), m. In mechanical piano-play-
reproduction, . - , , ^,
process bv which a forest is renewed, whether

natural or artificial, (b) Seedlings or sap-

lings from sprouts or from self-sown seed.
— Metliod of multiple reproduction, method of

single reproduction. See *method.

Reproductive selection. See *selecUon.

rept. Au abbreviation of the Latin rcpetatur,

let it bo repeated.

reptary (rep'ta-ri), a. [Irreg. < L. reptare,

creep.] Creepiiig; reptant; reptatory ; repent.

Eeptigrada (rep-tig'ra-da), n.pl. [NL., < L.

reptare, crawl, creep, + gradi, walk.] A
division, having the grade of a superfaraily,

of Pinnipedia, containing the earless seals:

the seals in which the hind legs cannot be

turned forward and used for locomotion. Con-

trasted with *Gressigrada.

reptigrade (rep'ti-grad), a. IBeptigrada.']

Adapted for locomotion by creeping without

ers and similar machines, a device, usually

controlled by a stop or lever, whereby the

music-roll, after having been used, is auto-

matically rewound so as to be ready for use

again.
Res Integra, a matter r.ot yet acted on, or a point of law
not yet adjudicated.— Res inter alios, 'transactions

between othere,' that is, third parties, or strangers to a
proceeding : a phrase used, in the law of evidence, to de-

note matters not relevant to the case.— Res Ipsa loqui-
tur, ' the thing itself speaks ' : a phrase used, in the law
of evidence, to denote the principle that, under certain

circumstances, a presumption of negligence ai-ises from
the mere happening of an event— Res nulllUS, ' no one's

property': in law, a phrase denoting property without
an assignable owner.— Res publicse, ' public property '

:

in law, designating anv property i)uhlic in its nature, as

haibors and rivers.-Res universltatls, 'things of the
community ' : in law, designating things of common
access, as the churches, theaters, and parks of a city.

Res. An abbreviation (o) of resigned; (6) of

rescne.

the aid of the hind limbs : specifically applied resaldol (re-sal'dol), n [r(
,

to the earless seals. ^l/''^) + -f
+ :"'•] ^ trade-name of a light

J , . vc J- „ir ?•.„„*;;., brown pulverulent compound of salicylic aeic
reptll,«.and». A simplified speUing of rcptj^e. ^^^ rgsorcinol. It is used in medicine as an reserv, v. t. and n. A simplified spelling of

[re(sorcinol) + sal(i-

^,..^j .. • --.J — -rade-name of a light-

brown pulverulent compound of salicylic acid

.,,. ., r •„ \ _L * T and resorcinol. It is used in medi"- " ""

reptillty (rep-til i-ti), ». lrepUl{e), a., + -^ty.}
i^tegtitial antiseptic and astringent.

The character of being reptile; creeping
^ggg^j^j^ (j.g_gj^l/jljj)^ „_ [re(sorcinol) + sal(i-

habit; reptilian character.
cylic) + -g- + -in'^.l The /?-rpsorcylate of anti-

repub. An abbreviation (a) of republic; (6) pj-rin, Ci'iH,20N2.CeH3(OH)2COOH.
[cap.] oi Bepublican. resa'W (re-sa'), ». A resawing-machine using

republic, «.— international Bureau of the Amer- circular or band-saws; also, any circular saw
lean Republics. See *bureau. ,,sed in a resawing-machine of this kind,

republicism (re-pub'lik-izm), n. [Also, as resazoin (re-saz'o-in), »». [res{orcinol) + azo-

first coined, reipublicMsm, < republic + -ism.l + -jm'^i.] f^ame as ^resazurin.

A form of the state and a representative resazurln (re-sazh'u-rin), n. lres(orc,inol) +
method of government: same as republican- azure + -j«'^.] A "dark-red crystalline sub

resemblance, « .— cryptic resemblance, in biol., the
resendilance of an organism to another or to an inorganic

oljject for the purpose of concealment. J-Jncyc. Brit.,

XXVII. 149.— General resemblance, in biol., any re-

semblanc* of an organism to its environment which is in-

dependent of its fomi and color-patteni, such as the
whiteness of arctic animals and the transparency of pe-

lagic ones. Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 140.— Mimetic re-
semblance, in biol., the copying, in one species, of a

useful deceptive characteristic of another si)ecies, for the

purpose of giving to its possessor the same advjintage.

E7uyc. Brit, XXVII, 149.— Protective resemblance,
in biol., any resemblance in color, markings, or form,

which an animal or plant bears to other animals or plants

or to the inorganic environment, for the purprjse of hiding

its possessorfrom enemies.—Pseudallosematlc.pseud-
aposematlc, pseudeplsematlc, pseudosematic re-
semblance, ^ee -kpuftidaUuKfniiitic, etc.— SptClal
resemblance, in biol., the resemblance of an oiganisra

to some specific object, animate or inanimate, in its nor-

mal environment, as a means of concealment from enemies
or of preventing its prey from discovering its presence.

Eiia/c. Brit, XXVII. 14«.— SsTiaposematlc resem-
blance, in biol,, the resemblance of a species to allied

species in respect to aposematic or waniing characters.

Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 14S.— Syncryptlc resemblance,
in biol., the resemblance between organisms that are con-

cealed in the same way. Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 147.

—

Syntechnlc resemblance, in Uol., the sort of likeness

between organisms that is due to functional similarity.

Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 147.

resequent (rf-se'kwent), a. [re- + sequent.']

In phys. geog., agaiii following a consequent
course : said of a stream which has spontane-

ously resumed a course similar to that of the

initial consequent stream of the district. W.
M. Davis.

ism withoutpartizan connotation. [Rare.]

\Vhen national government is established on a terri-

torial basis, democracy is overthrown and kingship with

aristocracy takes its place, and monarchical society is

organized. Monarchical society, in turn, gives place to

a fourth stage, which we call republickism. We use the

tenn in no partisan sense and select a new form of the

word in order t4i avoid partisan implications.

J. »'. Powell, in An. Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99,

[p. cxviii.

Repngnatorlal foramen. Same as repugnatorial pore.

.See repwjnaUirial j)ore«.— Repngnatorlal glands.
See defenfdce -kglandg.

repuUulative (re-pul'u-la-tiv), a. [repullu-

l(if{e) + -ii'c] Having the property of sprout-

ing or budding again.

stance,
/0.0\

O.CeH3<' ^CeHg, made by the

action of nitrous acid or nitrogen peroxid on
resorcinol. It decomposes when melted.

Also called resazoin.

research-observatory (rf-serch'ob-z6r''va-to-

ri), n. An observatory or laboratory devoted

to researches for the increase of knowledge,
as distinguished from a mere observing station

or an educational laboratory. The Mount
Weather Research Observatory is maintained
by the U. S. Weather Bureau for scientific re-

search. Also research-laboratory.

repulsion, n. 3. In Mot, conspicuous unlike- research-school (re-s6rch'skol), m. A school

ness in the color or markings of allied species in which the pupils are trained in original

which inhabit the same locality. scientific research.

repulsion-motor (re-purshon-m6''''tor), n. An r^seau, n. 2. A network of small squares
alternating-current motor, for use on single- formed by two sets of fine, parallel, equidis

phase circuits, in which the stationary field is

similar to that of a single-phase induction-

motor and the armature is like that, of an ordi-

nary direct-cuirent machine with commutator
and brushes. The armature is short-circuited

through the brushes and, after starting, the

motor is commonly converted automatically

into a single-phase induction-motor by some
mechanical device that connects all the com-
mutator-bars together.

reputative (re-pu'ta-tiv), a. Same as putative.

request, h court of requests, (c) In India, a
small-debt court composed or military officers, held in

districts which are outside the jurisdiction of any ordi-

nary court of this kind. X. E. /^.—General request.
See upectdf *r«o»«!«t.— Request to charge, in (fijc, an

application made by either party to a suit, at the trial,

that the court instruct the jury as to the law api>licable

to the case or to a certain phase of the case, in order that

their venlict may lie in accord with the law, for example,

as to measure of damages. It may also include instruc-

tions as to facts in evidence.— Special request, in law,

a request actually made at a stated time and place, and
DO set forth in a complaint : used In contradistinction to

a general requmt, which does not necessarily state the

time when and place where made.

Requienia(rek-wi-e'ni-a),M. [NL.] A genus
of tcleodesmaceous I'elecypoda, belonging to

the Chnmacea and characterized by spirally

twisted gastropod-like shells, the left valve

being large and the right small and operculi-

tant lines, some millimeters apart, crossing

each other at right angles, accurately ruled

upon a glass plate. This is interposed in a photo-

graphic telescope immediately in front of the sensitive

plate, so that its lines are impressed upon the negative

and furnish reference-points from which the positions of

star-images can be measured. Its use is not without some
drawbacks, but presents some great advantages, and, on

the whole, is favorable to accuracy.

Prof. Turner showed specimens of photographic repro-

ductions of reseaux for stellar photography maile by il.

H. Bourget Athenieum, Jan. 27, 1906, p. 111.

3. A diffraction grating. See grating'^, 2 (6).

Jnwr.Jour.Sci.,3n\y,190i,-p.S5— Pentagonal
r^seau, imaginary lines fonningtho edges of the pen- reserVOry (re-zer've-ri), ».

reserve.

reserve, v. t. 4. In eccks., to retain or preserve

(a portion of the consecrated elements) for

certain purposes. A'. E. I).

A portion of the eucharlst, under one kind alone, was
always reserved in the church, from each mass ttj the

other. Mock, Church of the Fathers, III. 41. jV. E. D.

reserve, «. 12. In postal service, a fixed

amount of cash retained at a money-order sta-

tion to meet orders payable at that station.
— Federal forest reserve. See national /oregt Pre-

serve.— Gk>ld reserve, the gold held by the Tnlted States

treasury for the redemption of United States notes. This

fund was first accumulated for the resumption of specie

payments, and at that date (Jan. 1, 1879) amounted to

over $114,000,000. By the provisions of the act of July 12,

1882, it was practically fixed at $100,000,000. In April,

1893, it first fell below this sum as a result of the policy

of the treasury (under the " pality " clause of the act of

July 14, 1890) in paying the treasury notes of 1890, on de-

iniind, in gold ; and by January, 18M, fell to J6.5,650,00a

To replenish the fund the government sold bonds— $50,-

000,000 of 5 per cent, bonds In January, 1894 ; $.W,000,000

of 6 per cent^ bonds In November, 1894; about $62,000,000 of

4 per cent bonds In Februarj-, 1895; and ifKKi.iioO.iXX)

of 4 per cent, bonds in January, 1896.— Irrespective
reserve, in postal service, a maximum reserve allowed

over and above the total reserve held against unpaid
money-orders.— National forest reserve, a tract of

land set apart from the public domain by proclamation

of the President of the United States, under section 24 of

the act of March 3. 1891, or created by special act of Con-

gress, and administered under laws of the United States

passed for that purpose, in order "to improve and pro-

tect the forest within the reservation or for the purpose

of securing favorable conditions of waterflows and to fur-

nish a continuous supply of timber for the use and neces-

sities of citizens of the United States." Also called

federal forest reserve.— Vdcval reserve, an auxiliary

naval force of officers and men under the direct control

of the national government ; in the United States, a body
of State seamen, on the same legal footing as the State

troops. The former class are now designated as naval

militia, and are auxiliary to the regular naval forces of

the nation.— Reserve Of buoyancy. See *huoyancy.
— Reserve pattern. See «;)or(<'r,i.— Reserve seed
method. See •,««/.— Reserve sprout forest, see

•/'orcjif.- Reserve style. Same as rcsiKt style (which

see, under i-c,«i.«0— 'Water reserve, a district, reserved

from occuratn>n. from which water drains Into the vari-

ous streams fonning the water-supply of a district. [Aus-

tralia.]

tagonal dodeclihedron used by file de Beaumont In ex-

plaining the position and distribution of mountain-ranges.

Prof. Suess dismisses all geometrical plans of the earth,

such as £lle de Beaumont's famous Pentagonal riseau.

[reserve + -y^.]

service in the re-The status of a reservist

;

serves. [Rare.]

" Reservery," said lie, "seems a pretty mean way to

spend one's autumn holiday."
R. h. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 101. J>. E. D.

reservoir, ". 5. In organ-building, same as

storagc-bcllmos. See *heilnws, 3, and organ^, 6.

— Storage reservoir, a reservoir for the purpose of

storing .ir iini>ounding water, as for the purpose of water-

supply, water-power, or Irrigation.

reseti, n. 3. The act or practice of receiving

Mr'.ianss"eii's"skllTT yet after twenty years the reseau stolen goods. A. E. D.

photospherique, a phenomenon of " blurring" ni.anifested reSOtting-pin (re-set'ing-pin). n. In comput-
by their means, continues enigmatic as to Its nature, and

in„.,jiachines, a 'pin which acts in combination
opentodoubt even as to Its solar origm._

^
^r^^

^^^^^ mechanism in bringing the figure-

as misleading WlUs-o'-the-wisp.
Xattire, June 29, 1905, p. 19.'?.

Roseau photosph^rlqne IF., ' photospheric network, ').

a sort of network of regions alternately distinct and
blurred, covering the sun's surface, according to the earlier

photogra'phs of Janssen made with wet plates. Later re-

sults, however, seem to Indicate that the phenomenon
was not solar but purely photographic.

Super-eminent among them are the long series due to

E. M. Clerke, Problems In Astrophysics, p. 17.



resetting-pin

wheels simultaneously to the zero position

before beginning an operation. H. Goldman^
The Arithmachiuist, p. 57.

resetting-wheel (re-set'ing-hwel), n. In an
arithmometer, a small outside iiurled wheel
which is turned by the operator's fingers to

bring the numeral-wheels to the zero position

before performing an operation. H. Goldman,
The Arithmachiuist^ p. 63.

resh^ (rash), n. [Heb. resh, connected with
Heb. roA'A, Aram, reshy head.] The twentieth

letter ("i) of the Hebrew alphabet, correspond-

ing to the English r. Its numerical value is

200.

residence, w.— Legal residence. See residence, 5 (p).

residential, a. 2, Of or belonging to a resi-

dent. A', j:. d,
residual. I. (?.— Residual products. See*prodwe(.

II. n. 4. In math., the difference between
a variate and the mean of the set or series.

residuary, a. 2. In //eo/., noting the insoluble

portion of a series of rocks which have been
long exposed to weathering. The soluble por-

tion having been leached away, only the resid-

uum remains, as, for example, clays from
limestone.

residuum, n. 3, In geol., the insoluble re-

mainder left behind during processes of rock-

weathering by the removal of the soluble

portion.

Resignation bond. See ^hond^.

resile, *' '- 2. To shrink, recoil, or retreat

from something.— 3. To recoil or rebound;
return to its original form or position, as an
elastic body.

resilifer (re-sil'i-fer), n. [XL. resUi{um) +
'fer.'] In the pelecypod moUusks, a shelly

spoon-shaped process within the beaks of the

valves ou which the resilium rests and to which
it is attached by its ends; the chondrophore.

resiliometer (re-sil-i-om'e-t6r), n. [Irreg. <

r€sili{eitce) 4- -o-meter.^ An instrument for

testing resilience.

resiliom (re-sil'i-um), n.
;
pi. resilia (-a). [NL.,

< resilire, spring back. See resile.^ In the

pelecypod moUusks, an internal part of the

ligament, lamellar in structure and composed
of homy fibers, with a considerable intermix-

ture of lime which may aggregate and form an
accessory shelly plate (o^.Wcw/hw or ?*7Aorf<'sw«).

The resitium acts as a plug against which the

valves, when closed, are brought into opposi-

tion, and its tendency therefore is to push the

valves asunder.

Separation between Ifgament and resUium.
Science, Nov. 27, ISOfi, p. 771.

resin, « — Agaric resin. See kaiiaric.

—

Alpha-resln.
Sanie aa -tfjua laconic acid.— AnglCO resln, a liniziUan

gum obtaineil from Acacia A wjico, aiid soluble in alcohol

and in pn«»f-sifirit It is used in chest cuniplaints.

—

Botula resin, a reainoua body contained in the outer

corky lavfrs of the white birch {lietxda a^brt).— BolO-
retln reain, a resin derived from the foesil Hi-wikxI

found in Danish peat-b<:>ff8. It is soluble in ether, but
not in cold alcohol. It melts at 7.V-79' C— BUCUTU-
manga resin, a lisht-yellow, transparent resin found in

auiifenms iilliivium near iiucuruman(fa, New Granada.
— Calaba resin. Same as Mnyna« *rf*in.~ Capsicum
resin, a resin found in Ca}mcii}n/aitti>jiatum -awA Cop.
gicum nnnnum, or Cayeruie pepper. The acrid proper-

ties of the pepi»er were formerly ascriht-d to it.— Qalba
resin. Same as 3fa;/naK *r^xin.—Gomard resin, an
ole«jreain from the West Indies exuded by Hurnern 'jum-

mi/era. It has an odor somewhat resemblinir elemi ami
turpentine.— Hemlock-spruce resin, a reddiah-brown

resui, cliwely alli.-d t^^ liiii'^Mindy pitch, obtained from
hemhjck-flpruce (PinvJi Canndemtix); Cjinada pitch. It

tfl used medicin:Uly.— Hyawa resin. Same as Ili/awa

ffutn (which sec. umicr .'/f/"'-).^lncense-tree rssln.
Same as hj/nivn 'jum (which see, under rn/m^).— Indlan-
bemp resin, a bn-wn, amorphous, highly narcotic com-
pound obtained from the common hemp {Cannahi*
»ativa) when it is prown in India; cannahtn. It is used
as a nene-sedative.— Kamlla resln, a resinous, dark-

red colorinff-matter fmm kainila, which contains about
75 per cent, of it. The resin ronsists of several chemi-
cal comp<nunls.— Koussein resln. Same as -^koftin.—

liUban matl resln, 'in oleoresin derived frombirdwood
' {Boxu-eUia Frereonn); elenu. It Is white externally,

amber-colored inside, and has an odor of lemon and tur-

pentine and a mild terebinthinr>u8 taste. It was used
in medicine until the seventeenth century. Also called

Ixtban J/i'''/''?''.— Masopln resln. Same as -kmaxopin.
— Majmas resln, a resin. 'liHi^O^CO. obtained by
incision from the tree Calophijlttnn Calaha, in the
plains i}{ San Martirio and the Orinoco.— Mezereon
resln, the acrid constituent of mezereon bark, from
Daphne Mez^rmn, fi)un<l In middle and southern Eu-
rope. It is used in cases of rheumatism and scrofula

as an altenitive and sometimes as a vesicant.— Pali-
sander resln, a blai:k. brittle resin, f'2illoi<»,i{'0. which
is contained in palisander wo^mI. It meftfi at 05' *'.

—

Palm resln. Same as rfrf'»n7(n>'.— pelUtory resln.
Same as *//,»/'"''""''"•— Pepper restu, a resin found in

pepper, and said to be the cause of its pungent t:iste.—

Resln of birch. Same as hptuUn.^YBX d*Amo 8u-
perlore resln, a fossil resin closely resembling the
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Weissenfels resin.— Welssenfels lignite resln, a mix-
ture of resins obtained from the distillation-products of
lignite found at Weissenfels.

resin-cyst (rez'in-sist), w. A cyst or sac, in

wood, containing resin.

resineone (re-zin'e-6n), n. \resin + -e- +
-one.^ A compound, C3oH480(?), formed by
distilling colophony with lime.

resin-^nat (rez'in-nat),n. An American ceci-

domyiid fly, IHplosis resinicolUj whose larvse

Resin.enat {Di^iosis rfstnico/a).

a, adult female; *, win^ of same; c, cross-section of antenna of
' female ; rf, same of male ; e, section of pine twig' showing work of
lanrae ; y. same showing extruded pupa-cases: a. t. /, enlarged;
b, c, d, still more enlaryed. (After Comstock, U. S. D. A.)

live in exuding lumps of resin on pine-trees

and feed on the abraded bark. Comstock,
Manual of Insects, p. 447.

reslnic (re-zin'ik\ a. [resin + -ic] Pertain-
ing to or resembling resin.

resinlte (rez'in-it), n. [resin + -ite.'] Same
an *retinas2)halt.

resin-oil (rez'in-oil), n. Same as rosin-oih

resinone (rez'in-6n), n. [resin -h -one.] A
compound, C]oHigO(f), formed by distilling

colophony with lime.

resinosis (rez-i-no'sis), H. [resin + -osis, de-
noting disease.] An abnormal outflow of

resin from a coniferous tree. In some cases

it is attributed to the fungus Armillaria mellea,

•while in others the cause is unknown.
Outflows of Te%in~~ Resinosis— also come under this

general heading [tluxl but although some resin-fluxes are
traced to the destructive action of Agaricus [Amiillaria]

melleus in Conifers, others, as well as certain foniis of

Gummosis, are still in need of explanation.
Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 678.

resinous, a. 2. Noting the peculiar luster of

certain glassy rocks, as the pitchstones, which
gives to fractured surfaces the appearance of

resin. Geikie, Text-book of Geo)., p. 131.

resin-spirit (rez'in-spir'it), n. Same as "^pino-

liue.

resin-wash (rez'in-wosh), n. A standard in-

secticide mixture for use against scale-insects

and plant-lice. One of the formulas is: resin,

20 pounds ; caustic soda, 5 pounds ; fish-oil,

2| pints; water to make 100 gallons. Year-
book U. S. Dept. Agr.y 1900, p. 261.

r^istance, ". 4. In naval arch., the reaction

which a vessel opposes to an extraneous force

by which it is dragged or driven through the
water, and particularly to motion forward in

the direction of the length of the vessel.
Mfxiem investigation and experimentation In model-
biLsins have led to the divisitm of this resistance into

three principal parts. The whole resistance of the vessel

as distinguished from its parts is called the total resis-

tance. Frirtio7wl resistance is that part due to the fluid

friction of the water fl<»wing past the wetted surface of

the vessel (see also ircoefficient offrictuyn (/>)). The eddy-

making resistance is thiit part due to the formation of

eddies in the water flowing past the vessel, particularly

where tlie streams imite at the stem and around projec-

tions or abrupt breaks in the undcr-water suriace or at

the bows in very bluff-bowed vessels. In well-formed

ships the eddy-making resistjmce is a very small part of

the total resistance. The wave-makinfj resistance Is that

part of the resistance caused by the absorption of energy
in the formation and maintenance of the systems of

waves accompanying a vessel in motion. This part of the

resistance is small at low speeds, but at speeds in knots

eqmd to or greater than the square root of the length of

the vessel in feet usually fonns the greater part of the

U}Xa\ resistance. Tl»at pari of the t^>tal resistance remain-

ing after sulitraction of the frictional resistjince is called

the residimni v^iyfa/ice. (See also Frmuh's Maw.)—
Apparent resistance, in eU-ct., the resistance of a cir-

cuit, including not only the true or ohmic resistance of

theconduct^.rs butalso the false resistancedue to counter-

electromotive forces or to reactance. In circuits having
reactance the aj»parent resistance is the same as the im-

l>edance.-- Asymmetrical resistance, in eb'rt., a resis-

Unce greater to a How of cuncnt in one direction than in

another. Houston, Diet. Elect— Ballast resistance,

resistance

resistance placed in series with a Nemst lamp, arc-lamp,
ormercur>--lamp for the pui-pose of equalizing the tiowol
current in the circuit. See Nernst -klamp. Elect. World
and Engin.f March 28, iyo3, p. 528.

—

Bolstering resis-
tance, the compensating resistance or ballast of a Nernst
lamp, arcdamj), or mercury-lamp. See Nernst -klamp.
{Yav^.\ Elect. H'('?W o mi A'nf/m., March 28, 1903, p. 528.—
Center of lateral resistance, in naml arch.y the resul-
tant center of the water-pressures which oppose motion
sidewise or to the lee of a vessel from pressure of the wind
on the sails. The point is usually taken as the center of
gravity of the immersed portion of the centnd longitudi-
nal section of the vessel.— CoefQcient Of direct resis-
tance. See -kcoeffcient.— Coefhcient Of ftictlonal
resistance. Same as -kcoejiicient o/ friction (b).—CO~
efflclent of resistance. See •coc^c?Vn(.— Contact
resistance, (a) iyeti contactl. (6) Resistance to the flow

of current which occurs at the surface between conductors
in contact, as in the coherer, or between the liquid and
the terminal of an electrolytic cell, or between the heated
gus in the electric arc and the carbon.— Curve Of resis-
tance. See •ci(rrf.— Curve resistance, in raHroad-
iivi. the resistance toorretardation of the motion of a train

encountered when traversing a curve in the road. It is

caused by the combined slipping of thetwo rigidly joined
wheels in each pair in the train, resulting from the un-
equal length of the two rails composing the curve, and
the friction of the flanges of the forward outer wheels of

each truck in guiding the train through the curve.

Curve resistance implies increased power in the engine
at this point because it must be added to the normal
train resistance while passing the curve. See train -kre-

sistance.—Dielectric resistance. («) The power of a
dielectric to resist the stresses to which it is subjected in

an electrostatic held, as measured by the difference of

potential necessai-y to pi*oduce a disruptive dischai^e
through the medium, (b) The resistance offered by a
dielectric to the passage of an electric cun-ent ; the ohmic
resistance of an insulating substance.

—

Effective resis-
tance, in alternating-cuiTent circuits, the energy com-
ponent of impedance, defined as the energy conijionent
of the alternating electromotive force divided by the cur-

rent.— Elastic resistance, the resistance offered by any
material, solid t.ir liquid, to a change of form or size up to
the point at which it would receive a permanent defor-

nnttion from the stress.— Equivalent reslstarce, in

elect., a resistance the value of which is such that it may
be substituted for another resistance or set of resistances
(such as the various resistances of a complex or divided
circuit) without affecting the intensity of the current.

—

Essential resistance, in elect., the intemal resistance
of an electnjlytic cell or of a generator or motor.— Ex-
ternal secondary resistance, that part of the elec-

tric lesistance of an electrolyte (specifically of animal
or vegetjible tissue) which is due to cataphoric action,— Extraordinary resistance, in elect., the external
resistance of a circuit containing a genemtor, motor,
or battery.

—

False resistance, in elect., that pait of

the apparent resistance of a circuit which is due to
the' presence of counter-electromotive force.— Grade
resistance, in railroading, the resistance caused by
the weight of a train moving uix)n an upgrade, where
the weight tends to pull the train backward down the
grade. A one per cent, grade offers a grade resistance

that requires an extra tractive force in the locomotive
(in excess of the tractive force nequired on a level

track) that is estimated at 20 pounds per ton of train

weight Grades that exceed five per cent, require a
cable to haid the train up the grade or a locomotive
having geared wheels and a rack, as in a mountain road.

See cable-railri'fid, geared locomotive (under locomotive),

and train •r^*oV^«/icr.— Inductlonless resistance, the
resistance of a circuit devoid of inductance.— Insula-
tion resistance, in elect., the resistance which the in-

sulation of a conductor, such as a cable, offers to the flow

of current from the conductor to the earth or to any
other conductor from which it is Insulated.— Jacobrs
unit of resistance, a practical unit of resistance equal
t») the resistance of a copper wire one millimeter in

diameter and one meter In length.

—

Lateral resistance,
in naval arch., the resistance oi a vessel to motion
sideways through the water, or resistance to making
leeway under sail.— Matthlesen's unit Of resistance,
a practical unit of electrical resistance equal to the re-

sistance at 60° F. of a copper wire i/ie of an inch in diam-
eter and one statute mile in length.— Modulus Of
resistance. See *j«orft(ZMj(.— Molecular resistance,
in phgs. chem., the specific resistance of a dissolved
electrolyte multiplied by the concentration : it is the
same aa the resistance of one gram-molecule of the elec-

trolyte when dissolved and contained betMci-n two large
electrodes one centimeter apart.— Ncn-lndUCtlve re-
sistance, in elect., resistance of a circuit which has no
reactance and which, owing to tlie absmcc of inductance
and capacity, has the same resistance for an alternating as

for a direct cmrent.— Ohmic resistance, in elect., tliat

portion of the apparent resistance or inii>edance of a
circuit which depends only upon the dimensions of the
conductors, their temperature, and the materials of
which they are ponii-osed.— Primary resistance. See
*-/)rijnnri/.— Resistance factor, in 2'1'H'^-y the coeflicicnt

or numerical factor wliirh expresses the resistaTice due
ti> friction, or t*) similar causes, in the movement of a
projectile or of a revolving or oscillating body.— Resis-
tance rhythm. See •rAvfAm.— Rotational resis-
tance, resistance to rotation due to journal friction or

other influences.- Selenium resistance, in elect., a
resistance consisting of a strip, plate, or bar of vitreous

selenium. Its characteristic feature is the reduction of

resistance by exposure t^» light.— Skin resistance, in

elect., resistance of a conductor to oscillatory currents of

very hlgli frequency, as contrasted with its resistance to

a steady current In tlie former case only the layers

nearest the surface coiuluct, whereas the resistance to a
steady cuireiit is inversely as the cross-section of the con-

ductor.

The so-called third rail is also welded by these means.
Tlie skin re«iV(tf»cc of copjier bonds increases with time,

and frequent repairs are necessitated thereby.

Jour. Franklin Jmt., April, 1904, p. 248.

Slide resistance, a rheostat with sliding contacts. See
*Wf'f/p-icir*'.— Spurious resistance, false resistance as

distinguished from the true ohmic resistance of the con-



resistance

doctors of a circuit See /nUe irregistance.— Thermal
rdslstance, resistance to the passage of heat : the re-

verse of thenual conductivity.

—

Traction resistance,
the resistjince due to friction, which must be i)veiconie in

drawing a ktad along a track or roaii.— Train resis-
tance, in railroadini;, the sum of all the forces that tend
to retard and stop a train when it is in motion. Itismea-
BUi'eil in t«nns of the pttwer of the engine spent in stiirting

the train and keeping it in motion on a level track.

Engines for fast passenger-trains are usually capable of

quickly overcoming the train resistiuice at starting, when
the resistance is greatest, and maintaining the speed at

the nK«t economic rate when the resistance is least. The
chief force in train resistance is friction of the wheels
and flanges on the rails. Added to this are the friction of

the journals and moving parta of the engine, the resis-

taiice of the air, the force and direction of the wind, the
temperature and the weather, and the speed of the train.

Sometimes called rolling resista }ice. See grade *resig-
tance and curve -kresintancex— TrSJlsitiOll resistance,
(6) In elect., the resistance, to the passage of an electric

current, which exists at the boundary between two
media, as when a cun'ent flows from a solid into a
liquid or gas, or vice vei-sa.— True resistance, in elect,

the ohmic resistance of a conductor; that part of the
impedance of a conductor which depends only on its

matA-ial, size, and temperaturei— Vaxley'S unit Of
resistance, a practical unit of electrical resistance
pr*^)posed by Varley and defined as equal to twenty-five
Siemens's units. Varley's unit was approximately 23.5

ohms. Matthiesen's uint is also sometimes spoken of as
Varley's unit See Matthiesen's unit of -^resistance.

resistance-furnace (re-zis'tans-f^r^nas), n.

Same as electric *furn'ace, l^lect. World and
Engin., Jan. 23, 1904, p. 176*

resistance-head (re-zis'tans-hed), n. The re-

sistance offerea by the air at the front of a
nioviner train-

resistance-inductance (re - zis ' tans - in - duk^-
tans), n. In elect. ^ a starting device for three-

a

Resistance-i nductaoce.

phase induction-motors, it consists of a resistance-
coil r and a coil having suitable inductance t connected
in series across the mains. The mains a and b are con-
nected to two of the three terminals of the motor m, and
the third terminal c is connected to a point between the
two coils. Steinmetz, Klect Engineering, p. 293.

resistance-tube (re-zis'tans-tub), 71, A rheo-
stat consisting of a tube of insulating matecial
containing powdered carbon, the resistance of

which is varied by means of pressure.

resistant, a. 2, In hot., able to resist the
attacks of parasites: applied to those plants
which, because of some inherent property, are
able to resist the attack of those parasites to

which they are usually subject.

The advisability of renewed efforts in the introduction
and cultivation of varieties of Vitis vinifera on resistant
stocks in that region.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1898, p. 57.

resister, n. 2. Specifically, in elect., a body
which offers resistance to the flow of current:
said of the substances which transmit current

' within an electric furnace and become heated
because of their resistance.

The resistance medium or "resistor," when solid, usu-
ally consists of a core of carbon, coke, or graphite.

^i. Am^r. Sup., May 27, 1905, p. 24586.

resistive, a. H. «. In elect., a resistance;
that which offers resistance.

A non-inductive resistive in the shape of a barrel of
water was connected between the common bus-bar and
ground. Elect. World and Engin., April 11, 1903, p. 607.

resistiveness (re-zis'tiv-nes), n. Power of re-

sistance.

resistivity, n. 2. In elect., specific resistance
;

the resistance of a unit quantity of a sub-
stance, or of a sample of unit cross-section
and unit length.

Electric Resistivity may be defined as a quality of a
substance in virtue of which a difference of potential can
exist between different portions of the body when these
are in contact with some constant source of electromotive
force, in such a manner as to form part of an electric

circuit Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 4.

Ma^etlc resistivity, specific magnetic resistance ; the
reluctivity or opposition to magnetic flux of a material
as compared t^j that of air.— Mass resistivity, in elect.,

specific resistance expressed in tenns of length and weight
of the substance ; tiie resistance in ohms of a wire one
meter long and weighing one gram.

We may express the resistivity [of a metal] by stating
the resistance in ohms offered by a wire of the material
of uniform cross-section, one metre in length, and one
gramme in weight. This numerical measure of the re-

sistivity is called the Mass-Iiesisticitt/.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 5.
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Volmne resistivity, in elect, specific resistance; a
cubic centimeter is the unit of size.

resizer (rc-si'zer), n. [*resize + -er^.'] A die
for restoring a fired cartridge-case to its proper
size : it is used before reloading in order that
the cartridge-casemay certainly fit the chamber
of the gun.

resolute, ". 3. In math., the specifically di-

rected component of a vector.

resolution, n. 13. In ojytics: (a) The separa-
tion by means of an optical instrument, such
as a telescope or spectroscope, of close-lying
bodies such as the components of a double
star or of a multiple line in the spectrum, (b)

The rendition by means of a microscope of
the minute details of structure of a substance.
— Resolution of a vector, the determination, by the
principle>»f the parallelogram or otlier method, of the
components f>f a force or of any other vector quantity.

Besolutioner, «. 2. [l. c] One who joins in
or subscribes to a resolution. X. E. D,

resolv, V. and «, A simplified spelling of re-

solve.

resolve, v. t. 18. In optics, to make distin-
guishable, by means of .an optical instrument,
the details of structure of a body, or to sep-
arate by such means close-lying bodies, such
as the stars in a cluster.

resonance, ». 4. In elect., the condition of an
alternating electric circuit in which the ca-
pacity reactance equals or approximately
equals the inductive reactance. These two re-
actances therefore neutralize each other more or less
completely, and the cun-ent is limited by the resistance
only, so that very large values of currents, with corre-
spondingly high voltages, may appear in the circuit The
condition of resonance depends on the frequency of the
alternating current ; and, inversely, in any circuit con-
taining capacity and self-inductance, a ceilain frequency
exists where resonance occurs.

5. In' p.sychol.: (a) A term applied, in the
James-Lange theory of emotion, to the com-
plex of bodily changes reflexly aroused by
the object which excites emotion. **The
changes^ are so indefinitely numerous and
subtle that the entire organism may be called
a sounding-board." James. Also termed bod-
ily reverberation.

That the corporeal resonance does form an essential in-

gredient in emotion is abundantly proved by a variety of
facta. J. Sully, Human Mind, II. 58.

(6) By extension of meaning, the sympathetic
arousal in oneself, as if by echo, of a state of
feeling whose manifestations one is observing
in another, or the course of which one is trac-

ing in imagination, but of which one has had
no direct and first-hand experience.
Only genius, in which the highest powers of imagina*

tion are developed, is able, with little or no experience
with woe, to feel what a recent writer makes its [sym-
patliy's] chief characteristic,— the pnthos of resonance.
Ainer. Jour. Relig. Psychol, and Education, May, 1904,

[p. 34.

Electrical resonance, the property by virtue of which
oscillations are pet up in an electric cii"cuit in response to
oscillations in another circuit at a distance. The condi-
tions are analogous to those of acoustic resonance in that
the natural frequency of oscillation of the two circuits
must be the same or one tlie multiple of the other. See
also def. *4.— Helmholtz's resonance hypothesis, in
physiiil. and p^i/ch'il., Helmholtz's tlK-ijry of audition, ac-

cording to which the fibers of the ba.silar membrane, with
the structures resting upon them, form a delicately grad-
uated series of minute resonators.— MafTnetlc reso-
nance, electric resonance.

The main problem of Tesla' transformers is that of
establishing magnetic j"^«on« nee' between a coil of a few
tunis attached to a capacity with a coil of many turns
without terminal capacity.

Sci. Amer. Sup., March 14, 1903, p. 22745.

Multiple resonance, electromagnetic resonance simul-
tane(»ualy produced in resonators of various frequencies
by waves from a single vibratt)r. It has been shown by
Poincar^ and by Hertz that this is possible [when the
amplitude of the exciting waves diminishes rapidly.

—

Optical resonance, the vibration of a particle of matter
brought about by the actiftn of ether-waves having a fre-

quency approximating to the frofpiency of free vibration
of the particle.— Resonance transformer. See irtrans-

former.

resonance-bottle (rez'o-nans-bot'*'l), n. A
bottle or tube employed as a resonance-
chamber. Also resonance-tube. See resonance-
box.

For the Resonance Bottle , . . any bottle may be used,
and can be tuned to the right pitch by pouring in water,
which raises the pitch ; or, if the mouth is wide, by par-

tially covering it with a card, which lowers the pitch.

E. C. Saji/ord, Exper. Psychol., I, 383.

resonance-tone (rez'o-nans-ton), n. In
jylioucfics, the tone of one of the resonance
cavities of the vocal apparatus (trachea,

larynx, pharynx, mouth, nose): opposed to
chord-tone. E, TV, Scripture, Exper. Phonetics,
p. 19.

resonance-tube (rez'o-nans-tiib), n. See *res-
onancc-hottle.

resonifin

resonant, a. 3. In elect., capable of respond-
ing to electric oscillations of a given frequency
on account of its capacity, inductance, and
dimensions: said of an electrically tnned cir-

cuit.—4. In the graphic arts, noting brilliancy
and power in technique or quality. [Rare.]

His painting has ever become slighter, higher in tone
and less full and resonant in color.

W. Armstrong, in Portfolio, XVlII. 233.

resonat^, r. i. 2. In elect., to respond to elec-
tric oscillations of a given frequency. Used
transitively in the extract.
Having the radiating aerial resonating the primary

circuit, it Is now necessary to have a second primary cir-
cuit in tune with the first.

Physical Rev., April, 1904, p. 231.

resonator, n. 2, In elect.: (b) A circuit the
dimensions, inductance, and capacity of which
are such that it is in syntonism with some
similar circuit. Electric oscillations in the
one will then set up oscillations of the same
frequency in the other, even at a distance.

—

3. In anat., the parts above the larj*nx which
act as a resonance-box in voice-production.

—

4. A general name for such musical instru-
ments as consist essentially of a hollow body
or globe, the confined air of which is thrown
into vibration by blowing upon the edge of a
hole"" in its side, while the pitch is controlled
by other holes stopped by the fingers, such as
the clay whistles and ocarinas found in various
parts of the world.— Helmholtz resonators, in
physiol. &nd psychttphys., a series of spherical resonators
of brass or glass, used for the intensification and detec-
tion of partial tones.— Koenig's resonator, in acoustics,

a cylindrical resunat^ir of brass,
capable of adjustment to a series
of different pitches : introduced by
R. Koenig t^j replace the spherical
or cylindrical resonator of Helm-
holtz.— Resonator grating, in
elect, an apparatus for the study of
electric waves consisting of a series
of parallel wires or metallic strips.

Such a grating comjiletely reflects
electric waves when the distance
l)etween the wires is less than ^„ of
a wave-length and transmits with-
out loss by reflection when the
spacing exceeds J of a wave-length.

As Garbasso first showed, the
resonator gratings here used pos-
sess selective properties for electric
waves.
C. Schaefer, in Phys. Rev., XXIV.

[4*21.

Resonator system, the electri-

cally tuned receiving-circuit of a
wireless telegraph station,

Koiiiig's Resonator.

a, outer cylinder,
whose orifice is turned
toward the source of

sound; * adjustable resonatorv (rez'o-na-to-ri),

Te"olpn"'^oi'M:i a. [resonate + .o'ry.-\ Reso-
zoniai Dating; resonant; producingThe hoear.

lines upon the inner ~ o ~ o "
cylinder indicate the resonance. 6nyce, Science
settine of the resonator of Lang., I. 231. N. E. D.
tor detemunate pitches. f; , _ - _, . ,

resopyrin (re-so-pi nn), n.

[reso{rcinol-anti)pyrin.'\ Same as *reBorcinoU
antipyrin.

resorbence (rf-sor'bens), n. [See resorb."] Ee-
absorption. [Rare.]

resorbin (rf-sor'bin), n. A readily absorbable
ointment base composed of expressed oil of

almond, yellow wax, soap, gelatin, lanolin,

and water.

resorcinol (re-s6r'si-nol), n. [resorcin + -o/.]

Same as resorcin.

resorcinol-antipyrin (re-s6r'si-nol-an-ti-pi'-

riii), n. A crystalline product, CgH602 +
C11H12ON0, formed by intimately mixing re-

sorcinol ancl antipyrin. It melts at 103-104° 0.

Also called resopyrin.

resorcylic (re-sor-sil'ik), a. [resore(inoT) +
-yl + -!c] berived from resorcinol Resor-
cylic acid, a dihydroxybenzoic acid. C,jH;.(0H)2C00H,
in which the two hydroxyl groups are in the meta posi-

tion to each other. Alpha-resorcylic acid, or 3.5-dihy-

droxybenzoic acid, is a crystalline acid, t'«H-t(0H>2C00H
-flUIoO. It is made synthetically, and melts at 232-
233° C. Beta-resorcylic acid, or 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic
acid, is made synthetically. It contains from one half to
three molecules of water of crystallization,accordinc U> the
conditions. The anhydrous acid melts at 2tM-20e° C,
yielding resorcinol "and carbon dioxid.— ResOrcyllc
aldehyde, a yellow crystalline compound, t'QH3(0H)2.-
CHO, or 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic aldehyde. It is formed
when resorcinol is warmed with water, sodium hydroxid,
and chloroform. It melts at 134-135' t\

resorption, n. 3. In petrog., the melting of a
phenocryst in a porphyritic rock and its re-

crystallization in situ as other minerals.
This results in the foi-mation of a resorption

border in many cases about the more or less

resorbed phenocryst, as when hornblende is

surrounded by a black border composed of

pyroxene and magnetite.

resomfln (re-so-ro'fin), n. Ires(azurin) + L.

riifus, red, + -in'^.] A dark-red crystalline



resomfin

substance, C12H7NO3, formed by warming
resazurin with concentrated sulphuric acid, or

by treating it, in ammoniacal solution, with
zinc-dust or sodium-acid sulphite. It forms
carmine solutions in alkalis and is insoluble
in water.

respiration, «— Anal respiration, aquatic respira-

tion by the rhythmical pulsations of a muscular rectum
which takes in and expels the water, as in Cifdopg.

Parker and Uastcell, Zoology, I. 650.— Blot's respira-
tion, rapid and shallow breathing, occasionally inter-

rupted.— External respiration, the absorption of

oxygen by the blood from the inspired air and the giving

out, at the same time, of carb<_in dioxid.— Internal res-
piration, the giving out by the bl<K,d to the tissues of
oxygen and the absorption, at the same time, from them
of carbon dioxid.— Respiration calorimeter. See
•itcalorirnfti^r.

Respiratory blood, in annelids, the pseudohemal fluid.

—Respiratory food, heart, plment, trumpet,
tubole. See -i/oodi, itheart, etc.- Respiratory tube.
Specifically, a blind tube connected with Ilie gill pouches
and forming part of the respiratory apparatus of the
lamprey.

respit, n. and v. t. A simplified spelling of res-

pite.

respite, «.— Forced respite, in civil law, an act by
which tnose creditors who refuse to accept a debtor's

proposal for settlement are legally compelled to join with
the other creilitors who have accepted the proposal.

—

Voluntary respite, in civil law, an act by which all

the creditors accept a debtor's proposal of settlement of

claims.

respond, t'. >'. 6. In Wo?., to react under a stim-

ulus in such a way as to prepare for or escape
from an event of which, in course of nature, the
stimulus is the sign, signal, or constant ante-

cedent; answer back to a stimulus by an ac-

tion that commends itself to the human
observer as prudent and judicious. See *re-

sponse, 3.

respondeat superior (re-spon'de-at su-pe'ri-

or). [L.] 'Let the principal answer': in toir,

a phrase used to express the doctrine that the
principal is responsible for the acts of his

agents or servants when done within the scope
of their employment.

respondent, n. 4. A defendant in a lawsuit,

now specifically in a divorce case. y. E. V.

responder (re-spon'd6r), n. 1. One who or

that which responds.— 2. An electrolytic de-
tector or receiver for wireless telegraphy.

The principle of this receiver, or " re^oiuUr," is based
upon the fact that the Hertzian oscillations produce
sudden electrolytic action in a cell containing certain
electrodes and solutions. Elect. Rev., Sept. 3, 1904, p. 330.

response, n. 3. In 610;., the reaction of a
living being to a stimulus by a change that is

brought about by its organic machinery and
is fitted to prepare it for or protect it from
some external change of which the stimulus is

the sign, signal, or constant antecedent in

that order of events which has prevailed in

the ordinary or average environment of its

species ; the reaction of a living being to a
stimulus by a change that, so far as we under-
stand it, commends itself to our reason as
prudent and judicious. Winlcing when a blow is

threatened, considered as a means for protecting the eye-
ball from threatened danger, and the growth of the radi-

cle of the germinating seedling toward moisture and
soluble food under the stimulus of gravity, while the
plumule grows toward the suidight and the air under the
same stimulus, are illustrations of resp^>nse as an answer,
as contrasted with ' reaction ' In the ordinary meaning of

the latter word. While a response may commend itself

to the reason, it is not essential that it be understood by
the being thatexliibits it. Tlie chick runs to it« mother
for protection from threatened danger when its auditory
machinery is stimulated by her warning cry, although it

may not know the source of danger nor even what
danger and pniteotion are. Since the stimulus that leads
to a responsive act is a sigtial which may be misinter-
preted, any living being may make blunders or be misled,
aa we may ourselves be deceived when we think we know
more than the facta warrant The study of the physical
pro|)erties of stimuli and the study of the structure and
functional activity of organisms are valuable aids In the
6tudy of response, but its essential characteristic— that
which makes it an answer, its meaning— is not to be
found in the living tKMly. Its existence is in the relation
between the living being or its ancestors and the average
environment of the species.

4. In physiol., the reaction of a living body
or an organ or part of such a body to a stimulus,
considered apart from any biological meaning
thatit may ormaynot have Book of responses.
See *&ooit.—Response movement, in physiol., an auto-
matic movement. See the tjuotation.

Those motor reactions that are not the Invariable result
of a definite stimulus, . . . but that are mrjdified while in
progress by the action of new Intercurrentstimuli, we shall
call aut<jmatic acta. . . . Ooltz has termed the automatic
movements retpome-movements.

T. Ziehrn (trans.^ Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 13.

responsivity (re-spon-siv'i-ti), n. \responsive.'\

The character of being responsive ; specific-

ally, in anthrop., mental responsiveness ; that
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attribute of mind in virtue of which there is

a relation of correspondence between modes
of thought and physical surroundings, so that
the human mind, for example, even in its more
complex operations, reflects environment with
striking fidelity.

The cardinal principles of science may be reckoned as
five : the indestructibility of matter . . . ; the persistence
of motion . . . ; the development of species . . . ; the
uniformity of nature . . . ; and the responsivity of mind.

Proc. Wash. Acad. Set., II. 11.

The general relation between thought and surroundings
. . . finds most definite expression in the current scientific
teaching that knowledge arises in experience, and it

seemed desirable to fonnulate the relation as a principle

retaliation

strainer; that is, a substance which added to the electrode
material in small quantities reduces the rate of consump-
tion. Elect. H orld and Ewjin., May 21, 1904, p. 975.

Restraining order. Same as temporary injunction
(which see, under iiywncfiun).— Restraining powers.
See •poiwri.— Restraining statute. See *statute.

restraint, n.—Chemical restraint. f<Ktt *chemical.— Law of restraint. Sec *(iimi. — Restraint of
marriage. See marrmy,..- Restraint of princes
and rulers, a phrase used in bills of lading to denote a
limitation upon the liability of a ship-owner when the
ship carrying the cargo is detained by governmental
authority against the will of the ship-owner.— Restraint
Of trade, in law, a term commonly applied to contracts
held to be illegal and void by reason of their effect in pre-
venting competition and encouraging monopolies.Bcciiicu ucsiittuic Mj loiuiiuaLe ine relation as a principle ±. 'i tt • j ~ n> .. .",

of knowledge which may appropriately be styled the restnie, v. 11. intrans. lo strike again:
respongivity of mind. Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 68. Said of an electric arc which, after the current

restl, M. 10. (6) Any fixed period during which has momentarily ceased, forms again with
interest accrues and at the end of which a metallic connection between the terminals,
balance is struck, interest accruing from restrike (re-strik'), n. [re- + strike.^ In
thonee on the balance struck, thus giving the numis., a modern, or at least more recent,
benefit of compound interest: a term in com- impression from the original die. W.C.HazUtt.
mon use in computing interest on mortgages, Resultant acceleration, force, vector, ve-
trust funds, and the like.—Breve rest. In musical locity. See resulUmt *tector.
tiototioTi, a mark for a pause or silence equal in duration to resultantometer (re-zul-tan-tom' e-t6r), n.

'

[resultant + -o- + Gr. iihpov, measure.] An-Continued rest, in music, a resta breve,

that includes several measures, the number being indi-
cated by a numeral over the sign. See restl, 8, and ab-
breviation, 4.—Weighted rest, in 7necA., a form of
tool-carriage used on engine-lathes which is held to the
inverted T-shaped rails on the ways by a heavy weight
suspended beneath the carriage : used only for light
machines at any time and now practically obsolete.

—

Whole rest. Same as whole-note rest. See resti-, 8.

rest'-', n. 4. In anat., a minute accessory
suprarenal gland embedded in the kidney
or the liver. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 12^.
— Adrenal rests. See Marchand's itadrenals.

restart (re-start'), V. i. To start again after a
stop or pause: specifically used of injectors
for feeding-boilers, which adjust themselves

apparatus for determining the general resul-
tant direction of the atmospheric currents in
any particular locality, for a definite space of
time.

The method adopted has been to work out, for each
region of the earth's surface, the direction of the average
monthly drift of the atmosphere at various heights with
a "residtantomtter" devised by Mr. Sandstrbm. The
results are set out in tables and diagrams, and in what
follows attention will be directed to some of the most
important points. Nature, Feb. 2, 1905, p. 330.

resumption, ». 3. In Welsh prosody, the prac-
tice of beginning every verse with the saane
letter, which is sustained throughout. J.
Williams.

to varying pressures of the steam, and, after resuperheat (re'su-pfer-hef), v. t. [re- + su-
breaking the continuous flow of water, wUl perheat.] To superheat again. After steam
pickit up again without readjustment by hand; has once been superheated and has cooled in
also of motors for vehicles, which, after being doing mechanical work, it can be regenerated
stopped, will start up again without the neces- in a receiver between the cylinders of a mul-
sity of compressing and igniting the charge by tiple-cylinder engine, and the moisture re-
turning the motor-shaft by hand. moved if any has appeared.
rest-atom (rest'at'om), n. [rest^ -t- atom.'] resurface (re-s6r'fas), v. t.; pret. and pp. re-
Thatportion,containiugthepositive ion, which surfaced, ppr. resurfacing. To put a new
remains when the negative ion is removed

resterilize (re-ster'il-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

resterilized, ppr. resterilizing . [re- + sterilize.']

To submit a second time to the process of
sterilization. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 568.

restiaceous (ros-ti-a'shius), a. Belonging to
or resembling the Baloskionaceie, a family of
plants formerly called Restiaces and Restion-
acese. See liestiaceie and *lialoskionacese.

resting-bud (res'ting-bud), n. A bud in a rest-
ing or inactive state. ii«e resting-state. Na-
ture, Nov. 24, 1904, p. 76.

restis (res'tis), n. [NL., < L. restis, a cord, a
rojiO.] Same as rcstiform body (which see,
under restiform). Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 154.

restitution, » 6. In biol., the replacement
of a lost tissue or organ, or the substitution
for it of a difl'erent one: a term applied espe-
cially to the processes set up by a plant or

surface on; renew the surface of.

Subsequently, when the road was resurfaced with
limestone, which was much softer than the trap, it be-
came excellent Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 352.

resurge, v. i. 2. To surge back; swing back
or rebound : said specifically of that portion
of an oscillation in which the movement is

away from the position of maximum displace-
ment and toward equilibrium.

When a body which is capable of transmitting a dis-
turbance, as a pulse, is disturbed at any part^ a pulse Is

transmitted to the lx)undaries of the body, whence it
resurges. The pulsation continues for a time, but ulti-
mately dies out If the disturbance be repeated at a
short interval of time the second pulsation encouutera
the resurging of the first, and if this repetition of
disturbance be kept up at regular Intervals, the body
presently attains a condition of persistent rhythmical
vibration, being parcelled out into vibrating segments,
whose boundaries are nodes.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 64a

Other organism owing to the loss of"a tissue resurgence, «. 2. The act of resurging or
or organ. surging back, as a wave. See *resurge, 2.

Restitution . . . may include the replacement of the resUTTectional (rez-u-rek'shpn-al), a. [restir-

lost meinbera by the development of new ones on adja- rection -h -rt/t.] Of or pertaining tO resurrec-
ccnt pirts of the body, or on the Injured surface ; the tion ; of the nature of resurrection.
substitution of an organ of a different character arising -*„„«»«-*.4 ««...« /.. „ , / i „ . \ p
on the Injured surface, or the substitution of an organ of resUlTectioner (rez-u-rek shon-6r), M. [resur-

a different character on adjacent portions of the plant rection -I- -cr.] A resurrectionist.
Science, June 6, 1903, p. 905. reSlUTection-fem (rez-u-rek'shon-ffem), ».

Residual restitution, in much., the gradual return See */er//i.
fmni a state ..f strain after release from stress, observed rAaiirrPpt.lnTl-flnwAr (try ii rpV'abnn i\r.n'l.r\
in b..dies that siiow elastic fatigue. resuTTeciion-nower (.rez-u-rcK snon-nou er),

restiv, n. A simplified spelling of rra^w. « »a.mea.s resurrectwn-plant.

restock (re-stok'), v. t. and i. [re- + .itock.] resurrectionism (rez-u-rek shon-izm),«. The
To stock again ; specifically, in iciith., to fur-
nish, by artificial means, with a species which
is becoming exhausted.
The important Industry of artificial fertilization and

the tran8p4>rtation of fish eggs, which has enabled man to
restijck exliansted localities and to st^ick new ones.

J. J. .Stevenson, in Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 331.

restoring-coil (re-stor'ing-koil), «. In tele-

phony, the coil, in an annunciator or indicator,
the attraction of whose core serves to restore
to position the drop-shutter after a- call has
been answered.

restrainer, n. 2. Specifically, in elect., a. sub-
stance used in the manufacture of the elec

jiracticcs of the resurrectionists; body-
snatching.

resurrection-pie (rez-u-rek'shon-pi''), n. A
pie made with the remnants of previous meals.
Stand. Diet. [Slang.]

resurrective (rez-u-rok'tiv), a. [resurrect +
-ire.] Causing resurrection ; bringing the
dead to life. [Bare.]

reti (ret), n. [reti, v.] The process of retting;
retting.

If the stem then breaks freely, and the fibre leaves it

easily, it will have got a good ret, as it is called.
Jour. Roy. Agr. Soc, X. 178.

Retaining valve. See *valve.
trodes of magnetite arc-lamps the function of retake, ''. '. 3. In che.ss, to take (a hostile
which is to reduce the rate at which the ter- piece that has captured something). Morphy,
minals are consumed. Games of Chess, p. 443.

A much better method of producing electrodes was retaliation, « Law of retaliation. Same as lex
found by not reducing the material, but adding a re- talionis (whicti see, under lex).



retaliator 1134 retrally

One who retail- culuni,6 Reticule wire, a fine filament placed in an retinulate (re-tin'u-!at), «. [NL. rctinula +retaliator (re-tal'l-a-tor), n.

ates.

retama, n. 2. In Spanish America, a name
applied to several leguminous plants more or

less closely resembling plants of the genera
Spartium, Genista, and Cytistis: in Porto Rico,

Cassta htftora and ( . portoricensts ; in soutbern
jgygij^ii (re-tik'ii-lin) n.

Mexico, Cassm (omeHtosa; in northern Mexico, • - •' '

Parkinsonia actileata and Cercidium texanum.

astronomical instrument at the common focus of object-

glass and eyepiece. It may be tix«d or movable, and ob-

servations consist in noting the time when Btjir-ima^es

cross the wire, or the reading of micrometer and circles

when the wire is made to bisect the image. The wires

are usually spider-threads, but fine lines ruled on glass

are also used. See ri'ticule, 2.

\\j,reticul(um),-net,

+ -in'^.'^ An albuminoid, closely related to

gelatin, found in the reticulated tissue which
retard, v. <.-Ketardlng force. See -kacceleratioe constitutes the fibrous framework of the

retardance (re-tiir'dans), n. [retard + ^nce.-] lymph-glands and other
fi^fures.

A numerical "constant, proportional to the reticulum ». 5. In hot.: (6) The structure

capacity and resistance of a telephone-line, for^.ed bv the anastomosing strands of plas-

which gives the maximum distance over which
speech may be successfully transmitted.

retardation, «.— Magnetic retardation, the mag-
netic lag of a circuit containing iron in which magnetic

flux is induced.

retardative, a. 2. Serving to express retar-

dation : applied to'certain verb-forms in some
agglutinative languages. Compare the ex-

tract under *accelerative, 2.

retarder, « 2. An obstruction, usually in

the form of a twisted piece of sheet-metal,

placed in a boiler-flue to retard the hot gases

and make them give up their heat to the water

in the boiler.

The water tube boilers could be kept clean and per-

fectly efficient, as they need only be used for driving the

ship at high speeds, when economy of coal relatively is

not so important The cylindrical boilers should "--

media which collect and fuse as in the genus
Fuligo of the slime-molds.

The strands of this reticulum anastomose in every di-

rection with one another.
De Bary (trans.), Fungi, p. 431.

7. The supporting network of glandular or-

gans or soft tissues, such as the brain.

Mall . . . has also proved that the interstitial tissue of

many glands and organs has no connection with the con-

nective-tissue cells, but consists of an interlacement of

branching fibrils. This substance he calls reticidxnii.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 128.

8. In the hexactinellid sponges, the support-
ing skeleton composed of reticulating or inter-

secting bundles of thread-like spicules.— 9.

The network of bone which more or less com-

-ute^.] Provided with, or characterized by
the presence of, retinula:.

Betiolites (re-ti-o-li'tez), n. [NL., < 'retiolum,
dim. of L. reteoT retium, net, + -ites, E. -t(c2.]

A genus of graptolites having a complicated
polypary with two virgulas, one on each side
of the peridermal network, one straight and
the other zigzagged. It occurs in the Silurian
rocks.

Retioloidea (re'ti-o-loi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <
'retiolum (dim. of IJ. rete or retium, a net) +
-oidea.'\ A suborder of the Graptoloidea or
graptolites, characterized by a latticed peri-

derm which consists of a network of ehitinous
filaments. They extend from the middle
Lower Silurian to the middle Upper Silurian.

The most typical genus is Eetiograptus.

retire, v. t. 7. In the taw of negotiable instru-

ments : (a) To take up (a bill or note) from
a prior transferee and thereafter hold (it) with
all remedies intact: said of an indorser. (6)

To retire (a bill or note) by taking (it) up at
maturity, with all remedies on it extinguished:
said of an acceptor Retiring board, a board of

officers which ascertains and reports on the cause and
degree of tlie physical incapacity of an officer preparatory
to liis retirement.

retistene (re-tis'ten),

be

pletely fills some of the long bones, such as
the femur of the ostrich and elephant,

iitted -Kithretarders in thetubes and with special means retina, M.—Detachment of the retina, a separation
for circulating the water while raising steam. of the retina from the choroid, wliich causes loss of . .

Set. .a?n«r. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22625. yi^i^n jn the detached portion.— Ganglion of the retitrate (re-tit'rat), V.

3. A device, such as a dash-pot, for cheeking retina. See*(;a)i,r/iiuii.— Lower retina, the lower half titrated, vvv. retitratinn.

the too rapid motion of any mechanism.

vision 1

retina. , „

of the retina.— Nasal retina, the nasal half of the

5 ....,,. , , , J. retina.— Temporal retina, the outer half of the retina.

retardive (re-tar div), a. Same as retardative. _ upper retina, the upper half of the retina.

retching (rech'ing), n. [retch^, v. j.] 1. An retinacular (ret-i-nak'u-lar), a. [retinaculum
effort to vomit.— 2t. Hawking, or clearing of + -a,-3.] Of or pertaining to a retinaculum,
the throat. N. E. D. retinaculum, «. 3. In entom. : (6) An ar-

retd. A contraction of returned. rangement of hooks, or of hooks and bristles,

rete, n. 2. In certain astrolabes, a movable whereby the fore and hind wings of insects
skeleton framework out out of a circular sheet are interlobked when in flight. N. E. D.

, ,, II. The name of a hy-
drocarbon, Ci8Hi4, from which the compound
formerly called retistenequinone but now
known to be retenequinone, Ci8Hig02, was
supposed to be derived.

t.; pret. and pp. re-

[re- + titrate.] In

chem., totitrate (a solution) again after it has
undergone, or may be supposed to have under-
gone, some change, as in the case of a solution

which may have altered in strengtlj by ex-

posure to the air.

retonation (re-to-na'shon), n. [re- + (de)to-

nation (?).] Backward impulse of an ex-
plosion. See *retonation-tcave.

of metal, and lying between the planisphere retinaphtha (ret-i-naf'thil), n. [Gr. ptiTl(v?i), retonation-wave (re-to-na'shon-wav), n. A
, ., ,- i -i:j_j. Ti :„„ — . . »,, ,.,-.. . i. backward wave of compression observed when

an explosive mixture of gases is ignited within
a glass tube,

retorted^ (re-t6r'ted),|). o. [retorts, v."} Be-
fined or purified in a retort. X. E. D.

" [retort^, v., + -er.]

liaymond, Statistics

of Mines and Mining, p. 415. A'. E. D.
gas-

and the diopter or alidade. It carries one or resin, *-(- NL.«ajj/itf(a.] A name" at one time
two pointers, also an eccentric ring marked given to toluene, as obtained by destructive
with the signs of the zodiac, and several distillation from the resin of Pinus maritima.
curved arms indicating the place of the pole retinasphalt (ret-in-as'falt), n. [Gr. 'prjTivii,

of the ecliptic and of certain stars

.\bove the planisphere lies the neatly cut out and dec-

orated " rete " carrying upon its circular interior the con-

stellations of the ecliptic. The pole of the ecliptic and
the positions of some of the stars are also given.

C. A. Brassier, in Sci. Amer., Aug. 12, 1905, p. 127.

retene (ret'en)j n. [Gr. p;?r(ii^^), resin, + -ene.]

resin, + aa(pa?:TO(, asphalt.] A light-brown,
yellow, or reddish mineral resin found in the retorter^" (re-tor'ter), n.

Tertiary coal of Bovey, Devonshire. Alcohol One who retorts metals

separates from it a compound which has the _ _

composition C21H28O3, to which the name retort-SCUrf (re-tort'skerf), n. Same as

retinetlite has been'given. carbon (which see, under carbon).

A crystalline kvdrooarbon, CirHio, found in retinellite (ret-i-nel'it), n. [Gr. ptirivv, resin, retort-stand (re-tort'stand), n. A vertical

resinous woods'and certain fossil'gums and + L. dim. -elliis + -iie^.] See ^retinasphalt.

resins: also made by distilling rosin-oil with retineum (rf-tin'e-um), n.
;

pi. retinca (-ii).

sulphur. It is 8-methyl-.')-isopropylphenan- [NL., < retina.'] In invertebrates, the part of

threne. It melts at 98.5° C. and boils at the eye that functions as a retina.

390° C. retinic (re-tin'ik), a. [Gr. prp-ivrj, resin, + -ic]

retention, « special retention, in Scots law, a Derived from retinellite.

right to hold the property of another for a particular rctinite, ". 3. Same as ^retinellite.'

debt due from the owner by reason of money or labor Retinitis apoplectlca, inflammation attended with ex-

expended on the property held. travasation of blood into the retina.- Retinitis pro-

rethet (reth), a. [Also retht, reithe, reythe, etc.; llferana, retinitis marked by projections of fibrous tissue

AS. rede.] 1. Fierce, cruel, stem, zealous: into the vitreous
_ ,. , ,,

saidof persons.— 2. Terrible; dreadful: said retmocerebral (ret^i-no-ser e-b_r|ii;^ a^

of things.

rod,

Per-

retheness (reth'nes), n. [rethe + -ness.] The
character of being rethe; fierceness; rough-

ness ; harshness ; sternness. [Obs. or Scotch.]

retiarian (re-shi-a'ri-an), a. and n. [retiari(us)

+ -an.] Pertaining to or composed of reti-

arii ; a retiarius.

reticulated, i?. a. 2. In ceram., perforated:

noting a style of decoration in which the outer

wall of a vase, cup,

or other vessel is

honeycombed or
pierced in patterns,

while the inner wall
is solid and forms
the vessel proper. It

originated with the

Chinese potters and
was later imitated at

some of the European
potteries, particu-

larly at Worcester,
Berlin, Vienna, and
Sevres. — Reticulated
cirrus, i^ee -krirrus.

reticulate - punctate
(re-tik'ii-lat-pungk''- „ . , .„ „ ,,„2_r^ • TT • Reticulated V.-»fie. Roval Worcester,
tat), a. Having a Modem, (in the Pennsylrania

reticulate puncta- «"»«""• Philadelphia.)

tion. as the elytra of certain beetles.

reticule, n. 4. [cap.] Inas(ron.,sameasre«f-

taining to or involving both the retina and the

brain.
It is a question . . . whether impromptu speaking and

spontaneous writing are not essentially such processes as

occur in reading or copying from a btxjk before the eyes,

except that the copy is mental (cerebro-cerebral) instead

of what we call physical (retino-cerebral).

Psychol. Rev. Mon. Sup., III. liv. 24.

retinochoroidal (ret"i-no-k6'roi-dal), a. [NL.
retina, retina, -I- choroides, choroid, -f -o/l.]

Relating to both the retina and the choroid.

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 64.

retinol (ret'i-nol), «. [Gr. prrrivii, resin, -t-

-ol.] A liquid diterpene, CjoHas; which is

found in copaiba and is also formed by the

distillation of rosin. It is occasionally used
as a solvent in pharmacy, and as an ointment
or liniment.

retinophoral (ret-i-nof'o-ral), a. [retinophora

+ -a/1.] Pertaining to a retinophora.

retinoscope (ret'i-no-skop), n. [NL. retina,

retina, + Gr. OKonelv, view.] An instrument
employed in retinosoopy.

retinoscopic (ref'i-no-skop'ik), a.

scope -h -80.] Of or pertaining to retinoscopy.

retinoscopist (ret-i-nos'ko-pist), n. [retino-

scopiy) + -ist.] One who practises retino-

scopy.
No matter what the defect, hyperopia, myopia, astig-

matism, simple, compound or mixed, all give up the

Ketort-staiid.

generally of iron, with a heavy metallic
foot, and a number of
metallic rings, of differ-

ent sizes, each at the
end of a horizontal arm
and capable of sliding
up and down the rod
and of being fixed at
any desired height by
a pinch-screw : the
whole serves to sup-
port a retort or other
vessel, properly ad-
justed as to height, over
a lamp-flame. Also
known as retort-holder

or retort-support.

retouching-varnish (re-tueh'ing-var'nish), n.

Alcohol-shellac varnish, used in retouching
oil-paintings.

retour (re-tor'), V. [retour, n.] It. intrans. 1.

To revert (to a person).—2. To return (to a
place).

II. trans. 1. To return (a person) as heir.

N. E. D.— 2. To make a return to Chancery
of or relative to (lands, etc.) ; state the value
of, in a retour. N. E. D.— 3. To return or
send in (the breve or verdict, etc. ) toChancery.
[Scotch, in all uses.] X. E. D.

retractation, " 2. pi. [cap.] The title of a
work by St. Augustine containing corrections

and other modifications of his earlier writings

;

hence, some similar book.
[retino- Retractile disk. See ^disk.

Retraction ring, a ring-like constriction of the uterus
just al>ove the intenial os, observed during labor. Also
ciUled Bandl's ring. Lancet, June 18, 1904, p. 1719.

retradition (re-tra-dish'on), n. [From L. re-

tradere, give back.] The act of giving or

. . handing back. Posfe, Gaius, IIL 384. N.E.D.
secrets to the skilled r«fano8copt«( ; whether willmgly or _-4._„ii,, /•-p/f-ni.i'i rdr Tn a rpfral manner

•

not, aU must yield to this method. rewaiiy (re trai-i;, aai. in a retrai manner,
Optical Jotir., June 2, 1904, p. 938. posteriorly.



retreat

-To beat a retreat.

retriev, v. A simplified spelling of retrieve.

retro (re'tro), ndr. [L.] Backward.
retrobronchial (re-tro-brong'ki-al), a. [L.

1135 revelative
suit in less than a proportionate increase in production.
Likewise, an increase in the number of units of land,
capital.and labor remaining stationary, would result in
less than a proportionate increase in production. The
same principle holds of an increase in skilled labor, if un-
skilled labor, etc., remains stationary, or of one form of
capital, other forms not vaiying in quantity. The validity
of the principle rests upon the assumption that the origi-
nal combination of the various fonns of economic agency
was rational and effective. LalKir and capital may con-
ceivably be applied to land in such minute quantities as to
produce practically nothing, and in this case an increase
in those agents might result in more than a proportionate
return. Such a condition is excluded by the assumption
that the original combination was rationally made. Fur-
thermore, the principle requires for its validity the
assumption that no technical change alters the propor-
tions in which the forms of economicagency are normally
combined. The principle was first discovered in a study

building backward or downward, as to a lower grade or "' ^^^ effects of increase of labor and capital in the culti-

'7, p. 244. ran k TRare 1
vation of a field or the exploitation of a mine ; hence the

-' - ' ^ ~ -'-i extractive industries are often,though improperly, distin-
guished from manufactures, etc., as industries operating
under the law of diminishing returns.—Law Of Increas-
ing return, in polit. ccoji., the principle that, through
the iuiprovement in organization aiul the elimination of
waste made possible by large-scale industry, an increase in
the size of a business unit increases the efficiency of the
labor and capital employed.

While the part which Nature plays in production con-
forms to the law of diminishing return, the part which
man plays conforms to the Law of Increanng Return.
At/red Marshall, Principlesof Economics (3ded.), I. 397.

retreati, ".—To beat a retreat. See *(>««»,». (. retroflex (re'tro-fleks), t). «. Same as *«<ro-
retreat', r. t. 2. In chess, to move (a piece) fleet.

backward. retrograde, a. II. n. In billiards, the puU-
Hlaik would have simply retreated Q to K's 2nd. back, draw, or recoil. W. Broadfoot, Billiards,

ilorphy, Games of Chess, p. 49. p. 196.

retreatal (re-tre'tal), a. and n. [retreat + retrogress (re'tro-gress), f. i. [L. retrogress-
-a/l.] I. a. Of or relating to retreat; in greo?., (us), pp. of retrogradi, go backward.] To
relating to something that has retreated ; re- move backward ; retrograde,
cessional: applied particularly to moraines Retrogressive variation. See *tian'aiion.
deposited during the halts of a retreating retromalleolar (re-tro-mal'e-6-lar), a. [L.
glacier. retro, back, behind, -f NL. malleolus + -ar'^.l

II. n. The act of retreating ; a retreat. Situated behind a malleolus: noting a fossa
retreatant (re-tre'tant), H. [retreat^, v.'] One on either side of the tendo Achillis.
who retreats ; specifically, one who takes part retromote (re'tro-mot), f. t. [L. retro, back,
in a religious retreat. + movere, move. Cf. promote.^ To move
The r?'rM^«nfjt were all cared forin theample

of St. Agnes' .Schcxjl. Outlook, Sept 25, 189'

[L. retro,

-ail.] Re-

retreating (re-tre'ting), «. 1. The act de- retronasal (re-tro-na'zal), a,

noted by the verb rrfreaJl.— 2. Specifically, in back, behind, -t- nasu's, nose,
viining, a process by which a vein is untouched lating to the posterior nares.
until after all the gangways, etc are driven. The nasal and «<ro-na,<,i secretion of the mucous
when the mineral extraction begins at the membrane. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 480.

boundary and progresses toward the shaft, retroposed (re'tro-pozd), a. [L. retro back
Coal and Metal Miners' Pochet-Book. behind, + E. pose^ + -cd2.] Displaced back-

ward.
retropulsion, n. 3. Transference of an ex- „ „ „

..f., Karl, h»l,i„l -!-• KT°°w,Vi>,','^ i -^f/'i
ternal disease to some internal part or organ. Metamc retuni, in *;«^, a rettirn cireurtTor'electric

retro, back, behind, + J«L. bronchia + -a/l.] y, e. D. currents consisting of metallic conductors usually in-
Sitiiated or occurring behind the bronchi, retrorectal (re-tro-rek' tal), a, [L retro sulated from the ground "

'
' "

ir^«'*, Med. Handbook, yiL 750.^
, , ,

^a"'^- ^Jehind, + ISTL. rec(M»i + -aJl.]" Situ-
ated behind the rectum. »„4.,.-__ 1. / - i- „ ,N

retrorsiqn (re-tr6r'shon), „. [A nominal ^^t^l'L^^^ (--t!!!:?.
^rangk)

contraction of retroversion, after retrorse.'\

A turning or twisting back ; the state or con-
dition of being turned or twisted backward

retrocsecal (rc-tro-se'kal), a. [L. retro, back,
behind, -t- NL. excnm -^ -flP.] Situated or
occurring behind the caecum. Med, Record,
June 27, IJXW, p. 10.56.

retrocalcarine (re-tro-kal'ka-rin), a. [L. rp-

Sale or return, in law, a
contract whereby a sale is perfected only after a reason-
able time has elapsed without the return of the goods.

, . ,. ,, 1. An op-
posed crank ; a crank which makes an angle
of 180° -with an adjacent crank.— 2. A crank
formed by bending a shaft to form the crank

tro. back, behind, -f E. calcirine.] See" *cal- retrosection rre'-tr6-"sek'shon)7 «.~"[L.'7eiro, "P'!
J,''™ bending it back tt) its former line

carine complex. back, behiud, + sectio(n-j, cutting.] Same return-screw (re-t*m skro), n. A screw used
retrocardiac (re-tro-kiir'di-ak), a. [L. retro, as *loop-cut.
back, behind, -t- 6r. Kap6ia, heart, + -ac.] retrospectant (ret-ro- or re-tro-spek'tant), a.«„„„fo^ h„i„^H »»,„ i,..,.f Same as re(ro»pec«re".- Retrospectant evidence,
Situated behind the heart,

retrocentral (re-tro-seu'tral), a. [L. retro,

back, behind, -I- centrum, center, -f- -aU.] Sit-

the testimony as to a present fact from which a past fact
is inferred, as that the TKissession of stolen goods argues

uated behind the center. Amer. Anthr'opolo- "T
P"ssc8sor guilty mgmore. Evidence, § 148.

-R«troo«ntr^i retrosymphysealgist, July-Sept., 1901, p. 469 Retrocentral
sulcus. See *itxUcta.

retrocervical (re-tro-sfer'vi-kal), a. [L.retro,
back, behind, -1- cervix (cervic-), neck, -I- -a/i.]

!d behind a cervix, especiallv the
uteri. Buck; Med. Handbook, VIII. 96.

retrocession, n. 4. (6) In civil law, a, recon
veyanee of heritable rights to the original retrotensively (re-tro-ten'siv-li), adv. In
grantfpr. manner which exerts tension backward.

retrOCeSSive (re-tro-ses'iv), a. [L. retrocessns, ,
At each point on It [academic life] we can see and feel

pp. of retrocedere,'go backward, + -ive.'] 1.

Moving backward; retrograde.— 2. Of the

to bring back, or return to its original position,
a piece which has been moved.

return-stroke (re-tem'strok), n. A term some-
times applied to'the induction effects of light-
ning. Since lightning is frequently oscilla-
tory, violent surgings of current are induced
in conductors near the path of the discharge.
As there are no signs whatever on the fence of the di-

rect effect of lightning, it must be supposed that the cows
killed fell victims to the so-called return stroke.

Sci. Amer., Feb. 7, 1903, p. "98.

1. A tube or

(re' tro-sim-fiz'e-al), a.
[L. retro, back, behind, + NL. sijm'physis +
-e-a?'.] Situated behind a symphvsis. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 784.

Situated behind a cervix, especiailv the cervix retrotensive (re-tro-ten'siv), a. [L. retro, ^ ^ , ,., ,_ ,-
• —" — back, behind, -1- E. teiisive.1 Pulling or retum-tube (re-t6m'tub), n

stretching backward. flue used to return a fluid to the source from
- - - - which it was taken.— 2. A tube or flue used

to convey the hot gases from the back end of

..„ ^,... „^^ „.„ .^^. a boiler to the front end.
both ways— protensively toward the Tutureaud rcfro- retzian (ret'si-an), n. [Named (1895) after
temively toward the past— as at no other stage of life. A. J. lietzius.']

" A basic arseniate of manga-
nature of, or marked bv, retrocession, as of ,„*,„„„„„ , .,, - "^^

*' ^«"- A*''«»"<^"'=«' IL 402. nese calcium, and some undetermined rare
' •

'

' retroverse (re tro-v^rs), a. [L. retroversus. metals, found at Nordmark, Sweden.
See rctroversion.'\ Turned backward ; reversed reuniol (re-u'ni-61), «. [Reunion, the name of
in action or direction. an island,' + -ol. So called as occurring in
retroverted (re-tro-vfer'ted), a. In bot, geranium-oil from Reunion.] Same as *« fro-
turned back or inverted. nellol.

retmsible (ro-tro'si-bl), a. [L. retrusus, pp. reussin (roi'sin), n. [ffcM*s, name of its de-
of refr«rfere, thrust back, + -iftJe. Seeretrude.] scriber. -h -ite^.] Native Glauber salt (inirabi-
Capable of being retracted. lite) which occurs as a deposit about the
The Cydippidea are generally spherical or ovoid, with mineral Springs of Saidschitz and Sedlitz.

two long rf(ru«M« pinnate.tentacles.
_^ j.^-^. An abbreviation (A) of revise; (j) of re-

territory.

retroclavlcular (re'tro-kla-vik'u-lar), a. [L.
retro, back, behind, + NL. clavicula, clavicle,
-I- -<jr3.] Situated or occurring behind the
clariele. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 542.

retrocognition (re-tro-kog-nish'on), n. [L.
retro, back, behind, + E. cognition.] A sup-
posed-supernormal faculty, the possessors of
which are able to describe pi»st events, ac-
tions, etc., without having recourse to any of
the ordinary means of information.
Our retroeoftnition^ seem often a recovery of Isolated

fragments of thought and feeling.
Myers, Iluman Personality, I. 31. X. E. D.

retrocoient (re-tro-ko'i-ent), a. [h. retro,

backward, + coietis{t-), ppr. of coire, copulat«.]
Same as retrocoputant.

retrocolic (re-trp-kol'ik), a. [L. retro, back,
behind, + NL. colon, colon, + -ic.} Situated
or occurring behind the colon.

retrodeflect (re'tro-de-flekf), V. t. To bend
or twist downward and backward.
retrodisplaced (re'tro-dis-plasf), a. [L. re-

tro, liack. behind, -I- S. di.'^placed.'] Displaced
backward. Med. Record, Oct. 19, 1907, p. 6.58.

retrodisplacement (retro-dis-plas'ment), n.

Displacement backward : referring, in pathol-
ogy, chiefly to a malposition of the uterus.
Mid. Record, June 27, 19(13, p. 10.59.

retrodural (re-tro-du'rul), a. [L. retro, back,
bchiid, -I- NL. dura + -oH.] Situated or oc-
curring behind the dtira mater. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 3.52.

retroesophageal (re-tro-e-so-faj'e-al), a. [L.
retro, back, behind, -t- KL. oesophagus + -e-fl(l.]

Situated behind the esophagus. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IV. 384.

retroflect (re'tro-flekt), v. t. [L. retro, back,
behind, + flectere, bend.] To place in a posi-
tion of retroflexion: said of a manipulation
of the uterus.

Uncyc. Brit, XXVIL 301.

iUlg. ».-Hot-water retting, amethod of retting revaccinato (re-vak'si-nat), !7. f. : pret.andpp.

m'^erXle'^.WF'rtrelrex';^itTl„^Stti.:iJ revaccinaUd, ppr. reracdnating. [re- + vacl
retting, n.
llax by treat

atemperalnre of ;^00 F. and then exposing i. ... ...^ ..„.,.„, . t m -
-• , -

of dry steam of the same temperature.— Mixed retting, nate.] To vaccinate (one already vaccinated).
a method of retting flax in which the fermtntation is rovaccination (re-vak-si-nii'shon), «. The
begun in waterand completed on gi-ass.- Steam retting, practice of vaccinating again, after the lapseSee hot-water -krettinij.—Warm-water retting,
artificial process of retting tiax, similar to ordinary
water-retting, except that it is carried on in tanks with
the water heated by steam to about 95* F.

retuch, v. t. and «. A simplified spelling of
retouch.

return^, n.

of a number of years, those in whom the first

vaccination was successful.

revegetate (re-vej'e-tat), V. i.
;
pret. and pp.

revegetated, ppr. rercgetating. To become
green again. [Rare.]

etum^, n. 10. In elect., a wire or conductor _„.„„„„4.„i{ ' /,- •'- i-, \ ^ r

which completes an electric circuit so that the
revegetation (re-vej-e-ta shon), n. [ret^egetnte

„.. * K. I ^ I »„ tu .._ + -^ou^ The process of again becoming greencurrent may be returned to the generator.
The word returns is sometimes used in a system of dis-

tribution by parallel circuits, to distinguish between the
conductor by which the current goes back or returns from
the receptive devices to the dynamo, and the conductor
that leads it to tlie receptive devices. The term leads
is, however, often applied to both conductors.

] The process of again becoming green
and covered with vegetation.

A series of photographs hcgimn'ng just in front of the
Ice-niass and extending sonie hundreds of yards down the
valley of the Illicillewaet shows at a glance how revegeta-
tion has proceeded, as the glacier has slowly and regu-
larly retreated. Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., i902, p. 197.

11. A return-bend ; a pipe-fitting for connect-
ing two parallel pipes ; a 180° elbow.— Oronnd
return, in elect., a return circuit for electric currents
through the earth ; oppi«ed to metallic irretum. Elect.
World and Enijin., llarch 28, 1903, p. 626. — Law Of
diminishing returns, in polit. econ., the principle
that, when distinguishable fonns of economic agency co-

HoiMfrm, Diet Elect revelant (rev'e-lant), a. [Ii.revelansit-), ppr.
of revelare, reveal.] Revealing; capable of
being clearly understood. [Rare.]
Why not avoid, if we can, those loose habits of reason-

ing, those looser habits of expression, which so easily do
beset us? Let us learn revelant, clear-cut, and well-
ordered expression.

A'. I'. Times, .Sat Rev., July IS, 1906, p. 471.
operate in the production of a commodity or service, an i a* - a r> r\ i i

increase in one of the forms without a corresponding in- rcvelatiomst, n. U. One wlio makes a revela-
crease in the others will result in an increase in product tion ; especially, the author of the Apocalypse.
less than prop*)rtionate with the increase in the varying _^V. /;. J),
form. Thus, if a certain number of units of land, labor, li-* / /-i-i-, r t^ i . -i

and capital cooperate in the production of a commodity, rovelative (rev e-la-tiv), a. [revelate + -ire.J
an increase in the number of units of lalwr alone wiU re- Conveying a revelation. N. E. D



revelator

revelator, «. 2. In photog., a developing
agent for dry plates. Stand. Diet.

revellent, fl. II. «. Something which causes
revulsion.

reverberation, n. 6. Inpsychol., same as *reso-

nanc:, 5 ((;)-i " • James, Prin. of Psychol., II.

450.— Bodily reTerberatlon. See ifre^onance, 5 (a).

reverberator, «. 2. A reverberating or re-

verberatory furnace.
reverberatory, a. 11. n. A reverberating
or reverberatory furnace ; a reverberator in

which the heat and flame is reflected from a
curved roof downward upon the material to be
heated on the furnace bottom.

reverie, « Indaced reverie, a state of hypnosis in-

duced by fixation of attention. lObsolete.]

Induced Remrif, or Electro-Biology. . . . This state

may be superinduced in certain susceptible or "sensi-

tive individuals, upon the ordinary waking state, with-

out a previous passage through the stage of insensibility

;

it being often sufficient for its induction, that the atten-

tion should l>e fl,\ed for a few minutes, or even for a few

seconds, upon any object whatever.
W. B. Carpenter, Prin. Mental Physiol., p. 648.

reversal, «. 5. In international law: (a) A
promise by a sovereign power that a certain

order, or certain conditions, promulgated or

established, will be observed, notwithstand-

ing changes that may occur to cause deviation

therefrom. For instance, when France recog-

nized Kussia as an imperial government, a
reversal was required that Russia would not
cause any derogation from the rank which
France had held toward her. (6) A declara-

tion by a sovereign that by a given act he
means no prejudice to another power.—6. In
elect., the process of changing the direction of

the current in a circuit. In telegraphy the term
is applied to the sending of signals over the

line by means of rapidly reversed or alternat-

ing currents.— Double reversal, in apectrnscopy,

the return of a portion of a reversed line in tile spectrum
to its original condition, that of a bright line. The phe-
nomenon is most frequently observed in the spectrum of

the electric arc—IMultlpleTreversal, in spectroscopy,

the simultaneous reversal of various parts of a bright

line of the spectrum. Multiple reversal occurs chieHy in

the spectrum of the electric arc, and it is to the abrupt
variations of pressure and temperature in the arc that the

phenomenon 'is ascribed.— Reversal by solarlzatlon.
See ^rgotarization.

reverse, n. 8. Same as reverse *twist.

Reversed variety. See *rariety.

reversing-cell (rf-v^r'sing-sel), n. A voltaic

cell in which the form of the vessel contain-

ing the electrolyte is such that the terminals
can be immersed or removed from the liquid,

respectively, by tipping or inverting the cell.

reversing-cylinder, n. 2. A small cylinder
connected to the head of the steam-cylinder of

the air-compressor for an air-brake system.

—

3. A cylinder to aid in the reversing of the bed
of a printing-press. A piston attached to the bed
compresses airm the reversing-cylinder near the end of the
gtrolce. This assists in stopping the bed and the force of the
compressed air helps to start it in the other direction.

reversing-layer, n. The existence of any thin ab-

sorbing stratum of the solar atmosphere was vigorously

denied by many authorities until, at the total eclipse of

1896, the photograph;of .Shackelton brought out the beauti-

ful llaah-spectrum, from the visual observation of which
in 1870 its existence had been Inferred. The photographs
made at the eclipses of 1898, 1900, and 1901 all concur in

conflrmation. See -kfiask-spectrum.

reversing-link (re-vfer'sing-lingk), n. The
link or guides in which the link-block of a
reversing-valve gear slides.

reversing-roUs (re-v^r'sing-rolz), n. pi. The
rolls of a rolling-mill which can be run in

either direction to allow the billet or stock
which is being rolled to be passed through the
rolls from either side.

reversing-switch (re-v6r'sing-8wich), n. In
elect., a switch for changing the direction of
the current flowing in a circuit. Jour. Brit.

Inst. Elect. Engin., 1899-1900, p. 410.

reversion, n— pithecoid reversion, the occurrence
in a human being of some ti-ait of difference from ordi-

nary men which is also a trait of resemblance to apes,

considered as reversion to or inlieritance from an ape-
like ancestor.

Heredity is believed to present itself in another aspect,
which has excited much attention. I refer to that form
of itcalled" atavism "or "ancestr .1 revei-sion," or "retro-

gression," in which a child "takes after," not his im-
mediate parents, but some remote ancestor ; even, as has
been often claimed, so remote as beyond the limits of our
own species. Such traits have been called "pithecoid"
(ape-like) reversions, as they are alleged to be derived
from some four-footed precursor of man, an ape, or even
a lemur. Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 151.

reversional (re-v^r'shon-al), a. [reversion +
-ail.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, re-

version ; reversionary : specifically, relating
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to the appearance in any organism, plant or
animal, of some character shown by its pro-
genitors or presumably possessed by the an-
cestral form from which it is descended.
A curious reversional condition is seen in many high

bred domestic dogs in which a functicnless hallux is

present without skeletal connection with the rest of the
pes. Amer. Sat., Jan.. 1904, p. a.

reversor, n. 2. In Scots law, a debtor to whom
the right of reversion is given upon his mak-
ing a wadset, that is, giving a mortgage.

reverter, n. 3. An automatic by-pass, used
in a self-intensifying burner, which has heavy
valves. It permits gas from the mains to flow
to the Bunsen burner until the heat gene-
rated operates the intensifying'contrivance.

revertose (re-ver'tos), n. [revert + -ose.] A
biose formed synthetically from glucose by an
extract of certain yeast : said to be different
from all known sugars.

revet-crag (re-vet'krag), n. In geol., tilted

strata which form the foot-hills or outliers of
a mountain and suggest revetment in engi-
neering structures.

revindication, n. 2. Specifically, the recovery
by the seller of goods sold and delivered but
not paid for. They must be unchanged and
separable from the buyer's stock. This was a
right under Roman law and in continental
Europe, though now modified.

Bevinian (re-vin'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Revin, a town of franco, in the department
of Ardennes: in geol., a term introduced by
Dumont (Systeme licvinien) to designate the
second division of the Terrain Ardeunais in
France and Belgium. This consists of quartz-
ites and black slates with Dictyonema flabelli-

forme, which in other regions is an index fossil

of the Upper Cambrian.
Revival of^contracts, the act or agreement by virtue of
which the obligation of contracts, which has ceased to
exist by reason of the statute of limitations or other
causes, is renpwed and made of legal force again.

revivalist, n. 2. In general, one who revives
anything, as an old custom, trade, or word.
The medal is also popular in Switzerland. Here Bovy

is the leader of the French tradition, and Hans Frei of a
more national sentiment. The last-named, however, is

more remarkable as a revivalist than as an original artist.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 294.

revivatory (re-vi'va-to-ri), a. Serving to re-

vive, refresh, or.bring back the use of some-
thing; reviving.

The sensation was not unpleasant, for I had reached
a stage when revivatory methods were desirable.

Daily Chronicle, Aug. 30, 1900.

revive, v. t. 9. Inphys. geog., to re,iuvenate;
give renewed erosive action to by regional up-
lift : said of streams and rivers.

revivification, n. 4. The restoration to an
effective condition (in which it can again be
used to decolorize syrup in sugar-refining) of
spent animal charcoal by reheating it in char-
kilns, or by washing with hydrochloric acid,
submitting to a kind of fermentation, and
finally heating in the char-kiln.

Char is the great sugar refiner and much care is

bestowed on its manipulation. With repeated revivijica-

(io ft, even in the best kilns, it gradually losses its decolor-
izing power, and after a year or two's use has to be turned
out The cost of renewing it is a serious item in the up-
keep of a refinery.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 22707.

revize, v. t. and n. An amended spelling of
revise.

revolute, a. n. n. The solid geometrical
figure generated by the revolution of a plane
figure about a straight line in its plane as
axis.

revolution, n. 10. In astral., the annual re-

turn of the sun to the place he occupied at
one's birth, from which, according as he may
be aspected, an augury is derived regarding
the complexion of the ensuing year of life.

—

Diurnal revolution, the revolution of the earth or any
celestial body about its axis; its axial rotation.

—

Spheroid of revolution, a spheroid generated by the
revolution of an ellipse about its major or minor axis.

revolv, V. A simplified spelling of revolve.

revolver, «

—

Astronomical revolver, an apparatus
devised by Janssen in the hope of securing greater accu-
racy in the determination of the moment of contact at
tlie transit of Venus in 1874. It consisted of a circular
sensitized plate made to revolve in the focal plane of a
telescope, and exposed for an instant, at shoit regular
intervals, by electric connection with a chronometer,
thus furnishing a series of photographs at known
instants.

Janssen's astronomical revolver, invented by that as-

tronomer in 1873 in order to show successive positions of
the planet Venus near the limb of the sun at her transits.

J. Marey (trans.), in Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 317.

rhabdopod
Revolvlng-llat card. See *card2.— Revolving fur-
nace, ifi) Same as rotary */urftace.— Revolving mir-
ror. See irmirror.

revolving-box (rf-vol'ving-boks), «. Same as
circular *box.

revTilsant (rf-vul'sant), a. and n. Same as
r<riil,st'nt.

revulsor, n. 2. A disk set with needles for
producing counter-irritation.

reward-claim (re-ward'klam"), n. In Aus-
tralia, a large area granted to the miner who
first discovers gold in remunerative quantities
in an unworked district and reports it to the
authorities. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

rewarewa (ra-wa-ra'wa), Ji. [Polynesian rewa,
Icwa, or levaleva, to float.] In New Zealand,
a name applied to Rymandra excelsa, a tree
belonging to the Proteacese. It lias boat-like
seed-pods, and yields a handsome wood, mot-
tled red and brown, highly prized for cabinet-
work and furniture. In other island groups
names of the same origin are applied to other
trees having seeds which float on the water.

rezai (re-zi'), n. [Urdu razai.] A coverlet
quilted with cotton. Tide and Burnell. Also
resai, rezy. [Anglo-Indian.]

rez-de-chaU8s6e (ra-de-sho-sa'), «. [F.,

'level of the street.'] The ground floor of
a building; the floor in which are the princi-

pal entrances, even if it is two or three feet

above the level of the site.

r. f. An abbreviation (a) of rapid fire ; (ft) in
mineral , oi reducing flame ; (c) [cap.] ot Repxih-
lique Francaise, French Republic; (d) [cap.]

of Bex Francorum, King of the Franks
(French).

R. F. A. An abbreviation of Royal Field Ar-
tillery.

R. O. A. An abbreviation of Royal Garrison
Artillery.

B. O. G. An abbreviation of Royal Grenadier
Guards.

R. G. S. An abbreviation of Royal Geographi-
cal Society.

r. h. An abbreviation (a) of right hand; (6)
[en;).] of Royal Highness.

R. H. A. An abbreviation of Royal Horse Ar-
tillery.

rhab (rab), n. A false form of rhabd.

rhabdal (rab'dal), a. [rhabdus + -aU.] Per-
taining to, or of the nature of, a rhabdus.

rhabditiform (rab-dit'i-form), a. [Rhabditis
+ -form.] Having the shape of or resembling
Rhabditis.

In the same year Grassi (1883) emphasized the inter-
esting fact that filariform larvje, identical with those
into which the primarily rhabditiform embryos of the
free living generation develop, may arise by direct
transformation from the rhabditifonn embryos of the
parasitic mother worm, namely, the embryos found ordi-
nai-ily in the dejecta.

Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 81.

Rhabditis form, a free-swimming sexual stage in the de-
velopment of certain parasitic nemat^xies, as Ascaris
ni(jrttvenvsa.

rhabdoclon (rab'do-klon), «. [Gr. pafiSoc, a
rod, + a'/uv, a twig.] In the spicules of
sponges, an element of relatively large size

having an irregularly curved rhabd or main
rod with numerous irregular branches.

rhabdocoelian (rab-do-se'li-an), a. Same as
rhabdoccelous.

rhabdocyst (rab'do-sist), n. [Gr. 'pali/io^, a,

rod, 4- Kiartc, bag.] A rod-like cell. N. E. D.

rhabdodrax (rab'do-draks), n. [Gr. po/Jdoc, a
rod, -I- ipa^, a small measure, a handful.] In
the spicules of sponges, a bundle of minute
rod-shaped spicules (rhabds or rhaphids).

rbabdomyochondroma (rab " do - mi '' o - kon-
dro ' mil), H.

;
pi. rhabdomyochondromata

(-ma-tii). [NL., < rhabdomyo(ma) + chon-
droma.^ A mixed chondroma and rhabdo-
myoma.
rhabdomyomyxoma (rab " do - mi " o - mik-
so'mil), n.\ \t\. rhabdomyomyxomata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < rhabdomyo{ma) + myxoma.] A mixed
rhabdomyoma and myxoma.
rhabdomyosarcoma (rab"d9-mi''o-sar-k6'ma),
n.

;
pi. rhabdomyosarcomata (ma-ta). [NL., <

rhabdomyo(ma) + sarcoma.] A tumor having
the characteristics of a sarcoma and of a rhab-
domyoma.
rhabdophanite (rab-dof'a-nit), n. [rhabdo-
phane + -ite-.] Same as rhabdophane.

rhabdopod (rab'do-pod), n. [Gr. pdjidoi, a
rod. + TToif (to(5-)J foot.] One of the genital

claspers of certain insects.



rbaMosome

rhabdosome (rab'do-som), ». [Gr. pc.ifSof, a

rod, + au/ia, body.] The colonial stock of a
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Khabdosome iDick^^graptus txtotriuhi-
atus. Hall. sp.).

Voung rhabdosoine with sicula ; twice
natural size.

dea and the
^etioloidea
many rhabdo-
somes are unit-

ed into a colony
of a higher
order,

rhachi-, rhachio-. For words so beginning,

see compounds under *rachi-, *rachio-.

rhacUs, ". See rachis.

Bhacochilus (rak-o-ki'lus), n. [NL., < dr.

/wTOf, rag, + ,V£''"C, lip.] A genus of fishes,

of the family Embintocidee, containing a single

species: found on the coast of Califomia. "~"

alfiona, with cut.

rhsebocrania (re-bo-kra'ni-'a), n. [NL., < Gr.

paiiioKpavoi;, with "crooked head, < paijiiK.

crooked, + Kpav-, head, in Kpaviov, skull.]

Torticollis.

rhaebosis, rhebosis (re-bo'sis), n. [NL.^ < Gr.

'paiiiuaif, < 'paiiioiv, make crooked, < paii^ik,

crooked.] In patliol., crookedness of a nor-

mallv straight part.

rhanmal (ram'nal), n. [NL. nhamnal(es).'i

fused together, making a spherical or bean-
shaped fonn.

rhea'-, h.— Ban rhea, a small tree or large bush of the

nettle fiuiiily, Wiltebrunea integrifolia, native to India

aiul yielding a very strong fiber resembling ramie.— Wild
rhea. Same as ban -krhea.

Rhegnopteri (reg-nop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., iiTCg.

< Gr. pi/yvrvai, hreak, + irrtpdv, wing, fin.] A
suborder of fishes including the single family
Polytiemid/e. They have the pectoral fin di-

vided into two parts, the lower part consisting

of several filiform appendages free from each
other.

the axonophor- rheim, n. Same as riem.
ous Graptoloi- rhematology (re-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. prjiia

(-7-), a saying, + -ology.l The science of

rhemes. See *rheme. [Rare.]

Prof. Po8tgat«"8 preface and his inaugural lecture on
what he projMises to call ' rtwmatitlotjy,' i.e., the depart-

ment of 'semantics ' or 'semasiology 'concerned with the

study of separate rhemea, are full of interest, and actually

amusing here and there. Athenxum, Feb. 16, 1901, p.;203.

rheme (rem), «. [Gr. injiui, a saying.] See
the extract.

graptolite pro-

duced by gem-
mation from a
sicula. In the
Dendroidea and
the axonolipous
Graptoloidea
each colony
consists of one
rhabdosome;in

EMnocarls

rheotan (re'o-tan), n. An alloy composed of
84 percent, of copper, 4 per.cent. of zinc, and
12 per cent, of manganese. It is used for
electric resistances. Jour. Brit. Jiist. Elect.

Engin., 1902-03, p. 384.

rheotaxis (re-o-tak'sis), «. [NL., < /;40f,

a stream (< puv, flow), + tu^iq, disposition.]

The locomotion of a cell or of an organism in

respect to currents of water: appiitd both
to the movements of a myxomycete upon
filter-paper over which water is flowing and
to the movements of fish stemming a cui-reut.

Amcr. X(it., March, 1903, p. 201.

rhesis (re'sis), n. [NL., < Gv. pyaic, a saying,

a passage in a literary work.] 1. A saying; a
speech ; a passage in a play, poem, or book.

Both were probably inspired by a fk^six of Euripides.
T. Ely, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVI. 152.

2. A set speech or discourse. jV. E. 1).

Any who could speak

A chorus to the end, or prologize,

Roll out a rhens, wield some golden length
Stiffened by wisdom out into a line.

Brmvning, Balaustion's Adventure, 1. 167.

An abbreviation of rhetoric.
A "rAe»(e"is "theexpressionof asingle ideaornotion," , .

and we may " distinguish the expressions or qualifications met, -
_ ^ , , . , ^

and connections of such rAeiitfs by calling them epirhemes, rhetonC (re-tor ik), a. [i . rlietorxque, \ L.

though, as a general term, rheines may serve for both.

Athenaum, Feb. 16, 1901, p. 203.

See Rhenan beds. See *bed'^.

Rhenish furnace. Same as Belgian-Silesian

*/iirnace.

rtieograph (re'o-graf), «. [Gr. pelv, flow, +

rhetori(cus), rhetorical. See rhetoric, w.]

Rhetorical ; formerly, eloquent.

rhetorical, a. n. «. p'. In some collages in

the United States, rhetorical exercises (decla-

mations, etc.) held publicly before all the stu-

dents of the college.
ypi(?ea', write.] ' A type of instrument for the rheumatic, a. 7t. Pathetic ; affecting; bring-

study of rapidly fluctuating currents. It is

distinguished from the oscillograph and from
other vibration-galvanometers by its large

moment of inertia and slow natural period of

oscillation. Jour. Brit. lust. Elect. Engin.,

1903-04, p. 75,

ing a flow of tears from the eyes.

Perhaps you have heard
The rheumatic story of some loving chandler bow,
Or some such melting fellow, that you talk

So prodigal of men's kindness.
Beau, attd FL. The Kice Valour, ii. 1.

Belongingor pertaining to the 7^/,«»ma/.., an rheometeV. «. .3. In Wa.'.,. a resistance-box ^^^^^^^Z'^L'^^^^ritLL tSee *Bhamorder of dicotyledonous plants.

males.

Shamnales (ram-na'lez), n. pi.

ley, 1833), < Rham>i(w<) + -ato.]

dicotyledonous choripetalous plants, now re-

stricted to the two families lihimHacese and
ntaceee. So limited, it is chiefly character-

ized by having the stamens of the same num-
ber as' the petals and opposite to them.

ihamnase (ram'nas), n. [L. rhamnvs, buck- rheosta.'t, '•'

thorn, + -<ise.] A ferment found in the Avi- ""=

gnon berry, lihnnnius infectoriit, which causes

the cleavage of xanthorhamnin (a glucoside)

into dextrose and rbamnin.

rhanmazin (ram-naz 'in), n. [L. rhamnus,

buckthorn, + E. azin.'\ A yellow crystalline

glucoside, C17H14O7, found in yellow berries.

It is the dimethyl ether of quercitin. It melts

at 214-215° C.

rhamneous (ram'ne-us), a. [lihamn(iis) +
-eons. ] Of or belonging to the genus Rhamnus
(incluiling the buckthorn).

rhamnite (ram'nit), n. [rhamn(in) + -ite^.]

A crystalline pentacid alcohol, CH3{CH.OH)4.-
CHo(OH), formed by reducing rharanose with

sodium amalgam. It melts at 121° C.

rhamnonic (ram-non'ik), a. {rhamn(ose) +
-ou- + -ic] Derived from rhamnose.—Rham-
nonic acid, an acid, ('elliaiig, which is known only by

it« salt.s anil arihydriil. It is formed by the action of

bromine and water on rhamnose(oriR(Hliik-ite).— Rham-
nonlo anbydrid, the anhydrid, ('(iHiof's. ot rhamnonic
acid. It is (omied a.< wx>n as the aciil is set tree from its

8.ilt3. It is tinely crystalline and niclts at irJ>-l.il' (.'.

rhamnose (ram'nos), n. [rhamn(in) + -o«f.]

A crystalline substance, CH3{CH.OH)4.CHO
+ HoO, made by boiling quercitin, etc., with

dilute sulphuric acid. It melts at 92-93° C.

Also called isodulcite.

Xhamnoside (ram'no-sid), n. [rhamnose +
-ide.] A compound'analogous to a glucoside,

but containing rharanose instead of glucose.

BhamphuB, n. 2. [/. c] A curved beak.

rhaphid (raf 'id), »i. [Gr. fmtplc f/>u9«!-), aneedle,

< pa-riiv. sew.] In the spicules of sponges, a

diminutive rhabd or rod-like spicule.

rhaponticin (ra-pon'ti-sin), n. [rhapontic +
-diC] Same as chrysophnnic acid.

rhapsodical, a. 2

with bridge-coils; a combined Wheatstone
bridge and rheostat.

[NL. (Lind- rheonome (re'o-nom), n. [Gr. /)fof, a stream
An order of (< /wiv, flow), + vdfio^, law.] An apparatus,

resembling a rheochord, used in physiological

experiments to determine the mode of elec-

trical stimulation of a nerve.

rheoscope, n Physiological rheoscope. Same as

rhengcnpic limb.

Llqpld rheostat, a rheostat In which
resistance is tliat of a

C

olumn of water or of some

Nichols Rheostat.

a, wooden frame ; *. tinned iron strip ; «-. stationary, and c*, moT-
able bindinK'posIs ; tt. copper strip (or short-circuiting.

other liquid electrolyte.— Multiple rheostat, a rheo-

stat the parts of which may l>e nioupe.l in juirallel or

mnltiple circuit.— Multiple-series rheostat, a rheo-

stat so constructed that its jialts may be used either in

multiple or nmltiple-series circuit, or in series.— NlcbOla
rheostat, in phyn<-», a cheap rheostat constructed from
sheets of tinned iron cut into zigzag strips : useful for

the distribution of current in laboratories, for use with

the priijection-lanteni, etc.

rheostat-indicator (re'o-stat-in'di-ka-tor), n.

A device for indicating the portion of the

resistance ot a rheostat that is in circuit and

Either the spreading dogTbane, Apoeyntim an-

drosiemifolium, or the Indian hemp, A. canna-

binuvi.— 2. The pipsissewa or prince's-pine,

Chimnphila umbellata.

rhezis (rek'sis), H. [NL., < Gr. pij^ic, break-

ing, rupture, < pi/yvlvai, break.] In puthol.,

rupture of a blood-vessel or of any organ.

It is difficult to determine whether the hemorrhages
result from diapedesis or from rhexig.

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 93.

R. H. G. An abbreviation of Royal Borse
(iu<irds.

rhinacanthin (ri-na-kan'thin). n. [^Rhinacan-

thus (see def.) -I- -i«2.] a tasteless viscous

resin, Ci4H]304, found in the root of Rhina-

canthus communis.

rhinanthin (ri-nan'thin), n. IRhinanthus (see

def.) -I- -i«2.] A bitter-sweet crystalline glu-

coside, C._,9H5.202o, found in the seeds of Rhi-

7uinthus major. It is easily hydrolyzed to

rhiuanthogen and a sugar.

rhinanthogen (ri-nan'tho-jen), «. [rhinan-

th{iii) + -gen.] A brown amorphous substance
formed liy the hydrolysis of rhinanthin.

rhinarium, 1. 2. The area of bare skin around
the nostrils of ruminants ; the muffle.

rhinhuka (re-nyo'ka), n. [S. Amer. (Chilean).]

The name given in Chile to a predatory bug,

probably of the family Reduviidse, which enters

human dwellings and is greatly feared.

Many species in this family [lieloittomatidir] occur in

tropical America and fre(iuently prove troublesome,

among them a species related to the "wheel-bug," which
occurs in Chili and is called the"winhuka" or"rAtn-
hukn." It Is said to be greatly feared, and, if numerous,
to drive people for a time from their dwellings.

Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 162.

rhinion (rin'i-on), n. ;
pi. rhinia (-ii). [NL.,

< Gr. piviov, nostril, dim. of /»'r (ptv-), nose.]

In craniom., the lowest point of the suture

between the nasal bones on their facial side.

Von Toroh.

rhinitis, n.— Atrophic rhinitis, chronic Inflammation
resnltini; i" atni|ibv of the nasal mucons membrane.—
Hjrpertrophlc rhinitis, intlammation with swelling of

the mucon.s memlirane of the nasal cavities, usually fol-

greater or less regularity: said of volcanic

eruptions, as at Vesuvius. Geikie, Text-book
of Goo!., p. 33.

rhatania-tannic, a. A misspelling of *ratan-

hia-tannic.

Thax (raks), n. [Gr. paf, a grape, a berry.]

In the nomenclature of the sponge-spicules,

an element in which the numerous rays have
S,—72

.... ^ . c i.' -t* 1 lowed by the atrophic fonn.
the portion that is cut out. Sometimes it takes '

abbreviation ot rhinoee-
+Kn f/-.„.n r,f « T,r»itif<»r Tnnviiicr around ft imuu v*' "V/' "• ,^r \^^ ^ -^V onr,

ros. Gcog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XI. 393.

rhinocarcinoma (ri-no-kar-si-no'ma), 71. ; 1^1.

rhinocarcinomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. pi(

the ' form of a pointer moving around a

divided circle.
Repeated at intervals of rheostat-SOlenoid (re'o-stat-so-le''noid), n.

In elect., a resistance-coil or set of coils, with

sliding contacts, used as a rheostat. Elect.

World and Engin., June 18, 1904, p. 1167.

rheotactic (re"-o-tak'tik), a. Irheotaxis (-tact-)

+ -ic] Of or i)ertaining to the movements of

organisms in relation to currents of liquid;

exhibiting rheotaxis. Science, April 3, 1903,

p. 531.

(piv-), nose, + KapuLvufia, cancer.] Cancer of

the nose.

Bhinocaris (n-nok'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. kk
0)11'-), nose, + napk, shrimp.] A genus of

Devonian phyllocarid Crustacea with a bi-

valved carapace, the parts of which interlock

at a single point only. They have accessory
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rostral and median plates, the abdomen pro-
• trades from the carapace, and the tail is

three-spined.

rhinoceros, "— Sqnare-monthed rhinoceros. See
Aro/xK-Vi.— White rbmoceros. See kobaoha.

rhinocoelian (ri-no-se'li-an), a. [rhinocalia +
an.'] Of or pertaining to the rhinoccelia, or
cavity of the rhineneephalon.

rhinocoelic (ri-no-se'lik), a. Same as *rhino-

neliaii.

rhinogenous (ri-noj'e-nus), a. [Gr. 'pii(t>iv-),

nose, + -tjin + -OKS.] Of nasal origin.

The existence of cerebral disease of rhinogenous origin

has received scant or no iittention from writers on general

medicine and surgery. Med. Record, Nov. 0, 1907, p. 767.

rhinolaryngology (ri-no-lar-ing-gol'o-ji), n.

[Gr. pi;(,pn'-), nose, + /.dptijf (Aapuj)-), larynx,

+ -?.o}ia, < '/fietv, speak.] The medical spe-

cialty dealing with diseases of the nose and
larynx. Med. Record, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 153.

Rluiioliparis (ri-no-lip'a-ris), «. [NL., < Gr.

P'f (p"-), nose, + XL. Liparis.'] A genus of

deep-sea fishes, of the family Liparididx,

found in northern seas.

rhiliolithic (ri-no-lith'ik), a. [rMnolith+ -I'c]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a rhinolith.

rhinomacerid (n-no-mas'e-rid), n. and a. I.

«. A member of the family Ilhinomaceridse.

n. n. Having the characters of or^belong-

ing to the coleopterous family Bhinomaceridie.

rhinonecrosis (ri"no-nek-ro'sis), 11. [NL., <

Gr. pi'f (/""-)> nose, + veKpuaig, deadness. See
necrosis.] Necrosis of the nasal bones or

cartilages.

rhinopharyngeal (ri'no-fa-rin'je-al), a. [Gr.

pit: (/«!-), nose, -t- E. piKWyngeal.] Of or per-

taining to the nose and the pharynx.

rhinopharynx (ri-no-far'ingks), n. [NL., <

Gr. pig (piv-), nose, -I- ^dpvy^, pharynx.] Same
as nasopharynx.
rhinophymatcas (ri-no-fi'ma-tus), a. [rhino-

phiima{t-) + -oiis.] delating to or affected

with rhinophyma.
rhinorrhaphy (ri-nor'a-fi), n. [Gr. /)/c (/"f-),

nose, + -pa(pia, < /)a6^, sewing.] A surgical

operation for the removal of an epicantliis.

Bhinoscopelus (ri-no-skop'e-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. p!f (/)"•-), nose, + NL. Scopelus.'] A
genus of deep-sea fishes of the family Myc-
t<yphidie. Most of the species are found in the

Atlantic.

rhinosphenal (ri-np-sfe'nal), n. [Gr. pk d't"-),

nose, + a0//i', wedge, + -a?l.] The anterior

unpaired bone of the lower surface of the

cranium in fishes. It often bears teeth. See
vomer, 1. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skel-

eton, p. 509.

Bhinotriacis (ri-no-tri'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

pig {'piv-), nose, -t- NL. triads, Triakis, a re-

lated genus.] A genus of sharks known from
the coast of California and belonging to the

family Galeidm.

rhipicerid (ri-pis'e-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the coleopterous family Bhijri-

ceridse.

II. a. Having the character^ of or belong-

ing to the family Bhipiceridse.

rhipidoglossal (rip"i-d6-glos'al), a. Same as
rhipiddfilfissate.

rhipiphorid (ri-pif'o-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the coleopterous family Bhipiphor-

idse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Bhipiphoridas.

rhizina, «. 2. [cap.] [NL. (Fries, 1815).] A
genus of diseomyeetous fungi having fleshy,

flat, spreading ascocarps frequently becoming
irregular and provided with cylindrical root-

like strands of mycelium below. The spores

are unicellular and colorless. Eight species

have been described. B. inflata occurs on
burned places in woods and is suspected of

being the cause of certain root diseases of

forest trees, especially pines. It is widely dis-

tributed in Europe, Asia, and North America.

Bhizinacese (ri-zi-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Bhizina (see *rhizina, 2) '+ -acese.] A small

family of diseomyeetous fungi, so named from
the genus Bhizina.

rMzobia (ri-z6'bi-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. pifa,

root, -I- jiiog, life.] Same as nodule-bacteria

(which see, under *bacterium).

rhizobic (ri-z6'bik), a. Of or pertaining to

the rhizobia, or nodule-forming bacteria.

rhizoclon (ri'zo-klon), n. [Gr. pi^a, a root, -t-

ii>Mv, a twig.]
' In the spicular elements of the
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sponges, a delicate curved and irregularly

branched spicule.

Bhizoctonia (ri-zok-to'ni-a), n. [NL. (De
Candolle, 1815), < Gr. pi^a, root, 4- Kzeiveiv,

kill.] A genus of fungi consisting of sterile

mycelia which i)roduce root-rot in various
plants. The hyphte are rather stout and dark-
colored. B. violacea attacks the roots of clover
and alfalfa, producing a violet coating at first

and later black selerotia. B. Holani attacks
potatoes. Corticium vagum Solani is said to be
the fruiting condition of this species.

rhizodontropy (ri-zo-don'tro-pi), n. [Gr. pii^a,

root, -I- bdovg (oSovT-), tooth, -1- -rpmna, < rpi-

TTciv, turn.] The joining of an artificial crown
to the root of a tooth by means of pegs.

rhizodontrypy (ri-zo-don'tri-pi), n. [Gr. 'pi:;,a,

root, -I- bioig (bSovr-), tooth, + Tpwav, bore,

+ -y^.] The operation of boring into the root

of a tooth to let out retained morbid matter.

rhizomatic (n-zo-mat'ik), a. [Gr. J>iC,upa(T-).

See rhizome.] l^ertaining to rhizomes; hav-
ing the nature or appearance of a rhizome

;

rhizomalous.
rUzomatOUS (ri-z6'ma-tus), a. [Gr. pi!;upa{T-),

Toot, + -ous. Si^o rhizome.] Pertaining to, or
of the nature of, a rhizome ; having rhizomes

;

rhizomatic.

It is interesting to note further how the monocotylous
type has developed so largely upon restricted lines in the
way of short rhizomatou^, often tuberous, growth.

/. S. Balfour, in Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci.,

(1901, p. 828.

rhizomic (ri-zom'ik). a. [rhizome + -ic] Be-
longing to or consisting of rhizomes.

The examination of rhizomic material of the unique
fern Mat^mia pectinata collected by Mr. Tansley on
Mount Ophir forms the subject of some notes by Miss G.
Wigglesworth. Xature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 399.

rhizomorin (ri-zo-mo'rin), n. lSee*Bhizomo-
rina.] In the spicular skeletons of the lithis-

tid sponges, one of the small radiciform
branching^lements.
BMzomorina (ri"zo-m6-ri'na), m. pi. [NL., <

Gr. pf'Ca, root, -I- ^pdpog{orpipog,a.i)a,vt,+ -iHa'^.]

A suborder of the lithistid sponges in which
the skeletal elements are small, constituted

of four or three principal rays, and of a great
variety of irregular forms. The species are

chiefly Jurassic, Cretaceous, and recent.

rhizophilous (ri-zof'i-lus), a. [Gr. pii^a, root,

+ <pLAelv, love.] Root-loving; growing or par-

asitic upon roots.

rhizophoraceous (ri"zo-fo-ra'shius), a. Be-
longing to or resembling the Bhizophoracese,

or mangrove family of plants.

rhizopodist (ri-zop'o-dist), «. [rhizopod +
-ist.] A student of the Bhizopoda.

Tliia handsome species was for a long time . . . almost
unknown to rhizopodists.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 2,S1.

Bhizopogon (ri-zop'o-gon), »!. [NL. (Fries,

1818), < Gr. pi^a, root, + TT&yuv, a beard : in

allusion to the beard-like strands of mycelium
arising from the peridium.] A genus of sub-
terranean gasteromyeetous fungi. The plants

are tuber-like and have a membranous or some-
what leathery peridium not easily separable

from the gleba, which is compact and divided

into small irregular chambers. About 15

species are known. B. ruhescens is a widely
distributed species growing just beneath the

surface of soil in old pine woods and some-
times reaching the size of a walnut.

BMzopuS (ri'zo-pus), «. [NL. (Ehrenburg,

1821), < Gr. piZ'a, root, + rnhg, foot.] A genus
of zygomycetous fungi having conidial sporo-

phores arising from rhizoids developed at the

ends of aerial hyphse. i?. stolonifcr is a very
common mold, occurring on decaying fruits

and vegetables.

rhizotic (ri-zot'ik), a. Same as rhizote.

rhizotomist (ri-zot'o-mist), n. [Gr. piCoTopog,

cutting roots, -1- -ist] A collector of roots

for medicinal purposes. X. E. D.

rho (ro), n. [Gr. pCi, from the Phen. form cog-

nate with Heb. rosh, head, resh, name of the

letter.] The Greek letter p, corresponding to

the English r.

rhodalite (ro'da-llt), «. [Gr. poda'Aig, of roses

( < poihv, rose),"-!- -itc"^.] A soft earthy min-
eral of a rose-red color occurring in the amyg-
daloid of Antrim, Ireland. It is allied to the

clays.

rhodamine (ro-dam'in), n. [Gr. 'p66ov, rose, +
E. amine.] A phthalein formed from meta-
minophenol or one of its derivatives. The

Bhodobacteriaceae

simplest rhodamine, C2gHi;{03(NH2)2, is

formed from metaminophenol and phtnalie
anhydrid. The rhodamines, especially those
which are alkylated, are strongly colored.
They are usually red, and in solution show
greenish fluorescence.— Rhodamine S, an artiflcial

dyestulf, a condensation-product of diethjl-meta-aniido-
phenol with succinic instead of phthalic anhydrid. It
gives aboutthe sameeffects in dyeing as rhodamine itself.

— Rhodamine 3 B. ^Qiranisoline.

rhodan (ro'dan), «. [Gr. poSov, rose, -t- -a«.J
Same as '^thiocyanogen.

rhodanate (ro'da-nat), n. [rhodan -t- -ate.']

Same iis *thiocyanate. Also called rhodanide.

Bbodanian (ro-da'ni-an), n. [L. Bhodamis,
the river Khone, -f -ian.] In geol., a term em-
ployed by the French geologists as practically
equivalent to Vrgonian (which see).

rhodanide (ro'da-nid), n. [rhodan + -ide^.']

Same as *thiocyaiiate. Also called rhodanate.

rhodate (ro'dat), «. [rhod{ic) + -ofel.] The
salt of a hypothetical rhodie acid. Potassium
rhodate perhaps exists in a blue-violet liquid
obtained by passing chlorin into an alkaline
solution of the rhodium hydroxid, Rh2(H0)6.
Rhode Island bent. See '*bent^.

Bhodesian (ro-de'zian), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to Rhodesia.

In November 1897 the Bhodesian Railway, forming a
continuation of the Cape trunk line to Vryburg, in Bech-
uanaland, had reached Bulawayo.

Encyc. Brit., XX.XII. 232.

Rhodeslan fever. .See */everi.— Rhodesian* red-
water. Same .".s African Cort8( **;^<'r*'r.— Rhodesian
tick-fever. Same as African Coast -kfevfr.

II. H. 1. A native or an inhabitant of
Rhodesia of European ancestry.

>'o one could fail to be impressed by the magniflcencfr
of the mighty river, much less a Klmdesian, used to a
country in which, during the greater portion of the year^

running water is the exception.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 64.

2. One of the ' Rhodes Scholars ' entered at
Oxford University under the terms of the
will of Cecil Rhodes, who died in South Africa
in 1903.

The 79 Rhodes Scholars who remain U> us from last

year have been reinforced by another 67. This brings
the number in residence to something like 30 short of

the t<^tal for whom provision is made under the terms of

the will. . . . The Jihodesiang are well spread out
amongst the Colleges. Of the present year Christ Church
takes 7 ; Balliol and Oriel, 5 ; Exeter, St. John's, Queen's
and Magdalen, 4 ; and the other Colleges 3 or less.

Athensium, Dec. 16, 1906, p. 837.

rhodic (ro'dik), a. In chem., noting rhodie
acid. See *rhodate— Rhodie oxid and rhodic
salt, compounds of rliotlium with oxygen and with an
acid radical respectively, in which rhodium presents ap-
parently triad valence.

rhodiene (ro'di-en), n. [Gr. p<}<!ov, rose, + -i-

+ -enc.] A sesquiterpene, C15H24, obtained
from the oil of rosewood.
rhodinal (ro'di-nal), n. [rhodin-ol -f -a/3.]

An unsaturated aldehyde, (CH3)2C:CHCHa-
CH2CH(CH3)CH2CHO, prepared by the
oxidation of rhodinol. Also called 2,6-dt-

methyloctene-2-al-S.

rhodinol (ro'di-nol), n. [Gr. podivog, of roses,

+ -ol.] An alcohol, (CH3)oC:CHCH2CH2CH-
(CH3)CH20H, having the cdor of roses. It is

found in Turkish rose-oil and in geranium-
and pelargonium-oils. It boils at 211-212° C.

The name rhodinol has also been given some-
times to geraniol and to mixtures consisting

chiefly of geraniol.

rhodite (ro'dit), n. [Gr. 'p66ov, rose, -I- -ite".]

Rhodium-gold.
rhodium-platinnm (ro'di-um-plat'i-num), n.

An alloy of rhodium and platinum, generally-

made with 10 per cent, of rhodium and 90 per
cent, of platinum. A thermo-electric couple

of this alloy and pure platinum is often used
in the measurement of high temperatures.

rhodizonic (ro-di-zon'ik), a. Noting an acid, a

substance formed from inosite when Scherer's

test is applied.

Bhodobacteria (ro ' do - bak - te ' ri - a) , h . ;>/.

[NL., < Gr. poiov, rose, + NL. bacteria, pi. of

bacterium.] A group of bacteria, of wide dis-

tribution, remarkable for having the cell-con-

tents usually colored various shades of red or

purple bv the presence of bacteriopnrpurin.

Xattire, Nov. 21, 1907, p. 53.

Bhodobacteriaceae (r6"d6-bak-te''ri-a'se-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. podov, rose (red), + NL. 60c-

terium -I- -acea?.] A family of bacteria in

which the cell-contents are colored red or

violet and contain sulphur granules. Many-

species have been described by Winogradsky,
most of which are little known at present.

«



rhodochroisite

rhodochroisite (ro-do-kro'i-sit), ». Same as

rliii(li>clifositf.

rhodocyte (ro'do-sit), «. [Gr. /kjiSok, rose, +
KiToi;, a hollow '(a cell).] A red blood-cor-

puscle.

rhodolite (ro'do-lit), ». [Gr. podov, rose, +
/i(/oc, stone.] A variety of garnet of rose-red

color and brilliant luster, sometimes used as

a gem : found in Macon county, North Caro-

lina.

Rhodophycea (ro-do-fi'se-e), «. pi [NL., <

Gr. pooov, rose (red), + <pvKo(, seaweed, + -ex.}

One of the principal classes of the algte. It

contains most of those forms that are red in

color, practically all of which are marine.

rhodopnyceous (ro-do-fi'shius), a. Of or per-

taining to the red algse or Bhodophijcese.

rhodoplast (ro'do-plast), n. [Gr. pddov, rose

(red), + TT/aaro^, formed.] In cytoL, one of

the chromatophores which bear the red color-

ing matter in the cells of the red alg» (Rhodo-
phyrese).

rnodospermOUS (ro-do-sper'mus), a. Of or

belonging to the lihodoxpermese or red algse.

Bhodotypos (ro-do-ti'pos), n. [NL. (Siebold
and Zuccarini, 1835), < Gr. 'p6(Sov, the rose, -l-

TVTToq, type, pattern, because this genus eluci-

dates the morphology of the rosaceous flower.]

A monotypic genus of plants of the family
Rosaccie, "allied to Kerria. R. kerrioides, from
Japan, is a handsome and hardy shrub, with
ovate-acuminate leaves, pure white flowers

more than an inch across, and attractive

shining black persistent drupelets.

rhodusite (ro'dus-it), »i. [Irreg. < L. Rhodug,
Rhodes, -I- -ite-.'\ A variety of glaucophane
of a lavender-blue color which resembles as-

bestos in structure : found on the island of

Rhodes.
rhombed (rombd), a. [rhomb + -ed.] Rhom-
boid.

rhombencephalon (rom-ben-sef 'a-lon), «.

QNL., < (jr. pu« ioc, rhomb, -I- fy/(£<Ja?.of, brain.]

The area of brain-substance which surrouuds
the fourth ventricle.

Rhombohedral class. See ^symmetry, 6.

rhomboid, «• 4. In anthrop., a cranium the
norma vertiealis of which has a rhomboid
form. S. Sergi (trans.), Var. of the Human
Species, p. 30.— Sacral rbombotd, a flattened area
of irreKula'" rhomb" 'i«lal sliape j ust above and between the
diverKUif; niassea of the nates.

rhomboidal, «. 2. Specifically, in (mat., said

of muscles whose fibers run oblifiuely from
the point of origin to the point of insertion,

as in the so-called ' penniforra muscles ' in

which a large number of fibers are attached
to a long tendon-like barrel on the side of a
feather. Correlative with ^pyramidal, 3, or
irianfiulor, and *prismatic, 8.

rhomboid-ovate (rom-boid-6'vat), a. Resem-
bling a rhomboid and an oval.

Rhomboplites (rom-bop-U'tez), n. [NL., <

RkomiopliUt auraruhins.

(From Bulletia 47, U. S. Nat. MuKum.)

Gr. pd/j^, rhomb, + oirA/n/r, armed.] A genus
of lutianoid fishes found in the West Indies.

Rhombopteria (rom-bop-te'ri-a), H. [NL., <

Gr. p(i^,toc, rhoml), + Trrcpii; wing.] A primi-

tive genus of prionodesraaeeotis pelec.vpods
allied to Tterinea and presenting the earliest

expression of the hinge-structure peculiar to

the Pterineidse. It occurs in the Upper Silu-

rian rocks.

rhopalinm (ro-pa'U-um), n.
;
pi. rhopalia (-ii).

[NL., < Gr. po-K(i/.tov, dim. of po-ra'/.ov, a club, a
stick.] A kind of sense-organ, or marginal
body, as in Scyphomedume.
8en»e ortrans when present are modified tentacles, va-

riously designated aa tentaculocysta, rhopalia. etc.

Amer. Sal., May, 1903, p. 331.

rhopography (ro-pog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. 'puTToypa-

(pia, < pu-o-,, small wares, + ypaipeiv, write.]

Painting in still life. N. E. D. [Rare.]

Rhotomagian, « See *Rotomagian.

rhubarb-curculio (rS'barb-ktr-kii'li-o), n. An
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American curculionid beetle, Lixus concavtts,

which lays its eggs in the stems of rhubarb, in

which its lar\'te subsequently develop.
rhumb-track (rumb'trak), n. Same as rhumh-
Une,

The rhumb track, the great circle, and the polar track.

Eiwyc. Brit., XXXI. 110.

rhyacophiUd (ri-a-kof'i-lid), n. and a. I. v.

A member of the trichopterous family Rhya-
cophUidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Rhyacophilidse.

Rhynchias (ring'ki-as), n. [NL., < Gr. pvyxoQ,
a snout, muzzle.] A genus of fishes known
only from an old description. No specimens
of it are in the collections. It is supposed to
be related to Ammodytes.
rhynchitid (ring'ki-tid), «. and a. I. n. A
member of the coleopterous family Rhyiichit-

idie.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Rliynchitidse.

rhynchocephalic (ring'ko-se-fal'ik), a. Same
as rhyncluM'tplialmn. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1901, p. 97.

rhyncnocephaloid (rin-ko-sef 'a-loid), a.

[RhynchocephaU{a) + -oid.'\ Pertaining to,

having the characters of, or resembling, the
reptiles of the order Rhyndiocephalia, Applied
to various extinct reptiles.

rhynchocoele, a. II. «. In nemerteans, a
closed tubular cavity with muscular walls
lying above the enteron and containing a cor-

pusculated fluid ; a proboscis-sheath. When
in a state of introversion the proboscis is

inclosed in this cavity. Also rliynchoccel.

Enryc. Jiril., XXXI. 121.

rhsrnchocoelic (ring-ko-se'lik), o. [rhynchoeale
+ -(<•.] Of or pertaining to a rhynchocoele.
Encyc. lint.. XXXI. 121.

rhynchocoelom (ring-ko-se'lom), n. [Gr.

pi'/jfcf, snout, + NL. coelom^a).} Same as
rhyiichoro'lion, rliiinchoccele. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1901, p. 93.

rhynchoccelomic (ring-ko-se-lom'ik), a. [rhyn-
chocaloni + -/<•.] Same as rhyiichocalic.

rhynchocCBlum (riug-ko-se'lum), «. ; pi. rhyn-
choccela (lii). [Gr. f>vyxo(, snout, + ko'iXov, cav-
ity.] See the extract and *rhynchocotJe.

The cavity into which the proboscis is retracted [in

A'cjH*T(t;wil, the rbi/uchoca^liim, is formed by a split

which appears in the niesobtast surrounding the epi-

Waslic pit, wliich is the forerunner of the i»n>b(^8cis.

Kncyc. Brit., XXXI. 121.

rhynchodseom (ring-ko-de'um), «. ;
pi. rhyn-

chodxa (-K). [NL., < Gr. f>vyx<K, snout,-!- oidc,

path.] In nemerteans, a cavity in the precere-
bral region extending from the rhynchocoele
to the rhjTichostome.

The alimentary canal [in nemerteans] presents no pecu-
liar features. . . . The (esophagus ojiens into tlie rhi/n-

chodirnm alxKit halfway between the tip of the snoutand
the commencement of tile brain.

Proc. Xool. Snc. London, 1901, p. 92.

Rhynchosauria (ring-ko-sa'ri-il), »;. /)/. [NL.,
< Gr. piyxo^y snout, -I- aaipoi;, lizard.] A group
of extinct reptiles, regarded as an order or
suborder, of small or moderate size, having
tootiiless jaws and palatines furnished with
small pavement-teeth. The skull is short and bronj
in SJ^me genera, long and narrow in 4)thera. The verte-

biTc are biconcave (ampliiccelous) and not perforated by
the not4X-honl. Some of the 8i>ecie8 bear a superficial re-

semblance to the living Ilatteria.

rhynchosporOUS (riug-kos'po-rus), a. [Rhyn-
chospor(a) + -ous.} Having a beaked fruit or
seed.

rhynchostome (ring'ko-stom), ». [Gr. piyxo^,

snout, -I- tjrofia, mouth.] In nemerteans, the
proVxiscis-pore.

rhynchotal (ring-ko'tal), a. [Rhynchot(a) +
-<//'.] Same as rhynchotous. Nature, Oct. 23,

1903, p. 016.

rhyncnote, u. U. n. A member of the Bhyn-
chotii.

Rhynsburger (rinz'bfer-g^r), >i. Same as CoU
legiunt, which see: so called from the name of

the citywhere the sect held its meeting, Rhyns-
burg (Rijnsburg), near Leyden, Holland.

rhyocrystal (n-o-kris'tal), n. [Irreg., < Gr.

pvai, a stream, + E. crystal.~\ A phenocryst
which grows in a molten magma while floating

in the moving current during an eruption.
Amer. Ofol., Feb., 1903, p. 70.

Rhyolltic structure. 8&mQ aa Jluidat structure.

rhyparia (ri-pii'ri-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. pimapia,

filthiness, < pv-jrapi;', filthy, dirty, < 1)v7toc, filth,

dirt.] Sordes ; rupia.

Bhytisma

rhyparographer (rip-a-rog'ra-ffer), n. [See
rhyparograpliy.'] One who practises rhypa-
rography or the painting of mean, low, or
trivial subjects.

rhyparographist (rip-a-rog'ra-fist), n. Same
as *rhyparographer.
rhyphid (ri'fid), n. and a. I, n. A member
of the dipterous family Rhyphidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Rhyphidx.
rhypography (ri-pog'ra-fi), n. Same as
rltyparography.

rhypo^hagy (ri-pof 'a-ji), n. [Gr. pvirap6(,

foul, tiltliy, + -<l>ayia, i ^ayeiv, eat.] The eat-
ing of filth.

rhyssodid (ri-sod'id), n. and a. I, n. A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family Rhyssodidx.
n. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Bhyssodidae.

rhythm, »i.— cantering rhythm, a disturbance of
the normal rhytlim of tlie heart-sounds in which a third
is interjected between the two normal sounds.— Cheyne-
StOkes rhsrtlim. Same as Cheyne-Stokes respiration
(which see, under respiratimi).— Gonpled rhythm, a
disturbance of the nonnal relation of pulse- and heart-
beats in which every second pulsation of the heart is so
feeble that it produces no pulse at the wrist. Lancet,
Aug. 22, VMS, ji. .123.-031100 rhjrthm. See -kyallop.
— Intenslty-rhsrthm, a rhythm which depends wholly
upon dilferences of intensity in the recurrent stimuli ; a
rhythm in which the quality and duration of the stimuli
are the same throughout Scripture, Exper. Phonetics,
p. 517.— Motor rhythm, in psychot., rhythmic action;
a rhythm couched in motor or kinesthetic terms : opposed
to auditory rhythm. .Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p.
523.— Organic ' rhythm, in pgychol., a rhythm based
upon the periodic recurrence of sensation-complexes or
of motor adjustments in the organism.

The effect of this accent of attention can be increased
{ff)by oryanic rhythms, sensations vibniting in unison
with the attention rhythm

; (6) by a rhytlim in the af-

fective tone.

C. R. Squire, in Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 660.

Primary rhythm, an objectively conditioned rhythm,
simple in character, which forms the basis of the percep-
tion of rhythm and the material for the development of
more definite and complex secondary rhythms. See the
extract.

If equal or simply-proportionate intervals of time be
marked off to any of our senses by any recurrent series
of similar events, we may be said to perceive a primary
rhythm through that sense.

S. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 62.

Quality rh3rthm, in psychol. and phntiet. : (a) A rhythm
priMiucfd t>y ulteniation of pitches— in thesimplest case,

by tones alike in all attrilmtes save that of pitch. (61 A
rhythm pHnluced by alternations of clang-tint— in the
simplest case, by compound tones alike in duration,
pitcll, and energy, but ditferent in tint (as proceeding
from different instruments, or sung by diiferent voices).

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. .IIT.— Resistance
rhythm, in psychnl., a subjective rhythm protluced by
the attempt to inhibit the involuntary movements ac-

companying the perception of an objectively rhythmical
series. C. R. S(pnre, in Amer. .Tour. Psychol., XII. 560.

—

Rhythm consciousness, in psychoL, the group of men-
tal processes constituting the i»crception and the feeling
of rli>ttim, and forming i)y their nature and disposition a
specific consciousness. K. B. Titcheinr, Exper. Psychol.,
I. i. 177.— Septuple rhythm ortlme, in »jf/A-/c,arhytlim

with seven beats to the measure.— Simple rhythm or

time. (") ^ee simple time. (6) In music: (1) .Same as
dujAe rhythm. (2) A rhythm with only two or three beats
to tlie measure : opposed to compound rhythm or time.

See compi'und measure.— Waltz rhjrthm. Same as
triple rhythm. See rhythm, 2{h).

Rhythmical pattern. SameasrAi/fftm, 2 (b). See also

*j<i<(ncp«(f(r/i.— Rhsrthmical accent. See *accen(.

rhythmicity (rith-mis'i-ti), «. Rhythmical
character; rhythmicality.

Ordinarily the pulse rate presents more or less regular
and extensive variations in the coui-se of a day, which are
sometimes designated "dlnnial." They are hardly the
expression of an Inherent rhythmicity, . . . but rather
the result of the complex and ever.changlug activities

which characterize the successive periods of a complete
day. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 109.

rhythmizable (rith'mi-zii-bl), a. Capable of
being rhvthmieallv treated. [Rare.] Tale
PKychol Studies, 1901, p. 70.

rhythmization (rith-mi-za'shon), n. [rhyth-

mi:e + -tttion.'] The throwing or bringing of

successive impressions into rhythmical form

;

or, the taking on of the rhythmical form by
such a succession.

We have now to differentiate our series of clicks, and so

to study the various objective factora in rhythmisation.
E. II. Titchener, Exper. Psychol, I. I. 176.

rhytidosis (ri-ti-do'sis), n. [NL., < /wWf
(pvTii-), a wrinkle, pucker, -t- -osw.] Wrin-
kling, especially a wrinkling and collapse of

the cornea.

Rhytisma (ri-tis'mil), «. [NL. (Fries, 1823),

< Gr. pi-Ttc, a wrinkle : from the wrinkled ap-
pearance of the surface of the fungus.] A
genus of parasitic discomycetoua fungi having
black ascocarps formed beneath the epidermis
of the host. The pycnldlal condition has been called



Bhytisma
ilelagmia. The ascospores develop after the leaves have
fallen. The spt>res are lonn, sleiuier, and hyaline. Many
species have het-n described. A'. Acerinum is freciueTitly
tuimd on maple-leaves fonninK black elevated wrinkled
blotches. Jt. Stiticinum is common on willow-leaves.

ri,_». 2. A Japanese unit of area, equal to
15.5 square kilometers.

B. I. An abbreviation of Rhode Island.

rla (re'a), «. [Sp. ria, the inoutli of a river, < rio,

< L. rims, a river.] lu phiis. f/cop., a drowned
valley : distinguished from a fiord by the'ab-
sence of all forms due to glacial erosion. Also
written rias.

The opposite form, an inlet of the sea, is known when
wide as a pillf. bay. or bight, according to size and degree
of inttexion, or as a fjord or ria when long and narrow.

Encyl. Brit, XXVIII. 622.

B. I. A. An abbreN-iatiou of Royal Irish

Aeademi/.

ria-coast (re'a-kost), n. In p^ys. geog., a
coast the bays and headlands of which result
from the partial submergence or drowning of a
normally sculptured land-surface. See *ria.

A further subdivision depends on the character of the
interrelation of land and sea along the shore pi-oducing
such types as a fjord-coast, ria-coast, or lagoon-coast

Encyc. BHt., XXVIII. 623.

rib^, ». 6. hieeram., a small piece of wood,
leather, or calabash with a straight or ctirvea
profile, and usually having a hole in the center
for the thumb and finger, used to smooth the
surface of a vessel while it is revolving on
the wheel. Also called profile or smoother.

B. I. B. A. An abbreviation of Royal Institute

of British Architects.

rib-band, ».— Floor rib-band, in ship-building, a rib-

band supporting the outer end of the floors while the
frames are being erected on the building-slip. See cut
under harping, 2. Also called Jloor-nbbon.

ribber (rib'6r), n. A mechanism applied to a
knitting-machine for producing ribbed knit
goods.

ribbon, ». 15. The banding in slates due to
the preservation of the original bedding, which
may be related to the cleavage at any angle.

The normal product of riwfing slates is called No. 1

stock, and this is entirely free from ribbons. In addition
to the first quality there is a small proportion of the prod-
uct manufactured into No. 1 Ribbon and No. 2 Ribbon,
the former containing ribbons near one end only, so tliat

when laid on the roof the exposed parts are free from
them. Rep. U S. Geol. Sure, 1897-98, vi. 257.

Blue ribbon, (e) The mark of the first prize at horse,
cattle, or dog shows, etc.— Lusterlng ribbon, a plain
glossy silk ribbon used for binding and trimming.— PlCOt
ribbon, a ribbon with an ornamental edging of purls or
small limps.— Taffeta ribbon, a plain or very finely

corded silk ribbon.

ribbon, c II. intrans. To stretch into long
strips like ribbons: sometimes with out, as
soap at one stage of its manufacture.
ribbon-back (rib'on-bak), 71. In furniture, es-

pecially chairs, a back decorated in a ribbon
design carved in wood.
ribboner (rib'ou-er), H. [rihhon + -er'^.'\ One
who wears a ribbon as a badge : usually qual-
ified.— Blue ribboner, a member of a society pledged
to totiil abstinence from intoxicating drink.— Wblte
ribboner, a member of a society which is pledged to
promote social and personal purity of life.

American Medicine pokes some fun at the White Rib-
boners for their inconsistencies in the matter of alcohol.

Atner. Physician, .Tan., 1903, p. 35.

ribbon-fern (rib'on-fern), n. See ^ferii^.

ribbon-fish, «. 2. A fish of the genus Eques,
especially E. lanceolatus.

ribbon-gum (rib'on-gum), n. See *gum^.
ribbon-lapper (rib'on-lap"6r), n. Same as
*rihb(»t-mnchi»e.

ribbon-machine (rib'on-ma-shen"), «• A
machine for preparing cotton, in the form of
laps, for the Heilmann cotton-combing ma-
chine. Also called ribbon-lapper and lap-

machine.
ribbon-movement (rib'on-mov"ment), n. In
a type-writer, the mechanism employed to
feed the inking-ribbon under the carriage
from side to side of the machine in such a
way that a fresh surface of the ribbon shall

be placed at the point where the next letter

is to be stamped on the paper. This feeding
mechanism varies greatly in different machines, the
aim in all being to wind the ribbon from one ribbon-reel
to the other, tij change its direction when the reel is

full, and to change its lateral n.otion at each traverse of
the ribljon. When the ribbon is charged with two inks
of different colors, there is also a feed mechanism to
bring either half of the bichrome ribbon to the printing
point on the cylinder at the will of the operator.

Xibbon-rock (rib'on-rok), n. In mining, vein-
quartz or any form of rock which occurs in
veins.

ribbonry (rib'gn-ri), n. Ribbons or decora-
tions collectively.
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ribbon-work (nib'on-w^^rk), n. In decorative
design, a motive largely composed of ribbons,

tied in knots, festooned or flowing, often used
in the Italian Renaissance.

rib-faced, a. Specifically, noting a deer, the
mimtjao, Cervuliis aureus, so called from the
two raised ridges running down the front of
the head, one from the base of each antler.

ribonic (ri-bon'ik), a. Related to ribose.— Rlbonlc acid, a liquid, CH2(l)n)(CH.OH)3.C0OH,
formed from the stereo-isomeric arabonic acid by iieat-
ing with pyridine and water. It yields ribose when re-
duced with 8<xlium amalgam.

ribose (ri ' bos), n. A syrupy! pentose,
C5H10O5, formed by reducing ribonic acid
with sodium amalgam and very dilute sul-
phuric acid.

rib-plowing (rib'plou "ing), n. Same as
ribbing, 2.

rib-roast, «.— Cbuok rib-roast. See prime *rib-
ronsf.- Prime rlb-roaat, a butchers' term for the large
rib-piece cut from the fore quarter. It contains the six
prime ribs and the three chuck ribs : also a single piece,
including one or two of the prime ribs, cut for roasting.
A roasting-piece cut from the chuck ribs is called a
chock rib-roast. Both cuts are called prime beef.

rib-twist (rib'twist), n. In glassware, a twist
formed by cutting a stem and then twisting
it so as to form spiral grooves.

rib-twisted (ribtwis-ted), a. Formed with a
*rib-twist (which see).

The incised or rib-ticisted stem is a feature seldom no-
ticed. W. Penny, in Burlington Mag., III. 60.

Bicardianism (ri-kar'di-an-izm), n. The e.'o-

nomie doctrines or methods of David Rieardo.
rice^jW. 2. Since 1884 rice-growing in the United .states

has made up in the west what it had lost on the Atlantic
coast. Settlers upon the extensive plains of southwestern
Louisiana and southeastern Texas applied successfully
the machinery and mechods employed in wheat fanning
on the northern prairies, securing inigation water at first

by storing the rainfall (see providence -kricc), and later by
pumping from the inexhaustible supply in the gravelly
substratum of the region. Extensive systems of canals
fed from this source have been constructed. At the
same time a better variety of rice has been introduced by
the United States govenmient See Japan -krice.—
American rice, the Indian rice, Zizania aquatica.
Also locally called marsh rice, prolific rice, and by many
other names. An. Rep. Bur. Arner. Ethiiol., 1897-98, p.

1022.— Brewers' rice, the lowest grade of milled rice,

consisting of th.at which is most finely broken up; so
called because it is sold to brewers.— French rice,
the amel-corn or emmer wheat, Triticion dicoccmn.—
Gold-seed rice, the variety chiefly grown in the Atlan-
tic United States, thus named from the yellowish color of
the ripe husk. It is esteemed among the best rices of
the world in quality and yield. It has two subvarieties, a
' long.grain ' and a ' shoi-t-grain.' It has mostly superseded
'white -(trice' (which see, below).— Grains Of rice. See
*,(/ra Jill.-Head rice, straight-head rice, milled rice
which has escai)ed breaking, hence forming tlie highest
commercial gi-ade, though not of a greater nutritive value
than broken rice. See Japan •krice,—Honduras rice,
a variety much grown in the Louisiana-Texas area. It
is very prolific and has a large grain, but does not bear
milling as well as the Japan *rice (which see).— Hot-
tentot rice, African termites which formerly were eaten
greedily, both boiled and raw, by the Hottentots.

—

Japan rice, Kiuslu rice, a type of rice introduced by
the United States government from the Island of Kiuslu
in Japan, where tlie best .Japanese rice is grown. The
grain ia short and thick, suuiUer than that of Honduras
rice. It excels especially by ita I'esistance to breakage,
which results in an mmsually high percentage of head
rice, and in its thin cuticle, and high percentage of fats,

while it is also extremely prolific— Jungle rice, an an-
nual grass, Hchinochloa colona, widely distributed in the
warmer parts of the Old World, inti-oduced in wet places
southward in the United States. It has erect or ascend-
ing stems from one t<5 two feet high, with a panicle of
from five to ten densely flowered one-sided spreading
spikes. It has been successfully tested as a hay grass in
Texas. In India its seeds form a minor commercial
cereaL Also called viillct-rice, rice-grass, and Shama
millet.— Marah rice. See American -krice.— PrOllflc
rice. See American -krice.— Providence rice, a sobri-

quet for rice irrigated with the unreliable surface water
as opposed to water obtained by i)nmping from subter-
ranean sources. See -kricel, 2. [Louisiana, Texas.]—
Red rice, a natural variety, rxifipogon, of Oi-yza satica,

the common rice. Either the whole or part of the sub-
stance of the grain or only the cuticle may be reddened.
This is a strong-growing variety and a great pest in rice-

fields, as the presence of its seeds in the crop reduces or
destroys its market value.— Rice stalk-borer. See
kstalk-borer.— TMacSLrOTa. rice. Same as Indian rice

(a) (which see, under ricei).—Wliite Tlce, a variety with

richmondite
the mature husk white, fonnerly much grown on the
Atlantic coast, still used in late seedings on account of its
quick maturity.— Wild rice, (b) .Same -dB jungle krice.

rice** (ris), «. [Prob. a particular use of rice^
= rise'^, a branch, a stick, etc.1 A collapsible
hexagonal reel upon which a hank of yam is
placed for winding on a bobbin. R. Marsden,
Cotton Weaving, p. 272.

rice-bird, ". 3. In Texas, the crow-blackbird,
Quiscahis quiscula ; in the Sandwich Islands, a
subspecies of the Mexican purple finch, Car-
podacus mexicanus obscurus.

rice-blight (ris'blit), «. See *blight.

rice-bran (ris'bran), ii. The removed cuticle
of tlic lice gi'ain. See *rice-milling.

rice-chaflf (ris'ehaf), n. The debris of the
husks of rice. See *rice-milling.

rice-creel (ns'krel), n. [rice^ -I- crcel.'i On a
hank-winding machine, a frame for the very
light reels called rices, for holding hanks of
yarn. R. Marsden, Cotton WeaWng, p. 272.

rice-eel (ns'el), n. Same as symbranchoid *eel.

rice-flour, ». 2. The layer of the rice kernel
next the cuticle, rubbed off as a powder in the
processes of hulling and polishing. Its food-
value is many times greater than that of the
polished grain, since it includes nearly all the
fats. Not being by itself palatable the flour
is used only as stock food. Also called rice-
meal and rice-dust.

Bice-grain decoration. See rice'^.

rice-grass (ris'gras), n. A rough grass, Ho-
malocenchrus hexandrus, growing spontane-
ously along watercourses in many warm
countries. In the Philippine Islands it is

cultivated like rice, under the name of zacate,
for forage. It is much relished by animals.
An allied species, H, oryzoides, is sometimes
called rice cut-grass (which see, under cut-
grass).

rice-grub (ris'gmb), n. The larva of a scara-
bffiid beetle, Chalepiis trachypygus. It damages

the roots of
upland rice in
the southern
United' States.

rice-milling
(ris ' mil * ing),

n. The opera-
tion of remov-
ing the hard,
rough, and
brittle husk
which incloses
the rice grain,
and the cuticle

immediately
investing the
kernel. This is

accomplished
primitively by
pounding and
winnowing, or
in improved
practice by
passing the

rough rice between millstones and the sep-
arated grain through a special machine called
a ' huller.' The grain thus treated is said to
be cleaned.

rice-polish (ris'pol'''ish), n. Rice-:flour so far
as produced by the polishing process.

rice-polishing (ns'pol'ish-ing), n. The opera-
tion by which the pearly luster is given to
commercial rice. It consists in rubbing the
cleaned grain with soft moose-hide or sheep-
skin within a wire-gauze cylinder and giving
it at the same time a thin coating of paraffin
by inclosing with it lumps of that substance.
See *rice-flour, 2.

rice-sapper (ris'sap"6r), «. An East Indian
capsidbug, Lcptncorisa acuta,yi\nch punctures
the ripening kernels of autumn rice.

rice-shell, «. 2. In Australia, any one of
various species of Trnncatella, a small marine
moUusk. The shell is used for necklaces and
derives its name from its resemblance to grains
of rice. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

rice-smut (ris'smut), «. See *S)nvt.

rice-Wee'Vil, «. 2. Same as icatcr-treetil.

Bichardson's actinometer. See *actinomoter.

Bichelieu sauce. See *sauce.

rich-leaf (rich'lef), n. Same as richweed, 1.

richmondite (rich'mond-it), n. ^Richmond
(see def.) •¥ 4te^.] A sulphantimonite of

Rice-grub i.Chalefus trachypygvs-i.

a, beetle : b, larva, natural size : c. under
side of larva with head details enlarged.

(Riley, U.S. D. A.)



richmondite

lead, copper, iron, and zinc occurring in black
metallic masses at Richmond Hill, New Zea-
land.

Richmond stage. See ^'stage.

Richthofenia (richt-ho-fe'ni-a), n. [NL.,
named after Von Ridithofen,'] A genus of

protrematous brachiopods from the Permo-
Carboniferous rocks of India. It has the es-

sential characters of the Stropiiomenacea, but
these are veiled by the superabundant growth
of cellular shell-tissue which gives it a form
and structure similar to that of the cyatho-
phylloid corals or that of rudistid pelecj^ods,
such as RadioUtes and Hippuntes,

richweed, ». 3. The great ragweed, Ambrosia
trijida ; also, less properly, the common rag-
weed or hogweed, A. artemisiiefoUa.— 4. The
white snakeroot or white sanicle, Eupatorium
ageratoides.

ricin (ri'sin), w. IRic(inus) + -i«2,] An albu-
minoid substance of poisonous character ob-
tained in small quantity from the seeds of the
castor-oil plant, Ricinus communis.

ricinic (ri-sin'ik), a, {_Ricin(us) + -tc] De-
rived from riciuolic acid.— Riclnlc acid, a crystal-

line acid, CigH^^O,-), made by heating barium ricinoleate
in a vacuum. It melts at 8V C.

riclnine (ris'i-nin), «. lRicin{u.^) + -ine^.]

A crystalline alkaloid, Ci,5Hig04N'4, found in

castor beans. It crystallizes in prisms which
melt at 193° C.

ricininic (ri-si-nin'ik), a. Iricinine + -tc]
Derived from ricinine,— Riclninlc acid, an acid,

C(jH5N*2-COOH(?), which is formed fnun ricinine by s:i-

poniflcation. It appears to be carboximinoraethyl-p>Ti-
dine.

ricinoleate (ris-i-no'le-at), n. [ricitwl{eic) +
-ate'^.] A salt of rieinolic acid.

rick^, n. 1. In part« of the United States, applied
only to an oblong-shaped pile.

Farmers often, instead of making conical stacks, put
the entire crop into a long roof-shaped rick.

J. B. KilUbreWy Grasses of Tennessee, p. 283.

2. A pile of brushwood used in the concentra-
tion of weak brine from salt-wells, the brine
being allowed to trickle over the pile with free

exposure to the air. Diultct Notes, II. vi.— 3.
Along the coast from New England to Dela-
ware, a mass of salt-marsh hay supported upon
piles.

rickardite (lik'ard-it), ti. [Xamed after T. A.
Rickardj editor of a mining journal.] A copper
telluride, Cu4Te3, occurring in small masses
of metallic luster and bright purple color:

found in Colorado.

rickey (rik'i), n. [Named after a Colonel
Rickey.^ A cooling drink consisting of spirits,

usually gin, a wineglassful of which is put in
a glass with cracked ice, a lime, and club soda.

Rlctoa palpebranun, the space between the eyelids
when they aru widely open.

riddle-, «. 5. In minting. See the extract.

Tlie next process fs Ut put the blanks through a bath
of Bulplmric acid, after which they are waahed au<l dried
In a barrel-shaped revolving machine, known as a '* rid-

dle." They are then taken t«j the coining press.
iSci. Aiiur., Nov. 5, 1004, p. 313.

riddle-seal (rid'I-sel), h. See ^seal^,

riddling-macbine (rid'ling-ma-shen''), n. See
^sand'Crttshtr, 2.

ride, r. I. i/if/-a«.t.—To ride hawse-full, said of a
vessel when it pitches Iwiws under while at anchor.— TO
ride to hawse, said of a vessel when both bow ancliors
are down.

H, trans. 7, In Jatcn-hoicls, to roll (the
ball) with great force.— To ride herd or to ride
herd on, in the westeni United .States, t^) gunrd cattle

by riding on the outer edge of tlie herd of feeding animals.
keeping them from straying and also keeping olf wild
animals : also used, by eitension, of guarding or protect-
ing anything.

Blacknell was ridinfj herd on a small bunch of calves
who with heels mostly in the air were making life a
burden to him and to his wiry cow-pony.

J. Jlri/rigon, The Lost Rfver, I.

Which I see a gent as was riding herd oh them two
big boxes all the aftcrn<K>n, an' I ain't allowin' for acci-

dents neither. Western World, II. 23^>.

I 'm romancin" leisurely along the street when I en-
coutit4;rB a party who 'a rldin' herd on one of these yere
telescrjpes. A. H. Leivin, Wolfvllle Nights, xvjii.

To ride the tgOaX, t(j be initiated into a secret ft^tciety

by riding a cruit as part of the ceremony, as is Jocularly
asRerted. [Slang.]

ride, n. 7. See ^compartment line.— 8. The
side of a log upon whi^'h it rests when being
dragged.—Major ride, minor ride. See *comj>art'
mentlitie.— To give a {tQQ ride, in poker, U> put up
for all the others tn a Jack-jxA usually as a penalty for
drawing t^i falie openers. Sometimes the kitty gives the
players a free ride.
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rider. «. 10. (6) A gold coin of Henry "VI.

of England, of the value of four shillings.

—

Despatch rider, one who carries despatches on horse-
back.

There was no option, the telegrams must be sent
through Kimberley and by despatch riders ... to ride
a hundred miles across the veldt against time.

P. Lamion, in War's Brighter Side, vi.

ridered, a. 2. In mining, said of the rock in a
vein when it is impregnated by vein-materials
in strings or narrow strata.

rider-pipe (ri'der-pip), ». An auxiliary pipe
;

specifically, a pipe used for distributing any
fluid to consumers along a pipe-line to lessen
the number of connections to the main and to
permit of shutting off the fluid while repairs
are being made.

rider-plate (ri'd^r-plat), n. In naval arch., a
heavy horizontal plate which is fitted on the
upper angles of the middle line keelson in
order to give it additional strength.

ridge, «.— Barometric ridge, the high pressure be-
tween two areas uf low jiressure ; the sunnnit of a baro-
metric wave.— Gastrocnemlal ridge, a ridge on the
posterior face of tlie fenmr to which tlie gastrocnemius is

attached.— Hemal ridge, one of the paired cartilagin-
ous ridges which in embryo fishes extend out from
either side of the perichordal tube into the lateral mus-
culature of the trunk and unite in the midventral line in
the caudal region to inclose the hemal canal.—Lamb-
dold ridge or crest, a ridge or crest arising at the junc-
tion of ;the paiietiU and supraoccipital bones and
forming the boundary of the upper posterior part of the
craniimi : named from the lambdoid^ suture in man,
which has something the shape of the Greek letter
lambda (.\). The lambdoid crest develops with age, and
is particularly prominent in old anthropoid apes.

—

Subatrial ridge, a ridge which develops on the mesial
surface of one of the metapleural folds in the lar\-al

Ainphioxus and eventually fuses with its fellow of the
opposite side Xa) fonn the tloor of the atrial cavity.— Su-
praforamlnal ridge, in nrnith., the ritlge on the back
of the cranium just above the foramen magnum, often or
usually forking ventrally likean inverted Y.— Supra-or-
bltal ridge. Same as »w/>erci7mrf/ ridge.— Tentorial
ridge, the ridge on the superior inner surface of tlie

cranium, marking the attachment of the tentorium, or
division between the cerebrum and cerebellum. /Vw.
Zool. Soc. London^ lf>OS, p. 265.—WolfBan Tldge, the
longitudinal welt or fold on either side of the body in
certain vertebrate embrjos, like the chick, from which
the rudiments of the fore and hind limbs arise.

ridge-band. «. 2. In weaving, a band for keep-
ing the heddle loops in a loom in their proper
positions: an old contrivance that greatly
lacilitiite*! weaving. T. W. Fox, Mechanism
of Weaving, p. 5.

ridge-line (rij'Un), n. The crest-line of a
rit%e of any kind.

.\nother magnetic ridge-line runs from near Reading
and enters the Channel near Chichester.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 527.

ridge-myrtle Crij'm^r''tl), n. See -^myrtJe.

ridge-planting (rij'plan^ting), n. Same as
*inot(>id-pl(futing.

ridger, n. 3. In agri., a tool, drawn by a horse,
for gathering and heaping up the loose soil

against young ])lants planted in rows. It con-
sists essentially of two mold-boards placed
side by side» flaring slightly in front and
hinged to a wheel at the rear.

riding-boom (ri'ding-bom), n. A boat-boom,
or long spar working in a hinge or goose-neck,

rifle

Riemannean.— Riemannian geometry, space. See
•^geometry, -frspace.

Riemann's measure ofcurvature. See *mea-
sure.

riflEle^, H.— To make the riffle, to overcome circum-
stances, as if fording a riffle in a stream when the current
is strong. [CoUoq.]

riffle^ (rif '1), V. i.
;

pret. and pp. rifled, ppr.
riffling. [Perhaps < riffle\ «,] To" shuffle a
pack of cards by butting the two parts of the
pack into each other and then bending them
so that they slip together.

rifle^, n.— BertMer rifle, a rifle (carbine) invented by
M. Berthier, adopted for the French cavalry in 1890. '

It
is a bolt-gun with a box-magazine, capable of containing
three cartridges, which is filled by means of clips or
chargers, which are then thrown away. The caliber of
the carbine is 8 millimeters (.815 inch), the weight of the
bullet 208 grains, and the muzzle velocity about 2,000 feet
per second.—Krag-Jorgensen rifle, the military arm
used by Denmark and Norway and, in an improved form,
by the United States np to 1004. See United States
itrijie (of 190^).— Lebel rifle, tiie rifle adopted for the
French infantry in ISsO. It is a bolt-gun with[a tubular
magazine holding eight cartridges under the barrel. The
caliber is S millimeters (.315 inch), the weight of the bul-
let 208 grains, and the initial velocity 2,073 feet per sec-

ond. The amnumition supply for each man is 120 rounds.
— Lee-Metford rifle, the magazine-gun adopted in 1889
for use in the English anny. It is also known as the Lee-
Speed, and is nearly identical with the Remington-Lee.
It is a bolt-gun, and has a detachable box-magazine,
which, however, is not entirely separated from the gun,
but when withdrawn from its seat is secured to the guard-
swivel by a short chain. The magazine has a cut-otf, so
that the gun may be used as a single-loader and the mag-
azine held in reserve. The magazine of the Mark I gun
holds eight cartridges, and that of the Mark II ten car-

tridges. The caliber of the Lee-Metford is .303 inch, the
weight of the bullet 216 grains, and the muzzle velocity

2.100 feet per second.— Lee Straight-pull rifle. See
United States namj nyf^'.— Matcn-rifle, a fine, well-

made ann used for match-shooting.— Mauser rifle, a
militAry rifle adopted first by Belgium and later by .Spain,

Germany, and the Ai^entine Republic. It is a bolt-gun,
and the magazine-box, having a capacity of five car-

tridges, is underneath the receiver and in front of the
trigger-gnard. The magazine is of the fixed type, but so
arranged that it can readily be removed for cleaning. It

can be chained through the receiver with single car-

tridges, or the five can be stripped at once from a metal
clip. The clip is pushed out t« the right as the bolt is

closed, and does not fonn any part of the magazine mech-
anism. The gun has no cut-otf, but a single-loading fire

can be maintained, retaining four cartridges in the mag-
azine, by replacing the top cartridge after each discharge.
The caliber of the Belgian Mauser is. 301 inch, the weight
of the bullet 219 grains, and the initial velocity 1,968 feet

Riding-boom.
a. h(e-line; *, Ii(t; c, riding-bnoin ; </, rope ladder; f. outhaul

;

r, after-boom guy.

designed to be lowered from abreast the fore-
rigging to a horizontal position at right angles
with the keel of the vessel. To this boom,
which is supported by halyards and main-
tained in position by fore-and-aft guys, the
small boats make fast when the vessel is at
anchor.

riding-mask (ri'ding-mask), «. A mask used
by ladies to protect the face in riding.

Riemannian (re-man'i-an), a. Pertaining to
Ueorg FricdrichBemhafd Riemann (1826-66),
a noted Crerman mathematician. Al?o written

United States Rifle, model of 1903, with top and side views of
the operating parts.

a, sleeve-locic spring; d, cut-off spindle; c. sleere-lock ; tf,

cut-otT; e, ejector-pin; _/, ejector; j-. extractor^^ollar ; A, slide
and slidc-cap ;

*'. slide-cap screw; j, windage-screw; i, wind-
age-screw knob; /. windage-screw bushing; m. slide screw;
M, drift-slide; o. fixed ba^c; /.extractor; ^. cocking-piece: r*
finng>pin; s, safety-lock thumb-piece; t, safety-lock spindle;
M, sleeve; v, mainspring; iv, firing-pin sleeve; x, foUower;
_>',_bolt; s, striker; i, receiver; 2, barrel; 3, movable base; 4.
leaf; 5, hand-guard ; 6. stock; 7, front guard-screw; 8, maga-
zine-spring; 9, floor-plate ; lo. sear-spring; ii, floor-plate catch ;

'

12. floor-plate calch-spring ; i^, guard; 14, trigger; 15, guard-
screw bushing ; 16, icar guard-screw ; 17, bolt-stop spring.

per second.— United States rifle, model of 1903, cham-
bered f(ir model of llKHi amnmiiition, the riHe of tbe
United States army. It is a compromise between the old
rifle and the carbine. The total length is 43.212 inches
and tiio barrel, which is incased in wood to within a short
distjiiice of the ninzzle, is 24.(KKt inches h>nj;. The opera-
ting parts consist principally of the bolt and magazine
meclmniams. The bolt mechanism is simihir t*j that of

the model 1SD2 rifle bnt strengtliened aK'ainst the bore
preasiu-e by additional In^rs. The magazine mechanism
consists of the floor plate, magazine spring, follower, and
cut-off. Tlie magazine is of the fixed type underneath the
receiver and in front of the trigger-gnard ; it is filled from
a clip holding five cartridges ; when empty the follower

holds the bolt open and calls the attention of the soldier

to tlie necessity of refilling ; it may be cnt off if desired

and the rifie used as a single-loader, in which case any
cartridges in the magazine are held in reserve. The
caliber 18. :iO of an inch, the weight of the bullet 150 f^rains,

the weight of the powder charge 50 grains, and the muz-
zle velocity 2.700 feet per second. Twenty-five aimed
shots may be fired in one minute. The maximum range
Is about 6,465 yards, for which the time of flight is 31.^59

seconds. The penetration in white pine at 600 yards
is al)out 24 inches and a low steel plate .3843 of an inch

thick is penetrated at loo yards. The point-blanjc danger
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space is abont 650 yards. The rifle is furnished with a
loliff knife bayonet and the total weight is about 10 pounds.
— united States navy rifle, the rifle adopted for the
I'nited States navy in IS*."*, tnit hiter abandoned : also

known as the Ltr itraiiiftt-puU rijle. It was a bolt-gun

with the peculiarity that the boltwas drawn direetly to

the rear in loading without t>eing turned. The tiiapazine

wjis of the fixed type, and was placed in front of the guard
under the receiver. The magazine was charged from a

clip holding five cartridges, and tliere was no cut-off. The
gun was therefore nitlier a repeating tlian a magazine
arm. If the magazine was not charged the gun could be
used as a single-loader. The caliber of the rifle was
millimeters (.im inch), the weight of the bullet 1:« grains,
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The pawl-race or rat«het-ring of

An abbreviation of Royal Indian

contraband goods which may be confiscated, in some cases rim^, »I. 3.
absolutely, sometimes with payment, if intended for the „ capstan
enemy.— Substantial rlgUt, in law, a right existing in .J t n/r
favor of a party to an action tlie denial of which by a trial XW. i-.

_
1*1,

court will, irrespective of technicalities, cause a reversal Mitnnc,
by an appellate court of any judgment or order obtained Rlma palpebrarum, the cleft between the eyelids.

in proceedings in which the right was denied.— Water rimal (ri'mal). a. [rima + -a/'.] Of or per-
rlght, in r. S. Jair, the right to use water from a canal tainino- tn .i" rimn in nnv kptisp Ihirl.- MeH
orother stream or body of water for irrigating purposes, i^,,'^

i rr ?-i
^ sense. JJUCh, Mea.

either in definite quantities or upon a certain area, ilaiuiooolt, 11. 1/4.

Water rights are recognized by State and federal laws, rimation (li-ma'shon), II. [L. rima + -ation.^
in some localities as real property, in others as personal, j^ narrow fissure-like opening or cleft.
The term also has the meaning of riparian rights (which
see).

and the velocity at 60 feet from the muzzle 2,460 feet per
j-Jglit^ fl(7(!._ stage right or left. &ei-kstage-po«itions.

second.

rifleite (n'fl-it), «. [rifle + -i7f2.J A trade-

name for an explosive, a liind of smokeless

powder for use in tbe Lee-Xletford rifle.

rifraf, ». A simplified spelling of riffraff.

rift^ ». 3. In wood-working, a saw in which
the cutting-teeth are placed at the ends of

radial arms instead

right-and-left (rit-and-leff), «. 1. Made in

pairs one member of which is adapted to the
right and the other to the left side, as boots,

. i. /, , i.n

shoes, gloves, etc.—2. Symmetrical wnth re- nm-clutcll (rim kliieh), «

Practically the same as rima.

rim-band (rim'band), n. Any band used on
the rim of a pulley or wheel; a belt; a trans-

mission-rope. XasmiOi, Cotton Spinning, p.
253.

A form of friction-

of upon the rim of a

disk.— 4. In (feol.,

cut-off and the lift.

In gneisses the parallel arrangement of the minerals
usually coincides with a direction of easy cleavage, known
to quarrymen as the "rij't." Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 102.

rift-sawed (rift'sad), a. Sawed in such a way
that the surfaces of the boards are nearly

gard to a central plane : as, rif/ht-and-lfft en-

gines.— 3. Having both a right-hand and a
left-hand thread : said of screws. Bolts and
screws for certain purposes are sometimes
made with both threads cut on one piece.

"'*"•"'?• "'•
•''':"''l right-eared (rit'erd), a. Using (as a habit)

one of the principal ^g^ ^.-^^ ^^^ ^^^^ |^^„ ^,^^ ,ff^\„ j^^^^ing.
cleavages^or planes ^ M_%^,ad, in Science, Nov. 1, 1907, p. 594.

building%tone as right-eyed (rit'id), a. Using (as a habit) the

Quarried of which "S'''' "^ ^"'"^ '''^^" ^'^^ '"^^^ ^" seeing. G. M.

the quarrjTneu take ^'""''^'. '" Science, Nov. 1, 1907, p. 594.

advantage. The right-footed (rit'fuf'ed), a. Using the right

two others com- foot as the guide and base of action, as in

monly occurring at beginning to march, in spading, etc. G. M
right angles with it Gould, in Science, Nov. 1, 1907, p. 594.

and with one an- right-hand, a. 4. Noting an engine in which
other, are called the the shaft that carries the fly-wheel is at the

right hand of the observer as he stands at

the head end of the cylinder looking toward
the shaft: the reverse of left-hand. Also, one
in which the observer, looking along the axis

of the shaft from the crank end, finds the
cylinder and its mechanism on his right.

clutch in which one of the elements is fitted

wdth a ring or cylindrical surface and on the

those which would come from natural splitting righting-moment (i'i'ting-m6"ment), n. In
or riving. Compare quarter-saiced and silver- naval arch., the moment of the rigliting couple
grain. which tends to restore a vessel to the upright

rift-system (rift'sis"tem), n. A series of re- position when it has been inclined from that

lated or neighboring fault-valleys constituting position. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p.

a system. 127.

Tlie East African Jtift.system.-BT. Carl Uhlig, whose rfght-sailing (rit'sa"ling), n. In navigation,

researches in East Africa have been frequently refened the running of a course due east or west, or

Rim-clutch.

a a, rim : h b b b, clutching segments, movable radially by the
leirers cc; <i d, cams throwing and locking the levers ^ f ; t e,

toggle levers throwing cams d d ; f/, fork of lever moving the
collar g lengthwise on shaft to operate the clutch. (From Scieu.
tific American Supplement.)

other are segments of two similar rings which
are brought by levers, wedges, or screws to

grip the solid ring on tbe other.

to in the Journal, has summed up the results of his ob-

servations regarding the East African rift-valley and
associated fault-scarps, in the Geographische Zeitschrift

lor September, 1907.

Qmg. Jour. (E. G. S.), Feb., 1908, p. 217.

rift-valley (riffval'l), n. A valley formed by
the down-faulting of its floor ; a graben.

The author speaks of the valleys, not as due to rifts,

but as thetnselves rifts, which seems to imply a nmch
smaller width in proportion to the lieight of the sides

than is found in the African ri/t-valleyg.

Geoij. Jour. (R. G. .S.), XVIII. 212, note.

north or south ; the confining of the course to

a meridian or a parallel, so that the vessel

makes all latitude or all longitude.

right-Sidedness (rit'si"ded-nes), n. The con-
dition, normal in the majority of persons, in

rime' - Double rime, triple rime, a rime extend-
ing to two or three syllables.

rime-eloud (rim'kloud), n. A cloud composed
of frozen particles of water which adhere to

objects when the cloud passes over them, or to

a balloon when it enters into such a cloud.
which the parts on the right side (upper and

Rjnucoia (ri-mik'6-la), n. [L. rima, a chink,
lower extremities, eye, and ear) are more . . ;,...•,-'.' '- - „ ,' „ .,

'

naturally employed for most purposes than
those on the left side.

Bigi beds. Same as *Ligurian, 2.

+ colcre, inhabit.] A genus of fishes of the

rig2 n. 5. The apparatus in a cultivator rigidity, n— Coefflclent of rigidity. 9,ee-kcoefficient.

which carries the shovels; a cultivator gang. -Molecular rigidity, the resistance of the molecules

- Fore-and-aft rig. See /orland-a/t sails.- SoOBS- "^ ^ substance to translational or rotational displacement

neck rig, a rig with the bars to which the shovels are rigodon, ". See rigadoon.
attached curved over like a hook.

rigOr, )i.- Heat rigor, rigidity of the muscles, referable

Riga S disease. See *discase, to coagulation of the myosin, induced by heat : analogous
ti) rigor mortis.

Rifnicola ynuscarum.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

ngging - Fore-topgallant rigging, the shrouds,

etc., of the lore-topgallant-mast.—To man the rigging, rigOroSO (rig-6-ro's6), a.
to 'stand in' the shrouds, or to command the men to

mount the rigging on and above the sheer-poles.

rigging-mat (rig'ing-mat), n. Naut., a rope
mat which is seized to the standing rigging to

prevent chafe. Small chafing-mats are made
of thrumb-work.

rigging-sled (rig'ing-sled), n. In lumherinq,KIgging-Sieo (.rig ing-siea;, «. vuiumuerimj,^ Riksdag (riks'diig), H. [
sTed used to haul hooks and blocks on a skid . parliament of the kingd

In music, in strict or exact time or rhytlim.

rigsbank-skilling (regz'bangk-skil"ing), n.

A 'royal bank shilling': a subsidiary coin of

Denmark, one ninety-sixth of a rigsdaler,

equivalent to fifty-six hundredths of a United
States cent.

[Dan., = G. reichstag.

family Gohiesocidae, found on the Pacific coast
of North America.

[It. = E. rigorous.'^ Rimini pottery. See *iwttery.

road. Also called dog-boat a,ndj>ig.

rigging-slinger (rig'ing-sling"er), n. In lum-
parliament, consisting of two elected houses.

riksdaler, n. See rix-dollar.
6m<,ir; (a) Amemberof ayarding-crewwhose ^ ; ^ simplified spelling of rill
chief duty is to place chokers or grabs on *"• "• »"" <_ • = f i s

logs. (6) One who attaches the rigging to nllettes (r_e->-et ), n. pU _ [F., prob. dim. of

trees in steam-skidding. OF. rille, a piece cut off.]

rigging-stopper (rig'ing-stMp"er), M. Naut., a
short length of rope made fast near a piece of

running-gear so that the latter's motion may
be arrested by taking turns about it with this

stopper.

right. I. a.- Right by Me. Bee*file\

n. ».— Confusion of rigbts, in law, the union in

one person of the qtlalities of debtor and_ creditor.—

made of minced chicken, ham, trufiles, etc.,

used in sandwiches or with a salad.

rill-mark, «. 2. Specifically, in j/eo/., one of

the marks left by the rills formed by the re-

treating waters of a wave which breaks
against a shore. Such rills often cut furrows
in the sand which, if the sand hardens into

rock, may be preserved with great fidelity.

rim-machine (rim'ma-shen"), n. In sheet-

metal work, a hand-power machine for rolling

strips of tin into rims for tinware.

rim-shaft (rim'shaft) n. A drum-shaft ; a
shaft large enough to serve as a pulley : usu-

allv made hollow. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning,

p. 247.

om.'] The Swedish rim.gpeed (rim'sped), n. The linear velocity

of a point on the rim or outer circumference
of a rotating body : the speed in linear dimen-
sions, per unit of time, of a point on the rim
of a rotating body

A'potted delioacy rimuic (rim'o-ik), a. [rimu + -if.] Found in

the rimu-tree, Dacridium cupressinum— Rlmulc
acid, a crystalline acid, C,6H2o03. which is the chief con-

stituent of rimu resin. It melts at 192-193° C,

Bimula, n. 2. \l. c] A small rima or fissure,

esoecially of the spinal cord or brain. Buck,
Med. Handbook, II. 162.

Rinascimento (re-na-shf-men'to), n. [It.,

revival, new birth. See Renaissance. ^ Ingen-
_.._ , . ... erai, the beginnings of modern civilization in

J!}^*!'?
'^'**' '" *"«"'*''»• ">•= ''"™'* **> **'« "' "'"* rill-pit (ril'pit), n.

_
One of the fissures which Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries;

for gold.

A miner's right, a wonderful document, .pri

vritten on parchment.
Kolf Boldrewood, The Miner's Right, p. 1, quoted in E.

, . .cut the moon's surface and which often taper more especiallv, this commencement as influ-

toward either end but not downward. They
often have flat bottoms. G. E. Gilbert, in Bul-

[E. Morils, A'ustrai English, letin Philos. Soe. Washington, XII. 283.

Bigbt of visitation and search, in international law, -jjy (ri'li), a. Same as roilu. [Dialectal.]
the right of an armed vessel of a nation at war to visit * >

'

,
.

merchant vessels of neutral nations for the purpose of Water looks rily. . . . Coin to be a change o weather.

ascertaining that they are such and to search them for L. E. Richards, Mrs. Tree, vi.

enced by the" revival of interest in classic

literature and art. In the fine arts (painting, sculp-

ture, architecture), Rinascimento means definitely the

reappearance of classic motives and methods. It does

not include the art of the primitives, which is still me-
dieval, or the fully developed classicism of the sixteenth

century. The French derived word, Renaissance, ia
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much broader in its application, and the Gemian and
English usages are still more comprehensive. See lie-

)taiii!f!*tnce.

rinceau (ran-s6'), n.; pi. riticeaux (-so'). [F.]

A ruuuiuir ornamt'iit leased on a continuous

Lep.iutrei.

scroll which is usually elaborated with acan-
thus-leaves. It is a distinctly classic type,

but has passed over into Byzantine and Gothic
decoration.

lincon (rin-k6n')t «•; pl- rincones (-ko'naz).

[Sp. riucoH, OSp. rencoiiy rancon, Cat. raed^ a
reentrant corner.] In phys. geog.y a reentrant
corner in an escarpment ; an alcove. [South-
western U. S.]

lind^, ». 4, A strip of cloth placed under
the leather on the handle of a golf-club to

thiokeu the gi'ip-

rinderpest, ".—Parrots' rinderpest. ?,&& parroW
irpliii/nr.

xind-fungtlS (riud'fung'^gus), n. A diseose of

sugar-cane due to Trichoi^phseria sacchari.

Xing', n. 14. In salt-making, a fire-brick arch

of varying length, placed under the evaporat-

ing-pans to temper the heat and so prevent
the salt from being burned,— 15. A circular

device, with a lip or flange upon which an
elliptical clip called a traveler runs, for twist-

ing and winding the yarn on a bobbin, on a
ring-spinning machine.— 16* A section of

tan-bark, usually 4 feet long.— 17. In cricket,

the boundary; the limits of the field of play:

80 called because in some cases the cricket-

field is oval or round. Hutchinson, Cricket,

p. 67.— 18. In chem.f same as closed *chain.
—Adamson ring, a ring for stitfening a tube or flue

which is 8ul)jectea to external pressure which tends to

make it conai>8e. It is of rectanKUlar cross-section and
is riveted between twtj flanges on adjacent sections of

the flue. Enirin. ila'j.. May, 1904, p. 2:*:*.— Alliance
Ting, a ring made of two parts so joined together as to

have no point of juncture visible. When the two parts

are laid together they fit perfectly, making a complete
ring. Inscriptions are engraved on the inner sides of the
two parts and are invisible when the ring is closed.

—

Bandl'S ring. Same as itr<ftr(icti'm-ri/ig.—'BQJlZ6TL9

ring. See *?"'Hj';i''.— Bishop's ring (hi or Bishop's
circle, a ring of light alxmt the sun from 12 to l>i degrees
In i-adius, first ob8er\ed by the Kev, Aereno Bishop daily

in Sei)tember, ls*3, at Honolulu, Sandwich Islands, and
Afterward explained as a diffraction-ring caused by the
Bame vap«:>r or dust from the eruption of Krakatoa that

also caused the red sunset skies a few niontjis later.

nature, Oct. 2It, I'JOa, p. ti23.— Cut-Off ring. Ste *cut-

4iff.
— De la Rive's ring, an apparatus for (iemonstrating

the action ofniagnets upon cuiTents. It c'tnsists of plates

of zinc and coppt-r itisi-rteil in dilute 8Tili»hurie acid con-

taineii in a glass vessel wtlghted with mercury to keep it

Qpright while fltrnting freely on water. The plates can be
connected with circular or rectangular wires, coils, or sole-

noids. These are then traversed by a current, and can
be subjected t'> the nctif>n either of magnets or of cur-

rents.— Engagement ring, a ring given, aa the sign of

l)etn>thal, by either of the betrothed to the other-
False ring, the layer of W)_«xl which is fonned whenever
the diiitneter growth of a tree is interrupteil and begins

again during tlie saniegn>wing8ea8oiL— QalTaniC ring,
a name formerly given t4i a voltaic circuit.— Oauze
Ting, the semitransparent ring of Hatuni. lying lietween

the platiet and its tlrst bright ring. Sometimes called

crn/yf-n/i;/.— Genital ring, in echinotds, a circular canal

that appears to be connected with a series of hemal ves-

sels or lacunse which surround the dorsal organ.—
Oranune ring, &n early form of armature- winding for

direct-current generators invented by Gramme in laTO

and forming the char-
acteristic feature of
the Oranmie dynamo-
machine. The core
consists of a ring
made up of a bundle
(o) of soft iron wires.

Ab4>ut this a series of
coils (6) of hisulated
copper wire is wound.
The end of each coll

is joined to the be-
ginning of the one
lying next to it, and
each of these junc-
tions is attached to
one of the bars of tho
commotator it). The
figure shows a
Gramme ring in pro-
cess of construction,
a portion of the core
being cut away to exhibit the structure. The Gramme
ring is a development or modification. Independently re-

discovered, of the Pacinotti ring constructed in Florence
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in I860.— Harlequin ring, a ring in which various col-

ored stones are set around the band or arranged in the
ring.— Idlophanic rings, rings observed when pleo-

chroitic crystals cut normal to an optic axis are placed in

convergent light and viewed by means of the polariscope.

The idiophanic rings are most distinct when the plane
of incident polarisation is parallel to one of the directions
of polarisation. Science Abstracts, VI., Sec. A, p. 73.

Intravertebral ring, the ring of tissue suiTounding
a vertebni in young amphibia : the vertebral cartilage of

^Viedel•sheim. //. Gad'nr.— Ke\mi6 ring, the structural

formula,
| || , , devised by Kekule to express

HC^ ^ CH

the constitution of benzene and those of its derivatives
which contain an aromatic nucleus.— MarCLUlse ring, a
finger-ring having either one gem (as a diamond, ruby,
emerald, sappliire, etc.) or a number of stones placed in

a long, iM.inted setting.— Oral ring, in echinodenns, the
ring which suTTi_>unds the mt.»uthMipening.~Oral ring-
vessel, in some echinodenns, as starfishes, a vessel sur-

rounding the nuinth-opening and divided iiit*) two by a
septum, the inner division conmiunicating with the cfc-

loma and the outer with the axial sinus.— Orbital rln^,
in ornith., the bony ring surrounding the eye, which is

formed by the frontal above and the union of the pre-
frontal and postfrontalbfelow. This condition is found in

certain parrots, such as the cockatoos. It is not to be
confuse*! with the ring of sclerotic plates around the
pupil of the eye. Parker and Ilaswetl, Zoology, I. 351.

—

Pacinotti ring, a fonu of armature-winding devised by
Dr. Antonio Pacinotti in Florence in l»*iO. It consists of

Gramme Ring.

Pacinotti Rin;.

a toothed ring of iron, rr, the successive segments of
which are wound with coils of wire, ccc. The ends of

these coils, of which only three are shown in the diagram,

are joined together and attached t<) commuUitor-bars at

the center. The ring thus wound was mounted between
the pole^pieces, mm, of an electromagnet as shown dia-

grammatically in the figure and ser\*ed aa the annatnre of

a direct-current generatt>r. Pacinotti's invention, a mo<iel

of which exists in the cabinet of physical apparatus at

the I'niversity of Pisa, was entirely overhxjked by elec-

trical engineers and it reappeared in nuMlifled form as an
independent discover}- in the ring-armature of Gramme
(1S70). It is now reccv»izt-d aa the earliest type of anna-
ture for the pnxluction of the direct cuiYent.— Polar
ring, '" euibrtjol.. n ring-shaped accumulation of dilfer-

entiated cytoplasmic
substance at the ani-

mal and vegetative
poles of certain ova.

A remarkable phe-
nomenon, dest^ribed by
Whitman in the leech
<"7tt), and later by Ftx.t

in the earthwt>nn ('i»4),

is the fomiation of the
'* polar rings," a pro-

cess which follows the
entrance of the sper-

matozoon and accom-
panies the formation of
thepolarlKHlies. These
are two ring-shaped cy-

toplasmic masseswhich
form at the periphery
of tlie egg near either
jude and advance
thence towards the
poles, the upper one
surrounding the inmit
at which the p<»lar iMKlies are formeil. Their nfeaning is

unknown, but FiM>t ('IHJ) has made the interesting discov-

ery that they are probablv of the same nature as the
yolk-nuclei. E. B. WiUmi, The Cell, p. 150.

Princess ring, a finger-ring with a lc»ng oval setting of

three, four, »»r five gems encircled with smaller brilliants

worn across the fingers.—-Retaining ring, an annular
wn>ught-iron ring, which was empIoVL-d on an obsolete

form of railway car-wheel to fasten the metal tire to the
wo«>den body of the wheel.— Retraction ring. See
*rf?rrtc(ion.— King COmpOUnd, a compound in which
several at^)m8 are united in sucli a maimer aa to form a
ring. Als'i called ci/rlic cDiiji'iund and rlnsed-chain cotn-

pound.—K\Bg connection, ring current, see *polg-
phaKc— Ring dischai^e, a form of electric discharge
observed in vacuum-tubes without electrodes when the
conditions are such that the path of the induced currents

is circular and an annular portion of the gas is rendered
luminous. J. J. Thomson, Discharge of Elect, through
Gases, p. 174.— King method, in elect., a method of

testing the penueability of injn or steel in which the

sample has the fonu of a ring. About the ring two coils

are wound, the primary or magnetizing coil and the sec-

ondary or exploring coil. The ring is magnetized step by
step by increasing currents in the primary coil and the
corresponding throws of a l)allistic galvanometer con-

nectea with the secondary coil are noted.— Ring mi-

Section of the egg of the leech
Citfsine durinif fertilization.

(Whitman.)

a, polar bodies; *, polar ringfS

;

cleaTatfe-n'icleus near the center.
Magnified.

(From Wilson's " The Cell.")

nnger
crometer. See ^-micrometer.— Tendlnons ling of
Arnold. Same as annulus tendinostig.--To run rings
round, to beat, in any contest, so easily as to reach the
goal first, though running round and round the comjieti-
toi-s. See •riji,r/l, v. t., 7.— Vocal ring, a chitinons ring
supportinga vibratingmembrane in the thoracic spiracles
of certain dipterous insects.—Waldeyer's tonsillar
ring, an incomplete cirele of adenoid tissue, in tlie throat,
formed by the. lingual, the pharyngeal, and the faucial
ton si I.s.

ringi, ('. I, trans. 7. To circle around (tlie

game) in order to catch the scent: said of a
field-dog.

Any dog that "rings'" game, or from any cause breaks
his point to take up another, may be trained to report.

Forest and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 63.

8. In printing, to draw a ring around, as an
unmarked change in type, on a proof.

II. intrans, 3. To make the best score in

shearing sheep. See'^jinger'^, 3. [Australia.]

ring^, V. t.—To ring the changes, a method by whicli
counterfeit coin is uUered, the counterfeiter pretending
to test a coin paid him, and handing back a false coin
demanding a good one in its place.

ring-ampere (ring'am-par^'')? "* III elect., a
coil of vnre the current through which causes
attraction or repulsion of other circuits carry-
ing current, as in Ampere's experiment or in

electric balances for the measurement of

currents.

ring-around (ring'a-round"), *'• 1. Same as
'^run-around.— 2, A girdle of dead tissue

formed about the stem of a grape-cluster by
the anthracnose, Sphacelofna Ampelinum.

But one peculiarity of anthracnose is that it generally
attacks the veins of the leaves, as well as the leaf-stems,
and so its identification is not always difficult The stems
of the clusters are also injured, and it fretiuently occurs
that a part is completely girdled, causing a "ring-
around," as it is commoidy called. The beiTies below
the ring do not ripen, l)ut remain green, and gradually
shrivel. E. G. Lodeman, The Spraying of Plants, p. 295.

ring-bone, W.— False ring-bone, a bony enlargement
on the long pasteni of the hoi'se which does not involve
the joint and produces no lameness.

ring-bottle ^ring'hot*!), n. A'bottle or jug of
earthenware made in the form of a hollow
ring, to be filled with water or cider and car-

ried on the arm of a laborer in the harvest-
field.

ring^bumer (ring'b6r*'n^r), n, 1. In a gas or

oil lamp, a burner giving an annidar flame
or having a tubular wick, as in the Argand
or any otner lamp where air is supplied to the
center of a ring-like flame.— 2. A gas chan-
delier formed of a ring of burners placed side

by side and suspended from the ceiling.

ring-clamp (Hng'klamp), n. A clamp for hold-
ing a ling in position in order to facilitate

working. It consists of two pieces of wood
hinged together at the middle, the ring
being secured between two ends by a wedge
placed between the other ends. Also ring-

clasp.

ring-clutcll (ring'kluch), n. A form of clutch
used in some arc-lamps for lifting the positive

carbon when the arc is struck and for holding
the carbon in position so long as the proper
current flows through the feeding-eoil. It

consists of a metal ring through which the
carbon slips freely so long as the axes of ring
and carbon coincide but which, when tilted

into an oblique position, clutches the carbon.

ringer^, «. 2. (a) In athletics, one who com-
petes in some way under deception, conceal-
ing his identity, ability, or standing, (b) In
racing, a horse entered in a race with intent

to deceive.
" We have reason to believe that the Lnkens horse is a

'ringer,' Mr. Carleton," he began. "We have been a
trifie suspicious that this was the case, all along, though
Buperfieial evidence that Hie animal is the gray racer.

Wraith, which was seen on the Western tracks last sea-

sou, was not alt^^ether lacking."
C. 5. Pearson, Romance of the Race Course, iv.

3. In sheep-shearing, one who rings or tops the
score. See '^ring^. [Australia.]

They call him the ringer of the shed. That means the
fastest shearer,— the man who runs rings round the rest,

eh? E. \V. IJornung, Boss of Taroomba, p. 101.

4. In general, one who excels others, as if

able to run rings around his competitors and
still keep ahead. See *ring'^. [Australia.]

Another favorite [school] phrase is a 'regular ringer.'

Great excellence is implied by this expression.

Geelong Grammar School Qtinrterly, April, 1894, p. 26:
[quoted in E. E. iloiris, Austral English.

ringer^, n. 4. A supplementary enthusiastic

cheer. [Slang.]

When the result had been announced the air was rent

with cheers. Auctioneer Judy called for a tiger for Mr.
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Joseph, and then a rin^jfr for . . . who had sold the

highest-priced beef steer in the world.
Rep. Kaiumt State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 36a

5. In telephony, an electric call-bell.— Polar-

Ixed ringer, in ielnhoni/. a cWl-bell with permanent

maijnets. G. If. Witdfr, Telephone Prin. and I'ractice,

P- I'^S- ^
ringer-magnet (ring'^r-mag'net), n. One ot

the field-magnets of a call-bell used in tele-

phony.
ringing-key (ring'ing-ke), n. In telephony, a

switohini; device by which the current for ring-

ing call-bclla is put into circuit.

ring-jointer (ring'join'ter), n. A tool used by
jewelers for cutting finger-rings which are to

be enlarged or reduced.

ring-kiln (ring'kil), n. A kiln of the Hoffman
tvpe. which is built in a circle around a cen- ringsider (ring'si"der),

tral stack. The burning-chamber thus forms ' ^ .. .,.

an annular tunnel. It belongs to a compara-

tively numerous group of continuous-burning

kilns", and is used for burning bricks and other

•varieties of clay ware, and even lime and

cement.
ring-lead (ring 'led), v. t. To lead in some
special enterprise ; especially, lead a ring

or group of others in some mischievous or

illegal enterprise. [Rare.]

ring-machine (ring ' ma- shen"), n. A bench

Riv.

Winifred made a dash at . . . Ithe rope], but it slipped

through her fingers and vanished. ..." Vou made a np-
pii^O good try," said Bobby.

A. It. Cornier, Seal of Silence, xL

rippingly(rip'ing-U), a4!i. Splendidly; 'stun-

ningly.' [Slang.]

"You dance rippingly," declared her cousin.

E. W. Harnung, Peccavi, xxiv.

_ n. 3. In math., a wave whose length

is 'less than that for which the velocity of

propagation is a minimum.
Sir W. Thomson proposes to distinguish by the name of

ripples those waves whose length is less than the above
critical value of n (Phil. Mag. (4) xlii.). Amer. Jout.

Math., IX. 67.

Ripple drift. See*dn/(.

were given by a newly created sergeant-at-

law to every person of rank at court. They
were given to all, from the princes of the

blood down to the lowest clerk, to each ac-

cording to his dignity.

ring-shake (ring'shak), «. A crack in timber,

usually produced primarily by frost, the ex-

tremes of contraction and expansion tearing riBnleS
apart the annular growth-rings. Such checks ; " i„„J
are afterward kept open by the action of the

wind upon the tree.

The defect known as cupshake, ringshakc, ... is fre-

quently met with in many kinds of wood. It consists in

a partial or entire separation of two consecutive annual
rings, and appears on a cross section as one or more splits

running concenU^caUy^rou^rf the^log.^

^^_ ^^^_ ^ ^^^^^ rippling-COmb (rip'iing-kom), n. A group or

A rail bird • one series of rows of long iron pins fixed in a

wh"o leans over the fence or railing of the wooden frame or plank for rippling flax

ring and watches the judging, as at a fair, nprapping rip rap-ing), «. Same as n/,ra^.

rPollnn 1
riproaring (np'ror-mg), a. Lively; uproan-

L^/oiiuq.j ^^^^. i„,ij;tp,.n„s,: slam banc [Slang.]
Riproaring; up-

riproaring (rip'ror-ing), a.

. , , j-a, . ous; boisterous; slam bang.
In a large rmg there are snre to be several different _i___._Srt„o Irin rnr'i-iis'l a

Sometimes it is not a hard matter to place riprOanOllSJ np-ror 1-us;, a.
types of cattle. ««,«»;.,.....o ... .o...^. -...«« ... ..^ f - . rcn "

t
them right; other times there- may be a "topper" of roanous. [olang.J
each type in the class, each having many friends among riSCO (res'ko), n. [Sp. risco, a steep rock.
the ringsiders for premier honors.

Hep. Kansas State Hoard Agr.

See

1901-02,'p. 173.

n. A systemring-spinning (ring'spin'ing),

of continuous spinning in which a fixed ring

—B — < " • , i- i » (concentric with the spindle) and a traveling-
machine, operated by hand- or foot-power, tor g^iJg foj (.jjQ y^yjj ^jg tjjg chief features.
forming wire into small rings. It straightens, jjr(.j,j)^ Indust. Democracy, I. 424.
cuts to measure, and shapes the wire into rings

ring.gplice (ring'splis), n. See splice.

or segments of rings

ring-main (ring 'man), n.
ring-spot (ring'spot), n. A spot in the shape -jgg-

risk'^-, n.] A sharp and precipitous rock;
amorphous quartz found in veins or out-

crops. Coal and Metal Miners' I'ocketbooJc.

risel, n. 17. In hase-ball, a peculiar delivery

of the ball which makes it rise so that the ten-

dency of the batsman is to strike under it.—18,
The difference in diameter, or taper, between
two points in a log.

«. (fif) A riser pipe; any pipe which conveys a
.„„ , „ .

-^ main-pipe in ^f"^ "jj^g gueh as is frequently seen on lepi-

which the two ends are brought around and dopterous larvte. W. Bateson, Study of Vari-
connected together into a rmg or closed loop, ^tion, p. 305.
so that any two points on the line of pipe may ring-Stream (ring'strem), n. A stream of
have direct connection with each other by two gJjj j^ ^^g f^^j^ ^f ^ ring . ^ gtream from a
independent routes which occupy a different ^Qj^jg formed of an annular ring. TIte En-
part of the closed loop. (,incer (London), Dee. 2.5, 1903, p. 611.

The four batteries of boilers constituting each section fing-taw (ring'ta), )i. Same" as iaw^, 1.

of the boiler plant are interconnected by a 10-in. mam and .„„_„__, „ _
a 4-in. auxiliary line, both in the form of a rmg mam. nngworm, — -

No pipe bends are used^ except on this ritlfl main, the

Cotton yarn spun rising-box (ri'zing-boks). n

supply of hot or cold water, steam, gas, etc., from the
source of supply upward, as through a building to bath-

rooms, radiators, or gas-fixtures. (*) In bee-keeping, a
portion of a hive inserted under another hive to make
more room. (0 In elect., a wire connecting the varioua-

floors of a building and serving for the transmission of
currents for electric lighting or power.

The grouping of risers has been made, however, so that

the average current demand on each pair of lighting bars
will be about equal. Engin. Record, XXXV'III. 566.

.ii-i^viiii. 11.— Giant ringworm, an extensive and . . .... , ,.. „ ^^ ^ i, * *

h"fa"t."ble ^ml of ringwornjTncountered sometimes in nSing, n.- Rising Of the lights, extreme shortness of

nMe^arvTexibiTitV of"the piping svstem being secured tile tropics.- TokelaU ringworm, tinea imbricata. breath. [Slangy!
,, vt

oartlvbv this means and partly by the method of support, ring-yam (ring'yiirn), n. Cotton varn snun risine-box (n zinc-ooks). n. A movable shut
Elect. World and Engiiu, Feb, 27, 1904, p. 396.

ring-mountain (ring'moun"tan), n. 1. As
much of a volcano as remains after the forma-

tion of a caldera, whose rim is like a ring.

W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geography.— 2.

One of the large crater-like formations on

the moon, inferior in size to the bulwark
plains.

ringneck, n. 3» In Australia, a jackaroo.

The name is given in allusion to the white rinking (Ving'king),' n
collar which the new arrival is apt to wear, ^ yi,,!^ [Rare.]
until home training has been supplanted by
bush customs. £. E. Morris, Austral English.

Ringneck snake, saine as ring-snake: also appli^eii

on"a ring-spinning machine. NasmUh, Cotton tie-box at one end of a loom. Also called

Spinning, p. 348. drop-box. C. Vickenimn, Woollen Spinning,

rink^, n. 6. In lawn-howls, a division of the P- 12.

green, about 20 feet in width, the center of riskl, m.— Port risk, in nwrinc i»s»r(in«s, a risk upon

which is marked on the bank at each end by a while in port.— Risk note. See knote'i.—-

. .
- Superstandard risk, insurance on the life of one

pm or other device.— 7. A side m a match, whose habits or heredity o.- the state of whose health in-

In curling, a rink consists of 4 players (called creases his expectancy of life.

i\\e leader, second player, third player, and skip Risorgimento (re-sor-ji-men'to), n. Same as

or driver), each playing 2 bowls. -kRinascimcnto.

The act of skating in risotto (re-sot'to), n. [It., < riso, rice. See
ncel.] An Italian dish of rice and cheese.

Why should we not go mad for china? It is as sensi- ri8qu6 (ris-ka'), a. [Fem. risquec: F., pp. of
ble as going mad overnnHn<7. risfiuer, risk, hazard.] Audacious; on the

to thTKsTTn-dia-eibru, and to one of the SoutiiAfri- ^.,, ^.JrTXolT
''''

fk "'
f,'""'''"'' l"' '^r'^""' ^T""''

''

""
can vipers, Sepedon hx,nachates. RlOlp ^ bones. bee *6o»iti. tentionally suggestive of impropriety.

ring-off (ring ' of), n. In teleplwny, the signal riollte (re o-lit), );. [>;amed after a Mexican
jjiggoig, (ris'6-la), n. [NL.] A genus of ophidi-

forthe close of communication over a line. mineralogist, A. M. del J^w.J A supposed
(,i(j fishes found chiefly in the Mediterranean

When the conversation is flnished a ring upon the call- sulphoselenide of mercury from Culebra,
g^^

bell ("rt«-,_o/;) causes the drop to fall and the operator Mexico. , ,^ „. , . ^ „ „.,,, , rit ritard. Abbreviations of n</Tr(faH(fo.
.ot, «.—Toread the Klot Act. See iJiot ^c(, under ^"-i ^"'""""

^_ ,^ . ^
int. Hence, to reprove sliarply. [Humorous.] —Nlka rite, ".- Scotch, or Scottish, rite, m /i-pcmaKonry, the

riots agreat popular insurrection (originating in a quar- ceremonial of tlie Scotch freemasons; masonrj- as gov-

rel in the amphitheater between the Green and the Blue erned by Scottish customs.— York rite, masonic cere-

factions) which occmTed in Constantinople in 632 A.D., monial as originally practised at York, England,

the fifth year of the reign of .lustinian. It endangered ri+oji An abbreviation of ritenuto.
the stability of the Eastern Empire and destroyed tlle ". • ,-,,, \ „ „ i„ T „ c\t ^r.
imperial quart;er of the city. Kltschlian (neh'li-an), rt. and «. la. Of or

rip-cord (rip'kord), n, A lace or cord fastened pertaining to the doetrmes of Kitschl and his

in the bag of a balloon in such a way that a

sharp pull upon it will rip the bag and let the

gas escape.

A village-cart.

thus notified of the fact removes the plugs and discon- jjot H.—To read the Klot Act.
tinues the connexion. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 237. ,.,-,j( jj

ring-oiler (ring'oi"16r), n. An oiling device

consisting of a ring which rests on a bearing

with its lower edge dipping into a reservoir of

oil. As the shaft turns it di-ives the ring

which carries oil to the top of the shaft,

whence the oil flows through the bearing.

ring-oiling (ring'oi'ling), a. Having a ring

to carry oil for continuous lubrication. The
rina has an internal diameter larger than the journal and
rests upon its upper element The lower part of tlie Ripon Cart
ring dips into an oil-well or -reservoir below the bearing.

As the journal revolves the ring turns with it, and the

lower elements are continually brought to the top, bring-

ing oil a« the ring turns and leaving some of it on the

bearing.

The journal bearings are of the ring-oiling, self-align-

ing type, of such projwrtions as to ensure cool running,

and the shaft is of a siMjcial grade of hammered steel of

great tensile strength and wear-resisting qualities.

Elect. Rev., Sept. 10, UUi, p. 410.

ring-pigeon (ring'pij"on), n. Same as ring-

do

ppr. riposting, [riposte, «.]

smart reply or repartee.

ripper 1, n. 1. (d) a rip-saw.

Ripon Cart.

;
pret. and pp. riposted,

ring-plate (ring'plat), n. In steam-boilers, a

plate from which a ring is made ; a plate
rjpogte (ri-nosf)

forming a zone or belt and thus making a „^,. ,.;„>,«/;„^ r,

part of the cylindrical shell of a steam-boi>er.

ring-rail (ring'ral), n. An oscillating bar on
^ „ ^_

a ring-spinningmachme which holds the rings.
4. \ double-ripper.

See*n»ffl, 15.
ripping (rip'ing), a. [r/pl, f.] Splendid ; very

nng-scale(rmg'skal),n. Samea8*dry-rof, l,as
^^od.; 'stunning': also used adverbially.

applied to pine. [Slang.]
rings-giving (ringz'giv'ing), n. A former she did look rtppinff in that white frock.

custom in accordance with which gold rings Anthony Hope, Dolly Dialogues, ix.

school.

II. n. A follower of Ritschl. See *Ritsch-

lianism. Athemenm, Feb. 6, 1904.

Bitschlianism (rich'li-an-izm). n. The system

of doctrine taught by Albrecht Ritschl

(1822-89) and his school. Ritsejil was pro-

fessor of theology in the universities of Bonn
and Gottingen. He reconstructed theology

on the basis of his definition of Christianity,

which is given in the extract.

Christianity is the monotheistic, completely spiritual

and ethical religion, which, biised on tlie life of its author

as Redeemer and as founder of the kingdom of Ciod, con-

sists in the freedom of the children of Cod, involves the

impulse to conduct from the motive of love, aims at the

moral organization of mankind, and grounds blessedness

on the relation of sonship to God, as well as on the king-

dom of God. Athenieum, Feb. 6, 1904.

To make a quick, ritualize (rit'u-al4z), v. t.
;
pret. and pp- ritii-

ali~ed, ppr. ritmlizing. To arrange and supply

a ritual for ; hamper with external forms and
ceremonies ; harden and deaden by ritual.

He adds that the 'Tribe' in France has completely lost

its ancient traditions since the pernicious Concordat

which tended to ritualise and catholicise the synagogue.
Daily Chronicle, May 29, 190L

Riv. An abbreviation of river.



rivalry

rivalry, «.— Binocular rivalry, retinal rtvaliy, In

ps'jchophys., the alternation of sensations or perceptions

which occurs when disparate impressions are presented
simultaneously to the two eyes.

If corresponding points of the retinae are separately

stimulated with two incoiigrruous fields, the phenomenon
ot binocular rtuafry appears.

B. B. Breese, On Inhibition, p. 18.

Monocular rivalry, in psychol. optics, a rivalry or alter-

nation of the colors or boundarj'-Iines of diverse stimuli

applied to the same area of the sinne retina. Psychol,

Ret. Hon. Sup., \i. 42.

river'", ".—Adolescent river, a river which is in the

second stage of its threefold development, when it has

destroyed the greater number of obstructions to its

course, has reached a comparatively unifunn gradient,

and has well-adjusted tributai-ies.— Belieaded river.

See *behmd.—ljOSt river, a river which sinks into a
cavern and proceeds by a subterranean course often inac-

cessible to an explorer. J. I) Dana, ilanual of Geol.

(4th ed.), p. 207.— River drift, terrace. See *rfn/«,

*terracei:— Mature river, a nver that has reached its

stage of maximum development as t<j extent of its system,

effectiveness in its work, variety of its activities, and at-

tendant phenomena- A mature river is associated with
maximum t*.>pographic relief.—.Senile river, ariver that

has long passed its maximum stage of development and
work. It is characterized by a graded bed. a compara-
tively slow and unifonu current, a meandering course, a
tendency to aggrade its channel, a hrtjad uniform valley

or flood plain, and a tributary country reduced to very

low relief by its own work. See young -kriver and
mature *river.— Superposed rivers. See inherited
itdraitiaye.— Young river, a river that has not reached
Its maximum development in areal extent, and has not
yet produced its maximum relief. The name conies from
the conception of a river as having a life history, from
its inception on a structural plain to the completion of

its erosional activity. Its history may then be divided

into the stages of youth, maturity, and old age. The
young river is more particularly characterized by narrow
gorges, V.shaped valleys, occasional rapids or waterfalls

(if the geologic structure varies), ungrade<l channel, and
a tend,'tu-y to extend farther its own drainage-system.

river-basin (riv'&r-ba'sn), n. The area drained
by a river and its branches.

river-boss (riv'tr-bos), n. In lumbering, the
foreman in charge of a drive.

river-capture (riv'er-kap'tur), n. In phys.

geog., the process by whicli a stream, length-

ening its valley by headward erosion and thus
encroaching upon a neighboring drainage-
basin of greater altitude, eventually taps an-
other stream or river, the upper waters of

which are thus diverted and its lower waters
beheaded.
On examples taken from variona parts of Italy of alte-

ration in the direction of valleys due to river-capture, etc.

ijewj Jour (R. G. S ), XVIII. 227.

river-cow (riv'fer-kou), ». The manatee,
Trkheciis americanii/i.

river-gage (riv'^r-gaj), ». A gage or scale so

arranged that the height of the surface ot a river
may be read from it. The zero of the scale is usually

at some arbitrary distance below the lowest water. Self-

registering river-gages have been devised, operated either

mechanically or electrically The registering apparatus
may be at any distance from the gage pmper, since all

such gages are very liable t^i get (»ut of onlcr. The pref-

erence is given to plain divided scales fastened vertically

to piers or slanting along the slojie of the river-bank,

especially in rivers which are subject to great fluctuations

and caiTy down much debris. See *limtwtneter, mari-
graph, an<l -ktide-rcjiiiter,

river-grass (riv'fer-gris), »i. Same as Texas
*iiiillel.

river-gravel (riv'fer-grav'el), II. Gravel de-
posited by a river. The term is useful in the
interpretation of this type of gravel as con-
trasted with the shingle of a beach or a glacial

moraine.
river-hog, n. 3. A sailors' name for the stur-

geon because of its habit of rooting at the
bottom of rivers.

river-man, II. 2. InGuiana, a peasant; espe-

cially, a negro or half-caste employed along
the rivers below the timber-lands.

river-mangrove (riv'6r-man''gr6v), «. See
*t}iaiiffn>rc.

river-maple (riv'^r-ma'pl), n. See *maple^.
River-perch of New York, a pcrcoid flsh, Moront ameri.
can't, found in rivere of the Atlantic coast of the United
States.

river-portion (riv'er-por'shon), n. The older
or lower portion of a river valley characterized

by U-shape and flood ground. The term as
used by I>ana Is in contrast to *tnrrent-por-

tion, which is characterized by V-shaped sec-

tion. J. D, Danii, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.),

p. 181.

river-prophet (riv'fer-prof'et), n. One who
has ae<iulred local ceteVirity by prophesying
the occurrence of high or low water in a river.

river-rat (riv'^r-rat), II. A log-driver whose
work is chiefly on rivers: contrasted with
*lakerl, 4.

riverscape (riv'fer-skap), n. [Cf. landscape.]
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A scene on a nver, or a picture representing
such a scene. [Raj-e.]

Hiverscape-S more alluring, and a ruined ch&teau said to
be of Queen Blanche, mother of St. Louis.

C. S. Smith, Barbizon Days, p. 17.

river-valley (riv'^r-val-i), n. A valley eroded
or followed by a river : used especially in con-
trast to tectonic valley, a valley produced by
deformation, such as a synclinal fold or a
rift-valley.

rivetl, «— Pan-head rivet, a rivet having a head
shajfed like the frustum of a cone or an inverted pan.

rivet-bar (riv'et-bar), n. A round bar of
wrought-iron or steel from which to make
rivets. D. K. Clark, Steam Engine, II. 657.

riveter, «. 2. Specifically, a machine for
driving rivets— Hydraulic riveter, a riveting-ma-
chine in which the rivet is headed by squeezing, the
necessary force being applied by hydraulic pressure ; a
riveter worked by hydraulic power.— Mud-ring riveter,
a machine for driving the rivets of the mud-ring for a lo-

comtitive boiler. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 80a.

rivet-forge (riv'et-forj;, n. Same as riveting-

forge.

rivet-hole (nv'et-hol), H. The drilled,

punched, or reamed hole in a metal plate in
which a rivet is to be inserted. Since rivets
are usually driven while hot, the rivet-hole

is made -i\- of an inch larger in diameter than
the rivet. The rivet is upset in driving and
hence fills the hole.

riveting, n.— Chaln-rivetlng. See itchain-Hveting.
— Cross-riveting, riveting in which a rivet in one row
is placed across or behind the opening between two
rivets in the adjacent row ; staggered riveting.— Double
riveting, riveting in which two rows of rivets are used
to connect a plate to the adjacent plate or strap : hence,
in a butt-joint having d<.»uble rivt-ting, four rttws of rivets

are re<iuired. See*</"J(6(c-r/r'^''/.— Lap-riveting. See
*(ai)-ni)«(i)i£jr.— Single riveting, riveting in whicli only
one row of rivets is used to fasten two adjacent plates

or a plate and strap, A butt-joint in which single-

riveting is used requires two rows of rivets.— Staggered
riveting, such an arrangement of the two or more rows
of rivets parallel t/j the edge of the'plate, in a double or

multiple riveted joint, that the rivet in each even row is

in line with the space between the rivets on the cKld

lT,ws. When there are two rows only, the passage fi-om

hole to hole is oblique, or as though the holes had been
laid out by one who stai^gered as he walked. The line

of least resistance in the plate is lengthened for any
length of the joint as a whole by staggering the rivets,

but where the riveted joint is to he tight against intenial

pressure, as in b^dlers, the rivets do not come near
enough to each other and chaiTi-riveting is more usual.
— Triple riveting, riveting in which three rows of rivets

connect a pl.-ite to an adjacent plate or strap.— Zigzag
riveting, riveting in which the rivets are not behiiul

one another but are in zigzag lines ; staggered riveting
;

crofis-iivefing.

riveting-die (riv'et-ing-di), II. A rivet-set; a
dolly; a set swage or die for forming heads
of uniform size and shape on rivets; a cup-
set ; a snap.

riveting-pot (riv'et-ing-pot), ii. A riveting-

forge ; a pot or bucket in which there is a fire

for beating rivets. The fire is blown by a
blast from a bellows or fan.

riveting-tower (riv'et-iiig-tou'fr), n. A high
shed or shop roof built overa riveting-machine
to give vertical head-room for lifting boiler-

shells and -flues over the jaws of the riveting-

machine.
rivet-rod (riv'et-rod), n. A metal rod from
which rivets (larger than wire sizes) are made.

rivet-set (riv'et-set), 11. Same as riveting-set.

rivet-Steel (riv'et-8tel),«. 1. Steel of a soft and
tough grade particularly adapted for making
rivets.— 2. Steel in the form of round rods
from which rivets can bo made.

rivet-tongs (riv'et-tongz), «. /</. Tongs having
long, narrow jaws for handling red-hot rivets

and inserting them in the holes thev are to

fill. The jaws are so shaped as to hold the
rivet at their end.

rivet-wire (riv'et-wir), ». Metal wire suitable

for making small rivets.

Rivinian fissure. Same as notch of liivini.

rivotite (riv'i)-lit), n. [Named after Prof.

Kiiot, of the School of Mines in Paris.] A
mineral substance from the province of L6rida,
Spain, containing the oxid of antimony and
copper with carbon dioxid, but of doubtful
homogeneity.
rivulation (riv-u-la'shon), n. [L. rivtilus, a
rivnlet, + -ation.'] In certain fishes, as Cir-

rhites rirnlatus, a color-marking which sepa-
rates patches of a different color.

Bivulus (riv'u-lus), «. [NL.] A genus of

fishes, of the family Poeciliidte, found in brooks
of tropical America.

riz-dollar, n. 2. An English colonial coin
and money of account, derived from the
Dutch, in Ceylon, Cape Colony, and Malacca,

road-machine
—Rlx-dollar banco, a Swedish silver coin, of the value
of Is. 8d.

rize, V. and n. An amended and former spell-
ing of rise.

rizn, pp. of rize. A simplified spelling of
risen.

rm. An abbreviation of ream.
R. M. A. An abbreviation (a) of Royal Marine
Artillery; (b) of Royal Military Academy
(Woolwich, England)

; (c) of Royal Military
(or Marine) Asylum.

R. M. C. An abbreviation of Royal Military
College (Sandhurst, England).

R. M. L. I, An abbreviation of Royal Marine
Liqht Infantry.

R. M. S. An abbreviation (a) of Royal Mail
Service; (b) of Royal Mail Steamer; (c) of
Royal Microscopical Society.

R. N. A. V. An abbreviation of Royal Naval
Artillery Volunteers.

R. N. R. An abbreviation of Royal Naval Re-
.lerve.

R. 0. An abbreviation of Receiving Office.

roa (ro'ii), n. [Maori.] The Maori name for
the large apteryx or kiwi, Apicryx manielli,

of the North Island, New Zealand. Also roa-
roa.

roach^, «. 3. The redfin, Rutilus rutilus, a^

common European shiner or minnow oi the
family Cyprinidse.

roach^, n. 3. lu England, a shell limestone
occurring at the top of the Portland Stone or
Portlandian on the Isle of Portland.
roachback (roch'bak), ». [See roach-bacled.']
The grizzly bear of the Bitter Boot mountain*
and vicinity.

The roachbacks, as the Bitter Root grizzlies are called,.

are a cmming and desperate race.

E. Thompson Seton, The Biography of a Grizzly, p. 136.

road, n. 6. The tour or route of a theatrical
company. See on the road.

A comedian who'has seen so much of the unlovely side
of " road '' life that he might well be the writer of trage-
dies. i\^ 1'. Times, Dec. 28, 1902.

Fore-and-aft road, in lumbering, a skid-road made of
logs ])laccd parallel to its direction, making the road
resemble a chute.— GO-back road, a road upon which
unloaded logging-sle4ls can return to the skidways for
reloading without meeting the loaded sleds on the way
to the landing.— Short road. Same as f/o-(>«e^ *rorta.

^Skid-road. (") --V road or trail which leads from the
stumj) to the skidway or landing, (b) A road over which-
logs are dragged, having heavy transverse skids, partially"

sunk in the ground, usually at intervals of about five feet.

— Steel road. Samti &s steel Araadivay.—To brush a
road, in lumbering, to cover with brush the mud-holes
and swampy places in a logging-road to make it solid.

—

Township roiUi. See *lownehip.

road-gage (rod'gaj), n. In mcch., a device at-
tached to a vehicle to show the grade of the
road over which the vehicle is traveling.

road-goose (rod'gos), n. See *goose.

road-grader (rod'gra'd^r), n. Same as road-
Icnler and *road-maehine.

road-horse (rod'hors), ii. A horse used for
driving, in distinction from one used for draw-
ing lomls; a roadster.

road-house (rod'hous), n. An inn or tavern
on the roadside, used as a place of refresh-
ment by those driving along the road.

The revival of road coaching as a poi)ular amusement,
, . . the habit of well-known perst)n8 t<.> make use of th&
better class of road houses and now Col. . . .'s decision

to erect a suburban inn on a much-used boulevard seenx
to i)oint to the revival of a spring season.

A'. )'. Cum. Advertiser, May II, 11)01.

road-machine, ». (b) Specifically, a large
steel frame mounted on four wheels and

Road.inachine.

a, telescopic axle for rear wheels ; i, scraper delivering spoil be-
tween rear wlieels : c, pUtfonn (nr operator ; rf. se.*« for dn»er ; e,

e, e, e, hand-wliecU cuntrolliiii. all operations o( machine.

carrying a large steel scraper beneath, be-

tween the two pairs of wheels. By means of



road-machine

-various appliances, uiuler the contml of the operator, the

scraper cau be used iis a plow in breaking up a i"oad-beiI,

or as a scraper, evener, or prader. It can also be turned

in any direction and presented to the work at any ansle

or any level to trim the roatl-bed to any required slope.

The rear axle of the machine is telescopic and cati be

extended in either direction to bring the scraper outside

the line of the forward wheels in cutting the outside of

the rv«id-beil and tuniing the material toward the crown
of the rxjjid. All the changes in the position and duty
of the tiHil can be made while the machine is in motion.

TOad-monkey (rod'mung^'ki), n. See ^monkey,

road-pen (rod'pen), «. A steel pen haying
two points, used in making two parallel lines

to represent a road in map-making.

TOadster, ». 1. The typical roadster stands from 15. l

to lis.:! hands high, and weighs from 9,^0 to lloO pounds.

It should stand high on the legs, be deep of chest, but

lack tlie heavy form of a draft horse.

Toad-wagon (rod'wag'on), ». A top-wagon
swung on side-bars.

roadway, ».— steel roadway, a road or highway in

which parallel lines of steel plates or channels, supported

on pri>per foundations, are provided as wheel tracks, for

the pun>ose of diminishing the tractive power necessary

to move vehicles.

Roanoke-bell(ro-a-nok'belO, n. The Yirgin-

iaa cowslip or lungwort, Mertensia Virginica.

joarer, «. 2. Same as hull-roarer.

At night, when the tribe dances in glee, this mortar or

tub for soaking skins becomes a drum. A wild gourd

holding pebbles becomes a timbrel. A staff cut with

notches is played upon with another and smaller one with

rhythmic rasping thrum, and becomes a viol. A reed, or

a section of barl^ or the hollow bone of a bird, makes'a
flute. A tablet two fingers wide and a span in length,

suspended from a staff with sinew, becomes a roarer which

is whipped through the air— the first trumpet of primi-

tive man.
An, Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol, 1897-98, p. Ixxiii.

3. A gas-well from which a large quantity of

gas flows noisily. Dialect Notes, II. vi.

roast, »'. t. 6. In agri.j in the process of bare-

fallowing, to subject (the soil) to the full

force of the sun in order to kill the weeds.

Besides, the great object in working a fallow is the

*^ roasting" of uie weeds by means of tlie midsummer
Bun. J- Wrightson, Farm Crops, p. 31.

roaster, n. 4. A muffle or furnace used for

roasting ore, usually of the reverberatory type

;

specifically, the furnace in which blister-copper

is produced. Phillips and Banerman, Ele-

ments of Metallurgy, p. 460.— Roaster acid, in

the manufacture of carbonate of soda by the Leblanc
process, the aqueous hydrochloric acid obtained by con-

densation in water of roaster gas.

TOastincf (ros'ting), n. The act denoted by
the vero ro«.s^— Sweet roasting, in metal., roast-

ing carried on until sulphurous ana arsenious fumes
cease to be given oflE. Also known as good or dead
roasting.

roasting-dish (ros 'ting-dish), n. In assay-

ing, a round shallow dish of fire-clay ware,

about 2-6 inches in diameter, used to roast a
sample of pulverized ore (burning off sulphur,

etc.) preparatory to assaying.

TOasting-tray (ros'ting-tra), n. A shallow

basket used by some American Indian tribes

to roast or parch corn or seeds by shaking
them with hot stones or coals.

TOb^, V. t. 8. In spoil-five, when the trump
card turned up is an aee, the dealer may rob
it by discarding a card from his own hand in

its place. If the trump card is not an aee,

any player holding the ace of trumps may,
when it is his turn to play to the first trick,

pass a card to the dealer and receive the
turned trump in its place.

robber, n. 2. In hee-keeping, a bee which
takes honey from a strange hive.

robber-frog (rob'6r-frog), n, A rather large

frog, Lithodyies latrans^ found in Texas
among the rocks on the borders of rivers.

It has a cry which suggests the bark of a
doff.

robin^, w. 3. The name la given locally by English
colonists to a number of very different birds, which are

reddish or chestnut below : in Jamaica t*j one of the
todies, Todus viridis ; in South Africa to a coly, Pressi-

nornis phoenicunts ; in India to a warbler, Thamnobia
fiUicata; and in Australia to a flycat<;her, Erytkrodryag,

and more commonly to Fetrceca.- New-Zealand robin,
a small bird of the genus Miro which bears little resem-
blance to the robin of England.

robin^ (ro'bin), n. \_Roh{ima) + -in2.] A
toxin obtained from the Ilohinia Pseudacaciaj

a locust-tree of North America.

robinin (ro'bi-nin), n. Irohin + -m2.] A
yellow crystalline glucoside, ^331144^020 +
8H2O (t), found in the flowers of the locust-

tree, Rohinia Pseudacacia. It yields quer-

citin and a sugar, probably isodulcite, when
hydrolyzed. It melts at 195° C.
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roburite (r6'b6r-it), n. [L. roMry strength,

-f 'ite'^.l A trade-name for an explosive,

consisting essentially of ammonium nitrate

and chlordinitrobenzene, varied sometimes
by the substitution or addition of other in-

g'reciients. It is claimed that this material is

safer in use than many other explosives, and
particularly well adapted to coal-raiuing and
quarrying; but the deliquescent character of

ammonium nitrate requires protection from
contact with the air.

rocaille, n. 2. In gardeningj rockwork ; espe-

cially rockwork that does not attempt to

imitate the natural formation of rocks, but
combines pebbles, shells, etc., into conven-
tional figures of sea-gods, dolphins, or marine
and rustic ornaments for the decoration of

grottoes, fotmtains, etc.

Of all the groves with their delicate trellis-work, their

cabinets de verdure of clipped trees, and elaborate foun-

tains in basins decorated with fraH work in rocaille, but
two remain in anything like their old completeness and
elegance. Scribner's Mag., July, 1905, p. 49.

Rocaille coqullle, book-plate ornamentation in vary-
ing funns of the scallop-

shell upon ntckwork.

Eoccellaceae (rok-

se-la'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < liocceUa +
-ace^. ] A family of
gymnocarpous lich-

ens named from the
genus Roccella,

roccellinin (rok-

sel'i-nin), n. \^Roe-

cella + -in 4- -i«2.]

A crystalline sub-
stance, C 1gHigOY,
fou^d in the lichen
Roccella tinctoria.

It crystallizes in
Rocaille Coquillc : from an old

engraving:.

needles which melt at 182^ C.

Rochester shale. See *shale^.

rochet^ (roch'et), V. t,; pret. and pp. rocketed,

ppr. rocheting. To invest with a rochet.

What, still at work so gray and obsolete?

Still rocketed and mitered more or less?

Don't you feel all that out of fashion now,?

I find out when the day of things is done'!
Browning, Ring and Book, vi. 1. 1243.

rock^ » " •— Complementary rocks. See -kcomplemen-
(ar)/.— Copper rock. See ^copjierl.—Qotdl rock, rock
composed of fossil corals, the comminuted parts of corals,

or of coral sand which has undergone, by the process of

diagenesis, an alteration to a dolomite or magnesian
limestone.— Crystalline rOCkS, in ijfol, a term com-
monly employed to describe twth metjimorphic and ig-

neous rocks, in contrast to sedimentary or clastic rocks.

—

EflTusiv© rock» igneous rock erujited upon the surface of

the earth. See the -kefftsive 2Hriod.~FiO\lI of rockS.
See -krock-Jlotir, 2.— Gluing rock, a seam of clay so

tightly adherent to a coal-seam that the two must be
mined together. [Colloci]— Hybrid rOCks, according
to the theory of Durocher (1857), igneous rocks of in-

termediate composition, as syenites, trachytes, and (?)

andesites, formed by the mixture of a persilicic and a
subsilicic magma; according to Harker (1904), igneous
rocks formed by the mixture of any two magmas.

—

Igneous rocks, those rocks which have cooled and con-
solidated from a state of fusion. They are set off from
the sedimentary and ajoliau on the one side, and the
nietamorphic on tlie other. They appear as dikes, sur-

face-flows, intruded sheets, laccoliths, stocks, necks, and
batholiths. According to their relations to the surface

at the time of consolidation they have been subdivided
into the deep-seated or plutonic, and the surface-flows or

volcanic. Intrusive is a synonym of the fonner and ex-

trusive or effusive of the latter. The texture varies from
glassy through felsitic and porphyritic to granitoid, as

we pass from the surface to interior conditions of con-

solidation.— Intermediate rocks, igneous rocks in-

termediate in conip(>sitii>n between those that are high
(persilicic) and those that are low in silica (subsilicic),

as diorites and syenites.-Live rock, rock that is un-

altered, or as yet undisturbed by mining.

Deposits of this sort, which occur invariably inclosed

in undecomposed or "live" rock, are regarded as original

ores.

Contrib. to Econ. GeoL, IT, S. Geol. Surv., Bulletin 213,

[1902, p. 160.

Melboum rock, in Eng. geol., a name given to a
band of hard yellow and wliite nodular chalk 8 or 10 feet

thick, locally known in Cambridgeshire as *rag.' Itlies at

the base of the Middle Chalk or Turonian, near the
middle of the Upper Cretaceous.—MOOr rock, in ^eol.,

a local name given to the millstone-grit in Lanarkshire.

—

Percbed rock, In geol., an erratic, usually large r<-H.'k, left

perched upon a ledge or other conspicuous place.—Rock
dammar. See -ttdammar. —"Rock scarlet. Same as
itdiajitkine. —The quantitative system of classifi-

cation of Igneous rocks, a system of chissifica-

tion suggested by Cross, Iddings, Pirsson, and
Washington in 1902. It classifies rocks primarily on
the basis of their chemical composition and secon-

darily on that of their mineral comixjsition and tex-

ture. Igneous rocks that are chemically alike are grouped
together. The chemical composition is expressed in

terms of standard minerals which may crj'stallize from
any given molten magma. All pyrogenetic minerals are

rock-asphalt

arranged in three groups, two of which are chosen as
standard minerals. The first group contains the distinctly

aluminous minerals— feldspars, U-ucite, uephelite, soda-
lites, and corundum, together with quartz and zircon.

For this group the term salic (nmemonic of silica and
oiumina) is used. The second group contains all other py-
rogenetic minerals which are free from alumina— ortho-
rhombic pyroxenes and diopside, woUastonite, acmite,
olivin, akennanite (representing melilite), magnetite,
ilmenite, titanite, apatite, etc. This group is called

femic (mnemonic of /erroJHagnesian, the predominant
character of the group). The third group contains alu-

minous ferromagnesian minerals— augites, amphiboles,
micas, garnets, etc., and is called olferric (nmemonic of
nZumina and ferric oxid). The salic and femic minerals
are the stimdai'd minerals, and it is possible to express
the chemical composition of all igneous rocks in

terais of these minerals, without taking into account the
possible alferric minerals. The comixjsition of an igneous
i-ock expressed quantitatively in tenns of standard min-
erals is called its norm. The actual mineral composition
of the rock expressed quantitatively is called its mode.
The system of subdivision of the classification is dichoto-
mous, successive pairs of factors (groups of standard
minerals or of chemical constituents) being compared
quantitatively. The same proportional limits are employed
in each set of divisions based on a i)air of factors. Thus
the possible mixtures of A and B are divided into 5 parts

:

(1) A / B > 7 / 1, A is extreme ; (2) A / B < 7 / 1 > 5 / 3, A
dominates over B

;
(31 A / B < 5 / 3 > 3 / 5, A and B are

equal or nearly equal ;(4)A/B<3/5>l/7, B domi-
nates over A ;

(h) A / B < 1 / 7, B is extreme. Names or
terms applicable to (l)and (r>) are formed with the prefix
per- ; those applicable to (2) and (4) ai-e formed with the
prefix do{m)- ; tenns applied to (3) combine two syllables
mnemonic of the two factors compared. All igneous rocks
fall into five classes, according Ut the proiK)rtion8 of
the salic and femic groups of standard minerals expressing
their chemical composition, that is, according to the prf>

portions of the salic and femic minerals in their norms.
These minerals are calculated from a chemical analysis of
the [rock, which may have been obtained by the usual
chemical methods, or by calculation from the mineral
composition of the rock deteiiuined by optical methods.
The five classes are": (1) persalane, extremely salic, includ-
ing rocks high in quartz, feldspar or feldspathoids,
corundum, or zircon ; (2) dosalane, dominantly salic, in-

cluding rocks in which the minerals just mentioned dom-
inate over the femic minerals; (3) *'a//c»)rt7i«, equally, or
nearly equally, salic and femic ;

(i)do/eniane, dominantly
femic; (b) perfema7ie, extremely femic, including such
rocks as peridotites and pyroxenites. Each class is di-

vided into five subclasses on the proportions of two
subgroups of the predominant group of standard min-
erals. For salic minerals the subgroups are : (1) quartz,
feldspara, feldspathoids ; (2) corundmn, zircon. For
femic minerals the subgroups are : (1) pyroxenes, oli-

vin, akennanite, magnetite, hematite, titanite, ilmenite,
perofskite, rutile ; (2) apatite, fluorite, pjTite, etc. Al-
most all ' igneous rocks belong to the fli^st subclass
in each class. Few are rich in corundum, or zircon, or
apatite. Orders are based on the proportions of mineral
subdivisions of the preponderant subgroup making a sub-
elass. Thus of the firet subgroup of salic minerals, quartz
and feldspars are compared with each other, and feldspars
and feldspathoids, yielding nine orders in classes 1, 2, 3,

as : (1) perquaric, (2) doquaric, etc. The orders are fur-

ther 'divided into sections by comparing the proportions
of normative pyroxene with olivin and akennanite, and
the proportions of normative minerals having feiric inon
with those containing titanium oxid. Eangs are formed
on the character of the chemical basis in the groups of
standard minerals forming orders. Thus in the first three
classes the five rangs are based on the proportions of

K2O + Na20 to CaO in the salic minerals, making : (1)

peralkalic, (2) domalkalic, (3) alkalicalcic, (4) docalcic,

(5) percalcic. In the last two classes the rangs are based
on the proportions of CaO + MgO 4- FeO to KoO + Na<jO
in the femic minerals, giving : (1^ pennirlic, (2) dwnir-
lie, (S) alkalitnirlic, (4) domalkalic, (5) peralkalic. Sub-
rangs are based on the proportions of the chemical
components within the dominant group of oxids. Thus
when the alkalis are dominant the subrangs are : (1)

perpotassic, (2) dopotassic, (3) eodipotassic, (4) dosodic, (5)

persodic. In rangs in which CaO +]MgO+FeO dominate
sections of rangs are based on the proportions of MgO+
FeO compared with CaO, giving : (1) pertniHc, (2) domiric,

(3) calcimine, (4) docalcic, (5) percalcic. Subrangs of these
are based on the proportions of MgO and FeO, and are :

(1) permagnesic, (2) domagnesic, (3) magnesi/errovs, (4)
doferrotis, (5) perferroiis. Grads, the next taxonomic
divisions, are based on the proportions of subdivisions of
the subordinate group of standard minerals in a manner
analogous to the fonuation of orders ; subgrads areh&sed
on the chemical characters of these minerals in a manner
similar to that followed in forming rangs. The names of
other divisions of the system are constructed from geo-
graphical names with snttlxes peculiar to the different
ranks of the system as follows : -ane, class ; -one, sub-
class ; -are, order ; -ore, suborder ; -ase, rang ; -ose, sub-
rang ; -ate, grad ; -ote, subgrad. The termination for the
name of a section of any of these is formed by inserting i

before the proper sutfix.— Transition rockS, in ^fo/.,

Werner's name for the old and more or less meta-
morphosed sediments, which rest upon the primitive
gneiss, and which are now chiefly placed in the early
Paleozoic.

rOCk^, V. t.—To rock in, in forestry, to plant, as young
trees, in openings in the ground made by prying or rock-

ing a si>ade back and forth.

rockallite (rok'al-it), «. IRocl-aU, a small
reef in the North Atlantic, 240 miles north-
west of Ireland, + -iVe-.] In petrog., a pha-
neric igneous rock, with granular te.xture,

composed of quartz and eegirite in equal pro-
portions and about 23 per cent, of albite

:

only known to occur at Eockall, in the North
Atlantic. Jitdd, 1899.

rock-asphalt (rok'as''''falt), n. Same Asasphalt
stone, asphalt rock.
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rockaway, n.-Coachee rockawa3r,.a rockaway the described in which this beautiful appearance was due to rock-ice (rok'is), n. Same as fossil *glaci€r.
rear quaitera of whicli are made up'like those of the the formation

t

coacbee. See*c'oacAc(/2.— COUp^ rockaway, a can-ia^e Xature, April 18, 1907, p. 597

S'-n wJresof TOCket-*, «— False rocket. Same as purple -krocket

tile coujie and the
n K'ka way.— Cur-
tain rockaway,
a rockaway like

the coup6 rocka-
way, except that
curtains ai'e sub-
stituted for the
glass windows.

rock - beauty,
H. 2. A name

Purple rocket, a handsome cruciferous plant, Ivdan-
thus piiiitatijidus, of the eastern and southern United
States. It is an erect perennial herb with deeply ttiothed
leaves, the lower ones lyrate-pinnatiflil, and purple, vio-
let, or white (lowers in terminal and axial panicled
racemes.— Scrambling rocket, the hedge-mustard,
Siiti/uihn'uiii ojficinfile.

rocket-boat (rok'et-bot), h. a strongly de-
signed flat-bottomed boat from whieh Cohgreve
rockets were formerly discharged during a
naval bombardment.

rocking-bar, «. 2. A rocking device to the
sheddiug-motion of a loom dobby.

rocking-grate (rok'ing-grat), n. A grate in
which the bars roll or rock from side to side
to break up the cinder and ashes and allow
them to drop out.

Rockingham ware. See *ivare^.

rocking-lever (rok'ing-lev-er), )(. 1. A lever
or bar used to operate a rocking-grate or sim-
ilar device.— 2. An equalizer or equalizing-
bar.— 3. A lever or arm moving about a center
through an angle of less than 360° and retum-

Coup^ Roclcaway.
tricolor, a fish

of the family Cheetodotitidse, found in the West
Indies and southward to Brazil. See *Mola-
canthus, with cut.

rock-bottom (rok'bot "um), «. A stratum of
rock which forms a bottom, as for a well or a

otHolacanthus rocket-bomb (rok'et-bom), n. In ichalinq, a in^ to its first position ; an oscillating lever
rocket intended to be projected from the tleek rocking-link (rok'iiig-lingk), n. A rocking-
of a vessel, and eniTying with it a harpoon
and bomb-lance combined.
rocket-gun (rok'et-gun), n. In whaling, the
gun from which a whaling-rocket is dis-
charged.

foundation : also used attributively, and col- rocket-lightning (rok'et-lifning), n. See

lever; a link or lever hung liy a point on the
link so that the ends oscillate. D. K. Ckirk,
Steam Engine, III. 280.

rocking-valve (rok'ing-valv), «. A valve of
cylindrical or other shape which is a surface

loquially, in a figurative sense: as, rock-bottom
figures, or a rock-bottom price.

TOCk-builder (rok'bil "der), n. One of the in-
vertebrate organisms whose skeletons essen-
tially contribute to the formation of rock
masses. Many classes of the invertebrates
have at one time or another acted as rock-
builders on account of the profusion of their
exuviae. Chief among them are the Foraminif-
era, Radiolaria, corals, and corallines; less

prominent are sponges, criuoids, brachiopods,
and pelecypoils.

rock-cbanneler (rok'chan"el-er), M. A ma-
chine used in mining and quarrying, to cut
channels or seams in the rock so that large
pieces may be taken out. A bar-channeler is

one in which the cutters are attached to a bar
or carriage.

TOCk-clty (rok'sifi), «. A name applied in
southwestern New York to groups of rock
bluffs and walls divided along joint-planes
into quadrangular forms and separated by in-
tersecting passages of considerable depth and
width. These rock-cities lie in conglomerates (Catta-
raugus beds) of Cattaraugus anil Allegany counties, ami
those near F.inama are especially striking. They appear
U* be tbe result of tension up^^n a very rigid ii>ck i»ro-

duced by upfolding inUj low anticUnals : the hh>ck8 are
separated by a continuation of the ])n>cegs of elevation
after the separation along the joint^planes has been com-
Iileteii.

TOck-Cod, ». 2. In California, any scorpspnoid
fish of the genera Scbastodes and Sehastichthi/a

;

also, occasionally applied, there or elsewhere,
to fishes of similar form; in New Zealand, a
pterop.saroid fish, Parapercis colias Black
rock-cod. (n) .See cih12. (h) An Australian flsh, Hpi-
nephelug dxmdi, of the family Sfrranida : chiefly of
New S<juth Wales.—Red rock-COd. («) In New Sijuth
"Wales, the fish ScorjifieHa curduuiiig, of the family Scor-
p«»id/r, marine fishes resembling the sea-perches. S.
cardimilig is of a beautiful 8<'arlet color. K. E. Morris,
Austral Knglish. ('/) In Califoniia, Sehastictithys ruber*
riinus and other related species, bright red in color.

Tockcraft (rok'kraft), »i. In mountain-climb-
ing, skill in climbing rocks and cliffs.

Koclt-craft consists in the intelligent selection of a line
of rout« and In gymnastic skill Ut follow the line chosen.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 23.

rock-"Ut (rok'kut), a. Excavated in solid
rock, as many cave-tombs in Egypt, Asia
Minor, and India. See *care-tomb and rock-
temple.

TOck-dwelling (rok'dwel'ing), n. A dwelling
or abode in the hollows of rocks or cliffs

:

usually applied to those which have been arti-
ficially excavated in the solid rock, such as are
frequently found in western Asia.

rocker-, ». («> In;*iV(no/or?<'-»/»ii:in^'/.thepiece8crewed
toa key-tail U* which the action-extension is fastened, (o)

A tanning-vat in which the hiiles are rocked at intervals
to facilitate t;iiitiing. Daritt, Mantif. of Leather, p. 382.— Bmsh-rocker, an attachment V} an electric generator
or nioUir by means of which the jHwition of the brushes
upon the c<fmmutator may l>e adjusted or shifted.

TOcker-ann (rok'Ar-arm), n. An arm or lever
attached to a rock-shaft so that it may receive
or give a reciprocating angular motion. Elect.
Ilirrlit and Eni/in., Dec. 12, 1903, p. 970.

rocker-bar (rok'^r-bBr), n. A bar or

liilhtiiiiiij^.

rock-fever, n. 2. Same as Malta *fever.
rockflsh, «— Black-and-yellow rockflsh, a scorpae-
noid ft.sh, S'ftastmtt^i! cliriimuudas. found on the Pacific
coast of .\niericji. fmni Puget .Sound to San Diego Bay.

—

Black-banded rockfisb, a Bcorpsnoid fltb, Sebattodet

Black-banded Rockfish {StbattMitt HigrocinelHt).

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

niyrocinctus, found in rather deep water from Monterey
V> Vancouver Islaixl.

—

Brown rockflsh, Sfhagtodes au-
riculalus, found olf the Pacific coast of .America.

—

Flesh-
colored rockflsh, Sfhasttntftt camutus, from the coast
of Californi.-L—Orassy-ground rockflsh, a semuioid
flsh, Dulfg dispilurus, of the West Indian fauna.

—

Marbled rockflsh, a seiTanoid flsh, Mycternpt'rca
bittuid, known fmni Florida to Brazil.— Bed rockflsh.
(6) Any one of the several red species of .^ebnttudes

:

usually taken at greater depths and more highly prized
for fiMwl than the other R|»ecies of black and dull colors.

Kocking'Talve.

a. cylindrical axis or stem of yaWe; b. rectangular guiding and
dnring surfaces of spindle; c, rocking-TaWe : ti. port supplied
with steam from chests; e. steam-chest around rocking-valve; /",

piston to be actuated by steam from e when c opens port d.

of revolution, and which is opened and closed
by being rotated through an angle around the
axis of its figure with a motion which resem-

Spotted rockflsh,;*;^;'"'''"'!'" cuniiMntiit. from the bles the swinging of a rocking-chair.
coast of California.— Yellow-backed rockflsh,

./ / ^

.

Yellow-backed Rockflsh tStbastodts matigtr).
(From Bulletin 47. f . S. Nat. Museum.)

todts maliger. of the Pacific coast of America.— TellOW-
spotted rockflsh, .^hastodes netmlosus, found from
Aaiiciiuver Island to Punta Concepcion.

rock-flour,". 2. The finest powder produced
in the rubbing of rocks together. This flour-
like matter is a constant product of glacial
action and is carried away by the waters of
the melting ice to be deposited as a clay-like
silicious mud. Compare *rock-meal, 2.

The water (from a glacier] is usually whitened by fine
"rock /four," ground beneath the ice.

ir. M. Davis, Phys. Geog., p. 329.

rock-froth (rok'frdth), n. A vesicular, scori-
aceous lava, produced by the inflation of mol-
ten material with bubbles of escaping gas.
Completely fused lava, when cooled rapidly, forms

volcanic slag or Volcanic glass (obsidian). . . . If it is full rOCk-natlve (rok'na"tiv), n. See *native
of gas-bubbles (roc*-/rof/.), and hardens in this condition, -n-u. nat r^n^'n^^ »i «Joo */,/,I-

lever it forms vesicular or scr.riaceous lava.
' rOCK-OaK (rok Ok), M. bee *oaA,.

rock-jasmine (rok'jas"min), «. See *Andro-
.sfire.

rockling, ». 2. Genyptems anstrali.'!, of the
family 0/)/i ifflirfa'.- Four-bearded rockling, a
gadoid flsh of the genus Encheh/npus, of the North At-
lantic— Three-bearded rocklini, a gadoid flsh of the
gi-iMis iidKlropstjrus, found in northern sea.s.

rockman (rok'man), n. In excavating for
building, one of tlie men who clear the ground
of rocks or ledges by blasting, etc.

The strike committee appointed li>' the Rochmen and
Excavate >rs" I'nion two weeks ago to order a strike against
the 160 members of the Contractors' Protective Associa-
tion . . . began work yesterday.

A'. 1'. Times, May 12, 1905.

rock-marking (rok' mar 'king), «. See the
extract.

M. C.eoiTtes Courty, whose researches Into rock-marli-
iiujs in the Dei)artment of Seine-et-Oise were mentioned
In The Atheiiieum, No. 4001. has since pursued them in
the same department at Etampes and Milly. In some
exposed places, mixed up with modem flgures, letters,
and other penknife scratchings, he found some marks of
the Neolithic type. At the Rixihe de la Driche he was
more fortunate. Removing a natural growth of vegeta-
tion from some of the rock surface, he came upon a num-
ber of untouched petroglyphs.

Athenseum, Ai)iil 15, 1905, p. 468.

rock-meal, »i. 2. A fine mechanical sediment
resulting from the grinding together of min-
erals and rocks. The term is used especially
to designate the constituents of the till which
resemble ordinary clays in fineness of grain
but differ from them in degree of oxidation.
J. Grikir, The Great lee Age, p. 72.

rock-medlar (rok'med'lar), H. See *medlar.

7.

mounted on a shaft which has an oscillating Ac Cr/n/e, ElemenU of Oeol., p. 84. rock-oyster, n. 3. Ostrea glomerata, of east-

motion ; a rocking-bar; a rocking-beam. rock-hewn (rok'hun), fi. Same as *rock-cut. ern Australia.

rocker-box frokV-r-boks), n. The box or bear- ''?'=^,-llOU8e(rok'hous),n. 1. A shelter formed, rock-perch (rok'p^rch), «. An Australian
iiig for a rock-shaft. ./. G. A. Meyer, Modern
Locomotive Construction, p. 199.

rocket^, «. 3. Same as *irater-rocket, 3.

All waterfalls tend to break up int4) conical maaaes
calleil water- nx:k eta, and in rare cases a fall may be seen
which consists of a slow j)rocesslon of well-separated
** roci:«t# " ranged in roughly horizontal lines. A case Is

in deep gorges in northern Alabama, by the fish, "(HijiMsodon victoria', of the family Poma-
wearing away of softer strata under one of centridse.
resistant sanflstone. Several delicate ferns rock-rose, «.-Cretan rock-rose, Cistus Creticus.
and a few other plants are found in them. See Ci»(i(«, 2 (with cut).

C.J/o7ir, Plant Life of Alabama, p. 17.— 2. In rock-rubble (rok'rub"l), n. 1. The crushed
mining, a shed or store-house for ore which is rock of a fault-zone.— 2. A confused mass of
to go to the stamp-mill. broken rock originating through the disinte-
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grating action of the atmospheric agents, rodding (rod'ing), n. [rodl + -">9]-} ^^ds
See rubble-*drift. J. Geikie, The Great Ice collectively : as, 'a Una of roddtng.' Encyc.

Aee p 39" ^'''- XXXII. 144.

ro^-Moring (rok'skdr'ing), n. In j/eo?., the Rodent cancer. Same as rodent *xiUer.

wTsive action of glaciers on rock, or the re- rodeo, » 2. The mclosure in which cattle

suits of such action. Various kinds of scoring are collected for counting or branding.

are noted, as: strise or striations, fine linear rodex (ro'deks), «. [Ongin obscure.] A state

scratches, nearly parallel ;
grooves or furrows, of good repair. [Cornwall.]-Out of rodex, out

A
commercially prepared solution of para-ami-

nopheuol hydrochlorid with alkali and a pre-

servative : used as a photographic developer.

roding (rd'ding), n. [See rodt^, «.] A rope

attached to the anchor of a dory or small

broader depressions, usually straight, some-
"'irn'rrrfi'dfnan if "rT' trade-name 1

and crescentic gouges or furrows, broken ex-

cavations, transverse to the stria), with con-

cave side ' up-stream.'

rock-shaft'- (rok'shaft), n. Inwinin?, ashaft „,. . . PBav of Fundy 1
constructed for pending down rock for filhijg ^fi|^-g;^i>4)^ T^^LZZlte.
arp-S w^Ih aTrivTorTap at the bX rpd-mill (roAnil), r, The set of roll-trains

\Z Tth^t ro:^ may be thrown Lto it at any m^wh.ch a billet is^rolled to a rod.
^ ^^^_ _^

time and taken out as it is wanted.

rock-shelter (rok'shel'ttr), n. Anatural cave

used as a temporary or permanent dwelling.

The l>i-ehistoric Rock-shelter «t SchweizersbiUl, near

Schaffhausen. Geog. Jour. (R- O. S.), XI. S9. rodney (rod'ni)

rocks-man (roks'man), H. One whose occupa-

tion it is to climb aiid descend cliffs to secure

the birds which nest in them or to gather their

eggs.

The dexterity of these rockmun is truly astonlBhing

. . . thev will creep on hands and knees, though cum-

bered with a load of birds, along a nanow ledge, seem-

ingly without concern for their personal safety.

MacgiUiuray, Hist British Birds, v. 435.

The riid mill, which has been erected on a site adjoin-

ing the steel-making plant, is equipped with machinery
for the rolling of rods and drawing of wire, as well as the

manufacture of barbed and plain wire fencing, nails, and
other staples. Sci. Amer. Sup., July 23, 1904, p. 23870.

[Origin obscure.] In Aus-
tralia', a vagrant. [Slang.]

In a police trial reported in the local [Australian!

papers a dock constable declared that the defendant was

a " rodneii " ; and when the magistrate asked what is a

"rodneii,'" the constable answered, "A man who works

one day and is idle six months, and yet lives !

" The man
was sentenced as a vagrant, and this must be accepted as

the definition. It is borrowed doubtless from the native

dialect. A'. Y. Jour. Commerce, Nov. 10, 1888.

roller-chain

which see, under (Kro/ii.— Midshipman's roll (naul.),

a manner of rolling up a hammock transversely, or cross-

wise, and lashing it around with one cine, so as to make
a thick, short bundle, instead of a long, narrow one in

which both clues are lashed inside.— On the rolls, in

i'njj. law, said of those who are regularly admitted to

practise law.— Plate-bending rolls, in iron thtp-btald-

tn(7, a machine for bending plates into the fonus required

to fit the curved surfaces of a vessel. The machine con-

sists of two horizontal parallel lower rolls slightly sepa-

rated from each other but geared together so as to rotate

in the same direction, which can be turned by a steam-

engine or electric motor. Suspended above and midway
between the lower rolls is an upper roll, which rotates

freely, each end of which can be moved up or down in-

dependently so as to press the plate passing through the
machine down in the space between the two lower rolls

to a greater or less extent, thus giving it a greater or less

curviiture at either end as desired.— Plate Straighten-
ing rolls, in iron gbip-huilding, a machine to tlatten out
plates which, as received from the i-olling-niills, are usu-

ally more or less twisted, bent, and buckled. It consists

of a series of three parallel lower rolls, geared together

so that all rotate in the same direction, and driven by-

steam or electric jKjwer. A series of parallel ujiper rolls,,

one more in number than the lower rolls, rotating freely,

is so placed that the upper rolls are above the inten-als-

between the lower rolls. The plate is passed between
the two series of rolls and by depressing sufllciently the

upper rolls, the plate is grasped between them and the
lower rolls, and as it passes through, is stretched and
flattened so that, when it leaves the rolls, it is quite flat.

Also called »na)j(7(e.— Eoll cnlture. See -kculture.—

Star roll, a roll with short, radiating projections, used
in textile and other machinery.— Three-high rolls, a
rolling-mill having three rolls one over the other. Tnift

alTangemeut allows the material to be rolled to be passed

one way between the lower pair and the reverse way
between the upper pair; hence, the rolls need not be
revereed.— To strike Off the roll, in (aw, to disbar (an

attoniey) and remove (his name) from the list of members
of a court.JfacyWimray, Hist. British mras, V. 4i«). _. j .„x,4i- /_„j/v,„;t\ „ Thp sensation of dim of a court.

-tomb(rok'tom),„. A tomb hollowed out '°tu^,*,l Jness p iduce?^^^^^^^^ roll-boil (rol'boil), v. ^ To subject (woolen

^-^^.•-l- ... „.
theretinaoflighLofeeblelhattherotlsonly ^ UT'"?' ''t" L°vf ft°" ^^'^ '^'"" °'

and not the cones are stimulated, or of light

rock
of the

rock-trout, h.— Red rock-trout, a flsh. Hexagram
mof supercilioeun. in no way related to or resembling a

trout, found from Bering Island to Monterey Bay.

rock-wallaby (rok'wol"a-bi), «. A marsupial

of the genus Petrogale (which see). [Aus-

tralia.]
^ ^._ __ _ _ ^ , ^ ^ _^ _

rock-waste (rok'wast), n. In phys. geog., ae- pTatinum plate changes in indirect vision liito a peculiar "j^jgj „^ jj° Same as *Sff«d-ro//er Cast
tritus derived by the superficial disintegration colourless white, the "rod-wAt7e," while at the same time

j^^^ roller, in otas^-nianuf.. same as rtttming-

boiling water to give it a luster.

?XngVp"o;po;tronror;hrr;trna"devoi.f of roU-clfud (rol'kirud), „. A roll-shaped cloud
ictuiiig ujjuu ijvin>;. a V.

among the cirro-cumulus clouds, resembling a
^°^T' . *n y,- 1, . ™™™t,i;» ir,r,in 7nir c and wavo or breaker. Larger roll-clouds occur
But at a still higher temperature (up to 7U<r u ana .-.i, ... i i** j„„„

above) the rods enter into vigorous competition with the amid the stratus and cumulo-stratus and are

cones, and the light red colour seen in gazing at the often tapering Or cigar-shaped. See *cto«f?l, 1.
, .. ._ V ,_=_,=—...!„:„„.-.,. .„„n„,. .. .. „ ^ , „

Casting
7m

(which see).— Nipping-rollers, a pair of cylindrical

rollers used in bleachiiig-works and dye-works to squeeze
cloth which is Uj be uniformly impregnated with a liquid.

Also known as S'iueeziiiii-r"llerg.— Roller process. See
*proce««.— Squeezing-rollers. Same as nipping-

•krollers.— Stepped roller, a conical roller with steps:

part of a warp-shi'dding mechanism in a loom for keeping

the heddle-strap at tension. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of

Weaving, p. 4.^.

Of rock-masses and in process of removal by the^brightness of the platinum plate^mcreases^onsider-

r*(;^k.r^K"™''ting), «. See *«•*«- roeblingite (reb'ling-it), „. [Named after
rtH,*. wiuuiug (loa. Q„ W. A. Jtoc6H«(/.] A mineral regarded as con-

rock-WOOl frok'wul), n. A white fibrous ma- sisting of calcium silicate with calcium-lead

terial made bv blowing a stream of air or steam sulphite which occurs in white, massive form

through molten slag as it comes from the blast- at Franklin Furnace, New Jer|ey
^,

furnale or other metallurgical process. Usu- R<Bboides (re-boi dez), n [NL an error for
Uej^beam (ro'l^r-bem), n. The beam that

ally kno^vn as mineral wool. 'liliMes < Grpa(^o«rf«f, crooked-looking < ^°
j, the drafting-rolls of a sliver-drawing

rock-worm (rok'wferm), n. A local name h'l^^?, "oo^ed, -f fMof, form ] A characino d ^^j^j^g -^ ^ cotton-mill. Xasmith, Cotton
in the Channel Islands for K«rp%s«,sfl».r/«i«ea, genus of fishes found m fresh waters of South

Spi„„i„g p. 002.

a large bronze worm with bright red gills.
J;'?^!'"^;,,.,- TJopnt^Pnoffranliv etc See roller-bearing, «.- Straight roller-bearing, a

rOCky2, a. 2. In a shaky, precarious COndl- KoentgeniZe, KOentgenOgrapny, eie. oee
roller-bearing in which simple, straight rollers are used

ti,^ r^U-na- 1 *liontfienize, etc. ...... ,.
.

..

OW MLey' He's pretty roclcy. I'm afraid he won't B<BStelia (res-te'li-a), n. [xNL. (Rebentisch,

pull through The Century, June, 1901, p. 227. 1804), < Boestel, a German apothecary and ama-
teur botanist.] A form-genus of rust-fungi

including the reeidial forms of species of

Gymiiosporangium. This stage occurs on the

apple, quince, and other rosaceous plants,

while the teleutospores are found on juniper

and other closely related conifers.

The place reeks of fever, and as your present state of

health is distinctly rocky, you '11 catch it, and be dead and
out of the way inside a week easily.

Ciilcliffe llyne, A Master of Fortune, xi.

See *<Jet-

iii the line of pressure parallel to the axis of the shaft

without provision in the design for variations in aline-

ment or parallelism of the shaft and the roliei-s. Sci.

Amer. Sup., Feb. 21, 1903, p. 226S8.— Taper roller-

hearing, roller-bearing in which races or tracks are

fonncdin which the rollers revolve and travel, the aie»

of tile latter converging so as to intersect the axis of the

shaft This makes the races conical surfaces, and taper-

ing instead of being straight or cylindrical, and the

rollers are also tapering. Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 21, 1903,

p. 22(WI.

Eocky Mountain spotted fever,

fever.
_, , ^ _

rod^, n. 8. The central cone or peg in a gusta- roger, n Jolly roger (nnii'.), a pirate flag which roller-bitt (ro ' ler-bit), n. Xaut, a bitt m
tory cup on an insect's epipharynx. shows a white skull and cross-bones on a black field. . which one of the upright cvlinders or shanks

The structure and aniiature of the epipharyngeal sur- rogerium (ro-je'ri-um), n. [NL.] The name
jg f^pe to turn on an axis or shaft, thus dis-

face even besides the t«ste-.pits, taste-cups and rods, is of a supposed new chemical element an- tributing the strain on the rope or hawser
very varied, the seta; assuming very dilTerent shapes. nounced in 1879, by J. Lawrence Smith, as rmHe fn«t to the bitt

A. S. Packard. 'NxUhook of Entom., p. 46. ^^^^^^^ j^ ^^^ ^-^^^^ samarskite. There has roller-boat (ro'ler-bot), n. A cigar-shaped,
9. Any gorgonian with long, cylindrical \,^qh ,,0 confirmation of its existence.

branches Bos-rod, one of the heavy conductors to Jjoger's blast. A sudden, short, and violent
which the teniiinals of the generators in an electric

j^^fj^n ^f ^ir in the nature of a whirlwind.
It is mentioned in old nautical works, but its origin is

obscure. Its name and character suggest an allusion to

pii-ates.

7. A bait, used in the sardine fishery,

consisting of an oily dough made of the roe

power-hou.se or central station are connected ; a bus-bar.

—Maddox rods, a series of glass rods used in testing for

ine<iaality of the visual axes.

Test for exophoria, esophoria and hyperphoria with ___,,- „
light about twenty feet, using single prism or Maddox rod ^"B "<=i ^'.

an4l red glass; or, i>referably, a photometer^ of the

Stevens or similar pattern, where the testing prisms are

held accurately. Optical Jour., April 28, 1904, p. 740.
and entrails of codfish.

28, 1903, p. 22715.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb.

steam-propelled vessel, the screw of which
consists of a cylinder about half the length of

the hull which is situated at the center of the

hull, and passes around it. The cylinder has

fins which run diagonally around it, and their

rotation contributes motion to the hull, while

the keel is connected at both ends to the hull

and hangs below the revolving cylinder.

roller-box, «. 2. A series of drawing-rolls in

a cotton-combing machine for attenuating the

sliver. Thornley, Cotton-Combing Machines,

p. 85.

__ ._ ^., . roller-chain (ro'ler-ehan), H. A pin-chain of

radioactiee tellurium. It has been suggested that the _-ij
^ j 5^3 In 5ooi*!n*n(7, to decorate, as the link-belt type having a loose roller On each

rod BO coated might be used to distinguish a genuine
^J"^.' ,i„„„ „. *!,„ sides of the cover of a bound

diamond from paste, the f..nii.r pl...spli..rescing when the eilges or tne siaes OI ine cover 01 a Douuu

brought near the nxl.—Wheatstone's rod, a slender book, with a wheel-shaped tool which eon-
rod fastened at one end and vibrating through a large am- stantly repeats the design on its rim TO dry

: end is displaced and then released, --j, j„ lumherim. in sacking the rear, to roF

Marckwald's rods, rods of metallic bismuth upon which RoirO laCQUer. See *lacquer.
p.,l..iiiuTn liiis been deiiosited tromasolutionof a bismuth ^„ , „,,„t,- „
salt extracted fr.mi pitchblende residues. This deposit TOker, «• ^. A lOCkling.

is highly radioactive, and was believed by Marckwald to Rolandic area. Same as motor *arra.— Rolandlo
be, or to be closely related Ut, tellurium : he named it angle. See itangle-'

^ ^ roll stranded

logs 'into the bed of the stream from which the water has

been cut olf preparatory to flooding.

plitude when the free t

ITie frequencies of vibration in two plaiifs at right angles

to each other are adjusted to some simple ratio, as 1 :2, ^^^ _ ^^^ ^ _ ,,.^„„.„„., „.

2:3, or 3:4, by suitable shaping of the nxl, and the free ... ^ ,. a _,:_„-„) term for a fold exhib-
end consequently describes the corresponding Lissajous's roU,«. lO. (6) A miners term tor aiOlQ exniD-

flgure, thus alTordlng a simple and elegant demonstration ited in underground workings. (C) A flome-
of the compositi<jn of simple harmonic motions. jj]jg structure in a stratum ; especially a mass
roda (ro'da), n. [Pg. rofto, a wheel, < L. rota, of barren matter of this form occurring in a
awheel: gee rofel.J A tin coin of the Portu- coal-seam.—11. The cross-bar of a logging-

guese possessions in India, equal to 2i baza- gied into which the tongue is set.— Cornish
rucCOS or 2 reis. rolls. See •Cor7ii«/i.— Lee roU. Same as lee lurch.

Roller-chain.

a. links: t, pins joining links; c. pin without roller or next-

links; rf. rollers on pin ; /, roller in position without pm ; /, slot

and key holding links.

pin that joins the links. The roller serve? to

give a rolling contact with the sprocket-wheel



roller-chain

of a conveyer and as a bearing to support the
chain when it is drawn over an uneven sur-
face, as in a ear-haul.

roller-chock (ro'ler-ehok), n. See *chock*.
roller-cleat (ro'ler-klet), n. Xaut, a roller-
chock ; a cleat having a roller at the end to
distribute the strain on a rope fastened to it.

roller-clutch (ro'ler-klueh), n. A clutch for
fastening together two parts of a machine, as
a shaft and wheel, so that one will drive^.the
other. It consists of a cape carrying a set of rollers and
surrounding the shaft, the hub of the wheel suiTouudnig
the cage. When it is desired to connect the two the
rollers are wedged between them ; at other times they
rest m gnxives in the stationary part. Xaimith, Cotton
Spnming. p. 39«.

roller-core (ro'ler-kor), H. In printing, the
central round bar of iron (sometimes thinly
covered with wood) that gives stiffness and
security to the iuking-roUer.

roller-lap (ro'K-r-lap), n. In cotton-manuf.,
the collection of short fibers (or flv) about a
clearer-roll that rests on the drafting-rollers
of a sliver-drawing machine. Xasmith, Cotton
Spinning, p. 24.5.

roller-mill, «. 2. The standard type of roller-mill
consists of a strong iron case inclosing four steel corru-
gated rolls arranged in pairs in a horizontal position,
rhe wheat is led t« a feed-box at the top of the ma-
chme. and then falls upon a shaking table which dis-
tributes it evenly to the two pairs of rolls. The wheat
1» not ground, but is cracked, the grains falling between
the rolls with the least possible injury and being then
conveyed away to the bolting-machine and purifier.
Roller-mills are made In many styles and sizes, a small
machine affixed to a post being called a pnst-ruU. They
are sometimes arranged in groups or batteries, and in
corn-mills have three pairs of n>lls placed one over the
other. Roller-mills have almost completely superseded
gTinding-mills.

4. A horizontal tumbling-barrel resting on
four rollers. Two are drivers and two idlers,
supporting the barrel and enabling it to roll
with very little friction.

roiler-polo (ro'ler-po'lo), n. A game some-
what similar to ice-hockev, plaved in roller-
skating rinks. The players are" mounted on
roller-skates and endeavor, with sticks shaped
somewhat like shinny-sticks, to drive the ball
into the goals at either end of the rink. These
goals are open at the front, but are caged with
netting at the back.

roller-race (ro'lcr-ras), w. A channel or track
on which the rollers of a roller-bearing run.
The rollers are made to fit the itmcr and outer treads

of the rMer rncf. so that each roller is in continuous line
of contact with the inner and outer treads of its race,
and It has therefore a free rolling tread over its entinj
length. Sci. Ainer. Sup. Feb. 21, VM3, p. '^'dSS.

roller-table (ro'Ifer-ta'bl), «. A table behind
and in front of the train of rolls in which
metal pieces are reduced in size. These tables
contain a series of rollers which mav run loose
in bearings (dead rollers) or which inay be re-
volved by mechanical means (live rollers).
On these rollers the piece is received and
handled during the various passes of the roll-
ing operation. Jilect. World and Engin., April

roller-wheel (r6'16r-hwel), n. A small wheel
or hollow roller which turns on a pin or stud:
used on the end of a lever which is moved by
a cam ; a cam-roller.

roller-worm (r6'16r-w6rm), n. See long-tailed

1149

roll-housing (rol'hou'zing), M. The standard
or upright which carries the bearings for the
journals of the rolls in a rolling-mill.

Visiting the famous nomestcad steel works, some years
ago, the gentleman who »:« taking nie through the millswinted out a strong. g.xMMooking an<l evidently master-
ful man standing on the top of a set of heavy ri>U-hout-
inyjin the armor-plate mills and remarked, 'That man
Is paid more than your college president.'

I'op. Sci. Ml., Feb., 1902, p. 352.

rolling, n. 6. In tea manufacture, in China
and elsewhere, the operation of pressing the
withered leaf, by an arduous manipulation (in
modernized practice by machinery). The ob-
ject is to burst the cells to promote oxidation
(in black tea : see under *te/l) and to render
Uie extractive matter subject to infusion.
The curling or twi.sting ot the leaf results in-
Cldcntally.-Dlrect rolling, in kinnnatio, the roll-
ing of one b.Mly mwri another where the insUntaneous
axis of notation of the lolling IxKly Is in the plane tan-
gent U> the point of contact between the two surfacesand
at right angles u, the |)ath which the rolling body traces
nixin the surface on which it rolls.

rolling, /(. ".-Rolling circle. (M A describing circle :

a circle used to roll along the pitch-circle of a gear t<j
generate the epicycloidal or hypocycloidal curve tor the
gear tooth

; also, the circle used to roll along the pitch-

line of a rack to generate the cycloidal curves for the rack
teeth. \\ hen an epicycloid is to work with a hypocycloid
or a cycloid they must be described by the same lolling
circle.

^

rolling-board (ro'ling-bord), «. Same as
*b)-cii<l-lni(ir(l, 1.

rolling-chair (ro'ling-ehar), n. A wheeled
chair; e.«peeiaHy, in the United States, one in-
tended for outdoor use. Such chairs are of
various designs and for one or two persons,
and are either propelled by the occupant or
pushed by an attendant. They are much
lighter and more comfortable than their ori-
ginal, the Bath chair.
When these other portions of the walk are completed

It is probable that a section will be set aside on the lower
end of the plank walk which will be devoted to the use of
the electric and bicycle rMmii chairs.

A'. )•. Jivem nj Mail, Feb. 10, 1906.

rolling-chamber (ro'ling-cham"ber), n. In
ship-building, a long, athwartship, water-tight
compartment fitted in the interior of a few
war-ships and special vessels. When the com-
partment is partly filled with water the drag
of the water in the chamber following the
ship as it rolls tends to diminish the amount
of the rolling.

The ship has a rolling chamber to keep her steady and
a lifting cr.,w s nest, which allords facilities for directing
her through the ice. Ueoy. Jour (R. O. S.), XV. 34

rolling-furnace (ro'Iing-fer'nas), n. Same as
*tilting-J i(mace.

rolling-grass (ro'ling-gris), H. A grass of the
genus lipmijei, so named from the fact that
the seeds are borne in globular heads which
fall at maturity and are driven bv the wind
over the sands, shedding their seeds, or are
carried by the waves and deposited upon newly
formed sand-bars. S. hir-sittiig, the spiny roll-
ing-grass, is regarded in New South Wales as
extremely valuable for fixing shifting sands,
but is of no value for forage,

rolling-mill, ». 5. That part of a powder-
inanutucturing plant in which the ingredients
of the powder are crushed and commingled.

rolling-pin, w. 2. A wooden implement used
by potters for rolling out thin sheets of clay
for making pie-plates. It is often made in
two parts, the handles being attached to the
ends of a wooden rod which passes through
the hollow bodv of the roller. £. J Barber
ulip Ware, p. 51.

rolling-plant, n. 2. A rolling-mill ; a manu-
facturing establishment the principal ma-
chinery of which is for rolling.

rolling-press, n. 4. In Uttcrpress printing, a
printing mechanism in which a cylinder rolls
to and fro over the type to be printed, as in
the ordinary galley-proof press.

roll-scale (rol'skal), n. Flakes of oxid of iron
which fall from the bloom, ingot, or bar while
It is being rolled. Phillips and Jiauerman,
Elements of Metallurgy, p. 148.

roll-up. «. 3. In Australia, a meeting: a
gathering of people. [Slang.]
Making as much noise as if youd hired the bell-man

lor a roU'itj).

Itol/ Boldrewund, Miner's Right, ixxv. quoted in E.
(E. llon-is. Austral English.

roll-wave (rol'wSv), n. See the extract.
In certain rivers, however, of small depth (therefore

propagating a wave slowly) and subject to sudden acces-
sions from swollen tributiiries the • first rise " of wateron
the lower reaches fre-iuently takes the form of a steen-
fronted wave, or bore, fravelling down.stream. On the
lees the phenomenon is called a ndl-imve

v. Cor,ii,h, in Ueog. .(our. (K. (i. S.), .Ian., 1907, p. 28.

rollway, «. 3. Same as /«n</(«(7, 9._ny roll-way, a skidway or landing on a steep 'slope fmni which
the I.)g8 are released at once by removing the brace which
holds them.

Roman, «.— Roman-lamp shell See *shHl.—
Roman willow, .-fee kwiHowl.
Eomanic, a. 3. Printed in roman type.
Kncjic. Dirt.

romanically (ro-man'i-kal-i), udi: In ordi-
nnryroiiiiiii print (and witli ordinary spelling).
Romano-British (r6'man-6-brit'ish), a. Of
or pertaining to the Rouiano-Biitains. Smith-
sjmian Kcp. 1890, p. 531. -Romano-BrltUh
pottery. See *poUery.

Romano-Briton (ro'man-o-brit'pn), n. An in-
habitant of Britain under the Roman occupa-
tion. Keane, Ethnology, p. 398.

romanticize (ro-man'ti-siz), V. i. To behave
in a romantic or sentimental way. Encue
Diet.

"

rondelle

Rom. Cath. An abbreviation of noman
tathnlic.

romeite (ro'mf-it), n. Same as romeine.
romer (re'mer), M. [G.] See rummer.
romenllo'-' (ro-ma-rel'yo), n. [Sp. romerillo,
cUminutive ot romero, rosemary.] 1. In Mex-
ico, a name applied to several composites
with an agreeable aromatic odor, especially
to tkrysachma ilcxicana, Porophyllum scopa-
riiim, and Pedis sleiiophglla, all of which are
used medicinally. The last species has a
strong odor of lemon, and together with sev-
eral of its congeners is sometimes called
limonctllo. See *limo?willo, 2.— 2. One of the
Mexican milkweeds, Jsclejnas IJnaria ; also
called romerillo loco.— 3. A plant belonging
to the family Chenopodiaceee, Dondia multi-
finra, the fleshy leaves of which are used in
Mexico during the Lenten season as a pot-
herb.— 4. In Chile, Tricondylus ferrugineus, a
shrub belonging to the family Prottaeex.-SM-
menilO Cimarron, in northern Mexico, Cowania Mexi-
cana. a narrow-leaved shrub or small tree of the rose
family. It has a fibrous bark, which was fonnerly used
by the Indians for making mats and sandals.

Romneya(rom'ne-a),H. [NL. (Harvey, 1845),
named in honor of John Thomas Kiminey Rob-
inson (1792-1882), an Irish astronomer.] A
genus of plants of the family Pupaieracem,
occurring in southern California and Mexico.
From other papaveraceous genera it is dis-
tinguished by the stigmas being united at the
base into a nng but free at the top. I{. Coul-
teri, the only species, is the California tree-
poppy, or matilija poppy, a tall, somewhat
shrubby plant bearing very large white holly-
hock-like flowers.

'°?Pi.''- '• 2- ^^ racing, to run easily, as if in
alrohc; run without effort; hence, to accom-
plish something with apparently little effort,
[blang.]

Water Color had no trouble In romping home an easywinner in the first race of the day, with King Pepper,
a long shot, a bad second. S. Y. Tribune, May 6, 1901.

romp, n. 3. In racing, an easy, unforced pace.
[Slang.]
One Mid to nie, as he pointed at Maghersfontain Kopje,
Set a brewery up on top of that and my regiment will

take the place in a romp." War's Brighter Side, p. 2CS.

roncadina (r6n-ka-de'na), «. Same as croaker,
4 (6).

roncador, »— Roncador raiado, a fish. Ij/rmulon
slnndachncri.ol the family llirmulida; found on both
coasts of tropical America.
ronco (ron'ko), n. [Amer. Sp. ronco (NL.
ronchus), another use of Sp. ronco, a grunt, a
snore, < roncar, grunt, snore.] Any one of
several species of the genus Ha?nndon, fishes
found in warm seas.-Ronco amarlUo, the yellow
grunt, Uiemulon sci'tiriui.—Ronco arard, the common
grunt, llieiinilnn ji'i/iiiiVri— Ronco bianco, Il/rmulon
jini-rn.—Ronco carbonero, a llsli, Hjejnulnn carbona-
rium, of the family Ihemulid/e, known from the West
Indies to Brazil.—RoncO COndenadO, the French grunt,
asemulon flavolineatum.— 'Ronco ronco, the black or
common grunt, llxnnilonpluinieri.

rondanin (ron'da-nin), n. [Origin unknown.]
The pomfret, Brama rail.

rondeau, «. 3. A game in which nine small
balls are placed in front of a stick and pro-
pelled diagonally across a billiaM-table. At
least one ball must fall into the corner pocket
and at least one must remain on the table.
The players bet on whether the number will
be odd or even, the bank taking ten per cent,
of all the wagers.

ronde-bosse (rond-bos'), n. [F.] In scidp.
the character of being worked all round-
as, sculpture in ronde-bosse, sculpture in the
round.

Rondeletia, n. 2. A genus of fishes of the

Rorideielia tricolor.

{From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.;

Enlivened by champagne and some grotesque romanti-
cinng on the pait of the amorous Duchess.

The Speaker, April 15, 1809, p. 424.

family Rondelctiidse, found in the deep seas.
One species is known.
Rondeletiidae (ron'de-le-ti'i-de), »i. [NL., <
Rondeletia + -idx.] A family of fishes which
contains only the genus Rondeletia.
rondelle, n. 4. A disk of colored glass, used
as a decoration in stained-glass windows.
Compare bull's-eye, 8.



rondellns

rondellus (ron-del'us), H.; pi. rondelU (-i).

[ML. : see rondel.'] In medieval music, a very
early species of composition in strict imita-

tion, apparently a kind of double counterpoint.

rondino (ron-de'no), II. [It., dim. of rondo.}

In iiiimc, a short rondo.

Boncitlilas (ron - kwi ' Ins), n. [NL., < Sp.

*roiiqiiil, given as a Spanish name, appar. <

ronco, name of a fish, bee bronco.] A genus
of fishes of the family Bathi/nuisteridae, found
on the north Pacific coast of North America.
Rontgen rays. See X-rays, under *rai/^.

Bontgenization (rent gen-i-za'shon), «. The
act or process of Rontgenizing, or subjecting

to the action of the Koutgeu rays. Med. Rec-

ord, Nov. 9, 1907. p. 760.

Bontgenize (rent'gen-iz), r. t. ;
pret. and pp.

RCniUieni:cd, ppr. " Bmtgenizing. [Wilhelm
Konrad Rimtgen + -i--«.] To produce chemi-
cal or structural changes in (a substance) by
the action of the Rontgen or X-rays; subject

to the action of the Rontgen rays. J. J.

Thomson, Discharge of Elect, through Gases,

p. 55 Rbntsenized air, air which has been ionized

by the passuce tlirough it of the so-called Rontgen or

X-ravs.

Eontgenogram (rfent'gen-o-gram), n. [Wil-

helm Konrad Riintgtn + Gr. ypa/iiia, a writ-

ing.] A picture taken by means of the

X-ravs; a radiograph. Med. Record, Aug. 10,

1907,"p. 246

Bontgenograph (rtot'gen-o-graf), n. [Wil-

helm Konrad Rontgen -H Gr. ypcKpuv, write.]

A radiograph : a Rontgenogram.
Eontgenography (rent-gen-og'ra-fi), n. [Irreg.

< Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen -i- Gr. -ypa<pta,

< ypdipeiv, write, record. This formation and
others of the group are irregular, undescrip-

tive, and intractable.] The art or process of

producing photographic impressions by means
of the Rontgen or X-rays. Nature, July 27,

1905, p. 301.

Bontgenology (rent-gen-ol 'o-ji), n. [Wilhelm
Konrad Rontgen + -ologij.} The scientific

study of the Rontgen or X-rays. Nature, July
27, l"905, p. 301,

BontgenOSCOpy (r&nt-gen-os'ko-pi), II. [Wil-
helm Konrad Riintgen ¥ Gr. cuoiielv, view.]
The art or process of examining opaque bodies
by means of the Rontgen or X-rays. Nature,
July 27, 1905, p. 301.

ESntgenotherapy (r^'nt'gen-o-ther'a-pi), n.

[Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen -t- Gr. depmreia,

medical treatment. See therapeutic] Treat-

ment of disease by means of exposure to the
Kontgen rays. Meil. Record, Jan.31, 1903, p. 168.

Bontgram (rent ' gram), n. Same as *Ront-
genogram. Houston, Diet. Elect. [Rare.]

Bontgraph (rent'graf), ii. Same as ^Riint-

geiiiigraph. Houston, Diet. Elect. [Rare.]

Bontgraphy (rent'gra-fi), n. [Rontgraph +
-i/S.] Same as *Rontgenography. Houston,
Diet. Elect. [Rare.]

Bontography (ren-tog'ra-fi), «. Same as
*Rontgenography . Encyc. t)ict. [Rare.]

rood-stair (rod'star), H. In ch. arch., a stair

leading to the top of the rood-screen or choir-

screen, that is, to the jube or rood-loft.

rOOf^, ".— Dutch roof. Same as gambrd-roo/.— TSUX
roof, a ro(jf built according to fan-vaulting, whether
actually in stone or in plaster or wood in imitation of fan-

vaulting.— Gravel roof, a roof covered with clean ^rravel,

held in place by an adhesive substance.— High roof, a
steep roof : in Goth, arch., any roof which has a slope
greater than an angle of perhaps 50° with the horizon.

—

Roof Of the world, the Pamir in Asia ; so called because
it is the highest inhabited area of the globe. It is from
9,000 to 25,000 feet above sea-level.— Saw-tOOth roof, a
roof consisting, in effect, of a series of roofs in each of

which the rafters of one side are longer and of lower pitch

Saw-tooth Roof.

a, glass roof ; *. iron and slate roof : rr, columns : d. foundations

;

e, floor ;
/', wall ; », wall with window ; A, ifutter.

than those of the other ; the series thus resembling, when
seen from the end, the series of teeth in a saw. The
roofs are supijorted by interior columns. By this system
very large one-story buildings can be erected. The ad-
vantages are a solid floor for heavy machinery and a good
light in all parts of the building.— Split roof, a root, as
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of a logging-camp, made by laying strips split from
straight-grained timber, which run ^froin the ridge-pole

to tile eaves, and breaking the joints with otller strips, as

in a shingle roof.— TUt-roOf. See *K((-ro()/.— Trough
roof, a roof on a logging-camp or barn, made of small
logs split lengthwise, hollowed into troughs, and laid

from ridge-pole to eaves. The joints of th ; lower tier are
covered by inverted troughs.— Valley roOf, a roof with
valleys down which the water may run. See vatley, 3.

roofage (ro'faj), «. [rooP^ -f- -age] The ma-
terial prepared for building roofs or covering
them

;
generally the covering material only,

as sheathing, shingles, slates, and the like.

roof-apron (rdf'a'prun), Ii. In car-building, a
screen or weather-board hanging from the plat-

form hood of a passenger-car and designed to

keep dust and rain out of the car door.

roof-garden (rof'gar"dn), n. A place open to
the sky on the roof of a building, ornamented
with trees, shrubbery, and flowers. In the
cities of southern France such pleasure-resorts
are arranged on the roofs of private houses,
and in the larger eitiesoftho United States they
have been introduced to some extent in thea-
ters and hotels.

roofing-canvas (ro'eng-kan^vas), n. See
*canfag.

roofing-duck (ro'fing-duk), n. A light grade
of roofing-canvas used in lining the ceilings of
passenger-cars.

roofing-seamer (ro'fing-se-mer), «. A tool
for forming seams in a sheet-metal roof Dou-
ble roofing-seamer, a hand-tool for making the seams
between the sheets of a tin roof. The tool resembles in
appearance a tin-roofer's tongs. It is placed over the
edges of adjoining plates laid on the roof. One move-
ment of the handles bends the edges, and a second
makes a second bend, fonning a lock or double seam.

roofing-tile (ro'fing-til), n. A tile for use in
roofing. The name is generally confined to
those made of earthenware, which are of two
principal kinds, 'flat' and 'ridge-and-furrow.'
See (i7ei. y

roof-plate, n. 2. In steam-boilers, a crown-
sheet; the plate forming the top of the
fire-box in a locomotive boiler or other
internally fired boiler.

rooinek (ro-i-nek'), «. [Cape D. rooinek, 'a
red-neck' (in allusion to the florid or ' tanued'
appearance of new-comers), < D. rood, red, -t-

nek, neck. In like manner the English lan-

guage is called the rooitaal.] 1. In Cape
Dutch use : (a) A contemptuous name for an
Englishman. (6) An Englishman just out
from home, a new-comer to the colony.

Those of us [war correspondents] therefore, . . . come
as mere rooineks, or " new chums " to use the Australian
equivalent. . . . There is this to be said, however, in ex-
tenuation of our greenness to the business, that oiu* early
training . . . ought to make for efficiency.

F. Wilkinson, in War's Krighter Side, v.

rook^, )».—To double rooks. See*douhle.

rookie, rooky^ (ruk'i), n. A recruit. [Brit-

ish army slang.]

So 'ark an' 'eed yon'rooHes, which is always grumblin'
sore.

There ' s worser things than marchin' from Umballa to
Cawnpore.

Ji. Kipling, Route Marchin', st. 6.

rooml, n. 11. (6) In coal-mining, a breast;
a chamber.

Off from the main or side headings of a hard-coal mine
" breasts " or " chambers " are opened. In bituminous
fields these are known as *' rooms," A tunnel or neck
forty b> sixty feet long may connect the room proper with
the main passageway. Beyond the neck the chamber
may broaden out to a width of thirty or more feet, con-
tinuing indefinitely. The coal between the rootns forms
what is known as a "rib" or "pillar."

Sci. Anier., May 23, 1903, p. 392.

12. In salt-making, one of the large station-

ary pans in which the brine from a salt-well

is placed to allow the water to evaporate.
The brine goes first t« a deep-rtKjm, about 12 Ut 14 inches
deep : from that to a lime-room, about 6 inches deep

;

and from that to a salt-room, about 6 inches deep, from
which it is hai"ve8ted. These rooms are covered over by
movable covers during rainy weather. Sci. Amer. Sup.,
Oct. 3, 1903, p. 23198.

13. In wood ship-building, the empty space
between two adjacent frames of a wooden
ship.—Room trader. See trader.—The room, speci-

fically, in New York, the stock-exchange : as. curb brokers

are not allowed to trade in the room.— Timber and
room, in wood ship-building, same as room and space
(which see, under nJ0»il).

room-'WOrk (rom'werk), JI. In coal-mining,

work in a room or breast. See *rooii|l, ii.,

11 {h)^

roost-cock, n. 2. A member of a legislative

body who proposes a bill for the benefit of

the legislators alone ; also, the bill so pro-

posed, [Colloq., U. S.]

root-collar

rooster, n. 3. In lumbering, same as '^goose-
neck, 4 («).

rooster-fight (ros't^r-fit), n. A boj^s' sport in
which the players slip a short bar just under
the knees, and then, putting the arms under
the bar, clasp the hands in front of the shins
and hop about in this position, endeavoring
to shoulder one another over.

root^, «. 2. (0 In jneeh.y the part of a gear-
tooth where it joins the rim of the wheel ; the
base of a tooth.— Absorbing root, an aerial root
which descends from the stem of some tropical root-
climbers to the ground. Compare anchoriivj irroot.—
Aerating roots. See •derate.—Anchoring root, an
julventitious root on the stem of a roijt-cliinber, the office

of which is merely to hold to the support. C'ompaie ab-
8orbin<j irroot.— Brace root, one of the roots emitted in
verticils from the lower nodes of the stalk of maize above
the surface. Such roots often enter the soil and render
some aid in holding the plant ui»rit:ht as well as in nutrl-_

tion.— Brinton root, the blark-nx-t or C'ulver's-physic,

'

Leptandra rij-.'/i'>((Vff.^ Canada root. Same as pleurigy-
roo<.— Coronal root, one of the pei-manent subterranean
r(X)ts of wheat, maize, and otlier nionocotyledontjiis plants,
thrown out in verticils from the basal nmles of the stem.

—Derris root, tlie c )rtex of the root of Deguelia elUptica,

used in the East Indies for killing fish in streams. See
Malayan irjii<h'2)')i.son.— Double root. !(6) In atff.,

either of two equal roots.—Extraneous root, in ale/., one
which does not properly belon*; t^j the iriven equation.

—

Multiple root, in air/., either of seveial equal roots.

—

Permanent root, specifically, one of the ordinary coronal
roots of miintieotjiedniia as opposed to their temporary
roots.— ProniC foot, in math., a value for x in a pronic
inmiber.— Residual root, in «^^, the root of a residual
quantity, as (rt— /*)h.— Root circle. See ^circle.—Root
fallow, See*/rt;/'>tr2.— Root of a function, in math.,
the root of an equation obtained by equating that function
to zero.— Roots Of unity, roots of the eriuatiun a» = 1.

—Root tone. See irtone I.— "Root web-wonn. See
•kueb-u-orin.— Seminal root. Same as temporary -^root.

— Sweet root. («) See siveetroot. (b) The sweet-flag.

—

Temporary root, one of a small number of roots (in the
wheat plant) put furth by monocotyledons in germination
which disappear when the plant is established.— Trlplft
root, in «;.'/., either of three equal roots.— Vandal TOOt,
the oflicinal valerian, Valeriana opicinalie.

root^ (rot or rut), i'. i. [Supposed to be a
slang use of root'^j v. ?,] To work hard for
the success of some person or thing: as, to
root for one's party (at an election); specifi-

cally, in base-ballj etc., to exert oneself for the
success of one's side, usually by uproarious
applause intended partly to disconcert the
other side, [Slang.]

root-borer, ".—Blackberry root-borer, one of the
giant root-
borers, Prionus
laticollis, a
large, prionine,
cerambycid
beetle whose
larva occasion-
ally bores into
the roots of
blackberrj'. It
also Infests
the roots of
grape, cherry^
oak. apple, and
chestnut. —
Grape-vine
root-borer,
the larva of
an American
sessiid moth,
Memthynm po-
listi/onnig. It

lives exclu-
sively under-
ground and
eats the bark
and sap-wood

of grape-roots.—Oak root-borer, the larva of an Ameri-
can cerambycid I>eetle. Mulli'donmelanopus, which bores-

the rotjts of live oaks in

Florida ajul the Gulf States.—
Sweet-potato root-borer,
a brenthid beetle, Cylas
formicariti*, whose larvje

bore inUt the tubers of the
sweet-potato plant. It has
a tropical distribution, but
occurs also in Louisiana and
Texas.

root-canal(r6t 'ka-naP'' )

,

n. A passage through
the root of a tooth
through which nerves
and vessels pass to the
pulp of the tooth.

root-circle (rot's^r*kl),

)i. See *circle.

root-Climber {"^O^'^y- Swe«.potato Root-bor^r CO/-,
mer), n. A liana which /omticaHus).

ascends by means of

aerial roots or rootlets fixed to a support. See
(tbsorbi)t{/ '^root and anchoring '^root.

root-collar (rofkol'-'ar), n. That place at the-

base of a tree where the swelling, which is the
direct result of the ramifications of the roots.-

begins.

Grape-Tine Root-borer
{,Mentthyrus fotisti/ormis),

a, larva; b, female moth.
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root-cutter (rot'kufer), H. A modification of

the feed-cutter, used to slice potatoes, carrots,

and other roots intended as food for animals.

root-disease (rot'di-zez ), «. A disease of

the roots.— Mull)erry root-disease. See *disease.

root-disk (rot'disk), n. The radicle plate at

the end of a crinoid column.
rooter-* (ro'ter or riit'tr), n. \roofi, v., + -erl.]

One who roots for the success of his patron
or his side ; specifieally, in base-ball and other

outdoor contests, one who gives aid and en-

couragement to his side by applause and by
shouting advice. [Slang.]
For the answer to this question. 20,000 rooterg were on

hand to bear the shocks of joy and pain promised by the
importance of the occasion. -V. 1'. 'Mobe, Oct. 14, 190.^

root-excretion (rot'eks-kre-shgn), n. Any
substance given oflf by the root-Lairs of grow-
ing plants, as carbon dioxid.
That these roftt-excretioti^, and particularly the acids,

may be of service in dissolving and rendering more available

various constituents of the soil is an obvittus su^fges-

tion, and is borne out by Sachs' discovery of the corro-

sion of marble, and by Molisch's obsen'ations that living

riMjts slowly corro<le ivory if continuously kejit in con-

tact with it. .V. Ward, Disease in Plants, p. 46.

rootey (ro'ti), ». Bread. [Slang.]
Fill mine ! Mine too ! (Smells like a bloomin' drain) . . .

Bully beef and ntotu. antl something 's give me a pain.

'•Mark thyme," in War's Brighter Side, p. 362.

And the 'umble loaf of " rnottf " costs a tanner, or a bob.
R. Kipling, Prices in Bloom fontein.

root-facer (rOt'fa's^r), n. An instrument for

smoothing off the surface of the root after the
removal of the crown of a tooth.

root-filler (rot'fil'er), n. An instrument used
for the insertion of a filling into a cavity in the
root of a tooth.

root-fungus (rot'fung'gus), «. Any form of
mycorrhiza growing in symbiotic association

with the roots of plants.
In general, it may be said that all species devoid of

rwjt hairs, such as t!ie orchids, the adder's t^jngue family,

and ssiprtiphytes, ixjssess such rotil-futvti {iniiairrhiza).

But the pines, and heaths, and very many others are
more or less dependent on these fungi.

Plant Wiirld. July, 1903, p. 154.

root-gall (rot'gal), H. Same as rout-knot.

root-louse, «— Com root-louse. See •rorrel.—

Root-louse syrphus-fly. .^cc *«,./r///iiM-.rt.«— Straw-
berry root-louse, an American aphidid, ^j'Aw/orfe*'*!,

wliirfi frniiR-iitly causes severe injury to the roots of
strawberry-plants.

root-maggot (rot'mag'ot), n. Any one of sev-

eral species of dipterous larvsB which alTect

the roots of vegetables and other plants.

Nearly all belong to the family Anthoniiiiidsp.

root-neck (rot'nek), n. The line of union of

the root and stem of a plant.

root-nodule (rot'nod'ul), «. See *no(luh.

root-pole rot'pol), n. See *polarity, 5 (o).

root-pruned (rot'prSnd), a. Having been
subjected to the operation of *root-pruning
(which see).

root-pruning (rot'prb'ningS H. In hort., the
pruning of the roots of a tree or shrub; in

agri., the cutting of the lateral roots of corn,

cotton, etc., by the use of a knife or by close

and deep cultivation when the crop is well
estaljlished, on the theory that the growth is

thereby thrown into the useful part. Such
treatment has proved in general injurious to

corn, but, in the far South, apparently benefits

cotton by checking the growth of weeds.
root-rot (rtit'rot), n. A disease which affects

the roots of plants, causing decay and death.
Fungi or bacteria are either the primary or
the seconilsry eau.se of the disease. Unfavor-
able conditions of soil make plants more
su.sceptible to it.

Hiiitt'Tot is a common disease in damp, sour clay soils

after a continuance of wet weather.
M. Ward, Disease in Plants, p. 230.

Conifer root-rot, a disease which affects the pine, the
tir, unci other conifers in Europe; attributed to Fotnen
annfmtJ!. The r«Mjt-rol of conifers in the United States

is attributed to I'olypttrux Schweinitzii,— Ozonlum
root-rot, a disease which affects alfalfa, cotton, and a
large number of cultivated and wild plants in the south-
western I'nitetl States : attributed to the sterile fungus
Oz'^niinn.— RoOt-rOt Of the beet, a disease due to

either Khizm-ti.uin ]t,tie i.r I'h.min /(''/(•.— Root-rOt Of
the ETrape, a disease due to either .) nniWiria melle/i or
ij',j,.:ini,i,,.rii H.v.iJrix — Root-rot Of tobacco, root-
rot of the violet, a iliseiuie due to Thiclaria hntfieula.—

Southern root-rot. Same as Ozonium -kruot-rot.

root-sheath, «. 2. In bot., a spongy trans-
formation of the many-layered epidermis of
the aerial roots of many orchids and various
aroids; the velamen radicum. Strasburgcr,

Text-book of Bot., p. 113.

root-sucker (rdt'sufc'er), n. Same as sprout,

1 (h).

root-symbiosis (rOt'sim-bi-o'sis), n. The in-
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timate and mutually beneficial relation exis-

ting between certain bacteria and fungi and
the roots of the higher plants.

root-tubercle (rot' tti"ber-kl), H. A small
tuber-like growth produced upon the roots of

certain plants, especially legumes, by bacteria
which live in a symbiotic relation with the
plants and enable them to assimilate free

nitrogen.
Hiltner, after a series of experiments, states that tlrst-

year alders without tubercles do not thrive In soil free
from nitrogen, nor do they take up nitrogen from the at-

mosphere ; when, however, provided with root-tubercles

they assimilate nitrogen.
Titbettf, Diseases of Plants, p. 101.

root-weevil (rot'we'vl), n. Any eurculionid
beetle wliose larvoe live at the roots of plants.

Root-weCYil {.I.lptafs hopei).

a, weeril ; b, pupa ; c, larva, in situ ; </. weevil ovipositing on
leaf above ; e, eggs on opened leaf. All reduced.

(Redrawn Irom French and Kirby.)

Thus the rice water-weevil is a root-weevil.

The Australian Leptops hopei is known as the
apple root-weevil.

root-worm (rot'wf-rm), II. 1. Any one of
several species of insect larvte which feed on
the roots of plants.— 2. Any one of many
species of nematoid worms of the family
Anguilliiliilee.— Cora root-worm. See •conii.—
Orape-vlne root-worm, the larva of an American
chrysomelid beetle, Fidia vilicida. It often seriously

damages the ro*>ts of grape-vines, especially in Ohio,
New York, and the mutheasteni I'nited States.— To-
bacco root-worm, the larva of a crainbid moth. Cram-
bug caliijinogellati. It feeds also on the roots of corn and
other gniin. Same as -kftalk-worm,

ropable, ropeable (ro'pa-bl), «. 1. In Aus-
tralia, uncontrollable ; wild; untamable unless
roped or lassoed : said of cattle and sometimes
of horses. Also used figuratively.
The service has shown itself ai 'ropeable' heretofore

that one experiences now a kiml of chastened satisfac-

tion in seeing it roped and dragged captive at Sir Freder-

The Ar'jxa, Oct 10, 1891, p. 13, quoted in E. E. Morris,
[Austral English.

2. Intractable; obstinate; out of temper.
[Australian slang.]

rope', «. 5. The basal anchoring tuft of
gmssy fibers which occurs in the hexactinellid
sponges.— Drlvlng-rope, a rope used as a belt to
transmit ixiwer from one jiulley to another; sj»ecifically,

the tight side of the pipe or that jiart in which the ten-

sion is the greater— Endless-rope system, any hauling
or driving device in which a continuous or endless rope
is the tntnsmitting element ; speciflcally ; (fi) A rope-
drive, in which acontinuons rope runs in grooves in the
faces of the driver and the driven wheel, making a num-
ber of tniverses across the space between the two wheels,
and t>eing kept at unifonn tension by a straining pulley
at the end of the slack bights, held t.j its work by weights.

il>\ In mine- or plane-haulage, a continuous n>pe, usually
of wire (driven fnun a conveniently placed drum) to

which, by special grip appliances, the ears to be moved
can be attacheti without 8toi)j»ing the motion of the rope.
— Grapnel-roi)e, a rope fa.stene«l to a grapnel- or grap-
pling-iron ; agrappling-linc— Locked-COllrope. Same
as locked-wire rojte,— Outside the ropes, said of one
who is in the position of an ontsiiU-r, or is i;,'norantof the
matter In hand. ISIang.]— Over-rope haulage, in

mining, endless-rope haulage in which the rojie travels

alxjve the mine-cars.

rope-boring (r6p'b6r"ing), )i. A method of

well-drilling in which the drill, suspended on
a rope, is drawn up a short distance and then
allowed to drop back, thus striking a blow.

In Europe rods, either of inm or wood, seem to be pre-

ferred, though rope boring is by no means unknown.
Eiieyc. Brit., XXX. 763.

rope-clamp, «— wire-rope clamp, an iron clamp,
held together by „^ q
bolts and nuts, used «k-.v._ f*'5i

Ut hold the end of a
wire rope Ut fonn a
loop or ring. It is

used to secure ends
of derrick gny-rf)pes

and wire standing
rigging.

rope-knife (rop'

nif), M. A tool

used by the drillers of oil-wells to out the rope

Wire-ropc Clamp.

rosa-del-monte

when the tool at the lower end becomes fast
in the well.

rope-machine, n. 4. A machine for twisting
hay-rope used in a foundry.

roper, n. 5. One who decoys, inveigles, or
'ropes' people in ; a barker. [U. S.]
Theropersfor gambling-houses— one of the curses of

Ntfw Orleans— haunt each conspicuous comer.
Edward King, Great South, p. 61.

rope-race (rop'ras), ». l. The groove or track
in which a rope runs in passing through a
pulley-block or similar device.— 2. The pas-
sageway through which the ropes of a rope-
drive pass. 2yasmitli, Cotton Spinning, p. 400.

rope-reel (rop'rel), n. A frame on which a
rope can be wound: usually mounted on a
shaft.

rope-rider (rop'ri'dtr), n. In mining, a man
who has charge of a cable-train for bringing
coal from a mine: so called because he fre-

quently rides on the ring connecting the cable
to the train.

In soft-coal mines the man in charge of the cable traiu'

is called a "rope rider." In bringing his cars out of the
mine he sits upon the ring which connects the cable with
the train. Sci. Amer., May 23, 1903, p. 892..

rope-spear (rop'sper), n. A tool used by the
drillers of oil-wells to catch the loose end of
the rope when it has parted in the well.

rope-stratus (r6p'stra''''tus). H.
;

pi. rope-strati

(-ti). A narrow belt of alto-stratus having
striie which suggest a twisted rope. Such a
rope-stratus sometimes surrounds the greater
portion of the cumulus cloud, being formed
by the twisted currents of air flowing from
the cloud below and toward the cloud above.

rope-wheel(r6p'hweU, n. l. A pulley-sheave

;

a sheave or grooved wheel placed to guide a
rope.— 2. A grooved wheel used as a pulley
when a rope is used in place of a leather belt.

rope-wire (rop'wir), n. Wire, usually of iron
or soft steel, galvanized for twisting or braid-
ing into rope.

rope-work, n. 2. A netting or fringe made of
strands of manila rope or cotton cords.

roping-pole (ro'ping-pol), n. A long pole used
by cattlemen in Australia for casting a rope
over an animal's head. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

roaue (rok), n. [An arbitrary reduction of
{c)roqHe(t) .\ An American game, a modifica-
tion of croquet. It differs in many details from
the parent game ; principally, however, in the-

more perfect surface upon which it is played,
the addition of a boundary used somewhat as;

a cushion in billiards, more perfect balls and
clubs, and a more correct setting as well as a
narrowing of tho wickets.

At a meeting of the National Croquet Association, at
Norwich, Conn., in August, 1899, this entire question,,
through a wisely selected and eflicient committee, was
brought tLi a focus and the name of this game as modernly
played, with its beautiful courts, its responsive timber
borders, its narrow steel arches and solid rubber balls,

was changed simply by dropping off the initial and the
final letter of the old wortl, leaving Roque, a word of one
syllable, to be the uanie for the improved game.

Spalding, Roijue Guide, p. 6.

rorarii (ro-ra'ri-i), n. pi. [L., appar. pi. of
'rorurius, adj., 'of the dew,' < ros (ror-), dew.
Tho name was explained as meaning those
who engaged in battle before tho main fighters

came on, as dew precedes the rain.] In Bom.
antiq., the lowest property class in the KomaB
legion, armed only with dart and sling.

Borate Sunday. See *Siinday.

rosa Americana (ro'zii, a-mer-i-ka'nii). [NL.,.
'American rose.'] A copper coinage of three
denominations, 2(1., Id., and id., struck by
William Wood for the American colonies,
1717-33.

rosace (ro-zSs'), n. [F., < NL. rosaceus, of the
nature of a rose. See rosaceous.'} Any orna-
mental circular member of a building, espe-
cially of a highly decorative character, as a
rondel filled with sculpture.

rosacea (ro-za'se-a), n. Same as acne rosacea.

See iicnc.

rosacic (ro-za'sik), a. [NL. rosac{eus), rosa-
ceous, + -ic] Red-colored— Rosaolc acid, the
name given by Proust to a bright red substance obtained
from the latericeous sediment deposited from the urine
of fever patients.

rosa-del-monte (ro'sii-del-mon'ta), n. [Sp.,

rose of the mountain.] In the West Indies, a
small, leguminous tree, Browneea Rosa-del-

monte, often cultivated for its handsome foli-
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age and clusters of showy, crimson flowers.

In northern South America the name is

applied to other species of the genus, espe-

cially to Brownsea grandiccps.

Now turn homewards, past the Rosa-del-monte bush,

. . . covered with crimson roses, full of long silky crim-

son stamens. Kingsley, At Last

rosalgar (ro-sal'gar), n.

sulphid.

pipe in order to prevent solid matter from tribution, occurring abundantly on the canes
- • ' '--' i-i.-u q£ tjjg i-Qgg^ raspberry, and blackberry, and

rosalia, »

being drawn into a ship's pump ; or an attach

inent by which a stream of water is converted

into spray.

rose-bush. 2. In Australia, a small tree of

the anona family, Eupomatia laurina, yielding

a soft, coarse-grained, yellowish-brown wood.

Eealgar; arsenic di- rose-chestnut (rdz'ches"nut), n. A tree of

the gamboge family, 3fe«Ma/crrca. See Mesua

4. Scarlet fever.

Lesser rosary, five decads of the fifteen

Also called Indian rose-and iiagkassar.

rosary, « Lesser rosary, five decads of the ntteen chestnut.

composing the entire rosary.— Rachitic rosary. See rose-CUTCulio (r6z'ker-kii"li-6'), n. An Amer-
•kbeaded ribs.

TOSary-shell, n. 2. The small black shell of

a marine mollusk, Nerita atrata, used for

necklaces, bracelets, and rosaries. [Austra-

lia.]

loses I. n. 18. In ffeom., certain transcenden-

tal curves having, "in polar coordinates, equa-

y y

icau curculionid beetle, Shynchites bicolor,

which punctures
the flower-buds of

the rose as well

as the bud-stalks
and the ripe fruit

of the raspberry
and blackberry. It

is found from New
York to California.

rose-end (roz'end),

Rose-scale iAulacaspis rosiz).

nfested branch, reduced : *, female ; c. male ; both enlarged.
tCouistock, U. S. D. A.)

Rose-curculi

(I. beetle

;

claw ; a, c,

larged.

{Rtlynchitts bicolor).

c, same in profile: t

c, enlarged ; *, more en-

,

(Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

er ; a foot-valve.
' rose-gall, «—Mossy

rose-gall, a polythala-

mous cynipid gall formed on the stems of sweetbrier.

The mass of cells is coyered with reddish or green fila-

ments, making it appear mossy.

Rose-geranium oil. See geranium-*oil.

rose-head (roz'hed), H. 1. A sprinkler nozle

;

a nozle having many small openings for rnak-

ing a spray ; a rose.— 2. A head, on a nail or

spike, having corrugations or facets; an en-

larged end on a mill, or milling-cutter.—3. A
nail, etc., having a head with facets or cuts;

a rose-nail.

also found on the strawberry, myrtle, pear,

ailantus, cycas, mango, and other plants.
A rose (see rosette, n. 2. (li) (2) A contagious disease of peach-

, 10) ; a strain- trees, of unknown cause, characterized by a dwarfing of

the foliage and shoots and the formation of them into

compact tufts, (f) In phi/togeoff., same SLa-^rosette-plant.

8. In elect. : (a) A cluster of glow-lamps or of

sockets arranged for the mounting of such
lamps. Elect. World and Engin., May 7, 1904,

p. 887. (6) An electrical fixture used when a
branch is to be taken from the main wires.

It consists, usually, of a porcelain base, which
is fastened to a ceiling or other support, and
a porcelain cover through a hole in which the

branch wires run. Removing the cover dis-

connects the branch wires from the mains.
— Leaf rosette, a cluster of usually radical leaves spread
out upon or near the ground in the fonu of a rosett«. It

generally consists of several contracted whorls of leaves

having tile same phyllotaxy as those of the stem.

See *rosette-

Rose.

A, three-leared rose of equation p a a sin 3 © : Z?, three-Ieared

rose of equation p - a cos 3 fl ; C, four-Ieayed rose of equation p =
a sin 2 0; D, four-".eaved rose of equation p = a cos 2 6. In all. x
is horizontal axis, jv vertical axis, a radius-vector whose length is

the parameter a in the equations.

one of several species of the genus He/aria found in the An
des of Peru and Ecuador.—Aniline rose, an old name for

safranine.-Antwerp rose. Same as Brabant rose. See

rosei, 16.— Australian rose, a shrub of the rue family,

Boronia serrulata, liaving blight green leaves and very

fragrant rose-colored flowers.—'Carolina rose, the

swamp-rose, Bosa Carolina.— 'Diam\ne rose. Same
as diamine trpink.— 'Eoney of rose, clarified honey con-

taining 12 per cent, of fluid extract of rose ; mel rusx.—
Leaf-blotch of rose. See -ttleaj-blotch.— Naphthalene
rose. Same as maf/dala red (which see, under redi).—
Native rose. Sameas -kliauera, 2.—Rose bud-wonn.
See -kbud-u-nrm.— Rose oam6. [F.] Same as rose Pom-
padour.— 'Roas leaf-beetle. See klea,f-beetle.

—
'Rose

leaf-hopper. See -kleaf-hopper.— Rose leaf-spot,

rOSeine, « AclC-rosetne. Same as aa'd-maffenta.

roseite (roz'it), n. [Named after its finder, rosette-form (ro-zet'form), n.

Dr. Base.] An altered mica from Chester plant.

county, Pennsylvania. It is soft like talc, rosette-machine (ro-zet'ma-shen"), n. 1. A
and of a pearly luster and brownish-yellow machine for carving rosettes in wooden mold-
color, ings, etc.— 2. In ceramics, a press fitted for

rose-jet (roz'jet), »!. 1. A spray; the water- molding the porcelain for rosettes,

jet from a rose-head.— 2. A rose-head; arose. rosette-plant(ro-zet'plaut),n. In )>liytogeog.,
- - - ^ plant of a vegetation-form characterized by

the clustering of the leaves (of all or of many)
at the surface of the ground or at the summit

rose-laurel (r6z'la"rel), «. See *laurel
tions of the form p = a cos 6 0.—Andes rose, any Rosellinla (ro-ze-lin'i-ii), n. [NL. (De No-

klenf-spot— Rose of Crete, the Cretan rock-rose, Cistus

Creticus. See -krock-rose and also Cistus, 1.—Rose Sun-
day. See •Sundoi/.— Sensitive rose, the sensitive

brier, Leptoglottis uncinata. See Schrankia.— Siberian
rose. See 8noMi-*ro8C.— Snow-rose, Rhododendron
ckrysanthum, a plant of the arctic regions about a foot

high with golden-yellow flowers, and leaves having nar-

cotic and diuretic properties. Also called Siberian rose.

—Symp of rose. See -ksyrup,—WOOd-rose, a remark-

taris, 1844), < Dr. Ferdinando Pio BoselUni,

an Italian scientist.] A large genus of pyre-

nomycetous fungi having mostly carbonaceous
superficial perithecia, usually growing upon a

subiculum of dark-colored hyphie. The spores

are unicellular and dark brown. About 175

species have been described. They occur
chiefly on decaying wood. B. aquila, a com-
mon cosmopolitan species, is the type of the

genus.

See rosemary, n. 2. In Australia, any one of sev-

eral species of the genus IVestringia. belong-

ing to the mint family, especially W. Dampieri,

whose resemblance to the rosemary of Europe
led Dampier to give its name to Rosemary
Island in the Dampier archipelago.— Cfolden

rosemary, in Tasmania, a plant of the bean family, Cal-

listachys elliptica.— Sa.nd-'hni rosemary, Cemtiola

ericoides, of the crowberry family, a small, erect, heath-

like evergreen shrub of dry pinelands in the southeastern

United States 'from South Carolina to Florida and Ala-

bama. It bears whorls of narrow revolnte and almost

tubular leaves and reddish dioecious flowers sessile and
whorled in the axils.— Victorian rosemaiy, Westrinijia

rosmarimfonnis. See Westrinyia.—'VfUd rosemary,
in Queensland, a slender shrub, Cassinia lavis, of the

aster family.

rose-mildew (roz'mil'dii), n. See ^mildew.

rose-moss (rozmos), n. Same as Kentucky

*moss.
Rosenbergia (ro-zen-ber'gi-a), n. [NL. (Oer-

sted, 18.56), named in honor of Caroline
of Sehleswig-

able vegetable excrescence, resembling a flower with ra-

diating corrugated petals carved from wood, caused by
the union of the saucer-shaped placenta-like base of cer-

tain parasitic plants of the mistletoe family with the
foster-branch of the host and its persistence after the
death of the plant. In Mexico called rosa de palo, or

rosa de madera.

II. a.— Rose vitriol. Same rs fticfcerife.

rose-apple. 2. In Australia, the sweet plum,
BancjKiria cerasifera. See Oxcenia, 1.

rose-bay, «.— East Indian rose-bay, the crape jas-

mine, Tabertuemontana ayronaria. See -kjasmine.

ose-bowl (roz'bol), n. A globular or bowl

Bosenberg (1810-1902), a native
Holstein and a .student of the Danish flora.]

A genus of plants of the family Polemoniaceee. Rosh hodesh (rosh eho'desh), n

See Cobsea. The best known species is R. scnndens

(Cobsea scandenn of Cavanilles), a tender perennial climb-

ing by tendrils, usually treated in gardens as an annual.

It is one of the popular climbers, being a rapid grower

and bearing large bell-shaped violet or greenish-purple

flowers.

roseo-. In chem., a prefix used to distinguish a

certain class of cobalt-ammine salts, which
possess a characteristic rose-red color.

rose-reamer (roz're'mer), n. A mill, or re-

volving cutter, which has an enlarged, or rose.

of a caudex. Rosette-plants are most often perennials

and are either acaulescent (dandelion, many violets), then

having all or most of their leaves in the rosette ; or caa-

lescent (many saxifrages, erigerons, thistles, etc.), then
sending up a leafy stem, the basal rosette serving the

plant early in the season, or often the previous autumn,
and perishing as the plant niatm-es. The rosette-form is

strongly developed in alpine regions, the tap-root here

becoming very strong, but is common also at low alti-

tudes. Hosettes are distinguished by F. E. Clements as

close (the leaves with short petioles and dense) or open
(the leaves longer-petioled, the cluster thus loose and less

regular).

Rose-water dish, (c) In English silver, a shallow platter

in wliich rose-water was poured.

rose-winged (roz'wingd), a. Having a num-
ber of white-tipped feathers near the bend of

the wing, the markings being arranged in a

somewhat circular shape : used in describing

pigeons.

rosewood, n. 4. In Australia, the timber of

any one of four species of trees: (a) Acacia
glaucescens, called also rosewood acacia, kaa-

reeu-an, and myall; (b) Stenochilus MitchelU

(Ercmophila MitchelU of Bentham), belonging

to the family Myoporacex and often called

sandalwood on account of its very fragrant

wood; {c) Dysoxylnm Fraseranum of the fam-

ily Mcliacese; and (d) Synomn glandulosum,

the fresh wood of which is of a deep red color

and emits an odor like that of the common
rose.— Guiana rosewood, the pinkwood, DicypelUum
carvophiillntmn. See pinkwood and clooe cassia (under

cas'sia).— Polynesian rosewood. See -kbanago, -kbula-

kan. and -kmilo.

[Heb. rosh.

haped vessel of pottery or glass designed to end, and cuts on its face
-<^ • " rose-rust (roz'rust), 9t. See *n<sfi.

head, beginning, + hodesh. new (moon), a

month.] The first day of the Jewish month
which begins with the new moon. On the first

day (some times two days) of the month the

ritual is distinguished by additional prayers

including hallel (which see). See also Jewish

*festirals.

rosindol (ro-zin'dol), 71. [ro«el -I- indol.'] In

organic chem., the general name given to a

class of red dyes prepared by the action of

benzoyl chlorid on compounds of the indol

old cut roses or other flowers. rose-rust (roz'rust), ». bee "nm^. series.
.7/ ,n ^ _^„. 1

se-boi2 (roz'boks), n. A perforated plate or rose-scale (roz'skal), n. A diaspine scale- rosindone (ro-zin don), n. [rosi»i(i(o«) -t- -o«e. J

jx which is fitted over the end of a suction- insect, Aulaoaspis rosee, of cosmopolitan dis- A red crystallme dyestuff, L-22ili40iN2> ^lae



rosindone

"by heating rosinduline to 178° C. with concen-
trated hydrochloric acid. By oxidation it

yields rosimlonic acid. It melts at 261-262°
C. Also calleii rosindulonc.

TOSindonic (ro-ziu-don'ik), a. Iromndon(e) +
-ic. J Derived from rosindone Roslndonlc acid,
a crystalline acid, C22Hi40gN'2, made by oxidizing rosin-
done with chromic anhydrid dissolved in glacial acetic
acid, r r'elts at -200' C.

TOSindaline (ro-zin'du-lin), n. [rosm(l(ol) +
-tik + -ine'^.] A reddish-brown crystalline
base, C22H15X3, made synthetically. When
heated to IJO^" C. with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid it yields ammonia and rosindone.
It absorbs carbon dioxid readily and melts at
198-199° C.

TOSindulone (ro-zin'du-16n), n. [rosind{ol) +
-iile + -0,1c.

J
Same as *rosindone.

rosin-grease (roz'in-gres), «. A trade-name
of the product obtained by mixing rosin-oil
with milk of lime. It is a' sticky, pasty ma-
terial, used as a cheap lubricant and in the
manufacture of printers' ink.

TOSitel (ro'zit), n. [In def. 1, Sw. rosit (Svan-
berg, 1840), < L. rosa, rose, + -ites, E. -i7f2.] i_
A silicious mineral related to amphibole, per-
haps an altered pargasite.— 2. Arose-red color-
ing material extracted from the sediment of new
red wines. In the sediment of old wines it is
replaced by pourpnte.

rosite- (ro'zit), n. [F. liosite (Huot, 1841),
named after Professor G. Rose, who analyzed
it.] A sulphid of antimony and copper, now
known a.s clialcostibite.

XOSOCyanin (ro-zo-si'a-nin), n. [L. rosn, rose
(red), + E. cyaiihi.'] A red coloring-matter,
C10H14O4, formed by the action of boric and
sulphuric acids on cureumin. It is a mono-
basic acid isomeric with cureumin.

TOSOlite (ro'zo-lit), n. [L. rusa, rose, -t- Gr.
Ai'Sof, stone.] A name given by Kunz to the
rose-colored variety of grossular garnet found
at Xaloxtop. Mexico,

rosophenine (ro-zo-fe'nin), n. Same as *dian-
thine.

TOSSe (ros), a. [P., adj. use of roase. a (good-
for-nothing) horse, < G. ross, a horse.] Char-
acterized by a brutal or cynical disregard of
conventionalities or propriety. [French liter-
ary slang.]
The aristocratic salon has dwindled into a tradi-

tion. The young men . . . have not the leisare their
elders had for the arts and graces of life. The rutue
literature has spoiled tlie traditions of the Faubourg for

. The salon is all vei-y well, so are the songs of

1153 rotator

ro2?;./'
"'''"'

^"/^v'^V-, L"'S?^'',',J°" T"''*
°"'y ofUquld 10 centimeters long, when each cubic centime-rotung. E. Ae,M, the W ouldbegoods, p. 182. ter of the liquid contain, in solution one gram of th^

6. To fail successively at batting : said of a ?P."';«lly active substance the specific rotation of which
cricket eleven. [Slang.]

ist„he„,™.„r.H _^.„.,. ..

3. To chaff; make fun of.II. trans.

[Slang.]

" He behaves like a sulky child and ought t« be rotted ^^f^H 'I'T"'^ S' "fH"'*'; ,most unmercifully," she apologises. rotational, a. 2. In hydrodyn
Barry Pain, The One Before, v.

' " ' ''

rot, )i. 4. In cricket, the failure of several
batsmen on a side. [slaag.]-Barcoorot. Same
as JSarcoo At/iScnse.—Blaok rot. (11) See rut, 2. lb)
hee *Uack. (c) A name of certain plant-diseases of a

-,,.e «r,.M,f««<-fbacterial or fungous origin, characterized by decay and i "f-^"""'"^''-
blackening of the tissues. The following are the most rOtatlOn-Center
important: Mack rot of the apple, caused by Sphierovsis

IS to l)e measured.--Tecnnlcal rotation, in forestry, that
rotation under which a forest yields tile material most
suitable for a certain piirjiose.- Volnme rotation in
forestry that rotation under which a forest yields the
greatest quantity of material.

. „ am. : (a) HavinR
vortex motion, (fc) Having rotation in the
sense of eurl.-^Kotatlonal coefflclent, the rotatory
power, a constant in the expression of the transverse
c ectroniotive force in the Hall eflect-Rotatlonal
elasticity. See •e(a«(ici(y.— Rotational resistance
See 'krefiiatance.

The: (r6-ta'shon-sen"t^r), n.
point about which a rotation gives the same
result as any given sliding of a polygon in a
plane.

rotation-chair (vo-ta'shon-ehar), n. In

black rot o.fthe cabbaye, due to Pseudomonas
campettris ; black rot of the grape, caused by G uiynardia
Bidwellii : black rot of the pear and quince, caused by
bphaeropsis Malorum ; black rot of the gueet-potato
ca.meAbyCerat,,c,).-<tlsfimbriata(:^\so<:Meiblack-shank)': per. pstjchol., a chair so'eonstructed that the<ind black r,,t of the tomato, caused by ilacrosporium To- snbipct «p " '

' "" -^""*""'-'^™ f"-": "^e
w.aro.—Brown rot. a fmigous diseiise of fruits, especially

'*"""^''^- '^'^

apple, peach, plum, and cheny, caused hv .Moiiilia fruc-
tiyena and it. cinerea.— BTOwn rot Of the cabbage
Same as black rot of the cabbage. Sec black -krot (c) —
Brown rot of the potato. Same as *bacteriuns of the
potato.—Btowh rot of the spruce, a decay of the wood
of si>ruce causcil by Polypurus Kulphureus.— Biowa rot
Of the turnip. Same as 6(nci roj o/'Mecn/;()«</e. SeeMack *rot (c |.— Carrot-rot, a decay of carrots attributed
to the fnngns Phoma sanyuinute/ifn.— Cocoanut-palm
rot, a disease of the cocoannt-palm, probably due to
bacteria, which attacks the terminal bud of the tree.—
Collar-rot, a disease of undetermined cause attack-
ing fruit-trees near the surface of the soil. Ilural \eio
1 orker,Jf,. 7 1903, p. W.-Cotton-boU rot, a decay of
cotton-bolls which has been attributed to BaciUug gomi-
ptnut. Alsocalled ("'H-rof.—Dryrot.a .iecay of conifere
especially of hemlock, larch, pine, and spruce, caused by
the fungus Trametes Pint. Als.) called red rnt. The
dry rot which affects pear-trees is attributed to the fungus
Thetephora pedteellata. that of the potato to Fumrium
Solam, of the sweet-[K)tito to Phoma Hatatir. and of the
turnip to Phoma rsriifxicie. .See also *dni-rot, 1.— Egg-
plant rot, a decay

. .f the fruit of the egg-plant attributed
to /Vim-ii/ii(i/i.— Foot-rot. See*C™,(-ro(.— Frult-rot rotativiRTn Crri-tn'tiv i^in^ ».
a decay of fruit, especially of the peach, caut^by the °

,». 1 14^t,tfon 11^ ''
fungus Scleroti,„a frucliyena. See /n»y.*moM and '^ Itot^ation

,
tlie

pcdc/i-Wiy/i/.— Potters' rot. '

subject, seated in it, can be rotated at various
rates of speed without appreciable noise or jar.
The chair is sometimes made in such a way that it can
be extended ; back, seat, and front then lie in one plane,
and the apparatus fonns a *rotation-tai>Ie (which see).
Further, the seat may be so hung that chair or table can
be tilted back and forth, as well as rotated ; the appara-
tus then becomes a combination rotation-chair, tilt-chair,
rotation-table, and tilt-table. In all these fonns it is em-

».-»,.»»^ ployed for the study of the kinesthetic and static senses.
rot, a disease of the cocoannt-palm, probably due to rotation-SpCed (ro-ta'shon-sped), n. The

speed of a revolving body, as a wheel, ex-
pressed in terms of the number of turns in a
unit of titne.

rotation-table (ro-ta'shon-ta"bl), «. In ex-
per. psychoL, a long table so constructed that
the stibject, extended at full length, can be
rotated at varying rates of speed without ap-
preciable noise or jar : used in the study of
the kinesthetic and static senses. E. C. ISan-
ford, Exper. Psychol., I. 368.

[rotative +
state of being rota-

tive: specifically, in Portuguese polities. See
the extract.

The history of the crisis which ended in the tragedy
dates back to last May, when King Carlos dissolved the
Chamber and conferred dictatorial powere on Premier
Franco. This step was taken liy the King as parliamen-
tary government luid come to a deadlock and the political
parties were mainly interested in secnring official spoils.
F.ach party held office by arrangement alternately. The
aiTangement was known as rotativism.

S. Y. Sun, Feb. 3, 1908.

rotator, ». 4. In photometry, a mounting for
an incandescent lamp so constructed that the

Montinaitrc, the Th^tre Rome, but there is just" one
little point on which the Frenchman is in no mood to
blagiier and that is his wife's fidelity.

Hannah Lynch, French Life in Town and Country, x.

rosser (ros'er), n. [ross^ + -trl.] In lumber-
ing, one who barks and smooths the side of a
log, in order that it may slide more easily.
Also called log-fuer, scalper, slipper.

rosserie (ros-re ), «. [F. .See *roASf.] Cyn

- . ^ame AS irpottent' aitthma.
—Red rot See dry *ro(.—Red rot of oak, a fungous
disease, produced by Piilyponu sulphureuK. which causes
the rot of oaks as well as of a considerable number of
other trees.- Ripe rot, a decay of fruit,«, especially of
the apple, grape, and quince, caused by the fungus Gtaeo-
tponumfructigeniim. Also, in the case of the apple and
quince, called anthrncnoK and hitter ro^— Salalfy-rot
a bacterial decay of salsify.- Seedling rot, a disease
which att,icks the stems of young egg-plants : due to the
fiingus /'Am/ia .S«((7ni.— Stem rot See -kslem-rot.—
Tomato-rot Same as black *rot of ((j?»m(o.— White
rot CO A fungous disease affecting the trunks of ash
Jiiniper. oak. and other trees ; also a disease of the grape.
The white to., of ash is due to Polvporus Frazinophilut,
that of juniper to Pohjporus Jiiniperinua. and that of
tak t.) Pohjporus iiiniarius. See xchite *riit of oak-
White rot of oak, a disease, produced bv P'oliiporus
igniarnis, which attacks the oak, hickory, willow and
other trees.

rot (rot), exclam. [rot, «.]
sense! Stuff! [Slang.]
" Harold 8 asleep, " I said :

•' it seems rather a shame— "

"Oh, r.if.' 'said my brother; "he s the youngest, and
he s got to do as he 's told I

"

A'. Grahame, Golden Age, p. 04,

Humbug ! Non-

cal disregard of conventionalities and propri- rotameter (rd-tam'e-t6r), n. [Ij. rota, a wheel.
ety. See the extract and *rosse. [f'rench
literary slang.]
But since no movement ever stops halfway, but con-

tinues naturally until it reaches iU extreme limit, this
tendency [idealism] went farther than M. Kenans iileal-
ism, and p.assed on into mysticism : though this move-
ment, as we hmk at it now, seems U) be split up int^>
gingularly various elcmente, for together with the exis-
tence of symlxdism and mysticism, incredulity and sensii-
aiism have survived, and a brutally cynical element has
appeared wlikh has been christened " rosserie."

Bncyc. Brit, XXVIII. 49(3.

rosslerite, n. See roesslente.

TOStellnm, w. 2. (b) The combined mouth-
pnrts of fho true lice, of the family Pediculidie.

rosthomite (ros't6r-nit), n. [G. 'rosthornit,
< rout = E. rust, + horn = E. horn + -it = E.
-i7«2.] A brown mineral resiu, C._)4H4oO, oc-
curring in lenticular masses in coal in Carin-
thia.

rostral, «.— Rostral plats. See*pfn(<'.

n. n. A scale covering the end of the
nose in reptiles; the rostral shield. Proc.
Zool. .Hoc. London, 1903, p. 125.

rostrolateralia (ros-tro-lat-e-ra'Ii-ii), n. pi.
[NL., < rostrum + laterale, pi. laleralia.'] In
the structure of the capitulum of the Balanidie
or acom-bamacles, the accessory plates in-
serted between the lateralis near the rostrum.
See *lateralia.

Rosy dryocampa, an American ceratocampid moth, ^;ii-
sola rubicuwia (formerly placed in Dn/ocampa). whose
wings are yelli.wish, marked and sutlused with ari«e-pink.
Its larva, known as the green-striped maple-worm, feeds
on th« foliage of the maple. See Anisoln, with cut.

rot. r. I. intrans. 6. To 'make fun'; fool;
talk nonsense. [Slang.]

S.— 73

+ Gr. /iiT/Mv, measure.] A measuring-device
consisting of a small measuring-wheel par-
tially inclosed in a case resembling that of a
watch and having a dial with hands for indi-
cating in feet and inches the distance traversed
by the wheel. It measures up to twenty-five feet It
can also be used, in connection with a watch, to measure
the speed of moving surfaces, as in a metal-planer or
other machine. A similar measure, for use in measuring
plans, drawings, and irregular surfaces, is called a pocket
rotary measure.

rotary, o.-- Rotary converter. See *concer(fr, 3.—
Rotary field. Sce *n./</.- Rotary oven, (b) See
*ni.;i.— Rotary planer, shaper, speed, stripper,
transformer, see Itplancr, etc.

II. ". In elect., a rotary converter.
A three-phase 120-cycle alternator driven by an inverted

rotary used as a motor and itself capable of giving a
three-phase 60-cycle current. Science, Juiie24, 19<M, p. 945.

rotation, «. 4. In forestry, the period repre-
sented by the age of a forest, or a part of a
forest, at the time when it is cut, or intended
to be cut

—

Carrlngton's law of solar rotation. See
•(nu'i.—Financial rotation, in./"rc^^i-y, that rotation
under which a forest yields the highest net interest on
its capital value, calculating at compound interest.

—

Income rotation, in forestry, tlmt rotation under which
a forest yicMi th.- lii-liest net return, calculating without
interest.— Left-handed rotation, rotation in the op-
posite direction to that of a right-handed screw or to that
of the hands of a clock when viewed from in front; levo-
gyral rotation.— Moment of rotation. See -trmoment.— Period of rotation, the time of rotation of a heavenly
body around its axis.— Rleht-handed rotation, rota-
tion in the direction of a right-liahde.l screw ; cbxkwise
rotation; dextrogyral rotation.— Simple rotation, the
motion of a body which revolves about a flxeil axis ; a
pure rotation without any translational component.-
Specific rotation, in optics, the angle through which
the plane of polarization of light is rotated by a column

Uotatur.

lip to ijc tested is mounted upon t
The lamp to be tested is mounted upon a rcTolving spindle, ss,

current beMiB supplied tlirough the brushes W. The asis of rota-
tion may be varied by turning the spindle about the horizontal
shaft a.

lamp may bo given a rapid rotation about its
polar axis. By means of such a device the
mean horizontal intensity of the lamp may be
determined from a single photometric setting.
—^5. In math., a quantity having magnitude,
direction, and position; a rotor. — Rotatores
capitis, in Coleoptera. two flat muscles, one having its
origin on the side of the antefurca and the other on the
posterior jugular plate. They are inserted on the lateral



rotator

margin of the occipital foramen.—Rotatoresprothora-
ds, in Coltoptera, two large muscles having their iiiigiii

on the posterior part of the pronottim and inserted un
the integument between the prothorax and niesothorax
and also on the anterior part of the mesothorax.

Botatoiy coefficient, tic. See *co€fficient,

TOtiferon (ro-tif'e-ron), n. ; pi. rotifera (-ra).

[NL. See Rotifer.'] A rotifer.

Botomagian (ro-to-ma'ji-an), n. [L. Roto-
inagi, a people of ancient Gaul, whose name
survives iu that of Rouen.] In geol., a sub-
stage of the Cenomanian Cretaceous rocks in
France and Belgium. Also used attributively.

rotometer (r6-tom'e-t*r), n. [L. rot(atio),

rotation, + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] A cyclom-
eter; a device for measuring distances by
counting the revolutions of a wheel which
rolls through the distance to be measured.

rotor, H. 2. In elect., the revolving element
of an electric machine.— 3. The revolving
part of a steam-turbine. It consists of the
shaft and the disks carrying the buckets ou
which the steam pressure acts.

Each piston is of such diameter as to exactly balance
the axial thrust of the steam against its corresponding
stage of blades. The rotor also carries a series of thrust
bearing rings whose sole duty is to maintain an exact re-

lationship between the rotor and stator parts.

Klect. Witrld and Engin., May 14, 1904, p. 925.

Squlrrel-ca*^e rotor, in elect., an armature or rotating
field the winding of which is of the squirrel-cage type.

rot-steep (rot'step), i;. t. Formerly, to steep,
as cotton cloth, in water, to get rid of surface
impurities, such as grease, oil, and dirt, prior
to bleaching.

rottenl, a. 7. Good for nothing; trashy; mean;
detestable. [Slang.]

"Rotten things, misunderstandings," resumed Bobby,
after a pause. A. R. Conder, Seal of Silence, xxii.

Rotten row (naval), a place in a navy-yard where con-
demned vessels are moored pending their sale or breali-
ing up. [Colloq.J

rotter (rot'fer), n. Irot, n., + -er'^.] One who
talks or writes 'rot'; a humbug. [Slang.]

The snake . . . reared up out of the water, exactly like
Eaa in the Jungle Book— so we know Kipling is a true
author and no -.otter,

E. Nesbil, The Wouldbegoods, p. 88.

•How can you be so uncivil to that man?' ... 'A
rotter.' said Merton, 'he has just got that stuff by
heart' A. Lan<j, Disentanglersf p. 3;J8.

rottle trot'l), n. Same as rotU

rottlerin (rot'ler-in), n. [Rotflera + -ire2.]

A flesh-colored or yellow crystalline dyestuff,

(CnHjoOsls, obtained from Echinus Philip-
pinensis. It is the active constituent of the
vermifuge kamila. Also called mallotoxin.

rotulian (ro-tii'li-an), a. {rotula + -ian.]

Same as patellar.

rouge, n. 2. (b) A finely powdered red oxid
of iron, or hematite (which see), generally
mixed with a paste or glue and sold in sticks
or in the form of powder.— 3. In roulette, a
bet that the color of the number will be red.
— Rotlire d6 for [F., 'iron red'], in ceram... a red color
obtained from iron peroxid. Compare *rouge d'or,—
Rouge d'or [F., Ted of gold 'J, in ceram., a red color
of Oriental glaze obtained from gold precipitate.

—

Rouge
flamb^ [F., 'fired red'], an iridescent glaze of a red
color.

Even the long-sought secret of the Chinese sang de boeuf
and rouge fiambe glazes has been worked out in Europe.

Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 876.

rongeot (ro-zho'), n. [F. rouge, red, + -ot
(augm.).] A disease of doubtful origin affect-

ing grape-leaves and causing them to turn red
and die. Also spelled rougeau.
The term Spanish measles is here used in California for

a disease resembling Rougeot, so far as the description
goes.

U. .S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol., Bulle-
[tin 2, 1892, p. 173.

rOUgh^, a. —Eongh dimensions. See Irdimension.

rotlgh^, n. t. 3. In hat-mayiuf., to compact (the
felt) by moisture, heat, and pressure.—4. To
expose to winter weather, as cattle; permit to
run at large during the winter. [Western
U.S.]
They were great grazing cattle, fattening rapidly on

grass, and, when "roughed" through our sometimes
severe Nebraska winters, their '.hiclc coat« of hair pro-
tected them so thoroughly that they invariably wintered
well coining out in the spring in better flesh than did
our cattle of any other breed.

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr,, 1901-02, p. 208.

roughage, n. 2. In stoclt-fceding, the coarser
portion of a ration, as hay, corn silage, etc.,

containing relatively little nutritive matter,
as opposed to the concentrated part or grain
feed.
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rougb-coat (ruf'kot), v. t. In plastering, to
apply the first coat to (masonry walls or lath).

rough-cut (ruf'kut), a. and n. I. a. Having
coarse or rough teeth, as a file designed for
rough work.

II. X. 1. A coarse file.— 2. A roughing-
cut ; the first cut taken on a piece of work by
a machine-tool ; a coarse or heavy cut to re-
move superfluous metal.

rougher, ». 4. A board filled with long iron
teeth tor hackling flax by hand.

rough-house (ruf'hous), n. In sports, rough
play ; hence, rough play in general ; horse-
play ; rowdy conduct. [Recent slang, U. S.,
chiefly among boys at school or college.]

rough-housing (nif'hou-sing), n. Same as
*roiigli-house.

roughing (rufing), a. Approximate
; not fin-

ished.

roughing-down (ruf'ing-doun), n. The process
of cutting to very nearly the required size, in-

cluding the removing of any skin or hard scale.
See roughing-rolls.

roughing-fllter (ruf'ing-fil'tfer), n. A filter

which separates coarse impurities from the
liquid. Nature, Sept. 24, 1903, p. 509.

roughing-mill, «. 2. The roll-train in which
the ingot receives its first, or roughing, treat-

ment.
The most easterly division will contain the open-hearth

furnaces, which are in line with three sets of heavy
roughing mills delivering to other mills making finished
plates and structural shapes.

Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 18.

roughing-out (ruf'ing-out), n. and a. I. ».

1. Roughing-down; particularly, the approxi-
mate shaping of a

_
piece from commercial

sizes of material.— 2. The rough-forging of a
piece, including the welding and swaging of
the original stock, but not the fini^ing with
the fullering- and flatting-tools, dies, etc.

II, n. Suitable or designed for use in mak-
ing rough-cuts : as, a roughing-out drill. Jour.
Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901-02, p. 312.

roughing-tool (ruf'ing-tol), n. The tool used
for taking off the outside skin of a piece of
metal or wood and cutting the piece to ap-
proximately the correct size. It is generally
a round-nosed tool, but varies with the ma-
terial to be cut and the amount of material
to be removed.

roughneck (ruf ' nek), n. See the extract.

[Slang.]

His stated income amounts to union wages from his
union of roughnecks, as the iron-workers call themselves,
as walking delegate,

N. Y. Evening Post, Aug. 17, 1903.

rough-pointed (ruf 'poin'''ted), a. In stone-

cutting, dressed roughly with the point: said
of the first preparation of the surface of a
stone. See point^, 2 (e).

rough-ride (rut'rid), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. rough-

ridden, ppr. rough-riding. To ride as a rough-
rider. [Bare.]

" Hould on, faith an' patience, the other elephints are
comin'." . . .

" Glory I
" I sez, " will I rough-ride the whole stud ?

"

R. Kipling, My Lord the Elephant, in Many Inventions,

ip. 63.

rough-rider (ruf ' ri * der), n. 1. One who
breaks young or wild horses to the saddle; in

the British army, a non-commissioned cavalry
or artillery officer detailed to assist the riding-

master, one being allowed to each troop or
battery.— 2. A horseman accustomed to rough
or hard riding, such as cow-boys or frontiers-

men : applied specifically, in the late Spanish-
American war, to the members of a volunteer
regiment of cavalry, recruited partly from
Western cow-boys.
Begiments of cavalry recruited from dwellers on grassy

plains are famous as "rough-riders," whether they are
Russian Cossacks or American cowboys : their skill and
endurance as horsemen are a natural result of habits de-
veloped in an open country of large distances, where
riding is as appropriate a means of going about as walking
is in a mountainous district.

W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog., p. 369.

rough-turn (ruf'tem), v. t. To turn roughly,
iu a lathe ; turn nearly to size ; turn so that
the surface is not finely fini.shed. The En-
gineer (London), Aug. 1, 1902, p. 103.

rouille (ro-el'), n. [F.] A yellowish-brown
ferric hydroxid precipitated on calico by the
action of sodium hydroxid on ferrous sul-

phate. Also called chamois. Thorpe, Diet,

of Applied Chem., III. 356.

round

roulade, n. 2. Slices of beef rolled with
bacon and then steamed.

roulade (ro-liid'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. rouladed,

ppr. roulading. [loulade, n.] In music, to
sing roulades or divisions.

roulette, n. 4. ah bets are placed in the Tarious
pai-ts of the lay-out, one of which is at each side of the
wheel. The five following pay even money : impair,
that the number will be odd ypair, that the number will
be even ; manque, that it will be from 1 to 18 ; passe,
that it will be from 19 to 36 ; rouge, or noir, Uiat the
color will be red or black. In addition to these, en plein,
flat on any number, pays 35 for 1 ; d cheval, on the line
between two numbers, 17 for 1 ; un carri, on a cross-line,
taking in four numbers, 8 for 1 ; transversale. any hori-
zontal line of three numbers, 11 for 1 ; transversale
six, on the line between two horizontals, taking in six
numbers, 5 for 1 ; has, at the bottom of a vertical column,
2 fori, and between two columns, J fori. Prem^ier, milieu,
and dernier are upon the first, middle, and last 12 num-
bers respectively, that is, from 1 to 12, 13 to 24, 26 to 38,
and pay 2 for 1. These are the payments at Monte



round

sured with a theodolite, and comprising the

entire horizon around the observing station.

For the purpose of securing greater accuracy
in the observed values of the several angles,

they are not individually observed directly,

but the angular directions of the lines to the

several observed points are observed in a pro-

gressive series closing the horizon and form-
ing a round of angles.

Rounds of angles were taken from Pegi hill, the hill on
Kaweri island, a rocl£ near Msara, the hill west of Naiko
hill, and a rock near Ngo.

aeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 411.

Grand rounds. Sameas*n)ujidi, 6(6)('2).—Tochange
the rounds, See -kchawje.

round^, v. t. 6. In tanning, to trim (a hide)

after it has been cleansed and limed, separat-

ing the heavier part or butt from the thinner
belly and shoulder portions and cutting away
ragged scraps from round the more valuable

parts.—7. Inphonol., to utter with the lips in

the contracted (and more or less projecting)

position characteristic of o, u, and similar

vowels.
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round-writing (round'ri"ting), n. A method
of handwriting, characterized by strong curves

A^

Round-writing Instru-
ment, with round-

writing pens-

roundel, n. 4. In the /ine arfcf, a composition
or design contained within a circle, a type
much favored by the painters and sculptors of

the quattrocento in Italy: found also in ex-

cavations at Cnosus in Crete ; also a wooden
platter painted. See tondo.

The enamelled roundeU of the Tlirone-R^w,m, which
present a close parallelism with those of Tell-el- Veliftdi-

yeh bring us down on the other hand to the beginning of
the thirteenth centurj'-

A. J. Evant, An. Brit. School at Athena, VI. 86.

rounder, ». l. (6) Specifically— (1) A tool

used by bookbinders for shaping the back of

a book. (2) A round-tool. (3) A gage fnr

laying out round work. (4) A machine for

making round comers, moldings, etc. (5) A
rouiiding-plane or rounding-jack.

Boundhead, n. 3. [/. c] pi. Same as
bruchycejihnH.

Mr. W. K. Moorehead, one of the beit authorities on
this subject, recognises two distinct mound-building
races, the old long-heade'l, the later round-headed in-

truders . - . the chief seat of the long-heads was the
Muskingum valley, from Marietta upwanls to East Ohio,
where the mounds, diifering in type from those of the
round-fuadSf have yielded pottery. - . - and other oma-
menU. Keane, Ethnology, p. 106.

round-headed, n. 3. In arch., topped with
a semicircular arch, as a window or doorway.

round-heart (round'hart), n. The purple
meadow-jiarsnip or alexanders, Thaspium
trifoliulum.

Bounding -and -channeling machine. See
*chnnneU}tti-mnchiue.

rounding-gage (roun'ding-gaj), n. An in-
strument for cutting hat-brims to a standard
measure.

rounding-jack (roun'ding-jak), n. A support
for holding a hat while it is trimmed into
shape.

round-ringing (round'ring'ing), n. Same as
chanfic-rinyinij,

roundtail (round'tal), n. A cyprinoid fish,

Oila robusia, of the Colorado river basin.

round-tree (round'tre), ». [Corruption of
rowan-tree.} The American mountain-ash,
Norhiin Americana.

round-wood (round' wud), n. Same as *roun(l-
ti'ce.

Round-writing.

with exaggerated shading, used in lettering,

ornamental engrossing, and card-writing.
Special pens, with one, two, or three points
may be used— Round-writing Instrument, a pen-
holder carrying three interchange-
able pens. With an assortment of
nine pens 144 different styles of
double lines or 504 styles of triple

lines can be written in ink on paper,
— Round-writing pen, a pen hav-
ing one, two, or tliree poi'nts of dilfer-

ent degrees of fineness.

roup'-^, »—Articles of roup. See
•itarHde.

Bo-urushi lacquer. See *lac-

quer.

rouse^, V. t. 8. To blow air

through (the wort of beer) in

order to aid in the develop-
ment of the yeast.

rouseabout (rouz'a-bout), «.

[Eng. dial., also roM«o6oM^ Soo
roustabout.} In Australia, ,i,

station-hand put on to any
work ; a Jack of all work

;

an 'odd man'; a roustabout.
IC. E. Morris, Austral English.

The " rou«eabmit:t " are anotherclafis
t)f men engaged in shearing time,
whose work is to draft the sheep,
fill the pens for the shearers, and do
the branding. . . . The shearers hold
themselves as the aristocrats of the
shed ; and never associate witli the
rutateaboutn.

The Ar'jut, Sept 2D, 1890, p. 13.

Bonsseau's figure or dia-
gram. See *fi(jure.

roustabout, h. 2. See *rouse-
aboiit.

rout^, ». t. 3. To eirtrieate from (other things);
hunt up; dig (out); with oaf. [CoUoq.]

It 's just an old suit I routed out
Anthony Hope, Dolly Dialogues, xvi.

rout-chair (rout'char), ». [routs + chair.']

A light chair supplied for private entertain-
ments by caterers. [Eng.]
route', n. 3. An order for a route march.
route' (rot or rout), v. t. ; pret. and pp. routed,

ppr. routeing or routing. To determine the
route or line of transportation or travel of

(goods, immigrants, etc.).

The . . . Company . . . issued to !ta agents along its

line instructions as t*^ manifestitig and routeing pnijierty
to eastern points by which it was prescribed tliat prop-
erty forwarded by all rail to New York should be for-

warded by [certain lines).

A'eirport yetceand Mitnsftippi Valley vertut Baltimore
and Ohio R. R., Rep, Interstate Commerce Com., Nov.

[13, 1889, p. 7.

The facility which such combination [connecting roads]
lends to through routing of cars, the convenience of ex-
changing ixiwer and n>lilng stock and the more liberal
system of transfers which becomes feasible; all these
things tend to give new life to the united enterprise and
to pave the way for even greater improvements.

Elect. World and Engineer, May 23, 1903, p, 8.t6,

route-marching (rot'mar-ching), n. Mil.,

the act of marching from one station to an-
other to relieve a garrison. It is conducted
in open order; keeping step and silence
are not required. See to get the route and
route-step.

We 're marchln' on relief over Injia's sonny plains,
A little frunt o' Christmas time an' Just be'ind tlie

Itains.

Oh, then It 's open order, an' we lights our pipes an'
sings,

An' we talks about our rations an' a lot of other things,
R. Kipling, Route Marchin'.

routing-cutter (rou'ting-kufer), «. A rout-
ing-tool,

routing-machine, n.— Strlng-rontlng machine,
a stair-router, .See illustration under routing-machine.

rove-, V. t. 3. In mech., to turn; make round :

said particularly of turning stone: as, to rove
a millstone.

reveling (rov'ling), n. [Appar. an alteration
of roving^ by conformity with raveling, «.]
Same as roring^, 2.

rover, ".— Jolly rover (nouf.X » pirate or his vessel.

rovetto (ro-vet'o), «. Same as *escolar.

roving-Jenny (r6'ving-jen''i), «. The straw-

rubii

berry-geranium, Saxijraga sarmentosa. Also
called wandering Jew.
rOW^, «—Rotten row. See Irroltenl.

rOW'*, «.—What '8 the row? What is the matter?
[Slang.J

Kitty [looking for her sister] . . . walks into the
schoolroom as a last chance and looks anxiously around
her : ... and Brandy who is smoking a cigar against all

rules . . . asks inelfTantly, '* What's the row?"
il. Ilunger/ord, Beauty's Daughters, iL

rO'mng-machine (r6'ing-ma-shen"),M. A gym-
nasium apparatus of various forms, designed
for exercising the muscles used in rowing. It

usually combines a sliding seat, stretchers,

and oar-handles, with weights or springs so
arranged as to provide suificient resistance.

Bowland effect. See *effect.

rowlandite (ro'land-it), n. [Named after Pro-
fessor Henry A.Mowland (1848-1901) of Balti-

more.] A massive j^ttrium silicate of a pale
drab-green color. It occurs with gadolinite

and other related species in Llano county,
Texas,

rowlock, «.—Becket rowlock, a rope hecket secured
ttj the gunwale, in whicli tlie oar works, instead of lu a
thole-pin or regular rowlock.

n. a. In arch., characterized by ^having
its voussoirs in concentric rings, one closely

adjusted to another. The rowlock arch of

brick is one in which each ring of brick vous-
soirs is only the width of the brick, or about
four inches, in depth.
row-planting (ro'plan'ting), n. In forestry,

a method of planting in which the young trees

are placed in rows, the distance between the
rows being greater than the distance between
the young trees in the rows. In planting
seeds or seedlings in the forest nursery this

method is known as drill-planting.

roxamine (rok-sam'in), n. An artificial red
dyestuff, the sodium salt of dioxyazonaph-
thalene-sulphonic acid: used in wool dyeing.
.S. P. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust. Chem.,
p. 417.

Boy. An abbreviation of Royal.

royal, «—Camproyal. See *cnmp2.—Royal chapeL
Same as chapel rogal.— Royal mottl. See *mothi.—
Royal Saxon porcelain. -Same as Dresden porcelain
(wliich see, under ;wfrr/«i'/jl),— Royal wing. Stie*icing.

B. P. An abbreviation (a) of Hefornied Presby-
terian; (6) of liegius Professor; (c) of the
Latin Eespublica, republic.

B. P. D. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin
lierum Politicarum Doctor, Doctor of Political

Science
; (6) of Boyal Purple Degree.

B. P. E. An abbreviation (a) of Reformed
Protestant Episcopal; (b) of Royal Society of
Pain ter-Etchers.

r. p. m. In mech., an abbreviation of revolu-

tions per minute.

rpt. An abbreviation of report.

E. B. An abbreviation of railroad.

rs. -An abbreviation of rupees.

B. S. An abbreviation (a) of Recording Secre-

tary; (b) of Revised Statutes; (c) [/. c] of
right side ; (<7) of Royal Society of London.

B. S. A. An abbreviation (a) of Royal Scottish

Academician ; (6) of Royal Scottish Academy;
(c) of Royal Society of Antiquaries.

B. S. D. An abbreviation of Royal Society of
Dublin.

B. S. £. An abbreviation of Boyal Society of
Edinburgh.

B. S. L. An abbreviation (a) of Royal Society

of Literature ; (6) of Royal Society of London.
B. S. N. A. An abbreviation of Royal Society

of Northern Antiquaries.

B. S. 0. An abbreviation of Railway Sub-Office.

B. S. P. C. A. An abbreviation of Royal So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

B. S. S. An abbreviation of the Latin Regise
Societatis Socius, Fellow of the Royal Society.

rt. An abbreviation of right.

Bt. Wpful. An abbreviation of Right Wor-
shipful.

Bu. 2. An abbreviation (a) of Rumanian; (b)

of runic.

rua(ro'a),n. [Maori.] A pit or cave for storing
root-crops. E. E. Morris. Austral English.

rub, V. t. 7. In nccdlc-nioUng, to straighten (a

wire or needle) by rolling (it) while hot.

—

rub, n.—Rub of the green, in gol/, something that
happens to a ball in motion, such as its lieing deflected or
stopped by any agency outjiide the match, or by the fore-

caddie. In the case of such a rub the ball must be played
from where it lies,

rubdi (ro-ba'i), «.; pi. rubdiydt (ro-bai'yat).

[Ar, Pers. rubd'i, pi. ruhd'iydt.] A quatrain.
The oriuiiiitl lUilidiydt (as, missing an Arabic Outtural,

these Tetrasticlia are more musically called) are inde.



pendent Stanzas, consisting each of four Lines of eqnnl,

tliuugh varied, Prosixly ; sometimes all rhyming, but

oft,;ner (as here imitated) the third line a blank.

FiUgerald, lutrod. to Rub&iy&t of Omar Khayyam
l(l8t ed.)-

rubber', » 2. (O in the amalgamation process for the

extraction of gold, a vessel in which the finely pulverized

rvick is triturated between surfaces of iron in the pres-

ence of mercury in order that the latter metal may tjikc

upand diss.ilve the tine particles of gold, (in) In engrav-

ing, an instrument for pressing paper uix>n a plate or

block. Impressions may be taken in this way instead of

on a press.

The designs are printed in pale ink by means of a

rubber. G. E. Woodberry, Hist, of Wood-engtaving, p. 35.

8. Crude rubber conies into commerce under a great

Tariety of names, which usually designate the geographi-

cal region in which the substance is produced. Each one

of these kinds of rubber may be the prwluct of one or

eeveral plants, is prepared in a certain way, and has one

or more distinctive forms which are given special desig-

nations. The most important of these are as follows:

JiallK. which come in all sizes, from a half inch to four

Inches in diameter ; bottles, pieces formed on a wooden

paddle which is afterward removed by splitting the piece

of rubber along one side ; buttvm, rubber that has been

cut by machinery into small pieces ; binnnts, thick, ob-

long pieces; cluMerg, small balls sticking together in

blocks or grape-like bunches; lumps, pieces of irregular

Bhape ; marbles, small balls ; negrnhemls, large balls nnule

up of residues scraped from the vessels in which the

milky juice is collected or from latex which has coagu-

lated before it could be smoked ; niijgers, kneaded balls

of masses of stringy rubber ;
paste, soft, iiTegular masses

almost tluid ; sausages, finger- or sausage-shaped pieces ;

scraps, the drippings of milky juice which adllere to the

bark of the tapped tree and which are peeled off when
dry sheets, thin pieces of rubber formed by coagulating

the latex on a large leaf ; slahx. pieces of rubber an inch

or two thick formed by pressimt several sheets together

;

tlrips, long, narrow sheets or lumii-rubber that has been

sliced by machinery; thimbles, pieces cut into cubes of

an inch or less; toniues, long, narrow tongue-shaped

pieces ; twists, balls of stringy rubber which are made up

like a ball of cord. The principal commercial varieties of

rubber are given below.

8. See the extract.

A second kind, and one much used in London for fronts,

is a large, light-red brick, so soft as to be readily scratched

by the knife. These are called "rubbers."

Jiep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98, vi. 407.

Accra, or Akkra, rubber, a trade-name of a kind of

rubber, in lumps and strips, brought from the tiold

Coast of .Africa.— African rubber, a rubber obtained

principally from giant creepers of the genus Pacourm,

as well as from several trees the most important of

which are Kibatalia elastiea (Kickxia elastiea of Preuss),

Kibatalia A/ricana (Kickxia A.fricnna of Bentham),

and several species of the genus /•'iciis.—Antimony
rubber. Same as red -krubher.— Aasa,m rubber, the

product of the india-rubber tree, Ficus elasliea.— 'Baa-

qul rubber, a kind of crude rubber, in balls, brought

from the Kongo State.—BomeO rubber, the product

of several vines belonging to the dogbane family, the

most important of which are Chavannesia elastiea and
Ancillocladus edulis. See -kChavannesia and Willugh-

(,<.,Vi^—Bumba rubber, a trade-name for a kind of

rubber brought from the Kongo State in balls of vari-

ous sizes, often viscid and of disagreeable smell.— Bus-
Blra rubber, a kind of crude rubber, brought from the

Kongo .State in balls.— Ceara rubber, a rubber ob-

tained from Manihot Glaziovii, a large tree growing on

dry, stony soil and native to the state of Ceara in Brazil.

The latex drips from wounds in the trunk and coagulates

in the form of tears which are gatheied into scraps and

balls. Ceara rubber is deficient in elasticity and is hard

to vulcanize. The rubber obtained from several other

species of Manihot growing in the adjoining state of

Bahia is also marketed uniler this name. See manisoha
*ru'>(i^r.— Central American rubber, the product of

several species of tlie genus Castilla, csi)ecially C. elastiea.

The term in a commercial sense includes all the forms of

ruiiber which are pnxluced in Mexico, Central America,

and that part of South America lying north of the Amazon
valley. See *cauchn and Colombia *rubher.—Cejlon.
rubber, rubher produced in Ceylon from Ilevea Brasil-

ieninjt. the principal species from which Para rubber is

obtained. The tree is extensively cultivated in Ceylon.

Its mode of preparation is very different from that of Para

rubber in that the latox is never smoked but is coagulated

by means of acetic acid. Fonnerly Manihot Glaziocd

yielded most of the rubber which was exported from Cey-

lon.— Colombia rubber, the product of several species

of trees belonging to the genus Sapium, especially S.

K7'<i"d»(o««m.— Colorado rubber, a substance very

much like rubber obtained from the rabbit-weed, JHcra-

deniajlorihunda. See itTicradenia.— "EnSLTJieleA rub-
ber, cotton or linen cloth covered on one side with

vulcanized rubber, and afterward piissed between rollers

which give an enameled appearance to the rubber.—

Equateur rubber, a trade-name of a valuable kind of

crude rubber in small balls, brought from the Kongo
State in Africa.—FentOn rubber, a material used to

some extent as a substitute for, or an adulterant of,

rubber, obtained by the prolonged actiimof diluted nitric

acid on oxidizable vegetable oils, with addition of tar,

creosote, eto., followed by roasting with exposure to air.

The mass produced is said to be eliistic, like genuine

rubber, and capable of being vulcanized.— Gaboon rub-
ber, a trade-name for crude rulioer, the product of sev-

eral species of I'acouria, brought in balls and strips

from OabfKjn, the French Kongo region in Africa.—

Qambla rubber, a trade-name for crude African rub-

ber, brought, in slender strips wound into balls, from

Camhia, Setifeal, and Portuguese Guinea.— Grand
Bassam rubber, a trade-name for a kind of crude

lubber in cakes, strips, or irregular lumps, brought from

the Gold Coast of Africa.— Guayaquil rubber, the

product of Cnslilla elrislica. See Central American
*ri(f)()«r. — Ouayule rubber, a mhber.like substance ex-

tracted from the stems and roots of I'arVienium arr/en-
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tatvm, ft shrub of the family A steracem native to Texas and
Northern Mexico. .Sec */iii/(', a. -Ire rubber. Same as

silk •nWiftcr.-Jamaloarubber, a woody vine belonging

to the dogbane family, Forsteronia jloribunda.—j9&ale
rubber, the product of several species of trees of the

geiius .Manihot, especially M. dichotoma. See manisoba
itrubber.—KSL&sai. rubber, a trade-name of a crude rub-

ber brought from the Kongo State. There are two grades

;

red Kassai, In small mahogany-colored balls, considered

the best rubber from the Kongo region, and black Kas-
sai, in small black lumps or tongues, which is less highly

valued.— Kongo rubber, cnule rubber from the Kongo
State in Africa obtained principally from giant creepera

of the genus Pacoitria. It comes into commerce under
several trade-names which denote the region of produc-

tion ; the following being the most iinpoitant: lianqui,

Buinba, Bussia, Equateur, Knssoi, Monnitla, Ruki, San-
kuru, Welle, and laA-omn.- LagOS rubber, the product
of any one of several species of Large trees belonging
to the genera Kibatalia and Ficus. especially Kibatalia
A/ricana anil Ficus Vogelii. ^ee silk -krubber.—Mada-
gascar rubber, a rubber obtained from a numlier of

siiccies of vines and trees belonging to several genera,
especially Pacouria, Masearenhosia, and Euphorbia.—
— Mangabelra rubber, the product of Ilancomia spe-

cios'i, a small tree native to southern Brazil. It is pre-

pared in tlie form of sheets which resemble slices of liver.

See Hancornia.— Manisoba rubber, the piwluct of

several species of trees belonging to the genus Manihot
native to the states of Ceara and Bahia in Brazil, espe-

cially M. Glaziovii and M. dicliotoma. The rubber of the

tii'st-naraed species is more commonly known as Ceara

rubble-ballast

Jected is very severe, and the removal of the rubber from
the wounds delays healing and exiKises the tree to the

attacks of insects, so that the cultuial production of

scrap rubber is not likely to be profitable.

Science, Oct. 2, 1903, p. 437.

(Ij) See irrubber shoddy.— Silk rubber, the prcjduct of

either of two species of large trees of West Africa belong-
ing to the dogbane family, Kibatalia elastiea (Kickxia
elastiea of Preuss) and Kibatalia A/ricana (Kickxia
A.t'ricana of Bentham); so called from the long, silky

fibeis attached to the seeds.

The Lagos "silk rubber" plant, Funtumia elastiea, con-

tinues to be in demand, as the points in its favour are
suitability to the climato, easy coagulation, and good
rubber-yield at an early age.

Nature, Aug. 27, 1903, p. 396.

Unwasbed rubber, crude rubber as imported, before

it has been purified by boiling in water and passing

repeatedly between fiuted rollers under a stream of

water, soluble impurities, sand, fragments of woody
fiber, and other foreign substances being thereby re-

moved.—Upper Kongo rubber, a trade-name of crude
rubber, in dark brown ball-s, the product of Landolphia
Petersiana, brought from the upper region of the Kongo
river in Africa.— Welle rubber, the trade-name for a
kind of crude rubber, of unknown botanical origin,

brought from the Kongo Stato, Africa, in large slabs of

from 10 to 20 pounds each, dark on the outside and white
within.— Yakoma rubber, the trade-name of a variety

of crude rubber in balls brought from the Kongo State,

„.„. ..„. „,,^„.,.„ .. „ ^„ J
.Africa.

*r»6()(?r (which see).— Matto Grosso virgin rubber, a rubber^ (rub'6r), n. [Short for ruhher-neck.]
trade-name of a good grade of crude rubber, in llat pieces Q,^g ^j,q turns around to see Bomething; one
of light color, from the state of Matto Grosso in Brazil. , „„,„= nr Innlcs nut ptitptIv • oftpn liapfl as— Mineral rubber, a name sometimes applied to a kind woo gazes or looKs out eagerly . orten usea as

of asphalt or bitumen. an exclamation in mockery ot one who turns

This murkiness may be prevented by dissolving in the to look at something. [Slang, TJ. S.l

paraflin before the rubber is added enough "mineral rubbCr^ (rub'er), V. i. [rubber^, «.] 1. To
rubber" (asphalt) to give the paraflin a light amber (.^^j^ around to see something; to look out or
colour. This parafBn-asphalt solution is more trans- . - . " ' ,

parent than simple parathn, and so facilitates orientation

of the object. Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Dec, 1:k)4, p. 719.

Mongala rubber, a trade-name of a kind of crude
rubber in balls of varying size brought from the Kongo
State.—Mozambique rubber, a rubber obtained from
several species of vines of the genus Pacouria, espe-

cially P. Kirkii and /'. Petersiana. See -kPacouria

and Landolphia.— THev Caledonia rubber, the prod-

uct of any one of several spcc'-.-s of trees, especially

J'icMSjjroiiOT.- Padangrubber, a trade-nanieof crude ^^ _. _^
rubber, brought in large reddish masses from Java and -n-u-Up- -nl^rb frnh'^r-Tipk") n
Padan.;.-Panamarubber. Same as Crnfrni American rp"''^'^"®*'^. ^™?,'^^ V,^'^/' "

, ,

•n<W«r.- Para rubber. («) The subst-ance obtained term, meaning literally one who has, as it

by the coagulation and smoking of the latox of several were, a long, flexible neck,' which turns
species of trees native to the humid forests of the Ania- easily.] One who turns his head to look or
zon valley, especially //coot BrnnifJoi.'.-iX //. Gninjwnms, „„„„„(. Rnmptliin<» or snmp liprson he has
and one or more species of the genus Snjiium. It reaches g<tze at some.lling or Some person necas
commerce by way of the Amazon river and the port of passed, or at anrthing that attracts attention

;

Pai-a, whence the name. ((>) The substance obtained by
the coagulation of the latex of Ileeea Brasiliensis, wher-

ever grown. This is known commercially as cultivated

Para. See Ceylon itrubber.-teTiane rubber, a trade-

name of crude rubber from the Sunda Islands, the

product of Ancylocladus firmus, Leuconoti euijenifolius,

and Parameria barl/ata, in balls, rolls, and slabs, of

varying value.—PemambUCO rubber. Same as inan-

gabeira -krubher.- Peruvian rubber. Same as *eau-
c*o.— Potato-ball rubber, same as -kalmeidina.—

Rangoon rubber, a trade-name of crude rubber from
Burma and Annani, marketed in large balls and flat

slabs, similar in appearance to Assam rubber, but of

rather better (luality.— Reclaimed rubber, the rubber
obtained by mechanical and chemical processes from
waste manufactured articles containing rubher, such as

old hose, tires, boots, shoes, etc.— Recovered rubber.

about in an eager or awkward manner; in

general, to look about. [Slang, U. S.]

If they 're fPolice Commissioners] any good they prob'ly
rubber around on their own hook an' they must see these
joints . . . everybody rubbers in this t<3wn

1
Boston].

Josiah Fly'nt, in McClure's Mag., June, 1901, p. 117.

2. To listen when others are talking through
the telephone (on party lines). [Kecent
slang, U. S.]

[A humorous

one who gazes eagerly or awkwardly at the
sights of the town. [Slang, U. S.]

In the West we have long used the term * rubberneck,'

just now so popular with you here in the East. Its mean-
ing there ditt'ei-s slightly from the interpretation you put
on it. A 'rubberneck' West is one who snoops around
and tries to get into business deals and like things. Now
the tenn is countrywide and attracts but little attontion,

but fonnerly, when confined to the West^ it always caused
inquiry from the Eastern visitor.

A'. Y. Tribune, April U, 1901.

Kubber-neck wagon, a vehicle with cross-seats used for

conveying parties of tourists or other persons about the

streets of a city, under the direction of a guide, equipped
with a megaphone, who calls attention to and describes

__. _, the various 'sights.' JRecent slang, U. S.]

SanieasrecMtmecfArKtier.—Red rubber, a trade-name rubber-nCCk (rub'fer-nek), I', i. To stare like
of vulcanized rubber colored by the addition of antimony,

grubber-neck; go about Staring at or prying
into things; rubber. [Slang, U. S.]

Still joy is rubbernecking on the street . . .

Still does the masher march around the block.

Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, xxii.

pentasulphid. It is produced both as soft and hard
rnliber.— Root rubber, the name applied to rubber
obtained from the underground stems of several plants

of western Africa belonging to the dogbane family, espe-

cially Carpodinus lanceolata, Clilandra llenriquesiana,

and Pacouria Thollonii (Landolphia Thollonii oi De- , , . ,,,,.-, . uv.-
wevre).— Rubber drug, a trade-name of any inorganic rubber-stone (rub 6r-ston), n. A rubbing-
material added to or compounded with vulcanized rub- stone.
her, chiefly to increase its bulk and weight, and to cheapen rnbbine. ". 3. In neeiJle-maldnq, a process
it.-Rubber shoddy. See the extract.

^_^^ strlightening wire, in which the wires are
Scrap rnblier, or rubber "shoddy " as it is called, is made Jjpated and rolled back and forth on a smooth

up principally of worn-out boots and shoes, but includes
f miilpr the nressure of a curved tool

every conceivable form of worn-out or disused rubber, surtace inuier tne pressure oi a tuiveu looi.

ranging from old hose (the poorest grade) to the inner rubbing-bed, 11. (b) A Circular revolving
tubes of bicycle and automohjle tires, which may be as table on which slabs, tiles, etc., of marble are

placed, to be rubbed down, .with sand and
watei:, to a true surface or brought to a square

or beveled edge. Sueh tables are supported
on a pivot resting on a steel step and turned
by gearing (either below the table or by a
central shaft above the table), and are fitted

with various appliances for holding the slabs,

tiles, etc., in position on the table. Such re-

vohdng beds are from four to fourteen feet in

diameter.

high as 95 per cent pure rubber. The matorial is first

ground very fine. It is then treated by what is known as

the "mechanical" process for removing all foreign sub-

stances. This process consists of a series of magnets,

sieves, and blowers, through which the material passes

until every particle of metal and foreign matter is re-

moved. Hci. Amcr., Oct. S, 1U07, p. 240.

Rubber substitute. Very many materials have been
proposed for use as substitutes for or diluents of rub-

ber, though all of them are inferior in ViUue to the

natural product. The best of these substitutes are made
from drying or semi-drying oils (such as those of liii-

seed, colza, or cotton-seed) by treatment with sulphur „,i'i,. „ ^i-t. /—.-K'jr,^ r^l5t^ „ Qpo *I-/>o71 9
or sulphur chlorid, in the latter case hydrochloric acid rubblUg-plate (rub mg-plat), n. bee*Ace(J, 1.

being afterward removed by means of milk of lime. rubblng-Strip (rub ing-strip), «. bee *ATfft, J.

Resins, pitch, asphalt, ozocerite, and residues from the rubblshrv (rub'ish-ri), ?i. Rubbish ; worthless
stearic acid and petroleum industries have also been

^jj^jg, fRare.1
used to substitute or dilute hard-vulranized rubber
(vulcanite) for electrical insulators.— Rukl rubber, a

trade-name of one of the varieties of cnule rubber im-

ported from the Kongo State.— Saukuru rubber, a

trade-name of one of the varieties of crude rubber im-

ported in balls from the Kongo State.— Scrap rubber.

In port (we used no cprgo-steaiu) I 'd daunder down
the streets,

Fillin' my bunk wi" ruhbishry the Chief put overside.

B. Kipling, Mc.\ndre»s' Hymn, 1. 68.

(a) The drippings of milky juice which adhere to the „,, , , v-ll__4. /-„-k'1 ^,Il^oot^ « Rollaaf onn
bark of the tapped tree and the coagulated latex remain- rubble-ballast (rub 1-bai ast), «. iSallast con-

ing in the wound, which are peeled off when dry. sisting of stones and pebbles.

Large yields of scrap rubber are sometimes reported Instead of having to incur delays and considerable ex-

froni wild trees, but the tapping to which they aie sub- pense in shipping and discharging rubble-oallasl, the



rttbble-ballast

commander of a ship fitted for water-ballast can readily

admit or discharge such ballast.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 35.

rubble-drlft (nib'l-drift), n. See *(lrift.

rubbly, a. 2. Of the nature of rubble, or

eoars-e irregular masonry.
rube (rob), n. [A generalized use of Rube, a
rustic abbreviation of Reuben, taken, like

Joshua, as a type of a homely country name.]
1. An awkward, unsophisticated countrj'man

;

a 'hayseed'; a 'jay. —2. A stage country-

man ; one who plays on the stage the role of

an awkward countryman. [Theatrical slang,

U.S.]
rubiacic (rS-bi-as'lk), a. lrubiac(in) + -jc]

Derived from rubiacin Rubiacic acid, an amor-
phous yellow compound, formed by boiling rubiacin or

rubiatlii with ferric chlorid.

rabiadin (robi-a-din), n. [ri<bia(cin) + -d-

+ -i)fi.] A yellow crystalline quinone,
C6H4(CO)2C6H(CH3)(OH)2, or 2,4-dihydroxy-
methyl-anthraquinone. It is obtained by hy-
drolysis of rubiadin glucoside. It can be
sublimed and melts at about 290° C— Rubiadin
glucoside. Same as rubian.

mbiadipin (ro-bi-ad'l-pinl, n. [L. rubin,

madder, + adeps (adip-), fat, -1- -i«2.] A yel-

lowish-brown soft substance formed by the

fermentation of rubian.

rubiafin (ro'bi-a-fin), n. A red or reddish-yel-

low crystalline product of the fermentation of

rubian.

mbial (ro-bf-al'), «. [Sp. espino rubial, <

espino, thorn, rubial, adj.. < rubia, madder.]
In Porto Kieo, a name applied to several trees

of the family Rutacex from which dyes are

prepared, especially Fagara Martinicetisis and
Fagara monophylta.

mbicon (rS'bi-kon), f. t. [Rubicon, the ancient
name of a small river in Italy.] To lurch.

(See lurch^, v. t.) In rubicon piquet, when
the loser's score does not reach 100 it is added
to the winner's. In rubicon bezique, see the
extract.

If the loser fail to score a thousand, he is rubiconed.

The winner, wliether his score reach a tliousand or not,

adds the score of the loser to his own (excluding fractions

of a hundred), and the sum. with thirteen hundred added
for the game, is the number of points won.

AmfTican Hoyle, p. 200.

To cross the Rubicon, to take the decisire and irrevo-

cable st«p : in allusion to the crossing of the Rubicon
by Ciesar at the beginning of the civil war with Pompey.

mbidia (r^-bid'i-a), H. [NL.] In chem., prop-

erly rubidium hydroxid: sometimes used to

designate rubidium oxid.

rubidin, »• 2. A red crystalline coloring

matter found in watermelons and Paradise
apples.

rublne'-', «.— Acid mblne. see *««d.ruWn«.— Axo
rublne, an acid color, one of the fast reds.

rubino (ro-be'no), a. [It. rubino, ruby.] A
ruby-colored metallic luster found on some of

the old Moorish and majolica wares.

rabio (ro'bi-6), n. [Sp. rubio, red.] A local

name for an iron ore consisting of concretion-

ary limonite, from Bilbao, Spain.

rubor (rO'bor), n. [L., redness, < rubere, be
red, connected with ruber, red.] Redness of

the skin.

rubreserine (r5-bres'e-rin), n. [L. ruber, red,

+ E. eserine, an old name of physostigmine.]
A red coloring matter produced by the action
of barium hydroxid on physostigmine.

nibrific (ro-brif ik), a. [L. ruber (rubr-) + -i-

+ -Jic.] Keddening; tending to make red.

The homogeneal Light and Rays which appear red, or
rather make Objects appear so, I call Hubnjic or Ked-
making. Xewten, Opticks (3d ed.), p. 108.

rubrite (rS'britl, n. [L. ruftpr, red, + -ite^.'i

A hydrated ferric sulphate occurring in indis-

tinct lamellar crystals of a deep-red color,

founil in Chile.

rubstone, «.— Kitchen rubstone, a very soft grade
of rubstone for jriviiig (juickly a rough edge to a knife.

—

Shoemakers' rubstone, a very hard whetstone.

ruby. I. «.— Adelaide ruby, a rich red variety'of

garnet found in Australia.— Ancona ruby. Same as

ru6a»M.— ArtlflClal rUby. See the extract.

In 1887, M. Kr^my, with the aid of h\9 preparatettr, M,
Yemeni!, uiidert'»ok new experiments on the crystalliza-

tion of alumina, and had the satisfaction of obtaining very
beautiful nrtificiat rubies. Now M. Vemeuil, t<xlay pro-

fessor at the Museum, has discovered the meth«xl of pro-

ducing the ruby artiBcially by melting a mixture of

alumina and oxide of chrome at a constant temperature
of several thousands of degrees, and in layers 8uperpf)8e(l

from the outside to the inside, iti order tn prevf-nt the
jiroduction of cfncks in the crystalline mass. This emi-
nent chemist has succeeded in creating a magnificent
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ruby, weighing about 2,500 grams, and having a commer-
cial value of about 3,000 francs. . . .

The ruby of M. Vemeuil has admirable fluorescence, on
account of its great purity. It possesses all the physical
properties of the natural ruby, and, like the natural ruby,
can be cut and receive a very beautiful polish.

Jour. Fratiklin Inst, June, 1904, p. 463.

Brazilian ruby, (a) See ruby, 1. (b) The deepest
red topaz which owes its color to heating, to the right
degree, of the yellow Brazilian t^ipaz. Further heating
turns it pink, and still continued heating renders it

colorless. See (opuz.— Mont Blanc ruby, a reddish
variety of rock-crystal which owes its color to the pres-
ence of iron oxid, sometimes artificially introduced.

II. <?.—Ruby arsenic, artificially prepared realgar

;

ruby sulphur.

rubythroat (ro ' bi-throt), «. An Asiatic
warbler of the genus C'aHiope belonging to the
thrush family.

ruby-wasp (rd'bi-v^osp), n. Same as ruby-
tail.

ruby-zinc (ro'bi-zingk), n. Same as ruby-
bleiide, 1.

ruche, n. 3. In zool., a reticulated folding of
the skin found in the hemipenes of some
snakes.

niched (roshd), p. a. Provided with a ruche,
as a snake.

In a broad way we may distinguish as leading types the
following : The smooth ; the plicate or flounced ; the
calyculate, or ruched.

Cope, in Smithsonian Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1898, p. 703.

rudaceons (ro-da'shius), a. [L. rudxts, rubble,
-1- aceous.'\ Rubbly: a descriptive term, sug-
gested by A. W. Grabau, for the coarse texture
of those elastic rocks the components of which
are larger in size than grains of sand. Amer.
Geol., April, 1904, p. 242.

mdder^, ".— (Senerous rudder, a wheelsman is said
to use a 'generous rudder' when he is prodigal of the
turns given to the steering wheel, or the amount of angle
he makes with the tiller, in sailing.— Hawser-rudder,
a style of emergency rudder, consisting of a long hawser

False Rue-anemone
{Isopyrum bitcrnalum^.

. plant, less than one third natural
size; b, fruit.

Havrser.fudder.

a, hawser; bb, hauling-lines, leading through chocks on
each quarter.

run out over the stem of the vessel, with guys from its

extreme end leading to each quarter of the ship. By
hauling on one of these guys with a tackle, a bight or bend
will be made in the hawser, and this curve will, as the
vessel moves ahead, pull Hie ship's stem one way or the
other, and naturally cant her head in the opposite direc-
tion. Thus, by hauling in and slacking away on the re-

spective tackles, the ship may be steered.— Horizontal
rudder {.naralS, a nnider with its axis horiz<intal, used
to control the depth of immersion of 8ut)marine boatsand
automobile torpedoes and to cause them to dive.

It is obvious that a change in depth can be effected in
the least timeand by the leastexpenditure of energy, if the
vessel be movetl in the direction of least resistance; in

other words, if she is steered up and down inclines by
altering the angle of her longitudinal axis to the horizon.
In order to be effective the turning moment used must
be of considerable magnitude and intder the most sensi-

tive contrrd, condititms best met by horizontal rmlderg,
which have also the advantages of simplicity and economy
of space, weight and power.

Set. Amer. Sup., Feb. 7. 1903, p. 22068.

Small mdder. a wheelsman is said to use a 'small
rudder' when he employs but few spokes of the steering
wheel, or makes but a small angle with the tiller, in
steering.

rudder-flsh, «. 4. A fish, belonging to the
family Ccutrolophidsp, found in the open sea.

mdder-hom (rud'tr-h6rn), n. Naut., an arm
secured to the after edge of a rudder which
projects to the rear above water, with eyes on
the outer end to which the rudder-chains are
fastened.

mdder-indicator (rud ' fer - in ' di - ka - tor) , n.

See *indiciitor, 1 (j) (2).

rudder-telltale (rud'fer-tel'tal), n. Same as
*hel»iindicator.

rudiment, n.—Thoraco-abdomlnal rudiment, in
f;niri/'>^, two centers of cell proliferation in the blasto-
derm of decapod crustaceans which give rise to the
thorax and abdomen of the adult animal.

rudistid (rp-dis'tid), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing the characters of the Rudistie.

II, n. A moUusk of the family Rudistie.

Budolphi's dilution la'w. See OstwaWs
*dilulion late.

rudjrte (ro'dit), n. [L. rud(us), rubble, -I- -i/te,

for -He.] A rudaceous elastic rock. See *ru-
daceous. Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 240.

Rugbeian

r. U. e. An eX>hve\-ia,tion o{ right iijjper entrance.
rue-anemone, n—False rue-anemone, Isopyrum

biternnttuu. a grace-
ful, early blooming
ranunculaceous
plant of eastern
Korth America with
trifoliolate leaves,
the leaflets trilobate,
and terminal and,
axillary apetalous
flowers, the sepals
being white and
petal-like.

rufi, a., «., and
V. An amended
spelling of rough.

rilf2, a., n., and
r.t. Asimplified
spelling of ruff.

ruflfi, ». 2. (e)

A large integu-
mental fold sur-

rounding the
base of the foot
of Haliotis, the
ear-shell.

ruflP, n. 2. A
Victorian fish,

Arripis genrgia-

nus, of the fam-
ily Percidse. A.
salar is the
Australian fish

^^gigv called salmon
i5^^^^[S^&i- or salmon-trout,
'^y^ir^^ See sa/woM, 3(c).

— Bldyan ruff, a
percoiu fish, Tbera-
pun richardsoni,
found in fresh wa-
ters of southeastern

Australia. E. E. Morris, Austral English.— Black mff.
Same as blackfish (c).

RufBini corjpuscles. See *corpuscle.
Ruffled lemur. Same as ruffed lemur.

rufigallic (ro-fi-gal'ik), a. [L. rufus, red, -I-

E. gallic".'] Red, and derived from gallic

acid.— Rufigallic acid, a red, or yellowish-red, crystal-
line compound, (Oll)3CgH(CO)2CeH(OH)3 + 2H2O, or
l,2,3,5,(i,7-hexahydroxyanthraquinone, formed by heating
gallic acid or its ethyl ester with concentrated sul-

phuric acid. With alkalis it yields blue or violet salts.

Also called ruHgallol.

ruflgallol (ro-fi-gal'ol), n.

Same as *rufigallic acid.

ruflmorlc(r6-fi-mor'ik), a.

NL. Morus + -ic] Red,
yellow-wood, Chlorophora tinctoria (or Toxijlon

pomiferum)— Ruflmorlc acid, a dark-red amorphous
compound, CieHi^Og (.O, made by allowing a solution of
maclurii) in concentrate<l sulphuric acid to stand, or by
boiling maclurin with dilute hydrochloric acid. By boil-

ing with barium hydroxid it is partly changed back into
maclurin.

nifln (ro'fin), n. [L. rufus, red, + -in^.] A
dark-red amofphous substance, C2xHoo08,
made by heating phlorizin to 200-275° C."

ruflopin (ro-fi -6' pin), n. [h. rufus, red, +
op(ianic) + -in^.] A yelloivish-red crystalline
substance, (OH)2CcH2(CO)2C8H2(0"H)2, or
tetrahydroxyanthraquinone, made by heating
opianic acid to 180° C. with concentrated sul-

pliuric acid : used as a dyestuff.

rufo-fulvous (ro'to-furvus), a. Dull reddish-
fulvous.

The mesopletira closely punctured and thickly covered
with ru/o-/uleotut pubescence.

Annals and Maij. Nat. Hist., April, 1904, p. 298.

rufol (rS'fol), n. [L. rufus, red, + -ol.] A
yellow crystalline substance, (OH)CeH3-
,CHx^

<( >CbH3(0H) or /3-dihydroxyanthracene,
^CH/
made by fusing the corresponding anthracene-
disulphonic acid with caustic potash. The
solutions in alkalis have a strong blue fluores-

cence.

irufo-piceoUS (ro'fo-pish'ius), a. [L. rufus,
red, + piceus, pitchy.] Dull reddish-piceous.
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., June, 1903, p. 602.

rufo-testaceous (rb'fo-tps-ta'shius), a. Dull
reddisli-tostaceous. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1901, p. 28.

Rugbeian (rug'be-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to Rugby in England or, especially,

to the famous public school at Rugby.
II. n. One who has been educated at

Rugby ; an old Rugby boy.

Old Rugbciann are said to cherish the memory of their
school with more than usual i>ertinacity.

N. and Q., 10th ser.. III. 6a

[rufigall-ic + -ol.]

[L. rufus, red, -t-

and derived from



mgose-punctate

mgose-punctate (ro'gos-pungk'tat), a. Hav-
ing a rugose punctation, as the integument of

a beetle.
Thorax at least three times broader than long, . . . the

sides strongly rugoge-punctate.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 33.

Bnhmer cell. See *cell.

E. U. I. An abbreviation of Boyal University

of Ireland.

Take (rok), n. [A transposed contraction of

recruit.] A recruit. Also rooky. [Slang.]

Last is the poor "regular Regular" who ... is not a

hero, just a soldier, doing his duty lilte a man, without a

murmur or complaint, going where sent and having life

made miserable by having to drill a new bunch of recruits

every diiy ; teaching them the first principles of a soldier

when tliey are discharged, and another bunch of rukes

come. Army and Savy Jour., Aug. 19, 1899, p. 1209.

rukh'-^ (rok), ». [Hind, rilh, tree.] In India,

a forest. Forests are cared for by the Depart-

ment of Woods and Forests, in whose hands
is the reforesting of all India.

Oisboumefs] . . . bungalow, a thatched white-walled

cottage of two rooms, was set at one end of the great

ru*A and overlooking it. ... He made no pretense at

keeping a garden, for the rukh swept up to his door,

curled over in a thicket of bamboo, and he rode from his

veranda into its heart.

R. Kipling, In the Rukh, in Many Inventions, p. 224.

mkns (rS'kus), >>. [Origin obscure.] A violent

altercation or personal encounter; a rumpus;
a ruction. Dialect Notes, III. iii. 226. [Local,

U. S. (Arkansas).]

rule^, n. 2. (e) pi. In ship-building, a book
of one of the marine registration societies

containing a systematic scheme of scantlings

and rules for the construction of all types and
sizes of vessels. The most important of these

are *Lloyd's rules (which see). Eules involv-

ing somewhat different syslems are published

by other societies, as the British Corporation

rules. Bureau Veritas rules (French), Record
of American and Foreign Shipping rules

(United States), German Lloyd rules, etc.
— Ampere's rule, a fanciful but convenient rule for de-

termining the deflecting action of the electric current

upon a magnetic needle. It may be stated as follows

:

imagine yourself swimming witll the current and facing

the needle : then the north-seeking pole will be deflected

to your left hand.—Arohibeild's nile, in meteor., the

empirical formula for the rate of diminution of wind-

Telocity with altitude, deduced by E. D. Archibald from
observations with anemometers rcised in the air by
means of kites. For altitudes up to 2,000 feet Archi-

bald finds V = r X * X VH -^ A,^ where V and v are

the velocities at the altitudes H and A.— Baer's rule.

See Baer'g *law (6).—Board rule, a graduated stick

for determining the contents of boards. The number
of board feet in boards of given widths and lengths

is shown upon the stick.—Bouguer'a rule, a rule es-

tablished by Bouguer, as the result of his measure-

ments made in the Andes in 1737, for computing the

value of gravity at various heights in terms of the value

at sea-level. The rule is embodied in the formula

:

gh = g, (l-— +1 ^*-). '» "hicli h is the height

above sea-level, r the radius of the earth, 2 the density of

the strata underlying the upper station, and A the mean
density of the earth.—Brotm's mle, in meteor., the rule

established by J. Allan Broun, in lS4f., from observations

of the clouds at Makerston, Scotland, to the effect that

the lower cumulus scud moves in a direction differing

Irom that of the lowest surface winds by aijout 14° to the

right, and that the clouds above it differ still more to the

right, the deviation amounting to SO" for cirrus clouds.

The Igures differ in different parts of the globe. Similar

laws for England and America were announced indepen-

dently in 1872 by Ley and Abbe respectively. The anal-

ogous deviation to the left for the southern hemisphere
is probable, but has not yet been demonstrated.— Bu-
Chan's rule, in meteor., the rule announced by A. Buchan
in 18ti5 : " .Stand with your left hand toward the center

of low barometer and your right hand toward the high,

then, in the northern hemisphere, the wind will be on

your back." This is frequently but mistakenly called

Buyg BaKo«'« *(aw (which see).—Buvs Ballot's rule.

See Buyn Ballot's •iaw.— Carpenters rule of three-
four-flve. (a) The rule tli:it a triangle witli sides as

3 :4 :5 in length must be rigliVimgled. This is the sim-

plest case of three whole nunibei-s such that the sum of

the squares of two is the square of the third. For find-

ing such numbers we have tlie rule of Pythagoras : Take
n any odd number, then (n2_i)/2 = the second number,
and (n2-(-l)/2 = the third number, (b) A carpenter's

folding foot-rule, made in sections so arranged that it

can be quickly adjusted for use as a yardstick (three feet)

or as a four-foot rule or flve.fcx)t rule. Sometimes called

a two-four rule, according to arrangement of sections.

Rules of this type are sometimes called zigzag rules.—

Consent rule. See coiwctU.- Eotvoa rule, the state-

ment that in the case of many liquids the effect of tem-

perature is such that the quantity d(,Tvl)ldt (where T is

tlie surface-tension, v the nir>lecidar volume, and t the

temperature) is a constant and independent of tlie nature

of the liquid. The fact that for certain liquids, such as

water, this relation does not hold, is supposed to indicate

that their molecular volumes vary with the temperature.

—Espy's rule, in meteor., the rather crude approxima-
tion, adopter! by Espy about 1834, that the height, in

feet, abfive the observer of the base of cumulus cloud ia

300 times the depression of the dew-point in Fahren-

heit degrees at the okiserver's locality.— Faye's rule,

the rule, in computing the value of gravity in elevateil

localiUea, that only the attraction of the excess of

1158 run

animal to permit the evacuation of gases, im-
pacted food, and foreign bodies.

matter under the station, above the average level of

the near iieighiMjrhood, siiould be taken into account
— Oalton's antlcyclonlo rule. See Galton's anticy. ,,.., ^ n ,

cioiiic *(««•.- Lesbian rule, a flexible measuring-rule, rumlcm (ro'mi-sm), n. [L. rumex (rumte-),

made of lead and consequently easily bent, formerly sorrel, + -»m2.] Same as chrysophanic add.
used to measure curved and irregular lines.— Mjlke- Rummage sale. (6) A sale of ganiients that have been
up rule, a thin blade of metal with projections at each w,,,-,, and of cast off furnishings of any description, at
end or above the middle, used by compositors in y^i^y low prices, usually held in connection with church
handling or making up composed types in pages or -ivufij f^T tlie benefit of the poor.
colmnns.— Meldrum'a rules, a set of rules for the _,„„^i „ tt „ a flriinknrd- also our who
guidance of navigatora when beset by a hurricane in the rummy-^, a. il. n. A orunKarQ

,
also onewno

Indian Ocean, prepared by C. Meldrum, of Mauritius, as

an improvement on the older rules of the circular theory.

They were still further elaborated by Blanford in 1888,

and both are now generalized in the general instructions

to navigators on pilot-charts.—Nemst-Thomson rule,
in phys. chem., the rule that tlie degrees of dissoci-

ation of an electrolj-te when dissolved in different sol-

vents are proportional to the dielectric constants of the
different solvents.— Peremptory rule, in law, an ab-

solute rule ; a rule without exception or condition.

—

Rule absolute, in tatv, a peremptory rule or order

granted upon the hearing of a motion brought on by
a rule nisi, and giving the relief sought.— Rule box-
wooC See kboxwood.—'Rnle nisi, or rule to show
cause, in law, a rule or order, granted upon an ex-parte

application, requiring the party against whom it is di-

rected to show cause why the relief demanded should
not be granted.— Rule of Ceres, the designation by
which Euler and his contemporaries knew the process of

obtaining the solutions of the equations
ax + by + cz+.,. -h Iw =m

a'x -i- 6'j/ + c'z -i- . . . -I- I'w = ml
in the bipartite case in the analytical theory of multipar-

tite denumeration, or the enumeration of the partitions

of multipartite numbers in combinatory analysis.-
See -kconxistency.— Rule Of

mil iiijf > >

favors tlie liquor traffic. Dialect Notes, IH. iii.

198. [Local slang, U. 8.]

ITUUpfite (rompf'it), n. [Named after J.

/fM>«j)/of Gratz.] A hasic silicate of alumin-
ium and magnesium which occurs in gieeuish-
white massive form with granular, scaly
structure : found in Upper Styria.

ruinp-patcll (rump'pach), ?i. An area of color,

differing from the general color of the body,
on the rump of a quadruped or bird. Nature,
Aug. 14, 1902, p. 375.

rum-sucker (rum'suk'fer), n. One who drinks
alcoholic liquors incessantly; a "soaker."
Jiartlett. [Slang.]

One of the best things that can be applied to a rocky
pasture infested with bushes, briars, or weeds, is salt.

.Salt them every week while wet with rain or dew, and let

the stock look to that source alone for a supply of that
luxury, which they run after with an acquired appetite

as strong as that of the rum-sucker.
N. Y. Tribune, June 9, 1858-

Rule of consistency. .-.- »- —
, , .., _,^ ,..., „ , j. «

fifty moves, in cAcss, the rule that a player may, at any runiule (ro mul), tl. [NL. 'rumula, dim. of
stage of the game, demand that his adversary shall bring l_ ruma, a teat.] A mammilla-like tubercle
about a mate within fifty moves or be satisfied with a , '.

f... ^. . Ipnidotitprous larvae
draw. A capture nullifies the notice, which must be Bucn as IS orten seen on lepiuopterous larviB.

renewed (if desired) and the count of moves begun run^, V. 1. mtrans. 8. (0) lo torm a paste
again.—Rule of Inversion. 8ee*mt>emo7i.— Rule of when rained upon : said of some soils.
the wax of 1756, in international law, a rule, estab-

lished in 17&li, that a belligerent could not give its colonial

trade, during war, to a neutral nation without that nation's

vessels engaged in the trade being subject to capture.

Later an unsuccessful attempt was made in the Rule
of the war of 1793 to enlarge the rule to include

all neutral ships trading with colonial ports thereto-

fore monopolized by one of the belligerents, but in

war thrown open to general commerce.— Rule tO
plead. See -kplcad.— Slmpllcative rule. See *sim-
pfi'cafiM.— Simpson's rules, approximate rules for

obtaining the area included between a graphic curve

and its base-line, largely used in calculations in ship-build-

ing. In tliese rules arcs of pai-abolas passing through the

extremities of equally-spaced ordinates replace the actual

curve. In Simpson's first rule the number of ordinates

is odd ; the first and last ordinates are multiplied by the

factor 1, other odd numbered ordinates by 2, and even-

numbered oi-dinates by 4 ; the sum of all the products is

multiplied by one third the common interval between
ordinates and the product is the approximate area.

Simjison's second rule. In this rule the area is divided

into groups of three intervals. Then the sum of the end
ordinates, twice the ordinates dividing groups, and three

times the two intermediate ordinates of each group, is

multiplied by three eighths the common interval, the

product being the approximate area Simpson's 6-8 rule

is used for obtaining the area of a curve between the first

pair of three equally-spaced ordinates as follows : To five

times the first ordinate add eight times the second and
subtract the third from the sum '" ' "'

----

by one twelfth the common interval. The product is the

area between the first and the second ordinate. Trape-

zoidal rule. In this rule, straight lines between the

tops of equally-spaced ordinates replace the curve,

and the area is the sum of the intennediate ordinates

and half each end ordinate multiplied by the common
interval between ordinates. Tchebycheff's rule is a com-
plicated rule with unequally-spaced ordinates and is not

often used.— Stevenson's rule, in meteor., a rule, deter-

mined by observations at Edinburgh, according to which
the velocity of the wind over plain fields increases with

altitude above ground in accordance with the fonnula

V= o V^H + 72) ^ (A + 72), in which V,t) are the veloc-

ities at the upper and lower altitudes, and H, A are

the altitudes in feet For heights less than 200 feet Steven-

son recommends v=» -Vh%- A.— Tchebycheff's rule.
See Simpson's irrules.— Thomson's rule. Same as

Thomson's •(aic-Trapezoidal rule. See Simpson's
•ri(fc«.— Weddle's nilefor finding the content between
the first and seventh of equidistant sections : to five times
the sum of the even sections add the middle section and
all the odd sections ; multiply this sum by three tenths of

the common distance between the sections. Formula

:

f= ft A [5 (j/2 -f !/4 + 1/e) + !/4 4-1/1 + V3 +!'5 + !'jl--Zl«-
zag rule, see carpenters irrule of three.four-five {b).

rulel, «'. t Ruled cubic. See -kcubie.

ruler, n— Ruler of the synagogue. See -kpames.

rule-staff (rol'staf), n. In ship-hxMding, a lath

about four inches in width which is employed
for laying off curves.

ruling, p. a Ruling case. Same as leading *case.

ruling-maclllne, n. 3. A machine used by
lithographers for cutting lines on stone to he
printed on paper to take the place of ruled

lines in lithographed bill-heads and other

blanks.

ruUer (rul'Sr), n. In mining, a laborer who
transports rock and ore in a wheelbarrow
underground. [Cornwall, Eng.]

rumenotomy (rb-men-ot'o-mi), n. [L. rumen,

rumen, -t- Gr. -mfxia, < ra/iclv, cut.] In vet. surg.,

the operation of cutting through the hide into

the rumen or first stomach of a ruminating

If wheat land is plowed during rain, it at once runs on
the surface, foi-ming a sort of slippery glaze.

W. U. Maiden, Tillage and Implements, p. 42.

To run away, to lose it« strength or quality;
putrefy : said of an indigo dye-vat when an excess of
fermentation takes place.

II. trans. 1. (<) in vamish-making, to fuse (a

resin, such as copal) in an open pot until frothing ceases,

in order to render (it) soluble in linseed-oil and turpen-
tine. — To run a ball up, in golf, so U> play a ball as to

cause it to move along the ground rather than to rise

into the air, in approaching.—TO run down a meri-
dian («ai((.), to sail north or south.— TO run down
a parallel, in nav., to sail east or west.— To run
down a port. See *por(i.—To run latitude down,
in nav., to sail north or south until tlie latitude of

the place is reached.—To rtm longitude down, in

nav., to saU east or west until the longitude of the

place is reached.—To run out. (e) In cricket, to get
(the batsman) out, by striking his wicket down with
tile ball after it has touched a fielder, when the bats-

man is running, or when at any other time he is out of his

ground. Hutchinson, Cricket^ p. 12t).—TO run OUt a
cable, to buoy and let slip the anchor-chain, so that

it will all go overboard.-To run the guard, to crosa

the line of sentries without authority.— To run up. («)

In golf, to send (the ball) low and close to the ground
in approaching the hole. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 25.

Imuil'ly-theTerinde; rVia\ », 24. In golf, the movement_ of a ball

alongthe ground after it alights.— 25. In card-

playing, same as sequence. In cribbage, a run

of three is a sequence of three cards.— 26. In
the manufacture of starch, a long plane or

table on which the starch deposits from
suspension in water.— 27. In founding, a run-

out ; aleak of metal from a mold.— 28. In
billiards or pool, continuous scoring by one
player when more than one shot in an inning

is allowed.— 29. In organ-building, same as

running, 6 All-round run. Same as all-round

kbreak.— Clxib run, in bicycling, hare and hounds, and
other sports, a run in which a number of members of a
club take part.— Endtirance run, a trial of the en-

durance of the various parts of a motor-car, or the like.

Speed is not so much considered as the length of time

the machine will run without giving out in any part

Mr. A. . . . drove it [automobile) in the Boston endur-

ance run of 1902 and made various touring trips with it

He rode through Cuba and Porto Rico, made several

trips between New York and Syracuse and frequently

drove to Saratoga and Ogdensburg. On one or two oc-

casions the car was in races on the ice course on the St
Lawrence River. Altogether it has probably been driven

from 50,000 to 60,000 miles.
N. Y. Eve. 3laa, Feb. 10, 190S.

Forced run, in base-ball, a run accorded to a runner

when he is forced off third base by the fault of his oppo-

nents.— Pipe-line run. See the extract

Usually the temis " production " and "pipe-line rum'
are considered as synonymous, but production is always

slightly in excess of runa The expression "pipe-tint

runs " means the amount of oil the pipe lines have re-

ceived from the wells, and as the pipe lines do not run all

the oil in the tanks at the wells, it would be remarkable

if the same amount remained in the tanks at the wells at

tlie close of each year.
.

Jiep. U. b. Geot. Surv., 1897-98, ti. 29.

Run ot one's teeth, one's meals ; access to food without

charge. [Slang.]

And it suits to a T
To receive as your fee

The run of your teeth

And five guineas a day.

A Xetv S(mg, quoted in N. and Q., 10th ser., I. 478.
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Ron of the kiln, bricks of all kinds and qualities just

as they happen to come from ttle kiln.— Run Of the
mine, coal just as it comes from the mine, large and
small sizes and all qualities together.—TO get a run for
one's money, to be repaid for making an effort to see or

do something. ISporting slang.]

Once upon a time Dr. Watson and we, the eager read-

ers, were able to follow him [Sherlock Holmes] step by
step to the final unravelling. Now he is inclined to toss

the solution at us and Dr. Watson, without letting us
have any of the fun. We do not </e( the proper runfor
OUT money, if we may put it in sporting lingo.

Athenitum, April 1, 1905, p. 397.

runabont, n. 3. A small, light-weight, open
motor-ear, or one fitted with a buggy-top, de-

signed to carry two persons, and intended to

operate in towns or cities or within short dis-

tances; also a small motor-boat.

Of course, you do not need a 30-horse-power motor in

a runabout, but in any kind of a car you do want a rea-

sonable surplus of powerbeyond what you ordinarily have
to use. Automobile Topics, May 27, 190S, p. 495.

4. One of a herd of cattle left to run about and
graze at will. [Australia.]

runabout-yard (run'a-bout-yard'), n. In
Australia, a yard where "runabouts" are fed
and protected from the weather. See *runa-
bout, 4. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

"Open that gate, Piamb'wk," said Ernest ^vely,
pointing to the one which led into the * run-about yard.

Rolf Boldrewood, Colonial Reformer, xviii.

mnaround (run'a-round), H. 1. A new or
artificial channel by which the whole or a por-

tion of the water of a stream is diverted from
its usual channel and flows around an ob-

stacle, such as a dam or ice-gorge, and returns
again to its normal channel below the ob-
struction.

A few hundred feet below the main dam the bed of the
run-around again joins the river. To prevent the escape
of water by way of this run-around, save when the river

is nearly up Ui the top of the main dam, a weir dam has
been thrown across the lower end of the run-around.

Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 13, 19W, p. 306.

2. In med., paronychia; whitlow.

Hunaway star. See *«<ari.

rune-tree (ron'tre), n. A pine board or piece
of birch-bark inscribed with figures, and con-
sulted by the ghainans of the Lapps in their

incantations. Keane, Man, Past and Present,

p. 341.

TUniC, <?.— Runic staff, ^xnX h» clog-almcknac,

II. n. A distinctive style of printing-type.

These types are of RUNIC face.

TUniform (ro'ui-f6rm), a. [rurte'^ + -i-form.']

Having the appearance of runes. [Rare.]

It must not be forgotten that many of these monuments
date fnun the hist^jric epoch and belong, as proved by the
runi/orm inscriptions of Mongolia discovered by V'adrint-

sef and deciphered by Thomson, to the seventh and
eighth centuries of the Christian era.

Deniker, Kaces of Man, p. 363.

run-money (nm'mun'i), »>. Xaut., the award
for apprehending a deserter.

runnel, «. 2. An open channel for a small

stream of water or other liquid.

This runnfl is made to follow the steps in a succession

of descending curves, and is led by a crooked channel to

a settling basin, on its way to a tank below.

A. J. Evam, in Jour. Roy. Inst of Brit. Architects,
[X. 104.

runner, n. 1. (I) (2) SaToe as leather-jacket (c).

(3) Tlie common jurel or hardtail, Carangus
chry.ios. (m) A newsboy. [London.]

Uow can a busy man whenever he heara a ** rttnrter
"

be expected to leave his work, rush down stairs, keep one
eye on the "runner," and !o*ik for a {Kiliceman with the
other? . . . What is wanted is for the police t<i have
power forthwith to arrest any newsmonger who shouts.

Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 98a
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steep hills by being forced into the bed of the
road by any backward movement.
runner-frame (run'er-fram), n. In glass-

manuf., an iron-shod frame used for grinding
the surface of plate-glass on the grinding-
table.

runner-up (run'fer-up"), n. In tennis, golf, and
similar games, the player next to the winner.

Gwynne is only good on a heavy track, so that Charles
Estes ajid Robert Metcalf ought to be the runnertt-up.
Neither of them are sprinters, but the others are not
much, and I will take them for second and third as they
are named. Sweepstakes is also better on a heavy track.

,\'. y Com. Advertiser, April 11, 1901.

running, »— First runnings, in the distillation of
coal-tar, the mixture of a.nmoniacal liquor and light oils
which first distils over before the temperature has come
to exceed 110° C. Sadtler.

running, i>. a. 8. In jwaoft., moving; not held
tightly ; not fixed. A nmning fit is one where
two surfaces in cfciitact fit so loosely that one
can move freely past the other Running
^TOimd, in mining, earth or rock which slides or caves
m.— Rtmnlng survey. See -Jfeurvey.

running-board (mn'ing-bord), n. In elect,, a
mounting for reels of wire by means of which,
in the construction of overhead lines, several
wires can be run oflE the reels simultaneously
and fastened to the cross-arms of the poles.
Houston, Diet. Elect.

running-frame (mn'ing-fram), ». In a motor
vehicle, the chassis ; the frame carrying the
running-parts and supporting the motor, in a
motor-car.

running-part (run'ing-part), n. Naut., that
part of a rope which is hauled upon is called

rusher
are almost identical with those of the so-called " rttpeg'
trian inscriptiom " of Tunisia and South Algeria.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 137.

rupia2 (ro-pe'a), n. [Pg., < Hind, riipiya,
rupee.] A current silver coin of Portuguese
India, the same as the rupee, and equivalent
to 32.47 United States cents.

rupie^ (ro'pe-e), n. [G. See rnpee.'] A cur-
rent silver coin of German East Africa, equal
to 64 pesas or 32.47 United States cents.

rupioid (r6 ' pi - oid), a. [_rupia + -oid.] Ee-
sembling rupia. Buck, Med. Handbook, VH.
611.

Eupiscartes (ro-pi-skiir'tez), n. [NL., < L.
rupes, rock, -f- Gr. andpTT/c, springing, nimble.]

(n) In hunting, see the extract.

An individual belonging to that race of intelligent and
remarkable persons to be found amongst the retinue of

most hunts, entitled "runners" or "man with the
terriers." Eyre tlusscy. Miss Badswortli, M. F. H., xxvii.

15. A wheel for decorating pottery. See
*coggle*. Also called decorating-wheel.

Incised ornamentation is s<)metimes added by the use
of a small wheel, bearing an engraved device on the edge,

called the " runner," which is lield in a frame.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 9.

16. pi. The fibers that fray off the warp-yarn
and collect behind the loom-reed in the pro-

cess of weaving.

runner-chain (run'tr-chan), ». Achainboimd
loosely around the forward end of the runners
of a logging-sled, as a brake.

Tunner-dog (mn'er-dog), n. A curved iron

attaehud to a runner of the hind sled of a log-

ging-sled, which holds the loaded sled on

Runiiinu-part.

a, running.part ; fi, hauling .part ; c, standing.part.

the hauling-part, the part between the blocks
is the running-part, and the part which is

made fast is referred to as the standing-part.

runo (ro'no), H. [Finn, riir.o.'] In Finnish
use, a song, ballad, poem, or air.

run-off (mn'of), «. The portion of rainfall

which is not evaporated or absorbed I'y the soil,

but flows off in streams or is available for stor-

age. See the extract.

The total run of ot a stream depends very largely on
the run of ot the storage period. Vsually about 0.75 to
O.S.') of the total rainfall of this period runs off in the
stream. Nature, July 28, 1904, p. 300.

The true index to the amount of precipitation available

for irrigation is not the actual recorded precii)itation, but
the percentage of this which Hows olf tnt^i the streams
and which is known as "run-of. "... A glance at a run-
ofm&p of the I'nited States shows in the darker shade of

color that portion In which the run-off exceeds 20 inches
in depth.

//. M. Wilmn, in liulletin Amer. Geog. Soc., XXX. 5.

Coefficient of nm-Off. See itcoefficient.

runt^, "—Welsh runt, a breed of large, long-homed
Welsh cattle whose prevailing color is black.

As graziers' beasts Welsh cattle are well known in the
midland counties of England, where, under the name of

Welsh runts, large herds of bullot^ks are fattened upon
the pastures, or "topped up" in the yards in winter.

Encyc. lint., XXV. 191.

Bunula (r8'nu-!a), n. [NL., dim. of runu, a
dart, a javelin.] A genus of blennioid fishes

found in the eastern tropical Pacific.

runway, n. (g) The trough by the side of a bowling-
alley along which the balls are rolled back from the end.

(A) The swinging platfonn leading down to a boat-house
float.

rupee, n. 2. A current silver coin of Ceylon,
equal to 16 annas or 32.47 United States cents.
— Arcot rupee, a silver coin struck in Madras from 1788

(?) to 18».=>. weigiiing from 17fi.4 to 180.7 grains.— Com-
pany's rupee or government rupee, a new rupee
struck in 18:i.'> by the ICast In<lia ('oinpany, weighing 180

grains eleven twelfths tine : the standard rupee from 1835
of all liritish India. — Sicca rupee. See sicca.—
Sonaut rupee, a name given U^ the sicca rupee in

Bengal. The name (Hind. Ar. snnvut, yeare) refers to
the ye.ir of the reign which ai)pears upon these coins.

—

Zodiac rupee, a silver coin of the Mogul emperor
Jahanglr (l(io5~'J7 a.d.) of India, bearing one of the signs
of the ajdiac. Zodiac niohnrs were also coined.

rupe8trian(ro-pcs'tri-an), a. Same as rupes-

trine.— Rupestrlan Inscription, a rock inscription ; a
petroglyph.

The carvings on the dolmen des marchands, Brittany,

Rupiscartet altanticus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. b. Nat. Museum.)

A genus of blennioid fishes found on both
coasts of tropical America.

rupophobia (ro-po-fo'bi-ii), «. [Prop. *rhy-
pophobin, < Gr. pr-of, dirt, filth, -|- -tfiojita, <
(pojich; fear.] A morbid dread of uncleanli-
ness.

rupture, n. 4. In mech. : (a) The splitting or
tearing of a boiler or tank from internal pres-
sure or stress, as distinguished from an ex-
plosion in which it flies into pieces. (6) A
breakage or tearing apart by tensile stress in
excess of the resisting capacity of the piece.— Generative rupture, a rupture by which a moving
object begins to take on one or more additional dimen-
sions, as when a particle during its motion suddenly be-
gins to spread into a pellicule, so that from generating a
line, it begins to generate a solid.— JMOdUlUS Of rup-
tnie. See Amot/Mfiij.— Rupture length. See*lenglh.— Tension rupture, in geoL, a break in rocks produced
by a tension strain. Geikie, Text-book of Oeol., p. C84.

rupture, »'. t. 4. To tear apart ; open along
a line or at one point, without destroying the
whole structure : said of boilers or tanks, as
distinguished from explode.

ruptured (rup'tiird), ;). n. [Pp. of rnpture,
'.] Having a rupture (specifically, a hernia).

Rural engineering, free delivery, free-de-
livery route. See *cngiiiceriiig and *deUiery.

rurales- (ro-ra'las), n. pi. [Sp. guarilias ru-
rales, rural guards.] A body of mounted
police or gendarmerie in Mexico, established
by President Diaz, composed largely of mem-
bers of the revolutionary and criminal classes,
but effective in the maiiitenanip of order.

rUShl, H.— Hard rush, Juncvs glomus. See extract
under soft *riM//.— Soft rush. See the extract

Soft Hush (.luncns effnsus, Juncacere>— The common
Soft rush has been used for platting into mats and chair
bott^nns, and the pith has been utilised for the wicks of
candles. The Hard rush, Juncus glaucus, has been uti-

lised in the tnaking of brooms and whisks. The leaves
are not nearly so 8mo<.)th as those of Juncus cffusus ; they
are less pliable, fluted, and crack more readily. The
hard rush generally grows in dry situations ; its* brittle
character renders it unfit to be utilised for some pur-
poses. Hannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 04.

rush', V. I. intrans. 5. In roiring, to come
forward too fast ; to rush the slide.

II. trans. 6. To surround with many at-
tentions and entertain often: as, to nish a
girl ; to rtish a man for a fraternity. [College
slang, U. S.]—Rush It (in the imperative), hurry it;

get it done quickly. |Slang.|— To rush the growler,
to go or send many times for beer to be brought in a
' growler ' (a piteher or pail). [Slang.]

rnsh^, «. 11. In gold-mining, a place where
gold is found in quantities : so called from the
rush of miners to mark out claims. [Australia.]

It is a common practice for them to mark out one or
more claims in each new rush, so as to make sure if it

turn out well.

W, Hou^tt, Land Labour and Gold, I. 184, quoted in E.
(K. Morris, Austi-al English.

II. a. Characterized by haste ; requiring
haste. [CoUoq.] —Rush order, in trade, an order
which Is to be filled in the shortest possible time.
[Colloq.l

rush-cart (rush'kjirt), «. In Lancashire and
the West Riding, the cart in which the rushes
are carried in procession to decorate the
church at its rush-bearing (which see).

rusher^, n. 4. A miner who rushes into a



rusber

newly opened Ro\d region, with a determina-

tion to get ahead of others. [Australia.]

B'iskinian (rus-kin'i-an), a. Of, pertaining

IIGO

conidia. The white rust of the beet is Alburjn Blili ; that

of the cabbage, radish, ami turnip, A. Candida ; tliat of

salsify. A, Tragopogonis ; alld tlialof the sweet potato, A.

_ _
lp(»n€eie-panduranm,

to. resembling;~or havkg, j;he.e'haraoteri8tici rust-fly (r^t ;ri),^n.^ See the f

o^^^^ rathenite (ro'the-nit), ,,. [r»«,e«(,c) + -ite.^

rytidosis

a perrathenate, as potassium perruthenate

(KKu()4). Sometimes written rutheniate.

rutheniate (rg-the'ni-at), n. [ruthem(um) +
-(;(t-i.] Same as *ruthe)iate.

of John Ruskin, the noted English writer.

The appearance of justifying some foregone conclusion

as to what a writer or a book "ought" in the JttuHmaii

sense to be.
. , ,» ,

U. Jamft, Jr., Introd. Kipling. Mine Own People.

ruspo (ros'po), n. [It. riispo. a coin so named,

a sequin, < riuipo, adj., rough, new, new-

coined.] A Tuscan gold coin, the sequin.

Same i\s *(ji<jliato, 2.

ruspone (ros-po'ne), n. [It., aug. of ruspo, a

coin so named.] A Tuscan gold coin, the

triple sequin, of the value of 40 gold lire or 60

paoli.

Eusselia (ru-sel'i-il), n. [NL. (Jacquin, 1760),

named in honor of Alexander i?i(s«eK (I'l*-

1768), a Scotch physician and naturalist.] A
genus of plants of the family Scroplmlariaceie,

comprising about a dozen shrubs, natives of

tropical America, chiefly of Mexico. Two or

three species are in cultivation in green-

houses, the commonest one being R. juncea, a

slender plant witli angular spreading or droop-

in"' rush-like nearlv leafless branches and

racemes of smaU, slender, bright red, tubular

flowers.

Busslan backgammon, bast, brome-grass, ca-

tarrh tea. See *imcltiiaminun, etc.— Russian cac-

tns Same as /("»«"» *"'i»(/c.— Russian cat. .Same

as dpflvimas •i-n(.— Russian green. .Same as dark

*r7rp<>)i.— Russian red clover. See •oioiii-r.—Russian
saltwort See Jiitnician irfbutle.— 'RVLSSia.n tnistle.

See *r/ii'»«c.— Russian tula. Same as kniello-silcer.

Bussianization (rush"an-i-za'shon), n. [Rus-

sianize + -ation.'\ The process of rendering

Russian in character or government; incor-

poration in the Russian Empire.

Such topics as the Jiusriamzation of Finland, the coal

strike, and the Arbitration Commission are handled with-

out fear or favor. The Nation, June 18, 1903.

mssiuin (rus'i-um), n. [NL., < Russia.'] A
supposed new chemical element announced

by Chroustschoff, in 1889, as probably present

along with thorium in monazite. No addi-

tional or complete investigation has been pub-

lished.

rUSf^, «. 1. Rust formed on iron by exposure to air

and water often approaches pretty closely in comiwsition

. the mineral limonite, a ferric oxyhydroxid (Fe4O3(HO),0.

It also frequently contains some ferrous or ferrosofer-

ric oxid and hydroxid, and is more or less perceptibly

magnetic— Apple-rust, a rust of apple-leaves, the aseid-

ial stage of species of (liimnosporangium which attack

the leaves.—Asparagus-rust. See -kasparagus-rust.

—Barley-rust, a rust caused by either I'lminm gra-

minis or /'. ruUgo-vera, both of which attack barley.

—Bean-rust a rust of the bean due to Uromyces ap-

p«n<iicM;«(tM.— Beet-rust a rust caused by llrumycex

Bets, which attacks beet-leaves.— BlackDerry-rust, a

rust-fungus. Puccinia interstitialis, which attacks black-

berry-leaves.—Brown rust, a fungous disease of grains

and grasses, especially Triticum and Bromtu, caused by

Puccinia difperm and it« varieties.
'^'- " ' "'•" "-

fly of the family Psiiidif.

rustic. I. «. 5. Noting a peculiar form or

stylo of lumber with lapping edges, much
used in place of clapboards for covering

the exteriors of buildings and also used

to some extent as a material for the ceil-

ings and interior walls of frame bouses.
The commonest form consists of a hoard, usually rutidosis (ro-tl-do sis)

about six Inches in width, which is finished with a f^^ ^rhi/tidosis.
beveled edge so constructed as to lap over the t,„4.ji„„ ,„«/,.: i„„n ,,

lower edge of the board just above. The lower XlUbllUS (lO ll-iub;, /(.

edge is finished with a bevel also, beyond which
projects a short tongue, over which the upper
bevel of the next lower board is to lap. [Westeni

V. S.]—Rustic order, a columnar order in which
the shaft has rusticated bands. Compare banded
column (under cotmnii) and -krustication, 2.

II. )!.— Checkered rustic, an American noc-

tuid moth, Paragrutis tt'ttn'Uata.

rustication,'!. 2. Rustication was first treated

systematically by the an^hitects of the Renaissance

in Tuscany, especially in Florence. The type was
probably suggested by tlie heavy Etruscan masonry

still to be seen in Cortona and Fiesole. The for-

tress palaces of Florence furnished excellent op-

portunity for its exploitation. As architecture

improved rustication was treated with various de-

grees of refinement, sometimes varying in the same build-

ing, as in the Riccardi palace where the rustication is used jutinic (ro-tin'ik), a.

j'c] Same as rutic.

A

I

I

u'
Kustic.

A name formerly given to a salt which is now
called a ruthenate. See *ruthenate.

rutherfordine (ruTH'er-ford-in), «. [Named
after Professor Ernest Rutherford.'] A uranyl

carbonate, UO2.CO0, occurring as a yellow

alteration crust on pitchblende. It is highly

radioactive. Also written rutherfnrdite.

An irregular form

[XL., < L. rutilus, red.]

JZutilus bicolor.

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

A genus of cyprinoid fishes found in fresh

waters of Europe, Asia, and America.

[L. ruta, rue, + -in"^ +

rutter* (rut'er), n. A form of plow for cut-

ting ruts in a logging-road for the runners of

the sleds to run in.

rutylene (ro'ti-len), n. An oily, unsaturated

hydrocarbon, CioHjg, of the acetylene series.

It is made synthetically and boils at 150° C.

RuvettUS (ro-vet'us), n. [NL., < It. ruretto,

rovetto, said to be a name of Ruvettus preti-

osus.] A genus of fishes belonging to the

family Gempylidse, found in deep water in

tropical parts of the Atlantic.

rux (ruks), V. t. To bother; fret; work (one-

self) up. [Slang.]

Too busy to rux 'isself about p'raids.

li. Kipling, The Three Musqneteers in Plain Tales,

[from the Hills, p. 66.

R. V.
K.W.
Rw.
E. W

An abbreviation (6) of Rifle Volunteers.

An abbreviation (c) of railway. Also

Rustication.

(From the Palazzo dell' Ugucdoni, Florence.)

with less and less boldness in succeeding stories. Rusti-

cation has become an accepted motive in the classic

scheme.

rusticness(rus'tik-nes),n. Rusticity. [Rare.] R. W. G. S

D. G. M. An abbreviation of Right

n'orshipful Deputy Grand Master.

R. W. G. M. An abbreviation of Right 'Wor-

shipful Grand Master.

R. W. G. R. An abbreviation of Right Tforthy

Grand Representative.

An abbreviation of Right Worthy

I iw,.,,,.,. ».-;,i.... - — — The name is also in-

correctly applied to various diseased conditionsof foliage rUStle, t'. i

The natural rusticnesg of . . . John Knox.
CarUile, Lectures on European Literature and Culture,

Ip. 145.

of uncertain causation, accompanied by brown spots, as

the so-called brown rust of the tobacco-plant.— Cama-
tion-rust, a rust due to Vrntnyccs caryophyUmus,

which attacks the leaves and stems of the carnation.—

Celery-rust, a rost due to Puccinia bullata, which atr

tacks celery-leaves.— Cherry-rust, a rust caused by

Puccinia Priini, which attacks the leaves of the cherry.

-Chrysanthemum-rust, Puccinia Chrymnlhemi,

which attacks the clirysaiithemnm.—ClOver-rust. See

ciowr-ri(«(.—Corn-rust, /'Mcctm'a5or<( At, which attacks

Indian com ; also applied to the wheat-rust, P. gramims,

in England.— Cotton-rust, irredo Gosnypii, which at-

4. To steal cattle, as a " rustler ";

Grand Secretary.

R. W. G. T. An abbreviation (o) of Right

Worshipful Grand Templar; (b) of Right Wor-

thy Grand Treasurer.

See -^rustler, 3. R. W. G. W. An abbreviation of Right Wor-
thy Grand Warden.

Then the cowpuncher who had used to go out and rye', «.-Rock and ire, rye whisky in which rock-

ruKtlc" mavericks for hisemployer became^m his o»;ii candy has been dissolved.

rye-graSB, ".—French rye-grass, the tall oat-grass,

Arrnenathcruvl elatius. .See oat-grans, 2.

hence to steal, in general.

[Western V. S.]

account a "rustler." F. McElrath, The Rustler, xii.

To rustle the mall, to steal from the government mail-

bags. [Slang, U. S.]

I claims thot this Bowlaig h'ar is guilty of rustlin' the

mails an* must ... be hanged.
A. II, Lewis, Wolfville Nights, xv

tacks cotton-leaves ; also applied to a disease of cotton
,, > \ ^nwmnn whoni-ocures his

characteriEed by brown spots and dying of the leaves. ruStler, n. J. A. cowman WDO piocures nis

supposed to be due to imperfect nutrition.— Crown-
rust a rust, Puccinia coranata, which attacks oats.—

Flax-rust, a rust^flingus,- ilelampsora Lini, which

attacks the leaves of flax.— CiOlden rust,/'ucciMta r;(i(mo-

rum, which attacks wheat, barley, and other grasses.

Tudeu/.- Gooseberry-rust, .Kcidiim Grossutartse,

which attacks the leaves of the gooseberry.— HOUy-
bock-rust either of two species, Puccmia malva-

cearnm or' P. hetero'ienea, both of which attack the

hollyhock.— Leaf rust of orange, pine. See -kleaf-

rust —Oat-rust, either Puccinia coronata or /'. grami-

nis both of whii^h attack oats.— Peach-rust, Pt/cctnm

Pruni, which attacks peach-leaves.— Pear-rust, the

lecidial stage of Uymnoiporangium glubosum, which

sometimes attacks pear-leaves.- Ptnk rust, Pticcima

Arenarix, which attacks the pink.— Plum-rust, Puc-

cinia Pruni, which attacks the leaves of the plum, as

well as those of peach and cherry.— Poplar-rust, Me-

lampmr/i populina, which attacks the leaves of several

species of /'opu(««.— Qulnce-rust, the iccidial stage of

species of (iymruisporangium, attacking the leaves and

soVnetimes tiie fruit of the quince.-Raspberry-rust,
Puccinia intrrstitialis, which attacks the leaves of rasp-

* agmidium sitbcorticijnv,\\\i\c\\

stock by capturing the cattle of other owners
and branding them as his

own ; a cattle-thief. [West-
em U. S.]

"What 's a rustler f" inquired

Hazel. " A fellow who takes other

folks' calves to be mavericks and
puts his own brand on them," an-

swered Jim.
F. McElrath, The Rustler, iii.

Rust-mlte of cotton, an Ameri-
llid mite, Tetranyrhuscan tetraiiycl „ , _

glooeri, which sometimes does rye-ruSt (ri'rust), n.
considerable damage ,to cotton- •' ...
leaves.

See oat-grass, 2, and onion-

co»c/i.— Giant rye-grass, the largest of the native rye-

and lyme-grasses, Elgmus cundensalus, growing to the

height of from 5 to 10 feet. It is common in the Rticky

Mountain region and on the Pacific slope, usually grow-

ing along streams and protecting their banks by its root-

stocks. Cut when young, it makes goo<i hay, and if left

standing affords considerable winter fwlder. The seeds

are used for food by the Indians.— Macoun'S rye-grass.

Elymus Macounii, a valuable perennial hay-grass of the

northern Rocky Mountains.— Perennial rye-grass,

Lnlium perenne, a species indigenous in Eur.ipe. northern

Africa, and western Asia, distinguished from Italian rye-

grass by it« smaller size and the absence of awns from

the spikelets. It was one of the first of grasses to be ag-

riculturally cultivated, and in Europe is highly prized •

for hay and preeminently as a grass of permanent pas-

tures, while the Italian rye-grass is sown to be cut for

soiling or for hay. Though introduced into America, it

is less well adapted to American conditions.— Western.

rye-grass. Same as giant -krye-grass.

See *rust^.

Rust.niite of Cotton

( Tctranychus £ioveri'\.

Adult, much enlarged,
(Banks. U.S. D. A.)

berries — Rose-rUSt. /*'jrff'/"'if/iH7/i x,(„c'<ri,,i(f,„, which _ _ , i-^\a_ „j., tSks rose-leaves See •//.rn!/mirf.:i<m.-Rye-rust, ruthenate (ro'the-nat), »(. \ruthen(ic) + -ate.]

either Puccinia grnminis or P. rubigo.rera, both of A salt which corresponds to the hypothetical
which attack rye.—White rust, any cine of several species

ruthenio acid, as potassium ruthenate (K2RU-

rye-smut (ri'smut), n. See *smut.

rusty^.fl. 2t. Uncivil; surly. Rymandra (ri-man'dra), n. [NL. (Salisbury,

Jacke Hare, loke thou be 1809), < Gr. pvfd;, the pole of a carriage, +
ain'ip (avSp-), male (stamen). The name alludes

to the long, slender anthers.] A genus of di-

cotjledonous plants belonging to the family

Prntcacese. See Knightia.

R. Y. S. An abbreviation of Royal Tacht

Si/uadriin.

Cankard
not rusty.

For thou shall well kiiowe I am
nother dnrty nor dusty.

Skelton, Magnyfycence, 1. 758.

Sn'^h^ro.TwwXbii^raSnUtL'^the^^^^^^^^ O4) ; also forierl^used for whatisnow called rytidosis, n. An irregular form for *r/,,<K/<../*.



4. An abbreviation (i) (2)

of sinister: (I) of Sabbath,

SaintoT Saints, series, Signor,

Socialist, Spanish; (»i) [I. c.

or cap.'\ of section, see, sets

(in&\ma,na.cs), sign, singular,

solo, son, soprano, stern, suc-

ceeded, sun ; (h) of the Latin
signa, mark or label

;
(o) in

electrotechnics, of south pole; (p) naut., of

summer load-line. See *free-board^
; (5) in

psychophijs., o( sensation.

Sa. 1. An abbreviation of Saturday.— 2. A
chemical symbol for samarium: but Sm is

more usual.

S. A. An abbreviation (6) of South Africa

;

(r) of South America; ((f) of South Australia.

saalband (ziirbami), n. [G. saalhand, sahl-

band, selvage.] In a dike of igneous rock,

the naiTow outer border which has a finely

crystalline or glassy texture produced by the
chilling effect of the walls upon the originally

molten mass. Amer. Geol., Feb., 1905, p. 66.

Saarbrticken beds. See *bed^.

Sab. An abbreviation of Sabbath.

sabadilline (sab-a-dil'in), «. [.labadilla +
-IK''-'.] A crystalline alkaloid, CjoHoeOgN-j,
found in the" seeds of hellebore, Veratrum
viride and V. album, and in sabadilla seeds.

It melts at 200° C.

8abadine(sab'a-din), n. [sabad(itla) + -ine^.]

A crystalline alkaloid, C.^gH/tjOgN, found in

sabadilla seeds. It melts with decomposition
at i;s2-284° C.

sabadinine (sab-a-din'in), n. Isabad(illa) +
-in + -inf^.] A crystalline alkaloid, C27H45-
OrXC?), found in sabadilla seeds.

Sabalaces (sa-ba-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Schitnper, 1871)," < Salial + -accie.} See
I'lilm.-e-.

sabatka (sa-bat'kii), n. A fish, Alepisaurus
sesi-ulapius, of the family Alepisauridie, found
in deep water from Alaska to California.

Sabayon sauce. See *sauce.

Sabazia (sa-ba'zi-ii), n. pi. [L., < Gr. la0dCia

(sc. uvariipia. mysteries), neut. pi. of Sa/'idfiof,

adj., < Za,ia::,io(:, said to be a Phrygian name.]
In Gr. antiq., the orgiastic rites of Sabazius, a
Phrygian deity identified with Dionysus.

Sabbatical, f<.— Sabbatical year. (*) in certain
Anieriean universities, a year, one in seven or more,
granted to a profeg8r)r (or travel and study (commonly
with half payX with entire freedom from teaching, Sci.

etvr, Aug. 7, 191)3, p. 1»I.

n. «. A contraction of Sabbatical year.

Amer. Geol, Aug., 1903, p. 131.

sabeca (sa-be'kii), n. A musical instrument
mentioned in Dan. iii., perhaps the same as
sambuca or sambuke, but certainly not a 'sack-

but,' as the English Bible renders it.

sabelliform (sa-liel'i-form), a. [NL. Sabella

+ -fitrin.'\ Having the form of Sabella, an
annelid ; having the prestomium hidden by the
forward extension of the peristomium, small
tentacles, large, vasculau" palps, no cirri or sette

on the peristomium, and the parapodia small.

saber-leg (sa'ber-leg), n. See *saber-legged.

saber-leKged (sa'biT-legd), n. Said of horses
in which there is a congenital malformation
of the hind legs, such that the hind feet stand
well under the body, the angle of the hock
being more acute than is normal and taking
somewhat the appearance of a saber. See
*sickle-hamnied. U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. on
Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 349.

Sabine^, n. 2. The language of the Sabines,
one of the Old Italic languages, related to

Latin, Oscan, etc.

sabina, sabino (sii-be'na, -no), k. [Sp. sabina,

the savin tree (.Juniperus sabtna).'] 1. In
Mexico, any one of several species of juni-

per, especiiilly .Tuniicrus mexicnnn, a cypress-

like tree yielding a pale yellow resin somewhat
like sandarach.— 2. The Mexican ahuebuetl,

or swamp-cypress, Taxodium Mexicanum, mag-
nificent specimens of which grow at Chapulte-
pec, near the city of Mexico.— 3. In Texas,
the bald cypress, Taxodium distichum. See
Taxodium.—4. In Porto Rico, Magnolia splen-
dens, also called laurel sabino (probably on
account of its aromatic fragrance), a beauti-
ful tree resembling Talauma Plumieri, with
odorous white flowers and laurel-like leaves
used by the natives in flavoring food.

sabino-tree (sa-bi'no-tre), n. The bald cypress,
Taxodium distichum.

sable^ (sii'bla), n. [Sp. sable, a saber: see
saber.'] A Spanish name of the cutlas-fisb.

sabo (sa'bo), n. [Native name.] ' In Jamaica,
the antidote cacoon, Ferillea cordifolia. See
antidote cacoon, under cacoon.

saboi (sa'boi), n. [saba, baboi, native names
in Bengal.] A grass, Ischcenium angustifolium,
largely used in India for making paper. See
bhahnr grass, under *grass.

sabuga (sa-bo'gii), n. [Ar. fabUgha, smoked
fish.] A fish, Aiosa finta, found in the Nile;
the feint shad.

Saburral colic. See *colic.

sabz (subz), n. [Hind., < Pers. sabz, green.]
A peculiar shade of green used in the decora-
tion of East Indian pottery.

sac-, n.— Cozal sacs. See •kcoxal.— Crystalllne-
Styld sac, in certain niollusks, tlie sac in whicti ttie

crystalline style is formed.— Everslble sacs. See df-

friurive itutamls.— 01factOZ7 sac, the orffan of smell of

the lampreys, consisting of a sort of pocket at the end
of the short nostril and in frontof the brain. The Schnei-
derian membrane is spread over ridges at the end of this

sac. Parker and HaswfU. Ztxilogy, II. 124.

—

Ovarian
sac, in some annelids, a« Potytoreutua. one of the lateral

sacs containing an ovary and communicating with the
oviduct and the spemiathecaJ sac. Proc. Zoot. Snc. Lon-
don, 1902.— Pudendal sac, a cyst-like structure, con.
talning chiefly fut. in each lattinm niajus.— Pulmonary
sac. (6) See*pt(^"onan/.— Serous sac, thesiicfomied
by the pleura, pericardium, or perit^inenni.— SetlxeroUB
sac, in annelids, as Sfreis, an invagination of the epi-

dennis lodging a bundle of setje. Parker and IlagweU,
Zoology, 1. 405.— Spermatophoral sac, in cephalop<jd8,
same as A'fedham 8 tar. or p<>iirh. Parker and Ilagwett,

Zoology, I. 72;i.— Tracheal sac, one of the many sac-like
enlargements of the tracheae of a flying insect, which
afford a greater breathing-capacity. They are largest in

the bees, dragon-flies, flies, and moths, which are swift
fliers, antl are absent in wingless insect* and larva?.

—

Vocal sac, a pouch or sac, lying on the under side of the
throat and opening in the mouth cavity, present in the
males of many species of fi-ogs and toads. There may be
one sac, or a pair, acconling to the species, which may be
distended with air and whose office is to intensify the
sound of the voice. Proe. /.itol. Soc. London, Feb., 1899,

p. 167.

—

Wlnx-sac, a small pouch In the wing of any
animal : specifically, a pouch In the antebrachial mem-
brane of a bat of the genus Saccopteryx.

The mng-mc is developed only in the male ; it is quite
rudimentan", or absent in females.

Dobsoti, Cat of Chiroptera in Brit Mus., p. 367.

sacaline (sak'a-lin), «. {^Sahhalin, Saghalin,

the island from which the plant comes.] A
coarse species of knotweed or jointweed. Poly-

gonum Sachalinense, from the Russo-Japanese
island of Saghalin, recently introduced into

the United States as a forage-plant, but used
chiefly for planting as a screen or cover in

rough and waste places. It sends up shoots

several feet high, bearing very large ovate-

oblong leaves and a.Killary clusters of small

greenish flowers.

sacate, «. See *zacate.

sacaton, ». See *zacaton.

Saccammina (sak-a-mi'na), n. [NL., < Gr.
caKKnc, a sack, + ai'/Ja, a link, -I- dim. -tnfl.]

A genus of I'oraminifrra in which the test is

composed of agglutinated sandy particles

(.igglutinantia) forming spherical or pear-

shaped bodies with tubular prolongations at

the ends and sometimes united in chains. On
the interior the structure is labyriuthiform
without septa. These bodies occur in the

Silurian and Devonian, and in the Carbonif-
erous at times compose entire strata, as at

Elfhills in Northumberland.

saccharascope (sak'a-ra-skop), «. [For *«acc/ia-

il'61

roscope, < Gr. aoKxapov, sugar, + (juoirelv, view.]
A small glass apparatus intended to indicate
the presence and amount of glucose in a sam-
ple of abnormal urine by the volume of carbon
dioxid given off by fermentation after the ad-
dition of a tablet of compressed yeast. See
fermentation saccharimeter, under saccha-
rimetcr.

saccharimeter, «. 2. A hydrometer for test-

ing saccharine solutions, used by brewers ; a
saccharometer.
saccharobiose (sak''a-ro-bi'oz), n. [Gr.
caKxapov, sugar, -1- E. biose.l A sugar having
the formula CijHooOll • ^^ named because
such sugars can beTTydrolyzed with the forma-
tion of two molecules of the same or different
monoses, CnHjoOg.
saccharobutyric (sak'a-ro-bu-tir'ik), a. [Gr.
aaKxapov, sugar, + E. butyric.] Relating to
a type of intestinal putrefaction in which the
bacillus Aerogenes capsnlatus is the predomi-
nating organism. Carbohydrate fermentation
and formation of butyric acid stand promi-
nentlv in the foreground. Med. Record, Aug.
3, 1907, p. 173.

saccharolactonic (sak'a-ro-lak-ton'ik), a.

[Gr. oaKxapov, sugar, -t- fi. lactonic.'] Noting
an acid, a derivative of saccharic acid. /Simon,

Physiol. Chem., p. 55.

saccharolytic (sak'a-ro-lit'ik). a. [Gr. a&K-
Xopov, sugar, + /"i mc, a loosing.] Having the
power of chemically splitting sugar.

It was found that the sugar after forty-eight hours re-
mained the same as after twenty-four hours ; in other
words, that Bacillus coli showed but a weak sugar-split-
ting power, the gaecharolijtie action ceasing after twenty-
four and sometimes after eighteen hours.

Jour. Med. Research, March, 1908, p. 86,

saccharometer, «

—

Einhom's saccharometer, a
fn?-ni of fermentation siicchiirometer. The urine to be
tested for glucose is mixed with a little compressed yeast
and then put in the instrument so as to fill completely
the graduated portion, \A'hen warmed, fennentation
sets in, if sugar is present, and carbon-dioxid pas collects.

The arbiti-ary scale indicates the percentage of sugar cor-

responding to the vtihnne of gas evolved.— Fermenta-
tion sacchturometer, a bent graduated tube, chjsed at
one end, designed to itnlicate the amount of sugar in

urine by means of the gas collected at the closed end
when yeast is added to the urine.

Saccharomycetales (sak"a-ro-mi-se-ta'lez), n.

pi. [NL., < Saccharomyces (-cet-) + -ales.]

An order of fungi (so named from the genus
Saccharomyces) including the yeasts, Saccha-
romycetareie, and the Endomycetacex.
saccharomycosis (sak"a-r9-mi-k6'sis), n. [Gr.

odnxupor, sugar, -I- NL. mycosis.] A morbid
state induced by the presence of saccha-
romyces.
saccharone (sak'a-ron), n. [Gr. aaKxapm,
sugar, -H -one.] 1*110 crystalline lactone, Cg-
H^qOs + HoO, of saccharonic acid, from which
it IS formed when a solution is evaporated by
heat or in a desiccator. It melts at 145-146° C.

saccharonic (sak-a-ron'ik), a. [saccharone
+ -ic] Derived from saccharin. See sac-
charin, 1.— Saccharonic acid, a dibasic acid, rRHioOj,
made by heating saccharin (<',jilif,Or,) with nitric acid. It

is known only by its salts and itj^ lactone, saccharone,

saccharorrhea (sak"a-ro-re'ii), n. [Gr. oMxa-
pov, sugar, + poia, flowing.] Presence of sugar
in some form in the fluid excretions.

saccharose, «. 3. A trade-name of the sodium
salt of saccharin. See saccharin, 2.

saccharumic (sak-a-ro'mik), a. Noting an
acid, C|.jlii,c|Oii, which is formed on heating
dextrose with an alkali.

sacchulmic, a. See *sacculmic.

Saccocoma (sa-kok'o-mii), n. [NL., < Gr. ctokkoc,

a sack, -f auini, hair.] A genus of articulate

crinoids constituting the only known genus of

the Saccocomidse. They ate stemless, the
calyx being composed of radial plates with an
extremely small single basal, the arm-plates
carrying wing-like expansions on each side of

the iimbulacral furrows, and the entire skele-

ton having a reticulated surface. They occur



Saccocoma

in the Jurassic limestone of Solnhofen, Ba-
varia.

saccos, n. 2. In Gr. antiq., a coarse haircloth

sieve; a form of head-dress resembling a bag,

used instead of a net.— 3. In Gr. costume, a
coarse cloth, or haircloth ; a garment made
of such material ; in the Byzantine period, a
tight-fitting undergarment worn by high dig-

nitaries.

saccospore (sak'o-spor), n. [Gr. bokko^, sack,

-I- oTMpa, seed.] In phytogeotj., a plant the dis-

tribution of which is facilitated by a mem-
branous envelop or air-confining pericarp

about the seed, adapting it to transportation

by water or wind. F. E. Clements.

sacculation, «. 2. A small sac or cystic for-

mation.
Six centimetres above the tip of the appendix, on the

Bide opposite the mesentery, is a mcculation measuring
12 X 11 mm., with a somewhat constricted base.

Jour. Exper. Med., ,Ian. 15, 1901, p. 341.

sacculmic (sa-kul'mik), a. ^Also sacchulmic

;

< S(icc{harosc) + iilmic.'] Derived from sac-

charose and related to ulmin— Sacculmic acid,
a black, glistening substance. (CiiHip.t>4)x, made from
saccharose by boiling it with dilute sulphuric acid.

sacculmin (sa-kul'min), n. Also sacchiilmin ;

< S(icculni(ic) + -(«2.] A humin-like com-
pound, C44H33O15, formed together with sac-

culmic afid when saccharose is boiled with
dilute sulphuric acid.

sachem, «. 3. An American hesperiid but-
terfly, Hijlepliila campesiris, which occurs

throughout the eastern two thirds of the

United States. Its larvfe feed on grasses. It

was formerly known under the specific name
of huron, which probably gave rise to the pop-
ular name of sachem.
Sach's curvature. See ^curvature.

sack', 'I.— Brethren of the sack. See*6ro(Aer.

sack', i". i.—To sack the rear, in lumbering, to follow

a drive and roll in logs which have lodged or grounded.
Also to pick the rear.— To sack the slide, in lumberinij,

to return to a slide logs whicli have jumped out.

sack-bearer, «.— Melshelmer's sack-bearer, an
American lacosomid moth, Cici nniis vielsheimeri, reddish

gray in color, sprinkled with black dots, and with a nar-

row blackish line crossing both wings. Its larva; feed on
oak-leaves, protecting themselves in a case made of

leaves.

sackcloth, ".— in sackcloth and ashes. .See*o8/i2.

sack-cloud (sak'kloud), n. A form of mam-
mato-eumulus in %vlilcli tlie pocket hanging

from the cloud becomes so deep as to resem-
ble a sack or bag, sometimes seeming to reach
to the ground. The sack-like appearance is due
to the descent of the heavier particles of the
cloud, which, however, e^'entually evaporate
into the air without reaching the ground as
rain or mist.

Sacral escutcheon. See *escutcheon.

sacrament-cloth (f-;ak'ra-raent-kl6th), n. The
veil or cloth which covers the pyx or vessel
containing the reserved eucharist.

sacrament-house (sak'ra-ment-hous), n. A
medieval term for the tabernacle for the re-

served eucharist.
Sacramento cat. See *<:a(i.— Sacramento sturgeon,
thir vvliiuj htnrgeon. i^e tfturgeon.

sacrarial (sa-kra'ri-al), a. [NL. sacrari{um)

1162

+ -aJt. See saerariunfi.'\ Pertaining to, or
forming part of, the sacrarium, or series of

vertebrsB forming the sacrum, sacral mass, or
synsacrum of birds.

Sacred disease. See ^disease.

sacred-bark (sa'kred-biirk), 11. Same as cas-

cara sagruda hark, which see, under bark^.

sacrifice, v. i- 2. In base-ball, to make a fair

hit, so as to advance a base-runner, while
giving the opportunity to put out the batter.

sacring-tablet (sa'kring-tab*let), n. An al-

tar-card on which is inscribed the canon of the
mass for the use of the celebrant.

sacring-time (sa'kring-tim), 71. The time dur-
ing which the sacriiig bell is rung at the con-
secration in the service of the mass.

sacro-anterior (sa"kr6-an-te'ri-or), a. [L.
sacrum, sacrum, -t- anterior, before.] Having
the sacrum anterior: noting the position of

the fetus in utero when its back is directed
toward the anterior abdominal wall of the
mother.
sacrococcjrx (sa-kro-kok'siks), n. [NL., <

sacrum + coccyx. ] The sacrum and coccyx re-

garded as one bone. Buck, Med. Handbook,
II. C38.

sacrocoxalgia (sa"kr6-kok-sarji-a), n. [NL.,
< L. sacrum, sacrum, + coxa, thigh, + Gr.
a?.yo^, pain.] Pain in the sacro-iliac articu-

lation.

Sacrocoxitis (sa"kr6-kok-si'tis), m. [NL., < L.
sacrum, sacrum, -f- coxa, thigh, -I- -itis.'i In-

flammation of the sacro-iliac articulation.

sacrodorsal (sa-kr6-d6r'sal), a. [L. sacrum,
sacrum, -t- dorsum, back, + -al^.] In the
synsacrum of certain reptiles, those vertebral
elements which have been derived from the
dorsal series, as contrasted with tho'se which
constitute the distal part of the synsacrum,
pertain to the caudal series, and are desig-

nated urosacrals.

Sacro-iliac disease. See ^disease.

sacroperlneal (sa"kr6-per-i-ne'al), a. [L.
sacrum, sacrum, -t- NL. perinieum, perineum,
+ -n?i.] Relating to both saci-um and per-
ineum. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 353.

sacroposterior (sa"kr6-pos-te'ri-or), a. [L.

sacrum, sacrum, + posterior, behind.] Hav-
ing the saenim directed posteriorly: noting
the position of the fetus in utero when its

back is turned toward the back of the mother.
sacrum, «.—Lateral masses of the sacrum, the
portion of the sacrum on either side of the foramina.

sastosalpinx (sak-to-sal'pingks), n. [NL., <

Gr. aaKT6,;.^ crammed, + aaAfftjf, trumpet.] A
cystic state of a Fallopian tulje due to inflam-
matory closure of each extremity.

sadd (sad), «. [A variant of sudd.'\ A water-
tight dam inclosing an area in the bed of a
river or other body of water, from the interior

of which the water may be removed by pump-
ing in order to permit work to be carried on
without interruption from the river, as in
making subaqueous excavations or in con-
structing subaqueous foundations; a coffer-

dam.
The modus operandi of the builders was to inclose the

area, upon which it was intended to work during the
season, by temporary dams or "saddB" in November,
then to pump the water from the inclosure, and, keeping
it down by means of centrifugal pumps, push forward
with the work so as 1x> build it above summer level

;

then, when the river [Nile] was in flood, the force of the
water swept away the sadds.

Sci. Amer., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 162.

sadd (sad), V. i. and t. [sadd, m.] I. intrans.
To construct a sadd or coffer-dam.

II. trans. To carry on excavation or con-
struction in (a body of water) by excluding
the water by means of a sadd or coffer-

dam.
The construction of the necessary sadds to inclose the

site was commenced on January 28. Even this task in it-

self was of no small magnitude, for the first inclosure,
near the middle of the river, covered no less than (ij acres.
The centrifugal pumps to remove the water from this
sodded area were set at work on March 4, and then the
troubles began. Sci. Amer., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 152.

saddle, n. 3. (a) (2) in phj/s. yeof7.,a rounded ridge be-
tween hills or mountains; a col; a round-crested pass, (c)

(2) A part of the slide-rest of a lathe below the tool-post or
upper carriage, which fonns the base for it, and rests
upon the inverted V's of the bed. Sometimes this saddle
hjis been hehl down by a weight in light lathes. (3) The
traversing carriage on the arm of the radial drill-press,

which carries the spindle, the feed-mechanism, and the
driving-gear. (4) Tlie seating for the front end c»f the loco-
motive boiler, carrying the ateani-pas.sages from the dry
l)ipe to the cylinders and from the exhaust jjassages to
the nozle, and spanning the space between the frames.
The cylinders are cast in one piece with half the saddle,

sadistic

right and left. (5) llie forging which straddles the
leaves of the spring of a locomotive, and transmits the
load from and to the frames, (ti) A metal plate which
slides on the cross-rail of a planer or vertical lK>ring-mill

and carries the tool-head. It is usually hooked over the
cross-j-ail, and some device is provided for making it

travel back and forth on the rail. (A-) In lumbering, the
depression cut in a transverse skid in a skid-road, to

guide the logs which pass over it.

saddleback, n. 7. A coping with a double
slope.— 8. Creadion carunculatus, a passerine
bird of New Zealand: so named on account of

the chestnut mark on its back.—9. A pigeon
having a broad mark across the upper part of

the back, suggestive of a saddle.

II. a. Characterized by having a rather

steep double slope. Thus, a saddleback roof

on a tower is one which has two slopes with a
ridge between them "and which is bounded at

either end by the gable wall. The term is not
often applied to the roofs of large masses of

buildings.

saddle-bag (sad'l-bag), v. i. In lumbering, to
catch on an obstruction and double around it

:

applied to a boom.
saddle-check (sad'1-chek), n. In old English
furniture, a high-topped easy-chair, sometimes
eaUed forty-icink chair.

saddle-money (sad'l-mun"i), n. Chinese cop-
per money, coined from the seventh to the
fourth century B.C., of curious shape, and
bearing its weight-value and the name of the
place of issue.

saddle-nose (sad'I-noz), n. Adeformity caused
by a sinking in of the bridge of the nose due
to fracture or erosion of the septum. Buck,
Med. Handbook, VI. 124.

saddle-pin (sad'1-pin), n. In locomotive-con-
struction, the pin which permits a forging
shaped like a capital U, either direct or in-

verted, to rock or adjust itself to the direction
of the stress : particularly the pin of the
spring-saddles. See *saddle, 3 (c) (5).

saddle-plant (sad'l-plant), n. Same as side-

saddle-flower.

saddler, ». 3. A horse used for riding; a
saddle-horse.

A horse intended for draft purposes may be marketed
somewhat sooner than a harness horse or saddler.

Market Classes of Horses, p. 15.

saddle-reef (sad'1-ref), n. A deposit of ore
formed in the saddle-shaped cavities produced
parallel with the bedding by the gaping and
buckling of strata in a sharp anticline. It

contains the saddle proper and the two legs.

The tyi>e was first recognized in the Bendigo
district in Australia, but has since been found
in the Nova Scotia gold-mines and elsewhere.
T. A. Rickard, in Trans. Amer. Inst. Min.
Engin., 1891, p. 480.

saddle-seal (sad'l-sel), n. The Greenland
seal, Phoca grcenlandica, which has an ir-

regular black mark on its back. More com-
monly called saddleback and saddler.

saddle-shaped, a. 2. In genl., a technical
term descriptive of an unbroken symmetri-
cal anticline.

saddle-tank (sad'l-tangk), n. A form of water-
tank, resembling a saddle in shape, placed on
top of the boiler in small switching-engines,
to give greater weight on the drivers, with
consequent adhesion to the rail and greater
tractive power, and to avoid the use of a
water-tank on the tender.

saddle-weight (sad'l-wat), n. A weight,
usually made of metallic wire, which is placed
astride the beam of a balance and can be
moved to different points on the length of the

beam, so as to be in equilibrium with different

weights in the pan hung from the extremity of

the other side of the beam ; a rider.

Sadduceist (sad'tl-se-ist), n. lSaddu<:ee +
-ist.] Same as Sadducee.

sadh (siid), n. [Hind, sddh, sddhu, pious, holy,

< Skt. sddhu, straight, right, good, virtuous,

< \/sddh, reach one's goal, make straight,

direct to its goal, guide aright, etc. Compare
Puritan.'] A member of a small Hindu m»no-
theistic sect.

sadism (sad'izm), n. [From Comte de Sade
(1740-1814), infamous for the licentiousness

of his life and writings.] A form of sexual

perversion marked by extreme cruelty.

sadist (sad ' ist), n. \_sad{ism) + -ist.] One
who practises sadism.

sadistic (sii-dis'tik), a. Relating to sadism
or to one who practises it. G. S. Hall, Ado-
lescence, II. 112.



Sadymia

Sadymia (sa-dim'i-ii), n. [NL. (Grisebach,

1859), an imperfect anagram of Samyda.} A
genus of plants of the family Flacourtiacess.

sseter, «. See *seter.

safari (sa-fa're), n. [Swahili sa/ori, a journey
or voyage.] A caravan.
Two days later we crossed to Ujiji and, after a few days

of the lavish hospitality of Hauptmann Bethe and his col-

leagues, we collected our safari of one hundred and thirty

Manyenia carriers and started up the lake by land.

E. S. Oroffan, in Smithsonian Eep., 1900, p. 43a

Safe hit. See *hiti.

safe-conduct, w. 1. it may allow personal safety in

tnivel, or it may permit the removal of goods, or it may
protect one in residence. If the last, it is usually called
a sa/e>juard (which see); and it may be a writing given
to a hostile resident, or a guard of soldiere to protect him
and his property, or it may be a notice affixed to property
or buildings (as churches, museums, or libraries).

2. The document issued to the master of a
vessel in the merchant service of a neutral
or hostile power, insuring immunity.
safe-keeper (saf'ke'per), n. One who or that
which preserves or guards (something) in

safety. [Rare.]
The written leaf, if it be, as some few are, a gafe-

keept'r and conductor of celestial Are. is secure.
Lowell, Among My Books, Ist sen, p. 298.

safe-lock (saf'lok), ». A lock used on the
door of a safe. It maybe a combination-lock
or a time-lock, or it maybe operated by a key.
See safe, n.

safety, «. 8. Defensive strategy at billiards,

lu America, since 1879, deliberate resort to
misses has been restricted by limiting such
misses to three in succession, and contin-
gently to t-^vo. W. Broadfoot, Billiards, p.
284.— 9. In base-ball, a safe hit isle or Island
of safety. 8ee*irff>.— Margin of safety. Same as
•kfactor of nafety.— Safety ftumel-tube. »ee -tr/unnel-

tube.

safety-angle (saf'ti-ang'gl), n. The angle,
reckoned in degrees, which marks the limit of
safety in the rolling of a vessel. If the ship rolls

in excess of this limit it is likely to capsize. The safety
angle varies according to the vessel. An instrument
known as the 'clinometer' records the amount of roll

either by a pendulum or a bubble working in a cun'ed
tube filled with glycerin. The term 'safety-angle' is

sometimes applied to the horizontal and vertical danger
.ingles.

safety-boiler (saf'ti-boi'l^r), n. A boiler the
construction or design of which is such that a
failure of any part by weakness or overstrain
shall not cause a disastrous explosion from
too rapid liberation of the stored energy. The
sectional boilers are usually safety-boilers.

safety-bridle, «.- Marvin safety-bridle. See

safety-cap (saf'ti-kap), n. 1. A cup-shaped

Eieee placed on the top of the upper bearing-
oxes of a roll-train, weaker than the weakest

part of the roll itself, and designed to yield by
breaking if too severe a stress comes upon the
roll from a piece too cool to be compressed in

the pass.— 2. A cap for an engine or working-
beam bearing designed to break if excess
water in the cylinder endangers the trans-

mission mechanism through inability to escape
from the cylinder as the mechanism nears its

dead-points.

safety-chain, n. 2. A short chain placed be-
tween a car-body and the truck to prevent the
latter from swinging at right angles to the
body in case it leaves the rails while the car
is moving; a check-chain.— 3. A light chain
designed to be attached to a key-ring or watch
to prevent it from being stolen from the wear-
er's pocket.

safety-ladle (saf'ti-la'dl), n. See *ladle.

safety-latch (saf'ti-lach), n. 1. Any latch
having a stop or other device to prevent it

from being accidentally opened.— 2. A latch

for an upper berth in a sleeping-car, designed
to hold the berth down and prevent it from
closing in case of an accident to the car.

safety-nut (saf'ti-nut), n. Same as jam-nut.
safety-rope (saf'ti-rop), n. 1. A second rope
added to the main hoisting-rope on inclined
planes or elevators, as a precaution in case of
breakage of the main rope.— 2. A rope at-

tached to a brake, valve, or other stopping-
device, by which the motion of the car can be
stopped in case of accident on railways or
inclines.

safety-stop, n. 5. In a factory or mill, an
apparatus by which the power can be shut off

at the j)rime mover in case of accident in any
department. In steam-plants the throttle
ma^ be closed by the fall of a weight, the
weight being normally held up by a detent or
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catch which can be released by an electro-
magnet when a push-button or switch is thrown
in any department. A brake may also be ap-
plied at the engine to shorten the time of the
stop.— 6. A device to shut off power from the
engine in case the governing mechanism
should fail or break and the engine start to
run at excessive speed.— 7. In sheet-metal
work, an attachment to a press designed to
arrest its motion by throwing the clutch,
through which it receives power, out of gear
in case the hand of the operator, in feeding
the shells or blanks to the press, comes too
near the dies for safety, or in case a shell
chokes or jams the feed-motion or is wrongly
presented to the dies. .Safety-stops are also used in
presses to prevent the descent of the iilungers while the
dies are being changed. Compare iedial-feed.

safety-valve, «. To be a true safety-valve the area
opened by the lift of the valve slxouid be sufficient to
carry olf all the steam that the boiler can make at that
pressure, with the fire at its best and all other outlets
closed. It rarely is so ample as this, but the blowing of
the safety-valve serves as an alarm, and the pressure
rarely rises ranch alKive the blowing-off point, because
steps are taken at once by the fireman to retard the rapid
fonnation of steam and accumulation of pressure. The
force which balances the interior pressure upon the area
of the valve may be a weight or a spring. 'The effort of
weight or spring to hold the valve shut may be exerted
directly on the back of the valve, or indirectly by means
of a lever. The levers should act with icnife-edge ful-

crums to lessen friction and prevent jamming by side-

thrust With high pressures and large areas of valve the
direct-weight system becomes inconvenient It is still

used in England for low pressures, but is little used in
the United States. The sprint/ pop safety-valve is the
most widely used. The pop-valve was first worked out
by Richardson of Trtiy, New York. The pressure comes
on a given area when the valve is shut and tends to lift

it When the pressure overbalances the weight or spring,
and the valve rises from ita seat annular grooves in valve
and seat are filled with escaping steam, and, by their re-

action upon the Larger annular area outside the hrst area
of contact, tend to lift the valve higher and to hold it up
from its seat until the pressure has fallen below that at
which the valve opened— usually five pounds. Hence
the valve opens a large area for discharge, and keeps
open in full discharge until the pressure has gone down
somewhat Then it ch)ses suddenly, or with a pop, which
gives it it« name. Double safety-valms are those which
have two separate seats of eiiual or unequal area, open-
ing a greater area for discharge than either would open
alone, or else acting in succession as the pressure rises,

the smaller area opening first If this does not relieve
the pressure, tiie larger area opens later, when the bal-

ance is reache<L A locked safety-valve is one which is

inclosed in a locked case of which only an inspector has
the key, or one in which the a<ljusting device is Iwked
with hx-k and key, so that when once set to a determined
ere.ssure only the possessor of the key can change it.

—

>ead-load safety-valve, a Cowburn valve ; a form of
safety-valve for steam. btiilers, or other pressure-vessels,
in wliich the force necessary to hold the valve on its seat
is secured by placing weights directly upon the back of
the valve. These are usually annular, and are kept in
place by a vertical spitHlle. Tlie weights may also be
hung inside from the spindle on the bottom side of the
valve.—Pop safety-valve. See above.

saffire, n. and a. An amended spelling of
sam/hire.

samo'wer-yellow (saf'lou-^r-yeFo), n. A yel-
low dyestiiff, Cj^HuoOjg, extracted from saf-
flower, or false saffron, Carthamiis tinctorius.

safiranine (saf'ra-nin), n. [G. sdfran, E. saf-
fron, -f- -ini'-.'\ One of a class of dyes made
by oxidizing a mixture of a paraphenylenedi-
amine derivative and a raonamine. The saffra-
nines form metallic-green crystals and dye fabrics orange,
red, or violet The simplest, phennsafro nine, CiJ^Hi5-
N4CI, is made from paraphenylenediamine and aniline.
Tvlusafranine, ^'21^1101X401, is made from paratolnylene-
dianiine and- t^ilnidine. Al8<t safranine.— Safllranlne
MN. Same as methylene itviolet.

saffranol (saf'ra-nol), n. [G. safran, E. saf-
fron, + -o^l A basic compound,

CH : CH-C : N-C-CH :CH
I I II I

C -CH:C-N-C-CH:COH,
II

I

.
O C0H5

made by boiling phenosaftranine with barium
or potassium hydroxid. It forms crystals the
color of brass and gives violet solutions with
alkalis.

saffron, «— Antlmonlal saffron, in early chem,,
a yellow matn iai ouisistitig essentially of antimony oxy-
sulptiid.— Indian saffron, thetnnneric plant. Curcuma
Jonj/a.— Meadow saffron. ('') The hemlock water-
dropwort tKnfnithe cr'T-rfr/.— Saffron bronze. See
1ibrnnze.— %aST0n substitute. .Same as *yetlmo, 1

('').— Spanish saffron, tlie common satfron. Crocus
salinu.— Thistle saffron. Same as saJHower.

safironine (saf'ro-nin), n. See *saffranine.

saffronism(sat'ron-izm), n. [sajfron + -ism.'\

The quality of being like saffroti ; hence, yel-
lowness: in the extract, an allusion to 'yellow'
journalism. [Bare.]

All the news information concerning the case thatcould
have been printed was fit to be printed— and you gave

sage-brush
all the news that we ourselves possessed. T)nfortunately,
some of your neighbors, deep dyed in joiUTialistic saffrori-
i^m, indulged in cruel fancy, created a tissue of indecent
fabrications, and made our already heavy hearts heavier
with indignation and renewed soiTow.

A\ y. Timet, Jan. 22, 1906.

saffron-sugar (saf'rgn-shug''''ar), n. Same as
*crocose.

saffron-tree (saf'ron-tre), n. In the Bahamas,
a small tree of the sapota family, Chrysophyl-
lum moiiopyretmm, the leaves of which are
golden-yellow on the under side.

safranol (saf'ra-nol), n. A compound, Cig-
Hi202N2> obtained by warming the hydro-
chlorid of phenosafranine with alcoholic
potash. It crystallizes in yellow needles
which melt above 330° C.

safrene (saf'ren), n. [G. safr(an), saffron, -1-

-c«c] An oily terpene, CioHi6> found in the
oil of sassafras-root. It boils at 155-157° C.

safrifa fsa-fre'fii), n. A plumbaginaceous
plant of Morocco, Limonium mucronatum. It

is a root nervine.
safrosin (saf'ro-sin), n. [G. safr{an), saffron,
+ -ose + -in2.5 See *coccin.

sag, w. (d) In railroad construction, a depression in the
grade of a road ; the meeting of a down grade with an up
grade. An abrupt sag is objectionable, owing to the
varying strains upon the cars of a train passing it, the
cars on the up grade being pulled apart and those on
the down grade being pressed together, the strains being
reversed as each car passes the lowest point of the sag.
(f) A depression in a crest-line or divide.

In the B'ort Benton folio of the Geologic Atlas of the
United States, an ancient channel, called the Shonkin
sag, eroded by the waters thus pouring along the ice
border, has been traced by Weed about fifty miles, ])assing
across the low watersheds. .4?ner. Geoi., Sept., 1904, p. 15(1.

sagakomi (sa-gak'o-me), n. [Also saccacom-
mis (Lewis and Clarke) ; < Canadian F. sacca-
comi, < Ojibwa sagakomin, lit. 'smoking berry,'
< sakao (sakaic, Clapin), to smoke (sakaipwa-
(/ane, to smoke a pipe— Clapin), + jnin, berry.]
A plant, the bearberry-bush, Arctostaphylos
I'va-iirsi, the leaves and bark of which were
formerly smoked (like tobacco) by the Cana-
dian Indians, and are still so used" by many of
the French Canadians ; also, a mixture of this
kind for smoking. Compare kin nikinick. Jour.
Amcr. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 256.

sage-, n— Jerusalem sa^e, either of two south Euro-
pean species of I'lilmnis, T\ fruticosa An\X I* . tuherosa,
the latter of which is naturalized in the I'liited States.

—

Sage camphor. See *cn»ijjAor.— Spring sage. Same
as *bud-brush.—Western sage, Artennsitt yntiphalodes
and A. Ludoviciana, two veiy similar species commonly
confused (abundant on the prairies and plains of westei-n
North America), more or less white-tomentose and sage-
like in appearimce. Also called Western vutywort.—
Wild sage, (rf) See pasture *sa;/e-brush.— Worinwood
sage, cither of two narrow-leaved species of Artemisia,
A. fiUfolia and A.friijida, of the dry plains of western
North America, having a sage-like aspect The former is

also called silvery u-onnwood and the latter, pasture
•kmnte-brush,

sage-brush, ".— Pasture sage-brush, Artemisia
friyida, a low perennial species with short leaves divided

Pasture Sayc-brush l^rtttnisia_fri^iiia).

a, leaf; i>, ftower-head ; r. fertile flower; d, marginal fiovrCT.

into three or five awl-shaped lobes. It is found through-
out the Great Plains fn>m the Northwest Territ^jry to
New Mexico. Also called wormwood-saffe and mild sage.



Sagenichthys

SagenicHtliys (aaj-e-nik'this), n. [WL., trans-
lating its Sp. uame iu Uruguay, pcsradillo del
red, "fish of the net' : .< Gr. aa-jijiti, net, seine,
+ 'i)fiix, fish.] A genus of scisBDoid fishes
found on both shores of tropical America.

sage-of-Bethlehem (saj"ov-beth'le-em), n. 1.
The spearmint, Mentha spicatd.— 2. The
lungwort, Pulmonaria officinalis.

saggar,". 2. The cast-iron box in which white
iron castings are packed with anoxid of iron,

such as hematite ore, to be exposed to the
heat of the reverberatory furnace in the pro-
cess of rendering them malleable.

saggart (sag'art), n. [Also saggyrt, socigarth,

soyarth, < Ir. Gael. sagart,iiUiuxeaggyit. Olr.
sacart, sacardd, = AS. saccrd, < L. sacerdos,

a priest. See sacerdotal.] A priest. [Anglo-
Irish.] Eng. Dial. Diet.

It is a farmer I should have been, like my brother
Denis, had not my uncle Phelim, the ihief ! tould my
father to send ine to school, to learn Greek letters, that I

mip:ht be made a saggart of and sent to Paris and Sal-

manca.
And you would rather be a farmer than a priest ?

Burrow, Lavengro, x,

saggarting (sag'ar-ling), n. {saggart + -inj;!.]

Tlie practice of the priesthood ; being a
priest. Borrow, Lavengro, x.

sagger, n. and V, Another spelling of saggar.

Sagittal gyrus. See *!/y™» — Sagittal boIcus. See
coronal ^rmtlctts.

sago-tree (sa'go-tre), n. In the West Indies,
one of several cycads which yield sago, espe-
cially Zamia furfuracea and Zamia integrifolia.

See Zamia.

saguara (sa-gwa'ra), n. Same as saguaro,
which see.

sagvandite (sag'van-dit), n. [Sagvand Lake,
Norvray, + -tSc^.] in petrog., a crystalline
rock composed of bronzite and magnesite,
with a little chromite, mica, and pyrite. It oc-
curs in the crystalline schists. Petersen, 1883.

Sahidic (sa-hid'ik), a. and n. [Sahid or Said
(see def.), Ar. Said or Si'id, Upper Egypt, <

sa'ad, rise, ascend.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Sahid or Said, the Arabic name of Upper
Egypt (the Thebaid) ; Thebaic : used espe-
cially with reference to a dialect of Coptic
there spoken.

H. n. An important dialect of Coptic,
spoken in the Thebaid and formerly called
Theban. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 727.

sahuaro (sa-hwa'ro, sa-wa'ro), n. Same as
saguaro, which see.

saibling, n— American salbllng. Same as Sunapee
•ktroul.

Sail^, 'I— Cross-cut-sail, a sail in which the canvas
seams run fore-and-aft Instead of up and down ; in other

words, a sail having the
breadths of canvas run-
ning horizontally instead
of perpendicularly.

—

Crowd of sail. See
-kcrowdi. — Cyclone-
boat sail. See *\im-
hrella-boat. — Flying
sail, a sail which is not
permanently confined to
a yard, or mast, or gaff,

but is set from the deck
like the jib of a cutter
yacht, a sprit or club t<jp-

sail, etc.— In sail, the
order to reduce the
spread of canvas.— Plain
sail, one of the regular
working sails of a vessel,

and not one of those
which are set flying, such
as studding-sails (stun
sails), balloon sails, etc.

—

Shadow-sail, a sail d(
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head to f.all off generously from the point of by is to sail

large.— TO sail large. See to ifsail by t/tc wind.

sail-hoist (sal'hoist), n. Same as *raHway, 3.

sailing, " Meridian sailing, sailing due north or
Bouth ; sailing on a meridian.

sail-looser (sario"s^r), n. One of the members
of a crew wlio are detailed to lay aloft for the
purpose of loosing the sails preparatory to the
setting of them, or of breaking out the canvas
after a rain so that the sails may dry.

Sailmaker's splice. See *spiice.

sail-model (sal'mod"el), n. A miniature rep-
resentation of a vessel's spars, rigging, and
sails, according to scale.

sail-netting (sal'net'ing), n. A rope or canvas
netting which acts as a receptacle for certain
staysails, such as the main-topmast staysail.

sailor, «.— Cllmblng sailor, roving sailor, the
Kenilworth ivy, Cynibalaria Cymbalaria. Also called
wandering sailor.

sailoring (sa'lor-ing), n. The act of sailing a
ship ; doing the work or following the trade of
a sailor. [Rare.]

I '11 be wanting a helping-hand myself. It *8 a rotten,
undependable trade, this sailoring.

Cutcliffe Hyne, A Master of Fortune, vii.

sailor's-choice, ». 3. A West Indian fish,

Hasmulon i>arra ; also, other fishes related to
it. Also called ronco prieto.

sailor's-knot (sa ' lorz - not "), n. The herb-
robert, Geranium liobertianmn.

sailor'S-pocket (sa'lorz-pok"et), n. See
sailor's-purse.

sake
Mary's seed, the sow-thistle, Sonchus oleraceut, also
.y. anper.— St. MaUTlce sands. See *sandl.— St,
Peter's Chains, a feast-day in the Roman Catholic
Church on Augu-stl, commemorative of the imprisonment
of St. Peter.— St. Stephen, a Portuguese gold coin of
the value of 'S()s. ; the milreis.

St-John's-wort (sant-jonz' wfert), n. See
Hypericum—BedstrawSt.-Jolin's-wort,//!/j«'ri>Km
galioides, a plant with whorls of linear leaves resembling

those of the bed-
straw, found in low
ground from Dela-
ware to Florida and
west t^) Tennessee
and Louisiana. —
Bushy St-John's-
wort, Hypericum
densijlorurn, of the
eastern and south-
ern United States,
with a shrubby and
leafy habits short
obtuse leaves, and
dense many-flow-
ered cymes. —Cana-
dian St.-John's-
wort, two similar
specie.s. Hypericum
Canadense and //.

majus, of eastern
North America,
ranging well north-
ward. They agree
in having lanceo-
late leaves and
mostly terminal
few -flowered
cymes.— Creeping
St.-John's -wort,
Uypericum ad-
pressum. of low
grounds from Nan-
tucket to Georgia
and west to Mis-
souri and Louisi-
ana. It is somewhat

Canadian St.-John's-wort (.Hyftricum
Canadense).

a, leaf: *, seed-capsule.
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sake 1165 sallet

the water oozes forth.— 2. The magma or salantol (sal'an-tol), n. [sal(acetol) + -ant- + salicylide (sal'i-sil-id), n. [salicyl + -ide^.l
pulpy coaguliim deposited from the waste -ol.} A trade-name of salaeetol prepared Same as *tetrasalicylide. See also ^polysaU-
liquors of wool-washmg after addition of sul- from acetone and salicylic acid. It forms eylide.

phuric acid. It is pressed cold to remove scales or acieular crystals and resembles salol salicylous (sal-i-sil'us), a. [salicyl + -ous ]
water; then, with hot pressing, it yields a in physiological action. Containing less oxvgeu than salicylic acid,
dark-colored, sticky grease, known as York- Salariichthys (sa-la-ri-ik'this), n. [NLi.,<L. —Salicylous acid. Same &i salicylic aliehyde. An
shire grease, and a residual 'seed-cake' used Satarias -t- Or. i;(dvc, fish.] A genus of blen- ""'.lt'si™ble immu. £«<•*, iieil. Handbook, vii. 9.

as a fertilizer. nioid fishes found from the West Indies to salicylsulphonic (sal"i-sil-sul-fon'ik), a. Same
sakkOS, «. See *saccos. Brazil. >is_*>ii(lphomlwylic._

sail, «.- Sal acetosellffl, in early cAm., same as M«o/ salbling (zelb'ling), n. [G.] The European 3*ll'^y^"<'(^*'i:*'-}? "V'"- [««?»«?/« + «ric.]

jorrrf.— Sal alkali mlnerale, in early cAem,, sodium char. See c*ar*. Derived trom salicylic aoid and found in urine,
carbonate.— Sal alkali vegetablle, in early cAem., po- __,--|'i_ /,!;i„=i'"k\ „ ra tt j- c —Salicyluric acid, a crystalline acid, (OII)CRHiC'O..
tassium carbonate, ..btaiiitd from the ashes of plants.— SaiCllia (sal-sel ya), n. [bp. zarctlla, dim. of NHCUal'OOH, or salicylglycocoll. It is the form in
Sal amarum, in early chein., magnesium sulphate, of !:arza, bramble.] In Porto Rico, Schrankia which salicylic acid is excreted in the urine when tiucen
bittertaste.-Salammonlacumllxum, ineaily c/iem., leptocarpa, a trailing or climbing leguminous i'ite""illy- It melts at it»'

a

cryst:,lliz«l cakium chlorid.-Sal ammonlacum ae- shrub armed with recurved prickles See salifebrin (sal-i-feb'rin), n. [sali(cylic) + lu.
cretum Glauberl.m early cA«»i.,amraonmm sulphate, ^^r „„„,„

'o>-i"veu priLKies. aee
febris tevex -i- -in'^ ^ A tradp-name of a nrn— Sal angUcum, in early c*«n., magnesium sulphate. Schrankia. jtui is, ivwi, -r iii] A traae name ot a pro-

flrst obtained from the water of the mineral spring at salcional (sal'si-o-nal), n. Same as salicional.
P>^et"i-y compound of acetanihde and salicylic

Epsom in Em-land, and hence called £j<som sn/f>t. and on _ ij.j , i/j.js ' j . i , acid. It IS Sometimes Used in medicine as a
the continent of Europe £-/ij((i»A«HW.- Sal apentlvum SalOia (sal did), »i. and a. I. n. A member febrifuge
Frlederlcl, in early chem.. swlium sulphate or (ilaubcr's of the heteropterous family Saldidie. <jalifprn«« n 2 Rparino- nT nnnf nini-ncr aalt
nalL-Sal anri phUosopbicum. in early cAfm., acid H. «. Having the characters of or belong-

saiUerous, a. ^.Bearing or containing salt:

poussiura sulphate.- Sal catbartlcum, magnesium ;„";. thn fami v «„Myw^»
oeiong stud of plants that grow m saline soil,

sulphate. Also known as E,,Mn mlts or bitter-mlt.~ '"K lo me lamuy cmaiaa:. saliformin (sal-i-for'min), n. [sali{cyUc) +
Sal comu cervl, ammonium carbonate— Sal cull- Sale', M— Sale Or retnm. See •rcftirni.— Sheriff's Ifnm(aldehyde) + -i«2 i a trade-name of
nare, in early cAcm., wjilium chlorid or common salt, as sale, the public sale by a sherilf or deputy of property 'l.o.^oLofl,Jior,Qf„f.„™:„lr <.„i;„„r„+„ Tf ;„
used in cooking and with fo<xt- Sal Cyrenalcum, in seized in execution of the mandate of legal process.

bexamettiylenetetramine salicylate. It is

early chem., ammonium chlorid.— Sal digestlvum cglaTna. fsa-le'mii'* n FN^l . snl^mn tTi/layn used m medicine.
Svlvll.m early c/,.m., potassium chlorid- sal essen- ^^l^^y anoar Braz 1 A name «nnl ed to"

Saligallol (sal-i-gal'ol), «. A resinous solid
tlaletartan, in early cA^m., tartaric acnl— Sal febn- S/a\ei, appar. israz.j A name applied to „,,° :„*;„„ „* Twrop-allol disulicvlntp PH
fugum SylvU, in early cA«n., pot:«siuin chlorid.- Sal Aichosdrgus nnimaculatus, a sparoid fish, and /Xiiw^ u i\ \

Py^''^^""' ^ . > / ' ^6,3"
fuslbUe, in early cA4>m.,Bodium-ammoniuin phosphate.- to Kinihosus analoqus, a fish of the family ^V'^'y^'^^S^'^iii marketed in acetone solu-
SalJovls, in early rACTrt., stannous chlorid.— Salman- KiinhovUlx tion: used as a skm varnish for applying
nUm, in early chem., sodium chlorid or common salt, -'J '- antiseptics
obtained from sea-water.— Sal Martla, in early <-A.m, saleniXOn (sal-e-nik'son), »i. [A corruption H-ii_p_'j„ /i:;/. „:„, ,, r,„isi„,i\ -i- «/.» -f-
ferrous sulphate or green vitriol.-- Sal mlcrocosml- of XL. sal eiiixum. Other forms are saloiiix i„fi°^ ^„ i ir

^' ' ^^Y'*'' ,+ '^'^"^
cum, in ear y cAf-m., sod um-ammonum phosphate. The „„,i „,.;.„ -i « ™„„.,f„„f

o..uo nic o<..u/...i, .j„i
j ^ crystalline phenol-alcohol, CnHj-

tenn «ncro/o™,u, ialt is still in use.-isal mlrabUe and ««%.] A manufacturers' name for sodium (Onj.CHaCOH), or orthohydroxybenzyl alco-
perlatum, in early cAem., di.sodium phosphate or com- aeid-sulphate, or niter-cake, left as residue

jjol which is formed when salicin is hv(lrolv7pd^n phosphate of soda.- Sal narcotlcum vltrloU, in from heating sodium nitrate with surplus sul- k" '„!l7.i;;
'
„„ w^m T ^^"^™

'f
"> dro yzed

early cA«iil, boracic acid.-Sal plumbl, in e:,ily ch.m.. j,],..~„ acid in the raanufactnre of nitrio apid
oy/""'sin or by dilute acids; also made by

lead acetat^ or sugar of lead.- Sal polybbrestmn Gla- P, "
'".

^*^"' '" '^"® manutacture ot nitric acid, reducing salicylic aldehyde with sodium amal-
serl, sal Lameriannm, sal Parlsiense, in early cAcin.. saleratUS, ».— Soda saleratus, sixlium acid-carbo- gam. It melts at 86° C.
pota.s.'iiinn sulphate, made i)v detluyratiiig sulphur with nate. or bicarbonate of sixiu of commerce, as distinguished oQliir^-nrtl /"oo ^\^'a ni^n ^ a^^-winn na*<,^li^^,^-
saltpeter— Sal polycbrcstum Selgnettl, in early from the corresponding potassium compound. See safe- °°'"B*'""^ *^°'''""J ^''"''' "• "B.ine &8^sangenin.
<:A'';/*., p'»tassium-so<lium tartrate or K^jchelle salt— Sal ratug. Salina beds. See *6cf/l.

ira'^retuS;''^la;bVrl:t\™rTeT.r"amn,l^^^^^^^^ salfemane (sal.fem'an) n [,a^ a syUable salinaphthol (sal-i-naf'thol), n. lsaU(cyUc)

sulphate.- Sal sedatlvum Hombergll, in early cAe,;!,, mnemonic of s{ilica) and al{umtna), -^ /on, a + miplithol.] Same as *betol.

boracic acid.— Sal soda. See«ai-«u.(r7.— Sal succlnl.an syllable mnemonic of /e(rro)m(a(jrHesi«n), -I- saline a. 3. Same as /m/ouAiJoMS
obwjlete name for x((<-f//(iV rtcitf. Also called rfox x(«'-;iy((. -//»/>. a termination given to names of classes 1 .».,* ,* . ..„,..— Sal tartan See salt „/ tartar, under ««iri.— Sal T

'
, "^'^'V'"^^'"" K'^":" [?

names or ciasses.j
.phis curious feature of the Tibetan flora [plants which

Wtoa fS^e, in early cA-,«., soSimn-ammonium I" i^C-Oflr. in the quantitative system of classi- may be found growing on the sea-coasts of Northern
phosphate.— Sal unna natlvnni, in early chem., sf)- ucatlon, the name of the third class of igneous Europe] may be attributed to the immigration of the

dium-aininoniuin phosphate —Sal vegetablle, in early rocks, which contain equal or nearly equal »"'"'« types of the Caspian.

cAfm.. normal p.jta.ssinm tartrate, prepared by treating amounts of salic minerals (normative quartz, ,. „ ^
G-Mjr. J-owr. (K. a. 8.). XV. 245.

the tartar of wnne-casks with water and neutralizing with
f„i(]s„ars feldsDathoids corundum or yirconl Saline, «. 2. One of the mineral salts, such as

potassi,nn_carbonate.-Salvltrtoll See .a« „/ .tno^.
^^'ffP^^,' 4tT,f,'>("„^^^^^^^^ sodium or magnesium sulphate, used medic-

salaeetol (sal-as'e-tol;, n. [L. sal, salt, -I- E. and other minerals), that is, within the ratio "'^Uy.

ac(t(ic) -i- -ol.'i A bitter crystalline com- < ^ > f . See *rocfcl. salinelle (sal-i-nel'), n. A mud-volcano
pound, CeH4(OH).C02CH2.COCH:,, made by salfemic (sal-fem'ik), a. [«a/, a syllable mne- ^'"f

''
/jf'*^^

» s'^""" product. Geikie, Text-
heating raonochloracetone with sodium sail- monic of s(ilica) and al(umina), + fern, a syl- "*'*''' °' Geol., p. 318.

cylate. It is an antiseptic and antirheumatic, labia mnemonic of /(erro)OT(n(7He.s-j««), + -ic] salipyrin (sal-i-pi'rin), n. IsaU(cylic) +
used for diarrhea, gout, rheumatism, etc. It In prfroi/., in the quantitative system of classi- (anti)pyrin.'^ A trade-name of salicylate of
melts at 71° C. flcation, having salic and femie minerals in antipytin, Ci8Hig04N2, a bitter-sweet sub-

salacot (sa-la-kof), n. [Philippine Sp. sala- equal or nearly equal proportions, that is, stance used as a remedy for rheumatism, sci-

co<, .ra/'/fd, < Tagalog (whence Bisaya) »a/acri< within the ratio < J > f. See *rocAl. atica, pleurisy, etc. It melts at 92° C.

= Bisava snddc.J In the Philippine Islands, a galfern (sal ' f6m), n. [A corruption of saf- sallretin (sal-i-ret'in), n. lsaU(cylic} -(- Gr.
rather large umbrella-shaped hat or sombrero fyo„ ?] The eom-gromwell, Lithospermu'm hl^'^l, resin.] A yellowish powder, (OH).Ce-
made of palm-leaves of palm, nito, bejuco, arvense. H4,CHo.OC6H4.CH2(OH), formed by the
etc.- used in the central (Bisayan) islands ^^^2 (gal'ik), a. [sal, a syllable mnemonic action "of dilute acids on saligenin. Other
chiefly liy the women. ^f g^uca) and al(u»nna) + -ic] In pelroq., varieties of sahretin have had ascribed to

salad', «.- Salad cucmnber. See*c«™m»«-.
j,, ^^^^ quantitative system of classification, them the formulas C28H26O5 and CBgHgoOg.

salad-tree (sal ^d-Ue), n. The red-bud or
j,^^;^ ^^^ characters of or belonging to the salitannol (sal-i-tan'ol), «. [saliicylic) +

AmpiK-an Judas-tree, Ceras Canadensis.
g^^j ^ „f standard minerals, that is, those t,inn(ic) -I- -o?.] A trade-name of a compound

salai-gugal (sa h-go gal), n. [Hind.] Same characterized chiefly by silica (quartz) or of salicylic and gallic acids, CuHioOt. It is
an ijiiijal. ,,..-. r« 1 T .1 1 o alumina (the normative feldspathic minerals), a colorless amorphous powder and is used in

salai-tree (sii h-tre), n. [Anglo-lnd.] bee The salic minerals are normative quartz, feld- surgery as an antiseptic.

- i™„_j.fj' „ ""q A „;,«. i,.oV»t ;« «,».;»i,
spars, leucite, nephelite, sodalites, corundum, saliter (sa-le't6r), «. [Sp. salitre, salitrn =

salamander.". 9. A wire basket m which and zircon. SeeWocA-i: Ca.1. salnitre = It. salnitro, < Uh. sal nitrum,

Tn L^g\''thered b1 s^reXclean^^^^^^ [NL. (Lindley, saltpeter: see 6«/, nitrnn^,.nd niter.] An
Xch suchTaLcanbe bu3-10 A 1«^«'> < *'''' '•'""'-'> +-«'«*•] An order of Anglicized form of the Spanish name (sai.Vrc)

^« Af^nlidifip,! and rnfntihlp^nt^rial V; an dicotyledonous apetalous (mostly achlamyde- for sodium nitrate which has undergone a

boTblast or other smelting hrnTcfheart^^ 1
«"«) •''""'^ containing only the family Sali- single crystallization at the site of its natural

riuilly 1;nsrs\s'T:™"g'h^Trr.-\Tamai- «"- (-''-^ «-)•
. , "^r""^""^ \"

*^.^f.«*"«^,'^
"^ TarapacA, Chile^

dor's balr. .See *Aniri. -To drink a salamander to salictum (sa-lik'tum), n. [L. galictum, a saUtnymol (sal-i-thi mol), «. \sah(eyhc) ^-

one, in iJerman students' slang, u, drink ones health plantation of willows, < salix, willow.] A tliymol.'] Thymol salicylate, CgH4(0H).C0-
in Havarian lieer amptying the glass in thrM draught*, billow holt ; a plantation of willows for basket- OCqHq.CHs.CsH-, a white crystalline powder

siiiSderr^saTa^''m;:;;'Jd.r:;r"'"[:^</«- -'^'7
, f.#• f"- 1"- ^^-

, „ _ raVcoVof
"''^^'°^ ''^""°' ^"^ ^^""^"'^ ^"'^

mandir + -i<<-2.] A trade-name of a fire- Salicyl hydrid. i>an>e a.a salicylic aldehyde. in aiconoi.

proof plastic material, of which asbestos is salicylage (sal'i-sil-aj), n. [salicyl + -nr/c] saliva, ». 2. In.entom., a neutral alkaline fluid

the principal ingredient, molded and colored The adding of salicylic acid to food in order secreted by the salivary glands when these

to imitate wood, tiling, etc., in house-con- to preserve it. are present, and, in their absence, by the epi-

stnicti.in. salicylal (sal'i-sil-al), n. [sali(cyl) + -al^.]
thelialliningof the esophagus. It has the same

salamandrine, «. 2. An alkaloid which has Same as saliciilic aldehyde. property as the saliva of vertebrates in trans-

been olitained from the acid cutaneous secre- salicvlaldehvde (sal"i-8il-al'de-hid) a Same
^"rming starchy foods_into glueose.-OangUonlo

.. , . . „,, ,, . ,„,!„, >.v,;„,„„„^, ,

°<»"»-J'i»*"''ii.yuc l.nai i n" »i uc uiu;, u. aaui« saliva, saliva secreted when the submaxillary ganglon
tion of the spotted salamander, Salamandra na sahcyhc aldehyde. is iiritited- Sympathetic saliva, saliva secreted in
maculosa. Also salamandarine, salicylamide (sal'i-sil-am'id) n. The yellow- consequence of stimulation of the sympathetic nerve.

salamangne (sa-m-man'ga), ». [W. African!] i(,h crystalline amide, C«H4('oH).CONHo, of Salivary receptacle. See *receptacle.

A large «liaracinoid finh, Hydrocyon //oliatli, salicylic acid. It is made by treating oil of sallee (sal'e), »>. [Australian.] An aboriginal
which attains a length of fourfeet. It is found wintergreen with concentrated ammonia. It name applied to many species of Acacia.
in the Kongo river and is very destructive to has an acid reaction, is easily hydrolyzed Compare .saHoicl and .saHyl, believed by some
other fish. . to salicylic acid and ammonia, and melts at to be corruptions of the aboriginal word.

aalanders, n. See sellanders. 139.9° C. sallet^, n. 2. Lettuce, Lactuca sativa.



sally

sallyl, n. 2. Also applied to several species
of trees belonging to the genus Eucalyptus.
[Austral Eng.]—Black sally, in New South Wales,
eitherof two trees : (a) h'ticali/ptussteilulata ; (b) Acacia
mftanoxylon. See blitckwovd, 2,— Whit© sally, in
Australia, either of two trees : (a) Acacia l<mg\/olia, and
(b) Kucrt/phm Moorei. See *p(wml, 7.

sally^ (sal'i), n. See *salenixon.

sally-bloom (sal'i-blom), n. The great willow-
heiD, Cliamseiierion angustifolium.

sally-nixon (sal'i-nik'son), H. See *sa}enixon.
(.'. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, I. 96.

salm''^ (sam), K. [It. salma : see *sai!»»«.] A
name sometimes used in Great Britain for one
fourth of a ton, five hundredweight, or 560
pounds.
salma (sal'ma),*!.; pi. «a{me (-ma). [It. salma, a,

load, z= Sp. salma, a pack-saddle, < ML. sagma, <

Gr. aay/ia, a pack-saddle : see seam^.] 1. Aunit
of capacity formerly used in Sicily and Malta,
varying from 9i to 12 cubic feet. C. Bering,
C!oii version Tables, p. 55.— 2. A unit of land-

measure used in Malta, equal to nearly 4.5

acres.

Salmian (sal'mi-an), n. In geol., the Systfeme
Salmien, which constitutes the uppermost di-

vision of the Cambrian in the Ardennes Moun-
tains of Belgium.
salmine (sal'min), n. [L. salmo, salmon, +
-•'lie'-.] A protamine, C16H31O3N9, found in

the testes of the salmon. It is a gummy sub-
stance with an alkaline reaction.

salmon, « CMnook salmon. Same as quinnat—
CohO salmon, the silver salmon. See salnwn, 2 (rf).

—

Columbia salmon. Same aa quinnat.— Fraser River
salmon, tlie i»hR*-back salmon. See salmon. 2 {*').—
Hokkaido salmon, Oncorhynchm yeseocnsis, a salmon
found in Japanese waters.— Hoopld salmon, the silver

salmon. See mUnon, 2 (d).—Kennerly's salmon, the
blue-back salmon. See galmon, 2 (c).— Lekal salmon,
the dog-salmon. Bee salmon. 2 (ft).— Lost salmon, a
name used along the Sacramento river for tlie hump-
backed salmon, Oncorhynchus gorbuscha.—Namaycush
salmon. Same as great lake-trout (which see, under

^ frow(l).—Red salmon, the blue-back salmon. See sal-

mon, 2 (0-— Sacramento salmon. Sstmeaa quinnat—
; Sauqul (sawqul, saukeye, etc.) salmon. See *sau-
qui.— Schoodlc salmon. SameHnlond-locked salmoii.

—Seba^ salmon. Same aa land-locked salmon.—
Sockeye salmon. Same as sauqui irsalmon.— Tyee
salmon. S;une as quinnat.

salmon-cloud (sam'un-kloud), n. A band of

cirro-stratus clouds stretching almost entirely
across the sky and tapering at each end, by
reason of perspective, so that it resembles the
outline of a salmon. Sometimes it has tessel-

lations like the scales of a fish.

salmon-club (sam'un-klub), n. A club used
by the Indians of the North Pacific coast to
kill salmon that are caught with the hook or
in the net.

salmon-disease, n. This disease of the salmon was
formerly attributed to Saproletjnia, but reccTit experi-
ments seem to demonstrate that it is primarily due to
Bacillus Salmonis-pestis.

salmonete (sal-mo-na'ta), n. [Sp., < salmon,
salmon.] Same as goat-fisTi, 2 Salmonete
amarllla, the yellow goat-fish, Upeneus nuirtinicus.

salmon-hook (sam'un-huk), n. A hook at-

tached to a long shaft, used by the Indians of
the North Pacific coast for gaffing salmon.

salmonoidean (sal-mo-noi'de-an), a. Eesem-
bling a salmon.

salmon-patch (sam'un-paeh), n. A salmon-
colored spot on the cornea which occurs in
certain cases of syphilitic inflammatiou of
that structure.

salmon-trout, n— Kamchatka salmon-trout,
Salmo myhiss of Kamchatka.

salmon-wheel (sam'un-hwel), n. A large
wheel fitted for taking salmon, used in the

Salmon-wheel on the Colui

Dalles of the Columbia river. It is adjusted
so that salmon running up narrow swift chan-
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nels are seized by its flanges and thrown into
a receptacle on shore. Commonly called a
fifh-iclieel.

Salmopercae (sal-mo-p6r'se), n. pi. [NL., < L.
salmo, salmon, + phrca, perch.] A small sub-
order of fishes which contains only two genera

:

a singular archaic group which has fin-spines,
ctenoid scales, and the teeth only on the pre-
maxillary, like the Acanthopteri, and adipose
tin, naked head, and abdominal ventrals, like
the Isospondyli.

salocoll (sal'o-kol), n. PhenocoU salicylate.

Salol camphor. See *camphor.
salon, n. 2. Specifically, a periodical social
gathering of men and women representative
of the wit, fashion, literature, art, or politics
of the time. The salon flourished principally
in France during the eighteenth century.

salonix (sal'o-niks), n. See *salenixon.

saloon-deck (sa-lon'dek), n. See *dec}c, 2 (c).

Salop. An abbreviation of ML. or NL. Sal-
opia, Shropshire.

salophen (sal'o-fen), n.- [sal(ieyUc) + plien-

((//).] A trade-name of acetyl-paramido-phenyl
salicylate, used medicinally as an antiseptic,
antipyretic, and analgesic remedy.
Salopian porcelain. See *porce/aini.

salpingion (sal-pin'ji-on), n. [NL., < Gr.
ca'/.TTiyyiov, dim. of caAmy^, a tube : see .«;/-

pinx.^ In craniom., the upper lateral terminus
of the ostium tympanicuin of the pars ossea
tubee Eustaehii. Ton Tdnik.

salpingo-oophoritis (sal-ping"go-6'o-fo-ri'-
tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ad'Aviy^, tube,'-t- E.' oophore
+ -itis.'\ Inflammation of both the ovary and
the Fallopian tube.

salpingostomy (sal-ping-gos'to-mi), n. [NL.,
< Gr. nd'ATTiy^, tube, + CTT(5/za, ' mouth, + -t/^.]

The operative formation of a fistula communi-
cating with the Fallopian or Eustachian tube.

salpinx, «. 4. An ancient Greek military
trumpet of metal having a straight, flaring
tube. It was used for signals. Compare the
Roman iuha (^tuba'^, 4).

salseparin (sal-sep'a-rin), n. Same as *pa-
riUin.

salseparisin (sal-se-par'i-sin), n. Same as
*pariUiii.

salsify-rot (sal'si-fi-rot), n. See *rot.

salti, n. 14. pi. In glass-manuf., same as
glass-gall. See anatron, 1.— 15.pl. A name
given to mixed saline masses obtained by
evaporating the water of mineral springs, or
by artificially mixing the saline constituents
of such springs in the proportions indicated by
analysis of the water: as, Karlsbad salts,

Vichy salts, eta—Alkaline salt, (a) A salt of one
of the alkaline metals, as potassium or sodium, (b) A
salt which exhibits alkaline reaction or changes the
red color of moist litmus-pa])er to blue, as does disodium
orthophosphate.—Aniline salt. See -kaniiine.— Bile
salt, ^eeitbile^.—Bitter salts. ^n.inea& Epsom salt a.

— Black salt, (a) The crude solid product obtained, in
the Leblanc process for making carbonate of soda from
common salt, by boiling down the liquor furnished by
leaching black-ash. It consists chiefly of monohydrated
sodium carbonate, {b) An impure common salt from
India, colored by admixture with tannate of iron. See
bitnoben.— Blood-lye salt, ferrocyanide of potassium,
or yellow prussiate of potash : so called because bl(X)d

from slaughter-houses is one of the fomis of animal mat-
ter used to furnish carbon and nitrogen in its manufac-
ture.— Covenant of salt. See *covenant.—English
salt. See itsal an'jlicum.— TislieTy salt, conimon
salt of moderately coarse grain, obtained by rather slow
evaporation of brine, used in curing fish.— Fishing salt.
Same aa fishery *saU.— Glaziers' salt, in old choii.,

potassium sulphate.— Green salt Of maignus, the first-

discovered of the numerous ammoniacal platinum com-
pounds. It is a compound of tetrammine-platinous
chlorid with platinous chlorid, (NH;()4PtCl2.PtCl2-

—

Hexammine salt, one of a class of salts of cobalt, ob-
tained by exposure to the air of dilute solutions of
ordinary cobalt^jus salts to which ammonium chlorid and
ammonia liave been freely added. Also called luteoco-

baltic salt.— Hopper salt, coarse-grained common Siilt,

in cubical crystals with hopper-like depressions on the
faces, produced by slow evaporation of brine with addi-
tion of a little alum to the contents of the pan.— Killed
spirits Of salt, a workmen's name for a solution of zinc
chlorid made by adding scraps of zinc to * spirits of salt'

(hydrochloric acid) until the smell of the free acid has
been destroyed : used by tinsmiths and others t<i facilitate

soldering by cleansing of oxid the metallic surfaces to be
united.— Lime, sulphUT, and salt wash. See -tncash.
— Luteocobaltlc salt. Same as brxammine itsalt.—
Marine salt, sodium chlorid or common .';:dt obtained
from sea-water by evaporation.— Metallic salt, a salt of
which the basic or electropc>sitive component is a metal,
aa cupric suljihate or silver nitrate.— Preparing salts.
See -ksodiian stannate.—Primary salt, a salt in which
one only out of a larger number of hydrogen atoms in the
coiTesponding acid is replaced by a metal or electro-

positive radical, as monosodic orthophosphate (Na-

salt-grass

H0PO4).— PrcvlBion salt, a trade-name for common
salt of the degree of coarseness of grain commonly used
for preserving meat.—Salt eicld, hydiochloric acid as ob-
tained from conmion salt by heating with sulphuric acid.— Salt Of amber, an obsolete name lor succinic acid.

—

Salt Of urine, anmionium carbonate.— Salt Of VenuS,
copper sulphate or blue vitriol.— Selgnette salt, sodium
potassium dextrotartrate (NaKC4H406.4ns,0>; also the
con-esponding sodium -ammonium salt — Stassfurt
salts, the mixed salts, chiefly of potassium and magne-
sium, which occur in large quantity overlying a great bed
of rock-salt in the neighborhood of Stassfuil in Prussian
Saxony. They are of great value, particularly as the
source of potassium compounds for industrial and agri-
cultural use.- Syracuse salt. See Salina -kbeds.—
Vacuum-pan salt, sodium chlorid or common salt ob-
tained by evaporation of brine in a vacuum-pan or under
reduced atmospheric pressure.

saltl, v. t. 7. To enrich (a natural deposit)
by artificial means, usually for the purpose of
deceiving prospective purchasers. Thus a
gold-mine is salted when powdered gold is
shot into the rock with a gun; a sample is
salted when metal, or rich ore, is mixed with
it; a mineral spring is salted by the addition
of salts; an oil-well by the addition of rich
oils, etc— Salting of boilers, in older marine prac-
tice, in which natural sea-water was used in the boilers,
a name given to the accumulation of scale on the heating
surfaces when sea-water was evaporated. Such scale
protected the iron from the action of free hydrochloric
acid, but the deposit on the plate and the concentrBtion
of the solution in the boiler made it necessary to bum
more coal. After twice the normal amount of salt had
accumulated in the water, or the proportion exceeded 2
in 33 (8 to 10 ounces of salt to the gallon), the boiler was
blown down somewhat and new salt water from without
was pumped in. Every boiler-room carried salinometers to
determine the degree of concentration and indicate the
point at which blowing down should be done. In modem
practice no salt water is introduced, but, if necessary to

'

supply the waste from leakage and use of whistles and
sirens, water from the distillers is pumped in.— TO salt
out. (b) In soap-making, to separate (the soap) as curd
from the original solution by the addition of common
salt

salta (sal'ta), n. [Irreg. < L. saltare, leap.
Compare *halma, which is from the related Gr.
verb.] A game which resembles halma, its

object being to move one's men, which are
set up like checkers, to a similar position on
the opposite side of the board before the ad-
versary can get all his men arranged on one's
own side. This is usually accomplished by
skilfully forcing the opponent to jump over
certain men.
saltation, n. l. specifically, in iitol., a widefluctua-
tion or mutation. See the extract

The Ti&me ' saltation,' or in recent years 'mutation,
has been applied to extreme fluctuation, the immediate
cause of which is unknown. The experiments of Dr.
Hugo de Vries on the saltations of the descendants of an
American fonn of evening primrose (CEnothera lamarck-
iana) have recently drawn general attention again to the
possibility th.at saltation has had a large part in tile pro-
cess of formation of species.

[Foot-note.] The name saltation has been long used for
wide fluctuations without recognizable cause. The more
recent name mutation chosen by de Vries has been in use
for years for the slow changes appearing in geological
time. Pop. Set. Monthly, June, 1906, p. 485.

saltatoric (sal-ta-tor'ik), a. Same as saltatory.

Saltatory choretL See cAorcn.— Saltatory spasm.
Same as saltatorial spasm (which see, under spasm).

salt-bottom (salt'bof'um), n. A nearly level
plain on which are deposits of salts.

salt-box, «. 3. An English naval term for a
receptacle in which a temporary supply of
gun-cartridges is kept on deck,

saltery (sal'ter-i), »i. ; pi. salteries (-iz). [salt^

+ -ery.'i A factory in which salted fish is

prepared and put up for market.

During 1900 there was but one saltery operated solely
as such in this district It is situated on the Nnshagak
and had an output of 7,186 barrels of redfish and 536 bar-
rels of king salmon for the season.

Sci. Amer. Sup., March 21, 1903, p. 2275L

salt-grape (salt'grap), n. See *grapei.

salt-grass, w. The principal American salt-grass U
l)istichli,-i spicata, less properly called alkali-grass. This
grass endures the salt of the sea-shore and the alkali of
the interior, chiefly in moist ground. It serves as a sand-
binder, and is eaten by stock where nothing better can
be had. Also called sand-grass.— Bunch salt-grass,
Spartina junci/ormis, a grass of the Gulf coast growing
on the landward side of salt-marshes. It forms great
tufts from 3 to 6 feet across and from 1 to 4 feet high.
The evergreen spiny-pointed leaves are resinous and will

burn at any season. Though too bunchy for mowing, it

is of great value for grazing, but is said not to proiluce fat

on cattle.— Flne-tOp salt-^ass. ia) A rush-grass,
Sporoholus airoides. growing in tussocks in more or less

alkaline or saline sandy soils along streams from Montana
to Texas and California, and yielding a coarse fodder. Its

panicle has slender, widely spreading branches. .\lso

called alkali zacaton. (h) Same as rough-leafed 'ksalt-

grass.— Mexican salt-grass, EragrosHs obiusijtora. a
rigid species with sliari>-pointed leaves, resembling Di-
stirhlis in habit, found in sandy alkali soil in Arizona.

—

Rough-leafed salt-grass, Sporoholus asperi/oUus. a
low, somewhat creeping species, like Distichlis often



salt-grass

fomiinp a dense continuous turf. It is found on alkaline
plains from Texas to British Columbia, and, as tolerant
of alkali, may be worthy of propagation. It has an ex-
panded panicle with capillary branches.

saltiered (sal'terJ), a. In her., having a saltier.

salt-money, «• 2. Cakes of salt used as a
medium of exchange.

salt-mouth (salt'mouth), ?j. A wide-mouthed
bottle suitable for holding solid chemicals.

saltpeter, n. 2. In the tobacco industry, a
white saline efflorescence on the midvein and
lateral ribs of the curing leaf, consisting usu-
ally of a mixture of several salts, sometimes
with only a trace of saltpeter. It is thought
to be developed by dry weather during the
first stages of curing. U. S. Dept. of Agri.,

Rept. 65, p. 43.— Soda saltpeter. Same as Chile
galtpeter.

salt-tree,". 2. In India, a species of tamarisk,
Tamarix orientalis, the twigs of which are fre-

quently covered with a slight efflorescence of

salt which is used by the poorer natives. See
tamarisk.

salt-well (s&lt'wel), n. A well sunk, usually
by boring, in order to procure salt-brine.

salt-yard (salt'yard), n. An inclosure in which
rock-salt is deposited as it comes from the
mine, prior to crushing and screening.

Since the gathered salt consists of crystals of various
sizes, many manufacturers pass it, as it comes from tlie

gait yard (the name given Ui these works) into tlie st4>re-

house. over a wire screen with 2^ meshes to the square
inch, kept in motion by hand or st«am power.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct. 3, 1903, p. 23198.

Salubrol (sa-M'brol), n. [L. salubris, healthy,
+ -</l.] A trade-name of tetrabromomethy-
lene diantipyrin prepared by the action of

bromine on methylantipyrin. It has no odor,

and is used in surgery instead of iodoform as
an antiseptic dusting-powder.

salnmin (sal 'u-min), n. [sal{icylic) + {al)u-

min( turn).'] A trade-name for aluminium salicyl-

ate. It is a reddish-white powder used as an
antiseptic.

Balung (sa-lung'), n. [Siamese salung."] A
current Siamese silver coin, one fourth of a
tical, equivalent to 7 United States cents.

salv, «. and r. A simplified spelling of sahe.

salvadoraceons (sal'va-do-ra'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant family Salvadoraceie.

salvadorite (sal'va-dor-it), n. [Salvador (see
def.) -I- -ite2.] A tydrous sulphate of copper
and iron ( (Cu.Fe) S04-f7H20) analogous to
pisanite, but differing in crystallization and
optical characters : found at the Salvador
mine, Quetena, Chile.

Salve^, ".— BlixterlllS-salve, an ointment containing
cantharifles.

salverfonn (sal'vfer-f6rm), o. [^salcef^ +
-form.] Same as salver-shaped.

The two species of Quamoclit have scarlet, galvtrform
corollas adapted to hunmiing-birds.

Amer. Nat., June, 1903, p. 374.

salviniaceotlS (sal-vin-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or resembling the Salviniacex, a family
of cryptogamous plants.

Salvio-Cochrane gambit. See *gambit.

salylic (sa-lil'ik), a. [ml(ic)yUc.'\ Obtained
from salicylic acid.— Salyllc acid, a supposed iso-

mer of benzoic acid, CrUsCOOH, made by successive
treatment of salicylic acid with phosphorus pentaclilorid

and sodium amalgam.

Salzburg black, vitriol. See *black, *vitriol.

sam'.t'.f. 3. In («Hnm(/, to pile up (the hides)
after removal from the tan-pits, covering the
heap and allowing it to stand for some time
in order to soften the leather by equal distri-

bution of moisture and slight fermentative
heating.

Sam^ (sam), n. A familiar abbreviation of

iSamwe/.— Shasta Sam, a variety of California jack in

which the remainder of the pack is placed on the table

face down.

Sam., Saml. Abbreviations of Samuel, a book
of the Old Testament.

S. Am. An abbreviation of South America or
South .imerican.

samaderin (sam-a-de'rin), ». [Samadera +
-in'^.] A crystalline glueoside found in seeds
of Samndera Indica. See karinghota.

Samadh (sa-mad'), n. [Hind, samddh, tomb,
< Skt. mmddhi, deep meditation, profound
devotion, lit. union, joining, < sam, together,
+ a, to, -I- y/dhd, put.] A place of immo-
lation or burial, especially the tomb of a
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Hindu yogi (originally of one wLo submitted
to be buried alive), supposed to be lying in a
state of trance.

samaria (sa-mar'i-a), ». [NL., < samarium.']
Samarium oxid.
Samaritan version, a translation of the .Samaritan
Pentateuch into the .Samaritan dialect (a variety of west-
em Aramaic), committed to writing about the fourth
century a.d. The manuscript was brought to Europe in
1616 and was first printed in the Paris polyglot in 1632.

samarium, n. This metal belongs to the cerium
group. The oxid is white, the salts yellow, and charac-
teristic absorption and spark spectra have been obtained.
Like so many other members of the cerium and yttrium
groups, samarium is of uncertain individual identity.
There seems now but little doubt that in its oxid as
originally described there is present at least one other
element, the europium of Demargay, XJrbain, and La-
combe.

sambhar, n. Same as sambur.

sambo, «. 2. The offspring of a negro and
an Indian.

sambucist (sam-bu'sist), n. [Gr. aafi^viuaTri^

(fem. aaitjivKloTpia), (.•aafijivKT], sambuka.] One
who plays upon a sambuca.

Samek (sa'mech), n. [Heb. sdmek, sdmekh.']
The fifteenth letter (D) of the Hebrew alpha-
bet, corresponding to the English s. Its nu-
merical value is LX.
samfire, ». An amended spelling of samphire.

sammy, v. t. 2. To season (skins) to a uni-
form tender. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather,
p. 38G.

samphire, «— Marsh samphire, the common glass-
wort, Salicornia herbacea.

sampire (sam'pir), n. In the Bahamas, Litho-
phila vermiculnris, a creeping herb of the
amaranth family, common on sandy shores.
Memoir Torrey Bot. Club, XII. 35.

Sample area. See ^valuation area, *experi-
metit area.

sampler, ». 4. A kind of shovel divided into
several parallel rectangular compartments,
used in taking uniform and similar samples
from a heap of pulverized ore or other ma-
terial to be assayed.

sample-shovel (sam'pl-shuv'l), n. Same as
*samjiter. i.

sample-tree (sam'pl-tre), n. In forestry, a
tree which in diameter, height, and volume is

representative of a tree class. A cla.9s sam-
ple-tree is one which in diameter, height, and
volume represents the average of several tree
classes. Also called arithmetical mean sample-
tree.

samson (sam 'son), n. [Also Sampson; so
named in allusion to Samson, the strong man
(Judges xiv.-xvi.). 'See samson-post.'] 1. An
appliance for loosening frozen logs by horse-
power, consisting of a strong, heavy timber
and a chain terminating in a heavy swamp-
hook. The timber is placed upright beside
the log to be loosened, the chain fastened
around it, and the hook inserted low down on
the opposite side of the log. Leverage is then
applied by a team hitched to the upper end
of the upright timber.— 2. A form of brace
or stay, used in long and otherwise flexible

machines to secure strength and rigidity under
the stress of operation at high speed. Par-
ticularly used in such textile-machinery as
roving-frames.

The most rigid, and strongest frame [roving-frame]
built, having an abundance of gamfimg, which are con-
nected with a rail rurming the whole length of frame at
the back, and, in addition, girths running from this rail,

connecting with the spindle rail, and holding bearings
for our lifting shaft. Trade-catalog^u.

samson (sam'son), V. t. [samson, n.] In lum-
bering, to direct the fall of (a tree) by means
of a lever and pole.

samson-flsh (sam'son-fish), n. 1. In Sydney,
a fi.sh. Scriola hippos, of the family Carnngidee.— 2. In Melbourne, the young of a fish, Ar-
ripis salar, of the family Fercidte. See sal-

mon, 3 (c).

Samyda, n. 2. A genus ofplants of the family
Melincrse. They are trees or shnibs, with abruptly
pinnate leaves, entire leaflets, and hermaphrodite flowers
in panicles or raceme-like or spike-like clusters borne
either in the axils of the leaves or on defoliated branches.
There are about 80 species, chiefly natives of tropical
America, but 3 are West African. Sftmyda Guidonia
(also known by its later name Gvarea trichilioides) is

the ffunra-f/uao or mughwood of the West Indies. See
*ijnnrfigitflo.

Sana whiting. See *tchiting2.

Sand^, »— Ashdown sand, in the Wealden formation
of Sussex and Kent, England, tile lowest stratigraphic

sandalwood
division constituting, with the Fairlight clays, the basal
member of the Hastings sand. They are 400-600 feet
thick, and lie at the bottom of the Cretaceous system in
England.— Barking sands. See ginging -kgandg.—
Black sand, dark minerals, mainly magnetic iron-sand,
found with aiiuviid sand.—Blown sand, sand drifted by
the wind ; the dune sand of coa.<?t regions or the shifting
sands of desei-ts.- Camplnlan sands. See -kCam-
^t'jiiira.— Dlnotherium sand, the lower division of the
Pliocene Tertiary in the vicinity of Mainz, Germany,
characterized by the presence of remains of Dinotherium,
giganteujii, Mastodon, Rhinocerog, and various other
mammals— Foramlnlferal sand, a sand or sandy rock
largely constituted of the broken and conmiinuted re-
mains of Foraminifera.— Glass sand, qjartz sand of a
quality suitable for use in making glass. It should con-
sist of silica as free as possible from admixture with
foreign substances, especially from oxid of iron if color-
less glass is to be made, and as finely and uniformly di-
vided as possible. In 190;i, 823,044 short tons of glass
sand were produced in the United States.

The glagg gandg about South Vineland are believed to
belong to this formation, being referable to its upper
horizons.
R. D. Salisbury, In Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1895, p. 6.

Gralning-sand, a sharp-edged sand used by litho-
graphers to roughen the surface of a 8t4>ne and prepare it

for the use of a crayon.

—

Hastings sands. The Hast-
ings sand group (according to Geikie) in Sussex and Kent
comprises tlie following subdivisions in descending order

:

Tunbridge Wells sand Twith Grinstead clay); Wadhurst
clay; and Ashdown sana (with Fairlight clays). The total
thickness is about 1,000 feet. These deposits are re-
garded as of delta origin, and their abundant organic
remains are chiefly fluviatile and terrestrial, comprising
plants, fishes, the remains of dinosaurian reptiles, ptero-
dactyls, and turtles. The deltoid formation in which
these remains occur extends in an east-and-west direction
for at least 200 and from north to south for perhaps 100
miles. Hence the delta may have been neaily 20,000
square miles in area. It has been compared with that of
the Quorra. In reality, however, its extent must have
been greater than its present visible area, for it has
suffered from denudation and is to a large extent con-
cealed under more recent fonnations. The river proba-
bly descended from the northwest, draining a wide area,
of which the existing mountain groups of Britain are
perhaps mere fragments. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.,
p. 118.— Headon Hill sands, the uppermost division of
the Eocene Tertiai-y in the Hampshire basin in England:
equivalent to the Barton sands.

—

Laekenlan sandS, a
division of the Middle Eocene Tertiary series in Belgium,
lying between the Bruxellian and tlie Wemmelian sands.— Hldford sands, passage-beds from the Lias into the
Lower Oolite, in the southwesteni counties in England,
which consist of yellow sands with some limestones in
which ammonites and other cephalopoda are extremely
abundant— Monazlte sand, a sand from which mona-
zite may be washeti : chiefly applied to certain sands in
North Carolina, where tliis minei-al is commercially pro-
duced.— Musical sands. Same as singing itgands,—
Neudorf sands, a division of the Miocene Tertiai-y in
the Vienna basin, lying below the Leitlia limestone, which
is near the t4)p of the Mediterranean or marine stage.

—

Northampton sands, a subdivision of the Jurassic
system lying at the base of the Ixiwer Oolites in England.
They are regarded as of estnarine origin, and carry fresh-
water fossils of the genera Cyrena and i'nio and brackish-
water forms such as Ostrea and 3todiola.— Orange sand.
Same as Lafayette itgroup.— Paluxy sands, a sub-
division of the Lower Cretaceous system in Texas, consti-
tuting the uppennost member of the Trinity formation
which lies at the base of the series. Tliey rest on the
Glen Rose lime8toneandclay8,and the fauna has a marked
resemblance to that of the Lower Cretaceous of Portugal.— Portland sand, tlie lowest division of the Portlandian
stageof tile Jurassic system in England. See Portland stone,
under «(on«.— PbtzlelnsdOrf sands, a series of fine
yellow sands containing marine shells which forms a local
facies of the Mediterranean stage of the M iocene Tertiary
in the Vienna basin of Austria.— St. Maurice sands,
in geoL, a division of the marine Pleistocene deiiosits in
eastern Canada.— Saxlcava sand, the uppennost
member of the Pleistocene deposits in eastern Canada,
laid down during a depression of the land when marine
waters entered the present valley of the St. Lawrence,
and containing the mollusk Saxicava rugoga, bones of
whales, etc.— Sea sand, a sand which consists, in the
main, of fragments of quartz ; but on some coasts coral
sand is found widely distributed, consisting of small
fragments and grains of calcareous corals.

—

Singing
sands, a variety of sand, sometimes found upon sea-
beaches or in deserts, which gives out a musical note
under a footfall. It is a moot point wliether the note is

due to the expulsion of air confined between the grains,
or to their rubbing upon one another, the grains possess-
ing varj ing liardness, or to some cause not yet discovered.— Sorel sands, a division of the Pleistocene marine de-
posits in tianada between tlie St. Lawrence river and
Lake Chaniplain.— Strong sand, a sand wliich contains
clay or organic matter in admixture.— Sugar-sand. See
*x«;;nr-«nnrf.— Thanet sand. See Thanet beds.— To
give her sand, in railroading, to allow a stream of sand
to fiiU on tile rails just in advance of the driving-wheels
of a locomotive, to secure a better adtlesion when the
track is smooth orslippery from rain ; also, to allow sand
to fall on the rails from an electric car for the same pur-
pose, or to prevent the wheels from skidding or sliding
on a down grade or wet track when the brakes are
applied. Also, in general, to check or delay anything, a&
a process, while in operation, [('olloq.]

—

Trent sand, a
trade-name for silicious sand from tlie beds of the Ti'cnt,

Severn, and some other English rivers, used as a polish-
ing material.— Volcanic sand or ash, the finer detritus
erupted from volcanic cratei-s, consistmg of angular or
rounded fragments of rock or lava up to about the size
of a pea

—

Weak sand, a foundry term, used in England,
for molding-sand in wliich no element is present to fur-
nish gas from its carbonization.

sandalwood, n.— Bastard sandalwood, (b) See
irdnntniete.— FgJae Sandalwood, the yellow wood of
a small tree, Xinienia Ain*:ricana, whicll when powdered



Ruedorfs Sand-bath.

sandalwood
is often substituteti for Ihe true sjindalwood.— Fra^ant
sandalwood, in Australia, itkta gpUata. See Fuganun.
— Native sandalwood. ('0 in Tasmania, a stragKling
seaside shrub of the dogbane family, Gi/nopo^on huxi-

/oiiuif yielding a tine, close-grained wood smelling
strongly of coumarin. (b) In Austi-alia, 9, small tree,

Mida p^rjdVdri'n.— Sandalwood camplior. See *catn-
phor.— Somb sandalwood, a small tree of Australasia,

£x^)earpu.-i Itilifniiit. belonging to the sandalwood family
and yielding an excellent cabinet wiK)d.

sandaracolic (san"da-ra-korik), a. Derived
from sandarac— Sandaracolic sicld, an acid ob-

tained from sandarac. It was probably inactive pimaric
acid.

sandat (sou-da'), ji. [F. sandat.'l The Eu-
ropean pike-perch, Sandriis lucioperca.

sand-bar (sand'biir), n. Abarof sand formed
in the bottom or at t)ie mouth of a river.

sand-bath, « Ruedorfs sand-bath, a simple fonn
uf sand-batn in
which the tem-
perature can be
regulated by rais-

ing or lowering an
8-shaped burner,

sand-belt
(saiid'helt), m.

See *sa>id-

papering-ma-
cHiie.

sand-bin
(saud'bin), v.

A pocket or

bin in a shed
in or adjacent
to a foundry
in wliich mold-
ing-sand is

received and stored ready for use.

sand-binder (sand'bin"d6r), n. A plant which
serves to bind or fix shifting sands : commonly
a grass. Sand-binding grasses are either stout and
coarse, with deeply bnn-ed root-stocks sending up scat-

tered tufts resistant to waves and wind (see -^cumaphyte),
such as the maram, Ammophila arenaria ; or low and
creeping over the surface, emitting fibrous roots at inter-

vals, and forming close leafy mats, as the St. Augustine
grass, Stenotaphrtcm secundotutn. The species of sand-
binding grasses are very numerous. See blow-out gratis,

under -kblow-out.

sand-blast (sand'blast), V. t. To act upon by
the sand-blast, or a ciiiTent of air or steam cai-

rying dry sand-particles at the high velocity

of the jet: used to remove paint or oxid cf

iron from structures, and forgeneral cleansing

of metal surfaces, as well as for decoration of

glass and other hard surfaces.

A simple method is to gand-btaxt the exterior of the
bulb, whereby it acquires an appearance similar to that

of ground glass. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 88.

sand-box, n. 4. A box to hold a small quan-
tity of foundry-sand for molders' use, placed
near the flask or the molding-machine. In use
the sand-box is often above the molding-ma-
chine, so that the sand may be delivered by
gravity as required.— 5. In a street-car, a

box or other receptacle for holding sand used
in sprinkling the rails to obtaiu a better ad-
hesion for the wheels. It is usually fitted

with a delivery-pipe and valve controlled by
the motorman.
sand-breast (sand'brest), 11. A dam or front
in an iron-smelting furnace, made of sand and
fire-clay with iron backing, so as to be easily

replaced as it is eroded. by heat and chemical
action. The construction of molded fire-brick

with water-cooling in the iron back is the
more modern design. The cooling prevents
both softening and chemical combination.

sand-bur, n. 2. The bur-grass, Cenchrus trihu-

loides. (See bur-grass, 1, with cut.) The
sand-bur is widely distributed in sandy soils

in North America, and is also found in Mexico
and South America. It is an annual weed,
very noxious on account of its spiny, adhesive
fruits. Also one of several other species of

Cenchrus, as C macrocephalus, the large sand-
bur. Compare liedgehog-grass.

sand-cherry, «.— western sand-cherry, Prunus
Beifteyi, a low shrub of the prairies of western North
America, ranging from ilinnesota Ut Manitoba and south
to Kansas and Utah. It is similar to the dwarf cherry or
sand-cherry, /*. pumila, but has a larger and sweeter
fruit.

sand-cone (sand'kon), «. A conical projec-

tion of glacial ice the rapid melting of which
is prevented by a covering of sand.

sand-crusher, «. 2. A revolving pan fitted

with heavy crushing-rolls for crushing sand
preparatory to using it in casting metals.

sand-dab, n. 2. Acommon name for a flounder,
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Sippoglossoides platessoides, found on both
sides of the North Atlantic.

sand-devil (saml'dev'l), n. A small whirl-

wind carrying sand, leaves, etc.

On still days even it was rare not to be visited [camp
at Mtxiiier river] by a number of small whirlwinds, called
"S(im(-(i('t'i7«," which would pass slowly along sucking
up quantities of sand and any light articles such as pieces
of paper, carrying them to an astonishing height in the
air and depositing them broadcast.

Lancet, March 16, 1901, p. 771.

sand-diver,". 2. A &sh, Synodus intermedius,
found from the coast of southern Florida to
Brazil, and common in the West Indies.

sand-draw (sand'drii), «. In geoL, a band of
pure saiiil, dry on the surface, marking the
channel of a subterranean percolating stream
which iu some eases is sunken to a depth of
five meters. Sand-draws abound in western
Nebraska, South Dakota, and eastern Wyo-
ming, and have a characteristic flora. P. A.
Rydherg. [Local, U. S. ] ^ Sand-draw forma-
tion, a sparse vegetation occupying a sand-draw. In
Kebraska it consists typically of Polaninin trachyspurtna
and CriAtatella Jameini, either together or separate, with
scattering grasses. These prepare the way for other
species, and later may theniAclves be crowded out, the
sand-draw losing its character. • Found and Clements,

sandek (san'dek), n. [Also sandik; < Talmudic
Hel). sandek or sondik, usually referred to Gr.
avv6tK0(;, an advocate. See syndic.'] In Jew-
ish usage, one who holds the infant during the
ceremony of circumcision and acts the part of

a godfather.

Sander''' (san'der),'?!. 1. A sandpapering-ma-
chino : as, a disk-sanrfcr (one employing a
revolving disk eovei'ed with sandpaper), a
he\t-sa>ider, a hlind-sander, a sander and pol-

isher.—2. A device on a locomotive or an
electric car for sanding the track.

Each section of the locomotive is equipped with one bell,

one whistle, two locomotive headligiits, approved air-

brake mechanism, including two engineer's ^Ives and
air gauges, necessary brake cylinders, foundation brake,
air reservoirs, couplers and draw heads ; also . . . pneu-
matic track snndem.

Elect. World and Engin., Aug. 22, 1903, p. 312.

Belt-, disk-, drom-sander. See irsandpapering-ma-
chine.

sand-feeder (sand'fe"d6r), n. A marine or-

ganism wliich passes sand through the ali-

mentary canal so as to extract for food such
organic matter as it may contain.

Boring organisms enter on its central part [of the coral

reef] and cause the rock to decay. Sand-feeders follow
and triturate up the fragments, throwing a constant
stream of fine mud into suspension in the water to be re-

moved by the tidal and other currents.
Nature, Feb. 18, 1904, p. 372.

sand-fish, ». 2. A silvery scaleless fish of

the North Pacific, Trichodon trichodon.

sand-fly, «. 1. (6) Any one of several chiro-

nomid flies of the genus Ceratopogon Sand-
fly bush. S:\me &% stitvcwQod (b). [Australia.]

sand-gate (sand'gat), n. A mechanical device,

placed in an irrigating-canal or -ditch, by
means of which the accumulated sand or

sediment may be flushed out of the canal by
suitable gates or valves. S. M. Wilson, IiTi-

gation Engineering, p. 245.

Sandgate beds. See *hed^.

sand-glacier (sand'gla"shier), )i. A dune or
sheet of sand which advances slowly under
prevalent wind action and thus imitates a true
glacier. [Rare.]

Wind blowing outwards from a deep sand tract forms
a horizontal plateau terminated by a talus as steep as the
sand can rest. Under these conditions the encroach-
ment of sand recalls the maimer of advance of a glacier,

and to this formation I restrict the tenn " mnd glacier.'^

V. Cornish, in Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), IX. :^8(i.

sand-grass, «. 3. Specifically, Calamovilfa
longijolia, a stout long-leafed grass of sands
or sandy soil, found in the Great Lake region

and from the upper Missouri to Kansas. Its

strong and far-extended rootstocks make it

very valuable as a sand-binder. More fully,

hig or long-leafed sand-grass.—4. The blue-

joint grass, Calamagrosiis Canadensis, and
other species of the genus, as C. Montanensis.
Montana sand-grass, and C. hyperborea Ameri-
cana, nls^ocailedyellow-top.— 5. The salt-grass,

Distichlis spicata.— Q. The Indian millet,

Eriocoma cuspidata Colorado sand-grass, one
of the beard-grasses, Andropogon Ilallii, found in the
sandy regions of the western United States. It resembles
big blue-stem, ^. /urc(7t(/«, and islikely to be of consider-

able value f«»r hay. Called alsofwrA-ej/-/f»o/.— Douglass's
sand-grass, a low and slender tufted spear-grass, Poa
Dau'ilassii of the sands of the Pacific coast ; of some
value as a tand-binder.

sandpaperlng-machine

sand-hog (sand'hog), «. A man whoworksin
a caisson or in foundation-work, under air-

pressure under water or elsewhere, digging iu
the sand or silt of river- or harbor-bottoms.
Also called gronnd-hog. [Slang, U. S.]

sandia (san-de'a), n. [Sp., a watermelon, < Ar.
sindiya, a kind of melon, < Sind, India.] In
J>hys. geog., a mountain or ridge which, when
seen in profile, resembles half a watermelon.
[Southwestern U. S.]

Sandillion (san-dil'yon), n. [sand + {m)ill>on.~\

The number of the sands on the sea-shore.
[Nonce-word.]

(^entillions multiplied beyond the vocabulary of nume-
ration, and ascending to \»a^i.^laK6aKa ; which word having
been coined by a certain Alexis (perhaps no otherwise
remembered) and latinized arenaginta by Erasmus, is now

- Anglicised sandiilions by me.
Southey, Doctor, Interchap. vi.

sanding-lathe (san'ding-laTH), n. See *sand-
ing-machine.

sanding-machine (san'ding-ma-shen"), n.

In barrel-making, a sandpapering-macliino for
surfacing and finisbii^g slack barrels before
the hoops are put on : circular clamps hold
the assembled package of staves forming the
barrel and cause it slowly to revolve in front
of a vertical belt-sander, running at a high
speed in the opposite direction. The machine
performs the shaving up or finishing work foi-merly done
by hand and automatically releases and discharges the
barrel when finished. A similar machine for finishing
barrels aTid kegs by the use of hand-tools is called a
barrel-turning and -smoothing (or -sanding) lathe.

sand-iron (sand'i "ern), n. In golf, an iron
used in playing the ball out of sand.

sand-jack, n. 2. A device for lowering heavy
weights by having them suiiported on sand
which can be allowed to run out as desired.
This device is used to lower bridge-spans into place by
having the span mounted on wooden plungers which, in
turn, rest on columns of sand in boxes. The bridge is

moved over the piers on which it is to rest, and the sand
is allowed to run out through a series of openings in the
side of each box, thus allowing the bridge to drop as slowly
or as rapidly as is desired. In launching ships, the last

keel-blocks to be taken out are often supported on bags
of sand. A single blow from an ax suffices to let the
sand run out so that the keel-block can be removed.

sand-leaf (saud'lef), «. One of the lowest
poor leaves of the tobacco-plant: so named as
collecting sand on its surface. Also sand-
lug.

Sandling beds. See*bed^.

sand-lucerne (sand'lu-sem"), n. See *lucerne.

sand-lug (sand'lug), n. Same as *sand-leaf.

sand-mixer (sand'mik''ser), n. A machine
for blending, disintegrating, and cleaning old
and new foundry-sand : essentially a centrifu-
gal screening-machine. A horizontal disk armed
with pins projecting upward is inclosed in a casing and
mtated at high speed. The sand, old cores, etc.. are fed
at the top of the casing, and, falling on the, disk, are
rapidly cleaned and mixed together. Its capacity is five

tons of sand an hour. Another type, which has vertical

disks, is called a disintegrator. .Still another type em-
ploys paddles on a horizontal shaft revolving in a hori-

zontal box or cylinder. It is sometimes called a dry-
viix^r.

sand-mullet (sand'mul"et), M. Same as *ial-

lyf/alone.

sand-nettle (sand'net'l), n. The spurge-
nettle, Cnidoscolus stimulosus.

sand-oat (sand'ot), «. See *oat.

sand-painting (sand'pan'ting), n. A design
made by allowing sand of different colors to

fall from the hand over a surface, the colored
sands forming the desired design. The sand-
painting is, therefore, rather a sand-mosaic.
Sand-paintings are used in the rituals of In-

dians of the southwestern territories, but
they occur also among the Indians of the

plains.

In passing, attention may be called to the ceremonial
sand paintinf/ oi the Hopi and Navajo, where the most
beautiful etfects are secured by allowing sand in slender
streams of ditferent colors to fall from the hand guiding
it over the sui-face to form designs. The blending of the
colored sands is soft and harmonious, and the result is a

sand mosaic. Smithsonian Hep. {Xat. Mas.), 1900, p. 467.

sandpapering-machine (sand'pa-per-ing-ma-
shen'), H. HfS sandpaper, r. t. Under this gen-
eral tenn is now included a large class of wood-polishing,

surfacing, and finishing machines employing paper or

woven fabrics coated with sand or other abradant mate-
rials. Five types of machines are in use. In one the

abradant is spread upon belts or endless bands which
vary in width from a few inches to two feet The bands run
horizontally or vertically over pulleys and through open-

ings in a table or under it, a portion of the band being
exposed through a slot in the tjible. In some machines
the pulleys are supported by a horizontal adjustable arm
to enable the operator to bring the sand-belt to the work



sandpapering-xnacliine

in any position. Such belt-machines are called sa nd-belts,

belt polishing-mackines, belt-aanders, strapping-ma-

Belt-Sander.

a, standard, supporting machine : ^, work-table : r. fabric coated
with sand, in the fonn o( a continuous belt : ^, tension-controlling
inechanisin ; <, power connection ; y, samples of finished work.

<ki7ieg, and helUmachinex. Another type, for polishing
doors and other tiat surfaces, employs small horiziintal

disks covered with sandpaper and supported at the end of

jointed adjuataltle swintring arms. They are called mtKh-

and-dovr »andpaperiii'j-inachii\eg. A third type emjiloys
lan;e disks of wood covered with sandpaper and placed
in a vertical position at the side of tlie table which car-

ries the work, or horizontally upon the table, flush witti

its surface. They are called ditk-Mndera or tand-disk

Disk- and Druni-sander.

(I d, frame of machine ; ^. vertical disk coated with sand : r, hori-
zontal reToUiutf drum coated with sand: •/, work-table lor present-
ine work to disk ; f, power connection.

m^ichineg. In a fourth, cylinders or drams of sandpaper
are suspended under the table, a small section of the sur-

face Appearing through a slot in the table- They are
called drum-sanders. A fifth employs a small vertical
spindle covered with sandpaper, and Is called a spindle-
Sander. In all sandpapering-machines the work is fed
to the rapidly moving sandpaper either by hand or by
means of various appliances for holding it in position
while it is being polished.— Saflh-SJld-dOOr sandpa-
perlng-machlne. See ab.ivc.

sandpiper, ".—Pectoral sandpiper, Tringa macu-
lata. -A Hr>ecie8 widely distributed through America,
Europe, and Asia. The name is given in allusiun to the
habit uf intlatiiig the throat so that it hangs upon the
breast. The names actually used are grass-snxpe and
jack-xnipe.

sand-plain (sand'plan), n. In geol.^ a lobate
delta-plain of sand and gravel washed from a
glacier into a body of standing water and re-
maining after the glacier and the water have
disappeared.

N'ear the ice margin, at iU various stands, deposits
must have been ratherextensively made near the mouths
of the BUb-glacial rivers. ... In New England they are
foun<t quite commonly, especially near the coast, where
they are called sandplain*.

H. S. Tarr, in Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., XXX. 207.

sand-plate (sand'plat), n. 1. A revolving
disk of cast-iron, copper, or some other soft
metal on which articles of stone or glass are
ground or polished with the uso of sand or
other abrasive material.— 2. One of a series
of plateR fitted to the main wheels of the trans-
porting carriage of a life-boat to make an ex-

S.— 74
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tremely wide tire, thus enabling the carriage
to be easily hauled over soft sand.

The transporting-carriage of to-day is, however, an im-
provement on that used in 1881, and has been rendered
particularly useful at places where the beach is soft,

sandy, or shingly, by the introduction in 1S88 of Tipping's
sand-plates. These . . . are composed of an endless
plateway or jointed wheel tyre fitted to the main wheels
of the carriage, thereby enabling the boat to be trans-
ferred with rapidity . . . over beach and soft sand.

Encyc. Brit, XXX. 232.

sand-plum (sand'plum), »?. See '^pUan'^.

sand-puncher (sand'pun'''eher), n. See *satid-
rafy '2.

sandr (sandr), n.
;
pi. 5a«rfar (san'dar). [Icel.,=

E. sand. «.] In phys. geog.^ a sandy or gravelly
flood-plain or delta formed by glacial streams
in Iceland and Greenland : often equivalent to
glacial sand-plain.

Here they [glacial streams] cover vast areas with grav-
elly or sandy deposits, the equivalent of the "sandr" of
Iceland. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 299.

sand-rammer (sand 'rammer), n. 1. (a) A
wooden tool, used by hand in the making of
sand-molds in a fomidry, by which the sand is

compacted in the flask around the pattern.
Large ones are used with two hands and smaller
ones with one. (6) A mechanical apparatus
used for the same purpose, operated by com-
pressed air, particularly in connection with
power molding-machines.

Tlie range of applicatittn of pneumatic hammers is al-

most as wide as that of a hand hammer : they have even
been used under water by divers working on wrecks. A
recent application of the same principle is to be seen in
the [pneumatic] sand-rammers employed in making
foundry moulds. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 802.

2. A combination of power-rammers used to
produce a uniform pressure all over a flask by
pneumatic pressure brought upon all at once,
with equalizing levers to prevent concentra-
tion of pressure at any point,— pneumatic
sand-rammer, a pneumatic hammer which has a ram-
mer attached to the piston-nnl, used in ramming sand.

sand-rat, n. 2. A molder in an iron-foundry.
Also called sand-puncher. [Slang, Eng.]
sand-reef (sand'ref), 71. A strip of low, sandy
land, or barrier beach, built by wave-action
on a shallow sea-floor not far from the coast
and inclosing a narrow lagoon.
sand-ripple (sand'rip'^l), n. Alternate ridge
and hollow formed in sand through the influ-

ence of waves, wind, or currents.

The uniformity of the wind-ripple pattern is at all

times remarkable. In water-formed«a7«/-ri^j>ie«no such
uniformity has been recorded.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 279.

sand-river (sand'riv'^r), n. A stream carry-
ing a largo amount of land-waste in comparison
with the volume of water. Geikie, Text-book
of Geol., p. 494.

sandrock, n .— Calclferoas sandroclr, a name intro-
duced by Eaton and adopte<l by the early geologists of
New York State, in the mo(IiIied;funn Cald/eroug sand-
stone, for the lowest divisiun of the Silurian strata, which
consists of a somewhat silicious magnesian limestone:
now known as Beekmantown irliynestone (which see).

sand-rocket (sand'rok'^et), n. See*cross-w€ed.
sand-roller (sand'ro'l^r), n. 1. Any fish of
the family Ferc&psidse, especially Percopsis
guttatuSy of the eastern and middle United
States.— 2. A wave heavily charged with
sediment : specially applied to those of the
San Juan river.

As the San Juan rises, the waves get higher. The river
carries more sand and mud than any other stream in the
country. It has never been satisfactorily explained how
the "sand rollers" start in this singular stream, but we
know, from personal experience, that sometimes they
reach a height of three or four feet
W. K. Moorehead, in Anier. Inventor, Jan, Ifi, 1904, p. 33.

SandniS (san'drus), n. [NL., < E. sander (?):
compare ^sandat.] The European genus of
pike-perches, closely allied to the American
genus, Stizostedion : commonly called Lucio-
perca. The common species is the sander,
SandruM lucioperca.

sand-shark, n. 2. Same as blind *shark.

sand-shell (sand'shel), n. A yellow river-

mussel, Lampsilis anodontoides, or a black
mussel, L. rectus, found in the Mississippi
river and used in the manufacture of pearl
buttons-

sand-sifter, n. 2. A machine for screening
and cleaning foundry-sand. The simplest fonn Is

a horizontal screen or riddle- More complicated forms
have a cylindrical rotary tapering screen. Another type
consists of a Hat screen BUp{>orted on a tripod and fitted

with an aut^^matic device for vibrating or jarring the
screen to prevent cl(»gging. Such a device is called a
pneumatic srreen-shfikrr. Sand-sifters are also called
ndrf/inff-m«r/i(/jfj».— Pneumatic sand-sifter, a screen
or riddle mounted on a tripod and fitted with a pneu-

sandstone
matic reciprocating motor. The screen is directly con-
nected with a piston-rod which by its motion shakes the
screen and causes it to break up the lumps of sand and to
sift out l)its of sluK *n- other hard materials.

sand-slue, sand-slew (sand'slo), n. A small
barren area of sand, usually slightly depressed.
Among other characteristic features of the earthquake

was the opening of immense cracks, often several feet
across and many feet in depth, and the formation of
craterlets, through both of which large amounts of lig-
nite-bearing sands were ejected, probably giving rise to
the broad areas known as sand-slews where the surface,
even U>day, is in places a ban-en. sandy, timberless waste,
upon which only weeds will grow.

Science, March 3, 1905, p. 349.

sandspit (sand'spit), n. A low point of land
projecting into a lake or sea and composed of
sand and formed by the interaction of waves
and currents.

Professor Branner chose as the subject of his presiden-
tial address, ' Geological and Geographical Studies on the
Northeast Coast of Brazil,' and illustrated his paper by
means of numerous photographs and charts. The most
peculiar feature of this coast is the series of hardened
sandspits occurring at the mouths of most of the rivers.

Science, Feb. 10, 1905, p, 216.

sand-star, n. 3. The sea-sedge, Carex arenaria.

sandstone, «.—Anx Vases sandstone, a subdivi-
sion of tlie Subcarboniferous of ilissouri. It was origi-

nally teniied X\\e ferruginous sandstone, 2i.x\A\^ regarded
by Missouri geologists as equivalent to the base of the
Kiiskaskia group. It is underlain by the Ste. Genevieve
limestone and overlain by the Kaskaskia limestone.

—

BukOWka sandstone, a division of the Lower Silurian
in Russian I'oland.— Cape Girardeau sandstone, a
division of the upper pait of the Lower Silurian in Mis-
souri,regarded by western geologists as e<iuivalent to a part
of the Cincinnatian group.

—

Carpathian sandstone,
a calcareous sandstone of considerable extent in the east-
em Alps. It forms a part of the uppermost Cretaceous
system of that region.—Chllhowee sandstone, a divi-
sion of the Lower Cambrian series in Tennessee.

—

Comley sandstone, a division of the Lower Cambrian
in western England.— Connecticut River sandstone,
the sandstone-beds of Jura-Trias age, extending along
the Connecticut valley through Massachusetts and Con-
necticut. They are'regarded as equivalent to the Newark
siindstwiie, and attain a thickness of more than 4,000 feet,

and rest upon cr>'8talline aiid Paleozoic rocks. They are
characterized by abundant tracks or footprints of amphi-
bians and dinosaurs aiul occnsional bones tof the latter
(^nrAf«nMn*»).— Conoquenessing sandstone, a local
subdivision of the coal-measures in easti-rn I'ennsylvania.—Deister sandstone, a division of tlie Lower Ci-eta-

ceous or Ncocomian series in Germany.— Desert sand-
Stone. See ^deserti.—'Down.ton Castle sandstone,
in the Silurian formation of Wales and the adjoining
counties of England, a division of the Ludlow group ly-

ing above the Ledbury shales and below the tilestones.

Some writers regard the latter as essentially transitional

to the Devonian or Old Red Sandstone, thus construing
the Downton Castle sandstone as the uppennost member
of the Silurian system.— Elgin sandstone, a name of
the samlst^nies in the district of Elgin, in the north of
Scotland, which were formerly refeired to the I'pper Old
Red Sandst^Hie, but are now considered as of Triassic age.
They are noted for their empty casts of reptiles repre-
senting new forms of anomodonta resembling those found
in the South African Karoo beds.— Erer6 sandstone,
a division of the Middle Devonian fonnation in the lower
Amazonas region of Hrazil, containing fossils very simi-
lar to those of the Hamilton shales of New York.— Fell
sandstone, one (jf the lower divisions of the Carbonifer-
ous series in the Northumberland district of England.

—

Fontalnebleau sandstone. Same as Fontainehleau
limestone (wliii-h see, under limestone).— Qroden sand-
stone, a subdivision of the Pennian system in the east-

eni Alps, c(»nsisting of red sandstone, underlain by tlie

vernicano conglomerate an<l overlain by the Bellerophon
limestone.— Harding sandstone, a division iu ('olorado
regarded by Walcott as of Lower Silurian age and con-
taining the remains of placodenn fishes. Other paleon-
tologists who have studied the fishes think that they
have very close affinities with those of Devonian age.

—

HlUsbOrO sandstone, the uppennost member of the
Niagara gi'oup of Silnrian rocks in Ohio. E. Orton, in
Geol. Surv. of Ohio, VI. 14.— Hollybush sandstone, a
division of the Cambrian system in tlie Malvt-rii Hills in

England, lying below the white-leaved-oak shales and
above the Malvern quartzite.-Huamampampa sand-
stone, a subdivision of the Devonian system in liolivia.

It is underlain by the Ida shales and con-elated with the
Hamilton or^Middle Devonian of New York.— Idzuml
sandstones, a division of the Cretaceous system in Jai)an.
— Lunz sandstones, a subdivision of the Triassic system
in the Alpine basin in I'pper and I^wer Austria. These
sandstones are underlain by the Partnach beds and over-
lain by the Opp<^nitz limestone, and correlated by Austrian
geologists with the Raibl beds. They are characterized

y plant remains, especially species of rterepkyUuw and
forms of E'2uisetite>i, Calamites, Seuropteris, Atethopte-
m, etc.—Mahoning sandstone, a subdivision of the
lower barren coal-measures in Ohio and western Peini-

sylvania, lying at the base of the series and above the
lower productive measures.— May Hill sandstone, the
higher member of the lowest or Llandovery division of
the I'pper Silurian in England, essentially equivalent in

its fossils to the Clinton fonnation of New York. Its

marine faunaisprofuse.-MentorsandstOne, the upper-
most sulMiivision of the Lo\vt.T Cretiicfons formations in

Kansas.— MontebellO sandstone, a local sul)division of

the Middle Devonian in central Peimsylvania.— Mottled
sandstone, in geol., the ETiglish equivalent of the Ger-
man liuntersandstein, the lowest of the ttiree divisions

of the Triassic strata.- Nubian sandstone, a term
applied to a Cretaceous formation widely developed in

northeastern Africa and extending into Syria and the
Libanos. It probably represents sev(!ral distinct horizons
in theCretaceousseries.- Oneida sandstone, a Sihnian
sandstone or grit occurring in the eastern Lnited States.



sandstone

— Oneonta sandstone, an estiuu-iue deposit of sandstone
of early I'pper Devonian age, confined to eastern New
York, lying below the Catskill sandstone and equivalent
in age to the marine beds of the Upper Ithaca group
farther west It contains terrestl'ial plant remains and a
unio-like mollusk, Amnitjenia catshillensis,— Parma
sandstone, a white sandstone at the bott^>m of the coal-
measure series of the lower peninsula of Michigan. It

has a thickness of 100 feet in the vicinity of East Saginaw,
and is an imp<»rtjmt source of artesian water. Its fossil

fauna shows it to be a sandy phase of the Maxville lime-
stone of lat« Mississippian age.— Perry sandstone, a
series of plant-bearing sandstones and shales of Devonian
age in the State of ilaine. United States, and the prov-

ince of N'ew Brunswick. Canada.— SaccliarOldal sand-
» Stone, a very pure sandstone, much prized as a glass

sand, occurring at l^rystal City, south of St. Louis, and
elsewhere in Missouri. It has a sugary texture and be-

longs to the Ortlovician period. Am^r. Geol., Aug., 1904,

p. 105.— Sandstone dike. See •*rfiii'.— Sherburne
sandstone, a division of the I'pper Devonian in centl-al

New York, equivalent to the lower part of the Portage
group fartlier west.— Sillery sandstone, a tenn intro-

duced by Sir W. Logan for a division of the rocks near
Quebec, regarded as lying at the top of the Quebec group,
which taken as a whole was considered as of the age of

the Calciferous and Chazy groujis. Later investigations

have shown that the Sillery fumiation is i>robably of

Cambrian age.— Spllsby sandstone, a deposit in Lin-

colnshire. England, forming the base of the Neocomian
series and resting on the Upper Kimmeridge shales.

—

Stamcca sandstone, a division of the Upper Devonian
strata in eastern Pennsylvania.— TorrldOn sandstone,
the upper member of the pre-Cambrian rocks of north-
western Scotland, so named by Nicol from Loch Torridon.
— Vienna sandstone. See Jiysch.

sand-strakef (sand ' strak), n. A garboard
strake.

sand-sugar (sand'8hug"ar), n. Same as lac-

tose. A. F. HoUeman (trans.), Lab. Manual
of Organic Chem., p. 38.

sand-table (sand'ta'bl), n. In paper manuf.,
a box or catch-basin to catch and strain out
any sand that may be mixed with the stream
of stock flowing to a *paper-maehine (which
see).

sand-tube, n. 2. In geol., a tube of fused or
sintered sand which has been melted together
along the path of a lightning-stroke ; a fulgu-
rite in sand.

sand-valve (sand 'valv), n. 1. See *sand-
gate. H. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering,
p. 248.— 2. The rod or lever which controls
the sand in the sand-box of a locomotive or a
street-railway car. The sand is allowed to fall upon
the rail in front of the driving-wheels. The engineman
controls it in the locomotive by a lever and rod. or it has
the form of an ejector, working by air from the brake-
reservoir. In the street-car it is operated by a push-rod
under the foot of the motorman.

sand-vine (sand'vin), n. Gonolobus leevis, a vine
of the milkweed family growing in thickets
from Penn-
sylvania to
Florida and
west to
Kansas and
Texas. It

has deeply
cordate,
ovate leaves,
small whit-
ish flowers
in axillary
cymes, and
large folli-

cles.

sandware
(sand ' war),
n. A coarse
pottery or
stoneware,
composed
largely of
sand, used
for crucibles
in which
metal is

melted.
The mndware crucibles used in melting the alloy, and

the molds in which the bar is cast
Sci. Amer. Sup., June 26, 1904, p. 238ia

sand-warped (sand'warpt), a. Said of a ves-
sel when it is left on a sand-bar by the ebbing
tide.

sand-wash (sand'wosh), ,i. A sloping surface
of sand spread out by an intermittent stream
or flood. [Southwestern U. 8.]
From this point the party worked down the sandwash

of Rio San Ignacio (or Rio Altar) to the coast of the Gulf
of California, where the Tepoka Indians lived until
recently. Sciencf,, Jan. 4, 1901, p. sa

sand-wave (sand'wav),- n. In phys. geog., a
low ridge of sand formed by waves or currents
of water.
The water-wave was really controlled by a submerged
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sand-wave, the up-stream flank of which was exposed to
a heavy shower of sand frtim the turbid water.

(jeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 626.

sand-wheel (sand'hwel), n. A wheel of large
diameter fitted with buckets on its periphery
by which the water and sand from stamp-mills
or ore-dressing works are elevated and then,
by launders or flumes on a sufficient incline,
conveyed away to points of disposal.

sandwich, «.- Clnb sandwich, slices of bread or
toast with thin layers of cooked bacon and cold roast
chicken with Mayonnaise dressing and sometimes lettuce
between them.— Spanish sandwich, Graham bread in
thin slices spread with nmstard, with a layer of cottage
cheese and one of chopped olives mixed with Mayonnaise
dressing.

sandwich-girder (sand'wieh-gfer'd^r), n. See
*<jirder^.

sandwort, n— Arctic sandwort, Arenaria biflora,
which ranges from Greenland and Labrador to Quebec
and west to Alaska ; also south in the mountains to Ari-
zona.- Blunt-leaved sandwort, Mxhrin'jia laterifiora,

a widely diffused North American plant closely related
to Arenaria and foi-raerly united with it.— Large-leaved
sandwort, Mcehrinyia macropht/tla, a species with
larger leaves, ranging from the Great Lakes to British
Columbia and south to California.

—

Pine-barren sand-
wort, Arenaria CaroUniana, a native of the pine-barrens
of New Jersey and extending south near the coast to
Florida.— Rock sandwort, Arenaria Michauxii, which
grows in rocky places throughout most of eastern North
America ami has whorls of rigid subulate leaves.— Sea-
beach sandwort, the sea sandwort, Honkenya peploides.
— Seaside sandwort, the salt-marsh sand-spurry, Tissa
marina.— Texas sandwort, Arenaria l^exana, ot dry
rocky soil in Texas and northward to Kansas and Mis-
souri. It closely resembles the rock sandwort.— Thyme-
leaved sandwort, Arenaria serpylli/olia, an old-world
species thoroughly
naturalized in
America as a weed.
It has very short
opposite leaves.

sandyi, «.—
Sandy-ground
bug. See *()i((7-'.

Sandy3(8an'di),
n. fProb. <

sandyi, a.] A
Tasmanian
fish, Uphritis
urvillii. Also
called the/rfsft-
water Jlathead.

sandy-blight
(san'di-bUt),n.
A form of con-
junctivitis
common in
some parts of
Australia. E.
E. Morris, Aus-

Thyme.Ieaved Sandwort
{.Arenaria serpyllifotia).

, capsule surrounded by the scarious
calyx ; b, expanded flower.

Sand-vine (Gonoiobus Itz-vis).

a, flower; b. crown-lobe tipped by a 2-cleft
awn; c, stamen-tube; d, follicle or

seed-pod.

tral English,

sang', n. 2. Same as malignant anthrax (F.

sang de rate).

sang'* (sang), n. A reduction of ginseng. Also
Seng. [Kural, V. S.]

The average " sang " digger has very little conscience.
M. O. Kains, Ginseng, p. 31.

sang'^ (sang), V. i. [sang*, n.] To gather gin-
seng for the market. [Rural, U. S.]

sangar (sang'gar), n. In South Africa, a low
stone wall or screen built to protect a firing

party ; a trench. See trench. Also sungar.

We ran round an' about, an' all we got was shootin'
into the camp at night, an' rushin' empty sungars wid
the long bradawl, an' bein' hit from behind rocks, till we
was wore out.

R. Kipling, 'Love-o'-Women,' in Many Inventions, p.

1303.

Here and there dotted in all directions were little stone
walls or forts, to all appearance lifeless, except when
someone showed to change his position, or move from
one wall to another. Instantly the opposing sangars
would blaze with musketry.

United Service Mag., April, 1901, p. 70.

S^ngerbund (seng'er-bont), n. [G., < Sanger,
singer, + bund, union.] A German male
singing society or chorus.

sangerfest (seng'6r-fest), ». [G., < Sanger,
singer, + fest, festival.] A song-festival; a
social gathering of German choral societies

for competition.

It is thought that the event will attract several hun-
dred shooters from all over the United States, as the
Saengerfegt will be in progress here the week of the
shwjt Resolutions were adopted that the officers of
the Saengerfegt be tendered an invitation to the shoot

Forest and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 78.

Sanghara-nut, «. Same as Singhnra nut
(which see, under nut).

sangley (sang-la'), «. [Philippine Sp., given
as from "Chinese hiang lay, a traveling mer-
chant" (Blumentritt, Vocab.), meaning per-

Sans.

haps Chinese king, go, -I- lai, come.] A Chinese
trader or merchant. [Philippine Is.]

sanglot (son-glo'), n. [F. sanglot, OF. san-
glout, lenglout, < L. singultxts, a sobbing. See
singult.1 In singing, an embellishment con-
sisting of an aspirated sob-like grace-note
added to the penultimate tone in certa in skips

:

used mostly with interjections of sorrow or
despair.

sangree-root (sang 'gre- rot), it. Same as
*xa)igrel.

sangrel (sang'grel), n. The Virginia snake-
root, Aristolochia Serpentaria. Also snagrel
and sangree-root.

Sanguifacient (sang-gwi-fa'shient), a. [L.
sanguis, blood, + faciens(-ent-) , making.]
Blood-forming.
sanguimotor (sang-gwi-mo'tor), a. [L. san-
guis, blood, -I- motor, mover.] Relating to
the circulation of the blood.
sanguimotory (sang-gwi-mo'to-ri), a. Same
as *.'^anguimotor.

sanguinarin, n. This acrid alkaloid, C20H16-
O4N + H2O, is used in medicine as an expec-
torant, purgative, and emetic.
sanguineoserous (sang-gwin-'f-o-se'rus), a.
[L. saiiguincu.f, bloody, -t- E. serous.'] Same
as serosanguinolent.
sanguinite (sang 'gwi- nit), n. [L. sanguis
(sanguin-), blood, -f- -ite'^.] A sulpharsenite
of silver occurring in hexagonal scales which
are of a deep-red color by transmitted light

:

found at Chauareillo, Chile.

sanguisuction (sang-gwi-suk'shon), n. [L.
sanguis, blood, -t- NL. suctio(n-), suction.]
The sucking of blood.

san-hien (san-he-en'), n. [Chin.] A Chinese
three-stringed lute or banjo similar to the
Hindu ravanastron. Compare *ur-hieu.

Sanicle, ».— Black sanlole. (a) The great black mas-
terwort, Astrantia nittjvr. (6) ."iantcuta Marilandica.
Also called black s?iakeroot.— Yalse sanlcle, the bishop's-
cap, Mitella diphglla.— YOTkihire sanlcle, the butter-
wort or marsh violet, Pingnicula vrdgarin.

sanidinite (san'i-di-nit), n. [sanidine + -ite^.']

In petrog., phaneric masses occurring like seg-
regations in trachytic and phonolitie volcanic
lavas and sometimes ejected as bombs : com-
posed chiefly of orthoclase feldspar with sub-
ordinate amounts of other minerals. It has
been proposed by Weed and Pirsson (1895) to
apply the name sanidinite to syenitic rocks
composed almost wholly of orthoclase.

saniflcation(san-i-fi-ka'shon), «. The process
of sanifj-ing or rendering sanitary; the putting
and keeping (something) in a sanitary con-
dition.

The educational ideal is now to develop capacities in
as many directions as possible, to indulge caprice and
velleity a little, to delay consistency for a time, and let
the diverse prepotencies struggle with each other. Now
everything psychic tends in its tuni to be intense to the
point of illusion or positive obsession, but nature's
rhythm, if allowed to have its due course, prevents stag-
nation and hebetude, and the passion to change keeps all
powers fluent and plastic, gives elasticity and develops
power of sanification. Sometimes there seem almost to
be dual or multiplex personalities.

O. S. Hall, Adolescence, IL 89.

saniopurulent (8a"ni-o-pu'ro-lent). a. [L.
sanies, sanies, -t- purulentus, purulent.] Partly
sanious and partly purulent. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VH. 52.

sanioserous (sa'''ni-o-se'rus), a. [L. sanies,
sanies, + NL. serosus, serous.] Partly sanious
and partly serous. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VII. 52.

sanitary, a.— sanitary chemistry, survey. See
irchcmintry, ^survey.

n. n. A public water-closet, urinal, and
lavatory.

Sannoisian stage. See *stage.

sanoform (san'o-form), n. [L. sanns, sound,
-I- E. formlaldehyde).] Atrade-name of methyl

3 1

diiodosalicylate, HOC6H2I2COOCH3, j)repared
by the action of iodine on oil of wintergreen.
It is a colorless, odorless, tasteless crystalline
powder, and is used in surgery as a substitute
for iodoform.

sanose (san'ds), n. [L. santis, sound, -f -osf.]
A commercial product, essentially a mixture
of albumoses.

san-pedrito (san'pe-dre'to), n. [Sp., 'little

Saint Peter.'] Same as *niariposa, 2.

Sans nombre, in7rt«', without number, unlimited ; also,
uncertain in number.- Sans reconrs, in ^air, without
recourse. These words added to an indorsement render
the indorsee not liable. See indorsement, 4.

Sans. An abbreviation of Sanskrit.



(Ill the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New Vork.)

sansa

Bansa- (san'sa), H. [Also sansi ; African.]

An African musical instrument which consists

of a sounding-board
of some hard wood
with strips of iron, or

occasionally bamboo,
fastened to it so as to

leave one end free to

vibrate. The instru-

ment is usuallj' played
by holding it in both
hands and with the
thumbs pressing down
and releasing the
keys, of which there
are sometimes forty

or more. Also called
zimba.

san-sam (san-sam'),
H. [Korean san sam,
' mountain ginseng.']
The wild ginseng of
Manchuria and Korea,
apparently including
the ' imperial.' Its roots are sometimes a foot

long and an inch in diameter.
The extreme rarity of ^an-nam augnieuta the supersti-

tious repute in which it is held.
«. C. Foulk, P'oreign Relations of the l'. K, 1885,

[p. 329.

SanSC. An abbreviation of Sanscrit (Sanskrit).

sanse, ". Seezanze.
sansi (san'si), n. Same as *sansa^.

Sansk. An abbreviation of Sanskrit.

Sanskritize (san'skrit-iz), r. t.
;
pret. and pp.

Sanskriti:ed, ppr. Suiiskritizing. [Sanskrit +
-ize.'i To render similar to Sanskrit; modify
by Sanskritio influences.

Dr. Grierson is of opinion that Assamese is fortunate in

not having been Saiukritized like its sister, Bengali.
Ath(n«um, Aug. 13, 1904, p. 199.

Sant^ (siint), H. Same as sunt.

Santa Cruz formation. See *formation.

santal, «. II. a. Samp an santalaceous ; also,

belonging to the order Santulales. See
*Srintnlaies.

Santalales (san-ta^la'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1836), < Sanialum + -ales.] An order of

dicotyledonous arehichlamydeous (mostly
apetalous) plants, characterized chiefly by dioe-

cious or hermaphrodite flowers with the ovary
inferior and one-celled. It embraces seven
families, of which the most important are the
Santalaces, Lorantliaceee, Balanophoraceee, and
Olarame.

santalol (san'ta-lol), n. [Sanialum + -ol]

An ethereal oil, Ci^HogO, found in sandal-
wood-oil. It yields water and a 8esquiterj)ene,

Cj5Hn4, when treated with phosphorus perit-

o.xid.
"

It boils at 310° C.

santapee (san-ta-pe'), n. [Ft. Creole pron.
of centipede.'] In British Guiana, a hooligan.

The "centipede" has been defined as a youth (say)

under thirty years of age who '* pursues the occupation
of idleness with an interminable industry." A gang of
" centipedes " for a consideration will waylay and assault
and beat anyone. There is a street ditty which says
that

but
Man tantapee bad,

Oman mntap^e wussa bad,
i.e., the female "centipede" is worse than the male.

J. Plait, Jr., in >'. and Q., loth ser., X. 204.

santol (siin-tor), n. [Philippine name.] An
evergreen tree, Sandoricum Indicum, belong-
ing to the Meliacem, having trifoliolate leaves
and axillary panicles of small sweet-scented
flowers, Ita fruit, which is abtjut the size of an orange,
contains 5 one-seeded nuts surrounded by a fleshy aciil

pulp of a peculiar <Hlor but edible. It is eaten either raw or
in the f' imi of preserves, and is sold on the streets of Manila.

Santo Martino (siin'to mar-te'no). [It.] A
sfvcntienth-century silver coin of Lucca,
equal to 15 soldi: so named from the saint a
likeness of whose head is stamped on the re-

verse.

santone (san'ton), «. [sant(onica) + -one.]

An unsaturated liquid hydrocarbon, Cj5H2e,
th

"

by reducing santonic acid with
Md. It boils at 235-24,'5° C.

XKI.

by-obtained b;

drio<lic aci

Santonic acid, a yellow crystalline aci<l, ^'i^'^^Oi, made
by iKfiliiitr muitonin with barium hydroxitK Itis isomeric
with saiit'diinlc acid and melts at 163.6° C.

santonide (san'to-nid), n. [sant(fn(ica) +
-iftel.] A crystalline compound, CjsHjgOs,

• made by boiling santonic acid with glacial
acetic acid and heating the residue to 180° C.
It melts at 127° C.

santoninic (san-to-nin'ik), a. [santonin +
-ic] Derived from santonin Santoninic acid,
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a colorless crystalline acid, C15U20O4, made by heating
santonin with caustic potash or soda solution. When
heated to 120' C. it yields santonin and water. The sodium
salt is used as an anthelmintic.

Santorin earth. See *earthT-.

Santorini's duct. Same as Bernard's canal
(which see, under eanaV-).

santorinite (san'to-ri-nit), «. [Santorini +
-ite'^.] In petrog., a name proposed by Wash-
ington (1897) for those andesites which con-
tain labradorite and anorthite with pyroxene,
such as the pyroxene-andesites of Santorini.
sanza (san'za), n. The marc or residual cake
from ripe olives, crushed and pressed at com-
mon temperature to produce olive-oil. Also
known as nocciulo.

Sao (sa'6), n. [NL., < Gr. Saw, a Nereid.] A
genus of opisthoparian trilobites with dis-
tinctly lobed glabella, seventeen thoracic seg-
ments, and extremely small pygidium. Sao
hirsuta is a well-known form, abundant in the
Cambrian rocks of Bohemia, whose ontogeny
has been fully described by Barrande.
sao-felipe (soun-fa-le'pa), n. [Pg., ' Saint
Philip.'] A silver coin of Philip III. of Portu-
gal (1621-40).

sao-joao (soun-zho-oun'), ». [Pg., 'Saint
Jolin.'] A silver coin of Johan IV. of Portu-
gal (16-10-56).

sapl, n. 4. In archery, the light-colored por-
tion of a bowstaff composed of the sap-wood.
This portion forms the back of a self-bow.

—

6. A quarryman's name for rock which
is partially decayed and which exhibits this
quality by iron stains and other discolorations.
It is usually thrown away.
Some of the Cape Ann granite is iron stained, and on

casual inspection might be taken for mp. However, it

is not such, but a very tough, durable stone, which is

well adapted for use in paving blocks or retaining walls.
There is, of course, as at all quarries, plenty of gap, but
it is not identical with the iron-stained rock to which
reference has just been made. .Sap is not only staitietl

from exposure, but shows signs of weakness and disin-
tegration which render it unfit for c«»nstructit»n work.

Rep. C. S. Geol. Surv., 1S97-98, VI. 232.

Nnclear sap, the thin liquid contents of the cell-nucleus

;

tlie karyolyniph or karyenchyma, as distinguished from
the cell-sap or cytolymph.

sapanin (sap'a-nin), H. [sapan + -in^.] A
crj-stalliue compound," Ci2H(!(OH)4 -I- 2H2O,
formed, together with resorcinol and pyro-
catechol, when the extract of sapan-wood is

melted with caustic soda. It is probably tetra-
hydroxydiphenyl.
sap-chafer (sap'cha'fir), «. A beetle that
feeds on the sap of trees Melancholy sap-
chafer, an American cetoniid beetle of somber colors,
Eitptioria vietaiicttiUira, which frequents flowere for
nectar and feetis on the exuding sap of trees.

sapek (sa'pek), n. [Also sepek, sepeck ; < An-
namese sapek.] A brass coin of Annam.
saphir d'eau (sa-fer' do). [F., ' water sap-
phire.'] A clear deep-blue variety of iolite

used in jewelry.

sapindal (sap iu-dal), a. Same as sapinda-
ceous ; also, belonging to the order Sapindales
(which see).

sapo^, n. 2. Soap prepared from sodium
hydroxid and olive oil ; castile soap. 'J. S,

I'harmacopwia.
sapocarbol (sa-po-kar'bol), n. [L. sapo, soap,
+ E. earbol{ic}.] A solution of crude cresolsin
potash soap. It is antiseptic. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 30.

sapocrinin (sS-pok'ri-nin), n. [L. sapo, soap,
+ K. crinin.] A crinin, said to be dififerent

from secretin, obtained by the action of alkali

soaps upon the mucous membrane of the
duodenum or jejunum.
sapodermin (sa-po-dfr'min ), n. [L. sapo, soap,

-I- Gr. depfia, skin, + -in'^.] A neutral anti-

septic soap containing .2 percent, of mercury
in the form of albuminate or caseinate : a
bactericide for external use. Buck, Med.
Handbook. VII. .30.

Sapodilla family, the plant family Sa/)o(ac«« (which see).

sapogenin(sil-poj'e-nin), H. [L. .sopo, soap, 4-

-(/en + -in-.] A crystalline compound, C14-
H22O2, obtained by saponifying saponin.
It melts at 257-260° C.

sapokrinin, n. Same as *sapocrinin.

sapolan (sap'o-lan), n. [L. sapo, soap, + E.
lan(oliit).] A non-irritating brownish ointment
base consisting of crude naphtha, lanolin,
and dry soap : used as an external appli-
cation for eczema and skin diseases generally.

saponaretin (sap-o-nar'e-tin), n. A crystal-
lino compound formed by the hydrolysis of
sapouarin.

saprolite

saponarin (sa-pon'a-rin), n. [Saponuria ¥
-»j2.] A crystalline glucoside, Ci9H2.20ii,
or C21H24OJ2, found in Saponaria officinalis.
It melts at 231° C. and gives a blue color with,
sodium.
saponary, a. II. «. The soapwort, Saponaria
officinalis.

Saponification equivalent, saponification
number or value. See *equimlcnt, *mtiie.
Saponifier, ".—Natrona saponlfler, a trade-name of
sodium aluminate, which is manufactured from Green-
land cryolite at Natrona, Pennsylvania, and is sold for use
in soap-making.

saponin, «. 2. A general name applied to
glucosides similar to saponin (see def. 1) which
yield a foam or lather when the aqueous solu-
tion is shaken. Smilacin is a saponin. The
poisonous saponins are called sapotoxins.

saporetin (sa-por'e-tin), «. An amorphous
substance, C17H32OJ0, obtained when sapotin
is hydrolyzed by dilute sulphuric acid.

sapota, K. 2. (6) Same as *eapote White
sapota. Same as iecacttHitapote.

sapote (sii-po'ta), n. Same as *zapote, which
see.

sapotin (sa-p6'tin), ». [Sapota + -bfi.] A
bitter crystalline glucoside, C29H52O20, fotmd
in the seeds of the sapodilla-plum, or Sapota
Zapotilla. When hydrolyzed by dilute sul-
phuric acid it yields glucose and saporetin.
It melts at 240° C, has a burning taste, and
attacks the eyes and nose strongly.

sapotoxin (sap-o-tok'sin), «. [L. sapo, soap,
-I- E. toxin.] A glucoside, Ci7H26O]0i found
in Levantine soaprootfrom Gypsophila Arrostii
or G. paniculata. It is a white powder which
gives a foam in aqueous solutions. It has a
burning taste, and attacks the mucous mem-
branes strongly. Robert has proposed to
use the name sapotoxin also for those varieties
of the saponin glucosides which are poisonous.
sapper^, «. 2. Any insect which sucks the
sap of plants, as the rice-sapper.

sapphire, «.—Brazilian sapphlre.theblueindlcolite
variety of tourmalin found in Brazil.

II. a— Sapphire humming-bird, one of the hum-
mers of the genus lliilactiaris, which have brilliant blue
reflections on the under side of the throat.

sapphire-quartz (saf'ir-kwarts), n. A dark-
blue variety of quartz.

sapphist (saf ' ist), n. [.mpph(ism) + -<U'f.]

One who practises sapphism.

sapping, «. 2. The undermining of a river's

bank, especially if it is a cliff, by the moving
water and its suspended grit. Chamberlin
and Salisbury, Geol. L 127.

saprine (sap ' rin), n. [Gr. aaTrp6c, rotten, -f-

-ine'^.] Anon-poisonous ptomaine, C5H]4N2,
isomeric with and very similar to cadaverin.
It occurs in decaying meat.

saprobiosis (sap'ro-bi-o'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
oairpiif, rotten, + f3iuai(, living.] The doc-
trine or opinion that living beings are gen-
erated, ormaybe generated, from decomposing
organic matter : contrasted with the doctrine
of spontaneous generation from inorganic
matter. [Bare.]

Saprodontia (sap-ro-don'ti-a,), n. [Gr. aoTTpdi;,

rotten, -I- orfoif (odocr-), tooth.] Dental caries.

saprol (sap'rol), «. [Gr. aa-rrpd^, rotten, -I-

ol,] A commercial name of a mixture of
crude cresol and high-boiling hydrocarbons.
It is used as a disinfectant.

saprolegniaceous (sap-ro-leg-ni-a'shius), a.

Pertaining or belonging to Saprolegnia or the
Saprolrgn iacrie.

Saprolegniales (sap-ro-leg-ni-a'lez), 11. pi.

[JsL., \ Saprolegnia -1- -ales.] An order of
phycomycetous fungi named from the genus
Saprolegnia and including the so-called water-
molds.

saprolegniotlS (sap-ro-leg'ni-us), a. [Sapro-
legnia + -ous.] Of the class of fungi which
includes Saprolegnia.

saprolite (sap'ro-lit), n. [Gr. aaKp6(:, rotten,
H- AiOni;, stone.] In pctrog., a term applied by
Becker (1894) to disintegrated and more or
less decomposed rock which remains in place,

that is, has not been transported.

Becker suggested the use of the term "gaprolife" for
material such as this, which is the product of rock decay
in place. Unfortunately "saprolite" has, in the Dahlo-
nega district, been adopted by the miners and used in a
sense entirely different from that intended by Meeker.
For this reason the terra will not be used in the present
discussion.

Conlrib. to Econ. Geol., V. S. Oeol. Surv., Bulletin 21.'!,

[1902, p. 60, note.



saprolitic

saprolitic (sap-ro-lit'ik), ((. Of the nature of

saprolite. J/. Bauer (trans.), Precious Stones,

p. oOl.

sapromyzid (sap-ro-mi'zid), h. and a. I. «. A
member of the dipterous family Saprom!/::i(}ie.

H. a. Ha\-iug the characters of or belonging
to the family Sapromy:id«.
saprophile (sap'ro-fil), n. [Gr. aaTrpSc, rotten,

+ ip-/.th\ love.] A bacterium which is incapa-

ble of producing the profound changes caused

by zymogenic and saprogenic organisms, but

which requires that the substances upon which
it grows be previously decomposed.
sap-spile (sap'spil), «. Same as spi'fel, 2.

sap-stain (sap'stan), n. Discoloration of the

Slip-wood of a tree.

sapwort (sap'wert), n. The dog's-mercury,

Alercurialin perennis.

sapygid (sap'i-jid), Ji. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the hymeuopterous family Sapygidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging

to the Sapygidse.

saauebutet, «• See sackhut.

sar* (sar). n. [s(,nlphur) + a{lkali) + r(esjn).]

A trade-name of a fungicide preparation which

consists chiefly of sodium sulphid. It is made
from sulphur, alkali, and resin. Nature, April

3, 1902, p. 518.

Sar. An abbreviation (a) of Sardinia ; (6) of

Sardinian.

S. A- R. An abbreviation (a) of the French
Son Altesse liayale, His Eoyal Highness

; (6)

of Sf>ns of the American lievolution.

Saracenic pottery. See ''pottery.

sarai, «. See serai.

sarape, «. Same as serape.

Saratoga (sar-a-to'ga), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to Saratoga Springs, a watering-place

In the State of New York : as, Saratoga waters

;

a Saratoga trunk.

II. n. A contraction of Saratoga trunk;

a large trunk originally intended to carry a
woman's dresses, etc.

Saratogan (sar-a-t6'gan), a. Of or pertaining

to Saratoga in New York ; specifically, in the

geology of New York, noting the uppermost
division of the Cambrian system, embracing
the Schaghtieoke shale, Potsdam sandstone,

and Greenfield limestone.

sarbican (sar-bi-kan'), n. [G. sarhacane.']

Tte blow-gun of the Guiana Indians. It is

made of the lower part of the stem of a tall

grass, Arthrostylidium Schomburgkii. See blow-

pipe *bamboo, sarbacane.

sarcidium (sar-sid'i-um), n.
;
pi. sarcidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. aapKidiov, a bit of flesh, dim. of

(Tdpf {aapK-), flesh.] A caruncle.

Sarcin (sar'sin), «. [Gr. odpf (napa-), flesh, +
-in'^.~i Same as hypoxanthine.

sarcle (siir'kl), n. [L. sarctdum, a hoe,'< sar-

rire, hoe.] A weeding-hoe or similar tool.

aarcocarcinoma (sar'ko-kar-si-no'mii), M. ; pi.

sarcocarcinomata (-ma-tii). [NL., <^ Gr. aip^

(aapft.), flesh, + napKiva/ia, cancer.] A tumor
which hasbothsarcomatous andcarcinomatous
elements. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 724.

sarcocoptes (sar-ko-kop'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

(Td)f ',aapK-), flesh, + Kdnrew, cut, cut up.]

The itch.

sarcocyte (sar'ko-sit/, n. [Gr. adp^ (aapK-),

flesh, + KVTo(, a, hollow (cell).] In grega-

rines, a clear layer of cytoplasm immediately
underneath the cuticle. Compare ^myocyte, 2.

sarcodictyam (sar-ko-dik'ti-um),n. ;
pl.sarco-

dicti/fi (-a). [NL., <'Gr. odpf (uapx-), flesh, -1-

iVktvw, a net.] The network of protoplasm
on the surface of the calymna of a radiolarian

.

sarcoepiplocele (siir'ko-e-pip'lo-sel), ». [Gr.

an,ii (napK-), flesh, + NL. epiphcele.] Epip-
locele and sarcocele combined.
Sarcogenic (sar-ko-jen'ik), a. [Gr. adp^ (aapn-),

flesh, + -yEvTi^, -producing, + -Jc] Flesh-

foriiiiiig.

sarcolin, sarcoline (sar'ko-lin), n. Same as
sarcolite.

sarcolyte (sar'ko-lit), n. [Gr. adpS (oapK-),

ttesb, + /.vTm6^, that looses.] A giant cell con-

taining many nuclei, occurring in degenerat-

ing muscular tissue. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VI. 27.

sarsoma, «.— Mammary sarcoma, a malignant
Kruwtli which haa the texture and appearance ol a niani-

niary shind.

sarcomatriz (sar-ko-ma'triks), n. [Gr. aap^

(mpii-), flesh, + t. matrix, matrix.] The
layer of protoplasm on the capsule of a radio-

larian.
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sarcomelanin (sar-ko-mel'a-nin), n. [Gr.

adp; (aapK-), flesh, + /Uf/laf (ps/.av-), black, +
-(«2.] The dark pigment fouud in melanosar-
comata.
sarcomere (sar'ko-mer), n. [Gr. ffdpf (aapK-),

flesh, + pcpoc, part.] 1. A segment of a
muscular fibril inclosed between two Krause's
membranes. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 270.

— 2. One of the segments or pieces of a sar-

costyle.

sarcomphalocele (siir-kom'fa-lo-sel), n. [Gr.

cdpi (aapK-), flesh, + opda/oi;, navel, + Ki'/'At/,

tumor. ] A fleshy tumor of the umbilicus.

Sarcomphalus, n. 2. [l. c] Same as *sar-
comphaloecle.

sarcomyces (sar-ko-mi'sez), n. [NL., < Gr.

udpf (aapK-), &esh,-i-/ivK);g, a fungus.] A fleshy

fungous growth.
sarcoplasm (sar'ko-plazm), n. [Gr. adp^
(oapK-), flesh, + Tr?tdai2a, anything formed.]
In histol., the clear protoplasmic substance
which separates the fibrillse, or sarcostyles, in

a striated muscle-fiber.

Tlie chemical condition of the sarcoplasmof the cardiac
muscle itself. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 732.

sarcoplasmic (sar-ko-plaz'mik), a. j^sarco-

plasm + -jc] Relating to or of the nature of

sarcoplasm.
Tlie muscle-cells of the ventricles are thicker, less

sarcoplasmic, and more clearly striated than the auricular

muscle. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 73a.

Sarcoplast (sar'ko-plast), n. [Gr. odpf (aapx.-),

flesh, -t- TrAcCTToc, formed.] In c>»6)-joi., a sub-
stance found in developing muscles and sup-

posed to produce the striated portion of the

fibers.

sarcoplastic (sar-ko-plas'tik), a. [sarcoplast

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a sarcoplast.

sarcopoietic (sar"ko-poi-et'ik), a. [Gr. adpf
{aapK-), flesh, -I- Troir/riKug, < :Toietv, make.]
Flesh-forming.

Sarcoptlc acariasis. See -kacariasis.

sarcosine (siir'ko-sin), n. [Gr. ffdpf {mpK-),

flesh, 4- -ose + -ine^.] Methylaminoacetic
acid, a sweetish crystalline substance,

NH(CH3).CH2COOH, made by boiling caffein

or creatine with barium hydroxid ; also by the

action of monochloracetic acid on methyl-
amine. It melts at 210-215° C. Also called

methylylycine.

sarcosoma (sar-k6-s6'ma), n. See *sarcosome.

sarcosome (siir'ko-som), n. [Gr. odpf (aapn-),

flesh, + aiipa, body.] 1. The fleshy part of a
coral.— 2. The darker and actively contrac-

tile portion of a muscle fibril. Buck, Med.
Handbook, III. 270.

sarcospongUS (sar-ko-spong'gus), n. [Gr. adp^

(aapK-), flesh, + ffn-'dyyof, sponge.] Same as
*sarcomyces.
Sarcosporidia (sar'''k9-spo-rid'i-a), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. adp^ (aapK-), flesh, + arropd, seed (spore),

+ dim. -i6iov.'] An order of Sporozoa. The
trophozoite is an elongated motionless body found almost
exclusively in the striped muscle-flbers of birds and
mammals, where it is known as a Miescher's tube. Spores
are produced in great numbers, usually in the form of

minute sickle-shaped or spindle-shaped bodies with a
very delicate envelop. Infection with these organisms
may cause the death of the host, but the natural method
of dissemination of the parasites and the reinfection of

new hosts has not been determined.

Since the discovery of sporozoan parasites belonging to

the order now known as Sarcosporidia in the muscle
fibers of the house mouse by Miescher in 1843, many
other mammals and not a few birds have been found Ui

harbor them. Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 1.

sarcosporidiosis (sar"ko-spo-rid"i-6'8is), n.

[NL., < Sarcosporidia + -osj's.] Infection with
sarcosporidia.

The record of sarcosporidiosis in man is meagre and in

part uncertain in value. Only two cases— one described

by Kartulis and one by Baraban and Saint-Remy— seem
to be genuine. In those of Lindemami and Rosenberg
the diagnosis must remain doubtful. The case of Kartulis
was that of a Sudanese. An abscess had formed in the
liver and had extended to the abdominal wall. The sar-

cosporidia cysts were found in considerable numbers both
in the liver and the muscular tissue foi-ming the periphery
of the abscess. Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 1.

sarcostosis (siir-kos-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

(jdpf (aapK-), flesh, -I- bartov, bone, + -o«is.]

An osseous tumor developing in muscular
tissue ; osteosarcoma.
sarcostyle, «. 2. One of the delicate fibrillte

which make up the fiber of a striated muscle.

sarcothlasia (sar-koth-la'zia), n. [NL., <

Gr. adpf (aapK-), flesh, + Bldaic, bruising.] A
bruise of the muscles.

sarcotblasis (sar-koth'la-sis), n. [NL.] Same
as *.'i(irvothlasia.

Sarcura (siir-kii'ra), ». ])l. [NL., < Gr. adp^

«.—#

Sarraceniales

(aapK-), flesh, + o'vpd, tail.] A suborder of

rays, the thick-tailed rays, which have two
dorsal fins and a caudal fin.

Sarcylic (siir-sil'ik), a. [Gr. cdoj {aapK-), flesh,

-f -yl + -ic] Noting a hypothetical nucleinic
acid in which hypoxanthine (sareine) is the
only xanthine base that is represented.

sardina (siir-de'na), H. [So., anchovy, sar-

dine. See.«/rdiHf.] A sardine; an anchovy.

—

— Sardina blanca (' white sardine '), Cwn'THo^rt v\ag-
dalense, a characinoid fish found in the Rio Miimonl,
Panama.— Sardina bOCOna C big-mouth sardine '

), An-
chovia viacrolepidota, a fish fomid from the Gulf of

C'alifoniia to Panama.— Sardina de Espafia (
' Spanish

sardine'), Clupanodon jiseit'l"l(iyfmnivin<. one of tlie

sardines found in the Gulf of ilcxico.— Sardina esca-
muda ( * scaled sardine '

), Sardinella Itumeralis, found
in the West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico.

sardine^, «. 7. A fresh-water fish, Coiiosirus

erebi, of the herring tribe, which occurs in

rivers of western and northwestern Australia
and Queensland : so called in the Brisbane
river region. It is the bony-bream of the New
South Wales rivers and the Perth herring of

Western Australia. E. E. Morris, Austral
English Japanese sardlne-olL See *ot7.— Scaled
sardines, species of tlshes belonging to the genus !iar-

dinella.— True sardines, members of the genus Clu-
jKinodoti, found in temperate seas of America and Europe.

Sargasso crab. See *crafci.

sargasso-flsh (sar-gas'6-fish), n. See *sar-

gassum-Jish.

sargassiun-flsb (sar-gas'um-fish), n. Any fish

of the family Antennariidse, especially Ptero-

phryne histrio, found in tropical parts of the

Atlantic, often among floating masses of sar-

gassum.
sarinda (sa-rin'da), n. [E. Indian.] A Hindu
viol, which has a body made of a single wooden

block, elliptical in
general contour,
flat in front and

jt) H arched at the back,
bT I\ which is hollowed
jL^ \\ out to a shell, but
/^Ty**^ A with the lower part
- '- ' of the cavity thus

formed covered
with a stretched
skin and with deep
lunes in the sides

to facilitate bow-
ing. It usually has
three strings, and
the head is often
carved in imita-

tion of a bird or
other object. Also
gerinda.

sarissa(sa-ris'a), n.

[ilL. .•.«)•!««/, *sa-

risa, < Gr. adpiaa,

less prop, adptaaa,

in MGr. adpiTra,

a long lance.] The
long lance used by
the Macedonian
phalanx. It was

eighteen feet long in the time of Philip and
Alexander, but was later shortened to four-

teen. In the later writings of the middle
ages the same name is given to the long
lances then in use.

sarkar, «. See sircar.

sarkical (siir'ki-kal), a. [Gr. aapKiKog, of the
flesh, fleshly, < adpf, flesh.] Of or pertaining

to the flesh ; fleshly.

According to this unquestionable purport of the apos-
tolic reasoning, Adam's certainty of a/aapTia and subjec-

tion to Death were provided for ab initio in his sarkical

constitution, and were only evinced, not caused by his

trespass.
J. Martiiieau, Seat of Authority in Religion, p. 387.

Sarmatian, «. 2. In geol., the uppermost
stage of the Miocene Tertiary in the Vienna
basin.

sarmentiferous (sar-men-tif'e-rus), o. Same
as sarmentose.

sarraceniaceous (sar-a-se-ni-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to or resembling the Sarraceniaceae or

pitcher-plant family.

sarracenial (sar-a-se'ni-al), a. [Sarraceniiil-

(e.s).] Belonging or relating to the order
Sarirtceniales. See *Sarraceniales.

Sarraceniales (sar-a-se-ni-a'lez), n. pJ. [NL.
(Engler, 1892), < Sarracenia + -ales.'] An
order of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants,

characterized by scapose flowers and basal

leaves which secrete a viscid liquor and are

often greatly modified for the entrapping of

(In the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York.)



Sarraceniales

insects. It embraces the three families Sar-
racenlacex, Nepenthacese, and Droseraceae, to

which most Insectivorous plants belong.

saxrie (sar'i), «. [Appar. an English factory
use of sari.] A fanciful and intricate colored
weft-heading, 1.5 or 20 inches long, at the end
of a piece of cotton cloth : a style used chiefly

in goods for the East Indian trade.

Sarritor (sa-ri'tor), n. [NL., < L. scrritor, a
hoer, a weeder, < sarrire, hoe.] A genus of

agonoid fishes, found in rather deep water in

the northern Pacific.

sarsaparilla, «.—American sarsaparllla, the wild
sarsaiKu-ilhi, .4 raito ntidicauii*.—Australian sarsapa-
rilla. Same as native -ksarsapariUa.— Big Sarsapa-
rllla, the Dutohman's-pipe, Aristolochia inncrophi/Un.—
False sarsaparllla, the wild sarsaparilla,— Native
sarsaparilla, in Australia, either of two climbing
plants: (a) Smilax fjlycyphijlla. .See Smitax. (b) Har-
denherriia monophyUa. See Hardenbergia.—Rougtl
sarsaparllla. the bristly sarsaparilla.— Tellow sarsa-
parllla, the Canada moonseed, Menispermmn Caiux-

dffifif.

sarsaparillin (sar'sa-pa-ririn), n. Isarsapa-
rilUi + -in-.] Same as *pariUin.

sarsar (siir'sar), ». [At. sarsar, a cold wind;
Hind, siirsurd, a piercing or biting wind;
Hindi sarsar, sursur, rustling: prob. imitative

like siisnmis, whisper.] A cold wind of Per-
sia, otherwise called shamsir {' a sword ') ; an
icy-cold, death-dealing blast.

The flight and the pursuit seemed to go on for ever and
ever. Frost gathering frost, some Sargar wind of death,

seemed to repel rae ; some mighty relation between God
and death dimly struggled to evolve itself from the
dreadful antagonism between them.

De Quincy, Works (ed. Masson), I, 42.

sarsasapogenin (sar-sa-sa-poj'e-nin). H. [»<7r-

sasapo(,nin) + -gen + -in'^.] A cleavage-
product, Co8H4e04, of sarsasaponin.

sarsasapoulll (sar-sa-sap'o-nin), n. lsarsa(pa-
rillfi) + L. sapo{n-), soap, + -i«2.] A crys-

talline glucoside, (CooH360jo)i2. found in the
roots of various species of SmiUu.
Sart^ (sart), H. [Turki Sdrt.] A name applied
by the nomads of Turkestan (Kirghiz, Kazaks,
etc.) to dwellers in settled habitations.

sartoriad (siir-to'ri-ad), n. [L. sartor, a tailor.

Cf. Iliad.] An epic on the model of the Dun-
ciad, with a tailor as the theme.

" Material enough for a sartoriad," said Drumraond to

Lady Jocelyn.
"Excellent. Pray write it forthwith. Drummond,"

replied her ladyship.
O. Meredith, Evan Harrington, p. 258.

Sams crane. [Hind, sdras.] A name given
to two or three species of cranes placed in the
genus, or subgenus, Antigone. The Indian
crane, Grusi. Antigone) antigone, and native com^
panion of Australia are typical examples.

D. A. 8. An abbreviation of the Latin So-

cietatis Antiquariorum Socius, Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries.

sasa (sa'sa), n. [Jup. zasa.] Any one of sev-

eral species of small grass-like Japanese bam-
boos belonging to the genus Bambusa and
having very slender stems from one to six feet

in height.

sash-chain (sash'chan), n. A chain of pecu-
liar make used to replace a sash-cord when
the sash is very heavy. It passes over a pulley In

the circumference of which is a flat groove, and is so
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sash-line, ". 2. A rope employed in raising
telegraph-poles to the vertical position.

sash-lock (sash'lok), n. A lock or catch for
fastening a window-sash.
sash-pocket (8ash'pok"et), n. The hollow
upright or box of a window-frame prepared
for the weights of a counterpoised window-
sash.

sash-pull (sash'pul), n. A hook fastened to
the end of a pole, used to open and close a
high window from the top.

sash-tool, n. 2. A cutter used in forming the
moldings in window-sashes.— 3. Any tool or
plane-iron used in the making of sashes.
sash-weight (sash'wat), n. A long and slen-
der casting of some cheap metal hung by a
sash-cord in the easing of a window-frame
and used to counterbalance the weight of the
sash.

saskatoon(sas-ka,-t6n'), n. [Blackfoot Indian.]
The service-berfj- or June-berry, Amelanchier
Canadensis, probably also the shad-bush, A.
Botryapium, and perhaps the western service-
tree, A. alnifoha, all of which are likely to be
more or less confused by the Indians.

Sa^katdon. The name in the Canadian Northwest, for
a species of berry and the bush upon which it grows.
The word is of Blackf<x)t origin.

Jour. Aifur. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 257.

sassafras, n— Black sassafras, in Australia, a largo
tree of the laurel family, Cri/ptocarya glaucegcens, yield-
ing a' soft wo*Mi, not durable, but used for staves and
interior finishing of houses. Called also white latirel.—
California sassafras, the California laurel, Umbellu-
taria Califomica.— Gray sassafras, the Moreton Bay
laurel, Cryptocarya auittralifi, yit-lding a light, easily
worked wood, otfensivf to insects on account of its odor.—New Zealand sassafras. Same as New Zealand
*(ai(r.(.- Queensland sassafras, (a) A large, hand-
some tree of the luurel family. lieilgchmiedia obtusi/otia.

ttf) A smaller related tree, Daphtuxndra micrantha, of the
family Moiiimiacea.

sassafras-lanrel (sas'a-fras-U'rel), n. See
*laurel.

sassafrid (sas'a-frld), n. Isassafr(as) + -irfl.]

A yellowish-brown granular compound formed
spontaneously from the tannin peculiar to
fresh sassafras-bark.

sastrugi (sas-tro'gi), n. pi. A term current in
Siberia for flutings or little ridges of wind-
blown snow, running parallel with the direc-
tion of the air-currents, and now sometimes
quoted in English. See zastruga. Rep. Brit.

Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1900, p. 817.

satan-monkey (sa ' tan - mung ' ki), n. See
*m<mk<j/.

Satanoperca (sa'tan-o-pfer'ka), n. A genus of
pomacentroid fishes found in the fresh waters
of Brazil and Peru.

satellite, n. 2. The following is a llst of the saumtes
of the solar system thus far discovered :

sato-imo

3. (6) The point of intersection with a cubic
curve of a tangent at a given point of the
curve is this given point's «ateHj<e.— 5. A vein
accompanying an artery.— 6. One of the
smaller pathological formations which are as-
sociated with the primary larger one.— 7. In
gregarines, any member except the first in a
chain-like association. Compare *primite.

satellitium, n. 2. In astrol., an assemblage
of lour or more planets in the same sign of the
zodiac or house of heaven. Strictly speaking,
they should be in attendance upon the sun or
moon, but the term is now used more gener-
ally.

Sathrophilous (sa-throf'i-lus), a. [Gr. aadpd^,

rotten, -t- (pileiv, love.] In phytogeog., grow-
ing upon decaying organic matter, offal, etc.

:

applied to certain ftingi. Pound and Clements.

satin. I. n. 2. A yellow mixture applied to
the flesh side of a hide or skin to get a yellow
back. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 116.

II. a— Satin leather, white. See -kleather,
irwhitel.

Satinette (sat-i-nef), n. [See satinet.] A
breed of small, short-billed, domesticated
?igeons related to the ' owls.' The body is [white,

to 10 flight-feathers white ; the shoulders tricolored,
the ground color being pinkish-white, shading into
white, the coverts marked with black. The tail is

purplish blue with a white spot at the end of each
feather, this being the most important marking. The
bird may or may not be crested.

satin-flower, «. 2. The chickweed, Alsine
media.

satin-grass (sat'in-gras), n. Any grass of the
genus Muhlenbergia ; sometimes specifically
M. raceinosa, the wild timothy. The name re-
fers to the slightly glistening leaves. For
other species, see nimble-Will, *blow-out
grass, knot-root *grass, bearded *zacaton, and
black *grama (c). ^
satin-moth, «. 2. A British collectors' name
for a European and Asiatic liparid moth,
Stilpnotia salicis, whose larvsB feed on the wil-
low and poplar.

satin-pod (sat'in-pod), n. Either of the two
species of Lunaria called satin-flower, espe-
cially L. rediviva. See Lunaria, 1.

satin-walnut (sat'in-waFnut), n. The sweet-
gum, Liguidamhar Styraciflua.

Satisfaction of record, the record of a satisfaction
piece. In England this is called the entry of satisfaction
on the roll.

sativic (sa-tiv'ik), a. [L. sativa (see def.) -I-

-I'c] Derived from hemp-seed. Cannabis sativa.
— Satlvlc acid, a crystalline acid, Ci7H3i(OII)4COOH,
or tetrahydn»xystearic acid, made by oxidizing linoleic
acid with potassium permanganate. It melts at 173° C.

sato-imo (sa-to-e'mo), n. [Jap. sato, village,
-I- imo, potato.] In Japan, the taro, Caladium

I >...pir7ia'
JE
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made that it will keep it« place in such a groove. Its

construction consists of two plates pierced at each end
and alt«mating with a single plate of the same character,
the plates being (fee to move around pins by which they
are fastened, as in a chain of eye-bars.

sash-cord (sash ' kord), n. The small rope
which connects a sliding sash with the weignt
which serves aa a counterpoise. The cord
passes over a pulley which has a deep groove
in its circumference.

sash-fastener, «. 2. A device for holding in

place a sliding sash, either shut or open. The
term is generally applied to a kind of rotary
bolt so placed as to hold the meeting rails to-

gether and prevent the opening of either the
outer or the inner sash.

sash-lift fsash'lift), n. An ornamental east-

ing ilesigned to be screwed to and sometimes
mortised into a window or shutter to furnish

a hand-hold for raising it ; a shutter-lift.



saturater

SatUrator, »*. <rf) a shallow receptacle which contains
li(iuiii pentane tlirough which air is drawn and saturated
with VHixir ; an essential part of a pentane-lanip. See
pentanf-lamp. H". .V. Stine, Photonietrical Measure-
ments, p. V^. (0 III beet-fiu(far viantt,f., an apparatus
for treating the juice extracted fntiu the beet with car-

bonic-acid gas to free it fn^>m lime. It is essentially a
closed vessel in which the juice is subjected to the gas
under pressure.

saturation. "• (a) in the saturation of a liquid with
a siilid by solution, the quantity of the solM dissolved
varies larj^ely, in nuwt cases, with varying temperature,
the genei-al rule l)eing that rise of temperature is attended
with increase in the quantity of the solid needed to pro-

duce saturation. In the saturation of a liquid with a dis-

solved gas the opposite relation prevails, as more of the

gas is required to produce saturation at a low than at a
high temperature, and in this case the influence of pres-

sure is also very marked, increase of pressure being at-

tended with increase in the quantity of gas needed to

produce saturation.

2. In biol.j the hypothetical influence of an
unborn offspring upon the body or the repro-

ductive organs of the mother in such a way
that children afterward borne by the mother
to other sires resemble the first sire : a hypoth-
esis to account for telegony. See '^telegony.
— Belt of satoratlOIl, a zone or belt in the nicks of the
earth's crust where the spat^es are filled with water. This
belt varies in depth and extent and in relationship to the
other less completely saturated belts with hwal or sea-

sonal changes. Van Htse, in U. S. Geol. Surv., Mono-
graph XXVII. vi. 420.— Curve of saturation. See
•cwrw.—Degree of saturation, («) in phys., the
weight of the vaiwr of a given liquid contained at a given
temperature in a given voltune, stated as a fraction of the
weight of the saturated vapor contained in the same vol-

ume at the same temperature. Meteorologists have to do
with water, and speak of the degree of saturation of the
air with aqueous vapor. (6) In phyg. chem., the amount
of a dissolved substance contained in a given volume of a
solution, stated as a fraction of the amount of the dis-

solved substance contained in a solntion saturated at the
same temperature.— Llt-par-llt saturation. See *i/i-

^fction.— Magnetic saturation, in elect., the property
of magnetic materials th;(t for hij.'h magnetizing forces

the magnetic induction iiicreases leas than proportionally
to the magnetizing force. Also, the limiting value of

magnetic induction, approached at very high magnetiz-
ing forces.

saturation-value (sat-u-ra'shon-val^ii), n. In
exper. psychoL, the relation of color to bright-

ness, or of chromatic to achromatic compo-
nent, in a colored impression.

Saturday, '<. .— Baff Saturday. See ^baffs.

Saturn's ring. The idea that the ring might consist

of separate small ])articles moving like independent
moons had been suggested by Cassini and Wright, in the
eighteenth century, as well as by Koberval, but had at-

tracted little attention until the work of Peirce. A little

later (1857) Clerk-Maxwell showed that no ring could be
permanent unless so constituted, and that such a ring
might be. Since then there has been a general accept-
ance of this theory. It has received observational con-
firmation from Seeliger's photometric work upon the
reflecting power of the ring, and more recently from
Keeler's spectroscopic demonstration that the inner edge
of the ring moves more swiftly than the onter. an obser-
vation since confirmed by several other spectroscopists.

satumiid (sa-ter'ni-id), n. and a. I, n. A
member of the lepidopterous family Satur-
niidse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Saturniidse.

Saturnine cachexia. See '^cachexia.

satumismus (sat-er-nis'mus), n. [NL., <

ML. saturnusj lead: see Satttrn.l Chronic
lead-poisoning.

satyr^, ".— Carolinian satyr, an American agapetid
butterfly, Cistda sosyf^ius, occurring commonly in the
Mississippi valley and the southern United States, and
feeding, inthelai-val stage, on grasses.— Georgian satyr,
an American agapetid butterfly, NeojtifuipJia phocxon,
small in size and dull mouse-hixjwn in color, common in

Georgia. Its larvce feed on coarse grasses.

satyrid (sat'i-rid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous subfamily Satyhnae.

H, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the subfamily Safyrhise,

sauce, ''.— Agra dolce sauce, an Italian sauce used
with venison, sweetljreads, etc.—Beamalse sauce, a
rich egg-sauce flavored with tarragon.— Bischoff sauce,
a rich wine-sauce containing fruits and sinnetiniea al-

monds: served with cabinet puddings.—Chaudfroid
sauce, a rich stiff sauce, made of stock and gelatin, used
t*) cover cold meats.— Chilli sauce. See kchilli.-—

Dutch sauce, a rich sauce sened with fish.— Espagnole
lauce, a highly seasoned sauce made of brown stock and
flavored with wine ; n.sed as a foundation for many brown
sauces.- Financi^re sauce, a rich brown sauce contain-
ing wine and mushroom catchup.— Genoese sauce,
sauce made of white strwk highly seasoned and flavored
with wine: served with flsh.— Green sauce, a sauce
made with flnely cut green herns, vinegar, pepper, salt,

etc. It was formerly considered very desirable with flsh.

Grene sauce is good with grene fysshe & halybut, cot-

tell, & fresshe turbot.
Boke of Keruynge (Wynkyn de Worde), p. 282.

Hard sauce, a creamy sauce of butter and sugar, usually
flavored with vanilla or the like.— Hollandaise sauce,
a thick rich sauce served especially with llsh, but also
with meats and sometimes with vegetables.— Hotsauce,
in the West Indies, same as pepper-nauce.— Long sauce,
beets, carrots, parsnips, etc. : opposed to short sauce, the

n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
-osis.^ Same as *sa«ri-
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vegetables that are shorter in shape and size and grow
above ground, ii.s peas, beans, tomatoes, etc. See sauce, 2.— Piquante sauce, an acid sauce, highly seasoned.—
Poivrade sauce, a brown sauce ttav-ored with claret.—
RavlgOte sauce, a sauce highly flavored with green
lu'lbs.— Richelieu sauce, a rich sauce containing can-
died fruits and almonds, served with puddings.— Sa-
bayon sauce, a creamy sugar-sauce, usually flavored
witn wine, and served with fruit or plum-puddings.—
Soubise sauce, puree of onions, mixed with brown
sauce, and served with chops.— Tabasco sauce, a sauce
seasoned highly with red peppers. See *f(ita»co.— Ve-
lOUt^ sauce, a smooth white sauce made with chicken or
veal stock instead of milk : used with flsh and vegetables.
— Vlllerol sauce, a rich, thick sauce used to coat eggs
and cold meats wlien they are re-heated.

sauce-plate (sas'plat), «. A small saucer-like
plate used to hold ' sauce.' It is usually
placed by the side of the dinner-plate. [New
England.]

saucer^ (sa's^r), n. [^sauce, t., + ~cr,'\ A to-
bacco adapted by large absorptive capacity to
take the 'sauces' in vogue in Continental
Europe, which are said to consist chiefly of
salt, sal-ammoniac, and sugar. See sauce, 6.

A German and a Dutch saucer are known to the
trade, consisting of varieties of the heavy ex-
port type chiefly from Virginia.

sauqui (sa'kwe), n. [Also saxi-qui, saicquij
saw-qui, satvkeycy saukeye, saw-kwey, sockeye

;

from an Amerindian name ?] The blue-back
salmon. See salmon j 2 (e). Also sanqui
salmon. Jordan and Evermann, Amer. Food
and Game Fishes, p. 156.

sauriderma (sa-ri-der'ma), «. [NL., also sau-
roderma. prop, ^sanrodermia, < Gr. oavpog,

lizard, 4- depfza, skin.] A form of ichthyosis
accompanied with an altered state of the
sebaceous secretion. Also called ichthyosis
hystrix.

sauriosis (s^-ri-o'sis),

aai'poiy lizard, + ~i- +
derma.
saurocrotaphoUS (sa-ro-krot'a-fus), a. Hav-
ing temporal fossee similar in character to
those of reptiles.

I cannot accept the contention of McGregor that the
Ichthyosauria had a primitively umirocrotaxihous type of
skull. Williston, in Proc. U. S. Nat Mus., XXXII. p. 489.

Sauroctonos (sa - rok ' to-nos), n, [Gr.
f7avpoKT6vo^.'\ The liz-

ard-killer; the name
of a bronze statue of

Apollo described by
Pliny (Nat. Hist. 34-
70) which represented
the divinity as a boy
leaning with one hand
upon the trunk of a
tree and killing a liz-

ard with an arrow held
by the other. This
statue is probably rep-
resented by many rep-
licas, notably a bronze
statuette in the Villa
Albani in Rome, and
marble statues in the
Vatican and the
Louvre. The original
was probably sug-
gested by some well-
known cultus statue.

saury, **. 2. Anymack-
erel-like pelagic spe-

Un.nei.,ouvre.,
^j^^ ^^ ^^-^ belonging

to the family Scombresocidse, swimming close
to the sTirface in large schools in temperate
regions.

sausage, n. 2. In miJit mining, a canvas tube
filledwith powder.—3. j)^- A commercial name
for crude rubber in finger- or sausage-shaped
pieces. See *r»66eri^,3.~Frankfort sausage. See
•k/rank/urter.

sausage-stuflfer (sa'saj-stuf'-'er), n. An appli-
ance for filling sausage-skins with the minced
and prepared meat. It is a hand-power screw-
press with a spout over which the empty skin
is held while being filled.

saut6 (so-ta'), p. a. [F., pp. of sauter^trym a
greased pan, lit. 'bounce.'] Fried. Seesauter.

savanna, ». (c) Inphytogeog. See*grass-land.

savart (sa-vilr'), n. [Named from F61ix Sa-
vart (1791-1841), a French physician and
physicist.] In acoustics, a unit proposed by
Guillemin for interval of pitch ; an interval
of ten to one or of three octaves and a major
third.

In acoustics it is common to measure large intervals of
pitch in octaves and smaller ones in "commas." M. A.

sawdust-chain
Ouillemin proposes to adopt instead of these units the
savart and the millisjivait. By the savart is meant an
interval of ten to one, which equals three ix-taves plus a
major third. Ihe millisavart^ which is the thousandth
part of the savart, represents the inter\'al between two
French standard diapasons giving one beat per second.

Sature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 398,

Savastana (sav-as-ta'na), n. [NL. (Sehrank,
1789), named in honor' of Francesco Eulalio
Sarastano (1657-1717), an Italian poet-bota-
nist.] A genus of grasses. See Hierochloe.
savate (sa-vaf). n. [F., also an old shoe, <
Prov. ttahata = Sp. zapata = It. ciabatta, an
old shoe.] The use of the feet for attack and
defense: a method of fighting practised by
the French and Cornishmen.
savice (sav'is), n. [Corruption of service^.]
The service-berry, Amelanchier Canadensis.

Sayill's disease. See ^disease.

savin, /'.— Horse savin, the common juniper, Juni-
2)erux cnmtiunis.— "Red savln, the red cedar, Juniperus
Viriiiniaiia.

saving-tree (sa'ving-tre), n. The savin, Juni-
perus Sahina.

Savona pottery. See "^pottery.

savory^, a. II. «. In cookery, a small, highly
seasoned entree, such as a cheese fondant, a
tiny salt herring with red pepper, on toast, or
deviled eggs : served at the end of a dinner.

[The] justification of the existence of a savoury at the
end of a dinner is surely convincing. It lias nothing to
do with hors d'neuvres. It takes the place of the now dis-
carded cheese service.

A. Kenney- Herbert, Common-sense Cookery for Eng.
[Households, p. 419.

Savoy cabbaee. Same as «rttfoi/.—Savoy cakes, lady's-

flngers.

saw^, w.— Chairmaker's saw, a form of fret-saw with
wood frame and straining-link for the scroll forms used
in chair-making by hand; hence, any scroll- or jig-saw
with straining-frame.— Chisel-tooth saw, a circular
saw used for logs yr rafted lumber, in which the teeth are
inserted into the periphery of the plate, and each tooth
cuts on its front edge, which is sharpened like a chisel.
The teeth are not set laterally, but the cutting-edge is

wider than the gage of the plate of the saw. The teeth
of saws for rough and rafted logs often encounter em-
bedded pebbles and sand, and ai'e liable to injury. To
have them removable and easily inserted enables the
saw to be always sharp at all points of its periphery.

—

Cold-Iron saw, a circular saw, thick in proportion to
its diameter, having short teeth, sharpened square across
the edge of the disk. It runs at a alow speed, and is

usually driven by power, though saws worked by hand
by intervention of bevel-geai'ing are employed where
a portable form is desired. A small circular saw is

used for cutting slits in the heads of screws, and other
articles where shallow and narrow grooves are required.
Cold-iron saws having no teeth and running at a very
high speed are also used. They cut through laige
pieces of iron or steel by a method which is practically
melting a path through the material by the heat of fric-

tion. — Comer saw. («) A saw forbevelingthe comers
of blocks, (b) A keyhole saw; a saw which has a very
narrow, thin blade, so that it can tuni comers.— Double-
cut saw, a saw, for hand use or in a reciprocating frame,
in whicli the teeth are so sharpened as to cut both on the
pulling and the pushing strokes. The cutting edges
are formed on both faces of the symmetrical tooth of the
cross-cut saw, or on the altemat* teeth of the ripping- or
slitting-saw.— Foxtail saw, a saw with an trspecially

thin or especially thick blade, according to the desired
use, for making in the end of tenons the slit to receive
the foxtail wedge which is to expand the tenon when
the wedge reaches the bottom of the mortise : also used
in the thin-blade form for dovetails.— Glgll saw, in
sxirg,, a wire toothed all around like a saw, so that it will

cut in any direction. Also called Giiili vire sate.— In-
sertable-tooth saw, a circular saw the teeth of which
can be removed separately. This allows of the insertion
of a new tooth at any time to replace one which is

damaged or dulled.— Left-hand circular saw, a saw
situated at the left end of the carriage or saw-table. as
seen by one toward whom the t^jp of the saw tums.-
Long saw, a log saw for hand use, intended to be used
by two sawyers, one of whom stands above the log, and
the other in a pit below the log.— Metal-slitting saw.
See mi7/i;i3'- **a(c.—Milling-saw, a niilling-machme em-
ploying a cutter resemliling in form a circular saw. The
disk is amied with teeth slightly wider than the disk to

give it clearance. The cutter, and sometimes the ma-
chine itself, is called a metal-slitting saw. See itmilling-

mackine, 1, and itmilling-ctitter, 2.— Miter-bOX saw, a
saw for making joints in a mit«r-box. It is usually a
fine-toothed, thin-gage, cross-cut saw, with a stiffened

back.— Screw-head saw, a metal-cutting saw or mill-

ing-disk for cutting into screw-blank^ the slot or nick
which receives the screw-driver.— Vertical saw. (a)

A reciprocating gangormnley-saw in which the frame or
sash moves in vertical guides. (6) A circular saw turn-

ing in a vertical plane or with its shaft horizontaL

SaW^, r. f.— To saw by, in railroading, to drill cars on
a single-track road by a method whereby two trains,

meeting at a siding that is too short to contain either one
of the trains, are enabled to pass. This method is

ti-onblesome and complicated, ami is now seldom used.

saw-back, n. 2. A regularly serrate ridge or
mountain

.

saw-brier (sa'bri'6r), n. 1. In the Bahamas,
a climbing plant, Smilax Eavayiensis, having
prickles on the midrib and margin of many of

its leaves.— 2. Same as china *bri€r.

sawdust-cliain (sa'dust-chan'O, "• A special

type of conveyer-chain having cross-bars and



American Saw-fly (CimbexAmericana)

:

natural size. (U. S. D. A.)

sawdust-chain

wings that serve as flights: used in sawmills
to convey the sawdust, through the conveyer,
from the mill to the boiler-house, where it is

used as fuel. See ^conveyer, 4, and ^flight^,

10 (c).

Saw-fish shark. See -^sharl-^.

saw-fly, "• American saw-fly, CimbexAmericana, a
lar^e ;iih1 liaiuisoine species occurring commonly in tlie

eastern I'niteii

States, where ita

lame feed oii the
foliage of elms,
willows, and
birches. — Appl6
saw-fly, a hyme-
nopteruus insect,

Hoplocampti 'c«-

tudiiiea, of the
famiU' Tenthredi-
nidie, found in
Engliind, France,
GeniiJiny, and
Sweiien. In the
larval stage it in-

jures >«'ung ap-
ples and peai-s.

— Cranberiy saw-fly, an American tenthredinid,
Prixtfiphiira idi'ota, whose larvsefeedon the foliage of the
cranberry.— Currant saw-fly, the adult of the imported
currant-worm. See currant-worm (a).

Currant-worm; Currant Saw-fly ; Gooseberry Saw-fly

;

Imported Currant-worm (Nematua ventricosus Klug.).

—

Description. The currant-wonn was imported from
Europe probably some years before 1860. The adult
insect is a four-winged fly which bears a certain resem-
blance to the common hoiise-Hy, except that it is some-
what larger and has a yellowish appearance. These flies

may be seen in abundance in early spring hovering about
the currant and gooseberry bushes, just as the first leaves
are expanding. The small, white eggs are laid on the
under side of these leaves, generally in rows along the
larger veins. The eggs hatcli in a week or ten days, and
the worms immediately begin feeding.

E. O. Lodeman, The Spraying of Plants, p. 286.

Grain saw-fly, an American t«nthredinid, Cephun occi-

dentals, whose larva bores in stems of wheat— Grape-
vine saw-fly, an American tenthredinid insect,

Bleu nocampa pyf^mo'a, whose larva, known aa the grape-
alug, feeds on the leaves of grape. Compare -krjrape-slug.
— Grass saw-fly, an .American saw-fly, I'achijuematus
extfiix.'i-urin'a, whose lan'te feed on grass.—Larch saw-
fly, a European saw-fly, Lygsonematus erichfonii. which

also occurs in Lal>-

rador, Canada,
and New England.
It is red and black
in color, and its

whitish larva)
often defoliate
lurch forests over
I:irge areas.— Lo-
cust saw-fly, an
American saw-fly,

I'teronus trilinea-
ttift, wht«e larvas

eat the leaves of
the black locust.

—Ohio currant
aaw-fly. an
American saw-fly,
PrxHtipkora rufi-
peit, whose larva
feeds on the foli-

age of the currant
in Ohio and neighboring States.— Pine saw-fly, any one
of a number of tenthredinid insects whose larva; injure
the leaves of pine. Abbot's white-pine aaw-fly is Lophyrim
abbotii. The pitch-pine saw-fly is Lophyrus pini-riijidie.

Other species having this as a fo^^nl-plant are Lophyrus
t^ietis and L. pinetum.— Raspberry saw-fly, an Ameri-
can saw-fly, MonophadnoidfM riihi. whoMt- lanie skeleton-
ize the leaves of the raspberry and blackberry.— Sweet-
pOtatO saw-fly. (a) See saw-fly. (b^ An American saw-
fly. Srhizocertts privatus, whose larrte live on sweet-potato
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larvfD damage violets by eating the leaves and occasion-
ally cutting the flower-stjilks.—Willow saw-fly. See
willow-Mtwfly.

Larch Saw-fly {LygiroHefHatuj erichsonii)
enlarged nearly twice. (U. S. D. A.)

Violet Saw-fly {Entphytus eanadtmis).
a, remale saw-fly; b, larva; c, abdominal segments of larva from

above; et. pupa; e. cocoon: all except c enlarged between three
«od four rimes. (Chittenden. LT. S. D. A.)

leaves.—Violet saw-fly.an American saw-fly, Enphytug
canadensis, found commonly in greeohoiues, where its

sawkeye, saw-kwey. «. See -^saiKjui.

saw-knife (sa'uif), n. A small hand-saw hav-
ing a web which resembles the blade of a
table-knife,

saw-log, n, 2. A log for use in building. Dia-
lect Notes, III. iii. [Local, XJ. S. (Arkansas).]
Sawney2 (sa'nij, a and n. [Origin obscure.]
1, «. 1. Soft; suave; somewhat deceitful or
intended to persuade through excessive bland-
ness.

Lady Hampshire . . . spoke in her sawney voice of
factitious enthusiasm as if she pitied the lot of all those
who were not about to sleep in wet sheets.

Disraeli, Tancred, i. 5.

2. Dawdling ; idling.

Curzon Street, after a long, straggling, sawney course,
ceasing to be a thorougkfare, ... is quite in keeping
with all the accessories. Disraeli, Tancred, i. 1.

II. n. 1. A stupid, easy-going man. [Local,
Eng.]

In my young days a sawney was not uncommonly used
for a 'softy.' U. F. L. in N. and Q.,9th ser., VIII. 68.

2. A suave, soft-spoken, artful person. T.

Batcliffe, N. and Q., 9th ser., VIII. 68.- To have
a sawn^. See the extract.

If a minder in a cotton mill have four or five hundred
" ends " or threads broken through the chance interven-
tion of an obstacle when the carriage is on the outward
run, or through the sudden breaking of a band, he is said
to " have a sawney." Incompetence is suggested in the
use of the expression ; but this feature is'also noticeable,
that when a "xfTH-n^i/ "occurs the lineality of the carriage
has been suddenly lost iV. and Q., 9th aer., VIII. 170.

sawneying (sa'ni-ing), n. Idling; lounging;
dawdling. ,

It looks like a sneaking, sawneying Methodist paraon.
Soutkey, Letters, IL 63, quoted in Davies, Sup.

[Eng. Glossary.

Saw-tooth roof. See *roo/*i.

sawwort, ". 2. The button-snakeroot, Lacini-
aria Hjticata.

sawyer, ". 6. In New Zealand, a large wing-
less locustid, Deinacrida heteracantha or D.
megarephala. Called by the natives weta-punga
or iceta.

saxe^ (saks), n. An apparatus consisting
of a series of rectangular boxes containing
some mercury on the bottom and provided
with agitating blades. These boxes are used
for removing the slime from the gold amal-

fam. Phillips and BauermaUy Elements of
letallurgy, p. 852.

saxifrage, ".—Aconite saxiftage, Thero/on aco-
niti/'ilium, closely related Ui Saxi/raga and of similar
habit, native to the soutliem rniteil States. The leaves
somewhat resemble tlmse of the iu-onlte. but the stem is

hairy.— Early SdJAfTd^xe, .'^nxi/ra'ja Virginiensis. See
saxifrage (with cut).— MoO'dtain saxifrage, the purple
saxifrage, Saxi/raga oppositi/olia.

sazoline (sak'so-lin), «. [NL. Saxolinum, <

L. sajcunif rocfc, + -ol + -inutn,^ A trade-
name of a semisolid mixture of petroleum hy-
drocarbons, resembling vaseline. Also called
saxolinum.

Saxon topaz. See *topaz.

Saxonian (sak-s6'ni-an), a. [ML. Saxonia,
Saxony. J In geoL, noting a division of the
Permian system in Europe, embracing the red
beds of the middle part of tne formation, which
extend from Germany to the northwest of Eng-
land.— Saxonian epoch. See itepoch.

sayi, ". 5, In poker, the turn of a player to
declare whether or not he will ante.

When it is the turn of any player to declare what he
will do, whether he will bet, or pass his hand, it is said to
be his say. Amer. Iloyle, p. 1G3.

saya (sa'ya), n. [Tagalog and Bisaya saya.l
In the Philippine Islands, a woman's skirt or
petticoat worn in the manner of a sarong.

S. B, An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Sci-

cntise Baccalaureus, Bachelor of Science; (6)
of South Britain ; (c) ot Spartan Brotherhood

;

(d) of Steamboat.

S, B. D. In astron., an abbreviation of

(Schonfeld's) Southern Bonn Durchmusterung
(see ^Durchmusterung). Usage is divided
between this abbreviation and *-S, D. M.
(which see).

BC. An abbreviation (d) of scene.

S. 0. An abbreviation (r) of South Carolina;
(d) of Staff Corps ; (e) of Supreme Court.

scab, t( .— Beet-scab, a fungous disease of beet-roots

caused by Ooxpora «cafciVx.— Cherry-scah, a disease
which attacks the fruit of the cheiTV, due to the fungus
Ctadnttporium carpophitum.—Cucumber-scah, a disease
of the encumber <lue to Clndosporium Cucianerinwm.—
Flg-8Cab, a disease of the fig due to the fungus
/'u«arii.?*iro»ew»i.— Follicular scab. See *#Acep-«ca&.

scale

— Orape-scab, a disease of grapes caused by CZadoapor-
ium yt<tco/«m.— Lemon-scab, a fungous disease due to
Cladosporiwm Citri, which attacks the young fruit of the
lemon. The same fungus also attacks the fruit of the
lime.— OUve-SCab, a disease of the olive due to Ci/cio-
conium oleaginum. See -kCycloconiutn.— Onlon-SCab,
a disease of onion-bulbs due to the fungus Vennicularia
circinans, which produces black blotches on the sui-face.
See •kVermicularia.— OTQJlge-sc^t}, a disease of the
orange due to Cladosporiwm Ci'^ri.— Peach-scab, a
disease of the peach due to Cladosporimn carpophihan,
which produces small brown or black spots on the aide
of the fruit.— Plum-scab. Same aa peach-itscab.—
Potato-scab. See ^potato-scab.— TomdutO-ZCSJUf a
disease of the tomato due to Cladosporiwtn fnlvum.—
Wheat-scab, a disease of wheat due to any one of the
following fungi : Cladosporium herbarum, Fusarium
cuhnorxim, or F. roseum.

scabby, a. 5. In founding, blistered or
maiTed with scabs: said of a casting. Stand.
Diet.

The hedge-scabby-head (skab'i-hed),
parsley, Torilis Anthriscus.

Scabies ferina, acariasis, scab, or itch of animals, caused
by piUiisitic mites. See acariasis.

scabish (skab ' ish), n. Sundrops, Kneiffia
fruticosa; also the more southern species, K.
glauca. The name is sometimes less properly
applied to the common evening-primrose,
(Enothera biennis.

scabrities (ska-brish'i-ez), n. [L., < scaher^
rough, scaly.] A condition of roughness and
scaliness of the skin.

SCad^, n.~ Goggle-eye scad. Same as goggle-eyedjack.

scaffold, «.— Hanging scaffold, in mining, a hanging
platform in a mine-shaft attached to a crane or hoisting-
engine.

scaffolding, n. 5. In tobacco-growing, the
hanging of the freshly cut plant upon a struc-
ture of poles or rails variously supported to
wilt before housing: much practised in the
heavy export and white Burley districts.

scalage^ (ska'laj), », [scale + -age,'] In
leather-manuf., an allowaneein weight of hides,
usually about 15 per cent., made for sealings
that may drop off. Stand. Diet.

scalar. I. «. 2. in physics, a quantity, such
as mass or volume, which has magnitude but
not direction.

II. «.— Scalar multiplication. See -kmultiplica-
tion.

scald^, n. 2. Same as '^sun-scald, 2.— scald of
cranberry, a fungous disease of tile cranl)erry, due to a
species of iiuignardia which causes a softening and dis-

coloration of the fruit.— Scald of ^ape, a disease of the
grape due to the fungus Aurcobaaidiinn vitis, which at-

tacks the fruit, producing livid depressed spots and at last

completely destroying it Also called grape-fleck.

Scaldesian (skal-de'zhian), n. In geol., a
division of the Pliocene Tertiary in Belgium
and Holland, lying above the Diestian sands,

scalduggery, «. Same as sl'ulduddery. ,

SCale^, n- 5. An incrustation on the inside of

a boiler or other vessel in which water is

evaporated which contains in solution salts

which are precipitated by heat. These salts

are usually present in solution as compounds
rich in carbonic acid, such as the acid carbo-
nates of lime and magnesia, or as sulphates or
silicates. The carbonates lose one atom of CO2
on boiling and become insoluble protocarbo-
nates, and the sulphates are less soluble in hot
water than in cold. Such scale causes local

overheating and injury to the metal of the
vessel, retards the transfer of heat to the wa-
ter to be evaporated, and clogs up waterways.
—Armored scale, a name given to any or all of the

scale-insects of the subfamily Dia-
spinje, all of which are covered with a
I)rotecting scale.— Auxiliary scale.
Same as -kadipose iobc—Bamacle-
scale, a coccine scale-insect, Cvro-
jdiiates cirripediformis, which occurs
upon citrus-trees in Florida and
somewhat resembles a very small
barnacle, whence the popular and the
specific names.- Blackberry soft
scale^ an American scalu-insuct, Eu-
Icranmni fltchii, occurring on the
blackberry aiul raspberry in Canada
and the northeastern United States.
—Broad scale. Same as brown
irscale.—BrOWn SCale, a cosmopoli-
tan scale-insect. Coccus (Lecanium)
kesperidum, occurring on various
plants of economic importance. Also
called soft scale, flat scale, and turtle-

back .«cai«.— California red scale,
Barnacle-scale (Cero- a diaspine scale-insect, ChrySinnpha-
Hastes cirripedi- lug aurantii, destructive to citrns-

formis). t^rggg j„ Calif<)rnia.— Camellia scale,
Group of scales on another popular name for the so-calleQ

twig, showing differ- 'greedy scale,' Aspidiotus rapax-
ent sutres of growth

: cavielli^, a cosmop4.Htan scale-insect
eiilarifed about z,-,.. '

i .* *
diameters. (After which feeds (HI a great variety of

Marlait. V. s. D. A.) plants.- Canthal scale. See -^can-
thai.— Cherry scale. See *cherryl.

— Circular scale, a popular name sometimes applied
specifically to the so-called red scale of Florida, Chry-



scale

totnphahis _ficu8.— COttOIiy COsMon-bCale, an Austra-
lian scale-iDBect, Icerya purchagi. See cttshionscale.

Oliver's Scale ^.Lefidosafkcs gloverii) ; showing cluster of male
aad female scales on fruit of orange : greatly enlarged.

(Marlatt. U. S. D. A.)

ring abnndantly on citrus-trees in various parts of the
world. It is especially abunilant in Florida, where it is

known as the long scale.— Grape scale. See *i7ra^c-
tcale.— Greedy scale, a cosmopolitan diaspine scale-

insect^ Aspidiotus camellix (often called A. rapax),
which occurs in destructive numbers on many different

trees and plants in many parts of the world.—Hemi-
spherical scale, a common cosmopolitan naked scale,
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greenhouses in the northern United States.—Mealy
scale. Same as mealy bu<j (which see, under bug^).~
Peach and plum scale, an American coccine scale-in-

sect, Eulecanium niyro/asciatujii, wide-spread in the
United States and occurring principally on peach and
plum, but also on apple, olive, sycamore, maple, and
other trees. Also called terrapin scale.— Pernicious
scale. Same as San Josi scale. See irA)spidiotus.—
Putnam's scale, Asindiotiis ancylus, a comparatively
innocuous North American diaspine scale.— Quince
scale, a diaspine scale-insect, Aspidiotus camellite, pos-
sibly of American origin, but also found in Ceylon and
Samoa, which attacks quince, fig, orange, cactus, the
tea-plant, and other plants.—Red scale. (&) A diaspine
scale-insect, Chrysmnphnlus anrantii, cosmopolitan in
lis distribution and occurring on orange, lemon, cocoa,

fig, and many other trees. Also called the California
red scale, to diatingtiish it fruni Chrysoinpkalus aoni-
dmn (Jictis), sometimes called the Florida red scale.—

Cottony Cushion-scale {/cerya purchasi).

Female series, showing the development of the female insect

from yeung larva to adult gravid stage: «, newly hatched lan-a;

^.second stage: c, third stage; d, full-growa female; e and /",

same after secretion of egg-sac. Lines show natural size. (After

Marlatt. U. S. D. A.)

—Cottony scale, a scale-insect of the genus Pvlvi-

naria: as, the cottony maple-scale, P. vitis.— Cran-
berry SCale. See -kcranberry-scale.— Crude scale, in

the manufacture of solid paraffin wax from petroleum or
shale-oil, the impure product obtained by the first crystal-

lization by cooling of the heavier fractions of the distilled

oil.—Currant scale, an American coccine scale-insect,

Etdecaniian ribis Filch.—European ftult-SCale. See
irAspidiotus.— Fotbes'S SCale, an American diaspine
scale-insect, Aspidiotus /orbeni, found on many orchard
and forest trees. Also called cherry-scale, since it was first

foimd on cherry. It occurs throughout North America and
in Germany.— Genital scale, in ophinroida, the smaller
of the two bar-like pl:itt*s bounding the genital slit. See
genital -kplate.— Giant SCale, any homopterous insect

of the family Coccidie and subfamily Monophlebinse, espe-
cially the species of the Australasian ^e:xx\x% Monophlebus,
some of which are an inch in length.— Glover's scale,
a cosmopolitan scale-insect, Lepidosaphes gloverii, occur-

Hemispherical Scale (Saissetia hefnispharica').

a, characteristic group of adult scales on olive, slightly enlarged;

*, three female scales, considerably enlarged; c, scale lifted from
leaf, showing mass of eggs.

(After Marlatt, U. S. D. A.)

Saissetia hemispharica, of the subfamily Coccinx, found
on a great variety of plants and especially abundant in

Red Scale {AspidioCus auran(ii) ; showing a group of female
and male scales on orange-leaf: greatly enlarged.

(Marlatt. U. S. D. A.)

Ribbed scale, inentom., same as c-ushion-scale.— ^cBX'b
caterpillar, ^e^ ^caterpillar.— Zoft scale. Same as
brown ^^ca^e.— Splndle-tree scale, a diiispine scale-
insect, Chionaspis euonymi, wliich occurs c)n the spindle-
tree or euonymus-bush in Europe and North America.— Terrapin scale. Same as jjeach and plum -kscale.—
Tulip-tree scale, a large American naked scale-insect,
Toumeyella liriodendri, which often crowds the twigs
and smaller bi-anches of the tulip-tree, magnolias, and
linden.— Turtleback scale. Same 2i% brown -kscale.—
Walnut scale. See ivalnut-scale and -kAspidiotus.
—Willow scale. This name is also given to Chionaspis
salicia-mffra?, Eulecaniuin caprem, Chionampix ortholo-
biSf Aspidiotus camellite, and others.— Yellow scale, a
variety of the red scale of California, Chrysomphalus
aurantii, var. citrinus.

SCale^, V. I. trans. 9. To cover with a crust
or deposit : as, this water scales the boiler or
the kettle.

II, intrans. 3. To become crusted with a
deposit from the feed-water : said of a boiler
or other evaporating-vessel.

scale'-^, n, 4. Weight: an abbreviation of

scale iceight.

Some of the best Hereford herds in England contain a
large number of highly prized cows of a light-red color,

very deep-fleshed cattle, and of very great scale.

Jiep. Kansas State Board Ayr., 1901-02, p. 148.

Abattoir scales. See -kabattoir.— Army scales, a
weiyh-bea'tn (which see).— Canal-boat scales. See
•canai-ftoat— Cloth-sampling scale, a weighing-sciile
for ascertaining the weight of a square or running yard
of cloth by weighing a sample of standard size. The
weight on the scale-beam gives the weight, in ounces
and small fractions, of a yard of the same kind of cloth
as the sample.— Combination scales, scales having
several beams or several counterweights or sets of grad-
uations upon one beam.— Counter-scales, weighing-
scales of any form designed to be used on the counter
ot a st<^>re. Spice-scales, butter-scales, express-package
scales, tea-scales, druggists' scales, and many other scales
having various names may all be counter-scales.—
Creamery scales, platform-scales for weighing milk.
They have five or more scale-beams. In weighing milk
delivered at the creamery the empty can is weighed on
one beam ; the first delivery of milk is then weighed in
the can on another beam; the second delivery placed
with the first in the same can is weighed on another
beam ; and so on.— Dairy scales, platform-scales with
two beams, one for true weight and one for net weight

—

Dormant scale, a weighing-scale which has a weighing-
platform flush with the floor and fitted with appliances
for rendering it firm and unmovable (dormant; when not
in use.— Milk-soales. See irmilk-scales.— Posta^^e-
Indlcator scales, postal scales havin^ a special form of
beam forgiving, in addition to the weight, the required
postage, in cents, for the article weighed.— Postal and
coin scales, postal scales having a scries of slots on the
platfonn which can be used to test the diameter and
thickness of coins. They have also a supplementary
beam and counter-weight to test the weight of the coins.
— Postal scales, small scales for weighing letters and
packages for mailing ; a letter-scale. Another form of
postal scale is the tangent balance (which see, under
tanyent).— "Railway scales, large platfonn-scales hav-
ing rails laid on the platform and nse<l for weighing cai's.

See -kcomputiny-scale.— Torsion scale. («) A pair of
scales in which the applied weight or force causes a cali-

brated wire to twist through an observed angle. The
angle of torsion measures the applied force, (b) A fonn
of scales in which the usual knife-edge fulcrunis are
replaced by flat bands, the loads twisting these bands
through a small angle, quite within their elastic limit of
stress. Such fulcrunis are frictionless, or the molecular
distortif)n is not variable with applied load.— Tramway
scale, a scale adapted to the weighing of coal- or oil-cars

and buckets on a wire cableway ; the buckets or tram-cars
travel over a section of track which is suspended from
the levers of the scales.—Weigh-lock scales, scales used

scale

for weighing canal-boats when in a lock. This was dono
to ascertain the amount of toll to be paid for the boat
The scale used was a beam-scale of large capacity.

Scale^, n. 9. In graphics, the ratio of the lines
of the drawing to those of the object. Thus,
if six inches on the drawing represent one foot
on the object the scale is one half, variously in-

dicated: as, Scale i; Scale 1:2; Scale 6 in.

= 1 ft. ; Scale Q'' = 1'.—Absolute or photomet-
ric scale, the scale of stellar magnitudes projHjsed by
Pogson in 1850 and now generally adopted as far as pos-
sible. It is based on the photometric detennination of
Sir John Herschel that the average first-magnitude star

is just about 100 times brighter than the average sixth-
magnitude star, the faintest steadily visible to the naked
eye. The absolute scale therefore adopts for the unifonn
ratio between the brightness of two stars differing by one
magnitude the fifth root of 100, or 2.512-f , the logarithm
of which is 0.4. For the lucid stars this scale agrees in

the main with Ai^elander's, but diverges from it for tele-

scopic stars. Its sixteenth magnitude is about the limit
of visibility with our present Uilescopes. Stui-s brighter
than Aldebaran (the standard first-magnitude star) have
magnitudes less than unity. Thus Vega and Arcturus
are 0.3 magnitude, and Sirius is - 1.4 magnitude.— Al^e-
lander'S scale, the scaleof stellar magnitudes adopted
by Argelander in his Durchmusterung. It is an arbitrary
scale, but for the visible stars does not vary greatly from
the absolute scale now generally accepted : for the tele-

scopic stars it diverges seriously. See absolute or photo-
metric kscale.— Base Of the scale of notation, the
ratio of increase for each transfer one place to the left

In the Hindu notation it is 10.— Beaufort scale, the
scale of wind-force introduced int<j the British navy in

1805, by Admiral, afterward Sir, Francis P>eaufoi-t. It

proceeds from 'calm' to 'hurricane' by grades numbered
as in the list given below The values of the numbers
were originally defined by the speed of a standard full-

rigged naval vessel sailing under the influence of the
respective winds ; but as these vessels are now no longer
used and as many studies have been made to determine
the values as expressed by the velocity of the wind, the
latter only are here given as published by Hann. See
Ufind-scale, under scaled.

Number.



scale

sure parallel to the horizontal line.— Fuller's scale, the

methoU devised by Fuller (1897) for expressint? the reac-

tion of nutrient media by titration with — sodium

hydroxid or -- hydrochloric acid.- FuU scale, in

lumbering, measurement of logs in which no reduction

is made for defects.— Index Of the natural scale.

See *i«dej:.—LOgarltlunlcal scales, lotrarithms placed

on lines for multiplyin}.' and dividing by means of com-
passes or slide-rules.— Logarithmic scale, a scale upon
which divisions marked with sucicssive numbers are set

down at distances from the origin proportional to the loga-

rithms of those numbers, or to logarithms of a given
function of the numbers. In the former case the scale is

called a logarithmic scale of numbere ; in the latter, a
logarithmic scale of sines, tangents, or other functions. ^=-

Log-book scale {navt.}, a scale which indicates the
character of the sea-swell by capital letters, as follows :

S., snutoth ; M., moderate ; L., long ; R.. rough ; C, cross

;

H., heavy; V. H., very heavy.— M0hs*8 scale, the ac-

cepted series of minerals, numbered from one to ten, by
reference tti which the hardness of a given species is de-

fined. See hardness, 5. Also called ncale of hardness.—
Natural scale (math.), the scale of natural numbei-s,

whose essence consists in the arrangement of its elements ;

the unending sequence of signs :

1,2. 3, 4, 5. ... or

"one," "two," "three," "four," "five," . . .

— Normal thermometrlc scale, the scale of the hydro-

gen thermometer of constant volume type.— Personal
scale, a scale numerically representing any personal

peculiarities in an obsen-er's habit of obser^'ation. Same
as personal equation. Smithsonian Rep., 1890. p.

178.— Photometric scale. See absolute or photo-

metric *«ca/e.—Radix Of the scale. Same as base

of the -frscafc- Scale Of absolute temperatures.
See thennometric *«ca^.— Scale of multiples of

A, A, 2A, 3A, 4A, etc.— Scale Of notation, in arith.,

the particular progression of the local values fur the

numerals in a system of arithmetical notation like the

Hindu (our so-called 'Arabic'). In the Hindu or denary
scale the value of the unit as one prweeds from right to

left increases tenfold.— Scale Of slnes, tangents, etc..

a scale upon which numbei-s representing angUs in arith-

metical pnigressiun from zero are set down at distances

from the origin proportional to tlieir sines, tangents, or

other functions.— Scale Of the gas-thermometer. See
thermooiPtricirscai^.— Scale of tiie hydrogen ther-
mometer. Si-e theriiuoiutric -kscale.—%CdXQ Of the
platinum thermometer. See thennometric •ksade.—

Sexagesimal scale, a scale using (io as ba-se.— Smith-
sonian wind-scale. See w'tnrf-**c(7/*'.—The complete
scale, in math., the natural scale extended backward by
zem and the negative integers, nameh' : - . ., ~^. —4,
—3, —2, —1. i>. 1, -1, :i, 4, :\ . .-Thermodynamic
SCaJ3 of temperatures. See thennometric *scale.—

Thermometrlc scale, a scale used in the designation

or measurement of temperatures ; the scale of a ther-

mometer. In addition to the ordinary scales, for the

mercury thermometer, devised by Fahrenheit, Reaumur,
and Celaiua (see thennttmeter), there are numerous
special thennometric scales. The scale of absolute tem~
p4'ratures. On this scale the degree is of the same size

as in the centigrade scale, one degree corresponding io

I/IO) of the interval between the temperature of melting
ice and that of steam at normal pressure. The zero of

the absolute scale, however, is at —27X f'., the ice-point

being designated -f 273" and the steam-point -f 373°. The
scale of the ifas-thennometer. In gas-thermometers, in

which the expansion of air or of some other permanent

,

gas ia used for the measurement of temperatures, one de-

gree of the thermonietric scale corresponds to that change
of temperature which causes a variation in the volume of

the gas, at constant pressure, equal to 1/273 of its volume
at the ice-point. Mince a permanent gas expands by this

amount when heated from 0° to 1° C, the scale of the gas-

thermometer coincides at this point with the correspond-

ing s^e of the mercury thermometer. In the construction

of the latter instrument it is assumed that the apparent
expansion of mercury in a glass thennometer-tube Is uni-

fonn. but this is not strictly true since there are slight

variations in the coefficient of expansion of mercury and
of glass. The gas-thennumeters and the mercury
thermometers do not agree, therefore, at every iwint
Tliermometric scales based upon the assumption of the
uniformity of the apparent expansion of that liquid in

glass are designated as mereury-in-glass scales. The
scale of the hydrogen thermometer. This is athermo
raetric scale based upon the assumption that hydri^>gen is

a perfect gas. The definition of a degree, as in the case

of other gas-thermometers, is that It is the interval cor-

responding to a change of volume of 1/273 of the volume
of the hydrogen at the ice-point The scale of the plati-

num thermmneter. This is a thermonietric scale based
upon the change of electric resistance of a platinum wire

with change of temperature. The relative change in the

resistance of such a wire when heated from 0° to 1° C is

taken as 1' of the platinum scale. Since the temperature
coefficient of platinum is not strictly the same at very

high and very low temi>erature8 the scale of the ther-

mometer does not corresiHjnd thniughout its entire range
with the scale of the gas-thermometer. Numerous varia-

tions of substances due to heat, aside from the expansion
of mercury or of a gas or the change of electrical resist-

ance of a metal, are employed in the detennination of

temperatures. Thus. Wedgwcx>d, in the eighteenth cen-

tury, measured the heat of furnaces by means of the
change in length of a porcelain bar. The linear expansion
of platinum and of other metals, the electromotive force

of themioiunctions. the specific heats of substances such
as inen-ury, platinum, and carbon, and numenms other
thennal projiertiesof matter have been used by physicists

in the determination of temperature. Owing to the com-
plexity of the laws covering the change of such proper-

ties, however. It is not custcjmary to base thennometric
scales upon them and the indications of instruments in

which such means are used are reduce<l by calibration to

the scale of the gas-thermometer. The thermodynamic
scale of temperatures. The thennometric scales men-
tioned above are based upon the thermal properties of

particular substances, and such scaler differ according to

the thennometric substances employed. Recognizing the
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importance of a scale which shall be independent of these
properties, Kelvin, in 1848, devised a so-called ' thermo-
dynamic scale of temperatures * which he defined as fol-

lows : "The absolute values of two temperatures are to

one another in the proportion of the heat taken in to the
heat rejected by a perfect thermodynamic engine work-
ing with a source and a refrigerator at the higher and the
lower of the temperatures respectively." This scale satis-

fies the equation —^ = —- where Ti and To are the abso-

lute temperatures and Qi and Qg the corresponding
quantities of heat. The tnenuodynamic scale thus de-
fined agrees completely with that of a thermometer in
which an ideal gas is employed, and it coincides so closely
with the scale of the hydrogen thermometer that for
most purposes the two may be regarded as the same.
— Thousandfold scale. Hydrometers are said to be
graduated on the thousandfold scale when, to avoid
the use of decimals, the density of the standard sub-
stance, water, is represented by 1000 instead of 1.— Uni-
versal scale, a measuring-scale, for the use of draftsmen,
on which all proportional divisions in common use for draw-
ings are engraved in parallel rows. If used on a flat surface
all scales not on the edges must be transferred by divi-

ders, since they cannot be used directly. For this reason
a scale of triangular form is preferable, since by it six

edges are made available and six scales— or twelve scales,

if the two on any edge are to each other as one is to two.
— Wind-scale. The SmithsoniaH wind-scale is a scale
often numbers and terms introduced by the Smithsonian
Institution for the use of observers in the United States,
whence it has spread through other countries and with
some changes has been called an 'international wind-
scale.* The scale is as follows: 0, calm; 1, light air, de-
flecting fonns of smoke ; 2, light wind, merely moving the
leaves ; 3, fresh wind, moving the' smallest branches ; 4,

stronger wind, raising the dust and moving the larger
branches ; 5, stronger wind, moving the bodies of the
trees ; 6, stronger wind, swaying the largest trees ; 7,

strong, breaking off the branches ; 8, strong, breaking the
small trees, injuring roofs; 9, hurricane, breaking the
larger trees, carrying away roofs ; 10, whirlwind or tor-

nado, that nothing can resist.

scalebark, scalybark (skal'jska'li-bark), n.

Same as shofjhark, 1. See shellbark.

scale-book (skal'buk), H. In lumhering, abook
especially designed for recording the contents
of soal(Ml lofrs.

scale-caterpillar (skarkat'6r-pil-ar), n. See
^caterpillar.

scale-detector (skal'de-tek^tor), n. A small
device which can be run into a boiler-tube and
which indicates, through the motion of a
pointer, any obstruction in the tube by scale.

scale-house (skal'hous), n. A building in

which are scales used in weighing or measur-
ing the product of a mantifactory or the food,

material, etc., served out.

This tract is matle up of pastures, tilled fields, and
feeding pens, all radiating around Ilymer station, where
are hjcated the stock-yards, mill and elevator, blacksmith
shop, scale-house and headquarters oftice of the company.

liep. Kansas State Board Ayr., 1901-02, p, 276.

scalelet (skal'let), «. A diminutive accessory
scale, sometimes found on the larger scales in

fishes. Rep. Brit, Ass^n Advancement of Sci.,

1902, p. 660.

scalenohedral, «.— Scalenohedral class of crys-
tals. Set; itftinninetry, 0.

SCalenobedron, ».— Tetragonal scalenohedron.
A f<tnn belonging to the tetragonal systtsm having eight

faces, each a scalene triangle, arranged in four pairs. Also
called a disphenoid, 6.

scale-pad (skal'pad), n. A thickening of the
skin irom which arise the scales found on
the under side of the tail in squirrels of the

genus Anomalurus.
Before the spot above the end of the lower scale-pad is

reached the tail is covered with lotig black hair.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 451.

scale-pan (skal'pan), n, A shallow dish, com-
monly of sheet-brass, sometimes of glass, sus-

pended from an end of the beam of a balance,

and serving to contain the material to be
weighed or the weights.

scale-rule (skal'rol), n. See log-scale.

scale-tooth (skal'toth), n. A tooth-like ar-

rangement of scales on the wings of certain

lepidopterous insects.

scaling^ «. 4. Scales collectively or the ar-

rangement of scales, as on an insect's wing or

on a fish.

Primaries with a short line of grey scales across the
cell close to its end, beyond which is a double V-shaped
mark, beyond which is another V^-mark placed horizon-

tally, below which is a larger patch of grey scaling.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist, Sept., 1903, p. 330.

5. Specifically, the structure and distribution

of the scales of fishes considered as a basis

for classification.
If it is true that the application of cut and dried defini-

tions of the scaling will no longer enable us satisfactorily

to subdivide the Pisces - . . nevertheless these facts do
not by any means prove that the scaling is of little syste-

matic importance.
E. S. Goodrich, in Quart Jour. Micros. Sci., March, 1904,

[p. 406.

6. In dentistry, removing the tartar from the
teeth.

Scaphaspis

scaling^ (ska'ling), n. 1. The measurement
or estimation of the amount of lumber in logs
or standing timber.— 2. The taking of dimen-
sions from a drawing by means of a measur-
ing-scale, in the absence of figured dimensions.
Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms.

SCall, n— Honeycomb scall. Same as favus, 2.—
Milky scall, an eruption of minute whitish blisters
which break, dischai^e, and form small scabs. Tlie erup-
tion occurs in infancy and chiefly on the cheeks and fore-
head.

scallop, ??.— Great northern scallop, Pecten tenui-
coHtatns, a kind of scallop, of large size, now nearly
extinct ; a sea-scallop.

scalluiu (skarum), v. t. In basket-making, to
force or plait (osiers) between the rods forming
the bottom of a basket. [Prov. Eng.]

[In basket making] osiers are forced or plaited, "scai-
lumed," between the rods of the bottom.

Encyc. Brit., III. 423.

scalps, n. 7. An early type of cultivator blade,
nearly horizontal in position, so called as cut-

ting a thin layer from the soil. Cf. ^sweepj
12 {b).

But it may be made to work along three, five, or seven
furrows according as tlie scalpfi, or broad feet (by many
called duck-feet), may be placed.

T. WUiiamion, Agricultural Mechanism, p. 265.

Scalp Act. See *act.

scalp-dance (skalp'dans), 11. A ceremonial
of tTie American Indians in which scalps were
used in celebrating a victory.

Kiifiira, the Scalp Daiice. In this ' old war dance,
which is no longer celebrated, both men and women
formed a ring around one of their number— a woman
who held aloft a scalp tied to a stick.

J. W. FewkeSt in Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March,
[1902, p. 67.

scalper', n. 4. A heavy, compressed leather
boot shaped to cover the forward portion of
the cornet.— 5. In lumbcritiff. See *rosser.

BCalprum (skal'prum), w.; pi. «ca?pra (-pra).

[L., a knife, chisel.] The cutting edge of an
incisor tooth, such as is found in rodents.
See scalprifurm.

scaly, a. 6, Covered with a scale or incrusta-
tion, as a boiler or kettle in which water con-
taining mineral salts which become insoluble
on heating has been evaporated.

SCaly-fln (ska'li-fin), H. A fish of the suborder
Squamipinnes, comprising a large number of

species showing analogies with the Carangidse
on the one hand and with percoid fishes on the
other.

scammonic (ska-mon'lk), a. lscammon{y) +
-10.] Derived from scammony.— Scammonic
acid, an acid obtained from scammonin and said by some
authorities to be identical with jalapic acid, while others
deny this.

scammonin (skam'o-nin), n. [sca'mmon(y)+
ill-.] Same asjalapin.

SCammonose (skam'o-nos), n. [sc«m»!on(ta)

(see def.) + -ose.] A mixture of rhodeose,
glucose, and a methyl pentose, obtained from
the roots of Convolvulus Sc^mmonia : formerly
regarded as a chemical unity.

Scanunony, «.— German scammony, the hedge-
bindweed, Conoolvulug sepium.— Scajxijnony-TOOt. (ft)

Same as wild *scammony.— 'WllA scammony, the wild
potato-vine or man-of-the-earth, Ipmmeti pitndiirata.

Scan. An abbreviation of Scandinavian.

Scanderoon (skan-de-ron'), «• [For Iskande-
run, Alexandretta, on the Gulf of Iskande-
runT] A breed of domesticated pigeons,

supposed to have originated in Persia, having
long heads, bodies, and legs, wide shoulders,

and a long curved bill with a moderate wattle
at the base of the upper mandible. The birds

may be plain-colored, or varied; in the latter

ease the wings are white, the saddle, upper
neck, and upper breast, colored.

scandia (skan'di-a), n. [NL., < scandium.']

In client., scandium oxid.

Scanian epoch. See *epoch,

Scansionist! (skan'shgn-ist), n. Iseansion +
-ist.] One who is expert in scansion ; one who
makes a study of scansion or meter.

In a brief paper, entitled ' The Battle of the Scangion-

igtH,' Kent discusses the relative merits of stress-prosody

and scansion by classical feet, and contrives to display a
wide knowledge and an exquisite ear for metrical and
rhythmical effect, without, however, arriving at any defi-

nite conclusion on the question.
Atheiieeum, .Tan. 2S, 1905, p. 108.

Scaphaspis (ska-fas'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. OKaipr/,

a skiff, + aaKic, a shield.] A generic name
applied to the ventral shields of certain pter-

aspidian fishes of Devonian age, in the belief

that they represented dorsal shields. See
Pteraspis.



scaphium

scaphiiun, «. 4. In Greek pottery, a vase scarid (skar'ld), n.

of boat-like form. scarlet. I. «. 4.
Among the many forms of Greek cups one of boat

shape was known as xcaphia.
S. Gardner, Old Silver-work from the XV-XVIII Cen-

[turies, p. 4.

scaphocephalus (skaf-o-sef a-lus), n.; pi.

scaphoceplKili (-li). [NL., < Gr. mdtpr/, a skiff,

+ Ke<i>a'/.r/, head.] A scaphocephalic individ-
ual or skull.

SCapose (ska'pos), a. [scape + -osc] In hot,
bearing scapes, as plants; borne on scapes,
as flowers.

S. caps. An abbreviation of small capitals.

SCaptin (skap'tin), n. An obsolete name fox*

an active extract of digitalis.
Scapula superior. Same as po»t-temporal. Starkt,
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 520.

Scapular index. See *index.
scapulare, ». 2. In ichth., same as post-tem-
poral, titarks, Synonymy of the Fish Skele-
ton, p. 520.

SCapularium, n. 2. (b) Same as episternum, 3.

scapulospinal (skap'u-Io-spi'nal), a. Relat-
ing to tno scapula and the spinal column.
Philos. Trans. Soy. Soc. (London), 1897, ser.

B, p. 188.

scapulotlioracic (skap'^u-lo-tho-ras'ik), a.

Heliiting to the scaptila and the thorax. Buck;
Med. Handbook, II. 811.

scapus, n. 6. (a) In sea-pens, the main stem,
the lower part of which is sunk in the mud
while the upper bears the zooids. (6) In ac-
tinians, the main part of the body as differ-
entiated from the upper, tentacle-bearing
region or capitulum.

BCar^, H. 8. A manufacturers' name for lumps
or cakes of imperfectly fused ferrous sulphid
which form in the burning of iron pyrites in
making sulphuric acid, due to an insufficient
supply of air to the burners. The formation
of scars involves waste of sulphur which fails

to be fully burned off. G. lunge, Sulphuric
Acid, I. 215.

scarab, ». 4. A conventionalized beetle,
which is a common motive in Egyptian art.

The mor^, oval form here seen still bears a closer affinity
to some Egyptian scoraft-borders of the Eijihteenth Dy-
nasty. A. J. Emns, In Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVII. 346.
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A scaroid or parrot-fish.

In archery, the second or
next to the innermost circle of the target,
which is colored red. See *rerfl, 7.— 5. The
rank, dignity, or office of a cardinal : so called
from the official color of his robes Acid scar-
let. Same as -kacid-poHceau.— Acrldlne scarlet, a
mixture of acridine red and acridine yellow.— Anlsl-
dlne scarlet, an acid coal-tar color related to anisi-
dine : sehiom used at the present time.

—

Azin scarlet,
a basic dyestuff of the azin type. It is similar to
safranine in composition and properties, but gives a
yellower red.— Blehrlch scarlet, an acid coal-tar
color. Same as *ponceau 3JtJi.~ Brilliant scar-
let an acid coal-tar color. Same as cochineal irred A.— Cochineal scarlet G, PS, 2R, and 4R, acid coal-tar
colors of the monoazo type, derived from aniline or one
of its homologies. They all dye wool red in an acid bath.— Crocein scarlet B, 2B, 3B, 7B, 8B, lOB, BX, OX, and
R, acid coal-tar colors of the diazo type, derived from
either amidoazobenzene or amidoazotoluene. They all
dye wool red in an acid bath.— Crocein scaxlet
4BX. Same as cochineal -kred.— Crystal scarlet 6R.
Same as crystal *ponce«u.—Diamine scarlet, a diiect
cotton coal-tar color of the di;izo tyi)e, derived from ben-
zidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton red in a salt bath.
It possesses good fastness.

—

Direct scarlet, a direct
cotton coal-tar color of unpublished composition. It
dyes unmordanted cotton red in a salt bath.—Double
brilliant scarlet, an add coal-tar color. Same as bril-
Ko)i( *;;oHcrau 4/( (a).—EOSin scarlet. Same as euWn ^ ^ ,
B, BN,or liW. Also see *cocct».— Fast scarlet, (n) ScavengB, V. t. 2. In certain forms of the
.\n acid coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived from '

'

amidoazobenzene. (6) A name by which benzopurpurin
4B is sometimes known.— Imperial scarlet. Same as
kponceau ;i/{B.-^ Induline 8carl'5t, a basic coal-tar
color of the azonium-chlorid type. It dyes t.innin-mor-
danted cotton scarlet, but is clliefly used in calico-
printiuK.— Milling scarlet. Same as *acid-scarlet.—
Kaphthalene scarlet. Same as magdala red (which
see, under >«in).— Oxamlne scarlet, a direct cotton
coal-tar c»jlor. It dyes unmordanted cotton red in a salt
bath.— Palatine scarlet, an acid coal-tar color of the
monoazo type, prepared by combining diazotized meta-
xylidine with a-naphthol disulphonic acid. It dyes wool
a yellowish red from an acid bath.— Scarlet GR. Same
OB brilliant *oranffe li.— Scarlet 000. .Same as *cro.
cein '2B or 3BX.— Scarlet R. Same as SriHiaHf -korange
Jl-— Scarlet 6R, an acid cod-tar color of the monoazo
type, prepared by combining diazotized naphthonic acid
with /S-naphtbol-monosulphonic acid. It dyes wool scar-
let from an acid bath.— Scarlet 2R. Same as a-naph-
thi/lamine -kred.

II. a— Scarlet acid, a name sometimes given to a
solution prepared by dissolving tin in a mixture of nitric

»c"a1iPt''"'"'''"°"°
'"'"'• """"" ""^ '^^"'"^ "' cochineal scavenger, >i.-Lamelliconi-scavenger, any lapa-

ri.stict scaraba-id beetle. Coii.sult y,«;«r<.rfi>fn.— gcav-

sceptrella

scatophagic (skat-o-faj'ik), a. [scatophag(y)
+ -ic] Kelating to or practising scatophagv
or the eating of excrements, particularly of
human ordure. An. Bep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,
1896-97, p. 213.

scatophagy (ska-tof'a-ji), n. [Gr. oxoroVia) of

,

eating dirt or diing, <f anup (oxar-), dirt, dung,
-f- ^ayilv, eat.] The eating of excrement, as
a morbid habit or ceremonially, as in various
savage rites.

In general socialry no other known tribe better, or in-
deed so well, exemplifies zoocracy, while in such special
features as those of ethnogamic mating, ceremonial
scatophagy, and mortuary magnification of the blood-car-
riers, the folk mark the most primitive known phase of
cultural advancement

An. Bep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1896-97, p. 29.1.

SCatOXyl (ska-tok'sil), n. [Gr. OKup (okot-),
dirt, dung, -f'E. oxiygen) + -yl.'\ The radical,
CgHgON, of hydroxyscatol.-Scatoxyl sulphuric
acid, a compound, CsHgN.O.SOjH, found in human urine
in the form of its potassium salt.

scatter, v. t. 6. In optics, to refl[ect diffuselv
or irregularly, as from a rough surface Scat-
tered seed method. See*s<"ed.

Scaur limestone. See *limestone.

internal-combustion motor, to sweep out of
(the cylinder) by an inrush of atmospheric
air the burnt products of the previous com-
bustion-stroke. By thus cleansing or scaveng-
ing the cylinder the fresh intake of combustible
mixture is not diluted with incombiistible
gases, nor is it heated by them so as to con-
tain less weight of fuel per cubic foot of
volume. I

In all engines employing the two-stroke cycle, scaveng-
ing must be accomplished either by special piston move-
ment or by a Mast of air from an auxiliary pump, directed
in such a manner as to force out the remaining burned
gases, thus clearing the way, so to speak, for the incoming
pure mixture. . . . The engine under description scav-
enges thoroughly and completely upon the return stroke
of the pistons, which then draw in their charge of explo-
sive mixture, undiluted either by products of combustion
or by scavenging air.

Amer. Inventor, Aug. 16, 1903, p. 78.

Water scavenger. Seescarlet-berry (skar'let-ber"i), n. The bitter-
sweet, iSolanum Dulcamara, or its berry.

scarlet-cross (skar'let-kr6si), n. The scarlet SCavenger-beetle, ".-Water scavenger-beetle.

enger 'ceUs. See ircell.-

icoter kticarenger-beetle.

lychnis, Lychnis Chalcedonica ; also called
kitipht-cross, Jerusalem-cross, Maltese-cross,
and scarlet-lightning.

scarlet-lightning (skiir'let-lit"ning), n. Same
as *scarlct-cross.

Scarabeus, ». 2. [l. c] The curve 4(a;2+«2
+ 2ox)2(x'-;-|-^2) _ 62(2:2—2,2)2.

Scarborough series. See *series.

£carb-tree (skarb'tre), n. A wild or seedling
apple-tree.

scare* (skSr), v. t. [Icel. slcara, join the planks
of a boat so that they overlap, clinch.] To
fasten (two pieces of wood) by splicing; join
by fitting; splice. Eng. Dial. Diet. [North
Eng. and Scotch.]

scare* (skar), n. [^scare*, t>.] 1. A joint in

scarpi -Detached scarp, a scarp-wall detached
from the rampart in its rear.

Scarred snout-beetle. See *snout-leetle.

scar-tattooing (skar'ta-to-ing), ». Raised or
depressed scars produced by incision and ar-
ranged in definite order on the skin, so as to
serve as tribal marks, or for purposes of orna-
ment. Scar-tattooing is used in place of tat-

tooing by dark-skinned races, the light scars
contrasting distinctly with
of the skin. Batzel (trans.)

II. 427.

, < Gr. OKapT7!(,

ella.'] A genus
of blennioid fishes found in Cuba,

tened to the shaft, then glued andbound wUh Scartichthys (skiir-tik'this), m. [NL., < Gr.

whipping. [Scotch.] rrnapTm, springing, nimble, -I- ixOv^, fish.] A
scare-head (skSr'hed), n. A sensational head- f^^niis of blennioid fishes known from the coast

line in a newspaper. [Colloq.] °* Chile and Peru and northward to Panama.

scare-line (skar'lin), n. In trap-shooting, a SCat^, n. See *slcat^.

line used to scare the bird and make it fly. scatol, n. See skatol.

Then, too, they were a freaky lot of birds. Four out of gcatologia (skat- O -16 ' ji- a), n. [NL.] See
.„

scaiology.

any member of the coleopterous family Uydrophilidx
(which.,see).

scavenging, «. 2. The process of cleansing,
especially in internal-combustion motors. See
*scavenge, 2.

A still further improvement is the removal oTscavenp'
ing of all products of combustion from the compression
space in the cylinder. Apart from ensuring a more
prompt and more regular ignition of the charge, scaveng-
ing reduces the risk of the explosive mixture being fired
prematurely. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 607.

So. B. An abbreviation of the Latin Sciential
Baccalaurcus, Bachelor of Science.

Sc. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Scientite
Doctor, Doctor of Science.

the dark pigment Sceaux pottery. See *pottery.

, Hist, of Mankind, Scelalgia (skel-al'ji-a), «. [NL., <

. - . ii -r^, leg, -I- d/.yof, pain.] Pain in the le

T^^U; %?f''X?VL.'X^r?N^^tl^ Scartella (skar-tel'a), n. [NL

Eng. and Scotch.]-< In golf, the Harrow T^E^k^'^tltl^^
part of the neck of the club where it is fas-

five of them needed the scare lines to make them move.
Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 159.

.-scare-sleep (skar'slep), n. In Dutch Guiana,
the great fulgorid lantern-fly, which stridulates
at night. Kiriy andSpence, Entomology, p. 499.

SCarfl, n— Tabled scarf, one in which the face of the
joint of each part at the tliin end has a rectangular pro-
jection which fits into a corresponding recess in the face
of the ji>i?it on the other part so as to interlock the two
I>:irts to'.'ether

Gr. OKi/ioCf,

leg.

SCenOgraph (se'no-graf), n. [Gr. CKrjvoypaijiia,

scene-painting, ^e scenographic.'^ A perspec-
tive drawing of some object, as a building.

scent, n.— Mixed scent, in ezper. psychnl.. the simple
resultant of a mixture of olfactory qualities ; a scent,
simple to introspection, produced by the mixture of other
and known smell-qualities.

As certain visual qualities mix, to give a new quality, a
quality which lies between the two primaries on the
colour-cone, but is still itself simple, and diiferent from
either of them, so may smell qualities mix, to give a
new ' tnixed scent.

'

;£'. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 83.

scatologlc (skat-6-loj'ik), a. [scaiolog{y) +
-«c.] Of or pertaining to scatology; also, re-

lating to the study of excrements in relation
to religious ceremonies and the like,

extract.

Scatalogic [scatologlc] rites of all nations. A disserta-
tion upon the employment of excrementitious remedial
agents in religion, therapeutics, divination, witchcraft,

SCarfilng-machine, ». 2. A machine for shap- love philters, etc., in all parts of the globe,

ing the ends of a wire or rod so that they may -^^ '' ''»"'*''. '" Smithsonian Rep., 1891, p. 466.

be joined by a scarf-joint, using either weld- scatological (skat-o-loj ' i-kal),«. Same as
ing, soldering, brazing, or any other process *scatologic. G'. S. IfnH, Adolescence, I. 116.

which may be convenient for "making the two scatology, n. 2. Study of the feces in rela-
pieces one. The two ends are formed into tion to normal and pathological composition sceptrella (sep-trel'a), «.; pi. sceptrellge (-le).
naif wedges, so thattvhen placed together the and the diagnostic importance of the latter. [NL., < sceptrum, scepter, -I- dim. -ella.'] In
joint line makes an acute angle with their — 3. The study of the use (or examination) the nomenclature of the sponge-spicules, a
common axis. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin., of excrements in religious rites, witchcraft, cylindrical rhabd furnished wiSi spines and
1903-04, p. 852. etc. disks in successive whorls.

scent-scales (sent ' skalz), «. pi. Same as
*androco>iia. A. S. Packard, Text-book of
Entom., p. 198.

See the scent-tuft (sent'tuft), n. An odoriferous tuft
of scales or hairs which occurs on various
parts of the body of certain insects.

scepter, n. 3. A common name for the gold
sovereign of James I. of England.

scepter-quartz (sep'terkwarts), n. A crys-
tallized variety of quartz in which a slender
prism is terminated by larger crystal in.par-
allel position.



sceptrelliform

sceptrelliform (eep-treri-form), (I. [NL. scep-

treila + Jhrma, form.] Having the form of a

seeptrella.

schablone (sha-bld'ne), n. [G., a pattern,

modtl, routine, routiuism, late MLG. scampli-

oen, D. schampelioeii, pattern, MD. schampioen,

a model, another use of MLG. schampeluii,

champion, < OF. champion, champion, = It.

campione, champion, pattern: see champion.
Compare pattern as related to patron.'] In
figurative use, the following of a model ; rou-

tine ; routinism : applied to music of a correct

but mechanical sort (compare *lapelhneistfr

mmic), or to dry, dispiriting educational
methods, etc.

SChaefer (sha'ffer), n. [G. schd/er, shepherd ?]

A peddler of cheap oysters. [Local, U. S.]

Schaefers.— Cart-boys, or Arabs, who peddle a mean
quality of oysters (Maryland stock) about the streets of

Baltimore. E. lnijerg(Al, The Oyster-Industry, glossary.

Schaeffer's acid. See *aciil.

SCbal (shal), «. A common name of the cat-

fish, Synodontis schal, which inhabits the Nile.

SClialmei (shal-mi'), n. [G., also schalmey.

See shawm.'i 1. Same as shawm.— 2. In clari-

net music, same as chalumeau, 2.— 3. In the

bagpipe, same as chanter^, 5.— 4. In organ-
building, a soft reed-stop. Also called a »j«-

sette.

Schaper glass (sha'per glas), n. A drinking-
glass of a low cyUudi'ical form : named from

its origina-
tor, Johann
Schaper, a
German glass-
painter of the
seventeenth
century.

schappe, n. ,2.

Yarn spun
from waste
silk, from
which the gum
has been re-

moved by a
process of
maceration or
fermentation.
Schappf silk—

This is known also

as spun silk. In
the operation of
reeling the silk

from the cocoon
there is often some that has become disarranged or en-

tangled in such a manner as to prevent its being reeled in

the ordinary way. In some coctx^ns, where the cultiva-

tion of silk is carried on extensiveiy, the moth is allowed
to emerge, for the purpose of promoting a gtxxl breed or
reproduction of silkworms at a laterstage of itie industry-.

The cocfKins Inim which the moth emerges have their

threads displaced. This silk is collected with the waste
obtained from the various processes, such as winding,
twisting, etc.

jranmin,^TeJtile Fibres of Commerce, p. 177.

scliarf (shiirf ), n. [G., = E. sharp.] In organ-
building, a high mixture-stop.

BCheam-arch (skem'arch), n. Same as scheme-
arch.

Schedophilus (skf-dof'i-lus), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. ax'Aia, a raft, + ipi/jiiv, love.] A genus
of fishes of the family leosteidx, found in the
open seas.

Scheele's acid. See ^acid.

scbeelizatlon (sha-li-za'shon), n. ^seheelize +
-ation.] In the manufacture of wine, the ad-
dition of glycerol, commonly called ' glycerin,'

to the already fermented wine, in order to
give sweetness of taste without revival of

fermentation. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust.
Chem., p 206.

scheelize (sha'liz), r. t.\ pret. and pp. scheel-

i:ed, ppr. scheelizing. To treat (wine) with
glycerin. See *schcelizntion,

scheererite (shii ' rer it), n. [G. scheererit.

Named (1827) after Captain Von Scheerer, its

discoverer.] A native hydrocarbon, perhaps
a polymere of marsh-gas. It occurs in whi-
tish crystalline folia with brown coal, at Uz-
nach, Switzerland.

Schefflera (shef ' le-ra), n. [NL. (Forster,

1776), named in honor of Scheffler, a physician
and botanist of Danzig, Prussia, who lived in

the eighteenth century.] A genus of plants
of the family Araliaceie. See Sciadophylluvi.

scheme, n. 8. In printing, the written or
printeu summary of the proper quantity of

types for each character : in Great Britain a

Schaper Class-

(In victoria and Albert Museum.
Loudon.)
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' scheme ' of type is called a ' bill ' of type.
DeVinne, Plain Printing Types, p. 165.

schepel (sehep'el), n. [D., a bushel, etc.] In
Holland, a decaliter, equal to 2.64 United
States gallons.

Scheuclizeriaceae (sh6k"ze-ii-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Agardh, 1858), < Scheuchseria + -aceas.1

A family of mouoeotyledonous plants of the
order Naiadales, the arrow-grass family,
chiefly characterized by racemed or spiked
flowers and united carpels. There are four
genera, of which Scheuchzeria is taken as the
type and Triglochin is the best known. See
Jiincaginaceee.

Schiaparellian canals. See *canals of Mars.

Schilbeodes (shil-be-6'dez), «. [NL., < Svhilbe,

a genus of siluroids, -H Gr. -udr/^. < fidof , form.]
A genus of catfishes which live in the fresh
waters of the eastern United States.

SChillerfels (shil'er-tels), n. [G., < schiller,

gVitter (see Schiller), -I- /eis, rock.] In petrog.,
a variety of peridotite containing bronzite or
enstatite, which has a glistening, silky to sub-
metallic luster. Some rocks called schillerfels
are bronzite-bearing gabbro. See schillerite.

schist, "— BlOCky Bcblst, a schist which is cut up
into blocks by intereecting series of joints.

Claim ?«o. 1 of Gold Run joins with Claim Xo. 3, Rhode
Island. The b d rock consists of schists similar to those
on Glenn Creek. It is described by the prospectors as a
"blocky gchist.*'

Contnb. to Econ. Geol., V. 8. Geol. Surv., Bulletin
[213, 1902, p. 53.

Callaway schist, a series of metamorphic rocks in
the nortnweateni Highlands of Scotland, associated
with the l*recambrian Lewisian gneiss. Hfp. Brit. Aitn'ti

Advancement of Sei., 1901, p. 623.— OemblOUX schist,
in .'7eo/., a subdivision of the Silurian in the Ardennes in

Belgium and France It is eorrelateil with the Caradoc
of Hritain or the upper division of the Lower Silurian.

—

Goffered schist, finely crumpled or puckered schist,

best shown in niicaceous varieties.— Mata^e schists,
in tieol., the upi»er subdivision of the Fnisnian stage
which constitutes the lower division of the rpi)er Devo-
nian in Belgium and northern P'rance.— Molne SChlst,
a series of flaggy schists in the Scotch highlands, which
belong to the later Archa':m. Geiti'f, TextiKMjk of Geol.,

p. 793.— Przlbram schists, a series of I'refambrian
slates in Bohemia, constituting Ban-ande's ' fitage A,'

lying unconfonnai>Iy beneath the great series of Cam-
brian basal qnart/ites, conglomerates, slates, and igneous
rcH'ka that ftjnn ' fitiige B.'

Schistochoanites (skiz-to-ko-a-ni'tez), n. pi.

[XL., < Gr. a,f/ffrof, cloven, + x<^''v<K, funnel,
-f- -ites, E. -ite^.'\ In Hyatt's classification of

the cephalopods, a suborder of the Nauti-
loidea, with incomplete siphonal funnels'de-
veloped on one side but imperfect on the side

near the shell-wall.

Bchistocystis (skis-to-sis'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
o^((7T(5f, cloven, + niorif, bladder.] Congenital
fissure of the bladder.

SChistocyte (.skis 'to -sit), n. [Gr. Bxiard^,

cloven, + KvTo^, a toUow (a cell).] A seg-
menting blood-cell.

SChistocytosis (skis-'to-si-to'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ax'oror, cloven, + /cirof, a hollow (cell), -f

-osis.] Cell-division; specifically, division of

a blood-cell.

SChistoglossia (skis-to-glos'i-S), n. [NL., <

Gr. cxK^'ik, cloven, -I- y/.oaaa, tongue.] Con-
genital fissure of the tongue.

schistoid (shis'toid), a. [schist + -oid."] In
petrog., somewhat like schist.

These fragments consisted of granites, qnartziferons
diorites. achUtoid diorites, amphibolites, mica schists,

grained (]uartzites, sandstone, a few fragments of com-
pact limesUine, and partially decomposed earthy shales.

J. Murray, in Smithsonian Rep., 1S93, p. 3eo.

SChistorrhachis (skis-tor'a-kis), n. [NL., <

(ir. axiTTi'ir, cloven, -I- pdxii, spine.] Same as
spina bifida.

SChistoscope (skis'to-skop), ». [Gr. axiardf,

split, -H ano^reii', view.] A simple polariscope
for the production of complementary colors.

By the aid of polarized light it is possible to produce
with ease and certainty . . . colours which are truly
complementary. There are quite a number of instni.
ments for accomplishing this, but perhaps the simplest
and best is that which was contrived by Briicke, . . . and
called by him nschiittogcope.

0. A*. Hood. Modem Chromatics, p. 16L

Bchizaeaceons (skiz-e-a'shius), a. Of or per-
taining to the Srhizxacem.

schizaxon (ski-zak'son), n. [Gr. axiCciv, di-

vide, -f d^'uv, axis.] In neurol., the Y-shaped
division of the axon of a sensory nerve-cell in
the spinal cord. Von Lenhossek.

SChizochroal (ski-zok'ro-al), a. [Gr. axi^^iv,

divide, + XP^"- skin, -r -a/'.] In the com-
pound eye of the trilobites, that type in which

Schizophyllum

the corneal lenses are separated by interstitial
portions of the sclera or test: contrasted with
holochroal. See *holochroal.

Schizodonta (skiz-o-don'tii), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. axil^eiv, divide, + bSoi% (otiovr-), a tooth.]
A division of the pelecypod moUusks in which
the teeth of the valves are heavy, amorphous,
and variable, often obscurely divided into
subumbonal and lateral elements.

schizogamy (ski-zog'a-mi), n. [Gr. (T,riC«v,

divide, -f- yafioQ. marriage.] A method of re-
production in which a sexual form is produced
by fission or by gemmation from a sexless one,
as in some worms. Same as metagenesis.

This group is one of the most interesting to naturalists
from the frequence of schizogamy and epigamy among
its members.

Annals and Mag. Kat. Hist, April, 1902, p. 296.

Schizogenic cycle. See *c!/cle'^.

schizogenous, a. 2. Reproducing by schizog-
ony or fission.

schizogonia (skiz-o-go'ni-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
ax'Cci>', divide, + ydvo^, generation.] Repro-
duction by successive cell-division; schi-

zogony.

SChizogonic (skiz-o-gon'ik), a. [schizogon(y)
+ -ic] Pertaining to or exhibiting schizog-
ony; schizogonous.

In Klossia Eberthi, for example, both microgametes
and spores are formed, but there is no schizogonic cycle,
only a sporogonic. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 816.

schizogonous (ski-zog'o-nus), a. Same as
*.s'c7iico.(70«io.

schizogony, «. 2. Self-mutilation ; autotomy.
A constriction somewhat similar to that which occurs

in Linckia before schizogony of the arm takes place.
I'roc. Z'ool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 289.

Schizogregarinse (skiz-o-greg-a-n'ne), n. j)l.

[Gr. axi^ew, divide, + NL. Gregarinse.'] A
group of Gregarinida in which schizogonic re-

production takes place during the extracellu-
lar phase of the trophozoite, in addition to
the ordinary sporogony. Compare *Amcebo-
sporidia.

Schizolite (skiz'o-lit), n. [Gr. ax'C.ea', cleave,
split, -I- ?.i'0of, stone.] A silicate of manganese,
calcium, and sodium, occurring in prismatic,
triclinic crystals of a pink to brown color. It

is related to pectolite iu form and composi-
tion. Found in south Greenland.

SChizolytic (skiz-o-lit'ik), a. [Gr. axi(,>:tv,

cleave, split, + IvriKd^, < /.{w(f, dissolution.]
In biol., forming any organ or reproductive
body by simple division or fission.

The separation of the gemmae is by a schizolytic pro-
cess. Bulletin Torrey Bot. Club, X.KXI. 206.

schizomycetic (skiz'o-mi-se'tik), a. [Schizo-
mycetes + -ic] Of or pertaining to the Schiz-
omycetes or bacteria. Lancet, July 11, 1903,

p. 104.

schizont (skiz'ont), n. [Gr. axKuv (ff^jfovr-),

ppr. of axKtiv, cleave, split: see schism.'] In
some sporozoans, an asexual reproductive
body in which spores are formed by the in-

ternal division of the contained protoplasm
into few or many gymnospores. Proc. Roy.
Soc. (London), 1902, I. 74.

Schizopetalon (skiz-6-pet'a-lon), n. [NL.
(Sims, 1823), < Gr. axK^'", cleave, -f mraXov,
leaf, petal.] A small genus of Chilian cru-
ciferous herbs with laciuiate purple or white
petals. One of them, <S'. IValkeri, is grown as
a flower-garden annual. It reaches a height
of one or two feet and bears sessile sinuate or
entire leaves and many fragrant white flowers.

Schizophyllum (skiz-o-fil'um), n. [NL.
(Fries, 1821), < Gr. ax'ictv, split, + ipv^Xov,

a, Schizophyllum atntum : b, gills, or lamella;, enlarged ; c,

cross-section o( pilcus showing split and rcvolule lamella;.

leaf, in allusion to the split lamellie.] A
small genus of agaricaceous fungi, having the
pileus coriaceous and the lamellce split and
revolute. A dozen or more species have been
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described, most of which are probably mere
forms of one or two polymorphic species. The
plants are very common and cosmopolitan,
occurring on dead wood. & alneiim is the
type of the genus and the most common form.

Schizophyta (skiz-o-fi'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ax's^ti; cleave, split, + (pvTov, plant.] A subdi-

vision of the ThaUophytit, including the Schiz-

ophycfs, or blue-green algse, and the
Schi:omycetcs, or bacteria.

SCluzorluny (skiz-o-ri'ni), )i. Ischizorhm(al)

+ -I/-'.] The fact or condition, found in cer-

tain groups of birds, of having a seliizorhinal

palate. J'roc. Zooh Soc. London, 1901, p. 592.

SchiZOSpore (skiz'o-spor), w. [Gr. (T,t'ff"'>

cleave, split, -I- anopa, seed (spore).] A non-
sexual spore formed by division in the Chamse-
siphonacea; a family of blue-green algse : same
as the cnniiiiospore of some authors.

Schizotarsian (skiz-o-tar'si-an), a. Of or per-

taining to the Sehizotan-ia.

Schizotrichia (skiz-6-trik'i-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

o;tiff(>', cleave, split, + ffpl? (rpix-), hair.]

Splitting of hairs at their ends.

SChizoZOite (skiz-o-z6'it), ». [Gr. axKeiv, di-

i-ide, + E. :oite.'\
' A phase or form of an ani-

mal resulting from an asexual method of

reproduction, as by fission or gemmation, as

in some worms.
Development of Metameres in Salmacina dysteri.— A.

Malaquin has studied the development of the sexually

produced larva (" oozoite ") of this Serpulid, and compares
it with what he has previously observed in the asexually

produced form ('* gchizozoite ").

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Oct, 1903, p. 613.

Schleich's anesthetic mixture. See ''anes-

thetic.

ScUempe (shlem'pe), n. [G.] Still-wash, the
liquid residue left from distilling off alcohol

from a fermented liquid. The name is espe-
cially applied to this residue from the distilla-

tion of fermented beet-root molasses, which is

a valuable source of potash salts, principally

potassium carbonate. The corresponding
French term is vinasse: both words have been
to a certain extent adopted into English.

Sadtler, Handbook of Indust. Chem., p. 230.

schlempekollle (shlem'pe-ko-le), n. [G., <

schlempe, still-wash, -I- AoA/e, coal.] A black,

porous mass obtained by evaporating schlempe
to dryness and heating the residue until the
organic matter present is charred. Bj' leach-

ing this mass with water the potash salts are

dissolved out. See *schlempe.

sclllicker (shlik'fer), n. [G.] The skimmings
from molten unrefined lead, containing chiefly

copper, iron, and zinc, with a little antimony
and arsenic.

sdllieren (shie'ren), n.|)?. [G. sc7iKere», prop,
pi. of G. dial, sehlier (OHG. sclierro, MHG.
schliere), a boU.] Inpetrog., streaks or irreg-

ularly shaped portions of an igneous rock
which differ in . texture or composition from
the main mass.
The figure shows a curious banded concretionary struc-

ture in deeper shades resembling the landscape marble
from Gotham in England. It is a distinct gchlieren struc-

ture in a sedimentary rock, as if a heavier layer had settled
upon a lighter, and the latter had at stated points risen
up into the former. The lines of flow marked by a deli-

cate banding, and expanded outwardly into a fan struc-

ture. Amer. Geol., Feb., 1906, p. 98.

SChlieric (shle'rik), a. [G. schKer{en) + -jc]
lu petrog., having the properties of sohlieren.
Schlieric texture is a streaked heterogeneous
texture in which different parts of the rock
exhibit differences in mineral composition ac-
companied or not by textural differences.

SChlitte (shlit'e), n. [G. dial, schlitte, G.
schlitten, a sled, sledge, OHG. slito, m., sUta,

t., < slitan, G. schleiten = E. slide.] A Swiss
form of small coasting sled, steered by hand
with short, iron-pointed sticks. Sci. Amer.
Supp., April 15, 1905, p. 24488.

SCMOSS (shlos), n. [G., a lock, castle, in OHG.
sl4)z (= D. slot, etc.), a bolt, lock, castle, <

sliozan, G. scliliessen, shut, lock: see slot^.']

In German, a castle or manor-house : a term
equivalent to the French chdteau.

schmalzdl (shmillts'fel), n. [G., < schmalz,
lard, -I- 67, oil.] Literally, lard-oil: a term
used as a trade-name for refined rape-seed
oil, prepared for table use as salad-oil by
treatment for the removal of a somewhat acrid
taste. Groves and Thorp, Chem. Technol., II.

28.

schmeltz, n. See schmelze.
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schnabelkanne (shna'bel-kan-e), n. [G., <

schnalui, bill, beak, + kanne, jug, can.] A
jug or pitcher with
the spout in the
form ofa tube: used
in Greco-Eoman ar-

chsBology for ves-
sels of a peculiar
form found in great
abundance among
Mycensean and later

Greco-Roman work.
A certain form of

beaked jug, called by
German archaiologists
schnabelkanne, is char-
acteristic of the whole
area from before the first

introduction of the pot-

ter's wheel to the end of

the period.
Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 66.

schnapper (shnap'-
6r), n. [Prop, snap-
per, the spelling

schnapper having
appar. arisen out
of a notion that the
word is Dutch or
German. But the

Schnabelkanne (Trojan).

D. word would be ^snapper (compare D.
snaper, the hornback, a fish), and the G.
schnapper is not applied to a fish.] A fish,

Pagrus unicolor, abundant in all Australasian
waters and similar to the red porgy of the
Mediterranean, and the red tai of Japan. E.
E. Morris, Austral English Cock schnapper,
the young of the Australian schnapper.—School schnap-
per, a name given to the schnapper when it begins to
school.

Schneider (shni'der), n. [G., cutter, tailor,

one who gets the worst, as in a game; <

schneiden, cut.] A German equivalent for

lurch, applied to the adversaries of the single

player (o) in skat, when they fail to reach 30,

and (6) in sixty-six, when they fail to make
33. Double Schneider is the same as *schwarz, 2.

SChneller (shnel'fer), n. [G., a jerker, lever,

picker, < schnellen, jerk, let go, < schnell,

quick, = E. snell.'] In music, a term some-
times used toT*pralltriller, when the embellish-
ment occurs with notes that are detached,
not in a descending series.

schnorrer (shnor'er), n. [Yiddish, < G. schnur-
ren, to hum. It is said that wandering beg-
gars used to play a trifling musical instrument
called schnurrpfeife, 'humming pipe,' which
produced a buzzing sound : hence the name.]
Among German Jews, a beggar ; a tramp.

SChola cantorum " (sko'la kan-to'rum). [L.,
' school of singers.'] In medieval music, either
the choir or chapel of a cathedral or monas-
tery, or a choir-school attached to such an es-

tablishment ; specifically, the Papal Choir at
Eome.
SCholasticate (sko-las'ti-kat), n. A house in

which advanced courses in philosophy, the-

ology, and science are given to candidates for

the priesthood in the Jesuit Order.

schonite, n. See schoenite.

school^ W.—Ambulatory SChOoL See-kambtdatory.
— Austrian school, in jx'ht. econ.,'agroiip of economists
of whom the Austrian writers, Menger, Wieser, Sax, and
Bbhm von Bawerk, are the most prominent. The essen-
tial characteristic of the school is the explanation of the
phenomena of valuation by the theory of "finjil util-

ity."—Barbazon or (properly) Barblson SChOOl, the
group of French landscape-painters, classed as realist*,

who from about the middle of the nineteenth century
made their home in Barbison and other villages near
Fontainebleau. The group includes Theodore Rousseau.
Millet, Corot, Daubigny, .lules Dupr^, Diaz, Troyon, and
others.— Classical school, in polit. econ., a group of

writers of the early part of the nineteenth century includ-

ing Ricardo, Malthus, J. B. Say, M'CuUoch, James Mill,

and minor writers. The underlying philosophy of the
school was utilitarianism and the method employed was
deductive. Also called the orthodox school or the Ricar-
dian school.— 'Dy^aaxaic school, (n) In «octo(., a group
of writers who teach the possibility of improving society

by hunian effort directed by scientific knowledge, in op-
position to those who doubt man's ability to hasten the
processes of natural evolution, {b) A medical sect, fol-

lowers of Stahl, so called because of the doctrine that all

vital phenomena proceed from the action of an internal
force. See animism, 2.—Free school, a school in which
tuition fees are not charged. Specifically :— («) Achai-ity-
school. (6) A school maintained in a community by
taxes levied for the purpose.— Historical school, ib)

In polit. econ., a group of economists who enipha.size the
interdependence of economic, social, political, and legal
phenomena, and who maintain that the economic condi-
tion of a nation can be understood only through a histor-

ical study of the institutional development of that nation.
The earliest prominent representatives of the historical

schooner
school were the German writers Wilhelm Roscher, Bruno
Hildebrand, and Karl Knies. The historical school became
predominant in German economics in the last half dI the
nineteenth century and profoundly influenced eci>nomic
thought throughout the world.— Latin school, a school
in which the pupils are instructed especially in fjitin and
Greek, in preparation for a college or university.— M^an
school, a group of realistic writers who advocated a la-

borious reproduction of life in its most material features.

Zola was the most noted of this school. M. V. it. Craw-
ford, Studies in Foreign Literature, p. 64.— National
school. 0) A school of political economy which repre-
sents a reaction against the laisser-faire doctrines and the
cosmopolitanism of the classical economists. WritelB of
the national school regard state encouragement of in-

dustry, in the fonn of protective tariffs, bounties, etc., as
essential to the development of the latent resources of a
country. Friedrich List and Henry C. Carey were the
most prominent writers of this school.— Neapolitan
school of painting. See -knaturalisti.— l^rwich
school ofpainting. See kjMinting.— fiasji'schOOl Of
sculpture, tlie small but influential coterie of sculptors
which was formed in Pisa, Italy, in the thirteenth century.
Its chief masters were Niccol6 da Pisa, and his son Gio-
vanni. It was much influenced by certain antique re-

mains now in the Campo Santo at Pisa.— Secondary
school, a school between the primary school and the
college, university, or technological school.

The secondary school course is normally four years in
length. . . . The conditions prescribed by the colleges for
admission to their courses affect powerfully both the
secondary school programme and the methods of teaching.

£ncyc. Brit., -XXVII. 681.

The school which seeks to retain its pupil to the age of
sixteen or seventeen, and to prepare him to enter a
skilled trade or one of the minor professions, is a secon-
dary or intermediate school. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 663.

StatiCOkinetic school, in social., those writers who
merely try to explain society, without attempting to di-
rect human progress by means of scientific knowledge.

—

Tapestry SChOOL See the extract

Miss works in all the stock effects of the tapestry
school, reveling particularly in great splotches of red
color. Kelvin's hair is blood red. Brynhild's and Rand-
var's locks are gold red, the villain— a polished person
who has learned his manners in France— wears slashed
garments of red Spanish leather ; when there is a fight
blood flows redly from the rents in the garments of the
combatants, the wine is red in the cups, and the camp-
fire blazes red against the dark trees of the forest pri-
meval. N. i. Times, Sat Rev., Feb. 24, 1906, p. 112.

Vested school, in Ireland, a school the control of which
is vested in oonunissioners.

School-flsh, n. 3. A collective name for cod-
fish which inhabit the open sea. IStand. Diet.

school-land (skol'land), n. A portion of gov-
ernment land which is appropriated for the
use or support of schools, as for an agricul-
tural school.

schoolmaster, n. 2. A common name of
Liitiantis apodus, a fish of the family Lutian-
idse, found in the West Indies.

school-section (skSl'sek'shgn), n. A section
of the public land devoted to the support of
the public schools. [Western U. S.]

school-shark (skol ' shark), n. Same as
*topc'J, 2.

schooner, «—Bntterman schooner, a peculiar type
of schooner-yacht, formerly in vogue in England, having
a very large overhang both forward and aft. Forest and
Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 163.— Haintopsall schooner,
a schooner which carries a square t<jpsail on the main-
mast.— One-majBted schooner, a revolutionary type of
boat, so named (paradoxically) because its sail-plan is

virtually that of the ordinary two-masted schiwner, with
the exception that the foresail and all the head-sails are
In one, and that all this spread of sail is entirely inboard.
It is the only one-masted rig in existence in which the
mast is stepped aft of the center of effort of the sail-plan.

This rig offers the advantages of the yawl, ketch, and

One-inasted Schooner.
/t, fuU sail ; .5, jib reefed.

regular schooner, inasmuch as by simply lowering the jib*

the boat will lay head to wind ; also that by having one
mast instead of two there is saving of weight aloft and a
natural increase of stability, while the large jib exerts a
tremendous lifting power. The absence of a mast in the
forward part of the boat increases her buoyancy and life

in a ^seaway, and permits her to rise readily to a head
sea. By reefing the jib, the balance of the sail-plan i«

not impaired, but leaves it like that of an ordinary two-
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masted schooner under jib and mainsail. The high,

nari-ow-headed mainsail is of special service in a heavy
sea as it catches the wind which blows over the crests, and
thus keeps steerageway on the boat This type of vessel

is L'eiienUly known as the Andrade one-magted gchooiier.

schott (.shot), )i. [Gr. scliott, prob. < D. schot, a
payment := E. «/«)(2.] 1. One twenty-fourth

of a mark, gold and silver vseight, at Danzig.
— 2. An early Prussian silver coin,

schraufite (shrouf'it), >i. [Named after Prof.

A. Schrauf, an Austrian mineralogist (died

1897).] A native mineral resin of a deep-red
color which occurs in the sandstone of

Wainnia, Bukowina.
Schroeder's figure, Schroeder's stair figure.
Sfe * tilI II re.

Schroeter's valley. See *ralleij.

SChunglte (shting'git), n. [Schunga (see def.)

+ -ite^.^ Amorphous carbon, intermediate
between graphite and anthracite. It occurs
ii] [ihvllite near Schunga, Russia.

Schuylkill cat. See *c««i.

Schwann cell. See *ceU.

Schware (shva're), «.; pi. schwaren (-ren).

[Lti. si-hware, < schuar, Gr. scliwir, heavy.]
i. Copper currency of Bremen in the eigh-

teenth and nineteenth centuries, equal to one
fifth of a groat.— 2. A subsidiary coin of

Oldenburg, one twelfth of a silver groschen
;

equivalent to one fifth of a United States cent.

Bchwarz (shvarts), n. [G. schwarz, black.]

1. A coin of the Hanse Towns, equal to one
fifth of a groat.— 2. A double lurch or double
Schneider. In skat^ if the adversaries of the
single player fail to make a point, they are
schwarz. lu sixty-sii if a player fails to win a
trick, he is scliwar:. See *scliiieider.

If. however, he fails to make 61 points, he loses the
game . if his opp<jnent make 90 points, he is Schneider;
or if he makes no points at all, he is Schwarz, and he
pays each of his opponents (silent players included, if

any) the value of his game, increased, as the case may
be. by the additional payment for Schneider or Schwa rz,

Amer. Uoyle, p. 2(i6.

BChwegel (shva'gel), n. [Gr., in OHG. swegala,
aHute.] 1. An old form of pipe or flageolet.
— 2. In organ-building, a flue-pipe.

BCi. An abbreviation (o) of science; (6) of
scientitifi.

Sciadeichthys (si-ad-e-ik'this). n. [NL., <

.s'ci(/(/<-.v, a related genus, + Gr. ix^H, fish.]

A genus of marine catfishes found in tropical
Amciican waters.

sciaenid (si-e'nid), n. A fish of the family

Sciaenops (sl-e'nops), n. [NL., < Gr. oKiatva,

a sea-tish (see Scixna), + dn/', eye, face, ap-
pearance.] A genus of sciaenoid fishes found
on the South Atlantic and Gulf coust of the
United States.

sciagram (si'a-gram), n. [Gr. aai, shadow,
+ }i)dfiun, writing.] Same as ^radiogram or
radiograph, 2. Also skiagram.

The Mlciaifram showed that there was a very great
deti<:ieiicy in the lime salts. Lancet. .luly 4, 1903, p. 3*2.

SCiagrammatic (si''a-gra-raat'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to, of the nature of, or recorded by means
of, a sciagram. Also skiagrammatic.

sciagrammatically (si "a-gra-mat'i-kal-i), adv.

By means of a sciagram or of sciagraphy.
Also skiagrdmmaticaUy.
sciagraph, «. 2. A pliotograph taken with
the -X-rays. See *ray^. Also skiagraph.

When taking a slciagraph of the lungs the plate will

not be marred as the result of movement of the ribs and
lung nntl diaphragm, which is always the case when
long exjufsures are made.

Amtr. X-Ray Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 43.

sciagraph (si'a-gr&f), r. t. [sciagraph, n.]

To tnko a sciagraph or radiograph of. Also
skiiigritjiU.

The time of exposure dei>end8 largely upon the size and
character of the apparatus employed, the degree of
variiiHii of the tube, and the thickness of the part to be
ttciirini/tlifU. Amer X-Ray Jour., Feb., 1!»03, p. 41.

SCiagraphic (si-a-grat'ik), a. [sciagraphiy) +
-ic.T Pertaining to or of the nature of scia-

graphy ; obtained by means of sciagraphy.
.\lso xkingraphic.

sciagraphy, «. 4. Photography by means of
the Uoiitcen rays or other forms of radioactiv-
ity. Also skiagraphy.

Many of the " old timers " refuse at first to believe that
inch a thing as instantaneous nfriayraphy is possible,

and Iteconie converted only after seeing for themselves.
Amer. X-Ray Jnur., Feb., 1903, p. 41.

Sciametry (sJ-am'e-tri), n. [Gr. ami, shadow,
+ -1/171,111. < niTpnv, measure.] Same as skia-
sriipii. liptiriil .lour., June 16, 1904, p. 42.

Sciara army-worm. .
See ^army-voorm.
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sciascope (si'a-skop), n. The ophthalmo-
scopic mirror employed in the shadow-test.
See .skui.'icopy

.

sciascopic (si-a-skop'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to seiaseopy. Also skiascopic.

To make a stciascopic chimney for an argand burner,
take a piece of tin about four inches square ; with a small
carpenter's chisel cut a circular hole out of it about two
inches in diameter. Optical Jour., Dec, 1903, p. 782.

science, "

—

concrete science, a science, not of laws
of nature and their possible results, but descriptive and
explanatory either of the kinds of objects (as in chemis-
try) or of the individual objects (as in astronomy) whose
existence or potential existence (jis in the case of a salt

not hitherto made but which certainly might be made)
has hitherto been revealed to us by experience. The
term was introduced by Comte, along with abstract
science. -Spencer added an" intennediate division, ab-
stract-concrete science.— Domestic science, the applica-
tions of science (physics, cheniietry, biology, hygiene, etc.)

to household or domestic economy.— Mental science.
(a) The science of mind ; psychology. (6) A so-called
system of healing, which alms at a cm"e of all physical
ailments by educating the mind of the patient in certain
directions. The mind is supposed to be trained to ex-
clude every idea of the existence of any real discomfort,
on the ground that all such discomfort is the result of ab-
normal mental conditions ; the mind being properly
trained to ignore the body, no discomfort exists, since the
mind does notadmit it. The system has many variations,

but in general is, eviilently, a form of mind-cure or faith-

cure. — Nautical science, the arts of seamanship and
navigation, to which may be added .ship-designing,
marine engineering, and naval gunnery.

scienter (si-eu'ttr), «. [L., adv., knowingly,
with knowledge.] In law, the clause in a
complaint or indictment charging that the de-
fendant has knowledge which renders him
responsible or guilty ; also, the fact that the
defendant has such knowledge.

scientist, «.- christian Scientist. See *Christian.

SCieropia (si-e-ro'pi-a), H. [NL., < Gr. aKie/io^,

shady (< rjKui, shadow), + ui/', eye.] A patho-
logical condition in which objects seen appear
to be in a shadow-

sciffarlne (sif'a-rin), n. A trade-name of a
plastic material, made of sawdust, hemp-fiber,
starch, glue, and a mineral filler, intended for

use in finishing interior walls of houses, fill-

ing spaces between joists, etc.

sciflain ^sil'a-in), n. [L. scilla, squill, + -in^.'}

A bi Iter, poisonous, amorphous glucoside found
in squills, Vrginea maritima. It is hydrolyzed
by acids into sugar and a resin. Its physiolog-
ical action is similar to that of digitalin.

scillin (sil'in), n. [L. scilla, squill, -I- -iw^.]

A light-yellow crystalline glucoside found in
squills, I'rginea maritima.

scillipicrin (sil-i-pik'rin), n. [L. scilla, squill,

-I- Gr. TTiKpor,, bitter, -I- -inS,] a yellowish-
white hygroscopic, pulverulent glucoside con-
tained in squills.

Scillitan (sil'i-tan). a. Of or pertaining to
Scillium, a town in Numidia. See the extract.

The recovery in their original form of the Acts of the
Scillitan Martyrs has given us the earliest documents of

the Church of Africa and, it w<uild seem, the earliest

specimen of Christian Latin. The martyrs take their
name from Scilla (or Scillium), a town in Numidia.

Encyc. Brit.. XXXII. 462.

scillitin (sil'i-tin), )i. [L. scilla, squill, + -it-

+ ill-.] A bitter compound found in squills,

Vrginea maritima. It is a diuretic used in cer-

tain forms of dropsy.
SCillitozin (sil-i-tok'sin), n. [L. scilla, squill,

+ E. toxin.^ A light-brown amorphous gluco-
side found in squills. It is a cardiac poison,
its action being similar to that of digitalin.

scind (sind), 1?. f. [h. scindere, cut.'] To out;
cleave; separate. [Kare.]
That which is false cannot be good, nor can it be beauti-

ful. That which is beautiful must be true and good. It

is impossible to scind these distinct aspects of perfection.

The philosopher seeking truth errs if he attempts to op-
pose what is certain to what is goodly.
Baring-Gould, Origin and Development of Religious

[Belief, II. 37.

scintillescent (sin-ti-Ies'ent), a. [See scintil-

late.] Scintillating; twinkling; having a
tremulous motion to the eye.

The moon.
Bright, breathless, and buoyant, and brimful of June,

Poised herself loose In mid-heaven, with one pale.

Minute, scintillescent, and tremulous star

Swinging under her globe like a wizard-lit car.

Owen Meredittt, Lucile, II. iii. 12.

scintilloscope (sin-til'o-skop), n. [L. scin-

tilla, spark, -I- Gr. amveiv, view.] An appa-
ratus devised by F. H. Glew for detecting the
effect of radioactive substances on polonium
screens or other screens. A modification of

the ^spinthariscope (which see).

The little instrument, whicli is called the *' Scintillo-

scope," consists of a simple magnifier of adjustable focus,

as in the spinthariscope, but instead of the fixed screen

sclerodactylia

and particle of radio-active substance a small double plate
of glass is used. One uf tliese pieces of glass is coated
with a radio-active salt, and the other is a radio-sensitive
screen. Upon looking at a combination of this kind with
the lens the sparkling appearance is very cleai-ly seen.

Nature, Sept. 29, 1904, p. 635.

sciophilous (si-of'i-lus), a. [Gr. m/ri, shade,
shadow, + (fiiXcn; love, -I- -ous.] In phytoyeog.,
shade-loving ; adapted to live in shade. Pound
and Clements.

Sciophyte (si'o-fit), «. [Gr. amd, shade, -I- (jivriv,

plant.] In phytogeog., a shade-loving plant.

Scipionism (sip'i-o-mzm), n. [L. Scipio (Scip-
ion-) + -ism.'\ The distinctive character of
Scipio. [Rare.]

Every great man is a unique. The Scipionism of Scipio
is precisely that part he could not bon'ow.

Emerson, Self-reliance, Essays, 1st ser., p. 82.

scirrhoma (si-ro'ma), n.
;

pi. scirrhomata
(-ma-tii). [NL., < Gr. oKippof, a tumor, -t-

-o»i«.] Same as scirrhns.

Scirtopodous (ser-top'o-dus), a. Pertaining
to or characteristic of the Scirtopoda.

SCissor-leg (siz'pr-leg), n. A deformity con-
sisting in adduction of both hips, the legs
crossing each other.

scissors, n. pi—De Wecker's scissors, small surgi-
cal scissors the blades of which are opened and closed by
pressure on two steel springs united at one extremity
like the blades of a pair of tweezers : used in operations
on the eyeball.

scissors-telescope (siz'orz-tel"e-sk6p), M. A
stereotelescope the iuterobjective distance of
which can be varied by rotation of the arms
about a joint so situated with reference to the
eyepieces that the interocular distance re-

mains constant
scioromorphine (si-li-ro-mor'fin), a. [sciuro-

morph + -inc.] Same as scinromorphic. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 187.

SClaff (sklaf), I'- [Also sklaff; imitative.
Compare baff and slap.] To strike with the
open hand or with anything flat ; specifi-

cally, in golf, nearly the same as baff. See
the extract. [Scotch.]

The distinction between the two words is somewhat
subtle. In baftlng a ball the stroke is played with the
intention of lofting it high in the air, whereas a sclaffed

ball is not necessarily lofted high.
H'. Parle, Jr., Game of Golf, p. 2(i9.

sclaffy (sklaf'i), a. [sclaff + -»/l.] In golf,

applied to a stroke when the ball is not taken
clean but is struck only after the club has
plowed through the ground behind it. W.
Park, Jr., Game of Golf, p. 91.

sclera, «. 2. The test of the crustaceans, espe-
cially those parts of the test which separate the
corneal lenses in aggregated schizoehroal eyes.

sclereid (skle're-id), 11. [Gr. axTiripo^, hard, -f-

-e- + -!rf2.] In hot., a hardened and thick-

ened cell; a lignified cell or stone-cell. See
sclerotic parenchyma, under sclerotic.

Sclerite, n. (d) One of the elements which by
union or coalescence form the skeleton of a
coral.

At the base of the polyp between each pair of mesen-
teries, the infolded ectoderm secretes small, round, oval
or irregular calcareous bodies isclerites) ; these are op-
IM>sed against one another in radial directions, and as

others are successively laid down on the top of them, up-
right pailitions or septa (Stemleisten. cloisons) are built

up- Zittel (trans.), Text->>ook of Paleon., I. 69.

sclero-adipose (skle-io-ad'i-p6s), a. [Gr.
BK>r/i>6c, hard, -I- E. adipose.] Both fibrous and
fatty; composed of a mixture of these two
structures.

There is dep()sited around the csecum a thick and re-

sistant sclero-adipose mass which gives the impression of

a neoplacm. Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 38.

sclero-anthin(skle-ro-an'thin),«. [Gr. aK?.7/pA(,

h.ard, -I- di'Wof, flower, -I- -in'^.] A little-

known compound said to be present in evgot.

sclerocauly (skle'ro-ka-li), «. [Gr. aK?.7)p6g.

hard, -t- Kav/.6c, stem, -f- -y''^.] In phytogeog.,

the character exhibited by plant stems which,
in response to conditions of physiological dry-
ness, have become slender, hard, and dry as
in Ephedra and Spartiiim. A. F. W. Schimper.

Sclerochoroiditis (skle-ro-ko-roi-di'tis), II.

[NL., < Gr. OKAripdi;, hard, + NL. choroides +
-itis.'] Inflammation of both the sclerotica

and the choroid.

sclerocornea (skle-ro-k6r'ne-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

(TK/7/pof, h-ird, + NL. cornea."] The sclerotica

and cornea considered together.

SClerOCrystalline (skle-ro-kris'ta-lin), 11. [Gr.

aK^7ip6r, hard, + KpivTuAAiPor, of crystal.] A
colorless crystalline compound found in ergot
of rye, from which it is extracted by ether.

sclerodactylia (skle'ro-dak-tU'l-a), n. [NL.,



sclerodactylia

< Gr. aiJjipSc, hard, + ddA.-riv'of. finger.] A
condition of atrophy and deformity of the
fingers, with thickening and hardening of the

skin which covers them.
Scleroderma^ (skle-ro-dfer'ma), n. [NL.
(Persoon, 1801), < Gr. m/j^pof, hard, + 6epua,

skin.] A genus of gasteromyeetous fungi
having the peridium simple and coriaceous,
rupturing irregularly and the gleba divided
by irregular partitions. iS. verrucostim is a
common and widely distributed species oe-

eurring in grassy places.

Sclerodermataceae (skle-ro-der-ma-ta'sf-e), H.

pi. [NL., < Scleroderma^ (Sclerodermat-) +
-acea.'i A small family of gasteromyeetous
fungi, so named from the genus Scleroderma

and including the common thick-skinned puff-

balls.

sclerodermatitis (skle-ro-d^r-ma-ti'tis), 11.

[NL., < Gr. aK/.Tjpd^, hard,'-l- ^lp^a{r-), skin, +
-itis.] Inflammation of the skin with harden-
ing of the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues.

Hence the result* of the treatment in this case are very

suggestive that in some cases at least sclerodermatitis

is rheumatic in origin. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 228.

SClerodermite, ». 2. In the corals, one of the

calcareous elements occurring detached in the

ectoderm and mesoderm or forming compact
tubes which are periodically partitioned off into

stories with the upward growth of the animal.

8cleroderris(skle-ro-der'is),n. [NL. (Persoon,

1822), < Gr. ati?.rip6(, hard, + iipiii^, a leather

ScUroderrisfutiginosa,

a, immature ascocarps : A, asc"< containing spores and
accompanied by paraphyses.

covering.] A genus of discomyeetous fungi
having coriaceous ascocarps arisiug from a
stroma seated beneath the surface of the sub-
stratum. At first they are subglobose and
closed, but finally tho covering ruptures and
erposes tho Tsk. The spores are hyaline,
elongate, and 4 to C-colled. Over 25 species
are known, mostly saprophytic on trunks and
branches. S. fvAirjinosa is said to be parasitic

on twigs and branchec of willows in Europe
and North America.
SClero-erythrin (sklC'ro-e-rith'rin), n. [Gr.
aii?.r/p6c, hard, + tpvdpdc, red, + -tn2.] A red
coloring-matter found in ergot of rye.

Sclerogenic (skle-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. OKXr/pd^,

hard, + -ycvK, -producing, + -ic] Same as
sclerogenous^.

8Clerognmm^tOUS(skle-ro-gum'a-tus), a. [Gr.

aK>.rip6c, hard, + E. gummatous.^ Both fibrous
and gummatous.
Sext in importance in syphilitic cardiac affections

comes sderogummatous arteritis. This is sooner or later
complicated by insufficiency of the aortic valves and aortic
aneurysm. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 229.

sclero-iodin (skle-ro-i'o-din), n. [Gr. aKA.rip6i:,

hard, + lu6ri<:, like a violet, + -irfi.^ A color-
ing-matter found in ergot of rye.

SClerokeratitis (.skle-ro-ker-a-ti'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. CK/.Tipoq, hard, -(- Kipai; (Kcpar-), horn, +
-itis.] Inflammation of both the sclerotica
and the cornea.
Sandford says in the British Medical Journal of No-

vember 1, 1902, that by the tenn sclerokeratitis he means
an inflammatory cellular infiltration of the fibrous tissue
of the sclerotic coat, extending more or less into the sub-
stantia propria of the cornea.

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p. 115.

scleromere (skle'ro-mer), n. [Gr. CKlripk,
hard, + fiepoc:, part.] A primitive segment
from which an osseous structure is developed:
distinguished from a myomere or primitive
muscular element. S. Gadow, inPhilos. Trans.
Boy. Soc. (London), 1896, ser. B, p. 12.

Sclero-optic (skle-ro-op'tik), a. Relating to
both the sclerotica and the optic nerve. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 557.
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SCleropliyllous(skle-rof'i-lus), o. [Gr. aKATjpd^,

hard, + ipi'AAov, leaf, -t- -ous.~\ In pliytogeog.,

having coriaceous leaves : said of vegetation

;

favorable to vegetation with such leaves : said

of conditions. Sclerophyllous plants are
found in all xerophytic formations, but are
commonest in mild temperate regions with
wet winters and dry summers. See *garrigue
and *mrigiii^.

sclerophylly (skle-rof'i-li), n. [Gr. aKXrjp6^,

hard, -I- ^I'./iov, leaf, + -.v^.] In pliytogeog.,

the character presented by a type of foliage
reduced in size, thickened, antl hardened m
response to conditions of physiological dry-
ness. A. F. W. Schimper.

scleroprotein (skle-ro-pr6'te-in), n. [Gr.

aK?.rip6(, hard, -I- E. protein.] A'term suggested
to desigiiate the albuminoids which occur
widely distributed in the skeletal tissues of the
animal organism. Nature, MiCrchl,1907

,
p. 439.

sclerosarcoma (sklo'ro-siir-ko'mli,), «.; pi.

sclcrosarcomata (-ma-til"). [NL., < Gr. anXripd^,

hard, + adpnupa, sareoina.] A hard fleshy
growth, especially one on the gums.
sclerose (skle-ros'), v.; pret. and pp. sclerosed,

ppr. sclerosing, [sclerosis, «.] I. trans. To
cause sclerosis or hardening.

Sclerosing disorders, such as chronic alcoholism.
Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 496.

II. intrans. To become affected with scle-

rosis.

scleroseptum (skle-ro-sep'tum), n. ; pi. sclero-

septa (-tii). [NL., i Gr. OKkqpi^, hard, + L.
septum, partition.] One of the calcareous
septa of a coral, contrasted with the fleshy
mesenteries or sarcosepta.

sclerosis, «— UnlceUular sclerosis, invasion of a
gland by tlbrous bands passing b-jtween the individual
cells.

Lemoine and Lannois, as already noted, have studied
pancreatitis in four cases of diabetes and have thought
that the new growth of interstitial tissue has its seat
of origin in the perivascular tissue whence fibrous pro-

cesses extend between the parenchymatous structures.
An important feature of the inflammatory change de-
scribed by them is the penetration of fibrous strands into
the acini, separating the cells and producing what they
designate unicellular sclerosis.

Jour. Exper. Med., Jan. 15, 1901, p. 424.

VasCtllar sclerosis. Same as arteriosclerosis.

Dehio examined fingers that had been amputated on
account of Raynaud's disease and found in these endar-
teritis, endophlebitis and degenerated nerves, but he
only had about 1 cm. of normal tissue above the gan.
grenous area for his investigation. He, too, was uncertain
whether the vascular sclerosis preceded the gangrene or
vice versa. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1900, p. 106.

sclerostenosis (skle " ro - ste - no ' sis), n. In
pathol., the contraction and hardening of a
structure.

SclerOStoma, n. Sclerostoma armatum is a large pal-
isade-worm (nematode) of horses: same as -ItStrongylus
equinus. Sclerostoma tetracanthum, or Cylichnostomum
tetracanthum (Mehlis, 1831), is one of the smaller (9 to 12
millimeters long) nematode worms fomtd in the csecum
and colon of horses.

Sclerotic plate, one of the series of thin plates of bone
which sun-ound the opening of the pupil of the eye and
form the outer part of the eyeball in many birds, or, as
in the owls, a deep bony box. See cut under sclerotal.

scleroticectomy (skle - rot - i - sek ' to - mi), n.

[NL. sclerotica + Gr. eKropr/, excision.] Ex-
cision of a portion of the sclerotica.

scleroticotomy (skle-rot-i-kot'o-mi), n. [NL.
sclerotica + Gr. rop^, a, cutting.] Incision
through the sclerotica.

Sclerotinia(skle-ro-tlu'i-a),n. [NL. (Ftickel).]

1. A genus of discomyeetous fungi having

Scleretirtia /ructigeittt.

a, the conidial form known as Monilia : i, stipitate ascocarps
from a mummied peach ; c, an ascus with spores and a paraphysis

;

£^. separate ascospores ; e, germinating ascospores. All highly
magnified.

smooth-stalked, funnel or saucer-shaped asco-
carps arising from solerotia. The ascospores are

Scolecosporse

unicellular and hyaline. Many of the species a; c para-
sitic on fruit of ericaceous plant*. The conidial forms
have been described as liotrytis and Moriititi. .S. Fucke-
liana, the vine-sclerotinia, attacks various plants but
especially the grape, destroying leaves, stems, and fruit.

5. Tri/olioruyn attacks leaves and stems of clover and A*.

/ructigena is the ascigerous form of the fruit-mold or
Monllia of peaches and other fruits.

Bees carry the spores of Sclerotinia as they do the
pollen of the bilberries. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 575.

2. A fungus of the genus Sclerotinia.
Onion sclerotinia, Sclerotinia hulborum, a species
which attacks the bulbs of onions and hyacinths. Its
conidial stage belongs to the form-genus Botrytis.

Bclerotinial (skle-ro-tin'i-al), a. [NL. Sclero-

tinia -I- -aU,] Pertaining to or caused by
fungi belonging to the genus Sclerotinia.

De Barj-'s pioneer paper on Sclerotinia and sclerotinial
diseases. Science, April 18, 1902, p. 607.

sclerotioid (skle-ro'ti-oid), a. [NL. sclera-

ti{uni) + -ojrf.] Resembling or pertaining to
a selerotium. Also sclerotoid.

sclerotium-disease (sklf-ro'shi-tmi-di-zez"), ».

Any parasitic disease of plants due to fungi
of the genus Sclerotinia.

SClerotized, a. (6) In pathol., same as ,tcle-

ro.'ied.

sclerotoid (skle'ro-toid), a. Same as *sclero-
tioid.

sclerotome, «. 3. That portion of the meta-
merically segmented mesoderm of the verte-
brate embryo which gives rise to the
sustentacular or supporting structures, such
as the bony, cartilaginous, and connective-
tissue skeleton.

SClerozanthin (skle-ro-zau'thin), n. [Gr.
cii'ltjpdf, hard, + ^av66<:, yellow, + -i«2.] A
yellow crystalline compound extracted by
ether from ergot of rye.

SClerOZOne (skle'ro-zon), n. [Gr. mArip6(,
hard, -1- C"''?, a girdle.] One of the bony
girdles, or series of bones, to which the limbs
are attached ; the shoulder girdle and pelvic
girdle. [Rare.]

SCOb (skob), «. [Cf. scois.] A fault, in weav-
ing, caused by the entanglement of a broken
warp-thread in the shed through which the
weft passes. Jl. Marsden, Cotton Weaving,
p. 481.

SCobicular (sko-bik'u-lar), a. Same as scobi-

form. Also scobiculate.

SCObiculate (sko-bik'u-lat), a. Same as *sco-
btctdar.

SCOdella (sko-del'a), n. [It. scodella, < L.
scutclla, a shallow vessel, a waiter. See
scuttle.] A majolica vessel in the form of a
shallow bowl on a footed stem. Also scudella.

See ta::za, 1.

scof, n. and v. A simplified spelling of scoff.

scoff, n. 3. Food; "grub." [Slang.]

Duke's son, cook's son, all of 'em want their sco^,

Fifty thousand horse and foot struggling to get some
grub.

R. Kipling, in War's Brighter Side, xv.

scoff, f. *. 3. To steal; carry off. [Slang.]
Their storeroom is a regular theatre, sir. . . . There's

enough [paint] for two first-rates, and I've scoffed the
best half of it

R. Kipling, Judson and the Empire, in Many Inven-
[tions, p. 396.

SCOggan (skog'an), n. [Also scoggin; origin
obscure.] 1. A vane; a weathercock. [Prov.
Eng.] — 2. A device for operating the valve
of an engine, consisting of cords attached to
the valve-handle and pulled by some recipro-
cating part of the mechanism. This device
was used as a valve-gear in some of the ear-

liest forms of steam-engine.
SCOggin (skog'in), n. Same as *scoggan.
SCOleciasis (sko-lf-si'a-sis), n. [^fL., < Gr.
OKuAriKiaaiQ, the condition of being worm-eaten,
< OKuXri^ (aKu?.r/K-), worm.] Same as helminthi-

asis.

SCOlecoiditis (sko-le-koi-di'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
cKuh/i (aKu'/.TiK-), worm, + titSof, form, -t- -itis.]

Inflammation of the vermiform appendix;
appendicitis.

SCOlecology (sko-le-kol'o-ji), n. [Gr. OKU^rj^

{oKu'/.t/K-), worm, -1- -Aoyta, < ?Jyeiv, speak.]
Same as hclminthoJogy.

scolecomorphic (sko-ie-ko-mor'fik), a. Relat-
ing to or resembling the Scolecomorpha.

Scolecosporse (sko-le-ko-sp6're), Jl. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. anCskq^ (aKu?itiK-), worm, -f anopa, seed
(spore).] A name given by Saecardo to arti-

ficial divisions of various families and orders
of fungi, especially to those of the Pyrenomy-
cetes and Fungi Impcrfecti, and including the
genera which have the spores rod-like or
filiform.



Bcoliid

BCOliid (sko'li-id), n. aud a. I. n. A member
of the hjTnenopterous family Scoliidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Scoliidse.

scoliokyphosis (skoli-o-ki-fd'sis), n. [Gr.
ano/.ioc, curved, + Kv<l>uai(, humpbacked condi-
tion.] A pathological condition in which the
spinal column is curved laterally as well as
posteriorly.

scoliometer (skol-i-om'e-t^r), n. [Gr. 0x0X16^,

1183 scouring-brick

a cranium which has a summit on its posterior process of appreciating and interpreting musio.
part and an occiput rapidly descending to the noted in full vocal or orchestral score,
wide base. G. Sergi (trans.), Var. of the SCOre-sheet (skor'shet), n.
Human Species, p. 46.

SCOpola (sko'po-la), n. [See the def.] The
dried rhizome and larger roots of Scopoliita
earniolka, incorrectly called Japanese bella-

donna. It contains practically the same
constituents as Atropa Belladonna, and is a
mydriatic, sedative, and hypnotic

A sheet of paper
upon which a record of the tallies or runs in
base-ball, cricket, and similar games is or may
be written.

scoria^, «.— Thread-lace scoria, a form of basaltic
liumice 80 highly inflated that the rock material between
the bubbles is reduced to mere threads. It is found in
small quantities at Kilauea. J. D. Dana, Manual of
Geol. (4th ed.), p. 281.

curved, + ^irpov, measure.] An instrument scopolamine (skop'o-lam-in), n. [seopol{in) scoring, ".-Glacial scoring. 9,ee -kqlacial.
used for measuring the amount of deformity
in lateral curvature of the spine.

scolion, n. See skolion.

Scolithus (sko'li-thus), n. [NL., for *scoleco-
lithus, < Gr. aKulr/^ (o/cuJ.i?*-), worm, -I- ?J0o;,

rock.] A generic name which has been given
to supposed annelid tubes or worm-casts oc

+ amine.] A difficultly crystallizable alkaloid, scoring-book (skor'ing-biik), h. In archery, a.

C17H21NO4-I-H2O, obtained from Scopolina book for keeping the record of the shots'; a
carniolica, S. Japonica, Vuhoisia myoporoides, score-book.
Atropa Belladonna, Datura Stratnoinum, and Scorpaenichtliys (skor-pe-nik'this), n. [NL.,
other plants of the Solanaceae: identical with < Scorpsena + Gr. Ix6k,'a, fish.] A genus of
hyoscine. The hydrobromide is most used. It cottoid fishes of large size, found from Puget
is a soporific and anesthetic. Sound to San Diego,

cumng m many sandstone rocks, especially scopoleine (skop'o-le-in), n. {scopolin.1 An Scorpiid (skor'pi-id), n. [Scor]>io, Scorjnus, +
those of Cambrian age. ether-like compound or alkaloid produced by -i(p!] A meteor belonging to the flock which
Bcolymus (skol i-mus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, heating scopolin with an organic acid an- has its radiant in the constellation Scorpio.
1753, adopted from Tournefort, 1700), < Gr hydrid; analogous with the tropeines. in April many fine meteors diverge from Vii^o and
OKd/.v/jor, the name of Sculijmus Hispanicus.] SCOpoletin (skop ' 6-let-m), n. [5copo?a (see Libra, while in May there are Serpentids, Srorp«d« and
A genus of plants of the family ^s<erace«. It def. ) + -et- + -8«2.] A colorless crystalline Ophiuchids. A'afwrc, April 14, 1904, p. 671.

methyletherofesculetin,CgHB04.CH;), found Scotch. I. a.— Scotch blessing, a stem reprimand.
in the root of Scopolina japonica and in bella- [i^oUoq.] Dialect Notes, III. iii. p. los.— Scotch feed.

donna root, and prepared by boiling scopolin ^^l*/"'''

with dilute sulphuric acid. Its solution in
alcohol shows a blue fluorescence. It is

slightly acid and melts at 198° C. Also called
cli rysa tropic acid.

scopolin (skop 'o-lin), n. [scopol(aminc) +
-in.] A colorless crystallizable alkaloid, Cg-
HJ3NO.5, produced by boiling scopolamine for

«L\l!^f/'j^L'^''-n^''7*''a"'''- 7 r.., SCOtodlnia (skot-6-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

h??£ ^t^Uhnl tl r^ ""' ^ ^'*"? "'^^0^' darkiess, + A.-of, a whirling ] Ver-

?n Z'i o -T' ^ '"'^f '
* ,^/T"l-J tigo with dimness of vision.

^

In the sponge-spicules a long straight rhabd scotography (sko-tog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. CKdrcc,

wr°fh!r%r!aH"'''"1'X°'';YT'-'''r'^- aark^ss, -f -ya^'a, < }p4en', write.] Sameinginabulb. It is denvedfrom thehexactine. ns sciafiranhii ^ ' "^ ^ '
'

SCOpuliferOUS (skop-u-lif 'e-rus), a. [L. .«mp- Scotomai aiiks, inability to hear a sound which comes
h/^p, a broom, + fcrre, bear, -t- -ous.] Bear- '

ing or furnished with a scopula, as the tarsi
of certain hymenopterous insects.

scorch, V. i. 2. To ride very fast on a bicycle
or in a motor-car. [Colloq.]

Why go ' scorchinn ' along the roads ? To say nothing
of the danger, the blinding clouds of dust raised are in
proportion to the speed attained.

contains three species, natives of the Mediter-
ranean region. S. Bispamcus, the Spanish
oyster-plant or golden thistle, is sometimes
cultivated for its edible root, which is used
like that of salsify. Other species are rarely
grown for ornament.
SCOlytid (skol'i-tid), n. and a. I. n. Amem-
ber of the coleopterous family Scnlytidse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Scolytidie.

Bcombriform (skom'bri-form), a. [L. scomber,
a tunny or mackerel, + forma, form.] Scom-
broid.

SCOmbrin (skom'brin), n. [Gr. ck6u3po<;. a
tunny or mackerel, -f- -in"^.] A protamine
found in the testicles of the mackerel.
SCOmbron (skom'bron), n. [Gr. OKdn/ipof, a
tunny or mackerel, + -on.] A histon found
in the immature testicles of the mackerel.
Scombrops (skom'brops), n. [NL., < Gr.
a<6/i,iiM(, a tunny or mackerel, + uip. eye,
face (appearance").] A genus of fishes of the
family Cheilodipteridse, found in rather deep
water in the western Atlantic.

Scone, the stone of. See *stone.

SCOnse, « and t;. (. A simplified (restored)
spelling of sconce.

SCOOner, «. A simplified spelling of scAoon^r.
.

BCOOtl, I', t. 2. To send or impel (something) scorching, h

with a quick, light motion at high speed, a motor-car.

Jutomobile Topics, May 27, 1905, p. 462.
[CoUoq.]

SCOOt^, n. 3. Same as *dray^, 3.

scooter^, «. 3. An oblong plow, or cultivator
shovel, from under 2} to 5 inches wide, suited
to break a furrow, aud thus contrasted with a

II. n.—Broad Scotch. See *!»ronrf.— Court
Scotch, the court language of Scotland wiiilo it was still

a separate kingdom. 5fo«.— Highland Scotch, the
Gaelic language of Scotlaiul.— Lowland Scotch, Scotch
as spnken in the Lowlands.

Scotchman' t " ~ Flying Scotchman, a f.ast express-
ti-ain tliatruns netween Edinburghand London. [Colloq.]

Scotic (sko'tik), a. [LL. Scoticus, < Scoti, the
Scots.] Of or relating to the Scots.

from a certain point, the disability being detennined by
tile direction rather than by the distance from the ear.

SCOtomatoue (sko-tom'a-tus), a. [scotoma(t-) +
-OHS.] Relating to or affected with a scotoma.

SCOtoSCOpy (sko-tos' ko-pi), n. [Gr. o/tiirof,

darkness, + ckottcIv, view, + -y^.] Same as
skiascopy.

The Grand. Oct, 1907, p. 621. SCOtotherapy (skot-o-th6r'a-pi), n. [Gr. end-

One who rides very fast on a ~^' ''."i-k'.'ess, + dtpajreia, medical treatment.]scorcher, n. 3
bicycle or in a motor-car. [Colloq]

2. Fastridingonabicycle orin
[Colloq.] — 3. The injury caused

to tender barker leaves of plants by excessive
heat of the sun. See *firing, 7.

SCOrdinema (sk6r-di-ne 'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
OKopiS'ivima, retching, used in the earlier sense
of the verb, stretching or yawning, < mopSi-
iao(9a/, stretch, yawn.] Baine a.s pandiculation

sweep or scrape ; also a plow-stock fitted with SCOrel, n. 6. (b) In archery, a record of all the
'

"
shots of an archer; a record of all the shots of
all the archers in a shooting-match ; the sum
of all the units won by an archer in a round.
See *round, 7 (i)—Open score. In munc, a score in
which each voice or instrument ia noted on a separate
staff.

score', f. I. trans. Q. In lumbering, to chip off
the side of a log to a line, preparatory to fac-
ing it by hewing—To score a century. See *cen.
(uri/l.

II. intrans. 1. (6) Specifically, in archery,
to keep a record of all the shots of one or
several archers; make an entry on such a
record. By the present method of scoring,
hits in the gold, red, blue, black, and white
are scored 9, 7, 5, 3, and 1 respectively. See
*target, 2.— 4. In horse-racing, to try for a
start.—5. To part or tend to part along the
elements of the surface : said of castings
which split from unequal contraction on cool-
ing of the various parts.—6. In geol., to erode
in stri83 or grooves: said of glaciers. See

such a blade ; a scooter plow : used to break
out the middle of cotton-beds, to mix fertilizer
which has been deposited in furrows, etc.
[Southern U. S.]

A Koof^r, which is merely a flat shovel four to five
Inches wide and alxjut twelve inches long.
T. F. Bunt, Forage and Fiber Crops in America, p. 352.

Aiaoon ssthetobaccoplanta are firmly set, a "tcooter
li nm between the rows, which throws up a flat Iwttom
furrow through which the water is directed from the
trooghfl.

Dept. Com. and Labor, Bureau of Census, Bulletin 10,
[Irrig. in f. S., 1902, p. 24.

4. Same as »ce-«cooter.— wing scooter, a scooter
blade ileveloped above into lateral wings.

scooter (sko'tSr), V. i. To sail a scooter or
ice-scooter.

Scopaic (sko-pa'ik), a. In the style of Seopas
(born about 420 B.C.), a celebrated Greek
sculptor and architect, as it is known from
ancient texts and probable copies of his works.
It represented strong emotions and dramatic
action. The so-called Niobide of the Chiara-

, „ r,
" — *rock-ncoring.

monte Museum in Rome mav be considered a score-book (skor'buk), n. A book in which
Bne example of the style of the Scopaio school, ti,n tallloa r.T mna inexample of the style of the Scopaio school,
followers and imitators of Seopas. other games are kept.
SCOparius (sko-pa'ri-us), H. [See scoparious.] score-card (skor'kard), m

The treatment of disease by absolute exclu-
sion of light-rays, with or without the admis-
sion of the ultra-violet rays.

He I Dr. A. F. A. King] suggested several experiments
in scoto-therapy— l^eeping some patients in the dark or
in rooms with ptUT)Ie or indigo window glass, and expos-
ing others, nude, to brilliant sunshine.

Science, Jan. 2, 1903, p. 24.

scour', 't'. n. intrans. 4. To pass through
the soil without the latter adhering, the blade
being thus rubbed bright : said of an agricul-
tural implement.
' In the average soil there [Eastern IT. R.] the cast-iron
plow would scour perfectly. Amer. Encyc. Agr., p. 742.

scour', n. 1. (6) The violent removal of sand
by the wind, especially when it blows through
a funnel-shaped pass or canon.
The sandhill was afterwards attacked by a S.W. wind,

which commenced to reshape it, and this alteration at
first led to tlie formation of notches in the crest, in which
the wind became concentrated, leading to a violent scour
and to the excavation of deep pits to leeward.

Nature, Dec. 10, 1903, D. 138.

SCOUr-and-flU (skour^and-fil'),?!. The violent
removal of loose materials, such as sand and
gravel, by swift currents of air or water and
the deposition of the same on the slowing up
of the velocity.

In the discussion alluded to, by Professor Chamberlin,
occupying thirty-four pages of the Journal of Geology,
the first ten pages are occupied by an illustrated intro-
duction and an "academic statement" of the operation
of scouT-and-Jill in river botttims.

Amer. Geol., May, 190.3, p. 264.

scour-fish (skour'fish), n. The eseolar, liuvet-
tus jirdiosus, named from its rough skin.

the taUies orruns in base-ball, cricket, and scouring, n. (^) A veterinary tenn for a loose dUcharge
from the Dowels. See «cowrl, n., 2.

The driiMi tops of the leguminous plant Cytisus
Scoparius ; broom ; broom tops ; Irish or
Scotch broom. It contains the alkaloid spar-
teine and the glucoside scoparin, and is a
heart tonic and diuretic, used in dropsy.
SCOpelid (skop'e-lid), n. Any fish of the Myc-
tophidrc (.Scopelidai) or lantern-fishes.

SCOpeloid^ (skop'e-loid), a^ [Gr. aK6Treh>c,

A card which shows
the position of players in base-ball, cricket,
and similar sports, with spaces in which to
enter the record of each player and of the
game.

score-playing (skor'pla'ing), n. The act, pro-
cess, or result of playing upon a keyboard in-
strument from music noted in full vocal or
orchestral score.

high rock, + tlSoc, form.] In anthrop., noting score-reading (skor're^'ding), n. The act or

Keep the calf a little hungry and eager for more rather
than fill it to dulltiess. The endeavor sliould be to pre-
vent the beginning of indigestion, whicli leads to scour-
ing and perhaps fatal diarrhea.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 18M, p. 308.

scouring-brick (skour'ing-brik), n. A molded
mass ofan abrasive or silieious earth, usually
in the form of a brick, used in domestic affairs

for scouring steel knives and other bright
metal surfaces. Also Bath brick (which see,
under brick^).



1184scouring-cinder

scouring-cinder (skour'ing-sin'd^r), «. A
basic slag which attacks the lining of a shaft-

furnace.
SCOUring-machine, ". 2. In leaiher-manuf., a

machine for scouring or grinding the flesh scrap-hopper (skrap'hop'er), n.

side of skins or hides by means of a cylinder tract.

fitted with stones or brushes. C. T. Davis,

Mau>if. of Leather, p. 209.

SCOUring-sluice (skour'ing-slos), «. A short

flume or similar device the entrance to which

is controlled by gates or valves in such a way
that the water'of an irrigating-ditch or -canal

can be turned through the sluice to scour or

wash out sediment accumulated in the ditch.

H. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering, p. 216. gcraping, n.

SCOnring-Stone (skour'ing-ston), n. A stone «x-t Seek with a bhint-edged Scraper.

for scouring or rubbing the grain side of a gcraping-wheel (skra'ping-hwel),«. Awheel
'^

- — - ^""^
witli knives on its periphery for scraping and
cleaning the surface of fiber leaves, as those

scraper-press (skra'p*r-pres), n. An early

form of lithographic press in which pressure

was given to the stone by a straight edge that

acted with a scraping motion.

See the ex-

As fast as the piecea of blubber are resolved into oil,

the residuary fragraenta are tl-ansfened to a rough txix

called the " scrap-hopper " or "strainer-cooler." Its size

depends upon the dimensions of the try-works, but usually

it holds from 1 to IJ pots of scrap. It consists of two
compartments, the upper portion, or hopper, for the

scrap and the lower part for the oil, the two separated by

a woodeTl partition containing numerous holes, so that

the oil may readily drain from the material.
Sci. Amer. Sup., March 5, 19<M, p. 236ol.

Dumb scraping, the act of scraping a

hide. ModTjmer. Tanning, p. 103.

SCOnrway (skour'wa), n. In phys. geog., a

channel eroded by a stream; especially, a

channel, now dry, made by a former glacial

stream.
SCOUrwort (skour'wfert), n. The soapwort,

Saponaria offieinalis.

SCOUSe-kettie (skous'kef'l), n. Xatit., an iron

cooking-kettle.— To man the scouse-kettle hal-

yards, tt> lift a cooking-pot off the range. The expres-

sion is also understood as an invitation to eat

SCOUti, n. 9. Naval, a vessel employed in

obtaining information concerning the posi

tions and numbers of the enemy's fleet,

also scout ^cruiser.

scramble, v. i. 3. In bot, to run or climb in

all directions, especially over other plants.

See ^scrambler, 2.

scrambler, «. 2. In j)Ai/to(7eo(7., a liana which

of the Sisal hemp.
The chains will then carry the leaves to the holding

belts, by which they will be presented to the first scrapinij

wheel. The leaves having been cleaned for the greater

part of their length by the flrat wheel, a device placed

between the two scraping wheels transfers the clean por-

tion of the fiber to the second holding belt, and the re-

mainder is cleaned by the second wheel, having no

uncleaned or partially cleaned portions in the middle,

as is usual in other machines.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Kep. No. 5, p. 25, note.

icrap-Steel (skrap'stel), n. See *steen.

See scratchl, „. t. 6. To treat with a scratch-

brush, as in finishing metal.

Scratch the silver article as bright as possible with the

scratch brush and dip intu the wann liquid. Remove the

object after two minutes and rinse off in water. Then
scratch it up again and retum it int^i the liquid.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22636.

supports itself by resting its long straggling *.vi j „. 5. in Ulliards : (h) In handi
branches upon other plants, sometimes, as in »»'^'*''^" • * - -^ ' . - „ ,

roses and brambles, with incidental assistance

from prickles and thorns. The liana charac-

ter is usually less developed in this class than

in any other, but in this regard the palm lianas

of the tropics are an exception. A. F. W.

Schimper.

SCrapl, n. 6. pi. A commercial name of crude

rubber obtained from the drippings of milky

juice which adhere to the bark of the tapped

tree and which are peeled off when dry. See

*rubber^, 3 Ceara scraps, a trade-name for a kind of

crude rubber from the state of Ceara in Brazil.— Clean
scrap, wrought-iron scrap from which all cinder has

been removed by hammering.— Nicaragua scraps and
Sheets, a trade-name for crude rubber of excellent qual-

ity, the product of Castilloa elastica. imported from

Nicaragua — Scrap process. See *process.

SCrap2 (skrap), v. i. [seraph, «.] 1. To en-

gage in a scrap or petty scrimmage; box.

[Colloq.]— 2. To engage in a war of words;

squabble; quarrel.

scrap-basket (skrap'bas'ket), n. A basket

for scraps, as of paper, etc.

scrape^, 'V. I. trans. 5. To scratch; draw
sharply across something; "strike," as a

match. Cutcliffe Hyne, A Master of Fortune, ix

caps, the zero starting-mark.— 9. A 'fluke,'

in any game.— 10. In pool, the mark by which
forfeitures are designated and tallied.— Glacial
scratches. See *glacial.— On or at scratch, in racing

and athletics, in the position of having received no handi-

cap, but obliged to give such advantage to any others who
are entitled to it ; at the starting-line : from the form of

race in which less able contestants start at some distance

in front of the real starting-line from which distances

are measured, according to their handicaps, while the

most competent start from the starting-line or 'scratch'

on the ground.

A dealers' handicap, in which $3,600 cars will be placed

on scratch and the others will be allowed a certain num-
ber of seconds' start for each $100 less in price.

Automobile Topics, May 27, 1905, p. 487.

II. a. 3. In sports and games, so good

as to be obliged to start at scratch (or give

handicaps to opponents) literally or figura-

tively; very skilful.— 4. Having been

scratched off a list of entries, etc. : implying

nothing dishonorable: as, a scratch colt, one

which had been entered for the two year olds

;

a scratch nominee. [Colloq.]— Scratch play,

play, as in golf or billiards, in which all the ))layers start

at scratch, or without handicap ; hence, flrst-class play,

or play of a high order of merit.— Scratch player, a

player who starts at scratch, or without any handicap al-

lowance.

screw
which protects from obnoxious n)eteorological influences

but allows free action of any special inlluence whose in-

tensity is to be observed. (2) Specifically, the Stevenson
screen, a wooden frame or cage with louver sides 24 v.

15 X i> inches, holding thermometers, hygrometers, or

evaporometers. This screen is allowable in very windy
locations, but in general is objected to by meteorologists

as being too small. The thermograph screen is a larger

louvered cage for larger self-recording ajiparatus. The
Weather Bureau screen is a cube of one yard or more.

See theriMymeter shelter. (/) la/orestry, same as -^shade-

frame.

2. (.n In paper mantif. , a machine for sorting and separat-

ing the fine particles of the pulp from the lai-ge particles

;

a pulp-screen. It is made in a number of forms, some
employing centrifugal force.

4. A transparent plate having ruled upon its

surface lines, parallel or crossed, placed im-

mediately in front of the sensitive plate in

the manufacture of a half-tone negative, in

order to break up the shadows by diffraction.
— Absorbent screen. -See *absorbent.— Aerial screen,
a transparent screen of smoke, gauze, etc., used in the

production of lightning, ghosts, an<l similar scenic etfects,

with a magic lanteni.— Armored screen, a thin vertical

armor-plate in the interior of a war-ship in the vicinity

of the guns, to protect them from flying splinters.— Bun-
sen screen, a photometric screen of the type devised by
Robert Bunsen. It consists of a sheet of unsized paper a

portion of which has been rendered translucent by soak-

ing it in oil or paraffin. See photometer.— Color-SCrecn.
See *color-screen.— CTO\3.'S screen, a solution com-
posed of 22.3 grams of anhydrous ferric chlorid and 27.2

grams of nickel chlorid dissolved in 100 cubic centimeters

of distilled water and used iu a layer 7 millimeters thick

as a screen through which to view a photometer-screen.

Only light of 0.,S82fi, the clear yellow of the spectrum, is

seen, since the iron cut« out the green and blue while the

nickel cuts out the red rays. Lights of dilferent color

are thus comparable. L. Bell, Art of Illumination, p. 833.

—Dyed screen, in photog., a colored screen used in the

orthochromatic process. Woodbury, Encyc. Diet, of

Photog., p. 177.— Electrostatic screen, a conducting'

wall or layer, impenetrable to the lines of force of an

electrostatic field and which thus series to protect from

the action of the field bodies which the wall surrounds.

Thus a closed vessel of metal, however thin the walls, is a

perfect electrostatic screen for objects within.— Elster

screen, a photometer-screen for diffusing light. .\ two-

inch cube of paraffin is divided centrally, and a sheet

of metal or other substance impervious to light is inserted

between the halves, which are then pressed together.

The light, falling nonually on the faces of the cube, is

spherically diffused, and each half of the cube being

illuminated from its respective light-source will present

two illuminated fields from the face toward the observer,

who views the screen in a sight-box. The fields will be

sharply defined from each other by the thin partition.

The screen is fairly sensitive. W. M. Stine, Photomet-

rical Measurements, p. 41.— Half-tone screen. See

kscreen, 4, and -khalf-tone.~ io\y diffusive screen, a
photometer-screen resembling the Elster screen, consist-

ing of a cube of paraffin centrally divided into two par-

allelepipeds, each 20v:riOxn millimetei-s, which are then

pressed together.-Methvenscreen, in photom.. a device

for obtaining from an Argand g.-is-flame a light of standard

intensity. It consists of a metal screen, with a rectangular

opening, mounted in front of the flame. See -flight

standard.— Orthochromatic screen, in photog., a

screen, as a plain yellow glass or a cell with parallel sides

filled with potassium dichromate solution, placed either

in front of or behind the objective of a camera, for the

purpose of cutting off some of the blue and violet rays

and leaving the less refrangible rays with such relative

degree of intensity and of chemical actinicity as to jiro-

duce a picture more correctly corresponding t<j the lights

and shades as seen by the eye.— Solar screen, a small

white plate or card supported a shortdistance before the

eyepiece of a surveyor's transit to receive the image of

the sun and the cross-wires of the telescope.

11. intrans. 6. To remove the scrape, or scratch-bnish (skraeh'brush), t). *. To clean screening (skre'ning), n. In elect. a.tiA mag
___..-j i *:_„ t *!,„ f„„„o nt +„i._ ... . , , 1, Electrochem. Industry, • — .... ,._ _^i-.

concreted turpentine, from the faces of tur- "^it}i a scratch-brush.
pentiued trees.— 7. In golf, to drag the club April, 1904, p. 132.

slowly along the ground in the act of putting,
g-jatgljer n. (e) An instrument for marking trees,

ir- r>,.„7. 7„ n. r n.^^e « 017
usually a hook-like gouge fastened to a flat ellipticalW. Park, Jr., Game of Golf, p. 217.

scrape', «. 6. A small dredge which removes
material by scraping the top ; a scraper.— 7.

A plow or cultivator shovel consisting of a

straight horizontal blade of steel, in use placed

obliquely on the stock; a scraper. [Southern

U. 8.]— Heel scrape, a band of steel bent to a broad

V-shape with the angle rounded like a heel, bolted to

a light single-horse plow-

stuck, steadied by a full

tongue blade, and used to

scrape the weeds from the N^/; "S^ ^ ,\\

side of cotton beds, etc. Also
heelsiceep. [Southeni U. S.]

scraper, n. 1. (o in
calico-printing, a thin steel

blade that presses against

the printing-roller to scrape

iron hoop with wooden
handle-plates on the

opposite side from the

gouge. Also called

bark-blazer, cruiser's

bark-blazer, tree-scribe,

and bark-gouge.

s c r a t c h - g a g e
(skrach'gaj), n. A
marking-gage with

a hard steel serib- scratcher.

ing-point.

scratch-man (skrach'man), n. In racing, ath-

letics, and such games as billiards, one who
starts at scratch, ov without a handicap.

SCra'wF, n. 2. In law, same as *scroll-seal.

''«'''''°'''' '''''''

'''%ZZ^cf(t^:^"«%V^^^: screamer (skre'mer), «. 4. Specifically, in

nctism : (a) The method of surrounding the

apparatus inside of the screen with a shield

of soft iron, so as to protect it from external

magnetic iufluenees. (6) The method of sur-

rounding with a shield, cage, or netting made
of good conducting material for protection

against external electric forces. In large con-

ductors carrying alternating currents, the

outside part" of the conductor may screen

the inside so that less or no current flows in

the interior, and the effective resistance of the

conductor is thereby increased.

screenings, «• pJ- 3. The second grade of

polished rice.

One lot grown at Crowley, La., gave the following mill-

ing record in November, 1900 : Eight hundred and sev-

enty-one sacks, weighing 161,iXX) pounds, yielded W,500

pounds of head rice, 9,400 pouinls of screenings, and 3,500

pounds of brewer's rice, and the whole crop gave a profit

of $3.85 per barrel of 162 pounds.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. VJ.

'"ffcri' h7ad- screen;plate (skren'plat), "-J^^^^ss or bronze^^rti^fple-fp.°2il."00^^"^S;ra;ijV;sVed'to Jh^r^^ -^/r^ unusuaHy long shot

of a disk-harrow to remove adheriiig soil. Also c(caji«r („) The exclamation-pomt (!). (o; a iieau-
"""r-,''.~T-;^.V,,„,.umerous narrow slots, used

(D .Same as *scrape, 6.-Revolvln« scra,per. («) A
j j unugually bold type. [Printers' slang.] cast plate '^''"VS""'f^'^°"^°f";7 ;'";'''

"Spe
iY,i.i scraner which turns on an ax s and, m so donig, "'» '" """°

; . . i^ j, „ ? as a pulp-strainer in a pulp-screen. »ee

^tfVonistrTbutes t™dirt. ((,) A scraper for boiler- screed, "._ 5. A band of paper or other mate- ^ ^
shifts

flue!

flue.

flues which turns on an axis as it is passed through the j-ial placed around a piece 01 clotn to Keep tlie

loose end in place, to prevent injury when
scraper-chaser (skra'pfer-cha'sfer), n. In the cords are tied around it in packing, and for

transportation of petroleum by pipe-lines, a trade-mark and ornamental purposes. Gen-

workman whose duties are to look after the erally used in sets of two. [Cloth trade.]

go-de-vil (which see) when it is inserted for ggjggn^ „. 1. (rf) in crickeuihe white canvas back-

cleansing the pipe, and to give notice if it is ground placed behind the howler to aid the batsman in

arrested by a stoppage. seeing the balL (e) in meteor. : (1) A shelter
;
something

pulp-i

*screen, 2 (/).

SCre'Wi, «• 8. (6) In Eng. billiards, the draw
shot. 'The movement actually is a screw, but

so, in the opposite direction, is the follow

shot, though it is not so named. When pocket-

openings were larger it was by means of the

screw, mainly, that long ' spot-ball ' runs were

made in England and America.— 13. A me-



screw

chanieal loader for handling and lowering
bales of cotton into the cargo-space of vessels.
— Capstaii screw, a large jack-screw having holes in

the head in which bars may be inserted and used aa

levers in turning it; a capsUin handscrew. It is used in

raising buildings.— Compressor screw, a device em-
ployed on a slide gun-carriage for the purpose of increas-

ing the friction and decreasing the recoil of the gun.

—

Concave screw, afemale screw.

—

Convex sereW, a male
screw. Convex and concave screws are known respectively

as ' male ' and ' female ' screws. A short, concave screw
which is fltt«J to a convex screw is known as a 7iuf.—

Hour-glass screw, a name given to the screw in a
wonn-and-wheel combination in which the heli.x is de-

veloped upon a hyperboloid of revolution instead of on a
cylinder This enables the helix of the wonn to drive

the wheel by contact with several of the helical teeth on
its periphery, instead of only one, as in the cylindrical

type. The hyperlxjloidal section suggests the hour-glass.

Also known as Ilinfitey'x screw (which see, with cut).

— Screw-slotting cutter, a milling-cutter for mak-
ing the slot in the head of a screw. It is a small disk

armed on the edge with teeth, ^ee miUinff-machine

and tnitling-cutU^r.— Sciaare screw, a screw with rec-

tangular thread. The helix is generated by revolving a

square or rectangle around a cylinder, while it moves
axially in one turn through the distance of the hitch.

—

Tangent screw, (a) See tanffent, ib) A screw placed
against the edge of a disk and fitting into helical teeth

formed on that edge, so that when the screw is turned a
very fine angular motion of the disk results. It also acts

as a clamp t« prevent angular motion except when the

screw is turned. It is used for index plates in gear-

cutters to divide the circle into aliquot parts and on the

graduated limbs and verniers of astronomical, surveying,

and other instrument.s.

screw!, ,.. J. 6. In golf, to impart a side spin

to a ball.

screw-auger, n. 2. The nodding lady's-tresses,

Gyrostatitis cernua, so called from the spiral

arrangt-meut of the flowers.

screw-brake (skro'brak), n. Any brake ap-

plied by the action of a screw.

screw-conveyer (skro'kgn-va'fer), n. See
*conveyer, 4.

screw-down (skro'doun), n. One who or that

which adjusts the opening between the rolls

in the roll-train of a rolliug-raill, so that

thiekerorthinnermaterial shall result from the

rilling process. This adjustment of the bear-

ings of the rolls is effected by screws which
have a graduated scale and pointer by which
the opening is indicated. In early forms of

mill this adjustment and screwing was done
by a workman ; in modern mills it is done by
power, either through belt-driven shafts or by
an electric motor under the control of the

man.
A feature of the blooming mill is the electrical tcrew-

down, which is driven by a lOO-horse-power motor.
Sci. Amer. Supp., July 2:i, 19(W, p. 23870.

screw-engine (skro'en"jin), n. An engine
used to drive the screw propeller of a steamer.

The commonest type for this service is the ver-

tical, inverted engine, with either compound,
triple, or quadruple expansion, although hori-

zontal and inclined entwines are sometimes
used, as are also single-cylinder engines and
tandem engines. The steam-turbine when ap-

plied to turn a screw becomes a screw-engine.

screw-gun (skro'gun), n. A gun used in moun-
tain batteries, made to be taken apart in two
sections for ease in transport, and screwed to-

gether again when in use.

(The] mule . . . belongecl to a screw-gun battery . . .

The gcreic-guTui are tidy little cannon made in two pieces

that are screwed together when the time comes to use them.
They are taken up mountains any where that a mule can
And a road. It Kipling. Her Majesty's ServantA, in The
Second .Jungle B<x)k, p. 202.

screw-hook (skro'huk), n. Any form of hook
which is fitted with a screw.

screw-key, «. 2. A socket-wrench in which
the socket is formed on the end of the shank
to receive the nut or head and the shank is

turned by a crosspiece or T-head.— 3. A form
of adjustable wrench, or monkey-wrench,
in which the movable jaw is held from slip-

ping on the shank by a tapering wedge or

key, the latter being adjustable lengthwise
by a screw either on the shank or parallel to

it.

screw-locket (skrS'lok'et), n. A locket the
cover of which screws on ; a dust- and mois-
ture-proof locket which has the covers

I

screwed on instead of hinged.

screwman (skrS'man), n. A stevedore who
stows compressed cotton-bales in the holds
of vessels by means of a device called a screw.
See *screw, 13. [Southern U. S.]

Screw-pine disease. Same as Pandanus-
*iliKea.ie.

screw-plug (skrii'plug), n. A design of plug
upon which a thread is cut and which is

a- 7.5
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screwed into the hole to be plugged. The
plug is usually tapered three quarters of an
inch to the foot or one in sixteen, and carries
a squared end to receive a wrench by which
it is screwed in to refusal.

screw-press, n. 2. Same as *clay-press.

screw-shaft (skro'shaft), n. The shaft which
carries and drives a screw-propoller ; a pro-
peller-shaft.

screw-steamer (skr6'ste"m6r), »i. A steam-
vossel driven by a screw propeller. A vessel
with two screws ia caXled a. twiyi-screw steanwr

;

one with three screws, a triple-screw steamer.

These spaces include the internal volume of the ship,
below the deck fonning the "crown" of the engine and
boiler-rooms ; the casings for engine-hatches, ventilation,
funnels, etc., from this crown to the upper deck ; and
the shaft trunks in screw-steam'ers.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 61.

screw-stick (skro ' stik), n. A type-setter's
composing-stick in which the adjustable knee
is kept in place by a screw.

screw-tunnel (skro'tun'el), n. The passage
running aft through the hold of a vessel from
the engine, in which are located the bearings
of the propeller-shaft ; a shaft-alley.

screw-turbine (skro'ter'bin), w. A device
for propelling ships which consists of a pro-
peller surrounded by a casing to which fixed
guide-blades are attached. See guide-blade
*propeller.

This was removed, and a ttcrew'turbine 3 feet in diam-
eter substituted. Whiie, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 580.

screw-wedge (skro ' wej), n. A device for
adjusting or taking up lo.st motion, in which
an inclined surface, acting like a wedge,
is moved forward by a screw and nut which
form parts of it. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect.
Engin., 1902-03, p. 411.

Screw-worm fly. See *fly'^.

SCribbling-card (skrib'ling-kard), n. A wool-
carding machine, consisting of a number of
cylinders of different diameters, covered with
card-clothing, revolving in opposite directions
and at different speeds. 6'. Tickerman,
Woollen Spinning, p. 175.

BCriber, ". 2. Same as *iscribing-tool, 3.

SClibing-gage (skri'bing-gSj), n. A recording-
gage by which the record is made by means
of a scribing-point moving over a graduated
sheet of paper.

scribinf-tool (skn'bing-tol), w. 1. Any tool
by which lines can be drawn upon a piece
which is to be machined or worked into shape
or dimension.— 2. A scratching-tool or point
for marking the lines parallel to a plane upon
a piece of work. Usually called a marking-
gage.— 3. A scratching-tool or point for
marking lines parallel to the edges of work.
Usually called a scriber.

Scrip, An abbreviation of Scripture.

scriptorial (skrip-to'ri-al), a. [L. scriptorius,
of writing, -I- -o/l.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of writing; also, using the art of
writing.

The lower strata of gcriptoriat sculpture.
W. J. McGee, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98,

[p. 830.

Scroblcular circle, in the Kchinoidea or sea-urchins, the
outer limit of the scrobictile.

scrobicule (skro'bi-kul), n. [L. scrobicula.]
Same as scrobicula.

scrodle (skro'dl), r. t.; pret. and pp. scrodled,
ppr. scrodling. [Origin obscure.] In ccram.,
to marble or combine (differently colored
clays) by wedging : as, scrodled ware.

scrofula-leaf (skrof 'u-la-lef), n. Same as
*scr(>fiil(i-U'red.

scrofula-plant (skrof'u-la-plant), n. 1. The
frostweed or Canadian rock-rose, Helianthe-
mum Canadcnse.— 2. The common figwort,
Srrophularia nodosa ; also the American or
Maryland figwort, S. Marylatidica.

scrofula-root (skrofu-la-rot), «. The yellow
adder's-tongue or dog-tooth violet, Erythro-
nium Americanum.

scrofula-weed (skrof'u-lii-wed), n. The downy
rattlesnake-plantain, Peramium pubescens.
Also scrofula-leaf.

scrofulism (skrof'u-lizm), n. [scrofula + -ism.]
The state of being scrofulous.

scrofuloderma ( skrof"u-lo-d6r'ma),n. [NL.]
Same as scrofuloderm.

scrofulosis (skrof-u-lo'sis), n. [NL., < scrof-

ula + -osis.] Same as *scrofulism.

Grolier Scroll,

scrutator

scroll, n

—

Grolier scroll, the flowing curved lines
tliat suiTouiid and
interlace the geo-
metrical framework
of a design for a
book-cover in the
style of Grolier.

—

Qnlntlc scroll, in
geom., a non-devel-
opable ruled surface
of the flftli degree.^
Tympanic scroll,
the tympanic bone.

scroll-band
(skrol'band), n.

A rope or baud
that runs on a
scroll in a spin-
ning-mule, for
operating the
spindle-car-
riage. Nasmith,
C otton Spin -

uing, p. 275.

scroll-finis
(skrol'fi'nis), n.

A decorative design, in the form of a scroll,

inclosing the word 'Finis' at the end of a
book.

scroll-pick (skrol'pik), n. A form of shuttle-
picking motion in a loom, in which a disk
with a scroll is u.sed : a picking-scroll. T. W.
Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 309.

scroll-plate (skrol'plat), n. In exper.psychol.,
an apparatus used to test steadiness of motor
coordination. A glass plate is covered with
a sheet of tin-foil, in which a narrow and com-
plicated scroll pattern has been cut. The
subject is given a tracing needle, and is re-
quired to follow out the pattern without
touching the tin-foil. Electrical connections
are so made |tliat, for instance, a bell rings
every time that the needle leaves the middle
of the slit and comes into contact with its

edge. jy. C. Bagley, in Amer. Jour. Psychol.,
XII. 196.

scroll-seal (skrdl'sel), «. Any flourish or
scroll used in place of a seal : generally in-

closing the letters L. S. or the word '"seal."

scroll-shaft (skrol'shaft), n. A shaft on which
baud scrolls are fixed in a spinning-mule.
Xaymitli, Cotton Spinning, p. 274.

scroll-tappet (skr6rtap"et), n. A form of
shedding-motion for operating the warp-
threads in a loom, in the manufacture of
fabrics which reqtiire a small number of har-
nesses. 1'. TV. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving,
p. 60.

scroll-wheel, «. 2. A form of turbine water-
wheel, in which the passages for tlie water
and the buckets have a shape approximating
that of a spiral or scroll.

SCrowge, v. t. Same as scrouge.

See "em [the Ashing fleet] comin' up one by one, lookin

'

fer nothin' in particular, o' course, but scrowt/in' on us
all the time? li. Kipling, Captains Courageous, iii.

SCrub^, n— Horizontal scrub. See *horizontal, n., 2.

scrub-dangler (skrub'dang"gler), «. In Aus-
tralia, a wild bullock. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

He is one of those infernal scrub-danglers from the
Lachlan, come across to get a feed.

Rolf Roldrewood, Colonial Reformer, xvi, quoted in E.

IE. Morris, Austral English.

scrub-fowl (skrub'foul), n. The Australian
mound-builder or scrub-hen.

scrub-hen (skrub'hen), n. A general name
for the Australian mound-builders, or mega-
podes, which dwell in the thick underbrush
or scrub.

scrub-vine (skrub'vin), «. In Australia, same
as *l>au(ra, 2.

scrub-wren (skrub'ren), n. One of several
small passerine birds, of the genus Sericornis,

belonging to tlie family Imsciniidx, common
in parts of Australia.

scruff* (skruf), V. i. [A variant of scuffs, ».]

In golf, to raze the grass slightly in striking.

scrum-pox (skmm'poks), n. An acneiform
skin-disease acquired by infection : common
in foot-ball players by reason of the frequent
scratches on the skin and the intimate con-
tact of the players.

scrutator, «. 2. In old Eng. law, a bailiff

appointed to protect the king's water-rights,

as flotsam, jetsam, and wrecks ; also, a public
officer with like duties.



scnitch

SCmtch (skruch), n. [Origin obscure.] A
trade-uame of the residue obtained in the
boiling part of the process of glue-making.
It has a highly offensive odor.

As in the other processes employed for the utilization

of all animal waste matter, the nuisance [of (tlue-makingl
comes from the decomposing material, frt>m the odors
given out daring boiling, etc., and from the offensive

residue or "scnitch," Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 332.

scrutinant (skro'ti-nant), a. Scrutinizing;

closely examining. Stand. Diet.

I would fain please you, and myself with you ; and live

here in my Venetian palace, luxurious; scrutinant of

dume, cloud, and cockle-shell.
i(\^;;;>, Fors Oavigera, VI. 245.

SCry^i *'• ^- H' '»^«W5. To divine, or to

attempt divination, by crystal-gazing; induce

hji«iagoglc illusions by gazing into a glass or

crystal sphere or some equivalent medium.
The practice of 'scrying,' 'peeping,' or 'crystal gazing,

has been revived in recent years.

A. Lang, Cock Lane and Common-sense, p. 212.

scryer (skri'^r), n. Iscry^ + -cri.] A crystal-

seer.

As far as the ' scryer ' knows, however, her pictures of

places and people are not revivals of memory.
A. Lang, Cock Lane and Common-sense, p. 218.

S. Cu. An abbreviation of straio-cumulus.

BCad, n. 8. Dirt, lime, and fat left in the

grain of a skin after it comes from the puer.

C. T. Davis, Mamif. of Leather, p. 161.

Scudder's blue. See ^blue.

scudding (skud'ing), V. In Uather-manuf.^ the

process of removing scud by scraping with a
knife. See *scud, 8. Sadtlery Handbook of

Indust. Chem., p. 329.

scudella (sko-del'a), n. Same as *s€od€Ua.

SCUflf^ (skuf), n. [scitfi^f r.J A light shoe or

slipper. [Local, U. S.J

scuffle^ (skuf'l), r. i. [scuffle, «.] To use a
scuffle or thrust-hoe. Encyc. Diet.

SCUl, n. and v. A simplified spelling of scull.

Sculda (skul'da), n. [NL.] A genus of stoma-
topod Crustacea "with highly ornate cephalo-
thorax, three exposed thoracic segments, an
elongate abdomen, and a semicircular telson.

It is one of the few extinct representatives of

the Stomatopoda, and occurs in three species

in the Jurassic Lithographic limestones of

Bavaria,

SCUlP, V, i. 3. In skating, to move forward or
back without lifting the blades from the ice.

sculled, a. See *sA«//<?r7.

sculp., sculpt. Abbreviations (a) of the Latin
sciilpsit, he (or she) engraved or carved (it)

:

also sc. and sculps.; {b) of sculptor; (c) of

sculptural; (d) of sculpture.

SCUlpiU, *'•—Arctic SCUlpin, Myoxocepkalus scorpi-

videx, found in the arctic regions of America.

—

Black
SCOlpln, Myoxocephahts niger, found in Bering Sesi.

—

European SCUlpln, Myoxocepkalus scorpius, of the
northern Atlantic— Great SCUlpln, Myoxocepkalus
polyacanthocephutus, known from Alaska to Kamchatka.
— iiong-splned sculpln, Myoxocepkalus octodecimxpi-

nosus, found from Liibnidor south to Virginia.—Red
BCUlpln, Hemilepidotus heimlepidotnft, known fn)!n

Kamchatka to San Francisco.— Spineless SCUlpln, a

fish of the genus Psyckrolutes.— StonQ SCUlpln, a tish

of the genus Enophrys.

sculps. See sculpsit.

SCUlptograph (skulp'to-graf), n. [L. sculptuSj

pp. of sculpere, carve, engrave, + Gr. ypaipeiv,

write.] A kind of photograph presenting
figures in relief.

sculptor, n. 2. {_cap.'\ In fl^^ron,, an abbrevi-
ated name now generally used for the constel-

lation Apparatus or Officina Sculptoris ('the

sculptor's shop'), a modem constellation be-
tween Cetus and Phoenix, with no conspicu-
ous stars.

sculpture, n. 1. sculpture is the expression of hu-
man tlidught and emotion in solid form, that is, in the
three dimensions of space, length, breadth, and thickness.
Sculpture may be created by carving, which is the re-

moval of sui»erfluous material, or by the addition of

needed material, called modeling. Any material may
be used for sculpture, if it is sufficiently permanent and
valuable. A piece of sculpture appeals to the sense of
sight solely by ita light and shade,— that is, some por-

tions receive more light and some less than others, which
is equivalent to greater and less luminosity of the mate-
rial. The color of the material, either natural or arti-

ficial, has therefore great importance. Until quite
recently, and even now in the 'ess sophisticated portions
of the world, it has been the custom t<) enhance the value
of sculpture by artificial color. If a work in sculpture
gives to all three dimensions of space their full value, it

is said to be " in the round " ; if only length and breadth
are completely expressed, and thickness or depth is

abridged, it is said to be "in relief." According to the
degree of tins abridgmentrelief issaid to be low. medium,
or high (basso, mezzo, alto relievo). Historically, sculp-

ture first appeared aa decoration, in an attempt of the

ftrimitive artist to break up vacant spaces in an interest-

ng way. At this stage it may express simple ornament
or an extremely conventional representation of some fa-
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miliar object Primitive sculpture is usually in low re-

lief. It may also be in the round, as in a tot«ni pole,

club, or paddle. In the recorded historical sequence
sculpture first appeared in Egypt and attained its great-

est perfection during the early or Memphitic dynasties.

In the individual stjitues of this period there is an inter-

esting realism, and sometimes, as in the colossal statue of

the Sphinx, great monumental dignity. As Egyptian his-

tory advanced, individual statues became more and nK)re
formal and conventional, although always dignified.

Throughout Egyptian work great use is made of the low-

est forms of bas-relief. Sometimes it is cut below the
general surface of the stone— the so-called 'sunken re-

lief.' The areas of relief-work were always colored : the
carving was little nutre than a definite way of drawing in

the outlines of pictorial compositions. The style of

Egyptian sculpture hannonizes with the architecture to

which it is attached. The proportions of tlie human form
are elegant, if monotonous. Animal life is rei>resented
with great realism. The sculpture of the nations which
came under the influence of Egypt follows, in the main,
the principles elaliorated in the older country, that of

Assyria, however, showing powerful local characteristics.

The work of Persians, Phuniciana. Cypriotes, and the peo-
ples of Asia Minor expresses various degTees of degenera-
tion. In the Slycenican or prehistoric civilization of
Greece, which corresponds rougldy with the latter part
of the middle or Theban perioii in Egypt, sculpture plays
an important part and suggests slightly Egyptian influ-

ences. Hellenic brilliancy and power are, however, dis-

tinctly felt and occasionally individual genius of great
distinction. The Lion gate of Mycense, ceilain figures

found in Crete, and especially the gold cups of Vaphio
have seldom been equaled in any periotl of art The
epoch of the so-called Dorian invasion, which is inter-

posed between the Mycenajan and historic eras of Hellenic
civilization, is bairen of sculpture. Its reappearance in

the latter part of the sixth century in Asia Minor, the
islands of the .^iigean, and at Delphi and Athens is maiked
by tentative qualities, occasionally picturesque and pleas-

ing, as in the so-called pre-Persian statues of the Acrop-
olis ; or bold and virile, as in the decorations of the
Treasury of the Cnidlans at Delphi. The successful re-

sistance to the Persian invasion in 490 and 4S0 B.C. seems
to have revealed to the Greeks themselves the value of

their system of athletic training. The perfect athlete
and fighting man became a center of interest to the entire
people and as such properly the chief preoccupation of

the sculptors. From nude figures at rest and in action
they evolved the type or "ideal" which has become defi-

nitely established. The Greek "ideal" is above all a
matter of proportion— the relation of the length of the
entire figure and of its several parts to their widths and
masses. During the two centuries in which Greek sculp-
ture enjoyed its highest development the proportions of

the type varied. In the middle fifth century the heavy-
armed soldier with large head and broad shoulders pre-

dominated, and was embodied in the so-called canon of

Polycletus which is supposed to appear in the Doryphorus
of the Naples Museum. In the middle fourth century
the athlete predominated— tall, with small head and
long limbs— as in the work of Lysippus, whicli is proba-
bly represented by the Apoxyomenus of the Vatican.
Aside from its formal perfection Greek sculpture refieets

in its spiritual qualities the extraordinary intellectual

activity of the society which surrounded it. Its highest
expression, in both a fonnal and a spiritual way, was found
in the work of Phidias, which is doubtless represented by
the recovered decuratiuns of the Parthenon, most of

which are in the British Museum. The emotional qual-
ities predominated over the fonnal in the work of Scopas,
and in the later schools of Pei^amum and Rhodes dramatic
action was carried to exaggeration. The actual work of

the true Greek period has for the most part disappeared.
What remains in modern museums is chiefly imitation
dating from the Roman period. The original work of the
Roman period has great interest It is mainly decorative,
attached to triumphal arches, columns, and the like, in

Italy, France, and eastern countries. The Byzantine and
Romanesque styles of sculpture are derived from the true
Roman period by a process of degeneration. The influ-

ence of the Roman model became less and less dominant,
and a decreasing interest in nature allowed the work to

become more and more decorative. As decorative sculp-

ture, in its entire subordination to dominating architec-

tural conditions, the Byzantine and Romanesque work of

Italy and France from the ninth to the twelfth centuries
has not been surpassed. The most characteristic exam-
ples are the great portals of the church at Saint-

(Jilles and the church of Saint Trophinus at Aries. The
three portals of tlie Cathedral of Chartres are quite simi-

lar to these, although they belong to the period of transi-

tion fi-om the Romanesque to Gothia During the Gothic
jieriod, the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the
greatest activity in sculi)ture is associated with the con-
struction of the leading cathedrals of Fmnce. The amount
of work protluced at this moment is enormous. It is

thoroughly architectonic and decorative, hut at the same
time emotional, sometimes intensely so, and always shows
a simple and keen appreciation of nature. The subject
matter is mainly religious. The purpose of the work was
the instruction of a public which could not read the few
books which then existed. The Bible of the people was
carved upon the stones of their^buildings. In the latter

part of the fourteenth and early fifteenth century, at the
moment of birth tif independent painting, French sculp-
ture became intensely personal. The leading school was
associated with the court of the dukes of Burgundy and
the most noted sculptor was Claux Sinter, author of the
" Puits de Moise " at Dijon. Until the tliirteenth century,
sculi)ture in Italy did not diflfer from the earlier Byzan-
tine types. In the reign of the Einperor Frederick II.

(1215-1250), there occurred a revival of interest in ancient
art which found expression especially in the works of

Niccola Pisano (or Niccolo d'Apulia), who studied di-

rectly from antique monuments. His son Giovanni
Pisano, and their successor Andrea Pisano, returned to

French sources of inspiration. French infiuence is

dominant until the middle of the fifteenth century.
Donatello (i:iS6-140t)). the leading sculptor of the cinque-
cento in Florence, was really much more a product uf

Gothic than of classic influences. The successors of

Donatello in Tuscany, which during the early Re-

scupper-shoots

naissance is the chief seat of sculpture in Italy and
in Europe, returned to classic sources of inspiration
with an Intensity of refinement similar t(^ that ex-
pressed in the painting of the period. ITie works of
Desiderio da Settignano (142S-1464), \ntonio Rossellino

(1427-1497X Mino da Fiesole (1431-1484), Benedetto da
Majano (1442-1497), and the Delia Robbias may especially
be noted, although the lK)dy of production of works of
this class is very lai^e. The work of the fifteenth cen-
tury, or quattro-cento, is largely confined to bas-relief.

Toward the end of the century the sculptors Andrea
(1460-1529) and Jacopo Sansovino (1479-1570) began to
realize the importance of the pi-oportion and structure
of the individual Greek statues. This study of superior
qualities was carried to a high point of exaltation by
Michelangelo (147.5-1564), always dominated by a tempera-
ment of extraordinary virility and the example of his
jjredecessor Donatello. Michelangelo's interest was at-

tracted mainly by the structural and emotional qualities
of ancient art His successors of the baroque period fol-

lowed his example and piijduced a body of work which
is, for the most part, degenerate, but occasionally shows
great picturesqueness and power. The chief masters
are John of Boh>gna (15;io-160s), Benvenuto Cellini (1500-

1571), Annnanati (1511-1592), and Bernini (1598-1680). The
principles of the early Renaissance in Italy were carried
across the boundary to Fi-ance, Germany, Flanders, and
Spain, and in each country acquired national character-
istics. In France the period reached its highest attain-

ment in the reign of Henry II. (1547-1559) in the sculptors
Jean Goujon (1515-1568(0), Germain Pilon (I535-1590X
and their contemporaries. In the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries sculpture in France was dominated by
the baroque influences of Italy, and especially by the
work of Bernini. The translated style, however, acquires
much elegance and refinement in French hands. The
work of the period is best shown in the decoration of the
palace and park of Versailles. Since the establishment
of the French Academy in 1048, aiul especially since the
foundation of its successor, the t.co\e des Beaux Arts, at
the beginning of the nineteenth century the center of
interest of the world's sculpture has been in Paris. The
training of the modem French school has been based on
thorough study of classic examples enriclied by traditions
derived from every other school. During tlie nineteenth
century there was a succession of first-class masters in
France : David d'Angers(17S9-1856), Rude (1784-1855), Car-
peaux (1827-1875), Rodin (1840-), and others. The sculpture
of Europe outside of France, and of America, was much in-

fluenced by the formal classic tendencies of the critic

Winckelmann (1717-1768) and the sculptor Canova (1757-
1822). In Germany especially, appeared a school of sculp-
tors who based their endeavor on a careful reproduction of
classic formalism. The German sculi)t(irs of the more
modem period have, however, followed generally the tra-

ditions of the French school. Practically the same may be
said of modern sculpture in the smaller continental coun-
tries, England, and America. Sculpture in the Inited
States was at first entirely provincial, being confined
mainly to portraiture. Since the Civil War, the traditions
of_the French school have been dominant in this cf)Untry.

Among leading American sculptors may be mentioned
Hiram Powers (1805-1873), Thomas Ball (181»-), William
Rinmier (1816-1879), Augustus Saint-Gaudens (1848-1907X
Daniel C. French (1850-), and P'rederick MacMonnies
(1863-). It is probable that the original impulse toward
sculpture in the Orient came froni Greek colonists and
invaders. The Greek characteristics were, however, soon
replaced by national and local qualities. In India, t'hina,

and Japan interest has centered on picturesque <inalities.

Much attention has been given to fine materials, such as
jade, ivory, and bronze, and brilliancy and piquancy of
style.

5. InpJiys. geoff.j the change of laud-formsby
natural erosive processes. — pisan school of
sculpture. See •ksckool.

sculpture, i*. t. 3. Inphys. geog.y to change
the forms of (the land) by natural erosive pro-
cesses.

sculpture-cast (skulp ' tur-kast), n. See
*w.Wi, 14.

sculpture-gallery (skulp'tur-gal'e-ri), n. A
hall or large room for the exhiliition of pieces
of sculpture. It differs from the picture-gal-
lery in being usually lighted from the sides,

near the top, for skylights are less suitable.

sculpturing-machine ( skulp ' tur - ing - ma-
shen'Of "• A carving-machine; a profiling-

maehine for carving figures in marble, etc.,

from a model or from life.

scum-cock (skum'kok), n. A valve aud its

pipe-connections in a steam-boiler, by which
scum floating on the surface of the water in

the boiler may be blown off and the boiler

cleansed without loss of pressure. The deposit
from waters carrying magnesia in solution isli^htenough
to float-, and as it thickens the disenKapement of steam-
gas from the water-surface is impetied : as the g;as bursts
thronphthe scum, it carries water with it. causing water
to be entrained into the cylindei-sand producing the phe-
nomenon known as 'priming' or 'foaming.' Since the
water-surface is not at a fixed height and changes as the
surface-water and scum are blown off', the scum-pipe has
to have a flaring or trumpet mouth inside the boiler.

There are often several of these scum blow-otfs when the
boiler is long, at different points in its length. In short
boiiei's the flaring mouth can sometimes be turned, fron>

outside the shell, so as to point in diffei-ent directions.

W, S. Ilutton, Steam Boiler Construction, p. 490.

scummer, «. 2. Same as '^scum-cock.

scum-pipe (skum'pip), ?*. See *scum-cock.

scupper-shoots (skup'er-shotz), V. })L Tubes
which carry overboard tbe water from the
spar-deck.



scupper-shutters

scupper-shutters (skup'er-shut''ferz), n. pi.

Narrow horizontal lengths of board, or metal,
whieh hang on hinges and cover the scupper
holes or scupper openings on the upper deck.
These scupper-shutters open outward to the
pressure of water on the deck.

SCUp-seat (skup'set), n. A boatswain's chair;

the wooden seat on which a sailor sits while
working aloft where he can obtain no foothold.

scurf, «. 4. A fungous disease of potatoes,
due to Rhi:octonia Solani, which gives the
tubers a scurfy appearance and is accompanied
by decay,— Retort scurf.lSame as gas-earbon (which
see, under carbon).

scurfy-pea (sker'fi-pe), 11. A general name of

plants of the genus Psoraiea, which are scurfy
with glandular dots : applied especially to P.
tenuijlora and I', floribunda, in which this

feature is most marked.
scurge, n. and v. 2. A simplified spelling of
scourye.

S-CUrve (es'kferv), n. A curve shaped like

the capital letter S.

scurvied (sk6r'vid), a. [scurry^ + -ed^.} Af-
fected with scurvy ; scorbutic.

Scnrvish (sktr'vish), «. The evening-prim-
rose, Oenothera biennis.

scurvy^, «. 2. The black mustard, Brassica
nigra— Infantile scurvy or scorbntns, a form of
scurvy which alfects bottle-fed infants, due to improper
food.

Scutata (sku-ta'tii), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
Kcutdlux, scutate.] A group of heteropterous
insects of the gj-mnocerate series, having the
scutellum very large, often covering the whole
of the wings and abdomen. It corresponds to

the family i'e« tatomidx taken in a broad sense,
or rather with a superfamily Pentatomoidca,
and includes a number of families and more
than 4,000 species.

scnte^, n. 4. In anat., a semilunar plate of
bone forming the outer portion of the roof of
the tympanum of the ear. Also called scutum
tymjxniii'um. Burk, Med. Handbook, III. 622.

Scutella limestone. See Becraft *limestone.

SCUtellarin (sku-tel'a-rin), n. [^Scutellaria +
-in'-.'\ A yellow crystalline substance, Cin-
HgO-j, found in the root of the mad-dog skull-

cap, Scutellaria lateriflora. It melts at 199°

C. and is used in cases of chorea and insomnia.
BCUtellerid (sku-tel'e-rid), «. and a. I. «. A
member of the heteropterous family Scutel-

leridsB.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Scutelleridie.

scuttle-, n.— Magazine-scuttle, the scuttleway in

the iiiaKa2iiie-pHss:i(^e of a warglup through which the
fhar^res are passed.

SCUtular (sku'tu-lar), a. [scutul(uni) + -«rS.]

Relating to or of the nature of a favus-cup.

scutum, n. 6. In bot., the broad expansion of

the style in plants of the milkweed family,

especially in Stiipelia.

scydmsenid (sid-me'nid), n. and a. I. «. A
member of the coleopterous family Scydmee-
nidx.

H. rt. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Seydmienidse.

SCyllite (sil'it), «. [Gr. ctm'».oc, a young dog
(hki/miv, a dogfish), -I- -if*^.] x crystalline

hexose found in the kidneys and livers of

sharks, skates, etc. It has a slightly sweetish
taste and does not reduce Fehling's solution.

scyphomancy (si'fo-man-si), n. [Gr. OKiipfj^,

cup, -t- /lavreia, divination.] An old form of
divination in which a cup was used.

scyphopolyp (si-fo-pol'ip), n. [Gr. okI^,
(lip. + E. l>olyp.'\ A scyphistoma.
Scyphos (si'fos), n. Same as scyphus.

scyphula (sif'u-lS), «. ;
pi. scyphul-m (-le).

[Nli. fem., after LL. scyphulus, mase. dim. of
scyphus, < Gr. i7Ki<)>o^, a cup.] The fixed larval

stage of an acraspedote medusa; the scy-

phi.stoma.

Scytalichthys (sit-a-lik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.
cjKni'ur/, a staff, a serpent, + ifSi f, a fish.] A
genus of eels of the family Ophichthyidse, found
near Cape San Lucas, Mexico.

Scytalinidse (sit-a-lin'i-de), n. pi. [Nil., <

Sri/tiihna + -idse.] A family of ophidioid
fishf-a found in the northern Pacific.

scythe, f. II. intrans. To make a curving
movement like that of a scythe, in mowing.
[Bare.]

He . . . felt the keel answer to bis hand on the spokes
and slide over the long hollows as the foresail scythed
back and forth against the blue sky.

H. Kipiini;, Captains Courageous, v.
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Scythian, a. 3. In geol., noting the lowest
series of the Triassic system in the Mediter-
ranean basin, comprising the Brahmanian and
Jakutian stages.—Scythian disease. See -kdisease.

scythropasmus (sith-ro-paz'mus), «. [NL.,
< Gr. aKvdpuTvaau6(, sadness of countenance.]
An expression of dullness or fatigue some-
times observed in severe illnesses.

S. D. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Sci-

entirn Doctor, Doctor of Science; (6) of the
Latin salutem dicet, (he or she) sends greet-
ing; (c) of Senior Deacon; (d) [I. c] of the
Latin ,sj«e die, without day.

S. Dak. An abbreviation of South Dakota.
sdegnoso (sdan-yo'so), a. [It. See disdain-
OW.S.] In 7Husic, showing scorn or indigna-
tion : indicating passages-to be so rendered.

S. D. M. In astron., an abbreviation for
Southern Durchmu.itcrung. S. B. D. is some-
times used. See *Durclimusterung.

8. D. U. K. An abbreviation of Society for the
Diffusion for Useful Knowledge.
S-diimp (es'dump), n. A chute curved or bent
so that it somewhat resembles the letter S.

S. E. An abbreviation (o) of Southeastern
(Postal District, London); (d) of Sanitary En-
gineer.

Sea^, 1.— Cockling sea, waves which possess short and
quick motions and tumble against one another ; waves
which have no common direction or tranalatiun, but dash
against each other in an irregular way.— Command Of
the sea, the condititm of inaritinie warfare in which one
of the states or allies engaged is able to prevent or to con-
tnd olfensive nioveinents of the enemy's vessels and to
have its own vessels secure from serious molestation,
owing to its greatly superior naval strength compared to
that of the enemy.
Command of the sea. is a technical term of naval war-

fare, and indicates a dcrtnite strategical condition. The
term has been substituted sometimes for the much older
" Dominion of the sea" or "Sovereignty of the sea," a
legal term expressing a claim, if not a right. It has also
been sometimes treated as though it were identical with
the rhet<jrical expression, " Empire of the sea." Mahaii,
instead of it, uses the term "Control of the sea," which
has the merit of precision. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 483.

Full sea, an old term for high tide.

—

HollOW sea, a curl-

ing .sea ifHenitilitivr breakere on a shore; a short, deep
sea.— Moderate sea, a comparatively light-running sea,

or a sea neither siiHH)th nor rough. See lo'j.book irncale.—
Open sea, in lau; all the sea except the mare clausnm
(wliich see).— Quartering sea, a sea that strikes the
ship's quarter, or one whose first impact is against that
part of the ship which is under the counter— 45°

abaft the beam.— 8ea attorney, a name given to the
brown shark ; another title for a sea-lawyer.—TO keep
the sea. ^ee -kkeep.

sea-angler (se'ang'gl^r), n. One who fishes
in the deep sea.

The British iS^fi-.4n.'7fer»* .Society, which soon numbered
very nearly a thousand members.

Kncyc. Jirit., XXXII. 485.

sea-bass, «.—Oulf sea-bass, Ccii(ro;>n'»(<'« nctiuriig, a
serranoid fish found in the (iulf of Mexico, — Rock sea-
bass, a common name of Centropri»tc« philadelphicuH, a
serranoid flsh found off the coast of .^uth Cartdina.

sea-beef (se'bef), n. The flesh of the por-
poise or the whale.
sea-bent, ". 2. Same as sea-sedge, 2.

sea-blackberry (se'blak'ber-i), n. A name
in the West Indies for a shrubby, fleshy sea-
side plant. Lobelia Plumerii, bearing fruits re-

sembling blackberries. Science, Jan. 29, 1904,

p. 167.

sea-bladder (se'blad'ir), n. The Portuguese
man-iif-war, Physalia pelagica.

sea-board- (se ' bord), n. [sea + board, »i.]

Xaval, a board laid out in squares represent-
ing a fixed distance, upon which models of
vessels made to the same scale as the squares
on the board can be manoBuvered in playing
a naval tactical war game.
When the hostile forces approach within sighting dis-

tance, the nnxlels of the sliips are transferred to the lai'ge

checkerboard, which is known as the "seaboard."
.Sci. Amer., Dec. 27, 1902, p. 4fi8.

sea-bread (se'brcd), «. A silicious sponge,
Halichoudria panicea, of porous structure.

sea-brent (se'brent), n. The goose-barnacle.
[Local, North Carolina.]

sea-bug, ". 2. Same as *ocean-bug.

sea-builder (se'bil'dfer), n. In England, a
name given to a constructor of lighthouses.
In many lighthouses the foundations are en-
tirely beneath the sea and caisson building
and other engineering problems, involving
the strength of the structure to resist the
shock of heavy seas, require the highest class

of technical knowledge and judgment on the
subject.
The new lighthouse off Beachy Head, on the English

Channel, is now completed. . . . It . . . represents the
latest example of the sea-huilder's skill, as tlie engineers
who build these structures are called.

A'ci. Amer., Nov. 29, 1902, p. 368-

seal

sea-chest (se'chest), n. In ship-building, a
short open pipe extending from the outside
plating to the interior just inside the inner
bottom, the inner end of which is closed by a
sea-valve placed in a position accessible from
the interior of the vessel.

sea-cliff (se'klif), ». A cliff facing the sea,
usually formed by the erosive action of waves
at its base. Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol.,
L33L

sea-coal, n. 2. Soft or flaming bitimiinous
coal: so named to distinguish it from the an-
thracites.

sea-cow, n. 5. The sea-cucumber, Eolothuria
nigrti. [West of England.]
sea-cuckoo (se'kuk"6), n. The red gurnard,
Trigia cuculus.

sea-devil, n. (/> Any one of the great rays of the
family .Mantidx, sometimes reaching a breadth of over
20 feet. They inhabit tropical seas. (</) A fish of the
family Ceratidie, inhabiting the open seas.

sea-dog, «. 6. In meteor., the solar halo seen
in the mist and fog near the surface of the sea
opposite the sun.

sea-dove, «. 2. In ichth., a name sometimes
given to the puffers.

sea-dragon, »(. 3. An Australian fish which
belongs to any one of the species of the genus
Phylhrptcryx, of the family Syngnathidx. E. E.
Morris, Austral English.
sea-drum (se'drum), n. A name given to dif-

ferent scia?noid fishes, but particularly to
those of the genus Pogonias. Jordan and
Eiermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes, p.
466.

sea-dust (se'dust), «. In geol., dust of deserts
borne away by the wind and descending at a
long distance in the form of 'red fog' or
' sirocco-dust.' It is usually of brick-red color,
and when descending with rain occasions the
so-called 'blood-rain.' Geikie, Text-book of
Geol., p. 444.

sea-edge (se'ej), «. A name applied by arctic
navigators to the bounding-line between the
frozen and the open sea.

sea-eel, «. 2. Same as silver *eel («).

sea-endive (se'en'div), n. See ^endive.

sea-frog (se'frog), n. The angler, Lophiuspis-
catorious.

sea-gall (se'gal), «. A jellyfish, as Aurelia.

sea-galliwasp (se'gal'i-wosp), «. Same as
ten-pounder, 3.

sea-gate (se'gat), n. The entrance from the
sea into a harbor ; the approach by sea to a
city.

May such ships of the future ever again enter the Port
of I.Ajndon? If with a great bar with locks at Gravesend,
yes, . . . but without it, then good-bye to London as a
seaport of the world, and good-bye to Gravesemi as the
sea-ijate key. N. and Q., 10th ser., III. 130.

sea-going, <i. II. «. A seafaring life.

.Scaijoin' is all right . . . but ... it 's a dreadful hard
life. Boy on a schooner, even with the <'ap'n here, ain't
much of a jdace. J. C. Lincoln, i'artners of the Tide, v.

sea-grape, «. 5. The salt-grape (which see,
under *<irapc^).

sea-C[rass, «. 3. In phytogeog., a marine veg-
etation, or one of the plants composing it,

which roots in loose soil under shallow water
and sends up long floating leaves or stems;
an enilid. Algse (Caulerpa and Characese)
are included under this term, phanerogams
(Potnmogetonacese and ValHsneriaceie, includ-
ing Enhalus) predominating. Compare *ben-
Wio«.— Iceland sea-grass, the green algee belonging to
the genera I'lva and Fnteromorpha.

sea-grocert (se'gr6-.ser), n. A ship's purser.

sea-hay (se'ha), «. 'The eel-grass, Zostera
marina.
sea-horizon (s^'ho-n^zon), n. The circle

wliicli bounds the view of the observer at sea.

sea-horse, «—common American sea-horse, nip-
pocnmjius hudstmius, a fish found on the Atlantic coast
of the I'nited States.

Sea-island bale. See *bnh3.
seal', ». 3. Sealskin; leather made from
the skin of the seal.— Bachelor seal, a fur-seal,

Cattorhinus ursinus, from two to five or six years old : so
named because the younger seals cannot enter the breed-
ing-gn>und8, or rookeries, but herd by themselves on
certain well-<ieflned localities or 'hauling-groiuids. ' The
larger bachelors are the 'half-bulls.' Also holostiak.

All the male seals, from six years of age, are compelled
to herd apart. . . . This class of seals is tenned "hollus-
chickie" or the "bachelor" seals by the people, a most
fitting and exj»ressive apiiellatton.

//. If. Elliott, Fur-seal Islands of Alaska, p. 43.

Caribbean seal, Monachus tropicalis, a large hair-seal,

of a dark brown color, reaching a length of seven feet
It inhabits the shores of some of the West Indian islands,

was discovered by Columbus, and is now nearly extinct.



seal

Its nearest relative occurs in the Mediterranean,

—

Na-
tive seal, a Newfoundland name for the common or
harbor-seal, Phoca vUxUina^ giren because the animal is

m resident species and not a spring or winter visitor.

See geali, 1.

seal", «. 12. The amount of lap over tbe

edge of an opening by which a lid or valve
projects to make a tight joint and prevent
leakage past it Corporate seal, the seal of a cor-

Soration, whit-h renders valid and binding contracts and
ocuments executed by it. In most jurisdictions a cor-

poration is now held to any contract not sealed thjit

would be valid unsealed between persons. See comiiijH

teal, under c)m7nu?i.— French seal, leather which has

been embossed or printed with a small round or star-

shaped figure,

called a seal-

figure.— Elddle-
seal, a seal which
contains a rebus,
riddle, or other de-
scriptive device.
— Seal daysi.
See *ii(ivl.

seal-figure
(sel ' fig ' ur).

n. 8ee French
*seol.

seal-grain
(sel'gran), h.

Grain- leather
witha seal pat-

tern stamped
or printed on
the grain side.

seal-indicator
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seam^, ». 10. Same as '^slit-band.—11. A
joint used in sheet-metal work where two
plates are joined by turning over the edge of

the plate and hooking this turned edge into

the similarly flexed edge of the next Blasto-
poric seam. See -kblastoparic.

seamanlike (se'man-lik), a. Same as sea-

VIa nil/.

seam-dampener (8em'damp"nfer), n. A hand-
tool on small beuch-raaehines for moistening
the seams of garments without wetting other
points.

sea-mignonette (se'min-yo-net"), n. A bril-

liantly colored, salmon-pink gorgonian, Prim-
noa reseda, found around Great Britain.

Nature, April 11, 1907, p. 566.

seaming-machine, « .—Double-seaming machine,
in the manufacture of sheet-metal wai-e, a name given to

Riddle-seal of Oxford.

Aiit-iL-iit CrelaiJ -..

(From "Annual of the Uritish SctiuoL

at Athens.")

Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 114.

(serin"di-ka-tpr), n. A thin

rod, stuck through the snow in the breathing-
hole of the seal, t» indicate the approach of

the animal.

Sometimes a small implement [neal-indicator] is used
in the hunt to indicate the approach of the seal. It is

called qipekutang, and consists of a very thin rod with a
knob or a knot at one end. It is stuck through the snow,
the end passing into the water, the knob resting on the
snow. As soon as the seal rises to blow, it strikes the
rod, which, by its movements, warns the hunter.

Smithsonian Rep. (Nat Mus.), 1900, p. 209.

sealing^, n. 2. In the Mormon church, the
rite of marriage 'for eternity' as opposed to

marriage ' for

time.' Such
marriage is

binding not
only in life,

but forever,
and may be
entered into
by a man
already mar-
ried 'for time,'

and vicari-

ously after his
death.— 3. An
impression in

clay used to

seal vases and
other receptacles, examples of which are fre-

quently found in archseological excavations,
very interesting ones have been discovered at

Cnosus in Crete.

Sealing-Stool (se'ling-stol), n. A stool used
by the Kskimo hunter to sit on while waiting
at the seal-hole for the seal to rise. Smithso-
nian Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 209.

sea-loch (se'loch), «. A narrow arm of the
sea entering the land: as, the sea-lochs of
Scotland.

In general, it may be said that the detrital terraces are
found chiefly in bays, sea-lochg, or other sheltered places,
while the rock-terraces are conspicuous in more open
sounds and exfMJsed parts of tlie coast, where .the tidal
currents and wind-waves are most powerful.

Nature, June 2, 1904, p. 112.

sea-lovage (se'luv'aj), n. The Scotch lovage
or sea-parsley, Ligttsticum Scoticum.

seal-paper (sel'pa'per), n. The daily calendar
of oflBeial business issued by the Lord Chan-
cellor for his own and the higher courts of

Great Britain. Formerly the Master of the
Rolls issued a similar seal-paper respecting
his own court.

seal-scratcher (sel'skrach'6r), n. An imple-
ment tonsisting of a wooden handle, tipped
with several seals' claws, used by the hunter
when approaching the seal on the ice, to

imitate the noise made by barking seals : used
by Alaskan and .Siberian Eskimos.

sealskin, n.— Electric sealskin, a pretentious name
applied to rabbit-skin made to nnitate sealskin.

sea-luce (se'lus), n. A common name of Mer-
lueius vulgaris, the hake, a fish related to the
codfish, found in the eastern Atlantic.

Double-seaming Machine, with supplementary tools.

a large number of special power-machines for forming
the double seam used in putting together the different

parts of boxes, cans, bowls, pots, kettles, and other
vessels. In all, the essential feature is the use of bend-
ing-and-pressing rolls, called seaming-rollg, which bend
over and prtjss together the edges of two pieces of sheet-
metal to make a water-tight joint In double-seaming
the bottoms of tea-kettles and other flat-bottomed
vessels a collapsible chuck is used to supiwrt the sides of
the vessel while the seam is being formed, the chuck au-
tomatically collapsing and witlldrawing from the vessel

through the top on the completion of the seam. In some
machines an inside roll is used, or the supporting table

serves to hold the vessel. Special attachments are also

used to center the parts and hold them firmly in place
until the work is finished. All machines are automatic,
carrying out every step in the work in turn, without
attention from the operator beyond the placing of the
parts in the machine and the removal of the finished
vessel with the double 'seam closed. By employing ma-
chines of different sizes and by the use of a number of
special attachments, the machines can be used in the
manufacture of sheet-metal vessels of any size or shape,
in great quantities jind at a high speed. The illustration

shows a typical machine with its different attachments
and a partly finished double-seamed coffee-i)ot. At the
side are diagrams which show the process of formmg a
double seam as done by this machine. Fig. shows the
pot upside down, with the burred-edge bottom in position.

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show the successive steps in the bending
down and pressing together of the two edges to form
the finished double seam sho^vn in Fig. 3. Figs. 4, 5, and
6 show the steps used in double-seaming a plain blank
bottom to the cylindrical sides of the pot

seaming-rolls (se'ming-rolz), n.pl. See double-

^ncuining machine.

seaming-tool (se'ming-tol), n. The tool used
by sheet-metal workers for bending over an
edge to form a seam ; also, the soldering-tool

used to make a seam tight.

seam-lap (sem'lap), «. In iron ship-building,

a joint between two plates in the direction of

their length, in which the edges are over-

lapped a sufficient width to receive one or

more lines of rivets.

seamstering (sem'ster-ing), n. [seamster +
-ing.'\ The work of a seamstress. [CoUoq.]

She's been picking up allying jA seamsterimj in Mel-
chester for several nionths.

T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, xli

seam-strap (sem'strap), n. In iron ship-build-

ing, a long narrow strip of plate uniting two
plates at a flush joint in the direction of

their length. A double seam-strap is com-
posed of two strips, one ot? each surface of

the plates, the joint being between them. A
seam-strap is further distinguished according

sea-sergeant

to the number of lines of rivets on each side
parallel to the joint, as a single-riveted or
a double-rireted seam-strap.

sea-oats (so'ots), n. See spike-grass (c).

sea-parsley (se ' pars " li), n. The Scotch
lovage, Ligusticum Scoticum. Also called
sca-hn'age.

sea-partridge, n. 2+. The sole. Cotgrave.

sea-perch, «. 5. In New Zealand: (a) A
HeoTYtsanoid &sh, Sebastapistes cottoides. (6) A
labroid fish, Fseudolahrus celidotus.— 6. In
Australia, Latris antarcticus, a fish of the
family Cirrhitidee.

sea-pike, «. 5. A fish of New South Wales,
Lanioperca mordax.
sea-plain (se'plan), n. A plain produced by
the erosive action of waves, currents, tides,

etc. ; a plain of marine denudation.

It is not always safe to assume, when we see the tops
of a group of mountains all touching an approximately
uniform level, that we have there the wreck of a Kea-

plain or, as some would call it, a plane of marine denu-
dation or base level of erosion.

Nature, Dec. 26, 1902, p. 172.

sea-plume (se'plom), n. Any gorgonian hav-
ing a plumose form, as Gorgonia acero,ia.

sea-postage (se'pos'taj), ». Postage paid on
mail-matter sent by steamer or across the sea.

sea-power (se'pou"er), «. 1. A nation or
state having an important navy. Also called
naval power.— 2. Naval strength; ability to

engage in military operations by sea. See
the extracts.

It must however be admitted, and will be seen, that
the wise or unwise action of individual men has at cer-

tain periods had a great modifying influence upon the
growth of gea power in the broad sense, which includes
not only the military strengtli afloat that rules the sea or
any part of it by force of arms, but also the peaceful com-
merce and shipping from which alone a military fleet

naturally and healthfully springs, and on which it se-

curely rests.

A. T. Mahan, Thelnfluenceof Sea Power upon History,

[p. 28.

Even in its present form the term is not of very recent
date. Grote (Hist, of (Jreece, v, p. (>7, published in 1849, but
with preface dated 1H4S) speaks of "the conversion of Ath-
ens from a land-power into a sea-power. " In a lecture pub-
lished in lH8;i, but i)robahly delivered earlier, the late

Sir J. R. Seeley says that "commerce was swept out of th«
Mediten-anean by the besom of the Turkish gea-pouer "

(Expansion of England, p.
89J.

The tenn also occurs in
vol. xviii. of this Encyclopedia, published in 1885. At p.
S74 of that volume (Pereia) we are told that Themistocles
was "the founder of the Attic sea-ptm'er." The sense
in which the tenn is used differs in these extracts. In
the first it means what we generally call a " naval power"
— that is to say, a State having a considerable navy in
contradistinction to a "military p^>wer,'* a State with a
considerable army but only a relatively small navy. In
the last two extracts it means all the elements of the
naval strength of the State referred to ; and this is the
meaning that is now generally, and is likely to be exclu-
sively, attached to the term owing to the brilliant way in
which it has been elucidated by (.Captain A. T. Mahan of

the United States Navy in a series of remarkable works.
Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 491, 492.

sea-puss (se'pus), n. Same as sea-pursr, 2.

sea-quadrant (se'kwod"rant), «. The Jacob's-
stall', an old-fashioned instrument designed
for measuring altitudes of the heavenly bodies.

seaquake (se'kwak), n. An earthquake which
takes place beneath the ocean.

Seismic geography, or the distribution of earthquakes
over the surf.ice of the earth, is adequately dealt with by
Major Dutton ; and his final chapter is devoted to

'' seaquakes," or those cTnst&l disturbances which occur
in submarine areas. Athenjeuin, April 1, 1905, p. 404.

sea-rate (se'rat), «. The running of a chronom-
eter at sea in relation to its gain or loss on
Greenwich mean time, or the mean time of any
other prime meridian to which it may have
been set.

search, J'.— Curve of searoll. See *CMrre.

search-coil (serch'koil), n. A small coil of

insulated wire used for determining the
strength of magnetic fields by means of the
currents induced in the coil.

search-ephemeris (serch'e-fem"e-ris), n. An
ephemeris calculated from an approximate
orbit of a comet or planet to aid in searching
for it. JVa<«re, Oct. 22, 1903, p. 603.

sea-region (se're"jon), n. A zoological region,

or division, of the sea characterized bj' the

presence of certain marine animals, especially

fishes. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 219.

sea-robin, ».—Brown-winged sea-robin, Prionotut
^triyatus. the northern striped gurnard.— Red-Winged
sea-robln, Prionotu^ carolinus, the common guniard.

sea-sergeant (se'sar"jant), n. A member of

a Welsh secret society. This organization

came into existence about the year 1725, and
lasted for nearly half a century, when it was
dissolved.



sea-serpent

sea-serpent, n. 4. A name of Ophichthys
(/(iiiHsii, an eel of the family Ophichthyidse,

fonnd in the West luuies.

sea-silk (se'sllk), n. The long, silky threads
of the byssus of the bivalve Fiiiiia, found in the
Mediterranean. It has very little commercial
value, the articles made from it, as purses,

gloves, etc., being curious rather than useful.

The marine products of the ocean have been investi-

gated, with some success, in order to obtain a silk, inde-
pendent of the silkwonn culture, that may be used as a
commercial article. This material has been termed Sea
Silk. Certain marine mollusks, common on the coasts
of Calabria and Sicily, attach themselves to rocks by
means of stout threads. This material is combed and
then treated with the juice of the lemon. Three parts
of the material gives about one part of a lucid fibre of
golden lustre, and from ;i to 8 centimetres long. It is of
great strength, and bears a resemblance to real silk. It

IS made into articles such as gloves and purses.
Uannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 183.

season, W. 1- (J) .^ny one of the chief periods or di-

visions of the ecclesiastical year, such as Advent, Lent,
K:ist.T. etc.

season-check (se'zn-ehek), n. Same as
*cluck-l, 19.

seasoning, «. 5. In leather-manuf., the appli-

cation of a solution of blood and logwood pre-
paratory to blacking. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 360.

seasoning-machine (se'zn-ing-ma-sben'), n.

A machine for seasoning leather. The skin is

brought into contact with revolving pads
which apply the seasoning. C. T. Davis,
Manuf. of Leather, p. 3.58.

sea-spry (se'spri), n. Sea-spray. [Rare.]

Or, on a movinless night.
To tinge, on syren shores, the sjilt sea-gpry ?

Keatg, Rndymion, iv.

sea-stack (se'stak), n. A sharp, isolated emi-
nence which rises from the sea-bottom.

The istilated rock-masses and gea-gtackg, which we are
enabled U} trace by means of the soundings. One of these
cases may be specially raer.tioned. The mass rises at

a distance of about 30 miles otf Cape Kazo, in the sub-
merged valley of the Tagns ; it is an isolated gea-gtackg
with a height of 2340 feet from its base.

Geog. Jour. (R. O. 8.), XIII. 28a

sea-step (se'step), n. One of a set of narrow
steps fastened to the side of a war-ship and
used in going on board from a small boat when
tlie side ladders are unshipped, as at sea.

sea-stone (se'stou), n. Same as sea *amher.
sea-swallow, «. 4. A West Indian name for
tlie flymg-tish. Hce flying-fish (a).

sea-swell (se'swel), n. A wave of .symmetrical
form which has outrun the wind which pro-
duced it.

Darby and Joan Seat.

seat, n.—Darby and Joan seat, a settee haring two
chair-like backi*, for two persons.

If a name must be employed to differentiate between
these and those with more splats, I should greatly prefer
to revive the old and now forgotten t«rm of ' Darby and
Joan geaU.' R. S. Clougton, in Burlington Mag., V. 485.

seat, f. ». 3. To close tight upon its seat : said
of a lifting-valve, which may be actuated
mechanically from without or be self-acting

by the variation of pressure within the pas-
sages which it controls.

seat-bone (set'bon), n. The ischium.

sea-terrace (se'ter'as), n. A terrace formed by
marine erosion. Geitie, Text-bookof Geol., p. 29.

seath (seth), n. The eoalfish or pollack, Pol-
liichiiis vireiis.

seating, n. 4. (6) In tron ship-building, a
foundation or support built up of plates and
aiifle-bars for the machinery in the interior of a
vessel: as, an engine-.«pa(tn^; aboiler-^eattn^.

seat-locker fset'Tok'er), n. A locker whose
lid, ortop, forms a seat. In the forecastle these
lockers run fore-and-aft on both the starboard
and the port side.
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seat-mast (set'mast), n. That member in a
bicycle-frame to which the saddle is attached.
It is the prolougation, above the horizontal
upper member of the diamond frame, of the
nearly vertical diagonal strut at whose lower
end is the bearing for the pedals or crank-shaft.
The purpose of this invention is so to construct the

geat.uwfit that a perfect spring seat will be obtained, and
that the distance between the scat and the pedals will re-
main constant Set. Amer., Oct 29, 1898, p. 284.

sea-transom (se'tran"sum), n. In naval arch.,
the stern transom. See transom, 4.

sea-trout, »l.— spotted sea-tront, Cynnsdon nebu-
Ingug, a sciajnoid fish f(»und on the .South Atlantic coast
of the United States. It Is not a trout, nor is it at all re-

lated to the trout

seau (so), n.
;
pi. seaux (so). [F. seau, a bucket,

< OF. seel, < ML. "siteUmn, dim., < L. situla, a
vessel: see situla.'] A pail-sljaped vessel be-
longing to a dinner-service, made by English
potters in the eighteenth century.
Seaward climate. See *climate.

sebastine- (se-bas'tin), n. A trade-name of a
Swedish explosive which resembles dualin.

Sebastolobus (se-bas-tol'o-bus), n. [NL., <
Sebastrs, a related genus, -I- Gr. Ao/3of, lobe.]
A genus of scorpsenoid fishes found in rather
deep water in northern parts of the Pacific.

sebastopol (se-bas'to-pdl), ti. [Named in allu-

sion to Sebastopol, famous for its siege.] A
variety of the block-game in dominoes, in
which the double-six leads and nothing but
sixes can be played until both sides and both
ends of the first set have been played to.

Sebastopsis (se-bas-top'sis), m. [NL., < Se-
bastc.i + Gr. ^V'fi appearance.] A genus of
scorptenoid fishes found on both sides of the
northern and temperate Pacific.

sebolith (se'bo-lith), n. [L. sebum, tallow, +
Gr. /.i(?of, stone.] A concretion in a sebaceous
duct or gland.
Seborrhea nigricans, a form of chromidrosis in which
there is an excretion of fat with the sweat, containing a
<liirk pimnent
seborrheal, seborrhceal (se-bo-re'al), a. Re-
lating to or affected with seborrliea. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 195.

sec (sek), a. [F.] Dry: said of champagne
and other wines : opposed to sweet.

secant. I. '(. 2. Specifically, noting a stream
which cuts across folded strata.

The author recognizes several classes of streams : con-
sequent, inconsequent obsequent (the definititm of this
tenu dttes not agree with that given by others) and
gecant (traversing an anticline).

ir. M. Darig, in Science, Dec. 20, 1901, p. 976.

H. n— Hyperbolic secant, sech x = "

Secchi's types of stars. See *star'^.

seccotine (sek'o-tin), n. A trade-name of a
cement used to unite surfaces of paper, cloth,

leather, etc.

secentismo (sa-chen-tis'mo), n. [It., < secento,

8i.\ iiundrod.] The literary style of Italian
writers of the seventeenth century: a period of
decadence in Italian literature. See *secentisti.

The Arcadia [1090] was a reaction against ^cc^nH'wno,
but a reaction which . . . only succeeded in impoverishing
still further and completely withering up the literature.

Encyc. Brit, XIII. 511.

Secentisti (sa-chen-tis'ti), n. pi. [It. See *se-
ccntismo.'] The members of a decadent school
of literature and art existing in Italy in the
seventeenth century. It actually flourished for

about 140 years from the middle of the sixteenth century.
Its productions are marked' by exaggeration of style and
affectation.

At the head of the school of the " Secentigti " comes
Oiovan Battista Marini of Naples . . . especially known
by a poem called L'Adone. His aim was to excite wonder
by novelties ; hence the most extravagant metaphors, the
most forci'd antitheses, the most far-fetched conceits, are
to be found in his book. Enajc. Brit,, XIII. 511.

secessionist, «. 2. Specifically, a member of

a body of artists which, in principles and
methods, differs from and protests against the
accepted traditions of older societies.

The death, in his ninety-third year, is announced from
Vienna i>f the distinguished i)ainter in water colours,

Rudolf Alt. His work presented a great contrast to that
of the Viennese geceggimiigtg, whose Honorary l*re8ident

he was. Athenaum, .March 2li, 1906, p. 378.

s6cbard (sa-shar'), n. [F., < sec, siche^ dry, < L.
siccus, dry.] The dry, warm, foehn wind which
blows over Lake Geneva.

sechser (zech's^r), n. [G., < sechs = E. six.']

A copper coin of Ravensburg, Prussian West-
phalia, of the early seventeenth century.

sechsling fzechs'ling), n. [G., < sec/is, = E.

six, + -ling, = E. ling.'] 1. A copper coin of

secondness

Schleswig-Holstein under Danish rule, equal to
half a skuling.— 2. A copper coin of Hamburg.
Sec. Leg. An abbreviation (a) of Secretary of
Legation; (b) \l. c] of the Latin secundum
legem, according to law.

second^, a— second dealing, in card-sharpimi, the
ait of holding back the top card of the pack and dealing
the one under it, so that the card held back may iall to
the dealer himself. The cards having been previously
marked on the backs, the dealer knows what cards to
withhold.— Second deliverance. See *deliverance.

second'-^, n.—Decimal second. See^decVma!.—Horse-
power second, one sixtieth of a horse-power minute.

—

Metric horse-power second, one metric horse.power
e.xeiied for one second ; one sixtieth of a metric horse-
power minute.— Sidereal second, g^^toT: p*''' °' *he
sidereal day, which is divided in the same way as the mean
solar day into hours, minutes, and seconds.

secondary. I. «. 6. In geol., applied to those
rock-making minerals which are the producjts
of the alteration or decay of the minerals,
original or primary, in the rock. Thus quartz,
feldspar, and mica are primary in granite,
whereas kaolin, arising from the decay of th«
feldspar, is secondary. Geikie, Textbook of
Geol., p. 89.— 7. In elect.: (a) Pertaining to
those parts of a transfonner, or induction-coil,
in which the induced currents occur, as dis-
tinguished from the corresponding parts of the
primary or inducing circuit; as the secondary
coils, windings, turns, or terminals of a trans-
former. (6) Pertaining to the induced current
or electromotive force in a transformer or in-
duction-coil— Secondary education, the stage of
education which follows the primary or elementary stage
(of studies taught in the ' primary ' schools to the age df
ten or twelve) and is carried on in the 'secondary' or
' grammar ' or ' high ' schools (to the age of fourteen, six-
teen, or eighteen). It concludes the formal education of
the pupil, except in the cases in which he proceeds to a
special or technical school (j)reparatory to business or
trade), or to acollege or university. See secondary -ksctiool.

Secondary instruction in high schools and academies
continues the traditional course of study on the lines
marked out already in the elementary schools.
W. T. Ilarrig, Psychol. Foundations of Education, p. 332.

Perhaps the most serious defect of secondary education
in the United States is its brevity.
De Qarmo, in Ilerbart (trans.). Outlines of Educational

[Doctrine, p. 103.

SecondaiT Insulation, the insulation of the secondary
winding of a tninsftjrmer or induction-coil.— Secondary
lag, the dilference of phase between the sei-oiKiaTy and
pnmary current or electromotive force in a transfonner.
— Secondary resistance, the resistance of the secon-
dary circuit of a tr;nisformci'.— Secondary school. See
*scAoo;.— Secondary side, that portion of a trans-
fonner in which the induced currents are formed, as
distinguished from the primary or inducing side.

—

Secondazy terminals, the free ends of the secondary
winding ofa transformer or induction-coil.- Secondary
turns, the ampere tunis in the secondary coil of a trans-
former.— Secondary voltage, the voltage at the tenni-
nals of that winding of a transfonner or induction-coil
within which current« are induced, as distinguished from
the voltflge of the primary or inducingcircuit

—

Secon-
dary Winding, the coil of the secondary circuit of a trans-
fonner or induction-coil.

H. ». 7. pi. The symptoms occurring in

the second stage of syphilis.— 8. One of the
smaller tubercles on the stirface of the test
in the Echinoidea or sea-urchins. The sec-

ondaries are intermediate in size between the
primaries and the miliaries.—9. In Eng.
lam, the second officer of the Courts of King's
Bench and Common Pleas ; also, an officer

of the Corporation of London who hears in-

quiries to assess damages in cases where the
defendant does not appear.—10. In an alter-

nating-current transformer or other apparatus
having several circuits in inductive relation to
each other, that coil or circuit which receives

Sower by induction from the primary coil.

—

[ovable secondary, a secondary coil or winding of a
transformer which is free U) move with respect to the
primary coil or is capable of adjustment with reference
to the latter.— Multipoint secondary, a form of secon-
dary coil of a transfonne* constructed so that it may be
used in parts, for which p!n-jH>Be a series of terminal
wires are brought out from v.arious points of the coiL

second-foot (sek'imd-fut), n. Same as *foot-
.iccond.

secondness (sek'und-nes), «. 1. The charac-
ter of being second; the ordinal position in a
series of the second member of it, whether
this position is considered in itself or is spoken
of as appertaining to the object that occupies
it.— 2. (a) The mode of being of an object
which is such as it is by virtue of being con-
nected with or related to another object or
objects, regardless of any triadic relation.

(6) The mode of connection or relation of

such an object with such other, (c) In a
looser sense, the secuudal, or relative, char-

acter which belongs to an individual object,

as having such a mode of being.



secondo

secondo, ». II. a. [fem. seconda (-da).] Sec-
ond : used of instruments or their parts in an
orchestra: as, violino secondo, second violin.
— Seconda VOlta, in mtmct the second time : used of a
repeated iiassji^e.

secretaria (sa-kra-ta-re'a), »i. [Sp., < secre-

f(ii-«), secretary.] A secretary's office. [Phil-

ippine Is.]

secretariate, n- 3. Specifically, in India, the
central office of the administration : see the

extract.

The preceding sketch of Indian administration would
be incomplete without a reference to the secretariat, or

central office, which in some sense controls and jjives life

to the whole. >Yom the secretahat are issued the orders

which regulate or moiiify the det.iils of administration

;

into the secretariat come all the multifarious reports

from the local officers, to be there digested for future

reference. But tliough the secretaries may enjoy the

atlvnntages of life at the presidency capitals, with higher
salaries and better prospects of promotion, it is recog-

nized that the efficiency of the empire rests ultimately

upon the shoulders of the district officers, who bear the

burden and heat of the day, with few opportunities of

winning fame or reward. Encyc. Brit., XII. 769.

Even the Secretariat believes that it does good when it

asks an over-driven Executive Officer to take a census of

wheat-weevils through a district of five thousand square

miles. , ,

.

/{. Kipling, Wressley of the Foreign Office, m Indian
[Tales, p. 671.

4. A number of secretaries forming a board
or official body.
secretary, a- "2. Knowing secrets; confiden-

tial; able to keep a secret.

And when thou read'st a mooving syllable [in a love letter]

Thinke that my soule was secretary to 't.

Marston, Insatiate Countess, i. 1.

secretin (se-kre'tin), n. [LL. secretum, a se-

cretion, + -/«2.] A peculiar substance which
is derived from the mucous membrane of the

intestinal tract and, after absorption into the
blood-current, stimulates the pancreas and
possibly also the salivary glands to secretion.

The substance is supposedly present in the

epithelial cells of the intestinal mucosa in an
inactive form which is termed prosecretin. Of
its chemical nature nothing is known, but it

appears certain that secretin is not a ferment.

secretion, «. 3. A mineral deposit formed in

a fissure or cavity by growth inward from the

walls : contrasted with concretion, which grows
outward from a nucleus. Geikie, Text-book
of Geol., p. 135 Inner or Internal secretion, a
specific product, elaborated in a glandular orj^an of the

body, which is given off into the bhxid and lymph : such
products are not waste products, but play an important
part in the general metabolism. Products of this kind
are furnished by the thyroid gland, the adrenals, the
spleen, the pituitary body, the testicles, etc.— Lateral
secretion, the process which accounts for the formation
of ore-deposits by laterally moving currents of water.

Some hold that the waters doing the work are descend-
ing ; others that they are laterally moving ; others that

they are ascending. The first is known as the descension,

the second as the lateral-secretion, and the third as the
ascension theory.

Van Hise, in Science, Nov. 15, 1901, p. 756.

secretionary (sf-kre'shon-a-ri), a. [secretion

+ -ary.'] Originating by secretion, in any
sense, or pertaining to the process of secretion.

secreto-inhibitory (se-kre "to-in-hib'i-to-ri), a.

Causing diminished secretion: noting nerves
which act in this manner upon the glands.

secretomotor (se-kre-to-mo'tor), a. [LL. secre-

tum, a secretionj -t- motor, a mover.] Causing
increased secretion : noting nerves which act

in this manner upon the glands. Nature,
Nor. 12, 1903, p. 48.

sect^, n. 2. In geom. : (a) A part cut out on a
straight line; a limited straight line or rod;
the part or piece of a straight lino between
two definite points (end-points of the sect) ; a
portion of a given straight line, of definite

length.
Any two sects in plane space . . . determine a point,

the intersection of the lines in which they lie, and an
area, that of a parallelogram.
K. W. Hyde, in Merriman and Woodward, Higher

[Math., p. 394.

EA piece of a range bounded by two points.

Two points, A and B, upon a straight a.—
lemental sects, in oeom., two costraight sects with

the same end-points and together making a complete
straight or the complete point-row on a straight. See
kexplem^nlal (c).— Perspective 'Oct of any point, the
sect from the center of perspective Ut that point.— PhllO'a
sect. See Philo's *line.— Product of two sects. See
*product.—Vuit sect, in geom., an arbitrary sect, desig-

nated by 1, used to define the product of a sect a by a sect b.

n. a. In math., of sects; operating with
sects.

He constructs a sect Calculns In which he shows that
the theory of proportion can be founded without the
Introduction of irrational numbers.

.;. W. Withers, Euclid's Parallel Postulate, p. 66.

Sect calculus. See ircalculus.
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sect. U- <^- ^^ cap.] An abbreviation of sec-

tion.

secta (sek'tii), n. [L. sectn, sect, school, fol-

lowing.] In law: (a) A suit or action. (6)

The pursuit of a criminal, (c) The feudal
service of attendance at the lord's court, (d)

The witnesses brought to court by a plaintiff

to prove his count or declarations. In tliat

sense they were his followers or suit, whence
the term 'to bring suit.'— Secta ad curiam, in

old Eng. law, the writ that lay against him who refused
or neglected to perfonn his service or suit to the county
couit or to the court baron. Cow'ci.— Secta ad molen-
dinum, service growing out of the established custom
of carrying one's grain to a particular neighborhood mill
for grinding ; also, the writ that lay against one who
neglected the service. Kinney.— Secta curiae, atten-
dance or service at court. This was due the feudal lord
from his tenants, both to answer complaints against
themselves, and to aid in the trial of others. Cowel.

Sectator^ (sek-ta'tor), n. [NL., < L. sectator,

a follower.] A genus of fishes of the family
Kiiphosidie, known only from Panama.

sect-carrier (sekt'kar"i-er), n. In geom., a
physical instrument for the graphic perfor-
mance of the following construction : to set

off a given sect (piece of a straight line) on a
given straight line, from a given point of this

line, toward a given side of this point (in a
given one of the line's two senses) Unit sect-
carrier, an instrument for laying off on any straight

line, from any point on it and in either sense, a sect

equal to the chosen unit sect ; a simpler substitute for

the compasses in elementary geometry.

section, ». 2. (j) The smallest administrative subdi-
vision of a railroad. It is usually a nnle or two in length
and is designated by a number.

10. In pctrog., in the quantitative classifica-

tion of igneous rocks (see *rocl<^), a subdivi-

sion of any of the taxonomic divisions from
class to subgrad. It is used wherever it is

considered necessary to introduce a further

subdivision.— 11. In geol., a group of several

related stages, usually of the same kind of

sedimentary rock; a series or formation.
GeiMe, Text-book of Geology, p. 860.— 12. In
function-theory, a line in the plane of the vari-

able of a function upon crossing which the
function abruptly changes its value Develop-
ment section. .Same as -kdemlopment, 6 (c).— Effective
section, that part of the cross-section of any piece of
material which is actually available for withstanding a
stress.— Median section. Same as yolden section (which
see, under golden).— Hlgbt section Of a cylinder, a
section of which the plane is perpendicular t^) the ele-

ments.— Section analysis. See -ktree analytn.^.—
Working-out section. .Same as ^development, 6 (c).

section, v. II. intrans. To cut sections; di-

vide into sections.

They [the spores] are brown in color, somewhat flexible,

and section readily on the microtome.
E. H. Sellards, in Amer. Jour. .Sci., July, 1903, p. 89.

section-angle (sek'shon-ang'gl), n. The an-
gle between the planes which form the top
face and either side face of a double-edged
cutting-tool for a lathe or planer for metal.
section-boss (sek'shon-bos), n. The man who
is in charge of the trackmen employed on a
section of a railroad and is responsible for the
maintenance of way for his section.

section-box (sek'shon-boks), n. 1. In rail-

roading, a tool-house or tool-box placed at

some convenient point on a section for the
storage of tools used by a section-gang.— 2.
The box or compartment within which con-
nections between different sections of an
electrical-wiring system are placed and fuses,
switches, and other similar appliances are in-

stalled.

section-colors (sek'shon-kuVorz), n. pi. The
colors used by draftsmen, on engineering or
construction drawings, to represent the various
materials where these appear in section. Con-
ventional arrangement of lines in hatching
the section is more usual in modern drawings,
especially in such as are to be reproduced by
printing processes.

section-cre'W (sek'shon-kro), n. In railroad-

ing, the group or gang of track-hands or work-
men employed under a section-boss in keeping
the track in repair within the limits of a
section.

section-finder (sek'shgn-fin'''d6r), n. See
*photophore.

section-gang (sek'shon-gang), n. Same as
*.section-crew.

sector, ». 6. A cutting implement or device.
— Sectores coconis, in entum., the large black spines at
the base of the fore-wings, having a cutting edge and
teeth with which the adult saturniid moth cuts its way
out of its cocoon.— Spherical sector, the solid generated
by any sector of a semicircle when it revolves about its

diameter.

seder

sector-disk (sek' tor-disk), n. A rotating disk
with open sectors
the angular width
of which is adjust-
able. The disk must
t»e rotated at such a
speed that it will make
a c<implete rotation
within the time limit of
the persistence of vision
(less than 0.04 second),
Talbot's principle ofdim-
inution of the apparent
intensity by intermis-
sion of the illumination
being thus applied. W.

Sector-disk. M. Stine, Photometrical
Measurements, p. 24.

sectored (sek'tord), p. a. [sector + -ed^.']

Divided into sectors: as, & sectored disk. W.
M. Stine, Photometrical Measurements, p. 21.

sectoriform (sek'tor-i-f6rm), a. [L. sector,

sector, + forma, form.] Shaped like the sec-

tor of a circle.

Dorsal valve (of a fossil shell) considerably wider than
long, ^'sectoriform," more gibbous than the ventral.

U. S. Geol. Surv., Monographs, XXXII. ii. 539.

sect-train (sekt'tran), n. A system of sects,

AB, BC, CD, . . . KL.
secua (sa'kwa), n. [Native name.] A climb-
ing vine of the gourd family, Fevillea cordi-

folia, native to northern South America and
the West Indies. Its very large seeds yield a
valuable medicinal oil. Also called segra-seed.

See antidote eacoon, under cacoon.

Secular acceleration. See *acceleration.

secundiflorous (sek-un-dif 'lo-rus), a. [L.
secundus, following, + florere, bloom.] Hav-
ing secund flowers or inflorescence.
Secundum legem, in accordance with law.— Secundum
regulam, by or according to rule.

security, «.— Bond and disposition in security.
Bee *6ondl.— Liquid securities, .^ee *li<jmd assets.

secus (se'kus), adv. [L., otherwise, differ-

ently.] In tow, otherwise ; contrariwise : used
in reports to indicate a different or dissenting
opinion or an exception.

secutor (se-lm'tor), n. [L., a pursuer.] In
Mnm. antiq., a light-armed gladiator with a
square shield and a sword who was opposed
to the retiarius in the gladiatorial contests.

See retiarius.

sedarim, ". Plural of *seder.

sedatin (sed'a-tin), n. [L. sedatus, pp. of

sedare, make quiet, assuage, -I- -»|2.] 1. An
old trade-name of antipyrin.— 2. A trade-

name of paravaleryl-phenetidine, CoHsOCg-
H4NHCOCHoCH(CH3)2, prepared "by the
action of valeric acid on paramino-ethoxyben-
zene (paraminophenetol). It is a colorless

powder and is used in medicine as an anal-

gesic and antipyretic.

sedentary, a. 5. In geol., remaining upon
the rock from which it has been formed by
disintegration : said of soil or loose rock ma-
terial.— 6. In intern, law, said of the private
property of a neutral which has remained on
belligerent soil or of a neutral vessel in

foreign waters. See the extract.

Whereas private property of neutrals generally which
has remained on belligerent soil is sedentary, or, so to

speak, domiciled there, neutral vessels are mere visitors

with adistinct external domicile. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 129.

Sedentation (sed-en-ta'shon), Ji. [sedent(ary)

+ -ation.l The state of having become
sedentary, or fixed in a given place or location.

Climatic conditions, degree of 'sedentation, nature of

food supply, and availability of material have each a
marked influence on the condition of the arts.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99, p. 22.

seder (sa'der), n. ; pi. sedarim. [ < Aram, sodar,

to arrange.] The order of the service and feast

on the first night of the Jewish Passover, re-

peated on the second night by those who keep
the second day. The seder table is very elaborately
decorated. Three matsoth, or unleavened cakes (caUed
mitsvoth or commandments), are placed one upon the
other in front of the head of the family. The top cake is

named 'Cohen,' the middle 'Levi," and that at the
bottom 'Israel,' the whole representing the three
Mosaic categories of the Jewish nation. An oriental

dish (a mixture composed of apples, almonds, cinnamon,
etc.), called haroseth, horse-radish, called maror (bitter

herbs), part of the shoulder-bone of a broiled lamb, called

zero'a (shoulder), a baked egg, lettuce, and salt water are
also placed upon the seder table. When it is fully

spread, the celebrant, generally the head of the family,

begins with the first of the thirteen functions in the
seder service which is called kadesh, "sanctiflcation,"

when a blessing (berakah) is pn)nounced upon the first

cup of wine. The second function is called rahats, when
the celebrant slightly washes his hands. The third is

karpas, when celery or lettuce is eaten. At the fourth,

yahats, the celebrant divides the middle cake, this

'Levi,' and hides one half under the cushion at the
right, reserving it for the afikomen. At the fifth.



seder

™<i!7srtd the celebrant aa well as all the paxticipante seecatch (se'kach), n. Same as seecatchie.
rectethe ha<mdah Innv^y. At the mxth,.™/. f™/,, all

gg^^^ „ ^q ,^^l j^^.^^ ^j ^^^ lac-iuseet.
To some extent the lac is found occurring, so to speak,

spontaneously, and is collected by the forest tribes, and
brought by them to the fairs and bazars for sale.
Where, however, there is a regulai- trade in stick-lac,
propagation of the insect is systematically carried on
by those who wish for a certain and abundant crop.
This propagation is effected by tying small twigs, on
which are crowded the eggs or larv-a; of the insect, to the
branches of the trees. These larvse are technically called
'seed: Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 14, 1903, p. i-Ztm.
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seed-year (sed'yer), «. in forestry, a year in
which a given species of tree bears seed ; spe-
cifically, a year in which a given species bears
seed abundantly.
seep (sep), n. [seep, c] A small exudation
of ground-water; a small spring.

It is mentioned that at Comanche Spring, a small
"seep," seven miles north of the Rio Grande, the lime-
stone bluffs have been covered in a number of places with
rude paintings of characteristic Indian design.

, 1 T . , ,
A'atvre, Dec. 4, 1902, p. 113.

11. In sugar-manuf., crystals of sugar placed seep-well (sep'wel), n. A well fed by the per-

lni,Tw f 1? «y™P to serve as starting- eolation into'^it of water through very sS
S,.th^ th„,^ ?Lf7^*''"'''^*'''?'--:,^^««'^« ?««<! '^'•'I'^ks in the surrounding rocksmetnod.that methodof conservative lumbering nwhch, __._4 ,, o T„ D„™v,

'"^"=-

in a stand which is being reproduced by self-sown seed!
Seer*, ». ^. In Bombay, a dry measure equal

a number of trees are left uncut for a period, usually a *<> 1-41 liters; in Ceylon, a liquid measure
second rotation, after the stand itself is reproduced.— equal to 1.14 liters.
Scattered seed method, that method of conservative seerin? f ser'inffl n A fish Finns <!ntm,<i „^r.a^^alumbering m which reproduction is provided for by Z^^JfJitlu^J' ^^^"< ^">PSSauUiS,c\osely
leavmg, after a single cutting, scattered seed-trees of the I^^lated to the tarpon, found on both coasts of
,..-_j .^_... „_-^ ... the warm and tropical parts of America.

see-saw, » 4. A motion of a steam-engine gov-
ernor which oscillates on both sides of its
mean or neutral position and causes the speed
of rotation of the engine to vary above and be-
low the mean.

The city which con-

kmd desired.— Seed control, the regulation of the
quality of commercial seeds by means of stations equipped
for testing samples. Such institutions (often in connec-
tion with agricultural e.\periment stations) exist in all
the principal countries of Europe, Germany alone having
more than forty, while the Department of Agriculture atW ashington and the State experiment stations have taken
up the work in the United States. The resort to these _„„ +„„r« / -'.. \
stations is voluntary. See seed testinq, below.— Seed See-tOWn (se toun;, n.

tains the cathedral and is the local center of a
diocese. See see^, 2.

It was arranged that Winchester should remain the
see-tmin of the older Wessex, whilst Sherbonie was the
ecclesiastical centre for Dorset and the rest of the newer
Wessex. Athenteum, May 27, 1906, p. 660.

seevitchie (se-vieh'i), n. The northern sea-
lion : a name adopted from the Russian and
but little used.
Seewee bean. See fteani.

wash their hands. The seventh, motse, is when' the cele^

brant breaks the Cohen ' and half of the ' Levi ' cakes and
distributes one piece of each to every member of the fam.
ily, after which he says a blessing and the viotse is eat«n
with avidity. The eighth, maror, is when a blessing is said
and a piece of horse-radish or other bitter vegetable is

eaten. .\t the ninth, korekh (Hiliel's ceremony), horse-
radish is placed between two pieces of niatsa so as to
fulfil to the letter the command (Exod. xii. 8) in the
same manner that Hillel did "when the Temple (lit the
Holy House) existed." At the tenth, shulhan, the meal
is eaten. -At the eleventh, tmphon, the half of the * Levi'
matsa which was put aside at the beginning of the service
for the arikomen is produced, and the celebrant breaks it

and distributes the pieces among the participants. At the
twelfth, herakh, the benediction is said. The last func-
tion is called ftallel

(which see), when
Fa. cxv-cxviii. are
recited or chanted.
Four cups of
wins, called ko-

»oth, are drunk
by each member
during the seder
services. One spe-
cial cup of wine is

placed on the cen-
ter of the table.

It is called the
'Prophet Elijah's

cup.' See Elijah's
itrtip.

sedgei, n—
Broom-sedge.
See hri'Otn-'jraits,

2. Must properly,
Andropo'jon Vir-
giniirus, a brown-
colored tufted
grass 2 to 4 feet
Iiigh, with silky ra-

cemes in the fall,

common along the
coast fn>m Massa-
chusetts to Texas,
perhaps the best-kno*n native grass of the southern
United States. It there affords excellent grazing when
young, yet by preventing the fonnation of pennanent
pastures Ix-coiiiesMiie (jf the worst weeds of the section.
Also called hi-<,'uii-strnw and sedtfe-'jrass. See Indian
*:irnsx(l>).— Coco aedge. See *(-'«-o:i. J

sedge-grass (sej'gras), H. Any grass of the ge- ^®®"> ''• '•.

nus ./«r^-o/)03«H, including the broom-sedges; Process of

lifaril-grass. See firoom-*«crf(/e.—Feathersedge-
grass. Same as */eather'Srdg€.

sedge-land (sej'land), n. Land between high-
aii(l low-water marks. Same as sedt/c-ftat.

sediment,". 2. in a steam-boiler, an internal
depijsit of precipitate from the feed-water, or
of solid matter mechanically present, which
lies as a loose or soft mud on the heating sur-
faces: distinguished from settle, which is a
hard crystalline coating adhering to the metal, me raising ot seedlings

sediment (sed'i-ment), r. t. and i. [sediment, seed-Cake, n. 2. The cake left after oil has
n.] To allow to settle; settle: said of matter l>''»'ii expressed from such seeds as those of
in suspension in a liquid. cotton, flax, rape, etc.
With the large number often required it is impossible Secd-Cane (sed'kan''), n. The stalk of sugar-

b> use the micr.«cope, whilst in an aftenioon several cane as used for planting In most countrieshundred srfii/(fii(m</ preparations can be put up. !,„ ,.„„„_ t
p <•»...."g

j ^ V^ r . . Ro[rmoTit!il t>1q+o "Son *..;„/„
jj,r Ezper. Med., Jan. i.i, I'.Mi, p. 305. ?''<' "PP<"^ Pa^t Only IS 80 used, but in Louis- oegmental plate, bee *i,lntc.

sedimentation, «- -Continental sedimentation, lanathe wholestalkhasgenerallybeenplanted. segmentation, ".-Protoplasmic segmentation,
accumulation ,.fdepmiUbySg^^<->o^>^<^ti'"°Si Seeder. «. 1. The mechanical seeder c„„.i... „, . f">-

^l>^-'>-,ge or cutting up of the cytoplasm of the cell

valleys ; sedimentation on land instead of on the sea-floor
or in lake- basins; a term proposed by Professiir Penck,
then ill \iennii. Science. Jan. 18, lUOl, p. 97.— Sedimen-
tation test. See *tetn.

sedimented (sed'i-men-ted), p. a. Having set-

tled into a sediment; having formed a sedi-

ment.
Care will of course have to be taken not to overlook the

tedimented bacteria which may be lying at the iHjttom of
the tube. Lancet, June 1, 1901, p. 1533-

sedra (sed'rS), n [Aram, sedra, Syriac eedro.

Broom-sedge {Androfiagon Virj^nicus'),

a, spike ; i, spikelet ; e, glumes.

CObperator, an agriculturist who coBperates with an
experiment station by growing seed of new varieties,
selling it to the public, and furnishing reports of the
yield. — Seed races, races or groups of plants that re-
pro<luce themselves with fidelity by means of seeds, or
"come true fr< mi seed. "— Seed testing, the examination
of seed to determine its genuineness, purity, gei-minating
power, and actual value. The question of genuineness is
settled by expert inspection ; of purity by the picking out
of chaff, sand, weed seeds, etc., and weighing to ascertain
percentage ; of germinating power by a geraiination test
consisting essentially of keeping the sample dark, moist,

,

ventilated, and at the iiroper temperature and noting SegCr S COneS. See *t'OHe.
the percentage of seeds that sprout, also the promptness seement « 4 An plpment of
of their sprouting: that of actual value by a calculation ^r,f™„„'„:

* ^° element Ot

based upon the data thus obtained. Various appliances
have been devised for germinating tests, for some of
which see *!ienninatinij-chamber and Genera tester
(under *(<!»(frl). — Seed variation, variation or differ-
ences that aiise in plants grown directly from seeil
as djstinguished from those that arise from buds.

6. In sui/ar-manuf., to start the
crystallization in (concentrated

syrup) by placing crystals of sugar, from a
pre\-ious step in the process, to serve as seed
or starting-points.

seedage (se'daj), «. [seed + -age.li The
propagation of plants by means of sowing,
that is, by means of seeds and spores. /-. H.
Bail)!/.

seed-bed, w. 2. In forestry, a specially pre-
pared area, tisiially in the forest nursery, for
the raising of seedl'

_ . a machine,
such as a toothed wheel, cam, or pulley, the
active surface of which is not a full surface of
revolution, but only a segment or part of such
surface.— Dark segment, the ash-colored shadow of
the earth seen in the eastern half of the horizon just after
sunset or in the western half just before sunrise as de-
ftned by Von Dezold in 1S64. See twilight curve.— 'Ex-
ternal segments, of a sect AB, PA and PB when P is
on the straight AB but not on the sect AB.— Lower seg-
ment of a set, in math., the terms less than u if u is a
single tenn, or less than a variable term of m if w is a claaa
of terms all of which are less than some fixed term of the
set, and if u has no maximum, that is, is such that every
term of (/ is less than some other tenn of w.— Median
segment, the so-called th«»racabdominal segment of the
aculeate Uymennptera, the fourth thoracic segment,
which is in reality morphologically the first abdomi-
nal segment, being transferred fnmi the abdomen to
the thorax in the seniipupal stage.— Premandlbular
segment, a temporary segment in the bend of an embryo
insect, a temporary appendage of the tritocerebral seg-
ment—Segment OfRlvlnlas, a nottli in the upper edge
of the gnK>ve on the tyniiianic jilate to which the drum-
membrane is attached.— Spinal segment, a fraction ot
the spinal cord included between two imaginary frontal
sections placed one on each side <»f a nerve pair and each
half-way between the next pair below and the next above.

large seed-box supiMjrted by a wheelbarrow and fitted
with suitable seed-distributing machinery. Itisoperated o«„»«„„l,l» /^„„'_;; i,i\ „
by the movement of the machine as it is pushed orer the S?Kregable (seg re-ga-bl), (J

ground and sows the seed in a thin film. Larger ma-
chines are operated by horsepower. Another form con-
sists of a seed-holder and seed-distributing machine and
is designed to be placed in a wagon, at or on the tail-
board, and operated by a sprocket-chain from one of the
wagon-wheels. These seeders are practically broadcast
sowers, since the seed is discharged in a cloud (broad-
cast) as in the sowing-machine (which see).

Seeding stage. See stand ^method.

from the division or seg-

order, arrangement, row.] A name applied seed-leaf,". 2. Sa,me aa seed-leaf '^tobacco.
in the Jewish sabbatical liturgy to the Weekly seedling,". 2. In /orcsfry, specifically, a tree
section of the Pentateuch which is read in the
synagogue on the Sabbath. The Pcnutench is

pieces, as distinguif
mentation of the nucleus.

- _ ...... [NL. "segrega-
bili.i, < L. segregare, segregate.] Admitting
ot segregation in Mendelian inheritance.
An extracted type . . . may carry on segretjahle deter-

minants.
Bateson and Punnelt, in Rep. EvoL Com. Roy. Soc.,

11906. II. 124.

segregate, v. i. (b) To separate into domi-
nants, recessives, and hybrids, in conformity
to a niimerical law : said of the descendants
of Mendelian hybrids.

(grown from seed) which has not reached a segregation, n. 4.' The separation of the de-
height of three feet. See tree '^class.

divided into fifty-frrar sedraa or sections, which are sub- seedUng-disease (sed'linu-di-zez'), M. A dis-
divided int/i parashoth. The sedras must be read at the
moniirig Sabhath services during the year, but as a year
has only .'>2 weeks, in <jrder to finish the sedras two of them
are read on two special Sabbaths. The sedraa bear differ- -*«j m\Anr^ I

- ^' ••\

ent names. For example, the first, which is read on the "^^'^""'''l&e (sed mij), n.

first Saf)bath after the feaat of Succoth, is named Bereshith,
" in the beginning." It is the first Ilebrew word of the
section (tJen. i. 1). The second section is called yoah, which
is the third word of the first verse of that section (Gen. vi.

ease of seedlings.— Cabbage seedling disease,
conifer seedling disease, oak seedling disease. See

A midge that in-
fests seeds.— Clover seed-mldge. (a) An American
cecidoniyiid fly, Dasijneura leguminicola, whose larvae
live in the flowers of red clover. (6) See clover irjlower-
m id'je.

A small area, usually

scendauts of Mendelian hybrids into domi-
nants, recessives, and hybrids, in conformity
to a numerical law.

This phenomenon is spoken of as segretjatimi : which
consists in the dispatch by the hybrid, at each genera-
tion, of offspring into dominant and recessive ranks.
A. JS. Varbishire, Manchester Memoira, XLVIII.

[xxiv. 4.

Law of segregation. See *lawl.

segregator (seg're-ga-tor), n. [NL. "segrega-
tor, < L. segregare, segregate.] One who or8). It specially treats of that patriarch and the history of geed-SpOt (sed'spot), n. „.._..,„,>.„„„..,

thedeluge. The last section is named Veztiih Itaheraknh, :„ „ v„__ _ : otienino' in the forest which that which divides or separates
"and this is the blessing. ' Vhich are the flr,t two words P

gown with tree seed
' The segregator could not possibly have attained the re-

suits given thus by catheterism and the strong aspira-
tion. Annals of Surgery, Jan., 1903, p. 30.

of that section (Dent xxxiii. 1).

see', r. /.-To see one's way, to see the possibility of Seed-tTOe (sed'tre), n.

accomplishing or pennitting something, or of the feasi-
bility of a certain course : with to.

Could the major see his way to letting the Rlane-Mc-
Kenna wedding be adorned by the presence of four battery
horses to pull a hired barouche?

Kipling, In the Matter of a Private, in Soldiers Three,
[p. 74.

see-bSr (za'bar), n. [6.] See seiche.

Seebeck effect. The phenomenon of thermo-
electricity.

Any tree which bears
seed

;
specifically, in forestry, a tree which Urinary segregator, an appliance for obtaining the

provides the seed for natural reproduction, urine excreted by one kidney unmixed with that excreted
Also called mother-tree. ^y the other.

seed-worm (sed'wi'rm), n. A worm that in- segundo (sa-gon'do), n. [Sp. segundo, < L.

fcsts seeds.- Clover seed-worm, the lar%a of an
»«««''««. second.] A carangoid fish, Hemi-

American chalcidid, Bruchophagus/unebris, that Mveiin caranx secundus, whicn inhabits West Indian
the seeds of red clover. It was formerly thought to be a waters.
parasite on the clover flowerniidge. Also called c/owr. --l,*. /„o/,h'ta) n PR Tnd 1 ("Inhnlt nro from
»^fdcA'.to-.-Av.-Orape seed-worm, the larva of a chal- ,i??*A ^- -!' .L*'-*.''«-J ^^ooalt ore trom
cldid, Ecoxysoma Mia, which breeds in grape-seeds. ^he Khetri mines in Jaipur, used under this
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name by Indian jewelers to give a blue color
to enamel on ornaments of gold aud silver.

seicentismo (sa-i-clien-tes'mo), n, [It.] In
Italian litei-ature and art, the fashion of the
seventeenth century. See "^seccntistno.

Seicentist (sa-i-chen'tist), h. See "^Secentisti,

The rest of the Italian School is of minor importance,
though one or two of the Seicentints are here so well rep-
resented as to explain almost, even to modern eyes, the
place they took for our forefathers.

Atheiiaeum, March 25, 1905, p. 376.

seicento (sa-i-clien'to), n. [It. sdccntOf secentOy
six hundred, < L. seXy six, + centum, hundred.
The term is elliptical, like cinque-cento.] In
Italian art and literature, the seventeenth
century considered as the period of certain
styles and certain masters. It succeeds the
cinque-cento, or sixteenth century.

seiche, '^— Blnodal seiche, an oscillation of a body
of water, in waves, in a hike in such a way that the sur-
face shows two stationary nodal lines and the opposite
ends of the lake rise or fall simultaneously while the cen-
tral portion falls or rises respectively. The oscillations
lengthwise of the lake are called lomjitudinal and those
across the shorter diamet«r traiuverse, with respect to
the axis of the lake.—Dicrotic seiche, a seiche due to
the interference or combination of a unino<lal anrl a lii-

nodal oscillation of a mass of water.— TJninodal seiche,
the oscillation of a lake about one axial line iieiu- it^ sur-
face, so that while one half rises the other half falls, like a
balanced beam. According as the axial line trends length-
wise or transversely to the lake, this becomes a transverse
uninodal seiche or a longitudinal uninodal seiche.

seichometer (sa-shom'e-t^r), n, [Irreg. <

seiche 4- -o-meter,'] An instrument for measur-
ing the fluctuations of the level of the water
in lakes.

Sir John Murray communicated some preliminary ob-
servations on seiches in certain Scottish lochs, and ex-
hibited a iteichotnetcr with which he hoped in the coming
season to get a more definite and precise record of these
oscillations. Nature, April 23, 1903, p. 599.

Sei^ette salt. See "^salt

Seiji ware, ^ee -^warc^.

seine-block (san'blok), n. In fishing, a block
used for pursuing a seine.

Beis beds. See ^hedX,
seisino (sa-i-se'no), w. [3p. seisenoy sixth;
whence seisen^ a copper coin worth sixth diucros
of Castile.] A Franco-Spanish copper money
struck at Barcelona during the French occu-
pation (1641M8).
selsmetic (sis-met'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. aeiafi6gy

earthquake, + -etic.'] Of or pertaining to
earthquakes; of the nature of an earthquake.
The constant seismetic disturbances to which the cities

of C'artago and San Jos6 are subject.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 59.

seismicity (sis-mis'i-ti), n. Iseismic + -ify.'\

The ratio between the number of earthquakes
in a region and the area of the region.

If we pick out the well-marked earthquake districts of

the world, and give to each of them a seiamicHy or eartli-

quake frequency per unit area one-third of that in Japan,
the conclusion arrived at is that considerable areas of our
planet are on the average shaken every half-hour.

Encyc. Bnt, XXVII. C03.

seismisxxi (sis'mizm), n. l8eism(i€) + -ism.']

The phenomena of earthquakes, collectively;

seismic activity.

seismograph, n. ^ee ^rseismometer. A great variety
of apparatus has been devised for recording earthquake

Bosch-Omori Seismograph,
a, cast-iron pillar; #, horizontal bar carrying very heavy weight

f and held in place by Steel wires o'li' and the pivot at^.\/", liyht
lever pivoted near oiie end and carrying at the other the pen f

,

which makes on a sheet of blackened paper wrapped around the
revolving drum A, a magnified record of the motion of the ground
and frame i relative to the steady mass c: k, an electromagnet
actuated bj- a correct clock and causing the annature_;' to mark
minutes on the record-sheet.

phenomena, of which that perfected by OmorJ is used
in Japan, that of Milne Is established at about fifty
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British and international stations, and that known as the
Bosch-Omori, improved by Marvin, is used at about
thirty American and tJerman stations. All these are
adaptations of the horizontal pendulum at first used by
Zollner in ISeO to investigate changes in ten-estrial grav-
ity, and they record tlie horizontal movements of the
ground at great distances from the origin of the eartli-
cpiake. A vei-y different appiu-atus for tliis pmpose is

the inverted vertical pendulum devised by Wiechert(sec
**!^)>»iw?Ht?fcr) and greatly improved by Marvin at Wash-
ington. Xo apparatus for recording vertical movements
of the ground and none for recording the largest move-
ments near the epicenter have as yet been successful.— Kreil's seismograph, a pendulum lianging quietly
by springs that allow uf vibrations each in its own way,
one meridionally, the other in the prime meridian, thus
giving the north-south and thi- east-west components
of an eiuthquake shock.— Mallet's seismograph, the
first of modem simple aud intelligible earthquake-
recorders, constructed in 1846. It consisted of vertical
and horizontal glass tubes each containing a small
quantity of mercury. The movements of the mercury
were recorded by electric cnn-ents on the revolving
time-cylinder.—Pendulum seismograph, a recording
instrument for earth-tremors, consisting of a large mass of
metal mounted
soastohavefree-
dom of motion,
as a pendulum
about a point of
support which is

usually at the
base. Owing to
its great inertia
the pendulum
does not respond
to sudden mo-
tions of its sup-
port and its

displacement
measures the
amplitude of the
tremor.

seismometer,
n. In technical
usage, the ten-
dency is to
restrict the ap-
plication of the
term "seismom-
eter " to instru-

ments of such
high character
that from the
records or in-

dications they
give the actual
motion of the
ground may
be inferred or
worked out.

Many instru-
ments are sen-
sitive to the
vibrations of the
ground, but their
indications or
records are very
far from being
exact measures
of the disturbing
influences. The
Bosch-Omori
and the Marvin
seismographs
while not abso-
lutely perfect are
seismometers,
but. at the same
time, they are
seismographs,
simply because
they produce
written records.
The use of the
term "seisnio-
scope ' is restricted to instruments that simply indicate
the existence of seismic influences, witliont either mea-
suring or reco ding them.— Lament's seismometer, a
delicately bala iced needle carrying mirrors which reflect

beams of light whose oscillations can be observed or
recorded photographically.— Wlechert's seismometer,
a stationary mass of ii-on, weighing about l,0O0 kilograms,
the inertia of which prevents it from moving appreciably
during a sudden earthquake shock, while the relative
movements of the earth, north-south and eastrwest, are
recorded on a magnilied scale of length and time.

seismometrograpli (sis-mo-met'ro-graf), «.

[Gr. GEiGim^y a shaking (an earthquake), +
{itrpovy a measure, + yptupiiVy write.] An in-

strument for recording the phenomena of
earthquakes; a seismograph.
seismoscope, n.—Mendenhall's selsmoscope, a
small mass so supported that a shock of definite intensity
will disturb its position ami make an electric connection
that will record the time or ring a bell and call attention
to the fact. Also used as a burglar-alarm or bank-thief
detector to give notice when a lock is dynamited or a
vault is undermined.

seismotectonic (pis''''mo-tek-ton'ik), ft. Con-
nected w'th the earth's structure so as to he
related also to earthquakes: applied byW. H.
Hobbs to fault-lines, at whose intersection

earthquakes are believed to be specially fre-

quent.

Such straight lanes of special damage from earthquake
have been called seismotectonic lines, or structure lines

revealed by earthquakes.
W. H. Hobbe, Earthquakes, p. 32.

Inverted Vertical I'endulum Seismograph.
Marvin System.

A stiff vertical tube. piToted at its bottom
end, carries a very heavy mass near its upper
end, and is rendered stable or astatic by the
elastic reaction of a central steel rod which
has its bottom end firmly fixed inside the
heavy mass and its top end attached to the
framework on the pier. The horizontal
motion of the ground and pier relative to
the steady mass is magnified 120 times and
iiiscribt:d on siuoked-paper record-sheets by
two sets of multiplying levers. One records
the north-south, the other the east-west com-
ponent of motion.
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Seismotherapy (sis-mo-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
atia/wi; a shaking, + fepoTre/o',' medical treat-
Lueut.J Tieatiueut by shaking or by vibration.

seismotic (sis-mot'ik), a. [Gr. atw/ior, a ehak-
iiig (an earthquake), + -o^ic] Of or pertain-
ing to earthquake movements; seismic.

seiz, V. A simplified spelling of seize.

seizer, ». 2. A hound trained to seize and
hold game, especially wild boars.
The dellcieiicy is peculiarly marked in hounds, espe-

cially with tiiose large dugs which I was accustomed to
denominate as 'urizerg.'

Sir S. W. Baker, Wild Beasts and Their Ways, p. 312.

seizin, ".— writ of seizin, a writ giving possession of
freeliolcl to the plaintilf who has secured judgment in a
suit for title.

seizing, «.— Cross seizing, an eye- or throat^seizing.—
Eye-selzlng, a seizing which is put on the strop of a
block Uf form the eye, and to press the remainder of the
strop into the score of the block.— Flat seizing, a seizing
whicli has but one layer of turns.— Riding Sizing. See
round •»n>tn.7.—Round seizing, a seizing which has
what are called 'riding tunis," or upper turns, over the
first layer of seizing stuff. This seizing is put on the eyes
of rigging, etc.

sejant, n. II. n. A coin on which a lion or
other animal is represented in a sitting atti-
tude. ))'. C. Baditt.

sel, «'. and n. A simplified spelling of sell.

sel. An abbreviation (a) of selected or aelec-
tion ; (b) Icap.J of Selenium.

Selaginaceae (se-laj-i-na'sf-e;, n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Sclagiiicss.

Selaginellaceous(se-laj'i-ne-la'shius), a. Be-
longing to or resembling the Sclaginellacex,
a family of cryptogamous plants.

selah^ (se'lii), n. [Heb.] A Jewish silver
torn, equal to 2 shekels.

selamlik (sa-lam'Uk), n. [Turk.] 1. The
part of a 'I'urkish house reserved for the men.— 2. The public visit to a place of worship
made in state every Friday by the Sultan of
Turkey.

It is reported here officially from Constantinople that
during to-day's selamlik an attempt was made to assassin-
ate the sultan. N. Y . Globe, July 21, 1905.

Selbornian (sel-bor'ni-an), a. and n. ISelborne,
in Hampshire, -I- -ian.^ In Eng. gcoL, a term
introduced by Jukes-Brown to embrace the
Gait and Upper Greensand which, formerly
regarded as consecutive, are now known to be
continuous.

select, V. t. 2. To select and take up (land)
under the land act ; free-select. See *free-
selectioti. [Australia.]

selectance (se - lek ' tans), n. [select, ».] In
elect, the property of an alternating-current
circuit of responding to oscillation of a certain
frequency and not to others.

selection,". 4. Same as
'*'
free-selection.— 5.

In Australia, a station ; land ' selected ' or ob-
tained cheaply from the government by a
settler ; a stock-farm.
The size of Northern "stiec(tan«," for instance, is pro-

verbial throughout the Commonwealth, yet probably few
Australians realize that there are outpost cattle stjitions
each including country to the extent of between l.hOO and
3,006 square miles. Living Age, Dec. 9, 1905, p. 614.

5. pi. The highest grade of the heavy export
tobacco. See export */96acco.— conscious se-
lection, (o) All those forms of selection in which
individuals, or their properties, are deliberately and
voluntarily picked out or chosen or selected. J. it.

Baldwin, I'evt lopment and Evolution, p. 107.—Elimlna-
tive selectlcn, the extermination of the unfit tl. E.
Crampton, in Hiometrika, March-.TuIy, 1904, p. 129.

—

Functional selection, over-production of movements
and tile survival of the fittest functions. J. M. Baldwin,
Development and Evolution, p. 167.— Genetic selection,
a term proposed by Baldwin to designate changes that are
pn>duced in the birth-rate of organisms through the strug-
gle for existence and the survival of the fittest.— Ger-
minal selection, (rt) Ahypotbeticalstruggleforexistence
among the germ-cells of an individual organism leading
to the survival of the fittest, to the use of the unfit by
them as food, and to the consequent modification of the
race, {h) A hypothetical struggle for existence among
the hereditary tmits in the chromatin of a germ-cell, and
the survival of the fittest^ and the corresponding modifi-
cation of the genn-plasm or hereditary substance. See
substance of -kheredity. — Group selection, natural
selection acting upon entire aggregates of individuals.
K. Pearson.— Hifltonal selection, the form of natural
selection which results from the 'struggle for existence'
between the cells of different tissues in the animal or plant
body.— Individual selection, natural selection acting
upon individuals. Compare (/roup *<fe/fc/io7?.— Irtra-
biontic selection, a struggle for existence whiih has
beini imagined as taking place between the comronent
cells of an organism and as resulting in the survival of
the fittest. iVeixmann (trans.). Oerm-Plasm, p. 107.

—

Organic selection, a doctrine of the origin of species
which has been advanced as supplementary to natural
selection, or as a compromise between it and I.amarck-
ism. Its advocates believe that species are modified along
definite predetennined lines during the process of their
adaptation to new conditions, or that they exhibit an in-
nate tendency toward perfection ; or, according to one of
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its advocates, that "a definite evolution passes over the

individual foniis in a detiiiite succession of stages by a

natural necessity." Tlie d<_K:tiiiie of organic selection is

that the adaptation of the individual organism to its en-

vironment during its own lifetime is, or may be, antece-

dent to the production (in accordance with the principle

of the sur^'ival of the fittest) of structui-al adj ustments for

bringing it about While they do not believe that the

effecU of the activities of organisms, such as use and dis-

use, and the direct effects of the conditions of life (">r what
are commonly called «if7»irc(icAarrtc(cr#) are uiherited,its

advocates hold, nevertheless, that these activities are, on
the average and in the long run, beneficial prior to selec-

tion, and that they thus enable the individual organisms

to adjust themselves to new conditions, to acquire new
useful habit*, to escape from competitors, and tt) elude

enemies in new ways, independently of or prior Uj the

presence of ht-reditary strnctund adjustments for secur-

ing these useful ends. If hereditary modifications which
serve the same purpose now make their appearance and
accomplish the same end, they are perpetuated according

to the principle of the sunival of the fittest, and they
thus become permanent additions t*) the characteristics

of the species, because, it is held, they fit the species for

a nnxle of life which its individuals have already assumed
without hereditary fltnesa for it The doctrine of organic

selection is held by its advocates to be a compromise be-

tween Lamarck s view of the origin of species and natural

selection, because, while abandoning the contention that

acquired characters are inherited, it does not abandon the

contention that the individual members of a species may,
by their own activity, become fitted for new conditions

before the species a.s a whole becomes structurally ad-

justed to these conditions through natural selection.

Before orgajn'c selection cau be accepted as precedent to

natural selection, or as a compromise between it and
Lamarckism, its advocates must show that living beings

can do things for which they have no organic machinery,
or else they must show tliat constitutional fitness for the

performance of adaptive acts may arise in some other way
than through the struggle for existence and the surviv^
(rf the fittest

Organic selection ... if it has no limitations, brings

about a very unexpected hannony between the I-amarck-

ian and darwinian aspects of evolution, by mutual con-

cessions upun the part of the essential positions of both
theories. //. F. Osborn, in Science, Oct. 15, 1897, p. 584.

Periodic selection, the failure nf certain individual or-

ganisms and their ultimate extennination, together with
the survival of others, because of failure or success at

some recurring period in the life-history of each.

Pearson believes that *' if a race has been long under
the same environment it is probable that only periodic
getection is at wurk, maintaining il^ stability."

T. II. Morgan, Evol. and Adapt, p. 267.

Physiological selection, a hypothesis advanced as pre-

liminary U> iiiitural selection, and founded on the fact

that tliere may be infertility or absolute sterility between
two individuals of a species each of which is perfectly

fertile with others, independently of any differences of

form, color, raai'kings. or structure. According to the
hypothesis, this incompatibility may nm through a whole
race or strain, all the individuals of which are fertile

with individuals of their own strain while sterile with
individuals of another strain, which, on their part, are
mutually fertile among themselves- Physiological selec-

tion is the interbreeding and multiplication of those
members of a 8i)ecies which are mutually fertile, and it

is held that any variation in the direction of the mutual
infertility of different strains must be preserved, and
thus give rise in time to new specific types, indepen-
dently of and prior to natural selection. TTie facts that are
adduced in supjwrt of this hyi>t>the8is show that there is

often some degree of infertility between the hybrid olf-

spritig of races or incipient species, but they do not show,
as the hypothesis requires, that there is any sterility

between the pure-blooded members of these incipient

species.

Hence we should not expect to find any constant infer-

tility in the first crosses between the distinct strains or
Tarieties that formed the starting point of the new sjie-

cies, but only a slight amount of infertility in their

mongrel offspring. It follows that . . . Physiological
Selection— which assumes sterility or infertility between
ilrst cn}ssefl as the fundamentAl fact in the origin of

species— does not accord with the general phenomena of

hybridism in nature.
A. II. Wallace, Darwinism, p. 181, note.

Reproductive selection, a change in the type of a
species through the sun-ival of the descendants of the
indivi<iuals with a correlation between fertility and some
feature of difference from the nimle.

This selecti^ni by relative repnMlnctivity. I have ven-
tured to term reprodiictire selection, or acting on a sug-
gestion from Mr. Francis Galton, genetic selection.

K. Pearson, Grammar of Sci., p. 439.

Secular selection, the rapid modification of species

tlirough the extennination of the relatively unfit and the
survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence when
perifNls of relative stability In the environment and in

species alternate with periods when the environment is

changing rapidly in climate, or in the relative elevation

of land or water, or in any other w,iy.— Selection
method or systam. P>ee nngle *tree nwthod.— Belec-
tlon valua, usefulness great enough to be preservative
of life in the struggle for existence. Darwin holds that
all qualities that are useful, even in the slightest degree,
contribute to detenuiue the result of natural selection ;

but one of the oldest and most persistent objections to

his view of the origin of species is that the raw material
for natural selection must be supplied fn>m other sources,

since it is held to fail to account for the Cfmservation and
development of the minute and rudimentary incipient
stages of useful properties when the value of these in-

cipient stages is too slight to be preservative of life, and
since it is him held it} fail to account for the existence of

reflex mef;hanisrn fur the performance of adaptive acta

which may also be performed consciously and voluntarily,

because the time that is saved by the aut^jmatic mech-
anism is too Blight to contribute to success in the struggle
for existence. These objections to natural selection seem
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to have arisen through failure to perceive the difference
between selection by man and natural selection. The
breeder of domesticated animals and cultivated plants
for points of excellence cannot select any point of excel-

lence which eludes his observation, and the method of the
breeder is usually the sudden and complete destruction
of the discarded ; but the process of extennination may
go on so slowly in nature that a decadent stock may not
come to an end, and fail to leave successors, for many
generations. During this long period any useful prop-
erty, however slight, if it be in any degree profitable to

the individuals of a species, in their infinitely complex
relations to other organic beings and to their physical
conditions of life, will tend to the preservation of such
individuals ; for a living being is not a package of sepa-
rate and independent points of excellence, but a coor-
dinated whole which may fail in the struggle for
existence if it fall short of its competitors and enemies in
coordination.

In order that any adaptive structure or instinct should
be seized upon and accumulated by natural selection, it

must from the very first have, had an adaptive value
sufficiently great to have constituted its presence a
matter of life and death in the struggle for existence.
Such structures or instincts must not only have always
presented some measure of adaptive value, but this must
nave always been sufficiently great to reach what I have
elsewhere cjUled aelectinn value.

G. J. Homanes, Darwin and after Darwin, II. 62.

Social selection, selection by means of any social rela-

tion or activity, in distinction from natural selection.

Baldwin, Diet of Philos. and Psychol., II. 540.

selectionist (se-lek'shou-ist), n. and a. [^se-

lection + -ist.] I. n. One who advocates a
theory of selection.

It cai» not be said, however, that the evidence adduced
by the author from the botanical field in favor of La-
marckianism is more apt to carry conviction to the minds
of Selectionists than much that has already been pre-
sented. Science, March ti, 1903, p. 382.

II. (I. Pertaining to or according to the
theories or principles of selectionists.

selection-time (se-lek'shon-tim), n. In psy-
chopliijs.: (a) The duration of the selective

reaction (discriminative or cognitive type).

In this case a choice must be introduced in addition to

the distinction or recognition ; accordingly the reaction-

time becomes still greater and is designated as the "se-
lection-time."

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 255.

{h) The duration of the selective reaction,

minus the -iuration of the discriminative or
cognitive reaction.

Selective absorption. It is the absorption of radiation

by substances whose coefficient of absorption varies with
the wave-length,— absorption which affects certain wave-
lengths or regions of the spectrum more than others. It

is an important optical property upon which the reflect-

ing power, refracting power, dispersion, color, radiating
power, and luujinescence of substances depend. All

bodies exhibit the phenomenon of selective absorption,
no known substance transmitting all wave-lengths of the
spectrum equally. Many substances, as glass, quartz-,

alum, and rock-salt, are transparent to the rays of the
visible Bi)ectrum but opaque to portions of the infra-red

or ultra-violet regions of the spectrum. Other substances,

as lampblack, are opaque to the visible rays, but tmnsmit
the longer wave-lengths of the infra-red. Those portions
of the absorittion-spectrnm of a body for which the coeffi-

cient of absorption is large are called ahsorpi ion-bands
twhich see, under ahgorption). Absorption-bands are
sometimes very wide, covering a considerable portion of

the spectrum, glass, for example, having an absorption-
band in the infra-red which covers all wave-lengths be-
yond 3.M- and another in the ultra-violet which includes
all known wave-lengths shorter than al>out.2M. In other
cases the region of absorption is narmw, as in the case of

the salts of didymium, which are opaque to certain lim-

ited portions of the visible spectrum. The dependence
of the color of objects upon absorption is due to the fact

that the color is pnKluced by the loss of certain portions
of the light penetrating the body and reflected back to

the eye from its interior. The color of foliage, for exam-
ple, is caused by the selective absorption of the pigment
chlorophyl contained in green leaves. The selective ab-

sorption of this color-

ing-matter is shown by
means of the curve in

the accompanying flg-

ure, which indicates
the percentage of light
of the various wave-
lengths of the visible

spectrum transmitted
by an alciholic solution
from green leaves one
centimeter in thick- .^~ ajm- •!/*

ness. It will be seen c-i„^ - »k. .^.i™ /-. *„/
A\. i ii,- 1- -1 1.1 t. SelecUTC Absorption Curre oi
that this liquid, which chlorophyl.
is quite transparent in

the extreme red, beyond .7/*, becomes almost opaque in

the region (n) .fUJ^, and that there are at least three other
narrow absorption-bands, &, c, and d. While selective

absorption is not always accompanied by fluorescence,

fluf^rescence occurs otdy in the case of bodies having an
absorption-hand; and the position of this band in the
spectrum is definitely relate<l to the position of the fluo-

rescence spectrum. The well-known re<l fluorescence of

chlorophyl. for example, is due to the absorption-band a
shown in the figure. The reflecting p<>wer of a substance
and its index of refraction are definite functions of its

coefficient of absorption, the relation being expressed by
the equation

ng(l+<-g)-fl-2n

n2(l4->2)+i.f2n'

where R is the reflecting power, k the coefficient of ab-

sorption, and n the index of refraction. In the case of

,sc^



self-alining

self-alining (self-a-li'ning), a. Alining auto-
matically.— Self-alinlng bearlng^S, bearings so con-
structed as t^.> adjust llit'iuselves Uy au angular variation

in position of tlie center-Hue of the shaft which they sup-
port- Such bearings diminish cramping, heating, and
cutting of the bearing surfaces when rigidity is impossible
jor undesirable.

Where the ends of the polar axis are supported on
separate piers the bearings can be made seif-aligntng.

C. D. rerriiif, in Science, Jan. 29, 1904, p. 164.

self-amputation (self-am-pu-ta'shon), n.

Autotomy.
Miss Monk's studies on Phataria, a star-flsh remarkable

even among it« close allies within the family Linckiidje,

for the variability in the number of its rays, and the
readiness with which it parts with them and then regen-
.erates them, led to the following results : 1. The obser-
vations proved conclusively that the casting off of the rays
is. in most cases at least, not accidental, but a true set/-

amijutalion. Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. 62.

self-cocking (self-kok'ing), a. Cockinfr auto-

matically : said of a pistol in which the ham-
mer is cocked and released by simply pulling

the trigger.

Self-constituted manifold. See *manifold.
self-dififerentiation (self " dif - e - ren - shi - a '-

shon), )i. Iu( »ii)-y«;., the kindof differentiation

shown in structures which in their develop-

ment have a high degree of independence
of neighboring structures.

^If-digestion (self-di-jes'tyon), n. Same as

*(ii(to(li<ii'Stion.

,Self-dissociation (self -di- so -shi - a ' shon), n.

In pliyn. chem., the dissociation of a pure sol-

vent itself, which is assumed in order to ex-

plain the fact that it conducts electricity

slightly, even when carefully freed from all

dissolved electrolytes.

The conductivity of the pure solvents is explained by
assuming " self-dugociation" and considerable space is

devoted to mere speculation as to what tlie composition
of the ions might be in the various individual cases.

Jour. Phys. Chem., Feb., 1906, p. 178.

self-docking (self-dok'ing), a. Having the
ability to dock its parts on other parts so that

all the sections can be examined above water
successively: said of a floating dock. See
*dot*3, 1.

An important feature of the dock is the arrangement
by which an" portion of it can be examined, cleaned, and
painted. Each pontoon can in turn be detached, lifted,

and hung on the side walls, where any necessary work
can be done upon it. The underneath portion of the walls

may be exposed for cleaning and painting by careening
the structure. It is this quality that gives the dock the
name of self-docking. Sci. Amer., Oct. 29, 1898, p. 280.

self-estrangement (self-es-tranj'ment), n.

Sec *ab.''<>rpti(>ii, 2.

self-excitation (selfek-si-ta'shgn), n. In
elect., the excitation of the iield of a dynamo-
electric machine by currents taken from the
armature of the same machine.

self-ezcited (self-ek-si'ted), p. a. In elect.,

said of a generator having no source of mag-
netic induction other than that of its own
residual field to bring it into function, and
which, when started, is supplied by the cur-

rent of its own armature-circuit: distinguished
from separately excited.

self-exciting (self-ek-si'ting), p. a. In elect.,

capable of actuation by its own residual field

and of providing its own magnetizing currents
when once started : said of generators that
are not separately excited.

self-feeling (self- fe 'ling), n. In psyclioL,

egoistic feeling or emotion.
The »el/-/eeUn(/ . . . (selbstgefUhl, amour propre) . . .

may translate itself in two forms : in a negative form as a
feeling of powerlessness and debility, and in a positive
form aa a feeling of strength and audacity.

Jiibot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 15.

^elf-fermentation (self'fer-men-ta'shon), n.

Fermentation referable to the action of

enzyms, which have not been introduced from
without. See *autolysis.

self-hypnosis (self-hip-no'sis), n. Auto-hyp-
nosis ; h3'pnosis by autosuggestion.

This sort of self-hypnosis may lead even to an identifi-

cation of the individual with the ideal form that absorbs
his mind.

H. B. Wootston, in Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIII. 71.

.self-imitation (self " im - i - ta ' shon), n. The
imitative repetition of one's own movements,
characteristic of a certain stage of childhood.
See the extract.

That young children do go through a sta^e of intense
interest in the sensations resulting from their own move-
ments is a fact made clear from many observations. The
cnrioaB period of " self-imitation " in the child when it

repeats for an indefinite period the same movement or
sound, over and over again, is very likely a period of vivid

Uttention to movement sensations.
M. F. Waihbum, The Animal Mind, p. 283.
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self-induced (self-in-dusf), p. a. Induced or
brought on by itself; specifically, in elect., set

up by the inductive action of a fluctuating
current in the same circuit : as, a self-induced
current.

self-inductance (self-in-duk'tans), n. 1. In-
ductance due to interlinkage of an electric

circuit with the lines of force of a current
flowing in the same circuit: distinguished
from mutual inductance, where the interlinkage
is with lines of a current in a second circuit.

See ^inductance.— 2. The numerical value of
self-induction ; the coefficient of self-induc-
tion. See ^inductance and *unitofinductance.

In 1898 Rowland published a brief description of some
twenty-six methods for the mea-surement and comparison
of self-inductance, capacity and mutual inductance.
These methods are mostly of the Wheatstone Bridge type
and depend upon the use of an alternating current and
an electrodynamometer.

Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 18, 1905, p. 364.

self-induction, «.— CoefBclent of self-lnductlon.
.See ircoefficient.

self-interrupting (self - in - te - rup ' ting), a.

Interrupting automatically : said of an instru-
ment which automatically breaks and remakes
an electric circuit, as, for instance, of the
electrically driven tuning-fork. Scripture,

Exper. Phonetics, p. 15.

self-luminosity (selflu-mi-nos'i-ti), n. Lu-
minosity due to the spontaneous vibratory
motions of the particles of the luminous body.
All bodies heated above red heat are self-lu-

minous,whereas in most cases of luminescence
the light emitted is due to excitation from
without. The glowing of radium, and of
other radioactive substances, is an instance of
self-luminosity and it is in describing this

phenomenon that the term is usually em-
ployed.

self-mate (self-mat'), «. A position in a .--hess

problem such that the fact that white or black
is to move compels black or white to effect a
mate after a stated number of moves. The
more modern term for such problems is sui-

mate.

self-sense (self'sens), «. The sense of one's

own personality : a more inclusive term than
'self-respect' and broader than 'self-con-

sciousness.' E. A. Ross, Social Control, p. 241.

self-sown (self-son'), a. Disseminated without
the intervention of human or animal agency

;

in common usage, sown by any agency other
than man.
self-yew (self'yij), n. In archery, a self-bow
made of yew. See self-how, under bow^.

seligmannite (sa'lig-man-it), n. [After Gustav
Selkjmann of Koblenz.] A rare mineral found
in the dolomite of the Binnenthal, Switzer-
land. It is near boumonite in form and is

probably a sulpharsenite of lead.

seliha (se-le'chii), n.
;
pi. selihot (-ohot). [Heb.

selihah, < sdlah, forgive, pardon.] Among the
Jews, a collection of penitential prayers form-
ing a prayer-book for fast-days, that is, for
the week preceding the Jewish New Year, the
ten days between New Year's Day and the Day
of Atonement, etc. Most of the poems and
prayers included under this name have been
composed by medieval gaonim (see gaon) and
Sephardi rabbis. The selihot are acrostically
arranged, many containing not only the alpha-
bet but also the names of the composer and
his father.

Sell^, n—To work a sell on, to play a practical joke
on ; deceive. [Slang.

]

That I work a sell on you, that you '11 remember for the
rest of your days. R. Kipling, Indian Tales, p. 142.

sell-out (sel'out), «. 1. The act of selling out,
literally or iiguratively. [CoUoq.]
The Tariff Act . . . was an ungodly and unblushing

sell-out to the Sugar Trust, the Standard Oil Trust, the
steel and iron men, the greedy manufacturing interests
generally. Tom Watson's Mag., Jan., 1906, p. 362.

2. See auction-pitch, vcaAet pitcli^

.

selva (sel'va), n. [Pg. selva, < L. silva, a
forest.] In phys. geog., naturally forested
lands; especially, a forested plain in torrid

South America.
In the north [Northern Nyaasa] the surface consists of

rolling selvas, well watered, and fairly fertile, with peaks
bearing dwindling tufts of primeval forests.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 634.

sel'7age, «. 6. In the making of tin-plate or
galvanized iron, a thin ridge or list of the
coating metal at the lower edge of the plate
where capillary action resists the draining

semi-automatic

action when the sheet is on edge to allow the
excess of fluid coating to run off Center sel-
va|fe, a selvage in the center of a loom when two or more
widths of cloth are being woven side by side.

sel'Vyt (sel'vit), n. [Trade-name.] A velve-
teen made in squares of eighteen or twenty
inches, used in shops for polishing or dusting.
The backs of guards are best renewed by polishing

threads fixed at one end to the work-bench and held in
the hand at the other extremity, the article being rubbed
lightly backwards and forwards over them. A chamois-
leather or piece of " selvyt " with a touch of rouge, gives
the whole frame a bright appearance {quite out of pro-
portion to the few minutes spent in the operation.

Optical Jour., June 16, 1904, p. 63.

sem. An abbreviation (a) of seminary; (6)
lcap.1 of Seynitic.

semantics (se-man'tiks), n. [Gr. a^fiairrtKic,

significant, < cn/fxavruc, emphatic, < rr^fiaivctv,

show by a sign, indicate, signify, < a^fta, a
mark, sign: see sematic] That branch of
philology which is concerned with the mean-
ings of words and the development of mean-
ings ; semasiology.
The second of the recent additions to the domain of

Philology— the study of meaning— presents fewer diffi-

culties, but until recent years has been equally neglected.
. . . The only attempt to deal with it on a large scale in
M. Br^al's Essai de S6niantique (1897), now translated
into English under the title of Semantics (1900), with a
valuable Introduction aud appendix by Dr. Postgate.

Eiicyc. Brit, XXXI. 677.

semantology (se-man-tol'o-ji), n. Same as
sematology.

semaphore (sem'a-for), v. i.; pret. and pp.
,
semaphored, ppr. semaphoring. To signal with
a semaphore ; humorously, wave one's arms
and signal like a semaphore.
Man dead ahead, . . . semaphorin' like the flagship in

a fit!

R. Kipling, Steam Tactics, in Traffics and Discoveries,

[p. 176.

SematlC character, any characteristic of an organism,
in fonn, color, or marking, which, when displayed, serves
to alarm enemies or to bring together individuals of the
species for their welfare. Sematic characters that warn
enemies are termed aposematic or warning ; those that
serve to bring individuals of the species together are
tei-med episematic or signaling.— Sematlc coloring.
See 'kcoloring.

sembling (sem'bling), n. [semlle'^, i.] The
attraction of male insects to a captive female.
semeiological, a. See semiological.

semelincident (sem-el-in'si-dent), a. [L.
semel, once, + incidens, incident.] Occurring
but once: noting a disease, such as smallpox,
one attack of which confers immunity against
subsequent infection.
While the mass of evidence is against such a hypothe-

sis, it is conceivable that the three erythematous diseases
are variants of the same infection, which is not so strictly
semelincident as has been supposed and that, analo-
gously, chicken pox is a mitigated variola.

Medical Times, Jan., 1908, p. 18.

semeniferous (se-me-nif'e-ms), a. Same as
.seminiferous.

semestria (sf-mes'tri-a), n.pl. [L. neut. pi. of
semestris, semiannual.] In civil law, the semi-
annual collections of the decisions of the Ro-
man emperors in their councils.

semi-aircooled (sem-i-ar'kold), <j. Partially
but not entirely cooled by the air; having
some means for cooling besides radiation to
the air : said of the cylinders of internal-com-
bustion engines.

semianna, n. See *shamiana.
semiarc (sem'i-ark), n. In astral., half the arc
described by any celestial body between its

rising and its setting, or vice versa.

semiarid (sem-i-ar'id), a. See the extract.

The broad distinction between arid, semiarid, and
humid regions lies in the ability of such regions to pro-
duce crops annually with or without the artificial appli-
cation of water. The arid region, as a whole, may be
said to lie between the western boundaryjof the Missis-
sippi valley and the Pacific coast Between the arid and
the humid regions is a broad intermediate belt known as
the semiarid or subhumid region. It has no clear-cut
boundary, but shifts from season to season, backward
and forward, over a vast range of country, extending
practically from the ninety-seventh to the one hundred
and fourth degree of west longitude. It is a region of
plains and foothills, the fonner, commonly called the
Great plains, extending across both the northern and
southeni boundaries of the United States.

Dept. Com. and Labor, Bur. of Census, Bulletin 16, Irrig.

[in U. S., 1902, p. 10.

semi-automatic (sem'i-a-to-mat'ik), a. Partly
automatic: used in describing many ma-
chines for the manufacture of duplicate ar-
ticles in which the will and action of the
human attendant. is brought into play in the
process. Such are turret-lathes and some screw-and-
bolt and nut-machines. The cutting-tools may be auto-
matic so far as action and sizing are concerned, but they
are brought into action at the discretion of the operator.
The locomotive and motor*car are semi-automatic in this
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sense. The fall automatics pertonn their functions when gemifusa (sem-i-fu' sa), n. [ML.] In jnrrfi- semipermeable (sem-i-per'me-a-bl), a. Ca-
supplieit with stock and started, no liuman intervention

ei;,t music, same as seikiquaver, OT, less com.- pable of permitting the passage of certain
hfinj; required t^. start the successive operations.

monly, as (?«ai'er, 4. molecules and of impeding that of others;
semi-axis (scm-i-ak sis), «. wait an axis as

gej^if^gjon (sem-i-fu'zhon), ». A process of said of membranes or septa which are perme-
ot a h%T)erbola.-toa^^

tj^^l f^gj^^ ^^ softening, or rendering able to the molecules of a solvent such as
perbola. hee*fti/j)eroo<a

„ „„_k . ,•. plastic, which, if carried further or to a water, but which prevent the diffusion of the

Tell,^/oT] 1 Refa^[ngTo%ronhe'nature Wgher temperature, would cause complete molecules of the dissolved sttbstance.
oee simiiuH.j x. ^vo » „» . . . .

^y^ liquefaction or fusion. \Vhen a substance is dissolved in a large quantity of a
of a mark or sign.— ^. fertaining to or OI tne h

„„i„i.,„,i „» „ *. ._,„„ >,.* „iii ^^ solvent its mo ecules are separated from each other to a

nature of a semeion. duce fem %"o, a^d thi resulthiB ?St distance comparable with ?hat which obtains in gases

semicarbazin (sem-i-kar'ba-zin), n A color- t'e^wSlr""
"'""'"" '"""' *° Th^ -^.the-fore capable „,indep^^

less base, NH.,CONHNHo, formed by the ac- S. F. Peckham, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Dec, 1901, p. 147. ^^l^e^LlvInt but mrt to tL dlllvrd^ibs^iiL^^^^^
tion of the hvdrate of hydrazine on potassium gemiglazed (sem'i-glazd), a. Slightly glazed permeable membrane"), the imprisoned molecules of the

cvanate. It"melts at 96° C. It is used to form (,,. covered with a thin gloss. See '•smear- latter exert pressure on the interior surface of these

condensation-products with ketones and aide- gU,.,,
walls as if they were^gaseon.

,^^^^_^.^ ^^^
hydes for the purpose of characterizing and semiglobular (sem-i-glob'u-lar), a. Same as

gemiBestis (sem-i-pes'tis), n. [NL., < L.
identifying these compounds. scmUjlohosc %e»a, half, V j,e«to, plague.] An old term

senucarbazone (sein-i-kar ba-zon), n. A coin- ggnygiutm (sem.i.glo'tm), «. An albumose f„- tvTihnq fever '
'^ ^

pound formed by the action of semicarbaj;in derived from gelatin by boiling forthirty hours apininlWia. (sem'i nle'ii-ii) n TL semi- half
^n an a^ehy-de or a ketone as the semic^r- i„ feebly acid solution. Insoluble in 70-80 ^f'A?^^^ ,"a stl-ot. "^'ame 1^,^;^.^^

'

bazoneofaeetaldehyde,CH3CH:>MlLUxNH2. per cent, alcohol. setninnroplaiTi fsem-i-nors'lan) n An in-
Such compounds are usually crystalline and s^mihardy (sem-i-har'di), a. Half hardy; ^fe^Kfde of porcelain ^

are ased to isolate or identify aldehydes or
i ay if protected from severe cold: said of *XXceL° 2k^™ Paris Granite or "P.O.,"

ketones.
rr -t i

• / -
i

P^^'^^S. Opaque China, and by various other names, is much the

SemiCba (se-me ka), n. [Lilt. leaning, v samah, Then, again, semihardy sorts may be tipped over by color of French china, and the best brands are so nearly

lean lav, support.] Jewish ordination by cutting the roots on one side, bending tlie branches close akin to porcelain as to show translucency in the very

y.r,mn»tf.nt rnvThis when the candidate receives t" the soil, pinning them down, and then covering the thin parts. It is largely wTought into the finer grades of
competent raODis, wnen tne canuuuit« ™"''r'^» „.,,oie plant with matting and earth or a straw thatch articles for family service, and decorated for dinner, tea.
Ills diploma stating his quailhcations to omci- ^,j ^^j, yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 439. ami toilet sets, otten in an elaborate manner,
ate as a rabbi.

, ti,» Semibvaline (sem-i-hi'a-lin), a. Partly hya- £. ^. Barter, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 19.

semicircle, «. 4. In m«<for., one half of the »]'.^_^ 'j^^jj ^^J^jj^g
•

' semiprecious (sem-i-presh'us), a. Valuable,
area covered by a cyclonic storm. In «.e

j^^.j^ j^^^t (gg^.i.yp-go^ont), «. Hav- but less so than the most highly prized objects
northern hemisphere the dangerous semi-

i„ t^^th with rather long crowns, intermedi- of similar nature.-Semlpreclous stone. See
circle for navigation is that on the right-hand ^ .^ ^j^^^^^^^^ between the brachydont and *»'»'«

, . . ,. ,, .,, ,.
side as one advances along the path of the

j^ ^ont types. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, semiprone (sem-i-pron ) a. > either on the

center of a progressive storm: the manageable, ^»l „. '

^

side nor wholly prone, but in a position be-

or navigable or safer semicircle is that on the
gemi-hypsodonty (sem - i - hip ' so - don - ti), «. tween the two. ^«rf-, Med. Handbook 111^40.

left-hand side.-Barred semicircle. See *barred.- °}"~
?,„,,.,„/,,„/+ ,, 1 The fact or condition Semipyramidal (sem"i-pi-ram i-dal), a. Hav-

Semiclrclebalk. see (/,. /^. m.der *d
'^V 1 fi^^ift , L.H^^^ ing the form of a pyramid of three, four, or

semicircumference (sem"i-str-kum'fe-rens), of teeth wit!^ moderately
1^^^^^

P>oc.
^^^e sides, vertically bisected.

H, Half a circnmterenee or Circle. Zoo . Soc London, 1H^6, p. ISi).
semirecumbent (sem"i-re-kum'bent), a. In

semiclassiC (sem-i-klas'lk), a. Half classic; semi-infimte o^

„,'!-rfii?rwholo.TlvL'Jlid"arv aTctfin?^ position but" not coiipletely re-
in the arts of design, based on classic motives ;

plane : said of a medium whose only boundary
_,^^^^^^^^

«=

/„^j.^ jj^'^ Handbook, I 253.
similar to classic motives. is a plane surtace.

,„,.„»,„. „v.r semis, ». 2. A coin of half the value of the
semiconsonant (sem-i-kon's6-nant), fl. and w. The paper treats of the propagation of vibrations over '»"^'''>.

solidus which circulatedscuui.uuouua.uu V ... •'.„_„.,.._ the surface of » ' senu-tnfinite isotropic elastic solid, coin caueu tuo houuus, wiiii-u i.in.uia,icu

I. a. Half or partly consonant in character. [ea'"oM bounded only by a plane. widely in medieval Europe in imitation of the
II. n. A sound (vowel) having a partly con- .Va(Mr«, July 9. 1903. p. 237. imperial gold piece so called,

sonantal character, as y in you or loyal; a gemi-Uchen (sem-i-li'ken), n Same as ** ((/A semispberoidal (sem'i-sfe-roi'dal), a. Hav-
semivowel viewed as a consonant.

liclioi ing the figure of a half-spheroid; hemisphe-
semicontinuum (sem'i-kon-tm'u-um), H.

;
pi.

ggj^.j^j.^jg^j. (sem-i-lok'u-liir), n. In hot., roidal.
simiconttniia (a). In malh., a cohesive but

jj^Yiug incomplete dissepiments between the semistuporous (sem-i-stu'por-us), a. In a
not perfect set ; the continuum with its ends ^^^^^ ^^ ^ j^^jj^ ^^ ^^ ^^ j,e virtually unilocu- partial stupor.
cut off. G. Cantor.

,• \ m, lar. semivolcanic (sem'i-vol-kan'ik), a. Charac-
semiconvergence (sem'i-kon-ver jens), n. Ihe

gemilune (sem'i-liin), n. Half a lune. terized bv explosive volcanic outbreaks with-
coiiv.iKiiK-e of a semiconvergent series. semimasculUS (sem-i-mas'ku-lus), 11. ;

pl.semi- out the emission of lava,
semideaf (sem'i-def), a. >ot entirely deaf:

„,„,,.„,, (,]j) |-xL., < L. semi, half, + nmscu- semoule (se-mol'), »• [P; < K- semola : see
noting speciflcallv a deaf-mute ill whom the

y„,.nialp.] .Same as e««MrA. semola.'i i'loiir containing a large propor-
power of hearing is not entirely absent. Seminal filament. .See •/(amcHt.— Seminal varla- tion of vegetable albumen. Semoule ilour is

semidecussation (sem -i -de - ku- sa ' shon), n. tion. .s.ime as *«<<•!( rano(ion. used in making macaroni.
Partial decussation, noting particularly the seminase (sera'i-uas), n. [h. semen {semin-),

ggmpgf (sem'p^'r), n. Same as samphire.—
course of the nerve-fibers in the optic chiasm, set-*', + -asc.] A ferment occurring in alfalfa Rock-semper, the samphire, Crithmum maritimum.

liitck, .Med Handbook, II. 444. (lucerne) which has the power of producing sempervirid (sem-per-vir'id), a. Same as

semidiagrammatic(sem''i-di-a-gra-mat'ik), a. mannose and galactose from the mannans and scmp<rrirrnt.

Partly diagrammatic
;
partly irue to nature: galactans of certain leguminous seeds. semsem (sera'sem), «. [Egypt.] Same as

noting a drawing. Buct, Med. Handbook, II. 1. seminormal (sem-i-nor' mal), a. In phtjs. sesame. Gooj?. ./our. (E. G. S.), XIII. 411.

semidiameter (sem'i-dJ-am'e-ter), ». One chem., having half the concentration of a gen^ (sen), n. The name given in Hindustan
half the diameter: especially, in astron., one normal solution, or containing half a gram- (q) to a unit of weight equal to one kilogram;

half the angular diameter of the sun, moon, or molecule (or gram-equivalent) of dissolved n,) to a unit of volume equal to the liter,

other object, showing a disk ; the radius. substance in one liter of solution. See *con- These units and their multiples were legal-

semidigitigrade (sem-i-dij'i-ti-grad), a. Said centration (c) (4). ized in 1871. mainly for use by the railways,

of that type of mammalian foot in which the seminose (sem'i-nos), n. [L. semen {semiur), ggn^ An abbreviation (6) leap.'} of Senate or

heel does not rest on the ground in walking, seed, -I- -ose.'\ Same as *mannose. Senator.

though not raised so high as in the digitigrade semioccasional (sem-i-o-ka'zhon-al), a. Oc- ggnaite (sa'na-it), n. [Named after Prof,

foot. Intermediate in character between the curriug once in a while: as, a semioccasional Joachin da Costa Sena of Ouro Preto, Brazil.]

plantigrade and digitigrade foot. visit. [Colloq.] An iron-lead titanate related in form and prob-

The pes Is pentadactyl and, except In the glyptodonts, semioccasionally (sem-i-o-ka'zhon-al-i), adi). ably in composition toilmenite: found in the
is plantigrade, while in the latter group it is jcinWijrid- ^t odd times; at semioccasional intervals, diamantiferous sands of Diamantina, Brazil.
y"''' ^<*""«' """'^ ^' ^^°^ P- ^- [Colloq.] send, r. t.^ To send back. See *backi, adi-.-To send

semidine (sem'i-dln), n. An ortho- or par- Senuophorus (se-mi-of'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. up. (c) In (umiiTiii;/, to raise (logs) up skids with cant-

amino derivative of diphenylamine, as amfKxfopor, a sign-bearer, < av/tclov, sign, -I- hooks, or by steam- or horse-power, m loading.

CeH5NHC6H4NHo. Such compounds are 0^pf,v, bear.] A genus of extinct fishes allied senda (san da), n. [Sp.] A path; afoot-

formed by the rearrangement of hydrazo com- to the living hofrse-mat'kerel, with a very path. [Philippine is.

J

pounds under the influence of dilute acids.— large dorsal fin, compressed trunk, and coni- sender, «.— Zinc sender, in telegraphy, a transmit-

Semidlne rearrangement, the molecuUr rearrange-
cal teeth : found in the Upper Eocene- rocks. «'"« ''"ice used on cables, and s,. arnui^-ed as to send

iii.nt ivhirh L'ives rise to Uw formation of a «eniidilie.
tai leeiii. louiiu »u .-uc y VV^

„.;/4.„.n „ » reversed current after each signaling impulse. This

<»ol^iHi, rT,!il HHb See *fiV/fl SemiOXygenated (sem-l-ok"si-je-na ted), a. tends tfj neutralize the charge of the cables and increases
aemiaiurnai liae. nee i!«f- .

a„„„ „. Incompletdv combined with oxygen; liter- the speed of signaling.
semi-elhptic^ (s^m'i-e-hp tik), a. Same as

^j,^.^ ,^„,,i,;ed with half as much oxygen as sending, n. 3. That which is sent.

^I'mifl^ol foom i fS'ran n. Piirtlv wild- feral inight be taken up. Specimens of planU were lent t» a large number of
semiferal (sem-i-fe ral), o. i-aniywim, lerai

j a,meter (8em"i-pa-ram'e-t6r), n. In persons, the principal »«id.w« having been to the Gray
to some extent.

„,Z;, htlf anarameter herbarium, at Cambridge, etc.

The umiferal Pigs of New Granada.
JJ^lllL'r. ro ait^P^ r«em'i iiar a-sit'ik) a Partlv

Smithsonian Jtep. (Xat. Mm.), 1900, p. 66.

f-rm«r and tydeW^r, Mammal., p. 2S5. SemiparasitlC (sem 1-par-a-sit IK), a. faruy
Qnecificnilv a revenue or minishment 8UD-

.« _^ .. , • a !.'»--*;. „^ „ T„ parasitic : said, for example, of the capsules 4. bpeeihcally, a revenue or punisDment sup
senufluctuatmg (sem-i-fluk tu-a-tiug) a. In i '^ supporte.l partly by the posed to be sent by a wizard at the request of

pathol., giving a sensation of elasticity and ^J^ haplogamic part of the plant and partly an injured party.
transmitting fai ntly the impact of a tap on one y V B

.^^getative tissues. Cook and A sending ... is a Thing sent by a wizard, ami it may
side : noting a semisolid tumor. e • ; take any form, but, most generally wanders about the

T*,^ ™.r.. »««.t«H inpr»«»e In size and are tense and
Swingle.

, - • v t land ... till it finds the sendee, and him it kills by chang-

hJrt rS^I^t and KmS^f'w Semiparasitism (sem-l-par'a-Sl-tlzm), n. In- ,„g into the fortn of a horse, or a cat, or a man without a
hard, or soft and

"""./'^'^'^ci"-^^ Handbook, IV. WT. complete or partial parasitism. fa^e. ... a modified Sendi,ig could ... be arranged for



sending
—Bach a Sending as should make a man's life a burden to
him, and yet do him no harm . . .

*' tats, and cats, and
cats ! Never was such a Sending. A hundred of cats."

JL Kipiing, The Sending of Dana Da, in Indian Tales,

[p. 280.
Senegal tick. See -ktick^.

senega-root (sou'e-ga-r6t),«. Same as senega,
seng (f^eng), V. An abbreviation of ginseng.
[Local, U. S.]

senile, a. 2. In phys, geog., exhibiting fea-
tures of oM age in the geographical cycle

:

said of \vorn-f?own land-forms. —Senile cataract,
cborea, coxitis, degeneration, river. See -^cataract,
etc.

senilism (so'nil-izm), «. [^senile + •ism,'] A
state of premature senility.

senu (sen), n. [G. senncy a herdsman.] An
Alpine herdsman.
Twas night upon the Alps.— The Senn'g wild horn.
Like a wind's voice, had ix>ured its last long tone.

Felicia D. Ilemans, The League of the Alps, st. 1.

Senn&, W.— Coffeo senna, Cassia ocddentalis, a com-
mon stronp-smellinff tropical weed, native of South
America but naturalized in many parts of the world.
See Cajtsia, I, ^uA negro coffee (lUMAercofee).— Compound
infusion of senna, a laxative draft made by niaceratiiiK

senna and fennel with boiling water, straining, and
adding manna and magnesium sulphate. Also called
black-draught.— European wild senna, Globnlaria
Alypum^ an Old World plant with strong purgative i)rop-

erties. See Globnlaria, 1, and gutwort.— LOW senna,
Cassia Tora, a plant of very wide distribution, ranging
from Pennsylvania to Missouri and south to Florida and
Mexico, and extending thence throughout tropical
America. It occurs also in the warmer parts of the Old
World. It is low compared with the wild senna and
coffee senna, and has leaves with 2-A pairs of obovate,
mucronate leaflets. The pods are very narrow, long, and
sickle-shaped, giving to it also the name of sickle-senna.—
Prairie senna, the larger sensitive pea or partridge-
pea. Cassia Chaniiecrista.— Slckle-senna. Same as
low itsenna.

sennacrol (sen'a-krol), n, [NL. senna, senna,
+ L. acer (acr-)j sharp, + -o?.] A compound,
soluble in ether, contained in the leaves of
sen7ia,

sennapicrin (sen-a-pik'rin), «. [NL. sennas
senna, + Gr. TziKp6^j bitter, + -t«2.] A com-
pound, insoluble in ether, contained in the
leaves of senna.
Sennegraes (sen'e-gras), n. [Scandinavian.]
An arctic sedge, Carex vesicaria, used by
Nansen and his party to put in their shoes to
keep their feet warm and dry.

Inside the "flnsko" we used . . . this "sennegraes"
(Carex vesicaria), of which we had taken a supply.

Najisen, Farthest North, 11. 117,

sennet^ (sen'et), n. The European barracuda.
Jordan and Evermannj Fishes of N. and M.
Amer., p. 826.

sennit^, 7i.—common sennit, sennit with simple
plaiting with tivc or seven strands : also called yfa)! sennit.
— Round sennit, seimit formed by plaiting even num-
bers of strands in twi»s about a small rope which is used
to form a heart.— Square sennit, sennit made of an
even number of strands, and having a heart or core.

senorita, n. 3. A Californian fish, Halichseres
semicinctus.

sensate, «. 11. «. That which is sensed; the
object or contents of sensation.
W"e may now . . . talk of Sensation as a phenomenon

of consciousness, and we may call that which is sensed
the sensate. S. S. Laurie, Institutes of Education, p. 63.

sensation, «.— Articular sensation, the sensation
proceeding from the sense-organs of the surfaces ot tlie

joints or articular surfaces.— Brightness-sensation,
a colorless visual sensation; a sensation of the black-
white series; a lilack, white, or gray sensation.— Circu-
latlonal sensations, circulatory sensations, in
psychol., sensations the adequate stnimli of wliich are
changes in the circulation of the blood. Circulational
componenta are probably contained in the sense-com-
plexes of tickling, itching, tingling, 'pins and needles,'
feverishness, etc.— Concomitant sensation, in ;>%cAn^

,

a secondary sensation wliich appears, without special
stimulation, as the attendant of a primary sensation, reg-
ularly stimulated ; the associated term in a synaesthesia.

The concomitant sensations observed after stimulation
cf some part of the skin are nearly always referred to
cutaneous regions on the same side of the body.

W. Wundt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., I. 162.

Cutaneous sensation, in psychol., a sensation set up
by stimulation of the skin, without affection of any
deeper-lying tissue.

We are apt to speak of 'sensations' of touch, re-
sistance, impact, tickling, etc. ... In reality, these pro-
cesses are all mixtures of cutaneous and organic
sensations. E. B. Titchener, Outlines of Psychol., p. 64.

Dermal sensation, cutaneous sensation ; skin sensa-
tion.— Herlng's theory of temperature-sensations
or of the temperature-seni>e, in physiul. and pnychni.,
the theory, propounded by E. lU-ring, that tliere is a
single nervous organ for the sensations of wannth and
cold, the physiological prrKiesses corresponding to the
two sensations being antagonistic, as (on Hering's theory)
in the case of comi>Iementary visual sensations.

According to Hering's theory of the temperature sense,
two opposed processes, assimilation and dissimilation,
nin their course in the sensitive nervous substance. If
they arein equilibrium, theycancGl oneanother; . . . the
sensation of cold con-esponds to assimilation.

O. Kiitpe (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 95.
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Joint-motion sensation. See joint-pressure irsensa-
^'t/H.— Joint-pressure sensation, in ;^*fi/cA(>;., theartic-
ular sensation when concerned in the i)erception of
resistance : opposed tAi joint-motion sensation, the articu-
lar sensation when concerned in the perception of the
movement of a limb or segment of a limb. The term was
proposed by A. Goldscheider to characterize the part
played by the articular surfaces in the illusory percep-
tion of resistance obtained when one slackens an elastic
band held taut between the fingers and thumbs of the
two hands, or after one has slowly lowered to the floor a
weight held at the end of a string. There is, however, no
introspective difference between the articular sensations
observed in these experiments and in experiments upon
active and passive niovcnierit. K C San/ord, Exper.
Psychol., p. 34.— Marginal sensation. See marginal
•process.— Negative sensation, in pitychol.i (a) The
one arbitrarily chosen tcim of a sensational opposition.
When we speak of negative sensatioiis, we ordinarily

understand by the term sensations which are opposite in
direction to other sensations which we call positive.
Cold, e.g., is a negative sensation as opposed to hot But
it would be equally correct to call cold positive, and to
make hot a negative sensation.
W. W^tndt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol, p. 43.

(6) A hypothetical intensity of sensation which exists
below the stimulus limen.

We are surely justified in taking as the zero-point of
our sensation-scale the point where sensation becomes
just noticeable. That settled, we shall naturally call the
noticeable sensations, to the right of that point, positive ;

the unnoticeable sensations, to the left of it, negative.
W Wundt (trans.), lluman and Animal Psychol., p. 45.

(c) A sense-distance or sense-interval, traversed in the
direction opposite to that which has been chosen as
the positive. Thus, if Sm and .S'n are two points upon the
scale of brightness qualities such that the distance Sm-Sn
represents a just noticeable increase of brightness (posi-
tive), then thedistance Sn-Sut may t)c considered negative
in regard to 5m-.S'ii.— Objective sensation, any impres-
sion made UPon one of the sense-cngans by an object ex-
ternal to that organ.— Positive sensation, in psychol.:
(a) A quality of sensation introsi»ectively or psychophys-
ically opposed to another (luality which is arbitrarily
temied 'negative.' Thus, warmth may he tenned a posi-
tive, cold a negative sensation of temperature ; or red
may be termed a positive and green a negative visual
sensation. W. IVundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psy-
chol., p. 43. (b) A sensation which lies to the right of
the zero-point of the sensation-scale, that is, which be-
longs to the group of noticeable (as opposed to unnotice-
able) sensations. W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal
Psychol., p. 45. (c) A sense-step or sense-distance re-
garded as traversed in the opposite direction to that
taken as negative. Thus, if the sense-distance .Sn-5m be
looked upon as negative, tlicn the sense-distance Sm-Sa
is positive.— Pressure sensation,in psychol., thesensa-
tion aroused by adequate stimulation of the pressure-
spots of the skin or of tlie organs of articular sensitivity.
W. Wnndt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 32.—
Pure sensation, in psychol., the sensation consideredas
a mental element, in abstraction from accompanying
sensations or affective processes.

The concept "pure sensation" ... is the product of
a two-fold abstraction : 1) from the ideas in which the
sensation appears, and 2) from the simple feelings with
which it is united.

W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 38.

Reflected sensation, in psj/chol., a sensation occasioned
not by the stimulation of its own sensory nerve, but by
that of some other. Same as cojicomitant irsensation.

There can, indeed, be no manner of doubt as to the
existence of rejlected sensations. . . . Normally, it is true,
they are very weak ; and it is only in conditions of path-
ologically increased excitability that they attain to a
more considerable intensity.

W. Wundt (tmns.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 124.

Secondary sensation, in psychol, a concomitant sen-
sation or reflected sensation ; especially, the unstinm-
lated sensation in synaesthesia.

In the case of secondary sensations the primary sensa-
tion directly imparts another sensation.

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Pliysiol. Psychol., p. 2-24

Sensation circle, sensory circle. See -^circle.— Sen-
sation coloring, in psychol., the specific character of a
sense-feeling, sense-fusion, etc., which is dependent upon
tlie nature of the peripheral oi^an or organs involved.
In intennittent pains there are times when sensation

is present which cannot be called painful; and during
these intermissions the peculiar sensation.colouring
which gives its special character to the ensuing pain is

usually not at all affected.
If. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 216.

Sensation-fusion, in psychol., an intimate and unitary
connection or blend of sensations, best illustrated by the
musical tone (compound tone or clang).

The clang-idea presents to us a simple and typical ex-
ample of a psychological process which we shall fre-
quently meet with, for the most part in a more complex
form,— the process of sensatio7i-fusion.
W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 74.

Sensation of double contact. See •confac^.- Sen-
sation-scale, in pxychcl., alinear arrangement of inten-
sities or (jualitiesof sensation, the unitsof which represent
equal sense distances or differences. The intensive
sensation scale ranges from zero to the terminal sensa-
tion; the qualitative(for instance, the t<jnal) scale covers
the whole range of sensible qualities (for instance, ex-
tends from the lowest to the highest audible tone).

If we connect the upper ends of the perpendiculars
drawn upon our [intensive] sensation-scale to represent
stimulus-magnitudes, we ot>tain a curved line ascending
more steeply as we approach the higher values of the scale.

W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 36.

Sensation-unit, in psychol. . the unit chosen for the sen-
sation-scale, intensive or qualitative; especially, the
Fechnerian unit for the measurement of sensation inten-
sity, the just noticeable difference.

If we have once established a sensatiori-unit, we can

sense
easily determine by comparison with it the magnitude of
any other sensation whatever.

W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol, p. 34.

Static sensation, in psychol. : (a) Generally, any sensa-
tion which may form an integral part of the perception
of bodily position. In this meaning, visual and kines-
thetic sensations may, on occasion, be tenned static sen-
sations, {b) Specifically, the sensations of dizziness
furnished, in all probability, by the semicircular canals
of the intei-nal ear. J. M. Baldwin, Diet of Philos. and
Psychol.. II. 218.— Tendinous sensation, in psychol., a
sensation derived from the sensor)' nerve-endings in
tendon, and possessing in all probability the quality of
strain.

If we are working analytically, it is best ... to speak
of 'musculai* sensation,' 'tendinous sensation,' 'articular
sensation,' as we speak of sight, hearing, cutaneous sen-
sation, etc. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii- 144.

Tendon sensation. Same as tendinous *sensation. J.
M. Baldunn, Diet Philos. and Psychol., IL 674. —Weight
sensation, in psychol., a term wrongly applied to the
complex of kinesthetic sensations which mediates the
perception of lifting or of supporting a weight

Weight sensation ... is probably a compound of ten-
don sensation, muscle sensation, and pressure sensation.

J. M. Baldwin, Diet of Philos. and Psychol., II. 812.

Even less tenable is the point of view which makes
sensations the psychological symbols of objective facts or
processes, and leads to their classification as sensations
of 'movement,' 'weight,' 'time,' 'space,' and so on.

O. Ki'dpe (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 36.

sensational, a— principle of sensational relativ-
ity. See *n-lfftivity.

sensation-cell (sen-8a'shon-sel), tr. In phifsiol.
and anat., a cortical ceil which receives pe-
ripheral excitations by direct conduction, and
is therefore supposed to be the seat of sensa-
tion : opposed to *memory-c€U.

It thus becomes necessary to posit the existence of
two sorts of cortical cells : sensation cells and idea cells.

ir. Wundt (trans.), Physiol. PsychoL, I. 289.

He has lost the acoustic memory-cells, but retained
the acoustic sensation-cells.

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. PsychoL, p. 160.

sensation-circle (sen-sa'shon-ser^kl), n. In
psychol., an area of the" skin or of the
retina within which two spatially distinct
stimuli, simultaneously applied, evoke but a
single sensation. The tenn was introduced by
E. Ii. Weber, who regarded the skin as divided
up into a large number of overlapping circular
areas, each of these representing the area of dis-
tribution of the tenninal fibrils of a single nerv'e
fiber. So long as the two points of the esthesiometer
were set down within a sensation-circle, the observer
received but one sensation of pressure ; as soon as the
one point traveled into a second sensation-circle, the two
impressions were sensed as two. The word has tended
to fall into disuse, partly because the circles proved to be
anything but circular and partly because the limen of
dual impression was found to depend upon many other
factora besides the structural conditions of the sense-
organ. It may, however, be retained for historical
reasons, if we abstract from Weber's theoretical views
and have in mind rather these peripheral conditions
than the general psychophysical or psychological factors
which help to determine the magnitude of the limen.
Within the area of a single "sensation-circle," there-

fore, the local signs and the associated ideas of motion
are not sufRcient to render two sensatioiis distinguish-
able when they are caused by like stimuli.

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 82.

sensatory (sen'sa-to-ri), a. [sensate + -ory.]
Of or pertaining to sensation; sensible; sen-
sational. [Rare.]

sense^j «. 11. In geom., one of two directly
opposite ways in which a construct may be
generated, described, or thought.
On a given straightest OA, the two rays OC, from O to

its opposite O', are distinguished as of opposite sense.
Halsted, Rational (ieom., p. 217.

Dermal sense, one of the senses of the skin, as a sense
of pressure, of temperature, or of cutaneous pain. E. C.
Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 1.— Distance sense, in
psychol., the power possessed by blind persons of per-
ceiving a resisting object, as a wall, at some distance,
without direct contact
The so-called "dista?ice sense of the blind *...!»

made up of two factors : a verj- weak tactual stimulation
of the forehead by the atmospheric resistance, and a,

change in the souml of the step.
W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 113.

General sense, in psychol., a collective term for the
sensations derived from the external skin, with the ad-
joining areas of nmcous membrane, and from the sensory
uerve-endings in joint, muscle, tendon, and bone.

In point of time, the general sense is that which pre-
cedes all others and therefore belongs to all beings en-
dowed with mind. In its spatial attributes, the general
sense is distinguished from the particular senses in hav-
ing the most extensive sensory surface exposed to stimuli.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 45.

Mechanical sense, in psychol., a sense of which the
terminal organ is adequately stimulated by mechanical
means : opposed to chemical sense.

With the mechanical senses may probably be reckoned
(besides hearing) that of cutaneous pressure.

W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 111.

Sense-feeling, in psychol. : {a) The affective tone of
sensation ; the affection attaching to a sensation.

Tlie sense-feeling may in this way be considered as an
integral element of the sensation it«elf; and for that
reason it is also termed the affective tone of sensation.

W. Wutidt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 212.



sense

(6) The simplest type of concrete affective experience ; a
complex of a sensation (or a well-defined proup of sensa-
tions) and an aifective process : such a feeling aa hunger,
or drowsiness : oppijsed to emotion and sentiment.

Sense-modality, in ^jfi/c/to/., a department of sense; a
modal group or division of sensations.

Wherever there occurs a quantitative apprehension of
sensations, . . . the individual sensation is estimated by
the relation in which it stands to other sensations of the
same geiufe-tnodalitii.

W. iKunti^trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 119.

Static sense, in psychol. : (a) Generally, auy sense which
can furnish data for the perception of bodily position
(orientation, equilibration), (p) Specifically, the sense
whose organ is the semicircular canals and vestibule of
the iutenial ear, the portion of the internal ear supplied
by the vestibular branch of the acoustic nerve. For the
moat part, this organ appears to function retlexly, that is,

is not an organ of sense ; but it undoubtedly gives us the
sensation of dizziness or giddiness, and some authors re-

fer this sensation to the ampullje of the canals, and ascribe
to the vestibule a second sensation, that of pressure.

The literature of the static sense is large. An appre-
ciation of theories . . . might be assigned ... to an
interested student.

E. B. TUchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 143.

sense-hair (sens'har), «. A hair arising over
a nerve-eell or nerve-termination and having
the function of a sense-organ : common in
arthropods.

sense-idea (sens'i-de'a), n. [Trans. 6. sin-

nesvorstellung.} In psychol., a presentational
idea; a perception.
The instantaneous production of transitory sense-ideas

. . . has proved a niethotl of widening our knowledge of
a large number of important mental phenomena.

IK. Wiindt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 258.

sense-organ, «. 2. Specifically, a collection
of nerve-cells which receive impressions from
without (peripheral sense-organ), such as one
of tlie taste-bulbs or tactile corpuscles; also

a collection of nerve-cells in the cerebrospinal
centers which translate such impressions into
conscious sensation or reflex movement (cen-
tral sense-organ).

sense-organule (sens'dr'gan-iil), n. A modi-
fied epithelial cell in which a sensory nerve-
fiber terminates; a sensilla.

sense-process (seus'pros'es), w. In psychnh,
a sensation or a group of sensations, regarded
not as states of consciousness but as mental
processes.

Attention is a state of consciousness ; manifesting itself

outwardly in attitudes and movements which . . . set
up certain sense-processes.

K. IS. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 110.

sense-vesicle (sens'ves"i-kl), n. In embryol.,
the vesicular rudiment of a sense-organ, such
as the optic and otic vesicles in vertebrates.

senshaw (sen'shd), v. [Of Chinese origin.]
A textile fabric worn by the Chinese.

sensibility, ".— Absolute sensibility. See-kabsolute.

sensibilizator (sen'si-bi-li-za''tor), n. [seusi-

bilizi: + -ator.] Hame a.s *aniboceplor.

sensibilize (sen'si-bl-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

sensibilized, ppr. senstbiltcing. [L. sensibilis,

sensible, -f- -ize.] To render sensitive or
sensible.— Sensibilizing substance. Same as itam-
boceptor : so cnlle4l because it renders the cell-receptors
sensitive to the action of the complement. See also
•ksenntizin'j substance.

It is for this reason that the amboceptor is called by
Bordet, .MetschnikotT, and others the sensibitiziwj suit-

stance (substance sensibilisatrice) or the fixative (flxa-

tLilri. Med. liecord, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 249.

sensibilizer (sen'si-bl-i'zi'r), n. 1. Same as
*amboceptor. The term has reference to the
action of the amboceptor in rendering the cell-

receptor sensitive to the action of the com-
plement.— 2. In photog.. a sensitizing agent
or substance applied to tne photographic film.

After having been in the dark for many weeks, the
platinum selenium surface was covered, at a red illumi-
nation, with a sheet of silver bromide Jelly to which a
tensibitiser absorbing the yellow and green rays was
added, an aluminium strip bent at right angles being
lnt«nK>scd. Knowledije, May, 1904, p. 98.

sensible, n. 4. In music, same as sensible note.

Svc hading tone.

sensilla (sen-sil'ij), n. ; pi. sensillee (-e). [NL.,
< L. senstts, sense, -I- dim. -ilia.'] A simple
or elementary sense-organ represented by a
single epithelial cell at the end of a sensory
norvp-fiber.

sensitive-active (sen'si-tiv-ak'tiv), a. In
pxyrhul., a, mi.xed type of normal character
distinguished by Ribot, including in its lowest
depee those who have an egoistic craving for

enjoyment and action, and in its highest
forms martyrs, enthusiasts, revolutionists,

and such artists as Cellini and Michelangelo.
liihut (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 400.

sensitiveness, n.— curve of sensitiveness, see
itctirre.

sensitive-plant, ". 2. The narrow-leaved
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sensitive-brier, Leptoglottis angustata (Schran-
kia angustata of Torrey and Gray), found from
Virginia to Florida and west to Tennessee
and Texas.— Bastard sensitive-plant. (6) The
sensitive joint-vetch, -flschynoinene Virginica.

sensitivity, ".-Absolute sensitivity. See *abso-
tittc.— Limlnal sensitivity, in psychophys., the lower
limit of sensitivity of a scn-se-organ : represented by
the stimulus linien (qualitative, intensive, etc.). Thus
the qualitative liminal sensitivity in the sphere of tonal
hearing is reached with a stimulus of about 12 vibrations
in one second.— Modal sensitivity, in psychophys., a
collective name for the total range of sensitivity of a
sense-organ, that is, for the liminal and terminal sensi-
tivities. Thus the qualitative modal sensitivity in the
sphere of tonal bearing is represented by stimuli of about
12 to.W.OOO vibrations in the one second.

sensitize, v. t— sensitizing substance. Same as
*amf)ocfptor. The substance sensitizes, or renders sen-
sitive, the cell-receptors to the action of the complements.

sensitizer, n. 2. Same as *amboceptor.
The scusitisers of the tubercle bacillus.

Mature, Ang. 13, 1903, p. 360.

sensitometer, «.— color sensitometer, a device for
testing tile color-screens or -tilters used in photography.

sensitometric (sen'si-to-met'rik), a. Of or
pertaining to sensitometry.
The colour sensitometric methods that Sir William

Abney hjis done so much to perfect are often employed
for this purpose. A series of small pieces of suitably
coloured material are arranged in such a manner that
when the plate is exposed through its screen and this
sensitometer a definite and easily recognisable result will
be obtained if the plate and screen are mutually correct.

C. Jones, in Nature, Oct 6, 1904, p. .156.

sensitometry (sen-si-tom'e-tri), «. [se}isit(ire)

+ Gr. -fiezpia, < iierpov, measure.] The mea-
surement of the sensitiveness of photographic
plates. Scientific Abstracts, VI., Section A,
p. 74.

sensoriglandnlar (sen'so-ri-glan'dii-lar), a.

Relating to modifications of glandular secre-
tion by seusorv stimuli. Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psychol., II. 436.

sensorimetabolic (sen'so-ri-met-a-bol'ik), a.

Relating to metabolic processes induced,
modified, or arrested by a sensory stimulus.
BaldiriH, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., II. 436.

Sensorimotor action. See psychmnotor *arMV>/i.— Sen-
sorimotor arc, in physiol., the functional unit of the
ner\'oU8 system ; the path or circuit by which the nervous
impulse is conveyed from sense-organ to muscle, consist-
ing in the higher animals and man of at least two neu-
rones, a sensory or afferent and a motor or efferent,
joined end to end.

This description of the nervous system aa conafating of
sensori-motor arcs of three principal levels is of course a
very much ainiplified schematic view.

W. ilcDouyall, Physiol. Psychol., p. 23.

sensorimuscular (sen"so-ri-mus'ku-lar), a.

[Nil. scnsorins (see sensory) + E. muscular.']

Relating to muscular contractions following
sensation. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psy-
chol., II. 43G.

sensorivascular (sen ' so - ri - vas ' kij-lar), a.

[XL. .lensorius (see sensory) + E. rascular.]
Relating to changes in caliber of the blood-
ves.sets induced by sensory stimuli. Baldwin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., II. 436.

sensorivasomotor (sen'so-ri-vas-o-mo'tor), a.

[XL. scnsorius (see sensory) + E. rasomotor.]
Same as *sensorivascular. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VI. 27.').

Sensory canal, cells, circle. See -kcanan, etc.—
Sensory crossway, jiiirt of the intemal capsule of the
brain (approxiniati-ly the posterior third) through which
pass various nerve-fibers of special and general sensation.

—Sensory epitbelium, ganglia. See -kepithelium,
itffanylion.

sent^, n. and v. 2. An amended and former
spelling of scent.

sentence, «. 7. ('') A brief response or anti-
phon sung by the choir in a church service.

—

Declarative sentence, a sentence which embodies a
<ieclaration or statement of fact.

sentiate (sen'slii-at), t'. t.; pret. and pp. sen-
tiatcd, ppr. sentiating. To perceive; give the
sense of. [Rare.]

Pantagruel by the Way related to them, from point to
poltit, the manner of [Judge] Bridlegoose's sentiating
liilTerencea at Law.
Ur'juhart and Motteux, tr. of Rabelais, Gargantua

I Pantagruel, lii. 43.

sentience, n. 2. Specifically, in psychol., pre-
sentation regarded as immediate experience,
without reference to its significance for
thought.

Presentation considereil as having an existence rela-
tively independent of thought may be called sentience, or
anoetic consciousness. Thought and sentience are funda-
mentally distinct mental functions.

(}. F. Stout, Anal. Psychol., I. 60.

sentimental, n. 3. Of or pertaining to senti-
mentalism.

It is one of the moat curious features of the sentimental
ailment, that, while it shuns the contact of men, it conrtu
publicity. Lmvell, Among My Books, Ist aer., p. 378.

separator

sentryl, n—Hylng sentry, a senti-y on temporary
duty.

An officer of one of the Guards Battalions . . . was
found bathing in the Modder by a. flying sentry stationed
there to prevent the men from bathing.

L. James, in War's Brighter Side, xix.

Sentry go. (b) Duty as a sentry on post
I turned out at 2 a.m. and did sentry-go till daybreak.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 145.

Sep. An abbreviation (6) of separate; (c) [cap.]
of September; (d) [cap.] of Septuagint.
separate, f. i— separating power. See*poweri.
separated (sep'a-ra-ted), p. a. Affected by
the action denoted by the verb separate ; spe-
cifically, obtained (as milk or cream) by the
^centrifugal method (which see).

Separately excited, having, as a generator or motor, the
field coils supi>lied with current from an outside source.

separating-chamber (sep ' a -ra - ting - cham "-

ber), n. 1. An enlargement in a flue or
passage made in order that the velocity of
flow through it may be reduced and time be
given for dust or other solid matter in suspen-
sion to settle.— 2. A space in which water
may be allowed or compelled to separate from
a current of steam, leaving the latter to move
out of it dry and free from suspended water.— 3. A chamber or device by which or in
which oil moving in a current of steam or
water maybe caught and separated from it.

separation, «. 7. In astrol., the condition
wien two significators have lately been in
aspect and the aspect is just over.— 8. In
liort., the method of propagating plants by
means of naturally separable parts, as offsets,
small bulbs that spring from a mother bulb,
or detachable buds. L. H. Bailey.
separator, 7f. 2. (f) a machine for extracting cream
from milk. It is essentially a centrifugal machine, allied

HaiKi-puwer Separator.

A, partly sectional view of the wiiole maciiine : B, cross-section
of the separator-bowl with cones, the dotted-linr and full-line
arrows showing the routes of the cream and the skim-niillc respec-
tively. The whole niillc enters at the point ti, and passes into the
spaces between the revolving cones throuyh the openings *A of the
tubular shaft. The centrifugal action caused by the revolving
cones immediately separates the cream from the sltim-milk. The
cream, being the lighter, is driven upward along the surface of the
cones and, passing on the outside of the tubular shaft, is discharged
through the outlet c into the upper chamber connecting with the
spout d. The heavier slcim-milk is driven downward toward the
wall of the separator-bowl, where it is forced upward and discharged
through the outlet e into the lower chamber connecting with the
spout /". The separator cones are made of heavily tinned sheet-
steel about one thirty-second of an inch in thickness, placed one
upon the other about one sixteenth of an inch apart.

in principle to the laundry centrifugal drier. By cen-
trifugal action, set up in a rapidly revolving vessel con-
taining fresh milk, the cream is driven out of the milk
and eacapea by a suitable apfjut, the milk being delivered
through another. Separat<jrs are driven at high speed,
the larger by steam or other mechanical power, the
smaller by hand. A number of different types are in use
in dairies and creameries, all of high efficiency. See *cen-
tri/ugal, 3.

Centrifugal separators are operated in ordinary prac-
tice ao aa to leave less than 0. 1 of 1 per cent of fat in the
skim milk ; sometimes as little as 0.01 of 1 per cent

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 611.

(/) A device for separating water from steam : usually a
vessel, placed in the steam-line, having deflectors so
arranged as to throw the water against metallic surfaces
to which it will cling, (g) An insulating grid or itlate of

glass, vulcanite or other nonconducting material placed
between the plates of a stoi-age cell. Elect. World and
Engin., Jan. 30, 1904, p. 224.

3. A piece of metal placed between two ad-
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jaeent beams to hold them at a fixed distance

aj>art.— 4. A device on a ring-spinning ma-
chine designed to jirevent interference between
the yarns of adjacent spindles. Also called

aHU6<illooner.— 5. An instrument for separat-

ing the membranes from the brain in a post-

mortem examination.— 6. An instrument for

wiilening the jaw and effecting separation

of the crowded teeth.--?. An appliance

for obtaining the urine secreted by one kidney

unmixed with that from the other kidney.—
8. A device used in a type-setting machine to

permit only one character to pass through at

a time.
A switch deflects the typo from the disk to a flat trav-

eling belt which runs parallel with the disk at this point, Sepic acid, a brownish-black pigment, one of the me-

and which conveys tJie tyjie to the " separator "— U\o lanins.

sequential

winA, 'wisdom'; (3) Binah, 'intelligence'; (4) Heged,

'mercy' or 'love'; (5) I'ahad, (rebiirah,oT Din, 'strength

and justice ' ; («) Tipherelh, • beauty ' ; (7) Netsah, ' flrni-

ness' or 'victory'; (8) Hod, 'majesty' or 'splendor';

(9) i'esod, 'foundation"; (10) Malkuth, 'kingdom.'

The Sephiroth are div

'Amudiin, 'pillars'; nuni
, .

pillar, the 'Pillar of Love
' ; numbers 1, 6, 9, and 10 form

the middle pillar, the ' I'illarof Mercy
'

; numbers 3, 5, and
S fonn the left pillar, the 'Pillar of Judgment' The
Sephiroth are united by links forming three more triads.

The first, the uppermost triad, is composed of the Crown,
Wisdom, and Intelligence ; the second, of Love, ,7ustice,

and Beauty ; the third, of Firmness, Majesty, and Founda-
tion. These triads, according to the Zohar, fonn other
triads. The three pillars together are known in the
cabala as Ets-llaXm, the Tree of Life. See •kAdani
Kadmofi.

rolls with just enough space between to permit the gepion (se'pi-on), n. See septum.
passage of a single type, so that if the operator has

ggppa, (sep'ii), ff. [Sp. cepa, stump of a tree,
playea two types which are traveling side by fide the) "^J"^^^^ _^^;^''^^ -L t . Z'. , . v, i

are separated before proceeding farther.

Cemui Bulletin 216, June 28, 1002, p. 61.

9. In elect., a, device by means of which a

single line may be used simultaneously for

telephony and telegraphic signaling or for

two distinct sets of telegraphic signals, it

depends upon the operation, in branch circuits, of two
aeta of receiving instruments, such as a relay in one

branch and a telephone in the other, without interference.

The signaling currents dilfer in frequency, and the in-

ductance and capacity of the two branch circuits are so

partly magnet'zed cylinder, which attracts the m;
ore, carrying it into a chute leading to the ore-bin,

the non-magnetic ore is carried by the belt to the waste
chute.— Mazza separator, a centrifugal separator

adapted to the separation of light gases from heavy

:

invented by Mazza of Italy.— Oscillating separator, a

classifying or separating apparatus in which the particles

of different sizes or speciflc gravities are stratified or

separated by an oscillation or rocking motion of the con-

taining-vessel, instead of by the up-and-down or rotary

motion U8e<l in other types.

Sephira (se-fi'ra), n. See *SepMroth

names are M foUows: (1) A^efAer,' the crown
;_
(2)^ fla*- Septivalent (sep-tiv'a-lent), a. [L. aeptem,

' "" ... -I ......11 •. /.> rj.„j
seven, -I- E. v«/en<.] In client., equivalent in
combining power to seven atoms of hydrogen.
Compare heptad.

'iili in"Wircategories*cai'iea septogloeum (sep-to-gle'um), «. [NL. (8ac-

mbers 2,4, and 7 fonn the right cardo, 1880), < L. septum, a division, -I- NL.
"

(jlcea, glue.] A genus of parasitic fungi very
closely related to Gloeosporium, from which
it differs in having elongate several-septate
conidia. About 25 species have been de-
scribed. S. acerinum occurs on leaves of the
maple.

septoic (sep-to'ik), a. [L. septem, seven, -I-

-0- -1- -jc] Same as *}ieptoic.

septomaxillary, n. 2. In icAWi., a small paired
bone occurring in Amia calva, a ganoid fish.

It lies above the vomer and below the pre-
maxillary, entirely out of sight until one of
those bones is removed,

as, seppa cotton, a septometerl (sep-tom'e-ter), «. [L. septum,
1 i. j:_i: ;_u

partitJQii^ -\- gr. fihpov, measure.] Aii an-
thropometrical instrument used for measuring
the thickness of the septum of the nose.

septometer^ (sep-tom'e-ter), n. [sept{ic) +
-0- + Gr. /lirpov, measure.] An instrument
for ascertaining the number and kind of sep-
tic organisms occurring in air.

Septon (sep'ton), «. [NL., < Gr. or/irTdv, neut.
of a!)-iT-r6c, < ar/Tieiv, make rotten.] In med. : (a)

A principle formerly supposed to be the essence
of infection. (6) Air deficient in o.xygen and
containing poisonous emanations.

septonal (sep'to-nal), a. [septon{ate) + -al^.l

Of or pertaining to a septonate.

septonate (sep'to-nat), «. [L. septem, seven,
+ tonus, tone, -f- -afcl.] In music, a series of
seven tones, ranging from the fifth below the
key-note to the fourth above, proposed by J.

Klauser, in 1890, as a more rational arrange-
ment of the tones of the scale.

[NL. (Fries,' 1819),
(referring to the sep-

or stock of a vine.] Springing from the roots

of a previous planting: as, seppa cotton, a

term used in southern Texas to distinguish

the plants of a previous season which have
livecf through the winter, from those of the
following season. Compare *raloon. V. S.

Dtpt. Agr., Div. Entom., Bulletin 45, p. 46.

sept^ (sept), n. [F. sept, < L. septem, seven.

See seven.l In music, same as seventh or see-

_, , enth-chord.
adjusteit that the instrument in each is affected only by Septal cartililge, funnel, neck, plate. See -kcartilage,

the current intended for it Elect. World and Eiviin., etc.— Septal gemmation. See *calycinal gemmation.
April 2, 1904, p. 663.- Electrostatic separator, a geptan, n. II. «. Sameas septart/ei'er (which
device for removing native gold and silver from crushed « „ '-!„_ tv,,.„„i\
ores by the action of an electi-ostatic fleld. The particles set, uuuer^tier ;.

rr ,/ s .j.

become charged and cling to the surface of a revolving SeptanO (sep tan), ». [L. sept{em), seven, +
metal drum, but the metallic particles lose their charge -ohc] Same as heptane.
more pn.mptly than the non-conducting material, drop

geptated. a. 2. In f/eol., divided by septa. J.
from the drum, and are thus separated.— Magnetic °

,f ,. „ • T.f„„„„i „f p. 'i lAfhaA It. 1^7
separator, (a) A magnetic machine, invented by Edi- !> Vnna, Manual of Geol. {4th ed.)^ p. 161.

son, used for the separation of magnetic iron ore of low gepta'Valence (sep-tav a-leiiS), n.

quality. The powdered ore is allowed to fall through the Taping septavalent.
air in a thin stream, passing the poles of a series of large aanta-aa^a-nrv Cupn-tfl v's-len-sit
electromagnets, which draw the magnetic particles away Septavaiency (sep-tav a len Si;,

from the waste, without coming int<j contact with them, ""si praialence.

(b) A separator, invented by \'enstrom, in which the gepta'Valeilt (sep-tav'a-lent), a.
powdered ore is carried by a traveling belt tow'^^j^.^ seven (with termination" of Gr. enra, seven), geptoria (sep-to'ri-ii), n

™i* while + E. valent.'] Same as *septivalent. < l, sepuwi, partition (

The state of

Same as

[L. septem.

Sephiroth, n.pl. in the »!.«(«, the sephiroth are the Septembriseur (sep-tem-bri-ser'), »

ten attributes or intelligences which form the Adam _oeptenH:)ri8t

Chlorine is univalent with respect to hydrogen and
septavalent with respect to oxygen.

D. I. Mendellejeg, in Athenicum, April 8, 1905, p. 437.

Septembrisade (sep-tem'bri-sad), n. ISep-
tembrist.'] In Fr. hist., the slaughter of pris-

oners that occurred in September, 1792, and
known as the massacre of September; hence.,

anv similar slaughter. See Septembrist.
' ' [F.] A

THE EN-SOPH, "THE INFINITE"

Septembrism (sep-tem'brizm), n. [Septem-
hi^ixt) + -ism.'] The principles and conduct
of the French Septembrists.

septentrionaline (sep-ten'tri-o-na-lin), n. [L.

scptentrionale (sec det.) + -ine'-^.'j A crystal-

lino alkaloid, C3iH4804No, found in Aconitum
septentrionale. It melts at'l29°C. It depresses
the action of the heart and both local and gen-
eral sensibility.

Septic tank. See *tanl:
septicemia, «.- Hemorrhagic septicemia. Same
as eattte-and'ifame irdisease.

Septicemic plague. See ^plague, 2.

septicize (sep'ti-siz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. sep-

ticized, ppr. sepiici::ing. [^sej^iic + -ize.] To
render septic.

septicopyemia, septicopysemia (sep'ti-ko-pi-

e"mi-a), n. [NL. septicns, septic, + pye-
mia.'] Coxahined septic and purulent infection

of the blood.

tate spores).] A large genus of sphteropsida-
ceous fungi having pycnidia produced beneath
the epidermis of the host, and elongate hya-
line, several-septate spores. Over 900 species
have been described. They occur chiefly as
parasites upon leaves, producing discolored
spots. S. Eubi is a common species producing
a leaf-spot disease of the blackberry.

septum, n— Alar septa. See •niar.—cardinal sep-
tum, in the extinct rugose corals or Tetracoralta, the
principal septum or mesentery wall, lying in the fossula

on the longitudinal axis of the corallum : contrasted with
counter -kseptum and iralar septa.— Counter septum,
one of the two principal septa or mesentciiu' w.alls in the
Tetracoralla, contrasted with and lying in tlie calice op-
posite t*i the cardinal septum. See *«/"'' /^'pta.— 'RoTi-
zontal septum, in ornith.,a fibrous menibrane <nerlying
the cavities containing the liver.— Lateral septom, in

Ptychoderidtf, one of a pair of vascular membranes pass-

ing from the doi-sal wall of the gut in the iMistbranchial

portion of the branchiogenital region to the free border of
the genital pleunc.— Oblique septum, in ornith., a
sheet of fibrous tissue covering the free walls of the
thoracic air-sac of either side and uniting with its fellow
in the mid-dorsal line, thus dividing the iKKly-cavity hor-

izontally into two parts.— Pharyngeal septum, in

embryoL, the membrane or partition which for a time sep-

arates the stomodseuni or mouth-cavity from the pharynx
in the vertebrate embryo.— Septum brOncMale, a
projection into the lumen of a bronchial tube at the point
of its bifurcation.

seq. An abbreviation (n) of the Latin sequenles

\—C

xa
The Ten Sephiroth.

A, the World of Creation (B'riah); B, the World of Formation
(Vcturah); C, the World of Action (Asiah). 1. Jachin. the Pillar

of .Mercy; 11. Boaz. the Pillar of Judgment; ill. Middle Pillar

(Compassion). The arrows within the diagram point the order of

the emanation and reception.

Kadmon, the ' Primordial man ' (the Deity). Tliese attri-

butes emanate from the En-Scfph, the 'Infinite.' Their

or sequentia, the following; (6) of the Latin
sequcntibus, in the following (places).

al end of the process approaches, the pyiemic ggguauian (se-kwa'ni-an), n. [L. Sequana,
of the temperature become less typical, and xy^ SpStip 4- .inn ^ ^r\"npnl a division of the
fihenomena assume the character of a remit- V

Seme, -I- -wn.J mgeoi., a aivision oi une
Jurassic system in trance and the Jura,
equivalent to the upper half of the English
Corallian series. It is subdivided into an
upper or Astartian and a lower or Rauracian
substage.

sequence, «. 7. A musical setting of a litur-

gical prose or sequence.— 8. In math., an in-

finite set of numbers or objects arranged so
that every one has a definite numbered posi-

tion.— Fundamental sequence, in math., every pro-

gression or regression which belongs to a given series.

—

Harmonic sequence of vowels, in phihil.. a principle

or tendency in ccitiun l;uiguage8, as in Turkish and other

languages of the I'ral-Altaic family, whereby the vowels

of the terminations conform to the general quality—
'heavy' or 'guttural' (a, o, H), or 'light' or 'jialatal'f^ t,

a, o)— of the first or root vowel, as in oi'-ihuA-, sevmeli,

etc. The principle is one of assimilation, somewhat
analogous to that of mutation or umlaut in the Teutonic

languages.— Regular sequence, a sequence in which
there is a place beyond which all the elements differ from
each other by less than e, where i is any fixed positive

rational number.

As the fatal

oscillations

the febrile phenol
tent septic fever : septicopi/iemia.

Med. Jiecord, June 27, 1903, p. 1007.

septiferOUS^ (sep-tif'e-rus), a. [NL. sepsis

(septi-), sepsis, -t- ferre, bear, + -ous.] Con-
veying septic poison.

septillion, m. 3. The cardinal numeral ob-
tained from a septillion: used like hundred.

septilliontll (sep-Hl'yonth), a. and n. I. a.

1. Last in a series of a septillion individuals:

an ordinal numeral.— 2. Being one of a septil-

lion equal portions.

II. n. One of a septillion equal parts of

anything.

septipartite (sep'ti-piir-tit), a. [L. septem,

seven, 4- partitus, divided.] Consisting of
seven parts.

A quartic having three acnodes is the limiting form of
an anautotomic quartic in which the acnodes are replaced
by three perigraphic curves ; and if a line cutting the
fourth portion in four real points be projected tointinity,

the projection will be septipartite.

A. B. Bassett, in Nature, Nov. 27, 1902, p. 80. Sequential, ". 2. Noting land-forms produced



sequential

by erosive processes acting in consequence of
uplifts which initiate a new cycle of erosion.

•Initial" is therefore a tenii adapted to ideal rather
than to actual cases, in treating which the t«nn ''sequen-

tial " and its derivatives will be found more appropriate.
W. M. Davis, in Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIV. 487.

sequestrectomy (se-kwes-trek ' to -mi), «.

[NL. sequestrum + Gr, iKTour/, excision,] An
operation for the removal of a sequestrum.
sequin-, (se'kwin), n. [Origin uncertain.] A
large basket of the Califomian and south-
western Indians, used for storing seeds.

The art sense of the western basket makers extends to

other objects made of grass or plants, and is particularly
conspicuous in their so-called "ge(^uin," or granary,
which, while crude, is essentially artistic and attractive.

Sci. Amer., Oct 10, 1903, p. 263.

sequoia-borer (se-kwoi'a-bor'^er), n. See
*horer.

sequoiene (se-kwoi'en), «. [Sequoia + -cne.^

A crystalline hydrocarbon, C13H10T found in

the needles of Sequoia Washingtoniana of Cali-

fornia.

seradella (ser-a-deru), «. Same &8 serradilla.

seraf, serafic, ' serafim. Simplified spellings
of seraphf etc.

serah (ser'a), n. [Malay sarak, serah^ Jav.
serahj yield, deliver, hand over.] A present
of money or goods sent by the ruler to a
village (usually to some leading individ-
ual), for which a quantity of produce much
exceeding the gift in value is demanded: a
favorite way of obtaining revenue in the
Malay states.

Serah.— Thfp is a very well-known manner of obtaining
revenue, and is as much valued by the taxing classes as
it is abominated by those upon whom devolves the duty
of paying taxes. Geog. Jour. (R, G. S.), IX 1»,

Seraphic Doctor, a title bestowed upon St Teresa, from
a wound in her heart which, in a vision, she felt made by
a seraph or an angel.

Teresa, by a definitive decree of the Tribunal of the
Rota, is formally declared a Doctor of the Chiux;h. The
"geraphic doctor," the antonomasia by which slie is as
often as not referred to in Spain, relates to this, and not
to the Doctor's degree bestowed upon her, after her
death, by the University of Salamanca.

G. C. Graham, Santa Teresa, iv.

Seraphs (ser ' afs), n. [Nominally NL., a
bluflder for Serapis (f), or for some form based
on the original of seraph, and hence later
altered to Seraphys.'} A genus of recent and
Tertiary gastropod mollusks with elongate
subcylindrical or fusiform shell and snort
spire largely overlapped by the body-whorl.
serch, v. and H. A simplified spelling of
search,

sereh (se're), «. A serious disease of sugar-
cane, the cause of which is not well under-
stood. Also called /an disease.

A whole group of diseases, the etiology of which mere
field study and the ordinary laboratory methods do not
appear to be competent to unravel ; for example, the
Califontia (Anaheim) vine disease, the wilt of the orange,
the gereh disease of the sugar cane, gum diseases, the
yellows and roRette of the peach, the winter blight of the
tomato, the intenial brown spotting of potato tubers, ete.

E. F. Smith, in Science, April 18, 1902, p. 611.

serendibite (se-ren ' di -bit), «. [Serendib,
Ceylon, •+• -ite^.] A borosilicate of aluminium,
iron, calcium, and magnesium, which occurs in

blue trrains near Kandy, Ceylon.
serendipity (ser-en-dip'i-ti), n. [A humorous
formation, with an allusion to dip, from Seren-
dip, a form of Seretidib, a former name of
Ceylon, + ~ity. The island of Serendib figures
in Eastern romance. The name is from A r.

Serendibj Sarandib, also Sarandip (LL. Seren-
divi, pi., as the name of the people), MGr.
Zt€?^6il3a, < Skt. Simhala-dvipaf the island of
Ceylon, < Siinhala, Ceylon (< stmhay lion), +
dvijta, island. The Skt. Simhala is in Pali
Sihalan, whence ^SilaHf Old Tamil llatHy

whence Malay ASailan, European SeiUiHy Zeilon,

Ceylon.^ The happy faculty, or luck, of find-

ing, by "accidental sagacity," interesting
items of information or unexpected proofs of
one's theories; discovery of things unsought:
a factitious word humorously invented by
Horace Walpole.
This discovery [of the two coats of arms of the r'anello

family of Venice] I made by a talisman, which Mr. t'hute
calls the sortes Walpfjliaiuc, by which I find eveiTrthing I

want, k pointe nonim(^e, wherever I dip for it. This dis-
covery, indeed, is almost of that kind which I call Keren-
fiipity, a very expressive word, which, as I have nothing
better to tell you, I shall endeavor t^> explain to you;
yon will understand it better by the derivation than
by the definition. I once read a silly fairy tale, called
the three Princes of Sereiidip ; as their Highnesses trav-
ele<i they were always making discoveries, by accidents
and sagacity, of things which they were not in quest
of: for instance, one of them discovered that a mule

1199
blind of the right eye had traveled the same road
lately because the grass was eaten only on the left

side, where it was worse than on the right— now do
you understand serendipity ^ one of the most remark-
able instances of this accidental sagacity (for you must
observe that no discovery of a thing you are lotiking for,

comes under this description,) was of my Lord Shaftes-
bury, who, happening to dine at Lord Chancellor Claren-
don's, found out the marriage of the Duke of York and
Mrs. Hyde by the respect with which her mother treated
her at table. Walpole, Letters to Horace Mann, CCLI.

serendipper (ser-en-dip'er), 71. \serendip{ity)
+ -er (after dipper).^ One who has the gift
of serendipity, or who finds things unsought,
by mere 'dipping.' See ^serendipity. X. ¥.
Times Sat. Rev.y April 29, 1905, p. 282. [Nonce-
word.]
sergeant-painter (sar'jent-pan''''ter), n. The
title of the chief portrait-painter attached to
the royal court of England.

Fine specimens of the work of some early Tudor ser-
geant-painter,

II. E. D. Blakiston, in Burlington Mag., V. 211.

Sergestes (ser-jes'tez), n. [NL., < L. Sergcs-
tusj a steersman among the followers of
^neas.] A genus of Crustaceaj belonging to
the order Schizopoda.

serge-twill (s^rj'twil), n. Same as '^cassi-

mere-Ucill.

serging (s^r'jing), n. [serge + -ing'^.'] In
sewing-machine work, a method of stitching,
resembling blindstitching, done on carpet-
sewing machines. See carpet-sewing machine,
Tinder "^sexcing-machine.

Sergt. An abbreviation of Sergeant.

senary (se'ri-a-ri), a. [L. seriesj series, +
-ary.'\ Serial: particularly relating to the
position of man in the animal series. J.
Deniker, The Races of Man, p. 65. [Rare.]

Serica, n. 2. [Z. c] Aniudi\idual ofthegenus
iSer/ca.— Iridescent serlca, an American scarabteid
beetle, Serica iricolor, dull bluish black in color, which
damages the foliage of fruit-trees. See pear MeaJ-chafer.

sericic (se-ris'ik), a. [seric + -ic] Of or
pertaining to or derived from silk,— sertclc
acid, a deliquescent, transparent, amorphous comiMiinid.

*'l5";{0<'7^4. prepared by the action of barium hydroxid
on pmillfd .^ilk.

sericitization (ser-i-sit-i-za'shon), n. [sericite

+ -ize + -ation.^ In petrog.j" i\vQ alteration

of a mineral or rock to sericite.

All the transverse sections show a rather coarse and
poorly defined cleavage and a ver>' faint ixilarizatioti in

the matrix, in some cases none at all, indicating incom-
plete nericitization.

Contrib. to Econ. Geol., V. S. GeoL Surv., Bulletin 213,

[1902, p. saj.

sericostomatid (ser^i-ko-stom'a-tid), n, and a.

I. u, A member of the trichopterous family
Sericostomatidx.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Sericostomatidse.

serlctery (se-rik'te-ri), ». [NL. sericterium.l
Same as sericterium.

A pair of silk or spinning glands (itericteries) which
unite t<j form a single duct ttpening in the upper lip at
the end of the lingua, which is modified to form the spin-
neret. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. S39.

series, >». 6. In math. : (6) A sequence of
things such that the situation (before or after)

of each can be told with respect to any other

;

a set.

—

II. In elect., an arrangement of units
of a group of cells, generators, or other electri-

cal devices (such as condensers, resistance-
coils, lamps, or the like), such that the positive
terminal of the first is connected to the nega-
tive terminal of the second and so on. See
*series-connect€d.
We thus arrive at the second and third classes, namely,

serii's and shunt miichint-s. Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 687.

Absolutely convergent Berles, in nmfA., a series which
remains convei^ent wlit-n its tt-rnis are replaced by their
absolute values.— Allegheny River series, a series of
sandstones, shales, and TiinestoneH, with iiiterbedded coal-
deposits, developed along the Allegheny river in western
I'enitsylvania. It belongs to the I'pper Carboniferous
measures, attains a thickness of 'i-'-O-noo feet, and lies be-
tween the Pottsville conglnnifnite behiw and the Cone-
maugh series alHive.— Alternating series, in math., a,

series whose terms are alt<-niJitt.-ly positive ant! negative.
— Aorere series [Maori ,4 "rfrc, a valley in New Zealand,
from aurere, also aoreira, light, flying clouds!, a division
of the IxwcrSiluriiin formation in N'ew Zealand.—ArlsaJg
series, a tenn used by tlie Canadian geologists to inchide
the series of Silurian strata which are highly developed
in northeastern NovaScotJJi. The strata consist of shales
and limestones, and are exi>o8eii in a fine series ahmg the
sea-coast for a distance of several miles. They abound in
fossils which indicate that their age is Middle and Upper
.Silurian. The strata are highly inclined but conformable,
and appear to be wedged in l)etween Carboniferous and
volcanic rocks.—Atane series, a series of Cretaceous
plant'bearing betls in western (ireenland, containing re-

mains of the p(»plar, fig, laurel, oak, and other dicotyle-
dons, with ferns, cycads, and conifers, and, interbe<ided
therewith, marine strata of Upper Cretaceous age.

—

Ba-
Jnvarlan series a division of the pelagic Triassic rocks

series

of the Mediterranean province, as recognized by the Aus-
trian geologists. It constitutes the uppermost paitof the
Upper Trias and includes the Juvavian and Rhretic
stages.—Banff series [Banf, a town in Alberta, Canada],.
a series of limestones and shales in the Canadian Rocky
Mountain region, regarded by Canadian geologists as of
Upper Devonian or Lower Carboniferous age. It attains
a thickness of 5,100 feet, and is underlain by the 'Inter-
mediate limestone ' (Devonian) and overlain by the Creta-
ceous Kootanie group.— Bastion series, a division of
the Lias in New Zealand.— Baton River series, a divi-
sion of the Upper Silurian formation in New Zealand.

—

Belly River series, a subdivision of the Cretaceous
formation in Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, and Alberta,
Canada, regarded by Canadian geologists as equivalent to-

the lowest part of the Montana group. It is thought to
be underlain by the Niobrara group and is overlain by
the Fort Pierre group. It consists of fresh-water beds
which bear a fauna largely identical with that of the
Laramie group.—Bemardston series, a terrain in
Massachusetts, consisting of crystalline limestone asso-
ciated with hydromica schist, gneiss, granite, diorite,

quartzite, etc. The limestone and quai'tzite contain De-
vonian fossils. The crystalline character of the rocks is

the result of synchronous metamorphism of the whole
series of beds.— BlackWOOd series, a division of sup-
posed Precambrian strata in cential England.

—

Brand
series, a division of the locks of Leicestershire, England,
regarded as of Precambrian age.— Caledonian se-
ries, a series of gneisses and schists occupying the east-

em portion of the Northwest Highlands of Scotland,
and associated with the Precambrian Lewisian gneiss.

Hep. Brit. Ans'n Advancement of Sci., 1901. p. 623.

—

Cantorlan series. See ircantorian.— Cardinal num-
ber of a series. See knumber.— CaXlin's River
series, a division of the Jurassic rocks in New Zealand.
—Cimarron series, a subdivision of the I'ermian in
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Indian Ten-itory, regarded by
Western geologists as equivalent to the Upper Pennian
of Europe, by European geologists (Freeh) as equiva-
lent to the Upper Dyas (Zechstein). It is underlain in

Kansas by the Wellhigton shales and overlain by
Mesozoic beds. Its fauna is small, consisting of a few
vertebrates (Eryops incyacephahi»), lamellibranchs {Cono-
cardium, Schizod un, Vleurophorvs, etc.), gastropods, and
a Dielasnna.— Closed series. Same as clotted -kset,—
Coherent series. Same as coherent *«cr.— Cohesive
series. Same as cohenve itset.— Gomanche series, a
name given to the Lower Cretaceous rocks of Texas.

—

Compact series, in math., series that have a term
between any two.— Complete series. Same as com-
plete A-wf.— Condensed series. Same as condensed
*»«(.— Conditionally convergent series, in viatk.:
(n) A series whicli sometimes loses its convergence, or at
least clianges it^ value, wiien the order of its terms is

changed, (h) A series not absolutely convergent.— Cone-
maugh*, series, in the Carboniferous rocks of Penn-
sylvania, the Harren measures which lie between the
lower and upper protlnctive measures.— Connected
series. Same &a connected -kset.— Continuous [Series,
in math., a dense series satisfying Dedekind's i>ostuIate.
— Coosa series, a series of limestones and shales in
Alabama (named from Coosa county), portions of which
have rttforded fossils of I^ower ('anibrian age.— Counta-
ble series. Same as denunwrable -kseries.— Coutchlch-
ing series, a series of schists in the archa'un area near
Kainy Lake, on the border of Ontario and Minnesota.
The name was applied by A. C. Lawson. (.''"^. Surv.
Canada, 1890-91, L Rep. 0, p. 39.— Dalradlan series, a
local term, projwsed in 1891, by Sir A. Geikie. for an im-
portant series of metamorpliic rocks in central, southern,
and eastern Scotland. Tlie series includes many kinds
of schists, graywackes, quartzites, and limestones, altered
sedimentary strata whose exact stratlgraphic p<»sition is

not fully detennined. Both Cand)rian and Precandjrian
strata are represented, with possi!)ly even later sedi-
ments. The name is from tlie Celtic region of Dalriada,
where these rocks are well deVfloi>cd. Geikie, Text-
book of GeoL, p. 893.— Dentmierable series, in math.,
a series whose element-s fonn a denumerable set. See
dentnn^rable *«c^— Discrete series, in math., any
simply ordered set or class which satisfies Detlekind'a
postulate, and of which every element, uidess it be the
last, has an immediate successor, and every element,
unless it be the first, has an immediate predecessor.

—

Do^^r series. See rf(K/;/cr2.—Dunkard series, a
division of the Carboniferous series in the Appalach-
ian region, essentially etiuivalent to the Upper Barren
measures and constituting the latest phase of Paleo-

zoic sedimentation in this region. By some writei-s the
flora of these rocks is regarded as indicating Pennian
age.— Elk River series, a sulxlivision of the Upper Car-

boniferous (tf the Apjialachian region in North America.
It is also known as tlie liaiTen measures or Conemaugli
series, and attains a thickness of 800 feet. It is underlain
by the lower coal-bearing or productive measures and
followed by the upper productive measures. It contains
some valuable coal-seams and in some of the limestones-
I'rodttctus Injiffispinus and P. semireticiilatus.— 'EetUr
arine series, a subdivision of the Jurassic system in

the vicinity of Yorkshire, England. It is regarded by
British geologists as equivalent to a part of the inferior

Oolite or Bajocian. It consists of three dilTerent series

of estuarine beds, the lower and middle of which are
sepai-ated by the ilillepore bed, the middle and upi>er
by the Scarborough or Gray limestone series. Their
combined tliickness is (iOO feet. It is underlain by the
Dogger and overlain by the Conibrash. It is character-

ized by a ten-estrial flora consisting of fenis, cycads,
gingkos, and conifers.- Farrington series, a division

of the Carlioniferous sciies in Ilristol ami Somerset,
England.— Floridlan series. See */'Vf>n:r/m;i.— Fun-
damental series. Same lis /undavienta I *set.— Qasp6
series, a term applied by tlie Canadian geologist Logan
to a m-rifs of limestones and sandstones on the penin-

sula of (Jaspt^, luiving a thickness estimated to be
not less than 10,000 feet The lower part of the series

was termed the Gasp<^ limestones and the upper part the
Gasp^ sandstones, and the former were regarded as

equivalent tc* Upper Silurian strata, the latter to Devo-
nian. It is now known that both limestones and sand-
stones are of Devonian age, and they have been more
precisely designated, in order of age from below up, the



series

ERA OB
SYSTEM.

St Utmn, Bon Ami. and Grande Grfeve linieetoncs and

the Qasp^ sandstones. The limestone beds are profnse

in fossils, the sandstones less so. but the composition

of the latter indicates deposit in a coastal lasooii with an

occasional inrush of wean waters carrying marine fossils,

— QrenvUle series, a series of qnartzites, slates, schists,

»nd gneisses, touether with igneous intrusives, of the

orisinal Ijiurentian area of Ontario, Canada. This is re-

gkrded as the equivalent of the Hastings series and as

older than the original Huronian of Lake Huron. The

elastics are considered by the Canadian geologists the

oldest seJiments of the geologic column.— Ojmiple

series a sub<livision of the l'ernK>-Carbouiferous system

in Queensland, lying at the base of the system and over-

lain by the Star formation. It is said to reach sometnnes

more thiui 20,000 feet in thickness and contjiins many
plants aiul marine fossils.—Haxmonlc Une-serles, ni

bAi/»., a series of lines in the spectrum of an clement Carbonic
iriunged in a regular order of distances which is found

to be accurately represented by a simple mathematical

formula. See *<-<>(ir.'ri;.iiC<' /rcquenni and gpectral

«rti-s.— Hawkesbnry series, a group of terrestrial

sandstones and shales in New South Wales, regarded

u of Triassic age.-HokkaldO series, a subdivision

of the Cretaceous system in .lapan, correlated witli the

Middle and Ipiwr divisions of Europe.—Homologous
series. See honwtomus (c).— Horton series, a sab-

division of the Carboniferous system in Nova Scotia

and Xew Brunswick. It is i cfened to the Lower Sub-

carboniferous and is underlain by Devonian rocks and

overlain by the Windsor series. It contains numerous

Slant remains (erect trees) and ilshes.— Hngglns series,

1 phys the long well-known series of lines in the

spectrum of hydrogen (of which the red C line is the Devonic-<

beginning), shown by the ph.togniphs of Huggins to

extend far into the ultra-violtt in the spectra of stars be-

longing to Secchi's class I : in contradistinction to the

second series discovered by Pickering in the speotrum of

i Puppis and a few other stars.— Inmultlple series, in

elect., connected in a series of multiple groups, as when 12

cells of a battery' are arranged in four groups of three cells

each placed in multiple, and the gnnips are connected in

series.-In series. See«eri<s*ci'rdii«.— Integralseries,

in math., a series of ascending successive positive integral

powers of a variable, as

ctq + a\X + agxS -f- . . . .

— Isologotis series. See tso^oj/ous.-James Elver
series, a subdivision of the Cretaceous system in eastern

Xortll America, which forms the lowest part of the Poto- Ontario
mac series and is followed by the Rappahannock beds. gy.

By some American geologists it is now coiTelated with Silurio

the Ipper Jui-assic system.— Kakanul series, a sub-

division of the Vpper Silurian system in New Zealand.

It belongs to the Beaton River series, which forms the

upper part of the Takaka system.—Keele series, the

highest subdivision of the Carboniferous rocks in .North

Staffordshire, England, overlying the Newcastle-under-

Lyme group.— Kootanay series, a subdivision of the

Cretaceous system in the Rocky Mountain region of

northwestern America. It forms there the base of the

Cretaceous system, and is overlain by the Intermediate Champlainic
series and correlated with the Lower Cretaceous by (Lower Siluric

Canadian geologists. It is characterized by plant re- or Ordovicic)

mains, lacking angiosperms, and consists of fresh-water

deposits.— Magellanian series, a series of Tertiary de-

posits lying unconforniably upon tlie Cretaceous rocks of

Patagonia. They are regarde.l by Scott as of late Eocene

or early Oligocene age.— Maplewell series, a division

of supposed Precambrian rocks in the Malvern Hills of cambric
England, lying between the Blackwood and the Brand

^^
series.— Matanra series, the uppemnrat division of the j^conic
Jurassic rocks (jf New Zciland. It consists of estuarme
deposits witli terrestrial plant remains, and overlies the

Putakaka series, carrying marine fossils.— Mauch
Cbtmk series, the upper member of the Lower Car-

boniferous series in the Appalachian region, consisting

chiefly of red shales and sandstones, and overlying the

Pocono series.- Merced series, a series of Pliocene

sediments ill Califoniix jlmer Joiir. Set'., Jan., 1904, p.

9-2— Method of complete series. See -kmethod.—

Mona series, a name given by De la Reche to the crystal-

line rocks of Anglesey.— Mount 'Vernon series, a divi-

sion of the Cretaceous Potomac series of the Atlantic

border of the United States, which lies above the

Eappahannock and below the Aquia Creek divisions.

— Multiple series, (a) In math., a double or higher
dimensional series. (6) In elect. See *serie.--paruUd

CTrcnif.—Newark series, the Triassic rocks cf eastern

North America, laid down in long estuaries or lagoons

which extend, with interruptions, from Nova Scotia to

South Carolina. These deposits consist largely of red sand,

stones, conglomerates, and black and red shales interca-

lated with sheets of igneous rocks. In the (-'onnecticut

valley they are celebrated for the vast numbers of foot-

prints of labyrinthodonts and probably dinosaurian rep-

tiles, and both there and farther south for their fishes,

cycada, ferns, and conifers. In North Carolina these

beds have afforded the remains of the oldest American
mammal, an insectivorous marsupial, Drmnatotherium
tyhettre. The series carries important coal-beds in

'Virginia and North Carolina

—

Veyr York series, the

aeries of sedimentary formations of Paleozoic age which
occur in the State of New York, or the subdivision and
classification of that series as proposed by the original

State geologists (1836-4:1). It was the purpose of these

feologista (Mather, Emmons, Vanuxem, Conrad, and
fall) Ut institute a series of stratigraphic units of ap-

groximately equal value ; they als^ made use of assein-

lages of these units, termed by some of them 'groups,'

by others 'divisions.' These were four in numlH-r,

namely (beginning at the bottom of the entire series),

Cbamplain, Ontario, Ilelderbcrg, Eric ; a fifth, Catskill,

was employed by Mather. The gradual encroachment of

the English standard divisions of the Paleozoic rocks

eventually displaced these terms, but they are now in

revived favor, since experience has shown that they
meet the actual conditions more satisfactorily than the

European terms. ITle unit terms of the New York
series were wholly stratigraphic, and the geologists did

not contemplate any uniform minor grouping of these

units. Such a grouping, however, gradually came intf>

general use, and thereby the unit terms were in several

Instances duplicated. Thus the term 'Niagara' came to
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be employed not only as a unit term, ' Niagara limestone,'

but also as 'Niagara group,' including the Medina sand-

sUine, Clinton limestone and shale, and the Niagara shale

and limestone. The terms Trenton, Onondaga, Uamil-

t<m, and Chemung were similarly exp.anded. The ternis

of the New York series became of general application

wherever Paleozoic rocks were studied in America, and

the series has served as a standard of reference. Its

present accepted form, which conserves all the original

local stratigraphic terms and expresses the most practi-

cable grouping of those terms, is as follows

:

PERIOD OB
GROUP. AQE OE STAGE.

j Neocarbonic

I

Glean conglomerate
rKnapp beds
Oswayo beds

Paleocarbonic J (J''"""'"'
conglomerate)

raieocaroonic ,( Cattaraugus beds
(incl.Wolf Creek conglom-

L erate)

Seuecan

Erian

Ulsterian

Oriskanian

Helderber-
gian

,,, . C Chemimg beds
Lhautauquan ) (i^atskill sandstone local

i facies)

f Portage beds
(Naples beds, Ithaca

J beds, Oneonta beds,

I

local facies)

Genesee shale
'Tnlly limest^mo
i Hamilton beds
( Marcellus shale

/ Onondaga limestone
( Schoharie grit

/ Esopus grit

) Oriskany beds
("Port Ewen limestone

J Becraft limestone

)
New Scotland beds
[Coeymans limestone

f
Manlius limestone

Cayngan J Rondout waterlime
(Neontaric) |

Cobleskill limestone
[Salina beds

(Shawangunk grit)

fOuelph dolomite

Niagaran J Lockport dolomite

(Mesontaric) ] Rochester shale
^Clinton beds

Oswegan ( Medina sandstone
^(Paleontaric) ( (Oneida conglomerate)

(Richmond beds (Ohio and

J Indiana)
"S Loriaine beds
[Utica shale
Trenton limestone
Black river limestone
Lowville limestone

Chazy limestone
Beekmantowu limestone

rSaratogan

( Georgian

r Greenfield limestone

J
Potsdam sandstone

f
Schaghticoke shale

( Georgia slates

( Stissing quartzite

Normal series. Same as *Cantorian series.— Oreti

series a subdivision of the Triassic system in New Zea-

land, lying at the base and ovoriain by the Wairoa series.

— Oscillating series, a series the value of which is dif-

ferent when we agree to takealways an even, from what it

is when we take always an odd number of temts, for exam-

ple, 1—1+1— 1 *•
. . .—Ozark series.atennapplied by

Broadhead to a series of dolomites and sandstones in the

Ozark Mountains of Missouri, partly of Cambrian and, in

the upper \rirt, of Lower Silurian age.— Panlsellan
series, a series of sparsely fossiliferous, coarse, glau-

conitic sands typically exiwsed at Mont Panisel, near

Mono, Belgium, and fonning the top member of the Bel-

gian Lower Eocene. It lies between the Yprcsian below

and the Bruxellian beds above.— Paradoxldian series.

Same as Paradoxidian -kijrouj).— Parallel series, in

elect. See -kscries-parallel circuit.— Pareora series, a
term applied by Button to the Miocene beds of New Zea-

land, comprising sandstones, clays, andlimestones. Their

invertebrate fauna is remarkable by reason of the large

size of many of the pelecypods and gastropods, giving it a
tropical expression. The upper part of the series, which
consists of shales and lignites, contains a tropical fossil

flora.— Partial series. Same as partial *Kf(.— PatOOt
series, the Upper Cretaceous beds of Oreenl.and, which
lie above the Atana group of Middle Cretaceous age, and
are probably equiviilent to the ilontana group of the

western United States and British Columbia. The fossil

contents comprise marine invertebrates and plants, the

latter exhibiting Tertiary aflinitiea and comprising such
genera as indicate a warm temperate climiite for that

region during late Cretaceous time.— Perfect series.

Same as perfect -kiset.— PocOnO series, the basal member
of the Lower Carboniferous system of Pennsylvania and
the western slope of the Appalachians as far south as

Alabama It lies between Upper Devonian beds of Che-

mung age below and the Mauch Chunk formation above,

and consists of sandstones, sh.ales, and conglomerates,

which aggregate 1,000 feet in thickness. The deposits are

mostly of estuarine and terrestrial origin, with some thin

intercalated beds which contain marine fossils.— Potency
Of a series. Same as cardinal -knuinher of a series.^

Pueyrredon series, a series of greensands, conglomer-
ates, sands, and clays, 800 feet thick, forming the lower
p,art of the Cretaceous system of western Patagonia. The
lower beds contain Exoiiyrn; the upper, or Belgrano beds
of sandstones and clays, contain an abundant molluscan
fauna of Middle Cretaceous age. The Pueyrredon series

lies upon black Jurassic shales and is overlain by the San

series-motor

Martin series of Upper Cretaceous age. - Paget series,

a series of sandstones, shales, and coal-beds, underlying

the Tejon group in the State of Washington, and contain-

ing molluscan and plant remains of Eocene Tertialy age.

—Putakaka series, a group of marls, sandstones, and
conglomerates, with iixegular beds of coal, in New Zea-

lanil, coutixinnig marine invertebrate and plant fossils of

Jurassic age.— Rappahannock series, a diiision of th«
PoU)mac series or Lower Cretacei >us of the ei;stem coast-

belt of the United States, being the second division froiB

the base, lying above the J ames River and below the Mount
Vernon divisions.— Regular series, in mo(A., a series i>

which, after some tenn, the ditfereiice of terms (successive

or not) becomes less than any assigned value howevef
small.— St. Marys River series, in geol.. a series of

Cretaceous strata in British North America which has

been refeiTed t^t the age of the Lower Laramie beds.

—

Scarhorotlgh series, in geol., a subdivision of the In-

ferior Oiilite or llaj'ocian rocks of Yorkshire, England.—
Series circuit, coil. See kcireuit, -ticoili-.— Series
maclline. Same as m^riex dynamo. See electric mackin*.
- Series-mtiltlple circuit. See kteries-parallel cir-

cuit.— Series of Titius, See the extract.

In the first place, the i^lanets known for ages— Mer-
cury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn— are so

arranged that the interval between any two consecutive

orbits, passing from within outward, almost exactly

doubles. This phenomenon was first emphasized by
'Titius, professor at the University of Wittenberg, and Is

consetiuently known as the *^ Scries of Titius." J.owever,

between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter the distj^nee was
so great that at this point a member of the Series of
Titius was wanting. Indeed, Kepler, in his "Mysterium
Cosniographicum " of 159B, had introduced at this gap a
regular body as the symbol of an undiscovered planet
Wlicn Herscbel (1781) discovered Uranus Veyond Saturn,

it came to light that this planet also continued » ith ex-

actness the Series of Titius outwardly.
Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 26, 1908, p. 82.

Series-parallel circuit, an arrangement of a battery

set of generat<irs or the like in which tlie cells or units

are divided into two or more equal groups, the members
of each group being connected in series and the groups
in multiple with each other. Also series-multiple cir-

cuit.— Sbasta-Chico series, a division of the Cretaceous
system in California, divided, in ascending order, into the

Knoxville, Horset^jwn, and Chico beds— Simple series,
ill math., a series of one dimension.— Solutrian series,

a terra which has been applied to certain postglacial de-

posits in France containing paleolithic human iniple-

iMcnts^ based upon their relative finish of workmanship.
The Solutrian deposits take their name from Solntri In

Burgundy. The flints found in them have been more
deftly worked than those of *Mousterian, *Acheulian,
and *Chellean deposits (see these terais^ but are not

as highly finished as those of the Magdalenian. This
classification is entirely independent of evidence of su-

pcrjiosition of deposits.— Spectral series, in phys., a
group or series of lines in the spectrum the wave-
lengths of which are related in some definite and
systematic manner such that the position of one ol

them being given that of the others may be computed.
—jtockdaje series, the lowest division of the Silurian

in Westmoreland and Cumberland, England, equivalent

U^ the Llandovery group and subdivided into a series of

graptolitic zones.— TeJOU series, the upper member of

t)ie Eocene Tertiary on the Pacific coast.- Transitional
series, in paleon., an evolutional series of genetically

related varietal forms which present gradual mutation
from one species to another through successivepeologi-

cal h(n-izons — Uitenhage series, a fonnation in South
Africa, regarded as of Lower Cretaceous age and having
some plant species identical with those of the Rajmahal
series of eastern India, which is accounted of late Jurassic

age. The Uitenhage beds are regarded as indicating the

continued existence of the belt of emerged land between
India and South Africa beyond Jurassic and into Creta-

ceous time— Ultrabasic series, those igneous rocks

which contain less than the normal percentjiges of silica

of the basic rocks, that is, rocks below 40 per cent.

Geiitie, Text-book of Geol., p. 240.— Dnartok series,

Eocene beds on the shore of Disko Island, (Jreenland, from
which a considerable series of plants (/.njiriix. Juglans,
Magnolia, Quercus. Sequoia) has been described by Heer.
— Unconditionally convergent series, iu math.:
(a) A series which is convergent and has the same value,

whatever the order of its terms, (h) Same as ahgolutrly

convergent *8eri<'«.— Wailiao series, a division of the

Upper' Silurian rocks in New Zealand — Wairoa series,

a division of the Triassic system in New Zealand, lying

above the Oreti and below the Otapiri series.— Wanaka
series a lower division of the Takaka system or Silurian

of New Zealand.— Well-ordered series. Same as well-

ordered set. Sce*u-eU-ordered, 2.— White River series,

an extensive series of fresh-water Miocene Tertiary beds

which cover large areas in Colorado, Nebraska, and the

Dakotas, and extend into the Northwest Territories of

Canada. These beds have a thickness of about 800 feet

and have been subdivided, on the basis o, the fossils they

carry, into the Protoceras. Oreodon, and Titanotherium

beds, all of which are profuse in mammalian remains.

series-connected (se'rez-ko-nek'ted), p. a.

In eject., said of a battery or group of gene-

rators connected positive terminal of the first

to negative terminal of the second, and so on,

so that the electromotive force of the group is

tlie sum of the electromotive forces of the

units and the resistance of the group is the

sum of their resistances. Steinmetz, Elect.

Engineering, p. 107.

series-dynamo (se'rez-di'na-mo), n. In elect.,

a machine the field coils of which are in series

with the armature circuit.

series-generator (se'rez-jen''e-ra-tor), n. See

*scrics-d>jnamo.

series-motor (se'rez-mo'tor), n. See *serics-

dynamo.



series-transformer

series-transformer (8e'rez-tra,ns-f6r''iu6r), n.

See *transfi>rmer.

series-turn (se'rez-tem), n. Any one of the

arapero-tums in the series-windings of the

field coils of an electric generator or motor.

serific (se-rif'ik), a. [Irreg. < L. seri(cum),

silk, -I- -ficus, ifacere, make.] Pertaining to

the making of silk threads; having the func-

tion of making silk threads: as, the serific

glands of a silkworm.

serigraph (ser'i-graf), «. [Irreg. < L. aeri-

{(•um). silk, + Gr. ypd^ieiv, write.] An instru-

ment for testing the uniformity of raw silk.

serimeter (se-rim'e-ter), n. [IiTeg. < L.

seri(cum), silk, + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] An
instrument for testing the tensile strength of

silk thread.

serinda, «. See *sarinda.

serine (ser'in), «. [L. ser(^icum), silk, -I-

-iiie-.'] A colorless compound, HOCHo-
CH(NH2)COOH, prepared by the action of

dilute sulphuric acid on seriein. It forms
monoclinic crystals, and is also called a-amino-
hi/dracrijUc acid.

serio-comic, a- II. «. A professional singer

of serio-cojiie songs; one who performs serio-

comic roles.

Seripbos (ser'i-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. aipi<t>o^, a
kind of locust, also a kind of wormwood.] A
genus of scicenoid fishes known from one spe-

cies found in the eastern Pacific.

sermonoid (s^r'mou-oid), «. [^nermon + -oiVi.]

Something resembling a sermon. [Nonce-
word.]
A sarcaam is converted into a sermonoid.

E. A. Poe, Marginalia, v.

aermonology (sfer-mo-nol'o-ji), «. [nermoH +
-oloi/y.l The art of sermon-writing and preach-
ing; sermons and their delivery; homiletics.

[Kare.]
Few liberal-minded preacilers would not prize the op-

portunity of investipating . . . the «er»iorto/oyj/ of ancient
and medieval aa well as of modem times.

Kidder, Homiletics, iiL

£emamby (sfer'nam-bi), n. [Perhaps based
on Scrinhem, Serenhem, a name of Pemam-
buco.] A coarse form of Para rubber ob-
tained froralate.x which has coagulated before
it could be smoked in the usual manner or
which has been scraped from the collecting
vessels. See Para rubber, under *rubber.

serocolitis (se'ro-ko-li'tis), «. [NL., < L.
serum, serum, -f- Gr. xii/of, colon, + -iti.i.'] In-

flammation of the peritoneum covering the
colon.

serocyst (se'ro-sist), n. [L. serum, serum, +
Gr. Kirmc, bladder.] A tumor, as of the breast,

which contains one or more cysts : possibly a
dilatation of lactiferous duets.

serocystic (se-ro-sis'tik), a. [serocyst + -ic]
Kelatiiig to, or of the nature of, a serocyst.

serodiagnosis (ee-ro-di-ag-no'sis), n. [NL., <

L. serum, serum, H- Gr. (Uayvuaic, diagnosis.]
Same as serum *diagnosis. Nature, May 1,

1902, p. 16.

«eroenteritis (se-ro-en-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < L.
lerum, serum, -1- Gr. Ivrtpov, intestine, -I- -ilis.']

Inflammation of the peritoneal coat of the in-

testine.

serohemorrhagic (se-ro-hem-o-raj'ik), a. [L.
serum, serum, + E. hemorrhage + -i>.] Marked
by an exudation of serum and blood. lioichiU,

Manual of Bacteriological Technique, p. 149.

serohepatitis (se-ro-hep-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., <

L. serum, serum, + Gr. ij-nap (j/Trar-), liver, +
•itis.] Inflammation of the peritoneum which
covers the liver.

serolemina (se-ro-lem'S), n. [NL., < L. serum,
serum, + Gr. /-i/ifa, a scale.] In embryoh, the
outer or serous cell-layer of the amnion in
vertebrates.

serolin (se'ro-lin), n. [L. scrum, serum, + -ol

+ -ii>'^.'\ 1. Same as *stercori>i.— 2. A term
formerly applied to a mixture of fats contained
in dried blood-serum.
serology (se-rol'o-ji), n. [NL. scrum + -ology.']

The Kcieritific study or medical use of sera.

See *.ierumtherapy and ^immunity, 5.

seromncoos (se-ro-mii'kus), a. [L. serum,
serum, -I- mwoiM, mucous, + -ous.'\ Composed
partly of serum and partlv of mucus.
seromascular (se-ro-mus'feii-lar), a. [L. serum,
serum, + musnilus, muscle, + -nr^.] Relat-
ing to both serous and muscular coats of the
intestine. Med. Record, Jan. 17, 1903, p. 112.

;Beroot (se-rOf), n. [African.] Same as *se-

ro'il-fty.

S.— 76
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seroot-fly (se-rot'fli), «. A very bloodthirsty
tabanid fly, of the genus Pangonia, inhabiting
the upper Nile region in Africa. Cambridge
Nat. Hist., VI. 482.

seroplastic (se-ro-plas' tik), a. [L. serum,
serum, -I- Gr. jr/.a<7T<Jf, formed, -f- -i'c] Same
as serofibrinous. Buck; Med. Handbook, III.

64.

seropuriform (se-ro-pii'ri-f6rm), a. [L. serum,
serum, -I- jnis (pur-), pus, -I- forma, form.]
Same as seropurulent.

seropus (se'ro-pus), «. [L. serum, serum, +
]>us, pus.] Serum which contains an admix-
ture of pus.

serosa (se - ro ' sa), n. [NL. (se. membrana).
See «eroMS.] A serous membrane.
The outer of these two membranes, that which arises

from the outer leaf or layer of the amnion-fold, is the
serom. A. S. Packard, Text-lxxtlc of Entom., p. 582.

i..jr08a mucin, a mucinous substance found in exudates
of iiillamnuitory origin or associated with new growths

:

precipitated with acetic acid.

serosanguineous (se"ro-sang-gwin'e-us), a.

[L. serum, serum, + sanguis (sanguin-), blood,
-I- -eous.] Composed of serum with an admix-
ture of blood. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 705.

serose^ (se'ros), n. [serum + -ose.] An al-

bumose derived from serum-albumin. Simon,
Physiol. Chem., p. 178.

serositis (se-ro-si'tis), n. [NL., < L. serosus,
serous, -I- -i7i«.] Inflammation of a serous
membrane. Buck, Med. Handbook, HI. 78.

serosynovitis (se-ro-sin-9-\'i'tis), n. [NL., <
L. serum, serum, -I- NL. synovia + -itis.] In-
flammation of the syuo\'ial membrane'accom-
panied by an effusion of watery fltiid into the
Joint.

serotherapeutic (se-ro-ther-a-pii'tik), a. [L.
.serum, serum, + E. therapeutic.^ Relating to
the treatment of disease by specific sera.
Encyc. Brit., XXX. 486.

serotherapeutical (s^-ro-ther-a-pii'ti-kal), a.

Same as *scrotherapcutic

.

serotherapist (se-ro-ther'a-pist), n. [sero-
Ihcrapiy) + -ist.] One who makes use of
senimtlierapy in combating disease.

serotherapy (se-ro-tber'a-pi), n. [L.»er«>«, se-
rum, -f Gr. OepoTreia, medical treatment.] Same
as *serumth€rapy. P. E. M. Berthelot, in
Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. 696.

serotinal (ser-o-ti'nal), a. [serotina ¥ -cr/l.]

1. Relating to the ilecidua serotina. Buck,
Med. Handbook, III. 384.-2. [serotine, late,

-t- -«/l. See serotine.'] See the extract.

Estival, .Tune 1 to atxint .Tuly 7— twenty-one species
gerutinal, July 7 Ui al)out August 7— thirteen species;
autumnal, August 7 Xxi atK>ut .September 21— twenty-two
species. The prairie elements show a marlted grouping
into layers which corresp<md with the floral aspects-
Overtopped by the autunmal, the sublayers are succes-
sively thtise of the serotinal, estival, vernal and prevemal.

Sciewe, Feb. 7, 1U08, p. 207.

Serous apoplexy, sac. See *apoplpx}i, *iMf2._ serous
Cjrst. .Same as ^/yrMna.— Serous gland, iiet -kyland.

serow (se-ro'), n. [Native name.] A name
for the goat-antelopes of Asia, forming the
genus Nemorhiedus : specifically applied to N.
bubalinus of the Himalayas. This is about
the size of a goat, has small, round horns,
curving backward, and a coat of coarse, long,
gray hair. One species, N. crispus, occurs in
Japan.
This somewhat isolated ruminant has it« nearest allies

in the genus Nemorhajdus, of the mountains of Asia,
which occui-8 in Japan (N. crispus). but of which the
best-known form is commonly designated the " serow

"

by the sportsmen of the Himalayas.
Geoff. Jour. (R. O. S.), IX. 71.

serpentarin (ser-pen'ta-rin), »i. [Serpentaria
+ -(«'-.] A poisonous compound contained
in Virginia and Texas snakeroot, Aristolochia
Serpentaria. It is said to be identical with
clematin from Jristolochia Clematitis and is

also called aristolochine.

serpentarium (str-pen-ta'ri-um), n. [NL., <

L. seri>cii{t-)s, a serpent, -1- -arium. See ser-

pent. '\ A place where serpents are confined
for safety or for exhibition. [Rare.]
Serpentary, «.— English serpentary, the bistort,
Pi>l;l'j'iiimn Ilisfnrta. Also called snakeweed.

serpent-column (ser ' pent - kol " um), n. A
twisted bronze column wliich stands on the site

of the ancient Hippodrome at Constantinople.
It was erected at Delphi in 479 B.C. to support
a gold tripod. It was removed to Constanti-
nople by Constantino in 330 A.D. The column
is composed of three snakes intertwined. The
heads have been broken away, but it still

retains the inscription commemorative of the
Hellenic states which took part in the second

Serrivomer

Persian war. C. T. Newton, Travels iit the
Levant, II. 25.

serpent-head (s6r'pent-hed), n. A common
name of fishes belonging to the family C^hio-
cephalidie, found in fresh waters of Asia and
Africa.

Serpentian (ser-pen'shian), ii. Same as Ser-
pentinian.

Serpentid (s6r'pen-tid), «. [Serpent -t- -id2.]

A meteor belonging to a flock which has its

radiant in the constellation Serpens.
In April many fine meteors diverge from Virgo and

Libra, while in May there are Serpentids, Scorpiids, and
Ophiuchids. Nature, April 14, 1904, p. 571.

serpentine, ». 5. In math. -. (a) The surface
generated by a sphere whose center travels
along a helix. (6) A special curve of the
third order. Newton.
serpent-kame (s^r'pent-kam), n. An elon-
gate curving ridge of roughly stratified sands

Scrpent-kame.

and gravels, supposed to mark the course of a
subglacial stream. See eskar. Dana, Manual
of Geol. (4th ed.),- p. 971.

serpent-ulcer (ser'pent-ul"s6r), ». A ser-
piginous ulcer ; one wlich travels over the sur-
face by healing on one side as it involves new
tissues on the other.

serpyllum (sfer-pil'um), n. [L. serpyllum, ser-

jiilliim, thyme.] Same as serpolet.

serra, «. 2. [Sp.] A fish, Alepisaums serra,

of the family Alepisauridie, known from the
coast of California. The type specimen, which
was four feet long and weighed seven pounds,
was discovered at Monterey in 1859. Jordan
and Evermann, Fishes of North .and Middle
Amer., p. 597.

Serraneilus (ser-a-nel'us), n. [NL., < Ser-

ranus + dim. -cllus.'] A genus of serranoid
fishes of Europe, typified by the common
Serraneilus scriba.

serranid (ser'a-nid), n. Any fish of the family
Scrrauidie or sea-bass.

serranine (ser'a-nin), n. A trade-name of a
Swedish explosive which resembles dualin
and sebastine.

serrate (ser'at), v. t.; pret. and pp. serrated,

p\>r. serra ting, [serrate, a.l To render serrate;
notch like a saw.

I'nder a sheltering headland the lateral waves which
run l>cfore the wind are snutll, and only serve to serrate
the crest of the wave which comes from the offing.

Geog. Jour. (R. O. 8.), XI. 639.

serratiform (se-rat'i-f6rm), a. [serrate +
-form.'] Having a serrate, notched, or toothed
form or appearance ; serrate. [Rare.]

serre-fine (sar-fen'), n. [F., < serrer, close, -1-

fine, a fine (blood-vessel).] A small spring-

forceps of spiral wire, used for closing a
wounded blood-vessel during an operation.

serre-noeud (sar-n6'), n. [F., < serrer, close,

-¥naii<t, knot.] An instrument for tightening
a ligature used in snaring off a tumor.
Semvomer (ser-i-v6'mfer), n. [NL., < L.
serra, saw, -I- vomer, plowshare.] A genus of

Strrivofner beattii,

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

snipe-eels, of the family Nemichthxjidse, found
in the deep sea offboth coasts of North America.



sertulum

sertulum (s^r'tu-liuu), «. ; pi. sertula (-lii).

[Dim. of L. sertum ; in plural, a garland.] In
hot.:' (a) An umbel. [Obsolete.] (i) A selec-

tion of plants scientifically treated.

Sertam (ser'tum), H. ; pi. seria (-8). [L. ; in

plural, a wreath or garland.] In bot., an ac-

count of, or report upon, a collection of plants.

serum, «. 4. The blood-serum of an animal
which has been rendered immune against
some disease by injections of increasing quan-
tities of the micro-organism of such disease

;

antitoxin. See scrum *dia<j>iOf:is and *immu-
nity, 5—Antlcbolera serum, antlplague serum.
See HaffUne't s.ri/i/i.— Antlstaphylococcus serum,
a serum suiifKwetl to l)e cunitive oi staphylococcus infec-

tions.— AntlstreptOCOCCUS serum. Same as gtrepto-

eoccug *«iTiim.— Artificial serum.a solution of certain

salts, chiefly chlorid of s4.Ktium, in the pivportions exist-

ing in the blood, used in cases of shock, blood-poisoning,

etc, bv intravenous injection or hypodennoclysis.—

BlOndeVs serum, the serum of fresh milk, obtained by
filtration after eoaj-ulation and neutralization. Its action

depends upon the presence of oxidases.— BlOOd-serum.
See Sfrum, 2. It is the liquid portion of the blot^d after

coagulation has occurred— a yellowish liquid which dif-

fers from the blotid.plasma in the absence of fibrinogen.

The latter has been decomposed during the prt>cess of

coagulation with the formation of fibrin and a small
amount of flbrinoglobulin. The term ' blood.senim ' is

sometimes though incorrectly used synonymously with
* blood.plasma.' or to designate the liquid portion of the

blood in contradistinction to the corpuscular elements.

—

Calmette'S serum, an antiserum against certain kinds
of snakep<iisoii— Dunbar's senmi, an antiserum
directed against the toxic action of the pollen of certain

plants, as Gramitiex, !Solidag«, Ambroma, etc., which is

thought to be the cause of hayfever.— Haffklne's
senun, either of two different sera which bear Hatfkine's

name. The one is directed against cholera and hence is

known as Haflane's cholera seru^n ; the other is directed
against plague, and is known as Haffkine'g antifAagne
terunu— Ixnmtme serum. See irimmune.— Loffler*s

Bezum, a 'bacteriological culture medium containing
Boliditted bl. KHl-serum. used in the cultivation of certain
bacteria, such as the diphtheria bacillus.— Mara^liano's
serum, an antituberculosis serum.—Marmorek's se-
rum, an antistreptococcus serum ; a serum intended to
combat infection with streptococci.— Motile serum, an
immune serum which contains flagellar agglutinins.

—

Non-motlle serum, an antiserum which contains
somatic agglutinins, in contradistinction to a senmi
which has been obtained with motile organisms and
hence contains also flagellar agglutinins.— Normal se-
mm, specifically in eerology, an antiserum one tenth of

a cubic centimeter of which will neutralize ten times
the minimum fatal dose of a given toxin.— Polyvalent
serum, an immune serum which contains antilxKlies

directed against more than one immunizing agent. Mar-
morek's antistreptococcus serum is a polyvalent serum,
resulting on immunization with several varieties of
streptococci.— Serum diagnosis. See irdiagnosis.--

Streptococcus serum, an antiserum to the action of
Btreptijctjcci.— Yeast serum, the serum of animals which
have been treated with increasing doses of yeast in their
food : suggested for the treatment of various infectious
diseases.- Yersln-Roux serum, (a) An antiplague
serum, (b) An antidiphtheritic serum.

Serum-agar (se'rum-a'gar), n. A medium for
growing certain bacteria, composed of blood-
serum and agar.

seminal (se'rum-al), a. [Irreg. < serum +
-ail.] Relating to or of the nature of serum
or of a serum.
eerom-identical (se'rum-i-den*ti-kal), a.

Showing the same behavior toward a given
immune serum: applied to related bacteria.
[Nonce-word.]
Further, in discussing the " specific " value of the test,

1 found that two clearly dilferentiable vibrios . . . were,
»o to speak, gerum-identical, that is, the serum of either
affected the other not only by the clumping test, but also
by the Pfeiffer bacteriolytic test and the protection
afforded to animals.
H, E. Durhaiti, in |Jour. Exper. Med., Jan. 15, 1901,

tp. 3S5.

senun-mucoid (se'rum-mu"koid), n. A mucoid
which is peculiar to the blood-serum.
aenuntherapy (se-rum-ther'a-pi), n. The
treatment of disease with the serum of ani-
mals which have been immunized against the
specific organisms, or their products, to which
the disease is supposedly referable. See im-
munity, 5, and serum ^diagnosis.

In spite, however, of the mass of data thus collected in
the study of the processes involved in meeting infection
and the establishment of cure and immunity, actual ad-
vances In serumtherapy and biological methods of treat-
ment during this period have not ''ej)t pace with theory.

Journal Med. Research, >'ov., 1908, p. 323.

serv. An abbreviation (rf) [cap.'] of Servia.

serva^e, n. 2. In old Eng. andfeudal law, the
bringing to his lord's service of other workmen
by a tenant in addition to his own service or
rent ; also, the like bringing of other vassals
by a subject to his sovereign or chief.

servant, »— Assigned servant. See *asingned.

server, n. 3. A male animal, particularly a
bull, that copulates with, or serves, the
female.
The bolls of these families are also good servers and sure

getters. Hep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 366.
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servery (s6r've-ri), n. A service-room ; a room
from which to serve (something). N. and Q.,
8th ser., VIII. 286.

service^, >i. 20. The act of coj)ulation between
domesticated animals, especially cattle and
horses.

There is no more important problem for the breeder to
consider than that of service.

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr.. 1901-02, p. 356.

Cut service, in lawn-tennis, a service in which the ball

is not hit squarely, but in which the racket draws strongly
across the ball, so that it curves or bounds very much out
of a straight line —Distinguished Service Order.
See *ordfr.— Porest service. See */ore(i(.— Long ser-
vice, a hawser that has been served for a long distance
to protect it from chafe.— Long-servlce man, an en-
listed man whose tenn of service has been a long one.

—

Overhand cut service, in tawn-tenniit, a cut service
made overhand, that is, with the serving hand near or
above the height of the shoulder.— Reclamation Ser-
vice, the organization created by the Secretary of the
Interior of the United .States to carry into effect the Re-
clamation Act of June 17, 1902, which devoted the pro-
ceeds of the disposal of public- lands to the construction
of irrigation works in 14 Western States and 2 Territories.
Tile expenditure to Jan. 1, 1909, amounted to about
$50,000,000.

All readily available sources of water supply have long
since been utilized, and systems for controlling the spring
floods and other waters now going to waste in the small
streams and rivers must be installed before the irrigated
acreage can be greatly extended. Many reservoirs have
already been constructed, and several projects of consid-
erable magnitude are now being considered by the Re-
clamation Service of the Federal Government.

Dept. Com. and Labor, Bur. of Census, Bulletin 16,

[Irrig. in U. S., 1902, p. 74.

Service by publication, the method of serving process
on those who evade service or who are without the juris-

diction. Usually the writ or notice is published in a jour-
nal which the court specifies and a copy thereof is mailed
to the person's last known address.— United States
Steamboat Inspection Service, a bureau under the
Department of Commerce and Labor, whose duty it is

to examine and license all classes of steam-vessels, and
certain classes of merchant sailing-vessels, and to grant
to eligible masters, mates, pilots, and engineers certifi-

cates of competency authorizing them to ser\'e in their
respective capacities on boa/d of the class of vessels for
which they have received license.

II. a. Used ordinarily and every day, as dis-

tinguished from use under unusual conditions
or in an emergency—Service wires, the wires which
connect the lamps, motors, or other apparatus to be sup-
plied, within a building or on the premises of a consumer,
with the mains of an electric lighting or power circuit.

service-board (ser'vis-bord), n. A small piece
of grooved flat board, attached to a handle,

SerTice.board.

used in place of a serving-mallet for winding
service stuff on small rope. Also called serving-

board.

service-court (str'vis-kort), n. In lawn-tennis,

the space in a tennis-court into which the ball
must be struck by the server.

service-pump (s^r'vis-pump), n. A pump used
every day and continuously for any duty, as
distinguished from an emergency-pump.
service-rail (ser'vis-ral), «. In railroading, an
ordinary rail in use on aline, as distinguished
from the rails in a cross-over switch or cross-
ing. See *stoclc-raii and *adhesion-rail.

service-stop (s6r'vis-stop), n. The gradual
stop of a train by use of the train-brake in

ordinary circumstances when it is desired to

retard the train : distinguished from the
emergency-stop, by which the train is brought
to rest in the shortest distance and time.

service-tree, n. 3. The mountain-ash, either
the European, Sorbus AHcnparia, or the Amer-
ican, S. American, the latter being usually
distinguished as the American service-tree.—4.
Same as service-berry, 3.

servigrous (sfer-vig'rus), o. Exceedingly or
severely vigorous: as, servigrous oratory.
[Prov.," Southern U. S.]

The Sun . . . employs that expressive provincialism of
the Southern mountaineer, " servigrous, ' in describing
the manner of oratory used by one of the . . . campaign

set

speakers. . . . The word is of familiar use in the east
Tennessee mountains, and has occasionally found its way
down in the central basin and western valleys of this
State.

Nashville Banner, quoted in the N. Y. Sun, Nov. 1, 190L

servil, a. and n. A simplified spelling of ser-
vile.

serving-stuff (sfer'ving-stuf), n. Naut., spun-
yarn, rope-yam, round-line, hambroline, etc.,

but especially the first.

servitial (ser-vish' al), a. [< L. serviti(um)
(see service) + -a/l.J Pertaining to a rela-
tion of service, such as that between servant
and master, child and parent.
servitude, n. 7. (b) In civil and Scots law,t\i&
subjection of a person or thing to another per-
son or thing. The word is generally used as
meaning an easement or real servitude.
— Mixed servitude, the subjection of persons to things,
or vice versa.— Natural servitude, a servitude which
arises by reason of the natural conditions of the land.

—

Real servitude, in Scots la w, a charge'or burden upon
one estate or tenement in favor of another,— Rnra.1 ser-
vitude, urban !servitude. See predial servitude, un-
der t^iTi-itiide.

Servo-Croatian (ser"vo-kr6-a'shian), n. Ser-
vian and Croatian considered as practically
one Slavic dialect. Keane, Ethnology, p. 412.

servo-motor (ser'vo-mo'tor), n. [F. servo-
motcur, irreg. < L. servire, serve, assist, -t-

motor, a mover.] A motor whose movements
are automatically controlled and follow the
motions of a controlling apparatus.
The regulation of the turbine, which meets even the

greatest requirements, is effected in a way similar to the
hydraulic turbine of the Swiss company by means of an
extremely sensitive spring governor, including a servo-
motor, the entering tension of the steam being altered ac-
cording to the different loads.

Amer. Inventor, July 16, 1904, p. 316.

sesame-oil, "— Oerman sesame-oil, camelina.oil
or gold-of-pleasure oil, obtained from the seeds of Came-
Una sativa. See gold-o.f-pleasure.

Sesi (sa-se'), M. [Cuban Sp. sesi, a,\sojesi, from
an aboriginal name.] The black-fin snapper,
Lutjanus buccanella, a common West Indian
market-fish, crimson above and silvery be-
neath. Also called boucanelle and sesi de lo

alto ('sesi of the deep sea')-

sesquialter, H. II. a. In bot., e&me as sesqui-
alteral (h). Compare *hemiologamous. Jack-
son, Glossary.

sesquicentennial (ses'^kwi-sen-ten'i-al), a.

and H. [L. sesqui, one half more, -I- E. cen-

tennial.'] I. a. Relating or pertaining to a
period of a century and a half ; one-hundred-
and-fiftieth : as, a sesquicentennial celebration.

II. «. A one-hundred-and-fiftieth anniver-
sary.

sesquisulphuret (ses-kwi-sul'fu-ret), n. Same
as susquisulphid.

sesquiterpene (ses-kwi-tfer'pen), n. [sesqui-

+ terpene.] The class name applied, in
organic chemistry, to hydrocarbons of the
formula C15H04, possessing a closed-chain
structure. The term is derived from the fact
that the terpenes have the formula CioHjg.
sessil, a. A simplified spelling of sessile.

sessility (se-sil'i-ti), «. [^sessile.'] The con-
dition of being sessile. Amer. Geol., April,

1903, p. 204.

sestiadt (ses'ti-ad), n. [Irreg. < It. sesto (L.

sextns), sixth (as in sestina), -\- -!arf(asin Uiad,
which Chapman translated), for -ad"^ (as in

decad, etc.). The proper term would be
hexad.l One of six parts or divisions : applied
by Chapman to his divisions, six in number, of
Marlowe's (unfinished) narrative poem "Hero
and Leander," including the four parts added
by himself.

The arguments of all the Settiads are by Chapman

;

who when he continued Hero and Leander, divided into

the First and Second Sestiads that jiortion of the poem
which was written by Marlowe.

Dyce, ed. Marlowe, "Works, III. 1, note.

Sestian (ses'ti-an), n. [Sesto, near Florence,
Italy, -I- -ian.'] "In geol., the lowest stage of
the Oligocene Tertiary in the northern Apen-
nines of Italy.

sestino (ses-te'no), n. [It., < sesto, sixth, < L.
sextus, sixth.] Abronze or copper coin struck
in the name of Louis XII. of France as king
of Naples (1501-1503).

Sesuto (se-s6't6), n. [Basuto.] The language
of the Basuto people ; one of the Bantu lan-

guages of Africa. Keane, Ethnology, p. 274.

setl, f . I. trans. 35. In /ooi-rflcinjr, the order
(set!) given to the runners by the starter just

before firing his pistol.— 36. In dominoes, 10

put dowB the first stone; pose— Setting-up ex-
ercises. Same as setting-up kdrill.—'Io set across, to



set

cany or fern.- to the opposite side of a river, lake, or the
like.— To set flying. &ee *ji!/ing.~'To set Out. 0)
In dressing skins, to smooth or work out flat and even
with a machine or by hand. C. T. Davia, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 214. {k) In printing, to exhanst (all the
available type in a case or in a font).— To set the
"Watdlito call out the night watch aboard ship.—To set
np. ip) To erect or put in place with the parts fitted t^i-

gether in correct adjustment and ready for use: said of
surveying instruments, steam-engines, etc.

H. intrans. 12. To become attached to a
support and, hence, likely to sui-vive and to

grow to maturity, as oyster spawn; strike, as
spawn. Stand. Dict.—^o setout (to), to undertake
(to do something) ; to make up one's mind (to do some-
thing).

VTe . . . kerry a hollerday, ef we set owf,

Ez Btiddily ez thougli 't wuz a retloubt.

Loiceit, Biglow Papers 2d ser., vi.

set^, p' d- 8. In cricketj likely to make a good
score ; able to play the bowling : said of a
batsman.

set^, H. 18, (d) An upsetting tool used as a
punch with a hammer to give saw-teeth the
desired angle from the plane of the plate or a
width greater than the plate where they cut
the wood, (e) A swage or upsetting tool

for forming rivet-heads. Also called a sytap.

(/) A steel pin for driving finishing-nails into

or below the surface of wood, or in places
where the hammer-head cannot reach, (g) A
form of spanner in which the holder for the
nut or bolt-head is made by bending the shank
around and back upon itself until the desired
figure is formed by the bent stock, (h) A
piece of hard wood placed on top of a pile to

transmit the blows of the falling head when
the pile proper has gone so far down that it

cannot be struck directly, (t) The amount of

compression which a sprmgtakes under a load.

(j) A device like a screw-clamp to bold two
parts together until they are fitted or joined.
— 27. In math,, a sequence of things simply
arranged; a series of terms; an aggregate of

points; a manifold; an assemblage.

Open set* and the theory of content: by Dr. W. H.
Young. Two definitions of the content of an open set are
given, and are shown to be in agreement for that class of

open tete which has the property that the content of the
$et, obtained by adding to any number of the class any
««( of non-overlapping inter\'a!8, ise<iual to the sum of the
content* of the com[)<>iient netg. This class contains all

known open netJt, and all those obtainable from them by
any of the ordinary processes.

Sattire, Jan. 28, 1904, p. 311,

28. Inphys.j a change of molecular arrange-
ment or structure, in general of the nature of
a strain, which remains after the stress which
produced it has been removed. A set which
gradually diminishes and finally disappears is

called a temporary set; one which does not is

a, permanent set.

Precautions are needed to avoid the Influence of tempo-
rary »et, or hyst«re8is in the reststanceof the filament. .

.

and especially the permanent ttet due t^) abnomially high
voltage. W. M. Stine, Photometrical ilea8urenient«,p.iyi.

29. In curryingj an uneven place on the flesh

side of a hide, caused by careless splitting.

[Rare.] Modern Amer. Tanning^ p. 167.—30.
A paving-block; also a curbstone. [Bare in

the United States.]
It is paved with setts, 6 inches by 3 inches, with a

1-inch gap, and has a regular but fairly rough surface.
Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 348,

This may be due to the fact that as the wheel travels

faster, it has leas time to fall into the little holes in the
roadway, merely skinmiing along the tops of the ridges.

WelMaid setts under these circumstances, even with
wide, deep gaps, iorm a perfectly smooth track at high
peeds. In some tests it was even found that the tractive

effort was smaller for setts than for macadam.
Elect. World and Ewjin., Nov. 21, 1903, p. 85L

Articles of set. See *arfiV/c.— Closed set, in innM.,
a set every fundamental set in whicli has a limit in it

—

Coherent sets, in math., two funtlamental seta or
series wholly ascending or wholly descending are coher-
ent: (n if btjth are ascending, and after any term of

either tnere is always a term <*i the other; (2) if bt)th are
descending, and before any term of either there is always
a terra of the other; (3) if one is ascending, the other
descending, and the one wholly precedes the other, and
there is at most one tenn which is between the two
fundamental sets.— Cohesive set, in math., a set for

any two elements of which, /ancU, if e is an arbitrary dis-

tance of the kind presented by the set, for e given in ad-
vance and as small as we please, there is always a finite

number of elements, tj, tg, . • . U, belonging to the set,

snch that the distan<-«-s ttj. X-^U, t^t^. . . . t^t' are all less

than t.— Compact set, in math., a set having a term be-
tween any two.— Complete set, in math., those terms,
and only lh'«e terms, which have the generating rela-

tion or its converse to sf^nne one term, together with that
one tenn.— CondeXLSed set, in math., a set each of the
terms <jf which is a principal term.— Connected set, in

math., a set such that, given any two of it* terms, there is

a certain finite number (net necessarily nniijiie) "f steps
from rjiie term to the next by which we can j>ass from one
of our two terms U> theother.- Content ofaclosedset
of points. If each point of a closed set of points is in-

closed in a small interval of which it is the mid-point,
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the limit of the sum of the finite number of non-overlap-
ping intervals filled up by these small overlapping inter-
vals, when the lengths of these latter are indefinitely
decreased, is the content Ip of the set of points.- Con-
tinuous set. Same as contimioti^series.— Countable
set. Same as demimerable *6¥f.— Countablv Infinite
set, in math., a set in one-to-one coiTesponuence with
the scale of the natural numbers.— Deduced set. Given
any finite or infinite number of seta of points, that set
which contains all the points which belong to every set,

and no other points, is the deduced set— Dense set,
in math., a set between every two unequal elements of
which there is another element— Denumerable set, in
math., a set which can be exhibited as a series having a
first term and in which every term takes a specifiable
place ; a set the elements of which can be put into one-
to-one coiTespondence with the elements of a progres-
sion.— Derivative Of a set; in math., the asseml)lage
of all its limiting points (/iVxf derivative). The first deriv-
ative of the fii-st derivative is the second derivative, and so
on.—Derived set. Same as rfeWt'a^'ceo/a*se(.— Equi-
valent sets, in math., two sets, A and B, when, and only
when, it is possible to set up between the elements of A
and those of B a one-to-one correspondence.—Funda-
mental set, of a given series, every progression or regres-
sion which belongs to the given series.— Hanging sets,
in minintj, timbers to which the cribs are suspended in
sinking through soft strata.- Infinite set, in math., a
set having a proper part equivalent to the whole ; a set
which can be put into<^)ne-to-one correspttndence with a
proper part of itaeif.— Limit Of a fundamental set
contained in any one-dimensional set or series, in the
case of a pn^ression, a term such that it comes after the
whole progression, but every tenn before the limit comes
before some term of the pn^ression.— Linear set, in
math., a one-dimensional .set; a set representable by
points on a straight line.— Multitude of a set. Same
as -kpotency of a ^ff.— Normally ordered set. Same
AS well-ordered set. See *I^'V^o^.^r^/, 2.— Nucleus Of
a set. See *««c;<'(w.— Numerable set. Same as (^c-

nitmerable -^set.— Open set. (a) See ttrill itset. (h)

In math., a set which is not closed. See extract under
'ksetl,n.,27. (c) In cort^Jii /nm^;. the unfilled space between
pack-walls.— Ordinal set. Same as ordinal itm/ntem.
— Partial set, in ninth., a set which is coimected but not
complete.^ Perfect set, in math., one which ii; closed and
condensed.— Permanent set, in ph!/s.,a. strain which
lastA indefinitely after the release from stress. See^jfcfl,
n.,28.— Potency of a set, its Cantorian cardinal number.
See *nio;(Vr.— Power of a set. Same as potena/ of a
•«^f.— Rib set. See tuiii*^,-t.~~Set dense in itself.
Same as condensed **(?.— Similar sets, in math., two
sets such that there exists a one-t<>-one relation which
couples every element of either with one, and only one,
element of the other.— Simply ordered set, in math.,
a set the element* of which have been arranged in an
order of succession having the two following properties

:

(1) of any two elements mj ami m*>, one, mi, has the
lower, the other, '*< _, has the higher rank ; (2) if of three
elements, »ij, ?»2, '-''-. the i«i is of lower rank than m^,
and m^ of lower raik than m^, then thj also is of lower
rank than »»3.— Spread set, a bending sidewise of saw-
teeth by a swage or set, as distinguished from the up set
given to chisel-edge teeth used for cutting with the grain
and the spring set given by sidewise bending.— Spring
set, the ben(ling of the t«eth of a saw sidewise U> form
the kerf-width and prevent cramping of the blade.

—

Temporary set, in phi/s., a set «»r strain of any sort
which lasts after the removal of stress, but which grad-
ually disappears. See itsetl. n., 28.— Theory Of sets, in
TfinfA., a fundamental branch of mathematics (assemblage-
the<iry) due. aa regards its chamcteristic concepts and
their orcanization into a <listinct body of coherent doc-
trine, chiefiy to (Jeijrg Cant^ir (dating from 1870).—The
smart set, the ultrafashionabk'memberaof fashionable
Sfjciety. [Sixnety slang.]- Twill set, one of the three
methfuls of inserting wire into the foundation of card-
clothing. The other two methods arc called open set and
rib set.—JJpper segment of a set, in math., all terms
greater than m. if m^ is a single term, or greater than a
variable term (some tenn) of ju, if t^ is a class ttf tenns all

of which are greater than some fixed term of the set, and
if fi has no minimum, that i.s, if every term of n is greater
than some other term of m-—Well-Ordered set. See
tr well-ordered, 2.

seta, W.— ASrOStatiC setss, certain hairs or bristles

which occur on the young Iar\"re of the nun-moth,
Psilura monftcha, and allied bombycids, and of which
each bears a small bladder in the middle. They possibly
aid the spread of the lar\-a) by the wind. Cambridge
yat. HiM., VI. AOS.

Setarches (se-tar'kez), «. [NXj., < L. seta., a
bristle, + Gr. apx^'^y the rectum.] A genus
of scorpienoid fishes inhabiting deep water in

temperate and warm seas.

set-back, n. 5. Any game in which a failtire

to score is counted by setting back the player
instead of allowing his adversary to add the
points to his score: usually restricted to

games such as all-fours, in which there is bid-
ding for the trump.

set-copper (set'kop'^^r), «. A condition of
the copper in the reverberatory process for

refining crude copper, when the impurities
have been oxidized and the amount of dis-

solved cuprous oxid has reached a certain

point (about 6 per cent.). See the extract.

In refining copper, the metal is melted down in a re-

verberatfjry furnace in a more or less oxidizing atmo-
sphere and then fuilher subjected to an oxidizing smelting
in order to eliminate the connnop impurities, most of
which have a stronger attinity for oxygen than has copper.
In these operations some of the copper is oxidized to
cuprr)U8 oxide and dissolved by the metal bath. When
the quantity of disst>lved cuprous oxide has reached
about (! per cent, the metal is said to have been brought
to " $et-copper."

Elecirochem. Industry, March, 1904, p. 87.

setting-hammer

set-down^ (set'doun), n. Iset^ + down.'] A
meal to sit down to (implying luxury). [Slang.]
He would hardly speak to me, he felt so important,

but his main notion of style now is a sumptuous "set-
down " and a well-filled pipe of " snipe " after it. Even
if you should find him dressed in newspapers and a blue
necktie he would not mind to-day, provided you caught
him tucking away the set'dmvn.

Josiah Flyni, in McClure's Mag., June, 1901, p. 117.

seter (se'ter), n. [Also (Shetland and Orkney)
seaterj setter ^ saeter ; Norw. sseter, seter, Sw.
sdterj Icel. ssetr, setr, mountain pastures, dairy
lands.] 1, A pasture; a meadow; in Scandi-
navia, a mountain pasture to which the cattle
are driven up and where they remain during
the summer months.
A lai^e area of forest and mountain is attached to each

farm, and there are usually one or two sxters on the
mountain, to which the cows are driven for about three
months in summer. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 137.

It is discovered . . . that B— went to pay a door-yard
call on O— B—, who lives on the saeter where the wind
and the bald granite scaurs fight it out together.

Ji. Kipling, in Harper's Mag., May, 1900, p. 867.

2. A wave-cut terrace in solid rock, marking
the former position of the strand.

He believes that these phenomena extended even to
the Norwegian coast, and that the strand-lines of the
fjords, whether in the fonn of platforms eroded out of
the solid rock (seter) or terraces of sediment, mark former
levels of lakes that filled these valleys when their mouths
were blocked up with the ice-sheet.

Nature, June 2, 1904, p. Ul.

setfast (set'fast), n. A boil.

Setigerous sac. See *srtc2.

set-line (set'lin), «. A fish-line with a baited
hook which is set or anchored : often a long
line stretched horizontally, from which several
shorter lines with baited hooks hang.
set-nut (set'nut), 7*. 1. A nut screwed home
on top of another, to take up any slack in the
fitting of the threads and increase the friction
of the helical surfaces on each other, so that
unscrewing will be less likely or will be pre-
vented; a jam-nut; a safety-nut; a pinebing-
nut.— 2. A jam-nut with a radial set-screw
made home against the stock of the bolt, so as
to lessen the likelihood of the unscrewing of
either nut.

seton (se'ton), v. i. [setouj w.] To pass a tape
or strip of linen through the skin to form a
fistula; use a seton-needle and seton to obtain
counter-irritation, to apply medicaments, and
to secure drainage.
Many plans of prevention have been adopted, such as

bleeding, «e(o7iV Hi;, feeding upon diuretics and alteratives,
all with the object of keeping down the condition, and
thus making the animals less susceptible.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 254.

set-screw, n. (c) Specifically, a screw having
a square head, the distance across the flats of
the head being equal to the diameter of the
screw.

setsicker (set'sik-^r), h. Same as -^sitfastf 2.

set-square (set'skwar), n. 1. In drafting or
plotting, a form of T-square in which the blade
cAn be rotated with respect to the head and
can be set at any desired angle by means of a
graduated arc : used for laying off parallel
lines at any given angle of obliquity with the
edge of the drawing-board.

It obviates the use of the protractor, since the points
can be projected with scale, T-square, and set-square, and
the work can be set out more accurately than with any
protractor. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. SSL

2. A square or right-angled triangle with
acute angles of 45° or of 30° and 60°, used
where the try-square (in which the stock is

thicker than the blade) is not convenient.

sett'-^, n. Same as *scfi, n,, 30.

setter^jW. 5. A machine for setting out hides.
See to "^set out (J). Modern Amer. Tanning,
p. 113.

setting, n. 12. The temporary station of a
portable sawmill, yarding-engine, or other
machine used in logging.— 13. A wash of gum
or other suitable material applied to the sur-
face of a pencil or crayon drawing on paper in
order to prevent the work of the artist from
being rubbed off; a fixative.— Indian setting, a
mode of setting imperfect gems whereby the nonnal
upper or under surfaces are set face outward and are
inclosed in the setting so that the fiaws are not visible.

—

Setting out. (c) In arch., the practice and art of fixing
the exact place for any work to be done, as of a house
upon its site, the paths and terraces of a garden, and the
like. The term includes the detemiining of vertical
height as well as of the horizontal jilan.

setting-hammer (set'ing-ham*6r), n. 1. A
tinsmith's hammer, having a square head and
a chisel-shaped peen.— 2. A light hand-ham-



setting-hammer

mer used for swaging the teeth of saws in set-

ting them. It has & special shape to enable one
Tooth to be hit without striking the next also.

setting-maclline, n. 2. A machine for setting

leather. See set^f v. t.j 33. Modern Amer,
Tautiiug, p. 116.

setting-point (set'ing-poiut), n. 1. The point

of adjustment or setting of any mechanism.

—

2. The position of any machiue, or part of a
machine, in which adjustment is most conve-
niently made.— 3. The point or place in a
machine where adjustment is arranged for

or is designed to take place.

setting-screw (set'iug-skro), n. 1. A screw
by which cams or timing devices may be so

adjusted as to do their work as desired.— 2.

A set-screw; a screw by which pulleys or

collars are fastened or adjusted on a shaft.

The screw passes radially through hub or

collar, and bottoms or beds upon the shaft,

holding the hub or collar from slipping round
or lengthwise. Sometimes the set-screw en-

ters a counterbore made for it in the circum-
ference of the shaft.

8etting8-in(set-ingz-iu'), n. pi. Imperfections
in velveteens and similar fabrics.

setting-stone (set'ing-stou), «. A stone used
io setting leather. See set^, v. t, 33. C. T.

Davis, Mauuf, of Leather, p. 416.

settlement^, «. 10. In pathoLy determinate
nosological position.

Even more set diseases begau to lose their settlements,

and were rect^nized as tonus of series.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 611.

Chnrch, college settlement. See social -ttsettleinent.—
Land settlement, in India, the assessment of the land-
tax. The Jissessor is styled the settlement ojicer. The
details vary in different provinces, but in general a set-

tlenien is a decision as to the agricultui-al capacity of a
district and the value of its produce. The result is what
is known as a settlement report, which records the mass
of agricultural statistics and fomis a basis fur assessment.
Often spoken of as settlement simply : as, the " nettlenient

is preceded by the Burvey."— Settlement officer. See
tond*«««iem«n^— Settlementreport. See land -kset-

Uement,— Social settlement, a idace of residence and
Taried social activity establislied by educated men or
women in a neglected or unfavored neighborho»>d, for the
purpose of bringing about acquaintance and sympathetic
relations between educated people and the less foiiu-

nate ones living in such districts. Such houses are known
also as uniceraity settlements, college settlements, church
settlements, church houses, and neighborhood houses. The
first experiment of the kind was To>-nbee Hall, East Jjon-

don, established in 1884 by the Rev. Samuel A. Bamett
in memory of Arnold Tojiibee, an Oxford student who
died before hts efforts to found a Sfjcial center of this

kind were realized. The college settlement on Rivington
street, S'ew York city, was established by college women
In 1889, and Hull House in Chicago by Miss Jane Addania
In the same year. The activities of the social settlement
have been enlarged from time to time, and now include
reading-ro<Hn8, baths, gymnasiums, playgrounds, lectures,

musical instruction, and classes iu drawing, literature,

kitehen-gardening an<l economics, and sometimes relig-

ious instructicm. Day-nurseries, dispensaries, employ-
ment bureaus, and savings-banks also ai'e carried on.

iluch attention is given by most of the social settlements
to developing the play side of life. Social cluba and en-
tertainments are instituted, witli the object of providing
means of recreation for those of all ages. Interest in

civic activities is likewise stimulated, and the larger
social welfare is kept in mind. In 1898 there were fifty

college settlements in Great Britain and eighty in the
United States. At present there are more than a hun-
dred social centers in the United Stat«9 of the kind
described, a number of which bear the title of college
settlement There are social settlements in .Tajian, iu

India, and in New South Wales.— University settle-
ment. See social *«e(Wemenft— Village settlement, a
settlement of immigrant families in a village instead of
on scattered farms, the lands granted by the govenmient
for the settlement being owned and worked by the vil-

lagers in common : an experiment in colonizing first

attempted in New Zealand, whence, being successful, it

was introtluced into the colonies in Australia.

Settlers* matches. See '^fnatch^.

settler's-twine (sefU-rz-twin''''), «. A grass-
like fiber-plant, Gymnostachys anceps, belong-
ine: to the arum family, nsed in Now South
Wales and Queensland as twine. When used
for any purpose where particular strf^nf^h is

required, the leaves are prepared by singeing
them in fire or hot ashes. Also called travcl-

cfs-ffrass.

settling-back (set'ling-bak), n. Same as
*riid:in{}-hack.

settling-well (set'ling-wel), n. A well or
basin in which water or other liquid is allowed
to stand so that suspended matter or sedi-

ment may settle before the water or other
liquid is drawn off for subsequent use. Elect.

World and Engin., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 39G.

setwell (set'wcl), n. Same as setwall.

set-work, n. 3. In a sawmill, the mechanism
of the carriage by which the log upon it is

automatically set or fed to the saw after each
advance of the carriage and is made to present
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a new section to the saw, this movement de-

termining the thickness of the board or plank
to be cut,

Sevatian (se-va'shian), n. In gcol., the upper
division of the Juvavian stage in the pelagic
Trias of the Mediterranean basin.

seven. I. «.—The seven perfect colors, in the man-
ufacture of oriental cm-pets, indigo, bhie, green, yellow,

orange, rose, and red. liurlinytvn Mai;., I. 79.

II. Ji . — Under and over seven, a dice-game played
with two dice and a lay-out upon which three adjoining

spaces are maiked U, 7, O. After the beta are placed,

the banker throws and pays even money ou all bets in U
if the throw is less than 7, on all in O if the throw is over
7. Bets on 7 flat pay 3 for 1. When 7 is thrown the
bank takes all the money placed on U and 0.

seven-bark (sev'n-bark), n. The wild hydran-
gea. Hydrangea arborescens. Bucky Med.
Handbook, IV. 774.

seven-sisters (sev'n-sis''''t6rz), n. Either the
sun-spurge, Euphorbia Helioscopiay or the
petty spurge, E. Peplns.

seventh, ".—Natural seventh, in music, either a
seventh t<jne in a scale derived from the seventh partial

tone of the key-note, or the interval between such a tone
and the key-note.

seventh-chord, ".—Leading seventh-chord, in

music, a seventh-chord on the leading tone, usually con-

sidered to be a dominant ninth-chord with its root

omitted.
Sevres alloy. Same as inyor.— Sevres blue. See
-kblue.

sew^, V. t. 3. In bookbindingj to pass the
thread separately through the creased fold of

each section of (an unbound book).

Sewage irrigation. See -^irrigation.

sewage-farm (su'aj-farm), n. A farm or field

suitably otnbankecland underdrained and pro-

vided with proper channels and sluices, used
for the purpose of sewage disposal by the

method of irrigation, in which the production
of agricultural crops may be either a primary
or a secondary object.

The Trent valley, in the southern part of the county,
constitutes an important migration route, but with the
exception of the sewage/arm near Eggiuton there is but
little to attract wild fowl and waders.

Athenaeum, Feb.' 3, 1906, p. 129.

sewage-siphon (su'aj-si''''fon), n. An arrange-
ment of piping in connection with under-
ground receptacles for sewage, or in disposal
plants, by which the liquid is removed by
siphoning, usually automatic, so as to effect

a preliminary separation before the discharge
is conveyed to disposing-works, or to retain

the sewage in a contact-bed for a specified

time and then discharge it.

sewage-sludge (su'aj-sluj), n. The precipi-
tate or solid residue remaining after the usual
treatment of sewage in sewage-disposal sys-

tems. It is often pressed into cakes after
filtration.

sewer^ (sfi'^r), r. H, intrans. To empty as
a sewer; discharge sewage.
Another change, slow in operation but serious in

results, is that induced by the establishment of sewerage
systems in river towns, through the growth of a popula-
tion which naturally sewers into the river.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VIII. 277.

sewer-brick (su'6r-brik), n. See *6ricA-2.

sewering (su'er-ing), 71. The system of drains
and conduits by means of which drainage and
sewage are collected and conveyed by gravity
to an outfall or a place of disposal.

sewer-machine (su'er-ma-shen ''''), n. 1, A
special form of excavator of the chain-

Sewer-machine.

bucket dredge type used to cut the ditch or
trench for sewers or other underground con-
duits by mechanical means and do away with
hand-labor and improve the speed of such
work. The excavating is done by steel buckets carried
on an extension frame and fed downward and forward by
p()wer as the material is removed. The excavating and
elevating frame is carried upon the front part of a steam-

sewing-machine
driven traction-engine the wheels of which rest upon the
edges of the ditch on each side, and the whole machine
can be self-propelled forward as the cut is made. A
conveyer belt or buckets receive the discharged dirt from
the excavating buckets, and can drop it at one side.

2. A name less correctly given to the com-
bination of wire-rope tramway with hoisting
capacity, used in making sewer trenches, or
similar excavations for subways or pipe-lines.
It consists of a series of A-shaped frames placed in a line
astride of the trench and supporting an overhead track on
which a trolley, supporting a hoisting-block and bucket,
traverses the whole length of the machine. At the ad-
vance end of the machine is a small house supported on
wheels, which travels on a temjiomry track laid on the
ground and contains a boiler and winding-engine, the
engine controlling, by means of wire ropes, the hoisting of
the bucket and the movements of the trolley. In opera-
tion the bucket, when filled in the trench, is hoisted to the
trolley and hauled in either direction along the track to
the dumping-place. As the trench advances, the power-
house is moved forward and the frames and sections of
track are taken down at the rear end of the work and
reset in advance, the entire machine thus continually
moving forward.

sewer-pipe (su'er-pip), n. A pipe for the con-
ducting of sewage or drainage: usually a pipe
of glazed earthenware with bell-and-spigot
joints laid underground. It is distinguished
from a soil-pipe in that the latter generally
conveys the discharge from privies and water-
closets of residences only, and not storm-
water from the streets. The soil-pipe is

usually a branch into the sewer-pipe.

sewer-trap (su'^r-trap), w. A device to seal
the discharge-duct into a sewer-pipe in order
to prevent the flow of gas or sewer-air into
the house-drain : usually a water-seal, in a
U-shaped piece of pipe of metal or glazed
earthenware.

sewing-machine, n. 1 . The following are types of
sewing-machines: (a) Straight-ahead machine, any ma-
chine in which the stitching is directly forward or in a
straight line. The ordinary machine for domestic sewing
is an example, (b) Special machine, any machine on
which a special kind of stitching may be done or which
is used on special kinds of work or material, as the car-

pet-sewing and the button-sewing machine, (c) Cylinder-
bed machine, a machine in which a cylinder-ann takes
the place of the bed-plate or table of ordinary machines.
The cylinder-bed is designed to facilitate the handling of

the work, particularly in sewing shoes, skirta, and large

garments (d) Fancy-stitching machine, a sewing-ma-
chine having one needle and no feed, the object being to
give the operator complete control over the movement ol

the fabric aa it passes under the needle, and to give a
free hand-feed that is useful in decorative, ornamental,
and fancy stitching, etc. (c) Overseaming-machine, any
machine adapted to the overseaming or zigzag stitch.

In this class of machines the needle-bar which support*
the needle is held by a pivoted frame which, by suitable

connections, can be given a reciprocating sidewise motion
which changes the position of the needle at each stroke.

As the feed-motion also advances at each stroke, the
stitching is drawn out into an angulai* or zigzag figure.

Since the stroke or shove of the needle and the feed are
under the control of the operator, the combined motions
can be used to make & great variety of stitches, adapt- _

ed to a wide range of work. (.0 Two-needle machine,
any machine employing two needles and making two

parallel rows of

/ stitches. Tlie
needles may be
fixed in the same
relative posi-
tions, or the ma-
chine may be of
the over-seam-
ing type. Two-
needle machines
are adapted to a
great variety of
work, from car-
pet-sewing to
the finest deco-
rative and em-
broidery sewing.

( g ) Multiple-
needle machine^
any machine em-
ploying from
three to twelve
needles. The
needles may be
arranged side by
side at equ^
distances ajMut,
or in groups
adapted to differ-

ent stitching, as
in staying, cord-
ing, boning, and
oUier special
work.

3, In shoe-
ma nuf.f a
machine

i«, u^^Idling pui AJL3 ^puiltt ii^t ^as^-vit. ^J^J| '^^ * .

for (eed. pressure-foot); *. whirl ; c, Stanley TOr SCWing
steam-horn; </, feed-link ; ^. shaft for rocker ; louflioi' KniH
/.needle-lever: ^.eccentric strap; A. ratchet-

reamer, DUIll

pawls; i. hand-lerer; >. friction-pulley: *. UpOU tUC gCn-
friction-whecl; /.feed-cams; *h, steam wax- „-q1 i-tlon r\f
pot; n. tension-truck. fJ^^'^ P^^"

.

**'

the machine
for sewing fabrics. It appears in a great
variety of forms and tmder many different

Sole-sewing Machine,
rt, operating points (point for cast-off. point



sewing-machine

names, as fair-stitch machine, counter-stitcher,

saddle-seam machine, wax-thread machine, out-

sole stitcher, etc. The illustration shows a
typical sole-sewing machine of the McKay
type Carp6t-8ewln£ machine, a portable hand-
power sewing-machine used in sewing together matched
lengths of carpet. The two pieces of carpet to be sewn
are matched, and suspended face to face with the edges
Joined in a suspending- and stretching-machine. The
sewing-machine is then hung on the joined edges, and
ia operated by turning a crank, the machine automati-
cally feeding itself to the work as fast as the stitching

is done. A larger clamping- and stretching-machine em-
ploys a power sewing-machine that is suspended from
a traveling cable over the edges of the carpet-lengths.

An extra heavy overseaming sewing-machine having a
wide table is used in sewing carpets. A blind-stitch car-

pet-serging machine is also used in sewing pile carpets

by employmg a guide to turn the pile away from the edge
of the carpet while the stitch is being made.

sewing-spasm (so'ing-spazm), n. Same as
seamstresses' cramp.

sewing-table, «. 3. A long bench or table on
which a number of sewing-machines are
placed. A shaft extends under the table to

give power to the machines by means of short

belts. The operator, seated before his ma-
chine, controls the power, as required, by a
treadle and independently of all the other
machines.
sewing-thread (so'ing-thred), n. A three-ply
twisted yarn suitably finished for tise in
sewing.
sex-abortion (seks'a-bor'shon), n. Inentom.,
the phenomenon of the production of sexless

adults, as the worker, soldier, and other
castes in certain social hymenopterous and
isopterous insects. L. 0. Howard, Insect
Book, p. 1.

Sexagesimal system. See ^system.

sexavalence (sek-sav'a-lens), n. Same as
*h<'X<iriili nfij.

sexavalent (sek-sav'a-lent), a. Same as hex-

avalent.

Sulphur is . . . texaoalent as regards oxygen.
D. I. Mtndelejef, in Athemeum, April 8, 11105, p. 437.

sex-cell (seks'sel), n. A reproductive cell,

either the sperm-cell of the male or the ovum
of the female, or one of the cells from which
they arise by division, such as the spermato-
gonia and the oogonia.

sexcuspidate (seks-kus'pi-dat), a. [L. sex,

six, + E. cttspidate.'] Having six projections
or cusps, as the molar teeth of some mammals

;

sextuberculate. I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899,

p. 560.

Sexenary (sek'se-na-ri), a. [L. sex, six, -f-

^ini, as in centeni (see centenary), + -«ry.] In
arith., having a scale of notation with the
radix fi.

sexigesimal (sek-si-jes'i-mal), a. An errone-
ous spelling of sexagesimal.

sexipolar (sek'si-po-lar), a. [L. wx, six,
-)- E. polar.^ Having six poles Sexipolar
field, a magnetic field, as in certjiin gt-iicrat.us :i]id

motors, due to six magnet poles.— Sexipolar fifenerator
or motor, a machine with six ptile-pieces.

sexitubercular (sek'si-tii-btr'ku-lar), a. [L.
sex, six, + E. tubercular.'] Having six cusps,

or points, as do the molar teeth of some mam-
mals; sextuberculate. II. F. Osborn, in Bul-
letin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1902, p. 179.

sexituberculv (sek"si-tu-b^r'kii-U), n. [sexi-

tuherc'iliar) + -y^.] The fact or condition of
having six cusps or tubercles, as do the molar
teeth of some mammals.

.Superior molars pr<jgres8ive fn^m tri- to SfxituhercMly,

with pnjgressive external cingulum, but without meso-
tyle.
U. F. Otbom, In Bulletin Amer. Mm. Nat. Hist, 1902, p.

11T».

sex-prepotency (seks'pre-po'ten-si), 11. See
*prrpotency.

sextet, n. 2. A bicycle for six riders,

sextil, a. and n. A simplified spelling of sextile.

sextlle, a. n. n. The aspect of two planets,

or of the sun and a planet, when they are at a
distance of 60 degrees from each other.

Sextillionth (seks-til'yonth), a. and n. I. a.

Last in a series of sextlllion ; also, being one
of sextlllion equal parts.

II. n. One of sextlllion equal parts ; the
ratio of unity to sextlllion.

sextipara (seks-tip'a-ra), n. [L. sextus. sixth,

+ parrre, bring forth.'] A woman who has
passed through six pregnancies.

sextaberculate (seks-tii-b^r'kti-lat), a. [L.
sex, six, -t- E. tuberculate.'] Ilaving six pro-
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jections, cusps, or tubercles, as the molar
teeth of some mammals; sexcuspidate. Froc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 558.

sextuple. I. a.— Sextupletelepraph, a telegraphic
device for sending six n)essages simultaneously over a
single wire ; a sextuplex telegraph.

II. n. Same as sextuple *press. Census
Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 63.

sextuplex (seks'tu-pleks), a. and n. [NL., < L.
sex, SIX, on the analogy of duplex, quadruplex.
See duplex.] I. a. 1. Sixfold.— 2. In elect.,

designed for the transmission of six messages
simultaneously.

His [Edison's] system of duplex telegraphy, which he
later developed into quadruplex and sextuplex trans-
mission. Bncyc. Brit., XXVIL 654.

H. n. A sextuplex telegraph.

Sexual cycle. See *cycleK
sexuales (sek-sa-a'lez), n.pl. [L. pi. of sexu-
«/i>, se.xual.] I'he sexual generation inhetero-
parthenogenesis. See *heteroparthenogenesis
and normal *parthenogenesis.

sexUOSOcial (sek'su-o-so'shal), a. Pertaining
to the socially established relations of the
sexes. X. F. fVard, Dynamic Sociol., I. 641.

sexupara (sek-sii'pa-ia), «. pi. [NL., < L.
sexus, sex, + parere, produce.] Viviparous
parthenogenetic female organisms which give
birth to males and to females which lay fer-

tilized eggs. See normal *pnrthenogenesis.

sexupare (sek'su-par), n. In the plant-lice,

one of the parents of the sexed generation,
usually developed late in the season

;
gener-

ally winged. Also called a return migrant.
These organs [nectaries of plant-lice] reached their

maximum development t^)war(l the end of June, after
which a general retardation set in, until the eexiiparrg or
retuni migrants were almost identical with those found
ou the apple during the spring.

L'. S. DepL Agr., Div. Entom., Bulletin 44, p. a

sexuparous (sek-gii'pa-rus), a. [^sempar{a) +
-ous.] Pertaining to a sexupare or the sexu-
para.

seyid, n. See sayid.

seyssel (si-sel'), «. An abbreviation of Seyssel

asphalt, a bitiuninous limestone foimd in large

quantities at Seyssel, department of Ain,
France ; extensively used as material for

pavements.
sfenoid, sfere, sfinx, etc. Amended spellings

of si)henoid, etc.

S. O. An abbreviation (a) of solicitor-gen-

eral ; (b) [I. c] ot specific gravity ; (c) of the
Latin phrase salutis gratid, 'for the sake of
safety* : placed on the upper left-hand margin
of Lloyd's marine insurance policies, and
equivalent to ' insured.'

shack^, )>. 5. A seafaring catch of fish made
up of hake, pollack, and other cheap varieties,

especially those of the cod family.

Such flsh, tumbled in together, without effort at claasl-

flcation, are known as tihack.

Rep. Maxn. Com. Fisherifn and Game, 1904, p. 78.

6. The right of common pasturage; the stray-

ing of cattle into public or on inclosed land.
—Common of shack, the right of various owners to

pasture their cattle on the one field or tract after it is

harvested.

n. a. Relating to a catch of sea-fish of the
cheaper varieties, or of shack-bait.
While at first a ^hnek trip referred particularly to a

voyage on which cheap species of fishes constituted the
bulk of the catch, tliis system . . . has now broadened
... to such a degree that it is common for vessels ... to
go as far as the (irand Hank, where cod alone are taken.

Jiep. MatfH. Com. Fittherieg and Game, 1904, p. 78.

shackle^, r. (. 3. In elect., to place an insu-

lator between the ends of (a wire that has
been cut). Houston, Diet. Elect.

shackle-block (shak'l-b!ok), n. Xaut., a block
provided with an iron strop, which has a
fitting for a shackle in one end.

shackle-insulator (shakM-in'su-la-tor), n.

See *insuliitor.

Shaconian, Shakonian (sha-k6'ni-an), n.

lHha(ksperc) ¥ {Ila)conian.i One who believes
in the Baconian authorship of the plays at-

tributed to Shakspere. [Nonsense-word.]
For a pleasing illustration of the fatuity of the "^ml-

versa! negative" (that fallacy so dear to a certain school
of Old Testament critics as well as to .Shaconianit) he may
further see Mr. Edwin Reed's "Bacon versus Shakspere"
(1899). . . . This " portmanteau word " seems a neces-
sary if unfortunate addition to our v<x^abulary, in order
to distinguish the holders of a particular view of the
authorship of certain plays from the real followers and
students of the great master of inductive philosophy, who
have for many years been correctly known as Baconians.

A', and Q., 9tb ser., IX. 49.1.

Shad^, n Alabama shad, Alona alabamee, a fish

found in streams which flow into the Gulf of Mexico.

—

Gulf shad. Same as Alabama itahad.

shadow
shad-berry (shad'ber'i), m. The shad-bush or
service-berry, Amelanchier Canadensis.
shadchan (snad'chan), K. [Also shatchen,
schatchen; < Yiddish shadchan, < Aram.
sh'dukh, pacify.] Among the Jews, especially
Russian and Eastern Jews, a professional
match-maker or marriage-broker whose busi-
ness it is to bring about marriages and make
the contract between the parents of the parties
as to the amount of dowry, etc., for which
services he exacts a considerable fee from both
sides. The business is not considered discred-
itable (it is, indeed, considered meritorious),
but it is the subject of humorous treatment in
novels of Jewish life.

Shaddai (shad'i), v. [Heb.] Almighty: one of
the Hebrewnames of Godinthe Old Testament.
Et-Shaddai (Gen. xvii. 11 is rendered in the Authorized
Version "God Almighty, ' but some later commentators
translated it '* All-sufUcient" Shaddai is inscribed
on the back of the mezuzah, which is fastened to the
door-posts, and, according to the occult teaching of the
cabala, the name guards the house from evil spirits and
disease. The pious Jew, when leaving and entering
his house, touches the name with his fingers and kisses
them.

shade^, n. 15. A material for women's gowns,
worn in the eighteenth century.

Painted lawns and cheqer'd shades.
Crape that's worn by lovelorn maids.

Anonymous, 1766.

\Vhy cant you go and see McClellan's Lace Shades [for

summer gowns]. I think there are some for ten shillings
a yard.
Eliza Southgate Bowne (1800), in A. M. Earle, Costume

[of Colonial Times, p. 213.

Cone of shade. See '*con«.—Shades and shadows,
in architectunil drawings, an adaptation of descriptive
geometry by means of which the cast shadows on a build-
ing or other object and the dilference between the lighted
surfaces and the shades are all indicated. An arbitrary
direction of light is assumed, usually the direction of the
diagonal of a cube. The rays of light are^supposed to be
all parallel, and their projection on the h'orizontal plane
and on the vertical plane to be always 45° with the base-
line. The purpose of this, in architectural drawing, is

usually the recording of the shape of the parts of the
building, their projection from other parts, and the like,
which cannot be shown otherwise except by drawing in
perapective.

shade-deck (shad'dek), n. See *dech, 2 (c).

A tank steamer of the " shade-deck " type, 345 feet long,

45i feet broad, and 35^ feet depth (to shade-deck), has had
her condition examined cal'efully.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 382.

shade-decked (shad'dekt), a. Having a shade-
deck: said of a type of vessel.

Most of the latter have a continuous upper deck above
the main deck : if this be of light construction, and open-
ings be left between it and the main deck, the vessel is

called a .Shade-decked Vessel. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 550.

shade-frame (shad'fram), n. A frame for the
partial shading of a seed-bed. It consists of
a cover of laths, brush, or cloth, supjiorted on
posts and arranged to admit light as desired.

snade-glass (shad'gl&s), ». A piece of col-
ored glass interposed between the eye and the
object-glass of an astronomical instrument,
usually before the eyepiece, to reduce the ap-
parent brightness of the sun or other object
under observation.

shade-roller (shiid'r6''16r), n. A' roller resting
upon supports in a window or other place,
upon which a window-shade, curtain, awning,
screen, or map may be rolled. The roller,

usually hollow, is provided with a spring by
which it is rotated, and a ratchet and pawl
which control its movement.
shade-stone (shad'ston), n. A flat stone pro-
jecting over a door to give shade. H. C. But-
ler, Architecture and Other Arts, p. 126.

shad-flower, «. 3. The trailing arbutus,
Efiigirii rcpens.

shading-coil (sha'ding-koil), »i. In elect., a
closed copper ring or coil short-circuited upon
itself, surrounding a part of the magnet poles
of some motors excited by alternating cur-
rents, for the purpose of producing a lag of
the alternating magnetism in the shaded por-
tion of the magnet pole, and thereby starting
the motor: used in alternating-current fan-
motors. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin.,
1898, p. 08.

shadow, H. 20. In aJg., an umbral letter or
symbol having no meaning apart from another
sort of letter or symbol to which it assigns a
property, and therefore not to be written
alone.— 21. Same as shadow corpuscle. See
phantom ^corpuscle. Buck, Med. Handbook,
III. 3.— Acoustic shadow, a sound-shadow. When
the passage of a train of light-waves is obstructed by an
opaoue body, a shadow is formed behind the obstacle,

in the case of sound-waves the similar effect is called an
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atouttie thadov. The pptxinction of a definite shadow
require an obstacle the dimensions of which are much
preater th;iii the lenpth of the waves. Sound-shadows are

fonne»i. therefore, only in the ease of a verjlai-ReobsUcle, — . .- t* io „!=,„ l.„„,^., i., •p^.r.^f
as a hill or larve building, or when the sound is of very and western Asia. It 19 also Known in Jl-gypt,

high pitch — Cone Of shadow. See *co)w 0/ s/inrff.— Turkey, and eastern Europe.— 2. A theatrical
Electric shadow. See mMecular *»An<ioir.— Molecu- performance played with figures, the shadows
lar shadow, a name sometimes given to the shadow i"

, Hirown nnon a sereen
cast upon the wall of a vacuum-tube, or upon any phos- of wliieh are t'lrowii upon a screen,

phorescent surface, when a cathixle discharge takes place sliad-porgy (shad por'gl), ». bame aS grOSS-

within the tube and some object opaque to the cathode kporou.
' " catliode stream. Also .^ ••''

plays, the shadows of which are thrown upon shaft-lathe (shaft'laTH), n. A very long lathe

a screen. The shadow-play is found in China, intended for turning shafts,

the Malay Archipelago, and all over southern shaftment'-^ (shaft'ment), n. The part of an
' " ' arrow on which the feathering is laid.

^JT:i!^^^^r^^^^^^l^^ ^^.^"^^A^'^J^^J^t,^^ shaft-pa«sage (sh.ft:pas^.p, .. Same
delicat« bodies which appear in almost any specimen of

blood. They stain a light blue with methylene blue and

cytes.—Shades and shadows.
corpuscle. See j'Aantum AcorpuKoM— Shell shadow.
Same as stiadotr corpuscle. See phantom -kcorpugcle.

The occurrence of . . . "shell shadows" in the blood

after release from the bell jar.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 204.

shadow-band (shad'd-band), M. One of a se-

ries of roughly parallel broken bands, alter-

nately bright and dark, seen during a solar

eclipse traveling with an irregular flickering

motion over every light-colored surface for a

few moments just before and just after the

totality. They are usually from 6 inches to 2

feet wide, and are probably due to the light

from the then exceedingly narrow strip of the

snn'g disk shining through * knots ' of unequal
density in the air, and carried by the wind.
Shadow bands were seen, but those who attempted to

measure their velocity found them too rapid and flicker-

ing for any great exactness in this determination.

S. P. Lanffley, in Science, June 22, 1900, p. 977.

shadow-box (shad'6-boks), n. A box made of

some hard, polished wood, and with a glass

front, in which a framed easel painting is

placed. The box protects both the frame and
the pigment from injury by contact or by fur-

nace or illuminating gas, while it does not
interfere with a free exhibition of the picture.

shadow-dance (shad'o-dans), n. A dance in

which the shadows of the performers (who are

invisible) are thrown on a screen.

shadowgraph (shad'o-graf), n. [sliadow +
Gr. ~jpaij>eLv, write.] 1. A shadow-picture.

—

2. A radiograph or X-ray photograph; a
sciagram.

Interesting shadowgraphs, or radiographs, [made] by
the aid of radium-bromide of high activity, imported
from Paris, showing that emanations from this wonder-
ful element discovered by Professor and Madam Curie,
win penetrate cast-iron readily.

Jour. Franklin Inst., April, 19(>»,"p. 312.

shadowgraph (shad'o-graf), V. t. [shadow-
graph, n.] 1. To outline in a shadow-picture

name Shadrach, with allusion to the 'fiery

furnace.'] In metal., same as *salamander, 10.

4. (/) The main part of an arrow to which

It appeared that the number of sticks was originally

four, and that the dice were originally made of canes,
being the shaftments of aiTows, painted or burned with
marks corresponding with those used to designate the
an'ows of the four world-quarters.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 60.

as
White, Manual of Naval Arch.,

the remains of nuclei of degenerated kMiciv ^f«„; ^ ,^,„„,.,^.^^
lades and shadows. See*«Aarffi.-Shadow ^^ g^^'j ^ ,,5^ „, „ocked horn at the butt and a head or shaft-nng (shaft'nng), «.

pile at the point. See foreshaft. (;/) In pul.f, the part of

a club to which the head is joined.— Cardan shaft, a

shaft having a Cardan joint at one end or at both ends.
— Cranked shaft, a shaft into which a double crank is

forged or titled, so that the shaft is practically contin-

uous as in one piece. There are bearings on botli sides

of the double crank or cranks. —Divided shaft, a dis-

continuous shaft : the construction used in most motor-

cars for the driving-axle, the wheels being made fast to

the driving-axle, but the axle itself being divided at the
compensating-gear, so as to allow the car to turn corners

or curves without slipping at the tires. See compensat-
ing--t"jear. — Flexible shaft, a shaft which can be bent

or curved, but will still transmit efficiently a turning

motion. In its usual form it is composed of a number of

helices of wire wound in opposite directions. The twist- , i../u., ,«.- >

ing force being applied atone end, this tends to unwind Snait-SOUar (Shaft SOl"ar),

the coils in one direction and to wind more tightly those f"-™:"~ - ^tr...„ ;„ „ ...,;igl
.

which are wound in the opposite direction. Hence one

sl(aft-alley.

p. 32.

An annular band
(see anniiJated, 3) which seems to surround a
shaft of a column. It is often the wrought
edge of a stone plate which separates two
stones that make up a shaft, the inclosing
ring being an appearance only.

shaft-rubber (shaft'rub"er), ?!. An imple-
ment for smoothing arrow-shafts, consisting
of two gritstones each having a groove. The
arrow-shaft is placed in these grooves, the
stones being held firmly together, and is

polished by being rubbed to and fro between
the stones.

n. A platform
Itforming a story in a mine-shaft. It may

-., ,, . ^ It 1U-- J .. 1, , -1 cover either the entire section of the shaft or
coil holds against the other, and the helices simply re- . . .. 1

volve. These shafts are extensively used on dental a paii 01 lu oiiiy.

engines and portable tools, the power being taken from shaft-stmt (shaft'strut), n. See ^Strut"^, 2.
any source that is convenient. — Forehand shaft, ""

aiTow for long-distance shooting ; a tiight-arrow. — Half-
speed shaft, (a) A shaft carrying pulleys or gears so

arranged as to drive a machine at a speed intermedi.ate

between the lowest and the highest speeds, (b) A shaft

on a gas or internal-combustion motor, making one turn
to two of the motor-shaft, and carrying the cams and
other mechanisms for valves and ignition, when the

motor operates on the Otto cycle (see -kciiclel, 12), in

which one working stroke occurs in each two revolutions

of the fly-wheel shaft. — Intermediate shaft, the shaft

which crosses the frame of a marine engine between the

two engines and connects two paddle-shafts. — Main
shaft, the principal shaft ; a line-shaft; the long shaft in

a shop from which pi:)wer is taken to turn the several

counter-shafts. —Mid-wall shaft, a column which
stands in or near to the mid-line of the thickness of a
wall. Thus, in Romanesque architecture, a window may
be divided into two or three lights by mid-wall shafts , -

which serve as mullions. —Telescopic shaft, a shaft Snag', »!.-

which can be varied in length by the expedient of niak- every kind,

ing it in sections, any one of which can slide over the
next one, like the tubes of a telescope : used where the
operating point or tool is frequently adjusted with re-

spect to distance from the driving-point, as Tin some
forms of drills, assembling machinery, and the like, and
in piping for portable forges.—Whippy shaft, in golf,

a club-shaft with a good deal of suppleness ; a club-shaft

which is easily bent!

shaft-tube (shaft'tub), n. In ship-buildiug, a
water-tight tube extending from the after end
of the shaft-alley to the exterior of the vessel,
of slightly larger diameter than the tail-shaft

of the screw-propeller which it contains. At
the after end of the tube is the stem-bearing,
and at the forward end a bearing and a stuffing-

box around the shaft to prevent the entrance
of water into the vessel. In wooden vessels
the stern tube is of bronze and is embedded in
the after deadwood. In iron vessels it passes
through and is fastened to the floors and fram-
ing, and in single-screw ships through the
sternpost, which is bossed out to receive it.

Shag, rag, and bohtall, all ; every one

;

[Colloq.]

It will swallow us all. Ships and Men, Shag, Rag, and
Bohtail, like a Dose of Pills.

Urquhart and Le Motteux, tr. of Rabelais. Gargantua
[and I'antagruel, iv. 33.

shaggy-mane
edible

on a screen.— 2. In photog., to take a picture shaft-bar (shaft'bar), n. See *stoping-J)ar.

of by means of X-rays, radium, or a similar shaft-bracket (shaft'brak"et), ?!. Same as

(shag'i-man), Ji. A common
fuugus, Coprinus comatits, having a

white pileus cov-

souree of actinic radiation.

The third photograph is that of a chicken's foot and
was shadowgraphed in eighteen hours with one-sixth of
a.£raiu of bromide of radium.

Amer. Inventor, April 15, 1904, p. 173.

shadowgraphic (shad-o-graf'ik), a. [shadotv-
graph + -ic] Pertaining to or effected by
shadowgraphy. Encyc. Did.
shadowgraphist (shad'6-graf-ist), n. [shadow-
graph + -ist. ] One who is expert in shadow-
graphy. Encyc. Diet.

shadowgraphy (shad'o-graf-i), n. [shadmo-
graph -f- -y".] 1. The art or practice of pro-
ducing shadow-pictures on a screen.— 2. The
art or practice of making photographic prints
by placing an object between a sensitive sur-
face and a source of radiant energy, such as
radium salt, an X-ray bulb, etc., and then de-
veloping the latent image ; sciagraphy.
shadow-photometer (shad'o-fo-tom'e-tfer), n.
A Kuiufonl photometer. See photometer.
shadow-picture (shad'o-pik'tur), n. A pic-
ture produced by a shadow oi- shadows cast
upon a screen or other lighted surface, as
that of a wall.

shadow-pin (shad'6-pin), n. A slender length
of brass resting in a small brass button and

designed to stand

*strut^, 2. Also called propeller-bracl'et.

Stems, stemposts, shaft-brackets, rudders, etc., are now
commonly made of cast steel instead of forged iron or ^^*
steel. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 415. aTj'-

shaft-gap (shaft'gap), n. A gap in a surface *--'

which is electrically conductive on a revolv-
ing shaft or armature, so arranged that when
it passes a contact-piece, touching the circum-
ference of the shaft, the electric current will

be interrupted: used in motor-cars or other
internal-combustion motors as a means of

make-and-break to secure ignition by a spark.

shaft-governor (shaft'guv"er-nor), «. An
engine-governor in which the admission of

steam, gas, or air to the cylinder is controlled
by the action of a weight which revolves with
the shaft of the engine. This weight is com-
monly fastened to the fly-wheel.

shaft-hand (shaft'hand), n. In archery, same
as *Ioosing-hand.

shaft-hanger (shaft'hang'^fer), n. A bearing
for a shaft, originally constructed to be sus-
pended from overhead by a suitable pendent
support ; hence, any support for a revolving
shaft, whether a support from overhead or a
bracket projecting from a wall or post or from
a floor,

vertically on the shaft-house (shaft'hous), «. The housing or

center of a com- protective structure over the mouth of a mine-
pass glass. From shaft, designed to carry the pulleys and dump-
the shadow cast by ing-platforms and any other necessary ma-
it the sun's bearing chinery.

ered with shaggy
appressed scales
and black deli-

quescent gills.

shagroon (sha-
gron'),n. [Prob.
a corruption of

Ir. shaughraun.'l
In the province
of Canterbury,
New Zealand, an
original settler

who came from
some part of

the world other
than England.
Those who came
from England
were called Fil-

grims. E. E.
Morris, Austral
English.

In the 'Dream of

a Shagroon,' which
bore the date Ko Matinau, April 1861, and which first ap-
peared in the ' Wellington Spectator ' of May 7, the term
' I'ilgrim * was first applied to the settlers ; it was also

predicted in it that the ' Pilgrims ' would be * smashed

'

and the Shagroons left in undisputed possession of the
country for their flocks and herds.

W. Pratt, Colonial Experiences in New Zealand, p.

[234, quoted in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

shahrith (shaeh'rith), n. [Heb., < shohar,

morning.] Morning prayer, the first of the

three daily services in the Jewish liturgy.

Shaggy.mane (Cofirinus €0»natus').

a, young specimen : b, section through
a specimen older ttian a.

is determined. It shafting, n. 2. A darkening of the shaft, or shake, r. »'.— Shaking a«ne. See*o^u«.

may also be used to
take compass bear-
ings of other objects.

shadow-play (shad'o-pla"), n. l. The use in shaft-lashlng (sh&ft'la8h"ing), n. The com-
theatrieal performances of marionettes, gen-
erally cut out of flat pieces of leather repre-
senting persons and scenery of theatrical

quillof a feather, as in some breeds of poultry. Shake culture. fie& *cuUure.

Shafting on the back will also help the black stripe in shaked (shakd), a. In old musie, said of cer-
the saddles. Yearbook IT. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 462. tain graces or embellishments, such as the

beat, backfall, etc., characterized or extended

by a shake or trill : opposed to pVxin or smooth.

Shaked graces, as a rule, were feasible only

on keyboard instruments, like the harpsichord.

bining of two or more harness-cords to one
neck-cord, in a Jacquard loom, to increase
the capacity of the loom. Also called leashing.



shaking-rig

slLaking-rig (sha'king-ng), «. A contrivance

for shaking a grate, to relieve it from ashes

and clinker.

fihaku, n. 2. In Japan, a stick or baton of

wood or ivory which was formerly carried at

court, and was held in a certain manner to

give the body a dignified carriage on state oc-

casions. When the ogi or folding fan was
invented, it took the place of the shaku. Sal-

wey. Fans of Japan, p. 6.

shal, V. A simplified spelling of shalU,

sJiale*^, K.— Astoria shale, a division of the Miocene
Tertiary deposits, which occurs in Oregon and Washing-
ton. It is largely constituted of clay shales and lime-

stones, which are known to extend to Vancouver Island

and Alaska.—Bedford shale, a bed of red and blue shale

in Ohio, lying beneath tlie Kerea grit and overlain by the

black Cleveland shala It is of Lower Carboniferous age.

— Benton shale, a division or stage of the lower part of

the Upper Cretaceous beds, developed in the Rix;ky

Mountain region and the continental int«rior. Near
Benton, Colorado, from which place it takes its name, it

consists of clay shales and limestones with marine fossils,

and has a thickness of about 1,000 feet— Blrkhlll
shales, a series of black shales in the uplands of Scot-

land, i>f the age of the lower part of the Upper Silurian

and distinguished by the predominance of graptolites.

On the basis of the species of these organisms the Birk-

hill shales have been divided into a series of six or more
zones. The rocks are regarded as a partial equivalent of

the Llandovery beds of northern England.— BlOOms-
'borg shS^e, a subdivision of the Upper Silurian in IVnn-

eylvania, regarded as equivalent to the lower Salina

formation of New York.— BronsU shales, a division of

the Cambrian : rocks in the Malveni iliUs of England,

which lies at the t^)p of the 8eftit)ii, attiiining a thickness

of 1,30(1 feet, including intercalated vulcanic r<x:ka, and
containing many fossils, aim.nu' them the graptolite

ZHctyoneina «/)C)«i#.—CamlllUS shale. See Salina -kbeds.

— Casbaqua shale, a division of the PortageJ group
in the I'pper Devonian rix:ks of western New i'ork,

which consists <tf soft shale with sandstonei and carries

an abundant jK-liuric nuirine fauna contrasted with that

of conteiiii"'rain't'iis ht-tU uf central and eastern New
York.— Chattanooga shale, a black carbonaceous shale

-which belongs at tlie hix^e <'f the Devonian series in Ten-
nessee and adjacent districts. The tyi»e locality is Chat-

tanooga.— Cleveland shale, a rock series of Ohio, now
generally regarde<l as the upper member of the Ohio
flhailes. It is of Upper Devonian age and is notable for

Its large and numerous flshea.— Couvln shales, a divi-

sion of the Middle I>evonian in IJelginm.—CnyahOga
shale, a thick mass of shales and sandstones wh ich fi mus
the midiile part of the Waverly series in Ohio.— Cypri-
dlna shales. See •Cv;>nV/(n'i.— Domanlk shales,
a series of black bituminous shales with some calr-nmlules,

which in the Timan district nf northeastern Russia n-pre-

Bent the dei>08its of the Upper Devonian Naples beds of

New York. The fonnation la locally known as the

^<nnaHfir.—DuftOn shsles, an upper division of the
Lower Silurian in Westnmreland and Cumberland, which
lies behiw the Contst^m liniest^jiie ami is e«|uiTalent in

part to the Itata l)eds of Wales.— Genesee shale, a term
intniduce*! by the New York geologists for a division

lying at the base of the Upjter Devonian in western and
central New York and ccmiposed of black shales with
some limest'ine. It is typically exposed on the fJenesee

river. — Olaros shales. See *Li'turinn, 2.— OlenkUn
shales, a series of black shales which belongs to the
Uandedo or upper division nf tlie l/^wer Silurian system
In Scotland.—Green River shale, a subdivision of the
Tertiary system in the R-xky il'iuntain region. It is a
series of dei>ositJ* of ttuviatile origin, found in the Green
Biver basin north of tlie Uintah llountains, m'»tly in

Wyoming. It attains a thickness of 4,000 feet, is re-

ganled as of Middle Eocene age, and is placed between
the Wahsatch and Bridger groups. It is noted for its

loBsil fishes and insects.— Gulchen shales, a sulwlivision

of the Lower Silurian of Brittany. It is regarded as

equivalent in i>art to the Llandeilo shales of Great Brit-

ain.— Halobla shales, a division of the Triassic rocks

In the L<jmbaidy Aljw, which lies above the Muschelkalk
or Recoarco limestone and below the Esino limestone.

It takes its name from the abundance of the niollusk

Half^a, and is also geographically (lesignatcd the Prezzo
limeittone.— Hartfell idiales, a division of the Lower
Silurian or Caradoc beds in the Moffat region of Scotland.

•nieir characteristic fossils are grapt^jlites, atul they have
been divided into many w^ies on the basis of the pre-

dominance and variation of these bodies^— Hudson
Blver shale, a term introduced by the New York geol-

c^ista to ilenote the upi)ennost division of the Lcjwer
Silurian in eastern North America, but now applied to

the shaiy graptolite facies homotaxial to nearly the whole
Lower Silurian in the Appalachian basin.- Htiron shale,
a 8ulKlivisir»n of the Upper Devonian in ohi(», underlain
by shales with nanul^>n fossils and overlain by the Erie
abale. It forms the lowest part of the Ohio shales.— Icla
shales, the lowest division of the Devonian system in the
Bolivian Andes, overlain by the Iluaniampampa sandstone.
— Kuckers shale, a subdivision of the Lower Silurian

system in the Baltic provinces of Russia. It attains a
thickness of 50 feet, and is underlain by the echinosphaj-
rite limestone and (iverlain by the Itfer beds. It is ap-
proximately equivalent to the Llandeilo formation of
Great Britain.— LaiUe shales, a subdivision of the
Lower Silurian system in the nortliwest of tYance, lying
abfjve the Amiorican sandst^nie and below the slates of
Angers. TTie beds are regarded as e()uivft]ent to the
Imsal portit)n of the Llandeilo formation in Great Britain.
— Ledbury shales, a division of the Silurian system of

England, which lies at the t^ip of the series and at Led-
"bury is recognized as i)a88age-bed8 from the Downton
Castle sandstone beneath into the Tilestones alx^ve,
which are regarded as transitional Ui the Old Red Sand-
«t*>ne.— Ludlowvllle shale, a term intro<iuced by Hall
and applied to the lower j»art of the Hamilton group, in
western New York, lying almve the Marcellus an<l below
the Moscow shale.- Marcellus Shale, a term intro-
duced by the early geoh)glst8 for a series of black shales
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lying above the Onondaga limestone and beneath the
Ludlowville and Skaneateles shale in New York. It

attains a thickness of 100-200 feet, and is but sparsely

fossil iferous, except in some limestone bands known as

the Statford, Cherry Valley, and agoniatite limestones.

See Marcellus yrowp.- Merevale shales, the upper-
most division of the Cambrian system in the Nuneaton
district of Warwickshire,- Middlesex shale, a subdivi-

sion of the Upper Devonian rocks in western New York,
which lies above the Genesee shale and below the Casba-
qua shale, and consists of highly bituminous, sparsely

fossiliferous shale beds.— Monroe shales, shales of

Middle Devonian age lying below the Bellvale tlags in

Orange county, New York.— Montrose shales, a local

subdivision of the Upper Devonian rocks in eastern Penn-
sylvania.—Moscow shale, a term intrtxiuced by Hall
and applied to the upper division of the Hamilton group
in western New York, constituting the highest division

of the Middle Devonian. It is highly fossiliferous.

—

NormanskUl shale, a stage equivalent in age to the
middle Trenton limestone of the Lower Silurian, but of'

distinct sedimentary facies, characterized by graptolites

of the genera Ctvno'jraptus, Lagiograptvs, JHceilograp-
tug, Dicranograptvn, etc., which are wide-spread and
thus indicate the presence of these facies and zones in

North America, England, Scandinavia, Australia, etc.

—

Ohio shale, a division of the I'pper Devonian rocks in

Ohio, including the Cleveland. Erie, and Huron shales of
Newberry.— Oldbtiry shales, a subdivision of the
Cambrian system in the Nuneaton district of War-
wickshire, which lies below the Mei-evale shales and
above the Purley shales. It is composed of black
shales and carries several species of trilobites.— Os-
wayo shale, a series of Lower Carboniferous shales

in southwestern New York, which lies above the Catta-

raugus beds and below the Knapp beds and Olean con-

glomerate.— Pale shales, a series of graptolite-bearing
shales and flags of eiirly Silurian age in the Rhayader
district of AVales. They represent a pelagic facies of the
Tarannon shales. lying between the Upper Llandovery
below and the Woolhope beds above, and are divided into

a lower Gwastaden group of flags and shales and an
upper Cahau group of conglomerates and shales.— PlttS-
ford shale. See Salina */>^(/x.—poligTi6 shale, a series

of carb«tnace'm8 shales in Brittany, which contains a rich

grapt4^litic fauna representative of the Taramion shales

of the English Silurian. The chief genera are Mono'jrap-
tus, Petalograptun, and Itetioliten.— Portland shale,
a division of the Portage group of the lower I'pjter Devi>-

nian of western New York.— Pulaski shaile, in the
New York series of geolc^ical formations, a group of

shales developed in the vicinity of Pulaski, Oswego
county, forming a local phase of the Lorraine stage of the
New York Neochamplainic or Upper Silurian series.

—

Purley shales, a local phase of the middle Cambrian
system developetl in the Nuneat^m district of Warwick-
shire, England.— Rochester shale, a division of the
Upper] Silurian nxjks which lies beneath the Lockport
dolomite and ab«)ve the Clinton fonnation in New York,
extremely profuse in finely preser\-ed fossils which are
closely similar to those of the English Wenlock. It is

typically exposed between Rochester and Niagara Falls,

but is not present in eastern New York.— Shale
naphtha. See *naphtha.— s^anesitelQs shale, the
lowest division of the Hamilton series of the middle
Devonian in oeiitnil New York, resting on the Marcellus
shale.— StOCklngford shales, a division of the Cam-
brian rwks in the Nuneaton district of Warwickshire,
comprising, in ascending order, the Purley, Oldbury, and
MereviUe shales.— TJtlca shale, a series of black shales

in New York, lying alwve the Trenton limest^me and
below the Lorraine shales, which C4)nstitute8 the tiipmoet
member of the Lower Silurian.—Vemon shale. See
Salina irbedg.— WaXiSi.W Shales, a division of the
Mississippian or Ltjwer Carboniferous beds, which lies

above the Keokuk limesNme in the Mississippi valley,

—

Whlte-leaved-oak shales, a division of the Cambrian
system in the Malvern Hills, lying near the top of the
section, below the Bronsil shale, and resting on the
Hollyt)U8h sandstone. These shales are interleaved with
basaitic outflows and contain characteristic trilobites

which indicate their equivalence with the Lingula flags.

— Wlsmamatta shales, the highest member of the
Tria-ssi.; s> stt-ni in New Sjuth Wales.

shale-ball (sharbal), n. A local name at
Meteor Crater, Coconino county, Arizona, for

a globular mass, having an outer shell of li-

monite, an inner core of unoxidized iron^ and
an intermediate layer of nickel hydroxid and
oxids of iron. Such balls are believed to be
meteoritic in origin. G. P. Merrill^ in Smith-
sonian Misc. Coll., 1907, IV. ii. 204.

shale-oil, n. 2. A trade-name of mineral oil pro-

duced by the destructive distillation of bitu-

minous shale, chiefly in the south of Scotland.

It consists mainly of hydrocarbons of the par-
affin, olefine, and crotonylen series, and yields

as the principal commercial products illumin-

ating- and lubricating-oils and solid paraffin

wax for candles.

shale-tar (shal'tar), n. Tar derived from cer-

tain thin shaly strata in the Carboniferous
rocks, which contain bituminous matter.

shamanka (sha-miin'ka), n. [Russ. shamanlca^

< shamanii, Shaman, + -ka, a dim. and fem.
ending.] A female Shaman.
shamash, n. See ^shammash.

shamba (sham'ba), n. [Swahili shamha^ a
plantation, a farm, a garden, etc., also the
country, the rural regions.] A plantation; a
portion of cultivated land.

statistics are given as to the manumission of slaves
[East Africa], the greater number of whom have settled

on " shambas" upon conditions entered into with the
Arab cultivators. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. 8.), XVIII. 55L

share

shamble^, w.—Shamhle meat, fresh meat.killed in
the shambles, as opposed to salted, or to home-Killed,
meat, [Dial.]

*' Us didn't haveno shammel mate .'"— that is, nomeat
killed in the shambles but only the home-killed pig.

Quoted in iV. and Q., 10th ser., I. 394.

shame-face (sham'fas),w. The spotted crane's-
bill, Geranium maculattim*

shame-vine (sham'vin), w. The sensitive-
brier, Leptoglottis vyicinata.

shamiana (sha-mi-a'na), n. [Also s/mmcanaA,
shameeanaj semianna, etc. ; < Hind, shdmiydnay
sliamiydnay dial, samydna ; said to be of Persian
origin,] In India, an awning set on poles,

forming a square tent with open sides, used
for receptions and similar purposes.

shammash (sha'mash), n. [Heb. shammash
(Yiddish shames)y Syr. shaviosh, shamoshOj
servant.] Among the Jews, especially in

Russia and the Orient, one of the officers of

the synagogue. In the United States the
duties of the shammash have been curtailed

and are now almost the same as those of a
sexton, beadle, or janitor in Christian places
of worship.

shamrock, «.—Australian shamrock, the Meninde
clover, Trl'ionclla suavitisinia. See under -kclover.—
Native shamrock, in Tasmania, a valued forage plant,

i/(tfi(* rt«*fr(iii«, for sometime under suspicion as a poi-

sonous plant, ^eepoigoii-plant (c).—Water shamrock,
the buckbean or marsh trefoil, Menyanthes trij'oliata.

Also called water trefoil.

shanga (shan'ga), M. Same as ^changa.
shanghai, n. ; 5. A boys' catapult. [Australia.]

The shanghai, which, as a secret instrument of mis-
chief, is only less dangerous than the air-gun.

The Spectator (Melbourne), July 17, 1875, p. 123, quoted
[in E. E. MoiTis, Austral English.

Shanghai dollar. Same as sim -kdollar.

shanghai, v. t. 2. To shoot with a shanghai.
tSe<' "^shanghaij 5.

shanking. «. 2. Same as *rattles.

shank-ladle (8hangk'la''''dl), n. An English
name for the ordinary hand-ladle used in
foundries to convey molten iron from the
cupola to the molds : so named because the
carrying-receptacle is borne in a ring formed
in the carrying-handle or shank.
shank-steel (snangk'stel),n. 1. Steel having
the properties which fit it for making shoe-
shanks.— 2. Steel suitable for shanks of

anchors.

shanty^- r. i. 2. To visit the grog-shanty
habitually; drink frequently or habitually at
a public-house. [Slang, Australia.]

shanty-boat (shan'ti-bot), «. Same as *«?ani-

q<ui.

snanty-keeper (shan'ti-ke'p^r), 7^. One who
sells liquor on the sly. E. E. MorriSj Austral
English. [Slang, Australia.]

shapai (sha'pi), «. [Amerindian of British
Columbia.] In British Columbia, the Dolly
Varden trout, Salvelinus malma.
shape^, n. 9. In iron sliip-huildingj a general
term including all forms of rolled bars, such
as angle-bars, T-bars, I-bars, angle-bulb-bars,
T-bulb-bars, channel-bars, Z-bars, etc., as dis-

tinguished from plates structural shapes,
rolled sections in 8t«el or wrought>ii-on, which have been
fotmd convenient for combining in the framework of
buildings and other structures. Such are angles, tees,

channels, I-beams, Z-beanis, and their combinations when
riveted t<jgether. See structural itsteel.

shape^ (sha'pe), n. [See the extract below.]
In Tibet, a privy councillor ; one of the five

who advise the Tibetan regent in state affairs.

Another Tibetan title which has recently found its way
into our journals [Aug., 1901] is Shape (two syllables).

Yut4>k Shai)e was given as the name of one of the Tibetan

5
>eace delegates. Sha-}>e, literally "lotos-foijt," means a
'rivy Councillor, one of the five who advise the Tibetan
Regent in State atfairs. See Sandberg's ' Manual of Col-
lo<iuial Tibetan,' 18SH.

J. Piatt, Jr., in N. and Q., 10th ser., II. 132.

shaper, w.— collar- and cuff-shaper. See -kcollar.

— Rotary shaper. («)A cnmk-shuper. (h) A shaper in

which the piece operated upon can be rotated and hence
a (nearly) cylindrical surface can be finished.

shaper-plate, n. 2. Part of the mechanism
on a spmning-mule for shaping the cop on the
spindle. Nasmitky Cotton Spinning, p. 310.

shaper-wheel (sha'p^r-hwel), n. A ratchet-

wheel attached to the copping or shaping
mechanism of a spinning-mule, to form the

cop. Nastnith, Cotton Spinning, p. 308.

shapOO (shii'po), M. A mountain-sheep, Ovis

vignci, of central Asia, much resembling the

bighorn of North America.
share^, «— Founders' shares, in corporation law, the

part of the stock or shares of a corporation allotted to its

promoters and organizers, the consideration for which
usually consists in the things done or given whereby the

corporation has been brought into existence.



share

sliare'^, n • 1 . in primitive plows the share is the point

or blade of iron or w»Hid which stirs the soil. In modem
toming-plows it is the entering member or segment, cut-

ting the bottom of the furrow and is made of steel. In

Ingle-voldboard plows the share presents on one side

aTertical surface with a horizontal base line, broadening

by an excurveil line, in the rear joining the land-side,

with which it is in the same plane (see bar »hare, slip

titart, below); on the other side an obliiine sloping sur-

face extended on the outside into the • wing' or ' heel,' on

its upward and baikward edges closely matching the

mold-lKMrd — Bar share, a plowshare which is cons<ili-

dated with the land-side hv welding. Compare «ii;i thare

below.—Double share, a bilateral share used in a douhk-

moldKwrd plow - Fln-CUtter share, a plowshare

adapted to use with a flu-cutter, i e., a vertical fln-shaped

blade rising from the flat side of the share and serving as

a colter.— Slip share, a plowshare secured to the land-

side by bolting, tjierefore exchangeable. Compare bar

sharf, above.

shariah (sha-re'S), n. [Ar. shari'ah.] The
Mohainmediin law
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solmizatlon, the sharp of the second tone of the scale,

technically named n.-E sharp, in viusic, a key, tone,

or scale note a half-step above E. On the keyboard this

is the same as K natural. On the staff E sharp is indi-

cated by the same degree as E, but with a S upon it either

in the s'ignature or as an accidental. E sharp is required

as the proper seventh tone of the major key of F sharp

and in several minor keys.— sharp, in music : (a) On
the organ or piano keyboard, the black key in the middle

of each group of three black keys : also called .4 Jlat. (b)

The tone given by such a key. or a tone in unison with

such a tone : the G sharp next above middle C has (at

French pitch) about 411 vibrations per second, (c) The
stjilf-degrce assigned to such a key or tone, being the

8;ime as that for 0, but with a 8 upon it either in the

signature or as an accidental, (if) A note placed on such

a degree and indicating such a key or tone, (e) The key-

note of the minor key of five sharps (O sharp minor). ( f)

In the fixed system of solniizatitm, the sharp of the fifth

tone of the scale, technically named si (not to be con-

founded with the same syllable when used for the seventh

tone).

sharping-com (shar'ping-korn), «. A gift of

sbark^, ».— Bay-shark, Carr*nrAi';ii(s!omirf(n, of San grain \\'hieh tho farmers in some parts of Eng-
Diego Bay and the Mexican coast.— Blind shark, along-

|jj„(j make at Christmas to the smiths for
bodied ray. «Aiii'>'><''i« !7ran"'a'«*- It attains a length

„i,„rr.pniTiir tools Blount Glossosranhia.
of 6 or 7 feet and lives on sandy bottoms feeding on crabs ^''JP^.^'^f.™" „ f q""Vifipnllv • ^M A sol
and the like \lso sand-shnrt. E. E. Morris. Austral Snarp-ShOOter, ». 1. bpeeihcally . (b) A SOl-

English. (Australia.]- Bramble-Shark, a shark of the jigr who makes 60 per cent, attarget practice
family Echinorhinidir. iiu-lu.liiig only a single species of

the eastern Atlantic— Bulldog shark. Same as Port

JactKn »A(ir*.— Bull-head shark, Gi/ropleurodus

francitci, of the coast of California : especially interest-

Bull-head Shartc {Gyroplturodus francisc^.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

ing on account of its supposed relation to extinct foiTOS.

— Cestraclont shark, a shark of the family Uelcro-

dontidie. of the suboiiler Proarthri.— CyOlOspondylOUS
Shark, a shark of the order Cydospimdiih.— Frilled

shark, a shark of the family Chiamydoselachidie. con-

taining a single species found in the open sea.— Goblin-
shark, MitsuJcuritui owstoni, a species found in the deep
waters off the coast of Japan, characterized by the peculiar

hence sometimes

at ranges up to 1,000 yards. Small Arms Fir

ing Register, 1906.— 3. Any one of several

hemipterous insects which puncture the cot-

ton-boll, sometimes causing it to rot. Bomalo-
disca coagulata is one of the commonest forms.

The Mexican cotton-boll weevil was often

called a 'sharp-shooter' when it was new in

Texas.
Early cotton . . . avoids to a great extent damage to

the plant by the boll-worm, cotton worm, and sharp-

shooter, as well as by a large number of fungous diseases.

Yearbook U. S. Pept. Agr., 1901, p. 377.

shas (shas), n. A word formed, with an assis-

tant vowel, from the initial letters of the He-
brew words shisha seddrim, literally, ' the six

orders,' the common rabbinical name for the

Talmud, which is divided into six principal

orders, namely : (1) Zeraim, seed; (2) Moed,
holidays ; (3) Nashim, women

; (4) Nezikin,

damages; (5) Kodshim, holy, sanctified things;

(6) Taharoth, purification.
trowel-like pnijection of the nose: nence sometimes _i,_4. /„>„,t\ „ rAr thntf shore const river,
called rostrum-shark. It attains a length of fourteen Snat (Shut),^J^ LAr. SIKIU, SDOre, coast, nver-

feet-— Great blue shark, Prionace glauca, of warm
L, occaaioually taken off the coasts of l^e United States,

Great Blue Shark {Prionace e^atu-a^,

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

bat more common in Europe.— Great white shark.
Same as man-eater shark (which see, under shark'^).—
Long-tailed shark. Same'asf/ire^Ai^ri.s.- Notidanold
shark, a shark of the order IHvlospondyli.—Vj^^lQU.'Sni

shark, a shark of the family Oaleidm. See -krequum.—
Bostrum-shark. Same as goblin--kshark.— Saw-flsh
shark, a shark of the family Pristiophoridse, or genus
Pristiophnrus, embracing four species found in Aus-
tralian and .lapanese seas. They superficially resemble
the saw-fishes (which belong among the rays), having
the front of the head prolonged into a flat blade armed
on each side with teeth. These saw-bearing sharks may
at once be known from the saW-flshes by the position of

the gill-slits, which are placed laterally rather than ven- ghave v. t.
trallv aa in tli,. naw.flBlii's «ri/l ntb*>r rava — ff/»»rT>mrtirf ., . . ,trally as in the saw-flshes and other rays.— Scymnold
Shark, a shark of the family Dalatiidse.— Soup-fln
shark, a species of tope, Galeus zyopterus, in Califoniia,

the dried cartilaginous fin-rays of ^which the Chinese
use to make an excellent soup. ' See tope^.— True
bark, a shark of the suborder Galei. "This group con-
tains most of the living sharks.— Typical shark, a
shark of the order Asterospondyti,

shark-barrO'W (shark'bar''6), n. The barrow
or egg-case of a shark ; a sea-purse or sea-
baiTow.

shark-hook (shark'huk), Ji. 1. A large barbed
hook for catching sharks.— 2. An improvised
hook-gage. [Slang.]

Shark's-pilot (8harkz'pi"lot), n. Same as
rudder- fish, 3.

shark-sacker (8hark'suk''6r), ». One of the
remoras, Erhcmis naucrates, universally dis-
trib'Jted over warm seas, being attached to
large fishes without regard to species. Few
large sharks are caught at Key West without
them.

sharp, n.—T) iliarp, in mime.- (o) On the organ or
piano keyboard, the black key on the right of each group
of two black keys : also called fp ^ •—' -

by such a key, or a tone in unison
D sharp next alwve middle C has (at French pitch) about
30b vibrations [)er second, (c) The staff-degree assigned
to such a key or tone, being the same as that for I), but
with a sharp upon it either in the signature or as an acci-
dental, (d) A note placed on such a degree and )ti<li<;at-

ing such a key or tone. («) The key-note of the minor key
of fix sbarpi (D tharp minor). (/) la the fixed system of

side, wharf.] A salina or saline playa; a
dried-up salt lake. See sliott. [North Africa.]

The shat, or dried-up salt lake. . . . The shats, or salt

lakes, of the south of Tunis are rather a disappointment
to the traveller. On the map they promise so much in

the way of expanse of water, and in reality all one sees is

a flat plain of hardened mud, with a few streaks and
pools of stagnant water and stretches of white salt in-

crustation. Geoy. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 604.

shatchen (shiit'chen), n. Same as *shadchan.

sha'tter, v. II. intrans. 2. Of cereals, to

scatter the grain on account of overripeness.

Other sorts from the East . . . shatter so badly that
they soon have to be given up. Nonshattering varieties

are in great demand.
il. A. Carleton, in V. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol,

[and Pathol., Bulletin 24, 1900, p. 23.

3. Of soils, to fall into flakes or meal-like
particles from the action of the weather in-

stead of harsh angular particles as when
broken by implements. IV. J. Maiden, Till-

ago and Implements, Glossary.

6. In hat-making, to rub down
the outside of (a felt hat), as with pumice or

sandpaper.—7. To remove a thin film of oxid
from a metal surface, as of sheet-lead or lead-

pipe, so as to expose a clean area to receive
the solder in making a joint.

shaved (shavd), p. a. Affected by the action
denoted by the verb 'shave'; specifically,

noting a book with smooth-cut edges, as op-
posed to a similar book with rough or un-
shaved edges or leaves.

The original edition of Spenser's 'Colin Clout,' 1595, 4to,

26/, lO*. (shaved), and of the same author's * Prothala-
mion,' 1698. AtheMeum, Jan. 2, 1904, p. 16.

shaver, ». 4. In icathcr-manuf., a workman
who shaves the skins with a curriers' knife to
get an even, smooth stirfaco. See shaving, 3.

Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 114.— 5. An instru-

ment or machine for removing a thin film or
shaving: as, a spoke- or lap-,«/mrer.— 6. A
pivoted knife and frame for cutting smoked
beef into thin shavings.- Rotary shaver, a ma-
chine having a circular knife and adjustable feed for cut-
ting dried meats into thin slices of uniform thickness.

V^libmIhVT.^-ill Bhaving-cream (sha'ving-krem), n. A soft

paste intended for application to the face be-
fore shaving. It is usually made of high-grade
cold-process soap free from excess of alkali,

often with addition of glycerin and a little

cocoaniit-oil to facilitate lathering, and of
scenting and coloring materials.

shears

shaving-machine, «. 3. In leather-manuf., a
machine for shaving the flesh side of hides or
skins by means of a cylinder fitted with blades.
(.'. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 254 Wax-
shaving machine, a machine used by electrotytiers for

shaving the surface of their molding-composition or wax.
Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 62.

Shawia (sha'i-ii), w. [NL. (Forster, 1776),

named in honor of Thomas Shaw (1694-1751),

an English clergyman, traveler, and botanist.]

A genus of platits belonging to the family
Astcraccse. See Olearia.

shawl-goat (shal'got), n. Same as Cashniera
*goat.

Shawnee-haw (sha'ne-ha'O, «. [Shawnee, a
tribe of North American Indians, + haw ]

The larger withe-rod, Viburnum nudum.

Shawnee-WOOd (sha'ne-wud"), n. [Shawnee,
a tribe of North American Indians, + wood.]
The western catalpa or catawba-tree, Catalpa
spccio.ia.

sheafs, n Bearer of a sheaf. Same as -kvertex of a,

sheaf.— Perspective sheaves iyeom.), sheaves which
are ejects of tlie same plane.— Sheaf Of lines. Same as
*sftra/<»/«(rat<;)i(«.— Sheaf Of straights, in yeom., the
m 2 straights on a point.

shear^, w. 4. Deflection or deviation from the
straignt ; curve or sweep ; sheer : as, the shear

of a boat.

Some considerable shear to the bow lines will make a
drier and safer boat. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 558.

5. In geol., the attenuation or actual rupture
of a mass of rock by a compressive strain, es-

pecially by one applied transversely to the
bedding or foliation. It results in dragging
out the component minerals into thin bands
and, it may be, in rupturing their former con-
tinuity.

In my paper on cleavage and distortion in the Geolog-
ical Magazine I pointed out that it is to Sir John
Herschel that we are indebted for the theory of the
*' molecular movement," which, I remarked, was in fact a
""shear"— a term which has now been universally ac-

cepted for this kind of action in rocks ; and in my " Phys-

ics of the Earth's Crust ' I have explained now the
crumpling in the harder and cleavage in softer layers of

a rock would simultaneously arise from such a shearing
movement O. Fisher, in Nature, Slay 18, 1905, p. 66.

shear-blade (sher'blad), n. One of the cutting-

blades of a cloth-shearing machine.

shear-boom (sher'bom), n. In lumbering, a.

boom so secured that it guides floating logs in

the desired direction. Also called /eiirfcr-fcooTO

and glancing hoom.

shear-flocks (sher'floks), n.pl. That portion

of the nap which is cut from cloth while it is

being sheared.

shearing-machine, «. 3. A power-machine
for clipping the fleece from the sheep ; a sheep-
shearer Guillotine shearlng-machine,shears with
two diagonal-edged knife-blades, of which the upper one
moves vertically between guides. The guillotine-sheara

are used for shearing heavy plates and sheet* as well as

for puddled bars and blooms. Phillips and Bauermann,
Elements of Metallurgy, p. 392.

shearing-plane (sher'ing-plan), n. In geol.,

the plane along which rupture takes place in

rocks from a shearing-stress. J. Geihie, The
Great Ice Age, p. 74.

shearing-stress, » — Curve of longitudinal
shearing-stresses. See ircurves of ship calculation.

shear-plane (sher'pliin), n. A plane along

which strains of compression in the earth's

crust are eased by shearing; a shearing-plane.

The strata have been folded into close anticlines and
synclines whose beds ale often vertical or even over-

thrown, in some places severely faulted and occasion-

ally overthrnst, so that some are completely concealed

by others that have been forced over them along shear-

via nen develojied by the enormous pressures to which they

have been 8ul)jectcd.

E. II". Claypole, in Amer. Geol., Aug., 1903, p. 81.

shear-plow (sher'plou), n. See *snow-ploiB.

shears, n.pl. 2. (d) lnealico-printing,iworaeta.\

clamps for holding the blade of the doctor on
a cylinder printing-machine.— 5. In the steam
fire-engine, the side frames which carry the

weight of the boiler and engine and transmit

it to the wheels Garden shears, a form of cut-

ting-shears with long wooden handles the phuie of which

is inclined to that of the cutting-blades : used for trim-

ming hedges or borders or for other pruning work in

gardens or lawns.— Nail-plate shears, a machine for

cutting iron or steel plate into c^mvenient sizes for the

machines w hich are to make cut nails from such stock.—

Tailors'- shears, a form of shears in which the handles

are bent from the line of the blades, so that the weight

of the shears may be bonie on a table while they are cut-

ting cloth : the blades are longer than the handles.—

Tinmen's shears, a hand-tool for shearing sheet-metal.

The handles are longer than the cutting-blades and are

either formed into a bow for the hand, or end in a bend
toward eacli other such that they meet and stop the cut

when the blades are parallel to each other.



shear-skid

shear-skid (sher'skid), ». Same as *fender-
skid.

shearwater, n— pink-footed shearwater, Ptif-
jinug creatopttit, a species rest-'inbliiip the cnminon greater
shearwater, Imt havinjf puikish feet; fuuiid off the Pa-
citlc coast of Xorth America.— Slender-billed shear-
water, P- tenuirontris, a small, dark-colored species of
the North Pacific.

shear-zone (sher'zon), n. A belt of roek
crushed and metamorphosed by compression.
Along shear-zones massive rocks become
schists. J. D. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.),

p. 111.

sheath, «. 2. (d) In old plows, the bar con-
necting the beam and sole In front: so called

as sheathing the edge of the mold-board. It

corresponds to the standard and in part to the
shin (see .s/hhI, 8) of a modern plow. See
*»/oH', 1.— Bast sheath. .See *()a«(i.— Condnctlng
sheath, in bot., the long cells of parenchyma in the in-

ner cort«x of the stem which invest the va-scular bundles
that pass into the leaves.— Medullary sheath, (a) See
medullary, (ft) The white substance of .Schwann which
surrounds the axis-cylinder in a nerve-flbril.— Neu-
mann's sheath. Same as dentinal nhenth of yeumann
(which see, under sheath).—NotOChOrdal sheath, an
elastic envelop surrounding the notochord, known as the
elatttica externa.

sheathing-metal (she'THing-mefal), 'n. An
alloy of copper and tin, having somewhat the
color of copper, used to cover the immersed
surface of a wooden ship's hull to prevent the
attack of boring marine worms, retard decay,
and make adhesion of barnacles and vegetable
growth more difficult.

sheath-piling (sheth'pi'ling), n. Same as
*.tlirct-pilinij. Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 437.

sheave-, ». 4. The grooved wheel or disk on
which a sliding door is carried upon a rail or
track.— 6. The disk or wheel over which a
window-rope or -chain passes to the sash-
weight.— 6. The circular disk or body of an
eccentric such as is used to operate the valves
of steam-engines. [Eng.]

she-beech (she'beeh), H. 1. Same as white
sycamore (which see, under sycamore). [Aus-
tralia.]— 2. Same as *6eecAi, 2.

shed^, ". i. 3. To fall prematurely, as the young
bolls of cotton-plants do when affected by cer-
tain functional disorders. The disease is

known as shedding.

shed^ (shed), V. t. To place in a shed
; pro-

tect by means of a shed.

If goats are to produce the best fleeces they are capable
of they must be maintained in uninterrupted good condi-
tion. . . . They must not be kraJiled (or tfbedded) except
when absolutely necessary ; they must have clean sleep-
ing places, and must not be crvjwded togettier.

Yearbook U. S. Dtpl. Agr., 1901, p. 278.

shedding'^, «. 5. Specifically, of the cotton
plant, the droppingof young bolls. Shedding
results to some extent from defect of pollina-
tion, but often from a deep cultivation at early
flowering time, encouraging a growth of
' weed.'
Over the eastern portion fhedding was reported, with

complaints of drought in portions of theCaroIinas.
Yearbuok U. .S. Dept. Agr., 181(9, p. 728.

Center shedding, the division of the warp in the center
of the well in :i .Jactjuard Ujom for the insertion of the
weft. T. \y. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 196.

—

Closed shedding, the leveling or closing of the warp-
threads in a loom aft*-r the iiiserti'*n of each weft-thread ;

opposed Uioiten-kxhedding.— Open shedding, a nietho^i
of forming the wari>-shed in a lo<»ni in wliiiTi ttie warp-
threads fonu two stationary lines, the changes being
made by the threads pa-ssing from one fixed line to the
other. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 20.

sheedy (she'di), n. A local name in the Lee-
ward Islands of the Spanish pistareen or 2-

rcal piece.

sheep', ".— Broad-tailed sheep. Same as fat-tailed
*jiA^^;j.— Crlollo sheep, a Soutli American sheep de-
scended from the Sj,:itiisb merino but now so degene-
rated as little U* resemble the latt«r in either wool or
type.— Dall'S sheep, see mountain iiitheep.— Fan-
nin's sheep. .See mountain luiheep.— Fat-tailed
sheep, the common name of a breed of sheep found in
Syria, Asia Minor, and parts of Arabia, distinguished by
its enormous tail, which sometimes weighs 40 or .*><) pounds
and is »<i long that it dnigson the gnmnd. Also known
ubro<td-tailed uniljtat-tailed Kkeep.^Y\Sit-tailedBheei).
Same as fat-tailed itsheep.— Indra'S sheep, delicate
white alto-cumulus or alto-cirrus clouds. Mountain
heep. Six species are now recognized from western
North America, ranging from the Alaska Peninsula into
Mexico. Dnll's sheep, or white sheep, Orix dalli. from
the high regions of Alaska and adjoining Itritlsh Terri-
tory, is alm^>st pure white, with rather slender horns.
Fannin's sheep, O. fannini, from the Yukon District, is

bluish gray. Nelson's sheep, O. netxoni, from southern
and I^>wer f'alifomia, is a small short-haired spe<;ies.
8t/>ne's sheep, black sheep. O. Mtonei, from the mountains
of jlrittsh Columbia, is a hand8f>me ilark-colored animal.— Nelson's sheep. .See numntain imheep.— Shrop-
shire sheep, a breed of sheep resembling the Southdown,
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but larger, with a thicker fieece, a darker face, and more
massive head.— Stone's sheep. See mountain irxheep.

sheep^ (shep), V. t. To pasture sheep upon;
use as a sheep-range. [Western U. S.]

The township has little value for pasturage, as it was
long ago thoroughly " sheeped." The lands, wherever
accessible, have been "gheeped" so long that the grass
has been exterminat«d. Most of the township has been
closely "sheeped," and its grazing value is exceedingly
low. f. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 22, pp. 36, 38, 54.

sheep-bine (shep'bin), «. Thesmallbindweed,
Conrolntlus arvensis.

sheep-bug (shep'bug), u, 1. The sheep-tick,
Melophagus oi-inus.—2. A true tick of the genus
Argas.

sheep-bur (shep'bfer), n. The cockle-bur,
Xanthium strumarium.— Small sheep-bur, the
sticksecd, Lappula Lappula ; also, the American stick-
seed or beggar's-lice, L. Virginiana.

sheep-fly (sbep'fli), «. A European muscid
fly, Lucilia sericatn, allied to the screw-worm
fly of the United States. Its larvee infest the
bodies of live sheep, especially in Great
Britain and Ireland. Nature, Aug. 7, 1902,
p. 352.

sheep-foot (shep'ftit), n. The bird's-foot
trefoil, Lntm cornicnlatus.

sheep-keep (shep'kep), n. Feed for sheep.
The catch-croppings are therefore few and they are

adopted more for the purpose of producing green-meat
for cows and horses . . . than for nheep-keep.

W. J. Maiden, Tillage and Implements, p. 18.

sheep-poison, n. 3. The upright yellow
wood-sorrel, Oxalis striata. Also called j«>iso«
sheep-sorrel.

sheep-root (shep'rSt), n. The butterwort,
I'inguieula vulgaris. Also called sheep-rol
(which see).

sheep-scab (shep ' skab), n. Acariasis of
sheep; specifically, the common sheep-scab, a
disease due to mites (Psoroptes communis)
which live ou the skin and cause a formation
of scab with fall of the wool. It is highly con-
tagious, aiid economically one <»f the most serious of
diseases. Scabby sheep cannot legally be shipped from
one .State to another. Ilead-ttcab is less frequent and
less important ; it is caused by the sarcoptic mite. Foot-
scab is rather rare ; it is caused by the chorioptic mite
(Chorioptes). Follicular scalt, caused by the demodectic
mite, has been recorded in a few cases.

In the appropriation bill for the current year (1894-96)
tuberculosis and sheep-iirab are specifically mentioned
among those diseases which the .Secretary of Agriculture
is autliorized to guard against in such manner as he may
think best Yearbook C S. Dept. Agr., 1894, p. 36.

sheep-shearer, «. 2. Same as *shearing-
machine, 3. Also sheep-shearers.

sheep-sick (shep'sik), a. E.xhausted by sheep-
pasturing and no longer fit for this use: ap-
plied to pasture-lands. [Australia.]

sheep-sorrel, «. 2. Species of Oxalis, more
properly called utiod-sorrel, especially O.
Acetnsella and O. violacca Poison sheep-sorrel,
Oxitlix ntn'rta. Also called gheep-poixon.

sheep'Weed (shep'wed), ». 1. The soapwort,
Saponaria officinalis.— 2. The butterwort,
I'inguieula vulgaris.— 3. The velvet-leaf, Abu-
tilon Abutilon.

sheer^. f. i.—To sheer up, to raise the sheer of a vessel.

—To sneer up aft, t<i riii.sc the sheer of a vessel at the
quarters anil stern.— TO sheer up forward, to raise
the sheer of a vessel at the lx>ws and head.

sheer-*, «. 5. A light seaflfokl, usually with
three inclined legs, on which miners stand in
drilling to get above the drill-rod Sheer draft,
in naval arch., a plan showing the lines of a vessel (see
•kline'-, i (b)) in three parts: the sheer plan, show-
ing the vessel in elevation with the vertical longitudinal
sections in their true form ; the half.breadth plan, shijw-

ing the horizontid sections in true form ; and the body-
plan, showing the transverse vertical sections in true form.
The three plans are interrelated and the whole delineates
the fonn of the vessel. The surface usually sIkjwu is the
molded surface, that is, the exterior sui^face of the fram-
ing with the planking or plating reinove<i.— Sheer line,
in naval arch., one of the lines in the sheer draft indi-
cating the sheer of a vessel at various levels, as the top-
side line, gunwale line, deck line at side, etc.— Sheer
plan, in luteal arch., apian showing the form of a vessel
m longitudinal elevation : one of the three plans forming
the *8heer draft (which see).

sheer-boom (sher'bom), «. See *boom'^.
Me ha<l installed a system of sheer-booms. Tliey spanned

the current diagonally, and were to be the silent herders
that would edge the log-flocks away from the banks,
crowd them to centre at the sorting-gap, and keep them
running free. liolnian Dag, King Spruce, p. 334.

sheer-lashing (sher'lash-ing), n. Xaut., a
lashing pnssed about the head of the sheers
to confine them to one another.

sheer-mast (.sher'mast), n. Xaut., a mast
which is made of two spars on the principle
of sheers, and on which a yard is suspended.

Shelf

sheet!, n. 2. (<) pi. A commercial name for cnide
rubber in thin pieces formed by coagulating the latex on
a large leaf. See -krubberi, 3.

8. In geol.: (a) A mass of eruptive rock of
great length and breadth as compared with
its thickness. Two principal varieties are
recognized: surface flows, which are poured
out on the surface of the earth, and intruded
or intrusive sheets, which are forced between
relatively horizontal strata, (fc) A deposit of
any material, sedimentary or other, which has
great areal extent and small thickness.

In New York, the moraine is commonly rather free
from large stones, as Is the till sheet also.

Bulletin Amer. Geog. Soc, XXX. 199.

Intruded sheet, in geol. , a layer of igneous rock intruded
in a nearly horizontal position, generally between strata
of sedimentary rocks. See irshecti, 8 («).— Intrusive
sheet. Same as intruded irahect.— Sheet tent. See
*tentl.—To give her sheet, ^^a^(^, to slacken the sheets
an<l give the sails more belly.— To have the starboard
sheets aft. See *<J/n.— vortex sheet, in hgdrody-
7iamics, a surface, within the mass of a rotating fluid,
made up of all the vortex lines that pass through any
given line in the fluid.

sheet-brass (shet'bras), n. Brass in sheets or
broad thin plates.

sheet-ice (shet'is), n. Ice formed ou the sur-
face of a body of water.

sheeting, n. 5. In carpenter-work, same as
sheathing: a common term in the United
States.— 6. The breaking up of a massive
rock into relatively thin, parallel tabulro
united by closely spaced faults or joints.

The granite is very much altered by surface decompo-
sition, ami crumbles readily to a coarse sand. The gran-
ite is sheeted near the veins, the planes of sheeting being
Sarallel to the veins themselves. The general sheeting,
owever, is in a different direction, the average strike

being N.20°E., and the dip 70'SE.
Conlrih. to Econ. Geol., U. S. Geol. Surv., Bulletin 218,

[10O2, p. 99.

sheet-leader (shet'le''d6r), n. A simple half-
ring screwed to the deck of a ship. See
*lrader^, 5.

sheet-machine (shet'ma-shen'), n. Same as
sheeting-machine.

Sheet-metal press. See *pre««i.

sheet-packing (shet'pak"ing), n. Elastic
packing of rubber or other material

;
packing

made in large flat sheets of varying thick-
nesses.

sheet-piling (shet'pi"ling), ». A vertical,
thin diaphragm formed by driving into the
soil planking, timbers, or narrow iron or steel
members, the edges of which are kept in close
contact and sometimes grooved together,
used for the purpose of confining or supporting
the soil on one side of the sheet-piling when
that on the other is removed by excavating.
Also sheath-piling. Set. Amer. Sup., Jan. 10,
1903, p. 22591.

sheet-steel (shet'stel), ». Steel in thin sheets,
less than one quarter of an inch in thickness.

sheet-wlse (shet'wiz), adv. In the manner
of sheet-work: said of the printing of a sheet
by two operations, first from a form on one
side, then from another form on the other
side. For a different method see to work and
*turn.

One of the difllculties of sheetwise imposition is that of
making register when there is a shrinkage of furniture in
either form. Another is its greater liability to uneven-
ness of color or of impression when the two fol-ms are
done on different presses and by different pressmen.

DeVinne, Mod. liook Composition, p. 352.

sheety (she'ti), a. Consisting of or resem-
bling sheets ; showing a tendency to break up
into thin tabular masses: applied specifically
to massive or eruptive rocks. Contrib. t(y

Econ. Geol., U. S. Geol. Surv., Bulletin 213,
1902, p. 287.

shel, «. and V. A simplified spelling of shell.

sheldrake, n— winter sheldrake, in New England,
the merganser. Merganser americanus, which Is found-
along the c(jast in winter.

Shelf^, >i.— Continental shelf, the relatively shallow
sea-bottom boi-dcring a continent, in contrast to the deep
ocean-floor; the submerged border of a continental

plateau.

The ocean often overlaps the borders of the continental
masses in a comparatively shallow belt of water, at whose
outer edge the depth is conimoidy about 600 feet; thence
it rapidly sinks t<) the deep ocean flixjr. These shallow
bott4>ms are known as continental shelves. The water on
the shelf is often greenish from fine suspended sediment,
unlike the clear deep blue water of the open ocean. A
well-deflned continental shelf, from 60 to 100 or more
miles in width, stretches along the eastern side of North
America from Newfoundland to Florida, and thence
around the (".ulf of Mexico. The British Isles staiul

upon a continental shelf that borders mid-west«m
Europe. W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog., p. 1T)7.



shelf-fungus

(shelffimg'gus), ». Same asshelf-fungus
*hr<ick<t-ji<iigus.

shelf-furhace (shelf'f^r'nas), M. A furnace
with shelves for the reduction of mercury
ores. The shelves are arranged in an inclined

position along the walls of the shaft and
serve to retard the fall of the ore. A furnace

with shelves was also much used formerly for

roasting ores, there being several varieties.

Phillips and Bauennan, Elements of Metal-

luigv, p. 603.

shelf-ladder (shelf'lad'fer), n. A ladder de-

signed for use in libraries and stores to give

access to high shelves and drawers. It is

fitted with wheels at the top and bottom on
which it can be moved.

shelf-list (shelf'list), n. A list of the books

in a library in the order of their location : dis-

tinct from" the accessions list, and the author

and subject catalogues.

shell, «. 19. A smoked or colored concavo-

convex glass for shielding the eye.— 20. In

sheet-metal work, any piece of sheet-metal upon
which one operation has been performed and
which requires one or more additional opera-

tions to complete it. It is usually of a cup or

shell form.— 21. The dug-out portion of a

West Indian canoe, which consists of a dug-

out the sides of which are built up to any re-

quired height. See *buck-sheU.—22. The
part of a horse-hide obtained from the rump

:

a comparatively small piece. Flemming,
Practical Tanning, p. 398.-23. The porous
cover of ferric oxid which incloses the kernel

of concentrated copper obtained in roasting

cupriferous iron pyrites. See *kernel-roasting.

Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-

lurgy, p. 485.— 24. A special form of hollow
flat-iron used in finishing felt hats—Armor-
plerclng shell, a shell made of special steel with hard-

ened point and strong walla, ^__-,^
especially designed to pene- ^^^ ^
trate through armor and \ / j-

containing a comparatively I / \J

small bursting charge. A
semi-armor-piercing shell is

one of a character interme-
diate between the armor-
piercing and common shell,

with hardened p*jint, and
a medium-sized bursting
charge, designed to pene-
trate moderate thicknesses
of armor and burst after

penetrating the armor.

—

Blind Shell, (d) A shell

containing no bursting
charge.— Capped sbeU, an
armor-piercing shell fitted

with a soft steel plug or
cap covering the point of
the shell. The soft steel

cap enables the shell to
penetrate hard-faced armor
against which the shell

would otherwise break up.
— Common shell, a shell

with c'jniparatively thin
walls, containing a large
explosive charge and not
designed to penetrate annor.
— Flat-nose shell, in min-
ing, a cylindrical boring-tool
having a valve at the bot-

tom, used for boring through
soft earth or clay.— Pearly
necklace-shell. Same as
-tnnariner, 2. — Roman- Capped Armor-piercing Shell.

lamp shell, a Tasmanian «. original head; *. powder-

name for a brachiopod, ^'^^' '"' ''""";«
'"'"^f

' '•

t^ ,,, a tV basc-plue; a, hole for base-fuse;Waldheuiua flme»cenis h. ,, copper rotating band'; /, soft
E. iforrut. Austral English, steel cap.— Torpedo shell, a pro-
jectile with thin walls and consefiuent large capacity for
a bursting charge, and longer than the ordinary shell, or
cored shot ; used in niortar-flring.

shell-bed (shel'bed), n. A bed largely com-
posed of shells: chiefly employed in glacial
geology to describe the interglaeial or post-
glacial beds associated with the continental
ice-sheet. ./. Gcifcje, The Great lee Age, p. 268.

shell-boiler (shel'boi"ler), n. A form of steam-
generator in which the water from which the
steam is generated is surrounded by a eontiu-
uons shell of steel or other malleable metal,
usually of a cylindrical form.
shell-curved (shel'kervd), a. In the rococo
<lecoration of the eighteenth century, said of
motives having curved lines similar to those
of a sea-shell.

The shell-curved lines which maintain their decorative
value in the Salle k Manger have here disappeared.
Lady IHlke, French Furniture and Decoration of XVIII

[Cent., p. 48.

shell-extractor (shereks-trak'tor), n. An
instrument for extracting cartridges from
small-arm rifles.
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shell-eye (shel'i), n. A dorsal eye ; one of the
suiiposed organs of sight found on the shells

of various univalve and bivalve moUusks.
shell-feed (shel'fed), w. In a cotton-carding
machine, a feeding device consisting of a flat

plate with its inner end turned up to conform
to the curvature of a feed-roller. See *dish-

feed.

shell-fish, ?!.- Rock shell-flsh. Same as (ri«i*-/«A.

shell-fishery (sherflsh"er-i), n. The industry

of gathering oysters, clams, and other shell-

fish ; a moUusk fishery.— Commissioner of Shell-
fisheries, a State otRcial concerned with the protection,

cultivation, and industry of gathering shell-flsh in public
waters. Forest and Stream, Jan. 31, 1903, p. 93.

shell-game (shel'gam), n. Another name for

thimblerig, walnut-shells being used instead

of thimbles to cover the pea which the victim
tries to find.

shell-gland, «. 3. In flatworms, the gland
which supplies the material for the formation
of egg-shells.

shell-opal (shel'o'pal), n. The nacreous sub-
stance of any molluscan shell in a fossil con-
dition.

shell-plate (shel'plat), n. One of the plates

which form the shell or outer covering of a
ship or of a boiler.

shell-plating (shel'pla'ting), n. In iron ship-

building the plating which forms the outer

shell of a vessel: also called outside plating.

Iron or steel ships have comparatively thin shell-plat-

ing stiffened by transverse and longitudinal frames.
White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 333.

shell-powder (shel'pou"d6r), M. Quick-burn-
ing gunpowder especially made for the burst-

ing-charges of shell and shrapnel.

shell-rack (shel'rak), n. Kavalj a rack or
support for the stowage of shells m the imme-
diate vicinity of a gun.

shell-road (shel'rod), n. A form of highway
or pavement in which the road surface is com-
posed of oyster, or other, shells.

snell-roU (shel'rol), n. A form of drawing-
roll used on cotton-machinery, consisting of a
cylindrical shell of east-iron on an arbor. See
*boss-roll. Kasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 164.

shell-shake (shel'shak), n. Same as *ring-

.ihiike. See also shake, 7.

shell-tracer (shel'tra'ser), n. A device for

showing the flight of a projectile at night and
the point at which it strikes. A composition
which burns slowly with a brilliant light is

placed in the base of the projectile to be ig-

nited upon firing.

shell-ware (shel'war), n. A name sometimes
given to Gombroon *ware (which see).

shell-work, n. 2. In decorative design, espe-
cially carved or modeled, a motive which
imitates or is sug-
gested by the forms
of shells.

shelter-belt (shel'-

tfer-belt), n. A nat-
ural or artificial

forest maintained
as a protection from
wind or snow. A
wind-break is a nar-
row shelter-belt in

which true forest
conditions do not
exist, maintained as
a protection against
wind ; a snow-break
is a similar protec-
tion maintained
against snow. Also
called wind-man tie

and shelter-wood.

shelter-deck (shel'-

ter-dek), n. See *deck, 2 (c).

shelter-parasite (sherter-par"a-sit), n. An
organism, such as certain of the algee, which
inhabits a cavity already present in the host
or a place of shelter formed with the assistance

of the alg8B.

The manner in which typical chlorophyllous plants

gradually become shelter-parasites, and pass from this

into the condition of true parasites is well demonstrated
atnongst the algae. Tubettf, Diseases of Plants, p. Ml.

shelter-trench (shel'tfer-trench), n. Mil., a
trench hastily excavated to secure shelter

from an enemy's fire.

shelter-wood (shel'tfer-wud), n. Same as
*shelter-belt.

shelv, V. and n. A simplified spelling ot shelve.

shema (she -ma'), n. [Heb. shema, 'hear,'

Shell.work, H6tel Cluny, Paris.

shield

impv. of sham'a, hear.] In Jewish rittuil, a
name for the first word of the verse, Deut. vi.

4, and also for the verse itself, " Shem'a
Yisrael," etc., " Hear, O Israel, Jehovah is our
God, Jehovah is one," recited as the Jewish
confession of faith. The term is also applied to the
whole six verses, Deut. vi. 4-9, and to other verses, Deut.
xi. 13-21 and Num. xv. 37-41, which form the confession
of the liturgy. The shema is considered the sum and
substance of the Jewish faith. It is taught to children
before they learn to read. It is included by every pious
Jew ui his morning and evening prayers, and the first

words form a sort of password among Jews everywhere.
The shema is also written on square pieces of parchment
which are fast^.*iied to the door-posts (see mezuzah), and
it is place<i in phylacteries.

Shenango group. See *(/ro«;ji.

she-oak, ». 2. Beer made in Australia or other
English colonies. JE. E. Morris, Austral Eng-
lish. [Slang.]

shepherd, «. 2. A miner who does not work
a claim, though preserving his legal rights
respecting it. [Australia.]

sherardize (sher'ar-diz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
sherardized, ppr. sherardizing. [From the
name of the inventor of the process.] To coat
iron or steel with zinc by exposing the pre-
viously cleaned surfaces to zinc by heating
them in a closed chamber containing zinc-
dust.

sher^ottite (sher'got-it), ». See *meteorite.
sherifl, n. 3. A high dignitary having both
temporal and spiritual authority among the
Sulus and other Mohammedans of the Philip-
pine Islands. D. C. Worcester, Philippine
Islands, p. 159.

sheriff, n. A simplified spelling of sheriff.

sheriff!, n—issues on sheriffs. See •i8«i«.— Sheriff
depute or sheriff principal, in Scots law, the chief
officer and judge of a county, with both civil and criminal
jurisdiction. His court is known as the sheriff court
and its clerk as sheriff clerk.

Not its least valuable feature is the notices which he
has compiled of the early sheriffs and sheriffs-depute.

Athenxum, May 27, 1905, p. 655.

SherlfTs Inquest. See sheriff's jury, under jury.—
Sheriff's sale. See irsalel.

sheristadar (she-ris-ta^dar'), n. [Also serish-

tadar ; siir-rishtd-ddr, keepef of the clue, or
file. Tule and Burnell.'\ In India, a court
ofiieer ; a register-keeper who receives plaints,

sees that they are in proper form and duly
stamped, records depositions, etc., and gener-
ally attends to routine business. Yule and
Burnell, Hobson-Jobson.

shibuichi (she-bo-e'che), n. [Jap. shi-bu-ichi,

< shi, four, -1- bu, part, + ichi, one.] A com-
position extensively used in Japanese decora-
tive art, composed of three parts of copper to

one of silver.

shicer (shi'ser), n. [Of low (prob. German)
origin.] 1. An Australian name for a mine
which produces no valuable ore. Also called

a duffer. E. E. Morris, Austral English.— 2.

A worthless or despicable person ; specifically,

one who does not pay debts of honor. Com-
pare shyster. [Colloq.]

shield, n. 2. (c) In subaqueous tunneling, a short
metallic cylinder with it« axis parallel and coincident

with the axis of the circular tunnel, and with its diam-
eter slightly larger than the exterior diameter of the

masonry or metallic permanent tunnel lining. The
shield is provided with a diaphragm of metallic construc-

tion occupying its entire cross-section, and through
which openings give access from the rear tti the forward
compartment. The shield is forced forward by hydraulic

or other pressure, driving the cylindrical cutting-edge or

the forward extension of the shield in front of the dia-

phragm into the soft material through which the tunnel

is being driven. The material overhead l>eing thus pro-

tected from falling by the upper cylindrical p<irtion of

the shield, the material inside the forward compartment
can be removed by workmen through openings in the
diaphragm.

The shield employed in the Hudson River tunnel is a
cylinder, thirteen feet long and twenty feet in diameter,

with a hardened-steel "cutting edge," fifteen inches in

length and three inches in circumference.
The Century, Nov., 1903, p. 4a

(ff) A guard placed over or in front of rapidly moving ma-
chinery, especially over cutters such as saws and planes,

to protect the workmen from accidents. (A) A guard
placed aroiuid belting where it passes through a floor,

or around gears to prevent clothing of workmen or

passers-by from becoming entangled. (0 A covering
over bearings and shafts of grinding machinery to keep
grit and dust fmm working into the contact-surfaces.

(j) A guard placed on an exposed shaft, and tuniing

loosely with it, to prevent injury from accidental con-

tact with the revolving mass.— Buccal shield. See
*hucml.— Canthal shield. See -kcanthal scale.— Con-
nlng-tower shield. See ieconning-tmrer.— Dor8al\
Shield, in ophiuroids, one of the four pLites which lie

above the vertebral ossicle.— Embryonic shield, in

ewhn/ol., a shield-shaped region of the hlnstodisc in em-
bryonic reptiles.— Frontal shield. ('<) In hervet.. an
unpaired scute or scale which occupies much the same
position on the top of the head that the frontal bone



shield

•does in the skull.— Frontonasal shield, in herpet., a
median unpaired dermal scale which forms part of the

n

Head-shields o( Scinid Lizards.

es, chin-shields; cf, disk on lower eyelid; e, ear-openine ; y.
frontal; /«. frontonasal; /fi. frontoparietal; i, intcrparietaf; i/.

lower labials: /. loreals; ii. upi>er labials; m, mental; n, nasal;

fU, nuchals : /. parictals ; /J", prefrontal : fi», postnasal ; r. rostral

;

jr, supraciliaries; ^n, supranasal ; ft), supraocular; /.temporal.

(After StcjneKer, Report V. S. Nat. Museum.)

covering of the head. It lies immediately in advance of

the frontal.— Frontoparietal shield, in herpet, one of

a pair of derma! acaUs which form part of the covering
of the head. It lies between the fnmtal and the parietal

shields.— Intergrular shield. ?*arae as -kinter[ndar.—
Interparietal shield, in herpet, a median unpaired
dermal scale which forms part of the covering of the
head and lies between the parietals.— Loral shield, one
of the plates r)r scutes forming part of the covering of the
head of reptiles, esiK-cially lizards, lying just in front of

the eye.— Ma^etlc shield, a shield or wall of mag-
netic material, usually iron, used to pnitect an instru-

ment such as a wat<h or a galvanometer from the action

of magnetic fields.— Mental shield, a homy phit* which
covers the front of the chin in reptiles.— Nasal shield,
in herpet,, the homy plate covering the end of the nose.
— Nasorostral shield, in herpet., a single homy plate
or shield representing the nasal and rostral shields on
the nose of a reptile. Proc. Zool, Soc. London, 1903,

p. 185.— Parietal shield, one of a pair of lanie scales,

forming part i-f the covering of the head of reptiles, lying
at the back of the series of head-scales, much in the posi-

tion of the parietal bone.

shield-back (sheld'bak), n. In old English
furniture, a back the center of which resem-
bles a shield.

In the "fihield back" chair, which is Hepplewhit«'s
favourite sliape, the shield and its interior ornament
making the splat never touch the seat of the chair at alL
K. W. Clougton, Chippendale Period of Eng. Fomiture,

lp.05.

flhield-bearer (8held'bar''6r), n. Any one of
the small elachistid moths of the genus Copto-

£J'

ja^ / V ^
Resplendent Shield-bearer ^.Cofitodisca ipUmtarifertlta^.

a, leaf of apple showini; woric ; b, summer larva : t, larva in case,

tfavelinie; </, cases tied up for wi titer; r, hiberoatinf larva ;y, pupa

;

g, moth ; h, parasite : all enlarged.

(Comstocic, U. S. D. A.)

dinca (formerly Aspidiscn), as the resplendent
shield-bearer

—

Resplendent shield-bearer, an
American tineid moth, Cvptodiitca gptendori/erella, whose
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larva mines the leaves of the apple, plum.'and pear, even-
tually making an oval leaf-case which it carries about.
Comstock, Manual of Insects, p. 254.

shield-hand (sbeld'haud), n. See the extract.

Fixed in all our military and social customs, and living
at the base of language itself are two facts which solve
the riddle and make clear whence and how right-handed-
ness arose. In all tribes and countries since man used
Implements of offense and defense, the sinistral or car-
diac side was protected by the shield and the sinistral

hand was called the shield-handy as the dextral was
called the spear-hand.

G. M. Gould, in Med. Record, Xov. 2, 1907, p. 724.

shield-ibis (sheld'i"bis), n. Same as shell-ibis.

shielding(sherdiiig), ji. [shiekl, v.] The act of
protecting or screening, or that which protects
or screens

—

Magnetic shielding, protection, as of the
works of a watch or the needles of a galvanometer from
the action of an external magnetic field. Magnetic
shielding is commonly attained by surrounding the ob-
ject to be screened with an iron case. Sometimes two
or more concentric layers of iron are used. Astrophys-
ical Jour., .Tuly, 1903. p. 19.

shield-pigeon (sheld'pij*'on), n. A breed of
domesticated pigeons of small size. The head
and body are white and the wings party-
colored ; there is no crest. Commonly called
shield.

shift, n. 11. In p!(j)io/orte-»iatiN(/, the action
of the shifting *pedai (which see) Angle of
shift, in elect., the angular displacement of the brushes of

a generat^jr or motor, made necessary by the distortion
of the magnetic field of tlie machine.— One-String or
two-string shift. See shifting •pedoi.— Shift Of
butts, "'et.' irhittt'^.

Shlftlng-plvot carriage, a gun-carriage used in the
old types of war-ships m which heavy pivots secured to
the deck were used for training the guns. By a suitable
arrangement of fnjnt and rear pivots, the gun-carriage
could be shifted from the center line so as to pivot in a
gun-port on either side of the vessel-

Shift-joint (shift'joint), n. In masonry, the
placing of a stone or brick so that the vertical

joints w^ill come over the solid members of

the course below ; a break-joint ; also, the stone
or brick so placed.

Shigaraki pottery. See *pottery.

Shiga's bacillus. See *bacillus.

shikar (shi-kar'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. shikarrcd,

ppr. shikarring. [Hind, shikar, hunting. See
shikaree.'] To hunt ; chase game ; hence, tease

;

haze.

The 'Shikarris' (nickname of regiment] ehikarrfd
[him] very much, and he bore everything without wink-
ing.

It. Kipling, His Wedded Wife, in Plain Tales from the
[Hills, p. 159.

shikimi (shf-ke'me), n. [Japanese.] The
Japanese anise-tree, Illicium religiosum. See
IHicium.

shikimic (shi-kim'ik), a. [Jap. shikimi'(Be6
def.) + -ic] Noting an'acid, a colorless, levo-

rotatory, non-poisonous compound, CyH^oOs,
contained in the fruit of Illieium religiosum

(Japanese shikimi). It crystallizes in fine

needles, and melts at 184° C.

shikimin (shik'i-min), «. [Jap. shikimi + -in^.']

A colorless, poisonous crystalline glueoside
contained in the seeds of Illicium religiosum

(Japanese shikimi).

shikiniol (shik'i-mol), n. [Jap. shikimi (see

shikimin) + -ol.] Same as snfrol.

shilling, n. 3. In archery, a measure of weight
for arrows, equal to the weight of a new
(P,ritish) silver shilliug: as, a 4s. 6(i!. arrow.
-Baltimore shilling. Same as Maryland ^shilling.
— Bermuda shilling, a silver oAn struck ai)ont 1615.

—

Maryland shilling, a silver coin struck by Lord lialti-

nioiv (r.-ril I ;ilvcrt) n>r the colony of Marjland about ICSO.

—New England shilling, a silver coin, stjimped with the
letters NK. struck in the colony of Massachusetts in 1652.

— Pomfret shilling, a siege-piece of Charles I. of Eng-
land, struck at tlie castle of Pomfret (I'ontefract).—

Shove-groat shilling, awoni shillitig used in the game
of shove-groat, wliicli was new in F.nu'lan<l in the reign of

Henry VIII. .Sec »/ior<'-yron(.— Sixty shilling, a Scotch
silver coin of the time of William and Mary.—-York
shilling, the unit of the colonial currency of New York,
that is, the Mexican real, eight of which went to the
Spanish milled dollar and twenty to the New Vork cur-

rency pound.

Shim^, n. 4. An imperfect shingle, thicker at

one side than the other; also, an imperfect
stave for a bucket. [Local.]

shimmer^ (shim'tr), v. t. [shimmer^, »i.] In
mech., to correct an inequality by inserting a
thin slip or shim.

A remedy for this [poor fitting of share and mold-
bt»ard] is pnwured by shimmering the share up or down
with small pieces of paste-l«)ard.

Davidson and Chase, Farm Machinery and Farm
[Motors, p. 71.

shimose (shi-mo'sa), n. [Said to be named
after its Japanese inventor.] An explosive,

which consists largely of picric acid, made

shiny

and used by the Japanese. The exact compo-
sition is not generally known.
An explosive used by the Japanese, and called Shimose,

after its inventor, for want of a better name, is said to be
more powertul than either dynamite or gun-cotton, and
to possess features found in no other high-power explo-
sive. Shimose does not expl jde on percussion, or by fire,
and is not injured by wetting. When it is exploded, by
a charge of fulminite, it tears a hole several hundred per
cent greater than would result from the use of a similar
quantity of dynamite, and, unlike that substance, its
force is equally exerted in all directions.

A)mr. Inventor, June 1, 1904, p. 256.

shin^, n. 7. In a modem turning-plow, the
lower front corner of the mold-board, next the
share and forming part of the cutting edge.
It replaces in part tlie head or sheath of old
plows.— Doable shin, a mold-board shin reinforced by
a piece of steel weldeil on.— Sore-shln disease. See
trdisease.— Sore-shln fungus. See *fuitgus.

shin^ (shin), n. An adapted pronunciation of
the abbre\-iation «(«/(, used as a colloquial sub-
stitute for 'hj-perbolic sine.'

shin* (shen\ n. [Heb. Aram. Syr. Ar. shin.}

The twenty-first letter (B>) of the Hebrew al-

phabet, corresponding in sound to the English
sh. Its numerical value is 300.

shiner,';. 3. (/) AminnowofthegenusA'o(ro»i«.

—

Spotted shiner, one of the cyprinoid fishes, Hybopsis
dissimilis, found in the eastern Great Lake region.

shingle^, n—Dimension shingle, a shingle having a
definite measurement as regards width or length, or both.
—Shaved shingle, a shingle cut by hand in the old-fash-
ioned way, genei"ally by means of the drawing-knife,
which gives it the wedgelike fonn, while the butt is held
in a strong vise.

shingle-band (shing'gl-band), n. One of the
wooden cross-bars used to hold a bunch of
shingles together by being tied together at the
ends. See cut under shingle^.

shingle-bolt (shing'gl-bolt), n. A block of
wooil ready to be cut into shingles. See cut
under shingle^.

shingle-press (shing'gl-pres), n. A simple
form of press for use in bunching shingles.

shingle-saw (shing'gl-sa),)i. Asawormachine
by which shingles are cut from the stock or
bolt. The shingle having a definite taper from
point to butt, the holder or carrier musfpre-
sent the stock alternately to the saw at tip and
butt, to ensure least waste of stock.

shingling, ». 3. In geol., the arrangement of

flat pebbles or boulders in such a manner that
they overlap like shingles. It is especially

marked in the coarse gravel of a beach (shin-

gle) or on the bottom of a swift river, and may
be detected in conglomerates.

Besides the sandstone and shale elements, the rusty
quartz pebbles which have been mentioned in connection
with the old valleys on the north side of the Ohio are here
a very marked feature, as are also the numerous nodules of
hematite ore. In three instances a very imperfect shiti-

gting was observed.
W. a. Tight, in V. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 13, p. 64.

shining-grass (shi'ning-gras), n. 1. The
spotted touch-me-not or .lewel-weed, Inipa-
tiens biflora.— 2. The early meadow-rue, Tha-
lictrum dioicum.

shinnery (shin'6r-i), n. [s/nnl, alluding to
low growth.] A dense growth of shrubby
timber covering a large area, of mixed compo-
sition but predominantly of shin-oak (which
see). [Southwestern U. S.]

A great deal of the shinnery country undoubtedly repre-
sents a recent gain of timber growth on prairie divides,

r. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Forestiy, Bulletin 49, p. 23.

shin-oak (shin'ok), n. [shin'^ + oak, alluding
to the low growth.] 1. One of several dwarf
oaks of the southwestern United States, form-
ing the largest element in ' shinneries.' That
perhaps most properly so called is Quercus un-
diilata (also called scrub-oak). Others are Q.
gamhelii and Q. breviloba (both also called

white oak).— 2. The upland willow oak, §tier-

cus cincrea.

Shino pottery. See *i>ottery.

shin-wood (shin'wiid), JI. The American yew
or ground-hemlock, Taxus Canadensis.

shiny, a. 3. Rubbed smooth by abrasion : said
of cloth, rails, wire rope, etc.— 4. Reflecting
light or showing differences in shade or color

on account of the presence of a film of grease,

as in cloth, or its absence locally from a sur-

face which is normally lubricated, as in en-
gine-guides.

The entire rope, including the hemp center, is kept con-
stantly lubricated and never allowed to work *' shiny."

The rope grease is applied with a brush, it having been
found that better penetration between the wires if

obtained in this way.
Sci. Amer. Sup., Dec. 27, 1902, p. 22564



ship

ship, 1- 3. [Ar. markeb, ship.] In an ancient

style of chess played with dice, the piece called

'bishop' in the modem game. lu this game
each player had two sets of white pieces and
two sets of black pieces respectively, consist-

ing of two kings, two rooks (elephants), two
knights (equestrians), two bishops (ships),

and four pawns (pedestrians) each.

Our word Rook, ... is no doubt the Roka, or Ship of

the Hindoos ; for by no other supposition can a meaning
be ascribed to it

//. Staunton, Laws and Prac. of Chess, p. 4.

Belted ship, an early type of armored war-ship in

which the hull-protection was coiicentnited in the water-

line amior-belt,— Une-Of-battle ship. Same as fhtp of

thf line (which see. under dAi;;). — I-ofty ship, a ship

that carries long niasta ; a square-rigged vessel is said to

be a lofty ship because she has lower masts, topmasts and
topgallant masts, and sometimes royal masts.— Sym-
Ondlte sblp, an obsolete type of British war-ship having

a peg-top form of cross-section, devised by (and named
for) Admiral Symonds.

A single roll, even of a Symondite ship, may not pro-

duce much vertical motion, but a succession of rolls may.
White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 103.

ship-maul (ship'mal),n. A long-handled, heavy
steel hammer used by shipwrights, one end of

which is flat-faced while the other has a con-

ical point. Also called pin-maul.

shipper,". 4. A tobacco suited for export; a
shipping tobacco. See export *tobacco.

It is also a first-class "shipper," and is sought for by
the stemnier for making the highest grade of strips for

the English market
KiUebrew and Myrick, Tobacco Leaf, p. 321.

shipper-fork (ship'fer-fork), n. A two-pronged
device for guiding a belt from one pulley to

another on a machine.
shipping, ?!.— Merchants' Shipping Act, an act,

passed in 1854 in (Jreiit I'.ritiiin, which requires all mas-
ters and other officers of Hritish merchant-vessels to be ex-

amiiied and to obtjiin certificates of competency issued in

accordance with the provisions of the act. These certifi-

cates are granted by tlie British Board of Trade.— Ship-
ping commissioner. See -ttcommisnoner.

shipping-jacket (ship ' ing-jak '• et), n. A
wadded hood or cover used to slip over a milk-

or cream-can to protect the contents from ex-

cessive heat or cold during transportation.

ship-sloop (ship'slop), n. Formerly, in the

British navy, a sloop of war under the com-
mand of a captain of full rank : so called be-

cause ofiScers of such high rank were supposed
to fly their pennant on nothing lower in rating

than a ship or frigate.

ship-splice (ship'splis), n. A special type of

scarf used in splicing or joining broken
timbers, especially in repairing railroad-cars

;

properly, a scarf having two cuts, one diagonal
to the length of the timber and the other at

nearly a right angle.

shire-horse (shir'hors), n. A breed of English
draft-horses that has long been cultivated in

Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, and other coun-
ties to the west. The color is black; the
height from 17 to 17.3 hands.
shirozame (she-ro-za'ma), «. [Jap., < shiroi,

white, -I- game, shark.] A shark of the family
Carchariidse, Mustelus manazo. Also called

manazo.
shirry (shfer'i), a. [shirr + -yl.] Puckery:
noting a defect in cloth caused by irregular

weaving.
The fly-w]ieel loses the control it has at a slow speed,

and the blow of the lay becomes uneven, because the ac-

celerated motion of the loom has also increased many fold
whatever lost motion was in it before and " shirry " cloth
is the result

Elect. World and Engirt, Feb. 20, 1904, p. 374.

shiva'^ (shiv'a), n. [Yiddish, < Heb. shib'dh,

seven.] Among the orthodox Jews, the period
of mourning for a parent, brother, sister, hus-
band, or wife, consisting of seven days. At the
burial the principal mourners tear their gar-
ments ; afterward they retire to their homes,
take off their shoes, and sit upon the floor for
seven days, spending the time in prayer and
liturgical exercises.

shive, n. 6. A fragment of the rind cr outer
bark of flax, hemp, etc.

shivering^, «. 2. In ceram., the flaking off of
parts of the ware, caused by the unequal con-
traction of body and glaze. Compare craz-
ing, 2.

shivering^, «. 2. A horsemen's term for
chorea or St. Vitus's dance affecting the mus-
cles of the hip and thigh of the horse. U. S.

Jlept. Aqr., Rep. on Diseases of the Horse,
1903, p. "207.

^hivy (shi'vi), a. [Also shivey : < shive + -yl.]

Containing shives or short fragments of vege-
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table substance, as wool, hair, etc. C. VicJc-

crman, Woollen Spinning, p. 122.

sho^ (sho), n. [Jap. shd.'\ A Japanese unit of

measure for liquids, equal to 1.80 liters, or

.477 of a United States gallon.

shoal', ».— Magnetic shoal, an area of magnetic dis.

turbance under the sen.

This remarkable area of disturbance was then called a
"magnetic shoal," a term which at first siglit hardly ap-

pears to be applicable. We have, however, become
familiar with the terms " ridge line, valley line, peak, and
col," as applied to areas of magnetic disturbance on land ;

therefore I think we may conveniently designate areas

of magnetic disturbance in land under the sea "mag-
netic shoals."

E. W. Creak, in Sci. Amer. Sup., Nov. 7, 1903, p. 23287.

shoal-brain (shol'bran), «. An ignorant or
shallow-witted person. [Rare.]

One day more
These muttering shoalbrains leave the helm to me

:

God, let me not in their dull ooze be stranded.
Lowell, Columbus, 1. 267.

shock',)'. 4. A mirror of the poorest quality,

made of ordinary window-glass Secondary
shock, a condition of shock which returns after the first

symptoms have passed away.

shock-compressor (shok'kom-pres''or), n. A
device for compressing corn when standing in

shocks for convenience in handling and as a

firoteetion against loss or injury by storms.

t consists of a short rope drawn through a
locking-block which has a supporting hook,
and a twine-holder. In use, the block is

hooked into the shock, and the rope and twine
are carried around it, the rope being drawn
tight and locked to compress it, when the
twine may be tied and the compressor re-

leased.

shoddy-picker (shod'i-pik'fer), n. Same as

shoddii-machine.

shode^, «. 2. Refuse material used in the
adulteration of oil-cake.

shoe', )'. 3. io) In suspension-bridge construction, an
iron or steel " eye ' or loop, resembling several horseshoes

placed on one another, around which all the individual

wires forming a single strand of a cable ai-e looped. The
shoes forming the ends of the several strands are perma-
nently placed side by side with the cable end of a long
anchorage eye-bar or link placed between each two adja-

cent shoes, with a long steel pin extending through the
openings of the shoes and eye-bars alternately, thus fasten-

ing the cable to the anchorage-bars.

In each cable there are thirty-seven of these strands,

which requires thirty-seven shoes at each end, there being
but one strand looped around a shoe. These shoes are

bolted between steel bars which are anchoi-ed in masonry,
pins seven inches in diameter passing through the bars

and shoes, holding the latter in place.

Am£r. Inventor, July 15, 1903, p. 26.

(p) A sliding-contact device for connecting the moving
car on an electric railway with the third rail or with an
underground insulated conductor. Trans. Amer. hut.
Elect. Engin., 1901, p. 666.

4. In China, a silver or gold ingot said to be
derived from the Dutch goudschuit, boat of

fold, applied to the ingots imported from
ndia into China in the seventeenth century.
During the Boxer trouble the transfer issued was not

settled up for a period of nine months. The next settling

day it was settled up by the issuers of transfer paying
$81.50 for each shoe of transfer, the shoe then being worth
about $79, the difference between these amounts standing
for the interest Sci. Amer. Sup., Aug. 13, 1904, p. 23926.

Cross-bar shoe. Same as bar-shoe.— Scaxpa's shoe,
an a]ipliance for the correction of club-foot

shoe-boil (sho'boil), n. A fibrous, flabby new
growth over the elbow of a horse, due to re-

peated injury from lying on hard floors or with
the front feet doubled under the body. Also
called capped elbow.

shoe-boss (sho'bos), n. A shoe-manufacturer.
Dialect Xotes, III. iii. [New Eng.]

shoe-dressing (sho'dres"ing), «. A liquid or
pasty material used to give suppleness and
luster to the upper leather of boots and shoes,
sometimes also to render it waterproof.

shoeing, n. 3. Something designed to pro-
tect a surface as the shoe protects the foot.

Another direction in which mechanical invention is re-

quired for the wheels of motor cars and wagons is a shoe-
ing or protection of hard material of easily renewable
character which can be firmly and safely attached to the
outside of the tyre covers to take the wear and cutting
action caused by the driving strain and by the action of
tile brakes on sudden stops.

Jtep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 766.

shoemaker, n. 2. Acommon name of various
species of carangoid fishes, especially of
Alectis ciliaris, from its thread-like dorsal
spines— Shoemakers' cramp or palsy. See
•kcramp^.

shoe-plate (sho'pliit), »t. 1. In iron ship-build-

ing, a U-shaped plate sometimes fitted around
the bar-keels of coasting vessels to prevent
the wearing away of the keel through friction

shoot-off

on the ground. J. C. Holms, Practical Ship-
building, p. 79.— 2. A flat plate placed at the
bottom or underneath part of a structure (as

a column) or of a machine, to increase the
bearing area or to take the wear.
shoe-shop (sho'shop), n. A shop or factory in

which shoes are made. Dialect Notes, III. iii.

[New Eng.]
shoe-strings (sho'stringz), n. The lead-plant,
Amorpha canescens. Compare devil's-shoe-

strings,

shog-board (shog'bord), «. An oscillating-

board in a threshing-machine.

In Nalder's Threshing-machine, the shakers, shog-
board, and large riddle are all driven from one crank.

J. Scott, Textbook of Frfmi Engin., V. 93.

shohet (sho'chet), n. [Heb. shohft. < shahat,

slaughter.] A slaughterer; a Jewish butcher
who is learned in the rabbinical laws of
slaughtering animals. His duty is to slaugh-
ter the animal according to the law prescribed
in Hilchoth sh'hitah (rules for slaughtering)
and examine the vital parts of the viscera.

No meat is considered 'kosher' without the
shohet's sanction.

shoji (sho'ji), «. [Jap.] A sliding screen
used instead of a wall or partition in a Japa-
nese house.

I know of one place to which I have returned to look
out of the shoji screens into the garden, where there is a
big pottery statue of Kwannon.

J. La Farge, An Artist's Letters from Japan, p. 217.

shomer (sho'mer), n. [Heb., < shamar, watch,
keep.] 1. A watchman; a keeper.— 2. A
trustee.— 3. An official appointed by Jewish
authorities to see that meat sold by butchers
is 'kosher.'

shonkinite (shon' kin-it), n. [Shonlcin, an In-
dian name of the Highwood Mountains in

Montana, + -tte'2.] In petrog., a phanerio
igneous rock with granular texture, consisting
of augite and orthoclase, with or without
olivin, and small quantities of nephelite, soda-
lite, etc. A rock related to syenite but rich

in augite. Weed and Pirsson, 1895.

shoo-fly (sho'fli), n. The wild indigo, Bapiisia
tinctoria: so called in allusion to the wide-
spread belief that the mere presence of the
plant attached to the harness will keep away
horseflies. Called horsefly-weed for the same
reason.

S-hook (es'huk), n. A double-pointed hook
with the points turned in opposite directions.

shoot, V. I. intrans. 10. In criclet, to boimd
low and close to the ground after pitching

:

said of a ball bowled. S. H. Lyttelton, Cricket
and Golf, p. 31.

H. trans. 15. To cast or drop, as the claw
of a lobster. Stand. Diet.

Lobsters have the power of dropping or "shooting*
one or both claws, which may be more or less completely
replaced by a new growth. Many incentives are quoted
for this curious procedure, the principal ones being han-
dling . . . entanglement of the claws, and fright

G. B. Goode, fisheries and Fishery Industries of the
[U. S., § 1, p. 805.

To shoot a J am. See *jam 1.

shoot, n. 17. A district or estate over which
game is shot.— 18. See *sprout, 1 (c).— De-
ferred shoots, in bot., shoots produced by buds which
have long remained dormant— Stump shOOt. See
itsprout.

shooter,". 5. In mcA-f<, a ball bowled which,
owing to an inequality in the ground, bounds
close to the surface after pitching. Hutchin-
son, Cricket, p. 15.5.

shooting, «.— Ttirtlehack shooting, in archery,

shooting over a tree or other high banier at a target

lying upon the ground. This form of competition is

sometimes used in American shooting-matches.

shooting-field (sho'ting-feld), 11. A field used
for archery practice.

shooting-glove (sho'tiug-gluv'), n. In archery,

a glove worn on the drawing-hand to protect

it from the friction of the bowstring; a draw-
ing-glove. It is now made, ordinarily, in the

form of tips for the drawing-fingers.

shooting-lodge (sho'ting-loj), w. A hunting-
box; a shootmg-box.

shooting-tenant (sho'tlng-ten''ant), )i. A
tenant who rents the privilege of shooting
game on an estate.

The landlord being continually in danger of losing the
farming or shooting tenant, possibly both.

Il'nta?i(/An»i and Payiu-Galhrey, Shooting.

shoot-off (shot'of), n. In trap-shooting, a sub-

sequent competition between contestants who
have made tied scores. Forest and Stream, .

Feb. 21, 1903, p. 160.



shoot-pole

shoot-pole (shot'pol), n. See *polarity, 1 (c).

Shop^, ^'.— Open sbop, a shop or business establish-

ment m which either union or non-union worltnien may
be employed, but in which, usually, the hours and prices

pre8crii)ed by the trades-unions are observetl.— Setting-
up shop, a shop where manufactured products, as ma-
chines, barrels, etc., are set up or assembled.

shop-boiler (sliop'boi"ler), n. A boiler which
furnishes steam for power or heating in a
shop.

shop-drive (shop'driv), «. The set of motors
and accessory devices for operating the ma-
chinery of a shop or factorv by electric power.
The Iron At/e. March 26, 1903, p. 22.

shop-hour (shop'onr), n. See *hour.

shop-pan (shop'pan), «. A shallow pan of

pressed steel used in machine-shops, bolt-

works, and foundries for the convenient trans-

portation of bolts, nails, drop-forgings, and
other small articles or tools; a tote-box.

shop-tender (shop'ten'der), n. A name ap-
plied to codfish living near shore. Also called

ground-tender, ground-keeper, and inshore eod.

Wor (shor), n. [Turki shor, a salina; Turkish
shor, saltish, brackish (Redhouse).] A salina;

a shat : used by writers on Turkestan.

The $horg (elongated saline depressions) . . . are seen
on the southern border of the Kai-n-kum sands.

Geoff. Juur. (R. G. S.), XII. 308.

Shore hold, terrace. See *hol<I\, *terrace'^.

shore-bug (shor'bug), n. Any member of the
heteropterous family SaJdidse (which see). L.

O. Howard, Insect Book, p. 291.

shore-cleat (shor'klet), ». One of the heavy
wooden cleats which are nailed to the side of

the vessel, and against which the shores rest.

See cleat.

shore-fast (shor'fast), n. A hawser or length
of cable which secures a vessel to the dock.

shore-fish (shor'flsli), «. A name used for

several fishes which inhabit shallow waters,
especially Fitnduhis diaphanus, a small fish of

the family I'aciliidfe.

shore-grape (shor ' grap), n. Same as sea-

nrajic, 2.

shore-grass, " 2. Same as St. Augustine
*yriix/i.

shore-horizon (shor'ho-ri'zon), B. The water-
line on the beach: the shore-line when the
sea-horizon is bidden by the intervention of
land.

shore-line, «.— Mature shore-line, the relatively
stable shore-line that is ijnxluccd wherever sea-lwjrder
conditions remain pennanent for a loriK time. It de-
velops by the cutting back of promontories and the tilling

out of embayment^ making a line of comparatively
smooth curves. F. P. Gutticer, in Proc. Amer. Acad, of
Art« and Sciences, Jan.. 1899, p. 151.

shore-platform (shor'plat "fdrm), n. The rela-

tively flat sea-bottom which extends outward
from nearly all land-areas and is the place of

habitation of sedentary marine life. J. D.
Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 222.

shore-tender (shor ' ten ' d6r), «. Same as
*sho]i tinder.

shore-wall (shdr'w&l), n. Accumulations of
sand and gravel pushed up into mounds by the
expansion and contraction of ice formed on
rivers or lakes. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.,

p. 532.

short. I. a. 13. Iron ifl said to be coW-«Aor( when
it shows brtttleness if worked at ordinary temperature,
and rtd-fh»rt when it is brittle at a red heat, crumbling
under the blacksmith's hamnier.— Short and rough, a
term used in brickmaking t^) describe clay which is newly
taken out an<l unmellowed, as distinguished from clay
mellowed by weathering which is mild and tough.

—

Short ball cause. See itUnUi, irramn'.— Short cir-
cuit. ('') In xiirg., a jiassage fonned around an ob-
atructed segment of intestine by estjiblishing an anasto-
mosis between the i)ortious above ami iiclow this pait.

Lancet, May 30, l«o.i. p. I.i20.— Short sweetening.
8ee ttwtetfnintf.— Short train. See lon'j -ktrain.—Wet
Short. "See -kwet-ghort.

n. n. 10. In elect., a short circuit.

All circuits are so arranged and designed that by ma-
nipulating the keys all reituired tests for "opens,"
grouufls, reserves, fitiortu and all t)ther trouble, both on
the line and on the 8wit<:hboard, can be made from this

desk. Elect. World and Knijin., .\pril 30, 1901, p. 802.

The shorts, in stock-exchange slang, those who do not
possess the stocks or goods which they have agreed to
deliver.

short, adv.— tTxOTt apeak, a phrase applied to an
anchor cable when it is up and down from the hawse-
hole — when the anchor is under fr>ot.

short, r. II. tran.'i. 3. To short-circuit an
e'.ectrical machine, line, or system of con-
ductors. [Colloq.]

Provision Is also made on the board for generator
trouble, the current passing through two lamps, so that,

Aboald any line become *'Kkorted " or "grounded," etc.

Elect. Rev., Sept 3, 19W, p. 341.
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short-circuit, f. II. trans. 1. In Wee*., to es-

tablish a short circuit in.— 2. In surg., to form
a communication between two portions of in-

testine above and below an obstruction, so
that the contents may pass along. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 637.

short-circuiting (sh6rt's&r'kit-ing), 11. The
act or process of establishing a short circuit,

as in electricity; in surg., the establishment
of a short circuit in any part of the alimentary
canal.

The establishment of a permanent communication be-
tween the stomach and the small intestine when the
ordinary gateway between these parts of the alimentary
canal is obstructed by an irremovable malignant growth

;

between two parts of the small intestine so that some
obstruction may be passed ; or l^etweeu small and large
intestine. The ojierative pRXjedure goes by the name of
gkort-circuiting ; it enables the contents of the bowel to
get beyond an obstruction. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 78.

short-fired (short'flrd), a. Not sufficiently
baked ; under-fired : said of porcelain and pot-
tcr}'.

short-flame (short'flam), a. Giving out, when
burned, a flame that is comparatively short

:

said of some kinds of coal which contain little

volatile hydrocarbon matter.

short-hair (short'hSr), -j. t. In currying, to
remove (from a skin) the short, fine hairs left

after the skin has been limed. Modern Amer.
Tanning, p. 43.

short-headed (sh6rt'hed"ed), a. Brachy-
cephalic; broad-headed; round-headed.

shorthorn, «. 2. A new-comer; a greenhorn :

as resembling a steer which, on account of
the shortness of its horns, is not able to de-
fend itself: opposed to *longhorn. [Slang,
western U. S.]

Don't let no shorthorn have my room Mr. Stumps, I

may need it myself ; an' in case I do I don't want to be
obleeged to bootcher no hannless stranger.

A. a. Letrit, Sunset Trail, ii.

short-leg (shdrt'leg), n. In cricket: (a) A
player who fields near to the batsman on the
leg side. (6) The position of such a player
in the field.

short-rnmp (shdrfrump), n. Same as *goose-
rump.

short-rumped (shdrt'rumpt), a. Same as
*goosc-rutnped.

short-slip (short'slip), H. In cricket : (a) That
fielder in the part of the field behind the
wicket, and to the off side, who is nearest
to the wicket-keeper, (b) The position of
such a player in the field. II. H. Lyttelton,

Cricket and Golf, p. 43.

short-spent (short'spent), a. Unexpended;
left over.

The sum short-npent on new construction amounts to
£-J,i70,(XlO. T. A. Brattey, Naval Annual, 1898, p. 1.

short-spoon (short'spon), ». lagolf, a wooden
club, lofted, having less distance than a mid-
spoon. K'. Park, Jr., Game of Golf, p. 27.

short-stay (short'sta), a. Noting the condi-
tion ot an anchor when it is nearly atrip, or
when the cable is nearly up and down.

short-stepper (sh6rt'step''er), n. A horse of
which the hind feet, in walking, fall behind
the imprints made by the fore feet. The an-
imal accordingly takes shoit steps and covers
ground slowly, at a walk.

short-suiter (short-sii'tfer), w. In whist or
bridge, one who docs not believe in fi.xed ad-
herence to the doctrine that the longest suit

should always be selected for the original
lead, no matter what the strength or weakness
of the hand may be.

short-'Wing (sh6rt'wing), H. A small bird of

the genus Oligura, Brachypteryx, or some
closely related form, belonging to the family
Timeliidsp, found in southeastern Asia.

shoshonite (sho-sh6'nit), n. [^Shoshone (In-

dians) + -ite^.l Inpeirog., a variety of basalt
comparatively rich in potash, having pheno-
crysts of labradorite with variable amounts ot

augite and olivin, in a ground-mass containing
labradorite and orthoclase, with pyroxene,
magnetite, etc. It grades into absarokite
with increase of augite and olivin and decrease
in labradorite. Iddings, 1895.

shoti, n. 19. In athletics, a metal sphere,
either with or without a covering, weighing in

championship contests 16 pounds and in school
contests 12 pounds, which a competitor ' puts'
as far as possible Ijeyond a ring within which

shovel-beaked

he stands.— 20. In lawn-botvls, the point made
by the ball which lies nearest the jack at the
close of the head or innings.— Benching shot, in
mining, a bbist-hole bored vertically downward in an open
face of rock or mineral. Barrouinan, Glossary.— Blow-
out shot, a shot that has blown out the tjunping but has
not broken the coal or rock. Coal and Metal Miners'
PiicA-cftooA-.— Capped shot. See *capj)ed.— Draw-
Jump shot, in billiards, a shot in which the cue-ball
hounds up from the table almost at the instant of striking
the first object-ball, and then, its forwaid motion dying
out, begins to retrograde. As a means of smothering the
cue-ball in a powerful drive, it can also be lifted, twisted,
made to go forward, and then to come back. — PaUlser
shot, a chilled cast-iron projectile invented by Major
JPalliser of the British araiy to ovemiatch wrought-iron
armor.

—

Wrist-shot, in gut/, a short approach, played
principally with the wrists.

shot-borer, «. —Apple shot-borer, apple-tree
shot-borer. Same as apple -kbark-beetle (b).

shot-dyeing (shot'di'ing), n. The process of

producing two-colored effects upon union cloth
of vegetable and animal fibers in a dye-bath.
It may be done by first using an acid color

which will dye the wool and not the cotton
and later dyeing the cotton with a direct cot-

ton color, or by the process of *crossdyeing
(which see).

shot-effect (shot'e-fekf), n. A two-color
effect produced upon union fabrics by dyeing
the vegetable fiber (usually cotton) one color

and the animal fiber (usually wool) another.
See *crossdyeing and *shot-dyeing.

Shot-hole fungus. See *fungus.

shot-ladle (shot'la'dl), n. Xaut., an instru-
ment employed for handling hot shot, and
also for drawing the shell from a gun.

shot-metal (shot'mefal), n. An impure form
of lead which contains two per cent, of arsenic :

used for making shot for cartridges.

shot-stifled (8hot'8ti"fld), a. Said of a horse
atTected with stifle. See stifle^, 2.

shot-tongs (shot'tongz), n. An instrument
for grasping and moving projectiles of large
caliber. It is used in connection with the
operation of bringing projectiles to a gun
from the magazine.

shot-whip (shot'hwip), 71. Naut., a purchase
used in hoisting or lowering shot.

shoulder, n. 12. In hort., the squared or ex-

panded base of a bunch of grapes, usually
produced by an extra branch in the cluster.

shoulder-clod (shol'der-klod), n. See *clod^, 8.

shouldered, a. 2. In hort., said of grape-
clusters that have a shoulder or are broadest
at the base.— 3. Broad and high in the umbo-
lateral regions: used in the characterization
of the Brachiopoda.

shoulder-lappet (8h6rd6r-lap'et), n. Same
as putagiuni (c).

shoulder-splat (shol'd^r-splat), a. Same as
shimlder-sjilayed.

shoulder-steak (shol'dfer-stak), «. A steak of

beef cut from the fore quarter through the
shoulder.

shoulder-tuft (sh61'd6r-tuft), n. Same as
patagium (c).

shout 1, «. 2. A treat ; a free drink. [United
States and Australian slang.]

I . . . gave the boys round a spread and a shout.

a. Walch, Head over Heels, p. 83, (juoted by E. K
IMorris, Austral Knglish.

To go on the shout, to get drunk. [Slang.]

But a bloke can do a gallon— if the tiddley 's fairly

weak —
Without actually going on the shout.

"Mark Thyme," in War's Brighter Side, xx.

shove, n. 4. In billiards, the more common
designation of the push. Degrees of strength
have also given it other names. When it was
foul in America to push so gently as to con-
trol the balls, the strenuous stroke was called

Boirery in New York city, Germantotcn in

Philadelphia, and timber-lick in the West.

shovel 1, «. 5. The blade of any plow or culti-

vator exclusive of those having shares and
mold-boards. Not only shovel-like blades but
narrow vertical forms and horizontal scrapers

are sometimes included. See *scalp^, n., 7;

*scootrr'^, 3; *.sr»'";)rl, 7; and entries below.
— Bull's tongue, calf's tongue diamond-point egg-
point shovel, narrow forms of plow or cultivator sliovels

for deep penetration.— Tumlllg shovel, an oblique

shovel plow-blade resembling a narrow mold-board.

—

Wing shovel, a plow shovel with adjustable wings de-

signed for hilling work.

shovel-beaked (shuv'1-bekt), a. Having the

muzzle produced into a spatulate beak: as,

the shovel-beaked sturgeons.
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shovel-bucket (shuv'l-buk'et), >i. In rail- shrink-ring (shringk ' ring), n. 1. A ring,^„A „ .,» t: J 1 1 >_ ^ placed when hot around some other piece, so
that in the process of cooling and consequent
contraction it will exert a powerful compres-
sion and add strength to resist internal strains

Shorel-bucket.

road construction and canal- or road-work, a
large scooping
bucket armed
with teeth and
used with a
steam-shovel
or operated by

' power by means
of chains that
drag the buck-
et over or
through loose
material, caus-
ing it to scoop

np a load. When filled, the bucket is lifted,
swung over a car or to the spoil-bank, tripped
and dumped, or dragged to a fill point and
there tripped and dumped.
Shovelnose, «. 2. <<) a NVw south Wales species
of nty-flsli. Jihi'nohatus howjainvillH. Also called blind
shark ami sand-^harjc. In the northern hemisphere, the
name is piven to three different sharks and a sturgeon.
E. K. Morriit, Austral English.

shovel-spur (shuv'l-sper), n. A flattened,
leathery projection, found on the hind foot of
toads belonging to the genera Scaphinpus,
Pelobates, etc. It is used in digging; hence
the popular name of spade-foot.

shovel-weed (shuv'1-wed), «. The shepherd's-
purse, Bursa Bursa-pastoris, so called from the
shovel-shaped pods.
ShOWl, l\ i—To Bbownp. (6) To stand out; hold its
own. [Colloq.]

There is, however, one other artist here whose work
ekojcs up even beside Corot, and that is Hervier, who still
awaits due recognition. Athenieum, April 15, 1899, p. 471.

showl, M. 9. In mining, the effect on the flame
within the gauze of a miner's safety-lamp by
which the presence of fire-damp or combusti-
blegas in the atmosphere is revealed.
n. a. Designed to be shown or only for
how ; in fanciers' language, raised for display

purposes; bred for 'points.' Thus a show

shy
ammeter ; or, in general, a box containing the
shunt-circuit of any electrical device.

Particular attention was directed to the shunt-box sys-
tern and to the constant^current transformer method.

^ ^ „..„.„,^ .
Elect. Rev., Aug. 27, 1904, p. 310.

in the piece.— 2. A ring so located in a struc- Shunting-yard (shun'ting-yard), n. A rail-

ture that all tendencies to contract on cooling 'way-yard in which car-shunting takes place,
shall be concentrated at this point, and can ^^bb, ludust. Democracy, I. 380.
there be compensated or allowed for and their Shunt-ratio (shunt'ra-shio), n. In elect., the
effects reduced or eliminated.— 3. Same as ''i'*'° °^ *''? resistance of a shunt to that of
a shrink- or shrunk-collar. Jour. Brit. Inst. *"^ ™^^^ circuit with which it is in parallel.
Elect. Engin., 1902-03, p. 419. bometimes the ratio of the current in a shunt
shrlnk-rule (shringk'rol), n. A shrinkage- *o that in the main circuit of which it forms a
rule; a rule or graduated scale used by pat-

D''anch is called the 'shunt-ratio.'
tern-makers, which is a fraction of an inch Shunt-tum (shunt'tfern), n. Any one of the
longer per foot than a standard rule. When ampere-turns in the shunt-winding of a gen-
used for iron, i of an inch allows for the

*
"

~

shrinkage of the casting in cooling, since
every dimension is longer than the nominal
or standard one in that proportion. For brass
pattern-work it is -,\- of an inch longer in each
foot ; for steel it is \ of an inch larger.
shroudl, n. 7. In mach.

:

cast on the ends of the

erator or motor.
shunt-winding (shunt'win-ding), n. The field
coils of a shunt-wound generator or motor, or
those coils in a compound winding which ar©
connected in parallel with the armature-cir-

-ii ^^ „ cuit.

"rfayArinTor flange shunt-WOUnd (shunt'wound), |j. a. In elect.,

teeth of a gear-wheel, J"'""?
its field coils in shunt with the arma-

80 that they appear to be formed entirely or '"^® circuit
:
said of certain generators and

partly in the solid periphery of the wheel, ^otors.yr. J^, Xii6fK«, Public Lighting, p. 431.
If the flange or shroud extends radially to the tips of the ShUnUTl laCQUer. See *lacquer.
teeth, the term /nil or whole shrouding is used; if the

-'--•^' ''
'

flange extends only to the pitch-line, half-shrouding is
applied to it. Two wheels in gear may both be half
shrouded if of the same width of face ; if one is cast with
a full shroud, the gear meshing with it cannot have any ;

or if not of the same width of face, the narrower one can-
not have any. The shroud is to give increased strength
to the teeth and diminish the danger of breaking. It is
particularly serviceable for gears of large circular pitch
and small diameter, giving an increase of strength of
nearly 50 per cent.

(*)

shutl ('. I. 'iruns.~io shut one's head or keep
one shead shut, to hold one's tongue ; keep one's mouth
shut. [Slang.)

" If any of my inferiors onboard ship don't keep their
heads shut when they are n't spoken to," said Kettle un-
pleasantly, " I always disarrange their front teeth."

Cutcliffe Uyne, A Master of Fortune, liL

II. intrans— To shut up. (d) To close the open
spaces or interstices of a porous material by compression,

,
as by hammering or pressing.

In an undershot wheel, the cylindrical shu't-iu (shut'in), n. 1. An invalid, cripple.

shov

surface at the inner circumference or bottom
of the bucket.— 8. The name given to the
legendary portrait of Christ which is sup-
posed to have been imprinted on the shroud
in which he was wrapped in the tomb. i.

^ , ^ , „ „„„„,, C'««<, in Burlington Mag., V. 517.

homer is a homing pigeon bred for certain shroud^^ »— Lower-shrouds, the shrouds of the lower
characters or markings, in distinction to one „°a|t

"""""' "'"' ™'2''«"™asts
;
the shrouds of any lower-

I".'™,!*"" ^^'^f
^""^ <listances. shrouding, n. 2. Same as *shroud\ 7.

BJlOWer ,
n— unc-acld shower, a temporary increase or whole shrouding. See *shroudl, 7 («).— Half-m the amount of uric acid contained in the excreted shrouding. See *shroudl 7 (a)

<,il'A'^''^^Ji»'/'". -'"-"''?"'%''"''™''°'rf""?''"'«-'"'''- shroud-laid (shroud'lad;, a. Right-handed:

«br7;ll'^!.,li'„'i'T^'
"

A^''™^
"' *i''Pj''y-l[T- s^'"! "f ^ four-stranded rope which has a heart.

shredder (shred fer), « l A machine for xotes, III. iii. [Western U. S.]

f™^ «^ l\imr •' ""^ ^^^T l^^ '*^"'f'
sJirubwood (shrub'wud), n. [shrubl + ,coodi.]

leaves, and husks of ripe corn-plants lu mak- gee *n-oodlancl 2

Is? f.raf«nd'.^J^tr'"* /h'^''''
^'""

"''u-^- " Slitoff (^l^tof). «•
' [R"ss. shtofU = Little Euss.

IS a large and complicated power-machine re- shtof, a square bottle, a stoup, < OHG. MHG
ma^chilTe^anfroftP^^^Xr %*l>f«^i"g: ««««/ a stoup. See .tooj>2.] VRussIan met
Xtw^r' T^» .fo?t / ^^ \i"fu'"'

"'"* ^"'•e f«>- lifl"ids, equal to 1.23 liters, or .325
^Jiredder -The stalks of corn, with the ears, United States gallon.
are fed to the machine, which removes and shnckpr n 2 A hnllino- mn,>1,i„o
husks the ears,cutsthe stalks intoshortpieces, Se!'^;^!^^^^^^

or convalescent who is confined to the house
for a long time. [Colloq.]— 2. Inphys. geog.,
a narrow part of a valley which is elsewhere
broadly open. [Missouri.]
The terras "meander" and "shut in" and the like,

have a definite enough geoniorphological meaning, as ap-
pears clearly from Mr. Jlarbut's use of them, but we can-
not help feeling that they sound crude and angular, more
conformable in style to the Gennan language than our
own. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 666.

Full shut-out (shut'out), 11. The act of shutting
out or the state of being shut out in any sense

;

in sporting slang, the preventing of the oppo-
site side from scoring, as in a game of base-ball.
On the pitching . . . was entitled to a shut-out.

The Tigers scored their only run in the fifth.

N. Y. World, Aug. 3, 1904.

shreds the stalks, leaves, and husks,"cleans
them from dust, and delivers the shredded
product to a stacker or to a baliug-press.— 2.
A machine for shredding whole wheat into
long filaments or shreds. It consists essen-
tially of pairs of steel rolls, one having a finely
fluted face, placed above a traveling conveyer.

of dividing the pack into two parts and then forcing one
into tile other at the ends.

Shunanunite (sho'na-mit), n. [Slmnem +
-ite^.} An inhabitant " of the ancient Shunem
near Jezreel. 1 Ki., L, 3, 15, II., 17, 21, 22;
2 JS:;., IV. 12, 25, 36. Also called, in "Song of

„ _,.,.. Songs," Shulammite (?).
Prepared whole wheat is fed between each shunpike (shun'pik), «. A road or bjrway so
pair of rolls and is torn into long threads that situated, by intent or not, that travelers may shutter-weir (shut'er-wer), n.

avoid paying toll on the turnpike which is the shuttlel, ".— Circular shuttle, afall upon the conveyer and are conveyed to
cutting-knives which divide them into cakes
ready for baking.
shredder-head {shred'6r-hed), n. The cyl-
inder which carries the cutters and shredding-
knives of a shredder.
shredding-machine (shred'ing-ma-shen''), n.
.See *shredder.

able partition designed to cut off the runner
to a mold from the channel in which molten
metal is flowing, {g) The name given by
luigo Jones, the architect, to the side scenes
or slips which he used in his pomps and
masques. E. T. Blomfield, in Portfolio, 1889,
p. 91.— Cat's-eye shutter, a pneumatic photographic
shutter. [Colloii.]— Pneumatic shutter, in photog., a
shutter operated by air-pressure conveyed by a rubber
tube from a compressed rubber ball.

shutter-armature (shut'er-ar'-'ma-tur), n.
The piece of soft iron, attached to the'shutter
of an annunciator or telephone indicator, by
the attraction or release of which the signal is

given.

shutter-hook (shut'^r-huk), n. A hook for
holding a hinged shutter in place : usually a
long hook which holds a shutter open at a,

certain angle with the sill.

See *weir.
swivel-shuttle tised

main thoroughfare. Such a road maybe closed on "W;un-iooms
, ^ ,„ .. ,

by injunction. [U. S.] Shuttle-armature (shut l-ar''ma-tur)

There wasta road which branched off from the turnpike,
about a mile from the town, and which, after some wind-
ings, entered the pike again beyond the toll-gate, and
although this road was not always in verygtKid condition,

on ribbon-looms.

A
simple form of armature for generators or
motors, having a single coil wound upon a
shuttle-formed bobbin, the latter being fre-
quently of soft iron.

shril, »'., (I., n., and adv
of .'.hrill.

Shrilling-organ (shril'ing-6r"gan), n
souud-organ of a male cicadid

"

A simplified spelling

The

it had seen a good deal of travel, which, in time, gave it _t,,ffi-" v<^•r.n /ol,„f' 1 t»a„\ «, A o™„ii v^-^
the name of the sSunm'te. SUUttle-DOne (shut 1-bon), «. A small bone

F. H. Stockton, The Captain's ToU-Gate, p. 6.

shunt, n— Calibration shunt, in elect., a shunt the

8luimp2, «.— Sponge-shrimp, a sponge-inhabiting
shrimp, as species of the genus Alpheus.

applied to the posterior face of the pedal
joint; the navicular bone.

resistance of which beaFs a" known relation tolhatof shuttlc-guard (shut'1-gard), n. An appliance
fastened to a loom to prevent the shuttle from
flying up or flying out. ~ ~

shrinkage, «. 3. in founding, the 'allowance made
by which the pattern is larger than the finished casting is
designed to be, to permit the metal in solidifying \i> oc-
cupy less space than when molten and hot enough to pour.
The further reduction in size after solidifying and during
the rest of the ccxjiing process is called contraction.

Shrinking-ring (shring'king-ring), n. A ring
upon the commutator of an electric motor or

f.?n7w« T^^^ '''""Tv *f
^''^1^*^^°^"""- Shunt-box (shunt'boks), n. A box containing

Mirch 2fi IQfFiT-^o^'*''-
^'^^ and Engin., a resistance-coil or set of coils in the shunt-Maron jo, iJU4, p. 59o. circuit of an electrical instrument such as an

some instrument, as a galvanometer, and which is used
for the purpose of calibrating the latter.—'Inductance-
shunt, in elect, a shunt consisting of a coil of wire,
usually with an iron core, which because of its self-in-
duction has much greater impedance th<an resistance.—
In shunt, in elect., so connected as to fonn a multiple
circuit. For example, when the terminals of the fleld-
coils of an electric motor are connected with the ter-
minals of the annature, so that the current is divided
between them, the field is said to be in shunt with the
armature.— Magnetic shunt, in a magnetic circuit, a
parallel or multiple path for tlie magnetic flux.— Shunt
coil, motor. See itcoill, electric -kmotor.

T. W. Fox, Mechan-
ism of Weaving, p. 347.

shuttle-wound (shut'l-wound), p. a. In elect.,

noting an armature the single coil of which is
wound longitudinally in two diametrically op-
posite slots in an elongated iron bobbin or
shuttle.

Shu-urushi laco[uer. See *lacquer.
shuvel, n. and v. An amended spelling of
shorcl.

Shyl, a—To be shy. (a) In poker, to have failed to ante
in a jack-pot. (6) Hence, in general, to lack ; be short
of : as, to be shy four dollars. [Slang.]
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shy-, «. 4. In cricket, a ball thrown instead

of bowled.
shyer (shi'^r), n. A thrower; in cricket, one
who, in the guise of bowling, throws the ball.

[Colloq.]

S. I. An abbreviation (o) of Sandwich Islands;

(6) of SUden Island.

sialadenitis (si'al-ad-e-ni'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

cia'/ov, saliva, + airiv, gland, + -itis.'\ Inflam-
mation of a salivary gland ; mumps.
sialid (si'a^lid), n. and a. I. n. A member of

the neuropterous family Sialidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Sialidse.

sialidid(si-ari-did), n. and a. Same a,B*sialid.

sialodochitis (si"a-16-do-ki'tis), «. [XL., <

Gr. aia'/ov, saliva, + (5o,v^, receptacle, + -itis.Ji

Inflammation of a salivary duct.

Sialogenous (si-a-loj'e-nus), a. [Gr. aia^Mv,

saliva, -I- -yen/c, -producing, + -ous.} Promot-
ing the excretion of saliva. Buck, Med, Hand-
book, I. 645.

sialology (si-a-lol'o-ji), n. [Gr. ala/.ov, saliva,

+ -oloyy.] The science of the saliva; the
study of the secretion and composition of

saliva in health and in disease.

Siamese cat. See *ca(i.

siao (se-ou'),n. [Chinese.] A Chinese syrinx
with 16 pipes of bamboo.

Siapo (se-a'p6), n. [Native name.] In Samoa,
the name of bark cloth made from the paper
mulberry (I'api/rius papyri/era). See /o^w/.

siaresinotannol (si'a-rez'i-no-tan'ol), M.

[Sia{m) + resin + tarm^ic) + -o/.] A brown
amorphous compound, C10H14O3, contained
in gum benzoin from Siam.

Sib. An abbreviation (a) of Siberia; (b) of

Siberian.

Sib-hred (sib'bred), a. Isib + bred. Cf. sibred."]

Descended from ancestors who were blood-re-
lations; interbred. See *sibling.

The pciflsibility, however, ghould'not be forgotten that
the prepotency of the irih-bred hens may have been an
original character of their particular strain.

Bateson and Saunderg, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy, Soc.,

[1902, 1. 4, note.

Sibiric(si-bir'ik),o, [Also Siheric: Russ. Sibiri,

Siberia, + -ic.'i Relating to those branches
of the Asiatic race whose center of distribution

is Siberia, and which includes the Tungusic,
Mongolic, Tataric, Finnic, Arctic, and Jap-
anese groups. D. G. Brinton, Races and Peo-
ples, p. 206,

Sibling (sib'ling), n. [»i6 -(- -/inj/l,] A member
of a family born to the same parents ; a brother
or a sister considered without reference to sex.
K. Pearson.

From the information at hand, which Is not so satisfac-

tory as infunnation I hope to obtain during tlie next few
years, the/esemblance of twins in mental traits is rt^iiglily

twice that of ordinary gibliiujg ; according Ut the actual
flgures of my measurements of fihtinr/g, more than twice.

E. L. Thorndike^ in Jour. Fhilos. Psychol, and Sci.

[Methods, .Sept. 28, 1906, p. 547.

Sic. An abbreviation (a) of Sicilian; (6) of
Sicily.

sica (si'ka), n,
;
pi, »icx (-se). [NL., < L. sica, a

curved dagger.] In the stnicture of the ex-
tinct pelecypod genus Lunulicardium, one of
the two curved smooth sickle-shaped blades
which bound the edges of the great anterior
hiatus between the valves.

Sical (si'kal), a.

fsic{a) + -a^l.]

Of or pertain-
ing to the sicee.

See *«Jcrt.

Sicana (si-

ka'na), n, [NL.
(Naudin,1862),
< sicana, a Pe-
ruvian name of
the plant,] A
genus of tropi-

cal American
plants of the
family Cucurbi-
taceee, differing
from Cucurbita
in not having
the anthers
united and hav-
ing the calyx-
lobes reflexed
or wide-spread-
ing. The genus
has recently come into prominence in this
country by the advertising of the cassabanana,

Sicana odoriftra,

. fniit ; b, female flower ; c, male flower.
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S. odorifera. This is a tall, herbaceous, per-
ennial tendril-climber, which produces large
fruits like a vegetable marrow. It is grown
for ornament and screens. It is tender in the
North.
siccimeter (sik-sim'e-t6r), n. [L. siccus, dry, -I-

Gr. fierpov, measure.] An apparatus for mea-
suring the evaporation from a surface of water

;

an evaporometer ; an atmidometer; specifi-

cally, the tank, about 18 inches square, used
by L, Dufour, in 1865, on the border of Lake
Geneva,

Sicilian, ». 2. In geol., the uppermost stage
of the Pliocene Tertiary in southern Europe.

Sicilienne, «. 2. A mohair of heavy weight,
either plain or with a fancy pattern. Dry
Goods Economist, June 13, 1908, p. 81.

sicfcl, a. 11. Having floured : said of mercury.
sickle, n. 3. In embryol., a crescentic thick-
ening at the posterior edge of the blastodisc in
certain vertebrate embryos with meroblastic
eggs, such as the fishes and reptiles.

In birds, typical concrescence can occur only during the
earliest stage of formation of the primitive streak, i.e. so
long as the groove of the sickle and knob is open.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p, 18,

4. A crescentic whitish area in the choroid
commonly observed in cases of myopia.
Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 81,— 5. One of the
arms. which support the yam'guide-wire, or
faller, on the spindle-carriage of a spinning-
mule: so named from its shape.— 6. A sickle-
feather.

Sicklebill, ». (/) The California thrasher, Barpo-
\rl>t/n<'fttni n'divimts.

sickle-grass (sik'l-grfts), n, 1. The sedge,
Carcx crinita, so called from the sickle-shaped
spikes. Seeserfjrel (Fig. 4),— 2. Same as <ear-

thumb.

sickle-hammed (sik'1-hamd), a. Having the
hock-joint too much flexed, the foot placed too
far forward under the body, and the fetlock
too slanting: said of a horse. Also sickle-

hocked. See *saber-legged.

sickle-hocked (sik'l-hokt), a. Same as *sickle-

hnmmrd.
sickle-senna (sik'l-sen"a), n. See *senna.
sicklewort, «, 2. The common bugle, Ajuga
reptans.

sickness^ »— Foelm sickness, a depression experi-
enced by invalids and other imiiressionahle persons dur-
ing the prevalence of the foehn wind in the Alps.

Professor Ebert considered the c*x)peration of aeronauts
valuable, and cit«d as a result of the investigation in the
Alps that in the fi>elm wind an excess of positive elec-
trons is found and this disturbance of the electrical equi-
librium perhaps may cause the/oeAn tncknegf.

U. S. Monthly Weather Itev., July, 1902, p, 361.

Spotted sickness. Same as pinta.

sicula (sik'u-lii), n.
;

pi. sicul/e (-le). [NL., <
L. sicula, dim, of sica, a dagger,] In the grap-
tolites, the triangular stiletto-shaped body at
the proximal end of a polypary, representing
the primary theea or zooid of the colony.

sicolar (sik'u-lar), a, Itih. sicul(a) +' -ar^.]

Of or pertaining to the sicula in the grapto-
lites,

sicori (se-k6're), n. [Aymard of Bolivia.] One
of the best-known groups of Indian dancers in
Bolivia, who perform at nearly every festival.

They wear as distinctive ornament a tall crown
of long feathera or plumes of the nandu or
American ostrich.

Sicydium ( si-sid'i-um), n. [NL,, so named in
allusion to the ventral disk, < Gr. triKbiiov, dim.
of aiKva, a gourd, a cupping-glass.] A genus
of gobioid fishes found in^fresh waters of the
West Indies.

sid (sed), n. [Egyptian Ar. sid, a reduction of
seuyid (saiyid),loT(l.'\ Master: a title of respect.

Siaalcea (si-dal'se-S,), n. [NL. (Asa Gray,
1848), < Sida + Alcea, the ancient names of
two allied genera.] A genus of plants of the
family Malvaceee, containing about a score of
West American annual and perennial herbs.
The flowers are mostly destitute of involucels,

in color white, purple, or pink, borne in ter-

minal racemes ; the leaves are palmately cleft

or parted. A few of the hardy perennial
species are in cultivation.

Siddha (se-dhii'), n. [Skt, siddha, hit (as a
mark), accomplished, achieved, perfected,

pp, of -y/ sidh, hit, attain one's end, etc.] In
Hinduism, a seer, saint, or semi-divine being
supposed to possess supernatural powers,
such as volitation, etc.

Siddhartha (si-diir'ta or sid-hart'ha), n, [Skt.

sidflhdrtha, < siddha, accomplished, -I- artha,

side-jointer

aim, purpose.] One who has accomplished
his object : an epithet of Buddha and others.
Siddur (sid'or), n. [Yiddish sidder, Heb. sid-
dur, otherwise seder tephilloth, 'order of
prayers.'] The Jewish prayer-book, Theprayera
are placed in order for the daily, Sabbath, and part of
the festival services in the synagogue. The siddur of
the Ashkenazim (German Jews) differs somewhat from the
ritual of the Sephardim (Spanish Jews). The reformed
Jews have eliminated a considerable number of prayers
of the old siddur and substituted others.

Sidel, n. 9. (6) In golf, the two players play-
ing together in a best-ball match, a threesome,
a foursome, or a four-ball match.— 15. In
geom. : (b) One of the determining straights
of a polygram— On side. See •o;ii.— Side of a
court, in laii\ a tenn used to indicate whether equity
practice or common law practice prevails : as, equity side,

law side. Formerly, in England, there were distinct
branches for the two sides ; but the tendency is toward
the blending of them, and the highest court of England
and the majority of the courts in the United .States prac-
tise both.— Three-on-a-slde, a system of playing faro
in which cards are bet upon to win or lose an uneven
number of times: the opposite of to -kbreak even.— To
man the side, to fonn the side-boys in line on either side
of the gangway for the reception of some otticial when
he passes over the side to the deck of a vessel,

Side^, V. n. trans. 9, To cultivate along-
side of, as a row of cotton. [Southern U, S,]
Two hoeings and ten furrows with the sweep, eight to

side the cotton and two to split out the middle of the row,
U. S. Dept. Arjr., Exper. Station, Bulletiu 33, 1896,

[p. 239.

side-beard (sid'berd), n. See *beard, 6 (b).

side-bearing (sid'bar'ing), «. 1. In car-build-

ing, a supporting plate on a car-truck. Such
plates are arranged in pairs on each side of the
center-bearing (which see), the body-bolster
side-bearing and the truck-bolster side-bearing
forming an opposing pair. Normally, the
weight of the car rests upon the center-bear-
ing, the side-bearings being designed to pre-
vent excessive rocking of the car when it is

in motion,— 2. A bearing so constructed as to
limit side motion,

side-beat (sid'bet), ». Same as *cross-beat.

side-chain, ", 2. The driving-chain which
transmits motion [to the driving-wheels of a
motor-car from the counter-shaft or compen-
sating-shaft. One is placed outside of the
body of the vehicle on each side, an arrange-
ment which necessitates two chains, and is

distinguished from the center-chain design,
which uses one chain under the body and
near the center of the vehicle.— 3. Same as
*receptnr. See ^immunity, 5.

side-check (sid'chek), n. In a harness for a
horse, a check-rein that is placed at the side
of the horse's head. Where the check passea
over the head it is an over-check.

side-current (sid'kur'ent), n. The current
produced in a Hertz receiver by the action of
the oscillator,

side-edge (sid'ej), n. A forming-tool made of
hard wood, over which sheet-lead may be
shaped for safes and similar work,

side-firing (sid'f3r"ing), n. The act or process
of firing or feeding fuel to a fire through a
door in the side of a furnace. W. S. HuttoUy
Steam Boiler Construction, p. 48.

side-flash (sid'flash), n. In elect., the dis-

ruptive discharge between neighboring parts
of a bent conductor which sometimes occurs
in the case of oscillatory currents of high
frequency ; the spark between a lightning-rod
and neighboring masses of metal induced by
an oscillatory discharge of lightning,

side-frame (sid'fram), m, 1. That member of
the structure of a machine which is at either
side, as the side-frame of a locomotive, a
motor-ear, or a steam fire-engine,— 2. T'he
supporting-frame for the guides of the cross-
head in an old-style vertical marine engine
having no beam, but two back-acting connect-
ing-rods from the cross-head,— 3. Any side
portion of a frame or structure.

side-head, «. 3. A slide-rest carrjring a cut-

ting-tool and adjusted on ways forming part
of the uprights at the sides of a metal-planing
machine,—4. In wood-working machines, a
revolving cutter-head on a vertical axis on the

side of the frame, for working out profiles of
moldings and similar strips.

Side-iacketed (sid'jak"et-ed), a. Protected

on the sides by a ca.sing or hollow wall carry-

ing hot steam within it: distinguished, in

cylinder-work, from a jacketing on the heads
or ends only.

Slde-jointer (sid'join'tfer), n. In wood-work-

ing, a guide or machine for a planing-block or



side-jointer

cutting-edge which outs upon its side or in

which the edge moves iu a horizontal direction.

side-keel (sid'kel), h. In ship-building, same
as bilge-keel.

The power of side-lcfeU placed near the water-line is

verv great : for example, in the Elom the effect of such
keels was onethinl greater than that of ordinarj- bilge-

keels. White, Manual of Naval .\rch., p. 179.

side-kicker (sid ' kik ' 6r), n. A partner.

0. Henri), in McClure's Mag., Feb., 1903, p.

432. [Thieves' slang.]

side-ladder (sid'lad'^r), «. Xaut, same as

accommodation ladder (which see, under ac-

commodation).
side-lay (sid'la), n. In printing, the broader
margin of a printed sheet, which receives

the grippers. The narrower margin is called

the guide-lay.

side-lever (sid'lev'^r), n. In a steam-engine,

a side-beam; a lever or walking-beam beside

the vertical cylinder instead of over it— side-

lever engine. Same as side-beam *eniiine.

side-lighting (sid'li'tiug), n. In topographi-

cal mapping, a method of representing the

relief or vertical irregularities of the topo-

graphical surveys mapped by representing the

shadows (caused by an imaginary source of

illumination situated at one side) east by the

mountains and other vertical irregularities.

The method is an alternative of the methods
of vertical lighting and of horizontal contours.

The disadvantages of " side-lighting' in the delinea-

tion of niuuiitainoua col^tries.
Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 469.

side-line, » 3. In foot-ball, hockey, and sim-

ilar games, a line defining the limit of play

on the side of the field, and outside of which
the ball is out of bounds.

side-oats (sid'otz), n. A grama-grass, Athe-
ropogon curtipendulus, ranging from New
Jersey to the
Koeky Moun-
tains and south-
ward into
Mexico. Where
abundant it

makes fair hay,
and its root-

leaves make
good pasture,
though the blue
grama is pre-

ferred by stock.

It is one of the
tallest of its

genus and bears
many short de-
clined spikes
along the sides

of the stem.
Also called tall

grama, jointed
grama, and
prairie-oats, in

Tennessee
horseshoe-grass,
and in the
southwestern
United States mesquite or mesquite-grass.

side-partner (sid'parfnfer), n. One who goes
or works next to another. £vening Post, June
1, 1903, p. 1. [Colloq.]

side-planer (sid'pla'ner), »!. See *planer.

side-plate, n. 3. One of the perpendicular
plates which line the sides of the ambulacra
in the Crinoidca.

side-play (sid'pla), n. Side movement; mo-
tion not in the direction of the desired motion
but at an angle to it.

Side play of this spring is prevented by beads on the
post, and the top of the post is also provided with a
channel or grot>ve, so that by turning the securing screw
the spring is pressed slightly into the channel, thus rais-

ing the armature. Sci. Amer., Feb. 7, 190:1, j), ini

Sidereal minnte. See sidereal *«eco»d.— sidereal
second, ^ee ««con(/2.

siderealize (si-de're-|il-iz), f. t.
;
pret. and pp.

sidcreahzed, ppr. si(Ureali:ing. [sidereal +
-ize.'] To place among the constellations;

relegate to sidereal regions ; exalt.

German literature transformed, giderealined, as we see
it in Goethe, reckons Winckelmann among its initiat^jrs.

IT. //. Pater, Renaissance, p. 150.

siderite, n. 3. A meteorite consisting essen-
tially of niekeliferous metallic iron. See
*mi:teorite.

sideritic (sid-e-rit'ik), a. [siderite -I- -ic]

Pertaining to, containing, or composed of
siderite.

Side-oats I.Atktrof0gon curtipendulus').

a, spike.; b, spikelet: c. spikelct with
Iflumes removed.
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siderodromophobia (sid*e-ro-dr6'mo-f
6

'bi-a )

,

«. [NL., < Gr. ai(it/pv(, iron, -I- ipd/ioc, course
(way), + -<tio3ia, < (jiolieiv, fear.] A morbid
fear'of railway travel. Ilibot (trans.), Psychol,

of the Emotions, p. 213.

siderognost (sid'e-rog-nost), «. [Gr. oiSripof,

iron, + -jTiuariK, one that knows.] In elect.,

an apparatus for the practical testing, by the
yoke method, of the magnetic quality of iron

or steel.

siderolite, n. 3. Lacquered ware, manufac-
tured in northern Bohemia, intermediate in

character between fine and common stone-

ware. It has no glaze, but a strong surface-
color of varnish or lacquer. The color or

bronze is mixed with turpentine or linseed-oil

and applied with a pencil. The ware is then
placed in a slow oven, the ethereal oils volati-

lize, and the bronze color becomes fixed to the
surface of the ware. R. J. Wagner, Chem.
Technol.
sideromelane (sid"e-r6-mel'an), n. [Gr.

cidr/poi-, iron, -t- /if/faf (/lelav-), black.] In

petrog., a name given by Von Waltershausen
(1853) to basaltic glass from palagonite tuff

from Iceland.

sideronym (sid'e-ro-nim), n. [L. sidus (sider-),

constellation, -f Gr. dvo/ia, name.] The name
of a celestial object or constellation.

siderophyre (sid'e-ro-fir), n. See *meteorite.

siderosis, n. 2. A deposition of iron pigment
iu any of the tissues of the body.
siderosthen (sid-e-ros'then), n. [Gr. ciiripo(;,

iron, -I- oOtmq, strength.] A trade-name of a
material used for protecting iron and steel

from rust, consisting of tar from fat gas-pro-

ducers, refined Trinidad asphalt, and refined

asphalt-oil. Sometimes sulphur is used in-

stead of the last two constituents, the gas-tar
being heated with it. Jour, Soc. Chem, In-

dustry, XII. 364.

siderous (sid'e-rus), a. [Gr. aidtipof, iron, -f-

-ous.] Containing iron, as hemosiderin. Buck,
Med. Handbook, III. 224.

siderum (si-de'rum), n. [NL., < Gr. aidripoc,

iron.] A supposed new metal announced by
Bergman, in 1781, as obtained from cold-short
iron. It turned out to be merely iron phos-
phide.

siderurgic (sid-e-rer'jik), a. Same as sider-

nrgicnl,

side-slip, «. 3. The tendency of the rear or
driving pair ofwheels of a smooth-tired motor-
vehicle to slip sidewise when the surface of

the roadway is coated with a thin film of slip-

pery mud. It occnrsalso on diit roads when the mud
has a certain consistency and the surface is crowned or
high in the middle. When driving recklessly at high
speed, side-slip is an occasion for dangerous accident,
since the vehicle is for an instant, or until the wheels bite

again, practically unmanageable. Many forms of tires to
coiTcet this evil have been proposed and patented.

side-spark (sid'spark), n. See *«j)«>Ai.

sidestep (sid'step), v. i.; pret. and pp. side-

stepped, ppr. sidestepping. To take a side-

step ; step to one side.

The temperature .Sunday held the icicles in place, but
with yesterday's thaw tliey began to work loose. By 10
o'clock pedestrians were sidestepping.

X. Y. Times, Jan. 16, 190.=i.

side-stop (sid'stop), n. Naut., one of the
stops which are fastened to the side ropes of

an awning in order to spread the latter to the
ridge-rope.

side-stringer (sid'string"er), n. See *stringer.

side-thrust (sid'thrust), n. That component
of the thrust which is not in the direct line of
the main force, as the axial thrust on a car-

riage- or car-wheel when going around a curve,
or the thrust on a lathe- or planer-tool wliich

tends to make it slip sidewise in the holder.

sidewalk, n .
—MO'Vlng sidewalk, a long ramp or trav-

eling-apron used as a conveyer fur foot-passengers. It

usually consists of two or more conveyers placed side by
side and moving at different speeds, forming an extension
of a sidewalk. The fixed portion of the walk may extend
the entire length of the conveyer or may serve only as a
landing. The passenger steps from the landing upon the
first or slow-moving conveyer, and is caiTied along by it,

or may then step from this to the parallel higll-speed
conveyer, and, standing or walking upon it, be conveyed
tx, his destination. See ifvavip, 9, *conveyer, 4, itesca-

lator, and moving *plat/orm.

As a matter of fact, however, the treatment is rather
more general and comprehensive, as one finds included
such diverse topics as electric locomotives for mining
puri)Oses, and the moving sidewalk at the Paris Exposi-
tion and Chicago, as well as brief references to elevators
and traveling stairs.

Elect. World and Engin., April 23, 1904, p. 781.

side'valk-light (sid'wak-lit'), n. Same as
*pavement-light.

sighting-hood

side'winder^ (sid'win-der), n. In lumbering,
a tree knocked down unexpectedly by the
falling of another.

side-'Wipe, «. 2. In railroading, a term used
to describe a collision between trainsin which
one train meets another at a slight angle, as
in crossing a switch, and slides or scrapes past
it, doing damage to the sides of the cars, but
not necessarily producing a disastrous wreck.

side-'Wiped (sid'wipt), a. Damaged by a side-
wipe. See *side-wipe, 2.

side-'Wire (sid'wir), n. A stout wire intro-
duced by Helmholtz as a shunt to the primary
coil in du Bois-Reymond*s induetorium. When
the side-wire is in place, the primary circuit
is never -wholly interrupted. A weakened
make-current is produced when the side-cur-
rent is broken, a weakened break-current
when it is made. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., I. ii. 144.

siding, «.—Novelty siding, in carp., a form of mill-
worked boards used to replace clapboards. The boards
are planed with a projecting tongue at one edge and an
overlapi)ing rabbet on the other.

Siding-tiie (si'ding-til), n. A tile used for
covering the side wall of a house or the like,

and replacing clapboards and shingles.

sidonal (si'do-nal), «. A trade-name of pi-

perazine quinate. It is used medicinally in
cases of gout and rheumatism. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 214.

Sidot blende. See *blende.

sidur, «. See *siddur.

Siemens's law, electrical thermometer. See
*/««'

' , *tlieniionicter.

sierra, n.—Paxjlfic sierra, a scombroid fish. Scombero-
morus sierra, found from San Diego to Panama.

sierrated (sier'a-ted), a. [sierra -i- -ate^ +
-erf-.] Having the form of a sierra: said of
ridges and mountains. Compare serrate.

Ranges of sierrated crests like many Andean chains of

South America. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 68.

sierrita (sie-re'ta), 11. [Sp., dim. of sierra, a,

saw.] A needle-fish, Tylosurus stohmanni,
found on the tropical Pacific coast of America,

siesta (sies'ta), r. i. [siesta, »!.] To rest and
sleep or take a nap ; to indulge in a siesta.

" Right," said Kettle. " I '11 siesta too. My fever 's gone
now, and I 'm feeling pretty rocky and mean. Sleep 's a
grand pick-me-up."

Cuicliffe Uyne, A Master of Fortune, ii.

sieve-plate, «. 4. In certain hexaetinellid

sponges like Euplectella, a transverse irregu-

lar network or reticulum covering the top of

the skeleton, formed at a late stage in the

growth of the sponge, and serving to protect

the interior of the colony by the subdivision

of the excurrent passage.

sifon, «. and r. An amended spelling of siphon.

sifter, n. 4. In milling and baking, a machine
for sifting flour preparatory to blending it or

using it iu baking. It consists of a sieve in-

closed in a casing and fitted with a cylindrical

brush which, revolving above the sieve, breaks
np all the lumps and presses the flour through
the sieve. — Sifter and blender. See -trblender, 2.

sig*'', "• 2. A bath applied to the grain side of

a hide or skin, before applying the black.

The sig prevents the black from striking

through to a light-colored flesh. Modem
Amer. Tanning, p. 116.

sight^. n. 16. In cards, a show of the oppo-

nent's hand. In poker, when a player has not
enough money to call a bet, he
may demand a sight for what
he "has, but if he has borrowed
to raise he must borrow to call.
— BUI at sight. Sec •(<i'H3.— Rear
sight, the device near the breech of

a gun used in aiming. It generally
consists of a leaf or bar with a mtn'sble
and adjustable slide having a notch or

hole through which the front sight and
the object can be seen.

—

Relllforce-
slgbt, a sight situated at or near the
reinforce of tlie gun in old ordnance.

—

Sight unseen, without seeing the ob-

jects exchanged : used by boys in trad-

ing jiick-knives, marbles, and the like.

[Colloq.]

The intelligent farmer of to-day has
got beyond trading ''sight unseen" or
"buying a cat in a bag."

Yearbook U. S. Depl. Agr., 1S97, p.
1427.

Tangent sight, in ordjianee, a rear

sight. —Telescopic sight See *(Wf-
scopic.

sight-hood (sit 'bud), Ji. Same
as *sighting-hood.

sighting-hood (sit'ing-hud), n. In a war-

snip, a small armored box or cylinder on



sigbting-hood

the roof of a turret. A number of sight-
holes are cut through the armor of the hood.
The hood is large enough to contain the
head of the guu-pointer and the turret gun-
sight which is pointed through the forward
sight-hole. Modern turrets usually have three
sighting-hoods, one in the center line for the
turret training-pointer and one on each side
for the two gun-pointers. Also called sight-

hood. See cut under *turret^.

sight-setter (sit'set'er), H. A member of a
gun's crew on a war-ship whose duty it is to
keep the gun-sight set at the proper elevation
for the range as shown by the range-indicator,
so that the gun-pointer can keep his eye con-
tinuously at the gun-sight.

sight-tube (sit'tub). ?i. The telescopic tube
through which the observer looks at the screen
of a photometer. W. il. Stine, Photometrical
Measurements, p. 77.

Sigillaria, «. 2. pi.' The last days of the
Saturnalia in Rome, underthe empire, in which
presents of figurines of wax or clay were made,
especially to children and slaves. M. B.
Hui.ih, Greek Terra-Cotta Statuettes, p. 214.

SiglUariaces (sij-i-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1892), < Sigillaria + -acc^.} A family
of Paleozoic fossil plants of the order * Lijeo-

^odiales (which see), typified by and consist-
ing chiefly of the genus Sigillaria. Some of
the forms called I'lodendron and Knorria liave
been referred to this family, and the roots, as
well as those of the Lepidodendruceee, are
called Stigniaria. Potoni6 regards the Sigilla-

riacesp as the remote ancestora of the Isoetacese.

Sigillarid (si-ji-la'rid), n. Any fossil plant of
the genus Sigillaria or of the family Sigillari-

acese.

Sigillographical (sij-i-lo-graf'i-kal), a. [xigil-

loi/rajihy + -ic-(//i.] Of or pertaining to sigillog-
raphy.

The matrix of the seal of the Barbers GUd is in the
nijitlitf/raphicat collection of the Musses Royaiix du
C'inquaiitenaire. It, Petrucci, in BurlingU»i Mag., II. li>l.

Sigma, n. 3. (rt) The curve of the letter S or
any approximate curve, (b) In descrijjtire

biol., one of the S-shaped ridges on the surface
of certain molluscan shells, as those of gastro-
pods and cephalopods.— 4. In cxjxr. psijchnl.,

the time-unit, yiAis of a second : abbreviated <r.

sigmatoid (sig'ma-toid), a. Same as sigmoid.

Sigmistes (sig-mis'tez), n. [NL., so called
from the form of the lateral line, < Gr. u/j/za,

sigma, -I- istes.'] A genus of eottoid fishes
found in rock pools on the Alaskan coast.

sigmoiditis (sig-moi-di'tis), n. [N'L., < sigmoid
+ -ilix.] Inflammation of the sigmoid flexure.
Med. Record, Sept. 5, 1908, p. 403.

sigmoidoproctectomy (sig-moi'do-prok-tck'-
to-mi), «. [sigmoid + (jr. TTftuiiTd^, anus, +
luTOfiii, excision.] Excision of the rectum and
sigmoid flexure. Med. Record, June 27, 1903,
p. 1057.

sigmoidoscope (sig-moi'do-skop), n. [sigmoid
+ (ir. rjKtj-fu; view.] A form of speculum
used in examination of the sigmoid flexure.
Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 201.

sigmoidoscopy (sig-moi-tlos'ko-pi), )i. [sig-

moidoscope + -.1/3.] Inspection of the mucous
membrane of the sigmoid flexure.

sigmoidostomy (sig-moi-dos'to-mf), n. [sig-

moid + Gr. nro/ia, mouth, -- -y^.] Establish-
ment of a permanent opening into the sigmoid
flexure through the left flank. Lancet, July
4, 1903, p. 33.

sign, n— Argyll-Robertson's sign. Same as ^ r.^i/H-

Hohertufm pu/fil (wlik-h see, under ;>»;/i72).— Bablnskl's
sign, ext^iiHir.n f)f the tees, instead nf tlexion. when tlie

sole uf the ffit is tiukled. See HahititikHrphfiwiiwu'ni.
— Bamberger's sign, inahility to locate exactly tactile
or painful Ht-nHjifioii..; : ohHcrvcd frequently in locomot^^r
ataxia.— Braxton-Hlcks sign, a Mxn of pregnancy,
shown In intermittent contractioriB of the litems, de-
tected on palpation after the fourth month.— Charcot's
Sign, elcvution of the eyebnjw in facial paralysis.— Com-
mon signs, in atitrtA.. (ietnini. Virgo, Sagittarius, and
Pisces. — Complex local sign, in piijchnl., a local sign re-
sulting from a fusion of qn.-ilitative sensati4>ns of special
sense (sight. t<iticli) .ind of intensive sensations of move-
ment—^^ongruence sign. (") Inthcoryof numbers, the
symljol =. fi'nix^. ^i-i_- ri,tvrrirfiiri'.2. ('') In,7<'oi/i,,the sym-
hoi ^— Dngas's sign, inability to jilace the hand on the
shoulder of the other side while the elbow rests against
the chest : a sign of dislocation of the shoulder.— Entry
Sign. See ^n/ri/.— Fixed slgns, in fiHtrol., Taurus, Leo,
Scorpio, and Afpiarius,— Hegar's sign, softness of the
lower portion of the womb, as felt by the finger in the
rectum; an indication of pregnancy.— HerodlanlC
Signs, the oldest (irecian numerical symbols ; the old
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Attic numerals, described by Herodianus.- Kemlg's
sign, inability to extend the leg when the thigh is Hexed
at a right angle with the body, although such extension
is possible when the thigh itself is extended : a more or
less trustworthy sign of cerebrospinal meningitis.— Kop-
llk's sign, the enanthem of measles, a bluish-white
dotted eruption on tlie mucous membrane of the cheeks
and lips. It appears before the exanthem, or skin erup-
tion.— Oliver's sign, pulsation felt in the larynx when
it is grasped lietween the thumb and finger of the exam-
iner and elevated : a supposed sign of thoracic aneurism.— Qulnquaud'S sign, a very fine muscular tremor per-
ceived by the examiner when the finger tips, slightly
separated, of the i)erson examined are made to rest
lightly against his palm : thought to occur only in per-
sons using alcohol to excess. Med. Record, June 22, 1907,
p. 1035.— Ktunpfs sign or symptom, increased rapid-
ity of the pulse on slight cause, a common symptom of
neurasthenia.— Simple local sign, in pn/chut., a local
sign or mark, visual or cutaneous, which may be derived
either from movement sensations or frtmi the character-
istic local coloring (intensive or qualitative) of the differ-
ent regions of the skin or retina : distinguished from the
complex local tiijn, which derives from the interaction of
these two factors.

If, following Lotze, we call every constituent of sensa-
tion which may be of influence uimu the act of spatial
ideation a local sign, the theories which hold that space-
perceptions have been generated by psychological pro-
cesses, and are neither given a priori nor result from a
special quality of sensation, may be distinguished as the
theory of ghnple ami the theory of complex (ocaf rinng.

W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 169.

Temporalslgn, inp».i/cAt.(.,elemelitsof anideawhich,by
their presenc ;, constitute it a temporal idea ; menUal pro-
cesses or attributes of mental processes which serve as
the conscious mark or tag of temporalness : a phrase
fijnued on the analogy of local sign.

We may. accordingly, regaril the feelings of expectation
as the qualitative, the sensations of movement as the in-
tensive, temporal »i'jng of a temporal idea.

>r. U'undl (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 157.

Trousseau's sign, .see *sympinm.— Yon Graefe's
sign, absence of motion of the eyeball on the attempt to
' k downward, although the upper lid drops naturally.

signal-cabin

points downward.— Buys Ballot's system Of weather
signals, a modification of the French semaphore con-
sisting of a horizontal bar or wind-vane and an arm
hinged to the vane caiTying a disk at its free end. The
aim and disk can be set in different directions relative to
the vane, so as to indicate the expected wind, weather
and temperature. Historically it was the flret of the mod-
ern systems of weather signals; adopted in Holland in 1860— Canadian storm signals. .See the cut.— Cautlon-

— Westphal's sign, loss of the kuee-jerk : same as Wett-
phal'n nymptom.

signal, ". 2. In railroading, flags, lamps, gestures,
sounds from a whistle, tori)edoe8, fusees, etc., are em-
ployed as signals to convey infonnation to engineers,
train-crews, gatemen, trackmen, or other employees.
SignaU made bij ttounding a locomotice whistle have the
following meanings, a long blast being represented here
by a dash and a short one by : 0. warning, as on
approaching a grade street-crossing; —, warning on ap-
I)roaching a station ; 0, stop ! apply brakes ; , release
brakes; — 00 0, rear brakeman go back and display red
Si* ;

. flagmen return (from west and south)

;

, flagmen return (from east and north); —
, train has pai-ted ; 0, train is to move back ;

0, call for attention of train-crew ;
— 0, call for atten-

tion from other tpain-crews ; 0, general alann for
Are or accident. One exphjsion of a tori)edo means stopi
two explosions, proceed w ith caution to the next signiU.
Flag or light signals have the follow ing meanings : white
(flag or lamp), trains proceeil ; red. stop I green, proceed
with caution and slowly to next signal ; white beyond a
green, resume full speed ; red ami green, stoji at flag-sta-
tion. On some roads red nu-ans stop

; green, proceed

;

blue, train or car stopped for re|)air8, must not be moved.
A red fusee bundng besiile the track means st<ip until
Are has bunieil out and then pri>cced with caution to
next signal. .Signals made lig the hand or a lantern : the
hand.with or without a whitelightlantein(lanteni lighted
at night)8wnng across the track, stop ! a lantern raised and
lowered vertically, pniceed ; swung in a circle vertically,
back ; swutjg at ann's-length, train has parted ; swung in
the hand horizontally, ap|ily air-brakes; held at arm's-
length overhead, release brakes, prepare to pioceed. A
slow-board is a sign beside a railroad-track upon which
repairs are being made, calling for reduceil speed. A
sjteed-board is a sign on a railroad-track, beyond a alow-
iHiard, inclicating that full speed may be resumed. A
home signal is a fixed signal liisplayeil on a mast or sig-
nal-bridge at the beginning of a block to contnd trains
approaching the hl.xk. A distant signal is a fixed signal
placed below a h<«ne signal to reijort the comlition of the
next block in advance. If the home signal is at clear and
the distant is at danger, the rule is U> proceed with cau-
tion through the block. If both tlie home and the dis-
tant signal are clear, the train may proceed at full speed,
t^ompare -ksignating.

4. In ]c7(/.sf, any method of showing that the
player Wiiiits truniiis led. See trumps ^sii/iial.—Ardols signal system (»«"(.). a night-signaliiig ap-
paratus nsedliy war-ships. It consists of a set of four or
five double lanterns hung veltically over one other.
Kach lantern has two electric lights, one with a red, the
other with a w hite ghiss. Hy means of a keyboard, dif-
ferent combinations of red and white lights" can be dis-
playeil. thus signaling letteisof thealidiabet or numbers.— Automatic signal, in railway signal systems, a fonii
or principle of such api>aratus by which the passage of
the train itself sets, locks, and releases the signals on the
track behind it, so that no human intervention is required
to operate signalsby which collisions should be prevented
or accidents averted. See *«i,<;/mfi)i.<A--Ball signals,
Staff-and-ball signals, a system of signals consisting
of tliree balls of dilTcrerit sizes. |>ainted black atid white,
and placeil vertically atnive each other in any specific
order. The sigidficancc of each comliiiuitioii is anaiigcd Signal-Cabin (sig'nal-kab'in), n. A small sig-
to adit thu uvBtu... ..# .......ft,.... /..... ..».. T>..«, t. ,- *-^

, , . . - .1 . . . ... ^

Canadian Storm Signals.

Tliese signals, if displayed by day on lakes Superior. Erie, or
Ontario, indicate : No. i. a moderate gale is expected at first from
an easterly direction ; No, 3. a moderate gale, at first from a west,
erly direction : No. 3. a lieayy gale, at first from an easterly direc-
tion

: No. 4. a heavy gale, at first from a westerly direction. If
displayed on Lake Huron or in Georgian Hay ; No. i. a moderate
gale is expected at first from a southerly direction; No. 2. a mod-
erate gale, at first from a northerly direction : No. 3. a heavy gale,
at first from a southerly direction : No. 4. a heavy gale, at first
from a northerly direction. The cone, when displayed alone, in.
dicates that it is expected that the wind will attain a velocity of 25
miles an hour, but will not exceed 35 miles, and it is not intended
to iu<licate that an ordinary well-found vessel should stay in port,
hut is simply a warning that strong winds are expected from the
quarter indicated. The drum is always hoisted wlien the velocity
ot the wind is expected to exceed 35 miles an hour. The niglit
signal corresponding to day signals Nos. r and 3 is a red light;
corresponding to day signals Nos. 2 and 4 is a white light above a
red light.

ary signal, a special signal used by the United .States Sig-
nal Service,1871-lS91,t4>amiounce the probable occurrence,
within 12 hours and within a radius of 100 miles, of a wind
with a veh«ity of over "25 miles an hour. Now replaced
by the stomi waniings of the United States Weather
llureau. See storm and hurritrane it warnings,
kv;eather-flag.— Coston signals, colored signal rockets,
of private patterns, used for distinguislUng vessels of dif-
ferent lines at sea, etc., named after gunnerf 'oston of the
United States navy, who modified and iini)rovcd the Rogers
system. These rockets are held in the hand and ignited by
Iiercussion.— Deprez slgnaL See Deprez *marker.—
)rtmi-and-cone slgn^, the individual drum or cone
or any combination of tlicse hung from a frame, as used
to signal expected strong winds at European and Colonial
signal stations : in general the cone points uji for north
and down for south winds. See storm-cone ami *wind-
«'!/""' — Information signal, in the United States, a
triangular red Hag formerly used liy the Signal Service to
give warning of possible st(jrnis, and to notify shipmas-
ters to apply for information to the local office of the
Bureau: now replaced by the 'warnings' of the United
.states Weather Bureau.- Meal signal. Same as meal
pennant (which see, under ineiil2).— Nautical signals.
See international *«"/<•.— Pilot Signals, 'llic tollioving
signals are displayed separately or together as summons for
a pilot ; in t/ie daytime, the jack hoisted at the fore ; the
inteniational signal P.T. or S, with or without the code-
|>ennant over it ; the distant signal consisting of a cone
pointing upwaril and having over it t»i> balls, or shapes
resembling balls : I'ti the night-time, a blue light burned
every 15 minutes ; a bright white light Hashed or shown
at fretinent intervals just above the bulwarks for about a
minute at a time.— Steam-navlgatlon signals. One
short blast means that the boat giving the signal intends
to port her helm and direct her course to stari>oard ; two
short blasts mean that she intends to starboard her helm
anil direct her cinirse to port; three short blasts mean
that the engines have been reversed ; four or more short
blasts are a danger-signal, and call for an understood and
accepted agreement on the part of the two pilots for
passing one another— this signal being used when
there is danger of collision.— Train signals. See
*signal, n., 2.—Tnunps Signal, in i'*i»(, the playing
of an unnecessarily high cardial one trick, followed Ity a
lower car<l of the same suit on aintthcr trick, as a conven-
tional sigmtl to the partner t^i lead trumps.— Very Sig-
nals, a system of night signals used in the United States
navy, in which green and red burning stars are shot up
into the air from a special pistol : named from its inventor.

to stiit the system of weather forecjists.- Bomb signals,
colored lights thrown up by iMiinbs to great heights anil
indicating by colors and immbcrs the forecasts of the
weather.— British stOrm signals, the cone hung from
a frame hy day or the triangle of light hy night, replacing
the fonner drum and cone : strong northwest or north
winds veering through E. to S. E. are indicated when the
cone points upward ; strong southeast or south winds
veering through W. to N.W. are indicated when the cone

nal-house or cabin on the ercst of a hill or
mountain through which atunnel is being cut,
designed as a protection for the reference-
points and the theodolite or transit used in
locating and establishing the center-line of
the tunnel. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engirt,,

1902-03, p. 555.



signal-hose

signal-hose (sig'nal-hoz), n. Short leugths of

a hose used to couple the ends of the signal-

pipes of adjoining cars in a train and make a
flexible continuous pipe through the length of

the train.

signaling (sig'nal-ing), n. The use of signals;

in railroading, the business of controlling the

traffic by means of signals, in bio(.'k-signaIiii«,

signals are placed at the beginning of ^everj one of the

continuous series of blocks into which a railroad is di-

vided. There are various niethwis of controlling the

signals. In the tele-jraph block-m<jnaling system they are

controlled by a signalman stationed at the beginning

of the block, who receives infonnation by telegraph from
the signalman in the block next above him, in the direc-

tion of travel, and sends information to the one next below

him. If the next train ahead is reiwrt^d to have cleared

the block and proceeded to the next block in advance, the

signalman displays his signal at 'clear.' If not, he detains

the following train by disi»laying his signal at ' danger ' un-

til the bkK-k is reported clear. In the controlled manual
system the signals are operated by hand by each eignal-

naan in cooperation with the signalman next in advance,

by an electric circuit on the telegraph-pole line running
between block-stations and sometimes supplemented by
an electric circuit through the rails, each train shunting

the circuit through it« wheels and thereby controlling

the signals or block-signal apparatus. In the automatic
system, signals on masts or brackets are operated through

au electric current which traverees the rails, the train,

through its wheels, shunting the current when occupying
these track-cirL-iiits, thus indirectly opening the signal-

controlling circuits. Each track-circuit is connected with

the signals at the begitming of each block, and a train

entering the bkn-k sets the signal automatically at ' danger'

and maintains it there until the rear end of the train

has entered the next blwk, when the danger-signal is

released and shows that the line is clear. This applies to

the home signals, the distant signals, though on the same
mast, being controlled by a much longer rail-circuit and
remaining at 'caution' until after the home signal on its

own post as well as the next home signal in advance has
come to clear. Various methods are employed to move
the signals under the control of the rail-circuits. The
interlocking system of signals is one which is adapted to

the movements of trains at stations, at crossovers, and in

yards ; its operation includes the control of the switches,

the signals being displayed as the result of the switch-

movement*, reporting the position of the switches and
permission to proceed to the train-crews. Several meth-
ods of thus cortrolling the movements of switches and
signals are employed upon American roads. In the me-
chanical St/stem all the switches and signals of a yard are
operated from a switch-tower through the movement of

hand-levers, each lever opening and closing one switch
or operating one signal. The movement of the lever is

transmitted to the switch by means of long rods (pipes

joined together by screw-couplings) resting on roller-

bearings with a bell-crank at each change of direction.

Each lever opens or closes the switch and, through the
interlocker, locks other levers of the system and prevents
any sign^ from being displayed except that which shows
the track-connection to be clear at that point, and leaves

all other signals governing conflicting routes at danger
until the next switch-movement is made. This mechan-
ical system is limited, in point of distance, by the ability

of the signalman to move a switch by means of a rod, or

a distant signal by means of a long wire. The piieiiitiatic

system, employs air-motors placed at each switch and
signal to operate it, each air-motor being operated by
compressed air supplied through small pipes which ex-

tend from the switch-tower to each switch and which
are fed from a main feed-pipe that is kept supplied by
a compressor placed at some central point in the system.
A movement of the hand-lever in the tower admits air to
the motor through a small pipe, and the completion of

the movement of the apparatus is reported back through
a second pipe to indicate to the signalman that the
switch has moved and that the proper signal can be
displayed to lock all conflicting routes. To change the
switch or signal, air is admitted to other pipes by the
movement of the lever, and the switch and signal are re-

versed and their reversal reported back. In the elec-

tropneumatic system., compressed air is employed to
operate the switches and signals, the control being by
means of electric circuits (through wires underground)
connecting the tower with each switch and signal. The
movement of a lever in the tower set* the motors at
the switches and signals in motion, reporting back
their movement, interlocking all signals, and, when re-

quired, reversing all switch and signal movements. In
the electric system the switches and signals are operated
by electric motors placed at each switch and signal and
fed by storage-batteries, the control from the tower
being by electric circuits. Compare -^signal, 2.— Curb-
signaling, in telegraphy through cables, a methotl by
which the cable ia discharged between each signaling
impulse by sending a reversed current into the cable
and then connecting it momentarily to the earth.—
Doable CUrb-sl^nallng, in telegraphy through cables,

a methml by which, between each signaling impulse, a
current flowing fli-st in one direction and then reversed
is sent through the cable to discharge it and the ca-

ble is then grounded.— Double-current sl^allng,
in telegraphy, the use of sigiialii.^ impulses in whicli
the current is reversed by means of a pole-changer or
similar device, the positive current being immediately
followed by one in the opposite direction.— Selectlvd
signaling, in telephmiy, a system which pennits the
filing of any one of a number of subscribers on a party-
line without rligturbing th^^jse not wanted.— Slngle-
cnrrent signaling, in fdpgraphy, the sending of signals

by the mfikiiit; or l)rt?akirit,' 'if a direct-current circuit.

— Submarine soand signaling, the transmission of
signals between ships at sea or from the shore to ves-

sels by means of subaqueous sound-waves. The trans-

mitting device, in the system generally employed, is a
submerged bell the vibrations of which are transmitted
through the water to the receiving instniment of the
disfeint ship. The receiver Is attached to the hull of the
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vessel below the water-line and contains a telephonic
transmitter which sends the signals electrically to a tele-

phonic receiver on the bridge.

signal-locker (sig'nal-lok'^r), n. A locker on
the bridge of a war-ship in which the signal-

flags are kept.

signalman, n. 2. In lumhering, one who trans-
mits orders from the foreman of a yarding-
crew to the engineer of the yarding-donkey.
Signalosa (sig-na-16'sa), «. [NL., so called
in allusion to the long dorsal ray; < L. signum^
a sign, standard, + alosa^ a shad.] A genus
of clupeoid fishes found in the bayous of Mis-
sissippi and Louisiana.
signal-pipe (sig'nal-pip), n. In car-buildingf

an air-pipe under the laody of a car used to
convey signals from the train to the locomo-
tive cab. It connects, through the signal-hose,
all the cars of a train with the locomotive.
signal-tower. »• 3. Specifically, an armored
tower or iuclosure above the deck of a war-
ship to protect the signalmen when hoisting
signals in action.

signal-yard (sig'nal-yard), n. A light yard
on a military mast fitted with blocks for sig-

nal-halyards from which various signals can
readily be displayed.

signary (sig'na-ri), w. [L: signiim, a sign, +
-fl>7/i.] The list of Egyptian hieroglyphic
signs.

Probably all the signs in the hieroglyphic signary can
be employed in their primary sense. The secondary
value expresses the consonantal root of the name, and
any, or almost any, derivative from that root.

Eiicyc. Brit., XXVII. 730.

signature-prayer (sig'na-tur-praWO. «• A
prayer expressed by a symbolic action.

This action possibly symbolized the fertilization of the
earth ; indeed, one is tempted.to suppose that it was once
a signature prayer to make the earth yield buffalos.

J. W. Fewkeg, in Amer. Anthropologist, .Tuly-Sept.,

[1902, p. 508.

signet, w, 3. The ring-shaped form of the
Plasmodium of malaria. See "^signet-ring, 2.

While some of the stained signets were much lai^er
than others, there was nothing else seen to suggest a
mixed infection.

Jour. Tropical Med., July 15, 1903, p. 222.

Privy signet, in Eng. law, the seal used in making
grants of the crown. By 14 and 15 Vict c. 82 this prac-
tice was simplified and royal grants and letters patent are
sealed under authority with the privy seal or with wafer
seals.

signet-ring, «. 2. One of the forms of the
malarial parasite in which the body is of a
ring shape thickened on one side.

At a very early period of its development the rostivo-

autumnal parasite in the present cases assumed a very
characteristic ring shape. Many of these rings early de-

veloped a thickening of one segment, and to these bodies
of various sizes the terai " signet-ring " very aptly applies.

J. Ewing, in Jour. Exper. Med., March 25, 1901, p. 446.

significature (sig-nif'i-ka-tur),n. Significance.

The morphological significature of the limbs of verte-

brate animals has likewise been determined by Professor
Owen. McCosk, Divine Government, p. 124.

signifies (sig-nif'iks), n. [See signify.'] The
science or study of signification, meaning, or

significance (ideal worth).

Signifies as a science would centralize and co-ordinate,

interpret, inter-relate, and concentrate the efforts to bring
out meanings in every form, and in so doing to classify

the various applications of the signifying pniperty clearly

and distinctly. Baldivin, Diet Phil, and Tsychol., 11. 529.

sigtesito (sig'te-sit), «. ISigtes (see def.) +
-ite^.] A supposed new alkali feldspar, shown
to be merely an intimate mixture of albite

and eleeolite, from Sigteso, southern Norway.
siguatera, n. Same as '^ciguatera. Buckj
Med. Handbook, IV. 184.

sikatch (se'kach), ?t. A Russian name for the
adult bull fur-seal, in use among the natives

on the Pribyloff Islands. See seecatchie.

D. S. Jordan, Pur Seals and Fur-seal Islands.

sikka, a. See sicca,

Sil^, «. A simplified spelling of sill.

silage, tl' The practice of ensiling has in recent times
been greatly extended, with much change of method, at

least in America. For the structures employed, see
itsilo. The largest use of silage is on dairy farms, In-

dian com being in the United States by far the most im-

portant material. Success in making silage lies in

thoroughly excluding the air. Close packing is required

and coarse material, such as Indian corn, should be cut

up fine. The top of the mass is not now weighted. Slow
filling is found to be better than rapid filling, since it

gives time for settling and permits a temporary heating

which expels all the air not consumed by the live tissues.

This initial heating, formerly ascribed to femientation,

is now believed to be due to respiratory processes. See
the phrases below.— Sour Sllage, a quality, now re-

garded as inferior, resulting from acid fermentation
which, when carried far, imparts strong acidity, dark
color, and an offensive smell, ('ompare dlo, sour-khay,
and sweet *8tiai/e.— Stack sllage, silage produced by

silicarenyte

stacking the material compactly in the open air, with or
without the aid of palings, the pile being commonly
weighted. This method has been largely adopted in
Australia, South Africa, etc., but is notadapttd to moist
clinmtea. C'ompai'e brown hay (under sour ithay).—
Sweet sllage, sihige in which fermentation is mainly pre-
vented, and which is therefore little acid, of a bright gr^en
color, and not uni)leasantly scented. Sweet silage is se-
cured (the thorough exclusion of air being presumed) by
slow filling and avoidance of excessive moisture, the maaa
heating spontaneously to a temperature above 122* F.,

which kills all ferments and puts an end to chemicai
change. This is the only kind now sought in the United
States.

silajit (si-la-jef), n. [Hind. siUlJit, storax,
stone lac, mineral coal, bitumen, red chalky
benzoin, a crystallized foliated gj'psum (Fal-
lon), < Skt. sihljatu, bitumen, < 6(7«, stone,
rock, + jatu, bitumen.] A name applied in
India to several distinct substances used now
or formerly as a supposed cure for many dis-
orders.

" Silajit," an ancient Eastern medicine, forms the sub-
jectof a paper by Mr. David^Hooper (Jouni. Asiatic So-
ciety of Kengal, vol. Ixxii., pait ii.. No. 3, 1903). There
seem to be three substances known under this name ; one
appears as an exudation on the rocks in certain districts
of the Himalayas, and consists largely of aluminium sul-
phate ; a second, the black and probably true silajit, is
said to form an exudation on rocks in Nepal, and consists
mainly of alkalies and alkaline earths in combiimtioa
with an organic acid related to humic acid ; and a third,
or white silajit, is apparently of animal origin. The sub-
stance is said to be a ciu-e for most disorders.

Nature, July 14, 19(M, p. 255.

Silenacese (si-lf-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1838), < Sitene V-ace^,'] A family of di-
cotyledonous archichlamydeous plants of the
order Cfienopodiales, the pink family, for which
the genus Silene is taken as the type. It is the
CaryophyUaccie of Reichenbaeh and most bot-
anists, for which it is now substituted, Cary-
ophyllacecB being especially inappropriate
because the genus CaryophyUus, from which
the name was formed, does not belong to the
family Silenacese.

silence, «.—Beit of silence or region of silence, the
region in the neighborhooil of a fog-signal where its

sound is not heard by an observer on a vessels deck,
though it may sometimes be heard by ascending to the
mast-head. According to Professor Joseph Henrj-, the
sound is refracted by the action of the wind and passes
over or around the belt of silence.— Silence post. See
kpost\.

silence-cabinet (si'lens-kab''''i-net), n. A tele-

phone-booth, so called because its construc-
tion is such as to exclude noises from without.
At most telephone exchanges a '^ silence cabinet" is

provided in the public office.

Preece and Stubbs, Manual of Telephony, p. 227,

silencer (si'len-ser), n. 1. One who or that
which silences.— 2. Same as '^tnnffier (c).— 3.
A device, invented by H; P. Maxim, for silenc-
ing, or greatly reducing, the noise produced
by the discharge of a rifle or other firearm, it
is in the form of a steel tube, several inches in length*
which can be attached to the muzzle of the gun.

Silesian. I. <7.— sueslan zinc fnmace, a direct-
fired or gas-fired furnace iirovided with large fire-clay

muffles into which the previously calcined calamin is in-

troduced. Around these muftles the fiame of the furnace
bums. The heat thus generated produces a reaction
between the oxid of zinc and the carbon in the nmffle,
producing metallic zinc which is volatilized and passes
into a condenser where it is condensed in the liquid form.

II. n. 2. [/. c] Silesia: commonly in the
plural. [Trade use.]

silica^, «• Silica fused by the oxyhydrogen blowpipe
may be worked in the plastic state, ver>- much as glass is,

and retains its amorphous character on cooling. Ex-
tremely delicate threads of this material may be drawn,
and are used to suspend minute, readily mobile mirrors
or other such parts of physical apparatus ; they are also
valuable as electrical insulators, being less affected by
atmospheric moisture than threads of glass. Tubes,
flasks, and beakers of moderate size have also been made
from fused silica, and are useful on account of the hard-
ness of the material, the high temperature it will bear
without melting, the rapid changes of temperature it

will sustain without cracking, and its superior resistance
to most chemical reagents. Its behavior as respects
dilatation by heat is also important. Berthelot has, how-
ever, recently shown that it is permeable by gases, par-
ticularly at high temperatures.

silica-, n. Same as *siliqna, 6,

silicane (sil'i-kan), n. [L. silex (siJic-), flint,

+ -ane.] A name proposed for silieinreted

hvdrogen (SiH4) as the analogue of methane
(CH4).

silicarenyte (sil-i-kar'e-uit), ». Isilic(a) +
arenyte, < L. arena, sand, + -yte, for ~iU-.] A
sandstone containing little else than grains of
quartz.

When a clastic rock is nearly or quite pure in chemical
composition, as not infrequently happens, we can com-
bine chemical and textural teniis. Tlius a purely
siliceous arenyte like the St. Peter's sandstone of th*
Mississippi valley (over t>9 per cent Si02) may be colled

a silicarenyte.

A. If. Grabau, in Amer. GeoL, April, IQW, p. 24i.



silication

silication (sil-i-ka'shon), n. \_sili€ai(e) + -ion.'\

The union of silicic acids with bases producing
silicates; silicatization. fan Rise, in U. S.

Geol. Surv., Monographs, XLVII, iv. 168.

silicicolous (sil-i-sik'o-lus), a. [L. silex (siUc-)j

flint, + colere^ inhabit.] Inphytog€og.,\nh&b-
iting silicious soils.

According to Thurmann the so-called silicicolous plants
are hygrophilous and the calcicolous plants xerophilous.

A. F. W. Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 101.

Silicide, ".— copper Silicide. Same aa -ksiUcon-

silicification, «. 2. In geol., the replacement
of a rofk or of the remains of an organism
with silica, as in petrified or silicified wood,
or silicified limestone. Van ffise, in U. S.

Geol. Surv., Monographs, XLVII. iv. 217.

silicilutyte(si-lis-i-lu'tit), n. [sUic{a) + -i- +
L. lut{um)^ mud, + -yfe for -i(e^.] A rock com-
posed essentially of finely comminuted quartz,
whose particles are comparable in size to the
components of clav. A. W, Grdbau, in Amer.
Geol., April, 1904,'p. 242.

Silicious cement. See ^cement.
silicirudyte (si-lis-i-ro'dit), n, lsiUc{a)+ -i- +
ntdyte.] A pure quartz conglomerate or brec-
cia. J. jr. GrabaUf in Amer. Geol., April,
1904, p. 242.

Sillcite (sil'i-sit), H. [L, silex (silic-)j flint, +
-ik~.] Same as ^ferrosiUcoHj the latter term
being more commonly used.

silico-. In chem.j a combining form of mlicon.

Silicofluoric acid. Same as hydrojluosilicic

acid.

silicoformic (sil'i-ko-fdr'mik), a. Noting a
compound containing the trivalent group
HSi^. Such compounds are derivatives of

formic acid in which the carbon atom has been
rfjilaced by one of silicon.

silicol (siri-kol), n. \_siUc{on) + -o/.] A name
proposed for the compound SiH^-OH, as the
analogue of methyl alcohol (CH3,0H).
silicoxnethane (sil'i-ko-meth'an), n. Same as
*siliraue.

silicon, H. Elementary BiHcon can now be prepared in
laiL'*' quantity by electrolysis, and in a fused con«Iition.

Like its oxid. in cooling? from a state of fusion it passes
thn)uci» a plastic stape in which it can be nioMed into
special fonns or drawn into threads.— Copper-sUlcon, ii

general name under which various alloys (»f cupper and
silicon are known. These alloys are used for increasing
the tensile strength of copper, brass, and bnmze castings.
The effect of the silicon is to deoxidize the casting and
make it sounder. See -^silicon-copper.

As to cojfjicr silicon, this has been prepared for a long
time in the furnace of Cowles, and has found considerable
application as a deoxidizer, and for increasing the tensile
strength in copper and brass castings.

Set. Amer. Sup., March 21, 1903, p. 22761.

Silicon carbide. See -trcarbtirun'ium.— SllicOn-COP-
per, ft cunii«>und of copper and silicon, used in the man-
ufacture i'f xilicon-bronze (which see. under ^iVi'co/i). Also
called »iVtVi((»n rnjiperamX cof'prr sifiride.— Silicon Star.
See *>f/rt'-i.— Silicon tetrachlorld, a colorless li«iu«du(
specific gravity l.ri24, and of acrid smell, which fumes in
the air and b<jils at 59.0' C, prepared by passing dry
chlurin gas over a strongly heated mixture of silica and
carlwin. It is decomixwed by wat«r, hydrochloric and
silicic acids being prtKiuced, the latter in gelatinous fonn.

Silicospiegel (silM-ko-spe'gl), «. Spiegeleisen
containing ten per cent, or more of silicon in
combination. It is used in steel castings to
add both silicon and manganese at once to the
metal, Phillips and Bauermatif Elements of
Metallurgy', p. 273.

siliqtia, ". 5. The lowest imit in the Roman
coinage, the twenty-fourth part of a solidus.

See solidus.

The solidus of Constantine (of which 72 went to the
Koman pound of gold) was divided into 24 siliqxue or
Kcparia (whence comes carat).

W. Rid'jeu'ay, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, X. 95.

6. A coin of base silver of the Gothic and
Lombard kings of Italy. Also silica.

silk. I. ».— Artificial slllc. a flue, continuous fiber
having the luster and ajipeaninee of silk, made from a
8<jlution of tetninitrated cellulose in a mixture of alcohol
and ether forced through a very small orifice into wat«r,
whicji solidifies it.— BysBus sUk. j*ee *6f/«>M«.— Char-
donnet silk, a <ieiiit rated nitrocelluIi«e substance
foniit'd into 11 flue thread of silken luster by a prrx^ess in-

vented by M- de ( 'hiirdoimet, and first practically demon*
strated on a small scale at the Paris exp<:»8itiun of 1889.—Fa^axa silk, »ilk obtained from the cocoon of the
Atlas moth lAtta-'iis a^Mx), which is found in southern
Asia.— Gauze silk, a thin, transparent fabric ma^le of
Bilk.— Glass silk, vcr>' fine long flexible glass threads;
spun gliiHs. Jama-mal silk. See yama-mai itsilk.—

Lettered silks, in Oriental textiles, silks in the decora-
tion i.f which inwriptioiis are used, as names of princes,
verses of the Konm. etc.— Souple Bilk, raw silk which
has had the silk-gelatin removed but partly hy working
fn warm w»ap solution, b<» that there is a h«s 'tf only
about 8 per cent, in weight, and has afterward been
bleached and worked in a weak solution of cream of tar-

tar nearly at the Ikjiling-point. The product is soft and
pliant, but not so strong aa completely scoured silk.

—
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Wild allk, silk obtained from the wild or uncultivated
silkwonn.—Wood-pulp Bilk, artificial silk made from
woody fibers or cellulose treated with a mixture of nitric
and sulphuric acids. See artificial *«i7fr.— Yama-mal
silk, silk produced by the larva of the yama-mai (which
see).

II. rt.— Silk wool, wocd which has been made to
assume a silky appearance by treatment with an acidified
solution of bleaching-powder.

silk (silk), V. i. To be in course of earing:
said of growing Indian corn.
The month closed with the rye crop and the bulk of

the barley crop in shock or stack, oat harvest far ad-
vanced . . . corn mostly »i7A:tn^ or earing. Early potatoes
and flax very good.

U. S. Monthly Weather Hev., July, 1902, p. 346.

silk-cotton, w.—Red sllk-cotton tree, thesimool of
India, lioinbax Ceiba. St;ebubui 'jubat. under 'kbubui.

silker (sil'ker), n. One who embroiders (the
back of a glove, etc.) in silk.

From the cutters' room the leather, which has assumed
the shape of the glove, is sent to the "silkers," who em-
broider the back, and then to the "makers." Some make
the gloves, that is they sew the fingers and put the thumbs
in ; others, called "welters," are engaged in welting or
hemming the glove round the edge of tiie wrist ; still

others, called "pointers," work the ornamental lines on
the back. Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22629.

silkoline (sil'ko-Un, or sil-ko-len'), «. [A
trade-name, irre^. < s'lk + -bl + -im^'A] A
light-weight fabric made from mercerized cot-
ton yam.
silk-scouring (silk'skour^ing), «. The process
by which the gelatinous coating is removed
from the surface of the fibers of raw silk, ren-
dering them soft, pliant, and lustrous, it con-
sists essentially in working the hanks of raw silk in a
solution of soap, sometimes with the addition of carbo-
nate of swla, and boiling for a longer or shorter time until
the silk-gelatin swells up and dissolves, finally rinsing in
tei)id water.

silk-snapper (silk'snap'^^r), n. See ^snapper.
silk-stocting (silk'stok'ing), n. 1, One who
wears silk stockings ; hence, a person of lux-
urious habits.— 2. One of the well-to-do or
'aristocratic' members of the community or
of a party: applied particularly to certain
members of the "Whig party in the United
States in the second quarter of the nineteenth
century. [U. S. political slang,]

silkworm, >».— Olant silkworm, the larva of any
member of the lepidopteroua family Saturniidx (which
see).

silkworm-tree (silk'w^rm-tre), w. The white
mulberry. Moras alba^ which furnishes the
chief food of the silkworm.

silky, ^.— silky fracture, a fractured surface of steel
which has a sheen like silk. ITiis effect is produced when
the grains or crystals of steel are very small in size. It is

ofteneat seen in high-carban steels (1 per cent.) which
have been correctly heated, and in certain alloy steels,

surh as nickel steel, tungsten steel, etc.

silky-villous (sirki-vil'us), a. In hot., villous
with silky hairs.

sillage (si-liizh'), n, [F. siUage, a wake,
track.] Wake ; track ; specifically, the disturb-
ance of the ether produced by the movement
through it of an electrified corpuscle or
electron.
The wake {sillage) which accompanies the electron in

its motion.
La n^ein'n, at Congress of Arts and Science, St Louis, IV.

Sillare (sel-ya'ra), n. [Mex. Sp.] A local
name for beds of chalky limestone beneath
and around the city of Monterey, Mexico,
which are supposed to have been deposited
by the evaporation of the lime-bearing waters
of a former lake. Amer. Geol., March, 1905,

p. 172.

Sill-cock (sil'kok), n. A faucet or valve for
use at the sill of a house or building to give
a hose-connection.

sill-complex (sil 'kom^ picks), «. In geol.,

a series of intruded sheets of eruptive rock or
sills.

During the geological periods when the fault-vent con-
tinued intermittently active, the form of the sill-complex
was capable of being re-moulded periodically in harmony
with the localised crust-stresses.

yature, Sept 3, 1903, p. 413.

sill-course (sil'kdrs), «. In arch.^ a continual
horizontal course closely connected with the
sills* of a row of windows, either immediately
below the sills, or more properly with its lower
bed on a line with the lower beds of the sills

so that the sills form part of it.

siller-cup (sil'^T-kup), «. A name sometimes
applied to fungi of the ^enusXidularia. [Eng.]

silly, ^^— Silly season, a season when there is little

news and the caitors of newspapers are supposed to be
obliged to use any material, however foolish, that comes
to hand. [CoUoq.]

The recurrence of the "silhj season" is marked this
year by the revival, both in the . . . and in the ... of
the old fable as to the " derivation " of Whitsunday from
the German Pflngaten. A', and Q., 10th ser., II. 121,

Silo.

silver

silo. w. The pit silo has, in America, largely given way
to above-ground structures of brick or stone or, commonly,

of wood, these be-
ing found cheaper,
equally effective,
and more conve-
nient except on
hillsides. The
wooden silo was at
first rectangular,
but for greater
strength and to
avoid the spoiling
of silage in the
comers a round
form has been
largely adopted.
Round wooden
silos are walled
either with staves
(see stave irsilo),

or with studding
lined and sheathed
with boards or in-

side lathed and
pliistered with ce-

ment The foundation in either case is of stone laid
in cement. The superstructure may be sunk a short
distance into the ground. Rectangular (and square) silos

(preferred inside a rectangular building) are built with
studding. All above-ground silos require dooi-s, which
are placed one above another and are often covered with
an external shoot down which the silage falls as it is

taken out Outdoor silos usually require a roof with
provision for ventilation.— Stack sllO, a compactly built
stack or rick of green forage, 8t)metimes topped with
grass and commonly weighted. This mode of ensiling
has been largely adopted in South Africa, Australia, etc.,

and is said to answer well in the dry southwestern United
States ; but it is not adapted to moist climates. Compare
sour ifhaij.— Stave bUo, a cylindrical wooden silo with
walls composed of staves bound tc^ether by flat or round
hoops.

siloist (si'lo-ist), «. Isilo + -ist] See the
extract.

The term siloist, a farmer making and feeding silage, is

occasionally met with, and has also sometimes been used
in this book. F. W. Wool, Book on Sili^e, p. 12.

siloxicon (sil - ok ' si - kon), n. Isil(icon) +
oxiygen) + -i- + c{arb)on.'] A trade-name of
a refractory material useful as a furnace-lin-
ing and in making fire-proof bricks, crucibles,
muffles, etc., made by the interaction of car-
bon and silica in an electric furnace, less car-
bon and a somewhat lower temperature being
required than in the manufacture of carbo-
rundum. The substance is an amorphous solid, of
grayish-green color ; insoluble in melt«d iron ; unattacked
by acid or basic slags, by hot alkaline solutions, and by
all acids except hydrofluoric ; self-binding when strongly
heated ; and refractory in a very high degree. Its com-
position appn.>ximate8 to Si2*'2*^- ^^ hen heated to 2700*

F. In the presence of free oxygen it tjikes up that element
and is resolved into silica and carbon dioxid, and in the
absence of oxygen it seems to be decomposed at 5000° F.

into silicon carbide (carborundum), vapor of silicon, and
carbon monoxid.

" Siloxicon " is a term destined to become'as familiar to
the commercial world as "Carborundum." It is the
name of a new compound, or class of compounds, dis-

covered by Mr. Acheson, consisting of cartion. silicon and
oxygen in chemical combination, and possessing physical
and chemical properties of great importance to the metal-
Inraical arts.

C. P. Townsend, in Elect World and Engin., March
[28, 1903, p. 525.

silting (sil'ting), n. The process of deposition
of very fine sediment or silt.

The altitude of the Manchester col, or possibly of some
other col still farther duwn the (.thio, would represent
the maxtmimi elevation to which the waters would rise

within the basin. This would determine the upper
limit of the silting.

W. G. Tight, in U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 13, 1903,

[p. 100.

Siluria (si-lii'ri-a)^ n. [NL. See Silurian.'] In
geol., the region of Silurian rocks taken as a
whole irrespective of geographical boundaries.

silurin (si-lu'rin), 71. lSilur{us) + -in'-^.] A
protamine obtained from the testicles of the
fish Silitrus glanis.

Siluro-Celtic (si-lu'ro-sel*tik)» a. Pertaining
or relating to the Silurian Celts, or the Celts
of Wales and Ireland.

silvaline (sirva-lin)» n, [Irreg. < L. silva, a
wood (taken in sense of lignum, wood), + -l-

+ -ine'^.'] A trade-name of yam or thread
made by spirally twisting, with the aid of
special machinery, narrow strips of paper as
made on the ordinary Fourdrinier machine,
largely from chemical wood-pulp. This yam
is available for the production of textile fab-
rics, replacing jute or perhaps coarse cotton
yarn, bee, for a similar product, '^^xyloline.

silver. I. ». — Alkaline nitrate of silver. See *nt-
/rafc. — Allotroplc silver. Carey Lea has described
several fonns of silver dilfering in properties, especially
in color, fri>m the common metal. The most notable
of these are a bluish-blac-k, a reddish-brown, and a bronze-
or gold-colored precipitate, very finely divided, and ap-
parently colloidal in character. Kone of them has been



silver

obtained in a pure state, and the evidence is not concln-
siVf that they represent ditft-reiit aUotri>]Mc forms of the
element. —BertlioUet's fulmliiatlng silver, a black
powder, consisting of silver nitride (Ajj^N). piiKincetl by
the action of aque^ms ammonia on silver oxid. It expUnles,
when dry, with preat violence on slight lieating or gentle
friction. Quite distinct from the silver salt of fnlniinic

acid, Ag2C2^'2*^2- —Blue silver, metallic silver, assumed
to be in a distinct allotn.ipic fonn. in which it apiteare of
a golden-yellow color by reflected light and blue by trans-
mitted light. These appearances may be due merely to
molecular grouping. — Caustlc silver. See itcansHc.
— C!oin silver, the alloy of nine parts of silver and one
of copi>er. legally fixed as the standard of fineness of the
silver coins of the United States. — Daxk-red ruby Sil-

ver. Same as pyrar'jt/riU. — Folinlliatlng sUver. (b)

See BerthoUet's/tihniiuttiniJ iriiilver. (c) Silver hydrazoate
(AgXy), prepared by precipitating a snlution of silver

nitrate by one of sodium hydnizojite. — Herring silver,
in old Eng. law, money paid in lieu of the custom-
ary duty of supplying heniiijrs to a religi<ius iiistitu-

tion. — Hyposulphite : silver-extraction process,
the process of extracting silver by means <>f hyiosulithite
leaching. In the Kusscl pr<^K-ess the chloridizing roast^id

ore is first lixivated with hyposulphite of soda, and the
lead is separated fmni the solution by means of sodium
carbonate, which converts it into lead carbonate. Then
the ore is leached with cuprous hyposulphite, known as

the ' extra solution,' which dissolves metallic silver, silver

sulphid. sulpharsenide, and sulphantimonide, and thus
an additional amount of silver is exti-acted, which would
have been lost in the oi-dinaiy method of extraction. The
solutions from both of these leachings are joined and the
silver precipitated and recovered. — Light-red ruby
Silver. Same as promtite. — Molecular sUver,
metallic silver in a finely divided state, obtained by re-

duction of one of its compounds at a temperature below
thefusing-point of the metal. — Platinum sllver,an al-

loy of silver and platinum, in which the proportion of the
latter varies fnini 17 to .15 per cent. It has a gray color
and is used principally for resistsmce- coils, since its elec-

trical resistance is very little affected by changes in tem-
perature. It is also employed in duntisto'. —Red silver.
(6) Metallic silver, assumed to be in a distinct allotropic
form, in which it appears of an indigo-blue color by re-

flected light and red by transmitted light The appear-
ances may be due merely to molecular gn>ui>ing. — Silver
acetyllde. See -kacetylide. —%\l-ve,r chlorld, a com-
pound occun-ing in nature as the mineral cerargyrite,
used as an ore of silver. It is easily prepared by precipi-
tation from a solution of a silver salt by a soluble
chlorid, and it« appearance and properties furnish a much-
used test for either of its constituent elements. It is

also utilized in photography. — Silver Iodide. See
^iodide. — Soluble silver, an allotroi)ic form of silver,

coUargoI, possessing nijirked germicidal power. — Ster-
ling silver, silver of the legal standard of fineness. If
the term is used without further qualiftcaticm it is gen-
erally understood to refer to the British standard. See
staTidard^, n., 2, and sterlint)^, a., 1. — White silver, a
form of metallic silver in a finely divided state, obtained
by reduction of the metal from a strongly acid solution of
one of its salts, nearly white as seen by reflected light,
and nearly opaque, even in the thinnest films, in respect
to transmission of light. ~ Yellow silver, metallic silver,

assumed to be in a distinct allotropic form, in which it

appears of an indigo-blue color by reflected light and yel-
low by transmitted light These appearances may be due
merely to molecular grouping.

n. ff-~Silver-barflsh. See *^«;ii.— Silver emul-
sion. See *pmu/«on.—Silver staiu. See •ksiain.—
Silver tree-fern. See ^tree-fern.

silverbelly (sil ' ver-bel^'i), w. 1. Same as
ichite *hrcam (b).— 2. A common name used
in Tasmania for the silversides, species of
fishes of the family Atherinidm. E, E. Morris,
Austral English.

Silverbilly (sirver-bil''''i), n. A common name
of a fish, Gerres ovatus, found in Australian
waters.

silver-button (sil'v^r-but-^n), n. The large-
fiowered everlasting, Anaphalis margaritacea.
Also called silver-leaf

silver-crescent (sil ' v^r-kres'^ent), w. An
American nymphalid butterfly,' Charidryas
nycteis, dark
brown in color,

with a band of
orange across
both wings,
the undersides
being marked
with silvery
lunules. It is

of wide distri-

bution, and its

larvae feed on
the foliage of a
variety of com-
positaceous
Slants.
.verette, «.

It is a subbreed
or strain of do-
mesticated pi-

geons, derived
from the satinette,
of a light gray
color, but eacii
tail-feather bearing a white spot as in the satinette.

silver-feather (8il'v6r-feTH''''6r), «. Same as
silverxceed, 1.

silver-fisll, n. 7. A Tasmanian name for Ca-

Silver-cresceot {Charidryas nycteis) i

female.
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rangus georgianns, of the family Carangidse,

the wiiite or silver trevally. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

silver-lead (sil'ver-led'), n. A mixture of
silver and lead sometimes found in Cyprian
excavations.

Several rings of unrefined silver-lead, . . . like the
bronze rinj^, and an unrecognisable fragment of silver,

complete the list of metallic objects.

J. L. Myres, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVII. 148.

silver-leaf, «. 4. The large-leaved umbrella-
tree, Magnolia macrophylla.— 5. The Ameri-
can or willow-leaved meadow-sweet, Spinea
salicifiilia.— 6. The spotted touch-me-not, I»i-

patiens biflora.— 7. Same as *silrer-buttoyi.

silverling, «. 2. The tarpon, Tarpon atlan-
ticufi, a large silvery game-fish of the Atlantic
coast of America, known from Long Island to
Brazil, and common on the southeastern coast
of the United States. Also silver-finh.

Sil.ver-mite (sil'ver-mit), n. The "rust-mite of
the orange, Phytoptus ' oleivorus. See rust-
mite.

silver-plant (sil'ver-plant), )i. Same as *sil-
rcr-lcdj] 6.

silver-rod (sil'ver-rod), n. 1. Same as xohite

*gol(lenro(l.— 2. Same as *Jcing's-ro(l.

silver-shilling (sil'ver-shir'ing), n. The hon-
esty, Lunaria annua, so called from the large,
nearly circular, shining septum of the fruit,

which remains after the valves fall away.
Also called moncy-floicer and gold-and-silver
plant,

silversides, «.—Lake-sllversldes. Same as brook-
silvergideii. See silrerndes.

silverspot, "

—

Mountain-sllverspot, an American
nymphalid butter^y, Arjynnis ntlantis, occurring in
Canada and the northeastern United States. Its larvce
feed on violets.

silver-standard (8irver-stan"dard), a. Using
silver money alone as full legal tender. The
silver-standard countries are Central America (except
Costa Rica), China, Hong-Kong, and Persia. Certain coun-
tries have had, nominally at least, a double standard (gold
and silver), as the United States, Mexico, Haiti, I'ruguay,
Argentine Republic, Venezuela, France, Belgium, Italy,
Switzerland, Greece, Spain, Servia, Bulgaria, Netherlands,
Algeria, Tunis, Java, Pliilippine Islands, and Hawaii.
Many of these, as the United States, are virtually or actu-
ally on a gold basis. In British India the gold standard
has been adopted. See -kyold-standard.

silver-steel (sil'vfer-stel"), ». Steel contain-
ing as an allo3ang element a small percentage
of silver.

silversword (sil'ver-sord), n. Same as *ahina-
hina.

silvertail, «. 2. One who belongs to the up-
per classes in society or the community.
Compare '*'coppertail. E. E. Morris, Austral
English. [Australia, bushmen's slang.]

silver-thaw (sil'ver-tha"), ». Ice which falls

in large thin flakes from sails and rigging.

silver-tip (sil'vfer-tip), n. A variety of the
grizzly bear, Ursus horrihilis, in which the
long hairs are tipped with yellowish white,
giving the pelage something the appearance
of that of the silver fox.

It is a common thing ... to see a dozen Bears feast-
ing there at one time. They are of all Icinds — Black,
Brown, Cinnamon, Grizzly, Silvertip, Roanhbacks, big and
small.
E. Thompson Seton, The Biography of a Grizzly, p. 127.

silver-trevally (sil ' ver - tre - val " i), n. See
*tnr(iUy.

silverwood-tree (sil' ver -wild -tre"), n. A
large, elegant tree of Barbados, Drypetes ser-

rafa, belonging to the spurge family.
Silvery spleenwort. See *spleenicort.

silvical, silvics. See *syloieal, *sylvics.

sim (sem), n. [Hind.] Tho lablab or Egyp-
tian bean, DoHchos Lablab.

Simhlum (sim ' blum), ». [NL. (Klotzsch,
1831), < Gr. oififiMv, a beehive.] A genus of
gasterorayeetous fungi, of the family Clathra-
cex, which have the stipitate receptacle in-
closing the gleba latticed, with the meshes
about equal in diameter each way. S. rubescens
occurs in America. The gleba has a very
unpleasant odor.

Simian fissure. See *fssure.
similar, a. 3. (6) In the theory of aggregates,
similarly arranged; coupled by a one-one
relation.
When the elements of a manifold are arranged accord-

ing to the scheme 1', 2', 3"
. . . it may be said to be

similar, or to be arranged similarly, to the natural scale.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 284.

Directly similar, in geom., capable of being so rotated
that con-esponding sides are parallel.— Inversely sim-
ilar, in ffetmi., similar but incapable of being so rotated
that corresponding sides are parallel.— Ordinarily

simple

similar, capable of being brought into one-to-one corre-
spondence m such a way that the order of any two
elements is the same as the order of the corresponding
elements.— Similar sets, surds, variation. .See *«en,
itsurd, -ki'ariation.

similarity, «.— Helmholtz's principle of mechani-
cal similarity, a principle in hydrodynamics by which
results obtained with apparatus of small dimensions may
be transferred to natural phenomena on a large scale in
geometrically similar masses. It is expressed in two
propositions : (1) If the ratio of the densities is not
changed in geometrically similar waves, the linear dimen-
sions increase as the squares of the velocities of the two
media; the velocities increase in equal ratios, (2) If the
ratio of the densities is varied, the ratio of the living
forces of the corresponding units of volume must remain
unchanged.

similarly, adv— similarly placed, in gemn., said of
similar figures when any translation leaves them with a
center of similitude (which see, under center'i).

similar-wing (sim'i-lar-wing), 11— Lunate slm-
llar-wlnif, a book-name for an American noctuid moth.

Lunate Similar-wing {Honioptera /itnafa).
tRedrawn from Comslocii.)

llomoptera l-unata, brownish with marbled wings. lt«
larva feeds on the leaves of plum, rose, maple, willow,
and other plants.

Similative (sim'i-la-tiv), a. Serving to ex-
press similarity; in gram., noting the ease
which expresses similarity (like, similar to).

Also used as a noun.
Besides a general locative some of the moet frequently

occun'ing_ are inessive, superessive, introessive, ablative
and terminative. Besides these coniitatives, similativeg,
partitives, and suffixes expressing similar ideas are found.

Ayner, Anthnqmlogint, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 13.

similitude, ».- Axis of slmUltude. See -kaxisi.—
Circle of similitude. ('<) See *ci'rc(<".— Direct center
of similitude. See •cf/iffri.—Triangle of simili-
tude. See -ktriangle.

simillimum (si-mil'i-mum), «. ;
pi. simillima

(-niii). [NL. use of L. simiUimum, neut.
superl. of similis, like. The name alludes to
the dogma simiUa .similibus curantur, 'like

(effects) are cured by like (agents).'] The
remedy best adapted for the treatment of any
special condition in accordance with the fun-
damental therapeutic principle of homeopathy.
See homeopathy.
Simmon (sim'on), n. [Corruption of persim-
mon. Compare possutn.~i The persimmon,
Diospyros Virginiana. [Negro dial.]

Simoleun (si-mo'le-on), n. [Origin obscure.]
A dollar. [Slang.]

She wears a dress— it cost no less

Than ninety-five simoleons;
It 's faded tan, and looser than
That great coat of Napoleon's.

Kansas City Daily Times Dec. 23, 1903.

simosaur (sim'o-sar), n. An animal, of tho
genus .Simosnttrns.

Simosaurus (sim-o-sa'rus), «. [NL., < Gr.
ci/jo;, flat-nosed, -f- aavpoc, lizard.] A genus
of sauropterygian reptiles from the trias of
Germany. It has a broad skull, with obtuse
snout, and short, obtusely conical teeth.

simple. I, a— simple branch-point, in math., a
branch-point which merely interchanges a pair of
branches.— simple circuit, in math,, a circuit which
cannot (without crossing the boundary or leaving the
surface) be continuously defonued into two circuits.

—

Simple connection, in math., the connection of a sur-

face which i.s finite, open, contained by a single boundary,
and such that every closed cut (or, what is equivalent,

any oper, cut joining two points of tlie bonndaiy) separates
it into two parts. -^ Simple curve, one whose equation
cannot be factored.— Simple elliptic space. See -kspace.

II. n. 8. (rt) In French boston, or in heart
solo, the winning of five tricks with a partner.

(6) In division loo, a pool which has been put
up by the dealer alone. Pools which have
been contributed to by players who have been
looed are double pools.

simple, >'. t. 11. trans. To make (the second or
low-pressure cylinder of a compound engine)
receive live steam direct from the boiler,

instead of receiving its working fluid as ex-

haust from the first or high-pressure cylinder,

as in normal series-working. This is done in

starting, or occasionally with unusual over-

load on the engine, and the two cylinders wort
as two simple engines Slmpllngvalve. Seetnftr- .

cepting -tcvaloe.



simpler's-joy

Simpler's-joy, «. 2. The blue vervain, Ver-

bena liastata, of eastern North America: so

called probably by confusion with the officinal

verbena.

simplesse, n. 2. An affected simplicity.

[Rare.]

The simplicity of Homer is remarkable; " simpleme,

"

as Arnold calls affected simplicity of a literary kind, is a
very different thing, and a popular thing nowadays.

Athemeum, July 15, 1905, p. 77.

simplez (sim'nieks), a. [L., simple, plain.]

Simple ; single : applied to telegraphy.

The actual speed {ininplex) obtained by automatic trans-

mission with the latter cable is as high as forty-seven (or

even up to fifty) five-letter words per minute.
Engin. Mag., Dec, 1898, p. 428.

Simplex telegraph, a telegraph in which the apparatus
is arniiiired for the sending of one message over the line

at a time: distinguished from duplex, or multiplex.

—

Simplex tele^aphy, telegrajihy in which but one mes-
saf.'t' at a time is transmitted over a single wire.

Simplicatlve rules of evidence, those laws and customs
whicli eliminate or restrict such testimony as, however per-

tinent, is confusing or creates prejudice, as opinion testi-

mony or expert evidence, and the evidence of a judge or
juryman. Wi^imore, Evidence, § 1863.

simplifier (sim'pli-fi-er), n. One who or that

which simplifies or makes clear or simple.

Charles P'ox wjis the great gimptitier of debate.
Alhenxum, April 1, 1905, p. 394.

Simply ordered set. See *«e(i.

Simulance (sim'u-lans), n. [L. simulare. See
sinuiliiiit.'] A deceptive resemblance; a mere
appearance or semblance.
Man embodies an immaterial and Immortal splritnal

principle which no lower creature possesses, and which
makes the resemblance of the apes to him but a mocking
rimulance. Sir D. H'ifson, Anthropology, ii.

Simuliid (si-mu'li-id), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the dipterous family Simuliidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family SimuUidx.

simulism (8im'u-lizm),H. [simul{ate) + -ism.'\

A term proposed to replace mimicry, in refer-

ring to the resemblances of animals, as im-
plying a less conspicuous resemblance and
the absence of the idea of a conscious or de-

signed resemblance.
The word "mimicry" is also adversely criticised, as

implying conscious resemblance, which is not known to
exists and "gimulism" "simulation," "sinmlating," are
sulMtituted "as being at oijce expressive, explanatory and
euphonious, and free from the inference of designed and
cognitive resemblance." Salure, March 30, 1905, p. 521.

Simultaneous variation. See *variation.

sina (se'na), »i. [From some form (ML. Sina,

Tagalog Sinat) of China.'\ A Chinese silk-

worm, larva of Bombijx sinensis.

sinabatan (se-na-bii-tan'), n. [Also sinaho-
tan ; Tagalog sinabalan.'} A mat made by the
natives of the Philippine Islands from the
leaf-fibers of the screw-pine, Fundantis spiralis.

Sinaean (si-no'an), n. Of or pertaining to the
Sina", an ancient people supposed to be the
Chinese.

To Paqutn of Sinxan kings ; and thence
To Agra and Labor of Great Mogul,
Down to the Golden Chersonese.

Milton, Paradise Lost, xL 890.

sinalbin (si-nal'bin), H. [L. sin(api), mustard,
-I- nlh{us), white, -I- -(n2.] A colorless com-
pound, HO.('8H4.CHoN: C(SC6Uii05).O..SO:,.-
Ci(jH.^4^05N.5H20, contained in the seed of

white mustard. It crystallizes in glassy lus-

trous needles and is colored intensely yellow
by a very minute trace of alkali.

sinamay (se-nii-ma'e or -mi'), n. [Bisaya «i-

«aw«i/.] A fabric made by the natives of the
Philippine Islands from the fibers of the leaf-

stalks of the abaca (Miisa texHUs), usually
mixed with fibers of silk, cotton, piiia, etc.

sinapic (si-nap'ik), a. Pertaining to sinapin
or sinapic acid.— Sinapic acid, a pale-yellow com-

pound, H0.C«n2(OCH3)2CH :CH.COOH, prepared by the
action of barium-hydroxid solution on sinapin. It crys-
tallizes in neeiUes or small prisms and melts at 186.5-192°

C. Also called 'S,^dimethozy'4-fii/droxycinnamic acid,

Sinapize (sin'a-piz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. sina-

pized, ppr. sinapi::ing. [LL. sinapi:are, poul-
tice with mustard, < sinapi, mustard.] To
impregnate with mustard : said of a pooltice
or a plaster so treated.

sinapoline (si-nap'o-lin), n. [L. sinapi, mus-
tani, 4- -ol + -!nc2.] A colorless compound,
CH.^:CH.CH2NHC0NHCH2CH:CH2, pre-

pared by the action of lead hydroxid on allyl

mustanl-oil. It crystallizes in plates, melts
at iOO° C, and is volatile with steam. Also
called ab- or svmmetrical diallyl carbamide.
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sincaline (sin'ka-lin), n. [Also sinkalin, sinka-
line. < L. si)i(api), mustard, + -cal or -kalf +
-iiic-.'] Same as choline or *biUneurine.
Sinceny pottery. See *pottcry.
smderl, «. 2. An amended spelling of cinder.

Sindhi (sin'de or sind'he), n. and n. [Also
Sindi; Sindhi Sindhi, < Sindli, Sindh, < Skt.
Sindhu, the Indus, the region of the Indus,
Sindh: see Indian.'] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Sindh or its people or their language.

II. n. 1. A native of Sindh, or one whose
native tongue is Sindhi.— 2. An Aryan lan-
guage spoken principally in Sindh, India.
Sindi, n. See *Sindhi.
Sine^, »— Hyperbolic sine, hvsin a: = sinh a; =

J(,'x - c-»). See *«/»»:!.— sine law. See •Jnicl.

sine-compass (sin'kumpas), H. A sine gal-
vanometer (which see, uncler galvanometer).
sine-curve (sin'kfrv), n. Same as curve of
sines. See curve and sinusoid.

Sinesian (si-ne'zhian), a. [h. Sinse. See
Sinic.'] Of or pertaining to China; Sinic : as,

the Sinesian countries of Eastern Asia. Athe-
nxum, Feb. 13, 1904, p. 200.

sine-wave (sin'wav), «. A wave in which the
vibrations of the particles of the transmitting
medium are simple harmonic motions. H.
Hertz (trans.). Electric Waves, p. 17.— sine-
wave current, in elect., an alternating current in which
the wave-fonn is sinusoidal.- Slne-wave telegraphy,
a system of telegraphy in which a single-phase alternatr
ing current, the wave-fonn of which is approximately
sinusoidal, is used for signaling.— Slne-wave trans-
mitter, in teleg.,fii\ instrument for sending the signaling
impulses used in sine-wave systems of telegraphy. The
characteristic feature is an automatic device by which
the circuit is opened and closed only when the current
intensities pass through zero.

sing, t'. i—To sing out (i>) To sing with the full

strength of the voice.

" Sing out

"

— shouted one gentleman In a white great-
coat. " Don't be afraid to put the steam on. old gal, " ex-
claimed another. . . . "Sing louder," said Mrs. Jennings
Rodolph.
Dickeng, The Mistaken Milliner, in Sketches by Boz, L

(337.

singing glass. See *glas».

Singapore cedar. Same as iloulmein *cc(lar.

singeing-plate (sin'jing-plSt), n. A heated
metallic plate or cylinder over which cotton
cloth intended for calico-printing is rapidly
drawn, so as to singe or burn off the nap of
short projecting fibers without scorching the
cloth itself. A row of small gas-flames is now
generally used for this purpose.
Singer 1, n.— singer's nodes. See*norf<'.

singing-tube (sing'ing-tiib), V. The glass tube
used in the production of a singing-flame. See
sinqing-flame. J. il. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos.
and Psychol., I. 610.

single 1. I. a.—single court. See *eoi(r«.

II. ». 1. (/) In whist, the score made by
the winners when the game is 5 points up and
rubbers are played, if the losers of any game
are 3 or 4 up: as, 'single, double, and the rub.'

(g) In the extraction of antimony from its na-
tive sulphid, the manufacturers' name for the
first crude product from melting the ore with
scrap-iron. It generally contains about 91.5

per cent, antimony, 7 per cent, iron, and 1 per
cent, sulphur. (A) \ngolf, two players plajf-

ing against each other, (i) In furniture, sil-

verware, and the like, a separate piece not
belonging to a set.

Fine specimens, even if 'ainglet,' have been added
wherever possible.

R. S. Cloutton, in Burlington Mag., V. 381.

5. One strand of sliver, roving thread, or yarn.— 6. pi. A commercial name in England for
thin sheet-steel or -iron used as a foundation
for tin-plate, having a thickness ranging from
0.238 to 0.35 of an inch, or from No. 4 to No.
20 B. W. G.

single-beat (sing'gl-bet), a. Having only one
beat: noting valves which have a single bear-
ing-surface or seat, as ordinary lifting-valves

:

distinguished from double-beat valves, which
have two seats, so that they may be in equili-

brium of pressures above one face and below
the other. Cornish valves and most puppet-
valves for large engines are double-beat.
Check-valves of small area are single-beat.

Both valves are of the gingle-heal poppet, or mushroom
type, and seat vertically along the same axis but in op]x)-

site directiotis, the admission valve opening downward
and the exhaust upward.

fleet. World and Engin., Sept. 24, 1904, p. 517.

single-break (.sing'gl-brak), a. In elect., open-
ing the circuit at one point only : said of cer-

tain types of switch. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect.

Engin., 1901-02, p. 1210.

singularity

single-gear (sing'gl-ggr), n. A transmission,
usually by toothed wheels, in which only one
pair of wheels or one pair of transmission
elements is involved : usually one wheel and
one pinion, for the gain of power and loss of
speed or for a gain in velocity with corre-
sponding reduction of power.
single-geared (sing ' gl - gerd), a. Directly
driven by belt or other transmission without
the interposition of a reducing-gear shaft:
used of speed-lathes or drill-presses having no
back-gear on the head-stock, and of motor-car
transmissions where the motor turns slowly
enough to render a counter-shaft and gear-
train unnecessary.
single-hung (sing'gl-hung), a. Having a cord
and pulley on one side only, the single weight
being a sufficient counterpoise : said of a win-
dow-sash. Such fitting is used for narrow
sashes only, or else rollers are put on the other
side to prevent the sash from binding on the
window-frame.
single-leaf (sing'gl-lef), «. The one-leaved
piiion or nut-pine, Pinws monophylla : so called
because there is only one leaf in a bundle.
single-phase (sing'gl-faz), a. In elect., noting
a system of electric distribution by alternat-
ing currents produced by a single alternating
electromotive force, in which therefore all the
currents are in phase with each other, that is,

reverse simultaneously in direction, or differ

in phase only so far as is due to the different
character of the circuits in which they flow.

—

Single-phase altemater, a generator supplying alter-
nating current to a single-phase circuit, as distinguished
from the machines for j)rodueing simnltaneously two or
more currents differing in jihase such as are used in poly-
phase systems.— Single-phase clrcnlt, an ordinary
two-wire circuit for tlie transmission of an alteniating
current, as distinguished from the circuits in a polyphase
system.— Single-phase current, an ordinary altenia-
ting current the wave-form of which is sinusoidal, some-
times with Superimposed harmonics, as distinguished
from the two or more currents, differing in i)li:is('. that
are employed in polyi)hase systems.— Single-phase
generator. See ^generator aiid Itsingle-phase alter-
Hater.

single-phaser (sing'g:-fa"z^r), n. In elect, a
single-phase alternating-current generator.
Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1899-1900, p.
246,

single-riveted (sing'gl-riv'et-ed), a. Having
only one row of rivets parallel to the .ioint or
seam : distinguished from double- or chain-
riveted, where two rows of rivets are used,

single-seeded (sing'gl-se'ded), a. Same as
monospcrmotts.

single-stage (»ing'gl-staj), a. Having only
one stage; completed in one operation; not
continued through two or more similar stages:
used of air-eompressors and steam-turbines. A
single-stage compressor is one in which the
compression is completed in the first cylinder;
a single-stage turbine, one in which the steam
passes through an expansion-nozle only once.
Single-sticker (sing'gl-stik'tr), n. A sloop or
cutter; a vessel having but one mast. [Colloq.]

single-taxer (sing'gl-tak'sfr), «. One who ad-
vocates the levying of all, or practically all,

taxation upon a single object, as land, capital,

or consumption ; specifically, one who accepts
the doctrine of Henry George that all taxes
should be levied upon the value of land, ex-
clusive of all improvements due to industry.
The measure, if fully carried out, would divert
to the government the rent of the land itself.

Single-taxerg maintain thiit the reason the wages of
labor do not increase as material progress advances is be-
cause rent, or the price paid for the use of land, is con-
tinually increasing. Science, Dec. 13, 1901, p. 915.

single-valued (sing'gl-vaF'tid), a. Taking
under S]ii'cific(l conditions only a single value.
— Single-valued function, in math., one which by all

continuations within a certain region always takes the
same value at any point : said to be nngU'Vatued in that
region.

singling (sing'gling), n. A manufacturers'
name for the first step in the reduction of an-
timony from its ore, namely, fusion with scrap-
iron in crucibles. See *single, 1 (g).

Sing-sing2 (sing'sing), n. Same as singsong,

«., 3. [Colloq.]

The number of native songs is enormous, and musical
evenings r)r " sing-trtngs" are a regular institution.

(Jeog. Juur. (R. G. S.), XIIL 664.

singular, 't.— Non-essential singular point. See
•j«)i)i(i.— Slngnlarpolnt of a function. .See -kpimui.

singularity, «— Accidental singularity, in math.,

a smgnlartty at a non-essential singular point

—

Com-
pound singularity in gemn., one involving two or
more ordinary singularities— these being called *ordi- •



singularity

naiy,' because, without limiting the generality of a cun*e
of piven order or class by any special liyimtliesis, they
may all present themselves.— Logarithmic singtUar-
Ity, in math,, a point about which a fmiction acta like a
logarithm.— Non-cssential singtilarlty, in math., a
value of the variable of a function for which the function
has a detenninate inrtnite value. The term was pro-
posed by Cathcart.— Ordinary sln^n^arlty. f^ee i-'in^iu-

laritii, 3, and comptmmi ^^W/i(/^/^J^/^(/.— Slngtllarlty of
the first class, in math., accidental sin^'ularity.— Slnjgn-
laiity of the second class, in math., aii essential
Bingularity of the simplest kind.—Singularity Of the
thltd class, in math,, a singularity resulting from the
union of lui infinity of those of the second class.

sinll (pron. shin). An abbreviation for 'hyper-
bolic sine,' a function liaving a relation to a
rectangular hyperbola similar to that of the
ordinary trigonometric sine to a circle.

Sinicize (sin'i-slz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. Sini-

cUed, i>pT. Shiieuing. [Sinic + -ize.'] To make
similar in habits and thought to the Chinese.
Encyc. Diet.

Sinico-Japanese (sin'i-kd-jap-a-nes"), n. Be-
longing both to China and to Japan.
The science of old Japan was equally modelled upon

that of China. Nothing original of any importance has
yet been found in the Sinico-Japanese literature of the
last mlllenium. Atheiuenm, April 1, 1905, p. S9a

Sinify (sin'i-fi), v. t. ; pret. and pp. Sinified,

ppr. Sinifying. [ML. Sina, China, + -fy.'] To
make Chinese or similar to the Chinese in habits
and thought. Encyc. Diet.

sinigrin (sin'i-grin), n. Same as potassium
myronate (which see, under myronate).

Siniperca (sin-i-per'ka), «. [NL., < ML. Sina,
China, 4- L. j>erca, perch.] A genus of ser-

ranoid fishes found in the rivers of China,
Manchuria, and Japan.

sinistraural (sin-is-tra'ral), a. [L. sinister,

left, -I- auris, ear, + -aU.'\ Noting a condi-
tion in which one naturally turns the left ear
rather than the right when listening to some
faint or distant sound. G. M. Gould, in Pop.
Sci. Mo., Aug., 1904, p. 361.

sinistrin (sin'is-trin), «. [L. sinister, left, +
-in2.] 1. Same as inulin.— 2. A colorless,

pulverulent, levorotatory compound, CgHjoOg,
contained in the white or red sea-onion or

squill, Urginea Scilla. It is probably identical

with achroodextrine.

sinistrocular (sin-is-trok'u-lar), a. [L. sinister,

left, + oculus, eye, + -ar^.'\ Noting a condi-

tion in which one naturally uses the left eye
in monocular work, as sighting a gun, looking
through a microscope or telescope, etc. G.

M. Gould, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1904, p. 361.

sinistrodextral (sin"is-tro-deks'tral), a. [L.

sinister, left, + dexter, right, + -aA.] From
left to right.

sinistromanual (sin"is-tro-man'ii-al), a. [L.

sinister, left, + manus, hand, -1- -ail.] Left-
handed.
The bow and arrow, the spear, boomerang, club, etc.,

could be used as well with the left hand by the sinistra'

manual. O. if. Gould, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1904, p. 363.

sinistromanuality (sin^is-tro-man-u-ari-ti),

n. [sinistromanual + -ity.'\ Left-handedness.

No pupil with sinistromanuality established can learn
' piano-playing easily.

Q. M. Gould, In Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1904, p. 363.

sinlstropedal (8in"is-tro-ped'al), a. [L. sinis-

ter, left, + pes (ped-), foot, -I- -aP-.'j Left-
footed. G. M. G<>uld, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug.,
1904, p. 361.

Sinistrorsally (sin-is-tr6r'sal-i), adv. Left-
handedly ; with turnings to the left.

Sinitic (si-nit'ik), a. Same as Sinic.

sink, ». i. 16. (a) To drive a mine or explora-
tion shaft downward through the earth's sur-
face.

Nor do we, as In the past, throw away vast sums of
money in sitUcing for coal in Cambrian or Silurian rocks.

.Science, Oct. 9, 1903, p. 462.

(fi) To run a shaft or drift in any direction
into the earth in search of mineral or ore.

sink, n. 8. In mining : (b) The amount by
which the shaft-level is lowered by a blast in
sinking operations, (c) The distance inward,
or depth, to which the excavation for a
shaft or drift is to be carried, (ri) The lowest
point in the shaft, toward which the drainage
flows.—10. In geom., a place of transition
from space of n into space n — 1 dimensions.— 11. In elect., in the theory of the flow of
current in plane sheets, a point at which the
current leaves the sheet.

We may investigate, first, the simple case of one source
and one sink in an infinite plane sheet of thickness S, and
conductivity *. Encyc. Brit., XXVIIL 18.

sink-boat (singk'bot), n. An oblong box sab-
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merged to the rim in the water, used as a boat
and for concealment by persons engaged in

shooting wild-fowl; a sink-box; a battery.

sink-box (singk'boks), n. Same as *sink-hoat.

sinker, «. 4. Same as ^dead-head, 4.—5. A
heavy dumpling or doughnut ; a dough-sinker

;

a dough-boy. [Slang.j

The New York Dairy Lunch, with its mirrored and
marbled bathroom decoration, its elevating Bible texts,
and depressing " sinkers "... would never make a suc-
cess with Parisians.

F. B. Smith, How Paris Amuses Itself, p. 48.

6, A (silver) dollar. [Slang.]

I waited for him [a city tramp] nearly an hour, when he
retunied with a " poke-out " (food given at the door) and
" a sinker " (a dollar). I of course was a little surprised,
and asked for details.

Josiah Flynt, in The Century, March, 1894, p. 713.

7. See the extract.

The parasite is attached to the host by '* sinkers " which
consist of specially modifled,'but true, rootlets, although
in function they simulate the haustoriaof other parasites.
The sinkers penetrate the bark of the host and obtain
nourishment for the parasite from the growing tissues
beneath it, much as food-sap is obtained from the soil by
normal plants. The parasitism is complete. Examples :

The mistletoes. Amer, Nat., Jan., 1908, p. 22.

sinker-boat (sing'k^r-bot), n. Same as *cata-
maran, 4.

sink-head (singk'hed), n. A riser ; a column
of metal which is cast as a part of a large
casting for the purpose of increasing the
soundness of the casting. It exerts a pressure
to fill all cavities while the metal in the mold
is fluid and is shrinking during the cooling
process, and all bubbles of gas tend to rise
into it and remain there.

sinking, «. 5. In piquet, the manoeuver of
eaUing only a part of a combination, so as to
conceal the strength of the hand for playing

:

usually resorted to only when the player
knows his adversary has no better call.

sinking-fire (sing 'king -fir), n. A forge in
which wrought-iron scrap or refined pig-iron
is partly melted or welded together by means
of a charcoal fire and a blast.

sinking-lift (sing ' king - lift), «. In mining:
(a) An elevating apparatus especially de-
signed for use in sinking shafts, (b) A sink-
ing-pump for use at the bottom of a shaft
while it is being sunk.

sink-pipe (singk'pip), n. 1. The outflow-pipe
from a sink.— 2. The pipe which enters a sink
in a mine to remove the water which drains
into the sink from higher points.

Sino-Australian (8iQ"o-as-tra'U-an), a. [L.
Sinx, the Chinese, + E. Australian.] Noting
a hj-pothetical continent, restored by M. Neu-
mayr by interpretation of the strata and be-
lieved to have existed in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous periods, and perhaps in the Ter-
tiary. Including Australia on the south, it

embraced the East Indies, the Malay penin-
sula, and portions of China. Amer. Nat.,
Sept., 1904, p. 646.

Sino-Japanese (sin'o-jap-a-nes"), a. [L. Si-

nse, the Chinese, +' E. Japanese.'] Relating
to both China and Japan ; Sinico-Japanese:
as, Sino-Japanese art, literature, or religion.

We must place to the front the fact that Sino-Japanese
design is almost exclusively an art of contours, of values
of movement, and, in its own way, not ours, of space-
composition. B, Berenson, in Burlington Mag., III., 13.

Sinophile (sin'6-fil), m. [Gr. Ttvat, Chinese,
+ (pilelv, love.] One who loves or admires
the Chinese; an admirer of the Chinese na-
tion or of Chinese civilization..

That the author [K R. Scidmore] is no sinophile will
be gathered from the following : No one knows, or ever
will really know, the Chinese— the heart and soul and
springs of thought of the most incomprehensible, un-
fathomable, inscrutable, contradictory, logical and illogi-
cal people on the earth. Outlook, July 21, 1900, p. 693.

Sinozylon, ». — Red-shouldered slnoxylon, an
American bostrychid beetle, Sinoxi/lon bai.'ilare, the lar\-a

of which bores into the stems of the grape and into the
twigs of the apple and peach. See cut at Sinoxylon.

Sinse, adv., prep., and conj. An amended (re-

stored) spelling of since.

sinter^, n— Cerannlen sinter, the glassy material of
fulgurite.

sinter (sin'ter), V. t. and i. To compact or be-
come compacted together by partial fusion, so
as to resemble sinter. See *sintering.

A fine crystalline precipitate of methylmercaptothy-
mine came down, which weighed 9.2 grams, or 20 per
cent of the calculated. It crystallized in strings of small
plates from water, in which it is difficultly soluble when
not and nearly insoluble when cold. On heating. It sin-
tered at about 226° and melted at 233°.

Amer. Chem. Jour., May, 1903, p. 487.

siphonal

sintering (sin'ter-ing), ji. The incomplete
union into a solid mass of the particles of a
powder heated so that softeningbut not per-
fect fusion occurs.

Sintering, therefore, may be defined as diffusion at a
temperature below the melting point of the components
or of the resulting solid solution.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Dec. 17, 1904, p. 24207.

Sinuitis (sin-u-i'tis), JI. [NL., < L. sinus
{sinu-), sinus, -f- -itis.] Same as *sinusitis.

sinus, n— Accessory sinus. .Same as air-sinus (which
see, under simtg).— Axial slnus. See *flxirt^—-Cere-
bral slnuses, sinuses of the dura mater.— Clrcmnln-
testlnal sinus, in certain chsetopod worms, a bl(x>d-sinus
lyiii;.^ lietween the epithelial and the muscular walls of
the intestine.— Intestinal SlnUS, in some arthropixls,
as Apxts, a large median cavity, a subdivision of the body-
cavity, in which lies the enteric canal. Compare lateral
irsinus,— Lateral Sinus, in sfjme arthrojHKls, as Apus,
one of the cavities in which the muscles are contained.
Compare intestinal -ksinus,— Mastoid slnus, a vacuity,
or air-space in the mastoid bone : correlated v,\i\i frontal
sinus, maxillary sinus, etc.—Median Slnus, in many of
the Brachiopoda {Spiri.fer, Athyriit, lihynchonella), a
median depression of the shell, usually on the ventral
valve, accompanied by a median fold on the opposite or
dorsal valve.— Pericardial slnns, in arthropods, a cav-
ity lying in the median dorsal region and containing the
heart.— Pyrlform sinus, a small fossa on the side of
the larynx external to the aryepiglottic fold.— Slnusoa-
rotlcus, a prolongation of the cavernous sinus int«j the
carotid canal— SlllUS praecervlcalls, a sac-like struc-
ture in the embryo fonned by the folding in of the {hjb-

terior bi-ancbial arches. If, Bateson, Study of Variation,

p. 176.— Sinus termlnalis, a blood-channel which sur-
rounds the vascular area in the embryo.— Vertebral
sinuses, two large venous sinuses which extend the
entire length of the spinal canal along the bodies of the
vertebrie.

sinusitis (si-nu-si'tis), n. [sinus + -itis.] In-
flammation of any sinus, whether an air-sinus

or a sinus of the dura mater. Med. Record,
Aug. 17, 1907, p. 256.

SlnnsoldaJ circulation. See -^circulation.— Sinusoi-
dal current, in elect., an alternating current the
wave-fonn of which is a curve of suies.— Sinusoidal
variation, in elect., a fluctuation of current or electi-o-

motive force such that the variations of intensity are
graphically indicated by a curve of sines.

sion, n. A simplified (and former) spelling of
scion.

Siouan, a. II. n. The linguistic stock which
embraces the Siouan languages and includes
the languages of the Sioux or Dakota, Hidatsa,
Crow, Mandan, Omaha, Ponca, Osage, Winne-
bago, Kansa, Quapaw, Iowa, Oto, Missouri,
Biloxi, Tutelo, and Catawba.
Sipapu (se-pa-po'), n. [Hopi.] An opening
somewhere in the Grand Canon of the Colo-
rado, according to the legends of the Hopi,
through which they reached the surface of the
earth; also, its symbolic representation on
altars, kivas, and other objects.

The Snake chief at Cipaulovi has no tiponi, and conse-
quently no altar. The only objects at the end of the
kiva, where the altar would have been had he possessed
a tiponi, was a row of twenty snake whips leaning against
the ledge of the rear wall, behind the sipapu,
J, W. Fewkes, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 1894-96,

[p. 279.

sipho (si'fo), n.
;
pi. siphones (si-fo'nez). [NL.

:

see siphon.'] In the shell-bearing cephalo-
pods, the fleshy or muscular tube extending
from the posterior end through the internal

chambers. Also siphon.

siphon, n. 2. (rf) (2) A tubular anal organ
of the aquatic bugs of the family Nepidie,

probably respiratory in function. (A) In gi-

phonophorans, a feeding zooid or hydranth.

—

Electric siphon, a siphon provided with an electrically

opertited device for automatically removing the accumu-
lation of gases in the neck of the tube.— Exhalant
siphon, the more dorsal of the two siphons at the pos-

terior end of many lamellibranch mollusks, being the
tube through which the water passes away from the gills

after having been admitted t-i them through the ventral

or inhalant siphon.— Inhalant siphon, in bivalve mol-
lusks, the siphon th>Mnj.'Ii which water enters the mantle-
cavity.— Inverted siphon, an offset in a continuous line

of pipe by which the i)ipe is caiTied under and thus
avoids an intervening obstacle to its straight alinement

:

usually limited tu pipes or open channels which in their

straight portions are not under pressure, as in a sewer
passing under a stream.— Mltscherllch's siphon a
simple form of siphon filled by suction and provided with
a bulb safety-device to prevent corrosive liquids from
entering the mouth.— Siemens's siphon, a contrivance
by which the gases from the producer are pressed down
to the level of the furnace. It consists of a horizontal

cot)ling-tube connecting the uptake-tube with the down-
comer. The gases passing tlrrongb the cooling-tube gain
from 60 to 60 per cent, in weight and p.ass into the de-

scending tube by overbalancing the ascending column,
although both tubes are of equal length. In the modem
producers air and steam are supplied under pressure, so

that the siphon tubes are no longer needed.

siphonaceous, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the

Siphonales, an order of the grass-green alga?.

siphonal CSBCUm, lobe. See iiciecum, klobe.—Sl-

fihonal process, in some gastropods, as Triton, a spout-
,

ike prolongation of the peristome of the shell.



Siphonales

Siphonales (si-fo-ns'lez), «. pi. [xl., < L.
sii)h.o(H-), a pipe, tube, + -ales.] Same as Si-
phonese, of which it is the modern form.
Siphonanthae (si-fo-nau'the), n. pi. [XL., <
Gr. o/pui', a tube, + affof, flower.] A group
or suborder of Siphonophora, having the stem
formed by the manubrium of the original
bilateral medusa, the buds arising in the ven-
tral line of this manubrium, and the larva
bilateral.

Siphonanthous (si-fo-nan'thus), a. [NL. Si-
plioH<nith(!i') + .-)««.'] Ha\'ing the characters
of, or belonging to, the Siphoiianthie.
siphonapter (si'fo-nap-tfer), n. A member of
tlie order Siphonaptera : a flea.

siphonate, a. II. ». That part of a mass of
liquid wliich has been drawn off bv means of
a siphon.

Such organisms, however, can be secured by fllterinsr
the eip/iotuite. and washing the filter with a small nuaii-
tlty of filtered or distilled water.

B. L. SeaieM, in Trans. Anier. Micros. Soc., Xov., 1903,

[p. 18.

Siphoneous (si-f6'ne-us), a. Same as *sinho-
naceous.
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The gigantic Xematophycus, to be described below
has been regarded as having Siphoneous atflnities.

Jincyc. Sril.. XXXI. 409.

Siphonia^ (si-fo'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. sipho{n-),
< <ir. ff((5<ji, a pipe, tube, siphon.] A genus of
pear-shaped, silicious, lithistid sponges with
a long or short peduncle, the interior having
a deep cloaca and numerous arched canals.
It abounds in the Cretaceous rocks.
aiphonogam (si-fon 'o-gam), o. [Siphono-
!/iiM(ii).] In but., same as *spennatophi/te.

Siphonogama(si-fo-nog'a-mii), «. pi. |;nl.,<
Gr. m(pu,; pipe, tube, + ) diioc, marriage. ] Same
as *Speniiiitop)ujta. See also '•Embrijopliijta.
Also Sijiliiinmjamse.

siphonogamous (si-fo-nog'a-mus), a. [siphon-
oijnm + -<(«.«.] Same as *s]>ermato})hi/tic.

Siphonoglyph (si-fon'o-glif), n. [Gr. o/^kjv,
a pipe, + ;>iis;/, a carving.] In sea-anemones,
one of the ciliated grooves at each end of the
mouth leading down into the gullet. In alcy-
onarians, the groove is single. Also ponidiai
groove, and sulcus.

When the mouth is closed the central parts are in ap-
pjisition. but the grooves, callc.l .'iiphuimjlyphA. remain
always open, and thMUgh them a current of water may
be kept circulating in and out of the animal even when
In Its mostcontractcil condition.

A. E. Shipley. Zool. of the Invertebrates, p. 65.

siphonophoral (si-fo-nof'o-ral), a. Same as
Hiph:)HO)thoyoHti.

siphonopore(si'f9-no-por),n. [Gr.ffMuv, apipe,
+ -o/wr, pore.] In (Mocoralla of the family
Helwpundir, one of the smaller tubes or coral-
lites which, with the larger tubes orautopores,
constitute the corallum. Both are tabulate,
but the siphonopores are not septate.
Siphonosome (si'fo-no-som), n. [Gr. ai(f)uv, a
pipe, -t- au^a, body.] The portion of a si-
phonophore colony that bears siphons.

Siphonostele (si'f6-n6-stel), n. [Gr. m^Xji-, a
pipe, tube, + aTti/ii, pillar.] In hot., a tubular
stele. See *8tele3, 2.

Siphonostelic (si'fo-no-stel'ik), n. [siplio-
no.-iti:l(e) + -ic] Pertaiixing to or possessing a
siphonostele.

Siphonotreta (si'fo-no-tre'tS), n. [NL., < Gr.
<Ti?.ui', jiipe, tube, + rp77<if; perforated.] A
genus of neotrematous brachiopods with elon-
gate conchiolinous shells, the pedicle-passage
long and tubular, the epidermal shell-layer
covered with spines, and the inner layers punc-
tured by radiating tubules. It occurs in Silu-
rian rocks.

aiphonozoSid (si'fo-no-26'old), n. [Gr. m^uv,
pipe, tube, -f- E. zoo'iV/.] In alcvonarians, one
of the modified zooids whose function it is to
drive currents of fluids through the canal sys-
tem of the colony.

pressure and the weight of material in the fur-
nace, and from which it can be ladled with-
out disturbing the furnace. It is used
commonly in lead-furnaces under the name of
Arendts siphon-tap. Phillips and Bauerman,
Elements of Metallurgj-, p. 75.
Siphon-trap (si'fon-trap), H. A piece of pipe
W'hieh has the shape of an inverted U or si-
phon and which acts, when filled with water,
as a seal.

Siphonula (si-fon'u-la), ». [NL., < L. sipho (si-
phon-), a siphon, -I- dim. suffix, -ula.] An early
bilateral embryonic form in the development
of certain coelenterates such as the Siphonan-
thse.

Siphostoma (sl-fos'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr
cifuv, a pipe, -I- ariua, mouth.] A genus of
pipe-fashes (Syngnathidic) which embraces nu-
merous species found in all warm seas.
Siphuncle, n. (0) in the cephalopods, the cal-
careous tubular wall of the siphon, (rf) The
protrusible portion of the mouth-parts of a
true louse, supposed to be modifications of
the epipharynx and hypopharynx.
Siphtmculata (si-fung-kil-la'tii), )(. pi. [NL
< L. siphuncul(Hs), dim. cf sipl'w, tube, + -ato.]
An order of insects erected by Meinert to
include the true lice, whose mouth-parts, he
believes, are radically different morphologi-
cally from those of the Hemiptera.

sipid (sip'id), a. [(in)sipid. See sapid and
insipid.] Same as sapid. [Rare.]
sipidity (si-pid'i-ti), w. [(in)sipidity. Same as
sapidity. [Rare.]

Tlie tipidity of honey, sugar, and Juices of fruits
An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1S97-98, p. Ix.

Bipiri (se-pe're), n. [Guarani.] Native name
111 British Guiana for the greenheart, Ocotea
lioditei. See greenheart, 1.

sipp (sip), H. The form of sling or hurling
implement used by the natives of New Guinea
Smithsonian Jtep., 1904, p. 637.

sitfast

Sippio (sip'i-6), H. [A made namet] A game

The name zoold isapplicable toanyaseiually-produced
individual entering into the composition of a colony and
therefore Kdlliijer was In emir when he restricted it to
those arrested and mcxlifled individuals whose function
It Is to drive currents of water through Alcyonarian col-
oniM. These should be called nphonozoouln.

O. C. Bourne, In Trans. Liniican Soc., Zool., March,
(1900, p. 521.

siphon-tap (si'fon-tap), n. A contrivance for
tapping metal out of a furnace. The molten
metal rises through an oblique channel to the
bottom of a reservoir outside of the furnace,
in which it rises to a higher level than it oc-
cupies in the furnace on account of the blast

played with balls on a table, extending across
the foot of which is a row of pockets or pens
each of sufficient width to receive the ball
There are fifteen of these pens, numbered, from
left to right (as one faces the foot of the table), 17 4 11

^iJh'
*• -•

-k' };
"••

"i
'" 15. 3. 18- The game is playedwith nine balls, eight of one color, usually red, and one

of another col,;r, usually white. The object is to driveeach of the eight red balls into some one of the pens bvmeans of_the white ball struck with an ordinarj- cueloreach ball penned, the player scores the number of
polnt.s painted over the pen which tlie ball entered. The
balls drop d,.wn through the pens after entering, and arereturned U. the head of the table by runways under thetab e- and the e.xit of each runway under the head of the
tahle has painted over it the same number as over the pen
Itself, so that there may be no que8ti..n as to which pen

Imn^n tr''i.
,T"«

.
P'-'J'^'- "'aking the larger score bypenning the balls wins. '

The mayor and aldermen of a city, except Boston, and,
111 Bo8t.jn, the board of police, and the selectmen of atown, may grant a license to a person to keep a billiardpool or npp\o table, etc.

'

Hevited Latct of Mast., cii. § 168.

Sir ,
n

—

Sir Oamet, a sjiecial bid in the game of napo-

1 ^,'1,'^IV"*
consists of an excess hand of five cards,

dealt in the usual way, and left on the table. Intil this
extra hand is appropriated, each player, when it is his

fn^^-, >K K^""
"'" Pn^i'lege of taking it up and combin-

Ing it with his own hand. Krom the ten cai-ds thus in his
possession, he niust reject five, which he throws away facedownwards and on the remaining five he is bound to de-
clare ^apoleon. The stakes are the same as on an ordi-
nary Nap call. ^ ,„„_ „„yi^^ p 23g

Sir^ (8er), n. [Pers. 'sir, < Hind, ser, sir : see
wer4.] A Persian measure of weight, equal to
16 miskals or 2| ounces troy.

Sirajo (se-ra'ho ), «. [Cuban.] Agobioldfish,
Sicydiiini plumieri, found in fresh waters of the
West Indies.

Siratic group. See ^meteorite.

sirdar-melon (s^r-dar'meFon), n. [Afghan
»"*« '';;«''-), muskmelon, + E. melon.] In
Afghanistan, the muskmelon, Citcumis Melo.
The pomegranates of Kandahar, with its "sirdar"

melons and grapes, being unequalled in quality by any intnc bast. Bncyc. Brit., XIII. 838.

Siree (s^-re'), «. isir + -ee.] An emphatic
form of sir: especially in the phrase 'yes (no)
siree!' Dialect Notes, III. in. [Colloq.]

siren, H. 11. A monster without lower extrem-
ities.— 12. Same as «/^»(p»».

siren-limb (si'ren-lim), n. In teratol. , a fusion
of the lower extremities with incomplete sep-
aration of the feet.

sirenomelus (si-re-nom'e-lua), n.
;
pi. sirenomeli

(-h). [NL., < Gr, aeip^, siren, + fii'lo^, Hmb 1A monster whose lower extremities are ftiSed
and taper to a point without feet.

Sirian, o, 2. A term introduced by LoeWyer
I? . "Po':

?**'"^ having a spectrum resembling
that of Sinus. ^

Siricid (sir'i-sid), n. and a. I. n. A member
ot the hymenopterous family Siricidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Siricidie.

Sirium (sir'i-um), «. [NL., < Sirius.] Thename of a .supposed new chemical element
announced in 1818 as present in a nickel ore
It was later shown to consist of nickel, iron
sulphur, and arsenic. Also called vestium.
Sirmian (ser'mi-an), a. [NL. ' Sirmiatius, <LL. .sirniium, < Gr. lip/imv, a city in ancient
Pannonia Inferior whose ruins are at Mitro-
witz.] Of or pertaining to Sinnium ; specifi-
cally, pertaining to the three councils of
Sirmium (351, 357, 358 A. D.). Their purpose
was to form some basis of union between the
strictAnans and the semi-Arians or Eusebians.
Sirmuellera (ser-miil'e-rii), n. [NL. (Kuntze,
1891), named for Sir Ferdinand von Muller
(18-5-1896), the Australian botanist.] A
genus of proteaceous plants including about
46 species.

Sirocco, «. 2. A name for a special drying ap-
paratus using a heated blast of air derived
from a fan, and blowing over the material to
be dried, as fruit, or tea-leaves.— 3. A trade-
name for a form of fan-blower.
sirocco-dust (si-rok'o-dust"), n. See *sea-
ausl.

siserskite, n. Same as sissershite.
Sissifled (sis'i-fid), a. [sissy + -fy + -etjz 1
Effeminate; girlish. [Colloq.]
To be seen with girls was not so -sisgified " in his mindas It used to l«. /. C. Lincoln. Partnere of' the Tide fv

Sissoo (sis'6), w. [Hindi sisu.] A large de-
ciduous tree of the bean familv, Dalb'erqia
Sissoo, common in India and Afghanistan It
IS much planted throughout India as an ave-
nue tree and yields a very durable, dark brown
wood used extensively for boat- and carriage-
building and for furniture.

Sissors, n. An amended spelling of scissors.

^^JL' iV.7-.¥"J? ^!?*«" °^ the Poor. See *poor.-inree sisters, the three rattans once carried by the
nia,stei-at-arnis anil boatswains mates on British iiien ofwar, winch were 'laid on • the backs of slow-moving sail-ors These rattans were bound together at the handle,
but were allowed to separate at the other end.

sistole, n. Same as citole.

sistroid (sis'troid), n. [_sistr(iim) + -old.] In-
cluded between the convex sides of two inter-
secting curves: as, a sistroid angle.
Sistrurus (sis-trii'rus), «. [NL., < Gr. atwTpov
a sistruni, -I- olpi, tail.] A genus of rattle-
snakes distinguished by having the top of the
head covered with plates (as in harmless
snakes and the Proteroglypka) instead of
seale^. There are but three species, two of
which occur in the United States. The best
known is the viassiisauga.

®^?'
'C ''7Z?° ^^^ '°°*' ^" "Pi '° surprise

; astonish

;

" ^^'lien the time comes," said the little sailor grimlvwe shall be ready for them, and if they interfere withme I shall mnAc the Congo Free State people sit up.But 111 the meanwhile they are not here.
'

Cutclife Hyiie, A Master of Fortune, Iv.
If the poet had emulated the frankness of Byron, andowneil that his purpose in these things was to nmA-e the

British niatron "«( up,- he would have disanued muchof the criticism that has befallen him.
y. y. Timet Sat. liec, Aug. 12, 1905, p. 527.

To Sit tight, to keep ones seat firmly, as on a horse:
hold oneself steady

; hold on quietly ; devote one's atten-
tion closely. [Tolloq.]

He promised himself the pleasure of probing with hisusual exquisite dexterity, into the problem so abruptly
presented to him. He therefore sat tiyht and began to
look very observant /;. Ilichens. The Lcndonere, iv.

Sitar (si-tar'), n. [Hind, siidr, < Pers. sitdr,
< sill, three, + tar, string.] A Hindu guitar
with a pear-shaped body, a long neck, and
three or more strings. It is sometimes played
with a bow, like a viol.

Site2 (sit), V. i.
; pret. and pp. sited, ppr. sit-

ing. Isite2,n.] To select a site for; place:
locate.

The siluiff of the trenches will depend on the groundThe position generally should be on high ground both
foi the sake of a clear view of the enemy's advance, and
for concealment of the dispositions of the defence.

Encyc. Brit., XXVlil. 449.



sitfast

sitfast, » 2. The creeping buttercup, if«H««-

culits repens, so called from the dittieulty in

eradicating it.— 3. The rest-harrow, Ononis
repens. See rest-liarroic, 1.— 4. A fixed ob-
ject, as an obstacle encountered by a plow.

More subject to snap when the share is strained by any
git-/ast, nxjt, *tc,

T, Williamgon, Agricultural Mechanism, p. 172.

sithe^, ". An amended (restored) spelling of

.ici/the.

Sitilias (si-til'i-as), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1S3G), said by its author to be an ancient

name of Hierdciuni. a related genus.] A genus
of cichoriaeeous plants. See Pyrrhopappns.

sitotozicon (si-to-tok'si-kon), n. [Gr. m-o^,

food, -t- roiiKov, poison.] A sub.stanco respon-
sible for the symptom complex produced by
vejretable poisoning.

sitotoxin (si-to-tok'sin), n, [Gr. airof, food, -I-

E. toxi'n.] A substance which produces vege-
table poisoning.

sitotozism (si-to-tok'sizm), )). [sitotox{in) +
-ism.] Poisoning by vegetable food. Vaughan
tind S'oiy, Cellular Toxins, p. 188.

sitter, ». 2. In cricket: (a) An easy catch
missed by a fielder. (6) A fielder who mi8s^s
such a catch. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 117.

[Slang.]

situla, ». 3. A deep bucket-shaped vase with
a wide mouth and two
handles near the top.

In Greek pottery this

form is found mainly
in the earlier styles.

In the center was a silver

gittila standing upon three
feet, which contained the
ashes of the deceased.
C. D, Edmondg, in Jour.
[flellenic Studies, XX. 23.

situs, ".—Analysis situs,
a general and fundamental
kind of geometry, which
neither consilers sects or
arcs or surfaces or solids in

their character of being
measurable by a unit, nor
distinguishes straight from
cur^'ed or crooked lines,

nor plane from curved or
bent surfaces, but studies
only the manner in which
the parts of places are continuously connected.

siv, ". and V. A simplified spelling of sieve.

Sivaism (se'vi;-izm), n. [Siva + -ism.'] The
worship of Siva. Also Sivism.

Sivism (se'vizm), n. Same as *Sivaism.

siwash (si-wash'), a. and n. [Chinook jargon,
< F. saurage, savage.] I, a. Of or relating
to an Indian, more particularly to an Indian
of the North Pacific coast.

n. n. An Indian of the North Pacific coast

:

often used as though siwash were the name of

a particular tribe.

sixain, ». 3. The half of the douzain. See
*dou.:nin, 2.

six-coupled (siks'kupid), a. Having six driv-
ing-wheels connected together by coupling-
or connecting-rods : used of a locomotive with
three driving-wheels on. a side, as in the mogul
or ten-wheeler types. The weight of the en-
gine for adhesion is distributed over a longer
length of track or over more points of contact
than when fewer wheels are used, while the
use of coupling-rods enables the wheels to act
in unison.

sixer, «. 2. In cricket, a hit which scores six
runs. [Colloq.]

six-faced (siks'fast), a. Having six faces.
— Six-faced octahedron, in crystal., ahexoctahedron.

sixfold, ".—Sixfold S3rmmetry. See •«j/»iwu!(r!/, 6.

sixpence, n— Pudsey sixpence, a silver coin of Eliz-
abeth of England : said U> be so called from a place in
Yorkshire.

six-phase (siks'fiiz), a. In elect., pertaining
to a system of electric distribution by six
alternating currents displaced in phase from
each other by one sixth of one period. Six-
phase converters are frequently built, the
six-phase currents being derived by trans-
formation from three-phase currents.

sixteen, n— in slzteens, saiil of an imposed form of
composf'd type or plates containing 10 pages; also of a
bfX)k that has 16 printed pages U> each section.

sixty, n.— LU£e sixty, very fast; very hard ; like fury.
[CoIRm).

1

They came down the hill like sixty, the old mare going
for all she was worth, the reins flying.

Tlie Gooil Fortune of Silas Mearng, p. 27.

Slze^, n.—Victoria size, a photograph 2 x 4i inches,

the size of the nionnt being li^ / .'> incilies.

size^, f. t. 7. To cut or trim to the size re-

Situla (Greco-Egyptian).
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quired.—To size down, to arrange according to size

with th .- snndlest at tlie top, as shingles or slates.

As here and in all tlie traditional old ilouses of the

countrj'-side, they are 'sized down,' the smaller ones to the

top and the bigger ones toward the eaves.

A. Vallance, William Morris, p. 115.

sizer, ». 3. A wood-turning chisel which has
an adjustable gage for regulating the size of

the work.
sizing-cMsel (si'zing-chiz'el), n. A form of

chisel, used in wood-turning, fitted with a
gage by which the diameter of the work is

determined.
sizing-machinel (si'zing-ma-shen"), «. [s(>ci,

v., + machine.] In candy-makiny , a pair of en-
graved or fluted rolls used in forming and siz-

ing caramels, chocolates, and other candies.

sizing-machine^ (si'zing-ma-shen"), «. [siic^,

('., -I- machine.] A machine for sizing warp-
yarns for weaving. Sometimes called a dress-

imi-machine or slasher.

sizing-ring (si'zing-ring), n. A ring carrying
cutters on its side or inner face, so that it

will reduce to a determined size rods of wood
presented to it: used for making dowel-pins
or the pins on blind-slats and the like.

sizzard (siz'ard), H. [si:z{le) + (blizz)ard.]

A very uncomfortably hot, moist atmosphere
in which one 'sizzles.' [Colloq.]

sjambok (sham'bok), Ji. [D. sjambok, formerly
also siamback, prob. taken up from Malayan
servants at the Cape, < Jav. sambok, also

chamhok, nasalized forms of the Malay chdbuk,

< Hind, chdbuk, whence E. ehabouk, q. v.] A
heavy whip of leather or hide. [South Africa.]

When the mules ceased pulling in every direction ex-

cept tile right one from sheer exhaustion, a few judicious
cracks of the sjambok, together with a few different lan-

guages, mostly bad, and up we eventually did go.

//. P. Battersby, in War's Brighter Side, ix.

sjambok (sham'bok), v. t. [.yavtbok, n.] To
strike with a sjambok.
One refugee states that several Free State burghers

who displayed cowardice at Belmont were afterwards
publicly sjamboked as an example to the others.

Pall Mall Gazette, Jan. 1,1, 1900, p. 7. iV. M. D.

Skaneateles shale. See *shaie'^.

skat'^ (skat), n. [G. skat, a game so named,
< It. scarto, a discarded card, a discard, use-

less paper, refuse, < scartare, take from the
paper or cards, discard, = Sp. Pg. descartar —
E. discard, v.] The German national card-

game for three players. The pack contains 32

cards, ranking A, 10, K, Q, 9, 8, 7, the four jacks being
always the four best trumps, and preserving the same
rank as the suits, clubs being the best, then spades,

hearts, and diamonds. All trumps in unbroken sequence
with the club jack held by the same side are called mat-
adors. Ten cards are given to each player, three, four,

three at a time, two being laid off for the skat, between
the first and second rounds. The players bid against one
another for the privilege of playing some one of the four

varieties of the game. 'Mittelhand' bids to ' Vorhand,'

and when ' Vorhand ' refuses or ' Mittelhand ' stops bid-

ding, ' Hinterhand ' bids to the survivor. Each bids well

within what lie thinks he can make, naming the value in

figures, without stating what game he purposes playing.

If he fails to make g<jod his bid in his play, the adversa-

ries score what he should have made as the matadors lie.

The successful bidder is known as the ' player.' The four

games are : tournee, in which the player turns over one
of the skat cards for the trump, afterward taking both
skat cards into his hand and discarding others in their

place ; if the turned card is a jack, he may change his

game from tournee to grando; solo, in which the trump
suit is named and the skat cards are not touched until

the end of the play, when they are counted for the play-

er's side ;
grando, in which the four jacks are the only

trumps, so that there are four plain suits ; mdlu, in which
there are no trumps and the cards rank A, K, Q, J, 10, 9,

8, 7, the object of the player being not to take a single

trick. Each of these games has a standard value accord-

ing to the trump suit The touniees are : diamonds ft,

hearts 0, spades 7, clubs 8. The solos are : diamonds H,

hearts 10, spades 11, clubs 12. There are four varieties

of grando (or grand). The turned grand is worth 12.

Uucki grand, in which the player announces in advance
that jacks shall be the ordy trumps, but takes both the

skat cards and then discards two in their place, is worth
16. Solo grand, played without t*juclling the skat cards,

is worth 20. Open grand, in which the player lays his

cards face up on the table and guarantees to win every

trick, is worth 24. NuUos also have four varieties.

Gucki nidlo, in which the player takes both the skat

cards and then discards, having previously announced to

play nuUo, is worth 16. If the player announces an open
gucki nulla, he must lay his cards face uj) on the table

after discarding ; it is worth 30. Solo nullo, if played
without touching the skat cards, is worth 20 ; if played

open, 40. It the first card turned in a tournee does

not suit the hand, the player can announce jWK.t mir
nicht, and turn the other. All guckis and passt mir
nichts lose double if lost. The unit values cjf all games
except nullos are multiplied by the number of matadors,

and it does not matter which side holds the sequence of

matadors, its multiplying power is the same. If the
single player has the jacks of clubs, spades, and hearts, he
is ' with three.' If he has nothing higher than the king
of trumps, he is playing 'against six.' There are also five

game values, which are used as multipliers. Counting
each ace as 11, tens 10, kings 4, queens 3, and jacks 2,

skeletonizer

there are 120 points in the pack. If tiie player gets 61 of
these he wins his game ; if his two adveniaries combined
get 60 they beat him. If the player getji 91 he makes
them ' Schneider'; if they get 90 they make him 'scliiiei-

der.' If he getB every trick he makes them *schwarz '

;

if they get all the tricks they make him ' schwarz.' The
multipliei'S are : game 1 ; Schneider 2 ; if the Schneider is

announced in advance, or if schwajz is ma<le without
announcing anything, 3; if schwarz is made after announc-
ing Schneider, 4 ; schwal'Z announced, 5. >'o announce-
ment of Schneider or schwarz can be made in any game
in which the skat cards have been used, such as toumees
and guckis. Suppose the player announces a club Folo,

unit value 12, and is with two matadors, getting 74 fcintA
out of the 1'20. He reckons, one for game, witli two,
three times twelve, or thirty-six points won. Vai ieties

of skat, such as point ramsch, si'hieber rainsch, contra
and recontra, utw and duo, are sometimes played ; but
they arc not recognized by the Skat League. When four
play at the same table, the dealer takes no cards; but he
shares the fortunes of those opposed to the single player
as to winning or losing on the band. Vorhand, on the
dealer's left, always leads for the first trick, no matter
who is the successful bidder. Players must follow suit
if they can ; but if they cannot follow suit, they can
trump or discard at pleasure. In nullos, the moment the
single player takes a trick, his game is lost. The penalty
for a revoke is the loss of the game.

Skate^, n. In New Zealand, the skate is ftaja nasuta.

skate-Ieecll (skat'leeh), 11. See *}eech'^.

Skatol carbonic acid. See *ctirbonic.

skatologic, skatology, etc. See *scatologic,
scatuliii/y, etc.

skatosin (skat'o-sin), n. [skat(ol) + -ose -t-

-in".] A derivative of skatol, C10H16N2O2.
skatoxyl, n. Same as *scatoxyl.

skedge (skej), n. [Cornish.] The privet, ti-
gustrum rulijare. Also skedgwith. [Prov. Eng.]
Skeep (skep), n. [Cf. skep.] A scoop, espe-
cially one used for baling small boats. Eng.
Dial. Diet. [Prov. Eng.]
skeep (skep), r. t. [Cf: skeep, n.] To hew or
shave off a thin piece of anything ; also, to

skin a small place by a glancing blow ; skin (an
animal). Dialect Xotes, III. iii. [Local,U. S.]

skein^, «. 6. In cytol., same as ^spireme.
No sign of chromatin thread (linin or skein) is appa-

rent Science, March 4, 1904, p. 393.

skein' (skan), V. t. [rfciiil, «.] To wind (yarn)
into hanks of definite lengths other than the
normal. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 360.

skein-dyeing (skan'di'''ing), n. Same as
*h(ink-dycing.

skeletin (skel'e-tin), n. [skelet(ort) + -in^.]

One of certain complex organic substances
which supposedly belong to the albuminoids.
They are the principal components of the in-

ternal supporting structures of many inverte-

brates. The group comprises the fibroin found
in silk, the spongin found in sponges, the
conehiolin of molluscan shells, etc.

Skeletogenous layer. See *layer.

skeleton, «

—

[intermediate skeleton. Same as
supplemental *»A-<;/f(oH.— Supplemental skeleton, in

the Foramini/era, calcareous tleposits on the perii)hery

of the test and in ita cavities, giving rise to excrescences
and in some cases pierced with tubules.

skeleton-crystal (skere-tgn-kris'tal), n. See
*rrysial.

skeletonizer, ".—Birch skeletonizer, an American
tineid moth, Bucculatrix eanadensisella, whose larva

Birch skeletonizer {Blu'futatrix canaJtHsistlla^.

a, skeletonized leaf : *. pseudo cocoon : c. larra ; rf. head of same

:

^. anal segments of same: /.anal segments of pupa : f, cocoon with

extruded larval skin ; A. adult : all enlarged.

(Packard, U. S. D. A.)

mines the leaves of birch-trees iu Canada and the north-,

eastern United States.



skeleton-weed

skeleton-weed (skel'e-ton-weJ), «. The gum
succory, Chondrillajuncea. Also called (laied-

irrrd.

Skelgil beds. See *be(n.

skene-arch (sken'areh), n. Same as scheme-

(ircli.

Skene's ducts. See *(luct.

sker, ". A dialectal form of scar^.

sketch-map, " 2. In surv., a map prepared
without accurate measurement.

The acconipanviriK sketck-mapg are based on the maps
given in the Mi'tteilungen of the Royal Hung-jrian Geo-

graphical Society. Geog. Jour. (K, O. S.), XVI. 219.

sketch-paper (skeeh'pa'^p^r), n. Paper in

sheets of any convenient size ruled vertically

and horizontally with lines which are distant

any desired aliquot parts of an inch. It is used

in making sketches rapidly and in scaling

without the use of measuring-instruments.

sketch-plan (skech'plan), «. The first plan

of a building or architectural scheme, suggest-

ing matter to be developed in later detailed

drawings.
sketch-plate (skech'plat), n. In iron ship-

building, a plate of any polygonal shape not a
rectangle. Such plates are ordered to avoid

waste in cutting to the shape required on the

vessel. The name is derived from the fact

that they are ordered from the rolling-mills

bv an outline dimensioned sketch.

Skete (sket), n. [NGr. o/cj/rof, a monastery (cf.

adKTrriipiov, a hermit's cell), < aaairi)^, a hermit,

an ascetic : see ascetic.'] A monastery or mo-
nastic settlement of the Greek Church, charac-

terized by a strict discipline.

Dependent on the several monasteriea are twelve ikeit*

((TKiiTia, affKijTijpca), Of monastic settlementa, some of

considerable size, in which a still more ascetic mode of

life prevails. . . . The large «*c(<" of St, Andrew anil some
others belong ti> the Russians : there are also Rumanian
and Georgian «*<(«». Encyc. Brit., XXX. 3U9.

Skeuobiomorph (sku-o-bi'o-morf), n. [Gr.

(T\fi'or, vessel, utensil, + /3ioc, life, + fop(f>ij,

form.] An ornamental form or pattern due to

the combination or amalgamation of a skeuo-

moroh and a biomorph. Maddon, Evolution in

Art,' p. 192.

skeuomorph (sku'o-m6rf), n. [6r. OKevo;, ves-

sel, utensil, -i- /iopifiri, form.] A form of orna-

ment or ornamental design which can be shown
to be due originally to the nature of the

material and the method of working it, or to

technique. The forms and patterns originating

in a certain technique may then be further

modified or copied in other material. Haddon,
Evolution in Art, p. 75.

skenomorphic (8kii-o-m6r'flk), a. [skeuo-

morph + -ic] Relating to or having the
character of a skeuomorph ; illustrating or ex-

hi bit ing skeuomorphs in itsform or decoration

:

as, skeuomorphic pottery. Haddon, Evolution
in Art, p. 6.

Skewl, a Skew variation. 8ee*tianaKon.

skewi, «. 6. In »»((/(., a regul us.

A Ruled Surface. Regulus. or ,Skew, is a configuration of

lines whichsatisfy three conditions, and therefore depend
on only one parameter. Eiicyc. lirit., XXVIII. e*iO.

skewback (sku'bak), n. In masonry arch con-
struction, one of the series of consecutive

stones extending along the top of the abut-

ment of a segmental arch having its upper
face inclined so as to receive the lower stone

of the arch. As the number of skewback st^jnes is

dependent on the length of the arch measured parallel

with its axis, a segmental arch in a wall may re<|uire but
one or two skewback atones at each end of the ai-ch. The
name Is sometimes specifically confine.1 t^j the sloped

surface of the top course of stones forming the abutment,

rather than to the st^tne itself. In full-center arches the

tant^ents to the arch curve at the ends are vertical and
the upper surface of the t<:>p course of the abutment is

therefore hori7.onlAl instead of shtpeil, and hence the

name 'skewback* is not properly employed in connection

with fidl-center arches. See ekew back, under gkewi, a.

The main span, which is of trussed steel arch construc-

tion, measures :iT6i feet between »keiihaek:t. Of the seven
smaller spans, Ave measure 113 feet between nkewbackg,

and the other two hi feet.

Sci. Amer. Sup., May 23, 1903, p. 228W.

skewer, r.<. Specifically— 2. See the extract.

Various schemes are used to hasten the growth of mold.
The cheese may be skewered (punched with holes with an
instrument resembling a skewer) or it maybe "ironed"
and the plug left out some time to admit fungus spores.

Such a cheese becomes dry and hard without aci|uiring

the prtjper flavor.

U. .1. Dipt. Agr., Bur. Animal Industry, Rep., 190.1, p. 97.

skewing, ». 2. In printing, an improper method
of listening type in a chase, by which the

lines are put askew or made to hang or bow.
skewness (sku'nes), n. [«A-e«jl, a., + -ness.']

1225

The character or state of being skew. Specifi-

cally: (») In biometry : (1) The property of ex-

hibiting skew variation. See *iariation.

There is positive skewness in body length, and negative

in the mandibles. Science, Mai-ch 8, 1901, p. 375.

(2) The numerical expression of skew varia-

tion ; asj'mmetry, measured by the ratio

a=D/ff, where D is the distance (mean, mode)
and a is the index of variability.

The following Table gives the means, modes, standard
deviations, and skeicnesses of the various age groups.

A. 0. Powys, in IJiometrika, Oct., 1901, p. 43.

(6) In math., the degree of disturbance of

symmetry in a curve.

The left-hand polygon has a skewness of 4-0.48; the
right-hand polygon of —0.03.

C. B. Davenport, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept., 1901, p. 465.

Negative skewness, in hiol., a skewness where the
mean is less than tlie mode.— Positive skewness, in

hiol., a condition of skewness where the mean is greater
than the mode.

skew-sight (sku'sit), n. Oblique vision, the
object being seen distinctly only when to one
side of the direct line of vision.

skiagram (ski'a-gram), n. Same as *seia-

qriim

.

s&iagrammatic (sld'a-gra-mafik), a. Same
as *sciii(jr(immiitic.

skiagrammatically (ski'a-gra-mat'i-kal-i),

ivlv. Same as *!iciagrammaticaUy.

skiagraph (ski'a-graf), n. Same as *sciagraph.

skiagraph (ski'a-graf), v. t. Same as *scia-

f/rajih.

skia!graphic (ski-a-graf'ik), a. Same as *scia-

graphic.

skiagraphy, ». 2. Same as *sciagraphy.

skiametry (ski-am'e-tri), n. Same as *sciam-
etry.

skiascope (ski'a-skop), «. Same Si8*seiaseope.

skiascopic (ski-a-skop'ik), a. Same as *scia-

srapic.

skid^, «. 8. In lumbering, a log or pole, com-
monly used in pairs, upon which logs are

handled or piled ; also the log or pole laid

transversely in a skid-road.— 9. A peeling-

iron ; an instrument for peeling bark from
trees or logs. [C'olloq., U. S.J— Spiked skid, in

f«m(>#rtn(7, a skid in which spikes are insei-te<l in order
to keep loga from sliding back when being loaded or
pile<l.

skid^. «'. t. 4. In lumbering : (a) To draw
(logs) from tho stump to the gkidway, land-

ing, or mill. (J) As applied to a road, to re-

inforce (it) by placing logs or poles across it.

— 6. To check with a brake, as wheels, so

that they will continue to slide but not to

rotate, as the wheels of a moving train. (See
skid^, V. i., 1.)

When the wheels are skidded the retardation of the
train is always reduced. Encyc. Brit, XXVI. 343.

To Bkld up. (1) .Same as *«Hdt, 4 (.h). (6) To collect

(togs) and pile niKMi a skidway.

skid-beam (skid'bem), n. One of a set of

beams placed athwartship above the open
deck of a large vessel, upon which the small
boats are carried when not in use. Also
called boat-beam.

skidder, ». 2. A steam-engine, ttsually ope-
rating from a railroad-track, which skids logs

by means of a cable.— 3. The foreman of a
crew which constructs skid-roads.

Skidding-chain (skid'ing-chan), n. A heavy
chain used in skidding logs.

skidding-hooks (skid'ing-huks), n. pi. Same
as *skidtliiig-tongs.

skidding-sled (skid 'ing -sled), n. Same as
*dray^, 3.

skidding-tongs (skid'ing-t6ngz), «. pi. A pair

of hooks, attached by links to a ring, used for

skidding logs. Also called skidding-hooks,

yripn, grapples, grabs, and dogs.

skid-grease (skid'gres), n. A heavy oil applied

to skuls to lessen the friction of logs dragged
over them.

skid-road (skid'rod), n. See *road.

skidway (skid'wa), n. In lumbering: (a) Two
skids laid parallel at right angles to a road,

generally raised above the ground at the end
nearest the road. Logs are usually piled upon
a skidway as they are brought from the stump
for loading upon sleds, wagons, or cars. (6)

A prepared path down which logs, etc., can
slide as down a skid. See skid^, «., 2.

Once in a while open lanes run from the water's edge
up to the hilltop. Down these "skidways " slid the great
logs, cleaving the blue waters with a splash that sent the
•pray flying high into the air. Outiny, Feb., 1906, p. 539.

To break a skidway, to roll piled logs oil a skidway.

skin

skif, «., V. t, and a. A simplified spelling of
skiff.

skiff-caterpillar (skif'kat"fer-pil-ar), n. Thft
larvaofacochlidiidmoth, P)-o?8»!acode«scap7io.-

skiff-caterpillar (.ProiiMtacdes scafka).

Larva above, moth below, enlarged.

(Hubbard, U. S. D. A.)

so named on account of its fancied resem-
blance to a minute boat.

skil, r. and h1. A simplified spelling of skill.

skil'-^ (skil), n. A fish, Anoplopoma fimbria,
found from California to Alaska.
skild, a. A simplified spelling of skilled.

skil-flsh (skil'fish), 11. Any fish of the family
Anoplopiomatidie, found in the North Pacific.

Skilling^, )!.— SklUllur banco, a subsidiai? coin of
Sweden until 1857, equal to one forty-eighth of a rix-

doliar, or 1.12 I'nited States cent«.

skim, r. t. 9. In plastering, to put the finish-

ing coat or skim-coat on.

skim, n. 3. A cultivator blade for surface
work, analogo-as to a sweep. See *scalj>^, 7,

and *sweep, 12 (6).

This skim is cast in two parts, which renders it mov-
able to suit any width of ridge.

J. Scott, Field Implements and Machines, p. 119.

skim-cheese (skim'chez), n. See *cheese^.

skim-coat (skim'kdt), n. In plastering, the
finishing coat in three-coat work, which is

generally very thin. Compare hard-finish.

Skimfish (skim'fish), n. Carpiodes velifer, one
of the suckers (Catostomidee) found in the
Mississippi.

skimmene (skim'en), «. lSkimm(ia) (see def.)

-I- -enc.'i A colorless dextrorotatory liquid,

CioHjg, contained in the oil from Skimmia
Japonica. It boils at 170-175° C.

skimmer-^,''. 1, (?) An attachment to a plow placed
like a skim-colter, but turning a slice of sod 10 niches
broad and 2 inches thick. [Kentucky.]

Two methotls of breaking are practiced : one with a
plcw having a "skimmer" attached just in front of the
snbsoiler. Kitlebrew and Myrick, "Tobacco Leaf, p. 343.

skimmer-pipe (skim'fer-pip), «. In soap-mak-
ing, a pipe working on a swivel joint and
capable of adjustment to any height within a
soap-boiling pan, so that the soap in solution

may be drawn off from any desired level.

skimmetin (skim'e-tin), «. [skimm{in) + -et

+ -iM^.j A colorless crystalline compound,
CgHgOs, prepared by the action of dilute aoids

on skimmin. It melts at 223° C.

skimmin (skim'in), «. [Skimm(ia) (see def.) +
-in"^.] A colorless glueoside, CjsHigOg, con-
tained in Skimmia Japonica. It crystalbzes in
needles and melts at 210° C.

skimming-back (skim'ing-bak), n. In brew-
ing, a large wooden vat, provided with funnels,

into which the surplus yeast is skimmed from
the surface of the beer after the first or prin-

cipal fermentation is at an end. The beer
thus 'cleansed' is run ofif into a 'settling-

back' or into casks.

skimming-ladle (skim'ing-la''dl), «. A ladle

for use in pouring molten metal in foundries
and elsewhere, especially adapted by shape
and construction to deliver the pure metal
from below the surface, and retain the scum
of oxids and impurities which are light and
float at the top. There may be a guard at the
lip, or, in larger types, the discharge may be
from the bottom instead of over the upper
edge.

skin, n. 9. In elect., the outer layers of a con-
ductor, which serve in the conduction of cur-

rents of high frequency Olossy skin, a condition
sometimes following an injury to tlie tioi)hic nerve-



skin

supply, consistinjr of intense burning pain %rith atrophy
ami abnormal smoothness of the skin.— Inner skin, the
interior covering or inner-lwttom plating of a vessel.—
Outer bIHti^ the outer covering or outside plating of a
vessel.

skin, !'. *. 6. To take off the top layer of, as

of a race-track. [CoUoq.]

The time, 2 : 05 flat, was not considered fast, for the
track stood in prime condition and has been '* skinned"
and generally rendered faster than it was a year ago.

X. r. Eve. Amer., Aug. 2, 19W.

skin-beetle (skin'be'tl), n. Auy scarabseid

beetle of the genus Trox (which see). Corn-

stock; Manual of Insects, p. 559.

skin-conduction (skin'kon-duk'shgn), n. In
elect., the conduction, as of high frequency
currents, by the outer layers only of the con-
ducting material.

Increasing the frequency of alternation removes the
current from the interior towards the boundary, shorten-

ing the wave-length. The tendency is towards skin con-

duction. The attenuation is so rapid in going inwards

that only one wave-length in the wire itself need be con-

sidered. This may be confined within a mere skin.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 216.

skin-current (skin'kur"ent), n. An electric

curreut conducted, as is the case with alter-

nating currents of high frequency, by the

outer layers only (skin) of the conducting
material.

skin-effect (skin'e-fekf), »• In elect., see

*effect.

skin-field (skin'feld), «. The area of skin to

which a given nerve is distributed on the

ultimate ramification of its fibers.

skin-grafting, «.— Thiersch's method of skln-
graftUlK, the application of broad pieces of skin, as

distinguished from the ordinary method of applying very

small bits.

skin-hunter (skin'hun'''t6r), n. Onewho hunts
animals for their skins.

The Boers trekked to the districts now known as the
Orange River Colony and the Transvaal, and, once there,

the fierce pursuit of the game, which, as we have seen,

had taken place in Cape Colony, was repeated, hut at a
more rapid rate, owing to improvements in fire-arms, and
the operations of the "skin-hunters," who shot down the
animals by tens of thousands, prompted by the commer-
cial uses to which their hides could be put Between
the years 1840 and 1876 the destruction of animals in the
old republics, it is safe to say, might be reckoned by
millions. Knowledffe, July, 1905, p. 190.

skin-moth (skin'mfith), n. Any one of the
tineid moths whose larves live on furs and
skins.

skin-muscle (skin'mus'l), n. The thin muscle,
Xjanniculus carnosus, lying just beneath the
skin, whose contractions give rise to the
twitching of the skin so evident in horses.

It is by a modification of this muscle that the
hedgehog is able to curl into a ball. Nature,
Oct. 30, 1902, p. 661.

skinning-knife (skin'ing-nif), n. A knife
adapted for doing the cutting when removing
a hide from a carcass.

skin-plating (skin'pla'ting), n. In iron-ship-

buildiny, the exterior plating which covers the
bottom and sides of a vessel. White, Manual
of Naval Arch., p. 338.

skin-resistance (skin ' re -zis'' tans), n. 1.

Same as skin-friction.— 2, See '^'resistance.

skin-vision (skin'^dzh"gn), ». The perception
of light by the skin by a reflex functional
action and without special organs of vision,

as in earthworms.
skip^, ». 7. In poker, a straight in which the
cards are alternate, such as 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

:

when played, it beats two pairs.

"Skips," consisting of alternate cards in sequence, for
instance. Three, Five, Seven, INine, Jack are sometimes
played to beat two paiis, where " blazes " are unknown,
but are equally destitute of merit.

Ajnerican Hoyle, p. 163.

skipful (skip'ful), n. Same as skepful.

skipjack, W. 4, {J) Pmnolohus chrysocktoris, of the
family Ciupeidse, a herring found land-locked in the
Ohio and Mississippi rivers.

skipper^, «. 7. Same as *climbing-fish, 2.

—

Arcuc skipper, an American hesperiid butterfly, i'am-
phila pal^mon, of northern distribution. In the larval
state it feeds on grasses. —Brazilian Skipper, an Amer-
ican hesperiid butterfly, C'alpodes ethlius, brown in color,

with whitish translucent spots on the wings. It occurs
in the southern United .States and extends southward to
Argentina. Its larva feeds on canna-leavea. — Broad-
winged skipper, an American hesperiid butterfly,

Phycannssa viator, having blackish-brown wings marked
with dull tawny. It occurs from New England t« the
Gulf of Mexico. — Canadian skipper, an American
hesperiid butterfly, Erynnis comma, occurring through-
out Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific and in the
mountains of the northwestern United States. — Cobweb
skipper, an American hesperiid butterfly, Erynnis
metea, found in the northeastern United States, where its

larva feeds on grasses.— CofaqOl Skipper, an American
butterfly, Megathymus co/aqxd, found in Horida and
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Colorado.— Cross-line skipper, an American hesperiid
butterfly, Limochroes manataaqua, occurring from New
England west to Nebraskji, and in the larval stage feeding
on grasses.—Dun skipper, an American hesperiid butter-
fly, Euphyes vegtris, widely distributed in the Mississipi>i
valley and in the northern United States. — Giant
skippers, the butterflies of the family Uegathymidm.

Giant Skipper VMegathyntus yucca).
(Redrawn from Riley, i;. S. D. A.)

There are two species in the United States, Megathymus
cofaqui and M. yuccm. The larvse of the latter bore in
the sterna and roots of plants of the genus Yucca. —
Golden-banded skipper, an American hesperiid butter-
fly, Rhabdoides cellus, brown in color, with a golden
band across each fore-wing. It ranges from West Vir-
ginia south to the Oull of Mexico. — Grizzled skipper,
a hesperiid butterfly, Hesperia centaurese, common to
boreal North America, Norway, and Lapland, having
dark-brown wings checkered with white.— Hobomok
skipper. Same as -kMormmit (c). — Indian skipper,
an American hesperiid butterfly, Erynnis sassacus, hav-
ing yellowish wings bordered with brown. It occurs in the
Atlantic United States and ranges westward to Col-
orado. Its larvaj feed on grasses.—Least skipper, an
American hesperiid butterfly, Ancyloxipka numitor,
which occurs throughout the eastern United States. Its
laivEe feed on grasses.- Leonard's skipper, an Amer-
ican hesperiid butterfly, Antkomaster leonardti8,loccar-
ring from New England to Florida and westward to
Kansas. Its lari. se feed on grasses.— Long-tailed skip-
per, an American hesperiid butterfly, Eudamus proteus,

ranging from New
York southward
into Mexico. In
the south its larva,
known as the roll-

er-worm, is a pest
in vegetable-gar-
dens, eating the
leaves of beans,
turnips, and cab-
bages.— OthO
Skipper, an
American hespe-
riid butterfly, Thy-
melicus otho, which
occurs in the east-

Long.tailed Skipper {Eiidamul prottus). ^m United States.
Its larvaj feed on

grasses.—Pepper-and-salt skipper, an American hes-
periid butterfly, Amblyscirtes samoset, occurring in the
northern and middle United States west to Iowa.

—

Powesheik skipper, an American hesperiid butterfly,
Oarisma poivesheik, occurring in the western United
States.—Koadside skipper, an American hesperiid but-
teitly, Amblyscirtes vialis, of wide distribution within
the United States. Its larvae feed on grasses.- Silver-
spotted skipper, a common American hesperiid butter-
fly, Eparf/yreus tityrus, occmring throughout the United
States. Its larvje feed on locust-leaves and other allied
trees and plants. — Swarthy skipper, an American hes-
periid butterfly, Euphyes fusca, which is found in the
Gulf States and extends as f.ar north as Pennsylvania.

—

Vltellius skipper, Phycanassa vitellius, a species of
butterlly which occurs in the West Indies and the United
States.— Zabulon skipper, Atrytone zabulon, which
occurs in the eastern United States. Its larvso feed on
grasses.

skipper^, n. 2. In cricket, the captain of a
cricket eleven. [Colloq.] Encyc. Brit. ,'KXYll.
280. — 3. Also the commander of any other
body of men, as of a company of soldiers ; a
leader. [Colloq.]

He returned to sit at the feet of Revere, his * skipper

'

—
that is to say, the captain of his company, and to be in-

structed in the dark art and mystery of managing men.
R. Kipling, Only a Subaltern, in Soldiers Three, p. 115.

skipper^ (skip'er), V. t. [skipper^, «.] To com-
mand a ship; command and drill (as sailors)

;

serve as skipper to. [Colloq.]

If a saint was to come down and skipper the brutes we
have to ship as sailor-men nowadays, he 'd wear out his
halo flinging it at them.

Cutcliffe Hyne, A Master of Fortune, xi.

skippery (skip'er-i), a. [skipper'i- + -yT- .'^ Con-
taining skippers or cheese-hoppers. See
skipper'^, 4 (fc).

skipple (skip'l), n. [D. schepcl, a bushel.] A
measure equal to three pecks. The oldAmster-
dam schepel, or bushel, was about one fourth
less than the bushel used in the United States.

See busJteU, 1. N. and Q., 9th ser., VIII. 183.

[New England.]

skip-road (skip'rod), n. 1. The ways or guides
for a bucket or skip in a mine-shaft or drift.

—2. The path left free for the passage of the
bucket or skip, over which it traverses.

Skip-shaft draft. See *draft^.

skunk-bush

Skirfcl, M— Parasol skirt, a short spreading skirt worn
by ballet-dancers in the latter part of the nineteenth
century.

skirt-dance (skert'dans), n. See skirt-dancing.
skirt-dancer (skert ' dan " ser), n. One who
dances skirt-dances.

skirted (sker'ted), a. Iskirf^ -I- -e(?2.] l.
Having a skirt: usually in composition.— 2.
Having the skirt or skirting removed.
skirt-steak (skert'stak), n. A steak of beef
cut from the inside of the plate.

skitter (skit'er), n. {skitter, ».] The act of
skittering, or gliding or skimming over with
a light touch.

The grind of the slides and the tearing swash of blades
abruptly ceased as the slim shell trailed with dying head-
way to the skitter of the resting oars.

Scribner's May., July, 1905, p. 1.

skiving-machine, n—Amazon sklvlng-machlne,
a special form of skiver.

skoke, «. Same as scoke.

skowitz (sko'wits), n. An Amerindian name
of the silver salmon, Oncorhynchus kisutck,

found on both sides of the North Pacific,

skreel (skrel), n. [Appar. a dial, form oireel,

by confusion with creel. Confusions of cr- and
ser- are common in modern dial, usage.] A
form of small spool or bobbin for holding yarn
or thread.

skul, n. A simplified spelling of skull.

Skuld (skuld), n. [ONorse Skuld, in origin
identical with skuld (= Dan. skyld = AS. scyld
= G. schuld), debt, due, from root of skidu, -

shall: see shall.'] In Norse myth., one of the
three Fates ; the Nom of the future.

skulduggery, ». See skulduddery.
skulll, »(. 7. The trade-name for the anterior
plate of the carapace of the hawk's-bill turtle,

which yields the tortoise-shell of commerce.

—

Calaveras skull, a skull found in Calaveras county,
Califoniia (in 18«0), believed by some to be of great
antiquity. It is, however, more probable that it belonged
to one of the present race of Indians.—|Cannstatt skuU,
a skull found at Cannstatt, near Stuttgart, about two
hundred years ago, and long believed by some authors to
belong to the paleolithic race, but probably of much
more recent origin. Keane, Ethnology, p. 133.—Nean-

derthal skull, a part
of a skull, of a low type
and high geological age,
found, with other por-
tions of a skeleton, in
the Neanderthal near
Diisseldorf, in 1856,

under a diluvial de-
p<)sit about two meters
thick.

Neandertha^ Skniy view from skull-bauker
(skurbang"ker), n.

In Australia, a loafer; a tramp. Also scou-
hanker. [Slang.]
A skull-banker is a species of the genus loafer—half

highwayman, half beggar.
A. Michie, Retrospects ... of the Colony, p. 9, quoted

[in E. E. 31orris, Austral English.

skull-cracker (skul ' krak " kv), n. A falling
weight, with the necessary framing and hoist-
ing apparatus, used in breaking up the skulls
or solidified metal from ladles and runners in

steel-works.
The track leading to the drop from the casting level of

the open-hearth building rises six feet to the drop, and
the track from the charging level descends six feet,

tracks on the two levels, which are twelve feet apart,
thus having a loop connection in the rear of the skujl-

eracker. The latt«r consists of a tripod, and the drop is

operated by a winding drum driven by a 25-hor8e-power
motor. Sci. Amer. Sup., July 23, 1904, p. 23S70.

skulled, a. 2. In metal., covered vpith skull.

See sktUU, n., 6.

skunk, n. Including the little striped skunks, at least
twelve species have been recognized. After being
changed back and forth by vai-ious revisers the name
Mephitis is retained for the larger species and Spiloyale
for the smaller.— Little spotted skunk, any one of the
small skunks of the genus Spilogale, which are marked
with rows of spots.- Striped skunk, a general name for

the smaller skunks of the genus Spilogale found in the
southern and western United States.

skunk, «'. t. 3. In an election, to defeat (an
opponent) completely, so that the latter gets
no votes at all.

II. intrans. To leave without pajing one's
bills. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902,

p. 258.

skunk-bear (skungk'bSr), n. A name some-
times given to the wolverene, Gulo luscus,

whose appearance and markings are some-
what suggestive of a large skunk.

skunk-bush (skungk'bush), n. 1. The ill-

scented or Canadian sumac, Bhus trilohata.—
2. The bear-brush, Garrya Fremontii. iSee

*})ear-brv^h and *quinine-btish.

\^ -K-AJ



skunk-grass

skunk-grass (skungk ' gras), «. Same as
*dliiiJ;-(/rass.

skunkweed, n. 2. A low annual herb, Karar-
retia sqitarrosa, troublesome as a weed in
grain and grass lands from Washington to
California. Its ill odor (which suggests the
common name) is damaging to the quality of
the crop.

Skunnemunk conglomerate. See *conglom-
erate.

skyl, n. 6. An abbreWatiou of sky-bhie.
I. W. Fox, Mechanism of Wea^-ing, p. 382.
—Clear sky. See -kclear day.— areen sky, a sky of a
pale-p-een or pea-green color seen at sunset and i-arely
on other occasions : possibly due to a conihination of the
colors from the red sky and the blue sky.— Lamb's-
WOOl sky, small white fleecy patches of cloud against a
Hue sky— Livid sky, clouds of a dark leaden color.—
Sky aspect, .--ee -katipect.

skyi, r. t. 2. In golf, to so strike (a ball) as
to cause (it) to go unusually high in the air.

sky-blue, «—Diamine sky-blue, a coal-tar color of
the diazo type, related to dianisidine. It dyes uiimor-
danted cotton a very pure blue in an alkaline salt bath.

skyer (ski'fer), n. In cricket, a ball hit high in
the air.

sky-glow (ski'glo), n. See the extract.
"*";/'"«'»,"

. . . Thesephenonienawereflrstobserved
atwut .luly 1 at Copenhagen. Konisberg, Berlin, Vienna,
and other places. Mr. W. F. Denning, the English as-
tronomer, says: "Certain features of the glows struck
me as being essentially different from exhibitions of nor-
mal aurone boreales. No streamers whatever were seen.
Clouds observed were of peculiar character, and some of
them showed traces of spiral formation. Though thin,
they were strongly illuminative, and stars shone through
them with surprising distinctness."

Sei. Amer., Aug. 29, 1908.

skylight, n. 2. The light of the sky; specifi-
cally, the blue or pale white color of the aerial
vault. The light of the sky is, In general, reflected sun-
light Its color is due to the size of the reflecting par-
ticles, blue light coming fn)m the flnest gaseous particles
and red light from larger vaporous ones. Uluc light
may also come from the molecules of the g.ises miieil to-
gether In the atmosphere. The white light with which
the blue is adulterated comes from larger particles or

f
lobules of water that reflect all the colors of the sun-
iglit The blue light is polarized in a plane perpendicu-

lar to the suns rays, the white light in the plane of the
sun s rays

; the resultant light is p.)larized according to
the law combining these two elementarj- conditions.
3. Illumination by means of the light of the
sky: as, a studio with a good skylight.

skylight-quadrant (ski'lit-kwod-rant), n. In
murine hardware, a brass bar in the form of a
quadrant, or quarter-circle, hinged to a plate
at one end and having a slot in the middle.
The plate is screwed to the side of a ship's
skylight and the sash carries a set-screw that
slides in the slot. It is used to hold the sash
open at any desired angle.

sky-line, ». 2. In arch., the profile of a build-
ing or mass of buildings as seen against the
sky; in painting and other arts of representa-
tion, the profile of mountains, trees, or other
natural masses seen in the same way.

sky-pilot (ski 'pi* lot), n. A clergyman; a
priest; one who pilots or shows the way to
heaven. [Slang.]

We insist that the gravediggers, pallbearers, "tin/-
ptlot, choristers, surviving members of the family, hired
mourners, charioteers, brass band and the like shall wear
flowers at the obsequies.

Kanmt City DaUy Star, May 4, 1903.

Skysail-mast (ski'sal-mist), n. The spar on
which the skysail-yard is carried, and on which
the skysail is set. Strictly speaking, this
should be called the skysail-pole, which is that
part of the royal-mast above the shoulder,
and which terminates at the truck.

akysail-pole (ski'sal-pol), «. The upper part
of a royal-mast (from the shoulder to the
track) to which the skysail-yard is confined
by a parrel.

Skvsail-yard (ski'sal-yiird), n. The spar to
whicli the head of the skysail is bent.

sky-scraper, n. 4. A very tall office-building
such as those first erected in various cities of
the United States in the latter part of the
nineteenth century. Originally from ten to
fifteen stories in height, they are now occa-
sionally built with forty stories and more.
[CoUoq.]
Vfe are told . . . that •• tky-tcraperg ' are preventers of

conflagrations, and that a law should be passed requiring
the erection of a double row of them, the length of Broad-
way.

. . . There are happily not many of these " modem "

structures In any city, and this is one reason why we
have not yet heard of a serious Are originating In one of
them. Another Is, that being few In number, they are
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as yet used eiclusively for office purposes and the con-
t«nts are not especlaUy combustible.

Sci. Amer., Jan. 21, 1899, p. S9.

sky-sign (ski'sin), n. See the extract.
Advertisements coming within the definition of sku.

mgns m the London Building. Act of 1S94. These specifi-
cations areas follows:— "5*1/ sigrn" means any word,
letter, model, sign, device, or representation in the natm-e
Of an advertisement, announcement, or direction sup-
ported on or attached to any post, pole, standard, frame-
work, or other support, wholly or in part upon, over, or
above any building or structm-e, which, or any part of
which, sky mgn shall be visible against the sky from any
point m any street or public way, and includes all and
every part of any such post, pole, standard, framework,
or other support. The expression "sky sign " shall also
include any balloon, parachute, or similar device em-
ployed wholly or m part for the purposes of any adver-
tisements or announcement on, over, or above, any
building, structure, or erection of any kind, or on or
over any street or public way. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 97.

sky-worship (ski'wer"ship), n. That form of
primitive religion in which the sky, the hea-
venly bodies, and meteorological phenomena
are worshiped. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Jan.-
March, 1902, p. 31.

S. L. An abbreviation (6);of sergeant at law;
(c) of solicitor at law.

Slabl, n. 1. (b) In Australia, a piece of tim-
ber, two or three inches thick, ax hewn, not
sawed

: used for the walls of rough houses.
Also used attributively. E. E. Morris Aus-
tral English.

The house in which this modem Robinson Crusoe
dwelt was what is called a Slab Hut, formed of rough
boards and thatohed with grass.

J. L. Stokes, Discoveries 111 Australia, I. 266.
The hut was built of logs and slabs.
R. M. Praed, Australian Life, p. 8, quoted in E. K

IMorris, Austral English.

6. A flat mass of metallic tin east in a chilling
mold of stone or metal.— 7. pi. A commer-
cial name of crude rubber in pieces an inch
or two thick formed by pressing several sheets
together. See *rubberi, 3.- Fibrous sUb. See
*Fit/riius.

slabi, V. t. 2. To keep (the sides of any ex-
cavation, as a mining-shaft or a well) from
crambling and falling by facing (them) with
slabs, either of timber or of stone.

The stabbed margin of a well.

Keats, Endymlon, L
slabbing (slab'ing), n. In soap-making, the
process of cutting the blocks of soap, which
have solidified in frames, into slabs which are
afterward cut transversely into bara. A loop
of wire is used and drawn through the block
by hand, or a special Blabbing-machine is
applied.

slabby, a. 3. Consisting of slabs, or resem-
bling a slab or series of slabs.

slab-dross (slab'dros), n. A by-product of
the manufacture of galvanized iron consisting
of impure zinc which in the molten state has
alloyed with and dissolved a large proportion
of iron.

slab-saw (slab's^), «. A saw which cuts the
Ijark and outer slab from a round log, to make
it square in section or flat-sided with irregu-
lar comers.

slab-wave (slab'wav), «. a wave consisting
of the motion of an element or 'slab,' of the
ether bounded by parallel planes and sub-
jected to uniform electric and magnetic forces
at nght angles to each other and parallel to
the bounding planes: a term used by Heavi-
side in the discussion of electric waves.
slacks I. a.- Slack water, (e) Hee iti,-ater.

II. H. 8. The interval of slack water, when
the tide is at rest, cither at high or low tide •

sluggishness of the current, at that time.'
See slack^, a., 2.

There is little or no stack In the stream at high water,
and the ebb runs out with strength to low water.

(ieog. Jour. (E. O. S.), Xv'lIL 179.

6. pi. A sailor's loose trousers.
Bill blushed and became Interested in the foretop untilnudged by Smith, when he suddenly hitched up his

slacks, saluted, and said, hurriedly, " Aye, aye, sir.
Wide World Mag., April, 1903, p. 596.

7. Feeble, foolish talk. [Slang.]
"If I were not crippled you would not give me that

slack before strangers.

"

"W'ell, use common sense, then, and you won't getany slack from me," his son told him.
Forest and .Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 142.

Slackage (slak'aj), n. [slack,a.,+-age.'] The
amount allowed for the droop or for any
unstressed part of a rope or cable; slack.
The Anglla laid exactly 1,315 knots of cable from Mid-way to this p.>int, and with the additional eighteen miles

of shore end the actual amount of cable laid Is 1 333
knots. There was about eight percent, of »(ac*aj(e.

Elect. World and Engin., July 26, 1903, p. 146

slag-machine

slack-dross (slak ' dros), n. Eefuse coal or
coke in powder or very small fragments.
slacken (slak'n), «. The slags or cinder from
previous fusions, used in smelting operations
to mix with natural ores and to retard fusion
of the ores until reduction shall have pro-
ceeded to the desired point.
Slackener (slak'n^r), «. One who or that
which slackens ; specifically, a rod in a loom
for weaving leno or gauze, designed to ease
the tension on the warp-threads. Also called
easer and slackner.

slackness, «. 2. A tendency of a vessel un-
der sail to fall oflf or away from the direction
of the wind when the helm is amidships : op-
posed to ardency.
The contrary condition, where the resultant resistance

acts abaft the resultant wind pressure, and makes the
head of the ship fall off from the wind, is temied "slack-
ness, and can only be counteracted by keeping the helm
*"'^«- While, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 508.

Slagl, n.— Basic slag, slag from the manufacture of
steel by either the Bessemer or the Siemens-Martin pro-
cess with the Thomas-Gilchrist modification of basic (lime
and magnesia) lining ;of the converter or hearth. The
object of such lining is the removal from the metallic
product of sulphur and phosphorus ; the presence of the
latter element in the slag, in the state of phosphates,
gives It value as a fertilizer, for which purpose it is used
on a very large scale.— Cray sla«, lumps of a mixture
of lead, lead sulphid, oxid, sulphate, silicate, gangue
cinders, and lime, obtained in smelting lead ore in an
ore-fumace. It is treated generally in a blast-furnace,
but sometimes in a slag-hearth to extract the lead.— Ore-
fnmace slag, in the Swansea process of copper-smelt-
ing, the slag, consisting principally of ferrous silicate and
practically free from copper, which is prwluced in the
fii-st melting-fumace and serves to get rid of the iron of
the ore treated.-Phosphatic slag, basic slag ; odor-
less phosphate.— Refinery slag, (a) In the Swansea
process of copper-smelting, the slag which separates
when crude blister copper is re-fused and exposed to the
action of atmospheric oxygen on the hearth of a roasting-
fumace. It contains a number of impurities removed
from the residual copper, such as arsenic, antimony, iron
etc., along with a large amount of cuprous oxid and some
silicate of copper, silica having been taken up from the
fumace-lining. (6) In the puddling process for making
wrought-iron, the slag which fomis when, as a prelimi-
nary step not always taken, air is blown down upon the
surface of a charge of melted cast-iron in a specially con-
stracted hearth. Silicon is the principal substance re-
moved from the iron, and the slag consists mainly of
ferrous silicate.- Sharp slag, the slag obtained in the
third 'stage of the ^^ elsh process for copper smelting

—

Thomas bI«. Same as basic *slag, the basic process
of steel-making having been introduced by Messrs
Thomas and Gilchrist Set. Amer. Sup., Nov. 16, 1902
p. 22463.

'

slagl, V. II. trans. In metal: (a) To convert
into slag : as, an excess of limestone used as
a flux may to a greater or less extent slag the
lining of a furnace. (6) To cake together as
the result of chemical action at a heat lower
than that of fusion.

slag-buggy (slag'bug'i), n. A ear for carry-
ing a slag-Iadle.

slag-dump (slag'dump), n. A place of deposit
for the slag or cinder which results from a
metallurgical operation on an ore. The cin-
der is conveyed in cars and dumped, or it is
allowed to flowin fluid form through runners
or channels.

slag-eye (slag'i), n. An eye or hole through
which slag can be drawn off, as in certain
blast-furnaces used for lead.

Slag-hearth browse. See *browse^.
slag-hole (slag'hol), «. The opening through
which slag or cinder is discharged from a
blast-fumaee or cupola. The slag is lighter
than the fused metal and floats upon its sur-
face. It can therefore be discharged through
an opening at the proper level as it accumu-
lates during the process,

slag-lead (slag'led), n. See *lea(}".

slaglessness (slag' les- lies) n. The fact of
having no slag or cinder. Those forms of
wrought-iron and steel which have not been
fused in their production are liable to suffer
from the presence of such foreign ingredients.
From material which has been fused all slag
is removed by the difference in specific grav-
ity of the slag and the metal.
But the foraier [certain varieties, such as blister steel]

lack the essential quality— 8;o,(;/(!««»ic»» — which makes
the latter (low-carbonj steel. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 671.

slag-lip (slag'lip), n. The edge, or lip, of a
ladle or other receptacle over which the slag
is poured. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements
of Metallurgy, p. 671.

slag-machine (slag'ma-shen"), n. A machine
for granulating the slag from a blast-fumaee
and reducing it to the form of fine gravel suit-
able for various industrial purposes.



slag-pot

slag-pot (slag'pot), n. A vessel or pot de-

signed to receive the discharge of cinder,

scorias, or slag from a furnace in continuous
operation, such as a shaft-furnace. The slag

is allowed to cool in these pots, and is then

removed and dumped.
glaml, n.— Orand slam, in bridge, the winning of all

thirteen tricks by the suue partners, which count* 40 in

the honor column ; in other eanies. the winning of all

the triclis.— Little slam, in hri<l<ie. the winning of 12

out of the 13 tricks by the same partners, which counts

20 in the honor column. 8ee bridge.

slam-bang (slam-bang'), r. i. Islam-ban;/, adv.']

To move with violence or noise. [CoUoq.]

My engines, after ninety days o' race an' rack an' strain

Through all the seas of all Thy world, dam-bangin' home
again.

R. Kiplino, McAndrew's Hynni, 1. 10.

slander, ".— Slander of title, defamatory and false

statements injuring one's property, real or personal, or

ones title thereto.
^ ,

Blank-' (slangk), M. 1. Aslope; a declivity;

a depression in the ground. Eng. Dial. Diet.

[Prov. Eng. and U. S.]— 2. Wrinkled skin:

especially used of animals. Eiu/. Dial. Diet.

slant. I. a.— Slant culture. See •™«iirc.

slant-eyed (slant'id), a. Having eyes the

inner part of which is covered by a heavy fold

of the upper eyelid and therefore appearing to

be set obliquely, as the Chinese and other

Mongoloid races.

The prophets of the elder day.

The danl-eyed sages ot Cathay,

Read n^>t the riddle all amiss
Of higher life evolved from this.

Whittier, Miriam, st. 3.

slapiness (sla'pi-nes), n. I*sla2>y + -ne.s.s-.]

Shpperiness; deficiency in clinging quality.

Also slapeiness.

In the staple hulk, again, they do not lie so close to-

gether as do those of cotton fibres. This glapeitwm may
be put down to the want of spiral character in the fibres.

What resistance there is in the staple of ramie comes
from the length of the fibres as they are drawn out from

their entanglements, and the nearly glabrous surface of

the fibres. Uannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 66.

slapping, a. n. n. Specifically, in ceram.,

the process of preparing clay for the wheel.

See wedging, 2.

slash^, «. 7. (6) A wet or marshy linear de-

pression between nearly parallel ridges of

dunes on a sand-reef. See the extract.

There are many successive ridges of shingle running in

varying directions, and often with naiTow strips of

marsh enclosed between successive ridges. Such bands
of marsh have been given the very appropriate name of
" dashes " in New Jersey. Geo'j. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 638.

slashed (sla.sht), a. Specifically, in hot.,

deeply cut-lobed or laciniate.

slasher, «. 1. (i) (S) in a «aiCTnaj, a saw-table fitted

with one or two saws and used to slash or cut up short

Blabs and other stuB into short lengths ; a slab-slasher.

(4) In paper-mnnuf., a sawing-machine for cutting logs

and short lengths of wood into blocks suitable for grind-

ing into wood-pulp. The single-saw slasher has an ap-

pliance for delivering the wood to the saw and holding

it until cut,

slashing, n. 4. The sizing, drying, and beam-
ing of cotton warp for weaving on a machine
called a slasher. R. Jforsden, Cotton Weav-
ing, p. 514.

slat^, 1. 5. A green Sheepskin, with the wool
removed, which has been dried in the sun.

Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 43.

Slate^, « Dolgelly slates, a division of the I'pper

Cambrian or Lingula fiags of Wales.— Ilfracombe
slates, the middle division of the Devonian series in

North Devon, equivalent to the Tonjuay and Vlyniouth
limest/jnes of .South Devon.—La Couy^re slates, a sub-

division of the Ltjwer Silurian system in the northwest of

France. The slates are underlain by the shales of Gui-
chen and overlain by the Ores de May. They are corre-

lated with the Llandeilo formation of Great Britain.

—

Lithographic slates. See UthiKjraphic stone, under
littuiijrapliic. Specifically, a very fine and even-grained
limest^jne in thin layers occurring in the .lurassic beds at

.Solnhofen in Bavaria, where it is about 80 feet thick and
noted for its wonderfully perfect preservation of fossil

crustaceans, spiders, insects, impressions of birds' feathers

and wings of ptero<iactyls. A division of the Subcarbo-
niferousKinderhook group in Missouri is also known as

the 'Lithographic liinesUme."— Moel Fema slates, a
division of the Upper Silurian in North Wales lying above
the Pen-y-glog grits and equivalent to the Lower Ludlow
rock.— Momable slates, a subdivision of supposed i're-

canibrian riw;ks in Ncwfrnnidlarid regarded l)y Walcott as
containing evidences of organic remains.— Morte slates,
the lowest division of the I'pper Devonian in North
Devon, lying alxjve the Ilfracombe slates and below the
Pickwell Down group.— Spirit slates, the slates em-
ployed by a medium in *8late- writing (which see). A. A.
Uapkim, Magic, p. I2:i.- Transparent slate, a sheet
or pane of glass slightly ground on one side. A picture
or design placed against the ungn»und surface can be
traced on the ground surfiice with a lead-peri(ril. Also
called (raci'n^-iii/aM.- Vlreux slates, a division of the
Coblenziati group of the Ujwer Devonian in Belgium and
northern France.

Slaters' hammer. Same as snx', 2.

slate-writer (slat'ri'tfer), n. One who prac-
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tises 8late--writing, or is supposed to have the
mediumistic gift of slate-writing.

The death of Henry Slade, the slate-writer, removes the
last of the mediums who a generation and more ago made
spiritualism 8 f&shionable cult

S. r. Evening Post, Sept 12, 1905.

slate-'writing (slafri'-'ting), w. A sleight-of-

hand trick, regarded by the credulous, in spite

of repetition and of exposure, as due to a me-
diumistic gift whereby communication may
be had with the spirits of the dead. There are

many waysof performing the trick. In general,two wooden-
framed slates, with a piece of slate-pencil between them,
are tied together with string and the kmits sealed. The
slates are held beneath the table by tlie medium ; the

scratching of the pencil is heard ; knots and seals are

found intact ; and the slates, when taken apart, prove to

have writing upon their inner faces. The result may be
most easily produced by means of a false slate (piece of

slate-colored cardboard) : the writing is done beforehand,
and the souiul is produced by the finger-nail. A, A.
Hopkins, Magic, p. 124.

President G. Stanley Hall of Clark University said he
knew seven different tricks of legerdemain by which he
could explain all the cases of slate-writintj of whicll

he had ever heard. jV. Y. Evening Post, Sept 12, liW6.

There has probably been nothing that has made more
converts to spiritualism than the much talked of "Slnte
Writing "rest" and if we are to believe some of the st^iries

told of the writings mysteriously obtained on slates, under
what is known as " severe test conditions " that preclude,
beyond any possible doubt, any fonn of deception or
trickery, one would think that the day of miracles had
certainly returned ; but we must not believe half we hear
nor all that we see, for the chances are that just as you
are about to attribute some unaccountable spirit phe-
nomena to an unseen power, something turns up to show
that you have been tricked by a clever device which is

absurd in its simplicity. Sci. Amer., Oct 8, 1898, p. 229.

slath (slath), ». [A dial, form of sloe.] In
basket-making, the parallel rods and the largest

osiers which are intertwined.

The slath, which is the foundation of the basket
Encye. Brit., IIL 423.

slatlng-machine (sla'ting-ma-shen''), n. A
machine for setting out a hide on the grain
side to give it an even surface and to remove
fine hairs. Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 12.

slating-table (sla'ting-ta'''bl), n. A table for

setting out a hide on the grain side to give it

an even surface and to remove fine hairs.

C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 113.

slaughter-tree (sla'ter-tre), «. Same as

*strangler-tree.

slauter, n. and V. A simplified spelling of

slunghter.

Sla'V. An abbreviation of Slavic, Slavonian, or
Slavonic.

sla'7e-ant (slav'ant), «. An ant held In slavery
by another species of ant. Thus Formica sub-

scricea is frequently a slave in the colonies of

Formica difficilis. Comstock, Manual of In-

sects, p. 641.

slave-maker (slav'ma'ker), n. One who or

that which (as an ant) makes slaves. See
slave-making.

In its pure form it is known to occur only in two of the
several thousand described species, namely, in the san-

guinary or blood-red slave-maker (Formica sanguinea)
and the amazon (Polyergus rufescens).

W. M. Wheeler, in Pop, Sci, Mo., Dec, 1907, p. 550.

sla'Ving (sla'ving), «. Slave-dealing ; the buy-
ing and selling of slaves.

Fonnerly, numerous caravans of Arabs and Swahilis

can^p up to trade for ivory, combined with a little quiet
slaving, but the days of slaving and dealing in contra-
band are now past. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 37*2.

sla'VOCratic (sla-vo-krat'ik), a. [slavocrat +
-ie.] Characteristic of, or pertaining to, a
slavoerat or slavocracy.

Sla'VO-Llthuanic (slav " §- lith - \"i - an ' ik), a.

and n. Slavic and Lithuanic considered as a
separate division ot the Indo-European lan-

guages. Kcanc, Ethnology, p. 411, note.

slave-Teuton (slav-o-tii'ton), «, One of a
people of mixed Slavic and 'reutonio descent.
Kcnne, Ethnology, p. 200.

Slavo-Teutonic (slav'o-tii-ton'ik), a. Of or
pertaining to the Slavo-Teutons ; of mixed
Slavonic and Teutonic descent.

slay2 (sla), V. t. [slai/^, «.] To arrange (the
warp-threads) in the loom-reed for weaving.
slay-block (sla'blok), n. The beam of the
slay, or lathe, of a loom. S. Marsden, Cotton
Weaving, p. 166.

slay-cap (sla'kap),n. Astrip of wood, grooved
on its under side, for holding the reed in posi-

tion in the slay, or lathe, of the loom. R.
Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 166.

slay-S'WOrd (sla'sord), n. One of the supports
upon which the slay, or lathe, of a loom os-
cillates during the process of weaving. R.
Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 166.

sleeve

sled^, n. 4. A small tool, resembUng a sled in
form and having sharp blades forrunners,u8ed
for cutting gold-leaf into rectangular sheets.

In it the gold is beaten for aiwut one and a half houra
with a 10-pound hammer, until each leaf is about four
inches square. The leaves are then again quartered, this

time by means of a small instrument called a "sled " or
a '* wagon." Sci. Amer. Sujj., June 25, 1904, p. 23816.

5. The device for making sliding contact be-
tween the underground conductors of an elec-

tric road and those of a moving railway-ear
upon the road Automobile sled, an automobile
vehicle constructed with runners, like a sled, and pro-

pelled by a nu)tor which actuates levels which grip the
surface of the ice.—Donkey Sled, the heavy frame upon
which a donkey-engine is fastened.

sledge^, w. 6. The thick wooden outer cas©
of a mummy.
In front of these [boxes] rose, shoulder-high, the ob-

long black mass of a '^ sledge," the outermost case for a
mummy.

//. C. Greene, in The Century, Nov., 1906, p. 66.

sledge-, *'.—Plow sledge, a vehicle with low wheels or
witii none, designed for the conveyance of a plow on the
farm. J. .Scott, Textbook of Farm Engineering. [Kng.J

sled-tender (sled'ten''''der),n. Inlumbering : {a)

One who assists in loading and unloading logs,

or skidding with a dray. Also called chain-
tender. (6) A member of the hauling crew
who accompanies the turn of logs to the land-
ing, unhooks the grabs, and sees that they are
returned to the yardiug-engine.

sleeker, n. 4. See *6o««-too/.— Brass sleeker,.
a to<jl with a brass blade set in a wooden handle, used for
scraping or smoothing out wet skins on a table or bench.
See sleeker, 1,

sleep, n.—Diurnal sleep, in 6of, iyee paraheliotropism
and sleep. 5,—Sleep drunkenness. See ^drunkenness.

sleeper!, „. 9. \nfurt>, a bet left upon a card
which the ease-keeper shows is dead. Such a
bet is public property and the first one to se&
it can take it.

Sleeping rent. See *renfi.

sleeping-beauty (sle'^ping-bii'ti), n. The
wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acelosella.

sleeping-car, «.—Tourist sleeping-car. See
•ktourist.

sleeping-sickness, «. 2. A disease of silk-

worms. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc.ApTiljlBOi.'p.nS,

Sleepy staggers. See *stagger.

sleepy-dick (sle'pi-dik''''), "• The star-of-Beth-

lehem, Urnithogaliim umbellatum, so called

from the early closing of its flowers.

sleepy-grass (sle'pi-gras), n. A stout bunch-
grass, Stijja Vaseyi, growing in the Rocky
Mountains at altitudes of from 5,000 to 6,000

feet. The leaves have a narcotic effect upon
horses which feed upon them, causing a drow-
siness which lasts several days. After once
eating, the victim thenceforth avoids it. The-

hay does not appear to have any ill effect.

sleepy-yello'W (sle'pi-yel"6), n. A pierid but-
terfly found throughout the United States.

Its larvae feed on cassia, senna, and clover.

sleet-cutter (slet'kuf'er), n. In electric rail-

roading, a trolley-wheel which has a coiTugat^d
tread used to break the ice that may form on
an overhead trolley-wire during sleet-storms.

sleev, «. and V. A simplified spelling of sleeve.

sleevd, a. A simplified spelling of sleeved.

sleeve', ". 2. Specifically: («) A hollow tube or

cylinder inserted into some structural detail, so that some
,

other element may pass freely through, such as a sleeve

in a wall to allow a shaft to pass through, or a pipe or
conduit (b) A hollow tube or cylinder fitting loosely

upon a revolving shaft so that no accident may result

from the catching of clothing on projections upon the

shaft Such a sleeve is often in sections, (r) A hollow
tube or pipe into the ends of which two other lengths of
pipe may be screwed to join them together. Also called

a mnff, but more usually, in this sense, a coupling-sleeve,

(d) A hollow tube or cylinder fitting with a running fit

upon a revolving shaft and can-ying a pulley or clutch.

The shaft may turn without the pulley on the sleeve, or
the pulley tuni without the slnift, or toth may turn
togetlier when a clutch is engaged. The sleeve may be
moved lengthwise on the shaft Vsed in jack-shaft

designs, and in reversing and quick-retuni motions, and
in compensating gears in motor-cars and in travelings

cranes, (c) A hollow tube or cylinder running in inde-

pendent bearings, the inside diameter being so large that
a shaft may traverse the sleeve, without touching itv

allowing a fiexibility and lateral adjustment if the shaft
and sleeve do not aline perfectly. Used in some designs
of motor-driven electric locomotives.

3. A square of cloth or other flexible material
through the center of which a catheter ia

passed and tied. It is then inserted into a
canal to be tamponed, and the space between
tlie catheter and its cloth covering is pai-ked

with pledgets of cotton, worsted yarn, or other
material.

A sleeve for a packing which has to be left in the no«e
for any length of time. Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 387.



sleeve

Insulating-sleeve, a tube or cover of insulating raaterial

useii to protect a joint or splice in an electric circuit.

sleevel, c '. 3. In mech., to fasten or adjust

in the manner of a sleeve.

On the Baltimore and Ohio locomotives the motors are

tUewd on the axles, there being a sligbt play between
the sleeve and the axle, which allows a flexible supiwrt

Uncyc. Brit, XXVIII. 97.

4. To attach or operate by a sleeve. See
'^sieeve^, n., 2.

sleeve-bearing (slev'bar'ing), n. 1. A form
of bearing in which a hollow cylinder or

quill fits the shaft-journal on its inside and
the box or bearing proper on its outside sur-

face. The sleeve may turn in the box or the

shaft turn in the sleeve. — 2. A form of long
bearing for a shaft to be inserted in a ,wall

and permit the revohang shaft to pass through
it to the other side.

sleeve-joint (slev'joint), n. A connecting
device for electric wires in which the con-
ductors are passed, from opposite ends,
through a sleeve or tube of metal and then
twisted together, brazed, or soldered.

aleighi.H.-Boobv
sleigh, a sleign
having a l>ody re-

sembling that of a
brougham swung by
straps from a sleigh-

frame.

sleuth'-^, n. 2. A
newspapername
for a detective.
[Recent.]

Booby Sleigh.

The sUuthg were unable to discover how the [thief] had
gotten into the house, and concluded, therefore, that he
must have used a skeleton key.

.V. 1'. Timeg, Dec. 24, 1900.

slewing-bracket (slo'lng-brak'et), «. A
bracket or arm projecting from the mast of a
pivoted crane and carrying the gear-wheel
used in rotating the crane or slewing it. The
gear is driven and meshes into a stationary or
fixed gear or rack.

slice,". 3. (t) a^me M paddUl,6'(b).

6. A mill or machine for slitting or dividing
gems.— 6. In golf, the side spin imparted to
a ball which causes it to curve to the right in

the case of a right-handed player, or the re-

verse in the ease of a left-handed player, ff.

Park, Jr., Game of Golf, p. 111.

slice, f. I. (rail*. 4. In golf, to draw the
face of the club across (the ball) from right to
left in the act of hitting it, the result Ijeing

that it will travel with a curve toward tlie

right; or the reverse for a left-handed player.
W. Park, Jr., Game of Golf, glossary.— 5. To
break with a bar. Bituminous coal, when
burned, fuses and forms a solid mass which
must be broken up in this manner. Trans.
Amer. Soc. Mech. ICngin., 1903, p. 320.

n. inlriiiis. In (/()//, to cause the ball, when
struck with the club, to curve from left to

right in the case of a right-handed player, or
the reverse in the case of a left-handed

Slayer.
[cer, H. (c) The name of various machines and appli-

ances used in cutting bread, smoked beef, p^jtat^ies, etc.,

int^> thin slices. The simplest form is a horizontal knife
set ill a wooden frame ; in another the knife is pivoted ;

stili otliers employ revolving cutters.

slice-shot (slis'shotj, «. In croquet and simi-
lar games, a shot in which the object-ball is

but little displaced, the mallet-ball receiving
most of the force of the blow.

slickens'slik'nz), n. «f. [«WcA-cn, a.] 1. The
fine dust or powdered rock from an ore stamp-
mill or rock-crusher.— 2. The lighter earth
carried away in the sluices of a hydraulic min-
ing operation.

slicker,". 2. Same as *i7i7er-^«ft, 6. [Local,
U. S.] L. O. Hoirard, Insect Book, p. 380.

slick-stone (slik'ston), «. Same as *sctting-
stone. C. T. Dnris, ^Ianuf. of Leather, p. 545.

slide, P. i. — Slldlng-bOW contact, in decl., a sliding-
contact used as a substitute for the tniUey on many
electric niilways, especially in Europe. It consists of a
horizontal transverse metallic r<Ml bent downward up*>n
Itself at the ends an<l mounted a>>ove the roof of the car.

It is held in contact with the under side of the trolley-
wire by the action of springs.

slide, n. 14. An inclined plane up which
hay is drawn by horse-power on to a rick by
means of a not and a cable running over the
top of the rick. The net, when emptied, is

drawn back by a horse with a long rope. This
method is practised on verv large ranches.
(/.5./>f7)f. .4(;r., Bur. Plant Industry,1902, Bul-
letin 15, p. 36 LatMl-card slide. See Mabel-card.
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slide-bar, n. 3. One of the bars or elements
which guide and control a reciprocating piece
in any machine or engine. Usually called

guide, llikuid, Corliss-Engines, p. 27.

slide-car (slid'kar), «. A conveyance without
wheels, consisting of a pair of shafts attached
to short runners.
slide-feed (slid'fed), «. A gravity feed-motion
in which sheet-metal is fed, by sliding into the
press, to a blanking-die, the cut blank then
sliding down to a stamping-die ; a gravity
feed-motion in which the shells, cans, or other
objects slide down an incline in any manner
to any machine.
slide-frame (slid'fram), n. A frame which
embraces or forms guides for a slide. D. K.
Clark, Steam Engine, III. 27.

slider, ». 1. (h) The sliding contact device used in

some foi-ms of the Wheatstones bridge or the potentiom-
eter. See -kalide-wire. Elect. World and Ewjin., Feb.
8, Itim. p. 2S3.

slide-rail, n. 3. A rail or track on the bed of
a machine upon which some element, such as
the tool-carriage, slides and is guided to its

work.
slide-resistance (slid ' re -zis' tans), n. See
*resi!'tiitiec.

slide-rock (slid'rok), «. Same as talus, 7.

In the mountains we often find the hillside slopes cov-
ered with bix)ken stone of various sizes. This we call

slide rock. This slide rock may be very coai-se and the
surface extremely ragged, when it is called "heavy slide."

It may be line and bound together by soil, in which case
it can be plowed. It may be fine and dry and run just
like dry sand when one attempts t^, walk on it or other-
wise disturb it ; this is called '* fine slide rock."

Yearljook C. .9. Dept. Ayr., 1900, p. 19,^

slide-tender (slid'ten'der), n. In lumbering,
one wlio keeps a slide in repair.

slide-tongs (slid'tongz), n. pi. Blacksmiths'
tongs, in which the handles are pressed to-

gether to grip the work by means of a ring
which envelops them and slides along their

length until it is held by friction on their in-

clined sides.

slide-wheel (slid'hwel), n. A part of an os-

cillating tappet-motion of a loom for rotating
the pattern chain in such a manner as to place
the weft in the fabric progressively. T. M'.

Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 58.

slide-wire (slid'wir). «. In elect., a resistance
wire with sliding contact or contacts: a simple
form of rheostat consisting of a stretched wire.
By means of a fixed contjict at one end and an adjustable
sliding contact, which can be moved at will the entire
length of the wire, any ilesired i)ortioii of the resistance
of the wire can be introduced into an electric circuit.

The electrical methiKl required the use of a' standard
solution of potassium chloride the resistance of which
was balanced against that of the sample by means of a
slide-irire Wheatstone's bridge, a telephone being used
instead of a galvanometer. yature, Dec. 4, 1902, p. 98.

slide-zone (slid'zon), n. The lower part of the
pitclier of a pitcher-plant (Xepenthes, Sarra-
cenia, etc.), which is slippery, so that the in-

sects slide down it into the water at the bottom
of the pitcher.

Sliding-gear transmission. See *transmis-
moti

.

sliding-plane (sli'ding-plan), n. Same as
tjliilmg-jilaiie. See also *solution-platie.

Various experiments showed that the ice was plastic
both under pressure and ,under tension, at temperatures
far below the freezing-point— the glacier-grains or ice-

crystals apparently slipping over each otlier. Even the
crystals themselves exhibited plasticity, due Vt sliding-

planes, the rat« of dist/jrtion increasing with the tempera-
ture. J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 32.

sliding-pole (sli'ding-p61), n. A smooth, ver-

tical pole which reaches from the floor of the
engine-room in a fire-engine house, through
an opening in the floor above to the ceiling of
the room above. The hole in the floor is large

enough to permit a man to slide down the
pole, thus enabling him to reach the floor be-
low more quickly than by going down the
stairs. Sci. Amer., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 159.

Sliding-ways (sU'ding-waz), «. jil. In ship-

building, the lower part of the cradle on which
a vessel slides down the launching-ways
(which see). Also called bilge-icays.

slight'', n. A simplified and former spelling of
sleigh t.

slim'* (slim), n. [D.,9K»«, cunning. See sKml,
a.] Cunning; crafty; tricky.

For " slim 's " the word now most in vogue
(That 's "sly," if read aright);

From head to heel be dull and dim,
Your brain alone be blight.

E. T., in War's Brighter Side, x.

The Boer word " slim " has not yet been Introduced in
America, but some of the English papen are using it.

sling

and, aa it expresses a quality which is not exactly defined
by any English word, it is likely to become incorporated
in the English language. A'. I'. Times, July 6, 1902.

slime, n— Electrolytic slime. See -ttelectrolytic.

slimer (sli'mer), n. [slime + -frl.] Same as
toad-fish, 1.

slime-table (slim'ta'bl), n. In ore-dressing, a
revolving table whose surface is that of a flat

Double-deck Slime-table.

a, a, a, feed-water piping : t>. b. feed-boxes ; c, c. sliiiie-tables ;

d, d, launders; e, t. wash-water pipes; /, /, receptacles for con-
centrator; g, drain-pipe for gaiigue.

cone and has about \\ inches of inclination

for each foot of radial distance, the inclina-

tion varying, however, with the material to

be treated. On this revolving cone the slime
is delivered, and the gentle motion and the
incline separate the elements in the flowing
water. Also called huddle and ranner.

Slime-tables are circular revolving tables . . . with
flattened conical surfaces, and a slope of IJ inch more
or less per f(M>t from centre to circumference. . . . These
tables treat material [grains (quartz)] of ^Jo inch and less

in diameter coming from box classifiers. . . . The capac-
ity of such a table is 12 tons or more of pulp, drj' weight,
in twenty-four hours. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 372.

slime-washer (slim'wosh"6r), ». A machine
for washing, separating, and concentrating
slimes ; a buddle or vanner.

slime-water (slim'na"ter), n. Water contain-
ing ore antl gangue in suspension, to be
treated in slime-tables for the concentration
and separation of the ore and rejection of the
tailings or valueless rock.

slimness^ (slim'nes), n. IslimS -|- -tiess.'] The
character of being 'slim' or sly; craftiness.

See *sliniS.

The British officer may be criticized for lack of * slim-
ness,' but when it comes to leading straight into an ugly
breach he can give them all cards and spades.
The Citizen (Ottawa), quoted in N. and Q., 9th ser., XL

[.WS.

Slimonia (sli-mo'ni-ii), v. [NL., from a per-
sonal name.] A genus of extinct merosto-

matous crustaceans of
the family Kurypteri-
dse, of large size, with
subquadrate ccpha-
lotliorax, the preoral
appendages small and
chelicerate, five pairs
of postoral appen-
dages of which the
first is antenniform,
the first six of the
twelve abdominal seg-
ments represented on
the ventral side by
parts of the genital
plate, and four dis-

continuous plates
bearing branchial la-

mella?. The genus is

found in the Old Red
Sandstone of Scot-
hmd.

sling', ". 10. A har-
ness consisting of a
wide girth with breast-
strap an<l breeching,
suspended from a ceil-

ing, for supporting
invalid horses in a
standing position.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Kep.
on Diseases of the
Horse, 1903, plate
XXVIII.— 11. A sus-
pending chain or rope

for carrying a movable platfonn tor the use
of repairers or painters.

There are four substantial brackets at the base whi ^h
rest upon the steel work of the building, and the to/* W

Slimenia Acuminata : restora-
tion of ventral surface,

a, legs; i^, abdominal seijinents,

(From Zittel's " Palaeontology.")
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river at Albaiiy, >'ew York, used extensively as a dark'

colored glaze for earthenware by American potters, and

as a test of the heat of the kiln in the early stages of the

firing.— Coefaolent of slip. See *roejKcten*.— Shear
slip, in ffeol., small crushes and movements along a

thrust fault or zone of compression.

Horizontal differential movementa had occurred, and
local thrustB and shear slips took place again, fragment-

ing the previous thrust-masses and igneous intrusions.

\ature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 3B9.

between the speed of the rotating field and that of the

rotor to the speed of the rotating field. If ng be the

speed of the rotating field, nr that of the rotor, ng-ny/ng

„„,." The angle between
the helix which would be generated by a
point on the face of screw-propeller, if work-

ing at a given speed of rotation in a solid nut.

sling

stiffened by a ring made of two6-ineh by 6-inch by j-inch

angles, and below this a ring made of Z bar for cairying

slings for painting. A ladder extends from the roof to

the top of the stack.

Elect. World atid Engin., Sept 24, 1904, p. 512.

sling-bow (sling'bo), n. A bow with a double

bowstring provided in the middle with a small

rope for a bullet: used in Brazil and other

parts of South America, and also in China.

Battel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, II. 62.

sUng-fruit (sliug'frot), ». Same tiS*bolochore.

sling-hoop (sling'hop), n. 1. A hoop or ring

of round ortiat iron, vrith a board seat at the ..

bottom, by which a workman may be raised iV';^ «^;
(s\w'!ina"s\)

by a block and fall to inspect or repair ele- Slip-angie (Sup ang gi;,

vated structures such as chimneys, steeples,

and the like.— 2. The hoop or ring on the end

of a hoisting-rope to which rope- or chain-

sliugs mav be made fast.

sling-psychrometer (sling'si-krom'e-t6r), n.

See *iiiiiiclirom€ter.

sling-rod (sling'rod), n. 1. A rod used for

fastening a locomotive boiler to the frame.

—

2. One of the suspension-rods by which a

boiler is hung from beams which rest on the

top of the side walls of the brick setting.

slmg-shot (sling'shot), n. Same as cata-

pult. 2.

sling-stay (sling' sta), n. One of the rods or

braces in a steam-boiler by which the girder

or crown-bar stays are tied to apart of the shell

which resists strain in an opposite direction.

In a locomotive-boiler, for example, the crown-

sheet of which is stiffened from collapse by
crown-bars, the bars are tied to the sides of

the dome overhead by sling-stays, which hold

the dome down and resist flexure of the bars,

slink^, «. 5. The skin of a still-born calf.

Also shoil: Modem Amer. Tanning, p. 157.

Slinker (sling'k^'r), «. A name of the pickerel,

Esox lucins, in Maine and Canada. .This fish

is found from Alaska to the Ohio river in

America, and in northern parts of Asia and
Europe. See cut atp/te.

slinkweed (slingk'wed), n. The swamp loose

slip-ring

Albany slip, a clay dug from the shore of the Hudson slip-grab (slip'grab), K. A pear-shaped link
'" ^ "' ' ""''

'

—•»•—•»'•"» " '"•''
attached by a swivel to a skidding evener or
whiffletree through which the skidding-chain
is passed. The chain runs freely when the
slip-grab is held sidewise, but catches when
the grab is straight. Also called grab-lini.

slip-hitch (slip'hich), n. Xaut., a hitch so

formed that it will not jam, but will untie if

the hanging end is pulled.

Slip of an induction motor, the ratio of the difference slip-jaws (slip'jaz), )(. pi. Movable jaws
slipped on the active surfaces of a holding
apparatus, such as vise-jaws and clutches.

They are usually set in dovetails on the mas-
sive parts of the jaw, and are intended to be
easily removable when worn, or to pennit of

the use of different styles of contact-surface

._^ ^_ ^ , with the work.
and the helix actually developed by the same slip-joint (slip'joint), n. A form of expansion

point when the propeller works at the same
speed in the water and drives the ship; the

angle between the actual and theoretical he-
lixes generated by the same point on the screw.

slip-band (slip'band), n. One of the lines

wnieh appear in a material which is under
stress, and which consists of an aggregation

of minute elements which must move upon
each other if they are not all of the same

joint for use in a long pipe which is subject to

changes of length by temperature. On one end
at the joint is a stufling-box construction ; entering this

is a smoothly finished piece of tube, often of bronze,

which may slide or slip without leakage through the
packing material in the stuffing-box. Care must be
taken to prevent the smooth tube from drawing out of

the box lengthwise under pressure, since the joint is

effective to resist leakage only, and not to prevent the

two lengths from separating in the direction of the slip-

motion. F. li. Hutton, Power Plants, p. 354.

elastic character. These lines appear in testing a slip-line (slip'lin), n. See *slip-band.
material, such as a weld-iron of ductile character, after slip-motion (slip'mo-shon), n. In mack. : (a)
.u ,„.,;„ ,.„,<, i. „,..„,i ..„, ,H„ „i.„,.n,. .™ ^r

jjjjg^ji^jjjji looseness of fit, which allows

one part to move without driving the other dur-

the common elastic limit is passed and the elements are

being pulled lengthwise in a testing-machine. They
seem to be due to variation in adherence of the elements
to each other sidewise. They are called slip-lines if fila-

mentous, and slip-bands if more massive. They are

clearly revealed on polishing and etching the smooth
surface.

The metal chosen for experiment was Swedish iron, of

high and very unifoi-m quality. It had the further ad-

vantage for our purpose of possessing a clearly defined

and fairly large crystalline structure, well adapted when
polished and etched to exhibit the characteristic lines

knowii as "slip-lines" or *' slip-bands," which appear in

ordinary testing when any portion of the material has
passed its limit of elasticity under strain.

Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1903, ser. A, p. 242.

slip-catch (slip'kach), ».

slides or slips on two parts of a mechanism
for their relative adjustment.

ing a part of the phase of such first part : used
in direct-acting pumps where the valve of one
is driven by the piston of the other. (6) A mo-
tion of one part on another where only the

components in one direction are to be used,

as of a pin driving a rocking arm by contact

with the sides of the slot in such an arm, or

the driving of a Corliss valve-arm by a detent

which slips by on the return stroke.

slip-noose (slip'nos), n. Same as slip-knot, 2.

slip-pan (slip'pan), n. See poHi.
A device which slipper^, «. 3. In mech.: (a) A part which

strife, Decodon verticillatus— Eed or Cardinal slip-CUp (slip'kup), n. In eeram., a baked
. ., .:__ « r> ,.•...„ .„..,.„„;.

earthenware utensil in which the potters' slip,

or diluted clay, is placed ; a quill-box. It is

provided with one or more quills at one side,

through which the slip is poured in decorating
pottery. A slip-cup differs from a pipette in

being open at the top, while the latter is

closed, having only an air-hole or vent by
means of which the potter regulates the flow

of slip by the pressure of his thumb. The

slinkweed, the cardinal-flower, Hapuntium earditiale.

slipl, f. ».—To slip up. C*) To fail in a scheme; be
disappointed in any expectation. Dialect Notes, III. iii.

[CoUoq., U. S.]

Slip'^, ». 5. Theslipof a screw-propeller or of a paddle-

wheel is the difference between the speed of the propeller

or paddle-wheel and the actual speed with which it ad-

vances through the water. The speed of the propeller is

the speed at which it would move forward if it were work-

ing in a solid nut, which is the same as the product of

the pitch of the propeller by the revolutions per min-

ute ; and the speed of the paddle-wheel is the circunifer-

is adjustable by sliding, usually in the direc-

tion of its length, as a nozle or tube. Elect.

World and Engin., Nov. 21, 1903, p. 845. (6)

A steam-engine cross-head having somewhat
the shape of a slipper. The piston-rod is at-

tached to the part which is where the heel or

counter would be, and the guides are under
the sole. The connecting-rod vibrates over
the toe part.— 4. In cricket, one who fields in

the slips, that is, in the part of the field be-

hind the wicket and somewhat to the 'off'

side. Eutchinson, Cricket, p. 102. [Slang.]
— 5. Same as *rosser., „ ^ . latter term is used by European potters.

ential velocity uf the outer edges of the paddle-floats. The
gjip-cut (slip'kut), n. A certain cut of the glinDer-bowl (slip'er-bol), n. An earthen

?hT pUeii^r' '^Phn^trimSra''teir in fron?o7"the pjle in velv/teen and Bimilar fabrics \Z\ somewhat reLmbling a slipper in form:

screw-propeller at the stem of a vessel in motion has a slip-deCOrated (slip dek" 0-ra- ted), a. In found in the archasological remains of Central
forward motion with reference to the surrounding water, ceram., ornamented with designs traced with America and some of the adjoining countries.

'

^hTacta^lptidTrough diluted clay or slip poured through a quill, glipper-brako (slip'er-brak) «. A form of

is the difference between Slip-dish (slip dish), n. An earthenware brake for railway-trains on steep gradients in

The true slip is that with reference to the difference of

the speed of the propeller and
this water. The apparent slip i

the speed of the propeller and that of the vessel propelled

by it, and is therefore less than the true slip. Ifei/ative

slip is apparent slip in which the speed of the ship is

greater than the speed [of the propeller. In most such

cases, however, the assumed pitch of the propeller is less

than the maximum real pitch which should be taken.

32. In elect., in alternating-current induction-

motors, the difference in speed from synchro-

nism, that is, from rotation in step with the

alternations of the impressed voltage, usually

given as fraction or in percentage of syn-

chronous speed.— 33. The moving on each
other of two surfaces which are intended to

be immovable with respect to each other, as

the slip of the plates in a riveted joint under
stress.— 34. In pumps, the difference between
the actual volume of water or other liquid

delivered by a pump during one complete
stroke, revolution, or period, and the theo-

retical volume during the same stroke, revo-

lution, or period as determined by calculation

of the displacement. It is due both to leaks

past pistons, plungers, and valves, and to

the back-flow through valves during the time

the valves are closing. It is usually expressed

slip-L , .

utensil ornamented with liquid clay, or slip,

poured through a quill ; a slip-decorated dish.

An interesting slip-dish in the Pennsylvania Museum,
Philadelphia, remarkable for its unusual size, light

weight, and perfect condition, is embellished with a con-

ventional design of tulips in white and green outlined
with lavender, on an orange-colored ground. This superb
specimen measures seventeen and a half inches in diam-
eter and possesses a double band of inscriptions in low
German, and the date 1769. . . . This was made at one of

the old potteries in East«m Pennsylvania.
E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the V. S., p. 71.

slipe-cart (slip'kart), n. Same as slipe (a).

slip-fanlt (slip'falt), n. In geoL, a normal,
tension, or gravity fault.

The Triassic masses in this region consist largely of

Dolomites; and these are said by the Author [M. M. O.

Gordon) to be isolated by faults. Folded by many suc-

cessive creeping movements of the Earth's crust, inter-

sected by slip-faults and thrust-faults.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist, Jan., 19(H, p. 78.

slip-fiber (slip'fi"b6r), n. See the extract

under *cross-fibcr.

This has caused the slickensiding phenomena on the
fracture planes and a conseouent stretching of the fibrous

content ; hence the term " slip-Jiber.

"

which a block or shoe is pressed downward by
a lever upon the surface of the rail to retard

the motion. Since the block acts on the fixed

surface of rails secured to the ground, and the

abutment to its pressure is furnished by the

weight of the car itself, these brakes can be
very effective. Used on mountain roads as an
emergency brake. Science Abstracts, VI. see.

B, p. 56.

slipper-weed (slip '^r- wed), «. The pale

touch-me-not or jewel-weed, Impatiens aurea ;

also the spotted touch-me-not, /. bifiora.

These plants are also sometimes called wild

ladij's-slipper, or simply slippers, the names aU
referring to the shape of the flowers.

slippery-dick (slip'er-i-dik), «. In the Ba-

hamas and Florida Keys, the brilliantly colored

fish Halichmres biviitatus, of the family

Labridie.

slipping (slip'ing), n. Specifically, in ceram.,

the process of mixing clay with water to form
slip ; also, the act of decorating ware with sUp.

slip-ratio (slip'ra'shio), w. 'ri.^ ,„;„ i,„t^oonThe ratio between
Amer. GeoL, March, 1905, p. 194. •'"*' -r. \ ^ n "

;i *u„ ..^^^A ^f +lia
..^^ ......... „. .,

—r ,. -,,.,.,
,. , 4.- A • the slip of a propeller and the speed ot the

as a percentage of the displacement volume, slip-gear (slip'ger), «. A slip-motion
;
a device ,Y... t^ 5:«r.„ * „i;„ „„,„^„»„„» «„i-o-

to make a slide-valve, or other sliding piece,

change its position sidewise and hence pre-

vent wear on one part of the sliding siu-faee

more than on another.

-35. See the extract,

A "slip" is neither cockerel nor capon, but is between
the two, possessing the mischievous disposition and the

appearance of an ordinary cockerel, but, as a rule, being
unable to reprwluce. This condition is^due to^the n^ict

glip.gla,ze (slip'glaz), n. In ceram., a glaze of
.^ .

y-. .. "S clay mixed with ground minerals, applied in

^ . a liquid state and then burned.
they grow and fatten little if any better, while they do sliD-glazed (slip'glazd), a. In ceram., glazed
not bring as good a price in the market as the capons. ™,*tirn Hmiirl nrpnaratinn pomTioRpd of croiind

U. S. Dent. Agr., Bur. Animal Industry, Kep., 1906, ^^}'^ ^ uquia preparation composea oi grounu
[p. 273. minerals mixed with clay.

that a small piece of the testicle is left in t

piece often gmws to a considerable size. As the " slips
"

possess the same restless disposition as the cockerels.

propeller. It differs from slip percentage only

in being represented as a fraction of unity

instead of parts in a hundred. See *slip, 5.

slip-ring (slip'ring), )i. A metal ring, usually

of copper or cast-iron, used on electric appa-

ratus to lead the current into a revolving

structure.

Since the generator side of the motor generator set

may always be brought up to speed before being h^ded, it

is unnecessary to use a motor with wound secondary, or

slip rings. Jour. Franklin Inst., Nov., 1903, p..S5e,



slip-shuck

slip-shuck (slip'shuk), V. i.

the bran which remains on the bolting-cloth for vending small articles of merchandise,
sieves being pressed, mixed with about 50 per f^i oi"i>g pictures, weighing, playing musical
cent, of water, and sold for immediate use as

instruments, etc., which is either unlocked or
cattle-food. Also called ghtcnse fond, snqnr- l^^ "P

™ot.ion by dropping a coin into a slot.

food, corn-food, etc. Census Bulleiin 190,
«ee ^vendmg-mackine.

June 16, 1902, p. 23.- Slop padding-mangle, slot-rail (slot'ral), ». See *ra«l.
See -kpadding-maiKjle. slottlng-driU (slot'ing-dril), n. See *dnin.

R^ L. Hobson, u, Burlington Mag., II. 69. glope. n 4. The gradient of a surface, as of slotting-macMne, n.- Frame-slotting machine.

the husk or shuck leaving the latter attached
to the stalk : said of the ears of maize. Com-
pare *snap, V. t., 9. [Southern U. S.]

In handling, the ear left in the field pendent, in situ,

from the stalk ... is frequently '^ slip-ghiicked" and
carted to barn or crib. The Book of Corn, p. 169.

slip-ware (slip'war), n. Earthenware which is

coated with slip, or thinly diluted clay. See
«?(>!, 11.

Slip ware, though naturally superseded by the finer
earthenwares of tlie eighteenth century, is not yet ex-

tinct.
...... . ^ .. . ,. ,- ,.^

slitl, n. 6. In optics, the naiTow opening
through which a beam of light is admitted
into the tube of a spectroscope or other
optical instrument.— Cephalic silts. See -kce-

pkalic.— Double silt, the two slits of the spectrohelio-
graph, one, as usual, at the end of the collimator, the
other in front of and very close to the photographic
plate. As the collimator slit traverses, or is traversed
by, the image of the object (ordinarily the sun) fonned
by the object-glass of the telescope to which the spectro-
scopic apparatus is attached, an exactly corresponding
motion is given by some mechanism to the slit before
the plate. Thus a photograph is obtained due to the
light of some single wave-length, say that of the calcium
K or of hydrogen F. See*)<p€Ctrokelw<jraph.— Vlerordt
allt, a double slit the halves of which are opened and
closed by means of separate micrometer-screws : a form
of slit used in spectrophotometry.

slit-band (slit'band), K. In gasteropod mol-
lusks of the
families Pleu-
rotomariidse,
Bellerophon-
tida, and some
others, a band
on the periph-
ery of the whorl
produced by
the progres-
sive closing of

a slit at the
aperture which
is due to the
exsertion of the pu.

anal tube.

slit-bar (slit'

bar), ». A bar or lever within which is

fonned a slit or slot, in this slot a pin or stud is

fitted on a suitable slide, the latter usually on a screw
parallel to the slot and serving to adjust and clamp
the stud in a desired position ; or the block may be
moved by hand to its desired position and clamped
there by a nuL The length of stroke of njds attached to
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To pick from sl00p2, v. t.—To dry-sloop, to sloop logs on bare
ground, a method employed when the slope is so steep
that it would be dangerous to sloop on snow.

slopi

sludge-cock
place earlier in the stroke. In other link-motions, as in
the Walschaert, the link, (/, may be fixed in position and
have a rocking motion only, and the position of the slider

6. The product from finely ground !'
"'"''' "',™'^' <" ^ P''*' ">'= ""'<= »' "» n"""™-

In'dian corn freed from the germs and bolted, Slot-macnine (slot ma-shen"), n. A machine

land. In the description of forests, the follow-
ing terms are used to defiite the slope, each of
which has its equivalent in percentages of the
horizontal distance and in degrees.

a slotting-machine for finishing locomotive-frames whicli
has several heads on one base and can take several cuts
at once across the axis of the frame.

slot-winding (slot'win"ding), n. An armature-
winding the wires of which are laid in deep
grooves or slots cut in the core. Jour. Brit.
Inst. Elect. Engin., 1899-1900, p. 802.

slot-wound (slot'wound), p. a. Said of an
electric generator or motor the core of the
armature of which is provided with deep
grooves or channels within which the wires
are laid. Science Abstracts, VI., sec. B, p.
120.

5. In printing,^ a face of type that inclines slough-bass (slo'bas), n. The large-mouthed
black-bass, Micropterus salmoides. Jordan and
Erermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes, p.
3.58.

slough-grass (slo'gras), «. A stout subaquatie
perennial grass, Beckmannia erucseformis,
found in Europe and Asia, and in North
America from Ontario to the Pacific, reaching
north to Alaska. It grows in sloughs and
along streams, and in some places in the



sludgy

sludgy, (I. 2. Figuratively, slushy; mushy;
sickening ; as if 7uade of sludge or refuse.

I shall pet a slmi;i;/ paragraph in the papers for the
Grosser Carl, headed ' Gallant rescue,' with all the facts

put upside down.
Cutclife llyne, A Master of Fortune, xii.

sluf, sluft. Amended spellings of slough^,

sloiiflhed.

SlUg^, n- 1. (h) The solid line produced by the lino-

type machine. See -^linotype.

Types have no existence in the product of the linotype

machine; the unit is the line, which is known as a

"slug." Census BuUelin 218, June 28, 1902, p. 51.

(i) A lead of extra thickness used to widen the space be-

tween lines of type.

3. In mech., a name proposed by Worthington
for the mass to which a gravitational unit of

force must be applied to produce a foot pound
unit of acceleration ; 32.2 (or g) times the

mass of a standard pound.
The author [A. M. Worthington] introduces the name

" tlun " to denote the mass to wliich a foot-pound unit of

acceleration is produced by a gravitation unit of force.

Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 352.

slug-caterpillar, n— willow slug-catenjlllar,
the larva of^an American cochlidiid moth, Euclea del-

phinii. It is spiny and slug-like in shape, and feeds on
the foliage of willow, oak, and certain fruit-trees.

slugger, n. 2. A form of steam- or air-driven

rock-drill which delivers powerful strokes of

the drill-bar with the least cushioning effect

of steam or air in the actuating cylinder.

slugger-plate (slug'^r-plat), n. A coiTupated

plate fastened to the mandrel of a rock-crusher

roll. It protrudes slightly more than the other

plates on the mandrel, thus striking a harder
blow as the roll revolves, whence its name.

On one row, two of the plates are supplanted by
"slu(irier plates," the con-ugations of which extend
slightly be.vond the rest to act more or less as a sledge-

hammer in breaking up the rock.

Sci. Ainer. Sup., Jan. 30, 1901, p. 23470.

slug-shot (slug'shot), n. A trade-name for

an insecticide preparation used to protect

plants from grubs, etc., containing as its

active constituent a small proportion of cop-

per arsenite.

sluice, n. 2. (')) Same as *flu)ne, 4.

sluice, V. t. 6. In lumbering: («) Same as

-'•flume, 2. (b) To float (logs) through the

sluiceway of a splash-dam. Same as

*sphish, 5. (c) To injure (as a team of horses

or their driver) by the down-rush of a load of

logs due to the breaking of the hawser used to

control its descent over a steep slope.

[Maine.]
Tommy Eye knew without looking— knew without un-

derstanding. He knew— that most terrible knowledge
of all woods terrors— that he was "sluiced."

Ilolman Day, King Spruce, p. 318.

sluice-box (slos'boks), n. A rectangular ves-

sel which receives the flow from a pipe or

stream, from which through a flume or sluice

the water is led to the desired point of dis-

charge.
sluice-gate, «. 2. The gate which closes a
sluiceway in a splash-dam.

sluice-valve, «. 3. A straightway valve hav-
ing a free through opening; a gate-valve.

sluiceway, «. 2. The opening in a splash-

dam through which logs pass.

sluice-weir (slos'wer), n. A notch in a sluice

or channel below the level of which the water
comes to rest to allow solid matters held in

suspension to settle out ; also used to enable
the quantity of water flowing in the channel
to be measured by the use of accepted weir
formula?. Jour. Brit. Inst. Eleet. Engin.,
1899-1900, p. 190.

sluing-gear (slc'ing-ger), n. The horizontal
rack and pinion, or the swinging wheel and
rope and connections, used at the base of a

derrick to slue or swing the boom in a circular

path. Also called sioingitig-wheel.

sluit (sl^it), 11. [D., related to slot, track,

etc. : see .i/o/S.] A watercourse or gulch.
[South Africa.]

River-beds as dry as a bone in a furnace are very plenti-

ful, and so are other smaller gutters, called "sluits,"

where water flows in the rainy seastm.

J. Ralph, An American with Lord Roberts, p. 30.

slumber-cell (slum'bfer-sel), n. In histol., one
of the cells supposed to exist in connective
tissues and to be undifferentiable by any
known histological methods.

slumgum (slum 'gum), n. The propolis or
bee-glue and other impurities which remain
when a honeycomb has been drained of honey
and the wax clarified by melting in hot water.
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slumming^ (slum'ing), «. [An arbitrary use
of slumming^, with a vague suggestion of

dirty work. Compare jmddUng as associated

with puddle, «.] The washing of earthy mat-
ter, pulverized rock, etc., to separate a desired
element, as fossil remains or grains of ore.

Whatever method is employed for bleaching, this pro-

ce.ss has to be done very carefully, so as to prevent the
fossils from being desti-oyed by the acids. Tlie next step
is the " slumming," ov washing of the macerated mass.
For this purpose there are different devices for slumming
vessels. These are all constructed on the i>Ian of creating
a rising current of water through the mass, whicli is

ptjured over a sieve of brass netting with meshes not
smaller than 1.5 mm. in diameter.

Amer. Nat, Nov., 1903, p. 794.

slunk-weed (slungk'wed), n. The joepye-
weed, Eupaiorium puvjiureum.

Slur^, V. t Slurred, third, in music. See ittierce

coulee.

slur-cock (sler'kok), n. A cam for operating
the jacks and jack-sinkers in a knitting-ma-
chine.

slurry, «. 1. (b) In the manufacture of Port-
land cement, the mixture of silicious and
calcareous iugi'edients in due proportion,
brouglit to the consistence of a fluid mud by
the addition of a sufficient amount of water,
so as to insure intimate and uniform admix-
ture before drying and burning the solid ma-
terial.— 3. In ceram., inequalities in the
interior of a pottery vessel which are smoothed
by the rib or profile held in the left hand of

the workman as the wheel revolves, while a
damp sponge, held in the right hand, smooths
the exterior.

slusher (slush'er), «. On an Australian sta-

tion at shearing-time, an assistant to the
cook. Also slushy. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

'Sundays are the most trying days of all,' say the
cuisiniere. 'for then they have nothing to do but to
growl.' 'This man's assistant is called 'tile slusher.'

The Argus, Sept 20, 1890, p. 13, quoted in E. E. Slorris,

[Austral English.

The tarboy, the cook, and the slushy, the sweeper that
swept the board,

The picker-up, and the penner, with the rest of the
shearing horde.

A. B. Paterson, Those Names, in Man from Snowy
[River, 1. 6.

slushing-machine (slush'ing-ma-shen'), V.

In paper-nianuf., a machine for extracting the
water in which wood-pulp or other pulp is

suspended and causing the pulp to thicken
preparatory to using it in the paper-machine.
slusn-lamp (slush'lamp), «. A lamp made
from an old tin can and with a rag as a wick,
and filled with slush or refuse fat: used in the
Australian bush, and by explorers in the
Arctic regions, etc.

The slush-lamp shone with a smoky light.

J. Keighlcy, Who are You? p. 45, quoted in E. E.
[Morris, Austral English.

slush-wheel (slush'hwel), n. A wheel or drum
for washing hides or skins. Modern Amer.
Tumiing, p. 118.

slushy (slush'i), 11. Same as *slusher.

Sm. The chemical symbol of samarium.
S. M. An abbreviation (6) of the French Sa
Majesty, His (or .Her) Majesty; (c) of .Senior

Magistrate; (d) of sergeant-major; (<•) [I. c]
of sewing-machine ; (f) of Sons of Malta; (g)
of State Militia; (h) of the Latin Scientise

Maqister, Master of Science.

small. I. a— Small circle. &ee-kcircle.

II, n.— Pyrites smalls, a manufacturers' name for

the smaller fragments and dust of iron pyrites, as distin-

guished from the lumps, the two needing to be separately
roasted. All that will pass through a riddle of lialf-inch

or sometimes quarter-inch mesh is usually classed as
'small.s.'

small-fruit (smal'frot), n. See *bush-fruit.

smallpox, ".— Modified smallpox. Same as inn'o-

l"id.

smallpox-plant (smal'poks -plant), II. The
pitcher-plant or side-saddle flower, Sarracenia
purpurea ; also the southern species, .S'. minor,

which was called S. variolaris t)y Michaux,
from its supposed value in cases of smallpox.

smalto (smiil'to), n. [It. See smalt.'] Small
squares of colored glass used in mosaic work.

smaragd-green (smar'agd-gren'O, »• A gi-een

of the color of smaragd. A. S. Packard, Text-
book of Entom., p. 202.

smartl, «.— The smart set. See -kseti.

smartweed, »i .— Dotted smartweed. Same as u-nter-

smarlnerd (a) (whicli see, under gmarficci'd).— Water-
smartweed. (ft) Polygonum emersum, which grows in

swamps and low grounds in the eastern United States

and is somewhat injurious to pastm-es, meadows, and
muckland crops.

smilacaceons

smartweed-dodder (smitrfwed-dod'er), n.
iSee *dodder^.
smash, «'. t. 5. To press or make (the folded
and sewed sections of a proposed book) of a
uniform thickness.

During the next ten years the principal advance in
bookbinding doubtless will be in those branches of the
industry which are concerned with casting-in, gathering,
smashing, folding and sewing.

Census Bulletin 210, June 28, 1902, p. 65.

smash, «. 5. In lawn-tennis, an overhand
volley played hard and fast to prevent, by the
speed of the stroke, a return by the opponent.
smashing-point (smash'ing-point), n. That
jioint in tne life of an incandescent lamp at
which, owing to its decreased efficiency, it

should be broken and replaced by a new lamp
as a matter of economy. Amer. Inrentor,
Nov. 1. 1903, p. 214.

Sm. 0., sm. caps. Abbreviations of small
capitals.

S. M. £. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin
Sancta Mater Ecclesia, Holy Mother Church

;

(i) of School of Military Engineering.
smear, n. 5. The soft, semi-fluid mud of
calcium sulphate left in the generators when
whiting and sulphuric acid were used to pro-
duce carbon-dioxid gas in the manufacture of
aerated waters.— 6. In bacterial., a prepara-
tion of bacteria for microscopical examination
made by smearing the organisms upon a slide
or cover-glass. Also called sj^reof?. See *ei/?-

ture.
Gonococci were demonstrated ... by smears only.

Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 209.

smear, f . t. 5. To give a gloss to (pottery or
stoneware) without glazing, as by putting a
volatile flux or glazing preparation in the kiln
or in the saggar with the ware. See *smear-
glaze and *smearing.
sinear-culture (smer'kul-tur), n. A culture
of a micro-organism obtained by smearing
some of the material under examination over
the surface of one of the usual solid culture
media.
smear-glaze (smer'glaz), n. In ceram., a
slight gloss produced by smearing the inside
of the saggar or case in which unglazed pot-
tery is fired with giaze which in the kiln
vaporizes and forms a slight deposit on the
surface of the ware.
smearing (smer ' ing), n. Specifically, in
ceram., the process of glazing by evaporation.
See *smcar-glaze.

In the earthenware kilns, where common glazes are
employed upon the ware, if the saggars be closed, and
the heat be sufficient, other biscuit-ware placed in the
saggars may be slightly covered with a coating of glaze,
or be 'smeared,' liy the evaporation from the glazes.
Certain compositions may also be placed in the liottom
of the closed saggare and by their evaporation the ware
in them may be smeared or semi-glazed.
Handbook Brit, Pottery and Porcelain, Mus. Pract.

IGeol., p. 58.

smeeching (sme'ching), w. See the extract.
While the kiln is in operation, the escape of the arsenic

fumes can be detected here and there in the fonn of
little jets, which the workmen describe as "smeeching."

,'Sci. Amer. Sup.. Oct 5, 1907, p. 210.

Smegma bacillus. See *bacillus.

smel, r. and n. A simplified spelling of smell.

smell-hollow (smerhol"6), H. An olfactory
pit on the antenna of a honey-bee.
smelling-stick (smel'ing-stik), n. The sassa-
fras.

smelt-, «. 1. (A) In Melbourne, the fish llarengula
vittata, of the family Clupeidse. {i) In New Zealand and
Tasmania, Hetropinna retropinna, of the family Sal-
monidje. Its young are called ichitehait.— Cobbossee-
COntee smelt, Osmerus nun-dax abbotti of ('i.tihiissi-t'ctili-

tee Lilke. Maine.— Derwent smelt, a tisli. Unjilfihiu.n
scali, of flic family Uajilochitonidie, founti in I'asniani.^

—Kodlak smelt Ot^inerus albatrossis, found in Alaska.
— Fond smelt, II>ip"mcsus olidusof Alaska and Kam-
chatka.— Smelt of the New York lakes, A rgyrosomus
osmeri/ormis, one of the ciscos, found in lakes of central
New York.— Wilton smelt, Osmerus vwrdax spectrum,
of Wilton Pond, ilaine.

smer (smer), n. [Sw. smor, butter : said to be
due to the fact that much of the butter made
by the Swedish homesteaders was unfit for
use.] Rank, rancid, or soiled butter. [West-
ern U. S.]

S. M. I. An abbreviation of the French $a
Majr.'ite Imperiale, His (or Her) Imperial
Majesty.

smick-smock (smik'smok), n. The meadow
bitter-cress or cuckoo-flower, Cardamine pra-
tensis. Also called fc(?i/'s-s»HOcA-and smell-smnclc.

smiddy-leaves (smid'i-levz), «. The good-
King-llenry, Chcnopodium Bonus-Henricus.
smilacaceous (smi-la-ka'shius), «. Belonging
to the plant family Smilacaeeee.



smilaceous

smilaceous (smi-la'shius), a. Pertaining to or

resembling smilax : sometimes used for *smila-

careoKK.

smilacin (smi'la-sin), H. [Smilax (smilac-) +
-in-.] Same as *smi7a»npoHin.

Smilasaponin (smi-lS-sap'6-nin), n. Ismila(x)

+ ,s«//(«i/h.] a yellowisii white, horn-like,

levorotatory glucoside contained in the root
• of savsaparilla, Smilax medicd, S. officinalis,

etc. It resembles saponin and was formerly

called lidrnaparillasaponin or smilacin.

sminthurid (smin'thu-rid), H. and a. I. n.

One of the coUembolous family Sminthuridie
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show, cards, etc., are sometimes part of the

evening's entertainment. [Colloq.]

The mniiker on Satiirdaj', February 21, was well attended

bj' nienihere and their friends. The prugi-annne was ex-

ceptionally good, several of the numbers received enthusi-

astic encores. -V. 1'. AM. Club Jour., March, 1903, p. 19.

smoke-room (smok'rom), n. A room or cabin

set apart for the use of smokers : usually re-

ferring to such a room on a ship.

Kettle tunied on his companion with a sudden vicious-

ness. " By .James !
" he snapped, "you better take care

of your words, or there '11 be a man in this srnoke-romn

with a broken jaw,
Cutclife Hyne, A Master of Fortune, xi.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong- smokery (smo'ker-i), n. 1, A smoking-room;
ins to the family Sminthuridie.

Smithianism (smith'i-an-izm), ». The eco-

nomic doctrines of Adam Smith. The term
is often used to characterize a belief in

the beneficence of unrestricted competition.

Gumplowic: (trans.), Outlines of Sociol.,

_p. 15.5.

Smithism (smith'izm), »i. Same as *Smith-
i(tfli--^ir'.

smitbite (smith'it), n. A rare mineral species

from the dolomite of the Binnenthal, Switzer-

land. It occurs in light-red monoclinic crys-

tals with adamantine luster, and contains

a place in which to smoke.

Brenton was in his smokery, a happy-go-lucky room on
the tlrst ttoor. Story of a Great Scoop, p, 31,

2. A place in which opium is smoked; an
opium-joint.
The law is cumbrous on the subject ; but the immoral-

ity of the ^mnokerieg' will probably suffice to close them
as disorderly. Daily Chronicle, May 29, 1901,

smoke-stack, «.— Telescopic or telescoping
smoke-stack, a smoke-stAck consisting of two or more
sections which telescope or slide one into another: u-sed

on small Iwats to enable them to pass under bridges.

smoke-tree, «.— American or wild smoke-tree,
(hittant-w«»d, Cotinus cotinmdes.

. the -

sulphur, arsenic, and silver. Its formula is gmoking-bean (smo'king-ben), n. The catalpa
pro lably As;AsS._,. or Indian bean, Catalpa Catalpa: so called

Smithsonian wind-scale. See wind-*scale. f^om the custom of boys of smoking the pods.

smithy (smith'i), r. t.; pret. and pp. s»ii7/ii>rf, gmoklng-cliair (smo'k'ing-char), n. A chair,

ppr. smithying. To forge in a blacksmith's of the Cliippendale period of English furniture,

fire or shop. which faces diagonallv, that is, which is so

S. M. M. An iibbreviation of the Latin 5ancfa
,,,....

,)/((?)• Maria, Holy Mother Mary,
smoke,'.'. 9. To get away; skip; skedaddle.

[Slang, Australia.]

He said tti the larrikins, " You have done for him now ;

you have killed him," "What!" said one of them, "do
not say we were here. Let ns ginoke." " Sinoke," it mny
be explained, is the slang for the "push " to get away as

fast as p<wsible.
Syditei/ J/orninjr Herald, June 20. 1893, p. 8. quoted in

[E, £, Morris, Austral English.

smoke, ".—Cape smoke. Same as *doj>3,

(rude spirits such as Cape ".9mo*«" and the cheap
Portuguese liiiuors. Eneyc. Brit., XXXII. 808.

smoke-breeching (smok'brich'ing), n. A flue

for conducting the hot gases from a boiler, or

a battery of boilers, to the chimney; an up-

take. Trans. Amer. Soc. Mech. Engin., 1903,

p. 9:56.

smoke-burner (smok'b^r'n^r), «. A name smootll, a.

improperly given to furnaces or fires in which Kj.

the formation of smoke is prevented. A true smooth,

made that one corner is directly in front, and
the opposite .corner directly behind. Also

called cfirnrr-chair.

smoking-lamp, «. 2. InphysioT., a lamp em-
ployed for the smoking of the glazed paper
fastened to tlie drum of the kymograph. Va-
rious forms of smoking-lamps are in use, the

most common, perhaps, being gas-burners

with broad fish-tail flames, petroleum-lamps
with very broad wicks, and lamps fitted with

an air-biilb to sprav the soot upon the paper.

£. B. Titchener, E.xper. Psychol., I. ii. 173.

smoking-stand (smo'king-stand), «. In pliys-

iol., a stand of wood or metal in which the

drum of the kymograph is held and slowly ro-

tated during the smoking of the glazed paper.

K. II. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 173.

Smoky stones. See *stone.

15. In old music, same as *plain'i,

smoke, which consists of a current of gas carrying parti-

cles of carlKin, is n'jt combustible ; and If the tarry gases

or fumes are combustible, a furnace which consumes
them is a 'smoke-preventer' and not a smoke-bunier.
.Smoke-prevention is secured by supplying enough oxygen
at a sniticiently high temperature to unite with the com-
bustible giLses and giving room enough for such mixture
and union to t:»ke place,

smoke-cap (i-mok'kap), ". A device, such as

a cowl or hood, on the top of a smoke-stack
or chimney, designed to prevent gusts of wind
from striking the unprotected opening from
above and blowing the products of combustion
downward or backward into the flue, carrying

the smoke with them. Such caps may be
simple deflectors, or they may be movable so

as to turn the smoke outlet in the direction

toward which the wind blows.

smoke-eater (sm6k'e'''t6r), «. A fireman: a
name given to the men of the fire patrol.

[Slang.]

smoke-pre'Venter (smok'pre-ven't^'r), «. A
deviee designed to prevent the incomplete
com'iustion o( carbon which causes the forma-
tion of smoke. Such devices, to be successful, nnist

fimiish an adequate supply of oxygen, and keep both air

and K:xs at a temperature high enough for chemical com

^— To smooth a series of observed
quantities or acurve, to diminish or smo-rth away the

accidental irregularities so as to bring <uit the general sys-

tematic variations. The principal methods of smoothing
are the following : (a) The yrapliieal metlwd. in which
the original observations are plotteil to scale and asmixith

curve Is drawn by hand so as to leave ataut the same area

on either side of it: the coordinates of the curve are then

used Instead of those plotted fnim the original observa-

tions, (h) yumerical mcthodn. in which the means are

taker, of successive pairs of observations and again the

means of successive means. This pnxess may be repeated

Indeflnitely, and is known as Bloz<niiiii:i or liloxam's

viethod. An analogous method, but one more nearly in

acoird with the precepts of the laws of chance, is em-
bodied in the f<illowing rule, devised by Dr, Galle of

Breslau, for combining together seven consecutive dally

means o </ into one value for the median date

(rf):

-= ^{a + ib + 9c+11d + 9e + i/^!/).

This formula can he rearranged so as to reduce the whole

process of computation to a simple system of summing
and halving.

Smoothed rainfall c«rr<'« for the British Isles, Brussels,

Madras. Bombay, I 'ape Town an-l the Uptwr Ohio valley

show a long-i>eriod variation at all the stations.

•ScicilM, July 17, 1903, p, 91,

smooting (smo'ting), n. Same as *grassing, 2,

IVebh, Indust. Democracy, I. 439. [Trade

Union cant.]
blnatlon U. be complete. This comliinatlon also must gmother, I', <.— Smothering crop. See *crop.—
li ive n»>m enough and time enough to be complete before

the temperature falls below the temperature i>( combus-
tion and ignition. See itgmoke-l/urner and smoke-con-

KUmrr.

smoke-proof (smok'prof), n. In type-founding,

the trial proof taken by the punch-cutter or

engraver. The steel punch i.s held over a
smoking flame until covered with carbon, and
is then impressed by hand on slightly damp-
ened paper.

Pleasing as a new ornament In this style might appear

To smother the ball See*ia«i

smonse, «. 2. in South Afn .-a, a peddler; a

kind of commercial traveler for storekeepers

in large towns, who goes through the thinly

inhabited parts selling goods; an itinerant

merchant. Also smnus.
Even the wandering ".'tmouse" had not penetrated so

far. Mrs. Lionel rhillips, South African Recollections, 11,

8. m. p. An abbreviation of the Latin sine

masrula vrole, without male issue.
Pleasing as a new ornament m mis siyie migni appear "-"o

• ,
^ '„ j ..„ .„,„o „f „„t v,q„1, oil

In the smnke-proo/. It was sure to be a blotch In the smudgcl, „. 3. In the game of set-back all-

print and at variance with the type,

Ue Vinne, Title-pages, p, 79,

smoker, n. 1. (<<) in lief-keepina, an apparatus for

creating a smoke to quiet the bees,

8. An informal gathering of men where smok-

ing is freely indulged in: music, a vaudeville

8.-78

fours, the player who bids 4 and makes it,

winning the eame on the hand if he is not in

the hole on the score at the time,

Smnt, " Barley-smut, a disease of barley caused by

smut-fungi. There are two kinds : covered harley-smut,

due to L'stilago llordei, in which the spores of the fungus

snake-dance
are often retained by a thin envelop until harvest ; and
naked barley-smut, due to Ustilago nuda, in which the
spores soon become free and are blown away.— Com-
smut. See maize-sinut aud corn-ireryot.— Hard smut,
the stinking snmt. See smut, 3 (6)~ Hidden smut, a
snmt disease of oats caused by Ustilayo avt'uje leris. It

Is so called because the spore-mass of the fungus is con-
cealed within the chatf of the grain,—Loose Emut, a de-
structive fungous disease of gi-ain which attacks and
destroys the kernels, producing a black powdery mass
of spores. The loose snmt of wheat is caused by Vstilaijo

Tritin, and that of oats by Vstilayn Avense.~Qll\0\i.-

smut, a fungous disease of the onion due to Vrocystis
Ccpulif, which attacks the young leaves and bulbs,

—

Rlce-smut, a smut disease of rice due to the snnit-

fungus Tillctia corona.— Rye-smut, the smut disease

of rye due to Urocystis occulta, which attacks the leaves

and culms of lye. Also called rye-stem sm^tt.— Sorghum-
smut, the disease of sorghum-grain caused by the snmt-
fungns Cintractia Sor(jhi-rulyaris.— Stone-smut, the
stinking smut. See smut, 3 (M,—White smut, a disease

of spinach due to Entytmna hllisii.

smut, !'. t- 5. In leather-manuf., to go over

(the blacked side of a hide or skin) with a

woolen cloth to remove dirt and improve the

appearance of the blacking. C. T. Davis,

Mannf. of Leather, p. 433.

smut-grass (smut'gras), n. A rush-grass,

Sporobolus Indicus, widely distributed through

the warmer regions of the world, and common
in many parts of the southern United States. It

grows in scattered tufts and patches in dry open
fields. The slender leafy stems soon become
woody and tough, unfitting the plant for for-

age. The long and slender spike is usually

blackened by a smut {Helminthosporium J{a-

venelii), whence this name and that of black-

seed grass. Sometimes called carpet-grass.

snaffle-bit, n. specifically, a light bit for the riding-

bridle, with long-horned and solid ring-cheeks, which are

hjose in the heads of the mouthpiece. The name was
originally applied to a single-cheek riding-bridle ; on the
Intrmluctlon of the donble-iheek bridle It was retained

for the bit.— Dexter snafHe-hlt, a trotting-bit which has
a mouthpiece with unusually large ends and a small

center.— Half-cheek snaffle-bit, a light driving-bit

characterized l)y ring check-pieces with half-cheeks at-

tached that fall below the mouth.— Half-homed
snaffle-bit, a hit with half-horns aTiil rings at the outer

ends of the mouthpiece,— Rarey snaffle-bit, a bit in

which the mouthpiece is a wooden rollertiniiiiig upon an
iron pin: introduced by Rarey, a noted horse-trainer.

It is also called a wooden gag-bit.— 'BAnsai. snaffle-bit, a

light ring-bit with loose rings on the mouthpiece for a

nose-band,

snaffles (snaf'Iz), n. The wood-betony or louse-

wort, I'edicularis Canadensis.

snagl, ". 9. In mech., a lug, or projection

from a surface, through which there is a hole

to receive a bolt or pin.

snagrel (snag'rel), H. Same as *sangrel.

snag-SCO'W (snag'skou), n. A scow used in

pulling snags out of a river.

The white »n<i!7-«i;ow that likes to hang round St, Louis
considerable did keep the snags pulled out of the mouth
of the Missouri anyway,

C. D. .Stewart, Partners of Providence, xiil,

snail-cam (snal'kam), 71. A cam shaped some-
what like a snail ; a rocker-cam. W. J. Dibdin,

Public Lighting, p. 77.

snaij-eater (snal'e-t^r), n. A book name for

Jnastumus lamelligerus, one of the African

storks.

snail-shell, »).— snow snall-shell, a modified form

of snow-roller produced by a small object rolling down a

steep slope of moist snow, collecting the adhesive surface

layer and surrounding Itself with a spiral strip of snow
wound like the whorl of a snall-shell. Plant World,

March, liXW, p, 66.

snake, « Homed snake, the homed viper. Cerastes,

a very poisonous .African snake,— Horsehalr-snake.
Same as */oiir-«im«v.— RlngneCk snake. See *rtH<;-

vn-k.— Snake-skln green. See *green i

,

snake-arrow (snak'ar o), «, An arrow carved

and ornamented so as to represent a snake.

Haddon, Evolution in Art, p. 25.

snake-berry (snak'ber'i), ». 1. The red bane-

berry, Actira rubra.— 2. The common bryony,

Bryonia dioica.— S. The partridge-berry,

Mitchella repens.—^. The bittersweet, Sola-

nitm Dulcamara.
snake-bite (snak'bit), n. 1. The nodding

wake-robin, Trillium cernnum.— 2. The blood-

root, Sanguinaria Canadensis.— 3. The wild

lettuce, I'.actuca Canadensis.

snake-blenny (8niik'blen'''i), n. A blennioid

fish of the genus Lwmpenus. L. serpentinus is

found in the North Atlantic.

snake-dance (snak'dans), n. A ceremony or

dance in which snakes or images of snakes

are used; particularly, a ceremony of the

Hopi in which live rattlesnakes are caught

and carried by the priests in their mouths.

The ceremony is related to observances in-

tended to procure rain.

Tlie description of the snake and flute ceremonies,

still perfomied according to the ancient ritual, unmodi-



snake-dance

B^^iyX'hrfstianity, for the purpose of bringing abun-
dant mins and successful crops, is founded on studies

conducted in 1S96 and lSi>7. and is illustrated by coloured

Sictwres of the aiiake dance and the antelope altar at

[ishongnovi, and by other plates. The ceremony is

attended by some repulsive features— as the rush to

catch the snakes, their being caiTied by the priests in

their mouths, ajid the general distribution of an emetic

prior to the great feast which closes the proceedings.
Alhena'um, Sept, 19, 1903, p. 386.

The psychic element of religion in the Snnkf. dance is

totemic ancestor worship, which is fundamental in the

whole Hopi ritual. The reptile is a society totem, the

lineal survivor of a clan totem, and the t^item ancestor,

called the Snake maid, is, generally, like totemic ideas,

an authmpo-zoomorphic conception.
A7l. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 1009.

snake-fern, «. 2. See *fcrn''-.

snake-fish, «. 4. A fish, Polypterus senegalus,

which lives in rivers of Africa and has many
peculiar characters: well represented in former

times, but only two genera belonging to one
family remain. The fossil forms are now
arranged in five families. Froc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1S99, p. 985.

snake-flower (siiak'flou"*r), n. 1. Theviper's-

bugloss, Echiiim rulgare.—2. The greater

stitchwort, Alsine Holostea.— Z. The white

dead-nettle, Lamium album.— 4. The white

campion. Lychnis alba.— 5. The star-flower or

American chickweed-wintergreen, Trientalis

Americana.
snake-goddess (snak'god'es), n. The name
given to the subject of certain figurines found
in recent excavations in

Cnosus in Crete. The most
Important of these is 34.2

centimeters high and is

dressed in a high tiara and
an extremely modern-look-
ing bodice and skirt. The
breasts are bare and full.

The image dates from the
Myoensean and Minoan pe-

riods, probably before 1500

B.C.

snake-grass (snak'gr&s), n.

1. The forget-me-not, My-
osotis palnstris.— 2. Same as

*snake-ftower, 2.

snake-lily (snak'UPl), «.

See *nh/.

snake-milk (snak'mil6), n.

The flowering spurge. Eu-
phorbia corollatn.

snake-necked (sniik'nekt),

a. Having a long, snake-
like neck.—Snake-necked tur-
tl68, a group of fresh-water tuitles,

usually considered as a suborder,

in which the neck can not be drawn into the shell,' but is

bent sideways ; the Pleurodira.

snakeroot, n.—Evergreen snakeroot, the fringed

milkwort, rolyr/ala pauiij„liii.—Oii of Canada snake-
root. See m7.— Poison snakeroot, the jioison hem-
lock. C"/ii"i,i Hinou/ado/i.- Samson's snakeroot. (!/)

.See si"i/>ir''rt.rn-iitian. under -k^icntian.

snake-salamander (snak'sara-man-der), n.

A limbless, burrowing amphibian of the order

Gymnophiona; a coeeilian.

Burrowing amphibians generally known as coccilians,

but which may be better designated in popular zoology

as unake-aalamandertt. Kiwwledye, Dec, 1904, p. 293.

snake's-eyes (snaks'iz), «. pi. A term popu-
larly applied in England to certain fossil fish

teeth, generally those of the pavement-toothed
selachians.

snake-worship (snak'wer"ship), n. See ophi-

olatry.

snap, V. t. 8. In cricket : (a) To snatch at in-

stead of waiting for (the 'ball), (b) To catch

(a batsman) out: said of the wicket-keeper.

[CoUoq.] — 9. To pick without releasing from
the husk: said of the ears of maize : as, a crib

oi snapped com. Comp&re *slij>-shuck. [West-
ern U. S.]

snap, ». 21. A temporary banking game : as,

to deal a s»i<yj at faro.— 22. Same as S7iap-

*bean.

snap-bean (snap'ben), n. See *bean^.

snap-berry (snap'ber'i), «. The coral-berry,

Sym/ihoricarpos Symphoricarpos.

snap-cracker, «. 2. A fire-cracker. Dialect

yote.H, 111. iii. [U. S.]

snap-finger (snap'fing'ger), n. Same as trig-

gcr-fingcr. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 526.

snapper, «. (J) in gla>s-inanuf., a workman who
operates a snap or case. See »nap, 16.

Eighteen •' enappem" of the Kansas window glass fac-

tory returned to work triday after a two days' strike for

higher wages. Kanms City Daily Star, Dec. 12, 1903.

(k) An automatic attachment to a sounding-lead for tak-

ing aimples of the bottom. It coDsists of jaws which

Minoan Snake-goddess.

(From " Annual of the
British School at

Athens," 1903.)
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one of the links or over the standing part of
the chain cr rope. — 3. The hook of a chain-
sling for catching barrels under the chime to
hoist them.
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close when the lead strikes the sea-bottom.— Black-fln
snapper, a small sui'pper, Lutjanug bticcanelia, found
in the West Indies.— Dog-snapper, lane-snapper.
See iedoff-gnapper, -klanr.tinappi'r.— Mahogany snap-
per, Ltttjanits maho'jt'iti, a small brown West Indian
snapper of the family /ywdamda!.— Mexican snapper, sncak, n. 3. In cricket, a ball bowled along
Smne as red snapper. See K/mppir.—Red-talled

fl,.. iminTiil • •) o-rnb Hiiti-h-iiimii Ci-ii.kef n
snapper, a common name of Lvtjanus si/nfoinx. an '" g'<'U"ii

•

'f.g''^"^-.
"«"'«*' *<>«, (,lUKei, p.

abuiu^nt food-flsh of the West Indian fauna, found i*- —4. In whist, a Singleton lead,

from Florida to Brazil.— Sllk-snapper, a common sneak-CUITent (snek'kur"ent), n. In elect.,
name given to two related lutianoid fishes, .Yeoman'* stray current, due to leakage or deficient insu-
ha^tm;,^ and Aeomsems nvanu,, both of them of the

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ of sufficient intensity
^^ '"S- to melt fuses or open circuit breakers, is detri-

mental to the circuit in which it flows if of
long duration; specifically, such a current in
telegraphic and telephonic circuits. Elect.

World and Engin., Oct. 8^ 1904, p. 630,— sneak-
cmrent coll, a protective device against sneak-currents,
consisting of a coil of high resistance the gradual beating
of which by such currents results in the melting of a fuse
and the breaking of the circuit in which it is placed.

sneaker, n. 3. Same as *grub, 4.— 4. pi.

Low heelless canvas shoes with rubber soles.

[Colloq.]

sneez, v. and «. A simplified spelling of sneeze.

Yellow-tailed Snapper iOcyurus chrysurus').

(From Jordan's " Guide to the Study of Fishes. ")

West Indian fauna. Also called pargo de lo alto.— Yel-

?rw?JJt,?SS,^
°"''""'"''''"™'""''' '""''""'''

"'sneezeweed, ». 2. In Australia, a dwarf,'

snapper-flower (suap'6r-flou'''6r), n. See
snap-jack.

snap-ring (snap'ring), n. 1. A form of ring,

used by jewelers and others, in which a
segment of the circumference of the ring
can be slid round upon the adjacent portion,

so as to open the ring to receive a closed link

or ring. The movable segment snaps back
into place by a spring, and locks in place by
fitting into or over the segment against which

erect, odorous herb of the aster family, Centi-

peda Cunninghamii, considered a valuable spe-
cific for certain diseases of the eye.

snib^ (snib), V. i.\ pret. and pp. snibbed, ppr.
snibbing. In lumbering, to allow one's self to
be carried away (ostensibly by accident) on
the first portion of a jam that moves ; ride

away from work under the guise of being
accidentally carried off in river-driving.

[U. S.]

the spring presses it.— 2. A ring which is Snibel, n. In New England, the pin that fast-

Seeens the tongue to the body of a cart,

the extract.

This is obviously the Dutch snavel, German Schnabel,
beak, point, hook. . . . The word, of coui-se, came through
the Dutch. F. M., in N. and Q., 9th ser., VIII. 183.

snide, >;. 2. A spurious object ; a humbug ; a
fake ; something designed to cheat. [Slang.]

His diamond ring 's a cut-glass snide.

Wallace Irwin, Love .Sonnets of a Hoodlum, vi.

snapped into place ; a oast-iron ring cut at

only one point, used for packing an engine-
piston. It is expanded to pass the end of the

piston and snaps into place.
In so far as the rings are concerned, the best practice

now makes them as light as possible, in many cases dis-

pensing with springs entirely. This type of piston is

used on the heaviest kin<l of work, with very high pres-

sures, in locomotive and torpedo-boat engines, and is

wholly reliable against leakage. The advantages are

that being relieved from abnormal and nnnecessaiy pres- gnif ;'. and J). A simplified spelling of 'tniff.

sure on its walls, the cylinder wears true and is not scored j 5 ^ small, insignificant person or
or cut by the packing rings. These last are called " snap "^'r

•

.' . & . , ^
rings,'* from the fact that they are sprung into the piston, thing : as, a mere snip of a girl.

having elasticity enough to go over its Hanges and resume snipe', n. 4. The Lake Tahoe trout, SalniO
their fonn when they get into the grooves provided in clurkii henshawi, found in western Nevada and
the piston for them. 5ci. -lni«r., Keb. 14, 1903, p. 110. - -----

snap-shot (snap'shot), M. and rt. I. n. A sud-

den or quick shot, literally or figuratively; in

photog., the instantaneous taking of a picture

as with a detective camera, or with one of the

many portable cameras.
Snapshots by night may soon be a matter of course to

neighboring parts of California.

snipe', V. i. 2. To shoot at the enemy, or at

isolated soldiers or outposts, in a casual way,
as ojjportuuity offers. See *s)iix>ing.

II. trans. To shoot (one of the enemy) from
ambush oriu a casual way, and not in a regular
battle.

camera.
A lai'ge number of

eveiT possessor of a camera. .„-_. , . ,_ •„^ „„«
Phuio-miniature, Sept., 1901, p. 289. snipe^ (smp), f. t.; pret. and pp. sniped, ppr.

II. «. 1. Pertaining to or taken by a snap- sniping. Same as *HOsel, 5.

shot, as a photograph; adapted to the taking sniper^ (sni'per), n. [sHipel, r.,-f- -cr.] 1. One
of instantaneous photographs: as, a snap-shot who shoots snipe.— 2. An irregular fighter; a

sharp-shooter. See *snipc'^, v. »., 2.

We were going to ride overopen, rolling counti-j', dotted
with kopjes and believed to hold a good number of the
genus 'sniper.' The escort fell in behind us in tile, and
walked solemnly after us like a string of ducks.

Army and A'avy Jotir., March 30, 1901, p. 749.

3. A prospector.

Some unsystematic work [searching for gold] was done
during the fall of 1901 by snipers, usually working with
rockers. U. S. Geol. Sure., Prof. Paper 10, p. 61.

sniper^ (sni'per), n. Isnijie^, r., -i- -er.] One
who noses logs before they are skidded. See
*HO«ei, 5.

A method sniping (sni'ping), n. and a. I. n. Desultory
firing by an enemy into a camp or force on the

march;' sharp-shooting: so called from the

methods of snipe shooters.

The soldiers in the trenches put their hats on the para-

pet to draw the enemy's marksmen and " humorously
called it sniping."
Gen. Evening Post, June 15,' 1773, quoted in N. andQ.,

|9tb ser., XI. 434.

II. a. Characteristic of the firing of a

shai-p-shooter ; desultory; irregular; unex-
pected: said of shooting.

But even this advantage was greatly reduced by their

being exposed to a sniping flre from neighlionring walls.

r. Blacker, Mahratta War, p. 179.

Lient ... of the Ninth United States Infantry received

a serious sniping wound while patrolling at Hoshiru.
X. y. Times, Aug. 28, 1900.

snapshot " photographs.
(Jeog. Jour. (R. U. S.), XVI. 124.

2. Hence, executed rapidly or sketchily.

[Colloq.]

Each line of the above, it should be added, is illustrated

by snap-shot sketches of Franz at his toilette.

11. C? Brooks, in Bookman, Sept., 1906, p. 18.

snapshot (snap'shot). r.; pret. and iip. snap-
shotted, ppr. snapshotting. I. trans. To take

a photographic snap-shot of.

II. intrans. To take photographs with a
snap-shot camera.
snap-welding (snap'wel-ding), n
of joining the rails of an electric road in which
the ends of the rails are heated to softness

and then snapped or squeezed together.

snap-willow (snap'wil"6), n. Same as crack-

willow (which see, under willow'^).

snap-wood (snap'wud), n. The spice-bush.

Benzoin Bensoin.

snare, r. t. 3. In snrg., to cut off by means of

a snare. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 146.

snark (snark), n. [_sn(ake) -(- {sh)ark.'\ A
name given in "Alice's Adventures in Won-
derland ' to an imaginai'y animal. See *blend-

icord.

snatch-block, «.— Eyesnatch-Wock.an iron snatch-

Itlock having an eye at the top and open at the side for

cimveniciice in adjusting the rope to the block.— Link
snatch-block, a snatch-block in which the open side is cninnv a. 3. Inclined to be supercilious or
co)iiuTte(l by a link with the hook of the block.— Plate . ,,?;{;'A !. «nobbi«h fCollon 1
snaton-block, an iron snatch-block which has a plate uppish

,
snoDMSIi. H-ol^q-J

.„
^ ,

at the botujin for convenience in securing it to the deck
; snip-snap-snorcm (snip'snap-sno'rem ', H. A

a deck snatch-block. Another form of deck-block is se- eard-game in which any number can play, a
cured by a holt

, rr. v. i o f"ll pa<^k being dealt out, one at a time, as
snatch-hook (snach huk), n. 1.1 he hook ot

f^^. ^^ jj ^ii ^ .p^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ,,,.5 „„ ^^^ j^ble,

a snatch or snatch-block.— 2. The hook or a face up, any card he pleases. Each player to the left in

chain or wire rope which may be caught in turn matches it, if he can, with one of the same denom-
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ination, calling out " snip. " Tlie holder of the third card
of that denomination calls " snap," and the holder of the
fourth calls " snoreni " and is entitled to start another
round with any card he pleases. The first to get rid of
all his cards gets a chip for every card held by others.
Also called Earl of Coveiltri/.

SnoUy-gOSter (snori-gos-ter), H. [Origin ob-
scure.] An ambitious, boastful, talkative,
unprincipled fellow. [Slang.]

A »twUyfroster is a man who is ambitious for office re-
gardless of party, platform or principles, and if he gets
there at all he does so by monumental talk.

The Georgia Cracker, Aug. 17, 1896.

We am de gnoltyf/osterg

An' lubs Jim Ribber oysters.
Dan Emmet, The Black Brigade.

snook~, n. 5. The pike and various other
fishes of similar shape.
snooker (sno'ker), n. A game played with
balls on a billiard table.

He n<xlded significantly' towards the'new-comerB, as
much as to hint that a third person with them would be
distinctly an inconvenient third. Onslow turned to
thera, cue in hand, and proposed a game of snooker.
"That's precisely wliat we came up for," said Amy

Rivers promptly. " Haniilto!i, get out the balls. Mr.
Onslow, will you put the billiard-balla away, so that they
don't get mixed? "

They played and talked merrily.
Culcliffe Hyne, The Little Red Captain, ill.

snooz, t°. and n. A simplified spelling of
snooze.

snorterl, n. 6. A motor-ear driven by an in-
ternal-combustion engine, the high-pressure
exhaust of which is so incompletely muffled
as to emit a snorting noise. [Slang.] — 6.
Something unusually good. Dialect Notes,
III. iii. [U. S., slang.]

snot, n. 4. The first part of the shedding
stage, in the soft crab industry. Saturday
Ere. Post.

sno'tgall (sDot'gal), n. A common name in
Tasmania of Seriolclla brama, a fish belonging
to the family Carangidie.

snotty, 1. Et. n. In the British navy, a mid-
shipman. [Slang.]

Our Mr. Mixjrshed. He was the second cutter's gnotty— my Knotty—on the Archiniandrit«— two years.
li. Kiplinri, Their Lawful Occasions, in Trai&cs and

[Oiscoveries, p. 101.

Snouba bark. See *6ari-2.

snout-beetle, ».— scarred snont-beetle, any mem-
i)erof the family Otiorhyarhid/e, so called on account of
a scar at the tip of tiie rostrum characteristic of this
f;iMiily of i>t-etles.

snout-moth, «.— cotton snout-moth. See *coKonl.

SnOW^ "— aiory of the snow. See *CAionodara,—
Ctolden snow, a light-yellow colored snow which occa-
sionally falls in Eunipe and America. The color is due
t4i the adniixlure of the iM»llen of pine-trees.— Pole Of
snow. .See */Wc*-.— Treading snow, a crunchy sounil
due to slowly repeated puffs of gas igniting in a wcMjd
fire, imitating the slow heavy step of an old man in the
snow. [C'oIIoq., Virginia.]

SnOW^, r. t.—to snow the cards, to take a card from
the top and bott*>m of the pack simultaneously and throw
them on the table, Instead of shuffling them. See it/uzz-
ing.

sno'wball, n. 3. (rf) A delicate pudding
steatiu'd in a mold, then rolled in powdered
sugar, and served with wine sauce.—Little
snowball, tht; bntt-in-bush, CepkalanthuA oecidentalitt.
— The snowball system, in England, the name of a
popular system of making charitable collections in which
one i»en«tn asks each one of a certain number (say five)

to contribute a small sum, every one of the five pledging
himself to ask five others Ut do the same ; the twenty-five
in turn ask five each ; and soon, the amount collected
rolling up (like a snowball) t/t a large sum in a very short
time. Also called the eudlegg chain *j/»f«m. — Wild
snowball. (&) The redroot or New Jersey tea, Ceanu-
th>iji\4 iiterieanus.

sno'wberry, ". 3. A Tasmanian name for
tidiiltlirrid liiitjiida. See icax-cluster and
*ch !«•/,i/-rh ucky.

snow-bird, w. (?) The ivory gull. Larue ebumeun, an
arctic species that in winter is pure white.

snow-blanket (sno ' blang ' ket), n. Snow
which covers the ground and protects vegeta-
tion from severe cold. As the snow melts
slowly by the conduction of heat from below
it furnishes water for the plants that are liv-

ing below it.

snowbreak, n. 2. In/wf^try, the breaking of
trees by snow.— 3. An area on which trees
have been broken by snow.— 4. See ^shelter-
belt.

snow-cloud (sno'kloud), n. A cloud from
which snow is falling or is likely to fall.

snow-craft (sn6'kr4ft), n. A knowledge of
the bfliavior of snow and the best methods
of combatting it : an important part of suc-
cessful mountaineering.

In imow-craft the choice of rr»ute is the result of a full

onderstaadlntf of the behaviour of snow under a multi-
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tude of varying conditions ; it depends largely upon ex-
perience, and much less upon gymnastic skill.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 23.

snow-creep (sno'krep), n. The slow move-
ment or settling of snow down a slope.

Small trees are directly broken and abraded by weight
of snow or by miow creep. Science, Feb. 28, 190S, p. 3^9.

snow-cripple (sn6'krip"l), «. A tree crippled
by snow. See the extract.

On the other hand, when the struggle of trees for exis-
tence is primarily with snow, the forest as altitude in-
creases is resolved into groups of trees. These become
more separated, and the upper groups of the trees occupy
ridges and local elevations. .Snow-cripples possess the
spire form, with flourishing upper shoots, but the lower
branches and foliage are dying or dead, broken by snow
and attacked by fungi. Science, Feb. 28, 1908, p. 339.

snow-drift, «. 2. Same as snow-on-the-moun-
tnin, 1.— 3. The sweet alyssum, Aduseton
maritimum.
snowdrop, ".—African snowdrop. Same as v4^ri-
can khlaMer-nut.^YsUov snOwdrop, the yellow
dog-tooth violet, Erythronium Atnericanuvi.

snow-dust (sno 'dust), )). The finest snow
raised from the ground by the wind and car-
ried along, as in the purga.

snow-fence (sno'fens), n. A fence built to
break the force of the wind in snow-storms
and to prevent the drifting of the snow.
Snow-fencee are commonly erected in Canada to check

the rate of snow-drifting. Nature, Sept. 4, 1902, p. 454.

sno'wflake, ». 3. (J) The sweet-william,
Dianthus barbatus.

snow-hut (sno'hut), H. A hut built of snow,
particularly the dome-shaped hut of the

Eskimo built of blocks of snow which are ar-
ranged 8j)i rally so as to form a vault,

sno'wing (sno'ing), n. 1. The falling of snow.— 2. Same as *J'u::infj.

snow-plow, n. Snow-plows used on electric roads are
special cars fitted with high-power motors and some form
of snow-scraper. t>ne form, called a nhear-plow, is fitted
with stnjng wide shear-boards placed in pairs, the lower
and outer Ixjard being adjustable at an angle of alxiut 4,'j^

across the track in front of the car; another, called a
none-ptow, has a double shear in front of the car. Each
style also employs wing-scrapers behind the plows to
shove the snow away from the car. Small shear-plows,
called track-gcrapem, are also fitted to ordinary cars to
remove light falls of snow. For city streets snow-plows
are often replaced by a machine called a traek-nweeper.

snow-ripple (sno'rip'l), n. A ripple-mark in
snow.
On SnoH'-ripjileg. Abstract of paper by the author [V.

Coniish) reail at .Section E, British Association, 1900. See
Report Bradford .Meeting.

(Jeog. Jour. (R. G. ».), XVIII. 192, note.

snow-roller (sno'rd'l^r), n. See the extract.

It seems that the flakes of a light fluffy layer of surface
snow are made adhesive by a rise in the temperature of
the air above the freezing point, while the under snow
remains cold and dry, and the particles of damp surface
snow are enabled to adhere t(» each other, but not to the
dry under snow. A strong wind may then push over
little pnjjections of the sui-face snow and start them roll-

ing, when, of course, they will travel and grow until the
resistances overcome the propelling power of the wind.
Tliese "enow rollers" vary in size, some being only a few
inches In diameter, while at times others tiave been seen
2 feet or more in length. Nature, March 12, 1908, p. 453.

snow-rose (sno'roz), n. See *rose^.

snow-slide, n. 2. In lumbering, a temporary
slide on a steep slope, made by dragging a
large log through deep snow which is soft or

soak

thawing. When frozen solid, the track may
be used to slide logs to a point at which they
can be reached by sleds.

snow-spectacles (sn6'spek"ta-klz), n. pi. A
shield, with narrow slits, designed to protect
the eyes from the glare of snow.
snow-worm (sno'werm), «. Same as snow-
flea.

snubbing-pitch (snub'ing-^ich), n. In lumher-
ing, the slope at which it is necessary to use
a snub-line to control the downward move-
ment of a load of logs. [Maine.]

It was the crux of the situation, that enubbing-piteh.
With its desperate dangers, its uncertainties, its celerity,
it was ominous and it was fascinating.

Uotman Day, King Spruce, xxvL

snub-line (snub'lin), ». l. Same as snubbing-
liiie.— 2. In lumbering, a hawser used to con-
trol the movement of a load of logs down a
steep slope. [Maine.]

It was well into February before they began to haul
their logs to the landing-place on Blunder Stream. But
even with an estimated five millions to dump upon the
ice of Blunder, time was ample, for the snub-line down
the steep quarter-mile of Enchanted's shoulder made a
cut-off that doubled the efficiency of the teams.

Holmnn Day, King Spruce, xxvl.

Bnxit,v. and n. A simplified spelling of snuff.
SnufP, «.—High dried snuff, a type like Scotch, but
more pungent, with only 6 per cent, of moisture.— Mac-
COboy snuff. Same as mctccouba irsmtJK —'BUSiCCOU'ba.
snuff. See iixaccouba and rappee -ksnuff.— Offal snuff,
in the British excise law, waste material formerly con-
verted into snuff, but with the disuse of that article left
on the hands of manufacturers. A drawback is allowed
by the Customs for this material. See quotation under
Qkwji's Pipe— Rappee snuff. Hee rappee. The dark
color of this snuff is due to longer fermentation. It is
highly scented and contains an average of 40 per cent of
moisture. Maccouba snuff is sometimes included as a
variety of this.- Scotch snuff, a light-colored type,
plain or S'-»nted, containing about 20 per cent, of mois-
ture.

snuff"-', r. t. 2. In currying, to smooth or pnt
out with a sleeker. See to put out (c), under
put^, V. i. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather,
p. 429.

snuff-bean (snuf'ben)j «. A name given to
the tonka-bean, from its use in scenting snuff.

snuff-box, 11— Musical snuff-box, a name fomierly
used for all musical b<)xes, because early examples were
made of small size and were not unlike snuff-boxes in ap-
peanuice.

snuff-work (snuf'w^rk), n. In the British
excise law, any tobacco material, whether
leaf, stalks (midribs), returns (see under *to-
bacco), or stalk flour, or these combined, in
course of fermentation to bo ground into
snuff. To lay down snuff work was to place
such material, after damping, cutting, and
mixing, in a cask or bin to ferment. A. E.
Tanner, Kxcise Tobacco Laws, p. 121.

snug, r. t— To snug down, to take in, assails; to
make alt snug.

Before dark. Kettle snwjgeit her doten to single top-
sails, himself laying out on the foot ropes with the Port,u-
guese. Cutelijfe Uyne, A Master of Fortune, vli.

snum (snum), V. i. A etiphemistic substitute
for swear. [Dial, or slang. New Eng.] See
swan^, SK'oif2.

"Drive where?" asked old Anthony, pausing with one
foot on the step of the ancient carryall.
"To Miss Dane's !"

"Well, I snum.'" said old Anthony.
L. E. Hichards, Sirs. Tree, xiii.

snuzzle (snuz'l), v. i. [See mizzle.} To
thrust the nose against ; rub closely with the
nose; nuzzle: said of animals. [Dial.]

His [the dog's! general lixtk. and a way he had of going
'snuzzliny' about the calves of strangers, were not pleas-
ant for nervous people.

r. Hughes. Tom Brown at Oxford, ill.

sny (sni), V. i. [sny, n.] In ship-building, to
curve away sideways from the normal straight
position : said of a plank or plate, as at the
bows or stern, where it is necessary to force
the strakes so as to get an even distribution
of the planking or plating.

80^. adv.— So fash., an abbreviation of so fashion, a
colloquial phrase meaning. In this or such a fashion or
way ; hence, in the right fashion, mode, or form. [Slang.]

If you put my coat on that chair, you 'II be more so
fash, sir.

R. Kipling, The Disturber of Traffic, in Many Inven-
[tlons, p. 4.

So. An abbreviation of south.

soaa (so-ii'il), «. [Fijian soungga, the vernac-
ular name of the fruit and plant.] See *fei.

soak, V. t. 10. To place in a furnace, or soak-
ing pit, with the object of equalizing the
temperature rather than causing an increase

:

especially applied to ingots of steel which,
soon after casting, have a solid exterior or



soak

shell and a molten iuterior, and are therefore
uufit for rolling until solid and of a nearly
uniform temperature throughout.
The only other furnace trefttnient. that of "soakinr/,"

merely equalizes the heat of the ingot,

Eticyc. Brit., XXIX. 571.

soak, ». 6. A slough.

The tenn soak in Western Australia, as used on maps
and plans, signifies a depression holding moisture after

rain. It is also given to damp or swampy spots i"ound

the base of granite rocks. Wells sunk on soaks yield

water for s<^me time after rain. ,\11 soaks are of a tem-
porary character.
The Auslralasian, Sept 7, 189.i. p. 4()1, quoted by E. E.

[Morris, Austral English.

7. In tanniiiff, a tank or vat of water for soak-

ing hides or skins. C. T. Davis, Mauuf. of

Leather, p. 80.

SOakage, «. 2. A slough ; a soak.

Some .W feet from the surface, is a small pool of water,

evidently a soakage from the sun-ounding counti-y, and
possibly a spring. Qeog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XI. 261.

3. The residual charge of a cable or eon-

denser. Houston, Diet. Elect. [Rare.]

soaking, ». 3. The operation of desilverizing

a lead regulus by running it into a bath of

molten lead in the fore-hearth of a blast-fur-

naee ; also the operation of equalizing the

temperature of steel ingots in a soaking-pit.

soap, ».— Acid soap. («) -An acid ammonium ricinole-

ate which approximates the formula J<H4Cj8H3303 +
Ci»H-)40-, and is prepared by partly neutralizmg Turkey-
red oil with ammonia, (fi) The fatty matter obtained by
adding just enough acid to a soap solution to cause the
separation of the fatty acids.

—

Bast SOap, a soap bath
which has been used in degunnning or boiling off silk

and which has become so charged with sericin as to be of

no further value as a scouring agent. It is often added
to the dye-bath in silk-dyeing. Also known as hoiled-off

liquor.— Black soap, soft soap used in France as an
Insecticide : originally made with hemp-seed oil and
potash, and sometimes artificially colored by copperas

and nutgalls or logwood.—Borax SOap, soap made
with an addition of borax to increase its cleansing effect

on clothing, while borax is not to any serious extent in-

jurious to the fabric, at any rate in the case of linen and
cotton.— Caico-prlnters' soap, a soap made of tallow,

cocoanut-oil, castor-oil, and palm-oil. This soap should

contain no free fat and Jio free caustic. The following

composition gives a good calico-printei-s' soap : water, 23.5

per cent. ; alkali as soap, 9 per cent. ; alkali, free, 0.2 per
cent ; fat free, 0.2 per cent ; fat as soap, 67.1 per cent
— Cold-process soap, soap made from cocoanut-oil

saponified with caustic alkali without boiling, leaving the

glycerin in the soap,— Cold-water soap, a soap which
washes well in cold water : usually made of veiy soft

fatty materials, and containing 20 per cent of water, that

is, two thirds of the usual amount It is occasionally

stiffened by the addition of sodium carbonate or silicate.

—Dyers' soap, an absolutely neutral soap, either a
' finely fitted ' soap, or a curd soap from which the caustic

lye has been pumped and which has been flnislled by
boiling in brine.- Filled SOap, soap which has its weight
unduly increased by retention of water, aided by leaving

in it the glvcerin produced in soap-boiling, or by adding
'soluble glass ' (sodium silicate) or other hygroscopic ma-
terial. Also known as padded soap or hydrated soap.

Sadtler, Handbook of Indust Cheni., p. 82.-Flsh-Oll
soap, soap made by boiling flsh-oil with potash lye and
usedespecially for spraying plants.

Fish-oil Soap.—
Crystal potash lye 1 pound.
Fish-oil 3 phits.

Soft water 3 gallons.

Dissolve the lye in the water, and when boiling, add
the oil, and boll for two hours. One pound of the soap

may be dissolved in 5 to lOgallons of water. This is of

value as an insecticide.

E. G. Lodeman, The Spraying of Plants, p. 146.

Grained soap. ('^) Soap separated as curd from solu-

tion by the addition of common salt to the product of the

Ixnling t^jgether of fat and an aqueous solution of an

alkali. Also known as salted-out soap. See to -ksalt out.

—Hydrated soap. Same as /i(fcd *soop.— Magnesia
soap, the magnesium salt of one or more of the acids of

ordinary fats. It is insoluble in water. Hence magne-
sium compounds, as well as those of calcium, in natural

water render it ' hard ' or capable of curdling the common
alkaline soaps.—Marbled SOap, soap irregularly streaked

with various colors by drawing tiirough the melted white

st(X:k soap a comb with blunt teeth which has been dipped
into melted soap containing dissolved or suspended ccjl-

oring-matter.— Marseilles soap, originally soap made
at Marseilles from olive-oil and soda: practically the

same as Castile soap. The term is now applied to any
goixl hard soap of substantially similar character, wher-

ever made, although the olive-oil is frequently replaced

by other oils which pass under that name.— Medicated
soap, a kind of soap preparetl either for internal use,

such as croton or jalap soap, or for use on the skin, on
which, on account of certain substances which it con-

tains, it exercises a specific influence. Among the prin-

cipal varieties which are prepared for external use are

those which contain carbolic acid, petroleum, borax,

camphor, chlorin, iodine, mercurial salts, sulphur, or

tannin.— Milled soap, soap which has been cut into

thin slices or chips, dried until very little water remains,

ground between rollers, mixed with any desired perfume
or coloring-material, compressed mU> a continuous bar,

cut into short pieces, and stamped into cakes. Fine

toilet-soap is to a large extent manufactured in this way,

since delicate perfumes can be used which would be

volatilized or destroyed by the application of heat—
Mottled soap, soap made by boiling together fat and
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dissolved alkali, adding salt to separate the 'curd,' draw-
ing off the ' underlye,' and boiling down the curd, gene-
rally with further addition of alkali, until the remaining
water does not exceed about 20 per cent of the mass,
which is then well stirred and poured into frames to

solidify. jVs a result of the thick consistence due to
Iwiling down, ferrous sulphid and iron soap, present in

small quantity, instead of settling to the bottom, remain
irregularly distributed through the mass and give it the
mottled or marbled bluish-green appeaiance to which the
name refers. Originally the iron was present in conse-
quence of the impure alkali, crude barilla, used ; but
since such soap acquired a good reputation as not con-
taining a large proportion of water, the practice was
adopted of intentionally adding iron, as green vitriol, to
produce the mottled appearance.

—

Niger soap, the
dark-colored layer containing caustic lye, soap, water,
and organic impurities, which settles from the goitU soap
after a boiling of soap is given the finishing change.

—

Normandy soap, soap to which in the melted condition
sodium su]i>liate or thiosulphate has been added to the
extent of one fifth or one third of the weight of the soap,
the object being to harden the product and prevent it

from being too lapidly dissolved and wasted in scrubbing,
particulai^y with hot water.— Petroleum SOap, a laun-
diy-soap which contains paraffin, naphtha, or some other
product of petroleum, the use of which in soap facilitates

the renujval of greasy matter from linen.

—

Remelted
soap, soap prepared by remelting in a steam-jacketed
kettle one or more kinds of soap, together with the per-

.

fume and other ingredients.— Salt-water SOap, a soap
consisting of 2-3 per cent, of carbonated alkali (^a2C03),
not more than 3 per cent of salt, not more than .50 per
cent of mineral matter, not more than 55 per cent of
water, and the rest of cocoanut-oil with the proper amount
of alkali.— Sand soap, soap containing about 75 per
cent, of powdered ([inirtz or feldspar, 20 per cent, of cocoa-
nut-oil soap, .aiul 5 per cent, of sal-soda or silicate of soda.
— Scouring soap, a sand soap made usually of about 75
per cent, of powdered quartz and 25 per cent, of cocoanut-
oil soap. A small amount of sal-soda and silicate of soda
is also usually added. The soap is used in cleaning metal
and window-glass.

—

Soap leaves, small sheets of tissue-

paper which have been covered with a film of soap by dip-
ping them into a good grade of toilet-soap melted with a
little water and perfumed iis desired. Each leaf suffices

for a single washing of the h.tnds.

—

Tobacco soap, a
solution of soap to which an infusion or extract of tobacco-
stems has been added, used as an insecticide for applica-
tion, by spraying, tf> growing plants.

—

Whale-Oil SOap, a
coarse soap, made from whale-oil, a solution of which is

used as an insecticide and as a means of emulsifying
kerosene and other substances to be employed for the
same puri>ose on growing pliints.

—

Whale soap, the
' foots ' or deposit from the refining of crude spennaceti
by heating with a small quantity of potash lye. It con-
sists mainly of potassium palmitate.

soap, «'. t. 3. In calico-printing, to remove, by
means of soap, impurities from (cloth) before
bleaching ; also, after printing, to remove the
thickening used in the color.

soapberry, «— Soapberry family, the plant family
Sapindacese (which see).

soap-copper (s6p'kop"er), n. A large open
vessel in which soap is made by boiling to-

gether the fatty and alkaline materials with
water: now generally made of boiler-plate

iron or steel, heated by steam-coils, and pro-

vided with stii-rers. Compare soap-kettle and
soap-pan.

soap-cyst (sop'sist), n. An encysted collec-

tion of yellowish fatty material in the breast.

Called also butter-cyst.

soaper, ". 2. In calico-printing, a machine in

whieli the cloth is washed with soap.

soap-lock, «. 2. A man who wears soap-locks

;

hence, a low fellow ; a young rowdy or rough :

as, " the soap-locks of the Bowery." [U. S.]

soap-lye (sop'H). n. In soap-making, the
watery solution which settles out on graining
the soap with salt. It contains the glycerin

and organic impurities which are the products
of the stock saponified.

soap-oil (sop'oil), n. See *0i7.

soap-powder (s6p'pou"der), «. A trade-name
of various mi.xtures of pulverized dry soap
with soda crystals, starch, oatmeal, bran, or
other materials also in the powdered state.

soap-press (sop'pres), n. A machine for im-
printing upon bars or cakes of soap designs
and the manufacturer's name.

soaproot, n. 3. The soapwort, Saponaria of-

ficinalis.— 4. The soap-plant, Vhlorogalum
pomcridianum.

soap-slabber (sop ' slab " cr), n. A machine
containing a number of tightly stretched

steel wires, which are pushed against a frame
of soap, cutting it into slabs of the desired

thickness.

soap-test (sop'test), n. The process of de-

termining the hardness of a natural water by
measuring the volume of a solution of soap of

known or standard strength which is curdled
by a given volume of the water. Adding the

soap solution by small portions in succession,

and shaking after each addition, a froth or

lather lasting several minutes is produced as

societal

soon as the quantity required for curdling has
been slightly exceeded.
soapwort, «— Spanish soapwort. Same as soap-
ri'ol, 1.

sobaco (so-bii'ko), n. [Cuban Sp. sohaco, prop.
sabaco, a native name.] A fish, Canthidermis
sobaco, of the family Balistidse, found in the
West Indies.

sobby (sob'i), a. [Var. of soppy. Cf. seep.'\

Wet; soppy, as land. [Local.]

Sobralia (so-bra'li-ii), n. [NL. (Ruiz and
Pavon, 1794-1798), named in honor of Fran-
cisco Martinez Sobral, physician and councilor
of the king of Spain, and jjatron of botany.]
A genus of plants of the family Orchidacese.

There are about thirty species, inhabiting the
region from Mexico southward. They are
large-growing, handsome plants with leafy
stems and very large but fugacious flowers.

Some of the species to be found in the collec-

tions of orchid fanciers are S. macrantha, S.

Cattleya, S. fragrans, and >S'. xantholeuca.

Sobranje, «. 2. \l. e.] A local representative
assembly in Russia.

soccer, SOCker (sok'er), «. [A corruption of
association.'] The ' Association ' game of foot-
ball. See foot-ball, 2.

social, a. 5. In botany, in recent (phytogeographical)
usage, following that of Drude, the term is confined to
species which control the vegetation of large tracts :

essentially the original use of the term (see the extract).

Compare -kgregarioits, 2. If all other species are ex-
cluded, the species (according to F. E. Clements) is

social-exclusive ; if secondary species are admitted, it is

social-inclusive.

Those species of plants which I have termed social

uniformly cover vast extents of land.
Humboldt (trans.). Cosmos, I. 346.

Social aggregate. .See *aggTegate.— ^cial capil-
larity, the efUJrt and tendency — statistically demon-
strated — of all individuals in democratic society to rise

from lower to higher social functions, and to a higher
plane of living. Arsene Dumont.

In brief M. Dumont's theory is that population increases
inversely with 'social capillarity.'

Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1908, p. 367.

Social chemistry, classes. See -kchemistry, -kclass.—

Social composition, the combination of small social

groups, as families, tribes, or villages, into larger compound
societies, as nations. Compare •irgocial constitution.

By social composition is to be understood a combina-
tion of small groups into larger aggregates, when each of

the smaller groups is so far complete as a social organism
that, if necessary, it could lead an independent life for a
time. Family, clan, tribe, and folk, or family, township,
commonwealth and nation, are names that stand both for
elements and for stages in social compositioiL

Giddings, Prin. of .Sociol., p. 73.

Social constitution, that organization of society which
corresponds to the social division of labor— which does
the work and achieves the ends of the community. Com-
pare irsocial composition. Giddings, Prin of Sociol.,

p. 73.—Social Democratic Federation. See */(•(;-

cmfiod.— Social economics, heredity, parasitism,
pyscbology, surplus, telesls, tellcs, transmission.
Hee 'treconomic;-', etc.— Social settlement. See college

itsettlement.— Social SJTiergy, co-working of social

forces.

II. n. A sociable; an informal gathering
of people, espeeiallv a church gathering.

[U. S.]

SOCiElism, ».— state socialism, (n) S(x;ialisni estab-

lished and directed by the existing state, in opposition to
proletarian socialism, established and directed by work-
ing-men. (b) Specifically, in Geniiany, legislation, sup-
ported by Prince Bismarck, intended to improve the
condition of the working-man. Among the measures
included were the insurance of workmen against acci-

dent, sickness, and old age, and the establishment of co-

operative associations under state protection.

Socialist Labor party. See *?a6ori.

SOCialry (s6'sLal-ri), n, [social + -r^.] Social

organization. fV. J. McGee^ in 17th An. Rep.
Bur. Amer. Ethnol., p. 285.

Tlie career of the Society from 1883 up to the present
seems to have been nonnal, fully in accord with the times,

and beyond reproach ; its present function as a nucleus
for special societies— i. e.. subtribes. in the analogj- with
primitive socialry— would also seem to be ideal.

Science, Feb. 14, 19f)2, p. 249.

soci^taire (s6-si-a-tar')» n. [F.] A member
of one of the two classes of actors at the

Comedie Frangaise, in Paris, who has an inter-

est in the theater and its fcovernment. a share

of the profits, and assists in the choice of

plays. On retirement he is pensioned. The
other class is composed of *pen8ionnaires
(which see).

societal (so-si'e-tal), a. [L. socie((as), society,

+ -cf/i.] Pertaining to the social order or to

natural society.

A verj' wide range of ethnographical inquire under the
following heads :— (1) maintenance; ("2) perpetuation ; (3)

gratification ; (4) religious and superstitious ideas and
usages ; (5) the societal system ; (6) contact and modifica-

tion. Nature, Dec. 24, 1903, p. IVi.



society-

society, «.—Burial society, :> friendly ormutual bene-
Nt suoiftj' which provides a uertaiii sum for the bitrialof
each of it« inenibers— Component society, a social
grcjup which could lead an iudcpendeiit life, as a family,
tribe, or village, but is in fact one among like groups
which make up a larger compound society. Compare
*coiuftHuent goeiety.

Social groups that could exist as complete and inde-
pendent societies, but which in fact are only component
parts of integral societies tu which they are, in certain
respects, suboriiinate, may be calle<l component mcielieg.

Giddingif, Elem. of Sociol., p. 7.

Constituent society. See *eo)i«(i7i«'Hf.— Ethnic
society, s. .licty organized on the basis of real or nominal
blooil-kinaliip

: tribal society ; gentile scjciety. Gidditir/g,
Elem. of S.K-101., p. is«.— Grand medicine society.
8anie as •^intde or *mi'(ft'H'i(rui.— Integral society a
complete natural society.

A natural society that is large enough to carry on every
known kind of social activity and cooperation, and which
independently of every other society, maintains control
over the territory that it occupies, may be called an
Integral Siiciety. Giddingg, Inductive Sociol., p. 6.

Nattiral society, a society which is siKHitaneously
formed and is nut a product of conscious lilanniijg.—
Society of Jesus. See JckkiY.—Tnmway society
See the extract.

The most primitive form of sharing work is seen in the
"(i/rniray" societies of the Tlianies watermen, for regu-
lating the •• turns," or order In which the men plying at
any particular " stairs " serve the passengers who present
themselves. Webb, Indust. Democracv. I. 437.
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SOCiocracy (so-shi-ok'ra-si), M. [L. socius, fel-
low, + Or. -hparia < Kparelr, rule.] The art of
applying social science to the betterment of
social conditions. L.F. /r«rrf, Dynamic Sociol..
I. 60.

• '

socio-economic (.so " shi - 6- e - ko -nom ' ik), <i.

Pertaining to phenomena that are both social
and economic. L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol
I. 525.

SOciogenetic (86"8hi-6-je-net'ik). a. [L. socius,
companion, + E. genetic.^ Pertaining to the
forces and conditions which create and mold
society. L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 41.—
SOCiOgenetlc forces, 8<K-iety-creating or B<jciali2ing
forces. L. F. Ward deflnes the sociogenetic fi.rcea nar-
rowly, to include particularly the spiritual forces, moral
esthetic, and intellectual.

'

sociol. An abbreviation (a) of sociological;
(b) of sociology.

sociology, n— Anthropogenic sociology, a division
of social science concerned with the aiithrop. .genie stage
of social evolution. Giddii^it, I'rin. of S.K.icjl p 74 —
Demogenlc sociology. .See *(/<•«! o</«ni<-.— Ethnoge-
nlc sociology that ifivision of social science which is
conienied >Mlh tribally organized or gentile s.K.-iety

:

ethnoli)gy
; especially the study of that stage of social

evolution in which society is organized on the basis of
Kmstitp. lonipare zooijenic. aiithriipMjenic, and -tidemn-
geme goni^lwiy. diddinijt, Priii. of .S<jciol p 74 —
Zoogenlc sociology, that division of social science
which lieals with tlie stage of social evolution in which
the association and mutual aid of animals in swarms
Herds, or bands develops social instincts and nicKlitles the
processes of selection and survival, tiiddinnt Pnn of
•Sociol., p. 7:1.

sociqnomic (so'shi-o-nom'ik), a. [socionum(y)
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to socionomy.
His secoiiil order of play is tneionomic, that is it takestwo or nw.re to tight, play chess, torment, haze, court,

cooperate in diversion.
O. T. Maton, In Science, May 31, 1901, jn 882.

BOCiophagOUS (s6-shi-of'a-gus), a. [L. socius,
fellow. + Cr. ipaytlv, eat.] Subsisting upon
or at the expense of others. [Rare.]

As, among anthropophagi, the suppression of man-eat-
ing is not favourably regarded ; so in fmu,,ha'/<ms
nations like ours, not much pleasure is caused by con-
templating the cessation of comiuests.

//. .Spencer, Prin. of Ethics, I. 472.

Soc. Is. An abbreviation of Society Islands.
socius, H. 2. The individual, in his social
qualities and relations, as the unit of society,
in distinction from the individual as an ani-
mal or as a mind. Giddimjs, Elem. of .Sociol.,
p. 10.— 3. In social psych'ol., the social self!
See the extract.

The development of the child's personality could not
go on at all without the constant miKliflcation of his sense
of himself by suggestions from others. ... He thinks of
the other, the alter, as hlsdwiK*. just as he thinks of
himself as the other's Kicixn : and the only thing that
remains more or less stable, thn.ughout the whole growth
Is the fact that there is a growing sense of self which
Includes both terms, the ego and the alter. In short the
real self is the bijx.lar self, the social self, the unchiM.'

J. M. Baldtrin, .HiH.ial and Ethical Interpretations, p. .'io.

*?**?',"-~'*"'*''-1°^»«*.f««itl»ered, Winged sock.
See irplotc,

socker, n. See *soecer.

socket, n. 7. In golf, the neck of a club into
which the shaft runs.— 8. A chuck or holder
on the end of a drill-spindle having a taper-
hole to receive the corresponding tajier-shank
of the drill or of another socket.— Dental socket
In the hinged MMugca (Brachiopoda and PelecypodaV
one of the piu Into which the teetli of the opposite valve

fit. In the Brachiopoda the dental sockets are in the
dorsal valve only ; in the I'elecypoda they may be in
either or both of the lateral valves.

socket-club (sok'et-klub), 11. Ingolf, a wooden
club of winch the shaft enters a socket at the
neck: in contradistinction to a spliced club
or wooden club with a thin, tapering neck, to
which the shaft is glued and then whipped.
socket-hammer (sok'et-ham'er), ». A form
of carpenters' hammer having the part to
which the handle is fitted drawn down into
socket form to give a better bearing for the
wood and strengthen it for use as a claw for
drawing nails.

socket-headed (sok'et-hed"ed), a. Having a
socket in the head or end, as a wrench or key
for turning nuts which are at the bottom of a
depression where they cannot be turned with
the ordinary spanner or wrench.
socket-pick (sok'et-pik), n. 1. A form of
pickax for heavy work, in which the part
where the handle fits has been forged in socket
form.— 2. A form of pickax in which the cut-
ting or working ends are removable and fit in
sockets in the body to which the handle is
attached.

socket-screw (sok'et-skro), ». l. a screw
having a polygonal socket in its head bv which
it may be turned.— 2. A screw which" passes
through a thimble, and by bottoming on the
latter secures it in place.

socket-tool (sok'et-tol), n. A tool formed
with a socket, either for use as a socket-
wrench or as a holder of other tools.

Socratic elenchus. See *elenchus.
soda, H. 1. The manufacture on a commercial scale of
this important material is undersUwl to include the pro-
duction both of sodium hydroxid. or caustic siKla, and of
sodium carlxjiiate. The new electrolytic process, iiivolv-
ing the decoinixisition of c<miinon salt in solution by an
electric cunent, is now industrially established, though
both the .Solvay and Leblanc priKesses are still the chief
means of manufacturing siKla, the Solvay process being
the more advaiitageous.so far as sinja alone is concenied
but having the drawback of yielding chlorin as a by'
prtxliut in a f..rm in which it cannot readily lie utilized— Anhydrous soda, in early chemistry, sodium oxid
>a2<i

:
still 8 etimes so used, as in stating the results of

the analysis of gilicious minerals. But at present the
term is, in a scientific sense, applied to dry sodium hy-
droxid (NallO), and technnlc«ically also to sodium cai--
iKjnate (Na„ci)^) in a dry state and without water of
crvstalhziitiori.- Crystal soda. Sameas u-athtn'i-*mda— Oreenbank caustic soda. See •(nH«ri<-.— Recov-
ered soda, carbonate of simIii, mixed witli some silicate
of soda, obtained by evap<jrating to dryness the waste
liquor of the soila process for making paper-pulp from
w(xk1, espalto, and other similar materials, and then
burning off organic matter from the residue. This recov-
ered carbonate can be converted again into caustic 8o<la
bytKiiling with slaked lime, and the prcKlnct used in the
treatment of fresh flhrous material.— Soda card pro-
cess. See *<-orrrfl.*procfM.- Summer SOda, cailx.nate
of soda obtained by the natural evaporation in summer
of water holding this salt in solution, such solution
occurring in ixhjIs or small lakes in vari<jU8 iiarts of the
world. The material so obtained is the tnnia of Lower
Egypt and the uriio of South America.— Washlng-SOda
usually a nonnal 8<Klium cartkinate with ten molecules of
water of crystallization (.VaoCOa.loHsO). Also called
lTO»Ai ii,(/-«oe/n crystal/, iraehiiKj-erytlals, and cri/iital
toda. But the name is sometimes also applied to the
nonnal salt crystallized with one molecule of water
(>a2t'03.llof)), known as cryKlal carbonate, and occasion-
ally t/> siidium bicarbonate or acid-carbonate (NalK'Oa)

SOdamide (so-dam'id), «. [sod(a) + amide.'] A
solid substance, white when pure, but gener-
ally seen of greenish or brownish color, readily
fusible, and at a high temperature decom-
posed into its elements, obtained by passing
dry gaseous ammonia over heated metallic
sodium. Its composition is NaNHj. It is
used with advantage in the preparation of
hydrazoic acid.

sodammonium (s6d-a-m6'ni-um), n. [NL., <
sod{n) + (immonium.'] A copper-colored sub-
stance which separates from a blue liquid
obtained by dissolving metallic sodium in
liquefied ammonia in a sealed tube. There is
some reason to assume that it is a definite
compound of the composition N2H6Na2.
soda-ortboclase (so'da-or'tha-klaz), «. A
variety of the potash" feldspar, orthoclase,
peculiar in containing several per cent, of soda.

soda-prairie (s6'da-pra"ri), «. An alkaline
playa.

sod-form (sod'form), n. In phytogeog., see
*r(r/etotion-form.

Sodic chlorid. Same as sodium chlorid.

sodioferric (s6-di-o-ter'ik), a. [sodium + L.
ferrum, iron, -t- -ic] Containing as constitu-
eiits iron (in the ferric state or with apparent
triad valence) and sodium: as, sodioferric
sulphate.

sof

sodapotassic/so''di-p6-tas'ik), fl. [sodi(um) +
potass{nim) + -ic.] In petrog., in the quantita.
tive classification of igneous rocks (see
*rocki), having soda and potash in equal Or
nearly equal amounts, within the limits

Na20' ^ 3 •' 5
sodium, ».-Acld sodium carbonate. Same as «o-iUun, ,ic,d-ctirJ,„M,te or g,„limn bicarbonate, NaHCO,.—
Becker's sodium process. See -kprocess — Sodium mb-
tate, a salt prepared by the action of acetic acid on sodium
carbonate. It fonns large transparent prisms belonging
to the monoclmic system and has a chemical constitution
expressed by the fonimla NaCsHadg -|- 3 aq. The crys-
tals effloresce slightly in dry air and completely at a mod-
erate heat, and melt below im' C. Thev are soluble in
three parts of cold and an ecpial weight of hot water and
are also soluble in alcohol.-Sodlum acld-carbonate
See sodium 6icrtr6ortnfc.— Sodium alumlnate As a
commercial product in the I'nited States this salt isknown by the trade-name Satrona saponijier, being man-
ufactured at Natrona. Pennsylvania, for use in soap-makmg.—Sodium arsenlate, a substance used in dyeing
calico: known as diiiiii substitute or -kdunmnii-salt
(which see).— Sodium dloxld. Same as '*sndium
fifrorirf.—Sodium hyposulphite. f<<;e*sodiumthiosul-
/jArtfc- Sodium light. See *//!/AM.-Sodlnm man-
ganate, a comiM.uiul now manufactured on a large scale
for use as a disinfectant. The alternate formation and
decomposition of this salt form the basis of the TessiS du
Motay process, as modified by Fontana, for the prepara-
tion of oxygen in large (|ilantity.— Sodium methylate.
bee *»iefA;/(«(f.— Sodium permanganate, a salt now
used to some extent, though not as largely as the man-
ganate, for disinfecting purposes.— Sodium peroxld a
yellowish-white solid substance prepared by heating me-
tallic sotlium in an excess of oxygen or of air to about

,,
'"'* "'^ composition NaaOj. When heated

witti combustible substances it acts as a most energetic
oxidizing agent, the combustion by means of it of alumin-
ium m a finely divided state being used as a source of
extremely high temperature. (See kalumimilhermics
and *thermit.) Dissolved in water, sodium peroxid be-
comes a source of hydrogen dioxid, and thus, advanta-
geously with addition of magnesium sulphate to correct
the injurious effect of caustic soda formed at the same
time, this material is coming into use as a valuable
hlcacliing agent. Also called sodium diortf.- Sodium
phosphate, crystallized disodiumorthopliosphate, Nao-
HHij.iaHpO. it is used as a saline purgative hi medi-
cine, ami to some extent finds applications in
calico-printing and photography.— Sodlum silicate.
Ihis compound, as manufactured for industrial use. va-
nes in composition, but commonly approximates to Nao-
•Sl4"»- It is made either by fusion of silicious sand with
carbonate or sulphate of sodium, or more usually by heat-
ing quartz, flints, or silicious sand with a solution of
caustic 8t>da iiniler pressure. It is known msoluf/le atass
or n-aler-tjlnss, and is largely used in making artificial
stone ft>r building and paving and for grindstimes. In
cementing stone, in fixing frescc -painting, in making
"silicatcd" soap, and in c<iiinection with dyeing and
calico-printing.- Sodium stannate, a salt (Na2Sn(i,)
prepared by fusing together the dioxid of tin and caustic
soda

:
extensively manufactured for use in calico-print-

ing. When so used it is known as preparing salts.— So-
dlum sulphate, a substance known in the dry stale as
tnlt-eake (which see), being obtained by the action of
pulphuric acid on common salt. Xiter-caire (nhMt see)
is the same substance produced by the action of sulphuric
acid on Chile saltpeter. It is used on a very lai-ge scale
in the manufacture of glass and for conversion into so-
dium carbonate by the Leblanc process. Crystallized
from solution it has the composition NaS04.1l)ll20. and
in this state is known as Glauber's salt and is used in
medicine as a common saline purgative.— Sodlum
SUlphid, a substance frequently used, along with a creamy
mixture of slaked lime and water, by tanners to effect
the loosening of hair and epidennis from hides, so that
these may be removeil from the hides preparatory to
tanning.— Sodium sulphite. The nonnal sulphite
(Xan.SOa) is used as an nntichlor to remove any traces of
residual chlorin after bleaching by means of it, and also
occasionally as an antiseptic. The acid-sulphite
(NaHSO;j) is employed by brewers to sterilize the inte-
rior of casks to be filled with beer.— Sodium thlosul-
f)hate, a salt (in the crjstallized state .Na.2So(i3..'.H20)
argely used in the metallurgy of silver, as a fixing agent
by photographers, and as an antichlor in connection with
the bleaching of paper-pulp, occasionally also in medi-
cine. Fonnerly, and often still in commercial language,
called sodium liyposvlphite, or by photographers lii/po.
By scientific writers the term sodium hi/posiilphilr is ap-
plied to a different substance, Na2.S2'>4.— Sodium
tnngstate. See tungstate.

sodium-bead (s6'di-um-bed), n. A globule of
sodium carbonate, or some other salt of so-
dium, fused in a loop formed at the end of a
slender platinum wire. When heated in a
clear flame it tinges the flame with the char-
aoteristie monochromatic (yellow) light of
sodium in the state of vapor.

sod-oil, «. It is sometimes confounded with degras or
moellon. Properly speaking, skins which have been pre-
pared for oil-tanning are thoroughly saturated (by heat-
ing) with fish-oils, hung up for some time in a warm
atmosphere, and submitted to pressure to squeeze out
the surjilus, partially oxidized, oil. This oil or soft grease
is known as degras or moellon. The skins are then
washed in an alkaline bath, which dissolves out more oil,
and sulphuric acid being afterward added to the liqui(l
after the skins have been removed from it, a further por-
tion of oil or grease is separated, to which the name sod-
oil is applied. Both degras and 8o<l-oil are used in
currying leather.

sof (sof), n. [Turk. Ar. ««/, sof, wool, goats'
hair, a fabric thereof.] A kind of cloth made
of mohair.



Boffioni

Soffioni (s6-fe-6'ne), n. pi. [It., pi. of soffione,

a blowing-pipe (of a bellows), < soffio, blow-
ing, < soffltire, < L. sufflare, blow up from be-
low: see siifflate.'i Vents from which steam,
sulphurous fumes, and other exhalations issue
in the dying stages of vuloauism.
With the reduction in volume of steam and the lighter

gases the heavier and nonexplosive biases become more
evident, and then occur the later phenomena known as
fumaroles. solfataras, so^oni and mofettes. It may be
that in the volcanic reservoirs the several vapors are ar-

ranged, as in the atmosphei'e, according to their specific
gravity. ,4»icr. GeoL, Feb., 1904, p. 103.

soflsm-, sofist, sofisticate, sofistry. Amended
spellings of .«)j)/i(,«/H, etc.

soft. I. n. 19. In archery, smooth and even
in flexure and recoil: said of a bow Soft
drink, any drink that is non-alcoholic, as lemonade, gin-

ger-ale, tea, etc.— Soft ground, in etching, the ordinary
vaniish or grounii rendered soft by nielting it with an
equal quantity of tallow. A piece of paper is placed
upon this ground and the drawing is made upon the pa-

per. Where the point of the pencil presses, the ground
will adhere and the plate be exposed. The plate may
then be bitten with the usual mordants. This method
was invented two hundred and fifty years ago by a Swiss
etcher, Dietrich Meyer. It has recently been revived.

See etching.

H. w. 3. pi. Rags of loosely woven or
knitted goods, such as flannel, hosiery, etc.

soft-board (soft'bord), tJ. i. In currying, to

roll on itself, as a skin in graining. C. T.

Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 417.

soften, !. 1. 2, To remove from (natural wa-
ter) the hardness due to the presence of salts

of calcium or magnesium in solution. In the
case of temporary hardness, boiling the water
or adding to it a carefully determined propor-
tion of calcium hydroxid is used to produce
softening ; in the case of permanent hardness,
sodium carbonate, not in too large excess,
may be added. See *hardness, 2.

softening, n. 4. The removal of antimony
and other impurities from lead. See *imprm-
ing, 2. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of
Metallurgy, p. 686.

softwood, n. 2. A needle-leaved, coniferous
tree.

II. a. 1. As applied to trees and logs,

needle-leaved; coniferous.— 2. In hort., des-
ignating the ' wood ' or twig that is not yet
hardened or ripened

;
green wood : used with

reference to the making of cuttings. Compare
*hardtcood.

SOggarth (sog'arth), n. [Also sogarth, < Ir.,

saqart, a priest.] Same as *saggart. Eng.
Dial. Diet.

Sohaga (so-hii'ga), n. [Hind, suhaga, sohaga,
borax.] A name in use in the bazaars of In-
dia for borax brought from Tibet: same as
tincal.

Sola (soi'ii), n. [NL. (Moench, 1794), from
suju, the Japanese name of a sauce prepared
from the beans.]
A genus of plants
of the family Fa-
bacese. It con-
tains about 20
species, chiefly

twining herbs of
the Old World
tropics. The
genus is of gen-
erail nterest be-
cause it includes
the soy - bean,
Soia Soja, an
erect,hatry,bean- .

(^~~^

like plant from"
China and Japan
that isnow grown
in the United sai„s«j.,.

States for soiling " '"'• ""'' """" """ ''°'''- *' ''""'•

and green-manuring. The genus is closely
allied to Phaseolus, Vigna, and Doliclios, from
which it is distinguished by very technical
characters.

sole (swo), n. [F., silk. See soi/3 and satitul
In fencing, the tongue of the foil, which tra-
verses the handle and is riveted down on the
pommel.

sole laine (swo Ian'). [F., 'silk wool.'] A
soft, silky flannel for women's dresses.

SOil^.n. 3. In /'/re«(r.v, tlie depth of soil is defined by
the following terms, each of which has its equivalent
in inches : very sfiallow. less than six inches ; ghatlow,
<J U} 12 inches ; moderate, 12 to 24 inches ; deep, 24 to
36 inches ; vert/ deep, over 30 inches. Tlie moisture of
the soil is defined by the following terms : wet, when
water drips from a piece held in the hand without press-
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Ing ; moist, when water drips fn>in apiece pressed in the
hand ;

/renh, when no water drips from a piece pressed
in the hand, though it is unmistakably present ; dry, when
there is little or no trace of water ; very dry, when tile

soil is parched. Very dry soils are usually caked and
very hai'd, sand being an exception.—Acid soil, virtu-

ally a swamp, peat, or muck soil, since this only (on ac-

count of its lai-ge hmnua content) contains nmch acid.
Excessive soil .acidity is con-ected by draining and by
liming.— BnckshOt soil, a black or grayish black soil

found in the bottom lands of Louisiana, which crumbles
into fine grains when diy. It is very deep and extremely
rich and is said to be the best cotton soil of the
UnitedStatea.— Bureau Of Soils. iiee*bureau.— Cane-
brake soil. See *cane-brake.—CoU soil, practically
one that is relatively retentive of water, especially in the
spring.— Cfumbo soil. See *(;«m6ol, 4.— Heavy soil,
a compact, tenacious soil difficult to work ; hence, a clay
soil, though such a soil is much lighter in weight
when dry than a sandy soil.— Light soil, a soil of
little cohesion, easily worked ; hence, a sandy soil, though
actually heavier than a clay soil.— Soil analysis, the
detennination of the contents of a soil. This may be
either chemical or mechanical. In the latter case it

consists in the separation of the particles according to size
and the detennination of percentages by weight accord-
ing to an assumed standard of classification. The three
principal grades from coarser to finer are sand, silt,

and clay. The separation is effected by taking ad-
vantage in some way of the different rates of subsidence
of different^sized particles in water. See*«oi7 elutriator.—Soil atmosphere, air contained in the interstices of
the soil mingled with gases and usually saturated
with vapor.— Soil Climatology. See *climatology.—
Soil elutriator, an apjiaratus employed in the me-
chanical analysis of soils (see -k^inl analygis). In Hi*.,

gard's elutriatora cuiTent of water passes upward through
a tube containing the sample, taking with it particles in-
creasing in size with the velocity of the cuirent. In
Coder's elutriator and other late apparatus the principle
of centrifugality is depended upon. See itehdriator.^
Soil hygrometer, an instrument for detenniuing soil

moistures by measuring the resistance offered by the
moisture between two carbon plates buried in the ground
to the passage of an electric current from one to the other.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, pi. XLVIII.— Soil mois-
ture, the water contained in soils, which, in itsmechanical
relations, is of three kinds ; gravitation or ground water— that which stands in the soil by gravitation (seegroiaid
water under water and irivater-tabte, 4) ; capillary water— that which is retained in the interstices by capillarity ;

and hydroscopic water — that which adheres to the sur-
face of the particles regardless of gravitation and capillar-
ity.— Sour SOIL Same as acid *soil.— StiS soil, a
tenacious or heavy soil.— Strong soil, a soil rich in
available plant food.— Sweet soil, a non-acid soil.

—

Wash soil, an alluvial soil. Cf. wash, n., 7.

SOill (soil), V. t. [«oi?l, n., 4.] In plumbing,
to paint (the ends of pipes about to be joined)
by wiping (them) with soil. See «oj;i, «., 4.

soil-aspirator (soiras"pi-ra-tor), «. An appa-
ratus for studying the permeability of the soil

to air. It consists of a tube reaching down to
the desired depth, connected with a manome-
ter and aspirator that establishes a definite
suction-pressure and measures the rate at
which the air can be drawn through the soil

under this pressure.

soil-binder (soil'bin"der), n. A plant which
serves to protect a clayey or loamy soil from
washing. Soil-binding grasses form a com-
pact turf. Some of them are mud-binders, fix-

ing the soil of bogs and muddy shores.

soil-creep (soil'krep), »!. The slow movement
or settling of soil down a slope, caused by re-
moval of support and by circulating water,
air currents, and frost.

Hill-drifts [of flints] which have suffered from the move-
ment of soil-creep and foundering, and it is concluded
that this is the cause of the cliipped edges [of pressure-
chipped flints). Athenxuhi, Dec. 30, 1905, p. 902.

soil-disease (soil'di-zez"), n. See *disease.

soiling, n. 1. The objects of soiling (the summer
feeding of cattle, chiefly dairy stock, in confinement with
green feed) are to economize land, to pennit the better
regulation of the feed of animals and save tlieir strength
in seeking it, and to conserve the whole yield of manure.
Three to five times as much forage can be produced on
the same area by cropping as by pasturing, while the
yield of milk is maintained or increased and the manure,
otherwise largely wasted, keeps up the fertility of the
soil. Soiling is either complete or partial, in the latter

case consisting of tlie supplementary use of green feed at
the time when the pasturage is low. The latter practice
is thought to be of great utility in America where the
cost of labor and the comparative abundance of land
make complete soiling less advantageous. Also green
feeding and, ])leonastically, green soiling.—Soiling crop.
See ircrop.

soil-inoculation (soirin-ok-u-la"shon), n. The
transplanting of micro-organisms to the soil,

especially the nitrogen-gathering bacteria
which assist in supplying nitrogen to culti-

vated crops.

soil-map (soil'map), n. A map which shows
the distribution of different kinds of soils.

Hilgard published an agricultural t lap of Mississippi
in IHtiO showing the distribution of the soils of the State.
This was based principally upon the distribution of the
native vegetation, especially upon the forest trees. Fol-

lowing out this idea, soil maps of all the cotton-produc-
ing States were published .in connection with the Tenth
Census. Much of this work has subsequently been repub-

solar

lished in modified form by the several States and
enlai'ged maps have been issued. Many general recon-
noissances have been made by .State geological surveys
and by the transcontinental surveys for railroads. In
1892 the first soil map, based upon the texture and physi-
cal properties of soils, was issued by the World's Fair
Commission of Maryland, in connection with the Hand-
book of the State prepared at the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1899, p. 344.

soil-mulsh (soil^mulsh), n. See *mulsh.

soil-sur'vey (soil'ser-va), n. A field and labo-
ratory study of soils with regard to their rela-
tion to crops, involving their classification
and local delimitation, the results being ex-
pressed finally in a soil-map. The classifica-
tion is based mainly on physical features
determined from samples, but chemical char-
acter and vegetation are also observed.
Such surveys are undertaken by the United
States government in conjunction with State
institutions. Yearbook V. S. Dept. Agr., 1899,
p. 26.

soil-thermometer (8oirth6r-mom''e-ter), n.

A thermometer adapted to taking the temper-
ature of the soil at a considerable depth.

SOJurn, SOJumer. Simplified spellings of so-
journ, sojourner.

sol. An abbreviation (6) [cap.'] of Solicitor.

sola* (so'la), a. Feminine of solo or solus.

See solus.

solanicine (so-lan'i-sin), n. [solan(ine) +-ic
+ -ine'^.] A bright-yellow, amorphous,
strongly basic compound, C26H39ON (f),

prepared by the action of concentrated hydro-
chloric acid on solanine. It melts and decom-
poses above 250° C.

solanidine (so-lan'i-din), n. [solan(ine) + -id
+ -!«e2.] A colorless, basic compound,
C40H61NO2, prepared by the action of dilute
hydrochloric acid on solamine. It crystallizes
in long needles and melts at 88° C.

Solanoma (sol-a-no'ma), n.
;

pi. solanomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < L. solanum (tuberosum),
potato, + -oma.] A cancer of a type inter-
mediate between scirrhus and encephaloid.

SOlar^, n.—Apparent solar day. See *dayi.— Car-
rington's law of solar rotation. See -klawi. -Solar
attachment, a later and improved form of Burt's solar
compass, consisting of a small telescope with adjuat-

Solar Attachnicut.

ments, attached to an engineer's transit or theodolite. It
determines the true meridian directly within a minute or
two of arc, by a simple pointing ujwn the sun. Compare
solar *compass.— Solar cautery, climate, compass.
See ircautery, etc.— Solar constant. It is theamountof
heat received from the sun in a unit of time by a unit of
area at the earth's mean distance perpendicularly exposed
to the sun's rays and unshielded by atmosphere, that is, the
amount of heat actually measured by the actinometer and
corrected by adding the heat absorbed by the air. On ac-
count of the difticulty in determining this latter correc-
tion, the deduced values of the solar constant vary widely,
ranging from about two to four gram-calories per square
centimeter per minute. At present it is generally as-

sumed to lie between 2.0 and 2.5. It is possible that it

may vary with the condition of the sun's surface.— Solar
cyclone, flocculus, granule. See *cyclone, etc.— So-
lar magnetic period. See -^period.'— Solas motor,
parallax, tide. See *»io(or, etc.— Solar pbosphori,
substances that are photoluminescent, emitting light as
the result of exposure to sunlight. See ^luminescence.—
Solar star. See itstarl.

SOlar^ (so'liir), )i. [L. solarium. See sollar.]

In Roman and early medieval houses, a ter-

race, or balcony, or a room much exposed to

the sun ; a soUar.

Rooms at the side of the great hall were added, called
solars (solaria), the sunny or light rotnns.

Pollen, Furniture at South Kensington, Ixvif.
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Solarian (sp-la'ri-au), «. [L. solan(s), of the sole^, n. 4. (o) The closely interwoven mass of roots
sun, + -o«.] An inhabitant of the Utopian which forms the base of a turf. •

solution

"City of the Sun." C. Lomhroso (trans.), Man
of (jenius, p. L>S7.

solarization, »— Reversal by solarlzation, in
photo I., tile cuhversion of what should be a negative
image into a positive by over-exposure.— Solarlzation
-Of the earth, in meteor., the heat, light, or other influ-

ence received l\v radiation from the sun ; insolation ; in-
cident solar radiation.

solarometer (s6-la-rom'e-ter), n. [L. solar-
(iuOT), sun-dial (?), +Gr.;i£Tpov, measure.] An

property of matter which prevents two different bodies
from occupying the same portion of space at the same

contributes materially to J'T^ ^"' "' Hammm.
sofe'inthe turf of pastures. SOliauS CUrVC. L^^- lohdus, solid.] A curve

which shows the tempm-atures of complete
solidification or beginning liquefaction of a
series of alloys containing every proportion of
the two constituents. See liqnidus *curi:e.
The authors give data for the liquidus and for the solidm

curve for aluminum and tin.

Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1904, p. 363.

Crested dog's tail- grass
the production of a good " sole "in the turf of pastures.

W. Fream, Complete Grazier, p. 898.

(P) In got/, the flat, bottom part of a club which rests
on the ground, (q) The inner cylindrical surface of a
water-wheel which forms the bottoms of the buckets
on the periphery. See sole-plate, 2.

sole', V. t. 2. In golf, to place the sole of (a
club) on the ground immediately behind the
ball in preparing for a shot. c i- •

instrument built upon the theory of the astro- sole^, n. 2. A name given to various Austra- Solinian (so-lin'i-an), a. [LL. Solin(ii.i) (see
nomical triangle, mounted upon a pedestal lian fishes: in Sydney to ^naptara Xii/ra ,• in

def.) + -»<«.] Of or pertaining to Solinus, a
whose base is in the plane of the horizon: de- Melbourne to Rhombosolea bassensis; in New ^9™^" grammarian and geographer of the
signed by Commodore W. H. Beehler, U. S. S. Zealand to Rhombosolea inonopus (called the *"^'''' ^^^ntury a.d.

.flounder in Tasmania) and Peltorhamphus
novx-zelandise ; and in Tasmania to Ammotre-
tis rostratus, of the family I'leuronectidie. E.
E. Morris, Austral English American sole.
Achirus fasciatus, of the Atlantic coast of the I'nited

It affords a mechanical solution of the astronomical tri-

angle, and obviates logarithmic and other mathematical
calculations ; it also combines in itself a pelorus, thereby
furnishing a solution of the entire problem for ascertain-
ing a ship's i>lace iu latitude and longitude, and the
error of the compass, .\nother feature of the solarome-
ter is that it provides means of observing astronomical
angles independently of the sea horizon, as all calcula-
tions are made from the zenith.

aoldado, n. 2. The West Indian squirrel-fish,
Holocciitrus a.icensionis.

solder, ".— Brass solder, a class of copper-zinc alloys
used for joinini: various parts of articles by fusion. The
prop<jrtions vary from 'Si parts of copper aiui 66 parts of
zinc to .t8 parts of copper and 42 parts of zinc. When
brass solder is used for soldering iron and copper, tin is

added to the co]>per and zinc, and the alloy changes in
color from yellow to gray or white. In some brass solders
a small proportion of lead is also added ; but these are
now used very rarely. The preparation of brass solders
is usually effected by adding strongly heated zinc to
melted brass, and pouring the mixture tlirongh a wet
broom in^) cobi water, thereby producing graimlatiou.

—

Pale solder. -See peuterem' *"i((cr.— Pewterers' sol-
der, an alloy of the color of lead or pewter, made up tif

tin and lead, with or without bisnmth. When tlie alloy is

tin {*>*>\} liarts and lead {'^^), it is called hard pate ttotder ;

when liisiniitli is aiUled it is called muttltiun pate Holder.
— Soft solder, {a ) The more fusible solder in general use
for articles which need not withstand ti^mperatures nnich
above that of boiling water. It consists of an alloy of tin
and lead in various proportions: fine solder, 2 parts tin
to i part lead ; tininen'it solder, I tin t^* 1 lead ; earn-

mo%l or plumtterg solder. 1 tin to 2 lead ; coarse solder, 1 tin
to 3 lead ; peurterers' solder, 2 tin, I lead, anil 1 bisnnitlt.

soldier, ». 6. (.'/) A scorptenoid fish, (iymiia-

pistes mannoraliis, of Tasmania, (h) A labroid
fish, I'seudoliibru.s miles, of New Zealand, (i)

A percoid fish, Etheostoma coeruleum, of the
United States.— 9. An artificial fly used in
bass-fishing. Jordan and Ei-ermann, Amer.
Food and Game Fishes, p. xlviii Soldier's
spots, whitish spttts sometnnes seen jxtst-mortem on the

The chief additional references [in mediajval maps] to
what may be called the fact and Action of the central
Medi»!val period do not lie in the monsters [geographical
mythology] of South Africa (as some have supposed), for
these are almost pm'ely Hotiniatt.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 141.

American Sole (.-/<-

(From Bulletin 47. U
rui fasciatus).
>. Nat. Museum.)

solitary, a. 12. In astron., noting certain
stars which have no conspicuous neighbors (a
Hydra?, for instance), or stars which are not
members of a binary system, visual or spec-
troscopic. Called by W. Herschel intersyste-
matiral.

solitidal (sol-i-ti'dal), «. [L. sol, sun, -f- E.
tide + -ff/l.] Pertaining to the tide produced
by the sun. See solar *tide.

solo, «. 3. In card-plaijing, a bid to play with-
out a partner or without discarding from the
hand, as in solo whist and skat Heart solo,
solo for three players, the pack being reduced to 24 cards
by throwing out the 8 of hearts and all the diamonds but
the 7. Diamonds are always color, and tlie only bid is
solo. Aiuer. Iloyle, p. 292.

SOloid (sol'oid), n. [sol(id) + -ojd.] A com.
pressed preparation of a drug.

The contents are as follows : . . . pipette, vaseline,
brush, Ac. ; cover-glasses when spread with blood, &c,
ready for staining; "soloids" of various staining pow-
ders ; tissue paper for blood spreads, etc.

Lancet. July 4, 1903, p.

States.— Engllsll sole, a name given in California to
the flounder. hJopsetta Jordaiii.— ljoTlg-tinRed sole,
Otyptocep/iatns zachirus, found in tleep waters of the
northern I'acitlc— Mexican sole, ^cAi'ri/» mazallanus,
a sole f(pund on the west coast of ilexieo.— San DlegO
sole, Si/wp/turus atn'caudus, known from San Diego to
Cape San Lucas.— Slippery sole, .Vi'croAY(>m»^»*Tci>'ci/)*. Sn1nTnnTiia.n fanl-n-Tnn't,i nn^ n Of v„:iKfa:T,
fouml iti rather .leepVatuf olf the Pacific coast of .Vorth i° °^ „i ,?„l °t° w i"^-' o V ' P^"^*^!"-mg to, or characteristic of. King Solomon : as,

"Solomonian wisdom." jRateei (trans.). Hist,
of Mankind, I. 134.

Solomon's-seal, «. l. (A) in Tasmania, the
turquoise-berry, Drymophila Cyanocarpa. See
*/Hr(/Hoi.v^-/)< //•//.- Clustered, dwarf, smaU, zig-
zag Solomon's-seal, tin- false Sobimon's-seal, Vaijnera
rf(c.',/i..»u.— Two-leaved Solomon's-seal, Vatentinia
Canadensis. Also called false Uly-o.f-the-valley and one-
blade. See Maianthemum.

America, from .Monterey tti I'lialaska.—TasmanlajlSOle,
Amniotretis rostratus, a rtatttsh of the family S.'leidie.

sole-bar (sol'biir), n. An outside sill in a rail-

way car. [Eng.]
SOlem, a. A simplified spelling of solemn.
soleniifomi (s6-len'i-f6rm), a. [NL. Solen +
L. forma, form.] Having the form of the
pelecypod genus Solen.

serous'surfaces of the pericardium, the'peritoneal covering golenium (so-le'ui-um), »!.; pi. solenia (-a)

8oldier-anr« T Tht b"lK' ant'of Aus l^^- <
^'i'

'""''>"'"'' " ««"'" P-f" °^ conduit.] soloric (so-lor'ik); «: [«o;or(i««) -f- -ic] Of
tnUW

bulldog ant ot Aus- In some alcyonarians, one of the canals lined or derived from SotoriHfl.-soiorlc add a ruby.

Br.^Ai'^, \.i-,A I .^\'ihr. i.A~n .. A „„™„ „f ^y endoderm, which are given off as divertic- red compound, C,5H,405, contained in the liclien Solo-
soldier-bird (sol J^r-b^rd), « A name of two ^\^ f^^m the coelentera of the zoSids com- "««

'V'"''-
it crystallines in lustrous monoclinic prisms

Australian honey-suckers, Philvmini cornicn- „,:„;„„„ „„i„„., „„j r „i,-„T v. j j ,
or needles and me ts at l9i>-2orc.

UUus, also called the /n«r-6,nf, and iIy:omela ?"*r^«rJ^7in Tr„Z 1 n^
buds develop, golotnik. „. See *zolotnik.

SOlQier-bUg, ".-Bordered aoldler-bug, air Amen- aoifl«TiPTnftTit.A rso-lpn p mati'tA^ ndt^
can hemiijteruiis tusect. Stiretru» anchunuju, uf the fimi-

SOiennemenre (SO-^en-e-man^e^ ffrtl'.

ily PeiitatouiitiiF, " "

red aii'l black in

color a?ul jtreda-

torj' in liabit, fee*!-

ing upon the larva

SOlpugid (sol-pu'jid), n. and a. I. ". A mem-
ber of the family Stdpugidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

Bordercd Soldier-bue

, adult bue ; #. iiymph : enlarged a
little more than two times.

(Chitteoden, L'. S. I>- A.)

of the asparaffus-
beetle f CrOjcerig
cttparaji) and
other injurious
Jnaect^. -Glassy
wlngel soldier-
bos, ^'' Atiiericaii

capsid bu^'. liyali-

odft ritn'}*eiini)i,

which i-i predatory
in its habits and
destroys leaf-hop-
|>ers and other
small suft-lMxlied inaects. It is a noted enemy of the
urape-vnie leaf-hopper. -Green 80ldler-bU£, an Ameri-
can pentatoinid huji, .Sfzarn hilartH, which preys on soft
bodied
KTOH-
bujT, PniliMiif! pOi'-iduM, which destroys the imported cur
rant-W'>nn and other insect lar^se.

soldier-fish, «. 2. A common name of a
scorprtMioid fish, Srhnstes kuhlii^ of Madeira.

soldier's-buttons f'sorjerz-buf'nz), n. The
mar.sli-mMii^old, Caltha palusths.

SOldier's-cap (s6l'j6rz-kap*), «. The plant solfataric, 'f. 2. Noting that sta^e in the ex-
Dutchinan's-breeches, BikukuUa CucuUaria. piriug or quiescent phase of a volcano during

SOldier's-plumefsol'jerz-plom*), «. The flam- which steam and vapors, more or less sulphur-
ing orsinallor purple fringed orchis, Blephari- ous, are alone emitted. Geikie, Text-book of
f/lottis fKsychodfs. Geol., p. 278.

80ldino(sol-de'u6), ». [It., dim. of ;?oW<>. _See gol-flowet (sol'flou^^r), w. The rock-rose,
Ifflitfnthemum Helianthemum.

[It., <
Holenue, solemn.] In music, with solemnity or j^g to the family Solpugid^.

a..i^'i»^'„tj~. /I - ' • A-\ 7 rxTT y Solr. An abbreviation of *'o?ici7or.
^°

"r?" ff o H Form'' + 1/^
'•

^A or mUi've
^ol^WUty. «.^.Coefflclent of solubUlty. in che,n.

y ,

' ;"i"f. lorm, -r -i«a?.j a primitive ur phys., a numerical constant denoting the dcRree of
family of priouodesmaceous pelecypods hav- soluhility of a substance in a given solvent.— Solubility
iug thin elongate valves with edentulous Product. See *product.

hinge and external ligament. Its representa- solut. An abbreviation of solution.

tives are found in rocks from the Silurian to solute, a. II. u. The substance dissolved in
the Triassic. a given solution : as, a solution is composed

SOlenostelic (so'lf-no-ste'lik), a. [6r. au?.r/t>, ot solvent and solute.

a tube, + aT>//.)i, a column.] In bot., having
a tubular stele with both external and internal
phloem, as in certain ferns, etc. Nature,
Nov. 19, 1903.

SOlentine (sol'eu-tin), «. [Variant of celan-
iliiie.] The spotted touch-me-not, Impaticns bi-

, ., ,- , ,
flora. A\v,<>ca.\\eAcerolinea.nii brook-celandine.

id nisects and al^^o suclcs tlie sap of tender I) ant __i„ -.i«4..^ ,. o a ., v... j -.1 ^ v. 1 *

th - Placid soldler-bu«. an American pentatlnnid sole-plate, ". 3. Any bed-plate or base-plate
" on which a machine rests. It is orflmarily less

massive than a bed-plate, and parts are bolted
to it rather than cast in one piece with it.

—

4. The bed of a horizontal or reverberatory
heating-furnace.— 5. The casting underneath
a large bearing for a shaft.

«oWo.] A fiinall silver coin introduced in Ven
ice in the fourteenth century, and subse-
quently current in other parts of Italy.

SOldone (sol-do'na), n. [It., aug. of soldo.

Ho- soldo.} 1. A copper coin of Mantua in the
eighteenth century.— 2.
Venice, equal to 12' soldi.

Sol.-Gen. An abbreviation of Solicitor-General.

solid, ". 15. Of uniform color; self-colored:
a pigeon-fanciers' term— Solid box, a cylindrical
bushing or bearing which has no joint ; a deadeye.

A billon coin of solidity, ".- Geometrical solidity, tridimensional
extension. .Sir W. Hamilton:— Physical SOUdlty, that

As the molecular weight of the solute is inversely pro-
Iiortional to the difference in the vapor pressure of sol-
vent and solution, it follows that the observed vapor
pressure of the solution was much too small to conform
to theory. Jour. Phys. CImn., May, 1901, p. 317.

solution, «.— Alm6n's solution, a solution prepared
by dissolving 4 grants of potassium-sodium tartrate, 2
grams of bismuth sulinitrate. and 10 grams of sodium
hydrate in !M) cnliic centinietei^ <pf water, heating to the
boiling-point, andlilteringonccjiiling. It is used in testing
for glucose.— Battley'S solution. Same as lauda-
num. Also known as tiijuor opii sedativus.— BeltOf Solu-
tion, in .7«,i,, a phiase used by Van Hise to indicate a
characteristic processof the 'belt of weathering, 'a belt from
which matter is removed l)y the solvent action of water.
fan Hise, in U. .S. Geol. .Surv., .Monographs, XLVII. 487.— Concentrated solution, a strong solution ; one con-
taining a large jiroiMjrtion of the dissolved

,
substance,

either as approacliing tile maximum amount capable of
solution, or as comi>ared with the amount of Tnost other
-ubstances solnlde in the same liquid.— Critical com-
position of solution, the composition of tlie solution
which lielongs t<i the critical tempeniture.— Critical
solution, a solution having tlie critical comiwsition.^
Critical temperature of solution, a temperature be-
low which two liijuids which are without cbemioal action
on each other lio not dissolve in each other in all propor-
tions, while above this temperature they do tliua dissolve.— Declnonnal solution. .See *derinonnal, 2.—Dilute
solution, a weak solution; a solution containing a
small propoition <»f the dissolved suiistance. either as
compared with the niaxiniuni amount capable of .s«jlution,

or as compared with the amount of most other substances
soluble in the same liquid.— Dunham's solution, a



solution

bacteriological culture-medium which is comjKwed of 10
fframs of peptone and 3 grams of salt to the liter of water.
It dilfers from ordinary nutrient bouillon in the absence
of the constituents of beef extract. It is used to study
the protluction of indol.— ELrllch-Blondl solution, a
staining mixture prepared by mixing solutions of acid-
fuchsin, orange O, and methyl green, saturated at ordinary
temperatures, in the proportion of 4 : 7 : S respectively.
The resulting solution may then be diluted with water to
the desired degree 1 :50-HX). It is essential that the dyes
in question should be chemically pure. They are best
obtained from the Berliner Actiengesellschaft fiir Anilin-
fabrikation. The solution is used in the study of the
blootl.— Equlmolecular solations. See iretimmolecu-
fan— Geometrical solution, a solution by means of

ruler and compasses oidy, that is, byBtraight lines and
circles only.— Gravlty-solution or heavy solution.
Of the numerous solutions itroiH)sed, the following are

the most importaiit: Thoulet's or Sonstadt's evlutiou and
Klein's solution. See ffra nty-solutio7i. Braun'ft solution,

methylene iodide, CHoIo. having a density of 3.33. Pen-
fieXd'a solution^ silver-tfialliura nitrate, liquid at 75° C,

density 4.5, Retgefs solution, mercurj-thallium nitrate,

liquid at 76" C, density 5.3, Bohrbach's solution, barium-
mercury iodide, density 3.588.— Heat Of solution. See
Acflf .— Heavy solution. See gra vity-*soiutio7i — Iso-
tonic saline solution, a solution in which the salts are

in the sjime proportion as in the blood-plasma, so that
when injected into the veins it causes no alteration in the
blood-corpuscles.— Isotonic solution. See isotonic

saline •ksolution.— N.aJld.VB solution, a solution of 10

grains of iodine, 4 grains of phenol, and 20 grains of potas-

sium iodide, in one ounce of glycerin.—Mayer's solu-
tion, A solution of potassium-mereuric iodide used in

chemical analysis for the detection and quantitjitive

detennination of alkaloids.— Monsel'S solution, a deep
red-brown, syrupy, aqueous solution of basic ferric sul-

phate of variable composition, which contains not less

than 13.57 per cent of metallic iron. It is a powerful
stjrptic- Morton's solution, a solution of 5 grains of

iodine, and 30 grains of potassium iodide, in one ounce
of glycerin.— Nessler's solution. (6) The solution of

Nessler's reagent for the detection and determination
of ammonia. It is made by precipitating a solution

of mercuric chlorid by one of potassium iodide, adding
the latter in excess until the precipitate is barely redis-

solved, and making the liquid so obtained strongly alka-

line with potassium or sodium hydroxid.—Normal salt
solution, in tncd., a term often incorrectly used to de-

note the so-called phygioloijical salt solution, or one con-

taining approximately the same proportion of chlorid of

sodium as the blood ; the latter is more nearly a decinor-

nial solution, or one one tenth the strength of a normal
solution. Also normal saline solution. See phygiolof/i-

cal salt »oi»^io«.—Normal solution, a solution which
contains in one liter a sufHcient quantity of a chemical
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tions. not only to matters of purely theoretic interest, In the Metazoa, according to my opinion, the germ-
but also.to important metallurgical [processes, has been cells are immortal like the Protozoa . . . ; only the »o»w<i.
fruitful. dies. Elmer (trans ), Organic Evolution, p. 68.

No one had done more than Sir Benjamin Baker to in- somaesthetic, a. See *somesthetic

.

sist on the importance of phenomena which engmeers -o«,al rs6'm«li n Ttnmnl
used to consider -'mysterious in connection with the o"**^*** \^^

i" {, "i
l**'_*^

behaviour of steel, and his warnings and example'were taining to the DOuy.
at last being regarded mul followed. The lecturer pointed 1900, p. 133.

SOma-plasm (so'ma-plazm), «. [Gr. (Tw/za^

body, + 7rXdff//a, anything formed.] The plasm

-flM.J Oforper-
Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

out that when metallurgists gave [engineers mild steel,

they provided a cinder-free solid solution of iron and
carbon. All subsequent advance has been due to the
recognition of this fact^ and to the gradual studies of the
properties of metallic solid solutiojis.

Nature, Jlay 1, 1902, p. 19.

Solution tension. See -^tejision.— Solution theory,
the theory that steel and various alloys consist of solid
solutions, subject to the laws of solid solutions, and to be
studied by the same methods.— Standard solution, in

or protoplasm of the body-cells of an organism,
in contradistinction to the reproductive plasma
of the germ -cells.

With Weismann, we suppose the germ-plasm to be
different in kind from the general soma-plattm.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 259.

analyt. ckem., a solution made of such strength that one SoUiaSCllian, «. II. a. Pertaining to the re-
cubic centimeter of it corresponds to some convenient
definite quantity of a substance whose amount is to be
determined by measuring the volume of the standard so-
lution required to complete some suitable reaction with
it. Since Gay-Lusaac the assay of silver is made by dis-
solving in nitric acid an amount of the alloy which con-
tains a little more than one gram of silver, precipitating
the silver by a standard solution of sodium chlorid of such
strength that 100 cubic centimeters of it precipitate one
gram of silver, and measuring the volume of the stan-
dard solution required. See standardized solution.—
Supersaturated solution, in phys. chem., a solution
which contains more dissolved substance than produces
saturation at the actual temperature if the solution is in
contact with undissolved solid. The addition of a minute
fragment of the solid will cause the excess of the disstjved
salt tocr>-stallize, and the temperature of the solution to
rise ; even a mechanical disturbance will end the super-
saturation, if it be considerable.—^iersch's solution,
asolution of salicylic acid 2 parts, boric acid 12 parts, in
distilled water 1,000 parts, used as an antiseptic lotion.—
Tolson's solution, a solution used as a diluent in count-
ing the blood-corpuscles with the hematocytometer : it
also prevents the blood from clotting. It has the following
composition : sodium chlorid 1 gram, sodium sulphate 8
grams, neutral glycerin 30 grams, distilled water 160
grams, methyl violet 5B 0.025 grams.- Vapor pressure
of a solution. See -^pressure.- -Wackenroder's solu-
tion, a liquid obtained by passing eulphurctcd-hydiogen
gas into an aqueous solution of sulphur dioxid. It is a
complex mixture, containing pentathionic acid? and prob-
ably also hexathionic, tetrathionic, trithionic, and sul-
phuric acids.— ZleWs solution, a cariiol-fuchsin of the
following composition : 1 part of fuchsin, 100 parts of a
5 per cent, aqueous solution of carbolic acid, and 10 parts
of absolute alcohol.

reagent to replace, unite with, ordirectly or indirectly SOlutional (s6-lu'shon-al), «. [soluti07l+ -al^.']

bring into action one gram of hydrogen. A liter of a Of the nature of a solution; of or pertaining
normal solution of a chemical reagent therefore always to solution. Naiiire Dec 3 1903 p 103
contains a number of grams of the reagent equal to its „-^„^.:^— ^iL^l /^- i,- / „u * i- \ ' o
molecular weight divided by the number of active hy- SOlUtlOII-plane (So - lu shon-plan), w. See
drogen atoms it contains, or by the number of hydrogen *plane^.

solution-pressure
See "^pressure.

solutol (8oru-tol),w. [L. solutus^ -p-p. of solvere^

drogen atoms it contains, or by the number of hydrogen
atoms the active element or group it contains can re-

place. The following table illustrates the principle

:

(so-lu'shon-pre8h'''ur), n.

Reagent.



somatophyte

SOmatophyte (s6'ma-to-fit), n. [Gr. i!afia(T-),

body, + (pvrov, plant.] A plaut some part of

which ceases from growth, thus forming a
body. All the higher plants are somatophytes,
and qualifiedly even those unicellular ones

(
Vaucheria, ilucor) in which growth is at

length only apical. Opposed to asomaP>phyU.

Vfeffer (trans.), Physiol, of Plants, II. 3.

soinatophytic (s6"ma-to-fit'ik), a. Isoniato-

pli!it{t) +-(>.] Of the nature of a SOmatophyte:
opposed to asomatophytic. Pfeffer (trans.),

Physiol, of Plants, II. 6.

somatoplasma (s6"ma-to-plaz'ma), n. [NL.]
Samf as snnintoplasm.

somatopsychic (so'ma-to-si'kik), a. [Gr.

(!uua(r-). body, + Y.. psychic.^ Consisting of

mind and body; pertaining to mind and body,
or to their relation.

Consciousness is a function of the associative mech-
anism and may be considered in its threefold relationship

to the outer world, the body and self — allopsychic, mma-
topnychic, and autopsychic. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 27.

SOmatopsychicalXso'ma-to-si'ki-kal), a. [Gr.

ccJtiaiT-), body, + ifivxiKo^, of the mind, + -«;i.]

Relating to both body and mind: as, "somato-
pxychical \dea.s of anxiety." Alien, and Neurol.,

Feb., 1903, p. 56.

SOmatose (s6'ma-t6s), «. [Gr. ao/ia(T-), body,
+ -ose.] A commercial peptone (albumose)
preparation. JIurk, Med. Handbook, 1. 186.

somatosplanchnic (86"ma-to-splangk'uik), a.

[Gr. <j(j^u(7-), body, + o-/.d>;fm, viscera, bow-
els, + -ic] Of or pertaining to both the

somatic and splanchnic layers of mesoderm.
Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), 1890, ser.

B, p. 165.

gomesthesis (so-me-s-the'sis), n. [Gr. au/ia,

body, + NL. eesthests.] A supposed subcon-
scious alertness or diffused 'touchiness' due
to varying tonicity of the sensory centers of

the cortex.

I shall use the term ' kinesthesis ' for that diffused sen-

sation-feeling due t*i variations in muscular tonicity

;

'ctenesthesis' for the sea of undifferentiated organic
•tone'; and, finally, •gomettthesif' for the melange of

sensibility due to the fusion of currents coming from low-

tension ('tonal') functioning of the specific-sensation

centers.
T. P. Bailey, In Jour. Phflos., Psychol., and .Sci.

[Methods, Dec. 20, 1906, p. 710.

SOmesthetic (s6-mes-thet'ik), a. [Gr. aufia,

body, + E. esthetic.'] Relating to organic

or common sensation ; noting an area in the

cortex of the brain which is believed to be the

center for such sensation.

At a rough estimate it may be said that the association

areas constitut* two-thirds of the human cerebral cortex,

while only the remaining third, tlking the mmiegthetic
and sense-areas together, is piovided with projection

fibers chiefly.

.Amer. Anthropologitt, Oct-Dec, 1903, p. 609.

somite, ".-Hesoblastlc somite, one of the segmen-
tal or metameric pieces of mesoblast found in embryos of

annelids, arthrop<Kl8, and vertebrates : same as jirotuvfr-

iebra in vertebrate embryology. The mesoblastic somites

are of consideraide theoretical importance as indicating

the number of segments in the body or particular regions

of the body, like tlu' head, trunk, etc.

SOmnal (som'nal), n. [L. somnus, sleep, +
-«^'.] A tra<ie-name of a solution of chloral

hydrate and urethane in alcohol. It is used
ill medicine as a hypnotic. Jour. Soc. Chem.
Industry, IX. 101.

BOmnambulancy (som-nam'bu-Jan-si), n.

Somnambulism; somnambulance.
The enthusiast passes thrv»ugh life in a sort of happy

gomtiainbulencij — smiling and dreaming as he goes, un.

conscious of whatever is real, and busy with whatever is

fantastic. Imac Taylor, Nat- Hist. Enthusiasm, i.

somnambnlize (som-nam'bii-liz), r.
;

pret.

and pp. Homnambultzed, ppr. snmnambulizing

.

[somnambul{ism) + -ise.] I. trans. To put
into a sleep-walking state ; mesmerize or hyp-
notize into such a state.

n. in trans. To fall into a state of som-
nambulism or of sleep-walking ; act in such a
state.

somnifnge (som'ni^fOj). n. [L. somnus, sleep,

-I- fii<i':r<:, flee.] Something that drives away
or prevents sleep. [Rare.]

I am not sure we would have [the nightingale] if we
could, for, in spite of the poets, . . he has a bad charac-

ter .. , a8a«"mni/ii!;e. Lowell, Letters, II. 411.

Somniosns (som-ni-o'sus), n. [NL., < LL. som-

nioHHS, sleepy, < somnus, sleep.] A genus of

scymnoid sharks known from northern seas.

SOmnipathy (som-nip'a-thi), n. [L. somnus,

sleep, + lir. »«%, passive state.] Hypnotic
sleep. [Rare.]

somnitim (som'ni-um), n.
;

pi. somnia (-'A).
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[L., < somnus, sleep.] A dream ; the dream-
ing state; the semiconscious state between
sleeping and waking.
SOmnoform (som'no-form), )i. [L. somnus,
sleep, + -form. Compare chloroform.'] An
anesthetic mixture of ethyl and methyl chlorid

with a small quantity of ethyl bromide.
Son of Heaven. See *AeflreH.

Sonata dl camera, a chamber sonata.— Sonata dl
cbiesa, a church sonata.

Bonder (zon'der), a. [Abbr. of G. sonder-
klasse, < sonder, special, particular, + Masse,
class.] Noting a class of small yachts which
originated in Germany, and which are re-

stricted in relation to points in construction
and sail area. In the aggregate of water-line length,

extreme beam, .and extreme draft they must not exceed
thirty-two feet ; as, for example, a water-line of 22 feet,

beam of ti feet, and draft of 4 feet. They must not cost to

build more than .^1,440 in Germany or more than $2,400

in America, including two suits of sails. Another feature
of this sonder class is that their displacement must not
be less than 4,03.^ pounds, and it is required also that

their draft of water and their water-line length must be
measured with stores on board but without a crew, which
latter must consist of three men, all amateurs, and citi-

zens of the country in which the yacht is built Hollow
spars cannot be used, and the sail area is restricted to

550 square feet^ Races are sailed under the rules of the
International Yacht Racing l^nion.

Sonder yachtsmen, both victors and vanquished.
y. v. Bcenini; Post, Sept. 9, 1909.

SOngsmith (song'smith), n. A song maker; a
poet. Atheneeum, March 18, 1905, p. 329.

[Rare.]

song-speech (sdng'spech), n. A method of

speaking that approximates song,— is charac-
terized, that is, by fuller resonance, longer
quantities, more continuity of tone, and more
definite modulations of pitch than are usual
in ordinary speech.
sonomaite (so-no'ma-it), n. [Sonoma (see

def. ) + -i<f'^.] A hydrated sulphate of alu-

minium and magnesium, which occurs in silky

crystalline forms at the geysers in Sonoma
county, California.

sonora (so-no'ra,), H. [From Sonora, one of

the states of Mexico.] A local storm origi-

nating east of San Diego, in the mountains of

California or adjacent Arizona, and descend-
ing from the east, but preceded by westerly
winds. Storms of a similar character occur
also in the northern part of the Great Basin
of California.

Sonoran (so-nd'ran), a. and n. I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to Sonora, Mexico.
The division of the northeni part of Arctogrea into a

pala?arctic and a nearctic region is, however, retained ;

and it is somewhat regrettable to find that the author is

unable to convince himself of the necessity of a Sonoran
region. Nature, Aug. 14, 190'2, p. 374.

2. Of or pertaining to a long-headed Indian
t}T>e which is found in the state of Sonora
and scattered over the southwestern parts of

the United States.—Sonoran region, Sonoran
lOne, a xooget^raphical region instituted by Cope,
in 187.S including northern Mexico and adjoining
desert pi)rtlons of New Mexico, Arizona. Nevada, and
eastern California. As defined by Merriam, in 1890, the
.Sonoran zone included also the peninsula of Lower Call-

fomia and part of western Texas as well as much of

central Mexico. The term was Kxjsely used by Cope,
whose map and description do not agree with one an-

other.

II. n. A division of the supposed Uto-Az-
tecan linguistic family : equivalent to Piman.
Sonorous texture, the t«xture of the sonorous stone
which gives forth a nmsical S4jund when struck lightly

with a mallet. See sonorous stone, under sonorous.

Large Canton Punch Bowl. Sonorous texture.

Marquand Catalogue, 1903.

Sonsonate balsam. See *balsam.

SOOl^ (sol), V. t. 1. To excite (a dog) or set

him on ;
' sic ' (a dog). E. E. Morris, Austral

English.
She went quickly towards her camp, calling softly, ' Bir-

ree gougou,' which meant ^ Soot 'em, soot 'em,' and was
the signal for the dogs to come out l)uickly they came
and surrounded the black fellows.

Mrs. K. L. Parker, Australian Legendary Tales, p. 90.

2. To worry, as a dog worries a rat.

SOomga (siim'ga), n. [Russ. scmga, semga,
pron. syom'ga, a salmon.] A large sea-trout,

Salmo gairdneri, common on the Pacific coast;

the steelhead.

sooner (sB'nfer), n. [soon, a., + -erS.] In the
western States, any one who settles on govern-
ment territory before it is legally opened to

settlers and thus gains the choice of land and
location ; hence, any one who gains an unfair

advantage by getting ahead of others. [Slang,

U.S.]
As the Department holds that every person who now

goes upon the atrip is a " sooner "and loses his rights to

sorbinose

take land there, the negatives will become valualile evi-
dence against those going in now to hunt out good claims.

Weekly Post, N. Y., Aug. 2, 1893.

SOOr (sor), n. Aphtha} ; thrush.
The streptococcus in pure culture was found in the pus

of the cerebro-spinal meninges, but the soar fungus ap-
peared in the cultures made from both kidneys.

Jour. Exper. .Med., Feb. 4, 190.";, p. 396.

S00thless(s6th'les),a. Truthless; treacherous;
false.

Lochiel.— Down soothless insulter ! I trust not the tale

:

Though my perishing ranks should be strewed
in their gore.

Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.

soot-proof (siit'prof), a. Not affected by soot
or deposited carbon, as apparatus and devices
for igniting or for other purposes within the
combustion chambers of internal-combustion
engines, which are likely to become coated
with lampblack from incomplete combustion.
soot-sucker (sut'suk'''§r), n. A device for re-

moving deposits of carbon, in the foi-m of soot,

lampblack, or cinders, by the aspirating effect

of a current of steam which induces a flow of
air and carries out the deposited carbon.
Water may also be used to induce the motion.
Also called cinder-ejector.

SOOty-'Wing (sut'i-wing), n. An American
hesperiid butterfly, Pholisora catullus, wide-
spread in the United States. Its larvffi live on
Cheno2>odium.

sop. An abbreviation of soprano.

sophic, a. 2. Relating to the philosophic
opinions of man, including the beliefs of primi-
tive tribes.

The Sophie activities so highly developed among the
tribes of the arid pueblo region.

J. W. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-

(98, p. xlv.

SOphiology (sof-i-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. atxjiia, wis-
dom, + -'.oym, < Xiytiv, speak.] The scientific

study of the philosophies developed by the
various races of man, from the most primitive
tribes to the present civilized nations.
The sciences of esthetology, technology, sociology, phi-

lology, and SOphiology.
J. W. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.. 1897-

[98, p. xii.

sophoretin (sof-o-re'tin), n. [Sophora + -et-

+ -!«-.] A yellow compound, CinHjo07, pre-

pared by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on
sophorine. It crystallizes in yellow needles
and closely resembles quercitin in general
properties.

sophorine (sof'o-rin), n. [Sophora (see def.)
+ -ine'^.'] A colorless crystalline alkaloid,

C11H14ON2, contained in the seeds of Sophora
tomentosa, S. secundiflora, Anagyrisfcetida, and
Euchresta Horsfieldii : same as *baptitoxine,

cytisin, and ulexine.

sophronist (so'fro-nist), n. [Gr. aoxppuv, of
sound mind, prudent, + -ist.'] A cautious,

meticulous person ; one who is afraid to go
too far ; one who is given to qualifying his

statements. [Rare.]
The latter's [youth's] instincts are far wiser than they

know, for iconoclasm is never better directed than against
the literalist, formalist, and sophronist.

G. S. Halt, Adolescence, II. 412.

SOpllka (so-pil'ka), n. See sopelka.

SOpra bianco (so'pra be-an'ko). [It. sopra,

above, over, + bianco, white.] In eeram., a

Sopra Bianco.—Delf plate. Brislol. i8th century.

(In the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.)

style of decoration in which the design is

painted in white enamel on a ground of a
slightly different tint. See damasse, 2. Also
called bianco sopra bianco.

SOra, w.-King sora, a name sometimes given to the
Flondii gHllinule, Gallinula galenta.

sorbinose (s6r'bin-6s), «. [sorbin -H -n.ie.]

Same as sorbin, whieh term it has now super-

seded.



sorbite

sorbite, «. 2. A ooustituent of steel ; prac-
tically pearlite which has not had time to

become perfectly formed. The solid solution
of carbon in iron (austenite) will decompose
into pearlite, together with either excess fer-

rite or excess cementite, according as the

percentage of carbon is less or more than 0.90

per cent. The complete decomposition of the
austenite requires time, and there is therefore
very frequently only a partial resolution into

pearlite. The transition-forms between the
austenite and pearlite are called respectively
martensite, troosUte, and sorbite. Present
knowledge does not disclose fully the nature
of these transition-forms.

Austenite, troostite, sorbite, and other constituents [of

ironl have also been described. Eticyc. Brit., XXIX. 572.

SOrbitic (sor-bit'ik), a. [sorbite + -ic.'] Per-
taining to or of the nature of sorbite: as, sor-

bitic steel.

Stead and Richards in a paper on sorbitic steel rails

give a simple method for the production of sorbite in

steel. Etectrochem, Industry, Feb., 1904, p. 51.

sorbitol (s6r'bi-tol), n. [sorbite + -o?.] Same
as.iorbite, 1, which term it has now superseded.
sorbose (sor'bos), n. [sorftl + -ose.] Same
as *gurbi>iose.

sorcerer, h. 2. A fish of the family Nettasto-
midse, found in the deep sea, having a fragile

body and a thin skin charged with black pig-

ment.

Sordaria (s6r-da'ri-a), ». [NL. (Cesati and De
Notaris, 1863), < L.' sordes, filth, referring to

SordariaJi*niseda.
a, ascocarps, or perithecia ; b, vertical section of a perithcciuni

;

c, ascus, or spore-case ; d, spore.

the habitat of many of the species.] A genus
ofpyrenomycetous fungi having separate peri-
thecia and unicellular dark-colored spores
frequently provided with hyaline appendages.
The species are numerous and widely distrib-
uted. Many are found on dung. S, fimiseda
occurs on horse and cow dung in Europe and
North America.

Sordariaces (s6r-da-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Sordarid + -uceee.'] A family of pyrenomyce-
tous fungi named from Sordaria, one of its

principal genera. Most of the genera and
species are found on dung.

sordidin (s6r'di-din), n. [NL. sordida (see
def.) + -i«'<] A colorless neutral compound,
CH3OC12H7O7, contained in the lichens Leca-
nora sordida and X. sulphurea. It crystallizes
in needles, melts at 210° C, and is volatile
without decomposition.

SOre^, n— Veldt sore, a painful ulcer, of the hands or
feet chiefly, occurring in .South Africa. Also called Natal
boil.

sorehead, «. 3. Same as *bird-pox.

Sorel's cement. See *cement.

sore-shin (sor'shin), n. Same as sore-shin
*disc(ise.

Soret phenomenon or principle. See *pke-
»ome110 II.

sorghum-blight (s6r'gum-blit), «. A disease
of sorghum producing red spots on the culms
and leaves, believed to be due to Sacillus
Soryhi.

sorghum-evaporator (s6r ' gum - § - van ' o -ra-
tor), H. A device for removing moisture or
excess of liquid from sorghum molasses.

sorghum-knife (s6r'gum-nif), n. A heavy
kintV- Msfd for cutting sorghum.

sorghum-midge (s6r'gum-mij), n. A ceci-
domyiid fly, iJiplosis .lorghicola, which deposits
its eggs in sorghum heads in the southern
United States, and whose larvee absorb the
juices from the young ovaries, causing a
sterility of the seeds. Science, Jan. 17, 1908,

p. 114.
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sorghum-smut (s6r'gum-smut), M. See *.wmt.
soroban (so-ro-ban'), n. [Jap.] The Japa-
nese abacus.

SOroriation (so-ro-ri-a'shon), H. [L. sororiare,
grow up or swell together: said of the female
breasts.] The enlarging of the female breasts
at puberty.

sorority (so-ro'ri-ti), n. [NL. sororitas, sister-

hood, ' L. soror, sister.] A sisterhood, cor-
responding to fraternity: often applied to
women's Greek letter societies.

One saw many of those neat little sorority pins the
American girl proudly brings home from boarding-
school or college.

E. Insley, in Harper's Mag., Sept., 1900, p. 490.

SOrosis, n. 2. A woman's club; specifically,
the first woman's club in America, organized
in 1868.

Sorosporium (s6-ro-sp6 'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Kudolphi, 1829), < Or. aup6(, heap, -i- aivdpof,

seed, referring to the masses of spores.] A
genus of smut-fungi of the order Ustilaginales,
having the spores loosely united in small
spherical masses which are surrounded by a
gelatinous envelop when young. ,S. EUisii
occurs frequently and destroys the inflores-
cence of species of Andropogon.

SOrrell, «— Engelmann's sorrel. Same as drop-seed
^dock.— Guinea sorrel. Same as Indian sorrel (which
see, under sorreH).— Ladies' sorrel, Oxalig stricta, a
delicate species with >elluw fluwere, ranging throughout
most of temperate North America east uf the Rocky
Mountains and introduced into Europe. Also called w^-
rii/ht yelloio-wood «orr«^— Queensland sorrel, the
green kurrajong. Hibiscus neterophyltus, the young
shoots, leavjs, and roots of which are eaten by the ab-
origines.— Upright yellow-wood sorrel. See ladies'
ksorrel.

sorrel-dock (sor'el-dok), n. See *f?oci-i.

sorrel-tree, «. 2. The stagger-bush, Pieris
Mariana.

Sorrento work. See *tcork.

SOrtation, «. II. a. Of or pertaining to sort-
ing.

On a Correct Colour Code or Sortation Code in Colours.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIIL 842.

SOrteS, n. pl.— SOTtes Vlales, in Item, antiq., divina-
tion by a lot drawn by the first person encountered on
tile street.

SOrtilegic (s6r-ti-lej'ik), a. [sortilege + -ic]
Divinatory ; of or pertaining to sortilege.

Seri warfares, like the hunting customs of the tribe, is

'largely so^^iVe^ic,' and the warfare of the tribe (devoid
of military tactics in the strict sense of the term) is

'merely an intensified counterpart of their chase.'
Science, May 17, 1901, p. 782.

SOrting-boom (s6r'ting-bom), n. In lumbering,
a strong boom used to guide logs into the
sorting-jack, to both sides of which it usually
is attached.

sorting-gap (s6r'ting-gap), n. See *sorting-
jacl:

sorting-hammer (s6r'ting-ham''6r), ?;. A
hammer of about two pounds weight, shaped
like a narrow, blunt ax, used to break ores
for sorting.

sorting-jack (s6r'ting-jak), n. In lumbering,
a raft, secured in a stream, through an open-
ing in which logs pass to be sorted by their
marks and diverted into pocket booms or the
down-stream channel. Also called sorting-
gap.

SOSpirando (sos-pi-riin'do), a. [It., ppr. of
sos]>irare, sigh.] Sighing: used, in music, to
denote passages that are to be rendered in a
doleful manner.

SOSpiro (sos-pe'ro), n. [It., a sigh, < sospirare,
sigh. See *sospirando.'\ In music, an old
name for a crotchet or quarter-note rest ; also,

earlier, for a minim or half-note rest.

SOSpiroso (sos-pi-r6's6), a. [It., < sospiro, a
sigh.] Doleful: used, in music, like *sospi-
rando.

SO'terial (so-te'ri-al), a. [Gr. aur//p, savior,
-f- -i-rt/i.] Of or pertaining to the Saviour or
to salvation ; soteriological.

The soterial pith of the Gospel is simple and soon ex-
hibited. Howard Crosby, Christian Preacher, ii.

SOtol (so-tol'), n. [Nahuatl sotoli, the ancient
Mexican name.] In the southern United
States and Mexico a name given to several
species of yucca-like plants belonging to the
genus Dasylirion, sometimes called bear-grass.
The fleshy crown at the apex of the stem of Dasylirion
Texanum and D. Wheeleri are roasted and eaten by the
Mexicans and Indians, and yield an inferior brandy called
mezcal de sotol, which is distilled in the same manner as
the common mescal from the agave. The ancient M.exi-

sound-boz
cans wove sandals (zotolcactli ) ami mats (zototpetlat!) ttom
the leaves. The fresh ladle-like leaf-bases of IJasylirion
acrotrichum are now used in some of the markets as re-
ceptacles for carrying home lard, olives, oil, etc.

SOU. An abbreviation of southern.

Soubise sauce. See *sauce.

souchong, n. Souchong tea is prepared from the sou-
chong leaves, namely the fourth and fifth from the tip of
the shooti or is of a quality regarded as corresponding to
these. The leaf is longer and thinner than in the con-
gous, in the prepared state folded rather than curled or
twisted. In drinking-quality the souchongs are similar
to the congous ; the flavor is technically described as
' tarry.' Six trade subclasses are enumemted. Cf. cmigou
*tea, •pefroe.— Pekoe SOUChong, a grade of tea some-
what coarser than pekoe.

Soudan III. See *.S'!(rf«tt ///.—Soudan formation.
See */orinatioji.— Soudan O. See -kSudaii G.

SOUesite (so'e-sit), n. [Named after F. Soues,
who sent the specimen for examination.] A
native nickel-iron alloy from the auriferous
gravels of the Fraser river in British Colum-
bia ; closely allied to awaruite, but containing
somewhat more nickel.

souffle, n.— Funic souffle, a soft blowing sound heard
on auscultation of the abdomen of a pregnant woman,
believed to be caused by the movement of blood in the
umbilical cord. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV- 342.

SOUfri^re (s6-fri-yar'), n. [F. soufriere, <

soufre, sulphur. See sulphur.] The French
equivalent of solfatara, somewhat current in
English since the volcanic outbreaks in Mar-
tinique and St. Vincent in 1902. The word
is a common geographical name in the Wind-
ward Islands where the French influence
either is or has been predominant. It is ap-
plied to any expiring volcanic vent. When
there is but one on an island it is called La
Soufriere.
The steam puffs grew in magnitude, and before the

end of April there were several explosions, accompanied
by rumblings and tremblings of the eanh, in which jets
of mud^were shot into the air and swept far a-sea by the
trade-winds ; while the warm springs and soliataras (or
souffrieres) on Martinique and other islands displayed
unwonted activity.

W. J. ilcGee, iu Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1902, p. 273.

SOUll^ K.—Animal soul, the conscious principle of an
individual animal in contradistinction to the vegetative
soul, or mere life.— Heart and SOUl, See itheart.

soul-house (sol'hous), n. A small clay model
of a house or residence placed, by the ancient

Soul-hoijse.

(From restored model in MetropoUian Mubcum of Art. New York.)

Egyptians (Vlth-XIIth dynasty), in a tomb
for the accommodation of the soul of the de-
parted.

Prof. Petrie also gave a paper to the Bection describing
the excavations caiTied out by the British School of
ArcliEeology, under his direction, at (iizeh and Rifeh. In
this communication he described the interesting series of
pottery soul-houses, found on the latter site, which are of

great importance apart from their religious significance
as showing the design and evolution of the ordinary
Egyptian house, about which little had previously been
known. Xature, Aug. 29, 1907, p. 462.

souling, n. See '^'suJhig.

soul-worship (sorwer^ship), «. The worship
of ghosts or spirits; belief in the survival of

a conscious spirit after the death of the body,
and acts of propitiation to appease it: one of

the most wide-spread and persistent of primi-
tive cults. Gumploicicz (traus.)» Outlines of

Sociol., p. 55.

SOUnd^, ".— Colored sounds, soimds having imagi-
nary colors strongly assmijitcd uiih thein in the minds
of some persons.— Sounds Of subdivision, in acoustics,

the upper partials of a compound t^ne or clang; over-

tones.

soundboard, «. 3. In organ-building, same as
icind-chest,

SOUnd-boX (sound'boks), n. In pkonet.., the

round metal box which carries the reproduc-
ing or the recording stylus of the gramophone.

The reoroducing sound-box differs only in detail fwan
the recording sound-box.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 5i.



sound-cage

sound-cage (sound'kaj), H. In exper. psycliol.,

an instrumeut, constructed after the analogy
of the perim-
eter, for the

study of lo-

calization of

sound. In fixed

form, the sound-
oafire consist* of a

hollow spherical

cage. The imagi-
nary surface of

the sphere is di-

vided, perhaps,
into eight equal
parts by four ver-

tical great circles

:

and again, hori-

zontally, by the
equator and by
two small circles

parallel to the
equator at a dis-

tance of 45' fnim
the poles. The

Souiid-ca(;c.

(From '• Yale Psychol. Studies.")

cage, made of stout wire, is left open below to admit the
bach of a chair and the observer's !)ody. The observer is

st( seated that the center of the line joining the external
openings of his two ears is the center of the sphere.
Hounds are given by a telephone-sounder, which travels

from point to point over the surface, the observer, who
is blindfolded, being refjuired to indicate the direction

from which the sound api>ears Ut come. As this appara-
tus is bulky, sound-cages have been devised in which two
semicircles, or two ((uadrants, are made to revolve in

BQch a way as to cover the whole surface of the sphere.

A\m* mumi-periiiifter. E. B. Titchetu^r, Exper. Psychol.,

I. i. 179.

SOUnd-centroid (sound'sen'troid), n. In ex-

2>er. phoiict., an imaginary point in the flow of

sound in speech or song, at which (for pur-

poses of scientific treatment) we may regard
the entire energy of the sound to be concen-
trated. See the extract.

Just as in the cise of any irregular IXMly, we can find

ditferent grades of centroids by limiting the consideration

U) larger or smaller jxirtious. There are thus phrase-cen-
tniids, syl!able-centn>ids, sinind-centrrtidx, etc.

Scripture, Exper. Fhonetica, p. 451.

sound-chest (sound'chest), n. Same as reso-

nunee-biijc. or as soundboard or wind-chest. In
some old keyboard-instruments, resonance
was sought by using not a mere soundboard,
but a fully inclosed sound-chest, after the an-
alogy of other stringed instruments.

soundflat (sound'flat), n. In pianoforte-mak-
iiiii. same as soundboard.

sonnd-lianuner (sound'ham^fr), «. In physiol.

and iisi/rhi'jihtis., a metal hammer which striltes

upon a metal block, and therefore (if shaft

and block are included in an electrical circuit)

makes electrical contact at the moment that

the sound of the stroke occurs. The hammer
is much used as a sound-stimulator in reaction

experiments in which the Hipp (or other elec-

trical) chronoscope is employed. E. li. Titch-

ener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. 154.

sound-helmet (soimd'hel'met), M. In exper.

psychoL, a soiind-cage made in the form of a
cap of light wire, which is fitted to the head
of the observer, and from which free wires,

straight or bent, radiate out in the various
directions of space: the stimuli are sounded
at the e.xtrcmitiesof these wires. E. B. Titch-

ener, E.xper. Psychol., I. ii. 359.

sound-hole, «. 2. See the extract.

Tliese jioitnd-hUfg, which are a special feature of the
finer Norfollc towers, are square, unglazed o|>enings lllleil

witli tracery in the stage below the bell-chandjer win-
dows. Athenxum, April 9, lUOl, p. 47;i.

sounding',". 4. In a«frr>H,, the investigation

of the probable distance of the boundaries of

the stellar universe by enumerating the num-
ber of stars visiV)le in different regions in the

field of a given telescope or on a photographic
plate.

The second point for photographic investigation refers

to the limits of the system towards the galactic poles.

There is reason to l>elieve them comparatively restricted.

M. Teloria. <if the Milan <)b8ervatory, using a refractor

cajwible at the utnn«it of showing stars of eleventh mag-
nitude, obtained for a "mean ittnindin'j," at the north
pole of the milky way, ahnmt identically the same num-
ber given by HerHcliel's great retlect^»r.

A. M. Cli-rkr. in Smitlisonian Rep.. 1801, p. 10«.

Pnenmatlc sounding-apparatus, an apparatus de-

vised by I'aulsett. Ptytr, aMd Rung in 18H5, in whicli a
vol tune of air is compressed ami tiie depth is calculat«d
from the jiressure that effected this compression. It is

applicable to much greater depths than the analogous
Thiiuisori sHiiiidin'/'tube.

sounding-balloon (soun'ding-ba-lon'), «. A
small biiUoon bearing meteorological appara-
tus, but without an aeronaut, sent rapidly up
to the highest possible elevation in order to as-

certain the atmospheric conditions. The bal-

loon is carried off by the wind and comes to
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.the ground at a long distance, and the record
is found and brought back. Two forms of

sounding-balloons are in use. One, the older,

usually of silk or paper, falls when sufficient

hydrogen gas escapes through the open ap-
pendix ; the other, of rubber, sealed, expands
as it rises and eventually bursts, the appara-
tus falling slowly, supported by a parachute.
Originally and frequently called haUon-sonde.
sounding-machine, ».— sigsbee sounding-ma-
chine, a macliine for t^\King si>undings in very deep water
by means of a lead weiglit attached by a cord to the end
of a fine wire on which are marks to show the amount of
wire paid out at the time the lead touches bottom : the
invention of Rear-Admiral C. D. gigsbee, U. S. N.

sounding-tube (soun'ding-tub), Ji. 1. A wa-
tertight tube or pipe extending vertically up
from the bottom of a vessel, or from any com-
partment, so that the depth of water in the
interior can be conveniently measured from
the deck by dropping a sounding-rod attached
to a line through the tube to the bottom.— 2.
A glass tube, in a protecting case, lowered
with sounding-lead to the bottom of the
shoaler parts of the ocean, the lower end of
the tube being open and the upper end closed.
The air within is compressed in proportion to

the depth of the ocean. The water penetrates
and dissolves a red paint from the inside of
the tube, so that the colored remainder indi-

cates theamountof compression of the airand
hence the depth of the water. It was invented
by Sir William Thomson (Loi-d Kelvin) about
1860.

sound-memory (sound' mem 'o-ri), n. In
psijchoL, auditory memory ; memory aroused
by auditory cues and couched in auditory
terms.
The meaningless sound len . . . called up the sound-

inrinnr>n>t clams.* .Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 118.

sound-pendulum (sound'pen'dii-lum), «. In
psychophys., a pendulum suspended from a

souring-machine

SOUng (song), H. [Burmese ?] A Burmese harp
with a boat-shaped body
and a gracefully curved
back or frame, but
post. Also soum.

Sound-pciimiiuiii.

a, wooden ba«e on layer ol (elt : l>, ebony strilcing.block ; c, steel
pillar; rf. pendulum, wrapped with rulthcr tubing to prevent vibra.
tion ; e. arc. doubly supported on base, and capped with sponge-
rubber (it carries tnree releases) ;y, pendulum catch and release,
shown separately on larger scale.

steel pillar, the hard-rubber bob of which
strikes, as the pendulum falls, upon a block
of ebony cemented to the base of the instni-

raent. Since the fnteiisity of the sound produceil by
the blow is directly proportional t^t the height of fall of

the bob, that is, t<» the stiuare of the sine of half the arc
through which the iiendulum swings, the relative inten-

sities of successive souikIs may readily be calculated by
reference t4> a graduated arc of metal, also attached to
the base of the instrument. The sound-pendulum is

sometimes made with two pendulums, hung to right and
left of the pillar and striking on the two faces <jf the
bhKk : but it is dittlcult to insure the qualitative simi-
larity of the twt) soniuls thus priKluced. The sotind-pen-
dulum was first constructed by Volkmann, and since
Fechner's time it has been a standard piece of psycho-
physical apparatus.

A gixKl way of turning this principle to account for the
investigation of soimd-intensities which do not differ very
?:reatly fnmi one another is indicated in the [acccHupany-
ngj schematic rejjresentation of the mntnd-pendutum,
Tr. iri(;u// (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. ,10.

sound-perimeter (sound'pe-rim''e-t6r), M. In
exper. jjyi/chol., ritimp aa^sound-cage, Psychol.
Rer., Jan.. I'JO:!, p. 64.

sound-sensation (sound'sen-sa'shon), n. In
psychol., auditory sensation; especially, a
sensation of noise. W. If'midt (trans.), Hu-
man and Animal Psychol., p. 32.

sound-shifting (sound'shifting), 11. [Tr. G.
I<iiitrersrhi<l/iin<i.] The 'shiftingof (consonant)
sounds' in a regular series or rotation: applied
to this phenomenon in the history of Teu-
tonic languages. See *lautverschiebun(/ and
Grimm's law, under te«>i. Keane, Ethnology,
p. 413.

(In the Stearns Collection, University o( Michi

soup-, H— In the soup, in a predicament ; helpless to
act; in a mortifying situation. [Slang.]

soup-bone (sop'bon), n. A bone (with some
meat on it) used for making soup-stock : usu-
ally the shank of beef.

S0Upir(s6-per'), ». [F., a sigh. See *«ospi>o.]
In III iisic, an olti name for a crotchet or quar-
ter-note rest.

SOUpon, ». See supawn.
soup-spoon (sop'spon), n. A spoon of a ."ize

and form adapted for use in eating soup.
— Soup-spoon man, a certain member of a gang of
burglars. .See ^yeijipnan. [Thieves' slang.]

When the prisoners were taken to Police Headquarters
Assistant Superintendent Dougherty of the Pinkerton
Detective Bureau identified the man who said he was
William .Smith as Gus Ue Ford, alias " Ky Yellow," alias
" Buggsey," an expert with high explosives, known as the
" Kiuf^ o( the Soup Spoon Men." y. i'. 7'«He«, Jan. 2, 1905.

soup-stock (sop'stok), H. See stocks, 24.

sour, «. 5. In drenching or puering skins, the
old liquor which has become sour or turned.
Modern .-iincr. Tanning, p. 47 White sour, the
bath of very dilute sulphuric acid in which cotton cloth
is immersed after it has been exposed to the action of a
weak solution of bleaching-powder, as a part of the usual
pnjcess of chlorin-bleaching. SadtleVy Handbook of
Indilst. Ciiem., p. 475.

sour-ball (sour'bal), «. A round sugar-plum,
very strongly flavored with lemon.
sour-berry (sour'ber'i), n. The European
cranberry, Oxycoccus Oxycoccus.

source, «. 4. In geom., a place of transition
from space of H -^- 1 into space of n dimensions.— 5. In elect.: {a) That point or region in an
electric circuit at which abrupt difference of
potential exists so that current flows from it

on one side through the circuit and toward it

through the circuit from the other side. Thus
adynamo generator, a voltaic cell, oraeharged
condenser is a source of current in the circuit

in which they are placed. (6) In the ease of

current flow in plane sheets, a point at which
the current enters the sheet.

In the case of current flow in plane sheets, we have to
consiiler certain points called nourcen at which the cur-
rent flows into the sheet, and certain points called sinks
at which it leaves. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 18.

sourdine, «. II. a. Softly played; muted;
pathetic. [Rare.]
Yet there is here and there a stroke of dramatic force,

and there is the all of making a commonplace event
striking by telling it in hints, as in the itoxtrdine little

tragedy of " A Motlern Melodrama," where a prostitute
guesses her death-sentence from the docttu-'s visit.

N. Y. Timen, .July 2, 1898.

sour-dock (sour'dock), n. 1. See sour.— 2.
See *doH-l.

sourdough (sour'do), «. See the extract.
[Local slang.]
strange as it may seem, the closing In of winter [in

Alaska] opens up the country to the *^itonrdou^h," for
dogs can pull where horses fail, and the pro8])ector with
his team and ''grubstake" roams at will.

National (Seng. Mag., March, 1906, p. 107.

sour-grass, «. 2. In the West Indies, Artdro-
pogon jiertusus, a native of India, but natural-
ized in Australia and the West Indies, where
it is considered one of the most valuable
fodder-grasses.— 3. Either the common Old
World sorrel, liuinex Acetosa, or the sheep-
sorrel, Ii. .(ccf(WcWa.— Ladies' sonr-grass. Same
as ladif'H' -kmrrel.

sour-gum, ". 2. See '•gum".

souring-machine (sour'ing-ma-shen"), n. In
bli'drhini/, a machine for washing cotton or

linen cloth in an acidulated bath. G. Duerr,
Bleaching and Calico-printing, p. 11.



sour-sop

sour-sop, "— Sour-80p bird, a small, bright^colored
tm\nizer,VaUijgte veraicvlor, so called from its frequenting
the sour-sop tree.

sourweed (souywed), n. The sheep-sorrel,

Hiiiiitx Ai'ttosella.

Soutliem canary-grass. See itcanarit-irran^.— South-
ern cattle-fevor. same as Texns /Vctr.— Southern
cattle-tick. See inf^d-ticA.— Southern root-rot.
Same as Ozonitim *roo(-ro(.— Southern timothy. See
ircanari/-fjrai!g,

southing, H. 4. h\ sun-eying And in uavigation,

the linear distance measured in a north and
south dire.'tiou from the northerly end of a
line to the true east and west line or the paral-

lel of latitude passing through the southerly

end of the line. Geometrically the southing

or the northing of la line is equal to its east

and west projection on to a meridian. The
southing of a line thus is equal to its northing,

and the former or the latter will be used
solely in accordance with the direction of real

or imaginary motion along the line.

The position of each pohit is calculated trigonometri-

cally with reference tu its distance east or west, north or

south, of tlie starting-point of the survey. The distance

from point to point, measured along or parallel to the

meiidian, is called tlie dilference of latitude of these two
points, or northing or Kouthimj. Encijc. Bn(., XXXIII. 88.

South Sea arrowroot. See Taeea and *gaogao.

sovereign, ». 2. (6) An Austrian gold coin of

the value of three ducats. The sovereign

of Ferdinand I. was worth $6.76.-3. Any one
of several nymphalid butterflies of the genus
Sasilarehin, as the banded purple, the hybrid
purple, the red-spotted purple, the viceroy

and the vicereine.— Adelaide sovereign, a pound
gold token struck by the assay-otfice of Port Adelaide in

1852.—-Brabant sovereign, a gold coin of Austria.

That of .Joseph II. (1766) weighed 171.468 grains, 916.667

fine, and was worth $6.76.— Silver sovereign, a nick-

name of the Spanish dollar.

soveren, soverenty. Simplified spellings of

sorereign, sorcreignty

.

sovik (so'vik), n. [Samoyedf] A large, loose

fur tunic worn by the Samoyeds over the

malitza, with the hair outside, and provided
with a large hood. See extract under *louptIiu.

SOVrano (s6-vra'n6), n. [It. See sovereign.']

A coin of Francis I. of Austria, in 1831, for the

dukedom of Milan and for Austrian Lombardy

.

80w2, ». 3. In metal. : (6) Same as bear^, 7.

SOWberry (sou'ber"i), n. Same as *sour-

berry.

sow-foot (sou'fut), n. The coltsfoot, Tussi-

lago Farfara.
sow-grass (sou ' gras), n. The swine-cress,

Coronopus Coronopus.

SOWne^t, a. [Corrup. of F. souvenu, remem-
bered.] In old Eng. law, such as is leviable :

said of a sheriff's return.

sow-plum (sou'))lum), n. See *jj/mw1.

sow-tit (sou'tit), n. The wood strawberry,
Fragaria rcsra.

Sozhlet extractor. See Soxhlet's extraction

*iippnratus.

Soyka's bacteria flask. See *flas1c.

sozal (so'zal), n. [Irreg. < Gr. auCeiv, save, -I-

-a(3.] A trade-name of aluminium paraphe-

uolsulphonate, (H0C6H4S03)3A1. It Is a
crystalline astringent compotind and is used
in surgery as an antiseptic.

SOZin (so'zin), n. [Irreg. < Gr. o(iC«"', save, -I-

-i«2.] Any defensive albuminous substance.

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 844.

SOZOiodol (s6-zo-i'o-dol), n. [Gr. au(,civ, save,

-t- K. iod{ine) + -ol.] A crystalline powder
(diiodophenol-sulphuric acid), employed in

surgery and gynecology as a substitute for

iodoform. Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry, VII. 227.

SOZOiodolate (s6"zo-i-6'do-lat), n. [^sozoiodol +
-a<e'.] A trade-name of a salt of diiodopara-
phenol-sulphonicacid. The potassium, sodium,
zinc, and mercury salts are used medicinally

as antiseptic and antipyretic remedies, ap-

plied both internally and externally.

SOZOl (so'zol), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ouCf"', save, -t-

-o(.] A trade-name of al.irainiumparaphenol-
sulphonate, Al(HOC8H4S03)3. It is a brown-
ish granular compound and is used in surgery

as an antiseptic. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VII. 262.

SOZOlic (so-zol'ik), a. Isozol + -ic] Noting
an acid, the same as *aseptol : a trade-name.

Sp. An abbreviation (b) of Spain.

space, n.— Bolyal space. Same as Lohachemkian
*«;,«c»> — CathOUlC dark space. See -kcathndic and
Crmkeiin impace..— Cllfford-Kleln spaces, space-forms

obtained when the geometric axioms are only assumed
lor an every-way bounded piece of space.— Clifford's

space, the space formally analogous t« Clitfords surface
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of zero curvature and finite extent. In it most of the
usual Euclidean properties hold as regards figures not
exceeding a certain size. The angle-sum of a triangle is

two riglit angles, and there are motions in wliicii all

points tiavel along straight lines. Tlie straight line is

closed and the whole space is finite.— Grookes'S space,
CroOkes'S dark space, in the electric discharge thnjugh
vacnuni-tubes, a daik layer immediately surrounding the
catliode and separating it from the negative glow. As the
pressure diminishes the dark layer increases in thickness,

gradually displacing the negative glow.— Curvature of
space, a metric property which an imaginary space can
have and which real or physical space may have in an al-

most inconceivably small degree, wliich is expressible by
such a differential e<iuation as to require mathematical
analysts to admit that it is of tlie nature of a curvature.
A curvature like that of the surface of a sphere will cause
the sum of the three angles of a triangle to be greater
than two right angles ; and that curvature if constant im-
plies that space is finite and unVxiunded. A curvature
like that of a saddle will cause tlie sum of the three angles
of a triangle to be less than two riglit angles ; and tliat

curvature if constant implies that space is infinite in its

measurement and that measuralile sjiace is bounded. It

is only the fiat space in which tlie sum of the angles of a
triangle is exactly 180" that is at once limitless and in-

finite— characters generally opposed to one another. P'or

in proceeding along a line, and measuring as one goes,

either the line comes to an end while the measurement
is still finite, in which case the line is finite and limited,

or the line returns into itself, completing the measure-
ment while the measurement is still finite, in which case
the line is finite and unlimited, or the measurement be-

comes infinite before the line comes to an end or returns
into itself when the line is infinite and the measurable
part of it is limited, whether the whole line is limited or
not ; and it is only when the line returns into itself sim-
ultaneously with the measurement becoming infinite that
the whole line is measurableyet infinite and is unlimited.
There is always some law of progress along a line such
that the pi"ogress is brought to an end by a character of

the line itself, namely, either its coming to an end or its

return into itself.— Dark space, a region, within a va-

cuum-tube ti-aversed by the electric discharge, which is

Dark Space in a Vacuum-tube.
a, Faraday's dark space : b, Crookes's dark space.

devoid of luminescence. When an electric current passes
through a tube containing a gas, such as air, at low pres-

sures the glow does not extend unifonnly throughout the
tube. Near the cathode is a non-luminous 'region the
length of which increases as the pressure diminishes.
This is the first dark space or Crotikes's space. Beyond this

is the negative glow, followed by the second dark space
or Faraday's space.—Dead space, {h) In cAcm.. a name
given by Liebreich to certain parts of a solution in which
he thought no reaction occurred between substances dis-

solved in it. (c) The clearance-space in a steam-engine
cylinder between the head of the cylinder and the end of

the piston when the crank is on its dead center, (rf) The
difference between the readings of the mercurial ther-

mometer when the temperature is rising and when it is

falling, due in part to the change in the curvature of the
meniscus and in part to the expansion of the bulb from
the change in pressure of the vertical capillary column.
The general effect is analogous to that of tliedead motion
of the micrometer-screw.— Double elliptic space,"a
space in which the straight line is finite ami every two
meet twice.— Faraday's dark space, in the electric

discharge through vacuum-tubes at pressures less than
about i a centimeter, the dark space between the positive
column and the glow around the negative electrode.

Faraday's dark space increases in width as the^pressure
decreases until it finally displaces the positive column
altogether — Flve-tO-em space, in printing, a blank
type, one fifth the width of the square of the b<Mly of the
text-type.— Four-tO-em space, in pn'nting, the low or
blank type that is one fourth the width of the square of the
body of the text-type.— Fourth dimension of space.
See *'limenxion.— Halr-space. See /(nir-^7<f7,','.— Ideal
space, that part of tlie complete spatial manifold with-
out (outside) the absolute.— Interaeptal spiice, in sea-

a'leniones and corals, the space betweenttwo mesenteries
of adjacent pairs. Compare •kintramegenterial ttpace.—
I^irrey'S spaces, open spaces along the line of
attai'htiient of the diaphragm to the chest-walls.

—

Linear space, (ci) See linear, (h) Euclidean space.—
Lobachevskian space, the space characterized by the
Ilolyai-Lobachevski non-Euclidean geometry.—MonOd-
romy of space. See -^inonrx/ro?/!!/.— Non-Euclidean
space, a space in which a non-Euclidean geometry is

true (is actual).— PolseuUle'S space, that part of the
blood-stream in contact with the walls of the capillaries,

where the white corpuscles move along sluggishly, the
red corpuscles moving in, ire rapidly in the center. Also
called still (n.ver.— Postperforated space. Same as

posterior perforated space. See jierfornted space {b),

under perforated.— VTUSaSL^'a space, a small space in

the tympanum bounded by the malleus, its external liga-

ment, the outer wall of the attic, and Shrapnell's

membrane. Also called Prussak's pouch ttr chamber.—
RetZlUS'S space, a small space or cavity in the tissues

anterior to the bladder.— Elemannlan space, a space in

which a Kiemannian geometry is actual. See -ki/eontetry.

— Robin's spaces, minute spaces in the outer coat of an
artery, which connect with the lymphatics.— Simple
(or single) elliptic space, one inVhich the straight line

is finite and no two have more than one point in com-
mon.— Six-to-em space, ill printinfl. a blank type, one
sixth the width of the square of the Iwidy of the text-

type : same as hair-spaee on small Ixtdies.— Space er-

ror. See •error- Space Of Broca, the central portion

of the anterior olfactory lobe of the brain. - Space of
discission. See irdiscission.— &pSiCe Of dissolu-
tion. See *di'«m(«<iV)n.— Space Of straights, in ne'on..

space witli the straight as element.— Space Of Tenon,

space-telegraph

the space between Tenon's capsule, and the sclerotica.

—

Space of Vestberg, the periaortic space tjetween the
I»ericar(iiuni and the beginning of the aorta.— Spaces Of
Fontana, intervals left between the prolongations of the
suspensory ligament of the iris.— Tactile space, space
considered as a synthesis from tactile sensations and per-

ceptions.— Temperature of space, the temperature of

an interplanetary or interstellar region not exposed to
the radiation from the sun or from other hot Ijodies, Ac-
cording to the estimates of Langley, confirmed liy subse.
queiit investigations by othei's, the temperature or space
is approximately the absolute zero or—27yM'.— Thick
space, in printing, the sjiace usually known as three-em
or tliree-to-eni.— Thin space, in printing, a space of in-

determinate width, thickerthan the hair-space and thinner
than the commoner three-to-em space, fsually applied
to the four- or flve-to-em space — Three-tO-em space,
in printing, a low type, one third the width of the body
of the text-tyjie, used to make a blank between words.

—

Traube'S space, an area on the left side of the chest over
the stomach, where a tympanitic percussion-sound is

heard, contrasting with the dullness of the precordial
area.— Visual space, space considered as a synthesis
from visual selisatifnis and perceptions.

space-bar (spas'bai'), n. Same as spacer, 2.

space-consciousness (spas'kon'shus-nes), n.

In p.sychol., a general term for the various
modes (visual, auditory, tactual, etc.), of per-

ception or apprehension of space.

An analogous difficulty is at present felt by the dis-

ciples of Kant. These cannot imagine how it is possible
that our spaee-consciousness can have arisen out of that
which was not originally a space-consciousness.

II. Spencer, in Mind, O. S., XV. 310.

space-constant (spas'kon"stant), «. The re-

ciprocal of tlie square root of Riemann's mea-
sure of curvature.

It has, consequently, become customary to speak of the
reciprocal of the square root of Riemann's measure of

curvature as the space-constant, in order to avoid all ap-
pearance of implying a curvature of non-Euclidean spaces.

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 666.

space-contrast (spas'kon'''trast), n. The re-

ciprocal influence of adjacent spatial extents or
areas, of widely different dimensions: supposed
by some psychologists to explain certain phe-
nomena of optical illusion.

space-experience (spas'eks-pe"ri-ens), w. In
psychoL, experience of spatial magnitudes or
relations; experience couched in terms of

spatial perceptions or ideas : usually opposed
to *tivie-experience.

An hour is just as much an hour of space.experience as
an hour of time-experience.

II'. iri/n(/^ (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 19.

space-hunger (spas'huTig'ger), n. In psychoh,
tlie instinct of truancy or vagrancy; instinc-

tive aversion to the confinement of every-day
life. [Rare.]

Ennui, malaria, space-hunger, horror of familiar envi-

ronments and habitual duties, and spring fever are com-
paratively infrequent as long as children are sexually
neuter, G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 376.

space-key (spas'ke), n. In a tj-pe-writer or
type-setting machine, a key which controls
the spacing. See *type-uriter.

space-lattice (spas'laf'is), n. A net-like

structure assumed in discussing the molecular
relations of different types of crystalline forms.
In it the particles are regarded as situated at

the solid angles of equal, parallel parallel-

epipeds. Also space-net.

space-net (spas'net), n. Same as *s}>ace-lat-

tice.

spacer, «. 3. In a type-setting machine, a
device for spacing words.

After being once brought into use, a matrix bar or
spacer is not employed again until all others of the same
kind stored in the magazine have been used in turn.

Census Bulletin 216, June 2s, 1!)02, p, 58.

4. Anything by which a space or interval is

made.
Large horizontal and.radial ventilating spaces are pro-

vided. These ventilating spaces are obtained i)y means
of metal spacers. Elect. liec, Sept 10. liX>l, p. 404,

space-sense (spas'sens), n. In psychol. : (a) A
sense which mediates perceptions of space.

This conclusion, that sight is a space-sense, is supported
by the results of Franz's experiments,

O. M. Stratton, Exper, Psychol, and its Bearing ujxjn
(I'ulture, p. 134.

(b) A term formed on the analogy of 'light-

sense,' 'pressure-sense,' etc., to denote the
capacity of space-perception. It is doubly
misleading, since it implies that our simplest

spatial experiences are sensations as specific

as those of color or pressure, and also sug-

gests that we are endowed with a sense-organ
of space, as we are with an organ of vision,

etc.

E. H. Weber tested the 'cutaneous space sejise' by
applying the two points of a pair of compasses to the
skin." 0. Kiiipe (trans.). Outlines of Psychol,, p. 37.

space-telegraph (spas'tel^e-graf), «, Same
as wireless *telegrapk.



space-telegraphy

space-telegraphy (spas'tel e-graf-i or-te-leg"-

ra-fi'. ». Tt'legraphy without wires.

space-threshold (spas'tliresh"9ld), 71. In psy-

choiilii/x.. the liraen of dual impression for the
skin or retiua, as determined by the esthesio-

metiic (.'ompasses or by tlie just noticeable
separation of black dots on a white back-
ground.
The smallest, juat noticeable distance between two

impressions is called the gpace-threnhold for touch.
H'. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 105.

space-variation (spas'va-ri-a"shgn), )i. In

matli., the change in value of any function
from point to point throughout a space.

space-washer (spas'wosh"er), n. A distance-
piece, usually annular; a disk with a central

hole, placed upon a spindle or axis to keep
two other objects on the same axis at a de-

sired fi.xed distance apart.

space-writer (spas'ri'ter), «. In newspaper
and other literary work, one who is paid by
space, usually by the column, line, or word.
In one way or another . . . by learned professors or by

clever gpace-xcriUrg . . . all but a very few of the leading
actors in our earlier scenes have been . . . sutficiently

bewrltten and belauded.
W. G. Brown, Life of Oliver Ellsworth, i.

Spacinc-rcd (spa'sing-rod), n. \nelect., a rod
or strip, usually of insulating material, which
separates the successive layers of a coil. Spac-
ing-rods are used particularly where a circu-

lation of air for ventilating through the coil

is desired.

spadaite (spa 'da-it), n. [Named in honor of

L. di Medici-57)«rf«.] A hydrated magnesium
silicate which occurs in reddish amorphous
masses: found near Rome, Italy.

spade^, «. 5. In artillery, a thick metal pro-
jection at the end of the trail of a field-gun

carriage, which is forced into the ground by
the recoil and tends to keep the carriage in

the same position for subsequent rounds.
The [^un] carriage was fltt«d with hydraulic recoil

cylinders, and with a ^^spade."
HazelVs Annual, 1902, p. 41.

SpadS pattern, a reciprocal trefoil pattern to be seen in

some Oriental rugs, especially in the bcjrders.

spade-, ''.— Spade casino. See^eanrio.

spade-fish, ". Same as paddle-fish.

spade-foot, «. 2. An enlargement of the thin
end of a leg of a chair or other piece of furni-

ture having a contour similar to that of a
spade. Also used adjectively.
By using the " fpade /oot," aa the square excrescence

at the thin end of the leg is called.

A'. W. Cloustcm, Chippendale Period in Eng. Furniture,

[p. IM.

spade-money (spad'mun'i), n. An early Chi-
nese brcMize coinage made in imitation of
spades and shovels.

spade-press (spad'pres), «. A wool-press of
rude construction, used in Australia, in which
a spade is employed for ramming down the
wool. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

spader, ".— Rotary spader, a machine consisting of a
drum turnitiK on a lionzontal axis and carrying tin its

rim a s,M-ies<»f projecting blades which turn up the earth
as tlie machine is drawn along.

Spagnuoli (spiin-yb-o'le), n. pi. The Sephar-
diin Jews of Turkey and the Balkan states.

Apain, '". t. Same as spane.

span', I'. '. 7. To harness (a horse, etc.)

to a vehicle; in.span; furnish (a vehicle) with
animals to draw (it ). [South African Dutch.]
Montid^a s reply waa short :

" N'o one ever spanned in
an ass with an ox in one yoke." Ennjc. Brit., XXVI. 187.

span*. ". 9. In math., the span of a region in
any clirection is the width of a strip which is

bounded by lines perpendicular to tliat direc-

tion, contains every internal point of the
region, and has on each of its bounding lines

at least one boundary point of the region

;

and the upper limit of these spans of the re-

gion in every direction is called the span.

If Ri. R2. ... be a countably infinite series of closeil

regions, each being entirely within the prccetiing, and if

the gptfn of the regions do nr,t decrease indefinitely, the
conimnii jK)int« form a perfect connected set.

W. II. Younff, in Proc. Math. .S<k*. (I>jndon), ser. 2,

[III. 371.

:8pan-dogS, «. pi. 2. sing. In the bending of
barrel-staves, a bar of iron used as a holder
to retain the curved shape of the staves until
they have cooled,when they will not bend back.

Before the stave is released, a bar of ir<tn bent at each
end is forced over it to hold it in position until it has
ctxiled, when it will retain the curve made by the bender.
This bar is called the ''xpan-dhft," and as a rule it is re-

quired ti>be nearly half the thickness of the wood it holds,
isuch Is the force which it is utilize<l to counteract.

.Sci. Amer. Sup., .Sept. 10, 1904, p. 23982.
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spangle, «. 4. One of many small, somewhat
triangular spots on the wing of a pigeon or

fowl.

spangled, «. 2. Having numerous small
pointed markings on the wing or body. In
spangled pigeons the markings are on the
' shoulder,' or bend of the wing; in fowls, such
as the spangled Hamburgs, they occur on the
body as well. Spangles differ from checkers
in being smaller and more numerous.
Spaniard, » 2. [?. c] Same as jack-spattiard.
— 3. In New Zealand, same as sjiear-gras-i, 3.

spanipelagic (span"i-pe-Iaj'ik), a. [More
prop, ".fptinopclagie, < (jtr. airavi';, rarity (ff-dwof,

rare), -1- -t/.a)of, sea.] Floating or swimming
in the depths of the sea, and coming to the
surface only rarely or exceptionally. See
*pelagic, *autopcliigic, and *bathypehigic.
The final cause of this remarkable 'spainpelaffic mode

of life must lie chiefly in the conditions of reproduction
and ontogeny.
Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, p. 583, in Rep.

[U. S. Fish Com., 188»-91.

Spanlsli blanket, bur, cane, etc. See *blanket, etc.—
Spanish cat. Same as tortoise-nheU *cat.— Spanish
ch&teau, a castle in Spain, or in the air.

In short she 's the pink of perfection, you know;
And she lives like a <jueen in my Spanish Chateau !

J. G. .Saxe, My Castle in .Spain, st. 2.

Spanish reef. See *rfe/2._ Spanish wild cherry.
Same as iitia;/.

Spanish-American (spau'ish-a-mer'i-kan), a.

and )i. I. ((. Of or pertaining to the parts of
America settled or controlled by Spaniards or
their descendants, and where Spanish, more
or less modified, is the vernacular.

H, n. An American of Spanish blood ; a citi-

zen of a Spanish-American state.

spank-stiCK (spangk'stik), H. A flat stick
with which the operation of spanking was
performed. [Dial.]

" Do you remember your Uncle Tree's fipankstick,
Phiebe?"

"Shall we perhaps change the subject?" said Miss
Pho-'be, with bland severity.

L. E. Richards, Mrs. Tree, viii.

spanner, « .— Clybnm spanner, an ailjustable spanner
wrench the movaiile jaw of wliich is adjusted by means
of a screw with a knurled head.

spanopnoea (span-op-ne'a), n. [NL., < 6r.
ffT(ii'(of, rare, scarce, -f- -nvoia, < -ttvooi;, < wvelv,

breathe.] Abnormal slowness of respiration.

span-wire (span'wir), h. a tightly stretched
wire attached to the trolley-wire of an electric

road and used to hold the latter in its position
above the track.

span-worm, «— cranberry span-worm, the lar\a
of an American "geometrid moth, VUora panijiinaria.

spark
American geometrid moth, Ania limbata (formerly
called Nematocampu Jilantentaria). The lai-va lives on
plum and strawberry and other rosaceous plants, and
bears on its back four long curved fleshy horns, two
curving forward and two backward.— Pine span-wonn,
any one of several geometrid larva; which feed on pine-
leaves, as the pine vteaguring-worm, larva of Paraphia
subatnmaria, the redhead inchn'ttrm, larva of Macaria
bisignata, and othera.— Strawberry span-worm.
Same as horned •kspan-twnn.

Spar'^, t'. t.—To spar-down, nant., to seize oars, or
short pieces ^>f liglit timlier, across the shrouds prepara-
tory to rattling down the rigging.

spar'-, « .— Flaky-spar, cleavable calcite. [Local, Eng.
1— Greenland spar. Same as cryolite.— Zinc spar,

smithsuiiite or calamin, native zinc carbonate.

sparadrapier (spar-a-dra-per' or-drap'i-fr), n.

[F. .^puradrapier, < sparadrap, sparadrap.] A
machine for spreading antiseptic paraffin or

other medicating compound upon thin linen,

cotton, or other fabric to make surgical ban-
dages or plasters; a spreading-machine for
coating cerecloth.

sparassodont (spa-ras'o-dont), a. and «. I. a.

Having the characters of or pertaining to the
Spards-sodonta.

II. ?i. An individual of the suborder Spa-
ras.sodonta.

Sparassodonta (spa-ras-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
\ Gr. OTTapacativ. tear, rend, -I- oiSoif (orJoir-),

a tooth.] A suborder proposed by Ameghino
for the large carnivorous marsupials of the
Santa Cruz formation of Patagonia. Accord-
ing to its author, the Sparassodonta are nei-
ther creodouts, placental carnivores, nor
carnivorous marsupials.

sparer,". 2. Thatwhich spares; specifically,

in metabolism, a substance which through its

own destruction will curtail the destruction
of other material : for example, carbohydrates
are sparers of the tissue albumins.
The great power as proteid aparers which the carbohy-

drates exercise. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 5ti4.

sparesome (spar'sum), a. Economical; care-
ful of money; somewhat close. [CoUoq.]

Sparganiacese (spar-ga-ni-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Agardh, 1858), <. Spargani{um) + -aceee.} A
family of monocotyledonous plants of the
order Pundanales, the bur-reed family, con-
taining only the genus .SparjraMiMm (which see).

sparge (spiirj), n. [L. spargo, a sprinkling, <

sptirgcre, sprinkle, sprav.] In brewing, the
spray of heated water which is thrown upon
malt in the preparation of 'wort.'

One may note the temperature at which the "uparge "

is applied ; 170" is fre<iuently exceeded, and the use of
stirrers in wash stills by no means univeraal, especially
where small stills are employed.

Nature, May 1, 1902, p. 2.

Sparisoma (spar-i-so'ma), w. [NL., < Spnrus
+ Gr. auua, body.] A genus of scaroid fishes

including many species, most of them found
in warm and tropical parts of America.

Spark^, W.— Active spark, in an experiment described
ny Hertz, an electric spark the ultra-violet rays from
which are used to influence a second, simultaneously pro-
duceii, spark called the passive spark.

The etticiency of the actire spark is not confined to any
special form of it.

//. Hertz (trans.). Electric Waves, p. 66.

Advanced spark. See •^ignition, 5. — Electric
spark, the passage of the electric current between two

Cianbeny Span.wonn (.Cltora pampinaria).
a. female moth ; *, larva, dorsal view; <-. larva, lateral view: d,

pupa ; €. male aiitetina : /, enlarged joints of same : all enlarged, e

andymore so.
(Chittenden. U. S. D. A.)

found commonly in the Massachusetts cranberry-bogs.

—

Elm span-worm, the larva of an Amcriiitn geometrid
moth, Knnomos subsi'jnarius.— Gooseberry span-

Moth of tlm Span-worm (A' iMbsignarius).

worm, the larva of an American geometrid moth, Cyma-
tophora ribearia.— Homed span-WOrm, the larva of an

lIi^,'h.Toltat'e alternating arc. and spark which started it

(150.000 volts).

terminals, at high voltage, by mechanical disruption of

the insulating medium between the terminals. In the
electric spark, the medium flUing the space between the
terminals or electrodes carries the current, becoming
temporarily comlucling by disruption by the electrostatic

stress of very high voltage, while in the electric arc a
bridge of conducting vajior of the electrodes carries the
current. The sjiark therefore starts spontaneously as

soon as the voltage is sufficiently high to disrujit the in-

sulating metlium. while the arc has to be started by
forming the conducting vapor bridge. The voltage re-



spark
quired to produce a 8park between two terminals usually

is many hundred times greater than the voltage required
to nmintain an arc. If the supply of cun-ent is surticient,

an arc usually follows the spark. In air the spark is

Lightning Spark.

sharply defined, of in-egnlar shape and intense brilliancy,

while the arc is more diffused. The lipht of the spark
shows the spectrum of the material filling the space be-

tween the electrodes, the light of the arc the electrode

spectrum. See electric *nre— Jump-spark. See
•;Minp»;jarJ-.— Mercury-spark, an electric spark dis-

charge the spectrum of which shows the bright lines

characteristic of the metallic vapor of mercury.

—

Passive
spark, in an experiment described by Hertz, an electric

spark which is subjected to the ultra-violet rays from
another, and simultaneously produced, spark called the
active frpark. (See above.)

The susceptibility of the passive spark to the action is

to a certain extent dependent upon itij form.
II. l/erfz (trans.). Electric Waves, p. 66.

Setarded spark. See -ttignition, 6.— Side-spark, in

elect., the spark in the air-gap of a Hertz's receiver.

—

Wiplng-spark or wipe-spark, an electric spark ob-

taine<lby bringing into contact two tenninals which are

in a circuit of sufficient potential difference and then
separating them. There is usually more or less sliding

or slipping of the terminals past each other while in con-

tact, whence the name. Distinguished from a -kjump-
sparfc. in which the electrodes are permanently sepai-ated.

spark-arrester, ^' . 2. spark-arresters are required
when the fuel is wood or shavings even with natm-al or
chimney draft, but with forced or mechanical draft, as in

locomotives, they are needed for coal fuels also. In chim-
neys for wood-fires the spark-arrester may be a cage of gal-

vanized-iron wire netting in the top of the stack ; or the
stack may be enlarged in cross-section near the top and a
gauze grating placed at the largest section ; or the arrester

may be a deflecting cone, or several of them, by which the

sparks or cinders are caught and their motion is stopped
while the current of gas passes around and so out. These
deflectors have usually spark-pockets or receptacles in

which the cinders accumulate and from which they may
be removed. In locomotives this catcher has often been
in an annular cavity, the stack being double, or one tube
within another, the sparks passing between the tubes.

The more nuMlern practice, with locomotives, is to put
the spark-arresting netting below the base of the stack

and in the extension-front smoke-box. The sparks then
accumulate ni the smoke-box below the netting, and are
washed out or removed by spark-ejectors when conve-
nient. In this method, the exhaust steam does not have
to work through the meshes of the netting. The accu-
mulated tiiuiersand sparks in the smoke-box are emptied
through a gate-valve in the bottom into a hopper at the
top of a short tube called the spark-hopper, the tube dis-

charging into a pit between the rails at the roundhouse
or terminal.

spark-balls (spark'balz), n. pi. The spheri-

cal metal terminals with which electrical ap-
paratus for the production of the disruptive

discharge is commonly provided and between
which the spark-gap lies.

spark-box (spark'boks), n. Same as ^sparl-
arre.tter, 2.

spark-break (spark'brak), n. The breaking
of an electric circuit at a point of usual con-
tact, so that an electric arc or series of sparks
jumps across the gap until the space between
the terminals is too great for the tension of

the current to overcome the resistance offered

by the air or other medium through which
the current would have to pass : used in ig-

niting charges in internal-combustion motor
cylinders in the make-and-break system,

Tlie trip is worked by a vertical rod which moves up
and down, and its end raises or lowers the trip and thus
operates the spark-break. Elect, liev., Sept. 10, 1904, p. 386.

spark-catcher (spark'kach"fer), n. Same as
*^piirlc-firrc.'iter, 2.

spark-coil, «. 2. A coil of many turns of insu-

lated wire on an iron core, used for producing
a spark by opening the circuit of the coil, for

electric gas-lighting, igniting the charge in

the gas or gasolene engine-cylinder, etc.

spark-deflector (spark' de-flek" tor), n. See
*.ij>firk~arrester. 2.

spark-gap (spark 'gap), «. The open space
between the terminals of the secondary cir-
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cuit of an induction-coil, or the similar space
in any electric circuit, across which the dis-

ruptive electric discharge in the form of a
spark takes place.

spark-hopper (spark'hop"er), n. See *sparlc-

(irrister, 2.

sparking-plug (spiir'king-plug), ». See ''spark-

pluth

sparking-point (spiir'king-point), «. In ex-
plosion-engines, the terminal of the spark-
producing device for ignition.

It [electric reigniting device] consists of a epark-pro-
ducing device contaisied in a cylindrical metal case, five

inches long and three inches in diameter. Projecting
from the upper side of this case is a stem surmounted by
platiiuun sparking points, one of which is automatically
movable. Iliscox, Hol'seless V'chicles, p. 404.

spark-instant (spiirk'in"stant), n. The time
or period, in the stroke of an internal-combus-
tion motor, at which the spark which is to
ignite the combustible mixture in the cylinder
is catised to jump the gap between the ter-

minals of an electric circuit in that cylinder.
F. J{. Button, Gas Engine, p. 219.

spark-knobs (spilrk'nobz), 11. pi. The kn.obs
or balls with which the spark-gap of indue
tion-coils, or other machines for the produc-
tion of the disruptive discharge, is usually
provided.
sparkle, v. t.— sparkling waters, watera containing
or charged with carbonic acid gas.

spark-lead (spiirk'led), n. See *ignition, 5.

spark-length (spark'length), n. The distance
traversed by the disruptive discharge in pass-
ing the spark-gap of any electric circuit. The
spark-length affords a measure of the differ-

ence of potential between the terminals.

spark-lever (spark'lev'cr), n. The lever or
handle by which the period at which a spark
passes between terminals in an internal-com-
bustion motor is controlled: used especially

in motor-cars and motor-cycles, where such
control of the instant of ignition is very im-
portant, as the resistance to be overcome or
the desired speed may vary. Spark-levers are
usually on the steering-post of motor-ears,
and on the handle-bars of motor-cycles.

spark-micrometer (spark'mi-krom"e-ter), n.

See *mierometcr.

spark-plug (spark'plug), n. In internal-com-
bustion motors, the apparatus which carries

into the combustion-chamber the electric ter-

minals, properly insulated, by which the charge
of carbureted air or gas is electrically ignited at
the proper time. It is a tube of non-conducting ma-
terial, such as porcelain, inserted into a screwed bushing
or plug fitting a threaded hole in the cylinder. The
electric conductors are attached to platinum wires insu-

lated in this tube and with their points projecting inside

the cylinder, with a small air-gap d'f, inch) across which
the spark will jump and fire the mixture. If these points

are foul or are too far apart, or if the cun'ent is of too
low electric tension, the spark does not pass when the
contact is made by the commutator, and the ignition

fails and the motor stops.

Instead of the usual spark-plug, a mechanical break is

made in the cylinder head. This is carried out by using
a contact piece which is fixed inside the cylinder.

Elect, hev., Sept. 10, 1904, p. 386.

spark-spectrum (spiirk'spek'trum), n. The
spectrum of the light produced by an electric

spark. Spark-spectra are usually bright-line spectra

the character of which depends not only on the gases in

the spark-gap but also upon the nature of the terminals :

thus the spark between terminals of zinc, tin, cadmium,
etc., gives a spectrum which contains the lines charac-

teristic of the vapors of those metals.

spark-telegraphy (spark'tel"e-graf-i or -te-

leg'ra-fi), n. Same as wireless *teh(jrapli;/.

Sparnacian (spiir-na'shian), a. and »?. In
fieol., noting a division of the Lower Eocene
Tertiary in northern France and Belgium,
lying above the Thanetian or Thanet sands.

SnarrOW, n IpswlCh sparrow, Ammndramns prin-
ceps, a species much like the well-known savanna-spar-
row, but larger, without the yellow markings, and of a

more rufous cast. It was named from Ipswich, Massa-
chusetta, where it was discovered. It is restricted to the
New England coast and immediate vicinity, breeding on
.Sable Island.— Oregon sparrow. See Oregon song-

.«;)nrro»'.— Sea-shore sparrow, Ammmlramus ros-

trdtus, a species common on the Pacific coast.

sparrow-bottle (spar'6-bot"l), h. A bottle or

jar made to hang on a nail in a wall and serve

as a nesting-place for house-sparrows: a de-

vice resorted to by farmers in certain districts

of England in order to save their thatch roofs

from the inroads of nesting sparrows.

sparsioplast (spar'si-o-plast), n. [Irreg. < L.
sparsus, scattered, + Gr. jrAaarfic, formed.] A
colored eleeoplast found in certain diatoms.
It is variable in number and position. See
*stabiloplast.

s. p. 0. 0.

spar-varnish (spiir'var'nisb), n. A superior
make of varnish which is not affected by salt

water, steam, soap, grease, or ammonia fumes.
It is used as a coating for spars and all outside
or exposed work where natural wood (un-
painted) is found, such as boats, skylights, etc.

spasm, n.— Malleatory spasm. Sameas»j«;?ea(ion. 3.

— Mimetic spasm, involuntary convulsive twitching of
certain of the nmscles of the face. -Mimic spasm.
Same as mimetic **(p(T«>n.— Occupation spasm. Same
ns/unctional spasm (which see, under spasm).

Dr. James Putnam referred to the view that tliese con-
tinuous movements which hysterical patients sometimes
carried on were the work of dissociated cerebral centres

;

they seemed to be performed without fatigue to the
patient and differed from the " occupation spasms " (habit
spasms) which occuiTcd in some persons without any
relation to hysteria, and which were brought on by work,
and were attended with profound local fatigue of the
affected parts. Lancet, ,Iune26, 1904, p. 1810.

spasmophilia (spas-mo-fil'i-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. OTTaa/ioc, contraction, -1- ipi/.cii; love.] In
pathol., a tendency to convulsions from slight

causes.

spasmophilic (spas-mo-fil'ik), o. Isjmsmophil-
(ia) -f -ic] Relatingto spasmophilia; marked
by a tendency to tetany and other convulsive
disorders. Med. Record, May 30, 1908, p. 903.

Spasmotin (spas 'mo-tin), n. [Gr. oTraa/iSf,

contraction, -f -ot- -t- -itfi.] A yellow amor-
phous principle present in ergot in very small
quantity and claimed by Jacobi to be the
specifically active substance. It is probably
impure sphacelotoxin.

Spastic gait. See ^gaitl.

spatch-COCk (spach'kok), r. t. 1. To kill and
serve (a fowl) hastily, as a spatch-cock.— 2.

To prepare (something) in haste for an emer-
gency; in the extract, to insert hastily into a
document.
As a matter of fact, the suggestion of surrender which

he "spatchcocked" into one of his messages to General
White was capable of an explanation not altogether dis-

creditable to General BuUer. y. Y. Tribune, Oct. 24, 1901.

3. ililit., to punish by stretching upon the
grotmd with arms and legs extended and
fastened down.
Spathiocaris (spath"i-ok'a-ris), «. [NL., <

Gr. a-o6j/, a blade, + xopif, a shrimp.] A group
of organic structures having the form of oval

or circular disks split at one end by a triangular

cleft running from center to edge, composed
of chitinous matter: originally described as
phyllocarid crustacean carapaces and later as
the opercula of eephalopods; their real na-

ture is not known. They are found in Upper
Devonian rocks.

spatialization (spa-shal-i-za'shon), «. ['•7'«-

lidl +-!c(e) -I- -ation.] The act of rendering
spatial ; the act of giving a spatial character

(to).

All forms of external experience are not alike calcu-

lated to awaken the mind to react with a spatialization

of its objects. B. P. Bowne, Metaphysics, p. 209.

spatiology (spa-shi-ol'o-ji), «. [L. spatium,

space, -t- -?.o}ia, < 'Mynv, speak.] The science

of space, spaces, or hyperspaces, Euclidean or
ncn-Euelidean.
With the elliptic hypothesis (space finite) the Principle

of Duality has full sway ; in any theorem, points and
straight lines, lengths aiul angles, being respectively inter-

changed, a new arul true theorem results in the geometry
of the plane. This is an icsthetic argument against the
Iluclidean scheme of spatiology.

W. B. Franklitnd, Euclid with Commentarj-, p. 13.

spatter-cone (spat'er-kon), n. A subordinate

volcanic cone formed at mildly explosive vents

that throw out little dabs of lava. They some-
times arise from the lava-ilows themselves.

Ouimherlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 580.

spattle^ (spat'l),r.f. [spattle^, ti.'\ In ceram.,

to sprinkle or mottle with colored glaze.

spawning-brush (spa'ning-brush), ». A brush
used in fish-hatcheries when the fishes are

spawned (the eggs are taken). Phihs. Trati/i.

Koij. Soc. (London), 1900, scr. B, p. 307.

spawning-place (spa'ning-plas), «. Anyplace
selected by fishes to deposit their spawn, as

the rocky' shores chosen by codfishes or the

river-beds by anadromous fishes.

Some beds of this kind, in salmon-frequented rivers,

have been notable from time immemorial as spawning-
places. Chambers' Encyelopiedia, I.\. 114.

S. p. C. An abbreviation of Society for the

Prercntion of Crime.

S. P. C. A. An abbreviation of Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to .4nimals.

S. p. C. 0. An abbreviation of Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.



S. p. C. K.

S. p. C. K. An abbreviation (a) in England,
o» Society for I'romotiiuj Christian Knowledge :

(b) in Scotland, of Society for Propagaiing
Christian Knowledge.

speak-easy (spek'e'zi), «. A bar-room or ga-

foon where liquor is sold (illegally) without a
license. Also used adjectively. [Slang.]

There are to-day, as then, in abundance, disorderly
houses. " itpeak-eattieg," SA\oons, or '•clubs" where li<|Uor

is sold long after the pennitted time, and tramps.
Josiah Flynt, in McClure's Mag., June, 1901, p. 116.

Spear^i "•— Sucking spears, in entom., the coadapted
mandi)>les and maxiihe, forming spear-like organs which
are suct^^rial in function. These occur in the larvee of the
neiiropt«rous families Chryitupidse, Ilemfrobiidif, Myr-
meleitnida', and Cvnu'pterygidse. Cambridge Nat. Hist,,

V. 4(1«.

spear-grass. 4. In Australia, any oneof sev-

eral species of valuable forage grasses, namely,
several species of the genus Stipa and Andro-
pogon contortus. The seeds of these grasses
are sharp and covered with fine barbs so that

they easily become entangled in the wool of

sheep and frequently penetrate the skin, often
causing' the death of the animal.— Creeping sea
spear-^rrass. .Same as gea or gea-coast •kxpear-yragn.—
^a or sea-coast spOar-STrass, a slender perennial

grass, PuccinfUia tnaritima, with creeping rootstocks,

found on the northern coasts of both hemi-spheres. It is

a valuable element in the .salt-marsh hay of New England
and the Middle .States.— Sonthem spear-grass, a grass,

Era'jnigtig Purithii, with laiice-shaped spikelets, common
frtmi the Middle States to Arizona. It has no agricultural

value. Two wo<xlland grasses. Port brrrifolin and /*. an-
tumnatiit, have also been so called.— White spear-£n*&ss,
the reed meadow-grass, Panieularia Americana.

spearing (sper'ing), n. 1. The action denoted
by the verb spear ; specifieally, in harvesting
tobacco, the forcing of a pointed stick through
the butts of several cut stalks which are to

hang upon it while curing. For other methods
see *peg(jing, 6, and *splitting.— 2. A fish,

Trachiuocephalus viyops, the ground-spearing,
belonging to the family Synodontidee, found in

tropical parts of the western Atlantic.

spear-kite (sper'kit), »i. See *kite^.

spear-thrower (sper'thro'^r), n. An imple-
ment, usually of wood, used in throwing a
spear so as

to give it an
increased ve-

locity. Such
implements
are usually
about two
feet long,
with a knob
or notch at
one end to en-
gage the end
of the spear,

the other end
being often
provided with
a special grip

for the hand.
They are
found only
in limited
areas, such
as among
some Indian
tribes of the coast of Alaska, the Eskimos, the
Australians, in parts of South America, and in

Mexico. Also called throwing-board.

specchia (spek'e-ii), M. ; pi. specchie (spek'-
o-a). [It. dial., (. L. specula, a lookout, a watch-
tower. See speculate.'] A kind of prehistoric

stone structure found in southern Italy, sup-
posed to have been intended for a watch-tower.
Special state. See Estate.

speciegraphic (spe-shi-e-graf'ik), a. Same
us *si>f riegniphieal.

speciegraphical (spe-shi-e-graf'i-kal), a. Ispe-

<iegriiiih{y) + -ie + -a/'.] Of or pertaining to

ttie.scicntiflc description ordiagnosis of species.

speciegraphy (spe-shi-eg'ra-fi), H. [L. species,

species, + Gr. -^,paq>ia, < ^ipa6nv, write.] The
scientific description or diagnosis of species.

Also speciogrnphy

.

species, n. 10. A former standard of currency
in certain parts of Germany and in the north
of Europe, apparently answering to the modern
dollar of commerce.- Agricultural species, one
of two or more plant types develniK-d under cultivation

from the same natural species :tTid considered ^J be as
distinct as natural species.— Bipolar theory Of dis-
tribution of species. Sce *hi]u,in r. — Doctrine of the
Immutability of species. See *pre-I>(trwininit:~

Elementarr species, a number of individuals, within
the limits rif a species, characterized by a distinctive and
hereditary peculiarity, or by more than one.

SpeaMhrowers.
.4, Uiigara type; B, Yukon River type.

(In v. S. Nat. Museum.)
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what is a species, wiiat is a new species ? "What is an

elementary species, which has also been called a subspe-
cies? Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1904, p. 217.

Form species, an apparent species which is only a form
or stage in the devclu])ment of a pleomorphous species.
— Superstitial species, in paleon., tliose species that
survive into later geological periods and are hence found
in formations higher than those in which they are nor-
mally characteristic or culminant.

species-cycle, n. 2. In hioL, the series of
forms needed to represent the species in its

completeness. The species-cycle is the same
as the ovum-cycle or genealogical individual,
except in cases where the sexes are separate
or polymorphism occurs. See ovum-cycle.
The complete series c»f fonns njeeded to represent the

species . . . [is] the species-cycle. Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

specific. I. «•— Specific conductance or conduc-
tivity, refractlvlty. See *conductaitce, -frre.fraetivity.

II. H. 2. A definite substance in the serum
of an animal that gives rise to a special kind
of immunity.
speciograpliic (spe-shi-o-graf'ik), a. Ispeci-
o<iraph(y) + -ic] Same as *speciegraphic.
Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. 58.

speciography (spe-shi-og'ra-fi), n. Same as
*speciegraphy. Science, jaii, 10, 1902, p. 61.

Speck^, «.- White speck of tobacco, a disease pro-
ducing small white spots on the leaves of tobacco caused
by the fungus Macrosporium tabaciyium.

speck^ r. i. 3. To stain or dot with ink small
blemishes in (a finished fabric), so as to con-
ceal or obliterate them.

spectacle, «. 8. pi. Signal-glasses of varying
color, held in a metal frame suggesting spec-
tacles, to be moved in front of the lenses of sig-

nal-lights at night: usually of red and green if

there are two. Also used, in the singular, for
one frame with its colored glass.

This calendar shows a miniature equipment of a com-
plete signal system, presenting the arrangement of a
universal ninety-degree spectacle for two positions, con-
tinuous light, lamp on t4^>p of post; also double ninety-
degree spectacles arranged for two and three 'positions,

and continuous light sixty-degree spectacles applied t^j a
double ann for home and distant signals.

Elect. Kev., March 7, 190:i, p. 3X.

9. A frame with two bow-shaped handles for
carrj-ing well-boring tools.— Bifocal spectacles,
spectacles having a lens of different fix-al distance, ce-

mented to or replacing the lower [Kirtion of the main
lens : a form of compoinid spectacles, usually ilistance

and reading glasses combined in one frame.— Pulpit
spectacles, spectacles with the upper part of the lens
reni"\cd. cnalilingthe wearer to look over them. [Colloq.]

Skeleton spectacles, spectacles whf«e lenses are
picrrcd w itii hnlcH for tlie attachment <if the t«mples and
the bridge-piece for the nose, instead of being held in a
wire frame.—To make a pair of spectacles, in cricket,

to make a score of notlting in each iiming. Hutchinson,
t'ricket, p. 7«.

spectacle-frame (spek'ta-kl-fram),«. 1. The
frame, usually of metal, which holds the lenses
of apairof spectacles.— 2. In iron ship-huilding,

a cast-steel frame projecting from each side of
the stern of a twin-screw steamer which sup-
ports the stern-bearings of the propeller-shaft

in ve8.sels of a form in which the hull of the
vessel is bossed out to cover the whole screw-
shaft. The spectacle-frame forms the after
termination of the bossed-out part of the hull.

spectacle-iron (spek'ta-kl-i^fm), v. The
clue-ircin in the lower corners of squaresails.

spectacle-scars (spek'ta-kl-skiirz"), w. pi. In
some Braehiopnda, suclii as the extinct genera
Obolus and Lingiilella, the two oval adductor
muscle impressions which make spectacle-like
sciirs on the inner surface of the valves.

Spectral series. See ''series.

spectrobolograph (spek-tro-bo '16-graf), «.

[NL. Sjirctrnni, spectrum, + E. holograph.]

An automatic record of the distribution of

energy in the spectrum, made by means of

the bolometer. See *bolograph.

spectrobolographic (spek"tro-b6-lo-graf'ik),

((. [sjit'ctroboliigraph + -ic] Of or pertain-
ing to a holographic measurement of the
spectrum ; obtained by means of the spectro-
bolograph. Smithsonian Hep., 1899, p. 69.

spectrobolometric (spek"tro-b6-lo-met'rik),
«. [}\L. .ijicctrnm, spectrum, -I- E. bolometer +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the measurement of
the speeti-um by metms of a bolometer, or to

the use of the spectrobolometer.
Recent unpublished sjiectrobolometric studies at the

Astrophysical Observat^iry show that on two apparently
equally clear days, near the middle of March, 1002, with
equal altitudes of tlie sun, the difference in the absorp-
tion in the well-known visible and infra-red water-vapor
bands alone was such as u^ cause a difference in the solar
radiatitm at the earth's surface of 7 per cent. Changes
far in excess of this occur from the same cause between
spring and summer.

U. S. Monthly Weather Rev., April, 1902, p. 180.

spectroheliograph

spectrocolorimetry(spek"tro-knl-p-rim'e-tri),
». [NL. spectrum, spectrum, -1- "E. colorime-
try.] The speetrophotometric study of the
colors of solutions and chemical compounds,
especially as a method of chemical analysis.
spectrocomparator (spek"tro-kom 'pa-ra-tor),
n. [NL. sjiectrum, spectrum, + E. coviparator.]
An instrument devised by Hartmann for the
precise comparison and measurement of photo-
graphs of Une-spectra. Knture, Dec. 20, 1906,
p. 182.

spectrogram (spek'tro-gram), n. [NL. spec-
trum, spectrum, -I- Gr. ypn/i/ja, anything writ-
ten.] The photograph of a spectrum, made
by a spectrograph, that is, a spectroscopic
camera.
Spectrograms taken with a slit by Professor Campbell

at Jeur suggested, by the distortions of tlie characteris-
tic ray impressed upon them, the progress of radial
movements, such as might well be deemed inevitable in
an aerial envelope obviously not in a state of equilibrium.

1^1. M. Gierke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 131.

spectrograph, ».— Autocolllmatlng spectro-
graph, a spectrograph the adjustment of which, as t*t col-
limation, is automatically done by means of a meclianical
attachment. Science, Jan. 31, 1908, p. Itj7.— Quartz
spectrograph, an apparatus for the photography of
ultni-violet portions of the spectrum, the lenses and
prisms of which are of quartz. The absorption of the
shorter wave-lengths by glass is thus avoided and the
range of the instrument is increased.

spectrographic, a—Deslandres's spectrographlc
method, a method of determining tlie nite of rotation
of a planet by measuring the inclination of the lines in the
photograph of its spectrum to those of an adjacent com-
parison spectrum, the slit of the siiectroscope being ad-
justed so as .to coincide with the equator on the planet's
image.— Heeler's spectrographlc method, the method
of detemiining the rotation rate of a planet by placing
the slit of the spectrograph across the equator of the
planet's image and measuring the apparent inclination of
the lines in its spectrum to the lines in the sky-spectrum
taken on the same plate as soon as possible without dis-
turbing the instrument. According to Doppler's princi-
ple, the lines at one limb of the planet will be shifted
slightly toward the red and at the other toward the blue
by the planet's rotation, and thus slightly tilted.

spectrographically (spek - tro - graf ' i - kal - i ),

adr. By means of the spectrograph ; by means
of spectrographic methods. Nature, Sept. 17,

1903, p, 477.

spectroheliogram (spek-tro-he'li-o-gram), n.

[NL. S2>ectruM, spectrum, -I- Gr. )?/(of, sun, -I- :

ypdfifia, anything written.] A photograph of
the Sim made by means of the spectrohelio-
graph with monochromatic light, usually that
of one of the violet calcium lines (K or H),
and showing the details of the sun's surface
and surroundings as they would appear if no
other kind of light were emitted.

spectroheliograph (spek-tro-he'li-o-graf), w.

[NL. spectrum, spectrum, + Gr. t'/Mo^, sun, +
yiM^eiv, write.] A sjiecialized spectrograph,
invented independently by Hale in the United
States and by Deslandres in Paris about 1892,

for the purpose of photographing the sun by
monochromatic light. Its essential feature is a sec-

ond slit placed immediately in front of the sensitive

fdate so as to isolate some line of the spectrum, all other
ight being cut off. 'The instrument is used in connec-
tion with a telescope so pointed as to throw the image of

the sun upon the collimator slit. If then this slit is

made to traverse the sun's image, and a corresponding
motion is accurately communicated t^) the second slit,

the object will be attained. A better plan is to keep the
two slits fixed, and to cause the image of the sun to travel

across the slit by moving the telescope, while a corre-

sponding motion is automatically communicated to the
sensitive plate. This is the arrangemeiit used at the Yerkes
Observatory. Deslandres has improved the instrument by



spectrohellograph

placing a eecond spei-tntscope ' tJiiidein ' with respect to
the first. The slit which was next the phott^raphic
plate bev-onies the collinmtor slit of the second spectro-
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in which the light from A and B is reflected into the
slit from either side by means of the two siniihir prisma
I', P. Numerous other devices have been employed for

I'ive-i.-mt Spi-t tr. :i'-l ; .^' r.i; h ini.uiitc>i lur use with SilOW telescope ^Mt. Wilson Sol.<r Ml.-..r\ .Li..r\'i.

In ihiii ci^e tlie sol.ir iiii,ij;t.- ami iil.ilu rL-iii,ini sMti'.ii.'iry, while the box, fi. Containing the pri-.i]is -iud Inisfs. and the slits. ,r

andy. are moved slowly sidewise by a screw turned by the wheel tfi, which is connected by an endless curd with a distant electric

motor. To insure an even motion, the box and slits are supported by wooden blocks floating in mercury. The plate in its plate-

holder is clamped into pusitinn at ^, and the solar image brought to a focus at d. The disk, (T', is let t in position if the prominences
at the limb of the sun are to be photographed : but is removed when a spectroheliogram of the entire solar disk is to be made.

scope, wliile a third slit is placed before the sensitive

plate of that spectroscope ; this secures a more perfect
isolatiua of the ray which forms the imase. The instru-

ment is based upon the fact that the dark lines of the
solarspectrum are dark only relatively to the background
and are really luminous.

George E. Hale, under the title of The Rumford Spec-
trohfiio'jraph of the Verkes Observatorj', described in

detail the ftpectroheliotjraph recently constructed at the
Yerkes Observatory for photographing the sun in mono
chromatic light, in conjunction with the forty-inch
telescope. Photographs which have been taken with
the gpectroheliograph show a finely mottled structure
covering the entire surface of the sun. In certain parts

of the sun, and especially in the neighborhood of sun
spots, there are extensive regions of very bright calcium
vapor. The photographs taken with this instrument in-

clude those which represent the denser calcium vapor at
low levels in the solar atmosphere, and others showing
the less dense vapor at higher levels.

Sci. Amer.y May 9, 1903, p. 351.

spectroheliographic (spek-tr9-he''''li-o-f^af'-

ik), a. Of or pertainiug to the spectrohelio-

frraph; obtained by means of the speetrohe-
liograph.

Prof. Julius's contribution to the subject, entitled
^ Spectrohelioyraphic Results explained by Anomalous
Dispersion.' According to liisview, tlie pliotographic re-

suits achieved require no new hyjwthesis to explain their
peculiarities. Athemeum, April 29, 1005, p. 535.

spectrometer, «.— Bolometrlc spectrometer, a
spectrometer having a bolometer in place of tlie eye-

piece : same us xpfctrohoiometer.

spectrometry (sj^ek-trom'e-tri), n. Ispectrom-
et{e'r + -y^-l The measurement of wave-
lengths by means of a spectrometer.

spectromicroscope (spek-tro-mi'kro-skop)^ n.

[NL. spectrum, spectrum, + K. ^nicroscope.'}

A microscope in which a spectroscope replaces
the eyepiece.

spectromicroscopically (spek - tro - mi - kro-
skop'i-kal-i), adr. lu a manner pertaining lo

the spectroscopy of minute objects ; by means
of the spectromicroscope.
spectrophotograph (spek-tro-fd'to-graf), n.

[NL. .yKctrum, spectrum, + E. photograph.']

The photograph of a spectrum. Philos. Traus,
Hoy. Soc. (London), ser. A, p, 118.

spectrophotography (spek^'tro-fo-tog'ra-fi), n.

[NL. .s7>er/r»>», spectrum, + V-a. photography.']

The photograpliy of spectra. Woodbury,
Encyc. Diet." of Photog., p. 304.

spectrophotometer, ^'. To serve as a spectropho-
tometer a spectroscope must be so constructed as to
permit of the production side by side, wave-length corre-

sponding with wave-length tlirougliotit, of the spectra of

the two sources of liglit U) be compared. It is also neces-

sary to be able to vary the intensity of tliese spectra sep-
arately by any desired amount, and to nie;i8ure the
amount of such variation. In some instruments the
light which is to fonn one of the spectra is introduced into

tlie slit of the spectroscope by plac-

ing a right-angled reflection-prism
over half the slit, as shown in Fig. 1.

The 8*»urces of light to be spectro-
I)hotometrically compared being
placed at A and B, the light from A
enters the slit directly, while that
from B is t^itally reflected within the
prism into the other half of the slit.

Tlie line dividing the spectra, in in-

struments in which tliis device is

used, lacks sharpness, and the ray
from iJ suffers losses by reflection and
absorption. To secure syntnietry two
reflecting-prism 8 are sometimes used,

^

pn
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this purpose, one of the most satisfactx>ry of which is that
of the Luinmer-Brodkun spectrophotometer. This instru-
ment has two collima-
tors, C and C (Fig. 3),

mounted at right an-
gles to each other. An
arrangement consist-
ing of two right-
angled prisms placed
together so as to form
a cube (7>), known as
the Lummer-Brodhun ' '*^' ^'

body, transmits a portion of the light from C to the prism
P and reflects a portion of the light from the collimator
C at the surface separating the two prisms. The re-
flected beam, thus rendered parallel to that from collima-

I
tor C, likewise enters the prism

1 P, and both beams are dispersed,
forming adjacent spectra which
may be observed in the usual
manner by means of the telescope
T. In Brace's spectrophutmneter
(Fig. 4) the dispersintr-jirism /* is

split and a portion of the interface
AS* is silvered. A portiim uf the
light from the coll hnati ir C passes
through the unsilvered pai-ts of
the interface and enters the tele-

scope T after dispersion in the
usual manner. Light from C,
reflected from the silvered strip,

also enters T and forms a spec-
trum adjacent to that from ('.

In the speetrophotometric com-
parison of two sources of light,
different regions of tlieir spectra

are isolated successively by means of a diaphragm in the
eyepiece of the instrument. Each of these is brouglit in

succession to the same intensity, and for each region the
reduction to which the brighter of the two spectra must
he subjected to produce etiual-

ity is noted. It is then possil)le P\^
to express the brightness of one
of the spectra, wave-length for

wave-length, in tenns of that of
the other, which is called the
comparison spectrum, and to ex-
press the relation between the
two by means of a curve known
as the curve of relative intensi-

ties. To produce equality of

the spectra, Vierordtsubstituted
for the slit of the ordinary spec-
troscope a double slit the upper
and lower halves of which could
be opened and closed independently by means of separate
micrometer-screws. The brightness of the sjiectrum of

the light entering either half of sncli a slit is approxi-

mately proportional to the slit-uidth, so that when the

iy. -5, Lumnier-Brodhu
Spectrophotometer,

r-/^i

4. Hrace's Spectro-
photometer.

spectrum
the open and closed sectors gives directly the reduction
in intensity of the periodically interrupted beam. By
means of the spectrophotometer it is i>o8sible to deter-
mine (iuantitatively the character of the light emitted by
various flames and artiflcial light sources, the selective
absorption of sulistances throiigh which light is trans-
mitted, and the (sik-ctive reflection of surfaces, and to
find the distributiun of energy in all sorts of continuous
specti-a.— Flicker spectrophotometer, an instrument
for the detemiinati<wi of the luminosity of different parts
of the spectrum, in which each region of the spectrum
is separately compared in brightness with an undispersed
be:ini .if liirht by the method of the flicker photometer.
Sec irp/,<,tnuH-ti'r.

spectrophotometrically (spek * tro-f6-to-me t ' -

ri-kal-i), adv. By means of the "spectropho-
tometer; by comparisons as to brightness,
wave-length by wave-length, throughout the
spectrum.
spectropolarigrapll (spek^-'tro-po-lar'i-graf),
n. [NL. spectrum + L. polar'iSj polar, + Gr.
ymtpeir, write.] A spectrograph with a Nicol
prism behind the slit.

spectropolarimeter(spek-tro-p6-la-rim'e-t6r),
n. [NL. spectrum + tL. pola'rimeter,'\ An in-
strument in which are combined a spectro-
scope and a polariscope, used for determining
the amount of optical rotation of media. W. D.
Hallihurton,\Chem. Physiol, and Pathol., p. 53.

spectropolariscope, n. 2. A sensitive form
of half-shadow polariscope, used in combina-
tion with a spectroscopic apparatus in the
study of the polarization of light.

spectrorefractometer (spek'-'tro-re-frak-tom'-
e-ter), ?(. [Nh. spectrum + E. refractometer,]
An instrument for the determination of the
dispersion constants of Liquids.

spectroscope, «.— constant-deviation spectro-
scope, a form of spectroscope in which the prism is

always at minimum deviation. The collimator and tele-

scope are at right angles tA) one another.— Echelon Spec-
troscope, a spectroscope of high dispersive power,
invented by Micbelson, in which the spectrum is pro-
duced by diffraction at the projecting edges of a set of
glass plates arranged stepwise, as an echelon.— Fixed-
arm spectroscope, a form of spectroscope in which
collimatnr an<l view-telescope are finnly fixed upon a
pier and different parts of the spectrum are brought into
view by motion of the prism-train or grating, or by reflec-
tion from a mirror in the prism-box.— Interference
spectroscope, a spectroscope, as the echelon spectro-
scope of Michelson or the more recent instrument of
Lummer and Gehrke, in which dispersion is obtained
through interference of light.— Objective Spectro-
scope, a fnrm of siitiess spectroscope.

—

Protuberance
spectroscope. See ^priituberance-s2>ectroscopi'. ^Slit-
less spectroscope, a si)ectroscope without a slit. The
nl.jfctivt' spectroscope is the most usual form.— Silt
spectroscope, a sjiectroscope of the usual form, with
cnllinuitor and slit : distinguished from the objective or
slitless spectroscope.— stellar spectrOSCOpe, a spectro-
scope adapted to the observation of star-spectra.

Spectroscopic camera, doubles, eyepiece.
See ^camera, *doublf; 18, and '*^eyepiece.

Spectrum, ".—Abnormal spectrum, a spectrum in
which the dispersion varies with the wave-length : op-
]iosed to normal fipcctrum.-—Actinic spectnun, the
spectrum considered with reference to its chemical or
photographic action. Since the violet and ultra-violet

iiiys are of great actinic iwwer, the tenn is sometimes
applied specifically Ui those parts of the spectrum in
which they lie; however, such power is not confined ex-
clusively to any definite region of the spectrum.— Arc-
spectrum, the spectrum obtained from the light of the
electric arc. The tenn is applied not only to the spectrum
of the ordinary arc between carbon tenninals, but also to
the bright-line spectra obtained by volatilizing various
substances in the arc or by using metals as terminals.

—

Artificial spectrum top. See *^';>3.— Atmospheric
spectrum, the spectrum foniied by the refi-actinn anil

dispersion of a beam ot liglit in its passage through the
atmosphere.—Banded spectrum, a spectrum consis-
ting of bright bands of liLrht, not monuchromatic but
nearly so, or a continnmis sjiectrum crossed by dark bands
due to absorption.— Bolometrlc spectrum, that por-
tion of the spectrum, lying cliiefly in the infra-red, which
it is piissible t») explnre and measure by means of the
bolometer.— Bright-line spectrum, a (iiscontinnous
spectrum coMf-i;'tin!,' of liriy:Iit lines dvie t«> the radiation

Ftif. I

w in the horizontal slit photometer of Nichols (Fig. 2),

two spectra are equal the nitio of the intensities is read-
ily computed from that of the slit-widths. In instru-
ments of the Lummer-Brodhun type the measurement is

made by adjusting the slits of the two collimatore. An-
other means of equalizing the two ^spectra in a spectro-
photometer consists in polarizing the light before
dispersion and of regulating the light which reaches the
eye by the rotation of a Nicol prism. The measurement
of the angle between the plane of the polarizing prism
and that of the analyzer gives the ratio of the two inten-
sities. Such polarizing devices are used in the spectro-
photometers of HUfner, Glan, Koenig, Gony, and others.

To avoid the errors introiluced by varying the width
of the coUiniator-slits, the two spectra are sometimes
brought to equality by placing in the path of the beam
of light from the brighter source a revolving open-sec-
tored disk so constructed that the openings are capable
of adjustment during observation. The ratio between

from an incandescent vapor or gas.— Channeled spec-
trum. Same as jltitcd n'pectriim.—CompsLrison spec-
trum, a reference spectrum brought into the held of a

spectroscojie or sjiectropliotometer for e«iinparison. wave-
length by w:ive-leiii.'th. with the spectrum under observa-
tion.— Compound spectrum, a gas spectrum of more
complex structure than the usual bright-line spectrum,
obtained from a glowing gas or vapor.— DlffTaction-
spectrum, a spectrum which is produced by the dif-

fraction of light as by a grating or set of closely ruled
parallel lines.—Discontinuous spectrum, a banded,
tinted, or channeled spectrum ; a line spectrum ; any spec-

trum in which some of the wave-lengths are absent.—
Emission-spectrum, the spectrum of the light emitted
by a ghiwtng substance, owing its character t^i the compo-
sition of that light, and not. ;is In the case of absorr^ior-

spectra, to the effect of the media through which the light

has passed.

—

Energy-spectrum, a curve whose abscissie



spectmin

represent the wave-lengths and whose ordinates represent
the intensity or amount of radiant energy transmitted by
each indiridual wavelength.— Flasll-spectruin. See
•rfa»A-*p«c(rMm.— Fluoreacence-spectrum, the spec-
trum of the light emitted by a substance when excited
to fluorescence.— Fraunhofer spectrum, a continuous
spectrum crossed by black lines such as the spectrum of

the sun or of certain fixed stars : so called because these
lineswereflrstobser^'edbyFraunhofer (1814).—Gas-spec-
trum, the emission-spectrum of a glowing gas or the ab-

sorption-spectrum due to the dispersion of light which
haa been transmitted by a vapor or gas.— Gratlng-spec-
tnun, the spectrum protluced by transmission of light

through or reflection from the surface of a diffraction-

grating ; a diffraction-spectrum. —Infra-red spectnun.
(a) A spectrum the wave-lengths of which all exceed
that of tJie extreme red of the visible spectrum, as in the
case of a body below the red heat. (6) That portion,

of any spectrum, which consists of rays less refrangible
than the longest wave-lengths of the visible spectrum.

—

Lunar spectrum, the spectrum of sunlight reflected

from the moon and modified by the selective reflection of

that body.— Magnetic spectrum, the band of light ob-
served when a pni.'Si)horescent screen is subjected to the
action of a stream of cathode rays which have been de-

flected from their path by a magnetic field. Owing to

the differing vehwities of the cathoile particles they are
not all equally deflected, and the single spot of light

which would have marked the point of contact of the
stream with the screen is elongat^, giving what has been
termed the magnetic (fp^c^rum.— Metallic Bpectra,
bright-line spectra of the metals. The number and wave-
lengths of the lines vary greatly according to the metal
from whose vapor they are emitted and also according to

the temperature to which the vapor is heated. Thus
fewer lines appear in the spectrum of a metal capable of

being volatilized in the flame of a Bunsen burner than in

the spark-spectrum or arc-spectrum of the same metal.
The number of lines is vastly greater in the case of some
metals, such as iron or titanium, in whose spectra thou-
sands of lines have been mapped, than in others, such as

sodium, lithium, and thallium, which have but few strong
lines in the visible spectrum. As we pass from the visi-

ble spectrum to the shorter wave-lengths of the ultra-

violet, the lines of metallic spectra become as a rule
more numerous, although they no longer excite vision

and are to be detected only by phot<jgi-aphy or by their
power to protiuce fluorescence and phosphorescence. In
some cases metallic spectra are a source of intense illu-

mination. Thus the red lines of the strontium spectrum
are used in signaling under the name of red fire; the
calcium spectrum in combination with the sjiectra of
certain other substances forms the chief source of light in

the flaming arc; thespectraof titanium and iron are prom-
inent in the so-called magnetite arc, while the mercury
arc-lamp derives its light solely from the mercury spec-
trum. The sodium spectrum, zinc spectrum, cadmium
spectrum, iron spectnmi, mercury spectrum, and many
other metallic spectra have numerous uses in science.
The iron spectrum, with its numerous and widely dis-

tributed lines, affords an excellent scale of wave-lengths
in the study of other spectra. The red line of the lithium
spectrum, the yellow lines of the sodium spectrum, the
green lines of the spectra of mercury and thallium are
used as sources of nmnochromatic light. The ftdlowing
table gives the wave-lengths \A some of the most promi-
nent lines in the visible spectrum of several elements.
Wave-lengths are given in Angstrom units.

Element.

Lithium

Sodium

Potassium

Magnesium
Barium
Calciom

Strontiom

Zinc
Cadmiam
Mercury
Aluminium
Indium
Thalliam

Tin

Lead
Antimony
Bismuth
Tungsten

Uranium

Molybdenom

Titanlom

Chromium

Manganese

Iron

Cobalt

Nickel

Copper
Silver

Gold

Ware-lengths of important lines.

6708., 6104., 4972., 4602.. 4273., 4132., 3985.,

3915.
6161/55., 5890/96., 5680., 5150., 4980., 4750.,

4670., 4540., 4500., 4390., 4320.
6930/11.. 5832/12., 6802/782.. 6360/43., 5340/24.,

5U2/098., 6100/086., 4966/52., 4957/43.,
4804/51.

5529., 5184/73/68., 4703., 4352., 4058.
6142., 5854., 6778., 5536., 4934., 4554., 3994.
6494., 6463.. 6439., 6162., 6122.. 5858., 5594.,

5589., 5350., 5270., 4878., 4686., 4454/35/26.,
4302 4227 3969.

5504.. 6481.. 5257.. 5239., 5156., 4962., 4832A2.,
4607., 4216.. 4078.

6364., 6182., 4811., 4722.. 4630.
6439., 5086., 4800., 4678.

5770/90., 5461., 4368.,•4047/78.
3962/44.

4511., 4102.

5351. (also 6940., 5154., 5079., 4983., 4737.;
spark-lines).

6632.. 4524. (also 6463., 6799., 5589., 5564.,

5333.. 4859.. 4586. ; Bpark-Iines).
6002.. 4168., 4058/62., 4020.
4034.

5552., 4723., 4493.. 4308.

5071., .'i054,. 4171., 4138., and very many
less intense lines.

5528., 5495., 5483., 5478., 4544.. 4342., 4270.,
4242., 4090., and very many weidc lines.

5571., 6533., 5507., 4382., 4326., 4293/92.,

4277., 3903., 3798.. and many other lines.

5036., 6014.. 4990., 4556.— 4513. (a group of
nine lines), 3999., 3990., 3982., and very
many weaker lines.

5209/06/05., 4290., 4275., 4255., and many
weaker lines

6014/17,/22., 5.'Mi., 4415.. 4035/33/31., and nu-
merous other lines.

0495., 6192., 6137., 6066., 6863.. 6616., 5587.,

5195/9:1. .VMl., 4:i84., 4270., 4072/64/46/06.,
and numerous weaker lines.

6484.. 4868/40/14., 4534/31.. 4122/19/11., and
many other lines.

6177., 5893., 5477., 6084/81/80., 4866/56.,

4716/15., 4649., 4471/63/59/02., and many
other lines.

5782/Oa, 5218., 5106/.'i3., 4023/63.

5472/66., 5209., 4669., 4476., 4213., 4212..

4066.. 3962.

6838., 4793.
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Mixed spectrum, a spectrum of a source of such
breadth, in the plane of dispersion, that the overlapping
of the spectral images causes appreciable mingling of
unlike wave-lengths,— Multiple spectra, spectra differ-

ing as to the number, arrangement, and position of their
lines or bands, but all peilaining to the same substance.
— Normal spectrum, a spectrum of uniform dispersion
in which equal distances measured in the plane of dis-
persion correspond to eciual changes of wave-length.—
Fbospliorescence-spectrum, the spectrum of the light
emitted by a phosphorescent body. Such spectra, which
frequently consist of two or more broad bands, may var>'

in character, according to the inter\'al of time that has
elapsed since the close of excitation, because the bands
may diminish in brightness at different rates.—Plane-
tary spectrum, the spectrum of sunlight reflected from
any planet and modified in composition by absorption in
the planet's atmosphere and selective reflection at its

surface.— Prismatic spectrum, a spectrum produced
by the dispersive act i' in of a prism or train of prisms.—
Pure spectrum, one in which the overlapping of the
spectral images of the source produces no jipjireciable
mingling of unlike wave-lengths.— Radlatlon-spec-
trum. SameaB^j/u«rfio/i- *»pectnmi.— Solar spectrum,
the spectrum of the sun's light. See ttpcctnnn, 3.

—

Spark-Spectrum, the bright-line spectrum of the light
of an electric discharge.— Spectrum Of tlie secOnd
order, the second spectrum in either of the two sym-
metrical series of 8j)ectra produced by a diffraction-grat-
ing. The innermost spectra of these groups are tenned
i^pectra of the first order, the third pair, counting from the
tiX\^, spectra of the third order, etc.— Spectrum top.
See ittop'-i.— Stellar spectrum, the spectrum of a fixed

speed-controller

aphasiaofcomparative «p«cA/uine»«. while motor aphaslA
in the beginning is usually absolute speechlessness.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 414.

Speech-song (speeh's6ng),». See^song-speeclu
speed, n. 6. Rapidity of action, as of a lens.
The speed of a lens is dependent upon the
amount of light it projects on the plate.

There is 'much talk regarding the speed of various
lenses. The matter is simple in the extreme. The speed
of the lens depends upon no mystical properties, but al-
most entirely upon the amount of light which it projects
on the plate. As in a house, the lai-ger the window com-
pared to the size of the room, the greater the light ; so
with the lens, the more light that passes through it the
speedier the lens. Trade Catalogue.

7. In vtech,, a device by which the rate of mo-
tion may be changed or controlled, particu-
larly in motor-vehicles.

It will be readily observed that the main driving speed,
as well, also, the int^ennediate and backing speeds, are
operated by friction disks through the operation of two
hand levers. Iliscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 261.

Critical speed, (a) The highest speed at which a ma-
chine, or part of a machine, can be operated without,
breaking, (b) The speed at which a machine, vibration, or
other periodic element synchronizes with another ma-
chine, vibration, orperiodicelement : for example, the syn-
chronizing of the speed of a machine with the period of
vibration of the building in which it is operated, (c) A



speed-controller

mittlng-belt The same principle is used with different

forms of pulleys. Eleeti ie motors used to drive lathes

aud other machine-tools also employ electrical speed-coii-

tTt>lling appliances. ^efnction-conf»tJ'rxction-gearitig,
and motor.

speed-counter (sped'koun'ter), n. Same as

*counler^, 2.

speeder, n. 5. A regulator or governor for

controlling the revolutions of a machine, such
as au electric motor.
speed-gear (sped'ger), n. That arrangement
of the gear-train driving a machine which
makes it run at its highest speed. Science

Abstract, VI. sec. B, p. 4d.

Speeding up. See the extract

The workman steadily becoming less and less of an in-

dividual priHiucer, working at his own speed, and more
and more a member of a " team," or set of operatives each
performing a small part of the process, and thus obliged

to keep up with each other. This enforced " spetding

up " would be all very well if the old plan of paying by the

piece were continued. Webb, Indust, Democracy, I. 399.

speed-lathe (sped'laTH), n. Any lathe vehich

runs at a high speed or faster than the iron-

working lathes. All wood-working lathes are

speed-lathes.

speed-light (sped'lit), n. Naval, in station-

keeping, one of the stem-lights displayed by
each ship iu line, to regulate the speed of the

following ship if station is to be kept properly.

The Sub watches the ttpeed-lights of the next ahead, for

aa those lanterns change so must he adjust his pace. . . .

The leading ship has slowed a certain number of revolu-

tions, . . . but she has not changed her speed-light in

time. . . . But speed-lights unless properly handled . . .

are, he doubts not, an Invention of the Devil.

Kipling, A Fleet in Being, ii.

speed-limit (sped'lim'it), n. See *engine-stop.

speedometer (spe-dom' e-ttr), n. [speed +
&r. fierpoi', measure.] A speed-recorder; a

speed-indicator or recorder adapted to an
automobile, carriage, or bicycle. See speed-

indicator.

speed-reducer (sped're-dii''86r), »i. A set of

grooved wheels, of various diameters, by
means of which the rate of rotation of an ap-
paratus driven, for instance, by an electric

or water motor may be reduced by any re-

quired amount.
The power by which the discs were rotated waa ob-

tained from a Crocker-Wheeler motor, whose speed was
reduced by a Pillsbury speed reducer.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., VIII. 494.

speedway (sped'wa), n. A public road set

apart for fast driving. [U. S.]

speiskobalt {shpis'k6''balt), «. [G., < speis(e),

mortar, -t- Icobalt, cobalt.] A German name
for the cobalt-nickel diarsenide, smaltine.

spel, n. and v. A simplified, and former,
spelling of spell.

spel^plogical (spe"le-o-loj'i-kal), a. [speleo-

log(y) -I- -tea;.] Of or pertaining to speleology,

or the study of caves.

The progress of speleological exploration in Yorkshire
by the members of local scientific societies.

(Jeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XV. 78.

speleologist (spe-l(Voro-jist),». lspcleolog{y)

+ -isl.] One who is concerned in the explor-
ation and study of caves; a student of spele-

ology.

Palaeontology and archaeology have been until now the
principal objects of English speleologists.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 600.

speleology (spe-le-ol'o-ji), n. [F. speleologie,

< Gr. OTi/Aaioi', a cave, + -7,oyia, < Mytiv, speak.]
The scientific study of caves.

E. A. Martel in France has initiated the special study
of cavenis, a fascinating branch of minor exploration, to
which the name Speleology has been applied, and to which
attention is now directed in all European countries.

Encijc. Brit., XXVIII. 829.

spelt* (spelt), n. An unrecognized abbrevia-
tion of spelter, a commercial name of zinc.

speltz (spelts), n. [G.] Same as«pe/(l, 7i.

Spencerian, «. 2. Pertaining or relating to
P. R. Spencer or to his system of free-hand
writing, introduced about the middle of the
nineteenth century.

spender, «. 2. In leachinr/, the pit in which
the bark is leached. C. t. Davis, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 61.

Spenerism (spa'nfer-izm), «. The Pietist
doctrines taught by Philip Jacob Spener of
Strasburg, Germany, in the latter half of the
seventeenth century. The system was a pro-
test against the dogmatism in the Lutheran
Church engendered by its continuous contro-
versies with Geneva and Rome, and against
the low state of pnblic morals due to the in-

cessant preaching of dogma. Stress was laid

on the duty of active morality.
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spergulin (spfer ' gu - lin), n. [Nl,. Spergul(a)

(see def.) + -t«^.] A colorless amorphous
compound, (€511702)1, contained in the seeds
of Spcrgiila arvensis. Its alcoholic solution

exhibits an intense blue fluorescence.

Spermaceti cerate. See *ceraie^.

spermacrasia (sper-ma-kra'ziii), n. [NL., <

Gr. c-ipua, seed,-f- impaaia, ill condition.] Same
as spermatorrhea.

spermanucleinic (spfer'^ma-nii-klf-in'ik), a.

[Gr. oTTcp/ia, seed, + L. nucleus, nucleus, -I-

-in^ + -ic.'] Noting a nucleinic acid obtained
from the testicles of certain animals. A prod-
uct of this order derived from the salmon has
the formula C40H54N14O17.2P2O6.
Spermaphyta (sp^r-ma-fi'tii), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as *Sperviatophyia.
spermase (sper'mas), n. [Gr. avepfta, seed, -1-

-a,9f.] An oxidizing ferment which occurs iu

barley grains.

Griiss has recently observed an oxidizing enzym in

barley grains which has no reaction on guaiac, but yields

a violet color with teti-amethylparaphenylendiamine. He
calls it spermase. U. S. Dept. Agr. Rep. 68, p. 39.

sperm-aster (sp6rm'as''ter), «. The aster

associated with the male pronucleus or head
of the spermatozoon during the preeleavage
stages of the fertilized egg. Biol. Bull., April,

1904, p. 226.

spermatangium (spfer-ma-tan'ji-um), n.
;

pi.

spcrmatangia (-a). [NL., < Gr. aTvepua{T-),

seed, + a;;£iov, a vessel.] A multicellular organ
which gives rise to sperms, foimdin the Chara-
cex and the brown alga Dictyota: formerly
included under aniheridium. See *spermato-
cyst, 3.

Spermatic capsule. See *capsule.

spermatid (sper'ma-tid), n. [Gr. a!reppa(r-),

seed, ,-l- -id'^.} Oiie of the two cells which
arise by division of a secondary spermatocyte
and give rise by transformation to a sperma-
tozoon. In oogenesis the spermatid is repre-

sented by the ootid.

In Ascaris megalocephala univalens there is the normal
number of two chromosomes. The ovotid and spermatid
have each only one. In the fertilized egg there is one
derived from the spermatid, one from the ovotid : there-

fore the bivalent chromosome found in the maturation
period of the spemiatocyt* or ovocyt« must have been
formed by the conjugation of a paternal with a maternal
chromosome. Btot. Bulletin, Feb., 1904, p. IbO.

spermatide, n. Same as *spermatid.

spermatiferous (sper-ma-tif e-rus), a. [Gr.

aTTipua{T-), seed, + (pipciv, bear.] Containing
or producing spermatia.

spermatin (sper'ma-tin), n. [Gr. mrcppair-),

seed, -I- -tji'-i.] A nucleo-albumin found in

spermatic liquid.

spermatocidal (sper"ma-to-si'dal), a. [Gr.

aTztppa(r-), seed, + L. -cida, < ckdere, kill, +
-fl/l.] Causing the arrest of motility of [sper-

matozoa: &8, a, spermatocidal serum. Vaughan
and Xovy, Cellular Toxins, p. 145.

Spermatocyst, n. 3. In iot., any unicellular

structure which produces sperms found in the
alg» or fungi. See *spermatangium.
spermatocyte, «.— Primary spennatooyte, one
of the testicular cells belonging to the last generation of

spermat^jgonia and giving rise by mitotic division to two
secondary spermatocytes, each of which divides in turn
to form a spermatid.— Secondary spermatocyte, one
of tlie two cells arising by the mitotic division of a pri-

mary spennatocyte.

spermatocytic (spfer'ma-to-sit'ik), a. [sper-

matocyt{e) + -ic.'] Of of pertaining to a sper-

matocyte. Biol. Bulletin, Feb., 3904, p. 158.

spermatogone (sper'ma-t6-g6n), n. [NL.
spermatogonium, < Gr. aKipnn(T-), seed, +
yovtj, generation.] 1. A spermatic or seminal
cell. Buck; Med. Handbook, IV. 318.— 2. In
entom., one of the colossal cells, in the blind
end of the testicular tube, from which the
whole contents of the testes originate. They
occur in the larvse of many insects.

In the blind end of the testicular tubes lies a colosfuil

cell visible to the naked eye, the spermatogone, from
which the entire contents of the testes originate.

A. .9. Packard, Text-book of Entotn., p. 499.

spermatogonial (sper"ma-to-g6'ni-al), a.

[NL. .•ipermatogoni{um) + -oi'.] Of or per-

taining to spermatogonia or spermatogones.
Buck; Med. Handbook, VI. 870.

spermatogonic (sp6r"ma-to-gon'ik), a. Same
as *.'<iiermatogomal. Biol. Bull., Feb., 1904,

p. 1-iS.

spermatomerite (spfer-ma-tom'e-rit), n. [Gr.

c!-:Tipfja{T-), seed. + /tcpn^, part, -I- -ite.} One
of the chromatin granules into which the

sperm-nucleus resolves itself after it has
entered the egg. Bohm, 1887.

spet

spermatophobia (sptr " ma - to - fo ' bi - a), n.

[NL., < Gr. a-Kipiiatj-), seed, + -<j>ojiia, < ^jie'iv,

fear.J Morbid dread of having spermator-
rhea, or hypochondriacal belief that it is

present when it is not.

Spermatophoral sac. See *sac9.

Spermatophyta (sper-ma-to-fi'ta), H. pi. [Gr.
a~epfia{r-), seed, + (jixTov, a plant.] A great
group or phylum, the highest in the vegetable
kingdom, embracing the seed-bearing plants.
It is tile same as the I'hanerogamia of the older botanists,
all properly flowering plants also bearing seeds, and as
this latter character is now regarded as the more funda-
mental one, the name Phanerogamia is being generally
abandoned. It is also equivalent to the Embryophyta
Siphonogama of Engler. Sometimes shortened toi^rma-
phyta. The form Spermophyta is no longer used. See
I*hanerogamia and -irEmbryophyta.

Spermatophyte (sper'ma-to-fit), n. [NL.
Spermatophyta.'] A plant of the phylum Sper-
matophyta ; a seed-plant; a spermophyte.

It is possible that in some such way the reduction in
numbers of megaspores took place in those spermato-
phytes in which only three or fewer megaspores have
been reported. Bot. Gazette, Dec., 1902, p. 401.

spermatophytic (sp6r-ma-to-fit'ik), a. [sper-
matophyt(e) + -ic.] Belonging to the plant
phylum Spermatophyta; seed-bearing; sper-
mophytic.
spermatoschesis (sp^r-ma-tos'ke-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. aTreppa(T-), seed, -f- axioic, reten-
tion, < Ix^i^, hold, retain.] Partial or com-
plete absence of the spermatic secretion.

spermatostrote (spir'ma-to-strot), n. [Gr.
a-!Tcppa{T-), seed, -I- iTTpurof, strewn.] Inphy-
togeog., a plant distributed by means of seeds.
F. E. Clements.

spermatotozin (sp^r'ma-to-tok'sin), «. [Gr.
a7v(ppa(T-), seed, -f- E. toxin.] A cytotoxin
which results on immunization with sperma-
tozoa. Buck, Med. Handbook, Appendix, p.539.
spermatoxin (sp6r-ma-tok'sin), n. Same as.

*spertnatotoxin.

spermatoria (spfer-ma-tii'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
aTTtplia{T-), seed, + ovpov, urine.] Presence
of spermatozoa m the urine when voided.
sperm-center (sperm'sen"ttr), «. In cytol.f

the centrosome supposed to be derived from
the middle-piece of the spermatozoon after its

entrance into the egg.

sperm-duct (spferm'dukt), n. Same as *sper-
miduct, 2.

sperm-filament (sp6rm'fil" a- ment), n. A
flagellate spermatozoon.
spermiducal (sp6r-mi-dii'kal), a. Of or per-
taining to a spermiduct. I'roc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1897, p. 343 Spermiducal gland. See-
kgland.

spermiduct, n. 2. In many invertebrates, a.

canal for carrying the seminal fluid to th©
exterior.

spermin, «. 2. A trade-name of a preparation
of the testicle used for hypodermic injectioa
in cases of senility and of locomotor ataxia.

spermine (sper'min), »i. [Gr. mrepfia, seed, -1-

-ine-.] A colorless crystalline basic compound,.
CjQHogN4, found, in combination, in spermatic
fluid and in tlie heart and liver of calves.

spermocenter (spfer-mo-sen'ter), n. [Gr.
aiTcpua, seed, -t- Kivrpov, center.] The sperm
centrosome during the fertilization of the
ovum. Wilson.

spermoduct (sp^r'mo-dukt), n. Same as sper-
maduct.

sperm-oil, n— Arctic sperm-oil. Same as doegling-
*oil.

spermolysin (sp^r-mol'l-sin), 71. [Gr. BTiippa,.

seed, -H E. lysin.] Same as *spermatotoxin.

spermoon (sper-mo'on), n.
;

pi. spermoa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. airepiia, seed, + (ii6v, egg.] The-
fertilized ovum.
spermophorium (sp6r-mo-f6'ri-um), ti. ; pi.

spermophoria (-a). [NL.] Same as sperma-
tophiire.

spermotoxin (sp6r-mo-tok'sin), n. Same as:

*sperniatot(ixin.

sperm-sac (sperm'sak), )i. A sac which con-
tains spermatozoa.
sperm-whale, ".—Pygmy sperm-whale. Same as
spt'rm-trbate porpoise.

spessartite, ». 2. In pctrog., a name used by
Rosenbuseh (1895) for a variety of lampro-
phyro composed of hornblende and diopside
with lime-soda feldspar. Occasionally ortho-

clase and olivin may be present. The variety

is nearly the same as camptonite.

spet- (spet). K. [Origin obscure.] The Euro-
pean barracuda. tJordan and Evcrman'n,
Amer. Food and Game Fishes, p. 260.



spew

spew, V. i. 3. To exude grease or become dull

on the surface after being finished a short time

:

said of leather. Modern Amer. Taiintng, p. 117.

S. P. G. An abbreviation of Society for the

I'ropayation of the Gospel.

sphacelic (sfa-sel'ik), a. [Sphacel(ia) + -ic.]

Noting an acid, a compound said to be con-

tained in ergot.

sphacelinic (sfas-e-lin'ik), a. [Sphacel{ia) +
-in + -ic] Same as *sphacelic.

sphaceloderma (sfas'e-Io-der'ma^ n. [NL.,
<Gr. CTpoif/of, gangrene, 4- dip/ia, skin.] Gan-
grene of the skin.

spbacelotozill (sfas'e-lo-tok'sin), n. [Gr.

opoKf/.of, gangrene, + E. toxin.'] A colorless

compound, CJ3H24O2N2, contained in ergot,

whieh it resembles in physiological properties.

sphacelous (sfas'e-lus), a. [Gr. a^aicf/of, gan-
grene, + -oi(«.] Gangrenous; necrotic.

Sphserexochus (sfe-rek'so-kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. aipaipa, sphere, + c^oxf/, a prominence.]
A genus of proparian Silurian trilobites with
inflated lobed glabella, small eyes, and ten
thoracic segments.
Sphariales (sfe-ri-a'lez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

o^aifia, sphere, + -ales.] A large order of

pyrenomyeetous fungi, so named from the

genus Spheeria. As defined by Engler and
Prantl it includes 18 families and over 2,000

species.

spnsericephalic (sfe'ri-Be-fal'ik), a. [Gr.

o(paipa, sphei'e, + Ktipa'/.f/. head, + -if.] In

craiiioni., having a brachycephalic skull, with
the occipital and basal regions globular.

Aitken Mdgs.
Sphxrioidacese (sfe'ri-oi-da'se-e), n. pi. Same
as *Sphteropsi(l{icese.

sphxrobacterium (sfe'ro-bak-te'ri-um), n.

;

pi. sphierobacteria (-a.). [NL., < Gr. a<palpa,

sphere, + NL. bacterium.] One of the Sphxro-
bacteria.

sphaeroblast (sfe'ro-blast). n. [Gr. c(palpa, a
ball, + fi/aaro^, germ.] A nodule or small

mass of wood arising from the cambium of a
dormant bud and becoming separated from
the wood beneath. Also called wood-nodule.

Wood-nodulea or Sphxroblastt arelcurious marble-like

inauefl of wotxl whieh protrude with a covering of baric

fnini old trunlts of Beeches, etc., and can be readily dug
out with a liuite. U il. Ward, Diseaae in Plants, p. 226.

sphsrocobaltite, ". See spherocobaltite.

sphserolite (sfe'ro-llt), n. Inpetrog., same as

sphrnditc.

sphxrolitic (sfe-ro-lit'ik), a. Same as gplie-

rid I lie.

Sphxronema (sfe-ro-ne'mS), n. [NL. (Fries,

1818), < Gr. a<^aipa,a. ball, + vfiiia, a thread,

alluding to the thread-like necks of the

pycnidia.] A genus of f«>i<;» Imperfecti ot

the order .Sp;ia?ro/)«(rfate«, havingpycnidia with

more or less elongated necks and unicellular

hyaline spores. OverjTO species have been
described. They occur chiefly on dead leaves

and branches.

Sphaerophoraceae (sfe'ro-fo-ra'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Sphseroplior{us) + -acese.]' A family of

foliaceous or fruticose ascolichens, so named
from the principal genus Sphserophorus.

Sphaerophorus (sfe-rof'o-ms), n. [NL. (Per-

soon, 1794), <Gr. apaipa, a ball, + -^pof, < 't'ip^iv,

1251 spheroid

bear.] Agenusof ascolichens, type ot the fam- to the sphenoid bone and the squamous por
ily Sphierophoraceee, having the thallus much tion of the temporal bone: noting a suture.
branched and brittle, bearing terminal globose sphenotic, n. 2. In ichth., an anterodorsal os-
apotheciaatfirstinclosedbythe thallus, which
finally ruptures. The spores are unicellular

and dark-colored. About 10 species are
known. They grow upon the ground or at the

base of trees. S. coralloides is found in the
mountains of Europe and America.
Sphaeropsidaceae (sfe'rop-si-da'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Sphseropsis, the typical genus, -1-

-acese.] A large family of Fungi Imperfecti,

having mostly black, globose, carbonaceous
or coriaceous pycnidia.

sphaeropsidaceous ( sfe'rop - si -da ' shius), a.

Pertaining or belonging to the fungus family
Spheeropsidacese.

Sphaeropsidales (sfe'rop-si-da'lez), n. pi.

[NL., < Sjihseropsis -I- -ales.] One of the three
orders of Fungi Imperfecti, having spores pro-
duced in perithecia-like cavities called pyc-
nidia which resemble the sporocarps of the
pyrenomyeetous order Sphseriales. Some are
known to represent an early stage in the life-

cycle of ascomycetous fungi.

Sphaeropsis (sff-rop'sis), n. [NL. (L6veill4,

1845), < t>phseria + Gr. 6i/«f, resemblance.]

Sf/tarcfsis Cab.icina.

a, several pycnidia of the (uiiffus: fi, spores of the same,
much ma£nifieLl.

A large genus of fungi, typo of the family
Spheeropsidaceee, having separate black pyc-
nidia and dark-colored unicellular spores.

Over 180 species have been described. They

siftcation of the auditory capsule. It articu-
lates above with the pterotio and frontal,
and below with the alisphenoid and prootio.
It usually bears part of the concavity for the
reception of the head of the hyomandibular.

sphere, n. 10. A spherical sponge-spicule, a
modified form of the monaxial type Celestial
sphere, the spherical surface upon which the heavenly
bodies appear to lie. Its radius is assumed to be infi-

nite, so that not only the earth but also the entire solar
system and all the stars are sensibly but a point at its

center.— Directive sphere. Same as *««fro«p/i«re (a).

— Great circle of sphere, a circle whose plane contains
the sphere's center. See great circ/«.— Harmonic
spheres, four spheres of a sphere-complex which deter-

mine, with every sphere not belonging to the complex,
four harmonic radical planes.— Mean sphere, in pAi/«.

geog., a spheroid which has its surface at the mean level

of the solid crust of the earth, or about 7,.^(X) feet below
actual sea-level.— Moreagnl's spheres. Same as

JHorgagni's itglobuli:^,— Ue\lin3jm's sphere, a sphere
used for the representation of imaginary quantity and
formed by stereographic projection from an Argand dia-

gram. It is due to Rieniaiin and was named for Carl

Neumann.— Orthogonal spheres, spheres which cut at

riglit angles.— Oval sphere, a sphere having a radius
less than i ny, where y is the numerical constant used in

defining distance.— Sphere-complex, the assemblage
of spheres (of ordinary space) which are all orthogonal to

the same sphere ; the aggregate of all spheres with re-

spect to which a given point C has a certain power p.

—

Sphere-congruence, the totality of spheres common to
two sphere-complexes.- Sphere geometry, geometry
with the sphere as element.— Sphere Of Influence.
See sphere. 7.— Sphere Of Interest, the name first given
to what Is now known as a sphere of injluence. See
iphere, 7.

"Spheres of influence," " spheres of action," " spheres 0/
interest," "zones of influence," "field of operations,"
" Machtaphare," "Interessensphare," are phrases which
have come into use to describe regions as to which na-

tions have agreed that one or more of them shall have
exclusive liberty of action. These phrases became com-
mon after 18S2, when the "scramble for Africa" bej^an,

to describe diplomatic arrangements with respect to it
Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 789.

Sphere range, the common Intersection of three inde-

pendent sphere-complexes.

are especially numerous in North America, sphere-apparatus (sfer'ap-a-ra'tus), n. In
jS. i/oiorum is the cause of the black rot of the
apple. 5. tahacina is found on decaying wood,
sphaerotheriid (sfe-ro-the'ri-id), n. and a. I.

n. A myriapod of the family Sphserotheriidae.

II. a. Having the cliaracters of or belong-
ing to the family Sphserotheriidse.

Sphagebranchus(sfaj-e-brang'kus),n. [NL. ,<

Gr. cK^ayij or a(liai {aipa)-), the throat, -I-

jipayxia, gills.] A genus of ophichthyoid eels

remarkable for showing no trace of fins in the
adult stage.

^?«ooPV*\®\^''^T"^''+^'';-^l- ^a'^' ^S°?^*'nf sphere-Circle (sfer'ser'kl), «. The circle i

L^^^>l„^.i:'.!''_"?."i'l!'!,Lt-!?^?:L_.-^".?:'l-L?5 which all spheres meet the plane at inflnit:

ci/loL, a general name applied to idiozome,
centrotheca, and centriole considered as a
unit.

Yolk.Nucleus or Corpus Balbiani in Vertebrates.— K.
V. Skrobansky has studied this much discussed body in

the ova of the guitica-pig. The question is, whether it

represents morphologically and genetically a "where-
apparatus " (idiozome, centrotheca, or centriole), or
whether it is a quite distinct structure. According to the
author's observations, the formation of the body is not
associated with the division of the oogonia, atid the cor-

puscle cannot therefore be idetitifled as a sphere-appa-
ratus. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Aug., 1903, p. 485.

in
flnity.

Spheric number. See *tiumber.

spherical, n.— Lateral spherical aberration.
Same as circle of ahcrrntinn (which see, under aherra-

(ion).— Negative, positive spherical aberration.
See *n'icrra(i<m.— Spherlcad candle. See -kcandlc—
Spherical chord, a great-circle arc whose end-points

are on a circle of the sphere.— Spherical ellipse, the

locus of the point wliose spherical sects from two fixed

points have a constant simi.— Spherical harmonic
analysis. See */tarmojii'c.— Spherical hyperbola,
the locus of the point whose spherical sects from two
fixe<l point-s have a cimstant difference.- Spherical ra-
dius, sector, ungtUa, etc. See *rf?rftH«, etc.— Spher-
ical wedge. Same as spherical -kungula.

spherics, «— Pure spherics, two-dimensional
spherics ; intrinsic spherics ; spherics deduced from a
set of assumptions which have fio reference to anything
not in the sphere (sphere meaning j what is sometimes
called the surface of a sphere).

Sphirrofihorut Caralloidtl.

«, vertical section of an apothectum : fi. theca and paraphysis :

e, three spores, one hall nalteft : ii*. vertical section of a s|>cmiO'

goaluin ; c,anhn>steRgmauan4spcnuatia;y, pUnt;^, apothedum,

mosses, the peat-mosses, containing the single

family Sphagnacex and genus Sphagnum
(which see).

Sphagnous or sphaignum bog. See *bogi.

sphecid (sfes'id), «. and a. I. n. A member
of the hymenopterous family Sphecidm.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Sphecidse.

sphegid (sfej'id), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the hymenopterous family Sphegidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Sphegidse.

Sphegoidea (sfe-goi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Sphex (Sphcc-) + -oidca.] The Sphegidm con-
sidercd as a group of superfamily rank.

sphenocephalia (sfe'no-se-fa'li-ii), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (T0'/r, a wedge, + KtipaXii, the head.] spheridium, «• See s;)/i«n'dj«m, 1.

Monstrosity characterized by a wedge-shaped spheroid, ". 3. In anthrop., a cranium of

nearly spherical form. G. Sergi (trans.), Var.

of theHtiman Species, p. 3.')— Bessel's spheroid,
the spheroid given by Besscl as most nearly representing

the flgure of tlic earth.— Elliptic spheroid. Same as

fUipsoid of revotutiim (which see, under eUipsinti).^

Maclauiiia spheroid, a rotating spheroid in eciuilib-

rinm.- Mean spheroid, in phys. ijeo'j,, an ininginary

spheroidal fonn which represents the figure of the earth

as ir sea-level were everywhere continued and to

which geodetic measures are referred; the geoid.

—

Spheroid of reference, an imaginary regular splieroid

whose surface is approximately coincident with the
earth's sea-level, from which the actual sea- and land-

surface is measured : contrasted with geoid. See the

extract.

It may be worth while adding a quotation from Prof.

C. A. Young, to show that the spheroid of reference is

only a convenient assumption. "On the whole," says

Prof. Young, "astronomers are disposed to take the

ground that since n<i regular geometrical solid whatso*

ever can absolutely represent the form of the Earth, ve
may as well assume a regular spheroid for the standard

surface, ami consider all variations from it as local phe-

nomena, like hills and valleys.

'

Qeog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XIIL tit.

head

sphenoid, >^ 1. By some authors the term is limited

u> a fonn having two faces only, which meet in a wedge-
shapetl edge. The conibinatitm of two complementary
forms of this type is then called a bisphenoid. A tetrag-

onal scalenohedron, a form having eight simitar triangular

faces arranged in symmetrical pairs, has been called a
disphenoid.

3. In anthrop., a cranium the norma verticalis

of which has a wedge-shaped form, the fore-

head being narrow and the greatest width be-

ing near tlio occiput. G. Scrgi (trans.), Var.

of the Human Species, p. 32.

sphenoidal, « sphenoidal class. See*symnutry,6.

Sphenomaxillary crest. See *crest.

sphenosis (sfe-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. aifiiivaai^,

a wedging, obstruction, < oipi/voiv, wedge, close

tip, < atjir/i; a wedge.] Impaction of the fetal

head in the pelvis.

spheoosciuamous (sfe-no-skwa'mus), a. [Gr.

aiptiv, wedge, + L. squama, a scale.] Eclating



spheroid

Spheroid of revolatlon. See •recoiudon.—Vlscons
spheroid* a spheroid of a viscous consistency. Thus the
Hattenin^ at the poles of the rotating earth shows that
it behaves as a slightly viscous spheroid. Geog. Jour.
(R. O. S.). XV. 47.

spheroidal, (i- 4. In petrof/., noting the crack-

ing or parting of rocks upon shrinking, com-
monly from cooling, whereby they break into

spheroidal masses. It is the same phenome-
non as perlitic cracking in volcanic glasses.

The term is sometimes used as a synonym of

orbicular as applied to certain granites and
diorites.— Spheroidal constant, recovery. See
*conf1ant^ itn^corery.

Spheroides (sfe-roi'dez), Ji. [NL., < Gr.

<j^(/>o«(i;/f, spheroid. See spheroid.'} A genus
of tetrodontoid fishes widely distributed in

warm seas.

spheroidism (sfe'roi-dizm), n. [^spheroid +
-iKiii.] The property or condition of being a
spheroid. The Engineer, Jan. 9, 1903, p. 42.

Spnerometer caliper, an apparatus devised by Hark-
nesa in which a deliuiite spheronieter is utilized in caliper-

ing the dianietei-s and dettniiining the iiTegularities of

the pivots of transits and other astronomical instru-

ments. Nature, March 12, 1903, p. 442.

spherophyric (sfe-ro-fir'ik), a. [spheriuliU)

+ (por)phxjr(y) +'-ic.'\ 1. Noting a por-

phyritic rock containing spherulites in place

of the usual phenocrysts. J. D. Dana, Manual
of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 77.-2. In petrog., mt\ie>

quantitative system of classification (see

roci-l), having megascopic spherulites in a
ground-mass; noting the character of a por-

phyry with megascopic spherulites.

spherospermia (sfe-ro-sper'mi-a), n. pi.

LNL.. < Gr. aijidipa, sphere, -f- anip/ia, seed.]

Bounded spermatozoa, without tails, char-

acteristic ot the nematodes and Crustacea.

spherotetrahedral (sfe-r9-tet-ra-he'dral), a.

[GT.a<j>alpa. sphere, -1- E. teirahcdr{on) -!--«?'.]

Intermediate in shape between a sphere and
a tetrahedron. Bud; Med. Handbook, V. 616.

spherotocephalus (sfe'ro-to-sef'a-lus), n.
;
pi.

gpherotocephali (-li). [Gr. a<l>a'ip'a, sphere, +
oi'f (ur-), ear, -I- Ki:ij>a?.f/, head.] In anthrop.,

a cranium, spheroid in its anterior part, but
with more irregular curves back of the coronal

suture. G. Sergi (trans.), Var. of the Human
Species p. 35.

sphincter, H.—Osctilar sphincter, in some sponges,

a band of fibers or elongated cells suiTounding the oscu-

lum and serving to close the same. Parker and Ilaewell,

Zoology, I. 102.

sphindid (sfin'did), ti. and a. I. n. A member
of the coleopterous family Sphindidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Sphindidie.

sphingal (sfing'gal), a. [Gr. u^iyf (o^jyy-),

sphin.x, -f -a/1.] Of or pertaining to the

sphinx ; sphinx-like. [Rare.]

No sphingal countenance more calm,
Thau his majestic face.

B. W. Ball, Elfln-Land.

sphinges (sfin'jes). A plural of sphinx.

Duncan says of the Senegal Galago (Galago senegalen-

sis) :
" It pursues Beetles. Sphiiiges, and Moths with

great ardour, even while they are on the wing, making
prodigious bounds at them, and often leaping right up-
wards to seize them." Ainer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 26.

sphingid (sfin'jid), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the lepidopterous family Sphingidse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Sphingidse.

sphinx, n .— Four-homed sphinx, an American sphin-
gid inotn, Ceratfiinia auiyntor, whose lai-va feeds on the
foliage "t the elm. J. IS. .Smith, Econ. Entom., p. 267.—
Oreen grape-vine sphinx, an American sphingid moth,
Ampelophaga miiron, common in the Mississippi valley

and the eastern i'nited States, whose larvaj feed on grape
foliage.— Harris's sphinx, an American sphingid moth,
Lapnra bfmiJfycoideit(i<innerly called L. harrimi), whose
larvie feed on pine-leaves and are protectively colored
with alternating green and white longitudinal stripes.

—

Pen-marked sphinx, an American sphingid moth,
Sphinx cherttin, ash-gray In color, with a series of black
dashes on the fore wings appearing as though made with

a pen. Its larvie live on ttie ash and lilac.— Plum-tree

1252
larno feed on plum-leaves.— Purblind sphinx,an Ameri-
can sphingid moth, Sm^rinthtin myopg, which occurs in

the eastern United States and the Mississippi valley. Its

larv:e feed on the leaves of rosaceous plants.— Twln-
spotted sphinx, an American sphingid moth, Smerin-
thu^ Jamaicenma {formerly S. geminatus), v/hich has an
eye-spot on each hind wing. Its larviu feed on the ash,

willow, plum, elm, and apple.— Vlne-sphlnx, any one
of the several sphingid moths whose larva; feed on grape-
leaves, OS the achemon sphinx, Abi>ot's sphinx, and
othei-s.— White-lined sphinx, the white-lined morning-
sphinx. See morning'Spfiiiix, under gphinx.

sphragistic (sfra-jis'tik), a. [Gr. a(ppayitmK6c,

< a<lipayi(eiv, seal, < a^payi(, a seal.] Of or
pertaining to seals. See sphragistics.

The prevailing type of seal, for instance, is the Oriental
cylinder, and among the most frequent of the engraver's
designs is a native adaptation of the Egyptian floral

pillar as seen on the porcelain ornaments and beads of

Tell-el-Amania. But the whole together fonns a new
sphragistic style of a specifically Cypro-Mycenican class.

A. J. Jivans, in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., July-Dec, 1900,

(p. 200.

sphygmocephalus (sflg-mo-sef'a-lus), n. [Gr.

(7^i>y^(if, piUse, + Ke<j>a?.i/, head.] A beating
pain in the temples.
sphygmochronograph (sfig-mo-kron 'o-graf),

JI. [Gr. a<pvyii6(, pulse, -I- ;i'pdTOf, time, +
ypa<fieiv, write.] A sphygmograph with an at-

tachment for recording the number of pulsa-
tions to the minute.
Sphygmodic (sfig-mod'ik), a. [Gr. afvyuud^c,
like the pulse (see sphygmoid), + -ic] Pulse-
like ; beating rhythmically.

sphygmogenin (sfig-moj' e-nin), n. [Gr.

aijivyfio^, pulse, + -yevr/c, -producing, + -JH^.]

An old term for adrenalin.

sphygmomanometer, ».— Mosso's sphygmoma-
nometer, in physlul. and er,per. psgchoL, a form of

Mosso's Sphygmomanometer.
a a, adjustable supports for the hack of the hand: tid, finger,

tubes of metal, containing rubber finger-stalls; c, flask for water;
d, regulator; e. nianometric tube.

sphygmomanometer devised by A. Mosso and used, for

example, in the study of the influence of mental or phys-

ical work, or of emotion, upon blood-pressure. The in-

strument consists essentially of two metal tubes, for the
reception of the first and second fingers of each hand ;

of a recording mercurial manometer ; and of a metallic
• piston for regulating the pressure of the water which
fills the system.

sphygmoplethysmograph (sfig'''m9-ple-this'-

mo-graf ), n. [Gr. a(t)vy/i6(, pulse, -I- E. plethys-

mograph.'\ In physinl., a plethysmograph
whose tracing shows a record of pulse (volume
pulse) superimposed upon the curve of fluctu-

ation of volume.
But by a still better contrivance called the plethysmo-

graph or . . . sphygmoplethysmograph we get not only
the pulse, but the changes in thegeneral volume of a limb.

G. M. Stratton, Exper. Psychol, and its Bearing upon
[Culture, p. 264.

sphygmotonometer (sfig"mo-to-nom'e-t^r), n.

[Gr. afvy/ioc, pulse, + rdvof, tension, -f fierpov,

measure.] An instrument for measuring the
degree of elasticity of a blood-vessel in ex-

perimentation on animals. Nature, Oct. 21,

1897, p. 591.

Sphyraenops (sfi-re'nops), n. [NL., < NL.
Sphyrsena + Gr. ui/', eye, face (appearance).]

A genus of fishes of the family Chilodipteridse

:

found only in Cuba, in deep water.

Sphyrelaton (sfi-rel'a-ton), n. [Gr., neut. sing,

of (ii/iiip///arof, wrouglit with the hammer.] Art
work in metal which is beaten out and not
cast; especially archaic Greek bronze work
in hammered plates, nailed together.

A canopus of this metal in a cnrule chair of the same,
all in sphyrelaton or hammered work, the plates being
hammered together with big nails.

i-trec Sphinx {Sf/tinx drupi/trarutn).

(About two thirds natural size.)

sphinx, an American sphingid moth. Sphinx drupi/e-
rarum, which occurs throughout the United States. Its

Dennis, Etruria, II. 313.

Sphyrotomy (sfl-rot'o-mi), w. [Gr. o^f'pa,

hammer, + -Topia, < ra/jsiv, cut.] In gurg.,

excision of the handle of the malleu.s.

spianato (^pe-a-na'to), a. [It., < L. explana-

spiel

tus, made level, flattened. See explanate.'i

In music, smooth, even: noting passages to
be so rendered.

Spicara (spi-ka'ra), n. [NL., < It. Spicara,
a local name in Sicily, prob. < L. spica, a
spike.] A genus of fishes of the family
Mxnidee, carnivorous shore-fishes chiefly of
the Old World.
spicigerons (spi-sij'e-rus), a. Same as spicife-

roits.

spick (spik), a. An abbreviation of spick-and-
span-new.
spiculate, v. t. 2. To cover with or stick full

with Jine points, darts, etc. [Bare.]

In those representations, man indeed was not more
uglily than fearfully made,— as he stood erect and naked,
spiculated by emitted influences from the said signs, like

another St. Sebastian. Southey, Doctor, Ixxxvii.

spicule, n. 2. (c) In hot., the empty frustule

of a diatom.
spiculofiber (spik'''u-lo-fi'ber), n. A portion
of a sponge consisting of spicules and fibers.

Skeleton forming a rectangular network, the meshes
being for the most part unispiculate, but with a few
Blender primary lines of spiculo-Jibre 2-4 spicules thick.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 137.

spiculoflbrOUS (spik'ii-lo-fi'brus), a. [spicu-

lofiber + -<nis.'\ Consisting of or pertaining to

spieulofibers.

.Skeleton consisting of an axial or central open spicvlo-

Jibrous network formed of broad loose strands about 10
spicules thick. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 138.

spiculum, n. 2. A needle-shaped splinter of

bone.
spider, «. 7. In the English form of pyramid-
pool billiards, a skeleton rest, or bridge, de-

signed for certain exigencies.— 8. In archery,

a prize for the best gold, awarded at the
Grand National Archery meeting in England.
^Blrds'-dtmg spider, any spider which possesses a
protective resembhince to birds' dung, notably a Ceylon-
ese species of the genus Phrynaraehne.— California
spider, one of the so-called red-spiders, Tetranychus
seX'inaculatns,
occurring on
oranges in Cali-

fornia and Flor-

ida. Also called
the six-spotted

mite o.f orange.—
Flying spider,
any one of many
young spiders of

the family TAcri-
diidse and allied

families. They
are wafted
through the air

by long light
threads of silk.

— Purse-web
spider. See
•kpuriie'Web.—
Red spider.
See red.spider.—
Ked-streaked
spider. Same
as katipo.—
— Running
spider, any
spider of the
family Lt/cosi-

die. — Spider
cancer, spider
nSBVUS. See
spider itcancer.

spider-beetle
(spi ' d 6 r -

be"tl),n. A
British collectors' name for certain beetles of
the genus Ftinus, as P. fur and P. brunneus.

spider-fern (spi'd^r-f^rn''), n. See ^t'crn.

spider-lily (spi'der-li^'i), n. See *lil!i.

spider-shea've (spi'dfer-shev), n. A wrought-
iron or malleable iron pulley-block, or the
grooved disk therein, in which the wood of

the ordinary construction is replaced by
forged iron. The iron is only required to

stand the strain and guide the rope, hence
the structure is solid at the pin and open on
the sides, suggesting the body and bent legs

of a spider.

On reaching the place selected for the landing ol the
cable, the ship approacheil as close to the shore as possi-

ble, A couple of spider-sheaves were sent ashore, and
fixed by sand anchors some 60 yards apart. Hauling
lines were payed out from the ship, reeved through the
sheaves, and brought back on board again.

Sci'. Amer.. Jan, 31, 1903, p, 8a

S-piece (es'pes), ?i. In mechanical construc-

tion, a bracket or other piece in which the

braces or compression-elements are curved
like the letter S, so as to deflect under stress

and not deform on the contracting of the prin-

cipal elements of the structure.

spiel (spel), «. [Also written speal, sn'eel,

speil. A shortened form of bonspiel (which

California Spider
( Tetranychii^ sfx-macu/atus).

a, dorsal view of adult spider, vastly en-
larged ; tf, greater enlargement of foot ; c. d,

mouth parts.

tMarlatt, f, S, D. A,)



spiel

see). Cf. 6. spiel, play.] 1. A game; play;

a eurliiig-match. Eng. Dial. Dict.~2. Talk;

a yarn ; lingo
;
patter. [Slang.]

Can you not see that Murphy'8 handy ipiel

la cheap balloon juice of a Blarney brew.
Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, xL

spieler (spe'l^r), «. [spiel, v., + -€r.'\ 1. At
a bootli or fair, a crier or announcer of the

goods for sale ; a barker for side-shows.

In front of the entrance a "spieler" stood on a starch

box and beat upon a piece of tin with a stick, and we
weakly succumbed to his frenzied appeals and went in-

side. N. Y. Times, June 12, 1899.

2. A cheat; a sharper; a professional gambler.
Open the ranks like a " gpieter's " Wink.
This is a speedy and frolicsome bomb,

Bo not despise it, but do not shrink.

This is a nerve-test, this swift Pom-pom.
J, U. M. A., in War's Brighter Side, xxi.

gpigeline (spij'e-lin), »i. [Spigelia + -<n2.]

An alkaloid said to be present in spigelia.

spigot, H .— BoU and spigot. See *Ma

.

spike ^, V. t. 6. In boiie-haU and foot-racing,

to strike or injure (a player) with the spikes

in the shoes.

spike^ (spik), n. [spilce^, n. (t)] A disease

of the pineapple in which the plants are

dwarfed and the leaves become narrow and
crowded; also a disease which destroys san-

dalwood timber in India.

spike-tub (spik'tub), «. Xaut., a temporary
receptacle for the blubber, etc., from whales.

spil-, !' and n. A simplified spelling of spill'^.

spile-driver (spil'dri'v^r), n. A machine for

driving spiles or piles into the earth.

spile-wonn (spil'wferm), n. A ship-worm or

teredo. Teredo naralis.

Spill^, n. 7. pi. The thin layers or filaments

of cinder in wronght-iron bars of poor quality

due to imperfect working of the metal in

squeezer, hammer, or roll treatment. [Eng.]

spill^, r. t. 2. To brace or stay a drift or adit

with piles. [Eng.]

spill-box (spil'boks), n. In irrigation, a mea-
suring device or module so arranged that ex-

cess water spills over a lip or edge back into

the main supply-ditch, t. A. King, Irrigation

and Drainage, p. 245.

spilly (spil'i), a. [spill'i + -yl.] Showing
spills (see *spilV^, 7) or cracks or seams : said

of inferior wrought-iron bar. [Eng.]

bpiloma (spi-lo'ma), n.\ p\. spilomata (-ma-ta).

[XL., < Gr. airi'/M/ia, a blemish, < arrUoiiv, spot^

stain, soil, < atriXot, a spot, stain, blemish.]
Same as nierus.

spiloplania (spil-o-pla'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
o-i/.o<:, a spot, -1- vMvocj wandering.] An
evanescent eruption of small red spots.

spin', 1. 4. A variation of the game of new-
market in which the holder of the diamond
ace is allowed to play it in order to stop the

suit, provided it is his play to the sequence at

the time. See neicmarket.— 6. In cricket, a
twist or rotation imparted to the ball by the
bowler. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 34.

spin^ (spin), n. An abbreviation of spinster.

[Colloq., Eng.]

There were all the Ourrumpore itpin* in their beautiful
new frocks. B. M. Croker, Diana Harrington, xxiiL

spina, n. 6. A slender projection from the
upper, median portion of a bird's sternum,
just between tho articulations otthe coracoids.
when the spina lies above the line of the ci)mcoi(I gntoves
it is te'rmed the spina interna, and wlien below them the
fpina ezterna ; when these are both present, united in

one mass, it forms a Kyina commtniin. I'roc. Zool. Sor.

Lotidnn, 190:f, p. 278.— Spina ventosa, any morbid
BwelliliK of bone, sucll as sometimes occurs in cancer or
caries, in which the cancelli are enlarged and the osseous
tissue is thinned.

Spinach flea-beetle. See •/tra-df<•(/<•.— Summer spin-
ach, in Eiiffland, Kame as Seip Zealand gpiruieh.

spinal, ".—Short spinal reflex. See •r.'/^x.- Spinal
meningitis. f*ee *t/w'*u/i^i/i«.— Spinal weakness, a
relaxfil state nt the spinal muscles allowing of a lateral

or otlu-r ;il)normal curvature of the spine.

spinalgia (spi-nal'ji-ii), n. [NL., < L. spina,

spine, + a'/.yor, pain.] Pain caused by pres-

sure on the spinous processes of the dorsal

vertebra?. Med. Record, June 27, 1903, p. 10.57.

spinant(Kpi'naut),n. [L.«mM«, spine, + -ant.}

A substance (as a drug) which stimulates the

spinal motor centers, causing muscular con-

traction.

spination (spi-na'shon), n. [L. spina, a spine,

+ ntion.'i The state or condition of bearing
spines.

spindle, «. 3. (g) a manufacturers' name for a hy-
drometer, from tlie shape of the instrument. Sadller,

HandlHKjk of Indust. Chem., p. IKi.- Achromatic
iplniUe. Bw *a<:Aroma(ic.— Dliectlve spindle, in
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embryol., one of the karyokinetic division spindles that
gives rise to a polar or directive body ; a polar-body
spindle.— Elastic spindle, a type of spinning-spindle
which assumes its center of gravity in attaining its full

speed.—Mozambique spindles, a trade-name for crude
india-rubber from Mozambique, in pieces of the shape of

a finger, of various colors, yellow, pink, brown, and black.
— N&sl spindles. See .Vi««( •:7ran«ie«.— Nuclear
spindle, the fusiform arrangement of chromatin fibers

in karyokinesis.—Tigroid spindle. Sameas.V('^6'i*6odi/.

spindle-band (spin'dl-band), n. The band
which runs the spindle on a spinning-machine.
Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 357.

spindle-box (spin'dl-boks), n. The bearing
for a small axle, spindle, or arbor.

spindle-chuck (spin'dl-cbuk), n. A form of
holding device for di-ills or similar small tools

or work, attached to or forming part of the
rotating spindle or shaft of the tool.

spindle-draft (spin'dl-draft), n. In cotton-

spinning, the drawing or attenuation of the
roving by the spindle during the outward
traverse of the carriage in a mule. C. Vick-

erman, Woollen Spinning, p. 210.

spindle-draw (spin'dl-dra), v. t. To draw or
attenuate (the roving of wool or cotton) by
the spindle instead of by rollers. C. Vicker-

maii, Woollen Spinning, p. 207.

spindle-frame (spin'dl-fram), ?i. That part of

a spinning-machine which holds the spindles.

C. Virkerman, Woollen Spinning, p. 14.

spindle-oil (spin'dl-oil), n. See *oil.

spindle-rail (spin'dl-ral), n. An iron bar on
a ring-spinning frame to which the spindles

are fixed, yasniith. Cotton Spinning, p. 335.

spindle-sander (spin'dl-san'dfer), ». See
*s(indpapi ring-machine.

spindle-valve, «. A valve which is actuated
from without the casing in which it works by
a rod or stem or spindle. The spindle may be
threaded, so that the valve is operated by screwing the
spindle or turning it in a nut ; or the spindle may be
pushed in or out without turning. When the«stem or
spindle does not screw in and out, the valve is called a
valve with non-adeancing stem; when it does move in

and out it is said to be an advaneing-ttem valve.

spine, ». 7. One of the quills of a harpsichord
or spinet.—8. Specifically, a sharp, columnar
mass of solidified lava which was forced up-
ward to a height of over 1,000 feet above the
summit of Mount Pel^e, Martinique, in 1903.

See *volcano, 1. It constituted a new phe-
nomenon in vulcanology. See cut under
*cumulo-volcano.

There was at that time [April. 1903] a tremendous spine
or tooth, more than l.otJO feet in height, rising from the
side of a cone-shaped base, the top of which was higher
than the old altitude of Mome Lacroix. The tip of the
spine was about 600 feet above the highest part of the
new cone. Science, Nov. IS, 1903, p. 622.

HelcOdermatOUS spine, one of the boring or tearing
spines of a pupal insect, as distinguished fnmi the loco-

motor spines, .t. .*>. Packard, Text-lMK.k of Entom., p.

612.—Henle's spine, a bony pnijection occasionally

found al)ove the opening of the external auditory canal.

—Hysterical spine, a simulation of disease of the
vertebra) which occurs In neurotic individuals and is

accompanied by a lateral curvature as well as the usual
subjective symptoms of spinal disease.—Interpalatlne
8plll6, the interpalatine when prtMlnced anteriorly in a
long, slender process—PolSOnoua spines, certain spe-
cialized spines on some lepidoptemus liu-vre. They are
partly hollow and are supplied with a poisonous fluid

secreted by large cells at the base of the spines.— Squa-
mosal spine, in ornith., a slender process or projec-
tion directt.d forward from the upper anterior part of

the squamosal hone. Proe. Zool. Sac. London, I8i>9,

p. 396.—Typhoid spiue, weakness and pain in the spine
sometimes observed in convalescence fi-om typhoid fever.

It is not permanent, but while it continues it incapaci-
tAtes the sufferer for all continuous effort.

spine-cell (spin'sel), n. One of the cells of

tho rete mucosum of tho skin. Also called

prickle-cell. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 854.

spine-flnned (spin'find), a. Same as *sj)iny-

raycd.

spinel, ".—Adamantine spinel, a name applied to

the very pale spinel wliieh has an adamantine luster

when brilliant-cut.— Blue spinel, a blue variety of

spinel.—Spinel law. See spinel twin, under *?irinl.

spinelet (spin ' let), n. [«/)»!e -f- -?e<.] A
small spine.

It is quite likely, therefore, that these homy spinelets

are equally characteristic of Oalago gametti.
I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 273.

spinescence (spi-nes'ens), H. [Seesp»ie,<(cc«f.]

The character of being spinescent. [Rare.]

spinetail, ». (rf) The log-runner, a bird of

the genus Orthonyx. See ^log-runner.

spine-tube (spin'tab), «. One of the canals
which extend from the interior of the ventral

valve in the brachiopod genus Chonetes

through the cardinal substance and are con-
tinued beyond the hinge in the form of a
series of spines.

spinibulbar (spl-ni-bul'bar), a. [L. spina,

spinola

spine, < NL. bulbus, bulb, -t- -nj-s.] Relating to
the spinal cord and medulla oblongata together.
spinicerebellar (spi"ni-8er-e-bel'ar), a. [L.
spina, spine, + cerebellum, cerebellum, -t-

-arS.] Relating to both the spinal cord ar.d

the cerebellum. Also spinocerebellar. Buck,
Med. Handbook, VII. 322.

Spinifex (spin'i-feks), n. [L. spina, spine, +
facere, make.] In Australia, any one of sev-
eral species of grasses having stiff, sharp-
pointed leaves or spiny flower-clusters,

especially the two following, distantly re-

lated species : (a) Spinifex hirsutus, the hairy
spinifex or spiny rolling-grass. See under
*roUing-grass. (6) Triodia irritans, the desert
spinifex, more often called ])orcupine-grass.

See '•porcupine-grass, 2.

spinifugal (spi-nif fi-gal), a. [L. spina, spine,

+ fugere, flee.] In neuroh, moving from the
spinal cord toward the periphery of the body

:

said of efferent nerve-impulses. Compare
*spinipetal.

SpinimUSCUlar (spi'ni-mus'ku-liir), o. [L.

spina, spine, + mnsculus, muscle, + -ar^.]

Relating to the spinal cord and the muscles.
Also spinomuscular. Med. Record, Feb. 14,

1903, p. 263.

Spiniperipheral (spi'ni-pe-rif'e-ral), a. [L.

spina, spine, + Gr. mpii^iptia, periphery, -t-

-aJl.] Relating to the spinal cord, or nerve-
center, and the periphery. Also spinoperiph-

eral. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 845.

spinipetal (spi-nip'e-tal), a. [L. spina, spine,

-I- petere, seek.] In neurol., moving from the
periphery of the body toward the spinal cord:

said of afferent nerve-impulses. Compare
*spinifugal. Also spinopetal. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 325.

Spinivomer (spi-ni-vd'm6r), n. [NL., < L.
spina, spine, -I- vomer, plowshare.] A genus
of snipe-eels taken in the Atlantic at a depth
of over two thousand fathoms.
spinner^, n. 6. A quality of leaf suitable for

roll tobacco. Qeti spinning-leaf *tobacco.

spinning, «. 3. In angling, fishing with a.

spinner. See spinner'^, 1 (c).

In all sorts of spinning ... a good breeze is usually
an advantage.
U. Cholmondeley-Pennell, Modem Pract Angler, p.

[123.

4. The operation of running off a part of the

water on the top of the charge in an amalga-
mating-mill.— 6. The operation of molding
metals such as silver, etc., while they are rap-

idly revolving ('spinning'), in a manner sim-
ilar to the molding of wet clay, into pitchers,

vases, etc.

spinning-gland (spin ' ing - gland), n. A silk-

gland. Sec sfiinncret a.na spider.

spinning-lathe (spin'ing-laTH), n. In shcet-

mctal work, a power-lathe of simple form and
heavy construction adapted to metal-spinning.
By tiie use of a number of attachments and
special tools it can also be used for finishing

sheet-metal ware which has been stamped in

a press, by spinning a portion of the vessel
into new forms, and for burnishing, trimming,
beading, and wiring vessels already partly fin-

ished on other machines. See *mctal-spinning.

spinning-machine, n— Throstle spinning-ma-
chine. Same as throstle, 2.

spinning-metal (spin'ing-mef'al), n. A metal
or an alloy which by reason of its great ductil-

ity is capable of being worked uj) from disks
into surfaces of revolution by spinning in a
lathe. Such are copper, brass, britannia, and
the like.

spinning-mule (spin'ing-mul), n. An inter-

mittent spinning-machine for cotton, etc.,

invented by Samuel Crompton in 1779, com-
bining the principles of Hargreaves's and
Arkwright's spinning-machines. See mule, 5.

spinning-tackle (spm'ing-tak'l), «. In ang-
ling, tackle for fishing with a spinner or spoon-
bait. It consists of a spinning-hook or -hook»
attached by a trace to the reel-line.

spinning-tube (spin'iug-tub), ». Any one of the-

small tubes on the end of a spider's spinneret.

spinning-whorl (spin'ing-hw^rl), n. Same as:

tchorl, 4. Also called spindle-whorl. Haddon„
Evolution in Art, p. 177.

spinobulbar, a. Same as *spinibulbar. .

spinocerebellar, a. Same as *spinicerebellar-
spinola (spiu'o-la),n.; pi. »pino?«(-le). [NL.,
irreg. (or from It. spinola, pron. 8pi-no'la>

dim., < L. spina, a thorn, spine. Sea spinc.\

Same as spina bifida.



spinomuscular

spinomuscular, «• Same as *spimmuscnlar.
spinoperipheral, o. Same as *iipiniperipheral.

spinopetal, «. Same as '^spinipetal.

spintnariscope (spin-thar'i-skop), n. [Gr.

ajTivdofiic (arrtiSapid-), a spark, more prop.

*spintharidoscope or 'spintheroscope, < aniv&ip,

a spark (see scintilla), + OKonelv, view.] An
instrument, invented by Sir William Crookes,

exhibiting the fluorescence produced by ra-

dium, containing a screen of fluorescent mate-
rial, usually willemite (zinc silicate), on

, which a trace of radium is mounted, and a

magnifyiiig-glass in front of the screen. In

darKness the screen shows a number of scin-

tillating sparks caused by the impact of the

radium rays on the willemite.
A convenient way to show these scintillations is to fit

the blenile screen at the end of a brass tube with a speck

of radium salt ni front about a millimeter off, and to have

a lense at the other end. 1 propose to call this little

instrument the •spinthariscope,' from the Greek word
<nrtv$afttK, & scintillation.

Sir W. Crookes, in Science, June 26, 190.3, p. 1002.

spinthariscopic (spin-thar-i-skop'ik), a.

[spinth(iriscop(e) + -tc] Of or pertaining to the

phenomena exhibited in the spinthariscope.

spintherism (spin'the-rizm), n. [Gr. 'a-miil^-

piau6(, < amvdripiZeiv,"emit sparks, < mni-fH]p,

a spark.] The sensation as of points of light

dancing before the eyes.

spintberopia (spin-the-ro'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

a-rivHr/ij, spark, + uf, eye.] Same as *spi>i-

Oierism.

Spiny bamboo. See *bamboo.

spiny-eel, "• 2. An eel-like fish of the family

Notacantkidse, found in deep water, and char-

acterized by the presence of numerous spines

in the dorsal fin.

spiny-rayed (spi'ni-rad), a. Having spines in

the fins : said of certain fishes, particularly

when more than one or two spines are present

in the dorsal fin. Fishes with only a single

dorsal spine do not technically belong to the

spiny-rayed fishes, Acanthopteri.

S-pipe (es'pip), n. See *pipe^.

spiracle, «. 3. A vent for small explosive

outbreaks, produced upon the surface of a

still highly heated and at least partially

molten lava-stream by the escape of impris-

oned vapors. A little cone of ejected clots

may gather around it.

spiradenoma (spi"ra-de-nd'ma), n.
;
pi. spira-

denomata (-ma-tii). [^L., <'Gr. airelpa, coil,

+ adenoma.'] Adenoma of the sweat-glands.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 116.

Spiraea, n.— Blue spiraea. Same &s Japanese *beni.

spiral, n. 6. A loop in a railroad line u.sed to

overcome steep grades in a mountainous re-

gion by carrying the line through a continu-

ously rising curve. Spirals may be cut entirely

within a mountain in the form of a constantly turning

and rising tunnel, the outlet being much higher than the

inlet. The more common valley spirals consist of double

loops or complicated curves which return and pass under

or over one another, by means of tunnels or bridges, on a

continuously rising grade The spiral loop on the George-

town branch of the llnion Pacific Railroad is an example

of a valley spiral.—Biamnth spiral. See *bi»muth.—
Conical spiral, a spiral on a conical surface.— Conju-
gate spiral, in phyllotaxy, a whorl involving two or

more genetic spirals parallel with each other.— Comu'S
spiral, a curve exhibiting the relationship between Kres-

uel a integrals considered as rectangular coordinates (x, y)
/•v /"v

of a point : x = / cosJirv2.dv, y = / siniirvZ.dv. The
Jo Jo

origin of coordinates O corresponds to T = o, and the

asymptotic points, P'.P], round which the curve goes iu

an ever-closing spii-al, correspond tov = ±<». The in-

Returning Spiral on a gold cup found at

/Hgina, now in British Museum.
(From Jour. Hellenic Studies, by permission

ol The Council.)

Comu'S Spiral,

trinsic equation, expressing
the relation between the arc tr

(measured from O) and the in-

clination * of the tangent at

any i>oint to the axis of x,

is * = jir(T2.— Cylindrical
spiral, a helical curve which
winds round a cylinder like a
screw.— DroblscU'a spiral,
in psifchol. acrntsticH, a dia-

gram, published by M. W. Drobisch in W-Vj, which rep-

resent* by a spiral line the range of tonal hearing and

Drohisch's Spiral.

(From Hofler"s " Psychol-
ogie.")
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the interrelations of the tones of the musical scale. The
spiral takes the same place among diagranmiatic repre-

sentations of auditory sensation that is held among those

of visual sensation by the color triangle or the color pyra-

mid.— Format's spiral Same as parabolic spiral

(which see, under spiral),— T\aX spiral, in geotn., a

plane spiral.— Reciprocal spiral. Same as hyperbolic

spiral (which see, niidor spiral, 1).— Retumlllg spiral,

a double spiral, the two branches originating in a conunon
point : a favor-

ite motive in

Mycenffian dec-
oration.—Ro-
get's spiral, a
vertical helix of

wire the lower
free end of

which dips into

mercury. An
electric current
of sufttcient

strength short-

ens the helix

by the mutual
attraction of
neighboring
turns and the
free end leaves

the mercury,
thus breaking
circuit. The
helix immedi-
ately returns

to its normal length, the circuit is again closed and this

action repeats itself indefinitely, giving a rapid vertical

vibratory motion to the spiral.— Spiral theory, the
theory that the Milky Way consists of streams of stars

arranged spirally in space.— Vort6X spiral, a spiral

fluid vortex. W, 31, Hicks, 1895.

spiral, v. II. intrans. To assume a spiral

form; move in a spiral course— Spirallng
winds. See •kwind'i.

spirale (spi-ra'le), «. ; p\.spiralia(-\i-a.). [NL.,

neut. of ML. spiralis, spiral.] In the brachio-

pods of the superfamily Spiriferacea, either

of two spirally coiled calcareous ribbons which
support the brachia. These consist of two
cones placed base to base or with their axes in-

clined to one another. The spiralia are usu-

ally joined by a transverse band or jugum the

bifurcations from which may be produced be-

tween the volutions of the spiralia, thus form-

ing a double spiral on each side, or diplospire.

spiraliform (spi-ral'i-form), a. [ML. spiralis,

spiral, + Ij. forma, form.] Having the form
of a spiral ; specifically, in decoration, noting

a pattern or type based on the spiral : common
in primitive art, especially the Myeeneean
in Greece proper and Crete. See returning

*spiral. Haddon, Evolution in Art, p. 142.

Spiraxon (spi-rak'son), n. [Gr. airtipa, a coil,

-I- dfuv, axis.] Among sponge-spicules, a mon-
axon whose ideal axis is a screw helix. See
*}>cdinaxon.

spireme (spi'rem), «. [Gr. amipjj/ia, aneipa/xa,

a coil, < a-n-eipnndai, to be coiled, < airupa, a

coil.] The stage of the nucleus in karyokine-

sis, or mitosis, during which the chromatin
assumes the form of a continuous or segmented
thread. Flemming, 1882.

Spiriferina (spir"i-fe-ri'na), n. [NL., < L.

spira, a spire, + ferre, bear, +-ina'^. ] A genus
of spire-bearing" braehiopods like Spirifer, but

having apunctate shell-substano e and a median
septum in the ventral valve : found in rocks

from the Carboniferous to the Jurassic.

spirigerous (spi-rij'e-rus), a. [h. spira, aspire,

-(- ;/£')«;•<;, bear.] Spire-bearing; spiriferous.

spirilliform (spi-riri-f6rm), a. [NL., < Spi-

rill(um) + -form.] Shaped like bacteria of

the genus Spirillu7n.

spirillosis (spi-ri-16'sis), n. [NL., < Spiriltinm)

+ -osis.] A general term denoting any infec-

tion of any animal by organisms belonging to

the genus Spirillum.

.fpin'Hosis of Fowls.— E. Marchoux and A. Salimbeni
have investigated a disease of fowls common in Rio de
.laneiio. The symptoms are dianhcea, pyrexia, mitlaise,

and death usually in a few days. In the blood they found

a spirillum, and this blood produced the disease in other

fowls. Jour, Hoy, Micros, Sac, Feb., 1904, p. 100.

Spirillum, n. 2. [i. c] A bacterium of the

genus .S)>ir(rt«m.— Deneke's cheese splrlllum, a

species of bacteria, Micmspira (.'ipirilluin) tyroijena,

found in old cheese. —Mlller'a splrlllxmi, Microspira

(Spirillum) Milleri, found in decaying teeth.— Spirillum
Of Asiatic cholera. Same as A'ooA's comma ^bacillus.

See -kMicrospira,

spirit, n. 11. (6) One of an ofBcially recog-

nizeti class of pharmaceutical preparations,

formerly made by distilling vrith alcohol

a ci-ude drug containing some volatile and
medicinally useful ingredient, but now fre-

quently by direct solution in alcohol of this

ingredient, such as a volatile oil or es.sence,

previously obtained in separate form. Spirit

spirojector

of cinnamon is an example Amaranth, ani-
line spirits. See tin -kspints.— Compoimd spirit of
ether, a mixture of 3'2^part« of ether, t)5 parts of alcohol,
and"2:tparts()f ethereal oil by volume ; Hoffman's anodyne.
— Cotton spirits, a liquor consisting chiefly of stannic
salts. Sometimes used in the mordanting of cotton.

—

Finishing spirit, a name given by dyers to one of the
acid mixtures containing stannic chlorid which were
foniierly used as mordants much more than at present.
Sadtlet, Handbook of Indust. Chem . p. 481.— Orange
spirits. See (171 *s7^tn*(s.— Perfumers' spirit. Same
&s spirits o/ -kcologiie,— Plum spirit, a trade-name for

one of the solutions which contain stannic chlorid used
as mordants in dyeing, it derived its name from being
used with a decoction of logwood to produceaplum color
(purple) upon cloth.— Puce, purple spirit. See tin

*spirits,— Rectified spirit. As defined by the British
rharmacopwia, a mixture of alcohol and water which con-
tains 84 per cent, by weight of real alcohol and has a spe-

cific g:ravity of .8382 at 60° F.— Red spirits. See (in

-ttspirits,—Resin spirit. Same as *;ji«f*/f?(«.—Scarlet
spirits. See tin ^spirits,— Spirit frescO, a method of

fresco-painting invented by Wr. Gambler Parry, in Eng-
land, which enabled him to use wax without heating it,

as in ancient encaustic. He dissolved wax in various vol-

atile oils making a medium which could be applied in

the usual way.— Spirit of vitriol, an old name for sul-

phuric acid— Spirit of vitriolic ether. See -kelheri,

— Spirit ration. See *rarsoii— Spirits of cologne.
See -kcologne spirit,— Spirit vamlsh. See *varnish,
— Spirit Wrestlers. See *Daukhobors,— The Great
Spirit, the supposed supreme deity of the North Ameri-
can Indians. While many Indian tribes believe in a
spirit of great power, their ideas are not monotheistic, and
this spirit is only one among many that, in their belief,

have sway over the destinies of man. In its refined form
the * Great Spirit ' of the Indians is an elaboration of

American romancers and poets.— Tin spirits. Specifi-

cally, a solution of stannous chlorid or tin crystals : some-
times known by the names of yellov, orange, scarlet,

amaranth, purple, plum, and puce spirits, when sul-

phuric and hydrochloric acids are used in its prepara-
tion. When nitric and hydrochloric acids are used in ita

preparation it is sometimes designated as red, and ayti-

line spirits. Other special names are sometimes applied

to tin spirits, but they are of little importance, as the in-

troduction of the coal-tar coloring matters has rendered
their use almost obsolete.— Yellow spirit, a manufac-
turers' name for a solution of tin niafle with a mixture
of hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, formerly used as a
mordant in dyeing yellow with quercitron

spiritine (spir'i-tin), «. [spirit + ine^.] A
trade-name for spirits of turpentine made by
distilling with water the refuse wood of the
long-leafed pine in the southern United States.

In an imperfectly refined state it has been re-

garded as different from ordinary spirits of

turpentine, obtained by distillation of the
oleoresinous exudation from the tree, but
when properly purified it is the same material.

8piritolOgy(8pi-ri - tol' o-ji), n. [L. spiritus,

breath, spirit, -I- Gr. -'koyia, < Ticyeiv, speak.]

Same a.^ pnenmatology, 3.

Spiritual wife. See '•wife.

Splrltus Mlnderert See «p!n(o/3firtdcr;r«*.— Spiritus
sails, a name applied by the alchemist Basil Valentine
to hydrochloric acid obtained by heating together com-
mon salt and green vitriol. See spirit of sea-salt,—
Splrltus tartaii, a name given by Paracelsus to the
product of the destructive distillation of the tartar from
wine-casks. This he used medicinally. It is a complex
mixttire, containing among other substances pyrotartai-ic

acid.

Spirobrancbiopoda (spi*r6-brang"ki-op'o-da)

,

n. pi. [NL., < Gr. onclpa, a coil, + lipayxia,

gills, + JToif (ttoi!-), foot.] A name intro-

duced by Gray for the Brachiopoda.

Spiroceras (spi-ros'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.

aiTcipa, a coil, -I- sfpaf, a horn.] A genus of

Jurassic ammonoid cephalopods showing de-

cadent or phylogerontic characters in its loose

open coils.

spirograpb (spi'ro-graf), n. [Gr. c-Ktlpa, a
coil, + >p(i0£(v, write.] 1. A device for draw-
ing spirals.— 2. Same as *atmograph, 1.

spirographidin (spi-ro-graf'i-din), H. [NL.
Spirograph{is) + -id + -iii^.] Ahyalin derived
from spirographin. W. D. Halliburton, Chem.
Physiol, and Pathol., p. 486.

spirograpbin (spi-rog'ra-fin), n. [NL. Spiro-

grup7t(is) (see def.) -f -'/n'-^.] An albuminous
"substance, belonging to the hyalogens, found
in the skeletal portions of a worm, Spiro-

graphis. C. E. Simon, Physiolog. Chem., p. 46.

spirogyrate (spi-ro-ji'rat), a. [Gr. aneipa, a
coil, + jf/wif, round.] twisted or coiled in a
spiral.

spiroid (spi'roid), a. [Gr. •iTTtipocitS^c, irrtt-

pu^K, < CTrdpa, a coil, + Moq, form.] More
or less spiral ; resembling a spiral. Buck,
Med. Handbook, VII. 154.

spirojector (spi'ro-jek-tor), n. [L. spira, a
coil, -I- -jector (in comp.), < jacere, throw.]

A commercial name for a form of ejector, or

siphon-condenser, in which the descending
current of injection-water is compelled to

move in a helical path by deflecting

flanges. It is asserted that a more effective

aspiration of air is secured at the point



spirojector

where the vacuum is to be maintained than
where no care is taken to secure a spiral
motion.
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The pump for suppljiiiK water to the tpirojector con-
densers haa a double-reduction 20-hp General Electric
motor. Elect. World and Enifin., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 14.

Spirorbis (spi-r6i-'bis), n. [NL., < L. spir(a}, a
coil, + orl/is, a circle.] A genus of tubicolous
worms which form spirally enrolled calcare-
ous tubes cemented to some object by the flat
lower side. The spiral may be dextral or sin-
istra], and is frequently ornamented with
tubercles or spines. Tubes of this kind are
found in Paleozoic rocks and thenceforward
to the present seas.

spiroscope (spi'ro-skop), n. [Gr. avtlfM, a
coil, + ci^oTTeli; view.] Same as spirometer.
Spirosoma (spi-ro-so'mii;, n. [NL. (Migula,
1900), so named from ttie form of the cells;
< Gr. B-e'tpa, a coil, + cru/m, body.] A genus
of bacteria having broad comma-shaped or
spiral non-fle-xile and non-motile cells. They
commonly form zoogloea. Most of the species
are found in sewer-mud.

spiroylic (spi-ro-il'ik), a. \_Spir{iea) + -o- + -yl
+ -ic.'] Derived from Spirsa.

spirillar (spir'u-lSr), a. [spirul(e) + -n)-3.]
Having the form of or pertaining to a spirule.

spirule (spir'ijl), n. [L. spirula, a small
twisted cake, lit. a little coil, dim. of spira, a
coil: see spire'^.'i In the sponge-spicules, a
form with a gently spiral curve to the rhabd.
spissum (^spis'um), H. [ML., neut. of L.
gpisHus, thick.] In medieval music, a semitone
or other small interval.

spitfire, n.-Spltflre Jib, naut., a small stomi jib,
coniniu:i on Kn^Mish cutters.

spitting-devil (spit'ing-dev'l), n. See*j>eeoi/.

spittle', II. 2. The secretion surrounding the
larvii of a spittle-insect.

spittle-insect, ".-cranberry spittle-Insect, a
small ccrc'ipici. Clanlnptrra pruleut. whose lariic are
founil in tjDthy masses on the Krr)wing shoots of cran-
berry. — Fotxr-spotted splttle-lnsect, an American
cercopid. Aphrophnni ijuadrin<,lala, brown in color,
with four black spot* on tlie wing-
covers, the spaces between the
sjw.ts bein;: whitish.— Sl^Oret'fl
splttle-lnsect, an .\niencaii cer-
copid, Aphropfiora gignoreti, whose
froth-covered larva is often found
on grape-canes.

spitzharfe (shpitz'hiir'ff;),

n. [G.] Same as pointed
*li(irp.

splanchnectopia (splangk-
nek-to'pi-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
aJT/Myxfov, pi. OTT/Ayxva, vi.s-

cera, -I- iKTiiTro^, out of place.]
A displacement of any of the viscera.

splanchnoccele, n. 2. In embrynl., the por-
tion of the body-cavity lying between the
somatopleure and splanchnopleure of the ver-
tebrate embryo and persisting in the adult as
the pleuroperitoneal cavity.

Four-spotted Spittle-
insect

itiffar,t).

(Enlarged about two
aad oiic-half

times.)

elongate spot of color.—8. A dash ; a show ;

display. [Slang.]
The Patrie Franyaise made a great tplath in the way of

a patnotic funeral for the assassinated colonel.
//. Lynch, French Life in Town and Country, ix.

II. a. Dashing; ostentatious; extravagant.
Girls

. . . brought up in foolish luxury, whose parents
entertamed ' m that thriftless, splash. Irish fashion,

drank champagne, drove horses, when the French of thesame class would be . . teaching their children the art
of countmg.

IJ. Lynch, French Life in Town and Country, vii.

splash-about (splash'a-bout), n. A device or
method to secure lubrication of working sur-
faces in the inclosed crank-case of a steam-
engine by agitating the lubricant in a suitable
well. If the oil is struck by the end of the
connecting-rod and the latter has a spattering
effect upon the oil, the lubrication is better
assured.

splash-board, «. 2. A kind of screen raised
above the deck-line or bulwark-rail, to pre-
vent water from coming on deck owing to a
low freeboard or a swell.
The cabin did n t go clear to the stem, either. Only

the engme-rooni roof was back there and that was so lowthat the splash-board stood up m front of the wheel like
a back-yard fence— but higTier.

C. D. Stewart, Partners of Providence, vi.

splash-dam (splash'dam), H. A dam built
to store a head of water for driving logs.
splashed (splasht), p. a. Marked with
splashes; specifically, having the tips of
many of the body-feathers marked with elon-
gate spots of color: as, a splashed pouter
pigeon.

splashing (splash'ing), H. In a specific use, a
succussion sound (see succu.^sion)

.

The stomach was dilated and extended to about two
fingers breadth below the umbilicus; " M/fa»Am« ' could
be detected. ia)ice(, Aug. 29, 1903, p. 5S7.

splat2 (splat), n. A thin, flat piece of wood

;

in furniture, a flat piece of wood worked into
a back or other part of a frame. [Prov. Eng.]
The carving of this specimen is peculiarly good, both

In the splau and the front leg.

/(. S. Clouston, in Burlington Mag., V. 382.

splate (splat), >i. [Origin not ascertained.]
A substance used for the purpose of adding
extra weight to sole-leather (which is sold by
the pound). Modern Amer. Tanning, p 192
splatter-work (splat'^r-wferk), «. in lithot/.
ruphy, an effect produced by filling a brush
with ink and drawing it over a knife or other
edge. Singer and Strang, Etching, Engraving,

splayi, V. t. 4. In cooperage, to form (a
barrel) by drawing it together at the ends.

splanchnoderm (splangk'n6-d6rm), n. [Gr.
(Tn-/.<i} ^rai

,
pi. a-/.a)xva, viscera, + dep/ia,

skin.] The splanchnopleure, or splanchnic
layer of mesoderm, in the vertebrate embryo.

In Amblysbima the mesonephric blastula is derived
from a portion of the somite which is homologous with
the mesomer o( elasniohrai]chs, and it contains both
splanchnoderm and 8omato<lerm.

Juur. Hoy. Micros. Soe., Oct., 190J, p. 511.

splanchnodynia (splangk-no-din'i-ii), «.
[NL., < Gr. aTr/.a-)x'">v, pi. a!z'/.a}xva, viscera,
-t- oMvr/, pain.] Pain in any of the abdominal
organs.

splanchnomegaly (splangk-no-meg'a-li), n.
[Gr. CTz'/dyxvov, pi. i7K/.ayxi'a, vhceTH, + fih/a^,
(fieya>-). great.] A condition in which the
abdominal organs are of abnormal size.

splanchnopathy (splangk-nop'a-thi), n. [Gr.
OJT/.a; ^101', pi. an'/.nyxva, viscera, + -Kaflia, <
jrdflbf, disease.] Disease of any of the ab-
dominal viscera.

splanchnoptosis (splangk-nop-to'sis), n.
[NL., < Gr. mr'/ayxvov, pi. tsTT/ayxia, viscera,
+ Trumf, a falling.] Downward displacement
of the abdominal vi.scera, especiallv the in-
testines; enteropto.sis. Also called "G/^'narffs
discaxe. Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 398.

splash, r. t. 8. In lumbering, to drive (logs)
by releasing a head of water confined by a
splash-dam.

splash, n. 7. A bird-fanciers' name for an

spleen, ".--Accessory spleen, a small mass of splenic
tissue detached from the 8i)k-en proper.— WanderlnK
spleen, a spleen the attachments of which have becimie
stretched so that there is more or less displacement ofthe organ.

spleenwort, «.-Dwarf spieenwort, An,Unium
/ r,c/ww(,nes. a small feni of wide distribution, common
upon shaded ledges. The fronds, which are borne in
rosettes, are narrow and simply pinnate, from 4 to 8
Inches long, with polished purplish-brown stipes and
rachises. See uiiiler Asplenium and npfeenicorf.- Oreen
spleenwort, Asplenium ciride, a small fern of boreal
range ]]| Kurope and North America, similar to the dwarf
spleenwort, but readily distinguished by the green rachis
which suggests ita vernacular name.—Silvery spleen-
wort, Alhyruim thelypteroides, a woodland fern of east-
ern .North America and eastern Asia, the common name
referring to the color of the under surface of the imma-
ture frond, in which the soriare silvery white, numerous
and home close together.

'

splenatrophia (sple-na-tro'fi-jl), n. [NL., <
a-t/.iiv, spleen, -t- aT,m^'ia, atrophy.] Atrophy
of the spleen. Also splenatrophy.
splendor (splen'dor), V. t. To make splendid

;

illuminate with splendor; light up. [Rare.]
'T is not for me

To fling a Poem, like a comet, out,
t'ur-Sjilendorinij the sleepy realms of night.

Alex. Smith, Life- Drama, i. 49.

splenectasis (sple-nek'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
av^v, spleen, + CKTaaic, extension.] Enlarge-
ment of the spleen.
splenectomize (sple-nek'to-miz), V. t.

; pret.
and pp. splcnectomized, ppr. splenectomizing.
[splcncctom {,/) + -(re.] To remove the spleen
from by a surgical operation.
Splenic anemia, cachexia. See *anemia,
''rarlirxi/i.

splenification (sple'ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [Gr.
-7T/71., spleen, -I- L. -ficatio{n-), < facere,
make.] Same as splenization.

splenocolic (sple-no-kol'ik), a. [Gr. air?.^v
spleen, + k6?.ov, colon.] Relating to both the
spleen and the colon : noting a fold of perito-
neum called the splenocolic ligament.

spline

splenolymph (sple'no-limf), a. [Gr. ott?.^,
spleen, -I- L. lympha, water (lymph).] Relat-
ing to or originating in both the spleen and
\^^ LoP'""^"' glands. Buck, Med. Handbook,
1 y . 4b9.- Splenolympb glands. See i,„land.
splenolymphatic (sple 'no-lim-fat'ik), aSame as *fii>lenolympli.

splenolysin (sple-nol'i-sin), n. [Gr. a7t?i^,
spleen, + haic, dissolving, -f -in2.J A cyto-
toxin resulting on immunization with spleen
substance. Buck, Med. Handbook, Appendix,

splenomeduUary (sple-no-med'u-ls-ri), o.
[Gr. oTTAr/v, spleen, -|- L. medulla, marrow -I-'

-ary.] Relating to both the spleen and the
bone-marrow.
The general result of the investigations has been to show

that an increase in the number of leucocytes does not
necessarily go hand in hand with a rise of endogenous
alloxuric bodies in the urine, but that only in cases of
spleno-medullary leucocythicmia is a distinct increase
present

Ji. Hutchison and J. J. Ji. Macleod, 122 Jour. Exper.
(Med., Oct. 1, 1901, p. 642.

splenomegalia (sple'no-me-ga'li-ii),!!. [NL.,
< Gr. o-'/.i/v, spleen, -1- tjsyai (ficyal-), great.]
Enlargement of the spleen. Med. Record.
April 11, 1903, p. 590.

splenomegaly (sple-no-meg'a-li), ". Same as
*splenomegalia.
splenomyelogenous (sple'no-mi-e-loj'e-nus),
a. [Gr. (j-'/.ijii, spleen, -f- iimldi;, marrow, -I-

-yc^K. -producing.] Relating to or originat-
ing in both the spleen and the bone-marrow:
noting a form of leueemia.
Spleno-myelogenous leucicmia or myelnjmia is almost

always chronic, and may last for several years.
Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 658.

Splenoncus (sple-nong'kus), n. [Gr. Birlijv,
spleen, + ojkoc, mass.] Same as *splenome-
galia.

splenonephroptosis (sple'no-nef-rop-to'sis),
n. [NL., < Gr. an'/i]v, spleen, + vttppo^, kidney,
+ wTuaic, a falling.] Displacement downward
of the spleen and of the kidney on the same
side.

Consequently, ptoses of the spleen do not exist without
nepatoptxwes. The same may be said of splenonephrop.
tosis, which always accompanies ptosis of the liver.

Med. Record, Oct. 19. 1907, p. 641.

splenopexy (sple'no-pek-st), H. [Gr. oir?j7v,
spleen, + mj^i^, a fixing.] Operative fixation
of a wandering spleen. Med. Record, June
27, 1903, p. 1057.

splenoptosis (sple-nop-to'sis), «. [NL., < Gr.
aiTAi/r, spleen, + nrCoi^, a falling.] Same as
lai ndenng *spleen. Med. Record, May 30, 1903,
p. 862*

splice, n. 3. In cricket, that part of the handle
of the bat which fits into the blade.-Chaln-
splice, a rope spliced into the link of a chain, only two

strands of the rope being

^^S^
Chain-splice.

used. —Drawing splice,
a splice made without
tucking the ends in order
that the strands may
be readily drawn out.

Horsesboe-splice,.... — oui-aeBuoe-spnce, a
short piece of rope with its two ends spliced into the
bight of another rope, so that when the latter is pulled
taut the splice will stand out distinct and with some
resemblance to a horseshoe.— Mariner's splice, a long
splice 111 a cable-laid rope.— Sallmaker'a splice, the
)"' K "t two ropes of dilferent sizes, the effect being a
tapered splice.— Wire-eye splice, nil eye or loop formed
'" » *";L"'ope by splicing the end of the rope into it« own
part.— Wire-long spUce, the uniting of the ends ol two
wire ropes, where the laying in of the many strands is so
extended and carefully done that the original diameter
of the rope is not increased in any part.— Wlre-short
splice, the joining of the ends of two wire roles in a
comparatively short space by a process of tucking, and
which 111 the direct vicinity of the splice considerably
enlarges the original diameter of the rope.

splice-bar (splis'bftr), n. A metallic piece or
fash-plate connecting the ends of rails on a
rail-way. Same as splice-piece.

splice-joint (splis'joint), «. A joint formed
by fishing, lapping, scarfing, or splicing the
pieces together.
splicing-clamp (spH'sing-klamp), «. A line-
man's hand-cUimp for holding a telegraph

wire in place while splicing it: sometimes
called a connector. .

spline, n. 3. In building, a thin piece of board,
especially when used under certain conditions,
as in light and thin ceiling, the filling of large
panels like the backs of seats in a church, or



spline

the curved outer shell of the centering for an
arch.— Feather-tonjrne spline, a spline sawed to a
wedge-shaped sei-'tioliTike a clapboard. See clapboard, 2.

splint, «. 6. A variety of bituminous coal

which is of a dull, stouy luster and breaks iu

slab-like masses ; splint-coal. It is contrasted

1256 spongioporphyrin

the verb 'split'; specifically, in harvesting vertebra.] In certain genera of the brachiopods,

tobacco, the cleaving of the stalk nearly to as Pentatnerus and Conchidium, an internal

the base, with the purpose of 'hanging,' i.e.

placing it astride a stick for curing : practised

with heavy export tobacco. For other meth-
ods see *peggin<i, 6, and ^spearing, 1.

with the shining variety or glance-coal, which splitting-machine, n— Belt-splitting machine, ^
breaks in cubes and which is often strouglv a machine for dividing belt-leather parallel to the face of spOndylOCace (spon - di -lok ' a - se), n. [Gr.

eokine, whereas splint-coal is not.- Interdental •''« '"''''• =° ¥ *"
^^^)^'^Z

'''* thickness to that suitable
„.„i^,Si:,_o^ a vertebra, + naKr/, abad condition.]

spSll a splint used'^in fracture of the jaiTeinK held f'7'r»;'™>||»^^ -^ •"--'-''
in position by wires passed between the teeth.— --i. is^-'. V-

''"f"-
Thomas's splint, » form of immobilizing apparatus Spllt-WOrm (split Wferin), »t

spoon-shaped shelly plate extending from the
beak of the ventral valve and serving as a
support for the muscles. It is usually con-
nected with the bottom of the valve by a ver-
tical septum.

employed in 'the 'treatment of hip-disease and other

chronic joint-allections. inncet, July 4, 1903, p. 19.

SpUnt-bar (splint'bar), n. Same as *spliHter-

bar.

Splinter bulkhead. See ^bulkhead.

splinter-bar, ». 2. A bar or roller placed

close iu front of the revolving cutter-heads of

wood-working or power-planing machines to

*leaf-miner).

?, p. 122.

Year-miner (which see, under
booh U. S. Dept. Agr., 1"

splotch (sploch), ti. *. To soil with splotches;

cause to look splotchy.

The place was as bare and rude as a printing-office

seems always to be : the walls were splotched with ink

and the floor littered with refuse newspapers.
W. D. Howetls, in Scribuers Mag., May, 1893, p. 545.

Same as *spondylarthrocaee

The tobacco leaf- spondylodynia (spon"di-lo-<lin'i-a), n [NL.,
< Gr. (T-ovtSiXof, a vertebra, + o6vti^, pain.

J

Pain in the spine.

spondylopyosis (spon'di-lo-pi-o'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. andvAvAoc, a vertebra, + irvov, pus, +
-osis."] Suppurative inflammation of the ver-
tebrte.

spondylose (spon'di-los), ». Same as spon-
dylitis.

remove or diminish the tendency of the fibers S. P. M. An abbreviation of short particular spondylotomy (spon-di-lot'6-mi), n. [Gr. andv-

to splinter and destroy the smoothness of sur- meter.

face when working the stock with the grain of spod (spod), n. [Origin u-noertain.] The in-

the wood. D. K. Clark; Steam Engine, IV. 408

splinter-deck (splin't6r-dek), n. See irdeck, 2

(a).

splinter-proof, a.

vious to splinters.

The houses even of the more solid sort offered such

slender defence against shells, that hundreds of house-

holds prepared what were called " splinter proo/s" in

their yards and gardens. These were little chambers or

caves hollowed out of the earth.

J. Ralph, An American with Lord Roberts, p. 70.

splinter-screen (splin't6r-skren), n. A thin

6v/M^, a vertebra, + -rv/jia, < raficlv, cut.] 1.

Same as *la'minectomy.— 2. Division of the
spine of the fetus in order to effect delivery
in a ease of impacted cross-birth.

sponge, 1>. 3. (c) Any absorbent material
"'" employed to take up the blood and other fluids,

in surgical operations.

ferior bottom leaves of the tobacco-plant ; the
flyings (fliers) and sand leaves. Killebrew and
Myrick, Tobacco Leaf, p. 347.

H n. A shelter imper- Spode's tower. See *toweri.— spode ware,
*

*U'(Trf2.

spodiophyllite (spod-i-of 'i-lit), n. [Gr. avddioc,

ashy, -t- (f>v?.?.oi>, leaf.] A metasllicate of alu-

minium, iron, manganese, magnesium, so-

dium, and potassium, related to segirite. It

occurs in ash-gray or pearl-gray rhombohe-
dral crystals, with micaceous cleavage, in

^ . . -
. . . i . c southern Greenland.

plate of vertical armor in the interior of a gpodogenic (spod-6-jen'ik% a. [Gr. awoMc,
war-ship to intercept flying fragments from

jj^j^g^^ + .j,„,^^ -producing, + -ic] Caused
e.xploding shells. by or giving origin to waste organic material.

split, 1'. t. 7. In agri., same as *cleave^, 4.— g^g spodoqenotis. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI.
8. In faro, to divide (a bet). When two 413
cards of the same denomination come out of RnnArpr's laro finme us Maw of zones - - , , -.

the bo^on the same turn, the banker splits SIJoundTspoirg^^^^^^
and dipped into the coloring preparation

all bets on that card, taking half the amount TfusfmXia? from an excavation or from sponge-graft (spunj'graft), n. See *f,r«/(2.

Aprons, towels, gauze sponqeg, blankets, and sheets.
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 568-

Bakers' sponge test. See -ktesn.— Great sponge, the
immense swanjpy forest tract which lies at the head-
waters of the Kongo river, in the interior of Africa.

Not even in the "great sponge," from which the Zam-
besi and the Congo draw their remote supplies, do we
meet with such impenetrable density.

J, S. Keltic, in Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 287.

Platinum sponge. See -kplatinum.

Sponged {spunjd), p. a. Specifically, in ceram.y

decorated with designs transferred to the war©
by means of a piece of sponge cut in a pattern

for himself.— Splitting freeze, a frost so severe as to

split the stalk of sugar-cane ; a stalk-splittiug freeze.

[Louisiana.]

After a splittinff freeze, every effort should be made to

work up standing cane aa rapidly as possible.

w. c.
'• " "

dredging is deposited; a spoil-bank.

An examination of the spoil ground at Spithead showed

TO spilt the difference, ^.ee
;"J-J-—;^„»^- spoil-truck (spoil'truk), n

or buggy, running usually on a track, m exca

the refuse or material to be wasted is loaded
and run

, Stubhs, Sugar Cane, p. 167.

See *difference.— 10 split
the ridge, in plowing, U* start a new land by turning
two furrow slices in opposite directions from the same
line, then plowing them together again the next bout.

This is known as splitting the ridge and is the best

form, aa all the land is ploughed, etc.

W. J. Maiden, Tillage and Implements, p. 106.

split, n. 15. In glass-cutting, an acute-angled
cut made by a mitered wheel—Flesh split. See
krtesh-split

split, p. a. 4. In whist, noting a hand which
contains four trumps and three of each of the spokel, n. 5. See *spoke-stitch.

plain suits.— 5. In glass-man uf., said of a cut spoke-machine (spok'ma-shen"),

sponge-grafting (spunj'graf'ting), m. The
employnieiit of sponge-grafts. See *graft^.

An examination ot tne «po!i£;roiinaaiBpiLneaaBnoweu „_-_„{_-_ /<,„„„;'j*a_!;\ _ Pn,.n,iQ i,.<^n t»,.«
thatthedepositfromthedredges,which have been atwork spongO-tron (spunj I'ern), n. i'orous iron pro-

for two years in Portsmouth harbour, has made no ap- dueed in a bloomery. Phillips and Bauerman,
preciable difference in the depth. Elements of Metallurgy, p. 197.

«eop. >/our. (R. O. S.), IX. 666. , , .,, J^ o
A form of wagon «g?°f

"^^^^ (spunj'led), n. Same as spongy

vationror underVound workings, on wMcVgXf«^^^^
(spunj

'

shrimp),
«.

See

The
little c:

trucks as to impede and even endanger the safety

various maneuvers.
Sei. Amer.'Sup., April 1, 190S, p. 24462.

^
In wood-

working, a general term applied to a number
of machines, each one of which performs one
step in the process of making a wagon-wheel
spoke. In several machines two or more steps in the

work of finishing a spoke are performed by one machine,

as in the spoke-tenoning,-mitering, and -pointing machine,

a machine that cuts a tenon on the spoke, shaves the end
down to the proper miter, and points the end of the spoke.

Examples of these multiple machines are found in the te-

noning} and equalizing machine, spoke-facing and -taper-

ing machine, spoke-sizing and retenoning machine. The
names, as in the spoke-throating machine, are self-explan-

atory. Such machines are usually fitted with feeding-

reels, the spokes being laid by unskilled labor in the

reels, and the machine performing all the work automati-

cally. In all, the results are obtained by means of revolv-

ing cutter-heads carrying cutters of various shapes.

the spongiarian bed of the Upper Cretaceous
in Great Britain.

spongiculture (spun'ji-kul-tur), n. The cul-

tivation and growing of sponges.

Sponges in Commerce, Spongiculture.
Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 813.

sponging (spunj'ing), n. 1. The act denoted
by the verb 'sponge.'— 2. In cvu-ing yellow

tobacco, a staining of the face side of the leaf

of a dull Spanish brown, due to insufBcient

heat in the process of fixing the color.

spongioblast (spon'ji-o-blast), n. [Gr. oizoyyia,.

sponge, + .jUaard^, germ.] 1. In histol., one
of the branching eotoderinic cells situated in
the embryonic brain and spinal cord and giv-

ing rise to the neuroglia: distinguished from
*nettroblast.

ilitotic figures are occasionally found in multipolar
nerve cells and in spongioblasts.

Science, Jan. 17, 1902, p. 103.

made by a mitered wheel and showing an
acute angle—Billet's split lens. See Mens.

split-finger (split'fing"gfer), n. A stomatopod
crustacean, Gonodactylus chiragra, found in

the West Indies. It is so called because it

frequently cuts with its claws the fingers of

one who handles it.

splitfoot, n. 2. A congenital deformity of

the foot in which the separation between two
adjacent toes extends farther than usual into

the foot itself ; cleft foot.

Split-hand and split-foot deformities, their types, origin,

and transmission. Biometrika, March, 1908, p. 26.

splithand (split'hand), n. A congenital de- - -„- » . .^. ,,.- ,

formity in which the separation between two spoke-shave, «. 2. A ring with cutting edge

adjacent fingers extends into the hand itself, attached to a handle, used m certain opera-

sometimes nearly to the wrist ; cleft hand. tions within the cavity of the nose. Buck,

From the many varieties of split-hand .and split-foot, Med. Handbook, VI. 120.
^

one stands out prominently, and of this our "O' family spokesman, n. 2. One who or that which
snonffioloeist (spon-ii-ol'6-jist), «. Same as

presents notable examples. This type is characterised by Speaks; One who is able to Speak. [Kare.] ^^^i„olomst
its marked tendency to transmission, and by other fea- =1'"'""=) " ^ f l j spongoiogibi.

tnres. Biometrika, March. 1908, p. 27. Psittacus erithacus — the well-known Grey Parrot with

,....., ^^,l^^„^\ „ A n^™.^ ;«;«(. a red tail —is the most accomplished ji/ioA-cmnan of the
spllt-iomt (split joint), n. A tongue-jomt

; „.,i„,e gnjup. ft^j/c. fjrt(., XVIII. 323.

a welded joint in which one of the parts to be , .... /„„;;^'ot;/.v,^ n A mpthnfl of . i

joined isiplit or opened to receive the other^S £ wmTthfit^se ThretlsTft^^^^^^ ToT^of'tlTcJIi
P;*..' ^. , ,.^, -. , , . , work are sewn together in a series of short
spht-motion (split mo'shon), n. A mecha- launches or groups called spokes.
nism attached to a loom for weaving center

ondylarthrocace(spon"di-lar-throk'a-8e),n.
selvages to a fabric to be afterward split or ^^^^^rGr aT,TX>W, a vertebra, >r"hi^pov,
severed.

-, , , ., , joint, + kok;?, bad condition.] Anydiseaseof
ipht-phase (split faz), a. In elect., said of an ^^^ vcrtebrte, especially caries.
alternating single-phase current in a divided

gpondylioid (spon-dil'i-oid), a. [spondyU{nm)
circuit where, in consequence of inductance dk"""* ""•" \ t' " \.i _j__^ '

in one branch of the circuit, there is a differ

2. One of the granules in the reticular layer

of the retina which send prolongations into

the layer of rods and cones.

single-phase current in a divided
gpondylioid (spon-dil'i-oid), a'. [spondyU(nm]

re 11. consequence of inductance
^^""^J'f^j^^ng the form of a spondylium.

.„ „„^ „ eh of the circuit, there is a differ- „ " ,J^ ^, ,. • , m,,, „» ti,„

nnpo of nhaKP bfitween the currents in the two Spondylitis rhlzomella, progressive rigidity of the
once ot pnase oetween tne currents in tuo iwo

^p.^^j, ^^^ ^^ ankylosis of the vertebra! advancing from
branches. below upward.

split-rock (split'rok), n. Same as alum-root, spondylium (spon-dil'i-um), n.
;
pi. spondylia

splitting (split'ing), n. An act denoted by (-a). [NL., < Gr. atrmivliov, dim. of ffTrtodu/iof, a

SoUas and other competent spoJijztofoi^'sf* consider that

the leucon type has been evolved many times.
Natural Science, Jan., 1897, p. 30.

2. The supporting frame-
protoplasm, inclosing in its

reticulum the hyaloplasm. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 761.— 3. In fH((HH., the longitudinal

and radiating filaments in the muscle-fiber of

an arthropod.

The longitudinal . . . and radiating filaments or retic-

ulum (spnngioplasm of Gehuchten) lie in a nutritive fill-

ing substance (the hvaloplasm of Gehuchten).
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 217.

spongioporpjhyrin (spon'ji-o-p6r'fi-rin), M.

[Gr. 07ro};(n, sponge, + Trop^ipa, purple, +
-in".'] A pigment found in an Australian

sptfnge, Suberites Wilsoni. Encyc. Brit.,.

XXVII. 151.



spongy

spongy, «. 6. In bookbinding, having a certain
looseness or softness, which arises from irreg-

ularities in, type impressions which have not
been beaten out.

For the permanent solidity of the volume beating is the
best process to obtain it. A spongy book is very unsatis-

factory. W. Mattkeici, Modem Boolcbinding, p. 2a

sponson, ». (6) In a war-ship, a projecting
structure in which a gun is placed : designed
to enable the gun to be trained forward and
aft.

sponson (spon'sgn), v.i. In ship-building, to be
fitted with a sponson, or to have a projection

from the side of a vessel of the form of a
sponson : usually followed by out.

The guards, which are usually dangerous in river boats
when they go outride, were in this case sporutoned out
and tightly planked, so that they were not a serious dis-

advantage to her. They tapered out very quickly for-

ward, so that for a long distance they presented no
obstruction to the bow in entering a wave.

Sci. Amer., Jan. 14, 1899, p. 2a

spool, n. 3. In elect., the reel or bobbin upon
which a resistance coil, magnet coil, or some-
times the field coil ot a generator or motor is

wound.
There are six high-tension and 16 low-tension spools,

which subdivision of the windings has been chosen in

order to facilitate repairs.

Eiect. World and Engin., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 184.

Spool donkey. See -kdonkey.

spool-strip (spol'strip), n. In wood-working,
a bolt of wood of suitable shape and size for

turning into spools.

spoon', n. 3. (i) In pianoforte-making, see
*(lainj)er-li/ter.—4. In cricket, a mishit which
sends the ball high in the air.— Davlel spoon,
an instrument used U} extract the lens in an operation

for cataract Btu:k, Med. Handbook, II. 727.— Puritan
Bpoon, in old English silver, a slip-top sptxin, the end
being beveled as if the knob were sliced away.— Sharp
spoon, an instrument with spoon-shaped expanded ex-

tremity having sharp edges, used to scrape away diseased
tissue.— Slip-top spoon, a spoon in which the end is

beveled as if the knob were sliced away. .Same aa Vuri-
tun -ksjioon. J. S. Oardner, Old Silver Work, p. 44.—
Souvenir spoon, a spoon of a special design, intended
t^i be s^dd as a souvenir of a particular locality.— Span-
ish spoon, a Apost-spoon f(which see).— Volkmann's
spoon. Same as sharp -kspoon.

spoon', f. t. 3. In angling, to fish for with
spoon-bait.—4. In golf, croquet, and similar

games, to send (the ball) into the air with the

club or mallet.— 6. Specifically, in cricket, to

send (the ball) high in the air by a mishit.

—

6. In golf, to move (the club) very slowly in

putting, as though it were a teaspoon : an un-
fair stroke. W. Park, Jr., Game of* Golf,

p. 217.

Spoon^, 1'. •'. II. trarts. To be spoony about

;

be in love with ; court. [CoUoq.]

"Bobby Ferris tf>ld me . . . that there waa a fellow
tpooning his sister once—

"

"What 's spooning
?"

"Oh, I dunno. ... It *8— it 's— it 's just a thing they
do, you know." K. Graham*. Golden Age, p. 90.

I confess I have spooned other women,— have perhaps
made a point of telling them 1 adored them, simply be-

cause I did n't. .V. Hunger/ord. Beauty's DanghterH, vi.

spoon-bow (spon'bou), n. In nhip-biiilding. a
bow the shape of which bears a general re-

semblance to the bowl of a spoon. Whale-
back steamers of the Great Lakes and some
yachts have such bows.

spoon-brake (spiin'brak), n. A shoe or block
which i.s curved to fit a rounde<i wheel or tire.

By the side of the main gear and within the same case
is a pulley on which acts a band brake, besides which
shoe or spoon brakes are als*i fitted to the rear tires.

Iliscoz, Horseless Vehicles, p. 339.

spoon-ladle (8p6n'la''dl), n. See *butter-ladle.

spoon-motion (spon'mo'shon), «. In cotton-

manuf.. a spoon-shaped device on a sliver-

drawing frame for stopping the machine when
a sliver breaks or runs-out. Thornley, Cotton
Combing Machines, p. 27.

spoon-nail (spon'nal), n. A concave condi-
tion of the nails; koilonychia.

spoon-oar (spon'or), n. An oar which is curved
at the end of the blade: used in racing-shells

and other light boats.

spoon-tree (spSn'tre), n. In the Danish West
ImlieH, .same as *cocorron.

spoon-wheel (spon'hwel), n. A form of tur-

bine water-wheel in which the shape of the

buckets receiving the water suggests a spoon-
bowl.
Two of the first group of l.'»0-hp turbines are of the

Qirard type and the third turbine of this group is of the

Raich '^ spoon-u'hffl " type.
BUct. World and Engin., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 34.
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spoony, a. 2. Being in love; sentimentally
fond of (some one) : with ujion or on. [CoUoq.]

" Don't you think Alfred Hardie is spoony upon our
Julia?" . . . Edward did not relish her remark, it men-
aced more spoons than one. C. Reads, Hard Cash, iv.

spoor, H. 2. In general, any track or trace.

The meaning of this apparent confusion is perceived
when we trace out the track of the glaciers that issued
from the Highlands, and follow the spoor of those that
crept down from the .Southern Uplands.

J. Qeikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 69.

sporadic, a. 2. In phytogeog., distributed in
several regions: so used specifically by A. P.
de CandoUe (F. sporadique), in contrast with
endemic, of plant genera whose species are
thus distributed. Compare *polydemic.
sporadicity (spd-ra-dis'i-ti), 11. [sporadic +
-ity.] The state or quality of being sporadic.

sporadosideiite (spo-rad-6-sid'6r-it), «. [spo-

radiic) + Gr. aior/po<:, iron, -I- -ite^.] See
*meteorite.
Among the distinctive and significant characters of

meteorites are their fragmentary forms, . . . the scat-

tered condition of iron crystals among silicate crystals in
many cases (sporadosiderites). etc.

T, C. Chamberh n. in Carnegie Inst. Yearbook, 1904, p. 201.

spore", «— Summer spore, a spore produced in sum-
mer, aa the uredusjiores of rusts and the conidia and
pycnospores of ascomycetous fungi.— Winter spore, a
spore especially adapted to survive tlie winter, as the
teleut^jspores of rust-fungi and the ascospores of pyre-
noniycet4^)U8 fungi.

spore-print (spor'print), n. A print made by
placing the pilens of a fungus with the hy-
menium downward upon paper and allowing
the spores to collect.

sporidial (spo-rid'i-al), a. [NL. sporidi{um)
+ -rt?'.] Of or pertaining to sporidia.

spork(8p6rk), n. Isp(oon) + {f)ork.] A 'port-
manteau-word' ai)plied to a long, slender spoon
having at the end of the bowl projections
resembling the tines of a fork. [Trade use.]

sporoblast, »— Deflnltlve sporoblast, in Sporozoa,
a sporoblast formed by the complete union, including
the nuclei, of two conjugating gametes.

Sporocyst, ». 2. In bot., a unicellular alga
which, usually by a process of division, pro-
duces only ase-xual spores: in contrast with
sporangium, which is usually limited to multi-
cellular organs producing asexual spores.

sporodocbiuin (spo-ro-do'ki-um), n.
;
pi. spo-

ro'lorhiii (-a). [NL., < Gr. OTTOfxi, a spore, -1-

(So^Moi", a receptacle.] The dense tubercular
or wart-like mass of sporogenous hyphas which
produce conidia in Tubercularia and related
genera of the Fungi Imperfecti.

sporogenic (spo-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. tnrop6, seed
(spore), + -yei'iic, -producing.] Pertaining to

or of the nature of development from spores

;

sporogenous. — Sporogenic cycle, germ-plasm.
.See *f-//r^"l. itijrrrn-plastn.

sporogenic (sporo-gon'ik), a. [sporogon{y)
+ -«'.] Of or pertaining to sporogony.
There exists a whole group of ('(K'cidiida, the Goussia

and t'occidinm of fish, of which only the spttrogonic cycle
is known, the microgametes being perhaps represented
by the old Rhalnlospora (Lagnesse).

Kncyc. Brit.. XXXll. 816.

sporological (sp6-ro-loj'i-kal), <i. [sporologUj)
+ -i(-((/i.] Pertaining to or based upon
spore characters: as, a, sporological ayst^va ot
classification.

sporophyl, n. 2. In algoh, a leaflet-like out-
growth upon which occur the sporangia, aris-

ing below the large terminal blade in Alaria
and other closely related genera of the Ph«o-
phycrx.
Sporostrote3(sp6'ro-8tr6t), H. [Gr. arrofui, seed
(spore). + arpurdc, strewn.] In phytogeog., a
plant disseminated by spores. F. E. Clements.

sporotrichosis (spo-ro-tri-ko'sis), n. [NL.
.Spor(itrirh(um) + -osis.^ A mycotic disease
of the skin and mucous membranes due to the
presence of a mucedinous fungus of the genus
Sporofrichum.

(spo-rot'ri-kum), n. [NL.
Gr. Bvopa, spore, -f- "p'f, hair.]

A large genus of
liyphomy cetous
fungi having much-
branched, widely-
spreading, pros-
trate hyphee, bear-
ing acrogenous,
mostly single, uni-
septate conidia.
Over 120 species
have been de-
scribed. They are

widely distributed and mostly saprophytic.
S. globuUferum is one of the few parasitic

Sporotrichom
(Link, 1809), <

SfiorotrUftunt rostufn.

spot-disease

species. It attacks the chinch-bug and has
been used with some success in combating it.

S. roseum occurs on damp paper and similar
substances.

Sporozoite (spo-ro-zo'it), n. ISporozoa + -ite^.'i

One of the minute germs of telosporidean
Sporozoa, which enter the intestinal cells of
vertebrates and start the life-cycle of the spe-
cies to which they belong.

If a piece of fresh muscle be teased in some indifferent
fluid and examined under a low power the whitish streaks
resolve themselves into opaque, thin-walled tubes, densely
packed with crescentic bodies, the so-called sporozoites.

Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 4.

SporOZOitoblast (spe'ro-zo-it'o-blast), «.

[sporozoite + Gr. jiAaardc, germ.] The parent-
cell from which the sporozoites are derived.

sport, n. 10. A man; a fellow; especially a
man who has a fad: as, a fresh-air sport.

[Slang.]

A pasael of surveyor sporU who comes . . . through
the hills. A. a. Leivis, Wolfville Nights, xii.

A short Sport. See the extract [Slang.]

There is a kind of people who go about projecting
plans and weakly withdrawing them. We have a name
for them back in America. Nobody likes it, nobody
would be it, nor have a wife ... a short sport.

L. C. Hale, in Bookman, Jan., 1906, p. 512.

Sporty (spor'ti), a. Sporting; devoted to
sports; characteristie of sportsmen; game.
[Colloq.]

A thoroughbred in spirit, as in looks

;

Sporty, yet tender; and though steadfast, gay.
Judge, quoted in N. Y. Com. Advertiser, May 11, 1901.

spot, n. 9. A small piece of ground or inclo-
sure ; a plot: applied to land or crops. Eng.
Dial. Diet. [Prov. Eng.]— Bacterial spot. See
^bacterial.— Brown spot, a disease of tobacco-leaves
caused by Macrogporiinn hmtjipes.— Canker-spot, a
diseased and distorted place on the branch of a tree. Hee
-kcanker, 1 (6).— Falry-rlng spot, a disease of carnation
leaves caused by lleterosporium echinnlatxan, which
frequently forms irregular circles on the diseased spots.

See ir IIeteronporium.— Fmlt-spot, a fungous disease of
tlie pear and quince caused by Entomodporium macu-
latum, which forms dark blotches on the fruit The
same fungus occurs on the leaves, causing leaf-blight See
kEntomogporiuin.— Qreat red spot an immense oval
spot which appeared on the southern hemisphere of the
planet Jupiter in 1878. It was at first of a conspicuous
brick-red color, but is now (1908) extremely faint Its

cause and nature are problematical.

This can scarcely be called a current, as the surface
material refen-ed to under this heading is confined within
the limits of the Great Jied Spot. This remarkable object
was detected in 1878 by il. O. Lohse, of Pot«dam (who
appears to have been the first to draw it), and by Pro-
fessor Prit<'hett of Missouri, and Mr. Dennett of South-
ampton (whose observations seem to have been the earliest

published), and quickly attracted general notice. Nearly
every telescope was directed to its observation, and it«

behaviour carefully watched. It is elliptical in shape;
its dimensions being about 27,000 miles in length, and
nearly 9000 in breadth. What the nature of the 8i>ot may
be it is impossible at present t<^> say. (.'ertainly it cannot
be regarded as a solid feature of the planet's globe, since

It is by no means stable in position ; but on the other
hand, there can be no doubt that it is .the product of

forces which have considerable permanence, and, judging
from the very definite and regular appearance of the well-

known hollow or bay on the S. side of the S. equatorial

belt in which the Jied Spot lies (see Fig. 5), despite the
present faintnesa of the spot itaelf. as yet show no signs

of declining energy. Knowledge, Jan., 1904, p. 10.

Koplik'S spots, the enantheina, or mucous-membrane
eruption, of measles, consisting ot bluish-white spots in

the mouth, preceding by some days the cutaneous erup-

tion.— Lenticular rose spots, the typical eruption of

typhoid fever.-— MarlOtte's spot. Same as hlind spot

(which see, under b^/nrfi).— Ocular spot, in zo'61., a
specialized pigment-spot or accumulation of pigment-
cells supposed to be sensitive to light and hence
representing a preliminary stage in the phylogenetic
development of the eye ; an eye-8])ot~On the Spot, (c)

In cncA-et of the bowler, accurate in pitch; of a good
length.—Round the spot, a dice game in which nothing
counts but the dice that have a spot in the center, so
that the ace, deuce, four, and six are blanks. Three-spot
counts two and five-spot four.— VlOlet spot. See -^leaf-

spot of violet.

n. «. Made, paid, delivered, or the like,

on the spot, or at once: as, spot wheat.
[Colloq.]— Spot cash. See itcasf»^.~ Spot freight,
freight which is to Ik- Kbipped at once.— Spot rate, the

rate charged on spi»t freight

At the beginning of the season, sj>ot rates on grain

shipped to the United Kingdom were about $9 per ton.

Yearbook C. S. Dfpt. Agr., 1901, p. 579.

spot, V. t 9. In New Zealand, to buy up
(choice spots of land containing water, etc.),

ruining the neighboring property. Called

peacock in Australia.

Under free selection, the squatter spotted his run, pur-

chasing choice spots.

E. E. Morris, Austral English, s. v. 'spotting.

10. See hlaze^, 2, 3.

spot-disease (spot'di-ze?/), n. Any fungous
disease of plants which appears in the form
of discolored spots on stem, leaves, or fruit.

See ^disease.



spot-face

spot-face (spot'fas), 1-. t. To face & small
area : finish a section or spot on (a piece
of material) and not the surrounding sur-
face. Trann. Amer. Soe. Mech. Engin., 1903,
p. 1141.

spot-freqnency (spot'fre'kwen-si), «. The
fre<juency or abundance of sun-spots, which
vanes in a semi-regular manner from year to
year.

spot-indicator (spot'in'di-ka-tor), n. Inflect.,

a form of inclosed safety fuse in which the
blowing of the fuse darkens a spot on the
surface of the inclosing cylinder, thus indi-

cating the fact that the circuit is open at that
point.

Disruption of the indicator follows, but the final break
takes place in the interior conductor, figs. 26, 27, 28,

29 show this action and also the "gpot" iiidicalor before
and after blowing.

Jour. FrarMin Intt., Jan., 19C3, p. 21.

spot-stroke (spofstrok), n. A billiard ma-
noeuver consisting chiefly in repeatedly pock-
eting a red ball from its spot, and at the same
time pulling the cue-ball back. The process may
b« easy or hard, accortling to both the size and the shape
of pocket-opening. If hard, the striker can work into
position for a series of caroms, starting near a corner

;

and when this opportunity for nursing threatens to van-
ish, he can plan to resume spot-playing. The highest num-
ber for the English championship, which was instituted

in 1870 and came t^) an end in 1885, was 16 (a run of 48
only) in sixteen matches having an aggregate of 22,744
points. In America, more than half a century ago, spot-

playiug was limited to thrice in succession.

Spotted parla. See *paria.— Spotted strawberry
leaf-beetle. Same &a ttpotteditparia.

spotter,'). 2. Specifically, a person employed
to keep secret watch on the employees of a
company, especially on a street railway to
spot or note the number of fares (if any) not
turned in by the conductor.— 3. Naval, a per-
son stationed at a suitable position above
the deck to note the point at which the shots
from a gun strike with reference to a target
or the enemy's vessel, and thus give informa-
tion as to the necessary correction of the
range at which the gun-sight is set.

Our ship was to umpire the Ohio's night practice, send-
ing over a chief umpire and assistants, chief gpotter and
assistants, as the custom is. They pass upon doubtful
hits, inflict the many penalties of the regulations—disin-
terestedly, like their counterparts in athletic games.

A'. I'. Evening Foist, May 16, 1908.

4. One who tints photographs.— 5. A somer-
sault in which the performer comes down upon
the same spot from which he springs —that is,

does not advance forw^ard or backward.
[Slang.]

He ran to the door of the tent and come out of it on a
back somersault and threw a row of flip-flaps through
that crowd that made them all stand back. He could
thn>w upottem and gainers and twisters ; he was as good
as Quigley or anybody in Banium and you bet he let
them folks see it.

C. D. Stewart, Partners of Providence, xix.

spotting, n. 2. The tinting ot photographs.—3. The process of separating a train into
sections.

This breaking up and switching of the trains into sec-
tions, which is called *' gpvtting," is attended to by one
or the other of two small General Electric electric loco-
motives, each of which is equipped with two 12i-hp mo-
tors provided with R38 controllers.

Elect. World and Engin., Sept. 24, 1904, p. 606.

spotty, a. II. n. A New Zealand fish, a
wrasse, Fseudolahrns bothryocosmus. Also
called poddly and kelp-fish. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

spot-weave (spot'wev), «. Any weave in
which the warp and weft are so interlaced
as to show a fancy design in spots. R. Mars-
den, Cotton Weaving, p. 102.

spot-white (spot'hwit), n. In billiards, the
reverse ot plain *wkitc (which see).

spot-zone (spot'zon), Ji. One of two zones on
the surface of the sun, within which the sun-
spots ordinarily appear. They lie between 5°

and 40° of solar latitude on each side of the
sun's equator, only occasionally appearing
nearer to the equator, and with extreme
rarity outside the 40° limit.

spend (spod), n. [Gr. OTrov^fi, liaste, speed.]
A name proposed for the unit of acceleration;
an acceleration of one centimeter per second
per second.

spout, n. 6. In turpentine-making, the pro-
jection of the lower gutter beyond the
center of the face. See *gutter^, 9.—7. A
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narrow part of a river, with a swift current.
[Canada.]

spout-plane (spout'plan), n. A gutter-plane
or round-molding plane. See plane'-', 1, and
nioUiing-plane.

S. P. Q. F. An abbreviation of the Latin
Senatus Populusque Florenlinus, the .Senate
and the People of Florence : letters often
found on Italian majolica.

sprag^, n. 3. A bar of steel attached by one
end to a wagon or motor-ear frame or body,
while the other end (which is sharpened) can
be let down at an angle with the ground, to

prevent the vehicle from running backward
down hills or grades. This device was first used on
heavy wagons on hilly roads, so that the horses might be
rested without the strain of the load. In motor-cars it

guards against accident in case the brakes fail to hold or
the tires slip. The sprag should be of such length as to
be in no danger of being toppled over by a small lift of
the body, and must be short enough to dig effectively
even into a hard road sm-face. Also called locally a dart
or a dagger.

A device which does not seem to receive from the
makei-s the attention which it merits is the sprag, the
iron rod suspended from the rear axle to hold the car on
a grade in case brakes do not operate or are not in use.
Too often the sprags fitted to heavy large cars are alto-
gether too slender for the purpose ; often tlley are stout
enough, but so short that the car would be certain to ride
over them. It is not often that the gprag is needed, but
when it is wanted the need is great and immediate, and
not only the car, but the lives of its occupants may de-
pend iiptm the apparently insignificant device.
iV. y. Times, quoted in Sci. Amer., Dec. 20, 1902, p. 444.

sprangle-top (sprang'gl-top), n. 1. The grass
Scoloehloa fcstucacea, found in wet places
from Iowa and Nebraska northward. It is a
stout, erect, smooth perennial with a large
open panicle, not possessing marked value.

—

2. A grass, Diplachne duhia, fotmd in the
southwestern United States, in Mexico, and
in southern Florida. Its panicle consists of
8 or 10 spreading spikes.

sprat', n. 2. (e) Same as thread-herring.—
Yellow-billed sprat, a West Indian marine fish, Sardi-
nella binhopi.

sprat-weather (sprat'we5H-6r), n. Dark days
in the late fall and early winter (November
and December) which are supposed to be fa-
vorable for sprat-fishing.

sprawl^, n. 4. Ability to spread one's
self or to make a show or 'splurge'; 'go.'
[Slang.]

Stella Kimbark informed me to-day that she had a
place in view for me. " A reg'lar cinch, too," she added,
" if you only had a nickel's worth of sprawl."

" What is sprawl ? " I asked.
"Sprawl," explained Miss Kimbark, sarcastically,

"Imeans what you an' most other folks ain't got. It means
reg'lar git-up-an'-go, if that suits you better ; an' what's
more, it means the knowin' how an' when to git up an'
go !

"

r. 31. Kingsley, The Singular Miss Smith, xi.

sprayl, «. 5. A set of eastings fed from a
common runner, to which they are still at-
tached by the smaller channels or sprues, and
resembling a branch with twigs and leaves.
spray^,n— DobeU'S spray. Same as DohelVs solu-
tion.— SeUeT'a spray, an alkaline antiseptic solution
containing bicarbonate of sodium, borax, sodium benzo-
ate, sodium salicylate, eucalyptol, menthol, thymol, and
oil of wintergreen. Also called Seller's solution.

spray2, v. t. 3. To protect (cultivated plants)
from insect enemies and vegetable parasites
by covering them with a spray which has a
toxic effect upon the animal or vegetable or-
ganisms.
spray-cart (spra'kilrt), n. A light cart carry-
ing a liquid to be sprayed upon plants or
vegetables with the view of killing obnoxious
insects or fungi.

Without his spray-cart and fungicide the tomato-
grower is lost — and knows it

!

L. II. Bailey, Cyc. Amer. Horticulture, p. 1816.

spray-cure (spra'kur), «. Treatment of dis-
ease by the application of water in the form
of spray.

sprayer, «. 2. A device or apparatus for
making into a fine mist or spray the particles
of liquid fuel which are to forra"a hydrocarbon
vapor to be burned in internal-combustion
motors.
Air passes from the air-pump I) by way of the annular

chainiel b into the sprayer c, and there meets the oil jet
issunig from a Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 189.

Knapsack sprayer, a combined reservoir and pump for
spraying liciuid nisecticides and fungicides over trees
and plants. It consists of a copper tank, resembling in
form a knapsack, and designed to be carried on the back
of the operator, combined with some form of pump for
forcmg the liquid through a hose. Several types of
pumps are used, one employing a rubber compression-
diaphragm, and another a rubber bulb, while others are
simple piston-pumps placed inside the tank. Another

spreading-hammer
method used is to force air underpressure into the tank,
the air-pressure being sufficient to force the water through
the hose and
nozle. The illus-

tration shows a
knapsack sprayer
with piston-pump
operated by a
haiul-lever.

sprayer-pump
( s p r a ' e r -

pump), n. A
force-pump fit-

ted with a
short length of

hose for draw-
ing a liquid

from a small
tank or from
a barrel and
sending it in a
fine spray over
plants and
trees. Small
pumps are
made in many
forms and are
operated by
hand ; larger
pumps for

Knapsack Sprayer,

spraying fruit-trees or field crops are mounted
on wlieels and may be operated by some form
of motor.
spraying (spra'ing), n. Specifically, in ceram.,
the process of applying color or glaze to the
surface of ware in spray blown from an atom-
izer. By this means different colors may be
blended in the ground tinting, as in Rook-
wood pottery.

spraying-bellows (spra'ing-bel'oz), n. An
atotnizer operated by means of a bellows.

spray-injector (spra'in-jek-tor), H. A device
for injecting into a combustion-chamber a
spray of liquid hydrocarbon so as to form a
mist of finely diWded carbon in a carrying
current of air. This is done by forcing a fine jet of
liquid into the current of air, or by forcing the current
of air through an annular jet of liquid. The liquid is

atomized by the air acting in injector fashion, and a
sort of air-gas is formed which is highly combustible and
burns both rapidly and completely. It is used in many
forms of ^^carbureter (which see). H'. 5. Ilutton, Steam
Boiler Construction, p. 33.

spray-nozle, «. 2. A nozle designed to de-
liver water or other liquid either as a fine

spray, in the form of a fan, or an inverted
cone, or a cloud-like mist.

spray-tube (spra'tiib), n. A tube to be used
in a spray-injector or sprayer to secure the
atomizing of the liquid by the current of air,

and to convey the mixture to the point where
it is to be utilized ; used in internal-combus-
tion motors as part of the *carbureter (which
see).

Spray-t'Wyer (spra'twi''6r), n. An open box-
twyer cooled by the vaporization of a spray
of water.— Lloyd's spray-twyer, a water-cooled
twyer open at the back and cixdcd by a spray of water
driven from a perforated pipe against the front of the
twyer.

spread, M. 13. Inmath.: (6) A continuous or
discontinuous connected aggregate, assem-
blage, or manifold of elements: thus, for in-

stance, a two-spread may be considered as a
surface with points or lines as elements.— 14.
In bacterial., same as *smear, 6.— 15. A mi-
sere orgrando, in any game of cards in which
the single player's cards are placed face up
on the table. See '*skat~ and ftoafOH Angle of
spread, in an armature winding, the angle within which
ali the turns of the winding are contained.

spreader, m.

Head-s hee t
spreaders, the hori-
zontal bars rigged
out on the bows of
sharp-built yachts in

order to give greater
spread to the head-
sheets.

spread-head
(spred'hed), n.

In newspapers,
a heading set

in several lines

of large type.
[Colloq.]

spreading-ham-
mer (spred'ing-
ham"^r), w. A
gold-beaters'

hammer for spreading gold-leaf.

Head-sheet Spreader.

, head-sheet spreader; fi, fi, i,

KUJS to hold it firm.



spred

spred, !'., 1-, and p. a. A simplified, and
former, spelling of spread.

sprigger (sprig'er), 11. In ceram., a workman
iu a pottery who attaches molded ornaments,
or sprigs, usually of a different color, to the
surface of the ware.

sprightly, «. 3. Having a lively, distinctive

taste ; not palling.

Flesh [of grape] tender, breaking, juicy ; seeds of me-
dium size, two or tliree to the berry ; Havor mild, sweet
and spriijhlly. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1901, p. 388.

sprig-molded (sprig'mol'ded), p. a. In ceram.,

decorated with relief designs which have
been made in separate molds.

spring, V. t. 17. To fit with springs, as a car-

riage or a motor-vehicle.

Having learned to properly spring horse-drawn and
railway carriages, builders of transportation vehicles were
next confronted with a much more difficult problem.

Automobile Topics, May 27, 1905, p. 491.

spring. I. «. 16. In golf, the movement of a
ball lying in a small cup or hollow when struck
with a straight-faced club. W. Park, Jr.,

Game of (Jolf, p. 43.— Cafion spring, a spring

emerging on a cafion-wall or in an alcove oftne wall.

From beneath the lava stream or from a porous layer,

numerous powerful springs issue along the side of the
canytm below .Shoshone falls. These may be called •canyon
tprimjs,' a new tenn introduced iu the classification of

springs. Science, Jan. 17, 1902, p. 86.

Combination spring, a spring made up of several coils

or sets which act together under a load.— Cylindrical
spring, (a) A spring the coils of which have been
wrapped around a cylindrical mandrel, so that a casing to

inchrtie it will have a cylindrical shape, {h) A helical

spring made by coiling a cylindrical or round steel rod
around a mandrel.— Elliptic spring, a carriage-spring

formed of two half-elliptic sectionsTXhe ends are secured
by bolts which pass through lips on the upper sec-

tion, and eyes on the lower.— Flat spilng, a spiral

spring made of wire wound around an axis, so that the
plane in which the wire is wound is everywhere approxi-
mately perpendicular to the axis.

—

Qradnated spring,
a nest of concentric helical springs arranged one insideof
another, and so connected that light loads are talcen by
the small springs. When a heavy l(»ad is applied, it

closes the small springs .and is carried by the heavy ones.
— lOrasshopper-sprlng, a half-elliptic spring used on a
tandem cart. Tlie center is clipped t^) the axle-i)ed, and
the einls are BliacJcle-jointed to lialf-circle arms attaclied

to the shaft.— Hour-glass spring, a spring which is so

coiled as to be smallest in (iiameter at the middle and
larger at the top ami bottom, and hence resembles an
hour-glass in form.— Laminated spring, a leaf-spring

;

a spring made up of a number nf !,.-nveH, plates, or strips

placed one over the other.— MultlCOil spring, a spring
made up of several separate coils.

—

The Pierian spring.
See iilHerian.

II, rt.—Spring aztire. See*azure.

spring-board, «. 2. In lumbering, a short
board, shod atone end with an iron calk, which
is inserted in a notch cut in a tree, on which
the faller stands while felling the tree.

spring-box,". 4. In orrian-building, that part
of a wind-chest in which are the pallets and
their springs.

spring-brake (spring'brSk), n. An early form
of train-brake in whiehapowerful spiral spring
was coiled in a casing on the spindle of the

brake hand-wheel. This spring could be wound
up by hand, nsing the brake-wheel for this purpose, and
helil under strain by a detent. The detents on the cars

of the train were connected to the continuous rope of

the bell-signal in the engine, so that when the rope was
pulled by the engineer, the detents were released, and the
uncoiling of the incased springs turned the brake-wheels
and set the brakes. The hand-wheels were made extra
heavy so as to act with a fly-wheel effect, increasing the
tension on the brake-levers. The objections to the de-

vice were the suddenness with which the brakes were
set, the lack of any gradation in the intensity of an ap-
plication, and the necessary consequence of slack in the
Dell-roiw, which set the brakes on the front end of the
train first. Tins entailed great discomfort to travelers,

and prevented the use of the brake except in an emer-
gency. The beat-known type of spring-brake was the
Crfanier.

spring-branch (spring'brinch), n. A stream
wliicli ori<;inate8 in springs. [U. S.]

spring-cord (spring'kord), n. A tension-regu-

lator for the whip warp-threads in a loom for

tappet-weaving. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of

Weaving, p. 27.5.

springer, n. 6. In old music, a grace or em-
bellishment, consisting of an after-note one
degree above the principal note : as,

Written. I'layed.

spring-finger (spring'flng'gfer), n. Same as

tri;i<irr-fiiif/er.

springfish (spring'flsh), n. Same as miller's-

thumlr.

spring-governor ispring'guv'^r-nor), n. A
govenioi' in wliich the constant force of grav-
ity, generally used, is replaced by the varying
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force of a spring. Thurston, Manual of Steam-
Engine, II. 367.

springing, «. 3. The act or process of fur-

nishing with springs; also, springs (as of a
vehicle) collectively. See spring, n., 9.

One has but to try any one of a dozen reputable cars to

see that springing is now a science instead of, as in the
past, a compound of ignorance and guesswork. There
are still instances of bad springing to be found— cases
where the springs are too light and lacking in temper, or
too heavy and unresponsive to absorb the road shocks to
which they are subjected.

Automobile Topics, May 27, 1905, p. 491.

spring-key (spring'ke), ji. a spring-wedge
often iisod to fasten a pulley firmly to a shaft.

spring-load (spring'lod), n. The load which
can be applied to a spring to compress, deflect,

or extend it without setting it down solid or

straining it beyond its elastic resiliency; the
normal weight on a spring. The Engineer
(London), 1901, p. 612.

spring-louse (spring'lous), n. Same as Aea-
lousr.

spring-motor (spring'mo'tor), ?i. A motor
driven by a coiled spring, as a clock or rail-

way-signal mechanism, or some forms of car-

starting apparatus. The effort required to

coil powerful springs and store in them any
considerable amount of power limits this

type of motor to comparatively light service.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1903, p. 18.

spring-plate (spring'plat), n. 1. A plate or
sheet of steel fi-om which the leaves of flat or
spiral springs are cut.— 2. A plate on which
a nest or series of springs rests or against
which the springs act.

spring-rail (spring'ral), n. In pianoforte-
making, see *hammer-rest,

spring-ring fspring'ring), n. A snap-ring.

spring-saddle (spring 'sad 'I), n. Same as
*s<t(ldle, 3 (c) (5).

spring-seat (spring'set), «. A seat which
rests on or is suspended by springs ; a wagon-
or carriage-seat attached to the body by springs.

springtanz (shpring'tants), ?t. [G.: see spring

and dance.] Au old dance, probably the same
as the lavolta or volta, and possibly a precursor
of the waltz, or the music for such a dance.

spring-trip (spring'trip), n. A mechanism
whien permits a part of an implement to give
way to an obstacle but restores it to position
by means of a spring : applied in many culti-

vators.

spring-vise (spring'vis), n. 1. A screw- or
lever-vise for compressing a spring: used in as-

sembling, as in gun-work.—2. Aviso closed by
a spring, so that no more compression may be
possible on the work than the maximum effort

of the spring.— 3. A vise opened by a spring
when the compression of the screw is released.

sprinkle, ''. '. 6t. To make intoxicated or
tipsy. [Old slang.]

Why ! we were all a little stained last night, sprinkled
with a cup or two. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

sprinkler, n. 1. ((f) .^ vehicle carrying water in a
reservoir and fitted with a delivery-pipe having perfcjrated

nozles or sp<mt« or surfaces, for watering streets and
highways. (?) An automatic fire-extinguisher for stores,

factories, warehouses, and other incl()sed spaces. Pipes
are placed along the ceilings, in which water is main-
tained under pressure, at all times, from an overhead
tank or reservoir. At intervals varying with the height
of the room, sprinkler-heads are attached to these pipes,

constructed as outward-opening valves, held shut by a
linkage or lever action which is locked in place by a joint

of fusible solder. Any heat in the room from a fire hot
enough to melt this «)lder releases the valve, and the
water is sprayed upon the burning mass below. The head
is constructed U^ act as a diffuser and spread the flowing
water uniformly over a large area. (/) In lumbering, a
large wotnlen tank from which water is sprinkled over
logging-roads during freezing weather, in order to ice the
surface.— Automatic sprinkler. ^e*sprinkler, 1 (c).

sprinkler-head (si)ring'kl6r-hed), n. See
*sl/rinklrr, 1 {().

sprinkling-cart (spring'kling-kart), n. See
icatering-ciirt.

sprinkling-tower (spring'kling-tou'^-r), n. 1.

An elevated structure carrying a tank from
which pressure and supply of water may be
derived for the pipes of automatic sprinkling

systems in factories and warehouses. See
*.iprinkl<r, 1 (e).— 2. An elevated structure

from which water may be showered or sprayed
in a finely divided state for moistening cur-

rents of air or other similar uses.

sprite', n. 6. A beach-crab, especially Ocypoda
arennria.

sprit-topsail (sprit'top'sal, or -si), n. A top-

sail set flying from the deck, with its luff

laced to a pole called a ' sprit.' This sail does

sinid

not project beyond the gaff-end like a club-
topsail, and it must not be confounded with
the spritsail, spritsail-topsail, or spritsail top-
gallantsail.

sprout, V. i. 5. Specifically, used to designate
the action of silver during solidification. The
molten silver beneath the thin solid crust
forces up the crust with explosive violence
and a part of it solidifies in the form of trees
or sprouts. This action is attributed to the
oxygen absorbed by the silver while above
the melting-point, and seeking to escape at
the point of solidification of the metal. Also
vegetate. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of
Metallurgy, p. 637.

sprout,". 1. (e) In /ores(ry, a tree which'has
grown from a stump or root. A shoot is a
sprout which has not reached a height of three
feet.— Reserve sprout method, that method of con-
servative lumbering in which an overwood composed of
seedling trees is maintained above a stand of sprouts.

Also called standard coppice «i/8(«n.— Sprout forest,
a forest consisting of sprouts or trees which have grown
from stumps or roots.— Sprout system, one of the three
chief systems of forest management, in which reproduc-
tion is secured by sprouts. .\lso called coppice system.

spruce-^ -Brown rot of the spruce. See*ro«.-

Douglas' spruce bark-beetle. 'See *bark-beetle.-

Sltka spruce. Same as tiileland spruce.

spruce-bird (spros'berd), n. The white-winged
crossbill, iMxia leucoptera : so named from its

habit of frequenting evergreen forests.

spruce-borer (spr68'b6r"^r), n. 1. Any one
of several species of bark-beetles, as Xyloteres
bivittatus, Xyleborus cselatus, Crypturgus ato-

m MS, and Hylurgops pinifex.— 2. The bupres-
tid Melanophila longipes and allied species.
— 3. The cerambycids Ehagium lineatum and
Xylotrechus xindulatus.— 4. Various other spe-
cies, including the white-pine weevil, Pissodes
strain.

spruce-gum, ». 2. See *gum'^.

sprue-cutter (spro'kut"6r), «. A power-tool
for cutting off the sprue or other excess of

metal which clingsto a easting. Hee sprue, n.,1.

sprue-head (spro'hed), n. Same as sinking-

head.

spruit (sproit), «. [D. spruit = E. sprout."]

A small stream or creek. [South Africa.]

These plains ... are much cut up by small spruits and
hippo tracks. Oeog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XI. 618.

spud, ». 6. A curved chisel-like tool for re-

moving bark.—7. One of several heavy verti-

Spud for reiiioTiiig Bark.

cal pieces of timber shod with a pointed iron

at the lower end, arranged to slide in guides
on a floating dredge. When lowered to the
bottem the spuds anchor the dredge and hold
it in place against the push of the dredging
machinery.
At the stem of the boat (dredge] is a steam capstan

and a spud hoist. There are also two vertical anchor-
spuds and one pu8h-8;)Mrf at the stern of the boat. The
anchor-Jtpuda are of oak, 24 ins. square and 40 ft. long.

These were intended mainly as pivots on which to swing
the boat, so that a wide cut could be made by moving the
suction on the arc of a circle, but this method is not well
adapted to streams with a strong current.

Engin. News, XL. 236.

8. In archieol., one of a
class of pecked or pol-

ished stone implements
varying considerably
in size and form, but
always having a rather
broad blade with a sort

of handle of variable
length: often referred to

as spade-like or paddle-
shaped implements.

It has been a puzzle to
archeologists to assign to any
class the peculiar stones called
"spuds." They are usually of

a comparatively soft material,

carefully worked and polished,
and bear no marks of rough
usage. On the other hand, they
seem too large for ornament.
Perhaps their office may have
been in some ceremony or
game.
.Smithsonian Hep. {Bur. of

[Ethnol.), 1892, p. 109.

9. In surg.: (a) A flat

spade -like instrument
used for the detachment of soft parts from

l-ornis of Spud,

n An. Kcp. Itur. Amer.
Ethnol.. i89J-9a.)



spud

bone. (6) An instrument of similar shape used
in the extraction of foreign bodies from the

eye.— Spud casinfiTi one of the two or more square,

vertical openings or wells extending entirely through the

hull of a dredge-boat, closed and water-tight on the four

sides, but open at the upper and lower ends, in which is

placed a heavy, square timber or spud. See -^spud, 7.

spadder (spud'^r), »i. See barker^, 1.

spudding-bit (spud'ing-bit), n. A tool used

m boring Tvells through earth and near the

surface. It has a broad and dull or spade-like

edge.

spadger (spuj'fr), n. An implement for tamp-
lug, stirring, or mixing.

Or, in some localities, the masses (of fishes) are sep-

arated by stirring them with a "fpudger,' consisting of a

thick board 10 inches long and 2 or 3 inches wide, nailed

in the center to a wooden handle.
BuUetin L'. H Fish Com., XVIIL 438.

spnd-gTOWer (spud'gro'^r), n. A farmer who
raises potatoes. See spud, 5 (6). L. M. IVil-

cox, Irrigation Farming, p. 238. [CoUoq.]

spnd-hoist (spud'hoist), «. The device used

in lifting the spuds of a scow or dredge when
the latter is to be moved. See *sinid, 7.

spumose (spu'mos), a. Same as spumous.

spunge, n. and r. A simplified, and former,

spelling of sponge.

spun-ware (spun' war), n. Bowls, vases, sauce-

pans, or other cylindrical vessels for domestic

use, formed from copper, brass, or other sheet-

metals on a spinning-lathe. See *spinning-

lathe.

Spnr, n. 3. (n) (4) Same as rom2, 1 (6), but much less

frequently used.

Tliese decks are usually curved downwards at the fore

end, for the purpose of gaining such a depth below water

as will enable the spur to pierce an enemy below the

armour. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 340.

(ir) The ridge in the interior of a bifurcating tube be-

tween the two branches given off from it (x) In hort.,

a twig or short branch that bears flowers and fruit, in

distinction from one that continues to elongate in woody
growth.

With these two plants, however, the bearing shoots are

not those making the most vigorous growth at the ends

of the blanches, out they are usually more obscurely lo*

cated upon the sides of the branches, and make a much
smaller growth, for which reason they have been termed
"tpurs.'^ Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr, 1901, p. 437.

4. A side-track running out from a main rail-

way line and forming part of a Y.— Palatine
spur. See -kpalatine^.

spur-bow (sper'bo), n. Naval, same as ram-
bow. [Rare.]
The gpuj-bowg themselves, prolonged under water as

they are, also tend to reduce pitching by increasing re-

sistance : and in the French navy, where this form of bow
has been largely adopted for unannoured as well as for

armoured ships, it is said that a sensible reduction in

pitching has resulted.
While, Slanual of Naval Arch., p. 272.

spur-gear, n. 2. Toothed gearing for trans-

mission of motion and power in which the

pitch-surfaces from which the teeth are de-

veloped are cylinders with elements parallel

to the axis. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1902

-1903, p. 1003.

Bpurge-ipecac(sp6rj'ip''e-kak), n. See*jpecac.

spurket, «. Same as spirket.

spurrite (sper'it), «. [After J. E. Spurr, who
collected the specimens.] A mineral consist-

ing of the silicate and carbonate of calcium
(2Ca2S : 04.CaC03). It occurs in cleavable

granular masses of pale gray color at Velar-

defia, Diirango, Mexico.
sputum-tube (spii'tum-tiib), n. A graduated
capillary tube for holding sputum while it is

rotated in a centrifugal, as the ^hematocrit
(which see).

sp. vin. rect. An abbreviationof the Latin spi-

ritus rini rectificatus, rectified spirit of wine.

sq. An abbreviation {b) of the Latin seguens,

sequentes, sequenUa, the following.

Bqq. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin sequentia,

Uie things following; (J) of the Latin sequen-

tibus, in the following places;

squadron, ». 3. The vessels of a fleet are assigned

conse<:utive numbers from one upward. When the ves-

sels are in column with number one leading, or in line

with number one on the right, and the other vessels in the

order of their numbers, the fleet is in natural order and
In that case the squadron with the lowest numbers is the

van squadron and is leading in column and on the right

in line ; the middle squadron is the center squadron; and
the last in column or to the left in line is the rear smmd-
ron. When there are hut two squadrons, they are desig.

Dated as ran squadron and rear squadron.— Flying
sqnadron, a squadron of cruisers of high speed and great
mobility. - Squadron ofevolution. See -kevotution.—

White squadron, a name given to the first vessels of

the nuMleni navy of the United States, cniising in squad-
ron, from the fact that these steel vessels were painted
white outaide, whereas the old wooden vessels were
painted bliuX.
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sauall-cloud (skw&l'kloud), n. The roll-cloud

at the front of and above an advancing squall

of wind. Its formation is often the first in-

timation of the existence of the squall. It is

most fully developed in front of a large

thunder-storm cloud.

sqtualodont (skwal'o-dont), a. and n. [L.

squahts. a shark, + Gr. odotf (oSovt-), tooth.]

I. a. Related to or having the characters of

the Squalodontidse.

n. n. One of the Squalodontidte.

Squalodontidse (skwal-o-don'ti-de), «. J)?.

[NL., < Squalodon{t-), 'the type genus, +
-irfa.] A family of extinct cetaceans having
a skull resembling that of the toothed whales,

but with two-rooted molars quite distinct in

shape from the other teeth. Brandt, 1873.

Squaloraja (skwal-o-ra'jii), n. [NL., < L.
squafiis, a shark, + NL. raia, raja, a ray or

skate.] A genus of fossil chimeeras or se-

lachian fishes of the order Holocephali, having
a depressed or elongated trunk, the head pro-

duced in a long, slender snout on which there

is a prehensile spine in the males, tapering

tail, and calcified vertebral rings. Specimens
of S. polyspondyla occur as nearly complete
skeletons in the Lower Lias of Lyme-Regis,
England.
squama, «. 5. The scale-like exopodite of a

crustacean antenna.

The antennal squama reaches nearly to the end of the

antenn. ped. Ipeduncle of the antennulae), with its distal

portion broad and the outer spine well developed.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 63.

Squama occipitalis, the supraoccipital bone: same as

squama occipitis.— Squaiaa, temporls, a bone on the

posterior lateral surface of the cranium in fishes ; the

pterotic. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish .Skeleton, p. 611.

squamatine (skwam'a-tin), a. [NL. Squam-
at{a) + -ine^.] Relating to or having the

characteristics of the members of the reptilian

order Squama ta.

squamipinnate (skwa-mi-pin'at), a. [Squa-

mipinn(cs) + -ate.] Having the fins more or

less extensively covered with scales ; relating

to or having the characteristics of the Squa-
mipinnes or chsetodonts, a group of fishes in

which the scales extend for some distance on
the fins.

squamosity (skwa-mos'i-ti), n. [squamose +
-ity.'] 1. The state of being squamose.—2.

A squamose area, as on the elytron of a beetle.

— 3. The collective scales on a squamose
area.

Elytra broader, with more nodiform shoulders, their

series of punctures more regular and distinct, squamosity
more infuscate.

Antials and Mag. Nat. Hist,, Aug., 1904, p. 107.

squamosomaxillary (skwa-m6-s6-mak'si-la-

ri), a. Relating to the squamosal and maxil-
lary bones.

Note . . . the single squamoso-maxillary bar.
Am. Nat., Feb., 1904, p. 102.

squamosoparietal (skwa-m6"s6-pa-ri'e-tal),

a. Relating to the squamosal (temporal) and
parietal bones: as, the squamoso-parictal
suture. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 962.

squamosplienoid(skwa-mo-sfe'noid), a. Same
as squamosphenoidal and *S2)henosquamous.\

squantum (skwon'tum), n. [Possibly, as

gome assert, of Amerindian origin, connected
with Squantum, a place-name, or Massachu-
setts (Natick) squantum, squantum, an evil

spirit, a reduction of musquantam (musquan-
tummanit, 'God is angry').] A good time;
a merrymaking; a picnic. Osgood, New Eng-
land, 1883, p. 61 ; Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-
Dec, 1902, p. 259. [Nantucket and other
parts of New England.]
The squantum was to be held at a point on the narrow

peninsula, or rather mere sandbar, that divides the ocean
from the broad lagoon which extends for many miles
above the harbor proper of Nantucket.

E. Bellamy, Six to One, vi.

square^, w. 21. A strong iron frame to which
Uie carriages of a spinning-mule are fastened
and coupled, and in which is carried some of

the mechanism for giving motion to the spin-
dles and for building the cops.— 22. The
threo to five (often four) leaf-like heart-shaped
bracts surrounding the flower of the cotton
plant, taken collectively. They are fringed
or cut in different degrees in different species,

of which they thus become distinctive.

[Southern U. S.]

The writer found a " patch " of cotton with luxuriant
stalks . . . but almost devoid of " sgt/ffrp)* " or blooms.

E. W. HUgard, Soils, p. 603.

squared

Generalma^C square, n2 integers arranged In a square
in such a manner tliat the rows, columni, and diagonals

contain partitions of the same number, zero and repeti-

tions of the same integer being permissible among the
integers.— Qreco-Latln square, a square lattice of

square compartments each containing one Greek and one
Latin letter of two sets of as many different letters as

rows, and so placed that every row and every column
contains aU the Greek letters and also all the Latin letters.

at



s^Tiare-drawii

square-drawn (skwar'dran), a. Rolled with
a square section, or passed through a square
hole in a draw-plate: used of wire or rods and
tubes. The Engineer (London), 1901, p. 277.

square-ended {skwar'en*ded), a. 1. Having
an end formed with a square cross-section.

—

2. Having the end-plane at 90° or at a right

angle to the axis.

square-mark (skwar'mark), n. Naut., a piece
of twine wound around the hauling part of a
brace or lift at a certain point, used as a guide
when squaring the yards.

Squaremouth (skwar'mouth), n. Same as
*<'liisclm(iuth.

square-ribbons (skwar'rib"ons), n. pi. In
yiaval arch., the horizontal lines in the plans
of a vessel.

square-rigger (skwar'ng'^r), n. A vessel
carrying yards on her fore-, main-, and mizzen-
masts ; a vessel carrying yards on all her
masts; a ship.

square-tail (skwSr'tal), n. A fish of the fam-
ily Tetriu/onuridie, found in the open Atlantic.

square-threaded (skwar'thred'ed), a. Hav-
ing a thread with a rectangular section instead
of the more usual triangular or sharp thread:
said of a screw. The helical projection is

formed by revolving a rectangle or square
around a cylinder, and causing it to advance
in one complete revolution a distance equal
to the pitch parallel to the axis.

squaring-latiie (skwar'ing-IaTH), n. A lathe
for turning square or nearly square pieces,

such as table-legs.

sqnaring-machine (skwar'ing-ma-shen"), n.

In marbte-w'irhing, an appliance for holding
tiles on edge upon a rubbing-bed for the pur-
pose of forming the edges, bringing the cor-

ners to a right angle, and making the tiles of

a uniform size. The tUe is automatically re-

leased from the bed when it is brought to the
right shape and size.

squash^, n. 4. An indoor or court game de-
veloped from a combination of lawn-tennis
and court-tennig. The court is walled on
three sides, and the players strike a ball al-

ternately above a certain line on the back
wail. The ball is similar to a tennis-ball of

rubber covered with felt, but is made capable
of bearing harder hitting because it is designed
to be driven with great force against the walls.

squash-, ".— Squash-vine borer. See itvine-borer.

squash-beetle, «. 2. Any beetle which feeds

Squash-beetle iF^lachna bartahs).

«, Urra; d, pupa ; r, adult beetle: d. ttf, ^.surface of same;
M, h, and e enlarged about two times, d about two and one half

times, t highly magnified. (Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

on the squash-vine; especially, in the United
States, the coccinellid Epilachna borealis.

squat*, V. i. 4. To settle on land obtained,

from the government on special terms, for the

purpose of raising stock. See squattage and
squatter'^, 4. [Australia.]

squat*, n. 5. Xaut., the settling of a vessel,

when under way, in the water, particularly at

the stern, as compared with its position at

rest. The phenomenon occurs to some extent
in every vessel under way at high speed, but
it is of importance only in shallow water, the
depth of which is not much greater than the
draft of the vessel. In such cases, in large

vessels, the sinking of the stern may be from
2 to 6 feet with very moderate speeds.

To the Io«de<l draft there should he added about four
feet for "gqual." when running at full itpeed, and four

more for clearance in rout{h water, niakiiiK a t/ital of

atxjut forty feet necessary to raeet iniKieni requirements.
It win soon t>e forty-five at present rate of growth.

Sci. Amer., Jan. 7, 1906, p- 7.

squat-lobster (skwot'lob'st^r), n. An Aus-
tralian crustacean, Tliemis orientalis.

Amongst other Crustacea, the atjuat tobgter (Themis
orientalis) is. with giant prawns and quampi, or small
golden-lipped pear! shell, obtained hy trawling in the
8f>uthem waters Eiiciic. Brit.. XXXII. 111.

Squato (skwa'to), n. A California fishermen's
name for Squatina squatina, a shark of the
family Squatinidse.
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squatter^, v. i. 2. To make a noise like a
flock of wild fowl flapping their wings against
or through the water.

Theu we heard . . . Buldoo an' 'is friends tquatterin'
in the water like boys in the Serpentine.
B. Kipling, The Three Musqueteera, in Soldiers Three,

Ip. 9.

squatterarchy (skwot'er-ar-ki), n. Squatters
collectively; also, the squatter rule. [Bare.]
The squatterarchy of the Koorong rose up iu a body

and named its hero, martyl".
R. M. I'raed, Longleat of Kooralbyn, iii. Quoted in

[E. E. Morris, Austral English,

squattocratic (skwot-o-krat'ik), a. Connected
with or having the characteristics of squat-
tocracy: as, "squattocratic impudence." Mel-
bourne Morning Herald, Feb. 18, 1856, p. 4,
quoted iu E. E. Morris, Austral English.
[Slang, Australia.]

Squaw winter. See *w!n?eri.

squaw-bush (skwa'bush), n. A name of Cor-
nu.f stoloiiifera, C. serica, and C. Canadensis.
squaw-carpet (skwa'kiir"pet), n. Same as
*niahalti-mats. [California.]

squaw-fish (skwa'fish), n. A cyprinoid fish,

Pti/clioclieilus oregonensis, found in fresh waters
of the northwestern part of the United States.
Jour. Amer, Folk-lore, April-June, 1902, p. 111.

squaw-flower (skwa'flou"6r), n. The plant
Trillium erectum. [Vermont.]
squaw-grass (skwa'gras), n. Same as bear-
*grass, 2.

squaw-huckleberry, «. The sqaaw-hnckleberry is

now known to include several species, and by recent
authorities is classed as a genus, Polycodium. P. vitla-
nocarpuin, of mountain woods in the Southern States,
bears copiously a juicy and palatable purple fruity which
gives it the name of u-ild googetterry, bonie also to some
extent by other species. P. candifans, of the Alle-
ghanies. haa a large, light-colored glaucous fruit which is

barely edible- 2'. gtaminemn, tlie common squaw-liuckle-
berry, has a smaller green inedible fruit.

squaw-man, n. 2. An Indian who does
woman's work ; an eflfeminate. Jour. Amer.
Folk-lore, Oet.-Dec, 1902, p. 259.

squaw's-carpet (skw&z'kar'pet), n. Same as
*mahala-mats.
squeaker, n. 6. A European water-beetle,
I'elolnus tardus, which is a very loud stridu-
lator. They are sold as curiosities in the
London markets. Cambridge Nat. Hist., VI.
209.— 6. Any stridulating crab, as the
American lady-crab.

squeeze, v. t. 7. To compel to repurchase at
disadvantage stock that nas been sold short.
—A squeezing watch, a name formerly given toa repeat-
ing watcli, from the fact of its being made to strilce by
compressing or stiueeziug the side of the watch. N. anoC
Q., 9th ser, XI. 3S.

Lost or taken from a Lady's side . . . the last day of
May Fair a gold .Squeezing Watch.

I.ost coming out of the Play House in Drury Lane on
the 18th Instant, a gold A'»T<'Z/n'/ M'atch . . . ten guineas
Reward. Britith Apollo, June 25-30, 1708.

squeezer, n—Alligator squeezer, (b) A device
used by druggists to compress and size corks to fit small
bottles.

Squeezing-bowl (skwe'zing-bdl), n. One of a
set of two or more cylindrical bowls, or rollers,

which act in contact for squeezing or pressing
wash-water out of textile fabrics. G. Duerr,
Bleaching and Calico-printing, p. 10.

squeezing-machine (skwe'zing-ma-shen''), ji.

In textile manuf., a washing-machine with
two heavy cylindrical rollers between which
cloth is passed for squeezing out water. 0.
Duerr, Bleaching and Calico-printing, p. 12.

squeezing-roUers (skwe'zing-ro'lerz), n. pi.

•Same as iiippiiig-*rollers.

squelch, r. i. 2. To make a sound like that
produced by treading in mud.

'* Beg y' pardon, sir," said a voice at the tent dixir. . . .

There was an undecided nquelchinq of heavy boots. . . .

"Here, come in out of the rain till I 'm ready."
/(. Kiptinq, Only a Subaltern, in Soldiers Three,

[p. 123.

Squlbb's urea apparatus. See *urea.

squib-cracker (skwib'krak'tr), «. Same as
squib, n., 3. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii.

squiffy tskwif'i), a. Tight; tipsy; drank.
[Slang.]

While something 's doing underneath my vest.

That makes me ttiink I 'in tqui^er than I looked.
Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, xv.

"'Should n't wonder if he thought we got tight."
'* I never got squiffy but once — that was in the holidays.

"

R. Kipling, Stalky <t Co., p. 20.

squint, h.— convergent squint. Hame as convergent
^rabitnnus (whicli set-, under strabimnutt),

squire', ». 6. The schnapper when two years
old. See *schnapper. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

squirrel-frog (skwur'cl-frog), n. A small

stability

green tree-frog, Hyla squirrella, found in the
southern United States.

squirt, v. t. 3. To force (lead or other metal)
by hydraulic pressure into the form of rods or
pipes; to force through a small hole under
pressure as in the manufacture of carbona-
ceous paste into filaments for glow-lamps or
into pencils for arc-lamps.— Squirted carbon, an
arc-light carbon made by forcing a carbonaceous paste
through a hole of proper diameter and heating the rod
thus formed to a high temperature.— Squirted filament,
a filament for a glow-lamp made by forcing carbonaceous
paste through a small hole and cai-bonizing the cylindri-
cal thread thus formed by heating it to incandescence.

squirt-can (skwert'kan), n. A small oil-can
with a tapering spout and a flexible" bottom.
By compressing the bottom with the thumb,
the volume of the interior is slightly reduced,
and a drop or fine jet of oil is projected or
flows from the tip of the spout. Larger cans
pour the oil out, but these will not do so except
at a very slow rate and with very limpid oil.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1902, p. 591.

squirting (skwfer'ting), n. The act denoted by
the verb ' squirt '; specifically, the process of
forcing a viscous material through a small
hole under pressure, as in the making of the
filaments of glow-lamps. See *squirt, 3.

The plastic mass is then inserted in a press and forced
through a small hole of requisite diameter, this process
being the same as used in " squirting '' incandescent
lamp filaments.

JSlect. World and Engin., May 21, 1904, p. 981.

S. R. I. An abbreviation of the Latin Sacrum
liomanum Imperium, Holy Eoman Empire.

S. B. S. An abbreviation of the Latin Socie-
tatis Megix Socius, Fellow of the Royal Society.

SS. (c) See Collar of SS., under collar.

S. t. An abbreviation (a) of the Italian setiza

tempo, without marked time
;

(b) of short ton.

Sta (sta). [It., ' stand,' impr. of stare, stand.]
In music, let it stand as written.

staatsraad (stats'rild), n. [D.] The council
of state. [Dutch South Africa.]

stab, V. t. 5. In bookbinding, to perforate
near the back folds (the assembled sections of
an unbound book). This operation is immedi-
ately followed by the insertion of the thread
or wire which secures the sections together.

stab, n. 4. In 6ac(er!o^, a culture of bacteria
produced by stabbing the inoculating needle
into the solid medium. See *culture.
The early surface-growth in the glucose agar stab pre-

sents a whitish, heaped up center.
Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1900, p. 80.

5. In billiards, a foreshortened stroke, causing
the cue-ball, for some special reason, to stop
in the place of the one it set in motion.— 6.

See the extracts.

The various Trade Unions of the compositors, in all

parts of the country, have, for over a century, formally
recognised both the " scale " of piecework rates and the
*' stah " or time wages. Webb, Indust. Democracy, I. 229.

As a matter of fact most straightforward setting-up of
ordinary book matter and daily newspaper work is done
by the piece, whereas corrections and special jobs diili-

cult of calculation are done by *'stah " men.
Webb, Indust Democracy, L 300.

stab culture. See -kcttlture.

Stabat Mater. 3. A sequence regarding the
Virgin Mary in contemplation of the infant
Jesus. It first appeared in 1495, but has not
been incorporated into a regular liturgy. It is

more fully known as the Stabat Mater speciosa,

to distinguish it from the Stabat Mater dolorosa

(see def. 1).— 4. A musical setting of this

Christmas sequence, as in Liszt's " Christus."

stabile (stab'il), a. [L. stabilis, < stare, stand.

See sfaftfel.] Fixed; firm: noting, in electro-

therapeutics, an electrode which is kept applied
to one part, as distinguished from a labile

electrode, which is moved about over the
surface.

Stabilist (stab'i-list), n. [L. stabilis, stable,

-I- -ist.] One who is keenly interested in main-
taining social order.

After the professionals come the stabilists, or those
who stake most on good order. . . . They are firm up-
holders of such standards as affect property and contract.

E. A. Ross, Social Control, p. 303.

stability, n.— cross-curves of stability. See
kcriM-curvi:— Curve of stability. .See •cKriie.— Dy-
namical stability, in navel arch., the work done in m-
clining a vessel from tile uptight or position of equilibrium
to the inclination consitlered.

Before conclmling these remarks on the hypothesis of

unresisted lolling, a brief exposition of the principles of

dynamical stahility must be attempted. On the assump-
tion that no account shall be taken of tlie eifect of fluid

resistance, dynamical stability may he defined as the
"work" done in heeling tlie ship from her upright ptisi-

tion to any angle of inclination; the amount of work
done, of course, varying with the inclination.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 158.



stability

Kinetic stability stability of motion. Bodies moving-

nuder such conditions tliat wiien 8ubject«d to a slight

teoiponuy disturbance they tend t*> return to their undia-

turbed path are said to have kinetic stability. The mo-
tions of vibrating bodies and certain motions of a spinning
top exhibit kinetic stability
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railroading, a block system In which, in place of block-

signals, the control of the right of way is given to the

enguieer, who, on entering a block, is given by the signal-

man a staff, as proof of his right of way over the block

and as tangible evidence that the block has been declared

clear for his train.

^:=„;V::r:;«^.«.,ro^sedbyKleinand star (St.f), ». ^[Saidtobe fromG .^^,
Sommertleld is as follows :— " If tffe undisturbed path be

the limiting form of the disturbed path when the im-

pulses are indefinitely diminished it is said to be stable,

but not otherwise.

"

Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 671.

Molecular stabllltr, pemianenceof condition as regards

the arrangement of the molecules : said of metals which,

by re;>eat«d annealing, have been brought into a state in

which further changes of dimensions or structure do not

occur.—Ran^ Of Stability, in tiaval nrcA., the maxi-

mum angle measured frimi the upright to which a vessel

can be inclined without upsetting. This is the angle at

which its righting *couple (whicli see) becomes zero.

to fit out. See stuff, ».] In building, plaster-

ing in portable sheets or slabs, prepared for

nailing on a frame. It is made by mixing the mortar

with a dmtlble fibrous material, as shavings, hemp, and the

like. First employed at the Paris Exposition of 1878.

staff-gage (stafgaj), n. A staff graduated up-

ward in feet and tenths, and so placed that

its zero-mark will lie below the lowest tides

:

employed for measuring the range of tides.

Staffordshire delf. See *delf^.

The length (OX), measuring the inclination at which staff-ride (staf'rid), n. A course of instruc

the ship becomes unstable, determines what is known as ^•— =- '^- c-'J ' ««—« «f tl-n „^„o^o

the range o/ stabiiity for the ship, and this is an impor-

tant element of safety.

White, Manual of Xaval Arch., p. 128.

Secular stability, stability of the permanent type

poasessed under certain conditions by a continuously

moving system. The conditions of secular stability are

that the potential energy of the system, added to that

portion of iu kinetic energy which is related to its mo-
mentum, sliall be a minimum.— Statical Stability,

the sUbility of a body at rest and in equilibrium ; spe-

cifically, in naval arch., the effort which a vessel makes
to return to the upright or position of equilibrium when g*.,™ „ f
inclined bv aji extraneous force, measured by the right- """f*^ ^„'

ing *couple (which see). °^ OOOIS

StabilODlast (stab'i-16-plist), n. [L. stabilis, stag-beetle, ".-Olant stag-beetle, an American

fi,™ -if n, --/nnrAr 'verha.1 adi of n^daaeiv. lucanid beetle, Lucama elephas, which inhabits the
trm, + Ur. .. /.a<TTOf

,
veroal »°^ ?^^ J^';""?

"'
' southern United States and the West Indies. It is often

to mold.] A name given to the eolorea elseo- ^^^ inches in length, with mandibles which in the male

plasts, of certain diatoms, which do not vary are an inch in length and branched like the antlers of a

in number or position. Sab *snarxionlast. stac.

tion in the field for officers of the general

stafif.

It may be remarked, however, that "staff-rides," as

exercises on the ground without troops have come to be

called, are just as effective a means of teaching strategy

as fleld-days are of teaching tactics ; in fact, a better

means, for they bear a far closer resemblance to strategi-

cal work on a campaign than do the mimic battles of the

manoeuvre ground. -Encyc. Brit, XXXIII. 7.

stag cult, in Gr. antiq., a primitive worship of the stag

which later developed into that of Artemis Elaphia.

2. To cut off (trousers at the knee,

or boots at the ankle). [Local, U. S.]

See *spar»ioplast,

*placoplast, and *libroplast.

stable-, a. 4. In phys., being in equilibrium

such that no displacement, distortion, or

molecular or chemical change can be pro-

duced without the expenditure of work : said

of a body which, when displaced, tends to

return to its former position, or, when dis-

torted, to its former shape, also of a substance
which resists molecular or chemical change.

staccato, «. II. «. In?>iK.S!C, the act, process,

or result of singing or playing on an instru-

ment in a staccato manner.
Stachychrysum (stak-i-kri'sum), n. [NL.
(Bojer, 1837), < Gr. araxv^, an ear of grain, a

spike, + xP^x^k, gold. The name alludes to

the yellow color of the flowers in the type

species, S. chrysostachyum {Acacia chryso-

stachys of Sweet).] A genus of dicotyledo-

nous plants of the family Mimosacese. See
Piptadenia.

stachydrine (stak'i-drin), n. [Stac^hys) +
hydr(ogen) + -iiie'^.] A colorless, crystalline,

deliquescent, basic compound, (CH3)2N.Cg-
HsCOOH.HaO, contained in the sap of the

tubers of Stacliys'tuberi/era. It melts at 210°

C. when anhydrous.
Stachyose (stak'i-6s), «. [Gr. araxvQ, an ear

of frrain, -t- -ose.'\ Same as *manneotetrose.

Stack^, H. 9. In gambling and banking games,
twenty chips or counters.—10. A group of

retorts set together in the furnace for the

manufacture of coal-gas.—11. That part of a
blast-furnace which extends from the boshes
to the throat.

Stack^, t'. t.—To stack chips, in gaming, to pile chips
one on the other, so that twenty are in each pile.

stacking-swivel (stak'ing-swiv'l), n. A hook
at the upper band of a military small arm,
used for fastening it to others in stacking arms
when the bayonet is not of such shape that it

may be used for this purpose.

stadia, «.—stadia work, in surveying, the surveying
work or operations conducted by the stadia method.
See stadia, 3.

stadic (sta'dik), a. lst<id{ia) + -t'c] Of or

pertaining to a stadia, or connected with
stadia work. Nature, March 28, 1901, p. 514.

Encyc. Diet.

Stadion (sta'di-on), n. Same as stadium, 1

and 2.

stadium, «. 3. (6) In zool., same as stage,

9.—4. In entom., same as *instar^.

staf, n. A simplified spelling of staff.

Staffi, «.—Chief of stair. See *t7iiv/. -General staff

corps. See *roi-;>x2.—Non-commlssloned staff, nun-

commissioned officers not attached to any company, as a
sergeant-major, quarter.master sergeant, etc.—Octave
BtaS, in niusic'il notation, a peculiar form of staff, de-

signed to provide a fixed place for each of the twelve

semitones of an ix;tave, so that they can be indicated by
notes without any sharps or flats. Three such staffs, con-

nected, supply places for all the tones used iu vocal music.

Tile system has never come into general use.— Personal
Staff, the pers'fnal aides of a general officer in the T'nited

States army.—Staff corps. See *i:orp«2.—Staff de-
partment. See ^department. — Staff system, in

stag.

stage, n- 11. In jrco?., a stratigraphic division

equivalent to and expressing the work done
during an age—Bolderlan stage, one of the divisions

of the Miocene Tertiary in Belgium and Holland.—

Brahmanlan stage, the lowest division in the classifl-

cation of the Triassic rocks of the Mediterranean province,

as adopted by the Austrian geologists.— Bnrdlgallan
stage [L. Burdigala, F. Bordeaux], a division of the

Miocene Tertiary lying at the base of the series in France

and taking its name from Bordeaux. It is equivalent to

the LangMim stage iu Italy, and In the great Paris Ter-

tiary basin is represented by fluviatile deposits contain-

ing remains of Dinotherium, Mastodon, Rhinoceros,

Machxrodus, apes, and monkeys. In Aquitania the de-

posits are marine. The sea at this period stretched

across Provence, ascended the valley of the Rhone and
swept around the west end of the Alps, leaving behind as

its record a series of conglomerates and sandy and marly

deposits with characteristic shells. These strata have

since been folded and faulted in the great movements of

upheaval which gave its final form to the Alpine chain.

Geikie, Text-book of Oeol., p. 1267.— CarlnthlaU stage,

a division of the Triassic system in the Mediterranean

province as recognized by the Austrian geologists. It

lies below the Juvavian stage and above the Norian stage,

and is regarded as equivalent to the Keuper and upper
part of the muschelkalk in the German sections.— CJhar-

monthlan stage. See*C/iarmtn(f*tai!-— Free stage,
dramatic composition and representation freed from the

artificiality, traditions, customs, and conventionalisms

that fonnerly prevailed. The name was applied to a new
and successful departure in play-writing and play-acting

inaugurated about 1886 by the French actor Antoine. who
founded the Th64tre Libre in Paris, and twhich, almost
simultaneously, was attempted in the Independent The-

atre in London and the Freie Biihne ('Free Stage') in

Berlin.

These young men, however, so quickly gained the ear

of the general public, that the need for a special "free

stage" was no longer felt, and the Freie Buhne, having
done its work, ceased to exist. Unlike the French ThS-

Atre Libre and the English Independent Theatre, it had
been supported from the outset by the most influential

critics, and had won the day almost without a battle.

Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 520.

Greor^an stage, the lower subdivision of the Cambrian
system of North America. It is especially developed insystei.. .. -

the eastern mountain-ranges, where it consists of huge
masses of shales, limestones, and quartzites bearing the

OiencHKs fauna See *0(encH!w.— Hanging stage, (a)

A scaffolding or platform suspended by chains, ropes, or

rods for the use of paintere or repairers. Specifically-

(6) A plank hung horizontally over a ship's side for men
to stand or sit upon while cleaning or painting the ship.

— Helvetian stage. See *//c(re(t(r?i.— Johannean
stage, a division of the Cambrian rocks in New Bruns-

wick as classified by Matthew, lying above the Acadian
and below the Bret<mian, and taking its name from St.

John, N. li. The strata are about 1,000 feet in thickness

and contain a considerable fauna.—Juvavlan stage.
See *Jwoaiiinn.— Ladlnlan stage, a division of tlie

pelagic Trias of the McditeiTanean basin, constituting a

stage at the base of the Upper Trias and equivalent in

meaning to the None 8t;ige.— Levantine stage, a divi-

sion of the upper Tlioccne Tertiarj- in the Vienna basin.

— Llbumlau stage, the basal division of the Eocene
1'ertiary rocks in the southeni and southeastern Alps. It

embraces, in dcsceniliiig order, the Upper Foraniiniferal

limestone (marine), the i'osina beds (fresh-water), and the
Lower Foraniiniferal liniesU)ne (marine).- Mediterra-
nean Stage, tile marine strata of Miocene Tertiary age
in the Vienna basin, comprising a great variety of subdi-

visions and contrasted with the Sarmatian stage over-

lying, in which the fossils indicate a diminution of

salinity in the waters.— NorlC stage, a division of the
Alpine Trias, following the perioil of the muschelkalk, at

the close of which two great biological provinces were
established in the northern and southern Alps, which
continued during the remainder of Triassic time.—

Pateriiia Stage.

(From ZittePs •* Palaeon.
tology.")

stage

Oenlngen Sta^e, a division of the Miocene Tertiary,

consisting of fresh-water limestones typically exjxjsed at

Oeningen, on Lake Constance, Switzerland. These beds
are remarkable for their fossils, especially the insects and
plants. "In these strata so gently have the leaves,

flowers and fruits fallen, and so well have they been pre-

served, we may actually trace the alteniation of the

seasons by the succession of the different conditions of

the plants. . . . Judging from the proportion of [insect)

species, the total insect fauna may be presumed to have
been then richer in some respects than it now is in any
part of Europe. Nor did the large animals of the land
escape preservation in the silt of the lake. We know,
from bones found in the Molasse, that among the inhabi-

tants of that land were species of tapir, mastodon,
rhinoceros and deer. The woods were haunted by musk-
deer, apes, opossums, three-toed horses, and some of the
strange, long extinct Tertiary ruminants akin to those of

Eocene times. There were also frogs, toads, lizards,

snakes, squirrels, hares, beavers and a number of small
carnivores. On the lake the huge Dinotherium floated,

mooring himself perhaps to its banks by tlie two strong

tusks in his under jaw. The waters were likewise ten-

anted by numerous fishes, crocodiles and chelonians."

Geihie, Text-book of Geol., pp. 1270, 1271. Also known
as Oeninfjen Molasse and Tortmiian stage.—Fatezlna
staiT^) that stage in the ontogenetic development of all

brachiopods which is marked
by the acquisition of the em-
bryonic shell or protegulum,
which bears a very close re-

semblance to the adult shell
of a primitive genus, Pate-
rina or Kutortfina, found in
the Lower Cambrian rocks.
In this stage the shell is un-
ornamented, of semicircular
outline, with a straight or
arched hinge-line, and with-
out cardinal area ; and growth

proceeds by peripheral additions to the lateral or poste-
rior margins. In the succeeding nepionic and neanic
stages the generic and specific characters are acquired.
This Paterina type of embryonic shell is found only in

the Brachiopoda, and its possession by members of that
class is hence a phylembrjonic characteristic of the
Brachiopoda as a whole.— Pontlan Sta^e, a name given
by some authors to the uppermost member of the Mio-
cene Tertiary series of southeni Europe : by others it

is considered to be synonymous with Messinian, the
basal stage of the Pliocene in the same region.— Po-
teau stag^e, the uppermost member of the upper
coal-measures of western Arkansas and Oklahoma,
consisting of a series of shales and sandstones with
some coal-beds, in all 3,500-.^,000 feet in thickness.
— PottsvUle stage, the basal stage of the coal-mea-
surea or Pennsylvanian series of the Appalachian region,

consisting of conglomerates, sandstones, shales, and
coal-beds, aggregating several thousand feet in thick-

ness and lying above the Mauch Chunk red shale. The
series is divided from below upward into the Pocahontas,
Sharon, Conoquenessing, Mercer, and Homewood for-

mations.—Richmond stage, the uppermost stage of

the Lower Silurian formation in the interior or Appala-
chian basin of North America, succeeding the Lorraine
stage and typically represented in Ohio and Indiana,

taking its name from Richmond, Indiana.— Saimolslan
stage, in geol., the lowest division of the (.'ligocene

Tertiary in the Paris basin.— Sheridan Stage, the

Equus beds : so named from their dL'Vt'lopmeiit in Sheri-

dan county, Nebraska.- Stage positions, imaginary
points upon the stage of a theater used as a guide to

the actors in forming the groups that occur in the
action of the play. The most important stage position is

of course the center : all the other positions are fixed and
named with reference to it. The stage positions are as

follows : center, a point at the exact center of the stage,

as it stands after the scene is set, and equally distant

from the sides of the scene and from the front of the

stage, called the curtain line, and the back of the visible

scene ; right center, a point half-way between center and
the right-hand side of the scene ; left center, a point half-

way between center and the left-hand side of the scene ;

vp center, a point at the extreme back of the scene and
behind center; doivn center, a, point on the curtain line

in front of center; down right, a point on the curtain

line at the extreme right of the visible scene ; d^jwn le/t,

a point on the curtain line at the extreme left of the

scene ; vp right, a point at the extreme right and at the

back of the scene ; t/p le/t, the corresponding opposite

point at the back of the scene. The four positions 'down
right,' 'up right,' *up left^' and *down left' fonn a more
or less rectangular figure (according to the plan of the

scene) within which all the action of the play takes place.

When the perfonner passes a line drawn through these

points, or if he moves below the curtain line, he is said to

he out 0/ the piftvre. Downright center is a point on the

curtain line half-way between down center and down
right; down left center, a point on the curtain line half-

way between down center and down left; up right

center, a point half-way between up center and up right

;

up left center, a point half-way between up center and up
left. Two imaginary lines, drawn one from up right to

down right and the other from up left to down left, form

the right side and the left side of the stage. Each of

these lines is divided into four conventional points called

entrances, named and numbered, from down right to up
right and from down left to up left, as follows : right first

entrance, right second entrance, right third entrance, and
right fourth entrance; left first entrance, left second

e7Uran€e, left third entrance, and left fourth entrance.

These entrances may not all be actual entrances (real

doors, gates, or passageways in the scenery), and the scene

may not include them all. 'Right' or 'left" means in all

cases the performer's right hand or left : sometimes called

stage right, stage left. Up stage is at or toward the back ;

down stage, at or toward the front. The curtain line is

an imaginary line drawn across the stage from one side

of the proscenium opening to the other, and just in the

rear of the opening. The lower border of the curtain,

when down, is parallel to the curtain line. The action of

the play is presumed to be above (behind) the line, as

any action below (before) it lacks the proper illumma-
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tion, appears out of pro|wrtion to the rest of the stage
picture, aiul thus tends to destroy the stage illusion. See
theater.— SweatlniT stage, the third stage. foUowingthe
decline cl the fever, in the malarial attack.— TO take
t^e Sta^. See the extract.

Again, certain technicalities, which the trained actor
knows by experience, or which the untrained may divine
intuitively, will always atfect an audience. Thus, what
we call 'takinij the tstaj/e' on a heroic line is certain to
induce a burst of applause ; an exit exactly timed after a
comedy speech will be rewarded in the same way, but if

one takes but one step too far down the stage or miscal-
culates the distance to the door by a step, the applause
will not be forthcoming. The Grand, Oct., 1905, p. 463.

stage-pumping (staj'pum'ping), n. A system
of pumping the water from deep mines, in
which the lift from the bottom is divided into
steps or stages, so that the water is raised by a
series of pumps from level to level, instead
of being forced to the surface in one opera-
tion. The stress on the pipe which discharges
the water is less than if the head on one pump
only were the depth of the shaft, and each
pump is lighter than if the total head had to
be overcome at once.

stage-setting (staj'sefing), n. Arrangement
of scenery and property upon the stage of a
theater.

The gtaffe-gettinff consists of rows of clipped cypresses,
each advancing a few feet beyond the one before it.

A', \yharton, Italian Villas, p. 72.

stagger, v. <.— staggered riveting. See -kriveting.

stagger, "-— sleepy staggers, a non-contagious disease
of horses, the cause of wliich is unknown ; it is asso-

ciated with the ingestion of moldy or musty hay and
grain. More commonly called /ftrage-paiaoning or cert'

brogpinal mfningitu. U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. on Dis-
eases of the Horse, 1903, p. 79.

stagger-spokes (stag'6r-spoks), n. pi. Spokes
set alternately on one side and tne other of

the plane of a wheel,

staggery (8tag'6r-i),a. Staggering; inclining
to stagger or fall. [Colloq.j

I kept on passing old run-down houses ; sometimes a
tired-out looking frame building that was as ittaggery as
its shed and so old they was both dark to match.

C. D. Stewart, Partners of Providence, xzxiv.

stag-head (stag'hed), n. A diseased condition
of trees in which the topmost branches be-
come dead and bare. It is u.sually regarded as
due to an insufficient water-supply, but may
be caused by parasites or other injuries. See
stafi-hcadrfl.

stag-hunter (stag'hun't^r), n. One who en-
gages in the chase erf the deer; one who follows
a pack of staghounds. Encyc. Did.
Btagily (sta'ji-li), adv. Theatrically; with ex-
travagance of action or emphasis.
The rather perfunctory and trtagily improbable rescue

of Lance Carlyon from a watery grave in the secret cham-
bers. Pall Mall Gazette, Nov. 13, 1900, p. 4.

Stagnin (stag'nin), n. 'istagnyate) + in-.'\ A
substance which is formed during the auto-
lytic digestion of splenic tissue and has hemo-
static projierties.

8tagodontidae(stag-9-don'ti-de),«.p?. [ML., <

Sta(jo(lon(-t-), the type genus, -f- -idsS^ A fam-
ily of extinct marsupial mammals, containing
species of small size, having the molar teeth
with low, rounded crowns, as if solidified

from a drop of li(juid. Known from specimens
from the Laramie Cretaceous of the United
States. Marsh, 1889.

Stahl ear. See *ear'^.

Stahlstone (stiU'ston), n. [G. Stahl(berg) (see
def. ) + K. stone.] Siderito (iron carbonate)
from the Stahlberg, MUsen, Germany.

stain, n. 6. (6) Specifically, a solution of a
dye used in microscopical work to render
more readily visible various structures, and
for purposes of differentiation Ehrllch's triple
stain, a dye for staining bl(M>d-corpusclcs and other cells,

com;)osed (»f acid-fuchsin, orange (I, and methyl green
in alcohol and water.— Olemsa's Btaln, a staining mix-
ture cirtitaining methylene azure and methylene blue in
combination with eosin : a valuable p<jlychronie dye
which is extensively used in hematological studies.
— Oram*S stain, a methtwl of staining by which the
organisms ())actena)are first 8taine<l with gentian-aniline
water, then decolorizeri with Lugol's solution (an iodine
preparation), placed in alcohol until no ntore color is

extracted, and drie<l and mounted. Some organisms,
when thus treated, hold the original color of the gentian
violet, while others h>se it The method is thus of

use in the recognition of different types of bacteri.a-— Hastlng'S stain, a mo<liflcation of Ronianowsky's
stain : used in the stuily of the bl<K)d.—- Jenner^S stain,
a stain used in the study of the blood. It is aO..^ per
cent, solution of eosinate of methylene blue in absolute
methyl nlcoh-tl.— Lelshman's stain, a modification of
Roman'.wsky's stain : used in the study of the bl<KMl.

—

Nelssar'S stain, a methoil of staining the diptithiria
organistn. First the l)aeilli are colored with a solution of
methylene blue (20 cubic centimeters of an alcoholic 8<ilu-

tlon of the dye, 9fl0 cubic centimeters of distilled water,
and 30 cubic centimeters of glacial acetic acid), and then
oounteratained with a 0.2 per cent, solution of vesuvin.
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In this manner the bacilli appear brown and show from
two to four blue granules near the poles.— Neutral
Stain, a dye containing both an acid and a basic stain,
necessary for coloring a neutrophilic cell or tissue.

—

Nocht'S stain, a modification of Ronianowsky's stain :

used in the study of tlie blood.— Plasma stain. See
*;>iai(ma-«(ni«.—Romanowsky*S stain, a stain which,
in its many mollifications (Ziemann's, Nocht's, Giemsa's,
Leishman's, Wright's), is essentially an eosin methylene-
blue mixture which contains methylene azure, the latter
being derived from the methylene blue. The stain is

especially well adapted for the study of the malarial and
allied organisms.— Silver stain, in glass-painting, a
yellow color applied to the surface of the plain glass,
with which it unites in a very pennanentway. It is a
chief element in the decorative work of the fifteenth cen-
tury and later.— Specific stain, in histul. and cytol., a
staining solution which has a definite and marked affinity
for particular cells or tissues or parts of such elements.
P'or example, Sudan III is a' specific stain for fat ; eosin
one for the oxyphilic granules found in certain leuco-
cytes; methyl green, a specific nuclear dye.— Trlacld
stain, a polychrome stain devised by Ehrlich for the
study of the blood. It is composed of methyl green, aciil-
fuchsin, and orange G or aurantia, in sucli proportions
that a neutral mixture is obtained. The term ' triacid ' is

referable to the fact that all three basic amino groups of
the methyl green have been saturated by acid radicals of
the acid-fuchsin and the orange G.—Van Qieson'S Stain,
a counterstain of picric acid and acid-fuchsin. used after
staining with hemat*3xylin.

—

WrighVs stain, a stain
used in the study of hloixl : a modification of Leishman's
stain.- Zlemann'8 stain, a modification of Romanow-
sky's stain : used in the study of the blood.

Stainability (sta-na-biri-ti), n. Istainable
(-l)il-) + -ity.] In hhtol., the ability to take
up a stain: said of cells or tissues.

Stainer, «. 4. An insect that causes stains,
as the cotton-stainer Apple-wood stainer, an
American scolytid beetle, l^erocycton mati. Also called
pin-borer on account of the minute exit-holes it makes
in bark.

Staining-jar (sta'ning-jar*), n. In cytoJ. and
emiiryol., a jar in which series of animal or
plant sections, mounted on gla.ss slides, are
submitted to the action of a staining solu-
tion for the purpose of diflferentiating the
parts of their cells or tissues.

stair, n— Hanging stairs, stairs which are not snp-
p<»rted directly from below, as by a wall or columns, yet
are not self-supporting, as where the string-pieces are
sufficient in themselves, but which are carried on brack-
ets projecting from the wall or on rods from the roof.
Stone staire of which one end of each step is built into
the wall, and which rest one upon the other by slight
bearings at the top. are sometimes called hanging stairs.
— Schroeder's atalr figure. See *jigure.— Sviiai
stairs, staire composed entirely of windera ; steps of
which the flight has a greater width on the outside and
a smaller (sometimes coming to a point) at the center
of the circular plan. They may be built about a central
column called a newel ; or free with an open well in the
heart of the stair, in which case they are called open-
newel stairs. They may be built of stone or wood ; in
a stone spiral stair it is usual to build each step of a
single block with the outer end built into the wall of the
tower which contains the stair,

stair-gage (star'gaj), n. An attachment to a
carpenter's steel square used to give any pitch
or angle required in cutting braces, rafters,
stairs, etc.

stairway, n— Hovlsg stairway. See *eicatator.

stake', n. 6. The post or arm which carries
the fi.xed or stationary jaw of a riveting-ma-
chine, and holds up the rivet against the pres-
sure which upsets the metal and forms the
head—To drive stakes, specifically, to stake a claim
out or off; hence, to settle ; establish oneself. See«(aJlrel,

u. (., 4. [Colli»|.l

"Well, after drifting about several years I finally drove
stakes on the S[>okane River. I carried people across and
kept a general store. It struck me there ought to be
some money in furs.

G. Morrit, in Outing, Feb., 1906, p. 605.

To plant at stake or at the stake, in tea-growing, to
plant at the point (marked by a stake) where the bush is

to stand.

A favourite method is tn plant out with germinated
seed "«( stake." Claud Bald, Indian Tea, p. 54.

Stake^, ».— Club stakes, the amount always played
for in any game of cards when there is no special under-
standing t«j the c<jntrary.

Stake-presidency(stak'prez''i-den-si), n. The
office of president of a stake of the Mormon
Church. Tho president, with two counselors,
presides over the spiritual affairs of the
church in the stake locality. See staked, 5.

staking-iron (sta'king-i''tm), «. In currying,
an upright blade at the end of a stake or post
over wliifh tho skin is drawn back and forth
to soften it. Mod. Amrr. Tanning, p. 201.

staking-machine (sta' king-ma- shen"), n. A
machine for softening leather, in which a
blade is dra^vn back and forth over the skin
or hide. C. T. Davi.s, Manuf. of Leather, p. 273.

stalactite, «. 4. In decorative architecture of
certain schools, a pendent ornament with sharp
edijes and generally one of many in a group.
Stalagma (KtS-Iag'mii), n. [Gr. arn'tayiia, a
drop, < araAriiTCTHj', drop, drip. See stiilagmit^.']

Same as stalagmite. [Rare.]

stal'wart

Stalagmite marble. Same as onyx marile
(which see, under onyx).

Stale^, a.- stale demand or claim. See irdemand.—To go stale, (a) To be the worse for age, or lack of
freshness and interest ; become flat, or insipid ; lose in-
itiative- (b) To be overtrained ; be injured by the strain
of long training, so that the response to stimulus, mental
or physical, is impaired : said of horses and athletes, and
also used flguratively-

In 1892, the Unionist administration having gone stale,
it was turned out.

W. T. Stead, in Rev. of Revs., May, 1903, p. 674.

Stalk^, n—Abdominal stalk. See *abdominal.
stalk-borer, «— cotton stalk-borer, a ccrambycid

Cotton Stalk-borcr (.-^taxta cry/'ta).

a, lanra from above : *. larva from side ; c, tunneled cotton-stalk
showing: exit hole ; d, adult beetle : a, i, and d, enlarged. (Howard,
U- S. D. A.)

beetle. Ataxia crypta, whose larva bores in the stalks of
cott^iu in the southern United States.— Larger com
Stalk-borer. See *6orer.— Rice stalk-borer, the
larva of an American crambid moth, Chilo plejadeUus
It bores into rice-stalks near the base.— Smaller com
stalk-borer. See •dorer.- wheat stalk-borer, the
larva of an American noctuid moth, Achatodes zete. It
bores into the stalks of wheat, corn, potatoes, and many
other plants.

stalk-chopper (8tak'chop'''6r), «. A tool or
machine designed for use in cutting the stalks
of plants.

This may be accomplished economically by cutting the
stalks into pieces by means of a machine known as&stalk
chopper, followed by buniing, or the plants may be up-
rooted with a plow commonly used for that purpose in
clearing cotton fields in the spring and then treated in
the same maimer. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 378.

stalk-cure (stak'kvir), v. t. To cure (tobacco)
with the leaves still on the stalks : opposed to
*leaf-cure.
The net financial returns amounted to $32.89 for the

ttalk-eured and $53.55 for the leaf-cured or Snow process.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. 63, p. 26-

stalk-worm (stak'wferm) n. The larva of an
American crambid moth, Crambus caKginosel-
lus, which feeds on tobacco-stalks, where to-

bacco has been planted on grass-lands. It also
feeds on corn and grasses. Also called tobacco
root-worm.

stalU.'i. 10. Same as eo(i,4. Seealso/n^er-stoH.
stalP, n. - Front
stall, one who makes
acquaintances inorder
to introduce them to
sharpera ; the ' hat-

raiser' in a bunco
game. [Slang.]

stall -end (stfi,l'-

end), n. In ec-

clesiastical furni-

ture, the end of

a stall, usually
richly carved.

stall - keeper
(starke''p6r), n.

The keeper of

a book-stall or
other stall.

The stall-keepers
generally offered to
his notice any Eng-
lish book which they
thought likely to take
his fancy.
Southey, Doctor, cxii.

stall-work (stal'-

werk), «. In
ecclesiastical fur-

n i t u r e , the
carved work of
choir-stalls.

stalwart, n. 3. An
ascetic, dogmatic,
andstrenuousper- -~
son: noting a so-

cial type. [Rare]

.

I shall call them stalwarts from their love of doctrines,

dogmas, anil creeds, and from their inclination to sub-
ordinate policy U^ principle.

Patten. Development of Eng. Thought, p. 27.

Stalt-end (Fnglish).



stalwartism

stalwartism, «. 2. As a social creed and ten-

deucy, devotion to principles of self-restraint,

frugality, and religious and political dogma-
tism. See *stalicart, n., 3.

In the eighteenth centurj', gtahfarti»tn became apolit-

ical force through the deme>cratic ideals which developed
in harmony with frugal ideas.

Patten, Development of Eng. Thought, p. 29.

stamp, ».— Commission of stamps. See -kcommis-
rionl.— Gravity stamp, a massive pestle lifted by me-
chanically driven cams and allowed to fall by its own
weight upon rock and ore in a mortar at its ft>ot ; used
for crushing ores to sizes which fit the particles for fur-

ther treatment of concentration and extraction.— Local
stamp, in Psychol., the characteristic coloring of cutane-

ous impressions at different parts of the surface ; the

local sign.

If we touch the skin of the cheek, the sensation of

pressure has a very characteristic stamp which is espe-

cially conditioned by the,absence of a firm substructure,

the flaccidity of the skin, and the insertion in the skin of

muscular fibres. ... In accordance with Lotze's prece-

dents these "(ocn/ ftamps," characteristic of sensations

of pressure, are also designated as "local signs."

T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 76.

Pneumatic stamp, a form of pestle driven by a crank-

motion which raises it and delivers its blow upon rock
and ore in a moi-tar at ita base. Since the crank would
not deliver a dead or inelastic blow on the rock, and the

thickness in the mortar must be variable, the crank con-

necting-rod is not attached directly to the pestle, but
drives the latter through a pneumatic cylnider. The
piston is attached to the crank, and the cylinder to the
pestle or stamp, or vice versa- Compression of the air

above or l>elow the piston causes powerful dead blows to

be delivered, and relieves the pin and bearings from
shock, providing also for variable tliickness of the layers

of material.— Stamp copper, tax. See *copperl,-ktax.
— Trading-Stamp. See •^trading-stamp.

Stampee (stam-pe'), «. [stomp + -eel.] An
old local name for restamped subsidiary coins
in the islands of St.Vincent and Trinidad.

Stampian (stam'pi-an), a. and n. [L. Stamp(eB)
(whence Etampen) + -in«.] I. a. In gcoL,
noting a group of Oligocene Tertiary de-
posits in the fitampes district of France, in-

termediate in age between the Aquitanian
above and the Tongrian or Saunoisian below.

II. «. The Stampian group.
stamping-machine, n. 2. In shoe-mamif., a
press for st?mpiug a trade-mark or the name
of the maker on the sole of a shoe ; a bottom-
stamping machine.

stamp-licker (stamp'lik''6r), n. One who
licks postage or other stamps or moistens
them with the tongue— Stamp-llckers' tongue.
See irtongue,

atamp-rock (stamp'rok), n. In mining, ore or
quartz which has to be stamped in the process
of separating the metal.

atamp-weed (stamp'wed), n. Same as *butter-
prittt, 2.

stance, ». 4. In golf, the position of a player's
feet, in addressing the ball.

Btanchion, «.— Beam-stanohlon. See -kpillar, 13.— Box-section stanchion, a stanchion or upriglit post
or column, used in bridge-building and in.s)iip-building,

made up of four longitudinal steel or iron plates riveted
together at the edges by the aid of angle-irons. The
st^j£hion thus resembles a long box, whence its name.

—

Deck-stanchlon. See -kpillar, 13.— Hold-stanchlons
inaut.), the vertical props or supports, usually of cylin-

drical metal n)ds or tubes, which extend from the bottom
-of the vessel to the hold-beams.—HoUow stanchions
(naut.), the props or supports for deck-beams, etc.. which
are made from a rolled shape, similar to an ordinary gas-

pipe, but of heavier proportions.—Man-rope Stanchion,
a deck-stanchion which holds the end of a man-rope.

stand, V. 1. intratis— To stand by. {c) in law, ia
remain silent and unprotesting while another s interest

is sulfering. A duty of disclosure is implied.—TO St&nd
clear, naut., to keep out of danger.—To Stand for. (6)

To mean; represent; as, A »(aHd« /or apple.

His worst quarrel with Gus and her friend, Clara Hop-
kins . . . came about because the new member refused
to tell what the initials "stood/or."

J. C. Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, iv.

To stand pat. See *pat2, adv.

H. (run.v.— To stand trial. See *(riaZ.

stand, w. 6. (6) In agri., the state or condi-
tion of a crop in respect to the number and
uniformity of plants that occupy a given area.

A good stand of corn is one that has the
proper or requisite number of plants on the
area and in which the plants are of similar

Bize and vigor, (c) In fore'try, the trees of a
given area collectively, either all or those of

a particular species, grade, etc. A pure stand
is one composed exclusively of a given spe-
cies, as of spruce, etc.— 13. In calico-printing,

a color-mixture used as a standard or base
from which other shades are made by the ad-

di4;ion of starch-thickening or -paste. Also
called standard Bold stand, in division loo. when
the pool is a simple and every one is obliged to play his

hand.— On stand, in law, a term expressing the right of
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an outgoing tenant of a fann to sell manure thereon to

his successor, though he may not remove it It is on
stand and may not lawfully be used until sold. This
right is by no means universal.— Stand method. See
*uiethod.— Stand table, in /urestry, a tabular state-

ment of the number of trees of each species and diameter
class upon a given area.- To take a, or one's. Stand.
(a) To rest upon something as a support or ground in

argument or resolution : as, to take one's stand upon the
Constitution, (b) To adopt a definite position with re-

gard to some matter that is in dispute or is undecided ;

adopt and express a positive and definite view or resolve.

standard^. I. n. 5. In hort., a fruit-tree that
grows to its normal size, that is, is not
dwarfed; in Great Britain, a tree or other
plant that is grown to a single trunk, in dis-

tinction from one that is grown in bush form.
— 6. In forestry, a tree from 1 to 2 feet in di-

ameter, breast-high.— 7. Same as *.ttand, 13.— 8. A wholesale unit of measurement for

timber. A standard of pine timber is equal
to 720 feet of 11 inches X 3 inches cross-sec-

tion. Also, the standard sizes of planks, as
St. Petersburg, Quebec, etc. Lockirood, Diet.

Mech. Engin. Terms Absolute photometric
standard, a photometric standard the definition or
specification of which is based directly upon some abso-
lute system of units.— Barometric standard, the
standard adopted by any institution for nieastn-ing atmo-
spheric pressure. See standard *pr('xt<nn>. — Bureau Of
Standards. See •b»iT,™.— Color standard. See
•cofor. -Light standard. See*(i;''i'i —Matthlesen's
standard, a practical unit of resistance, the resistance
of a copper wire ^ of an inch in diameter and one mile
in length, at 70° F. Also called Matthiesen's mile stan-

dard. Ktrrt. World and Engin., Nov. 14, ]90:i, p. 816.
— Methven standard, an Argand lamp with a Meth-
ven screen, used in the photometry of gas-fiames. See
Methven screen, muler -kli'iht standard.—Mile stan-
dard. See Matthiesen's *.sY(nH/an/.—Pentane stan-
dard. See *^<"fTm'.— Platinum Standard. Same as
Violle's platinum standard. See *tight standard.—
Thermometrlc standard, the standard adopted by an
institution for measuring temperatures. The interna-
tional standard of the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures at Sevres is the gas-thermometer reduced
to an ideal thermodynamic scale.— Vlolle Standard,
in photom., the platinum standard of light devised by
Violle. . See -klight standard.

II. a.— Standard pressure. See *prc««ure.

stand-by, n. II. a. Standing; fixed. See the
extract.

The actual cost of generation, i.e.. the cost of coal, oil,

etc. These are the chief items which go to make up what
are called the Standing or Stand-by Charges. Other items
which might fairly be added to the stand-lyy charges are
the rent, rates, and taxes, and a part of the management
expenses. . . . He [Mr- Wnjght] also includes stand-by
coal charges used for banking fires, etc., and all wages of
workmen.

Jonr. Brit Inst. Elect. Engineers, 1899-1900, p. 680.

stand-cask (stand'kask), n. A more or less

ornamental cask in a liquor-dealer's establish-
ment, intended to be filled and placed in such
a way that the contents can be drawn off

through a faucet or spigot into other recep-
tacles to be sold.

standfast (stand'fast), n. That which stands
firm, showing strength and resistance to
change]; something strongly rooted either
physically or mentally.

The travellers swarm forth from the cars. ... It
seems as if the whole world, both morally and physically,
were detached from its old standfasts and set in rapid
motion. And, in the midst of this terrible activity, there
sits the old man ... so subdued, so hopeless, so
without a stake in life, and yet not positively miserable.

Hawthorne, Mosses from an Old Manse, Old Apple
[Dealer, p. 223

stand-galley (stand'gal"i), ». Same as stand-
ing galley (which see, under galley).

stand-hand (stand'hand), n. In icarti, a hand
on which it is right to play without proposing

;

also, on^ on which it is right to refuse, or play
without giving cards : usually called *jeM de
regie (which see).

The player who makes the highest declaration becomes
the stand-hand. If a player declares Nap, i. e., that he
plays for all five tricks, he becomes the stand-hand, as no
higher declaration can be made.

Amer. Hoyle, p. 297.

standing-bolt (stan ' ding -bolt), n. A bolt
screwed into a threaded hole in a fixed surface
and threaded on its projecting end to receive
a nut.

standing-vise (stan'ding-vis), n. 1. A form
of bench-vise so large, and at such a height
from the floor, that the operator must stand
while at work.— 2. A form of heavj' vise at-

tached to a bench at one side and standing
upon a leg which reaches to the floor. Also
called lcg-ri.se.

stand-pat (stand-pat'), "• Characterized by
the principle of ' staniding pat.' See *pat'^,

adv., 2. [U. S. political slang.]

stand-patter (stand 'pat ''fir), n. One who

Staphylococcus
' stands pat

'
; one who refuses to consider any

change or reform of the existing status or
policy, especially reform of the tariff. See to

stand '''pat. [U. S. political slang.]

The vehement and numerous protests of disappointed
manufacturers and indignant ** stand-patters" — even
those within the Cabinet— are not having the slightest
effect on the President A'. 1'. Tribune, May 18, 1905.

Stand-pattism (stand-pat'izm), n. The prin-
ciples or conduct of the stand-patters. N. ¥.
Sun, Jan. 19, 1906. [U. S. political slang.]

stand-pipe, n. 8. A fixed vertical pipe for
furnishing water to the upper part of a high
building in case of fire. The stand-pipe may
be connected to a high-pressure water-main or
maybe dependent on a hose from a fire-en-

gine for its supply.

It has become the practice to erect at convenient
points within the building steel stand-pipes, generaUyO
inches in diameter, extending from the pavement to the
roof, provided at each st^^rey with double branches and
plugs of the dimension and pitch of screw to receive the
regulation fire-hose connexion. '

Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 440.

standstill, n. 2. The state of standing still

;

a state of immobility.

One may be pemiitted to doubt whether any style of
starting can be considered thoroughly satisfactory which
does not i)ermit the liorses t^» be started from " motion

'*

instead of a ^' stand-still.' Athenseum, July 9, 1904, p. 40.

To gallop to a standstill. See -kgallop.

Stang^, n. 4. A bar or pole, in a kind of warp-
dressing machine, over which the warp passes.

StangS (stang), n. A Siamese coin.

The Bangkok Times understands that a gold coinage
law is being drafted for Siam, and that the measure may
become law within the year. It is under this law that it

is proposed to reintroduce the stang— a copper coin this
time, not nickel as before. Matters have not developed
sufticiently far yet. however, for orders to be given for
the manufacture of the coins.

Daily Cons, and Trade Rep., Sept 3, 1907, p. 6.

stanhope, n.— Double stanhope, a carriage with a
body composed of two stanhope bodies, with the brack-
ets cut away and the seats facing each other. There is a
driver's seat on iron supports at the front and a footman's
foot-board at the rear.

Stanley's actinometer. See ''•actinometer.

stannate, n— sodium stannate. See «odiiim.

stannel, «. See slaniel.

Stannic chlorld, SnCl4,.a compound of tin and chlorin,

used in dyeing as a mordant but not to as large an extent
as formerly.— Stannic. oxid. See -koxid.

Stannofiuorlde (stan-o-flo'o-rid), n. [L. stan-

num, tin, -I- '£•. fluoride.'^ A double salt con-
sisting of stannic fluoride united to the fluoride

of a more basic metal : as, potassium «<a»no-

fluoridc, K2SnFg.
Stannoiis chlorld, SnClg ; used in the same way aa
•kstannie chlorid.

Stansfleld's formula. See ^formula.

stapeal (sta'pe-al), n. and a. [NL. stape(s) (see

stapes) + -a/1.] One of the bones of the gill-

cover of fishes : same as '^opercular. Starks,

Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 515.

stapedectomy (stap - e - dek ' to - mi), n. [NL.
stapes (assumed stem stajjed-) + Gr. ckto/ij/, ex-

cision.] An operation for the removal of the
stapes in the middle ear.

stapes, n. 2. A bandage for the foot forming
figure-of-eight turns around the ankle,

staphyleaceous (staf"i-le-a'shius), a. [NL.
Stap}iyleace{se) -I- -om«.] lielonging or pertain-
ing to the Stapliyleaceie.

staphyledema (staf'"i-le-de'ma), n.
;
pi. staph-

ylcdemata (-ma-ta). [SL., < Gr. arafrXij, the
uvula, 4- ol6?!fla, swelling.] Edematousswell-
ing of the uvula.

Staphyllnic (staf-i-lin'ik), a. [.staphyline +
-ic] Of or relating to the uvula or to the
palate.— Staphyllnic Index. &ee*index.

staphylococcal (8taf'''i-lo-kok'al), a. Istaphy-

lococc{its) + -a/1.] Of or pertaining to staphy-
lococci.

staphylococcic (staf^'i-lo-kok'sik), a. Istaphy-

loc<icc{us) + -ic] Same as '^staphylococcal.

staphylococcomycosis ( staf "i-lo-kok'o-mi-
ko sis), n. [NL., < staphylococcus + mycosis.]

A morbid state of the skin due to the presence
of staphvloeocci. Med. Record, July 25, 1903,

p. 144.

Staphylococcus (staf'i-lo-kok'us), n. [NL.
(Rosenaeh, 1884), < Gr. 'aTa<tiv>.//, a bunch of

grapes. + kokkoc, a berry (see coccus).] 1. An
invalid generic name applied to certain species

of pus-forming bacteria, of which Micrococcus
{^Staphylococcus') pyogenes is the most cora-



staphylococcus

mon.— 2. [?. c. ;
pi. staphylococci (-si).] Any

member of t his group which is characterized by
having the cells aiTaiiired in irregular groups.

Sti^phylococcHS pyogenei aureus.

Magnified i.ooo times.

(From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.")

—Staphylococcus botryomyces, a pathoKenic micro-
organism beloiii,'iMir to the (.-lass of inicrix;ix;ci which are
virulent fur niiee. t;uinea-pi(,'.s, sheep, and horses. In the

latter animal it pnxiuces the affection of the severed end
of the spermatic cord known as ^Ootryomycogis (which
Bee).

staphylodialysis (staf -^i-Jo-di-al'i-sis), n.

Same :is *s(it]}!!yhj}tosis.

Staphylolysin(stal'-i-lori-8in), n. [Gr, trra^/.^,

a bunch of grapes (see Staphylococcus), -+- K.

lysifi.'l A bacteriolysin which results on im-
munization with staphylococci.

8taphyloplastic(staf''i-lo-plas'tik), a. [staphy-

lapla.st{y} -\- -tf.] Of or relating to staphylo-
plasty.

staphyloptosis (staf'i-lop-to'sis), n. [NL.. <

Gr. crra^r/^, uvula, + tttCxji^j a falling.] Elonga-
tion of the uvula.

staphylorrhaphic (staf - i - lo - raf ' ik). a.

[staphyforrhaphiy) + -t>.] Of or pertaining
to the f»poration of staphylorrhaphy.
staphylotoxin (staf^i-lo-tok'sin), n. [Gr.
(yrupv'/.r/, a buncU of grapes (see Staphylococcus)^

-t- E. toxin.'\ Same as "^utaphylolysin.

staple 1, » 7. In 6ooA'ft*«rfin.7, a clenched wire
used to bind togetherlhe sections of a book.

—

8. In iron ship-building, an angle-bar bent and
welded so as to form approximately a right

angle in two places so that the bar has the
outline of a flattened U. A box-staple is an
angle-bar similarly bent and welded into an
approximately rectangular outline.

staple^, '. t. 2. In iro» *Ai/>-6H(/rf(M)7, to make
or fit (an angle-bar) in the form of a staple.

See "^staplc^, n., 8.

staple-knee (sta'pl-ne), n. An iron knee
welde<l in the form of a staple, having one arm
secured to the upper and the other arm to the
lower deck-beam, while the body is bolted to
the ship's side.

staplin^-machine (sta'pling-ma-shen*), «.

The wire-stitching machine used by book-
binders.

star^, «. 8. A book-name for humming-birds
of the genus Calothorax, Oreotrochilus, and re-

lated genera,— Carbon stars, stars of Secchi's fourth
(rroiip. the spectni of whicli have abwtriftion-flutinca

sharply defined at the lower edge and fading cnit toward
the blue, attribnte'l to carbon or one of its compounds.
They are few and not brilliant. The star known as ' 1.^2

ftchjellerup' is the type.—Cepheld star. See ^Cepkeid.
— Dark star, a liody in mass and dimensions of the same
order as other stars in the same region, but shining nnly
feebly or not at all ; a star which baa not yet attained
luminosity or haa outlived it. Such a body is at present
discfjverable only by its effect upon some visible star

with which it forms a binary couple. In the Algol class

of variable stars the dark one dischrtes its existence by
regular eclipses of its partner, and from the duration and
other phenomena f)f the eclipHe, combined with the spec-
troscopic observations cif the motion of the visible star, it

is possible U} compute the dimensirms, mass, and density
(A both comjMtneiits. Other examples are the faint com-
panions of Sirius and I*i-iK:yon, which are thiiusands of

tiniefl less luminous than their brilliant primaries, but
have a mau not very greatly inferior. Long before tele-

flcopeehad become powerful enough to make them vis-

ible, Bessel ha<l inferred their existence from the peculiar
motions of the larger stars. Isolated dark stars seem t(^

be hrtpelessly beyond the p<»f:sihility of detection ; but
while less than KX) rlark stars are certainly known at

present, there is n(» improbability hi the suggestion of
Bewel that the dark stars are at leaat as numerous as
those that shine; they may even greatly outnumber
tiienu M some maintain.— Greenwich stars, originally,

the stare ased for lunar contpiitAtions in the nautical
ephemeris. At present the number given In the almanac
ia greatly increased, and is not limited t-o those utilized
for lunar observations.—HeUam star, a star in the
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spectrum of which the lines of helium are characteristic.

They are often called Orion stars, because several of the
leading stars in that constellation belong to this class

and supply typical examples. The helium stars stand at
the sunnnit in Lockyer's temperature classification of

the stai-a.—Hydrogen star, a stai- of Secchi's class I, in

the spectrum of which the hydrogen lines are specially

conspicuous, those of other substances being faint or
absent—Longitude star. See •io?i(;t(Md^.—Nautical
stars, certain stars made use of by navigators for deter-

minintr the latitude and longitude of a ship at sea.

—

Nebulous star, (p) A small, strongly condensed
nebula, which appears like a badly defined sta.r in a
small telescope, but shows its true character in one suf-

ficiently powei-fuL—Order of the African Star. See
korder.—OriOn Staxs. See helium -kstar.—Oxy^en
star, one of the stars which show in their spectra hues
due to the presence of oxygen.—Ruddy stax, any star of
reddish color. Such stars are rare as compai'ed with
while and yellow stars, but several hundred are known.
—Runaway star, a star which has an extraordinary
velocity, as indicated by the greatness of its angular
proper motion, combined with the smallness of its paral-

lax. The one to which the appellation was first applied
is 1830 Groombridge.

Tlie velocity of a uumber of stars has been calculated,

and, as this can be done by mdependent methods, the
results may be taken as fairly reliable. The speed of

some of the so-called " runaivay stars," like 1830 Groom-
bridge, indicates a stellar system vastly more extensive
than the one hundred million suns, which was the
assumed figure when the runaway stars got their name.

starch-tree

of refined metallic antimony which has been
cast in an iron bowl as a mold and which
shows on the surface the stellate markings
due to crystallization.

star-candle (8tar'kan'''dl), w. The French
standard candle or bougie de VStoile. See
standard ^candle.

starch'^, n— Moss starch. Same as iicfteiun.— Sol-
uble starch, a colorless dextrorotatory pulverulent com-
pound prepared by the action of glycerol, dilute acids, or
diastase on starch. It is insoluble in alcohol, but dis-
solves in warm water and separates out when the liquid
cools.- Tapioca starch, that variety of starch which is

found in cassava- or manioc-root. The characteristic
forms of tapioca are produced by drying the starch on
heated plates. This causes many of the granules to
burst ; consequently the starch is somewhat soluble in

cold water.

star-chart (star'chart), H. A chart which
shows the stars in a certain portion of the
sky. Smithsonian Eep., 1890, p. 180.

starch-buck (starch'buk), «, In candy-malcingy

a machine for separating the candied creams,
syrups, pastes, or conserves used as filling for
chocolate candies from the starch-molds in

which they are east in the depositing-machine.
The wooden trays containing the starch-molds filled

with the cast candies are placed in the starch-buck

On the basis of such an estimate. It was thought that the
attractive force of the whole stellar system was insuffi-

cient to hold such stars in leash, and that they would
dash int*j the depths of space and be lost forever. Such
a view now appeai-s unt*;nable.

C. Snyder, >'ew Conceptions in Sci., p. 76.

Secchi's types of stars, the four types or classes into

which Secclii divided stellar spectra : the earliest classi-

fication and still rec<«nized as practically convenient.

—

Silicon star, a star in the spectrum of which the lines of

silicon are especially conspicuous.— Solar Star, a star

the spectrum of whick A'ssentially resembles that of the
sun.—Star class, a class (of persons or things) marked
with or bearing a star as a distinguishing mark. See
the extract.

The principle of the "star class," so successfully tried
since 187(* in the convict prisons, has been extended to
the local prisons; a prisoner never previously convicted
is designated as a " stiu'," and absolutely segregated from
his fellows at chapel, lal>our, exercise, atul quarters
wcnpicd. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 8.

Star connection, current, in elect. See •kpubiphaae.—
Star formation, see kj'onnation.—^XBX magnitude.
See mrt;//n(((((*'.—Star Of Bethlehem, (c) a stjir, or a
light called a star, which in the gospel of Matthew is

stated to have guided the wise men of the East to the
manger at Bethlehem. As to its nature and its reality,

opinions are divided.—Star polygon. Same as stellated

polyyon.—StBTB Of Verheyen, a radiating plexus of
veiiis on the surface of the kidney.—Stars Of WinslOW,
a stellate plexus of capillaries giving tirigin to the vena;
vortict'sa? of the choroid coat of the eye.—Triple star,
three stars so close as to appear single to the naked eye.

They usually form a physically connected system.

—

Wolf-Rayet star, a star with a peculiar spectrum,
which consists of light and dark bands, especially a
bright one in the blue, and a number of bright lines

attributable, many of them, to hydrogen and helium.
Over a hundred of these stars are now known, all but one
(y Argus) small, and all in or near the Milky Way. They
take their name from the astronomers who discovered
the first of them in 1867.—Zone Of stars, the stars con-
tained within a zone iiidndt-d between two given paral-

lels of declination.—Zone star, a star wIhcIi belongs to

a zone catalogue of sUirs included between two i>arallels

of declination.

Star^, r. t. 5. To cut with radiatingincisions:
said with reference to a chronic ulcer which
may be so cut through the base and edges in

order to loosen up adhesions, and so promote
healing.

starboard. I. n.— Pnt the wheel to starboard!
a conmion but misleading expression or command mean-
ing not necessarily that the wheel shall he turned toward
the starboard side of the vessel, but that it shall be re-

volved BO that tjje tiller shall go to the starboard side.

II. a.— To have the starboard sheets aft. See
ka/tl.

starbowl (star'bol), n. A hemispherical mass

and automatically dumped; then the empty tray is re-

moved, refilled with fresh stai-ch, and made ready to be
used again. The mixed candies and starch are sepa-
rated, the starch is removed, and the candies are thor-

oughly cleaned and delivered ready for the final coating
with chocolate. It is oft^jn combined with other ma-
chines. In the illustration it is shown at the left of

the large machine, and perfonns the first of several
continuous operations in candy-making. The trays

containing the filled starch-molds are i)laced in the ma-
chine at the left, the contents dmnped, the candy is

cleaned, the starch removed, luid the trays are refilled.

passed on to the starch-printer shown in the middle of
the machine, and then to the depositing-machine shown
at the extreme right. The trays of filled molds are then
transferred by hand to the cooling- and drying-rooms,
where the candies are hardened so that they may be
readily released from the molds. The next step is to
transfer them to the starch-buck, when the whole process
is repeated, except that the candies are removed from the
machine as fa.st as they are cleaned, when they may be
conveyed to the dipping-machine or the coating-machine,
to be covered with chocolate.

Starcher, n. 2. In laundry-work, a machine
for saturating collars, cuffs, and parts of

shirts and other garments with hot starch,

preparatory to passing tliem through an iron-

ing-machine. The simplest machine is a
tumbling-barrel in which collars and cuffs are
placed with a small quantity of starch, the
rolling motion of the barrel distributing the
starch over the goods. In more complicated
machines the goods are fed to endless tapes
or conveyers of some openwork fabric, and
carried through a tank holding starch, and
then between stripping-roUs which remove
the surplus starch. In other machines dis-

tributing-rolls spread the starch on the goods.
starch-printer (starch'prin''''ter), «. Incandy-
nmking, a form of molding- or printing-press
used to form molds for candy in trays filled

with starch. PIaster-of-Paris formers sus-

pended from a horizontal plate are pressed
into the soft starch to form the required cup-
shaped molds, the starch being pressed firm
enough to retain the shape of the molds when
filled with hot candy in the depositiog-ma-
chine. In the illustration under '^starch-ouckj

a starch-printer stands between the starch-

biick and the depositing-machine.

starch-sheath (starch'sheth), n. See "^phJceo-

tcrma.

starch-tree (starch'tre), n. [starch + tree.']

One of a class of trees of temperate zones,



starch-tree

consisting cbiefly of hardwoods, in wliich dur-

ing the winter ttie starch of the wood remains
unaltered and that of the cortex is converted
into glucose and unknown bodies. A. F. W.
Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 436.

starchy'-', «. 2. Of a powdery texture due to

the predominance of starch : said chiefly of

the more amylaceous (soft)_wheats: opposed
to *horny.

star-connected (stiSr'ko-nek'ted), a. Said of

a polyphase apparatus, such as a transformer,

in which one end of each of the windings is

connected to a common neutral point while

the free ends make contact with the terminals

of the line-wires.

star-count (star'kount), n. Enumeration of

the number of stars visible in the field of a

given telescope: either the total number or

the number of stars of each magnitude separ-

ately.

For simple glar-eountt, we have only to substitute star-

eojinU by mafrnituiles over selected areas of the sky.

A. M. Cterke, in Smithsonian Rep., 1891, p. 104.

star-current (star'kur'ent), n. In elect., the

current in a star-connected polyphase circuit.

stare-about (star'a-bouf), n. One who stares

about from idle curiosity; one who has the

curiosity of a greenhorn.

Yea, under the gallows at executions,

They sticic not the gtare-ahoxUfi' purses to talce.

Ben Joiison, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

starer, n. 2. pi. A pair of eye-glasses; a
pince-nez. [Slang.]

She sat with the starers she had taken off lying in her
lap, absently rnbljing their glasses with her pocket-liand-

kerchief. A. Broutjhton, Waifs Progress, p. 128.

Star-flnder (star'fin"der), n. A pointer or

tube with a rough equatorial mounting, de-

signed to facilitate the finding of a given star

from the data on a star-map.

star-fungUS (star'fung"gus), n. San\e as earth-

star.

star-gage (star'gag), r. t. To count the stars

visible in the field of a given telescope. See
the extract.

We may now describe the process of photographic star-

gaaging. It consists in tlie enumeration, by magnitudes
or half magnitudes, of the stars down, say, to the fifteenth

magnitude, self-pictured from distinctively situated

patches of the slcy.

A. 31. Clerke, in Smithsonian Rep., 1891, p. 105.

star-gazer, «.— Electric star-gazers, a name of

species of fishes of tlie genus Aartmcopiig, of tlie family
L'ranoscopida.^SanA star-gazers, fishes of the fam-

ily Dactyto8copi4«, living on sandy shores of tropical

seas.

star-grass, «. 2. The Australian Chloris

trnncata. See *finger-grasa.

star-hyacinth, n. 2. The star-of-Bethlehem,
Ornithogalum umbellatum. [Pennsylvania.]

Of the gtar hyacinth, or star of Bethlehem, we hear no
more until the "third volume of the Memoirs is publislled.

J. Lorain, Pract. of Husbandry, p. 138.

star-image (star'im"aj), n. The small circular

(apparent) disk of a star as seen in a telescope

or as formed on a photographic plate.

Owing to the error inherent in the gtar-images, the
probable error of a position of Eros derived from a num-
ber of measures of four images on out plate is not nearly

BO small as the above measures suggest ,

Nature, June 9, 1904, p. 136.

Staring coat. See *coat'i..

star-jelly (star'jel'i), n. A common name for

any of the gelatinous blue-green algro which
appear suddenly upon the surface of the

ground after a rain or heavy dew, popularly
believed to have fallen from the stars.

Starksia (stiirk'si-a), n. [NL. (1896), named
after Edwin C. Starks, an American ichthyol-

ogist.] A genus of blennioid fishes found in

the (julf of California.

star-ledger (star'lej"er), n. A record of cer-

tain star-observations in ledger form. Nature,
June 9, 1904, p. 13.5.

starling-stone (stiir'ling-ston), n. A kind of

petrified wood which shows, in a cross-section,

markings suggesting the speckled plumage of

a starling.

star-of-Bethlehem, ». 3. In Australia, a plant
of the lily family, Chamx>icMa corymbo.Ha.— 4.

In Tasmania, jleya umbellata, an ornamental
liliaceous plant having greenish-white flowers.

star-QUartz (stiir'kwarts), n. A variety ex-

hibiting asterism ; asteriated quartz.

starring (star'ing), ». A manufacturers' name
for the refining of crude metallic antimony by
which the purified metal exhibits on solidifica-

tion a, starlike crystalline surface.
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star-scattered (star'skat'ferd), a. Scattered
like the stars. [Rare.]

And when like her, oh SAki, yon shall pass
Among the Guests Star-scatter'd on the Grass,

And in your joyous errand reach the spot
Where I made One— turn down an empty Glass !

Fitzgerald, tr. of Omar Kliayyam, Rubaiyat, ci.

starship (star'ship), n. The state or condition
of being a star, as the chief actor in a dra-

matic company.
It must be now some nine or ten years since [this actor)

took on the yoke of syndicated utar-ship.

H. Tjirrell, in The Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 412.

star-shower (star'shou"6r), n. A shower of
meteors. See meteoric shoicers. Knowledge,
Nov., 1903, p. 255.

star-system (star'sis'''tem), n. In astron. : (a)

A system composed of a multitude of stars

apparently set off by themselves from the rest

of the stellar universe. (6) A binary or mul-
tiple star.

Start^. n.— Flying start inaut), a racing start, now in

general use, in which upon the firing of a preparatory
gun the yachts are supposed to be under way and ma-
noeuvering for position, ready to cross the line upon the
firing of a second or starting gun.

starter, ?*. (/) in cnbUage, the cut card.

star-thistle, ?t. a native star-thistle (known also as

Texan thintle) is Centaurea Americayia, giving trouble

from Texas to Kansas as an annual or perennial weed of

cultivated ground ; elsewhere planted for its rose or

flesh-colored (sometimes white) flowers, and known under
the name of bagket-Jlower. A book-name is American
centaury.

starting-bar, «. 2. Same as *gee-throw.

starting-box (star'ting-boks), ti. In elect., a
starting-rheostat or an autotransformer.

starting-crank (star'ting-krangk), n. A crank
used for starting machinery; specifically, in

an internal-combustion motor, the crank by
which the molor-shaft is turned, by hand, to

draw in a charge of the mixture, compress it,

and cause the first ignition. The engine will

not, as a rule, start from rest until this start-

ing process is performed upon it from without.

starting-cylinder (st!ir'ting-sil"in-d6r), rt. 1.

A cylinder of comparatively small size by
which the mechanism of a much larger engine
may be put in motion.— 2. The cylinder of a
barring-engine.— 3. A cylinder controlling

the valve-gear of a larger engine and used to

operate the gear in starting.

starting-gate (star'ting-gat), n. In racing, a
gate wliich opens automatically when the
horses are ready to start.

Perhaps the most interesting of the writer's remarks
concern the comparatively novel invention called "the
starting-gate," upon wliich he looks with anything but a
favourable eye, to judge from his concluding words. " I

suppose," says he, *'it has . . . 'come to stay,' and we
must make the best of it, but it adds greatly to the un-
certainty of results, and I agree with the remark I read
the other day that it renders some good horses absolutely
useless for racing purposes."

Athenxum, July 9, 1904, p. 40.

starting-gear (star'ting-ger), n. Any mechan-
ical arrangement by which engines or other
forms of machinery are started from rest:

usually operated by hand in small units, but
by power in larger ones. The valves of many en-
gines, for example, can be liberated from the mechanism
which drives them when at work and steam admitted by
hand-levers to the cylinders.; or pilot-valves or pilot-

engines may be furnished to operate the main valves ; or
the engine may be started by a barring-engine and steam
gradually admitted through the main distribution sys-

tem ; or, again, under other systems, clutclies and fast-

and-Ioose pulleys, sliding, or clash-gears, and many others
may be called starting-gear.

starting-le'7er (star'ting-lev"er), n. The lever
attaelied to and operating a starting-gear;
specifically, in vertical-beam engines with
lifting poppet-valves, such as side-wheel
marine engines, the lever which operates a
supplementary rock-shaft by which the valve-
rods aye lifted in starting slowly from rest

:

used also for working the engine backward
when it is not designed to operate in either
direction by its own valve-gear.

star'VT, V. A simplified spelling of starve.

Star-'wheel motion. See *motion.

star-'WOUnd (stiir'wound), a. In elect., said of
a polyphase alternating-current winding in
which one terminal of each of the coils is

connected to a common neutral point while
the free ends are in circuit with the mains.
See *star-connected.

stasis, n. 1. In pathol.: (b) Sanie as stagna-
tion.

No muscular tissue was detected in the walls of the
diverticula, and hence the conclusion seems justifiable

station

that they were mucosal hernias through the niuscularis
in consequence of the pressure produced by the stasis of
the secretions within the appendix.

JU. U. Fischer, in Jour, lixper. Med., Jan. 15, 1901, p.
[347.

stat. An abbreviation (6) of the Latin statim,

immediately; {c) ot statuary.

state, n. 18. In biol. : (a) Figuratively, a
community of colonial organisms, such as a
hive of bees. A state, in which the bond of
union is not organic but social, is contrasted
by Haeckel with a cormus or cormidium, such
as a siphonophore, in which the bond of union
is organic.

The bees sacrifice the welfare of the individual ... to
the advantage of the state, in that tliey kill their drones
when they have become useless.

Eimer (trans.), Organic Evolution, p. 275.

(6) An aggregation of cells which exhibits
centralization, interdependence, divergent
specialization, and division of labor.

In all cases except that of the lowest organisms the de-
scendants of one cell unite to fonn comnmnitiesor states.

Arnold Lang (trans.), Conipar. Anat, p. 1.

Critical state. .See *criKcai.— Equation of state.
See *<'7"n(!"n.— Everglade State, the State of Florida.
— Special state, in tlie kinetic tlieory of gases, the stat«
or condition of a gas which is attained when the distribu-
tion of the velocities of its molecules is that known as
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. .See Maxwell-
Bolfzmann -klaw of the distribution of velocities.—
state's attorney. See kattorney'^.

state-line (stat'lin), «. The boundary line

of a state ; the boundary line between two
states.

statement, «. 3. In law, a formal narration
of facts or an averment in judicial proceed-
ings, as the allegations of a complaint or
answer in a cause Statement of defense. See
•kdefen^e.

static, a. 3. In art criticism, monumental;
stable ; simply posed. [Rare.]

His gGiotto's] art is too static ; his figures are too weU
realized as mass and not sufficiently well articulated.

B. Berenson, in Burlington Mag., III. 19.

Static action, head. See dynamic ^taction, -khead.
— Static hysteresis, hysteresis of a dielectric when sub-
jected to tluctuatiuns of electrostatic stress.— Static
Interrupter, in elect., a device for the protection of ap-
paratus in high-tension circuits from sudden surges of
current. It consists of a choke-coil in the line-circuit
and a condenser between the line and the core or base of
the machine.— Static sensation, sense, stress. See
ksensation, etc.

Statical stability. See ^stability.

staticodynamic (stat''''i-ko-di-nam'ik), a. Per-
taining to social processes which modify with-
out wholly transforming or transmuting the
existing social order. E. A. Boss, in Amer.
Jour. Soeiol., IX. 796.

Staticoklnetic (stat"i-ko-ki-net'ik), a. Per-
taining to sociological theories which empha-
size the mechanical distinction between social
forces in equilibrium and social forces in equi-
libration, that is, producing change.

The statieo-kinetie school might also with considerable
propriety be called the Spencerian schofjl.

/.. F. Ward, Outlines of Soeiol., p. 192.

station, n. 6. (ft) Inphytogeog., the spot at
which a plant has been collected or a species
has been observed to occur.— 10. (d) In the
Meth. Ch., a single church supplied with a
fixed pastor : distinguished from a circuit.

See circuit, 9.— 14. In rooY., the particular
district or districts inhabited b}' a given group
of animals. See *area Agricultural experi-
ment station. See*agricullu)-al.— CentIlLl Station.
Same as •kcommunication-room.— QeneTating Station,
in elect., an establishment for theproductiun uf ;i nirrcnt
for supplying power or light or botli.— Load diagram
of a station. .See *(oarf2.— station error. See
terror.— Station Of a planet, the cessation of a planet
from moving in longitude when it seems to come to rest

before reversing its motion. The first and second sta-

tions of a superior planet are respectively those which
take place before and after opposition. The morning and
evening stations of an inferior planet are respectively

those which take place while the planet is west and east
of the sun. The point of statitm (or stationary point) is

the position of the planet at its station witli respect to

the sun. Thus the point of station for Jupiter is (nearly)

at trine. The 'arc of the first station ' is half the arc ot

retrogradation ; the 'arc of the second station ' is ISO' plus

half tlie arc of direct motion.— Station Of the moon, a

lunar mansion (which see, under / f(» a r).— Stations Of
the cross. See *i-ro«sl.—To keep station, in naral
manceuvers, to keep the proper distance .ahead of one ship
and behind another ; keeptthe proper relative position in

the squadron. At night this is done by means of speed-

lights on the next ship ahead, to which the pace is ad-

justed.

"Oh, that 's nothing," said a gentleman of twenty-two.
" Wait till we have to keep station tonight. It a my
middle watch." . . . The leading ship has slowed down a
certain number of revolutions . . . but she has not
changed her Bpeed-ligbt« in time. We slide out to the



station

right . . . Our next ahead lies on our port bow. . . . Our
next astern is alongside of us. . . . The avenging electric
[signal] spells out the name o( our next ahead . . . and
then— *' Why don't you keep station ^

"

R. Kipling, A Fleet in Being, iii.

Zoological station, an observatory or laboratory, situ-

ated upon the ocean or the shore, equipped with appli-

ances for collecting, observing, and experimenting upon
marine animals and plants. Zoological stations are often
joined to stations for the propagation of food-fishes, and
are wholly or in part devoted to the study of problems
relating to fisheries.

StationarilY (sta'shon-a-ri-li), adv. In a sta-

tionary position ; without moving. [Kare.]
Torches were used in the funeral procession generally

. . . while wax tapers were burnt stationarily at the
"month's mind." X and <?., 10th ser., I. 196.

Stationarity (sta-shon-ar'i-ti), n. [station-

ar(ij) + -ity.'i The state or condition of a
system in 'which the motions of its parts con-
form to the definition of stationary motion.
Stationary flat, -flat card, 'vibration, etc.

See *./?o(l, etc.

stationer, ''.—shop stationer, a stationer whose
busiutMS is carried on in a shop. An old division was
into runninfj, or tlyinff gtationers, who were peddlers
and hawkera, and ghop gtationers.

Direct ... to Alexander Ogstouns, Shop Stationer, at
the foot of the Plain-stones, at Edinburgh, on the Xorth-
side of the Street.

A. Lang, Adventures among Books, p. 283.

station-jack (sta'shou-jak), n. In Australia,

a pudding much used by the ' hands,' consist-

ing of meat boiled in a jacket of flour paste.
The great art of bush-cookery consists in giving a vari-

ety out of salt beef and flour ... let the Sunday share
be soaked on the Satunlay, and beat it well . . . take
the . . . flour and work it into a paste : then put the
beef into it, boil it, and you will have a very nice pud-
ding, known in the bush as 'Station-jack.'

The Emigrant's Guide to Australia, pp. 111-U2,
[quoted in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

station-keeping (sta'shon-ke''piDg), n. See
the extract, and to keep *station.

-\way we fled to take up station at such and such a dis-

tance from our neiglibours ahead, and astern. . . . The
end of it was a miracle to lay eyes. . . . But our Captain
. . . bade me observe how slack we were ..." Now
we 're all over the shop. The ships have n't worked to-

gether, and station-keepinfj isn't as easy as it looks."
R. Kipling, A Fleet in Being, L

Statistical equilibrium, method. See *equi-
lihriuni, *inf:tliofi.

statocyst (stat'o-sist), «. [Gr. ararof, stand-
ing, fixed (static), -I- avariq, bladder, cyst.]

An organ in certain animals, such as crusta-
ceans and jellyfishes, which enables its owner
to orient itself in a definite position with re-

spect to gravity.
It has been conclusively proved by Ereidl's beautiful

experiment that in the Crustacean PaJaeraon the sense of
verticality depends on the pressure of heavy bodies on
the inside of cavities now known as statocysts, and for-

merly believed t<) be organs of hearing. The iKjint of
the experiment is that when the normal particles are re-

placed by fragments of iron the Paltemon reacta toward
the attraction of a magnet precisely as it formerly
reached towards gravity. Nature, Sept 8, 1904, p. 468.

statocyte (stat'o-sit), «. [Gr. ararSi, stand-
ing, fixed (static), + Ki'rof, hollow.] One of
the sense-cells in the walls of a statocyst ; one
of the cells, in animals or plants, containing
statoliths.

We must add to this a very Important consideration —
namely, that we know from Nemec's work that an altera-

tion in the position of the statoliths does stimulate the
ttatacyle. Nature, .Sept 8, 1804, p. 468.

Stato^enesis (stat-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
ararur. < laravat, cause to stand (see static), +
yivenic, generation.] The' state or condition
of equilibrium in organisms considered as a
moans of bringing about evolution. J. A.
Ril'Irr. [Rare.]

statogenetic (stafo-je-nefik), a. [siatogene-
(sis) (-(-) -I- -10.] Bringing about develop-
ment by means of rest or equilibrium.
The statogenetic fact^jra of development are therefore

of just as much importance as the kinetogenetic, or those
involving motion. J. A. Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1895, p. 47.

statogenetically (stat'o-je-net'i-kal-i), adv.
By riieans of statogenesis, or in a statogenetic
way.
Statogeny (sta-toj'e-ni), n. [Gr. ffrarijf, stand-
intr, + -yrvtia, < -ytviK, -producing.] Same as
*i<'(it()(ienesis.

statolith (stat'o-lith), n. [Gr. (TToriJf, standing,
-t- '/ufkx;, stone.] 1. A small stony secretion
or an accumulation of particles of sand con-
tained in an open or closed sensory sac or
lodged in a sensory pedicel of some actively
locomotor invertebrate (eoelenterate, cteno-
phore, worm, moUusk, or arthropod), and so
situated that it enables the animal possessing
it to become oriented with reference to the
center of the earth by responding to the pres-
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sure it exercises through the pull of gravity.

—

2. In hot., a movable starch-grain occurring in
the cell sap of some cells, supposed to corre-
spond in function with bodies so named found
in the statocysts of animals. See *statoplast.
— Statolith theory, the view originated by Haberlandt
and N^niec that the upward cui-ving of a plant-stem
when laid horizontally occurs as a response to a stimulus
administered to the sensitive cell-wall by statoliths which,
when the cell is prostrated, fall from the base to the now
horizontal side. Nature, Sept 8, 1904, p. 407.

statoplast (stat'o-plast),n. [Gr. arard^, stand-
ing, fixed (see static), + irAaCTTdf, verbal adj.
of TrXaaaeiv, form, mold.] In hot., same as
*statolith.

I would suggest the word statoplast in place of the
cumbersome expression movable starch-grains.

F. Darwin, in Nature, Sept 8, 1904, p. 468, note.

stator (sta'tor), n. [L. stator, a stayer, a sup-
porter: used, in elect, in the sense of a station-
ary part.] The stationary element of an
electric machine, more particularly of an in-
duction-motor.
The high pressiu'e current is taken only to the stators

of the high tension motors; the rotors of these ma-
chines are used to supply low tension three-phase current
to the stators of the low tension motors.

A'a(«re, April 23, 1903, p. 688.

Stator airmatnre. (a) An ai-mature of a dynamo or
motor that remains at rest during the operation of the
machine, (b) An inmiovable element of a machine which
is alS4j its armature. Hmiston, Diet Elect

status, II— Regime of status. See -kregime. - Status
convulsivus, a condition in which a series of convul-
sive attacks follow one after another, with no interval of
rest— Status eplleptlcus, a state in which one epilep-
tic! attack follows another in [almost uninterrupted suc-
cession, the intervals, when they occur, being passed by
the patient in a semicomatose condition.— Status
lymphatlcas, a state of lowered vital resistance in the
young in which slight injuries may produce rapidly fatal
shock. It is usually ass<»ciated with persistence and en-
largement of the thynms gliuui.

statute, n— Real statutes, legislative acts which
refer to property rather than to pei'sons, referring to
the latter only in relation to property.

—

Restraining
Statute,) a legislative act which limits the common
law ; also, one which restricts the powera of a coi-pora-
tion.—Re'Vised statutes, a classified compilation and
revision of the permanent and general statutes in force
when conipileil. Such revised statutes supersede the
original stjitutes, save for omission and discrepancy.
In many of the United States the revised st-ittutes are
known as co<i««.— Statute Of aoctmialations, in
Eng. law, an act otherwise known as the Thellussion
Act, passed under Getirge III., whereby a legacy, or
gift, caimot stand untouched at interest longer than
twenty-one years after the testator's or grantor's death.
— Statute of distributions. See rfwfn'')i(fi/i)i.— stat-
ute of Wills. See Kivn.- statutes at large, (a)
Laws given in full, with no condensation or abridgment
(&) A compilation of all statutes enacted by a legislature
during a session or a series of sessions. The United
States Statutes at Large run consecutively from March 4,

1789. Session laws, pamphlet lavs, publiclaws, and gen-
eral public laws are other nanies for statutes at large.

stauractine (sta-rak'tin), n. [Gr. aravpd^, a
cross, -t- mWc (aKTiv-), a ray.] In the nomencla-
ture of the spicular elements of sponges, hex-
actinellid spicules of the dermal sponge-layer
in which two of the arms are atrophied, leaving
the remaining four in the form of a cross. Also
stauractin. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, April, 1905,

p. 190.

staurion (st4'ri-on), ii.
;
pi. stauria (-a). [NL.,

< MGr. aravpiov, dim. of Gr. OTavp6^,"& cross.]
In craniom., the point of intersection of the
transverse and median palatine sutures.
Von Tiiriik.

stauroplegia (st4-ro-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
aTuvp6(;, across, -I- ff/.v)?), a stroke.] Paralysis
of the upper extremity of one side and of the
lower extremity of the opposite side.

Stauroscopic eyepiece. See *eyepiece.

Staurosporae (sta-ro-spo're), ». pi. [NL., < Gr.
(jfaiyxif, a cross, +<j7ropa, a seed (spore).] A
name given by Saccardo to artificial divisions
of various families and orders of fungi, espe-
cially those of the I'yrenomycetes and Fungi
Imperfecti, to include the genera which have
the spores angular, forked, or stellate.

sta'Ve, «. 4. The porter-bar used to start and
hold massive forgmgs which are undergoing
treatment in a furnace or under a hammer or
press. The part to be made is welded to the
stave or porter-bar, and when completed the
latter is cut off. [Eng.]

sta've-cutter (stav'kut"6r), »». A tool or ma-
chine for cutting staves either radially from
a bolt or by shaving it circumferontially.

Stavewood, n. 3. In Australia, Flindersia
Srhotliuna, one of the trees called Queensland
yellow-wood.

Sta'ving2 (sta'ving), a. Excellent ; exceeding :

as, we liad a stavmg good time. Dialect .A/otes,

IL vi. [Slang.]

stay-tap

Stazis (stak'sis), n. [Gr. ordfif, a dropping,
< ardi^etv, drop, let drop.] Inpathol., hemor-
rhage.
stay 1

, "
.
— Keep full for stays. See *full i.— Quick

in stays, naiif., said olavesselwhen it goes from onetack
to the other quickly in tacking. In the opposite case, it is

said to be slow in stays.—To refuse stays, naut., said of
a vessel when it fails to tack— when it balks at going
about

Stay''^, «.— Staylaw, a statute suspending or limiting
for a time extreme judicial measures for the collection
of debts or other legal remedies.— Stay Of execution.
See •execurton.— Suborbital Stay, a name applied
by Gill to the third suborbital bone of fishes when it is

large and extends toward or to the preoperculum. This
condition occurs in the gurnards and their allies, which
are known as the mail-cheeked fishes.

Stay'-^, V. i. 7. In poker, to come in when an
ante has been raised.— Touoli and stay, in law,
words in a policy of marine insurance giving the insured
vessel the right to stop at the port or ports named, but
not the right to trade there without forfeiting the insur-

ance.

stay-bar, n. 3. Same as stay-rod, 1.

S'tay-beam (sta'bem), ». In any machine or

structure, a member used to secure stiffness

and strength, usually by its resistance to flex-

ing strains, but also by strengthening against
tension or buckling; a reinforce-bar.

stay-bolt, «. Specifically, in locomotive-
boilers, the bolt screwed into the parallel

plates of the water-legs, or the crown-sheet
and the wagon-top sheets, riveted over at both
ends, and serving to keep each from deforma-
tion by pressure.

The [pneumaticl stay-bolt cutter, which is simply a
powerful pair of nippers, designed to remove by a single
movement the surplus ends of locomotive stay-bolts.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. SOS.

stay-boom (sta'bom), n. In lumbering, a boom
fastened to a main-boom and attached up-
stream to the shore to give added strength to
the main-boom.
stay-fastening (sta'fas"ning), n. In mech.,
any fastening for a stay. It may be riveted,
pinned to a socket single or double, or screwed
and headed over.

stay-joint (sta' joint), n. In a pantograph ap-
paratus for enlarging or reducing reproduc-
tions from originals, that joint in the rhombus
frame which is diagonally opposite the point
used in following the lines of the original

;

specifically, the joint so situated in a, panto-
graph used for drawing from microscopic
originals, where the joint is opposite, diagon-
ally, to the tube carrying the microscope tube
and objective lens.

In the "stay-joint" (diagonally opposite to the object-
point, or microscope) of the pantograph is a rounded
knob, which moves to and fro in the rotations about the
fixation-point

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Aug., 1905, p. 510.

stay-knot (sta'not), n. A knot employed in

ligating an artery. Two ligatures are placed
side by side and each is tied once with itself

;

then the two are taken together and the sec-

ond half of the knot is tied with the double
strand. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 543.

stay-nut (sta'nut), «. A thin nut fitted on the
end of the external surface of a stay-tube, en-
abling the latter to hold the flat head of the
tube-sheet from bulging outward under the in-

ternal pressure. See *stay-tube. D. K. Clark,
Steam Kngine, IV. G66.

stay-peak (sta'pek), «. See *peak^.

staysail, n. — Poretopmast-staysail, a head-sail
that sets on the foret^jjnnast stay.

—

Main-staysalls, the
fore-and-aft sails which set between tlie main- and fore-

masts—Main storm-staysail, a storm-sail set on the
mainstay.—Maintopmast-staysall, a sail which sets

between the forejnast and mainmast A flying maintop-
mast-staysail has two sets of halyards, as it is square on
the head. It also has a tack and sheet to trim it down.
One set of halyards leads through a block at the head of
the mainmast and the other through a block at the fore

lower masthead.

stayship (sta'ship), n. Any fish of the family
Echeneididse, formerly supposed to stop ships
by fastening to them. Stand. Diet.

stay-stitching (8ta.'stieh''ing), «. In seicing-

machine work, a method of sewing with a two-
needle machine in which a stay or tape is

sewed down over a seam to strengthen it : used
in staying gaiters, corsets, etc. The machine
feeds the stay to the fabric or leather and
sews both edges down at the same time. Stay-
stitching is also done 'with a special two-needle
machine, without the use of a stay or reinforc-

ing tape, by making a flat stay-stitch across
the team.

stay-tap (sta'tap), n. A specially l»ng tap,

usually from 15 to 20 inches in length, tkough



stay-tap

sometimes reaching 2 or 3 feet, used for tap-

ping or threading tlie holes which receive the
stay-bolts in the stayed surfaces of locomo-
tive and marine boilers. The threads in both
surfaces must be parts of the same screw in

order that the threaded bolt may enter the
thread in the second surface while fitting on
the thread in the first. The lower end of the
stay-tap is not screwed, but turned smooth in

order to keep the tap truly concentric with
the holes in both the inner and outer sliells.

stay-tube (sta'tub), n. In a boiler of the fire-

tube design, a tube of specially heavy gage or

stock, fitted to receive nuts on the ends, which
project through both tube-sheets, so as to

serve as a through-stay to prevent these flat

surfaces from bulging under internal pressure.

Thurston, Manual of Steam-Boilers, p. 39.

S. T. B. A-n abbreviation of the Latin Sacrie

Theoloyiee Saccalaitrem, Bachelor of Sacred
Theology.

steadyi, «. 4. A young man who is the
• steady company ' of a young woman ; also,

the young woman in the same relation to the
young man. [Slang.]

StOak, M Cross-rlU steak, a steak of beef cut from
the fore quarter just abuve the leg.—Delmonico steak,
a small steak of beef cut from the hind quarter and hav-

ing no tenderloin. A similar cut for roa.sting is called a
Delmonico roast.—Flank Steak, a steak of beef cut from
the hind quarter on the inside of the flank.—Skirt
Steak, '^ee -kgkirt-steak.

Steak-banuner (stak'ham'fer), «. A hammer
having a broad face divided into points or
projections, used in beating steak; a steak-
maul.

steak-maul (stak'mal), «. A wooden maul
having a large square head with two cor-

rugated faces,

used in pound-
ing steaks to

soften and
break up the
fiber. Steak-maul.

Bteali,»'.«. 11.
In cricket, to gain (a run) and increase the
score because of the slowness of the fielders

:

said of the batsman.—12. In golf, to hole (a

long, unlikely putt) so that the ball just drops
into the hole.

steal', n. 2. In golf, a long putt which wins
a hole.

stealer-plate (ste'ler-plat), n. In iron ship-

buildhig, the end-plate of a strake of outside

or inner-bottom plating which is dropped out
as the girth of the vessel narrows toward the
ends.

steam, n.— Anliydrous steam. S&me &s dry steam.
— Cioinbtned steam, a mixture of superheated steam and
wet steam sometimes advantageously employed to mini-
mize the evils of boiler corrosion on the one hand and
of priming on the other.— Oreasy steam, steam with
which a heavy oil or a grease has Deen mixed to furnish
lubricant for the valves of the engine.— Primary steam,
steam from the boiler, ready to enter and do work in the
high-pressure or first cylinder in the scries of a nudtiple-
expansion engine—Secondary steam, steam which has
done its work in the higli-pressure or first cylinder of a
multiple-expansion engine and, having been exhausted
therefrom, is ready to do work in the second cylinder
of the aeries.- Superdried Steam, superheated steam,
or steam heated to a temperature above that of saturated
steam at that pressure. The moisture which may have
been present previous to the saturation temperature is

dried out, and then additional heat is sujiplied. [Not in

use iu the United States. ]- Surcharged steam, steam
charged with heat above the quantity normal to it at that
gresaure ; superheated steam. (Not in use in the United
tales.]- Tertiary steam, steam which has passed

through the high-iiressure or first stage of expansion in
a multiple-expansion engine, and has been exhausted
also from the cylinders of the second stage, and is

about to enter upon the expansive working of the third
stage in one or more cylinders.— To raise steam. See
rat*el.

steam-arm (stem'iirm), n. A metal-planing
machine, invented by James Nasmyth : so
called because the tool has a reciprocating
movement, being driven by a steam-cylinder.

steam-auger (stem'a"ger), «. A device for
removing ashes and the tarry deposit (with
dust) from the fire-tubes of steam-boilers. A
steam-jet at high pressure receives from a
suitable nozle a spiral or helical motion,
when introduced at the end of the tube, and
acts both mechanically and as a solvent to
remove the clogging material.

steam-balance (stera'bal"ans), n. 1. Any
device or apparatus in which the pressure of
steam is used to oppose and balance a weight
or spring or other force.— 2. A steam-accumu-
lator in which steam, acting on a piston, bal-
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ances a water-pressure upon a plunger or

second piston acting in the opposite sense.

—

3. A steam-cylinder, in a vertical engine,

with a piston to balance the weight of the pis-

ton-rod and connecting-rod, so that the up
and down strokes may be of equal power.—4.
A steam-cylinder with a piston to balance or
reduce the pressure by which a slide-valve is

held to its scat by the working pressure on its

back.— 5. The weighted lever of a boiler

safety-valve which tends to hold the valve on
its seat against the steam-pressure tmdemeath
it. [Rare in U. S.]

steam-barrel (stem'bar"el), n. A radiator or

collection of pipes (arranged in cylindrical

form) for heating by steam. M. W. Trovers,

Exper. Study of Gases, p. 106.

steam-bath (stem'bath), «. Apiece of appa-
ratus, much used in chemical laboratories,

consisting of a vessel, commonly of sheet-cop-
per, with double walls between which steam
is caused to circulate, a practically fixed tem-
peratiu'e being thus maintained in the interior

of the vessel where materials to be dried or
otherwise affected by heat are placed.

"When the aminotriazole was wanned in an excess of
benzoyl chloride without a solvent, on the gtcajn-batti. it

dissolved and then suddeidy precipitated out as a solid

cake. Amer. Chem. Jour., Jan., 1903, p. 78.

steam-blast (stem'blast), n. 1. A strong
ciuTeiit of steam issuing at high pressure from
an orifice.— 2. A current of steam issuing

from an orifice in such a way as to induce or
cause a current of air to flow with it, as in

the exhaust-nozles of a locomotive by which
air and gases are caused to flow through the
tubes and out through the stack.

steam-blower (stem'blo'er), n. 1. Adeviee or
apparatus for causing air to move or for creat-

ing a draft, as in a chimney, by a jet of steam.
The jet is usually central in the axis of a tube
of larger cross-section ; the rush of steam at

high velocity entrains with it the air or gas
and thus causes a flow.— 2. Any air-moving
apparatus, such as a fan or other blower,
driven by a steam-motor.

steam-calorimeter (stem'kal-o-rim"e-ter), n.

See *culorimetcr.

steam-casing (stem'ka"sing), n. A hollow
wall around a chamber, through which steam
is caused to circulate ; a steam-jacket.

Steam-Cbest, «. 1. steam-chests may be cast in one
I>iece with the cylinder casting, or may be bolted to the
latter by stud-bolts and nuts. The lid or bonnet is al-

ways made separate and bolted to the sides to give access
to the valve and seat. When made in one casting, the
bonnets must be constructed to admit of introducing the
valves through them and of having all work of fitting and
finishing done. In large upright engines of the beam
type used for paddle-wheel and pumping practice, the
steam-chests are separate for upper and lower ends, con-
nected by side-pipes, which have an expansion-joint near
one end to allow for variations of length by temperature.
Sometimes also called valve-ctiest.

3. A name incorrectly given to a steam-cham-
ber or dome of a land-boiler, or to the steam-
chimney of a marine boiler.

steam-chimney, «. The type is much used on river-
boats, having the advantage that the part of the boiler
near to the deck-structures is no hotter than the steam in
the dome, while the gases in the central portion may be
much hotter. The height of the dome removes the
steam-outlet a considerable distance above the water-
line, diminishing the dangers from priming iu rough
weather, or the mechanical entrainment of water into the
engine. Slight superheating may result with low-pres-
sure steam.

steam-drier (stem'dri"6r), n. An apparatus
or plant for removing moisture from lumber,
cloth, air, etc., by heat conveyed from a
boiler to coils of pipe. A circulation of air,

either natural or forced by a fan, carries
away the moisture vaporized out of the mate-
rial by the heat. To raise the temperature of
air is to increase its capacity to carry mois-
ture without tendency to precipitate it, and
this 'principle is miade use of in the steam-
driers to [cause the air to absorb moisture
from other objects. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect.

Engin., 1903-04, p. 965.

steam-driven (stem'driv"n), a. 1. Driven
directly by the pressure of steam, either at
boiler-pressure or while expanding, or by the
impact of a jet of steam.— 2. Propelled by a
steam-engine : as, a steam-driven motor-car.

steam-drum (stem'drum), n. 1. A vessel,
usually a cylinder with curved ends, for col-

lecting the steam from a boiler. Such a re-

ceptacle is almost always used on a water-tube
boiler to permit a sufficient volume of steam

steam-heater

to be accumulated so that the pressure will

not fluctuate as steam is taken intermittently
by the engine.— 2. A pipe or cylinder on top of

or above a steam-boiler and connected thereto
by a short neck, serving as a dome to allow
the flow of steam from the water to be slow
enough therein to permit entrained water to
settle at the bottom and be drained back. It is

usually horizontal, or nearly so, and one drum may be
connected to several boilers. It is much used in batter-

ies of several sectional boilers in one block, and when so
used a throttle-valve is placed in the pipe between the
boiler and the drum to allow one boiler to be put out of
use while the others are in action.

steam-drying (stem'dri"ing), n. 1. The use
of steam-driers to remove moisture from ob-
jects.— 2. The elimination from steam-vapor
of any moisture in the form of water or mist.

For every pressure and temperature steam
which is called ' dry ' is in equilibrium of ten-
dency to condense back to water and to va-
porize any water accidentally present. If the
temperature rises such water will become
steam and the vapor become drier. If the
temperature falls some steam will go back to
water, but the steam remaining uncondensed
is dry as before. Further effort to dry re-
sult.? in superheating.
steam-eater (stem'e"ter), n. An engine or
apparatus which consumes a great deal of
heat in performing its functions, requiring a
powerful evaporating apparatus to keep it

supplied with hot steam. Such consumption
may be normal for the size of the apparatus,
or it may be unnecessarily wasteful and there-
fore costly. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin.,
1899-1900, p. 581. [CoUoq.]
steam-edge (stem'ej), n. That edge of a slid-

ing-valve which, in relation to the side of the
port or opening which it controls, acts to limit

the size of the free passage of steam from the
boiler to the engine-cylinder, and cuts off or
closes such supply and opening at the proper
time.

steam-engine, ".— Central-valve steam-engine,
a form of steam-engine in which the xustons are annular
and the valve is located iu the line of the cylinder-axes.
The engine is usually vertical, multiple-expansion, and
single-acting, and runs at high speed with considerable
economy. It has been much used for electric lighting
and central power-stations.— Cross-compotmd steam-
engine, a compound steam-engine in which the two or
more cylinders are placed side by side or parallel, so that
each requires a connecting-rod, as distinguished from a
tandem engine, in wiiich two or more pistons are con-
nected to and act on the crank by means of one connect-
ing-rod. The cranks are usually at 90° or quartering to
make the tuniing effort more uniform and eliminate a
dead-center. The side-by-side arrangement makes it easy
to locate reheaters between the cylinders, and the con-
necting- or cross-pipe serves as a receiver.— Fan steam-
engine, a steam-turbine which has tangential steam-jets
acting on dished blades which are attiiched to a revolving
wheel.— Left-hand horizontal steam-engine, a
steam-engine which has the fly-wheel at the left of a
center-line through the cylinder, when looking from the
cylinder toward the shaft; or one which has the steam-
cylinder on the left hand of one who faces the crank-disk.

Steamer-keir (ste'mer-ker), n. A horizontal
cylindrical chamber of iron, like a boiler, one
end of which is provided with a strong iron
door : used in bleacheries for steaming cloth.

steam-evaporator (stem'e-vap"o-ra-tor), w.

An evaporator employing the heat of steam.
— Continuous steam-evaporator, an apparatus for

boiling, concentrating, or drying, the oi>eration of which
is not intermitted for the withdrawal of the material
under treatment or for the charging of new stock.

steam-hauler (stem'ha"ler), «. A form of

traction-engine running on a portable bed or
track, used for hauling logs over rough ground.
It is equipped with a spiked metal belt which
runs over sprocket-wheels replacing the driv-

ing-wheels, and is guided by a sled turned by
a steering-wheel upon which the front end
rests.

steam-header (stem'hed'^^r), n. A pipe, cyl-

inder, or other tubular chamber with a num-
ber of side-outlets from which a series of pipes
may be supplied with steam, as from a common
supply: used in the constrtiction of sectional

boilers of water-tube design, in which a number
of generating tubular units deliver steam into

a chamber transverse to them ; also in supply-
ing steam to a number of pipes in a radiator

coil used in steam-heating.

steam-heater (stem'he"ter), «. 1. A heater
the temperature of which is maintained by the
circulation of hot steara within it, as in a coil

or radiator for heating the air of buildings.

—

2. A device for heating food or plates, in which
hollow shelves have steam circulating between
their walls.— 3. A device for heating or boil-



steam-heater

ing water or other liquids, in which steam
in coils or hollow plates is circulated within
the liquid to be heated.

Steam-jacket (stem'jak"et), v. t. To apply a
steam-jacket to or surround with one ; furnish
with hollow walls within which hot dry steam
may be circulated to supply heat : used of en-
gine-cylinders, feed-water heaters, cookers,
sterilizers, and other devices where heat is to
be maintained against condensation, radia-
tion, or other losses.

He (Bryan Donkiii] studied the effect* of 'cylinder con-
densation ' and of the two correctives of that serious fonn
of wasted energy, superheating and steam-jacketing, and
invented the 'revealer' to reveal the then mysterious
changes occurring in the interior of tlie engine-cylinder.

Science, March 28, 1902, p. 615.

steam-lead (stem'led), n. The amount the
steam-port is open when the piston of an
engine reaches its extreme travel at the end
of one stroke and is ready to begin its next
stroke in the opposite sense. To give this opening
of the port before the stroke of the piston begins, the
valve must lead or be in advance of the pha&e of
the piston ; or the valve-crank or eccentric must lead the
engine-crank at an angle in excess of 90'. It procures
full boiler-pressure on the piston through a practical
opening of the port when the stroke begins, and helps by
this effective pressure to arrest the motion of the recip-
rocating parts and relieve the crank-pin from strain.
Whil/iam, ("onst. Steam Engin., p. 170.

steam-loop (stem'lop), n. A device or ap-
paratus for removing water of condeoeation

Steatii-loop.

a. pipe tor live steam; *. separator; c — f, the steam-loop, ol
whichctsthe pipe-riser. ,^. the horizontal run.and«,the drop-le|( ;

X, ^ilcr; ^.water-line; A, en£iiie-cyltnder.

from a steam-pipe and returning it to the
steam-boiler without the use of a pump or
trap, even if the boiler is not enough below
the engine to utilize gravity for the purpose.
From a separat^^r near the engine a pipe-riser enters the
top of a horizontal run at an elevation snl1icieutt4>operate

the system. From this horizontal run a vertical pipe
descends into the water-space of the btjiler below the
water-line. The condensation in the riser is not liquid
water; the water in the drop-leg t4j the lioiler is liquid.

Hence the boiler-pressure will balance a longer leg of
mlxetl steam-gas and water than of liquid water in the
drop-leg. A flow toward the boiler from the overhead
horizontal pipe will therefore take place as water is

lifted by dry-steam pipe pressure up the riser, since the
drop-Ieg pressure is less than that on the engine side by
the pressure due U* the height of the liquid water column
in the dn>p-Ieg. The longer the drop-leg the more effec-
tive is the elimination from the bottom of the sepai-ator.
Thurglim, Manual of Steani-Engine, II. p. 81. '

steam-meter (stem'me't^r), ». A meter de-
signed to measure and record the weight or
quantity of steam which passes through a
pipe or to an eugine.

steam-packing (stem'pak'ing), n. In viach.

:

(a) Any material used in a joint to make it

steam-tight. (6) The material used in a
stuflSng-box to keep steam from leaking
through an opening in which a rod slides in
and out. (c) A form of packing for steam-
pistons in which the packing-rings in the
piston are forced out against the bore of the
cylinder by pressure of steam admitted into
the grooves behind or inside of the rings. The
rings may be made in sections to yield easily
to this radial pressure.

steam-pocket (stem'pok'et), n. A place below
the water-level of a boiler where steam accu-
mulates or is formed and does not pass away
quickly.

steam-point (stem'point), n. In phys., that
point on the thermometric scale which corre-
sponds to the temperature of steam under a
pressure of 76 centimeters of mercury. I'hilos.

Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1903, ser. A, p. 122.

steam-separator (stem'sep'a-ra-tor), n. A
device for eliminating water from steam, or
oil from steam, when the steam is moving to
a point at which it is convenient to have it

dry or clean, .steam.separators may be based on the
dln-jrence in weight of water and steam, the water accu-
mulating at the Ixjttom of the separator and dry steam
being led off from the t/tp; or the current of steam may
receive a gyratory motion in the separator whereby par-
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tides of greater density, such as oil and water, are sent
ceutrifugally to the sides and the steam is led from the
center. Another device is to oppose corrugated surfaces
as battles on which oil and water adhere and ai-e drained
while the steam moves on unaffected ; or the separation
may be made by a Altering process with or without a
chemical reaction. Separators are used to prevent the
entrance into the cylinder of entrained or primed water
from the boilers, and to prevent fouling and clogging of
the condenser surfaces and passages by oil and grease
from the condensing-engine cylinders.

Steamship license. See ^license.

steam-shovel (stem'shuv'!), n. A digging-,
dredging-, or excavating-maehine, driven by
steam in its own engine from its own boiler:
usually mounted on a ear to run upon the
rails of a track and used in mining, canal, and
railway work. Called steam-navvy in England.
It is essentially the same as the dredge, but is

operated on land instead of from a boat. See
cut at excavator.

This material is a glacial boulder formation of clayey
consistency which required blasting before it could be
handled with steam shovel. It puddled well and formed
a watertight fill which set hard in the embankment al-
most like concrete.

FAect. World and Engin.. Oct 1, 1904, p. 665.

steam-stamp (stem'stamp), n. A pestle on
the upper end of which is a steam-cylinder by
which it is lifted and which gives striking
energy to its blow upon rock and ore in a
mortar at its foot: used for crushing rock
and ore.

steam-style (stem'8til),'». In calico-printing,
a process by which, the dye and mordant hav-
ing been mixed and printed together upon the
cloth, the color effect is developed and fixed
by exposure to an atmosphere of steam.
steam-thawing (stem 'tha" ing), n. 1. In
Mining, a method used in cold climates, as in
Alaska, for softening frozen gravel so that it

can be worked after frost has hardened the
surface. Pipes tipped with steel nozles are
driven down from four to six feet and dry
steam at 120 pounds' pressure is forced through
them. The pipes, called 'points,' are inserted
one to every square yard. The alternative
plan (called ' fire-setting ') is to use wood fires,

which are unsatisfactory, the smoke being ob-
jectionable, while the thawing, if uncontrolled,
may soften the frozen roof of workings under-
neath and cause accidents.— 2. A method of
thawing out the frozen water in gutters,
leaders, or underground pipes and softening
the congealed ^condensation in gas-pipes by
means of heated steam from a portable steam-
boiler. Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1902, p. 235.

steam-valve, «. 2. Specifically, an admis-
sion-valve ; a valve for admitting steam to
the inlet of a cylinder, as distinguished from
an exhaust-valve.
Steamway (stem'wa), n. A channel or pas-
sage in a cylinder or valve-chest of an engine,
usually cast with it by coring, through which
steam may pass in or out of tne cylinder from
the boiler or toward the exhaust-pipe. V. K.
Clorl; Steam Engine, II. 4.58.

steapsinogen (ste-ap-sin'o-jen), «. [steapsin
-t- -<i- + gen.'i The proenzym of the fat-
splitting ferment of the pancreas.
Steariform (ste'a-ri-f6rm), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
oTtap, stiff fat, tallow, suet, + L. forma,
form.] Resembling stearin or hard fat.

stearin, w— Coooanut, cotton-aeed stearin. See
-kcocottnxtt, irc<itt<>n-i"eil.~SolSLT stearin, the solid fat
left on subjecting lard ti> press, in- witlmut artificial

heating, laril-oil being removed. It is used in the manu-
facture of candles.— Vegetable stearin, a name given
t^) the solid porti<m of cotton-seed oil. It consists es-

sentially of compounds of glycerol with palmitic and
stearic acids.

stearinsulphuric (ste'a-rin-sul-fu'rik), a.

Same as *,t>ilpholeic.

stearolauretin (ste'a-ro-l&'re-tin),«. [Irreg.

< Gr. arcap, stiff fat, tallow, suet, -I- L. laurus,
laurel, + -et- + -i«2.] A compound said to
be present in the fat of the sweet-bay, Laurus
nohili.'i.

Stearolaurin (ste'a-ro-la'rin), n. Same as
*l(turoiftearin,

stearolic (ste-a-rol'ik), a. [stear{in) + -ol +
-ic] Noting an acid, a colorless compound of
the acetylene series, CH3(CH2)7C :C(CH2)7-
COOH, prepared by the action of alcoholic
potassium hydroxid on bromoleic acid. It

crystallizes in long prisms and melts at 48° C.

Stearoxylic (ste"a-rok-8irik), a. [stear{in) +
oxly(icti) + -t/l + -ie.'] Noting an acid, a col-

orless compound, CH3(CH2)7CO.CO(CHo)j.-
COOH, prepared by the action of fuming nitric

acid on stearolic acid. It crystallizes in plates

steel

and melts at 86° C. Also called 9, 10-diketo-
stearic acid.

Stearrhea (ste-a-re'a), n. [NL. stcarrhoea, <
arlap, stiff fat, tallow, suet, -I- f)oia, flowing.]
Same as seborrhea.

Steatadenoma (ste-a-tad-e-nd'ma), n.
;

pi.
steatadenomata (-ma-'ta). [NL., '< Gr. arcap
{areaT-), stifffat, talloW; suet, + NL. adenoma.^
Adenoma of the sebaceous glands.

steatite, «. 2. A gem or seal, out in steatite.

This is a small lenticular seagreen steatite . . . en-
graved with a cuttle flsh, above which is a tunny-fish to
the right.

H. B. Walters, in Jour, of Hellenic Studies, XVII. 68.

Cupric steatite, a mixtlU'e of pulverized steatite or talc
and sulphate of copper, used to dust over plants as a
fungicide.

Steatitis (ste-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ariap
(areaT-), stiff fat, + -His.'] Inflammation of
adipose tissue.

Steatocele (ste'a-to-sel), «. [areap (areaT-),

stiff fat, -I- K^'/^Ti, a tumor.] A fatty tumor in
the scrotum.
steatolytic (ste"a-to-lit'ik), a. [Gr. ariap
(arear-), stiff fat, + Aiaic (/vr-), dissolving, -I-

-ic] Same as ^lipolytic. Suck, Med. Hand-
book, III. 474.

Steatopathic (ste'a-to-path'ik), a. [Gr. areap
(arear-), stiff fat, + vado^, disease, + -ic.]

Noting any disease of the sebaceous glands.

Sted, Stedy. Simplified and former spellings
of stead, steady.

steel. I. ».— Acid steel, steel produced in a vessel or
hearth, in either the Bessemer or the open-hearth pro-
cess, in which the slag and linings are silicious. Such
steels must be made from ores low in phosphorus or else
the product is (likely to be brittle and uineliable In
the cold. See steeli, 1.-— Air-hardening steel, a steel
which is hai'dened by cooling ordinarily in the air, as
distinguished from ordinary tool-steel, which must be
rapidly cooled from above a red heat in order to have
a liartl cutting-edge. See self-hardenimj *«(ecf .

— AlU-
mlnlimi steel, steel containing a very small percentage
of aluininiinn added for the purpose of st^tppiiig the evo-
lution of carbon monoxid and other occluded gases from
the molten steel. There are two theories to account for
this function of aluminium ; that the aluminium decom-
poses the gases and absorbs the oxygen, for which it has
a strong attinity, and that aluminium increases the solu-
bility of the gases in the steel and thereby prevents the
formation of blow-holes and bubbles. The proportion of
aluminium is detennined by the grade of steel, the
jmiount of occluded gases, and other factors, but it usually
varies from one eighth to three quarters'of a pound to a
ton of steel. An excessive amount of aluminiuin makes
the metal set very solid and produces 'pipes' in the in-
gots.— BaslC steel, steel made by the basic process.
See steeU, 1.— Bronze steel. .See •kbrmize-steel.— C^~
ment-Steel. Same as ^cementation-steel.— Chrome
steeL The ordinary chrome steel used for armor-plates
and armor-piercing projectiles contains from about '2 to
2.75 per cent, of chromium, but in some flle-steels the
amount of chromium reaches S per cent I'p to the intro-
duction of the aluininothermic process of Goldschmidt
(see Italuminothermics) chrome steel was prepared in
crucibles or in electric furnaces by the addition of ferro-
chromium to molten mild steel, an operation of consider-
able difficulty on account of the refractory nature of the
ferrochromium. The chrome steelprodllced by this method
contained sometimes over 1 per cent, of combined carlxin.

By the tJoldsclunidt process chromium is iu-<jduceil in an
almost pure st^tte and added to steel without perceptibly
increasing its percentage of carbon. Besides armor-
plates and projectiles, chrome steel is used for tires,

springs, rock-crushing machinery, and safes. The effect
of chromium on steel when added in small quantities is to
raise its strength and hardness without seriously dimin-
ishing its ductility. When added in t<.>o hu-ge quitntitiea

it produces l>rittlene88.~Chromlum-aluminlum steel,
an alloy steel containing chroniiiini itnd :dniiiiniuni in
varying proportions.— Chromliun-nlckel steel, steel
containing 2 per cent of nickel and hbout 1 i)er cent, of
chromium. It is used principally for annor-plate and for
armor-piercing shells.— Cold-rOlled Steel, steel to
which, after it is rolled hot to approximately the required
thickness, a very sm<M.)th surface and a very accurately
gaged thickness are imparted by first chemically cleaning
the surface and then rolling it cohl between smooth-sur-
face rollers.— Electric steel process. See -kprocess.—

Granulated steel, steel made from pig-iron by a pro-
cess in which the first step is the granulation of the iron
to give the steel a unifonn structure.— Gun-steel, steel

used for guns. Crucible-steel and uickel-stcel are largely
used for that purpose.— Hadlleld'8 manganese-steel,
a name'frequently given to manganese-steel from its in-

ventor, 'Robert A. Hadfleld.— Hard steel, steel to which
has been added manganese, phosphorus, or carbon to
increase it« hardness, or resistance to abrasion, and
to raise its elastic limit— Hlgh-carbon steel, steel

with a high percentage of carbon: usually contain-
ing more than .65 or .75 per cent of carbon.— High-
speed steel, an alloy steel suitable for cutting-tools
working at a very high speed. T(k>1s made of ordi-

nary carbon-steel lose their temper as soon as the
heat generated by the friction of the work rises above
about 300° C. High-speed steel, on the other hand, retains

a cutting-edge at a temperature more than twice as high
as ordinary carbon-steel, and often does its work while
its edge is red-hot ; consequently the speed of the lathe
or other machine can be increased from one to three
times the usual limit. A speed of ."iOO cutting-feet per
minute has been attained, working upon mild-steel forg-

ings. The composition of high-speed steel varies in ac-

cordance with the uses for which the tools are intended.
The chief constituents are tungsten, silicon, chromium,
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steel framework or skeleton for a building, as set up be- Steerage officer. See *officn:

steel

molybdenum, and manganesG. The proportion of carbon _ • n i at«„i i.,At„ °
i> us,udlybelo»- 1 per cent. Toolsof high-speed steel are |^« "'%bnck or st«ne ««^ .8 added.-Steel luster,

gtgerageway, «.-T0 make Steerageway, to have
nsed chiefly for making roughing-cuts in the lathe or wire. bee*i«-8Kri, Kmre'..

.
o

.
j > . . „ , , .. .,, „.,,__. ..,., ... .

See rein-planer. The valuable properties of high-speed steel are steel-COnCrete (8terkon"kret), n.

attributed to the alloying element and the special heat forced *COnCrete.
treatment to which it is subjected. Thus, in one process, ^.-i f.ppj fstel'fast") )) a Faced with steel ;

swero-Ti «•

It is ftrst heated to about 1,IK10 degrees C, then rapidly Steei-iaceQ ^Sle^ last;, p. a. r ncuu wiui sieei
, ^^^^gj ^f

«)oled in a bath of molten lead, where it is kept for about spociticallv, m ctdnng and etujravmfi, treated

10 minutes, and then allowed to cool slowly in lime or \,y a process by which, in the electrotype bath,
some other inert non-conducting IxKly. For some pur- ^ ^^^^ coating of steel is deposited on a COp

8i)eecl enough to be controlled by the rudder

:

ship.

Steerer, n. 4. A machine for controlling the

"a boat or yacht. It consists essentially
of a hand steer-

poses the steel when quite cool is reheated to visible red

and allowed to ctx^l in the open air. In other (more re-

cent) processes the steel is hardened by heating nearly

to melting and then cooling in a blast of air, after which

the strains are removed by reheating to ft temperature

below a red heat.— High steel, steel containing a per-

centage of cartxin above .60, or of other hardeners, such

as phosphorus, silicon, or manganese, by which it is made
of high tensile strength and elastic limit but at the ex-

pense of ductility and toughness. Such steel will temper

and harden.— Low steel, milil steel; steel low in carbon.

— HilclllnerT steel, low-carbon steel suitable for mak-

ing parts of m:iohines, but not cutting-t<X)ls, since it can-

not be tempered.— Manganese-nickel steel, an alloy

steel which contains manganese and nickel.— Musnet
Steel, a variety of self-hardening steel, so called from the

fact that its first development w:is due to the metallurgist j. i- _ a
of that name. It contains tungsten and manganese.— BueeiUiB, "• o

Natural steeL (a) Steel made by refining cast-iron di

rectly ('') Steel made Ironi the ore by a direct process.

— Open-hearth steel, a form of mild steel, so named
becauiie inodviced in an open-hearth furnace by the Sie-

mens-Martin process. It is called acid steel when the

lining of the hearth is of acid material and bagie steel

when the lining is of basic material. See «(«(!, 1.—

Oyerheated steel, steel which has been heated to a

temperature considerably above that of recalescence and

has consequently acquired a coarse crystalline structure

which materially weakens it. This defect may be reme-

died by forging the metal while hot.— Phosp"
Steel, steel containing an anionnt of phosphorus

cess of its carbon.— Pressed steel, steel which has been

subjected to pressure by mechanical means while in a

fluid state and undergoing the process of solidification in

a mold. The pressure is usually applied by hydraulic

presses, and results in a diminution of height in the pro-

rrtion of one land a half inches to the foot The steel

made more dense and blow-holes and other defects are

less likely to occur. Gases forming in the mass of steel

by chemical reaction are nieclianically expelled from it.

per plate, rendering it much more durable.

Steel-facing may be removed and renewed.
Steel-faced it may be printed over and over again

practically without a limit, for as soon as the steel face

should wear off, the plate can be again immersed in the

electrotyper's bath and a new coat of steel be deposited.

Singer and Strang, Etehing, Engraving, ete., p. 61,

steelhead, n. 3. Alarge trout, ;Sah»omMtam,
of the Pacific coast of the United States.

The small cateh of steelhead is the result of a state law
which restricted the fishing for this species to the use of

hm)k and line, thus preventing professional fishermen
from operating nets.

W. A. Wilcox, iu Eep.-r. S. Fish Com., 1905, p. 62.

^ In general, the operation of

overlaying, tipping, or facing with steel. It is

usually done to a softer and tougher metal in order that

the required hai'dness, resistance to abrasion, or temper-
ing quality may be secured by the steel face or point. It

was formerly practised more than now, because steel of

the desired properties was much more costly than iron,

and the solidity or mass w.is given by iron, and the steel

quality secured at the working-face only. Ax-heads were
made with a steel bit or cutting-edge on a wrought^iron
head ; rails were faced with steel on their tops ; ai-mor-

plate was steel-faced.

Phosphorus steel-iron (steri"era), «. 1. Iron, or metal
phorus in ex-

jj^^^q -[jy puddling or Some other non-fusion

process, which contains enough carbon to

Screw Steerer,

possess' the hardening and tempering quality ^^J^'^SV^^'tt^^

iuK"Wheel which
controls the rud-
der-head by means
of a screw or by
gearing. In the
screw type the
wheel is on a screw-
arbor carrying a
large nut having
wings at right an-

fles with the screw.
lach wing has a

slot, and the rud-
der-head carries corresponding wings, one of which car-

ries a steel pin that fits in the slot at either the right or
the left of the rudder-head. Turaing the wheel causes
the nut to travel on the screw, and its motion, through
the pin, causes the
rudder-head to
tnni to the right
or left. In the
rack-and- pinion
type the rudder-
head supports a
quadi"ant having
at its outer edge a
quadrant-rack.
The wheel con-
trols an arbor
which carries a
pinion that
meshes into the
quadrant-i-ack, and any motion of the wheel causes the
quadrant and the rudder to turn to the right or left

n. In ship-

Rack-and-pinion Steerer.

and some other properties of steel.— 2. Iron

which is a mechanical mixture of iron and
steel, as respects its properties, by reason of

incompletemanufacture into either.— 3. Steel-

faced iron.—Raw steel, steel produced by partial decarburization t ,_: jq' „ ^ , ^ i. i ^
ofVakt-irun in an open-hearth furnace.- Scrap-steel, Steelyard^ «.- Crane steelyard, a steelyard sus-

any non-salable pieces of steel from previous manufacture pendud on the hoisting-rope of a derrick or crane the

or industrial use, such as crop-ends of rails, ends of billets hook of which is the hoisting-hook of the crane, so that

and blooms or broken stock, used in open-hearth steel- objects can be weighed while being hoisted,

manufacture as an addition to the bath of melted pig- steely-bug (ste'li-bug), n. The grape-vme
iron to reduce the percentage of carbon therein by flea-beetle (which see, with cut, under flea-

^^^^Z^^I^T^^^S::^^^^^,^^^ i^etls). EG. Lodeman, The Spraying of

steel, steel which hardens itself and does not require the i'lants, p. dUb.

heat treatment necessary for ordinary high-carbon steel. gteenbraS (stan'bras), «. [Cape D. *steen-
(See air-hardening -ksteel) In the trade self- and air-

jj^asit), < D. sieen, stone, + hrasem, bream.]
haidening steels are usually classed together A distinc- q„,,/i', AfriVfln siinrnid fi<jh lientex runestris
tion exists between them, however, in that some steel A feoutu Airican sparoiQ usa, uetiiexriipesiris.

which hardens in the air may be softened by extremely steenstrupite (steu strup-lt), n. bame as
Blow cooling, whereas true self-hardening steels are not stccnstrupine.
made soft by any process, though their hardness is ap- „i._„o a c;„™„ o,, hrninup 5 nl The
preciiibly leicned by rapid cooling from a very high Steep-, «. *. »ame a.s orasque. o. pi. xne

temperature (almost at the melting-point),'the same treat- solutions or baths m which metals are dipped
ment which makes ordinai-y steels harder than glass, preparatory to electro-plating.
The best known of the self-hardening steels is Mushefs gfeeDinK-DOOl (ste'ping-pol), n. A pool for
self-hardening steel, containing up to 8 per cent, of tuiig- °™„ .i".^* 5^_" „th % „ ° t „„' ^
sten, together with 2-5 per cent, of manganese, and L.'iO-

2.25 per cent carbon. This was ' extensively used tor

heavy work in cutting-tools. Iladfleld's manganese-steel

is another well-known self-hardening steel. This is used

for amior-plate, burglar-proof safes, jaws of rock-crushers,

etc. It is so hard that it will stand great wear and can-

not be machined.— Siemens-Martin steel, steel made oteenine-vat Cste'mng-vat)
In the open-hearth fun.ace with regenerators by the °r^:*;„HT„„_r>lo„t ;= J'c^r.^A
Siemens mwliflcation of the ilartin process. See steed,

1.— Blllcon-nlckel steel, an alloy-steel containing sili-

con and nickel.— Soft steel, steel with a low elastic limit,

ductile and ncjt brittle; mild steel: its properties are

due to a low percentage of carbon and phosphorus.

—

Steel road. See steel •rondiTOi/.— structural steel.

steeping or retting flax, hemp, ete.

That the fiber can be disintegrated and separated from
the stalks by steeping in water, like flax and hemp, or

jute (as is practiced in India), is well understood, but the
steeping pool should be avoided if possible.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Eep. So. 6,'p. 29.

. „ .
™- A vat in which

thelndlgo-plant is steeped in water in order

that it may ferment and decompose. The re-

sulting solution of indigo white is run by
gravity into the beating-vats, which are situ-

ated on a lower level.

(a) Steel of toughness and ductility as well as of steeple (ste'pl), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. steepled,

strength, suitable for use in structures such as roofs, ' •"
* ' ' ^ .-,

,.

bridges, trestles, towers, buildings, and the like. (6)

Such steel rolled in the shapes adapted for these

uses, such as angles, tees, channels, I-beams, T-beams,
Z-bars, and deck-beams.—;Tlncture''Of Steel, a hydro-

alcoholic solution of ferric chlorid ; tincture of iron. It

is tonic and hematinic— TOOl steel, steel!^roper con-

taining carbon enough to allow of hardening or temper-

tag : distinguished from mild or structural steel, which ateei>leclia.Se «.
is almost destitute of carbon, incapableof being hardened i;„,.|>.. ^-irn'o^iW
or tempered, and rather to be viewed as well-purified »»«'"*, piimdiuy,

wrought-iron rendered uniform by fusion.— TungSten-
Chromlum steel, an alloy of steel containing tungsten

and chromium in varying pnjportions. The steel is used
in the manufacture of high-speed cutting-tools. See
highspeed *8(«ei.—Tungsten-manganese steel, an
alloy steel containing varying propoitions of tungsten

and manganese. See air-hardening *Med, self-harden-

ing -kstml, and high-speed •«(<«(.- Vanaditun steel,
special steel containing vanadium. \Vhile the effect of

vanadium on steel has not yet been thoroughly investi-

gated, it has been proved that one or two tenths of one
per cent, of vanadium added to mild or low-carbon steel

raises the elastic limit and tensile strength. As vanadium
has a very high melting-point, it is added to steel usually

in the form of -kferru-imnaditnn (which see).— Whlt-
"WOrth'S compressed'steel, steel compressed while in a

fluid state by the process patented by Sir Joseph Whit-
worth in 1865. The steel is cast into molds with forged
steel lioops, and a pressure of fromttto 15 tons per square
inch is aiiplied for the purpose of preventing the occluded
gas from escaping from the molten metal and f(jniiing

blow-holes or pipes. See compressed steel.—Wolfram
Steel, steel containing tungsten as an alloying element to

give sjn-cial hardness and strength.

II. n Steel alloy. See *ai%«.— Steel cage, the

ppr. steepling. To rise above other buildings or

objects as a steeple or a spire.

They have adopted what they call

'the Chicago method' in putting up
these steepling hives.

J. Ralph, in Harper's Mag., Feb.,

[1892, p. 427.

2. In hil-

an exhi-

bition stroke in which
the cue-ball is lifted from the
table and made to jump, the
cue having first been laid flat

upon the table. It can be fair,

but is liable to be foul (a

push), and on Nov. 28, 1905,

the English Billiard Associa-
tion, called upon to rule it out

of regular billiards, enacted
equivocally that, "properly
made, it is" fair." It is neither
recognized nor needed in

American billiards.

Steeple-compound ( ste ' pi -

kom'pound), a. See *tandem-
compound.
steeple-cup (ste'pl-kup), ji. A
silver standing cup having
on its cover a pyramidal, steeple-like crest.

Steeplc-cup.

building, an engine for moving the rudder
and steering by steam, hydraulic, or electric

power on large steamers. As usually fitted, the en-

gine follows the motion of the steering-wheel on thebiidge
or other steering station, so that the effect is the same as if

the rudder were moved or stopped directly by the steer-

ing-wheel. This is accomplished in steam and hydraulic
engines by a distributing valve on the engine controlled

by suitable shafting or ropes from the steering-wheel.

When tlie valve is opened in one direction by turning the
wheel, the engine in moving tends to close the valve so
that the engine stops when the wheel stops. Electric

steering-engines are complicated in their controlling

mechanism and have been little used.— Steerlng-englno
room, a compartment on a ship in which the steering-

engine is placed. In a war-ship, this is usually in the
extreme after part of the vessel under the protective deck.

steering-gear, ». 2. (a) The mechanism used
in motor-oars to steer the pair of wheels which

guide the car.

Most motor-
ears are steered
by the control
of the front
wheels, which
is given by
mounting
these wheels
upon steering-
knuckles on the
front axle ; the
knuckles are
held in position

by links or rods
connected to a
sector, the lat-

ter being eon-
trolled by a
screw on the

post of the steering-wheel. If a lever til-

ler is used, the knuckle-arms are linked to

an arm on the tiller upright or post. The
wheel-steerer is preferred, since it is a self-

locking or irreversible gear and is much less

trying to the operator on long runs. (6) In

traction-engines and road-rollers, a gear ope-

rated by chains wound upon a drum and draw-

ing the front axle out of parallel with the rear

or driving axle. This drum maybe driven by
worm and screw by hand, or it may be driven

by power by reversing clutches or gear, (o)

The handle-bar and connected parts for steer-

ing a tricycle, motor-cycle, or bicycle— Steam
steering-gear, the steam-driven machinery by which

the rudder of a vessel is operated. There are several

types. Those which are placed at the stem of the vessel

operate directly upon a "quadrant or sector attached to

the rudder-post; those more directly under the pilot-

house or wheelman's position operate through chains

and rods to pulleys and purchiises at the tiller. In either

fonn some flexible element must be introduced to pre-

vent shocks of wave-impact from wTeckiug the machine
or its mountings. A very usual design is a reversing-

engine having two cylindere with cranks at 90* so as

to avoid a dead-center. The valves are driven by a n -

versing link-motion, the motion of the pilot's wheel to

port throwing the link downward, as for forwai'd mo-

tion, and the tui-ning of the wheel to starboard causing

Stecriii^-gear.
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the engine to reverse. The steering-chains are coiled
upon a drum turned by tliis engine, and one chain is

wound up by one motion while tlie other is unwound,
and vice versa. To make the motion of the pilot's wheel
resemble the ordinary hand-steering movements, the
turning of the chain-drum draws the link up or down to
mid-gear again if the wheel of the helmsman is held still,

and the motion of the drum ceases. The engine keeps on
winding the nidder-chain as long as the helmsman
moves his wheel, but when he stops the engine stops.
This feature is secured in all steering-gears, but different
means are used in different designs.

steering-knuckle (ster'ing-nuk'l), n. That
part of the front axle of a motor-car which fur-
nishes the bearing for front ivheels. Each
wheel fits upon one arm of a knuckle, the
other being connected by links to the steering-
wheel mechanism. The knuckle is supported
in a strong yoke at the end of the axle proper,
so that the vertical plane in which the wheels
turn can be turned at any desired angle with
the long axis of the vehicle and turn the latter
in the desired direction. The wheels turn on
the knuckle-arm by ball-bearings.
The front axle is provided with ball-bearing steering

knuckles, which assures the maximum solidity and great
ease of steering. Sci. Amer. Sup., Aug. 27, 19<M, p. 2395a

steering-lever (ster'ing-lev'fer), n. A hand-
lever for operating a steering mechanism.
When you have the 9teering-lever in your hand and

can speed ahead at your own pleasure by simply pressing
a button, or lever ... it is truly a new and delightful
sensation. Higcox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 20.

steering-stand (ster'ing-stand), «. In ship-
buikliii;/, a pedestal or support for a small
steering-wheel on a bridge or other steering-
station. In the stand are gear-wheels and the
upper part of the shafting by which the mo-
tion of the wheel is transmitted to the steer-
ing-engine.

Steering-telegraph (ster'ing-teHf-grW), n.

See *tele<jruph.

steering-wheel, n. 2. A wheel by which the
driver of a motor-car alters the direction of
the front or rear pair of wheels, thus steering
the car.

steer-shaft (ster'shaft), n. A controlling-rod
for |)utting any part of a mechanism into a de-
sired position and holding it there, as in valve-
gcfir, goveniing mechanisms, and the like.

Stefan's law. See */nMii.

Stegnosis (steg-no'sis), 11. [NL., < Gr. oriyvuai^,
obstruction of the bowels or pores, < artyiiovv,

obstruct, make tight, < areyvd^, contracted from
areyavM, tight, water-tight, close.] Obstruc-
tion in an excretory or secretory canal.

StegnotiC (steg-not'ik), a. [Gr. aTcyv(jTiK6f, <
art) luair, obstruction.] Suppressing secre-
tion ; constricting.

Stegoceph (steg'o-sef), n. [stegoceph(_alian).']

A stegocephalian.

stegocrotaphous (steg-o-krot'a-fus), a. [Gr.
art} III', cover, + Kp6Ta(lioi, the side of the head,
+ -o««.] Having the temporal fossa roofed
over with bone, as it is in most turtles, and in
the rare mammal Lophiomys. Contrasted with
*tlierocrotiiphous.
The turtles have a ftteffocrntnphonit skull, unlike all

other reptiles save the (.'otylosauria, Procolophonia, etc.

Willitton, In Proc. V. S. Nat Mus., XX.XII. tSH.

Stegodont (steg'o-dont), a. [NL. Htegodon
{-<i(loiil-).] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the elephant subgenus Stegodon, in
which the ridges of the molar teeth are low
and the cement confined to the bottom of the
intervening valleys.

Stegoid (steg'oid), a. [Gr. artyoi, roof, -I-

fiMof, form.] Koof-shaped. G. Sergi (trans.),
Var. of the Human Species, p. 53.

Stegomvia (steg-o-mi'i-a), n. [NL. (Theobald,
1901), < Gr. criyoc, a roof (< areyccv, cover),
-I- uvia a fly.]

\ HI ./
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Sea.] A genus of agonoid fishes found in
rather deep water off the ooasts of Oregon and

fever and is known as the yellow-fever mos-
quito. The genus is of tropical and subtropi-
cal distribution.— 2. [/. c] A mosquito of Californiar
this genus. Stelleroldea (stel-e-roi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.] A
Stegorrhine (steg'o-rin), a. [Gr. (JTfyoc, a roof, group or class of ISchinodermata including the+ pic: (p»'-), nose.] In craniom., having a starfish, brittle-stars, sand-stars, basket-fish,
high bridge of the nose, like man. Von Torok. and branching-stars. All are characterized
StegOSaums, n. 1. it was characterized by a very bv a flattened, stellate body consisting of a
smiiU skull with a diminutive braiu-cavity (not more central disk bearing radiating arms, by radi-

ately arranged genital organs, by not hav-
ing the body attached by the aboral surface,
and by having the podia usually limited to
the lower surface of the body.

Stellifer (stel'i-fer), n. [NL., < L. stellifcr,

bearing stars^ < Stella, star, + ferre, bear.]
A genus of sciaanoid fishes. All of the species
are rather small and all are found in American
waters.

stellino (sta-le'no), n. [It., < Stella, < L.
Stella, a star.] A silver coin of Florence,
struck under Cosmo de' Medici (1537-74).
The name alludes to a star (a mint-mark) on
the obverse.

Stellium (stel'i-um), «. ; pi. stellia (-a). [NL.,
< L. Stella, a star.] In astrol., a crowd of
planets in an angle. See *donjpkory and
*saleltitimn, 2.

A simplified spelling of stealth.

Stem analysis. See *tree analysis.—Stem

Ste^saitrus unj^ulatiis.

Restoration. Marsh.
(From Dana's " Manual of Geology.")

than one tenth the capacity of the neural cavity in the
sacrum and relatively the smallest known in any land
vertebrate), large nostrils, edentulous premaxilla;, and Stelth, «
numerous and spatulate teeth. The vertebrai were am- gtem^ «.
phiccelous. The sacrum consisted of fom* fused vertebnc,
sometimes with one or more lumbars added in front.
The anterior caudal vertebnc were the lai'gest of all and
bore strong chevnm-bones. The fore limbs were short and
stout and the hind limbs long and massive, the fenmr being
from 5 to ti feet in lengtlL The foot was 3-t4)ed, with

density, in forestry, the extent to which the total num-
ber of trees in a given forest approaches the total number
which the index forest of the same age and composition
contains. It is ordinarily expressed as a decimal, 1 being
taken as the numerical equivalent of the stem density of

, ... ,. . - m,- J . .
-

. . the in<lex forest.
fourth toe rudnnentary. The dermal armature consisted e,4.«*v» VHn.1,4. /c*«™'v^^;*-\ „ a* ~ j-
of a double row of enormous erect flattened bony ,,lates

Stem-bllght (stem bl t), n. A fungous disease
of plants which attacks the stem. Stem-blight
of the peach is due to Phoma Persicie. that of
the potato is attributed to Fusarium acumina-
tum, and that of rye to Leptosphseria lierpo-
trichoides.

stem-borer (stem'b6r''''^r), 11. An insect the
larva of which bores in the stems of plants.

—

Clover stem-borer,' an American erotylid beetle, Lati-
guria mczardi, wliose larvjc bore in the stems of red
clover.—Lima bean Btem-borer, the larva of an Ameri-
can phycitid moth, Monoptilota nubilella, which bores
into the stems of Lima beans.

lony 1)1

extending from the back of the head almost to the tip of
the tail, the largest being over the pelvis. Kssentially
complete skeletons show tliat the animal attained a length
of almost 40 feet.

StegTlTOUS (ste-gu'rus), o. [Gr. artyo^, aroof, +
ov(>a, tail.] Referring to a type of tail structure,
in bony fishes, in which the vertebral column
terminates in front of the tail-fin with a ver-
tebra bearing a broad vertical fan-shaped
plate which is formed by the fusion of several
fin-supports and hemapophyses. This terminal
plate generally incloses a short upwardly di- stem-form (stem'form), w. The form that de-
rected remnant of the notoohord or a bony
style (urosfyle).

Stein^ (stin), n. [G. sfeiH, stone.] An earthen-
ware mug, especiallyono designed to hold beer.

Steindachneria (stin-dak-ne'ri-a), 11. [NL.,
named after Dr. Franz Steindachuer, an Aus-
trian zoologist.] A genus of macruroid fishes
found in deep seas.

Steinegeria (sti-ne-je'ri-S), n. [NL., named Stem-mark (stem'mark), n, A mark or sym-

termines the stem ; the ancestral form.
Darwin was inclined to believe that articulate speech

came at an early period in the history of the stem-form
of man. Nature, Sept. 20, 1901, p. 645.

dtem-gall (stem'gS,!), n. A gall upon the stem
of a leaf.—Strawbeny-leaf stem-gall, an elongate
gall occurring on the leaf^stems of the strawbeiTy-plant.
It is evidently a cynipid gall, bt^t the adult insect is un-
known.

after Leonhard Stejnegcr,ot the U. S. National
Museum.] A genus of fishes of the family
Steinegeriid/e, found only in the Gulf of
Mexico.
Steinegerlidse (sti'ne-ie-ri'i-de), n. pi.

< StciHegeri(a) -f -idle.}
. [NL.,

A family of fishes re-
lated to the Bramidee, found in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Stele^, H. 2. In bni., the axial cylinder of a
stem, beginning as the plerome (see plerome,

bol used to indicate the stem or family to
which the owner belongs. S. Haddon, Evolu-
tion in Art, p. 254.

S'tem-mat (stem'mat), n. A thick, heavy mat
secured to the stem of a towboat to protect
the side of a vessel against which the boat is

pushed or rested in docking.
Stemmer^ (stem'^r), n. [stem^ + -«•!.] One
who removes stems ; especially one who sep-
arates the midribs from the leaves of tobacco.

See

1. An impor-
tant genus of
mosquitos hav-
ing the 7>alpi

short and four-
jointed in the"
female and long
and five-jointed
in the male.
They are black
in color, marked
with silvery
white. The
head is com-
pletely clothed
with broad, flat

scales. About

1

/

2, and plerome-sheath) and passing into the Stemming" (stem'ing), n. The act of removing
older tissues which supply the vascular tissue
of the plant.

Stelgls (stel'jis), n. [NL., < Gr. aTe?.yi(, a vari-
ant of (rr?^yyi^, a scraper.] A genus of fishes
•of the family Agonidae, found in deep waters
off the California coast.

Stelgistnim (stel-jis'trum), n. [NL., < Gr.
o-f

/.J
lar/Miv, a variant of ar'Alyyiarpov, a scraper.]

A genus of cottoid fishes found in Bering Sea.
Stelic (ste'lik), a. \_stel(c)^ + -ic] Of or per-
taining to a stele. See *stele^, 2.

Stella, n. 2. A cross-shaped bandage.

Stellar heat, nebula, parallax, etc. See
*htiil, etc.

Stellate ganglion. See *ganglion.

the mid-rib ('stem') from a tobacco-leaf.
stemmed *toiacco and *stemmer'^.

stem-mother (stem'muTH'er), n. The foun-
dress of a summer colony oi Aphididee which is

herself bom of a winter egg; any female
plant-louse that hatches in the spring from a
winter egg. The first spring generation of
any species is composed of stem-mothers.
During the last week in April the stem mothers of an

aphis, detennined by Mr. Th. Pei-gande to be a species of
Myzus, were found depositing young with A. mall.
These stem mothers were large, globular, bluish-black,
slightly pruinose, and the young were of a light-brown
color. Proc. Ass'n Boon. Eiit., 1900, p. (i8.

Stemonaceous (ste -mo- na' shins), a. [NL.
Strmnnace(ie) + -ous.] Belonging or pertain-

oi 11 v 1-/11/ X. 1 V .. rp. i, iiR tc tiie Stetnonacese.
Stellenbosch (stel en-bosh), «. «. [See the gtem-ossicle (stem'os'i-kl), «. Any one of
cxtni.-t ] To 'send to Coventry'; side-track, ti^^ calcareous elements composing the stem
[blaug.J

jij. goiyoji, of jj pelmatozoan echinoderm.
In the early days of the Boer war (189»-1902) Stellen- Called columnals in Bathei-'s terminology,

bosch was one of the British muitary bases, and was used , i/i/-i\ oaf -j -, / \

as a "remount" camp; and in consequence of ottlcere Stem-pOle (stem pol), n. bee ''polarity, 1 (C).

being sent back to it when they had not distinguished stem-rOt (stem'rot), «. A fungous or bacte-
tht>nia.ilvoa nf. th.> fniiif til/, /.rnrAsai/tn <<tii \,c, Vtallj,,,- .,,. m. , • n , c •

rial disease affecting the stems of various

Sttggmyia/atciala Uaiofus), male.

(Howard, U. S. D. A.)

40 species are known. Si.

/asciata {calopus) is the transmitter of yellow

themselves at the front, the expression "to be Stellen-
bosched " came into general use ; so much so, that in sim-
ilar cases officera were spoken of as " Stettenliosched"
even if they were sent to some other place altogether.

Kncyc. Brit., XXXII. 861.

Stellerina fstel-e-ri'nii), n. [NL., named after
Georg Wilhelm Stellrr, a naturalist and ex-
plorer, the first to study the fishes of Bering

plants. That of the carnation is due to a
species of lihizoctonia ; that of the clover to

Sclerotinia Trifoliiim ; that of the cucumber
to S. Libertiana ; that of the egg-plant and
sweet potato to Nectria Ipomaae ; and that of

tobacco to Botrytis longibranchiata.



stem-sawfly

Stem-sawfly (stem'sa'lli), «. Any sawfly of
the family Cephidte. The larvte of these insects
live in the stems of plants and in the tender
shoots of trees and bushes. Cambridge Xat.
Hist., V. 504.

stem-winding (stem'win'ding), a. Wound
by turning the stem, and not by a key: said
of a watoh.

stenciling, stencilling (steu'sil-ing), n. 1.

The act of using or the process of marking with
a stencil ; also, the markings, collectively, so
produced.— 2. Specifically, in ceram., the act
or process of reserving spaces or patterns on
the ware in ground-laying. A stencil, composed of

rose-pink water-color mixed with sugar or common mo-
lasses, is painted on the places which are to be reserved.
When thoroughly dry, boiled linseed-oil is laid over the
entire surface, and when this hsis become dry the ware is

immersed in a tub of clear water. After being allowed
to soak for a few moments the stenciling medium is eas-

ily removed by light touches of a soft tuft of cotton,

leaving the reserved patterns clear and clean.

Stenciling-press (sten'sil-ing-pres), V. A
printing-press employing stencils instead of

type. The stencil, perforated in minute holes

arranged in the form of letters, js placed in

the press and ink is pressed through the per-

forations, stenciling the letters on the paper:
used in addressing-machines.
stencil-machine (sten'sil-ma-shen"), n. A
simple form of type-writer for cutting letters

and figures in sheets of oiled paper to form
stencils for marking packing-boxes. It con-
sists of a revolving horizontal wheel of steel

supported at the center, in a suitable frame,
and carrying stamps for cutting out the sten-
ciled letters and a lever for pressing each
stamp through the paper as it is brought in
turn, by the revolution of the wheel, under
the lever. It has a graduated table to guide
the pa{)er as it passes under the stamp and to
hold it firmly in place as each letter is stamped.
stender-dish (sten'der-dish), n. A shallow
circular glass dish with an accurately ground
glass cover, used in microscopic work.
A simpler and more striking method is to float a quan-

tity of these spores on the surface of water half fllliug a
slender dish ; then cover and shake vigorously for a mo-
ment. Bot. Gazette, Jan., 19(M, p. 12.

stenellipsoid (sten-e-Up'soid), n. [Gr. crrEvof,

narrow, -1- 'E. ellipsoid.'] Inan</jrop.,anarTow
cranium of ellipsoid form. G. Sergi (trans.),

Var. of the Human Species, p. 51.

Stenion (sten'i-on), n. ; pi. steiiia (-a). [>fL., <

Gr. cTfviq, narrow.] In craniom., one of the
points on the alisphenoid at which the skull is

narrowest. Von Tiirok.

stenobathic (sten-o-bath'ik), a. [Gr. (rrnxif,

narrow, -I- jiadof, depth, + -jc] Having a
narrow range of depth : said of animals living
in the water between definite limits of depth,
as contrasted with *euryhathic (which see).

Similarly, in regard to depth, species have been classed
as eurybathic and stenobathic, but, since increased depth
practically means diminished temperature, these are
probably merely expressions of the same fact in another
form. Encyc. BHt., XXXIIl. 934.

stenobregmate (eten-o-breg'mat), a. [Gr.
(TTEPOf, narrow, + jiptyaa, the front part of the
head.] In craniom., having a laterally com-
pressed high vertex, like the Eskimo. J. C.

Pritchurd.

stenocardiac (sten-o-kar'di-ak), a. [Gr. arevdc,

narrow, -I- Ka/idia, heart, -I- -ac] Relating to
or affected with angina pectoris.

stenocephalic (sten-o-se-fal'ik), a. [Gr. aT£v6c,

narrow, -f- KKj>akr], head, + -ic] 1. Same as
stenocephalous.

By dolichocephalic, chamaecephalic and stenocephalic
crania within the race we understand those of individuals
having their B/L, IIjL and BjII indices below the racial
mean ; by brachycephalic, hypsicephalic, platycephalic
crania, those of individuals having the corresponding in-
dices above the mean.

C. D. Fawcett, in Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 462.

2. Specifically, belonging to one of the divi-
sions of cranial forms given by Aitken Meigs,
and characterized by merocephalic form, with
receding forehead, triangular crown, and flat

occiput.

stenocephalus (sten-o-sef'a-lus), n.
;

pi. stenn-
cephali (-h). [NL., '< Gr!' arevd^, narrow, -t-

KE<fia>J/, head.] A narrow type of skull. G.
Sergi.

StenOChromy, n. The art of printing several colors at
one impression ; (4) by printing colors (from separately
inked plates) successively on an elastic cylinder and tlien
transferring the combined impressions uywn the desired
surface of paper or metal. See Orloff -kprocess.

Stenocoriasis (sten'''o-ko-ri'a-8is), n. [NL., <
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Gr. flTci'iSf, narrow, + Kdpr/, pupil, -I- -iasis.]

Narrowing of the pupil of the eye.
stenocranial (sten-o-kra'ni-al), a. [Gr. arev6c,

narrow, + Kpaviov, skull, -1- -a('.] In anthrop.,
characterized by or exhibiting a skull of less
than medium width. W. 1{. Macdonell, in
Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 240.

stenocrotaphy (sten-o-krot'a-fi), n. [Gr.
arcvdf, naiTOW, -I- Kp6Ta(po(, temple, + -j".]
In anthrop., narrowness of the temples, par-
ticularly constriction of the region of the tem-
poral fossee. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., July-Dec,
1901, p. 258.

stenografer, stenografic, stenografy.
Amended spellings of stenographer, etc.

Stenometer (ste-nom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. crrturfc,

narrow, + /jirpof, measure.] A distance-
measurer consisting of a small telescope with
a divided object-glass and a micrometer-screw
for moving the half-lenses. At the distant
point a rod is placed carrying two targets a
known distance apart. The observation con-
sists in making their images coincide by
turning the screw and reading the microm-
eter-head, as in heliometer work.
The rivers were meandered by using a prismatic com-

pass for directions and a stenometer for distances.
Jiep. U. S. tieol. Surv., 1900-01, p. 168.

stenostegnosis (sten"o-steg-n6'sis), n. [NL.
in form, < Steno (? see def.) -1- Gr. arcyvuct^,

obstruction; but apparently an error for
*sten<>stcnosis.'\ Stricture of Steno's duct.

stenostenosis (steu"o-ste-n6'sis), «. [NL., <
Gr. orevof, narrow, + Steno (Steno's duct)
-t- -osis.'] Same as '^stenostegnosis.

stenothermal (sten-6-ther'mal), a. [Gr. are-
v6(, narrow, + Bippr/, heat.] lii zoiil., incapable
of enduriug a great range of temperature; not
found in places differing greatly in their tem-
perature : contrasted with *eurythermal.

In relation to temperature the wide-ranging species
are termed eurythermal, the limited, stenothermal (Moe-
bius) ; the terms are useful to record a fact, but are not
explanatory. jEncyc. Brit., XXXIIl. 934.

stenothorax (sten-o-tho'raks), n. [NL., < Gr.
arevdi, narrow, -I- Siipaf, thorax.] A narrow
chest.

stentando (stan-tan'do), a. [It., ppr. of stan-
tare, toil, labor, be in want, < ML. "abstentare,
freq. of L. abstinere, abstain. See abstain.}
In music, same as ritenuto, but with heavy
emphasis on the tones.

step, v. t. 6. In elect., to raise or lower (the
voltage of an alternating-current circuit) by
means of transformers : see to *step up and to
*step doion.

The current is furnished to a sub-station, one compart-
ment of which contains the company's transformers, etc.,
which step the pressure down to 2,000 volts and deliver
the current to the 2,000-volt bus-bara in the municipality
compartment.

Elect. World and Engin., Aug. 8, 1903, p. 230.

Stepped up, arranged in steps.

The terraces being stepped up with revetments wher-
ever the natural features of the ground had not availed,
to maintain the earth in position.

,S. B. Miles, in Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.X XVIIL 480.

To step down, in elect., to lower (the voltage of an al-
teniating-cun-ent circuit) by transformation.

—

To step
tip, in elect. , to raise (the voltage of an alternating-current
circuit) by transformation.

step,". 13. In mac/i.
: (c) The radial distance

on a cone or step-pulley of a machine between
the belt-face on one diameter and the belt-
face on the next larger or smaller. Twice the
step is the difference in the diameters of the
successive belt-surfaces. In England also
called the fall.— 15. In math., a change of
place without rotation. Clifford Fifth step,
m acoustics, the interval of the perfect fifth (vibration-
ratio §) when used as a measure for precise tone-deter-
mination. See third -kstep.— In step, in elect., having
the same frequency and continually in the same phjise :

said of two or more alternating currents or alternating-
current generat^n-s or motors.— Step-and-platform
topography. See*topojropAi/.— step by step. (<)

One step after another ; one step at a time ; slowly and
methodically ; in physics, used to designate various
methods of measurement, as in the determination of
magnetization where the magnetizing force is increased
discontinuously a step at a time and the induction is

measured at each stage. Step-by-step methods are also
frequently employed in the detennination of the wave-
form of alternating currents and in many other cases.

—

Step-by-step method. i^Anmnapoint-to-point-ttmethod.
— Step-by-step telegraph, a method of telegraphic
signaling in which the pointer of the receiving instru-
ment moves discontinuously, step by step, over a dial
marked with the various characters of the alphabet.—
Third step, in acoustics, the interval of the natural
major third (vibration-ratio 5) when used as a measure
for precise t^jne-determination : compare ri/th -kHtep.
In ancient musical theory it was supposed that only such
intervals were correct as could be attained by the use of

stepping-line

fifth steps, but it is now held that the use of third steps,
alone or with fifth steps, is nofonly valid but necessary,
since the consensus of musical opinion as early as the
sixteenth century began to discard the tuning of certain
intervals by the ancient system. Up t/y that time theo-
rists had held, for instance, to the Pythagorean third,
derived by taking four fifth steps upward from tile start-
ing-tone (discarding the octaves), with the vibration-
ratio gi- This was so dissonant that it was useful neither
alone nor in the formation of the major triad. The adop-
tion of the natural third step at once made feasible a
better theory of the scale and of all triads. All the
recognized intervals of modem theory (over 100 within

' the octave) are definable in fifth steps and third steps, or
some combination of them.

step-bearing (step'bar"ing), n. In mach., a.

bearing which carries a vertical shaft , the
bearing in which the weight of a vertical shaft
is supported. Sci. Amer. Sup., Aug. 13, 1904,
p. 23925.

step-down (step'doun), n. and a. I. n. In.
elect., a transformer or other device for low-
ering the potential in an electric circuit.

n. a. Serving to convert a current of
higher voltage into one of lower voltage : said
specifically of transformers and allied devices.
—Step-down transformer, in elect, a transformer
with more turns in the primary than in the secondary
coil so that the secondary voltage is lower than that of
the primary circuit; a transfonner used to step down
from higher to lower voltage. Science Abstracts, VL,
sec. B, p. 22.

Stephanian (stefa'ni-an), a. and n. In geoh,
noting the uppermost" division of the Carbo-
niferous system in Europe where it is devel-
oped as lagoon deposits : used in contrast to
the Uralian, which notes the marine sedimen-
tation of the same period.

Stephanoberycidse (stef "a-no-be-ris'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Stephanoberyx '(-beryc-) + -jrf«.] A.
family of berycoid fishes containing only one
genus and two species, found in deep seas.

Stephanoberjrx (stef'a-np-ber'iks), n. [NL.,
< Gr. aTc<fiavoQ, a crown, + NL. Jieryx.] A
genus of berycoid fishes of the family Steph-
anoberycidee.

Stephanocrinus(stef-a-nok'ri-nus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (}Ti<j>avo(, a crown, -t- Kp'tvov, a lily. See
crinoid.] The only genus of the crinoid fam-
ily Stephanocrinidee, anaberrantrepresentative
of the order Larviformia, in which the calyx is
small and compact and consists of three basal,
five radial, and five interradial plates, the
radials being deeply forked, very short biserial
arms arising from them. It occurs in the
Silurian rocks of America and Bohemia.
Stephanoscope (stef'a-no-skop), n. [Gr.
areipavoi, a crown, -1- 'okott'civ, view.] An in-
strument devised by Dove (1847) for demon-
strating the formation by interference of the
small coronal rings of color seen around any
source of light. It consists essentially of a,

series of close concentric circles scratched by
a diamond point on glass. Oertling substi-
tuted a rectangular network of straight lines
and gave the plate a rapid rotation in its own
plane.

stephanozygomatic (stef"a-n6-zi-go-mat'ik),
a. [stephan{ion) + zygomatic.'] In craniom.,
relating to the stephanion and the zygomatic
arches. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March,
1901, p. 38— stephanozygomatic Index. See *i'»-
dex.

step-log (step'log), n. A log or piece of tim-
ber cut roughly into steps so as to produce a,

kind of ladder. Evidences of its use are
found among the remains of primitive man.
step-motion (step'mo-shon), n. Discontinu-
ous motion by a succession of stages or steps,
as of a pointer around a dial in the dial tele-

graph or of the type-wheel in certain systems
of printing-telegraphy, or of the sliding-con-
tact devices in certain automatic controllers
for electric machinery.

steppage (step'aj), n. The act of stepping.

—

Steppage gait. Same as stepping irgait.

steppe,". 2. In p%to(7C05r.,xerophilous grass-
land. This formation as met with at high
elevations is distinguished as alpine steppe.
A. F. TV. Schitnper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p.
162.— Steppe disease. Seeitdisease.

steppe-lake (step'lak), n. A shallow tempo-
rary lake on a subarid plain, such as those
which occur on steppes.

Lake Zyma, the only lake of any size in Morocco, was
carefully examined. It is a typical steppe-lake, becoming
in summer little more than a sheet of salt.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 92.

stepping-line (step'ing-lin), n. Same as beard-
ing-line.



step-pyramid

step-pyramid (step'pir"amid), n. Same as
stepped pyramid (which see, under stepped).
The ziggurat or gtep-pyramid, which forms so marked a

feature in Babylonian worship.
Athenmnm, Sept 19, 1903, p. 387.

steptoe (step ' to), n. [Origin obscure.] A hill
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purports to represent the arrangement in space
of the carbon and hydrogen atoms in tlie mole-
cule, and shows one bond of each carbon atom
to be directed toward a common center.
A discussion of the various possible space formula; of

benzene and a reply to Graebe's objections to the stereo.
centric representation. Nature, July 3, 1902, p. 238.

stereochemical (ster"e-6-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr.
OTcptd^, solid, -I- E. chemical.'] Of" or pertain-
ing to stereochemistry, or the arrangement of
atoms in space.
For the inheritance of form the conditions are not very

different. The egg is not the bearer of the form of the
full-grown animal, but of certain chemical substances,
especially of ferments. According to the stereochemical

stereograph.
them, the translucent screens at Ee, and the platinum
mirror M. One screen is red, the other blue, and the
positives are obtained from negatives secured by tlie use
of appropriate color-screens. A third picture, AV, is
placed above a green screen E'e\ and the light reHected
from the uiiiTor CD passes through the screen and pic-
ture, but IS reflected from the mirror M. The two imagesSa.m combining, give the sensation of one solid image
and as the images are seen against the colored screens
p aced at Ee and E'd, the combination of colors take*
place at the same time.

stereocomparator (ster'e-6-kom'pa-ra-tor),
n. [Gr. areped;, solid, -I-' NL. comparatik.']
1. An instrument, inventedby Pulfrich in 1901,
which utilizes the principle of the stereoscope
in the comparison of pairs of photographs, as

Steploc. Big Butte. Idaho.

or mountain surrounded and isolated by a large
flow or plain of lava. [Northwestern U. S. ]

The border of the plains contours around the enclosing
mountains, converting valleys into bays, spurs into head-
lands and outlying knobs into • steptoes.' . . . The most
remarkable examples of tlie latter fonns are two dissected
rhyolitic volcanoes, of which the highest. Big Butte, rises
%:«*) feet over the plains. Science, April 24, 1903, p. 672.

Step-np (step'up), n. and a. I. n. In elect., a
transformer or other device for increasing the
voltage in an electric circuit. Elect. World
and Kngin., Nov. 21, 1903, p. 864.

II. a. Serving to convert a current of lower
voltage into one of higher voltage : said spe-
cifically of transformers and allied devices.
F. B. Crocker, Elect. Lighting, II. 149.- step-up
trajtsformer, in elect., atransfonner the secondary coil
of which contains more turns than the primary, so that
the secondary voltage is higher than that of the primary
circuit : a transformer used U) step up from lower to
higher voltage. Tratu. Atner. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901,
p. I2f,.

step-way (step'wa), n. A flight of steps ; a
stairwav.

The plates, / and ^,
eteoscope n

by reftection brinjr the t

Pulfrkh's Original Stereocomparator.
which are to be compared, are placed on the double slide carriage, rf^, and

At Cnossus we have traces of a southern ttepway and
entrance.
A. J. Evans, in Jour. Roy. Inst of Brit Architects,

(Dec. 20, 1902, p. 104.

step-wise (step'wiz), a. In the manner of
steps ; by regular ascent.
The balustrade of its upper flight rising step-tnse, and

showing at intervals the sockets of its colonnade.
A. J. Evans, in Jour. Roy. Inst, of Brit. Architect*,

(Dec. 20, 1902, p. 101.

Steradian (ste-ra'di-an), n. lA\aostereradian, Stereochemistry (ster'e-9-kem'is-tri), n

reflecting stereoscope which is supported by the bracket /. The stereoscope may consist simply of two sets of mirrors whichbyreflecuon bring the two plates into apparent coincidence, or it may consist of broken bin<S:ulars," andV wT^ ch "ew heplate, through tola ly reflecting pnsms at * and f. The plate / is adjusted to agree in position-augle wi h A by a roStlon of

iewed with a Helmholz
hich

and y, which view the

the plate.holder which supports it. the rotation being read ofl^ by means of the divided circle and hidex /. 'Thi vertical andUteral adjustments are accomplished by means of the slow motions n, and „. m moving f laterally, n moving . vertical Thesemotions may be read ofl- by means of the verniers x and z. The adjusted plate pairs may be shifted about wiSio" a d sturl.ance

fite^'l^a'nd fh',"hi ''H T"!' °' 'K
''°'''"'

f'''
"'"'^?- '^'" •'»»<1»''"1. A. wilh rak.and.pi„ion n"otronmLvesSe plates

hi. ,^,lf ', il!i .t ^'^'t'-/-
*"! K'»'-»"dKrew motion, moves them up and down. The scales with verniers, a and i. may

c^un'ellr,;"' he w^gSl''oMh^°H^i^^!?H°^°,^^..f:' V, '^^ll^U^^l^-J^J'^} »'™^'> >'- P'»"=? ^
•
» -itn... used Z

stereoscopic effect.

of the double slide carriage ;

prop, 'stereoradian, < Gr. areped^, solid, +
L. radius, radius, -t- -an.'\ A unit of solid angu-
lar measure ; the solid angle subtended at the
center by that part of a sphere which is equal
to the square of its radius, hence by the unit
surface on a sphere of unit radius. Balsted.

Stercoral abscess, an abscess communicating with the
intestine and containing pus and fecal matter.— Ster-
coral Ulcer, an ulcer of the intestinal mucous membrane
due to the pressure of hard lumps of fecal matter.

Stercorin (stfer'ko-rin), «. [L. stercus (-or-),
dung, -H-ihS.] Ail organic substance obtained
from the feces : probably an impure form of
cholesterin.

stercorolith (8t6r'ko-r6-lith), n. [Ij. ster-
cu«(-<»--),diing, + Gr. /.iHo^, stone.] An intes-
tinal calculus formed about a center of fecal
matter.
steregon (ster'e-gon), n. [Prop, 'stereogon, <
Gr. <Tre/if((if), solid, + yuvia, an angle.] In
geom.

, the whole amount of solid angle around
a point in space.

stereo. An abbreviation («) of stereotype; (6)
of -ttireotyping.

stereo-agnosis (ster'e-o-ag-no'sis), n. [Gr.
arepeo , nolid, -I- li- priv. -f yvucK;, know-
ledge. See agnostic.'] In mental pathol., the
inability to apprehend the form of objects by
touch, although the peripheral tactual sensi-
tivity is unimpaired or but little reduced.
See *sterci>(iniistic.

StereobiBOCalar (ster'e-o-bi-nok'u-lSr.-bin-
ok'u-lilr). a. [Gr. arcpt'dr, solid, '+ "E. bin-
ocular.

"l
Of or pertaining to that form of

binocular field-glass in which the interobjec-
tive is greater than the interocular distance,
thus increasing the stereoscopic effect above
that of normal vision.

BtereocentriC (ster'e-o-sen'trik), a. [Gr. , . -i. . • . .. , .

<mpcA<:, solid, + idvr^', center, + -ic] The °^ Btereoscope by which the reproductions are

term applied, in organic chemistry, to a form-
seen stereoscopically in their natural colors.

ulawhrcl, has been suggested foVbenzene. It IJl^^rT^t^A'^^'^STtiV^.T^lX."^^

configuration of the latter, the products of assimilation,
and with these the materials of the body, turn out differ-
ently. J. Loeb, Conipar. Physiol, of the Brain, p. 202.

,, [Gr.
arepedf, solid, -1- E. chemistry.] That branch of
the science of chemistry which is devoted to
the study of substances which agree in the
nature, number, and order of attachment of
the atoms constituting the molecule, but are
believed to differ in the relative position of
these atoms in space, as a.ssumed by a hypothe-
sis put forward by Van't Hoff and Le Bel ; that
branch of chemistry which deals with the rela-
tive arrangement in space of the atoms or
groups constituting a molecfule.
Hardly a decade had elapsed since the general admis-

sion of the doctrine of v.ilency when a fundamental deep-
ening of the same was announced, which our science owes
to two savants, working independently of each other—
to Le Bel and van't Hoff. These chemists, considering
those substances which turn the plane of polarization of
light, arrivetl at views which soon led to a result until
then thought to be out of reach, a conception of the ag-
gregation of the atoms within the molecules in space.
Thus a field of study was created which vant Hoff called
"la chimie dans I'espace " and which we now call Stereo-
chcmiHtni. V. Meyer, in .Smithsonian Rep.. 1890, p. 36«.

Stereochromoscope (ster"e-o-kr6'mo-sk6p), n.

[Gr. ffreprof, solid, + E. cHromoscope.] A form

SlereoLlironioscope.

of a given stellar field, or of the sun, made by
the same camera with a short interval of time
between them. The stereocomparator opti-
cally superposes the two plates, and the images
all lie apparently upon an even surface ; but
any object which has moved between the two
exposures becomes at once conspicuous by ap-
parently lying before or behind that surface.
In .Vo. 5, vol. xii., of Popular Astronomy, there appears

a translation of a jiaper communicated to the Astronomi-
cal .Society of Belgium by Dr. O. van Biesbroeck, in which
the author traces the evolution of, and describes, the
itereo-comparatur invented by Dr. Pulfrich.

Nature, June 2, 1904, p. 110.

2. A stereoscope of greatly extended inter-
objective distance by means of which it is
possible to make exact measurements of the
distances of objects pictured : used in topo-
graphical surveying.
stereognosis (ster'e-og-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
artpio^, solid, -t- yvaac^, knowledge, < yvuvm,
know.] In psychol., apprehension by touch
of the form or corporeality of objects. See
'^stercognostic.

stereognostic (ster * e - og - nos ' tik), a. [Gr.
cTcpio^, solid, -I- yi'uoTiKd^, < yvumi, know.
See gnostic] In psychol., pertaining to the
apprehension of form or of the corporeality of
objects by touch : as, stereognostic perception,
stereognostic memory. The term was intro-
duced by H. Hoffmann in 1883. Amer. Jour.
Psychol., XIL 268.

stereogram, n— Parallax stereogram, in photon.,
a positive transparency, invented by F. E. Ives, which
consists of narrow stripes alternately derived from the
two halves of a stereogram. In front of this composite
positive, but not quite in contact, there is fixed a line-
screen which is so adjusted that each eye sees its appro-
priate set of stripes. Wall, Diet, of Phottig., p. 483.

stereograph, n. 2. A machine for making the
embossed or raised points used in New York
point-printing for the blind upon sheet-metal
plates, the plates being designed for use in an
embossing-press for transferring the points
(characters, letters, etc.) to paper. It is an
adaptation of the kaleidograph and differs
from it in employing a fly-wheel, operated by



stereograph

s foot-^edal or other power, to operate the
embossing mechanism, the selection of the
points and their position being controlled

&

Stereograph.

by the operator by means of the keyboard.
See *Jcle>dograph and *poiiit-printitig.— 3. In
craniom., an instrument for drawing orthogo-
nal projections of skulls. Topinard, Anthrop.,

268.~Broca's stereograph, an apparatus devised
By Broca for making outline drawings of skulls.

Stereo-isomer (ster '' e - o -i' so - mer), n. [Gr.
cTtpe6(, solid, + laoc, equal, + ftipo^, part.]

An isomer which differs from the other of the
two isomeric bodies, not by a difference in

the order of connection of the atoms of the
two isomers, but by a difference in the ar-

rangement in space of the two.. Thus maleic acid,

H—e^OOH H C-COOH
II , and fomaric acid, ||

' ,'haTe
H—f—COOH COOH—C—

H

the same structure, that is, the same order of connection
of the atoms, but in one two hydrogen atoms are believed
to be adjacent in space, while in the other a carboxyl
group is adjacent to a hydrogen atom : these bodies are
accordingly called stereo-isomers.

Work on these bodies was chiefly directed towards the
. preparation of gtereoisomers and the effecting of the
Beckmann rearrangement. On the basis of Hantzsch
and Werner's theory of stereoisomerism (syn and anti)

produced by a doubly-linked nitrogen atom, as in the ox-

imes, the halogen imido ethers might exist in the two
stereoisomeric forms.

Avier. Chem. Jour., April, 1903, p. 294.

Stereo-isomeric (ster"e-o-i-8o-mer'ik), a.

Pertainiug to the isomerism of chemical com-
potmds due to differences in the relative ar-

rangement, in the molecule, of its constituent
atoms or groups. See *stereo-isomer. Nature,
July 7, 1904, -p. 239.

stereo-isomeride (ster ' e - o - i - som ' e -rid), n.

[^stereo-isomer + -ide.l Same as *stereo-iso-

mer. Nature, July 7, 1904, p. 239.

stereo-isomerism (ster"e-9-i-som'e-rizm), n.

[stereo-isomer + -ism.'] Tfiat kind of isomer-
ism which is produced, not by a difference of
order of connection between the atoms of the
molecule, but by a difference in their arrange-
ment in space : sometimes called geometrical
isomerism. See *stereo-isomer.
The succeeding subsection deals with the stereoiso-

meric carbon-nitrogen compounds, such as the oximes,
and is followed by a subsection on the substances that
ovfetheiT stereoisomerism to the configuration of nitrogen
atoms. Nature, Aug. 11, 1904, p. 341.

Stereom (ster'e-om), n. Same as *stereome, 2.

Stereome, n. ji. The hard tissue of the body
of invertebrates. Also stereom.
Among wants long felt, at least by animal morpholo-

gists, is some word that shall express for Invertebrata
the idea that the word bone expresses for Vertebrata-
. . . Driven back on cumbrous periphrases, I therefore
venture to suggest the adoption of the word Stereom
((TTtpeojfjLa, that which has been made solid). This word
was used by Aristotle ("De Anim. Part," ii. 9) for the
hard as opposed to the soft tissues of the body.

F. A. Bathe, in Nature, Feb. 12, 1891, p. 345.

Originally the calcareous substance of the plates
{stereom) was pierced by irreguHr canals, more or less
vertical, and containing strands of the soft tissue (stroma)
that deposited the stereom, as well as spaces lilled with
fluid. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 622.

stereomeric (ster'e-o-mer'ik), a. Same as
*stereo-isomeric. Kev. Amer. Chem. Research,
VIII. 309.

Stereometric product. See *product.

stereomicrometer (ster'e-o-mi-krom'e-tfer), ».
[Gr. nrtpfor, solid, + E. micrometer.] A device
for the precise measurement of stereographs.
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stereophantascope (ster'^e-o-fan'ta-skop), n.

[Gr. arepeog, solid, -I- tpdvra^afia) , appearance,
-I- oKoireiv, view.] A binocular form of bio-
scope or kinetosoope in which a series of
stereoscopic views exhibiting the successive
phases of a moving scene are shown, giving
the semblance of motion together with the
effect of perspective. J. Marey, in Smith-
sonian Kep., 1901, p. 318, note.

Stereophoroscope (ster"e-o-f6r'o-sk6p), n.

[Gr.aTei>e6(,so\m, + iptpciv (<j>op-),'beav,+ ckottsIv,

view.] A form of phenakistosoope in which
stereoscopic views are used.

Stereophotograph (ster"e-o-f6'to-graf), m.

[Gr. arepedg, solid, -f- E. phoiograph.] A pro-
duct of stereophotography ; a stereoscopic
photograph.

stereophotographic (8ter*e-9-f6-to-graf'ik),
a. Of or pertaining to stereophotography.
Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), May, 1908, p. 537.
—Stereophotographic surveying, a method of sur-
veying or, more specitically, of topography, in which
various points in the region to be mapped are located by
taking photographs from stations of known position with
a stereocamera of great interobjective distance, and
locating the points to be determined on these photo-
graphs with a stereocomparator.

stereophotography (ster"e-o-f9-tog'ra-fi), n.

[Gr. (T7EpE(5f, solid, -I- "E. photography.] Stereo-
scopic photography ; the making of stereo-
scopic pictures by means of photography,
using either a stereoscopic camera or a com-
mon camera ; in the latter ease two pictures
are taken from points of view which corre-
spond in distance apart to the space between
the eyes. Nature, Oct. 8, 1903, p. 546.

stereophotomicrograph (ster"e-o-f6"to-mi

-

kro-gi-af), ». [Gr. OTcped;, solid, + E. jth'otomi-

crograph.] A photograph of microscopic
objects taken with a Stereoscopic camera.
Nature, Nov. 14, 1907, p. 46.

Stereoplanigraph (ster"e-o-plan'i-graf), n.

[Gr. arepe6(, solid, -1- E. planigra2yh.] A form
of stereocomparator by means of which the
trigonometrical data needed in the survey of
a region may be obtained from the measure-
ment of stereoscopic photographs.

Stereoplanula (ster"e-9-plan'u-la), n.; pi.

stereoplamilee (-le). [JJlJ., < Gr.' a'rcpedc, solid,

+ iih. planula.] A solid planula. Stand. Diet.

Stereoplasm, ». 3. The denser or more solid
portion of the protoplasm of the cell, as dis-
tinguished from the more fluid portion, or
hygroplasm. Nageli, 1884.

Stereornithes (ster-e-6r'ni-thez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. OTEped;, solid, +' dpviOcg, pi. of ipv(f, bird.]

A group of extinct birds, including some of
gigantic size, the remains of which are found
in the Santa Cruz formation, Miocene, of
Patagonia. They have a large head ; a high,
compressed, and powerful beak ; and a des-
mognathous palate; and are distantly related
to the herons and the Seriema. Moreno and
Mercerat, 1891.

stereoscope, n. 2. An instrument resembling
a catheter with a bell-like extremity, used in
the diagnosis of stone in the bladder or of bul-
lets and other foreign substances in the body.
— Achromatic mirror stereoscope, a stereoscope
in which the picture is illuminated by light reflected
from a mirror in addition to the direct light received
upon it from a different direction. The double illumina-
tion imparts a
proportionate bril-

liancy to the pho-
tographs and to
the perfection of
the stereoscopic
slide. E. L. Wil-
son, Cyclopaedic
Photog., p. 20.—
Mtinsterberg's
stereoscope, in

expi-'r. psychoL, a
stroboscopic de-
vice for producing
the stereoscopic
effect Psychol.
Rev., Jan.. 1894,

p. 56.

stereoscopism
Cster'e-o-sko-
pizm),m. [ster-

eoscopic) +
-ism.] The im-
pression or
effect of solid-

ity obtained
by binocular
vision ; stereo-
scopic effect.

Stereospondyli (ster * e - o -spon ' di-\i), n. pi.

Stereotclescope.

and £

Mtinsterberg's Stereoscope.

, handle for rotation of the two disks, b
b, disk furnished with slits (for the

two eyes) through which the disk c is ob-
serTcd; c, disk furnished with alternat*
ing right.eye and left-eye stereoscopic dia-
grams.

stereotype-press

[NL., < Gr. oTcpt6<;, solid, + avbv&vko^, a ver-
tebra.] A suborder of the stegocephalous
Amphibia having completely ossified vertebrsB
sometimes perforated for the passage of the
notochord, and teeth highly complicated by
infolding of the dentine as in the Lahyriniho-
dontidee, which see. See also *Mastodon-
.saurus.

Stereospondylons (ster^e-o-spon'di-lus), a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Stereospondyli.

stereostatics (ster " § - o - stat ' iks), n. [Gr.
oTtpeoQ, solid, + E. statics.] The science of
solid bodies in etiuilibrium.

stereotaxis (ster"e-o-tak'sis), «. [NL., < Gr.
(jTcpcoc, solid, + rafff, disposition.] Same as
*thigmotaxis.

Stereotelemeter (ster''e-6-te-lem'e- ter), n.

[Gr. arepedf:, soUd, + '
Tf//.e, afar, -h fihpov,

measure.] A stereotclescope of great inter-
objective distance and provided with eyepie^
scales pr other devices for the determination
of the distances between objects in the field of
view.
stereotelescope (ster'-'e-o-tere-skop), n. [Gr.
BTeptdg, solid, + E. telescope.] A binocular
telescope the interob-
jective distance of
which is several times
the interocular dis-
tance. In the stereotele-

scope, the optical system for
theleft eye of which is shown
in Fig. 1, the axis of the objective o is at right angles to
that of the eyepiece e. The beam of light from the ob-
ject to be observed is totally reflected in the right-angled

,
prism p, passes through

'^ ''' the objective, and suf-

fers three successive
total reflections in the
prism p', after which
it passes through the
eyepiece to the eye of

t. c. . ,
the observer. A simi-

F.g. =, stereotelescope. ,„ ^^^ 8}-mmetrically
placed system serves the right eye. The general form of
the instrument is shown in Fig. 2. By rotating the two
arms of the telescope about the joint ^' the interobjective
distance oo may be varied (as shown in
Fig. 3) without changing the interocular
distance ec. The stereotelescope is fre-
quently employed in military operations
as a range-finder, in which case scales
are fitted to the eyepieces by the stereo
scopical combination of which, in look-
ing through the instrument thedistance
of any object in the field of view can be
accurately determined.

Stereotomist (ster-e-ot'o-mist),

n. [stereotom{y) +' -ist.] One
who is versed in stereotomy or
the cutting of solids; specifi- p.

cally, one who cuts building- s,„„',deLop..
stones ; a stone-cutter.

Gothic architects were wonderfully skilful stereoto-

mists.

M. G. Va7i Rensselaer, Handbook of Eng. Cathedrals,

tp.32.

stereotropic (ster'e-o-trop'ik), a. [Gr.cTtped^,

solid, + TpuiToc, a turning, -I- -ic] Pertaining
to or exhibiting stereotropism or growth or
movement in relation to the point of contact
with a foreign body. See *stereotropism.

stereotropism (ster-e-ot'ro-pizm), n, [Gr.
(jTEpEOf, solid, + TpdTTOf, 3, tuming, -1- 4sm.]

. The growth or movement of an organism in
relation to the point of contact with a loreign
body. Positive stereotropism is growth or
movement toward and negative stereotropism
growth away from such a point of contact.

Many plants and animals are forced to orient their
bodies in a certain way toward solid bodies with which
they come in contact I have given this kind of irrita-

bility the name stereotropism. Like the positive and
negative heliotropisra and geotropism, tllere is also a
positive and negative stereotropism, and there are also
stereotropic curvations.

J. Loeh, Compar. Physiol, of the Brain, p. 184.

stereotype-press (ster'e-o-tip-pres"), n. 1.

A screw-press
with a flat bed
and a raising
and lowering
platen for dry-
ing the matrix
on the form
while under _J|

pressure. Also35
called drying-

"

table, drying-
press, and
matrix-drying
press.— 2. A newspaper press which prints
from stereotype plates.

stereotype Matrix-dryiog Press.



stereotypy, n. 2.

of a single idea or trend of thought.

Sitreum hirsutufn,

a, several pilei of the fundus; ^.sections
throutfh the same: f.basidia bearing

four spores each.

stereotypy

Persistence, in the insane,
" " ' " Buck

Med. Handbook, V. 100.

Stere-radlan, «. See *steradian.

Stereum (ste're-um), «. [NL. (Persoon, 1796),

< Gr. crrfpfdc, solid, hard, firm : referring to
the texture of

the plants.] A
large genus of
hymenomyee-
tous fvingi of

the family The-
lephoracese,
having the
pileus usually
coriaceous or

woody, and
the hymenium
smooth. The
plants are
either resupi-
nate and ad-
nateorpileate.
About 250 spe-
cies have been
de scribed.
They are
widely distrib-

uted and
grow on dead wood. S. hirsutum is a com-
mon species, usually saprophytic, but occa-
sionally acting as a wound-parasite.

Steric (ster'ik), a. [IiTeg. < Gr. arepeo^, solid,

+ -fc] Pertaining to an arrangement in

space : applied especially to the arrangement
of atoms in the molecule of a compound.

.Stereochemical fonnulaa are cnnfessedly more than re-

action fomiul:is, and tlie J(?crt'c conception of the Ro-calleil

double ami triple utiion aBsertA that these actually exist

in the sense the words imply, and are not merely names
for unknown conditions.

//. .V. Stoken, in Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. 301.

Steric hindrance, in organic ehem., the hindrance of a
reaction owin^ to the arrangement in space of tlie atoms
of the molecules of one of the reacting compounds.
Nature, Oct. 17, 1907, p. 609.

Steril, a. A simplified and former spelling of
sterile.

Sterile clinker. See *clinker.

Sterilizability (ster"il-i-za-biri-ti), n. The
quality of being gterilizable ; capacity for
being sterilized.

.Simplicity, cheapness, and easy Hterilimhilitij are
claimed for the syringe ; also that it can he used with
one hand, and can be laid down when full or even in-

verted. Jimr. Roy. Micros. Soc., Oct, 1903, p. 680.

Sterilizable (ster'i-U-za-bl), a. [steriUz(e) +
-ahl>\] Capable of being sterilized.

Some of the earliest electric siginoidoscopes were not
gterilitiable, as the electric light and connexions were an
integral part of the tube. Lancft, June 2.5, 1904, p. 1782.

sterilizer, «. 2. A washing-machine having
a steam-tight vessel in which infected fabrics
can be washed in boiling water, with or with-
out disinfecting liquids, and through which
live steam may be passed to kill all germs. It

is also fitted with ventilating-pipes for carry-
ing away odors.— Bacteriological sterilizer, a
double- walled Russia iron oven the interior tctiiiieratuic of

which can be raised, by the aid of gjis-IIaincs. liigh enough
to destroy bacterial organisms.—Malche'8 Sterilizer, an
apparatus for sterilizing water. The water is heated to a
tempeniture high einjugh to destrcjy germ life, and is then
cooled on its way to the reeeiving-tjintv. Jnur. Tmp.
Med.. June !.'•. 1903. p. 192.— Steam-Bterlllzer, speci-
fically, a jaclteted vessel for sterilizing culture-vessels or
surgical instniments with steam : used in bact«riological
lal>oratories and hospitals.

stem*, "—Elliptical stem, a form of stem In which
the upjH;r part above the knuckle of the stem is approxi-
mately an elliptical cone enlarging upward froni the
knuckle, and the surface below the knuckle is a continua-
tion 4if the fonns of the ship's bottom. This is the form
used on the niaj'jrity of modem merchant ships.—Round
Stern, a form of stem in which the upper part aft is

given a rounded fonn without Mat surfaces.— Square
Stem. Specifically, a fonn of stern in which the upper
part of the vessel aft is ended in a large flat sin-face

nearly vertical and square to the central longitmiinal
plane. See cut sliowing square-stem under tthi'er-huik.—
Torpedo-boat stem, a form of stem in which the un-
der-water surface near the stem is broad and nearly flat,

ending in a knuckle at about the water-line. Above this

knuckle the surface is of an approximately conical shape,
the conical surface being inclined inward and upward.
The horizontal sections of this part are sometimes ellipti-

cal and sinnetimes ogival. Sometimes called torpedo-
9terT^, and much used on torpedo-boats and other small
high-speed htmt«.

The tKiat is thirty-one feet six inches long over all, and
is built with the Lozier torpedo Ktern ; on account of t>e-

Ing designed for use in the shallow waters of the Florida
coast, the draft is but twenty-four inches. The beam is

nine feet, rather more than the average, but it makes
the b«jat unusually roomy for it-s length.

Amer. Inventor, March 1, 190J, p. KM.
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Sternal callosity, cartilage. See *callosity,

*cartit<i<je.

Stemaspidae (stfer-nas'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

ii!enta)<p{i.s) + -»d«.] A family of polychsetous
annelids, represented by the single genus
Sternaspis, formerly classed among the gephy-
reans.

sternebra (ster'nf-bra), ». [NL.] See stcr-

neber.

stem-frame, «. specifically, in iron ship-building,
the frame at the stem of a screw-steamer, in the aper-
ture of which is placed the screw-propeller. It includes
the following parts : the after, outer, or rudder-post ; .tlie

inner, body, i)ropeller, or steni-jwst ; the arch or bridge-
piece uniting them above ; and the sole-piece uniting
them at the bottom. The frame is made of a heavy iron
or steel forging, the parts being welded or scarfed and
riveted, or, more frequently in modern practice, it is a
heavy steel casting in one or two parts. The screw-shaft
passes through the boss of the propeller-post, and the

; rudder is hung to the rudder-post The sole-piece fonns
" a prolongation of the keel to vt-hich it is riveted. Also
called propeller-frame.

Sternias (ster'ni-as), n. [NL., < Gr. arepvov,

the breast, the ctest.] A genus of cottoid
fishes found only in the northern Pacific.

stem-line (stem'lin), n. A mooring line run
over the stern of a vessel.

stem-mat (stem'mat), n. A mat hung over
the stern of a ship to take chafing.

Sternodynia (st6r-no-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
a-epvov, the breast, + biivi}, pain.] Same as
stcrnalyia.

stem-ttlbe (st^m'tiib), n. A ttibe or pipe in
the shell of a ship at the stern, below the
water-line, through which passes the tail-

shaft or aftermost section of the propeller-
shaft.

stem-walk (stfem'wak), «. A stern gallery
such as was built on old line-of-battle ships.

stem-wave (stem'wiiv), «. One of the waves
set up at the stern of a vessel in motion of
the same general character but of less pro-
nounced form than the *bow-wave (which
see). Besides the diagonal waves diverging
from the stern, there is a series of transverse
waves, of gradually diminishing size, following
the vessel and traveling at the same speed.

That is to say, " the height of the waves made, and
the amount of the resistance caused will he at the maxi-
mum or minimum acc()rding as the crest* of the bow-
wave series coincide with the crests or troughs of the
natural stern-wace series."

White, ^lanual of NavarArch., p. 461.

Sterrboloj>hus (ste-rol'o-fus), n. [Gr. <rrepp6c,

stiff, -I- /-d^f, a crest.ll Same as *Ceratops
(which see).

Steso (sta'so), a. [It., pp. of stendere, < L.
extendi rr, stretch out, extend : see extend.]
In mn.vir, extended; slow: as, steso moto,
with a slow movement.

Stetefeldtite (stet'e-fel-tit), n. [Named after
C. Stetefeldt, a mining engineer.] A mineral
substance of uncertain homogeneity, consist-
ing chiefly of the oxid of antimony with that
of copper and that of iron, and water: found
in Nevada.
stethal (ste'thal), n. An old name for octa-
dtri/l alciiliol.

stethendoscope (ste-then'do-skop), n. [Gr.
ari/Ho^, the breast, + ivfiuv, within, -t- BKo-rrnv,

view.] A modified form of fluoroscope em-
ployed in examination of the chest by means
of X-rays.

Stethogoniometer (steth"6-g6-ni-om'e-t6r), n.

[Gr. ari'/tlor, the breast, -I- E. goniometer.'] A
device employed in recording the configura-
tion of the chest.

stethorrhenma (steth-o-ra'ms,), ». [NL., <

ar:'/Hiir. breast, + pci/ia, rheum.] Same as
l>leuriidi/nia.

stethospasm (steth'o-spazm), n. [Gr. uTf/dof,

the breast, -I- avan/Zdc, contraction.] Irregu-
lar an<i involuntary contraction of the chest
muscles.

stethylic (ste-thil'ik), a. Isteth(al) + -yl +
-ic] Pertaining to a methane derivative with
1.5 carbon atoms in the molecule. Also octu-
deci/lic. -Stethylic alcohol, a colorless compound, Cja-
^.^7**^, of the methane series, contained, in combination
with acids, in spennaceti. It crystallizes in large silvery
lustrous plates, melts at 59° C, and boils at 210.5° C. un-
der l.S millimeters pressure.

stew 1 , « .

—

Brunswick stew, a stew of squirrels (some-
tirjics cliicken) and V('gctal)lcs.

Stewartia (stu-iir'ti-ii), n. [NL. (Linnffius,

proposed in 1746, established in 1753), named
in honor of John Stuart (1713-92), third Earl
of Bute, an English statesman and patron of

botany.] A genus of plants belonging to the
family Tlieacete. See Stuartia.

stick

stew-meat (stii'met), «. A butchers' term for
beef cut into small pieces from different parts,
lean meat and a small proportion of fat to-
gether, and used in making beef stew.
Sthenic emotion. See ^emotion.
Stibianite (stlb'i-a-nit), n. [stiU{um) + -an +
-ite^.] A hydrat'ed oxid of antimony from
Australia, derived from the alteration of stib-
nite.

stibide (stib'id), «. [stibiium) + -ide.] A
compound of antimony with a more electro-
positive element or radical.

stibine (stib'in), n. \stib{ium) + -ine^.] 1.
Antimoniureted hydrogen (SbHs), a colorless
gas of disagreeable odor, poisonous if respired,
and burning in the air with a bluish flame : it

deposits metallic antimony in spots on a piece
of cold porcelain pressed down upon the
flame. The gas also deposits the metal by
passage through a glass tube heated at one
point.— 2. A general term for any compound
of antimony with an electropositive or alkyl
radical, as triethyl-stibine, Sb(C2H5)3.
Stibiodomeykite (stib"i-o-do-ma'kit), «. [stib-

ium -(- doinei/kite.J A variety of domeykite
from Keweenaw county, Michigan, containing
a small amount of antimony.

Stibioferrite (stib"i-o-fer'it), «. [stibium -I-

L,./f(Tt(?»,iron, -I- -ite^.] A mineral substance
of a yellow color and re.sinous luster from
Santa Clara, California, which forms a coating
on stibnite. It consists largely of the hydrated
oxid of antimony.
Stibiotantalite (stib"i-9-tan'ta-Iit), n. [stib-

ium -)- tantalum + -ite^.] A mineral which
contains chiefly the oxids of tantalum, nio-
bium, and antimony: found in water-worn
fragments in the tin-bearing gravels of Green-
bushes, West Australia.

Stibonium (sti-bo'ni-um), fl. [NL., < stibium
+ iintimonium.] A hypothetical compound of
antimony, SbH^, known in the form of certain
organic derivatives.

stich-, n. and v. A simplified spelling of stitch.

Stichseus (sti-ke'us), n. [NL., < Gr. otIx'";, a
row.] A genus of blennioid fishes found in
arctic seas.

Stichochrome (stik'o-krom), a. and n. [Gr.

07({0f, a row, + XP"'"'^ color.] I. a. Having
the color in rows: applied, in neurol., to a
form of nerve-cell in which the Nissl bodies
are arranged in nearly parallel lines. Buck,
Med. Handbook, II. 336.

II. n. A somatochrome nerve-cell in which
the stainable cytoplasmic substance is ar-
ranged in the form of striiE which run parallel
with the contour of the cell-body and concen-
trically with the cell-nucleus.

Stichochronifs or cells in which the chromatic substance
is arranged in more or less distinctly parallel rows, the
direction of the rows usually bearing some relation to
the contour of the nucleus and to that of the periphery
of the cell body. To this group belong such cells as the
large cells of the ventral horn of the cord, the spinal-
ganglion cells, some of the cells of the comu Ammonis,
and some of the cells of the cerebral cortex.

Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 1, 1901, p. 652.

Stick^, V. t.— To stick up. (n) In cricket, to perplex ;

nonplus (the batsman). ('') To cook (cutlets or steaks) by
spitting them on long sticks with a piece of bacon at the
enil. The sticks are stuck in tlie ground, close to leeward
of the fire. See •ksticker-up, 2. [Australian.]

To men that are hungry stuck-xtp kangaroo and bacon
are very good eating.
Mrs. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania, I. 55, quoted

[in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

(c) To 'hold up' ; rob. [Australian.]

Look here, I know this man Kettle a lot better than
you do. He wants the pay very badly. And when it

comes to sticking up the cable station, you '11 see him do
the work of any ten like us.

Cutcliffe llyne, A Master of Fortune, vi.

(d) Hence to be 'importuned by a beggar ; be forced to
give in charity. [Australian.]

There is no poverty here, or very little ; you never get
stuck up for coppers in the streets of the towns.

E. W. Ilornung, Bride from the Bush, xix.

(c) To bring (a kangaroo) to bay. [Australian.]

We knew then that she had " stuck up " or brought to
bay a large forester. If middle-sized she would have killed

him. Rolf Roldrewood, Old Melbourne Memories, iii.

(/) To stop (without idea of violence). [Australian.]

This [waterfall] 'stuck us up,' ixs they say here concern-
ing any ditticulty.

S. Butler, Fii-st Year in Canterbury .Settlement, p. 68,

[quoted in E. E. Moiris, Austral English.

(g) To pose ; puzzle : as, "I was stuck up for an answer.

'

[Australian.]

The professor seems to have stuck up any number of
candidates with the demand that they should ' construct
one simple sentence out of all the following.'
The Australasian, Jan. '2, p. 33, quoted in E. E. Moiris,

[Austral Englistl.



stick

stick-, n. 4. A material of syrupy consistence
obtained by cookiDg mixed city garbage and
other refuse material with steam, removing
grease and water by expression from the liquid

product, skimming off the grease, and evapo-
rating the watery residue. It is mixed with
some of the solid matter from the same gar-

bage or with chemicals, and used as a 'filler'

or subordinate ingredient in fertilizers.

Stick^, n. 13. Rimi, brandy, or any other
liquor when used as a ' stiffener ' or flavoring

in ' soft ' drinks : as, tea with a stick in it.

[Slang.]— To eat stick, to receive a thrashing. [Slaiig.]

"If he does n't (show the way], he eats more stick. I

think." said Captain Tazzuchi, with a wide smile, "that

he '11 take us there the quickest road.

"

Cutdife Uyne, A Master of Fortune, x.

stick-candy (stik'kan'di), n. Candy made in

the form of sticks Stick-candy machine, a ma-
chine in which engravecl, Huted, crimped, or conUKatcd
rolls are used in fomiing hard candies into sticks, orna-

mental rods, or other forms.

Stick-caterpillar (stik'kat'6r-pil-ar), n. Any
one of the twig-like or stick-like geometrid
larvse.

stick-dice (stik'dis), n. A gambling game of the

North American Indians, played with sticks

bearing different marks. These sticks are

tossed up, and the easts are cotmted according

to the marks that are up. In some cases the

sticks have the form of parts of an arrow, and
suggest that at one time the game may have
been playe<l with arrows. Amer. Anthropolo-

gist, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 60.

sticker!, n. 4. In wood-tcorfeiM^, another name
for a molding-machine : often described by the

work done, as door-sticker, sasli-sticler ; and
also by the number of outter-heads employed
and the work done, as one-side, two-side, or

four-side sticker, meaning that the machine
cuts a molding on one, two, or four sides of

any piece of wood. The sash-sticker is also

adapted to plowing out and boring the groove
for the sasn-cord, when it is called a sash-

sticking and -plowing machine : often called

sticking-machine. It is essentially a molding-
machine employing cutter-heads in various
positions and is used for a great variety of

work. See molding-machine, 1.— 5. A needle
with a double lance-shaped point, used for

pricking the skin to secure a drop of blood
for examination. Buck, Med. Handbook, I.

39.— 6. In cricket, a batsman who plays en-

tirely on the defensive; a 'stone-waller.'

Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 190. [Slang.]

sticker-up (stik'er-up), n. 1. One who
sticks up. See to *slick up (6). [Australia.] —
2. Also the meat itself : as, our sticker-up eon-

sisted only of ham. Mrs. Meredith, My Home
in Tasmania, I. 55, quoted in E. E. Morris,

Austral English.

Pounds of rosy steaks . . . skilfully rigged after the
usual approved fashion (termed in Busll parlance a
* sticker-up '), before the brilliant wood Are, soon sent forth

odours mostgrateful to the hungered way-worn Bushmen.
G. T. Lloyd. Thirty-three Years in Tasmania and Vic-

[toria, p. 103, quoted in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

3. A highwayman or bush-ranger; one who
sticks up and plunders mail-coaches, etc., kill-

ing his victims if necessary (f). See to *stick

"P (")• [Australia.]

They had oidy just been liberated from gaol, and were
the stickers-itp, or highwaymen mentioned.

W. J. Barry, Up and Down, p. 197, quoted in E. E.
IMorris, Austral English.

sticking^, ». 3. In billiards, the act or opera-
tion of landing the cue-ball close to a cushion
for safety. W. Broadfoot, Billiards, p. 278.—
4. In cricket, batting entirely on the defensive

;

batting not to make runs, but to keep in. M.
B. Lyttelton, Cricket and Golf, p. 122.

sticking-knife (stik'ing-nif), n. A knife used
for sticking or stabbing animals in butchering.

sticking-tommy (stik'ing-tom"i), «. A port-

able candlestick having a sharp point that can
be thru.st into the wood of a wall or floor to
hold it temporarily in any desired position.

stickleback, «— Alaska stickleback, Gns'fn)s(«u«
eatavhractus, ioun<l from San Francisco Ui Alaska and
Kamchatka.

—

Brook stickleback, Encalia incmintans,
found in fresh waters from New York to Kansas.

—

California stickleback, frantrrnfifpux microeephahis.
found in the I'a'-ific c'»astwiae streams of the I'nited
States.— Common Eastern stickleback, Gffx^^rosr^Mg

bispinosiiir, of the east coast of the United States.— Eu-
ropean stickleback, Gasterosteus acideatus, of north-
ern Europe.

Sticktoitive (stik-to'i-tiv), a. [stick to it

(persist) + -ive.} fergistent; indomitable.
[Local, U. S.]
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Sticktoitiveness (stik-to'i-tiv-nes), n. The
character of being sticktoitive. IHalect Notes,

HI. iii. [Local, U. S.]

stick-up (stik'up), w. A name for a certain
member of a gang of burglars. Same as
*sticker-up, 3. See the quotation, and *yegg-
man. [Thieves' slang.]

The man ... is declared to be a typical "yeggman of

the stick-up " class. He is of massive proportions, has an
abundance of brown hair, and a pair of piercing steel-

gray eyes. The "stick-up" is always a powerful man,
whose duties are to intimidate intruders and kill them,
if necessary, while the others are at work on a safe.

N. Y. Times, Jan. 2, lOOB.

stick-work (stik'wSrk), n. In hasc-hall, the
work of batting ; also, the use of clubs in other
games. [Slang.]

Stictacese (stik-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <.Stict{a)

+ -accsF.I A family of gymnocarpous lichens,
named from the genus Sticta (which see).

Stictaurin (stik-ta'rin), n. [Stict(a) aur{ata)
(see def.) + -j«2.] ^ lustrous golden orange-
red to reddish-brown compound, C3gH2209(?))
contained in the licheiis Sticta aurata, Can-
delaria vitellina, C. concolor, and Gyalolechia
aurea. It forms large crystals which melt
at 211-212° C. and are probably monoclinic.

Stictis (stik'tis), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1799), <

Gr. ariKTd^, pricked, spotted.] A genus of
discomycetous fungi having the aseoearps
sunken in the substratum and the disk at first

covered, the covering rupturing at maturity
and forming angular segments. The spores
are filiform, hyaline, and many-celled. Over
70 species are known. They are widely dis-

tributed and occur on dead herbaceous or
woody stems and branches.

Stif^ «., «., and f. A simplified spelling of stiff.

Stiftener, n. (c) in iron ship'huilding, one of a series
of angle-bars, Z-bars, or other shapes, riveted to plating,
particularly to the plating of bulkheads, to give them the
necessary stiffness or rigidity. Stiffeners are called ver-
tical stiffeiiers or horizontal stifeners, according to the
way they are arranged on the bulkhead.

stiff-joints (stif'joints), ti. Milk-sickness.

stiffness, n. 2. Specifically, the power or
ability of a vessel to oppose great resistance
to inclination from the upright from the pres-
sure of wind on the sails or other external
forces.

For most ships the angles of steady heel under canvas
lie within the limits for which the metacentric method
holds ; and consequently this method may be used in
estimating the " stiffness" of a ship, i. e. her power to re-

sist inclination from the upright by the steady pressure
of the wind on her sails.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 84.

stifle-ont (sti'fl-out), n. Same as stifle^, 2.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Bep. on Diseases of the
Horse, 1903, p. 338.

stigma^, n. 7. In geom., a point so connected
with another, called the index, that motion of
the index in a plane through their join causes
definite motion of the stigma in this plane.

Stigmat (stig'mat), n. [G. stigmat, < Gr.
aTiy/ja{T-), a mark. See stigma, *anastigmatic,
etc.] An anastigmatic lens or objective.

" Single " lenses, such as the elements forming Gray's
Double Stigmat, which are practically rectilinear.

Photo-miniature, Sept., 1901, p. 245.

Stigmatal cord. See *cord'^.

Stigmatea (stig-ma'te-il), n. [NL. (Fries,

1849), < Gr. ariy/ia, a mark, spot.] A genus
of minute para-
sitic pyrenomy-
eetous fungi,
having separate
perithecia
arising beneath
the epidermis
of the host,
and hyaline or
slightly green-
ish two-celled
spores. About
20 species are
known. S. Mes-
pili has been
suspected of
being the asoig-
erous form of

Entomosporium maculatum, which causes leaf-

blight of the pear. <S. Robertiani occurs on
Geranium Robertianum in Europe and Amer-
ica.

StigmatiC^, a. (d) (2) Possessing a stigma ; stigma,

tose : said of angiosperms as contrasted with gymno-
sperms and perhaps in other connections.— StigmatiC
geometry. Same as *ttigmatict.

Sti£>natea Jiobertiani.

a, leaf of Geraniutn Robertianum
showing the minute black scattered pe-
rithecia of the fungus ; *, several peritrie-

cia exposed and enlarged ; c, ascus with
spores.

Still

stigmatic^ (stig-mat'ik), a. [stigmat + -ic]
In photog., pertaining to or of the character
of a stigmat or anastigmat, a combination of
lenses corrected for astigmatism.
A distinctly new type of anastigmatic objective, in-

volving several new principles of construction, was in-
vented. ... It was brought out in three series . . .

under the name of " Stigmutic."
Encye. Brit., XXXL 696.

StigmatiC lens, a photographic objective or lens system
consisting of a front combination of three lenses and a
back combination of two lenses, each combination achro-
matic, <lesigned with special reference to freedom from
astitrmatisin.

Stigmaticae (stig - mat ' i - se), n. pi. [ML.
stigmaticus. See stigmatic^.'\ That (ecologi-
cal) division of flowering plants in which the
pollen is received upon a stigma ; the angio-
spcrms.
Stlgmatics (stig-mat'iks), n. In geom., tho
doctrine of the relations of a stigma to its in-
dex. See *stigma^, 7.

Stigmatism (stig'ma-tizm), n. [stigma(f-) +
-tsm.] The condition in which stigmata ar©
present.

stigmatosis (stig-ma-td'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
aTi}fia{T-), a spot, + -osis.} A skin-disease
marked by spots of superficial ulceration.

Stigmatypy (stig'ma-ti-pi), n. [Gr. CTiyfialj-),

a spot, + TVTTOQ, type.] The art or process of
making typographic portraits with small
types that have round dots of different sizes
on their faces. These faces are combined to
convey a notion of light and shade by their
unequal degrees of blackness.

Sti^monose (stig'mo-nos), a. [Gr. oTty/iri, prick,
point, + I'dtjo;, disease.] A diseased condition
of the leaves and young growth of plants,
especially carnations, produced by sucking-
insects and mites. The reserve proteids and
sugars being thus removed, oxidizing enzyms
increase and the growing cells lose their chlo-
rophyl and die. C S. Dept. ofAgr., Div. Veg.
Physiol, and Pathol., Bulletin 19, 1900, p. 7.

stigmonym (stig'mo-nim), fl. [Gr. ari-jna,

spot, + ovv/ia, name.] A pseudonym in which
dots take the place of letters. See *syncop-
ism. Stand. Diet.

stil, a., n., v., and adv. A Amplified spelling
of still.

Stilbene (stil'ben), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ari/.jjeiv,

glitter, + -ene.] A colorless compound,
CgHsCHrCHCgHs, prepared by the action of
heated lead oxid on toluene. It crystallizes
in large monoclinic plates, melts at 124° C,
and boils at 306-307° C. Also called toluylene

and symmetrical diphenylethylene Stilbene
color. See -kcolor.

Stilbiscus (stil-bis'kus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
CTL>-jitiv, glitter, + dim. -(OKof.] A genus of
eels of the family Mursenesocidee. There is

one known species from the Bahamas.
Stilbum (stil'bum), ?i. [NL. (Tode, 1790), <

Gr. aTM/3of, shining.] A genus of hyphomy-
cetous fungi giving name to the family Stil-

bacese, and having the hyphte united into a
stipe which bears a small head from which the
conidiophores arise bearing small hyaline uni-
cellular conidia. About 100 species have been
described, most of which are regarded as sa-

prophytic, though S. flavidum is considered
to be the cause of the American coffee-disease.

stile^, n—Diminished stile, in a framed door, a stile

wliich is wider at one place than at another, as where it

is broad below the lock-rail and narrower above.

Stile-borer (stirb6r"er), «. A wood-working
machine which bores holes for mortises in the
stiles for doors or windows.

Stiletto-fly (sti-let'o-fli), «. Any dipterous
insect of the family Therevidie. The popidar
name is derived from the slender form of
these flies. Comstock, Manual of Insects,

p. 464.

StilP, '!.— Cheese-box still, a still of boiler-plate iron

or steel, shaped stmiewhat like a cheese-box, for the dis-

tillation of crude petroleum. Sadtler, IlaiitilKX)k of

Indust. Chem., p. '20.—Dom'S still, a form of apparatus
for distilling and rectifying alcoholic liquors ; one of the
early arrangements for utilizing the heat given out in con-

densation of the vapor by applying it to heat up tlie wash
to be distilled.— Pine-wood still, the still in which
refuse wood of the long-leaf pine is distilled with water
for the production of an inferior kind of spirits of turpen-

tine. See *spin'finc.— Plstorins'S Still, a form of

apparatus for distillation much used in Germany in dis-

tilling and rectifying spirit from grain, and especially that
from potatoes.— Tar-StllL (a) The still in which the
second stage of the distillation of crude petn)leum is

carried out, yielding in the distillates Inbricating-oils and
paraffln-scales, and lejo-ing coke as a final residue, (ft)

The wrought-iron still in which either coal-tar or wood-
tar is in the crude state submitted to fractional disti^ia-
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tioii in order to separate the various useful products stinirarppiTlff CsHn(T'ffn-rfi-in<»^ n
obtainable.-Wasll StlU, a stUl tor the distillation of r:?*?:.:™"? ll^l °£f"_r ^•''

stock

sting-rays or stingarees.the original fermented liquor, as distinguished from one
used to redistil the condensed product from the former.—Weldon StlU, the form of still, of stone flags cemented
together, devised b.v Walter Weldon for the purpose of
making chlorin for bleaching-powder, using his regener-
ated manganese or Weldon nmd. .See Weldon itmud.—
Whisky-Still, the still, usually of hammered copper, in otlnS'-'hla.HHpr ('<itiiicr'hliirl"er
which whislvy is distilled from the fermented mash or "5*°°

„ S +
(^^""^ Dlaa er

wort. There are many fonus, of varying simplicity or .. ' „ ? . 8V^*.® man-jjt-wi
complexity.

still-hunt (stil'hunt), «. [still-hunt, r.] 1.
A hiuit for game carried on by stalking or
from ambush.— 2. Inpolitics, a secret canvass
carried on somewhat after the methods of a
still-liunt for game, with precautions against
publicity,

still-hunting (stil'hun'ting), n. Stalking;
also hunting from ambush. See siill-hunt, r. stinging-capsule (8ting'ing-kap"siil), «As a companion to the precedmg e.xcellent volume and -

° '^
.. ^

o & f •"f'/t "

its fellow in the same series, "The Deer Family," Mr. Van
Dyke's "The Still. Hunter" may be heartily commended.
... It deals in considerable detail with the technique
of stalking—or "gtitl-huntin(f "as our American friends
term this kind of sport Xature, July 21, 1904, p. 267.

Still's disease. See *(lisease.

Stillwater (stirwa"t6r), «. That part of a
stream which has such slight fall that no
current is apparent: opposed to *2««cfr-i(;ater.

Also (leadieater.

stilt, w.—Banded stilt, Uimantopus pectoralis, an
Aiistralinn species with a dark band across the breast

—

Black-wln^ed stilt, Him/tnt'tpus himantopu», a species
widely distributed over Europe, Asiit and .\frica, distin-
guished when adult by having the entire head and neck
white.

stilt-bug (stilt'bug), n.

Pishing for small irregularly figured carpet, somewhat like a mosaic
of small light and dark spots ; this is called the tlippting

It has been recently discovered- by the writer of the „« ' 'VA"'^ ,„.• , - ,

/'»''• f"'•''. J"'!; " 1^ V- «•
animated article in the Field ' on " Fishing in New Zea- H"i"llell/ea isup u-la-ted), p. a. bame as Stip-
land" [London, Nov. 25, 1871], that ' «««t;are«in<; ' can be vlatC''.-"-'-

Stipulatio (stip-u-la'shio), n. [L.] The high-
est form of contract under the civil law. It

made to atford sport of a most exciting kind,
Hullmi and Hector, Fishes of New Zealand, p. 121.

), n. A sea-blad-
war, Physalia.

stinger^ (sting'er), n. [Compare stingo. Prob.
< sting'^, v., + -cj-l; but a Malay origin (s«-
tenga, s'tenga, half, i. e., 'half-and-half ') has
been suggested.] An alcoholic drink.
Two "stingers" were brought Now a. "stinger," it

should be known, ... a noggin of Scotch whiskey en-
livened by much or little, according to individual taste,
of the local buzz-water.

S. Bonsai, in Scribner's Mag., Jan., 1901, p. 106.

Same
as stinging-cdi.

sting-ray, n. - California stlng-ray, Myliohatus cati-
fornieuH, a very common ray of imul-llats along the Cal-
ifornia coast— Common stlng-ray, Dasyatis centrura,
found in abundance from the coast of ilaine to Cape Hat-
teras.— Round stlng-ray, any ray of the genus Cro-
lophus. These tlshes are small sting-l-ays, but the most

was oral and formally entered into through
interrogatories before a magistrate or public
officer, and was thus made definite to both par-
ties. It could be released for fraud or deceit
only, and by the same formality.

Stirpiculturist (ster-pi-kul'tur-ist), n. [stir-
picultur(e) + -ist.} One who devotes himself to
the improvement of the breed or stock in ani-
mals; hence, one who desires to secure the
improvement, physical and mental, of the
human race.

If we examine the cause of an American citizen's dis-
trust of the immigrant we find that it varies according to
the citizen's point of view. The mechanic fears cheap
competition, resulting in low wages ; the stirpiculturist,
noting the poor physique and low mental caliber of some
of the immigrants, fears race degeneration.

A. J. McLaughlin, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 1903, p. 231.

vigorous and dangerous of the groupr Most of them are Stimip-iron, n. 2. An iron strip to hold the
confined to warm and tropical parts of America.- — i _? , ' . ,

'^

Sonthem stlng-ray, Dasyaiis »«v.-found fronrcaroiina Ifl^l tllTi"/ "r
^'"^''\-,,

to Brazil and occasionally as far north as New York.— StirrUp-platC (stir up-plat)
Spotted stlng-ray, .4«to6o(«s nnriiian, widely distrib- "" ' '"^ ^-i

-

uted in tropical seas.

stink-bells (stingk'belz), H. The Califomian
Fritillnria agrestis, an ill-smelling species, in
some places occupying grain-fields, the bulb
being so deep as to escape the plow.

Any one of the slen- Stink-brand (stingk ' brand), n. Same as
der plant-bugs of the family Herytidse. Com- stinking smut. See smut, 3 (6).
stoel; Manual of Insects, p. 143. Stinkef, n. 3. Same as stinkhorn.

Stimie, n. See stymie. A stinker (which is the trivial name of the phallus
stimulation, ».— ATealstlmnlatl0n,in}U!/c/ioj)%8., hnpudicus). Southey, Doctor, cxxvii.

stimulation of an area or extended portion ^>f a sense- stink-fish (stingk'fish), »1. A sparoid fish,
"' ° '"

" " '""'^
Hoops salpa, found about the Cape of Good

oi-gan : opi>osed to punctual stimulation. E, B. Titch-
ener, F.xper. Psychol., I. i. 57.

stimulator, ». Specifically— 2. In eiper.
psychol., any instrument employed to furnish
the stimulus in a psychological experiment;
especially, the instrument used in the reaction
experiment to give the sensory stimulus to
which response is made by the reactor.
W'e must consider, in order, the chronoscope, the

iDstruments for its control, the stimulator, and the re-
action key. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. 142.

Stimulin (stim'ii-lin), n. [L. stimul(u.^), a spur,
+ -in^.l A name given by Metchnikoff to a
hypothetical substance present in immune
sera which stimulates the leucocytes to pha-
gocytosis.

stimulose, «. 2. In entom., furnished with
stiiigii'.g-hairs, as certain caterpillars, for ex-
ample, the saddleback caterpillar.

stimulus, n. 6. In entom., a stinging-hair
Areal stlmtlltis, in psycliopttys., a stimulus which alfecta
an area of a sense-organ; an extended stimulus. — Exter-
nal stimulus, in psychol., a stimulus of a special sense :

a process of movement in the outside world which, after it

hu acted upon the sense-organ and, as excitation, been
condacted to the brain, is accompanied by a mental pro-
cess of sensation. The external stimulus is opiK^sed
sometimes to the internal stimulus of organic sensation,
sometimes to the excitation process int^j which it is trans-
formed after affecting an organ of special sense.— Inter-
nal Stlmolas, in psychol. : (a) A process of stimulation
set up witiun a sense-organ, consisting in a change of the
state of that organ ; the normal stimulus U) organic sensa-
tion, (h) The continuation in sense-organ, nerve, and
brain of a process of stimulation externally initiatefl ; the
physiological excitation which is aroused by the action of
an external stimulus. H'. Wttndt (trans.). Human and
Animal Psychol., p. 10 — Method Of constant Stimuli.

Hope
stink-fly (stingk' fli),

lace-wing fly: so called on account of their
very disagreeable odor. See Chrysopa.
stink-gland (stingk'gland), «. One of the va-
rious special glands, differently located, which
occur in Myriapoda and numerous insects,
and which secrete a liquid of an offensive
odor. Also called glandulse odoriferse. See de-
fensive *glands. Cambridge Xnt. Hist., VI. 257.

. - - ... In natal arch.,
an iron plate which joins the keel and stern-
post, and is bolted through them.
stirrup-vase (stir'up-vas), n. Same as •'•pseud-
amphora.
Among the painted ware " stirrup vases "were specially

abundant, some with magnificent decorative designs.
Athemeum, Jan. 28, 1906, p. 115.

stitch, n. 10. Same as suture.
The side-knot, or "square" stitch, in rendering a re-

taining suture unnecessary, is superior to the topknot or
" circular " stitch. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan 31, 1903, p. 197.

Hudson stitch. See extract under *(ee6.— ^ter-
rupted stitches. See interrupted *«((wre.— Ken-
sington stitch, in embroidery, a long and a short
outhne-stitch, appearing alternately, mostly on the right

Any golden-eyed f.'l'^-Stltch abscess. S^e -kabscess.

account of thnir stltch
i'.
J. 4. l^^ Keating, to unite by con-

cealed threads, either warp or filling or both,
(two or more fabrics), so that they shall ap-
pear as one, forming a two-ply, three-ply, etc.,
fabric.— 5. In bookbinding, to pass a "thread
or flexible wire through perforations made
near the back fold of the assembled sections
of (an unbound book).

Stink-grass (stingk'gras), \. ' A handsome Stttci-Wrd (stich'bferd), n A sinall perching
- " ••• " -" "- bird, Fogonorms ctneta, found in the North

Island, New Zealand, the clicking note of
which is supposed to resemble the word stitch.
The nest is sinall and open. Pop. Sci. Mo.,
Jan., 1903, p. 223.

stitcher, n. Specifically— 2. The operator or
the machine that stitches together the sections
of an unbound book,

stitching, ".—circular stitching. Hee spiral-kstitch-
'I!/.— Figure-of-elght stitching. Same as *lmer-
•''•- Overedge stitching. See •r-ivm/w.- spiral

but ill-smelling and nearly worthless grass,
Eragrostis
major, native
in Europe
and Asia and
widely in-

troduced in
waste and
cultivated,
chiefly sandy,
lands in
the United
States. Also
called candy-
grass, skuyik--

grass, and
pungent
meadow-
grass. This

name is also given to the similar but smaller
species E. Eragrostis.

Stink.j^rass {Era^ostis major).

. floret : *. plumes : r. leaf and culm :

t^, spikelct.

See *ii«>(A«rf.— Method of doubled stUnulL See Stink-pot, ». 6. A name given by sailors to
*m#(Af/if.— Stimulus releaser, in //»vi7i/i;./,;/.»., same as i' - .

.,,..„'=
iittimul'itor, 2. J. M. Ilrildirin, Diet. Philos. Psychol.,
I., p. liH.

stimulus-unit (stim'u-Ius-u'nit), n. In psy-
chophys., the unit of a physical scale of which
the different values represent different inten-
sities of stimulus.
The way to determine this is obviously to set out, not from

sl definite stimtUus-unit, but from the unit of sensation.
W. Wundt ftrans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 37.

Stimy (sti'mi), n. In golf, the position of a

the giant petrel, Ossifraga gigantca, on ac
count of its rank, musty smell.
stinkweed, «. 3. The penny-cress, Thlaspi
urvense. It is an ill-smelling plant and renders
unfit for use the milk of cows which eat it,

while beef-cattle must be removed from pas- S. T. L. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin

stitrh.

stitching, in seiriny-inocfiine inn-k, a method of sewing
in which the fabric is continually rotated under the
needle and the stitching is laid down in spiral lines.
When the sewing is in complete circles it is called circu-
la r stitching.

Stit-tse (stit'ze), n. Same as Kamloops*trout.
Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of N. and M.
Amer., p. 499.

Sti'vy (sti'vi), a. [Corrup. of stifling.^ Sti-
fling; close. [Slang.]
By this means I get you out quietly into the air and

away from those stivy chambers.
E. Vates, Kissing the Kod, ix.

Stizolobium (sti-zo-16'bi-um), «. [NL. (Pat-
rick Browne, 1756), < Gr. arii;etv, prick, +
AoiSoc, pod : so named from the barbed hairs
on the pods of some of the species.] A genus
of leguminous plants. See Mucvna.

ttire containing it two or three weeks before
slaughter. It is more troublesome in Canada
than in the United States. See *French
weed (h)

ball on a putting-green when it is directly be- stinkwood, ".-Mexican stlnkwood, Pseudosmo-
tween the hole for which an adversary is play- dinyium perniciosum. See -kcuajiute, i.

ing and his ball at any distance over six inches Stipes, ». 2. (o) Also, the stalk of the halter
between the two. of a dipterous insect.

stimy (sti'mi), V. t. ; pret. and pp. stimied, ppr. stipites (sti'pi-tez), n. Plural of stipes,

stimying. In golf, to force to play a stimy. Stipple-paper (stip'l-pa^pfer), n. A special
To stimy one's opponent is so to play one's
ball as to bring it into a position between
his ball and the hole, the two balls being more
than six inches apart.

sting', '•• t. 6. To 'stick' for a dinner, a rail-
way fare, or the like. [U. S. college slang.]
An undergraduate is no longer "stuck " for a dinner, a

seat at the play, a railroad ticket ; he is "stuno."
Karuas City Daily Star, April 21, 1903.

Sacras TheologiesLicentiatus,\icentmte in sacred
theology; (6) of the Latin Sacree Theologite
Lector, reader or professor of sacred theology.

S. T. M. An abbreviation of the Latin Sacrm
Thciilogise Magister, master of sacred theology.

Stoa baslleloa, stoa baslllke, the king's portico, »iii--

citlcally tile stoa or porch in which the king-archon of
ancient Athens transacted the business of his office. It
was on the western side of the Agora, at the foot of the
mound on which the Theseum stands. It probably con-
sisted of a wall at the back and a colonnade facing the
Agora. The name passed to the Koman and medieval
basilica. (See basilical, 1.)

drawing-paper having a coated and embossed

^hTkniffi?n?T,Wifv^°il7w^?[• I'/^^i"^ Stockl, «'. 9. (k) The handle attached to the

^nt„re
Intensify the high lights of a ^o^den cup that secured the inking-ball usedpicture.

stippling, ». 2. In Ophthalmol., an appear-
ance of the retina as if thickly dotted with
light and dark points.
The general appearance of this eye-ground presents to

the examiner's eye a peculiar appearance, as of r, very

inking-1
in early hand-press printing.
At his burial in an obscure part of Islington church-

yard, many of the printers boys called devils, made a
noise like such, with their ball stocks carried thither for
that purpose. Southey, lioctor, cxiv.

(1) Same as *head-atock, 2.— 35. In geol., a



stock 1278
large columnar intrusion of eruptive rock, charge (or stock) in a blast-furnace. Phil-
the length and breadth of which are roughly lijys and Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy,
equal. A stock may be the deep-seated and p. 283.
uneroded portion of a volcanic neck or plug, stock-rail (stok'ral), n. In railroadiug. either

of the two rails of a main or line track. At
a switch one stock-rail may be continuous
and the other continuous with the connecting-
rail of the siding or crossover. See switch, 2,

frofi'^, 2, and *adhesio>i-rail.

stock-riding (stok'ri"ding), n. In Australia,
the occupation of a stock-rider; the work of a
cow-boy ; riding herd.

Compare def. 32.

Notwithstanding the epectacular nature o£ these sample
phenomena obsen-'ed in different quaiTies. the forces en-
gaged in their production are almost insignificant com-
pared witli those which must be produced in the shell of
country-rock concentric with the molar contact of a still
molten stnek or batholith. Tlie latter forces may be com-
pared with the force of compression whicli has so often
developed peripheral cleavage and schistosity concentric
with molar contacts of «/oc*s and batholiths; but fracture
is the necessary product of the one kind of energy applied
suddenly, as rock-flowage is the product of the other ap-
plied slowly and for a much greater period of time.

Amer. Jour. Set., Aug., 1903, p. 117.

stomodseum
lstolc{e)+-ery.'\ Aplace where firing or stoking
is done. [Eng.]

In the south-east side of the Inch very complete re-
mains of baths were found, with two brick-built hypo-
causts and a stokery.

Hep. Brit. Au'n Advancement o/ Sex., 1901, p. 791.

Stokes;Adams disease. See ^disease.
Stokesian (stoks 'i-an), a. Of, pertaining
to, or due to Sir George Gabriel Stokes (1819-
1903), an eminent British mathematician and
physicist: as, a Stokesian theorem, principle,
or law.

36. The material removed from a quarry stock-room, n. 2. A room, usually in a hotel,
which is of suitable size to be worked into where travelers for business-houses show
marketable articles.— 37. pi. A moldy de- their samples and take orders,
feet sometimes found on wool and woolens stock-route (stok'rot), n. In Australia, a
that have been stored while damp in a warm, right of way through the land of a squatter

Like other Australian aborigines, the Kdmai have a
StoJies's law. See *law^.

natural .aptitude for stock-riding. I have also known Stolon, «.— Genital stolon, in echinoderms, same as
among them good shearers and reapers. -kaxial organ.

J'json aMd //oim«, Kamilaroi and Kumai, p. 260, note. Stolonal (sto'lon-al), n. [stolon + -nl^.] Of
.-•1 ^ . „ . . , or pertaining to a stolon.— Stolonal thecsB. See

*theca.

Stolonization (st6"lon-i-za'shgu), n. [stolon
+ -iz{e) + -ation.'] The act of producing

badly ventilated room. Georgievics (trans.)
Chera. Teehnol. of Textile Fibers, p. 40.—
Stock brick. See *()ricA-2.— Stock culture. See
ci(/f»rc.— stocks and bowls. See *(«)irf2.— Ten-
weeks stock. See Mattliiola and 8(oc*l, 26.

Stockbridge limestone. See *limestone.
stock-broker, «. inside stock-broker, outside
stock-broker. See the extract.

Before
favoured

stolons or runners.
Stolonization occurs as in Aurelia, but much less

freely, as does also the origin of buds from the stolons.
Budding from the side of the polyp was not observed in
Cyanea, its small size probably rendering such process
difticult. Science, April 11, 1902, p. 671.

which he is legally obliged to leave unob-
structed for the use of cattle or sheep on
their way to distant parts of the country. If
the squatter fences his land he must provide
slip-rails or other arrangement for their free stomach, «.- Chyllflc stomach. Same as -kmid-
passage. -B. -E. J/oms, Austral English "iffs'mc— Colliers' Btomach. See *colUeri.—Boni-
Stock-saw (st^ok'sa) n.

_
One of the saws in a SLlf^^?g thT^;:gL'„^X\rrv?/!:^-^

™" "' *'"'

proceeding to deal with some of the operations pi" ^Y which lumber is sawed from the log stomachache (stum'ak-ak), n. Pain in the
,''L';i'=iit'-ft°P^il'l!15'^V?^*7_'°P™>t°"'«^

into the standard or stock sizes. stomach: srastraMa:"commoT,lv. n,,iv T.a.i„ ir,difference between "inside" and ".outside" men. The gtock-whlD Cstok'hwini « A tierrlpv'a wlilr.
in>i4e stockbroker is an intennediary who obtains a com- I^hasTs^ort handre ^nd font thong

^

The stock-whip, with a handle about half a yard long
and a thong of three yards long, of plaited bullock-hide,
is a terrible instrument in the hands of a practised stock-
man. Its sound is the note of terror to the cattle ; it is
like the report of a blunderbuss, and the stockman at
full gallop will hit any given spot on the beast that he is

mission from his client—whose agent he is—for carrying
out a legitimate transaction ; the outside man [stock-
broker] gambles against the client for whom he purports
to act The first is governed by a representative and
exceedingly severe Committee, whilst the latter is only
ruled by his own sweet will and conscience ; the first has
to show his bona fides and have substantial guarantoi-s
before he can start business, whilst the other only needs
plenty of assurance, occasionally backed by a little
capital. The Strand, Oct., 1906, p. 349.

stock-distributor (stok'dis-trib"u-tor), n. In

stomach; gastralgia; commonly, any pain in
the abdomen, especially colic.

stomach-mouth (stum'ak-mouth), 11. The en-
trance to the proventriculus of the honey-bee.
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 309.
Stomalgia (sto-mal'ji-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. aro/ia,

mouth, + a/.yoc, pain.] Same as *stoma-
talf/in.within reach of, and cut the piece clean away through _+„„„! / *- _ -/ -n

the thickest hide that bull or bison ever wore. He will Stomapyra (sto-ma-pi ra).
ardfta, mouth, + Tri'p, fire.]

n. [NL., <

Aphthae.
Gr.

strike a fly or a spot of mud on a hillock at full speed

, „ ... „ _
»"• ^OTOT", TaUangetta, I. 100. stomatalgia (sto-ma-tal'ji-a), H. [NL., < Gr.

a fe/as^/Knirtce, a machine used to receive the Stodge (stoj), M. [A\so stiidge.'] 1. Any thick, arofiaiT-), mouth, + dAyof," pain.] Neuralgic
coal, limestone, and ore, collectively known satisfying food; a stiff, thick mass of a semi- pain in the mouth.
as stock, and distribute it evenly inside the liquid nature. Eng. Dial. Did.— 2. Thick, Stomatitic (sto-ma-tit'ik), a. [stomatit(is) +
furnace. It consists essentially of a revolv- slimy mud; a wet, muddy condition. Eng. Dial. -ic.~i Relating to or affected with stomatitis,
ing hopper and spout inclosed in the gas- Diet.— 3. A fat, thick-set person ; a deformed Stomatoblast l^sto' ma-to- blast), n. [Gr.
tight cap of the furnace. When filled with person. Eng. Dial. Diet. [Dial, in all uses.] aT6/xa{T-), mouth, -I- /3/«af(5f, germ.] One of
stock from the skips or barrows it revolves Stodge (stoj), t). t. and j. ; pret. and pp. stodged, the cells from which the larval pharynx of
and deposits its load in a spiral path over VW- stodging, [stodge, n.^ 1. trans. 1. To make certain marine annelids is developed. Torrey.

• •
-

- heavy, full, and stupid by crammingwith sur- Stomatognath (sto'ma-to-gaath), n. [Gr.
feiting or coarse food. [Dial., Eng.] cro/ia, mouth, -I- yudSoc'jaw.] See the extract.

Tile most robust of appetites for clerical lives cannot ^ would suggest the word " stomatognath " as a con-
but confess itself— well, stodged is the only word, we
tear. Athenseuni, Keb. 2, 1901, p. 134.

2. To mix into a thick, liquid mass; stir up.
Eng. Dial. Diet. [Dial.]

II. intrans. To walk with short, heavy
steps; walk with the feet sticking in mud;
stick fast in mud. Eng. DiaJL Diet. [Dial.]

Seethe burning mass of stock in the furnace
hlast-furuace.

stock-farming (stok'far"ming), n. Stock-
raising. Stock-farming may include an ele-
ment of dairy-farming, but the word refers
distinctively to the production of cattle and
hogs for their meat, horses for trotting or
work, sheep for wool and mutton, etc.

stock-feed (stok'fed), n. 1. The apparatus
or device in an automatic or semi-automatic
machine by which the material to be operated stodginess (.stoj'i-nes), n. The character of

on is supplied to the tools or processes for
fabrication. TIte Engineer (London), March 8,
1901, p. 249.-2. The carriage which feeds logs
or wood bolts to the sawing- or cutting-tools.

stock-frost (stok'fr6st), K. Same as ground-
ice or anchor-ice. Nature, Jan. 30, 1908, p. 295.
[Local, Eng. (Norfolkshire).]

stockholder, «. 2. A proprietor of stock,
that is, of herds of cattle or flocks of sheep

;

a grazier. E. E. Morris, Austral English.
[Australia.]

The most negligent stock-holders now carefully'house
their wool, and many take the trouble to wash their
sheep. E. Curr, Account of Van Diemen's Laud, p. 83.

stock-hut (stok'hut), n. The shelter or hut
of a stock-man in the bush. [Australia.]
We crossed the Underaliga creek a little below the

8t«ck-hut, and encamped about a mile beyond it.

C. Slurt, Two Expeditions into the Interior of Southern
[Australia, II. 21.

stocking-feet (stok'ing-fet), n. pi. The feet
covered only with stockings (without shoes)

:

chiefly in the phrase, ' in one's stocking-feet.'
Dialect Notes, III. iii. [CoUoq., U. S.]

stocking-thread (stok'ing-thred), n.
as stocking-yarn.

stock-keep (stok'kep), v. i. To herd stock:
a word fashioned after bar-keep, etc. [Colloq.,
Australia.]

What can you do, young man ?
' 'Well, most things,'

answered the Australian, with quiet confidence ;
' fence,

split, milk, drive bullocks, stock-keep, ploufrh.'

Rolf Holdrewood, Colonial Reformer, x.

stock-keeper (stok'ke-per), n. The manager
or herdsman of a cattle-station; a shepherd;
a herdsman. E. E. Morris, Austral English.
[Australia.]

venient term by which to refer to the various chitinous,
or calcified, or siliceous " teeth " or " jaws " occmring
as specialized thickenings of the lining of the stonio-
daium, such as the teeth or jaws of Annelids, including
Leeches ; the " teeth " in the gastric mill of Crustacea

;

the elements of the "mastax" of Rotifers ; the individ-
ual members of the radular apparatus of Mollusca ; and
possibly, also, the homy teeth of Cyclostome fishes.
The word was used by me some years ago, in a course of
advanced lectures on the Annelida that I gavp in the
University of Oxford ; and it appears to me that some
such word would be useful in referring to these and kin-
dred stmctures.
W. B. Benham, in Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 982,

[note.

being stodgy ; heaviness ; dullness ; erudeness.
[Colloq., Eng.]
The bulk of the reviewing to-day is in no sense log.

rolling. It is conscientious enough, as conscientious as

rwSirL'^fhi' i?,hr
"r' "7^ hurriedly and within stomatomalacia (sto " ma - to - ma - la ' si - ii), n,a few hours of the publication of a book. Stodqmess i? <-*'''-' ' -^ ' ,.••,•. ,

_-''»*:
its worst feature. Bookman, June, 1899, p. 360,

stodgy, a. 4

), n. [NL. sto-

mouth, + poia,

zr^^ d^c^ne^f=^- ^TXi; ^!-±- ^1?:-^^)^,^.^-^^"^

a few hours of the publication of a book. Stodginess i^ f^L., < Gr. .Trd^a, mouth;' + '^aAaKia, softness.]

Dull; stupid; crude; thick-
P^^S^^ssive ulcer of the mouth; cancrum

Adolescence, II. 114.

stoicheiology, n. 2. In histol.j'fhn science of
the tissue-elements; cytology.
stoicheiometry, n. 2. The study of the prop-
erties of each of the characters of an organism
in relation to inheritance. See the extract.

It is reasonable io infer that a science of Stoechiome-
try will now be created for living things, a science which
shall provide an analysis, and an exact determination of
their constituents.
Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc., 1902,

[I. 169.

Same stoke-hold (stok'hold), n. The space below
the decks of a steam-vessel where the boilers
are located and fired; a stoke-hole. The stoke-
hole may be constructed with air-tight bulkhead doors,
so that a forced draft sent by fans or blowers into the
hold finds its way out through the ash-pits and fuel-beds
of the furnaces. This is the closed stoke-hold system.
If the air comes in by natural imeans through openings
for ventilation, the stoke-hold is •open,'and notightbulk-
head doors are needed.

The spaces occupied by the machinery almost neces-
sarily form large compartments amidships ; but in recent
war-ships the stoke-holds have each been divided into two
by means of a middle-line bulkhead.

White, Manual of Xaval Arch., p.;33.
stock-line (stok'lin), n. The level of the stokery (sto'k6r-i), ».

; p\. stokeries (-iz).

stomidium (sto-inid'i-um), n.; pi. stomidiOr
(-ii). [NL., < Gr. cTOfia, mouth, + dim. -idmv.'i
A pore which indicates the position of a rudi-
mentary tentacle in an alcyonarian.
Stomochord (sto'mo-kord), «. [Gr. aro/ia,

mouth, -I- E. chord.} A forward dorsal diver-
ticulum of the gut in the collar region of Entero-
pnensta which pushes before it the wall of the
preoral body-cavity. It is a complex structure
possessing paired lateral pouches and a ven-
tral convexity.
The Kotochord.— This structure, which occurs in the

embryos of all Vertebiuta, and persists in many of them
throughout life, has always been recognized as one of
their chief morphological characters. It is not disputed
that this is homologous with the notochord of Amphioxus,
and only a few authorities refuse to admit some relation-
ship between the latter and the "notochord" of Entero-
pneusta. forwhich Willey's term "stomochord" will here
be used. The stomochord is a forward dorsal diverti-
culum of the gut in the collar r^ion, which pushes be-
fore it the wall of the prte-oral body cavity or protocoele.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 261.

stomochordal (st6-mo-k6r'dal), a. [stomo-
chord -\- -a/i.] Of or pertaining to the sto-
mochord

;
provided vrith a stomochord.

Stomodaeum, n. 2. In anthozoans, the sac-
like pharynx, or so-called stomach.



stomodeal

Stomodeal canal. See *canan.
stomoxyid (sto-mok'si-id), 7i. and a. I, n. A
meinbi^r of the dipterous family Stomoxyidse.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the fsimily^Sto7noxyidse.

stone. I. ».— Armenian stone, (a) See Armenmn.
{bi An imitation stone made up of red, yellow, blue, and
green jjlass in small particles, which is cut in brilliant

form and extensively sold by Armenian and Syrian deal-

ers.— Back stone, a cast-iron prism placed on the
back edjte of the bottom of a lead-ore heartli and sur-

mounted by the nozle of the twyer.— Black stone, a
rock, usually a basalt, of especially dark color but whose
other characters are either imperfectly known or un-
necessary to take into account

It stands upon an eminence well above the leveled and
buried ruins of the ancient city, and though, to reach
it from the western mountains, one must pass over the
great black-stone belt, it is in the midst of a limestone
region and is of the purest whit-e.

11. C. Butler, Architecture and Other Arts, p. 76.

Ceramic stone. See *ccra//nc.— Ceremonial stone.
See *cerem'inial.— Cottiajn StOne, a division of the
White Lias rock of southwestern England, commonly
known as the -klandscape-martle (which see) and belong-

ing to the upper or Rhaetic member of the Triassic series.

^Dimension stone, (b) stone cut to a stjindanl size,

or to the size specilled on drawings.— Dlscoldal StOne,
a stone of discoidal shape with concave surfaces, some-

times perforated
in the center,

found quite fre-

quently among
archicological re-

mains in North
America. Such
stones were used
in games, but
may have served
other purposes
!i3 well.— Flsh-

r» ^ . c. eyo stone. See
Discoidal Stone. apuphuUite and

<iu u. s. Nat. Muscumj iffi^h-et,f\~ Gib-
raltar stone. Same as onyx HiarWc— Hercules stone,
a ludest<jne.~ Porcelain stone, see ki»>rrtlaini.~

Portland stone, (b) in the eastern United States, a
chocolate-colored sandstone or hrownstone which is

quarried at Portland, opposite lliddletown, Connecti-

cut— Semiprecious stone, a mineral which may be
cut and iMjIisht-d so as to be decorative and fit for

jewelry, but is not of great rarity and conseijuent cost
Thus agates and jaspers, canielians and sardonyx, are

Qsoally classed as semiprecious, and turquoises, except
at certain times and places. Some varieties even of

the most precious stones may be so classed : thus,

Burmese sapphires are semiprecious as compared with
the true Indian sapphire, the difference being a mere
matter of color and luster.— Smoky stones* precious
stones, more particularly diamonds, whicli in conse-
quence of internal imperfections lack perfect transpar-

ency.— Stone of Cronus, in Greek antiq., a baetylic

or sacred sti^ne which was exhibited at Delphi as the
st*>ne which, according to the legend, Rhea had substi-

tuted for the infant Zeus, her son by Cronus, in order
to preserve him from being destroyed by his father.
— The Stone of Scone, a block of stone lying in a frame
or box under the seat ol the coronation chair in West-

minster Abbey.
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crushed material is mechanically sorted. Crushers are
much used in the building of permanent roads, the

f.



stop

20. In tcrestling. a counter to any particular

hold.— 21. In bt)xing, a guard that prevents a

blow from reaching home.— Accessory stop, in

organ-buUdint/, a stoji-knob which controls some niechiin-

icil contrivance, sucll as a coupler, the tremulant, the

bellows-signal, etc., which is not a true stop, since it does

not have a set of pipes connected with it. See stopl, n.,

6. Often calleil an accessory, absolutely, or a mechanical

ttop.— Automatic stop, a device, in railroad signal sys-

tems, by which the failure of lui engineer or motonnan
to observe a diuisier-signal and sUip his train is followed

by a cutting otf of the power, or an application of brakes

to the train independent of his action. Such stops are

usually levers which nonnally lie out of the path of the

train when the signals are at safety. When the signal

stands in the danger position, the lever rises or swings so

as to hit either a valve or an electric switch, or break a

fragile piece of pipe, and stop the train.— Emergency
Stop, in a railway-train fitted with a continuous brake,

the stoppage of the train by such an application of the

brake as brings the full power of the brake-system nito

action upon the brake-shoes. This stops the train in the

sTiortest possible distance or time, but with ordinary ad-

justment of the levere the stop is so sudden as to be

uncomfortable to passengers. Distinguished from a ser-

vice -kstop.— Manual stop, in organ-building, a stop

or set of pipes that belongs to one of the partial

orsans controlled by or played from a manual keyboard :

opposed to a pedal stop, which belongs to a partial

organ controlled by or played from a pedal keyboard.—

Mechanical stop. See accessory *stop.— RudOlpn'S
system of stops, a series of photographic lens-

stops in which ^„ (f) is the smallest aperture. In this

series the exposures corresponding to the stops are in-

versely related, other things being equ.il, as the numbers

by which they are distinguished.— Service stop, in a

continuous train-brake system, the arrest of the motion

of the train by applying the brakes in the usual or ordi-

nary manner by which the inertia of the moving mass is

gradually overcome. It is used in regular service to bring

trains to rest at stations or for other regular stops, by a

gradual or step-by-step increase in the braking power, so

as to avoid jars or shocks, and to cause the least discom-

fort to passengers and least injury to the cars of the train.

In air-brake service it is effected by successive reductions

of the pressure in tlie continuous train-pipe, with inter-

vals for the equalization of air-pressure in the pipe be-

tween reductions. A gradually increasing pressure is

thus exerted on the brake-levers and the brake-shoes

which bear against the wheels, and a retarding force is

exerted which gradually increases in effect as compared
with the diminishing living force of the moving mass,

until the energy is entirely absorbed and the train stops.

See emerf;enci/*«(Ofi.— Sounding Stop, in organ-build-

ing, a real stop or set of pipes, or the stop-knob for such

a stop : opposed to accessory 'kstop.

stop-bead (stop'bed), n. In carp., a strip se-

cured to the jamb of a door to stop it at the

right point when closed : used when there is

no rebate cut in the solid frame.

stop-board (stop'bord), n. In athletics, the

rim surrounding the circle which marks the

position of the shot-putter or hammer-thrower
in making his attempt.

stop-gage (stop'gaj), n. An instrument for

setting the nippers of a cotton-combing ma-
chine which hold the cotton while the comb-
ing-needles pass through it. T/iornley, Cotton
Combing Machines, p. 152.

stop-gate, ". 2. A valve of large size, of the

type which slides across the opening it con-

trols. In large sizes for pipe it is also called

gate-valve and stop-valve.

In article 12 the closing of the stop-gate is instantane-

ous, and the kinetic energy of the moving water is ab-

sorbed by the elastic compression of the water itself (the

pipe being supposed fixed and its possible distension

neglected). Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. (Ki.

stop-guard (stop'gard), n. In archery, a catch

upon the inside of a shooting-glove, or finger-

tips, to fix the place of the drawing fingers

npon the bowstring.

stoping, «. 2. A method by which intrusive

igneous masses are supposed to make a way
for themselves by breaking off blocks of the
overlying rock and passing them downward
and backward until wholly or partially ab-

sorbed. See the extract.

Daly haa recently urged that lavas work out reservoirs

and enlarge passageways for themselves by detaching
masses of rock from the TtmU and sides of the spaces al-

ready occupied by them, these masses either melting and
mingling with the lava, or else sinking U) lower positions

in the column. This process he designates sloping.

Chainberlin and .Salisbury, Oeol., I. 603.

stoping-bar (sto'ping-biir), n. In quarrying,

a telescopic bar of steel having a jack-screw
at one end, used as a support for a rock-drill.
The bar, by means of the screw, is firmly wedged between
the walls of a shaft or tunnel, the rock-drill being adjusta-
ble at any angle and in any position upon the bar. A stop-

ing-bar used vertically between the floor and roof of a
tunnel or drift is called a dri/iing-cotumn. A modifica-
tion of a stoping-bar, having a separate support for the
drill and moving upon the bar, is called a shaft-bar.

stop-joint (stop'joint), n. A device which
limits motion in any jointed apparatus.

The common form [of BupiK>rt] is a simple steel sole

plate of sufHcient size to support the foot and the toes, if

their muscles am paralyzed, attached to a light upright
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pr«)Vided with a calf band. The upright is usually ap-

plied on the inner side of the leg where it is least notice-

able. At the ankle there is a "stop joint," which allows

dorsiflexion but prevents the toe-drop.
Bmc*, Med. Handbook, IV. 234.

stop-key (stop'ke), n. In lock-making, a safety-

key which, when placed in its look, may serve

to prevent the use of a master-key or any
other key from the opposite side of the door.

stop-motion, «.— Back-stop motion, in cotton-

manu/., a mechanism in a sliver-drawing machine for

stopping it if one of the sliver-ends breaks.

stop-needle (stop'De"dl),n, A surgical needle
with a shoulder which allows it to penetrate
into the tissues only to a certain depth.

stop-nut (stop'nut), n. A nut used on an ad-

justing-screw to limit motion in one direction,

either of the screw itself or of some part mov-
ing upon the screw.

The saddle is adjusted in and out by stop-nuts and bolted
down on the knee by four bolts with swing handles, as

shown. Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 30, 1904, p. 242.

stop-off (stop'of), n. The leaving of a train

at a station, before the destination is reached,
with the privilege of resuming the journey on
a subsequent train and with the original

ticket; the privilege of 'stopping off,' or
' over,' in this way. [U. S.]

If a auflicient number join the station and desire the
organization of a party to make the trip together, such
organization will be undertaken and the trip will be made
by one of the northern transcontinental routes with the
usual stop-offs in the mountains.

Science, April 22, 1904, p. 676.

stop-order, n. 2. An order issued out of the
court of chancery on petition of one having
an assigned or other interest in funds in the

hands of the paymaster-general of that court,

staying the payment thereof. Any person
who haa a lien on funds in court may obtain a
stop-order. [Eng.]
stopper, n. 4. In the Bahamas, either of two
trees, (a) the red rodwood, Eugenia axillaris,

and (6) the marlberry, Icacorea paniculata.

See marlberry.— Checli-BtovpeTS, a series of short

lengths of rope, called * stops, fastened to an anchor-
cable, or other chain, and designed to part in turn as the
cable runs out, but to serve as a check to the natural
rapidity of its motion.- Dog-stoppers, collectively,

ropes secured to the mainmast, bitts, hatch, etc., as

auxiliary to the deck-stoppers, and which take their re-

spective names according to the place they occupy on
deck.— Hatch-stopper, a strong rope fastened in the
hatch to assist the deck-stopper. Iron stoppers are em-
ployed as hatch-stoppers, being situated in the comers of

the hatches, with compressors on the lower deck. Iron
levers, controllediby a tackle, compress the chain-cable and
stop it from running.- Lanyard-stopper, a short length
of rope with a large knot in one end and a rope lanyard
of a smaller sized rope, while the other end of the stopper
has a large hook or shackle. The latter secures into an
eye-bolt in the deck, and the lanyard is wound about
the cable and stopper, while the knot keeps it from slip-

ping.— Lever-Stopper, an iron casting holding one link

of chain which is kept in place by the use of a turn-screw,
or lever. See Aa(cA-*s(op;)er.— Mechanical-stopper,
a contrivance for checking the running out of a cable, and
also for controlling the running in of a cable when it is

being stowed in the chain-lockers.

—

Rope-Stopper.
Same as lanyard-*stopper,

Stopping-oS (stop ^ ing-6f '), n. In electro-

plating, deposition on the exposed portions of

a surface the remainder of which is protected
by a non-conducting coat of varnish or wax.
stop-ridge, n. 2. In drains and other piping,

a ridge which prevents one section slipping
too far over another at the joints. Examples
have been found in excavations of prehistoric

Cnosus in Crete. A. J. Evans, in An. Brit.

School at Athens, 1901-02, p. 14.

stop-shaft (stop'shaft), n. A mechanism that
will lock or stop the motion of a shaft either
lengthwise or when it has traversed a certain
part of a revolution, or a multiple of such
part : used in printing-presses, gear-cutters,

and other machines.

stop-swing (stop'swing), n. In club-swinging,
the act of bringing the club against the oppo-
site arm, thus reversing its swing.

storage, n— capillary storage-capacity, the quan-
tity of moisture thatcan De held in a given volume of soil

in the shape of capillary films suiTounding the particles

of soil. This capacity increases from the surface down
to the ground-water level in accordance with the laws of

capillarity.— Storage reservoir. See *resermir.

storage-boom (stor'aj-bOm), n. A strong
boom used to hold logs in storage at a saw-
mill. Also holding-boom.

storage-cell (stor'aj-sel), n. An electric ac-
cumulator.

storage-track (stor'aj-trak), n. In railroad-

ing, any track at a drill-yard or terminal yard
on which loaded or empty ears are stored for
cleaning, or safe-keeping between runs.

stovaine

Store^, H. 5. An animal bought to be fattened
for the market ; store cattle. E. E. Morris,
Austral English. [Australia.]

They then, if ' stores,' pass to the rich salt-bush country
of Riverina.

H'. //. L. Ranken, Dominion of Australia, xiii.

Storesin (st6'rez-in), «. \_sto(rax) + resin.'\

An amorphous compound, C3gH5p(OH)3, the
chief constituent of the resinous balsam storax.

storm, n.— Espy's theory of storms, the explanation
of the method of the formation and maintenance of

storms as due to the evolution of latent heat by the con-
densing moisture of ascending moist air, whereby the
cloud becomes specifically lighter than the surrounding
air at the same level, thus forming an up-draft and a con-
tinued pnxiess of condensation. With the addition of

the whirlwind tendency where the air flows inward and
upward, Espy's theory fonns the foundation of modeni
meteorology.— Law Of Storms. See *Awrrtca7ie dis-

tance.

storm-beach (storm'bech), n. A beach the
form of which has been determined by a
storm of unusual strength. Geikie, Text-book
of Geol., pp. 381, 580.

Stormberg beds. See *bed^.

storm-breeder (st6rm'bre"der), n. A day or
condition of weather regarded as likely to

'breed' or produce a storm: said, usually,

of warm moist days of winter or hot hours
or days of summer.

storm-clock (storm'klok), n. A meteoro-
graph ; specifically, the self-registering me-
teorological apparatus devised and named by
Sir Francis Ronalds.

storm-coat (storm'kot), n. A waterproof
coat or mackintosh ; also, a heavy ulster.

storm-energy (st6rm'en"er-ji), n. The en-
ergy within a storm, or the sum total of the
vis viva of the moving air and falling rain

;

the total or average prominent characteristics

of a system of cyclonic winds. A storm of

great energy is one having strong winds and
heavy rain.

storm-jib (storm'jib), n. A small jib made of
heavy canvas and used in bad weather.

stormward, stormwards (storm ' ward,
-wardz), o. and adv. I. a. Turned toward or
facing the storm.

So every year that falls with noiseless flake
Should fill old scars up on the stormward side.

Lowell, The Oak, st. 4.

II. adv. Moving toward the storm ; in such
a way as to face the storm.

The team made little progress stormward, for the bliz-

zard was raging more furiously and they had left the
shelter of the woods. ^V. }'. Times, April 11, 1888.

storm-wave (storm'wav), n. A wave of

water piled up on a coast or at sea by strong
ocean winds.

Story2, w.— Lower story, ;npper story. W la for-
estry. See ittwo-storied.

stOSS-side (stos'sid), n. [G. stoss, a thrust,

push, knock (stossen, thrust, push), + E. side.]

I t—r~..^ a The side (of a
" ^ ' ' '~^ hill, etc.) that

receives (or

has received)
the thrust of

a glacier, or other impulse. R. D. Salisbury,

in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1891, p. 47.

There was also more rapid erosion upon the north or
stoss side of hills than upon the southern or lee side,

against which the ice-currents had little chance to scour.
Bulletin Amer, Geog. Soc., XXX. 225.

stott, f . i. See stot^. W. J. Travis, Practical

Golf, p, 134.

stotter (stot'er), n. [sto*2 -f -erl.] la golf

,

a ball that stots or bounces : generally used
in some such expression as ' a good stotter,

'

meaning a ball that possesses resiliency and
bounces well upon being dropped on a hard,

flat surface. W. Park, Jr., Game of Golf, p.

52.

stouker (stou'ker), n. [Also stowker : a dial,

form of stalker, < stalk, handle, -I- -fr'.] A
workman in a pottery who makes and attaches
handles, feet, and spouts to vessels. [Eng.]

stouklng (stou'king), n. [Also stoivking : a
dial, form of stalking.'] The making and
attaching of handles and spouts to vessels.

[Eng.]

stovaine (sto'va-in), n. [storel, n., -I- -a- +
-ine^ : an arbitrary rendering into English

of F. Fourneau ('stove'), the name of the

discoverer.] Thehydrochlorid of benzoylethvl-
dimethylaminopropanol, CH3C(C2H5)(OC7-
H60)CH2N(CH3)2HC1 : a local anesthetic

Form of hill after it has been worn by
glacial ice. The movement of the ice was
from a, the stoss-side, to d.



stovaine

resembling cocaine but weaker in its effect

and less poisonous. Sci. Amer,, Dec. 14, 1907,

p. 443.

stove^i «. 7. A chamber in which hides are

de haired.— Cowper's stove, a stove used to heat the
blast for the irou blast-funiaee by means of the waste
heat from the same furnace. It consists of a circular

wrought- iron tower about 100 feet high and from 25 to 30

feet in diameter, lined with fire-brick. The body of the

Btove is occupied by a checkerwork of flre-brick shaped
to form hexagonal channels. Each blast-furnace is ac-

companied by four hot-blast stoves. At any one time
three of these stoves are occupied by burning the waste
gases from the blast-furnace within the channels de-

scribed. The etfect of this combustion is to heat the
flre-bnck of the channel to a verj' high temperature.
The fourth stove, having been previously heated as de-

scribed, is used for the passage of the blast from the
blowing-engine to the funiace. It tlms gives up the heat
impounded in ita flre-brick to the air. When this stove

has become somewhat c«x)led by this process, the air is

switched through another of the stoves. Jour. Soc.

Chem. IiKiustni, 18fl3, p. 311.—Hanging StOve {naut),
a stove suspen<ie<l from a deck-beam to keep it free of

the deck.— Hot-blast stove, tlie uven or inclosed cham-
ber, usually now of tire-brick, in which air is heated on
its way from the blowing-cylindei-s to the blast-fumace
in which iron is smelted.— Masslck's and CrOOke's
llOt-blast stove, a st^jve which has a wide combustion-
chamber in the center and a heating-chamber divided by
radial and concentric walls into annular passages. The
gases enter the chimney after having passed through
three seta of tubes.— Napier's stOve, a stove for heat-

ing ordinary dwelling-rooms l)y means of solid fuel,

which is very economically used. It consists essentially

of two concentric cylinders, in the inner of which the
fuel is bunied, while the gaseous products of combustion
are carried from t^jp to bottom of the space between this

and the oiittr cylinder before passing off to the chimney.
— Pistol-plp© stove, a hot-blast stove with a single

vertical pijie divided longitudinally and bent over in the
form of a pistol-stock. The cold air entering one divisicm

<le»oend3 through the other,- and after bec«iming heated
by the furnace pa.'ises off to the twyers.— Ren^ DUVOlT
-stove, a hot-air stove or funiace much used in France
for heating houses and factories. The hot gases from the
fireplace are carried off through a number of cafit-ir>>n

{)ipes around which circulates theair t<» he heated, which
8 then distributed by flues U) the various rooms of the
building.— Reservoir stove, (a) A stiive having a
reservoir for coal ; a self-feeder, (b) A stove having a
tank or reservciir for hot water.— Spoor's StOve, a stove
for domestic warming of rooms, in which the hot gases
from the flre are made to pass upward and downward
round the circumference of the fireplace before reaching
the chinniey, and the round grate can be tunied on an
axt.s in order to remove ashes.— Talabot StOVe, a hot-air
st^jvf, designed by M. Talalwit, and use<i U* lit-at theChani-
bre des Deputes in Paris. The air to be heated was passed
through a ntnnber of horizontal ca.'it-iruii pipes set in an
arched flr^place of brick.— Tinners' stOve. See (iH-
Twr.— Wbltwell'B fltove, a stove for heating the blast
on its way fn»m the blowing-engine U> the inm blast-fur-

nace. It is lined with flre-brick. It is distinguished
from the *.'owper strive by the fact that the air must
make several passes up and down through the Whitwell
gtove, whereas, in the Cowper stove, it makes one pass up
and back.

StOVe^, r. t. 1. (f) In the manufacture of erplosfves,
to dr> (the granulated powder) by exp*isure to warm air

in a 'stove' or dr>ing-rr>om fitted with shelves under
which run lines of steam-ptpe. A similar drying i)rt>ce8s

is applied in the manufacture of smokeless powder to re-

move any remains of acetone.

All cordite, after pressing, is dried in stoves. . . . The
object of the gtoviivj is to remove the acetone and any
moisture from the cordite. Encyc. Brit., XX.VII. 24.

3. In wool-bleaching f to expose (woolen yarn
or cloth) in a dampened condition to the
fumes of burning sulphur, and hence to the
action of sulphurous acid, in a closed, usually
wooden, building. The same treatment is

sometimes applied to silk,

stove-, pret. and l)p.— Stove up, said of iron forg-

iiiL'-^ <<r oars which are hx-ally heated and then struck in
tile dirt'Otion of their length ; upset. The effect of this

is to increase the diameter at the heated part, but at the
expense of the length. The metal for heads of bolts is

often sectu-ed by upsetting, as well as the parts of bridge-
ro<l8 which are to carry the screw-threads when it is de-
siretl that the n>d at the bottom of the threads shall be as
strong as or stronger than thebwly of the bar.

stove-blacking (stov'blak^ing), w. A prepa-
ration of f^rapliite or plumbago used to rub
over the surface of iron stoves, in order to
^ve it a glossy appearance and to protect the
iron from rusting.

stove-bolt (stov'bolt), n. A small bolt with a
slot in tlie head for a screw-driver'and with a
square nut on the screw.

stove-lid (stdv'lid), n. A cover, usually a cir-

cular disk, fitting an opening in the top of a
cookinjc-stove or range.

stove-lifter (stov'lif't^r), n. A tool for lift-

ui'^ a stove-lid from the stove,

.stove-mat (stdv'mat), n. A mat (usually cir-
cular) of asbestos cloth used to place on a
cooking-stove.

stover^, «. (ft) In American agriculture, the
stalks of Indian com collectively, after re-
moval of the ears but including the leaves,
used as fodder,

o.— hi
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stove-shelf (stov'shelf), w. A metallic shelf

over the back part of a cooking-stove or range,
often attached to the rising-pipe. It is in-

tended to be in the rising cuiTeuts of hot air

around the stove and to carry plates to be
warmed, or to keep cooked food warm until it

is called for.

Stow^, t'. II. intrans. To conceal one's self

on a ship (with a view to a free passage)

:

with away. See stowaway.
[He] . . . opened his campaign by stowing away in

one of [the ship's] boats.

Ji. Kipling, Bonds of Discipline, in Traffics and Dis-
[coveriea, p. 38.

stowker, ". Same as *^ouker.
stowking, «. Same as *stouking.

str. A contraction of steamer,

Strabometry (stra-bom'e-tri), 71, [NL. strah-

(ismus) -\- -o~ 4- 6r. fiirpov, measure.] The
measurement of the degree of strabismus.

Strad^ (strad), «. An abbreviation of '^Stradi-

vari.

straddle-mill (strad'l-mil), n. A revolving
milling-machine cutter, either solid or made
up of several cutters set side by side in a
gang, which will cut or finish the top and
sides of the work at the same time, when it is

presented to the cutters in the plane in which
they revolve, or at right angles to their com-
mon axis. This can only be done when the
outside cutters have cutting-edges on their

inside faces, or appear to straddle the work.
The straddle-mill generally faces the top and
side.s of the work at the same time*

Stradivari, Stradivarius (stra-di-va're, strad-

i-vji'ri-us), n. The name of Antonio Stradi-
vari (Latinized Stradivarius) of Cremona (d.

1737), a famous violin-maker, applied to a
violin or similar instrument made by him.

straggle, r. II. trans. To rough-dress (a

stoue for grinding) by a wriggling motion of
the dressing-tool, so as to give a roughened
surface ; rag,

straight^, n. 4. In geom., a straight line.

—

6. In trap-shooting, a perfect score.

In the 10-bird event W. . . . and C. each made a
gtrai'jht. Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 160.

Alt6niat6 straight, in poker, a sequence of alternate
cards, such an -J, 4, ti, H, 10 : usually played to heat two
imirs. —Basal Straights, in geom., the four straight
lines touciifd by a range of conies.—BrOCaxd Straight,
the striiight litR- dftenniufd h\ the Brm-urd jMjints U, ti'.

—Dutch straight, in pohr, an alternnte *xfraighf
(which set).—Euler'S straight, the stniight line "on
which are the centroid, (V, the orthocenter, H, and the
circu nil.-enter, O, of any triangle ABC—Figurative
straight, the straight line at infinity on which all

pointa at infinity on a plane lie.— Fr^gler Straight of a
point P, the polar of the Fr^gier point F of 1'. r' is the
cointeraection point of chords of the conic which sub-
tend a right angle at the fixed point r of the conic.

F is on the normal at P.— Harmonic straights.
Same as harmonic Jfat pencil. See harmonic pencil.—
Harmonic straights'of a ruled system, in projective
geom., four straights cut in f(mr haniionic ix)ints by one
(and so by evury) guide-straight.—Inside straight, in
poker, a sequence which is bniken in the middle, such as

5, 6, 8, 9, or 3, 5, fl, 7.— Lemolne straight, the polar of
the Lemoine poiiit of a triangle with respect to its cir-

curacircle.— One-end straight, in poker, a four-card
straight which oidy one curd will fill, such as A, K, Q. J.

— Open-end straight, in poker, a four-card straight
which is open at botli ends, so that either of twocai"ds
will till it, such as 5, 6, 7, H.—Pascal straight, in geom.,
the straight line on which intersect the three opjjosite

pairs in any complete set of connectors of a hcxastigm
whose dot* are in a conic.

—

Sheaf Of Straights. See
*«A<an.—81m80n straight of a i>oint Pon the circum-
circle of triangle ABC, the bearer of the feet of the three
perpendiculars from P to the sides of ABC—Space Of
Straights. See impace.

straightaway, a. H. «. A race-course which
is without turn or curve; also a race which is

run without turning or curving.
The di.scovery of this new course is a matter of impor-

tance to all interested in the mile gtraigkiaway, because
it will offer an opportunity for the record to be lowered
oftener than once a year, thus making it possible for this
country Xa> keep up with record developments abroad.

Autoviobile Topics, May 27, 1905, p. 447.

straight-bolt (strat'bolt), w. A soldering-bit
or eopi)er *iron' the axis of which is in line

with the shank and handle.
straight-bred (strat'bred), p. a. Descended
from a giv^n breed without mixture of other
blood; pure-blooded: applied to cattle and
other domesticated animals.

Tlie Gazette is asked for information in reference to cer-
tain so-called "pure" or "j'^rffiV;A(-&r?rf" strains of pedigreed
cattle; particularly those spoken of as "pure Cruick-
shank " Hhort-hcims. In this latter case the term "pure

"'

or "straight* is pror>erIy applied only to such cattle as
have been bred on both sides from st/n-k descending frf)m
animals bred by the late Amos Cruickshank, of Sittyton
fann, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, without admixture of
blood from other herds.

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 57.

strain

straight-edge, n. 2. A wooden board or metal
strip, with an edge accurately planed, used in
irrigation for laying out ditches in connection
with a level or plumb-bob and in place of a
surveyor's level.

The pioneer irrigators in planning a ditch use a
straightedge or board a rod long (16.5 feet), on one end of
which is a block projecting one-half of an inch or an
inch. When this board is placed horizontally, the lower
projecting point will thus indicate a fall of one-half of an
inch or an inch to the rod. By this means points^ are
determined at intervals of a rod where stakes [may be
driven into the ground, marking out the course of the
ditch upon a slightly ascending or descending grade, ac-
cording as the work is begun from the lower or upper end.

Sci. Avier. Sup., Jan. 10, 1903, p. 22599.

Straightening-roll (strat'ning-roi), n. A
machine, allied to the bending-roU, used in
straightening out bent or wrinkled metal
plates or sheets. It consists of three lower
rolls and four upper rolls placed in housings
immediately above them, all being geared
together.

Straightest (stra'test), a. and n, I. a. Su-
perlative of straight.

II. n. Specifically, in spherics, a great cir-

cle, the analogue of the straight, being un-
bounded but determined by any two points
not opposites.

straignt-field (strat'feld), n. In geom,, the
oo2 straight lines on a plane.

Straight-over draft. See *draft^.

straight-rail (strat'ral), n. In carom hilUardSj
a straightforward movement by which, with
the aid of the parallel cushion, three balls are
carried around the table. A limit was placed
upon it in 1879, and since that time it has
been little played, and generally for exhibition
only.

straights-geometry (strats'je-om'^e-tri), n.

Geometry with the straight line as element.

straight-sheaf (strat'shef)y n. In geom., the
CO- straights^on a point.

straight-spoken (strat-spo'ken), a. Straight-
forward and truthful in speech. [Colloq.]
Dialect Notcsy III. iii.

straightway (strat'wa), a. Permitting some-
thing, as a fluid, to pass without changes of
direction : used of valves or fittings for pipe.
— straightway valve. See *valve.

strain^, v. t. 14. In phoiog., said of a lens
when an object is brought so near that the
image appears distorted.

But if brought nearer than a certain point, the lens
will be what is termed "«frauic(/," and the image will

become dreadfully distorted. It is for this reason that
long focus lenses are specially constructed for obtaining
large images. Woodbury, fncyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 262.

strain^, ".—components of a strain, six quantities
continucjusly variahle fmm point U* point, which deter-
mine the jMJsitions of tlie particles of a hody when it is

strained. They are quantities in terms of which the
extensions and contractions of all the lines joining par-
ticles of a ln)dy which are near together can be expressed.
— Dielectric strain, tlie mechanical etfect upon a di-

electric of the strt-sH exL'itfd by an electrostatic field of
force.— Differential strain, a strain caused by a variable
or a moving load.— Elongation strain, the percentage
of elongution of a i)iece of material being tested in a
testing-machine. It is the amount of stretch expressed
as a fraction whose numerator is the amount of stretch
in the test-specimen and whose denominator is the length
between the gage-marks on the specimen within which
the oijserved amount of stretch is measured.— Intrinsic
strain, in phy»., an internal strain affecting a portion of

a 8<did but not producing deformation of the body as a
whole, as the strains produced within a mass of glass
which has been suddenly ctJoled.— Irrotatlonal strain.
Same as pxire strain (which see, under jn^rrK'ni).— Level
Of no strain. See -Eleven.— f/lagnetic strain, the
mechanical effect of the stress exerted tiy a magnetic
held. See inagneto-gtriction.— Optical Strain, any
deformation of an isotropic medium which rendei-s it

doubly refracting; any strain which aifects the optical
properties of a transparent medium.— Strain-energy
method, 'a methiKl of calculating the dettection of a
beam cir structure, which involves llnding the energy nec-
essao' to do the work of deflecting the beam by a given
amount. If the load is not applied for a long enough
period, the deflection will not reach the maximum attain-

able with the given load.— Strain sensation, in psy-
chol., a kinesthetic sensation, having the quality of strain,

and referred by most authors to the sensoi-y nerve-end-
ings of the tendons.

When we are trying to remember a name or are pon-
dering a ditflcult problem we notice the presence of
strain-senttations.

W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 247.

Tensile strain. See -ktengile.

strain''^. ». 1. (6) In agri. and hort.j a group
of cultivated plants derived from a race which
does not differ from the original race in visible

taxonomlc characters, but into which has
been bred some intrinsic quality, such as a
tendency to yield heavily, or a better adapta-
bility to a certain environment. If a breeder
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by the careful seleetiou of blue-stem wheat
should produce a sort of blue-stem which
differs from the original race only in the
ability to give greater yields, it would be
called a strain of blue-stem. H. J. Webber, in

Science, Oct. 16, 1903, p. 502. Compare *race^,

5 (c).— 7. A name given in Ireland to long
masses of half-molded peat before the latter

is cut up into briquets for drying and subse-
quent burning. The peat is excavated from
the bog. and by a machine is torn, commi-
nuted, kneaded, and pressed, leaving the
machine in continuous rods or bars (strains).

On drying, the strains shrink to about half

their size when wet.

The machine digs out, elevates, and drops into the

dump-cars a ton of raw peat every five minutes. It is

transporteil to the machine, conveniently located at the
edge of the bojr, which tears, pulverizes, kneads, and
presses the plastic mass out into long masses or "straitut,"

which are cut into sections a foot long and dried in the

open air to hard, tough blocks, which resist rain and bear
transportation to any distance.

Sci. Amer. Sup., May 21, 1904, p. 2373.5.

strain-diagram (stran'di"a-gram), n. See
*di(igram.

strainer, «.— Macomb strainer, in ship-building, a
fitting forming pai-t of a suction-pipe for bilge-water.

The inlet-pipe is attached near the top of the strainer-

casing, the outlet-pipe at the bottom. In the interior,

between the irdet and the outlet, is a strainer in the form
of a basket which can be removed for cleaning by taking
off a water-tight cover which forms the top of the
casing.

strainer-cooler (stra'nfer-ko'lfer), n. Same as
*scrap-hoppei:

straining-head (stra'ning-hed), «. In a test-

ing-maeliine for metals and other materials,

the part which is operated by power to pro-

duce stress in the test-piece and cause the
strain of which its deformation is the measure.
This head may be actuated by hydraulic pres-

sure or by screws, one end of the test-piece

being fastened to the head by a holder or
wedges, while the other is held in a similar

holder in a part connected to the weighing-
levers and scale-beam.

straining-screw (stra'ning-skro), n. The
screw, or one of a pair of screws, in a machine
for testing the strength and resistance of ma-
terials, by which the power is applied to pro-
duce deformation; or, one of the screws br
which the movable head is adjusted in such
machines to fit them for different lengths of

test-piece.

strain-insulator (stran'in"gu-la-tor), n. See
*insulator.

Strain-quadric (stran ' kwod " rik), n. The
quadric surface whosef axes coincide with the
axes of the strain and in length are propor-
tional to the tangents of the angles whose
sines are the quotients of old radii vectors by
new ones in the same directions.

strain-slip (stran'slip), n. Slipping along a
plane of fracture, as in rocks, whereby a strain

is eased.

The second cleavage being of the nature of gtrain-slip.

Its development along the axial planes of the folds is of
interest, and is briefly discussed.

Xature, March 12, 1908, p. 4B4.

strait^, n. 7. pi. See cod-liver oil.

Strake^, »— Bilge stroke. See *M!!7e-«(ra«re.— Cell-
Ing-strakes, in naval arch., the strakes worked below
the lower dL-ck-clanijis.— Deck-Strakes, in iiaval arch.,
deck-pIaiikiMK— Passing strake. .See shift of *buUs.
— Raised strake, a strake between two adjacent sunken
strakes which laps over the mat the edges and is sepa-
rated irom the frames by liners of the same thickness as
the sunken strakes. See cut under -trliner^, ,fj.— Sunken
Strake, a strake of plating in direct contact with the
frames. Also called inner strake.

strand^, v. i. 1. specifically, in law, to ground:
said of the running of a vessel by accident upon the
sands or rocks so that she is helpless there for some time.

strand-line (strand ' lin), n. A shore-line
;

also, a shore-line from which the sea or a lake
has receded.

But it is in .Scotland that the former " strand-lines ' are
most abundantly and most elf arly developed. . . . Where
most fully developed, as near Tain, they are at least five

in number, and follow each other in successive platforms
at height* of about 16, 25, 60, 76, and 100 feet

Eneyc. Brit., XXVIII. 648.

Strand-looper (strand'lo'pfer), n. [strand +
D. looper, runner.] One living on the coast
and getting his living largely along the shore.
Jour. Anthrop. Inst., 1900, p. 47.

The inrjuiry starts from a series, tmfortunately limited
in numbers, of skulls of the race known as the Strand-
loopers found in caves along the south-easteni seaboard.
These con8titut« a group more pure than that of the
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Bushmen, and apparently quite distinct from that of the
Hottentots. The up-country Bushmen are intermediate
between the Strandlovpers and the Hottentots. The lat-

ter, again, present dimensions between the up-country
Bushmen and the Bantu, and in many characters they
approach the Negroes of British Central Africa mure
closely than the Kafir tribes of the east coast

Nature, Jan. 2, 1908, p. 211.

strand-plant (strand'plant), n. A plant be-
longing to, or characteristic of, the vegetation
of the strand of the sea. See the extract.

Dr. Holtemiann describes three other formations of
strand-plants besides the mangroves, viz.. fli-st the plants
ofmoist sand, which fall into twocategories, (1) those grow-
ing on the edge ot the sea, absorbing salt water, and pos-
sessing water-tissue ; (2) those growing further from the
sea, with fresh botttun-water, which have no special
xei'ophilous adaptations. Secondly, the dune plant*, a
highly xerophilous type ; and, thirdly, the plants grow-
ing on salty mud, which have internal water-tissue, and
resemble succulent desert-plants in many anat4,mical
features. Nature, Feb. 6, 1008, p. 313.

stranger, n. 8. A name in Victoria and Tas-
mania for a labroid fish, Odax richardsoni.

Also called rock-ichiting. E. E. Morris, Aus-
tral English Strangers' cold. See *cold.

strangle, n. 3. In u-refHinij, a liold by which
the wrestler's breathing is hampered.

Strangler-tree (strang'gl6r-tre), ». Either of
two tropical American trees, Clusia rosea and
C. alba, which grow usually as parasites on
other trees, often killing them. The roots
spread over the trunk and downward until the
ground is reached, when other roots are formed,
and the tree comes finally to be supported by
its own trunk. See *araUe, *cupay, and Clusia.

strap, n. 8. In mach. : (a) The narrow band
which surrounds the disk of a steam-engine
eccentric and forms the bearing-surface for
the eccentric-rod. It is usually separate from
the latter and bolted to it, generally in two
parts to permit adjustment for wear. (6) An
enveloping band of steel, somewhat U-shaped,
which passes around the outside of the brasses
at the ends of a steam-engine connecting-rod,
and, by means of bolts, wedges, and gib and
key, makes a solid unit of the connecting-rod
end or stub, while providing for easy adjust-
ment or renewal as wear occurs upon the bear-
ings on the pins. F. R. Button, Power Plants,
p. 340.— 9. In iron ship-building, a narrow
strip of plate or a bar with a wide flange used
to unite two parts to each of which the strap
is riveted. See also *butt-strap and '^seam-
strap.

strap-bar (strap'bar), n. 1. The bar which
carries the belt-fork on a counter-shaft com-
bination or similar place, where a belt is to be
shifted from a fast to a loose pulley on a shaft.
The bar is guided by slots in brackets project-
ing from the hangers, and may be moved in
the direction of its length by cords over pul-
leys or by a lever. [Eng.] — 2. One of the
bars connecting the first transverse bar of a
cupel-hearth with the frame or test-ring.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 701.

strap-bolt, n. 2. A lug-bolt with round
threaded portions at both ends, so that the
strap part may be bent into U-shape around
some element and the latter be drawn against
the surface through which the threaded ends
pass.

strap-brake (strap'brak), n. A brake in which
the frictional contact surface is a flexible
metal strap surrounding a cylindrical bearing
surface, instead of a shoe or block bearing or
a small surface only.

strap-copper (strap'kop"^r), n. Copper in
Hat bauds. Amcr. Inventor, June 1, 1904, p.
246.

strap-driven (strap'driv'n), a. X. Same as
''•belt-driven. [Eng.]— 2. Driven by means of
a narrow metal band surrounding the driving
part, as of an eccentric-rod. Tiie Engineer
(London), Feb., 1901, p. 124.

strap-fork (strap'fork), n. A device with two
prongs for guiding a driving-belt from one
pulley to another on a machine. Thornlcy,
Cotton Combing Machines, p. 7.

strap^iron (strap'i"ern), n. A form of flat

iron in which the thickness is small compared
with the width, being small enough to make
the ductile stock bend easily around corners
when used as a tie or strap for securing pack-
ages, such as bundles of shingles, hay-bales,
and the like. Trans. Amer.Insi. Elect. Engin.,
Oct., 1904, p. 665.

stratum

strap-key (strap'ke), «. In cxper. psychol.,

a noiseless break-key used in experiments on

strap-key.

a, elastic brass strip mounted on wooden block, f': c. brass st'^i>

to keep free end of a from rising beyond the desired height (plati-
num points, attached to a and c, insure contact*; d, button, pres-
sure on which breaks contact : e,/, wires projecting from the rub-
ber bag.

tapping. An elastic brass strip, mounted on a
wooden block, carries a button for the finger

;

a platinum point on its upper surface is in
contact with a platinum plate on a brass stop
fixed above it ; and the whole key is incased in
a rubber bag packed with felt. A very small
pressure on the button breaks the circuit with-
out noise. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 529.

strap-loop (strap'lop),)!. Aflat band or strap
bent to form a loop, or to be used as a clip by
securing the two ends.

strapping', n. 4. In surg., the application
of strips of adhesive plaster, one overlapping
the other so as to cover the surface and make
pressure upon it : a method employed in the
treatment of ulcers and open wounds.
strapping-machine (strap ' ing - ma - shen"), n.

See '''sandpapering-machine.

strapping-motion (strap ' ing -mo" shgn), n.
Same as '''governing-motion.

strap-rail (strap'ral), n. A flat rail laid upon
a continuous longitudinal sleeper.

strap-wire (strap'wir), n. A wire or bar of
rectangular cross-section sometimes used in
the construction of armature-coils for electric
generators and motors.

Strascicando (stra-shf-kan'do), a. [It., ppr.
of strascicare, drag, parallel to strascinare,

drag, freq. verb ult., < L. trahere, drag. See
tract^.l In music, in a drawling, dragging
manner.
strascicato (stra-shf-ka'to), a. [It., pp. of
stru.'icicare, drag. See '^strascicando.'] Same
as '^strascicando.

strascino (strii'she-no), n. [It., (.strascinare,
drag. See'*strascicando.] In «(«.•?!>, a slurred,
drawling effect in passing from one tone to
another. Compare portamento.

stratal (stra'tal), fl. [stratum -\- -aP.] Re-
lated in some way to strata.

StrategOS (stra-te'gos), n. [Gr. criiarriyif, the
leader of an army, a general. See strategus
and strategy.'} A war-game or kriegspiel. See
kriegspiel.

stratic (strat'ik), fl. [strat{um) +-ic.'\ Same
as stratigrapldc. [Rare.]

Straticulation (stra-tik-u-la'shon), n. [*stra-
iicxdat{e),v.,-\- -ion. See straticulate, a.] The
apparent stratificationwhich appears in glacial
ice.

(d) Slipping along planes of bedding or straticulation,
or those of the blue bands. — This slipping has been shown
to be a fact in several glaciers, by Forel (ISSD) ; among
them, the Bossons Glacier at Chamouni. In the lower
part of a glacier these planes have a dip up stream, and
as a consequence the mass of the glacier above, as it flows
along, rises by slipping along one or more of the planes
of lamellar structure.

Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th eil.). p. 246.

stratify, v. t. 2. To preserve (tree-seeds) by
spreading them in layers alternating with
layers of earth or sand.

Stratlgraphlc geology, the study of the chronological
succession of the great formations of the earth'scrust and
the setiuence of events of which tkey contain the record ;

stratigraphy. It determines the order of succession of
the various plants and animals which in past time hare
peopled the earth, and thereby seeks to unravel the story
of the earth as m.ade known by the rocks of the crust
Further, by comparing the sequence of rocks in one
country with that in another, materials are furnished for
determining the successive stages in the geographical evo-
lution of the various portions of the earth's surface. Also
called hi)itorical (teolofjii or geolo'jic history.

Stratiom3nd (strat"i-o-mi'id), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the dipterous family Stratio-

myidse.

n. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Stratiomyidse.

strato-cumulus, «. See *o?o»f?i, 1.

stratum, n. (c) in arch^eot. excavations, one of the
layers of deposits left by successive civilizations, *s in the
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overlyinR cities at Hissarlik, the ancient Troy.— Corre-
late strata. See *corr<'(a(c— stratum moleculare,
the outermost layer of the cerebral cortex.— Stratum
mucosum. Same as rete mucosttm.— Stratum vascu-
lare, the muscular wall of the uterus between the mu-
cous and the peritoneal membranes.

stratus,'*. See*c/Oi«il,l. The International Con-
ference at Innsbruck in Sept., 1905. officially adopted the
following? for international use :

*' Instead of ' raised fog

in a horizontal layer' stratus should be defined as *a
uniform layer of cloud similar to fog but which does not
rest on the ground '

: the complete absence of details dis-

tinguishes the stratus from other compact forms of

cloud. "— stratus maculosus, the mackerel-cloud or
mackerel-sky.

straw ^. I. «.— Broom-straw. See broom-iisedsje,

H, ^/.— straw ring, a ring of plaited straw used in

chemical laboratories to support a round-bottomed vessel,

such as a flask or capsule, in an uiiright position.

straw-bass (stra'bas), «. The large-mouthed
blaek-bass, Micropteriis salmoides.

strawberry, «.— Crushed strawberry, (h) In

ceram., a glaze of Chinese jtorcelain ; a variety of i)each-

blooni.— Indian strawberry. («) Duchesnea Indica.

Also called mrxk strawherry and yellow strawberry, (h)

The strawberry-blite, Blitum cnpi/otwm.— Leaf-blOtch
Of Strawberry. See *fe6c/^-()(<)((;A.— Mock-straw-
berry. Same as Indian -kstrawberry {ii).— Neat
strawberry leaf-roller. See *iea/-roHfr.— Spotted
strawberry leaf-beetle. Same as spatted -kpana.
— Strawberry blond, a red-haired person. [Slang, I

.

S.) .Stanrf. />iV(.— Strawberry false-worm. Same as

*straichern/->lH'i.— Strawberry leaf-beetle. See

*(s(i^(«'^//<'.— Strawberry leaf-spot. See Meaf-spot.
— Strawberry root-louse. See *roo(-ioi/«p.— Straw-
berry span-worm. Same as homed -kspan-worm.—
Yellow strawberry. Same as Indian -kstrawberry (a).

strawberry-beetle (stra'ber-i-be"tl), n. 1.

In America, the little curculionid, Anthonomxts

StrawbeTr>--beetle f.Anthenotnut signalHS}.

a, Adult from above ; b, same from side ; t, outline of egg ; d,

larTa : t. strawberry spray showing work in bud and stem : /, open
bud showing eyg and punctures ; a, b, c, and d greatly enlarged.

(After Chittenden and Riley, U. S. D. A.)

»\gnaUis, a small blackish beetle which lays

its eggs in the developing buds of the straw-
berry. Also called the stratihrrry-weevil.— 2.
An Australian curculionid, Bhinaria perdix,

whose larva bores into the crown and leaf-

stalks of the strawberry,

strawberry-blight (stra'ber-i-blit), n. See
*bU<lUt.

strawberry-bug (stra'ber-i-bug), n. X. An
insect, Lyi/ii.i pratenxin, which produces the
so-called buttoning of strawberries.— 2. The
flea-like negro-bug, Corimclxna pulicaria. See
nrr/ro-hiifi.

strawberry-fern (str&'ber-i-fSm), n. See
*fi-rnK

strawberry - mildew (str4'ber-i-mil'dii), n.

See *mildfir.

strawberry-slug (str^'ber-i-slug), n. The
lana of an American saw-fly, Harpiphorus
iiiaailatus. It eats the leaves of the straw-
l)err}-. Also called strawberry fnlne-worm.

straw-boss (strsi'bos), n. A subforeman in a
l'>Ht;iii;;-camp. [Collofi.]

straw-knife '(strA'nlf), «. A knife used for

splitting and cutting straws,

straw-lily (stra'lil'i), «. See *lily.

straw-plait (stra'plat), a. Pertaining to or
cotisisling of plaits or braids of straw; per-
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taining to the plaiting of straw into braids for

the mauufacture of bonnets and hats.

[There isj an early reference to the straw-plait industry
in Miss Agnes Strickland's 'Queens of Scotland,' where
the story goes that Mary, Queen of Scots, imported the
art into Scotland from Lorraine.

A', and Q., 10th ser.. III. 413.

straw-plaiting (stra'pla'ting), n. The trade
of plaiting straw for bonnets, etc. See Dun-
stable straw, under straw^.

straw-shoes (stra'shoz), n. A man of straw.

See man of straw (b), under man.

An advocate or lawyer who wanted a convenient wit-

ness^ knew by these signs [a straw in one of the shoes]
when to find one, and the colloquy between the parties
was brief. ' Don't you remember? ' saiil the advocate (the

party looked at the fee and gave no sign ; but the fee in-

creased, and the powers of memory increased with it)

—

'To be sure I do I '
' Then come into court and swear it.*

And straw-shoes went into court and swore it. Athens
' abounded in straw-shoes. Bouvier, Law Diet.

Strawsonizer (stra'spn-I-zer), n. [Stratvson,

the name of the inventor, + -iz(e) + -cr.'] A
horse machine for distributing seeds, manures,
insecticides, etc., operating by means of a
strong blast from a fan. H. J. Webb, Ad-
vanced Agriculture, p. 38. [Eng.]

straw-worm, «— Barley straw-worm, an Ameri-
can joint^womi. Isosoma hordei, which affects barley.

See joint-worm, 2.

stray', «. 5. In wireless telegraphy, a dis-

turbance due to fluctuating differences of

potential between the top of the antenna? of a
receiving station and the earth which some-
times affects the recording instrument and
interferes with signaling. Also called an X.

This transforming device serves to effect an electrical

connection between the open-circuit resonator and the
local primary circuit, thus permitting the difference of

potential between the upper strata of air at the top of

the antenme and that of the earth— always the cause
of strays or "X's" in simple resonat^irs— to equalize

without giving rise to oscillations in the closed circuit,

and therefore preventing false indications being regis-

tered on the tape.
Elect. Wartd and Engin., Aug. 1, 1903, p. 173.

streak^, ». 8. In turpentine-makinci, the por-
tion of a bled pine-tree from which the resin

exudes Dry streak. .Same as dr.v */«<"<.— Medul-
lary streak. Same as medullary Jurrow (which see,

umfer medullary).

streaked, a. 3. In gcol., noting a flow-struc-

ture in some igneous rocks marked by parallel-

ism of discontinuous layers. Gcikie, Text-book
of Geol., p. 131.— streaked tbecla. Heeitthecla.

streak-plate (strek'plat), «. A small tablet,

usually of unglazed porcelain, on which min-
erals are rubbed in order to show the color of

the powder or streak. Brush and I'enfield,

Determ. Mineral, and Blowpipe Anal., p. 228.

stream, n.— Hair stream, the general pattern of the
hair on an animal, niaiii>ed out by the direction of the
hair as an ocean current is indicated on a chart.

The constantly locomotive life of the horse does afford

adequate reason for a reverse direction of t\\e hair-stream.
I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 148.

Molecular streams, streams of molecules thrown o!f

from the catluMle of a vacitum-tube and moving in

straight lines.- Self-ptulficatlon of streams. See
;^uri>icrt(i(/n.— Stream Jam, in htmberiny. Same aa
ff/i'fr *yai)i.— Stream terrace. See •(crracci.— Sn-
perglaclal stream, a stream of water flowing upon the
surface of a glacier.

The water [which flowed over the surface of the ice

often formed more or less well-defined streams, which
from their position are known as sitperglacial streams.

It. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1891,

[p. 87.

streamer, n. 1. (c) in elect., the visible bnish-dis-

cliarge cTiianating from parts of an electric circuit at very

high iMitentials. Also called corona.

streamer-cloud (stre'm^r-kloud), n. The
streamer of false cirrus from a thunder-head

;

the banner-cloud or smoky streamer from the

summit of a high mountain-peak.

stream-piracy (strem'pi''ra-si), n. See *pi-

rticij, 3.

streamway (strem'wa), n. The course oocu-

pieii by a stream of water.

Streep^ (strap). «. [D., a stripe, a streak : see

stripe.'] In Holland, the name given to the

millimeter of the metric system. C. H. Has-
well, Meeh. and Engin. Pocket-book, p. 52.

Street virus. See *virus.

street-lamp (stret'lamp), «. A gas or other

lamj) usi'il for illuminating a street.

street-sprinkler (stret'spring''kl6r), n. Same
as ualcrinij-rart, 2.

street-washer (stret'wo8h''er), n. 1. A faucet

or tap on the outside of a dwelling or just in-

side its street-wiill, to which a hose may be
attached for washing the sidewalks or water-

streptococcous

ingthe roadway.— 2. A cart ortank on wheels
carrying a supply of water, which can be
wheeled to desired parts of the street and there
used for cleaning the pavement. In many
forms the water is forced from a closed tank
by means of air-pressure in order that it may
flow with greater velocity from the nozles
and remove tiirt more effectively. It is used
on asphalt, brick, or other impervious pave-
ments.

Stremma (strem'ii), n. [JSTL., < Gr. arpi/i/m,

a twist, strain, sprain, < arfiiiptiv, twist, turn.]
A sprain.

stremmatograph (strem'a-to-graf), n. [Gr.
c!Tp£fi/ia{T-), a twist, strain, 4- ypcKpeiv, write.]
A machine or apparatus designed to produce
autographically a diagram which makes visi-

ble to the eye the deformations of a test-piece
in a testing-machine or of a structure under
stresses from its load; a strain-diagram ap-
paratus. The ordinates are usually the defonnations,
and the abscissa? the stresses or loads. For structures
the apparatus may be attached to the fixed ground, while
the pencil or pen is attached to the part which deflects.

For measuring small deflections, as in railway rails and
in test-specimens, the deformations have to be greatly
magnified.

The stremmatograph was designed to record auto-
graphically the strains in the base of the rails under
moving trains. A series of stremmatograph tests have
been made under moving trains in service, principally
upon the 80- anil lOO-pound rails, having three-tie points,
of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

Science, May 8, 1903, p. 734.

strength,'". 13. In miWiH*?. the bread-making
quality of flour; the adhesive quality of the
gluten in the flour. This, when the flour is

made into dough, causes the dough to retain

the carbonic-acid gas which results from the .

reaction of the yeast, and gives the dough
greater power to rise and make a larger and
finer loaf.

This difference of price is due to the greater " strength
"

of the flour made from such foreign wheat.s, meaning by
'^strength" the capacity to make more and larger loaves
for equal weights of flour used.

Knowledge, March, 1904, p. 43.

Dielectric strength. Sjime as disrvptire -kstrength.—
Disruptive Stren^h, in elect., the ability of an insula-

ting material to witlistand high electric pressures without
puncture by an elcctrtfstatic spark and the loss of insula-

ting quality caused thereby. The disruptive strength
has no direct relation to the insulation resistance : many
very perfect insulators, as air, have only nioilerate dis-

ruptive strength, while others, as mica an<l rubber,
though of lesser insulation resistance, have far greater
disruptive strength. Disruptive strength is tested by
applying high vtiltjxge. Also called dielectric strength.—
Strength of a vortex, the cross-section of the vortex
multiplied bv its angular velocity.- Strength Of field.

See /i.;>/.—Tensile strength. See •(.<i»i(('.— Trans-
verse strength, in a ginicr, lintel, joist, or the like,

strength to resist a transverse strain. See transverse
strain, under ()-n;i»ufr»c— Ultimate tensUe strength,
the tensile strength of a substance as measured b> the
load, iti kilografns per stjuare millimeter or tons per
8<iUare inch, necessary to produce rupture.

strengthen, t'. t— strengthening card. .See*«irrfi.

strepitant (strep'i-tant), a. [L. strepitans (^),

ppr. of strepitare, miike a great noise.] Noisy

;

boisterous; impetuous. [Rare.]

Three makes rejoinder, expansive, explosive;

Four overbears them all, strident ami strspitant.

Browning, Master Hugues of Saxe-Ootha, xvi.

StrepitUS (strep'i-tus), n. [L. ^ee strepitous.']

A noise : noting any sountl heard on ausculta-

tion of the chest.

strepsilin (strep'si-lin), n. [NL. strepsilis

(see def.) + -f'n^.] A substance found in the
lichen Cladonia strepsilis. It becomes bright

olive-green upon the addition of chlorid of

lime.

Streptobacilli (strep'''t9-ba-siri), 11.2)1. [NL.,
< Gr. (jTpF7rr6(, twisted,' bent, -1- NL. bacHlus.]

In bacterial., bacilli arrangetl in chains.

streptococcal (strep-to-kok'al), a. [strrpto-

cnecus + -n(l.] Pertaining to or caused by
streptococci.

We know that immunity to streptococcal infection is

short and that secotid attacks are common. Many people
exposed to scarlet fever infection get sore-throats repeat-

edly but not scarlet fever, and streptococcus scarlatinas

haa been isolated from such cases.

Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 946.

streptococcic (strep-to-kok'sik), a. [strepto-

coccus + -«;.] Same as *streptococcal.

A similar method tif treatment in cases of rheumatism
arising from stitphylococcic or streptocoeeie infection.

Lancet, July 4, 1903, p. 24.

StreptOCOCCOUS (strep-to-kok'us), a. [strepto-

coccus + -ous.J Same as *streptococcal.
The behaviour of tbe blood in streptococeous infections.

Encyc. Brit, XXX.I. RbS.



streptococcus

Streptococcus (strep-to-kok'us), n.
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(Billroth, 1874), < Ur. arpevrd^, twisted, +
KOKKoe. a berry.] 1. A genus of bacteria be-

rNL materialmay be subjected in every-day work and repeated gtricturotomy (strik - tu- rot ' o-mi), 71. [L.
L .* otT-oin n« determined bv calculation and experiment. It Qfrit'tum etriptnrp 4- fir. .rniLia. <. rautiv. cutAstrain, as determined by calculation and experiment. strictuni, stricture, + Gr. -TOfita, < ra/jdv, cut.]

JiV.Snri IXlfct^o'r o'°sXsel"cted.''
"" """"' Operative treatment of a stricture by cutting,

longing to the t^mily 'Coccace^, -The"cells stress-ellipsoid ^^-^:^;^'^:^"-^I^ «Slf ^acI^^h^.J^Cfll^^'u^' «'itrS.'"
*= ''"^^'^

'

are%pherical, frequently forming chains;
fI'l'^^'d

^^o«'^,f.'',f
^"^^^he prmc

p^^^^^ Acting on this opinion, Ostwald has introduced physi-

. -. ,- .—

,

Stressful (stres ful), a. Distressing, weaimg,
_.^j theoVies, applicable to chemical fact*, "in hu Uride.-

subject to severe stress and strain of any kind. ^ jt ^vere. Nature, Dec. 26, 1902, p. 171.

Their lile is hard, no doubt, but not »!rf«R/ui, and they -4.-.:jg_„g (gtri'dens), n. Istrkleilit) + -ce.]
suffer more from nerve-sluggishness than from any form , ,'*„-, „f beine strident
of enforced psychical activity.

ine cuaiacier 01 Demg siuueui.

D. S. Jordan, in Pop. Sci. Mo., May, 1901, p. 93. For compound tones corresponding to the whole series,

... . ^ ^ ^ ,., , • odd'and even, there is in every case mininmm intensity,
stretch, v. i.-Wet stretching, a process of removing

j„.i„|a„c,, ^nd smdcncc with «=i and maximum with
the stretch from belt leather by subjecting the skin to . , g p Thmnpson, in Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 365.

tension while it is wet. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, " •> -^
'

p. 4(1!).
. stridency (stri'den-si), »i. Same as *stnaence.

stretch, n. 12. The traverse of the spindle- gtridlllate, v. i.— Strldulattng apparatus. Same
carriage of a spinning-mule.— 13. Capability as utridulutiwj-organ.

of being stretched; elasticity; capacity for strigaKstri'gal), a. [strig(a) + -al^
.}

Of
,
per-

yielding. taining to, or of the nature of, a stnga.

Some years ago I was talking with a Maine guide strigil, n. 3. In CH^om.: (a) A pectinated

about snowshoes. This man made those he used and he spur on the legs ot certain insects ( DeeS,

said :" The trouble with the snowshoes you buy is that - , . :, 1 :__

the stretch is not taken out of the filling as it should he."

Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 144.

stretch-bench (streeh'bench), M. A device

for thoroughly stretching hides used for lace-

leather, and rendering them even in thickness.

C. T. Vans, Manuf. of Leather, p. 544.
{From Buck's

flagella are wanting.

Magnified looo times.

Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.

wasps, ants, bugs, etc.), used for removing
foreign substances from the surface of the

body. See strigilis. (6) A curious asymmet-
rical organ composed of rows of black, closely

packed, comb-like plates found on one side of

the dorsal surface of the terminal abdominal

segments of the males of certain Corisidm.

Division is in but one
Stretchberry (streeh'ber'i), «. The bristly

gtrigilation (strij'i-la-shon), n. [See sirigi-

„_w.- _.^ o - greenbrier or bamboo-brier, S(«i/p .Bona-jiox, °^^^6 p^ietion with a strigil or flesh brush

;

direction. The species are mostly associated so called in Texas from the elastic tissue con- --J-
. . . • -.

with pathogenic conditions of animal tissues, tained in f- '- -' *'•" ' '"" -i-'"'' " '^"

S. pyogenes is a common pus-forming species, into chewi

In non-complicated cases I have found frequently a stretcher, .,.„,„,
^Sirn's.lX= s"orcScTiJi'i^A:^l i^t-a ^^tt^ ^e^^Z bTng TheTiwi" in aggr-egates of dark-green hexagonal crys-

thltyvkSstreptococcus pyogenes. to the right shape ; a brim-stretcher or crown-stretcher, tals, in Striegau, Sllesia.
,ooin /

^. CM(««am, in Jour. Trop. Med., June 1, 1903, p. 167. strctchcr-bar (strech'6r-bar), n. A bar or Strigula (stng'u-la), «. [NL. (Fries, 1821), <

2 f « pl streptococci (-si).] A bacterium beam over which hides are drawn to remove l. dim. of striga, a furrow; referring to the

of the genus Streptococcus. wrinkles and give an even thickness, f T-

Streptococci characteristic of sewage and sewage-pol- Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 544.

luted waters apparently not hitherto reported in America. gtretcher-COUTSO (strech'er-kors),
During the last few years the brilliant researches of bac-

teriologists connected with the Local Government Board

of England have revealed two new organisms which,

with the Bacillus coll communis, are likely to be of ,

great service in tracing the history of water pollution.

These are the Bacillus enteritidis sporogenes of Klein,

and the sewage Streptococcus of Houston ; so that now
with three forms, all apparently characteristic of a sew-

age flora, the sanitary bacteriologist finds himself in a

position to form a reliable opinion of the antecedents of

any water-submitted to him for examination.
Science, May 23, 1902, p. 827.

C. T.

In ma-
sonry, a course in stones or bricks which are

laid in the direction of the length of the wall

;

stretchers without headers.

stretching-frame, «. 3. A frame on which
hides are tacked, so adjusted, that the tension

can be increased until the hide is thoroughly

stretched. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p.

441.

stretching-machine, «.— wet-stretching ma-
^_ , ,,. . . ^. chine, a machine fur removing the stretch from belt lea.

StreptOCOlySin (Strep-tp-kol l-sm), n. Istrep- ther while wet. C. 7". Z>aiiiis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 109.

toco{ccus) + E. lysin.'] A bacteriolysin which stretching-mule (strech'ing-miil), «. Same as

is directed against streptococci. stretcher-mule.

».— Acoustic stria. Same as »(rf« acusticse

see, under stria).— ConOtliecal Strlse. See *co-
Strept08pirilli(strep"t6-spi-ril'i),re. pi. [NL., stria, «.

< Gr. arpeKTdc, twisted, + 'spiriUa (see Spiril- (which se

lum), dim. of spira, a coil.] Spiral bacterial """"":«'•-

cells arranged in chains.

streptostylicate (strep-to-stil'i-kat), a. Same
as streptostylic.

Streptothricial (strep-to-thrish'al), a. [Erro-

neously formed from Streptothrix. The normal

form would be "streptotrichal.]

some form of Streptothrix.

Examination of the pus revealed the presence of an

abundant streptothricial growth in the form of mycelial

tufts and scattered threads, some of which sUined homo,
geneously by Gram's method and some of which showed

a condition of segmentation or sporulation.
Lancet, April 18, 1903, p. 1102.

stress^, n. 6. In elect., electromotive force;

difference of potential
;
pressure : as, a stress

nothecal.Stria, mediale, a white tract which passes

longitudinally over the dorsal surface of the callosum.

Also known as nerve of Lancisi.— Stria terminalls
(tainia chorioidea, tamia semicircularis), a narrow light-

colored band of tissue in the lateral ventricle between

the nucleus caudatus and the optic thalamus. It is con-

tinuous with the white tissue of the roof of the descend-

Srriffula elegaHS.

a. thallus, less than half natural size: *,

thallus. enlarged nearly three diameters:

f, vertical section through perithecium: d,

theca containing spores : e, spores.

furrows in the
thallus ofsome
species.] A
genus of py-
renocarpous
lichens, hav-
ing the thallus
small and
crustaceous,
the perithecia
simple, hemi-
spherical, and
covered with
the thallus,

and the spores
hyaline, fusi-

form, and sev-
eral-celled.
About 25 spe-

cies are known, occurring on thick evergreen

leaves in tropical and subtropical re^ons. 5.

elegans is a variable and widely distributed

species, with a whitish or greenish furrowed

thallus.ing cornu.

Relating to striate, a. 3. Of or pertaining to the corpus gtrigulaceae (strig-u-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

striatum. Strigula + -acese.'\ A family of pyrenoear-

striation, n strlatlon of Balllarger, in neurol., a pons tropical lichens named from the typical

layer of nerve-flbers between the large and small pyram- „„„,,„ Striaula.
idal cells of the cerebral cortex. .Mso called Bai«nr. geu»»o»y

,.. ,-,-^„,^ „ rr „,„/,„;«
ger-s Kn«.- Tabby-cat strlatlon, in pathol., the strigulated (stng u-la-ted), a. [L. strigula

presence of reddish streaks on a grayish foundation : no- for strigilis, a scraper. See strigilis.] In
ting an appearance sometiines seen in the heart-muscle

gy^fom., very finely strigOSe or strigate.

I. intrans. 22. To crystallize : said

of boiling sugar syrup— Striking velocity. See

and other tissues post-mortem.

The left ventricle was pale, hypertrophied, and showed StriKO, t'

tabby-cat striation. Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1609. -

of 2000 volts.— Dielectric Stress. .Same as eicctro- s+riatodecurrent (stri-a"t6-de-kur'ent), a.
«(o(u;*»(rc««.-Dlrectstress, a simple stress; a simple °f,„!:," „t,.:„t„ „„j nartlv decurreiit. "as the
tension compression, or shear; a stress which acts di- Fartly Stliate ana partly uecuiieiiu, <ib

rectly without involving other stresses in the piece under gills of certain agarics which extena aown
consideration, such as would be involved, for instance, in

the bending of a beam.—Electrostatic stress, the

stress to which a dielectric is subjcittd «hi-ii in an elec-
^

trostatic field of force. Also call..! dicUrlric stress.— striCkcn, P- a.

the stem for a short distance and gradually

terminate in slight ridges.

Stricken field, a fought battle.

Ellipse of stress. See *cHt>8e.— Magnetic stress, the

stress exerted by a magnetic field upon iron or other

matter within the field. The deformation due to mag-

netic stress is called magtietoslriction.— KajLimvm
SCreiS, the greatest stress to which a body, used as a

memtjer in any mechanical structure, is to be sulijected.

The maximum stress, whether tensional, compressional,

or sh';aring, bears a definite ratio to the breaking-stress,

that ratio being the reciprocal of the factor of safety.—

Negative stress, (o) A tensile stress : so called because
, , ,

.

j
tension is often indicated on a strain-sheet by a minus StricklandiaU COdC
sign, (b) A stress in the dirction opposite to the usual -f-i-'Ulp Cstrik'll V t. l pret. and pp. StricMed,

which a piece in a structure is subjected. In °"*^-^';^A,"' ''<„ j-„\,„^;„„ f,^ ovcoor. • fnnr

But do you not fear the consequences of being found

with one whose very name whispered in this lonely

street would make the stones themselves rise up to ap-

prehend him— on whose head half the men in Glasgow

would build their fortune as on a found treasure, had

they the luck to grip him by the collar— the sound of

whose apprehension were as welcome at the Cross of

Edinburgh as ever the news of Afield nfrtcJ-cn and won in

Flanders? Scott, Rob Eoy, xxi.

See *code.

stress to which a piece 1

this case the negative stress may be eitlier tension or

compression.— Principal planes of stress, the three

in which the axes of tlie stress lie by pairs.-

ppr. strickling. In founding, to sweep ; form

to a round surface by means of a templet or

sweep.
rrtnclpal stress, the stress along one of the three axes . . '

'

. , ^_, 4. . „,„i„„ „» n,o
SfHieBSess- static Stress, the stress exerted by an stricturC, n .- Annular stricture, a narrowing of the

electrostatic field.— Stress-dlreotor-quadric, the
' ''

quadric surface the squares of whose axes are the prin-

cipal stresses.— TensUe stress. See ktenslle.— Vnit
eaeaa, the stress of unit force per unit area; in the

c. g. s. system, one dyne per square centimeter. Thus,

the pressure of the atmosphere Is about 10« units of stress.

Working stress, the amount of stress to which any

lumen of a tubular organ by a ring-shaped constriction.

— False stricture, a narrowing of the lumen of a tubu-

lar organ by a localized muscular contraction.— Organic
Stricture, a permanent stricture due to contraction of

the tissues which constitute the walls of the tube :
dis-

tinguished from a spasmodic stricture (which see, under

spasmodic).

•wiocifi/.— To Strike" out. (0 in fanning, to put out

with a slicker. See to put out (c), under putl, v. t.

II. trans. 43. In masonry, to regulate (a

mortar joint) by removing -with the trowel

the superfluous mortar. A joint may be

struck flush with the wall or at a certain an-

gle.— 44. To plant as a slip; to cause to

strike in sense I., 16.

Small plants 6 or 8 inches high with leaves to the pot,

may be sfriic* as late as August, and prove very elfective.

Plant Horid, Feb., 190a, p. 46.

45. Of tobacco, to take down from the laths

after curing : sometimes -with down— struck

up, in numismatics, an expression which indicates the

completeness with which the metal of a coin or medal

fills the die.

.Sometimes the type is quite at the edge of the coin,

sometimes it is confused and not fairly struck up.

Percy Gardner, Types of Greek Coins, p. 21.

To strike below, to lower into the hold, as cargo.

I remember one of the stevedores in London joking

about them Iheai-y cases) when they were struck below.

Cutclife Hyne, A Master of Fortune, ix.

To strike out. (c) To hoist up from the hold and out

on the dock, as csJgo.

The winch chains sang as they struck out cargo, and

from . . . New Orleans below and beyond, came tangles

of smells. Cutclife Hyne, A Master of Fortune, xi.



strike

strike, h. 20. The discovery of a vein of ore,

especially of a paying one. oee strike, v. t., 10.

This great strike further enhances the value of the
mine and is one of the greatest gtriket made in any cop-
per property in recent years because of the self-fluxing
character of the ore.

Circular, quoted in >'. Y. Eve. Mail, Feb. 10, 1906.

Sympathetic strike, a cessation of work by a body of
employees, not on account of grievances of their own
against their employer, but for the pui-pose of bringing
pressure to bear upon him or upon some other em-
ployer in behalf of other workmen who are on strike or
have been locked out. Thus bricklayers sometimes
strike because their employer receives bricks from a firm
whose workmen are on strike.

strike-barrel (strik'bar''el), n. A barrel in
which fish are 'struck down,' that is, headed
up and stored away. See to strike down (6),
under strike, v. t.

strike-figure (stnk'fig'ur), «. Same as per-
ciissioii-Jiyiirc (which see, under perci(.s*ion)-

strike-joint (strik'joint), n. In geol., a joint
in inclined beds which runs parallel with the
strike : contrasted with *dip-joint. Geikie,
Text-book of Geol., p. 660.

strike-pinion (strik'pin'''yon), n. A gear on a
cotton-rovintt machine which alternately
strikes into mesh with another gear, thereby
regulating the traverse of the roving on the
bobbin.
striker, n. 1. (J) in MUtardi, the one whose turn it

.
is to play. W. Broad/oot, Billiards, p. 327.

a. (.0 "Hie beveled plat« on a door-jamb used to guide
the latch.

6. In leather-manuf. , a solution applied after

the leather is colored to fix or fasten the
shade and give it a more uniform appearance.
Flemmin//, Practical Tanning, p. 307.

strike-valley (strik'val'i), n. In phi/s. geog.,

a valley eroded along a belt of weak strata,

and therefore following their trend or strike.

The second type of valley is of minor importance on
account of slight development, and can be classed as
strike mlleyg. Geoi/. Jour, (R. O. 8.), XV. 8.')2.

striking, ". 3. The taking down of the cured
tobacco-plant from the tiers for stripping.

See *stri]>iiiug, 10.

striking-circle (stri'king-sfer'kl), n. In field-

hockey, the space in front of each goal made
by drawing a line 4 yards long parallel to the
goal-line and then drawing the ends of thisline
around in a curve, forming a quarter-circle,

until they reach the goal-line at a point 15
yards from the center of the goal. This com-
plete half-circle is the striking-circle.

striking-fork (stri'king-fork), n. A British
term for the fork or V-shaped arrangement
by which the sides of a belt are pressed to

one side or the other so as to shift the belt
from a fast to a loose pulley. Called in the
United States a belt-shifter. The Engineer
(London), March 1, 1901, p. 223.

striking-hammer (stri'king-ham'fer), n. A
hammer used by quarrymen for striking a
rock-drill.

striking-knife (stri'king-nif), n. A rough-
faced hammer for pounding newly tanned
hides.

striking-reed (stri'king-red), n. In acoustics,

a reed set in vibration by impact ; a percus-
sion-reed.

striking-wheel (stri'king-hwel), n. Same as
*strik<:-pinion. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p.
196.

string, n. 16. A defect sometimes observable
in articles of glass, arising from a small bit of

solid glass which has fallen into the melting-
pot, or been taken up at the end of the blow-
pipe, and failed to fuse and become uniformly
mixed with the rest of the material, so that a
slender ridge is formed on the surface of the
blown article.— 16. In stair-building, same as
string-piece.— o-DB-ttTiae shift, two-string shift
See ihiftinj KpedaL—To follow the string, t^i curve
slightly with concave belly when unstnniK ; said of a
1k>w. Long-continued use or inferior (quality may cause
a Tmiw t4) follow the string.

string, r. f. 11. To fool or deceive. [Slang.]
- To string a bet. See *het^.

string-alphabet (string'al'fa-bet), n. An al-

phabet m wLich the letters are denoted by
knots of various forms and combinations made
in a string: used by the blind.

string-drill (string'dril), h. See *driHl.

stringer, n- 4. (6) In iron ship-building, a longi-

tudinal member built of plates and bars in the
interior of a vessel which reinforces and sup-
ports the framing above the turn of the bilge.

Similar members below the turn of the
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bilge are called keelsons. See *keelson, 2.

—

9. In geol., a narrow vein or dike.

Fossiliferous sandstone dikes are found to occur in
basal Eocene clays in Tennessee and Kentucky. The
dikes have no definite orientation. They vary in width
from mere stringers to masses several feet in width.

Science, April 1, 1904, p. 622.

Bllge-strlnger. See *()%e-s(ri?^i/l;r.— Deck-stringer,
the outer strake of plating forming the bouudary
of a deck at the sides. This plating i3 made heavier
than the rest of the deck-x>lating (if there is any).
It is scored out to permit the frame to pass tlirough
it and united to the outside plating by short angle-
bars between the frames.— Hold-beam stringer, a
heavy striiiKer analogous t<> a deck-stringer in vessels
having widely spaced hold-beams instead of a lower deck.— Hold-strlnger or slde-strlnger, one supporting the
framing between the bilge and the lower deck. In ves-
sels having ordinary frames, such stringers are usually
composed of intercostal plates united to the outside plat-
ing by short angle-bars. The inner edges of the inter-
costal plates project beyond the frames and are united by
continuous lines of longitudinal angle-bars, bulb-bai-s, or
other shapes. In vessels having web-frames in the hold,
the construction is soine\vh:it dilferent (see cut under
*weh-/ramf).— Pantlng-Strlnger, one fitted in the
bows tu resist pantint: of tjie large fiat sni-faces of plating
in that region.— Slde-strlnger. Same as AoW-*«/rini^er.

Stringer-plate (string'6r-plat), «. In ship-
building, a plate forming part of a stringer.
See stringer, 4.

Sometimes, where a lower deck does not extend
throughout the whole length, but is broken for some rea-
son, its stringer plate is continued in order to form a
stiffener. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 366.

string-figure (8tring'fig"ur), n. A game played
with a string which is generally tied in a loop
and passed over the lingers of both hands.
By means of complicated arrangements of the
string, figures are made intended to represent
various objects. The game of cat's-cradle is a
kind of string-figure. Games of this kind are
found over almost all the world.

We employ the term " string-figures " in those cases in

which it is intended to represent certain objects or opera-
tions. The "cat's cradle " of our childhood belongs to this

category. " Tricks" are generally knots or complicated ar-

rangements of the string which run out freely when pulled.
.Sometimes it is diflicult to decide which name should he
applied. Uaddon and Hirers, in Man, Oct., 1902, p. 146.

string-galvanometer (string ' gal - va -nom " e-

tkr), n. A sensitive form of galvanometer
devised by Einthoven for the measurement of

rapidly fluctuating currents such as occur in

telephonic circuits. It consists of a very flue con-
ductmg fiber (sometimes a quartz fiber which has been
silveretl) stret<;hed at right angles to the lines of force of

a magnetic field. Movements of the fiber across the lines

of force due to the action of the field are observed by
means of a microscope or are ph*»tx>graphed upon a mov-
ing film.

string-interrupter (string'in-te-rup't^r), n.

A device for the rapid and periodic making
and breaking of an electric circuit by means
of a platinum point, or stylus, attached to a
stretched string or wire and dipping into mer-
cury at each vibration of the string.

string-line (string'Un), «. An imaginary line

which crosses a billiard-table from second
' sight ' to second ' sight,' and comprises one
fourth (the head in most countries, but the
foot in Great Britain), to serve as a balk.

Stringocephalus (string-go-sef 'a-lus), n.

[NL., erroneously for 'Strigocephalus, < 6r.
orpiy^ (oTpiy-), an owl, -I- Kc<pa'/.i/, head.] Agenus
of terebratuloid brachiopods which have shells

of large size with a long loop following the
margin of the dorsal valve, a median ventral

septum, and a very long cardinal process.

The genus is very characteristic of the Mid-
dle Devonian {Stringocephalus limestons) of

Europe. See *limestone.

string-proof (string'prof ), n. In sugar-manuf.,
a method of testing boiling sugar syrup to as-

certain when it reaches a condition in which
it begins to strike, or crystallize, and the de-

gree of crystallization at any stage of the pro-

cess. A drop of the hot syrup is placed on the thumb,
allowed to co4jt, and touched by the forefinger ; then the
finger and thumb are drawn apart. The syrup draws out
into filaments, the degree of crystallization being indi-

cated by the bread til. length, and consistency of the threads
or strings. Touch-prtmf ar touch is the same test applied to

the syrup at another stage in the boiling, when, on
separating finger and thumb, the syrup fonns a thin film

which, when examined by transmitted light, shows the
size of sugar crystals suspended in the syrup.

String-pump (string'pump), «. See *pump^.

string-quartet (string'kwtlr-tet'"), n. 1. A
quartet of stringed instruments of the viol

class, that is, usually, two violins, a viola,

and a violoncello.—2. A composition for such
a quartet.— 3. All the viol instruments in an
orchestra, collectively.

string-stop (string'stop), n. In organ-build-

stripper

ing, a stop with pipes which give tones sug-
gesting those of bowed instruments, as the
gamba, the violina, etc.

stringy, «. 5. Said of cotton that is imper-
fectly scutched.

The cotton which is struck off by the beater blades of
the scutcher should be removed away from the beater's
course immediately ; any delay at this stage may cause
the fibres to become contorted into very curious shapes,
and such cotton is then termed stringy. Stringy cotton
is very difficult to work up in the subsequent processes.

Ilannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 116.

Striola (stri'o-la), n.
;
pi. striolee (-le). [NL.,

dim. of stria. See stria.] A delicate or faint
stria.

The disk bears numerous transverse stHolge, which be-
come deeper towards the sides.

Annals and Mag, Nat, Hist., May, 1903, p. 454.

Striolate, a. 2. In ftio/., delicately or minutely
striate. Froc. Zool. Sac. London, 1899, p. 860.

Striolated (stri'6-la-ted), a. Same as *strio-
late. Froc. Zool'. Soc. London, 1901, p. 38.

stripl, V. t. 17. To remove the mold from (an
ingot) after easting the latter, in steel-making
processes where fluid steel is cast in metallic
molds with continuous walls. The heat of the
fluid steel expands the molds from within, but the con-
traction of the steel is greater than that of the mold,
and the latter can be stripped off the yellow-hot ingttt

after the solidiflcation has gone far enough to allow this.

If the ingot sticks to the mold, it is loosened by sledge-
blows, or hydraulic pressure may be applied to a ram or
stripper to force the ingot out while the mold is kept
from moving.

The electric lagot-stripping crane is an important de-
vice used when the casting is done in molds upon the
cars. Sci. Amer. .Sup., Dec. 20, 1902,;p. 22542.

To strip dO'wn, to divest (a vessel) of some or all of
her rigging. See to -kstrip to a gantline,—TO Strip tO
a gantline, to unbend sail, unreeve the running gear,
send d<pwn spars, and strip even the lower masts of their
standing rigging, so that nothing in the way of shrouds,
stays, or cordage remains with the exception of a whip
or tackle from the deck to each lower masthead for con-
venience in getting into the tops when the vessel is to be
re-rigged. This whip or tackle is sometimes called a
gritline instead of a gantline,

Stripl (strip), n. That which is stripped off;

specifically, the short fibers of cotton or wool
removed, manually or mechanically, from the
carding-surfaees of a earding-machine ; a kind
of waste. Also called stripping.

strip'*', n. 6. One of the two sections of a
tobacco-leaf left by the removal of the midrib

:

used mostly in the plural and opposed to leaf.

See stemmed *tobacco and quotation under
*shipper, 4.— 7. pi. A commercial name for
crude rubber cut into long, narrow sheets, or
lump-rubber that has been sliced by machin-
ery. See '•rubber^, 3.- Mexican strips, a trade-
name for a go«id grade of crude iiulia-rnl)l>er. the product
of Castilloa elastica, brought, in strips nearly black on the
outside, from Mexico.— Strtp-coverlng machine. See
**(n^-jnacA/n^.—Strip method, thiit method of con-
servative lumbering in which repiH)duction is secured on
clean-cut strij>s by self-sown seed from the adjoining for-

est— Strip stand method, in forestry, a modification of
the stanil method in which reproduction cuttings ai'e not
made simultaneously throughout the stand, but the stand
is treated in narrow strijis at stich intervals that reproduc-
tion cuttings are generally going on in three strips at one
time, one being in the removal stage, one in the seeding
stage, and one in the preparatory stage.

—

Strip survey.
.See *vatuation survey.

striped, </.—striped gopher, the thirteen-liued sper-

moimile, Spermopnilus tridecimiineatus : so named on
account of its conspicuous white stripes.

strip-machine (strip'ma-shen''), n. In paper
box inanuf., a machine for covering paper
boxes with paper for decorative purposes.
The machine feeds the strips of paper (one or

two) from a roll, coats them on one side with
glue, removes the surplus glue, dries them in

part, guides them to the blank box, and,
when by one revolution of the box they have
covered each side and end, cuts them off and
feeds them to the next box placed in the ma-
chine by the operator.

stripper, n. 1. (d) a knife for cutting sugar-cane.

ie) in sheet-metal work, an attachment to a press de-
signed to strip off the blank aft«r it has been perforated,

punched, drawn, or otherwise treated, release it from the
dies, and allow it to be removed or to fall by gl-avity out
of the press, it is sometimes stationary and fixed to the
press, and is sometimes connected directly with the
mechanism of the press and m()ve8 with it.

2. A card so trimmed that it can be with-
drawn from the pack at will.—3. In dairying,

a cow that is about to run dry or cease giving
milk.

Who has not seen the vicious old stripper that kept a
score of her betters moving, out of a shed, or away from
a feed-rack or watering-place, accommodations which,
apart from the horns of this daughter of the devil, were
ample for the well-being of all?

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 294.



stripper

Rotary stripper, a machine for hanesting grass-Beed gtrobographic (strob-o-grafik)

by stripping the seed-heads from the stalks. . . -i_ ... t xj„..+„,^,.,„ t„ n

The seed is harvested during J uly, and in two ways—
some still employ mowing machines, cutting the gi-ass as

hay and cocking or stacking after the grass is dry, while

the new method is to harvest the seed by stripping wiUi

a rotary gtripper like the one used for harvesting the

bluegrass seed. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Aijr., 1901, p. 246. ^

stripper-comb (strip'er-kom), n. A rapidly Stroboscopic disk. See -^(lisk.

oscillating comb for stripping the aecumula- gtroboscopical (strob-o-skop'i-kal), a. Same
tions of short fiber from the revolving-top ^3 stroboscopic.

flats of a cottou-cardiiig machine. Stroboscopy (stro-bos'ko-pi), n. lstroboscop(€)

stripping, "• 5. Same as *s(n>i.— 6. In + .^^s.] The study of periodic motion by
iextik-coIori)ig and -ti»>shinfl, the process of means of a stroboscope.
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r<!trnlin immediately preceded or was contemporaneous with the

- - , i, ,
.-." i ^ J -u earlv red style. These vases have the «ne drawing and

ijra]>lt + ->c.] Pertaining to, or recorded by,
t^;.i,„|,[ue of the red style. Red, white, and brownish

a strobograph : applied to a record of, or to a purple are used with black.

method of recording, periodic phenomena by strongbeam (strong'bem), n. In iro7i ship-

means of a series of regularly recurring in- hitildiiuj, one of a number of extra strong

stantaneous exposures, iiee *strobograph a,ni widely spaced beams in the holds or niachin-

alrohoxcopc. ery space of a merchant vessel to give support

to the sides where there is great depth between
the lowest deck and the turn of the bilge.

Strongylhexactine (stron"jil-hek-sak'tin), n.

[Gr. OTpoyyi'MQ, round, + tf, six, + ukti^

(iiKTtv-), a ray.] In the sponge-spicules, a

,,, .J
- „, . „^ 1 hexactine with thick blunt arms.

remo\-ing color from material either to lighten stroke^, «. 14. In (;o//, any movement of the
gtronevloceDlialus (stron"ji-16-sef'a-lus), n.;

the tint or to prepare the fabric to receive a

different color.—7. In the preparation of raw

silk for use, the removal of sericin or silk-

gelatin from the surface of the fibers by work-

ing them for a longer or shorter time in soap

solutions heated neariy to the boiling-point.—

8. In the manufacture of toilet-soap, the

reduction of stock soap in bars to thin ribbons

or strips by passage through a slicing-machmo

and rubbing-rollers. These strips, dried

and ground, are afterward compressed into

bars or tablets, yielding what is known as

miUed soap.—Q. In electrotyping, the re-

moval of the wax mold from the copper dupli-

cate it has produced, usually by the agency

of heat on an iron table made for this pur-

pose.—10. In the tobacco industry : («) The

operation of pulling the leaves from the stem

and tying them in ' hands,' which takes place

after drying but for which the material must
be damp. (6) The same as ^stemming, 3.

Stripping-table (strip'ing-ta'bl), n. In elec-

troti/piiKi, a flat iron table with an attachment

for "heating which gradually melts the wax
mold that has formed the copper shell of an

electrotype plate. A gutter at the end of the

table returns the melted wax to the wax-kettle.

After' the cases have been used to make electrotype

shells, they are put upon the stripping tables which melt

the wax. The wax is collected in a gutter, which empties

into the wax kettles. A variable temperature within

moderate limits is desirable according to the amount of

work to be done.
Elect. World and En(jin., Jan. 9, lOM, p. 85.

strip-stitching (strip'stich'ing), n. In sew-

ing-machinc worl; the sewing of a band or

strip upon a fabric by means of a multiple-

needle machine which makes two or more
lines of stitching at the same time. In corset-

making the strip is turned and folded at the

edges automatically in advance of the stitch-

ing.

Strisciando (stre-she-an'do), a. [It., ppr. of

strisciare, creep, glide.] In music, creeping

or gliding.

Strobic disk. See *disk.

ball caused by the player, except as provided

for in the rule, or any downward movement
of the club made with the intention of striking

the ball.— 15. In functian-theory, a directed

sect in an assigned plane. Two strokes are

equal when they are of equal lengths and
drawn along parallel lines in the same sense.
— Center stroke, in billiards, a stroke in which the cue

tip touches the striker's ball approximately at its center

ill avoidance of any false motion.— Cutter-strOke, a

navy rowing-stroke, being a short, quick sweep of the

oar, as used in a short, double-banked boat.— Driv-

ing stroke, in billiards, a stroke that sends the tlret

objec)>ball to cushion and back for position with re-

spect to the next and later shots.-Drop stroke, in

lavn-tennis, a stroke by which the ball is caused to

drop or curve downward.— Fancy stroke, a feather-

ing and skipping of the flat part of the oar-blade over

the surface of the water, possible only when the water

is very smooth.— Feathering stroke, a stroke in which

the blade of the oar is turned hoiizontal immediately

after it leaves the water, and is kept so until it has

been swept forward and is ready to be aiiain dipped.—

Full stroke, in billiards, the act of hittiii!; an otiject-

ball full with the cue-ball.— Galley-stroke, the stroke

once used in the galleys of France and other European
countries, in executing which the rowera rose to their

feet as the oars were advanced, and sank back to their

benches as the stroke was finished.- Glg-stroke, a long,

sweeping stroke pulled with long oars in a single-banked

boat. The stroke is followed by a two-second pause

after the blade leaves the water, then the oar is swung
forward and immediately dipped.— Ground stroke, in

tennis, a stroke played on a bomiding ball.— Half a
stroke, in golf, a stroke given to a supposedly inferior

player at every alternate hole.— Half-COCk stroke, in

cricket, a defensive stroke made by holding the bat half-

way between the back and forward positions, that is,

slightly in front of the popping-crease. Uutchinson,

Cricket, p. 66.—Long Stroke, one of very long sweep,

such as is pulled in a gis.— Man-O'-war stroke, a row

pi. utroniii/locephah (-11). [NL., < Gr. orpo)-

)i'/of, round, + Kcipa/.!/, head.] In anthrop., a

eianiura spheroid in its general form, but nar-

rowed in the region of the sphenoid fossa. G.

Scrqi (trans.), Var. of the Human Species,

p. 36.

Strongyloides (stron-ji-loi'dez), «. [NL., <

(Jr. OTpoyyvAotidrK, of round form or look, <

arpoyyiAoi, round, + cUoq, form.] A genus of

parasitic worms. S. iutestittalis is occasion-

ally found in the human intestines.

StrongyloidosiS fstron"ji-loi-d6'sis), n. [NL.
Stronipjloid(cs) + -osis.'] Infection with ne-

matoid worms of the genus Strongyloides, as

Cochin China diarrhea in man. Looss, 1905.

strongylosis (stron-ji-16'sis), n. [NL., <

Strongyl{us) + -osis.'] Infection with nema-
toid worms of the genus Strongylus.

Strongylus equlnus, the type of the uematoid genus
Stroniji/lt's; a round worm from 35 to 47 millimeters

long, parasitic in the intestine of horses. Also called

pulisade-ivonn.

Same as Scheihler's ^pro"

-Strontium process.

[NL., < Gr.

Strontia process.
ecus.

Strontium light. See -kUghtl.-

Same as .Scheihler's ^process.

Strophalosia (strof-a-lo'si-H), «. _

aTp6(pa/.oi-, a top, < CTpe<pciv, turn.] A genus of

protrematous brachiopods similar to Pro-

ductus, but cemented by the umbo of the

ventral valve, with both valves possessing a

well-defined cardinal area. It occurs in the

Paleozoic rocks from the Devonian to the

Permian.
ing-stroke peculiar to the boats of naval vessels. Seeciif- ,,.-,.% r 1

(('r-and^i7-*«(roi'e.—Penalty Stroke, in (/«(/, a stroke strophanthidin (stro-fan'thi-dm), n. Istro-

added to the actual number of strokes played.— Short „i,„,,fi,f;,,'\ + .jd +'-i,i.'\ A colorless eom-
stroke, a short, quick rowing-stroke with no interval of

'^^^^^^^ C27H38O7.2H2O, prepared by the
rest when the blade leaves the water and is swung for-

ward for a new stroke ; a cutter-stroke.- Spoon-stroke,
a rowing-stroke made with spoon-oars, the spocming part

(consisting of the flats of the tunied-up blades) lieing

skimmed over the surface of the water when 6v.ept f.ir-

ward preparatory to a new dipping.— Three-quarter
stroke, in got/, a. stroke of less distance than a full

stroke, but more than a half stroke.

stroke-hole (strok'hol), ». In golf, a hole at

which, in handicapping, a stroke is given.

Strobilomyces (strob"i-16-mi'8ez), n. [NL. gtroke-Side (strok'sid),' »;. The side of the

(Berkeley, 1851), < Gr. arpdffi'Aot, a pine-cone, aftermost oar, which gives time to the others;

+fivKrii, fungus, re-

ferring to the cone-

like scales on the
pileus.] A genus
of pore-fungi of the

family Boletacese,

having the pileus

with a rather tough
flesh and provided
with floccose scales.

The pores are uniform
and white or gray,

and the spores black-

ish. Only a few spe-

cies are known. S.

strobilaceus is an
edible species fre-

quently found in the
forests of Europe
and North America.
strobograph (strob'-

- graf ), n. [Gr.

arpdjioi, a whirling,

+ ypa<liciv, write.]

An instrument which
records observations

the side of the after oar in single-banked

boats, and always the starboard side in

double-banked boats.

S'tromal (stro'mal), a. lstrom{a) + -aU.'] Re-

lating to the stroma, or supporting tissue, of an

organ.
Stromatology (stro-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

crpapa{r-), a bed, + >-oyia, < }.cyciv, speak.]

The history of successive geological forma-

tions: essentially the same as stratigraphy.

[Rare.]
Strombolian (strom-b6'li-an), a. Pertaining

to, or characteristic of, Stromboli or its erup-

tions.

The fluidity of the basaltic magma of Stromboli is still

great at the moment of eruption, although less than in

the preceding case. The discharge of gases causes vio-

lent explosions, which throw into space fragments of the

doughy magma, some of which fall upon the edges of the

crater to flatten there, while other portions shape thein-

action of "dilute acids on strophanthin. It

crystallizes in small needles which melt at 169-

178° C. The anhydrous compound melts at

235° C.

strophe, n. 3. In nmsic, one of the more or

less complete divisions into which a piece in

song or dance foi-m is divided : analogous to

stanza in verse.

Stropheodonta (strofe-o-don't!i)> "• \.^'^-y <

Gr. BTpo(j>ij, a twist, + bioix; {biovr-), a tooth.]

A genus of protrematous brachiopods with

convexo-concave valves, generally much ex-

panded, with cardinal areas bearing finely

denticulate margins. It abounds in rocks of

Silurian and Devonian age.

Strophic, a. 2. In music, of a song or a piece

in song form, having a similar treatment for

successive stanzas. See ^cyclical form.

strophocephalUS (strof - o - sef ' a - lus), n. ;
pi.

stroplioccpliali (-li). [NL., < Gr. a-pw;,!/, a turn-

ing, -1- Ke<pa/.ti, head.] A monster with mis-

shapen and distorted head.

StrophOgenesis (strof - o - jen'e - sis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. oroo^v, a turning, -I- yhcm^, generation.]

The process of cell-multiplication by which

the structure of the body of one of the higher

organisms arises from a fertilized egg. Haeekel

(trans.). Gen. Morphol., p. 104. [Rare.]

Strobiiomycesjtrobitaceus.

a, single plant; *. section (rf a

portion of the pileus and stem,

showing the pores ; c, single

spore highly magnified.

made by means of a

selves in the air and fall as scoria, either in bhicksor in atronhoid )!.- ObllQue strophOld, the pedal of a

fine dust. Rock fragments, already consolidated, caught "^^r.f", t"tl
' '' " -' *'•- "—

in the magma, fonn elongated bombs. The ejected ma-
fine dust. Rock fragments, already consolidated, caught '"'

"fl ,
,:;., ,.,,uju.a to an aibitrai'y point of the du'ec-

in the magma, fonn elongated bombs. The ejected ma- I'^^'""'-' »=

terial shows its incandescence even in daylight, and at

.light forms admirable flreworks. Water
hardly apparent ; when it is visible it forms

clouds. This type of explosion I designate with Mercalli

the .Strombolian type.

A. Lacroix, in Smithsonian Rep., 190«, p. 224.

< stro-[It.,stroboscope (which see). The effects of the peri- i 4. ^ t ;; ™s„ fa'fA^ n
fidic vitiations in the motions under observation are StromentatO (stro-man-ta to), a.

reproduced for permanent record by photographing on a mcwto, instrument. heeinstiument.\ InmxsiC,

sensitized surface the phenomena caused by the inter-
yii\^\^ instrumental accompaniment. See reci-

mittent or periijdic recurrence of the reflection of li^ht . ,.

from the moving elemenU. The perirKlic illumination lame.
,, ,. iu *•

may be l>y a flashing light, or by tlie passage of opeimngs gtrong^, a. 21. Tenacious, SO tha,t the parti-

in front of the phot-igrai)hic plate or film. pjgg -

Instruments for stroboscopic observation are called ,,j,„j

stroboscopes, and instrument* which record stroboscopi- ,. , „i„minn or clav -Stronr stvle ...

canyarecaMed^.r,.^55<.^.^^^^^^
April 9, 1904, p. e78. I'i^^^.^ryr^n'orkc^lk.i^^-^^^^^^^ Stmck. p. «

vapor''is"lrften StropbomeHa (strof-6-me'na), n. [NL., < Gr.

ms white thin aTptxjir/, a twist, -I" fi^jv'/, the moon, a crescent.]
" '" A genus of protrematous brachiopods having

valves with reversed convexity, that is, the

ventral concave, the dorsal convex, both

broadly expanded, with well-developed cardi-

nal area. The genus is now restricted, but

has commonly included all forms with normal

and with reversed convexity. It has been

found only in the Lower Silurian rocks.

albus, in po t^ol. ,
samewhen compressed separate with difficulty

: 04.1.0^1,^1^8 albidus or
I of molding-sand containing a large pro-

^s miViHW, 2._,...^;_. _. „i„.. .i. -I. „,
'

^ Specifically, in ctecfromeJoJ.,



strnck

thinly nickel-plated preparatory to the deposi-
tion of some other metal : said of a surface
thus treated. Houston, Diet. Elect.

Structural chemistry, that brancti of chemistry which
treats »»f the :in-aTit;einer-t urorderof attachment of atoms
in the molecules of compounds.
Strtictural chemixtry, moreover, is slowly acquiring the

mastery over cholesterin by making use of the experi-
ence artordeJ by the sj-nthetic study of the hydroaromatic
substiinces. Nature, Oet. 24, 1907, p. 854.

Structural formula. Iron, steeL See -kfurm ula, etc.

atructural-ftmctional (struk"tu-ral -fungk'-
shon-al), n. Ill psi/chol, pertaining both to
the structure and to the functions of the mind :

implying the points of view both of static and
of dj-namic psychology.
The intriHluction contains an excellent discussion of

general methodological subjects, including a fresh pro-
nunciamentt) upon ... the structural-functional psy-
chology question. Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 698.

Structurality (struk-tu-ral'j-ti), 11. Structu-
ral i|iiality or character,

structure, ». 4. (c) in cham., the order of attach-
ment of the atoms which constitute the molecule of a
substance, it is expressed by astructural or constitutional
loi-mnla.— Bread-crust structtiro. See -kbrfad-cnut.— Ellipsoidal structure, in ye"i.,an original structure,
preserved in cirtuin ancient greenstones of volcanic ori-
gm, by virtue ..f which the rock tends U> break up in
ellipsoidal masses. Ellipsoidal differa from tpheroidal
structure in that it is an original structure of the lava,
whereas the spheroidal is developed by weathering and is
therefore secondary. This structure is common in the
greenstones of the Lake Superior region.— Eye-Strac-
tnre, in yeol., a tenn descriptive of certain structures in
foliateil metamorphic rocks which exliibit the secondary
minerals arranged in layers forking around much lai-ger
original grains. This lenticular structure suggests the
name from its resemblance to the eye. The rocks are
chiedy gneisses derived from porphyritic types, although
the term is stimetimes more widely applied. This is the
' augen '-structure of the (Jerman petnjgraphers. .See
•ouyenvne.*— Fan-shaped structure, in iieoi., the
structure resulting from an ero.led faTishaped'fold, that
Is, an anticline or syncline. so compressed that the strata
form concentric lix)ps, whose upper parts become eroded,
leaving the strata radiating like the ribs of a fan.—
Flaser structure [Vnv. a. flater, G. fladtr, streak,
spot], in pttrmj.. a structure produced in metamorphic
rocks by the development of small lenses of granular tex-
ture in a micaceous laminated mass.— Fra«mental
Structure, in geol., a term applied to those rocks which
consist of fragments

; aclastic structure, as in sandstones,
shales, and Volcanic tulfs — Onion structure, 'mpeinuj.,
• spheroidal parting or lamination of a rock whereby it
separates into concentric layers like the jiartsof an onion.— Spheroidal structure. See f^i;'""''"' *»truaure— structure plane. See ;)ion<'i.— Vesicular struc-
ture, iri iirtriui., the structure pmduceil in lavas by the
expansion of gas-bubbles, when the cavities are compara-
tively large, and fewer for a given volume of rock than In
pumice.

struma. «. -struma suprarenalls, an adenomatous
tuniorof the adrenal gland.— ThjTnua Struma, persis-
tence of the thymus gland beyond the age when it nor-
mally atrofihies.

Stnunectomy (str6-mek't6-mi), n. [L. struma,
a sf'r()fiilous tumor, •+- Cfr. cKTOfi^, excision.]
E.xcision of a goitrous tumor.

Strumiprivous (stro - mi - pri ' vus), a. [L.
ttruma, a scrofulous tumor, -t- privare, deprive,
+ -OM.<t.] Relating to or caused by destruc-
tion of the thyroid gland.

strumitis (stro-mi'tis), n. [NL., < L. strumn,
a siTofulous tumor, -I- -iiis.'\ Inflammation of
a goitrous tumor.
atnimoderma (stro-mo-d^r'ma), n. [NL., <
L. struma, a scrofulous tumor, + Gr. iipjia,
skin.] Same as scrofuloderm.

strumosis (stro-mo'sis), n. [L. struma, a
.scrofulous tumor, 4- -<?«!.«.] The condition of
being affected vpith struma; scrofula.
Strumous cachexia. See ^cachexia.
strut', «. 4. A condition (described in the
quotation) of a freshly cut tobacco-plant, re-
sulting from exposure to rain. [Southern
Vj , S.]

The plants also get in a "»tru(,"— that is, they will not
wilt, and if handled in such condition, great breakage of
leaves ensues. KilUbrew and Myrick, Tobacco Leaf, p. 313.

Stmt^, w. 2. In iron ship-building, a cast-steel
or forged-iron support under water on each
side at the stern of a twin-screw vessel close
to the propeller. The strut usually has two
arms resembling a V turned sidewise. At
the apex of the V is a hub which contains a
bearing through which the propeller-shaft
passes, immediately abaft of which is the
screw-propeller. The inner ends of the arms
of the strut are riveted to the outside plating,
or pass through it and are secured to the
framing in the interior of the vessel. Also
called shaft-strut and shaft-bracket.

strut-girder (strut'g^r'd^r), ». l. A girder
or beam used as a compression-member in a
structure.— 2. A girder, usually of lattice
form, of which the flanges are united by struts
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at right angles to the flanges and by diagonal
braces

: used commonly to resist both com-
pression and a tendency to deflect under
stress.

Struthin (stro'thin), n. [Gr. arpoved^, soapwori,
+ -in''^.'\ An old name for saponin.

Struthiolithus (stro-thi-ol'i-thus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. oTfiovtiiuv, an ostrich, + lidoc, stone.]
A generic term applied to struthious eggs,
larger than those of living ostriches, which
have been found in the superficial deposits of
southern Russia and northern China.

striiverite (stro'ver-it), ». [J. StrUver + -ite^.'iA mineral, near mtile in crystalline form,
consisting of titanium dioxid with ferrous nio-
batP and tantalate. It is found in the pegma-
tite of Craveggia, northwest of Lake Maggiore.
Strychninization (strik"nin-i-za'shon), n.
istrychnin(e) -(- -iz{e) + -ation.'\ The process of
bringing under the toxic influence of strych-
nine.

Stryphnic (strif 'nik), a. [Gr. arpv^d^, rough,
harsh, astringent, -t- -tc] Noting an acid, a
pale-yellow compound, C4H3O2N5, prepared
by the action of potassium nitrite and acetic
acid on uric acid. It forms granular crystals.

stub, n. 8. In railroading, any section or
piece of track which ends at a station or a
siding. The parallel tracks of the train-shed
of a terminal station are stub-tracks.

stub-axle (stub'ak'sl), n. A short axle;
specifically, the short axle fastened to one of
the steering-knuckles on a motor-car.
Stubbing-ont (stub'ing-ouf), n. The act of
clearing a furnace before commencing another
shift. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of
Metallurgy, p. 656. [British.]

stubble, n. 3. -Same as *stubble-cane.
Stubble-cane(stub'l-kan),H. Sugar-canegrown
from the ratooning of the stubble, sometimes
for several .successive years. Opposed to
plant-caue (see sugar-cane).

stubble-quail (stub'1-kwal), n. See *quail3.
Stuboy (stu-boi'), cxclam. [stub, sf, arbitrary
syl., + 602^1.] An exclamation used as a com-
mand to a dog to attack, and also in drivintr
cattle or pigs, and the like. Also stubbou,
st'boy. [V. §.]
A gentleman of the generation preceding mine gave me

this possible explanation. He says slubboy is a wordihe
used to know on the farm, meaning to drive pigs.
•Sluhho)i,stuhboy; says my informant, was the cry used
in trying t^i force those obstinate beasts into the ways
they should go. S. Y. Sun, Nov. 16, 1906.

stuboy (st-boi'), V. i. and t. [Also stubboy,
St boy : < stuboy, exclam ] To incite by the
exclamation stuboy ! as a^dog to attack.

Is "sfbny- truly rural? Well, so was Brooklyn once
anil so IS some of it still. Are there not even Brooklyn-
Ites m rein.ite green outskirts or dusty fringes of ambig-
uous suburbs who have ttubhoyed or still ttubbini ' At
any rate, the word is a good, plain honest, robust fellow.

A'. 1'. Su7i, Nov. 15, 1905.

stub-larack (stub'trak), n. See *stub, 8.

stuck-flnger (stuk'fing'g^r), «. Same as
truigcr-Juiger. Buck, Med. Handbook. IV. 526.

stud-bar (stud'bar),«. 1. A bar or rod which
acts as a stud, projecting from another ma-
chine-element or surface.— 2. A bar which
carries a stud, so that to the latter another
machine-part may be attached.— 3. A round
bar or rod suitable for making studs.

stud-block (stud'blok), n. A rectangular or
hexagonal block of steel or iron, resembling a
nut of extra height. A hole is tapped through it,
whicli fits the thread of studs of that diameter. Into
that hole is screwed a set-screw or short bolt, which en-
ters one half its depth. When the block is screwed on
the end of a stud, it enters until the end of the stud
bottoms on the end of the Be^8crew. Then a wrench or
spanner on the outside of the block will screw the stud
{•"'''e. »i"<^<-' the nut cannot turn farther on the stud.When the stud is home, the set-screw is backed off
slightly, whereupon the block can be easily screwed off
leaving the stud in place. A stud-block of proper size
will be required for each diameter of stud.

stud-bracket (stud'brak'et), n. A bracket or
projecting element to support a stud; specifi-
cally, the projecting bridge, or part of a link
in a reversing valve-gear, which forms the
base for the stud by which the link is sus-
pended.

Studdingsail, w.-nylng studdln«aaUs. extra
stncldmgsails set between the masts: formerly u.sed.
They were also known as tave-all studdinffmiU.— TOTO-
StuddlOfsall, a sail set outside one of the square sails
on the f^ircmaat— StuddlngsaU Irons, studdingsall-
boom irons, which confine the boom to the yard : some-
times called Pacijic irorm.

stmupage
stud-link (stud'lingk), „. a link, of a chain,
in wuich there is a stud
which reinforces it.

stud-nut (stud 'nut), H.
1. The nut which fits stud.iink.

on a stud.— 2. See *stud-block
Stud-pin (stud'pin), n. 1. A cylindrical pin
projecting from a surface into which it is se-

cured as a stud by being
screwed. D. K. Clark,
Steam Engine, II. 710.
—2. A short bolt hav-

stud.pin. • ing two diameters, so
as to form a shoulder.— d. A cylindrical pin having an enlarged

round head.
stud-poker (stud'p6"k6r), n. A variety of
poker in which the first card is dealt face
down and then one face up. The 'down card' is
then looked at, and the player having the highest card
showing makes a bet if he chooses, and then the next on
his left. Any player who refuses U> 'see' this bet drops
out. A third card is then dealt, and so on until each re-
maining m the pool has five. After the betting is brought
to a call, the down cards are shown, and the best poker
combination wins all.

stud-print (stud'print), n. A print to form a
recess in a mold to receive the core required
in the foundry-molding process, but which is
attached to the pattern not by finishing nails
or screws as is common. The print has fonned a
stud on the end by which it is attached to the pattern, and
this stud fits a hole bored in the pattern at the desired
point. It is obvious that a wide range of print sizes may
be used provided only the stud is of the size to enter the
hole m the pattern.

Stud-Scre'W(stud'skro),». 1. A screw having
a large cylindrical head so that the latter may
act as a stud.— 2. An English term for a set-
screw.
stud-stay (stud'sta), n. Same as stay-bolt,
except that the stud-stay may be secured by
screwing at one end only. W. S. Button,
Steam-Boiler Construction, p. 235.

Stud-'Wheel (stud'hwel), «. A wheel, pulley,
or gear that turns on a stud-bolt. See *sun-
Khcel, 2. T. Jr. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving,
p. 63.

Stuf, «., a., and v. A simplified spelling of

t"'i-
stuffing, n. 7. In textile-coloring, the process
of applying a mordant dyestuff to textile ma-
terial that has not been previously mordanted.
The color lake is subsequently formed, and
fixed by an after-treatment or saddening with
some mordanted principle.
stuffing-drum (stuf'ing-drum), «. A heated
drum or wheel in which leather is placed with
hot grease, which enters the leather. C. T.
Daris, Manuf. of Leather, p. 221.
stuff-pump (stuf'pump), n. In paper-manuf.,
a power-pump for lifting and conveying the
mixture of water and fiber called ' stuff' from
vats and other holders to the paper-machines;
a stuff-handling pwrnp.
Stumba (stum'bii), n. A waste product of the
combings of schappe silk, forming the raw
Material of *bourrette (which see).
stump, n. 14. In a hinge which it is desired
should fold in one direction only, the project-
ing lug on one half which engages with the face
of the other and precludes the undesired mo-
tion.—15. The local name given to the tower
of St. Botolph's Church, Boston, England. It
is in perpendicular Gothic style, 288 feet high,
and slightly resembles the tower of Antwerp
Cathedral. Architects' and Builders' Jour.,
May 20, 1908, p. 432.- Middle stump. See atmnp,
6.— stump a^e, in .lureslrn, the age of a tree as deter-
mined by the number of annual rings upon the face of
the stump, without allowance for the i)eri(j<l if(|uired
for the growth of »lic tree to the height of the .stump.—
Stump analysis. s«e •(rc«r o7iafj/(ti8.— stump height,
in forestry, the ilistance from the ground ti> the top of
the stump, or from the root-collar when the ground-level
has been disturlied. On a slope the average distance is
taken iw the stmnp height.— To draw stomps. See
*drau'.

Stumpage, ». 3. The right to cut trees on the
seller's land. Payment is based on the mea-
surement of the logs as they are brought to
the landing and piled ready for the drive.
Holman Day, King Spruce, xi., note. [Maine.]
A man who stole these lands at twenty cents an acre, buy-

ing tax titles, and has squat cm his haunches and made
himself rich selliii' stumpaj/e, has got more 'n he deserved,
even it hall tlie timber is rottin' in the tops on the
(troimd. IJolman Day, King Spruce, p. 133.

H. a. Of or pertaining to stumps or stitap-
age ; reckoned by stumps.
The iHumpai/e value of the above timber to the govem-

ment, at an average of three cents gold per cubic foot, is



stumpage
not far from three billion dollars, and it is easy to foresee
that when the lumber industry reaches any eunsidenible
magnitude the receipts from it will form no inconsidera-
ble part of the income of the govcniment.

Xatio}Utl Geoy. Mag., April, 1905, p. 147.

stumper, »i. 2. In cricket: («) A fielder who
stumps a batsman out, that is, one who, with
ball in hand, puts down the wicket, if the
striker, failing to hit the ball, is out of his

ground. (fc) A wicket-keeper. [CoUoq.]
HutcMnson, Cricket, p. 127.

sttunp-foot (stump'fut), ». Same as club-

foot, 1.

stump-jumper (stump'jum«p6r), n. An imple-
ment, used in Australia, for plowing cleared

wheat-lauds in which the stumps of trees have
been left. Also stump-jump plow. E. E.
Morris, Austral English.

stump-mast (stump'mast), n. A mast that
has been broken off. Stvunp topgallant masts
are masts which end close to the shoulder of

the spar so that they are without poles.

stump-rooted (stump'ro'ted), a. Character-
ized by having a fleshy elongated root which
is truncated below or terminates abruptly

:

AS,'stump-rooted carrots and parsnips. Some-
times (but improperly) also used in the sense
of club-footed or club-rooted.

stump-turpentine (stump 't6r'''pen-tin), n.

Same as *spiritine.

Spirits of turpentine has, for many years, been made by
the distillation of the refuse wood of the southern long-

leaf pine tree. As much of it was made in a crude way and
put on the market poorly refined, it is now . . . regarded
as something different tntm spirits of turpentine and has
received such names as wooii spirits, spiritine, turpentine
substitute, stump turpentine, etc.

Sdence, Feb. 17, 1905, p. 259.

stump-work (stump'w^rk), n. The peculiar
high-relief embroidery made in England dur-
ing the Stuart period. It had its origin in the
raised work of Italy and Germany of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Lace, bro-
cade, satin, silver and silver-gilt thread, cor-

als, feathers, and many other curious materials
were carefully stitched together and raised on
'stumps' of wood, or wool pads in fantastic
shapes. Mrs. Head, in Bui'lington Mag., IV.
168.

Stun'^, f. t. 5. In stone-cutting, to injure by
blows; bruise, as a stone, in such a way that
splinters will drop off when the surface is cut
or exposed to frost.

Stunl, n. 3. A patch on the surface of a block
of stone where the material has been injured
by a heavy blow. Compare *«tewl, v. t., 5.

Stundism (stun'dizm), n. [Stund(ist) + -ism.']

The teaching and practice of the Stuudists.

Stundist (stun ' dist), n. [G. *stundist, <

stunde, hour. See stound^. The name refers
to their practice of Scripture-reading at stated
hours during the week.] A member of a sect
which sprang up among the South Russian
peasantry about 1860, under the influence of
German colonists. The sect has spread rapidly, and,
despite persecution, has become a formidable power in af-

fairs ecclesiastical and political. The members strive to
get rid of the authority of both the state and the Ortho-
dox Church, and, adopting the New Testament as their rule
of faith, have rejected the priestly hierarchy, intercession
of saints, image-worship, fasting, and the sacraments ex-
cept baptism and communion. Manual labor is held to
be necessary and is regarded almost as a religious act.

Brotherly love is their one ruling doctrine. Tolstoi's
teachings show the influence of the Stundists.

The legislation against the Protestant Stundistg' be-
came almost as unbearable as that imposed on the Jews.

encyc. Brit., XXV. 476.

stunt^, n. 3. A feat; a performance of more
or less difficulty, especially in athletics.

[CoUoq. or slang.]

Boys did some great etuntg on and under water,
N. Y. Herald, Aug. 15, 1903.

stunt^ (stunt), n. and a. [A corruption of E.
assistant.] An assistant; assistant. [Anglo-
Indian.]

Howbeit, do you. Sahib, take a pen and write clearly
what I have said, that the Dipty Sahib may see, and re-

prove the Stunt .Sahib ... so young is he.
It. Kipliny, fJemini, in Soldiers Three, p. 255.

Now there was an assistant commissioner— a Stunt
Sahib, in that district, called yunkum Sahib.

/(. Kipliwj, At Howli Thana, in Soldiers Three, p. 239.

Btup (stup), n. [Also stupp; origin not ascer-
tained; appar. < L. stupa, tow, etc.] 1. A
pulverized mixture of clay and coke or coal.

—

2. The soot which deposits in the flues of fur-
naces for the extraction of mercury from cin-
nabar. It contains a considerable proportion
of mercury, partly free and partly combined;
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it is therefore mixed with lime, molded into

brick-like masses, and reburned to recover the
metal.

stuporose (stu'po-ros), n. Same as stuporous.

Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 53.

sturgeon, »— Great sturgeon, Adpenser transmon-
tanu^, a sturgeon of the Pacific coast from San Francisco
nortliwurd, reaching a weight of 600 pounds.— Oregon
Sturgeon. Same as white sturgeon. See sturgeon.—
Sacramento sturgeon. Same as white sturgeon. See
sturgeon.

sturine (stii'rin), n. [ML. stur(io), sturgeon,
+ -!«c2.] A protamine, C3(jH8q07Nio, simi-
lar in general properties to salmine. It is

found in the testicles of the sturgeon.
stuttering, n— Lablchorelo stuttering. Same as
•iclabicliorea.

Stiitzite (sttit'zit), n. [G. stiitzit, named (1878)
after A. Stiitz, who described in 1803 a min-
eral perhaps identical with this.] A silver

telluride (perhaps Ag4Te) occurring in hexa-
gonal crystals of lead-gray color and metallic
luster: probably obtained from Nagy-Ag,
Transylvania.

stliyenite (stii've-nit), ». [Named (1887) after
E. Stiiven, a mining engineer.] A hydrated
sulphate of aluminium, magnesium, and so-

dium, occurring in slender aeicular crystals.

It is intermediate between mendozite and
pickeringite and is found in Chile.

Stycerin (stis'e-rin), n. Incorrect for *styce-
riiiol.

stycerinol (stis'e-ri-nol), n. A bright-yellow,
resinous, bitter compound, C6H5CH(C)H)CH-
(OH)CHoOH, prepared by the action of silver

oxid and water on the corresponding dibro-
mide.
Stygicola (sti-jik'o-la), n. [NL., < Gr. Sriif

(irvy-), Styx, -I- L. colere, inhabit.] A genus
of brotuloid fishes known only from cave
streams in Cuba.
stylagalmatic (sti"la-gal-mat'ik), a. and n.

[Gr. otxj'Xoi;, a pillar, -h aya'Apia{T-), a statue, +
-Jc] I. a. In arch., combining the figure of a
statue with the duty of a supporting column.

II. n. A combined column and figure, either
standing alone or engaged with a wall and
carrying a weight of some kind on top of the
figure, as a caryatid (which see).

style!, n. 2. (b) Specifically —(3) In certlin phyUo-
carid atul merostomatous crustaceans, the telson or cau-
dal spine, which in the former is sometimes accompanied
by two lateral spines, called stylets or cercopods, (c)

Same as stylet, 2.

10. In textile-printing, the manner in which
certain effects are produced. Thus, there are
pigment styles, discharge styles, resist styles,

steam-mordant styles, etc.— A cappella style.
Same as Palestrina *s(!/ie.— Black-figured style, in

the decoration of Greek vases, the practice of leaving the
body of the vase in its natural color, or painting it white.

Athena Iruin Black-li^ured Amphora, British M

cream-color, or red, and developing the decoration upon
this in black varnish with occasional touches of brown,
purple, or white. In the later ' red-figured ' style a re-

verse method is followed. Black-flgured vases may be
dated between 600 and 450 B.C. For fifty years the two
styles were practised side by side. It occasionally hap-
pened that both were used by the same painter. The
black-figured decoration is retained in the Panathenaic
amphorse until 400 B.C. With the black-figured vases
are sometimes included certain early wares of Naucratis.
Cyrene. and especially Corinth, in which dark-colored
decoration is used on a cream-colored ground, although
these really belong to an archaic class by themselves.

—

Caudal style, one of the long processes bonie by the
anal segment of certain arthropods, as Apus.— Chrome
discharge style, in calico-printing, a method (applica-
ble to soluble dyestuffs) of padding the fabric with a dye
and a chrome mordant, drying it, then printing it with
the discharge /consisting of potassium ferrocyanide aiul

an alkali, or mixtures of chlorates and bromates), and
finally steaming it.— Dyed style, in calico-printing, the
printing of cloth with certain metallic compounds, as

stylize

red liquor or black liquor, which may be 'converted into
insoluble coloring-matters, or lakes, by the application
of dyestufis.— Empire Style, .see *«njnre.— Attract
Style, in calico-printing, the prmtitjg of a fabric with
the mordant and coloring-matter in one operation, after
which it is steamed in a suitable apparatus.— Geometric
style to Greek vases. .See *mse.— Le Oztscon style,
in bookbimling, the style of Le (Jascon, an eminent
French binder, which is similar in framework to that of

the Eves, but differs especially in the use of dotted in-

stead of continuous lines for the detail. This produces
a peculiarly soft, lace-like effect. W. Matthews, Modem
Bookbinding, p. 76.— Nouveau Style. See *art nou-
i'<?aw.—Palestrina style, in mumc, a method or style of
sacred composition similar to that perfected by Giovanni
Pierluigi da Palestrina (died 1594), the famous Roman
composer. This style is essentially vocal or a cappella,
almost wholly contrapuntal or polyphonic, based on the
medieval church modes and on subjects drawn chiefly
from plain.song, and characterized not only by a profound
sense of the words used, but by a studied exaltation of

an ideal treatment of them. The style was in process of
development before Palestrina's day and was successfully
cultivated by several of his contemporaries, but is usually
known by his name because of his intimate connection
with the papal choir and of his conspicuous genius. In
connection with discussions by the Council of Trent as
to the purification of church music from various abuses,
he is said to have successfully maintained the excellence
of the polyphonic style by submitting examples that
were generally approved. This style of music, as thus
illustrated, and plain-song or the Gregorian style, are
the only ftjnns of music officially sanctioned in the Ro-
man Catholic Church. Also a cappella style. — Red-fig-
ured style. See Wack-Jigured -kstyle.— Steam style,
in calico-printing, a method of fixing by steam (upon the
fiber of cott^jn, linen, and occasionally silk and woolen
goods) adjective, or mordanted, colors used in the pro-
cess of printing.—strong style, See *strimrjl.— ita-
art style, the name sometimes given to the artistic

production of England which corresponds to the reign of
the kings of the house of Stuart, James I to James II.

(1003-1688). The early part of the peritxl continues the
Elizabethan style, but is much affected by Dutch mflu-
ences. The latter part of the century is characterized by
the development of the English Palladian style. It com-
prehends all the activity of the architect Inigo Jones
(1573 - 1652), and the early part of that of Sir Christopher
Wren (16:12 - 172.3). It is a transition period rather than
one having fixed motives and types.- Turkey-red dis-
charge style, in calico-printing, a method of producing
various colored patterns upon the cloth, previously dyed
red, by printing it with colors which destroy the red in

the parts printed, and leave upon those parts a different
color.

style^, n. 4. An elongated cusp or projection,
lying on the periphery of a tooth and derived
from outgrowths of the
cingulum : often termed
pillar or buttress. Ac-
cording to location these
cusps have distinctive
names. See *mesostyle,
*parastyle, etc. See also
cut at *to<ith, 1.

Stylephoridae (sti - le -

for'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Stylephorus + -idee.]

A family of fishes based
on a single specimen
(preserved in the Brit-

ish Museum) taken in
the West Indies in 1790.

Stylephorus (sti-lef'9-

rus), H. [NL., irreg. <

Gr. arv/oc, a pillar, -f-

-(tiofto(;, < (ptpciv, bear.]

A genus of fishes of the
family Stylephoridse.

stylet, «. 3. Specifi-

cally—(6) Same as *cer-
copod. Compare *style^, 2 (6) (3).— 4. In
fishes, one of the slender rays of bone on or
above the base of the ribs ; the epipleural.
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 525.

Stylina (sti-li'na), n. [NL., < Gr. arv/jx:. a
pillar, a stylus.] .i genus of Uexacoralla
growing in massive colonies, with corallites

united by coalescent eostse and multiplying
by costal gemmation. It is profusely abun
dant in the Triassie, Jurassic, and Cretaceous
rocks.

Styliola limestone. See *limestone.

stylion (sti'li-on), n.
;
pi. stylia (-8). [NL.,

dim., < Gr. arv/.o;, a pillar, a stylus.] In cra-

niom., the medial point on the base of the
styloid process. Voyi Tiirok.

stylization (sti-li-za'shon), n. [stylize +
-ation.] The act or effect of stylizing.

The second notable characteristic of our group is a
marked conventionality, not to say stylization.

11. S. Jones, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XII. 377.

stylize (sti'liz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. stylized,

ppr. stylizing, [style'^, «., + -ize] To bring
under the conditions of style; impress with
the characteristics of style; conventionalize:
in the decorative arts used to express the
transformation which natural forms undergo

Molar Tooth of Horse.

..f. unworn crown ; f.worn
a, metastylc : d, meso-

styfe ; c, parastyte : d, hypo-
style.



stylize

in their adaptation to decorative motives, as
in the use o£ the acanthus in Greek art, and
the arum in Gothic.
These patterns are not numerous, and are in general a

good deal stylized.

B. if. Dawking, iu Jour. Hellenic Studies, XXIII. 262.

Linear ornament passes through vegetable to organic
fomis, mainly marine, which are Anally stylized into
heraldic conventions. . . . From first to last the persis-
tent influence of a true artistic ideal differentiates Myce-
naean objects from the hieratic or stylized products of
Ejjypt or I'hoenicia. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 58-59.

Stylobation (sti-lo-ba'shon), n. lstylobat{e) +
-ioii.^ The placing of a colonnade upon a con-
tinuous stylobate or pedestal.

Stylolitic (sti-lo-lit'ik), a. [styloHte + -ic]
lupetrog., containing or having the properties
of stylolite. Science, April 8, 1904, p. 580.
Stylomandibular (sti"16-man-dib'u-lar), a.
lt<tijhi(i(i) + mamlihular.'i Noting a ligament
or fibrous baud which connects the angle of
the lower jaw-bone with the styloid process of
the temporal bone. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1897, p. 376.

'

stylometric (sti-lo-met'rik), a. [styUmeter +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the stylometer;
measured by a stylometer.

Stylonunis"(sti-lo-nu'rus), «. [NL., irreg. <
Gr. OTv'/.oc, a pillar, a stylus, + oiipd, a tail.]
A genus of merostoma-
tous Crustacea of the
fainily Eurypteridie,
which often exceed one
meter in length, and
are characterized by
their relatively small
cephalothorax with
large (eyes and central
ocelli, and their cheli-
cerate preoral and five

pairs of postoral ap-
pendages, of which the
first bears pincers and
the last two are greatly
elongated, extending
almost to the end of
the long telson. The
genus has been found
in the Silurian and
Devonian of Scotland
and New York, and in the Catskill formation
of Xew York and Pennsylvania.
stylopid (sti'lo-pid), w. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the family Stylopidm.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family SlyJopidx.
stylopine (sti'lo-pin), n. IKL. ,Stylop(horum)
+ -i«el.] A colorless alkaloid, CigHigOjN,
contained in yellow or celandine poppy, Stylo-
phoriim diphijllum. It crystallizes m needles
and melts at 202° C.

Stylopization (sti "lo-pi-za'shon), n. The con-
dition of being stylopized ofpenetrated by a
stylops.

stylopterygium (sti'lop-te-rij'i-um), n.; pi.
styUijiteryi/m (-a). [NL., < L. stylus {see styte^)
+ NL. ptrryf/ium.] A hypothetical slender,
simple limb-like appendage, without rays or
appendages of any kind, supposed to be the
firststage in the development of the vertebrate
limb.
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Stypsis (stip'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. armjiii, eon-
traction, astriugency, steeping in an astrin-
gent solution, < ari<puv, contract. See styptic.^
I'he producing of a styptic effect: the effect
produced.

styptic, H.— Chemical styptic, a styptic which arrests
lieiiioirhage by causing coagulation through chemical
action, as iron subsulpliate.— CoUold Styptic, a solution
of some styptic substance in a collodion-like liquid which
IS antiseptic and excludes the air when it has dried to a
film

; the collodium stypticum of the United States Phar-
macopoeia.-M«Ohanlcal Styptic, a styptic which
arrests hemorrhage by causing coagulation mechanically,
such as punk ora pledget of cotton.— Vascular styptic
a styptic which arrests hemorrhage by inducing con-
traction of the wounded vessels, such as adrenal extract.

stypticin, stypticine (stip'ti-sin), «. [styptic
+ -!n2.] A trade-name of eotaruine hydro-
chlorid. It is used as a remedy for dysmen-
orrhea.

Styracol (sti'ra-kol), n. [L. styrax (styrac-),
storax, + -ol.'\ A substance obtained by the
action of guaiacol on cinnamyl, used in the
treatment of catarrhal troubles of the diges-
tive and urinary tracts and in pulmonary
diseases.

Styrene (sti'ren), «. [L. styr(ax), storax, +
-ene.'i Same as styrol.

Styrogallol (sti-ro-gal'ol), n. [L. styHax),
storax, -H E. gallic'i + -oi.] A yellow dye,

\ ^6^i\
(!:::CH.CO.O.C6H(OH)2

CO-

Stylanurus txctltior Hall
(Restoration after Beecher.)

The earliest stage of the pnrely motor appendage was
probably a simple stylifomi structure resembling the
balancing organ of the Irodele or the limb of Lepid.v
siren, and from this stylopterygium had been derived
along two ilivergent lines of evolution— the archiptcry-
gium and ichthyopterygium on the one hand and the
cheiropterj-gitmi on the other

Rep. lirit. Ass'n Adcantetnent of Sci., 1901, p. 695.

Stylus, rt. 3. In a phonograph, a pointed part
which rests on the diaphragm and is moved
by the vibrations induced in the latter by
sound-waves. It is used to produce the record
of sounds upon the phonographic cylinders,
and also to reproduce the sounds thus re-
'"ordcd.

stymie, r. and n. See *stimy.
Styphnic (stif'nik), a. Noting an acid, a sul-

phur-colored compound, (H6)2CeH(N02)Q,
prepared by the action of sulphuric and nitric
aeids on resoreinol. It forms large hexagonal
crystals, melts at 175..5° C, and is a strong
acid. Also called 2,i,6-trinitroresorcinol or
2A,6-trinitro-l,^dihydroxybenzetie.
Stypodon (stip'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. arvm^,
a stump, -I- oSoIx (Movt-), tooth.] A genus of
cyprinoid fishes known from fresh-water
streams of Mexico.

prepared by

the action of sulphuric acid on a mixture of
metahydroxybenzoic acid and ciunamic acid.
It crystallizes in lustrous needles, melts at
260° C, resembles anthraquinone in appear-
ance, and may be sublimed.
Stysanus (sti-sa'nus), n. [NL. (Corda, 1837).]A genus of hyphomycetous fungi, of the
family Stilhacese, having the
fertile hyphas arranged in an
erect, cylindrical, dark-colored
stipe bearing mostly hyaline,
catenulate, unicellular conidia.
S. Stemonites is a common
species on decaying herbaceous
plants and is said to cause a rot
of potatoes.

suavastika, n. Same as swastika.
Sub2 (sub), n. [An abbreviation of
substitute.} A substitute; specifi-
cally, one who is willing to serve as
a substitute for a regular composi-
tor on a newspaper. [CoUoq.]

sub-' (sub), V. I.; pret. and pp.
subbed, ppr. subbing, [sub^, ?(.] 1.
To act as a substitute ; specifically)
to act as the substitute of another
in a composing-room. [Colloq.]— 2. To subirrigate. See *sub-
bitig, 2.

sub. An abbreviation (a) otsubjeet; .^ryiiius

(6) of substitute ; (c) of suburb: (d)- ^'"""H":
of suburban. '°""""'-

SUbacetabular (sub-as-e-tab'ii-lar), o. Situ-
ated below the acetabulum.
The skiagraph revealed a hypertrophy of the acetabu-

lum and the stibacetabular region of the ilium.
Therapeutic Gazette, Jan., 1903, p. 63.

SUbadult (sub-a-dulf), a. [sub- + adult.']
Nearly full grown; approaching the adult
condition.
The October number of the Emu contains the photo-

graph of a svbadult Australian barn-owl in which large
bunches of the nestling down are retained on the legs,
thus communicating to the bird a most remarkable ap-
pearance. Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 112.

SUbaSrialist (8ub-a-«'ri-al-ist), n. In geol.,
a suiiporter of the 'view that the processes of
weathering, wind-erosion, etc., all primarily
due to the atmosphere, are of paramount im-
portance in earth-sculpture.
SUbaerially (sub-a-e'ri-al-i), adv. In a sub-
aerial manner; by erosive processes acting on
a land-surface or under the atmosphere.

It is not a typical " drowned valley." When compared
with the exquisite valleyfomis in south-west Ire-
land, which have been entered by the sea, it is seen that
it IS not a sufficient explanation to say that the channel
Is simply a tub-aerially carved valley depressed beneath
"'« "ea. Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), IX. 637.

subalary (sub-a'la-ri), a. [L. .s«6, under, +
ala, wing, -t- -an/.'] Situated below the wings.
SUbalate (sub-a'lat), a. Isub- + alate.] Some-
what wing-shaped ; suggesting a wing : often
applied to thin, triangular projections from a
bone.

subandine (sub-an'din), a. Same as suban-
dean. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 189.

subbase

SUbantarctic (sub-an-tilrk'tik), a. tsub- +
antarctic] Near, or just outside of, the Ant-
arctic ocean-
Eleven others from the extralimital subantarcticwaters are also considered. Science, OctTei, l<x3"p: 636

Subaqueous overwash plains. See *plami.
suband (sub"ar'id), a. Isub- + aridf] CU-
matically dry, but not in the extreme degree ;moderately arid. ^ '

A situation typical of the subarid area known as theGreat I'lanis. Yearbook IT. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 92
SUbarouse (sub-a-rouz'), v. t.

; pret. and xm
subaroused, ppr. subarousing. In psychol to
arouse in the form of an obscure disposition
rather than as a clear idea

; predispose for'
See the extract. [Rare.]
The exposure of the word "A" beginning a sentence

sub-arouses many of its past associates, preferably sub-
stantives or descriptive adjectives. j "

ATner. Jour. Psychol., XIL
SUbarticular (sub-ar-tik'Uilar), a. [L. sub
under, -f E. articular.] Situated beneath an
articulation or joint. - Subarticular tuberclem zool., a small prominence on the under side of the
foot, at the point of articulation of the phalanges The
presence and arrangement of these tubercles are of im-
portance in funiishing characters for the identification ofsome amphibians, especially tree-frogs. Proc. Zool. Soc
London, 1899, p. 67.

Subastringent (sub-as-trin'jent), a. Moder-
ately astringent

; suggesting'astringency.
subatka (su-bat'kii), n. A name applied to
Alepisaurus sBsculapius, a fish found from
Alaska southward to the coast of California.
SUbatom (sub-at'om), n. A definite part of
an atom, if this assumed unit, for the most
part looked upon as indivisible, is supposed
capable under special conditions of under-
going division; a corpuscle. Also called
atomicule. [Rare.]
The charged sub-atoms or particles of matt«r, . . can

. . .
be made to circulate through a metallic tube orworm

connected to earth. Athenseum, July 16, 1906, p. 85.

subatomic (sub-a-tom'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the relations of assumed particles or
subdivisions of matter smaller than the atom:
as, subatomic energy.
The cathode rays seem to consist of subatomic corpus-

cles, while such evidence as we have uidicates that the
positive electricity travels with particles of atomic mag-
nitude, as in the case of electrolysis.

Astrophysical Jour., May, 1903, p. 269.

Experiment* have been made with sub-atomic particles
derived from one or other of these sources by a great
number of physicists, such as Kaufman, Lenard, Simon,
and Weichert in Germany, and Becquerel in France
with the result that Prof. Thomson's calculations as to
the mass, charge, and speed of the moving particle, or aawe may now call it, the electron, have been indepen-
dently and abundantly confirmed.

Athenieum, May 27, 190,1, p. 661.

subatrial (sub-a'tri-al), a. Situated beneath
the atrial cavity. Parker and Haswell, Zool-
ogy, II. 56.—Subatrial ridge. See *ridge.

SUbattenuate (sub-a-ten'u-at), a. Somewhat
attenuated, slender',' thin, or delicate.

BUbauricular (sub-a-rik'u-lar), a. [L. sub,
under, + E. auricular.] In'ornith., lying be-
low the region of the ear : as, a subauricular
spot of yellow.

subauriculate (sub-a-rik'u-lat), a. Slightly
auriculate or eared.

subbasal (sub-ba'sal), a. Situated below the
basal cell of a lepidopterous insect's wing.
The basal area of these wings irrorated with pearl-grey

indicating two vague subbasal bands.
Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 48.

subbase (sub'bas), n. 1. A base or founda-
tion-element, placed under the bottom of a
machine or other apparatus, intermediate be-
tween the latter and the true foundation. It
is used to lift the machine higher from the
ground than it would be vrithout it, and to do
this without increasing the height of the ma-
sonry below, or making the machine itself
inconveniently massive.
The whole turbine is complete in every detail, being

mounted on an iron sub-base, has a pump for forcing
lubrication through all the bearings, no oil being used in
connection with the internal parta of the turbine.

Elect. Jlei:, Sept 24, 1904, p. 489.

2. In general, anything going underneath a
base or bed-plate.—3. A secondary base (of
supplies) nearer or more accessible than the
main base.

It is now stated that Mr. Peary's plan contemplates the
construction of a strong wooden ship with jiowerful ma-
chinery, in which he will sail next July to tape .Sabine
and, aJfter establishing a sub-base there, force his way
northward to the northern shore of Grant Land.

Science, Oct 9, 1903, p, 478.



subbasement 1290 subfissure

snbbasement (sub'bas'ment), n. A base- subcontinental (sub-koti-ti-nen'tal), a. Situ- subdominant, «. II. a. Subordinate; sub-
meiit lower than the main basement of a ated beneath a continent ; of or pertaining to maximal or subnormal: said specifically of
building. In the largest modern buildings what underlies a continent. the stimuli which evoke marginal or obscure
there are sometimes three or four of these, Thus the mibcontinental excess of temperature may mental processes.
one below another. make itself felt in regions where the rocks still retain a Those disturbances which are dominant become focal

A-,«W«,e,»,nf. in which air circulates at a fairly uni-
tHle critS?, sYon ooh.r

^ " ""' ''^ «"'°'"^'' from
;„ consciousness, or the mind is ful" conscio™ "f sS.

form temperature, is also essential to dryness and con- 11-7 >;,,>;„' ,-,, vot.,ro «„., 11 loon „ ^st ^'"*** ">*" ^* fub-dominmit bring about marginal or
slant temperature hi the main basement where the •

'' *' '" ^^"'"^'i °^P^ 13, 1900, p. 487. sub-conscious psychical states.

larger permanent apparatus, for which stability is essen- subcontra(sub-kon'tra), a. In (ICOM«ttc«, lower JSuc*, Med. Handbook, IIL 260.
tial, is mounted. Carw^ Inst. Yearbook, isce, p. 66. than the contra-octave. ^ee snbcontru*octave. Subdominant group. See-kgronpi.

subbifid(sub-bi'fid), n. Slightly forked, as is J?. .B. Tifc/iewer, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 32. subdrainage (sub-dra'naj), n. 1. In agrk,
the tongue of a seal ; somewhat bifurcate, subcoriaceous (sub-ko-ri-a'shius), a. Some- ilrainage of water beneath the surface of the
Parker and Hasicell, Zoology, II. 493. what or imperfectly coriaceous. ground, in distinction from surface drainage.

subbing (sub'ing), «. l. Acting as a 'sub.' SUbCOtyleal (sub-kot-i-le'al), n. [F. sub- The apple may be grown on almost any soil, but the

rColloq.]—2. Subirrigating. fCoUoq.] cotijleal.'] In ichth., savae &b *angular. Starks, ''«s' results are obtained on soils from which native for-

vv •• , I ,-, 1 ^ A 1 i fii-nr.T,-L-ir,i7 r.t fha Vio\, «Volot^^%, tilR ""^ ^^"^ ''<=™ "Icared. Here the physical conditions
SUbblValve (sub-bi'valv), n. An operoulate ojnonjmy ot the i ish bkeleton, p. 516. ^^ such as to afford both ample surface drainag. and
uniralve or gastropod shell. SUDCniClIOrm (sub-kro si-lorm),a. Somewhat subdrainage, and the soils are well supplied with the

imhhrar>ivpf>nTial rsiib-brak-i-sefall « In cruciform ; not perfectly cruciform. Annals various kirids of plant food essential for a healthy woodBUDOracnycepnai (.Sup-DraK-l-sei ai;, n. in ^ J^f \t
^ jf,, */ jof,,, 04c growth and finely developed, well-matured fmit crop.

craniom., a person -mth a subbrachycephahc "u" „„f:, , V , ',. ,v^'' j ' ^- TV ^ j Yearbook a. S. Dept. Ayr., 1901, p. 694.

head. Df«,Arr, RacesofMan, p. 316. snbcrustal (sub-krus'tal), a. In ^eo/., situated ^ A subdivision of a drainaL svstem
o™vi.>-„i,^ »,„ij /„„v. i,-„i, ;\,^lf'„ u\ ., .,; or operating below the earth's outer shell or •*• -^ ^"""ivision 01 a aramage system.
SUbbrachyCephall (sub-brak-l-sef a-h), n.pl. ^^^^ . ^ y^^ ^,^^^ ^ materials and to forces. , ^ore than three-flfths of Montana is drained by the
bubbrachveephahc individuals or tj-pes. See „, . - Missouri and its tributaries. For statistical discussion

.«66rac;,Kej,/,a«c.^.a«. Ethnology p. 179. ^°''=-''=-«-°'-''<5™rJr."(R.r^^XIL 545. '^^'r^^^tc^'^l^'i^Z^^Z!:^L
*^''i^°°i'T\.l.?.tv,7l°^Tn'1«;,7;; lu„«Tpd' SUbcubical (sub-kii'bi-kal), a. Nearly or some- [w. i-ig. in u. s., isfe, p. m.

r ;i t,,^'^^! I K^ If^^ what cubical.
"'

SUbdue. t'. t- Subdued mountain. See *»,o««(a.n.

IT^IV^^ l^LTbetaTh^rtrhfa?^
^"'^^' " subcuboidal (sub-ku -boi ' dal), a. Having subdurally (-b-du'ra-li), adv. In a subdural

,«,'.v«.»»«i /...i-h o^'Von /» Qit.io+./i -Koi^^ fi,o somewhat the form of a cube ; subcubical. manner; into the subdural space.

^»eu^
Situated below the

gu^cuHure (sub-kul'tur), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. subecho (sub'ek"6), n. In whJ, a trump sig

, ,,' , , , , ,., ,, „.. . , , subcultured, ppr. subculUaring. In bacterial., nal made after the partner has led trumps and
subcallosal (sub-ka-lo sal), a. Situated be- t^ ^ake a secondary culture in a new medium the player has had no chance to complete a
neath the corpus callosum.-SubcaUosal layer, from an old culture.

"
direct echo in the trump suit.

suVipaTir-pllatA C<jiib Vaii'sR liltl n Some Numerous colonies were obtained from the membrane SUbelongatO (sub-e-16ng'gat). a. Somewhat

'whSfaSte iTLuice-'uke.^' " ° ' "w^ks^rt'erilf
"'"^' "'""' '"^ "'"^ "'"""' ^"^ '"'"''^'"^

?9of'''^io.-'""'"*'
"'"^ """ ^"'- '^"'' '''''•'

SUbcapSUloperi08teal(sub-kap^su-16-per-i-os'- A'<««". Q-ted in ScL Amer. Nov. 16^1902 p. 326.
g^ijeiPephalon (sub-en-sef'a-lon), n.

;
pi. sub-

t«-al), a. bituated beneath the capsule and subcyaneous (sub-si-a'ue-us), a. Nearlv cy- encephala (-la) FNL < L "sub under -I- Gr
the periosteum: noting a method of resection ane_ous. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec, tjKf^a;,of, brain.] That portion of the brain
of a joint. B»cA-, Med Handbook, yi. 909. 1903, p 612 ^ ^ ,, .^^ , ^ which comprises the corpora quadrigemina,
subcarbonaceous (sub-kar-bo-na shms), a. subdeltoid (sub-del toid), a. 1. Same as sub- the pons Varolii, and the medulla oblongata
^'•'??-^ a somewhat brittle consistency re- rf«tow?«;.-2 Situated beneath the deltoid g^ljendymal (sub-en'di-mal), «. Situated be-sembhng that of carbon (graphite) : applied ^™"Sfl«;^„f««^; M«d Handbook, VII. 205. ^^^t^ f^^ endyma, or membrane which lines
to the penthecia and stromata of various SUbdendroid (sub-den droid), a. Slightly the ventricles of the brain. .BmcII-, Med Hand-
fungi, dendroid, or resembling or suggestive of a |jqq]{ jj j7g

SUbcarbonate (sub-kar'bo-nat), n. A besie
V^^'

'^„aPP<^=i™J'i'e. 2Va««. iinn. Soc, Zool., g^bensiformCsub-en'si-fdrm), o. Somewhat
carbonate or one having the carbonic-acid •>^^^> i-*""'

P-
^"f ' ,, ,, ~, , . . ensiform. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p.

radical partly replaced by oxygen or hvdroxyl: SUbdental (sub-den tal), n. The anterior of 95
> .r

as, bismuth SUbcarbonate, Bi202(C03). «ie two large bones in the lower jaw of fishes, gubgntry (sub'en'tri), n. A subordinate en-
SUbcarbureted (sub-kiir'bu-ret-ed), a. Com- l>eanug the tee^h; the dentary. AterArs, Sy- try; an entry made under another,
bined with carbon in inferior proportion^

sSbYepo'sit suwl^oz't) «"' ""ibflower one subependymal (sub-ep-en'di-mal), a. Same
SUbcannal (sub-ka-n'nal), a. Situated below "fJ^J^g"gjj.g

-^ " uo .v/ttci v-uc
as *t!uhendymaL

?QAo^"°''o<u^'''""'
^*""' ^'"'•' ^°°^-' •^™®' SUbdepot (sub'de-po"), n. Jlf«., a secondary subepiglottic (sub-ep-i-glot'ik), a. Situated

190., p. .^. ^r branch depot, nearer the regiment than a ^'''ow the epiglottis.

subcannate (sub-kar i-nat), a. Somewhat depot. subepiglottid (sub"ep-i-glot'id), a. Same as
carinat* or keeled. Jordan and Evermann, ^o carry extra shoes upon the person is a considerable *suhepiglottic.
Amer. J<ood and Uame HisUes, p. 41. tax upon the soldier's strength, and subdepote for such suberite (sii'be-rit), n. [NL. suberites, < L.

Snbcentral sulcus, an inconstant sulcus at the ventral supplies should be easily accessible. suber the cork-oak 1 A snone-e of th« ffRTnia
end of .he postcentral fissure. A,ner. An.kropolo,ist,

_

I^uc*, Med. Handbook, V. 796. Sw^. or of a related geCs^^
^^ ^^^^

1901, p. 401. SUbdermiC (sub-<J6r'mik), a. Same as hypo- .„v„„„. /c-.'k^ ^;^,.^ „ r„„j.™/.„\ j. -1

subcerebellar (suVser-e-bel'ar), a. Situated dermic. «cie«ce, Jan. 17 1902, p. 117.
SUberone (su be-ron), «. [s«6er(.c) + -o»e.]

beneath the cerebellum. Buck, Med. Hand- subdiaconate, «. H. a. Relating to the ^^"^''rtP%"^''%!^^
colorless oil,

book, II. 250. order or office of subdeacon.
y^.tio.^.a2.i.a2

SUbcingulum fsub-sing'gu-lum), «.; pi. sub- subdiaphragmatic (sub-di'a-frag-mat'ik), a. ^CH CH CH ' *^^ oy tne oistuia-

cingula {-\&). 1. In medieval armor, a sash or Htime ^s subphrenic. B«ct, Med. Handbook,
tion of suberic acil with lime. It has an odor

belt worn under another. Myrtck, Ancient 1-44. of nennermlTit nnH hnil« nt I70-i8lo r
Armor, Glossary.— 2. A girdle formerly worn SUbdiSCal(s«b-dia'kal), a. Situated below the

o« P<'PPermiM ana Dous at l/J-l»l c.

under the outer vestments by clerics, espe- discal cell in the wing of a lepidopterous in- SUDessive (sub-es iv), «. il^. sub, under, -1-

cially by bishops. sect. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1()02, r,. 272.
esse, be, + -U'e.] In ffram., noting the case

SUbciiciUar (sub-s6r'ku-lar), a. Nearly, but SUbdiscoidal (sub-dis-koi'dal),
.
«. Situated

;JX,^'.'i^^Jln^^M^rc^l9ofn
4""'"-

not quite circular below the discoidal cell of an insect's wmg. "'™i«'«'.9'*') Jan. iviarcn, lyud, p. .0.

In nearl^ every species the inceptive state is repre- ^>«<'- ^««'- ^OC. London, 1901, p. 228. SUbCStuarine
.
(sub-es'tu-a-rin) a. In geol

sented by a shell having a judcircuiar outline, with valves subdivide (sub'di-vid"), «. In phys. geoQ. a Partly estuanne
:
applied to deposits which

of slight convexity, ^nifr. Jour. Sci., .lune, 1904, p. 416. subordinate divide as One between small ^^r^ laid down in a coastal lagoon into which

subclass, n. 2. In petroj?., in the quantitative streams in contrast with one between river at times the ocean waters overran,

classificationof igneous rocks (see rocA-l), a systems. SUbeXClte (sub-ek-sif), f. t.; pret. and pp.
division between class and order, based on When a plain or plateau or mountain region is well subexcited, ppr. subexciting. In physio!., to

the relative proportions of the two subgroups dissected numerous sharply defined subdivides are devel- predispose to activity; excite m a partial or

of the preponderant group of standard min- "P^'^ between the smaller rivers and their braiiches. nascent manner,

erals. ..,.. - ,.
**•"•

f""",*'
*'""• ™>»- '•™e- Pronunciation of an adjective ... seems to «<(>»«((«

.nV./.1«co c<.>,T^'H6c\ „ t T,^ ^io..„ ;„ „ O..J, SUbdollcnocepnall (sub-dol"i-k6-sef'a-li), n. association tracts representing substantives.

S«S or slcon^rv divisin of it class
^'- ^^L.] sSbdolichocephalic indiviauals or A,uer. Jour. Psyckol. IX. 580.

c(as« or secontmry aivision ot Its Class.
,. g^^ subdolichocephalic. Keane, Eth- SUbextensibility (sub-eks-ten-si-bil'i-ti), «.

Accordingly^the^„^t.emu,t^be«„^^^^^^^^^^^
"ology, p. 179. A lessened degree of extensibiUty; Buck,

^ubcoastaKsub-kos'tal), a. Ini>fti/s. »«oi,.,
SUbdolichoceplialism (sub-dol''i-ko-sef'a- M,d. Handbook IV 515

of or pertaining to the shallow sea-bottom ^^TJ\\
The quality or condition of being subfacies (sub-fa'shi-ez), n.; pi subfaaes.

near the coast : as, subcoastal plains.
subdolichocephahe. [NL.] In eutom the lower part of the facies.

_. . , , , . J ... J „.v ,^
The skull of the Chinese is. In fact, both longer and SUbfalcatO (sub-falkat), a. Somewhat fal-

The subcoastal plains were descnbed. They have a higher in proportion than those of all other yellow men. catebreadthof from 30 tx) no miles, or 300 miles off Newfound- Uis cephalic index falls down to ««MoixcAoceB/i«K«n (the , li ,,,-„, ., , , „land,reachlngtoadepthof200tD260feet,with,inplaces, avei-age indication of 142 skulls of the two sexes = 77.24) SUbfibrOUS (sub-fi'brus), a. Imperfectly fi-
an outer terrace 200 feet low«r. and its height slightly exceeds its width. brous.

Science, Feb. 20, 1903, p. 298. Smithsonian Rep., 1895, p. 616. ™ u. , .^ , , k, j .. ^ ,. •

, _ . , , /J.. i\ T>^.,, .. ITie mineral occurs commonly m long-Waded triclimc
SUbOOnflUent (sub-con flo-ent), a. Partially SUbdollchoCepnaloUS (sub-dol'l-ko-sef'a-lus), crystals and in blaied to «uti7f6ro«« masses,
united or fused : said of spots or other color- a. Same as subdolichocephalic. Keane, Hth- " • Tasrin, in Smithsonian Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 514.

markings that have a tendency to run together, nology, p. 321. subflssure (sub'fish'iir). »i. A cerebral fissure
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 431. SUbdolichocephaly (8ub-dol"i-k6-sef'a-li), n. which is concealed by the overlapping convo-

subconic (sub-kon'ik), a. Same as subconical. Same as *subdolic)tocep}uilism. ' " lutions. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 201.



subflx

SUbfix (sub'fiks), «. Isiib- + -fx as in suffix,

affix, ete.J A chai'acter written under another
character or word ; a subscript character.

As the mbfix in plate LXiv, 48, is the character I have

usually interpreted by u, this would give us some of the

elements uf the name Kukulcan and not Itzamna, as

Seler and Sehellhas suppose.

C. Thoiiiris, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 18W-95, p. 225.

snbflexuose (sub-flek'su-6s), a. Somewhat or

partly Hexuose.
subfreshman (sub'fresh'man), n. A student

who is nearly ready to enter college as a fresh-

man. [U. S.]

Subfrontal fissvire. Same as inferofrontal

*fissure.

subfunctional (sub-fungk'shon-al), a. Used
to a certain extent: said of small or imper-

fectly developed parts that are of little use to

the organism in which they are found, but
correspond to full-sized useful organs in an-

other species of animal or plant.

Hyp<Aippus of the middle Miocene with nib/unctional

lateral dfcitji ... is an instance of arrested evolution

owinK prubahly to marsh dwelling habits which necessi-

lateil a spreading toot. Amer. .Va(., Jan., 1901, p. 6.

SUbgens (sub'jenz), n.
;
pi. sitbgentes (-jen'tez).

[NL.] A subdivision of a gens. In exogamic
communities, membera of various 8ubgent«s of the same
gens are generally forbidden to intermarry. The subgens

and gens dilfer from the gens and phratry in that the so-

cial and political function of the subgens is not as clearly

differentiated from that of the gens as is the function of

the gens from that of the phratry. The distinction is.

however, only one of degree. In more complex forms of

social organization, phratry. gens, and subgens may be

found at the same time. In this case the subgens is a

subdivision of the gens which may be more or less defl-

nitely differentiated from the whole gens.

SUbgerminal (sub-j6r'mi-nal), a. In emhryol.,

lyiii^r bi'ncath the germ or embryo: said espe-

cially of cavities or structures in the yolk-

ladeii eggs of birds and insects. —Subgerml-
nal cavity, in emhryul., the cavity which lies beneath

the devtl<.iiihg embryo of vertebrates such as sharks,

reptile*, hiF'U. etc.

Subglacial tiU. See -"um.

^ubglobosely (sub-glo-bos'U), adv. Somewhat
gloliosely. Annxils and Mag. Sat. Hist., April,

1904, p. 275.

sabglobular, a. 2. Same as jpJafycepfcaKc, 2.

Aitknn Meigs.

AUbgrad (sub ' grad), II. [See *grad.'] In
petrog., in the quantitative classification of

Igneous rocks (see *rock^), a division of a

grad based on the proportions of the chemical
bases in the minerals used in forming a grad.

aubgyre (sub'jir), ». A cerebral convolution

in a fissure concealed by other overlapping
convolutions. Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec,
1903, p. 623.

.snbhedral (sub-he'dral), a. Having an im-
perfect crystalline forin : said «f phenocrysts
in a rock which are intermediate between those

having a well-developed form (euhedral) and
those destitute of this (anhedral).

.snbhuman, a. 2. Nearly or somewhat human.
Useful suggestions as to the origin of numerical con-

cepts may be drawn from various subhutnmi animals.
W. J. .VclJee, in An. Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.. 18a7-98,

Ip. s2a

subhtimid (sub-hu'mid), a. Humid below the

normal; having less than the normal or neces-
sary amount of moisture. The subhumid re-

gion of the United States includes portions of
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, and Texas, where irrigation is some-
times necessary to successful farming.

The tfuhhumid region is the strip of country running
north and south between the arid region, where irriga-

tion is ab8i>Iutely necessary to the successful prosecution
of agriculture, and tlwjse portions of the I'nite'l .States in

which the rainfall is usually suflicient for agricultural

SurfMises- It includes portions of North Dakota, .South

'akota, Nebraska. Kansas, and Texas, and may be de-

8cribe<l as a region where irrigation is not always neces-

sary', but where agricultural operations can not, with any
assurance of success, be undertaken without it.

Ymrhimk U. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 631.

snbhyaline (sub-hi'a-lin), a. Somewhat hya-
line. .liuKtls and Mag. Xat. EisU, Feb., 1904,

p. 84.

.fiubimposed (sub-im-pozd'), a. Originated,

as a river, in an underground, eavemous pas-
sage, and revealed by the erosion or falling in

of the cover.
If a name were desired for this minor feature of the

drainage of certain regiims. it might be tenned ituhim-

P'tif't. I. C. liuitteU, Rivera of North America, p. 246.

subincandescent (sub-in-kan-des'ent), a.

Heated but not brightly luminous: said of the

hydrogen forming the outer or coronal layer

of the sun. Oeikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 18.
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subindex (sub'in-deks"), «. A specifying fig-

ure or letter following and slightly below a
figure, letter, or symbol : as the in Xq.

subindividual, «. 2. One of a multitude of

minute crystals of similar habit which unite,

in parallel position, to form a large crystal or

to coat the surface of a crystal of some other
species.

subinfection (sub-in-fek'shon), n. Secondary
infection. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1901, p.

642.

SUbinferior (sub-in-fe'ri-or), o. In ichth.,

lying toward, or slightly on, the under side

:

specifically applied to the position of the

mouth which is subinferior when situated Just

below the most projecting part of the nose.

In sharks the mouth is decidedly inferior.

Catalogue Fishes, British Museum, I. 76.

BUbiniac (sub-in'i-ak), a. Lying beneath the
inion; in anthrop., relating or pertaining to

that portion of the skull which is situated be-

tween the inion and the foramen magnum.
Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1901, p. 42.

SUbintegtuneiltal (sub-in-teg-u-men'tal), a.

Lying beneath the skin or outer covering of

the body. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 318.

SUbintrant (sub-in'trant), a. [L. subintrans,

ppr. of subintrare, enter into secretly, < suh,

under, -I- iiitrare, enter. See intrant.~\ An-
ticipating: noting a malarial fever the parox-
ysms of which rectir after progressively

shortening intervals until at last a new one
begins before the preceding one has fully run
its course.

subirrigate (sub-ir'igat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

snbirrigated, ppr. subirrigating. To irrigate

beneath the surface of the groimd. See **«6-

irrigation.

Where the subsoil transmits water freely, irrigation

ditches may subirrigate large tracts of country without
rendering them marshy. Thus farms may obtain an
ample supply of water from ditches a half mile or more
away without the necessity of distributing small streams
over the surface. In the San Joaquin Valley of Califoniia,

vineyards in certain localities are thus maintained in

gtxj<l condition, although water has not been visibly ap-

plied for Biany years. The closing of the ditches would,
however, result in drying up the ground, and this obliges

the farmere who are benefited by subiiTigation to pay
their share of the cost of maintaining the ditches, al-

though they do not receive water directly.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 17, 1903, p. 22616.

SUbimgation (sub-ir-i-ga'shon), n. The ap-
plication of water in such manner that it will

reach the roots of agricultural crops without
appearing at the surface. Under this term is

also included natural subirrigation, or the oc-

currence of water beneath the surface (and of

benefit to crops) due to natural causes. Sub-
irrigation may be by percolation through
sands or gravels, or through pipes or drain-

tile suitably arranged. See the extract under
*subirrigate.

In one of the systems of mbirrigation the wat«r is

carried through pii»es 14 inches below the surface. These
are broken every 10 inches and laid in beds of charcoal.

These pipes run 20 feet apart east and west and are

crossed every 280 feet by 4-inch water-tight supply
pipes. At the junction of these pipes is a brick and
cement box or pocket, into which all pipes empty. The
bott^jm of this box is 21 inches below the surface, and
the flow of the water is regulated by a system of plugs or
cut-offs.

U. S. Dept. C&m. and Labor, Bur. of Census, Bulletin

[16, Irrig. in U. S., 1902, p. 25.

snbj. An abbreviation (6) of subject; (c) of

subjective ; (d) of subjectirelij.

subject, n. 11. In geom., the figure cut by
the picture-plane.

If the subject is an eject of an original, the cut of the
subject is an image of the original.

iierriinan and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 72.

12. In exper. psychol.: (a) The observer or

reactor ; the person upon whom an experiment
is made. (6) More correctly, the person,
normal or abnormal in mental condition, who
is subjected to a mental test or an examina-
tion of mental efficiency.

* Observer ' should be the general term for the person
on whom an experiment is tried. * .Subject' should be
used where this perwjn is abnormal, and *reactor'

where some movement is required.
Jmtr. J'liUus. Pxi/ctwl. .Sci. Metliods, April 28, 1904, p.

|2»9.

Intermediate subject or theme. .Same as intervening
Au/V*'<>' (which see, under intervene).— Secondary sub-
ject or theme, in muitic, either a counter-subject or the
theme of an episode.— SubJect-catalO^e. See *cata-
li,<fue.

subjective, a. 4. In gram. : (a) In Eskimo,
noting the case expressing the subject of a
transitive verb and the owner of an object.

Also called transitive. (6) In other American

submanifold

languages, noting the case expressing the
subject of a transitive or intransitive verb:
used in languages in which these two
forms are identical. Also called agentialis.
— Subjective UtlUty. See -kutility.

subjugular (sub-jo'gii-lar), «. Situated below
the neck or jugulum: used in describing birds
where a subjugular band may mark the bound-
ary between neck and breast.

sublabial (sub-la'bi-al), a. In herpet., noting
one of the horny scales covering the lower
lip. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1806, p. 615.

sublacustriue (sub-la-kus'trin), a. Situated or
occurring beneath a iake.

The positions of the two sublacustriue cones were indi-

cated, and it is clear from the soundings that a large mass
of lava spread from the Wizard Island vent over the lake

floor. Science, Feb. 7, 1902, p. 209.

SUblamine (sub-lam'in), n. [subl(imate) + (di)-

amine.'\ A trade-name of ethylendiaraine

mercury sulphate. It has a red color, is readily

soluble, and is used in surgery as a non-irrita-

ting substitute for mercuric chlorid.

SUblaryngeal (sub-la-rin'je-al) a. Lying be-

neath the larvnx. Proc. Zool. Soc. London.,

1901, p. 281.

SUblateral (sub-lat'e-ral), a. In entoni., situ-

ated near the side'of the body. Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1902, p. 197.

sublethal (sub-le'thal), a. Not quite fatal : as,

sublethal doses. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc.

(London), 1902, ser. B, p. 48.

sublibrarian (sub'h-bra'ri-an), n. An under
librarian.

sublimant (sub'li-mant), n. [L. sublimans
(-»(-), ppr. of sublimare, lift on high. See sub-

limate.^ An agent which causes sublimation

:

thus, water, in the state of steam, brings other
volatile substances with it from great depths
in the rocks of the earth's crust.

The action of water [on lavas, rock, etc.] as a solvent
and sublimant. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIV. 435.

Sublimation vein, in geol., a vein filled in accordance
with the sublimation theory. See sublimation theory,

under sublimation.

subliminal, a. 2. Subconscious
;

pertaining
to the subliminal self or personality: as, a
subliminal memory.

II. n. The subconscious; a supposed sec-

ondary self or consciousness below the level

of the normal, waking life.

Of the SublimiTial, he would say, we can give no ultra-

simple account.
W. James, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, May, 1901,

[p. 18.

SUblimize (sub-li'miz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
SH(>(i»n>fd, ppr. sublimizing. [sublim{e) + -ize."]

To elevate ; etherealize ; make sublime.

sublineate (sub-lin'e-at), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
sublineated, ppr. sublineating. [sub- + lineate.

See lineate.'] To underline.

sublineation (sub-lin-e-a'shon), n. [subline-

at{e) + -ion.] An underlining ; the line so

drawn : usually meaning an instruction to the
printer to italicize a word so underlined.

Sublingual ganglion. Same as submaxillary

ganfiiiim (which see, 'under ganglion).

silblinguate (sub-ling'gwat), a. Somewhat
liiiijuate or tongue-shaped.

sub-list (sub'list), n. [suV^, n., + list'^.'] A
list of 'subs,' or men who are willing to serve

as substitutes for the regular compositors on
a newspaper during their absence. [Colloq.]

sublittoral, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the

sea-bottom near the coast.

Frem a seismic map of the world, I should estin]ate

that round the Pacific there are at least ten sub-tittor»l

districts where earthquake-frequency may be about half

that of J^an. ilitn; in Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 133.

SUblobule (sub'IoVul), «. A secondary divi-

sion of a lobule. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII.

766.

subloreal (sub-16're-al), a. Lying below the

lore ; used especially in describing the mark-
ings of birdi.

sublustrous (sub-lus'trus), a. Nearly but not
perfectly lustroiw. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Hist., Sept., 1903, p. 329.

SUbmain (sub'man), «. In a system of drain-

age, a branch of a main which receives water
from the minor drains. James Muir, Agri-

culture, p. 48.

submalleal (sub-mal'e-al), n. The posterior

of the two Bones in the lower jaw of fishes

;

the articulare. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 515.

submanifold (sub'man"i-f61d), «. The se-

lected elements of a partitioned maniiold.
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shore or from another vessel. It has therefore a limited

radius of action, and ito function is defensive, while the

submersible may be considered an offensive vessel ; hence

the names offensive sulmmrine and de/enfive submarine

sometimes used. See *mbmariw.

For instance, a submemible of the "Narval" type and

dimensions is for France not oidy a defensive, but an

offensive weapon, and the partial sacrifice of submarine

BUbmarine. I. a.— submarine mine. See*»mn«2.

H. H. 2. A vessel desigued to navigate

either entirely under water or on the surface,

with a crew contained within it and with its

own motive power ; specifically, a submarine

torpedo-boat. The earliest submarine boats were

mo^d by rowers in the interior, and descriptions of such

boats are given in the seventeenth century. Numerous m-

Tentors have desiirned and built such boats, among them

Bushnell and Fulton, but the first use of a submarine in

actual warfare appears to have been during the Amen-

SSeS''UaS'oiTeof whldr'to^p'Soedt'e ^.^ stS^I submesaticephalic (8ub-mes"a-ti-8e.farik), a

steamer Housat<inic in ISO*. Since then a nnmber of j,j anllirop., almost mesatioephalic.
submarine boats of various types have been constructed, g-nhmetamorpllic (sub-met- a-m6r ' fik), a.

^i^:'2J^^^^::!ir^^^^fi>^P^ hf-^% «( incoWletely metamorphosed.

sldered of real im]>ortance in naval warfare. Since then, (Jeiije, Text-book of Geo]., p. UUb.

the development of the submarine under the direction of
g.U|jjjjgi.gj. (gub'me-t^r), n. A small electric

subpotent

ber of observations or observed objects ar-

ranged upon a curve of frequency: marked
off as ' first ' and ' last suboctile,' to the ex-

treme right and the extreme left of the curve,

beyond the first and last octiles respectively.

First 5tt6oc(i7«.— The image once seen is perfectly clear

and bright E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 392.

nnalities in the design is warranted by the possibilities .,__,,. xt i

?or offe'^sive use. The same boat transferred to America SUbopaqUe (sub-o-pakO, a. Nearlj^ opaque
would become purely defensive and would not be so well

' '" -.-.". *
./^/v*_1

adapted to the conditions here as is the American type.

Set. AfMT. Svp., Feb. 7, 1903, p. 22668.

the French Naval Administration has been continuous.

In the United States, the Navy Department has adopted

the type of boat developed by .lohn P. Holland, of which

8 have been built and are in service (see cut) ; 4 improved

submarines are under construction. Another type ol

boat has been invented by Simon Ijike. In Great Britain,

the boats first built were of the Holland type, which has

since been developed further in that country. (See table

meter used to record separately the energy
consumed in a portion of a circuit the whole
energy of which is meantime measured by
means of a larger instrument.

It is necessary either to instal duplicate wiring or to

use mbmeters. Nature, Sept 26, 1907, p. 564.

Submarine Torpedo-boat of the Holland Type.

a, a, storage-batteries ; *, *, main ballast-tank : r. gasolene tank ; d, torpedo compensating-tank ; e. forward

trimming-tank ; /, torpedo-tube : g,^, torpedoes : A, conning-tower :>. water-tight hatch on top of conning-tower:

A, steering-compass; /.ordinary steering-rudder, the horizontal diving-rudder not shown; tft, screw-pro-

peller; «. after trimming-tank ; tf, air-compressor :>. combined dynamo and motor: ^.gasolene engine; r, r,

periscope motors ; j, ventilating.tube; r, auxiliary ballast-tank ; k, adjusting ballast-tank ; v, air-storage tanks ;

Tti, forward water-tight hatch.

(sub-mi"kro-se-fal'ik).
under •nai;.v.) In all modern subhiarines, the boat. Approaching the conditions of ' microcephaly, subperiosteocapsular (sub-per-i-os"te-6-kap'-

current for whi<;h is derived from-storage-batteries.;Thl particularly of patliological microcephaly. - - •

" - '
,..- .--_L.l_.

showing submarines built and building in various navies sVlbmicrOCCphallC
under •ktwivy.) In all modem submarines, the boat,

when under water, is propelled by an electric motor, the

current for which is derived from storage-batteries. The i/«. "•>-.'..". v "-i——".-o _ , - «> ,...

means of propulsion at the surface are various: steam- SUbmiCrOCephaly (SUb -mi-kro - set a-li;

engines and i-boilers fired with coke and with oil fuel TJie condition of being submicrocephalio.
have been used, and gasolene and petroleum engines are

guljniicrOCrailOUS (sub- mi-kro-kra ' nus), a.

In cranium., having a skull of moderately
small volume, from 1,640 to 1,800 cubic centi

Annuls and Mag. Xat. Eist, Aug., 1904, p. 112.

subopercular, a. II. «. In ic/irt.,ttie suboper-

culum. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skele-

ton, p. 51.5.

SUboptimal (sub-op'ti-mal), a. [suboptim(um)
+ -ail.] In bioL, concerning or pertaining

to a suboptimum.
This reaction is repeated as long as an effective supra-

optimal or Kubnptimal temperature continues- There-
suit is to prevent the organisms from entering regions of

marked supraoptimal or mboptimal temperature, and to

cause them to form collections in regions of optimal tem-
perature. Science, Dec. 2, 1904, p. 761.

suboptimom (sub-op'ti-mum), n.; pi. suhopti-

via (-mil). A somewhat lower temperature
than that which is best suited for an organism
or for a developing egg or seed. See optimvm.

suborder, «. 3. In petrog., in the quantita-

tive classification of igneous rocks (see

*rock^), a division lower than order and
higher than rang.

subordinationist (sub-6r-di-na'shon-ist), ji.

[subordinalion + -i.s^] One who holds the

doctrine of subordinationism. The Eusebians
or Semi-Arians were one kind of subordina-

tionists.

SUbozidation (sub-ok-si-da'shon), n. In

chem., oxidation in an incomplete or inferior

degree. lUtck. Med. Handbook, III. 234.

SUbpalatal (sub-pal'a-tal), a. Situated below
the fauces. Scripture,"'Ex^T. Phonetics, p.

305.

subpatellar (sub-pat'e-lar), a. Situated be-

neath the patella.

SUbperforate (sub-per'f6-rat), a. Partially

perforated. Amer. iV«f.,'Maroh, 1904, p. 209.

largely employed. The engines are also geared to elec

trie generators in the boat, by means of which the stor-

age-batteries can be recharged. In the smallest types of

submarines electric propulsion is employed, both at the

surface and beneath it, and the storage-batteries must
be charged from shore or from another vessel. In the

navigation of submarines, three conditions are recog-

nized : (1) the light condition, when all the water-ballast

is pumped out hatches are open, and the vessel is pro-

pelled substantially as an ordinary boat ; (2) the aivash
condition, when only the conning-tower is above water
and the hatches and other openings ai*e closed ; (3) the

submerged condition, when the bt>at is wholly under
water except that the periscope may show at moderate
depths of submergence. Tlie passage from the light to

the awash condition is effected by filling suitably arranged
ballast-tanks with water. The t^ital submergence and the
regulation of the depth when submerged are now usually

effected by a horizontal *rudder (which see) at the stem,
by which the vessel is inclined downward when under
way and dives beneath the surface. In the Lake boat,

so-called hydroplanes are used. These consist of a pair Rubmorainic fsub-mo-ra'nik), a.
of horizontal rudders, forward and aft on each side of o"""?"'""

.
v ...,",

the boat which, when inclined under way, cause the boat
to submerge bodily. Screw-propellers on a vertical axis

have also been used. The only offensive weapon carried

by submarines at present is the automobile torpedo.

Distinctions have been drawn between various types of

submarines, as the submersible or autonomous submarine
boat, also called offensive submarine ; and the submarine
proper, or defensive submarine. See itsubmersible.

submegacranous (sub-meg-a-kra'nus), a. In
craniom., having a skull of moderately large

volume, from 1,960 to 2,110 cubic centimeters
in males and from 1,740 to 1,840 cubic centi-

meters in females.

BUbmegaprosopous (sub-meg"a-pro-s6'pus), a.

In craniom., having a skull which has a mod-
erately large face the volume of which is from gubnacreous (sub-na'kre-us), a.

650 to 710 cubic centimeters in males and nacreous.
from 535 to 575 cubic centimeters in females.

submergible (sub-m6r'ji-bl), a. and n. Same
a.s submersible. [Bare.]

submersible, «. H. n. Something that may
be submerged ; specifically, a particular type
of submarine boat. The term is derived from French gubnotochordal (sub-n6't6-k6r-dal), a.
usage and has been more or less vaguely employed. As t i benpnth tViB notocho'rd
generally underst/KKl. a submersible is a type of submarine uated Deneatn tUB notOCnOTQ.

torpedo-boat which can navigate for distances of several subobsolete (sub-ob SO-let), a. In aescnptiVe
hundred miles with a considerable part of the hull out of ^qUI, nearly obsolete.
water, using a steam or a gasolene engine, but which in

'' / , „.„. «.l,„^o„r„*-

action can he entirely submerged, and is then propelled ^ Carina of the pronotum verr 'lightly raised, ^^^soleU

by an electric mf)tor. The storage-batteries can be re- behind. Proc. Zoot. Soc. London, 1902, p. 96.

charged when exhausted by ranning the engine attached g|i1)0ctile (sub-ok'til), «. [L. Sw6, under (see
to a dynamo. The submarine proper is usually of com- „,,j. \ j. „„<„ ftinht + -He ^ In statistics. B,

paratlvely small size, has only an electric motor for pro- «»*-)' ^
"J"."'.

^^^'^^> \ "f-i , ^^T^ /'v„i" ,,'

pulsion, and iU storage-batteries must be recharged from group containmg one eighth of the total num-

su-liir), a. Same as *subcapsvloperiosteal.

subpetaloid (sub-pet'a-loid), a. In the sea-

urchins, or Echinoidea, noting ambulacra
which are more elongated than the petaloid

or circumscript ambulacra and in which the

pairs of pores do not tend to close distally.
meters in males and from 1,510 to 1,600 cubic

g^ijpjiratric (sub-fra'trik), a. Of or pertain.
centimeters in females
submicroprosopous (sub-mi"kro-pro-s6'pus),

a. In craniom., having a skull which has a
moderately small face the volume of which is

from 520 to 570 cubic centimeters in males
and from 440 to 475 cubic centimeters in fe-

males.

submolarifonn (sub-mo-lar'i-f6rm), a. Hav-
ing somewhat the shape or appearance of a
molar tooth.

The third upper premolar has a broad internal cingu-

lum, the fourth is submolariform.
Bulletin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XVI. 197.

Pertaining

to the surface or material under a moraine.

J. Geil-ic, The GTeat Ice Age, p. 49.

submucosal (sub-mu-ko'sal), a. Lying be-

neath the mucosa or mucous coat of the in-

testine or other part. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 638.

Sub-Mycensean (sub-mi-se-ne'an), a.

than Mycentean or the Mybeneean period.

It [bugelkanne] is found everywhere in the area, made
of various local clays, and it long survived into the "Geo-
metric " or sub-Mycenaean period.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 67.

submytiliform (sub-mi-tiri-f6rm), a. Having
somewhat the form of the germs'Mytilus.

Somewhat

Haddon, Evolution in

subnasute (sub-na-siit'), a. Slightly nasute,

prolonged, produced, extended, or snouted.

subnodulose (sub-nod'u-los), a. Somewhat
nodulo.'ie. Annals and Mag. Nat. Eist, Nov.,

1903, p. 475.
- - - - -

-

Sit-

ing to a subphratry.
Art, p. 264. ,

subpiston (sub'pis"tpn), n. An auxiliary pis-

ton, used for some purpose other than the

receipt of the effort of the expanding or work-
ing fluid in a motor. Such are pistons by
which compression is effected, clearances

made to vary, pressures relieved from valves,

weights of moving parts balanced, and the

like.

The new steam motor of Leon SerpoUet is designed
much on the same principles of the straight line double
cylinder gasoline engines. It is illustrated in Fig- 43 in

part sectional elevation, plan view', end view and a sec-

tion of the compression sub.piston and inlet port at the
lower right hand comer of the cut.

Hiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p- 66.

subplanate (sub-pla'nat), a. In en to»i., nearly

flat.

SUbplane (sub-plan'), a. Almost flat or plane.

Later SUbplatycnemia (sub -plat- ik - ne ' mi- a), n.

[NL.] In anthrop., a slight degree of platyc-

nemia. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March,

1901, p. 32.

SUbplatyhieric (sub-plat'i-hi-er'ik), «. In

anthrop., having a sacral index between 100

and 106. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., 1900, p. 149.

subpodophyllous (sub-pod-o-fil'us), a. Ly-
ing beneath the fleshy leaves, orpodophyllous
tissue, within the wall of the horse's hoof.

Subpoena ad testlflcandnm, in law. the ordinary snb-

ptena in common law compelling the attendance of wit-

nesses.

subpontine (sub-pon'tin), a. Situated be-

neath the pons Varolii.

SUbpotency (sub-p6'ten-si), n. The state of

being subordinate in power; specifically, in

biol., the subordination of the influence of one
parent to that of the other in inheritance.

The prepotencies or subpotencies of particular ancestors,

in any given pedigree, are eliminated by a law that deals

only with average contributions.
Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 210.

subpotent (sub-p6'tent), a. Characterized by
or exhibiting subpotency in inheritance.



subprone

Snbprone (sub-pron'), a. Lying or extended
almost horizontally.

Face sub-proii», protruding in a very marked beak-
shaped projection of buccal orifice.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 1903, p. 130.

Snbprotector (sub-pro-tek'tor), «. An officer

in charge of the Australian aborigines, subor-

dinate to the protector of aborigines*

Special magistrate and etib-protecfor of aborigines.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIIL 326.

SabpabiC angle, the angle formed by the meeting of the
iscliiopubic rami on each side at the lower extremity of

the syinpliysis.

BUbpyriform (sub-pir'i-form), a. Somewhat
pvriform or pear-shaped. Annals and Mag.
Kut. Hist.. April, 1904, p. 265.

aabciliadrately (sub-kwod'i-at-li), adv. Some-
what quadrately.

Head with a few very minute punctures, flavous, with
four greenish spota placed gubqiiadrately. .

Proc. Zoot. Soc. London, 1903, p. 33.

Subradial (sub-ra'di-al), a. and ». I. a. In
jellyfishes, such as Aurelia, situated between
the adradial and the perradial or the interra-

dial radii.

II. H. In the dioyclic Crinoidea, one of the
upper series of calyx-plates. It includes ba-
sals and parabasals.

SUbradius (sub-ra'di-us), »!.; pi. suhradii (-i).

In zoiiL, a radius of symmetry midway be-
tween a perradirjs and an adradius or between
an adradius and an interradius. See *radius

of siimmetry. Parker and Haswell, Zoology, I.

129.'

SUbrang (sub'rang), n. [See *rflns2.] In
petrog., in the quantitative classification of
Igneous rocks (see *rocfcl), a division of a
rang, based on the proportions of the chemical
bases in the preponderant mineral group used
in forming the rang.

snbrectal (sub-rek'tal), a. Situated below
the rpctum.
SUbregion, «.—Europaalansubreglon. See*Europ-
o»iViyi.— Hawaiian SUbreglOn, a zoogeographical re-

gion whi-h iiicliiik-3 only the Sandwich Islands.

—

Manchorlan aubreglon, a zo<igeogniphical division

including Japan, the greater part of China, southern
Manchuria, and Tibet, and extending across the Hima-
layas to the top of their southern slopes.

—

Maorlan
SUbregion, one of Sclater's zoOgeographical divisions

including New Zealand and the adjacent islands such
as Nr>rfoIk, Chatham, Campbell, and Macquarie.— Pan-
arctic SUbregion, a zo^igeographical division which
comprises that portion of the palearctic region which is

included in northern Scandinavia, Russia, and Siberia.

Tile fauna consists of typical northern animals. Geog.
J„ur (R, G. S.), X. 86.

SUbreptary (sub-rep'ta-ri),^n. [.'jkJ- -I- L.
reptare, crawl.] Almost wholly adapted to

crawling or creeping, as the foot of some
pelecypod moUusks.
BUbrhombic (sub-rom'bik), a. Somewhat
rhombic or rhomb-shaped.
Thus what would otherwise have been a single long

chamber extcpding unobstructed from end to end, is di-

vided into a large number of chamberlets. These are

usually quite regular and have the shape of prisms witli

«/6i7io;n/j(C section. Am€r. Jour. Sci., March, 1904. p. 234.

snbrostral (sub-ros'tral), a. Lying beneath
the rjstrum or beak, as in the shells of some
ifiillusca like the Pelecypoda, and in the
Briirhiopoda.

subnigulose (sub-ro'gu-los), a. Somewhat
rn«iilose. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., May,
1903, p. 470.

BUbsagittate (sub-saj'i-tat), o. Somewhat
sagittate or arrow-shaped.
SUbscandent (sub -skan' dent), a. In hot.,

slightly climbing; of a habit approaching
Bcandent.

In the latter there are two species of Rhododendron,
one of Gaultkerin (ttubscandint .') and eight of Vaccinium
(mostly epiphytic : ). Science, Nov. 16, 1907, p. 675.

Bnbscaphocephaljr (sub-skaf'o-sef-a-li), ». In
anthrnp., a condition or form of the skull ap-
proaching scaphocephaly. International Tear-
book, 1898. p. 236.

snbselenodont (sub-se-le'no-dont), a. Noting
the fact or condition of having the molar cusps
or folds of enamel somewhat crescent-shaped
or slightly resembling the condition found in

the molar teeth of deer and cattle. See seleno-

dont. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 26.

BXlbsellinin, n. 2. pi. In Rom. law, the lower
seats where the jndices and inferior magis-
trates «at in judgment.

snbsept (sub'sept), n. A subdivision of a sept
or of a tribal division.

snbseptate (sub-sep'tat), a. Having an in-

complete septum.
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snbseCLUent, a. 4. In phys. geog., developed
by headward erosion along a belt of weak
strata : noting streams and their valleys that
have been so developed.
That is, as a drainage system develops, streams origi-

nate, the directions of which are regulated by the hardness
and solubility of the rocks. Such streams appear subse-
quently to the main topographic features in their en-

vironment, and ai'e termed subsequent streams.
-/. C. Russell, Rivers of North America, p. 186.

subserosa (sub-se-rd'sa), n. [NL.] Subserous
tissue. Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 35.

subsesciui-. In chem., a prefix in the names of

some compounds, signifying the same as ses-

quibasic.

subset (sub'set), n. In math., a proper part or
the whole of the set : thus, a subset of S is a
set every element of which belongs to S.

It may be possible to divide the set into a number*ol
subsets, no two of which contain a common object

Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 121.

Subsidiary coin. See *coJ»i.

Sllbsilicate (sub-sil'i-kat), n. A silicate in
which, if it is viewed as a compound of silica

with one or more basic oxids, the oxygen of

the latter exceeds in amount that of the
former, as ' silicious calamin (Zn.2H2Si05 or
2ZnO.H2O.SlO2), in which the oxygen ratio

for SiOo . 2ZnO-t- HO, is 2 : 3.

subsimple (sub-sim'pl), «. Nearly simple ; of
plants, nearly without branches.
Subsocial (sub-so'shal), a. Pertaining to that
merely physical arrangement or grouping of

organisms which is prerequisite to social life.

The dwelling together in a common habitat of a plural
number of organisms of the same variety or species may
be called a Sub-Social Grouping.

Giddings, Inductive SocioL, p. 5.

subsoil-plowing (sub'soil-plou-'ing), n. See
*pl(>ivinij.

subspinal (sub-spi'nal), a. Same as stibsj>inous.
— StlbsplnsJ index. fiame as iii/ra«pinous "kindex.

SUbspiracular (sub-spi-rak'u-lar), a. Situated
below the spiracles. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1902, p. 304.

SUbsplintei7 (sub-splin't6r-i), a. Imperfectly
splintery in fracture. [Rare.]
The ricli translucent green color, fine-grained subsplin-

ten/ fracture, and brilliant luster when polished all

strongly suggest jade. The polished surface shows
minute pale streaks or ilocciUi, which still further
heighten the resemblance.

Amer. Jour.'Sei., Nov., 1903, p. 397.

SUbstage, ». 2. Inj/eoJ., one of the subdivisions
of a stage or group.

substance, ''.— Contact substance. See contacfi.
— Contlnuouslsubstance, in pnjt^^plasm. as an emul-
sion, the framework, matrix, or basis in which are rela-

tively inert or passive objects of all sizes (inclusions);

the ultimate pmtoplasm or real living substance. G. F.
Andreivs, Living Sultstjinee, p. 23.— Depresaortsub-
stance. See kdepretxur.—QTa.y substance. See
•i7rav.— Heredltaiy substance or substance of
beredltjr. See *iheredity.—TH\aB\ Substance, the
essential substance which composes tlie Nissl Imdics of

ganglionic cells. Aee Xissl *i;ra;iu/*'x.— Substance Of
Schwann, the sheath of myelin which surrounds the
axis-i> liiidrr of a nerve.

substandard (sub-stan'diird), a. Less than
the normal standard.— Substandard'risk, insur-

ance on the life of an individual the stjite of whose health
is such as to impair his normal expectancy of life.

Substantia hyalina, the interstitial, more fluid portion
of the cell pro&.plasm.— Substantia opaca, the reticu-

lum of cell protoplasm : so called by. Leydig.

Substantial compliance, in tair, observance of the
essentials of a law or rule without obeying all the for-

malities required.— Substantial damages, a sum
awarded by the verdict of the jury as compensation for

injuries prt)ved, as opposed to nominal or punitive
damages.

substantiality,"".-Theory Of substantiality, in

p»i/cA«i.. tile theory of a mind-substance; the view that

the mind is a permanent being, and that mental states

and processes are but the manifestations of its activity

:

opposed to the actuality theory, which defines the nature

of mind as the immediate reality of these states and pro-

cesses themselves. Also termed substantialism, theory

0/ mind-substance. J. M. Baldunn, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol., II. til4.

substantiation,''". 2. The production of

material goods. [Rare.]
To designate those industries in which men engage for

the purpose of producing kinds or substances, we need a
technical term which will distinguish them from all

other industries ; for this purpose I use the word sub-

stantiation, which must here mean the artificial produc-

tion of substances for human welfare. I have sought
long and far for the best tenn.

J. W. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 1898-

[99, p. XXXV.

BUbstantify (sub-stan'ti-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

substaiitijird, ppr. substantifying. isubstanti(ve)

+ -/y.] To convert into or use as a substan-

tive. [Rare.]
substantive, a. 6. In biol., concerning or per-

taining to the construction or constitution of

substitution

the parts of the bodies of organisms, as con-
trasted with the symmetry or merism oi these
parts in relation to one another. )('. Bateson,
Study of Variation, p. 23.— 7. Milii., actual
or real, as rank; having the actual rank of.

When substantive major, he was also granted the local
rank of lieutenant-colonel, for which he subsequently **

passed the required examination.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 630.

Substantive variation. See -tnariatian.

substation, ». 2. A subsidiary station to
supplement a main station.

This plant . . . has seven substations containing trans-
forming machinery. The location of the main station, on
the East River site, gives the best point for the equal
distribution of power in moving cars.

Amer. lnventor,'MiLich 1, 1904, p. 104.

substillum (sub-stil'um), «. [L. substillnm, a
slight dropping, neut. of substillus, slightly

dropping, < sub, under, + stillare, drip, <

stilla, a drop.] A flowing by little drops.

substituent (sub-stit'u-ent), n. [L. substit-

nens (-nt-), ppr. of' substituere, substitute.]

That which substitutes ; in chem., an atom or
atomic group which takes the place of another
atom or group present in the molecule of the
original compound. Thus in the compounds
methane (CH4) and methyl alcohol (CH3OH),
OH is said to be the substituent.
As with the mono-derivatives of benzol, so also with

the disubstituted derivatives, the general rule holds true :

wherever the siibstitnents are groups well saturated, they
will exert scarcely any retarding action upon the pulsa-
tions of the original molecule.

W. J. Hale, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1908, p. 130.

substitute, v. t. 3. In chem., to replace (an
atom or group) in the molecule of a compound
by another atom or group. See *snbstituent.

substitution, n. 8. In biol. : (a) The assump-
tion by one organ of a function which was at

one time performed by another organ. Thus
the swim-bladder in fishes shows "that an
organ originally constructed for one purpose,
namely, notation, may be converted into one
for a wholly different purpose, namely respi-

ration." Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 148.

From what has been said, it is natural to expect that in

some direction or another so vast an accumulation of
facts must have extended the Darwinian teaching: and
it is now quite clear that this has been the case with the
two post- Darwinian principles known as 'Substitution'
and Isomorphism or ' Convergence.' The fonner may be
exemplified by notliing better than the case of the Rays
and Skates, in which, untier the usurpation of the pro-
pelling function of the tail by the expanded pectoral fins,

the tail, free to modify, becomes in one species a lengthy
whiplash, in another a vestigial stump, etc.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement o/ Sci., 1902, p. 631.

(b) The acquisition by an organ of a secon-
dary function which, at first performed inci-

dentally, may gradually become the chief

function if the primary function becomes
useless or is performed by another organ.
Thus "the little folds of skin which originally

served as ovigerous frena, but which, like-

wise, very slightly aided the act of respira-

tion, have been gradually converted by natural
selection into branchise, simply through an
increase in their size and the obliteration

of their adhesive glands." Darwin, Origin of

Species, p. 192.— 9. (a) In Scots late, a tech-

nical enumeration of a series of heirs, (h) In

civil law, the appointment, in a will, of a suc-

cessor to a devisee or legatee; subrogation.

—

Elliptic substitution, a substitution of an idemjiotent

group ; that is, its powers make a group which may be
infinite but which in that case is a group of infinitesimal

substitutions, and at any rate retunjs into itself or tends

to do so. An elliptic substitution with tw(» fixed i)oints

is equivalent to multiplication by a root of unity, tlioiiiih

this root may not be of any rational order. Opposed to

hyperbolic and loxodromic •ksubtttitutions.— Fundamen-
tal substitution, one of a set of independent substitu-

tions wlUL-h by their powers and products make up a
group.— Group of substitutions, in math., a set of

distinct substitutions in wliich the jtroduct of any two is

a substitution of the set.— Homogeneous substitution,
the substitution for variable coonlinatcs of new homo-
geneous coordinates.— nomographic substitution, a

homographic transformation.- -Hyperbolic substitu-
tion, a species of 8ut)stitntion in honio^'iaphic tiansfor-

mation.— Index of a substitution, the sum of tlie

exponents in its exjiressioii liv a (,'ivcn set of fundamental
substitutions.— Infinitesimal substitution, a substitu-

tion which removes a point t« an infinitesimal distance

only.— Law Of substitution. See •taKi.— Loxo-
dromlc substitution, if »e invert the sphere into a

plane by using a point of the sphere as center of inver-

sion, the loxodrome becomes a double spiral ; hence a
substitution where z moves along an equiangular spiral

and X moves along a double spiral is called loxodromic.—
Hethod of substitutions. See *m«(Aod.— Normal

linear substitution, a snbstitntion f^.;:;^) where

ad—be = 1.— Parabolic substitution, a linear trans-

formation where the roots of the involved quadratic are

equal.— Real substitution, in math., one which could

not conveit a real into a neomouic, or the reverse.



substitution-rein

snbstitntion-Tein (sub-sti-tu'shon-van), n.

See *iein.

SUbstomatic (sub-sto-mat'ik), o. Lying be-

neath the stoma: said of the space opening
immediately into the stoma.

For which reason also the possibility of representing
gubgtomatie and intercellular spaces was very much
lessened. F. E. Lloyd, in Science, June 7, 1901, p. 888.

SUbstration (sub-stra'shon), H. Isubstrat(um)
+ -ion.] In «(/n'., a provided substratum.
See substratum, 1.

The contribution of nitrogen to the soil makes it more
suitable as a substration for nitrophytes,

C. MacVatan, Minn. Bot Stud., Bulletin IX, p. 979.

sabsnlcus (sub'sul'kus), ». ; p\. subsulci (si).

A sulcus which is concealed within another.

SUbsulphate (sub-sul'fat), n. A basic sul-

phate, or one in which the sulphuric-acid

radical is partly replaced by oxygen or hy-

droxy!, as mercuric subsulphate or oxysul-

phate, Hf:jO.,(S04).

SUbsulphid (sub-sul'fid), n. A basic sulphid,

or one whicli contains sulphur in proportion

less than normal.
SUbsuperficial (sub-sii-per-fish'al), a. 1.

Somewhat or partially superficial: said of the

perithecia of fungi which are but partly buried

m the surface of the matrix.— 2. In geol., be-

neath the surface of the earth.

The superficial and subgiiperficial temperatures.
Smithsonian Rep., 1899, p. 230.

snbsatural (sub-su'tu-ral), a. Situated below
or near a suture : as, a subsutural spot. Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 37.

sab-Sylvian (sub-sU'vi-an), a. , Situated be-
neath the fisstire ^of Sylvius. Buck, Med.
Handbook. II. 137.

snbtegminal (sub-teg'mi-nal), a. Lying be-
neath the tegmen, dome, vault, or disk of the
crinoid calyx. See *disk, 5 (e).

SUbt6nS6, n.

—

Bar-subtense, an instrumental method
in topographical surveying by which the unltnowu dis-

tance between two points may be calculated from the
linear interval subtended, on a graduated rod or bar held
at one of the points by the optical angle measured by an
angular instrument placed at tlie other point.

Then made a traverse of the valley on the^har-gubtense

method, working with a ti-inch theodolite, and checking
all our measurements twice.

Geoff. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 469.

Subtentacular canal. See ^canaU.
subterrane, » 2 In geol. , a terrane beneath
an overlying terrane.

Bubterraqueous (sub-te-ra'kwe-us), a. In
geol., of or pertaining to that portion of the
earth which lies below possible ground-water.

Subtetanic (sub-te-tan'ik), a. Not quite te-

tanic : noting convulsions similar to but less

severe tlian those of tetanus. Med. Record,
Feb. 7, 1903, p. 239.

subthalamic (sub-thal'a-mik), a. [L. sub,

under, + thalam{us) + -ic] Situated beneath
the optic thalamus.
snbthermal (sub-th6r'mal), o. Below the nor-
mal body temperature.

The valuable place of siibthermal baths, given at temper-
atures below blood heat, has never been sufficiently em-
phasised as a mode of treatment at all the spas.

Nature, June 13, 1907, p. 148.

SUbtotem (sub't6"tem), n. A totem which is

recognized by a portion or all of a clan, but
which is of minor importance as compared to

the true clan totem. Haddon, Evolution in
Art, p. 264.

subtraction, «— Compound subtraction, the sub-
traction of compound nuiiibei-s. — Geometrical subtrac-
tion, the inverse of t:<'onietric:il ad<iitiun (which see, under
addition).—Vectorial subtraction, tlie inverse of vec-
torial addition. See (uldition oj vectorg, under addition.

snbtrapezoidal (sub-trap-e-zoi'dal), a. Ap-
proximately trapezoidal.

sub.tremelloid (sub-trem'e-loid), a. Having
a consistency somewhat of the nature of a
furiRiis of the genus Tremella.

Subtrochanteric fossa. See */o«.?ai.

Sub-trolley conduit. See *conduiti.

subtruncate (sub-trung'kat), a. Somewhat
or almost truncate : speciCcally, in ickth., said
of a fish-fin.

subtuberant (sub-tii'be-rant), o. In geol,
noting areas of dome-sliaped uplift produced
by laccolithic intrusions below the surface.

The word was coined by I. C. Russell on the
analogy of the latter to the growth of tubers in
the earth. Volcanoes of North America, p. 103.

SUbnlipalp (su'bu-li-palp), n. and a. I. n. A
memlier of the Subulipalpi.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the Subulipalpi.
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SUbumbilical (sub-um-bil'i-kal), a. [L. stib,

beneath, + umbilic{us) + -a(J.] Situated below
the umbilicus. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 499.

suburbanite (sub-er'ban-it), n. Isuburhan
+ -ite'^.] One who lives in the suburbs.
[Colloq.]

After passing the speed, temperature and insulation

tests given above, a second insulation test, at from 3 to

it turns the voltage, is given the motor while still warm,
after which it is marked O. K. and goes forth to carry the
suburbanites, and be submissive to the careless motorman.

Am^r. Inventor, May 1, 1904, p. 208.

SUburbanize (sub-er'ban-iz), V. t.; pret. and
pp. suburbanized, ppr. suhurbanising . [stibnr-

ban + -!>«.] To render suburban in char-

acter. [Rare.]

It is not surprising that this survival of Royal Enfield
Chase should be abandoned, seeing that the district is

rapidly becoming guburbanised and unfit for sport.

Daily Chronicle, May 13, 1901, p. 5.

suburethral (sub-u-re'thral), a. [L. sub, be-
neath, + urethra + -oH.] Situated beneath
the urethra. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 766.

subvitalized (sub-vi'tal-izd), a. Deficient in
vitality; not normally vital.

subzonate (sub-zo'nat), a. Somewhat zonate.

SUCcah, SUCCOth. See *sukkah.

succession,)'. 8. In^)%<0(/«ojf., the sequence
of one plant-formation upon another on the
same ground in response to changes in the
conditions. Successions result from a great
variety of causes, such as the gradual enrich-
ment of soil, the accumulation of humus in

peat-bogs, volcanic action, etc., or human
agency, as in deforestation, cultivation, etc.

F. E. Clements.— 9. In hort. and agri., a
continuous yield of the same crop, secured
by planting either the same variety at inter-

vals or different varieties requiring different
periods for maturing at the same time. See
'^succession cane.— Impartible succession, the cus-
tom, feudal in origin, by wliich tenements pa.ssed without
division on the death of tlieir holder to his heir or succes-
sor. Maittand and PuUnck, Hist. English Law, II. 278.
— Perp.etual succession, in law, an unbroken but not
necessarily unlimited succession ; tlie continuing identity
of a corporation however much the persons forming it

may change.— Succession cane, stubble cane when con-
tinued two or more years from the same planting.

It is doubtful whether one-half of the plant food applied
to succeggion caneg in commercial fertilizers, is recovered
in the canes in the average season.

W. C. Stubbg, Sugar Cane, p. 114.

Succession duty. See -ksuccession tax.— Succession
tax. A succession tax is sometimes regarded as a tax
on the right of succession and sometimes as a tax on tlie

property transferred, the distinction being governed by
the degree of consanguinity of the inheritor to the de-
ceased. It varies in rate from one per cent, in the case
of an infant, issue of the decedent, to ten per cent in the
case of an heir stranger to the blood ; a husband or wife
is not taxed. The age of the heir may also affect the rate
of taxation, as may the amount of the estate. In New
York an estate of less than $10,000 is untaxed. Trans-
fer tax and inheritance tax are equivalent phrases. In
Great Britain the teniis estate duty, legacy duty, death
duty, and sitccegsion duty are used.—TO ffrow In suc-
cession, to plant at intervals for continuous supply.

What is termed growing vetches " in guccegsion " con-
sists in making successive sowings so that the crops shall
follow each other.

J. Wriyhtgon, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 208.

Successive light induction. See *i)!duction.

SUCCessoral (suk-ses'or-al), a. [successor +
-al'^.] Of or pertaining to succession or in-
heritance, or to a successor or inheritor.

It is natural in these epochs to consider the patrimony
as the most sacred piece of property, worthy of being
safeguarded in its integrity by tutelary laws, by succeggoral
or feudal repurchase.

G. Tarde (trans.), Laws of Imitation, p. 319.

SUCCinamic (suk-si-nam'ik), a. [L. sitccinum,
amber, -1- am(monia) + -ic] Pertaining to a
chemical compound containing the group H^-
NCOCH2CH2CO.— Succinamic acid, a colorless
crystalline compound, H2N'COCH2CH2COOH, prepared
by the action of barium hydroxid solution on succinimide.
It melts at VA' 0.

SUCCinctorium, n. Same as *subcingulum.
SUCCinellite (suk-si-nel'it), n. [L. smcc«i(«'")>
amber, + -ell + -ite^.'] Succinic acid ob-
tained by sublimation from amber in the form
of white or colorless orthorhombic crystals.

SUCCiniferous (suk-si-nif'e-rus), n. [L. suc-
cinnm, amber, •¥ ferre, bear.] Pertaining to
an amber, or yielding it.

succinimide (suk-sin-i'mid), n. [succin(ic) +
CHg.CO^

imide.] A colorless compound, I /'NH,
CHa.CO-'^

prepared by the action of gaseous am-
monia or succinic anhydrid. It crystallizes
in rhombic octahedral plates, melts at 125-
126'^ C, and boils at 287-288° C.

sucker

SUCCinuric (suk-si-nu'rik), a. [sucrindc) +
uric] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
H._>NCONHCOCH2CH2COOH, prepared by the
action of carbamide (urea) on succinic an-
hydrid. It ervstallizes in small scales and
melts at 203-20".5° C.

SUCcisterene (suk-sis'te-ren), n. [L. succitium,
amber, -f Gr. arcped^, solid, -1- -«««.] A color-
less compound, C]5H](,, contained in the least
volatile portions of the product obtained by
the distillation of amber. It crystallizes in
needles, melts at 160° C, and boils above
300° C.

SUCCUm, V. i. A simplified spelling of SHCcwmfr.
SUCCUSSatory (su-kus'a-to-ri), a. Possessing
an up-and-down vibration of short amplitude,
as if produced by a blow • descriptive of a
variety of earthquake shock.
SUChe (sij'cha), ?(. [Peruv. Sp. suche, < Quichua
suki (palatal k).] A name of a fish, Tricho-
mycterus dispar, found in Lake Titicaca, Peru.
SUCholotozln (sii"ko-16-tok'sin), H. [L. sus,
hog, -I- Gr. xo'^t/, bile (see cholera), -h E.
toxin.} A slightly poisonous base found in
cultures of the hog-cholera bacillus.

SUCkauhock, «. [Narragansett suckduhock
(Roger Williams), < siicki, black, + hogki,
shell (Trumbull). Compare sequannock and
poguauhock.] Black or dark-colored pieces of
shell used by the Narragansett Indians for
money; dark-colored or purple wampum.
sucker, n. 1. (d) (S) in Xew Zealand, a fish, Diplo-
crepis puniceug, of the family Gobiegocidee

.

10. A lump of hard candy on the end of a
stick—Big-Jawed sucker, a large-mouthed sucker, of
the genus Chasmigtes, found in the. lakes of tlie great

'i^^^

Bi£^.jawed SucLcr .Ljiuj^.ttjUj .iuyiu,.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

basins of Utah and Oregon, C. liorng of Utah Lake being
the best-known species. —Blue-headed sucker. Panto*-
teus delphinug, found in tlie upper portion of the basin
of the Colorado.—Colombia River sucker, Catostomug
macrocheilug, of the Columbia River.—Common sucker,
Catostomtis comergonii, of the Great Lakt-s and west to
Colorado.—Eastern carp-sucker, Carjii'nhs niprinur,
of streams of the Cbesapeiike Bay region.- Fine-scaled
sucker. Sameascoi/n/c?! *-^»c^('r.—Flannel-mouthed
sucker, Catostomns lutigpinriig. of tlie Colorado river-
basin.—Humpbacked sucker. .'*ame as razorback
*»HtA«r.—Klamath Lake sucker, Chamnigteg gtomias,
of Klamath Lake, Orf;.nin —Large-scaled sucker, the
golden red-horse. — Long-nosed sucker, C'/togtotnus
eatogtomug, of the Great Lakes, upper Mi.ssouri and
Colimibia rivers, and nui-thwani to Alaska.—Lost River
sucker, Dettisteg luxatug, of Klamath Lake and the
Oregon River.—Mountain SUCker, I'antosteu.^ jfirdani,

a sucker found only near Tenipe, Arizona.—Northern
sucker. Same as lony-noged -kgucker.—Pedee sucker,
Moxogtomu pidienge, found in the Great Pedee ba.siii —
Platte River sucker, Cat(,stomus yrisens. of the upper
MissouriRiver regions.—Razorback sucker,i-VyrflncA«n

Razorback Sucker iXyraiiehen cypbo\.

(From Bulletin 47, i;. S. Xat. Museunt.l

cypho, of the Colorado river-basin.-Red sucker. Same
as long-nosed *gucker.—Redfln sucker, Moxogtoma
craggilabre, found in streams of North Carolina.—Sacraf-
mento sucker, Catogtomug occtdentalig. found in
streams in California —Short-nosed sucker, Chas-
migteg hrevirogtrig, found in tlie Klamath lakes of Ore-
gon.

—

Tahoe sucker, Catogtt>tiiUg tahoengis, of Lake
Tahoe.—Thick-Cheeked sucker, a fish of the Missouri
River, Moxuxtoma bncco, belonging to the family Cato-
stomidee.—White-nosed sucker, 3/oxo*;f(»nm anigurum,
of the Ohio River and Great Lake region.—Winter
sucker, Minytrcma metanops, found from the Great

Winter Sucker ^.Mtnytrttna tntianops^.

(From Bulletin 47, V. S. Nat. Museum.)

Lake region to Carolina.

—

Yellow SUCker. San',«

Columbia River -ksucker.



sackfish

SUCJcfish, H. 3. A common name of Caular-
chus mxandricus, of the family Gobiesocidee, a

Suckfish t.Caularchus tnaandricus^,
(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.^

fish found under rocks and in tide-pools on the
Pacific coast of the United States.

suck-fly (suk'fli), «. A name given by Florida
tobacco-growers to a capsid bug, Dicyptms
minimus, which punctures tobacco-leaves and
sucks the sap, causing them to wither. See
*tobacco-bug.

Slicking (suk'ing), n. Specifically, in ceram.,
absorption of the glaze from ware by the por-
ous fire-clay saggar while in the kiln.

snckmg-pad (suk'ing-pad), M. A small col-

lection of fat over the buccinator muscle in
each cheek of an infant, supposed to prevent
the falling in of the cheeks when the child
sucks.

SUCOVersed (suk-o-versd'), n. [su{b-) + eo-

rerxed.'] Subcoversed.—Sncoversed sine, two
minus the coveraed sine ; abbreviated scs ; scs ift = 1 -f
rin -f).

sncramine (su-kram'in), «. [F. 'sucramine,
< Sucre, sugar, -I- amine.] A trade-name of
the ammonium salt of saccharin.

Sncrase (su'kras), «. [F. 'micrase, < sucre,

sugar, + -ase.] A ferment which causes the
inversion of sucrose.

Sucrate (sii'krat), n. [F. sucre, su^ar, + -ate^.]

A general term applied, in organic chemistry,
to compounds of metallic oxids with certain
sugars such as glucose and saccharose. Also
called saccharate, the more usual term.

—

Calcium sucrate, a compound of cane-sujcar (sucrose)
witli lime. t-)iie molecule of sufrar may unite with one.
with two, or with three molecules of lime. The last of
these compounds. t'jaHoo'hl-C'^*^):?' is but sli(;htly s»ilu-

ble in wat«r, and hence it« precipitation is utilized in
working; up molasses for the recovery of the cane-sutrar it

contains. Also called calciu^n taccharate.— Copper
sucrate. See -keopper,

Sncroclastic (sii-kro-klas'tik), a. [F. Sucre,
sug-ar, -t- Gr. K?.aaT6c, < K?.av, break.] A term
applied to those ferments which cause the
cleavage of disaccharides to simple sugars
containing 6 atoms of carbon.
sncrol (sii'krol), n. [F. SMcre, sugar, + -ol.]

A trade-name for paraphenetol-carbamide, a
colorless substance, crystallizing in shining
needles, of intensely sweet taste, estimated as
200 times that of cane-sugar, without nutritive
value, but used as a sweetening material to
disguise the disagreeable taste of medicines.
Also known as dulcin or ralzin.

SQCtion, ». 2. The downward strain in a plow
due to the depression given the share point in
order to secure penetration. In a walking
plow the suction is measured by the distance
between the landside and a straight-edge
toucliing the point of the share and the heel
of the landside. Also suck.

suction-anemometer (suk'shpn-an-e-mom'e-
t^r), H. A tube across the end of which the
wind blows, producing a diminished pressure
in the tube, the amount of diminution de-
pending upon the shape and aspect of the
opening. The measurement of this diminution leads
t« a knowledge of the velocity of the wind. The end of
the tube is made in various shapes. Overduyn. Bounlon,
and Arson use horizontal tubes of the Venturl pattern
and measure the diminution of pressure at the contracted
section {see Venlttri tube}. Fletcher, Haeeman, and
Abbe use vertical tubes and measure the dimiinition of
pressure within the tube. Both Lind and Dines in their
so called pressure-anemometers introduce suction in a
subordinate capacity.

suction-basket (suk'shon-ba8"ket), n. The
cylinder or cone with perforated sides, resem-
bling the mesh of basketry, attached at the
foot of a suction-pipe or -hose of a pumping-
apparatus to act as a strainer.

suction-box, n. 2. The chamber below the
inlet-valves of a pump into which atmospheric
pressure forces the water or other liquid when
the pressure above the valves is made less by
the suction stroke of pistons or plungers. The
water or liquid goes through the inlet valves
from the suction-box.

suction-hose (snk'shon-hoz), n. Flexible hose
or tubing, stiffened against collapse from ex-
ternal pressure by a helical wire, used as a
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suction-pipe for a fire-engine or other pump.
Without the stiffening wires the sides would
go together as soon as pressure within was
less than the pressure without.

suction-inlet (suk'shon-in"let),n. The mouth
of a suction-pipe ; the opening through which
the charge of a pump or other machine is

taken in.

suction-lift (suk'shon-lift), n. The distance
through which atmospheric pressure has to
lift water for a pumping-apparatus on the suc-
tion side of the pistons or plungers. The limit
is 32 feet at sea-level and usual barometer
heights : but any leakage of air or any cause
preventing the pressure on the water in the
suction-pipe from being reduced to zero will
reduce this limiting value. It is best not
to count on much over 20 feet under practical
conditions. If. S. Button, Steam Boiler Con-
struction, p. 458.

suction-pump, n. 2. As a piece of chemical
apparatus, same as filter-pump.

suction-stroke (suk ' shon - strok), n. The
stroke of an engine or pump during which a
charge is being drawn in ; in an internal-com-
bustion engine, the stroke during which the
combustible charge is drawn in preparatory to
being compressed before it is exploded.
Sudan I, n, ni, O, and R, insoluble azo-conipounds'of a
brown color, prepared from coal-tar derivatives. They
are not used in textile coloring, but are used in coloring
oils and varnishes, and as pigments.— Sudan brown.
See irbrown, n.

SUdcake (sud'kak), n. In treating the waste
liquors from wool-scouring, the residue left

from hot-pressing the crude magma called
"sake." Sudcake is used as a fertilizing ma-
terial. See *sal;e*, 2.

sudd, ». 2. See *sadd.

To enclose the site of the permanent masonry dam, and
to render it dry for the puri»ose of excavation and laying
the masonry, temporary dams, known in Egypt as • t^xtddg.'

had to be formed both above and below the site of the jier-

manent dam. At low Nile the river at the Assuan cata-
ract divides itaelf into live channels, and this work was
done in five sections. The down stream '/(t/rfrf*' were
first made, and consisted of stones. After tlie rush of
water had been thus stripped, the up-stream ' sudds ' were
formed of ba^ of sand.

Rep. Brit. Ags'n Advancement o/ Sci., 1903, p. 763.

Sudis (sii'dis), n. [NX., < L. sudis, a kind of
pike, lit. a stake.] A genus of fishes of the
family Paralcpidides, found in deep waters of
the Atlantic and Pacific.

sudoric (su-dor'ik), a. [L. sudor, sweat, -I-

-le.] Of or pertaining to perspiration.

—

Sadorlc acid, a compound, ('5nnO.TN', said to he present
in human perspiration. Also callea hidrotic or kidrotic
acid.

suds, n. pi. 3. A manufacturers' name for
various waste soap-liquors incidentally pro-
duced in the industries of wool- and silk-

scouring, -bleaching, -dyeing, etc. These were
formerly allowed to run off into river-courses,
but, in view of their polluting effect on the
•water, measures are now adopted to at least
partially prevent this pollution and recover
some material of value from the suds. See
Yorkshire *greasc, *sake*, 2, and *sudcake.

SuMe (swad), a. and n. [F., ' Swede.'] I. a.

Of undressed kid : said of gloves.

n. «. Undressed kid. [Trade use.]

Suessonian (swes-s6'ni-an), a. and n. [L.
Suef:siiiits, Sue.fsioncs, a people whose name
survives in the modern Soisnons.'] In geol.,

noting the lowest stage of the Eocene Terti-
ary in the northern Apennines.

suf., sufif. Abbreviations of suffix.

Suffolk (suf'ok), n. A breed of small, black
pigs, named from the English shire in which
it originated. The animals grow quickly and
yield a large proportion of lean meat.

Suffolk Crag. See *cragi, 2.

suffragette (suf-ra-jef), n. [suffrag(e) +
-ette.J A woman who advocates female suf-
frage. [Colloq.]

March 20.— Seventy gufrar/ettes are arrested forattempt-
ing t« force their way into the British House of Commons.

Uev. of Rem., May, 1907, p. 639.

SUffuze, I', t. An amended spelling of suffuse.

sugar, »i.— Corn-sugar. .Same as .'/("c"«^.— Hepatic
sugar, glycogen or animal starch.—Leo's sugar, alevo-
rotatory sugar which was found in the urine of a
diabetic patient: not idcniir.il with ordinary levulose.
Also called irtt/i>ic.— Malze-sugar. Same us fflvf:otie.—
Manna-sugar. Same hh jnannitnl OT mannite.— Plne-
SOgar. Same as *;/i/ii/.-'->. -SaflFTon-SUgar. Same as
^cntrime tir .'/^'(roxc.— WOOd-SUgar. Same as -kxyloKe.

sugar-almond {slnig'ar-!i"mond), n. Almond
praline. Seej>ra(iHe.

suggestion

sugar-ant ^shug'ar-ant), 11. The cosmopoli-
tan little red ant, Monomorium pharaonis,
common in houses and especially attracted by-
sugar.

sugar-beet (shdg'ar-bet), n. Any of the va-
rieties of Beta vulgaris, the common beet,
utilized for sugar manufacture. The qnalitiea
required are high sugar content, purity (relative freedom
of the juice from mineral and organic substances other
than sugar), and correctness of form. The beet sliould
be of a long-conical shape, without branches, and should
weigh about a pound, large sugar content and small size
having been found to go t4)gether. Varieties in use yield
12 to lt> per cent of sugar. Sugar-beets can be grown on
nearly all kinds of soil, but reqtiire high fertility. The
soil must be worked deeply to pennit the descent of the
tap-root. The sowing is in rows, preferably very early,
followed by thinning when about four leaves have been
put forth. The plants are tir.st bunched by cutting
across the rows, and the bunches are then thinned by
hand. Close cultivation is required.—Larger sugar-
beet leaf-beetle. See fcn./'-dcfHc.—sugar-beet belt,
that area in the fnited States over whicli teniperature
conditions are favorable to the production of the sugar-
beet; namely, from southern New York and northern
Pennsylvania to northern Neltraska and South Dakota,
over large sections of Colorado. I'tah, Wyoming, Mon-
tana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon, and in California
on the co.ist side. Large areas within tlie belt, however,
are disqualified by local reasons.

sugar-bush, «. 3. A pretty, flowering shrub,
Lciicadcndron melliferum, native to South
Africa. Its flowers are surrounded by a large
involucre, which contains a honey-like liquor.

sugar-cane, «. in recent years sugar-cane has [fre-

quently been grown from seed and the seedlings, which
present great variation, have been utilized for selection,
but not for cropping.—Sugar-cane agaric, borer,
brand. See ita^iaric, -khorer, -kbrand.

Sugar-coated liver, heart, etc., the presence of a thick
fibrinous exudate on the serous surface of the liver,
heart, etc., giving to the organ an appearance as if coated
with icing.

sugar-color (shug'ar-kul"pr), n. A trade-
name of caramel in the form of a viscid con-
centrated solution in water of the consistence
of very thick molasses.

sugar-food (shdg'ilr-fod), n. Same as *«?opl, 6.

sugar-gum, «. 2. See ''gum''.

SUgarine (shiig'a-rin), n. [sugar + -ine^.'] A
trade-name of methyl-benzoyl-sulphinide or
methyl-saccharin.

Sugar-loaf sea, naut., a pyramidal sea ; a sea suggesting-
in form the old-fashioned sugar-loaf.

sugar-maple, ». 2. See *maple'^.

sugar-palm (shilg'iir-pam), n. See *palm^.

sugar-pumpkin (siiug'iir-pump'kin), «. One
of several varieties of pumpkin (Cucurbita
Pepo) highly prized on account of their sweet
flesh ; especially the small Nantucket sugar-
pumpkin. Also called negro squash and negra
pumpkin.

Negro or Nantucket Sugar Pumpkin. The true old-
fasliioned black-warted, shelled pumpkin. It is a fine
pumpkin for family use, the favorite for making pump-
kin pies. It is a dark green when ripe, though the flesh

isia rich orange yellow, ver>' thick and sweet. It is an
excellent winter sort, and will keep almost all the year
round. Trade Catatorjue, 1906.

sugar-sand (shug'jir-sand), n. 1. An oil-

drillers' name for a sandstone of saecharoidal
or sugary texture. Dialect Notes, II. vi.— 2,
See the extract.

In this connection there should be mentioned what is

known among the farmers as " niter" or *^ gutjar' tand."
This is a sand-like, gritty substance which is deposited
during the process of evaporation of the sap [of the
sugar-maple] ; this deposition does not begin until the sap
has been concentrated to a thin sirup cjf about eight
]>ound3 per gallon. This "niter" is removed from all

good maple products by either allowing the sirup to set-
tle or straining it through felt or other material ; this
should be done also if the sirup is to be concentrated for
making sugar, otherwise the sugar will be gritty.

Jour. Franklin Imt., Oct., 1!K)8, p. 265.

sugar-scale (shug'ar-skal), n. The graduated
scale of a polarimeter so evaluated as to give
by direct reading the quantities of sugar cor-
responding to any given rotation of the plane
of polarized light when a solution of the con-
centration required for the instrument i»

used.

sugar-water (shug'ar-wfi,"ter), n. A local
term for the sweet sap drawn from a sugar-
maple (which see, under maple^).

Sugg burner. See *bnrner.

suggestion, »!— Collective suggestion, in peuchol.,
a suggestion received similarly and simultaneously by a
immljer of persons similarly situated.

The principle of psychical action on which the above
is baaed is one very familiar to students of psychtjlogy.

It is that termed collective nttggegtion. This is the over-

mastering tendency to imitate the examples of others, to
act in accordance with the ideas and feelings which we
witness iu those around us.

D. O. Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 38.



suggestion

simple snggestlon, in ptsiichol., T. Brown's term for

assiK-iatioii of ideiia ; op[K)seil to relative suggestum,

which means judsnientorooniparison. Broim. Lecturea

on the PhUos. of the Human Mind, p. 214.—TermlnW
anggestlon. Same as pnnt-hiipnotic suggeetion. H

.

Wuiidt (tnuis.). Outlines of I'sychol., p. 273.

SUicidigenoUS (su'i-si-dij'e-nus), a. [L. sm-

cuiium, suicide, + Gr. -yevm, -producing.]

Marked by frequency of suicide. [Kare.]

In the centre of Europe, from the northeast of France

to the eastern borders of liennany, a micidtgenoug area

exists, where suicide reaches the niaximuni of its inten-

sity, and around which it takes a decreasing ratio to the

limits of tlie northern and southern states.

Buck, lied. Handbook, \ II. 661.

sni-mate (su'i-mat), n. [L. SM», of one's self,

+ E. mate".'] See *self-mate.

Stlit, «.- Strong suit, in whist and ('"'iS'/.a suit In

which a number of tricks can be made after the adverse

trumps are out of the way.- Suit of saUs, an outfit of

sails ; a set of sails.-TO bring suit, to sue ;
seek a en ll

right by legal proceedinRS.- To estaDllsll a suit, to

make all the remaining cards in a suit good for tricks, no

matter who leads it- Union suit. Sanie as *camln,ia.

lion oarment.-Weai. SUlt, in card-playmg, a smt in

which tricks are impossible or improbable.

suitcase (sut'kas), «. A flat valise, li^ht

enough to be carried by hand, originally in-

tended to contain a gentleman's evening

clothes or 'dress-suit.' Also called a dress-

suit case.

Two tuitcates fUled to their limit with nearly 2000

bright sUver Mexican half dollars, are now in the private

office of . . . [thel Chief of Betectives.^^^^^
^^^ ^^ ^^^

sukkah (suk'a), n.
;
pi. sukkoth (siik'ot). [Also

1296

sulcus an unimportant furrow, in the brains of certain

mammals, honiologized by Ziehen with the prejtylvian or

orbital sulms of other writers. Traiw. Linn. Soc, Zool.,

Feb iao3, p. 406.— Nasolahlal sulcus, the short

groove or furrow on the median line from the nose to the

upper lip.— PaxaflOCCtUar sulcus. Same as */is««ra

sulphinate

aniline, specifically to sulphanilic acid.— Sul-

plianlllC acid, a colorless compound, Hj N CrH^SOsH. -

2H2I', prepared by the action of fuming sulphuric acid

on aniline. It is deposited in monoclinic crystals, car-

bonizes at 280-300° C, and is also called f)araniline-tul-

phonic acid or paraminobenzene-etdphomc acid.

&£[S'^.^'.essTi,ri^S;IS^^,;S^a^ silphantim^nate (sulf-a^^ti-m^-nat), n

nearly always found surrounding the posterior extremities

of the calciu-incfissure.-Ketror—
'-"''"'""" " """"-

of the brain behind and pai-allel

— Sagittal StQcuS. .See CO

frontomarginalls, a sulcus on the mesal surface of the

hemicerebrum. It is situated between the callosomargl-

nal (snpercallosal of Wilder) and the edge of the hemi-

cerebrum. ISeddard applies this term to a \ -shaped

sulcus on the frontolateral aspect of the gorilla brain.—

Sulcus fUTCallS. Same as *figsura prima.— Sulcus
senualis a sulcus on the mesal aspect of the cerebrum

near the genuof the callosum.— Sulcus Infrastriatus,

a sulcus in the occipital portion of the brain. It is

also known as the inferior occipital, lateral oecipttotem-

poralis, and the later occipital.— Sulcus intrastriatUS,

a temi proposed by G. Elliot Smith for the post- or

retrocalcarlne fissure.- SulcUS lacrymallB, a de-

pression in the lacrymal bone aiding in the formation

of the lacrymal groove ; also^ a similar depression in the

nasal process of the superior maxilla.— Sulcus llmltans.

(6) A furrow in the reptilian brain, separating the para-

terminal body from the hippocampal '"""»»"" «

*'.'iui}iliuntimoHite. Also thio-antimonate.

(sulf"an-ti-nion'ik), a.

See

\sul'Ketrocentral sulcus, a fissure gulDhantimonic (suU

'i:f^irafi:;S".-slucus A'"-) + a.timoHy) + -ic] SeeMhio-inti-

vionic.

sulphantimonious (sulf'an-ti-mo'ni-us), a.

See *1hio-autimonions.

sulphantimonite (sulf-an'ti-mo-nit), n. A
salt of one of the assumed sulpho-acids of

trivalent antimony, as AgsSbSs (also written

3Ag2S.Sb2S3), the mineral pyrargyritc, or

Pb2Sb2S5 (= 2PbS.Sb2S3), the mineral jame-

sonite. Compounds of this class are common among
minerals, the metals usually present being silver, copper,

lead, or mercury ; similar compounds containing arsenic

or bismuth, instead of antimony, are called sulpharsenites

and mtlphobismuthites respectively. Other related com-

pounds of quintavalent antimony or arsenic are called

sulpkantimonates and tutpharsenatei, as CusAsS^ (=
„>,.......„ —J -- - - .

.

. ... . 3CU28.AS2S5), the mineral enargite.

Elliot Sm.a.-Sulcus lunatus, a fissure m the human
g^ip-^arscnate (sulf-iir'se-nat), n. See *sulph-

i,,.oir, ,.oQomh no the onercular or nomatic fissure in apes. Duii<ii«»i.ooiia.uo \ /, j-

fomiation. G.

brain resembling the opercular or pomatic fissure in apes.

In a recent number of the Anatomischer Anzeiger Prof.

Elliott Smith published a most interesting forecast of an

extensive work which he has in hand, dealing particu-

larly with the occurrence in human brains of an occipital

operculum ; this occurrence had been considered pre

antimonite. Also thio-arsenate.

SUlpharsenic (sulf-ar-sen'ik), a. [sulph{ur)

+ arsenic, a.] Same as thio-arsenic, which is

now the preferred term.

vlousl7"^%ery°eKeptionSir but" Prof.' EliiotrSmith" is SUlpharSeilide (sulf-ar'se-nid), «. \_sulph{ur)

able to show that this is far from being thecase.^ The ^. fjrsen(ic) + -ide:] A compound consisting
presence of such an occipital operculum implies the ex-

istence, in the cerebral hemisphere possessing it, of a

sulcus, called by Prof. Elliott Smith the mdcus lunatus,

which is strictly comparable to, if not absolutely identi-

cal with, the " Aflenspalte " so typical of the brains of

Simiidaj and CercopithecidK.
Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 106.

Sulcus of Monro, a groove in the wall of the third ven-

tricle dividing the infundibulum from the optic thalamus.

— Sulcus postlateralls, a small sulcus at the caudal

succah, pi. succoth : ^Heb. sukkah, a booth.] A
booth covered with branches : the plural stands

for the Feast of Booths, or Tabt^rnaeles (Levit.

xxiii.42,43; Deut.xvi. 13). See Jewish -^festi-

vals.

sukkoth, n. Plural of *sukkah.

suku (sb'ko), n. [Malay sUku, a paw, leg,

fourth part, suku bangsa ('fourth of a tnbe ),

a clan.] The clan or gens in Malay tnbal

society.

SUlcal (suTkal), a. [suleius) + -an.] Of or

pertaining to a sulcus. Buck, Med. Hand-

book. VII. 300.

aulcar (sul'kar), a. IsuUius) + -arS.] Of or

pertaining to a sulcus : as, the sulcar aspect

of the body of anthozoans, which by some

writers is called ventral. Compare '•sulcular

and *asulcar. Trans. Linn. Soc. , Zool. , March,

1900, p. 527.

sulcular (sul'kii-lar), a. Isulculius) + -ar^.]

Of or pertaining to a sulculus : as, the sulcular

aspect of an anthozoan; dorsal. Compare

*sulcar and *asulcar.

sulculus (sul'ku-lus), n. ;
pi. sulculi (-li). [NL.,

dim. of sulcus, a furrow.] In anthozoans, one ^
of two ciliated grooves, the other being the sulfate, n. and v.

sulcus, situated at the ends of the oval mouth, sulphate.

But one cannot speak of a sulcus and sulculus in this SUlfld, Sulfide, n. See sulphid.

case, for the epithelium lining the tube is of the same g^lflnide, SUlfoborlte, SUlfoCerulic.

of the sulphid and arsenide of one or more
metals, as FeAsS (= reS2.FeAs2), the min-

eral arsenopyrite or mispickel. Similar com-

pounds containing selenium, tellurium, antimony, or

bismuth, instead of arsenic, are called sulphoselemdes,

Isidphotellurides, sulphantimonides, or sulphobismuth-

ide.^ lespectively.

SUlpharseniOUS (sulf-ar-se'ni-us), a. [sulph-

(ur) + arsenious.] See *thio-arsenious.
end of the lateral fissure. It is sometimes independent -li-v.-nonito rsiilf-ar'se-nit") n isulvMur')
and sometimes connected with the lateral fissure. It SUlpliarsenite

^.^^J'-'^'^„^f^'^^f '.
""

„ .^'"^f;,
•*

points tiiward the mesal surface. It is found in the + arscn{ic) + -ite^.] See *sulphantimontte.

brains of lemurs and Carntcora.— Sulcus postnodula- sulphate, n Conjugate sulphates, certain aromatic

rls, an interlobar depression of the cerebellum between prjnciples, such as indoxyl, scatoxyl, and phenol, which

the nodule and the uvula.— Sulcus postsylvlus, the appear in the urine in combination with mineral sul-

postsylvian of Owen. Also tenned the pnra^ci or super- phates. Also called ethereal itxtUphates.—EVIlvnal

(CTnporai.- Sulcus prsegracllla, an unimportant fissure sjilphates. Same as conjugate -ksulphates.

of the cerebellum.- Sulcus prsepyramldalls, an inter- _,,i_v„4.ed (sul'fa-tedl, v- a. Charged with or
lobar depression of the cerehelhim between the uvula SlUpiiaiiea Vsui^d Leu;, l'^"'-^

„.,,.,,,^,,„^ „oi;^o
and pyramid.— Sulcus prsestriatUS, a name proposed

by G. Elliot Smith for the calcarine fissure.— Sulcus
prlmarius cerebelll. Same as *fissura prima.

CUS rectus, the ventral depression at the frontal portion

of the base of the cerebrum in which rest the olfactory

bulb and its cms. Also kno\vn as olfactory fissure.—

Sulcus suprasylvlUB. See suprasylvian ksulcus.—

Suprasylvlau sulcus, the second arched sulcus on the

lateral surface of the cerebrum of Carniwra. Also

containing sulphates: as, a sulphated saline

or Kulphatcd aluminous mineral water.S SUlphatine(sul'fa-tiii),«. [sulphat(e)+ -ine-2.]

A trade-name of a fungicide preparation con-

sisting of sulphur, lime, and the sulphates of

copper and calcium, intended for application

to plants.

tenned supersylvian. Owen'horaologized" it"with"the SUlphatlng (sul'fa-ting), n. [sulphat(e),V.,+

human parietal. -ing'^.] In electrochem., the formation of inert

Sulea (so'le-a), n. [E. Ind.] A fish, Po!^- lead sulphate on the plates of a storage bat-

ncmus «eie,' found in the Ganges and Bay of tery, which may occasion loss of power and
Bengal. damage to the battery.
'" '

' An amended spelling of gulphation (sul-fa'shon), n. Same as *sul-

phating.

See
character throughout. _ , ,. u ,n/v^
G C Bourne, in Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool., March, 1900,

'
' [p. 633.

sulcus n. 2. In anthozoans, one of two cili-

ated grooves situated at the ends of the oval

mouth ; a siphonoglyph. Compare *sulculus.

Anaate sulcus. See ansate -kjissure.—Anterior
limiting sulcus. Same as fronto-orbital -ksulcus.-

CorOnsS or sagittal sulcus, according to G. Elliot

Smith a longitudinal fissure in the brain of the Carmvora.

in the cephalic portion of its course it bends laterally at

the level of the cruciate fissure. By most other observ-

ers this sulcus, or fissure, is termed the ' lateral fissure,'

while the term ' coronal' is limited to a shorter fissure.

suiphatization (sul'fa-ti-za'shon), n. [sul-

phat{e) + -iz(e) + -ation.] Same a.s*sulphating.

*sidphinide, etc.

sulfosote (sul'fo-sot), n. [G. 'sulfosot, < sul-

f{ur) + {creo)s'ote.'\ A trade-name of a syrup

consisting of a solution, in water, of 5 per ^

cent, each of the potassium sulphonates of gulphaurate' (sul-fa'rat), n. [sulph(ur) +
1 „.-j „..;„„„i. ..=„^ r,,o/i;„i„.iw ,r> ««=<.=

„„^„,„^ gold, -(- -atei.] See *thio-avrate.

sulphauric (sul-fa'rik), a. [sulph(ur) +
aiirum, gold, -t- -ic] See *thio-auric.

sulph-hemoglobin (sulf"hem-o-gl6'bin),

[,<tH/;)7i(»rf) + hemoglobin.] A compound
hemoglobin and hydrogen sulphid.

cresol and guiacol : used medicinally in oases

of tuberculosis.

sulfur, n., a., and v. An amended (restored)

spelling of stilphur (Latin sulfur).

sulfurate, sulfuret, sulfuric, etc. Amended
spellings of sulphurate, etc.

anteriorly more or less vertical in direction, which may SUllUg (so'ling), n. [Malay and Jav. Siding.]

represent a disconnected portion of the lateral. Trans. ^ Javanese direct flute or "

Linn. Soc, Zool., Jan., 1899, p. 336.-CorOnary SUlCUS, v u ,

a furrow on the surface of the heart; which marks the having six noies.
, . , v •

itxation of the auriculoventricuiar septum.- Cuneal guUa (sul'a), n. [Compare sooia (olover) : on-

sulcus, a small sulcus usually present in^he cuneus and ^^ uncertain.] A clover-like plant, Hedys-

SUlphato-. In chem., a prefix to the name of a

compound, signifying that it contains a sul-

phate as an ingredient, as the mineral lead-

hillite, a sw/p/iato-carbonate of lead.

L.

n.

of

Iving parallel to the calcarine fissure.- Diagonal sul-

cus Same as fronto-orbital *jnficiw.— Ectosylvlau

sulcus a furrow or fissure forming, in some animals, the

first arch around the Sylvian fissure. In; many animals

it disappears, having been merged with the Sylvian.

Trans Linn. Soc., Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 399.— FrontO-
orbltal sulcus, a furrow which lies between the orbital

and Jav. siiltng.] g^lphicl «.— Double sulphid, a compound in which
flageolet, usually sulphur is united to two different metals or radicals, as

in the mineral chalcopyrite, asulphid of copper and iron.

— Metallic sulphid, a compound of a metal with sul-

phur. Jlany such compounds are found in nature (: •

the sulphids of lead, copper, mercury,

constitute valuable ores.

zinc, etc.) ai;d

arum coronarium, cultivated for forage in
-j -, w

southern Italy and northern Africa. In warm gulphid (sul'fid), v. t. [sulphid, «.] To
countries it is perennial. In the southern

United States it has been less successful than
alfalfa. See Hedysarum.

sulcus and the lower end of the Sylvian fissure : very g^lpJij^mJjjg (sul-fam'in), n. [sulph(ur) +
... „„..., <„ ,,,, K^in. „f old-world „,o„kev,. and

^^JJ^^ -| ^he Univalent radical - SO2NH2.
The name is also used as a class name for

compounds containing this group,

sulphaminol (sulfam'i-nol), n. [sulphamin(e)
¥ -0/.] A trade-name of a pale-yellow pul-

verulent compound prepared by the action of

sulphur on certain compounds of the aromatic

series: used in surgery as a substitute for

iodoform.

generally present in the brains of old-world monkeys, and

occasionally found in American monkeys and in lemurs.

Also called the diagonal and anterior limiting sxdcus.

— Oeneral sulcus, a small depression or fissure near

the genu of the callosum.- Infra-OCCipltal sulcus, a

curved sulcus or fissure at the lower end of the simian

sulcus in the brain of certain monkeys. Also known as

inferior ucrijntnl sulcus. Proc. Zofil. Soc. London, 1903,

p. 18.— Intercalary sulcus, a furrow in the brain of

mammals, situated above and parallel to the corpus cal-

losum : of little morpholfjgical importance. Trans. Linn.

St,c.. z«il., Feb., 1903, p. :i32.— Interhemlspheral sul-

cus, the
bralhem..., - _ . . ... ,

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 18.— Intra-orbltal

space at the median line between the two cere- .Lji.
(sul.fa.nil'ik'). a. Tsulnh(ur)

ispheres. Mmknownisthe longitudinal fissure. SUlpnaHlUC ^°7 %™J,'fJ; "•. L™^^^
Ji a., r.^nrfnr, 190.^ n. 16.- Intra-oFbltal aml(inc) + -jc] Pertaining to sulphur 8:.] Pertaining to sulphur and

vert into a sulphid, as in the case of silv< r

tarnished by such conversion on the surface

SUlphidation (sul-fi-da'shon), «. The replaci -

ment or impregnation of a rock with metallic

sulphids. Van Hise, in U. S. Geol. Sun.,

Monographs, XLVII. 204.

SUlphimide (sulf-i'mid), «. [sulpMur) +
imide.] A substance obtained along with

sulphamide in the preparation of that com-

pound. Its composition is represented by the

formula SOqNH, but it has not been procured

in a perfectly pure state.

sulphinate (sul'fi-nat), n. {sulphin{ic) +
-ate^.] A general name, in organic chemistry,

of salts of sulphinic acid.



sulphine

sulphine (sul'flu), «. [sulph(ur) + -ine^.'] A
iiaiue given, in organic chemistry, to com-
pounds containing the group R3SX, where R
is a hydrocarbon radical such as methyl, C'Hq,

and X a halogen atom or hydroxyl radical.

The compounds are also called sulphonium
derivatives, and resemble, in general consti-

tution and properties, the corresponding de-

rivatives of ammonium.
iSulphinic (sul-fin'ik), a. [suljJhine + -j'o.]

Noting an acid, a hypothetical compound,

O : S ( , with the same empirical formula
\OH

as hyposulphurous acid, of which it may be
considered a possible form. The term is used
as a class name, the sulphinic acids having

/R
the formula O : S^ , where R is a hydro-

carbon radical such as methyl, CH3.
:S1llphilude (sul'fl-nid), ». [Formerly sM?^niV7e

/

sulphine + -ide.'] 1. Same as saccharin.— 2.

A class name applied, in organic chemis-
try, to compoixnds containing the group

/CO
R x ^NH, where B is a bivalent aromatic

hydrocarbon radical such as phenylene, CeH4.
The compounds arM also called orthoanhydro-
sulphdmiiK-carboxijUc acids.

snlpUodide (sul-fi'o-did or -did), «. Same as
*i'idosnljihid.

sulphite, 11. -Acid sulphite, a salt, XaHSOs, ob-

tained by aupei-saturating a sulutiun of sodium carbijnate

with sulpiiur-diuxid gas. It a])i>ears in small shining
crystals. It is sold for nso in pliotxjgrapliy as a lye. For
its prtfparation in snch cases tartaric acid is added to

sodium sulpliite.— Sulphite process. Sec *;<;"(•.»>.

sulphmethemoglobin, sulphmethsemoglo-
biD (sulf 'met-he-mo-glo'bin), n. Isutphjitr)

+ methemoglohin.] A compound of metherao-
globin with hydrogen sulphid. Also termed
methcmogtohin sulphid.

SUlpho-. In chem., a prefix to the name of a
compound, signifying the presence in it of

sulphur as a constituent. In those cases in

which sulphur is looked upon as replacing
oxygen the prefix thio- is now generally pre-

ferred.

solpho-arsenic (sul'fo-Sr-sen'ik), a. Same as
*siilj>liarscHic.

Sulpuobismuthid (sul-fo-biz'muth-id), n.

Seo *SHljihnrsf)iide.

snlphobismntMte (sul-fo-biz'muth-it), n. See
*siiliih(i>itinionitc.

sulphoborite (sul-fo-bo'rit), h. A hydrated
sulphate an<l borate of magnesium occurring
iu colorli-.«s prismatic crystals at the salt-

mines of Westeregeln, Germany.
SUlphocarbamide (sul-fo-kar'ba-mid), n.

Same as *thio-iirea.

sulphocarbolate (sul-fo-kar'bo-lat), n. A
salt.of phenol-sulphonicacid, C8H4.HO.HSO3.
The sulphocarbolates of sodium and zinc are

use<l meilicinally as antiseptics.

Sulphocarbolic (8til"fo-kar-borik), a. Same
as *]>hintits)ilph<mic.

sulpnocarbonate (sul-fo-kar'bo-nat), n. See
*thiiii-iirhiin(ili-.

sulphocarbonic (sul'fO-kar-bon'ik), a. Same
as *thiitr(lfhotiic.

sulphocerulic (sul'fo-se-ro'lik), a. Same as
sulphoi)idi(/()lir.

Sulphooyanic acid. Sow preferably called thioeyanie
acid.

snlphocyanine (sul-fci-si'a-nin), m. The name
of several direct cotton coal-tar colors {sulpho-

cyanine G, Gil,.311, .J/f, etc.), of similar com-
position, which dye unmordanted cotton dark
navy-blue shades from a salt bath.

.sulpbogermanate (sul-fo-j6r'ma-nat), n. A
compound of sulphur anil germanium with a
more electropositive element than either of

these, as the mineral argyrodite (4Ag2S.GeS2),
in whi -h germanium was first discovered.

'SUlpboleate (sul-f6'le-at), n. A salt of sul-

pholcic acid.

Bulpholeic (sul-fo' le- ik), a. lsulph{ur) +
-oleic] Pertainingtnsulphuricand oleic acids.
— SnlphOleic acid, a colorless c<milK>und, *'i(jll;j;j('H-

(S04H)(;(,M>H, prepared by the action of ciHicentrated
BUlphuric acid on oleic acid. Tlie stxlium. iKttassiuni,

and ammorduni salts are used for the dyeing of cotton
go<Nls and in calico-printing uixler the trade-names ali-

zarin-frit. Turkfy-rfd (til, red oil, and olein. Also called
Kteariiixnlphuric acid.

ignlphonalism (surfo-nal-izm'), n. [_sulphonal

S.— 82
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+ -j«w.] Addiction to the use of sulphonal

;

also the morbid state resulting therefrom.
Stllphonate (sul'fo-nat), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
sulphonated, ppr. sulphonating. [sidphonate,

».] To convert a substance into a sulpho-

nate, generally by the action of fuming sul-

phuric acid on an organic substance, replacing
one or more atoms of hydrogen by a corre-

sponding number of units of the sulphouic
radical, HO.SOo. This process is extensively
used in the manufacture of artificial dyestuffs.
— Sulphonated azo color. See *cnlor.

sulpbonaziirine, sulphonazurin (sul-fon-
azli'u-rin), 11. A direct, cotton coal-tar color
of the disazo type, derived from benzidine-
sulphone-disulphonic acid. It dyes unmor-
danted cotton from a neutral or soap bath.
Alsos«?p/ioHert^Krine.—Brilliant sulphonazurlne,
a direct Cftton coal-tar color whicll dyes unmordanted
cotton a bri^'ht blue from a salt bath.

Slllphone(surf6n), H. [sidph(iir)+-one.'] One
of a group of organic compounds containing
the divalent SO2 group, united with two hy-
dricarbon radicals. Thus (€.2115)2802 is di-

ethyl sulphone and (C(jH5)2S02 diphenyl
sulphone Sulphone aznrlne. iieeltmlphonazurine.
— Sulphone black, brown, colors. See *Mact, etc

sulphonium (sul-fo'ni-um), n. [NL., < siil-

ph(ur) + -oHiMW.] A hypothetical univalent
radical, — SH3. Derivatives in which the hy-
drogen is replaced by hydrocarbon radicals,

such as methyl, CH3, are known and resemble
the corresponding ammonium compounds in
constitution and general properties.

sulphoparaldehyde (sul"f6-pa-rarde-hid), n.

lsulph{ur) + paraldehyde. "] A crystalfizing

compound, €(511^283. It melts at 46° C. and
is used in medicine as a hypnotic. The cor-

rect name is tritliioacetaldehydc.

sulphophosphoric (suKfo-fos-for'ik), a. See
*th iiiphdsiihoric.

sulphoproteid Cf""'-f?-pr5't5-id), n. One of a
number of albumins wliich contain a consid-
erable amount of sulphur in loosely combined
fonn, such as the keratins.

SUlphoricinate (sul-fo-ris'i-nat), n. [Also
wTitteu sulforicinate.'} A thick, clear liquid
compound prepared by treating castor-oil with
concentrated sulphuric acid, adding sodium
chlorid, and neutralizing the product with
sodium carbonate. It does not dissolve in

water, but readily forms with it an emulsion
;

it easily dissolves large quantities of phenol,
menthol, etc. ; hence its use in pharmacy.
Also known by the trade-names solvin and
polysoltol.

SUlphoricinoleate (sul"f6-ris-i-n6'le-at), n.

A salt of sulplidricinoleic acid.

sulphoricinoleic (sul'fo-ris-i-no'le-ik), a.

Noting an acid, a derivative of ricinoleic acid,

containing the stilphonic radical HO.SO2, ob-
tained as a product of the action of strong
sulphuric acid on castor-oil. It is the princi-
pal ingre<lient of the alizarin-oil or Turkey-
red nil used by dyers.

sulphosaccharate (sul-fo-sak'a-rat), h. A
general term which has been applied in chem-
istry to certain compounds of sulphates with
sugar. The most important member is the
copper compound, which is a fine bluish-white
powder.
SUlphosalicylic (sul-fo-sal-i-sil'ik), a. De-
rived from sulphuric and salicylic acids.
— SulphosallcyllC acid,' a crystalline acid. C„H3(»)H)-
(('(XUfx.so^Hi, made by the action of sulphur trioxid,

or concentrated sulphuric acid, <jn salicylic "acid. It

melts at Vli\° ('.

solphoselenide (sul-fo-se'len-id), n. See *sul-
pharsenide.

sulphostannate (sul-fo-stan'at), «. See *thio-
sUuinate.

Bulphostannic (sul-fo-stan'ik), a. See *thio-
staniiir.

Bulphosteatite (sul-fo-ste'a-tit), n. Same as
*fi/stitc.

Bulphotelluride (8ul-f9-tel'u-rid), ?>. See
*stdpharsenide.

sulphotungstate (sul-fo-tung'stat), n. See
*lhiotii.iii)xtate.

sulpho-urea (sul-fo-u're-a), n. Same aa *thio-
iirca.

sulphozid (sulf-ok'sid), n. [^stdph(ur) + ox{y-
gen) + -irfl.] A general name, in organic
chemistry, of compounds of the formula RoSO,
where R is a hydrocarbon radical suet as
methyl, CH3. They are formed by the oxida-
tion of the thio-ethers with nitric acid Tellu-

Orange Sulphur iPhctbis a^aritke).

One lialf natural size.

sum
rlnin SOlphOXld, a transparent red, amorphous, fusible,
solid substance obtained by the direct union of tellurium
and sulphur trioxid, decomposed by water with the for-
mation of tellurium and sulphuric acid.

sulphur, H- 1 . As an alchemistic term ' sulphur' had
a general more or less vsigue meaning altogether distinct
from that of the single substance brimstone. It seems,
in lai'ge measure, to have canied with it the notion of
what we now speak of as electronegative or acidifying
character. Sulphmic acid was by some regarded as the
sulphur philosophorum.— AlCOllOl Of SUlpllur, an early
name for carbon disulphid.— Dainty sulphur. See
•rfam^y.— Lac sulphur or sulphur lac. Same as
milk of sulphur or prectpitattd t-xdphur.— ljjne, sul-
phur, and salt wash. See *wrt#A.— Little sulphur,
an American pierid butterfly, Enreiiia extterpe, occurring
throughout the southern United States and rai'ely in
southern New England, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Its larvee

feed on cassia and other leguminous plants.^ Neutral
sulphur. In certain sulplmr bodies occumng in the
urine the sulphur is not i>resent in the fonn of sulphuric
acid, namely, as a sulphate, but in organic combination.
This fraction Salkowski designates as neutral, in contra-
distinction to the other or acid sulithur.— Orange SUl-

phur, un American
pierid butterfly,

Phahis agarithe,
found in the south-
ern United States.

Its larva; feed on
cassia plants.

—

Peroxid of sul-
phur, sulphur
heptoxid (S2O7),
a substance pi"o-

duced by silent

electrical discharge
through a mixture
of dry oxygen and
sulphur dioxid and

by other processes. It is a viscid, colorless liquid solidi-

fying at 0' C, readily volatile and very unstable, decom-
posing into sulphur trioxid and oxygen when kept at
ordinary temperature and quite rapidly on being heated.
—Red-barred sulphur, an American pierid butterfly,
CiiUidryux philea, of tropica! distribution, and found
also in Texas and the lower ilississippi valley.— Sub-
limed sulphur. Same n» _!f"wer>i <>/ yiilpfnir.— S\j'iT?^UT
alcohol. See •^thio-alcohoL— Sulphur auratum (prop-
erly xidphur auratum antiinonii), antimony pentasul-
piiid.— Sulphur bacteria. See *6nc/enu)»,— Sulphur
base, the sulphid of a more electropositive element or
riulicid which by union with the sulphid of one more
electronegative may fonn a suli)hur-salt

—

Sulphur
candle, see *co(nrf;e.— Sulphur-carrler, a snlistance
used to facilitate the taking up of sulphur by india-rubber
in the process of vulcanizulion. Among the most useful
of such materials aie antimony pentasulphid and lead
thiosulphate.— Sulphur chlorid, a couipound of sul-

phur and chlorin. Three such compounds are known,
Sot'lo. solo, and S('l4. Of these the fii-st, sulphur mouo-
cnlorid, is the most stable and most genenilly known. It
is prepared by the direct action of gaseous chlorin upon
heated sulphur, and ai>pears as a yellow liquid of specific

gnivity 1.7, boiling at I'M' V., fmning in the air, with irri-

tant effect upon the eyes and nostrils, decomjiosed by wa-
ter, and itself dissolving sulphur in large proi)oi-tion : used
in the vulcanization of in<lia-rubber.— Sulphur COlOr.
See -^ciiltir.— Sulphur dioxid. Same as yuljihurotis

oxid.— Sulphur ether. Same as *^Aic/-cfAf^r.— Sul-
phur iodide. See *-wdidt'.— Sulphur trioxid, sul-

phuric oxid or sulphuric anhydrid, St)3. The production
of this substance by passing suljihur dioxid and atmo-
spheric oxygen over heated platinized asbestos, and its

convereion into sulphuric acid by taking up the elements
of water, form the basis of the recently developed 'con-
tact process ' for the manufacture of that important acid.

sulphur, V. ^— To sulphur up, a manufacturers' term
for the appearance, after a time, of an efflorescence of
sulphur in micix>8copic globules on the surface of soft
vulcanized india-rubber. Also known as bloomitiff.

sulphur-acid (surfer-as^'id), n. Same as thio-

acid.

sulphur-burner (sul'fer-b6r'''n6r), «. An ap-
paratus for burniug or oxidizing sulphur. It

is only necessary to heat the sulphur to its

igniting point in a blast of air.

sulphurea (sul-fu're-ii), n. Same as "^thio-urea.

Sulphuric acid. See also -kcontact action.

sulphur-salt, w. 2, A substance "which may
be reguriied as made up of a sulphid of a rela-

tively electropositive element or radical and
a sulphid of one relatively electronegative, as
the mineral ziukenite (PbS.SboSs). The term
thio'salt is now preferred for snch compounds.

Sulphuryl chlorld, a heavy colorless volatile liquid,

SOoClj- ol)tainable by the inteiaction of sulphur dioxid
and chlorin in sunlight, fuming in the air, and with
strong itTitant odor, decomposed by water with fonuation
of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids.

SUlphydro-. [8idph{ur) 4- hydro{g€n)S\ In
chnn.^ a pre6x to the name of a compound,
signifying that in it the radical 8H may be
viewed as replacing hydroxyl (OH). The
prefix thio- is now preferred, as (/uo-glycolic

acid instead of sulphydro-SiGQt\<i acid.

SUlvanite (sul'va-nit), «. {suliphur) + van-
(adium) + -ite^.'] A sulphovanadate of coj)-

per occurring in bronze-yellow masses with
metallic luster: found in South Australia.

SUm^, ".—Arithmetical sum, the result of uniting
two or more miantilics uncltaTiged int<) one quantity.

—

Sum in finite differences, in vtath., the sum of the
values of a function obtained by giving to its argument
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successive values ditfering by unity, from tlie lower to
the upiter liuiitiug value speciflt-ii.—Vectorial sum, in

math., the vector from the begiuning of the first to the
end of the last of a set of vectors put eud to end by
translation without rotation.

BtUnaC, "—Cape somac, a shrub or small tree of the
saiidalwo^Hl faniily, Cuipoon comprt-jisum, native to <,'iipe

Colony and N'utjd. Its leaves are used locally for Umning
light leathers and the heavy, flne-gmineii wood is used
for fine cabinet work. See 0«v"'».— Italian SUmac, a

greenish powder made from the leaves of lihug curiaria,

used in tanning:. C, T, Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. ;u.

—

Spanish sumac. Same as SiciUan sumac.— Swedish
sumac, a substance prepared from the leaves of the
bearberry. Arctostaphylos ttixi-ursi,— Tyrol SUmac, a
substance prepared fnun the leaves and stems of the ^^ ig-

tree or smoke-tree, Cotinirs Cotinus,—Wig sumac. Same
as tri{/-tree and Tyrol iesumac,

BVUnac, sumach (sii'mak), t'. t. ; pret. and pp.
sumaced, siimached, ppr. siimacing, sumach-
ing. [sumac, sumach, «.] In leather-manuf,,

to" treat with sumac. C. T. Davis, Manuf.'of
Leather, p. 216.

Stimbody, «. An amended spelling of some-
IhxIij,

Sumbul oleoresin. See *oleoresin.

Sumbulamic (sum-bu-Iam 'ik), a. Derived
from siiiubul oleoresin.— Sumbulamic acid, a
yellow cunipirand obtained from sumbul oleoresin. It

crystallizes in yellow needles.

sumersault, « An amended spelling of som-
ers<tiitt.

sumerset, n, and v. An amended spelling of
simtcrsct,

sumliow, adv. An amended spelling of some-
hoir.

summarization (sum^a-ri-za'shgn), n. [sum-
m<iri:{iy + -atioii,'] Tie act of summarizing
or reducing to a concise statement ; also, a sum-
mary ; a compendium or abstract.

In this week's ' Spectator ' will be found a concise sum-
marization of the present state of things in ChiniL

Pall Mali Gazette, Oct. 13, 1900, p. 1.

Summary court. See *court,

Bummate (sum'at), v. t. ; pret. and pp. sum-
muted, ppr. summating. [L. summatus, pp. of
summare, sum up.] To add; find the sum
of a series ; combine in a total : said of quan-
tities.

A change in one direction which is summated in pro-
portion to the number of discs in the pile.

Nature, July 26, 1900, p. 290.

summation, ».- summation theory, a theory which
derives any given phenomenon from the conjoint action
of a numbfer of less intensive (perhaps sepai-ately unno-
ticeable) phenomena of the same kind.

If we are not satisfied with this ' summation ' theory,

we may have recourse to a subsidiary hypothesis. We
may suppose that the gaps in sensation are filled out by
association. £. B, Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 90.

Summation tone. Same as resultant tone (which see,

under rei^ultant).

summer*, ".— Old wives' summer, old women's
summer, a translation of the Gennan Altweibersommer,
tile same as St. Martin's summer, a warm period in
autumn in Europe, similar to the Indian summer of
America.

summer-beam (sum'er-bem), n. Same as
summer^, 2 (c), or brest-sumtner.

summit, «. 4. In bivalves, the highest part
of the shell ; the region in which the hinge is

situated.

summital (sum'it-al), a. [summit + -aA.]
Of or relating to a summit.

summit-opening (sum'it-6p"ning), «. In the
extinct Blastoidea, the open space at the sum-
mit of the calyx where the ambulacra meet.
This area is paved with a number of minute
calcareous plates, which may be regular or
irregular in arrangement, but leaTe at each
angle of the summit-opening a small passage-
way by means of which the ambulacra com-
municate with the peristome.

summons, «— writ of summons. Same as sum-

Btunmumjus (sum'um jus). [L. summum,
highest, extreme, + jus, law.] Strict law or
right, as distinguished from equity Summum
Jus, summa Injuria, literaUy, extreme law is extreme
wrong.

sump, n. 6. In an electrolytic tank, a com-
partment separated from the rest by a low
dividing-wall.

sumthing, «. and adv. An amended (restored)
spelling of something.

gun^, w,— Elements found In the sun, aluminium,
antimony, arsenic, barium, bismuth, boron, bromine,
cadmium, cesium, calcium, carbon, cerium, chlorin,

chromium, cobalt, copper, erbium, fluorin, gallium, ger-

nuuiium, glucinum, gold, holmium, hydrogen, indium.
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iodine, Iridium, iron, lanthatmni, lead, magnesium, man-
ganese, mercury, molybdenum, neodyinium, nickel,

niobium, nitrt>gen, osmium, oxygen, ]>alladium, phos-
phorus, jdatinum, potassium, praseodymium, rhodium,
rubidium, ruthenium, scandium, selenium, silicon, silver,

sodium, strontium, sulphur, tantalum, tellurium, terbium,
thallium, thorium, thulium, tin, titanium, tungsten, ura-
nium, vanadium, yttrium, zinc, zirconium.— Equatorial
acceleration of the stin. See •kacceleration.— Sun-
and-planet motion. Same as *jack-in-a-hox motion.—
Sim's way, the path of the sun and solar systim in
space, directed approximately toward the constellation
of Hercules. See solar apex, under '"»^r/ri.— Sun ther-
mometer. See ^thermometer.—The SUn Is high
(naut.), said of that body when it reaches the observer's
meridian.

Sun^ (sun), n. [Jap. szn, < Chin, ts'un, the
Chinese inch, regarded as equal to the middle
joint of the finger.] A Japanese measure
of length, equal to j-g of a meter, or 1.19
inches.

sun*, n. An amended spelling of son^.

sun-bed (sun'bed), n. A local name in Eng-
land given to the hard upper limes'tone of the
White Lias. Also called Jeics'-stoite.

sunburn, >i. 3. The injury to the leaves or
bark of plants produced by the hot sun caus-
ing excessive or too rapid evaporation of the
water content of the cells, and thus killing the
tissues, which become brown. The tips and
margins of rapidly growing leaves and the
cambium layer of the bark of young trees are
most frequently affected. Also called sun-
scald. Compare heliosis.

sunburst, n. 2. Hence, a figure, or object, as
in architectural ornamentation, jewelry, etc.,

resembling, or thought to resemble, the burst-
ing ,forth of rays in all directions from the
sun : as, a dipjnond sunburst.

The most characteristic ornament of this architecture
consists of the disks executed on flat surfaces, which
appear upon the lintels of doors and windows and in
many other places, upon churches, shops, private houses,
and evei-y other kind of building of every size, in all part«
of the country. They are found in a thousand designs :

some of them are symbolic and Christian, others are
apparently only ornamental. The designs include sun-
bursts, five-, six- and eight-pointed stars, whorls, spirals,
interwoven leaves and crosses of countless forms.

//. C. Butler, .^rchitectiu-e and Other Arts, p. 32.

sun-cluster (sun'klus"t6r), n. A group or
cluster of suns, that is, stars.

sun-cracking (sun'krak'ing), n. A trade-
name for a defect in vulcanized india-rubber
goods, due to atmospheric oxidation on ex-
posure to light, and made evident by the ap-
pearance of cracks upon the surface.

sundang (son -dang'), n. [Xative, Phil.
Islands.] A knife or bolo.

sundarband, ". See *sunderbund.

Sunday, ".—Advent Sunday, the first Sunday in
.\dvent.— Cantate Sunday, the fourth Sunday after
Easter, so called from the introit of the mass of that day,
beginning with the words, '• Sing unto the Lord a new
song."— Reminiscence Sunday, same as Iteminiscere
Sunday.— Rorate Sunday, the fourth Sunday in Advent,
so called from the opening words of the introit of the day,
" Rorate, cccli, desnper (Isa. xlv. S).— Rose Sunday, the
Sunday on which the Pope blesses the golden rose, the
fourth Sunday in Lent.

sunderbund (son'der-bond), «. [Also st<n(fnr-

band ; Anglo-Ind., from an undetermined In-

dian source.] 1. pL [cwp.] The tract of
intersecting creeks and channels and of
swampy islands which constitutes the seaward
part of the delta of the Ganges.— 2. A dis-

tributary of a river on its delta ; specifically,

such a distributary of the Ganges or the Brah-
maputra.

Large aiul small streams or swampy sundarbands of
slowly moving waters. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV'I. 238.

Sunderland luster. See marbled '''luster.

sundowner, «. 2. A physician, holding some
government office, who carries on a private
practice in the afternoon when government
office-hours are over. [Washington, D. C]— 3.

One who lives toward the sundown or west.
[Western U. S., slang.]

sun-dry (sun'dri), r. /. and i. ; pret. and pp.
sun-dried, ppr. sun-drying. To dry, or be dried,

by the natural heat of the sun, without artifi-

cial heat.

I must have the bed and bedclothes aired and put to
sun-dry. I{. L. Stevenson, Kidnapped, iii.

sundtite (sont'it), n. [Named after L. Sundt,
a mining director.] Same as "^atidorite.

SUnfish, ".—Banded simAshes, species of the genus
Jfeso,f;ont»h'u«.— Black-banded sunflsh, Mesogonis-
tius chjetodon, a sunflsh found in fresh waters of the east-

em United States. See cut under *.\leiogonistius.—

sun-power

Blue sunflsh, a sunflsh, Lepumis pallidus, one of the
best known and most important, found in the Great

Blue Sunfish iLcpomis fialliduj).

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Xat. Museum.)

Lakes, Mississippi valley, and elsewhere.- Blue-spotted
sunfish. a common name of a smalt species of sunflsh,
Apomotis cyaadlus, found from central Ohio to the Rio
Grande.— Common sunfish, Eupmnotis yibbosus, a sim-
flsh found in the nortliem parts of the Mississippi valley.

Common Sunhsh ^Eufiomotis g^bbosus^.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

the Great Lake'region to Maine, and .southward east of
the Alleghanies to Florida.— Green sunfish. Same
as blue-spotted itsun/ish.— Long-eared sunflsh, Lepo-
mis mefjalotis, found from Michigan to Minnesota, South
Carolina, and southwest to the Rio Grande.— McKay's
sunflsh, Eupomotis euryortts, known only from southern
Michigan and northern Ohio and Indiana.— Mud sunflsh,
Acantharcus pomotis, found from New Vnik t<> .'^outh

Carolina. See cut at -kAcantharcus.— Pygmy sunflsh,
a flsh of the family Elasstnnidm.— Red-eared sunflsh,
Eupomotis heros, one of the sunflshes iidi:il>itiiitr ^Tieams
from northern Indiana to Horida.— Red-spotted sun-
fish, Lepomis humilis, a flsh found in fresh waters in
Ohio and Kentucky and west to Texas and Dakota.

—

Round sunfish, a small sunfish, Centrarchus macrop-
terus, found in the Mississippi valley.— Scarlet sun-
flsh, Lepomis miniatus, a sunfish found in fresh waters

"from Texas to Florida.

Sung2 (song), ji. [Chin. sung, in Canton sung,
tsung, and ts'ung, the pine-tree.] The pine
or fir, used as a decorative motive in Chinese
art.

sungar, «. Same as *'sangar.

sun-glass, n. 2. Same as '''shade-glass ; a
screen of colored glass attached to a sextant
to diminish the apparent brightness of the
sun.

Sung porcelain. See ^porcelain'^^.

sunk-band (sunk'band), a. Noting the ordi-.

nary style of sewing books, in which the backs
are sawed in three or five furrows to contain
the bands of twine. The raised-band process
is better, but more expensive. W. Matthetcs,
Modern Bookbinding, p. 27.

sun-kiln (sun'kil), n. A vat for preparing
potters' clay by exposing it to the action of

the sun and the atmosphere, a process em-
ployed by English potters previous to the
eigliteenth century.

Into the smaller vat a quantity of clay is thrown, nnt}

by a proper tool plunged in the water by agitation ; . . .

the fluid mass is next jKmred into a sieve, thro' which it

runs into the largest vat, or Sun Kiln, until the whole sur-
face is covered, to the depth of three or four inches, which
is left to be evaporated by solar action.

Aiken, quoted by S. Shaw, Hist of the Stall. Potteries.

[p. 18.

sunned (sund), ;>. a. Exposed to the sunlight,

as for the purpose of toning down the harsh
contrasts.

sun-pan (snn'pan), n. A pan or vat in which
potters' clay is prepared. See '^sun-kiln.

sun-pillar (sun'pil"ar), >i. A parhelion or
sun-dog having the form of a vertical column
of light : seen usually in connection with
other halo forms.

This evening a sun-pillar viks again visible at Swindon,
not so brilliant or long-lived as that which recently at-

tracted such widespread attention, but nevertheless
quite definite. ... It was of a clear yellow colour, and
extended from the dull-red sun vertically upwards.

Xature, April 10. 1902, p. S36.

sun-power (sun'pou"er), n. The amount of
light radiated by a given star as compared
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with that radiated by the sun; or the bright- suovetaurilia (sfi-o-vet-ft-ril'i-a), n. pi. [L.,
ness of the star compared with that of the sun, '

•
• , .,

.

both being viewed from the same distance
(easily calculated when the star's parallax is
known).

In Kig. 2 the relative distances o( all stars known to be
within sixty ligh^Jears of our system are shown by pla-
cing the objects on a background fomied by a map uf the
home counties, taking Greenwfch as the point of depar-
ture, the " mn-povers' of the various stars being repre-
sented by a system of symbols. Kig. 3 similarly treats
all those stars within 4X0 light-years, a map of N. W.
Europe constituting the background. The scale employed P''f"IB-

tor the stellar distances is an interesting one, which Slip. Ct.

superfuse

sulcus ot the brain. Amer. Anthropologist,
1903, p, 623— Supercentral Assure.

< siis, pig, + ovis, sheep, + t'aurus, bull, + Oct.-Dec,
-ilis, neut. pi, -ilia.] In Rom. antiq., a sacrifice See -kfissure.

offered to male deities, in which the victims SUpercerebellar (sii"per-ser-e-berar), a. [L,
were a boar, a ram, and a bull. The chief super, above, + E. cerebellar.] Situated or
suovetaurilia were performed at the lustrum occurring in the upper portion of the cerebel-
which followed the census every fifth year, luni- Buck; Med, Handbook, II, 249,

sup. An abbreviation (a) of superfine; (b) supercerebral (sii-per-ser'e-bral), a. [L,
of superior; (c) ot superlative ; (d) 6i supine ;

super, above, + E. cerebral.] '

Situated or oc-
(e) of supplement; (/) of supra; (g) of su- curring in the upper portion of the cerebral

hemispheres. Buck, Med, Handbook, II. 211,
An abbreviation («) of Superior Stiperciliary plate. Same as superciliary

takes as it« unit the distance of a star situated at one Court (b) of Supreme Court
" - i - - shield.

d?s^ov'e?eVTh™t'brcan"|1h"^ super.'«. 4. One of the medium or middle supercopl (su-per-kol'), ,., «. To cool (a liquid)
distance is almost exactly represented by one inch. sorts of a fleece of wool, Bannan, Textile below its freezing-point without producing

.Vafurs, Sept. -is, 100.S p. 532. Fibres of Commerce, p. 191.
o,^i;.iifi»ot,„., ai„„ . — j . j. ,

sun-prism (sun'prizm), n. See *prism. super. An abbreviation (a) of superior ; (6)
sun-reflector (sun're-flek'tor), »i. A large of .superfine.

concave mirror or system of mirrors by means Superactivity (8u"per-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. Extreme
of which the sun's rays are focused upon the activity above that which is normal; hyper-"

'
" activity.

The inhibition of the moto-neurones is on cessation of
the stimulus followed by a superactivity in them accom-
panied by the discharge of impulses from them into the
muscles they innervate, namely, the extensors.

Nature, Feb. 6, 1908, p, 33a

See cut under solarboiler of a solar engine,
engine.

sun-scald, », 2. An injury to the bark caused
by sudden exposure of a tree to strong sun-
light. Also scald.— 3. A burning of the skin
due to exposure to the reflection of sunlight ,v i /

from the surface of smooth water,—4, Sur- ^uperalbal (su-p6r-al bal), a. [L, super,

faces of water reflecting sunlight and causing ^"ove, + alb(us), white, + -«/!,] Situated in

Bunscald, [Rare, ]
^"^ upper portion of the white substance of the

There were days, though, clear and soft and warm, 5P'",i
noting certain veins. Buck, Med.

when it seemed a sin to do anything but loaf over the Handbook, II, 258,
hand-lines and spank the drifting "«u»-scaW»' with an superalimentation (su'per-al'i-men-ta'shon),

IS Courai^eon^ v. „_ Tjjg gj^.j^g ^j f^^^
r^

amount greatly'exl

solidification. Also overcool and xindercool.

The freezing point curve had been determined by Le
Verrier, Le C'hatelier, Campbell, and Guillet. All of
these determinations had been made on cooling curves
and there is considerable evidence of the effects of super-
cooling. Jour. Phys. Chem., June, 1907, p. 425,

ceeding that required to supply the normal
waste of the tissues.

oar. R. Kipling, Captains Courageous, v.

5. Same as scald-fish.

sunset, n— Making sunset {nav.t.\ the ceremony
perfoniied at sundown of striking the colors.— Red son- aimAv.>14.n^ .. o\'«ijr,i -. ,.

sets, specifically, the remarkable red sky or re<l light SUperaijar, n. ^. A piece Ot Oak WOOd about SUperdicrotiC (si\"Der-di-krot'ik) a Verv
markedly dicrotic. Also called hyperdicrotic.

(si\"per-dis-ten' shon), n.

SUpercrust (su'per-krust), n. [L, super, above,
-1- E, crtist] The outer shell of the earth,
consisting of sediments which have accumu-
lated without undergoing metamorphism,
./, D. Dana, Manual of Geol, (4th ed,), p, 441,
SUpercube (su'p^r-kub), «, In point-space of
four dimensions, the regular supersolid whose
faces are all squares.

A much better idea of the regular character of the
•'super-cxdie" or "eigh^cell, as it is called by most
writers, and of its connection with four-dimensional
space can be acquired by choosing the i)lane of projec-
tion in sucli a way as to give the diagram a more symmet-
rical form, and by using two different stereoscopic
projections instead of one, Knoivledge, May, 1904, p. 92.

that followed the regular twilight and preceded the mom
Ing during lS;<3-»4, over the greater part of the north
temperate zone, gradually fadmg away during 18K5-^}.
They were demonstrated to be a direct consequence of
the great volcanic eruption of Krakatua, between Suma-
tra and Java, by which an enormous mass of
vapor waa projected into the upper atmosphere,
red sunsets followed an eruption of Skaptar .

.

Iceland, in 178:1 and again in livil, and, on a small
the eruptions of I'el^e and Sfmfrifere in the West Indies
in r>i2. They have al8<j been seen in connection with
other eruptions, as those of Vesuvius and Etna, and with
the dusty winds of the .Sahara, The red light was due to
diffuse reflection of sunlight ; the long continuance was

six inches square, having a cross on one side .u^^-^t^uiy u.crotu
and the figure of a patron saint on the other, superdistention
It was blessed and incased in gold or silver, Overdistention.

Ambient or oir-per, above, + E, ambient.]
culating above. [Rare,]
Damp soil serves to keep the euperambient atmosphere

danip. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 2tio.

due to the great altitude of this vapor, which allowed sUPerb-draffon <'sii-n^rb'drflo'"nTi^ » An Ana
of the reflection of the light t-j the earth long after sunset. Jl??^ „ „f,?„? i!>: ^„,„T "

i' ; , a
nntliina » D,H,r),» «..«.>.i-. .„ « n tralian marine fish, i'/ii/«o»fe>)-«x /o/(ni««. See
?°5'H.??.',."-t5^^».'°18¥"»-"P«^'«'=»">': '"'!>.' *sea.draaon.X E K. l/orW.. An«trnl Pn-rlicl,
sunshine.

"/-.. sunshine bright enough t^j niake a record on the
<'aiitpl)fll.st<'ke.s sunshine.recorder,

sunshine^receiver (sun ' shin - re - se ' v^r). n.

The platinum wire upon which the sun shines
directly in using the Callendar sunshine-re-
corder,

sunshine-recorder, ".-Callendar's sunshine-
recorder, ;i recorder in which the sun s rays fall directly
uixju the blackened absorbing surface of a resistance-coil.

psychological and phonetic method of
curing stuttering. He treats of superetiergetic phonation,
in which there is an excess of nervous discharge to the
vocal organs, and tonic and clonic cramps at various
points. .Alien, and Xeurot., Nov., 1907, p. 496.

SUperenvironmental (sii"p<>r-en-vi-rqn-men'-
tal), a. [L. super, above, + E, environmental.]
Being above or outside of the environment.
A broader axiom, however, applies U> the general con-

ditions of the universe which are superenvironmental.
Patten, Development of Eng. Thought, p. 402.

sea-dragon, 3, E. E. Morris, Austral English,
supercalender (sii-p<'r-kal'en-<l^r), v. t. To
give additional smoothness or glaze to (a
fabric that has already received calendering).
A web of paper that has jiassed through the calendels SUpereSSive (sil-p6r-es'iv), a. [L. SMner, above,
attached to the paper-making machine is 'calendereil' uDOU, -I- e.s'.sc be -I- -ire ] Tn nrnm noHnrr
or 'machine-calendered.' When it is afterward passed

",'""' '^^' "'^.' ^ "f:-l ^" gram., noting
thlK,ugh a gang of rapidly rotating cylinders aUenXly t''" ^"^0 expressing position on.
of iron and compressed paper, it is called 'super.calen- SUpCreXteuded (sii"per-eks-ten'ded), a. Dis-
<lere.l. tended beyond the normal. .BHct, Med. Hand-The resulting increase of te.nperature^affects^ U,e^rans- gupgrcalender (su-p*r-kal'en-dfer), n. One of book, IV, 498,

'

mission of an electric current, am
of the galvanometer needle and mirror.

sun-shower (sun'shou'fer), H, A shower of
rain from a passing cumulus cloud, without

the rotating cylinders or rolls used in super- SUpereztensibility (su'per-eks-ten-si-biri-ti),
calendering paper. See *8upercalender, v., «; Capability of extreme extension. Buck,
and supercalendered. Med, Handbook, IV. 509,

thunder or lightning and preceded and fol- supercapillary (sii-pi'r-kap'i-la-ri), a. Noting superextensible (sii "per-eks-teu 'si-bl), a.
lowed by full sunshine, on a warm summer ' " '

n^^.,!,!,. ,.*• „.,4 — i.—
; _ „ , », ,

day ; a shower falling on a limited locality,
while the surrounding country is evidently
enjoying full sunshine,
sun-soap (sun'sop), n. A term sometimes ap-
plieil in the United States to soap made in a

passages in rocks or other solids which, i'f
Capable of extreme extension,

tubular, exceed ,.508 millimeters in diameter. Handbook, IV, 514,

andif sheet-like, ,2,54 millimeters, and in which superextension (su"per-eks-ten'shoii), n
the ordinary laws of hydrostatics apply to the
movement of water. A. Daniell, Textbook of
Physics, p, 277,

Buck, Med.

Ex-

domestic way by mere exposure of the mixed supercarbonate (sii-ptr-kar'bo-nat), a. In
fatty and alkaline materials to the heat of the
sun's rays.

sun-spot, n. 2. A freckle.— 3. A spot on
leaves produced by excessive heat of the sun.
Compare heliosis, 1—Sun-spot curve, a curve ex-
hibiting the ctmree of the rise and fall in the number and
extent of sun-spots, and the dates u{ nmxinunn and mini-
mum since 1772.— Sun-spot cycle, the pericj.1 of about
eleven years in which the luaxinium fre'iuency of sun-
spots recurs.— WolTs relative sun-spot numbers,
the system of numeration devised by Profes.s«>r K. Wolf
of Zurich, Ui express the tendency to the fonnation of
snn-spots. The number for any day is determined by
adding t/jgether the number of sptjts visible on the sun
and ten times the number of groups of spots. It is there-
fore an arbitrary number, but has been made the basis
for many reftne<l calculations as to the relation between
sun-spot phenomena and terrestrial meteorology and
magnetism.

sunstroke, ». 2. Same as */oHe<a<7e.— Electric
sunstroke. .Same as electric ^prostration.

sun-tank (sun'tangk), n. A metallic tank in
which castor-oil is exposed to the sun's rays
in order to bleach it. Sci. Amer. Sup., March
21, VM], p, 22756,

sun-wheel, n. 2. In cotton-manuf., one of the
gears or wheels ot the ' differential ' or ' equat
ing' or ' jack-in-a-box ' motion of a roving- supercentral (sii-pir-sen'tral), «. [L. super,
machine, about the orbit of which other gears above, + E. central.] Situated above the
rotate. Also called a stud-wheel. center; specifically, situated above the central

tension beyond the normal line. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IV. 496.

superfaced vsu'p6r-fast), a. In wool-manuf.,
highly finished, with a thick lustrous nap, as
broadcloth. C. Vickerman, Woollen Spinnine.
p, 243,

^ ^'

superfatted (su-per-fat'ed), p. a. Containing
more fat than can combine with the amount of
alkali present: noting certain soaps used for
medicinal purposes. Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry,

highapercentageof carbon, orof carbon com- -*, '_fJ,',j-x,-„„ .„-, » «- j-/ u \ o
bined with the iron. This niethod is used in

SUPeneudatlon (su'p^r-fu-da'shon),/.. Same
the case of armor-plates or other steel elements „f,Lw!«n^k 'J

' "' « i - -
n

which must resist perforation, or impact, or ^",P®5?^1^| s"-per-fish ^r), n. [L. super,
above, -t- t,. Ji.s:iure.} A fissure of the bram
resulting from the overlapping of one convolu-
tion by another. Buck, Med. Handbook, II.
179.

superfluent, a. 3. In geol., applied to a liquid
which flows above 'something else, as fresh
water upon salt at the mouth of the Amazon,
or one lava-stream upon an older flow.

case-hardening prixess, whereby the outside face of the superfuse t'. t. 2 To heat (a. Rnhiitnnno
plate, when tempered in water, becomes intensely hard. k,,„i. n^ n k;„„u:„ '

i,a
°*'*\^^'' SUDStance,

Sci. Amer.. Dec. 12, iiK», p. 42a ^"?" ^^ " basaltic rock) far above its fuBing-
point, so that once in this condition it may
remain long molten without cooling to solid-
ification,— 3, In phys., to cool (a liquid)
to a temperature below (its) melting-point
without producing solidification; undercool.

It is generally possible to cool a liquid several degrees
below its normal freezing-point without a separation of

reference to an alkaline carbonate, the same
as acid-carhoniite or bicarbonate.

SUpercarbonize (sii-per-kar'bo-niz),r. t.
;
pret.

and pp. supercarboni:ed, ppr, supercarbonizing.
To impregnate locally with carbon (a mass of
steel) which should not elsewhere contain so

resist perforation, or impact, or
abrasive attack on the surface exposed, but
which would be inconveniently brittle if the
hardening effect of a high percentage of car-
bon was operative all through the mass or
thickness.

.
The plate in the course of manufacture is gupercarho-

nizett. that is, its face is impregnated with an additional
amount of carbon, in a way similar to the well-known

SUpercarbureted (sii-per-kar'bu-ret-ed), /), a.
Combined with carbon in superior propor-
tion.
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cttbUIb, especially it it is protected from agitation, which
would anlst the molecules to rearrange themselves.

1300 suppurant

liqnid in this state is said to be 'inuiei-cooled
supfr/iised." Encyc. Brit., XXVlll, r>«S.

SUperfusion (su-p^r-fu'zhon), «. [giqyerfuse
+ -ion.} The act of superfusing or the state of

of being poured out or spread over, (ft) The
state of being heated above the tusing-point.
(e) In phys. cliein., the state of a liquid which
does not solidify, although cooled below the supero-antenor (st"i"pe-ro-an-te 'ri-or), a.

temperature at which the liquid and its solid Situated above and toward the front. " Proc.
phase are in equilibrium. An example is the ^""'- *'"<' I-omlon, 1903, p. 270.

cooling of water below the freezing-point SU^erodorsally (sti"pe-ro-d6r' sal-i),
without the formation of ice. See siq)ersatu-

' ""' ^
'

rated *si)Iiitinii. Also siirfiision.

snperglacial (su-per-gla'kiial), a. [L. super,
above, + E. glacial.'} Situated on or relating
to the surface of a glacier; in geot., of or per

yond the merely national; belonging to supersessive (su-per-ses'iv), a. PL. suver-l„„„a,„t^ ,„ „o„o,„i „„f *^ „„„ „t „„.. ^^^.^.„^_ ^f supersedere, forbear, omit, +
-tve.} Superseding; rendering void.

i'or the supeniatural, aa commonly taken, denotes a
cause or will outside as well as above Nature, opn<jsed to
It and ifUjKTsegnve of its laws.

Fairbairn, Philosophy of the Christian Religion, p. 66.

.)ersilo (su-p^r-si'lo), n. [L. super, over, +
E. silo.} A silo-cover with a deep outside
rmi, permitting it to sinlc with the settling of
the silage. Keturti of [British} Ensilage Com-
mi.'i.sioners (1885), I. G.

superspinous (su-per-spi'nus), a. Lying
above or over a spinous process.

humanity in general, not to men of any
special nation.

supernatural,)'. 2. A supernatural being;
a deity.

being superfused. Speciticaliy: (n) The state supeniature (sa'pir-na'tar), n. [L. siqyer,--' above, -I- E. nature.} That which is above
nature; that which transcends the physical supersilo (su-p^r-si'lo)

and material
" ^ "'" ^ " ''

, ..... ,, adv.
Above and toward the back: rarely used

flounders, swim on one side. In most cases
the superior side is the dorsal side. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 1029.

tainiug to detritus^ processes,"' etc.', uponVhe SUpero-extemal (su"pe-ro-eks-ter'nal), a.

surface of a glacier. Situated above and on the' outer side. " Froc.
Esliers which have been formed by mperglacial or en- •^'"''- ^oc. London, 1903, p. 269.

gI_aei:U streams. BulMin Amer.Qeoij. Soc, ^-XX. 2l\. SUperO-intemal (su"pe-ro-iu-ter'nal), (Z. Situ-
SUperglaciallv (sii-pfer-gla'shial-i), adtK In ated above and within or toward the inner side
a superglacial position; upon a glacier.

supergyre (su'per-jir), «. [L. super, above
E. yijre.} Any cerebral convolution wh
overlaps another. Bucl<, Med. Handbook, II. SUperordinate, a. 2. In zooL, having the
191 - ' ' " , '. . 6.

except in the case of aTiimals which, like Superstandard (su-pei-stau'diird), a. Above
tlie normal standard— Superstandard risk

supersuborder (su'per-sub'or-der), n. In
coiil., a divisioniutermediate in grade between
a suborder and an order. li. IV. Slnifeldt
in Amer. Nat., Jan., 1903, p. 33. [Rare.]
SUpersulphureted (su-per-sul'fu-ret-ed), a.
Combined with sulphur in superior propor-
tion.superopostenor(su"pe-ro-pos-te'ri-or), a. "„"• i„v • /- •

lOve, -f- Situated above and beliind. Proc. Zool. Soc.
supersulphunze (su-per-sul'fu-i

whifh London, 1903, I. 270. """ PP- ^Kpeisulpliuri^ed, ppr. <

ink. IT sUDerordinatB «. 2 Tt. ^nnl l,a,rir,„ ti,^ "'C- To cause to combine wi

ilz), V. t.
;
pret.

, , ^ supcrsulphuriz-
To cause to combine with sulphur in

rank or value of a superorder ; 'being Sbove ^^'Pe^or, or more than usual, proportion.

superheat (su'per-het), n. Excess of temper- the rank of an order. SUpervacuatlon (su"per- vak-u-a ' shon), «.

ature of a vapor above the temperature at Superorganism (su-pfer-6r'gan-izm),
which it is saturated.

"
• ^ . • , .

The economy at full load, with 64' F. superheat, . . .

was lo-4 i>ouiids per electrical horse power.
Engiiieering Mag., Feb., 1903, p. 756.

Supericoraia (su'per-i-kor'ni-ii), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. superus, upper, + cornu, Horn (antenna).]
An old name for a series of heteropterous in-

„ [L.
super, over, + E. organism.} In social., a
social organism. See the extract.
Many writers of late years have spolcen of the social

unit, the group or the nation, as an "organism." Some
have further defined it as a " superorganium

"

" pliysio-psychic " organism.
D. G. Brintun, Basis of Social Relations, p. 39.

sects corresponding to the family Coreidie, SUperosculation (su"per-os-kula'shon), n. In
having the antenme inserted on the upper
parts of the sides of the head.
superimpose, v. t.— superimposed drainage in .j ^ •

,
pf<./.. speciliL-iilly, noting a system of drainage which has StlperoXia (SU-pf'r-ok Sid ), n
supplanted an older system, when the latter, llaving been " .. ..

extinguished, as, for example, by glacial drift, the former
cuts down through the superficial deposits into the hard
rocks beneath, and assumes directions without regard to
the_ earlier system. These relations frequently occur

Evacuation of the bowels to an extreme de-
gree : noting usually an intestinal flux.
SUpervenosity(su"per-v§-nos 'i-ti), ». Ex-
cessive venous development, either local or
general,

or "a supervirtllence (sfl-pfer-vir'o-lens), n. Ex-
cessive and intensified virulence.
supervirulent (su- per-vir ' o - lent), a. Of in-
tensified virulence.

The imnmnity may be made to reach a very high de-
gree by ultimately using cultures of intensified virulence,
this " fnpervirvlent " character being usually attained by
the method of passage already explained.

ncyc. Brit., XXVI. eft

within the region covered by the drift of the glacial
epoch, and have little regard for the geological struc-
ture.

SUperinfeudation (sti"p6r-in-fQ-da'shon), re.

[L. sujH'r, above, + E. infeudation .} 'the ore

geom., the touching at more consecutive
points than is usual for loci of the given
order. Science, April 38, 1902, p. 62-5.

id (sii-pfr-ok'sid), n. A term gener- „ n , t
ally used in the same sense as 'peroxid,'sig- o • .<•, x-

^«ci/c. cnr., x,

nifying the presence of oxygen in more than ouper^isors of election. See *election

normal proportion. Mendel^eff has proposed supinate, r. II. vitrans. To lie with the
to restrict the term 'superoxid' to compounds ^, ypward, as the hand

; turn so that the
of the type of hydrogen dioxid, in which the
oxygen atoms are assumed to be directly
united to each other, thus distinguishing
these from other peroxids.

ation of a new feudal estate out of another SUperoxygenated(sii-per-ok'si-je na-ted),p.a.
already established in feudal law.

superl. An abbreviation of superlative.

superlactation (su"per-lak-ta'shon), ». Secre-
tion of an excessive quantity of milk.
superloreal (su-pfer-16'rf-al), a. [L. super,
above, + E. loreal.} Placed above the lore.
See lore*, n.

superman (su'p&r-man), «. [Trans. G. tceber-

mensch : L. super, above, + E. man.} An

palm is upward.
When we turn a screw ... we always employ the ftu.

pinatmg movement of the hand for the purpose.
Chambers' Encyclopsedia, V. 539.

SUppedania (sup-e-da ' ni-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of s-upped'aneus (or LL. suppedaneum,
a footstool), < L. suh, under, + pes (ped-),
foot.] In med., local applications made to
the soles of the feet.

SUperpassage (sii-per-pas''aj), n! Passage over ^'^PPl- An abbreviation of «!/p/)?fmen*,
or above; specifically, an overhead conduit or supplement, «. 4. In o?<7., the supplement of

Containing oxygen in combination in larger
proportion than is normal or than in previ-
ously known or referred-to compounds. Amer.
Client. Jour., June, 1903, p. 579, note.

arrangement by which one irrigating canal or
ditch is carried across over another. H. M.
Wilson, Irrigation Engineering, p. 272.

imaginary superior being, the product of superphosphate, n. 2. (ft) A trade-name of
superphosphate of lime. —Double superphos-
phate, a trade-name of superphosphate of lime contain-
ing more than the usual proportion of soluble phosphate,
made by treating the ordinary superphosphate with

human evolution : conceived and vaguely
characterized by Nietzsche : also used in a
general sense. See the second extract.
We are left with the impression that the *' satyr " or

the "««pcrmart"—for they come to much the same thing—is an altogether sinister creation of a diseased mind.
At no time is Xietzsche a Darwinian. With him it is

never a struggle for life, but always for power. The love
of power, however, may take strange forms, extending
from the cruelty practised on othei-s (whereof pity is a
refinedform) to "laut<jcruaut^ de fakii-s exalt(;s." The SUpOrradial (sil-per-ra'di-al), a. [L. suver
crowning development of this line of thought—if it can -' ' " -

i- . -.
.•' - .-^. '

be called thouglit—is reached in the notion of a fury
that has got beyond all consideration of an end, even of
power. The " blond beast of prey "simply runs amuck.

Athenseum, July 15, 1905, p. 73.

Relatively to the periods that precede, man is now in a
recent epoch, prolonged as it may have been, in which a
new story has been added to his nature, so that he is now
a superman to his ancient forebeara. A new being is

any multiplicative combination Em of the ref-
erence elements ej, ea . . . en and of the
mth order is that multiplicative combination
En-m of the (n-m)th order which contains
those reference elements omitted from Em
multiplied in such succession that (En,En-m)
= 1. The supplement of Em is denoted by
' Eu

water, removing the undissolved calcium sulphate by q,,„JT™—« j«* . » = _.__,
filtration, and evaporating the solution, either alone or ^S,?Pi^^?H'^ detemlnant See kdeterminan.t.—

.„....„.,...„ c„^c„
Supplementary twin. .See *(iniii.

phosphate. In this way as'much as 80 or 90 per "061X0? SUpply, n— Bureau Of Supplies and Acooimts.
soluble phosphate may be secured, of course with an in- See A'/KrcaK.— Compensation supply. See *cm/i-

pensation.

supply-pipe (su-pll'pip), n. The pipe which
couveys any fluid to the place where it is to

with addition of simie easily acted on fonu of untreated

, -^ course with an in^
crease of cost, but with saving in carriage of the more
concentrateil material,

above, + E. radial.} In some genera of the
crinoids, such a.s Baplocrinus,-w\\eve three out
of flve of the radial plates are transversely
divided into two pieces, the upper of these
pieces, to which the arm is attached.
superrostral (su-p6r-ros'tial), a. Lying above c«r.n«-rf !.

the beak or rostrum.
" huppori, «

bom out of and superposed on the old, and in a new'seiise Supersaturate, V. ?. — Supersaturated solution,
the boy is father to the man, and far older. Sec -kmliitinn.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 47. supersecretion (sii"per-se-kre'shon), n. Same
SUpermaxilla (su"p^r - mak - sir a),

superior maxilla or upper jaw-bone.
supermystical (sii-per-mis'ti-kal), a
traordinary mystic significance.
They are as follows (the super-mystical numbers accen-

tuated).
W J McOee, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98,

[p. 847.

supemally (su-pfer'nal-i), adv. In a supernal

The as hiijifrsccretion

supersedence (su-per-se'dens), n. [supersede
Of ex- -I- -ence.} The act of superseding.

SUpersedent (sii-p6r-se'dent), n. [L. super-
sedens (-ent-), ppr. of supersedere, supersede.]

1)0 used, as distinguished from the discharge-,
exhaust-, or drain-pipe which conducts fluid
away; specifically, the pipe which takes
steam to an engine, water to a house, gas to
a burner, etc.

ll.pl. lathe cloth trade, h'lock-
iiig-boards or wrapping-boards.

supporter, ". 2 (c) An appliance which
gives support to any part of the body, as the
breasts or abdominal viscera Supporter of
combustion. See ^combustion.

suppositor, n. 2 A tube with piston attach-
ment, used for the introduction of supposi-
tories into the rectum or vagina.

Any remedy the action of which on a part Suppression, «. 5. In psychol., a phenomenon
operates in away to prevent or cure any mor-
bid process in that part.

or supernatural manner; by supernormal SUperseptal (sii-per-sep'tal), a. [L. super,

means. above, + sepfinn, partition, + -«(!.] Situated
Glfjssolalla, singing, praying, poetizing, . . . acts all

ahove the septum : noting a brain-fissure above
lapemally motivated, were slowly subjected to a criti- the tentorium cerebri.

'"as. Hall, in Amer. Jour. Relig. Psychol, and E,lu- Tif^bvlnother
^" '^^^ ^«Pl»««'^ent of one

[cation. May, 1904, p. 41.
^ni"g oy another.

Supemational (su-per-nash'on-al), a. FL.
I' 's "x;* ""jy ^o considerations of economy that the

super, above, + E. national.} "Above and be-
•»P*'-««"»» <" ^°8™v,ng by 'y;™-'^;!' "ue^^j^j^

^^

of binocular vision, consisting in the exclusive
predominance of a single monocular image
and the consequent disappearance of the
other.

It may sometimes be observed that these phenomena
of suppression do not extend to the entire image.

If. Wiindl (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 206.

suppurant (sup 'u -rant), n. [L. suppurans
(-ant-), ppr. of suppurare, form pus: see sup-
purate.} That which causes suppuration.
Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 14.
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Suppurative fever, pjemia, ur any fever accompanying supraforaminal (su'pra-fo-ram'i-nal), a. Sit- supranuclear (su-prji-iiu'kle-ar), a. Situated
suppuration.

, -„ .. ^ v/- I- N uated above a foramen.' specifically above the over or above the nucleus of' the cell: opposed
SUpra-acetabular (su pra-as-e-tab u-lar), a. foramen magnum: as, the supraforaminal to *infranuclear. Buck, Med. Handbook, V.
Lying or situated above the acetabiilum or

rj(j„g
>

.r ^ ^^^

cup-like socket for the head of the thigh-bone _° '
. . , , ,, » „ j « j „..„_. »„_j_j4.j_. / -« • i • /• »• ^ tK " The ««pr«(/orami7ui( ndRe IS but ill-deflned. SUpra-OCClpitine (su"pra-ok-sip l-tm), n. In

of-^EtTi";,,! /»,-,#,.™ 0,1 A'rat^ ^ T„ »„>,!
Proc. Zooi, Soc. iondon, 1903, p. 259. ichth. , sa.m<i SX.S superocmpital. Starks, Bynon-

T^lto^t'a^Uhln? Iuua?e&^ the\dotl SUpraglabellar (su"pra gla-bel'ar) «• In T-y of the Fish Skeletof, p. 510.

plates See adoral anthrop., relating to that region of the skull supra-OCUlar (su-pra-ok'u-lar), a. and n. I.

BUpra-arytenoid (sii''pra-Br-i-te'noid), n. A ^l^'ch is situated over the glabella. a. Situated above ttie eyeball.

lateral process of the arytenoid cartilage, di- supraglacial (su-pra-gla'shial), a. Same as II. n. One of a series of scales lying above
rected upward and backward. Froc. Zool. *supenjkicial. the region of the eye in reptiles. The supra-

Soc. London, 1901, I. 284. SUpraglenoid (su-pra-gle'noid), a. Situated oculars coyer a portion of the skull while the

BUpra-associational (sii^pra-a-so'si-a'shon- above the glenoid ca'vity: noting a roughened supraciliaries are attached to the eyelid.

&l), a. lixpxychoU, being above the level "of tubercle of bone to which is attached the long Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 125.

association ; apperceptive or conceptual. head of the biceps muscle. SUpra-optimal (su-prii-op'ti-mal), a. [stipra-

To assume a nipra-associational intellectual activity suprahepatic (sii"prii-he-pat'ik), a. Situated opUm(um) + -n/1.] Of or pertaining to a
. . . seems altogetlier unjustifiable. above or on the upper surface of the liver. supra-optimum; above the optimal.

ir. H'wiirf^ (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 345. . * ,., -*^'
. _„ .. . „ j-,/- i.. \ ™.. ,..,.,... . .

SUpra-infundlDUlar (su'pra-in-lun-dib u-lar), The response (of ciliate infusoria], on commg into a
Suprabranchial chamber. See *cliamher. <,. Situated above the infuiidibuluni Supra- region wliere the temperature is above or below the

BUpracaecal (su-pra-se'kal), a. Lying above infundibular commissure. See *commumre. optimuni, is l)y backnig and turning toward a structu-

tv, „ „ " Tj •V>i„7., „,.„ ir.*Ui „;; ;„
""""^»">""-' >->'"»^">'>>"~-

rally defined side, followed by a movement forward. This
the cpeeum or ea!ca. P. Chalmers Mitchell, m suprajUgular (su-pra-jo'gu-lar), a. Noting a reaction is repeated as long as an effective ™praoj»(ima<
Transi Linn. Soc, Zool., Oct., 1901, p. 188. small, splint-like bone, occurring in a few or sulwptimal temperature continues.

SUpracaudal (sii-prii-ka'dal), «. and n. I. a. species of birds, and lying on the superior Sricjice, Dec. 2, 1904, p. 761.

Lying above the tail. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon- side of the maxillary in the lachrymouasal supra-Optimum (sii-pra-op'ti-mum), n. [L.
dou, 1890, p. 180. fossa. It is particularly characteristic of the supra, above, + optimum (neut. sing.), best.]
n. H. The hindmost homy plate on the cormorants and snake-birds. Proc. Zool. Soc. In ftio?., a higher temperature than that which

carapace of a turtle: the 'caudal' of some London, 1898, p. 83. is best suited for an organism or a developing
authorities.

, , s t> • Supralabial, «. n. ". One of the series of egg or seed. See optimum.
SUpracellular (su-pra-sel u-lar), a. Being horny plates covering the edge of the upper supra-oral (sii-prii-6'ral), a. In whth., situa-
outside of, beyond, or not connected with, the

jjp ,„ reptiles, such as snakes and lizards, ted just above the moiith, as a barbel.
cell. Same as upper labial or superior labial : cor- supra-orhital fontaneUe. See kfontmuUe.- Supra-

Evolution ... is not only a cellular or cytological, but related with infralabial. See cut under *sAi«W. orbital groove, a semicircular depression on the supe-
a «Ui)r«ce((u(Br or organic process. g,„; Bulletin Nov 1904 p 293 rior face of the sltull, aliove the eye, and containing a

J^'. ^. tuco*, in Science, June 7, 1901, p. 910. "
. ' '' ..';.' .' , . large oil gland. It is eminently characteristic of diving

onnrapArohpllar rKii'nrii.ser-e-bel'iirl n o;*. Supraliminal (SU-pra-iim 1-nal), O. 1. In birds, though lacking in such forms as the cormorant*,SUpracereoeiiar (.bu pra her e oei sr;, «. oil
,,, ./,„,,/,,^, lying above the stimulus limen which have no external nostrils.- Supra-orbital ledge,

uat.d on tlie upper surface of the cerebellum.
{,r differendal limen ; more than just notice- i"

ornith.. the thin, overhanging portion of the cranhfm;
ijHCA, Med. Handbook, II. 2o9. ,, ' ^ just above the eye. It is well developed in the gulls.—

SUPracerebral (su-prii-ser'e-bral), a. Situated ^"^' Supra-orbital ridge. Same as tuperdliary ridge

on the UDiier surface of the "cerebral hemi- Fechncr's own experiments with grey glasses . . . fall (wBich see, under cDpcra/iar!/).
on int upiier suiiaee or int cereurainemi

i„ strictness under a rudimentary form of the method of „_„„„„„xii- r^.,", r„a r,«n't;n „ SUnofoHspheres. /}»<•*•. Med. Handbook, IL 2o9. (mpmiimi«a< differences.
SUprapontUS (su-pia-pon tii), a. bituated

suprachoroid (su-pra-ko'roid), a. Same as >;. B. ntchewr, Exper. Psychol., II. ii. 103. above the pons Varolii.

*suiiriichiiroidal. " 2. In p^j/cAico? re«earc*, lying above the sub- SUprapygal, a. II. «. A horny plate, found
BUprachoroidal (sii-pril-ko'roi-dal), a. Situ- liminal

;
pertaining to or characterized by in some turtles, lying between the pygal, or

ated on the outer surface of the choroid coat clear or normal consciousness. terminal plate, and the neurals. Annals and
of the eye. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 62. The mpraliminal region, as Myers calls it, the clawic- ^"9- ^'"t- Bist., Jan., 1903, p. 116.

BUpraciliary, «— SnpracUlary shield, o.ie of the academic consciousness, . . . figures in his theory as supraquantivalence (sii'prii-kwon-tiv'a-lens),
huniy plates lying just almve the eye and below the only a small segment of the psychic spectrum. PrpiioTidpranpe over pniiiunlenpe " "

supraorbitals: much used in describing lizards and ir. Jomf«, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, May, 1901, "• ^reponuerduto
,
over equivalence.

snakes. IP- 1*>. Thus occupation is very especially suited to produce a

II «. In herpet., one of the small scales SUpralinear (su-pra-lin'e-iir), h. A scale-Uke mpraquantiiaUnce of certain ideas, but at the same
,. , ,. i. u -.1- 111 iu 1 ». „i \ ^^„**„.,'i.„ 1 U'iu.^ ^,.i ^. f^^r. ^e tune their affective color is expressed, in that monien-

which he just above the eye and below the dermal bone attached to the outer surface of
,arily the pei-sons preponderating interest is turned to

supraoculars. They are attached to the eyelid, the post-temporal; the supratemporal. It his occupation. .-KiVh. n>irf Afiiro;., Feb., i«03, p. 60.

Frontal much narrowed fiosteriorly, longer than fron- probably always carries a neural tunnel. gupra,QUantivalent (sii"pril-kwon-tiv'a-lent),
toparietals and interparietals ttjgether, in contact with Starks, Synonymy of the Flsh Skeleton, p. „ Preponderating " more than eauivalent
the three first supraoculars ; five supraoculars, first 520. '

longest; 10 or 11 *(/^racif(nri>», first largest, ' n i / - .• i/- -ik \ c* We had previously considered as the basis of the «/pr«-
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 12.';. Supramalleolar (SU-pra-mal e-O-lar), a. nitU- quanliralfiU idea the fieiiiient repetition, possibly inten-

.—.~i__j~..i_ /•„-,'/^.-; L-io -n-.h-',-, 1K^ « . T,i ated above a malleolus. tional practice of definite trains of thought, a process,
SUpraclaVlCtlla (8_U pra-kla-Vlk u-la), n.

,
pi. „,„_-„-„_. rsu-nrii.mam'iil n TNL 1 »''''^'' "•"»' ^e recognized as of the greatest influence in

supraclaviculie (le). Same as supraclavtcle. Bupramamma ^bu pra mam ai, n. I'-^^l the education of an individual, for which of late the apt

Starks Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. "^ anat., a mamma occurring between the expression of preparing the way has been employed.
g.ij

' J J J ' r normal mamma and the axilla. Amer. An- Alien, and Xeurol., Feb., 1903, p. 60.

SUPracommissure (su-prii-kom'i-sur), «. A thropolof/ixt, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 172. Suprarenal extract, a preparation made from the su-

xmnll commissure of the brain cro'ssintr trans- SUpramarginal, «. II. n. A honiv plate or piaicnalglund of the sheep or otiier animal, employed to
.sill.ui ( (liiliiusMirt oi lue uraiii, crossing iiauB "Vl","'";"" ,',„„» „f tK,. ^„,...,.;„„"«f tI,o „„,. control bleeding and to arrest abnonnal secretion from
versoly anterior to the pineal body. scale, forming part of the eov-ering of the car- „,^. ,„„„^„, ..^..'j.^ranes. See *adrennl extract.

Supracondylar bridge, in «n«f., a bar of bone, on the apace of a turtle, interposed between the mar-
g„_-,_eii,iin fsu-pra-ren'a-lin) « FL suvra

anterior face ..f the tibiiL just aliove the tibiotarsal artic- ginals and vertebrals. Found in some extinct suprarenaiin l,hu pi a i en a im;, n.
i
u. supra,

ulation, beneath which pass the tendons. species above, + rcnah.'t, renal, + -%n^.\ A trade-

Supracoracoid (su-pra-kor'a-koid), a. Situ- supramastoid (si-i-prii-mas'toid), «. Situated Hhe^'dXT'^ndr^Ser^d^anS^
ated above the coracoid.- Supracoracoid fora- above tlie mastoid process of the temporal f V"**

adrenal glanas. bee ^adrenalin and

men. i^ve *foramen. bone.-Supramaatoid crest. See *cre»(.
epinepiinn.

supracotyloid (su-pra-kot'i-loid) «. Situated supramaximal (su-pni-mak'si-mal), a. Being SUprarenm (su-pra-re mn), «. Same as *su-

aliove the cotyloid cavity of the hip-joint. above or more than""the maximal (tempera- /"""""""•
/J"<7.-, Meil. Handbook, IV. 693. ture). suprascapular,". II. n. Same as po«<-te>n-

SUpracranial (su-prii-kra'ni-al), a. Situated n may be observed in this place that death at the »u-
'""""' .^

, , . ^

on the Uliper surface of the cranium. pr«m«xtm«i or subminimal may be due to changes of a SUpraSCript (su pra - skript), a. [L. supra,

onnrainHrnid ('su - nril -kri ' koid1 a Lvin(? very definite nature; but as Mnes has indicated, this above, + scriptlum), pp. of scribere, write.]

Xv^MhTcric^id": SppliedtorsLn-cartiVag': Z:r'nZ'il^e J^^^Z^H:^tt^l^i^l^ZZ Supersoi.ipt;JAttei'orpi.intedonaiineove

inous element in the larynx of man and ho- geated by Kuehne is insufficient another (word or letter) : as, a suprascnpt

mologous with the procricoid of carnivores Science, June 23, 1905, p. 948. letter.

and other animals. Jour. Roy. Micros.'Soc, guprameatal (su'prii-me-a'tal), a. Situated SUprasensual (su-prji-sen'su-al), a. [L. su-

June, 1904, p. 298. aliove a meatus, espfeciiilly tlie auditory me- J"'", above, 4- K. sensual.] 1. Above or inae-

BUpradiaphragmatic (sii''prii-di''a-frag- atus.-suprameatal process, a projection from the cessible to the physical senses. F. liatzel

mat'iki a Situated above the diaphragm, skull just above iiu- ,.|HMiir,-<.f tin- p'ssagclcadingt-) the (trans.), The History of Mankind, L 41.—2.
liiick Med Handbook I 109. Internal car. - Suprameatal tubercle, a small projec- Extremely sensual. [Rare.]/««/,, >LC (I. lianuoooK, 1. lUJ.

tion Iving just above the opening of the ear in the skuU •' /- •• /- ^ a
SUPradorsal, «. n. «. The ossification from of tnrds. iVor. .?»..;. .sv.c. Loruf™, isiw, P. 15. SuprasensuoUS (su-pra-sen su-us), a. Same
which the neural spine is developed; the g^-jamolecular (su'prii-mo-lek'u-lar), a.

J^s*xiipr<tsensual.

eparcuale. Composed of an aggregation of molecules; of Supraspinal vessel. See *ressel.

supraduodenal (su'pra-du-o-de'nal), a. Situ- greater complexity than a molecule. suprasylvian (su-jiia-sil'vi-an), n. and n. I.

ated above the duodenum. Trans. lAnn. Soc, guDranasal a II n In herpet a scute or «• Situated above the Sylvian fissure Snpra-
Zool., Oct., 1901, p. 184. .scale Iving'jus't abo've'the nasal. It is not al- sylvian fissure. Hee*ji>^ure.

BUpradural (sii-pra-dii'ral), (7. Situated above ways present. Proc. Zoo/. Soc. ionrfon, 1903, II. n. A suprasylvian process— Posterior

the dura mater. "Buck,' Med. Handbook, II. p. 12,5. suprasylvian. Same as -kiiostniMan.

250. supranormal (su-pril-nor'mal), a. Same as supratemporal 1, ". 2. A small neuromastio

supra-ethmoid (su-pril-eth'moid), M. In fishes, supernormal or dermal bone attached to the outer surface

a dermal bone overlying the ethmoidal carti- on this showing there la nothing " tuvranormal" In of the post-temporal in fishes. Starks,J,y-

Uge. SeeefAmoid. "telepathy," a» it is called. Encyc. Bri(., XXXII. 61. nonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 520.— 3. A
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bone of the craiiiuin, lying back of the orbit, surety, «.— Surety for good behavior, a pledge

present in anomodont reptiles. Also called agiiinst future transjiiessioiiat the law jtiven with sureties

prosquamosal— Supratemporal arcli, the upper-
by :\ i>etty olfemter to a magistrate.

most of the two bony arches, formed by the squamosal SUreXCltatlOn (ser'ek-si-ta shon), n. [F. mr-
excitation, < L. super, over, + cxcitare, excite.]

^ '' Excitation to an extreme degree ; overexcita-
tion.

A 8ur-excitation of the imagination.
W. J. Sollae, in Nature, Sept 13, 1900, p. 484.

Surf barrier. See *barrier.

surface, «— Acyclic surface. See *oci/c!ic.— Bi-
facial surface, a surface with two sides ur faces not
running inU> one another, as contradistinguished from a
nnijacitd surface, such its is j)roducedby pasting togetlier
the two ends of a ribbon after a half-turn, so that from
what was one side one now passes continuously to what
was the other face without going over an edge.— Blstel-
lated surface, a surface all the tangent planes of which
pass through one or the other of two fixed points, as the
surface of a cube.— Caustic stlTface. See *cnMS(ie.
—Characteristic of a surface. See *characteristic.—
Clifford's surface (uiibnuiideil, of finite extent and zero
curvature), the locus of points at a constant distance from
a given axis in simple elliptic Riemannian space.—Con-
nected surface, a suifa jc any two of the points of which
can be joined by a continuous line which nowhere leaves
the surface.— Cuspidal point of a surface. Same as
pinchpoint (which see, under pinch).— Cyclic surface.
(&) A surface ui)oa which closed curves can be drawn that
cannot contract to a point without leaving the surface.

—

Doubly ruled surface, in genm., the ruled quadric sur-
face.— Energy surface. See •energy.- Equldls-
tantial surface. See ireqvidisiantiHl.— Homaloidal
surface. Same &3iinicitrsal*surfi(r'\ Sttlri-.^ln:—Index
of a surface. See *index.— inextensible surface.
See /jiej-(("Hj,ifcJc— Isodynamlc surface, a curved sur-
face imagined within a held of f,>rce comiecting all points
at which an equal force is exci-ted, but without regard to its

direction of action.—Mbbius'S surface, an oi>en, one-
faced surface with only one edge ; formed from a jiaper I'ec-

tangle, AP,CD, sufficiently long, the longer sides being AC,
BD, by pasting the edge CI), after a half twist about the
join of the mid-points of the sides AB, CD, so to the edge
AB, that the point D coincides with A, and C with B.

—

Monadelphic surface, a simply connected surface.

—

Slulfiply connectad surface, a surface not simply
connected.—Normal Riemann surface, a Kiemann
surface stretched inU^ the form of a sphere with handles.
—Octic surface, a surface of the eighth degree or order.
-Osculating surface. A surface whose equation con-
tains n arbitrary iiarameters is said to osculate a given
curve at a point, if it has there a contact of the highest
order compatible with the number of arbitrary jiarame-
ters. This order is at least (n — 1).—Polar reciprocal
Of a surface. See *reciprocaL—Polar reciprocal
surface. Same as polar surface (which see, under
jsdinc),— Rational surface, a surface which can be
brought into a one-to-one eoirespondence with a plane.

—

Reflective surface, in ;<//;/«., a surface, at which, on
account of the difference in the indexes of refraction of
the two media which it sei>arates, reflection of light
occurs.-Surface-contact system, a system of electric
traction in which the current is transmitted to the cars
tlu-ough conductors on the surface of the roadway,
sometimes through the rails themselves. In neai-ly all

such systems the surface conductoi-s are in short insu-
lated sections and only that poi-tion of the line which is

immediately beneath the car is in circuit. Contact is

automatically made with a set of concealed conductors
under the surface as the car approaches and is automati-
cally broken as the car leaves each section.—Surface of
symmetry, in fjemn., a surface with regard to wliich a
figure is symmetrical.—Topically ordinary surface.
See kordinary.—Twlst surface, a surface on which
the placing of a slender rod along the line t»f a jdane sec-
tion not only bends but twists the rod.—Unlcursal sur-
face, a surface of deficiency zero, the coordinates of
whose points are expressible by rational functions of two
parametei-s. Also called homaloidal sitrface. Cayley.
— Unifaclal surface, a surface on which it is possible
to pass from one ray of a nonnal tt) the surface to the
other ray without going through the surface or ci-ossing

its boundary. See Mobius'g -ksurface.—Unilateral sur-
face. Same as unifacial ^surface.—Warped surface,
a surface which may be generated by a straight line so
moving that its consecutive positions are not coplanar.

—

Weddle's quartic surface, the locus of a seventh
point through which pass tjuadric surfaces through six
given points, when the eighth point through which these
then nuist pass coincides with the seventh.

surface-beetle (ser'fas-be'tl), n. Any beetle
of the family Gyriiiida: ; a whirligig beetle.

surface-blow (ser'fi\s-bl6), n. A device in a
steam-boiler or other inclosed vessel in which
liquids are boiled under pressure, to enable
the liquid to be blown off from the vessel at
the surface where ebullition occurs. In steam-
boilers which evaporate- watei-s containing magnesia salts

in solution, the chemical reactions under heat separate
the base in the fonn of a hydrate which floats as a scum at
or near the surface. To blow the water from the boiler
from the bott^nn would not remove this floating material

;

oil from the lubrication of cylinders coming back to the
boiler from tile condensei-s and hot-well also floats, and
should be blown to waste. The surface-blow is usually
a pipe from the top or side of the shell, ending inside in
a trumpet-shaped mouthpiece, and leading outward
through the shell to drainage connections. By opening a
valve in this pii)e, the outrush into the mouthpiece en-
trains the surface water and any floating material. The
trumpet shape enables the water to fall some inches in
the boiler before the pipe is above the lowered water-line.
.Sometimes two or more such connections are used at
different points of the length of the boiler. Thurgton,
Manual of Steam-Boilers, p. 446.

surface-bug (sfer'fas-bug), n. Any of the
aquatic heteropteroiis insects found commonly

CiaDlum of Hatteritt iSphenodon pu>tctatum\, showing the two
temporal arches and two temporal fossae.

(Drawn from the cranium of an old animal in which the teeth
have become firmly united with the maxillary and then worn
away.)

a. maxillary: ^, premaxillary ; c, nasal ; rf. prefrontal ; f. frontal:

/; postfrontal : £, postorbital ; h, squamosal : i. supratemporal
arch : >. supratemporal fossa : k. quadrate ; /. laterotemporal or
infratemporal arch: m, laterotemporal or infratemporal fossa: «,

jugal.

and postorbital, present in such a skull as that of Hattfria
and some extinct reptiles. Its i)resence is the main
character of tlie subclass .DiVi^wi'cin.— Supratemporal
fenestra, vacuity, or fossa, the superior <,f the two
.openings present in such a skull as that of llatterta.

CoiTelated w ith laterotemporal or infratemporal.

supratemporal^ (su-pra-tem'po-ral), a. Above
and exceeding earthly or temporal things;
eternal.

SUpratonsillar (su-pra-ton'si-lar), a. Situ-

ated above the tonsil.

supratriangular (sii"pra-tri-ang'gu-lar), a.

Situated above the triantcular cell of a dragon-
fly's wing. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 70.

Supratrochlear foramen. See ^foramen.
supraturbinal (su-pra-ter'bi-nal), ii. The su-
perior turbinate body.
supra-umbilical (sii"pra-um-bil'l-kal), a.

Situated above the umbilicus.
SUpraxiphoid (su-pra-zi'foid), a. Lying above
the .\ij)hoid process.

Supt. An abbreviation of superintendent.

SUrahi (s6-ra'he), n. [Also surahe; Pers.

far«7(«.] A Persian wine-bottle or carafe,
usuallv of porcelain or potter}-. Marquand
Cat., i903.

suralimentation (s^r-al"i-men-ta'shon), n.

[F. 'suraHmcntalion.'] Same as '^'superali-

mcntiition. Med. Ilccord, July 11, 1903, p. 58.

BUranal, ". 2. A plate in the test of some
eehinoids, such as Saknia, lying in front of
the anus.

BUrangular, a. II. «. A bone which takes
part in the formation of each ramus of the
lower jaw, lying on the outer side of the upper,
posterior part of the jaw. It is found in verte-

brates below mammals. Aiuer. 2^"at., Feb.,

1905, p. 61.

SUranji (so-ran'ji), m. [E. Ind. ?] Same as
*morindin.

surcharge, t'. t. 4. To print or write officially

a surcharge on the face of (a postage-stamp).
See ^surcharge, n., 6.

I found the Major seated in a small room of the Na-
tional Bank w^rting out from a huge collection the stamps
which were to be gjtrchartied. Kor three hours I watched
him, as with wonderful skill and discrimination he picked
out bits of paper which were obsolete and which an acci-

dental Hurcharciino would have made of untold value, and
set the wh< pie world of collectors into a palpitating hysteria
of speculation. Wafg Bri'jhier Side, p. 486.

surcharge, «. 6. Something, as a new valua-
tion or status, officially printed on the face of

a postage-stamp.

surd. I. a. 3. (6) Containing or involving a
surd : thus [1 -f- (3)i]i is a surd expression but
not a surd, since 1 -t- (3)4 is not a rational
expression.

n. 11. 1. In ninth.: (b) An indicated root
whose value is irrational, but whose radicand
is rational, as (2)S. A surd is qiiudratic, cubic,

of order n, according as its exponent is i, i, J.— Similar surds, those which are, or are reducible to,

surds of the same order with their radicands exactly alike.

SUrdent (sfer'dent), n. [F. surdcnt, < sur-

(< Li. super), over, + dent (< L. dens), tooth.]
A supernumerary tooth; one of the milk-teeth
remaining after the appearance of the perma-
nent teeth.

surdimutism (sfer-di-mu'tizm), n. [L. surdus,
deaf, -f- mutus, mute, + -ism.] Same as deaf-
mutism.

SUrdism (str'dizm), n. [L. surdus, deaf, +
-ism."] Deafness in a child, of such a degree
that he will probably be dumb.

surficial

on the surface of the water: applicable to the
Corixidee, Notonectidse, Xepidx, Uydnrmnetridse,
and Hijdrobatidie.

surface-color, n. 2. Color of bodies due to
selective reflection. Tiie ordinaiT colors of b<«3ies
are due to selective absorijtion, the light penetrating
below the surface and being reflected from the interior.
Light reflected from the surface is usually similar to the
incident light; but in certain cases where the selective
.absorption is very marked there is great increase in the
index of refraction for wave-lengths in the absorption,
band and consequent increase in the reflecting jKjwer
for tliese wave-lengths, and the body exhibits surface-
color due t^j the preponderance of the rays thus strongly
reflected. See *nptical properties of metals. W. Watson,
Text-book of Physics, p. 661.

surface-fermentation (ser ' fSs-fer-men -ta"-
shon), ),. In hrcu-iny, the active fermentation,
at a temperature of about 55° to 65° F., in-
duced by the use of surface yeast. In it the
gi'eater part of the alcohol is produced, new
yeast-cells are formed, and there is a rise of
temperature, which must not be allowed to go
too far. It is followed by the slower after-
fermentation.
surface-flow (s6r'fas-fl6), «. See *sheeti, 8.

surface-grinder {s4r'fas-grin"der), h. a ma-
chine for producing truly plane surfaces by
grinding. The piece is held finnly on a table
or carriage moving on tiue-snrfaee ways, and
is passed back and forth under a rapidly re-
volving emery-wheel or other grinder. The
truth of the ways on which the table moves is

reproduced on the ground surface, in spite of
varying hardness of the surface ground.
surface-planer (8er'fa8-pla"n6r), n. See Sitr-

facc-jildiic.

surface-plate (s<>r'fas-plat), «. A flat plate
used by mechanics to test a surface which it

is desired to make a true plane or jierfectly flat.

SUrfacer, n. 2. A rubbing- or polishing-ma-
chine used to finish the surface of a mosaic
floor. It consists of a heavy horiamtal disk, or rubber,
supiwi-ted upon a vertical shaft and oi)erated by a small
electric motor. The machine is mounted on a calTiage,
having rubber-tired wheels to prevent injury to the tlix>r,

and is fitted with a sand-box and water-tank, and with
pipes for delivering the sand and water to the work.
The machine is drawn over the flo<»r by the operator.

3. One who produces a surface either truly
lilane or merely finished with a surfaciug-
machine.
surface-traction (ser'fas-trak'shon), »i. 1.
Traction, as of street-railway cars, upon the
surface of the ground: distinguished from
vndergronnd traction.— 2. In math., the re-
sultant, for any part of a surface bounding a
portion of a body, of the stresses exerted on
that portion by other portior.s of the body, or
by portions of other bodies, in contact with it

over the part of the surface.

surfacing (ser'fa-sing:). It. 1. In mining, the
act of washing the ' dirt' on the surface of the
ground for gold

;
gold-digging on the surface.

I 've been surfaciuff this good while, but quartz-reeftn's
the payinest game, now.

Mrs. Meredith, Over the Straits, iv.

2. Wash-dirt or surface soil in which gold is

supposed to be.

They have been mopping up some rich sxtr.facing.

liolf Soldrewood, Miner's Right, xv.

surf-fish, »!.- Common surf-flsh,/.'i«('iut')Cff;ac*«oHi,
a fish of tile family J'Stiibiotocida'. fi'und fi-om Vancouver
Island to Todos Santos Bay.— Striped SUrf-fish, a name
applied to Tieniotoca lateralis, a fish belonging to the
family Einhiotocidjv, found fiom Vancouver Island to
San Diego.— Wall-eyed surf-fish, Ih/perprosopon ar-
ijenteus, a flsh of tile family Embiotocid^. found on the
Pacific coast of the United States.—While surf-fish,

^
\Miite Surf-lish U'/i'i ncrc^i,: )i/urcatus^.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Phanerodon furcatus, an embiotocoid flsh found on the
coast of Califonjia.

surficial (ser-fish'al), a, [surfaeej with form
made to agree with super^ficial.'] Of or per-

taining to a surface; superficial; in geol., re-

lating to the phenomena of the laud-surface,

especially to the unconsolidated materials
(drift, rock-waste) of the land-surface.

The temi physiography, as generally applied in geo-
logical studies, has become associated with and is inclu-

sive of glacial geology; and from the character of the



surficial

formations studied is sometimes referred to as saperflcial

or ^urjicial geology. The alteniative use of tlie latter

terms calls attention, also, to tile fact that the field of

its inquiries has not been generally regarded as extending
deep into the earth's crust

»\ 11. Uobbt, in Science, Oct. 23, 1903, p. 638.

The outflow from fissures may take place at any height
on the mountain, and also beneath the sea level. If at

the latter, the eruptions are submarine ; if at the former,
gnrticial, that is, subaerial.

J. D. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4tb ed.), p. 272.

surflcially is^r-fisli'al-i), adv. In a surfieial

manner. J. D. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th
ed.). p. 806.

surflt, ». and V. A simplified spelling of surfeit.

surf-perch (s^rf'p^rcli), «. Same as surf-fish.

SHrfuse (ser-fiiz'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. surfused,
pjiT. surfushiij. In phi/s.jSamo as *SHperfuse, 2.

SUrg. An abbreviation (o) of surgeon; (6) of
surgery; (c) of surgical.

surge, r. I. iutrans. 4. In etecf., to oscillate

violently: said of oscillatory rushes of current.
Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901, p. 746.

U. trans. To cause to rise and swell forth
with a billowy motion.

Great organs mryed through arches dim
Their jubilant floods in praise of him.

Lotvelt, .\ Parable, st. 4.

Stirge, «. 6. Inelect., a sudden rush of current;
specitieally, the violent oscillations which
may occur inaltemating-eurrent circuits when
the conditions for resonance are fulfilled, or
which may be set up in conductors by the
inductive action of lightning.

SUrgeOtl, W.— Blue surgeon, Truthii ciFrtileug. a fish

of the West Indian fauiiii.— Common surgeon, Teuthis
hepatug, a fish found from Horida to Bahia.— Contract,
surgeon, a sui-geon without military rank, engaged to

assist f<ir atinu* in the medical department.

snrgeon-major (sfer'jon-ma'jor), n. The senior

surgeon in a regiment of the household troops
of Great Britain.

surgery, «— Aseptic snrgery, surgery practised
under conditions which prevent the admission of the
micn>organi8ms of inflammation to the wound : distin-

gui.**hed from aiitixt-ptic mirrjer;/, in which germicides are

used to d'-stroy the micro-organisms already present,—

•

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. See *>iiireiiit.—

Dental surgery, operative dentistry.— Major surgery,
the pcrf..riiiance of capitjil opemtions (those requiring

great skill or involving danger to life) anvl tiie treatment
of very severe injuries.— Minor surgery, the perform-

ance of simple operations, bandaginir. and other surgical

pr<x;e»lure8 in the treatment of .«Iik.'lit injuries or diseases

that do not threaten life.— Operative surgery, the re-

sort to cutting ojwrations in the treatment i>f (fisease. as

opiH.sed to the use of mechanical devices, bandaging, or

local applications of medicinal substances.— Orlflcial
snrgery, a system of surgical practice ba.sed on the as-

sumption that many morbid states are due to reflexes

originating at one of the orifices of the body, especially

the anus.

Surg.-Gen. An abbreviation ofsurgenn-general.

surging,". 2. (6) The condition of resonance:
applied to (1) electric circuits when capacity,

inductance, and frequency are so related to

one another that the capacity reactance neu-
tralizes the inductive reactance and high cur-

rents may flow at destructive voltages: (2)

synchronous apparatus when the electrical

constants and the mechanical momentum are

80 related as to cause an oscillation of high am-
plitude and thereby an unsteady operation

;

(3) steam-engines when the perioils of the

swing of the governors are equal and the en-

gines alternately take up and drop the load,

thereby causing unsteadiness of operation of

the electric machines driven by the engines.

Also called linntinii. punijiint!, and resonance.
— Surging of the atiiiospliere, in melfnr., the general
movenifnt of the continental and iK*eanic subpennanent
areas of high and low pressure to and fnj alK.iut their

mean iwwitions. Such m<»tion8 occnjty several days, or

even weeks, and determine the seasonal changes as well as

the shorter perio<is of the weather.

Surinam cherry. ('<) See *cAerryi.

SUrinamine (so-ri-nam'in), n. \_Surinam -H

-in<2.] Same as ratanhine.

surmise, n. 8. (a) In oifd JSnjr. Jaw, a sugges-
tion. See suggestion, 5. (6) In eccles. lau;

an allegation in a libel.

fluroxid (s6r-ok'sid), n. Same as *superoxid
or i>er'ixid. [Kare.]

florozidate (sf-r-ok'si-dat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

suroridiiled, ppr. snroiidating. In chem., to

supero.xygenate or peroxidize. [Bare.]

STUrplUS, n Social surpins, that part of the annual
prt>dni.'e^>f nations wliich is in excess of requirements for

maint.aining the established jilane of living, and may
tiierefore be consinned in furthering progress. Patten,
Hereiiity and Social Progress, p. 1.

surrender, »— Surrender of preference, the tam-
ing into the general bankrupt estate of any assets one
has received as a preferred creditor, for when the prefer-

ence is voidable the creditor cannot otherwise prove his

claim and share in the estate.

surrogate, n. 3. Something that is substi-
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tuted for another thing ; something employed
to serve the purpose or perform the functions
of another.

It thus often happens that incomplete forms of money
exist, which give the public much ditficulty to classify
and define. The expressions 'substitutes for money,' or
* surro'tates,' or ' representative money,' have arisen which
depend for exactness upon the primary meaning assigned
to the money on which they depend. The very functions
of money need careful limitation.

Pup. Set.'Mo., .July, 1905, p. 210.

4. Specifically, a substance used in industrial
chemistry instead of some other of more or
less similar properties and usually of greater
value. Thus the product of the action of sul-

phur on colza-oil is sometimes used as a 'rub-
ber surrogate ' to mix with genuine vulcanized
india-rubber.
The stearin left on the cloths in the filter press when

the oil is reflJled is used for making butter and lard sur-
ro'jate» and candles.

r. .9. Dept. .4yr., The Cotton Plant, Bulletin, 189fi, p. 372.

SUTSaturation (ser'''sat-u-ra'shf)n), n. [F.
sursdturation, < L. SH^>fr, over, -I- saturatio(n-),

saturation.] The condition of supersatura-
tion in which a volume of gas or of space eon-
tains more vapor than is needed for complete
saturation at the given temperature; a condi-
tion of unstable equilibrium as to the vapor
tension.

sursum corda (ser'sum kor'da). [L., lit.

[lift] up [your] hearts."] In the Rom. Ccith.

Ch., an invocation to the congregation by the
priest in the mass just before the preface.

sursumduction (ser-sum-duk'shon), «. [L.
sursum, upward, -I- ductio(n-), drawing.] Up-
ward movement of the eyeball. J/frf. Record,
April Ir*, 1903, p. 610.

sursumversion (ser-sum-vtr'shon), «. [L.
sursum. upward, + rersio(n-), version.] Same
as *.'<iirsumdiiction.

SUrtarbrand, «. See surturbrand. Geog. Jour.
(R. G. S.), XIII. 488.

surtax, H. 2. An additional or too great bur-
den or strain, as on the nerves orother physical
organs.

BUrv. An abbreviation («) of surveying or
surveyor:

(J>) oi surviving.

Bur'vey, ".-Biological survey. See -khioiogical.—

Board of survey, naut., two oi* more otflcei's appointed
to survey pn»pei'ty in order to ascertain its condition,
and the cause, nature, and extent of damage. Should a
merchant vessel i>ut mU> port in a damaged condition,
her master notifies the port authorities, and also his con-
siU, if in a f<jreign jjort. and after noting a protest calls

for an examination of his vessel and cargo in order that
the damages mav be ai)praised — this being known as a
gttrvey. Two shipmasters, or two other experienced
men, are named to examine the hull, rigging, and hatches

;

and if the cargo is fomid in a damaged cinidition, two
merchants familiar with the character of the cargo are
named t*> examine it antl to file a report as to whether it

had been properly stowed and dnnnaged. Should the
vessel in ((uestion be a steamer, and the damage done
affect only the boilers or machinery, the board of snn'ey
consists of at lesist a shijMnaster and an engineer.

—

Chained survey. Sameasc/ianj *ttitn-''t/.^ Chain sur-
vey, a survey m which the linear measurements are
ntade with a sun'eyor's chain.— Coast survey. (")
A hydnigraphicsuneyof a coast, ift) [cam.l The fonner
name of the I'nited States govennnent.il bureau having
charge of the national hv^lrogniidiic and ge«Mletic work.
Now ortlcially called the I'lnlcd St'iten Onitt and (jeo-

dfUc .Sttn-fi/.— Oeologlcal survey, the investigation
and descriptittn. usnalTy witli geobpgical maps and sec-
tions, of a i*articular district, slate, or connti*y. The sur-
vey may be under private auspices or, as is usual, under
a state or national govenuuent. As special branches of
the govennnent, surveys of this chamcter are supported
by nearly all tlie civilized nations, and are the most
etficieut and reliable means of acquainting the pe<iple
with their mineral resouix-es.— Log-survey, in Iiydi'o-

gniphic surveying, a survey in which the linear distances
are detennined by obsen'ing the interval of time in pass-
ing over the line to be measured by a boat or steamer
whose speed is detennined by log observations. Geotp.

Jtiiir. (R. <;. S.), X. 027.— Running survey, a continuous
survey along a line, stream, or narniw strip of tenitoi-y,
maiie progressively while traveling or passing along a
rrmte or trip : usually also a rapid, and hence approxi-
mate, survey. Getuj. J<-ur. (R. G. s.), XV. 202.

—

Sani-
tary survey, inspection of a region with a view to
determine its sanitary condition and the presence or
absence of factors infiueucing for gixMl or ill the health of
its inhabitants.

Epidemiology, bacteriology, sanitary chemistry and
hydraulic engineering are called to assist in the sfdution
of this problem, in conjunction with those physical data
usually called a "unnifara tttirrei/.'*

Juiir. Franklin Ingt., Aug., 1905, p. 83.

Survey Of a vessel. See lu,r(rd u.f *»»rn'i/.

sur'veying, ".—Photographic surveying, a method
of surveying, particularly t<jiK>graphica! surveying, in
which the field data are secured or supplemented by
measurements from one or more photographs of the
same ol>iects or series of points to be sun'eyed.

surveyor, H. 7. A common name in Australia
for a fish. Serrantis grometricus.— 8. Formerly
an architect. [Eng.]

Among the four hundred persons and persoiuigefl who

suspension-vase
' composed the Prince's train, was a " surveyor " or, as we
should say, an architect, named Inigo Jones.

W. J. Loflie, in Portfolio, N. S., XVI. 21.

Surveyors' compass, a surveying instrument mounted
on a staff or tripod, in which sights or a telescope enable
a line to be run at a desired angle .with the magnetic
meridian as given by a compass needle.

Surv.-Gen. An abbreviation • of surveyor-
general.

SUr-vivorship, «. 2. (i) The probability that
where several persons perished at practically
the same time, as, by the same accident, one
briefly outlived the others. This inference
was based on medical science and, until re-
cently, upon it was decided the disposition
of rights or property affected. The rule of
law now followed is that that person survives
in whom the ownership vested at the time.
A counterclaim must be proved. Med. Rec-
ord, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 328.

susceptance (su-sep'tans), n. In elect., in
alternating-current circuits, the wattless com-
ponent of admittance defined as the ratio of
the wattless cuiTent divided by the electro-
motive force. See ^admittance, 6.

susceptibility, «. 4. In vied., an unusual
predisposition toward infection or the attacks
of infectious disease.

Suscejdihility is very nearly allied to predisposition ; it

may perhaps be defined as acquired predisposition.
Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 945.

5. In eJect., the ratio of the magnetization
produced in a specimen of iron, or other ma-
terial, to the magnetizing force.
The relation of the magnetization I to the magnetizing

force H, and the ratio of I to H, which is called the sii«-

ceptibililii (k)ot the material. Encye. Bn(., X.WIII. 118.

suspender, n. 4. In Scotch law, he who se-
cures a suspension (which see).

suspension, «. 7. A fluid, containing bacteria
or other cells, distributed in a more or less
even manner— Eddjrlng suspension, suspension in
the swirls vr eddies of a stream of liquid.

Held fioating for a time in eddi/inff suspension and
finally deposited. Geo<j. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 193.

suspension-link (sus-pen'shon-lingk), «.

Same as *sii.'<iiension-rod.

suspension-rod (sus-pen'shon-rod), n. A rod
by which the weight of any fixed or movable
mass is supported. Specifically : (a) One of the rods
by which the fioor or stiffening truss of a suspension-
bridge is hung ujwn the supporting cables, (b) One of
the rods by which the weights which close tile valves
of a Corliss steam-engine are connected to the arms on
the valve-stems, (c) The link by which the weight of
the slotted link is carried in the Stephenson link-motion
valve-gear.

suspension-scales (sus-pen'shon-skalz), n. pi.

Scales designed to be suspended from a trav-
eling crane and
used in weigh-
ing the load on
the crane. They
are very strong
and massive
and adapted to
lifting and,
iit the same
time weighing,
hefvy castings,
machines, an-
chors, beams,
and other parts
of steel ships
or buildings.
They range in

capacitv from
500 to" 40,000
pounds.

SUSpension-'7ase (sus - pen ' shon - vas), n. A
vase with one or two handles so arranged that

fi^—

,

Suspension -scales.

Suspension.

V

i;ni.il o( Hellenic Studios
of the Council.

it may be hung without spilling its contents.
Vases of this type are frequently found in
Mycensean excavations.



suspensory

Suspensory bandage. (') A liaiidaRe nsed to support
any depeiuieut luirt.— Suspensory bones. See *bonel.
— Suspensory pharyngeal, a small boue at the upper,
Inuer end of tne uiiltedbranchial arches of a tlsh, from
which run liguuents tii&t connect the gill>arches with
the cranium.

SUSSexite (sus'eks-it), n. [Sussex, a, county in

New Jersey, + -ite^.] A hydrous borate of

manganese, magnesium, and zinc (H(Mn,Zn,-
Mg^BO^) occurring in white fibrous forms at

Franklin Furnace, Sussex county, New Jer-
sey.

sussultatory (su-sul'ta-to-ri), a. [It. stissul-

torio, heaving, < L. siibsultare, leap.] Exhib-
iting an up-and-down vibration of long
amplitude, which causes a jumping move-
ment : descriptive of a variety of earthquake
shock.
Sustained working. See *u:orking.

snstainer, «. 2. In candle-making, a little

disk, usually of tin-plate or plaster of Paris,

which serves to support in an upright position

the wick of a night-light, and prevents its

falling over when the light has nearly burned
out.

Sustentacular cells. See *cell.

SUstoxin (sus-tok'sin), n. [Irreg. < L. sits,

hog, + E. toxin.'\ A poisonous substance
produced by the hog-cholera bacillus.

SUtherly, snthem. Simplified spellings of
siiiithcrly, soutlnrn.

SUthron, «. and n. A simplified spelling of
sou til run.

Sutton and Gull's disease. Same as arterio-

sclerosis.

suture, «.—C!lrcnlar suture, a suture applied to the
entire circumference of a divided organ, especially in the
case of a divided intestine. Statid. Diet.—Connell su-
ture, a fonu of suture for uniting two cut ends of intestine.

The thread passes through all the coats of the gut and is

tied in such a way that the knot lies within the lumen of
the intestine.— Czemy-Lembert suture, a suture used
for uniting the divided ends of the bowel after intestinal

resection, made by stitching the serous coats of the two
sections and then the mucous coats.— Czemy suture,
a suture for uniting the divided ends of t!ie bowel after
an intestinal resection, made by passing the needle
through the mucous coat only.— Harelip suture, a
method of keeping the edges of a wound in apposition.

A pin is passed through b<.)th lips of the wound, perpen-
dicularly to the line of division, and then a thread is

passed in figure-of-eight form over the free ends of the
pin.— Interrupted suture or stitches, a suture in

which each loop or stitch is tied separately, the thread
not being continuous.— Lembert suture, a suture for
closing a wound in the intestine. It is made by passing
the needle in and out through the peritoneal and muscu-
lar coats of the bowel in a direction transverse to the
long axis of the wound, across the wound, and then
again in and out through the outer coats of the bowel,
avoiding in all cases puncture of the mucous membrane.
— Nasopremaxillary suture. See *na8opremaxit-
Jary.— Purse-String suture, a suture passed in and
out as a running stit<.-h around the edge of a circular
wound or opening. When passed, the two ends are
drawn tight, closing the opening.- Spheno-occlpltal
suture, the division between the basisphenoid and basi-

occipital bones. The condition of this suture, whether
open or closed, is of considerable importance in deter-
mining whether a mammalian skull is adult or immature.

SUturiform (sii-tii'ri-f6rm), a. [L. sutura, su-
ture, + forma, form.] Resembling a suture.
Proc. Znol. Soc. London, 1901, p. 227.

Suvio burner, Suvio beater. See ^burner.

S. V. An abbreviation (ft) of^ the Latin snb
verba, under the word; (c) of the Latin
spiritns vini or vinosus, spirit of wine: (d)

[caps.'] of the Latin Sanf,ta Virgo, Holy
Virgin; (e) [caps."] of the Latin Sanctitas
Vestra, your Holiness

; (/) [cops.] of Sons
of Veterans.

Svabite (svab'it), n. [Sw. Svabit (1891),
named after A. von Scab.^ A calcium arseni-

ate from Sweden, analogous in composition to

the calcium phosphate apatite, occurring in

massive forms, also, rarely, in minute hex-
agonal Yjrisms.

svastika, n. See swastika.

S. V. r. An abbreviation of the New Latin
spiritus vini rectificatus, rectified spirit of
wine.

S, V. t. An abbreviation of the Latin spiritus

vini tenuior, proof-spirit.

S. W. An abbreviation (a) of senior warden ;

(h) of southwest or southwestern, specifically

of Southwestern Postal Distri'^t, London
Swab. An abbreviation of Swabia or Swabian.
swag, !-. i. 3. To tramp about in search of
work, carrying one's swag. See swagman, 2.

[Australia. ]

There was the solitary pedestrian, with the whole of his
supplies, consisting of a blanket and other necessary
articles, strapped acrf>ss hissh<nilder8— this load is called
the '^M^o'/.'and the mode of travelling 'swaggingit.'

T. McCombie, Australian Sketches, p. 5, quoted in E.
[£. Morris, Austral English.
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swag-belly, n. 2. The presence of a solid

abdominal tumor,
swaggie (swag'i), n. Same assicagman, 2.

swagsman (swagz'man), n.
;

pi. swagsmen
(men). Same as swagman, 2.

swallow''^, n—Window swallow, an English name
for the common house-martin, Chelidon urbica, formerly
much used.

swallow-fly (swol'o-fli), «. Any one of several
species of Z/ip2)o6oscirf«iP which infest swallows,
as Stcnopteryx hirundinis.

swallowtail, n— Black swallowtail, alarge Amer-
ican papilionid butterliy, J'ap-iliu poly-U'iuf, of wide dis-

tribution, whose larva feeds on the parsnip, caraway,
and other umbelliferous plants, ^ae-kpargnip-butterjly.

—Blue swallowtail, an .American papilionid butterfly,

Laerdax phitcnor, which has blackish-brown fore wings
and hind wings with a bluish or greenish luster. It is

widely distributed in the United States, and its larva

feeds on black bindweed, Dutchman's-pipe, and Virginia
snakeroot.—Giant
swallowtail, i'a-

pitio thofifi, a large
black - and - yellow
butterliy found in
the southern
United States,

West Indies, and
Central America.
Its larva;, known
to the Florida
orange-growers as
orange-dogg, feed
on the leaves of cit-

rus-plants, prickly-
Giant Swallowtail {Pafiilio thoas), ^^ Lonjbardy

poplar, and rue.— Green-clouded swallowtail, an
American papilionid butterfly, Vapilio triiiliin, which
occurs in the Atlantic States and the N(»rthwest Terri-
tories. Its larvie feed on sas.safras, si»ice-l>ush, and other
plants.— Zebra swallowtail, a butterfly, Iphidides
ajax, a not uncommon species, greenish white with black
bands, found in the Atlantic States.

swallow-tailed, a. 4. In Greek female cos-
tume of the archaic period, noting the ar-
rangement of the chiton or
under garment, the plaits of
which are so arranged that
they fall in masses which re-

semble swallows' tails.

swamp^, n— Black-gum swamp,
dark swamp. See -kldack-gmtt.—
Jimlper swamp, lightswamp, .see

-kjuniji'r-suiDitp.—Swamp bay (or

red bay), marl. See*'javi. *i/wrti.
— Swamp sugar-pear! Same as
grape-ifpear {h).

Swampl, V. t. 5. In lumbering,

to clear (the ground) of under- T^
brush, fallen trees, and other 'w

obstructions preparatory to
constructing a logging-road or
opening out a gutter-road.
—To; swamp It. See the extract

Making a logging-road in the Maine
woods is called '* swamping " it, and
they who do the work are called
"swampers." I now perceived the
fitness of the term. This was the most
perfectly swamped of all the roads I
ever saw.

Thoreau, The AUegash and East Branch, in The Maine
(Woods, p. 242.

swamp-cheeses (8womp'chez"ez),H. Same as
li<ini'iisiirklc-ajq)le.

swamp-clover (swomp ' kld"v6r), n. See
*clorer.

swamp-hawk (swomp'hak), ». The New
Zealand marsh-harrier. Circus gouldi.

swamp-hook (swomp'huk), «. in lumbering, a.

large single hook used in handling logs, most
commonly in skidding.

SWampine (swom'pin), n. [NL. swampina,
a former specific name, < E. swamp + L.
-ina.'i A pcecilioid fish, Fundulus heteroclitus,

found on the Atlantic coast of the United
States.

swamp-mallow (swomp'mal"6), n. See
*mall<iw.

swamp-maple, «. 2. The silver maple.— 3.
The mountain-maple.

swamp-millet ( swomp ' mil ' et ), n. See
*millcl^.

swamp-mosquito (swomp'mus-ke'to), n. See
*mo.squito.

swamp-pheasant (swomp'fez'ant), n. The
large Australian gronnd-cuckbo, Centropus
phasianellus, which by its size, long tail, and
spotted plumage suggests a pheasant. See
*phca.mnt.

swamp-pine, n. 2. See prickle-cone *pine.

swamp-sore (swomp'sor), n. An ulcer of the
leg sometimes seen in soldiers after long
marching over swampy country.

swamp-turkey (swomp't6r"ki), n. An Aus-

Archaic
drapery,
swallow-tailed
ran^enient.

swaybrace

tralian name for the large purple gallinule.
Porphyria melanotus, also known as the
sira mp-hen

.

swan-nopper (8won'hop''fer), «. One who hops-
or marks a privately-owned swan, so that it»
ownership can be recognized. Also swan-
upper, swan-marker.
swan-neck (swon'nek), a. Bent or curved so-

that it somewhat resembles the S-shape of
the curve of a swan's neck.
Swan's-down twill. Same as *ca8simere-
twill.

swarm1, n—Buckwheat swarm, in apiculture, a
swann of bees which issues when the buckwheat is in
bhxun.—Maiden swarm. Same as virgin *gu'ann.—
Prime swarm, a first swarm of bees ; the swann accom-
panied by the old queen.—Virgin SWarm, a swarm of
bees from a colony which has been a prime swarm in the
same season.

swarm-catcher (swarm'kaeh"er), n. In bee-

keeping, a woven-wire basket attached to a
long handle, used to trap a swarm of bees
which has escaped from a hive.

swarmer (swar'mer), «. 1. One of a swarm.—2. Same as suarm-spore.

EWarming-bag (swar'ming-bag), n. A bag
used like a *8warming-basket.
swarming-basket (swar'ming-bas"ket), n. A
basket used for removing a swarm of bees to a
new hive.

swarming-box (swar'ming-boks), n. A box
used like a *swarming-basket.
SWash^, n. II. a. See swash-letters.

Printed ... in a handsome italic font, with gicash
capitals and decorative initials.

Bookman, Feb., 190«, p. 617.

swash-channel (swosh'ehan''el), n. A chan-
nel between two sand-reefs orbetween a sand-
reef and the mainland.
swastika, n. in the swastika proper the'angles open
to the right. In India, where the swastika has been
most connnonly used, and has been especially appropri-
ated by several Buddhist sects, it is the symbol of gen-
eral well-being, and may be applied to the sources of
well-being, as the sun, the female generative principle,
and fire. Its resemblance to certain primitive machines
used to create fire make it probable that this is the
origin of the symbol. The swastika isfound in Tibet, China,
Japan, and wherever Buddhism has gone in the Orient.
It is found infrequently, if at all, in the remains of
ancient Egypt, Chaldea, or Assyria. It is found through-
out Europe from tlie earliest times until about the
middle of the medieval period, possibly brought in by
the Aryan migrations, in England and Scandinavia it

takes the name 'fylfot' and in France, 'gammadion.' The
use of the swastika was common during Mycenaean
civilization in Greece, vast numbers having been found
by Schliemann in the excavations at Hissarlik (the sup-
posed site of ancient Troy). The appearance of the
swastika among the aboriginal tribes of America
strengthens the theory of their Asiatic origin.

The makers and users of the Siragtika in South and
Central America and among the mound builders of the
savages of North America, having all passed away before
the advent of history, it is not now, and never has been,
possible for us to obtain from them a description of the
meaning, use or purpose for which the Swagtika was em-
ployed by them.

T. Wilgon, in Smithsonian Rep. (Xat Mus.), 1894, p. 957.

SWat^ (swot), V. i. [Also swot: < swat^, ».]
To work hard; toil; dig; grind. [Slang.]
We had to gwot rather during term. . . . Then there

was the Summer term and we swotted more than ever.

E. Segbit, The Wouldbegoods, p. '4.

swat^ (swot), ». [Also SK!0<: < swat-, sweat?]
1. A diffii?ult task ; a hard job. [Slang.]

I don't care for that way of writing very much. It
would be an awful gwat to keep it up.

E. Xegbit, The Wouldbegoods, p. 292.

2. One who works hard; a dig; a grind.
[School slang.]

swatty (swot'i), M. [swat'^ + -y.] A soldier.

[Slang.]

.\ flat-faced gwatty at Fort Johnson halted me. Xow
... for a full sized cowpuncher to be held up by a
soldier is . H. W. Philiipg, Red Saunders, p. 4.

sway, t'. i—To sway away, naut.. to haul or pull so
as t*i hoist or raise an object.— To sway On end, naut.,
to raise to a peri>endicnlar position.

sway-back (swa'bak), «. Excessive down-
ward curvature of the spinal column in the
dorsal region ; lordosis : applied principally to
horses.

sway-bar, n. 2. A strong bar or pole, one of

two which couple and hold in position the
front anil rear sleds of a logging-sled.

sway-brace (swa'bras), «. A diagonal bra-
cing used to resist side- or swaying-strains.

swaybrace (swa'bras), t;. t.
;

pret. and pp.
swaybraced, ppr. swaybracing. To strengthen
with a sway-brace.
The two legs of the tower will be heavily ncay-braced,

and at the top they will be connected by deep lattice

trusses and by a blunt arch designed to harmonize archi-

tecturally with the general treatment of the whole bridge.

Sci. Amer., Sept 19, 1903, p. -202.



swaying

swaying (swa'ing), n. An act denoted by the
verb 'sway': specifically, same as *sway-
iaek:

sweat, n. 9. In tohacco-manuf. See *sweat-
ing, 5.— 10. Same as *chucl--luck or *chucker-
luck. Amer. Hoyle, p. 458.— Cold sweat (a)
Perspiration with a sensation of chilliness, (b) A spon-
taneous fermentation of the tobacco leaf corresponding to
the aging of wines. Where the ordinary sweating process
has not been fully carried through this is intentionally
maintained. See irgweating, 5.

sweat, !•. 1. 7. In tobacco-manu/., to undergo the
process of sweating. See *sioeatinff To sweat
out, to win a game without biking any risks by waiting
for the trifling points that fall to one's share : a term
used especially in cinch and similar bidding games.

II. /ran*.— Sweating the purser, «««(., wasting
the ship's stores. [Eng.]

swea't-bee (swet'be), n. Any small bee of the
family Andrettidee.

The girfat fteeg of the genns Halictus and .\ndrena are
Tery abundant and useful. At Washington, in theseason
of 1891, they far outnumbered all other insects [visiting

pear-blo6ftoms].

U. S. Deft. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol., Bul-
tletin 6, 1894, p. 79.

sweat-box, ». 3. See the extract.

.\fter the figs were dried they were placed in giceat

boxeg holtling about 2<.lO p<.>unds each, where they were
allowed to remain for two weeks, to pass through a sweat

Yearljook U. S. Vept. Agr., 1900, p. 94.

sweating, «. 5. Specifically, in the tobacco
trade, the fermenting, in either the active or
passive sense, of tobacco leaves, a process
which follows that of curing or drying, and
consists of further evaporation with chemical
changes due, as shown by Loew, to the activ-

ity of two oxidizing enzymes. Three methods
are recognizeil ; («) Satural nceatiti;f (or sweat) in
cageg. in which the material is packed in boxes and
stored under cover without artificial heat, the process
requiring about a year, {b) Forced gxceating (or gireat)

in cagfg, in which the tobacco is packed as before,

but in which the temperature is kept at lOO-llO' F., the
process re<iuiring about six weeks, (c) Sweating in bulk,

or bulk-gweatinfj, in which the hands of leaves are laid

in large piles which are repeatedly turned over during
lennentation, covereil only with blankets, the tempera-
ture being kept at 7(>-85* F. : this process also requires
about six weeks.

6. In the refining of paraffin from petroleum
or bituminous shale, a process of fractional
fusion in which the crude paraffin-scale in

blocks is placed in a chamber heated by steam-
pipes to a temperattu-e a few degrees below
the point at which the whole would melt, the
more fusible part drained away, and the still

solid portion afterward melted down at a
higher tem]>eratiire and decolorized by means
of animal cliarcoal.

sweating-furnace (swefing-f^r'nas), n. A
liquation-furnace used in metallurgj-.

sweat-pad (swet'pad), w. A quilted pad worn
under the round horse-collar to protect the
horse's shoulder from injury.

sweat-room (swet'rom), ?». A room devoted
to sweating tobacco. Sec ^sweating, 5.

SWedge (swej), r. I. [Origin uncertain.] To
depart; depart without paying; return noth-
ing for value received: with off. [Sailor's

slang, eastern U. S.]

".Seems kinder unneighbourly to let 'em gwedge o/like
this," .Salt«rs suggested, feeling in his pocketjL
"Hev ye learned French then sence last trip?" said

Disko. . . .

"Let '8 heave a dory over anyway."
R. Kipling, Captains Courageous, v.

Swedish clover. Same as *ff/j*('A-^.~ Swedish cran-
berry. .See *cr(iiifc«i-rv.— Swedish gymnastics,
movements. See Swedigh -kmovements.

sweep, ''. (. 11. To form (a mold which has
the profile made by a surface of revolution)
by causing the profile, reproduced on the edge
of a board, to revolve or sweep around an
axiiJ. See sweep, «., 11.

sweep, n. 12. (n) A light one-horse plow-
stock equipped with a sweep blade, used in

working cotton,
etc. (6) A plow-
shovel designed
to destroy weeds
and stir the sur-

face of the soU
between rows. It

is of a triangular
form, somewhat
bent back at the
sides, often ex-
panded into wings
(win^-sweep), s,„p »,*. action,.
sometimes to a
breadth of 30 inches. The wings may be
adjustable. [Southern U. S.]— 18. In
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thermodynatn., any change in a material sys-
tem, not in equilibrium, which brings it

spontaneously into equilibrium ; an irreversi-
ble process. Also called a sweeping process.
— Heel-sweep. Same as heel-itgcrape.— Simple sweep,
in thermodynam., the irreversible process by which a
closed system settles int<j a state of thermal equUibrium.

The settling of a closed system to thermal equilibrium
is called a gimple sweep. Example.— The equilibrium of
a nii-xture of oxygen and hydrogen in a closed vessel may
be disturbed by a minute spark, and the explosion and
subsequent settling of the aqueous vapor to a quiescent
state without loss t»f heat constitute a gimple giveep. The
equilibrium of a gas confined under high pressure in one
half of a two-chambered vessel may be disturbed by open-
ing a cock which connects the two chambers, and the rush
of gas into the empty chamber constitutes a simple sweep.

W. S. Franklin, in Science, Nov. 20, 1903, p. 647.

Steady sweep, in thermodynain.. an irreversible process
undergone by a system subjected to a constant external
disturbance incompatible with the establishment of ther-
mal equilibrium.- Trailing sweep, in thermodynam.,
an irreversible process by which a system tends toward a
state of thermal equilibrium which it never reaches on
account of continuously changing external conditions.—
Wlng-Sweep. See def-
inition 12 (b), above.

sweeper, «. 3. One
who or that which
removes the scale
of protoxid of iron
from any plate or
beam or other piece
of steel or iron un-
dergoing the pro-
cess of rolling in
the rolling-mill, if
this scale were left on wing-sweep. .*. t>, sections.

the surface of the piece,
being c<x>ler and harder than the hot metal it would be
rolled into the surface at the next pass, or make a blister
or i)Ock-mark. In older practice, the scale was swept otf

by twig-brooms or besoms : water currents are much used
with larger masses.

sweep-head (swep'hed), n. The u^per part
or linmllo of a sweep. See siceep, 7.

Sweeping process. See *prncess.

sweeping-table (swe'ping-ta"bl), n. A sta-
tionary Iniildle.

sweep-smelter (swep'smel'tfer), n. One who
collects the sweepings of precious metals
from the shops where they are worked, and
by melting and purification extracts the valu-
able residue.

sweet, a. 11. In mech., smooth; done with-
out appearance of effort; easy; well-lubri-
cated: as, a sweet run; a sioeet cut.— 12. In
mininij. free from deleterious gases.

sweetbread, n.— Abdominal sweetbread, the pan-
creas. See Kiteetbread.

sweet-bubby (swet'bub'i), «. The sweet
shrub, liutncriaflorida. See Butneria. [North
Carolina.]

sweet-cup (swet'kup), n. The fruit of any
one of several species of Passiflora, especially
P. laiirifolia and P. maliformis. See sweet
calaha.sh and water-lemon.

sweeten, r. t. 8. To wash (gold) with hot
water after the parting process. Phillips and
Bauernian, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 867.

—

0. See the extract.

But there 's more than engines to a ship. Every inch
of her, ye '11 understand, has to be livened up and made
to work wi' its neighbour— gweetenin' her, we call it

technically.
R. Kipling, The Ship that Found Herself, in The Pay's

[Work, p. «5.

sweet-grass, «. 2. Same as vanilla-grass.
[Northweslcm U. S.]— 3. Same as sweet-Jlag.

Sweetleaf family, tlic plant family *Symplocacese.

sweetmeat, »— aravesend sweetmeats, a local
name f^>r stirimps. [Eng.)

sweet-roasting (swet'ros'ting), ». Same as
*dcnd-roastii>g.

sweetroot, ». 2. The sweet-flag,

sweetsome (swet'sum), arfe. Sweetly; sweet.
[Dial.]

She used to sing at charch when she was a little gal,

but I nivver b'aid her sing so gweetgome as she did then.
R. II. Qrovme, Aftermath : The Only Darter (ed.

[ilosher).

sweet-sucker, n. 2. Same as black-horse.

Jordan ami Everman, Amer. Food and Game
Fishes, p. 44.

sweet-water, n. 2. In sugar-manuf., exhaust-
steam from the vacuum-pans which contains
more or less enti-ained syrup.— 3. A manu-
facturers' name for the aqueous solution of
glycerin which is a by-product of the lime
saponification of fats in preparing the fatty
acids for candle-making.

swel, V. and n. A simplified spelling of swell.

swmg-cup
swell, V. t— Swelled head, self-conceit; abnormal
self-esteem; 'big head.' [Slang.]

Mrs. Lane, conversing with " a great American editor,"
referred to what is known as the artistic temperament,
whereupon he replied, "Artistic temperament! There
is no such thing. It 's only another name for d-d bad
manners and a swe^M head." "I wasgreatly interested,"
she says, " in this artless definition of the artistic tem-
perament, and I went off deeply pondering as to what
constitutes a gwelled head. Now, swelled head and taking
yourself seriously are much the same, only that swelled
heads are common in all grades of society."

The Grand, Oct., 1905, p. 617.

swell-butted (swel ' but " ed), a. Greatly en-
larged at the base : applied to a tree. Also
bottle-butted and churn-butted.

swelling, «— Calabar swelling, a painless swelling
about the size of a goose-egg, alfecting the natives of
Nigeria, which appears suddenly and disappears with
equal rapidity without apparent cause.— Giant swell-
ing. Same as -kangioneurotic edema.

swell-shark, ". 2. Caiulus uter, a California
shark which has the peculiar habit of inflating
its stomach with air when caught.

Swer'7, V. and n. A simplified spelling of swerve.
SWet, «. and v. A simplified and former spell-
ing of sweat.

S'Wift^j n—^Whiskered swift, ifacropteryxmygtacea, a
lai-ge East Indian tree-swift having long curved white
feathere on the sides of the head that suggest a mustache
or whiskers.

S'wiften (swif'tn), v. t. and t. [swift + -en.]

'To make swift; become or grow swift or
swifter. [Rare.]

S'Wigi, V. i. 3. "To pass through; slip along;
swirl through.

And ebb of "Vokohama Bay
Swigg chattering tlirough the buoys.
R. Kipling, Rhyme of the Three Sealers, I. 8.

swilll, M. 4. Liquid in general ; especially a
liquid that leaks, gushes, or swills in. [Slang.]
The place was full of steam, too, from the swill slop-

ping against the boiler fires.

Cutcliffe Ilyne, McTodd, p. 94.

S'Willing-vat (swil'ing-vat), n. A trough,
vessel, or vat in which a metal after treat-
ment for some purpose is immersed to cleanse
it, as the vat for washing plate after pickling,
to be subsequently tinned.

SWim^, r. i. 7. In cricket, to curve in the air

:

said of the ball. [Slang.]

S'Wimmer, n. 7. The light bag, usually cigar-
sbaped or fish-shaped, within an open net of
cords, which incloses buoyant gas and is em-
ployed to support the machinery and crew of
a dirigible balloon.

S'Wimming-hair (swim'ing-har), n. One of the
modified hairs on the legs of hydraehnid mites
and certain aquatic insects.

swimming-paddle (swim'iug-pad'l), n. a
long oar-shaped limb specially adapted for
swimming, such as are found in sea-turtles
and whales. They occur in their most typical
form in those extinct reptiles the plesiosaurs
and ichthyosaurs. Parker and Haswell, Zool-
ogy, II. 312.

S'Wimming-plate, n. 2. In ctenophorans, one
of the combs or groups of large cilia fused at
their proximal ends and arranged in meri-
dional rows on the surface of the body. Par-
ker and Haswell, Zoology, I. 200.

S'Wine-chopped (swin'chopt), a. Said of dogs
in which the upper jaw protrudes beyond the
lower: more commonly called j>t3-;/aiffrf.

swine-fe'ver (swin'fe'ver), ?i. A term used
indiscriminately in England for the two dis-

tinct diseases of swine which in the United
States are separated under the names of
swinc-plague and hog-cholera.

swing, V. I. inirans. 7. In cricket, to curve
in the air: said of a ball. [CoUoq.]— 8. To be
able to receive and operate upon, as a lathe or
other tool in which the work must revolve
'without striking any part of the frame.— 9.
To be able to lift and transport, as a crane.

II. trans. 7. To cause (a bowled ball) to
curve in the air. [Colloq.]

S'Wing, «. 11. In golf, the manner in which
theclubisswungin the act of striking the ball.
— Yearly swing of the atmosphere, the general accu-
mulation of the atmosphere over the land in winter and
over the ocean in summer as shown by changes in baro-
metric pressure.

S'Wing-bar (swing'bar), n. 1. A bar fixed
with a pivot so as to be easy of adjustment, as
a bar that holds a gate or shutter in place.

—

2. A swingletree.

S'Wing-CUp (swing'kup), n. A porcelain -wine-
cup made by Chinese potters and decorated
with figures of girls swinging.



swing-dingle

swing-dingle (swiiig'diug'''gl), n. In Jumher-
i)ujy & siDgle sled with wood-shod runners and
a tongue with lateral play» used in hauling
logs down steep slopes on bare ground. Also
called Joose-tongued slooj),

swinge^, ». 3. The portion of a flail which
falls upon the grain.

That the threshing of oats and barley, or even of wheat,
may be considerably expedited by having two swinges
instead of one, put upon a ttail.

T. Witliamson, Agricultural Mechanism, p. 296.

swing-faucet (swing'fa'set), n. A faucet the
valve of which is opened and shut by the
moving of the faucet itself upon the supply-
pipe in a horizontal rotary direction. When
the faucet is swung inward above a basin or
other receptacle, the valve opens ; when it is

swung back the valve closes.

swing-frame (swing'fram), «. A device on a
ro^-iiig-machine, centered upon the main driv-

iug-shaft, and sustaining the wheel or gear
fixed to the bobbin driving-shaft.

swing-gate (swing'gat), «. A swinging gate;
specitically, agate for drafting sheep: used in

Australia.' £. E. Morris, Austral English.

Mr. Stangrove . . . has no more idea of a sicing-gate

than a shearing-machine.
Rolf Boldrewood, Squatter's Dream, is.

swing-hanger (swing'hang''''6r), n. In a car-

truck, tlie bars which support the spring-plank
and allow it to sway under the motion of the
truck. See ear-truck.

swinging-buoys (swing'ing-bois), n.^??. A col-

lection of buoys placed in positions to assist

the navigator or adjuster in turning a ship in

a circle, this performance being known as
'swinging-ship.' It is undertaken to deter-
mine the errors of the compass on the different

points.

swinging-rings (swing'ing-ringz), n. p/. Same
as *ti!/inff-ri)igs.

swinging-valve (swing'ing-valv), «. A cheek-
valve opening imder pressure in one direction
and closing under pressure from the otlter, in
which the valve is hinged at one edge or side
(usually the upper). WTien the valve hangs
nearly vortical, its weight does not act to help
to close it or i:o resist the pressure which
opens it.

swinging-wheel (swing'ing-hwel), n. Same as
*^!i(i}i(j-f/ear.

swingle-tow (swing'gl-to), n. Same as swin-
g!iiif/-toiv.

swingle-wand (swing'gl-wond), ??. Same as
swiiHjk'^f 1.

swing-rail (swing'ral\ n. A swinging rail.
— Swing-rail frog, a milroad-track frof? in which the
stiKk- or line-rail is continuous and the siding-rail is in
twu paits, one part being free to swing sidewise over the
line-mil until it meets the other part of the siding-rail.
The siding-rail is raised above the line-rail and when in
use carries the wheels of a car directly over the top of the
line-rail. In its uormal position the frog is clear of tlie

line-rail, leaWng it unbroken. The swing-rail of the frog
is operated by the same mechanism that controls the
switeh. See sieitch, 2, and frog^, 2.

swing-table, «. 2. In gJass-manuf.j a table on
wliich plate-glass is cut and squared after it

has been polished.

swing-team (swing'tem), n. In a logging-
team of .six, the x>air between the leaders and
the butt team,

swipe, t. t. 3. To snatch; steal bysnatchfng;
steal. [Slang.]

Swiss, «. 2. A hireling soldier; more loosely,
a hireling of any kind; a Switzer (which see).

In the teeth of all the old mercenarj' Swiss of state ; . . .

in defiance of the whole embattled legion of veteran p«n-
6i"iiei-s. Burke, American Taxation, p. til.

switch., n. 2, (c). In elect, a device for opening or
closing an electric circuit, for reversing the direction of
the current in such a circuit, for shifting cuirent from
one branch of a circuit to another, or, in general, for
making, breaking, or shifting electrical connections.
Switches vary greatly in design according to the condi-
tions to be met In general a switch differs from a key
(wliich is a device for the easy and rapid making or
breaking of a circuit, as in t.Ie^raphtc signaling) in that
It is so constnicted that the circuit when broken shall
remain open and when made shall remain closed until
the reverse operation is performed. A switch should be
BO constructed as to carry permanently without excessive
heating the maximum current of the circuit in which it

is placed, and the contacts should be of such low resis-
tance that thirty will nut become appreciably hot on the
passage of the cuiTent G«>d contact Is sometimes se-
cured by the use of a 'mercury-switch' in which the
terminals of the lines Uy be connected are permanently
attached to metallic capsules filled with mercury. When
the circuit is t^j be closed connection between the mer-
cury-capa is made by means of a short copper bar or link
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with ends bent downward so as to dip into the mercury.
The volatilization of the mercury by the si)ai-k funned
when the circuit is opened is a serious objection to mer-
cury-switches and the ' knife-switch ' ir. therefore more

,
frequently used. It consists of a strip of coi)per, the
knife, hinged at one end, or sometimes of two ur more
such knives mounted pju-allel to o!ie another. I'he free
end of the knife enters with considerable friction be-
tween the jaws of a copper clip when the circuit Is to be
closed, the friction serving to secure good contact
between the metallic surfaces and to hold the knife in

place. On high-tension circuits various devices are em-
ployed to prevent the forn ation of an arc when the
circuit is open or to extinguish the arc when formed.
One such device is the 'snap-switch,' in which, in order
to make contact, a powerful spring is compressed and tlie

switch is locked by a simple mechanism. When un-
locked, the spring opens the switch with great sudden-
ness, and the arc is of short duration. Sometimes a
magnetic blow-out is used to extinguish the arc and
sometimes an 'oil-break switch' is employed in which the
opening of the circuit is made under oil. Automatic
switches are frequently used in connection with elec-
trical machinery. In the case of such switches the ope-
riitioii, whether it consist of the oi)ening or closing of a
circuit, the reversal of current, or the shifting of connec-
tions from one circuit to another, is done mechanically,
either by the direct action of electromagnets or by
mechanism released and set in motion by such magnets
or otherwise.—Air-break SWltcll, i» elect, any switch
in: which contact is made and broken in air, as distin-
guished from an 'oil-break switch," in which contact
occurs in oil.

—

Double-break switch, in elect., a switch
which, when opened, breaks the circuit, of which it forms
a part, at two points instead of one.— Double-pole
switch, ^a.me as douhle-break -kswitch.—DOUble-thTOW
switch, in elect, a switch so constructed as to close, at
will, either of two circuits, according to the direction in
which it is thrown.

—

Faclng-point switch, on a double-
track railroad, a switch or turnout so placed that the
points of the switch or movable ends of the switch-rails
point in the direction opposite to the motion of trains
on that track: contrasted with trailinp-point itfneitch, in
which the point of the switch or movable ends of the
switch-rails point in the same direction as the movement
of trains on that track.—Feeder switch, in elect., a
switch for opening or closing the circuit between a
feeder and the bus-bara in an electric power or lighting
station.-Four-point switch, in elrct., a switch which
serves to make circuit tlirough any of four lines connected
to its contact points.—Four-way switch. Same as
four-point -kswitch.—Jumping switch, a form of self-

acting switch used on mine-triirKs.—Knife-edge switch,
in elect., a knife-switch. See ^switch, 2 (c).

—

Mercury-
swltch, in elect., a switch in which the circuit is closed
by immersing amalgamated metallic tenninals in mer-
cury-cups, thus insuring good contact, or in which the
contacts are made between mercury and mercuiy. See
•ksicitch, 2 (c).—Multiple switch. Same as multiple
•ksuntchboard. — Oil-break switch. Same as iroil-

sxvitch. See -kswitch, 2 (c).— On the switch, by means
of the electric switch : used of internal-combustion en-
gines for motor-cars which can be started from rest by
simply throwing in the switch upon the electric ignition
circuit, with the sjjark-period adjusted so as to come late
in the cycle. When the spark passes between the ter-

minals in a compressed combustible mixture a working
stroke is caused in that one cylinder, and aspiration and
compression will be caused in the others, so that the
motor starts without cranking by hand.

The ability to start up a four-cylinder engine [of an
automobile] on the switch is a great convenience, and a
safeguard against damaged arms or wrists. It is not
every time that a start is made that the engine is so
obliging as to come into action on merely pressing over
the switch. Automobile Topics, May 27, 1905, p. 482.

Plug-switch, in elect., a switch in which connections
are inade by tjie insertion of metal plugs in holes be-
tween the switch-blocks, in a maimer similar to that
emi)Ioyed in many resistance-lxixes. — Reversing
switch, a switch for changing the direction of the
cm-rent in an electric circuit. Reversing switches are
usually airanged as in the diagram (Fig. 1), with the
tenninals of the line attached to a and 6 by changing
the connection of a from -f to —, and of b from _ to -f,

switch-tower
some change in a circuit, such as the cutting out of resis-
tance, after the lapse of a predetermi«ed time.—Tralling-
pOlnt switch, in railroading, a switch in which the

I'ig. I. Fig. 2.

the direction of the current in the circuit is reversed.
Switches iu-ranged as in Fig. 2 are also used. The jwints
fl, a' and b, 0' are permanently connected as in the dia-
gram. The switch allows siumltaneous connection of a
to 4- and of 6 to — or of a' to — and b' to +, thus revers-
ing the current.— Selector switch, a switch used in
telephone exchanges to connect automatically subscribers'
lines.

—

Stab-SWltch, in elect, a form of switch in which
the jioles are metal rings around the core of a hollow
insulating cylindur. The circuit is closed by inserting a
tapeiing rod of metal which makes contact with both
rings.— Swing-switch, in elect., a device used in the
investigation of alternating cuirents for automatically
making momentary circuit at an instant corresponding
t*j any given point on the wave-curve.

—

Three-point
switch, in elect., a switch which serves to make circuit
through any one of three lines connected to its contact-
points.-Tie-in switch, i» elect., a switch for heavy
currents used in central stations for connecting sets of
bus-bars together.—Tle-SWltCh. Same as tie-in itsieitch.—Time-switch, in elect., an automatic switch arranged
so as to open or close a circuit at a given time, or to make

Diagram of four-track railroad with siding:, showing trailing
switches: j4, ^. tracks for east-bound trains; £, B, tracks for
west-hound trains; /•, siding; t • t, traihiig switches; c,c, c,
crossovers connecting; tracks ; d, facing-point switch-

switch-points, or movable points of the switch, are di-
rected away from a coming train : contrasted with facing-
point switch, in which the jxiints are directed toward
the train. See svritch, 2 («), and itcrossover, 2.— TriplO-
pole switch, in elect., a switch designed for the opening
or closing simultaneously of three separate circuits.—
Tumbler-switch, in elect., a switch with a metallic
arm invfjted in tlie middle, or with two or more parallel
arms thus pivoted, and making contact at either end by
a rocking motion about the pivot.

—

Two-polnt switch,
in elect., a switch which serves to make circuit through
either of two lines connected to its contact-pointA.—Tw6-
way switch. Same as a t-wo-point ifsicitch.

switch-blade (swich'blad), w. In ekct^ the
hinged strip of a metal in a knife-switch by
the insertion of which between the jaws of
the switch the circuit is completed. See
^'m itchy 2 (c).

switch-block (swieh'blok), n. One of the two
or more metal blocks between which the
plugs of an electric switch are inserted to
complete the circuit.

switchboard, ?^— Multiple switchboard, in tele-

phouif. a form of switch)>oard for laige exchanges which
enables each operator to work independently of all the
others in making any desired connection.

switch-clerk (swich'klerk), n. A telephone
operator. Also called exchange clerk.

switch-cord (swich'kord), n. In teJephony,
the flexible cord, to the ends of which metallic
pegs are attached, used for making connec-
tions at the switchboard.
switch-gear (swich'ger), «. 1. The apparatus
connected with or operating a switch upon an
electric circuit.— 2. The apparatus connected
with or operating a railway switch, usually
forming part of an interlocking mechanism.

—

3. A toothed wheel used to transmit motion
or jjower to a switch of either of the above
kinds.

switch-hole (swich'hol), n. In telephony, one
of the holes in the switchboard into which
the connector pegs are inserted to bring two
lines into communication.
switching, «. 4. In iclcphonyy the process by
which the operator at the switchboard brings
subscribers into communication.
switch-jack (swich'jak), n. The spring-jack,
or switch-spring, used on telephone switch-
boards. It consists of a tube inserted in the
switchboard and containing two springs with
curved ends between which the connector peg
enters.

switch-plate (swich'plat), n. A form of
switch apparatus for light cars such as are
used in mines or factories, in which the wheels
run on their flanges on a plate for a short dis-

tance at the diverging intersection of the
tracks : the ear can be directed by hand pres-
sure to take one track or the other without
movable point- or stub-rails, such as are re-

quired in a true switch.

switch-plug (swich'plug), n. A conical metal
plug inserted between the blocks of certain
forms of electric switch to complete the cir-

cuit. See *sivitch, 2 (c).

switch-table (swich'ta'''bl), h. A table or
panel on which electric switch-terminals and
-cables are secured, so that operators can be
protected from risk or danger when making
or breaking circuits.

The'generator su'itchtable and feeder panels may be
noted in Fig. 2, while the ingenious method of protecting
the attendants from the high-tension wires is illustrated

in both views, at the switchboard gallerj'.

Elect World and Engin., Nov. 7, 1903, p. 763.

switch-tower (swich'tou"er), n. In railroad-
ing, the cabin, building, or tower whicL con-
tains the levers of a signaling-plant or the



switch-tower

handles, buttons, etc., of an electric switch-
system; a signal-tower (which see). See
*si(lii(iUiig.

swivel-anchor (swiv'l-ang*kpr), n. An anchor
provided with a swivel-ring in the upper end
of the shank, so that the cable mav have a
tendency to keep itself clear and uot'get into
kinks or turns.

Swivel-frame (swiv'l-fram), «. l. a frame
for the axles of the truck-wheels of a locomo-
tive which is fastened to the main frame only
by a pin or swinging frame, thus allowing it
to turn or swivel ; the frame for a car-truck
which is fastened to the car bv a .single bolt
and hence can swivel.— 2. In swivel-ireai-iiu/,
a movable frame for carrying a shuttle, at-
tached to the front of the lay and raised and
lowered by a cam, lever, or spring operated
by a Jaequard.

swivel-gate (swiv'1-gat), n. In a gate-valve,
a moving part which is secured at one edge so
that it can swing across the opening through
the valve on a pin or hinge, as distinguished
from the mo^^ng part of such a valve which
slides across the opening— the more common
method.

swivel-pipe (swiv'l-pip), «. A pipe so con-
nected with another by a swivel-Joint as to
permit its being turned or swung around with-
out interrupting the current of fluid flowing
through it : used for fixed nozles of fire ap-
paratus.

swivel-plate (swiv'l-plat), m. a plate or sur-
face forming a "ontact area, around which a
second element may turn or swivel as a joint
or reference area. Thurston, Manual of
Steam-Engine, II. 672.

swivel-table (swiv'l-ta"bl), n. A table hav-
ing a Ijali and socket or spherical joint with
its support or pivot, .so that it mav have a uni-
versal motion for adjustment in any plane.
swivel-nnion (swiv'l-u'nyon), n. A form of
uiiicm-joiut for pipe-fitting"work in which the
two halves forming

Swivel-union.

the union may be
screwed together in

line, while the ele-
ments on the two
pieces of pipe may
be out of line. It is

done by giving a
spherical surface to
the two parts which
form the tight joint,
while each half has
an exterior spherical surface which adjusts
itself to similar spherical surfaces in the
parts of the nut.

swivel-weaving (swiv'l- weaving), n. A
method of weaving small weft-figures in a
fabric by means of shuttles each one of which
is driven by a rack and pinion. T. If. Fox,
Mechanism of Weaving, p. 390.

swivel-weft (swiv'l-weft), M. Weft yam used
in the small shuttle in swivel-weaving. 7". IT.
Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 171.

sword', n. 6. (b) One of the standards upon
which o-scillates the slay or lathe of a loom.
R. Mnrsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 66. (c) A
bar or blade, in a measuring-machine, upon
which cloths are rolled or wound.
sword-arm, n. 2. A parallel-siiied arm or ele-
ment on which fits a slider or block embracing
the arm and bearing upon the outsidn edges

:

used to invert the con.struction of a slotted
link, where the slider or block is within a
slot, and tlie link embraces the block.

SWOrd-dragonet (sord'drag'on-et), w. See
*(lniii(}iiel.

sword-fern (sord'ffim), n. See */erni.

sword-grass. («» in New Zealand, >4r«nrfo comjncua
See .\.ir Z^-nlnnd reed, under reedi. (/) In Australia.
tlil'liiiin imtlacoTUm. See irculttni-ffraM. (</) On the
Island .,( c;unui, XiiihagriMit finridula. See -iiteti.

sword-money (sord 'mun'i), «. An early
Chinese bronze coinage: so called from its
form. Also called knife-money.

sword-Stand (sord'stand), n. A receptacle
for a sword ; especially one intended to re-
ceive the city sword when the Lord Mayor of
London attended one of the city churches.
Archeeolofiin, LIV. US.

sword-weed (sord'wed), «. On the island of
Guam, the name of Cassia occidentalis, a low
plant of the family CsBsalpiniaceee, with sword-
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shaped pods. The seeds have been used as a
substitute for coffee. See negro coffee, under
coffee.

'
'

swot-, V. and n. Same as sicat^.
swot-*, n. and r. See *swat3.
Syacium (si-a'si-um), )i. [NL., < Gr. (rvamov,
dim. of ciof, a kind of fish.] A genus of
floimders found chiefly in American and
African waters.
sycamore, ".-white sycamore, d) in Australia,
1 iilj/Hciax t'hiians, one of the trees called native laurel
sychnodymite (sik-nod'i-mit), «. [Gr. avxvk,
many, + {,<ii)ihno<:, twin, -f- -;7e2.] A sulphid
of copper, cobalt, and nickel, fCu,Co,Ni).SB,
occurring m steel-gray octahedral crystals,
often twinned like polydymite : found in the
Siegen mining district, Germany.

sycoceric (sik-o-ser'ik), a. lmjcocer{yl) + -jc]
Noting an acid, a colorless compound. Ci-Hot-
COOH, said to be formed by the oxidation of
sycoceryl alcohol.

sycoceryl (sik-o-ser'il), n. [Gr. ovkov, a fig,
+ KT/fiu^, wax, -t- -yl.'] In organic cliem., the
term applied to the univalent radical CisH.,q,
derived from sycoceryl alcohol or related
compounds.- Sycoceryl alcohol, a colorless com-
pound, ( i8H.j»((. contained, in c.>nil)ination. in the resin
of i^i<;i« rubiijiiiom from New .South Wales. It is de-
jMisited in thin crystals and melts at 90° C.

sycocerylic (sik'^o-se-ririk), a. [sycoceryl +
-If.] .Same as *sycoceric.
sycoma (si-ko'mii), n.; pi. sycomata (-ma-tii).
[Gr. uiKufia, < nvKov, a fig.] A pendiildiis
growth from the skin having the shape of a fig.

syconoid (si'ko-noidj, a. [XL. mjcon + -oid.
See .%«>«.] liesembling or having the char-
acteristics of Haeckel's Sycon group of calcar-
eous sponges; having no excurrent canals
interpolated between the flagellated chambers
and the gastral cavity : as, the syconoid type
of canal system. Compare *lenconoid.

sjrcose (si'kos), ». [Gr. avKcn; lig, + -oge.j
Same as saccliarin. 2.

sycosis, ". 2. A fungous sore which resem-
bles the pulp of a fig.

symbolic
sylvics (sil'viks), «. [Also, and properly,

tt f e^.T'M''''."-^ 1- The science which
treats of the life ot trees in a forest.— 2 The
habit or behavior of a tree in a forest.
Sylvicultural rotation. Same as sylvical
rotation. See -^rotation, 4.

sylviculturally (sil-vi-kul'tur-al-i), adv. In
a way or manner relating to sylviculture.
Also, and properly, silviculturally.

SilncidturaUyot interest is the note that in a sprucestand undergrown with beech no beetles were foundalthough a neighboring stand was greatly damaged • thesame immunity was found in a stand mixed with ToU-Kirsche. Forestry Quart., >ov.. 1003, p. 36

sydneium (sid-ne'yum), «. [NL., named for
Si/'liiey, Australia.] Same as *australiuni.

syenite, n. 2. In the quantitative svstem of
classification (see *ro<-Al), a proposed general
field-term for a phauerie igneous rock com-
posed of dominant feldspar of any kind, with
subordinate amounts of mica, hornblende,
pyroxene, or other minerals, and without a
noticeable amount of quartz.- Alkali syenite
Siee allcah *.7rnntff.-Leuclte-8yenlte, a rare igne.iU8
rix'k. of granit<<id texture and consisting of orthoclase
and leucite, and of biotite, honiblende, or augite (one or
sevend).

sylf, n. An amended spelling of sylph.
syllabic, «. II. «. See the extract.

A determinative (attached to an ideographic sign] often
indicates to the reader . . radical change in the use of
the sign. In this case the sign is said to be employed as
a fillalne. Encijc. Brit.. XI. SOD.

syllepsiology (si-lep-si-ol'o-ji), H. [Gr. oiX-
/'/ipic, conception, pregnancy, -*• -/o'^ia, < Uyeiv,
speak.] The physiology of conception or
pregnancy.
syllepsology (sil-ep-sol'o-ji), n. Same as
*xylleii.fii>logy.

sylvani, ». 2. A colorless liquid compound,
CH:C(CH3)y

I ___ )0, produced by the distillation

of pine-wood. It boils at 6,5° C. and quickly
turns yellow in air. Also called 2- or a-methyl
furfuranc.

sylvan''^ (sil'van), M. Native tellurium.

sylvestrene (sil-ves'tren), n. [L. sylvestris,
prop. stlvcHtris, of the woods, + -ene.] A col-
orless dextrorotatorv liquid terpene, HoC : C-

/CH:C(CH3).
(CH3).CH'' \CH2, obtained from

\CH2—CHa /
Swedish and Russian turpentine-oil. It boils
at 176-177° C. Also called active carvestrene.

Sylvestrian^, n. 2. A nun belonging to the
order of the Sylvestrians in its flourishing
period. Heo*Sylrestrian,3.— 3. Amemberof
a female order of Sylvestrians which exists in
Perugia. The habit is composed of a gown,
seapulary, cowl, and mantle of a dark-brown
color.

n. o. Pertaining to the order of the Syl-
vestrians.

sylvical (sll'vi-kal), a. [Also, and property,
silnral; syh-ic, silvic, + -a/l.] Same assylvic.— Sylvical rotation. See *rotatton, 4.

sylvinite (sil vi-nit), n. 1. Same as sylvine.— 2. A trade-name for an indefinite mixture
of sylvine with common salt (halite).

sym. An abbreviation (a) of ««»i6o; ,• (6) of
symbolic.

symbasic (sim-ba'sik), a. [si/mbas(is) + -tc]
Pertaining or relating to symbasis.
symbasis (sim'ba-sis), n. [Gr. aiv, -with, to-
gether, + /3aCT(f, step fused in the sense of
descent).] 1. The tj-pe of descent found in
large groupsof freely interbreedingorganisms,
such as natural species.- 2. The normal bio-
logic condition of free Interbreeding among
organisms of the same specific or subspecific
group: distinguished on one side from too
wide cross-breeding, and on the other from
too narrow inbreeding. O. F. Cool; in Pop.
Sci Mo., May, 1903, p. 15.-3. Generation
by the union of the sexual products of two in-
dmduals

; cross-fertilization as distinguished
from seif-fertilization. [Kare.]

^^™S^^?'- "•7'!'°.*''»1^"= aymbloslB, that formof symbiosis in w iich two organisms, either plants .ir an-
imals, live together in an intimate and reciprocally
helpful relan..nship.- Root-SymblOSls. See *root.

fmni^,!rf;l??*°'7 °^ symbiosis, the opinion that thenucleus and the cyt..i,las f tla- cell are historically in-dependent organisms which have f,.und an advantage inconmiensahsm or symbiosis ; a term proposed by Wiitase.

symbiotical (sim - bi - ot ' i kal), a. Same as
symlmitic.

symbiotism (sim - bi ' 6 - tizm), n. Same as
symbiosis.

The remarkable tymbiotitm between Algw and Fungf.
Encye. Brit., XXV. 272!

symblepharosis (sim-blef-a-ro'sis), n. Same
as nymbk'pharon.

symbol^, «. 2. in cryttal.. the mnbol 0/a /ace is themathematical expression defining its position with refer-
ence to the assumed crystallographic axes. The nmMs
" ,"'/ i!'*"''

™"«'« 1' the intercepts on theaxes written
out in full, as a:»b:,nc tor the general case, the funda-
mental axial values being designated by a and b (latei-al)
andc(vertlcal)

; thus«: j«- : „ caml a :Sfc:3care specialexamples The Smoiiaiiii »i/„i(,„/» (Ib30)are adapted from
those of W eiss

;
the expression is abbreviated, theorderis

inverted, and certain dlBtiiigiiishing signs are added. For
the examples given, Naumnnn's symbols are : general casemPn (also )«/>„. ,,i/'„, etc ) oihiOh (for the isometric
system); further » Pj, 3Pf The iJana symbuh (1860)
are those of .Naumann further abbreviated, as m-n (vi-nm-h etc ), i-J, .-i-j. etc. In the Mttlerian ^.yglem, now
generally adopted (introduced by \V H. Jiilier of Cam-
bridge in 18.W) the symbol consists of three indexes, which
areeither who e numbers or zero. For the general case,
the symbol is AW and the relation of the indexes A, A^.anii
l^to the axial intelcepta is given by the full exiJiession
%" '

~t'' 7" •' "'is la«t can be derived from the symbol
ot Weiss if the coefflcienta are reduced to fractions having
unity as their ntimeraWrs. The Miller symbols for the
S|>ecial examples given alxive are 320, 321. Bravais llbmt
suggesteil extending the ilillerian system to hexagonal
fonns refened to four crystallographic axes ; hence the
Brarais-Mdler symbols have the fonn AWi (general), 1120,
.•!121, etc. When the indexes are included in brackets or
parentheses, as (:i2I|, 0S21 1, this expression is generally un-
deretood to be the »i/'«W "/ the Jonn—thut is, to include
all the faces which belong to it; thus the orthorhombic
form (321) or (321) includes the eight faces 321, So,, 351,
.•)21. .121, 321. 321, :i21 : here as always in the Millerian
system negative values are indicated by a sign placed
over the index The zone-symbol, from which the com-
inon relation of the indexes for all fonns lying in the zone
IS deduced is similar to that of a crystal fonn but is
usually inclosed m sijuare brackets : thus the zone-svm-
bol liij] means that for every face in the given zone the
zonal equation h + k = f holds goo,l.- Identity sym-
S^J-h^if *''<'""!(•.- Welerstrasslan symbol, the
symbol p. The function '

pu
"- L(U-w)2 w2j

Is called the p-function.

symbolic, a. 4. Of or pertaining to *svmbol-
ism, 4.

In Daudet's latest work [La Petite paroisse, 189.^1
here flrat he has adojjted the symbolic method that
Ibsen also uses with such effect. The rhvthmic recur-
rence of the little church marks every stage in the de-velopment of the theme over which it seems to preside

B. W. Wells, Modem French Lit., p. 485.'

Symbolic geometry. See *geometry.
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symbolism, n. 4. Icap.^ The theories and
practice of the Symbolist School. See ^Sym-
boUst, H., 2.

In the series of plays which then followed he [Henrik
Ibsen] anticipated the process of evolution which was to
lead, both in France and Germany, through prosaic
realism to an intensely imaginative treatment of everyday
life, touched here and there with symbolism.

Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 520,

6, An abnormal mental state in which every
oceurreuce is interpreted as a sj'mbol of the
subject's own sensations and thoughts.
symbolist, »• Specifically— 2. [cap.'] One
of a group of French poets of which Verlaiue
was the most couspicuous member. The writers
of this school undertook to express poetic sentiments in-

directly by far-fetched nietajihors, or even by the sound
of words, and of letters, quite independently of their
received signification. For instance, they asserted the sng-
gestivenessof vowel-sounds as regards color, o suggesting
red, according to some, while according to others it

suggests blue. They also assumed a pre-established
haniiony between vowel-sounds and abstract ideas and
between vowel-sounds and musical instruments, and
dwelt much on the hidden influence which should exhale
through ''the inclosing envelope of the spoken word."
See itdecadent B. W. Wells, Modem French Lit,, pp.
350-351.

The Parnassians bad borrowed from the plastic arts

;

the SymbolUts aimed at the vagueness, mystery, sugges-
tiveness of music, de la musique avant toute chose. The
high priesta of this movement were Paul Verlaine (1844-
1896), remarkable much less for his theories than for his
exquisite practice, in which he showed himself a lyric

poet of the first order, comparable with Shelley and
Heine, and not without certain affinities to the earliest
French singers, such as Charles d'Orl^ans ; and St^^phane
ilallarme (1842-1898), perhaps less remarkable for his
practice than for his theory. ... By far the most gifted
of the disciples of the Symbolist school is >I. Henri de
Regnier (bom 1864), the singer of Lendemains (1886),
Ar^thuse (1895), and Les Jeux rustiques et divins <1S97).

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 497.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Symbolists

;

characterized by symbolism.
A reactionary movement, such as that which arose

against the novel, appeared here also, and hence the
Symbolist school came into being, which aimed at greater
freedom, a less strict prosody, and a more musical poetry.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 497.

symbolistic, a- 2. Same as ^synibolic, 4,

The poets, the pensive long-haired devotees of the
symbolistic school.

F. B. Smith, How Paris Amuses Itself, p. 42.

symbolophobia (slm''''b9-l9-f6'bi-a), n. [NL.,
\ Gr. (jvfii3o?i0^j a symbol, + -<}n}l3ta, < (pofielv,

fear.] A morbid dread lest one's every act
may contain some hidden or symbolical mean-
ing. BaldwiUj Diet, of Philos. and Psychol.,
n. 296.

symcenter (sim - sen ' t6r), w. [Irreg. < sym-
{metry) + center.'] A center of symmetry.
One figure has a symcenter when, with regard
to this point, every point on the figure has its

symeentral point on the figure. Two figures
have a symcenter when, with regard to this
point, every point of each has its symeentral
poiiit on the other.

symeentral (sim-cen'tral), a. [^symcenter +
-al^.] Having symcentry. Enlsted^ Elem.
Synthetic Geom., p. 19.— symeentral figure, a
figure with a symcenter.— Symeentral figures, two
figures capable of being so placed as to have a symcenter.— Symeentral point (to a given point with regard to a
given symcenter), the jmint on the ray from the given
point through the symcenter which ends the sect bisected
by the symcenter.

symcentry (sim-sen'tri), n. [symcenter + -y'^,]

Symmetry with regard to a symcenter.
Symmacllian, ». II, a. Pertaining to Symma-
chus, or to the sect of Ebionites supposed to
have been named from him. See Syrmnachian.
symmacliy (sim'a-M), n. [Symmach{us) + -y3.]

The doctrine of the Symmachians that the
human body was created by the devil, not by
God, and therefore should be subject to mis-
use. See Symmachian.
symmedian (si-me'di-an), ». and a. \_sym- +
median.] I, «. In a triangle, the isogonal to
a median, that is, the straight line symmetri-
cal to a median with regard to the augle-
bisector.

II. a. In f/eom.j pertaining to symmedians.
— Symmedian point, that point in which the three
syininedians of a triangle concur.

Sjrmmelian (si-me'li-an), a. and n. [Gr. oivj

together, + ^i/j)Cj limb, + -ian.] I. a. Hav-
ing the legs united and compounded on the
middle line.

In vertebrates such union is especially well known
. . . producing the cyclopic, synotic, and symrnelian
conditions respectively.

W. Bategon, Study of Variation, p. 458.

II. «. A vertebrate with the legs united
and compounded on the middle line.

The body of the symrnelian ends posteriorly in an
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elongated lobe made up of parts of the posterior limbs
compounded together by homologous parts.

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 459.

symmelus (sim'e-lus), «.; yl. symmeli(Al).
[NL., < Gr. (Tir, together, + ^f^of, limb.] A
monster whose lower extremities are fused
into one.

Symmetric equation. See ^equation.
symmetrical, a. 6. In organic chem.j noting
compoimds which contain atoms or groups at
equal relative intervals in the molecule : thus,
for example, ehlorobenzene, which has the

CCl

formula |
| ,

and ethylene chlorid,
CIC^ ^CCi

CH
CICH2.CH2CI, are both symmetrical com-
pounds.
symmetry, n. 6, In modem crystallography
crystals are not only referred to certain sys-
tems (see crystallography) according to the
relative lengths and inclinations of their as-
sumed axes, but they are also further divided
into classes, or groups, according to the kind
and number of symmetry elements they pos-
sess. The symmetry elements are plane symmetry,
axial symmetry, and centrosymmetry. A crystal has plane
symmetry, or is symmetrical with reference to a certain
plane, when eveiy face, edge, and solid angle has a like
face, edge, and solid angle similarly situated on the op-
posite side of this plane ; or, in other words, when this
plane divides the crystal into halves each of which is the
mirror image of the other. A cube of galena has three
like planes of symmetry parallel to and midway between
each pair of opposite faces; it has also six other planes
of symmetry, like among themselves, passing through
each pair of opposite edges. A crystal has axial sym-
metry, or is synnnetrical with reference to a certain line
as an axis when the faces, edges, and solid angles are
similarly placed about this line so that if the crystal be
revolved through a certain angle about this axis all its

parts again occupy the same position m space ; this angle
must be either one half (180°), one third (120°), one fourth
(90°), or one sixth ((JO") of a complete revolution. If the
angle is 180', or the crystal repeats itself twice in a com-
plete revolution, it has twofold or binary symmetry and
the axis is called a dyad axis ; if 120*, or the crystal re-
peats itself three times, the symmetry is three/old or
ternary and the axis is a triad axis ; if 90% or the crjstal
repeats itself four times, the symmetry is Jourfold, qua-
ternary, or tetragonal, miA the axis is &. tetrad axis; if

60°, or the crystal repeats itself six times, the symmetry
is six/old and the axis is a hex<id axis. As already im-
plied, fivefold symmetry, con-esponding to a revolution
of 72° about a keptad axis, is impossible among crystals.

Symmetry with reference to a dyad axis is fnither dis-
tinguished Asdiffonal or di-digonal, according to whether
one pair or two pairs of like symmetry planes intersect
in it. Similarly the symmetry with reference to a triad
axis may be trigonal or ditriijonal, according to whether
one or two sets of three like symmetry planes intersect in
it ; tetragonal and ditetragonal symmetry with reference
to a tetrad axis, also hexagonal and dihexagonal symmetry
with refere!ice toa liexad axis, are similarly distinguished.
Further, axial symmetry is sometimes distinguished (11.

A. Miers) as polar, alternating, holoaxial, and equat«:irial.

It is polar (also called hemimorphie, or acleistous (W. J.

Lewis) ) when there is no plane of synnnetry normal to
the symmetry axis. It is alternating when each pair of
faces at an extremity of a crystal may be brought sym-
metrically above a similar pair at the other by a revohi-
tion of 60°, and yet the horizont-al plane is not a symmetry
plane. It is holoaxial when all the possible axes of syni-
meti-y are present but no planes of symmetry. It is equa-
torial if a plane of symmetry is normal to the axis of
symmetry. Still further, asymmetryaxiswhichis theonly
one of its kind, and one in which two or more synmietry
planes intersect, is called s, principal axis muX a synnnetry
plane normal to it is a principal plane. A crystal has
centrosymmetry when its faces, edges, and solid angles
are symmetrical with reference to a central point ; in
other words, when every point on the surface of it has a
similar point at an equal distance and on the opjwsite
side from the center ; this is true of ordinary triclinic

crystals, as those of axinite. Entire want of symmetry,
or asymmetry, is characteristic of one class of crj'stala

only, belonging to the triclinic system. Synnnetry classes
or symmetry groups. Theoretical discussion has shown
that all the possible types of crj'stals are included in
thirty-two classes or groups ; of these, twenty-three are
represented among crystallized minerals and six more
among crystallized aititlcial salts. As shown below, two
of the symmetry groups belong to the triclinic system,
three to the monoclinic system, three to the orthorhombic
system, seven to the trigonal division of the hexagonal
system (sometimes called the trigonal system), five to tlje

hexagonal division (the hexagonal system proper), seven
to the tetragonal system, and tlve to the isometric system.
The thirty-two symmetry classes have been differently
named by different authors. One method is to name
each class after that form in it which has the general
sym\)ol(hkl),iiitcr^yi\l(;r(see-^symboU,2), asthe hexocta-
hedral class of the isometric system ; another method is to
name each class after some prominent mineral species
belonging to It, as the galena class or galena type.
That class under each system which has the highest de-
gree of symmetry and consequently the maximum num-
ber of faces belonging to a given form is often called the
holosi/mmetric (or normal) class (Miolosynimetric ' here
corresponds to the term 'holohedral' formerly in use).

Each of the other classes of the system has a special grade
of symmetry peculiar U* itself and lower than that of the
holosynmietric class, and, in consequence, it is also char-
acterized by one or more peculiar types of crystal forms

sympathetic
having either one half or one <iuarterof the faces belonging^
to the form having the same symbol in the holusymmetric
(holohedral) class : hence these classes and the forms be-
longing to them were formerly called respectively hemi-
hedral and tetartohedral. or in general vterohedral.
These terras are now but little used. The symmetry ele-
ments characteristic of each of the thirty-two symmetry
classes are discussed in modem treatises on crystallog*
raphy. In the following list the usual names of the
classes are given, the classes being arranged, in general,
in rising order, as to synmietry Triclinic system. 1.

Pediad, or asymmetric class ; example, calcium hyposul-
phite (no representative among minerals). 2. Finacoidal
class (also normal); ex., axinite. Monoclinic system. 3.

Domatic or clinohedral (also called gonioid) ; ex., clinohe-
drite. 4. Sphenoidal or hemimorphie ; ex., tartaric acid.
5. Prismatic (alsf) called normal and plinthoid) ; ex., gyp-
sum. Orthorhombic systetn. 6. Bisphenoidal (also sphe-
noidal); ex., epsomite. 7. Pyramidal or hemimorphie
(also acleistous pyramidal); ex., calamine. 8. Bipyrami-
dal (normal); ex., barite. Hexagonal system, trigonal
division (also called trigonal system). 9. Trigonal-py-
ramidal (acleist-jus trigonal, ogdohedral) ; ex., sodium
periodate. 10. Trigonal trapezohedral (trapezohedral)

;

ex., quartz. 11. Trigonal bipyramidal ; no ex. 12. Di-
trigonal-pyramidal (hemimorphie, acleistous ditrigonal);
ex., tourmaline. 13. Ditrigonal bipyramidal (trigono-
type) ; no ex. 14. Trigonal rhombohedral (rhombohe-
dral, trirhombohedral, diplohedral trigonal); ex.,
dioptase. 15. Ditrigonal scalenohedral (scalenohedral,
rhomlwhedral) ; ex., calcite. Hexagonal system, hexag-
onal division. 16. Hexagonal pyramidal (acleistous hex-
agonal, pyramidal hemimorphie); ex., nephelite. 17.
Hexagonal trapezohedral (trapezohedral); ex., barium
stibiotartrate and potassium nitrate. 18. Hexagonal bi-
pyramidal (diplohedral hexagonal, pyramidal, tripjTami-
dal); ex., apatite. 19. Dihexagonal pyramidal (acleistous
dihexagonal, hemimorphie) ; ex., greeiiockite, 20. Di-
liexagonal bipyramidal (diplohedral dihexagonal, nor-
mal) ; ex., beryl. Tetragonal system. 21. PjTamidal
(acleistous pyramidal, pyramidal hemimorphie) ; ex.,
wulfenite. 22. Bisphenoidal ; no ex. 23. Scalenohedral
(sphenoidal); ex., chalcopyrite. 24. Trapezohedral; ex.,
strychnine sulphate. 25. Tetragonal pyramidal (diplohe-
dral tetragonal, pyramidal); ex., scheelite. 26. Ditetra-
gonal, pyi-amidal (acleistous ditetragonal. hemimorphie);
ex., iodosuccinimide. 27. Ditetragonal bipyramidal (di-
plohedral ditetragonal, normal) ; ex., zircon. Isometric
system. 28. Tetrahedral pentagonal dodecahedral (tetra-
hedral tetartohedral) ; ex., ullmaunite. 29. Pentagonal
iscositetrahedral(plagihedral); ex., cuprite. 30. Diploidal
(dyakisdodecahedral, pyritohedral); ex.,pyrite. 31. Hexa-
kistetrahedral (tetrahedral); ex., tetrahtdrite. 32. Hex-
octohedral (nonnal); ex., galena.— Axial symmetry.
See *axj«^~Centi'al SJTnmetry. See ^central, 1.—
Cyclic Sjrinmetry, in alg., with respect to certain letters
arranged in a given order, the property of being trans-
formed into an identically equal expression when the first

of these letters is replaced by the second, the second by
the third, and so on, and the last by the tirst.— BiagOnaJ
symmetry, in diatoms, a condition of the valves in which
the torsion amounts to 180°.— Inverse symmetry, in
an individual organism, ajrace, or a species, a system of
symmetry which is a miiTor-image or reversed copy of
that which is characteristic of the group that it repre-
sents. La?otropism in dexiotropie molluscan shells is the
most familiar illustration of inverse symmetry.— Major
symmetry, synmietry which includes all the parts of
an organism in a single system.

In Radial series, the Major Symmetry is built up by
radial divisions of the first kind, producing segment*
whose adjacent parts are homologous, and related to each
other as images. W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. SO.

Minor sjrmmetry, the sort of symmetry or merism in
living bodies which is completed in a part of the body,
such as the bilateral symmetry of one of the anus of &
starfish.

Patterns which are completed In the several organs or
parts will be refeiTed to as Minor Symmetries.

\V. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 21.

Primary system of symmetry, the normal system of
symmetry in an organisni.

[The] way in which such a Secondary system is related
to the normal or Primary system of Synnnetry of the
body from which they spring, constitutes an instructive
chapter in the study of Meristic Variation.

\V. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 90.

Radius of symmetry. See *rarf?Hjt.— Secondary
system of symmetry, the abnormal repetition of pai-ts

in sncli a way that they lie outside the normal system of
symmetry and are unbalanced by any parts within it.

It will be shewn that such extra parts generally, if not
always, make up a Secondary system of Symmetry in
themselves. W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 90.

Surface of symmetry. See *«»r/rtc?.— Symmetry
as to a plane, wlien a sect from any point of the figure,

if perpendicular to this plane and bisected by it, ends on
the figure.

Symmorpll(sim'm6rf)^H. A character standing-
for the same notion as another but different
in form.

sympathectomy (sim-pa-thek'to-mi), w.

[Irreg. < sympath{eti<') 4- Gr, eKTOfiy^ excision.

3

Removal by a surgical operation of a section
of the sympathetic nerve. Med. Hecordy May
30, 1903, p. 875.

sympathetectomy (sim-path-e-tek'to-mi), n.

Same as "^sympathectomy.

If sympathetectomy relieves intraocular tension, it

does, as he asserts, through its influence on the circulation
in tlie choroid and ciliary process, and the same may be
said of iridectomy, which does not relieve tension imme-
diately, showing that its influence is on the intraocular
circulation. Med. Record, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 196-

Sympathetic strike. See ^strike.
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sympathicectomy (siiu pa-thi-sek'to-mi), n. symphorol-SOdlum (sim'f6-rol-s6"di-um), n
fXl.. fitmpatlncus, sympathetic, + Gr. eKrofti;, A trade-name, same as *S!/'mpliorol.
excision.] Same as *symputhectomij. Nature, symphorol-strontium (sim'to-iol-stron"shi

Synapsida

Dec. 11. 1902, p. 144.

sympatllism(sim'pa-thlzm),ji. [sympafhiy) +
-ism.] An assumed occult influence of one
mind upon another, inducing similarity of
sen>iitii)ns and of emotions.
sympathy, «— Law of sympathy. See *iawi.—Or-
ganic sympathy, in tutijcluil., sympathy as an inherited
organic manifestation : opposed to refiective -knympiithy.

The quick appearance of violent organic changes in the
child, . . . the laclc of any sntticient mental development,
at the period when these reactions occur, to support a
real sympathy of l-etlection,— all these indications serve

disease of the brain or spinal cord, which serves to indi-
cate the location of the lesion.— Musset's symptom,
slight movements of the head synchronous with the pul-
gitions of the la-art. Med. Record, May 2, 1903, p. 713.—
Rational SSTnptoms. Same as subjective symptoms— Rumpfs symptom. See Jtmnpfg •»>Vn.— Trous-
seau 8 symptom, the occurrence of a paroxysm when
the motor nerve of a limb is compressed in tetany

symphrase (sim'fraz), n. [Gr. avv, togetlier, StosTs^*!'' *r pJ^^l^iv!'" **'-?«f»'^'"-

sym(»ie)tra, tern, ot symmetrus, < Gr. ai/i/itrpoc,
symmetric] In math., a symmetrical quad-
rilateral with a median as axis.

um). It. A trade-name of strontium-caffein
sulplionate. It is a colorless, odorless, bitter,
pulverulent compound, and is used in medi-
cine as a diuretic.

or effect, is an agglutinated phrase or sen-
tence; a word-sentence.
The principles or canons governing the number, kind,

and position of notional stems in gympbrases or word- arm
sentences. Smithsonian Rep., 1893, p. 41.

°y"-
to justify the opinion that we are dealing . . . with an symphrattic (sim-frat'ik), a. [xtimnhrattUum)
inherited ort'ainf- Tiianifestatuin Thpro ta *>" _i_ i r> , j t \~ J t " '\'""/

-t- -if. J Produced Dy pressure: a name sug-
gested by A. W. Grabau for the regionally
inetamoq>hosed rocks.

An abbreviation of synonym or synony-
mints.

syn-'-'. In chcm., a prefix used to indicate that
two groui)8 or atoms in a compound are so
situated in space that they can readily react

„„„ . . , . ^
with each other. See*OH«-(3).

I)ynamic or regional orpre8snremetamorphisni(Druck Himapti/. /"sin alr'til-1 « re- „„..„.. / „i i
netamoi-phose) i.e. symphrattism, resulting in the pro-

»y",»<?"C (sm-ak tlk), a. [Gr. ovvahTiK^g, able
luction ot symphrattic rocks. to bring together, < avpaKToi;, brought together,

Anur. Geol., April, 1804, p. 238. < mvayeip, bring together, < aiv, together, +
Rocksof this type may be called »!/m;)Ara((ic rocks. ayeiv, bring. The sense seems to imply as-

^,ner. Geol., April, liXM, p. 236, note, soeiatlon \\-ith act.] Same as si/nen/etic.
symphrattism (sim-frat'izm), n. [Gr. oc/i- synserema (sin-er'e-mii), «. [NL.,<(7W'aiV)£ua,
i^pu-rMi', press together, -I- -).««.] In (/po/., the equiv. to CTCKa/pra/f, a'drawing together, con-
general process of regional metamorphism, traction. See syneresis.] Wrinkling or cor-
whieh is largely due to pressure. A. JT. rugatioii.
Grabau. synaesthesia, «. 2. In Ribot's doctrine of

. (Rafinesque, s>-mpathy, the agreement of emotional states.
n together, -I- liibot (trans.), Psychol, ot Emotions, p. 231.
itaining many synagogual, a. See si/nagot/al

.

sympatry (sim-pat'ri), «. "[Gr: cvv, with, to- .Zi^'^^iwi""'' '™'r''' ''if,'''-"'"*/'-''-, r.
synalgic (si-nal'jik), a. Isyualoiia) + -Ic] Re-

gether, + ;rdr,«; fatherland, native countrv.] symphyllotnane (sim-fil-o-tn'en), n. [Gr. lating to or suflfenng from synalgia.

See the extract
" '"."; together, -I- (>i//oi', a leaf, + rpiawa, a synanglC (si-nan'jik), a. [synaiitfiium) + -ic]

Finally there Is a geographical distribution, of the ut- ^wb*;L t'L
«.P«."Pe-«r>ieules, a tria^ne in Same as sjp,au„inl. Encyc. ISrit., XXXI. 4;7.

most importance in the moditlcatioii and origin of species
W;'*"

l"*^
'D'ye Similar arms are fused to- synanthetlC (siu-an-thet'ik), o. Isijnanthesis

and sub-species. Forms found t.>gether in certain geo- gother into a disk. (-tliet-) + -ic] Pertaining to or exhibiting
graphical .areas may lje called Syn>patric(<7i,^,t.jKetlicr; SympliyOCephaluS (sim'fi-o-sefa-lus\ M. ; pi sraanthesis.
n-arpa, native country). The occurrence of forms together iint}i,h}t,,^'^tit,/,/i < 1T\ rx^t y" r^ \ r.«^n«4-'Uwi« / • « /ii - \ n ,.

limy be tenned .SVmxa(rv. and the discontinuous distri-
^'J'>>l'l'>J<'<^'P"i''> ( 1). [^L., < Gr. oi-/.<il7/f, Synanthnn (si-nan'thrin), n. Same as )(«(?««.
grown together, + iit(pa/j/, head.] A double Synanthr08e(si-iian'thr6s), »i. Sameas/erHKn.

inherited organic manifestation. There is

or'jaiiic sympathy as well as a refteotive sympathy.
J. M. lintdtrin, S«>cial and Ethical Interpretations, p.

(221.
*

Reflective sympatby, in psychol., a form of sympathy
which results from the growth of reflection ; a social
sympathy, conditioned upon the rise of the notion of
self : opixjsed to oryanic itsympttthy.

In organic sympathy, the relation isa matter of organic
reaction due Ut natural selection, we may suppose : re-
/leclive sympathy reattinns the social value of the reaction^
utilizes it, and in discovering the relations of persons for
itself, in a reflective and critical way. goes on to refine
the reactions and embody them In the institutions of
social life.

J. M. Baldurin, Social and Ethical Interpretations, p.

[224.

sympatric (sim-pat'rik), «. [sympatr(y) + -ic]
Symphurus(sim fu-ru8),n [NL.(Rafi

Of. pertainingto, orof the nature of, s^patry. ^?'l"; "7^^- < *5''- ''^'"*'(/«. grown tog(

See the e-xtract under *««'«/'«"•«. ' ^ ^ '' "'V^.tail.] A genus of soles containiL

dicotyledonous plants embracing all those '^^'^,

having a double floral envelop (calyx and B3rmpnysion (sim-fiz'i-on), n.
;

pi. symphiisia

le inner (corolla) \-'S)- L
^>' '-'•.< Gr. (7i/ifl)rmf, a growing together.

may be tenned Sympatry. and the discontinuous distri-
hution of forms Asynipatry. - ^ _ ,.

rmillon. Essays on Evolatlon, 1889-1907, p. 62. monster which has a single head. synaphymenitis (sin'a-fi-ine-ni'tis), «. [NL.,
Sympetalse (sim-pet'a-le), «. pi. [XL. (Alex- symphysia (sim-tiz'i-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. aiv, < Gr. oira<j%-, connected, -I-' v/ir/v, membrane,
ander Braun, 1864), <" Gr. <tii, with, together, together, + t^ica;, growth. Compare sym- + -iti.f.] Same as conjunctivitis.

vtTa/.ov, leaf, petal, -(- -«.] A diWsion of ?''»*'«•] The union of parts normally scpa- synaposematic (sin-ap"o-se-mat'ik), a. [syn-
'

'

"

'
'

' ""*" + aposematic] In fci'o?.,' having the same
aposematic or warning characteristics as other
allied species; possessing common warning
colors.

In 1897 1 pointed out that MUllerian resemblance Is not
true Miniici7 at all, but rather an example of common
Warning Colour, and with the assistance of Mr. Arthur
Sidgwick the temi Synaposematic was proposed as de-
scriptive of it; the term AiMsematic having been previ-
ously suggested for onlinary Warning Colours.

I'oitlton, Essays on Evolution, 1889-1907, p. 223.

Synaposematic coloring, resemblance. See -kcolor-
my, irfffinl'ldiin'.

synaposematism (sin'ap-6-se'ma-tizm), Ji.

Isynaposemat(ic) -¥ -ism.] ' The character of
being synaposematic. Hee*synaposematic.
As a further illusti-ation of what Poulton has aptly

named '•synaposematism," or the adoption of a com-
mon warning badge on the part of distasteful fomis, we
may take the wonderfully diverse assemblage that centres
round the conspicuous and distasteful beetles belonging
to the genus I.yciis. This assemblage, in South Africa,
contains wasps. liraconids, moths, a bug, and a two-
winged fly, besides beetles belonging to three or four
different families. I have myself seen several members
of this group, heterogeneous in affinity though wonder-
fully similar in hue and pattern, on or about one tree at
East London, in South Africa. Be it remarked that they
were all conspicuous insects, and exposed themselves
freely, so that there could be no question of a common

corolla) with the parts of the
united, at least at the base. It is therefore
coextensive with the Metachlamydese, because
that series, unlike the series Archichlamydcs,
is not further subdiWded, but it has a lower
taxonomic rank, namely, that of a division.
See * Ml tniJilamyfte/e atid Gammici^ilie.

symphilism (sim'fl-lizm), n. Same as *sym-
pluhj. Sature. Fob. 12, 1903, p. 351.
symphilous (sim'fi-lu»), a
+ ipi/oc, friendly (see
Of or pertaining to svmph
12, 1903, p. 3.51.

symphily (sim'fi-li), n. [Gr. av/iipMa, mutual
friendship, a false reading for avu<pit'/.ia (oiv,

together, -I- ^//.of, friendly), accordance, agree-
ment, < u'vui^v'/.or,, of the same stock, cognate).
See */tyinj>hilous.] The occurrence in ant col-
onies of
ants and
which the ants are fond. Cambridqe
Hist., VI. 183.

symphonance (sim'fo-nans), n. [Gr. ai;v, to-
gether, -t- o<Ji'}, voice, + -ance.] Electric reso-
iiaiiee. [Rare.]

symphonesis (sim-fo-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

See symphysis.] In craniom., the anterior
upper terminal point of the symphvsis of the
lower jaw. Von Tiiriik.

symphysis, «- Mandibular symphyslH, the point
o( contact or of union of the two rami of the lower jaw or
mandible. The rami may be merely in contact and the
symphysis reduced almost to a point, as in Echidna, or
the symphysis may extend for the greater portion of the
Jaw, as in the spenn-whale. Same as symphysis mandi-

sunnJuh? +^!^tri sy^physodactyUa (sim'fi-s6-dak-til'i-a), „.

pniiy. ^^aiure, feD.
iaKTv^.or, finger.] Fusion of two or more
fingers.

Symphyta (sim'fi-ta), n. pi [NL., < Gr. avv,
with, -f- (pi'riv, a plant.] A series of hymenop-
terous insects including the phytophagous
families.

't';urguists ;^,icra":Tended''brt°he
«?^PieBOSpondyly (sim-pi-e-so-spou'di-li), „.

which usually give out a secretion of YX;:"+Zi I'^ff^rZ'
\''^^"'''('^' ^""^

e ants are fond. Cambridge A'at. tl"";!:,",:^
In ic7, A., the abnormal crowd-

ing together and shortening of vertebne.
Pn»: /.nol. Soc. London, 1894, p. 100.

Symplocaceae (sim-plo-ka'se-e), «. pi. [NL ,... .,...„ .,,... „, „„„ „..
(.Micrs.lbo.J), <.Sym/)(oc(o») -I- -accff.] A family cryptic coloration. The assemblage, beyond doubt, is

of dicotvledonous sympetalous plants of the ""'"'y " "°' entirely synaposematic.

order i>iowrflfe«, the sweetleaf family, con- ,. „
A a(«re, Oct. 31, 1907, p. 676.

avuouvr/oir, agreement, orig. agreement in taining only the genus .Samntoco.? (which see) synapse (si-naps ), n. Same as *synapsis.
sound, < ffi-H^rrii, agree, agree in sound: see sympodial, a. 2. In socio!., relating or per- '"ni<--JJrit., XXXI. 739.
symphony.] The 'aing-dong,'oronamatopa!ic, taining to a process of iiTegular development ^ynapsid (sin-ap'sid), n. and a. Same as
theory ot language. ^. J. £Hw, Philolog. Soc, of social groups analogous to the sympodial *''!l'>"l'xt<^an. Amer. .Vo*., Feb., 1904, p. 102.
1''2- development in many plants.-SympodlaJclas- Synapsida (sm-ap'si-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

symphonetic (sim-f6-net'ik), a. ^symphonesis Blficatlon. See -kctassification. "i-", together, + a^xf, an arch.] A subc
i-rt-) + -ic] Pertaining to or exhibiting sym- Sjrmposiac, «. 2. A convivial or humorous
jihoiK-sis. f-''i'<-' "1' I'ateh.

symphony, ".-Pastoral symphony, inm«,.V, an m- SymPSychOgraph (sim..si'ko-graf) „. [Gr.
strunn-iilal m.^venient, inti.»luccd into oratorios and can- "' ''' 'ogetlier, -f- ti.psychograph .] A humorous

and quasi-seientihc term for an imaginary
composite portrait, produced by the super-
position of images of the same thing present
at the same time in diflferent minds. D. S. Jor-
dan, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept., 1896, p. 601.

subclass

tataa dealing with the nativity of .lesus (as in Handel's
" Messiah '). inteiide<l to suggest (the watch of the shep-
herds.—Toysymphony, a musical work like a syinphony
intended to be played on miniature i»r U>y instruments.
The best-knriwn example was coiniKtsed by flaydn in 17SS.

symphoroKsim'fo-rol), n. [Gr. ni/i^Jo/wf, bene- . ,

ticial. useful, -I- -<>/.] A trade-name of sodium- sy™Pterygium (sim-te-rij'i-um), «.; pi. sym
caffeiu sulphonate. It is a colorless, odorless, i''*"'".'/.'/'" (-a). [NL.. < Gr. <7i';r, together, -H NL.
bitter, pulverulent compound, and is used in P'^fygium.] The theoretical form, or type,
medicine as a diuretic. from which the limbs of vertebrates have
aymphorol-Uthium (sim'fo-rol-lith'i-um), n.

^een derived.

A trailf-naine of lithium-caflfein sulphonate. symptom, «• — Bechterew's"symptom, paralysis of ,.,-,- ,.

It is a colorless odorless bitter comnonnd the facial muscles for the automatic movements of ex- . „ ,.,. , . .,t IB tt ..oiuriess, ouonesH, oicter compouna, presaion. with retention .,f the power of voluntan- mo- of Septiha having theand IS used m medicine as a diuretic. tlon.- Localizing symptom, a .ympto.n, especiSlj in solid, or with a single.

Skull of Trionyx, showini; tlie sinifle temporal fossa and
temporal arch characteristic of the Synapsida,

a. nasal : b, frontal; c, postfrontal ; li. d. parietal ; e, supratem*
poral fossa ; /. supraoccipital ; £, squamosal ; A, occipiul ; i, quad*
rate ; /, jugal ; k, maxillary.

roof of the cranium
larjje supratemporal



Synapsis.

A. pollen mother-cell oi a lily showing
separation of chromosomes: B, the same
cell after synapsis.

Synapsida

opening, the squamosal large, the quadrate
reduced and fixed, and the coracoid and pro-
coracoid separate or suturally united. Con-
trasted with Diapsida. Osbarn, 1903.

synapsidan (si-uap'si-dan), a. and n. Pertain-

ing to, or having the etiaraeters of, the group
of reptiles known as the Synapsida ; a member
of the Synapsida.

Synap9itian and mammalian types of shoulder-girdle.
Amer. .V(l(., Feb., 1904, p. 98.

synapsis (si-nap'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. aivafic, a
joining, < owdTrfa', join, < alv, together, +

avTeif, touch.]

1. Same as
*mitapsis.— 2.

The name orig-

inally applied
by J. E. S.

Moore, in 1892,

to tlie con-
tracted state

of the nuclear
skein occur-
ring previous

to the reduction of the chromosomes and to

the formation of tetraspores, sperms, or eggs.
— 3. The anatomical connection between the

processes or neuraxons of two or more nerve-

cells. Foster and Sherrington, 1897— Late sy-
napsis. Same as *posts!inapns.

synaptic (si-nap'tik), a. Isynapsis (synapt-)

+ -!C.] Of or pertaining to synapsis.

In the second, the identity of the original somatic
chromosomes becomes lost during the gynaptic rest, and
these are then replaced by half the number of new ones,

which, during their formation, become longitudinally split

twice in planes at right angles to each other.
Nature, Aug. 6, 1903, p. 335.

synaptically (si-nap'ti-kal-i), adv. In a syn-

aptic manner. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 399.

synapticulum (sin-ap-tik'u-lum), «. ;
pi. syn-

apticula (-lii). [NL., < Gr.' amarcTdc, joined, -I-

Id. dim. -i-cuium. Compare «ynopWc»te.] Same
as dissepiment.

synaptiole (si-nap'ti-61), n. [Gr. (mmnriSf,

joined, + -i-ole.'\ Same as dissepiment.

Synaptosauria, «. pi. it is within the subclass

Sumipxidu ; in it are included forms with a single tempo-
ral bar, as distinguished from the Cotylosauria, in

which the temporal region is imperforate.

syncanthus (sin-kau'thus), H. [NL., < Gr.

civ, with, + Kav66(, the corner of the eye.]

Immobility of the eyeball due to adhesion to

the orbital structures.

Syncarpha (sin-kar'fa), n. [NL. (De Candolle,

1810), < Gr. ffi'i', together, + Ka/ypoc, mpipTi, palet,

chaff; in allusion to the cohesion of the chaff-

scales of the receptacle in S. gnaphaloides.']

A genus of suffruticose or herbaceous plants

of the (waiWy Asterncese, characterized bj' their

woolly stems and leaves and showy heads of

flowers. The genus is related to Helichrysum, which
it closely resembles in habit, but is distinguished by the

plumose pappus of the flowers. Thirty-six species occur in

temperate and tropical -Australia, while twelve are found
in the Cape region of .South Africa.

syncephalic (sin-se-fal'ik), a. [syncephahis +
-ic] Of or relating to a svncephalus. Buck,

Med. Handbook, VII. 685.'

Synchlrus (sin-ki'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. avv,

togetlier, + x"Pf hand.] A genus of cottoid

fishes found off the northern Pacific coast of

America.
synchisite (sin'ki-sit), n. [Prop, 'synchysite,

< Gr. aiyxvaic, mixture, confusion, + -ite^.]

A fluocarbonate of the cerium metals and cal-

cium, CeFCa(C03)2, occurring in wax-yellow
rhombohedral crystals. It is found in southern
Greenland and is related to parisite.

synchondrosially (sin-kon-dr6'si-al-i), adv.

In a synehondrosial manner ; by means of

synchondrosis : said of bones that are attached

to one another by cartilage. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1902, p. 291.

Synchroneity (sin-kro-ne'i-ti), n. [synchro-

n(ous) + -e-ity.'\ Synchronism; the character

or fact of being synchronous ; specifically, in

geol, supposed synchronism in time of depo-
sition of strata.

synchronic (sin-kron'=.k), a. Same as syn-

chroniral.

synchronicity (sin-kro-nis'i-ti), re. Synchro-
nism. Buck; Med. Handbook, VIII. 152.

synchronistical (sin-kro-nis'ti-kal), a. Same
as synchronistic.

synchronizer, ». 2. In elect, an apparatus
for indicating when two alternating-current

machines are revolving at the same speed.
The device commonly employed consists of an incandes-

1310
cent lamp c simultaneously supplied with current from
both machines, a aud b, by means of a suitable stepdown
transformer. See the diagram. The lamp pulsates in

brightness so long as the machine differs in speed and

Transformer.

Synchronizer.

the pulsations diminish in frequency as synchronism is

approached. Another form called the dial trynchronizer
has a pointer on a dial which shows by its speed of revo-
lution the departure from synchronism of the two ma-
chines. The speed of the pointer is equal to the ditference
in the frequencies of the machines and the point on the
dial at which it comes to rest indicates the phase relations
when synchronism is attained. The dial synchronizer
also shows which of the two machines has the greater
speed. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901, p. 918.

synchronizing - brake (sing ' kro - ni - zing-
brak"), n. A device for reducing the speed
of an alternating-current motor so as to bring
it into synchronism with other similar motors,
or for regulating the speeds of such motors so
as to maintain sjTiehronism between them.

synchronizing - torque (sing ' kro - ni - zing-
tork"), ". See *torque.

synchronograph (sing'kro-no-graf), H. [Gr.
avyxovi^eiv, be of the same time, + yi>d(peiv,

write.] The apparatus used in the system of
sine-wave telegraphy of Crehore and Squier.
It includes a generator which gives an alternating cur-
rent of sinusoidal wave-form and a frecjuency of several
hundred reversals per second, and a synchronous trans-
mitter which sends dots of the continental code by the
suppression of single positive half waves, and dashes by
the suppression of whole waves. Sci. Amer. Sup., May
8, 1897, p. 17811.

synchronOSCOpe (sing'kro-no-skop), n. [Gr.
aiiyxpovo^, synchronous, + cuoirelv, view.] 1. In
elect., same as *synclironizer, 2.— 2. An appa-
ratus in which the principle of the revolving
mirror is employed for the study of periodic
phenomena.

synchronous, a. 2. In elect., in step with the
alternations of the current.— Synchronous con-
verter, machine, vibrations. >^ee •kconeerter. 3,

kmachine. -kvibratifin.— SsrnchrOnOUS motor, an alter-

nating-current motor of a type that will maintain its

motion only when in step with the cuirent supplied to
it. Such motors have therefore to be started and brought
to the i>roper speed by some extraneous means.— Syn-
chronous transmitter, a sending instrument used in

sine-wave telegraphy. It consists of a nialie-and-break
device in synchronism with the generator which supplies
the signaling current. The adjustment is such that the
circuit is opened and closed only at times of reversal
when no current is flowing. See iesynchronograph.

synclase (sin'klas), n. [Gr. avv, with, -t- kUoi^,

a breaking.] A name suggested by A. Dau-
br^e for small, obscure cracks in rocks pro-
duced by some internal mechanical or
molecular action. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.,

p. 658.

Synclinal forms, petal-shaped forms'in the solar corona,
bounded by curved streamers which rise at different

points on the solar surface and converge. A. M. Gierke,

Problems in Astrophysics, p. 126.— Synclinal line.
Same as synclinal axis.

synclinorial (sing-kli-no'ri-al), a. Isynclino-

ri{um) + -«?!.] Pertaining to or connected
with a synclinorium.

synclonus (sin'kl6-nus), n. [NL., <Gr. avv,

together, -I- k/.6voc, violent confused motion.]
Clonus involving several muscles.

syncope, n Local syncope. Stmie as local asphyxia
or Jiai/naud's disease. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 1, 1900,

p. 1I14.'

syncopism (sin'ko-pizm), n. [syncopic) +
-ism.'] Same as ^//Kcopc, 1 ; especially syncope
in which the omitted letters are represented
by dots.

syncraniate (sin-ki-a'ni-at), a. [Gr. aiv, to-

gether, + upaviov, skull, + -ate.'\ Noting that
type of skull in which certain vertebral seg-

ments are included: contrasted with archse-

craniaie, or that primitive type of skull in

which vertebral segments take no part. G. B.
Moires, in Smithsonian Rep., 1902, p. 591.

S3TOCryptic (sin-krip'tik), a. [Gr. aiv, together,

+ KpvTTTac, hidden, -I- -fc] In biol., pertain-

ing to or of the nature of the resemblance be-
tween organisms that are concealed in the
same way. See syncryptie ^resemblance.

syncytiolysin (sin-sit-i-ori-sin), n. [syncyt-

ium + -o- -1- hjsin.'] A lysin which causes the
destruction of placental tissue. Buck, Med.
Handbook, App., p. 539.

syndrome

syncytioma (sin-sit-i-o'mii), h.; -pX. syncytio-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < syncytium + -oma.']
A tumor composed of syncytial tissue. Med.
Ilccord, Oct. 5, 1907, p. 578.

syndactalia (sin-dak-ta'li-ii), n.,2>l. [NL., <
Gr. aiiv, together, -)- Soktv^.o^, finger, digit,
-t- -n/iVf.] A comprehensive term for those
birds, such as kingfishers and trogons, in
which the proximal portions of two or more
toes are united. It has no particular signifi-

cance in classification.

syndactylia (sin-dak-til'i-a),n. [NL., < Gr.
aiv, together, -I- 6dKTvAo(, finger.] Same as
syndactylism.

syndactylize (sin-dak'ti-liz), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. syndactylized, ppr. syndactylizing. [syn-
dactyHic) + -ize.'\ To render syndactylic or
syndactyl.

When two fingers are closely syndaclylised the nails
are also united. Bimnetrika, March, 1908, p. 27.

syndactyly (sin-dak'ti-li), «. [syndactyl +
-1/3.] SjTidactylism.

It is characterized by symmetrical clefting of the feet^
with complete syndactyly of the remaining two groups of
toes, and an iiTegular though often symmetrical deformity
of the hands. Biometrika, March, 1908, p. 37.

S3rnderesis (sin-der'e-sis), n. [Also synteresis,

sinteresis; Gr. awTJ/priaif, preservation.] A
technical term of the scholastic philosophy,
signifying the innate principle in the moral
consciousness of every man, which directs him
to good and restrains him from evil. Baldwin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., II. 655.

syndesis (sin'de-sis), n. [Gr. aivSeat^, a bind-
ing together.] The state or condition of be-
ing bound together; constriction.

syndesmectopia (sin"des-mek-td'pi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. avv6eafio(;, a ligament, + tK-mroi,

out of place.] Dislocation, congenital or ac-
quired, of a ligament.
syndesmitis (sin-des-mi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
n(D(!f(Tuof, a ligament, -I- -itis.] Inflammation of
a ligament.

syndesmoma (sin-des-mo'ma), n.
;

pi. syndes-
momata (-ma-tii). [NL., < Gr. aivdea/io^, a
ligament, + -oma.'\ A tumor composed chiefly
of connective tissue.

syndete (sin'de-te), n. [NL., < Gr. avv, to-

gether, -I- ArTTj, fagot, fem. of diroc, bound.]
In alcyonarians, that region where the zooids
are joined together. Compare *«;)orfe<e. O. C.

Bourne, in Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool., March,
1900, p. 522.

syndiagnostic (sin"di-ag-nos'tik), a. [Gr.
ai'v, with, together, + E. diagnostic] See
the extract.

Forms having certain structural characters in common
distinguishing them from the forms of other groups.
Groups thus defined by the Liniuean method of Diagnosis
may be conveniently called Syndia'jnostic {(jw, together

;

Sidyvianii, distinction).
Poulton, Essays on Evolution, 1889-1907, p. 60.

syndiazo (sin-di-az'6), a. [syn- + diazo.'] In
organic chem., noting those diazo derivatives

R-N
which have the grouping vnv' ^l^^reE is an

aromatic hydrocarbon radical such as phenyl
(CgHs), and X is hydrogen or an alkali metal,

syndicalism (sin'di-kal-izm), n. [F. syndi-
calisme, < syndical, relating to a syndicat, or
trade-union.] The principles or methods of
the syndicalists. See ^syndicalist.

The sudden rise of this new stindicalisin precipitates
what is perhaps only the inevitable evolution of all Social-

ism, peaceful or otherwise. It directly threatens the radi-

calism which has so long monoiKilized the imlitical jKiwer

of the French Republic for its own anti-clerical pr(.'ject8.

Indeed, the new power is likely to prove of more immedi-
ate importance to the Republic than all the conflict of
Parliament and government wfth Roman Catholic citi-

zens, who have never known b- w to use either their votes
or their legal rights of action.

S. Dewey, in The Atlantic, Aug., 1907, p. 277.

syndicalist (sin'di-kal-ist), H. [syndical(,ism)

-f- -ist.] See the extract.

At the end of the twelve months, the Syndicalist move-
ment— a sort of revolutionary, as distingtiished from po-

litical, trade-unionism — has shown itself a power with
which the State has to count for the future. The separate

labor unions (*j/»(/)cnf,<), their regional and national federa-

tions, and the Bourses de Travail opened by the State for

them in large cities, have realized an effective unity

among themselves in one vast general laborconfederation
— Confederation Gin^rale du Travail. This has grown
so rapidly that already it directs rather than obeys the
Socialist political party, of which indeed it vaunt* its in-

dependence. It has succeeded in enlisting in its propa-

ganda even the unions of government employees, such as
school-teachers and postmen.

«. Dewey, in The Atlantic. Aug., 1907, p. 276-

syndrome, «— Charcot's syndrome, intermittent

claudication (which see, under *claudication\



Syndyaceri

syndromic

syndromic (sin-drom'ik),*?. {syndrotn(e) + -!C.]

Of or pertaining to the syndrome or aggrega-
tion of symptoms of any disease.

The i^ndrmnic episotles, the extreme manifestations of
dis-equilibrium. bring to light, by their exaggeration, the
false psychic mechanicism which is found, though in less

degree, among these degenerates.
Smithsonian Hep,, 1S90, p. (>iS.

Syndyoceras (sin-di-os'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.
civ, with, + dio, two, + nepac, horn.] A genus

of extinct
mammals,
probably al-

lied to the
Cerv i d ee

,

bearing on
its skull four
curved horns
in two pairs,

the posterior
rising above
the orbits,

the anterior
resting on
the nasalia,

tjoited at the base and curving outward. The
canine teeth are far forward and strongly de-

veloped. Other parts of the skeleton are

partly known. It is found in the Daimonelix
beds of Miocene Tertiary in Nebraska.

synecdocllic (sin-ek-dok'ik), a. [Gr. cvvckSo-

X"i'k, ^ avviK(^ox^, synecdoche.] Character-

ized by synecdochism; synecdochical.

Thus incantation and sorcery through nail-parings, hair-

combings, and other parts of the pers^jn (the gynfcdochic

magic of Ma9<jn), and the wearing of scalps or fingera or
teeth of slain enemies, first as charms and later as tro-

phies, grow up as features in fonnal or ceremonial pro-

pitiation of invstfrious ifowers.

An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Elhnol., 1894-95, p. 21.

Bynecdochism (si-nek'do-kizm), «. [synec-

aoch(e) + -ism.] In cthnol., the belief that part
of an object or of a person is representative of

the whole object or person, so that an act per-

formed on the part has the same influence

as the same act performed on the whole.
Witchcraft by means of hair or parings of

nails of the victim is an example of synecdo-
chism.
When, in the stage of amulet wearing and tyf'dochitm,

the warring tribesman slew an enemy, he sometimes
mutilated the remains and even ate of the heart, not
only in savage triumph, hut ntainly in order that he might
gain the courage and strength of his <iuondatn opjHineitt

;

and partly as a trophy, but chielly as a mystical talis-

man and constant invocation to the powers, he appen<led
the scalp to his spear or belt, or strung the teeth in a
necklace, or converted the erstwhile iwwerful hand int*>

a gorget. An. Hep. Bur Amer. Elhnol., 1894-9.'), p. 23.

synechiological fsi-nek''i-o-loj'i-kal), a. Of
or pertaining to sj-nechiology.

synechiology, ». 3. In HerVjartian philos-

ophy, the raetaphy.sical and epistemological
doctrine of sjjace and time.

synechism (sin'e-kizm), 71. [Gr. avvexr/i, con-
tinuous, + -ism.] That tendency of phil-

osophical thought which insists upon the idea
of continuity as of prime importance in phi-

losophy and, in particular, upon the necessity

of hypothe.ses involving true continuity.
Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., II.

G57.

synechologlc, synechological (sin-e-ko-loj'-

ik, -i-kal), <i. Same a.s *.si/)fccliiological.

Fechner s foiu-th point was connected with this inclu-

sion <if personal spirits in higher spirits and in the highest.

It is his so-called '* gynechotoyical view" of the sttul.

Encj/e. Bnl., X\X. 869.

synechology (sin-e-kol'o-ji), n. Same as syn-
ecli iotfHjy.

synecthry (sin'ek-thri), n. [Gr. 171 1', together,
-I- f v"p'Jf. hostile, + -!/•*.] The occurrence in

ant-colonies of insects to which the ants are
hostile, but which nevertheless succeed in

maintaining their position as unwelcome
guests: opposed to *.tyi)iphily (which see).

Camhridfie Sat. Hist., VI. 183.

syneplgonic (sin'ep-i-gon'ik), a. [Gr. avv,

with, together, + eTij-oroc, descendant, -I- -ic]

See the extract.

Forms which have been shown by human obserratlon
to be descended frr>m common ancestors or from a com-
mon parthenogenetic or self-fertilizing ancestor. Such
gnmps may be called .^ynepi'jonic {avv, together;
tiriyoFoc, descendant). Breeding from common parents
or from a common parthenf^genetic or self-fertilizing

iwrent may be spoken of as epigony or the production of

Kpigonic evidence.
piiuUon, Essays (.n Evolution, 18i<9-1907, p. 61.

synergastic (sin-tr-gas'tik), a. [Gr. avv, to-
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gether, + hpyaormd^, working.] Working to-

gether. See the extract.

Another step in advance could be taken if we could
accept Max Miiller's synerya^tie or co-operative theory of
language, which regards verbal roots as sounds which, in
the infancy of civilization, were habitually uttered by
numbers of men engaged in rowing, hammering, pile-

driving, etc. If the flret words of primitive man were
such rhythmical accompaniments of arm and hand move-
ments which, as we have seen, are directed chiefly by the
left brain, the fact that the production of speech is gov-
erned by neighboring regions of the same hemisphere
becomes less astonishing. I advance this hypothesis
with some diffidence as I do not know how much vitality

is retained by the co-operative theory which, I believe,
has been abandoned by the majority of philologists.

//. Liepmann, in Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct 19, 1907, p. 251.

synergla (si-ner'ji-a), n. [NL. See synergy.']

1. Same as syneryy. Speciiieally—2. In psy-
chol., a cooperation of motor tendencies:
opposed to synesthesia. See the extract.

If . . . we try to follow the evolution of sjTiipathy,
from its most rudimentary to its highest tonus, we dis-

tinguish three principal phases. The first, or physiolog-
ical, consists in an agreement of motor tendencies, a
gytiergia ; the second, or psychological, consists in an
agreement of the emotional states, a synaesthesia ; the
third, or intellectual, results from a community of repre-
sentations or ideas, coimected with feelings and move-
ments. Hibot {traus.X Psychol, of Emotions, p. 231.

synergic (si-nfer'jik), a. [Gr. awnpyi^, work-
ing together, + -ic.] Same as synergetic.

Buck; Med. Handbook, IV. 854.

Sjrnergist, n. 2. One who or that which co-
operates with another in the production of a
certain eflfect. Buck; Med. Handbook, I. 597,

synergize (sin'<T-jiz), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
syntrgized, ppr. synergizing. [Gr. avvepyoq,

working togetJber, + -izc.] To act as a syner-
gist. See *synergist, 2. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 15.

syngamic (sing-gam'ik), a. [syngam(y) -(-

-ic.J Pertaining to or characterized by syn-

famy, in either sense of that word. Poulton.
ee the extracts under *syngamy, 1 and 2.

syngamOUS (sing'ga-mus), (I. \_syngam{y) ¥
-ous.] 1. Same as *syngamic.—2. Specifi-

cally, in embryol.: (a) Occurring at the time
of the fertilization of the ovum, (fc) De-
termined, as to sex, at the time when the ovum
is fertilized.

syngamy (sing'ga-mi), n. [Gr. aiyyafto;,

united m marriage, < aiv, together, + yAfio^,

marriage.] 1. Natural and fertile inter-
breeding.

Foi-ms which freely interl>reed together. These may
he conveniently called Syngamic (trvv, together; va^of,
marriage), free interbreeding uiuier natural conditions
.may be termed .Sifiujamy; its cessation or absence,
Asyngamy (equivalent to the .\mixia of Weisniann).

Poullon, Essays on Evolution, 1SH9-1907, p. 60.

2. The fertilization of the egg considered as
a process of cellular or nuclear fusion. Har-
tog, 1903.

Marcus Hartog pointsout that the term " fertilisation
"

as acttmlly used is t<K> ambiguous for scientific precision.

In its fli"8t and older sense it denotes the starting into
active cell-life and multiplication of a resting-cell, and
should pri)perly be regnnleil as one case of germination.
In its secoticl sense, regarde«l nftw-a-days as the "strict"
sense, it denotes a process of cellular (<»r nuclear) fusion,

and is better designated as ^'gyuyaniy."
Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc., Oct, 1904, p. 507.

syngenetic, «. 2. In geol. See the extract.

Two genetic terms have, however, found general acceiit-

ance after their recent introduction by Stelzner and Heck.
The terms are tynyenetic and epigenetic. The fonner
comprise those dep<j8ita which originate simultaneously
with the suiTounding rocks either through the diiferen-

tiation of magnins, through mechanical deixjsition, or
tlirough chemical preeij'itation in sens or lakes. In the
epigenetic deposits, on the other hand, the ores formed
by filling or nietasomatic action are later than the encas-

ing rocka
Contrih. to Earn. Geol., U. S. Geol. Surr., Bulletin 213,

[Dec., 1907, p. 750.

syngenic (sin-jen'ik), a. [Gr. avyyevij^, born
with, congenital, + -ic] 1. Same as coii-

griiitiil.— 2. Same aa syngenetic.

syngenism (sin'je-nizm), M. [syngen(ic) +
-ism.] The blending of egoism and sympathy,
in devotion to a limited social circle or natu-
ral community rather than to all mankind.
Gumplocicz (trans.). Outlines of Sociol., p.

155.

syngignoscism (sin-gig'no-sizm), v. [Irreg.

< Gr. (7Vj}i}vunKen; think with another, agree

( < nliv, together, + yiyvooKeiv, know), -(- -ism.]

Same as hyptiotism.

synkaryon (sin-kar'i-on), H.
;

pi. synkarya
(-it). [NL., < Gr. ai'i; together, + aapvov, nut,

kernel.] The paired nuclei which are found
in ceirtain stages of the life-cycle of the Cre-

dinales and the higher Basidiomycetes, and

synrhabdosome
whose union is regarded as an act of fertiliza-
tion. Incorrectly synkarion. B. Maire, 1900.

L. Petri reviews the work done on the basidiospore by
Maire, Wager and other writers. He finds the two
nuclei (the iynkarion) present in the hypha! of the trama,
as described for other hymenomycetes ; they are of ex-
tremely minute dimensions.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, April, 1904, p. 222.

synkaryophyte (sin-kar'i-6-fit), n. [Gr. avv,
together, -t- Kcpvov, nut, kernel, + (fivrov, a
plant.] The stage in the life-history of a
fungus in which synkarya, or paired nuclei,
are formed.
We find here the first suggestion of that phase in the

life-history, the synkaryophyte, which plays so important
a part in the development in the Basidiomycetes.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc;, Feb., 1904, p. 94.

synkinesis (sin-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. avy-
KivriBif, motion together, commotion, < avv,

together, -I- Kliijaic:, motion.] Synergetic
movements of reflex origin.

synklnetic (sin-ki-net'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to synkinesis.

synod, n— (Jeneral sjraod. (a) The first general or-
ganization of the synods of the Lutheran Church in the
United States, formed in 1820. Membership was not de-
pendent on strict adherence to the letter of the Augs-
burg Confession, (/j) h\the Reformed Dutch Church and
in the Reformed German Church of the United .States, a
body composed of clerical and lay representatives from
the classes, having complete supervision of the church
and acting .is the highest judicatory.— Legatlne synod,
a syn<xl under the presidency of a papal legate.— Par-
ticular synod. («) In the He.formed Dutch Ch., a coun-
cil of four ministers and fimr elders from each classis in
a district, with supervisory powers. (l>) In the Lutheran
Ch., the district council, composed of all the minister*
and one lay representative from each congregation in the
district, (c) In the He/onned German Ch., a delegated
body of ministers and elders from adjacent classes, sub-
ject U> the general synml.

Synodical Conference. See *conference.
Syn(ECial (sin-e'si-il), «. pi. [Gr. avmiKia, neut.
pi., < aiv, together, + oho^, house.] In Gr.
antiq., a public festival in Athens which com-
memorated the uniting by Theseus of all the
towns of Attica under the leadership of Athens.
Also synnikia.

synoecia^ (si-ne'shia), n. [NL., <Gr. avvomia,

a community.] A community ; a body of
people li\-ing together, as in a city or a city
block: sometimes equivalent to the Latin iii-

suld. a city block.

synCBcism (si-ne'sizm), n. [Gr. aivoiKof, liv-

ing together, -I- -ism. See *synccci(i'^.] A
living together in a community; a grouping
together : a uniting.

When the town was first formed in 470 B.C. by the "sy-
naecimn " of the neighbouring villages, the river Ophis
flowed through the midst of it. Encyc. Brit.. XXX. 529.

We w<»uld give much to know the details of the build-
ing of the city on the slopes of Ithome and the synoecisin
of Messenia.

J. F. Bury, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVIII. 15.

synoecize (si-ne'siz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. synce-

cizcd, ppr. syticccizing. [syna'c{ism) (see *sy-
na-ciit-) + -ize.] To live together, or to cause
to live together, in communities, cities, colo-
nies, blocks, houses.

If the only purpose of Megalopolis had been to synoe-
cize the Maenalians and Parrhasians, a city one quarter
as large again as Mantinea would have been ample for
the need.

J. B. Bury, In Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVIII. 16.

synorchlsm (sin-6r'kizm), n. [Gr. avv, to-
gether, + opxic, testicle, + -ism.] A condi-
tion in which the two testicles are fused into

one.

synotia (si-no'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr. air, to-

gether, + (lie ('"!-), ear.] A monstrosity in
which the face is absent, the two ears being
united in the median line.

synotic (si-not'ik), a. [Gr. avv, together, -I-

oi'f (uT-). ear, + -ic] In zool., pertaining to
or exhibiting synotia, or the union and fusion
of the ears on the middle line of the head, on
either its upper or lower surface.

A very sinnlar series of variations occurs In regard to
the ears of vertebrates, which in the synotic or cephalotic
condition are compounded in the middle line to a vary-
ing degree. »'

. Hateson, .Study of Variation, p. 458.

synovectomy (sin-o-vek'to-mi), n. [synovia
+ (jr. tKTtifjr/, excision.] fixcision of the sy-

novial membrane of a joint. Buck, Med.
Handbook. VI. 519.

Synovial fringes. See synovial folds, under
synnviiil.

Sjrnovin (si-no'vin), M. Isynov(ia) + -t«2.] A
mucinous body found in the synovial fluid.

synrhabdosome (sin-rab'do-s6m), n. [Gr. aiv,

together, -t- 'pnjidoc, rod, + aufia, body.] The
composite colonial stock of the axonophorous
graptolites, consisting of rhabdosomes. Tha



synrhabdosome

typical form is the synrhabdosome of Diplo-
graptus, where manyrhabdosomes, each grown
from a sieula, are arranged radially arouud
the central organ.
synsacral (sin-sa'kral), a. [NL. synsacrum
+ -n?l.] Relating to, or forming part of, the
synsacrum, or series of aukylosed vertebras

forming the so-called 'sacrum' of birds. See
cut under *syns!icrum. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1903, p, 282,

synsacrum (sin-sa'krum), v.; pi. smsacra
(-krii). [XL,, < Gr, civ, together, + NL. sa-

crum, sacrum.] 1. The composite sacrum in

certain extinct reptiles, which may consist of

Synsacrum of the road-runner. Oeococcyx californianus, to which
the iha are attached.

W, dorsal view , B, ventral view.

any number of co-ossified vertebrse from three
to ten. In the dinosaurs the number is great-

est, while in the pterosaurs there are from
three to six.— 2. The mass of united vertebrae

to which the pelvis is attached in birds. It

consists of from ten to twenty vertebras com-
prising dorsals, lumbars, true saerals, and cau-
dals, and is commonly termed the ' sacrum.'

The most complete gynsacrum Is that of Coua, and Is

made up as follows : — 1 thoracic. 3 lumbar, 3 lumbo-sacral,
2 sacral, and 4 caudal, making 13 in all.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 273.

Syntax china. See *chma\.
syntaxis, ", 2. In anat., same as articulation.

Syntecbnic (sin-tek'nik), a. [Gr. aiivTcxm^,

practising the same art, < aiw, together, 4-

Tcxvi, art.] Having or pertaining to functional
similarity as leading to a sort of likeness be-
tween organisms. See syntechnic ^resemblance.

Such likeness may be called Syntechnic Resemblance,
incidentally produced by dynamic similarity, just as

Syncryptic Resemblance is produced by static similarity.

Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 147.

syntectic, a. 2. See the extract.

The sunken blocks must be dissolved in the depths of

the original fluid, magmatic body, with the formation of

a "gyntectic" secondary magma. This very convenient
name for a magma rendered compound by assimilation or
by the mixture of melt«, has been proposed by V. Loewin-
son-Lessing, Coniptes Kendus, 7" session, Congrfes g^l.
internat. St Petersburg, 1899, p. 376.

Amer. Jour. Sci., July, 1908, p. 19.

synthermal, a. II. n. A line connecting
places having the same temperature at the
same moment of time; an isotherm based
upon simultaneous observations, as distin-

guished from one based on synchronous local

time observations.

syntbesis, n. 3. In Rom. antiq., a short gar-

ment, not known by any representations, worn
instead of the toga at the Saturnalia and com-
monly at banquets Asymmetric ssmthesis, in

phys. c/iem., a synthesis of a compound containing an
isymmetric carbon atom in such conditions that an excess
of either the dextrorotatory or the levorotatory compound
shall l)e formed. Jour. Phys. Chem., Oct., 1904, p. 528.

—

Synthesis of contUrnity. (a) Reduction of a disloca-
tion, replacemetit of a hernia, or return to its nonnal
position of a displaced organ. (&) In chem., the union of
two compound bodies to form a more complex one.

synthesizer (sin'the-si-zer), n. [^synthesiz(e) +
-er.] In acoustics, an instrument for the pro-
duction of complex tones of predetermined
composition, A form devised by Hallock consists of
an electromagnetic arrangement for the production of

fluctuating currents of the desired frequencies and for
the simultaneous introduction of these into the circuit of
a tt-lephone.

synthetic, a. 4. In chem., noting a substance
made by artificial means, in the laboratory, in
contradistinction to one produced without hu-
man agency, as in vegetables and animals.
Thus indigo is produced from certain plants
and may also be made artificially, or synthet-
ically, from naphthalene.— 6. In pictorial

composition, noting an arrangement which
tells a story or explains a situation.

Pictures of the kind that used to be called "historic"
and that we are now beginning to term "gynthetic."

C. Waern, In Portfolio, XXVI. 16.
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Synthetic dlTlslon, In alg., an abbreviated form of

division, using, besides other contractions, detached co-

efficients.— Synthetic touch, simultaneous apprehen-
sion by touch of a number of impressions, as of a number
of points in the Braille alphabet for the blind.

The right finger precedes and apprehends a group of

points simultaneously isyntfietic touch), the left finger

follows somewhat more slowly and apprehends the single

points successively (analytic touch).
H*. iVundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 108.

Synthetic type, an animal which combines characters of
several groups. The extinct Chalicotheritwt, for exam-
lile, has the teeth and general structure of an ungulate
combined with clawed digi** somewhat like those of a
sloth. See TiUoUuiitia.

Synthetical variation. See *i-ariation,

Synthetism (sin'the-tizm), «. [Gr. uvvtieTiniidQ,

a putting together (of bones), < oii-HcTo^, put to-

gether. See synthetic.'] In surg., the complete
treatment of a fracture from its reduction to

the removal of the splints and restoration of
the function of the limb.

Sjrnthetograph (.sin-thet'o-graf), n. [Gr.
cvvHcTo(;, compound, -I- yoai^etv, write.] A
composite drawing from two or more speci-
mens of a new species.

synthol (sin'thol), H. [synth(etic) + -oZ.] 1.

A trade-name of a photographic developer
said to be diamino-orcinol hydrochlond,

CH3C6H(6h)2(NH2)2.HC1.— 2. A trade-
name of a substance used as a substitute for

alcohol.

S3nitonic2 (sin-ton'ik), o. [Gr. ahv, together,
+ Toyof, tension, tone, + -ic] In elect.,

swinging together, or in resonance with each
other, as the sender and the receiver in selec-

tive wireless telegraphy
;

pertaining to, or
exhibiting, syntonism.

I call this experiment pregnant,n3ecau8e it affords a
hint of anothe." possibility, namely, that of signaling in-

ductively from one area to another, and using around
those areas not merely circuits of wires, but syntonic
circuits, which, therefore, are necessarily much more
sensitive in their response one to the other.

S. P. Thompson, in Smithsonian Rep., 1S9S. p. 241.

Syntonic telegraphy, wireless telegraphy by means of
transmitters and receivers which are adjusted or tuned
with reference to each other, so that the transmitters
will affect receivers thus adjusted and no othei-s and the
receivers will respond only to oscillations of the particu-
lar frequency sent out by the transmitters in question.

syntonically (sin-ton'i-kal-i), adv. In a syn-
tonic manner; in resonance with one another,

syntonism (sin'to-nizm), n. [synto)i(ic) +
-ism.] The property of being syntonic or
tuned or adjusted so as to respond only to

electric oscillations of a selected frequency.
Electric resonators or receivers for wireless
telegrapliy thus adjusted are said to be in
syntonism.

It seems to be not improbable that signals can be sent
any distance, so long as the sending station can develop
sufficient energy. The question of ' syntotiism,' by which
it is proposed to assure the secrecy of messages, appeal's

to be still sub judice, but is undergoing further investi-

gation. Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement ofSci., 1903, p. 761.

Syntonization (sin"to-ni-za'shon), M. [synto-

niz(e) + -ation.] The act or process of syn-
tonizing; [the adjustment of two electric

circuits, as to frequency, so that the one will

respond to electric oscillations set up in the
other; electric tuning.

Trustworthiness, clearness, the design of circuits and
apparatus, and the possibility of successful gyntonisation
are factors of greater importance.

Nature, July 16, 1903, p. 247.

Sjnitonize (sin'to-niz), V. t. [synton(ic) +
-ize.] To adjust to syntonism; render syn-
tonic. See *syntonism. Trans. Amer. Inst.

Elect. Engin., Jan.-July, 1902, p. 575.

syntonizer (sin'to-ni-zer), n. [syntotiiz(e) +
-er.] A device for the electric tuning or ad-
justment to resonance of circuits used in pro-
ducing and receiving electric oscillations. See
*syntonism and ^syntonic"^.

If we want to hear the Japs call, disconnecting ground
wire entirely from syntoniser of the receiver brings them
in strong; while with the ground wire on, as in receiving
our stuff, the Japs come very faintly.

Nature, June 16, 1901, p. 158.

syntony (sin'to-ni), n. Isynton(ic) + -y^.]

Same as ^syntonism Electrical syntony, the
process of tuning the receiver of the apparatus for the
transmission of electric waves, by adjustment of its

capacity and inductance, so that it will respond by elec-

tric resonance to waves of a given frequency and to no
others. See -ksyntonic telegraphy.

syntoxoid (sin-tok'soid), n, .[Gr, aiiv, together,

+ E. toxoid.] A toxoid which has the same
affinity for th^ corresponding antitoxin as the
toxin proper.

syntropical (sin-trop'i-kal), o. Same as syn-

tropic.

syringomyelocele

__ (sin'tro-pi), „. [syntrop(ic) + ^^.'\

'he condition of being sj'ntropie ; a condition
in which several objects of a series are turned
in the same direction, as the ribs of either
side.

syntype (sin'tip), n. [Gr. CTiT, together, -I-

TiTToi,, type.] In the nomenclature of types in
natural history, any specimen of the original
series (from which a species has been de-
scribed and named) when there is no holo-
type : same as *cotype.

Synxiphosura (sin-zi-fo-su'ra), n.pl. See
f<yn-iiiho.fura.

sypher (si'fer), v. t. To make a sypher-joint
between (parallel strips or planks).
syphering (si'fer-ing), n. Same as sypher-
joint.

syphilelcosis (sif"i-lel-k6'sis), n. [NL., <
syphilis + Gr. i'kKuoK;, ulceration.] Syphilitic
ulceration.

syphilidography (sifi-Ii-dog'ra-fi), n. [NL.
syphilis + Gr. -)ija<pia, < ypaijiciv, write.] The
description of syphilis : same as syphilography.
syphilitic, a. 11. h. One who suffers from
sypliilis. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 228.

sypbilized (slf'i-lizd), p. a. [syphil(is) +
-i.:ed.] Infected with syphilis, by heredity,
accidentally, or experimentally.
syphilodermatous (sif-i-lo-der'ma-tus), a.

Isy2)lnl()deriiia(l-) -(- -ous.] Relating to or
having a syphilitic lesion of the skin.

syphilomailia (sif"i-lo-ma'ni-a), n. [NL.
syphilis + Gr. /icvia, mania.] Same as syphili-

phobia.
syphilopathy (sif-i-lop'a-thi), n. [NL. syphi-
lis + Gr. TTafioc, disease.] Any syphilitic
manifestation.

Syr. An abbreviation (a) of Syria; (6) of

Nyriac ; (e) of Syrian.

S3?TacU8e salt. See Salina *beds.

syrigmus (si-rig'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. mpiy/idc,

a piping sound, a ringing in the ears, <
avpH^ew, pipe, hiss, ring. See syringe.] 'The
sensation of ringing in the ears.

syringadenoma (si-ring"gad-e-nd'ma), n.; pi.

syrinyadenomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < (jT.avpty^,

a pipe, + NL. adenoyna.] Adenoma affecting
the ducts of the sweat-glands.

syringe, «. 3. (6) In the head of a hemip-
terous insect, a chamber beneath the pharynx
and extending to tlie grooves of the setae in
the beak. The salivary ducts open into it,

and it is supposed to propel the product of
the salivary glands toward the tips of the
setae.

syringe-engine (sir'inj-eu"jin), n. A form of
hand-pump used formerly as a fire-extin-

guisher, where a nozle at the end of the bar-
rel was directed toward tlie fire, and the piston
was forced inward, as a large syringe would
be worked.

Sjrringenin (si-rin'je-nin), n. [syring(in) + -en

+ -in^.] An amorphous, bright rose-red com-

pound, (CH3b)2C6H2(6H)CH : CH.CHoOH,
prepared by the action of dilute acids on
syringin.

syringobulbia (si-ring-go-burbi-ii), n. [Gr.

oipijf (ai'/)i>;-), pipe, fistula, + /Jo//3df, a bulb,
+ -Mi.] A disease marked by the formation
of cavities in the substance of the medulla
oblongata. Jour. Med. Research, March, 1908,

p. 127.

syringocystoma (si-ring^go -sis -to 'ma), n.;

pi. syringocystomuta (-ma-ta). [Gr. oipiy^

(CTiJpi))-), pipe, fistula, + NL. cystoma.] A
nodular tumor caused by overgrowth of the
epithelium of the hair-follicles. Jour. Med.
Research, March, 1908, p. 163.

syringom^ingocele (si-ring'go-me-ning'go-
sel), «. fCrr. ovpi}i, a pipe, + /'iviii, mein-
brane, + k^^ji, tumor.] A form of spina
bifida.

Sjrringomyelic (si-ring-go-mJ-el'ik), a. Re-
lating to syringomyelia.

The report of the Clinical Research Association showed
that the growth was of the nature ()f a central gliomatosis
of the syrinymnyelic type, its features pointing rather to

the acquired and rapidly developing variety than to the
congenital form. Lancet, June 25, 1904, p. 1795.

syringomyelocele (si-ring-go-mi'e-lo-sel), n.

[Gr. oipi)t, pipe, + five?ui(, marrow, + Krf/Ji,

tumor,] A form of spina bifida in which the

tumor contains a layer of spinal-cord matter
pushed out by the fluid in the dilated central

canal.



syringomyelus

syringomyelu8(si-riDg-g9-tni'e-lus), n. [NL.,
< Or. oip(}^, pipe, + five/M^-, marrow.] Dilata-
tion of the central canal of the spinal cord
with fibrous degeneration of the cord sub-
stance. Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 942.

Ssrringopora (sir-ing-gop'o-ra), n. [NL., <

Gr. olpt}^, pipe, + nofmCt P**''^-] A genus of
extinct tabulate corals composed of clusters
of cylindrical corallites united at intervals by
hollow connecting processes or horizontal ex-
pansions, and with rudimentary septa and
funnel-shaped tabula. It abounds in 8ilui'ian,

Devonian, and Carboniferous rocks.

SyringOthyris (sir-ing-goth'i-ris), w. [NL., <

ur. cvpi-j^j pipe, + ^I'p'C, a door, a window.] A
genus of spire-bearing telotrematous brachi-
opods, very similar to Sjyirifer, but having an
internal tube or syrinx developed from the
delthyriura. See ^syrittx, 6. It occurs in the
Carboniferous rocks.

syrinx, «. 6. In some of the brachiopods,
like SyringothyriSj a split tubular structure
developed from the deltidial plates, lying
within the umbonal region of the ventral
valve, and inclosing or forming a passage for
the pedicle.

Syro-Arabian (si'ro-a-ra'bi-an), a, and n.

Syrian and Arabian (fciyriac and Arabic) : a
group-name in a classification of Semitic lan-
guages.

Syro-Chaldaic (si^ro-kal-da'ik), a. and «.

Same as *s ifro-Chaldean,

SvTO-Chaldean (si'-'ro-kal-de'an), a. and n.

I, a. Relating to both Syriac and Chaldaic
;

Aramaic.
II. "• A person speaking both Syriac and

Chaldaic.

syrphus-fly, «.— Com-fee<Ung syrphus-fly, an
AniericaTi 8yri)hi(i fly, Mmo^/rapta pohta, which occurs
corainonly in tlie eaattni Itiiteil Stales aiu! in the West
Indies. Its larvje feed on the ixjllen and leaves uf corn.— Root-loose syrphus-fly, an American syrphid fly,

PipUa radicum, wh<>fle larva feeds on the woolly root-
louse of the apple, Schizoneura lanxgera.

symp, «. 3. In cookery, a boiled solution of
sugar and water in which fruits are often
cooked.— Compound syrup of licorice, an aroma-
tized syrup of licorice used t^j disjfuise the taste of qui-
nine and other hitter medicines.— Ck>lden syTUp, a
trade-nauie for a syrup for table use, pn_»duced from the
molasses o( sugar-reflning hy nuHlerate dilution, filtration

through animal charcoal, and reconcentration. It has a
bright golden-yellow color, said to be sometinies im-
properly enhanced by the addition of chlorid of tin.

—

Refiners' syrup ^r sugar-house syrup, the uncrjsui-
lizable jiriKluct h-ft in the pnK-ess of refining raw sugars.
When of standard quality it should contain not more than
25 per cent, of water and not more than *i.r> yier cent, of
mineral matter (ash on burning).— Syrup Of lime, a
transparent, pale-yellow, alkaline syrup containing cal-

cium liydroiid.

syrupous (sir'up-us), a. [syrup + -ous.] Of
the consistence of syrup. Buckj Med. Hand-
book, VI. 412.

Syst. An abbreviation of system,

systatic, «. 2. Afifecting several of the sen-
sory faculties simultaneously.

II, n. A disease that involves several of
the sensory facilities, or the several parts of

the same faculty, as, for example, the organ
of hearing and the auditory center in the
brain

system, ».—Ardolssl^rn&l system. See itinanal.—
Bertlllon system, a system of identification invented by
Alphonse Hei-tiIloii, used principally for the identification

of criminals. A number of uncorrelated measurements
of the body, together with the color of the eyes, are re-

corded. The chance that any two individuals should
have the same combination of values of these measure-
ments is so slight that any individual can be recognized
t)y the series of his measurements. The records of crim-
inals are classified in relation to each of these measure-
ments as large, medium, and ftjnalt, and are arranged in

the form of a catalogue, giving the class to which the
individual belongs in a fixed order. In this manner each
Individual can be located, and then a new set of measure-
ments c^ a suspect can be compared in detail with exist-
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ing records, thus leading to proof or disproof of identity.
—Brlovarlan system, in geol., & division of Precam-
brian rocks in Brittany.—Case system. See *ca8«l.—
Central nervous system. See ^nervous.— Chey^
system, a method, much used in France, of teaching
the rudiments of vocal nmsic from numerical signs for
the tones instead of from notes. The key-note of the
scale is always 1, the dominant 5, and so on. These
numerals are used only to guide the mind, as the singer
names them by the syllable-names do, re, mi, etc. The
inventor was Galin (d. 1821), but since the system was
extended and advocated later by Pai-is and t'heve, it is

often called the Galin-Paris-Cheve system. The method
is closely similar to the English tonic sol-fa (which see),

which borrowed some features from it—Compartment
system. See stand *(/*<'?/io(/.—Constrained system.
See -kconstraiiu— Culture system. See ireidture.—-

Galin-Parls-Chev6 system. Same as Chece *s!/:<tem.

—Geocentric system. See *'/^occ/ifric.—Gfondwana
SJTStem, in 'j''<'L, an immense series of rocks of Huviutile
origin south of tlie Marbada Kiver in India. It is re-
garded as representing continuous deposition through
successive periods of geologic time as expressed in other
regions and even as bridging the almost world-wide
hiatus between the Paleozoic and Mesozoic rock systems.
The lower beds or Talchir conglomerates, consisting in
considerable part of striated boulders believed to be of
glacial origin, are regarded as of Carboniferous age. The
Karharbari and Danmda beds, overlying, carry a Glossop-
ten's or Permiiin fauna. The Chidra group is transitional
in fauna from the Paleozoic to the Mesozoic, while the
Panchet series, wliich succeeds, is probably Triassic, and
the overlying beds at the top of the system are of Juras-
sic age. The (Jondwana system extends into Afirhanistan
and probably also to eastern Africa.—Haversian sys-
tem, the Havei-sian canals and their branches, with the
Haversian lamella) surrtmndiug them. See Haversian
canal and Haversian lamellie.— Intermediary sys-
tems, the lamellic of bone forming the interepaces
or intervals in the Haversian system. See lamella.—
Lamb's system inaut.), a method of arranging all of
the outside plating of a vessel directly next t^> the frames,
and fitting seam-straps on the outside of the plating in
order to connect the various strakes.—Lecher system, in

D
[Lecher System.

elect., a system of wires used in the study of electric waves.
It consists of two parallel wires of equal length. AC and
BD, connected at one end to an oscillator, O. When the
length of the wires is some multiple of a quarter wave-
lengtli, AE, of the electric oscillations, standing waves are
set up in tlie system with well-marked notles and kfops.— Marconi system, the system of wireless telegraphy
inveritt'd by Nian-oni. See irirfless-kfi'lef/rnphj/.— JUloou
system, a fonn i»f alphabet for the blind invented by theAbCDEfG H I

JKLmNOQ-jDR
cD <€ fLI s^ Q <^ ^ \
>d T U VWXYZX,

Moon System.

ReT. William Moon about 1868. The forms of the letters
and numerals are shown in thecut— Multlple-VOltage
system. Sameas*w«/<iPo/(fl^f ^.v*'?"!.-Multlvarlant
system, in yhys. chnn., a thennodynamic Byhteni p(»s-

sessing more than two degrees of freedom, or in which
more than twoconditions may be changed independently.
''ompare ^degree o/freedom (b) and ithivariant system.—
Open system, in wireless telegrapliy, a system in which
there ia no at Tempt at syntonism or tuning of the apparatus— Ordinal system, in math., an assemblage with the fol-

lowing properties : (1) of any two of its elements, one
precedes and the other follows

; (2) of two given ele-
ments, we can always determine which precedes ; (3) if of
any three elements, a precedes ^, an<l /(precedes c. then
a precedes c— Orthogonal system Of lines, acombina-
tion of two systems of lines such that every line of either
system is at riglit angles to all those of the other-
Orthogonal system Of surfaces a combination of

szmikite
systems of surfaces such that every surface of either
system cuts all those not in that system at' right
angles.— Participating system, in tuning keyboard
instruments, same as equal temperament (see tem-
perament, 5): so called because two or more theoreti-
cal tones are represented by or participate in the same
practical tone.— Pennine system, in geol., a. name of
geographic significance proposed by Williams to sup-
plant that of Carboniferous, and based upon the argu-
nientthatthe original Carboniferous system of Conybeare
was founded upon the series of rocks which forms the
Pennine mountain-chain of north England. As thus de-
fined the Pennine system would include the Old Red
Sandstone (basal and Devonian), mountain limestone,
millstone-grit and associated shales, and the coal-mea-
sures. See carboniftrous.—Periodic system, in chem.,
the elements classified in the order of their atomic
weights, in accordance with the periodic law of Mendel^-
jett^.— Planetary system. See solar system, under
*o;rni.~Rank of a system. See *rank2.~K4gie
contract system. See *r('j/ie.— Ruled system, in
math., a regulns.— Seed system, one of the tluee great
systems of forest management. Under it, reproduction
is obtained from seed. Also called high or seedling
forest system.— Sexageshnal system, a system in
which each unit is sixty times the next smaller unit—
Takaka system, in genL, the representative of the
Silurian system in New Zealand, comi>rising lower shales
with gnii)tolites fonning the Wanaka series, and an
upper series of slates, sandstones, and limestones with
Upper Silurian molluscau fauna forming the Baton
River series. Both series are cut by eruptive rocks.

—

Ternary system, a triple star the components of which
are physically connected.— Three-wlxe system, a sys-
tem of electric wiring in which two constant-potential
distributing lines have a common return-wire, thus efi'ec-

ting a considerable saving in the amount of coppe-- used.
The system is supplied by two generators in series, the
positive terminal of one and the negative tenninal of the
other being coiuiected to the outer mains. The other
temiinals are joined together and connected to the third
or neutral wire.— Tricyclic system, in chem., an ar-
rangement of atoms in the molecule of a substance involv-
ing the union of three rings or closed eliains of atoms, as
in the case of anthracene, which may be viewed as the re-
sult of the condensation of three benzene rings.— Univer-
sal system, in the rating of stops or diaphragms for
lenses, a system in which the number assigned to a stop
indicates the 6<iuare of the time of exposure for which it

is designed.-Vancouver system, a name proposed by
the Geoli>gical Survey of Canada for the great system of
uplifts beginning at the south in the Olympic mountains.
Washington, and extending northward through Van-
couver and Queen Charlotte islands, and attaining its

greatest development on the coast in southern Alaska,
and finally tenninating at the west in the Aleutian is-

lands. /. C. liussell. Glaciers of North America, p. 32.—
Vigesimal system, a system of counting or einuneration
in which 20 is the base, the higher units being multiples
of 20. The vigesimal system is always built up of groups
of five and is derived frt>m counting the fingers and Ute».
The tenn for twenty often signifies 'one man." that is, the
fingera and toes of one man.—Wangamil system, in
geol., the representatives of the Pliocene Teiliarj- forma-
tion in New Zealand.

systematy (sis'te-ma-ti), n. [systerna t(ic) +
-y'-^.] In l/iol., same as systemakcSy taxonomy,
or classification. Annals and Mag. Nat, Hist.,

Nov., 1903, p. 534.

Systemic heart. See *heart.

system-player (sis'tem-pla'^r), w. One who
plays against a banking game by following a
systematic method of betting, Instead of plac-
ing his money according to his fancy.

Systena (sis'te-na), «. [NL. (Chevrolat, 1834),
< Gr. aiartvog, narrowing to a point.] 1, A
genus of chrysomelid beetles comprising a
number of species and confined to the western
hemisphere. S. frontalis is an enemy to the
grape in the United States and Canada.— 2.
[I. c] A beetle of this genus.— Red-headed
systena, an American chrysomelid beetle. Systena
frontalis, which eats grape-leaves in the northern United
States and Canada.

Syzygy, «.— Une of syzygles. See •kline2.

szelong (shel'ong), n. [Pol. szelang = Russ.
shelegu, etc., < Goth, skilliggs, etc.^ = E.
shilling.^ The Polish solidus, first of silver or
billon and subsequently of copper.

szmikite (shmik'it), n. [G. szmikit (1887),
named after I. Szmik, from whom it was
received.] Hydrous manganese sulphate
(MnS04 + H2O) which occurs in whitish or
reddish amorphous stalactitic forms : from
Felso-bdnya, Hungary.

S.— 83



3. An abbreviation (/) of

territory, Testament, Thurs-
day, Titus (a book of the
New Testament), Tuesday,
Turkish; (g) in med., of

tension of the eyeball ; {h) [I.

c] of tome, ton, town, town-

ship, transitive, tun, tungsten,

and of the Latin tempore, in

the time (of).

taal (tal ortal), n. [D. taal, language, speech.
See ta/«l.] In South African Dutch territory,

'the language,' namely, the colonial form of

Dutch there spoken.
tab^ (tab), H. [Ar. tab.'] A game something
like backgammon, popular in Egypt and Pal-
estine, played with four sticks.

tabacosis (tab-a-ko'sis), w. [NL., < tabacum,
tobacco, + -061S.] Chronic tobacco-poisoning
caused by the inhalation of tobacco-dust.

tabasco (ta-bas'ko), II. [Tabasco, a state of
Mexico.] 1. The trade-name given to a pun-
gent sauce and to a catsup made from a vari-

ety of Capsicum annuum (see pepper) and said

to be prepared by extracting the pulp of the
ripe fruit and so treating it as to retain its

flavor, strength, aroma, and colon— 2. A
name which has been applied by seedsmen to
various forms of Capsicum aunuum. The plant
yieUIint? the fruit from which the original tabasco sauce
was made is described as 2^ feet high, with an erect,

spreading habit ; leaves often 4 inches long and 2^ inches
wide, dark green, usually pubescent along the veins

;

fruit extremely pungent, oblong cylindrical, about an
inch long, obtuse or acute, usually compressed at the
base by the calyx, deep red when ripe, the unripe ones
often drying to an orange color, frequently borne in twos.
See imauce. Rep. Miiiouri Bot. Garden, 1898.

tabati^re (ta, - ba - tyar '
), ». [F.] l. A

snuff-box.— 2. [P. fosse tabati^re, ' snuff-box
depression.'] A de-
pression between
the tendons of two
extensor muscles
of the thumb,
noticed when the
thumb is extended.
tabbigan _(tab'i-

t^^,,.,„
gan), «. [Aborigi-
nal Australian.] See ^bullhead, 1 (/).
Tabby-cat striation. See *striation.

tabby-moth (tab'i-moth), n. Same as *grease-
moth.

tabellogram (ta-bel'o-gram), n. [L. tabella, a
table, -t- Gr. ypaufia, a writing.] In statistics,

a colored graphic table. Philos. Trans. Roy.
Soc. (London), 189.5, ser. B, p. 810.

tabergite (tab'^r-git), m. [Sw. Taberg (see
def.) -I- -ite'^.'i A bluish-green chlorite allied

to penninite : from Taberg, Vermland,
Sweden.
Tabetic foot, neuritis. See *foot, *neuritis.

tabetiform (ta-bet'i-torm), a. [tabeti^ic) +
L. forma, form.] Resembling tabes dorsalis
or locomotor ataxia. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 42.

tabi (ta'be), n. [.Jap.] A low sock of white
or blue cotton worn by the Japanese. It has a
thick sole and a separate part for the great
toe.

tablfication (ta"bi-fi-ka'shon), «. [L. tabes,

a wasting, + facere, make, + -ation.'] Ema-
ciation.

tabl (tii'bl), «. [Ar. labl: see atabal.'] A
small drum with one head, usually beaten
with the hand: commor in Mohammedan
countries. See atabal.

table, n Chronometer tables. See -ttchroncymeter.

— Harlequin table, a name given to one of the com-
plicated pieces of funiiture invent«d in England in the
eighteenth century.

A magical table rightly called " Ilarlemin " has a slid-

ing nest of drawers or " till " which can De raised to any
height by means of intricate machinery.

Jr. W. Ctmuton, Chippendale Period in Eng. Kumiture,
(p. 144.

Snap-table.

Laylng-on table, in printing, the Inclined table that
holds a pile of sheets of paper before printing. Better
known in the United States as the feed-board. [Eng.)

—

Periodic table, in chem., a classification in tabular
form of the elements in accordance with the periodic law.
— Present-yield table, in foregtry, a tabular statement
of the amount of wood at present contained in given
trees upon a given area.— Snap-table, a table with the
top hinged to a single support so that it may be placed

in a horizontal or vertical
position at pleasure.— Stand
table. See *(tfrtnd.— Thou-
sand-legged table, the name
sometimes given to old-fash-
ioned folding- or extension-
tables which appear to have
many supports.

On this account they are
nowadays sometimes called
thousand-lei/ffed tables.

J. W. Lynn, Colonial Kumi-
[tureofNew England, p. 199.

Ttavellng table, a table or
moving platform mounted on
rollers or wheels and moving
upon a track or around a cen-
ter : used in niauufacturing
processes where a number of

different men and processes
are to operate upon one object
of mass sutlicient to make it

troublesome or costly to move
it from man to man. Thus a
mold or tlask can be made to

pass from man to man as the
table moves, ultimately reach-
ing the furnace from which
metal is poured to fill it.

At the Baltimore works Walker's travelling tables pre-

sent the moulds in rotation to the pouring ladle-

Etmje. Brit., XXVII. 237.

table-base (ta'bl-bas), n. Same as water-ta-

ble, 1.

table-chair (ta'bl-char), «. An old English
or Colonial piece of furniture which was used
as a table or

^
chair, the top
turning back to

a vertical posi-

tion on a hinge.

Wso chair-table.

Lyon, Colonial
Furniture, p.
197.

table-cloth, «.

2. A horizontal
sheet of cloud
spreading over
the top of Ta-
ble Mountain

,

southwest oi

Cape Town,
South Africa,

and hanging
down over the Tabicchai,.
precipitous
cliffs of the northeast front of the mountain.
Its fonnation is due to the fact that the southwest winds
bring just enough moisture to fonn cloud when they are

pushed up to the height of the table-land that fonns the
summit of the mountain ; and as these winds descend on
the northeast front, the warming of the air, by compres-
sion or otherwise, evaporates the cloudy particles and
gives a definite outline to the lower edge of the cloud.

table-engine (ta'bl-en"jin), n. A name for

what is commonly called the direct vertical

engine, in which the cylinder stood on a base-
plate or table with the piston-rod going out

at the top and imparting motion to the crank
and fly-wheel shaft above, the latter being sup-

ported on frames resembling the letter A ris-

ing from the table or base.

table-feed (ta'bl-fed), n. 1. That detail in

the design of a machine-tool by which the

work secured to a holding-chuck on a table is

moved, in the feeding process, against or

toward the path of the tool which is fixed

relatively to the frame.— 2. In sheet-metal

work, an automatic feed-motion employing a

table which slides on ways. The sheets to be
punched are clamped to the table, and the
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table is timed to pass under the dies of the
perforatiug-press at the speed required to
meet the dies at every stroke, or at a variable
speed where the perforations are distributed
over irregular distances on the plate.

table-key (ta'bl-ke), n. A form of two-way
switch used in telephony for making certain
connections at the switchboard.

Table-land of erosion, a plateau which has been formed
by tlic j)r(KeBSes of uplift and erosion.

tableman, n. 3. A workman in a rolling-mill
who has charge of the operation of the feed-
ing-table by which the piece is delivered or
fed to the rolls; or, one who works in con-
nection with such a table.

table-plain (ta'bl-plan), «. A mesa within
the valley of a river and carved out of the
confluent alluvial fans of its tributaries by
the sapping of the river itself and by the ero-
sion of its affluents.

Climatic conditions with which most of us are not very
familiar are chiefly responsible for many of the bold and
unusual relief etfects that characterize the region through
which the Rio Grande flows. The valley mesas, or table-

plaina. are among the most instructive of all o.' these topo-
graphic features. Amer. Jour. .Sci., Dec, liH)~, p. 468.

table-stakes (ta'bl-staks), n. A variety of
poker in which no player can bet more than
he has on the table in front of him when the
cards are dealt, the betting limit of the game
being what is on the board in front of the
better.

Tablet triturate. See triturate.

table-tennis (ta'bl-ten'is), n. The game of
tennis played upon a table, with smaller balls,

nets, rackets, etc. Compare *pinij-pong.

table-vise (ta'bl-vis), n. A general name for
the form of vise which is attached to a bench
or table by means of bolts or of a screw by
which it can be permitted to swivel; a bench-
vise : distinguished from a leg-vise, the older
form now less in use.

tablier, ". 2. In a«fl^, the peculiar formation
brought about by the large size of the labia
minora of the vulva, which hang down be-
tween the small labia majora: found particu-
larly among the Hottentots and Bushmen.
Tabora black. See *black.

Tabular gemmation. See *calycinal gemma-
tion.

tabulator, «. 2. An attachment to a type-
writer for so controlling the feed-motion of
the carriage that it will stop automatically at
certain prearranged positions or points in its

traverse, the object being to enable the op-
erator to arrange the print in vertical lines,

as in drawing up a tabulated statement of
accounts. By its use, tables of quantities, prices, and
other items can quickly be arranged in columns for ready
reference. The tabulator can be either fastened to the
type-writer or may be an integral part of the machine,
different methods being employed in different types of

machines. The essential parts of the tabulator are a
rack, having t«eth spaced to correspond to the spacing of

the letters made by the type-writer, and movable margin-
stops which are controlled by a supplementary keyboiard
attached to the type-writer. A number of (Mtfwrent types
of tabulators are in use, all ba«ed on the general prin-

ciple of controlling the traverse of the carriage in the
type-writer in such a way that a key of the tabulator,

when touched, automatically feeds the carriage a fixed

distance and saves all the labor that would otherwise be
spent in feeding the carriage the same distance 8t«p by
step by means of the space-key. See -kmargin-stop and
•ktype-tvriter.

taccaceous (ta-ka'shius), a. [NL. Taccace(se)

+ -ous.'] Belonging or pertaining to the Tac-
caceie.'

tachistOSCOpe (ta-kis'to-skop), n. [Gr. raxia-

rof, superl. of ra^if, swift, -I- aKoveiv, view.]

In exper.psychol., an apparatus which exposes
to view, for a brief and accurately variable

time, an object or small group of objecta

(letters, short words, etc.).

Simple forms of the tackistoscope are the 'instanta-

neous shutter ; the falling screen which, in dropping.



tacMstoscope
allows a nuimentary view tluuu^^li its window of the
object* arranged behind it; the swinging screen attached
to a pendulum; and the rotating dislc witli adjustable
slit or open sector. Wirth's mirror tiichiKtuf;cope permits,
in addition to the ordinary momentary exposure, the
partial variation of a continuously presented object ; a
permanently visible virtual image is replaced, at stated
intervals, by a real image which occupies precisely the
same apparent position in space. Dodge's mirror tachis-
toitcope employs the principle of total reflection to secure
the direct superimposition of exposure field upon pre-
exposure field, without visible movement,

E. B. Tilchemr, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 200.

tachogram (tak'o-gram). n. [Gr. ra^i'f, swift,
+ )pdfijia, a writing.] The record of angular
velocities, of a machine or engine, obtained
by means of a tachograph.

tachograph (tak'o-graf), II. [Gr. Taxo^, swift-
ness, + ypa(^iv, write.] A recording tachom-
eter applied to shafting or wheels to register
rotation-speed; a speed-indicator. Also tach-

eofiraph. Suture, Nov. 26, 1903, p. 95.

tachoscope (tak'o-skop), «. [Gr. tuxo^, swift-
ness, + ancmciv, view.] An instrument which
registers the number of revolutions made by
a shaft in a certain time. It consists of a
revolution-counter combined with a time-
piece, there being an automatic cut-out for

the revolution-counter.

tachyaphaltite (tak'i-a-fal'tit), n. [Gr. raxvc,
.swift, quick, -I- a<pa'/Toc, springing off or back,
+ -ite^. It flies to pieces when the gangue is

struck.] An altered and hydrated form of a
mineral resembling zircon, but containing
considerable quantities of thorium: from Kra-
gerS, Norway.
tachycardia, 'i.— Essential tachycardia, rapid
hean-action not due t^;. any discoverable organic disease.

Med. itecimi, Feb. 7, 1903, p. -jiM.— Keflex tachycardia,
rapid heart-action due to disturbances in other systems
than the circulatory.

Where, on the other hand, no clinical or pathological
di:-ease-change8 are manifested in the sti-ucture of the
heart, and where its rapid action is apparently due to
causes itutside the canliac territory, whether those de-
pend ui>on changes in the nervous system or passing
temporary disturbances in the alimentary tract, the name
rejUx should be applied to the tach/fcardin.

Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 205.

tachydrite, n. See tachhydrite.

tachygen (tak'i-jen), «. [Gr. raxiQ, swift, +
-,'"/!, -producing.] In hint., a plant or animal
or<;an which has developed suddenly or rapidly
during the phylogenetic history of the species.

tachygenesis (tak-i-jen'e-sis), M. [NL., <

Gr. riix><:, swift, + )tvfnic, genesis.] In biol.,

the inheritance of a characteristic at an ear-

lier st-Hge of individual development than
that at which it first appeared; acceleration
of development. According to the theory of
tachygenesis, new characteristics are first ac-
quired by adult organisms; are inherited at
earlier and earlier periods in the lives of their

descendants; and. finally, the older charac-
teristics are crowded out and dropped from
the beginning of the embryonic history, thus
making room for the new characteristics
which are continually being added on to the
organism during its adult life.

This is in conformity with the law of tackygenegi* , or
acceleration in development, which is the key t^j the un-
derstanding of the taxonomic values of shell characters in
gastroptxls. Amer. Nat, Dec, 1902, p. 921.

tachygenetic (tak'i-je-net'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to tachygenesis; tachygenic.

tachygenic (tak-i-jen'ik), a. Same as *tachy-
(ft'iiftic.

The sudden or tachyyenic appearance of temporary
structures, such as hatching spines, various setw, spines,
respiratory organs, so characteristic of dipterous larvie,

and of the protective colors and markings of caterpillars.

..1. A'. Packard, Text^book of Entora., p. 708.

tachymetric (tak-i-met'rik), a. Relating to

tai'tiyinitry ; measured or ascertained by the
tachymeter or by tachymetry.

tachyphore (tak'i-for), n. [Gr. rax f, swift,

-I- oij)iiv, bear.] A name of a proposed sys-

tem of electric traction in which the car is

drawn forward by the magnetic action of a
series of solenoids. The passing car auto-
matically completes and then breaks the cir-

cuit through each of these in turn. Also
known as the port-electric railway system.
Hoiiston, Diet. Elect.

tachyphrasia (tak-i-fra'zia), n. [NT,., < Gr.

Tdx'C, swift, + ipiMTii, speaking.] Very rapid
and voluV)le speech.

tachypnoea (tak-ip-ne'a), n. [NL., < Gr.

raxic, swift, + -ttvom, i TTviiv, breathe.] Very
rapid respiration.
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Tachysorinse (tak"i-su-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Taihynurits + -(««.] A subfamily of siluroid
fishes characterized by having the nostrils
close together and neither of them with a
barbel.

Tachysurus(tak-i-su'rus),H. [NL.,irreg. <Gr.
raxii, swift, + ovpa, tail.] A genus of silu-

roid fishes. Most of them are from Central
America.
tachythanatous (tak-i-than'a-tus), a. [Gr.

raxH, swift, + edvorof, death.]' Rapidly fatal.

[Rare.]

tack^, w. 10. Side : said of a speculator's re-

lationship to the market. Stand. Vict. — Mid-
ship tack, an additional tack found on the middle foot
of some courses, and used in calms and light airs to keep
the foot of the sail standing forward, so as to prevent it

from slapping back and chafing itself against the mast.

—

Port tacks on board, said of the tacks of the courses
when the vessel is on the wind on the port tack.

—

Slant tack, the tack on which the long leg is made when
sailing close-hauled. —Starboard tack. A vessel is

said to be on the stjuboard t^ick when the wind is blowing
against her starboard^side, and to be on the port tack when
the wind is blowing against her port side. When a
square-rigged vessel is on the starboard tack, the star-
board tacks of her courses are boarded to starboard, and
when on the port tack the port tacks of her courses are
boarded to port. In the case of schooners, sloops, etc.,

the tenns ' starboard tack "and ' port tack ' are borrowed,
since such vessels have no t;icks to board—the tacks of
fore-and-aft sails always being against the after side of
the respective masts, independent of the tack that the
vessel is on.—Starboard tacks on board, said of the
tacks of the courses when tlie vessel is on the wind on
the starlxMird tack.

—

To board a tack. See itboard.—
To haul aboard the tack, .'ianje as f« haul aboard
(which see, under aboard^).—To make a tack {naut.),
to sail a leg ; to make a board.

—

To split tacks, said of
a vessel when in a race, on the wind, she goes about in
order to pursue a dilferent course from her opponent.

tack-cringle (tak'kring'gl), n. An iron ring
spliced into a fore-and-aft sail at the junction

a, a, taclKringfles : l>, mast ; r, jaw of boom.

of the foot and luff; also, the iron shapes
spliced into the lower comers of square sails.

tack-earing (tak'er'ing), n. A length of
rope passed several times through the tack-

Taclt.earinp.

cringle and the iron eye on the inboard end of
the boom so as to secure the foot and luff of
a sail.

tacking, ». 2. Same as *harring^, 2.

tacking-machine (tak'ing-ma-shen"), n. In
xlioe-iiiaiiiif., a machine, allied to the nailing-
machine, for cutting, twisting, corrugating,
and bending wire into nails, tacks, and staples,

driving the nails into shoe-heels and soles,

and also tacking soles and uppers together.
It is made in various forms.

tack-iron (tak'i"<>rn). «. The iron bolt to
which is shackled the block through which the
tack is rove. The tack-irons for the main
course are found to port and starboard in

the deck ; but the tack-irons for the fore course
are found sometimes on the cat-heads, and
again on bumpkins under the bows.

tackle, «.— Boom-jiKger tackle, usually a small
double and a single block, used for rigging studding-sail

booms in and out on a lower yard.— Boom-tackle, a
double purchase, as a rule, used in fore-and-aft vessels to

tactual-verbal

guy out the spanker-boom when running free, so as to
prevent that spar from jibing,— Fore-and-aft tackle
(naut.) : (n) Any kind of tackle that is used in the line of
the keel. ('/) .\ watch-tackle purchase used for stretch-
ing the backbone of an awning.— Forestay tackle
(tiaut), a tackle used in hoisting things in and out of a
vessel.—- Half-watch tackle, a watch-tackle. There is
no difference in meaning between the two temis, both
signifying apurchase composed of a double and a single
block. The former was sometimes used because wie
power derived was considered equal to that of half the
watch in hauling and hoisting.— Hatch-tackle, a double
and single block (watch-tackle) used for hoisting articles
from the store-rooms of a vessel.— Jeer-tackle, a heavy
purchase which is used for sending lower yards up and
down.— Jigger-tackle, a handy-billy (watch-) tackle
used for various pui-poses about decks and aloft.— Mast-
head tackles (««»(.). tackles led from the mastheads to
some external point when a vessel is in dock, to prevent
it from falling over in the event of accident to the bilge-
blocks and shores.

The practical method of guarding against such acci-
dents of course consists in carefully shoring, using magt-
Ite.ad tackles, or otherwise supporting the vessel externally,
in order to prevent her from upsetting.

\Yhite, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 125.

Sall-tackle, a purchase used for hoisting one of the
upper sails from the deck to its yard, preparatory to
bending. This is usually a double and a single block,
which constitutes a watch-tackle.— White's tackle, a
system of pulley-blocks in which the sheaves are of dilfer-

ent'diameters so computed thattht varying path or speed
of the rope in the successive passage from sheave to sheave
shall cause each sheave to turn at the same number of
revolutions in a given time. This makes the pins or
bushings wear uniforndy, so far as space traversed is re-

sponsible for such wear. Named from the designer.

tack-mold (tak'mold), n. A mold, usually of
copper, for casting the flat lugs tised by
plumbers to fasten pipe to a flat surface and
known as tacks.

tack-puller (tak'pul"er), H. A tool for draw-
ing out tacks or small nails ; a tack-claw.

tack-tackle, n. it is the purchase which is hooked
into the hauling part of the tack, and by means of which
the clue of the course is boused down toward the deck,
and kept forward on the windward side when the ship
is close-hauled.

tacky^, 11— Tacky party, a social gathering of per-
sons dressed in the rough serviceable clothes of ordinary
wear. [Southern I'. S.)

H. a. 1. Unkempt; rough ; shabby; ill-fed:

said of persons or animals.— 2. Bad; poor;
miserable. [Slang.]

That was the tackiest time I ever had and the tea was
jay. Town Topiet, Mai-ch 27, 1902, p. 13.

Taconian (ta-ko'ni-an), n. In geol., a name
proposed by T. S. Ilunt for what he supposed
to be the uppermost member of the Archaean
system of Precambrian rocks. The Taconian
series of Hunt is now known to be in part of
Paleozoic age, and the term is no longer used.
See Tacoiiic system, under system.

Taconic limestone. See ^limestone.

taconite (ta'ko-nit), «. [Taconic + -ite-.'\ In
petroij., a name proposed by H. V. Winchell
(1896) for cherty or jaspery rock, in places
calcareous or quartzitic, associated with the
hematites of the Masaba Range, Minnesota.

tactic, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the motions
of organisms in relation to e-xternal agents;
exhibiting taxis.

Tactical unit. See *iinit.

tactics, "— Naval tactics, the art and practice of
mano'uvering a fleet or s<{uadron of wai'-ships.

tactil, a. A simplified spelling of tactile.

tactile, ''. id) In art cr/aViV?», noting the quality of

solidity in nature, which is perfectly apprehended only
by the sense of t*juch, and which is better represented by
certain painters than hy others. ' Tactile ' in this sense is

a translation of the Oennan taktinch, used by Riegl in 1893.

It is i.ne tactile quality of the subject, rather than its

Illusionist possibilities, which has attracted the artist.

Eugenie Strong, Roman Sculpture, p. 66.

Tactile cone. See *i;o»e.— Tactile disks, disk-shaped
terminations of tactile nei-ves in certain locations ; also,

same as <Tr(tm1r\t corpuitcleg{v,-\\\c\i see, under corpuscle).
— Tactile space. See -kKjiace.

tactUogical (tak-ti-loj'i-kal), a. \_tacti{le) +
logical.^ Tactual; pertaining to touch: as,

tactUogical sensations. Amer. Jour. Psychol.,

XIII. ,578. [Rare.]

tactualist (tak'tu-al-ist), n. ^tactual + -ist.']

1. One who holds that totieh (including kin-

ffisthesis) is the spatial sense par excellence,

and that sight alone cannot acquaint us with
the size or shape or distance or direction

of objects. G. M. Stratton, Exper. Psychol,

and its BetMng upon (Culture, p. 128.— 2.

One who is motor-minded ; that is, one who
thinks, remembers, imagines, etc., predomi-
nantly in terms of kinesthetic sensations.

[Rare.]

tactual-verbal (tak'tu-al-v^r'bal), a. 1.

Tending to think, remember, imagine, etc., in

verbal ideas, and to experience these ideas in

tactual, motor, or kinesthetic terms : as, the



tactual-verbal

tactual-verbal type of mind.— 2. Tending to

represent words mentally in terms of kines-
thetic sensations.

The v»tml<verbal miud sees, the anditory-verbal hears,
the taetual'Verbal * feels,' what words are coming.

E. B. TiUhtner, Exper. Psychol., L i. 197.

3. Having a verbal form, with tactual or
kinesthetic contents : as, a tactual-verbal idea.

tactual-visual (tak'tu-al-viz"u-al), a. Cora-
pounded of sensations of toucli and sight

;

noting a concurrence or association of visual

and tactual impressions.
Localisation may also be tactual-visual. opens his

eyes, as soon as he has heard the telephone click, and
points with the rod in the direction from which he thinks
that the sound comes.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. ISO.

tadjerite (taj'er-it), ». See *meteoritc.

taeniate, a. H. Having narrow, ribbon-like

markings running lengthwise of the body.
[Rare.]

taenicidal (te'ni-si-<ll), a. [L. txnia, tape-

worm. + -cida, < credere, kill, + -aU.] Destruc-
tive to tapeworms. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. 44G.

Tsenioceras (te-ni-os'e-ras), n. [NXi., < Gr.

Taivia, band, fillet, +"Kipai:, horn.] A genus
of Carboniferous nautiloid cephalopods with
disooidal shells the volutions of which have a
trapezoidal section. Improperly written Tx-
noceras and Tainoceras.

taeniole (te'ni-61), n. Same as tseniola.

Four muscles, which extend up the txnioles, are the
agents for contracting the stalk, while the margin is con-
tracted by a circular muscle which passes round outside
the insertion of the tentacles, and in contracting pulls the
margin well over the tentacles, leaving only a hole in

the centre, through which the tips of some of the tentacles

appear. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 1904, p. G4.

Taeniotoca (te-ni-ot'o-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tatvia, band, fillet, H- l^L. {Enibio)toca.'\ A
genus of embiotocoid fishes found on the
western coast of the United States.

tseniotoxill (te'ni-o-tok'sin), n. [Gr. raivia,

tapeworm, -1- E. toxin.'} A poisonous sub-
stance occurring in tapeworms.

Taffeta rlbboii. See *ri^6(*n.— Tufted taffeta, a silk

fabric of taflfeta (foundation) weave with a shaggy pile.

tahll (ta'hil), n. [Malay tdhil. See tael.}

A unit of weight in the Straits Settlements,
equal to one sixteenth of a catty, or about li
ounces avoirdupois.

tabsil (ta'sel), n. [Hind., < Ar. talf-sil, collec-

tion.] In India, a subdivision of a district ;

the ultimate unit of administration. Encyc.
Brit, XII. 769.

tahsildar (ta-sel-dar'), n. [Also tahseeldar ;

Hind., < Pers. tahsildar, < Ar. talisil. See
*talisil.'\ In India, the chief (native) revenue
officer of a subdivision of a district. Tule and
Burnell, Hobson-Jobson.
tahuari (ta - hwa ' re), n. [8. Amer.] See
*lla»cliama.

taiaha (ti'a-ha), n. [Maori.] A sort of club or
staff about six feet long, carved at one end and
frequently ornamented with feathers. It was
used by Maori chiefs as a badge of office, and
sometimes for fighting.

taihoa (ti'ho-a), adv. [Maori.] Presently;
by and by ; some time later ; wait a bit.

[New Zealand.]
tail^, «. 3. (h) The end of the fiber that is

combed last ona combing-machine. Thornley,
Cotton Combing Machines, p. 283.— 10. The
players on a side who are not counted on for

runs, and who are consequently sent last to

bat. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 411 Tall hold.
See *Aoidl.— Tall of a gale. See -kgaleZ.

tail^, V. t.— To tall out, to wind up the sale of gradu-
ally, or with prices tapering down, as in selling cattle.

tColloq.]

Every intelligent feeder knows the value of uniformity

;

it enables him to sell his product without tailing out a
lot at Inferior price.

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 177.

tail-back (tal-bak'), v. i. To move backward,
as fi'om the head to the tail : specifically, no-

ting the rush of the flamo of burning gas in a
current of air backward against the flow of

the current. This happens in any confined combusti-

ble mixture of gjis and air when the rate of propagation

of the flame in the mixture is faster than the velocity of

flow in the duct or tube which confines and directs it. In
Bunsen or other heating-burners it is called " back-firing,"

the flame retreating in the mixing-tube until it reaches
the jet of gas.

tail-beam (tal'bem), n. In flooring, a piece of

timber which is framed into a header; the
third member in a piece of framing around a
chimney or the like. Also called tail-joist.

tail-block, n. 2. The supporting block or
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end-piece for that end of the work which is

farthest from the head-end or driving-mechan-
ism, as in a lathe, or the carriage for logs, in

a saw-mill.

tail-chain (tal'chan), n. In lumbering, a
heavy chain bound around the trailing end of

logs, as a brake, in slooping on steep slopes.

tail-cord (tal'kord), n. One of two pieces of

cord on a Jacquard loom connecting hooks of

the Jacquard with neck-twines operating
lieddles. S. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 150.

tail-cutter (tarkut"6r), ». A curved beveling-
miichine for cutting off and beveling the ends
of stereotj-pe plates. Elect. World and Engiii.,

Jan. 16, 1904, p. 139.

taildown (tal'doun), V. t. To roll (logs) on a
skidway to a point on tlie skids where they
can be quickly reached by the loading-crew.

tailed^, a—Tailed cirrus, small cirrocumuli or alto-

cumuli from which .snowfiakes or fine rain-drops are
falling slowly anil drifting behind in the lower wind :

analogous to the rain-streaks from larger cumuli.

tail-fan (tal'fan), n. In macrurous crusta-

cean.s, the telson together with the appen-
dages of the preceding segment. Also tail-fin.

tail-fin, >i. 2. In crustaceans, same as *faj7-/a».

tail-head (tal'hed), n. The base or root of

the tail.

The lines on each side of the back should be carried
true to the last rib, with a loin thick, preferably inclined

to raise some, followed by hooka well covered and smooth,
and a long hind quarter, ending in a level tail-head and
wide pin-bones.

Rep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 89.

tail-hook, n. 2. Same as *dog, 9 (to).

tail-house (tal'hous), n. In mining, the build-

ing in which tailings are treated.

tailing^, «. 5. In elect.: (a) In fete^r., espe-

cially through cables, the ^discharge current
due to the capacity of the line which con-
tinues to flow for an appreciable time after

the signaling impulse has been received and
modifies the character of the latter. Trans.

Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1897, p. 95. (6) In
automatic teleg., a mark, on the recording-tape

of a receiving instrument, which is not caused
by the signaling impulse proper but by the

discharge current from the line.— 6. In pro-

specting for coal, the outcrop of a carbon-car-

rying stratum at the surface of the ground.
Called also smut and blossom. The vein peters

out at the surface, or tails away to nothing,

but leaves a stain under weathering. [Eng.]

tail-joist (tal'joist), n. See Mail-beam.

tail-knob (tal'nob), n. A small swelling con-
sisting of an aggregation of cells at the poste-

romedian point
of the blasto- /-'"''^rx 4
disc, or germ-
ring, in the
young fish em-
bryo.

taille.ii. 6. (6)

Also applied to

the tenor voice
and to the tenor "-'^

species of wind-
instruments : as,

taille de basson,

the tenor oboe
or tenoroon.

tail-light (tal'-

lit), «. Same as
tail-lamp.

tail-lock (tal'-

lok), ». A crest

of erect, stiff

hairs on the
center of the
upper part of

the tail : occur-
ring more or
less frequently
in horses in

their winter
coat.

tail-mill (tal'-

mil), n. Same
as *tail-hotise.

tailor, n. 2. (c)

A name in New
South Wales of the fish Pomatomus saltatrix.

It is called skipjack in Melbourne, a name by
which it is also known in America, where it

is more commonly called bluefish.

tailorage (ta'lor-"aj), n. 1. The products of

tailoring, collectively.— 2. The fit, general
finish, and effect of the work of a tailor.

Nine stages in the development of

A-H, before hatching ; /. shortly aft«r
hatching; (i, blastoderm: tr, embryo:
c. thickened edge of blastoderm : d,

yollc-sac: ;, tail-knob. (.-/-O' after Hen-
neguy.)

(From Parker and Haswell's " Zoology.")

take

tailorize (ta'lor-iz), v. %. and t.; pret. and pp.
tailorizvd, ppr. tailorizing. 1. To follow the
business of a tailor; fit as a tailor; fit closely
and somewhat 8tiffly.-*-2. To make conven-
tional; conventionalize. [Rare.]

tailor-made, «. Hence— 2. Somewhat stiff

and formal; conventional. [Rare.]— A tailor-
made girl, a young woman who affects the tailor cut in
clothed :ind is somewhat stiffly and mannislily dressed.
[Coll<,q.l

tailor-shad (ta'lor-shad), n. Same as gizzard-
shad.

tail-piece, n. 1, (/)In lock-maHng, a sliding piece:-

connecting the hub and the bolt and transmitting mo-
tion from one tti the other. (.7) In printing, a decorative
design at the end of a chapter that has a short I>age :

usually in the form of a reversed pyramid. (A) A casting
or hollow chamber below the suction-valves of a large
jumip to which the several suction-jiipes leading to the
sinks or sumps may be bolted by flanged joints.

tail-rock (tal'rok), n. Same as tailings. See
taiUng^, 3.

tail-rod (tal'rod), n. A rod attached to the
piston of an engine or pump and projecting
through the heid of the cylinder away from
the crank. Such a rod helps to support and
steady the piston, especially in an engine
having a very long stroke.

There are several novel features in regard to the power
station, among them the method of making joints and
piping, and an arrangement for recovering the cylinder
oil from the water of condensation. The experiment has
been tried of equipping one engine with tail rifds and V.ie

other without tail rods. The experience with the tail

rods indicates that it is possible to work the engine
equipped with them at about 10 per cent, greater capac-
ity. Elect. World and Engin., Dec. 26, 190,<i, p. 10«4.

tail-shaft (tal'shaft), n. 1. Any shaft work-
ing at the end of the series farthest from the
head, or from the end, where the power is

primarily applied.— 2. In marine practice,

the last or sternmost length of the propeller-

shaft, or the portion which projects aft through
the hull and to which the propeller is fastened.

tail-sheave (tal'shev), n. The sheave or drum
at the bottom or inner end of a mine-haulage
system or an inclined plane, on which the
cars are operated by an endless rope. At the
opposite end is the head-sheave, when the cars
are operated partly by gravity.

tail-spindle (tal'spin'dl), «. The spindle

carrying the dead-center of the engine-lathe

and located in the tail-stock farthest from the '

head.
tail-stem (tal'stem), n. Same as tail-piece,! (6).

tail-twisting (tal'twis'ting), «. The act of

torturing an animal by twisting its tail; hence,
the act of tormenting, in general; nagging.
[Slang.]
The Colonel's Wife talked and prayed by turns till she

was tired, and went away to devise means for chasten-

ing the stubborn heart of her husband. Which, trans-

lated, means in oiu- slang, *tail-tunsting.'

R. Kipling, Watches of the Night, in Plain Taies from
[the Hills, p. 82.

tail-vise, n. 2. A leg-vise, or one which is

supported partly upon an iron foot or leg

reaching to the floor and partly by being
secured to the edge of a bench : used by
blacksmiths and otbers for rougher classes of

work. Known also in Great Britain as the
standing rise. [Eng.]

tainiolite (ti'ni-o-lit), «. [Gr. Taivia, band, -1-

//(/oc, stone.] A kind of lithium-miea occur-

ring in colorless crystals having the form of

strips or bands: its relations to the better-

known species have not been determined:
found in southern Greenland.

taipo (ti'po), n. [Maori ?] A New Zealand
word for ' devil,' often applied by settlers to a
vicious horse or as a name for a dog. E. E.

Morris, Austral English.

takadiastase (tak-a-di'a-stas), n. [Taka-
(mine), a Japanese ctemist who first prepared
it, -I- E. diastase.'] A trade-name for a digestive

ferment obtained by the action of Aspergillus

oryzx on rice. It is used in eases of starchy

indigestion.

The following ferments were used : taTca-dicLgtase, pan-
creatin, rennin, myrosin, invertin, emulsin. pepsin in

acid solution, pepsin in alkaline solution, ingluvin. malt,

and papain. Jour. Med. Research, July, 1907, p. 386.

Takaka system. See *system.

Takatori pottery. See *pottery.

take, V. t To take a stand. See *s(nnd.—To take
ground. See *srrou«di.— To take harbor, to put in

to a harbor.

We resolved to take harbour.
Defoe, Captain Singleton, p. 37.

To take land (more, less, too much, etc.) in plowing, to

increase, diminish, etc., the width of the furrow-slice:

said of the plow or the plowman. [Eng.]— TO take the
air. (c) To measure the flow of air for ventilating or



take
other uses in a duct or passage, (d) To receive the quan-
tity of air intended, or to deliver it : used more commonly
in the negative fonn of "not talcing the air," when the
apparatus is working poorly. Both t«nus are used specifi-

cally with regard to the operation of mines requiring arti-

ficial ventilation by fans or other devices?—TO taJie the
tack track, see •/i-nc*2.—To take np bees, to kill

bee.s, generallv with burning sulphur, to get the huney.
Stand. Diet.

take, H. 4. In pathoL, a successful inocula-
tion or vaccination. [Colloq.]
Ninety-eight per cent of " takeg."

Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903.

taker, ». 2. A cylinder on a wool-carding
machine for taking the fibers from the feed-
rolls to the main cylinder. Also called Ucker-in
or taker-in.

taker-in (ta'ker-in'), n. The cylinder, covered
with card-clothing, which takes the fibers of
wool or cotton from the feed-rolls to the main
cylinder, or drum, of a carding-machine ; a
taker.
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their upper portion is doubtful. The interior tallow-weed (tal'o-wed), n. A native forage
was usually a simple chamber, but sometimes
more complex. Their use is not known.
There are no true dolmens in Sardinia, where they are

replaced by the Nuraghi. abodes not of the dead but of
the living, though possibly modelled on long vanished
cromlech prototypes. To the same category belong the
so-called Tnlayotn, or " watch-towers " of the Balearic Is-
land.s, which date also from prehistoric times, and which
are genendly supposed to have been erected by the same
race that built the Sardinian Nuraghi.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 126.

Talbot's law, the Talbot-Plateau law. See

talbotype (tal'bo-tip), r. t.
; pret. and pp. tal-

botypcri, ppr. talbotyping. To produce (a pho-
tographic image) ci^ the surface of sensitized
paper according to the talbotype method
talboti/pe, n.

To talbot-ti/pe.— To produce a photographic image on
the surface of paper chemically prepared.

X. and Q., 9th ser., VIL 263.

The fibres of the lap sheet are combed or struck off talc-Cblorite (talk'kl6"rit), n. Ajl imperfectly
by the taker-in. and carded or combed aa they pass defined mineral from Traversella iu Piedmont
through the cardntg engine, when the fibres have been r\nni,,-y*ir,^ ;», 1n«»^ ;.rt..rn««„„i ^i * _ 1

carded, they are combed from the dotfer in a thin gauze-
OOCUiTlDg in large hexagonal plates, perhaps

like web, and adhere to one another with a gossamer-like 8. mixture Ot ripidohte and talc Also applied
attachment, whichholdstheflbrest^jgetherforthedrawing to another mineral in the same locality, per-
processes. Hannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 116. haps the same aS leuchtenbergite.

takin (ta'kin), n. [Native name.] A goat- talciumt (tal'si-um), n. [NL., < E. talc! An
like antelope, Budorcas taxwolor, related to early name for magnesium,
the Rocky Mountain goat, found at a high talel, «.- Canterbury tale, along and tedious tale or
altitude in the eastern Himalayas. story, a fable; a cock-and-bull story: from Chaucer's

takkag(tak'ag), H. A Siamese three-stringed "Canterbury Tales. X. E. D.

lute or guitar similar to the Burmese patola. talebraric (tal-e-brar'ik), a. Noting an acid,

takosis (ta-ko'sis), w. [For 'tek-n.fis, irreg. < 1 pale-yellow crystalline compound, contained

Gr. ri/Mw, melt, waste away, + -osis.] A con- '" the lichen Lfpraria latebrarum.

tagioiis disease of goats, characterized by "S'lontl, »

—

All the talents, a nickname gi->en to the

nnBtnia nml ranid ATnafiaHrm iiaiiallv toiTni British ministry in office in 18()«. which was conspicuousanemia ana rapia emaciation, usually termi-
f^^. itg^ant of a man of genius, while including those

nating fatally. possessedof "all the talents."

At last a disease has been found that will kill a goat talent^ (tal'ent), v. t. To »ndow with talents.
. . . The new disease is called "(ajtoirt*." This is a new fRare.l
name for a new disease. ti . r. i .» , , .^^ l ,. x.. t-

Kantai City Daily Timet. Oct, 26, 1903. i..^''"' S*"^"'^
Zeal wherewith he hath Employed in

" •' ^ his peculiar Opportunities, with which the Free Grace of

takyr (ta'kir), n. [Turki *takir, Chagatai Heaven hath J'afc»(ed him to do Good unto the Publick.

takir, < tak, smooth, plane.] In Turkestan, a ^- '"""''"•. Magnalia, iv. §, a
flat clayey tract covered with water in the taligrade (tal'i-grad), a. [L. talus, ankle, +
spring, but in the summer dry, with scant .'/'"''', vvalk.] Walking on the outer side of the
vegetation; a playa ; a sebka. foot- The ant-eaters walk thus with their fore

There are also wide spaces (tak<jr». nearly horizontal, ^2^^^' ^'''lo !-^^ extinct ground-sloths walked on
covered with clay, ui)on which water accumulates in the outer sides of their Iiind feet.
the spring; in the summer they are muddy flret, but talipedic (tal-i-ped'ik), a. [NL. tnlipes ( ped-)

+ -tc.
I t lubfootcd, as a person ; twisted and

distorted by club-foot, as a foot.

plant, Tetraneuris linearifoUa, of southern and
western Texas. It is a low composite with
narrow leaves and yellow heads, and springs
up in January, when other feed is scarce. Its
name is due to its remarkable fattening quality.
Tally* (tal'i), n. ; pi. Mlies {-iz). l(l)tali{an).'i
An Italian : as, the Tallies are working on the
railroad. Dialect Notes, II. vi. [Slang.]
tally-board (tal'i-bord), n. A smooth thin
board used by a scaler to record the number
or volume of logs.

tally-card (tal'i-kiird), n. Any card on which
a record is kept, especially of the scores in a
game or of the coups in banking-games.

See tallygalone (tal"i-ga-l6n'), n. [Also talley-
galaun, tallagallan : an aboriginal name.] A
fish of New South Wales, Myxus elongatus,
a genus of the family Mugilidse (the gray mul-
lets). Also called sand-mullet. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

tallying-maclline (tal'i-ing-ma-shen"), n. A
counting-machine used in counting or keeping
tally of the number of passengers entering a
boat, the number of parcels delivered or re-
ceived at a warehouse or freight-yard, etc. It
is held in the hand, a lever pressed by the
thumb causing the machine to register on a
dial the total number at each stroke of the lever.

tallyman, «. 5. In forestry, a man who re-
cords or tallies the measurements of logs as
they are called by the scaler.

tally-wag (tal'i-wag), n. 1. A common name
of Centropristes striatus, a serranoid fish found

kA/,

c

later quite dry. and merely ,

grow on their surface.
few Solanese and hushes

Eticyc. Brit., XXX. 15

tala2 (tii'la), n. [Native name.] An Argentine ., •„„ „
"^

-^
'"^-'"ot-

''^ " '°f; .^ ,^^ ,
tree of the elm family, Momisia pallidal yield- ^^X'ul^l?^B^^^^^^^i^r'^^Z'^^'4^^^^l
ing a valuable wood used for making tool calcaneocavus, acoml>iimti..n ,,f tjdipes cakmrcusnith
handles, casks, and barrels

talaeporild (tal-e-p6'ri-id), n. and a. 1. n. A
member of the lepidopterous family Talx-
poriidse.

H. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Talstporiidee.

talalgia (ta-lal'ji-a), n. [L. talus, heel, +
Gr. (i/.; or, pain.] tain in the heel.

talang (ta'lang), n. [Philippine name.] See
*m<iftolo.

talangtalang (ta-lang-ta'lang), ». [Philip-
pine iiairif'.] See *duguan.
talara (ta'la-ra), n. [Pol., also talera =:'Rnss.
talerU, < G. idler, thaler. See thaler, dollar.'i

A silver coin of Poland.
talaro (ta'la-ro), n. [It. talaro, < G. taler,

tlialer. See thaler, dollar.'] The designation
of the Maria Theresa dollar of 1780, which is,

or was, periodically restruek for the commerce
of the Levant
and Abys-
sinia.

Talavera pot-
tery. See
*liiitlfry.

talayot (ta-

lii'yot), n.

[Balearic] A
namegivenby
the natives of
the Balearic
Islands to
certain pre-
historic stone
towers found
in those is-

lands. These
towers are
round or
square with
slightly slop-
ing sides, but
they are in
such a ruined condition that the structure of

Oi " I- >-'lll III llll I 1' '11 Ml l-tlllJU-B (. JI

talipes cavua.— Talipes CalcaneOVarUS, a conibination
of talipes calcaneus with talipes .viiriis.— Talipes
eanlnocavus, a cuintiinatinn of talipes etjuiiius with
talipes cavus.— Talipes equlnovalgus, a combinatic.n . ,

.-

of talipes equinus with talipes valgu.K.— Talipes plan- talOUlC (ta-lon ik),

tarla, a fonn of talipes cavus in which flexion of the foot "

is markedly restricted.— Talipes planus, tiaffoot ; a
condition in which the arch of the f<«it is broken down.

Tally-wa^ iCentrofrisles striatus).

(From Bulletin 47. \J. S. Nat. Mus.)

on the Atlantic coast of the United States.— 2.
A fish, Centropristes ocyurus, of the Gulf of
Mexico. Jordan and Evermann, Amer. Food
and Game Fishes, p. 397.

Talma's disease. See *disease.

talofibular (ta-Io-fib'u-liir), «. [talus + fibula
+ -«»•'.] Relating to tte astragalus and the
fibula: noting a ligament.

— Talipes valKOcavus, a combination ot talipes valgus
with talipes cavils.— Talipes varocavus, a combination
of talipes varus with talipes cavus.

talipomanus (tar'i-pom'a-nus), n. [NL.,
irreg. < talipes + manus, hand.] Club-hand

;

a deformity of the hand analogous to club-foot.

Talismania (tal-is-mil'ni-a), n. [NL., < E.
tfili.iman.'] A genus of deep-sea fishes ot the
family Alepocephalidse.

tallant (tal'ant), n. The upper part of a
rudder.

[A metathesis of
(ga)la(c)tonic.'\ Noting an acid, a colorless
levorotatory crystalline compound, CcHjoO^,
prepared by the acti«n of pyridine on galac-
tonic acid.

talonid (tal'on-id), n. [talon + -id^.} The
shelf-like heel developed at the posterior part
of the crown of the lower molar teeth of mam-
mals. An analogous structure occurs in the
premolars. The talonid is least modified and
may be most readily recognized in the lower
molar of carnivorous and insectivorous mam-
mals. The homologous structure in the upper
teeth is called the talon.

Vertical and horizontal crosS'tections
of a talayot.

-*, S, entrance gallery: C, C, interior
crypt : D, central pillar.

tall-boy, n. 2. Another name for a high-boy, a talus-glacier (ta'lus-gla'shi<;r), n. A bodv of
liigh chest of drawers. See htijh-boy, 2. loose debris that sometimes assumes a sort of
Tallerman treatment. Hee *treatment. glow flowing motion on a steep mountain-
talhngite (tal ing-it), J^. [Named after E. giope. Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geoh, 1.221.
J'l h»<l, who collected it.] A hydrated copper talus-slope (ta'lus-slop), n. The slope formed
eliloricl occurring in bnght-blue incrustations: by the talus or broken and fallen rock which
foiinii 11) Cornwall, England gathers at the foot of a cliff and produces a

tallocnlor (tal o-klor), «. The green coloring- surfaceof high inclination. Gejl-ie, Text-book
matter of Iceland moss, Vetraria Islandira. of Geology p. 52.

tallow, H.-Bomeo tallow, a solid fat obtained in tam (tam), '«. [Abbrev. of tam-o'-shanter.l A
Borneo from any one of several species of trees belong- u„:i. „_ „ ' ,„u A„ j „„ r„ j „ . -ti,
Ing to the family VipterocarpaeeJ, „^iK-ciMy chorea ap. ^nit or crocheted cap for outdoor wear, vvitll-

tera and Imptera Ilorneenmn. It is used by the natives Out a brim and usually with a ball or tuft of
for ciKiking faml is exported to Europe for lubricating wool in the center of the crown : sometimes

!ii'J!ii'*'»-7i'^'^'°l?®
tallow. See iT.KtnWf '"«»«•.- imitated in straw or cloth. Stie tam-o'-shanter.

Plney tallow, see ;3i/i.vi.— Whale tallow, the still m„_, . , , • t t i

soft nia.s9 of imperfectly purified spermaceti obtained by l»ni. An auuieviatlon 01 Jamu.
the first pressing of the head matter from the cachelot tamacoari (ta-mii-ko-ii-re'), n. [Tupi tama-
whale. cuiiri, tamacoarec.] In northern South Amer-

tallow-cup, n. Tallow is much leas used for lubrica- ica, Curoipu fasciculata, a forest-tree of
tioii tliaii before the use of mineral oils became general. --

A gotdct-shaped cup of cast-brass, with a cock in the part
corresiMfiiding to the goblet-stem, was screwed into the
cylinder-cover. When steam was shut off, and the engine
running by it« inertia, the cock conhl be opened, and on
the aspinitton stri>kc of the piston the iiresaure below the
cock would be enough less than that of the atmosphere
to cause the latter Ut press the tallow, softened by heat,
down into the cylinder. In coiulensiiig-engincsthe lubri-
cation could be done when the engine liad steam <»n. pro-
vided the cock was opened on the exhaust stroke on that
side of the piston.

British Guiana and the upper Amazon belong-
ing to the family Chi-naceae, with glossy
feather-veined leaves and clusters of fragrant
white flowers. It yields the tamacoari *bal-
sani (which see).

tamal (fa-miir), K.; pi. tamales (ta-ma'las,

E. pron. ta-mii'liz). [Sp. Mex. and Cuban
taniiil (pi. tamales), < Carib taumali, taovinli,

the inner parts of a crab, or any piquant meat



tamal

or sauce (1666, Davies); see tomalley.'} A
Mexican dish made of Indian corn and meat,
seasoned with red peppers, wrapped in husks
and roasted or steamed.
tamanous, «. See *tamanowus.
tamanOWOS (ta-ma' no-wus), Ji. [Also
tamahnoirus, tamanous; Chinook jargon,
< Chinook Indian itamanoas, supernatural
power.] Among the Chinook and other In-

dians of WashMigten and British Columbia, a
supernatural spirit or power; the power of

the medicine-man; magic.
tamarao, n. Same as *tamarau.
tamarau (tim-a-rou'), « [Phil.] A small wild
buffalo, Bos mindorensis, found in the island
of Mindoro, Philippines. Also tamarao.

Tamaricaceae (tam'a-ri-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Liudley, 1836), <" Tamari'x (Tamarie-) +
-ace«.'\

' A family of dicotyledonous chori-

petalous plants of the order Bypericales, the

tamarisk family, typified by the genus Tam-
arix (which see) and the order Tamariscineie.

tamariscineous (tam'a-ri-sin'f-us), a. [NL.
T'.iinariscine(fe) + -o«s.] Belonging or per-

tjiiiiiug to the Tamariscineee.

tamarite (tam'a-rit), «. [Cornish Tamar, a
river so named in Huel Tamar, ' Tamar mine,'

a locality in Cornwall.] A mineral occurring
in green rhombohedral crystals in Cornwall,
Saxony, and Hungary, a hydrated basic cop-
per arseniate. Also known as chaleojihi/llitc.

tamas (ta'mas), «. [Skt. tdmas, darkness:
see tenebrse.f In Hindu pliilos., darkness, as
one of the three gunas, or fundamental qual-
ities incident to creation.

Tamashek (tam'a-shek), 71. The Hamitic
languages of the Sahara or Mauietania.
Keane, Ethnology, p. 384.

tambaroora (tam-ba-ro'ra), n. In Queensland,
a game played with dice for a pool into which
each player puts a sum agreed upon. Gener-
ally known as " A shilling in and the winner
shouts." E. E. Morris, Austral English.
The exciting game of tambaroora. . . . Each man of a

party throws a shilling, or whatever sum may be mutu-
ally agreed upon, into a hat. Dice are then produced,
and eaeh man takes three throws. The Nut who throws
l^jl^est keeps the whole of the subscribed capital, and
dmof it pays for the drinks of the rest.

A. J. Boyd, Old Colonials, p. 63, quoted by E. E. Morris,
[Austral English.

tambo^ (tam'bo), n. [Peruvian Sp., < Quichua
tampu.~\ A building along the wayside for the
useof travelers, sometimesfurnishingbothfood
and shelter, but usually only shelter. [Peru.]
One uf the most interesting topics of study is the trails

along which the seasonal and annual migration of tribes

occurred, becoming in Peru the paved road, with suspen-
sion bridges and wayside inns or lambos.

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 377.

tambo^ (tam'bo), n. Short for tambourine:
referring to an end-man in a negro minstrel-
show who plays on that instrument.
tambour, n. 6. An instrument for recording
pulsations, eonsistingof a membrane stretched
over a drum-like cylinder, or a ring, to which
is attached a recording-needle.
The respiratory movements were recorded by the tam-

Ixfur method ; two taynbourg . . -. were strapped to the
animal's chest

Philas. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1899, ser. B, p. 223.

Marey'B tambour, in phygiot. and exper. pgyehol., an
auxiliary recording-instrument implying the use of the
graphic method with air-transmission. The tambour
consists essentially of a very shallow metal funnel, the
mouth of which is closed by a thin and tightly stretched
sheet of rubber, while its smaller end is connected by
thick-walled rubber tubing to a sphygmograph, dynamo-
graph, pneumograph, plethysmograph, or the like. A
li^^ht disk of metal, cemented to the rubber sheeting,
carries a writing-lever, which is applied to the smoked
surface of a kymograph drum. The whole recording sys-

tem thus consists of an air column contained in a rigid
tube which is bounded at both ends by elastic rubber
membranes. A push upon the membrane of the particular
instrument in use (sphygmograph, etc.) means a cor-
responding push
upon the mem-
brane of the
tambour and a
consequent rise of

the writing-lever,
which accordingly
traces a pulse-
curve, strength-
curve, breathing-
curve, etc., as the
drum revolves.

—

Tambour writ-
ing-table, the
name given by
Hepplewhite to
the roll-top desk,
invented in France
about 1750.

tambourine, «.

Writiiigr-tal»le.

A parchment-covered
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racket, resembling a battledore, with which
the ball is thrown in the game of *tamburello
(which see).

tamburello (tam-bij-rel'6), n. [It., a small
drum.] A game of lawn-tennis played with
tambourines or parchment-covered rackets
resembling battledores. N. and Q., 9th ser.,

XII. 434.

tamis-bird (tam'is-b^rd), »!. [So called in
allusion to the netted appearance of the bird's

plumage: see tamis.l An English name for
the guinea-fowl, Numida meleagris.

tamlung (tam'lung), n. [Siamese tamlung,
ta'tnleung.] A Siamese gold coin on which is

stamped the picture of a pagoda, equivalent
to 4ticals or about $1.12 in United States gold.

Tam o'Shanter jug. See *jugi.

tampicin (tam'pi-sin), n. [Tampico + -!«2.]

A resinous glucoside, C34H54O14, contained
in Tampieo jalap, the root of Jpomsea simu-
Uins, from Mexico. It melts at 130° C.
tamping-bar, «. 2. A long iron bar for press-
ing or tamping the ballast under the ties of a
railway-track. It has a heavy square flat head
set at an angle on a curved stem and a pointed
top or handle.
tamping-pick (tam'ping-pik), n. A track-
layers' pick which has one arm finished like
the end of a tamping-bar. See *tamping-bar.
tampon, ".—Tracheal tampon, an inflatable rubber
bag surrounding a tracheotomy-tube, used to occlude the
trachea and so prevent the entrance of blood in operations
on the mouth or upper air-passages.

tamure (tam'o-ra), «. [Maori.] A New Zea-
land fish, the *sehnapper (which see).

Tamworth (tam'werth), n. An English breed
of pigs, having long legs and skull and a deep
body. The general color is red, with some
darker spots. Named from a town in Stafford-
shire where the breed originated.

tan^. M. 1. The term is often used to mean spent bark
whicn has served for the manufacture of leather and is

spread over streets to deaden the sound of vehicles, or
over the floor of a riding-school or circus to diminish the
danger of falls, or applied to clay land as a loosening ma-
terial. It is also commonly used as fuel in tanneries.

tan^ (tan), «. [Chin, tan, a large earthen jar
capable of holding a picul.] A Chinese unit
of weight, a pio«l; equal to 133^ pounds avoir-
dupois.

tan'' (tan), n. [Jap.] A Japanese measure of
surface, equal to .245 of an acre. Bering,
Conversion Tables, p. 44.

tanacetin (tan-as'e-tin), n. [NL. tanacetum,
tansy, + -iw^.] A bitter amorphous com-
pound, CJ1H16O4, contained in the leaves and
flowers of the tansy, Tanacetum vulgare.

tanacstone (tan-as'e-ton), n. [NL. tanacetum,
tansy, + -one.] A colorless dextrorotatory

/CH.CHax
liquid,CH3CH( ' ACCH(CH3)2(f ), con-

XcO.CHa/
tained in the essential oils of tansy, absinthe,
thuja, and sage. It boils at 203° C. Also
called thujone.

Tanach, «. Same as *TarMh.
tanagO (ta'na-go), n. [Japanese name.] The
surf-fish of Japan, Ditrema temminckii, of the
family Embiotocidee.

Tanagraean (tan-a-gre'an), a. Same as *Tan-
agrine^.

Tanagrine^ (tan'a-grin), a. ITanagra, in an-
cient Boeotia, + -j«e2.] Of or pertaining to
Tanagra in ancient Boeotia : usually applied
to Greek terra-cotta figurines of which the
most notable have been found in excavations
on the site of Tanagra. See cut at Tanagra
figurine under Jigurine.

llanak, Tanacb (ta'nak), n. The common
name of the Hebrew Old Testament. The
word is formed, with assistant vowels, from
the Hebrew initial consonants of the names
of the three divisions of the Old Testament,
namely, Torah, the law (the Pentateuch), Ne-
biim, the prophets, and Ketubim, writings
(Hagiographa).
tanana (ta-na-na'), H. [S. Amer.] A native
name of a singing grasshopper in the valley
of the Amazon. Cambridge Nat. Hist., V. 319.

tancbord (tan'kord), a. [tan(gent) + chord.}
Consisting of or relating to a tangent and a
chord Tanchord angle. See iranffles.

Tancredia (tan-kre'di-ii), n. [NL.] A genus
of teleodesmacean pelecypods with small Do-
nax-like shells which are obliquely truncated
posteriorly and attenuated anteriorly: found
in the Triassie, Jurassic, and Cretaceous for-

mations.

tanglefoot

tandan (tan'dan), H.

lian.] A catfish (see
Copidoglanis tandanus.
English.

tandem, n in tandem.

[Aboriginal Austra-
*catfish, 1) or eelflsh,

E. E. Morris, Austral

(a) One behind the other.
(b) In elect., in series. Klectrocheia. Jndugtry, April,
1904, p. 134.— Tandem cart, a dog-cart.— Tandem
play, in foot. ball, a jilay in which a iilayer running with
the Dall is guarded in front or behind, or both, by players
of his own side.

ta^dem-COmpound (tau'd^m-kopa'pound), a.

Noting a form of compound engine in which
the cylinders are in line so that the pistons
are fastened to one piston-rod. When the
axis of the cylinders is vertical this arrange-
ment is often called steeple-compound.

tang^, n. 1. (rt) (2) In paleon., the stem of an arrow-
head which is inserted into the shaft.

tang^, n— Black tajlg, one of the brown seaweeds,
Fucug vegiculogug.

tang^ (tang), n. [Origin undetermined.] A
fish belonging to the family Teuthididse,

Tcuthis hcpatus, of the West Indian fauna.

—

Blue tang, a species of tang or surgeon-fish, Teuthig
cteruteug, common from Key West to Bahia. diltering
from the others in its bright-blue color. —Ocean tailg,
a common name of Teuthis bahianug, a fl&h of the West
Indian fauna.

tanga (tan'ga), n. [Pg. tanga, Turki tanga,
Marathi tank, etc., < Skt. taiika, a weight (of

silver), a stamped coin.] A current coin of

Portuguese India, equal to 60 reis and one
tenth of a rupee, eqidvalent to 2.03 United
States cents.

tang-chisel (tang'ehiz"el), «. Any chisel in

which the tang of the blade is di-iven into the
handle.

tangelo (tan'je-lo), n. [tang(erine) + {pom)-
elo.} A class of hybrids of the tangerine
orange and the grape-fruit or pomelo. At
least three of these hybrids have been secured
by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture.

tangent, n. 3. (b) One of the keys or finger-

levers of the hurdy-gurdy.— 4. In railroading.

a straight piece of track beginning and ending
at a curve.- Cuspidal tangent, the tangentatacusp
of a plane curve.— Hyperbolic tangent, liytan x =

tanh X = ?-5^.— Logarithmic tangent, the loga-
.,,^+e~x

rithm of tBe natural tangent. Often, to avoid negative
characteristics, the characteristic of the logarithm is

printed 10 t«o large.— Tangent beilance. ('') .Same as
tangent i^airaMOjne^er.-Tangent scale, (b) In phys.,

a scale graduated to read tangents of the angles of de-
flection of a galvanometer or similar instrument.

—

Tangent screw. ('>) See •kscreiv'^.

tangential, a. 3. In geoZ., specifically applied
to strains in the earth's crust which are ap-
plied in a direction tangential to its surface.

A study of the general structure shows a differential

yielding of the strata at this point to the tangential
stresses that produced the deformation of the Appalachian
province. Science, June 3, 19(H, p. 856.

tangentometer (tan-jen-tom'e-tfer), »i. [^tan-

gent + -o- -I- Gr. uirpov, measure.] A simple
mechanical device for the approximate mea-
surement of tangents and other trigonometric
functions. Nature, Dec. 12, 1907.

tanghinin (tan'gi-nin), n. [tanghin + -tn^.]

The active principle, in crystalline form, of

tanghin (which see), the judicial poison of the
Malagasies. Its analysis leads to the formula
C27H4oOg. It produces the effects of a cardiac

poison of the same class with ouabain and
strophanthin.

tangi (tan'gi), M. [Maori tangi, cry, lament.]
A Maori dirge or lamentation.

Perhaps some old woman did 'a quiet tangi over his

grave.

J. L. Campbell, Poenamo, p. 191, quoted in E. E.
[Morrig, Austral English.

Tangible point, writing. See *point^, 31,

*point sijstem, Aud*poinl-writing.

tanginin, «. See *tanghinin.

tangle-bar (tang'gl-bar), «. An apparatus
made up of a series of hempen swabs attached
to a bar, used in exploring the sea-bottom,
and drawn over it by the movement of the

vessel. The hemp-fibers entangle in them
samples of the bottom growths.

The tangle-bar. to sweep over rocky bottoms on which
the other instruments would foul and often be loet It is

in effect a series of long swabs that will entangle in it«

hempen fibers almost anything from coral rock to fishes.

It is probably the most effective all-around instrument for

general work, and the least likely to fail or be lost. We
found it invaluable in West Indian waters of moderate
depths. Science, May 31, 1901, p. S43.

tangle-blade (tang'gl-blad), n. In bot., same
as tangle^, 1.

tanglefoot, >'.. 2. Same as *bauera, 2-
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tanglement (tang'gl-ment), H. An entangle- in which a fire is kept to prevent the water in
ment: the act of tangling or entangling; the the tank from freezing, while icing logging-
knot or mixture of things thus tangled. roads in extremely cold weather.

tanh. An abbreviation »f hyperboHc tangent, tanking, n. 2. The act of hauling water in a
tank to ice a logging-road.See *tank*.

tania (ta'ne-a), n
nur.

taniwha (ta'ne-hwa), n.

Samoan tanifa = Fijian, a
mythical Maori monster

[Native name.] See ian-

[Maori tanitrha =
large shark.] A
of some kind.

tank-liquor (tangk'lik"or), «. The first crude
solution of carbonate of soda obtained by
leaching in tanks the ' black ash ' of the Le-
blane process tor making soda from common
salt

tanolin
piCTients the other. Flemminij, Practical Tanning, p. 7a— Electric tannagre, treatment by an astringent liquor
in connection with an electric current which hastens the
process.— Union tannage, tannage by the use of a mix-
ture of hemlock and oak bark. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 34.

tannal

Xee''fish\7hTdX°aslecf''°'''''"''''^'''
tank-plate (tangk'plat), n. 1. A form ofa Huge nsb ot nmeous aspect.
cast-iron plate used in building up sectional

tank', n. 4. In glass-mimuf., same as tank-
furnace (which see, under /M/'fmce).— 5. The
stomach. [Slang.]

1 ain't no bloomin' Camomile [camel] ... to tap me
tank (stomach).

Sir Gilbert Parker, Donovan Pasha, p. 33a

HcGlashan'S ballast-tank, an arrangement of side
water-halljist tanks, named after the inventor, which ex-
tend about half the length amidships, and are formed
by the extension of the inner iMjttom plating to a con-
sidenihle height on the sides of the vessel.— Mclntyre
tank, in inm nhip-buildiwj, a system of construction of
a douhle iKjttom or ballast-tank adopted in early iron ves-
sels and still sometimes used in small vessels ; named
from its designer. In this system the onlinary frame
floors are retained and the side keelsons above the floors
are increjised in height and number so as to form fore
and aft girders, t<j the upper flanges of which the tank-
top, eiiuivak'nt to the inner bottom plating, is riveted.— tank-mnnpr ftanffk'nin''pv> n
Septic tank, a tank, usually built of brickwork, prff irii„„ r,„™2 fjj „„V' ?
mas..,irv. or cnncret«, and large enough to hold some- f*? Indian name for one of

(tan ' al), n. [tann-ic + -a73.] A
trade-name of a basic aluminium tannate,
Al2(OH)4(Ci4H9O9).2.10H2O. It forms a
brownish yellow powder and is used in surgery
for dusting wounds.— SolnWe tannal, a trade-
name of a compound prepared by dissolving tannal in tar-
taric acid : used medicinally,

plate used" in building up sectional tannalbin (tan'al-bin), n. [tann-in + alb(u-
tanks for holding water. The plates are thin, ""») + -"'2.] Alight brown odorless and
and are east with stiffening ribs and with tasteless powder obtained by precipitating a
flanges, by which latter they are bolted to- solution of egg-albumin with a solution of
gether to form the sides and bottom. The tannin, and washing and drying the preeipi-
plates may be of greater thickness and with t^t^ ' ^s^<\ as an intestinal astringent,
more massive ribs where higher pressures are tannaspidic (tan-as-pid'ik), a. [tonn(tc) -^

to be withstood, as in the bottom layers of ^spid{iiwi) + -ic.'} Noting a tannic acid which
deep tanks.— 2. An inferior grade of wrought- vras formerly supposed to exist in the male
iron plates, intended for use in tanks for f^™-
water, oil, or similar liquids which are not to tannate, «— Iron tannate, a tannate which occurs
be exposed to heat or to high pressure. This

""'"'
'"^V"

B""'"'^ '" common writing-ink. The iron is--'--•• -• . . .
.P f. *'"» generally present in both the ferrous and ferric states of

combination.

Tanne graywacke. [Tanne, name of a town
in the Harz Mountains.] In geol., a member
of the Lower Silurian series of the Harz Moun-
tains of Gei-manv.

quality should not be used for boilers. Less care is used
in the selection of the stock and in its manufacture by
faggoting and rolling, less frequent re-rollings are called
for. so that the cinder is less completely expelled, and
the thorough welding of the layers is less certain.

A common
and large enough to hold some-

thing like .^.ixio galltms. in which sewage is allowed to
undergo putrefactive femieiitation under the influence of
anaerobic bacteria, a large part of the organic matter
present t)eing thus destroyed in the course of a day or
two, and tiie remaining liquid prepared fur further puri-
fication by flltration.

The '-Meplie tank-system" was devised by Cameron of
Exeter in 1896. It consists in providing ... a closed
chamber or tank through which the sewage passes and in
which the organic matters in the sewage are brought iuV>
solution by anaerobic organisms.

Eneye. Brit., XXIX. 379.

Water-tempering and -measuring tank, a device
use<l in bukcries, generally attached to the wall near a
dough-mi xt-r. by which wat^^r can be measured and heated
to any degree frtr use in the mixer.

_ J , . ,
the jacanas, tannenite (tan'e-nit), n. [G. TannenCbamn) +

nyctrophasianiis chirurgm, which frequents -ite^.] A mineral found at the Tannenbaum
the 'tanks 'or reservoirs. Mines in Saxony and at some other locali-
tank-ship (tangk'ship), «. Same as *tank- ties, a bismuth and copper sulphid. Also
i-f.isel. known as emplectitc.

tank-Station (tangk'sta'shon),,, A stopping- '^o^^r'wL.'fS thrpe/t^^^iheT™''
'' """""'' "

place on a railroad, pro\aded with a tank for tannereram aan'Ar i^rnm^
supplying locomotives with water. It is often

^*°°ergram (tan er-gram),

detached from a regular way-station and out-
side the yard limits. [U. S.]

tank-steamer (tangk'ste'mfer), w. A tank-
Tessel propelled by steam. See *tank-vessel.

Oil from Baku, which was sent by tank-ileamer on the
Caspian to Petrovsk. Gevij. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 366.

«. [tanner^ +
a telegram : so

tankl, r. Jl. intrans. To fill up (with liquor); tank-toggle (tangk'tog'l), n. A device for
hence, to be drunk: usually with up. [Slang.] lifting tanks or other similar vessels in which
..^'''rr'?'''' *^""''?i''^*.'^.'^.l'"?'' i>«ln [with the bottlel to is a hole of a diameter less than that of the

_ tank, and where it is sought to avoid the use

tank^
" '"

gram.] In New Zealand, _^ . __
called on the reduction of the price to six-
pence (a 'tanner') for twelve words. E. E.
Morris. See the extract. [Slang.]
TannerrjramB is the somewhat apt designation which

the new sixpenny telegrams have been christened in com-
mercial vernacular.
Oamaru Mail, June 13, 1896, qucted in E. E. Morris,

(Austral English.

tannigen (tan'i-jen), n. [tanni(n) + -gen.'i
A trade-name of acetyl-tannin, a yellowish-
gray powder without smell or taste, used me-

-aui.^. An oral abbreviation for hyperbolic gLt?fhln thegrlt^st dto^tfwfhe*^^^^^ '^'""''"i^'
"% .»" astringent remedy by both

*tangent (which see), being an accommodated it should be more than twice) is attached at or near its
external and internal application

pronunciation of the written abbreviation
tanh.

tankage, n. 3. The undissolved solids which
settle to the bottom of the tank in which ani-
mal garbage is boiled with water, the grease
being removed by skimming and the tank-
water drawn off. (See*tanA--!ra?er.) Tankage
is used in the manufacture of mixed fertilizers.

middle point to ahotik or chain. It can be inserted into Tannin COlor
the hole by making the bar nearly parallel to the chain.

Same as basic *color.

and the tank can be safely

tank-valve (tangk'valv), «. l. a valve ad-
mitting liquid to a tank.— 2. A valve in the
bottom or side of a tank by opening which the
tank can be emptied ; specifically, the valve
in a railway water-tank for supplying loco-

Tank water, a« is well known, i» a by-product of render- motive-tenders by which the supply to the
Ing establishments produced in cooking, under pressure, drop-pipe is controlled.

tank-VeSSQl, «. The interior structure is made up of
water-tight transverse and longitudinal bulkheads ar-
ranged to form a number of compartments or tanks in

the scraps of meata, bone, sinews, lungs, intestines, and
other nitnjgenous matter containing more or less fat

;

such cooking being continued for several hours, until the
Bubfltances in the tank are decomposed to a great extent
and the fat liberated. A large part of the nitrogenous
matter remains in solution in the liquid produced from
the solids introduced into the tank and from the con-
densed steam. The fata rise |to the surface, while the
undissolved matter, U> a great extent, settles to the bot-
torn of the tank. The liquid lying between the fat and
the solids, or " tankage,' in the bottom of the tank is

known as "tank water."

g uie oar neany parallel to tne chain, +„__i„„ „ „ ., ^, ^
but when released it falls at right angles across the hole canning, n— Combination tanning, tanning by the

e safely hoisted. ' ""' "' " combination tannage. Sadtler, Handbook of
Indust Chem., p. 331.— Mineral tanning, the manufac-
ture of leather from skins by treating them with certaio
metallic salts, principally those of aluminium and chro-
mium.— Still tanning, tanning in which the skins
are allowed to remain quiet instead of being agitateil by
paddles. Still tanning makes plumper leather. Flem-
ming. Practical Tanning, p. 299.— Tanning extracts,
concentrated preparations manufactured on a large scale
for tanners' use by treatment, with water, of various
kinds of bark or other vegetable materials containing
tannin, removing the woody fiber or other inert solid
matter, and evaporating the infusion or decoction to dry-
ness or to the condition of a thick paste. Catechu is a
pnxluct of this kind, and hemlcjck-bark extract, chestnut-

- bark extract, and others are extensively used.
andopening into thetanka are*expansion-trunk8(which anTiinir Hr-niri ^to..';n« /I.«,™\ ., A i

see). The fluid is pumped into and out of the tanks by a
^anning-ttTOm (tan ing-drum), n. A revolv-

system of pipes and steam-pumps. In tank-steamers the '"8 OTum or wheel in which hides or skins are
tanned. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p.
221

which oil, molasses, or otherfluidscan be carried in bulk.
The top of the tanks is a water-tight deck, above which

machinery and boiler* are separated from the oil tank-
compartments by a colfer-dam formed by two complete
transverse bulkheads about 4 feet apart, which is fre-
quently filled with water. Also colloquially called tanker. tannite (tan'it), n. [tann(in) + -»«e2.] a.

general name applied to compounds of metals
with tannins.

Cemut Bulletin 190^ June 16, 1902, p. 13.

tank-boiler (tangk'boi'l^r), n. A type of tank-waste (tangk'wast), n. Same as *al-

mariup boiler in England in which the water ^*" ,"'''' +,„„„*.«,™ /* /- «a n r. , ^ . ,
and .steam were contained in a single large tank-water (tangk'wa't^r), n. The water **^°,"?9'^? Ji*^,?'*?"?)' «•. [«<">"(»«) + for-

enveloping shell of cylindrical shape or of a containing solid matter in solution which is
^(aMchyae).] Methylene ditannin, a loose

shape derived from the cylinder. The name obtained on boiling meat scraps, slaughter- reddisn powder obtained by the condensation

was used to distinguish this type from the house offal, and mixed city garbage contain- <>t gallotanme acid and formaldehyde. It is a
sectional or coil types, made up of tube units i"K 8"<:h materials, the melted grease being austing-powUer and intestinal astringent.

skimmed off from the surface and the undis- t^iuiol (tan'ol), n. [lann{in) + -ol.'[ A com-of small diameter.

tank-condnctor (tangk'kon-duk-'tor), M. A
person who has charge of the crew which
operates a sprinkler or tank, and who regu-
lates the flow of water, in icing logging-roads.

tank-epiphyte (tangk'ep'i-fit), n. See *e/)i-
phyte. 1.

tanker (tang'k^r), n. Same as *tank-vessel.

tank-head (tangk'hed), «. The end of a ves-
sel i»ed as a tank. When such tanks are
cylindrical and must withstand pressure, the
tank-head is often convex on one end and eon-
cave on the other. The convex end offers no tannage, »i— Chrome tannage, a method of man ufac-

tendency to deform under pressure, and the
",'"n«.l>'«"'er by tawing the skins with a solution of a

solved solids allowed to deposit at the bottom
of the tank. The residue left on evaporating
tank-water is called slick. See *stick^, 4, and
*tankage, 3.

The liquid lying between the fat and the solids, or
" tankage, " in the bott<jni of the tank is known as "tank
water. " After the fat has been skimmed off, the water is
drawn off from the tankage and disposed of in various
ways. This tank irater was for many years discharged
Into the sewers, although it is known to contain valuable
nitrogenous matter, and even at the present day it is thus tannOSal (tau'6-sal), n

bining form used in organic chemistry to in-
dicate a relationship to tannin Asaieslnol
tannol. Same as -tragaresinotannoi.

tannopin (tan '6 -pin), n. [tann(in) +
op{ium){1) -I- -i«2.] A brown slightly hygro-
scopic powder obtained by the condensation
of tannin with hexamethylene-tetramine:
used as an intestinal astringent and disin-
fectant.

disposed of in almost all houses of small capacity.
.Set. Amtr. Sup., Nov. 22, 1902, p. 22479.

concave end can be more readily riveted or
welded in place to close the vessel up.

tank-heater (tangk'he-t^r), n. A sheet-iron
cylinder extending through a tank or sprinkler,

chromium salt, most commonly potassium bichromate,
sometimes chrome-alum, along with common salt and a
mineral acid, followed by exposure to the reducing action
of a sulphurous acid bath. C. T. Dnvia, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 2H2— Combination tannage, a tannage
made of two or more tanning.liquors, in which one aup-

[tenn(»») -I- -ose +
-a/3.] Same as *creosal.

tannose (tan'os), n. Itanni(n) + -ose, for -osis.
implying disease.] An abnormal or diseased
condition of certain plants characterized b:t
an excessive production of tannin.

tanolin (tan'o-lin), w. A trade-name for a
preparation, containing the chlorids of chro-
mium and sodium, used in miueTal tanning.
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A tape-siz-

Motor field rheostats of very high resistances and large

taper in ampere capacity have become standard.
Jilect. World and Enijin., Keb. Is, 1905, p. 357.

tanque

tanque (tan'ka), n. [Amer. Sp., = Pg. tanque, tape-machine (tap'marshen'), n

a pool, pond, tank. See tawA.i.] A small iiig machine,

pool or pond; also, a tank or large trough.

The entire group at Costa Rica in 18SH were on good
behavior. . They came to the tanque, usually in

groups, rarelv alone, always alert.

An. Hep. Bur. Amer Ethnol., 1S96-96, p. 155.

Tantalid (tan'ta-lid), Ji. [Gr. Tavrn/.HSw, son tape-sizer (tap-si"zer), «. One who attends a
of Tantalus.] In Gr. myth., a descendant of tape-sizing machine. Webb, Indust. Democ-
Tantalus, especially his son Pelops. j-acy, II. 478.

The Greek legend, was tliat the Tantalid Pelops came tapestry, » Beauvals tapestry, tapestry made at

over from his l.vdian fatherland to Greece. the royal factory in Beauvair, France, which was estab-

L. .1/. .V'ilchell, Hist, of Ancient Sculpture, p. 154. iisi,ed by Louis XIV. in IWM, soon after the Gobelins in

i i T a -J /t '/t 1- flx';; ,.i^\ n Tfnn Paris. Beauvais tapestry is made by the basse-lisse

tantalofluonde (tan'ta-lo-flo o-rid), n. [ton-
„,^.„„„, g^^ taMe-K«/e. - Tapestry school. See

till Hill + fluoride.'] Same as *lluota7ttalate. HKehuon.

tantalum,'! Knowledge of this metal has been much tapSStry-beetle (tap'e8-tri-be"tl), n. A COS-

incre:ised by recent research. Brought to the elementary juonolitan beetle, Attaqenus niceUS, of the fam-
stateby heating together siKlium and an alkalmet,-intalo- t^

fluoride and fused in an electric funiace, it appears as a

solid of grayish-white color and metallic luster, like plat-

inum, of specific gravity latM. It combines in a most

remarkable way intense baldness with a high degree of

ductility, so that it can be drawn into wire .05 millimeters

in diameter having a resisting tensile stress ranging up

to 93 kilos., or for fine wire 160 or 160 kilos., per square

millimeter before breaking. It melts at 2.250-2,300° C,

resists all the ordiiniry acids and alkaline solutions, is at-

tacked by hydrofluoric acid and by fused caustic alka-

lis, and as thin wire bums, when heated in oxygen, with

a bright whit« light.

Henri Moissan has succeeded in reducing tantalum

acid in the electric furnace with powdered carbon and

has obtained tantalum in a fused state. Hitherto the

metal had been known only as a more or less pure powder

with a density of 10.50. The electrical proiiuct has a

brilliant metallic appearance, and a density of 12.79. It

is very hard, easily scratching glass and quartz, has a

crystiilline fracture, and is infusible in the oxyhydrogen

blowpipe. Certain reactions class it with the metalloids

rather than with the metals proper.
Set. Amer , Sept 19, 1903, p. 203.

Tantalus, ». 2. U- «] ^ case containing

decanters. It is locked so that the decanters

are in plain sight, yet the contents cannot be

removed without the owner's key.

tapl, «. 5. A tanners' pit, usually sunk below
the surface of the tan-yard, in which bark is

extracted with water and the process of tan-

ning is carried out. Also called leach or latch.

— 6. The hole bored and threaded in a street-

main of a water-TTorks system, so that the

service-pipe of the customer may be connected

thereto.— 7. In elect., a branch line which
taps the main circuit so as to divert a portion

of the current ; a shunt.

It sometimes occui-s that there is additional resistance

at a: = o, due to protective coils or lamps in the battery

taps. Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 6, 1904, p. 203.

Arents tap, an arrangement for drawing molten lead

out of the crucible of a shaft-furnace. It is a channel

running from the lowest part of the crucible wall inside

to the top on the outside, where it is enlarged into a

basin from which the lead is ladled into molds without

, disturbing the furnace. Also called siphon-tap.— TSiV-

Sized hole. See Irholel.

tapl, '•• t- 4. To cut an internal screw-thread

in with a screw-cutting tool, hob, or tap : as,

to tap a nut or a hole.— 5. In elect, to divert

tar

long, worn by Tagalog and other Filipino
womenwrapped around the waist over t he saya.

taner2 n 2. A sradual decrease of power or tapper'-', «• (c) a hammer for striking a bell or chime.
*^ *^ ,

o
((/) A device for restoring a coherer to \U nonnal resis-

capacity. tance, after this has been aflected by electric oscillations.

by means of a series of slight mechanical shocks.

Mr- Marconi, in his original receiving instruments,

placed an electromagnet under the colierer tube with a
vibrating armature like an electric bell. Tliis armature
carries a small hannner or tapper, which, when set in

action, hits the tube on the under side, and various-

adjusting screws are arranged for regulating exactly the
force and amplitude of the blows. This tapper is actu-

ated by the same current as the Morse printer, or other
telegrapliic recorder, so that when the signal is received
and the metallic filings tube passes into the conductive
condition and closes the relay circuit, this latter in turn

closes the circuit of the Morse printer or other recorder,

and, at the same time, a current passes through the
electromagnet of the tapper and the tube is tapped back.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept., 11)03, p. 450.

tapper^ (tap'er), 11. [tapl, n., + -crl.] One
who or that which operates a gcrew-cutting

tap for threading holes.

tapper-back (tap-er-bak'), n. In wireless teleg.,

a decoherer; a tapper. See *tu2)per'^ (d).

In 1S94 he |Sir Oliver Lodge] exhibited at Oxford hl»
first " tapper-back," orautomatic system of decohering the
iron filings after each impulse. It was this ingenious dis-

covery which has rendered it possible to develoii wireless

telegraphy to its present advanced stage of perfection.

Set. Amer., Dec. 20, 1903, p. 483.

tappet^, n.—Negative tappet, a form of tappet for

operating a warp-harness of a loom one way only, either

to lift it up or topuU it down. T. W. Fox, Mechanism
of Weaving, p. 46.—Positive tappet, a fonn of tappet
for operating a heddle-harness, either by lifting it up or

by pulling it down, without tlie aid ol secondary appli-

Tap.stry.bee.le U,la^«u. pu.u,^. "D'^es. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 49.

o.lar>a; «, pupa ; «,adult; rf, dorsal abdominal segments of tappet-beVCl (tap'et-bev"el), n. A beVCl OH a
pupa ;», male antenna;/, female antenna: all enlarged.

loom-tappet that IS employed in the heddle-

ily Dermestidee. Its larva is a general feeder, shedding mechanism of a loom. T. W. Fox,

destroying woolen goods, bird-skins, and insect Mechanism of Weaving, p. 49.

collections, and also feeding on flour, meal, tappet-bowl (tap'et-bol), «. A roller at the

and seeds. Also called the black carpet-beetle, end of a tappet-arm for working the mechan-

tapeworm, «.-Armed tapeworm, the pork tape, ism of a loom which propels the shuttle.

'j'lrHia solium (which see, under («;<cicor)H)—Double- tappet-pin (tap'et-pin), n. Same as tappet^.

?^'8nrefy-'crnTt;??^piwi;r^''o?dig^^^ tappot-plate (tap'et-plat), .«. A tappet or

found in children: characterized by the presence of v cam in a loom for operating the warp-nar-
double set of organs for each segment. The fleas and npgses. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving,
lice of dogs form the intennediate ho8ts.—Dwarf tape- 4=
WOnn, Hj/menolepis nana (Siebold, 1852), the smallest P' ••o.

tapeworm found in man. It measures from 5 to 45 mil- tappet-WIieel (tap et-hwel), 11. Awheel pro-
limeters in length and is [supposed (probably errone- yiJe^l ^jth spurs Or projections for intermit-
ously) to be identical with a species found in rats. It is tontlw or-tino-nTi anrop other TnpchaniKm T
especially common in children. Often incorrectly writ, tently acting on some MUer mecnanism. ±.

ten llymenolepsis.—Fa.t tapeworm, Txnia saginata 11. I'ox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. OJ.

(Goeze, 1782), the most common of tile larger tapewonns taPDme-claT (tap'ing-kla), 11. A form of loam
of man : contracted through eating beef infected with "jTV-loffln nloV ifop^ tn /.lAco nv nliitr the tan-
beef-measles (Cy»(iMrcMSfeoi-t»).-navopunctate tape- or plastic clay used to close or plug the tap

worm, Hymenolepis diminuta (Rudolphi, 1»19), one of pmg-hole in a furnace through which the
the smaller tapeworms from 10 to 60 millimeters long, molten metal has been drawn,
common in rats, and occasionally found in man. The i„__i__ i,„io „
larval stage lives in meal-moths (Asopia farinalis), IdJipiUK-iioie, ».

- 4

earwigs {Anisolabis annulipes), and certain beetles.— of Such a diameter that a lull screw-tnreaa
Lanceolate tapeworm, //.i/mcno(c;)is(nn«o;ato(Bloch, may be tapped within it, the tapping cutting

2. A hole, drilled in metal.

17S2), a common tapeworm in ducks and geese, but very

rare in nian-

tap-gate (tap'gat), n. A small gate or open-

ing arranged to tap or take water from an
irrigating-ditch. L. M. Wilcox, Irrigation

-^ , Farming, p. 408.

to be used as taps, so as to create cutting

edges at various points in the helical surfaces.

taphephobia (taf-e-fo'bi-ii), ». [NL., irreg-

electrical connection with (a circuit) at any
point —To tap abuoy, to empty a buoy of water that

has leakeil into it— To tap Off, to draw off by means of

tapping : said of a furnace.

tapayagua (tii-pa-ya'gwii), n. [Central

Amer.] A violent southwest wind, with rain

and thunder, in Nicaragua and San Salvador.

< (Jr. ra<ji>i, burial,"-!- -<jmliia, < 0oi?fh', fear.] A
morbid dread of being buried alive. Also
taphiphobia. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 141.

tapel, n.- circumference tape, a measuring-tape tan-holder (tap'hol"der), «. A grip or clutch
• the same manner as the^cn-cumference^.^

.„^a machine, or a special form of two-handledmarked in

and used for the same purpose.

away only the metal required to form such a
thread. Its diameter is therefore smaller

than the nominal diameter of the tap or the

screw to be inserted, by twice the depth of

the thread.

tapping-pot (tap'ing-pot), 11. A pot for the
liquid metal received on tapping a furnace.

Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 641.

tappoon (ta-pon'), n. [Sp. tapon, cork, plug,

= OF. tapon.) A small movable dam of metal,

wood, or cloth used temporarily to obstruct

the flow of water in irrigation laterals or dis-

tributing-ditches, forcing the water to adja-

cent fields. F. H. Seicell, Irrigation in U. S-,

p. 197.

tape. (<i) A measuring-tape in which the woven fabric wrench, to receive and hold the square heads tap-Wire (tap wir), «. A wire connectea at
-" "' -'-'•= •^-- v,i„,-» ~. , .1 ±- i-~ — -1 -•_ i :— ^jjy pQJ^j; Jo an electric circuit to divert a

portion of the current : as, the tap-irires of a
trolley-line which at various points along the

line convey current from the feeders to the
trolley-wire.

is replaced by a thin, flat steel wire or strip, capable of gf taps when they are. tO be used in tapping
being wound upon a reel and graduated as desired, (b) -. f>,,.„„fi:„„
A mea-suring-tape which has one or more flexible wires '*"" ''"^''"^"e-

r^ / n j. i /
woven into itslength BO that stretching may be prevented tapnOSOte (taf'o-sot), H. [ta(nnic) + phO(s-
when the tape is used out of doors in wet weather. The pji„ric) + (creojsote.'} A trade-name of a gray-
steel tape has replaced this.

tape-check (tap'chek), n. A plain-woven

fabric in which two counts of yarn, fine and
coarse, are used in the warp, and the same in

ish syrupy liquid containing tannic acid,

creosote, and phosphoric acid: used in medi- tarl, w.— Acid tar. See*n«U—Anhydrous tar, tar

cine, chiefly in cases of pulmonary tubercu-

losis.

the weft, arranged in such an order as to form t-nine (ta'ping), n. 1. The sizing or dressing
corded checks. U.'Marsden, Cotton Weaving,

p. 108.

tapeinocephalism (ta-pi-no-sef ' a-lizm), n.

ItiijteinoccphaKy) + -ism.'i Same as tapeino-

cephiilij.

tapeless (tiip'les), a. [tape'^ + -less.] With-

o( cotton warp-yam on a tape-machine.—2.

In sewing-machine work, a method of sewing in

which a tape is fed to a gaiter or other article

and is stitched down. It is done on a two-

needle machine (which see, under *sewing-

machine).

out tape: noting a printing-machine that -jjj^pjgi^ „ Tapis vert, in landscape gardening, &

does not make use of tapes to sustain the closely clipped lawn ; usually, in French gardens, a lim-

sheet under impression or in process of deliv- ited lawn cut to a definite figure.

erv. Tapeless delivery of printed sheets is tapis^ (ta'pes), ». [Tagalog and Bisaya topi.?.]

no"w done by many different methods. See In the Philippine Islands, a broad sash of cot-

tapei- 3. ton or silk, about one yard wide and two yards

which has been boiled to expel the water- It is mixed

with burnt dolomite to form a paste for tlie lining of ba-

sic Bessemer converters. Loctu-ood, Diet, Mech. Engin.

Tenns.— Beech tar, a dark-colored tar-like liquid of

strong creosote odor, obtained by the dry distillation of

the wood of the beech (Fagus sgli-alica). It is one of the

sources of creosote-— Black tar. Same as ritrnil *lar.

— Blast-furnace tar, tar obt;iined by cooling the waste

gases from blast-furnaces in which bituminous coal is

used as fuel-— Coke-Oven tar, tar (.btained in the work-

ing of those tonus of coke-oven which provide for the

condensation and recovery of the volatile products, such

as the Jameson and the Simon-Carve's ovens-— Green
tar, a name given to tar from a petroleum-siuing in

Barbados because of its color. Also known as llarbados

tar.— Stockholm tar, wood-tjir produced by the smoth-

ered combustion of resinous pine-wood in conical pits

with a covering of earth. It is the variety of tar most
commonly used in connection with ship-building and for



tar

the preservation of cordage.— Tar acne. See -kacne.—
Tar camptior. Same as naphthalene.— Vitriol tar,
the black viscid material which settles to the bottom of

a mass of the heavier distillate from shale-tar when it

haa been agitated with concentrated sulphuric acid and
allowed to stand. Also called Olack tar.

tar'' (tar), «. [Also tarr, tare, Pg. tara, <

Malayalam taram, a copper coin.] A small
silver coin formerly current on the Malabar
coast, especially at Tellicherri and Calicut.

Sixteen tars of Calicut equal one fanam ; one
tar of Tellicherri is equivalent to four reas,

and one htmdred tars equal one rupee.

Taractes (ta-rak'tez), n. [NIj., < Gr. rapduTw,

a disturber, < Tapdaacn; stir, stir up, disturb.]

A genus of fishes of the open sea belonging
to the family Bramidx.

taragma (ta-rag'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. rdpayfta,

disquietude, < rapaaaew, stir, stir up, disturb.]

Same as taraxis.

tarakihi (ta-ra-ke'he), n. [Maori.] See
*morii:ong.

taranakite (ta-ran'a-kit), n. [^Taranahi (see

def.) + -ite^.'] A hydrated aluminium phos-
phate resembling wavellite : found in Tara-
naki, New Zealand.

tarand (tar'and), n. [See tarandxis.'] Same
as tarandus, 1.

A tarand is an animal as big as a bullock, having a
head like a stag, or a little bigger, two stately horns with
larg« branches, cloven feet, hair long like that of a . . .

bear— and a skin almost as hard aa steel armour.
Urquhart and Le Motteux, tr. of Rabelais, Qargantua

land Pantagruel, iv. 2.

Tarandean (ta-ran'de-an), n. [NL. tarandus,
reiudeor, + -f-fl«.] In (/col., a late division

of paleolithic deposits in the postglacial series

in France, characterized by the association of
reindeer and hitman remains.

Tarandichthys (tar-an-dik'this), «. [NL., <

tuniiuliix, reindeer, + i^O'f, fish.] A genus
of cottoid fishes of the deep waters of the
North Pacific.

tarantula-hawk (ta-ran ' tu-la-hak), h. a
large ))ompilid wasp, Pepsi,s fvrmosa, which
inliabits the
southwestern
United States
and Mexico. It

stings the large
tarantulas and
stores them
away in its bur-
rows as food
for its young.
tarantulism
(ta-ran' t u -

lizm), n. [_ia-

rantula + -ism.']

Same as tarant-

ism.

tarapacaite (ta-ra-pa-kS'it), n. [Tarapacd
(see def. ) + -if*-.] A bright-yellow mineral
consisting essentially of potassium chromate
and occurring with the deposits of soda niter

at Tarapac4, Chile,

taraspite (ta-rasp'U), n. [Tarasp (see def.)

+ -iti'^.] A variety of dolomite from Tarasp,
Switzerland.

tarata (ta'ra-ta), n. [Maori.] A small ever-

freen tree, Pitto.'tporum cngenioides, of New
ealand, bearing masses of fragrant pale-yel-

low flowers, and yielding a tough white wood
used in turning. Also called lemon-wood,
mapau, and maple. See hedge-laurel.

tarau (ta-rou'), «• Same as *thro*.

tarasacerin (ta-rak-sas'e-rin), n. [NL. tarax-
ac('jm) + (glyc)erin f] A colorless crystalline

compound, CgHjgO, contained in the root of

the dandelion {Taraxacum).

tarbuttite (tiir'bu-tit), n. [After Mr. Percy
C. Tarhutt + -itc'^.] A basic zinc phosphate,
Zn3P20g.Zn(OH)o, which occurs in triclinic

crystals, colorless or of pale tint, also in crys-
talline aggregates : found at the Broken Hill
mines, Rhodesia.

tare*, w. 3. The weight of a motor-vehicle
without its load of cargo or passengers; also,

the weight of the vehicle empty, without its

fuel-supply or necessary equipment.
It is in the direction of the tare limit, or weight [motor

vehicles) when imladen, that the greatest dtfllcnities have
been found by manufacturers. Encyc. Bril., XX.VI. 17.

tarentola, n. 3. A common name of the fish

'<>l)i'iihis .sauriis, of the coasts of southern
Europe, and also recorded from tlie Bermudas.
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target, tl. 2. in archery, the five circles count as fol-

lows : gold center, 9;
red, 7 ; inner white or
blue, 5 ; black, 3 ; outer
white, 1.

target-base (tar'get-

bas), H. Alineupon
which targets are
placed in an arch-
ery-ground. See
*archeri/-(iround.

target-day (tiir'get-

da), n. In archery,

a day fixed by an
archery ehib for Tarset.

shooting-contests : as, all Thursdays are tar-

get-days.

target-frame (tar'get-fram), )!. Boards laid
horizontally and crossed at right-angles, with

TarantuU-lia^k Kl'tfiiii^formoia'i.

Target-frame.

a mast about twelve feet high secured to the
center of this frame. The latter is stayed by ropes
leading from the head of the mast to each one ol the four
comers of the crossed lK)ard!i. and four triangular shapes
of canvas are stretched from stay to stay, creating a py-
ramidal target.— Small-arm tariset-ffame, a shape of
sheet-iron jtaiiited with several inclosetl squares as a
target f(»r ritle-firing.

target-lantern (tar'get-lan'tem), n. Same
as tiirgi t-l(imp.

target-list (tUr'get-list), n. In archery, a list

sliowing at what target each archer is to shoot
in a shooting-match.

target-paper (tar'get-pa'p6r), n. In archery,
a score or record of tho entire performance at
a shooting-match of all the archers assigned
to a particular target. Tho records of all the
target-papers are copied on a general record.
See *lrau.sfer, 7.

target-plate (tiir'get-plat), n. A plate so con-
structed and mounted with suitable backing
that it may be used as a target for the heavy
projectiles of guns of large caliber. Such
plate must resist the impact effect of the pro-
jectile and absorb its living force, and must
also withstand the disintegrating efifect from
heat and penetration.

target-practice (tar'get-prak'tis), n. Formal
practice, under prescribed regulations, in
shooting at a target with cannon or small
arms.

target-range (tar'get-ranj), H. Same as
range, 7 {h).

target-rifle (tar'get-ri'fl). n. A small arm
niadf with care and accuracy to beused with
special sights for shooting at a target in
matches.

target-shyness (tar ' get - shi " nes), n. In
archery, nervousness which causes a shooter
to discharge his arrow before his aim is per-
fected ; inability to hold. See */ioMl, 6 (h).

tarif, n. and r. A simplified spelling of tarijU".

tariff, ».- Dingley tarlJKnamedfrom Xelson Duii/lei/,

Jr., chairman of tile Ways and Meanst.'ommittee), a t nited
States taliff established by the act of I8'J7.— Wilson
tarilT (from William I.,. Witnon, chainnan of the Ways
and Cleans f'onnnittee), a I'tnted States tariff estab-
lished by the act of 1894. It maiie the average rate of
duties somewhat lower than that which resulted from the
SIcKiidey tariff. The most imp(jrtant provision of tlie

act was the free importation of raw wotil. It became a
law without the signature of President Cleveland.

—

Zone tariff. See the extract

In Hungary, Austria, and Russia a 2onr-f/7ri'/ system is

in operation, whereby the country is niapjied out into
zones, and the traveller pays according to the inmiber <'f

these he passes through, and not simply according to the
number of miles he is conveyed.

Encyc. Brit., XXXU. 1.13.

tariric (ta-rir'ik), a. [tariri + -i>.] Noting
an acid, a compound, CisH|52t)2' contained, in
combination with glycerol, in the oil from the
fruit of ciTtain plants of the genus Picramnia
from Guatemala.

tartrophen

tariri-oil (ta-re're-oil), u. A fixed oil obtained
from the seeds of tariri, a Guatemalan shrub.
It contains as glyceride the radical of tariric
acid, isomeric with linoleic acid.
Tarletonbeania (tarl-ton-be'ni-a), n. [Named
tor Tarleton H. Bcaii, an American ichthyol-
ogist.] A genns of deep-sea fishes of the
family Myctophidse.

tar-lime (tar ' lim), n. The impure lime,
chiefly carbonate, mixed with bituminous em-
pyreumatic impurities, which is present in
crude brown calcium acetate obtained in the
manufacture of pyroligneous or acetic acid by
the destructive distillation of wood.
tar-macadam (tar'mak-ad"am), n. See *mac-

(Idam.
taro-, n. 2. A gold coin (o) of the Arab
emirs of Sitily of the tenth and eleventh cen-
turies

;
(i) of the Lombard dukes of the sev-

enth century; (c) of the Two Sicilies under
Norman rule in the*fourth century

;
(d) of

Amalfl in the eleventh century.
tarocco (ta-rok'ko), «. [It.] An old Italian
game of cards. There are seventy-eight cards in the
pack : four suits of fourteen cards each, twenty-one inde-
pendent cards or 'tarots,' which distinguish this game
from all others, and one card called the ' niatto ' or ' fool,'

from the figure which it bears. Beautifully illuminated
packs of these cards are to be found in Italian collec-
tions.

tarpum (tar'pum), n. Same as torpors.

tarsalgia ( tar-sal'ji-a), n. [NL., < tarsus +
Gr. a/.)o(, pain.] ?ain in the region of the
tarsus.

tarsectopia (tar-sek-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < tar-

sus + Gr. iKTOTTOf, out of place.] Dislocation
of one or more of the tarsal bones.

tarsitis (tar-sl'tis), n. [NL., < tarsus + -itis.]

Inflammation of the edges of the eyelids.

tarsophyma (tar-so-fi'mii), n.; pi. tarsophy-
mata (-ma-tii). [NL., < (arsMs -I- Gr. tfivfia, St

swelling.] 1. Tumor of the tarsal region of
the foot.— 2. Tumor of the edges of the eye-
lids.

tarsoplasty (tar'so-plas-ti), Ji. [NL. tarsus +
Gr. iz/aaTui;, formed, -I- -y^.] Plastic surgery
of the eyelids.

tar-still (tar'stil), ?.-. See *still^.

tartar', «.— Vitnollzed tartar, an obsolete name for
potassium sulphate.

Tartaric-acid print. Sce*pri»t.

tartarlithine (tar-tar-lith'in), n. [tartar +
lithium + -iiie'-.] A trade-name of an effer-

vescent preparation of lithium hvdrogen tar-

trate, LiOCOCII(OH)CH(OH)C0OH. It i»

used in medicine as a solvent for uric acid.

tartralic (tar-tral'ik), «. [tart(a)r(ic) + -al^ +
-(c] Noting an acid, a colorless, amorphous,
very deliquescent compound, CgHjQOij, pre-
pared by heating tartaric acid, of which it is

an anhydrid, at 140-150° C. Also called ditar-

trylic acid.

tartramic (tar-tram'ik), a. [tart{a)r(ic) +
am(miiuui) + -ic] Pertaining to ammonia
and tartaric acid.— Tartramic acid, a colorles*
syrupy compound. U2Ni<>lH(iiH)rH(()ll).CO(JH, pre-
pared by the action of aqueous ammonia on diethyl
tartrate.

tartramide (tar-tram'id), n, [tartram(ic) +
-idc.] A colorless compound, H2NC0CH(0H)-
CH(OH)CONH2, prepared by saturating ethyl
tartrate with ammonia. It forms rhombic
crystals.

tartrated (tar'tra-ted), a. [tartrate + -ed^.J
Containing or combined with tartaric acid.

tartrazin (tar'tra-zin), >?. [tart{a)r(ic) + azo-
+ -in.] An artificial dyestuff, the sodium salt

of disulphonated phenyl-osazone-dioxytar-
taric acid. It produces a bright-yellow color
on wool, and may also be used on mordanted
cotton.

tartrelic (tar-trel'ik), a. [tari{a)r(ic) + -el
-(- -((•.] Noting an acid, a deliquescent crys-
talline compound, C^VLaO^, prepared by heat-
ing tartaric acid rapidly to 180° C. It is a,

monobasic acidic anhydrid of tartaric acid.

tartronic (tar-tron'ik), a. [tart(a)r{ic) + -one
+ -ic] Noting an ficid, a colorless compound,
HOCOCH(OH)C()OH.iHoO, prepared by the
reduction of mesoxalie acid. It crystallizes

in prisms, when anhydrous sublimes at 110-
120° C, and melts and decomposes at 185-
187° C. Also called hydroxymalnuic acid.

tartrophen (tar'tro-fen), n. [tart(a)r{ie) +
pheii(yl).] A trade-name of a preparation of
phenetidine and tartaric acid. Its medicinal
use is similar to that of citrophen.



tartrovinic

tartrOTinic (tar-tro-vin'ik), a. ltart(a)r(ic)
+ L. tiiium, wiue, + -tc] Pertaining to
ethyl tartaric acid or ethyl hydrogen tartrate.
— Tartrovllllc acid, a colorless, very deliquescent com-
pound. HlH'OCU(OH)C'H(OH)COOi:2H6, prepared by boil-

ing tartaric acid with alcohol. It forms rhombic crystals
and melta at 90° C. Also called ethyl hydrogen tartrate or
ethyl tartaric acid.

tarnca (ta-ro'ka), n. [Sp., < Quichua and Ay-
mara of Peru and Bolivia tariica; also much
used in the Spanish of those countries.] The
deer of the-Andes, Cervus antisicnsis.

tarweed, n. 2. A viscid rosaceous plant,
Chamiebatiafoliolosa, with feathery leaves and
strawberry-like blossoms, abundant in Cali-

fornia. It fills the air with a not very pleasant
balsamic odor. Also called mountain misery
and bear-clover.

tarwhine (tar'hwin), n. [Aboriginal name in

Australia.] A common name in Australia of
Chrysophrys hasta and Spans sarba, both
sparoid fishes.

tarwood (tar'wud), Ji. In New Zealand, the
luanoao, Dacrydium Colensoi. See *manoao.

"tasajo (ta-sa'ho), n. [Sp. tasajo = Pg. to.s-

.iiillio, appar. connected with the equiv. Cat.

tanco ; origin uncertain.] Jerked beef ; beef
cut into strips and dried. [Spanish America.]
The increase in the herds of recent years has caused

the owners of saladero establishments in Argentina and
Vruguay to try the working of factories in Paraguay for

the preparation of tasajo (jerked beef) and the manufac-
ture of extract of nieat^ £ncyc. Brit., XXXI. 461.

tashllk, tashlich (tash'lich), ?(. [Heb., <
sJidlak, to cast or throw away.] An orthodox
Jewish custom of shaking the skirts, on the
afternoon of New-Year'sday(Rash-ha-shanah),
on the shores of a stream, river, or sea. One
of the three verses (Mieah vii. 18-20) recited
at the performance of this custom has the
word rc-tashlH% literally, " and thou wilt cast
away (our sins)," hence the name.

"tasimetry (ta-sim'e-tri), ti. [Gr. Taai(, stretch-
ing, tension, + -fierpia, < fierpov, measure.]
The art of measuring pressure ; the use of the
tasimeter.

Tasm. -Vn abbreviation of Tasmania.
Tasmanian bluebell. See •kbluebell.— Tsismajaisji
box. Same as uatim irbox. See kbox-thoni.'Z.— Tas-
manian bur, whip-tall. See *iurl, -kwhip-tail.

tassel-flsh (tas'1-fish), «. A name applied to
fishes of the family Polynemidse, from the fact

that the lower rays of the pectoral fin are de-
tached and filamentous. They are found in

most warm seas.

Several species of the tassel fish (Polynemus macroco-
hoirX from which isinglass is procured, have been taken
by flshennen. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 110.

taste-beaker (tast'be'ker), n. A taste-bud or
taste-bulb; the end-organ of taste. Taste-beakers
are oval bodies, formed of long fusiform cells which are
arranged in cortical and medullary groups ; the latter,

into the one pole of which nerve-flbres have been traced,
project through an opening left at the opposite pole be-
tween the cortical cells. They are most prominently
distributed along the sides of the trenches round the
circumvallate papillae. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol.,
I. i. 64.

taste-cup (tast'kup), n. In entom., one of the
minute cups or pits found on the epipharynx
of an insect. It has a peg in the center and
is the termination of a nerve.
The structure and armature of the epipharyngeal but-

face even besides the taste-pits, taste-cups, and rods, Is

very varied, the setie assuming very different shapes.
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 45.

taste-hair (tast'har), «. Any one of the seta?

or bristles in or near the mouth of an insect
or other arthropod which are supposed to be
gustatory in function. Jour. Roy. Micros.
Soc, April, 1905, p. 180.

taste-pit (tast'pit), n. Same as *taste-cup.
.4. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 45.

tastoanes (ta-sto-a'nas), J!./)?. [Sing, tastoan:
an Amer. Sp. corruption of Nahuatl tlatoani,

masters.] A sort of drama or play sometimes
performed by the Indians of certain parts of
Mexico. The performers are all masked, and
the name of the play is derived from a certain
class of performers called tastoanes. Jour.
Amer. Folk-lore, April-June, 1902, p. 73.

tatami (ta-ta'me), n. [Jap.] 1. A floor-mat
about two inches thick, made of rice-straw
bound together and covered on the upper sur-
face with matting. The edges are usually
bound with cloth.— 2. A Japanese measure
of surface, that of a mat 6 shaku in length by
3 .shaku in width, or nearly 6 feet by 3 feet.

"tatching-end, «. Same as taching-end.

latil (ta-tel'), n. [Hind. Ar. ta'til, a vacation,
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a holiday.] Locally in India, the period dur-
ing which water may be used : employed in

connection with the system of rotation or di-

vision of water according to short periods of
time. H. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering,

pp. 59, 60, 287.

tatouj[, «• Same as tatouay.

tattoo^ (tat'6), n. [Hind. Utttu.'] In India, a
native-bred pony or small horse. Also, by
abbreviation, tat. See tatl.

An* I heard a shout, an' thin I saw a horse an' a tattoo
latherin' down the road, hell to shplit, under women . . .

an' Dinah came. . . . The colonel's lady had lint her the
tattoo.

R. Kipling, *'Love-o'-women," in Many Inventions,
[p. 318.

'tauari (ta-wa're), «. [Native name.] See
*llancliama.

tauidion (ta-id'i-on), n.
;

pi. tauidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. raf.,"tau, the letter T, -f- dim.
-iSiov.'\ In the anatomy of the Devonian fish

Palxospoudylus, an element or region lying on
the ventral surface of the skull just behind
the arapyx, having the form of a T.

tauric^ (ta'rik), a. [NL. tauricus, < Gr. Tavpoc,

a bull. See steer^.'\ 1. Of or pertaining to
bulls or steers.—2. [cap.'] Of or pertaining
to the constellation Taurus.
The ancient Median calendar is next dealt with. Its

starting-iwint seems to have been about B. 0. 3000, when
the sun was in Taurus at the vernal equinox. The adoption
of this by the conquering Assyrians was probably the
cause of their fondness for Tauric symbolism and our
present familiarity with the Assyrian bull.

Nature, Oct. 22, 1903, p. 693.

tauriscite (ta'ris-it), w. [G. fauriszit, named
from L. Taurisd, an Alpine tribe whieli an-
ciently inhabited the locality.] A doubtful
mineral species stated to have the form of
epsomite and the composition of melauterite:
found in Switzerland.
taurite (ta'rit), «. lTaur{ien), southern Russia,

-f- -»te2.] lu petrog., an segirite-bearing soda-
rhyolite having a spherulitie or micrographic
texture in the ground-mass: occurring in the
Crimea. Lagm-io, 1897.

taurocarbaminic (ta " ro -kar -ba-min ' ik), a.

[Gr. Tni'poc, bull, -t- E. cdrbaviinic.'i Noting aii

acid, an organic sulphur body, C3HgN2048,
which has been found in urine.

tanrocathap-
sia (ta'''ro-

ka-thap'si-a),
«. pi. [Gr.
TavpoKa0d-\pia.']

A bull-fight

or game with
bulls.

Two scenes re-

fer to the Tau-
rokathapsia — in
the first a man
who has appar-
ently missed his
grasp, is seen
above a magnifi-
cently galloping
bull, in the sec-

Taurocathapsia, from a conical
Cretan vase.

ond he lies prostrate below the lower outline of another.
An. Brit. School at Athens, VII. 102.

tanrocephalous (ta-ro-sef'a-lus), a. [Gr.
ravpoc, bull, -)- Kcipa?.^, Head, -f -ous.] Having
the head of a bull; bull-headed: applied to
rivers which, in Greek mythology, were repre-
sented with the heads of bulls.

taurylic (ta-ril'ik), a. [Gr. ravpo^, bull, -I- -yl

+ -ic] Noting an acid, a compound, C7HjiO,
apparently a cresol, said to be present in hu-
man urine and in that of oxen and horses.

taushent (ta'shent), n. [Also torshent; said to
be of Massachusetts Algonkian origin.] The
youngest child: a term of endearment. Col-
lections of the Mass. Historical Society, VIII.
97. [Local, New England.]
Tautoga (ta-to'gii), n. [NL., < E. tautog.}
A genus of labroid fishes inhabiting the At-
lantic coast of the United States.

tautogeneity (ta-to-je-ne'i-ti), n. [Gr. rairrd,

the same, + yivoc, race, kind, + -ity.'] In
biol., the fact or condition of the existence of
a fixed or exact relation in form or size be-
tween two or more parts. [Rare.]

Tautogeneity, a word introduced by Prof. Rolleston as
a more correct term in this connection than * correlation.

'

I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIII. 295.

tautogenize (ta-toj'e-niz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

tdutogeniccd, ppr. tautogenizing. [See *taitto-

geneity.'] In biol., to bear an exact or fixed
relation of size or fonn, as one part or organ
to another. [Bare.]

ta'vrkee

Tautogolabms (tA'to-go-la'brus), n. [NL., <
Tautoga + Labrus.] A genus of labroid fishes
of the Atlantic coast of North America from
Labrador to Sandy Hook.
tautomer (ta'to-mer), H. [Gr. tovtu, the same,

-f- /iipoc, part.] A substance which bears a
tautomeric relationship to another. See
*tautomerism and *desmotropism. Amer.
Chem. Jour., May, 1903, p. 406.

tautomeric (ta-to-mer'ik), a. [tautomer -I-

-!(.] Of or pertaining to *tautomerism (which
see) : specifically applied to compounds which
exhibit the phenomenon of reacting as if they
had more than one constitution.

There are ten possible tautomeric fommlas for this phe-
nylacetylurazole, and four possible positions for the
acetyl group. Amer. Chem. Jour., Dec, 1904, p. 606.

tautomerism (ta-tom'e-rizm), n. [tautomer-
(ic) + -!.«(«.] In organic chem., the phenom-
enon exhibited by certain compounds of
reacting as if they possessed two different
constitutions, that is, as if they consisted of
two substances each structurally different
from the other. For example, many com-
pounds containing the group -CH2CO- behave
as ketones toward some reagents, but act to-
ward others as if they were unsaturated al-

cohols, -CH : COH-. In many cases both forms
can be isolated. Nature, Sept. 17, 1903, p. 476.
— Virtual tautomerism, in organic chem., the phe-
nomenon exhibited by tautomeric compounds of which
the two forms cannot be isolated, and hence the valen-
cies of the atoms concerned in the tautomerism appear to
oscillate, as, for example, in the group XN : KM! V and
XNH.RrNY. Also called phasotropy.

tautomery (ta-tom'e-ri), n. Same as *tautom-
crism.

It is not unfrequently the case that no constitutional or
structural formula can be given to a substance which
shall express all the pairs of radicals possible in its inter-
actions, of which the best-studied example is that of
ethyl aeetoacetate. This state of things, known as tautom-
ery, admits of no other interpretation than that there
are really two substances existent, of which one only is

known, the other or so-called "psendofonn" requiring
the assumption of its existence as a transition-substance
only. E. Divers, in Nature, Sept. 18, 1902, p. 603.

tautomorphous (ta-to-mor'fug),.n. JGr. ravrS,

^the same, -I- /iop(pf/, form, +• -ous. J Of like
shape: used specifically of~two complemen-
tary crystal forms (see *fortn^) one of which
can be placed in the position of the other by
a revolution of 180°. JT. J. Lewis, Crystal-
lography, p. 210.

tautonoiny (ta-ton'o-mi), n. [taufonym -t-

-y3.] The use of tautonyms ; the fact of being
tautonyms.
Of the seven cases he would throw out from my list of

twenty-one generic changes made necessary by the first g

species rule, Spinus may be saved by the rule of tauton-
"

omy. J. A. Allen, in Science, May 24, 1907, p. 827.

tautouym (ta'to-nim), n. [Gr. ravrd, the same,
+ ovo/ja, ovv/ja, name.] A name formed by
repeating one word : as, kiwi-kiwi, the apteryx

;

taro-taro, the Orinoco bittern ; awa-awa, the
milk-fish of Hawaii ; specifically, in zoological
and botanical nomenclature, a name in wnich
the generic and specific names are the same :

as, Scomber scomber, the mackerel; Cardinalis
cardinalis, the cardinal redbird ; Vulpes vulpes,

the European red fox. These various animals were
originally placed— mainly by Linnaeus— each in a genus
comprising species now regarded as belonging to different
genei'a; in establishing new genera the old specific name
was applied U> the new genus and a new si>eciflc name
given ; this, by the rules of modem nomenclature, has
been restored, the resulting name being a tautonym.

tautonymic (ta-to-nim'ik), a. [tautonym +
-ic] Of or pertaining to a tautonym.

tavistockite (tav'is-tok-it), n. [Tavistock +
-ite'^.] Ahydrous phosphate of aluminium and
calcium occurring in minute white acicular
crystals in Tavistock, Devonshire.

ta'w* (tou), )i. [Heb. faw, Gr. Tot. See T and
taw.] The twenty-second and last letter (Ji)

of the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the
English t. Its numerical value is 400.

tawhiri (ta'hwe-re), n. [Maori.] A small
tree, Pittosporum tennifolium , which yields a
soft, tough wood, and bears a profusion of
white, fragrant flowers. Called black mapiaii

by the settlers. [Australia.]

ta'Wite (ta'vit), «. [Taw(ujok), a locality on
Kola peninsula, Finland, + -ite'^.'] Inpetrog.,

a phaneric igneous rock with granular texture,
composed of pyroxene and sodalite. Bamsay,
1894.

taiwkeet (ta'ke), n. [Also tatrkie, taukim,
tauko. tuciah, etc.

;
prob. first in Swedish of

New Jersey (?), from a dialect of the Dela-
ware group, Delaware (Len&p^) p'ttikw' or



tawkee

p'tukqueu, a round mass, = Oee pittikioow,

round, globular.] The goldenclub, Orontium
aquaticum ; also, the Virginia wake-robin,
Peltatidra Virginica. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore,

Oct.-Dec. 1902, p. 261. [New Jersey and
parts of Pennsylvania.]

"tax, ".—Betterment tax, an assessment imposed upon
real property benefited by a public improvement, in pro-

portion to the benefit received. —Direct tax. (a) See
tax, 2. {b) Same as collateral-inheritance tax. See col-

laUralKnA *rfea(/i-iiu(i/—Faculty tax, one levied with

a view to tlie earning capacity in a pvotitaljle profession

or employment of the person taxed.— Hospital tax
inaxit.), a tax of 40 cents per month exacted by law from
every person belonging to the crew of an American docu-
mented vessel, for the support of the marine hospital

service. The law was repealed in 18S4.—Personal tax,
a tax, applying alike to persona and t^j corporations, upon
personal rather than real property : not the same as poll-

tax, which has no reference to property. — Stamp tax, a

tax collected by the sale of revenue stamps to be aflixed

to the article to be made or sold.—Tax bond, a foi-m of

bond issued by a state or municipality in order to obtain

funds for current expenses before the aimual taxes fall

due. wheii the bonds are retired. Such bonds are made
a legal tender in payment of taxes. —Tax certificate.
Same as tax deed or tax lease (which see. under tax) ;

like them, it conveys the property sold or leased for un-

paid taxes subject to redemption within a fixed time.

—

Tax Hen. See */i>h2.

taxaceous (tak-sa'shiu."!), a. [NX.. Taxace(«)
+ -ous.] Belonging or pertaining to the Tax-
aceee. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1904,

D, 78.

taxad (tak'sad), n. [L. taxus, the yew, +
-i/rfi.] A tree or shrub of the Taxacea?. Eneyc.

lint., XXIX. 187.

taxameter (tak-sam'e-ter), n. Same as *taxim-
ctfr.

Taxation of costs, in law. the fixing of the items and
amount of costs in an action. They are included then in

the judgnient-

taxicab (tuk'si-kab), n. Ittix (for G. taxe, legal

charge or fare) + -i- + cab.] A public 'cab'

or carriage which carries a fare-indicator.

See *tarimeter.

taximeter (tak-sim'e-t^r), )i. [tax (for G.
taxe, legal charge or fare) + -i- + Gr. ficrpov,

measure.] A commercial name of an instru-

ment for automatically recording and mechan-
ically computing the tax or charge to be made
for the. use of a hired vehicle in accordance
with a determined tariff for such charges.
A metallic case incloses a dial, behind which the actuat-

ing mechanism is connected t^> a wheel of the vehicle,

whose revolutions it counts and records. If the payment
is to be by distance traversed, the reading-dial has figures

which are the multiples of the distance at the agreed or

legal rate of so many monetary unita per mile or per
kilometer. The dial therefore reads directly the charge
to be made, and no record is made of such time as the
wheels are not turning. If the rate is so much per hour
of use, the distance-measuring mecharusmisdisconnected
by a lever in the case, and a clock is thrown into gear
with another reading-dial, which multiplies the elapsed

time by the nit« per hour, and both driver and passenger
can read clearly the amount due under either system.
.Sci. Amer , Oct. 1.5, 1904. p. 26a

taxinozuic (tak-si-nom'ik), a. Same as taxo-

nomic.

taxinomist (tak-sin'o-mist), n. Same as tax-

oiiomi.':!.

taxinomy (tak-sin'o-mi), n. Same as taxonomy.

taxis, n. 6. The orientation, locomotion, or
migration of a cell or of an organism in rela-

tion to an external substance or form of
energy. Potitive taxit is motion toward and negative

taxU motion away from an exciting agent In loose

usage ' taxis ' is included in 'Iropism,' but in a stricter

usage 'tropism' is restricted to growth, and 'taxis* is

applie<i to locomotion. IWjth tropism and taxis are

exhibited by animals and by planta, but taxis is more
frequently observed in animals and tropism in plants.

Different fonns of taxis are designated by the character
of the stimulating agent: such are chemotaxit, photo-

taxis, thermntaxis. electrolaxis, rheotaxig, ttereotaxil,

etc. Compare *tropigm.

Some writers have used instead of tropism the word
taxit. M. F. Washburn, The Animal Mind, p. 67.

The mechanical interpretations of the tropisma and
raz«f as held by Loeb. Bethe and lexkull.

Science, Oct. 14. 1904, p. 487.

taxite (tak'sit), n. [Gr. rdf(f, arrangement,
+ -i(c2.] In petrog-, a name suggested by
Loewinson-LesMing (1891), for lavas having
a brecciated or schlieric appearance, due to

parts having different colors, textures, or

composition. When banded or streaked the

te.xture is eulaxitic ; when brecciated, it is

titaxitw.

taxitic (tak-sit'ik), a. [Gr. rdf/c, order, ar-

rangement, + -i(«2 -I- -ic] In petrog., having
the characters of a taxite.

TaxocrlntlS (tak-sok'ri-nus). n. [NL., < Gr.

To^/r, arrangement, -t-KpiTOisalily (see cnMOiVf).]

A genus of flexible crinoids of the family Ich-

thyorrinidte, common in all formations from the

Silurian to the Subcarboniferous.
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taxodont (tak'so-dont), o. [^Taxodont{a).'\ In
couch., having the hinge-teeth of equal size,

disposed in one or two rows : a condition
found in some bivalve shells. The primitive
hinge in most bivalves is taxodont, but the
condition disappears with growth.
A series of vertical crenulations or taxodont denticles.

Science, Nov. 27, 1896, p. 771.

Taxodonta (tak-S9-don'ta),n.j)?. [NL., < Gr.
-ru;/jj arrangement, + oSovq (bdovT-), tooth.]

A group of prionodesmacean pelecypod Mol-
lusca in which the hinge consists of alternat-
ing similar teeth and sockets arranged in a
long series, as in the genera Area and Leda.
taxometer (tak-som'e-ter), n. Same &s*taxim-
eter.

Taxonomic variation. See *variation.

taxt, ;). ". A simplified spelling of taxed.

tax-ward (taks'ward), n. An annual payment
made to a superior in Scotland, instead of the
duties due to him under the tenure of ward-
holding: now abolished. Wharton.
taylorite (ta'lor-it), n. [Named after W. J.

Taylor, who analyzed it.] Sulphate of am-
monium and potassium (3K2S04.(NH4)._>S04),
occurring in yellowish-white crystalline lumps
in the guano-beds of the Chincha islands.

Taylor's circle. See *circle.

tayote (ti-6'ta), n. [Mex. chayotl.] In Porto
Kico, a name for Chayota edtiUs.

tazewellite (taz'wel-it), n. See *meteorife.

tazia (ta-ze'a), w. [Alsoto^eca; ta'ciya, mourn-
ing for the dead.] In India, the taboot or
representation, in flimsy material, of the tombs
of Hu.s8ein and Hassan, which are carried
about in the Muharram processions. Tule and
ISurnell, Hobson-Jobson.
The Mohnrrum, the great mourning-festival of the

Muhammadans, was close at hand. . . . Gilt and pan<ted
presentations of their |the martyrs, Hasan and llnssain]

tombs are Ijome with shouting and wailing, music, t^>rches

and yells, through the principal thoroughfares of the
City, which fakements are called tazias.

R. Kipling, On the City Wall, in Soldiers Three, p. 313.

Tb. A symbol sometimes used for the chemi-
cal element terbium. Tr. is more common.
T-beam (te'bem), n. An iron beam whose
cross-section resembles the letter T. See gir-

der^, 2, fig. q.

T-bit (te'bit), n. In the island of Trinidad, in

181 1, the central piece cut from the ring-dollar

and stamped with a T : circulated as a shilling

current.

T-bolt (te'bolt), n. A bolt having a head
which is only as wide as the stock or shank
of the bolt in one direction, though it may be
of any width at right angles to this direction.

T-boi (te'boks), n. In electric wiring, a metal
box inclosing the T-joint made at any point
where a single wire is connected to one of the
mains.
TO. [Abbreviation of tuberculin contagious.]
A symbol proposed by Von Behring to des-
ignate a curative principle derived from
the tubercle bacillus. This substance is taken
up by the cells of the body and there trans-
formed into an integral part of these cells: in

this form it is termed *TX. Science, Oct. 3,

1905, p. 476.

tc. An abbreviation of tierce.

tcharka, tscharka, » See charka.

tchaviclie, tchawytcha, n. See chavicha.

tcbe (cho), n. [Chin.] An ancient Chinese
flute having both ends closed and the embou-
chure in the middle, with three holes on each
side of it.

A curious ancient Chinese instrument, the Tche, de-

scribed by Amiot, closed at lx)th encls with an embou.
chure at the middle and holes symmetrically placed on
each side dividing the whole length into thirds, quarters,

and sixths ; so, if the wh^de length is called 12, the mouth
hole is at 6 and the finger holes at 2, 3, 4. 8, 9, and 10.

.Smithsonian Itep. (Nat Mus.), 1900, p. 427.

tchetverik, tschetverik, «. See chetverik.

tchetvert. tschetvert, «. See chetvert.

tchetvertka, tschetvertka, n. See chetvertka.

tchung-kee, ». Same as chunk^.

T-COnnection (tc'ko-nek"shon), n. In elect., a
device for obtaining a three-phase current by
means of a generator or transformer having
only two-phase coils, in which one terminal
of one of the coils is connected to the middle
point of the other while the three line-wires

are attached to the three free ends of the coils.

T-COnnector (te'ko-nek"tor), n. In elect., a
binding-post or connector for electrically join-

ing three wires together where two of these
wires are in line with each other and the other
joins them at a right angle.

tea

tcs. An abbreviation of tierces.

T. D. (te-de'), n. A white clay pipe with the
initials T. D. on the bowl. Said to be due to
a legacy left by the eccentric "Lord" Timothy
Dexter of Newburyport, Mass., in order to
perpetuate his name. By extension, T. D.
means clay pipe. Dialect Notes, III. iii. [New
England.]

Te. 2. In med., an abbreviation of tetanic

contraction.

T. E. An abbreviation of topographical en-

gineer.

tea^, «.—American tea, tea produced in the United
States, at present almost exclusively on or near the
Piuehurst estate at Summerville, South Carolina. Ex-
periments conducted since 1889 by Dr. Charles V. Shepard
seem to prove not only that large crops of good leaf can
here be grown but that medium grades of both black and
green tea can be manufactured at a profit Negro chil-

dren are successfully trained as pickers, and the manu-
facture at least of black tea is conducted by machinery,
which is now asserted to be possible in the case of green
tea also. A characteristic flavor of the Piuehurst tea is

styled by experts " South Carolina. "— Basket-fired tea,
Japan green tea finished by firing (drying) over a charcoal

fire in a deep round basket with a wicker Iwttom. This
is essentially the old Chinese method, in India called

dholing, the baskets being there known as dholes.— 'BVHy
tea, in Australia, tea made in a billy or tin kettle such as
is used by the Australian bushmen.— Black tea, the
most common type of tea, dark-colored from oxidation
(fermentation), the encouragement of which both before
and after rolling is the distinctive feature of the black-
tea process. The essential operations are : vnthering,
during which fermentation begins ; rolling of the now
flaccid leaf to burst ita cells ; Jennentation, in which
the now exposed cell-contents are left at proper tempera-
ture to oxidize ; and firing or drying. The Chinese pro-
cess includes two rollings before and two after
fermentation, two paunings (wanning in an iron vessel)

alternating with the later rollings, and a sunning prior to
firing, all of which, except one rolling, have, in India,

been found dispensable. Hot-air drying has also been
substituted for dholing or basket-firing (see -^sirocco, 2,

basket-fired -ktea}, and in fact the whole essential process
is carried through by machinery. For kinds of black tea
see bohea, Ceylon ittea, congou *tea, India ittea, -kpekoe.

*xoucAo/i(/.— Bush tea. (^) Same as 6i7/i/*feff.— Cape
Barren tea, in Tasmania, a rutaceous plant, Vorrea aloa,

the leaves of which have been used as a substitute for

tea.— Caravan tea, a fine souchong formerly put up at

llankow for the Rus.sian tnule ami transported by cara-

van to Nijni Novgorod as a distributing center.— CeylOn
tea. (b) The tea produced in Ceylon, in character like

the Indian, but of higher quality. Since 1870 the produc-
tion has rapidly enlarged, amounting about 1900 to two
thirds that of Hindustan — China tea, tea grown Mn
China, the original seat of tea-culture. China (including
Formosa) still produces two thirds of the world's export
and a much larger amount for domestic consumption.

—

Congou tea, the name of a large group of China black
teas fonning the chief part of the native consumption,
theoretically corresponding to the congou leaf (see (eal,

2). The leai is smaller and thicker than in souchong and
the flavor is characterized as 'fruity.' The extremely
numerous varieties are divided into kaisow or red-tea/,

moning or black-leaf (for one of which see oopak), and
new district teas (those later known to commerce).—
Dragon'8-I)OOl tea, a choice green tea prepared by sun-
drying from the leaf of a celebratc<i garden near Uan^-
chow called Loong Tsin ('dragon's pool ' or ' well '). This
is obtainable only locally and at a high price. Seed se-

cured by the United States consul at Ningpo and planted by
Dr. Shepard (see A merican *(fn) atforded a thrifty growth
of bushes. Also hyson pekoe.— Faced tea, tea artificially

colored, etc. See it/acel, 7.— Formosa tea, the tea-

prwiuct of the island of Fonnosa, consisting mainly of

oolongs.— Green tea, tea manufactured by a process in

which oxidation is excluded. Instead of being withered
(see itwithering) tlie leaf is subjected to steaming (either

in its own juice (roasting) or over water), this destroying
the enxym and rendering the leaf flaccid for rolling. .See

ifroUing. 6. Steaming and rolling are sometimes alter-

nated. The drying, which promptly follows, is either by
basket-firing (see basket-fired -ittea) or in Japan also by
Apan-flring. 'The once-current belief that green teas are
fired in copper pans has long been discredited. The flavor

of green tea is technically styled 'pungent' Green teas

are much less produced than black, but are popular in the

United States. They are known in trade by many district

names (see Moyune ittea, Sunglo irtea) : for classes based
on character see dragons-pool ittea. gunpmeder tea, under
gunpowder, hyson, hyson -htea, imperial *tea.— Hl^h-
firedtea, tea dried (flred) with a high (usually excessive)

degree of heat— Hop tea, an article prepared in Eng-
land from the hop, used chiefly to blend with common
tea.— Hyson tea. See hyson. Both hyson and young
hyson appear to be made from the same pluckings, the
former from the larger and less succulent leaves, which
curl less in the rolling process, and young hyson from the
smallest tender leaves, which yield a fine closely curled

product The name young hyson, however (Chinese yu-
chien, before the rains), expresses literally a very early

picking, while hyson suggests a picking in full spring.—
Imperial tea, a green tea similar in make and quality

t<j gunpowder tea. but prepared from the older leaves of

the pickings and oarser grained ; hence sometimes called

big gunpowder and pea-leaf: also called imperial as used
by the imperial household and wealthy Chinese— India
tea, tea produced in Hritish India, in commercial quan-
tity since about 1860, and in amount now next to China
tea. There are eleven districts in which tea is grown,
and which give their names to the varieties used and to

the product ; among them are Assam, Kiimaon, Darjeel-

ing, and Cachar and Kangra. The native Assam variety

is found in hot jungles, growing sonietimes 20 feet high
and bearing a large, thin, pale green, or yellowish leaf,

now said to produce the finest-fiavored tea. The Assam
plant, however, is usually hybridized with hardier China
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Tarieties or the coarser .V« II O'lTiindigenons. X'naltered tea-party, ». 2. Any disquieting occurrence cent, and sometimes transparent, found iu
""' ' „...! .v..-.,;. „>..... li... . . .„ ,. , the state of Piiebla in Mexico, and largely

into artistic objects for sale and
or happeriiug. [CoUoq.]

*' No, my lad, but we 've got a precious heap of disturb-

ing to do on our own account before we "ve squai-ed up
for this tea-party [an attac)£ by natives in Africa].

I 'm going to drop down stream to somewhere quiet
where we caii flii up with wood."

China teas are also urown and there is a t'achar indige-

nous partly resembling Munipuri. India teas are mainly
blaclc. in general resembling t'hinese congous and yield-

ing a large tannin content. For the process of manufac-
ture see 6irtcJlr*f<'rt.—Japan tea, tea pnxiuced in Japan.
Tea-culture in Japan dates from the ninth century and
extends all over the islands, a considemble exiwrt being
absorbed mainly by the I'nited States and Canada. Japan
teas are mainly green, yielding a light-colored liquor

strong in thein rather than tiinnin, in the liner grades of

a delicate, rich, peculiar quality. A close-twisted wiry

leaf is largely aimed at (see needle *tea, fpider-le<j -Mtea).

The pixKluct is classed under numerous names of l<«ali-

ties and ac
fired (incl

terms under irtea), — — -

as secondary categories. Minor quantities of green and
black te:i3 in various Chinese styles are exported. - KomO tea-pOt, «.— Cadogan tea-pot, a tea-pot copied from

worked into artistic objects for

export.

tech. An abbreviation (a) of technical ; (6) of
ieehnicaUy ; (c) of technology.

Cutcliffe Ilyne, A Master of Fortune, iii. Technical TOtation. See ^rotation.

luct IS classeu unaer numerous names oi i<M;aii-

according to manufacture is mainly either pan-

leluding sun-dried) or basket-lired (see these

nder *(ra), with 'nibs' and 'dust' or 'sittings'

3. Something easy to do or accomplish.
[CoUoq.]

All the croquet players— except Mabel, who was win-
ning—converged on Chatteris with cries of welcome.
Mabel remained in the midst of what I understand is

called a tea-party, loudly demanding that they should
see her "play it out" U. G, Welle, The Sea Lady, v.

tea. See gpuler-ley *(ra.— Mandarin tea, an aristo-

cratic Chinese tea, with a very small dai k, crisp, and tender

leaf, lightlvtired aiul highly scented.—Moyune tea, Chi-

nese green tea growni on the plains of Mo-yuen near Sunglo,

including tlie bulk of the best green tea exported.

Local varieties are known as 'Xankin,' 'Pakeong,' and
'Oochaine.' Also called garden teas, as opposed to hill

Uat. Cf. Sunylo *(tn.— Needle tea, tea rolled into a

needle-like form, as often in Japan.— Pan-flred tea, tea

dried by the process called •pan-yirin^.- Post-and-rail

tea, bush tea : so called because large bits of the tea, or

supposed tea, float about in the billy, which are compared
by a strong imagination to the posts and rails of the

wooden fence so frequent in Australia. E. K. Morris,

Austral English.— Russian tea, tea served (hot or cold)

with lemon and sometimes arrack orrum.— Scented tea.

Scented teas fonu a distinct group containing both black

and green kinds. They include flue teas, as pekoes, and
caper-tea (see the latter and mandarin -ktea), and also

low-grade teas meretriciously improved. The flowers

used for scenting are those of the fragrant olive (see

Onmanthu)'). the chulan, the cape jasmine (see Gardenia),

and true jasmines (Jasmimnn Sambac and J. ojficinale).

— Spider-leg tea, a fine grade of Japan basket-flred tea

of nee<lle-shaped make. Also called Inimo.— Sun-dried
tea, a class of Japan teas fired by hot panning (see -kpan-

but peculiarly colored from being previously

an old Chinese and Japanese model, said to have been

technocausis (tek-no-ka'sis), n. [Gr. Ttxvj;,

art, + Kaiai(, a burning.] The use of the ac-
tual cautery as distinguished from that of
chemical caustics.

technogeography (tek'''n6-je-og'ra-fi), «. [Gr.

rex^'l, art, + yeu}pa(pia, geography.] The
study of the effect of geographical environ-
ment on the teehnic arts of man.

Cadogan Tea.pot.

(In the Pennsylvania Museum,
Pliiladelphia.)

tube passes
through an open-
ing at the base
and extends to
within half an
inch of the top.

The pot could be
filled only by in-

verting it, and when reversed the contents could be
emptied only through the spout— Tea-pot tall, the tail

of a setter when calTied in a drooping maimer like that
of a collie : probably so styled as suggesting the handle
of a tea-pot.

3. (e) One of the masses of the gum resin

ixude from Jialmmea Myrrha. They are semi

introduced into technographcr (tek-nog'ra-fer), «. One -who-

IS versed in teennograpny or has a thorough
and scientific knowledge of the details of an
art, invention, etc.

There are two ways of looking at human inventions,

the one ethnographic, the other technographic. The
ethnographer makes his home among tribesmen and tells,

the story of their industrial lives; the technographer
pursues a single art over time and place until he knows-
it thoroughly.

Amer. Anthropologist, Zdj^.-^BTch, 1900, p. 164.

[ieclinog-

England by the
Hon. Mrs. Cado-
gan, and exten-
sively reproduced
at Swinton iu the
latter part of the
eighteenth cen-
tury. It is almost
egg-shape, some-
what ilattened at
the sides, having
a closed top and l- /^ i

- ef^ \
no lid. A spiral technOgraphlC (tek-no-graf ik)

firing), . , , _

dried in the sun.— SunglO tea, Chinese green tea pro-

duced in the hill region of Sunglo, the original seat of j.p„-2 ,,

green-tea production, where, however, the industry has *'^T^J ,'

§ri'cV'*tr^^See"rA'S%S;'ei;'tr.:;te ^^SFS^^.Z^^^t^"'
'^'' ™'^^ '" '''' '™"

bnck-tea.-Tea. plant-bug. See i>plant-buy.-TeBL- small grains to that or an egg.

seed Oil. Same as (ea-o«. 5. pi. The gum-disease of citrous trees;

tea-ball (te'bal),». A perforated ball, usually psorosis. [Colloq., Florida.]

of silver, in which tea-leaves are placed to be tear-bottle (ter'bot'l), h. The popular name
immersed in boiling water, in preparing tea. f^p small antique glass bottles most of which

tea-biscuit (te'bis"kit), m. See biscuit, 2. were probably used to contain ointment. See
tea-blight (te'blit), n. Any one of several lacrymatory.
Oriental heteropterous insects of the genus

tgar-drOD «. 2. A small air-cavity blown
Selopeltis, as H. theivora, H. bradyi, U. ro- ^^^^ glass.
mundei, a,nA H. antonii. , j. /, , »u t * ., . . ti, »

J... !.-»«», /tn'U.K•v.^ « Qomo Qo m^m/l'/i Immediately under the bowl at the top of the Stem IS

tea-broom (te brom), «. bame as *mamiha. ^ ^.^ ^^^.^y '^^^^^^ ^^ ^ tear-drop ... a frequent form
tea-cup, «—Atempestlnatea-CUp. Sameasa(«m- of decoration. C. //. Ifyide, in Burlington Mag., IV. 141.

tea-drierTt^'dri"6r), «. An annaratus for ex- tear-fault (tar'falt), n. A differential or com-An apparatus for ex-

tracting the moisture from tea-leaves or ' fir-

ing' them in the process of manufacture.

tea-dust (te'dust), n. Finely comminuted tea

as an incident of manufacture. See *tea-fan-

nings.

rai)h(>j) + -ic] Of or pertaining to technog-
rajjhy ; having a systematic knowledge of the
terms and details of an art or invention. See
the extract under *technographer.

technography (tek-nog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. Tcxvv,

art, -t- -}pa<pia, < j-pd^Efv, write.] The descrip-

tion and study of arts and industries in their
ethnic distribution and historic development.
Smithsonian Bcp. (Nat. Mus.), 1899, p. 526.

technol. An abbrevi§,tion (a) of technological;

(ft) of technology.

technolithic (tek-no-lith'ik), a. [Gr. rtx^,
art, -1- Z/yof, stone, -f -!c.] In Mni7iro2>., denot-
ing stone implements shaped by man in
accordance with definite designs. See *pro-
toUthic. J. fV. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer.
Ethuol., 1895-96, p. Ixvi.

The use of objects without designed modification, lik©
the Seri st^»ne implements, has been studied by Mr.
McGee, and he calls such unmodified implements proto-

lithic. while the modified stone implements he call? tech'

noUthic. An. Hep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 1897-98, p. xii.

tecjinologue (tek'no-log), n. Same as tech-

nologist.

After defining the " technologue " as an intermediary
between the savant and the mechanic, translating the
discoveries of the former into the uses of the latter.

Prof. Bovey tries to ascertain the controlling ideas com-
mon to all technical experts. Nature, April 6, 1905, p. 548.

pound fault produced, during folding, by the

sliding upon one another of several adjacent

beds or strata. Each component movement tecolote (ta-ko-lo'ta), n. [Nahuatl tecolotl, an
is called a lag-fault. J. E. Marr, in Quar. owl.] A Nahuatl name for the owl, used in the

Jour. Geol. Soc, 1906, p. Ixxvi. southwestern United States, Mexico, parts of

, rr • tear-grass (ter'gras), «. Same as Jbft's-tears. Central America, and other Spanish-speaking
tea-fanningS (te f&i^'mgz), n. pi. lea m ^^^^^,^^,g^^^.^^^ A dialectal form of terU ; as regions.
small sci'aps coarser than tea-dust but otten j^pp^g^ £0 land, sour. tecoretin, «. See *telcoreUn.

This disease, known as parasitic enteritis, is found to Tectobranchl (tek-to-brang'ki), «. pi. [NL.
be persistently associated with certain pastures (called ggg tectibranchiatc.Y Applied by Gadow tO
"(earC lands in the 'West of England) upon heavy mois- - - J -- J^*;-.

ture-retaining soils, tlie larvtc, in fact, living in the damp
earth of these pastures, in mud, etc., and being thence
transferred to the stomachs of their definitive hosts.

Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 1690.

1. One who or that

included in that grade

tea-hill (te'hil), «. A hill on which tea grows
or is growing.
At I Bang there are three tea-hills, and from six to

eight qualities of tea to each hill.

Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XV. 489.

teaism (te'izm), n. Same as theism'^.

All suggests that exressiye teaism, coffeeism, etc., pre-

dilection for tidbits, condiments, and desserts, to the

prejudice of appetite for plain, wholesome nutritives,

and all the special dislilles for standard foods now so

common, if not themselves signs of arrest, at least jeopard

the highest maturation of powers.
G. S. llall, Adolescence, II. 14.

Tea-kettle policy. See *policy'i.

Tealbybeds. See *6edi.

teallite (te'lit), n. [Named after Dr. J. J.

Harris Teall, director-general of the Geological

Survey of Great Britainand Ireland.] A

,. tea-sifter (te'sif'ter).

those fishes in which the gills are covered by
a bony flap or operculum : practically synony-
mous with Teleostomi.

tectocephaly (tek-to-sef'a-li), n. [L. tectum.

roof, 4- Gr. Kc^alij, head, -I- -i/3.] The qual-
Seewhich separates the leaves of tea in accord- jty or condition of being tectocephalic

ance with their size, by passing them through scaphocephaly.
sieves.— 2. A sieve or strainer used in sifting

^gg|.j,p]jj.ygjjj /tg^.tg.kris'in), n. [Gr. tiikt6q,

dry tea-leaves or sorting them according to melted, molten, + xpvadc, gold, + -in2.] Asul-
size. phur-colored compound, C15H9O3OCH3, pre-

tea-sorter (te'sor'tfer), «. An inspector of paredby the action of methyl iodide on chrysin

tea, by whom the varying qualities of tea- and found in poplar-buds. It forms thick

leaves are separated into groups and the pro- crystals and melts at 164° C. Also called

portion of the various sorts in any consignment chrysin methyl ether or l,d-methoxyhydroxy-

is determined. flavone.

RiilnhoRtannate of lead (PbSnSo) o7currine tea-tasting (te'tas'ting), m. The occupation tectonic, a. 2. In ffeo?., relating to structure;
sulphostannale_ol_leaa^(rDsn»2;^occu^^

of a tea-taster. It involves fine discrimination of structural: as, tectonic geology (structural
'

flavors, which are favorably described as 'aromatic,'in blackish-gray, inelastic

Bolivia.

teamland (tem'land), n. Same as plow-land.

X. and Q., 10th ser., I. 354.

team-man (tem'man), n. A teamster. [Eng.]

E D 17, teamman, was charged with talking

twenty-seven partridge eggi out of nests on land.

The Field, June 1, 1901, p. 7fil.

team-play (tem'pla),n. Jnfoot-ball, basket-ball,

hockey, and similar sports, the art or practice

of mutual assistance by members of one side.

tean^, «. See teen'^.

Younger than spring, without the faintest trace

Of disappointment, weariness, or tean
Upon the chiidlilte earnestness and grace
Of the waiting face.

W. V. Moody, Poems, p. 98.

fragrant,' 'fruity,' 'malty,' 'mealy,' 'mellow,' 'nosey'

(fragrant), 'nutty,' 'piquant,' 'pungent,' 'toasty'; and
unfavorably (at least in excess) as 'baked,' 'brassy,'

'burnt,' 'coarae,' 'earthy,' ''fishy,' 'grassy,' 'giippy,'

'he»l)y,' 'metallic' 'mousey, 'raw,' 'smoky,' 'soapy,'

'sour,' 'tarry,' 'weedy,' 'wild,* ' W(M)dy.' Textures are

described as 'crapy," crispy,' 'satiny,' 'silky,' 'velvety,'

etc.

tea-tree, «.- coast tea-tree, Leptospermmn Iseviga-

tum, a shrub common along the seacoast of Victoria and
Xew South Wales, useful for arresting the progress of

drifting sand. Also called s(l)irf»(n.V— Mountain ten-

tree, Pentagoiwster peduncularis(Kiinzea pediinrutaris

of F. von Mueller), a small tree of Victoria and New
South Wales, the wood of which is used by the aborigines

for their spears, waddles, and boomerangs.

tecalli (ta-kii'le), n. [Nahuatl.] A very

handsome banded alabaster, opaque, translu-

geology) ; tectonic valleys, valleys due to geo-

logic structure rather than to eroi-ion.

The tectonic line of the Andes is then apparently bent
Buddenlv southward and reappeai-s in GnUiiuu Land. It

is probably continued round the southern Pacific, meet-

ing the known end of the New Zealand line near Mounts
Erebus and Terror. Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 1902. p. 216.

He lays particular stress on the violent earthquake

which agitated the whole of Nicaragua in April, 1!*98, as

to which he quotes the opinion of Dr. Sapper that its

character was purely tectonic, as against the view of

Major lintton, that earthquakes in this region are mere
incidents of the volcanic activity.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S-X XV. 648.

Tectospondyli (tek-to-spon'di-li), n.]>l. [NL.,

< Gr. rikTuv, a builder, -I- a-ovih'/oc, vertebra.]

A suborder of cyclospondylous sharks, found



Tectospondyii

in most warm seas, and having characters be-

tween those of the sharks and those of the

rays.

tectum (tek'tum), n.
;
pi. tecta (-ta). [L. tec-

tum, a roorf.] Same as tectorium. Baldwin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., I. 142.

tee^, n-* 2. ((?) In hanberin</, a strip of iron about 6
inches long, with a hole iii the center, to which a shoit
chain is attached : passed through a hole in a gate-plank,
turned crosswise and so used to hold the plank when
tripped in a splash-dam.

tee* (te), t. t.; pret. and pp. teed, ppr. teeing.

[Also T; tei^, «.] In naval tactics, to manoeu-
ver (a fleet) so as to place it across the head of

the enemy's column of vessels, thus enabUng
the guns to be concentrated on the leading
vessels of the enemy, who cannot reply effec-

tively.

tee^ (te), n. [Pomo (Indian of California).]

A method of making baskets applied by some
California In-

dians; a twined
lattice weave
consisting of

four elements
— an upright
warp of rods,

a horizontal
warp crossing
these at right

angles^ and a
regular plain

Tec.
(Rep. U. S. Sat. Mu

I

eura, 1902.)

twined weaving of two elements, holding the
warps firmly together. The horizontal warp
is on the outside of the basket.

The lattice twined weaving, so far as the collections of

the United States National MU3eum show, is confined to
the Fonu) Indians, of the Kulaiiapan family, residing on
Russian river, California. Dr. Hudson calls this technic
tee. This is a short and convenient word and may be
used for a specific name.

Ainer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1901, p. 117.

tee-bar, n. Same as T-bar.

teeing-gronnd (te'ing-ground), n. In golf, a
space marked out within the limits of which
the ball must be teed,

tee-shot (te'shot), n. In golf, any stroke played
from a teeing-ground. }¥. Park, Jr., Game
of (iolf. p. 7.

Teeswater cattle. The original shorthorn
cattle whicli, were the result of experiments in

breeding carried on by the Colling Brothers in
the Tees district, England.
These Durham, Teemiraier. or Shorthorn cattle, as they

were variously called, were soon eagerly sought after.

EMyc. Brit., 1. 387.

teet (tet), «. [Appar. another spelling and
sense of tcat.l In bee-keeping, same as pipe'^, 5.

teeter, v. i. Hence— 2. To move about fool-
ishly and aimlessly.

A quorum of the committee is away t«eterin' about in
their own affairs. A //. Lewis, Wolfville Nights, xvii.

teetotum-^ (te-to'tum), «. [Made from teeto-

tal.] .See the extract.

Even the newest form of peoples' caf6, the Tee-to-tumt,
are conducted bd that expenses are covered. The unique
institutions . . . combine the features of a coffee-house,
supplying a variety of g<n,d fo<xl ami non-alcoholic drinks,
with those of a club, having numerous facilities for ini-

pn)venient and recreation. The patrons of each Tee-to-
turn are organized by skilled social workers, who direct
their amusements.

/t. A. Woods, in Scribners Mag., April, 1892, p. 423.

teetsook (tet'sok). «. [Amer. Ind.] A saddle-
baf* [Western U. S.]

tegmen, ". 6. In crinoids, same as *diak, 5
( ' ) • — Tegmen ant/l, a thin plate of bone covering over
the mastoid cells.

tegmentnin, n. 3. The outer porous layer of
the shell of polyplacophorous moUusks or
chitons, which covers the inner porcelanous
articularaentiim

—

Tegmentum tympanL Sameas
tegmen tytnjtani. See tegmen, 4.

,>,Qomental, n.— Tegumental gland, a gland lying
in, or formed by modification of, the integument, as are
ihe pois'in-glands of the catfish Malapteruriis.

'eichmann's crystals. See ^crystal.

jichopsia (ti-kop'si-ji), n. [XIj., < 6r. Telx<K,

a naif, 4- oi/j/f, appearance.] The appearance
as of zigzag lines before the eyes, a subjective
visual disturbance occurring in migraine and

I

other morbid states.

Pejon series. See *8eries.

ekkana (te-k^'nii), n. [Aram, and Heb., <
tdkkan, make straight, mend.] A rabbinical
ordinance, remedy, or regulation adding or
abrogating certain laws for the religious well-.........
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tekoretin, tecoretin (te-kor'e-tin), «. [Gr.
rr/Keiv, melt, + pvrivr/, resin.] A fossil or semi-
fossil resin, extracted by solution in alcohol
from pine-wood found in marshes near Holte-
gaard in Denmark. It is colorless, erystalliz-

able, and apparently identical with or closely
allied to fichtelite.

teP, V. and n. A simplified spelling of tell^.

tel. An abbreviation (a) of telegram; (?;) of
telegraph; (c) of telegraphic.

telsescin (te-les'in), «. A glueoside, CigHsoOy,
prepared by the hydrolysis of the glueoside
esciuic acid.

telangioma (tel-an-ji-o'ma), n.
;

pi. telangio-
JH«<a (-ma-tji). [NL., < Gr. Tt?.oc, end (?), -f-

dj';«oi>, vessel. + -nma.] A tumor formed of
a mass of dilated arterioles and capillaries.

telangiosis (tel-an-ji-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
TtAoc, end (?), + ayytlov, vessel, + -o«i«.] Any
disease of the minute blood-vessels.

telautogram (tel-a'to-gram), «. [Gr. T^?.e,

afar, -I- oi'Tof, self, + yoau/ja, a writing.] The
facsimile record of writing or drawing pro-
duced by the receiving apparatus of the telau-
tograph.

telautography (tel-a-tog'ra-fi), «. [telauto-

graph + -y'-^.'\ The process of transmitting
writing or drawings in facsimile ; the use of
the telautograph.

Telautography.— When handwriting or drawings are
to be transmitted, they areexecuted with non-conducting
Ink on metal foil, which is laid around an insulating
cylinder of the same dimensions as the receiving cylinder.

Elect. World and Engin., July 9, 1904, p. 61.

Telchines (terki-nezl, n. pi. [Gr. pi. of TtJ.^iV.]

In Gr. myth., primitive workers in metal and
magicians who were supposed to have been
the first inhabitants of Crete and Rhodes.

.Strange demoniacal and superhuman beings, the Ky-
clops, the Dactyli, and Telchineit.

L. M. Mitchell, Hist, of Ancient Sculpture, p. 140.

teleautograph, «. Same as telautograph.

telocentric (tel-e-sen'trik), a. [Gr. Tf/.e, afar,

+ KivTptiv, center, -I- -ic] In optics, having
its exit-pupil or entrance-pupil at an infinite

distance : said of a lens system of which the
aperture, or stop, is at a principal focus. P.
Drudr, Theory of Optics, p. 75.

telecturograph (tel-e-ki'ro-graf), n. [Gr. rijlt,

afar, + x^'Pj hand, + ypafcn; write.] A form
of autographic telegraph, the photographic
receiving instrument of whreh records mes-
sages in the handwTiting of the sender. Elect.

World and Engin.. June 20, 1903, p. 1055.

teleclezls (tel-e-klek'sis), n. [Gr. ri'/.o^, end,
completion, -f hleiic, selection.] Artificial

or intentional, as distinguished from uncon-
scious or natural, selection. L. F. Ward,
Pure Sociol., p. 361.

telecryptograph (tel-e-krip'to-gr&f), n. [Gr.
Ttf/.e, afar, -h /c/)t';rr<}f, secret, + ypaijieiv, write.]

1. A form of printing telegraph, invented by
Maleotti for use on private lines or on ordi-

nary telephone lines, in which the sending de-
vice is operated by pressing lettered keys like

those of the type-writer and the message at the
receiving station is automatically recorded in

printed characters. As the name implies, the
deriee is intended further to permit of secret
communication between stations.—2. A high-
speed automatic ])rinting telegraph brought
out by Siemens and Halske in Berlin.

telectroscope (te-lek'tro-skop), n. [Gr. t^Ic,

afar, -1- ij'/.CKTpov (for 'electricity') -I- OKovtlv,

view.] An electrical device proposed and ex-

perimented upon by Szczepanik for the pro-
duction at a distant station of visible images
of objects located at the transmitting station.

See *telelectroscope. Set. Amer. Sup., July 30,

1898, p. 18889.

teleelectroscopy (teKe-e-lek-tros'ko-pi), n.

[Gr. Tf//e, afar, + ^?.eKTpov (for 'electricity')

+ -OKonia, < aKOirelv, view.] A seeing or photo-
graphing ata distance. A selenium cell, which
conducts the current best when exposed to

light, is connected by one or more wires with
suitable apparatus for recording variations in

intensity. Also telephotoscopy . Wall, Diet,

of Photog., p. 233.

telefocal (tel'e-fo'kal*), a. [Gr. r^T^t, afar, +
E. focal.] Relating to the focusing of distant
objects : applied to lenses. [Rare.]

As to the " tele-focal " itowers of the new lens (if I may
use the term), a comparison of the two views, marked A
and B, will give some idea of its scope.

Jour. Franklin /«<(., Sept, 1893, p. 216.

telegraph-spoon

telefone, telefonlc. Amended spellings of
telephone, telephonic.

teleg. An abbreviation («) of telegram; (b)
of telegraph; (c) of telegraphic; (d) of tele-

graphy.

telegenic (tel-e-gon'ik), a. Same as *tele-
gonous.

telegonous (te-leg'o-nus), a. [Gr. T^?.e, afar,
-t- -ycvi/c, -producing, -I- -ous.] Pertaining to
or illustrative of, or supposed to be due to,
telegony.

telegonjr (te-leg'o-ni), «y [NL. "telegonia, <
Gr. rr/'Acyovo^, born far away (from one's father
or fatherland) (used as a person's name), <
T»/?,£, afar, -I- --jovo;, -born.] In biol., the sup-
posed influence of a first sire upon the progeny
subsequently borne by the mother to other
sires. Most breeders are believers in te-

legony, although careful experiments have
failed to show any scientific basis for their
opinion.

At present the scientific evidence is so distinctly un-
favourable to belief in the occuiTence of telegony, that to
discuss suggested explanations or criticisms seems un-
necessary. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 215.

telegraf, telegrafic, telegrafy. Amended
spellings of telegraph, telegraphic, telegraphy.

telegraph, n. 3. In cricket, the score-board
upon which numbers indicating the progress
of the game are displayed. [Colloq.J—4. In
ship-building, an apparatus for transmitting
and receiving orders mechanically. An engine-
telegraph consists of a dial on a stand oil the bridge or
pilot-house having a handle with a pointer attached
which, by movement of the handle, is pointed to the de-
sired order on the dial, as 'ahead full speed,' 'stop,*
' asteni half speed,' etc. By a line of wires, a pointer on
a similar dial in the engine-room is made to point to the
same order and ring a gong. The engineer then manipu-
lates a handle with its pointer to point to the same order
on the engine-ro<3m dial, and by another line of wires a
pointer on the dial on the bridge is moved, and if the
order has been correctly received, it points to the same
order as the pointer on the handle of the bridge-dial. A
similar apparatus fitted for giving orders for steering
from the bridge to the steering-engine room, or other
steering-station, is called a steering-telegraph.

5. A chute or trough, usually of sheet-steel,

by which coal or ore or refuse is carried by
gravity from screens or other dressing ma-
chinery to the desired point of disposal. Coal
and Metal Miners' Pocket-book. [Eng.]— Postal
telegraph, in Great Britain and her dependencies, a tele-

graph service can-ied on by the government through the
general iMjst-office. A telegram iK>sted with an ordinary
post-ortice stamp upon it is taken, at the next collection,

to the nearest telegraph-office. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 577.
— Rowland'L telegraph, a nndtiplex printing telegraph
with keylxiard transmittera and automatic type-printing
receivei-s invented by U. A. Rowland. In this system
the so-calii'd sine-wave method of transmitting is used
'and by me.ins of a four-part comnmtator four messages
are simultaneously sent over a single wire.

—

Space-
telegraph, a win-!css telegraph. See nnrelegg -kteleg-

r.(;)/i v.— Steering-telegraph. See ^telegraph, 4.—
Type-printing telegraph, an apparatus for telegraph-
ing in wlHcli tile message at the receiving station is

automatically delivered in jirinted characters. Sci. A mer.,
Nov. 7, 1903, p. 325.—Wireless telegraph. See -kwire-

lesx telegraphy.

telegraph-block (tel'e-graf-blok''), »!. A num-
ber of small sheaves in a narrow, long shell,

used for the purpose of

making signals, so that
several flags may be
hoisted at one time,

telegraphese (tel'e-graf-

es'), «. [telegraph -¥

-fAC .] A very terse style,

such as that in which
telegrams are commonly
written ; a style marked
by very short sentences.
[Rare.]

We rather relish the leisurely
semicolons and sentences of the ^
eighteenth century after being V

'
j

confrontedwitlithe ^'telegraph- ^-^,
ese" of many a nuxlern stylist.

Athenxum, Oct 7, 1905, p. 469.

Telegraphic code. See *code.

telegraphone (te-leg'ra-fon), n. [Gr. t^Xc,

afar, -f ypaijiei'v, write, + (jkjv^, sound.]

The magnetic phonograph, telephonograph,
or magneto-phonograph of Poulsen. See
telephonograph. Nature, Aug. 16, 1900, p.

371.

The "telegraphone' is a "recording telephone," that

U to lay, a telephone that records and reproiiuces

messages spoken into it
Set. Amer., April 26, 1903, p. 317.

telegraph-spoon (tel'e-graf-spen"), n. See
*post-8poon.

u
Telegraph-block.



telegraphy

telegraphy, «.— Electric space-telegrapby, a name
pntiK«se<.f by Uxlge for wirt'less *telegrftitliy.

Thf jieneml principles of eU-ctric ^pace'teleijrapky— or

wirele&s telegraphy as it seems to wish to be called.

Sir Oliver Lixige, in Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin.,

ll8»^ p. 799.

Kl6CtriC-wave telegraphy. Same as unreUM -kteleg-

ra;>Aw.— Induction telegraphy, telegraphy by means
of induced cuiTeiits in parallel circnit*, aa in the systems
for ci^niinunicating witli moving trains, where a line-wire

is installed itarallel to the track and the inductive effect

uf fluctnating currents in tliis wire operates a receiving

ap^Miratus on the train, and vice vei-sa.— Magnetic
space-telegraphy, a type of wireless telegraphy, de-

vUed by Lodge, m which the transmitting apparatus

is a condenser in an oscillatory circuit of low frequency

consisting of a horizontal coil of very large area. The
receiver is a siniilar coil and condenser of like frequency
with a telephone in the circuit.—Ray telegraphy, a

Bystem of wireless telegraphy in which short elcctroniag-

netic waves are focused upon a distant point by means of

lenses having a high dielectric constiuit Sci. Anur. Sup.,

May 9. itKXi. p. 22st«i.— Space-telegraphy. See electric

fpacf-irtele<fraphi/.~^pax\i telegraphy, in elect, a

name »>nK-tiines used fi>r irirde.<s •kttleijraphy (which

see).— Spherical telegraphy, telegraphy by means of

spherical waves through the free ether; wireless teleg-

raphy.—Weather telegraphy, the systematic re-

porting bv telegraph, and usually by cipher de-

spatches, of weather conditions over any considerable

region of country. Nature, March 31, 1904, p. 618.—

Wireless telegraphy, the transmission of signals be-

tween points not connected by electrical conductors;
specifically, the transmission of signals through space
by means of electric waves ; a system of telegraphy based
upon the researches of Heinrich Hertz, who demon-
strated that the oscillatory discharge of an electric circuit

acting as a transmitter produces electric waves which
are capable of setting up an oscillatory dischai-ge in a
similar receiving circuit, A method of utilizing these

waves for the transmission of signals was devised by
Guglielmo Slarconi. His experiments were first made
in Bologna in 1895. and they were continued in England
from July, 1896, imder the auspices of the British Post-

oflftce. In March, 1899, communication was established
across the English Channel between Dover, England, and
Wimereux, France, a distance of 32 miles, the rate of
transmission being about 20 words a minute. Signals
were first successfully sent across the Atlantic ocean from
Poldhu, Cornwall, to St Johns, Newfoundland, on Dec.

12, 1901. In the meantime numerous other inventors and
electricians entered the field, many of whom have contrib-

uted greatly to the development of the art. An impor-
tant feature of most systems of wireless telegraphy is the
use, both at the trausraittitig- and receiving-stations of

aeriiil conductors (commonly called antenna;) suppoited
by a ma^t or tower. On shipboard the aerial conductors

usually consist of a group of
parallel wires strung horizon-
tally between the top masts
and thence down to a deck-
house containing the sending-
and receiving-apparatus. The
distance to which signals can
be transmitted depends upon
the amount of enei^y radiated
by the antenmc in the form of
electrical oscillations of suit-

able wave-Jength (from 100 to
5000 meters). The transmit-
ting-device, of which there are
many modifications, usually
consists of a power-circuit and
an oscillatory circuit. The
power-circuit contains an al-

ternater, a (Fig. 1), sometimes
of 50 kilowatts or more, and
the primary coil, », of a step-up
transformer. The oscillatory
circuit consists of the second-
ary coil, s, of this transfonner,
a condenser, c, and spark-gap,

g, in multiple, and the aerial

conductora, o. When the
capacity and the inductance, I,

of this circuit are properly
. adjusted, powerful oscillations

of high freciuency are set up
and electric waves are sent out through space from the
conductora. At the receiving-station electrical oscilla-

tions are set up by these waves in a similar set of aerial
conductors, and although they
are of very feeble intensity
compared with those at the
transmitting-station, they suf-

fice to operate some one of
the sensitive forms of receiv-
ing-apparatus employed. The
receiver originally used by
Marconi was the coherer, an
instrument devised by Branly
(1890) and based on the dis-

covery by Munk (1835) that a
mass of filings or other small
metallic IxMlies so loosely

packed astf^benon-conducthig
became conducting under the
action of the discharge from a
Leyden jar. The ctmerer has
since been almost entirely
replaced by numerous more
manageable devices, such as
the various electrolytic detec-

tors of Neugschwender, Asch-
kinass, Schlomilch, De Forest,
Feasenden. Vreeland, and
Brown ; the magnetic detec-

tor$ of Rutherford and Mar-
coni ; the microphone of
Hughes ; the barretter of Fessenden ; the audion of De
Forest ; the thenrio-electric detector of Austin ; and the
carborundum, detector of Brandes. The detector is some-
times directly in circuit between the antennee and the
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earth, aa in Fig. 2, in which o is the set of antenna;, d is

the detector, e is the earth, b a battery, and ( a telephone

;

sometimes in the secondary circuit of a transfonner the

primary coil of which is in the circuit between the

antennie and the earth. The detector, whatever its form,

serves as a sort of delicate relay to alter the current flow in

a local circuit containing a battery and some convenient
form of telegraphic receiving-instrument or a telephone.

The electric waves from the antennaj of a station for wire-

less telegraphy are not all of the same frequency, but have
a range of an octave or more. The intensity is greatest

for a certain frequency, that of the so-called principal

wave of the oscillatory circuit, and diminishes rapidly for

longer or shorter waves. If, for example, the principal

wave has a length of 600 metera the accompanying waves
of 500 metera and 700 meters may have only one tenth of

the intensity of the principal wave. By adjusting the

frequency to which the receiving-circuit best responds to

agreement with that of the transmitting-circuit,— a pro-

cess tenned syntony, which is analogous to the tuning of

musical instruments,— the distance at which signals may
be heard is greatly increased, while other instruments at

nearer stations or on shipboard in the neighborhood of the
sending-station will, if tuned to other frequencies, be
comparatively undisturbed.

teleiochrysalis (te-li-o-kris'a-lis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ri/.uocj complete, + ;tpu(7a/iX/c» chrysalis.]

The hypopal stage of a trombidiid mite. Same
as hypopus.

teleiophan (te-li'o-fan), n. [Gr. T€?.eioc, com-
plete, + -(pavjj^f < '<}>aiv€G6atj appear.] Same as
'^'teleiochrysalis.

telekin (tel'e-kin), «. [F. telekin^ < Gr. r^/e,

afar, + Kiv{7iai^), motion.] A device for the
electrical control of machinery from a dis-

tance; a telelectric regulator.

The telekin Is the name applied ... to an apparatus
by which the movements of a machine may be regulated
from a distance, either by means of an ordinary electric

telegraph or by electric waves impelled through the air

without the aid of wires. The inventor distinguishes
between a simple telekin, wherein only a single motion is

considered, and a multiple telekin, which permits of a
complexity of motions.

Sci. Amer. Suij., May 6, 1905, p. 24539.

telelectric (tel-e-lek'trik), a. [Gr. r^Xe, afar,

H- E. electric.'] Noting any device for pro-
ducing mechanical motions or effects at a dis-

tance by electrical means : as, an organ with
a telelectric attachment by means of which it

may be played from a keyboard at a distance
from the instrument.

The advantages of an electrically equipped household
were strikingly set forth in the exhibition of a model
apartment. ... In the parlor . . . was a piano automat-
ically played by a Tel-Electric player, and, whenever
desired, orchestral music furnished by the Telharmonic
system could be had by closing a switch.

Set. Am^r., Oct. 12, 1907, p. 255.

telelectroscope (tel-e-lek'tro-skop), «. [Gr.
T?/Ae, afar, + ifAEKTpov (for 'electric') + CKoirnVj

view.] A name proposed for electrical de-
vices for the seeing of distant objects, in
which radiation from the object at the trans-
mitting-station is converted into electrical

action of some sort, which in turn produces
at the receiving-station a visible semblance
of the object. No really practical scheme for
these transformations has as yet been per-
fected although numerous methods have been
proposed and some have been tried with par-
tial success. See *tel€€troscop€.

telemetacarpal (tel-e-met-a-kar'pal), a. [Gr.
r?;Xf, afar, + E. metacarpal.'] Possessing
vestiges only of the distal portions of the
first and fifth metacarpals : applied to certain
deer: contrasted yfith '^plesioftietacarpaL See
"^TelemeiacarpL

The fact of the plesiometacarpal and telemetacarpal
limb charactera so closely corresponding with the distri-

bution of the Cervidaj in the Old and New Worlds wouUI,
in itself, have convinced me of their fundamental imiK>r-
tance. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1878, p. 887.

Telemetaoarpi (tel-e-met-a-kiir'pi), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. r?;;^f, afar (distal), + NL. meta-
carpiy pi. of metacarpus.] A division of the
deer family in which the distal portions of the
first and fifth metacarpals are present, but
there are no vestiges of the proximal ends

:

contrasted with '^Plesiomeiacarpi.

telemetrical (tel-e-met'ri-kal), a. {telemeter
(-mctr-) + -ic + -aU.] Of, pertaining to, or
produced by means of, the telemeter; tele-

metric.

The peculiar long-range telemetrical measurement of
each side of the polygonal perimeter,

Qeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 330.

telemetrograi)h (tel-e-met'ro-graf), n. [Gr.
T^/e, afar, + fierpov, measure, + )'pd<l>£tVj write.]
An instrument for drawing plans, measuring
distances, etc.

telemicroscope (tel-e-mi'kro-skop), n. [Gr.
TT/X^, afar, + E. microscope.] A magnifying in-

Teleotremata

strument, invented by the Abb^ Deschamps,
for the observation of small objects, such as
insects, from a distance. Its optical system
consists of an objective composed of two achro-
matic lenses that are separated by a distance
less than the principal focal distance of the
most convergent lens, and therefore act as a
single lens, and of a Dollond ocular with four
plano-convex lenses. The eye-glass is made
as convergent as possible to increase magnifi-
cation and field without diminishing the
definition,

telencephalon (tel-en-sef'fi-lon), ». [Gr. rf/of,

end, + €) Kigta'/MCj brain. j Same as prosen-
cephalon.

telenegative (tel-e neg'a-tiv), a. [Gr, r^Xt,

afar, + E. negative.] See the extract and tele-

photographic *lens.

As the human eye, in order to see better from a dis-
tance, uses telescopes, any ordinary photographic objec-
tive can be made to produce enlarged views of an object
by the addition of a magnifyuig lens. This lens, called
" tele-negatite," need not be connected pennanently with
the ordinary objective (which is called " tele-positive "), a
loose connection by means of a removable short tui}e
being quite sufficient Then the objective can be used at
will both in connection with ordinary views and with
telephotographs.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Sept 30, 1905, p. 24861.

teleobjective (tel^e-ob-jek'tiv), a. and w. [Gr.
Tf//^j afar, + E. objective.] I. a. In ojHics,

having an object-glass adapted to the pho-
tography of distant objects: as, a teleobjec-

tive camera. P. Drude, Theory of Optics,
p. 94.

II. H. In opiicSf an objective for the pho-
tography of distant objects. It consists of a
combination of a convergent with a divergent
system so arranged as to obtain great focal
length in a compact instrument.

teleodesmaceous (tel^'e-o-des-ma'shius), a.
Pertaining to or having the characters of the
TeUodesmacea.

teleodont (tel'e-o-dont), a. [Gr. re>u>f (rf?^o-),

completion, + 6(^otf (odoir-), tooth.] 1. Hav-
ing mandibles of the highest development

:

said of certain stag-beetles.—2. Of or pertain-
ing to the Teleodonta.

Teleodonta (tel^e-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. T£?M^ (rf?iff)-), completion, + 6(hix (of^oiT-),

tooth.] In Dall's classification, a group of
teleodesmacean pelecypod MolHtsca present-
ing the most highly perfected type of hinge,
comprising the superfamilies Vetieracea^ Telli-

naceaj Solenacea, Alactracea, MyaceOy and
Adesmacea.

teleogyrous (tel-e-o-ji'nis), a. [Gr. rfAoc

(rc/fo-), end, + yvpoc^ circle, gyi-e, + -<ms\] In
ornith.y noting the fact or condition of having
the free ends of the intestinal loops coiled into
spirals.

Lastly, the distal i>ortion of any loop originally straight
may be coiled up into a spiral, while the rest of the loop
remains straight. This feature may be termed teleogy-

rous. ll. Oadow, in Newton, Diet, of Birds, p. 144.

Teleological proof. See *proof.

teleomitosis (tel 'e-o-mi-to'sis), «. [Gr. rfXof
{TE?.eo-)j end, + NL. mito.ns.] Complete or
typical mitosis, or karyokinesis.

Teleoplacophora (teFe-o-pla-kof'o-ra), «. pL
[NL., < Gr. rf/.o^ (rf/fo-), completion, + NL.
Placophora.] A suborder of polyplacophoran
Molliisca characterized by the presence of pec-
tinated teeth on the insertion-plates of the
valves. It includes the genus Chiton and its

allies of Tertiary and recent age.

teleoptile (tel'e-op-til), iu [Gr. Tf^foc, com-
plete, + TTTi/^Vj down (feathers).] One of the
feathers that succeed the first down of a young
bird. See '^neossoptile and ^mesoptile.

7'eleoptiles, whether Contour-feathers or Downs, are each
originally preceded by a Neossoptile. the base of which
is in direct continuity with the tips of the rami of its

succeeding final feather.
//. Gadow, in Newton, Diet, of Birds, p. 243.

teleoscope (tel'e-o-skop), n. [F. teUoscope^ <

Gr. r^Xf, afar, 4- gkotzuv^ view.] An appa-
ratus for vision at a distance by electrical

means, proposed by Dussand in 1898, in which
the change in the resistance of selenium
when subjected to light was to be utilized

for transmission. Sci. Amer. Sup.j July 2, 1898,

p. 18793.

teleosteous (tel-f-os'^-us), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the teleost fishes,

Teleotremata (tel'e-o-tre'ma-ta), n. pi. See
"^Telotremata.



telepath

telepath (tel'e-path), v. i. and /, lt€lepath(y).'\

I, intrans. To communicate with another niiud

otherwise than through the senses. See telep-

athy. [Rare.]

Just as the humble peasaiit, . . . puts herself in spiri-

tual comraunication with a higher pgwer, so may we nut
find a way to telepath tu minds that are attuned to ours?

Set. Anier. Sup., May 9, 1903, p. 22863.

H. trans. To communicate (a message or

thought) to another mind without the inter-

mediation of the senses.

telepath (tel'e-path), n. ltel€path(ist).'\ A
believer in, or student of, the doctrine of

telepathy; a telepathist.

The book . . . contains ... a chapter headed " The
Spirit Rappers, the Telepatks and the Galvanometer."

Nature, Jan. 7, 1904, p. 219.

telepathize (te-lep'a-thiz ortere-path-iz),r. /.

and t. ; pret. and pp. telepathizedj ppr. tetepa-

thizing. \^t€lcpath{y) + -ize."] 1. trans. To
impress on or communicate to another mind
by telepathy.

n. intrans. To use telepathy.

telephone, «.— Exchan^-telephone, the form of
telephone used by (.ipemt^-TS at the awitchltoard, as dis-

tiiiifnish*;'! from the ordinary forms i>f rt-ceiver.—Long-
distance telopZlOne. (nj a telephone transmitter

designed with special reference to use between distant

stations, as distiuKuished from the instruments for local

service. (/>) An interurban telephone system.—Reaction
teleptione, a teleph<)ne the action <»f which is enhanced
by currents induced in a coil attached to the diaphragm.
—Telephone exchange, the office of a telephone sys-

tem, where all the various lines are brought to a central

switchboard and c<ttntnunication between subscribers is

effected. In the case of automatic systems the term
ia sometimes applied to the switchboard itself, which is

termed an 'automatic exchange.' Preece, TeIe[>hony, p.

56.—Telephone lock, a device for the prepayment of

telephone calls, in which the ho<jk-switch must be un-
locked liy the insertiim of the proper coin in a slot pro-

vided for that puriufse, i>efore communication with the

central station can be obtained.—Telephone theory,
a theory of audition, according to which complex
vibrations are not analyzed in the c(^)chlea but are
translated into correspondingly complex ner\'e-ira-

pulses, just as in a telephone the sound-vihrations are
translated by plate and iruignet intt) corresponding elec-

trical movements. Hnldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psy-

chol., I. 44».— Triple telephone, a form of combined
transmitter and receiver fitteil U> the head of the operator
and haying two earpieces and a mouthpiece.

See *probeyTelephonic'- probe, relay.
*relny^.

telephonograph (tel-e-fo'no-graf), n. [Gr.

Tif/Xy afar, + E. phonograph.] An apparatus
devised by ValdemarPoulsen, of Copenhagen,
for thereeording and stibsequent reproduction
of musical tones or of speech transmitted
through a telephone, it differs from other phono
f;raphic devices in that the record is made by the
ocal transverse magnetization of a steel tajie or wire
which passes between two electromagnets placed in the
electric circuit of the transmitter. These local regions

of magnetization correspt>nd to the mechanical impres-
sions in the recording surface of the ordinary phonograph.
When the tape or wire is passed again between the elec-

tromagnets in the same direction luid at the same
Bpee<i. it in turn iniluces currents in the circuit of which
the electromagnets fonu a part and these current* pro-

duce movetnents of the telephonic disk. The sounds
uttered by the disk in consequence of the motions are a
faithful reproduction of those which actuated the disk in

the process of recording and are free from the disturb-

ances due to mechanical contact between the stylus and
the indented surface of the cylinder or record-disk of the
usual phonogniphic apparatus. The record, moreover,
is free from deterioration by wear and may be utilized

for reproduction almost indefinitely. A record may
however be con»pletely expunged by demagnetization of

the tape or wire, which is then ready for further use. In
a later and somewhat moditled form the apparatus is

known as the tele'jrapkoiw. Also inagneto-phonoi/rapb.
Smtthnoninn Hep., 1901, p. :»S.

telephony, «.— Llifht-telephony. a system of tele-

phonic transmission in which the rays of an arc-lamp are
maile to fluctuate by sending through the arc the undula-
lory current from a carbon transmitter. The light of the
arc is focused upf>n a selenium-cell at the receiving-

station, which may \*e at a distance of several kilometers.

The resistance of tjiis cell varies with the iUuniiiiation

received from the aiv. and an undulatory current corre-

BIMMiding with ttikt of the transmfmng rimntt is thus
sent thrcfugh the receiving telephone.— Multiplex tele-
phony, a system of telephony by which several messages
are sent sininltaneouflly in opjKJsite directions over one
Wirt-.— Radio-telephony. .Same as wireleitg -ktelephony.
— Wireless telephony telephr)nic conmumication with-
out the use of a conducting circuit or line between the
transmittlng-and receiving-stations. Wireless telephony,
like wireless telegraphy, depends on the transmission of

electric waves between aerial conduct<»rs, tenned anten-
nie, which are moutited on masts or towers or other-

wise suspended at a considerable height abiive the groimd
at the two stations. In telegraphy, however, the signals

consist of interrupted groups of waves, while in telephony
a sustained train of waves is maintained between the stA-

tions and the intensity of these is made U) fluctuate con-

tinuously in consonance with the voice of the speaker
at Ine transmitting-station. Ruhmer found that when
an arc was placed in the oscillat^>ry circuit at the trans-

mltting-station a micn>phonic transmitter in a secondary

ctrcait as shown in the figure produced fluctuations in the
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oscillatory circuit and antenuEe which followed the voice
and were sutticiently marked to affect the oscillations in

the receiving antennae.
When a detector was placed
in the ground circuit of the
antennee at the receiving-
station (see Fig. 2 under
wireless irtelegraphy),

speech uttered in the
transmitter at the other
station could be heard in
the telephone placed in
shunt with the detector.

In practice several arcs are
sometimes placed in series

in the oscillatory circuit.

It ;i8 also possible to pro-
duce the fluctuations in

the oscillatory circuit by
speaking to the arc directly
through a megaphone, as
is done in the installations

for wireless telephony in

the United States navy
(De Forest system). Fes-
senden produces the sus-
tained train of waves by an
alternater of about 80,000 ,„. , ^ , ^
cycles per second and im-

tireless Telephony,

presses the fluctuations o. antennw; *. battery; /, tele.

corresponding to speech phone; r, arc; ^, earth.

upon this oscillatory current by the use of a microphonic
transmitter and special form of relay, which greatly mag-
nify the telephonic currents.

telephot, n. Same as '^telephoie^ 2.

telephote, n. 2. An apparatus for photo-
graphing at great distances. It consists of a

camera with
telescopielens.

Light passing
through this
is reflected
from two plane
mirrors before
reaching the
sensitiveplate.
The double re-

flection com-
pensates for
the focal

f. second length of the
The rays lens, reducing

the camera to
small dimeu-

instmment may be converted

Telephote.

rt. objective: *. plane mirror;
mirror ; if, photo|;raphic plate.

o< li^ht follow the dotted lines.

(From " Scientific American, •)

sions. The
into a terrestrial or astronomical telescope
Also telephot. Sci. Amer., June 27, 190^,

p. 4Hfi.

telephoto (tel-e-fo'to), a. and n. [telephoto-

(graphic).'] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
process of photographing distant objects;
telephotographic: as, a telephoto lens, an ob-
jective giving a large image of a distant ob-
ject, in a camera of special design. See
^telephotej 2, and telephotographic *lens.

H. n. A telephotographic lens or camera.
telephotograph, ». 2. A photograph of a
distant object taken with a telephotographic
camera.
Good tetephotofjraphs have been obtained at a distance

of over forty miles, and those taken beyond artillery
range (ten miles) are on a sufficiently large scale to be of
practical use.

Army and Navy Jour., July 14, 1900, p. 1007.

telephotographer (tel'e-fo-tog'ra-f^r), n. One
who takes pictures of distant objects with a
telephotofH'aphic camera.

telephotographic (tcFe-fo-to-graf'ik), a. [telr-

photogrtiph^'y) + -iV.] 6f, pertaining to, or de-
signed for use in telephotography, or the art
of photographing distant objects by means of
telescopic lenses : as, a telephotographic *l€ns
(which see); a telephotographic camera,. See
*t€lephote, 2.

This [treatise] gives full particulars of the theory of
the telephotographic lens, and instructions for its use.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. 8.). XV. 676.

The telephotographic combination consists of a quick-
' acting portrait lens, or an anastigmatic doublet of large
apertiire and relative intensity, varying in focus from 6 to
10 inches, tttt^-d at one end of a tube, in which slides a
smaller tube carrying a properly corrected negative sys-

tem, which may vary in focus from 1 t<j 5 inches, but
must be of shorter focus than the p<»sitive (usually about
halO; the shorter the focus the greater the magni-
fying power for a given extension of camera.

Eneyc. Brit, XXXI. 697.

telephotography, n. 2. The art of photo-
graphing distant objects bymeans of telescopic
lenses and a camera specially designed for the
purpose . See * telephote j 2, and telephoto-

graphic '^lens.

Telenhntography is the art of taking, by a special and
variable long focus telescopic lens, optically adjusted to
the lens of a good photographic camera, photographs of
objects a long distance off as if the operator were com-
paratively close to them. Consequently, an object five

telescope

or ten miles away, which, by ordinary photography, would
cover on the photograph a space an inch square, can be
made to cover, by telephotography, a space sixteen,
thirty-two, or sixty-four inches square, deper>ding on the
magnifying power of the lens and the size of the camera
used. The advantage of this is apparent, for a telepho-
tograph of an enemy's position gives a commanding offi-

cer a bird's-eye view of the ground, of the enemy's forcea
and their positions, of his trenches and gun emplace-
ments, all accurately drawn to scale and on a sheet of a
size convenient for study and reference. The range ot
such a lens is practically unlimited, and useful pnoto^
graphs are readily obtained at distances beyond gun
range ; moreover balloons can be utilized for obtaining
views from above the surface of the earth.

Army and Xav^y Jour., July 14, 1900, p. 1097..

telephotoscopy (tel''''e-fo-tos'ko-pi), n. [Gr..
Tf/'/.€, afar, + 0uf (<1>cot-), light, + -aKOTria, < oko-^

TTfh', view.] Same as ^ieleelectroscopy.

teleplastic, a. 2. In elect.j noting a device
for the production, at a distance, by electrical
means, of the facsimile of a figure or object in
relief.

telepositive (tel-e-poz'i-tiv), a. [Gr. rz/At,

afar, + E. positive.] See the extract under
'^telenegative and telephotographic '^lens. Sci.

Amer. Sup., Sept. 30, 1905, p. 24861.

telepost (tere-post), /(. [Gr. Tfp.fj afar, + E.
post.] A name given to a system of machine
or automatic telegraphy invented by Delany
in which messages are prepared for transmis-
sion by means of properly spaced perforations
of tape. Jour. Franklin Inst., March, 1908,
p. 173.

telerythrin (tel-er'i-thrin), n. [Gr. rf^.of, end,.
+ tpvOpf'i^, red, + -in*-^.] A derivative of or-
sellic ether, itself obtained from the dyersV
lichen, RoccelUi tinctoria. Wlien dissolved in
aqueous ammonia and exposed to the air, it

assumes a dark wine-red color.

telescope, «.— Amlcl's telescope, a prismatic tele-
scope of low power, coiiBisting of two of Brewster's teino-
scopes, with their itlanes of refraction perpendicular to
each other.— Astronomical telescope, a telescope
especially designed fur astrunoniical use : the eyepiece
inverts the image : opposed to terrestrial telescope.—
Dumb telescope, the Unsk-ss tube belonging to the
sextant, which gives a direct line of sight into the hori-
aon-glaas.— Fury's thenno-electric telescope, a de-
vice for determining the temperature of incandescent
btMlies. It consist* of an observing-telescojie with a
thennt)-electric junction in the eyepiece.— Horizontal
telesC0I}e, a telescope mounted permanently in a.hori..

C<Elostat of Snow Telescope o( Mt. Wilson Solar Obserratorj':
viewed from inside the canvas house.

In this particular form of horizontal telescope, the tube is re- ,

placed by a Ion)?, narrow canvas house, within which, near one .

end, is situated tne concave mirror which forms the image ; at the .

other end, outside, the system of mirrors called the ccelostat or
hcliostat, according to its mode of operation. In the illustration,
the lower mirror (ccelostat proper) revolves by ckKkwork about an
axis parallel to the axis ot the earth, at a rate one half as fast as the .

earth revolves; as a result of this motion, the beam which the
mirror reflects remains stationary. The upper mirror may be so ,

shifted and adjusted as to intercept the slationari' beam and reflect
it into the concave mirror at the other end of the canvas house.

zontal position and into which the shifting celestial ob-
ject IB reflected by a system of plane miri'ors which
aut^jmatifally cotniteract the diunial motion of the celes-

tial object and make it apparently remain stationary.

—Panoramic telescope, a telescope which by an in-

genious mechanism and combination of prisms enables
the observer, without moving his eye, to turn his view
horizontally in any direction and to see objects erect and
magnified just as if he were lcM)king through an ordinary
field-glass.— Photographic reflecting telescope, a
reflecting telescope specially arranged for stellar photog-
raphy. Also called photinjraphic reflector.— Prismatic
telescope, a telescope in which long fwus is combined,
with compactness of form by repeated total reflecti<m8 of
the beam between the objective and eyepiece by means
of a system of prisms within the telescope tube. The
prismatic system employed is usually that devised by
Porro. See Porro's *pW«7n*.~Pyrometrlc telescope,
an instrument for determining the temperature of incan-
descent or glowing bodies by measuring the length of the

,



te.escope

vaTM of light given olf by tliem, or the amount of the

nol«rixing ettect, upou this light, of opticiU lijbuiIs.—

Reflecting telescope. lu both the Uregoiian ami the

Cassev-niiniim forms (see (<•;<«-.)/«, 1) the observer looks

toward tlie objeet just as with a refractor. Ill the >ew-

toDiui form, which is the most used, the sinaU mirror
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60-inch reflector of the Carnegie Observatory, on Mt.

Wilson designed and constructed by Ritchey, and erected

in 1908 all details of the optical work, telescope mount.

iiiK dome and building have been carried out with a

degree of relinement and completeness never before

atteniiited in eitlicr rctlector or refractor.— Submarine
telescope. Same as nater-tdcucope (a) (which see, under

(f/f»rc.w-i.— Thennal telescope, a reflecting telescope

with a thermo-electric pile adjusted at its focus, devised

by .loseph Henry, in 184.% for measuring the heatradiated

fivin distant objects such as clouds and solar spots.—

texmaxlogy

telics (tel'iks), n. [Plural of hlic. See -ics.]

A division of sociology which deals with con-

sciously planued and directed progress. L. I\

Ward, Outlines of Sociol., p. 180.— Individual
telics, the study or science of the conscious adaptation

of individual conduct to thi achievement of individual

ends. Compare individual -ktelerig. L. F. Ward, Out-

lines of Sociol., p. 190.— Social telics, a division of

social science concerned with social telesis (see gi-cial

ktelcns). L. F. Ward, Outlines of Sociol., p. 190.

Tower telescope, a reflecting telescope the objective of
telini-fly (te-le'ne-fli), n. An East Indian and

which is flxed, light from any desired direction being re-
(jj ; canthaidd beetle, MyJahris cichorii.

fleeted to it fr.om a plane mirror or ccelostat mounted at
^ ,. _ , /i-,,,. -i * /i \ rr'„ _'-j

u'e U.p of a vfrtical tower. Scwn«, Jan. 31, 1908, p. 1B7. tcllOChordon (te"Ii-o-liO_r'don), «. [Gr. rMfroc,

telescope-boiler (tel'e-sk6p-boi"ler), n. A
boiler having a shell with telescopieally ar-

ranged sheets.
. .

telescope-joint (tel'e-skop-joiut), n. A joint

in whicli the external surface of one pipe or

perfect, -t- xop^^h chord.] A form of enhar-

monic harpsichord or pianoforte, invented by
Clagget of Publin in 1788, in which each digi-

tal of the Iseyboard was capable of producing
any one of tliree slightly different tones at will,

tube, or of a rod, is made to slide within the teliospore (tel'i-o-sp6r), n. [Gr. Tf/.£Mr, fin-

internal surface of another tube, as the tubes ished, + anopd, seed (spore).] Same as tcleii-

of a telescope move on one another. tospore.

telescope-sight,". The line of coUimation marked telilXm (te'li-um), «.; pi. Wia (-a). l^L.. ie-

by cross-wires in the telescope is the line of sight The Hum, < 6r. ri'/.eiov, neuter of Ti?.tiO(, complete,
'-'-—'-'-- "• "" perfect.] The name given by Aithur to the

teleutosorus of uredineal fungi.

teller, n. 3. One of the successive strokes on
a church bell rung to tell the sex and age of a

person who has just died. [Kug. dial.]

In our villages it is the practice, at the moment of

death, to call up the sexton who then goes to the church.

. . . First of all he rings what are called the Tellers

;

then after a pause he continues U> toll slowly on his great

bell. INewcastle-upon-Tyne.] A', and (J., 10th ser., 1. 360.

telltale, n Kudder-telltale. Same as */ieim-tndi-

cator.

telescope is mounted on a horizontal axis so as to provide

the necessary elevation for.the line of sight corresponding

to the range. AU recent naval guns are fitted with tele-

?copc-si.t;hts.

telescope-word (tel'e-skop-werd), n. A word
containing parts of two or more words ' tele-

scoped' together, forming a humorous com-
pound : for example, ' Shakonian,' composed
of 'Shak(sperian)' and ' (Bao)onian.' See
*portmanteau-word.
Telescopic pipe. See *])ipe'^.

telescriptor (tel'e-skrip-tor), n. [F. telescnp-

teur ; < Gr. Tyle, afar, 4- L. seriptor, writer.] telluradiometer (tel"u-ra-di-om'e-ter), «. [L

Fi*e.ioot Reflecting Telescope .it Ml. w lisoii noiar

Observatory.

The characteristic features are; the rigid skeleton steel tube

supporting the mirror which reflects back the converging beam of

light: the counterpoising weights which float the large mirror:

the massive steel fork which supports the telescope in such a way
as to give it free play in declination ; and the large, hollow steel

drum which, floating in a " ' ' *" *' -'"

part of the twenty odd ton

1. Aform of printing-telegraph with keyboard
transmitter and an automatic machine receiver

of the revolving type-wheel pattern.—2. An
instrument devised for the automatic record-

ing, at the receiving station, of telephone

messages.
" " ' An earth tremor, as

a

a tank <>f mercury, supports the gre«let teleSCiSm (tel'e-SlSm), H
ms of weight, thus relieving the right as- ws/xv>o*^iw*i* \ . _

/,

tension axis and allowing the telescope to move with a free, smooth reCOrded CU a SClSmOgra^
,

motion as it follows the diurnal motion of the stars. The massive • • oome disturbance remote frOm the re
base of the telescope, the axis, and the dnving mechanism are be. 8'" '" ""'"^ "'"""i ""

neath the floor of the dome. COrdlllg Station.

i. pUne. an.; i»*et at an angle of 45-, so that the rays are telesemC, «. 2. A range-finder. Invented by

reflected out at the side of the tube. Finally, in the a Dutch military officer, used in the Dutch
front-view or Herschelian form the small mirror is army.
dispensed with, the speculum being slightly tilted so as .,•'.

/(pi/p.ojs'i „ rNL < Gr. Ttkta-.
to throw the image to one side of the mouth of the tube. teieSlS (tel e-sis;, n. IIMj., \ ur. t

This saves the loss of light due to the second reflection,

but involves some injury to the definition, unless, indeed,

the speculum is now- ground and polished with the axis

or vertex of its paraboloidal figure at one edge, instead of

at the center of the speculum as in the other fonns ; or

unless the focal length of the instrument is very great as

compared with its aperture, as in the case of the great

horizontal reflecting telescope recently constructed at the

Yerkes Observatory. Although the reflecting telescope is

entirely free from chromatic aberration, nevertheless, as

constructed in the past, it has failed to give as perfect

definition, when used for visual observations, as the best

refracting telescopes give. In astronomical photography

and spectroscopy, however, the perfect achromatism of

the reflecting telescope is of supreme importance ; re-

tcUuH {telliir-), earth, -1- KL. radiun, ray, -1- Gr.

fitrpov, measure.] An instrument that mea-
sures the radiation of heat from the ground
or the equivalent surface of a black-bulb

thermometer; specifically, the Dawson tellu-

radiometer, which is essentially a sunshine-

recorder.
recorded on a seismograph, which has its ori- tellurliydric (tel-ur-hi'drik), a. {telHr{ic) +
«,„ ;„ o^.vio ri;ot.„-v.oTi(.B rBTtinte from the re- hydri^ogen) + ic.']' Noting an acid, lellureted

hydrogen, H.2Te, which behaves as a feebly

acid substance, precipitating sundry metals

as tellurides from solutions of their salts when
the gas is passed through such solutions.

Also called hi/drotelhiric acid.

combining form of the verb tcacIv, bring to Telluric climate, line. See *clmate, *line^.

completion, taken as the stem of an abstract telluride, ". 2. An ore of a precious metal
noun *TfAf<T(f, completion.] Progress con

sciously planned and produced by intelli-

gently directed effort. L. F. Ward, Outlines

of Sociol., p. 181.—Collective telesis, adaptation of

means to ends by society. L. F. Ward, Outlines of

Sociol., p. I8(i.—Individual telesis, the conscious adap-

tation of conduct by an individual to the achievement of

his own consciously apprehended ends. L. F. Ward,
Outlines of Sociol., p. 190.—Social telesis, the intelljgent

— „ ,-— -,-,..,, , , Socio!., p. 190.
cently the most remarkable and perfect jihotographs of ,. /fo 1qo'v.,o +iT.^ « rliTPir fplr^.
nebula! and star-clusters which have yet been secured telesmoter (te-les me-t*r), n. UlTeg. teles-

have been made with reflecting telescopes. It is certain (cope) + {teJe)meicr.] A special torm Ot telem-

that this type of telescope is only now being developed to gtgj. -which has a micrometer in the telescope
the state of refinement which has already been attained

^ measure the angular distance between the
in the case of the refractor. The speculum is perhaps "^ ludsuio iiin ""b""*

^;„t„„t at-nHon
easier and certainly much less costiv to construct than an fixed marks on the rod at the distant station,

achromatic object-glass of the same aperture; hence, the telethennOgram (tel - e - th^r ' mo - gram), w.

largest telescopes ever made have been reflectors. Atthe rgj. jf-^^ aiSbT, + K. thcrmoqram.J Arecordof
..„.t .,, „,. li.r .t„.,i. ,!,» .iv.f™,, "leviathan- of Lord

^^riations in temperature made automatically

by a telethermograph.

teletype (tel'e-tip), n. [tele(graph) + type.']

A type-printing telegraph.

(gold or silver) which contains tellurium as a

constituent in notable proportion, the presence

of this element entailing certain changes in

the usual course of metallurgical treatment.

tellurion, «.— orthogonal teUurlon i or tellurium),
an apparatus for exhiliitiiif; the matbeniatical relations

of the earth, in which the principles of orthogonal projec-

^ __ tion are applied. Xature, Sept. 14, 1905, p. 493.

directicinof socTai'activrty to\v'iiids'^h'e"achievcment'of a tellurism, n. 2. A supposed relation of soil

desired and understood end. L. F. Ward, Outlines of |q disease.

head of the list stands the six-foot

Bosse, erected in 1846, and still in use ; it is of the New-
tonian fonn. The five-foot silver-on-glass Cas8egraini;in

reflecUjr of Mr. Common, erected in 1889, sttinds next,

and there are in existence a number of smaller instru-

ments with apertures of three and four feet. Herschel's

great telescope, erected in 1789,but long since dismantled,

was 48 inches in diameter and 40 feet long. The magni-
fying power of the telescope depends upon the ratio be-

tween the f<x:al length of the object-glass or speculum
and that of the eyepiece, (^ee eyepiece.) It can there-

fore be altered at pleasure by merely exchanging one
eyepiece for another. As a rule, the highest power prac-

tically available with the best object-glasses, and under
the best circumstances, is from 75 t« 100 t« every inch of

aperture. The illuminating power is proportional, other
things being equal, to the area of the object-glass or the
speculum ; so that a telescope of 12 inches aperture
ought to give four times as much light as one with a
6-inch lens ; practically, however, the larger lenses, on ac- teleUtOSOniS (te-lll-to-so'rus), n.; pi. teleuto-

teletypic (tel-e-tip'ik), a. [teletyp^e) + -Jc]

Of or pertaining to teletypes or jirinting-tele-

graphs. Set. Amer., Sept. 17, 1904, p. 193.

teletypograph (tel-e-ti'po-graf), n. A form
of synchronous machine telegraph, devised by
Tavernier, in which the message is recorded

at the receiving station by perforating a tape.

This perforated tape operates an automatic
tj-pe-setting machine by which means the mes-
sage is prepared for printing.

count of the increase in thickness of the glass, do not
reach their theoretical performance. A modern reflecting

telescope of moderate size, with its silvered-glass mirrors

or specula in good condition, is about equal in light-

gathering power to a refractor of the same aperture.

While in refracting instruments the difficulties due to

imperfect achromatism, as well as the percentage of light

ir>8t in transmission, increase rapidly with increase of size

of the objective, in the case of the reflectrjra large instru-

ment is

percentage
not increase with increase of aperture. This advantage --

the reflector must become more and more important as Seven species of rusts were successfully cultivated and
larger and larger telesci»pe8 are made. With the present the connection between the acidial and teleutosporic

great Impmvements in glass.making. in optical work, and generations established. Science, Feb. 20, 1903, p. 307.

in the materials and methods of modem mechanical con- i-..-. /f^n: „-\\ „ Tfelilmn'\ -f -rt/1 1 Of or
.truction. it is difficult to assign a limit to the possible '*^l*i. IV® ":&"',. l'«"l«™; J '" -1 "J- or

•ize of the modem reflecting telescope. In the new pertaining to a telium or teleutosorus.

tellurist (tel'u-rist), n. [tcnur(ism) + -»sf.]

1. A believer in tellurism as a vital principle

spread throughout nature and circulating in

all bodies. See tellurism, 1.— 2. One who has

a disease of supposed telluric (soil) origin.

tellurium, «• 2. [NL.] Same as tellurion.

-Radioactive tellurium. Same as itarcku-ald's

*rorf«.— Tellurium dioxld, a white solid substance

produced by burning tellurium in the air or by igni-

tion of the nitrate. It is fusible and volatile without

decomposition, and has feebly basic properties, fomi-

iiig salts with some acids, but in the main behaves

as an acid oxid, forming salts with the stronger bases.

Its fonnula is TeO.>.—Tellurium sulphoxld. See

•(.MipAoiid.- Tellurium tetrachlorid, a white sub-

stance obtained by the action of chimin in excess on

gently heated tellurium. It melts at 224° C, is de-

composed by water, and fomis double salts with a

number of metallic chlorids.— Tellurium trloild, an

orange-yellow crystalline substance produced by moderate

heating of crystallized telluric acid. At a higher tem-

perature it is decomposed into oxygen and tellurium

dioxid. Its tomiula is TeOs.- White tellurium, an

ore of white or yellowish-white color, in foliated crys-

tals, found at >'agy-Ag in Transylvania; a telluride

of gold and silver, containing in small proportion anti-

mony and lead, perhaps only as impurities. It may he

only a variety of sylvanite (which see).

Ill iillerine.

Also called

sorH-n). [NL"., < Gir. 7-fAEiir^, completion, -t-

aup6^, a heap.] A single fertile hyphal mass tellursulphur (tel'ur-sul-fer), «. An orange

producing teliospores or teleutospores in ure- red variety of sulphur from Japan, containing

dineal fungi. a small amount ot tellurium.

The nearest approach to a specific term analogous to telmatological (tel"ma-to-loj'i-kal), a. W-
Kcidliim is teleutogorus, and to a collective temi analo- matoloijiy) + -ical.\ Of or pertaining to lei-

^ gous to uredo is teleutostage. Bot. (?oz«((e, XXXIX. 219. matology or the study of swamps.
'as perfectly achromatic as a small one"; ami the teleUt0SP0ric(te-lu-t6-spor'ik),rt. Pertaining telmatology (tel-ma-tol'o-jt), n. [Gr. Te7.pa

fa:e'tr?n'c^aL;^ofaTe?tre.»^ to or characterized by teleutospores.
^Xol\^:T^riL:l^d!:l :^^.^t!o^l
tion of post-glacial swamp-deposits, as peat-

bogs.

A brief review of the methods for collecting, preserv-

ing and examining the plant-remains in recent defjsita,



telmatology
as these methods are now generally employed by paleo-
botanists, with a few additions from the writer's experi-
ence in the study of telmatology,

Amer. Ao(., KoT., 1903, p. 785.

Telmatotherium beds. See *6erfi.

teloblast (tel'o-blast), H. [6r. tc?m(, end, +
/?/^(Trof, germ. J In embryo}., one of the large
cells situated at the posterior growing end of
the body in certain annelids and arthropods
and budding forth anteriorly a row of cells
which proliferates to form one of the definitive
series of organs such as the nerve-chain,
nephridia, and mesoblastic somites. Whit-
man, 1887.

teloblastic (tel-o-blas'tik), a. [teloblast + -(«.]

Of or pertaining to teloblasts.

telodendrion (tel-o-den'dri-on), n. ; pi. telo-
(tendria (-a). [Gr.VfP.of, end'i + ievi'ipwv, dim.
of 6ivAfMv, tree.] In neural., the ultimate
brush-like or tree-like termination of the axon
of a nerve-cell.

Telodynamlc transmission, a system of transmitting
power over considerahle distances by means of endless
wire ropes over pulleys, originating with C. K. Him in
Germany. The basal idea was to run light wire cables at
a linear velocity so great that the strain in pounds should
be light. Speeds of 100 to 130 feet per second have been
used. When the distance between sheaves is over l.ixxt

feet intermediate or supporting sheaves are introduced
at about 400 feet intervals. In very long transmissions,
to diminish cable weight and lateral pull on the bearings.
a'relay pair of traTisniitting sheaves is introduced. Two
pulleys side by side and forming one on a common axis
receive one cable from one direction and send the power
forv^rd by a second.

telokinesis (tel o-ki-ne'sis), n. [Gr. tO.oc, end,
+ Kif^aic, motion.] The closing phases of ka-
ryokinesi.s, or mitosis : same as *telophase.
telolemma (tel-o-lem'a), «. ; pi. telolemmata
(-a-tii). [Gr. .f/of, end, -I- Af«/A, husk.] The
membrane covering the termination of a
motor ner%-e in a muscular fibril. Buck, Med.
Handbook, III. 825.

telonism (tel'o-nizm), n. [Gr. W/.of, end, -I-

di/oua, a name, + ->sm.'\ A pseudonym made
by taking the last letters of the real name : as,
N. N. = .JohH Brown. Stand. Diet.

telophase (tel'o-faz), n. [Gr. rfJ.oc, end, -I-

P<ia(f, phase.] In cytol., the last stage in
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ments required by the business iu which it is to be used.
To supply current to the telphers, one or, usually, two
wires are suspended over each traclt. every telpher taking
its current by means of a trolley. The telphei-s may run
alone, every one carrying a load suspended beneath it, or

tempering-tank
the Carboniferous and the Lower Trias. The
basioccipital region is usually, and the carpus
and tarsus are always, ossified. The teeth
have radially infolded walls.may have one or more trailei-s carrying a part of the load totnTinanAnflT7lr„-,o /t^^'

„-'
/j- i s

orotherloads,andtwoorraoretelphera may, with their
»emnOSpOndylOUS (tern -np-spon'dl-lus).

trailei-s, be made up into a train. The load, whatever its
[NL. Temnospondyl(i) + -oiis.] 1. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the suborder
Temnospondyli.—2. Having the vertebrse com-
posed of several pieces, in a manner compara-
ble to that of some of the ganoid fishes.

temp. An abbreviation (ft) of temperature; (c)
of temporal; (d) of temporary.

temper, r. t. 1 1. In leathcr-manuf., to apply to
(hides) aprocess in which the hides, after they
are practically fini.shed, are dampened, covered
in piles, and allowed to stand and season, the
drier hides absorbing moisture from the
damper ones, and vice versa. Modern Amer.
Tauning, p. 163.

temper, ». 10. A metal or alloy added to an-
other to produce certain physical properties

;

specifically, {a) an alloy of one part of copper
and two of tin to be added to pure tin to pro-
duce a fine grade of pewter; (6) an alloy con-
taining arsenic with lead sometimes added to
the molten metal to give hardness to shot.
Thorpe, Diet, of Applied Chem., III. 805.—
Carbon temper, a tenn used to indicate the propor-
tions of carbon in steel. The more carbon steel has the
harder will it become when suddenly cooled from a
cherry-retl heat.

Telpherage line, showing telpher, trolley, trailer, and load,
the operation being controlled by a telphennan.

character, is suspended under the telpher or trailer on a
platform, or in a bucket, car. or cage, or it may be carried
in a sling or net or by means of barrel-hooks. Nearly
all telpherage systems now include an electric or me-
chanical hoist with each telpher, so that the load can be
lifted from the ground to the elevated trackway, and
may then be transported to its destination and again
lowered to the ground, or to a wagon or freight-car, or to .

the hold of a vessel. The operatioii of a telpherage line temperament, «,-Unequal temperament
™,.\?i't?

""' ~n'P'fe'y "utomatic and managed fre.m imJc. any form o'f temperam"nt not baseJ on^ual semi:one station, or It may l>e controlled by an operator, called tone-
.c^u.iiocim

a (W;)Afrmfln. who rides with the
the line. The aut^jmatic lines may ]

either end of the line, the movement
switch causing the hoist on the telphe

^ifc-s

Maturation-division in Strtamandra.
A, telophase: H. ensuing pause.
(From Wilson's •' The Cell.')

karyokinesis, or mitosis, just preceding the
reconstitution of the nuclei in the daughter-
cells that have resulted from the division of
the mother-cell. Amer. Sat., May, 1904, p.
369.

' '^

Telosporidia (tel 6-spo-rid'i-S), n. r>l. [NL.,
< Gr. Tt'/.w, end, + 'NL. sporidium (which see).]
A group of sporozoans in which thereprodue- .,„..^„ ,,
five phase of the life-cycle is distinct from, tpifnnT fVe'lnni^ «
and follows after, the trophic phase.

"^ " '™^'-"-

Telotremata (tel-o-tre'ma-til), n. 1)1. [NL., <
Gr. Ti/i>(, end, accomplishment, + rpijua, a
hole.] In Beecher's classification, an order
of articulate brachiopods in which the pedicle-
opening is shared by both valves in nepionie
and netinic stages, confined to the ventral

--.-— the load to
the trackway, and also causing the telpher to prix-eed to
Its destination with the load, and, in the case of freight
in bulk, to dump it and return empty to the starting.
point. Automatic lines also employ carriers that may be
loaded by hand, hoisted to the trackway, despatched to
any point on the line or branch line, and lowered to the
car, floor, or storage-place, ready to be unloadeil by lianit,

telpher-carrier (tel'fer-kar'i-i'r), «. A car or
other vehicle used to transport the loads in a
telpherage system. See telpherage and *<e/-
pherdfii'.

telpher-line (tel'f^r-lin), n. A line or route
for transport by *telpherage (which see).
telpherman (tel'f^r-man), «. The operator in
charge of the machinery of a telpherage sys-
tem.
With a machine and an assistant, a telpKemtan can

convey 250 tons per day over a disUuce of l.iXK) feet.
Jour. Franklin 1ml.. Oct,, 1904, p, 266,

telpher-railway (tel'f^r-ral'wa), «, A line or
way for the transfer of material in suspended
oars. He^'*telpherage.
telpher-road (tel'f^r-rod), n. Same as telpher-
tray.

Telugu, n. 2. One who speaks the Telugu
language. The Telugus number gome 20,000,-
000, and are one of the most important of the
half-civilized Dravidian tribes of southern
India. They occupy a considerable stretch of
country north and northwest of Madras. Also
called Telingas.

pi. tela (-la). [NL., < L.
tehim, dart.] Meinert's name for the chief
piercing organ of the dipterous moth; the
hypopharynx.
Meanwhile the hypopharynx, the largest of all the

trophi (omnium trophorum niaximnsX constitutes the
chief piercing organ (telnm) of Diptera.

.S. /'oc^ard. Text-book of Entom.

by an operator, called tones.

l"be ^nlmiri'from temperature. «.- Corouscular temperature. See

ient o^ one eleM^?c
*corpuscidnr.-CntlcaX femperatttre. ((7) .See critical

ture below which the gennination of the seed and the
growth of the plant do not take place.— Critical tem-
perature Of solution. See *»fViitio)i.— Cryohydrlo
temperature. See *i;'"y"A,i/dri<;,— Cumulative tem-
perature, the sum total of the day-degrees of grow-
ing-temperatures counted above 42° ¥. as the point
at which the growth of plants may be supposed to
begin. The summation begins with the first of Janu-
ary, the first of December, or the dale of sowing the seed,
accoiding to special crop or plant.— Effective tempera-
tures, in phenol., the temi>eratures at which vegetative
processes proceed at an ajipreciable rate ; speciflcally
all temperatures above iX F.— Eutectlo temperature
Same as eutectic '*';winf.— Bering's theory of tem-
perature-sensations or of the temperature-sense.
.-.ee *.>'.')i*t'i.oi.— Inversion of temperature, inciease,
instead of decrease, of temiieralure with aJtitude above
the ground.— Optimum temperature, in phenology,
the temperature of the air or .>^ciil most advantageous to
the development of any spccillc seed or plant; it varies
with the plant and the phase of development.— Poten-
tial temperature, the temperature of a mass of gas
under a given standard conilition as to pressure and
Volume. For any other pressure and volume the poten.
tial temperature is calculated by the adiabatic formula.—
Pump-handle type of temperature, a temperature
showing lajiid oscillations of rise and fall through several
degrees, liuck. )lcd. Handbook, II. 413,— Scale Of ab-
solute temperatures. See thermomrtrit -kgnrle.—
Sensible temperature, the temperature recoided by
the ^set-l)llll) thermometer, which is assilmetl to be the
temperature felt by the nerves of the ."ikin. .V 11'. Uar-
rm;;foM.- Temperature coefficient, constant. See
*coe_fineni, *cHiirf(i;i(,— Temperature correction, the
numerical (|uantity added toorsiilitiacted from any i)hys-
ical measurement or instrumental reading to conect the
same for the influence of temperature— Temperature
gradient. See ^gradient.—Temperature of conden-
sation, in meteor., the temperature to which the atmos-
liheric vapor must be cooled in oriler to saturate any given
Volume and begin the process of precipitation and the
formation i>t har.e, fog, dew, or frost ; the dew-point-
Temperature sense, a general name for the senses ol
warmth and cold. If. W mutt (trans.). Unman and Ani-
mal Psychol., p. 111.— Temperature wind-rose. See
•icmd-rone.— Thermodynamic scale of tempera-
tures. See therminnetrtc *»cah'.

'

2.- .
^s- ^''x;*'"'-''. Text-book of Enton.., p. 78. temperature-curve, «. 2. A curve showing

valve in later stages, and usually more or less tembe (tem'be), n. [E. African.] A village the variations of bodv temperature at definite
inclosed by deltidial plates in ephebic (adult) l>"''t >" the form of a large rectangular court intervals in the course of a fever,
stages. The order contains the superfamilies surrounded and inclosed by a continuous row temperature-spot (tem'per-a-ttn-spot"), h. A
Rhynchoi'ellaeeii, Tcrebratulacea, and .Spirifer- of raid buts which ojjen upon it. general name for the cutaneous ' spots'or unit-
acea, the genera of which are distributed In most of the new villages there is no protecting wall areas sensitive to warmth and cold. E. B.
throughout all formations from the Cambrian >"onnd the hnu. But the old villages are what are called Titcheiier, Extter. Paychol I i .54temhea: they have two mud walls, some (I feet apart ;

' -
- .,

. . .

these are divided into rix>ms, and have a mud roof all the
way round. Gcog. Jimr. (R, 0. S.). XI. «23.

temblor (tem-bl6r'), n. [Sp.] A trembling;
sfieeitioallv, an eaithtiuake (temblor de tierra).

temibility (tem-i-bil 'i-ti), n. [Irreg. < It.

tcmere (L. timere). to fear.] The impressibil-
ity of the criminal disposition by fear.

Garofalo's new tenn and principle of •temilnlity' is
perhaps of great sei-vice. He would thus designate the
i|uantum of evil feared tha^ is suflicieiit to restrain crim-
inal impulsion.

Temnospondyli (tem-no-spondi-H), n
[NL., < (jr. Tiiiveif, cut, + a~6v(h'/o(, a vcrte- works.

;^S.'=S'n.r:?orrel:|;;iSgeT?ar«5'.^ram';,'orstrt^; rrw]lic1,Th:ver7ebL'af;''''P''''''^ f""'"*"J
t^mpering-tank (tem'p^r-ing-tangk"), «. In

and surm.iunt consirlerable grades. A telpherage system "f '^"ich the vertebVffi are composed of several a bakery, a steam-heated tank for wanning or
may include single or double tracks, sidings, crcjssovers, pieees, usually of the rachitomous tvpe, some- tempering the water used in making dough
branch lines, loopfc and switches, or any other arrange- times embolomerous : oceurring in rocks from It measures and delivers anv desired quantity

to recent at."'. Also Teleotremata.

telotrematous (tel-o-tre'ma-tus),a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Telotremata.

telpher, '(. II. ». The motor employed in
hauling the carriers of a telpherage system.

It is the preparation of the load for the horse's services
which runs up trans|iortation cost. F.ven though tlie
price of the horse should be pitted against that of the
telpher, advantage would be in favor of the latter on ac-
count of the greatly accelerateil speed of movement

Jour. Franklin I net,, Oct, 1904, p. 287.

telpherage, «. Tefpherage lines are formed of steel
cables sunpended by brackets from p<j|e8 or buildings
and by various devices in crossing streams, turning

tempering-rnachine (tem'pti'r-ing-ma-shen'),
H. A heating-machine having reels which
support trays on which needles and other
small steel articles are placed to be tempered,
or a furnace with a spiral convever or a tum-
bling-barrel. The aim is to expose the steel
pens, screws, buttons, saw-teetli, or other ob-
jects to the action of heat and the mechanical
action of hot sand or other cleaning material
in some form of agitator,

o. s. Hall. Adolescence, 1. 409. tempering-pit (tera'pf>r-ing-pit'), n. The cir-
(tem-nii-spon'di-li), n. pi. eular pit or box in which a tempering-wheel



tempering-tank

of water at any required temperature through
a \npe to the mixing-macliine.

tempering-vat (tem'i>er-iug-vat'), n. A tank
for holding milk or eream while it is being
tempered to bring it to the right temperature
for churning or other treatment : used in

creameries. It consists of two tanks, one
within the other, the outer containing water
which is heated by steam-pipes or cooled by
ice and the inner holding the milk or cream.
It is provided with thermometers for indicat-

ing temperatures iu both tanks, and with
gages, draining- and emptying-cocks, etc.

temper-lime (tem'per-lim), n. Slaked lime
atlded in small proportion to the juice of the
sugar-cane prior to its evaporation, in order
to neutralize any acidity and thus prevent the

formation of uncrystallizable sugar, and also

to aid in the clarification. Sadtler, Handbook
of Indust, Chem., p. 129.

tempSte(ton-pat'), H. [F.,lit. 'tempest': see

tempest.'] 1. A recent form of quadrille or

country-dance.— 2. The music for this dance,
wliioli is in duple rhythm.

temple^, » Temple money, brass, copper, and
bnnize tokens and medals reseinlJling coins, cast in China
and Japan, with magical devices and inscriptions: em-
ployed as amulets.

temple'^, «.—Trough-and-roller temple, in weaving,
a self-acting temple ctmsisting of a semicircular iron

trough or tube which extends across the cloth in the
loom so as to keep it at full width : an old form of temple
lor light- and medium-weight fabrics. T, W. Fox,
Mechanism of Weaving, p. 462.

temple-mound (tem'pl-mound), n. A variety

of fl;it-topped or truncated mound, usually
with a graded waj' to the top, and often with
terraced sides, found in the eastern United
States. Some of them are supposed to have
been the sites of rude temples, but their use
is not definitely known. Keane, Ethnologj',

p. 369.

templet, ». 6. In ship-building, a skeleton
framework made of thin strips of wood (or

occasionally of thin sheet-metal) used to form
the outliue of any part, as of a plate or bar
which is to be fitted to a particular place in

the structure. The templet is formed and
marked from the parts already erected in

place ; it is then taken and laid flat on the
plate or bar to be used, and the outlines and
rivet-holes are transferred to the plate or bar,
which can then be sheared, punched, and
curved so as to .fit the place into which it is to

go-

templet (tem'plet), r. t. To make or fit by a
templet. Also template.

The outside or over-lapping plates are then worked,
and are tem-plated from the place they are intended to
occupy oathe ship. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 597.

tempo^, M. 1. More general directions are (empo morf-
erato, ordinario, or coimnodo, at a moderate, ordinary, or
convenient pace (though tempo ordinario originally
meant simply in common or quadruple rhythm), and also
tempo f/iunto, in strict time or rhythm.

temporal-. I. «—Temporal crest. See*cres<.—
Temporal shield, in herpet., a gfH>d-sized homy plate,
lying justbacliof the eye.— Temporal Sign. See*sign.

II. n. 2. In ichth.: (a) Same as hyomandib-
ular. (b) Same as *plerotie. Starks, Synon-
ymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 510. (c) Same
as *sphenotic, 2. Starks, Svnonymy of the
Fish Skeleton, p. 509.

temporalism (tem'po-ral-izm), n. [temporal
+ -t.«m.] The theory or system of the tem-
poral power of the papacy.
temporalist (tem'po-ral-ist), »!. [temporal -t-

-i,s'?.] An adherent of the theory or system of
the temporal power of the papacy. Outlook,
Nov. 18, 1899, p. 663.

temporo&ontal (tem"po-r6-frou'tal), a. Re-
lating to both the temporal and the frontal
bones or regions.

In the Homo above alluded to the temporo-frontal su-
ture is 20 mm. long, and the sphenoido-frontal 11 mm.

Jtep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 652.

temnlentlc (tem-u-len'tik), a. [NL. {Lolittm)
temul'-nt(iim) + -tc] Pertaining to temuline.
— TemulentlC acid, an acid obtained from the alkaloid
temuline.

temaline (tem'u-lin), «. [(LoUum) iemuUen-
tum) + -ine'-i.] A narcotic poisonous alkaloid,
C7HJ2OX2, contained in Lolium temulentum :

sometimes found in flour, because of the
growth of the parent plant in wheat-fields.

ten. An abbreviation (b) of tenor.

tenalgia (te-nal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Tev{ov),
tendon, -I- oA/or, pain.] Pain in a tendon.
tenancy, «— cottier tenancy. .See *co((ier.

tenant^, n— Cottier tenant. &ee*cottier.
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ten-a-penny (ten ' a - pen ' i), n. A soldiers'

nickname for the pompom gun.
A Ballade of Ten-a-penny. . . . Alas ! for a tune on

the gay Pom-pom.
J. U. M. A., in War's Brighter Side, xxi.

To glTe (something) ten-a-penny, to fire a pompom at
it

A fellow Pom-pom in the Opposing Army . . . catching
the Field-battery crossing a Donga gave it Ten-a-penny
for two Minutes to the Confusion of all concerned.

li. Kipling, in War's Brighter Side, xii.

tench^t (tench), «. [A corruption ol'tent{iary),

an abbreviation of penitentiary .] A peniten-
tiary. [Australia.]

Prisoners' barracks, sir— us calls it Tench.
Caroline Leakey, The Broad Arrow,*lI. 32, quoted in

[E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Tendency theory, in theol., the theory of the Tubingen
schiK)l tliat tile b^ioks of the New Testament, apparently
artle.s.s productions, were put together for the purpose of
upliolding cuiTent opinions, and that they thus have a
'tendency.' See Tubingen school, under *tcAooU.

tendential (ten-den 'shal), a. [L. tendens{-t-)

+ -ial. See tendency.'] Having a tendency;
of the nature of tendency ; exhibiting a ten-
dency or bias.

It meat]s greater suggestibility to the circle of ideas the
subject is intent upon realizing, and deliverance, if not
from the presence, at least from the power, of those other
tendential ideas against which he has been struggling.

Ainer. Jour. Relig. Pgychol. and Education, May,
[1904, p. 75.

tendinitis (ten-di-ni'tis), n. [NL., < L. tendo
{tendin-), tendon, -t- -itis.] Inflammation of a
tendon— Tendinitis of the horse, an intlammation
of the tendons of horses, principally tlie flexor tendons,
which results from strain or wrenching and produces
great tenderness of the parts, with more or less severe
lameness.

Tendinous ring of Arnold. Same as annului tendinosut.
—Tendinous sensation. See *sen»a(io)i.

tendon, ».— Tendon-grafting, an operation for join-
ing the tendon of a paralyzed .iiuscle to one of a normal
muscle, which is thus made to perform the work of its

weakened fellow.—Tendon sensation. See -keenmtion.

tendon-sense (ten'don-sens), n. In psychol

,

one of the kinesthetic senses, endowed in all

probability with but one sense quality, that of
strain. E. C. Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 25

tendosynO'Titis (ten-do-sin-o-vi'tis), n. [NL.,
< L. tendo (tendin-), tendon, -I- NL. synovia +
-itis.] Same as *tcnosynovitis.

tendovaginal (ten-do-vaj'i-nal1, a. [L tendo
(tendin-), tendon, -t- vagina, sheath, -t- -0/1.]

Relating to a tendon and its enveloping sheath.
tendovaginitis (tcn-do-vaj-i-ni'tis), n. [NL.,
< L. tendo (tendin-), tendon, -t- vagina, sheath,
-f- -itis.] Inflammation of the sheath of a
tendon.
tendril-climber, n. According to U. Schenck (fol-

lowed by Schimper), tendril-climbers include all lianas
which are supported by irritable organs curling
around the support. They are divisible, therefore, into
leaf-climberg, leaf tendril-climbers, branch-climbers,
hook-climbers, n'atchspriny climbers, and stem te7idril-

c^»^/v^r^.— Brancll-cilmber. See *branch-ch'mber.—
Hook-Climber. SeeAoi^-cKmSpr.- Leaf-climber. See
*(ea/-c(t>n'jpr.— Leaf tendrll-ollmber, a liana in w hich
the supporting organ is a leaf or part of a leaf modified to
a curling filament, as in the common pea, vetches, etc.

—

Stem tendril-climber, one of a large class of lianas
with climbing organs which often closely resemble those
of leaf tendril-climbers, but are shown to be axial by
their position, also by the presence of rudimentary leaves,
as in the grape-vine.— Watchsprlng climber. See
•^climberl.

tendrons de veau (ton-droii' de v6'). [F.,
'gristle of veal': see ttndron anA veal.] The
gristles from the breast of veal stewed in
stock: served as an entree.

tenebrionid (te-neb'ri-o-nid), n. and a. I. n.

One of the coleopterous family Tenebrionidse.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Tenebrionidse.

Tenebrosi (ten-e-bro'se), n. pi. [It., pi. of
tenebroso, < L. tenebrosus, dark: see tenebro^is.]

A school of realistic painters iu Italy in the
seventeenthcentury who indulged iu excessive
effects of light and shade. The center of the
movement was in Naples and the chief masters
were Ribera and Caravaggio.

tenectomy ^te-nek'to-mi), n. [Gr. Tev(av),

tendon, + iKTo/zr/, excision.] Excision of a
portion of a tendon. Lancet, June 18, 1904,

p. 1727.

teneramente (ten-a-rii-man'ta), adv. [It., <
tenero, tender.] In music, with tenderness:
compare dolcemente.

tenial (te'ni-al), a. [txnia + -a/1.] Relating
to a tajnia in any sense, but especially to one
of the bands of white nerve-matter in the
brain which are so designated. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 165.

tenicide, n. See txnieide.

tension-fanlt

tenifuge, n. See teenifuge.

Tenn. An abbreviation of Tennessee.

tennis-net (ten'is-net), n. A light cotton neU
ting, used as a ball-stop or boundary in the
game of lawn-tennis.
tenon, «. 2. A portion of a block of stone
from which a work of sculpture is cut, al-
lowed to remain as a temporary or permanent
support.

tenonostosis (ten'''on-os-t6'sis), n. [NL.,
prop. * tenontosteosis, < Gr. rhuv, tendon, -t-

MTcoii, bone, + -osi^.] Same as *tenostosis.

'tenontagra (ten-on-tag'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ttvav (tcvovt-), tendon, + aypa, a taking (sei-
zure).] Gout in the tendons.

tenontitis (ten-on-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. rivuv
(t£vovt-), tendon, -I- -itis.^ Inflammation of a
tendon; tendinitis.

tenontophyma (ten''on-to-fi'mii), «.; pi. ten-
ontophymata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. rhwv
(tcvovt-), tendon, -f <pi/ia, a tumor.] A tumor
springing from a tendon.

tenoplasty (ten'o-plas-ti), n. [Gr. Tivon', ten-
don, 4- TrMaaeiv, form, mold.] Plastic surgery
of the tendons.
Tenore buffo, a tenor singer in comic opera.
tenostosis (ten-os-to'sis), n. [Gr. tIvuv,
tendon, + ccTtov, bone, -I- -osis.] Ossifica-
tion of a tendon.
tenosynovitis (ten -o-sin-p-vi 'tis), n. [Gr.
Ttvuv, tendon, + NL. synoria + -itis.] Inflam-
mation of a tendon with its enveloping sheath.

tenotomist (te-not'o-mist), n. [tenotoni(y) -I-

-ist.] One who performs tenotomy.
Tensile strain, the defonnation caused in any material
by a stress which tends to separate the particles or ele-
ments which compose it by a pull iti the direction of their
length.— Tensile Btrengtb, the resistance offered by
any material to a stress 01 pull in the direction of the
length of the piece, or t<:» one which tends to cause it to
fail by pulling apart.— Tensile stress, the effort or pull
exerted on a bar or structure which tends to make it fail
by pulling apart— Ultimate tensile strength. See
^strength.

tensimeter (ten-sim'e-ter), n. An instrument
for measuring the vapor tension of the water
vapor from a salt containing water of crys-
tallization.

tension, n. 8. In phytogcog., same as *ten-
sion-line.— Center of tension. See -kcenteri.— Solu-
tion tension, the tension or pressure by virtue of which
the particles of a dissolving substance are driven into
solution. When the solution tension equals the osmotic
pressure, equilibrium is established, the dissolving sub-
stance ceases to diminish, and the concentration of the
solution becomes constant.

—

Tension rupture. See
itrupture,

tension-beam (ten'shon-bem), n. A beam or
roller in a loom, designed to keep the warp-
tbreads taut.

tension-brace (ten'shon-bras), n. A term in-
correctly used to describe a tension-member
such as a tie-rod or bar intended to offer re-
sistance to a tension stress. A brace is

properly a compression-member used as a stiff-

ening element to resist a tendency to deform.

tension-carriage (teu'shon-kar'aj), «. A
small four-wheeled oar which travels on a
short piece of track and carries a pulley hav-
ing a hollow face to receive and support a
traveling endless wire-rope cable. Such a cable,
used in a cable-road or elevator or as the traveling cable
of a wire-rope cableway, wire-rope tramway, or trans-
porter, must be kept at a certain tension and is carried
round the pulley of the tension-carriage. Where the car-

riage moves upon a horizontal track, a weight, suspended
in a well at the end of the track by a rope attached to the
car and passing over a pulley at thetop of the well, serves
to maintain the required tension by drawing the carriage
along the track, the carriage moving forward or backward
on its track and raising or lowering the weight under
variations in the strain upon the cable caused by changes
in the load. Where the carriage moves upon a vertical

track its own weight maintains the required_tension on
the cable.

tension-clip (ten ' shon - klip), n. A device
which, by a stress of hauling or pulling, is

caused to grip a moving element, while a re-

lease of the tension causes the grip also to

release : used in cable-railways or continuous
wire-rope elevators. The usual principle is

that of an oblique pull on the clip, which
causes it to cant sidewise and bring a side

pressure against the moving element sufficient

to cause friction and prevent slipping when
the effort comes on.

tension-fault (ten'shon-falt), n. A fault pro-
duced by the pulling apart of the sides of a
fissure in the earth's crust. As the fissure is

almost always inclined, the upper side slips

down on the lower. It is a normal or gravity-

fault.



Also

tension-line

tension-line (ten'shon-lin), n.

the neutral border between
types of vegetation. Same as *ecotone^
called line of tension. C. ilaeilillan.

tent', n. 5. The web of a colony of tent-
eateipillars.—6. A tent-shaped cover.

When the part« to be treated are all covered, the
diluted acid is placed under the tent, the cyanide of
potassium is dropped in, and the tent immediately closed.
The gas is exceedingly poisonous, and should not be
inhaled. E, G, Lodenmn, The Spraying of Plants p. 149.

Bbeet-tent, a large octagonal sheet of duck, consisting
of a central piece and several side pieces, used to cover
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and the Za nnd Zfl of De I'.oisbandran.

. Terbia is strongly
basic; iusalt«aie colorless and give a spark-spectiun*
but no absorption-spectrum.

terbic (ter'bik), a. [ierb^ium) + -ic] Con-
taining terbium as a constituent : as, a terbie
salt.

terdiurnal (ter-di-er'nal), a. [<er- + 'diurnal.'i
Happening three times daily.

Professor Hann has shown that at the earth's surface
three regular periodic variations are established by ob-
servation, viz., the diurnal, semi-diurnal, and ter-
diuj'nal.

"
Encyc. Brit., XXX. 719.

Same as tcrelic.

Sheet-tent in position for fumigation.

A genus of

citrtis trees for fumigation with hydrocyanic-acid gas
against scale-insects, yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1S96,

I). 2'-'9.—Tent of meeting, a .Jewish tabemaile.
tentacle, ".—Primary tentacle, in some hydrome-
diisans, the tentacle at the base of a radial canaL Bid.
Bulletin. Jan., 1904, p. 89.

Tentacular canal. (*) See ^canan.
Tentaculites (teu-tak-u-li'tez), n. [NL., <
L. tent'iculum, tentacle,'-)- -iUs.']

small elongated conic shells of
circular section, the outer sur-
faces of which are marked by
strong regular transverse ridges
and by line longitudinal striae on
the spaces between the ridges.
They are confined to the Paleo-
zoic and are extremely abun-
dant in many Silurian and
Devonian formations. They
have usually been regarded as
the shells of pelagic FUropoda,
but many authorities consider
them as annelidan tubes.
tentaculoid (ten-tak'u-loid), a.
[.NL. tcntaculum, a feeler, +
-Old.] Relating to the pecu-
liar processes which protrude
throtigh the umbo-like struc
tures of the gelatinous invest
ment of diatoms.
tentadura (tan-ta-ds'riii,

< Icntiir, try, test: see

In phytogeog., tenting^ (ten'ting), n. The process of stretch-
two competing ing, or holding to a desired width, as cloth in

the process of drying.
tentorial, ".—Tentorial plane, a straight line drawn
tlu'ough the tentorium, or division between the cerebrum
and cerebellum.

tenuit (ten'u-it), n. [L., he (she) held.] In terbine (ter'bin), «. Iterbia + -i«e2.] An
common Jaw, a term defining the tenure in early form of the name of the rare earth terbia.
an action for waste done after the termination terchlorid (ter-klo'rid), n. Iter- + chlorid.J
of the tenancy. A compound containing three atoms of chlorin
tenure, n.—Horn tenure, in feudal law, tenure by i" combination, as the terchlorid of antimony
coinage. It was the duty of the vassal to wind a horn (SbCl3) (also called butter of antimony)
upon the approach jf an enemy to give notice thereof.— a__j; -, ... -,-..,.•'_.

.
.fj'

Survey tenure, in India (Bombay Presidency), a tenure
of lanil by which occupation is preceded by a survey.
Each field is measured and assessed according to tlie
quality of the soil and the crop. This assessment holds
good without any modification for a term of thirty years ;

it is in fact a rent charge liable to change once in thirty
years. In the Northwestern Provinces and the Punjab tprphpnic Cter S beTi'iVI «a somewhat similar tenure prevails. £jic!/c. Bri(., XII. ^cieoemc ^le^-e-uen ik;, a.

771. terebenthene (ter-e-ben'then), n. [Also (ere-

tenurial (te-nu'ri-al), a. Itemir(e) + -ial.'\ benthic (It. terebentina), < tereb(inth) + -ent
Having the nature of, or pertaining to, a (v^ith -ent as \n turpentine) + -ene.'] Same as
tenure or holding of property. leropinene. See *pinene.

tenurially (te-nii'ri-al-i), adv. In a tenurial terebentic (ter-e-ben'tik), a. Iterebentdlilcne)
manuor; as regards tenure. + -ic.j Pertaining to terebenthene Tere-
ten-wheeler (ten'hwe"lfer), ». An American hentlc acid, a colorless crystalline compound, ('9H14O5,

type of locomotive engine having six driving-
vm'«.i>-'d by the action of lead oxid on turpentine,

wheels and four supporting-wheels in tlie
^^^''.^^tl^^ (ter"e-ben-til ik), a. [tcrebent{ic)

truck. The three drivers on each side are the "*" '''7 ''^vl
^o*"'^ ^^ a<'"5' ^ colorless corn-

same as in the Mogul type, but the extra two Vonnd, CgHjoOa, prepared by passing the

wheels in the truck make possible an engine
with a longer boiler and greater steam-making
surface, and which is somewhat safer as
regards tendency to become derailed.
teocote (ta-o-ko' ta), «. [Nahuatl teocotl,

sacred pine, < teoil', god, + ocoti, pine.] A
lofty pine (Pinus Teocote), with spreading
ascending branches, indigenous to the moun-
tains of Mexico. Th« leaves, 3 in a sheath, are from
12 to 20 centimeters long, rigid, compressed-triangular in
cross-section, with scabrous edges and a sharp apex. The
cones are from 4 t-j o centimeters in length and from 2 to
2.5 centimeters in diameter. This tree was highly es-

vapor of terpin over soda-lime at 400° C. It

crystallizes in small needles, sublimes in
plates, melts at 90° C, and boils at 250° C.
terebilenic (ter " § - bi - len ' ik), a. Noting
an acid, a colorless compound, (CH3)2-

6c(COOn) : CHCOO, prepared by the action of
water on a-chlorterebinie acid at 140° C. It
is the anhydrid of diaterebilic acid, and is de-
posited from alcohol in lustrous transparent
trimetric crystals which melt at 162-163° C,
and from water it yields prisms melting at

^,. , . . .
. . 168° C. It may be sublimed,

teemed by the ancient Aztecs as the source of an aromatic tprphilip (ter-p-hil 'ikl n Sninp na //.r/TiiV
incense, which could be used only by the nobles and J^"Pf"fi.>'*^, ? "".'"-A «; ,,?,^'°^ ^^ tercOie.

dignitaries. terebinthic (ter - e - bin thik), a. [terebinth

tepejilote(ta-pa-he-16'ta),M. [Nahuatl <<?pe«, + -'<'•] Of or pertaining to terebenthene.
mountain, + a;i7o», ear of green corn.] The Terebratella (ter"e-bra-tel'a), n. [NL. See
unexpanded flower-spikes of several species of Terebratiila.] A genus of telotrematous tere-

Tubes o( linta<u
iites omalui.

tempt.?r

tentadura
An assay

palms of the genus Nunnezharia. Some of
the species have been in cultivation by the
natives for centuries; they use the flower-
spikes for food.

tepetate (ta-pa-ta'ta), n. [Nahuatl tepetl,

mountain, -f- tlatatl, mud.] A material exist-
inir in enormous quantities (from .T to 500 feet
thick) over the greater portion of the surface
of Mexico, and supposed to be consolidated
volcanic mud. It is also found less exten-
sively in Central and South America.
tepidamente (tep"i-da-man'te), adv. [It.] In
mu.>iie, in a lukewarm, listless inanner.

Ter. An abbreviation (a) II. c] of terrace;
(6) of territory.

naade to ascertain the proportion of amalgam teraconic (ter-a-kon'ik), a. [ter(ebate) +
in an amalgamating heap ; an assay made by
concentrating the metallic portion of a min-
eral which remains after the earthy portions
have been washed out. Phillips and Bauer-
man, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 743.

tentage, ». 2. The number or supply of tents.

tent-caterpillar, n. -Apple-tree tent-caterpU-
lar, the larva of an American lasiocampid moth. Mala-
ciMiina amfricana. Also called tent-caterpillar 0/ the
orchard. See tent.caterjntlar.

tentering-frame (ten'tfer-ing-fram'), n. Same
as tentir-, 1.

tenth, n—Saladln's tenth, a tai laid in England and
trance, in nm. by Pope Innocent III. for the crusade of
Richard I. and Philip Augustus against Saladin, Sultan
of Egypt, then going to l>e8iege Jerusalem, fiihhon c<.n-
sidep! it the foundation of the ecclesiastical tithing sys-
tem. Wharton.

acon(itf) + -ic] Noting an acid, a colorless
compound, HOCOC(€H2COOH) :C(CH3)2,
prepared by the action of sodium on ethyl
terebate. It forms lustrous prisms or large
triclinic crystals, and melts and decomposes
at 161-163° C.

teracrylic (ter-a-kril'ik), a. [ter{ebate) (?) +
arri/lic.] Noting an acid, a colorless liquid,

C'7Hi20o, prepared by the distillation of ter-
penylic acid. It has an odor of valeric and
capric acids, and boils at 218° C.

teraglin. (ter'a-glin), «. [Said to be aboriginal tergiversant7te7'jV-v^'r-sant)', a.
"
Terg'

Au.stiaiian.] A hsh of New South Wales, tj,,„ . shifty evasive "

Otolithus atelodus. Sometimes called Jetc/sA
E. E. Morris, Austral English.

bratuloid brachiopods of the subfamily Ma-
gellaninge, represented by species ranging
through Jurassic to recent formations.

Terebratulina (ter"e-brat-tl-li'na), n. [NL.,
< Terel)ratul(a) + -!'»fll.] A subgenerie divi-
sion, of doubtful value, of the genus Tere-
bratula, having shellswith striate surface and
the bracbidium consisting of a small annulus.
It is represented by species ranging from Ju-
ras.sie to recent time.

terebratuloid (ter- e -brat ' fi - loid), a. [tere-
bratula + -oid.] Having the aspect or char-
acters of the brachiopod genus Terebratula.

terecamphene (ter"e-kam-fen'), n. [tere-
(binth) + camphene.'] See *com2)hene, 1.

terella (te-rel'a), «. [NL., dim. of L. terra,

earth.] A magnetized globe of steel, or a
spherical lodestone, with poles diametrically
oj)posite each other so as to represent in
miniature the distribution of terrestrial mag-
netism.

terephthalic (ter-ef-thal'ik), a. Noting an
I 4

acid, a colorless compound, CgH4(COOH)2,
prepared by the oxidation of various paradi-
substitution derivatives of benzene. It crys-
tallizes in needles and sublimes without
melting. Also called paraphthalic acid.

iversa-

I

terat. An abbreviation of teratology.

tenth-meter (tenth'me'tfr), n. In phys., a teratism (ter'a-tizm), n. [Gr. rfpaf (jepar-),
unit of length equal to IOh-" meters, or one mon.ster, -I- -ism.] Monstrosity,
ten-millionth of a meter. teratogenesis (ter"a-to-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr.
tenth-normal (tenth'n6r'mal), a. In analyt. fipar (npar-), a monster, -f- -yheaic, produc-
ehem., said of a solution or of the strength of tion.] The production of monsters.
a solution prepared by diluting one volume of teratol. An abbreviation of teratology.
normal strength to make ten volumes. Also teratosis (ter-a-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ripa^
written

ijj.
See ^normal, 5 (6). (-(par-), monster, + -osis.] Same as *ter-

Tenthtwrmal nitrous aci<l was prepared by adding an "''""•
eicessof pure silver nitrite ti> a known amount of N/ 10 terbia (t6r'bi-a), n. [NL., < terbium.] Ter-

"'""""'''
""" bium oxid, the earth originally called erbia.

As obtained by ignition it has a dark-orange color, pn.>b-
ably-due t<» the presence of a little of a higher oxid ; after
heating in hydrogen it is white. It is very doubtful
whether it has been obtained free from admixture with
other oxids of the same group presenting properties
which have been referred to mosandrium, philippium,

hydrochloric acid ami filtering off the silver chloride.
Amer. Chem. Jour., March, 1904, p. 197.

tentillum (ten-til'um), n. ; pi. tentilla (-a).
[NL., < L. tent(aculum) -^ -ilium.] One of the
fine, lateral tentacles on the dactylozoSids of
some siphonophorans.

terlina (ter-le'nil), n. [It.] A billon coin of
Louis XII. of France, struck at Asti.

terlingfuaite (t<T-lin'gwa-it), «. lTerlingua +
-ite'^.] An oxychlorid of mercury, Hg2C10,
occurring in yellow to green or brown mono-
clinic crystals: found with other mercury
minerals at Terlingua, Texas.

term, «.- At term, at the end : noting specifically the
birth of a chiltl at the period of the normal termination
of pregnancy. A7ner. Sat, April, 1904, p. :iOt.— Dis-
junctive term, a tenn formed by a combination of
teniis united liy a conjunction equivalent U) 'or.'—Gen-
eral term. (/') In math., a tenn which by subHtitiition

of successive numbers for a letter it contains will give
successive terms of a series.— Principal term Of a set
M, any tenn of M which is the limit of some funda-
mental set in M.— Probatory term^ the time within
which the parties to a suit are required to take their
evidence.— Term for years, in laie, an estate of fixed
period in realty. It is comnirmly created by deed and it

a chattel real.— Term of a determinant. See Itdeter-

minanU



termen

tennen (t*r'men), n.; pi. temiina (-mi-nS).

[XL., < L. tfrmett, a collateral form of tt-rmi-

HU«, end: see terminus.'^ In fii torn., the outer

edge of the wing between the apex and the

anal or inner angle. A. S. Packard, Text-book
of Entom., p. 122.

termmal. I. o.— Terminal artery, curvature.
.See narteni. *ri/rr(ifiirf.— Terminal velocity. ('')

See criticat *iWoci?y.

II. «. 4. A terminus, as of a railroad.
— Primary terminals. J^ee ^primary.

terminalis (ter-mi-na'lis), a. and n. [XL.: see

/fr»ii«<(/.] In gram., noting tlie case -wliieh

expresses direction toward. Also called tran-

sitional.

terminated (t^r'mi-na-ted), p. a. Haying a

terminus or end; ended; specifically, in min-

eral, having the extremity completed by one

or more crystalline faces: said of a crystal.

See termination, 9.

termination, ». 10. In ins. law, the end of

the vovas,'f of a vessel, namely, when it has

been safely moored at the dock of its destina-

tion for twenty-four hours. The risk on the

cargo is not ended by this fact.

terminative, a. 2. In gram., noting direction

toward, as a case.

Besides a general locative some of the moat frequently

occurring are inessive, superessive, introessive, ablative,

«nd leniiinatiK. Besides these, comitatives, similatives,

partitives, and suffixes expressing similar ideas, are

found. AiHfr. Anthropotogitt, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 13.

terminize (t^r'mi-niz), r. t.; pret. and pp.
tenniniced, ppr. termini:ing. [L. termin{us),

term, -t- -i:e.\ To supply with terms or ter-

minology, as a science ; form the special

nomenclature of. [Rare.]

The fact that yachting has entered France by way of

England accounts for the adoption of so many English

words, a condition that is paralleled in the terminizing

of sports, such as football and bicycling, which crossed

the C'haiHiel southward.
Army and Savy Jour., Aug. 19, 1899, p. 1221.

termite, ".— Neotelnlc termite, one of the reserve

individuals in a tennite colony which may be substituted

for the royal pair at any time and carry on their func-

tions, although retaining the juvenile condition in certain

respects. Cambridge Sat. Hist., V. 362.

tennitid (t^r'mi-tid), «. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the isopterous family Termitidee.

n. «. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Termitidx.

termitopbagOUS (ter-mi-tof'a-gus). a. [NL.
termites, termite, -I- Gr. -fayo^, < ipayelv, eat.]

Eating or feeding on termites, or white ants.

ternary. I. a. 2. In math., having three

variables.— 3. In old chem., applied by Dalton
to substances consisting of three atoms—
either A-l-2Bor2A-l- B— Ternary alloy, an
alloy of three elements : used especially for alloy steels.

—Ternary symmetry. See*>ryOT7«e(ry, 6.— Ternary
system. fSee *nystem.

H. H. 2. A trinity.

The Infinite goodness of the Almighty Temarie.
Dr. John Dee, Pref. to Euclid.

temstroemiaceons (tern'strem-i-a'shius), a.

[XL. Tirnstr<i-miace(s!) + -oits.] Belonging
or pertaining to the Ternstroemiaceee (properly

the Theacese); theaceous.

terpan (ttr'pan), «. [terp{entine) -I- -an.'\

Same as *cineol.

terpanol (t6r'pa-nol), n. [terpan + -ol.'] Same
as menthol.

terpentic (tfer-pen'tik), a. \terpent(iiie) + -ic]

Same as *terpenylic.

terpenylic (tfcr-pe-nil'ik), a. Iterpen(tine) -i-

-yl -(- ic.'] Pertaining to turpentine.

—

Teri>enyllc acid, a colorless compound, (CHgla

Cnrn^lll<0OH)0.('0<';H2, prepareil by the oxidation of
oil of tur|tentine by means of potassium bichromate and
sulphuric acid. It is dejioBited in large triclinic crj'stala

or in plates, melts at 90* C, and sublimes at 130-140° C.

It is the anhydrid of diaterpenic acid.

terpilene (tfer'pi-len), ». Same as *terpinene.

terpilenol (tfer-pil'e-nol), «. Same a,a*terpin-

eol or *inenthenol.

tarpin (tfer'pin), «. [terp(entine) + -»w2.]

Either of two compounds,
CH3\ yCH2.CH2

oh/ NCHa.CHa
nated respectively as cis- and trans-. They
are space isomers, the latter being the more
important. It is prepared from transcineol-
hydrobromide, and crystallizes in highly lus-
trous short prisms or plates melting at
ISe-l.iSo C. and boiling at 263-265° C. Also
called terpin hydrate.

''\CHC0H(CH3)2, desig-

1332

terpinene (t^r'pi-nen), n. [terpin + -ene.']

A volatile liquid compound, CioHjg, of cymol
odor, contained in cardamom-oil and marjo-

ram-oil.

terpineol (t^r-pin'e-ol), «. [terpin + -e- -H ol.']

1. A levorotatory, viscid liquid, CioHjgO,
prepared by the dehydration of terpin hydrate.

It solidifies at -50° C, melts at 33° C, and
boils at 218° C— 2. The term formerly used
to designate a mixture of isomeric alcohols,

C10H17OH.
terpinol (t6r'pi-nol), n. [terpin + -ol.] A
trade-uame of a mixture of terpineol and three

terpins. It is an oily liquid used medicinally

as a bronchial stimulant and also as an anti-

septic and deodorizer.

terpinolene (t6r-pin'o-len), n. [terpinol +
-ene.] A colorless liquid,

CH3C/ ^ \C:C(CH3)2, prepared by
NCHsCHo/

boiling terpin hydrate, terpilenol, or eineol

with dilute sulphuric acid. It boils at 183-

185^ C.

terr. An abbreviation (a) of terrace; (b) of

territory.

t6ITE, H.— Terra catoclm. Same as cafecftu.—Terwe
absorbentes, in old chem., & name applied to lime am?
magnesia (and later to baryta and Btrontia when these

analogous substances were discovered) to distinguish

them from earths proper, such as alumina, the former
having the property of taking up water or slaking. In

place of this term ('absorbent earths') that of 'alkaline

earths' came later into use.— Terra follata tartarl, an
early chemical name (no longer in use) for potassium
acetate.— Terra mercuriallB. See *terra pinguis.—
Terra miraculosa, an early name for bole.— Terra
murlatica, an early name for magnesia as obtained from
sea-water.— Terra pingtlls, a name given by liecher, in

the seventeenth century, to one of three essential prin-

ciples which he called ' earths ' and assumed to be present

in various proportions in all substances— terra mercuri-

alis, terra vitrea, and terra pinguis. This last was looked

upon as the essence of combustibility, the ' phlogiston ' of

the next century, and was supposed to escape or be lost

when a substance burned.— Terra rossa. [It., 'red

earth. "1 A residual deposit formed by the weathering
and partial solution of various rocks, especially limiestone,

as in southern Europe.— Terra slglllata, a peculiar clay

of the island of Lemnos, supposed to possess medicinal
ftroperties. made into tablets to be eaten, or fashioned
nto vessels which usually bear a stamped or impressed
design. See Lemnian earhh.— Terra Vltrea. See
•kterra pinguis.

terrace^, «.—Alluvial terrace, in </"«;., a terrace

along the sides of the valley of a main stream, fonned by
the alluvial fans, often confluent, of its tributaries. It

is constructional, as contrasted with other terraces which
are carved out.— BuUt terrace, a terrace formed oif-

shore by the outwash of beach sand and mud through the
combined action of currents, tide, and undertow. Aban-
doned shore-lines, such as those of Lake Bonneville. Utah,
show many terraces of this type. More conmionly known
as wave-built terrace.~Cut terrace, a bench or terrace
worn in a slope by former wave-action, in contrast to a
built terrace, which is fonned of detritus laid upon a slope.
— Qeyserite terrace, a step-like deposit of tufaceous
opaline silica from the waters of hot springs or geysers.

See geygerite.— Olaclal terrace, a deposit of drift

washed into a space between a valley-side and a melting
glacier or ice-mass, and thus retaining the form of a
bench after the ice disappears.-Kame terrace, a ter-

race of glacial sands formed between a valley glacier and
tiie valley-walls.

The manner in which the roughnesses of topography
were brought about is also similar to the manner in which
the roughnesses of kame topography are often produced.
In both cases it was deposited about ice, or against rough
faces of ice, or in hollows or re-entrants in the edge of the
ice. Since these rude terraces have much in common
with kames, both in the matter of topography, constitu-
tion and genesis, they might ajipropriately be designated
kame terraces. A kam-c terrace, therefore, is a terrace of
glacial sand and gravel, deposited between a valley ice

lobe (generally stagnant) and the bounding rock slope of
the valley.

Ji. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Suit. New Jersey, 1893, p. 156.

Land-slip terrace. See -kland-sUp.— River terrace, a
bench or portion of an ancient flood-plain remaining on
a valley-side when a stream has eroded the valley-floor to
a lower level. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 507.— Shore
terrace, in phys. geog., a terrace fonned on the border
of a sea or lake by waves, and now revealed by the with-
drawal of the water.— Slender terrace, a local term for
one of the wave-cut terraces in the upper Ohio basin, of
somewhat irregular distribution, of moderate relief, and
evidently produced by the temporary ponding of the
river waters. W. G. Tight, U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper
13, p. 88.— Stream terrace, in phys. geog., a bench, or
por^on of an ancient flood-plain, remaining on a valley-
side when a stream has eroded the valley-floor to a lower
level.— Terrace epoch. See*t7)oc7i.— Terrace of con-
struction. Same as alluvial *(!«rrace.-Terrace period,
a name applied by Dana to the last epoch of IJuiiternary
time, characterized by a moderate elevation of l;nnl with
the extensive formation of river-terraces subsequent to
his 'Champlain' periotl of depression.—Wave-CUt ter-
race, a terrace formed by tlie erosive action of waves.
It. I). Saliithury, in Geol. Surv. New Jersey, 1892, p. 128.

terrace-garden (ter'as-gar-dn), «. A garden
arranged in various levels, or terraces, as are
many in Italy.

terraciform (te-ras'i-fdnn), a. iterrace^ +

tervalence

-form.'\ Having tlie outline of a terrace or of

a series of terraces.
Along the rivers of the Middle Atlantic slope the for-

mation is sometimes fashioned into terraces ; and some
of its b«et developments in the District of Columbia (from
which the name is taken) ar« terraci/orm.

Smithsoiiiaii Hep., 1890, p. 72.

terracing (ter'a-sing), «. A terrace; terraces
collectively.

\Vith but two exceptions, Santa Catalina is devoid of
any evident terracing from one end to the other, and in

this respect contrasts greatly to the adjacent land areas.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 7a

Terrain cure. See *cnre.

terral (te-ral'), n. [Sp. terraly < tierra (< L.
terra), land.] A dry land-wind blowing from
the Spanish peninsula outward in all direc-

tions toward the ocean ; a cool, strong de-
scending wind in clear weather,

terrapin-bug (ter' a- pin-bug), n. Same as
cabbage-bug.

terrazzo (te-rat'«o), n. [It., terrace, balcony

:

see terrace^,'] A trade-name for a kind of

concrete pavement made of broken stone and
hydraulic cement.
Teak and maple are found to be the best wood for the

floora. Wood has been superseded by terrazzo, but this

in practice proves to be unsatisfactory, owing to its lia-

bility to crack when used for hospital purposes.
Jincyc. Brit., XXIX. 340.

terre de Lorraine (tar de lo-j-an'), n. A va-
riety of potters' clay found in Lorraine, of

which Lun6ville was once the capital. See
Luneville '^pottery.

terrene^, «. 2. The surface of the earth.

terricole, «. 2. In zool., living upon or in the
ground ; terrieolous. Proc, Zool. Soc. London,
1899, p. 715.

terrier^, «.—Airedale terrier, a variety of terrier

somewhat similar to the Irish terrier, but larger, with a
rougher coat and darker in color.—BedUngtOn terrier,
a moderate- sized breed, having a straight, rather long
muzzle ; lai^e, fine ears fringed with silky hair and lying
close to the head ; short, arched body ; and long, straight

legs. The coat is hard and bluish, liver, or sandy-colored.
— Boston terrier, a breed of dogs supposed to be a cross

between the English bulldog and terrier. It originated
in Boston, Massachusetts.- Irish terrier, a breed with a
long flat head.'narrow between the ears, and a moderately
long body clothed in straight, wiry hair of a red, yellow,

or gray color. It stands from 14 to 18 inches high and
weighs from 20 to 24 pounds. It is active and intelligent.
— Yorkshire terrier, a short-legged, long-bodied dog,
clothed in silky hair so long that it sometimes reaches
the ground ; the color is golden tan on the head and bluish
or silvery on the body.

terrigene (ter'i-jen), a. [L. terrigena, onebom
of the earth, < terraj earth, + -genu^, -bom.]
Same as terrigenous.

terrigenous, «. 2, In geol., derived from the
land: said of sediments on the sea-bottom.

terrometal (ter'o-met-al), n. [Irreg. < L.
terra, earth, + metallumy metal.] A composi-
tion of several clays possessing, when baked,
peculiar hardness: introduced by Mr. Peake,
apotterof Burslem, England. It is principally

employed for making tiles. E. H. Knight.

terrometallic (ter'-'o-me-tarik), a. Pertaining
to or consisting of terrometal.

terror, n— Day terrors. See •dni/i.

tersulphate (t^r-sul'fat), «. [L. ter, thrice, +
E. sulxihate.'] A salt containing three combin-
ing units of the radical of sul^phuric acid,

as tersxilphate of iron or feme sulphate
(Fe2( 804)3).

tersulphld (ter-sul'fid), n. [L. ter, thrice, +
E. sulphid.'] A compound of a relatively elec-

tropositive element or radical with three atoms
of sulphur, as, for instance, tersulphid of an-
timony (81)283).

tersulphuret (tfer-sul'fu-ret), m. Sameas'*ter-
sulphid.

tertia (ter'shia), n. [L. tertia (se. pars), a

third part.] One of three divisions; a third:

for a special use, see the extracts,

A foot regiment was composed of equal numbers of pike-

men and shot^men . . . [they] were formed in solid square
battalions ten deep, called tertias, the pikes in the centre,

and the musketeers on either flank.

Sir C. Ji. Markham, Life of the Great Lord Fairfax, vii.

The King [Charles I.] rotle to every brigade of horse,

and to all the tertias of foot, and spoke to them with great

courage and cheerfulness.
J. II. Shorthouse, John Inglesaut, viii.

teruelite (ta-ro-el'it), n. \_Teruel (see def.) +
-ite'-^.l A variety of dolomite occurring in dark-

colored crystals, often resembling octahe-

drons, found at Teruel, Spain.

tervalence (t^r'va-lens), «. [L, ter, thrice, +
E. valence.'\ In chem., combining power equiv-

alent to that of three univalent or monad
atoms of hydrogen. Also, but less correctly,

trival€7ice.



tervalent

tervalent (t^r'va-lent), a. [L. fer, thrioe, +
valens (ra/e«/-), having power.] lu cheni.j hav-
ing combining power equivalent to that of

three univalent or monad atoms of hydrogen.
Nitrogen is tervalent in ammonia (NH3).
Also, but less correctly, trivaJent. Athenxunij
Jan. 3, 19a3, p. 22.

terzdecimoleCterts'dets-i-mo^e), n, [G.,<f^rr,

third ( < L. iertius, third), + decimole^ deei-

mole.] In music, a group of thirteen notes to

be performed in the time of eight, twelve, or
sixteen. Compare decimoJe.

terzflote (terts'fle-te), n. [G., < Urs, tbird, +
Jlote^ flute.] 1. A tfute whose normal pitch is

a third above that of the usual form.— 2. In
onfan-builditiffj same as tierce j 5 (6). Also
called third-Jiide.

teschemacherite (tesh ' e -miich - ^r -it), n.

[Named after E. F. Teschemacher, who dis-

covered it,] Acid ammonium carbonate,
HNH4CO3, occurring in white or yellowish
crystalline masses: found in guano deposits.

Tesla coll, a form of transformer for the production of
oscillaUjry currents of hi(;h frequency and high voltape.

See ittra*H(/onner.— Teala disctiarge. See -kdisckarge,

tessaraglot (tes'a-ra-glot), (I. [Gr. riisaapE^,

four, + )>.(jrTa {Attic tomi of j/wfftra), tongue.]
Written or printed in four languages ; speak-
ing four languages, ^

It ntts a te^garafilcn ^natm\9.T, a strange old book, printed
fiomewhere in Holland, which pretended to be an easy
guide t<» the acquirement of the French, Italian, L<jw
l)ut«h, aod £ngli&h tongues. Borrow, LavengrOt xiv.

tessellate, a. 2. Having the appearance of a
mosaic pavement"; made up of element8|of such
forms and arrangement as to produce the ap-
pearance of a mosaic pavement, as in the ease
of spicules of sponges and spines of echinoids
which have tlieir distal ends enlarged, flat-

tened, of polygonal form, and closely arranged.
H, n. Something having a tessellated ap-

pearance..-- Variegated tessellate, an American he»-
periid botterrty, He^-pfria tumifirarfUA, occurring in
Hurida. Mexico, and the Kocky Mountains.

tessera, n. Ti, In coo/., a small, squarish plate
of bone such as those forming the carapace of
armadillos and glyptodons.

tesseral, a. 3. In math., pertaining to or
d ividing into quadrilaterals. —Teaseral function.
See ir/itucti'tn.

trest^, »• Q. There !9 a distinction between a 'test'

and a *rMiction,' though these tenns are often used indis-

criminately. A test ,18 a trial of any substance by placing
it under determinate conditions and observing it« be-
havior. A reaction is a trial of the mutual effect* upon
each other of the substance in r|uestion and »tme <»ther

known substance. Thus an observation of the speciflc

gravity or the melting-point of lead may be used as a test

for that metal if an unknown specimen is supp4>8ed to be
lead, but this involves no reaction. An observation of
the etfect-i cjf heating 3ead in contact with the air. or of
bringing it iato contact with nitric acid, considers the
reaction in eaeb snch case, and may of course be resorteil

W as a test in reference to a substance suspected tube
lead.—Acetylatlon teat. See •(/c**^i//nfiVm.—Acid-test,
in dairtfinif, a method of ascertaining the proportion of
acid in milk by means of an alkaline solution slowly
added t<» the milk imtfl it becomes rpink. The propor-
tion of w*bition added detlnes the acidity of the milk.

—

JUrglUtlnation test. See •^aijfflutina'tion.—Ba.hCOCk.

test, in '/"'Vi/'Vi;/. the pfcKjess of ttnding the proportion
of fat in milk by the aid of chemical reagent* in connec-
tion with the liahcf»ck milk-tester—Bakers' Sponge
test, a miMle of deterTDining the breiid-making viilne of
tliiur by otwervatioii t4 the qiiantity of water taken up by
a sample and the volume of the 8p«.>nge or dough pro-
duced. —Becchl test, an alcolmlic solution of silver
nitrate. Heated with pure olive-oil. it produces no col-

oration, but if f*tXUta-%eeA oil in present aa an adulterant
a redrliHh-brt»wn &»lor apiiears.—Blavler's test, in fleet.,

a test in which the location of a fault in a line or eahle is

deterFuinecl by comparing the resistance as mcuRured
from one end when the other end is inRulalfl witli the
resistijuce when the otlicr end is gronTide<i.~Bdtt(rer'8
teat, a (bismuth) redtirtion-tcHt for glucose anii similar
*^educing agents.— Brandes's test for quinine, chlorin
water followed by liijuid iiTnn>onia. each in limiteil tjnan-
tity, the result lieing a iiriu'ht-green color if (pilnim! is

present.—Cold teat. See -'"/'/.—ContrOl-test, an ex-
periment, devised and jtei-formed for the puiiMise of
checking the resultJtof a scientific investigation, in which
some crucial factor is varied in such a way as to test the
validity of the luterjtretations made. See control-exjieri'

jnf«f.~E^ertZ carbon teat, a methrxi of determining
the combined carbon in iron j»h1 steel by means of the
Intensity of the hrown color jiroduced by the hydrocar-
Iwrti formed when the metal is dissolved In nitric acid,
as compared with that of a standard so!uti<ni of known
compotitiion, or a series of them.— Elaidin teat. See
•^frtiV/m.-Eachka'a teat, a delicate Ufst for metallic
mercury. The mercur}' is volatilized and the vapor con-
densed uiK>n a!surface of gold-foil, 'which it whitens.—
Fehllng'a teat, a (copper) rednction-test for glucose
and similar reducing agents.— Flame-teat, the appli-
cation X't the detection of particular snbstances. as
lithium, bftrinm. etc., of the colors which these give to a
flame, nsnallv that of a Bimsen gas-lamp.—Fleltmann's
teat, a uHMliHcallon of Marsh's test for arsenic. Biibsti-
tuting for dilute sulphuric acid a strong aque<Mi» solution
of caustic potash or suda.—Freaenioa and Babe's teat
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for arsenic, a test consisting in heating: arsenic sulphid
with potassium cyanide and sodium carbonate in a cur-

rent of carbon-dioxid gas, thus obtaining a mirror-like

deposit of metallic arsenic in the colder psirt of the glass

tube used.—Qell^'S test, a method of determining the
presence or absence of disease of the middle ear by con-
veying the vibmtions of a timing-fork directly to the
drum-membrane, excluding bone conduction.—Gmelln'S
teat, a test for th« coloring-matter of bile when occurring
in urine. The urine ia cautiously poured upon nitric

acid containing nitrogen tetroxid, so as to form a sepa-
rate layer. If bile-pigments are present there appears at
the surface of contact of the two liquids a play of colors
—violet, blue, green, etc.—Griess'S test, the addition,

in succession, of dilute hydroehloric acid, eulphanilic

acid, and a-naphthylamine hydrochlorate to a solution
supposed to contain nitrous acid or a nitrite. If nitrous
acid or a nitrite is present an intense rose-red color
results. This test is fre(iuentlfy used in the sanitary
examination of drmking-water. —'GiinzbUl^'S test, a
test for free hydrochloric acid, used in the analysis of the
contents of the stomach. If a few drops of the contents
(filtered) are slowly evaporated with a few drops of Giinz-
burg's reagent (2 grams of phloroglucin and 1 gram of
vanillin dissolved in 30 cubic centimeters of absolute
alcohol), a more or less intense red color develops in the
presence of hydrochloric acid in the free state.—Hal-
pben's test, a test used to determine the presence or
absence of cotton-seed oil in lard.—Heller's test. («)
The cold nitric-acid test used in testing for albumin in
the urine. If albumin is present a milky turbidity de-
velops at the zone of contact between the two fluids. (6)

A test for blood in the urine. On boiling with caustic al-

kali, the resultant jirecipitate of phosphates will present
a red color.— Hemln test, a test for blt>od pigment based
upon the formation of crystals of heniin. See -khemin,—
Henner'a teat, a test for fonnahlehyde. The liquid to
be examined is mixed with very dilute carbolic acid and
superimposed upon concentrated sulphuric acid. In the
presence of formaldehyde a rose-violet ring develops at
the zone of contact.—Holmgren's test, a test of color-
blindness devLsed by A. F. Holmgren of I'psala In 1876.

It is based uiM.n the similarity, to the color-blind eye, of
varioiw-colured worsteds which to those of nonnal vision
aijpear to differ greatly in color. See -itrolor-blindness.

—Hydrostatic teat, a test to detennine whether, in
the ca.se of a dead infant, life was extinguished before
or after birth. Tlie lungs are removed from the body
and itlaced in water ; if they fit>at it is an evidence that
the child has bitathed and that it was therefore bom
alive.—KeUing'a test, a test for lactic aciiL An almost
colorless solution of ferric chlorid tunis a bright yellow
in the presence of lactic acid.— Kon^O-red test, a
teat t*) determine the presence of acids in the free
state in the contentaof the stomach, as contrasted with
acids in combination with .albumins or acid salt*. Free
aciils cause a solution of Kongo red t** turn blue.

—

— Livaclie's test, a nn-ans of est imatitig the comparative
value *>( samples of Iin.seed-oil tir other (Irj-ing-oils, and
delecting :idulterati<jn in such nmterials. w'hich consists
in UMUstening tliwly divided metallic lead w ith the oil to
l»e teste<l, exi)ofiiitg it to the air, and detennlning from
day to day the gain in weight due to the absorption of
oxygen. On this alworption the *dr}ing'of the oil de-
IHjmls.— Loop test, iu ^It'rt. ft tent f<ir locating a fault
in a cable or liuc. in which a metallic return is em-
plnye<L —Maddox test, a test for beteropluirin by means
of the ^laddox ro<lA.— Malloin test, a test employed for
diagmising vlandei-s m liorses. An injection 4if mallein
under the skin is follow-ed, in glandeivd hoisea, by a clmr-
acteristic rise and subwequent fall of body temperature,— Marsh's teat, a nH*tlu»d proixised by Slarsh. in 18;J6,

for the detertii'U of arsenic in minute quantity, as in
cases of iMii.soning bycomjHmnds of Hiii element l*ure
zinc and pure dilute suljthuric acid are hrought togetlier
in a fiask, the hydiifgen gas thus produced being carried
through a dr>ing-tube and thence to a small jet, where
the gas is ignitetl. If now arsenionsoxid or any soluble
comiMiund of areenic ia added U* the contents of the flask
and a piece of white porcehiin is brought down upon the
flame., a spot of brown or black color, oruislsting of me-
tallic arsenic, ia formed ur»oa» the surfiice of the |»orcelain,
liy m<»v|nglhelatttTothfr»potJinmybeobtaine(L These
deposits may l>e furiher ideiitillcd as ai-seiiic by the aj»-
pliiation to them of 4»ther testa.— Maumen^'s test. <«)
For fatly oils, mixture, in definite ]>ro|M.rtion by volume,
with concentrated sulphuric acid, and oljservation of tlie
rise of temjiemture which result*: this vnrUs in the case
of oils from ditlercnt sources, (h) For glucose, as in
urine, a strip of white wr>o]en cloth steeped in a 1:3 solu-
tion of stannous chlorid iu water and drie<L Such a test
strip, dipped into the suspected liciuiil and then heated
to VMt' ('., turns brown if glucose is pitsent.-Murexide
test, a test for uric acid dej)ending ujion the fomiati4m
of murexide. — Nessler test, the reaction obtained by
adding the NessUr sohitioii ti>any liquid cimtaining am-
monia or one of its salts. If the quantity of the latter is
considenible^ a brownish-orange precipitate is formed;
but if mere traces of amni<»nja are present, the liquid re-
mains aiq)arently clear and is colored to an extent de-
pcTident on the minute amount of ammonia. Much use
is made of this test In connection with the sanitary ex-
amination of drinking-wjiter.— Nylander*S teat, a re-
duction-test for glucose with Almen's S(»lntion.— Open
test, the deteiTuination of the flash-point of a hydrocar-
bon oil, such as ordinary kerosene, by heating "it in an
uncovered vessel and noting the lowest temperature at
which vaprtr is given off that will flash or catch flie on
momentar>' application of a light.— OttO test, a test for
8tr>'chnine which consist* in the development of a beauti-
ful but transient violet color prmluced in the action of
various oxidizing agents by means <»f coricentrated sul-
phuric acid and bichromate of potash. It is pnibably the
best form of this color-test.— Over-lap test, in elrrt., a
test in which the liK-ation of a fault in a line or cable is
detennined by comparing the resistances as measured
from each en<l separately, when the other end is insulated,
with the resistance of the whole line or cable when in-
tact.— Ozone test, the reaction of potassium iodide with
ozone, which has been much used to detect the latter In
the atmosphere. It cannot be depended upon for this
purpose, since potassium iodide Is also decomposed by
other substances, as by nitrous add, which undoubtedly
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occurs in the air as a result of electrical discharges. Hy-
drogen dioxid has in all piobability often been confounded
with ozone, the existence of which in the air under nat-
ural conditions cannot be considered as fully established.
— PettenkOfer*S test, a delicate reaction for the detec-
tion of the characteristic acids of bile. A miimte quan-
tity of cane-sugar is added to the liquid to be examined,
and then concentrated sulphuric acid in gi-adually in-

creased amount, with moderate rise of temperature. If

biliary acid is present a ricli crimson or cherry-red color
is developed.— Reichert-Meissl test, a slightly modi-
fied form of the Reichert test for volatile fatty acids.

—

Relcbert test, a process for determining the iiroportion

of volatile fatty acids obtainable fmm a particular fat or
oil, as from butter. This affords the meansof distinguish-
ing butter from oleomargarin.— Relclll test, a test for

glycerol (glycerin) consisting in heating to about 120° C.

a mixture of the suspected substance with phenol and
strong sulphuric acid, cooling, and adding ammonia. In
the presence of glycerol a fine carmine-red color is pro-
duced.— Rinn^'s test, a method of determining whether
the cause of deafness is in the middle ear or in the laby-

rinth, by noting whether bone conduction or air conduc-
tion is the better.— Robiquet'S test, a test for morphine
which depends on the production of an indigo-blue color

by contact of this alkaloid with a solution of ferric chlo-

rid.— Sacbs'S test, a method of detecting starch by the
use of a solution containing free iodine. The color pro-

duced varies from blue tc* bhick. depending on the quan-
tity of material present— Schwabach's test, application

of a vibrating tuning-fork to the skull, in order to distin-

guish between middle-ear disease and disease of the laby-

rinth.'the sound being heard longer in the former case than
in the" latter.— Sedimentation test, the addition of the
blood serum of a person ill of a fever to a pure culture of

bacteria. If the bacteria are the same as those to the action

of which the person's illness is due, the addition of the
blootl serum will cause them to become bunched together
or agglutinated. Jottr. Troji. Med., Jan. 15, 1903, p. 25.

—

Telchmann'S test, a test for bhKxl, depending upon the
fact that a minute quantity of blood mixed with glacial

acetic acid and a trace of sodium chlorid and allowed to

evaporate at ordinary temperature upon a slip of glass

develops microscopic crystals of hemin, or hematin hy-
drochlorate (the so-called Teichmann crystals), of easily

rec':)gnizable form.—Test case. See ^casf1.— Topfer's
test, a test for free hydrochloric acid in the contents of

the stomach. The reagent is an 0.5 per cent, alcoholic So-

lution of dimethyiamino-azobenzol; a few dn)ps of this

added to a solution of the acid in the free state gives rise

to acherrj-red color.—Trommer'a test, in chem., one
of tlie forma in which the reduction of cuprous oxid is

employed as a test for glucose in urine. One or two
dn)p8of a solution of cupric sulphate are added to the
suspected liquid, then a little of a solution of sixliuni cat*
honate, and finally the liquicl is heated V* tht; boixinifw
plaint. A yellow, orange, or red precipitate of cuprous:
oxid is formed if glucose is present in any considerable^
amount.— Valenta's test, a method proposed by Valenta.
for distinguishing certain tixed oils from each other by-
tlieir diflerent degrees of solubility in glacial acetic add..
Tlie results are not sufficiently unifonn and consistent to-
give the test much geiK'ral value, but in some speciali
cases it may be used with advantage.— ViUavecehla,
test, a test for the detection of sesante-oil as an adiilter*-

ant of olive-oil. A sample of the oil under examinatj'',n
is agitated with a very small quantity of a weak aicoholic
solution of fui-fural and with hydrochlorio scid. the pro-
duction of a red ccdor indicating the presence of sesame-
oil.— Von Kobell'S test, a test for bismuth consisting
in heating the suspected suhstance on apiece of charcotU
by a blnwi)ii)e flame, having added a mixture of equal
parts of i)otassiuni iodide and sulphur. If bismuth ia
present a scarlet-red deposit makes its ajipearance on the
charcoal outside of the part heated.— Warren's SUl-
Phur-chlorld test, a test used to distinguish certain
drjing-oils and to detect their adulteration. It consists
in mixing with the oil of sulphur chlorid and carhon dl-
sulphid, and observation of the amount anil sohihility of
the 'vulcanized' products formed.— Weber's test, (ff)
A method fordetennining theseat of tn.uole in deafness,
based upon the fact that bone conduction is lietter on the
affected side when the disease is in the middle ear. (6)
A test for the presence of blootl in the intestinal dis-
charges, detennined by the production of a blue-violet
color on treatment with guaiac and turpentine.—Widai
test or reaction, in hacteriol., a reaction used in diag-
nosing ty]>hoid fever, depending upon the fact that serum
from the blo<Mi of a typhoid patient will usually cause
the motile typhoid bacilli to become agglutinated or
clumped. See serttm *diar/ntms.~'Wonted test, the
employment of skeins of wool of varions colors in testing
f<jr color-blindness. See ft'-oliir-hlinihiet.s.^ZeiB&l teat
in cVm., a method of ascertaining the j»resence of. and
quantitatively determining, the methoxvl grouj.— O.CH-i— in volatile oils or essences. It consists in heating witfi
hydriwlic acid the substance to be examined, volatilizing
the methyl iodide formed, aiid determining the amounii
of iodine therein as silver iodide.

Testamentary capacity, cause. See ^covacity,
yrcnus''.

testatum, n, 2. In common law, a 'writ issued
out of the court of one county to the sheriff
of another, reciting a previous unsatisfied
writ, saying **it is testified that the defendant
lurks or wanders in your bailiwick." The
previous writ and its citation are now gener-
ally dispensed with. Block-stone, Com., III. 283.
In Great Britain it was abolished in 1852.
test-bar (test'biir), v. A sample bar of form
and size convenient to be used in testing-ma^
chines to determine the physical projip/ties
of the material from whicli it was trfken.
In cast metals, such as steel or cast-iron, the test-bar ia
often a small ingot cast in a special mold from the ladle-
ful that furnished the articles to be sampled. From
completed structures or members, the test-bars are cut.
The speciticatiims for an important work always de-
scribe the meth<Ml of getting the sample or test-bars, the
nature of the tests to which they are to be subjected,
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ind the limita of resolta of such tests within which the
work will be accepted, aiid outside of which it will be re-
jected. When the importance of the work justiftes it, a
nuxlern requirement is for a test of the full-sized member
with sumtieut frequency, and not of the test-bars only. ^gtillK machine

^f^}!??-^Lil:'^ll}^:^]l.'L. f,"- !^!''"l'j _^. A iDacLine or apparatus "for' aseertahiing by test-log (test'log), «special switchboard to which the terminals of
all lines entering an exchange are attached
and from which connections to the operating
switchboai-d are made,

test-boiler (test 'boi'l*r), ». l. A form of
steam-boiler so designed and installed in its

setting that it may be used as a testing-device
to determine the evaporative capacity of dif-
ferent fuels, the efficiency of furnace types,
the effects of changes in the rate of combus-
tion, and the value of steam-making devices
and apparatus of various sorts. Most experi-
mental laboratories of institutions for the
education of engineers are equipped with
such an experimental boiler.— 2. A boiler
capable of withstanding a high internal pres-
sure so that pressure from it may be used to
test the strength of other boilers.— 3. A
boiler specially constructed to test some prin-
ciple or claim.

test-cock (test'kok), n. 1. A cock or valve
through which a sample of a fluid may be
drawn from a vessel or chamber for examina-
tion or test.— 2. On steam-boilers, a try-
coek or gage-cock by which the level of the
water in the boiler may be observed.

tester^, n— Geneva tester, a form of germinator for
testing the vitality of seed, first used at the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Geneva, N. Y. It consists of an
oblong pan with a copper or glass cover, containing a cloth
with numerous pockets for as many samples, each being
kept moist by a flap falling into water. Yearbook U. S.
Dept. Agr., 1894, p. 404.— Saybolt tester, an apparatus,
with open oil-cup, for determining tlie flash-point of
kerosene or other mineral oils.— Tagliabue tester, an
open-cup apparat\is for testing theniuihp<jint cjf illumi-
nating oils. It was of simple construction, but has been
pretty generally superseded by more accurate instru-
ments.

test-fumace (test'fer"nas), n. A reverbera-
tory refining-fumaee, for silver-bearing alloys,
in which the baser metals are eliminated by
oxidizing or by volatilization, leaving the pre-
cious metals behind in the hearth or cupel.

test-hole (test'hol), n. A hole, as in a furnace,
through which a test specimen or sample may
be drawn or inspected.

testimonial, «.— Testimonial evidence, such dec-
larations by a witness as are positive and direct as to given
facts, as distinguished from circumstantial evidence.
Wit/more, Evidence, § § 25, 476. —Testimonial privilege,
the right of a witness under examination Ui withhold cer-

tain evidence, such as trade and official secrets and what
are known as privileged communications. The secrecy
of a political ballot is respected, and a witness may not be
compelled to testify to what incriminates him. Wiffmore,
Evidence, § 2197.- Testimonial quallflcatlonB, such
facta regarding a witness as render nia evidence inadmis-
sible in the case at hand. Among them are infancy, per-
sonal interest, insanity, criminal character, and marital
relationship.—Testimonial recollection, remembrance
of past acts sufficiently clear and certain— and sometimes
revived by accounts, memoranda, etc. — to give credence
in court to the witness' statements concerning them.
Wiijiiiure, Evidence, § 725.

testimonium (tes-ti-mo'ni-um), n. [L. : see
testimony.} The usual concluding clause of

an instrument or legal document, beginning
" In witness whereof" and followed by the sig-

natures and seals of the party or parties. Also
tenthnnnium clause.

testin (tes'tin), «. [L. testis, testicle, + -/n^.]

The dried and powdered testicles of the ox :

a commercial preparation.
test-indicator (test'in"di-ka-tor), n. In ma-
chine-shop practice, an instrument for finding
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er«l forms, of which the illustration shows one in general test-lead (test'led), n. Pure granulated lead
use ui testnig plane surfaces. It can also be used to i ; „;|vpr nsKavs
test the thickness of sheet-metal. Te8t-indicat«rs are "'"^" "' Sliver assays.

universally used in erecting and inspecting machine-tools. test-lcttCrS (test ' let ' 6rz), n. pi. Same US
(tes'ting-ma-shen"), «. 1. test-types.

.. . „ ^ „,, - A record of observa-
experiment or test the resistance offered by a tions made during a test, as the log-book at
material to a stress which tends to deform or

'
'

'

' "

break it. The machine may be adapted to cause failure
by tension or pulling apart ; by compression or crushing ;

by bending or flexure ; or by torsion or twisting. One
machine may be adapted for any of the first three meth-
ods by simple fchange. The torsion machine is usually
specially designed, and any of the others may be so. The
elements of such a machine are : (a) the grips or holding
apparatus: (h) the straining apparatus for applying load ;

(c) the apparatus for observing, measuring, or recording
the intensity of the applied load ; (d) the apparatus for tcstone, n. 2. A Portuguese silver coin of 100
observing or recording the deformations under applied j-eis.
load. The grip or holder for tension-teats is usually a , ,

'
. /^ 4./ -

\
form of_wedge which moves in slots with converging tCSt-piece (test pes), «

sea is used to record observations and occur-
rences.

Fig. 1 shows a typical test-log upon a 550-hp engine of
the three-cylinder vertical type, employing the four-
stroke cycle. The thennal efficiency shown is the true
or " kinetic " efficiency, namely, the ratio of the input to
the output, or the thermal equivalent of the work done
to the thennal value of the gas.

Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 9, 1904, p. 90.

sides. These wedge-grips are borne in holders, one of
which is part of the straining mechanism and moves with
it, while the other is borne by the table or platform to
which the levers of the weighing mechanism are attached.
When the specimen is placed between these two sets of

A piece of material
adapted by size and shape to be tested in a
testing-machine to determine its physical
properties, such as strength, elastic limit,
deformation under load, etc. ; a test-bar.

1

Testiiig-machine.
a, abutment or support to resist the effort to deform the lest-piece: A, hydraulic-press cylinder applying the effort to deforro

arid break the test-piece; r, r, jaws or grips to hold the test-piece; d, test-piece held between the jaws ; «. ir, frame of the
machine tying a and A together, and supporting and guiding the latter: it has holes for pins to adjust the distance between
a and * for the length ot the specimen ; /.y.y, jointed pipes conyeying water, alcohol, or oil from a ptessure-pump to operate
the plunger of the hydraulic press * ; ^. scale-beam with weights for measuring the stress on the test-specimen ; A. A, valves
and levers for applying the load on the beam and talcing up the mechanical deformation as it occurs.

holdera, a movement of the straining mechanism to sepa- test-ratio (test'ra'shio), «. The ratio of the
rate the two holders transmits its effort through the test- ..fi, f„,.„, „f „ „„_;„„ t„ ti „- ,i- t
piece to the weighing levei-s, and thus to the graduated '"" t^"" <^t ^ ^^"'^^ *« ^he preceding term,
weigh-beam, on which a poise of known weight can be test-ring (test'ring), n. A ring-shaped sample
moved out until the stress m the specimen is just bal- of iron steel ornther mnanelic mntoriol „s»n
anced by the weight on the beam. The stress can be

"^
I, '. , ' ." ?•

™»g°ellC material usee
gradually increased up to the capacity of the weighing "> the determination of the permeability, hys-
beani to record it, or until the test-piece parts ; the read- teresis, or other magnetic properties of the
ing of the poise oil the graduated beam then gives the metal of which the ring is made.
breaktng-load, which is reduced to unit load by dividing m j. x i. 1 o j.
the test-load by the measured area of the test-piece. Tlie ICSt-tUbe Clamp, bee *clamp'-.>piece.
weighing or reducing levers may be simpleorcompound

.

the fnlcrums maybe knife-edges, or thin flexible plates
may be used as fulcrums (A. H. Emery's system). The
plate-fulcrums do not have a friction increasing with the
load in an unknown or variable ratio, as is the case in knife-
edge fulcrums. The straining effect may be produced by
geared screws, or by hydraulic cylinder action for large
machines; in small ones a simple lever action is possible.

test-tube (test'tiib), V. !.; pret. and pp. test-

tiibcd, jipr. test-tubing, [test-tube, «.] The
use of the test-tube in chemistry. [Rare.]

Unintelligent " Iest-tnbi7ig " according to analytical
tables was the prevalent mode of instruction.

Athenteum, Dec 30, 1905, p. 900.

Insoinefonns the travel of the weighing poise'is made TCStudinOidea (tes - tli- di - noi ' de - a), «. pi.
iilltoiiijit.ic hv plpct.ric or Ttipfhnnicnl .Iptpiili cnthnt with r xt i ^t .,i/t\ . .. • .

" ' , . ' _automatic by electric or mechanical detents, so that with
the lift of the beam the poise is caused to travel, and on
its drop the travel stops. For measuring deformations,
either a micrometric or vernier pair of scales is used,
one element being attached to the specimen near the
grip at one end, and the other element iieiiig similarly
attached near the other. As the two ends are separated
by the straining effort, one scale passes by the other and
the stretch is measured for any load. The change in rate
of stretch with equal increments of load indicates the
elastic limit; when the stretch begins to increase stead-

_ ily the yield-point is passed. An easy extension of this

minute variations in a cylindrical surface, as principle enables the moving scale to trace on a paper test-'weights (test ' wats). n nl
hot r>f oV,offi„„ «, ;« o ,>)„«^ <,„-*„„„ „.. f„- attached to the fixed scale a diagram in which the al)- „,.„.i.„, °

j. \if _..i:.. j._. .j- i'i_

[NL., < L. tcsfudo {-din-), a tortoise,' + -oideti.}

A superfamily of cryptodiran turtles. The
skull is without parietosquamosal arch, and the squamo-
sal is separated from the postorbitofrontal bone ; there is

a foramen palatinum between the maxilla and the pala-
tine : the articular faces between the sixth and seventh
ceiTfical vertebra; are not plane, and two of the cervicals
are biconvex ; the nuchal is without well-developed cos-
tifomi processes, and the series of infiamarginals is

incomplete. This superfamily includes the Eurudidx
(marsh-turtles) and the Testudinidie (land-tortoises).

that of shafting, or in a plane surface, or for
finding minute changes in end-motion or
lateral deflec-
tion between
two surfaces.

In some instru-

ments the dif-

ferences or
variations are
merely indi-
cated ; in others
the error of
motion or form
is indicated in
thousandths of
an inch on a
dial. -Lathe
test-indicator, a
test-indicator spe-
cially adapted fur . -

. . - -., .-

finding the center of a face-plate or of any pieceof work tCStltlS (tes-ti tls), n.

scissas are deformations and the ordinates the load ap-
plied. Valuable facta and principles as to ductility,
modulus of elasticity, and other properties can be deduced
from such records. The ordinary capacities of testing-
machines vary from 100,000 to 300,000 pounds. Unusual
capacities are 900,000 and 1,200,000 pounds. Early test-

ing-machines were made by Fairbaini and Kirkaldy in
Great Britain, and later by Wicksteed. Early American
types were devised by Richards, Miller, Riehl6, Thurston,
and officers of the United States Ordnance Board. Thurs-
ton's t^irsional machine has been one of the best known of
its class. Every important steel manufacturer uses the
testing-machine, and most specifications demand its

use before a consignment of product is accepted. Special
forms are also in extensive use for cement, springs, wire,
textile products, twine, paper, and all material in whicli

_ , ,, , In exper.
psychoL, a set of cylinders, of like appearance
but different weight, used for the determina-
tion of the differential sensitivity (passive
pressure or lift). The hollow cylinders may be made
of brass (in which case the weights are lifted in wooden
trays, to avoid complication by temperature sensations),
hard rubber, wood, or cardboard. They are packed with
shot, wax, cotton-wool, paper, etc., to secure the required
difference in weight- The set of weights ordinarily in-
cludes two cylinders, of identical weight but of markedly
different size, for demonstration of the size-weight illu-

sion. In work of investigation it is usual to employ a
set of weight-holders, all of the same weight and appear-
ance, in which various weights mav be placed. Baldicin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psvchol., I. Oil.

I-athe Test-indtcator.

to be correctly centered in a lathe. It is made in sev- -I- -itis.} Same as orchitis.

strength is an importantfactor. .Special types of testing- tctanolysin (tet-a-nol'i-sill), «. [tetanus +
machines have also been devised to test the abrasive re- /«.s(».] A to.xin produced bv the tetanus ba-
siatance of brick for paving, the lubricating quality of „ii]iis to which the hemnlvtip aofinrt nf tMa
oils and greases, resistance to frequently applied loads,

"-"'"S' F" ""it" tne nemoiytic action ot teta-

etc. nus poison is due.

2. Any machine used to test an isolable tetanospasmin (tefa-no-spaz'min), n. [tcta-
quantity or property in a substance. nus -)- .s/x/.v;*; + -in-.'] A poison produced by"'

[NL., < L. ie«fe, testicle, the tetanu.s bacillus, to which the tetanic con-
vulsions are due.



tetanus

t6tail11S, *t' !• It is an acute infections disease,

caused by the presence and growth in the tissues of the

tetanus bacillus. The characteristic symptom is a tonic

spasm of the muscles, more particularly those of the neck
and face. The muscles of the jaw are esjwcially affected,

whence the common name, lockjaw. The spasms are

caused by a toxin, excreted by the bacillus, which passes

by way of the nerves to the spinal cord. The bacillus

may gain admission through any wound, however trivial,

but incKulation occurs usually in deep jagged wounds or

punctured wounds made by rusty nails or dirty splinters

of wocxl. Preventive treatment consists in freely open-
ing the wound, since the bacillus does not grow when
exjiosed to the air, and disinfecting it. The injection of

tetanus antittixin will often i)revent the development of

the disease, but is ineffectual as a curative measure when
once the affection is established.— Acoustic tetanus.
See *ar'>»x^>.— InfantUe tetanus. Same as trigmus
nasceiitiuin.—'RitteT'S tetanus, Uiuic muscular con-

traction (jccurring when the electrical cunent is broken.
— Tetanus bacillus, tlie si)ecirtc micro-oi^anism of

tetanus, or lockjaw. It <)ccurs in the fonn of slender

^:
<
\\

TetaHus Ba^.;— . ;;_;., ,i^_; .' -^ : i.ooo times.

<From Buck's " Reference Handbook ot the Medical Sciences.'*)

rods 2 to 4 »i in length, having a rounded spore at one
extremity, giving them the appearance of short n>und-
headed pins. The t)acilli are anaerobic and do not
grow when exposed to the air, but the spores are ex-

tremely re.sistant and may retain their vitality for many
years in the soil and elsewhere.

t6ta,liy, H.— Gastric tetany, recurring attacks of tonic

C'lnvnlsioiis of mild form, associated with dilatation of

tile stomach.

tetarcone (tet'iir-kon), h. [Gr. Tfraproc. fourth,

+ Kijt':ir. a cone.] The poatero-internal cusp
of an upper premolar.

tetartohedron (te-tiir-to-he 'dron), n.; pi.

tetuitiihidra (-<lra). [NL., < Ur. rirapror,

fourth, + iipa, seat, base.] A tetartohedral

crystal: a form having only one fourth as

many faces as the corresponding holosymmet-
ric (holohedral) form. See *sijmmitry. 6.

tetartoid(te-tar'toid), ?i. [Gr. riraprof, fourth,

+ -')('/.] The twelve-faceil solid of the tetar-

tohcilral class of the isometric system. It

corri'sponds to the hexoctahedron of the holo-

syranietric class.

teth (tat), n. [Hel). teth, tet.] The ninth let-

ter (13) of the Hebrew alphabet, pronounced
somewhat like the English t. Its numeri-jal

value is 9.

tether, ».-At tlie end of one's tether, or to tbe
length of one's tether, at tlie limit of discretion ; as

i-.it :tM one c:in go without l>eing checked by public opin-

ion ttr by circinnstances.

Meanwhile Mr. Rodney was being terribly de trop.

Mrs. Vernlam had now come to what is called the end o/

the tfthfr. Jt- Ilicheng, The I>ondoner8, iv.

tether-ball (tel'H'fer-bal), ". 1. A lawn-game
played by two players with rackets and a

ball whict is hung, or ' tethered,' by a cord to

the top of a pole. The object of the game is

to wind the string that holds the ball around
the pole by striking the ball with the racket,

the opponent endeavoring to do this in the

opposite direction.— 2. The ball used in this

game.

tethery (teTH'6r-i), a. [tether + -yl.] Cling-

ing: said of long-stapled wool, the fibers of

which overlap and cling to one another, hin-

dering their proper working in the processes

of manufacture. C. Vickerman, Woollen
Spinning, p. 167.

tetlatia (ta-tla'te-il), n. [Mex. Sp. tetl/itia, <

Nahuatl tetl, stoiie, -t- tlatla, burn.] In Mex-
ico, the poison-oak (Rliu.i Toiicodc»dr(in) and
Comnr.liirim Ei:<iUrinti(i, plants with an acrid

juice which causes an eruption of the skin.

Also ciillod quait.

tetrabasic (tet-ra-ba'sik), a. [Gr. rerpa-, four,

+ E. hfiH/'^ + -ie.'\ In rliem. : (fl) Noting an
acid which contains four atoms of hydrogen
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replaceable by more electropos'itive elements
or radicals, as pyrophosphorio acid, H4P2O7.
From the variation of the conductivity with the dilu-

tion, the author concludes that casein is a tetrabasic acid
with a molecular weight equal to 4540.

Nature, Oct. 23, 1902, p. 637.

(6) Noting a salt which contains electro-
positive element3 or radicals replacing four
atoms of hydrogen.

tetraboric (tet-ra-bo'rik), a. [Gr. rerpa-, four,

+ E. hor{on) + -ic] Containing four atoms of

boron.— Tetraboric acid, a glassy, amorphous solid,

obtained by regulated heating of orthoboric acid. Its

formula is H2B4O7, containing four atoms of boron,
hence the name; but it is more commonly called pyro-
boric acid. Common borax is its sodium salt.

tetrabrachys (tet-ra-brak'is), n. Same as
ietrabruch.

tetrabromfluorescein (tet"ra-br6m-flo-o-res'-

e-in), «. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -1- E. brom(ine) +
tluorcsc(e) + -e-in.'] An artificial dyestuff com-
monly called eosiu (which see).

tetrachlorid (tet-ra-kl6'rid), )i. [Gr. nrpa-,
four, -I- E. chlorid.'i A chlorid which con-
tains four atoms of chlorin : as, tin tetrachlo-

rid, S11CI4.

tetrachloromethane (tet'ra-klo-ro-meth'an )

,

«. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -I- fi'. chJo'r(in) + E.
methane.Ji See *carbon tetrachlorid.

tetrachromatic (tet'ra-kro-mat'ik), a. [Gr.
rerpa-, four, + E. chromatic.'] Pertaining to,

or characterized by, four colors: said, espe-
cially, of normal daylight-vision, as contrasted
with the monochromatic vision of total color-

blindness. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psy-
chol., II. 793.

tetrachromic (tet-ra-kro'mik), a. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, + XP"f"'t color, -I- -ic.} Relating to four
colors ; noting the color-blind who are able to

see only four colors.

Normal sighted persons see six colours, some even
seven ; the second class of the colour-blind see five, four,

three, two or one colour, according to the degree of their
defect, and are called pentachromic. tetrachromic. &c.

Nature, Nov. 19, 1903, p. 71.

Tetracladina (tet'ra-cla-di'na), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. rtrpa-, four, -I- KZ-dSo^, a twig.] A sub-
order of lithistid sponges which have skele-

tons composed of four-rayed spicules. It

contains a number of genera ranging from
Cambrian to recent time.

tetraclone (tet'ra-klon), n. [Gr. rerpa-, four,
+ K/ur, a twig. See clon, clone.] In the no-
meucl.1t lire of the skeletal elements of the
sponges, a four-rayed spicule or calthrop with
the ends branched or radioiform.

tetracoral (tet'ra-kor-al), «. [Gr. rerpa-, four,

-f- Kopa'/./im; coral.] One of the Tetracoralla

(whicli see).

tetracosane (tet-ra-ko'san), n. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, -1- (ri)™(T(, twenty, + -arte.] A colorless

hydrocarbon of the methane series, CH;j-

(CH.2).22CH3, prepared by the action of hydn-
odicaeid and phosphorus on the diehlorid

C04H48CI2. It melts at 51.1° C, and boils at

'2i3° ('. under 15 millimeters pressure.

tetracotylean (tet-ra-kot-i-le'an), a. [Gr.
rerpa-, four, -f- nori'/.Ti, cup.] Ha\'ing four cup-
shaped or hemispherical organs of adhesion
on the scolex, as the common tapeworm.
tetractine (te-trak'tin), B. [Gr. rerpa-, four, +
iiKrir {iikriv-), a ray.] In the sponge-spieules,

a four-armed element derived from either the
tetraxon or the triaxon.

tetrad, «. 4. In cytoL, a group of four chromo-
somes formed by the divi.sion of a single chro-
mosome; a fiuadripartite chromosome. Wilson.
— Tetrad axis of symmetry. See -kgyminetry, 6.

tetradactyly (tct-ra-Jak'ti-li), h. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, + iSnKTv'fiir, linger, -f -J'*.] The condi-

tion of having four digits on the hand or foot:

said of certain mammals.
The most generalized c4»ulition of feet and limbs rang-

ing from the ancestral caiiid ("ymMlictis of the Oligocene
and lower Mutcene, in which Imth manus and pes are
pentadactyl, though with functionless pollex, to Lycaon
in which structural tctradacti/lit prevails.

Amtr. Nat., Jan., 1904, p. 3.

tetradecane (tet-ra-dek'an), n. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, + Mkii, ten, -I- -anc.] A colorless hy-
drocarbon, CHs(CH._,)j.2CH3, of the methane
series, prepared by the action of hydriodie
acid anil phosphorus on myristic acid. It

melts at 5.5° C. and boils at 252.5° C.

Tetradium (te-tra'di-um), 11. [NL., < Gr. rer-

fiiUhnv, also rerpafieinv, a set of four, < Tfrpdf,

the number four. See tetrad.] A genus of

fossil tabulate corals allied to Ch/elcti'n, the

delicate branching coralla of which are eom-

tetramere

mon in the Lowville limestone of the New
York Silurian series, and which, when cut in
transverse section, form the calcareous spots
to the presence of which that rock owes its

former name of ' bird's-eye limestone.'
Tetragonal symmetry. See *symmetry, 6.

tetragonidium (tet"ra-go-nid'i-um), n.
;

pi.

tetraejonidia (-a). [Nti., '< Gr. rerpa-, four, -I-

NL. gonidium.] Same as tetraspore.

Tetragonites (te-trag-o-ni'tez). n. [NL., <

Gr. Tfrpiijuwjf, rectangular, -f- -ites.] A genus
of leptocampylous ammonoid cephalopods
with smooth, discoidal, involute shells having
a rounded venter and flattened sides, and few
lobes and saddles in the sutures. It occurs in
Cretaceous rocks.

Tetragonopterina (te-trag-o-nop-te-ri'ne), n.

pi. [NL., < Tetragonoptenis + -inx.] A sub-
family of charaeinoid fishes.

Tetragonoptenis (te-trag-o-nop'te-rus), n.

[NL., < Gr. rtrpa-juvo^, rectangular, -¥ Trrepdv,

wing. The name was originally Tclragonop-
irus, 'rectangular in appearance.'] A genus
of fishes inhabiting'fresh waters of the warmer
parts of America, one of the species entering
the United States. It belongs to the family
CharGcinidie.

Tetragonuridse (te-trag-o-nu'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Tctragonurus + -idse.] A family of
fishes, of doubtful relationships, found in the
open Atlantic.

Tetragonurus (te-trag-o-nu'rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. Tfrpa; (ji'of , rectangular, + ovpd, tail.] A
genus of fishes belonging to the family Tetrag-
onuridse, found in the open Atlantic.

tetragram, «. 2. In geom.-. (b) A system of
four straights with their six fans.

Tetragraptus (tet-ra-grap'tus), n. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, + ypa-rrrug, written (see graptolite).] A
genus of graptolites of the suborder Axonolipa,
characterized by four branches.

Tetrabedral class. See -kgymmeiry, 6.—Tetrahedral
complex. See *c«m2)(ca;.— Tetraiiedral kite. See
**t7el.— Tetrahedral theory, a hypothesis, formu-
lated by Lowthian Ureen, in accordance with which the
solid earth is believed to approximate the shape of a
tetrahedron, the oceanic watera tilling it out to a sphe-
roid. An attempt is thus made to explain the continental
areas and the oceanic abysses.

The tetrahedral theory does not regard the world as a
regular tetrahedron with four plane faces; it considers
that the lithosphere has been subjected to a slight tetra-

hedral deformation, to an extent indeed only faintly (If

at all) indicated by geodetic measurements, but yet easily
recognizable .>wing to its influence on the distribution of
land and water. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 237.

tetrahedric (tet-ra-he'drik\ a. {^tetrahedron

+ -ic] Related to, or shaped like, a tetra-

hedron. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 367.

tetrahedroid, ». II. a. Resembling a tetra-

hedron.

Producing tetrahedral, or tetrahedroid, deformation.
Geoff. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 261.

tetrahedron, n.— six-faced tetraliedron, a hexa-
kistctruhciirnn (hextetrahedron).

tetrahydrated (tet-ra-hi'dra-ted), a. [Gr.
rerpa-, four, -I- iSup (vfip-), water, + -ate'^ +
-ed^.] Containing four molecules of water, as
crystallized cadmium nitrate, Cdi NO;j)o.4H20.

tetrahydrobenzoic (tet"ra-hi-dro-ben-z6'ik),

a. Derived from benzoic acid and hydrogen.
—Tetrahydrobenzoic acid, the name of two acids,

CyHoCOgH, known respectively as Al- and .i2.tetra-

hydrobenzoic acids. The former boils at 235' C. ; the
latter boils at 240-243° C. and nielta at 29° C.

tetrahydrogen (tet-ra-hi'dro-jen), a. [Gr.
rerpa-, four, -I- E. Ihydrogen.] Containing
four atoms of hydrogen in combination : as,

tetrahydrogen calcium orthophosphate, CaH4-
(P04)2, which occurs in the superphosphate
of lime of commerce.

tetrakisazo (tet"ra-kis-az'o), a. [Gr. rerpuKi^,

four times, -I- E. azo.] Pertaining to a chem-
ical compound that contains four azo groups.
— Tetrakisazo type, a type of coal-tar coloring-matters
characterized by the presence of four azo groups.

tetraleioclone (tet-ra-li'o-kl6u), n. [Gr.
rtrpa-, four, 4- '/.lioc, smooth, + k'Auv, a twig.]

In the sponge-spieules, a tetraclone witli

smooth arms.

Tetralophodon (tet-ra-lof'o-don), n. [NL., <

Gr. rerpa-, four, -t- ?6(po^, a crest, + bdoix

(060VT-), a tooth.] A subdivision (subgenus)
of;the genus Mastodon in which the last milk-
molar and first and second true molars (the

so-called intermediate molars) each bear four
transverse ridges on the grinding surface of

the crown.

tetramere (tet'ra-mer), n. [Gr. rerpa-, four,



tetramere

+ /iipo^,ti division.] In the reticular skeleton
of the hexaetinellid sponges, a division or
mere of the fourth order. See *mcrt'^.

tetrametaphosphate (tet-ra-met-a-fos'fat), ».

[tetr(imeiii}moiiji'ii(onc) + -ate-.] A salt of

metaphosphonc acid in the molecule of which
four atoms of phosphorus are present : as,

sodium tctromeUiphosphate, Jsa4P40j2.

tetramethyl (tet-ra-meth'il), ». [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, + E. methyl.y In organit chem., a name
given to compounds each molecule of which
contains four methyl groups': also used as a
combining form.
tetramethylene (tet-ra-meth'i-len), «. {tetra-

methyl + -ene.] A hypothetical organic chem-
CH2.da2

ical compound,
J

"
I

" many derivatives of

CH0.CI12
which are known.
tetramine (te-tram'in), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four,

+ E. amine.} An organic compound contain-

ing four amino (NH2) groups.

tetramorphism (tet - ra - mor ' fizm), n. [Gr.

TCTpduofyfoi;, four-shaped, + -ism.'] The prop-
erty of crystallizing in four independent forms.

This is characteristic of magnesium metasili-

cate (MgSiOs), which may exist as a mono-
clinic pyrogene, as enstatite, as kupfferite,

and as a monoclinic amphibole.
tetramyrmeclone (tet-ra-m^r'me-kl6n), n.

[Gr. Terpa-, four, + iivpfirj{iad), wart, + kAuj;

a twig, branch.] In the sponge-spicules, a
tetraclone in which the arms are covered with
tubercles.

tetranephric (tet-ra-nef'rik), a. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, + I'Cijipdc, kidney.] Having four urinary
or Malpighian tubes. A. S. Packard, Text-
book of Entom., p. 355.

tetraphenol (tet-ra-fe'nol), n. [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, + E. 2>hen(,yl) + -ol.] A former name
for *furfuranc.

tetraphospllide (tet-ra-fos'fid), n. [Gr. rerpa-,

four, -1- NL. j)hos})h(onis) + -irfcl.] A com-
pound of a supposedly more electropositive

element [or radical with four atoms of phos-
phorus : as, sulphur tetraphospllide, SP4, a
substance which, however, has been shown to

be merely a solution of sulphur in phosphorus.
tetrapbosphorus (tet-ra-fos'fo-rus), n. [NL., <

.Gr. rcrpa-, four, + ^"L^phosphorus.] Noting a
compound with four atoms of phosphorus in the
molecule

—

Tetraphosphorus trlsulphld, a com-
pound of four atoir.s of phosphorus with throe atoms of

sulphur, P4S3, a yellow crystallizahle solid, easily taking
fire in the air, and slowly decomposed by boiling water.

tetraplous (tet'ra-plus), a. [Gr. TtrpairTiovq,

fourfold.] Fourfold. [Rare.]

Down the center of the back is a series of tetraplous

bright red spots. Froc. Zooi. Soc. London^ 1899, p. 684.

Tetrapoda, n. pi. 2. Credner's name for all

vertebrates save fishes, since ,they have, as a
rule, four well-defined limbs.

The vertebrae of the Urodela and those of the Apoda
differ from those of all the other Tetrapoda by possessing
no special centra or bodies.

H. Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles, p. 11.

tetrapolar (tet-ra-p6'lar), a. [Gr. rtrpa-, four,

-t- -liAof, pole, -I- -ar3.] In cytoh, of or per-

taining to an abnormal karyokinetic figure

with four instead of two poles, the condition
found in a tetraster. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 514.

tetrapriouidian (tet"ra-pri-o-nid'i-an), o. [Gr.
rtrpa-, four, + TTpiuv, saw, + -idiov, dim. suf-

fix, -I- -an.] Having four monopriouidian
(single-rowed) polyparies attached by their
posterior edges to a common central canal to
form a four-flanged colony, as in the grapto-
lite genus Phyllor/raptus.

tetrapropionate (tet-ra-pro'pi-o-nat), n. [Gr.
rtrpa-, four, + E. propion(ic) + -ate.] In or-

ganic chem., a name given to a compound which
contains four univalent propionic acid radi-

cals, CH3CH2COO-, in its molecule. Such
substances are usually classed as salts.

tetraptych (tet'trap-tik), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four,

+ vrbi, TTrvxf], fold.] An altar-piece, or other
arrangement of pictures, in four compart-
ments. See triptych.

tetrapylon (tet-ra-pi'lon), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four,
+ irv'/.uv, gateway.] A quadruple arch mark-
ing, and covering, the intersection of two
avenues in an old Koman city.

All of them are conjectured to have been vaulted tetra-
pylons at the crossing of thoroughfares.

JI. C. Butler, Architecture and Other Arts, p. 393.

tetrapyramid (tet- ra-pir'a-mid), n. [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, + 'E.. pyramid.] A name sometimes given
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to that form of the triclinio system each of

whose two faces intercepts the three crystal-

lographic axes.

tetrarch^, n. 3. One of any group of rulers

or chiefs.

The Paniassian school . . . chose as their tetrarchs and
judges Th^ophile Gautier, Leconte de Lisle, Baudelaire,
and Banville. Enajc. Brit., XXVIll. 496.

tetrarch'-' (tet'rark or te'trark), a. and n.

[Gr. rtrpa-, four, -I- dpx^, a beginning.] I. a.

In hot., having four centripetally developed
xylem plates : said of some radial vascular
cylinders.

11. n. Astelewhichhasfourpleromestrands.
tetrasalicylide (tet-ra-sal'i-sil-id), «. [Gr.
rtrpa-, tour, + E. saUcyl(ic) -¥ -ide^.] A crys-
talline polymerization -product of salicylic

acid,(C7H40o)4, made by heating its solution
in toluene with phosphorus oxychlorid. Con-
centrated alkali slowlv changes it into salicylic

acid. It melts at 260-261° C. Also called
salicylide.

tetraseme (tet'ra-sem), n. and a. [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, -I- a^fia, sign.] I. n. In pros., a foot equal
to four morse. See mora^, 1.

II. fl. Having the length of four morse.
tetraskele, tetrascele (tet'ra-skei, -sel), n.

[Gr. rtrpacKt/.Tj^, four-legged, quadruped, <

rtrpa-, four, + CKtAoq, leg.] A figure composed
of four branches radiating from a center

;

specifically, the true swastika or fylfot, having
four branches in distinction from the triske-

lion, which has only three. See triskele, swas-
tika, and fylfot.

tetraskelion (tet-ra-ske'li-on), n.
;

pi. tetra-

skclia (-a). [NL. See *tetraskele.] Same as
*tetraskele. Saddon, Evolution in Art, p. 213.

tetraspheric (tet-ra-sfer'ik), a. [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, + aipalpa, sphere, -f -ic] In geom., of
or pertaining to four spheres.

tetraster (te-tras'ter), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -I-

aarf/p, star.] In cytoh, an abnormal karyoki-
netic figure with four
instead of two astro-

spheres.

tetrastim, n. See iet-

rastii/m

.

Tetraityle in antls, said of
a (Classic fai,-adc in which foiu*

columns are placed between
anta). ^ //. C. Butler, Archi-
tectiire and Other Arts, p.

3a8.

tetrastylic (tet-ra-stil'-

ik), a. Itetrastyt(c) -\-

-ic] Same as tetra-

stylc.

tetrathionate (tet-ra-

thi'9-nat), n. [tetratlii-

on(ic) + -ate^.] A salt

of tetrathionic acid: as, potassium tetrathio-

nate, K2S40g.
tetratricontane (tet"ra-tri-kon'tan), n. [Gr.
rtrpa-, four, -I- rpi-, three, -I- {rp/d)Koira, thirty,

+ -aiie.] A colorless crystalline hydrocarbon,
CH3(CH2)32CH3, of the methane series, con-
tained in Pennsylvania petroleum. It melts
at 71-72° C.

tetravalence (te-trav'a-lens), n. [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, -I- E. valence.] Same as *quadrivalence.

tetravalent (te-trav'a-lent), a. [Gr. rtrpa-,

four, -I- E. imlent.] &a,me as quadrivalent.

tetrazole (te-traz'ol),'n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, + E.
^CH.NH

azole.] A colorless 'compotmd, N^^ I ,

^N :N
prepared from aminophenyltetrazole-carbox-
ylio acid. It has acidic properties, crystallizes
in lustrous prisms or plates, melts at 155° C,
and may be sublimed.

tetrazone (te-traz'6n), JI. [Gr. rtrpa-, four,
-t- E. azone.] In organic chem., a name given
to a class of comjjounds derived from the hy-
pothetical compound H2N.N:N.NHo. They
are prepared hy the oxidation of alkylphen-
ylhydrazines or of diphenylhydrazines.

tetrazooid (tet-ra-z6'oid), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four,
-t- E. zooid,] One of the four zoiiids which
arise from the stolon of a parent Pyrosoma
zooid and give rise by budding to the adult
colony.

tetrevangelium (te-tre-van-je'li-um), n. : pi.

tetrevangelia (-a). [NL., < .Gr. rtrpa-, four,
+ LL. evangelimn. See evangel.] The four
Gospels brought together in one work.
The two books, then, so far as the Greek text is con-

cerned, must have been in circulation by themselves

;

Tetiaster.

(From Wilson's " The Cell.'

Teutophile
and hence Codex Bezai goes back not into a tetrevanr/e-
Hum, but into a detached collection, not necessarily of
one period, in which the Lucau writings were a separate
factor, unconnected with the rest.

Xew York Jndeperident, Jan. 27, 1898.

tetrinic (te-trin'ik), a. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -I-

-in + -ic] Pertaining to a compound with
four carbon atoms. — Tetrinic acid, a colorless.

,co.o
compound, CHsCH^ (?), prepared by heating

^C0.CH2
ethyl brommethylacetoacetate. It crj-stallizes in long
needles or tricliiiic prisms and melts at 1S9° C.

tetrobol (te-trob'ol), H. Same as *tetrobolon.
(Jr. F. Hill, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, X^^L 81.

tetrobolon (te-trob'o-lon), J..
; pi. tetrobola

(-&). [Gr. rtrpulio'/.ov, < rtrpa-, four, -I- u,'io/.6c,

an obolus.] A Greek silver coin of the value
of 4 obols (about 12 cents).

tetrode (tet'rod), «. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -1- oMc,
way (or -0)67/^, -o-tifiTi^, < tl6o(;, form?).] Among
the sponge-spicules, one with four equal rays
in the same plane.

tetrodonic (tet-ro-don'ik), a. [Tetrodon -(-

-ic.] Derived h-om fishes of the genus
Tetrodon : applied to an acid, a poisonous
substance obtained from the roe of these
fishes, probably the cause of a form of fish-

poisoning which is common in Japan.
tetrodonin (tet-ro-don'in), n. ITetrodon +
-in'^.] A crystalline base which has been ob-
tained, together with tetrodonic acid, from the
roe of fishes of the genus Tetrodon : like tetro-
donic acid, it is probably the cause of a form
of fish-poisoning common in Japan.

tetrol (tet'rol), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, + -ol.]

In organic chem., a hypothetical hydrocarbon,
C4Hi, of which some derivatives are known.

tetrolic (te-trol'ik), a. [tetrol + -ic] Con-
taining four carbon atoms Tetrolic acid, a crj-s-

talline acid, CH3C • CCO2H, formed by the action of
potassium hydroxid on chlorcrotonic acid. It melt* at
76' (.

tetronal (tet'ro-nal), «. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -t-

-on -f -a?3.] A trade-name of diethylsulphone-
diethylmethane, (C2H5S02)2C(C2H5)2, pre-
pared, in a similar manner to sulphonal, from
diethylketone and ethylmercaptan. It crys-
tallizes in lustrous plates or leaves, melts at
85° C, and is a more powerful hj-pnotie than
sulphonal.

Tetronarce (tet-ro-nar'se), JI. [NL., < Gr.
rtrpa-, four (four-cornered), -t- viipKi], numb-
ness, deadness (equivalent to Torpedo).] A
genus of electric ra.ys (Xarcohatidie) found
on both coasts of the Atlantic and on the
eastern Pacific coast.

tetronerythrin (tet'ron-e-rith'rin), V. [Gr.
rtrpa-, four, -I- -on + Gr. tpvOpoQ. red, -I- -in^.]

A reddish lipochrome occurring in inverte-
brates.

tetrose (tet'ros), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, -I- -ose.]

In organic chem., the class-name applied to
those sugars which contain fotu' atoms of car-
bon in the molecule.
tetroxid (te-trok'sid), n. [Gr. rtrpa-, four, +
E. orid.] An oxid which contains in its mole-
cule four atoms of oxvgen. Very remarkable
examples are presented by ruthenium and
osmium tetroxids, EUO4 and OSO4, readily
volatile compounds of two of the least fusible
and volatile metals.

tetter, ".—Honeycomb tetter. Same a&/a™«, 2.

tettigoniid (tet-i-go'ni-id), JI. and o. I. ». A
member of the homopterous family Tettigoni-

idse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Tettigotiiidie.

teucrin (tti'krin), n. [Teticr(ium) (see def.) -I-

-/«'-.] A colorless glucoside, C21H.24OJ1 or
CoiHoeOij, contained in Teucriitm tniticans.

It"crystallizes in needles, melting at 2'28-230°C.

Teut. An abbreviation (6) of Teuton.

Teuto-Celtic (txi'to-sel'tik), a. Teutonic and
Celtic ; of mixed Teutonic and Celtic blood.

Teutonomania (tii"ton-6-ma'ni-a), JI. [L.
Teutones, Germans, -I- |Gr. pavia, mania.]
Excessive partiality for the Germans or for
German ideas and ways.

Ministers . . . will do no good by tampering with Mr.
Chamberlain's exploded Teutonomania.
Herbert Paul, in Nineteenth Century and 'After, Nov.,

[1906.

Teutophile (tu'to-fil), a. [L. Teutones, Ger-
mans, -t- Gr. (pt/Av, love.] Partial to the Ger-
mans ; having a liking for German ideas and
ways.

Nevertheless, the work of John Venn, ' Principles of

Empirical or Inductive Logic,' London, 1889, is such «n



TeutopWle
independent rendering of Mill as to be worthy of more
attention than it receives in the current Teutophite phi-

losophy.
Jvtir. Philos. Peychol. and Sci. Methods, Feb. 4, 1904,

[p< 58.

Teutophobe (tu'tp-fob), «. [L. Teutones,

Germans, + Gr. -<l>o3og, < <jiofielv, fear.] One
who fears the Germans or the increase of Ger-

man power and influence; one who dislikes

German ideas and ways.
One of those professors whom the English Tenlophobes

have accused of wishing to " educate " Germany up to

the point of attaclcing England.
.V. 1'. Ecening Past. .\ug. 14, 1905.

tewfikose (tu'fi-kds), n. \_Tewfil-, name of the

khedive of Kgypt. + -o«e.] A sugar found
in the milk of the Egyptian buffalo, Bos buba-

lufi. It yields glucose when hydrolyzed.

Tex. An abbreviation (a) of Texas; (6) of

Tixan.

tezas, «. Hence—2. The elevated gallery, re-

sembling a louver or clearstory, in a grain-

elevator.
Texas bead-tree. See 6eod-(re<.—Texas cattle-fever.
Same as Tejcns fnver.

text, « .— Golden text, a short passage of Scripture used

in Suiiday-sclnM.tl leaflets, embodying the main thought of

each week's It-ssoii.

text-blindness (tekst'blind''nes), »!. Same as

icord-blindness.

text-letter (tekst'let'fer), n. 1. Anamegiven
(with qualifying term) to many kinds of

pointed black-letter used in engrossing or

printing special documents or books, being

retained or imitated from the text of late

medieval manuscripts or early printed books

:

as, church text, chancery text, etc.— 2. The
style or face of any letter or type selected

for the text of a book.

text. rec. An abbreviation of the Latin textus

recfjitu.-.; the received text.

texture, « Anlsometrlc texture. See *anisvmet-
ric —Bread-crust texture. See -kinead-crust.

—

Graphic texture, in p^troij., a fabric or texture pro-

duced by the intergrowth of two minerals, commonly
quartz and feldspar, in such a manner that one acts as a

matrix for the other, which appears in section as de-

tached, more or less regularly shaped inclusions with

like crystallographic orientaticm. The texture is well

known in graphic granite, and is sometimes called peg-

mntitic \>T implic(t1i'<ii texture and (/raphic intergrowth.
— Isometric texture. See*a»iVirn#?ric texture.

texture, r. *. 2. To give the appearance of

a certain texture to. See the extract.

The textile markings m often seen on the exterior sur-

faces of vases are not, however, impressions of baskets

employed in nuMleling and m<»lding. but of pliable fabrics

and cords U8e<l, jK»sfibl,v, in supporting tile vessel while

in the process of construction, but in most cases as a

means of shaping, texturing, and oniamenting the sur-

face, and applied by successive imprintings or mallea-

tions. ^11. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99, p. 60.

texture-counter (teks'tur-koun'tfer), n. A
small magnifying-glass of low power, used in

counting the number of threads, within a given

space, in the texture of a fabric.

t. f. An abbreviation of till forbidden.

t. g. An abbreviation of type genus.

Th. 2. In chem. : (6) a symbol for thallium :

better Tl.

ThackerayanaCthak'e-ri-a'na), n.pl. [TJincke-

rai) + -1111(1.] Items, details, collections of all

-kinds, an<l bibliography relating to AVilliam

Makepeace Thackeray.
Thalamencephalic velum, a plexus of blood-vessels

which in the brains of some animals dips into the third

ventricle from the riKif of the thalamencephalon (dienp

cephalon) or optic thalanms.

thalassal (tha-las'al), a. Same as thalassic.

thalassin (tha-las'in), «. [Gr. ed>.aaaa, sea.

-I- -III-.] A poison found in the tentacles of

aotiniie.

thalassocrat (tha-las'o-krat), n. [Gr. 8i?Maaa,

sea, + -KpaT7j<:, niler, ^ Kpareiv, rule.] A ruler

of the sea. [Rare.]
But one day war came to Knossofl, and the dominion of

the proud >!in<»an (A^Mjijocra/jf disappeared in the smoke
of the buniing Ijibyrinth. Nature. Nov. 20, 190-2, p. 58.

thalassographical (tha-las-o-graf'i-kal), a.

Ithiilii.i.siKjniijhi!/) + -ic + -an.'] Pertaining

to the ocean ; oeeanographieal.
The speedy completion of the concluding volume of the

, great challenger work. This 'standard work' will re-

main fcjrall time the foundation for all biological and
tbnlnnsofiraphirnl investigations, in relation to Plankton

and Henthos alike, especially of the deep sea.

Smithsnnian Rep.. 1893, p. .'iVO.

Thalassoma (tha-las'p-mii), n. [NL., < Gr.

Oa'annn. the sea,'+ auiia, body.] A genus of

labriiid fishes.

thalassophobia (tha-las-o-fo'bi-ii), n. pn^.,
< Gr. ffd'/aaaa, the sea, + -<j>o[)ia, < ^[iclv, fear.]

A morbid fear of the ocean or of any large

I body of water. Hibot (trans.), Psychol, of

Emotions, p. 213.
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Thalassophryne (tha-las-o-fri'ne), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Ud/.aooa, the sea, + dpinti, a toad.] A
genus of toad-fishes found on both coasts of

South America.
thalassotherapy (tha-las-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.

ad'/.aaan, the sea, + Otpaireia, cure.] Treat-

ment of disease by sea-bathing, a residence

at the seashore, or a sea voyage. Med. Record,

June 27, 1903, p. 1058.

thalenite (ta'le-nit), «. [Named after Pro-

fessor E. Thalen.] A silicate of yttrium oc-

curring in flesh-red monoclinie crystals of

tabular habit: found in Sweden.
thaler, « BeichUnger thaler, a denomination of coin

current in Poland. Tliere is one of Augustus II., dated

170-2.— Jubllaumsthaler, a commemorative thaler.

—

Kaiserthaler, a silver thaler, without date, of Maxi-

milian I. (14'.t;{-l.'>l!t), with his portrait on the obverse.^

Pyramldthaler, a silver thaler of the Saxon series,

struck to ci>nmiemorate a death, with an inscription in

the fonn of a pyramid on the reverse.— Salvatorthaler,
a'Swedish silver coin of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, with the efflgy of the Saviour on one side.

thalictrine (tl\a-lik'trin), n. ITIiaUetrum +
-ine'^.] A crystalline alkaloid contained in

Thalictrum macrocarpum. It resembles acon-

itin in physiological properties, but is less

poisonous.
thallate (thal'at), n. \thall{ic) + -ate^.] A
salt corresponding to thallic hydroxid,

T1(H0)3, assimied at one time to be capable

of acting as a weak acid. It has been shown,
however, that no such salts are obtainable.

thallene (thal'en), «. ithall{ic) + -ene.] A
greenish-yellow, highly fluorescent hydro-
carbon, possibly isomeric with anthracene,
contained in the highest boiling portion of

Pennsylvania crude petroleum. It forms
small acicular crystals.

thalleoquin (thal'e-o-kwin), n. A greenish
resinous mass obtained by treating an aque-
ous solution of quinine sulphate of proper
strength with chlorin or bromine and then
adding ammonia in excess. This is an iden-

tity-test for quinine.

thalline, «• 11. ". A trade-name of tetra-

hydroparamethoxyquinoline,
yCH2.CH2

CB.-iOCrB.-,{
I ,

a colorless compound
\NH .CH2

prepared by the reduction of the correspond-

ing quiuoline derivative. It crystallizes in

thick trimetrie prisms, melts at 42^3° C, and
boils at 283° C. In the form of its sulphate

and other salts it is used in medicine as an
antipyretic.

Thallium light. See *light^.

thallium-green (thal'i-um-gren''), n. The
color of the bright-green line, .5350 fi, in the

speetrum of thallitim vapor.

thallochlore (thal'o-klor), n. [Gr. Balldi;,

branch, + x^-^P^':^ green.] An old term which
was applied to the green coloring-matter of

lichens.

thallophori (tha-lof'o-rl), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

(*a//dc, branch, + ipipeiv, bear.] In an ancient

Greek procession, men carrying branches, as

in the frieze of the Parthenon. A. S. Murray,
The Sculp, of the Parthenon, p. 147.

thallostrote (thal'o-strot), n. [Gr. OalUc, a
branch. + ffTpurof, strewn.] Inphytogeot)., a

plant distributed by root-sprouts, runners, or

other offshoots. F. E. Clements.

thalpotasimeter (thal''po-ta-8im'e-t6r), n.

[(ir. >ki'/-nc, heat, + Taaii;, tension or inten-

sity, + iihpov, measure.] 1. An apparatus

for observing, measuring, or recording the in-

tensity of high heats : a form of pyrometer for

high heats. Specifically— 2. An apparatus of

the kind which uses the tension of a vapor as

a means of observing the heat, as that of the

vapor ,of ether for lower ranges, and that

of the* vapor of mercury for greater. The
vapor-tension moves a gage-needle over a dial,

or a recording-lever may be moved across a

moving disk or band of paper. Engin. Mag.,
April, 1904, p. 112.

Thamnastrsea (tham-nas-tre'S), n. [NL., <

Gr. Udinni;, a bush, + dar^p, a star.] A
genus of perforate Antho:oa, typical of the

family Thamnastrseidse, having a composite,

laterally expanded, pedunculate coralla and
no distinct walls to the individual corallites,

which are united by costal septa : abundant in

formations from the Triassic to the Oligocene.

Thamnastraeidse (tham-nas-tre'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Thamnastrsea + -idae.] A family of

perforate madreporarian corals having simple

Thatunantian

or composite, basallj' expanded or massive
colonies, the individual corallites of which
have numerous septa composed of trabeculse
arranged in fau-shaped or vertical rows. The
family comprises several genera, abundantly
represented in Mesozoic rocks and less com-
mon in Tertiary and recent formations.

Thamnidium (tham-nid'i-um), n. [NL. (Link,
1809), < Gr. dd/ivoc, a bush.] A genus of zygo-
mycetous fungi, of the family Mucoracese, hav-
ing two kinds of conidial sporangia, of which
the primary is terminal and provided with a
columella, and the secondary lateral and with-
out a columella. About 10 species are known.
T. elegans is a common species found on dung
and various decaying substances.

Thamniscus (tham-nis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.
6dfivo(, a bush, + dim. -(ctko?.] A genus
of fenestellid cryptostomatous Bryozoa with
freely bifurcating flattened branches united
by few dissepiments : found in formations
from Silurian to Permian.
thamuria (tha-mii'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Ba/ivc,

frequent, 4- oipov, urine.] Frequent passing
of urine.

thana (tba'na), n. See tana^.

Within lay the six rifles and the big Police-book of the
• Thana of Howli

!

R. Kipling, At Howli Thana, in Soldiers Three, p. 243.

thanadai: (thil'na-dar), «. Same as tanadar.

thanatism (than'a-tizm), n. [Gr. ddvaro^,

death, + -ism.] The view that death means
not only an arrest of all physiological func-
tions, but also the definite disappearance, ces-

sation, or destruction of the human mind or
soul. Thanatism is opposed by Haeckel to
*athanatism, the belief in man's personal im-
mortality. Primary thanatism is the original

absence of the dogma of immortality in certain
primitive uncivilized races; secondary thana-

tism is the lateroutcome of a rational knowledge
of nature in the civilized intelligence. Haeckel
(trans.), Riddle of the Universe, p. 192.

tnanatist (than'a-tist), n. [thanat(ism) +
-ist.] One who liblds the doctrine of thana-
tism. [Rare.]

All the monistic philosophers of the centuiy (Strauss,

Feuerbach, Biichner, Spencer, etc.) are thanatists.

Haeekel (trans.). Riddle of the Universe, p. 194.

thanatol (than'a-tol), n. [Gr. davaro^, death,
-I- -()^] Same as*ajacol.

thanatophobia (than'''a-to-f6'bi-a), n, [NL.,

< Gr. (Aii'arof, death, + -<pojiia, < ipojielv, fear.]

A morbid fear of death. Mien, and Neurol.,

May, 1903, p. 170.

thanatosis (than-a-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

edvarog, death, +' -osis.] In pathol., local

death : gangrene.
Thanetian(tha-ne'shian), n. [Thanet + -ian.'i

In jfo/., the basal stage of the Lower Eocene
of northern France and Belgium, correlated

with the Thanet sands of the London basin.

It comprises sands which are often glauconitie,

and limestone, both containing a marine fauna.

thao (tii'o), n. [Chinese, from a dialect not
determined; Ningpo rfmo, seaweed.] A gelat-

inous substance extracted from seaweed in

Oriental countries. It is nearly pure gelose (agar-

agar), mixed with some easily removed mechanical im-

purities. It is soluble in water at high temperatures, and
in thin layers is very flexible, and hence has been found
a valuable dressing for silks and calicoes. Also termed
Chinese OT Japanese isinglass. The pure form, which is

known as agar-agar, is used as a gelatinizing substance

in the [preparation of imtritive ;media, in bacteriological

work.

tharandite (tar ' an - tit), n. [G. Tharand,
Tharandt (see def.), + -i«c2.] A variety of

crystallized dolomite from Tharandt, near
Dresden, in Saxony, containing one molecule
each of calcium and magnesium carbonates
and about four per cent, of ferrous carbonate.

thatch, »

—

Broom-thatch. See Mppi-appa.

thatch-cloak (thach'klok), «. A rain-coat

made of dried grasses or palm-leaves, used by
the Indians of Mexico and by many peoples of

eastern Asia.

thatchwood (thach'wud), n. Small branches

of wood, twigs, underbrush, etc., arranged as

if for thatching Thatchwood work. See thatch-

V'ood-U'iirk.

Thaumantian (tha-man'ti-an), a. [Gr. Qav/iac

(.SavfiavT-) + -ion.] Pertaining to Thaumas,
the sire of Iris and the harpies, in Greek
mythology ; by allusion, wonder-working

;

thaumaturgic. [Rare.]

What meant these azure-shafted arrows, this sudden

glare into darkness, this Iris message ; Thaumantian ;
—

miracle-working '; Ruskin, Modem Painters, ix. 11.
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Theacete (the-a'sf-e), «. pi. [NL. (Mirbel, thecodontosaurian (the-ko-don-to-sa'ri-an), theor. An abt)reviation of theorem.
1S13), < TAea + -ace«.] A family of dicoty- «. and «. L «. Pertaiiiiiig to or having the theorem, n.-Algebralcal addition theorem
ledonous, ohiefly choripetalous plants, the tea characters of the genus Thecodontosaurus
family, of the order Hypericales. It is char- II. ». A member of the genus Thecodonto-
aeterized by usually bisexual and racemed saurus.
dowers with numerous stamens. See Tern- thecostome (the'ko-stom), n. [Gr. BfiKri, case,
stramiacese. + aro/ja, mouth.] The orifice of the hydro-
theaceons (the-a'shius), a. [NL. Tlieace{x) theca in calyptoblastic hydroids. Challenger
+ -oii.i.] Belonging or pertaining to the Rep., VII. xx. 7. Encyc. Diet.

Tht(ice,f. theft, w.— Constmctlve theft, such a wrongful use of

theanthrOPOS (the-au'thro-pos or the-an-thro'- KU«'s, rightfully token, us amounts, in law, to larceny,

nos), H. [MUr. Qedvepuwic (7th and 9th cen- theisml, n.-Cosmlo theism, the religious doctrine

..-:..,\ / /'- o ' A J _i_ 'a _ - ™«,. T taught by John tiske ni his early work 'Outlines of Cos-
t^ries). < Gr. GfOf, God, + ai-epuTroc, man.]

„,ie''philosophy,' Part 111. chap. UL It differs consider-
The God-man, that is, Christ, as unitmg the ably from his later views.

di\ine and human natures. thelalgia (the-lal'ji-a), «. [NL., < Gr. Bri?.?/,

Thou great TA^nnMropoy that giv'st and crown 'st iiiliple, -f- a/ljof, pain.] Pain in the nipple.
Thy gifts in dust guar(<!«, Emblems, I. Invocation. TheligOnaceSB (the-lig-O-na'sf-e), Ji. |)/. [NL.

theater, » saloon theater, in the seventeenth and (GiUet and Magne, 1862), < Tlieligonum +
eighteenth centuries, a theater in connection with a
taveni, in which the public could enjoy the drama
together with smoking and light refreshmenta : the fore-

runner of the modem music-hall.

The ttotium theatreti rarely offended the patent houses,
and when they did the law was soon put iu motion to
show that Sliakespeai-e could not be represented with im-
punity. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 40.

theatricable (the-at'ri-ka-bl), a. Capable of
being made effective on the stage. [Nonce-
word.]

It is the subordinate affair of the actor to adapt him-
self to the poet's conception, and find it theatricable.

W. D. Uowellg, in X. A. Rev., CLXXU. 798.

'theatricality, ». 2. A theatrical, showy, or
stagy action or thing.

A piece of theatricality built to suit a personality, and
very badly built at that

The Academy, Jan. 27, 1906, p. 93.

theatricism (the-at'ri-sizm), «. [theatric + ^Hf^^^^^'^M^]'^ ^^t
^^"'^''^°"''-

^ «,
-/..'/«.] The character of being calculated for

t^eloncus (the-long kus) «.; pi. thelonci

dispiav: theatricality; artificiality; atheatri- (-^°" ;"')\ P^- ^ *^''-

^,f'>'
"'??'"' -"^ ."^'"'^'

cal appearance. [Rare.] +i,"T^'\ ^ ^T.?^''- ^^S'^M^l^ °^
^^"r^i^'^l^'r^

The preposterous «.««««„, of the Paris Commune.
thelprrhagia (thel-o-ra Ji-a), n. [NL. < Gr

J. .«cCar(Ai/, Our Own Times, IV 357. t'V'''
'"PPle, + {aifz)of,payia, hemorrhage.]

theatricize (the-at'ri-si.), v. i. and «.; pret. ThZ7/ii^fi»°'a'L^I-Pt?i";.fi' - ->
and pp. theatricized, ppr. theatricizino To ^rN,° /^!5f^.,^ r° " i I ^ "f ^H
assume a theatrical manner: play a part;

^^^'^ ^ J^^'^^otrema + -"ee^j A family of

dramatize (something).
'^^ ^ ' fymnocarpous lichens named from the genus

theatrophile (the-at'ro-fil), n. rrj,. fl^„.„„., .//'f'o<m»a (which see),

theater, + <pi/Mv, love.]

the drama and of theaters.

-acea?.] A family of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants of the order Chenopodkiles^ containing
the ^enus Theligonum only. See ^Theligonum.
Theligonum (the-lig'o-num), n, [NL. (Lin-
naeus, 1753).] A genus of plants constituting
the family TheUgoiuicefe : spelled more cor-
rectly Thelygonum by many writers. See
Tkelygonum,

Thelodus (thel'o-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. V4
iiipple, + ckJoi'c, tooth.] An extinct genils of
fishes of the subclass Ostracodermi, of the
family Coelolepidspj characterized by small,
quadi*angulai\ and nearly uniform dermal tu-
bercles, by a small dorsal fin near the base of
the heterocercal tail, and by the absence of
enlarged ridge-scales: from the Ludlow bone-
bed and Oesel limestone of the Upper Silurian

theorem stating that an algebraical equation subsists be-
tween <frx, ii>y, and <f> (x -f y), intlejtendent of the value of
the variables and having cuefticients iuU) which the varia-
bles in no way enter.— Arclliinedes'S theorem, the
proposition that the volume of a sphere e«iuals twr> tliirds

the volume of the circumscribed cylinder.— Barbaxln'S
theorem, the theorem that each of the three spaces,
Euclidean, Ijobachevskian. Riemaiinian, contains sur-
faces of constant curvature of which the geodesic lines
have the metric properties of the straight lines cjf the
three spaces.— Boblllier'S theorem, the jiroixjsition
that if two sides of a given but movable triangle touch
always two fixed circles, the envelop of the third is alsf^

a circle.— Brahmegupta's theorem, the theorem that
if the diagonals of a cyclic qusulrihiteral are at right
angles, the peiiiendicular from their cross on Uf one side
bisects the opposite side.—Dirichlet*s theorem, tlie

theorem that every unlimited arithmetical progress!cm,
the first term and difl'erence of which are prime to one
another, contains infinitely many prime numbers.—Ex-
istence theorem, a theorem to the effect that under a
given hypothesis something of a certain description will
exist— Farmer's theorem, the statement that the
light obtained from illuminating-gas is proportional to
the square of the quantity bunied. This relation is ap-
proximately true only for a small range of variation, the
efticiency of a given burner increasing rapidly, at first, as
the gas is tamed on, and reaching a maximum when the
supply fif gas is that to which the burner is best a(lai>ted.— Hadamard'S theorem.a projiosition for determining
the radius of convergence. — Hamack'S theorems, two
theorems in the theory of the potential given by A. Har-
nack in 1880. The first is as follows : if a hannonic func-
tion u lias at the limit of any region T only jwsitive (or
only negative) values, U, and if the value of u at any
point in that region equals the protluct of a detemiinate
finite quantity 5 with a finite quantity E, ttien for every
other point within T the value of u is representable as
the product of 6 with a finite quantity E'. The other
theorem is : if for any finite region T an endless series of
harmonic functions «i, t/2, «3, etc., are given, having the
same sign throughout that region, and if the series wj
-f-Wo +W3 -f etc. is convergent for any jMiint in T, it is

cotivergent for all points in T and is a liainmnic function.
—Hart's extension of Feuerbach's theorem, the
theorem that the inscribed circles of a sphericiU triangle
and its colunar triangles are all four t^juched by a fifth

small circle. Sir Andrew Hart, 1861.— Hermlte's the-
orem, in geom., the proposition that the number of
irreducible conditions under which a surface of the n\\\
order can be passed through a curve of the ^ith order has
for upper limit the number n^ + 1. For a curve of zero
deficiency it is precisely n« 4- 1. For a curve of defi-
ciency one it is nyi. Crelle.—'ReTon's theorem, the
proposition that for the area of a triangle in lenns of its

sides, A = [s^fi-aXs-bXK-c)]^ where » = to + bi-c\f2.—

A point for theatrophile8. Sarah Bernhardt claims
that she holds the world's record for congratulations from
the audience. Referee, May 26, 1901.

theatrophone (the-at'ro-fou), n. [Gr, dmrpov,
theater, + <pc}V7j, sound, voice.] An arrange

07//.vt6koCj bearing females.] That kind of
parthenogenesis in which onlyfemale offspring
are produced.

thematic, a, 3. Of or relating to a theme of

ment of telephonic apparatus by means"of 5*^=^*^^"^^^' ,^ t ^ t

which subscribers at a distance may listen to *^®^?1 "•*^,^"• V^ «5^ro?., a figure of nativity.

IV^^eZ'Zltfr
°" '''' ''"'' "^ '^^ °^""^- t^^''^'^^^=,!n^e^'it thence.

nouse or tneater. theobromic (the-o-bro'mik), a. IThcobrom(a)
\^^''.^"^}rA°}^li\\^^'''l^".^r'»'^''V^''^y^}^''^^.^'"?.':'"' + -tc.} Derlved'from Theobroma Cacao: as.in connection with tlie supplying of music, and talking 41, I

~
'A

from tlie theatres by means of tlie "fAe«(roj)/ioHe." Dur- tneooromic &C\a. -

ing tlie day the subscribers were constantly being in- theOCiU (the'6-Sin), «
foimed of the latest news of importance. This service,
which supplied many thousands of subscribers, was inde-
pendent of the regular telephone service.

ir. J. Hammer, in Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 311.

thebaicine (the-ba'i-sin), «. ltheha{ia)+ -ic +
' ^ '3.

Same as *t]ieophylline

'.] An amorphous alkaloid, CjgHigNO;

or *dimethi/l.ranthin : a trade-name.
theodidact (the'o-di-dakt), fl. [Gr. Oedg, God,
+ (UiSaxTof, taught.] Taught of God.

[St.! Francis of Assisi is pre-eminently the Saint of the
Middle Ages. Owing nothing t<j church or schools he
was truly theodidact.

Sahatier (trans.), St. Francis of Assisi, p. xvi.

theodolite-goniometer (the - od ' 6 - lit - go - ni -

om"e-ter), n. Same as two-circle '^goniometer.

formed, together with thebeniue, by the action
of dilute acids on thebaine.
thebaism (the-ba'izm), n. [theha{ia) + -ism.']

The morbid state produced by the habitual theol. An abbreviation (c) of theologian.

*^Xlli^^n^-'y, •^ r,7 ,,. • n _l theoline (the'6-lin), ». Same as *<7iio«He.
thebenine (the be-nm), ». [_theh{ame) +.ene theologastric (the-ol-6-gas'trik), a. and n.

n/nwlp-^w ov'""°'^''Tk'''JI^'°'^-^"3; [thcologaster + -16.} Of or pertaining to a0(0H)C„Hi50N, prepared by the action of theologaster, or theological quack, or to his
hydrochloric acid on thebaine from opium. ^-orks Froude, ErasmSs, p. 70.

Jii'^;.!"J„;ilA^f f^l.

*"!.?,g^'^Ptol'tes. one of theology, «.- Pectoral theology, theology in which
the receptacles of the ZOOlds.- Brachial thecje, the emotional element, the religious experience of the
the thecse which compose the branches of the composite irulividual, predominates.
(iraptuldidea, in distinction from the stolonal thecc. •T'l,.«„l,-„— ,•«_ /fu;; s e^^'^i „«\ a _
They remain the abodes of zooids, while the latter fre-

TheOphrOnian (the-O-fro ni-an), «. A mem-
quently become incorporated into stems.— Stolonal tier ot a sect of the Eunomians, followers of
thecso, the theCEe which compose the stems of the com-
posite Graptoloidea, in distinction from the brachial
thecal.

Thecal cyst. Same as ganglion, 3 (a).

Thecidea (the-sid'e-ii), n. [NL.] Same as
Tlnodium.

thecitis (thf-si'tis), «. [NL., < theca + -itis."]

Inflammation of any theca, specifically of a
tendon sheath.

Thecla, ». 2. [l. c] An insect of this genus.— Hop-vine thecla, an American lycienid bnttertly,
Vrait'iti'^ (ftjnnerly T/u'cla) tnelinus, wide-spread in the
I'nileci States. Its larva; damage the p(xis and seeds of
hop, hawth<jni, hounds'-t^^n[.'^c, and St.-.John's-wort. Also
called ijr<i,i Am r«frca«- — Streaked thecla, an Ameri-
can lycienid butterfly, Thecbi lijjaropx, of wide distribu-
tion, which feeds in the larval state on the oak, willow,
plum, blueberry, and shadbush.

Theophronius of Cappadocia, who added to
the Eunomian heresy the practice of baptizing
in the name of Christ alone, instead of in that
of the Trinity. Also called Eimomio-Theo-
plironians or Agnoetse. See Agnoeta; 1.

theophylline (the-of'i-lin), n. [NL. thea, tea,
+ Gr. ipijX/.ov, leaf, 4- -ine'^.'] A colorless alka-

loid,

,N(CH3).C0.C.NH
CO/

II

\.CH.HaO, eon-

the circumcircle is a circle.— Moblus'S theorem,
the theorem that an anhannonic ratio is unchanged
by a bilinear transformation ; given by A. F. Mdbius
(l790-l8eK) in I8.i5.— Negative theorem, a theorem
which expresses the idea that a proposition may be true.— Salmon's theorem, the theorem that the distances
of any two puints from the center of a circle are propor-
tional to the distance of each from the polar of the other.
— Sophie Cermaln theorem, the proposition that
except .^> no number of the fonn ai + i is prime.

—

Storm's theorem, {h) In optics, the propositioti that
all the rays constituting a small pencil emanating from a
luminous point will, after any number of refractions,
pass through two focal lines which are at right angles to
each other and Xo the middle ray of the pencil.— Theo-
rem Of finite Increments, the theorem that Fa - Vb=
(«-b) y {, where f is intermediate in value between a
and 6.—Theorem of Le Chateller, in phys. chem.,
the theorem that any change of one of the factors of the
equilibrium of a thermodynamic system disturbs the
system in that direction which impalts to the given fac-
tor a change whose algebraic sign is opposite to that of
its original change.—Theorem of Snell, the equation
«2« ={V2n .a,t}\ where ii,tis the perimeter of the in-

scribed n-gon, Ug,, that of the circumscribed 2n-gon.
Cyclometria, 1021 —Theorem of the gnomon, the
proposition that the complements of the parallelograms
which are about the diameter of any parallelogram are
equal to one another. Euclid, I. 43.—Theorem Of un-
determined coefficients, in at;i., the theorem that it

the series A H- lix + Cx- 4- I>^3 -t- • • is equal t*i the
series a + bx + cx2 + rfj-3 .^ . . . , for all values of x which
make both series convergent, then the coefficients of like
powers of x in the two series must be equal ; that is,

A=a, B=fc, C=c, etc.— Torrlcelll's theorem, the
theorem that the velocity of efflux is the vel,K:ity w hich a
freely falling body would have on reaching the orifice

after having started from a state of rest at the surface :

V =(2f7A)S. f^e Torricelti'sirlau:— Trotter's theorem,
in pftotom., the statement that the light from the crater
of an electric arc, emitted in any given direction, is

directly proportional to the apparent area of the crater
as viewed from that direction.— Weierstrass's theo-
rem, ('j) The proposition that near an essential singu-
larity, which is isolated as regards other essential singu-
larities, a one-valued analytic function, fx, approaches
as near as we jdease to an arbitrarily given value/.

—

Weill's theorem, the proposition that if a variable
polygon is inscribed in one circle and circumscribed
about another, the mean center of the points of tangency
with the latter is constant,

theoretical, a. 4. In chem., indicating the
analytical values or other properties which
should be obtained from a compound provided
the correct conception (theory) of its compo-
sition has been formed.

\N(CH3) C.N ^
tained in tea-leaves and prepared syntheti-
cally from 1-methylxanthin. It crystallizes
in thin monoelinic plates or in needles, melts
at 264° C, and acts on the muscles. Also
called 1,3-dimeihylxanthin or l,3-dimethylr-2,6- theoria (the-6'ri-a), m. [NL., < Gr. Ompia. the
dioxypurin. sending of ambassadors, lit. a seeing, going



theoria

to see. See theory.] 1. In Gr, antiq., an em-
bassy sent on a mission of state associated
with religion, such as an appeal to an ora-

cle.— 2. Philosophic speculation: used by
Ruskin to express the higher moral apprecia-
tion of beauty, as distiae^ished from sesthesib'j

which stands for the sensual appreciation.

See the extract.

But the Christian theoria seeks not, thftngh it accepts,
aiid touL-hes with its own purity, what the Epicurean
sought. Jiiighin, Modem Painters, II. iii. 17.

theory, ".—Action tlieory. See *rt(^on.~ Actual-
ity theory. See -k'tctixilif!/ —Aggregation theory.
See *flt'/'/r*'</«fi"o;i.— Assemblage theory, see •kth--<Ttj

of mitembla-jen — Berzelian theory, tlie theory that cer-

tain substances iiuhu-e chemical reactions by their simple
presence without takin<; any part themselves in the pro-

cess.— BoscOVlch'S theory, in optics, the hypothesis
presented by Boscovich, in 17r>8. to account, under the
emission theory, for the simultaneous reflection and re-

fraction of light. According to this theory the luminous
corpuscles i"otate, presenting alteniately faces capable
of reflection and of transmission.— Calyclnal theory.
.See -kcalfjcinal.— CarbOIL theory. See ircarhon.—
Cataclysmic theory. See icataehjBviic. —Cell
theory, see -kceii.— Condensation theory, in meteor. ,

the theor>- develoi>ed by Espy and Ferrel. acconJJng to
which rain is fonned by the dynamic cooling due to the
ascent of moist air; the theory that the general phenom-
ena and motions of storms depend principally on those
conditions that favor the foniialion of rain or snow.^
Conscious automaton theory, a theory, either meta-
physically grounded or adopted as a working hypotihesia

in psychology and biol<n.'y, of the relation of mind ami
body ; that form uf the theory of psychophysical parallel-

ism which regards mind as epiphenomenal.

At this pt^iint we may again for a moment turn aside to

consider the so-called Conscioitu Autmnaton Theory.
According to Professor Huxley, the best known

modem exi>onent of this theory, "our mental conditions
are simply the symbols in consciousness of the changes
that take place automatically in the organism.

Eticyc. Brit. XXXII. 68.

Double a8l>ect theory, the theory that mental and
bodily pnx-esses are but two aspects of the same reality :

a metaphysical form of the theory of psychophysical
parallelism.

A favourite mode of stating psychophysical parallel-

ism is that known as the Double Aspect Theory
Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 67.

Dynamical theory of heat. See */if«f.— Dynamic
theory of the formation of rain.. See *rat/ti.—
Dzlerzon theory, the theory according to which the
unfertilizfti iku'S of the honey-bee give rise to males, or
drones, whcrexs the fertilized eggs give rise to the queens
and w.»rkiT>>. Science. Dec. 'ih. 1903, p. 8.'11.— EsP3r*8
theory of storms. See *«((7r7rt.— Faye's theory, a
general theory as to the origin and movement of stonns,
acc<jrding to which they begin aa whirls in the upper
strata of the atmosphere, grow thence downward t<» the
earth's surface, and bring the upper air ilown with them.
" Ferrel's theory of cyclones. St-e *<•.^/'•^"l*'.— Gla-
cial theory. St-e -kninrud. -Bering's theory of color
vision, or visual sensation. See *ro;or.— Isogly-
cerlde theory, the assumption by certain chemists that a
substance isomeric but not identical with glycerin
might fonn esters with the nulicals of the fatty acids
different from the ordinar>' glycerides of the same acids.
There seetns to be no gtMJil ground for any such supposi-
tion— James-Lange theory, in pnychoL, a theory of
emotion propounded independently, in somewhat simitar
terms, by W. James (1884) and C. I^nge (1885). to the
effect that what is conmionly called the expression of
emotion is in reality not a consequence, but the cause, of
the emotive state. The emotion is regarded as "the
effect of the organic changes, muscular and visceral,

of which the si»-called ' expression ' of the emotitdi con-
sists. It i4 thus not a priniai7 feeling, directly aroused
by the exciting object or thought. b»t a secondary feel-

ing, indirectly aroused ; the primary effect being the
organic changes in question, which are inunediate reflexes
tollowing upon the presence of the object." As first

stated by James, the the<jry required us to believe that
*• we feel sorry because we cry, angry because we strike,
afraid because we tremble ' : the situation aroused, re-

ttexly, these organic changes, and the feeling of the
changes as they ^H,-cuiTed was the emotion. In later
writing James appears to admit the pt)ssibility of a pri-
mary feeling, and maintains merely that the "general
seizure of excitement, ' which constitutes the body of an
emotion, is the effect of the organic changes by which
we rertexly meet the situation. In this milder form the
theory has found almost universal recognition. Even
those who insist most strongly on the primary character
of the feeling, an<l on the invariability of an ideational
<ass^x;iative) content in emotion, admit that the James-
Lange theory has called attention, in a needed way, to
the part played in the emotive constitution by 'organic
reverberation." In it,s original and exclusive fonn, on
the other hand, the thectry aroused much criticism ; atul
no attempt has been made to apply ft to the 'subtler'
emotiofis, the esthetic, etc., sentiments. The theory is

wjmetimea known as the jjeriphernt theory or the effect

theory nf emotion. In germ, it goes back, at any rate, as
far as Descartes; and hints of it, more or less explicit,
have been found in various later w-riters.— Laplace's
theory of capillarity. See ^capillarity.—Marx-En-
gels ftieory, the theory of siK'iety, of history, and of
S'MMiiliHni. formulated by Karl Marx, and developed ami
*xjMiunrled by his disciph-, P'rchrirk Eiigt-ls. Kiilii. .Si>.

cial Evolution, p. 214.— Mechanlcal-esthetlc theory,
{t\ pnychol. M\%\egtheticK, &.\'\(iv. piupoiuHicd l)y I.ippn of
Munich in 1891. to the effect that "the ojitical and the
esthetic impressions that a geometrical fonn makes upon
"US are merely two sides of one and the same thing, hav-
ing their common r»K)t in ideas of mechanical activities."
A similar theory was suggested, inrlependently. by Lee
and Anstnither-Thomson in the Contemporary Review,

1339
Oct. -Not., 1897.—Mechanlcophyslcal theory of evo-
lation. See ero;»fto?i.—Mendel's tlieory, tlie doc-
trine or opinion that tlie facts of ancestral inheritance
first described by Mendel show that the germ-cells that
are produced by cross-bred organisms may. in respect of
given characters, be of the two pure parental types, and,
on the average, be present in the reproductive organs in
equal numbers. See ancestral -hinheritance.—Molecu-
lar theory Of vital currents. See ciurcnn.—Mo-
saic theory of development. See itiiewlopment.
— Mutation theory, the the<jry that species originate
through nuitatinn. See ^mutation, 8.—PelmatOZOlc
theory. See ;«';»in(ojoic.—Pentact8ea theory. See
/'cntactoi/.—Plateau's theory, in pst/chuphiis., the
ratio-hypothesis of Weber's Law. that equal stimulus-
ratios correspond to equal sensation-ratios: first pro-
pounded by Plateau in 1872.

The medium stimulus, thus experimentally determined,
corresponds neither to the arithmetical niean. as required
by Plateau's theory, nor to the geometrical mean, as
required by Fechner 8 theory.

T Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., p. 61.

Recapitulation theory. ^Ke*recapitnlation'dnctrine.
—Spiral theory. See •k;)i/i/(.—Tetrahedral theory.
See *tetraheilr,il. -Theory Of aggregates, see *a(j<jrc-
i/ate. —Theory of assemblages, sainc as (/nun; «/ sets.

See *seti.—Theory of combinations. See *combina-
(ion.—Theoryofcommunal Intensity. See cummunal
*>n(en«i(,v—Theory of manifolds, same as fAeon/ of
sets. See *s<'(.—Theory of Ochsenlns, a theory formu-
lated by Prof. C. Ochsenius of Ilalle, to explain beds of
rt)ck-salt of great thickness. Estuaries of salt water are
believed to have existed, cut off from the ocean by shallow
bars. The brine concentrated upon the bar by the sun
flows down the inner slope and deposits its salt in the
depths under the physical cnnditions there prevailing. Also
calledftorf/ii'or;/.—Theory Of sets. See *«pf.—Theory
of symbiosis. See *»;//<iiic<)(iK.—Theory of types, in
chem., the assumption of a particular number and ar-
rangement of atoms as conmion to several or many differ-
ent substances, giving them a common general character,
while the nature of these att>ms may be varied by replace-
ment. This general idea originated with Dumas in 1839,
was expaiHled and modified later by Laurent, Gerliardt,
Williamson, Hofmann, and Wurtz, and led up to the
more general conceptions of valence and modem struc-
tural chemistry put forward by Frankland and Kekule
between 1852 and 1868.—Theory Ofvon Kries, in physiol.
optics, the theory of vision according Ui \\hich color-per-
ception is due to the action of light upon the cones of the
retina, while the rods form a special apparatus adapted
to vision by very feeble light and affording only the hazy
sensation, devoid of color, known as rod-white.—Tridi-
mensional theory, in psychol.,&n&me given to Wundt s

the«.>ry of the simple feelings (IStHt), according t<i which
there are three dimensioTis or directi<m8 of the alfective
life, pleasantness-unpleasantness, strain-relaxation, and
excitement-depression.—iTrltUbercular theory, the
doctrine or opinion that the molar teeth of all inanmials
are modifications of a tricuspid or tritubercular tooth.

In reference t^i the Mammalia, one of Cope's most re-
markable generalizations was his so-called '* Trituberctt-
iar Theory," explaining the origin of the cusps in the
molar teeth. Sat. Sci., June, 1897, p. 380.

Unitary theory, method, or system of chemistry,
ttie name given Tiy (Verhardt t^) his s.\steni of chciiiistry,
in whicli the molecular weights of all subst^mces were
detennined by comparisf^n with one standard molecule
(water) by means of one typical fonn of reacti4m (double
decr>mp<»8ition). Since Berzelins's earlier theory was a
dualistic theory, in that it regarded molecules as dual or
biiMjlar in structure, it seems sometimes to be imagined
that the unitary theory is one which regards the mole-
cules of a compound as unitary in structure and as acting
as units.

I give the name unitary method to the body of prin-
ciples which I have applied to the study of cheTnistry,
an<l which are founded on the selection ot a unit mole-
cule an<l of a unit Isinglel reaction for the comjiarison of
the chemical functions of substances. Gerhardt.

Van der Waal's theonr. Same u Van der Waal's
•f'^Kn/iVin.- Vasomotortheory. in psychol., any theory
which explains mental occurrence by reference to vaso-
mot<ir changes : as, the vasomotor theories of sleep, a
rasoinntor theory of fluctuation of attention. Amer.
Jour, rsychol., .\I1. 150.— Welter's theory, an assump-
tion, now known to be erroneous, that in the combustion
of fuel containing both carbon and hydrogen the heat
evolved is in direct proportion to the amount of oxygen
consumed.

Theos. An abbreviation of theosophical, the-
osophist, or tlicosophy.

theoscopic, theoscopical (the - o - skop ' ik,

-i-kal), a. Ithco.icopiij) + -ic, -i-'kal.'\ Per-
taining to or of the nature of theoseopy.

theoscnpy (tlie-os'ko-pi), n. [Gr, Grfc, God, +
CKoirti,, behold.] The beholding of God.

theosis (the o'sis). n. [Gr. Oidi, God, + -osis,

implying fulness.] See the extract.

The return of the soul to the universal Intellect is des-
ignat<.'d by Erigena as Theosis, or Deification. In that
final absorption all remembrance of its past experiences
is lost.

J. W. Draper, Hist of Conflict between Religion and
[Science, v.

theoteleological (the''o-tere-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, theo-
teleology. L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 465.

theoteleology (the-o-tel-e-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr.
e»of, God, + E. telcnlogif.] The doctrine of a
divine direetion of nature toward a divinely
appointed end.

As far back as Plato we find the germs of a doctrine
that afterwards took the name of teleology, but this doc-

theriozoic

trine would be better called theoteleology, since it simply
postulates a power outside of nature directing it toward
some end. L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol,, p. 465.

theotokarion (the"o-t6-ka'ri-ou), n. ; pi. theo-
iok-ci rid {-'&). [MGt'. ecoToKapiov.'\ A collection
of theotoeia. Also tlieotocarion. J. M. Neale,
Hist. Eastern Church, I. 832, note.
theotokion (the-o-to'ki-on), »!.; pi. theotokia
(a). [Also theoiocion ;

"< MGr. eeoToKiov, also
flford/iof ,

' the mother of God.' See Theotocos.
]

The name given in Greek bymnology to the
final tropai'ion or strophe of an ode : so called
because it ascribes praise to the mother of the
Lord (Theotocos).
The theotokion is simply a sticheron or troparion ad-

dressed to the Motlier of God.
J M. Xeale, Hist Eastern Church, 1. 832, note.

ther^, «. Same as tharS.

therap. An abbreviation of therapeutic or
tlicnipcutics.

therapeutics, «— Rational therapeutics, a treat-
ment of disease based upon a knowledge both of the
disease itself and of the action of the remedies employed ;

opposed to empiricism.

Theraps (the 'raps), n. [NL., < Gr. dcparp,

slave.] A genus of fishes, of the family
Cichlidse, found on the west Central American
coast.

therapy, n— Bacterial therapy. Same as opsonic
kiherapy.— Ovsonic therapy, the treatment of an in-
fectious disease by means of inoculation with devitalized
cultures of the causative microbe. The object of this pro-
cedure is tc> stimulate the production of opsonin, a sub-
stance in the blood-senmi which promotes phagocytosis
by rendering the micro-oi-ganisms attractive to the pha-
gocytes.— X-ray therapy, the treatment of disease by
means of the Rontgen rays.

there, flrfc—to have been there, to have knowledge
of something through actual experience ; know all about
it [Slang.

1

there-beside (thSr'be-sid''), adv. Beside the
object named or in mind ; close by it.

therevid (ther'e-vid), »i. and fl. I. n. A mem-
ber of the dipterous family Tlierevidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Tliereridse.

therianthropism (the-ri-an'thro-pizm), n.

[Gr. drjpmv, a wild beast, -1- avOpuvo^, man, +
-ism.] The belief that animals are men capa-
ble of assuming animal forms, endowed with
the powers of both the animal and the human
being, and, therefore, more powerful than
man.
theriatrics (the-ri-at'riks), 71. [Gr. tH/p, a
beast, -I- iiirpiKof, pertaining to medicine. See
ialric] Veterinary medicine.
Theridomyidse (the ''ri -do-mi 'i -de), n. pi.

[NL.] A family of extinct rodents of small
size, related to the squirrels and anomalures,
based on specimens from the Lower Eocene
of Europe. Alston, 1876.

theriodic (the-ri-od'ik), a. [Gr. Bripiiu^r;^, like

a wild beast, savage (< dr/piov, a wild beast, +
fu'of, form), + -ic] Malignant.
theriolatry (the-ri-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. dr/piov, a
wild beast, + '/.arpiia, worship.] The worship
by iirimitive man of wild or venomous beasts.
Tardc (trans.). Laws of Imitation, p. 274.

theriomimicry (the''ri-o-mim'i-kri), M. [Gr.
Or/piov, a wild animal, + E. mimicry.] Imita-
tion of an animal.

Theriosuchus (tlie"ri-9-sii'kus), «. [NL., <

Gr. dijpiov, a wild beast, + aoi'xo^, a crocodile.]

An extinct genus of crocodiles of the family
Goniopholidse, characterized by having the
supratemporal vacuities smaller than the or-
bits, teeth irregular and tumid, and a short
mandibular symphysis. The dorsal scutes
overlap, and are also united at their outer
margins by peg-and-socket articulations. The
ventral scutes are polygonal and united by
sutures only. The total length is less than
0,5 meter, and the general form approaches
that of modern crocodiles. It is found in the
Purbeckiau beds of Dorsetshire.

theriotheism (the"ri-o-the'izm), n. [Gr. dripiov,

a beast, + Otdc, god, + -ism.] The worship
of or belief in gods in the form of beasts: a
term somewhat more precise than zootheistn,

in this sense.

theriozoic (the'''ri-o-z6'ik), a. [Gr. Bi/plov, a.

wild beast, + ((mv, animal, + -ic.] Pertain-
ing to the period preceding the domestication
of animals.
This slow and gradual decay, in which bones and shells

. . . were exposed to rain and snow, and faded and
weathered away, have left us only shreds of the former
life in certain fortunate localities, and there is apparently
a considerable gap in our evidence, which compels us to
separate the theriozoic beds into two series.

Sir It. II. howurth, in Sat. Sci. April, 1898, p. 269.



therm

therm-,"- 3. A unit of thermal capacity vari-

ously delined as the equivalent of the gram-
calory, the kilogram-calory and one thousand
kilogram-calories. Of these values the one
commonly accepted is that which makes the

therm equal to one gram-calory.

The unit whiclt I 8Uj:j;est is 1,(X)0 kilogram calories, for

which I prttpose the ilesipiiation Thunn. The word therm
has already been pro|X)sed as the equivalent of the small

or gram ciUorie, but does not appear to have come into

general i;se. Following the analogy of the calorie, we
may writ* the unit here prv^iHised with a capital and use

the capital or full-face T as a convenient abbreviation.

The relation of the unitfl would then be

1 therm (t) = 1 gram-calorie (cal.)

1,000 cals. = 1 kilogram-calorie (Cal.)

1,000 Cals. = 1 Thenn (T).

II. P. Armsby, in Science, Nov. 16, 1907, p. 67L

Thermal actinometer. See *<ic(i)ii»n<(cr.—Thermal
belt or zone, a band of vegetation, nearly horizontal and
several hundred feet in vertical height, peculiar to valleys

in the .\ppalachian Mountain region of North and South

Carolina and Virginia, and also found in a few valleys in

the Rocky Mountain region, Carinthia and India, where
frost is rarely or never known, although common in the

valley below. The freedom from frost is apparently due
• to the steady flow of oml air down the sides of the moun-

tains and the rising of the warm air to the level of the

thermal zone. Also called /rostleiis zone and verdant

roup.—Thermal charts, conductivity, constant, etc.

See *chari, eU\— Thermal dlflfuslon. See diffuston of
*<•«».—Thermal stratvmi, that layer of air between
10,000 and l.%otX) meters above sea-level in which
air-temperatures cease to diminish with altitude and
even rise slightly ; the inversion layer ; the wann layer.

^Thermal value, the value of a combustible as a

means of producing heat. It is measured by the capacity

of one unit of weight of the combustible to raise units of

weightof waterthrough agiven temperature-range. If the

units ai-e British, it is the number of heat units given to

water by one pound of the combustible on complete com-
bustion. The thennal value is the same as the calorific

power and is independent of the rat« of combustion.
When hydrogen is an element of the fuel, burning to

H2O or wat«r, the thermal value has a higher and a
lower figure, according as the heat required to make this

water into steam is allowed for, or deducted from the

weight of water raised in temperature by the combustion.

thermanaesthesia (th6r"man-es-the'si-ii), n.

[Ni..., < Gr. Sfp/i)?, heat, + NL. anaesfhesia.']

An absence of the sense of temperature : ob-

served under certain pathological conditions
involving the integrity of the central nervous
system. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 137.

thermeleometer (ther'mel-f-om'e-ter), TO. [Gr.

dipari, heat, + cXaiov, oil, + fiirpov, measure.]
Apiece of apparatus for determiningthe rise of

temperature produced by mixing concentrated
sulphuric acid with different fixed oils.

thennesiid (ther-me'si-id), «. and a. I. n.

A member of the lepidopterous family Tlicr-

mcsiidx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family ThermesHdse.

thermesthesiometer (ther-mes-the-si-om'e-

ter), n. [Gr. Otpfir/, heat, + E. csthesiome-

tfr.] In exper.

psychol., an
esthesiometer
arranged for

work upon the
temp erature
senses (warmth
and cold). In
simple form, the in-

strument consists

of two glass tubes
filled with water,

the temperat\ire of

which is regulated,

and held in a trans-

verse handle. By
setting the tubes
down upon the
skin, simultane-
ously or in suc-

cession, one may
determine the subjectively equivalent temperatures for
two areas of the organ, or the dilfereulial limen of a
single area. The apparatus may be carried to any de-

sired degree i>f refinement, and fine metal points may
be used for the investigation of the isolated sensations
derived from the temperature spots. Buckf Med. Hand-
book, L 136.

thermin (ther'min), n. [Gr. Oepfiv, heat, +
-in'^.] A trade-name of tetrahydro-/3-naph-

thylamine hydrochlorid,
xCH2.CH2

CaHix I , prepared by the ac-
^CHa.CHNHs.HCl

tion of sodium and fusel-oil on /?-naphthyl-

amine. It crystallizes in lustrous pearly
tetragonal plates and melts at 237° C. It is

used in medicine as a mydriatic.

thermit, thermite (ther'mit, -mit), n. [G.
'thermit f < Or. Htp/^n, heat, + -trrie, E. -ite^.]

The trade-name of a mixture of metallic alu-

minium in a very finely divided condition (so-

called ' aluminium bronze powder'), with the

Thennesthesiometer.
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oxid of one or more metals, which on being
ignited gives rise to an extremely high tem-
perature as the result of combustion of the alu-

minium which unites with oxygen abstracted

from the oxid used. This oxid was originally oxid

of iron and the mixture was applied by its inventor,

Goldschmidt, to the melting of holes through plates of

iron or steel, and the welding of iron rails and pipes ; but
other oxids may be substituted, sodium dioxid being par-

ticularly effective, (^eeiraluttnnothermies.) The thermit
is ignited by a primer consisting of a mixture of barium
superoxid and aluminium, and the temperature obtained
is estimated at over 3,000" C.

thermo-aesthesia (thfer " mo - es - the ' si - a), «.

[NL., < Gr. Oeppr/, heat, + aloBr/atc, perception.]
The sense of heat-perception.

thermo-anaesthesia (ther"m6-an-es-the'si-a),

«. [NL., < Gr. Oipiirj, heat, + NL. anesthesia.']

Loss of the sense of heat-perception. Buch,
Med. Handbook, I. 282.

thermo-call (ther'mo-kal"), n. An automatic
electric telltale or alarm for indicating wBen a

£redetermined temperature has been attained.

ermochemically (thfer-mo-kem'i-kal-i), adv.

By means of thermochemistry or of its prin-

ciples.

thermochroic (thfer-mo-kro'ik), a. [Gr. Bkpfiri,

heat, + ;tP<^"j color, -t- -ic] Of or pertaining
to the differences in wave-length of heat-

waves, and to the phenomena resulting there-

from ; relating to thermochrosy.

thermocline (thfer'mo-klin), n. [Gr. Bipfiri,

heat, + KAivtiv, incline.] A layer within a large
body of water sharply separating portions of

it which differ in temperature, so that the tem-
perature-gradient through the layer is very
abrupt.

At the surface and throughout the circulating water
above the thermocline, oxygen was abundant, but car-

bonic acid was absent Nature, Nov. 0, 1902, p. 16.

thermodiffusion (th6r"mo-di-fii'zhon), n.

Same as diffusion of heat. See also thermal
*diffusivity.

thermodin (ther'mo-din), n. [Gr. BcppudK,
warmish, lukewarm, < 6ippri, heat, + ddoq,

form.] A trade-name of acetyl-parethoxy-
phenyl-urethane, C2H50C6H4N(COCH3)-
COOC2H5, a colorless pulverulent compound
used in medicine as an antipyretic, antiseptic,

and analgesic.

Thermodynamic enirlne. See *(>nsrin«.—Thermody-
namic scaleoftemperattires. Seethermometric itifcale.

thermodynamist (ther"mo-di'na-mist), n.

[thcrinodijna)n{ic) + -ist.'] One who is versed
in the science of thermodynamics ; a thenno-
dynamieist. Thurston, in Smithsonian Eep.,

1901, p. 267.

thermodynamometer (th6r-mo-d5-ua-mom'e-
t&r), n. [Gr. Btpii-q, heat, + Svvapi^, power, +
ptrpov, measure.] A sensitive thermometer,
devised by Pictet and Cellerier, in which the
thermometric substance is the saturated vapor
of some volatile liquid in the closed end of a
manometric tube. The temperature of the
vapor is shown by the height of the mercurial
column supported by it.

thermo-elastic (ther"mo-e-las'tik), «. [Gr.
Oippij, heat, + E. elastic.'] Of or pertaining
to the behavior of bodies under the combined
action of heat and stress. Science Abstracts,

VI. 130.

thermo-electric, a— r^ry's thenno-electrlo tele-
scope. See •(eifscopc— Thermo-electric diagram,
a diagram upon which are indicated the tlienno-electric

powers of various pairs of metals when used to

fonn thermo-elements.— Thermo-electrlc inversion,
power. See *inrersioH, -trpoweri. -Thermo-electric
series. The following table gives tlie principal metals
and their thermo-electric powers, with lead as the stan-

dard of reference

:

Tin + 0.1

Lead 0.

Aluminium — 0.68
Palladium — 6.9

German silver — 11.7

Nickel — 15.5

Cobalt — 22.0
Bismuth — 89.

Silicon — 400.

thermofocal (thcr-mo-fo'kal), a. [Gr. O^ppi,

heat, -f- E.focal.] Of or pertaining to changes
of focal length which result from the heating
of a lens.

Attention was called to the necessity of a study of the
thermo-focai changes in long focus lenses, to be used in

eclipse work. Science, Feb. 27, 1903, p. 333.

thermogage (th^r'mo-gaj), «. [Gr. dcpuri. heat,

+ E. f/at)c^.] An instrument for measuring
temperature; specifically, an optical pjTOme-
ter devised by Morse. See optical *p;irometry.

thermogalvanometer (th6r-mo-gal-va-nom'e-

Tellurium



thermoluminescence

such a conspicuuus way as by a change of color, there is

a much more widely spread phenoaieuon, which shows
the peniiaiience of the effect produced by the impact of

these rays. Tllis is the phenoiueiioa called by its discov-

erer, Prof. E. Wiedemann, tfiermoiumirfufeiice.

J. J. Thomxnn, in Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 158.

thermoluminescent (ther"mo-lu-mi-nes'ent),

a. \Giv. titi'urj, heat, + E. luminescent.'] Of
or pertaining to the luminescence produced
by heating a body; exhibiting thermolumi-
nescence.

Thermolytic center. See *center'^.

thermometamorphism (ther-mo-met-a-m6r'-
fizm), H. fCir. Dtpui/, heat, + E. metamor-
phism.] Ill petrog., metamorphism produced
by heat. See metamorphism. Van Hise, in
if. S. Geol. Surv., Monograph, XLVII. 39.

thermometer, »

—

Aspirated thermometer. Same
as anpiriifion thermonwter (which see, under theniutme-

f^r).— Avltreous thermometer, a trade-name for an
English form of thennometer f<^r clinical use, in shape
like a small watch, with a dial and index to show temper-
ature, it contains a small tube bent in circular fonn, one
of the ends of which is fixed and the other free, and con-

necte<l by a fine spring to the shaft which cames the in-

dex. Filled with highly expansible liquid, the tube is by
slight changes of temperature caused Ut expand and to

move the index on the dial. The name is not well chosen,

since glass is used in the consti-uction of the instrument,

which aims, however, to avoid the fi-agility of the exposed
glass tube and bulb of the common clinical thennometer.
— Black-bulb thermometer, i^^fenotar-rtuiiafiun thi'r-

mnni-'ir. under f/i.'r;;i..»i.-fcr.— Callendar's gas-tber-
mometer, :i liydroj^en thennometer in which si)ecial

provision is made for the reduction of the wa.stc siiace Ut

a minimum —Callendar's platinum thermometer,
A device for the accurate detcnnination of tcmpeniturca,

especially of very high and very low temperatures, by
means of the change of resistance of a wire of pure i>lat-

iuuin,— Chemical thermometer, a mercurial ther-

mometer in which the scale is engraved on the glass

stem, which may liavea lens-shapeil front to magnify the

column of mercury and facilitate reading. It is a form of

thennometer in general use iu chemical lab^jratories.

—

Dry-bulb thermometer, an ordinary thennometer
used in conjunction with one tlie bulb of which is wetted.

See ;M«cAr""i''<'r.— Helium thermometer, a gas-ther-

mometer containing helium, used in the detenidnation

of temperatures below the Niiliiig-jtoint of hydrogen.

—

Hydrogen thermometer, a gas-thermonicter containing
hydntgen. '>n account of the low point of linuefaction

of hydrogen, this thennometer is available for tempcni-
tures even below that of liquid air.—Mlrror-thermom-
eter, a harr)met«r or thennometer having a small minor
moved by the mercury, which enables readings to be
taken by rellected light— Molst thermometer, a ther-

momete'r the bulb of which is covered with muslin
wetted with water from a reserviur— Nitrogen ther-
mometer, a gas-thennometer containing nitrogen.

—

Normal thermometer, a thennometer in which the
mercury is inclosed in a special gla.ss made at Jena and
called 'nonnal glass. — Outflow thermometer, a ther-

monteter in which the mercury above a certain point of

temperature escapes from the mercury-tube either into a

smaller tube where its volume may be measured, or into

an open vessel in which it may be weighed.— Pentane
thermometer, a thennometer for the measurement of

very low temperatures, in which pentane is substituted

for mercury or alcohol because of ita low freezing-point.

Such thenuometers may be used for temperatures down
to about -2iiir «'.— Petroleum-ether thermometer,
a thermometer for lt)w temperatures in which tlic con-

tained liquid is petnjleuin ether.— Platinum ther-
mometer, an instniment f4)r the ineasureTnent of

temperatures by means r»f the change of electrical resis-

tance (or of length! of meUillic platinum under the in-

fluence of heat.— Resistance-thermometer, an
instrument for measuring temperatures through the

change in electrical conductivity of wires at varying de-

grees of heat.

In the redetermination a platinum regigtance thermmne-
ter was substituted for the mercury thermouietem and an
entirely ilifferent inethml adopted for supporting the
quartz apparatus within the oven.

Vhyrical Rev., Jan., 1906, p. 31.

Reversing thermometer. Same as upxeltina thfrmmn-
eler{\\\m\i-if. under »A.'r;;i.)i;i^fcr).— Scale Of thegas-
thermometer. Sec theniumu-trit: *««!(<.— Scale of
the hydrogen thermometer, sce ihrnnmnftric
»<;«^. -Scale of the platinum thermometer. See
therm'im'lrii- *».yi;.'. — S^vres thermometer, a con-

stant-volume thermometer tilled with pure dry hydrogen
under a pressure of one meter of mercury at the tempera-

ture of melting ice. It consists of two essential parts, a
reservoir and a manometer. The reservoir is made of a
platinuui-iridiuiti tulie whose volume is l.o;iS99 liters at

the temiierature of melting ice. Ita length is 1.10 m.
and itsouterdiameterO.iWlm. It is attached to the ma-
nometer by a capillary tube of platinum 0.7 mm. in diam-
eter. The rise in pressure of the invariable gaseous ma&a
due to rise in temperature is measured by means of the
nianomctcr and reading-telescopes.— Siemens* electrl-

ClU thermometer, a resistance-coil of fine wire con-

nected with a galvanometer, a battery, and a Wheatatone
bridge. The resistance of the coil at any moment is de-

tennined by manipulating the bridge, and from this is

detennincd the temiterature c>f the coil. Siemens* deep-

sea electrical thennometer is essentially the same ar-

rangement, except that a second coil is added to the
circuit. This is kept at the observing station and is im-

nierseil in water the temperature of which can be changed
so that the cun-ent thnuigh one coil balances that

through the other.— Sun thermometer, a thermometer
us€<l in measuring rise of temi'tT:itiircrause4l by the sun's

rays, and giving data for delcnniiiing the energy of its

radiation : a form of actinonieter.— TOluOl thermom-
eter, a thennometer for low teniperatures in which toluol

is used instead uf mercury. The lower range of such
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instruments extends to about —100° C.

—

Walferdln'S
metastatic thermometer, a thermometer in which
the bore of the stem has a very small diameter along a
certain small range of temperature, for the purpose of

causing a degree on the scale to be much larger than for

higher and lower temperatures.

thermometer-well (ther-mom'e-ter-wel), n.

A small well or closed tube used in taking the
temperature of a substance. It can either be
immersed in the substance and the thermom-
eter kept dry, or be filled with the substance
and the thermometer kept wet.
thermometric, «.— Coefficient of thermometrlc
conductivity. See *coej?ici>n(.— Normal thermo-
metric scale. See *}fcrt/e.'i.—Thermometric conduc-
tivity. Same as thennnt *di/mii'rti/.— Thermometric
heat, staJidard, ventilation. See -kheat, -kstandard,
kventilati'in.

thermoneurosis (ther"rao-nu-r6'8is), n. ; pi.

thermoneuroses (-sez). [6r. Bipiij], heat, -t-

vevpov, nerve, -I- -osis.] 1. Fever due to ner-
vous action, and not to the presence of toxins
in the blood.— 2. A disease of the nervous
system induced by exposure to a high te«iper-
ature.

thermoneutrality (ther"mo-nu-trari-ti), n.

[Gr. Oipfir/, heat, -I- E. neutrality.] Neutrality
as regards change of temperature ; specifically,

the property exhibited by salt solutions (see

below) in consequence of which they may be
mixed without producing appreciable change
of temperature

—

Law of thermoneutrality, in
pkys. chem., the law that there is no production of heat
on mixing solutions of two salts of strong acids and strong
bases, provided no insoluble or volatile i)roduct is fonned.
Another statement is that the heat of neutralization of a
strong aci"l by a strong base is the same, whatever the
acid or the base.

thermophile (ther'mo-fil), a. Same as *ther-
niojihilir.

thermophilic (th6r-mo-firik), a. [Gr. ft'p/zi?,

heat, + ijiu.nv, love.] In bacterial., heat-lov-

ing: applied to the bacteria which require high
temperatures for their development.

Excluding the well-known thermophilic group of bac-
teria, it has generally been considered that an exposure
to a temperature of ii^" ('., or frequently to a lower tem-
perature than this, is rapidly fatal t^j all non-sporing
fonns of bacterial life. Xature, Aug. 28. 1902, p. 423.

Thermophilic bacteria. See itbacteriurn.

thermophilous (thcr-mof'i-lus), a. [Gr. Kpiiri,

heat, -I- oi/.tlv, love, -I- -ous.] Living in, or
adapted for life in, warm places; thermophilic.

Tlie author . . . has investigated five thermophilous
bacteria from the hot water of the thermal springs of the
island of Ischia.

Jour. Hoy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 539.

thermophore (th6r'rao-for), n. [Also thermo-
phor ; < Gr. fiip/^i, heat, 4- <pfpetv, bear.] A
device to prevent undue cooling of the masks
used in the administration of ether. For this

ptirpose ample provision is made for the con-
duction of heat, through a metallic attach-
ment, to the surfaces cooled by evaporation.

In the Section at Oymecology, the consery'ative treat-

ment by bath cures, mud itoultices, hot baths, Iherinophor,

&C., was forcibly advocated as yielding complete success.
Xature, Nov. (!, 1902, p. 2!.

thermopile, n— Differential thermopile, a thermo-
pile designed to measure small dilferences in the tem-
l)eratures "f twt, bo*iie.s.

thermoplegia (thf-r-mo-ple'ii-ii), n. [NL., <

Gr. ilipu:/. Iieat, -I- t/j^j^, stroke.] Heat-stroke.

thermopsychrophorus (i h6r ' mo - si - krof ' o-

rus), n. [NL., < Gr. 0(p/ir/, heat, + ^vxp6i,
cold, -t- -<So/iof, < ifiipuv, bear.] An apparatus
to illustrate the formation of cloud by cooling
due to ascent and expansion consequent on a
sliglit vvarniing.

thermoregulator, ». 2< A regulator depend-
ing upon Iho action of metals when exposed
to heat, and used either to control heat or
some other action. I'sually they depend on one of

two principles : either direct expansion, which lengthens
a bar when heated, or the use of two bars of ditferent ex-

pansion-coetticients, so that when heated to the same
temperature one will be longer than the other, thus caus-

ing a compound bar of these two metals, when fixed at

one enrl, to ileflect laterally at the other. The Engineer
(Lon.ion), VMtl. p. 4(19.

thermOSCOpe, «— Aneroid thermoscope, a combi-
nation of aneroid face and thennometer-bulb showing
on a large scale the changes of temiterafure. See soil-

*f/i<TOT<«;r<i;)A.— Differential thermoscope, a themio-
scoj!e which shows the difference iu temperature of two
bodies.

thermoscopic, a. 2. Of or pertaining to spec-

tacles which protect the eyes from heat and
glare. Nature, Feb. 5, 1903.—Thermosooplc
eye. See •iieye\.

thermostabile (thfer-mo-stab'il), a. [NL.
'thermostuhilis.] Ha-jne &»*thermostable. See
the quotation under *thermolabile.

thermostability (ther'mo-sta-bil'i-ti), n.

therocrotaphous

[NL. "thermostahilis (see ^'thermostable) +
-ily.] The character of being thermostable;
the stability of a substance subjected to a
change in temperature.
The high stability of opsonins against desiccation and

the high thermostability of dried opsonins are very strik-
ing. Science, .Sept. 13, 1907.

thermostable (th*r-mo-sta'bl), a. [NL. "ther-
mostabilis, < Gr. Bepjiri, heat, -t- L. stabilis,

stable.] Unaltered in composition or activity
by a moderate degree of heat: noting espe-
cially certain toxins and ferments. Opposed
to *thermolabile.

Calmette discovered the Important fact, destined to
have very far-reaching consequences, that one of the
venom activating principles is thermostable, the other
being of the nature of the usual serum complements.

Jour. Exper. Med., April 2.5, 190,5, p. 192.

thermostat, n.— Electropneumatlc thermostat,
an instrument which utilizes the expansibility of a gas
to open or close an electric circuit.

thermosynthesis (ther-mo-sin'the-sis), n.

[Gr. Oippti, heat, + aivBeaiq, synthesis.] Chem-
ical combination brought;about by the^ action
of heat.

thermotactic (ther-mo-tak'tik), a. [thermo-
taxis (-tact-) + -ic] bt or pertaining to the
movement of organisms in relation to heat;
exhibiting tliermotaxis.

thermotazis, «. 2. In biol., the movement of

organisms in relation to heat: movement
toward a higher temperature is positive tlier-

motaxis and that toward a lower temperature
negative thermotaxis.

They [cases of unilateral directive stimulation] have
been designated, according to the direction in which they
occur in relation to the source of the stimulus, as positive

or negative Chemotaxis, Phototaxis, Thermotaxis, Gal-
vailotaxis, and so foi-th. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 715.

thermotension (ther-mo-ten'shon), n. [Gr.

tiipfit/, lieat, -I- E. tension.] In mech., tension
applied to a substance which is at the same
time subjected to a given temperature, for

the purpose of determining the tensile

strength at the temperature in question.

thermotherapy (ther-mo-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.

6cppri, heat, + Oipaittia, medical treatment.]
The use of heat, either moist or dry, in the
treatment of disease. Lancet, July 11, 1903,

p. 104.

thermotor (th6r'm6-tor), n. [Gr. Beppr), heat,

-I- L. motor, a mover.] The trade-name of

a special form of thermo-electric batterj', with
automatic control of the supply of gas used
for heating the alternate junctions. The open-
ing and closing of the gas-valve is effected by
the contraction and expansion of the frame
that supports the battery. Sci. Amer. Snp.,

May 6, 1905, p. 245.

thermotropic, a. 2. In biol., of or pertaining
to the growth or bending of organisms in rela-

tion to heat ; exhibiting thermotropism, G. S.

Hall, Adolescence, I. 160.

thermotropism, «. 2. In biol., the bending
or growing of organisms in relation to heat.

thermotypic (th<!r-ino-tip'ik), a. [Gr. Bipn^,

heat, + TV1T0C, type, -I- -ic] Concerning the
development of a printing-surface by applica-

tion of heat.

thermovoltaic (thfer^'mo-vol-ta'ik), a. Per-
taining to the heating effect of the electric

current, or to phenomena of a combined ther-

mal and electric character.

Therocephalia (the"ro-se-fa'li-a), «. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. tir/p, a wild beast, + Kt<j>a?.?/, head.] An
extinct order of carnivorous reptiles, so named
from the resemblance of the skull to that of

mammals. There are usually 5 pointed incisor teeth

in each piemaxillary. In the maxilliU-y there are usually

2 canines (sometimes 3) and a series of small pointed
molars varying in number from 1 to 11. With slight

modification, the palate is like that of Procolophon and
Pareiasaurus. The intenial nasal opening is beside the
canines and there is no trace of a secondary palate. Four
bones are present in the mandible. There is a well-devel-

oped quadrate and a single occipital condyle. The limb-

bones are long and slender. The order is found in the
lower rocks of the K.aroo formation of South Africa and
the Pennian of Russia. The best-known South African

ther«x'ephalian8 are Allurosaurus, Ictidosuchus, and
Titammichus, animals varying in size from that of a cat

to that of a horse. The best-known Russian therocepha-

lians are Deuierttnaurus and lihopalodon.

therocephalian (the"ro-se-fa'li-an), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Therocephalia. Science, Dec. 6, 1907, p.

796.

II n. A member of the Therocephalia.

Amer. Nat., Feb., 1904, p. 103.

therocrotaphous (th^-ro-krot'a-fus), a. [Gr.

Oi/p, a wild beast, + KpuTa<t>og, side of the fore-
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head, + -oms.I Having the condition of the RCSNH,, where R is a hydrocarbon radical eRg. unable to leave its surface, is compared with the

,
' , T - • -1 ^ ^i_ i. J! J • 1 ^1 1 it^ TJ \ 'ni,rt y.«™,.^.,.^^^ «..« retreat of a cat into the comer as a dog approaches, nr to

temporal fossffi similar to that found in mam- such as phen.\ 1 (CuHr,). ilie compounds aie
^^^^ preference shown by many people for those seal* in

mals. Contrasted with *«/e(70crotoj)AoK,«. prepared by the addition of the elements of arestaurant which have their backs to the wall:

™ . . ._ , .
*

, -^ *i • hvdrod'en sulnhid to the nitriles. nature, Aug. 31, 1905, p. 426.
The plesiosaurs have a larger temporal vacuity than is

ujfiuuKcu oi"P"'" i^" --"c iiiiixico. ... ,', n rr a-
to be found in any other reptiles of the tAfrocro(ai)/iot(« thiamine (thi-am'in), »!. [Gr. titlov. sulphur, tlllgmotropiC (thig-mo-trop ik), a. [Gr. »i>/(Q,

(I coin the won!) type.
r- « v t \r ion- ass

+ E. ((OTiHc] A class-name applied in organic toueli, + r^ion-of, a turning, + -jc] Of or per-
il Muton, in Proc. I. s^ J<at Mus., 190,, p. 488.

gjjgj^igfry ^g compounds containing the group taining to the movement or growth of organ-

ttaeromorphism (the-ro-m6r'fizm), H. Same RNHSH, where R is a hydrocarbon radical isms in relation to contactwith foreign bodies;

as tlieromorphia. such as ethyl (C2H5). stereotropic. See ^thigmotrojyism and *ihig-

theromorphological (the-ro-mor-fo-loj'i-kal), thiazin (thi-az'in), n. [Gr. ddov, sulphur, -f- E. motaxis.

a. [Gr. Cvp. wild beast, -t- E. morpJiolugical.} fl-io.] A class-name applied in organic chem- thigmotropism (thig-mot'ro-pizm), 11. [thig-

Characteristie of animals lower than man. istry to compounds containing a cyclic nu- motrop{w) + -isw.] In 610/., the movement
Contrasted with anthropomorphic. [Rare.] cleus consisting of one atom of nitrogen, one or growth of an organism in relation to cou-

Virehow and W. Oruber have agreed in representing atom of sulphur, and four atoms of carbon, tact with a foreign body ;
stereotixipism. See

this frontal process as theruim>rithvhiriical— i\mt is. as Three arrangements of these are possible, namely, *thigmotaxiS. M. F. Washburn, The Animal
characteristic of the lower animals and more especially

pJ;-J'' SpiF' *'"'p'^p'^' The derivatives are respec- Mind, p. 57.
of apes. n. Hartmann, Anthropoid Apes, p. 111. ^-^^ ^

CX.JJ^
ortho^meia.. and paralhiazins. thilanin (thi')a- or thil'a-nin), «. [Gr. Belov,

therosaur(the'r6-sar),j». [XL. 77«TO«a«r(««).] thiazol (thi-az'ol), »i. [Gr. Beiov, sulphur, + sulphur, -I- E. 'lan(ol)i)i.'\ A trade-name of a
An individual ojf the dinosaurian genus The- E. fl^(o(e) -f- -ol.] A colorless liquid having the substance of indefinite composition prepared
rosauriis. formula C3H3NS. In structure it is equiva- from sulphur and lanolin: used medicinally

therosaurian (the-ro-sa'ri-an), a. and «. I. lent to the benzene ring with three CH groups in certain cutaneous affections.

n. Pertaining to or having the characters of replaced, two with a nitrogen atom and one thimble, n. 2. (b) A ring or oval, made of

the genus Therosaurus. with a sulphur atom.- An important group of steel v. ith a concave section on the outside, and

H. n. An individual of the genus TJiero- coal-tar colors is related to it.— Thiazol yellow, convex within, used to form the eye in the end

saur'iis. ' ^^^ *.'''?"'""• of a wire rope when the latter is bent round the

Therosaurus (the-ro-s&'rus), »i. [NL., < Gr. thibaude (tf-bod'), «. [F., < Tliibaud (E. ring and the end spliced into the main part.—

Oiip a wild beast + aavpo^ a lizard.] A genus Theobald, Tihbald, Tihalt), a name convention- 4. A cone of fat-free paper used in a fat-ex-

of predentate dinosaurs regarded bv Von Zit- I'ly applied to shepherds.] Cow-hair cloth

;

traction apparatus. Jour. Exper. Med., March

tela8synonymouswith/3«anodon(whichsee). haircloth. 25, 1901, p. 515.— 5. A cup-shaped metal sup-

Thespesius (thes-p.-si-us), «. ;NL., < Gr. thicket ,^
^onV^ h' rLts^ifth^paCol \he h"and aS"?;

'^^^'^^'^^^^^1<^<Z;- thicknee.'thick-nee. n. Same as thieUVnee. attached to a ring on^the middle finger.- 6.
utiiid^e uiuunrtuio 01 i-uo

, , i * ' , , , ., . , c T •• iu J- i. i pt. A trade-name for crude india-rubber from
hrf«, possessing an elongated depressed skull thickness, n. 5. In mrnmg, the distance at

[^ ^^^^^ j^ ^^^ Loanda in small balls of
with broad beak-hke snout, very large nostrils, right angles to the drift or adit measured

a erav color darker outside
subrectangular orbits, and long, narrow tem- from the roof or hanging wall to the foot wall ...» - , '. ,.,. „, ' „,. . _

poral vacuities. The premaxillie are edentulous. The in a lode vein or lens. thimble-plating (thim bl-pla"ting), «. See

teeth .•u-earraii(tcd in an alveolar groove opening inward, thief-detector (thef 'de-tek''tor), n. A delicate ^A !'"'' „ „,. ,^, -,,, , . , „
ITie dorsal vertebne are opisthoctelous, the caiidals am- "

;,.,,,^, °:"/„„:-„„ j thimble-TOller (thim'bl-ro"l*r), Jl. A hollow
phiplatyan. The genus has been found in the Upper microphone designed for seismoogical studies, „Xr- a roller which turns on a shaft which
Cretaceous of New Jersey, Dakota, and Montana. It is but SO arranged by Milne that it gives notice ™i er, a loiier wnicn turns on a snait «niCQ

regarded as synonymous with Trachodon and Hadro- of tremors produced by the gentlest footstep "' "^''^ "'"' "'' elosely.

«(i«ri«, and may possibly be identical with *C(ao«awrus.
jn jtg neighborhood. thimble-SUrface (thim ' bl-sfer" fas), >i. In

Thess. An abbreviation of TAe«saZo)imns.
Thielavia Cte-la'vi-ii) n [NL fZopf 1876) cfra??;., a groundwork on the surface of Parian

theta, n. As used in fominlie of mathematics and en-
<; pp p yf,n Thielaw a German botanist 1 A J^SS. vases, etc., produced by closely pitting

fhfrf.^'j^if'naml? /uJicWon'^ fictoJ bv wh^cS'the'a3uS geiius of parasitic perisporiaceous fungi which the interior of a mold which produces in the

L^SJiSterto be ZltrphTt^ have spherical brown perithecia without ap- 9f^
piece a surface of raised dots, usually m

heat energy, (b) The angle, in angular measure, or at pendages or ostiole. The ascospores are unicellular !^ ,
° wnite. ...

the center, through which a radius vector has swept from ^nd brown. Two forms of conidia are produced, one thinl, a. 14. In ort, characterized, m compo-
a zero position, or through which a line has swept in a endogenous and the other borne in chains. The single gition, by few and widely separated elements,
rotation.— Double tlieta function, a thete function of species, T. basicota, is parasitic on the roots of various i,_ oV,ogj,„„ „f serious interest or bv lack oftwo variables. plants, especially legumes. v j j * • » 1 '

thetine (the'tin), n. [Gr. Bvra, the letter theta, thienol (thi'e-nol), n. lthi(oph)ene + -0?.] A ^^^ ^""^ ^°'""' ^" technique.

+ -iHe2.] In orqanic chem., the class-name of hypothetical compound, HOC.HoS, which has ^'"t ' "'e " Garden Tulip "pattern which consist* of

cyclic sulphinicanhydrids which resemble the th^e%ame relation to thioph4e'that phenol tCst''«trt'relSVtrSr'oJ^d.""
^''"''^ ""'

^^—

O

has to benzene. A number of derivatives are Vallance, William Morris, p. 67.

betains and contain the group I
J

-where known. . thingamajig (thing'a-ma-jig"), «. A thing-

TJ • »,.H,.„.,Kn. v„Hin«l «l,c1; a«Vethvl *l"«»yl (*^^'•'-"^l>^"^ f*'"(°''^^^ ^ ">"bob. Vialict NoieS,Xll.ii\. [,Co\\o^.^R IS a hydrocarbon radical sucTi as methyl e,ass-name. applied in organic chemistry to
tMngvalla (ting'va-la), «. [Icel. mng-vollr

TW?=''= »„.,•,. q.«*/,«,Vl
compounds containing the umvalentthiophene

^ f sing. -f«H«r, gen. pi. -valla). < thing,
Thetis S hair See *7«nrl radical -C^Hgb. klsemblyf parliament, + roHr, field.] The
theveresin (thev-e-rez m), n. \_theve(ttn) + thiev, v. A simphfied spelling of thieve. place where a thing or assembly is held.
resin.] A colorless, highly poisonous pulveru- thigmotactic (thig-mo-tak'tik), a. [thigmo- Thinite(thi'nit),a. [TA»Kts) (see def.)+ -,7.2.]
ent compound, C48H70O17.2H2O, prepared by ^,„;,. (.,„,;.) + .;<,.] i„ 6,„,., of or pertaimng to Pertaining to the two earliest Eg>-ptian dvnas-
the action of dilute acids on thevetin. It the locomotion of cells or of organisms m re- ties, which began about 3400 B.S: with Menes,
melts at 14UU lation to contact with foreign solid bodies

; who came from Thinis (This), near Abydos.
thevetm (thev e-tin), n. IThevetKoHsee def.) exhibiting thigmotaxis. Early in the thirtieth century B.C. the Thin.tc were

-I- -tn'!.] A very bitter narcotic, highly POlson-
q^j^ j^ ^^^ thiqmotactir. reaction. Starting with the finally dislodged from the position of power which they

OUS levorotatory compound, yJ^^a^^yJoxoa•^), moving infusoriuii, we find that it reacts to contact with had maintained so well for over four centuries.

contained in the seeds of Thevetia Thcvetia. solid bodies of a certain physical texture by suspending Brearfed, Hist, of Egypt, p. ill.

It crystallizes in small leaflets and melts at P^^ °' "'" "'"'^ '^'"'""^

';j^„'i,'',">„„r. 7>sycAo;., Xll. 141. thinner,?!. 2. Specifically, a liquid used in
170° C. „,.,,.,..»,'.»., thinning down a paste paint. Liquids so used are

thiacetic (thi-a-set'ik), a. [Gr. Belov, sulphur,
,J,';,^2"<'V wil^^eT th'l SS'J,!rfa™1s^fe°ga i™W l^'^tf' ""'"". ^'"''' '"'\ '"rpentine A keg of lead

J- P ^/.^f;,. T Pctolnirirr t^ oii1t.1iih- un.l oootin
'n'.!/""'™"'^. wiierc.is uie uoisai Bunace la negci^iveij bought by a painter IS a paste paint. It is dry white lead+ h. acetic.] 1 ertaming to sulphur and acetic thii/motaclic ; hence, when turned over so that the dorsal „»„j j^ linseed-oil in the pmportion of 92 p,.und8 of

acid.-ThlacetlC acid, a colorless liquid, CH3COSH, surface IS 1.1 contact with a solid the animal immediately § ,^^j ^ j, pounds „f oil. The painter then adds thin-
prepared by the action of phosphorus pentasulphid on rights itself by an extension of the edge of the body

^^^^ ^^^yj ^^^ jj^^ .^jjj .^.^^^ ^jj^^ j^jg ^^ush. Jour.
acetic acid. It boils at 93° C, has an odor of acetic acid which is 111 contact with the solid. _ Franklin Inst., July, 1904, p. 17.

and hydrogen sulphid, and is used in the place of hydro- A'ctciicc, May 8, 1903, p. 738.
.

*'. ,.'..' o „ -tx ii,. i„ ^^^^^4..,.

gen sulphid in analysis and as an acetylating agent for +i,i^„t,^t,VolW (^h\^ mn tnk'ti Iciil il ndr
thinning (thin mg), n. Specifically, m forestry,

Sert.-iin organic compounds. thlgmotactically ( thig-mo-tak ti-kal-i), arft. the removal of a part of the trees in order to

thialdine (thi-al'din), n. [Gr. duov, sulphur, -f-
J°

a thigmotactic manner; by or with thigmo- improve a stand without inviting natural re-

E. aldlehnde) + -ine'^.] A colorless compound, tropism. produetion.-Accretlon thinning. See *acerctum.—

V-S CHCCHq) A deflnite rat-hole consciousness that acts, as it were. Improvement thinning, usually, the first thinning

jTti r>rr/ XTMTT /I >> *V, thyjimutucticaUy. Amer. Jour. I'eyclwl., XII. 2'29. made when a forest is put uiuier management, to pre-
CUsCll' >J>'") preparea oy ine

. ,., . - ^ 1 / • ^ hxtt / r. pare it for the application of a regular system. Also
^S.CH(CH3)/ thigmotaxis (thig-mo-.ak sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Jailed ).nj3roi.<m«ne ci/».>i!7.- Preliminary thinning,

action of hydrogen sulphid on aldehyde am- f^'yf", touch, 4- rdf/f, disposition.] In hiol., Smie as improvement *tliinmn<i.

monia. It forms monoclinic crystals melting the movement of cells and of organisms in thio-. [Gr. ddov, sulphur.] In chem., a prefix

at 43^ C relation to contact with foreign solid bodies, now restricted to the names of substances

thialol rthi'a-loll n PGr dclov sulnhur -I-
\'^ iiegativc ^vben away from the solid, aiid positive j„ .^-hich sulphur may properly be viewed astmaiOl (tni a 101;, n. t^r. ociov, suipuur, -r ^hen toward it. Once in contact with a sufficiently at- „„,,,„.:__ 'crpn It, the older nairips for

-ali + -at.] A colorless oil, (02115)282, pre- tracting surface, certain organisms (as the spermattizoa replacing oxygen In ttie Older names lor

pared bv the distillation of a mixture of po- of a cockroach) may move to and fro over it, but can such substances the prefix sulpho- was often

toaainrn'oHiul aiilnVinte nota^aiiim disulnhid hardly leave it. It is as though the spermatozoa were used.

and" ater "^It'bol at ?.?2ri5"4° C 3'; ^^^^d. " '"'*"^'- '^ ''^ '""""'"^' ^''''"- ""
thio-acetic (thi'6-a-set'ik), a. Same as *tki.

730 millimeters pressure and has an odor of ^he sensation of thirst is compared with the hydro- "cetic.

garlic. Also called diethyl sulphid. taxis of the Mycetozoa, and Davenport's example is fob thlo-albumOSe (thi-o-al'bu-mos), M. [Gr. Wiov,

thlamide (thi-am'id), n. [Gr. ffciov, sulphur, '"*"''
'P

regarding as rheotaxis the behaviour of fish in gulphur, + E. albumose.] ' One of the deutero-
, ^T^ . ,^ 1 . 1

L"'-
>
= F .) sw mm ng aga list the stream, the only position in „iv,;,„„„„„ /.lioi-ontci-i^oH V.tr Uq lor<»o oiilnViiir+ E. amidr.] A class-name applied in organic

„.|,j,.,, they ^e able to breathe. Finally, the " TMsnno- albumoses, characterized by its large sulphur

chemistry to compounds containing the group tams'exhibitedbyanoxytrochamovingroundaspherical content.



tMo-alcohol 1343 thiostannate
thio-alcohol (thi-o-arko-hol), n. [Gr. detov, of dilute liydrochloric acid on potassium thiocarbonate. ..> 1 Of or nprtnininir tr. clnl,,,,. ,.„„j „
sulphur, + E. alcohol.] A substance, belonging ^^!"' ^"'"•. "^«', ^T^-^fJ,. ^"iph^'carOonic acU.

cfficallv in chemTstrv^ to inl^.«V« Vw^ ?.

to the class of alcohols, in which st^lphur maf thipcarbonyl (thx-o-kiirbm.-il), n. [Gr. dnov,
^olecu^^ of t^ ori^in«1 ^W^^^^

^
properly be viewed as Replacing oxygen in the ^^'P^"'; + ^ .««'•''<?«

tnt'' ^ m^ "^""^ -"^ ^''.^ "as been replaced bTsZhur
"^^^'^

structure of an ordinary hydroxy-alcohol, as
bivalent organic radica OS The term is used tMoi^ne (tK^S^) f PGr too. «„1

in the ease of mereaptan (CoHvSH), eorre- ^^ ^ eombining-form in the names of com- "Xr + ine'A A hlnwJic^'Ki T ^
sponding to common or ethyralcohol(C2H.!-P?^'^Jl<^r*'''.i'i''gt»'«thio group.

phur, + -»,e-.] A brownish-black dye,

OH). The name of this first-discovered t^iocarbylamme (thi-o-kar-bil-am'in), n. /CeHg^-i ^NHg
thio-aloohol is often used generieally for any It^'ocarbyl + amine.\ Same as *tsothiocyanic S< /^^ \ ' prepared by the action
substance of the class in question. """• CgHg- ^^NH
thio-aldehyde (thi-o-al'de-hid), «. [Gr. dciov, thipcol (thi'o-kol), n. [Gr. Bdov, sulphur, -f- of hydrogen sulphid and ferric chlorid on or-
sulphur, -f- E. aldehyde.} A class-name ap- "o/' a, glue.] A guaiacol preparation used in thoplienylene-diamine-hvdrochlorid. It ervs-
plied inorganic chemistry to compounds tuberculosis and other affections of the lungs, tallizes in plates, gives "with alcohol a violet
containing the group RCHS, where E is any tlliocresol (tlii-o-kre'sol), n. [Gr. feioi', sul- to violet-red solution with a reddish-brown
hydrocarbon radical. They are rather unsta- phur, -I- E. crcsol.^ Three compounds, CH3- fluorescence, and is largely used for staining
ble substances with highly offensive odors, C6H4SH, with this name are known. The microscopic objects. Also called amitmno-
and are formed by the action of hvdrogen sul- '''£• °' ortho-derivative is prepared by the reduction of thiodiphenylimiue, phenylene violet, and Lauth't
phid on aldehvdes.

" 4-brom-2-toluene-sulphonio chlorid. It crystallizes in fioJctf
'1 J >

J. .. •. ... ^. . . ,
leaflets or silky, lustrous needles, melts at 16" C, and 4.1,,."', ,4.,-,- .,> ^^ „

-

tmo-antimonate, tniO-antimoniate (thi-6- boils at las- C. The 1,3- or meta-derivative is prepared, '''UOnyi (tUl o-ml), n. [Orr. 6fiov, sulphur, +
an'ti-mo-nat, thi-o-an-ti-mo'iii-at), n. TGr '" a similar manner, from metatoluene-sulphonic chlorid, -on + -yl.] The radical consisting of a single
helov, sulphur. -I- E. antimonate.] In chem., a nai cnmnZ',d 7.''l?„^,r"l

"•'
^l^"""'

^'- '^'"^
''V ^ »*°™ '^^"^ °^ sulphur and oxygen, SO.-TMo-

oompound which may be vie«4d as form'ed l^^'^S^^Xi'^^^ll^X t^"^^^^td^. SSi^^'Ke\??'".frTh^'i?"'4''M""''V"*S?^'by the union of antimonic sulphid with the Plate, n.e.tsatlr C., and boils at l^-^"'^"'
'"«^ dST a?Kf''1,iVo-^pCt'^terc'L'l^Srd1r'^^^^^^^

sulphid of a more electropositive metal, as thiocyanate (thi-o-si'a-nat), n. [Gr. Belov, water. Its fonnula is socig.
sodium thio-antimouate, Ha^ShSi. Formerly sulphur, -I- E. ci/a«n<e.J In c/if»i., a salt anal- thiophenol (thi-6-fe'nol), n. [Gr. ddov, sul-
eaUpd sulphantimonate. agous in composition to a cyanate, but contain- phur, -I- E. phenol] A colorless liquid,
thio-antimonic (thi-o-an-ti-mon'ik), a. [Gr. ing sulphur in place of oxygen, as potassium CgHsSH, prepared by the reduction of ben-
Wf'oi, sulphur, -1- E. OH(i»io)iic] Pertaining to ""<'«.'/<'"«''^, KCNS, which is produced by the zene-sulphonic chlorid. It boils at 172.5° C.
thio-antimonic acid Thlo-antlmonlc acid, a ilirectunion ofsulphurwithpotassiumcyaiiide. and has the odor of garlic.
hypothetical acid, H3.Sb.S4, net actually obtainable, cor- Ammonium thiocyanate occurs in coal-gas liquor. Ferric thinull nanVinri.. I'tbT";^ f^a f^,.';i,i „ rn-
resiK.ndinK to the sjlts. thio-anti,n..nate9. .See *thio. thiocyanate forms a deep bl«Kl-red solution, resorted to

"-niOpaOSpnOnC (t^ O-fos-for ik), O. [Gr.
antimunate. Funiwrly culied siilphanliiiwnic acid as a test in analytical chemistry. Mercuric thiocyanate ""Or, SUlpllur, -t- t,. phosphone.] Pertaining

thio-antimonious (thi-o-an-ti-mo'ni-us) a ''*i'f "!|;'*:i»''o'' maki»K the t^y" Pharaohs serpents." to thiophosphoric acid.- Thlophosphorlc acid,

Kir ««,,! sinXir + F' n„f.„,n«lr„,^^ T>Il
f«™er\y cMed mUphocyanate or mlphocyanide or rho- in cAfm., a substance which may be viewecl as ordinarylijT.ntwi sulphur, + tj. antimomou.t.] Per- rfn«.*. phosphoric acid in which one atom of oxygen has beentaming to WiO-rtHfimoHiOH.? «<'"•— Thlo-anti- thiocyanic (thi'o-si-an'ik), a FGr tooi' sul-

replaced by one of sulphur. It is not Itnown in the free
monloua acid, in cVm., a hypothetical acid. HSbS-j, not r,li„i. + u ruahil- 1 Pertninino- to »,.l'r.b„,

state, but salts corresponding to it have been produced,
actually obtainable, corresponding to thesalts, thio-anti- i ,

' .^- ^y"""^-} t'ertailllDg to sulphur „,ui also salts corresponding to acids in which two and
nionites. See trttiin-antimonite. Formerly called tulph- ''";' cyanic acld or to thiocyanic acid—Thlocy- three atoms of oxygen of phosphoric acid are replaced by
antimvmous acid. anlc acid, a colorless, strongly smelling liquid, NC.SH, sulphur. All are easily decomposed. Formerly called

thio-antimonite (thX-o-an'ti-mo-nit), n. [Gr. !;S?Z.',VKMlnhfl'"*'l',"'''''"»"n'''""';''"^'^"l
*"'"''"' °' /''JJ'''"!''-"!''^""'^ "cid.

neiov, sulphur, -1- E.' antimonile.-] In chem.. XTallld Xt-/"«"^^^^^ thiophtiiene (thi'of-then), n. IQr. delov, sul-
a compound which may be viewed as formed thiocyano (thi-o-si'a-no), n. [Gr. toor, sul- ^ "''

c rn^"^'''"*"
*" "*"*-^ ^ colorless

s,^lnh?d'''or« trT^TT"^ ""/P'"*^ "?" ^^^ P"""^' + '.""»("•)•] The radical CNS contained
S.CH.CH

«oi?,^^ fli^T •? "^tj^I'^f>»"" •°*^t^l
:

«s. i " thiocyanic acid. liquid, C=C
,
prepared by the distillationaodiam thio-antimonite, Na^hHn. The ihio-anti. fhinn^a^r.^^.^ /*i,://- - /- • > r^ '

'
r

^-
j

monit., are sometimes calle.! lirrr, iff antimony wh"„ thlOCyanOgen (thl 'o-Sl-an 'o-jen), n. [Gr. g.CH : OH
pr..duced in an impure condition by fusing antimonious

,
"'

^f"'}*'"'!''
7". *• Cyanogen.] The radi- of citric acid with phosphorus trisulphid. Itsulphid with an alkali or an altoline carbonate. cal -SCN of thiocyanic acid. Also called boils at ''24-'»6° C

xuo ni»uipuiu.

thio-arsenate, thio-arseniate (thi-6-ar'se- rhodan. +i,j«,»„aJ-.,-_"'/"'h.-//- - - , s rr. ^ -

nat thi'o-iir-sVni-at) ». [Gr. 6.L, sulphur, thiofonn (thi'o-f6rm), n. [Gr. too., sulphur, ^S^-'Te*Wc^r la^r^e as ^monZ'+ E. arsenate.] In chem., a compound which + E. form(aldehyde).] A trade-name of bis- cinolT
resorcn.] bame as thwresor-

may be viewed as formed by the union of muth dithiosalicylate, HOBi(SOCCnHiOH)9, +i„-„,-„„,„i„„i /n-//- - - / • ,^ rn
arsenic sulphid with the sulphid of a more applied externally as an antiseptic to wounds

t^ioresorcinol (thi'Vre-sor si-nol), n [Gr.

electropositive metal. There are three classes and excoriations.
"""sepnc ro wounas too., sulphur, -f- E. re«,m«o/.] A yellowish-

of these salts represented bv the general thiogenic (thi-6 jen'ik), a. [Gr. deim; sulphur, £''''7 compound, C6H4(SH)2. It melts at 27°
forranlBB M3A8S4, M4AS2S7, and MAsSg. For- + -,f,.,«, -pr6dueing.] Producing sulphur- C., boils at 243° C, and is used in medicine as
merly called sulpharsenate. applied to certain bacteria, as Beggiatoa and " substitute for iodoform.
thlO-araemous (thi'o-iir-se'ni-ua), a. [Gr. Thiothrix, which are capable of oxidizing sul- thiosalicylic (thi"6-sal-i-sirik), a. [Gr. delov,
»(wi, sulphur, -f- E.rtr.vc«ioi(,«.] Pertaining to phureted hydrogen and producing free sul- sul|)hur, -I- E. salicylic] Pertaining to sul-
thio-arsenious acid.— Tlilo-arsenlons acid, a by- phur. phur and salicylic acid, and specifltally to

J"»n«l r;f(U"«'
.; "2«^J

'^"''' " "•'"'^- "'""""''' thiogenol (thi'o-je-nol), «. [Gr. Bdov, sulphur, thiosalicylic acid.-Tmosallcyllc acid, a brownish-
iv» .J. r.i- - .. , - + -'.nnr -nrn<^iioiiiir -1- «; 1 A t^.«.l« i.„. „ yellow, amorphous coniiKiund, lint (ill jiosH, prepared
thlO-arsenite (thi-o-ar'se-nit), n. [Gr. too.-, Z ^^lu,t? t ^-

-"'•] A trade-naine by the action of potassium hydroK/^i lulphi.l 01, sali-

sulphur, + E. ar.^enite.] In chem a com- ? ^"lution of sodium sulphonate used in cylyl chlorid. It is used in medicine as an antiseptic

pound which may be viewed as formed by the .v-*",";'^®
,''?.'' "^^^^^ D" '*''^i"° "f

''
.

union of arsenious sulphid with the sulphid "-"lOl (thi ol), n. [Gr. edoi; sulphur, + -oL] tnlO-salt (thi o-salt), n. [Gr. deiov, sulphur,

of a more electropositive metal. There are ^ trade-name for a substance made bv the \ ^- ««"•] A. compound, having the general
three classes of these salts, repr^-sented by the

^'^tion of sulphur on the paraffin-oils from the character of a salt, which may be regarded as

feneral formulas M.^AsS-,, M4A80S- and distillation-products of peat. It resembles formed by the union of a more electropositive

lAsSg. Formerly called sulpharscnlte'' ichthyol in medicinal properties. '>'ith a more electronegative sulphid, or as de-

Thiobacteria (thi"6-bak-te'ri-a), n „l' rOr tWolactic (thi-o-lak'tik), a. [Gr. delor, sul- "7^' ^™™ f^" oxy-salt by the substitution of

too,, sulphur, -I- NL. bacteria!] A naiie pro- .P^"""- + '^- '«<''<••] Pertainingto sulphur and s"'l>hur for oxygen.

posed by Migula to include the Beqqiatoaceie }S?*'?. aeid.-Thlolactlc acid, an oily compound, tmo8apol(thi-o-sap'ol), n. [Gr. toov, sulphur,

and other sulphur and iron bacteria mostly ..nilhiP. 'Ir "I'l'v'"''"'"",'-'' 'l*'

''"•' "=""" °? hydrogen + ,L" ««?'». '^O'^P; + "O'-l A trade-name of a
inhabiting soil's and sea-water. Most of th^ haitllnttli't ^lieiSr'Ld'lT^^^^^

Boda hard) soap containing about 10 per cent

species are known only from the studies of duced pressure. Also called .-(Awiacdc a«d °' sulphur in chemical combination: used
Winogradsky. Compare sulphur *bacteria. thiolin (thi'o-lin), n. [Gr. toov, sulphur, + 'S''*^"""'»"y •" tbe treatment of certain skin-

thiocarbamic (thi 6-kar-bam'ik), a. [Gr. L. «««m, fla.x.] A trade-name of a dark-green .?'.^*"'*""*''

fleioi; sulphur, -t- E. cnrbamic] Pertaining to semisolid substance, prepared by the action tHipsavonal (thi-o-sav o-nal), «. [Gr. tooi^,

thio-urea or to thiocarbamic acid.-Thlocar- °^ sulphur on linseed-oil, used in medicine. ,J'i""'i
"*" ^- *"™"> ^ L. snpo(n-), soap, +

bamlc acid, a hypothetical acid, Sf(XH2>SH, known Also called thiolinic acid. -n/^.J A trade-name of a potash (soft) soap
only in the form of ita salts and other derivatives. thlolino rthi'6-lin1 n PGr to™ Q.,lr^l,„, -1-

containing sulphur in chemical combination.
thiocarbonate (thi-6-kar'bo-nat, „ [Gr. *Tr,^,<.y.] 'a tVade-nime ofcmde a&nt J!'

""''^ -'^ •"""- *" t^°«« <>' «"-''P°l-
too.., sulplmr, -I- E.^ carbonate.] In chem., a A\so yrritten theoline. thiosinamine (thi'o-sin-am'in), «. [Gr.tooK,
" ""

' - -- -- • ' sulphur, -I- aiv(aTTi), mustard, -H E. amine.]
A colorless compound, SC(NH.j)NHCH2-
CH : CHo, prepared bv the action of aqueous

Slum thiocarbonate, K0CS3, analogous to po- thin^anilVT,^,,^ ^tb; a ^„f'n,- \ ma- ammonia on allyl isothiocyanate (allvl raus-
tassium carbonate. li'aCO,,, but containing t^fJ^aplltheneaWMfthen)^^™ tard oil). It forms monoelinic or rhombic
sulnliur in j.lace of oxygen. This salt has been

^"'P'^ti'^' + l^- naphtha + -ene.] A colorless crystals and melts at 78.4° C. Also called

\±:r^'^rX^,::;:^n:il^'^t^:tJ'^^i, „„„„„„ , r^/^^r^ .,
allyUhio-urea or aUyltkiocarbamidc

asalt of analogous character, but in which only one third
compound, (-'6"4\1^ <-''!> prepared from tmOStannate (thi-6-stan at), n. [Gr. ffdov,

of the oxygen of a carbonate is replaced by sulphur. S sulphur, -f- E. stannate.] In chem., a com-
thiocarbonic (tbi'o-kar-bon'ik), rt. [Gr. to"oi>, o • lo i,i ,.

'
, n ,. pound which may be viewed as formed bv the

sulphur, -(- E. carbonic] Pertaining to sul- "^f u ?'"oo^To ^°®" Jt crystalhzes in union of stannic sulphid with the sulphid of
phur and carbonic acid or thiocarbonic acid. P""^^^, melts at iO-il L., and is volatile with a more electropositive metal: as, potas.sium
-nilocarl)onlc acid, a dark yeU()w,«tr..ngly smelling,

J^!''^"}- ,
thiostannate, KoSnSg. Formerly called .lul-

an.Uble, oily con.p<.und,.S(;(.SH)2, prepared by the action thioilic(thi-on'ik), a. [Gr. toor, sulphur, + J)Ao,»tanna««.
.jr ^-aueu >«f-



thiostannic

thiostannic (thi-6-stan'ik), a. [Gr. Beiov,

sulphur, + E. stannic.'] Pertaining to thio-
stannic acid— Thiostannic asld, an acid, HoSnSs,
currespolidilltf: to the salts, thiostaniiates. The acid has
apparently twen obtained in the free state, but of doubt-
ful purity. ^e*thiogtannaU, Formerly called gutpho-
gtnnnic aciti.

tbiosulphate, «.— Sodlnm tblosolphate, formerly
called hiipi'ttulpnitt'. is manufactured upon a laiye scale

for use in photopniphy. in tlie metallurgical extraction of

silver in the liquid way. as an aiitichlor in connection
with the bleaching of paper-pulp, and as an analytical

reagent.

TMothrix (thi'o-thriks), »i. [NL. (Winograd-
sky, 1887), < 6r. de'iov, sulphur, + Opii, hair.]

A genus of bacteria of the family Beggintoacese.

It includes non-motile filamentous forms sur-

rounded by an inconspicuous sheath and con-
taining sulphur granules. All are found in

sulphur water. T. nivea is the best known
species. Compare sulphur ^bacteria.

thiotolene (thJ-o-to'len), «. [Gr. Belnv, sul-

phur, -I- E. (f) tolu + -ene. Cf. toluene.] A
CH:CH

colorless liquid, S( I , contained in
^CHrCCHg

coal-tar and prepared by the distillation of

sodium jiyrotartrate with phosphorus trisul-

phid. Also called ^i-methyl-thiophene.

tniotongstate (thi-o-tung'stat), n. [Gr. 6dov,

sulphur. + E. tungstate.] In chem., a com-
pound which may be regarded as formed by
the union of tungsten trisulphid with the sul-

phid of a more electropositive metal, as po-
tassium thiotungstate, K2WS4. Formerly
called sulphotungstate.

thiotungstic (thi-o-tung'stik), a. [Gr. delov,

sulphur, + E. tun'gstic] Pertaining to thio-

tungstic acid— Thiotungstic aold, an hypothetical
acid con"esp<inding to the salts, thiotungstates. See
-kthi'itnii'iMate. Formerly called sulphotunggtic acid.

thio-urea (thi-o-u're-a), 11. [NL.. < Gr. delov,

sulphur, -t- NL. urea.'] A colorless compound,
SC(NH9).2, prepared by the fusion of ammo-
nium tniocyanate. It crys.tallizes in thick
rhombic prisms, melts at 172° C, and is also

called suJpho-urea, sulphocarbmmide, and more
correctly thiocarbamide.

tUoxantllOIie (thi-ok-san'thon), ». [Qr.deiov,

sulphur, -I- iav66i, yellow, + -one.] A yel-

/COx
low compound, C6H4<^ yCeH4, prepared

2

by the action of sulphuric acid on phenyl-
thiosalicylic acid. It crystallizes in needles,
melts at 209° C, and boils at 371-373° C. under
71.5 millimeters pressure.

thioxene (thi-ok'sen), n. [Gr. de'tov, sulphur,
+ E. ojciygen) + -ene.] A general name ap-
plied in organic chemistry to the various di-

methyl-thiophenes, (€113)2041128. They are
all liquids aud can be prepared synthetically.

third', n. 6. In golf, a handicap allowance
equivalent to one stroke at every third hole

;

an allowance of six strokes in eighteen holes.
— Slurred third. In mu»ic, see irtierce coulee.

third-flute (therd'flot), n. Same as *terzfldte.

thirdness (therd'nes), n. 1. The character
of being third ; the third position in an ordinal
series considered as a character of the object
occupying it.— 2. The mode of being of that
which is such as it is by virtue of a triadie re-

lation which is incapable of being defined in
terms of dyadic relations.

thirst, n. 3. A waterless region. [S. Africa.]

thirty, «. and n. I. «.—To feel or look like thirty
cents, or, to make one look like thirty cents, to look
or feel exceedingly snmll ; take one down

;
give one a

small opinion of oneself; feel or to make one feel

'mean.' [Slang,]
*' I say old chap what does that luean ? Make [a man]

look like thirty cents. It's awfully queer you know."
In his most sepulchral tone the actor volunteered :

" I '11 tell you old chap. That is merely a colloquial ex-
pression indicative of the acme of mediocrity."

A'. Y. Timet, Dec. 28, 1902.

n. n. 3. In printing and teleg., the last

sheet, word, or line of copy or of a despatch.—Half thirty, in tennis, one stroke given to a supposedly
inferior player at the beginnin,7 of the first game, two at
the beginning (jf the second, and thus alternately in the
8ubse<iuent games of the set.

Thiry-Vella fistula. See ^fistula.

thishow (this'hou), adv. In this way ; in this
particular manner.
What 's this then, whtch proves good yet seems un-

true? . . .

Are means Ui the end, themselves in part the end?
Is fiction which makes fact alive, fact too?
The somehow may be thishow.

Browning, Ring and Book, i. 706.

Russian Thistle (Sa/sola Tragus),

n, branch of mature plant; b, seedling
about two weeks old — both less than one
third natural size : c, Howerdetached from
the axil and remaining suspended by mi-
nute hairs, in the ordinary inverted posi-
tion on a rolling plant — slighUy under
natural size; d. flower viewed from above
and in front, showing the calyx-lobes con-
nivent into a cone-shaped body,(and the
large membranaceous spreading wings —
slightly under natural size; «. seed with
flower parts removed— enlarged ; y. em-
bryo removed from the seed— more en-
larged.

(After L. H, Dewey. U. S. D. A.)
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thistle, «.— Napa thistle, a yellow-flowered star-

thistle. Centaurea .Melitengix, abundantly introduced as
a weed in Califoriii;i, ;ipparently diffused from Napa.
Also (oco(o(e.— Russian thistle, an annual weed, .Sni-

sola Tragxts, closely related to the common saltwort of
the seashore (see
Salsola), in recent
times troublesome
in the Dakotas and
adjoining .States.

It is at first a ten-
der herb available
for forage, but ma-
tures into a rounded
mass of smalt-
leafed, woody, and
spiny branches, be-
coming at length a
most effective tum-
bleweed. An ordi-
nary individual
grows 2 to 3 feet in

diajiieter and is es-

tiiuated to yield
20,(X)0 to 30,000
seeds. These are
dropped as the
plant rolls, and, be-
ing winged by the
papery flower parts,

may be still further
transported (over
snow) by the wind.
It is unlike a this-

tle except in being
spiny. It was in-

troduced iiitii South
Dakota in flaxseed
from southeastern
Russia in 187:j or
1874, and in twenty
years had spread
over an area of
35,000 square miles.
Its ravages at first

caused alarm, but
it has been found
possible to control
it by close cultiva-
tion aided by sheep
pasturing. ALso

called Russian cactus, Russian saltwort, and Tatar this-
tle.—Ta,tax thistle. Same as Russian *thistle.— Teiaa
thistle. See *star-thistle.

thistle-dollar, «. 2. A silver coin of Charles
II. of England, struck in 1676: so called from
emblems on the reverse.

thistle-safiron (this'l-saf'ron), n. See *saf-
fron.

thiuret (thi'u-ret), n. [Gr. delov, sulphur, +
-uret.] A trade-name of a light odorless
powder, C8H7N3S2, used in surgery as a sub-
stitute for iodoform.
thlakusk (thlak'usk), «. IThlinkit (Tlinkit)
of nortliwestem N. America.] A name given
by the Thlinkit Indians to the red seaweed,
Porphyra laciniata, whith is of considerable
value as food in southeastern Alaska. See
Porphyra and laver^.

thola, n. See tola^.

tholos (tho'los), n. Same as tholus.

tholus, n. 2. A round excavated tomb lined
with masonry. See *bechive tomb.

The evidence suggests that tholos burial was introduced
in Eastern Crete toward the close of the Minoan period.

R. C. Bosanquet, in An. Brit. School at Athens, VIII.
[305.

thomaite (to'ma-it), n. [Named after Prof.
Carl Thomae.] Ferrous carbonate, prob-
ably identical with siderite, but stated to
occur in pyramidal crystals.

Thomas (tom'as), v. i. To beg on.St. Thomas's
Day, Dec. 31. This is still done in some parts
of England by villagers, who go about in pro-
cession begging money for the Christmas
revels, especially in the district of Almonds-
bury and Huddersfield: as, to^o about Thom-
asing. X. and Q., 9th ser., VII. 263.

Thomson's la'w. See *lan-^.

thon (thou), pron. [th(at) + one.] A word
coined, in 1858, by C. C. Converse, as a pro-
noun of the third person and of common
gender designed to be substituted for the
locutions 'him or her,' 'his or hers,' etc. It
has been but little used.
Each member of a fajuily, each family of a clan, and

each clan of a tribe has a fixed place in the group to which
he or she is kept by thon's own memory and constrained
by the consensus of associates.

Rep. Bur. Anier. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 831.

Thoracic choke. See *chol:e'^.

thoracicolumbar (tho-ras"i-ko-lum'bar), a.

Same as *thoracolumbar.
thoracocentesis (thd'''rfi-ko-sen-te'sis), n.
[NL., < Gr. 0upa^ (OupaK-"), chest, -I- KevTr/aic,

puncture.] Same as thoracentesis.

thoracoc^Uosis (tho^ra-ko-si-lo'sis), Ji. [NL.,
< Gr. OCipa^ (6upaK-), cliest, -t- Kv?.hjaic, a

thorium

crooking, < kv/.aovv, make crooked, < kv?.7uS^,

crooked.] Distortion of the chest.

thoracocyrtosis (tho'i-a-ko-s^r-to'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. Hupaf (Oopan-), chest, -I- Kvpruai^,

curvature.] Barrel-shaped deformity of the
chest.

thoracodynia (th6"ra-ko-din'i-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. Oupal; (tiupaK-), chest, -I- oiivr;, pain.] Pain
in the chest.

thoracogastroschisis (th6"ra-ko-gas-tros'ki-
sis), ». [NL., < Gr. ffupa^ (OupaH-), chest, -I-

yaari/p {yaarp-), belly, -t- ax'Oir, fissure.] Con-
genital fissure of the chest and abdominal
wall.

thoracolumbar {th6"ra-ko-lum'bar), a. Relat-
ing to the thoracic arid lumbar vertebrae
considered collectively.

thqracomyodynia (tho'ra-ko-mi-o-din'i-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6upa^ (BupaK-), chest, + /lix,

muscle, + o6vvTi, pain.] Pain in the muscles
of the chest-wall.

thoracopagOUS (tho-ra-kop'a-gus), a. [NL.
thoracopa(i{u.i) + -ous'.] Relating to that form
of a double monster known as a thoracopagus,
in which the thoraces are united to a consid-
erable extent.

thoracopathy (tho-ra-kop'a-thi), n. [Gr.
dupa^ (Huprm-), chest, + Traflof',' disease.] Any
disease of the thoracic organs, especially of
the lungs.

thoracoscope (tho'ra-ko-skop), n. [Gr. 6upa^
(BupaK-), chest, -f- motrelv, view.] A stetho-
scope.

thoracoscopy (tho-ra-kos'ko-pi), «. [Gr. 6upaS
(OupaK-), che.st, -t- -aKorrta, < tjKoneiv, view.] In
med., physical examination of the thoracic
organs.

thoracostenosis (th6"ra-k9-ste-n6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. IJupa^ (dupOK-), chest, -f- arevuciq,
narrowing.] Narrowness of the chest.

thorla, n. The name was first given by Berzelius to
a supposed new earth announced by him in 1815 as pres-
ent in xenotime and other Swedish or Norwegian miner-
als. He afterward proved that this material was in fact
yttrium phosphate. In 1S2S he discovered a really dis-
tinct earth in the mineral thorite, and applied to it the
same name (from the god Thor of Scandinavian mythol-
ogy), aud in this sense the word is used. This earth the
oxidof thorium, tortus the principal part of the mantles
of.Welsbach incandescent gas-lamps The material used
has been varied, with a view to securing as white a light
as possible, but is said to be commonly about 99 per csnt.
of thorium oxid and 1 per cent, of cerium oxid.

thorianite (tho'ri-a-nit), n. [thori{ttm) + -an
+ -itc-.] A mineral found in alluvial gravel
near Kondurugala, in the province of Sabara-
gamuwa, and in the Galle district, Ceylon.
It occurs iit small roughly cubical crystals, of brownish-
black color and resinous luster, of specific gravity 9.5-9.7,
of hardness nearly 7, infusible before the blowpipe, easily'
pulverized, and then readily soluble in strong nitric acid.
'The luineral is strongly I'adioactive and consists essen-
tially of the oxids of thorium, uranium, the rare earths,
and lead. Two varieties have been described, the one
containing 78 per cent, of thorium dioxid and 12 per cent,
of uranium oxid, the other containing about fio per cent,
of thorium dioxid and over 30 per cent, of uranium oxid.
Both varieties contain a relatively high proportion of
helium, the fonner on solution setting free something
over ten cubic centimeters of this rare gas. TTie mineral
can properly be classed as a variety of uraninite or pitch-
blende.

thorite^ (thor'it), n. [Appar. an independent
formation from Thor + -ite^, with reference to
the strength of the explosive, and not associ-
ated, like thorite^, with thorium.] An explo-
sive of the ammonium-nitrate class once
experimented with as a bursting charge for
shell.

thorium, «. in 1900 Braaner announced his belief
that thorium, as generally known, is separable into two
difierent eleiuents. A little later llaskerville, working by
a different luethod, came to the same conclusion, and ilT

1903 claimed to have effected its separation into three
components, for two of which heproixised the new names
caroliniuni and herzeliuni, retaining the name thorium
for the third component. Later he found for this new or
purified thorium an atomic weight of 220.1 -22a 6. In
1905 R. J. Meyer and A. Gumperz published the results
of a careful revision of the previous work on this subject,
which they found did not afford any evidence in support
of the earlier claims of the separability of thorium. Tho-
rium is a radioiictive element and is the parent of a series
of radioactive products of which eight separate members
have already been identified. These are known as meso-
thorium 1, utesothorium 2, radiothorium, thorium X,
thorium emanation, thorium A, thorium B, and thorium
C, and are ordinarily present in thorium compounds.
Thorium and its products appear to constitute a separate
radioactive group or family, distinct from the uranitliu
group, of which actinium, ionium, radium, and polonium
are members, although generally found associated with
It in minerals. Thoriuiu itself etuits only a-rays. but.
owing to the presence of thorium disintegration-products,
^- and Y-rays are also given out by thorium comjwunds.
— Nitrate"of thorium, a salt of the rare metal thorium,
a few years ago found only in very small quantities in

the collections of chemical laboratories, now an ar'icle of



thorium
commerce and used in the production of mantles for
Welsbach incandescent gaa-lanip«.—Thorium emana-

field
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of a D'Arsonval galvanometer pass
tlon, a highly radioactive gaseous disintegration-product tnrougtl the suspended coil of
„» ,h,™„„. ,™.i .,„...,! ..„^ . ._. -of tho- thread-board (thred'bord), »». a board di

f the instrument.
Of thorium, freely evolved by certain compounds of tho- tDread-bOard (thred'bord), n. A board di-rmm and havmg but a very brief independent existence, rectly over the spindles of a rine-SDinnine-In the course of a few minutes it undergoes almost m„n-hi^c f^r. i, ij- -i

png-spinmng
complete disintegration and is transformed into solid !? j"^^' J°'^ holding gmde-wires for the
radioactive pnxiucts known as thorium A, B, and C. See thread. 2iasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 328.
*e,nanation 6 -Thorium X, a radioactive disintegra- thread-flsh, n. 3. A common name of Alectistion product of thorium which can be separated from the ciliarh a Cfti-flTi<rmH fisl. ™„r„-r,™ Jr.,*tZj^lA
latter by precipitating the thorium as hydroxid from an t fi \ carangoia hsh ranging northward
aqueous solution of the nitrate. After removing the "°™ t"^ tropics on both American COastS to
hv,ir.iii.f n,o ii„.,i.i i. • .„.. i, .. ... _ _ . . Mazatlan and Cape Cod.

throat-fringe

as estimated in terms of time (one lonK syl-
lable = two short syllables).
No circumstance in the history of (esthetics is-so curious

as the overpowering passion of the English ear for 3-
rhythm. & Lanier, Sci. of English Verse, p. 141.

threesome, a. II. «. in golf, a match in
which one player, playing his own ball, plays
against two opponents with one ball, each op-
ponent playing alternate strokes.

In a threesome or foursome the partners shall strike off
alternately from the teeing-grounds, and shall strike al-
leniatelv (iMrino' tn*» nlav ..f tl.n \i^^^

oi iiiuiium einanauon. inis activity is gradually lost,
however, owing to the disintegration of the thorium X,
which disappears at a rate corresponding to the trans-
formation of half of the t-jtal amount present in a period
of about four days. Thorium X has been found to be the
immediate parent from which the thorium emanation is
proiluced.

thorn', "—Blackthorn. Bume as Western *haw.-

hydroiid the liquid is evaporated to dryness, the residue -Mazatli ^„^„ ^„v». ^ j.»>
IS Ignited to expel ammonium salts, and a slight residue thread-gage. n. 2. A ea-'O used to dptprmine ?"''">''^'y '"?'» the teeing-grounds,
containmg the thorium X, but consisting chiefly of im- the accnrnov nf «„r^J fSLo f

Qetermme teniately during the play of the hole,
purities, IS obtained. This residue may be several thou- "^{^f

a,ccuracy of screw-threads, cut by ma- Encye. Brit XXIX 26.
sand times more radioactive than an equal weight of Cline, as tO depth, pitch, and conformity to three-strlnffpd ('thl•fi'atrir,<rH^ n TTa„i !.'
thoriunjoxid and evolves correap.jndingly greateramounU Standard. If the thread is cut with a taner as otri-T^c. =5^ V ^^?^'f'

Havingthree
of thonum emanation. ,_This activity isgr^dually lost, ou taps and pipes, a thread-gaglisused?" test tree^Hri^fdyL^ •"«*''"°'«"t«= ^^' "

the accuracy of these elements also.—Worm- tlirPB tlirnw /t>,v5'^l,>;;^ « xr • ..r.

thread ga«6,i special form of screw-gage formeZ™g ^o^nt* ,,^ „< ^f
*'"^°); "" ^^^'^S three

the tlneads of wonn-gears. crauKS. ^Usually these cranks are at 120" with each

thread-guide, n. 2. In a ring-spinning ma-
chine, a wire device for guidins the thread totuoru', ".-BiacK thorn. Same »s Western *haw.- the snindle

guiuiug tue mieaa to

Large-fruited thorn. .Same as dotted *haw.~ Walt- Ji~ "5.
,

a-blt thorn. (6) The hackUiom, Acacia detinem. See threading (thred'ing), p. a. [thread, »., 5]
*>^'!l^^^l''X ,. 1 /;.^ T A . V .

Forming a link with the windings of an electricthomback, «. 1. (6) In Australia, one of circuit : said lines of force of I magnetic cir-the sting-rays, /f,ya lemprien or l{aja rostala, cuit passing through a coil of wire

En^Lh""'^ ^ ' * ^' ^- ^'""'' '^"''"'^ threadlet (thred'let), «. ithread + -let] A Three-way cock or valve

thorVlocU8t(th6rnn6'l™8t),«. The honey- thrl'rl'TnfT*^^^^^^^ „ ..
-""-— »-

locust. thred, n. and u. A simplified spelling of ifcread.

thorogummite, «. This mineral, like other native *!iF5®'Ti';iJ?ll5^'^^l,^°'^°™«H'^- ^^ *<lonio,n.
compounds of thorium and uranium, has marked radio-

"'^'^— .mree-poini proDlem, a problem employed in ir—~ j,.„..^v» ... ,^.uci uo oiiaiguicu u
active properties. aurveying for determmmg a certain point when three or to loosen the scale and dirt. Stand Diet

thought-consciousness (that'con'shus-nes),
''«™'» "••• '"'•'";;-™ree-wlr6 system. See •«-.><.!. thresherman (thresh'6r-man), n. One who

H. The disposition of consciousness during K®®"PH^®'' * v",^*^ "i",^
tr).."- In base-ball, a pursues the occupation or business of thresh-

thenroeessof thoiio-ht: tho n,ii„l au in= wi,„„ P.
^'"^'•.enao'es the striker to run three ing ; a thresher.

bases
;
a three-base hit. [Slang.] But there is no need for the thresherman to be victim-

three-birds, n. 2. Same as *nodding-eap. """^ ^^ """^^ mis-statements.

three-color (thre'kul"or), a. Characterized by thresh«l<1 « ,^*™*:™'t''' t"V
'"""' ''^' "• "'

the use of three colors
;
specifically, printed in Se'eT,Sj^-Df^SMvl\h?e^sh°oW^'^?f^^^^^^^

three colors. See *three-color process, below, criminatir, *iime,,
mresnoia. hee dis-

The novelty of reproducing the author's very effective threshold-plate(thresh'61d-plat), H. Athresh-
paiutings by means of the "three-colour • process. old or saddle made of metal, as brass or cast-

Geo'j. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 193. iron.

'rhre«;<olor process, the process of producing picto- throt, threteu. Simplified spellings of threat
rial pnnts from three plates or printing-surfaces, made by threaten

ir r o ,

photography, that respectively convey to the print the fVi-ril ,. „:„A „ a t^j j ,,. . ,
three primary colors vellow. hiim »nH r.rf sL.l.i.", thril, V. and n. A Simplified spelling of thrill

v-i,.u^c. tauaiij uiese craiiKS are at 120" with each
other so as to produce or consume more evenly distributed
turning effect. In a three-throw pump or engine each
crank is connected to its own cylinder.

At present the current from the turbine is taken to a
Eledler pump at the shaft bottom, and to a snmll three-
throw pump. This takes up less than half the power
available, and that in reserve will be used to duplicate the
shaft pump or for haulage purposes.

Elect Rev., Sept 24, 1904, p. 535.

_- .._, valve. See *cocAi.
thresh f. t. 3. In uire-draicing, to raise (s
wire rod or bar of small section) high in the
air and throw it heavily against a flat smooth

the process of thought ; the mind as it is when
reasoning, arguing, solving a problem, etc
E. B. Titchentr, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 1.

thought-reading (that're'ding), n. Same as
inin<l-readin(i.

thought-writing (that ' ri ' ting), n. Any
endeavor to record ideas by means of signs,
pictures, or ideographs, rather than by means
of phonetic symbols.
The monographs on sign language and pictography,

having as their text the attainments of the North Ameri-
can Indians in those directions, may contribute to the
understanding of similar exhibitions

'

durable thowjht.icriting, whether still

parts of the world or now only found ... .^;vv...jo ui lu**.
terial remains. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 60.

thousand-jacket (thou' Zand- jak'et), n. In
New Zealand, the ribbonwood, Hoheria popul-
nea, so called from the many layers of its
inner bark. See *houhere and ribbonwood.
Thracian, ». 2. The language (any language)
spoken in ancient Thrace. From the scanty'
remains of the Thracian' dialects (chiefly
propernames) it is inferred that they belonged
to the Indo-European familv.— 3. In geol - ,,•
the uppermost stage of the Pliocene Tertiary P"™?^- '"'^
series in the Vienna basin of Austria, repre- _,^*^'°®' P' *""'

sented by conglomerates, gravels, and sands "hree-fold symmetry.
containing bones of large mammals and shells three-line (thre'lin), n.
of Unios and, in locally distributed fresh- of 3 coplanar straights.
water Umestones, the shells of .ffe?« and f/an- three-on (thre-on'), a. Said of an arrange-
orbis. The Thracian beds lie on the Congeria meut of pages for presswork by which three
beds of the Lower Pliocene. copies in triplicate can be printed together on

thrasher-', w. -Bahama thrasher, a bird, Harpo- the same sheet by the same operation. Seerhynchus plumheut. related to the familiar brown *two-on.

— ......... .„ ..^,.....v.,.,..a auMCM wijcil Llic OllLlilieS OI lOlTl
are indistinct or when shading is not enough marked.
To improve the general effect a special engraving of parts
of each plate is often required. The three-color process
Is applicable Ut the methods used in typographic, litho-
graphic, and gelatin printing.

three-crank (thre'krangk), a. Having three
cranks on one shaft: an arrangement used
with engines or pumps having three cylinders
to secure even distribution of turning effect,
or, in pumping liquids, a steady flow from the
pumps. XoiTiaand Morgan, High-speed Steam-

See *symmetry, 6.

ih^h:rbu';\,;;ull„rt,.,heBahr»na"r.laX-Tato^^^^ .y""],
, , , fi^' +^1, pfoT'^"

LNL.< Gr «,/..«, ,

thrasher, the b«w-billed thrasher, //orporAu/k.Ai« three-phase (thre'faz), a. In e?ec<., pertaining P, ' T 'i ,^ i
penus of rather largi

currtro^trispalimri. to Or employing a system of electric distribu-
'^'eostean fishes found in Jurassic and Cretacurriroxtris paUneri.

thread, «. 12. i>l. A defect in glass articles:
samcaa*.?fri»./;, 1.5.-Axial thread. .See *axiat.—
British Association thread, a screw. threitd for bolts
and nuts pvoi^.sid by a committee of the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science in 1SS2. It has
rounded tops and bott^jms. similar to the Whitworth, and
is taken from Frofess*>r Thury's Swiss system.— Conjunc-
tive threads, in l)int., the achromatic filaments of the
nuclear spindle.— Eve's threa'd. Same as Adam's needle
and fArfad.— Floating thread, in weaving, a thread
that pas.ses over several otlierthreads without interlacing
with them.— Male thread, the threa.l of a Indt, in dis-
tinction frf>m the threa<l at a nut, which latter is called a
pmale thread or internal thread.— Metal thread, a flne
metallic wire which can be woven or use<l fr.r textile pur-
poses, made fnun gold, silver, copper, or a similar metal.— Hiiller'S thread, the common terminal threail of all
the ovarian tubes in an insect's ovary.— Nuclear thread,
an indefinite term applied sometimes to the elements of
the achromatic liniri network of the cell-nucleus, some
times t'j elements

.
.f the chromatin reticulum ort<> the chri

glfpgi
, , ^,

pain: a shocker; specifically, a shilline
shocker. [CoUoq.]

^

The British-Boer spectacle, "Best of Friends' and
home-made thriller, "The Evil Men Do," have shared
alike in the disfavor of the beiow-Fourteenth-Street
masses, whose fancy remains true to such unfailing
heart-wringers as " No Wedding Bells for Her."

The Forum, Jan.-March,.I90», p. 415.

2. One who thrills others; specifically, a
writer of 'thrillers' cfr shilling shockers.
[CoUoq.]
Come, then, ye gentles and geniuses, ye poets, ... ye

thrillers and movers with the pen.

A trigram ; a system ^- ^<^tp>i> War's Brighter side, vii.

thrimes (thrim'es), n. [AS.] Same as <n/Me«.
Said of an arrange- t^ripid (thrip'id), n. and a. I. «. A member

• of the family rAn;»'rfa?.

II, a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the thysanopterous family Thripidie.
Thrissops (thris'ops), n. [NL., < Gr. dphm, a
fish, -f uV, eye.] A genus of rather large

to or employing a system of electric distribu- "" "V ""T-^
-">—"

tion in which are used three alternating cur- *v''°r/rr-? °^ E'lrope.

rents diflfering in phase from one another by ''"'O (thro), n. A Burmese viol with three silk
one third of a period, so that they reverse iii J''"'!?^?'

^ ^^* elliptical body, and a carved
direction successively at equal intervals of vf-* ' '^ g^feral appearance curiously resem-
time : that is, first current 1, then current

oling the violm
; also tarau.

e., reverses. tnroat, n. 3. (n) Any passage2, then 3, then again 1, etc., reverses
The electric energy is generated by three-phase ma-

chines at 20,000 volts. Nature, April 23, 1903, p. 6S8.

Three-phase altemater, a generator for the produc-
tion of the three alternating electric currents of different
phase for use on a three-jihase circuit,— Three-phase
Circuit, an electric circuit supplied with three alternating
currents differing in pha.ie from one another by one third
"'iL!;5''''<'— Three-phase generator. See -kijenerator.
-Three-phase system, a system for the production
and distril>utii.n of three alternating electric currents dif-
fering from one another by a third of a cycle, and the
utilization of such current*.— Three-phase trans-
former. See 1ttrans.former.lemeiits.if theihromatinrcticulumort<)therhn>- 'ormer. See -klrans/ormer.

?h™iTiir'P'>-^,"H^^*;,^''K w''''''''!-~^"''°Ji''
three-phaser(thre'fa'z<-r),n. In c/cc^, a three-thread, the ISntish standard for bolts, nuts, and taps. The nhasB altprnnfiTirr /.„,.»<.n)- V,<>.,«™*„_ „. _. 1

angle ot the helices is :,:." instead of 80". as in the American ^r^^^^ nl , r ?^'r^ f l^ -^"^^I'^L"',
™°'°''-

or I nit-dstatesstamlard, and thedepthof thethreadis "i?'"^-
-""'• '''«'• Elect. Engtn., 1902-1903, p.

0.9«of the pitih Instead of Jths. The jxilnts and rof>ts are '^^1-

njunded off V> alKiut J of the depth each instead of using threea flat top or the sharii angle used in the Tnitod States. It "fwas pniposed ami adopted by Sir Joseph \\ hitworth of
^f lltir'riAat..r an. I V.v liin, t,.mi.aaau.l •..u.n ^-. i:_l. ..t

"no |,i"|,<n,c<i null iii|ii|)it;u oy .^ir ,iOSepil »> nitWOITIl O
Manchester and by him impressed upon English engi
neering and manufactures.

thread, r. t. S. In elect., to pass through and
link with, as the lines of force of the masmetic

S.— 85

ee-rhythm (thre'ri^'Hm), n. 1. A rhythm .hospital sore throat, ulcerativ,

which the unit istrimembral; dactylic or throat-fringe (throt'fring\,

anapestio rhythm. 'ong hair running lengthwi
The dactyl is undoubtedly the simplest three-rhythm.

Amer. Jimr. I'sychul., XII. 640.

2. A bimembral, iambic or trochaic, rhythm

.M.WH.V, ... w, y„f ntiy jjusHugt; from large to small
cross-section, as in a pipe which leads off from a main
where In the neck of the joint the area is enlarged to give
easy flow and smooth curves, (o) The top or head open-
ing of a shaft or blast-furnace through which the charges
of ore fuel and flux are dumped by gravity, (p) The
curve where the flange of railway car-wheels Joins the
straight cylindrical or conical part of the tread. This
throat part bears against the upper corner of the head of
the rail. (<;) In genl., the upper portion of a volcanic
conduit, which is adjacent to the crater.

As soon as the throat of the crater is thoroughly
cleared, and the climax of the eruption is reached, a
mass of incandescent lava rises and wells over.

Nature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 406.

(r) The front part of the mold-board of a plow.
That part which perforates tho soil . . . and which is

usually termed the throat or breast.
Rees, Cyclopedia, article ' plough.

'

Hospital sore throat, ulcerative pharyngitis.
1 ... ' -jjgg (thrdt'fring\, n. A line of very

ig hair running lengthwise on the throat of
a mammal.
In the winter coat the narrowness and banded colora-

tion of the throat-frinye must likewise be noteil as a well-
marked feature. Proc. Zoul. Sac. London, 1890, p. 932-



throating-line

throating-line (thro'ting-lin), n. Same as

ciiltiiiii-diitni line.

throating-machine (tlaro'ting-ma-shen'), n.

lu icood-icorhiiKj, a machine for shaping the

Throating-machiiie.

a, cutter: *, «poke in position for work : c. extra cutter for spoke

of difTereat size; d, sample of throated spokes.

throat of a wagon- or carriage-wheel spoke.
Small machines employ a horizontal cutt«r-head having
suitable cutters, ami must be fed by hand, the tenoned
spoke being held in the machine by the operator until

the throat, or tapering abutment that forms the base of

the spoke when in place in the wheel, is shaped out.

Large machines are self-feeding and automatically shape
the throat to any required pattern. The capacity is

15,000 spokes a day. It is sometimes combined with
other machines, as in the tenoning-, niitering-, and
throat ing-machine.

throatlatch, n. 2. The upper under-part of

a horse's throat, around which the throatlatch

of the harness passes : used in describing the

characters or 'points' of a horse.

throat-piece, «. 2. The wooden part of a
teuuisraoket where the frame or rim is bent
together to meet the handle.

tiiroat-plate(thr6t'plat), n. Theexteriorplate
of a locomotive tire-box, which is fastened to

the lower segment of the cylindrical barrel.

Its upper edge is flanged forward to receive

the barrel-plate and the sides are flanged back-
ward to receive the sides of the water-legs.

throat-ring, «.— Waldeyer's l^phatic throat-
ring, tile faucial, pharyngeal, and lingual tonsils, which
form a bn>ken ring of lymphoid tissue encircling the be-

ginning of the respiratory tract Also called Waldeyer's

tonnilar ring. Sled. Itecord, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 228.

thrombase (throm'bas), n. [Gr. epdjufioc, a
lump, clot, + -«.se.] The ferment which
causes the clotting of blood; thrombin: same
as fibrin ferment.

thrombin (throm'bin). n. [Gr. epd/affoc, a
lump, clot, + -!»2.] The fibrin ferment which
causes the coagulation of the blood ; throrn-

base.

thrombocystis (throm-bo-sis'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. dponiioc, a lump, clot, + kvoti^, hladder,

cyst.] A cyst-like inclosure of the blood
effused into a soft tissue such as the brain.

throznbogen (throm'bo-jen), n. [Gr. Opdfil^oc,

a lump, clot, + -)Et"'/f, -producing.] A sub-
stance assumed to be present in the blood-

plates which converts fibrinogen into fibrin;

the proenzym of the fibrin ferment. Amer.
Jour. Clin. Med., Oct., 1907, p. 1227.

thrombogenic (throm-bo-jen'ik), a. [As
tliromhogen + -ic] Inducing coagulation.

thromboid (throm'boid), a. [Gr. 6poii^ei6>/c,

full of clots, ijlotty, < Opd/ifioc, a clot, + fMof,

form.] Kesembling a blood-clot or a throm-
bus.

thrombokinase (throm-bo-kin'as), n. [Or.

Upoii.iur, a clot, + E. 1cinase.'\ A kinase found
in the tissues and the formed elements of the
blood, which in the presence of a calcium salt

activates the proenzym of the fibrin ferment,
thrombogen.

thrombolite (throm'bo-lit), «. [Gr. 0pAfi$o^, a
clot, + '/iDo^, a stone.] An amorphous emer-
ald-green mineral occurring with malachite at

K^'zbinya, Hungary. It contains the oxids of
copper and antimony, with water, but its

homogeneity is doubtful.

thrombosin (throm'bo-sin), n. [Gr. dpdpfloq,

a clot, + -ose + -in'^.'\ According to Lilien-

feld's conception of the process of coagulation,
the siibstiTce formed on the decomposition of

fibrinogen by *leuconuclein (which see). This
substance combines vsith a calcium salt and
then constitutes fibrin.
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thrombosis, n puerperal thrombosis, intravenous

coagulation ot blood occurring occasionally after child-

birth.

thrombviS, « Marasmlc thrombus, a dot fonned
within a likKid-vessel. due to stagnation of the circulation

from weakness of the heart or general debility.— Milk
thrombus. See miVi-fAromitis.—Thrombus neona-
torum. Same as cephaltematoma.

throne-room (thron'rom), n. In a royal pal-

ace, the chief audience-room where the throne

is placed.
It was upon this example that the restoration of the

Throne-romn at Knossos was based.

Th. Fi//e, in Jour. Roy. Iiist of iirit Architects, X. 114.

throscid (thr.os'id), V. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family Tliroscidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Throscidx.

throstle-spinning (thros'1-spin-ing), n. The
spinning of yarn on a throstle or fly-frame.

Webb, Indust. Democracy. I. 424 Throstle
spinning-machine. Same as throstle, 2.

throstle-yarn (thros'l-yam), n. Yam m&de
on a throstle spinning-machine.

throttle, v. t. 4. In elect., to reduce (the flux

in a magnetic circuit) by diminishing the
cross-section of the iron traversed by the lines

of force, or by the introduction of joints or
air-gaps.

Every such throttling of the magnetic circuit will di-

rectly produce a diminution of the mean flux of induc-
tion. II. Du Hois, The Magnetic Circuit, p. 108.

throttle-governor (throt'l-guv"^r-nor), n.

A governor which regulates the speed of

an engine by throttling the steam admitted to

the cylinder, thus changing the pressure on
the piston.

throttle-pipe (throt'l-pip), n. The vertical

pipe leading from the dry pipe of a locomotive
to the throttle-valve.

throttling-bar (throt'ling-bar), n. A metal
bar, of uniform width and varying thickness,
placed on the inside of the hydraulic cylinder
of a gun-carriage to limit the recoil of the gun
by varying and gradually closing the orifice

in the piston-head. Jonr. U. S. Artillery,

Nov.-Dec, 1903, p. 297.

through^, orfi'.—Throug:h-and-throngh, noting a
system of mining the s(»fter bituminous coal, when no pre-

tense is made to sizing the lumps. The pri«liict is known
in tlie I'nited States as ' run of mine ' coal. [British.]

through^, a. II. n. In plowing and other
field-work, a single passage across the field

;

half of a bout.

The entire width of the cut of the gang is twenty-four
inches, from which can be computed the number of
" throughs " necessary to clean a row.

Catalogue John Deere Ploto Co., 1906-06, p. 121.

through-key (thro'ke ), n. A key or pin the hole
for which goes entirely through the element
to be fastened, so that, if desired, the key may
also go through and protrude on the side op-
posite the head. Whitham, Const. Steam
Engin., p. 81.

through-rod (thro'rod), n. A rod which runs
from end to end of the structure of which
it is a part, or which comes out at both ends
of such a structure in order to be fastened
there. Wliitlinm, Const. Steam Engin., p. 81.

throwl, V. I. trans.— To throw a fit, to suffer

from an epileptic seizure ; hence, to act in an excited
way. [Slang.]

—

To throw down, (c) In chem., to
precipitate ; separate in solid form from a solution,

either by chemical action or by the addition of a
liquid miscible with the solvent, but incapable of holding
in solution the solid which is separated. Thus, silver

may be thrown down as silver chlorid from a solution in
water of silver nitrate by the addition of common salt, or
camphor may be thrown down from a solution of it in al-

cohol by the addition of water. Fhilos. Trans. Rot/. Soc.

(London), 1800, ser. B, p. 218.—TO throw In. (c) In
printing, to distribute composed type, throwing, with
rapid motion of the hand, each type in its proper box.
See distribute, v. i., 2.

II. intravs.— To throw over, in a steam-engine, to
run over; to turn in such a direction that tliecrank-pin will

rise when it moves from the dead-center next to the cyl-

inder : said only of horizontal or inclined engines.

—

To throw under, in a steam-engine, to run under ; to
turn in such a direction that the crank-pin will descend
when it moves from the dead-center next to the cylinder

:

said only of horizontal or inclined engines.

throwl, «. 10. A crank. [Eng.]— 11. The
length or lever-arm of a crank.— 12. In elect.,

the angular movement or swing of the needle
of a galvanometer, with incompletely damped
motion, measured from the zero-point to the
turning-point of its first excursion. H. Ilcrtz

(trans.). Electric Waves, p. 190.

throw-disk fthro'disk), n. A crank-disk (see
*thron', n., 10). Such a disk may be, in design, a plain

disk-cralik or wrist-plate, or it may be slotted and with the

thrust-block

pin adjustable in the slot by a screw. This latter ar-
rangement is much used in slotting-machines and for
reciprocating feed-motions, where the element driven by
the pill should have a throw or travel of varying or ad-
justable length.

Thrower's wheel, a potter's wheel.

throwing-board (thro 'ing-bord), n. See
*spear-thrower.

throwing-club (thro'ing-klub), n. A weapon
somewhat like a club which is thrown at the
enemy.

throwing-iron (thr6'ing-i*'6m), Ji. A peculiar
knife-like weapon used for throwing : found
among certain tribes of Central Africa. Katzel
(trans.). Hist, of Mankind, III. 68.

throwing-knife (thro ' ing - nif ), n. A knife
used as a weapon and intended to be thrown
at the enemy. Such knives are common in
parts of Africa, especially among the Mombut-
tus, and are of various shapes, often with a
number of secondary projections or arms on
the principal blade. Itatzel (trans.), Hist, of
Mankind, HI. 72.

throwing-machine (thro ' ing-ma-shen'), n.

1. A machine for forming threads by twisting
filaments, as in silk manufacture.— 2. A form
of simple weaving-machine in which the
shuttle is thrown athwart the warp-threads.

—

3. A primitive form of lathe for rough turn-
ing.— 4. A potter's wheel, usually driven by
mechanical power.

throwing-net (thro'ing-net), JI. A net designed
to be thrown by the hand, as from the shore
or a boat ; a casting-net.

The throwing- or casting-ne(s, circle-nets, sweep-nets,
modified trammel-nets, long nets like those for sand-eels
with a median pocket, push-nets, conical wicker traps,

elaborate weirs of stones which closely resemble those at
present in use in Japan, besides baited and unbaited hooks,
show how varied these methods [used on the Nile] are.

Nature, Kov. 7, 1907, p. la

throw-line (thro'Un), n. Same as *friy)-?ine.

throw-out (thro'out), n. Same as •>'frog-,i (6).

thru, prep., adv., and a. A simplified spelling
of through.

thruml, n. 7. The character of being thrum-
eyed.
Short style or *' (Arum " is a dominant— with a com-

plication. Nature, Aug. 25, 1904, p. 412.

thruout, adv. and prep. A simplified spelling
of throughout.

thrush^, 11 Austral thmsh. Same as Port Jack-
son iethrush.—Fen thrush, a local English name for the
mistlethrush, Tardus viscivorus.— Native thrush, the
Australian thick-headed shrike, Paehiicephala olivacea.
— Port Jackson thrush, the best known species of
Australian slirike-thni.shes, the Colluriciitcla harmonica
of Latham.— Whlstllng-thmah, an East Indian bird of
the genus Sfyiophoneus, belonging to the family of bab-
blers, Timeliidfe.

thrust^, n. 6. In geol., a compressive strain

in the crust of |the earth, which, in its most
characteristic development, produces reversed
or thrust faults.

Horizontal differential movements had occurred, and
local thrusts and shear slips took place again, fragment-
ing the previous thrust-masses and igneous intrusions.

Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 359.

7. In marine engin., the force exerted end-
wise on a propeller shaft to drive a vessel
ahead. An indicated thrust is a fictitious thrust which
would be exerted if the whole indicated horse-power of
the engine was used to drive the vessel ahead at a speed
equivalent to the rate of advance of the screw turning in

a solid block instead of in water. An effective thrust is.

the real thrust equal to the resistance which the vessel

opposes to motion through the water.

8. Abbreviation of thrust-bearing, *thrust-

blocl; or thrust-box.

For each wheel is provided a 24-in. high-pressure gate
valve, with roller bearing thrusts.

Elect. World and Enijin., April 11, 1903, p. 646.

9. See the extract.

In one of these [mines] 19.000 "shots" or •'thrusts"
have been made by four machines in 12 months, which
yielded 40,000 tons of coal. [Hydraulic mining cartridge.)

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 21, 1903, p. 22700.

Horseshoe thrust, a form of thrust-bearing used for

taking the end thrust of a shaft It consists of a series

of r-shaped blocks against which collars on the shaft
bear.

thrust-bearing, »!.— Ball thmst-bearlng. Same
ii.s *b<in-lhrust.

thrust-block (thrust'blok), «. A massive
bearing for the propeller-shaft of a marine
engine, constructed so as both to support the

shaft and to resist motion in the direction of its

length. Whatever force the propeller exerts to drive

the vc-isel forward must be opposed by an equal reaction

in the hull, and the thrust-block is ilesigned to provide

this. In the older and common fonn, there was formed
on the length of shaft just alt of the engine a series of



thrust-block

rings or collars greater hi extenial diameter than the
shi^ These collars titted-intu coiTesponding grooves in

the box or bearing, and the surfaces of these collars or
rings, which were at right angles to the length of the
shaft, received and resisted the thrust. If for any reason
they wore unequally the area for thrust resistance was
proportionately reduced and at once the bearing began
to heat, necessitating devices for cooling the contact-

surfaces. The bearing.surfaces of the box are usually
cast with hollow channels so that water can easily be cir-

culated through them. To enable worn areas to be easily

and cheaply replaced, a modern design makes the con-
tacts removable elements, having somewhat a horseshoe
form, which fit into recesses in the bearing and can be
taken out easily to enable new ones to be put in. Roller
thrust-bearings, in which the rolling friction of balls or
rollers in a suitable track replaces the sliding friction of
the other type, are coming into favor. Thrust-bearings
are also used in which a fluid, such as oil or water, is

forced under pressure between the contact-areas of shaft-

collar and bearing-groove, so as to prevent these fi-om

coming together for metallic contact and preserving a
condition of fluid friction where the pressure of the thrust
is exerted. Thrust-bearings of all types are also used for

vertical shafts to support their weight.

thrust-collar (tbrust'kol'ar), n. See *thrust-

block:

thrust-fault (thrust'falt), n. In geoL, a re-

versed fault ; a fault along au inclined fissure

whose ujijier side has been forced by compres-
sive strain to slide up on its lower.

The overfolding and repetition of strata by thrugt-

faults are well shown in numerous sketches and dia-

grams. Sature, Aug. 20, 1903, p. 375.

thrusting, n. 3. In geol., the development of
reversed faults by compression or thrust.

The structure of the Basin ranges is believed to be the
result of crustal niovenieuts of uplift and subsidence ac-

companied by faulting, tftrugtinfj, and erosion at different

stages of Paleozoic time. Scietux, Jan, 2, 1903, p. 26.

thrust-post (thrust'post), n. A post, either

fastened in the ground or forming a part of a
structure, so arranged as to take the thrust
from a load or force.

thrust-ring (thrust'ring), n. A collar turned
on a thrust-shaft and in the thrust-bearing.
Whithum, Const. Steam Engin., p. 102.

thrust-screw (thrust'skro), n. A screw, with
or without the power of end-long adjustment,
which takes the thrust of a revolving spindle.

Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms.
thrust-shaft (thrust'shaft), «. That ^portion

of a propeller-shaft on which are the thrust-

bearings.

thrypais (thrip'sis), n. [NL., < Qr. Sp^V'fi a
breaking in pieces, < Opv-Tciv, break in pieces.]

In surg., comminution of the bone in fracture.

rhu^a, H. See Thuya.

thujetin, thujigenin, thujin, thujone. See
*tliuijetin, *tltui/i<je>iiii, *lliui/iii, *tliuijone.

rhujopsis (thfi-jop'sis), n. [XL. (Siebold and
Zuccarini, 1844), < Thuja + Gr. 4i/"f. appear-
ance, resemblance.] A monotypie coniferous
genus, compri.sing T. dolobrala, a Japanese
tree sometimes planted for ornament. It is

closely related to Thuja, being distinguished chiefly by
having 4 to 5 ovules, rather than 2, un<ler each scale. It

is a hands^iine tree for lawn planting, hardy in southern
New England, bearing glossy green leaves marked with
a white hand beneath. There are horticultural forms.
See Thutjopitift.

thulia (thii'li-a), n. [NL.] The oxid of thu-
lium.

Thulite stone. See *stone.

thulium, " . The name was given In 1879, by Cleve, to
a supposed new element present in the compounds of
iltisandu's erbium extracted from gadolinite. The evi-

dence of its existence was found in an examination of the
absorption-spectra of products of tlie fractionation of er-

bium salt solutions, but it is very doubtful whether the
separation is comjilete and whether thulium is to be con-

sidered as a distinct and single element

thum-, n. and r. A simplified spelling of

thumli^.

thumb 1, n. 6. In jeo/., a columnar projection
of eruptive rock.

In how far the structures may or may not be identical

only a new study of the Indian field can positively deter-

mine ; but I believe that the Indian figures will be f<nind

t4j represent the extremely acute ' thumbg
' and pinnacles

which sunnount the trap plateau of different parts of

(Jreenland (Omenak Prfmiontory, Disko Island), whose
origin through erosion can not be questioned.

Science, May 20, 1904, p. 803.

thumb*, f. t. 4. To cover witli the thumb, as
the vciit of a muzzle-loading cannon.
thumb-flngered (thum'fing'gfrnl), «. Having
the 'fingers all thumbs'; being as awkward
in delicate manipulations as if u.sing the
thumb only.

Triilectiimy must be skilfully and delicately per-

formetl. No thutntt-finffereii tyro need attempt it with
^ipe of success, for in care and delicacy and expertness
lie the hopes of brilliant achievement here.

iteii. Ilrcord, Feb. 28, 190,'i, p. 3,3,-..

thumb-index (thum'in'deks), n. An index,

especially an alphabetical one, placed on the
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outer edges of the pages of a book and so ar-
ranged (by cutting away a small portion of
the over- or underlying margins) that each
letter is visible when the book is closed: the
book can be opened at the place desired by
placing a ' thumb ' or finger upon the proper
exposed letter of the index.
thumb-lancet (thum'lan"set), n. The usual
form of lancet, having a broad two-edged
blade. Med. Record, May 30, 1903, p. 853.

thumb-loose (thum'los), n. The method of
loosing the string of a bow with the thumb.
thumb-mark, n. 2. The imprint of the ball
of the thumb used as a means of identification,

as in the case of a criminal. It is used also as a
seal and as the signature of ^u illiterate, "his mark."
See ittfiumh-print.

thumb-mold (thum'mold), «. In ceram., a
small plaster or clay mold, usually bearing
intaglio designs, in which the plastic clay is

pressed w^ith the thumb in making ornaments
for the decoration of ware.
thumb-nail (tbum'nal), n. and a. I. «. 1.
The nail of the thumb.—2. Hence, figuratively,
something as small as the nail of the thumb

;

something quite small, asa sketch or a volume.
II. a. As small as the nail of the thumb

;

hence, quite small: as, a thumb-nail sketch;
a thumb-nail series of books.
He shaded his eyes, he stepped backward and forward

;

he gave, as it were, a thumb-nait sketch of a professional
critic at a private view.

John Oliver Ilobbes, Flute of Pan, p. 62.

thumb-plane (thum'plan), «. A cabinet-mak-
ers', joiners', or piano-builders' plane, four or
five inches long, with an iron an inch wide or
less, used for light work where larger tools
cannot be handled : so called from its diminu-
tive size. [Eng.]
thumb-print (thum'print),«. The impression
or mark of the inner surface of the terminal
joint of the thumb, made upon any receptive
surface ; especially, the print formed by ink-
ing this surface of the thumb and pressing it

on paper. Such impressions or prints show
the arrangement of the lines on tlie surface
of the skin, which vary in different persons,
and are thus valuable for purposes of identifi-

cation. See *fi»ger-print.

thumb-ring, « 3. A ring worn on the thumb
in archery.
Thumb ring, a ring worn on the thumb in archery by

those peoples that use the ^longolian release ; called sefin
by the Persians. Smithjionian Rep., 1893, p. 037.

thumb-wheel (thum'hwel), n. 1. A small
hand-wheel with projecting pins against
which the thumb of the operator may press to
turn the valve-spindle attached to the wheel.
The spark-lead-controlling lever is at the right of the

driver's seat, while <in the left of his seat is a thumb-
ifheet for regulating the supply of gasoline.

.<Sci. Amer., Jan. 17, 1903, p. 43.

2. A wheel or segment attached to and form-
ing part of a larger hand-wheel, and so ar-
ranged that it can be turned by the thumbs
of the hands which are controlling the larger
wheel : used in motor-car practice.

thump, n. 2. pi. Beating of the chest in horses
due to spasmodic contractions of the dia-
phragm. It is similar to hiccough in man.
(/. »S'. Vept. Agri., Kep. on Diseases of the
Horse, 1903, p. 140.— 3. In machinery, the
dull sound caused by lost motion at some joint

where the stress is alternately in one direction
and another, and the hole is slightly larger
than the pin from wear or mal-adjustmeiit.

thunder-Cloud, «.~Kick of the thunder-cloud.
See -kkick.

thunder-squall (thun'der-skwal), n. A squall
of wind accompanied by thunder.
thunder-storm, ii.—Thnnder-stonn belt a long
area within which thunder-st*)rms occur almost simnl-
tjineously, and which advances bniadside on, for one
or more days, steadily southeastward or northeastward.
Within this belt the storms may die out during the day
or night and revive again ou the next day farther east-

ward.

ThunnUS (thun'us), n. [NL., < L. thHiinna, <

Gr. Oivmc, a tunny. See tuuni/.] A genus of

scombroid fislies, of the open seas, which at-

tain a great size.

Thur., Tburs. Abbreviations of Tliursday.

thuribuler (thu-rib'ii-ler), n. [LL. thuriOulti-

riiig, < thurihulum, a censer. See thurible.]

Same as tliurifer.

Thuringian, «. 2. The dialect of German
spoken in Tliuringia.— 3. In gcol., the upper
third of the Permian system, which is typi-

cally developed in Thuringia, Germany. Same
as Zechstein.

thymectomize

fhnro, prep, and adr., a. and n. An amended
spelling of thorough.

Thursday, n—Black Thursday. See*btack.
thutter (thut'er), V. i. [Onomatopoeic] To
make a dull, vibrating sound. See the extract.
[Rare.]
Suddenly, . . . there boomed out of the dark a thutter-

ing. shaking roar, that swelled to a shriek and died away— the voice of the great steam foghorn of the Skakit
Light J. C. Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, vii.

thuyetin (thu'ye-tin), n. [Also tlivjetin; <
Thuya, Tliuja, + -et + -in^.] A yellow com-
pound, C14H14O8, prepared by the action of
dilute acids on thuyin.

thuyigenin (thu-yij'e-nin), n. [Also thujig-

enin; < Thuya, Tliuja, 4- -gen + -/n^.] A
colorless compotmd, C14HJ0O7, contained in
small quantity in the green parts of Thuja
occidentalis, and prepared from thuyin by the
action of dilute acids. It crystallizes in mi-
croscopic needles.

thuyin (thii'yin), n. [Also thujin; < Thuya,
Thuja, + -j«2,] A lemon-colored glueoside,

CooH220j2, contained in the green parts of
Thuja occidentalis. It crystallizes in micro-
scopic quadratic plates.

thuyone (thii'yon), n. [Also thujone; < Tliuya,

Thuja, + -one.] Same as *tanacetone.

thwart^, n. 2. See the extract. [Rare.]
The Christian cross is unique in its conception. Pre-

historic crosses are the ianie in form, but different in
interpretation. The difference in meaning is important
For the sake of distinguishing between the two, let us
call the figure of intersecting lines a thwart, and reserve
the word cross for its original significance, viz., a martyr
instrument Science, Jan. 24, 1902, p. 126.

thwarter, «. 2t. One who crosses or goes
athwart.
Xenomanea the great traveller and thwarter of dan-

gerous ways.
Motteux, trans, of Rabelais' Pantagruel, iii. xlix.

thwartwise (thwilrfwiz), a. Athwart; being
at right angles to the line of sight : as, thwart-
wise motion. Such motion of a star is dedu-
cible from the star's proper motion when its

parallax is known.
Thus the rate of the solar translation through space,

valued little better than conjecturally from the proper,
or thwartirise motions of the stars, can be derived se-

curely and at once from their radial motions.
A. M. Cterke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 4.

T. H. W. M. An abbreviation of Trinity high-
water murk.
Th. X. An abbreviation of thorium X. See
*thorium.

Thyestes (thi-es'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. dvioTK,

a pestle.] An extinct genus of fishes belong-
ing to the subclass Ostracodermi, of the family
Cephalaspidse, characterized by the presence
of three or four scries of dorsolateral scales
fused into a continuous plate behind the head-
shield. The body is depressed, and ovoid in
cross-section. From the Upper Silurian and
Lower Old Red Sandstone.
Th3riadeS (thi'i-a-dez), n. pi. [Gr. QvidSe^, pi.

of Oviai; < Qxia, Thyia, who was said to have
been the first who sacrificed to Dionysus.
Otherwise dvia^ is defined as a mad or inspired
woman, a bacchante, < 6ieiv, sacrifice, or ffvcnr,

rush, storm, rage,] In Gr. autiq., daughters
of Thyia, the mother of Delphus ; women who
went yearly to Mount Parnassus to celebrate
the Dionysiac orgies.

thylacitis (thi-la-si'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. dv?,aKO(,

a bag, -I- -itis.] Acne rosacea.

thylacothere (thi'la-ko-ther"), «. [Gr. 0v?.aKO(,

a bag, + tir/pinv, a wild beast.] An individual
of the genus Thylacotherium , a minute, pre-
sumably marsupial animal from the Great
Oolite (Jurassic) of Stonesfield, near Oxford,
England. It is known only from the lower
jaw.

thymacetin (thi-mas'e-tin), n. lthym{ol) -i-

acetin.] A trade-name of acetamiuothymol or
1

acetparaminothymol ethyl ether, CgHflOCeHj-

(NHOCCH3)(CH3)CH(CH;j)2. It is a color-

less crystalline compound, used in medicine
as a hypnotic.

Thymallidse (thi-mal'i-de), «. pi. [NL., <

Thymailus -t- -iV/a",] A family of fishes com-
monly known as the graylings, inhabiting
rivers of cold or arctic regions.

Thyme camphor. See *camphor.
thymectomize (tlii-mek'to-miz), v. t.

;
pret.

and pp. tliymectomized, ppr. thymeetomizing.
[NL. thymus- + Gr. cktou?/, excision, -I- -izc.]

To operate upon by removing the thymus
gland.
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thyme-dodder (tim'dod'^r), »i. See *<Jod<J<Tl. ation with thyreoglobulin. The proteid con- thyroprival (thi-ro-pri'val), a. ptreg. < thy-

thymela (thim'e-la), M. See thymele. taius no iodine and is physiolo^cally inert. jo(«d) -1- L. privare, deprive, -f- -a/l.] Relat-

thymeleaceous(tfi'im'e-le-a'shius), a. [NL. thyreoprotein (tlu're-o-pro'te-in), n. ithy- ing to a removal or loss of function of the
Tliymeleact(x) + -ous.'i belonging or pertain- reo(id) + 2'>ot^>"-^ The specific albumin thyroid gland.

ing to the Thymeleaces!. found in the thyroid gland. See *thyreoglobu- thyroproteid(thi-ro-pro'te-id),m. See*thyreo-

thjnnelic (thi-mel'ik), a. Of or pertaining to lin. proteid.

the thymele. thyreotoxic (thi're-o-tok'sik), a. Ithyreo(id) tnyroptosis (thi-rop-to'sis), n. [NL., < thy-

thymene (thi'men), »i. [Gr. 6v)iov, thyme, + + toxic.} Same as *thyreolytic. ro(id) + Gr. irTuaic, a falling.] A downward
-<"«(•.] A terpene from oil of thyme, identical thyreotoxin (thi're-o-tok'sin), n. [thyreo(id) displacement of the thyroid gland.

with levopinene. + toxin.} A specific cytotoxin directed against thjnrotherapy (thi-ro-ther'a-pi), n. [thyro(id)

thymetic (thi-met'ik), a. [Gr. ^/idf, soul.] the glandular cells of the thyroid. -I- therapy.] Treatment of disease by prepa-

See the extract. [Rare.] thyridium (thi-rid'i-um), n.
;

pi. thyridia (-'A), rations made from the thyroid gland of the
His (.Tesus'l anabasis of resurrection from the depths of [NL., < Gr. ft;pif [6vpiiU), a door, a window.] sheep.

humiliation, renunciation, and self-immolation to Deity
j^ whitish Spot marking a break in the Cubital He regretted that thyrotherapy had been neglected In

itself is the Eternal Gospel, for it shows that human na- . , .^ . . » , Trirhnnfern nlso the treatment of skin diseases, and pointed to the fact
ture. in what Reisohle calls Its (*!/«.<•(.<! core, 18 sound, vein Oltne lOre Wing Ot iriclioptera

,
alSO,

that remedies useful in chronic urticaria were also useful
resilient, positive, and can not be overwhelmed. any one Ot several Similar spots on the Wing- in functional disorders of the thyroid gland.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 338. veins of certain saw-flies and earwigs. Med. Jiecord, Oct 6. 1907, p. 584.

thymic, n. 2. Noting an acid, a colorless jjjyrjua, (thi-ri'na), «. [NL. So called from thyrotoxic (thi-ro-tok'sik), a. Same as *%-
compound, C16H25O12N3P2, obtained by the ^he translucent 'air-bladder, which shows reotoxic. A'aiure', Feb. 18, 1904, p. 375.
action of water on thymus-nucleie acid. through the skin ; < Gr. Bhpa, a door (%j/f, a Th3rrsitin8e (ther-si-ti'ne), n. pi [NL., <
thymine (thi'min), h. \thym{ic) + -»"«t-] •* window), -f -«»«!.] A genus of fishes belong- Thyrsites, a genus, + -inse.} A subfamily of
colorless orystallme compound, L^HgN^Op

jjjg ^q the family Atherinidx, found on the west fishes, the escolars or family Gempyhdse.
prepared by the action of dilute sulpnuric coast of Mexico. thyrsocephalic (thfer'so-se-fal' ik), a. [Gr.
acid on th\Tme acid. It may also be obtained

xjiyrig (thi'ris), n. [NL. (Laspeyres, 1803), < Olpaou a stalk, thyrsus, 4- «.£««/.^, head, + -tc]
synthetically. It sublimes in plates and melts Gr. ftpi'f, a window (?).] 1. A genus of moths In anWiro;;., having that short and high form
above 2oO°C. Also called 5-m«%;Mract«. fs-pical of the family TAynrfa'.—2. [f. c] A of skull which results from premature sj-nos-
thyminiC (thi-niin ik), a. JSoting an acid, a moth of this genus.- Mournful thyris, an Amer- tosis of the coronal suture. Compare *<roc/K)-
derivative of the nuolemic acids. Un decom- jcan moth, Thyris higubria, darit brown in color, with cephalic.
position it gives rise to a carbohydrate com- yellowish translucent spots. Its larva; feed on the grape. \Vhen the union is of the coronal suture, the skull be-

plex, thymine, phosphoric acid, and other — Spotted tnyrlB, an American thyrid moth, Thyns comes short and high, or thyrsocephalic.

still unknown bodies. The formula of its
'^^'"'"i. ,,^, .^- ,g,. ^ rthurodd^ + Gr m,. • ,.,,•
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barium salt is given as Ci^Ho^NsOi^PaBa. 7ll°^f/^oV 1 B^;nchoeeie or loHer^
ThysanOCnnUS (this-a-nok'r,-nus) 1, [NL.,

thymitis (thi-mi'tis), «. [NL., < thymus + tZ^'o^lW ahlT^^tiT^^)^ nUhwoid + < Qj- »^'<^«;«f. t^^sel -I- Kp,vov, a lily (see m-
A..] Inflammation of the thymus gland. c»^°vff The thv?oid and cricoid cartTlaees

''"^^^'^ ^ genus of eamerate crinoids having

thymoform (thi'mo-f6rm), «. [_thym(ol) + Considered colleSv Pro^^^^^^^
a deep calyx with dicyclio base and from 10

formlaldehyde).} A yellowish, tasteless anti- f,^,^ iqa, t osk ^^ 1 ^ ,
*° 2" bisenal arms, represented by species in

leptic powder of faint thymol odor, obtained fesSe runnfngf7o^?;fe°?iry?o°^^arS!|?!^the ^ ., .^, ^ «bv the condensation of thymol and formalde- cricoid cartilage and upper lar- ngeai rings. tnysanuTlQ (tnis-a-nu nd), ji. ana a. same as

hyde. thyrogenic (thi-ro-jen'ik), a. Ithyro(id) + J'%^"""^'""- . . , ^,
thymolize (thi'mo-liz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. thy- Gr. -jfvw, -producing, + -ic] Originating in '• * -^^ abbreviation of Thnce Tllustnous.

moH:ed, ppr. thymolizing. [thymol + -ize.] To the thyroid gland or occurring as a result of Tiarechinus (ti-ar-e-ki'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

add thymol to (a solution) as a preservative. an altered secretion of that gland. Buck, -'"Pa, a tiara, -I- e^o-of, a hedgehog.] A genus
The urine should be thymolized as soon as passed to Med. Handbook V. 143. °* ^^""y small regular perischoechinoid sea-ur-

prevent fermentation and the precipitation of phosphates. iv.„I„i„„„.i /*i,'; .i „i„"o'„i\ „ r/i,.,„„/.-jN J. chins with aflat ventral and subhemispherical
Jour. Ezper. Med., Oct. 1, 19(W, p 30. thyrOgl^OSSal (thl-ro-glos al), «• Cfy^oC'f) + dorsal surface. Each plate of the ventral surface has

thymonucleiniC (thi*mo-nu-kle-in'ik), a. [NL. Gr. jAuaaa, tongue, + -ail.] Relating to the ^ ^i„gi^ ,3,^^ tubercle ; all the other plates of the dorsal

thumus + nucleus + -in + -ic.i Noting an or- thyroid body or cartilage and the tongue: surface are granulated. A single species is known in the

cronin ttoiH P ,TT„„TSr„P„n„„ hnlnTicHiiir to tlio noting especially a duct e.xistent in fetal life. Triassic rocks of St. Cassian, in Tyrol. This genus ha»

f^oun of nuc^einfc afids "obta^^^^ the See thyro,,lossal*ddct. b««»
fZ'^S;^^

a Bynthetic type combining the chait«=.
group 01 nucieiuic aciUo^ ouiiaiueu iiuiii tue .1 _„ .% ' tera 01 the /Jtastotdea and Echmoidea.
cells of the thymus gland. 'Py^°^?' ."•T*?,?®?^"^?*''^,^'"*.'''™'' ?'#',*"''"'?.'' Tiaroira ai-a-ro'eii^ n TNL amadewordl

4.1, *v„i /n,; ™«v,'„ +i,iN « m, fl.,,,/.. tissue identical with the thyroid, but separated from :t, i-iaroga (u-a-ro ga;, n. ^iM.!., a maue nora.j
tnymopainy^ ^tai-mop S-iiiA »• L^r. miioq, ^^^ infreciuently found at the base of the tongue.— Thy- A genus of mmnows known only from the San
mind, -t- jraSof, disease.] Any mental dis- rold cachexia. Same as raopAfAaiwuc jroife)- (which see, Pedro, a tributary of the Gila river, Arizona.
order. under ex,ii)ldhttlmic).— T)lfrOiA extract, a substance ^.jt,2 /f:v,\ ,, [t„„j :_ ii,. f„ll„„iTiir -nhrnsA

tl„rmnr,!.+l,Tr2 aliT Tr,ftT%'a tlin « Tfir ftinmr obtained from the thyroid gland of the sheep, employed "°V.,,i,' "* . . k j ,^ ^k ^wrlthymopathy-' (thl-mop a-thl), n. [Gr. Ovim^,
j,, the treatment of cretinism, myxedema, and other con- - TO tlb Out, to go out of bounds. (Eng. school (Char-

a glandular excrescence (thymus), -I- 7ra0Of, ditions in which it is known or assumed that there is a
terhouse) slang.]

disease.] A disease of the thymus gland. deficient secretion by the thyroid gland.— Thyroid Blacking his master's shoes with perfect readiness, till

thymotal (thi'mo-tal), n. [%m(oO + -o<« + treatin3nt See «rea(,«e„« he rose m theschwl and th^^^^^^^^

-«/3.] A trade-name of thymol carbonate, a thyroidectm (thi-roi-dek 'tin), n. ithyroi- ^ the;?for^''Kring a bl^k e?e, pe"3e^^^^^^^
colorless crystalline compound, u.sed in medi- (•(Ci(omue) -r -in .] A preparation ot tne a bloody nose drawn at sight, with a schoolfellow,

cine. Also called tyratol. blood of thyroidectomized animals, which is Thackeray, Newcomes, I. iL

thynilid (thin'id),n. and a. I. n. Amember used in the treatment of exophthalmic goiter. Tibeto-Burman (tib'e-to-ber'man), a. and n.

of the hymenopterous family T/(i/mi!d«. thyroidectomize (thi-roi-dek'to-miz), v. t.; Ranging from Tibet to Burma, or including

n. a. Having the characters of or belong- P™*- and pp. thyroidectomized, ppr. thyroi- the Tibetan and Burmese languages: applied

ing to the family Thynnidm. dectomizing. [thyroid + Gr. eKro/ur/, excision, specifically to a group of languages, belonging

thyreal (thi're-al), n. [thyreoid) + -e- -I- -aZl.] + -i^e.} To operate upon for removal of the to the Indo-Chinese family, spoken in central

A hypobranc'hial ; one of the lowest paired thyroid gland. Med. Record, Feb. 28, 1903, and southeastern Asia, especially in Tibet,

bones of the gill-arches of fishes. Storis, Syn- P- 339. Assam, and Burma. Cust ("Sketch of the

onymy of the Fish.Skeleton, p. 518. ' thyroidin (thi'roi-din), n. [thyroid + -Jn2.] Modern Languages of the East Indies," pp.

thyreo-antitoxin (thi"re-6-an-ti-tok'sin), n. See Mhyreoidin. 88-116) enumerates 87 languages and 84 dia-

[thyreo(id), tlajro(id), + antitoxin.'] The com- thyroidism (thi'roi-dizm), n. [thyroid + -ism.] lects of this group.

ponent or components of the thyroid gland to '^^^ aggregate ot symptoms— rapid pulse, tibia, n. 5. (6) In organ-building, a stop of

which the supposed action of this gland in neu- msomnia. headache, etc. — following an over- the open diapason species, with pipes of an
tralizing certain poisonous products formed <iose of thyroid extract, or produced by over- exceptionally broad scale, giving a full, pow-
during normal metabolism is due. The term, action of the thyroid gland. erful tone. Different varieties are known by
however is misleading and might better be •*' ** ">* etiology of thyroidimi, he said that there specific names, as tibia plena, tibia profonda,
abandoned in this sense. 7oMts*''tasifthe'LuT"L?''tr neiVes wei'feS <=*<=•

thyreoglobulin (thi"re-0-glob'u-lin), n. [thy. If.^li^!':t^l\elont thaUt'wrre'to'aer"p^-
'^Pbf,KSn^g' fhe nruscl^s'^o" trieg"*""''

*" *"
reo(id), thyro{id), -t- globulin.] The essential tion of thyroid material

; and the third, that it was a *,^llu^ mhTlvsT TTJI
albumiiious nrincinle of the fhvroid rfand sort of fibrin femientcondition induced by theabsorption tlWella (tib-l-el a), «. ,

pi. fl6 eH« (-e). [ML.

T!^"t"'fwaha?iXr'PaLnlous^^^^^^ from the hematoma. Jf«d. iJ.corcf, May 30, 1903, p. 876. dim of L. *,fc»j, shm-bone. pipe. .See t.b.a.]

to the nucleoproteids it forms the colloid substance of thyroiditis (thi-roi-di'tis), n. [thyroid + -itis.] ^" ^be nomenclature of the sponge-spicules, a
the gland. It is an iodized product and on decomposi- Iiiflaraiiiation of the thyroid gland long> slender, sometimes arcuate, monaxial
tion yields Baumann's iodothyrin or thyroiodine, which

thvrn-indiTiP ahi-ro-i'o-dini n UhnrnddS -I- rhabd with slightly swollen extremities.
was formerly regarded as the active principle of the l-QyTO-loaine (tni-rp-1 o-tiin;, n. iinyro(ia) -r .... u;; „;;'.;; \ ., rxT„+;,.„ „ -i t„
thyroid gland. The specific properties of the organ are iodine.] Same slS *iodothyrin. See also *%- tlhlgaro (te-be-ga ro), »(. [^atlvename.] In
referable U, the globulin in question. reoglobulin. t olombia and V enezuela, same as *gateado.

thyreoidin (thi-re-oi'din), n. [thyreoid + -in'i.] thyrolingual (thi-ro-ling'gwal), a. [thyro(id) tibiofibula (tib'i-6-fib"u-la),«. ;
pi. tibiofibuls

1. A whitish d'ry powdered extract of the + L. lingua, tongue, + -an.] Same as *thy- ("'e). A bone which, in the tailless amphib-
sheep's thyroid gland, having six times the roqlosml. Jnnals of Surgery, Jan., 1903, p. 63. lans, is formed by the coalescence of the tibia

strength of the fresh gland : an alterative and thyrolytic (thi-ro-lit'ik), a. [thyro{id) + Gr. and fibula. Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II.

anantifat.— 2. Same as *Jod!o<%nn. See also /.vtikoc. loosing, dissolving.] Destructive of -^'^•

*thyreoglobulin. thyroid tissue : having reference to an im- tibionavicular (tib'i-o-na-vik'u-liir), a. [tibia

thyreolytic (thi're-o-lit'ik), a. [thyreo(id) + mune serum with cytolytic properties which + navicular.] Relating to both the tibia and
lytic] Causing the destruction of thyroid are directed toward thyroid tissue. Buck, the scaphoid bone,
colls by specific lysing. Med. Handbook, App., p. 539. tibor (te-bor'), «. [Philippine Sp. (Morga), of

thyreoproteid (thi"re-o-pr6'te-id), n. [thyre- thyrophyma (thi-ro-fi'mii), n.
;

pi. ihyrophy- untraced origin (perhaps Chinese).] An an-
o( id) + proteid.] Anucleoproteidfound in the w«te(-ma-ta). [Wi»/ro(irf) 4- Gr. ^r/«i, a tumor.] eient earthenware jar or vase of a peculiar
colloid material of the thyroid gland in associ- A tumor or enlargement of the thyroid gland, kind, usually glazed and ornamented e:.teri-



tibor

orly, occasionally found in certain regions in
the Philippine Islands. These jars are of Jap-
anese origin and are highly valued, especially
by the Japanese.
tibourbou (te-bor-bo'), n. [A F. spelling of the
Carib name.] A tall tree of the linden family,

1349 tie-back
Ixodid, AmUyommaameruanum.—Red tlci.the name tickv-tickv (tik*i-tik'i) n TNative Tinmn ingiven in South Africa to the ixodid Jihipicephalue evartsi. TqT,.o;„„ n a

'' a ^ L^;*P."® 1^^ f ,"*
It is the immediate host of the /.roptomia fjut, the di-

•'a^aica.J A cyprmodont fish, Fundulus
rect cause of biliary or swamp fever of equines, a disease melapleurus, found m streams of Jamaica,
resembling in many respecU the Texas fever of cattle in t. i. d. An abbreviation of the Latin ter in dieAmerica.— SeneariLl tlclr. & commim African tick. Wi/«. *l.,.:„.. .. J 'Senegal tick, a common African tick, Hya
lomma lenyptium, also known as the bont'tick.— Tick
heart-water. Same as ifheart-water.

tick-bird (tik'bferd), n. 1. An African bird of
the genus Buphaga which frequents the backs
of cattle and rhinoceroses to devour ticks.
Also called rhinoceros-bird and oxpecker.— 2.
In the West Indies and parts of South Amer-
ica the ani, Crotophaga ani, one of the cuckoos.

ticket, n. 7. Commission; papers showing or
entitling to appointment, rank, or rating.
[Slang.]

I 'm Captain of the whole of this show now, by your
making, and I intend to be respected as such, and hold a
full captain's ticket.

Cutcliffe Byne, A Master of Fortune, i.

ticket-chopper (tik'et-ehop"er), n. In rail-
roading: (a) A machine for chopping to pieces
or otherwise destroying the tickets deposited

thrice a day.
Tidal constants. A set of tide-tables is published
yearly by the United States Coast Survey Oftice, which
gives the computed times of high water for the important
porta of the United States, and constants, in the way of a
quantity of time, to ajjply to such calculations in order
to obtain the hoar of hinli-water at neighboring ports.—
Tidal day, eddy, equations, load, register. See
trdttyl, etc.— Tidal evolution, the assumed evolution
of the present orbits of planets, satellites, and binary
stars by the tidal reactions between the movable portions
of the bodies concerned which caused them to recede
from each other and to increase the eccentricity of their
orbits up to limits attained when they constantly turn
the same faces toward one another. This theory was
first proposed and mathematically developed by G. H.
Darwin in 1881, with special reference to the moon and
earth.

tiddledewinks (tid'1-de-wingks"), n. A triv-
ial game in which the players try to make
small counters jump into a box, by pressing
on their edges with another counter.by passeugers on entering a platform or wait- ..,,, , r ,,.j„. ^ „, > . „

ing-room. It consists of a wooden box havine tiaaly-benders (tid li-ben"d6rz), n. pi. Same
• J 1 , .... s as k-ittly-bcndcrs.a hopper of wood and glass at the top, com- 4.??ii''"^.'*f"

bined with some simple form of knife for I-j j^^^ q'
tearing or chonnirnr in r»ipr>p« nr r^tliArwicn tide ,

n. 9.
simple form of knife for JiatUywinK, v. 3. pi. See *tiddledewinks.

tearing or chopping to pieces or otherwise , __!,", .®- ^^ forestry, a freshet. In the
destroying a ticket dropped in the hopper.
Larger machines of somewhat different con-
struction are used to destroy canceled and
used tickets collected by the conductor of a
railroad-train. (6) The man at the gate where
such a machine is used, who works the ma-
chine as the tickets are dropped into it.

ticket-scalper (tik'et-skaHpfer), n. See
scalper^, n., 3.

tickey, «. Same as *ticly, 3.

tick-fever (tik'fe'vi'r), n. Any fever trans-
mitted through the agency of ticks. Some of
these fevers attack man, as the so-called spotted
fever of the Eocky Mountains; others cattle,
as Texas fever. They are due to the presence
in the blood of some form of micro-organism,
the species varying with the different diseases.
A disease which was causing much heavier direct losses

than pleuro-pneumonia, and which was almost equally
feared by cattle owners, was known by the local name of
Texas, or Spanish, fever. This disease, which has numer-
ous iiopular and local names, has more recently been
called by dilferent writers splenetic fever, Southern fever,
and tick /ever. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1897, p. 240.

Dr. C. Christy read a paper "Omithodoroa moubata,
and Tick Fever in Slan. ' He came across the disease
first at Toro in Uganda, and subse<|Uently found that it
was fairly common in Buddu. Busoga, Uganda, Unyoro,
and also on the Nile. The tick which caused the disease

day's illness. Jour. Trap, Med., Aug. 15, 1903, p. 269.

Coast tick-fever. Same as African Coatt *fever.—
Rhodesian tick-fever. Same as African Coati */ever.

A^iba Tibourbou, with (niit.

Apeiba Tibourbou, of Venezuela, Guiana, and
Brazil, which jields a fiber resembling Rus-
sian bast. Its spiny fruits resemble a chest-
nut-bur, for which reason it is called erizo
(hedgehog) in Venezuela and Colombia.

tiburon (tib-o-ron'), n. [Sp. tiburdn (Acosta),
tebura (Oviedo), from a Taino or Carib name.]
A shark of West Indian or Central American
waters; in a present use (Mexican), Carchari-
nus froHto, a shark found on the Pacific coast
of Mexico.

tic*, n—Bowing or nodding tic. Same as talaam
co/ipu/«on (which see, under «a?«af/i).— Convulsive tic,
an affection, apparently hysterical in nature, of children,
marked by attacks of muscular Jerkings of the face and
arms, accompanied sometimes by a cry. Also called
Gileg de la Tourette'n dineage.— Diaphragmatic tlC, a
spasmtxlic contraction of the diaphniKiii accoiiipanied by
considerable pain.— Motor tic, a rhythmical t» itching of
certain muscles, involuntjiry In character, and present
even during sleep.— Nodding tic. See bniving -ktic.—
Psychic tic, a spasmodic muscular contraction, which
recurs at irregular intervals, ceases during sleep, and Is
more or less controllable by an effort of the will.— Rota-
tory tic, wryneck due t*> spasintMlic contractions of the
muscles of the neck.— TlC non-doolourenz, a habitual
Involuntary contraction of one or more of the facial
muscles, such as winking, drawing up or down of the
comers of the mouth, etc.

ch'irea, fnrinl chorea.

ticca, 'tikka (tik'

thika, hire, fare.]' To be hired by the job or
on contract: applied to both persons and
things. [Anglo-Indian.]— Ticca gharry, a hired
carriage.

Kim swallowed his disappointment, while the Colonel
bundled him into a ticca t/harri with his small belong-
ings and despatched him alone to St. Xavier's.

J{. Kipling, Kim, vii.

tice^ (tis), n. In cricket, a yorker, whether
underhand or overhand. X. and Q., 9th ser.,
VIII. 284. [Obsolete.]

tick'^, n.— Black-pitted tick, a name given in South
Africa to the ixodid HhipicephaluM gimug, which occurs
on several species r»f wann-blooded animals.— Blue tick,
a S^mth African ix«xlid, lihipicephaUu decoloratus. allieu
t4) the American R. annulatug, and said to carry the
causative organisms of a disease of cattle (African Coast
fever) similar to the Texas fever.

ilr. Lounsbury publishes an interesting account of the
experitnenta by which he pn^ved that the infection was
carried by the common bntwn cattle tick of .South Africa
(Rhipicephalus appendictllatus). He failed in ten experi-
ments to convey it through the blue tick, which Koch
lays is partly responsible for the transmission.

A'a(l,r^ July aS, 1904, p. 310. +,-^.,2 rtik'il n
Bont-leg tick, ni/afommn /r^i/P''"'" Audouin, a com- "r y K\'«-i),"

, , ,

inon tick in South Africa.— Bont-tick. See*6oii(-fic«-.— I "> ere m a (ir*j/ ulster an a broken billycock 'at,

Brown tick, a name given in South Africa to the inluri- A-layin on to the sergeant 1 don't know a gun from a bat.

ous cattle-tick Hhipirephnlug ap]trndic\datu>. which '' r^'P^ny, Back to the Army Again, st. 1.

canles the causative organisnis of a disease highly fatal ticky'' (tik'i), n. [Origin obscure.] Tbree-
to cattle. See extract under 6fue *^r/f.— CastOr-beau ..«.,^«. „*i \l „ i.;? ai *--f rr^
tick, a tick common u. Europe an.l the United sSTtS, Police; a threepenny bit. Also tickey. [Eng.
Izttde$ ricinng, and found on sheep, gr>ats, cattle, horses, mil. slang.]
dogs, and cats. .S'limerous cases of septicemia are re- The humble private, to whom a three.pence (a " ticky "

corded as having resulted from its bite.— Full as a tick, as it !s called in Africa) sometimes appears as big as a
drunk. [.Sliuig.l-Lone Star tlck.a common American cart.wheel. ./. iioipA, War's Brighter Side, vi.

Appalachian region logs are rolled into a
stream and a ' tide ' is awaited to carry them
to the boom—Acid tide, the increase in acidity of
the urine occurring in one fasting or during sleep.—
Age Of tlie tide. Same as retard of the tide (which see,
under re(flrrf).— Alkaline tide, a temporary decrease in
the acidity of the urine occurring after the taking of
food.— Head tide, a current flowing directly opposite to
the course of the vessel.- Head tO tide. See *head.—
High tide, the highest elevation of the tide on its flood.— Inferior tide, the high tide that is produced in the
hemisphere away from the moon.— LOW tide, low w ater

;

the lowest point of the tide.— Maiden tide, a tide of
such a nature that no vessel can enter or leave a dock or
harbor.

Hull.— There was today a maiden tide, no vessel being
able either to enter or to leave, owing to the storm and
flood. Daily Telegraph, Nov. 10, 1897. JV. E. D.
Primary tide, the high tide which is supposed to be
produced in the Pacific Ocean daily by the passage of the
moon.— Semidiurnal tide, the theoretical tide which
occurs every twelve hours and twenty-six minutes.-
Solar tide, the tide i)roduced by the sun. The period
of the solar tide is 12 hours and its height about § that of
the lunar tide.— Tide and half tide. In channels
where the tide-stream continues to flow up for three
hours after it is high-water, it is said to make a tide and
half tide.— Tide barge. See *'»(irj/d.— Tide-raising
force. See *r'orcei.—To make a tide and a quarter
tide, said of a tide-stream when it continues to flow up
channel for an hour and a half after high water.— True
tide, the normal movement of tidal waters, when not di-
verted or turned by headlands or islands.

was called Bibo by the natives. Mr. Pocock, of the Bri^ tidc-lndicator (tid'in''''di-ka-tor), n. An ap-
ish Museuni, recognized It as identical with that which paratus by which the State of the tide ishas long been known to be pathogenic in the Zambes ;i,„„„ „* „„„ „,„„„„* i,„ „ • i ,,
valley, the Oruith.jdoros moubata. Dr. Christy described

^hown at any moment by an index, usually a.

the sympt^iins of the disease, which he was able to exam- Vertical Stan, but sometimes a circular dial-
Ine in one of his own servants. He always took the pre- plate.
caution of encamping far from native habitations, and fiilR-Tnpt.Ar n Anv nrrnTKromoTif f/,,. rv.po»„.
was never bitten. ln<leed, throughout his travels, this -"^ meter, n. Any arrangement for measur-
precaution was the reason that he did not suffer a single "'g i'u»l oscillations; Specifically, the pneu-
'-'-'" '•- """ " " — — matie tide-meter of A. Mensing, in which a

volume of air is compressed under the varying

,
etc. Also called AaW«»pai(m,/inW( t.lVVlpT'r^'T'rrn'.rr Tn ^il^w^ 'r*™»"'ii

""''7'^ iPj^**^"'^® ^^-j*!^ ^^'^'"'
. , ..,,

.^?„ \l\ n I , v^°, 'J'?''^® .* *^?^1^' *° ''?*^^ tide-race (tid' ras), ». A strong tidal current
at /I rATo^ #.-..7.™ . / -n.-^j

a trout by hand by stealing behind it as it lies quietly in a strait nr inlota), a. [Also ticker; < Hind, basking, or with its head under something, tickling or '" * ^"^^^ "^ inlet.

- 1 J -1 »i - _•_,_ soothing its sides, getting the hand as far as Its gills. The bottom action is wholly shoreward, and the jnten-
and then grasping it firmly. sity of motion which is attained in the sea except in tide-

He keeps it at the end of his line, nms it up the stream
''""' '^"'!>- •^'""'- (^ 0. S.), XI. 635.

and down the stream, till at last he brings it to hand, tide-register (tid'rei''is-t4'r), « 1 A mail-
.ickU.thetrout, -'l-„';hiP^»„^ t^ojiisb^^^^^^^^ graph ; any apparatus that registers 'the rising

* and falling tide either at regular intervals or
continuously: a notch or mark showing the
highest and lowest stages of water.— 2. The
record of tides made by a tide-register.

tickle^, n. [Prob. < tickle^, a., difficult, peril- Tide-water glacier. See *ghicicr.

ous.] A narrow passage or entrance to a tids (tidz), »i. jj?. An abbreviation of tiddly-
harbor, benders.

The most favorable spot for determining the nature of tie^, t'. I. trans— Tied house. See ithoueel.
the deposit was founil at the ragged cliffs on the west II. intrans TO tie to or to tie up tO to attach
sideof thenorthern"(icWe"orchaniielafri.rdiiigentrance oneself to for protection ; depend upon; rest with confi-
to Kirpon Harbor. v<)iut. Ocof., Aug., 1903, p. W!. dence on ; follow as a guide. |.Slang.|

tickly-benders (tik'li-ben-dferz), n. pi. Same tiel, 11. 13. The binding down of the skin
as kilthi-benders, over the backs of fat cattle by eonnective-
tickomeg (ti-ko'meg), n. [Prob. Amerindian.] tissue fibers which pass tlirongh the thick
The common whitefish, Corcgonus clupeiformis, fatty layer from the subcutaneous tissue.

This is the tamest trout I ever tickled.

Beau, and Ft., Humourous Lieutenant, iii. 5.

n. intrans— To tickle for trout. See to-ktickU
trout.

found in the Great Lakes and neighboring
waters.

Full of ticks or other vermin.

In thick-fleshed cattle, as they ripen the hide raises
uniformly over the back. In some cases the gristly
strings hold the hide down, thus making what is known
as the " tie.

"

Jlep. Kansas Slate Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 168.

14. In mining, a support in tension forthe roof
orhanging-wall of amine. It is usually attached
to the braced f-tructure of a rib Oxford tie, a
smart low shoe tied with wide laces.

tie-back (ti'bak), n. 1. Braces of rope, or a
stay-rod, attached to the tower of a mine-head
on the side opposite to the lead of the hoist-



tie-back

ing-rope, to hold the tower from being swayed
by the drag of the cable.— 2. A beam having
a function like that of a fend-oflf beam, but on
the opposite side of the shaft or incline.

ConI and Metal Miners' Pocket Book. [British.]

tie-bolt (ti'bolt), n. A long rod, threaded at
both ends, with a nut and washer-plate, or
with a fixed head at one end, used to connect
two or more parts of a structure or frame or
truss and resist tension. In England used as

a synonym for 'through-stay,' employed in

boilers or similar structures exposed to internal

pressure, to tie two parallel surfaces together.

tie-boom (ti'bom), ». l. A wooden member
or beam used to resist tension as in the tim-
ber guy of a boom-derrick. London Engineer,

1903, p'. 258.-2. A local name for a log-boom
in rivers carrying logs to sawmills where the

boom does not control the entire channel.

tie-chain (ti'chan), n. A chain used in place
of a rod. in any structure, to resist tension or
to bind together parts which tend to separate.

Tiedemann's body or vesicle. See racemose
*fesicli-'.

tie-plant (ti'plant), n. A plant some part of

which, as the leaves, is used for tying.

Bear-prass is used all over the South in a rude way as a
•* tie-plant," the twisted leaves being employed for hang-
ing hams, and in other similar uses.

f. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. No. 6, p. 70.

tie-plate, n. 2. A casting placed under the

nut of a bolt or tie-rod to distribute the pres-

sure and protect the wood.— 3. In railroad

construction, a broad flat steel or iron plate,

sometimes corrugated, placed on a tie and
under the base of a rail to distribute the load
and prevent the rail from cutting into the face
of the tie.—4. In iron ship-building, a narrow
longitudinal or diagonal plate on top of the
beams of a deck not having a complete metal
deck.

tier'-', n. 3. A range of mountains. [Tasmania.]
Two chains of mountains, the eiisteni and western

tierg, run through it nearly north and south.
H*. B. Wildt;i. Australasia and Oceanic Region, p. 320,

[quoted in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Tierce coulee, an old grace or embellishment in harpsi-
chord music, consisting of a rapid run leading to two
principal notes separated by a third : a slurred third. It
had two forms, ascending and descending, thus—

played

Tierce de Plcardle, in music, the major third in the final

chord of a minor piece or passage, or the effect that it

produces.— Tierce minor, in whist, any sequence of
tiiree cards which is not the best in the suit See tierce

major.

tier-pole (ter'pol), n. One of the poles or
small scantlings with which a tobacco-bam is

furnished to support the laths or strings,

reaching from one to another, by which the
plants or leaves are hung up. The space be-
tween two poles with its contents forms a
tier. See '^tobacco-barn.

tierse, n. An amended spelling of tierce.

tiersman (terz'man), ». ;
pi. tiersmcn (-men).

In Tasmania, one who lives in the tiers or
mountain ranges ; a mountaineer.

Splitters, or, as they are commonly called, tiersmen,
reside in the forest of stringy bark.

F. Lancetott, Australia as it is, II. 115, quoted in E. E.
[Morris, Austral English.

tieute (ti-y8'te), n. [A nominal NL. spelling
of a native name in Java (not found in Java-
nese ?).] The seeds of Stri/chnos Tieute of Java,
similar in appearance to nux vomica, though
smaller. The root-extract is used in the manu-
facture of the poisonous upas tieute or upas
radja. See chetlik.

tie-wall (ti'wal), n. A connecting wall which
binds other walls together.

Towards the northern end a tie-wall has been inserted
coincident with the upper 6 ft

Jour. Hellenic Studies, XII. 86.

tie-wire (ti'wir), n. A wire used to fasten the
line-wire of an electric circuit to an insulator.
Jilect. World and Engin., 7eb. 6, 190-1, p. 272.

tie-wrench (ti'reneh), «. A special form of
wrench employed in securing line-wires of an
electric circuit to the insulators upon which
they are mounted. Elect. Bev., Sept. 3, 1904,

p. 328.

tiff* (tif), n. [Origin obscure.] A local name
for the calcite occurring with the zinc and
lead deposits of Joplin, Missouri.

tiffanyite (tif ' a-ni-it), n. [Named after
Charles Lewis Tiffany (1812-1902), a jeweler
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of New York.] The variety of diamond that
appears steel-colored or steel-blue in color,

possesses the property of emitting light in

the dark after exposure to sunlight, electric

light, or ultra-violet rays, and is unusually
sensitive to radium, the Rontgen rays, polo-
nium, and actinium. This property is due to

the coloring-matter, evidently a phosphoresc-
ent hydrocarbon, or one of the rare earths.

tiffin (tif'in), V. i. [tiffin, n.] To lunch ; take
tiffin.

Pack had been tinning by himself . . . and had heard
everything.
R. Kipling, The Bisara of Pooree, in Plain Tales from

[the Hills, p. 268.

tiffy (tif'i), n. ;
pi. tiffies (-iz). [(ar)tifi(cer).1

In the English navy, a reduction of artificer.

I '11 teach you to come alongside properly, if I keep you
'ti^es out all night.

ii. Kipling, Steani Tactics, in Traffics and Discoveries,

[p. 168.

tiger, «. 10. \n poker, a hand which is seven
high and deuce low, without a pair, sequence,
or flush. When played, it beats a straight
and loses to a flush. Sometimes called a little

dog.—11. In Central and South America the
jaguar, Felis onca, whose black and yellow
coat suggests the Asiatic tiger.— Blind tiger.
See *W//irfl.—Native tiger, a local Tasmanian name
for the zebra-wolf or thyhicine, Thylacimis cynocephalvs.
—Taamanlan tiger. Same as inmtiee tiger.

tiger-cat, n. 2. In Tasmania and parts of
Australia, the spotted dasyure, IJasynrus ina-

culatus, a marsupial of carnivorous habits.

tiger-heart (ti'ger-hart), n. A form of fat{y
degeneration in which, on post-mortem exam-
ination, the substance of the heart shows alter-

nate streaks of yellow (fat) and red color
(normal muscular tissue). Buck, Med. Hand-
book, _IV. 588.

tiger-lily, «—Dwarf tlger-llly. Same as blackberry
Ithj (whiLh see. under lily).

tiger-mosciuito (ti'gcr-mus-ke"t6), n. Any
striped or banded mosquito of the genus
*Stegoinyia (which see).

It is in this genus (Stegomyia) that we find special pre-
dilection for settling, when at rest, on dark objects and
clothing. They have been popularly known as '* tiger-

mosquitoes " on account of their banded and striped ap-
pearance ; but a glance at the synoptic table will show
that that name is misleading as many members of the
genus are unhanded or unstriped.

Jour. Trap. Med., Aug. 1, 1903, p. 237.

tiger-python (ti'ger-jn"thon), n. The common
Indian pj^hon, Python molurus, whose mark-
ings suggest the stripes of a tiger.

tiger-salamander (ti'ger-sal"a-man-der), n.

A book-name of the common large western
salamander, Ambystoma tigrinum.

tiger's-eye, n. 2. In ceram., a crystalline
^azo containing streaks of luminosity resem-
bling gold or the iris of a tiger's eye : used in
a variety of earthenware produced at Rook-
wood Pottery, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The highest achievements in glazing are the so-called

tiger's-eye and gold-stone, which glisten in the light with
a beautiful auriferous sheen.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 290.

tiger-snake (ti'ger-sniik), n. In Australia, an-
other name for the carpet-snake, Hoploce-
phalus curtus, which is cross-banded and quick
in its movements.

tiger-ware (ti ' ger-
war), «. In old English
pottery, a stoneware
with a spotted glaze.
The jugs are fre-

quently mounted in
silver-gilt.

tighti, «. 12. In bil-

liards : (a) Noting JJ!
balls that are fast, ^,
or frozen to eachiSf
other. (1>) Noting *v

pockets that are small
for the diameter of
the balls.—13. Seethe
extract. [Art slang.]

In his first style he Tiger-ware, with mount in

(Coj-ot) painted tradition- silver-gilt,

ally and "tight"—that is

to say, with minute exactness, clear outlines, and with
absolute definition of objects throughout.

Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 252.

tightening-SCrew(tit'ning-skro"), ». Ascrew,
in a joint, by means of which more or less

friction can be caused when the movable ele-

ments are made to slide on one another. Used
in drafting-instruments, surveyors' apparatus,
machinists' calipers, and the like.

tile

tiglic (tig'lik), a. [(Croton) Tigl(ium) -^- -tc]
Moting an acid, a colorless compound,
CH3CH

II , contained, in combination, in
HOOCCCH3
croton and certain other oils. It crystallizes
in triclinic plates or rods, has an odor of ben-
zoic acid, melts at 64.5° C, and boils at 198.5°
C. Also called methyl-crotonic acid.—Tlgllc
aldehyde, a colorless liquid, CU3C'H:C(CH3)CHO, ei-
triicted from guaiac resin and prepared by the action of
soiliinn acetate on a mixture of acetaldehyde and propi-
onic aldehyde. It boils at 115.5° C. and has an odor of
beiizaldehyile. Also called guaiol.

tiglinic (tig-lin'ik), a. [(Croton)Tigl{iwn) ¥ -m
+ -ic] Relating to eroton-oil (expressed
from the seeds of Croton Tiglium) ; also, noting
an acid derived therefrom.
Tigoma (ti-go'ma), n. [NL., a made word.]
A subgenus of cyprinoid fishes under the
genus Leuciscus.

Tigr6 (te-gra'), n. [Tigr6 name.] See *Abys-
.':inian languages (b).

Tigrina (tg-gren'yii), n. [Tigrina name.] See
*Jbyssinian languages (6).

tigroid (ti'groid), a. and n. [Gr. Ttypoeii^^, like

a tiger, spotted, < riypi;, tiger, + el6oc, form.]
1. a. Spotted like a tiger.

II. fl. Same as Kis.sl *substance. See also
Kissl ^granules. Buck, Med. Handbook, II.

338.

tigrolysis (ti-grol'i-sis), n. [NL., < tigro{id) +
Gr. /lOTf, dissolution.] In pathol., a breaking
down of the tigroid, or Nissl substance, in the
nerve-cell. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 264.

tigrolytic (ti-gro-lit'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to tigrolysis. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 264.

tihu (te'ho), «. [Hopi.] A sort of doll or effigy

representing certain mythological personages
or kateinas, made by
the men and given
by the women to
the children during
certain ceremonies
among the Hopi
Indians.

The figurines produced
by the Hopi men and given
by the mothers to the
children during the Ni-
man, or Farwell ceremony,
and known as tihus, are
objects found in all Hopi
collections, but as a mat-
ter of fact these tihus,

which represent certain
mythological personages
called Kateinas, are only
reproduced for a limited
number of characters.
Scieiu:e, Feb. 8, 1901, p. 222.

Tiki (te ' ke), n.

[Maori.] 1. A Poly-
nesian deity, gener-
ally regarded as the
creator of man.

Tiki, n. Maori name for
the Creator of man, and „ ,- .j ..

"""•
^,,„„„„ + 1. . . „ . (In Field Museum of Natural His-
thence taken to represent ^^^y^ Chicago )

an .ancestor. The Maoris
made Large wooden images to represent their Tiki, and
gave the name of Tiki to these images. Later they were
made in miniature in greenstone, and used as neck-orna-
ments. E. E. Harris, Austral English.

2. [I. c] A carved image or representation of
the god Tiki, especially one of the large
carved wooden pillars set up at the tombs of
chiefs and influential men. Keane, Man Past
and Present, p. 379.

tikka, a. See *ticca.

til, prep, and conj. A simplified spelling of till'.

tilaite (tU'a-it), n. [Tila (see def.) + -ite^.]

In geol., a variety of olivin gabbro exception-
ally rich in diopside. The name was given by
L. Dupare and F. Pearce and is derived from
a locality in the northern Urals.

tilasite (til'a-sit), n. [Named after Daniel
Tilas, a Swedish mining engineer.] A fluo-
arsenate of calcium and magnesium ((MgF)-
CaAs04), analogous in comiiosition to adelite
and occurring in gray cleavable masses : found
in Sweden. Also called Jtuoi-adelite.

tile', n—Embossed tile, an ornamental tile with relief
designs which has been pressed in a mold and (usually)'
covered with a tinted glaze or enamel. Wall-tiles of tms
variety are extensively made by American manufacturers.— Inlaid tile. Same as mosaic irtile (which seel-—
Mathematical tile, a tile decorated with a geometrical
or conventional design.- Mosaic tile, tile made by
Malkln's *i)nx'ess (which see), in which the brass or paper
stencils are cut in patterns of minute squares, resembling
mosaic-work. When pressed, the colored tessellated de-
signs are inlaid in the bt>dy of the tile to tlie depth of
about one eighth of an inch.



tile

tile^, V. t. 2. To provide with tile-drains, as

land', ff'. J. Chamberlain, Tile Drainage, p. 72.

tile-drain (til'dran), v. t. To drain witli tiles,

as land.

Why do we tile-drain land ?

W. J. Chamberlain, Tile Drainage, p. 28.

tile-fish, «. In 1882 vessels arriving at New York and
Boston reported having sailed through miles of dead and
dying tile-flsh. For several years following no tile-flsh

were taken, and the species was supposed to have become
extinct. Itwas not until 1892 tliatthe United .States Fish

Commission steamer Grampus captured a few. Since

that time more have been taken each year, and the tish

appears now to have thoroughly reestablished itself and jb""' 1" "'''"' ^P""-

mav become an important food-fish. The tile-flsh reaches tllt-DOaru
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9. A see-saw ; a plank tilting on a narrow sup-
port in the middle. [U. S.]

The neck-yoke or portage bar, so often seen on ancient
Egyptian walls, or the plank resting on a narrow support,
the delightful seesaw of children, called in America a
"tilt," in Gennany a *' wippe," constitutes a ready-made
equal-armed balance as soon as anybody thinks of putting
it to that use.

H. Sokeland, quoted in Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 552.

tilt^, H. 2. One of the small log-huts of the Lab-
rador hunters. They are about 6 by 8 feet, have low
ceilings, no windows, and a small hole for entrance and
exit. They are built along a hunting path, and are situated

may become an important f

i

a length of three feet and inhabita depths of from TO to

80 fathoms at the edge of the Gulf Stream.

tile-pipe (til'pip), ». Kpe made of cement or

clay and used for chimney-pots, drains, flues,

etc.

tile-press (til'pres), n. A machine for mak-
ing tiles from dampened clay-dust, having a die

(tiit'bo'd), n. In exper. psychol., a
horizontal board, pivoted at the center upon
a transverse axis in such a way that the sub-
ject, lying at full length upon it, may be tilted

up or down : used in the study of the kines-

thetic senses. See *rotation-ehair. Also
called tiltixg-board. E. C. Sanford, Exper.
P.«yehol., p. 39

between a push-upandplunger for shapingand tiltchair (tilt'ehar), n. In exper. psycho!., a
pressing the tiles.

tiler, H. 5. A cat which makes music on the

roofs (or tiles) at night. [Slang.]

In London ... a nice tiler and mnuser would be more
appropriate . . . than a blue Persian.

V. Hunt, Autobiography of a Cat, p. 108.

tilliemic (til- hem 'ik), a. It(itatiite) + i7-

(meiiite) + hem{atite) + -i'c] In petrog., in

chair the seat of which is so pivoted upon a
transverse axis that the subject, seated in it,

maybe tilted backward or forward: used in

the study of the kinesthetic senses. See *ro-
tation-chair.

tilting (til 'ting), >i. The act denoted bythe verb
tut, in seismotofl!/, any motion of the earth's

crust which produces an inclination of objects

time

timber^, n. 9. In cricket, the stumps ; the wick-
ets: usually in the plural. [CoUoq.]—10. in
mining, a local name for a braced frameforming
the roof and side-supports of a gallery or driit.
The bottom horizontal element or sill receives two side
uprights, usually converging toward the top, and thci-e
support the head-piece or lintel under the roof. Plank-
ing may go in behind the heavy frame.— Blue timber,
timber which has been attacked by the fungus CeraUMo-
mella pili/era, which causes it to assume a blue color.

The pine girdled by the bark beetles is first attacked by
a fungus, Cerato)ftomellaml>fera(FT.) Winter, feeding on
the medullary rays, wood parenchyma and cell contents,
but not affecting the woody fibres of the stem at all.

This "blue" timber has been impregnated v. 1th zinc
chloride and used for ties in the trying climate of the
Southwest to test its wearing qualities.

Forentnj Quart., Feb., 1904, p. 80.

Round timber, pine-trees which have not been turpen-
tined.— Timber and room. See *rooi*(i.— Timber-
belt beds. See *bedi.~To take to timber, or liigh
timber, to take to the woods ; hide in among thick foiest

trees : often used of any refuge. [Culloq.]

timber!, jj. t. 2. To furnish (a tunnel, drift,

gallery, or other excavation) with braced
frames of logs or squared timbers which sup-
port the roof and resist the caving in or crush-
ing at the sides.

timber-borer (tim'ber-b6r''er), n. Any one of
many insects that bore into timber ; especially.

the quantitative classification of igneous rocks {.^.q^j ^j,g vertical position.
(see'*ro(-*,l), having equal or nearly equal tilting-fumace (til'ting-fW'nas), n. A fur-
proportions of tilic minerals (normative titan- „„^„ wliiiOi pnn be tilted: iriecificallv. an
ite, ilmenite, perofskite, rutUe) and hemic
minerals (normative magnetite and hematite),

that is, within the limits ^<f'>f'"
tiliadin(tiri-a-din),n. [L.tiiia, linden, +-a(i -I-

-/h2.] a colorless dextrorotatory compound,
C21H32O.2, contained in the bark of the linden-

tree. It' crj-stallizes in plates resembling
cholesterol and melts at 228-229° C.

tilic (til'ik), a. lt{itanite) + it(menite) + -Jc]

nace wbich can be tilted; specifically, an
open-hearth fumaee so arranged that it can
be tilted to facilitate tapping. In the Campbell
furnace the tilting is accomplished by means of a hydrau-
lic ram, the body of the furnace being mounted on strong

cur\'ed girdei-8. which rest on a series of rollers running
on a curved bed. The tap-hole is aljove the level of the
metal when the furnace is in a horizontal position, and
the slag is above the tap-hole when the furnace is tilted.

The Wellman furnace is mounted on two curved rockers,

which roll on strong steel standards, the rolling move-
ment being accomplished by two hydraulic cylinders.

.Also called rolUwh/urnttre.

asIn petrog.. in the quantitative classification of
tiltTng-hamiier (tii'ting-ham'6r), n. Same

Igneous rocks (see *rocil), having the char- "j""^,",,, ,.
" .

acters of, or pertaining to, the titaniferous
tUting-lever (til'ting-lev'fer), n. Same as*Wf-

femic minerals, titanite, ilmenite, perofskite, "i^'-^^e icvoi v. g, j,

rutile.

tilkerodite (til'ke-ro-dit), n. [G. Tilkerode, a

locality in the Harz Mountains, Germany.]
A variety of clau.sthalite containing cobalt.

till*, n Upper till, till supposed to be derived from
the mt«rior or the surface of an ice-sheet.

tillage, n.— Intercultural tillage, in ni^n., tilling

Itrer

tilt-lever (tilt'lev'fer), »i. A lever used to tilt

or tip something, as a bolt or block from
which shingles are being sawed.

tilt-roof (tilt'rof), V. [tilf'i + roof.] A roof

wliich has a generally semicircular section in-

side and out. The thing and the word are

botli rare.iiiiA((c, "•— iiiwjruuivujai buitieo, »'• "y"-. njt"iB Dotii rare.
the land between growing plants rather than tilling the .... x -1 /tiU'KtSI'i n Th« name for a irrade
entire area when no plants are growing on it; winter- tllt-SteCl (tilt Stel), n. ine name TOT a graae

tillage (which see). E. L. Sturtevant. See quotation ot steel, no longer made, or only to a very lim-
tillage (

under intercultural.

"tiller-comb (til'er-kom), «. In marine hard-

ware, a quadrant rack or comb having a single

row of shallow teeth: designed to be secured

to the deck of a boat immediately under the

tiller. A short blade called the knife is fas-

tened to the under side of the tiller, and to

hold it in any desired position, in sailing or at

anchor, th tiller is dropped until the knife

falls between two teeth of the comb.

Tilletiaceae (ti-le-shi-a'8e-e>, n. pi. [NL., <

Tilletid + -ace^.] A family of smut-fungi of

the order rstUaginalci, named from the genus
Tilletia, ami having the promycelium non-sep-

tate.

tillite (til'it), n. [till* + -i<e2.] Consolidated

till.

Individual specimens of facetted pebbles might some-

times be dilticult of identification as to origin ; but a tvil-

ited extent for a few special uses. The pure
iron bar was carbonized by the cementation
process (which see) and then welded under a
tilt-hammer (which see) at first: later the

steam-hammer was always used,

tilt-table {tilt'ta"bl),«. 1. In exper. psychoh,
same as *tilt-board.— 2. A table or carriage

used in sawiug-machinery, hinged at one end
so that the projection of the revolving saw
above the upper or working face may be varied

in cutting gains, or plowing, or similar work.
— 3. A table, or carriage, or frame in a saw-
ing-machine, so constructed that the angle of

the plane of its top or working-face may be
varied to that of the saw-blade or cutting-

plane : used in machines for sawing shingles

to give the desired taper and thickness alter-

nately, and for cutting clapboards from the

- log-

lection (if a score or two of lobbies, one set from a district fpj An abbreviation ot Timothy, a book of
of wind-work, the other set from a bed of till or of ttlltte ,,~7\.„„ Toatnmcnt
(consolidated till), would be easily distinguished. the ISew iestament.

^in<rr. Jour. Sci., Feb., 1907, p. 150. tlma (te'mil), M. [Also iimma ; < Malay tima,

tillot (til'ot), n. A case orsackmade of highly tin, lead, or zinc, also a coin (seedef.).] A tin

glazed muslin, used to cover broadcloth, etc., coin of Malacca worth one tenth of a doit,

as a protection against dust and injury from timarau, n. See *taniarao.

handling. tlmbal, «. 2. The membrane of the sound-

tilt^, r. i. 6. In »W«motofiry, to tip ; incline from making apparatus of a cicada,

the vertical as the result of a movement of the timbe (tim'ba), w. [Mexican name.] A name
earth's crust. applied in Mexico to certain barks and roots

A pair of heavy horizontal pendulums, which record used in the manufacture of pulque. They have
with ink on a metal cylinder, ami which have a sensibility a bitter, astringent taste and abound in tannic acid,

for tiltiwj three or four times that of the Milne apparatus- Amtmg the plants from which timbe is obtained are Aca-
A'ature, Oct. 8, 1903, p. 552. cia filiciuidet, a shrub or small tree of the mimosa family,

' '
'' Also called timbre.

Timber-borer iPrionoxystus robinia.')

a, adult; b, larva ; c, pupa. (Redrawn fruiii Riley.)

a memberof either of the coleopterous families
Cerambycidx and liuprestidie, or one of certain
members of the lepidopterous family Cossidx.

Timber Creek formation. See *formation.

timber-dresser (tini'bcr-dres"fer), n. See
*pUt»inci-machine.

timberello (tem-be-rel'lo), n. [Appar. It.

dial.] A name given, in the Adriatic region,

to Ai(xi.<i ihazord, the frigate-mackerel, found
in all wann seas.

timber-land (tim'bfer-land), n. Forest laud.

See *fore,st.

timber-wheels (tim'ber-hwelz), n.2>l- In lum-
bering, see *logging-wheels.

timbo (tem-bo'), H. [Tupi limbo (in comp.).]
1. In eastern Argentina, Paraguay, and south-
ern Brazil, a very large tree of the mimosa
family, ICntcrolobiiim contortisiliquum {E. Tim-
boura of Martins), sometimes reaching a
height of 90 feet and a diameter of 6 feet.
Its wood is red in color, light and easily worked, and is

much used for carpentry, furniture, and the interioi-s of

houses. The Indians of eastern Argentina make canoes
of one piece by hollowing out a large log of this tree.

The bark is astringent, and the pods, called negro's-ear,

contain sai>onin. The tree is called pacara in western
Argentina. See -kpacara.

2. In Brazil, a climbing shrub, Paullinia pin-

nata, of the family Sapindaccie, the root-bark
of which contains a bitter principle and is

used ill medicine and for stupefying fish.

timboviva (tem-b6-6'va), n. [Native name in

Argentina ; cf. Tupi timbd.l Same as*W»i6o, 1.

timbre (tlm'ljra), «. Same as *tinibc.

Timbrel arch, an' arch in which the elements, usually
fiat tile or brick, are laid with their largest surfaces at

tilt^, n. 8. In seismology, that component of an
earth-tremor which throws upright objects out

of the vertical plane.

The chief differences in the records obtained from these

two ty]ies of iiistrumenta are the ratitis of the recorded

amplitude. These differ to widely that it may be in-

ferred that "the dominant feature of the movements in

the majority of diaturbaocea does not indicate tUt."

yature, Oct. 8, 1903, p. 652.

and a sumac, lihug pacchyrrhachis.
See pulque.

The timlie bark, after having been toasted and pounded.
Is added to the sap about four hours after the fermenta-

tion has begun. It has the effect of iirecipitating the

greater portion of niucilaginoua substances held in solu-

tion, undoubtetlly owing t^> the action of the tannic acid

in the bark u|>on the proteids, which, if let alone, would
cause the liquid to juitrify or turn sour;

W. M. Hagurd, iu Science, Jan. 22, 1909, p. IGO.

Timbrel Arch.

right angles to the radii of the centering, and not in the
direction of the radii as in voussoir arclies. A timbrel
arch must have two or more layers of elements, and
depends for its strength on the cohesive power of the
cement or mortar used.

time', n. 20. One of the four or five grand
divisions of geologic history, namely, Ar-



time

cbtean. Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoio
time: by some a fifth division, Psychozoio
time, is added. In more recent usage ' era'

has been substituted for 'time.'— Dead time,
time during which the active woric of accomplishing a
purpose is not going on, although preparations for it may
be in progress. Such, in pile-driving, is the time occupied
in lifting the hammer.— Fechnerlan time error. See
iterror.— QeolO^C time, the time embraced in geologic

historv and suggested by the evidence recorded and in-

terpreted by geologists.— Habitual time, in psycho-

phyt., a reaction-time which, by the routine of the

erperinient, has become a matter of habit, independent
of the specific conditions of the particular tests.

A series of paizle testa . . . was accordingly planned
to discover whether i? was influenced by some 'habituat-

timt' tendency, analogous to an 'optimal-time' influ-

ence. Amer. Jour. Ptychol., XIIL 232.

International time system, the system now adopted
by manv nations in accordance with which a railroad and
frequen'lly a whole connnunity regulates the time shown
by iu clocks and watches to agree with that of the

Greenwich meridian or with that of some meridian ex-

actly one hour distant therefrom (see standard time).

The civil day begins with midnight on the adopted me-
ridian, and the houre of the day should be numbered
consecutively from zero or naught at midnight to naught
at the end of twenty-four hours. This international time
system is that recommended by the International Time
and Meridian Conference held at Washington in 1884.

—

Mean solar time, time measured by the motion of the

mean sun. Navigating chronometers carry mean solar

time.—Mean Stm time. Same as mean solar *time.

See mean sun, under ?n^a?i3.— Periodic time, in

phvsies, the time required for a vibrating particle to pass

through one complete set of its values. See natural
kperiod. E.W.Scripture,ExpeT. Phonet, p. 2.— Prin-
ciple of least time. Same as FennaVs *la u:— Septu-
ple time. See «cj)(»;)!e *rA!/Mm.— Simple time. See
«iiii/i;(' *rAi/(A»i.— Standard time. See international

klime surtcm.— Time and marching. .See*marcA2.
—Time ensemble, see *f>i»()?i6Zp.— To make time,
(a) To secure time for the doing of a certain thing by
omitting another or others, (o) To gain time by ex-

tra speed, as a train or boat, (c) With qualiflera, to

maintain a certain speed : as, we made good time ; the
motor-car made poor time up the hilL

time, V. t. 6. To adjust the elements of (a

motor or other machine) so that the succession
of events in a cycle, or a revolution, or a pro-

cess shall take place at the desired intervals,

or in the desired sequence. It involves an
adjustment of the mechanism so that the
actuating cams or other elements shall have
a necessary angular relation to each other iu

a revolution or in a series of revolutions.

time-constant (tim'kon"stant), n. In elect.,

the constant A = CR12, where C is the capa-
city per unit length, li the specific resistance,

and I the length of a telegraphic or telephonic

line or cable. Upon this constant depend the
distance to which speech can be transmitted
and the speed at which telegraphic signaling

can be done.

time-curve (tlm'kferv), n. A curve so plotted

that one of its coordinates represents time, or
periods of time.

time-disk (tim'disk), n. In exper. psychol., a
horizontal graduated disk, attached to the

Baltzar kymograph for work upon the time-
sense : contacts and releases, arranged about
the periphery, are actuated as the kymograph
drum revolves.

The most useful appliance for investigation is, probably,
Meumann's 'time-sene^' apparatus, consisting of Baltzar
kymograph, time-disc, set of contacts, and sound-
hammers. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 338.

time-displacement (tim'd's-pla8"ment), n. In
exper. psychol., the acceleration or retardation
of the perception of one of two or more ob-
jectively simtiltaneous stimuli, due to a pre-
ferential direct]on of the attention ; the positive
or negative displacement of the complication
experiment.
Later experimenta with a more adequate technique

have shown that the magnitude and direction of this
time-displacement are conditioned in the most various
ways.
W. Wundt (trans.), Human and'Animal Psychol., p. 27L
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time-eQuation (tim'e-kwa'shon), «. Same as

equation of time. Sci. Amer., Aug. 20, 1904,

p. lUS.

time-experience (tim'eks-pe"ri-ens), n. Con-
scious duration; experience as based upon
the temporal attribute and relations of mental
processes.

An hour is just as much an hour of space-experience as

an hour of time-experience- Space gives us our only
means of measuring time, and time our beat means of

measuring space.
If'. H'Knd( (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 19.

time-expired (tim'eks-pird"), a. Having
completed one's term of enlistment or service.

The American Government had taken precautions as

early as January looking to possible hostilities, and had
telegraphed to the naval conmianders-in-chief abroad to

hold time-expired men. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 767.

But whin I 've served my time I 'm a Reserve man, an'

the Articles av War have n't any hould on me. An orf'cer

can't do auythiu' to a time-expired savin' conflnin' him to

barracks. ii. Kipling, The Big Drunk Draf'.

time-glass (tim'glas), n. An hour-glass or

sand-glass.

time-lag (tim'lag), ». The interval of time
between the application of a force and the
effect: said of recording instruments in which
the inertia of moving parts causes a certain
retardation of action, of electromagnets in

which the full magnetization lags behind the
magnetizing force, and of all cases in which
the response to any stimulus follows the latter

after an appreciable interval.

timelian(ti-me'li-an), a. [NL. Timelia + -an."]

Relating to or resembling the Timeliidee, a
group of old-world birds of debatable extent
and affinities, but agreeing in having short,

rounded wings; timeliine.

time-marker (tim'mar'kfer), n. In physiol.

and exper. psychol., an instrument which
traces the time-line, or indicates the time of

application of a stimulus, etc., upon the
smoked paper of the kymograph. The lime-
marker may consist of a writfng lever actuated by an
electromagnet vibrating in connection with a tuning-
fork ; of a bristle attached directly to a tuning-fork tine ;

of a writing lever attached to the escapement of a clock
(Jacquet chronometer); etc. Amer. Jour. Psychol.,

XIIL 22L

timepiece, m.—Equation timepiece. See*e?ua(ion.

time-recorder (tim're-kor'dtr), «. A person
who records, or any apparatus for recording,

the time of arrival or departure of workmen to

and from their work, the time expended in the

performance of specified work, or the like.

Mechanical time-recorders are, for the most
part, clocks combined with recording-mechan-
ism. Engin. Mag., July, 1904, p. 617.

Time-sense apparatus, in psychol., an apparatus for the
study of the discrimination and comparison of time-in-

tervals. It consists essentially of a metal disk furnished

at the periphery with electrical contacts, which are closed

or opened by a revolving metal radius ; the contacts

are in connection with a sound-hammer, the strokes of

which mark oflf the times to be compared.— Time-sense
Instrument. See -kinstrument.

time-service (tim'ser''''vis), n. The work of
astronomical observatories in furnishing cor-

rect time to the community by telegraph.

Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 160.

time-sheet (tim'shet), n. 1. A slip of paper
with printed headings or columns and blank
spaces, on which workmen in a shop or fac-

tory may fill iu the number of hours they
have worked and the jobs or orders on which
they have been employed. These are collected

and handed to the time-keeper and cost-clerk.
— 2. The sheet summarized from these slips

(def. 1.) on which the amount and kinds of

work done on any job or order are brought
together for computing cost.—3. The blank
on which the time-keeper records the hours
per week of work done by each workman, for

use in making up a weekly pay-roll.

time-stamp (tim'stamp), v. An instrument
controlled by clock-mechanism by which the
time of day at which letters, documents, etc.,

are sent, received, or recorded is stamped
upon them. It is usually a date-stamp also.

Engin. Mag., July, 1904, p. 605.

time-verse (tim'vers), «. Verse recited in a
scanning fashion, with regard to the temporal
values of the syllables.

Neither in intensity-verse nor time-verse are the lengths
of feet ever exactly equal.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 538.

time-'WOrker (tim' wfer'kfer), n. One who does
time-work. Webb, Indust. Democracy, I. 412.

time-zone (tim'zon), n. One of the twenty-
four regions or divisions of the globe approxi-

mately coinciding with meridians at successive

tinctumutation

hours from Greenwich Observatory. Within
each region or zone the railroads and telegraphs and,
generally, the people adopt as " locbl standard time " the
mean solar time proper to the nearest meridian exactly
an integral number of hours distant from Greenwich
meridian ; the local date is also reckoned so as to agree
with the Greenwich date. This system does away with
the former methods of computing "local mean time"
proper ; it also does away with " apparent time " so far a»
that is legaL It is " clock time " as distinguished from
"sun time." It was explained and recommended in a
report of Professor Cleveland Abbe to the American Met-
rological Society In May, 1878, was urged by Mr. H. A.
Allen, chairman of the Committee on Official Railroad
Time-tables, was adopted in 1883, and went into effect

October 1, 1884, in the United States. It was recom-
mended by the International Meridian and Time Con-
vention, Washington, October, 1884, and has now been
adopted for popular use by all civilized nations except
France.

timing-valve (tim'ing-valv), n. A valve, in
an internal-combustion motor, which opens at
such a period in the cycle of the operations in
the cylinder that ignition of the compressed
mixture of gas and air takes place just before
the piston reaches the dead center, or point of
maximum compression. F. S. Huiton, Gas
Engine (2d ed.), p. 202.

timon, ». 2. A pole, sometimes of square
steel tubing, rigidly attached to a plow-beam,
designed to regulate the depth of the plowing
and made adjustable.

The timon is hitched to the yoke when in tise.

Trade Catalogue, 1905-^16.

timothy, w.—Apache timothy, the southern canary-
grass, J'hataris Caroliniana. See ircanary-grass.—
Mountain timothy, Fhleum alpinum, a lower, stouter,

and more leafy species than the common timothy, found
in mountain regions northward in both hemispheres.

—

Sonthem timothy. See *canary-graJts.— Wild tim-
othy, (a) A satin-gi-ass, Muhlenhergia racemosa, with
somewhat the appearance of timothy, found in moist
ground from New England to the Rocky Mountains,
northward and southward. It is not valued in the eastern
United States, but is esteemed a good hay-grass in the
Northwest and in Texa& (6) Same as •kslough-grass.

[Nevada.]

timucu (tim'ii-kti), n. [NL. timucu, prop.
tiviugu, < Tupi timugu."] A fish, Tylosurus
timucu, of the family Esocidee, found from the
Florida Keys to Brazil.

tin, n. 6. In cricket, a sheet of metal bearing
painted numbers, exhibited in a conspicuous
place to indicate the score of the match to

spectators. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 97. [Col-

loq.]— Alluvial tin, stream-tin, or disintegrated tin ore
found iu river gmvels and on the bed-rock.— Boiling; Of
tin, a method of refining metallic tin by stirring it, in

the melted state, with sticks of green wood. The escape
of steam from tlie sap in the wood agitates the melted
metal and brings fresh portions to the surface, where the
impurities are oxidized and converted into dross by the
action of the air.— Disease Of tin. See tin *peet.—
Feathered tin, metallic tin which has been granulated
by melting and pouring into cold water, and has there-

fore assumed various irregular forms, some of them sug-
gesting the appearance of feathers. It is applied to the
preparation of stannous chlorid for dyers' use.— Head
tin, the tin ore which lies on the surface of the mass
after washing. It corresponds to the heads of the con-
centration process.— Malacca tin, tin produced in Ma-
lacca or Banca. It is made froni very high-grade ore.

Also called Straits (in.- Phosphide Of tin. Same as
•kphosphor-tin.— Straits tin. Same t^s Malacca -ktin.—
Tin chlorid. See -kstannic and •kstannous chlorid,—
Tin crystals, stannous chlorid in cr}"stals : used by dyers
as a mordant.—Tln-plokllng machine. See *machine.
— Tin spirits. See **f^m'(.

tina (te'na), n. [Sp. tina, large earthen jar,

vat.] An amalgamating-pan differing from
the Washoe pan chiefly in that its bottom and
muUer are made of an alloy of copper and tin

instead of east-iron. The copper assists in

the chemical reactions whereby the minerals
are decomposed and the silver amalgamated.
—Tina cargadera, the first tank into which the metal-

liferous mud from the torta is charged to be washed, in

patio amalgamation. See patio process, under process.

Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 745.

tinamine (tin'a-min), a. [tinaynou + -!nf2.]

Relating to or having the characters or ap-
pearance of the tiuamous, a group of birds

peculiar to Central and South America.

tinction, «. 2. In histol., the process or re-

sult of staining.—3. In pharm., the addition

of a flavoring or coloring agent to the ingredi-

ents of a prescription.

Tinctorial chemistry. See *chemistry.

tinctumutation (tingk " tu -mii-ta ' shon), «.

[L. tinctus (tinctu-), coloring, -f- mutatio(n),

change.] The change of color which is ex-

hibited by certain animals, such as the chame-
leon, anoli, and many cephalopods.

In 1883, while studying tinctumutation or the color-

changing function in certain animals, I reared a large

number of newts, or salamanders, from the eggs. The
eggs were placed in shallow vessels which were covered

by colored glasses, blue, orange, green, and red.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Nov. 22, 1902, p. 339.



tincture

tincture, ».—ChnrcbiU's tlnctTire of Iodine, an
aqueous solution of iodine containing 120 grains of iodine
and 240 of potassium iodide to 1 fluid ounce of water

;

Churchill's iodine caustic—Tincture Of Steel. See
*«(«a.

tinder-box, «—PlstOl tlnder-boz, an old form of
tinder-box which had the handle and lock of a pistol

without the barrel.

tinder-fungus (tin'der-fung"gus), n. Same as
amiidDii.

tinel, V. t. 2. To close. [Prov. Eng.]
" Well, Shepherd Oak, and how "s lambing this year, if

I may say it? " inquired Joseph Poorgrass.
"Terrible trying," said Oak, . . . " Cainy and I have n't

tined our eyes to-night"
T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, xv.

tine", ".—Royal tine, the third tine from the base of
a deer's antler. .\lso tine-royal.

nnea Imbrlcata, a form of ringworm marked by scaly
patches of ring shape. It occurs chiefly in the tropics, is

contagious, and is due to the presence In the skin of a
parasitic fungus.—Tinea tarsi, inflammation of the edges
of the eyelids, accompanied by much itching and occa-
sionally by ulceration.

tineine (tin'e-in), a. and n. I. a. Having the
characters of or belonging to the group
Tinehia.

II. H. One of the Tineina.

tineoid (tin'f-oid), a. and n. I. a. Having
the characters of or belonging to the lepidop-
terous superfamily Tineoitlea.

H. n. One of the Tineoidea.

Tineoidea (tin-e-oi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Tinea
+ -oidea.] The old lepidopterous family Tin-

eidee considered as a superfamily : same as
Tineina.

tin-frame (tin'fram), n. A frame or buddle for

concentrating a tin ore and separating valu-

able particles of the metal from the gangue
or worthless material.

t'ing (ting), H. [Chin.] In China, a pavilion

;

a kiosk.

The most general mode! of Chinese buildings Is the
ting. This consists essentially of a massive roof with
recurved edges resting upon short columns. The curvi-

linear tilting of the comers of the roof has been supiKwed
to be a survival from the days of tent dwellers, who used
to hang the aiigleii of their canvas pavilions on spears ;

but this is carrying it back to a very dim antiquity, as we
have no records of the Chinese except as a settled agri-
cultural people. The rtxjf is the principle feature of the
building and gives to it when flnished its qualities of
grandeur or simplicity of strength or grace. To vary it«

aspect the architect is lnduce<l occasionally to double, or
even to triple, it. Smithsonian Hep., 1904, p. 677.

tingible (tin'ji-bl), a. [L. 'tinffibilis, <. tingere,

tinge.] In cytol. and pathol., capable of tak-
ing a stain: stainable: said of cells or tissues

;

chromophil.
The adjacent tingibU substances In the nucleus.

Jour. Ezper. Med., Xov. 20, 1901, p. 58.

tingid (tin'jid), a. and n. Same as *tingitid.

tingitid (tin'ji-tid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the homopterous family Tingitidse.

U. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Tingitidx.

tin-glazed (tin'glazd), a. Coated with tin-
glaze or enamel. See stanniferous *enamel.

tingaaite (ting'gwa-it), «. rSerra de Tingua,
Kio Janeiro, Brazil, -f- -ife".] In petrog., a
name given by Rosenbusch (1887) to a pho-
nolite composed of alkali feldspar and nephe-
lite with abundant aegirite as the distinguishing
characteristic.

tinguoid (ting'gwoid), a. \_tingu(ait€) + -oid.'\

In petrog., resembling tinguaite in mineral
composition and texture.

tinker, n. 13. A playfully abusive epithet
for a child.

Tinmen's solder. See soft *solder.

tinner, «— Tinners' stove, (a) Itisacylindcrofsheet-
inin with a convenient base, fitted with a grat« near the
b<,tU>m and an ojiening for air below the grate ; it is used
by tinsmiths and plumbers for heating soldering-irons
and melting solder. Often called A/urnace, and usually
burning chan^tml as fuel, {b) A form of gasolene-stove
buniing a mixture of gaJiolene-vapor and air as a fuel,

fitted specially to heat and melt the solder used by
plumbers an<l other workers in soft metal under the gen-
eral name of 'lead.'

tin-pickling (tin'pik'ling), n. The dipping of
the thin steel sheets which are the basis of
tin-plate in a bath of dilute acid, in order
to remove grease and oxid of iron, previous to
dipping them in the bath of melted tin.

tin-scum (tin'skum), n. The material removed
by skimming from the surface of melted tin
in the process of refining. It contains in a
partially oxidized condition some tin and a
large proportion of the foreign metals origi-
nally present as impurities.

tinsel^, n. 4. In elect., fine threads of copper
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or bronze wire used in making up flexible

stranded conductors for portable and other
fixtures.

The stranded conductors are universally made of very
fine copper or copper bronze wire, or what is technically
called tinsel, and the finer and more numerous the threads
the better. Elect. World and Engin. , Aug. 29, 1903, p. 341.

tinseP, I'. (. 2. Specifically, to embellish
(ceramic ware) with metallic effects.

tint^, H.— Neutral Itlnt, an artists' pigment of a gray
color, a mixture of black and white with a small propor-
tion of blue.— Tint of passage. See -tipasmye.

tinto (tin'to), n. [Pg.] Same as tent^, n.

tintometric (tin-to-met'rik), a. [tintometr{y)
+ -ic] Relating to tintometry or the deter-
mination of shades of color by comparison
with a standard. See tintometer. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 58.

tintometry (tin-tom'e-tri), n. [tintometer +
-y3.] The scientific use of the tintometer
(which see).

tipl, n. 7. A horseshoe which covers only the
front half of the hoof, with the branches ta-

pered to an edge. U. S. Dept. of Agr., Rep.
on Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 379.

tip2, r. t. 8. To throw up (woof or cotton) so
that it will fall in bunches To tip the gram-
pus, naut., to dash a bucket of water over a look-out man
caught asleep on his watch.

tip-burn (tip'bern), n. A disease of the potato-
leaf, caused by dry, hot weather and other
unfavorable conditions, which affects the tips
of the leaves, especially turning them brown.

tipiti (te-pe-te'), «. [Tupi. ] A long tu-
bular cylinder woven of strips of the jacitara-
palm, used for extracting the poisonous juice
of the cassava. The cassava-roots are cut up
and placed in the cylinder, which is suspended
from a beam, while its lower end is pulled
down by means of a lever. The elongation
of the plaited cylinder produces a contraction
of its diameter, and by the strong pressure
thus obtained the poisonous juice is pressed
out of the roots.

tipolo (te'p6-16), 71. [Philippine.] Same as
*antipolo.

tiponi (te-p6'ne),n. [Hopi.] Among the Hopi
Indians of Arizona, the badge of a religious
fraternity or of a chief priest. It usually con-
sists of an ear of com wound with cotton
thread and ornamented with feathers, pieces
of shell, turquoise, etc.

There were no stone fetishes along the rear of the sand
picture, nor stone implementa or sticks in pedestals on
that side. The tiponi wag placed back of the extreme
right-hand comer, and was separated by a considerable
space from the sand picture.

An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnot., 1894-96, p. 279.

tipping-bucket (tip'ing-buk'et), n. One of a
pair of buckets used in a tipping-bucket gage.
See the following phrase Tipping-bucketgage,
a gage having a pair of small buckets upon the two ends
of a lever (or a single bucket divided into two portions)
so arranged that the rain or other material to be measured
flows into one bucket until ita weight bears down that
end of the lever and brings the other bucket into action
while the fomier is being emptied. Each tip of the
lever is recorded.

tippler^, n. 2. A breed of domesticated
pigeons, derived from and very closely resem-
bling the tumblers. They do not, however,
' tumble ' when on the wing and fly but poorly.

tipstaf, H. A simplified spelling of tipstaff.

tip-truck (tip'truk), n. A truck or car so
constructed that by tipping the body on the
frame the contents can be dumped. 'The body
may either tip lengthwise, and toward the
rear, as in horse-drawn trucks for bricks and
other building material, or sidewise, as in
trucks which are run on rails and handled in
trains bv a motor. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect.

Engin., 1901-02, p. 535.

tipulid (tip'u-lid), «. and a. I, «. A member
of the dipterous family Tipulid^.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Tipulid/e.

tipulideous (tip-u-lid'e-us), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the dipterous family Tipulidx.

tirage (te-razh'), «. [F., < tirer, draw, pull,

print.] A new edition or reprinting of a
book : usually accompanied by the number of
the edition or reprint.

tirata, ». Same as tirade, 3.

tire7, n.— Clincher tire, a form of double pneumatic
rubber tire in which there is on each edge of the outer
case a clinch or rim by which it is held in the channel-
iron or metal tire.— Cushion tire, a fomi of rubber tire,

for bicycles or other light vclucles, in which the hollow
tube usual in the pneumatic" form is fllleii with shreds or
small masses of rubber, making a tire less elastic and
heavier than the Inflated pneumatic tire, but less incon-
venient in case of cut or puncture.

—

Flat tire, in a loco-

tit

motive, a tire of a driving-wheel which is flat or without
a flange

; a blank or flangelesa tire used to allow lateral
play to the wheel on the rail in passing a curve.— Pneu-
matic tire, a tire consisting of a tube made of some
strong and durable fabric, generally coated with rubber
and inflated with air, used on bicycles, etc. In the
double tire an inner air-tight tube of thin rubber is pro-
tected by a strong, unelastic outer tube. Various devices
have been used to prevent puncturing.

tire-glass (tir'glas), n. A tiring-glass ; a toilet
hand-glass.

tire-room (tir'rom), n. A dressing-room; a
tiring-room.

tires (tirz), n. [PI. of «rel, n.t] The milk-
siekness.

tire-screw (tir'skro), n. A tire-bolt ; a coni-
cal-headed screw countersunk in the metal of
a tire and passing radially through the felly,

and held up by a nut on the inside over a
curved washer-plate. It is intended to hold
the tire in place sidewise and lengthwise,
when the wheel is so light that a powerful
shrinkage of the tire on the rim causes the
wheel to go out of shape.

tire-setter, «.— Hydraulic tire-setter, (o) A ma-
chine for placing tires on the wheels of cars or locomo-
tives, in which the tire is heated by gas-flanies in a
horizontal position until sufficiently expanded, when the
center is lifted (or lowered) into the tire by hydraulic
pressure on a ram or plunger. (6) A machine for forcing
tires on wheels of cars or locomotives, in which the
wheel-center is forced into the tire by hydraulic pressure
without use of heat to expand the tire.

tire-steel (tir'stel), n. A mild steel from
which are made the tires of locomotive and
railway-carriage wheels. To resist abrasion
it is made rather harder than structural steel,

usually containing about .5 or .6 per cent, of
carbon. To secure toughness and resistance
to shock, it should not contain phosphorus in
more than very minute quautity.

tiresum, a. An amended spelling of tiresome.

tire-t§te (ter-taf), n. [F.] Any instrument
employed in childbirth to make traction on
the fetal head.

tiring-glass (tir'ing-gl&s), «. A mirror used
in dressing.

Tirolian (ti-ro'li-an), a. and n. [Tirol -|--ta».]

In geul., noting the basal series of the upper
pelagic Trias, typically developed in Tyrol,
western Austria, and widely expanded
throughout the Mediterranean Jurassic basin
into India, northern Asia, and western South
and North America. It comprises the Ladin-
ian stage below and the Carnian stage above.
Also Tirolic.

T-iron, n. 2. An iron plate with slots planed
in it having the section of an inverted T so as
to receive bolt-heads.— 3. A T-shaped rest,

used by tinsmiths and other metal-workers.

tiru (te'r6), n. [It. dial. (?).] A fish, Syno-
dus satirus, of the coasts of southern Europe
and neighboring islands.

Tirynthian (ti-rin'thi-an), a. and n. I. a.

Relating to, or found at, Tiryns, a city of An-
cient Greece thought to have been destroyed
about the fifth century B.C. : as, Tirynthian
pottery. See the extract below.
H. n. An inhabitant of Tiryns.

It was suggested long since by Prof. Mahaffy in
Schliemann's 'Mycenie ' that this ignorance of .^schylus
pointa to a very old destruction of Mycenai and Tiryns,
and he even predicted to .Schliemann that the excavation
of MyceniB would disclose no coins or inscriptions of the
fifth century B.C. The Tirynthians in question may
even have been descendants of the slaves who seized the
deserted fort, and held it against Argos for Borne time.

Athenaum, Feb. 21, 1003.

tisic, a. An amended, and former, spelling of

ph thisic.

tisis, n. An amended, and former, spelling of

phthisis.

tissue. «•— Conjunctive tissue, in bnl., the funda-
mental tissue within the stele.— Differentiated tissue,
a circumscribed mass of tissue which has a distinct and
separate character from that of the tissues by which it is

surrounded. C. .S'. Minot, in Science, March 29, 1901, p.

497.— Dotted tissue. Hame as bothrenchyvia.— Oround
tissue, in bot., the tissue of the pith, medullary rays,

and cortex.

tissue, r. t. 3. Figuratively, to weave ; con-

struct; elaborate. [Rare.]
* Dream and Reality ' is tissued from a series of such

metaphors— quitting the valley, ascending to the heights,

descending into the market-place, and so forth.

Athenaum, May 0, 1906, p. 6.'.6.

tissue-lymph (tish'o-limf). «. Lymph derived

from the tissues and not formed directly from
the blood. Nature, May 26, 1904, p. 88.

titl, >!. 2. In tnech., a round projection on a
tool or other piece to serve as a guide. A tit

is usually made on the end of a counterbore,



tit

80 that the hole made by it shall be concen-
tric with the hole which it is desired to enlarge.

tit'-, " California least tit. Same as 6r««A(i(.

In southern California . . . the Cali.fornia leagt tit

feedtsl extensively on the destructive olive scale.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 109.

tit. An abbreviation (a) of title ; (b) \_cap.'] of

I'itits (a book of the New Testament).

tita (te'ta), n. See *ais.

titanatidn (ti-ta-na'shon), «. Ititanat(e) +
-10)1.] The production of a titanate by the

union of titanic acid with a base or by its

substitution for another acid in a compound
already formed. Van Hise, in U. S. Geol.

Surv.. Monographs, XLVII. 204.

titani-. See *titano-.

Titanic oxid. See *oxid.

Titanichthys (ti-ta-nik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.

T(7ar, a Titan, + U"'!.". a fish.] An e.xtinct

genus of arthrodiran fishes, of the family Coc-

costeUlse. with very large cranial shield and
much reduced edentulous, probably horn-

sheathed jaw-elements. The dorsomedian

plate is without an inferior longitudinal keel

and is deeply emarginate in front. The an-

tero- and postero-dorsolaterals are fused, artic-

ulated to the cranial shield by a long hinge,

and overlapped by the large elaviculais. The
genus is found in the Cleveland shale (Upper
Devonian) of Ohio.

titanifluoride (ti-ta-ni-flo'o-rid), n. Same as

titanisin (ti'tan-izm), n. [Titan + -ism.'] The
character of "a Titan; titanic force, or the

like. [Rare.]
Life is now polarized, oriented, and potentialized. The

soul is filled with a Titanimi that would achieve a vita

nuova upon a higher plateau, where the music of huraan-

itv is no longer sad but triumphant.
(J. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 12a

titanium, ". As obtained by Moissan in the fused

condition by means of an electric funiace, although not

quite free from carbon, metallic titanium is not unlilse

silicon, but whiter, lustrous, very hard, hut brittle, of

specific gravity 4.87. It bums when heated in the air,

and is attacked by the common mineral acids.

titanium thermit (ti-ta'ui-um-ther'mit), n.

A mixture of finely divided metallic alumin-
ium with the oxids of titanium and iron, one

of the varieties of so-called 'thermit,' which
on ignition develops an exceedingly high tem-

perature and produces a fused alloy of iron

and titanium. It has been used in steel-

making with the expectation of removing any
iron nitride present. See *ahiminothermics.

titano-. In cheni., a prefix to the name of a

compound signifying the presence of titanium

as a constituent, as potassium titanofluoride

(K.iTiFg). Sometimes written titani-.

titanofluoride (ti'ta-Tio-fio'o-rid), n. Same as

*yiK0(i7'(«((fe.— Hydrogen titanofluoride. Same as

itrlitfititaiiic acid.

Titanosaurus (ti-ta-no-sa'rus), «. [NL., < Gr.

Iirdv, a Titan, + aal'pog, a lizard.] A genus
of sauropod dinosaurs with proeoelou.s poste-

rior caudal vertebrse: reported from the Mid-

dle Cretaceous of India, the Cretaceous and
Wealden of England, and the supposed Creta-

ceous of Patagonia. The genus is very imper-
fectly known.

titanbsilicate (ti"ta-no-siri-kat), n. A silicate

into wliieh titaniiim enters as a prominent
constituent.

titanothere (ti-tan'no-fher), n. [NL. Titano-

1354 toad-bug

titman (tit'man), m. ; -pi. titmen (-men), [tit

+ Man .'] 1. The smallest and weakest of a

litter of pigs, puppies, or the like; a runt.

[New Eng.]— 2. Hence a man who is stunted,
physically and mentally.

We are a race of tit.men. and soar but little higher in

our intellectual flights than the columns of the daily

paper. Thoreau, Walden, p. ItJO.

titoki (te'to-ke), n. [Maori.] A New Zealand

„ , . . ^ , . i, L i tree, Alcciriion excelsum, of the soapberry

Ji:fT!fjl!}!^!^-Jl§l°^^ "^^ ^^ ^^ "^ ^'^""y' ^''^'^^ ^'"'-'''^ ^'^'ff« panicles of reddish
iinnnf ,i>n,t a>

flowcrs. From thc harducss of tho wood aud
its crooked growth it is called Xeic Zealand
oak, and from its resemblance in foliage and
the toughness of its wood Xeie Zealand ash.

'
One of

theriidse or superfamily Titanotheroidea. The
titanotheres are extinct rhinoceros-like animals belonging

among the odd-toed ungulates. The upper molar teeth

are buuoselenodont with two outer crescents and two
inner cusps. The lower molars are selenolophodont. In

some forms the nasals bear horn-cores. There are four

functional digits in the manus and three in the pes.

Found in the Tertiary foi-mation (Eocene and Lower
Oligocene of Nortli America and Miocene of Europe).

titanotheriid (ti-ta-no-the'ri-iu), n. and a. I.

«. One of the Titaiiotheriidee.

of the Titanotlienidee.

titanoUS (ti'ta-nus), a. [titan{ium) + -om«.]

In cliem., containing titanium as a constituent

with apparently dyad valence, as titanous

sulphate (Ti2(S04)3).

titel (te'tel), n. A
mauritanica. allied

smaller, standing about 3 ft. 6 in. high at the

shoulder. It is the smallest member of the

genus and the only one not confined to Africa,

occurring in Arabia and S.vria.

titer-, titre (te't^r), n. [F. litre, title, stan

'3'-
. . , , i> 1 , titoxin (ti-tok'sin), fl. Uan)ti toxin.] One of

species of antelope, Bubahs ^^^^ substances which, according to the doc-
to the hartebeest, but much

^^.j^^^ ^^ Arrhenius and Madsen, are formedormed
during the interaction between toxin and anti-

toxin, the other being termed toxinan. During
the interaction between toxoid and antitoxin

titoxin is also formed, but in the place of toxi-

nan another product results which is termed
tdxoinan.

.
" -

dard of fineness. See title, n., 10.] 1. In chem. :

(a) The strength of a standai'd solution used
tj^fg

","'"
gge *(ifer2

/?N*T.'?„*'°1J" J°l"™^ill,?.'!f"l'^t^ ^f'i'l!j!l!i titri(te''tre),«. [AustralEng.] A spelling of
,„ „ ,. ,„ „ „„., ^ „ c „T., n..r

(g(i.f).gg^ from the notion that it is of Maori or

aboriginal Australian derivation. The Maori
name ti refers to an entirely difl'erent tree.

See tea-trie and (i'l.

{})) Inaccurately, the amount of a standard
solution required in a given analysis.

The solution was kept cooled to lb". One cc. was re-

moved at intervals (5 cc. in all), and the *' immediate
"

titer was found to gradually decrease from itB original

value of 6.4 to 1.2 in about one-half hour, the total active

oxygen content of the sohition remaining the same (de-

creased slightly by the dilution with acetic anhydride).
Amer. Chem. Jour., Mai'ch, 1903, p. 188.

2. See *numher, 17.

titfish (tit'fish), n. A name given in northern
Australia to the sea-slug or trepang, because
the appearance of its tentacles suggests the

teat of a cow. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

titlie, n.— To set out tithe, to mark every tenth shock
in the row in a field of corn, for tithe ; the first shock

titrimetric (tit-ri-met'rik), a. [titrimetr{y) +
-ic] In auahjt. client., involving the use of

measured volumes of reagent solutiims of de-

termined strengths: same as volumetric in re-

lation to liquids and to solids in solution.

In a recent article, a method for the titrimetric estima-

tion of nitric acid or nitlates was described. It consisted,

briefly, in the measurement of the anmunt of ferrous salt

oxidized in the reduction of the nitric acid to nitric oxide

by an excess of ferrous sulphate in the presence of hydro
chloric acid. Amer. Jour. Sci., March, 1904, p. 201.

being chosen by tlie setter-out without previous arrange- titrimctry (ti-trim'e-tri), n. [F. litre, standard
' '

'""" -—->'
of fineness, + Gr. -fierpta, < //trpov, measure.]
Same as titration or volumetric analysis as ap-

plied to liquids or to solid substances in solu-

tion. See titration. E. von Meyer (trans.),

Hist, of Chem., p. 201.

ent with the owner, to prevent fraud, since he might
have made the tenth shocks smaller than the rest if he
had known which would be marked. The same process

held with cocks of hay, tlle mark in each instance being a
small green branch. The process was in use till the

early part of the nineteenth century, if not later. N. and

titi2,"«.-Bl^k mr'Sme as buC.Keat-tree.-^^ ^^f^J^'?^'l: ""- A screw the point.or

or white tltl. Same as Meatherwood, 3.

titi^ (te'te), n. [Aymara of Bolivia.] A spe-

cies of wildcat indigenous to Bolivia and found
also around Lake Titicaca. The name of the

lake is derived from a rock on the island of

Titicaca which bears natural marks resembling

heads of cats. In the valleys of the eastern

Bolivian Andes the titi is called mulu-mulu in

Aymard.
titivation (tit-i-va'shon), n. [1itivat{e) + -ion."]

The act of titivating, or dressing or sprucing

up; the adding of small attractions to the

toilet.

All efforts to enhance his charms by the titivation of

his person were useless, he was and remained a clumsy
lout. J. lirander, The Camp on the >'orth Fork, i.

title, »!.— Binder's title. See*(>inde)'.— Brief of title.

Same as atistnict v/ (ific— Document Of title. See

end of which is formed either into a cone, like

a nipple, or into a cylinder with a reduced di-

ameter for a short distance. The purpose is to

have the tit enter a groove or depression and prevent
end-motion while pennitting the element into which it

projects to revolve: or the tit may prevent bothrevolu-

tionand side-play without straining or marring the second
element as a set-screw would do. Cycle and Autotrade
Jimr., Dec, 1904, p. 120.

tjemoro (che-mo'ro), «. [D. spelling, answer-
ing to an Eng. spelling *che)noro, of a Malayan
or Jav. name.] A tree, Cusuarina montana.
which forms exclusive xerophilous forests at

moderate altitudes in the mountains of eastern

Java. The tjemoro forest, classed by Schim-
ppr as a peculiar form of savanna forest (see

savanna *forcst), passes in places into tjemoro
savanna. J. F. JV. Schimper (trans.), Plant-

Geog., p. 726.
*t;ocl».^«7»^-Douhtfnl title, a title which an alleged tlacochtli (tla-koch'tU), n. [Nahuatl.] A
^ !.»...... ,...,ii.,^t ho ... k(t,Tt..|lo.) trt tflko III t> Hint, for til*.

i#*www**w..* V 'J _ . . •- . . i.purchaser cannot be compelled to take, in a suit for the

specific performance of a contract to purchase real prop-

erty, by reason of some defect in the title, or some claim

upon it, which, though not necessarily rendering it bad,

may put the purchaser to expense or litigation in clear-

ing it.— Good title, such a title as gives a legal right to

property and to the possession of the same. Tile term is

usually employed with reference to real property, and
does not necessarily mean a perfect or a mai-ketable title.

— Naked title, in law, a title to land, without possession,

or without right of immediate possession.— Paper title,

a title to land that is evidenced by one or more deeds

or other documents which give 'color of title.' The
term usually implies that the. title is not substantial.—

Presumptive title, a title to lands founded only on the

rebuttable presumption that the possessor is the owner.

It is the most imperfect title recognized in law.— Requi-
sitions Of title. See *requiDition.— Short title, the

brief alternative title of a statute. It is given in the

statute itself with such words as 'this act sliall be known
as.' etc.— Slander of title. See •siaiK/er.-Title by
occupancy, in law, the right of ownerslup ac(|Uired by
ccupying land or i)ossessing property before occupied or

dart or small lance used by the ancient Mexi-
cans.
Clavigero describes the Mexican tlacochtli or dart, a

small lance of otalli or some other strong wood, the point

of wliich was hardened by fire or shod with copper, or

itzli, or bone, and many of them had three points.

.Smithsonian Hep., 1900, p. 220.

tlalcapolin (tlal -kii - po - lin '), n. [Nahu-
atl tlalcapolin, < tlalli, ground, + capohn, a

cherry-like fruit.] In Mexico, a shrub, Ear-
winskia Hiimboldtiana, belonging to the buck-
thorn family, the fruit of which is attractive

and cherry-like, but poisonous to man and
animals. The leaves and root have purgative

properties, and in many parts of Mexico, in-

cluding the peninsula of Lower California,

they are used medicinally. Also called tulli-

dora.

possessed by nobody. It is the root of individual own- Tm. The chemical symbol of tluitium

Titanothere.

(From a water-color sketch, based on mounted skeleton and
skulls, in the American Museum o( .Natural History. New York.)

therium.] Any individual of the genus Ti-

tanotherium or member of the family Titano-

eiship, more recognized in the civil than in the com-

mon law. See occupancy. It is a legitimate title, not

(luestioiuable as is the squatter's. See squatter.— Title

of a cause, in law, the designation of a case. The entire

title usually consists of the name of the court, the venue,

the parties to the action, or a brief description of the

subject-matter of a special proceeding. The title as com-

monly used is generally abbreviated to the names of one

plaintiff and one defendant in an action, or to the name tOad,
of a particular party to a special proceeding, as ' White v. "—
Jones.' et al., meaning that there are other defendants,

'Matter of Smith,' etc., not stating the subject—TO
qnlet title, to bring an action in equity to remove clouds

tjja^£[.ljyg (tod'bug), H. Anv
upon, or t<, detenninc the validity of.a title to real Mtate.

fj^^jiy Qalgulidie (which see)— Trespass to try title, in law, the name of the suit

brought in South Carolina, to settle a disputed title to land.

tn. An abbreviation of ton.

T. 0. An abbreviation (n) of the Latin tinc-

tura opii, tincture of opium ;
(b) of turn over :

(c) of Topographical Office (of the Ordnance
Survey of England). In the last sense also

written T-0.

.__ «.—Holy-Cross toad. Same as CafAodc /ro^.
Panther toad, pantherlne toad, Bu/o mauritanica

or B. pantherina. a pretty African species, bulf-colored

above, with bn^wn or olive markings.
member of the
L. 0. Botcard,

Insect Book, p. 281.



toad-fish

toad-fish, n. 5. In New Zealand, a scarce
marine tish of the family Cottidse, Xeophry-
mehthtfs latus, E. E, Morris, Austral English.
—6. In Australia, Tetraodon hamiltoni and
various other speeiesof Tetraodon, of the family
Gtjmnodontes, E. E. Morris, Austral Eng-
lish.—Poison toad-flsll, any fish of the genus Thalas-
sophri/ne, having the spinea of the dorsal fin and opercles
each with a longitudinal tunnel which leads into a poi-
son-sac at its base. When pressure is brought to bear at
the tip of the spine the poison is ejected. The arrange-
ment is similar to that of the fangs of the rattlesnake.

toad-frog (tod'frog), ?*. A book-name of the
tailless amphibians of the genus Pelohates
which have teeth in the upper jaw, the pro-
cesses of the sacral vertebi-as expanded, and
the ends of the toes simple. The typical
representative is the brown toad-frog, Felo-
bates fuscus, of Europe.

The fifth family . . . comprises eight genera, which
may be collectively termed toad-frofjs, since they come
neither under the designation of toads or frogs.

li. Lydekker, New Nat Hist., V. 2S3.

toad-mug (tod'mug), n. A cup in old Staf-
fordshire ware on the bottom of which was
modeled a toad, usually in red clay with
white slip eyes. This was uncovered as the
drinker neared the bottom. R. L. Mobson,
in Burlington Mag., II. 67.

tob (tob). n. [Ar. fob, a loose gown, a roll of
such material.] A loose gown (or a roll of
cotton for the purpose) worn by native women
in Egypt under the habara or cloak.

Tob. An abbreviation of Tobtt, an apocryphal
book of the Old Testament.

tobacco, W- 2. Tliere are five leading types of to-

bacco gmwn in thi United StJites, namely: seed-leaf or
cigar, white Burley, heavy shipping or export yellow,
and periiine. See the phrases below and irperiqtie.

In growing tobacco Stopping, suckering (see sucker, v.t.,

1>. aiirl *wormiiig are regularly practised, and pruning
(see itpritiw., v. t.. 3 («)) sometimes. In harvesting yel-
low^ tobacco, the leaves are often slriijped from the stand-
ing stalk ; in general the leafy stalks aie cut. These are
either scaffolded (see itgcafiAdin'r, 5) or immediately
housed. In the barn they are hung for curing, usually
upcm laths or other strips of wood, to which they are
attached by pegging, spearing, or splitting (see these
terms* or by means uf twine or wire. The strips rest
upf>n tier-poles. Curing is mainly either air- or pole-
curing (see •^piile-cure, v.), flue-curing (see -kfiue-cure,
v.), or open-flre curing (see itjire-cure, v.). For another
ni«th<>l see -kperique. Curing is followed by stripping
(see itMtrippin'j, 10)and tying intohan<ls (see hand, 13 (c)).

These are bulked (see*'vM/*l, r. ^, 2) either for sweating in
bulk or to be packed for sweating by other methods (see
^rgweatinff, 5). Much export tobacco undergoes stem-
ming (see stemmed ittohacco). For cigar and pltig to-

baccos the principal grades are wrapper (the best) and
filler (see these terms). For other grading tenns see
export irtuhacco, white Hurley irtohacco, and yellow

'

Afo^rtcco. —Air-cured tobacco. Same as pole-cared
foftficfo.—Bright tobacco, any leaf of a conspicuously
light color, nmst '>ft*.-n tlie k-mon-yellow of North Caro-
lina, etc.—Broad-leaf tobacco, a cigar t<>bacco of Con-
necticut origin, there gmwn onlyin one small area (hence
called Eaut Ilart/ord bri-ad-lea/), and thence intnxluced
into New Hampshire, Vennont, and several Western
States. The leaves are very broad, swuet^tasting. thin,
elastic, silky, and small-veined, and are used mainly for
cigar bindei-8 an<l wrappt-i-s. (ienerally known to the
trade a.sj(*'''</-/m/.—Colonial tObacco, in Australia, t->-

bacco manufactured in the cilunies, whether from im-
ported American leaf or from home-grown leaf of the
ordinary tobat-co.— Connecticut tobacco, t*jbacco of
the seed-leaf type grown in Connecticut or dissemi-
nated thence. -Ht-e hmad-lenf -ktohncco, Havana ittohacco,
Cuban kt'ihncro.—CuhSJl tObaccO, a type of cigar to-
bacco value<l for llavor, aroma, smoijth taste, and other
qualities. In Cuba the best and the lai^rest amount is

pnxluced in the low districts (Vuelta Abajo) near Ha-
vana, but large amounts are also grown elsewhere. In
the t'nittd states <-'uban tobacco is grown in shadtt (I'on-

necticut valley) for cigar wrappers and unshaded (Kl"r-
Ida, Texas, Ohio. (Jeorgia) fortlUers.—Dappled tObacco.
See upanfjled *fo'«mv..—Export tObaCCO, in the Cnited
States, any t<jbacco sold ahmad ; a shipjjing tobacco or
*'shii)i>er" ; specifically, a class of t^ibaccos largely pre-
ferred by foreign pun-hasers, spoken of as dark, heavy
thippiny, or export tuhaeco, and characterized by a darli-
eoloreil, heavy-lM>died, gummy leaf of high niccjtine con-
tent (sometimes even per cent.). These tobaccos are
mainly cured over ojien wmxi fires. They are grown in
northern and western TennesKee, Kentucky (outside of the
white Hurley district), and central Virginia. The leaves
are assorted int^i five i)rincipal grades, 'selections' being
the highest and 'lugs' the lowest Other tobaccos ex-
ported are the Maryland 'smoking,' in considerable part,
one third t^j one half the 'yellow,' a smaller amount of
the 'white iJurley,' and part of the 'perique.' The
American surjilus goes widely over the world, the bulk,
however, t^» Europe, tJreat Britain taking far the largest
amoimt, followed by Oennany, France, Italy, etc. See
itri'iie contract ityntem, Fr)r examples of English 8hii>-
pers see hird'n-et/e. ».. 2, nary -kpluy, Scotch elder *tohaeco,
itpinninytea/ irtohacrtt. See also olive-yreen •ktohacco,
»ha(j\, 4. and •mmc^t'-*.— Flake tObaccO, cake (pi g)to-
bacco cut into slices onetwenlietli to one fourteenth of an
inch thick. [Eng.)— Florida tObacco. {n) Before the
<'ivil War, a type grown exclusively in that State yielding
beautifully s[Nitte'l wrappers, now known as * obi l-lor-

ida"; no longer pro<luced. {h) For types now raised in
¥\itr\>\n., see Ctthnn *tohacco, Sumatra irtohacco.—Qran-
Ulated tobacco, b-af first cut into Hakes, then reduced
by a special machine to grains for pipe-smoking.

—

tocologist
now- estensively grown in the Piedmont region of North
.and South Carolina, in southern Virginia, and elsewheie.
Ihe product (fiue-cured) is made domestically into plug
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Havana tobacco, nearly the same as Cuban *tobacco,
Havana being the chief emporium and seat of manufac-
ture. Connecticut Uavana, or Havana seed, is a variety
thoufflic to be derived by selection from a cross of Con-
necticut bi-oad-leaf and Cuban stock, grown in the Con- ^u. ^c... x ciio« touaccos are graaea as wrappers (see
Uecticut valley and somewhat westward, especially in i>i"y •«T«i>;)6r).tillera, smokers, and cutters, these gradesWisconsm. Ihe leaves are smaller than those of the being also much subdivided. The lighter shades are
broad-leaf, thm, and of a fine texture and delicate flavor, spoken of as briyht yellow tobacco Cf mahooanvand are used for cigar wrappei-8 and bindei-s, the top •fo6«cco.-ZUnmer Spanish tObacco. a vf^ietv
leaves for fillers.-Indian tobacco. (6) The wild to- thought to be a hybrid of broad-leaf and Cuban consider-
bacco, Aicotiana rusttca. (c) The mouse-ear everlasting, ably grown, especially in the Miami valley, Ohio for useAjitennana plantoyinifolia.— Klle-fOOt tObaccO, a as a cigar filler.
variety with a broad, short leaf grown in two counties tobarro-ham /"to-hnlc'n ^-lnrTl^ « A c<-^,,«f,,«n
in Indiana, used for making common cigars. -Little f^. ffi^^.^^^^

o-barn), «. A structure

Dutch tobacco, a variety from German seed grown Jo^ ftoniigtobacco during the curing process.
chiefly in Ohio for cigar fillers, with an aroma resembling- i"^ **',^ buildmgs (chmked or uncbinked) of earlier days
that of the Cuban yara. See *i/ara.~ Mahogany tO- ,^ bygely given way to frame buildings carefully
bacco, a subtype with a mottled yellow and brown ^'•'''I'ted to their purpose. The plants or leaves are hung
leaf grading into the proper yellow tobacco The "' *'>*^'^- '^i which there are several in a vertical rank, the
best qualities are used fur wrappers of plug tobacco ™"'** *^^"'S separated by spaces (in the South called
(•mahogany wrappera'). The term, however, is also

' "["^^ms > For air-cunng, means of regulating the access
applied to other tobaccos of a reddish color — Mary- *>* ^"^ »re provided, and for fiue-curing (see -kjiue-cure,

land tobacco, in trade, chiefly a light smoking t^jbacco *'•). the requisite appliances. Also tobacco-shed or -house
grown in Maryland and somewhat in Pennsylvania and ai"« <'"'"'«i'-«o"««- [I.S.]

Virginia. The yield is partly manufactured domesti -ally, tObaCCO-bUg (to-bak O-bufi:), n. A small Amer-
partly exported. See also »panyled Mobacco.—SMY^ loan capsid bug, Diq/phitS miminns, which

damages the leaves of tobacco in Florida.
Also called suck-Jlif.

tobacco-clipper (to-bak'6-klip''''er), «. An im-
plement for cutting the stems of standing

tobacco, (a) In Australia generally, a true tobacco,
yicotiana guaveolens, readily eaten as a forage by stock
and formerly manufactured, (b) In Queensland, the
name is alst> applied to the pituri. Dxtboigia Hopwoodii.
See -^pituri. {c) In Tasmania, a shrub of the aster fam-

i^fT'^avT^trt •tobS"^^u^?d*°b5^ tobacco-plants. It Jousists of a pair of shearli
trade, not fcirmiiitt a separate commercial class. The having one sen'ated edge and operated by
leaves are hanested less ripe than for other sorts.— means of long wooden handles set at an angle
Oregon tobacco, Yateriana eduiis. See I'a/fn'anl, 1.— of 450

°
Piebald tobacco, any t<jbacco with a spotted leaf; i_v„„ '

„_{„i,„4. /*- 1 1 /- 1 -i » is mi
somewhat spccilically, the Virginia 'dappled' export '"''^CCO-CnCket (to-bak o-krik"et), n. The
tobacco. See »/)aii(/;p(/ *(f.*ni'co.— Pole-cure tobacoo. snowy tree-cricket, (Ecanthus niveus. See trec-
See *piile-cure, r.— Red Burley tobacco, (a) A vaiiety crifket.
classed with the dark export tiihjiccos. iseeifhite Burlev ^AUn^n^L a^^ /*r: 1 1 /- a-\ rm. x i

*tubacco. (/-) A commercial snh,livisiun of the white Buf^
tobaCCO-flea (to-bak o-fle), B. The tobacco

ley (see below) consistins of the diirker, heavier leaves.— Aca-beetle, Haltica If/mta.
Returns of tobacco, (a) In the British excise law. See tobacco-prize (to-bak'6-priz), n. An arrange-
the extiuct. ment of levers used to press tobacco in hogs-
Returns of tobacco . . . may fairly be said to consist of heads for shipping. A screw also is used for

the dust, "smalls" (franments), sittings, scraps, waste this purpose
pieces, and rejected portions arising in the manufacture +„Ko/.V.« ol.«n»„ z*;^ T,„i /;; i.- \ t ai. 1
of t<>baccoandsnutf,andiMcln.iethcfragmentaandrefU8e tiObaCCO-SliearS (to-bak 0-sherz), n.pl Atool
portions of unmanufactured tobacco. for cutting ripe tobacco-plants, consisting

A. E. Tanner, Excise Tobacco Laws, p. 135. of a pair of short shears, having long handles
(*) Sometimes a brand of tobacco (see retuml. n., 6). that enable the operator to cut the plant close
One such is known as bird'»-cye returns. lEng.j — to the soil.
Root-rot Of tobacco. See r.,«(.ro(.— Scotch elder t.nha.<>pn-t.lirinH ("tn bn^'n-t1lr;nQ^ « A +1,^
tobacco, a type of tobacco very popular in England and wDaCCO-innpS VtO-DaK 0-tnrips;, M. A thy-
Scotland, having a large capacity for absorbing water, sauopterous insect, Tlirips tabaci, possibly of
hence advantageous t4>dealere in view of the import duty. Kuropean origin. It damages tobacCO in

Jiif'f!iK'I!;;3i'^'in"',i^'"?''*'^?"/i'.'''.""'^
tobacco.- Seed- southern Europe, and in the United States isleaf tobacco, m the Lnitcd states, a class of tobaccos f„,.„,i „„„„„„!„ „ „ • j

-ai^^a ^i,

with broail leaves, suited by this and other qualities for
'ound commonly on onions and many low-

making cigars. For the included types see broad-leaf growing plants, as well as in the flowers of
*tobacco,Ci,nnectu-ut llaianainnAerllavana^tobacco), tho orange, lemon, and other fruit-trees, es-
and .S«ina(ra •rotocco.— Shlpplnsr tobacco. Seecj;- iip^i.nllv in the Sniitli
port •(otoco- Shoestring tobacco, a narrow-leave,l J V- i?^ c? ii
variety of heavy tobaceo much grown tor shipping.— lODin Dronze. See *bronze.
Spangled tobacco, piebald or sixrtted tobacco: chiefly toboggan-cap (to-bog ' an-kap), n. A knit
a form ..f the Virginia e.x|H)rt, better known locally as woolen can, made in a loii'g,
'dapj>lcd, and a related form grown ni western Mary - ... »'

land, West Virginia, ami Ohio.—Spinning leaftObaccO,
leaf or strips suited for spimiing into roll tobacco ; a
'spinner.' Spinning tobaccos are exported to Great
Britain and (iennany. .See ridl tobacco (luuleT tobacco).—
StemmedtObacco,aleaf(romwhichtheniidrihha8been 4.„v„ "„__,•__ .„ ^
reni..ved, leaving the two halves (sometimes called tcliKw) lODOggamng, «— Water-tO-
separate. Tobacco exported to England (except for bird's-

'^"''"•°"*"'' <^'- --* ^t •''<'-

eye : see bird't-eye, «., 2) is sent largely in this state,
and known as »/n';i». See *»trip, 2, n., 6, and strip-leaf.— Sumatra tobacco, a seed-leaf variety esteemed solely
for the ]in>ducti..n of high-grade cigar WTappcrs : in the
Vnited States (chicMy in western Florida) grown in the
sha'ieof ?,lat.s or cloth. .Seequotation undencrrt/^jxT, l(^).— Sun-cured tobacco, a conmiercial name of certain \ ir-

giniatot.arosl'ortiR-ilyleftonthescalfoldfromfourtoseven
days before removal to the barn : at present air-cured, by
the ordinary metlH>il.— TobaccO extract, a material
of pasty consistence made by dissolving out the soluble
constituents of refuse t^»b.acco and tobacco-stems with fobv n 2
water and evapiirating the liquid. It is extensively man- i!. _*!_/.
ufactured for use as an agricultural insecticide, especially
as an application t4i the skin of .slieej* (a S'.>-called 'sheep-
dip )— Tobacco fermentatlon,leaf-mlner. See *fer-
mrntalion, */'Yj/.i,ii'»,'r.— TobaCCO-seed oil. See -koil.

—Tobacco-stalk flour, t'lbacco stalks or stems ground . . ,. , ,..,,-.
to be c;liaii-cd by fernuiitation into snuff.- TobaCCO tOCCatO (tOk-ka to)
stems or stalks, in the trade, the midribs of the leaves
(not the stem or stalk of the i»lant) discarded in cutting
the leaves for wrappers and in sfeinminff (see stemmed
^totmcco). These have been utilized abroad for making
cheap Biniff and chewing-t')bacco and serve also as a
protection against vermin and as a fertilizer.— TobaccO
wbltefly. See*/fi/'-'.— Todrlnktobacco. Seedn»A,
V. (., .').—white Burley tobacco, a light-colored variety
which originated from a spt irt of the red Burley in Brown
county. Ohio, in 1.V14. now grown extensively in southern
Ohioand north-central Kentiicky.and elsewhere, and used
more largely than any other in domestic manufacture. It
is highly absorbetit of ' sauces.' Ita nicotine content is at
most ab»mt :i per cent. The leaves are thus classified :

lowest two, 'fliers'; next two, 'common lugs' ('trash'
apparently the same) ; these followed by ' good lugs,'
bright leaves,' ' long red.' 'short red,' and ' top leaves.

bag-like fonn, the top of
which falls down over the
head : now commonly called
a toque.

obogga:
bogganlng, the sport of sliding
ou a tnliou'gan down a smooth de-
cline leading into the water, over
which tile toljoggan glides.

Within the last few years the
sport known as " tvater-toboffffan-
infi," the invention of which is

said to be due to the ingenuity of Toboggan-cap.
Paul Boynt(Hi, the swinnner, has
become quite a summer fad in Boston and other cities,

of the East especially.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 262.

A kind of cheap cigar. [U. S.]

tocalote (to-kii-lo'ta), n. [A corruption of
Me.x. chicalote, < Nahuatl chicalotl, a spiny
plant of the genus Arffevtone.'] Same as Napa
• «((>«<-.

[It. See tucl-efi.J In
old music for the trumpet, a bass part made
up of detached or reiterated tones like those
of a drum, or the performance of such a part.

tochka (toch'kii), ti, [Russ. tochka, a point.]
A Russian measure of length, equal to the
hundredth part of an inch.

tocogenetic (t6"ko-je-net'ik), a. [6r. -6ko^,

breed, olTspring, -t- yhcaic, generation.] Per-
taining to the evolutionary process in which
the higher terms are generated by the lower
through creative synthesis, and are thus affil-

iated upon them. X. jF. Ward, Pure Soeiol.,

p. 96.

•nie fliers are used for i>ipe tobacco, the heavy-bodied tOCOgOny (to-kog o-ni),n. [Gr. rtxor, Offspring,
top leaves for plug and twist fillers, and the best leaves + -J 01 (a, < -}ovoc, -born.] Generation by sex-
for cigarettes, idng and twist wrappers^nd cut t.,).acoo. ual reproduction. Encyc. Diet. [Rare.]
.Seer,'<//i.(r(f;/*W.n,v.>(«)an.l((<).—WUd tobacco. (0 tnpnlnaical (to kn Ini'iknl) «A small-flowered uncultivated t^.bacoo. .\ic.,t,;n,o all,;,,,-

lOCOlOglCai (to-KO-lOJ 1-Kal), «.

ata. common as a weed of cultivated anil w.aste land in -J^
+ -"''.J Same as obstetrical.

California and Arizona.— Yellow tObaccO, a type of
t^^bacc<« derived from the nativ

plant, characterized
yellow to mahogany. This tobacco was first produced as
a crop in Caswell county. North Carolina, in 1862, but is

Pure Soeiol., p. 70.
m the native Maryland and Virginia -„-i„^-i /f,, Vnl'n list 1 «
by a leaf grading from bright lemon- 'OCOlOglSl (to-KOl p-JlSt;, n.

[tocolog(y) +
L. F. Ward.

-f'.vf.] An obstetrician.

Oct.-Dec., 1902, p. 739.

[toeologdi) +
Amer. Anthropologist,



tocomania

tocomania (to-ko-ma'ui-S), n. [Gr. t6koc,

bringing forth, + finvia, madness.] Puerperal
insanity.

tocomalite (to-k6r'na.-lit), n. [Named after

A. Tocorual, of Santiago University.] An
iodide of silver and mercury which occurs in

massive granular forms of pale-yellow color

:

found in Chanarcillo, Chile.

tod-boat (tod'bot), M. A Dutch fishing-boat.

toddy-cat (tod'i-kat), n. The palm-civet,
Paradoxurus musanga, so named from its

fondness for palm juice, or toddy, which is

gathered by the natives for the manufacture
of arrac4c.

toe, n. 8. In mach. : (c) A form of cam by
which the valve-rods are lifted in the Stevens
valve-gear for vertical river-boat engines,

(rf) In a car-wheel, the outer edge of the
flange.— 9. The pointed end of the foot of an
organ-pipe.— 10. In golf, the nose of a club.

See nosrl, 5.— Morton's painfQI toe, a neuralgic

«tate of the iienes of the plantar surface of the toes, es-

pecially the fourth.

toe, r. t. 3. In golf, to strike (a ball) off the

toe of the club.— 4. To drive (nails or heavy
steel pins) obliquely through a piece or ele-

ment of a frame to secure it to another placed
at an angle with it. The nails, entering both
pieces, fasten them together against light

stresses laterally, and the necessity for tenon
and mortise is avoided.

toe-board (to'bord), n. A curved piece of

board which marks the limits within which
the contestants must stand when putting the
shot or throwing the weight, hammer, or dis-

cus. Also stop-board.

toe-crack (to'krak), n. In vet. surg., a crack
or fissure in the anterior part or toe of a
horse's hoof : similar to quarter-crack, except
for its position. U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. on
Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 405.

toe-nail (to'nal), v. t. Same as *toe^, v. t., 4.

The braces are toe-nailed in place to prevent the possi-

bility of their becoming loosened and dropping down.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 443.

toe-narrow (t6'nar"6), a. Noting an abnor-
mal standing position of the horse in which
the phalangeal bones slant downward and in-

ward from the fetlock, causing the fore feet

to stand too close together. The foot-axis
from in front is broken outward at the fetlock-

joint. U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. on Diseases of
the Horse, 1903, p. 560.

toe-out (to'out), n. An outward bend in any
line of a diagram ; a sharp change in the
curvature of a Une, making it bend outward.
[Colloq.]

toe-ragger (t6'rag"6r), n. [Of Maori origin.]

In Australia, especially in the bush, a good-
for-nothing, worthless, contemptible fellow.

[Austral Eng.]
The bushie'sfavoritet^mi of opprobrium, a 'toe.ragger,

Is also probably from the Maori.
Truth (.Sydney), Jan. 12, 18%, quoted in E. E. Morris,

[Austral English.

toe-ring, «. 2. The heavy ring or ferule on
the end of a cant-hook. It has a lip on the
lower edge to prevent slipping when a log is

grasped.

toeroe (to-ro'), n. [A D. spelling, also toeroe-

toeroe&nd troetroe, of a native name in Guiana.]
A common name of Cynoscion acoupa, a seije-

noid iish found on the Atlantic coast of South
America.

toe-step (to ' step), n. Same as footstep.
Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms.
toe-wide (to'wid), a. Noting an abnormal
standing position of the horse in which the
phalangeal bones slant downward and out-
ward from the fetlock, causing the fore feet to
stand too far apart. The foot-axis from in
front is broken inward at the fetlock-joint.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. on Diseases of the
Horse, 1903, p. 560.

Toga Candida, the white toga worn by candidates for
public office in Rome.

togetherness (to-geTH'fer-nes), n. The state
cf being together; the state of being recipro-
cally related

;
juxtaposition.

The unique togethernens that combines different quali-
ties in a single presentation or simultaneous state of mind
should be clearly grasped.

U. Nichols, Cosmology, L § 237.

toggle, n. 3. A bar spanning (within) an
opening in a tank or other structure, to which
a lifting chain or sling can be secured in order
to lift the structure. Also toggle-pin.
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toggle, V. t. Z. To fasten (skins) together
with wooden pins. Modern Amer. Tanning, p.
112.— 3. To lift or attach to a hoisting chain
by means of a cross-bar inserted in a hole or
angle. The bar or toggle is inserted in the hole by
passing it in parallel to the lifting chain. When in place
it is turned at right angles and spans the hole or open-
ing, and receives the stress of lifting. The toggle-bar
must be longer than the diameter of the hole, or the
space across the span of the opening used.

toggle-chain (tog'1-chan), n. A short chain,
with a ring at one end and a toggle-hook and
ring at the other, fastened to
the sway-bar or bunk of a log-

ging-sled and used to regulate
the length of a binding-chain.
Also called iunk-chain.

toggle-hook (tog'1-huk), n. A
grab-hook with a long shank,
used on a toggle-chain.

tohunga (to ' hong - a), n.

[Maori.] A wise man ; a
native priest or medicine-
man. [New Zealand.] Nature,
May 14, 1903, p. 36.

toip, «.— In the tolls, ensnared;
captured.

toilet, ». 8. A room designed
as a dressing-room, especially
one provided with facilities

for bathing; in a restricted

sense, a bath-room or water- ^
, ,

closet.
"^

toilet-paper (toi'let-pa'pfer), n. A manila
tissue-paper, readily soluble in water, for use
in toilet-rooms.

toilet-room (toi'let-rSm), n. Same as *toilet, 8.

toilsum, a. An amended spelling of toilsome.

toke (tok), n. [Origin obscure.] A piece or a
bit, as of tobacco or bread. [Eng. slang.]

The aged gentleman snuffed himself with tremulous
fingers that spilled half, and offered Matt the box. The
young man took a pinch for exhilaration.
A strayed sparrow hopped dolefully amid the grains of

snuff on the floating platform in futile quest of seeds.
"It would be 'appier stuffed," the aged gentleman de-

clared. "I mean with tow. not foie." And he laughed
wheezingly. /. Zangwill, The Master, ii. i».

tokelau (to'ke-lou), n. A parasitic fungous
skin disease occurring in the South Sea is-

lands, formerly attributed to Trichophyton, but
caused, according to Wehmer, by Aspergillus
Tokelau.

token, n.—Buildings tokens, the name given to a series
of tol<en8 (private or traders' coinage) struck in the eight-
eenth century for local trade in several English cities.

lings Tokciib.

tl I jii's "Architecture ul li,ilh.")

which contain, on the reverse, excellent illustrations of
notable local monuments. The earliest series was made
by Kempson of Birmingham to illustrate that city. The
moat important series illustrates the architecture of Bath
and was probably made there. These tokens were equiv.
alent in value to the h.ilfpenny, and were beautifully ex-
ecuted. M. A, Green, Eighteenth Century Architecture
of Bath, p. 231.— Granby token, Hlgley token, a cop-
per token struck by .lohii Iligley of tiranl)y, Connecticut
(1737-39).— Hard-times tokens, private tokens struck
in the United States and circulated as money, in lieu of
copper cents, during the periods of stringency of a circu-
lating medium prior t^i the Civil War.

tokocyte (to'ko-sit), n. [Gr. t6ko(, birth, -I-

KiTof, hollow (cell).] A general term for the
reproductive cells of sponges. They may be
either gemmule cells or sexual cells. Also
tococyte. Compare *archseocyte.

tolane (to'lan), «. [tol{u) + -owe.] A color-
less compound, CgHp.ClCCgHs, prepared by
the action of alcoholic potassium hydroxid on
stilbene chlorid or bromide. It crystallizes
in large plates or rods, melts at 60° C, and
may be distilled. Also called diphenyl-acety-
leue.— Tolane alcohol. See -kalcohol.

tolazin (tol-az'in), n. [tol{u) + azin.'] A

<|>eH„colorless compound, CH3CeH3'

prepared by the action of 3,4-toluylene-
diamine on pyrocatechol. It crystallizes in

needles, melts at 117° C, boils, with some

toluide

decomposition, at about 350° C, and may be
sublimed. Also called 2-methylphenazin and
toluphenazin.

tolderia (tol-da-re'a), n. [S. Amer. Sp., <
toklo. See *toldo.'\ A village or settlement
of the Indians formed of toldos.

About an hour later &Ianuel arrived, accompanied by
another chief, and said Cacique Sumaye had his tolderia
about 2 miles further down *he river.

Geog. Jour (R. G. S.), XV. 606.

toldo (tol'do), n. [Sp. Pg. toldo, an awning, a
shelter.] A skin tent or shelter used by the
Indians of the pampas region of South
America.
Saw various signs of Indians and several abandoned

"toldos" in the forenoon.
Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XV. 606.

tolene (to'len), n. [?o?(m) -I- -ene.] A color-
less liquid hydrocarijon, CjoHig, obtained by
the distillation of tolu balsam with water. It
boils at 170° C. and readily absorbs oxygen
from the air.

tolerance, ». 6. The capacity of a tree to en-
dure shade.— 6. In mech., an allowable amount
of variation in the dimensions of a machine
or part. A tolerance of .00025 of an inch is

allowed above or below the exact dimension
in fine machine parts.

tolerism (tol'er-izm), n. \toler{ation) + -!>m.]
Toleration; universal toleration. [Rare.]
Thou wouldst be sadly out of place in these days of

cold philosophic latitudinarian doctrine, universal toter.
ism, and half-concealed rebellion. Borrow, Lavengro, iii.

tolidine (tol'i-din), n. [toJ{u) + -id + -ine^.']

One of various isomeric compounds, of whieli

the ortho derivative, H2NC6H3(CH3).C6H3-

(CH3)NH2, is the most important. It is pre-
pareo by the reduction of the corresponding dinitrodito-
lyl, crystallizes in lustrous lamiiiip, melts at 128° C, and
readily yields a number of valuable azo dyes which are
used for cotton goods. The componiul beara the same
relation to toluene that benzidine does to benzene.

tolidol (tol'i-dol), n. A trade-name of a photo-
graphic developer of unpublished composition.

tolipyrin (tol-i-pi'rin), «. [?o/(m) -t- (anf)i-
pyriii.^ A trade-name of dimethvl-tolyI-p\T-
azolone, C3H(CH3)(CoH4CH3)N.,d, a eoloriefs
crystalline compound prepared like antipyrin,
which it resembles in general chemical and
physiological properties: used in medicine.
Also called methylantipyrin.

tollage, n. 2. A sum of money paid for the
temporary use of land as a place in which to
buy and sell. See tolV^, 1, n. A', and Q., 10th
ser., I. 126-232.

toll-board (tol'bord), «. A switchboard at
which connections are made with the toll-lines

entering a telephone exchange.
A totlboard of ten stations is also in service, demon-

' strating the manner in which toll connections are given
to users of automatic telephones.

Elect. World and Engin., June 26, 1904, p. 1213.

toll-gin (tol'jin), n. A public cotton-gin,
established for the convenience of small
farmers who are unable to bear the expense
of a private gin.

With the subdivision of farms an almost new industry
was developed in the way of toll gins. The old planta-
tions had each its own ginhouse, but the small farms
could not bear the expense of such a plant, and public
gins became a necessity.

U. S. Dept. Agr., The Cotton Plant, Bulletin, 1896, p.
[357.

toll-line (tol'Iin), n. In telephony, a long-dis-
tance or suburban line for the use of which
toll is charged.

toll-room (tol'rSm), M. In a telephone ex-
change, a room in which long-distance and
toll-line connections are made.
Adjoining the switchroora is the long-distance or toll-

room, where all toll line connections are made.
Elect. World and Engin., July 16, 1904, p. 90.

Tolstoian (tol'stoi-an), a. [^Tolstoi (see def.)

-I- -riK.] Of or pertaining to the eminent
Russian writer Count Lyeff (Leo) Nikolaie-
vich Tolstoi (1828 O. S.- ).

He has an almost Tolstoian eye and memory for details,

and will tell you vividly enough how any one of his con-
temporaries of fifty yeara ago looked and spoke.

Athenaeum, Jan. 6, 1906, p. 22.

toluide (tol'u-id), n. [tolu + -I'rffi.] A class-

name applied, in organic chemistry, to com-
pounds containing the univalent group
-CONHCgH^.CHg. They are prepared by
the removal of the elements of water from a
salt of any of the three toluidines with an
organic acid, and correspond exactly to the
anilides, which they closely resemble in gen-
eral properties.



toluidine

toluidine (to-lu'i-din), n. ltoluid{e) + -ine2.]

A name of three compounds, CH3CgH4NH2,
formed b}' the reduction of the corresponding
nitrotoluenes. They are all colorless, and are used in

the regeneration of vulcanized rubber and in the prepara-
tion of certain so-called aniline dyes. The ortho- (1,2-)

and the meta- (1,3-) derivatives are liquids, boiling at
197" 0. and 199° C. respectively. The para- (1,4-) deriva-
tive crystallizes in plates, melta at 45° C, and lx>ils at 198° C.

Toloifera (tol-u-if'e-rii), n. [NL. (established
by I..innseus, 1753), < iolu + h. ferre, to bear.]
A genus of small trees or shrubs belonging to
the family Flacourtiacex. See Myroxylon.

toluric (to-lu'rik), a. [tohi + -r- + -I'c]

Isotiug two acids, colorless crystalline com-
pounds, CH3C6H4CONHCH0COOH. They
are found in the urine after the administration
of the corresponding toluic acids, and are pre-
pared by the action of sodium hydroxid and
glycin on the respective toluic chlorids. The
ortho- (1,2-) derivative is crystalline and
melts at 162.5° C. The meta- (1,3) derivative
is deposited in thin plates melting at 139° C.

tolusaffranine (tol-u-saf'ra-nin), »i. \tolu +
saffiaiiiiie.l A dye, C21H21N4CI, prepared by
oxidizing a mixture of paratoluylene-diamine
and toluidine. See *S)>ffranine.

toluylene (to-lu'i-len), «. [tola + -yl + -fne.]

A colorless compound, CgHsCH : CHCbHs,
prepared by the action of lead oxid on toluene
vapor. It crystallizes in large monoclinie
plates, melts at 124° C, and boils at 306-307°

C. Also called stiVoene, symmetrical diphenyl-
ethylene, and to'j/'e«e.— Toluylene brown O, E.
See" drown.— Toluylene red. Same aa neutral
kred.

toluylene-diamine (to-lu'l-len-di-am'in), m.

A name of .>ii.\ possible compounds, CHgCgHa-
(NH./).2, only two of which (CHgiNHorNri^a
= 1,2,4 or 1,2,5) are of much importance.
They are used in place of the corresponding phenylene
diamines in the manufacture of certain dyes and are
formed by the reduction of the corresponding nitro-com-
pounds. The first or a-derivative crystallizes in needles,
melts at 99* C, and boils at 2S3-2»5° ('. The second or
•y-derivative crystallizes in colorless rosettes consisting
of plates, melt« at t>6° C, and boils at about 280* C.

tolyl (tol'il), n. [f«((«) + -yi.] Aname given,
in organic chemistry, to the univalent radical
—C(jH4CH;j, which bears the same relation to

toluene that phenyl does to benzene. Three
classes of derivatives are possible, according to the relative
position of the methyl group and the one combining with
the tolyl railical. The resulting compounds are tenned
or(A/>-(l,2-), niffn- (1,.%), OT para- fl,4-», respectively. The
worti is also used, witn the same meaning, as a combin-
ing-forni.

tolylene (tol'i-len), n. [tolyl + -ene.] In or-

ganic chem., the bivalent radical CH3C6H3.
It bears the same relation to toluene that
phenylene does to benzene.

Tolyposporium (tol'i-po-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Woronin, 1882), < Gr. ro/.ujr;/, a ball, + OKopa,

spore.] A genus of
smut-fungi of the
family I'stilagina-

cese, having the
spores united insub-
spherical masses.
The germinating
spores produce pro-
raycelia bearing
both lateral and
terminal sporidia.
Nine species are known, itlypcfoHum Junci.
occurring as parasites ^ .p„„.bau sho.i,.« promyccli.
on various glumaceous bearing sporidia: highly maKiiS'd.
plant«. r. Junci attacks
the flowers and culms of Juncui btt/oniuit, producing
gall-like riutgn>wths. T. bullatum is found on the ovaries
of the barn-yard grass, EchimocfUoa Crug-gaUi^ in North
Amerii-ft-

tolysal(tori-sal),»i. [toly{l) + sal(icylate).'] A
trade-name of l-paratolyl-2,3-tlimethyl-pyraz-

/CH:C(CH3)-.
clone salicylate, C0(^ 4 1 ^NCHo.-

\N(C6H4(CH3)/
C8H4(OH)COOH. It is an almost colorless

crystalline compound, melts at 101-102° C, is

closely related to antipyrin, and is used in

medicine as an antineoralgic, antirheumatic,
and antipyretic.

tom^. M-— Had torn, a catltsh, Schilh^ndfg ln«^ni>,
fuunu in fresli water frfjm Pennsylvania t<i South Caro-
lina. Tlie name is also applied U} other species of the
same genus.—Tom Of Lincoln, an alloy com)x>sed of
22 percent, of tin and 7h per cent, of copper. It is named
after the big bell ('Tr,m of Lincoln") in Lincoln <'a-

thedrat.— Touch tom, in cfram.\ a refractory sandy clay
usetl in England for making molds, 'Ucibles. and glass-

pots. Also called_ Sttntrbridge clay and clunch (which
see).

torn. An abbreviation of tome (volume).
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tomahawk, t'. t. 2. Specifically, to cut sheep
when shearing them. £. E. Morris. [Austral
EngUsh.]
tomato, «— Black rot of tomato. See Wac* *ro(.—
Gooseberry-tomato. Same as cape gooseberry (which
see, under gooseberry).

tomato-blight (to-ma'to-blit), n. 1. See
*bliijht.— 2. Tomato-scab. See *sca6.— 3.
Potato late blight. See *hlight.

tomato-rot (to-ma'to-rot), n. See *rot.

tomato-scab (to-mii'to-skab), n. See *sca6.
tomb, "— Beehive tomb. See *6eeAti!e.

tombac, «

—

white tombac, a name for any white
brass of the copper-zinc series of alloys, to which the
white color is given by adding antimony or arsenic.

tombolo(t9m'b9-16),n. [It. fo»iio/o,a cushion.]
A sand-reef by which an island is connected
with the mainland. See the extract. [Rare.]

The writer [F. P. Gulliver] has proposed to call all

such island-tying bars toinbolos, taking the name from
the characteristic forms uniting Monte Argentario witll
the coast of Italy. Geog. Jour. (R. G. 8.), IX. 640.

Tom Collins (torn kol'inz). A drink made of
gin and club-soda and lemon or lime-juice,
and sweetened.
Tomes's fibers or fibrils. See *fiber'i.

tominl, ». 2. A silver coin of Bolivia, equiv-
alent to one fifth of a boliviano; also, a coin
of Paraguay, equivalent to two reales.

tomin^ (to'min), n. [Ar. tdmin, the eighth,
tamdn, eight.] A measure of length used ir

Morocco, equal to an eighth of a derah or
drab, or to 2.8 inches.

tommy, n. 8. [r«p.] Short for Tommy At-
kins,' a nickname for the British private
soldier.

The Tommies enjoyed the fun, and — Oh, yes, there
was one Tommy who was the bard of the detachment.
R. Kipling, Conference of the Powers, in Many Inven-

[tions, p. 36.

tommy-ax (tom'i-aks), n. A popular corrup-
tion of tomahawk. See tom-ax. [Austral
English.]

tommy-store (tom'i-stor), n. Same as tommy-
shop.

tomomania (to-mo-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. TO/u^,

a cutting, a surgical operation, -(- ftavia,

madness.] 1. An immoderate tendency to
perform surgical operations.— 2. A morbid
desire to be operated upon.

tomotocia (to-mo-to'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. to/i^,

a cutting, -1- t6koc, birtt, offspring.] Extrac-
tion of the fetus by Caesarean section.

tompkin (tomp'kin), n. A corruption of iom-
pion^ or tampion.

tompong (torn 'pong), n. [E. Ind. (Malayan I).]

A tin coin of Selangor, 8 of which equal a
dollar.

tom-tate (tom-taf), n. [Also Tom Tate; ori-

gin obscure.] A common name of a fish of
the family Heemuliilee, Jiathystoma rimator,
found from Cape Hatteras to Trinidad. Jor-
dan and Evermann, Fishes of N. and M.
America, p. 1308.

tom-toe (tom'to), n. [Tom (abbreviation of
Thomas), in the sense of big.] The great toe.

[CoUoq.]

tom-tom, n. 3. A circular dye-vat constructed
in such a way that a series of upright mallets
may be made to pound upon the material
placed within it and thus work the dye-liquor
well into the fiber. Largely used in hosiery-
dyeing, particularly in the application of ani-

line black.

ton^, «.— Cornish mining ton, a weight equal to 2,352
jKjunds avoirdui^iis, or 21 hundredweight of 112 pounds
each.— French ton, the metric t«n, or millier, equal to
2,204.6 pijunds avoirdupois. See metric system.— GrOSS
ton, the tin of 2.240 avoirdupois pounds. Often called
long ton.— Metric ton, a measure of weight equal to
1,0(J0 kilograms, or2,2<J4.6 pikutids.— Net ton, the shoit
ton of 2.000 pounds, as distinguished froni the gross ton
of 2,240 pounds. C, Ilering, Conversion Tables, p, 5«,

—

Shippin]gr ton, a unit of volume used in transportation
by sea, A shipping ton in the T'nited States and Great
Britain is 40 cubic feet or 1.1327 cubic meters.

tonal, a. 3. Of or pertaining to muscular
tonicity.

The amount of tonus can often be measured by a tonal
dynamometer. .Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 383.

tonalist (to'nal-ist), n. [tonal + ist.] In
painting, one who aims at a prevailing tone
of color, or a harmonious color scheme, pro-
duced by effects of light and shade in their
relation to the principal light rather than by
contrasts of color.

The collection is one of colorists and tonaXists without
the aid of any of the more notable open-air landscajie

painters. A. Y. Times, Jan. 31, 1903.

tone-poet

tone^,n. 16. Inphilol., a distinctive quality or
pitch forming in some languages a fixed feature
of the pronunciation of words, as in Chinese,
Swedish, etc. Such tones in Chinese (called sheng)
serve to distinguish, theoretically, eight phases of a given
monosyllable. These tones have been supposed to repre-
sent a former chanting or singsong utterance ; but they
represent, rather, the faint phonetic relics of otherwise
vanished syllables, kept in the process of monosyllabizing
because they serve to differentiate what would otherwise
be indistinguishable homonj-ms. So in Russian and
French a vanished final vowel (' silent e') has left a pho-
netic effect upon the preceding consonant. In Chinese
these reliquial effects have come to be conventionally regu-
lated into a kind of musical system similar to that which in
English utterance is purely rhetorical and therefore vari-
able.

16. In telephonic testing, the humming
noise produced by the introduction of an
alternating or rapidly alternating current
into the Hue— Affective tone. See -kagectioe.—
Cavity tone, a tone protluced in a cavity, as the mouth
or a tlibe. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 293,— Choral
tone. See choir-pitch.— ataiery tone, in painting, the
brown tone which age brings upon an oil-picture after it

has hung long in a gallery.

Though the oil painting does not change in drj'ing, or
in weeks or months, it changes inevitably in decades and
centuries, and always in the same way, by assuming a
general yellowish brown cast, called the "gallery tone."

Sci. Amer., April 15, 1906, p. 299.

Ground tone, in acoustics, the tone of lowest pitch ut-
tered by a vibrating botly ; a fundamental tone.— He-
donic tone, in psychot., the pleasant or unpleasant
coloring of any mental state or pnwess ; algedonic tone.
For those psychologists who reduce the affective elements
to pleasantness and unpleasantness, * hedonic tone ' is

identical with 'affective tone': for those who accept a
pluralistic affective theory, 'hedonic tone' is the narrower
term, referring only to one pair of affective opposites,

—

Intonnittence tone, interruption tone, in psycho-
phiis., a tone produced l)y nipid inteiTui>tion of a given
tone, and having a pitch-number corresponding to the
frequency of interruption.

P. considers this to be disproved by the intermittence
tones obtained by K., who rotated a disc perforated with
128 holes before tuning forks of different pitches, and ob-
tained the same tone o/ intermittence whatever was the
pitch of the fork.

llelmholtz (trsMa.), Sensations of Tone, p, 533.

Root tone. Same as fundamental tone. Hehnholtz
(trans.), Sensations of Tone, p, 294.— Tone Of intermit-
tence. See intermittence *tone.

tonel, V. t. 5. In printing, to grade or soften
with a graver, or roulette, or by etching certain
parts (especially the edges) of (an illustration,

usually an electrotj-pe), as an aid in reducing
the quantity of ink caused by pressure in
printing.

toned, a. 2. Having distinctive tones as a
fixed feature of the pronunciation of a word,
as in Chinese. See *tone'^, 15.

The more isolating and toned languages of Indo-China-
Keane, Ethnology, p. 326.

tone-deafness (t6n'def''nes), n. Inability to
hear musical sounds. Also called amusia.
tone-determination (ton 'de-tfer-mi-na''''shon),

»i. In m«,s(cfl/ acoustics, the science, theory,
or process of fixing the exact size of musical
intervals, usually by means of certain inter-

vals taken as units of measurement. See es-

pecially under third-*stcp, fiftk-*step, etc.

tone-formation (ton'for-ma'shon), n. Same
as *voice-building or *voice-production

.

tonelada (to-na-la'da), «. [Sp. Pg., < tonel, a
cask, an ancient measure. See tunnel, tonl.]

1. A Spanish and Spanish-American unit of

weight equal to 2000 local pounds, or about
2032.2 pounds avoirdupois. It is now applied
also to the metric ton of 2204.6 pounds avoir-

dupois.— 2. A dry measure, in Portugal over
40 bushels, in Argentina 29.2 United States
bushels.— 3. A liquid measure, in Portugal
about 224 gallons, in Spain about 256 gallons,

and in Brazil about 264 gallons, United States
measure.

tone-picture (ton'pik'tur), n. A descriptive
or pictorially suggestive piece of music.

tone-placing (t6n'pla'''sing), n. Same as *roice-

plaring.

tone-poem (t6n'p6"em), n. In music, a term
somewhat loosely applied to an instrumental
composition in which is expressed such a train

of sentiments or images as might be or are

contained in a poem. Compare symphonic
poem.

At a recent Ysaye concert at Brussels two orchestral
novelties by Flemish composers were produced : a
' Homeric ' Symphony, by L, Moitelmans, and a symphonic
tone-poem, ' Lalla Rookh,' by ,T, Jongen.

Athenseum, .Tan. 6, 1906, p. 29.

tone-poet (t6n'p6"et), n. An original or im-
aginative composer of music, especially of the
modem school: occasionally applied also to

an instrumental performer.



tone-production

tone-production (ton'pro-duk'sbon), «. The
act, process, or manner of producing musical
tones: used both of instruments and of the
voice. See ^voice-production and *voic€~build-
imj.

tone-tester (ton'tes't^r), w. In exper. psychol.^

a tonometer, or instrument for determining

Gilbert's Tone-tester.

(From " Yale Psychological Studies.")

the differential sensitivity for tones. In sim-
ple form, the tone-tester consists of an adjust-
able pitch-pipe with an index-arm moving
over a large scale. Yale PsychoL StudieSy 1893,

p. 81.

tone-variator (ton'va^ri-a-tor), n. In exper,
psychol., an instrument which permits of the
variation (con-
tinuous or dis-

crete) of the
pitch of an
approximately
pure tone by
known amounts
and at uniform
rate. In its origi-

nal fomi, the to7ie-

rariator consisted
essentially of a
bluwn bottle of
which the pitch
could be varied by
the coiitiiiiioua in-

troduction or with-
drawal of mercurj".
Since the pitch
of the bottle-tone
changes, in siren
fashion, more
quickly in the
higher than In the Tone-variator: front view and
lower regions, and mechanism.
a uniform rate of ^^ bottle with blowing-tube : a piston

;

tonal change is de- ^.. variator. turned by handle A.- rf, grad-
sired, the bottle uated disk indicating pitch of tone.
was connected with
a variator trough, so constructed that the rise and fall of
the mercury in the variator furnished the necessary correc-
tion to the movement of mercury in the bottle. In the
most recent fonn of the instrument the bottle is of brass
and the mercury has been replaced by a tightly fitting
jiiston-tiead connected to a metal cam (the variator) cut
U) the shape of the required curve. Readings of tonal
change (in terms of rate of vibration) are made from a
circular scale placed in front of the variator cam. E. B.
Titrhener. Exper. Psychol., II. ii. 139.

tone-wave (ton'wav), w. The sound-wave to
which a musical tone is due. Wundt (trans.),

Human and Animal Psychol., p. 77.

tonga^ (tong'gji), w. [Fijian.] A mixture of
several harks said to consist principally of
Premna Taitensis and Epiprenniim mirahile:
used by the Fiji Islanders as an antineuralgic.
It has been introduced into the United States.

tonging, H. 2. In lumbering, handling logs with
skidding-tongs.

tongue, ". 6. (7) j)l. a commercial name of crude
rubber in long, imrrow, tongue-shaped pieces. See*r»/j-
ber^, .3.— Blue tongue, an infectious disease of sheep
In Cape Cijlony caused by an ultramicroscopic, filtemble
organism, and characterized by a short incubation peritMl,

high fever, with edema and eruption about the mouth
and discharge from the nose, followed by an eruption
ab«>ut the feet and great emaciation. It is very deadly
\\\ young. jMjorly nourislied animals. Also called mala-
rial catarrhal /evpr of sheep. Nature, Sept. 14, 1905, p.
503.— Geographical tongue, a disease of the dorsum
of the Ntngue, consisting of patches of desquamation
which increase at the peripheiy and overlap, the raised
edges forming various flgnrci (fancifully compared to
maps) on the surface.— Parrot tongue, a shriveled, dry
condition of the tongue (ccnrring in hinnan beings as a
symptom of typhus.— Stamp-Uckers' tongue, innam-
mation of the surface of the t^mgue, due Uy irritation and
sutisequent infection from licking postage-stamps.

tongne, v. t. 5. To insert the tongue or spin-
dle in (a weft-cop or bobbin) to hold it in the
loom-shuttle. T. JV. Fox, Mechanism of Weav-
ing, p. 283.

tongue-bar (tung'bsir), n. In Balfinofflossus
and Aiiiphioxufi, a downgrowth of the dorsal
wall of a gill-slit more or less completely sub-
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dividing the latter : so named from its resem-
blance to the tongue of a jews'-harp.

The tomjue-bar is the essential organ of the gill-slit in

Ealanoglossus, and exceeds the septal bars in bulk, while
in Amphioxus the reverse is the case.

Encyc, Brit, XXVI. 85.

tongue-curve (tung'kferv), n. A graphic rep-
resentation of the positions and movements
of the tongue in speech or song.
The accumulation of phonograms, palatograms, breath

records, tontjue curves, etc., etc., from an individual year
by year under the influence of a certain environment or
internal condition would indicate the results of such con-
ditions. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 4ti9.

tongue-key (tung'ke), w. In exper. psychol., a
reaction-key which is opened or closed by
movement of the tongue. Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psychol., II. 419.

tongue-pipe (tung'pip), n. In musical instru-
ments, especially the organ, same as reed-pipe.

tongue-tambour (tung'tam^'bor), n. In pho-
net., an instrument for registering the eleva-
tion of the tongue. An artificial palate is

converted into a tanjbour by covering it with
a sheet of thin rubber and attaching an outlet
tube. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 335.

tongue-twister (tung'twis-ter), 71. A sentence
or verse constructed with a view to test the
enunciation or dexterity of a speaker. The
following is an example : Theophilus Thistle,
thlstle-sifter, sifted a sieveful of unsifted
thistles, etc. [CoUoq.]
tongue-worm, n. 3. A parasitic worm-like
arachnid, Pentastomum tsenioides, occurring
in the viscera of cattle, sheep, and other ani-
mals, and in the nostrils and frontal sinuses
of dogs and wolves.
The Tonr/ue-ivorm is found encysted in the viscera of

cattle, sheep, and other animals. It is about a quarter of
an inch long, and when eaten by dogs grows to be 2 to 5
inches long, inhabits the nasal cavities, and produces nu-
merous eggs, which are transmissible to man as well aa
to the domesticated animals.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Affr., 1896, p. 161.

tonic, fl. 5. Characterized by distinctive tones.
Same as "^toned, 2. See *to«el, 15.

A far more important feature than the length of the
words is their tonic utterance, the origin and nature of
which was necessarily misunderstood so long as these
languages were supposed to represent a primitive condi-
tion of speech. It is now clear that tone gives no sup-
port to the theory of a supposed primitive singsong
utterance, but that it is a compensating element uncon-
sciously introduced to distinguish the numerous ho-
mophones resulting from the ravages of phonetic
disintegration. " Thus the monosyllable pa will be toned
in six or more different ways to represent so many original
dissyllables, pada, paka, pana, pasa, pata . . ., and some
of the Chinese and Shan dialects have, in fact, as many as
ten or twelve snch tones, which unless correctly uttered
lead at once to the greatest confusion, and to all kinds of
misunderstandings. Hence these languages are now
called isolating and tonic rather than isolating and mono
syllabic." Keane, Ethnology, p. 325.

Tonic accent. See iraccent

tonicity, «. 1. (b) In 200I., occasionally era-
ployed to denote the quality of dead, as well
as living, tissue.

Vet in slightly macerated specimens of C[arolin] brevi-
cauda the incision disappears, showing that it is a char-
acter which is dependent upon tonicity and not on any
distinctive structuml peculiarities.

//. Allen, in Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIII. 295.

toning, n. 2. Delicate variations of light and
shade on a photograph.
The tonings brought out in photographs of the disc fof

the sun]. A. M. Gierke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 70.

Platinum toning, in photog., the tinting of silver posi-
tives by the use of a bath containing platinic chlorid,
whereby metallic silver is removed and platinum takes
its place.

tonite, n. standard tonite, as manufactured in the
United States, is an explosive consisting of 52.5 per cent.
of pulverulent gunct)tton and 47.5 per cent, of barium
nitrate. These materials are moistened and intimately
incorporated under edge-rollers until a uniform paste is

produced, which is then formed into cartridges covered
with parartined jiaper. A specially heavy detonator is

re<iuired to fire this explosive. Also known as cotton'
pmvticr Xo. 1.

tonitruone (fo-nit'r6-on). v. [L, tonitruum,
thunder.] A percussive musical instrument
devised in 1908 by Ignaee Paderewski to sug-
gest the sound of distant thunder, it consists
of a large plate of resonant metal hung from a frame,
and hence is essentially a species of gong or tam-tam.
Prof/ram liostim St/mphoiu/ Orchestra. 1908-1909, p. 11.

ton-kilometer (tun'kiV^o-me-ter), n. A unit
of accounts used by railroads, which repre-
sents the transportation of one ton of freight
the distance of one kilometer.
ton-mile (tun'mil), n. A unit of railroad ac-
counts which represents the transportation of
one ton of freight the distance of one mile.

Freights have risen on the most frequented roads [in
Persia) from 3d. per ton-mile in 1880 to lOd.. and even
13d., per ton-mile now. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 622.

tonneau

ton-mileage (tun'milaj), «. Charge per ton-
mile ; also amount in ton-miles.

Many valuable cunes showing the relatione between
ton-mileaf/e, total weight, useful load, A:c., are given, and
the paper is, on the whole, a valuable contribution on
the subject Nature, Jan. 29, 1903, p. 304.

tonnage, «. 2. The tonnage under the tonnage deck
is the interior volume in tons of 100 cubic feet under the
tonnage-deck (which see) measured in accordance with
the Moor94jm system. The betueen-deck tonnage is that
included between the tonnage deck and the highest com-
plete deck on the vessel considered. The under-deck
tonnage is the sum of that under the tonnage-deck and
the between-deck tonnage. The tonnage above the high-
est deck includes all covered in and inclosed spaces,
such as inclosed poop and forecastle or deck erections
available for cargo, stores, or for accommodation of pas-
sengers or crew. This added to the under-deck tonnage
constitutes the gross registered tonnage, usually called
gross tonnage. The net registered tonnage is obtained
from the gross by making certain deductions according
to rules which differ in some respects among certain
nations. The deductions generally allowed are as fol-
lows : the tonnage of spaces specifically appropriated to
the oflScers and crew of the ves.iel ; spaces exclusively
for the working of the helm, for anchor-gear, for the
charts and instrnments of navigation, for the Ixjatswain's
Btt)res, and for the donkey-engine and boiler; for a ship
propelled by sails, space exclusively for storage of sails.
In addition, for a paddle-steamer in which the actual
space occupied by the boilers and machinery, but exclud-
ing coal-bunkers, is between 20 and 30 per cent, of the
gross tonnage, a deduction of 37 per cent» may be made ;

for ships propelled by screws, in which the tonnage is
between 13 and 20 per cent, the deduction is 32 per cent
of the gross; in paddle-steamers in which the actual
space occupied by the propelling machinery is less than
20 per cent or over 30 per cent, the allowed deduction
is li times the actual space. In screw-steamers in
which the actual space is less than 13 per cent or over
20 per cent, 12 times the actual space is deducted. All
these deductions having been made from the gross ton-
nage, the remainder is the net registered tonnage. The
term register-tonnage or registered tunnage used alone
means net registered tonnage.— Breadth for tonna^TC.
See -kbreadtk.— Gustom-house tonnage, the legal ton-
nage of a vessel determined by the commissioner of
navigation.— Displacement tonnag'e. See ifdisplace-
ment-tonnage.— Register tonnage. See -ktonnage, 2.

—

Suez CanaJ tonnage, the net t mnage fixed by the rules
of the Suez Canal for payment of tolls in jiassing through
the canal. The gross t<mnage is substantially as above
(see *def. 2), but the deductions include only the follow-
ing: spaces occupied or used exclusively by officers and
crew (but not including the space occupied by the cap-
tain), the chart-room, and spaces for working the helm
and anchor gear ; but the total deduction for all these
spaces cannot exceed 5 per cent, of the gross. The de-
ductions for machinery may be made by taking the
actual space occupied by engines, boilers, and the per-
manent coal-bunkers, or alternatively by the Danube
ride,— that is. 1| times the actual machinery space, ex-
clusive of bunkera, for screw -steamers, and 1^ times the
actual machinery space for paddie-steamers. The total
deduction for machinery cannot exceed 50 per cent, of
the gross ttmnage.— Tohnage length, ill ship-building,
the length of a vessel u]»on which is based the calcula-
tion of its gross register tonnage. "Measure the length
of the vessel in a straight line along the upper side of
the tonnage-deck, from the inside of the inner plank,
average thickness, at the side of the stem to the inside
of the plank on the stern timbers, average thickness, de-
ducting from this length what is due to the rake of the
bow in the thickness of the deck, and what Is due to the
rake of the stern timber in the thickness of the deck,
and also what is due to the rake of the stern timber in
one third of the round of the beam." (C. S. Bevised Stat-
utes, §4153.) In the old rule for tonnage by ' builders' old
measurement,' the length taken along the deck from the
stem to the after side of the steni-post was reduced
three inches for every foot of draft of water. From the
length thus obtained was deducted three fifths of the
breadth for tonnage. (See irbreadth.) The remainder
was the length /or tonnage, now obsolete.

tonnage-duty (tun'aj-du-ti), ». A tax of so
much per ton levied upon vessels by the cus-
toms authorities under certain conditions.

tonnage-rent (tun'aj-rent), n. The rent of a
mine or quarry when it takes the form of a
royalty on each ton of mineral obtained.

tonne^ (ton), n. [F., a ton. See ton,'] The
metric ton or millier of the metric system,
equal to 2204.6 pounds avoirdupois. Also
tonneau.

tonneau (to-no'), n. [F. tonneau, a cask, a
tub, a ttiu. See fM«?iee.] 1. A tub.

When a proper slope cannot be had, we must of neces-
sity fall back upon either the earth closet, tonneau, or
pail system for the collection of excreta.

Buck, Sled. Handbook, IV. 767.

2. A name given by French builders of motor-
cars to the rounded or cask-like rear body of

the vehicle. The barrel form has gradually changed
to a molded shape, and entrance is gained through side-

di>ors. This fonn gives larger seating-capacity at the
back than the ordinaiy back seat of thesuney orcarr>'alI,

as the rounding sides can be utilized. Tonneau backs
can accommodate two, three, or five persons. The ton-

neau is often made removable, leaving either a box back
or a sloping surface behind the front seat or it can be re-

placed by a rumble or tiger's seat. The name ' toy-tonneau
*

has been applied to a fonn of rear-seat arrangement for

two passengers only, in which the seat^backs are much
lower than in the standard type. If dooi-s of entry are

omitted, the name tonneau ceases to apply.

The prevailing type was the gasoline-propelled vehicle



tonneau
modeled generally after the foreign tonneau fonn, though
here and there were new shapes distinctively American
in their idea. ScL Ainer., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 80.

3. See *fon«e2.

tonneaued (to-uod'), P- a- Furnished with a
tonneau. [Rare.]

It was a big, black, black-dashed, tonneaued twenty-
four liorse Octopod [motor-car].

R. Kipling, Steam Tactics, in Traffics and Discoveries,

[p. 185.

tonobole (ton'o-bol), n. fGr. rdvo^, a stretch-

ing, + ii67-o(, a throw, < (iaf'/cn; to tlirow.] In
}>lii/togeo!j., a boloehore in which propulsion re-

sults from the resilience of the calyx or in-

volucre. F. E. Clements.

tonogram (to'no-gram), H. [Gr. r6vo(, tension,
-I- }pd/iua, a writing.] The record made by a
tonograph.
tonograph (to'no-graf ), n. [Gr. rdvof, tension,

-I- -/ftdOfii; write.] A recording tonometer.
tonometer, ». 2. (6) An instrument for de-
termining the degree of intravascular blood-
pressure.— 3. An instrument for measuring
strains within a liquid. A thermometer with
very thin elliptical bulb may be used, as the
pulling forces distend the bulb, causing the
mercurial column to descend.—Appunn's tonom-
dter, a form of tonometer, frequently used in experi-

Appunn's Tonometer.

mental psychology, consisting of a wind-che«t and a set
of reeds. The instrument generally employed has 129
reeds between the limits of 512 and 1024 vibrations, so
that each reed differs from its neighbor In the series by
4 vibrations.

tonometric (to-no-met'rik), a. [tonometr(y)
+ -ii-.'\ Of or pertaining to the measurement
of musical tones, specifically of their pitch or
frequency. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 61.

tonoplast (to ' no-plast), «. [Gr. T6vn(, a
stretching, + ^TAaardc, formed.] One of the
vacuoles of the plant-cell, having a distinct
wall and dividing like a true cellular organ,
such as a chromosome, chromatophore, etc.

(IfH( (1888).

tonotactic (to-no-tak'tik), a. Itonotaxis {-tact-)

+ -/>.] Same as *osmotactic.

tonotazis (to-no-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. rotof,

teiisioii, tone, + r«f(f, disposition.] Same as
*f//<ii)tit<ixis.

tonsillitis, n .— Lacunar tonsUUtU, a form of Inflam-
mntiui: of tlie tonsils in which the crjpta or follicles are
cloirired witli a whitish dejh>sit.

tonsillolith (ton-sil'o-lith), n. [L. ionsill^,

tonsils. + Gr. /.(Yfef, stone.] A concretion in

the substance of the tonsil. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VI. 599.

tonsol (ton'sol), n. A trade-name of a sub-
stance which gives a red color with potassium
nitrate. It is used to develop meteorological
records traced with potassium-nitrate solution

by automatic instruments, at temperatures
below the freezing-point of ink.

Since ink would freeze at great elevations the trace is

made by a pen containing a solutirni of salti>eter, which
writes on the disc cimtvd with lampblack, treated with a
solution of "^ohW." Tile chemical reaction gives a red
trace that can not be obliterated by handling nor by im-
mersion in water.

i: .S-, ilonlhlij Weather Itee., July, 1902, p. 359.

Tonto group. See *r/ro»/>i.

tonus, ". 3. A condition of preparedness in

an organ or tissue to perform its normal func-
tion as soon as the customary stimulus is ap-
plied.
A cf»ntfnuous lesser "change'* or stream of changes

sets thnnigh the neuron, and is distributed by it to other
neur«)ns in the same direction and by the same synapses
as are its nerve impulMea. This gentle continuous activ.

ity of the neuron is called its ionuJt.

Eneyc. Brit., X.XXI. 740.

Reflex tonus, in phjfHnl., muscular t<>nicity reflexly
maintained by constant or recurrent peripheral stimu-
lation.

The single transient reflex process la superinduced
niK>n a n'rlex tintiiA.

W ir...ir;f (trans.). Physiol. Psychol.. I. 244.

Tonus DereKTlnus. the Gregorian melody or tone in the
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ninth or ^olian mode, regularly used for Psalm cxiv., be-
ginning with the words ''In exitu Israel " (whence the
name).— Tonus re^US, the Gregorian melody or tone
in the sixth or Hypolydian mode, regularly used for the
antiphon in connection with the prayer for the reigning
sovereign often inserted at the end of the mass (whence
the name).

took'-^ (tok), n. See the extract. [Prov. Eng.]
The common practice in this country of protecting the

banks of rivers by means of little piers or "fooAr«"to
throw the water off them, and into the middle of the bed
of the stream, generally resulta in failure, because the
piers cause eddies, and deep pools endangering the banks
are frequently dug out by these eddies.

Nature, Dec. 12, 1907, p. 127.

tookytook (tuk'i-tuk''), n. [A New Zealand
abbreviation of Maori kotuktUuku.} In New
Zealand, the native fuchsia or kotukutuku,
Fuchsia excorticata, or its fruit. See *konini
and *kotukutuku.

tOOl^, ti.— Laylng-on tool, an instrument used by edge-
gildere wliich consists of a light wooden frame having
three sides and covered with crape, for laying on covers,
and a pad covered with Canton flannel.— Pneumatic
tool, in its widest sense, any tool which is operated by
compressed air, as the pneumatic rock-drill, broom, air-

jack, and air-hoist ; specifically, a self-contained combined
motor and interchangeable tool operated by compressed
air. Such machines ai'e either reciprocating motors, as
the pneumatic hammer, or rotary motors, as the pneu-
matic drill, and are made in a number of forms named
after the UkiIs used in them.— Portable tool, any tool
or small machine which may be moved about by hand or
by means of a ti-aveling crane and operated by power, as
distinguished from an ordinary hand-tool. Portable tools
may be self-contained, as, for example, a shaperor a mill-
ing-machine to which an electric motor is attached. Such
a machine is portable in the sense that it can be discon-
nected from its feed-wire, moved to another place, and
again connected with a wire conveying a current to its

mot<jr. Any pneumatic tool, hammer, chisel, or drill,

that can easily be moved within the limits of its air-hose,
or any drill, grinder, emery-wheel, polishing-wheel, tap-
ping-, reaming-, or boring-machine, operated by means
of flexible shafting, may be said to be portable.— BprlnjT
tool, a turning tool used in an engine or machine-lathe
for taking a finishing cut along a piece ^»f work alieady
roughed down nearly to size. It is curved or arched up-
ward and dfpwnward just behind the cutting edge in
side view, and has a curved line in plan for the cutting
etige. Hence it has a si ight amount of elasticity or spring,
which, though not conducive to accuracy in sizing, pro-
duces a smmith and i>olished surface. Lockvood, Diet.
Mech. Engin. Terms.

tool-board (tol'bord), n. A board attached to
or near a machine-tool such as a lathe or mill-
ing-machine, to receive and display for easy
access the tools or cutters or gears used on
.such a machine.

tool-box (tol'boks), n. 1. Any box which is

used to contain workmen's tools. Pattern-
makers' tools are kept in a chest suitably fitted with trays
and drawers ; molders" Uk)Is in an oiten rectangular box
without any trays or partitions, and furnished only with
a cn>B8 handle bridging over the top. Fitters and turners
keep their tools in drawers or in plain boxes. For out-
door work the erectors' t^xds, as spanners, ratchet-braces,
etc., are put in strong iron-clamped packing-boxes. Lock-
wood, Diet. Mech. Kiigin. Terms.

2. An Engli.'ih term for the holder of the steel
cutting-tool on the carriage of machine-tools,
such as lathes, planers, shapers, slotters, etc.

It is often used to cover all parts having a
feed-function above the saddle which runs on
the ways of the bed of the machine.
tool-clamp (tol'klamp), n. A device for hold-
ing a tool in a fixed desired position on a tool-
carriage or -holder, or in the revolving spindle
or percussion element in boring-machines or
rock-drills.

tool-grab (torgrab), n. A device or grip to
seize aiul raise from the bore of a well a tool
or piece of apparatus which has broken off

and fallen to the bottom.
tool-grinder (tiifgrin der), «. A machine for
shaping or sharpening tools for the machine-
or other work-shop, by expositigthe surface to
be treated to an abrading wheel driven at
high speed. Such wheels, if of small diameter, are of
emery or corundum ; large grinders may use a true grind-
stone. The grinder often has special holders, or holders
with special motions, designed to present the sui-face ti)

be ground at the correct and best angles for subsequent
use as cutters.

tooling, "—Blank tooling, dumb tooling. Same as
hlii«t t<t"tiit'j (which sec, imdcr t<niliii;r).

tool-plate (tol'plat). «. The tool-holder in a
machine-tool. The tool-bar is clamped by
bolts and straps to a surface or plate on the
tool-carriage which is fitted with T-sIots for
the purpose. Also called tool-box. Tlie En-
gineer (London), 190ri, p. 571. [Eng.]

tool-rest, n

—

Capstan tool-rest, a circular or polyg-
oTial revolving head having radial ht)lea in which the
shanks of variotis t*>ols can be inserted, mounted on the
tail-stock of a lathe. The axis of this head is vertical,

and the various tools carried by it can each be brought
into service by swinging the head around. Other ma-
chines for floing similar work are made with revolving
heads that turn on horizontal axes : such machines are

tooth-block
called cross turret-lathes or chucking-machines, depend-
ing on whether the axis runs across the bed or length-
wise of it.

tool-room (tol'rom), n. A department in a
well-ordered machine-shop in which tools, jigs,
and gages, etc., are made, ground, or other-
wise kept in order, and whence they are
handed out to the men. Lockwood, Diet. Mech.
Engin. Terms.
tool-smith (tol'smith), n. A blacksmith whose
business consists in forging, hardening, and
tempering the steel tools used by machinists.
Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms.

tool-steel (tol'stel), ». steel of the composi-
tion and manufacture which render it suitable
for use in machine-tools for the cutting of
metals. Such steel must be tough and yet hard enough
to resist the abrasion and heat of the cutting process. It
was formerly steel high in carbon (one per cent or over),
capable of being hardened and tempered. Recently
steels with alloying percentages of manganese, tungsten,
vanadium, titanium, and chromium have been intro-
duced, having the property of self-hardening, or of not
losing their hardness and ability to cut if the point or
edge becomes red-hot from the severity of the cutting
duty. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1908, p. 611.

toondah (tSn'da), «. See *oyster-whelk.
tooral-looral (tii'ral-lo'ral), n. See *ture-lure.

tooshqua (tosh'kwS,), n. "[Amerind, of British
Columbia.] A common name used in British
Columbia for Ophiodon clongatus, a fish related
to the cottoids and found on the Pacific coast
of North America.
tooth, n. 1. The topography of the tooth, as now de-
scribed, is shown in the cuts.

e b

Right upper molar of //ymcff.
theriittn {after Osborn), illus-

trating the terminology of the
upper mclar cusps.

a, pnrastyle; *. paracone ; c,

protoconule; rf. protocone; t, t,

cinguluni ; /, nietacoiie \ gi nieta-

coiiule; A, hypocone.

Left lower molar of Hyra-
cotherium (after Osbornl.
illustrating the terminology
of the lower molar cusps.

a. protoconid ; b, hypo-
conid : c, iiietaconid: rf. en-
toconid ; e. cingulum ; /,
hypoconulid.

^
k

-f

Rij^ht antepenultimate up-
per molar of rhinoceros
(after O^born). illustrating
the terminology of the crests
and hollows of a tooth.

a, cctoloph : b, metaloph ;

c, protoloph ; ^, poslfos-
sette ; e, niedifossette ; _/".

prefossclte;^, metacone; k,
paracone : *', protocone

;

J, parastyle ; k, crista ; /,

aiitecrochet; »(, crochet.

11. A roughened sur
face, as of a paper pre-

Eared for pastels.— 12,
1 masonry^ one of the

several projecting ends
of stones or bricks al-

ready built into a "W'all I
and left at an unfinished
end of it to facilitate the
fitting of another piece
of wall to the first one.
— Block teeth. See Wf»cA-i.
— Giant liooth, an abnormally
lar^re l»ut imt ilefutined Unith.

—Hutchinson's teeth, up-
per incis<tr teeth in which the
cuttiiiK edge is notched ; oc-
curring in the subjects of
hereditary syphilis.— Pacl-
nottl tooth, in Hfct., one of
the mdial pnoectiona upon
the core of a Pacinntti ring or
nnnature. See Pacinotti -krinf/.— Palatine tOOth, a
Uioth situated on one of the pahitine bones, as in fishes

:

sometimes, but wrongly, applied t^.) any toitth on the
roof of the ni<»uth. Parker and Hanwell, Zoology, II.

302.— Pavement teeth, large, rounded teeth, closely set

together and suggesting a cobblestone pavement Such
teeth were common in many extinct sharks, are found
In the existing Port Jackson shark, and are well shown
In the pharyngeal teeth of the drum.

On either 8i<ie of the palate and on the dentary are
three large rectangular ^ni-rj/iotf teeth.

/Attel itTAixs.), Text-hook of Pala?on., 11. 188.

V-tooth, a form of tooth for a gear, having an appear-
ance, in side view, of an inverted V : use<l in clockwork
f<tr actuating the hammer of alarm-chtcks, in some old
forms of escape- wheels, and in saw-teeth for cutting
metals by a revolving blade.

toothake, ??. An amended (and former) spell-

ing of toothache.

tooth-ax (toth'aks), 7K A stone-cutters' ax the
eiige.s of which are divided into blunt teeth.

tooth-block (toth'blok), «. A part of a ma-
chine designed to form the mold for easting
iron gear-wheels in sand. The toothed rim is not
formed complete by a wooden pattern, but tuily a seg-

ment is carefully shaped, having the space between two
teeth and these two teeth themselves shaped upon a
block. This has the depth of the face desired and is

about nine inches long, i)ai'allel to the tangents of the
rim, and four inches radially. This is the tooth-block. It

is borne on an ann, turning on a central vertical stem,
and iiLted wiin a tangent screw and train of gears, so
that with the latter onibination the ciicuniference of

tlie gear can be carefully and exactly divided into equal
alitpKit parts. The sand is carefully molded rouml the
tooth-block, when the latter is raised vertically, and
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by the dividing-fte&r swung horizontally through the re- topek (to'pek), n. Same as *tupik.

quired angle to locate the nei" •""•>- Th« ..^.th.hl.^l.- i« x— xi-_i./t— 'tlA=l,\ ,. Tl,o i.T,r>a

i^min lowered, and the next

tge defect« and warping of g
the exi>en»e o( making all teeth, and on many patterns,

is avoided, and storage of patterns is simplified.

tooth-chisel (toth'chiz'l), h. a stone-masons',

or stone-dressers', chisel having a wide cutting

edge wliich is serrated or cut with spaces re-

sembling a V-tooth.

tooth-cleaner (toth'kle'n^r), n. A form of

gear-tooth milling- or planing-cntter, or a

grinding-wheel of special profile section,

adapted to dress or finish the spaces between

the teeth of a gear-wheel on face and flank.

toothing-press (toth'ing-pres), n. A stampin

maeliiiie for cutting out the interdental spaces ^J *t<>)>hus, 2

and forming the teeth of band-saws,

toothing-stone (toth'ing-ston), n. Seetoothing.

tooth-plane (toth'plan), n. A plane with V-

shaped notches or serrations in its edge, used

in scoring the under svu-face of a veneer or

other wood surfac6» to form grooves within

topog.

topping

An abbreviation (a) of topographical;

topografy. Amended spellings

IS m»uo 111 ^r,^ j.»..= ^v.. w ,-;, ^..f. Uipoijraphy.

ing of surfaces of revolution by parting them Topographic adjusiment, adolescence, engineer.
111(5 1^1. ouii<»^,ja "

. •' '^ , r„„n„,. Infancy. See -ttiuijtistment, etc.— Topographic old
through the meridian section, or the section ^^ reconnaissance. See -kage, *reeonnaUmnce.
of maximum area. Same as the cope or «okj«. Topographical climatology. See -kdimatology.—

when the lower part is called the drag. Topographical engineering. Same as topographical

•p^.-l, « nn/^.t o <r««5- «ioA -trnntitl swreeyinij (which see, under mrueymg).
Tophaceous gout.

^''^,yj>.f\- ... „ ,^^^ topographize (to-pog'ra-fiz), v. i.; pret. and
top-hat (top' hat), n A tall silk hat; a dress ^°P"% »

;„!^,Vf: ppr." topographJng. \_to-
hat, a 'chimney pot. Colloq.]

pograph{y) + -ize.f To study 4nd describe
Rouse up the best hatter in the royal borough, buy a f„jp.' :] /},„ TintiiT-al fpntiirpM of a rpiHoTi or

tnp-hat of that size and bring it back as fast as the horse ]^ aetail tne natural leatures or a region or

can gallop i(. //icAens, The Londoners, x. localitv. 6o!(Wie^, Doctor, mterchap. XIV.

Uerh'in™):^ ITtfrnpl^g- toph-stone (tof'ston), ». [See tophus.} Same *°|?«^^]P^yW,::;v;;.J?^lSh-ln^°fJlS^or'^Sb'-

tophus, n. 2. Calo tufa.

The curiously shaped hill "Cuemo del Diablo" (the

Devil's Horn), of some 6600 feet, near the top of which
volcanic tophus with alternate layers of lava and basaltic

conglomerate have been found.
Geog. Jour (B. O. S.), XVL 35.

-----
\. , . ',, T,

" „j „!,„„ +V,Q Dental tophi, deposits of calcareous material on the
which the glue shall he received when the

;i;«?J'^f\f°Pteeth, ^^curring in gouty subjects.

surfaces ar

when cloth
the wood ; a toothing-plane. excessive sweating.

tooth-shell, ». 2. A small marine moUusk, topjarius (to-pi-a'ri-us), n.
;
pi. topiarii (-i).

Marimtla pellueida, whose shell is used in
j^^, See topiari/.] In iJom. anrtg., one skilled

Austrnlia for necklaces. E. E. Morris, Aus- j^ ornamental gardening.
tral English. topic, n. 4. pi. In geom., topology. See

tooth-stop (toth'stop), n. In exper. phonet., a AfopJ^^^ 2.

part of Atkinson's bent-wire instrument for Topical geometry. Same as *«ojnc«, 2.—Topical song,

are gloed and pressed togetber, or tophvperidrosis (tof-i-per-i-dro'sis), n. [NL.,
>th is to be fastened to the surface of ^"qj. ^^^„^^ pi^ce, -1- NL. hy}

"

, hyperidrosis.] Local

obtaining the position of a point on the sur-

face of the tongue. It consists of a small coil

and-hasln topography. See the extract.

The knoh-and-hoUow type of irregularity which repre-
sents, in reverse, the irregularities of the surface of the

ice, against which the sand and gravel of the plain were
deposited.

li. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1893, p.

[312.

Mature topography, a land-surface in which the pro-

cesses of dissection or sculpture have produced the great-

est possible variety and strength of relief.— Medical
topography. («) The topography of a country with
reference to the prevailing diseases, (h) Regional anatomy.
See topography, 4.— Step-and-platform topography,
in phyB. geog,, a phrase occasionally used to describe a
land-surface eroded on alternately strong and weak (nearly)

liorizontal strata, and therefore possessing a series of ,1at

benches separated by steep escarpments. (Jeog. Jour.
(K. G. S.), IX. 666.

topologic (top-o-loj'ik), o. \_topologiy) + -tc]

Of or pertaining to topology.

a song (as in a comic opeia) containing jesting allusions topological (top-6-loj'i-kal), a. [topolog(y) +
to persons and events in the place where it is sung. icaW] Of or referring to topology.

by a breastwork of steel, behind which machine-guns are

worked when the vessel is in action, and by means of

which a plunging fire is obtained. See military mast,

under nmst\.— Top On, in cricket, a vertical spin im-

parted to the ball by the bowler, which causes it to in-

crease its pace from the piteh. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 88.

top^, 1'. t. 12. In golf, to strike (a ball) above
its center.—To top out, to complete at the top, as a

chimney.—To top up. (0) To bestow the finishing

touches upon ", bring to the best condition. [Colloq.]

As graziers' beasts Welsh cattle are well known in the

midland counties of England, where, under the name of

Welsh runts, large herds of bullocks are fattened upon
the pastures, or " topped up " in the yards in winter.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 191.

top^, » Artillclal spectrum top, in psychophys., a

rotating disk of black and white wnich, under certain

conditions, gives rise to sensations of color.— Chame-
leon top, a color-top so constructed that the arrangement

of colors can be altered by interrupting its motion, thus

changing in a striking manner the blended tints pro-

duced by its rotation.

(to-parji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. rdno^,

limited to a particular district and character-
istic of it.

The vast majority of natural groups of animals being
"topo-politan," i.e. restricted to more or less definite

areas on the Earth's surface, it follows that these various

areas are characterized by the presence of certain forms
of animal life which do not occur elsewhere. These
forms it is proposed to call '* topmnorphs." Thus the
giraffe is a " topomorph " of the ^Ethiopian region (Africa

south of theAtlas); theslothsandanteatersarefopymorpA*
of the neotropical region (South and Central America).

l: L. Sclater, in Geog. Jour. (R. G. 8.), IX. 673.

pain.

topaz, «— Brazilian topaz, the true yellow topaz,

found at Ouro I'reto, Minas Geraes, Brazil— Fiery to-

paz, a humming-bird.

rally elementary branch of geometry, which
neither considers lengths, areas, or volumes
in their character of being measurable, nor
distinguishes straight from curved or crooked
lines, nor plane from curved or bent surfaces,

but studies only the manner in which the

parts of places are continuously connected.
Although topics is of its own nature the easiest kind of

geometry, yet, owing to its having been neglected, geom-
eters have not been at home in the subject and have
found great dllflculty in demonstrating its theorems. It

to;.'^"on'(top^t?n), „. The slightly curved toponarcosis (top'o-nar-ko'sis), „ [NL <

upper iron used in carpenters' and joiners' Gr. r<i7rof place, + vap.ua,f, a benumbing. See

smoothing- or jack-planes which have wooden narcosis.-] Localized anesthesia,

faces. It stiffens the plane-iron by a pressure toponym, n. 2. In Uol, a soientiflo name
applied close to and along the length of the antedated by another name based on the same

cutting edge, and if very close to the latter type.

may help to break the shaving in brittle A name is rejected when there is an older valid name
,„„„ j„ ^ based on the same type (toponym).
^ooas. Q^g ^j £„, yomenclature, p. 268.

by screwing to the top of borine'-rods when i'upuuyuiy, n. 2. In geog., see the extract
topalgia (to-parji-a), n. \_!Slj., ^ ur. rOTToc,

topit (top'it),n. A sort of brace-head fastened ^
place, -*- a/.yoc, pam.] A localized neuralgic ^^ screwing to the top of boring-rods when toponymy.

the latter are being withdrawn from the bore

i.,i— iDi lAj-
of the well or shaft. [Prov. Eng.]

paz a nummmg-Diru, Topaza pyra, so called "om tts top-Uft (top'lift), n. The outside or last piece

brilliant crest which glows like a coal of Are. The throat of sole-leather put On to complete the heel of
is yellow.-Indian topaz, a name for the rich sherry- a shoe or boot. In cheap shoes the rest of the i.^nnlinWa ftoTi-o-fo'bi-a) n FNL
colored topaz found m Ceylon and rarely m Brazil.- ,

,
. . „„s,t„hnnTfl nnd Rcrnn-lpather

lOpopnODia ^lop-o lo Di a;, n. ixyu.

Saxon topaz, a name originally applied to the true heel IS ot pasteDoara ana scrap-ieauier. totvou place, -I- -^,i(a, < tpojiew, t
topaz found at Schneckenstein, Saxony, in the eighteenth top-linO (top'Im), M. The profile of the back - -^ , _ j ., .._._• ;-i i-.-i:

Compare toponomy.

Toponymy, M. Wauters explains," is a new science

which takes up the names of places Jand studies them
with a view to elucidating history and geography.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 207.

< Gr.
fear.] A

century. At present the name is applied solely to the

pale yellow, decolorized variety of smoky quartz com-
from the center of the shoulders to the end of

the hip-bones : used in describing cattle.

toT&^rtor-rg' irt^' a buggy with a toploaaer (toj/lo-d.r), n. In linil^ering, one

oJ^pr^r ton. ^See bunnu. ^^^ works on the top of a load ot logs.
cover or top. See buggy

And had brought his top-huggy along, so 's he could fly

high and have a big time with the girls.

Furgman, Sanctified Town, p. 212.

top-card, n. 2. An indicator-card taken by
a steam-engine indicator from the end of

the cylinder above the piston, in Cornish top-notcher (top-nooh'6r), n. One who or
pumping-engines operating with a beam. ^^ ^ - > -i -•- -^ ^i-- -^ -^-i i.;_i-.„i. —i-i

This was quite different from the card taken below the
piston (or bottom-card), since the work of lifting the
massive pump-rods was done on the lifting stroke, with
steam pressure from the boiler on top of the piston. The
bottom-card showed only the equalizing and the con-

denser pressures.

top-chain, n. 2. A chain used to secure the
upper tiers of a load of logs after the capacity topo (to'po), n. [Properly tnpu; Aymard of

of the regular binding-chains has been filled. Bolivia and Peru.] The pin or pins of cop-

morbid dread of certain special localities.

topopolitan (top-o-pol'i-tan), a. [Gr. ro^of,

place, -t- 7ro?.iT!7f, citizen, + -an.li Inhabiting
only a definite region or restricted area of the

earth, as the giraffe or the sloth ; not cosmo-
politan.

The sloths and anteaters are confined to tropical

America, and the polar bear to the North Polar landa
Such animals may be called " topo-politan " (rbiro?. locus,

and ffoA(T,)5, civis) in contradistinction to those that are

universally distributed, or "cosmo-politan."

. , . P. L. Sclater, in Geog. Jour. (R. G. S), IX. 67a

that which is at the top notch or highest point topotype (top'6-tip), n. [Gr. r&:ror, place, -t-

of excellence. [Colloq.] rrirof, type.] In the nomenclature of types in

But the toploader is the man who runs the greatest

risks, for he has little room in which to work and he is

liable at any time to be caught and crushed between the

logs, or to lose his footing, or to be knocked off the load

and thrown to the ground, perhaps with a log on top of

him. Amer. Inventor, April 15, 1904, p. 184.

As a matter of course there are not a sufilcient number
of "top.notchers" to go around, the result being— as

was the case during the Bates craze— the use of many
inferior specimens and the neglect of good cattle of other
blood. Hep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 64.

n-Of, type.]
natural history, a specimen of a named species

from the locality of the original or holotype.

T.l. (Type-locality) : The place from which the holo-

type or the specimen figured as standard of reference

came, so that it may be known what are topotypes, for

they are of the greatest importance, next to types, for

specific determination.
Annals and Mag. \at. Bist., Dec, 1904, p. 39a

topotypic (top-o-tip'ik), a. [topotyp(e) + -ic]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a topotype.

topotypic^l (top-o-tip'i-kal), a. Same as *top-

otypic. Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 405.

topper, n. 5. -An exceptionally high sea or

wave,
place, + E. chemical.'] Of or pertaining to topping, «. 6. Specifically, in tobaeco-grow-

galeug, the tope of Great Britain. In Aus- the antennary sense in certain insects, such ing, the removal of the budded or blossoming

tralia also called school-shark. E. E. Morris, as the ants, in which a sense of touch or con- summit of the plant in order that its strength

Austral English. tact is combined with an olfactory sense. may be thrown into the leaves.

top-dry (top'dri), a. Same as stag-headed.

top-dyeing (top'di''''ing), n. The process of

dyeing worsted tops. Dyeing-machines of

special construction are used, in which the
dye-liquor is forced back and forth through
the material.

tope^, n.

australis.

?er, silver, or gold by means of which the
ndian women of Peru and Bolivia fasten their

wraps over the breast. The pin is part of the

aboriginal dress and ornament of the moun-
tain Indians, but was also used on the Peru-
vian coast. The Quichua name is tumi.

2. An Australasian shark, Galeus topochemical (top-o-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr. rojrof.

It differs somewhat from Galeus
.„...-„.
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topsail, n—Half topsails under, said of a vessel toric (to'rik), a. [for(its) 4- -ic] Of or per-
wlieii it is so distant that only tlie spars and sails from • • - . ...
the middle of the topmast up are visible above the horizon.

topsawyer, ». 4. A member of a crew who
is always ia the lead when work is going on
either on deck or aloft.

top-set (top'set), a. In jreo?. , noting the upper
and shoreward layers of a delta, consisting of

WMMmmmmmkmmm
Top-set.

the coarser sediment dropped as the inflowing
stream is checked.
These tnp-srt beds are laid down in a nearly horizontal

poeition. and their seaward margin Is (jrradually extended.
Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., 1. 191,

top-spindle (top'spin'dl), n. Same as elastic

top-tumip (top'ter^nip), n. Same &skohlrabi.

top-twist (top'twist), H. In tenniSy a twist
put on the ball to cause it to drop more
rapidly than usual.

top-yeast (top'yest), n. See yeast.

toque, ft. 5. See *toboggan-cap.
tora^ «. See Ujrah.

tora'-^ (to'rS), n. [Native name.] A large an-
telope, Bubalis torn, of northeastern Africa,
very similar to the hartebeest.
Torbay group. See *grou]A.

tainiug to a torus: used in optics in reference
to a lens the surface of which is a portion of
that of a torus, or solid of revolution gene-
rated by rotating a circle about any axis in its

plane. See '^toruSy 5.

A concave or a convex toric lens surface.
Buck, Med. Handbook, L 595.

torii (to'ri-e), n. [Jap. tori-i.l A fonn of deco-
rative gateway or portal found in Japan.
It consists of two
upright wooden »-—,__^ _—.^^
posts connected at \ - J
the top by two hori- ^———•» ~ " -'
zontal cross-pieces,
the lower straight
and usually termi-
nating with the sup-
ports, and the other
curved gract-fully

and resting upon
and overhangingthe
supports. The torii

is associated with
Shinto worship, and
is found at the en-
trance to fshinto

temples. The Jap-
anese suppose that
it was intended
originally as a roosting-place of the sacred fowls which
gave warning of dayhreaic The type is common in the
East, appearing in the toran of India, the pailoo of
China, and the red-arrow gate of Korea. Trans. Jap.
.SW.. IV. 82.

root and resembling tan-
nin—TonnentU-tannlc acid, the particular variety
f tannic acid t-xtracted from t^>nnentiI-root.

A hole

burner designed t^) give a lai-ge, hrij:ht tiame, for use in
shops and outdo<.>r w<»rk, such am trai-k-repairing. It con-
sists of a flat tank which may be hung against a wall, a
pipe, and a vafMir-bunier. ('*) A similar torch used in
plumbing, gas-tltting. electric-wiring, t't<;., for giving a
heating flame wherever a condensed hut flame is required.
It is made in many forms. Where air-pressure is used
it is called a 9a«o/f?i« bUnc-torch. It is sometimes used
as a (mint^bumer. (c) A lamplighters' torch using gaso-
lene.

torch-flsh (tdrch'fish), n. A name applied to
a deep-sea pediculate fish, Litwphryne lucifer^

tormentilla, «. 3. The astringent rhizome of
FotevtilUt TormeuUlfa, a plant belonging to

torberitedof'Wr-it), ',.. [G. torherit (1793), t™'^«i't^il-^f„"f,""*'''' *^?l''"°Pir'^^?i''-
after Torhern (Torber-n) Olof Bergmann, who *°f,^?°*^^-*f°°^''

(tor'men-til-tan'ik), a. De
first examined it.] Same as forfterw.te.

rived from torment,l-rr

torcel (tor-sel'), 1. [S. Amer. Sp. fj The „.„.„,„..,„. ,,,.„,^„ .,„„. „„„,^„^„..
larva of a South American bot-fly, Bermatohia tornadolcaVe '(T6r-n^''d6"'kli7)7
cyaneiventns, which sometimes attacks human the ground, a cellar, a vault, or a stone struc-
beings. tiire, built as aplaee of refuge from tornadoes.
tOrcn\ «.-Alcohol torch, a .imple form of lamp tornadO-lamp (tor-na'do-lamp), n. See *tor-
buniiriK alcohol, uaed m plunibing and other trades re- ,,^,,/,, Iniit/ru
quiring a small, very hot, p<jrtable flame: wjmetimes .

' ' "

used with a blowpipe. See i«Mii/.(.iir;K'r.— Gasolene tomado-lailteni (tor-na uo-lan'tfem), w. A
torch, (a) A simple fonn of jiortable Kasoleiie-vapor form of portable or fixed lantern in which tlie

air for the combustion of the iUuminiint oil is

conducted to the wick through tubular air-

passages having bends or elbows, instead
of allowing air to reach the combustion
point directly from outside. The flame is much
less likely lobe blown out in a wind or gale. If the cir-

cuitous passages can further be heated by the flame so
that the air is preheated before delivery' to the flame, the
latter is hotter, and gives more light and less smoke.

tomal (tor'nal), a. [tor«(w«) + -a(l.] Of or
pertaining to the tornus. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1897, p. 76.

tomese (tor-na'se), n.; pi. tornesi (si). [It.,

lit. ' of Tours,' where the coin was first struck ;

F. Tours, L. Turones."] A subsidiary coin of
the Two Sicilies, j^u of a ducat, equivalent to

"ni'if of a United States cent.

tomesello (tor-na-sel'lo), n. [It., dim. of tor-

neic. See *torncse.'\ A bronze coin introduced
into Venice by the Doge Barbarigo (1486-
1501).

tomheiactine (torn -hek-sak' tin), n. [Gr.
Tdjimi-, compasses, -f- fj, six, + dxr/f (oktiv-),

ray.] In the sponge-spioules, a hexactine with
the arms abruptly and sharply pointed.
tornus (tdr'niis), n. ; pi. torni (-ni). [L. tor-

nus, < Gr. rdpi-of, a turners' wheel, lathe, also
compasses. See fi/ni.] The inner or anal
angle of an insect's wing: used especially
to denote the anal angle of the hind wing of
a tineine moth.
Hind wing with the medial area striated with bmwn

;

a postmedial line incurved at discal fold; an indistinct
silvery subtenninal line ; a fiery re<l terminal band irro-

rated with silver from apex to disciil fold, where tliere is

a small ocellus with semicircular black mark on its outer
edge ; a fiery red stigma on termen near tamuii.

AntuiU and Mag. Nat. Uittt.

Torch. fisii \t tHofhr\Mt luci/€r\.
(From a anwin^ by Ur.'K. W. Shuieldt.)

taken oflf Madeira. The first dorsal spine carries
a luminous bulb above the eye like a torch.
Dtscovrnj, Oct., 1907, p. 120.

torch-holder (torch'hol-der), n. A device or
fixture for holding a torch ; also, alamp fixture
or bracket for gas or electric-lighting systems
ri'pri'senting a supported torch.

tordrillltO (tor - dril ' it), n. [ Tordrillo Range,
Alaska, + -ite^.1 In petrog , aphanitic or

I

, . -, !- , - - «».«... «f»« ..H.iM. .!»»..««•*., Sept, 1904, p. 176.

flassy Igneous rocks, which may or may not * ,,-, -^ ro * x. ^^ y t * y
e porphvritic, characterized by eqm.l *"° ('° '°)'

"' ,,
[^g- ''^,''- "j""' < \ """"'- <

amounts of quartz and alkali feldspar ; the *"''• ™"1°^! l^""- f'^e *^fer2. «.] A common
porphyry equivalent of alaskite. Splrr, 1900. ""Tfl !"' f'F"^'

» =f«°?0"1 ^^^ ^'"^'"i

-,_ ;;.-, - ..

,

r>. 1 rm, ^- OB both coasts of tropical Amenca.
torea (to r^a), „ [Maori.] The native name t^j j^ (to'roid), a. and n. [tor{u>i) + -o.d.]
of the oyster-catcher (Hxmatopus longtrostris - ~ "

- . l \ / j

and H. unicolor) of New Zealand.

Torenia (to-re'ni-a), n. [NL. (Linnsus, 1751-
1753), named in honorof Olof Torcn, a Swedish
traveler and pupil of Linnseus.] A genus of
plants of the family Scrophulariaeeie. They are
perennial or annual herbs with simple and opposite
leavea, tubular 2.1ipi)ed flowera in terminal or axillary
araall racemes. 4 stamens all perfect, and many very _,.,., ..... ....
•mall 8ee<l». There are twenty species, chiefly of tropical Toroidal COll, a solenoid closed upon itself so as to form
Asia and Africa, of which three are cultivated as tender '^ <:irciilar ring.

garden annuals, T. Jtava having mostly yellow flowers, T. torpodo. «.—Boom-torpedO, a torpedo fastened to the
Foumitri and T. Atiatica having moetly blue or white outer end of a boom projecting from a torpedo-vessel.
flowers. When attacking, the end of the boom waa lowered under

S.— 86

I. a. Same as toroidal.

H. n. A surface or solid of revolution de-
termined by revolving any closed-plane con-
tour about an axis in its plane which does not
intersect it.

Each reflecting surface, according to this plan, would
be part of a parabolic toruid.

AntrophyiicalJour., Dec, 1903, p. 339.

torrential

water. (Obsolete.]—Brennan torpedo, Maxim tor-
pedo, two similar types of dirigible torpedoes nan.ed
from their inventors, in which two large reels of wire in
the interior are geared to screw-propellei^. After the
torpedo is launched the wire is pulled off the reels by a
steam-engine ashore which causes the reels to rotate and
turn the screws, thus propelling the torpedo ahead.

—

Dirigible torpedo, atorpedo in which the lateral steer-
ing remains under the control of an operator, on a ship
or on shore, during the whole length of its run, by means
of electric or other wires fonning a connection between
the torpedo and the operating station.—Drifting tor-
pedo, a torpedo which is dependent for its motion on
the tide or the current of a stream.—Howell torpcdO,
an automobile torpedo used in the United SUtes navy.
It is propelled by a fly-wheel weighing about 1(X) pounds,
which is made to revolve at a high rate of speed just be-
fore the torpedo is discharged.—Lay torpedo, a dirigible
surface torpedo, the motive ])ower of which is an engine
driven by compressed carbonic acid gas carried in a res-
ervoir in the interior.—OU-well torpedo, a cylindrical
metallic case or shell which contains a heavy charge of
nitroglycerin, useil, in sinking petroleum-wells, to frac-
ture by explosion the rock at the bottom of the well and
so protluee or increase the flow of petroleum.—SchwartZ-
kopflf torpedo, an automobile torpedo made in Ger-
many, siilistantlally the same as the Whitehead except
that it is made of a special bronze instead of sleel.

torpedo, v. t. 2. In sinking oil-wells in a pe-
troleum district, to explode a charge of nitro-
glycerin at the bottom of (the drilled well) in
order to shatter the rock and increase the flow
of oil. Charges of from 20 to 80 quarts of the
explosive are frequently used, and are con-
tained in tin-plate eases, which are carefully
lowered into position and exploded by the
dropping of a heavy iron cylinder from
above.

torpedo-boat, ".-submarine torpedo-boat. See
*tuhmarine. i.— Torpedo-boat destroyer, a vessel of
extremely high speed (from 25 to 35 knots), built on the
general lines of a torpedo-boat but larger, running from
300 to 700 tons displace^nent. It calTies torpedo-tubes
and guns and is designed especially for chasing and de-
stroying torpedo-boats or for itself acting as a torpedo-
boat against the enemy's large ships on the high seas.
Commonly, by abbreviation, destroyer.— TorpedO-bOat
stem. See **f^r;i2.

torpedo-director (tor-pe'do-di-rek'tor), 11.

An instrument by which to determine the di-
rection in which an automobile torpedo should
be fired to hit the enemy or a target. The rela-
tive speed and direction of motion of the enemy, with
reference to the vessel on which the director is placed,
and the speed of the torpedo to be fired being known,
these data are set on certain burs of the instrinnent.
When the sight-bar is pointed at the enemy, the instru-
ment shows the angle at which the torpedo should be fired
to strike the target.

torpedo-ftise (tor-pe'do-fuz), n. A fuse de-
signed for exploding the charge in the head
of a torpedo.

torpedo-stern (t6r-pe'd6-st6m), n. Same as
torjiedo-bodt *stern.

torqne, n. 3. A proposed unit for the mea-
surement of the moment of forces ; one dyne
acting with a lever-arm of one centimeter.
See unit of*torque.

In the French system the absolute unit of moment
would be the moment of a force of one dyne about a point
at one centimetre distance from its line of action ; this
unit we shall call one ttirijue.

Jude, Physics, Experimental and Theoretical, I. 33.

Synchronizing torque, in elect., the t«irque acting upon
the armature of an altcniating-current machine which
tends to bring the machine into synchronism with otbei-s
in the same circuit and to hold it in synchronism.- Unit
of torque, a unit of force acting at the end of an ai-ra of
unit length, where the force ia perpendicular to the arm
and to the axis of revolution. In physics, the unit of
torque is the torque of one dyne at the end of an arm one
centimeter in length : in engineering, where forces are
measured as weights, the unit of t^jrque is the potmd-foot
or kilogram-meter respectively. These terms although
similar in fonn to the 'foot-pound' and ' kilogramme-
ter ' are not to be confused with them.

torreflcation (tor'e-fi-ka-shon), n. Same as
torrrfaetion

.

Torrejon group. See *groupi.
Torrens system, a method of government registration
and guajaiiLue of land-titles, named from ita author. Sir
Rijliert Richard Torrens, of South Australia, where the
Torrens Land Transfer Act was passed in 1S58. It estab-
lished land registry offices, where, after examination of
his title to a given property by a public examiner, a pro-
priet4>r might have his titie registered with a description
of the pi-operty, and so officially guaranteed. Subsequent
purchaaers, mortgagees, or lease-holders are likewise pn>-
tected, on registration of their transactions regarding
the property. Certificates of title are issued by the
registration office to each party in interest t»n the surren-
<ier of conflicting certificates. I'he system passed rapidly
from S^juth Australia to other British colonies, and is

now, with some modification, in use in parts of England
and Canada, and in several of the United .States. In
most jurisdictions its use ia optional.

Torrentaria (tor-en-ta'ri-ii), ». [NL., < L.
torrcim, a torrent: see torrent.'} A subgenus
of fishes of the genus Etheostoma under the
family Percidse.

Torrential cone, (a) See *cone. (6) Same
as */anl, 9.



torrent-portion

torrent-portion (tor'eut-por'shon), «. That
middle portion o( a river's course which is

marked by swift currents. Above it, nearer

the sources in the steep mountains, is the Ms-
eade-portioii, while below it, in the flood-

plain region, is the river-nortion. J. D. Dana,
Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 181.

Toirridonian (tor-i-do'ni-an), a. In geol., re-

lating to the Torridou sandstone, a Precam-
brian formation in the north of Scotland.

The Precambnan strata are divided into the

Torridonian sandstone above and the Lewis-

ian gneiss below. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.,

p. 890.— Torridonian group. See*group^.

torsiometer (tor-si-om'c-ter), n. [L. tor-

sio(n-), torsion, + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] An
instrument for measuring the degree of tor-

sion; specifically, one for measuring the

amount of rotation of the eyeball on the visual

axis ; also, one for testing the twisting of a

revolving shaft, as in a steam-driven vessel.

This has been it seriouB obstacle in the path of ship de-

signers, but it appears to have been overcome by taking

indicators of the torsion ot the shafting through which

power is conveyed from the turbine to the propeller.

... In the Denny and Johnstone torsiometer is an elec-

trical method in which a telephone is used, whilst in

Mr. Gibsons instrument recourse is had to a flash of

light deflected by a mirror.
Xature, March 28, 1907, p. 623.

torsion, ».— Antldromal torsion. See *antidromal.
— Moment of torsion. See •monient.— Torsion
couple. See *taKple.

Torsional strain. See iitortional strength.— Torsional
strength, the capacity of a bar, or shaft, or structure to

resist an effort to twist it The effort to twist is called

the torsional stress
'

; the angle through which the bar or

shaft is deformed by the twisting process is the ' torsional

strain
'

; the relation of the angular deformation to the

moment producing it is the 'torsional stilfness.' Tor-

sional stiffness is a requisite for steady transmission of

power by a shaft, since otherwise a torsional vibration

would be present, occasioning loss of power.-— Torsional
Stress. See -ktonnonal strength. Lockwood, Dict^ Mech.
Engin. Terms.

torsion-ClJrve (tor'shon-kerv), n. In geol.,

the curved trace of an outcropping stratum
due to torsional deformation of dipping for-

mations.
torsion-head (tor'shgu-hed), n. A clamp or

support to which one end of a rod or wire is

fastened, and which, by revolution about an
axis coincident with that of the rod or wire,

serves to twist the latter through any desired

angle. Angular movements of the torsion-

head are usually indicated upon a divided

circle mounted with its center in the axis of

rotation.

torsion-penueameter (t6r'8hon-p6r-m§-am"e-
ter), It. See *pernieamcter.

torsion-rod (tor'shon-rod), n. The rod used
in motor-car construction to resist the ten-
dency of the driving gear or chain to rotate
the housing of the driving axle, and also the
tendency of obstacles to rotate the spring and
axle around the attachment of the former to
the frame. Either tendency throws the driving ele-

ments out of line, and brings side-stress on the fastenings.

The toraion-ro<i is often attached to the frame with spi-

ral springs between the end of the rod and the lug on
the frame, to give elasticity to such joint and lessen
the intensity of the shock on it when the rod comes into
action. Cycle and Autoinolnle Trade Jour., Dec, 1904,

p. 81.

torsion-spring (tdr'shon-spring), 11. A spiral
wire spring designed to resist a strain of tor-

sion. It is essentially a compression spring in which
the strain to which it is submitted tends to unwind the
spiral by pulling the two ends in opposite directions. It

is used for door- and hinge-springs and in many other
places where the pressure or strain to be resisted is at a
right angle with the point where the end of the spring is

fastened.

tort-feasor, ".—Joint tort-feasors, in law, two or
more persons who together commit the same tort. They
are jointly and severally liable for the injury.

torticone (tor'ti-kon), n. [L. tortus, twisted,
-I- conn.<i, a cone.] Any tetrabranchiate ee-
phalopod shell which is closely or loosely
coiled in an asymmetrical depressed or ele-

vated spiral. Such shells among the Nauti-
loidea are distinguishea as trochoceracones,
and among the Ammonoidca as turriliticonos.

In all eases they present phylogerontic stages
of the partioular races of which they are the
terminals.

tortoise, n. 3. An American nymphalid but-
terfly, Euffonia j-album : more fully called the
Compton tortolie.— 4. Same as tortoise-beetle.
— Compton tortoise^ an American nymphalid butterfly,
Bugonin j-uUmtn, which ranges throughout f'anada and
the northeni t"nit«<l States east of the Rocky Mountains.
Its larv« feed on the willow and whit* birch. .See

ifAit'AJ.- Five-dotted tortoise, an Anierican chrys-
omelid beetle, Phijsotwta uttipunctata, which feeds on

Tortoise-beetle iCasst'da bivittata).

a- larra ; b, pupa ; c. adult : all enlarged.
(Redrawn irom Kiley.)
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the leaves of the wild sunflower. It has five black dots

on the prothorax, of which four are sometimes wanting.

The specific name was originally given to one of the one-

spotted specimens.— Greaved tortoise, a South Ameri-
can fresh-water turtle of thegenusi'o(/oL'/ic»ii«; so named
from the large plat«8 on the front legs.— One-dOtted
tortoise, an American tortoise-beetle, Physonvta iini-

punctata. It is yellow in color, with one or five black

dots on the prothorax, and feeds on sunflower-leaves.

—

Painted tortoise. See painted terrapin, \raAeT terrapin.

tortoise-beetle, «— Two-striped tortolse-beetle,
an American chry-
sonielid beetle,

Casxida bivittata,

which feeds, both
as larva and as
adult, on the leaves
of the sweet-po-
tato and morning-
glory vines.

Tortoise-shell
fish. Same as
handjish.

tortola (t6r'to-

la), n. [8p.
(ortoto, a turtle-

dove. See turtle^.'] A stamped cut-money of

the Virgin Islands, struck in 1801, and so called

from the stamp.
Tortonian (t6r-t6'ni-an), a. and n. ITortona
(see def.) + -ian.'] In geol., noting the upper
member in Mayer-Eimar's classification of the
Miocene Tertiary of France and Mediterra-
nean Europe, which lies between the Helvetian
below and the Messinian-Pontian Pliocene
above. It is typically developed about Tor-
tona, in northern Italy, and consists of marls
and sands containing marine and fresh-water
shells and of local deposits in fissures of Ju-
rassic limestone ; the latter are of terrestrial

origin and contain abundant fossil mammals.
tortricid, n— Oak ugly-nest tortricld, ArcMps
.fercidana, a species whose larvse roll together wads of

"oak-leaves in which they live, several in a nest.

tortuosity, ». 3. In geom., the quality of be-
ing Don-plane.

torup (tor'up), n. [Origin uncertain.] The
common snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina.

[Local, U. S.]

The small edible tortoise has a name and a fame ; it is

the terrapin. But whence that name Y Not from teira,

earth. Farmers and sailors call the big "snapper" the
for(/p or torop— however one should spell it. . . . Early
travellers in North America describe and figure this

creature, noting that it was considered a toothsome dish ;

but the writer has not seen its name given. There can
be no doubt that it is an Indian name originally, and the
root whence terrapin was developed by a derivative suf-

fix. The Critic, Oct. 27, 1894, p. 268.

torus, n. 6. In geom., a tore or anchor-ring.
See tore^, 2. Astroplujsical Jour., Dec, 1903,

p. 335.--^TorU8 occipitalis, a slight projection oc-

casionally present on the upper portion of the occipital

bone.— Torus palatlnns, a projection sometimes pres-
ent at the point ol crossing of the palatomaxillary and
intermaxillary sutures on the palate.

torymid (tor'i-mid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the hyraenopterous family Torymidx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Torymidse.

Tosa fowl, a .Japanese breed of domesticated fowls, named
from the province of Tosa, characterized by the extremely
long sickle-feathers of the male. These reach a length
of from six to fourteen feet.

Tosafist, n. See *Tosaphist.

Tosafotn, m. See *Tosaphoth.
TosapMst, Tosafist (to-sa'fist), n. One of the
rabbis who composed the additional commen-
tary on the Talmud called *Tosaphoth (which
see).

Tosaphoth, Tosafoth (to-sa'fot), «. [Heb., <

Yasaph, add.] Literally, addition, increase: a
name for critical annotations on tlie Talmud.
Most of the composers of the Tosaphoth were Hebrew
scholars from Germany and France in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. The two principal commentaries
on the Talmud, Rashi and Tosaphoth. are always printed
around the text The Tosaphists were the immediate
followers of Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac (Rashi), and many
important interpretations of difficHlt passages in the text
were added by them to those of their predecessor. Five
of the foremost Tosaphists were two sons-in-law and three
grandchildren of Rashi : contracted from the initials of

his full name, Jiabbi Shelomoh Itzhaki.

toscanite (tos'ka-nit), n. [It. Toscana (Tus-
cany) -f- -i<c2.] In petrog., a name given by
H. S. Washington (1897) to a group of lavas
in Tuscany characterized by the presence of
lime-soda feldspar and orthoclase with some
quartz: related to vulsinites and ciminites.
Equivalent to *dellenite.

toss, t'. t. 11. In cricket, to bowl (a full-pitch).

[Obsolescent.]— 12. To refine (tin) by fusing
it and then causing the molten metal to fall

in thin filaments through the air. Oxidizable
impurities acted on by the air are separated
out and form a scum which is skimmed off,

totipotent

after the stream has come to rest in the
receiving vessel— Toss up the bunt, an order to
the sail-furlers to roll the bunt of the sail on to the top
of the yard.

toss, n. 7. In cricket, a, ball bowled so as to
reach the batsman before touching the ground

;

a full-pitch. [Obsolescent.]

tossing, M. (6) In the refining of metallic tin,

the dipping up of the melted metal in ladles
and pouring it back into the pot whence it

came, thus by exposure to the air causing oxi-

dation of the foreign metals and other im-
purities which accumulate as a scum on the
surface of the refined tin.

tostdio (tos-toun'), «. [Pg. tostao (= Sp. tos-

ton), variant of testdo, a teston. See (estow.]

A silver coin of Brazil and Portugal, equiva-
lent to 100 reis. Compare *toston.

tosto (tos'to), a. [It., also adv., soon, = OSp.
OPg. toslo = Cat. Pr. tost = OF. tost, F. tdt;

origin undetermined; prob. <L. tostus, toasted,
hot, hence quick : see toast, r.] In music,
quick; rapid. Compare ^re«to.

toston (tos-ton'), )!. [Sp., = Pg. tosfao. See
*tostdlo.'\ A silver coin of Bolivia, Guatemala,
Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela, equivalent to
four reals.

total, a— Absolutely total motion. See*»>oMon.—
Total buoyancy. See *))uoi/oiif!/.— Total beat of
steam, or of evapcratlon. steam, like all con-
densable vapors, has a sensible heat for each pressure,
measurable by a thermometer or other temiierature-
measuring device. In addition, it has the heat necessary
to change water at that temperature into steam at that
temperature, called the 'latent heat' And thirdly, it has
the heat corresponding to the work of overcoming the
mechanical resistance or external work due to its ten-

dency to increase its volume or change its state. These
latter two factors are revealed upon cooling a weight of
steam by absorbing its heat in water. The tt)tal heat is

sometimes expressed as the sum otf ; [the heat of the
liquid] -f [heat of vaporization] -{- [heat corresponding
to external work in increasing volume).—Total Incre-
ment, in forestry, the t^jtal volume of wood produced
by the growth of a tree or stand up to the time it is cut

tote^, V. t. 2. To haul (supplies) to a logging-
camp.
tote-bag (tot'bag), n. [tote^, r., -1- hag."] A
bag for the use of hunters and others. See
the extract. [New Eng.]
The . . . Tote Bag, . . . the best thing for huntiug,

tramping and fishing trips; for cairyiug coat, camera,
blanket, lunch, etc., made of stout canvas with draw-rope
mouth or entrance to bag and with fiaps to protect its

contents from rain. It is to be carried on the back the
same as a knapsack.

Quoted in X. and Q., 10th ser., II. 102.

tote-box (tot'boks), «. See *shoj>-pan.

totem-animal (t6'tem-an"i-mal), n. An ani-

mal that is the totem of a clan.

totem-badge (to'tem-baj), n. A badge which
represents or indicates the totem of the clan

to which the owner belongs. Eaddon, Evolu-
tion in Art, p. 118.

totem-clan (to'tem-klan), n. A clan which
posses.ses a totem.

totem-kin (to'tem-kin), H. The kinsfolk of a
metronymic clan possessing a totem. Gid-
dings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 167.

totem-pole (to'tem-pol), n. A post erected in
front of an Indian house, carved so as to rep-
resent totem-animals, ancestral figures, or a
series of figures that illustrate a elan legend.
Totem-poles are used by the Indians of the
coasts of Alaska and British Columbia. See
totem.

totem-stock (to'tem-stok), n. A group having
the same totem. Hatzel (trans.), Hist, of
Mankind, I. 125.

totem-stone (to'tem-ston), m. In prehistoric

archieol., a stone with peculiar markings he-
lieved to represent totems.

tote-team (tot'tem), »i. \tote^, v., + team.']

A team which is used to haul or 'tote' sup-
plies to a logging-camp.
A tote road is cut through the wooiis to the camp-sit*,

over which the necessary boards, supplies, etc., are
hauled. . . . The team which is used in drawing provi-

sions is called the tote-team. Dialect Xotes, II. vi.

totipotence (to-tip'o-tens), «. [totipoten(t)

+ -cc] In hioL, the capacity to generate or
regenerate the whole. An egg or a bud which
may become a complete organism, or a frag-

ment of the leaf of a begonia which may give

rise to a complete plant, is an illustration of
totipotence or the potency of the whole. T.

H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 243. *

totipotent (to-tip'o-tent), a. [L. totus, all, -I-

potens, powerful.] Exhibiting or character-

ized by totipotence.

It appears in Planaria lugubris that while the material

at every level has the double potency of producing a4iead
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Z\ty^i:^^JS^'^t::^'^:^}^J'i^ll^J=^l^ •'r;^^P^'^\ To„,h.pitch copper .houM show a silky towerl nfacture of

'fh
too - and a close _^™ the cas't ^f^^J^'C

?;?..,« ^ .
iidicate an excess of dissolved oxid due to

P esent"shoS?d "atl
^^" ^'',t-P'^^.'="i'P" 'he impSrifiS

oifrt^f „ ^ "^l' •'fj?
'he oxidized condition, but nooxid of copper should be present See *overvole also

Iw""'' "'""' "'"^ *P""<:-Pi'ch.-T0TiehT0m: See

11 , "-..-^"."."K >" "liicn ciiu oi tne piece it cornea to
lie at, yet m very' short pieces from the middle and pes-tenor regions of the body a double-tailed fomi may arise

wMli'l'^Jh?"'"^-'
'herefore, on our hypothesii, thatwhile in this species also the material is toUpoteiu vetwhen the determining influence of the polaritv is reniivedthe stronger tendency is to produce a tail, while inPlanana niaculata, as we have seen, the stronger ten-dency 18 in the other direction,

i .... Amtr. .\at., July-Aug., 1904, p. 504.
WTatlVe, «.- Prtme tOtltlve, a totitive with respect to

*-totitlye of k, or totitive of a number * with re-spect to a divisor, I, of it, a number as small as * andhaving no factor in common with * not also a factor of «.

Totonacan (to-to-nii'kan), n. and n. I a Of -—•-""-" ..^vn.iu^.
or pertaining to the Totonaes, a tribe living tough-ingot (tufing"got), «. An ipi^eipally in the state of Vera Cruz, Mexico tjugh-pitch copper. I'hlbp.t and Ba

' '
uistic family of

^^'IP'ne'its of Metallurgy, p. 419.

tow-netter

8. In diem. : (a) Same as *dista-

+«„-ri,.- ^ -, o ^°' ^ arying-apparatus of ciTOUgnen, r. t. 2. Specifically, of copper, in ^^^e as calcium-chlorid*tube
Its metallurgy, the elimination of thn fAr<»in.„ Ammonia ^evniv.n h„ >,..*:„_ „„Its metallurgy, the elimination of the foreign
metals as oxids and of copper oxid itselfchanging the qualities of the east from brit-
tleness to ductility.

ingot of
Bauermaii,

ling-tube.

rfi^Hit
'"'"''V'^sthen filtered from the spongy zinc and

?„?iit^'L'i'?'"» .^ '"''''- The acetone was recovered

/*i.8 mm. Jour. rhys. Chem., Oct., 1904, p. 487.

(6) A drying-apparatus of cylindrical shane •

same ns i^nli^um.^hin^i^ *4..i: a^a^^

.

n. n. An American linguistic family "of 4.^'?'"*'°*^ "•" ^^^t^ll'irgy, 'p.'419r'"
'"'""'""""'

which the language of the Totonaes is the sole *91lloucouna-oil (to-lo-ko'nii-oil), n. fF spell-
"ative. "ig of a native name in RniaTiQ rt\ n £!„„ *„.-,representative.

—»- V -" *Y "" t^a-wiijf II. ir . Spell-

C^„"L" "''"r,"T<l'" «!;(-'''^(U-] See *oil.

Ammonia (evolved by heating lime mixed with ammo.mum chloride and dried by pissing ?hrougra(ow"Slime and one of dry pumice covered il,ifl?l.^ ^
pentoxide) is.passed intSThe soTutton '* P'^^Ph"™"

Nature, Nov. 13, 1902, p. 42.

•
i,f /^u'""^**^' ^ ^"iWing in which areassembled the levers which control a system

of switches and signals
; a signalman's cabin,

bignal-towers are usually two stories high togive the signalman a view of the tracks andtotora (t6-t6'ra),«. [Aymard of Bolivia 1 A *0l2ouron-oil (tci-lo-ron'oil), n. [F. spelling of f?JnaKl,f.|l k*" " ."""^
°J

*'"' ^''^'^'^^ and
reed, Typha I><^minguenl^^C^T^l^ot l,?*".? f°<'g?;l

'i="5«0
A brLnl^h yelfow 3*llZtV.^10*'°Intn/^'''

*smtch-totcer
places in Lake Titicaca and othfr mountain J '^ 2'' ^l""^ ^^^ ^""^y of Pagurus latro. t^sionT^^t7i^?-JVl^ columnarpro-
akes of^the Andes of southern Peru and Bo° It^^^^ (to-na'te-a), „. [NL. (Aublet, 1775). s^ne of P^rA^*^? ^J^i' fr*"

«« the famous(
-- —-— * .v.v,..^„ ou« >»i.uci luuumain

lakes of the Andes of southern Peru and Bo-
livia. The balsas on Lake Titicaca are made
of these reeds. The Indians eat the sprouts
as a vegetable.
tptnava (to-to-S'vii), n. [Native name.] A
lai^e food-fish, Cynosciim macdonaldi, of the
family Sciamida, found in the Gulf of Cali-
fornia.

tou (to'o), n. [Polynesian; Hawaiian kou.l
hame as *oanago.

touart, n. Same as tooart. ^. ,.
,

toucan, ".-Red-biUed toucan, Jthamphanto, ery. tourbillion n
.
a species Imvini; the lower ni«nrtihl» ..fn "r^."". "f^f V

from tounou, or turn,, the Carib name of Tou-
natea gmanen^ig.J A genus of plants belong-

ti.^il^
" ^f?'^^ f«salpimace«. See Swarteia.

touradon (jo-ra-don'), «. [F. dial.] A hil-lock of sand and humus formed about a pioneer
plant on shore-land mainly withdrawn from
the sea and increasing each year in breadthand plant-content.
The foumrfraj,, thanks to the matting of the roots andstolons, already possess.considerable powei o? re^to.fceAt. H. Ae/amper ilnns.), Plant-Getig., p. is7.

2. The point near the vertex;A™r/^;.A,„.riPeci:^bavi:;rti^,„rerird1b?el'3'd "^"""r"?' "^^ J'J^^ P°'°* °*'" the vertei
the sides of the upper mandible bright red. The run p

''^""'^ '^}}'''^ t^"^ ha'f grows radially in dilTer

Zt ^T^^'" >'?""«';- Toco toucan. Jlhampha^t... ^ent directions. Deniker, Races of Man n 73
Z;<,e -f^r f'Jf

»"; "*'"?'
'*v° ^*' hi length, with an tourc-loUTe, n. See *ture-lure '

^'

rs:i^:i^ t'Kt'a;:.i'?ed''r;-;;ip
""^ """"«'' '» t<»^n« (t«'-ins). v. „!"::J::- uour^, ,. ] i

*^?^i.f-frras^^ ^".^tiXki^:^ h:^^f^^'if^:^r^rl^Z7^^l; &T£^f-4*eT?¥^-
for a dollar. Grose, hm. [Obsolete rcolfoq!] d sUnJuish d t^"'' 'f'*"

'"' '"'"''''' '"'^y^' '^^ V^^ f^]i^"ZU"<^;,'lt^
They have lowhtd citizens B. R and Harvev Diron

"'"'"^lushed from a drive or simple excursion .hanjher plant for the manufacture of sulph
for a few hundreds.

Harvey Dixon out and back in one dav or a very few davs "^ consists of a timber framework sup
/^c;-», England in the Eighteenth rent, VIII. 191, note. "• "•., Designed for" use in making tours
n. («frfl«.«._Tonchajid»t.»ii- s^.*..„.,o

or considerable journeys: as, a *to«n««-cnr
(which seel. j ^n»-Tonch and stay. s«e*irtoy2.

. , -'• "---">••»-. (which see)
— -«... ...y-^^c^

1^\.::tiZf^Se^(^ti^:'^nrhZ^'?ll^ *S«-^J-:i''?:^?^).''- Aformofmoto.e.tamination ot the cavities of the body by the

^§o'"'T^7- ^" xiiaar-manuf., see *string-proof.

~.,P-
A theft; pocket-picking. [Slang.]

you 11 see thot this berg ain t backward with its

mv Z^-.- \S ^\"'"^.' l«I'«-t «« this man-,,tatimentny own observati.,n is ,hat more big '•tauchet' takeplace InChlcago than in New York.
"""«« take

JijKia/i Fli/nl, in llcClure's Mag., XVI. 574
Active toncb, in pxychol., perception by means of '""" '' '^'mcai

s^^isr ^s. iSnSz^^xr^ i^o^^Ti^ ""S^. .s^nLSr'^ ,""*" ^"^ '"' "- "- "'—
movement .See the extract > involved m '

™J^^^^^^^^

(/. y. /.add, Psychol. iJescript and Explan p U' word.] ^" L^ionce-

„.„,.. ..^.r .,„ ... .. _,
'

-. "miulation
.
a phrase tourmahnize (tor'ma-lin-iz), v. t. [tourmalm

," .
— >--- — J, — /) ". .fv luiiu 01 moior-car designed for four, five, or six passengersin addition to the driver q„„i, „ .

"any named from the fSlha't the";'^^:.^;;^"!'^^
tour rig purposes, with pmvision for carrshig^ug^iSe

use f r llU '""'"'' '"hi'^'e (whether designed or

one seat ,s nmWd'^V^"T,."''
""" '" "hich more thaiione seat is iirouded, and the rear portion is in tonneau

_----- —j™...... «^ i>,i^,iiiiiLe sLiinuiation : j
fornied, loosely, on the anal.^y of • Add of vision. •

,/ JUnnld,rin, Diet of Pl,il„s. and Psychol., I. 3«2.-8eDa-rate-tonch, a name sometimes given to the method ofmaking permanent magnets commonly known aa douw"-touch. See .n«-„i^(._To make a touch toS »pocket, etc., successfully. |slang.|
"""-"• "* P"" »

.hi!, ?,k""*V f",",',*
h.e"-" hi town and the holler 's bigthey Ithe [wlice] II land me if they can.

*

Jutiali Flynl, in McClures Mag., XVL 673
ToQcb In goal, in /m,t-l>aU, any one of the spaces at the

li'STx."e!,ded."'"'
'"""^ *'^""' «»"^h.li,r™nVg»^

tonch-back (tuch'bak), «. in foot-ball, the
act (o( a player guarding his own goal-line)
of touching the ball to the ground on, over, or
behind the goal-line, the ball so touched be ng

— ---.f "'v^ '"^i^, ouuu as tue lamous
sp ne of Pel^e on Martinique. See *cm»i,lo.
volcano.

A'fJLSw*'*''''
^"^"^hey has, indeed, called attention (in

Sdenc-e, May 20, 1904, p. 801
Angel Tower, also called Bell Harry Tower the weatcentral tower of the cathedral of (^ilm^*^; EiigCd
147*?, ^""'P

""'''.
t*' ^'"' ^^''"hig, who held office in

half -tons ™it rteriv^''?''™''
'"'1' ""«'""« ">ree and oilSnail tons. It derived itsiiame from ag Ided angel whichonce decorated one of the comer pinnacles. It Is hi the

suck of nh,™";'"'"'
^IJ'-'-Coollig-tOwer. a tl,we. o?

o«r w 1,1,^' ?,.; h
?''

"h
"P?"""'-" "f hrick of terra-cotta,over which the hot condensing-water from a steam-enginecondenser ,s allowed to flow or trickle in order to c »1 itand thus permit its repeated use as comlensing-i^rused only where cxjing. or condensing-watei s di£tor expensive t« procure.-Emmerllng tower a ty^e ofabsorption-tube. See *abscrpti,^,be^-Qi,y.^^g.^

t <if the lead-
litiric acid. It

»ith t.ike or other suifible porous material, over which

gases from the chambers pass upward through the mass
T^e.'^'fPK '^"'.l'"' "^V "' 'he tower to the chin" eyThe and absorbs the valuable oxids of nitrogen « liiclar» subsequently recovered and returned to the chanbers, while the atmospheric niti-ogen, which is valuelesl

taia nart of",h^
the chimney.-Clover tower an ili'Pwnt part of the modem plant for making suli liuiic acid

^^ It l™'t2k ","17 "T"''- .
'""•"""'^o'' h'ti use abi^

ti^'oi '.^S ; V•"'^P'"™ "' *he previously used deni-irating tower of Oay-Lnssac, not only doing its work of

Sr^f hr?/h"" ".'"l'
""•"".' ^''""' 'heoxifs of nR 4en

tower 1,M. n^r"
^"""' ".P ',' ""^ fiay-Lussac absorbhig-

eXlv 'to . .

^'"""•'•'"•"^,'h.g this vitriol so that it is

Htion^l L .r'
'"^""'' "'"* «'"P>')ying for this coiicen.

ti. tion the otherwise waste heat of the gases from thesu phur- or pyrites-burnere. See demlnJu7or"foKl
\^, V"^®'"'.^'

'«:taK""al t«wer, aljoat 2(.0 feet high

T „
'*

1
'"^ """'""' "^"""y »t Nanking, Ch na

Ian Fr-.w/'i/'"''? '^^T''""" ^'"^^^ of whSe puree:ain. Kach of its nine stories was provided with over-hanging eaves covered with green glazed porcelain tileLand from them hung numerous bells and iantem" "lie

tower^'h
"<,?'">«' hy the Taipings in S-lolyaytower, in the working of the .Solvay process fiJrmaking 8,Hlium carbonate, the cylindrical t^»^r in

^^i^,l
'^fbon-d.oxld g,-w pumped in at the bottom Uconsists of some 16 superimposed cylinders of boiler-

files S^.'L 'Y„'-"™''^''
P'-tes perforated by smLlHoles --Spode's tower, a decorative pattern whichoriginated at the H,«le factory, St-.ke-on-Tierit, En^aidtoward the middle of the nineteenth century and wasater revived by W. T. Copeland & Sons. It was printedusually m blue, on white ware and porcelain

P"'"*"'

7 •-',. ,0 puarge with tourmalin; render
tourmalin-bearing.
Along the margin of this Intraslve body, the granite i.often strongly tournmlimzfd. "' «""'««

n

Amtr. Jour. .<Sci., April, 1908, p. 323.

t»"?i?u®°A*I."-- *;
';i

*'"''"-d«. toumament, are of

IS y,^rm^!„„A?,'^liy^^ r
'^ "' '"" *»>'• *hich ^u»ually in blue; on white 'wire "^nlmreelain

""'"'"""="•

w^ hXr,! ;;V^r„tKSl,^s' esT ft"^^^^ *S:ff-"f^vl
(tou'.r-kran), ^^'crane placed

as they individually lose either two games orThree The ?•" '^
''/T'''.

''" 'ower and used in the COnstruc-
America in"i8^n TS"' '""I' ^'^l'"}"'^

professionally in
^t'"" of buildings to dispense with scaffolding

h,"E"c:;;,r^.''",Vw7s"at;'ii\rirE",' tstrr-'? JZ"'"-"*'"",'^
(tou-^r-bk^'pr), „. see *Con

'

and is still knoin there aa the AmericalfpTan! and was
*°''erman (tou'6r-man), „. In railroad sig

-

H„„r-H-:^''TV"'-r"""-"'"^^"''^'"«ooeing 3t;K Fngwr* '" ''^*- The other waa first intrS^ «''('''-^' the man in charge of a railroad
declared dead by the referee, provided tlil toni^anfo^l^ n- .. ,.

switeh-aud-signal tower. See *tower\ 9, and
impetus which sent it to or across the line was „,y?.?®°?,*i ^!^?/""^"™<'°tal), «. [to«r««- /".f"'"'?• ' '

given by an opponent. '""'' "^ -/" -J Of or pertaining to a tourna- towhead, «. 4. A shoal or other obstruction
touch-cell (tuch'sel), n. A dermal nerve^ell tmirnoo ,1'- - ,f'""""f;

P' ^O^- [Rare.] "' a .^ream-be<i, perceptible through rippling
found at the termination of a sensory ne^e p ,°®* (tor-ua'), n [A German form of the ?r S'?" movement at the surface. [Local,
Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II. 100 fw '."T'^'"'

^'»- of tonrne, turned.] One of ^ .^^ ,. ,

touche (tSsh), «. [F., < toucher touch! In ,,„®
'''<'^.'°. '*''"*• '"^hich the trump is turned *°^?K-ll6llts (to'ing-llts), «. /;/. White lights

musical instnimenls, '. key or'd^iS'^f^ an? ll'<^^rT"^tkattMZl;J.^nl''''''' " '^ " "'''" '""""""' " ^""""

toucher, ». 2. See the extract. *?ISr* ^'ll^^^.l^'V ^^?-J.!""-'''J"^'^"> = F
Nor has the .Scottish d.jctrine of "touchers' orovedgenerally acceptable s<™th of the Cheviots A^wl tn^S/f-N Vwhich, during ita original course, touches he Jack Ti ^^'M")' « «•

™i!is.2Ste^r?e!rj?^/s,rci:-'' p^'Sie;es;-a^h;^i/

touch-line. «. 2. Either ofThTtw'lin'eswhrh TaJf-Z^'''''''^'
"' ^ *-'-- or trailer. See

t>oiind the sides of a foot-ball field „„»! 4^
touch-proof (tucb'pref),„. See ^string.proof carfhu,^^^"^

(tou el-paf^rn), ». In wood-oirmgprooj. Can nig auti joincri/, Same US Unen-gcroll.

wvera (to-va ra), «. [.Sp. torera, tobera, = F
U,!/ere. See tuyere.] The twyer of a smelting^
turnace. Coal and Metal Miners' Pocketbook

(•allied by a vessel engaged in towing other
vessels or boats. [U. S.]
town, «.- On the town, (n) On the list of the town'spoor; suiijiorted by the town. ((,) Earning a living onthe t«wn, t^ a prostitute.- Town warriit ..r toira

- .^..^c„.,.,A. order, an ofltcml order on a town treasurer for the pav-

,
(to), V. t. Itotc^, n. Less prob. another ^ " '""^"' """ "' '"""'=> '™» the town treasury.

) of foK-i, V. t., pull.] To make fluffy by t?W-netter (to'net-^r), n. One who uses aKing to pieces, as hair. tow-net or towing-net.
There are two schot.ls of low-nelters : the old-fashionedmethod here employed, by which the nets are t^"wld

horizontally
; and the new method, by which an opeXgand closing net is let down as vertically as may he, andhauled in open through a given vertical area and then""^o- Geoff. Jour. (R. O. S.), XIII. 15a

\



tow-netting

tow-netting (to'net-ing), n. 1. The material
(zoiilogical specimens, etc.) obtained by the

use of the towing-net.
Plaice eggs have been present in every gathering since

that (late otf both the Welsh and the Lancashire coasts.

The Port Erin totc-nettings later than January have not
yet been examined in detail.

NlUure, March 24. 1904, p. 488.

2. The act of using a towing-net.

The serial tow-nets were towed on several occasions to

get the silk properly seasoned, and the sounding-gear,
accuniulat4)rs. etc.. were carefully overhauled. In the

first of these preliminary toiv-iiettings, otf the North
Foreltxnd, a few miles from land, coccospheres were ob-

tained. Otog. Jour (R. O. S.), XIII. 148.

town-musician (toun'mu-zish'an), n. In
Germany, especially from the sixteenth to the

eighteenth centuries, a musician, usually a
player upon some instrument, employed by a
town or city to superintend or take part in

official or municipal music. Such musicians
constituted small licensed gilds, receiving

municipal patronage. -As a title, town-musician

denotes a municipal organist or band- and
chorus-leader. See Mown-organist and *town-
piper.

town-organist (toun'or'gan-ist), w. In Ger-

many, a. towu-musician wliose duties included

playing the organ in one or more of the

churches of the municipality. See *town-
tniis-iciaii.

town-piper (toun'pi'per), n. In Germany, a
towu-musician whose duty was to play a wind-
instrument in the municipal band, especially

at festivals and merrymakings. See ''town-

musician.

town-reeve (toun'rev), n. A reeve having
jurisdiction in a town or township, as in Can-
ada, bee reeve^, 1.

town-site (toun'sit), n. The site of a town
;

specifically, a tract of land set apart to be oc-

cupied by a town ; such a tract surveyed and
laid out with streets, etc., for this purpose.

[U. S. and Canada.]
town-tallow (toun'tal"o), n. Animal fat col-

lected from the refuse of household cookery,

used chiefly in soap-making. Practically the

same as kitchen-stuff or *pot-grease.

towny, n. 2. A fellow-townsman. [Slang.]

He wa n't no outlandish man neither ; he was a born and
bred tmvney of oum. O. S. Wasson, The Oreen Shay. vii.

8. An interpreter.

They [an Eng. regiment in India] enjoyed a fine full

flesh meal in the iniddle of the day, and then threw
themselves down on their cots and sweated and slept till

it was cool enough to go out with their " tonmy,' whose
vocabulary contained less than six hundred words and
the Adjective, and whose views on every conceivable
question they had heard many months before.

R. Kipling, In the Matter of a Private, in Soldiers
(Three, p. 120-

tow-team (to'tem), n. In lumbering, an extra

team stationed at an incline in a logging-road

to assist the regular teams in ascending with
loaded sleds.

tox (toks), ». [Gr. Tofoi', a bow.] In the

sponges, a skeletal element or spicule of mon-
axial type, which has the form of a double-
curved rod or Cupid's bow.

tOX. An abbreviation of toxicology.

toxalbuinic(tok-sal-bu.'mik), a. [toxalbum(in)
-t- -ic] Relating to, or caused by, toxalbu-
min. Buch; Med. Handbook, V. 33.

toxalbumose (tok-sal'bu-mos), «. [tox(tc) -I-

alliumone.] A poisonous albumose from what-
ever origin — for example, the active principle

of snake-venom.
.Such a powder gives a proteid reaction, and is no doubt

largely composed of albumoses, hence the name toxalhn.

uwgeg has been applied. Encyc. Brit., XXVI. ti4.

toxic, a. 3. Of or relating to a toxin. — Toxic
albumin, albumose, Insanity, neorltls. See *alhii-

rtiin, etc.

toxication (tok-si-ka'shon), n. [NL. toxica-

tio(n-), < ML. toxicare, poison. See toxicate.'\

Poisoning.

toxicity, n.— Venom toxicity, the poisonous property

of snake-venom.

Venom-loxicity. For the study of the toxic principles

copperhead venom was chiefly employed. The animal
selecteil for these experiments was the guinea-pig- The
method of pnKedure was the following : We first deter-

mined for the particular sample of venom to be used

the minimal lethal dfise. This was found to be 0.3 mg.
fr>r a guineii-pig weighing from 250 to 300 gramnfes,

death reBuU'Mg within 24 hours. A dose of 0.6 mg.
caus'-d death in from two to three hours, and of 0.9 mg.
in from :iO Ui 4.^> minutes.

.Jnvr. Hrpcr. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 291.

toxicodendric (tok"si-k6-den'drik), a. [Toxi-

eodendr^on) + -ic] Derived from Toxicoden-

dron : applied to an acid. See *toxicondric

.
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toxicodendrol (tok'si-ko-den'drol), n. [Toxt-

coilendr(on) + -oJ.] The non-volatile, oily,

active constituent of poison-ivy and similar

plants. It is insoluble in water and cannot,
therefore, be removed from the skin by wash-
ing. Alcohol readily dissolves it, and it is

quickly destroyed by an alcoholic solution of

lead acetate (sugar of lead).

The poison is in reality a nonvolatile oil. In January,
1895, Dr. Franz Pfatf, of the Harvard University Medical
School, announced this discovery. The oil has since been
purified and named toxicodendrol. It is found in all

parts of the plant, even in the wood after long drying.
Like all oils, it is insoluble in water, and can not there-

fore be washed off the skin with water alone. It is readily

removed by alcohol.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Bulletin 20, Botany, p. 37.

toxicogenic (tok"si-k9-jen'ik), a. [Gr. To^tadv,

poison, -f- -ycvr/c, -producing, + -ic] Form-
ing poison. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 184.

toxicohemia, toxicohsemia (tok"8i-ko-he'-

mi-a), n. Same as toxemia.

toxicol. An abbreviation of toxicology.

toxicomaine (tok-sj-ko'ma-in), n. [toxic +
{pt)omaine.'] Same as *pkosphoptomatne.

toxicondric (tok-si-kon'drik), a. An abbrevi-
ation of *toj;icorfendr»(;.— Toxicondric acid, an
acid derived from Rhtis Toxicodendron and li. Vernix.
Same as acetic acid.

Pfaff proved beyond a doubt that the so-called " toxi-

condric acid ' of Maisch is acetic acid, and that the ac-

tive i)rinciple is an oil, which has as yet not been analyzed.
Pfaff extracted the *' toxicodendric acid ' out of the
fresh leaves with steam, prepared the baryum salt of the
watery solution of the toxicodendric acid and proved by
analyses that the acid was acetic acid.

Sled. Hecord, May 30, 1903, p. 855.

toxicophagOUS (tok-si-kof'agus), a. [Gr.
To^iKdv, poison, + ijiayciv, eat.] Addicted to

eating poisons.

The famous toxicophagous Sultan Mahmild Begara
(1459-1511).

//. Ytde, Marco Polo (2nd ed.). III. xxv., note 5.

toxicophagy (tok-si-kof'a-ji), n. [Gr. to^ik6v,

I)oison, + (payciv, eat.] The habit of eating
poisons.

toxicophobia (tok"si-k9-fd'bi-a), 11. [Gr.
To^mdv, poison, -I- -(pojiia, < (pofidv, fear.] A
morbid dread of being poisoned.

toxiferous (tok-sif'e-ms), a. [Gr. ro^t^ndv),

poison, -t- L. -fcr, Cferre, bear, -(--om«.] Car-
rying poison.

toxignomic (tok-sig-nom'ik), a. [Gr. to^i{k6v),

poi.son, + yviiinj, opinion, judgment.] (Char-

acteristic of the toxic action of a substance.

toxi-infectious (tok " si - in - fek ' shius), a.

\tnxi{n) + infectious.^ Due to infection with
the toxic products of a micro-organism.
The statement of Dide, who asserts that there'is a dim-

inution in alexin in patients suffering from the " toxi-

infectious^' forms of insanity, notably dementia praecox
and general paralysis-

Jour. Med. Research, Dec, 1907, p. 352.

toxin, n. 2. A specific poison of albuminous
character, immunization with which leads to

the production of a specific antitoxin. The toxin
molecule, according to Enrlich's doctrine, consists of two
molecular groups, one toxophoric, to which the poison-
ous properties of the substance are due, the other hapto-
phoric, which effects the union with the cell, against
which the action of the toxin is directed. Soluble toxins
have been found only in a limited number of infections,

namely, in diphtheria, tetanus, and botulism. See -kim-
munity.

toxinan (tok'si-nan), n. [toxin + -an.'] See
*titoxin.

toxinemia, toxinaemia (tok-si-ne'mi-a), n.

[NL., < toxin + Gr. a'l/ia, blood.] The circu-

lation of toxins in the blood.
The different toxinsemias induced by the infectious dis-

eases— diphtheria and typhoid or typhus fever.

Ruck, Med. Handbook, I. 284.

tOXin-inununity (tok'sin-i-mii"ni-ti), «. Im-
munity produced by the injection of toxins;

hence, a form of active immunity. See *i»i-

munity, 5.

In the development of toxin-immunity the doses, small
at first, aregradnally increased in successive inoculations.

Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 6&

toxin-tOXOid (tok'sin-tok"soid), n. A mixture
of toxin and toxoid, as in filtrates of old diph-
theria culturef

Cobbett has recently published a paper on the question
whether the normal horse's serum contains diphtheric
antitoxin. To solve the problem of the identity or non-
identity of the protective substance with antitoxin he
attacks it experimentally, basing his work and conclusions
upon an acceptance of the toxin-toxoid composition of
diphtheria-culture filtrates as set forth by Ehrlich.

Jour. Exper. Sled., Oct. 1, 1900, p. 62.

toxiphoric (tok-si-for'ik), a. Same as *toxo-

2>horic. Science, Oct. 24, 1902, p. 665.

toxophorous

toxocampid (tok-so-kam'pid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the lepidopterous family Toxo-
campidie.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Toxocampidee.

Toxochelys(tok-sok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. riifoi,

a bow, + ;ff>.i'f, tortoise. ] An extinct genrs of

turtles of the iamily Chelydridse, distinguished
from the other representatives of the family
by having the tympanic ring open and the
caudal vertebrse procoelous, with well-devel-
oped chevron-bones : from the Upper Creta-
ceous of the United States.

'toxoid (tok'soid), n. [toi(in) + -oid.] A
toxin which has lost its toxophoric group, but
has retained the haptophoric group, so t' at it

can still unite with the corresponding anti-

toxin. Such bodies result from the toxins by
heat and age. They can be utilized in immu-
nization, as though the toxophoric group were
present.

Ehrlich was led to this belief in the complex nature of
the toxin molecule through the very curious fact that
diphtheria toxin may under a variety of conditions lose

its toxicity but still retain its capacity of neutralie-
ing antitoxin and also of uniting with cells, and thus in-

ducing the formation of antitoxin in the animal body.
Such toxin molecules deprived of the toxophorous group
are called toxoids. Sled. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 243.

toxoinan (tok'so-i-nan), n. Same as *toxinan.

toxoinfectious (tok"s6-in-fek'shius), a. Same
as *ti,xi-iufectious.

The original cause of the lack of coagulation may be
toxvinfectious, or due to marked congestion.

Sled. Record, Aug. 17. 1907, p. 279.

toxon^, toxone (tok'son, -son), n. [tox(in) +
-o»(e).] A substance of the same general
character as a toxoid, which, however, has not
resulted from the toxin by age, but has been
present in the culture bouillon from the start.

The post-diphtheritic palsies are referable to

the action of such bodies.

In my second research, 'Ueher die Constitution dea
Diphtheriegiftes,' I supposed that we had to do with a
primary secretive product of the diphtheria bacillus
which I called 'fo-eo/i.' The toxon possesses the same
haptophore groups as the ' toxin,' but a lower affinity for
the antitoxin. The main difference lies in the toxophore
groups, in that the toxon even in very large doses does
not cause death, but paralysis which only comes on after
a long incubation of fourteen days or more-

Jour. Med. Research, Dec-, 1906, p. 470.

toxonoid (tok'so-noid), n. [toxon^ + -oid.]

A variety of toxon which is capable of binding
antitoxin but is not toxic.

toxopeptine (tok-so-pep'tin), n. [tox{in) -(-

pcptiiic.] A somewhat poisonous substance
found by Petri in cultures of the bacillus of

Asiatic cholera.

tOXOpeptone (tok-so-pep'ton), M. [tox(in) +
peptone.] 1. A poisonous albuininous sub-
stance of peptone character found in cultures

of the cholera bacillus.— 2. Same as pepto-
toxin.

toxophil (tok'so-fil), a. [tox{in) + Gr. <tic?.elv,

love.] Havinganaffinityforatoxin. Vaughan
and Novy, Cellular Toxins, p. 182.

'toxophilous (tok-sof'i-lus), a. Same as ^toxo-
phU.

toxophore (tok'so-for), a. [tox{in) + Gr.
-tfajtoc, < (pipeir, bear.] To.xin-bearing: refer-

ring to a special group of the toxin-molecule
to which its poisonous properties are due.

The intermediary body, therefo.-e, carries two sets of
combining or haptophore groups : one for the cells and
the other for the complement (complen.entophilic group).
The complement possesses in addition to such a corre-

sponding haptophore group, another group which exhibits

fermentative properties (zymotoxicor toxophore group),

through the action of which solution of cells takes plaie.

Jour. Exper. Sled., March 17, 1902. p. iv^.

toxophoric (tok-s6-for'ik), n. [toxophore +
-ic] Pertaining to that group of the toxin-

molecule to which its poisonous properties
are due.

In antitoxic neutralization direct union between the
toxin and antitoxin occurs ; while in bacteriolysis and
other forms of cytolysis there is conclusive evidence that,

although the intermediary body unites first with the
cells, this substance by itself can not bring about injurj- or
solution, but after its union with the cells the substance
called 'complement,' normall; ^M'esent in the blood, is

capable of being brought into action, whence the injury
is infiicted. The action of the complement dei>ends upon
its possession of properties designated zymotoxic and
toxi)pkoric. through the influence of which haemoglobin
is set free from red corpuscles, various organic cells are
dissolved, bacteria are disintegrated, and ciliar and flagel-

lar motions are suppressed. .Science, July .1, 1903. p. II.

'toxophorous (tok-sof'o-ms), a. [toxofihore +
-ous.] Same as *toxophoric.

In the molecule of toxin there are at least two chief

atom groups— one, the "haptophorous," by wh»ch the
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toxin molecnie is attached to the cell protoplasm

; and the traoliplodvnia i tra-kS In-din'i Kl « rXTT f
other the •«.MpAoroi«,- which has a ferment-like action

'^racfleioayma (tra-Ke-lo-<Im 1-a), n. [JNL,.,/

on the livins niolecnle, producing a disturbance which ^^- ^t"'X'/^'«(, neck, + odivr/, pain.] Pam lu
cxvi. 65. the neck.

ltox(i») trachelokyphosis (tra -

ifensive !-^^-'i
^^- 'P^X^^oc, n

dUCU!^
results on the toxic symptoms. Encijc. Brit., XXVI. 65, the neck,

ke" lo-ki-fo ' sis), n.

, eek, + ti'^uffif, hump-
ing. See kyphosis.^ Kyphosis of the cervical
spine.

tozophylazin (tok's6-fi-lak'sin), H.

+ Gr. (pi'Aa^n; defense, + -in-.'] A defensive
proteid in the sense of an antitoxin.
tOXOSOZin (tok-s6-s6'zin), «. [<ox{iii) + Gr. ^ - . , -j.- ,

a^^eiv, save, + -ih2.] A defensive albuminous traclielomyitlS (tra-ke'lo-mi-i'tis), n. [NL.,
substance, in the sense of an antitoxin. S

"''• '"''".V'/^-of, neck, +^t;f (^n-), muscle.] In-

Toxylon (tok'si-lon), n. [XL. (Rafinesque, .°''™™,'''"™°''«"'' O""™"™ of tbe neck muscles.
1818), < Gr. rdi"o)', a bow, -t-fi /or, wood; in al- wacieloplasty (tra-ke ' 16- plas-ti), ?i. [Gr.

lusion to the use of the wood by the American IP'^XI'oj, neck, + Tz?.aaT6<;, formed, < Tridaceiv,

aborigines for bows.] A mono'tvpic genus of
form, + -y».J Plastic surgery of the neck of

trees of the family A/oracfa?. The species, T.
t'lewomb.

pomiferum, is the Osage orange, long known tracneloschlSlS (tra-ke-los'ki-sis), n. [NL., <

as Madura aureittiaca. See Madura. ^'- ^P"X'/^"C, neck, + oxhi^, fissure.] Con-
toy, «. 10. A domesticated pigeon of small .genital fissure in the neck

trachelotomy (tra -ke- lot '6- mi), n. [Gr.
Tpdxi>.o(, neck, + -To/j'ia, < rdfieiv, cut.] Am-
putation of the neck of the womb.

size, bred for certain color-markings. The
toys resemble the tumblers in general build
and are among pigeons what bantams are
among fowl,

tp. An abbreviation of toxcnship.

T-pipe (te'pip), «. See *pi/)el.

tr. An abbreviation (/) of tramactioM ; in) . , , ,^ - , -, , ,

of treasurer; (A) of the Latin tribunus, tri'b-
"^acheolar (tra-ke o-lg^r), a^ \_tracheol{e)

une; (i) of trustee; (J) of the Latin tincture,

tracheobronchitis (tra-ke'6-brong-ki'tis), ji.

[NL., < Gr. Tpaxcia, trachea", + 0puyxoc, bron-

trackage
and andesite; irac/iydolerite, a lava between
trachyte and basalt, or having minerals enar-
acteristic of both rooks, basic plagioclase,
orthoclase^ pyroxene, and olivin. Trachy-
rhyolite is a lava intermediate between
trachyte and rhyolite.

trachyacacthid (trak"i-a-kan'thid), n. [Gr.
rpaxis, rough, -I- uKavOa, thorn, -f -id.] A
hypothetical stage, in the phvlogeny of the
fishes, iu which the dentition "was plate-like
and permanent and the dermal armor was •

gradually becoming reduced in transition from
the plated Paleozoic fishes to the shagreen-
coated sharks. Trachyaeanthids have also
been supposed to occupy a position intermedi-
ate between sharks and ehimteroids.

trachyandesite (trak-i-an'de-zit), n. Effusive
rocks intermediate between trachytes and
andesites. Used by H. S. Washington for
trachytes which have also much acidic plagio-
clase (andesin to oligoclase). Jour, of Geol.
V. 351.

"^

tincture.

trabacole (tra'ba-kol), n. [It. trabaccolo, <
ML. ' trahaculum, dim. of L. trab.^, a ship, a
beam, a tree, etc.] A ship of moderate size,
with two or three masts and squaresails, used
on tlie Adriatic.

trabecnlation (tra-bek-u-la'shon), H. [trabecu-
l{ie) + -ation.'] The formation "of trabeculee in
an organ or part. Sea tmbecula.
David C. Hilton discus-ses the early morphogenesis and

histogenesis of the liver in the piit. with notes on the de-
velopment of the ventral pancreas. The most interest-
ing deviation of the results of this research from those of
other invcstiKatore concerns the relations of the vascular

chus, + -(<(«.] Inflammation of the mucous Trachyceras (tra-kis'e-ras), n. [NL., < Grmembrane of both trachea and bronchi. rpaxix, rough, + /ctpof, horn.] A genus of

•11 ,x^ _..••••-•, - - - discocampylous ammonoid cephalopods with
-ar<».J Ot or pertaining to the tracheoles. involute shells having tuberculated surfaces:
Now that it is proved that the tracheae do not so end, found in the Triassic rocks of Europe

but merely pass over into the tracheolar network, the trachvr1irnmat.iV I trstk"! kro rYiot'il/l n rr.name "transition cells," as used by Holmgren (96), is
wac^yclTOinaMC (trak 1-kro-mat ik), a [Gr.

far preferable. ^7n<r. A'at., Feb., 1904, p. 134 ^P^X'":, rough, + ;|-p(j/jo(r-), color, -I- -tc]
citrongly staining: originally applied to cer-
tain myelocytes occurring iu the bone-marrow,
the nucleus of which stains well with basic

tracheolaryngotomy (tra-ke'o-lar-ing-gof
o-mi), n. [Gr. Tpax'la, traehea,'+ E. laryng-
otomy.] Same as laryngotracheotomy.
tracheole (tra'ke-61), ». [NL. tradicola. dim.
of tradica.'] Oiie of the delicate ultimate
branches of a trachea in insects.

The term Irachtolrt, which is used elsewhere In insect
histology to designate fine tracheal branches not possess-
ing spiral thickening, is preferable to "tracheal capil-
laries." Amcr. Nat., Feb., 1»04, p. 134.

system in the septum transversum to the (ro6€<-!i/n(i..n tracheophony (trfi-ke-of'o-ni), n. \Gr. Tpare'ia
of the glanilular structures derived from the primitiva traclien -1- dKjvh voice 1' Tho annr,A nt t\,L
"protonic"wall. Ji-ur. ytoj,. Jficro.. Soc., Dec, 1904, p.

'^™'^"<^'"'' 7" ?>">^, volce.J IBe sonnd Of the

[«.» ^o"'" "** heard through the stethoscope ap-

trabeculopalatine (tra-bek'ii-Io-nal'a-tin), n. .P'^'^i^
over the trachea

That portion ot the sWuU of the Devonian cv- traclieopyosiS (tra-ke'o-pi-o sis), n.

clostorae fi.-sli Palieo-ipondylu-i which lies be-
neath the trabeeulsB cranii in the region

.. [NL., <
Gr. rpaxfui, trachea, 4- ttIov, pus, + -osi.s.]

Suppurative inflammation of the tracheal mu-
cous moinlirane.corresponding more or less closely to the pal- .

*oiis mom hrane.
„ . . ,

ate in other vertebrate animals. tracheoschlSlS (tra-ke-os'ki-sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Tpax'ia, trachea, + ax'tci^, fissure.] Con-
genital fissure in the neck opening into the
trachea.

trace', I'. <. 10. To mark out upon the ground
the lines of a field-work.

trace', «. 4. in reporting the results of a chemical -, , - ... ., ,. , ., ,, ... ,. . „„
analysis, a trace of a particular substjuice is generally IraCmcntnyiaaS (trak-lk-thl 1-de), n.pl. [NL.,
unilci-stood to mean enough of such substance to verify < Trcidiirl(lfii/.s (a genus) + -idee.] A family of
lll^u'^Sl "'.'•? I";>'«<'"™. t)"' '"'t enough U) be weighed borycoid fishes of the deep sea.with the balance in ordinary use.

8. (b) The original position or place of a fig-
ure after that figure has been supposed to
move: thnsacir<;le is the closed line which
will slide in its trace, (c) The intersection
of a surface by a given line or surface: as, the
trace of a line is a point ; the trace of a surface
is a line.— 10. In unijUug, a short line or a
length of gut by which the hook is attached
to the reel-line: a snell ; a snood ; a leader.— Horizontal trace, in degcriptive fjeinn., a trace on
the horizontal plane of projection.— Vertical trace, in
deKriptive gtom., s trace on the vertical plane of projec-
tion.

tracer, n. (O in ordnance, an attachment to a projec-
tile for use at night, jirovided with a burning composition
by means of which, when the prtijectile is tired from a
gun, its path through the air is rendered visible.

TrachidermiS (trak-i-d^r'mis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Tpax'X, rough, + itpun, skin.] A genus
of cottoid fishei found in mountain streams of
Japan, China, and the Philippines.

Trachinocephalus (trak'i-no-sef'a-lus), n.
[NL., < Gr. Tpnxir, rough, + Ke^pa/.r/, head.]
A genus of fishes, of the family SynodonticUe,
wiilely distributed in the tropical seas.
Trachinoidea (trak-i-noi'de-ji), m. pi. [NL.,
< TraditiiuH -f -oidca.] A large group of
transitional fishes, some of them of doubtful
relationship, showing affinities with the Per-
coidea on the one hand and with the Batra-
'•hoididir, and Blennioidea on the other.
Trachinoidei (trak-i-noi'de-i), fi. pi. [NL.]
Same as *7'rndiinoidea

Trachi-
serranoid

tracery, «--CI«ometrlc tracery, the geometrical Trachinops (trak'i-nops), n. [NL., <"^^ ':^^:i::z:^^;r:^ij^j:^
"'^"""•^ ^ ««? + ,«-"• ^-v-, eye.]

' a gemts of «<

trachea', «.-Book-leaf trachea, the respiratory sac ^^^^"f
found on the eastern and southern

with Icaf-likc divi8i,,ri« characteri8ti<?of many arachnids. ("Oasts of Australia.
Capillary trachea, in en(om.^ the minute^ tracheal Trachinotinae (trak-i-no-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

,.-.,._„, ™,_.
.

. ^ XrarliiniitKs + -inse.'] A subfamily of caran-
Roid fishes including the pampanos,
Trachinotus (trak-i-no'tus), n. Same as
Trarhynofu,'f.

endings or interosculations. A. S. I'aekard, Text-book
of Entoni-, p. 6.''.''.

Tracheal sac. See «ac2.— Tracheal commissure,!
tube uniting the main branches of the tnicht-a.— Tra-
cheal tUftglng, rhythmical downward movement of tin
laryngeal prominence in the neck, synchronous with the tra.ohin1o n Same as ktrnchrnle
canllac contracti.m, sometimes noted in aneurism of il Jr_®'JV,. ^"™e Jl8^^rmf«C0(e.

the arch of the aorta.— Tracheal twig, one of the
smaller linu]( hcs of the trachea.

trachelhematoma (tra-kel-hem-a-ti'ma), n.

;

pi. trachelheitiatoiiuita (-ma-ta). [NfL, < Gr.
Tpaxih>c, neck, + NL. heriiaioma.] A blood-
cygt in the neck,
trachelian (tra-ke'li-an), a. [Gr.
neck. -I- -tan.] Same as certJica/.

trachelitis (tra-ke-U'tis), n. [Gr.
nick, + -!<(.?.] Same as cervicitis.

trachelocyll08i8(tra-ke'16-8i-16'.sis),n. [NL., propylite, andesite, trachyte, and rhyolite
< Gr. T/^xiM, neck, + Kv/2uair, a crooking.] trachy-. [trachyte.] In petrog., a prefix used
\Vrvneck. with the name of a rock to form the name of

trachelocyrtosis (tra - ke ' 16- s^r- to ' sis), n. an intermediate varietv between trachyte and
|NL., < fjr. Ti,iixri>o<:. neck, + Kvpruoi^, hump- the rock named: as, '<racAyandes«te, a lava
backed condition.] Same as »<trachelokyphosis. intermediate in composition between trachyte

dyes, in contradistinction to the nucleus of
another type which stains feebly and is hence
said to be amblyehromahe.

trachydclerite (trak-i-dol'e-nt), n. A name
suggested by Abich for a group of rocks inter-
mediate between the trachytes and basalts.
H. S. Washington uses the word to mean a
trachyte with considerable basic plagioclase
(labradorito to anorthite). Jour, of Qeol., V.
351.

Trachypoma (trak-i-po'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
'('"t'f, rough, + Ttupa, lid"".] A genus of ser-
ranoid fishes inhabiting the South Pacific.
Trachypora (tra-kip'o-rii), n. [NL., < Gr.
, ^paxk,_ rough, + 7r(ipbf,"'pore.] A genus of
favositid corals growing in dendroid colonies
with cylindrical stems, represented by numer-
ous species in the Devonian formations.
Trachyrinchinae (trak'i-ring-ki'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Tracbynne(h)us + -inse.] A subfam-
ily of macruridoid fishes.

Trachyrincus ttrak-i-ring'kus), n. [NL.,
prop. 'Trachy(r)rhynchus, < Gr. rpaxi'!, rough,
+ pi'yxoc, snout.] A genus of deep-sea
fishes of the family Macruridee.

trachyte, ».— Acmlte-trachyte, in vctrog., a kind of
trachyte characterized by the soda-bearing pyroxene
acmite. The rock is rich in soda and its dominant
feldspar is anorthoclase, a soda feldspar. It is closely
related Ut phonolite.

Trachytic andesite. See *a«penfe.— Trachjrtic tex-
ture, nK:k texture characterized by abundance of tabular
alkali feldspars, with or without parallel airangement
(How-strncture).

tracing-slate (tra 'sing -slat), J?. Same as
tra)i,iparcnt *slate.

track^, n— Decauville track, a portable railway
much used in France for the contractors' light trains of
cars which convey dirt and rock from excavations on rail-
ways, canals, etc. Named from the French manufac-
turer who designed and built the cars and track.— On
track, in transit, as cattle or grain in cars.— To take
the back track, toretum ; retrace one's steps.—Tracks
of approach, in a railroad tenninal yard, the switches,
cross-overs, anil ladder-tracks used to connect the line-
tracks with the waiting-tracks of the train-shed. They
form a fan-shaped system of tracks in front of the station
and are used to distribute the incoming traftic and con-
centrate the outgoing traflic.

track"-', t;. n. intrans. 1. To follow a track,
or to proceed along a certain definite route.
The effused blood had tracked down between the coats

of the oesophagus into the wall of the stomach where it
had burst through the mucous membrane into the cavity
of the stomach. Lancet, April 18, 1003, p. 1102.

2. To tow.

Tracbomaof the vocal bands, an affection of the larynx
marked by the appearance of ntslular swellings on the
vocal cords. Also called singerg' iwde».

Trachonnrus (trak-o-nu'rus), n. [NL , iiTeg.

< Gr. Tpax>x, rough, -(- ovpa, tail.] A genus
of deep-water fishes of the family Macrouridse.

Tp6xi>Mi, trachorheite (tra-ko-re'it), «. [Gr. rpaxvt,
rough (see trachyte), + /mia, flow, -I- -ite^.] In

Tpaxi^of;, 7)e<r<).<;., a name proposed by Endlich (1873) as
a eolieetive designation for the igneous rocks trackable (trak'a-bl), a. Admitting of track-

Following the advice of Mr. Moberly, of the Huilson Bay
Company's service, I "tracked upthe McLeod river.'and
thence westward into the mountains some way to the
south of " Jasper's House."

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 647.

ing or towing, ^tand. Diet. [Eare.]
A single whale-line will sometimes force the brig into a

barely perceptible crevice, enlarging it into a ' tracknfile

'

canal. Kane, in U. S, Orinnell Exped., p. H8.

trackage, «— Trackage contract, an agreement
between two railroad companies by which one has the
use of tracks belonging to tJie other.



track-athletics

track-athletics (trak'ath-letiks), n. Ath-
letics cornlueted ou a track, as running, hurdl-

ing, vvalkiug, aud bicycling. Sometimes used
iu an enlarged sense to include jumping, shot-

aud hammer-throwiug, pole-vaulting, etc.

track-brake (trak'brak), «. A brake which
is arranged to rub on the track of a railroad

to stop the train instead of being applied to

the wheels, as is commonly done ; .specifically,

an automatic device for stopping a car at a
fixed point on a road, independently of the

car-brake. It consists of two short sections of rails,

curved at each end, resting on slide-rails on the ties and
held by springs against the inside of each track-rail. The
flanges of a car entering the brake press the spring-rails

back until the pressure of the springs overcomes the nio-

menUini of the car and causes it to slow up or to stop.

Use<l on industrial ^railways (which see). Science Ab-
itracU, VI., sec. B, p. 57.

track-channeler (trak ' chan ' el - er), «. A
channeler mounted on a car or truck which
runs on a track.

track-chisel (trak'chiz'el), II. A track-layers'

hammer which has a peeu in the form of a

fiat or double-faced chisel.

tracker', « Tracker action, in organ-building.

See action, 11 (b).

tracker'-^, ». 3. One who finds or shows a

track or path ; a guide.

AbduUa, our taciturn Midgan guide and tracker, points

acrtes a long dull-red depression, evidently in better

tiroes of rain a water-pan. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XI. 41.

Black tracker. See •Woe*.

track-leveler (trak'lev'eWr), «. In railroad-

ing, a double-share plowing-car for leveling

and crowning the top of a newly filled track.

It consists of a flat car to the sides of which are hinged
broad wings or shares, that can be raised and lowered by
means of chains suspended from a frame erected on top

of the car and operated by compressed air. When not

in use the shares are folded back against the car and
raised above the track. When gravel or other road ma-
terial has been dumped along the road, the shares are

lowered and securely braced. The leveler is then drawn
along by a locomotive, sweeping the gravel away on each
side and leaving the road slightly crowned and in a fin-

ished condition. The leveler, when in use, is weighted
by filling tanks on the car with water.

track-scraper (trak'skra'pSr), n. See *snow-
plow.
tracts, ".— Frontopontine tract, a tract of fibers

which originates in the pons Varolii and passes anteriorly

to form a portion of the crus or peduncle of the cere-

brum. FhitoK. Trans, Jif*y. Soc. (I^ondon), 1898, ser. B,

p. 38.— Loewenthal'S tract. Same as ilarchi's -ktract.

— Marchl's tract, the motor (descending anterolateral)

tract in the spinal cord.— OptlC tract, (t) That portion

of an insect's brain directly connected with the eyes.

—

Urinary tract. Same as urinary -kpassages.

traction, ». 6. In recent use, traffic by means
of railroads ; railroads, and especially street-

railroads, collectively; the interests and
rights represented by such railroads. [CoUoq.]

Any effort to block the building of subways- by private

capital will simply be playing into the hands of the pres-

ent traction Byndicate, which desires that no further or

additional independent subway facilities be permitted to

compete with its present monopoly.
S. y. Evening Post, Jan. 7, 1909.

Pneumatic traction, the use of compressed air as a
motive power. 8ee the extract.

With a more extensive use of compressed air for power
purposes has come a corresponding broadening of the

scope of its employment as a transportation agent, and
indeed it has been conclusively proven that pneumatic
traction has decided advantages over all other forms of

mechanical haulage for a large variety of operatiois.
Sci. Atner., Dec. 13, 1902, p. 408.

Tan^ntlal traction, a proposed system of electric

traction in which power is continuously applied by the
inductive action of a set of stationary windings extend-

ing at intervals the entire length of the road, between
the rails, upon a moving part corresponding to the rotor

of an alternating-current machine. This moving part of

the system is called the 'propeller' and to it the car is

attached. A three-phase current in the stationary coils

creates a moving magnetic field in the direction in which
the car is to travel and the propeller is thus drawn along.

Elect. World and Engin., Sept. 26, 190.'i, p. 6:». -Traction
diverticulum. See *dtt>«r«cufu7n,— Traction in-
Creaser, in hnjomotives, a system of levers used to trans-

fer a part of the weight of the engine frcjm the trailing

truck, under the cab and fire-box, to the driving-wheels
;

it is under the control of the engineer and is operated by
compressed air : used to secure better adhesion to the
rails In starting heavy trains and upon steep grades.

—

Traction of adhesion. Same as friction of rolling. .

traction-engine, 'i. 1. it is usually steam-driven,
the iKjiler, of locomotive type, f«>nning the frame in part,

and Buppr»rtiiiL< the engine and transmission machinery.
To give adhesion and adequate support upon the softer

ground, and to diminish injury to the road-surfaces, the
tires are maile very wide. "The front axle is made to

serve as means of steering by a wheel. It differs from
a railway locomotive In being lighter and capable oidy
of low speeds, t'sually the load to be hauled is placed
in several wagon-bodies on their own wheels, the whole
forming a train. It is used in hauling logs, mineral,

and similar heavy masses.

2. A semi-portable stationary engine, capable
of motion ou its own wheels, when »elf-pro-
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pelled from place to place, and used for haul-

ing plows in gangs across a field. The plows
are attached to a frame by steel ropes which
are led by pulleys to a drum or windlass
driven by the tractor, doing the work of

many horses or oxen, and in much less time.
—3."A locomobile engine, capable of running
on highways or on the ground aud dragging
behind it the plant or machinery for threshing
grain. When the desired point is reached, the

threshing plant is set up, and the engine in

the tractor is used to drive the thresher by
means of belting. Sawmills of small size

can be used instead of a thresher.

traction-load (trak'shon-16d), 11. 1. The
weight of the locomotive engine which presses
vertically downward upon the driving-wheels.
Such weight causes adhesion of the smooth tire of the
wheel to the top smooth surface of the rail, or by the
friction of such contact resists the tendency of the drivers
tAt slip when the effort of the steam is applied to revolve
the wheel in either direction.

2. The similar weight of the motor vehicle
which presses the tir« of the driving-wheels
upon the ground. When this is too small, the
wheel slips.

traction-splint (trak'shon-splint), n, Insurg.,
a splint provided with an attachment for pull-

ing upon the limb.

Tractive force, po'wer. See *force^, *power.
tractor, ». 2. A traction-engine for use ou
streets and highways. Such tractors may be
used to drag loaded vehicles, to drag plows in

a gang, or to haul artillery-wagons and field-

pieces.

Hancock seems to have made considerable advance in

the construction of boilers and engines suitable for vehi-
cles, a number of which were built extending over the
time from 1830 to 1840, carriages, omnibuses and tractors

being seen on the roads about London.
Hiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 41.

3. The frame and steel rope by which a gang
of plows is drawn across a field by a traction-

engine.

trade', «. 13. Commodities designed for use
in trading.

The mountaineers caiTied no clubs, but had spears and
some tomahawks and half-axes which formed part of the
trade forsaken by Anthony's expedition.

(ieog. Jour. (R. Q. S.), XVI. 284.

Board of Trade unit. See •Hm'f.—Bureau of Trade
Relations. See *iHr(?aw.—Open trade, a trade which
does not prescribe such rules of apprenticeship, fees, or
other conditions of admission of members as would give
to its present membera a quasi-monopoly of their field of

employment. Webb, Indust. Democracy, II. 474.—R^gle
trade. See •re'/ie—Restraint of trade. See *re-
straint.—Silent trade. See the extract.

In an interesting chapter devoted to early trade, the
"silent trade " mentioned by the old writers is discussed,
and accounted for—in West Africa—by the influence of

fetish. . . . Many other accounts of dumb trading might
have been added to Miss Kingsley's list, e.g. of the old
writers, those of Pliny, Cosmas Indicopleustes, the Peri-
plus of the Erythiean sea, Ibn Batuta, and John de
MarignoUi. The earliest intercourse of the Russians
with the Chukches is said to hav^ been carried on in this

fashion, while in modem times the Poliars of the Pulney
hills are said to adopt the practice. The modem form
seen by Miss Kingsley in West Africa is also mentioned
by Mr. Millson (Proc. B. O. S., n.s. xiii. 682).

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 420.

Trade board. See -kboard.

trade-cumulus (trad'ku"niu-lus), n. The small
cumulus of the trade-wind region during the
daytime, rarely developing any rain. See
trade-wind.

trade-fixture (trad'fiks-tur), n. Anything
that a tenant, for the pursuit of the trade or
business for which he has leased property, has
attached to the property, as shelving, machin-
ery, or an engine-house. Such things may be
removed ac the tenant's option, and belong to

him.

trade-school (trad'skol), ». A school in which
instruction in one or more trades is given.

trades-'Waste (tradz'wast), «. Factory refuse

;

waste materials incidentally produced in the
course of industrial processes. The utiliza-

tion of such materials whenever possible, and
in any case the avoidance of danger to public
health or comfort arising from them, consti-

tute important problems of modern ei'vilized

life.

The bare fact that in the majority of cases trades waste
is likely to be strongly acid or strongly alkaline, or,

worse still, charged with chemicals of an antiseptic char-
acter, has deten-ed many from even entertaining the idea
of resort to bacterial methods of treatment in connection
therewith. Sci. Ainer. .Sup., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 22713.

trading-stamp (tra'ding-stamp), n. A Email
coupon or certificate used in a commercial
scheme for increasing retail sales. The usual

train

method is as follows : A number of merchants agree
with the publisher of a subscribei-s' directory that on his
printing their names therein and circulating an agreed
number of copies they will buy of him a quantity of trad-
ing-stamps which they give to their customers as pre-
miums with purchases. The customei-s paste a certain
number of stamps in the directtu-ies and may then ex-
change the latter for certain articles stocked by the pub-
lisher. The scheme has been adjudged to be a gambling
device and illegal.

traffic-taker (trafik-ta-'ker), H. An official of
a railway, or other concern engaged in the
business of transportation, who compiles
traffic-returns (which see).

trag. An abbreviation of tragedy or tragic.

tragelaph (tra-jel'af), n. [NL. Tragelaph{u8).'[

A member of the tragelaphine section of ante-
lopes, comprising the nilgaus and kudus. Sir
Harry Johnston, The Nile Quest, p. 5. [Rare.]
tragophony (tra-gof'o-ni), n. [Gr. rpdyoi,
goat, + ijKJvii, voice.] Same as xgophony.
trah (trii), «. [Malay trd, terd, a stamp, seal.]

A tin coin of the Malay Peninsula.
trahira (tra-he'rii;, «. [S. Amer. (f).] A
common name of Macrodon microlepis, a fish

of the family Erythrinidx found in fresh
waters from Panama to Ecuador.

traill, «. 6. A local term in southern Eng-
land for confused deposits of glacial debns
resting upon soft sands, clays, etc., which
latter have been crumpled and squeezed by
ice-pressure. 0. Fisher, in Quart. Jour. Geol.
Soc, XXII. 533 Warp and trail, unsorted glacial

or related deposits containing human implements and
resting upon a preglacial surface in sonthern England
called the ' Falaiolithic floor.' See *traiU, C. J. Geikie,

The Great Ice Age, p. 639.

trail^, f. I. trans. 7. To fasten (as wagons)
one behind the other so as to form a train.

[Western U. S.]

II. intrans. 7. In casino, to play a card
which neither builds nor takes in anything,

trail-bar (tral ' bar), n. A wooden bar by
which the trail of a howitzer carriage is

turned and the piece pointed.

trailer, «. 1. (rf) a dog that follows or tracks by
scent.

They fbloodhounds) are not at all superior to the fox-

hound as trailers.

Forest and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 74.

4. pi. Several logging-sleds hitched one be-
hind another aud pulled by from 4 to 8 horses,

driven by one man, thus saving teamsters'
wages.

trailing-S'Witch (tra ' ling - swich), n. See
*switch.

trailing-'weight (tra'ling-wat), n. 1. That
part of the weight of a locomotive engine which
is supported upon the pair of wheels which
are behind the main driving-wheels, or
which trail behind them when the engine
moves forward. Such weight does not increase the
tractive power of the engine since the wheels are not
drivere but are only present to steady the engine and
eliminate a tendency to see-saw around the axis tiirotigh

the center of gravity.

2. That part of the weight of the locomotive
engine which rests upon the rear pair of driv-

ing-wheels. [Rare.]

trail-lever (tral'lev'er), n. A trailing lever
hinged to the spindle-carriage of a spinning-
mule, yasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 270.

trail-rope (tral'rop), «. Same a,s prolonge.

trail-spade (tral'spad), n. A projection at

the lower end of the trail of a field-artillery

carriage. See *spade'^, 5.

The carriage . . . upon which the barrel is mounted,
permits of checking the recoil without undue strain on
the parts, through a trail-spade provided with an elastic

joint. Sri. ^mfr., May 21, 1904, p. 402.

train^, w Armored train, a locomotive and cars cov.

ered with armor t>f sutflcient thickness to keep out small-

amis and shrapnel bullets : of occasional use in military

operations for moving troops on a railway in the presence
of an active enemy.— Corridor train. See *corridor.~
Gravel trains, elongated bodies of glacial gravel, run.

niiig parallel with the rivers of southeastern <»hio, but
south of the limit of the continental glacier. They have
been brought from the terminal moraines by torrential

cuirents and have been incised and eroded by lat«r

stream developments.

As the basin lies entirely beyond the glaciated area,

there are within it no deposits directly attributable to

the action of land ice. The glacial deposits consist tM

two classes ; first, the gravel traintt, which extend
throughout the valleys of the through-flowing streams.

W. G. Tight, in r. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 13, p. 90.

Incident train, the sound that produces an echo, as

distinguished from the echo itself.

In some cases of echo, when the original sound is a
compound musical note, the octave of the fundamental
tone is reflected much more strongly than that tone itself.

. . . Hence the octave, though comparatively feeble in

the incident train, may predominate in the wattereil

reflection vonstituting the echo. Encyc. Brit.. XX". 49.



train

"LOVig train, a train that runs a long distance : opposed
to shurt train, which runs only a short distance.— Opti-
cal train, the system of lenses, prisms, or other devices
employed in an optical instrument— Tliree-lllgll train,
in a rolling-mill, three rolls arranged one above another
in the same housing. The rolls revolve continuously
in one direction, and the piece passes first through un-
der the midfMe roll and then back above the same roll.

This saves time over the two-high train, in which either

the rolls must be reversed after each passage of the piece
or else the piecs is passed between the rolls and then
handed back for another pass in the same direction.

—

Train d© luxe, a railway-train with luxurious fittings

;

a 'limited train, that is, one in which the number of
passengers is limited and the fare may be higher than
on ordinary trains.— Two-hlgU train. See three-high
ittraiii.

train-brake (tran'brak), n. See *air-brake,
cotitinunus brake, racuiim-brake.

train-despatcher (tran'des-paeh''6r), n. In
railroadiny, the officer in iratnediate charge
of the running of trains on a railroad. His duty
is to maintain an office in telegraphic communication
with every station of the division over which he has con-
trol. In this office, usually placed at one end of a divi-

sion, he receives, day and night, reports of the departure,
arrival, or passing of every train at every station of the
<iivision. These report*, as fast as received, are entered
upon a time-sheet or train-sheet, which, when filled for

the day, present* a complete record of the progress of

«ach and every train making a trip during that day.

Under normal conditions, when all trains ai-e on schedule
time, the train-de8i)atcher has a general oversight of the
progress of all the trains When a train stops by reason
of an accident tcj the train or any obstruction on the line,

he assumes immediate control by telegraph of all trains

approaching the point where the delay has occurred.
With the train-sheet before him he is enabled so to order
the movements of all the trains that the delay will be as

brief as possible. He can side-track or delay locals or

freight-trains to allow express and fast-freight trains to

pass, can :;se any track at will for miles up and down the
line, can divert traffic to a loop or to a connecting roa<i,

and can, when the obstruction is removed, set all trains

again in motion and rest*»re the tratiic to its normal con-
ditions, all these exceptional movements of trains being
recoriled on the train-sheet as fast as made. See
*(J•aln-*/w:«^

trainer, ». 5. Xaval, a member of a gun's
crew or turret crew whose duty it is to keep
his gun, or the axis of the turret, in lateral

train exactly on the target. Also called train-

ing-pointer. In modern practice the tendency
is' to have two persons engaged in keeping
the gun on the target, the trainimj-pointer and
the firiny-jiointcr. See *gun-pointcr.

The turrets are tratneil by one man, the trainer ; and
each gun is pointed by another man, the pointer, who
fires the gun. ScL Atner., June 18, 1904, p. i'b.

training-college (tra'ning-koKcj), n. A nor-

mal si'liodl ; a training-school. [Eng.]

training-gear (tra'ning-ger), ». The combi-
nation of cranks, shafts, pinions, racks, etc.,

by means of which a large cannon with its

carriage may be pointed in direction.

training-school, ».— Manual tralnlng-scbooL
Hee irmnnuiU.

train-oil, »

—

Doegllng train-oil. name m doegling
*',il.

train-pipe (tran ' pip), «. In a continuous
train-lirake or power brake for railway-trains,

the pipe which connects the source of power
or stored energy on the locomotive with the

brake elements under each car. In the air-

brake it is the pipe connecting the compress-
ing air-pump on the locomotive with the storage

air-tanks under each car, by means of which
the engineman in the locomotive seta and re-

leases the brakes by causing variations of

pressure in the pipe and on the face of the

piston in the triple valve on each car. Now
called hrnke-pipe. See triple *valve.

train-robber (tran'rob-fer), n. One who robs

a railway-train.

train-shed (tran'shed), n. A protection for a
platform, or for several platforms, at which
passenger-trains stop, consisting of a roof sup-
ported by posts ; an open structure in which
trains stop, or from which they start, as dis-

tinguished from the more completely inclosed

station or depot. [U. S.]

"Now, don't over-eat, " warned Ernestine Penwell, as

she said good-bye to her husband in the train-»hed at

rhicago. " You know, dear, how careful you have to be.
"

The Reader, May, 1904, p. 646.

train-sheet (tran'shet), n. In railroading, a
printed sheet of paper on which are recorded
the movements of trains: used for the guid-

ance and convenience of the train-despatchcr.
The sheet is ruled in horizontal and vertical lines, the

spaces between the horizontal lines representing the sta-

tions along the lines and the spaces between the vertical

lines being lievoted to the records of the movements of

trains, one space to each train. The names of the stations

are printed on the sheet, and the number of each train

and the name of the engineer are wi-itten in at the ttjp of

the space assigned to that train. When the time(U8ually
eight hours) which th» sheet is designed to cover begins,

the sheet is spread before the telegraph operator in the
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train-despatcher's office, and the operator enters upon
the sheet the departure and time of passing of every sta-

tion as fast as received by wire from the stations along
the line. When finished the sheet presents a graphic
statement of the progress of each and every train in mo-
tion during the time represented. When, for any reason,
a train is stopped and the tratiic thrown into confusion,
the train-sheet becomes of great value in enabling the
train-despatcher to restore the traffic to its nonnal con-
ditions with the least possible delay.

train-signal (tran'sig'nali, n. A method of

signaling from the ears of a train to the engine
by means of a small pipe under each tar which
is connected by hose with the engine and the
other cars. In the engine is a connection, through a
pipe and reducing-valve, with the compressed-air reser-

voir of the air-brake system which supplies air to the
signal-pipes. In each car is a valve controlled by a lever

to which is attached a short cord. When the cord is

pulled, a discharge-pipe on the-outside of the car (under
the hot)d) shows that the signal has operated and at the
same time a whistle is blown in the engine-cab. If the
train breaks or any injui-y is done to the signal-pipes or
hose, the whistle sounds.

train-wrecker (tran'rek"er), n. One who
wrecks or destroys a railroad train, by placing
obstructions on the track or by other means,
for the purpose of robbing it, or from some
other criminal motive.

Trajanic (tra-jan'ik), a. Of or relating to the
Roman emperor Trajan or to the style of art
characteristic of his reign.

The extigpicium scene probably represents the nuncu-
patio votorum before Trajan set out on his Dacian cam-
paign, and is Trajanic in style.

Atheiueum, Jan. 27, 1906, p. H3.

traject, n. 4. A projected alinement or course
for a railway or other line of transportation.
As to the new Bagdad line, two ditferent trajectg were

proposed. The first, which was explored and recom-
mended by Major Von Moltke, started from Angora,
passed by Sivas, Diar-Bekir, and followed the valley of
the Tigris to Bagdad and Bassorah.

9ci. Amer. Sup., March 5, 1904, p. 235.'i3.

tram^, «. 9. See *tramway, 2.

tram* (tram), V. Itram(mel). See tram^, «.]

To use a trammel or distance gage in order to

get two shafts, or other axes, parallel to one
another, or at right angles to another axis to
which both are to be perpendicular. Used of
railway axles or those of locomotive drivers; of a mill-

stone spindle in relation to the plane in which the stone
or mill is to revolve ; and of the shafts of engines rela-

tively to the bed-jilate, etc.

tram*, h.— Milanese tram, the poorer quality of silk

raised abt)nt Milan in northern Italy, suitable only for

tram or weft.

tram-crane (tram'kran), Ji. A crane mounted
on a car and running upon rails. (See rai7-

way-*crane.) When such a crane is driven by
its own motor it has been called an automotor
crane. When the motor is driven by gasolene
or some derivative of petroleum it has been
called a petrc-automotor crane.

tram-horse (tram'hora), n. A horse suitable

for drawing a street-car; a trammer.
trammer (tram'^r), m. Itram^, v., + -er.] A
tram-horse; a horse suitable for drawing a
street-car. [Colloq.]

Trammers are very little different from bussera except
that they are rather plainer, an inch or two smaller in

size and corresp<»ndingly lighter, but they should have as

much weight as possible for their height. They are used
on the tramways of European cities.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Animal Industry, Bulletin 37, 1902,

[p. 21.

tramp, t'. I, trans. 4. To run (a tramp steamer),
taking on merchandise at one port and selling

it wherever possible or carrying freight any-
where desired. [Colloq.]

Dear Captain Kettle,—
Having noted from your cables and reports yon are

making a good thing for us out of tramping the Parakeet.
Cutcliffe Ihjne, A Master of Fortune, x.

H, intrans. 3. To sail on a tramp steamer.
[Colloq.]

It flashed through his mind that it was she who had
ordered those grisly heads to be stuck al)Ove the water-
gate, and he hesrtily wished himself away back on the
steamer, tramping for cargo.

Cutclife Ilyne, A Master of Fortune, viii.

Trampan (tram'pan), n. [Las Trampns creek,

Cal.] In gcol., a stage of the Lower Berkeleyan
series of late Tertiary strata in the Coast
ranges of California. The name was suggested
by A. C. Lawson, and was applied to 2000 feet

of marine shales, sandstones, and pebbly con-
glomerates.

tramper, «. 4. A device, in a cotton-baling
press, for compacting cotton to the desired
density for baling.

tramping-card (tram'ping-kilrd), n. A cer-

tificate entitling a member of a trade-organi-
zation to maintenance while traveling in

search of work.

II [Mutual Insurance] inclndes also what are often

transboard
termed " trade " benefits

; grants for replacing tools lost
by theft or Are, and "out-of-work pay," from the old-
fashioned "tramping card" to the modem "donation"
given when a member loses his employment by the
breakdown of machinery. We(i6, Indust Democracy, 1. 163.

tramping-machine (tram'ping-ma-shen"), n.
An apparatus, similar in construction to a
ful ling-stock, for rendering pelts of sheep and
goats soft and pliable.

Tubbing is gradually giving way in a greater or less
extent to the "tramping machine,'' whenever anything
less than the very best work will suffice. This machine
is adapted from the French apparatus for fulling wool
stock. It consists of two wooden hammers, which are
moved alternately back and foi-th or up and down in a
suitable receptacle, agitating the skins slowly and con-
stantly, turning them over and over each other, and de-
veloping by friction the necessary heat, thus rendering
the pelts soft and pliable.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 23634.

trampous, trampoose (tram'pus, tram-pos'),
«. Itrampous, v., which see.] A tramp; a
long walk.

I was with him in one of his trampooieg, and the
youngster was risky enough, for he brought us so near the
enemy that rifles began to talk. Cooper, Pathfinder, viii.

tram-rail (tram'ral), n. 1. A special form
of rail, suitable for laying in streets for street
railways. The vertical depth is considerable so that
in paved streets the stones may be laid above the plane
of the cross-stringers or ties. On macadam thoroughfai ea
the depth of the rail is greater than the thickness of
the road material. The bearing surface for the wheels is

on the top of the upper chord or flange.

2. A rail suspended in a shop, factory, or
warehouse on which a trolley or truck may
run, so that loads suspended from the trolley

may easily be transported from one part of
the building to another in the same plane.

tram'way, n. 2. A light or temporary rail-

road, as for the transportation of logs, often
with wooden rails and operated by horse-
power.— 3. A gutter attached to a pool-table,
designed to save time in gathering the dead
or pocketed balls. It is now, in improved
form, attached to the under side of tables
used in other pocket games. W. Broadfoot,
Billiards, p. 323. [Eng.]— Aerial tramway, a
cableway.

trance-coma (tr&ns'ko'ma), n. A comatose
coiulitioii induced by hypnosis.

trance-speech (trans'spech), n. The utter-
ances of a ' medium ' during hypnosis or other
trance-state : supposed by some to show evi-

dence of supernormal knowledge, to predict
the future, etc.

Post-hypnotic suggestion, crystal-gazing, automatic
writing and trance-Kpeech, the willing-game, etc., are
now . . . instruments of research.

W. James, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, May,
1 1001, p. 17.

trans-. 2. A combining-form used, in organio
chemistry, to indicate that two radicals are
on opposite sides of the plane of union of two
carbon atoms, or on opposite sides of the
plane of the ring in a cyclic compound. It is,

therefore, complementary to cis-. Thus maleic
HCCOOH

acid is a cis-derivative,
||

,andfumaric
HCCOOH

HCCOOH
acid a trans-compound, ||

HOOCCH
This case is more complicated, as a'cu* and *trani<

isomerism of cyclic compounds is involved as well as the
optical difference. Science, Oct. 14, 1904, p. 406.

transaccidentation(trans-ak'8i-den-ta'shon),
n. The notion that in the sacrament the"ac-
tidents of the bread and wine are transmuted
into the accidents of the body and blood of
Christ: an idea widely held by ignorant per-
sons in the middle ages and sometimes
confused with the doctrine of transubstantia-
tion. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 275.

transafrican (tr&ns-af'ri-kan), a. [trans- +
African.^ Crossing Africa; extending across
Africa: as, a '' transafrican railway." Gcog.
Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 204. I

transbaikalian (trans-bi-kfil'i-an), a. [trans-

+ Baikalian, relating to Lake Baikal.] Across
or beyond Lake Baikal.

The Trangbaikalian branch of tlie Siberian railway.
Ileog. Jour. (K. O. a), XVL 223.

transboard (trans-bord'), v. t. [trans- +
board, c. /.] To tiansfer directly from one
vessel to another.

No sooner has the " ticker" reported the Campania or
other big liner "off Fire Island "than a veteran of the
tran8p4)rtation department . . . hastens to the foot of
("ortlandt .Street and boards the " PostRuister-Oeneral,"
the flag-ship of the post-office fleet. The boat was built

for this service, and is equipped witk spacious nail-



transboard
rooms, chutes for transboardin<t sacks, and other expedit-
ing appliances. Steam is up, and she is otf down the bay
to meet the bijf steamer. Slie uial<es fast to her sides,
and the mails are received aboard through the chutes.

Scribnerg Mag, July, 1809, p. 60.

transcaspian (trans-kas'pi-an), a. [trans- +
C<iKpi(iii.\ Ac.oss or beyond the Caspian Sea;
speeilically, east of the Caspian.
transcaucasian (trans-ka-ka'sian), a. [trans-
+ Caiieaxidii.] Across orbeyond the Caucasus
Mountains or Caucasia; specitieally, [cap.] of
or pertaining to Transcaucasia, tlie southern
division of the Kussian government of the
Caucasus.

transcendent, «. 5. In math., indefinable by
any combination of a finite number of equa-
tions with rational integral coefficients.

Such numbers are said t*) be transcendental. Hermite
first completely proved the tranifcendent character of*?.

Lindemann, by a similar methotl, proved the transcen-
dence of IT. Eiicyc. Brit., XXXI. "287.

Transcendental irrational, number. See
*irratioiial, *number.

transcession (tran-sesh'on), ». [L. as of
*tra>icesi:io, < *transcedere, < trans, across, +
eedere, yield.] See the extract.

Trajiseesgion ... is the interchange of lip and throat
Towels across the vowel scale, as between U and 1 in
food, feed ; <), E, in English snow, German schnee.

5. 5. Haldetnan. Analyt Orthog., p. 56.

transcondyloid (trans-kon'di-loid), a, [irans-

+ condyloid.] Across or through the con-
dyles.

IThe amputation) of Garden being known as the irang-
condyloid operatioti. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 203.

transcortical (trans-k6r'ti-kal), a. [trans- -H

cortical.] Across or througli the cortical re-
gion of the brain : noting any condition, such
as aphasia, caused by a lesion destroying a
cross-section of the cerebral cortex. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 410.

transe, n, and f. An amended and former
spelling of trance,

transect (tran'sekt), n. [iransectiion).] In
j>lii/t<)gcog., a cross-section (or representation
of one) of the vegetation of a station or larger
unit. A tine trailfiect records the species as they occur
along a chosen line. A belt transect shows the occur-
rence and the arrangement of plants in a strip, say one
decimeter wide. Either of these may be permanent,
that is, marked for observation year after year with only
the natural change ; or denuded, that is, cleared of vege-
tation after charting to observe the invasion of new
plants. A layer tranmet is a vertical cut througli a lay-
ered fonnation as a forest, showing the species occurring
in a line and tht-ir heiglit, F E. Clementg.

transemplrical (trans-em-pir'i-kal), a. [trans-
+ empirical.'] Metempirical ; nouiuenal ; trans-
cending human experience.
A conclusion supposed to flow from the intrinsic ab-

surdity of transempirical objects.
W James, in Jour. Philos., Psychol, and Sci. Methods,

I
Dec. 20, 1906, p. 712.

transequatorial (trans' e-kwa- to 'ri-al), a.

[trans- -)- equatorial.] Across or beyoiid the
equator.
The Southern, Australian, or trans-equatorial land of

our hemisphere. Geog. Juur. (R. G. S.), XV. 381.

transf. An abbreviation of transferred.

transfer, «. 7. pi. In archery, sheets upon
which the hits, score, and golds of every
archer in a shooting-match are copied from
the several target-papers after each distance
is shot. The transfers are the official record
from which the prize-list is made up.— Collo-
dion transfer. See *co//ot/ion.—Transfer a^nt, one
who pa.sse8 upon the evidenc* of the transfer of title to
stock of a corporation and issues new certificates tliere-

for. This office is usually perforr.ned by trust companies.— Transfer chamber, a chamber or space wliere two
bodies can exchange certain of their physical properties,
as where steam by losing heat can be changed into
water, or where air by transfer of it* heat to some cw)ler
mass, as of metal c<wled by water, can be reduced in
volume or pressure by loss of some of its intrinsic en-
ergy. Xorrit and Morgan, High-speed Steam Engine,
p. II).— Transfer tax. See *snecessian tax.

transferor, «. Same as transferrer : common
in legal use.

transferring-lathe (trans-fer'ing-laTii), n. A
lathe equipped with a lever or pantograph at-
tachment for guiding the tool iu order that a
design may be reproduced either larger or
smaller than the model.

transferrotype (trans-ftr'r-tip), n. [L. trans-
ferre, transfer, + Gr. Tinro<:, type.] In pkotog.,
a transfer-print obtained from a gelatinobro-
mi<le emulsion film. Woodbury, Encyc. Diet,
of Photog., p. 499.

transfer-station (trans'f^r-sta'shon), n. A
point, either at a station or in the street,
where railroad transfer-tickets are given and
where passengere are transferred from one
line of cars to another.
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transfer-table (trans'ffer-ta'bl), n. 1. In a
railroad repair-shop, a long platform-car sup-
ported upon wheels placed at a right angle
with its length, and running upon rails laid
in a sunken pit between the ends of parallel
tracks. On it is laid a section of track. It is

operated by a small motor, and is used to
transfer ears from one track to another or
from one shop to another.—• 2. A platform-car
for drilling electric cars, it consists of a flat-car
hung between and below two four-wheel trucks, each
wheel running on one of four parallel rails that cross all

the tracks of a stoi-age-yard or car-bam. On this trans-
fer-table, at a right angle with its travel, is a section of
standard track, and at each end are inclined rails held by
springs, when not in use, just clear of the yard-tracks.
When a car is to be transferred, it is run upon the trans-
fer-table, its wheels pressing the spring-rails down on the
track to form an incline up which the car moves until it

rests on the table, which can then be moved by its own
motor to connect with the yard-tracks.

transflinite (trans-fi'nit), a. Beyond the finite.

The next part is necessarily based largely on the work
of Cantt)r. To readers uiKicquainted with the " Mengen-
lehre, "the introduction of (rcrns/iyiife numbers nmst appear
rather startling, but this is perhaps partly due t^^ an un-
usual weakness in the English language. It must be re-

membered that by a Iransji'nite cardinal number is meant
a certain kind of infinitene.ss of aggregate, the same
number belonging to different aggregates which are
similar in the preceding sense ; and a transjinite ordinal
number is another name for a type of infinite series, or of
generating relation. Nature, Sept 3, 1903, p. 411.

Least transflnite cardinal, in wath., the number of
finite numbers. This number G. Cantor denotes by the
Hebrew alcph with the suffix (Kq) —Transflnlje
cardinal number. See *number.

transfix, r. t. 2. In geom., to cut by a fixed
straight, m, a subject composed of planes,
a, 0, y, that is, to construct the passes wo,
ni'li, m,')'.

transfluvial (trans-flo' vi-al), a. [trans- +
fluvial.] Across or beyond a stream. [Rare.]

transform (trans-form'), n. [transform, r.]

In math., the figure or function or operator
which results from performing the operation
of transformation.

transformation, n. 4 . (d) In geom., an opera-
tion which replaces a given figure by a second
figure.—10. In elect., change iu the voltage of
an alternating-current circuit by means of a
transformer or other device. Elect. World and
Engin., March 28, 1903, p. 533 Bilinear trans-
formation. (A) The most general is w — (az + //) / (cj + (().

It contains four constants, but only three ratios. We
may therefore assume any relation between a, b, c, d.

The most suitable one is ad — be = 1.—Biuniform
transformation, a transfonnation such that every point
must have one tninsfornicd point, and only one, and be
the transformed point of one ptdnt, and of oidy one.

—

Contact transformation. See coK(acf.—Cremona
transformation, (b) A birational or one-to-one trans-
formation by which one jxtint of a figure is depicted by
one, and oidy one, point of its transform. —Double
points of a homographlc transformation. See
•poinn.—Equations of the transformation, see
*ccj«(i((o».— Euclidean transformation, a transfoi--

mation wliich replaci-s a given figure liy a congruent or
similar figure.—Isogonal transformation, orthomor-
phlc transformation.—Line-sphere transformation,
a transfonnation which makes a sphere correspond to a
straight line, and permits, consequently, the coimecting
of every proposition relative to straights with a proposi-
tion relating t^:t spheres, and vice verea.—Orthomorphlc
transformation, in math., an angle-true timisfonna-
tion ; the transformation in conformal depiction.—Point
transfonnation, a transformation which replaces the
points of one ligure by the points of a second.—Projec-
tive transformation, in geom.
which corresponding
costraight points have
the same cross-ratio.

—Ratio of transfor-
mation. See itratio.

transformation-
myth (trans-for-

ma'shon-mith), n.

See *crca lion-myth
and *myth.

transformer, ".-
Air-blast trans-
former, in elect., a
transformer cooled by an
air-blast. — Constant-
current transformer,
a transformer changing
an alternating current
of constant or approxi-
mately constant voltage
into an alternating cur-
rent of constant inten-
sity, but a voltage
varying with the load.
It consists of one or two
primary coils and one
or two secondary eoiis,

which can approach
closer t^> the primary
coiU, witli increasing
load, or separate therefrom, and are balanced by a
weight acting on a system of levei-s : used very largely
for series arc-lighting.— Core-transfOrmer, a trans

transformism
iron, the latter sometimes fonning a closed circuit and
sometimes consisting of a straight laminated bar, aa

a transformation iu

Air-blast Transformer.
a, base-casting' ; b, hand-hole

cover ; r, sheetl^^Il casi iii; ; d.
iiainc-plate ; t, top-casting ; f,
liftin]^-lugs ; g. coil-tooling shaft-
indicator: h. torc-cooh.ig shaft-
handle and indicator.

Constant-current Transfoniicr.
a, base-casting: *, sheet-iron casing: r. counterweight; d,

adjustable lever arm : e. couplings; /, secondary leads; g, pri-
mary leads ; h. name-plate; i. porcelain bushings; <(. ventilating
cover; /, counterweight suspending wire.

in the hedgehog transformer, the induction-coil, and
other open-circuit transformers.— Hedgehog-trans-
former. See ^hed<jehog-trani'/ormer. —Impulse trans-
former, a type of tranafomier, designed by Kyan, in
which the greater portion of the time-integral of sec-
ondary electromotive force is compressed into a very
small part of tlie time of an alternation. A seriet of sud-
den electrical impulses are thus ubtaine<l which occur at
the instant when the primary cunent passes through
zero.—Leakage current of transformer. See -kcur-
rc«/i.—Multiple transformer, {a) in elect, a trans-
former the secondary coils of which are so aiTanged as to
supply two or more multiple circuits. {b\ A tninsformer
designed for use in multiple with other transfonners on
the same circuit—OU-transformer, an altemating-cur-
rent transfomier the c<uls of which are submerged in oil.— Oscillation transformer, in elect., a transformer for
the production of the electric waves or oscillations em-
ployed in wireless telegraphy.— Phasing-transformer,
in elect., a transformer for shifting the phase of an alter-
nating current.- Pilot-transformer, a small portable
transformer for determining the voltage at any given
point of an alternating-current circuit— Polar trans-
former, in elect., a transformer the magnetic circuit of
which is open arul which therefore has poles and an air-

space.— Poljrpliase transformer, a transfonner with
one primary and one secondary coil for each phase of a
polyphase circuit- Raising transformer. Same a»
step-up -ktramformer. — Rectifying transformer, a
device for converting an alternating current into a direct
cunent; a rectifier.— Resonance trans&)rmer, in
tvin-less teleg., a transfonner of variable frequency used
to bring the transmitter and receiver of a wireless system
into syntonism. Elect. World and Eiigin., May 14. 1904.

p. 919.— Rotary transformer, in elect. ^ a term formerly
used for rotor;/ converter, i^ee i^converter. 3.— Serles-
transformer, one connected in series with the circuit.

—

Shell-transformer, in elect., an alternating-current
transforniei- in whicli t!ie coils are surroimded by a mas*
of laminated iron, instead (as in the core -t ran s/onner) of
surrounding a central core of iron.— Static trans-
former, (a) A transfonner for aiteriiating currents
wliich has no moving parts as distinguished from a rotary
transformer. (6) A name sometimes given to the dy-
namostatic machine of Elihu Thomson.—Step-dOwn
transformer, an alternating-current transformer with
more turns in the primary winding than in the secondary,
so that the secondary voltage is lower thati that of the
primary circuit.- Step-up transformer, an alternating-
current transfonner in which the number of tunis in the
secondary winding is greater than in the primary and, the
secondary voltage therefore higher than that of the pri-

ijiary circuit— Tesla transformer, a form of induction-
coil for the protiuction of- alt-ernating currents of very
high frequency and high voltage, devised by Nikola
Tesla. It consists of a vertical helix of large diameter
having only one layer of well insulated wire which con-
stitutes the secondary coil; About this the primary coil,

consisting of a few turns of heavier wire, is placed with
an intervening air-space between the two coils. No iron
core is used. The primary coil is placed in the secondary
circuit of an ordinary step-up transformer which has an
adjustable spark-gap and condenser in parallel with the
Tesla transformer. Under favorable an-angement of the
circuits frequencies of many thousands of alteniations
per second and differences of several hundred thousand
volt« may he attained in the secondary circuit of the
Tesla transform er.— Three-phase transformer, a
transformer giving in the 8ec<nulary circuit three alter-

nating currents having a difference of phase of one third
of a cycle — Tube-transformer, a small transformer
used as a regulator on alternating-current arc-lamps.

—

Two-phase transformer, an altemathig-current
transfonner the secondary windings of which furnish
two-phase currents.

transformism, «. 2. [It. trasformism,'} In
Italian history, the parliamentary situation
and the financial and administrative policies

and methods which marked the premiership
of Agostiuo Depretis (1876-86). See the ex-
tract.

fonuer in which the coils surround a core of laminated Towards 1884 [Miughettij joined Depretis in creating



transformism

the parliamentary phenomenon known as " Tran^orm-
i»m," which consisted in bringing C'onservative support
to Libenil cabinets. Encyc. Brit, XXX. 761.

transformist, «. 2, A supporter of (political)

transformism.

II. a. Of or pertaining to transformism, in

either sense.

A few weeks before his death he repented of his tran»-

fonnist policy, and again included Criapi and Zanardelli
in his Cabinet Encyc. Brif,, XXVII. 419.

transfrontal, fl. 2, In entom., across the
forehead : as, a transfrvntal ridge,

transfusion-cell (tr&ns - fu ' zhon - sel), n. A
cell oeeurring in the endodernJls (inner layer
of bark) of a root, which retains its thin walls
when those of other cells have thickened and
permits the passage of water. Strasburgert
(trans.), Text-book of Bot., p. 115.

transfuze, t?. t. An amended spelling of irans-
fus(\

transgredient (trans-gre'di-ent), a. [L. trans-

ijredien.i {-ent-)^ ppr. of transgredi, step across.]

Passing across or beyond ; objective. [Rare.]

Pragmatism, thus conceived, is purely individualistic.

It yields assurance and individualistic success, but it guar-
antees no objective or social certainty. Its standards are
lacking in the essential character of a standard — (ra7i«-

gredifnt reference and Tcriflabllfty.

Jour. Fhilog., Pgyckol. and Sci. Methods, 1904.

transgression, «. 2. In gcoL^ the process
which produces overlap. Thus a shore-line,

with one series of strata recently formed be-

neath the neighboring waters, may subside
and allow the sea, bringing new sediments, to

encroach farther and farther upon the land,

away from the old series, and deposit new and
overlapping beds by transgression.

The depression In southern Ohio, where the outcrop of

the C'omiferoMS limestone and the t'onnferous-Uamilt^m
is concealed by the trownjrfunon of the shale, probably
included the arch and allowed it« deposition over the
edges of some of the older strata.

Amer. Qeol., Aug., 1903, p. 91.

transilition (tr^n-si-lish'on), n. [LL. tran-

silttio{n-), < L. transilire^ leap over. Heetran-
silient.'] A skipping; a leap from one thing
to another. See the extract.

rrn/i«7tf»on or over skipping of number by rule aud
order, as from 1 to 3, 0, 7, and 9 (in a verse).

T. WaUoJi, Century of Love, Ixxx.

transilluminate(trans-i-lii'rai-nat).r. t.; pret.

and pp. tranaillaminaU'd^ Ppr. transitIuminat-
ing. To shine through; illuminate by trans-

mitted light.

A small glow-lamp is held in the closed mouth, in a
darkened room, and by a comparison of the shadows oi»

the two sides of the face, thus trarut-illumiixated, an ex-
act diagnosis can often be obtained as to the presence or
absence of pus in this central cavity.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 85.

transit, ». —inferior passa^re or transit, in a>rfron.,

the pa-ssage or transit of a star across the meridian at the
point opjMMite to the point of culmination. In the c;u4C

of a circmniwlar star it is ofttn called lower ctdui ination <>r

traiuiit nuh p'do.—'LocsX transit Of the moon, the
passage of the mcxjti iuTHSJi the nieridian rif the observer.
— Lower transit of the moon, t he piissage ui the moon
across the meridian Is*) degrees distant from itituppentran-
gJL —IJine transit, a surveying instrument for use in

mines and 9^> constructed a.s t<t permit nf sijrhtinjf at very
steep (gradients.— Rapid transit, quick transportation
for passengers in a city and its suburbs : specillcally now
applied to elevated and subway roads ; originally to elec-

tric trolleys and other surface methods.

transit, p. t, 2. On a surveyors* transit, to
turn (the telescope) over so as to make it

point in the opposite direction.

a^jme surveyors prefer not to trawtit the telescope, but
t(i read alternately the true bearing and the true bearing
+ \fi(f ; the resulta obtained are the same, but the method
is less mechanical than the other.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 89.

transitable (tr^n'sit-a-bl), a. That may be
used as a means of transit; that may be
passed over or through. [Rare.]

The efTortii which have been made to open &transitable
road to (the valley of the Rio (irande de Terraha] from
the north, ever since the time of the Spanish ct)nQue8t,

have proven futile. Oeog. Jour. (R. O. 8.), X. 03.

transite (tr^n'sit), «. [L. trans, across, +
-iU:-.] A trade-name for a plastic material
containing asbestos, intended to replace

wood in some of its applications, having the

a^ivantage of incombustibility. Elect. JVorld

and Engin., Aug. 22, 1903, p.*288.

transiter (tran'sit-^r), n. {^transit + -er'.]

A name given by Snyder to his apparatus for

making a wire traverse the field of a transit-

instrument with a uniform motion adjustable
to the speed of a star, keeping the star con-
tinually bisected, automatically registering

its passage across certain definite points in
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the field of view, and so eliminating the per-
sonal equation of the observer. IScunce, May
2, 1902, p. 693.

Transition form, in hiol.^ a form showing structural
chamctei's intermediate between two other fonns either
in ontogenetic or phylogenetic development.^ Transi-
tion point. Siame as multiple */>(»( *if.— Transition
resistance. <P) See *re«»frtnee.— Transition zone.
See lift' irzoiie.

transitional, «.— Transitional series. See -kiieries.

II. n. In ^w»i., the ease expressingdirec-
tion toward. Also called terminalis. A. S.

Gatschety Gram, of the Klamath Lang., p. 484.

transitive, «. 3. (ft) In Eskimo gram.y noting
the case expressing the subject of a transitive

verb and the owner of an object. Also called
subjective. Barnvniy Innuit Language, p. 12.

— 5. In math., having the. quality or power
of transmutation, transmission, or transition

:

as, a group transitive in respect of a set of

objects.

If S is any operation of the group, and any one of the
objects, then O. S is an object occurring in the set. If it

is possible to find an operation S of the group such that
O. rt is any assigned one of the set of objects, the group
is called trnnnitivc in respect of this set of objects. When
this is not possible the group is called intransitive in re-

spect of the set E7icyc. Brit, XXIX. 121.

transitman (tran'sit-man), n. In surveying^
one who uses the transit.

transit-micrometer (tran'sit-mi-krom'''e-ter),

n. A filar micrometer with fixed and mova-
ble wires placed in the optical focus of the
telescope of a transit-instrument. Scienc€y

July 1, 1904, p. 17,

transit-pass (trau'sit-pas), ?*. See the ex-
tract.

Tlie foreign nations, in order to obviate these difficul-

ties, have arranged with the Chinese Government to per-
mit foreign articles destined for the interior to pay a
single tax of two and a half per cent, to the Imperial
Maritime CusttiniB and then U) receive what is cflleda
*trangit pasx' entitling the goods to pass the interior
likin stations without further charge.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Dec, 1900, p. 196.

transit-time (tran'sit-tim), n. The time when
a transit occurs, as of a star over the middle
wire of a transit-instrument, or of a spot on
the disk of a planet over its central meridian.
But when the disc is outlined with vivid sharpness

and the details stand out boldly, as they often do in the
comparative absence of atmospheric ebullition, the as-

pect of the planet seems to have been transformed, and
a crowd of interesting features immediately present
themselves for examination. On special occasions of
this kind, it is possible Ut take between fifty and a hun-
dred truntnt'times of well-defined marks in the course of
a few bouts. Nature, Feb. 5, 1903, p. 329.

transl. An abbreviation of translation.

translate, r. t. 12. In mech.y to move (a solid
body), or to cause (it) to be moved, in such a
way that all lines which join diflferent points
(of it) are always parallel to the lines which
joined these points when it was at rest.

translation, ''.— simple translation, motion of
tnuislation unaccompimicd by rotation.-- Translation
of liKbt, iu hxrary axtroL, a term used to descrilte the
act ni a planet separating from one that is slower than
itself and overtaking another, by either conjunction or
aspect.

Translucent-disk photometer. See *phot(m-
eter.

translumination (tr&ns^lu-mi-na'shon), «.

[trans- + lumination.~\ Same as transillumi-

nation.

transmarine, «. 2. Crossing the sea.

The recent dispatch of a train from Miami, Florida, to
Knights Key marks the completion of the greater part.of

the remarkable transmarine i-ailroad which is under
construction from the mainland of Florida to Key West.

Sci. Amer., Feb. 15, 1908, p. 106.

transmental (trims - men ' tal), a. and n.

[^trans- + mental^. ^ Independent of, or an exis-

tence or reality that is independent of, or
apart from, subjective human experience.

Should the reply be that some sort of trantmental is

implied, I would gladly recant, even though Professor
James should still insist that tlie nature of that trans-
nuntal is irrelevant to all human interests.

Jour. Philojt., Psychol, and Sci. Methods, J&n. 17, 1907,

(p. 45.

transmissibility. n. 2. In phijs., transmit-
ting power, specifically for radiation, of a
substance or medium; perviousness or dia-

thermancy.
The decrease in the transmissibility of the air this year

as comimred with the last is so marked that some local

effect on climate and vegetable growth might seem to be
probable. Whether the unusual coolness of the summer,
reported Iwth in America and abroad, is connected with
it may be a subject for speculation.

S. P. Langley, in Nature, Nov. 5, 1903, p. 5.

transmission, n. 4. The apparatus and
mechanism for transmitting (with transforma-
tion) the revolutions of the motor-shaft in a

transmitter-hood

motor-car to the driving-wheels. The motor
should turn faster than the driving-wheels ; it should turn
at a uniform speed, while the wheels should have a vary-
ing speed ; and the motor-shaft must turn in one direc-
tion, in internal-combustion motors, while the motion of
the car must on occasion be reversed. The transmission
may be by shafting and gears and clutches, or by sprocket-
wheels and chains. The change of speed may be by
a train of geai's made variable by sliding one set length-
wise upon a short counter-shaft, so that the ratio of
driving to driven gear will be ditferent when diiterent
pairs are in gear; or the so-called iilanetar>' gear may be
used, an epicycHc train or several of them, which go into
action when the motion of the supporting casing which
carries the rolling gears is constrained by a brake ; or a
multiplicity of clutches may be employed, with the teeth
of the gears constantly in mesh ; or a frictional trans-
mission is possible. Reversing of the wheels is effected
in an irreversible motor by throwing an additional idle
or transmitting wheel into the train. The steam-motors
do not require so much transformation mechanism, since
they are always reversible and have in themselves a wide
flexibility as to speed of the crank-shaft. In large cars,
however, it is of advantage to have a high gear and a low
gear, the latter for hill-climbing on bad roads and for
other cases where high speed of the vehicle is undesira-
ble and yet the power of the motor should not be unduly
throttled. In the transmission is also usually included the
compensating gear, enabling the two driving-wheels to
traverse a different length of roadway, as on cui-ves,

without slipping at the contact of wheel and road sur-
face.— Individual-Clutch transmission, an an-ange-
ment of the power-transmission device in motor-cars or
other machines whereby a separate cluU-h is provided
for each speed or set of gears.— Planetary transmis-
sion, a form of gearing for a motor-car, i)laced between
the motor- and the driving-axle, by whicli varying speed
of the latter may be produced from a sensibly constant
speed of the motor-shaft. The transmission is made by
epicyclic trains of rolling gears of varj ing ratios, carried
each on its own mounting-disk. \Vhen the motion of
any disk is restrained by applying a brake- pressure to it,

this train begins to turn the axle. When the bi-akes are
loose, the train rolls on the pitch-surfaces of the teeth,
but no motion of the axle takes place. As all teeth are
in mesh at all times, there is no shock or jar in changing
speed, and the sliding of the brake in stalling any gear
firecludes sudden shock even in careless hands. The
evers must be so designed that it will be impossible to
apply the restraining brake to more than one disk at the
same time.— Slidlng-gear transmission, a combina-
tion of toothed wheels on parallel shafts, in a motor-can*
whereby the motor-shaft may turn at nearly constant
speed and cause different speeds for the driving-axle or
driving-wheels. This is done by having toothed wheels
of differing diameters on one shaft, and on the other
complementary gears which may slide lengthwise on the
shaft and come in line with the desired wheel on the first

shaft.— Social transmission, tht- acquisition, by social
animals, of the cUKtoms of their kind, through imitation
or instruction ; social heredity. J. M. Baldwin, Devel-
opment and Kvoiution, p. 39.

—

Transmission effi-

ciency, gating. See -kejiciency, -kgrating.

transmission-gear (trans -mish' on -ger), M.

In motor-veliicles, the arrangement or device
for transmitting the power from the engine or
motor to the driving-wheels: sometimes ap-
plied specifically to the gears for changing^
spaed. See *transmission, 4.

transmissionist (trans-mish'on-ist), n. and a.

[transmission + -^s•^] I, n. One who accepts
the doctrine or opinion that the effects of
habits, practice, use and disuse, and the di-

rect action of the conditions of life, are trans-
mitted to descendants; a Lamarckian.

II, a. Pertaining to or churacterizing the
doctrine of the trausmissionists.

transmissive, a. 2. Of or pertaining to trans-
mission ; transmitting : as, the transmissive
power of the atmosphere (for light).

The effect of a slight change in the transinissive
coefficient of the atmosphere, in altering the equator-
])oleward temperature-gradient, is very great.

Oeo'j. Jour. (R. G. 8.), XVIII. 522.

transmitter, n. (c) see Vindicator, 10).— Double
current transmitter, in teley., an instrument for send-
ing signalinL' currents alternating as to direction on the
line; a iH.le-changer.— Octuple transmitter, a tele-

graphic apparatus for the sinmltaneous sending of eight
messages over a single wire.

It is said that after prolonged experiments in sending
four telegraphic messages each way simultaneously over
a single wire, the IJerman postal department has ac-
cepted the octuple transinitter invented by the late
Professor Ilenrj' A. Rowland, of the .Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity. The experiments were conducted between
Berlin and Haml)urg. Between ;10(> and '.ihO words were
transmitted a minute. It is underet^id that the German
iwstal department intends to introduce the Rowland sys-
tem between Berlin, Hand)urg, Cologne, Leipzig and
Frankfoi-t Science, April II, 19(J2, p. 599.

Reverse-current transmitter, a fonn of telephone
transmitter with carbon buttons on either face of the dia-

phragm, instead of behind it only, as in the usual type.
Elect. World and Enyin., Jan. 23, 1904, p. 180.— Rotary
transmitter, in elect., a device consisting either of a
motor-generatororof a machine with one armature wound
with separate motor and generator coils, by means of
which an alternating current is converted into direcfc cur-
rent ; a rotary transformer. Rotary transmitters are fre-

quently employed where it is desired to obtain direct
currents for electric trolley service and the like from an
alternating circuit.

transmitter-hood ( trA-ns-m it '6r-hud ) , n. In

elect., a metallic box surrounding a telephone-
transmitter with a mouthpiece so arranged as



transmitter-hood

to permit the transmitter to be used without
the voice of the speaker being overheard.

Elect. World and Engin., May 21, 1904, p. 987.

-transmnndane (trins-aiuu'dan), a. {trans-

+ iiiuiidtiiie.] Beyond this world or the things

of this world. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. vi.

transocolar (trans-ok'u-lar), a. [trans- +
ocular.] In ornith., drawn longitudinally

through the eye: applied to a stripe or color

marking.
transom, ». 9. One of the cross-ties or

sleepers laid under the longitudinal sills of a
permanent way for a street railway, or for

any railway laid on this system, as in a mine.

[Eng.]

transom-bar (tran'sum-bar), n. The tran-

som, as over a door : from the extended use

of transom to denote the window or light at

the head of a door.

transom-frame (tran'sum-fram), ». See

*l'ramr, 5 (h).

transom-lifter (tran'sum-lif't^r), n. An ap-

paratus for controlling, opening, closing, lock-

ing, and holding in position a transom over a

door. It is essentially a sliding rod placed at

the side of the door and operating an adjust-

able lever fixed to the transom.

transonance (tran'so-nans), n. [L. trans,

across, -I- souans, sounding, + -ce.] In med.,

the transmission of a sound produced in one
organ through the substance of another, as

when the sounds of the heart-valves are heard
through the overlying lung.

teanspacific (trans-pa-sif'ik), a. [trans- -t-

Pacijic] Crossing the Pacific; also, across

or beyond the Pacific.

The I'. S. S. Albatross, surveying the Monterey sub-

raei-ged valley with a view to its possible termination for

a tratiitpacific cable, found 888 fathoms sixteen and one
half miles from shore. Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. 69.

TranspanamiC sabroETion, a t«nn applied by Sclater Uy

a zoojreographical division comprising the low-lying and
southern parts of Mexico and Central America aa far

south as the Isthmus of Panama.

transparency, ".—Thermal transparency, the
pn.ptrty nf transmitting the heat-waves 4)f the spectrum ;

dijitlicrrnancy.

transperitoneally (trans - per " i - to - ne ' a - li),

adv. In a manner involving passage through
the peritoneum. Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 1591.

"transpirometer (tran-spi-rom'e-ter), n. [Irreg.

< L. transiiirare, transpire, -1- Gr. liirpov, mea-
sure.] An apparatus for registering on a re-

volving drum the transpiration of a plant.

An autographic tranttpirometer. which can be used
with any balance sensitive to a gram, and which records
y)rectsely on a drum the transpiration of a plant for a
week. Science, March 11, 1904, p. 424.

transplant (trans-plant'), n. 1. The act or
process of transplanting; specifically, the
carrying of bacterial organisms from one me-
dium to another for purposes of culture.

A number of trials at both temperatures were made.
Both microorganisms failed to survive the exposure,
tranfplanU failing to produce a growth on broth and
on kidney. The second method, prolonged cultivation
from kidney to kidney, the transplants being made after

three days' growth at 37° C, we were led to believe
would succeed. Jour. Kzper. Med., Oct. 26, 1900, p. 173.

2. That which is transplanted; specifically,

in forestry, a seedling which has been trans-
planted once or several times.

transplanter, n. 4. A horse-pow< r machine
used in setting out tobacco or other field
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transport, «. 6. Means of transportation;

auimals and vehicles used in transportation.

The Political Resident, Captain Le Mesurier, to whom
the party were indebted for the mo-^t valuable aid in

arranging their transport.
(ieog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 642.

Transport number. See -knumber.

transportation,'!. 5. In (/co/., the movement
of land-waste by rivers, glaciers, waves, cur-

rents, wind, etc.

nie movement oftland waste from one place to another

by various agents (streams, currents, winds, waves, etc.)

is called transportation. The process of laying down
land waste on valley floors, in lake basins, and on sea

floors is called deposition.
W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog.

6. Railway tickets or other permits for travel-

ing. [U. S.]

transporter, «. 2. A trade-name of a special

type of derrick-boom. It may be an I-beam,

the lower flange of which serves as a track for

a traveling hoisting-carriage, or a hollow
beam having a track suspended from the under
side ; and it can be used as a derrick-boom,
or may be suspended from a gallows-frame or

from another derrick. It employs a traveling

hoisting-carriage resembling one used in a

cableway.—3. In mach., in general, any
carrying device, as one used for transporting
coal from one vessel to another.

transporter-bridge (trans-por't^'r-brij), n. A
bridge over a navigable waterway, placed, by
the aid of towers, high enough to avoid inter-

ference with navigation. The bridge has a track

for the passage back [and forth of a trolley or traveler,

from which is suspended a car at the level of the roadway
or approaches below. The trolley is propelled back and
forth along the elevated bridge-track by motors con-

trolled from the car beneath, which thus can be made to

transport the trafiic from one approach to the^other.
.Sci. Amer., May 28, 1904, p. 420.

transportive, a. 2. Having the power to

transport or move from one place to another

;

transporting.
As the declivity increased the cutting and transportive

power of the drainage increased, and as the dissection of

the land proceeded, the water level was lowered and the
effective zone of atmospheric contact augmented.

T. E. Chamherlin, in Jour, of Geol., Oct-Nov., 1899.

transport-riding (trans'p6rt-ri"ding), n. In
South Africa, the business of a public carrier.

Philip Hadden was engaged for several years in trans-

port. riding— that is, in carrying goods on ox-waggons
from Durban or Maritzburg to vai'ious points in the
interior. U. li. //a^f/rtrrf, Black Heart and White Heart, i.

transpose, v- t. 7. In elect., to interchange
as to position (the two parallel wires) of an
electric circuit, specifically of a telephone
circuit, so as to reduce inductive action from
neighboring circuits. See ^transposition, 7.

transposing (trans-po'zing), n. 1. In music,

tlie act or process of changing a piece or
passage from one tonality to another ; trans-

position.— 2. In elect., the shifting, with ref-

erence to each other, of line-wires so as to

reduce inductive action. See -'•transposition, 7.

transposition, n. 6. In geom., any motion
other than revolution.— 7. In elect., arrange-

plauts. It consists of a carriage supporting a
small plow for opening the ground, roUei-s for
pressing the soil against the plants, and a
water-tank and pipes for watering each plant
as soon as it is set out. It is operated by a
driver and two boys, who ride behind and
drop the plants in the furrow as the machine
moves over the ground.

Transposition.

ment of the wires of a power-transmission,
telegraph-, or telephone-line so that after a
certain distance the wires change places with
each other, for the purpose of reducing the
disturbing efl"eet of the line on other lines or
of other lines on the former, which may occur
by induction, electromagnetic or electrostatic.
— Transposition Insulator, in elect., an insulator
especially constructed to facilitate the crossing of the
wires of an electric circuit without danger of contact
where transposition is to be made.— Transposition
Joint, in elect , a particular form of joint made in trans-

IKjsing line-wires. Such Jointa are placed where the
wires are tied to the transposition insulators.

transpower (trans'pou-6r), w. [trans(m>ssion)
¥ power.] The time-rate of transmission of

energy. Usually modified by a term which
denotes the form of energy transmitted ; as,

heat-transpower . The Engineer, London, 1903,

p. 3.5. [Rare.]

transpulmonary (trans - pul ' mo - na - ri), a.

[trans- -I- pulmonary.'^ Acting through the
lungs, as in birds, where the lungs are con-
nected with large air-sacs into, and out of
which, the air passes through the hmgs.
He [Huxley] had already instituted contparison with

the Crocodiles, and was clearly coming to the conclusion

tranter

that the arrangement in the bird is but the result of

extreme specialisation of a type common to all 8aurop-
sida with a 'cellular 'lung. The respiratory process in

the bird may be defined as transpulrmmary, and it is an
interesting coincidence that, as I write, there comes to

hand a memoir, supporting Huxley's conclusion, and
establishing the fact that there is a fumlamental principle
underlying the developmentraud priuiary^diljerentiation

of all types of vertebrate lung.
hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1902, p. 624.

transradiable (trans-ra'di-a-bl), a. [trans- -)-

radiablc.} Same as *radiabl€.

transri'verine (trans-riv'er-in), a, [trans- -h

rivcritte.'] Across or on the other side of the
river.

'* The town [Birkenhead] was projected at first simply
aa a residential trans-riverine suburb of Liverpool."

Athenxum, Dec. 22. 1900, p. 824.

transsaharan (trans-sa-ha'ran), a. [trans-

-I- Saharan.] Crossing or traversing the Sa-
hara: as, a transsaharan T&ilyfSiy; also, across
or beyond the Sahara.
transsegmental (trans-seg-men'tal), a. [Xj.

trans, beyond, -h segvienlum, segment, -1- -aJl.]

Passing beyond the limits of a segment : not-
ing, in anat., nerves or blood-vessels travers-

ing one segment of a limb to terminate in

another.

transsiberian (trans-si-be 'ri-an), a. [trans-

+ Siberian.] Crossing or traversing Siberia:

as, the transsiberian railway.

In Siberia, along the line of the Transsiberian Rail-

way, the climate is very severe. Great mountains shut
off this region from the moderating influences of the
oceans to the east and south, and from October until late

in the spring it is exposed to the sweep of cold winds
from the Arctic Ocean.

U. S. Monthly Weather Rev., March, 1904, p. 124.

transsolid (trans-sol'id), a. [trans- + solid.}

Noting a physical condition beyond or distinct

from that of solidity. [Kare.]

Geologic facta in a vast system lead to the induction
that the centrosphere does not exist in the solid state ; if

it is metallic the weight reduces it to a trans-solid con-

dition. J. W. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 43.

transsubjective (trans-sub-jek'tiv), a. Of or

pertaining to reality beyond the sphere of

direct experience or of immediate knowledge.
From this epistemology he derives the metaphysical

conclusion that the things we know are indeed indepen-
dent of my consciousness and of yours, taken individu-

ally, or, to use a new phrase, are "trans-subjective."
Encyc. Brit., XXX. 668.

transnranian (trans-ti-ra'ni-an), a. [tratis- -f

Vranian.] Situated beyond tte planet Uranus.

Further obser^'ations placed beyond a doubt that this

8th magnitude star was in reality the trans-Uranian
planet Chambers, Descriptive Astronomy, p. 158.

Trans'vaaler (trans-val'er), n. A Transvaal
Boer.

In Natal the Boers (Transvaalers) have occupied New-
castle without opposition, and have advanced beyond it

to Danhauser, nearly two-thirds the way from Newcastle
to Dundee and only twelve miles from the latter place.

X. Y. Tribune, Oct. 17, 1899.

trans'Vaalite (trans -val 'it), n. [Transvaal
(see def.) -t- -ite^.'\ A mineral, consisting

mainly of black oxid of cobalt, found at a co-

balt-mine north of Middleburg in the Trans-
vaal, South Africa. It seems to be a product
of the alteration of cobalt arsenide.

transTerberation (trans -v6r-be-ra'shon), n.

[transverberat{c) -I- -ion.'] The act of trans-

verberating, or of being transverberated or
pierced through. G. C. Graham, Santa Teresa,
I. 178.

trans'versal. I. a.— Transversal comparator, a

comparator with fixed microscopes and a bed-plate carry-

ing the standards of length to be compared, the motion
of the bed-plate being at right angles to the line joining
the axes of the microscopes.

II. n. 3. In optics, the line in which the
plane of polarization of a beam of light inter-

sects the wave-front.

transversale^ (trons-ver-sal'), «. [F., fem. of

iransrersal. See transversal.'] In roulette, a

bet placed at the end of any three numbers,
taking them horizontally— Transversale six,

a bet placed on the line, taking in six immt>ers horizon-

tally, three above and three below the line.

tranSTersan (trans-ver'san), a. [L. tratisver-

sus, transverse, -I- -an.] Placed transversely:

used only in the following phrase—Transver-
san plane, the plane which passes through the center

of a diatom frustule vertical to tlie pervalvar axis. O.

Midler.

transverse, «. 2. In math., a transveree axis.

[Rare.]

tran'ter, ». 2. Specifically, a seller of fish; a

name applied to a boatman who visits vessels

in harbor for the purpose of supplying them
with fish. [Eng.]



trap

trAP'^, n.—Dekhan traps, vast flows of basaltic rocks of

(-Tetaceoos age, estiniateil to cover 200,000 square miles
ill southern India,— Wlllte trap, a local name in the
s<.>uth Stallortishire coal-rieKl fur a white decomposed
basaltic rock intruded in narrow veins into the coal

iiid bituminous sliales.

T~"pace8B (tra-pa'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Dumor-
tier, 1827), < Trapa + -acese.] A family of

(lieotyledonotis choripetalous plants, the
water-nut family, of the order ili/rtales, con-
sisting of the single genus Trapa, the water-
nut, water-chestnut, or water-caltrop. See
TiajHi.

trap-board (trap'bdrd), n. In weaving, a per-
forated board on a Jacquard that takes the
place of a grifTe. T. IV. Fox, Mechanism of

Weaving, p. 143.

trap-crop (Irap'krop), II. A crop planted for

the purpose of protecting another crop from
an attack of a fungous or insect enemy. The
plant used for the trap-crop must be one which
is especially susceptible to attack by the fun-

gus or insect from which the main crop is to

be protected. See *crop.

The points to remember are : the trap-crop should
consist of some plant readily susceptible to the disease it

is intended tocatcli, and that after becoming diseased it

should be removed before spores or sclerotia are pro<luced,
Mansee, Plant Diseases, p, 2t>,

trap-door, ». 2. In mining, a door designed
to direct air-currents in ventilating systems,
or to prevent surface wind from deranging
the normal direction of air-currents.

trap-drtumner (trap'drum'tr), n. A street

niu.sician who plays upon several in.struments
simultaneously by means of levers and cords
worked by the hands, feet, elbows, and head.
Trap-firummer'g juurtm^. a hitherto undescribed occu-

pation disease. Med. Hecord, Feb. 14, 19a), p. 2(iS.

trapezitse (trap-e-zi'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
rpflT(,.'ir;/r, a money-changer.] Greek money-
changer;;, or bankers. They sat at tables and
exchanged the many forms of Hellenic money.
The difticnUiea of exchange would have been endless,

Imt for the class of Trapetitae. which existed in all (ireek

.ities. P. Gardner, Types of Creek Coins, p, 11,

trapezium, n. 1. In geom.-. (6) Any quadri-
lateral not a parallelogram. Todhunter, Euclid,

p. 5. (c) A trapezoid.

Some writers propose to restrict the word trapezium to
a ((uadrilateral which has two of its sides parallel,

Todhunter. Eucliil, p. ,*>,

3. [cflp.] An irregular quadrangle in the
nebula of Orion, formed by its four brightest
stars,

trapezohedral , "--Trapezobedral sjrmmetry.
-fe It/ct/mnn'trif, 6,

trapezoid, ». 3. In anthrop., a type of cra-

nium with somewhat flattened vertex and basal
region which are approximately in parallel

planes. G. Sergi (trans.), Var. of the Human
Species, p. 41.

trapiche (trii-pe'cha), ». [Sp.] A sugar-mill;
a cane-mill; a small sugar plantation ; also, in

Chile, a rude form of grinding-mill for ores.

The trapiche or sugar-cane press of the chief. Here
two huge wooden rollers set cUise together pressed the
cane stalks and large metal vessels received the juice.

IHstilling p<>t« were placed conveniently near.
Xational Qeog. May., VII. 242,

trap-lid (trap'lid), n. A hinged door or lid, in

the top of a box or case, which is provided with
a spring or snap fastening to hold it in place
when closed.

These precision instruments are enclosed in a walnut
casing with a trap4id which serves as protection during
transportation,

KUcl. World and Kngin., Oct 1, 1904, p. blO.

trap-light (trap'lit), n. A light connected
with a device for trapping insects which the
light attracts.

In view of these facts, ilally, diu-ing his two summers'
investigations, made extensive experiments with trap
h'fhln fcir the moths.
'r..S" Oepl. Agr., Thefotton Plant, Bulletin 1898, p, 331.

trap-mold (frap'mold), M. A mold in which
the curved shapes of the plumbers' traps (see
trap, 4) can be cast in lead Oi' brass or other
metal or material.

trappy^ (trap'i), a. [trap^ + -y.] Same as
trappeii n

.

trap-ahooter (trap'shS't^r), «. One who prac-
tises trap-shooting.

Western Pennsylvania Trap»hooters' League.
Forctt and .Stream, Keb. 21, 1903, p, 158.

Designed especially for duck sh^joters, trap ghooters,

etc., but snitabie for all out-d<Kjr purp*«e8,
Forefl and Strexxm, Jan. 24, 1903 (advt.),

trap-shooting (trap'shC'ting), n. The sport
of shooting live binls released from a trap, or
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inanimate targets thrown into the air from a
trap. See trap'^, 2. Forest and Stream, Jan.
31, 1903, p. 98.

trap-tree, «. 2. A tree deadened or felled at
a time when destructive bark-beetles will

enter the bark. The bark is then peeled and
either burned or buried.
trascoro (tras-ko'ro), «. [Sp., < tras-, L, trans-,

beyond, 4- coro, choir. See choir.'] In Spanish
churches, a space at the back of the choir;
one part of the inclosed space for the clergy
and altar-ministrants, when that space is di-

vided. The Spanish terms coro and trascoro
correspond to chotr and farther choir. See
*hack-choir and *capilla mayor.
trash^, n. 5. A low grade of tobacco-leaf.
See iihite Burley *tobacco Com trash. See
*cor;il,

trashl, V. t. 2. To discard. [CoUoq,]—3. To
remove the outer leaves from (growing cane).
See cane-trash, 2.

The ancient practice of trashing ratoons, i.e. stripping
them of their outward leaves, being of late very gener-
ally and justly exploded.
Bryan Edwards, A Hist of the British W, Indies, II, 257.

trashy, «. 2. Encumbered with trash, that is,

with the growth of the previous season.
The high curve of the beam prevents fouling in tranhy

land. Trade Catalogue, 1905-06.

Traube's corpuscles. See *corpuscle.

traumatize (tra'ma-tiz), p. t.; pret. and pp.
traumatized, ppr. traumatizing. [Gr. rpavfta-

Ti(siv, wound, < Tpavfia, a wound. See trau-
matism.] In surg., to inflict an injury upon.
In spite of the general insensibility the orifices retain

their sensibility, tlie patient struggling when they are
traumatized, though he will preserve no recollection of
thi.s. Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p 100.

traumatol (tra'ma-tol), n. [Gr. Tpaipa(T-), a
wound, -I- -ol.] A trade-name of an iodo-
orthocresol, HOC6H4CH2I. It is a reddish,
insoluble, pulverulent compound, used in sur-
gery as an antiseptic, deodorizer, and drying-
powder.
traumatosis (tra-ma-to'sis), «. [NL., < Gr.
Tpai fta(T-), wound,! -f -osis.] Same as trau-
mati.'im.

traumatropic (tra-ma-trop'ik), a. [For 'trau-
matotropic, < Gr. Tpaiiia(T-), wound, + rpoio^,

a turning.] In biol., of or pertaining to the
growth or bending of organisms in relation
to wounds and injuries'; exhibiting traumat-
ropism.

traumatropism (tra-mat'ro-pizm), n. {trau-
matr<>p(ic) + -ism.] In biol., the growth or
bending of organisms in relation to a wound
or injury.

The true explanation of traumatropitm remains after
prolonged discussion uncertain.

C. B. />arenpor(,Exper. Morphol,, p. 386,

traveled, p. o. 6. In ^eo/., technically applied
to boulders which have been moved far from
their parent ledges, as in the case of glacial
erratics.

traveler, n—Fore-sbeet traveler, the permanent
iron ring or shackle that encircles and slides along the

Fore-lheet Trareler.

tt, traveler: b.hone; c, e, sheet-blocks; d.tt, buffers.

iron span or bar which is bolted through the deck so that
it sets in athwartships direction under the after end of

the fore-bof»m. The fixture in the deck upon which the
ring or shackle slides is known as a horge, and the trav-

eler secures tA> the lower end of tile lower one of the
sheet-blocks under the boom.—Shop travaler, a form of
traveling-crane for iiid<x)r use, in which tlie catTyiiiif

girdere or cross-beams are supported upon the side walls,

leaving the floor space free. Such cranes can receive and
deliver their load from and at any point in the rectangle
described by tlie longitudinal and transverse motion of
the hoisting book,—Traveler wheels, the wheels of a

tread
buggy or trolley running back and forth upon a stretched
cable or aerial tramway for conveying material or men ;

specifically, such a trolley used in stretching or laying
the wires for a suspension or wire-cable bridge. ilVcct.
World and Engin., May 14, 1904, p. 917.

traveler-iron (trav'el-er-i'ern), n. See fore-
sheet *irareler.

traveler's-grass (trav'eWrz-gras"), n. Same
as *settler's-twiiie.

Traveling bridge, crane. See *bridgei, craned, i,_
Travellng guys, portable jib-boom guys sometimes
used ;is adititional suppoits for the jib-boom (side-
ways) when under a press of sail. These are also
known as preventer ffui/*.—Traveling martingale, a
portable martingale once used on small F.iigli.sli .sailing-
vessels and yachts, but only when a jib-boom was rigged
out in tu'dcr to cMrry a greater spread of head-sail in a race,
etc. —Traveling staircase. See *cscaiafor.—Travel-
ing table. See -trtabte.

traveling-rings (trav 'el-ing-ringz), n. jtl.

Same as *flying-rings.

travers"-' (tra-vers'), n. [F.] In the manage,
a sidewise movement of the horse with the
forehand a little in advance of the croup.

traverse. I. o.— Traverse motion. See*mo(i<m.
—Traverse wind, a wind which blows into a harbor, re-
quiring a vessel to tack out

II. n— Boat's traverse, in naval ordnance, one of
the athwartship pieces upon which the tracks for a field

carriage are placed,— Common traverse, in pleading, a
direct and unqualified denial of tlic allegations of the ad-
verse party, and a demand for a trial upon the issues thus
joined,—Differential traverse, a motion on a cotton-
roving madiine for ininiinizing the wear of the draft-
rollers,—General traverse, in law, a pleading in which
all the allegations set forth in the last preceding pleading
of the opiKisite side are denied.— Special traverse, a
traverse i>r denial beginning with the words almtue hoc
followed by the substance of the allegation it denies. It
is preceded by new matter explanatory of the denial, and
therein it ditTei-s from the cimimon traverse which simply
denies,— To malce a traverse (naut.), to sail an irregu-
lar track by beating against the wind.

traverse, v. I. trans. 8. To cause to move
across; propel.

These [movable eccentric grate bars] automatically
traoene the material forward int<j the furnace.

Enci/c. Brit., XXVII. 425.

traverse-map (trav'fers-map), n. A rough
map generally prepared by pacing, without
other instruments than compass and aneroid
barometer.
Where there are neither Geological Survey sheets nor

accurate county maps it is almost impossible to carry on
the soil survey except through the cooperation of State
institutions which will undertake U) make a traverne
map. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 121.

traversing (trav '^-r- sing), n. The motion
of the cutting tool in a machine: strictly, it

denotes the motion across the work, but is

popularly extended to mean the same as
'travel' (of the tool or its carriage). Orig-
inally, it was the horizontal angular motion
of a gun-carriage.

traversing-gear (trav'er-sing-ger), n. Ma-
chinery designed to adjust the carriage of a
gun laterally for sighting; also, feed motions
to cause the traverse or travel of a tool-car-

riage.

traversing-screw (trav'er-sing-skro'), «. A
screw used to produce the traverse or travel

of a tool-carriage. The screw does not move
endwise, as a rule, but as it revolves the ele-

ment driven is made to (ravel as a nut on the
screw.
travertinous (trav'er-tin-ous), a. [^trnvertin

+ -ous.] Of or resembling travertin, the
common building stone of Rome.
A block of yellow travertintms rag-stone.

Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVI. 186.

travois, «. 2. See *dray'^, 3.

travoise (tra-vwos'), M. [F.] Same as (rarois.

On the plains they will have horses dragging travoines,
dogs with travoigen, women and children loaded with Im-
pedimenta, a colt or two running loose.

J. Ralph, in Harpers Mag , Jlarch, 1892, p. 508.

trawley (tra'li), n. A small truck used in

mininf;; same as trolley.

trawling-ground (tral'ing-ground), n. A lo-

cality where trawling is carried on.

The Natal coast is by no means prtjniising for trawling,
and as much money had been spent on previous occasions
with no good results, and the recent trip proved equally
unsatisfactory, the Government was advised to devote its

attention to the development of line fishing, and to rely
on the Cape trawling-grounds for its supply of solea-

Nature, Nov. 26, 1903, p, 91,

tre^ (tra), a. [It., < L. <rcs, three.] Jn music,
three: as, a tre, for three voices or instru-

ments, and tre corde, with three strings. See
*tutte rordc.

Treacle Bible. See *Bible.

tread, *• i. 6. To form puddles under the

tread of horses : said of the ground. W. J.

Maiden, Tillage and Implements, Glossary.



tread

tread, ". 16. Any horizontal element in a
floor upon which the walker treads or presses,

and so gives an alarm or makes a signal.

Kl,cl. lift:. Sept. 17. 1904, p. 498.

treadle-press (ired'l-pres), h. A small print-

ing-press, maiie for Job-work and operated by
a treadle.

treas. An abbreviation (a) of treasurer; (b)

of tmisuri/.

treasury, «.— Treasury day. See*rfn.ui.

treat^, »•• t. 11. In elect., in the making of

glow-lamps, to coat (the filament) with a de-

posited laver of carbon. This is done by briiiping

the IUaiuent"to intense incandescence in all utniiisphere

of hydixjoarhon vapor. The process is termed jlushing

and the product a treated filament. The layer of semi-

metallic carbon thus deposited on the surface of the fila-

ment reduces the rcsistjuice of the latter, increases its

life and improves its efficiency as a source of luminous

radiation.

In the manufacture of carbon-filament lamps a process

is Tery generally applied to the carbon which is techni-

cally termed " treating." Eticyc. Brit., XXVIII. 89.

treat^ (tret), n. [Also trete ; < OP. trait, tret,

a drawing (in many uses), < L. tractus, draw-

ing. See (rac<l, «.] A plaster or a salve made
of wax, lard, etc., spread on cloth; a cerate.

Hanivaell.

treatis, ». A simplified spelling of treatise.

treatment, «.— causal treatment, treatment of dis-

ease liiriLtoif toward removal of the continuing cause.—

Flechsi^ treatment, the administration of opium for a

dellnite peri-xi befi'ie bej^inniii}^ that of the bromides in

epilepsy.—Mixed treatment, the treatment of syphilis

by pota.ssium i.niiiie and corrosive sublimate in combina-

tion.— NauheUn treatment, a method of treatment of

certain funns of heart~diseu.se by means of baths in water

which contains carbonic-acid gas, and of suitiible exer-

cises : first employed at Bad Nauheim, Germany.— Salis-

bury treatment, a dietary treatment of disease by the

almost exclusive employment of finely divided underdone
beef and hot water.— Specific treatment, the employ-
ment of a remedy having a definite curative action upon
the disease present, as quinine in malaria or the special

antitoxin in diphtheria or tetanus.— SjmiptomatlO
treatment, the use of measures designed to relieve tlie

symptfjms of a disease rather than to remove the cause.
—Tallerman treatment, treatment of local affections

of the liipbs, especially joint diseases, by hot air.— Tlly-
rold treatment, the employment of preparations made
from the tliyroid (.-land of tlie sheep in the treatment of

various diseiises. - Woodbrldge treatment, the admin-
istration of small but freipiently repeated do.ses of calomel

and various antiseptics in tlie treatment of typhoid fever.

treaty, ".— personal treaty, in international law, a

treaty which relates solely to the persons of the parties

thereto, for example, a treaty by which the throne is

guaranteed to a particular sovereign and his family ; a

treaty entered into with the sovereign in his individual

capacity and dying with him.

International law is not concerned with so-called per-

gonal treaties. llatl, Inteniat Law (5th ed.), p. 8til.

Real treaty, in inter-national laic, one which relates

solely to the subject-matter of the treaty, without refer-

ence to the persons of the parties to it, and which will

still be bindnig upon the states iixespective of changes
in constitutions or ruleri— Treaty Of cession. See
•^reKgion,

treaty-port (tre'ti-port), n. A sea- or river-

port of one country opened by treaty to the

trade and commerce of another. The term is

applied more particularly to certain ports of those coun-

tries of the far East— for example, China, Korea, and
Japan — which at the time of making the treaties were
more or less opposed to c<mimercial or any intercourse

with other nations. The first treaty-ports of China were
opened in accordance with the Anglo-Chinese treaty of

Nanking (1842); the first in Japan by Townsend Hams,
acting for the United States, in 1868; and the first in

Korea by treaty with Japan in 1876.

Trebizond date. See *date^.

trebling (treb'ling), n. The planks put on a

vessel's bow as strengthening pieces to en-
able it better to withstand the pressure of ice.

trecena (tra-tha'na), n. [Sp., fem. of trcceno,

thirteenth, < trece^ < L. tredecim, thirteen.] A
group of thirteen days in the Mexican calen-

dar. See Mexican *calendar. Amer. Anthro-
pologist, Jan.-March, 1900, p. 145.

trecentismo ftra-chen-tes'mo), a. [It., <

trecento, three hundred. Compare cinr/ne-

cento, etc.] Of the fourteenth century. Com-
pare *seieentismo.

1372

trecherous, trechery. Simplified spellings of

treiickcruus, trcavltery.

trechmannite (trek'man-it), n. A rare min-
eral, which occurs in red rhombohedral crys-

tals in the dolomite of the Binnenthal. It

contains arsenic and silver and is probably a
sulpharsenite of silver.

tred, »'. and n. A simplified spelling of tread.

tredle, «. and v. A simplified spelling of

treadle.

tree, «.—Bum-nose tree. Same as honaee-tree. —
Green-tree ant, a common, apparently uudeterniined,

tjiieeiishiiul ant, which is said to live In small colonies in

rude nests between the green leaves of shady trees.—

Lelcbihardt's tree. [ /.e<cA/«nri(, an Australian explorer.)

((I) 111 Australia, the Indian millberi-y, Morinihi citri/ulia.

ll>) In Queensland, same as */>rtni/frrt/.—Metallic tree,

in earlier chevi., a ci-ystalline deposit in arborescent form
of one metal upon another immersed in a solution of a

salt of the fonner. Such a deposit of lead upon a strip

of zinc immersed in a solution of lead acetate or nitrate

used to be called the lead-tree. See -^lead-tree, 2.—

Single-tree method. See •nicfAod.—To wedge atree.
In /orestn/. See *ioed(;.i'l.—Tree analysis, in /'jrc«(r;/,

a series of measurements and observations upon a felled

tree made to determine its growth and life-history. Tree

analyses vary with their purpose and may include all or

a part of the following details, or may require additions

to meet special needs. The usual measurements com-
prise the length of each section, the diameter inside and
outside the bark, the total age, the age and width of

the sap-wood, the diameter growth at given periods on the

upper end of each section, the diameter breast-high, the

total height, and the clear, used, and merchantable
lengths. The observations detennine the class, fonn,

and condition ol the tree. Although a tree analysis may
include many combinations of the above measurements,
two importimt classes are distinguished ; stamp analynif,

which includes measurements of the diameter growth at

given periods upon the stump only, no matter what other
measurements it may comprise ; and nection analysif;,

which includes measurements of the diameter growth at

given periods upon more than one section. When, in a

stump or section analysis, the measurement of the diame-
ter growth at given periods covers only a portion of the

toUil diameter growth, the analysis is a partial stiaup

analyais or a. partial section analysis.—Tree and pillar
cult, the widespread association of tree and pillar, or

sacred stone, in the symbolism of early religions. It

appears in India and in the sacred tree and dolmen of

the Druids. The most important development of the

type is in early Myceniean civilization, especially in Crete.

—Tree Of Diana, a fanciful name given by the earlier

chemists to an arborescent crystallization of metallic

silver as separated from a solution of one of its salts

by mercury.—Tree-Of-llfe
motive, a plant pattern
which appears frequently
in decoration. It is most
clearly defined in Assyrian
sculpture and in Oriental
rug designs. Traces of it

appear also in Greek,
Roman, and Renaissance
art. It is characterized by
a peculiar cone-like fruit

and hom-like stems highly
conventionalized. Bird-
wood (Industrial Arts of
India, p. 336) identifies it

with the horn or soma of
the Sanskrit myths ; Good-
year (Grammar of the
Lotus, p. 179), with the
Egyptian lotus.— Weed
tree, in forestrif, a tree of
little or no economic value.

In a full-grown piece of
woodland each tree has a
value, even the weed trees,

as soil cover.
Yearbook IT. S. DepL

[Ayr., 1894, p. 487.

tree-beard, n. 2. A
lichen, Usneabarliata,
having a thallus with
numerous email pen-
dulous branches. See Usnea (with cut).

tree-burial (tre'ber'i-al), n. The custom of

depositing bodies in the branches of trees,

practised by many primitive people—for in-

stance, in North America and Malaysia.

tree-chafer (tre'eha'tV-r), «. Any one of the

scarabasid beetles of the group containing the

genus Melolontha, to which the common cock-

chafer and its allies belong. Kirby and
Spence, Entomology, p. 413. [Eng.]

tree-cult (tre'knlt), n. The religious worship
of trees. Batzel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind,
II. 481.

tree-dweller (tre'dwel'fer), n. One who lives

in a hut placed in the branches of a tree.

Such huts are used by some of the Malay
tribes.

The tree-dwellers of Malaya.
Rev. of Jtevt., XXVIL 486.

tree-dwelling ftre'dwel'ing), n. A hut erected
ill the branches of a tree : used by some Malay
tribes. Ratzcl (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, I.
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Tree-of-Iife Motive.

Tremanotus

tree-fern, «.-Sllvertree-fem, Cyathea dealbata, a
variable New Zealand feni, with a stem from 10 to l,^j feet

high, the fronds home in a close crown and conspicuously
glaucous-farinose on the under surface.

tree-haw Uie'ha), «. See */(o!f2.

tree-hopper, «—Apple-tree hopper, either Cereia
hahaltfs or Ceresa taurinus, two membraeids which
injure apple-twigs by ipunctni-ing them for oviposition.

—

Black-backed tree-hopper, a tree-hopper, Acutalit
dorsali-'^, of the family iUmbracidie, greenish white in
color, with a large black spot on its back: found com-
monly on grape-vinesin the United States in midsummer.—Slngle-strlped tree-hopper, an American tree-hop-
per, Ttielia iinictltatii. fiiniiil on grape-leaves in July and
August.—Thorn-bush tree-hopper, a common Ameri-
can tree-hopper, Theiia eratseyi, wliich feeds on apple,
crata'guK, and other rosaceous plants.

—

Two-spotted
tree-hopper, an American tree-hopper, Enchewqia in-

nototit, touiid commonly on grape-stems, but also on
redbuil and on I'telea trifoliata.

tree-hornblU (tre'hom'bil), «. Any one of
the hombills which belong to the subfamily
Bucerotiiiee, as distinguished from the two
African hombills of the genus Bucormis, which
frequent the ground.
tree-house (tre'hous), n. A house or dwelling
built in the branches of a tree.

tree-huckleberry (tre'huk"l-ber-i), n. Same
as farkicbcrry.

tree-lichen (tre'li"ken), n. Any lichen which
grows upon trees.

tree-lizard, ». 2. A lizard of the genus
Calotcs, which comprises a number of small,
beautiful species from southern Asia.

tree-lucerne (tre'lu-sfem"), n. See *lucerne.

tree-martin (tre'mar"tin), n. Progne tapera,

a South American relative of the house-
martin, but plainer in color, being glossy
brown above and white below. The name is

sometimes applied also to the tree-swallow,
Hirundo hicolor.

tree-partridge, «• 2. A common name for
about fifteen species of game-birds of the
genus Arboricola found in southern Asia and
some of the adjacent islands.

tree-rat, «. 2. The common wild rat of India,

ilus rufcscens, which frequents the roofs of
houses

tree-runner (tre'run'ner), n. One of several
Australian birds of the genus Sitella, related
to and having the habits of the nuthatches.

tree-scribe (tre'skrib), «. Same as *»cr«ic/icr

(«)•

tree-stool (tre'stol), «. The stump of a tree.

Same as stool, 6.

The deeply submerged peats and tree-stools indicated,

again as in the north, that the post-glacial recovery
brought the land-level almost to normal pre-glaeial con-
ditions. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S), XI. 431.

tree-sugar (tre'shug'ar), n. Sugar obtained
from the sap of trees, as maple-sugar.

tree-village (tre'vil"aj), n. A village consist-

ing of huts built in the branches of trees.

Such villages are found in some parts of
Malaysia.

trefa "(tref'a), n. [Heb., < taraf, rend, tee,r to
pieces.] 1. An animal torn to pieces by
wild beasts.— 2. Something (meat or utensil)

not prepared in accordance with rabbinical

law, and therefore unfit for Jewish consump-
tion. See kosher and tref,

trefoil, II. 6. In anat., the triangular area
which forms the front part of a molar tooth ;

the protocone, paracone, and metacone lying
at the angles. Same as *trigon^, 6.

The tooth is very large ( 8 1 X 4-7 mm.), high, and com-
plicated, the anterior trefoil well developed.

Ann. and May. Xat. Hist., June, 1904, p. 409.

trehalase (tre-hal'as), m. Itrchula + -os<?.]

A ferment, obtained from an Aspergillus,

which will cause the cleavage of trehalose (a
sugar obtained from Syrian manna) into two
molecules of dextrose.

trehalum (tre-hal'um), «. [NL., < trehala.'j

Aeolorless carbohydrate, Co4H42021>*'^t^''^s'^'

together with trehalose, from trehala manna.
It crystallizes in microscopic prisms.

trek, ri.— The great trek, the movement of the Boers,

in large numbers, northward from Cape Colony, during

the yeai-s 1833 and 1S36, due to dissatisfaction with the
policy of the British goveniment, especially with it*

liberal treatment of the natives.

When the Great Trek occurred, two courses obviously

lay before the British authorities : either to let the TreK
Boers go, and give them their blessing and liberty, or to
repudiate and discourage the trek from the outset. The
action taken by the British authorities was one of vacil-

lation between these two courses.
Encyc. Brit, XXXIT. 717.

trekker, n. 2. Specifically, one of the Boers
who took part in the great *trek (which see).

Tremanotus, n. See *Trematonotus.



Trematis

Trematis (trem'a-tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Tpyfia(r.),
a hole.] A genus of small neotrematous
braehiopods typical of the family Trematidie,
with rounded shells, having pitted or punctate
quincuncial or radial ornamentation. They
occur in Lower Silurian rocks.
TrematonotUS (trem'a-to-no'tus), II. [NL., <
Gr. Tpfjfta(T-), a hole, -f lurof, back.] A genus
of rhipidoglossate gastropods having large
involute shells with flaring apertures, wide-
open umbilicus, and median longitudinal row
of siphonal slits, found in the Silurian rocks.
Incorrectly written TremanoUtn.

Trematopora (trem-a-top'o-ra), n. [Gr.
rpijua{T.), a hole, + nSpoc, pore.]" A genus of
trepostomatous Bryozoa common in Silurian
rocKs.

trembler, «. 4. See electric *ray.
tremellaceous (trem-e-la'shious), a. Same
as treiiielliiiioiis.

Tremellales (trem-e-la'lez), II. pi. [NL., <
Tnmetla, the type genus, + -«/««.] An order
of the higher basidiomycetous fungi mostly of
a gelatinous texture and included chiefly in
the family rremilhwese. Two other small
families occur in the tropics.

tremelline (trem'e-Iin), a. Sameaatremelloid.
tremogram (trem'o-gram), «. [L. tremere,
shake, < Gr. ypdiifia, a writing.] S«e the ex-
tract

1373

The curious marginal irreBularities which accompany
and seem to a certain ilegree to cliaracterize the haiid-
writnig o( each writer, which I have called "Iremwjnmt "

In studying tliose of dilfeient individuals it will be ob-
served that these irregularities differ (1) in general ap-
pearance , (2) ui the margin of the ink line on which the
greater number of them occur

; (3) in the number of these
to a unit of length in the ink line; (4) in the rapidity
with which lines joining the apexes of the angles on the
two margins .wcillate up and down from horizontality in
a given length of ink line.

P Frazer, in Jour. Franklin Inst, April, 1907, p. 26o.

tremograph (trem'o-graf), n. [L. tremere,
shake, -t- Gr. >p(i^c(i', write.] In plii/siol., an
instrument for the recording of involuntary
muscular tremor. See the extract.
The tremoflraph, a thimble attached to a pivoted lever

moving freely in all directi<ins, showed that children
could not hold the index-flngcr still for half a minute.

a. S. Hall, Adolescence, 1. 145.

tremor, «. 4. In colonial furniture, a sort of
hood or head-piece found on high cupboards
and the like : probably derived from a French
type. ./. tr. Lyon, Colonial Furniture of New
England, p. 49.- Metallic tremor, a tremor occur-
ring as a symptom of chr..ni.- p..is,.iiiMg by lead, mercury,
arsenic, etc.—Tremor cordis, paliiitati.m of the heart,

tremor-disk (trem'or-disk), n. The telescopic
image of a star, as apparently enlarged by
the tremors of the instrument and the atmo-
sphere. These tremors spread the light, which would
otherwise be condensed to a point, over a surface of
some extent, thus rendering the image fainter and less
•effective on a photographic plate, or on the slit of a
spectroscope. .itlienjtum, April 29, 190."i, p. hSi
tremorous (trem'or-us), a. [ tremor -I- -ons.]
Marked by tremors; vibrating rapidly. E.
Berliner.

trench-brace (trench 'bras), 11. A telescope
screw-brace used to hold up the side walls cr
the sheet-piling of a trench. It has plates at
each end, with universal joints to fit the ir-
regular surface of the walla, and a windlass for
turning the screw and extending the brace
until it touches both sides of the trench, pre-
ventint; cnving.

trenchmastert (trench'mAs-tfer), n. In mil.,
an officer commanding a body of pioneers.
See the extract.

He [Henry VIII.] als<j added to the onjanlzation a body
of pioneers under Irrnchmanlrri and a master Irench-
matter. Eim/c. Brit., .XXVIII. 173.

trench-l)lanting (trench 'plan "ting), n. A
method of jilanting on dry ground, in which
the seeds of young trees are set in pits or
trenches. Also called pit-planting.
trench-plowing (trench 'plou'ing), n. See
*lil'iiriiifi.

trepanning-bar (tre-pan'ing-bar'), n. The
cutting- or boring-bar of a trepanning-machine
fonr. Brit. Inst. Elect. Eiif/in., 1902-0.'), p. 955.
trepanning-machine (tre-pan'ing-ma-shen"),

II. A njiichine for cutting a hole lengthwise
in an ingot or forging, leaving a solid core
which is not reduced to chips in the boring
process, a trepanning-bar. carrying several cutters at
lU end. is driven liy a machine resembling a lioriiig-
machine, and the work is fed against the cutting sur-
facM. The bar is hollow, so that an annular cavity is
made, as by an end-milling cutter For boring large
holes, as the b Te of a gun fr<mi the solid metal l<Sa
power and time are required than if the drilling process

IS used : but the solid core is of little practical value,
since It 18 usually the least solid section of the casting.
Jour Bnt. Imt. Elect. Engin., 1902-03, p. 965.

trepha, n. See *trefa.
trephination (tre-fi-na'shon), n. [trephin(e)
+ -ntion.] Same as trepanniny.
Fortunately the way in which barbaric and savage

people think is coming to be understood ; and the light
thus given illumines fairly, though at some poinU
lamtly the wonderful course of development of the ait
of trephmatum.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1894-96, p. 20.

trepidancy (trep'i-dan-si), n. I'-trepidance +
-y^. See trepidation.;} Same as trepidation.
[Bare.]
In the manner of my friend I was at once struck with

an incoherence, an inconsistency
; and I soon found this

to arise from a series of feeble aiid futile struggles to
overcome an habitual trrpidom,,, an excessive nervous
agitation. Poe, Fall of the House of Usher.

trepidate (trep'i-dat), v. i.; pret. and pp.
trepidated, ppr. trepidating. [L. trepidatus,
pp. of trepidfire, be agitated. See trepida-
tion.'} To suffer from trepidation or alarm;
be agitated by fear or apprehension. [Bare.]

It sounded rather appalling to be engaged in a glee for
three voices, with two performers such as these ; and IIrepidateii^ httte as I went up stairs, having previously
underetood that the great man was already conie
DeQumcit, Literary Eeminiscences, Sir Humphry Davy,

Treponema (trep-o-ne'mS), ji. [NL., < Gr
Tpc-av, turn, -I- tijua, a thread.] A genus of
parasitic flagellates. The best-known spe-
cies is T. pallidum, the supposed pathogenic
micro-organism of syphilis, formerly called
Spirocheete pallida.

v.i^n'r™ "I'
"PPenrance of this paper by Schaudinn,

>uill#min h.id already suggested tlie name Spironema,
which Schaudinn accepted. .Stiles and Pfender tKiinted
out that this name had been preempted by a genus of
Mollusca, and put forward the name Miciospironeni.-i.
However, before the appearance of their publication
Schaudinn had also discovered the inconectness of thename Spironema, and proposed the name Treponema.

Jour. Med. Jletearch, Dec, 1907, p. 376.

Trepostomata (trep-6-st6'ma-tii), n.pl. [NL.
< Gr. Tpcmn; turn, -I- ffr<i/ia(r- j, liiouth.] A sub-
order of gymnolrematous Bryozoa character-
ized by direct superposition of the zocecia to
form long tubes which are intersected by
straight or curved partitions repre.senting the
floors and covers of successive layers The
ziHtcial covers have small and usually subcentral aper-
tures. Monticules or macula; with larger or more ele-
vated cells are scattered regularly over the surface of the
colony (zoanum). The sutorder includes the Montinili-

r^.K "i'V
".•••« »"ie<l families abundantly represented

_,.
Silunan ami Devonian formations. Properly

yrttten rreplogtmiata.
i>"i'<;iiy

trepostomatous (trep-o-sto'ma-tus), a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the
TreiinxliiiiKitii.

Treptostomata, n. pi. See *Trcpostomata.
tres. All abbreviation of tierces.

trescone (tras-ko'ne), n. [It., < tre.'^ea, a romp,
< trescnre, romp, play.] In Italy, a lively
dance for one couple,

tresette (tra-set'ta), n. [It.] An Italian game
of cards for four players with a forty-card
pack. There are no trumps. The cards rank : 3, 2, A K
g, J, 1,6,5,4. Each player receives ten, dealt tlve at a time.'
1 hree point« are scored for holding and showing trey-
deuce-ace of any suit, or three treys, deuces, or aces,
tour of a kind count four. Tricks taken in play have
no value in themselves; but at the end the side that has
taken m three treys or deuces scores a point. Each aceand the last trick scores a jwint. Ten poinU is game

tresis (tre'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Tpijati;, a per-
foration, < riTpaimv, perforate.] In sura.,
perforation from without.

tre8pas80ry(tre8'pa-s6-ri), a. Itrespa^s.} Per-
taining to or of the nature of trespass,

tressilate (tres'i-lat), t'. ». ; pret. and pp. tres-
Kilaud, jipr. tressilating. [F. trensaillir, be agi-
tated.] To be suddenly agitated ; be a-quiver.
[Bare.]
The ladies tretgilated deliciously The crime began to

take an air of romance. The gardener slept in the base-
nient of the house for iu extra safety, and the local
officer was pampered to keep a special eye upon the
premises. With these precautions the feminine inmates
of the house felt no more sense of danger than was just
agreeable. '

D. C. Murray and It. Murray, A Dangerous Catspaw
. (xiv

tresson (tre-.s6n'), H. [F.,< <re&?e, tress.] An
ancient ornamented head-dress for women.

tressure, «. 2. In numis., the ornamental in-
closure containing the type found on manv
coins, especially gold, in the French, Anglo-
Gallic, and English series. fV. C. Uazlitt.
T-rest (te'rest), n. The rest for the hand-tool
in speed-lathes for turning wood or metal
It is shaped like the capital letter T, with the upright
carried In a pillar upon the carriage or base of the rest,
ana the horizontal member giving a long bearing parallel

trial
to the revolving work upon which the tool may besteadied as the operator holds it to its work. The T-arm!may be longer or shorter for work of differing lengtlj^
The hand rest is provided with short and long T-reststhe rest socket and saddle are locked to the bed bvacam-locking device and the T-reH is held in its socket

£iec(. Horld and Engin., Feb. 13, 1904. p 336
trestlne (trez'tin), «. [L. tres, three, -t- E.
tme.} The third tine from the base in such
an antler as that of the red deer and wapiti.
It lies just below the terminal tine, or tine royal, ancTmaybe known by ita position in the many species n wh ?hthe second, or big tine, is lacking. Known also as in"royal and trez tine. Lydekker.

*K?5*^^' ^l;~'^K^°, trestle, "i old type of portable
bridge-trestle, used only m the construction of militarvbridges

:
invented by Carlo, Baron of Birago (1792-18111;

an Italian engineer. '""•A

trevally (tre-val'i), «. [Also trevalH, trevalla,
travale; perhaps a corruption of cavalli, ca-
vally.} A large food-fish of the family C»ran-
gidse, Caranx georgianus, common in the
markets of eastern Australia. In various
localities the name is applied to several fishes
most of which are of the family Carangidx.
See cnr««.(/.-Blaolc trevally, .s>n«,,« nehuloms, of
the family .Sujamdx. [.New .Soutll Wales.)-Mackerel
trevally, iSeptomeims d„bula, of the family Carannidie.
[Tasimmia.]— Silver trevaUy, Caranx aeurnianus

—

Snot«aUtrevaUy. (a) Xeptumemistramle. [Victoria.

I

(6) iSeptmnenua hrama. [Tasmania.]— White trevally
(a) ^aranx ffeorgianus, of the family Caranyida: [NewSouth W a es. New Zealand, and Tasmania.] (6) Sinanua
jamis, of the family Siyanida: J >"'

Trevelyan effect, the musical tone produced by a Tre-velyan rocker.- Trevelyan rocker, in vli<mcK, a device
consisting of a block of copper deeply colTugated on one
side and a bar or slab of lead. When the cojiper is heatedand while still very hot it is placeii upon the cold lead iusuch a position that it rests only on the thin edges of the
comigati.m.s rapid vibrati,>ns of the masses of metal areset up and a ilistinct musical tone is heard.

trezure, trezurer, trezury. Amended spell-
ings of treasure, treasure, treasury.

T. R. H. An abbreviation of Their Boval Biah-
ncsses.

tri-. (b) Specifically, in chem., a prefix to the
names of compounds containing three atoms
or combining units of some particular element
or radical, as sulphur trioxid, SO,, and trieth-
ylamine, N(C.2Hg)3.

*J?S*'?,^i*""^^'<^"*i'')' «• *- colorless liquid,
CH3COOCH2CH(OCOCH3)CH20COCH3, conl
tained in the seed of Euoiiymus Eiiropxus and
prepared from tribronihydrin. It is the tri-
acetate of glycerol and boils at 258° C.

triactine (tn-ak'tin), w. [Gr. r/5«c (rp(-), three,
-I- axnf {oKTiv-), ray.] In the sponge-spicules,
an element with but three arms, generally de-
rived from the hexactine by suppression of one
half ot each axial arm.

triad, n 8. leap.} pi. See the *Triad Soci^tu.
-Triad axis of symmetry. See -ksymmetry, 6.-TheTriad Society (of china), a secret society or fra-termty whose ritual and ceremonies resemble iu some
points those of freemasonry. IU Chinese name is SanUo Hum, the union of the three " powers or forces of
nature, viz. heaven, earth, and man. It is also some-
times called Tien Ti Hwui. or the "heaven and earth"^ i'.v

",»?'^"" to have been founded during the first
part of the eighteenth centurv in the reign-periml called
\ uiig Ching, the third of the present Tatar dynasty
against which it is leveled. Hence it isstrictly forbidden bythe goyeninient, and membership in it is a capital offense.
It exists wherever there are Chinese. Its mcmliership isvery large.- Under triad, in music, b. triad reckoneddownward from a given tone exactly as a major triad isreckoned upward, that is, first a major third and then aminor third. Thus, while the major triad of is C-E-G
the under (na(< of C is C-Ab-F. .See *i™dpr(o«<- 4

tnaene, «. 2. In the sponge-spicules, a te-
traxon in which one arm is dififerent from the
other three.

triaenostrongyle (tri-e-no-stron'jil), n. [Gr
rpiaaa, a trident, + arpoyyvXo^, rounded.] In
the sponge-spicules, a trisene in which themam arm is blunt at the extremity.

triaenostyle (tri-e'no-stil), «. [GV. rpiaiva a
trident, -I- CTriAof, pillar.] In the sponge-
spicules, a trisene in which the main ray is
sharp.

triaenotyle (tri-e'no-til), n. [Gr. rpiaiva, a
trident, + rv/.r;, a cushion.] In the sponge-
spicules, a trinsne in which the main arm is
blunt and rounded.

triakaidekaphobia (tri-a-ki'dek-a-fcVbi-a), «.
[NL., < Gr. r/)f(f, rpia, three, -t-"rai, and, -I-

rtf/ca, ten, -t- -ipoiiia, < poffun, fear.] Supersti-
tious fear of the number thirteen. Bibot
(trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 213.

Triakis (tri'a-kis), n. [NL., < Gr. -pioKic,
three times, < rpf/f (rpi.), three.] A genus of
requiem sharks found in the Pacific and Indian
oceans.

trial, n.— Elimination trial, a process of elimination

:

specifically, a competitive pi-ocess for removing by pre-



trial .

viuiis trial any comj>etitore in races or tournaments whose
|*erfonnaiiee would be comparatively unsatisfactory, so

that in the final trial i>r real competitive event only the
few l)est cvUitestAnts shall appear: used, in races and
athletic touniament*. of nu'n, horses, ntotor-cai-s, etc.—
To stand trial, to he broujrht to trial, not pleading
guilty. -Trial and error. («) In comp. pvt/chiU., the
empirical nietluHi of attacking a problem by repeated
trial of habitual reactions : opposed to the rational method
of using one's previous knowledge to indicate a mode of

solution. See the extracts

The expression was first used by Lloyd Morgan to dis-

tinguish between the human meth<xl of solving a problem
and the dtig'a methml, the latter being called " trial and
error." Morgan meant that the d*^ does not att«n)pt to

reason the matter out beforehan<i, making use of his pre-

viously acquired knowleilge before beginning Uy act ; but
that he attacks it at once in some manner derived from
individual experience or racial inheritance. If this

method fails, he tries anotlier similarly derived, and so

on until one method proves successful.

M. F. Washburn, The Animal Mind, p. 206.

(fe) The process of obtaining accuracy in mechanical un-

dertaktugs, whereby the result is attained by successive

approximations. The first opei-ation is tested and the

error ascertained : tlieii this error is corrected, and other

trials made. Used i»i centering rough-finished work for

the lathe operations, for the turning and boring of cast-

pulleys, in making of face-plates, straight edges, valves,

bearings, and the like.— Trial by witnesses, the usual

form of trial, under the civil law, in which witnesses
were examined and the parties or their advocates were
heard and decision was rendered by the judge.— Trial
oerpais. See per paU— Writ Of trial, in English
lair, a writ by which an action brought before a superior
court was removed for trial to an inferior or county
court The writ waa superseded in 1807 by the County
Courto Act

trial-bar (tri'al-bar), n. A cuboid used by
tumors for testing the inclination of planes.

trial-frame (tri'al-fram), V. A metal frame
of spectacle shape into which trial-glasses are
set.

triamide (tn-am'id), n. [tri- + amide.'] A
class-name applied, in organic chemistry, to
compounds containing in their molecule three
amido groups, -CONHo. The word is some-
times used, by mistake, for triamine.

triamine (tri-am'in), n. Itri- + amine.l A
class-name applied, in organic chemistry, to
compounds containing in their molecule three
amino groups, -NR2, where R may be hydro-
gen or any hydrocarbon radical such as methyl,
CH3.

triangle, «. 1 3. A triangular box-fish, as
Sectophrys tritfonuSj of the family (htraciidse

of the West Indies.— 14. In angling^ an ar-

rangement of three fish-hooks bound together
with the points outward, forming a triangle.
—Antipodal triangles, spherical triangles whose re-

spective vertices are diametrically opposite to one
another in pairs.— Autopolar triangle. Same as self-

conj u'ja te t ria ngte. See selj'-conjxiyate,— Brocard'S first
trlan^^le, the triangle whose vertices are the perpen-
dicular projections of the circumcenter on the Lemoine
parallela.— Brocard'S second triangle, the triangle
whose vertices are the perpeTnlieular jirojections of the
circumcenter on the synmiedians.— Carotid triangles,
in ami?., two triangular areas in the neck where an incision
is made, in surgery, in order to reach the carotid artery:
the triangles are called the tn/crtor and the superior.—
Cervical triangles. See anterior triangle of the neck
and p'ixt''ri'>r irianfjle of the neck, under triangle.—
Coaxial triangles, ABC, A'B'('', If the points of inter-
section of BCand HX", of CAand CA', andof ABand A'B'
lie in one straight line : this straight line is called the
axis of the two triangles, or the axis of either triangle
with respect to the other.— Colunar triangles, the
spherical triangles ABC, A'BC, when A and A' are oppo-
sites.— Copedal triangle, a triangle whose vertices are
one of the vt;rtices of a primitive triangle, and the feet of
[erpfctidiculars from the others upf>ii the opposite sides.-
Diagonal triangle of a complete quadrilateral, the
triangle formed by the three diagonals of tlie quadri-
lateral.— Flying triangle, a triangle of fishhooks
mounted on a swivel, used in spinning.— Geometry Of
the triangle, the I-emoine-Brocard geometry. It dates
from i^::i- Gergonne point of a triangle, the co-
interse<:ti<in rwint of the joins uf the points of contact of
tfie in-circle with the ojtposite vertices.— Heronlc tri-
angle, a triangle whose .sides and area are expresailile \>y
whole numbers.— Invariable triangle, the triangle
formed by the three invariable points of three similar fig-
area. It i»a perspective with every triangle whose vertices
are homologous points.— Medloscrlbed triangle, a tri-
angle having as vertices the mid-pointH of the sides of an-
other triangle.- MetaharmonlC triangles, ABC and
0102*^*:** "'"ere G] is the cross of the circumcircle (0)of
ABC with the straight AG, where G is centroid of Am;.— Orthocentrlc triangle, the triangle wliose vertices
are the feet of the altitudes of the original triangle.— Pascal's triangle. Same as arithmetical triangle.— Pedal triangle, a triangle whose vertices are the feet
of tran.swi-^aU onto the sides of the original triangle ABC
through a 'lesigiiated point and the vertices of ABC—
Perpendicular of a triangle, an altitwip of a triangle
(which see, under tririfi;il.-i.~ 'Prime triangle, a tri-
angle the three sides of which have no common 'divisor.
" Principal triangle, in elliptic gemn., a triangle with
each side less than \ try, where y is the numerical
cmstant, real or imaginary, used in defining distance.—
Rational triangle, a triangle whose sides aTi<i area are
expretisible by whole numl>er8.— Suprameatal tri-
angle, an area iKumded by the posterior wall of the ex-
t«mal auditory meatus, the bony crest above the
mastoid process, and a line drawn between the posterior
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and inferior portion of this meatus aud this crest.- Trl-
angleofacceleratlous. See *a(;c6;erarioH.— Triangle
of similitude, the triangle formed by the three centers

of similitude of i)airs of three directly similar figures.—

TYlangle of velocities, a vector diagram for the com-
position or resolution of velocities. See irpolygon of
ri'ctortt.— Triangle winding, in elect., a three-phase
winding of armatures in which the free ends of the coils

are connected pairwise to the collector rings.-Wire tri-

angle, three hits of wire, generally either iron or plati-

num, twisted together so aa to form a triangle, with the
twisted ends forming arms projecting at the angles, used
in chemical laboratories to support crucibles and evapo-
rating-dishes over a lamp fiame. Iron wire is often pro-

tected from buniing by bits of tobacco-pipe stem or other
tire-clay coating.

Triangular number. See itnmnber.

triannulate (tri-an'u-lat), a. Itri' + annu-
late.'] Consisting of three annuli, as certain

segments of the body in some species of

earthworms.
The fourth and fifth segments are each divided into

two by a median furrow ; the sixth is triannulate.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 197.

triarch, a. 2. In &«?., having three centripe-
tally developed xylem plates : said of vascular
cylinders.

Tfiarthrus (tri-ar'thrus), «. [NL., < Gr. rp/-,

three, + apdpovy a joint.] A genus of opistho-
parian trilobites. They have a carapace of depressed
elliptical form ; a semicircular cephalon with large discon-

tinuously furrowed glabella, small eyes, and rounded genal
angles; 14-16 tho-
racic segments

;

and an entire pygi-
dium with ti axial
rings. This genus
is represented by
a few species in

the Silurian rocks,
one of which,
Tfiarthrus becki,

is of great interest
in connection with
Beecher's re-

searches upon its

structure. Per-
fectly preserved
specimens from
the Utica shale
near Rome, New
York, have one

'Jriarthrtts becki, dorsal and ventra
aspects.

(From Zittel's "Palaeontology.")

pair of flagellate antennse rising from the sides of the
hypostome, and a pair of biramous limbs on each seg-
ment of the thorax and pygidium. The cephalon can-ies
four limbs in addition to the antennfe, the proximal joints
of which are enlarged to form gnathobases. The tho-
racic and abdominal limbs are longer, with jointed endopo-
dites that served as crawling-legs. and exojKidites
furnished on their posterior sides with filifonn lamella;
that served both as swimming and respiratory organs.

triaster (tri-as'ter), w. [Gr. Tpeig (rpi-), three,
4- aoTT/p, a star.] In cytol.j an abnormal kary-
okinetic spindle having three instead of two
poles or astrospheres. W. Bateson, Study of
Variation, p. 430.

triazin, triazine (tri-az'in), «. [tri- + azin.]
The general term applied, in organic chemis-
try, to compounds the molecules of which
contain a cycloid group consisting of three
nitrogen and three carbon atoms. Three
such arrangements are possible, termed smn-

/C.N.

J>C, asymmetricalmetrical or cyanidine, N

^C.N

^N.N

\C.N/

\C, and vicinal, osotria:in, or p-,or a-, C(

\n.c/
triazo-. A combining form sometimes used,
in organic chemistry, to indicate tlie presence
of three atoms of nitrogen in the molecule of
a compound.

triazoate (tri-az'o-at), n. Itriazo(ic) + -ate'^.l

A salt of triazoic or hydrazoic acid : as, so-
dium tria::oate, NaNg.
triazobenzene (tri-az"o-ben'zen), ». Same as
*'di(t:ohen:ene imide.

triazoic (tri-a-z6'ik), a. Noting an acid, the
same as hydrazoic acid, HN3. See *hydra.
zoic.

triazole- (tri-az'ol), «. [^tri- + az(o) + -o?e.]

A class-narae applied, in organic cliemlstry,
to compounds containing in their molecule a
cyclic group consisting of three nitrogen and

/N :CH
two carbon atoms, such as NH^

| .

^CH:N
Various arrangements of these atoms are pos-
sible— l,2,3-trla20le, a colorless oily compound,

B 4

N H ^ ^ J ,
prepared by heating the corresponding

'CHtCII
2 3

dicarboxylic acid. It boils at 208-209* C.

tribunal

tribade (tri -bad'), «• [F., < Gr. Tpi3ar
(TfHiiad-), a woman who practises lewdness
with other women . ] A woman who is addicted
to tribady.

The tattoo designs among prostitutes are usually of
this character ; and such emblems are common among
paederasts and tribades,

U. H. Ellis, The Criminal, p. 106.

tribadism (trib'a-dizm), ». Same as *tribady.
Mann, Forensic Medicine, p. 115.

tribady (trib'a-di), «. [F. tribadie, < lribade.1
Garnal union of females with females

;
grati-

fication of the sexual desire of females in an
unnatural way; sapphism.

tribe, «.— The lost tribes, the ten tribes of Israel car-
ried into exile by Shahnaneser, King of Assyria, to Lali-
lah and llabor. According to the Talmud, the ten tribes
will never return. The literature on their identity and
location is considerable, and many fanciful identifications
have been made.

triblastic (tri-blas'tik), a. [Gr. rprif (.rpi-),

three, -1- [iAaoTiiQ, germ, -I- -I'c] Same as triji-

loblastic : opposed to diploblastic.

A possible basis for a division of the ' triblastic 'animals
into two parallel but Independent series.

Science, Dec. 6, 1901, p. 891.

Triblemma (tn-blem'a), n. [NL. (a name
invented by Robert Brown, published by
Sprengel, 1830), < Gr. Tptl^ ('"/«-), three, -f-

I^Mfifiu, look, eye; in allusion to the appear-
ance of the three-valved capsule.] A genus
of plants of the family Melastomaceie, natives
of Brazil, of dwarf, sometimes creeping habit.
The garden fonns have membranous 5- to 7-nerved leaves ;

flowers .'i-petaled, rose-colored, and arranged in scorpioid
racemes or spikes. The genus includes about 9 species.
They are essentially fanciere' plants. T. mannoratuui
(Bertolonia marmorata of Naudiii), T maculatum
(Jiliezia maculatn of Bonpland), and T. Houtteanvm
(Bertotonia Houtteana of Van Houtte) are some of the
best-kn»jwn fonns.

triboluminescent (trib-o-lu-mi-nes'ent), a.

[Gr. Tpi.,iii, rubbing, friction, + E. "lumines-
cent.'] Capable of excitation to luminescence
by friction; exhibiting or capable of tribolu-
minescence. Science, May 27, 1904, p. 827.

Tribonema (tri-bo-ne'mii), «. [NL. (Derbes
and .Solier, 1856), apparr< Gr. rpijiii, rubbing,
-f- vijua, thread.] A genus of grass-green fila-

mentous algse, the Conferva (which see) of
some authors.

tribophosphorescence (trib-o-fos-fo-res'ens),
n. [Gr. rpifif/, rubbing, + E. phosphorescence.']
Phosphorescence excited by friction ; that
type of triboluminescenee which outlasts the
exciting cause. See *lumincscence.

tribopbospborescent (trib-o-fos-fo-res'ent), o.

[Gr. Tpij-t/i, rubbing, -I- E. phosphorescent.]
Capable of becoming phosphorescent "oy fric-
tion. Science, May 27, 19(14, p. 826.

tribophospborOSCOpe (trib-o-fos'fo-ro-skop),
n. [Gr. r/j(/j^, rubbing, + E.phosphoroscopet]
An instrument for the investigation of tribo-
phosphorescence. Science, May 27, 1904, p.
826.

tribromsalol (tri-brom-sal' ol), n. [<n-
-t- brom(ine) + sul(icylic) + -ol.] A trade-
name of tribromphenyl salicylate.

HOCgHiCOOCeHaBrg, prepared by the action
of tnbromphenol on salicylic acid. It is a
colorless powder and is used in medicine as a
hypnotic and hemostatic. Also called cordol.

tribulum (trib'u-lum), n.
;
pi. tribula (-la). [L.

tribulum. See tribulation.] An ancient Ro-
man sledge for threshing; a broad, heavy
board set with many teeth of stone or iron.
The tribulum is still in use in northern
Africa.

tribunal, «. 4. [Sp. pron. tre-bo-nal'.] In
villages in the Philippines, a kind of town-
hall or common house, used as a meeting-place
by the head men of the village, for the enter-
tainment of travelers, and for other purposes
of general interest— Mixed tribunal, a name
given to any of the courts established in Eg>pt in 1S75
for the administnition of civil justice between Egyptians
and foreignei-s or between foreigners of ditferent nation-
alities. They have slight criminal jurisdiction. They
are composed of foreign and native judges, the fonner
predominating. The Christian powers of Europe and the
United States are represwnted. Also called Interua-
tional Tribunals or Courts and Mixed Ctnirts.

The jurisdiction of the Mixed Courts extends over all

civil cases between Europeans and Egyptians, . . . also

over civil cases between Europeans of ditferent national-
ities. Cromer, Modem Egypt, II. 31S.

The Mixed Tribunals or International Court' of Egypt
constitute a unique institution.

Farman, Egypt and its Betrayal, xxiv.



tributist

tributist (trib'u-tist), n. lfribut{e) + -!««.]

One who pays tribute. [Rare. J

Capitalists, landowners, inventors, Cornish tributista

. . . are all brought under the stimulating influence of

self interest. Encyc. Brit., VI. 218.

tribntyrin (tri-bu'ti-rin), n. [tri- + butijrin.']

A colorless compound, CsHjCOCOCHaCH.,-
0113)3, contained in cows' butter and formed
from glycerol and butyric acid. It boils at

285° C.

tlica (tri'ka), n.
;

pi. triese (-se). [NL., irreg.

< Gr. dpi^, tbe hair (f ).] A button-like apothe-
cium in the lichen genus Gyrophora.

tricalcic (tri-kal'sik), a. Same as *tricalcium.

tricalcium (tri-kal'si-um), a. Containing
three atom.s of calcium: as, tricatdum ortho-

phosphate, Ca3(P04)2. the phosphate of cal-

cium, which occurs in the mineral apatite, in

animal bones and teeth, etc Tricalcium phos-
phate. Same as tricalcic phosphate. .See *calcium
photrphatc.

tri-car (tri'kar), n. [tri- + car.'\ A motor-
vehicle having three wheels. One form is the

motor-tricycle. Cyde and Auto-trade Jour.,

Jan., 1905.

tricarballylic (tri'kar-ba-lil'ik). a. Having
three ciirboxylic grotips.— Trlceirballyllc acid, a

colorless comiKiand, HOCOCHaCHCCOOUyUaCOOH,
contained in unripe beet-roots and prepared fr«)m aco-

nitic acid. It forms rhombic crystals and melts at 168" C.

tricarbimide (tri-kar'bi-mid), «. Fulminie
aii'l, (HN : (',0);^, a hypothetical compound of

w hich various derivatives are known.

tricaruiate(tri-kar'i-nat),a. [tri- + carinate.']

Having three ridges or keels, as does the cara-

pace of the three-keeled erays, Emys trijuga.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 198.

Triceps reflex. See *reflex.

triceptor (tri-sep'tor), «. [tri- + eeptor.'] In
physM. chim., an intermediary body having
three combining groups. Taughau and Sory,
Cellular Toxins, p. 132.

Triceratops (tri-ser'a-tops), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tinii; (rt)t-). three. + KH/fir (Kipar-), horn, +

Trichodtrma tigtto-

rum, showitifr co-
nidiophores bearing
contdia: much magni.
fied.

rictratops. oiie of the Ctrat' ;

(Altera restoration by V.n\^',

uip, eye, face.] A genus of predentate dino-
saurs belonging to the family Ceratopsidir.
It is characterized by a stronjf nasal hont-core, a pair of
large pointed hom-cores above the orbits, a sharp cutting,
beak, and ati enormous cape-like bony frill extending
over the neck from the hitider i>ortion of the skull antl

having its margin studded with a row of sharp promi-
nences. The brain is proportionately smaller than in
any other reptile. The animal is Quadnipedal, the pes
having three-hoofe<l digits. The demial annor is not

^^^ observed. From the Laramie formatiotl of Montana,
I^^L Wyoming, and Colorado. See cut at itceratopgid.

I^Biriceritun (tri-se'ri-um), H.
;

pi. triceria (&).
Same as tncerion.

trichalcite (tri-kal'sit), n. [tri- + ehaleite.']

Ilydrous copper arsenate (CU3AS2O8 + .5H2O)
icurring in radiateil groups of a verdigris
een color and in dendritic forms.

:haaxis (tri-kak'sis), «. [NL., < Gr. dpi(

Tptx-), hair, -I- ai^n, for aviT/mc, increase.]
nerease in number and thickness of the hairs.

tricbestheBia (trik-os-the'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
6pii (rp(;i-), hair, + n'.aOr/aic, perception.] A
"^orm of panesthesia in which there is a sensa-
tion as of a hair on the skin. Nature, Aug. 7,

1902, p. :!60.

trichi (trik'i), n.
;

\t\. trichies (-\z). [An abbre-
viation of Trichtnopoli.] A cheroot or cigar

Imade
at Trichinopoli. [Slang.]

, Mon Jock, ye smoke the trichi coarse,

[ For ye are short o" cash.

[ An' b^t Havannahs cotildtia leave
Sae white an" pure an ash.

/(. Kiptinij, The Fall of Jock Gillespie.

r "" '
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trichina + Gr. -(jtofiia, < <po(3elv, fear.] Morbid
and unreasonable fear of contracting trichi-

nosis.

tricMte, ». 3. One of the minute acicular
crystals of which the starch-grains of plants
are supposed to consist.

trichitis (tri-ki'tis), H. [NL., < Gr. Bpli (rpix-),

hair, + -itis.'i Inflammation of the hair-bulbs.

trichlorid (tri-kl6'rid), n. [tri- + clilorid.'i A
compound containing three atoms of chlorin

united to a more electropositive element or
radical : as, phosphorus trichlorid, PCI3.

trichobacteria (trik"o-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6pli{rpix-), hair,' + NL. bacteria.] All fila-

mentous forms of bacteria, such as Beggiatoa
and related genera. A. Fischer. Compare
*hnplobacteria.

trichocephaliasis (trik'o-sef-a-U'a-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. Wpif (rpix-), hair, -t- Kc^aAij, head,
+ -iasis.'\ Infection with intestinal whip-
worms belonging to the nematode genus
Trichuris (Trichocephalus), as Trichuris trichi-

ura, one of the most common intestinal para-
sites of man.
Trichoderma (tri-ko-d^r'ma), n. [NL. (Per-
soon, 1796), < Gr. Spif (rpi ,);-), Lair, -H (5f/3/ia, skin.]

A genus of hyphomycetous
fungi forming somewhat
effuse, loose, pulvinate
masses with branched conid-
iophores bearing unicellular

hyaline or bright-colored
conidia. About 13 spe-
cies are known. T. lig-

norum is the most common
and widely distributed spe-
cies, forming small dark
green masses on decaying
wood throughout Europe
and North America.
Trichodiodon (trik-6-di'6-

don), n. [NL., < Gr. 0pii

(Tpix-),h&ii, + NL. Diodon.]
A genus of porcupine-fishes
{Diodontidse) of uncertain
habitat.

tricboepithelioma (trik-o-ep-i-the-li-o'ma), n.

;

[)1. tiichoepithiUomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.

Wp/f (Tpix-), hair, + NL. epithelioma. ~] A tumor
formed by overgrowth of the epithelium of

the hair-follicles.

In view of its follicular origin the name given it by
.Tarisch

—

trichocpithelioina — is most appropriate, and
should be used ti> the exclusion of the many others used.

Jour. Med. Hetearch, March, 1908, p. 163.

trichoid (trik'oid), o. [GT.dpi^irpix-), hair, +
-Old.] Having the form or appearance of a
hail' ; hair-like.

Tricholoma (trik-o-lo'mS), n. [NL. (Fries,

1821 ), < Gr. Opii (rp;;);-), a tair, + ><j/xa, a fringe,

referring to the veil which sometimes remains
asafibrous friiigeon the margin of the pileus.]

A large genus of fleshy, white-spored, central-

stemmed agaricaeeous fungi. The stem is fleshy

and the gills sinuate behind. The species grow upon the
gnjund In woods or open places and many are edible.

T. permnatnin is a common edible species found in

Eui*ope and North Ametica.

trichomania (trik-o-ma'ni-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

tipii ( rpix-), hair, + pavia, madness.] Same as
^trichotillomania.

trichomatous (tri-kom'a-tus), a. Same as
trichomatose.

trichonosus (tri-kon'o-sus), «. [Gr. 8pi( (rpix-),

hair, + vonnr, disease.] Any diseaseof the hair.

—Trichonosus Terslcolor. Same as ringed -khair.

trichophagia (trik-o-fa'ji-a), n. [Gr. fip-'f

('p'-t"). hair, + ipayiiv, eat.] The habit of bit-

ing off the ends of the hairs of the beard or
mustache.

trichophyllous ^tri-kof'i-lus), a. [Gr. 0pif

(.'P'X-)t hair, + (pvXXov, leaf, + -ous.] In bot.,

having the leaves hair-like or composed of

hair-like divisions.

trichophytosis (trik'o-fi-to'sis), n. [NL., <

Trichophyton + -onis.'] Any disease due to the
presence of a species of Trichophyton; specifi-

cally, ringworm of the scalp caused by Trieho-

plnitrin tonsurans. Med. Record, Oct. 12, 1907,

p. 021.

Trichopsetta (trik-op-set'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Upi^ (rpix-), hair, + V^/rra, flounder.] A genus
of flounders found in the Gulf of Mexico.

trichoptilar (tri-kop'ti-lSr), a. [trichoptile +
-nc3.J Pertaining to, or having the structure
of, a trichoptile.

tricyclic

trichoptile (tn-kop'til), «. [Gr. ep;f(rp(;tf-), hair,
-I- TTTi/Mv, down.] Any one of the long, hair-
like structures which form part of the downy
covering of the young of some birds : typically
present in the nestling of Centropus sinensis.

The trichoptiles are prolongations of the
horny sheath of the developing feather. R.
Shelford.

trichorrhexis, n. See trichorexis.

Trichosphseria (trik-o-sfe'ri-ii), «. [NL.
(Fuekel, 1809), < Gr. flpi'j (i"p(;f-), b'air, + o^aipa,

a ball.] A genus of pyrenomycetous fungi
having subglobose, superficial, pilose pen-
thccia and hyaline 1- or 2-septate ascospores.
About 40 species are known. They occur chiefly on de-
caying wood. T. piloea is frequently found in Europe
and North America and T. Sacchari is regarded as a
wound parasite of sugar-cane ; it does considerable dam-
age, especially in the West Indies.

Trichostomata (trik-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. tipli {rpix-}, hair, + ardpa, mouth.] A
large order of eiliate protozoans. I'hey have the
mouth usually open, the pharynx tubular and open, and
the edges of the mouth provided with undulating mem-
branes which are continued into the pharynx, or the lat-

ter is provided with cilia Food is usually brought to the
neighborhood of the mouth in a whirlpool produced by
the cilia BiittichU. Cofnpare *Giimnostomata.

trichostomatous (trik-o-sto'ma-tus), a. [Gr.

0pi^ {rpix-}, hair, + ardpa (aropaT-), mouth, +
-ou.i.] Having the mouth and pharynx pro-

vided with undulating membranes or having
cilia in the pharynx, as certain eiliate proto-
zoans.

Trichothecium (trik-o-the'si-um), ». [NL.
(Link, 1809), < Gr. 6pli, a hair, + Bf/K?/, recep-
tacle.] A genus of hyphomycetous fungi
having erect, simple septate conidiophores
and two-celled hyaline or bright colored
apical conidia. T. roseum is a cosmopolitan
species forming pinkish masses on decaying
plant and animal substances.

trichotillomania (trik " o - til - 6 -ma ' ni - a), »..

[NL., < Gr. Opii {rptx-), hair, 4- TilXeiv, pluck,.

-I- pavia, madness.] The habit of continually
pulling out hairs from the beard, at the nasal
orifices, etc.

trichroism, «. 2. In biol., trimorphism in the
coloring of a species.

trichromatism (tri-kro'ma-tizm), n. [Gr. rp(-,

three, + ;fp(Ii/ua(7--), color, + -ism.] 1. The
condition of having or exhibiting three colors

:

said, specifically, of certain birds and insects

which, apart from coloration due to age or

sex, appear under three different color-phases.
—2. The condition produced by the combina-
tion of three fundamental colors or pigments.

trickett (trik'et), )i. [From the name of a

noted oarsman of New South Wales.] A long
drink of beer. E. E. Morris, Austral English.
[Australian slang.]

Triconodonta (tri-kon-o-don'ta), «. pi. [See
Triconodontidx.] The family Triconodontidee

and its allies considered as a suborder. Os-

born. 1893.

triconodonty (tri-kon-o-don'ti), «. [tnconn-
dont + -y^.] The fact or condition of being
trichonodont, or of having teeth with three long
cusps in line with one another, such as are

found in most of the earless seals. Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, May, 1899, p. 571.

tricosane (tri'ko-san), «. [Gr. rpi-, three, 4-

eiKoai, twenty, + -ane.] A colorless hydro-
carbon, CH3(CH2)2iCH3, of the methane se-

ries. It is contained in parafSn from shale

and in petroleum, and may be prepared by
the action of hydriodie acid and phosphorus
on the chlorid, C23H46CI2. It crystallizes in

lustrous leaflets, melts at 47.7° C, and boils

at 234° C. under 15 millimeters pressure.

tricresol (tri-kre'sol), h. [tri- + cre.wl.] A
trade-name of the mixture from the three

cresols from coal-tar. It is used as an anti-

septic and disinfectant.

tricurvate (tri-ker'vSt), a. [L. tri-, three, +
cnrvus, curve, + -ate^.] Having three curves
or a threefold curve.

Tricuspid insufB.ciency. See valvular *insnf-

ficiency.

tricyanide (tn-si'a-nid), w. [tri- + cyanide.]

A comiiound containing three combining
units of the radical cyanogen united to a rela-

tively electropositive element or radical : as^

arsenic tricyanide. As(CN)3.

tricyclic (tri-sik'lik), a. [Gr. rp/-, three, +
iti'K/di:, circle, + -ic] In cheni., consisting of
three rings or closed chains of atoms (usually
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ot carbon) uniW tog^her, with any other hyde. It crystallizes in small prisms and

atoms united to those of such rings. See tri- decomposes when heated. Also called etnyl-

niclic *>t»/v(<m idenchiurct.

tridecane (tri-'dek'anXn. itri- + rfec««..] A trig^er-block__(trig'6r-blok2, ,i.__
That_eleinent

colorless liquid hydrocarbon, CH3(CH2)ii
CH|, of the methane series, prepared by the

action of hvdriodio acid and phosphorus on

tridecvlic acid. It melts at -6.2° C. and boils

at 234° 0.

tridecatoic (tri'dek-a-to'ik), a. [Gr. rpi-,

three, + StKa, t«n, + -(- + -o- + -tc] Noting

an acid, the same as trideeylio acid. See

*tridecyUe.

tridecylic (tri-de-sil'ik), n.__[Gr. rpi-, three,

trimachy

tive cusps are so arranged that lines drawn be-

tween them would form a triangle.

' Trigonodont ' is most appropriate because the first

step in molar morphology is to identify tlie primitive

triangle. Amer. Nat., Dec, 1897, p. 1002.
of the mechanism in a Corliss valve-gear by

. 0.1.^
which the valve-stem is released from the rod Tngonomecnc ratios. See *ratio.

which actuates it, permitting the valve to close tngonometry, n.- Analytic trigonometry, the

3 i-_i.. "7. "...ii., .; „„_;„„ „- l^„tl, TV,o body of doctrine in which the algebraic relations of the
suddenly by grarity or a spring or both. The
trigger is released by a push or pull from a

rod connected to the governor of the engine,

whereby the speed is made to determine the

point at which the trigger is pulled, and the

admission of steam cut off. D. K. Clark,

Steam Engine, III. 58,

+ MKa. ten, + -yl + -ic'.] "Noting a coloriess Triglops (trig'lops), n. [NL., < Trigla + Gr

crystalline compound, CH3(CHo)„COOH, of i>J',i^y^ (appearance).] A genus of cottoid

the acetic-acid series, prepared by the oxida- fishes found in the northern Atlantic and Pa-

tion of methvl tridecvl ketone. It melts at cific.

40.5° C, and "boils at 236° C. under 100 miUi- Triglopsis (trig-lop'sis), n. [NL., < Trigla +
meters pressure. Gr. bipiq, sight, appearance.] A genus of cot-

trider (tri'der), «. [Gr. Tpiicipof, three-necked, toid fishes found in deep waters of the Great

< Tpi-, three, + icipfj, neck.] In the sponge- Lakes.

spicules, a tetraclon in which one arm differs trig-meat (trig'met), n. Shell-fish. [Eng.

from the rest in leuirth or shape. sailors' slang.]

Tridimensional analyser. Same as *»Kwe- .j^jg^j^i ,j g The prominent anterior portion

trigonometric functions are developed.— Plane trigo-
nometry, trigononieti-y which comprises the solution of

plane triangles and investiKations of iilaiie angles and
their functions.— Sphericai trigonometry, the appli-

cation of gonionietry or angular analysis Ui spherical

geometry. It treats principally of the solution of spherical

triangles.

Trigonum interpedunculare, a space between the ped-
uncles of the crui-a of the cerebrum. Baldwin. Diet of

Philos. and Psychol., I. 143.—Trlgonnm olfactortnm,
a triangle bounded by the extenial and internal r^x»ts of

the olfactory nerve and forming the base of the olfactory

tubercle. See caruncula mammUlaru.
trigram, «. 2. A geometrical form consisting

of three elements, like a triangle, a tri.skele,

a heart, etc.— 3. In geom., three coplanar,

non-copunetal straights.

The swastika itself merely represents two snpcrpoeed
trigrams. An. Jlep. Bur. Amer. Jithnol., 1897-98, p. 842.

.neiit aiialiiscr.
.

tridimensionality (tri"di-men-shon-al'i-ti), n.

Itridimnisioiial + -ify.} The property or

quality of being tridimensional. E. B. Titcli-

ener, fexper. Psychol., I. i. 138.

triennium (tri-en'i-um), M.; pi. triennia {-&).

[L. See triennial.'\ A period of three years.

trier, «. 3. A tool used in trying, testing, or

sampling.
These samples are drawn by means of a "(nfr," or

clover-seed sampler, which is thrust through the bag,

allowing the seed to run out at the open end of the trier.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 237.

triethylamine (tri-eth-il-am'in), n. [tri- +
ethylamine.'i A colorless oil, (C2H5)sN, pre-

pared by the action of ethyl iodide on am-
monia. It has an odor of ammonia and boils

at 88.8° C.
. „ - -

triferous (triJE'e-rus), a. [L. trifer, bearing trigonalyid (trig-o-nal'i-id), n. and a.

thrice, < tri-, tkree, + ferre, bear, + -oks.} .^^ Mrigonalid.
Bearing fruit three times a year: said of

plants. Encyc. Diet.

triferrin (tn-fer'in), n. [L. tri-, three, + fer-

iron, + -!n2.] An iron compound of

parauucleinic acid, said to contain 22 per cent,

iron and 2i per cent, phosphorus. It is hem-
atinic.

triflcial (tri-fish'al), a. [L. tri-, three, +
fades (in -jomp. "-fides), face, + -ail.] In

anat., same as trifacial. Encyc. Diet.

trifllar (tri-fi'lar), a. [L. tri-, three, + filum,

thread, + -ar^T^ Consisting of three threads

grseemn, and prepared artificially from nico-

tinic acid. It crystallizes in prisms and melts

-.,,,- , . at 130° C.
or filaments: said of a form of suspension ^^^^ (tri-gon'id), «. {ti-igonl, 6, + -id.]
....,, ,. ..,n« r.hv„.«l instriinnents m which ^^'gg anterior portion of a lower iolar tooth,used in some physical instruments in which
the suspended part is held up by three threads

or wires attached at symmetrically placed

points.

The chairman referred to an inertia table designed by
Prof. Perry in which an aluminium ring was supported

Diagonal trigram, in projective geom., the trigram de-

ixKuu •.- ". ^"- f r terniined by the three diagonals of a tetragram.

of an upper molar tooth forming a triangular trihedral, a. II. n. The figure determined by

area at whose angles are the three principal three non-eoplanar rays from a point,

cusps— the protocone, paraoone, and meta- trihedron (tri-he'dron), «. ; pi. iriftedra (-drii).

cone. The study of the Mesozoie mammals [Gr. rpi-, three, + cApc, base.] In geom., a

has left no doubt that the upper and lower figure having three faces or sides,

triangles, or 'trigon' and 'trigonid,' were de- trihemitonion (tri"hem-i-to'ni-on), n.; pi. tri-

rived from the reptilian protocone by the hemitonia (-ii). [Gr. Tpiriizir6viov, < rpi-, three,

addition of lateral cusps. See cut under + 7'i/ut6viov, a. halt-tone.] In aiic. Greek nimic,

an interval equal to three hemitones ; a minor
third.

trihydrated (tri-hi'dra-ted), a. [tri- + hy-

drate + -«/2.] Containing in combination three

molecules of water, as crystallized copper ni-

trate, the composition of which is Cu(N03).2.

3HoO.
trike (tiik), n. and v. A contraction of tri-

cycle. [Slang.]

"Bike" is familiar, but displeasing to the present re-

viewer, who has not heai-d "trike" for tricycle ventured
often. A', and Q., 10th ser., II. 369.

Same as fornix trikcr (tri'kfer), n. [trike + -er.] One who
rides a tricycle. [Slang.]

I was further gratified with the intimation that the

peccant triker had been discovered, and that there would
be a nuisance the less upon the London street-ways from
that date. Pall Malt Gazette, May 15, 1901, p. 1.

trikosane (trik'o-san), «. Same as *tricmane.

trikresol (tri-kre'sol), n. Same as *tricresol.

tril, V. and n. A simplified spelling of trill.

trilby (tril'bi), n. [From the name Trilby.

See def.] Afoot: from the beautiful left

foot of the heroine of Du Maurier's story
' Trilby,' of which it was said that there was
only one in Paris to match it and that was
Trilby's other foot. [Humorous slang.]

rx)vely eyes, and all the rest of it ; splendid figure ; . . .

and awfully pretty Triltiys. Clyde Fitch, Two Letters.

*tooth, 1.

trigon. An abbreviation (a) of trigonometri-

cal; (b) of trigonometry.

Trigonal symmetry. See ^symmetry, 6.

trigonalid (iri-gon'a-lid), «. and a. I. n. A
member of the hymenopterous family Trigo-

nalidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Trigoiialidx.

Same

trigone, n.
cerebri.

- Cerebral trigone.

[Trigonella +trigonelline (trig-o-nel'in), n
-iite"^.] A colorless alkaloid,

^CH.CH .

H.^CNf >CH.H20, contained in

I
^CH:C(CO)/

I—O——

1

the seed of fenugreek, Trigonella Fxnum

forming a prominent triangular area, at whose
angles lie the three principal cusns, the pro-

tocomd, paraconid, andhypoconid: cori'elated / i _ „ ,

^ith*frinnni 6 triUo^ (trel'yo), «._ [Appar. Sp. <n«to, a har-
with *trigon^, 6.

by a trilildr suspension. "Nature,' i'eb.b, 1903! p. 334. trigOnitiS (trig-6-ni'tis), n. [NL., < trigone +
trifluormethane(tri"fl6-or-meth'an),«. [tri- -Ms-] Inflammation of the bladder confined

-1- ttuor -i- methane.] Same as *fluvroform. to the region of the trigone.

triformol (tri-for'mol), ». [tri- + form{alde- trigonocephalic (trig 9-no-se-fal'ik), a. [Gr.

hyde) + -ol.] Sa.me as '^'paraformaldehyde. rpquvo^, triangular, + ke^o;*?), head, + -Jfi.J

iarig3 (trig), c. i. [irig'^,n.] To act as an ob-

row used in threshing grain, < trillar, thresh

grain.] A trade-name for the ' beard' which
covers valonia, the aeom-cups of Quercug

JEgilops. This beard, which is easily separated

in handling, is richer in tannin than the cup
itself. See valonia.

stacle of check; act as a brake. See *trig^,

>!., 3. [Local]
Put the swale hay to the rest of the pitches. It will

trig better than gravel. Don't let them put a chain

round a runner. You want to keep your road so smooth
that every load of logs will go down there like a boy
down a bam roUway. IJolman Day, King Spruce, xxv.

trig*, n. 3. Material, such as gravel or hay,

In anthrop., having that form of head which
j^ ^^^ (tri'lob), v. t.; pret. and pp. trilobed,

resutsfrom premature closing of the medio-
^^^^°°^J^f,i '(j^_ ires (tri-), three, +B. lobe.]

frontal suture and which is characterized by V/ Hivide into three lobes
flat sides of the head which converge in an '^C'tinruon hL'wo':::-,^..^.^ by the anterior
angle toward the medial line ot the Irontal

„„j, ^^^ anterior ventral depressions,

bone. Trails. Amer. Micros. Soc., Nov., 1903, p. 64.

If the halves of the frontal unite before birth, it is TriloburUS (tri-lo-bu'rus), 11. [NL., < Gr. rpi-,

wedge-shaped or trigonocephalic.
Encyc. Brit., XXV. 398.

placed on a slippery declivity on a road to
Trieonocephalus, n. 2. [I. c] A trigonoce-

cheek the motion of a sled passing over it.
j^j^l,;^ g^^*;, ^^ peVson.passing

[Local.]

Twenty rods further on they struck the hay, spreail

thickly tor the trig — the checking of the runners. And
the sled-runners, biting it, jerked and haltctl, the hind-

chains creaked, the chafing logs groaned — and they were
stopped ! llolman Day, King Sprace, xxvi.

trig. An abbreviation (a) of trigonometrical;

(6) of trigonometry.

triga (tri'ga), n. ; pi. «ri(?« (-je). [L.] In Horn.

antiq., a cfiariot rigged for three horses. See
hiqa and quadriga.

Trigeminal foramen. See *foramen.

trigenic (tn-jen'ik), a. [Gr. rpi-, three, +
-y^'K, -producing, + -ic] Noting an acid, a

/C0.NH\
colorless compound, NH^ \CH.CH3,

^co.nh/
prepared by the action of cyanic acid on alde-

trigonocephaly (trig"6-n6-sef'a-li), «. [trigo-

noccphal{ic) + -y'^.] The character or condi-

tion of being trigonocephalic.

The strange cranial defonnation known as trigonoceph-

aly, in which the forehead is constricted and more or less

pointed, and the temporal region and the base of the

skull are broadened. Nature, March 26, 1903, p. 498.

Trigonoceras (trig-o-nos'e-ras), n. [NL., <

Gr. Tpiyuvoc, triangular, + Ktpni;, horn.] A

three, + '/Miioc, lobe, + oi'pa, tail.] A subgenus
of Centropristis, a serranoid fish of the Atlantic

coast of the United States.

trilophous (tril'o-fus), a. [Gr. rprif (jpi-),

three, + >.6ipoc, crest, + -ous.] In sponge-
spicules, having three rays forked or branched.
Compare *monolophous.

trim,!'. I. trans. 11. In eieci., to replace the

burned-out carbons or electrodes of (an are-

lamp) by new ones.

II. intrans. 2. To be in a given condition

of trim To trim by the head, to have a greater

draft at the bow than at tlie stem.— TO trim by the
genus of orthochoanitic nautlloiu cepnalopoas ^^yd., to have a greater draft at the stern than at the

having gyroceraconic shells the volutions of bow.

whicn are triangular or tricarinate in section, trim, n. 2. (b) The difference in draft at the

with surface ornamented by longitudinal ribs, how of a vessel from that at the stem. JThite,

It occurs in Carboniferous rocks. Manual of Naval Arch., p. 5.

trigonodont (tri-gon'6-dont), a. [Gr. rpiyuvov, trimachy (trim'a-ki), n. [Gr. rpeic (rpi-), three,

a triangle (see *trigoni, 6), + Moi'^ {biovr-), -I- pax'i, fight.] A contest in which three are

tooth.] Having molars whose anterior primi- engaged ; a contest among three. [Bare.]



trimellic

trimellic (tri-mel'ik), a. [L. tri-, three, + mel
(mcll-), honey, + -ic.] Same as *trimellitic.
iriinellitiR ('fri-Tnp-Ut'ikV n ^;/^t;Tl.^. „„ „„;
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trunellltic (tri-me-lit'ik), a. Noting an acid,

a colorless compound, C6H3(Co6h)3, pre-
pared by the oxidation of colophony by means
of nitric acid. It forms warty crusts and melts
and evolves water at 216° C. Also called asym-
metrical bemene tricarboxylic acid.

trimere (tn'mer), n. (Gr. rpifiep^^, having three
parts. See trimerous.] In the reticulum or
supporting skeleton of the hexaetinellid
sponges, a mesh of the third order. See

Trimerella (trim-e-rel'a), «. [NL., < Gr.
TpifiepK, having three parts, + L. dim. -ella.'] A
genus of atrematous brachiopods having thick
calcareous biconvex shells of ovate outline,
with prominent cardinal areas. The interiors
of the valves are provided with loi:g, narrow,
doubly vaulted platforms extending forward
from the hinge-plates. The genus is repre-
sented in the Upper Silurian dolomites of the
Baltic region of Europe and in the Guelph
dolomites of similar age in North America.
Trimeroceras (trim-e-ros'e-ras;, n. lNL., <
Gr. rptfupi/c, having three partsi; + kcimc, horn.]
A genus of orthoeeraeonic cephalopods having
short stout shells, the apertures of which are
trilobate. It occurs in the Silurian forma-
tions.

trimes (trim'es), n. [AS. trimes, trt/mes, also
(with a leaning on tlired, tliry, three)
thrymes, < LL. tremis, a coin, the third part of
an aureus, < ires, tri-, three, formed after the
analogy of LL. nemis, a coin, half an aureus,
L. semis, half, half of a unit, < semi-, half, + as,
a unit: see as*.-\ In Anglo-Saxon use, the
name of a coin: (a) used to translate Latin
a« and Latin-Greek stater: (h) in Englan.l, a
coin of the value of threepence (in this use
found only in gen. pi. thrimsa, thrymsa).

trimesic (tn-me'sik), a. [Gr. rpi-. three, + (f)
fuaoc, middle, -1- -ic.'^ Noting an acid, a color-

less compound, CpH3(C66H), prepared by
the oxidation of the corresponding triethyl-
benzene. It crystallizes in thick prisms
melts above 300° C, and sublimes at a lower
temperature. Also called symmetrical benzene
trirarboxylic arid.

tllmesitic (tn-me-sit'ik), a. [Gr. rpi-, three,
+ ."(airr/c, a mediator (lit. being in the middle),+ -»c.] 1. Pertaining to trimositic acid.—

2

Incorreetform for*(nTOfyic.~Trlmesltlc acid, (a)

Acolorina compound, S<!i^''""'''* ">CCOOH nrp

pared by the oxidation of the corresponding trimethyl-
pyridine. It crystallizes in long plates or needles, and
melts at 22i C. Almi valleA in/mmelrienl p,/ridinf tricar-
bozyltc acid, (b) Incorrect form for trime'iiic acid. See
wirimciric.

trimetaphosphate (tri"met-a-fos'fat), n. [fri-
+ metiiphosphatc.'] A salt which may be
viewed as arising from the pol>Tneric union of
three molecules of a monometaphosphate : as,
sodium trimcUiphosphaie, NasP^Og.
trimethyl (tri-meth'il), a. [tri- + methyl.]
In ori/anic chem., a term noting the presence,
in the molecule of a compound, of three
methyl groups, CH^. It is also used as a eom-
bining form.

trimethylene (tn-meth'i-len), n. Uri- +
, .

/CHo
methylene.] A colorless gas, CH,'^ I , pre-

pared by the action of zinc-dust and alcohol on
trimethylene bromide. It melts at -126°C.
Also called rycliiiir<i]iane.

trimethylenediamine (tri-meth'i-len-di-am'-
in), n. [tri- + methyl + di-'i + amine.] A poi-
sonous ptomaine obtained from cultures of
the cholera bacillus in bouillon.

trimmer, «. 1. (/) In wood-work-ing, a large
power-saw table for trimming lumber. The
f? .

* 1' ""* '*''''' ''"" " "«"*' <>' feed-chains that bring
the lumber laid on the table to a gang of saws placed in
• row at the back of the table. Each saw is hung on a
balanced frame called a ladder, and in the normal posi-
tion IS Idle under the table. Each ladder is controlled bya foot-pedal, and to use the machine two or more pedals
are touched briiiKlriK a group of saws int<. action above
the top of the table The lumber to be trinmied is then
lain on the fecd-ihains and is carried to the saws, cutand delivere<l at the ,>utlHwrd side of the table. To trim
to other dimensions other groups of saws are brought
Into action, the number of combinations Iwing siifflcient
for a large range -of work. A ten-saw machine is 7 feet
« ncl,.-» wide anil •>.' feet long. Another type of ma-chine employs saws suspended above the table and is

Stw. ,?"
'""".''" """""•' to) In elect. : (I) One who re-news the carbons in arc-lamps and adjusts the lampB for
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further service. Elect. Rev., Sept. 3, imt, p. 332. (2) An
implement for cutting the worn ends of metallic dynamo
brushes.— Over-cut trimmer. See *trimmer, 1 (/).—Two-saw trimmer, a trimmer employing only two saws
on a lixed arbor.

trimmer-beam (trim'<ir-bem), n. A short
beam framed into two others, at right angles,
by tenons which fit mortises in the latter:
used to receive and support the ends of shorter
beams or joists parallel to the main support-
ing beams, to form a well or interruption of
the series of main-beams where they cannot
be continuous from wall to wall. Such wells and
trimnier-beams occur when stairways or hearths are to be
provided, and around elevator- wells or -shafts, hoistways,
and the like. In light work such trimmers are often fas-
tened by nails : or they may be suspended by iron clamps
or stirrups. ^

trimming-macMne, «.-Trtaiming-and-bead-
Ing maclilne. See *ljeadi,i!/-mtxchine.

trimming-spout (trim'ing-sjiout), «. A deliv-
ery-spout from a grain-elevator or a coal-
pocket, or from a conveyer delivering sand,
coal, broken stone, or other material in bulk to
a ear or boat, and designed to deliver the mate-
rial in different ilirections at will to place it
evenly or in such a way as to trim the vessel
and keep it upon an even keel, or to distribute
the load to the car in such a manner that the
larger part of the weight shall come over the
trucks and prevent uneven strains in the floor
of the car. It is so jointed that the open end
can be slued in any direction while delivering
the material.

tfiinming-tank (trim'ing-tangk), n. In .ship-
bmldtuy, a deep watertight compartment, in
the bow or in the stern, which can be filled
with water-ballast to trim the vessel down at
the bow or .the stern respectively. See also
^deep-tank.

trlmorph (tri'mdrf), n. [Gr. Tp!/jop<jn^, having
three forms.] In crystal., a substance which
exhibits trimorphism, or one of the three
forms which such a substance presents: thus
the term may be applied to titanium dioxid,
or to rutile, one of its three forms of crystal-
lization.

Trin. An abbreviation of Trinity.

Trinacrian (tri-na'kri-an), a. Of or relating
to Trinacria (an ancient name of Sicily);
Sicilian.

,, . , „
Far less abhnrr'd than these

Vei d .Scylla, bathing in the sea that parts
Lalabria from the hoarse Trinacrian shore
>or uglier follow the night-hag, when call'd'
In secret riding through the air she comes.

Milton. Paradise Lost, ii. 661.

trineural (tn-nti'ral), a. [Gr. rpi-, three +
vfvpui; nerve, + -an.] Relating to three
nerves.- Trineural fascicle or fasclcnlns. See
*/agciclc.

T-ring (te'ring), n. A ring the cross-section of
which has the shape of a capital letter T;
specifically, a ring for piston-packing in an
engine-cylinder, which has a T-section. The
head of the T gives a larger contact-area against the bore
and the stiffness of the upright resists tendency to de-
form radially ; there is also less weight or mass than
II the ring were of full rectangular or square section
J'mcer, .Xpril, 1IX>». p. 212.

trinitride (tri-ni'trid), n. [ftn- -f nitride.] A
liydrazoate or salt of hydrazoic acid,

trinitrocellulose (tn-ni-tro-sel'u-los), n. [tri-
+ nitro(,jen) + cellulose.] A' name often,
though improperly, applied to guncotton
under the a.ssumption that the formula of cel-
lulose or pure cotton fiber is CgHioOs and
that the action of nitric acid converts ^t into
C8H70g(NOo)3: but this latter formula should
be written CqU^O^O^O^)^, since the product
iH not a nitro compound but a true nitrate,
and the molecule of cellulose contains many
times the number of atoms assumed in the
above formula, which merely serves to indi-
cate the relative proportions of the constit-
uents.

trinitrocresol (tri-ni-tro-kre'sol), «. A sub-
stance obtained by the action of concentrated
nitric acid on cresol from coal-tar. it forms
yellow needle-like crystals, sparingly soluble in cold
water, melting at ab<jut lOir f,, burning when ignited by
a flame, but exploding violently from the shock of a heavy
detonating fuse. It has been used in France as an ex-
plosive agent under the name crenlite, and its ammo-
nium salt similarly in Austria as ecraHte. It has been to
a limited extent applied in medicine as an antiseptic.

trlnitronaphthalene (tri-ni-tro-naf'tha-len),
n. A substance produced by the'action of con-
centrated nitric acid on naphthalene from
coal-tar, forming yellow crystals which may
be caused to explode by sufficiently sudden

trin-ei^gifle

heating. It has been used as an ingredient of
ppsoMOTte, a French explosive' agent. " *

'

trinitroplienol (tri-ni-tro-fe'noi), «.' rtri- +
>"t,-o(gen) + phenol.] A substance, CeH„.HO.-
(^^2)3,..produced by the actjon of concen-
trated nitne acid on phenol or carbolic acidfrom coal-tar, and obtainable also by several
other reactions, it forms yellow crystals which aresparmgyso uble in cold water, melt at 1™- cTburn''o™

flp?„?»?''"'''V™"
•"

Jf^"'
«"'' '^^l'""'"' by the shock of S

»^^ Ti? "! " '^n'""* generally known as picr^and. This acid and its salts are used under variousnames as .explosives, melinite and lyddite being exam-ples It 18 also extensively used in dyeing wool and silkand has been met with as an adulterant of beer, giving ahitter taste « Inch simulates that due to the use of hops.
Trinity formation, lily. See *formation, *lily
tnnucleate (tn-nti'kle-at), a. [tri- -h nucleus
+ -atc^.] In cytol. and pathol., having three
nuclei

:
said of certain cells and abnormal eggs.

Binucleate eggs are not uncommon, trinucleate eggs
are more rare. Bot. Gazette, May, 190.% p. Mi.
Trinucleus (tri-nii'kle-us), «. [NL., < L. tri-
three, -I- nucleus, a kernel.] A genus of small
bhnd hypoparian trilobites, typical of the
family Trinucleidse, with relatively large cres-
centic cephalic shield provided with promi-
nent tumid glabella and cheeks, broad pitted
border, and long sharp geual spines, thorax
with SIX segments, and a small pygidium. The
genus is indicial of Lower Silurian formations.
tnobolon (tri-ob'o-lon), «.; pi. triobola (-la).
[Gr. TpiiiSnXov, < rpi-, three, -1- o3o/.6g, obolus.]A Greek silver coin, the hemidraohm, of the
value of 4i pence.

tried, H. (6) An abnormal or derived form of
the 4-rayed spicule.

trioecism (tn-e'sizm), n. [Gr. rpc-, three, +
o<«)r, house, + -ism.] In bot., a condition in
which the same species has staminate, pistil-
late, and hermaphrodite flowers, all on differ-
ent plants. Sometimes called coenodicecism.

S???;?'.'.'\,^''?,''L'\''j'-'*"'l''""»''"«">yl-ethyl-methane,
I Mat (I ollsX* 2;l5S02)2, prepared in a similar manner to
.sulph.inal, which it resembles in general properties It
crystallizes in lustrous plates melting at 76° C.

triose (tri'os), n. [tri- + -ose.] 1. A class-^
name applied, in organic chemistry, to carbo-
hydrates containing three atoms of oxygen in
their molecules, such as glycerose (OC'H.CH-
(0H)CH20H).— 2. A combining-form to indi-
cate the combination into one molecule of
three carbohydrate radicals, as in raffinoso
(melitrio.se), which is a saccharotriose.
trioxymethylene (tri"ok-si-meth'i-ien), «.
[tri- + oxydien) + methylene.] Same as *para-
formaldehyde and nietaformaldehyde. Some
authorities apply the name only to the latter,
but no satisfactory distinction between the
two substances seems to have been estab-
lished.

trioxypurin (tri"ok-si-pu'rin), n. [tri- + oxy-
(yen) -i- (?) jnis (pur-), pus, -f -in'^.] Same as
uric acid.

Trioxys (tri-ok'sis), w. [NL., < Gr. rpi-, three,
+ ofif, sharp.] 1. A genus of braccnid in-3 ^7 r-j — • " ^--""o \fL K7iay:\jum in-
st^Sts.— 2. [/. c] An insect of the genus.— Red-legged trioxys, an American braconid insect,
Iridxyii tcstuceipeg, parasitic on the orange-aphis and
other plant-lice.

tripl, M. 11. The set of mine cars run into
or out of the mine as a unit or train. [Eng 1- Trip valve-gear. See *ra(i<>.sieor.

tripalmitin (tri-pal'mi-tin), «. [tri- + pal-
mit(ic) -I- -m2.] a colorless compound,
\3H5(Ci(jH.,j02)3, contained in all fats which
yield palmitic acid when hydrolyzed and pre-
pared by heating glycerol with palmitic acid.
It forms ill-defined crystals melting at 62° C.

tripara (trlp'a-ra), n. [NL., < L. tri-, three,+
-para, < parere, bring forth.] A woman who
has borne three children.

trip-catch (trip'kach), 11. The detent which
engages the trip or rcleasiiig-element in a
Corliss valve-gear and holds it until, by the
action of the governor, the catch is thrown
out, or the release is tripped, and the valve
stem is permitted to return to its position
when closed. Vhland, Corliss Engines, p. 193.

trip-coil (trip'koil), n. ^ame as *tripping-
cml. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1903,
]). G.')7.

trip-engine (trip'cn"jin), n. An engine hav-
ing a valve-gear which is tripped, released,
or disconnected to cut off the admission of
steam, as opposed to an engine in which the
valve is at all times directly actuated by the
eccentric. The Corliss engine is an example
of a trip-engine.



tripeptide

tripeptide (tn-pep'ti.i), h. itri- + pept(ic) +
-ide^.i A condensation-product resulting from

the union of three amino-acid radicals, as

alanyl-leucyl-glyein. Products of this order

are possibly formed during proteolytic diges-

tion. See *digestion products.

triphase (tri'faz), <i. [Gr. rpi-, three, + ^oif,

phase.] In elect., same a,s *three-phase. Jour.

Bht. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901-02, p. 67.

triphasic (tri-fa'zik), o. [triphasic) + -ic]

Occurring in three phases.

In the frog's heart the variation shown by the capillary

electrometer is diphasic. For the human heart the later

work seems to show a triphasic current.
t,t ,«e

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 106.
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(where resistance is to be overcome) so de-

signed that the reduction in speed is effected

by a reduction in two steps, or with three

parallel axes for the gear, from the driving

source of power to the driven part : as in

large lathes, drills, and the like which are elec-

trically driven.— 2. Fitted with three trains

of gear- or toothed wheels, whereby with a

given driving speed the speed of the driven

axis may be one of three differing speeds for

varying resistances.— 3. Fitted with a train

of gears between the driving and driven axles

such that the speed of the driver is three

times that of the driven, or the gain in power

is threefold.

triphenetol (tn-fe'ne-tol), n. [tri- + phene- triplegia (tri-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.. < Gr. rpi-

to7.1 A general name, in organic chemistry, three, + vAnyv, stroke.] Hemiplegia with

for compounds containing, in their molecule, paralysis of one limb of the other side. Med.

three phenetol radicals (C2H80C6H4-)- Record, July 18, 1903, p. 116.

triDhenin (tri-phe'nin), n. [fri- -1- phen(yl) + triple-riveted (trip'l-riv"et-ed), a. Riveted

.((T2.] A trade-name of ethoxypropionylani- as a plate, with three rows^ of rivets pa™lel
to the edge: usually with the rows staggered,

or with the third row (the farthest from the

edge) specially spaced.

a. Having three

in the center line:

restricted to war-ships and turbine-driven

steamers,

term appiiea, in orgaiinj tuciuio^ij, ^^ ^^.^- triplet,". 8. A bicycle for three riders,

pounds containing, in their molecule, three tjipjever (trip'lev'^r), «. 1. A lever for

phenyl radicals (CeHs). It is also used as a operating a stop or throw-

line/CgHsOCoH^NHCOCHaCHa." It is a col

orless crystalline compound, and resembles

phenacetin in general properties and medici- „ , . . .

nal uses. It differs from this substance in con- triple-screw (trip'l-skro),

taining a propionyl instead of an acetyl screws, one of which is

group.

triphenyl (tri-fe'nil), n. \_tri- + phenyl.'] A
term applied, in organic chemistry, to com-

combining-form

.

triphenylated (tri-fe'ni-la-ted), a. Itri- +
phenyl + -ate + -ed2.] Containing three com-

bining-units of the radical phenyl (CgHs).

triphenyl-methane (tri-fe'nil-meth'an), n.

[triphenyl + methane.'] A colorless compound,

(C6H5)3CH, prepared by the action of alumin-

ium chlorid and benzene on chloroform. It

is trimorphous, forms rhombic crystals, melts

at 92° C, boils at 359° C, and is the parent

substance of many valuable dyes.

triphenyl-methyl (tn-fe'nil-meth'il), n. [tri-

phenyl -r methyl.] A colorless crystalline

compound, ((C6H5)3C)2,prepared by the action

of zinc on triphenyl-chlormethane. It combines

with irreat ease with oxygen and the haloids, and for
... _i a a. I *., lini'n t\ta tnrmfl^rt

-out device; a lever

which is caught or tripped ; a lever which re-

leases some part.

The arm, B, is mounted on a horizontal movable stem

which projects outside of the cylinder. On this stem is

fixed a trip lever, C, which holds B against A by the

spring, D. Sci. Amer. Sup., July 23, 1904, p. 23880.

2. Specifically, a lever used in many forms of

releasing valve-gear, in which the valve stem

or spindle is not positively connected to the

mechanism which actuates the valve, so as to

follow the motion of the latter in both direc-

tions. As the lever moves a certain distance a detent

or trip attached to the valve-stem and carried by the mo-

tion of the lever is released from the latter, and the valve

closes suddenly by gravity or spring, or both. This is a

feature of the Sickles and Corliss valve-gear. See *tng-

ffer-block, *trip-catch, Corliss -kvalve.

with great ease wiin oxygen aim uie ii,u>...»o, ...... .« .-._•,„_ ,, tt „ TIitpp fold • triiile- sne-
this rlason was at first supposed to have the formula tnplex, ». JLl. « iHree-loia, mpie, spe

(CoHsfeC. It is probably hexaphenylethane, (C8irB)3C-C. eifically, having three elements or working
(CeHsfe but may exist in part in an isomeric form and it pg^p^g. yged of pulleys with three sheaves, of
dissociates readily into two molecules of (CeH5)3C.

pumps with three plungers, of steam-engines
triphenyl-rosaniUne (tri-fe'^ml-ro-zan i-hn),

^jti^^ti^ree cylinders, etc.

dyefl^KS^^C^X;^.""^-^^^ '^^^'^'^'''' "• '- '' *"''-

tri^hook (trip'huk), «. An instrument of trip-line (tr^ipnin),,,. 1. Inlumbering, ^ligU
rope attached to a dog-hook, used to free it

when employed in breaking a jam or a skid-

way.— 2. See *haul-hack. Also called throw-

Htie.

triplopia (trip-16'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. TptirUo(,

tr^le, + o}4>, eye.] Perception of three images

(L/inK, loai;, \ urr. rptii, \Tfji-j, mice, 1 rr"//'"» of the same object; triplopy.

a partition.] A genus of rust-fungi having triplumbic (tri-plum'bik), a. [L. tri-, three,

three-celled teleutospores and uredospores on + plumbum, lead, + -ic] Containing three

the same host. Six species are known. T. atoms of lead, as triplumbic oxyaeetate (Pb3-

Vlmariee is frequently found on Filipendula (C2H302)2P2), the solution of which consti-

Vlmaria in Europe, and T. echinatum on um- tutes the Goulard lotion used in medicine,

belliferous plants in North America.

triple. I. a.— Triple crown.

torture of some kind. See the extract. [Rare.]

Ah, they come ! Fly you, save yourselves, you two

The dead back-weight of the beheading axe

!

The glowing trip-hook, thumbscrews and the gadge 1

Bromning, A Soul's Tragedy.

Triphragmium (tri -frag' mi -um), n. [NL.

(Link, 182.')), < Gr. rpfjf (rpi-), three, -j- <t>payiia,

Triply orthogonal. See ^orthogonal

.._ _. rown. (c) In Aor«e-rocin<7 in i j„„j „ 5 In the sponge-spicules, a three-

^u£^''Z V-Sy^ru'd'ST^st ?eg;?7al'?rts ra^ed element having the arms of equal length

one of the select few horses who have won the triple and sloping from the point Of union.

croira." .Spirit of the Times, cxixvi. 421. — Triple- trinod-comnass (tri'pod-kum"pas), n. See
effect evaporation. See multiple-effect *evapora- ''i,^'"",':" *^

(fo/i — Trinle first, an honor-man, in the University of '<.<imi)iib!>.
. ..

Cambridge; EnglaiKl, who obtains a first in three Tripo- Trlpodlc walk, a method of walking, common in certain

8«B- the threefold honor. thus obtained.—Triple rOOt, insects, in which two legs of one side and one of the otner

union, valve. See *root^, etc. are moved at the same time.

n. n. 3. In geom.: (a) A triad of points, tripolitll(trip'o-lith), «. [<nj>o(ii) + Gr. A/toc,

(6) A triad of systems of orthogonal surfaces, stone.] Same SkS tripoU.

— Weingarten triple, in geom., a triad of systems of *_j„„p_ „ 5 A machine used to trip or iin-
orth<«onal surfaces .in which one system is of pseudo- tlipiici, "
spheric surfaces of the same radius (or also of surfaces of

constant positive curvature).

triple-expansion (trip "1-eks- pan 'shon), a.

Having the expansion from initial to final

pressure in three steps or stages: used of

steam in a steam-engino or of an engine itself

in which the steam expands continuously in

three cylinders of successively increasing

volume, or in which more than three cylinders

cause the steam to expand progressively, the

exhaust from one being the driving steam for

the next in series, in three such processes of

expansion,

triple-geared (trip'1-gerd), a. 1. Noting a

combiniition of gear-wheels in a train for

dri\-ing the spindle of a tool or other axle

trisilicate

support The traveling-belt, guided upward by rollers

supported by the frame of the tripper, passes over the

upper roll, turns abruptly downward and backward and
under the lower roll, and then onivard in a horizontal

direction. The load, which rests on the traveling-belt, is

carried over the upper roll, when the sudden change in

the direction of the belt throws it oti into a spout which
leads it away to the bins or other storage-places. The
tripper may be fixed at one point, or it may travel on

rails placed on each side of the conveyer for convenience

in unloading at different points. The fixed tripper may
be arranged to discharge into a bin and to stop automati-

cally when the bin is full. See -kconveyer. 4.

tripping-coil (trip'ing-koil), n. The coil of

an electromagnet the armature of which, by
its movement, releases the escapement of any
mechanical device, such as the spring of a
circuit-breaker. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect.

Engin., 1903, p. 1162.

tripping-lever (trip'ing-lev'^r), n. Same as
* trip-lever.

tripping-relay (trip'ing-re-la"), n. See

trippkeite (trip'ke-it), n. [Named after Dr.

P. Trippke (died 1880).] An arsenite of cop-

per occurring in bluish-green tetragonal crys-

tals : found in Chile.

tripple (trip'l), V. i. [D. trippelen, mince one's

steps.] To amble: said of a horse; also, to

ride at this gait. [South Africa.]

tripple (trip'l), n. [tripple, v.] An amble.

[SWh Africa.]

tripsin (trip'sil), n. A timber placed across

the bottom of the sluiceway in a splash-dam,

against which rest the planks by which the

dam is closed.

tripuhyite (tri-po'i-it), n. [Tripuhy (see def.)

-t- -ite'^.] An iron antimoniate, Fe2Sb207, oc-

curring in greenish-yellow fragments in the

cinnabar-bearing gravels of Tripuhy, Minas
Geraes, Brazil,

tripus (tri'pus), «.; pi. tripi (-pi). [Gr. rpi-

vrouf, three-footed. See tripod.] A monster

having three feet,

tripyramidal (tri-pi-ram'i-dal), a. [tripyramid

+ -al^.] Characterized by the presence of

three types of pyramids, as that class of the

hexagonal system to which apatite belongs.

See *symmetry, 6.

triquadrantai (tri-kwod-ran'tal), a. [tri-,

three, -1- quadrant + -an.] In spherics, made
by three quadrants: as, a triquadrantal tri-

angle. Crockett, Trigonometry, p. 126.

triquaternion (tri-kwa-ter'ni-on), 71. [tri- +
quaternion.] In math., an expression of the

form qi + uq^ + /"Zs. where gi, q-i, 53 are

quaternions, and where the symbols u and /i

are commutative with quaternions, and where
u2 — 0, and ffi = 1, and nu =z — ufi = u. G.

Combebiac, 1902.

triquetrum, « 2. An instrument used by
ancient and medieval astronomers for mea-

suring altitudes of heavenly bodies; the paral-

lactic rules of Ptolemy. It consisted of three

rods: one vertical, the second jointed to it at

the top and carrying sights, the third jointed

to the first at the bottom. The second and

third were graduated.

With the Copemican "triquetrum" tbe measured ap-

parent intervals between any two of the heavenly bodies

could be depended upon to within ten minutes ;
with

the new Eepsold heliometer the error of a single observa-

tion is less than one-tenth of a second of arc.

Smithsonittji Jtep., 1891, p. 120.

triradiation (tri'ra-di-a'shon), «. [tri- + ra-

diation.] Threefold radiation ; radiation in

three directions.

Fixed trippers, showing traTeling-belt and delivcry-spouts to

bins When the bin is full, the spout becomes choked, which

turns the load back upon the belt and onward to the next tripper.

load a belt-conveyer. It consists essentially of two

rolls placed one over the other in a suitable frame or

The callosal eminence . . . , the hippocanip. and the

occipital eminence form an irregular triradi^ttion.

Btic*-,;Med. Handbook. II. Ii7.

trirhomboliedral (tn-rom-bo-he'dral), a. [tri-

+ rhomlmhedral.] In mineral., characterized

by the presence of three types of rhonibohe-

drons, as that class of the trigonal division of

the hexagonal system to which phenaeite be-

longs. See *symmetry, 6.

trisectriX (tri-sek'triks), «. ;
pi. irisectrices

(-tri'sez). [NL.. < L. tri-, three, + NL. sec-

trix.] A curve employed in the trisection of

an angle Maclaurln's triseotrlx, the curie whose

equation is x(,l'^ + !/-) = - (J/- — ^^)-

trisilicate (tri-sil'i-kat), «. [tri.^Hic'Jc) +
-a/fl.] A salt corresponding to the hypothet-

ical trisilicic or polysilieic acid, H^SisOg,

which mav be viewed as the product of the

union of three molecules of silicon dioxid and

two molecules of water (2HoO + 3Si02).



triskelion

triskelion (tris-ke'li-on), M. ; pi. Mskelia (-A).

[NL., < Gr. Tptaae'/.TK, three-legged.] A widely
distributed
symbolic de-
vice composed
of three arms
or branches ra-

diating from a
center. It does
not seem to be con-

nected with the
swastika, wliicli

has four arms. It

first appears in a
simple form in the
coinage of Lycia.

In antiquity it was
the national sym-
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the perianth rather than in one series in it« throat
From Ilnokera it is separated by the absence of articula-

tion at the apex of the pedicel. T. imifiora (known also

as Milla tmi/lora), a grassy-leaved, lilac-flowered plant,

is grown in pots and sometimes in the hardy border. See
•kBrodifiea.

tritlliophosphate (tri'thi-o-fos'fat), n. [Gr.

Tpi-, three, -r deiov, sulphur, + E. phosphate.'] A
salt corresponding to the hypothetical trithio-

phosphoric acid, H^PSgO,which may be viewed
as ordinary phosphoric acid having three of

its four atoms of oxygen replaced by sulphur.

This acid is not itself known in the free state.

triticality (trit-i-kal'i-ti), n. [tritical + -Uy.]

Triteness ; a trite utterance or expression.
Our Ex-Chancellor has been promulgating tnticalities

(significant as novelties, when he with his wig and lord-

hood utters them) against the Aristocracy ; whereat the
upper circles are tembly scandalized.

Carlyle^ in Correspondence of .

bol of Sicily. The
three legs appear Triskelion 'Cartyte^ in Correspondence of . . . Carlyle and
in the Sicilian [Emerson, I. 71.

^r,;E",i%"e'*JsleTf1ian'*fel'??.Sr''"''=""""'^ triticin (trit'i-sin), „ [h triUc(um), wheat,

trisnitrate (tris-ni'trat), «. Same as trini- + ;'" /^ An amorphous hygroscopic carbo-

tralt
hydrate contained in the rhizome of Jjropyro«

triSOCtahedrOn, «. This name is usually limited to '"^i"'''* or coiic^h-grass.
^

the i84.»nietric form having triangular faces, formerly tritOCereOral (tn-to-ser e-^oral), a
calle<l a tn;;i>nfil tH«octahedron,

'
.

-i ^i,

trisplanchnia (tri-splangk'ni-a), n. [NL.]
Same as *trisplan<:hnilis.

trisplanchnitlS (tri-splangk-ni'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Tf)i-, three, + (TT/'.dy;fia, bowels, -f -itis.]

An obsolete name for cholera.

triSQnare (tri'skwar), a. [tri- + square.]

Three-square ; having three equally wide
plane faces.

tristetrahedron (tris'tet-ra-he'dron), n. ; pi.

trish'trahtdra (-(Ira). [Gr. f(jif, thnce,+ V..t€t-

[tritocere-

brum + -a?l.] Of or pertaining to the trito-

cerebrum of an insect's brain.— Vlallanes'
tritocerebral lobes of the brain. See -kbrain.

trltocerebron (tri-to-ser'e-bron), n. Same as
*lritoc(relirum.

tritocerebrum (tri-to-ser'f-bmm), «.; pi.

iritocerebra (-brft). [NL., < Gr. rpiroc, third, -I-

L. cerebrum, brain.] The third segment of an
insect's brain, comprising the esophageal
lobes. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.,
p. 23\.

rahednm.] A twelve-faced solid of the tetrahe- tritoconeCtri'to-kon),?!. The postero-external

dral class of the isometric system, the faces cusp of an upper premolar tooth. Proc. Zool.

being arranged in groups of three so that the Soc. London, 1896, p. 563.

crystal resembles a tetrahedron. The name is tritopene (tri'to-pen), n. [Gr. t/ji'toc, third, +
oTTiof, opium, -r -enc] A colorless alkaloid,

C40HJ4O7N2, contained in opium. It crystal-

lizes in prisms or plates, melts at 182° C, and
closely resembles laudanine and laudanosine
in reactions and constitution,

tritor (tri'tqr), n. [NL., < L. fritor, a rubber,
a grinder, i tererc, rub, grind. See trite^.] A
specially white and hard part of the teeth of

some fishes. In the Chimiera it appeai-s as a
slightly raised and rounded elevation of the
dental plates. Parker and Haswell, Zoology,
II. 178.

4:ritotOXin (tri-to-tok'sin), M. [Gr. Tpiro^, third,

-f- E. toxin.] A derivative of a toxin which
has the least marked affinity for the cor-

responding antito.xin, as compared with
proto- and deuterotoxin.

tri-tri (tre'tre), n. [W. Indian.] A fish,

iSicydium plumieri, belonging to the family
Gobiidie: found in fresh waters of the West
Indies.

usually given to the form having equal triangular faces

and corresponding t<> the trape»-»hedron of the holosym-
metric class, but it is also extended Uy that having trapezi-

form faces and corresponding to the trisoctahedrt^n. The
latter is then called a tetraijonal tritttftrahedron and the
fomiera trifjonat trixMratudron.— Tetragonal trlatet-
rahedron. Same as deltoid itdodecahedron.

tristich (tris'tik), n. [Gr. rpcic (rpi-), three, +
arix'if, row.] In pros., a group of three lines;

a three-line stanza.

tristigm (tri'stim), n. [Gr. Tpi-, three, +
OTi)ua, a point.] In geom., three non-costraight
point.s, with their three connectors. Also tri-

.v^im.—Codot trlfltlgm. ^eeitcodot.

tristim, «. Same as *lristiym.

Tristychius (tri-stik'i-us), n. [NL. : properly
Tri.ttichins ; < Gr. Tpiarixo^, in three rows, <

rpi-, three, -I- crixoc, row.] A genus of Carbon-
iferous sharks, of the family Ceslracioniidie,

in which the dorsal fin-spines have a few sharp
lonKitudiiml ridges distally.

trisubatitutedCtri-.sub'sti-tu-ted), a. In chem.,

noting compounds having in their molecule
three atoms or radicals which have been in-

troduced in place of three other atoms or radi-

cals in the molecule of the parent substance.
Thus chloroform (C'HCIs) is a trichlorsubsti-

tuted methane.
Fatty acids and their derivatives show increasing poly-

merization with increasing concentration when dissfilveil

in phenol. VVhile the iKwition and nature of the substi-

tuting gnjups affect the apparent molecular weight, tri-

Kubftituted acids are less associated than disubstituted
acids, and these latter less than the monosubstituted
acids. Jour. I'hyt. Chem., April, 19i>t, p. 298.

trisnlphate (tri-sul'fat), n. [tri- + sttlph(ur)

+ -ate^.] A salt containing three combining-
units of the radical of sulphuric acid (SO^).

The "tri-tri" or West Indian whitebait (Sicydlum
plumieri), although of small size, is one of the important
food fishes of these islands. It is an inhabitant of the
mountain streams, and occurs in the quiet pools and
eddies formed by the back-water from TBpids, from the
lowlands well up into the highlands. Its ratige is about
the same on St Vincent as that of the " trout "(Agonosto-
mus monticola), and, like that fish, it is absent from cer-

tain of the rivers. Amer. Aal., May, 190,% p. 835.

Tritnbercular theory. See *theory.

Trituberculata (tri-ti'i-b^r-ku-la'ta), n. pi.

[NL. : see trituberculate.] A division of the
polyprotodont marsupials containing those
with trituberculate molars. It includes among
extinct species Amphitherium , and among liv-

ing forms the dasyures and opossums.

trisulphid (tri-sul'fid), n. [tri- + sulphidT] A trituberCTllist (tri-tu-b^r'ku-hst), w. [tntu

compound containing three atoms of sulphur
united to a relatively electropositive element
or radical, as arsenic trisulphid, As2S;j (orpi-

ment),
tristllplione (tri-sul'fon), w. [tri- +sulph{ur)
+ -one.] A class-name applied, in organic

berculy -f -int.] One who believes in the tri-

tubercular theory of the origin of the molar
cusps iu mammals. [Rare.]

What I desire to point out is that there is no evidence
to show that this type of upper molar arose in the way
suggested by trituberculistti.

rnic. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. r>90.

chemistry, to compounds containing in their
tritubercnlosectorial (tri-tu-b*r'ku-16-sek

molecule three bivalent sulphone groups
OSO2).

trisulphonic (tri-sul-fon'ik), a. [trisulphon(e)

+ -ic] In orijanic chem., noting compounds
containing in their molecule three sulphonic-
acid radicals (- SO3H).

Triteleia(trit-e-le'ij), «. [NL. (Douglas, 1830),
< fJr. rpft-:. three, -f- Ti'f.eio^, perfected: because
of the remarkable symmetry in the ternary ar

to'ri-al), a. [tritnbercular + sectorial.] Said
of a molar tooth adapted for cutting flesh, but
having its principal cusps arranged in a defi-

nite triangular pattern. [Rare.]

trituberculy (tri-tu-b^r'kfi-li), a. [tritubtr-

ci(l{ar) -t- -//•'.] Noting that condition of the

molar teeth in which they have three cusps or
prominences. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1S97,

, , p. 714.
rangement of the floral organ.'!.] A genus of trlttiral (trit ' u -ral). a. [See triturate]
small bulbous plants of the family Liliaceie, Adapted for grinding or triturating. [Rare.]
natives of South America and western North T|,e „«,! of the mouth between this tritural border is

America. From Milla the genus is distinguished by raised into a dome with the concavity downwards,
having the stamens inserted in two series in the tube of /Voc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, 1. 172.

trocbocephalic

trityl (tri'til), «. [?Gr. rpiVof, third, -I- -tfl.J

An old name for propyl.
tritimf, triumfal, tritunfant. Amended
spellings of triumph, etc.

triumphator (tri-um-fa'tor), n. [L., < triuni-

phare, triumph.] In Pom. antiq., a general to
whom a triumph was accorded.

triungulin, «. 2. The first larval stage of a
stylopid insect.

The behaviour of stylopised wasps towards their para-
sites is usually friendl^'. although it is probable that the
males are attacked by the wasps whenever they attempt
to copulate with the females. Their distribution and
occun'ence are erratic ; due apparently to the fact
that as " triungvlins " they do not readily become trans-
ferred from one wasp to another and consequently to
other nests. Jovr. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 494.

triungulus (tri-ung'gu-lus), n.
; pi. triunguli

(-li). [NL., < L. tri-, three, -I- ungula, claw.]
Same as *triungulin, 2.

Triuridales (trj-u-ii-da'lez), ». pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1897), <' Triuris (Triurid-) + -ales.]

An order of monocotyledonous plants contain-
ing the family Triuridaceae only.

trivariant (tri-va'ri-ant), a. [tri- + variant.]

In phys. chem., having a variance equal to

three. The variance (V) of a chemical system
is expressed by the equation V = C -(- 2 — ^,

where C is the number of independent com-
ponents and <p is the number of phases in
which the system may exist.

By removing one of the n-phases of the bivariant sys-

tem we can form n different trivariant systems. Each
of these systems can be in equilibrium at a series of teii^
peratures and under a series of pressures. The tempei ii-

ture and the pressure can be chosen independently, but
then the state of equilibrium of the trivariant system is

completely determined.
Jour. Phyg. CItem., Oct, 1904, p. 488.

trivirgate (tri-vfer'gat), a. [tri- + virgate.]

Marked with three transverse bands, or cross-
stripes.

trocha (tro'cha), «. [Sp.] 1. A narrow
path.— 2. Milit., a strategic line of defenses,
such as blockhouses or other fortifications

across a given territory.

A cordon of troops was stationed from north to south
of the island [Cuba] between Mariel and Majana, trenches
were thrown up, entanglements laid down, and bloek-
houses erected at short intervals. A corps,of 20,000 men
was stationed on this trotha or military oordon, and 10,-

000 troops were dispatched to Pinar del Rio, to march
through the province and force a fight with the followers
of Maceo whenever possible. Kncyc. Brit.. XXVII. 306.

trochalopod (tro-kal'o-pod), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the Trochalopoda.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the Trochalopoda.

Trochalopoda (trok-a-lop'o-da), n. pi. [NL
,

< Gr. ri)oxa/.6f, round, -t- ttoic (to(5-), foot.]

One of the two main groups of the Hcteroptera.
It includes all of the terrestrial families ex-
cept the Saldidee, and it also includes the
Nepidse of the aquatic series. The posterior
C0X8B are nearly globose, partly embedded in

cavities, and have a rotary motion.
trochalopodous (trok-a-lop'6-dus), a. Per-
taining to or having the characters of the
Troch(ilo]K>da.

trocheidoscope (tro-ki'do-skop), «. [Gr.

rpox^^, whee^ + e'liof, form, + OKo-n-elv, view.]
A rotating disk having colored sectors, used
to exhibit combinations of colors.

trochelminth (tro-kel'minth), n. [Gr. rpoxAi,
wheel, + cTipiv^ {e^/itv6-), worm.] One Of the
Rotifcra, or wheel-animalcules.

trOchiferoUB (tro-kif'e-rus), a. [Gr. rpoxi^,

wheel, + L. ferre, tear, -I- -otis.] In zoiil.,

wheel-bearing ; having a wheel-like organ, as
many rotifers.

trochleariform (trok-le-ar'i-f6rm), a. [NL.
trochleari.f, of a pulley, -I- L. forma, form.
The proper form would be 'trochleiform.]

Pulley-shaped ; trochlear.

trochoblast (trok'o -blast), ». [Gr. rpnxdi;

a round cake, a wheel, -t- (i'Aaardi;, germ.] In
embryoL, one of the cells orblastomeres which
give rise to the prototroch of the trochophore
larva in marine annelids.

In the details of the cleavage there is a striking agree-
ment with that of the poly(;ha'tous annelids. Cells arising
from the first quartette identical in origin with the
"primary trocholAants" of the annelids, together with
cells derived from the first and second quartettes, make
up a cell row which very probably forms at least a part of

the second ciliated band situated on the head of the
adult, in a position corresponding with that of the proto-

troch of the annelid larva.
Amer. Kat, July-Aug., 1904, p. 600.

trochocephalic (trok-o-se-fal'ik), a. [trorho-

cephtil{y) -t- -ic] In anthrop., having that



trochocephalic

round form of skull which results from prema-
ture synosteosls of the middle part of the
coronal suture.

trochocephaly (trok-o-sot'a-li), «. [Gr. Tpo;t»C,

a round cake, a wheel, + Ki<j>a'/.i/, head, + -y^-]

A state in which the head is spherical in

shape, owing to early bony union of the
parietal and frontal bones.

trochoceracone (trok-o-ser'a-kon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. r/jofof. a round cake, a wheel, + (cfpof,

horn, + kui'of, a cone.] A nautiloid cephalo-
pod shell which is loosely coiled in depressed
asymmetrical spirals, as in the genus Trocho-
ceratt.

troctaoceran (tro-kos'e-ran), a. Having the
characters of the shell of 7Voc/i(/cer(/s, that is,

of a loosely coiled depressed spiral nautiloid.

Trochoceras (tro-kos'e-ras), ». [NL., < Gr.
rpoxo(, a round cake, awheel, + Kepa^, horn.]
A genus of nautiloid eephalopods with shell

loosely coiled in an asymmetrical depressed
spiral. The coils are rounded or oval in
section in adult and gerontio stages, and show
traces of an impreiised zone in neplonic and
ueanie stages. The surface is usually orna-
mented by oblique ribs or striations. The
genus occurs in Silurian rocks.

Trochodendracex (trok"6-deu-dra'se-e), n.

pi. [XL. (Prantl, 1888), < Trochodeiidron +
-acese.] A small family of dicotyledonous
archichlamydeous (aehlamydeous) plants of
the order lianales, typified by the genus
*Trochodeiidron (which see). There are four
genera, trees or shrubs chiefly of China and
Japan. Encommia ulmoidex yields the Chinese
medicinal bark tu-ch>ing. See Cercidiphyllum.

Trochodendron (trok-o-den'dron), n. [NL.
(Siebold and Zucearini, 183!)), < Gr. Tpox^i;,

awheel, a cir-

cle, + SivSpov,

a tree. The
name alludes
to the circular
grouping of

the anthers
and the inser-
tion of the
leaves in
whorls.] A
genus of
plants, type
of the family
Trochoden-
draceee. '

It

contains but
one species,
Trochoden-
dron aralioi-

des, a Japanese tree with evergreen poplar-like
leaves in whorls of four, and flowers in ter-
minal racemes, devoid of calyx and corolla,
with about 40 stamens and a 5- to S-celled
many ovuled ovary ripening into a capsule.

trochoid, «. l. In geom. : (6) The curve de-
scribed by any point on a radius of the rolling
circle, or on a radius produced when two cir-
cles are tangent either externally or internally
and, while one of them remains fixed, the other
rolls upon it without sliding Common trochoid,
one neither curtate nor prolate.

trochoidal, «.- Trocholdal theory of deep-sea
wave. See *H'aycl.

trochoides(tro-koi'de7.), n. Same as trochoid,^.

Trocholites (trok-o-ll'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tpox^t, a wheel, a lioop, -t- -(- + -ite.i, E. -ife^.']

A genus of nautiloid eephalopods which have
closely coiled shells with broad volutions and
distinct impressed zone : found in the Silurian
rocks of America.

Trochonema (trok-o-ne'raii), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tpox^i, a wheel, a hoop, +"vrjiia, a thread.] A
fenus of rhipidoglossate gastropods which
ave pyramidal or turbinate, deeply umbili-

cate, carinate shells with striated surfaces and
round apertures. They occur in the Silurian
formation. •

trochophore (trok'o-f6r'>, ». [Gr Tpox6^, a
wheel, + -ipnpoc, < (l>kptw, bear.] A larval
type found in many invertebrates and ex-
hibiting many points of resemblance to an
adult trochelminth or rotifer. Also termed
trochospherc.

Numerous features, e.g. a transitory metamerism of
the niesoblastic; bands, and of the nerve-cord in the
trochoplun-f, indicate close relationship between the Sipun-
calids and Annelids.

Jour. Roy. Microt. Soc, Feb., 1904, p. 64.

Troehoaoiiirnit aralioides.

, flowering branch : fi, flower; c. yertical
section of fruit ; ti, fruit.
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troctolite (trok 'to - lit), n. [Gr. Tpi>KTri^, a
gnawer, a sea-fish (see trout), + ?.i6o(, stone,

= -lite'^.l In petrog., a name given by von
Lasaulx (1875) to a variety of gabbro com-
posed of lime-soda feldspar and olivin, with
a little diallage. Bonney has applied the
name especially to the more or less serpen-
tiuized forms. Compare */oreHc»isteiH.

trof, n. and r. An amended spelling of trough.

troglodytine (trog-lod'i-tin), a. [Troglodyti-
me.] Resembling or having the characters of
the wrens, or Troglodytinte.

trogonine (tro'go-nin), a. [trogon + -ine-.}

Resembling or liaving the characters of the
trogons, or Trogonidse.

trogositid (tro-go-sit'id), 11. and a. I. «. A
member.of the coleopterous family Trognsitidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Trogositidse.

troll-drum (trol'drum), n. [tr<ilV^ + drum.']
A drum used by northern magicians in rites

associated with trolls.

In Lapland, where designs of thischaracter ornamented
the trull'drums of the magicians.

Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIV. 270.

troUeite (trol'f-it), n. [Named after H. G.
TcoHe-Wachmeister, a Swedish chemist.] A
hydrated aluminium phosphate occuning in
pale-green compact forms.

trolley, n. 5. Hence, a street-railway car
propelled electrically by current taken by a
trolley from a conductor. [CoUoq.]
The service first performed by tlie trolle}/ was purely

local. It operated only in the streets of cities and their
immediate subui-bs. A'. 1'. Tribune, Dec. 23, 1901.

6. A hand-car used on the rails by workmen
on a railroad.

Fetch my throlly, an' six of the jildiest [smartest] men,
and run me up in shtyle.

/;. Kiplinff, Ihe Big Drunk Draf, in Soldiers Three, p. 52.

Bow trolley, a current-collecting device for electric
railways employing the overhead supply, which uses in-
stead of the revolving trolley-wheel a bow-like structure
sliding along the overhead wire. Trann. Amer. Inst.
Elect. Enijin., 1901, p. 111.— Dndergrowid trolley, a
rolling-contact device used, on electric i-ailways provided
with an underground insulated trolley-wire, for convey-
ing current t« the motors of a moving car.

trolley, trolly (trol'i), v. t. and i. pret. and
pp. troUeijed, trollied, ppr. trolleying, troUying.

I. tran.'i. To convey by a trolley, as by a truck
or ear running upon a rail and driven mechan-
ically or electrically.

The same windlass that trolleyed the cai-s across the
rivers was used to tow out the sediment gage cars.

Sci. Amer., Feb. 1, 1002.

II. intrans. To ride in an electrically-pro-
pelled ear using the trolley system to trans-
mit current to the motors.

trolley-car (trol'i-kar), n. A car used on an
electric trolley-road.

trolley-hanger (trol'i-hang"6r), n. In elect.,

a device for supporting and properly insulat-
ing trolley-wires. Hmiston, Diet. Elect.

trolley-harp (trol'i-harp), n. The support or
holder, at the free end of a trolley-pole, be-
tween the arms of which the trolley-wheel is

supported. Elect. World and Engin., J\ine IS,

1904, p. 1167.

trolley-head (trol'i-hed), n. In elect, the
support which carries the trolley-wheel of an
electrically driven ear.

trolley-line (trol'i-lin), n. A line of electric
cars run on the trolley system.

trolley-rail (trol'i-ral), n. In elect., a rail
forming the trolley-circuit of an electric rail-

way ; a rail which serves to convey current to
the motors of an electric railway. Trans.
Amer. In.'it. Elect. Engin., 1897, p. 355.

trolley-scale (trol'i-skal), «. See *alattoir
scale:.

trolley-wheel (trol'i-hwel), n. A metal wheel
at. the free end of the trolley-pole of an electric
railway-car, by means of which contact with
the overhead feed-wires is maintained.
tromomania (trom-o-ma'ni-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
Tp6/ioc, trembling, -f- /lavia, madness.] Delir-
ium tremens.
tromometrical (trom-o-met'ri-kal), a. Same
as trotnometric.

tromometry (tro-mom'e-tri), n. [Gr. rpu/io^,

trembling, -I- -/mrpia, < phpov, measure.] The
measurement of vibrations of the earth's
crust ; the scientific use of the tromometer.
Tromoptera (tro-mop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. rpouo^, trembling, '4- Trrcpdv, wing.] A
superfamily of dipterous insects including the
families Xemestrinidee, Acroceridie, Bomhy-
liidie, Therevidee, and Seenopinidx.

trophocyte

trompe", n. 2. Same as horn, 4 (6) and (c).

trompette (trom-pef), w. [P., a trumpet.
See trumpet.] In the hurdy-gurdy, the highest
of the open strings, usually tuned to middle
C or to the D above it.

Trona red. Same as *dianihine.
troostite, «. 2. A transition form between
austenite and pearlite, in steel. See ^sorbite, 2.

Au8t*nite, troostite, sorbit*, and other constituents [of
iron] have also been described. Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 672.

troostitic (tros-tit'ik), a. \troostit{e) + -ic.']

Of or pertaining to troostite ; resembling troos-
tite; containing or composed of troostite.

trop. An abbreviation of tropic, tropical, or
tropically.

tropacocaine (tro-pa-ko'ka-in), n. An alkaloid
obtained from coca leaves and also formed
synthetically; its properties are similar to
those of cocaine, but it is far less poisonous.
Alien, and Neurol., Nov., 1907, p. 521.

Tropaeolacese (tro-pe-o-la'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1847), '< Tropxolum + -aceee.] A
family of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants,
the nasturtium family, of the order Geraniales,
containing only the genus Tropseolum (which
see).

tropseolaceous (tro'pe-o-la'shius), a. [NL.
Tropu'olaviiie) + -ous'.] Belonging or per-
taining lo the plant family Tropseolacese.

tropaeum, tropaion (tro-pe'um, tro pi'on), «.;
])1. tropica, tnijiaia (-a). See trophy, 1.

tropaxis (trop-ak'sis), n. [Gr. rpdmu;, a turn,
+ L. axis.'] In hot., a theoretical transverse
section of a stem at the point (not structurally
marked) between upward and downward
growth. C. A. . White, in The Amer. Nat.,
Jan., 1908, p. 14.

tropeic (tro-pe'ik), a. [Said to be (if so,
irreg.) < Gr. TpdTzig, a keel, < TpEirtiv, turn.] Re-
lating to or describing the ventral fold under
the belly of the frilled shark and other sharks.

tropeine (tro'pe-in), «. [irop{ine) + -e- +
-ine'^.] In organic chem., a class-name applied
to the esters of tropine and organic acids,
CH2.CH.CH2\

NCH3 )CHOCOR, -where R is ahydro-

CHo.CH.CH.y
carbon radical such as methyl (CH3). These
sabstancoe are basic crystalline compounds
which resemble atropin in constitution and
some of them have a similar physiological
action.

tropesis (tro-pe'sis), H. [NL., < Gr. Tponslv,

secondary form of rpeTrsiv, turn.] The uncon-
scious will or inclination to which Haeckel
attributes the activities of atoms.
The different relation of the various elements towards

each other, which cliemistr>- calls "affinity." is one of
the most important properties of ponderable matter ; it

is manifested in the (iiiferent relative quantities or pro-
portions of their combination in the intensity of its con-
summation. Evei-y shade of inclination, from complete
indifference to the fiercest passion, is exemplified in the
chemical relation of the various element* towards each
other, just as we find in the psychology of man, and eepe-
cially in the life of the sexes. ... It [this fundamental
unity of affinity in the whole of nature] receives empirical
confirmation from the interesting pix^ress of cellular
psychology. . . . On these phenomena we base our con-
viction that even the atom is not without a rudimentaiy
fonn of sensation and will, or, as it is better expressed,
of feeling (aesthesis) and inclination (tropesis)— that is a
universal "soul " of the simplest character.

Haeckel (trans.), Riddle of the I'niverse, p. 225.

trophseum (tro-fe'um), n.; pi. trophma (-S).

See trophy^ 1.

trophal (tro'fal), a. [trophm + -al^.'] Of or
pertaining to the trophi.

The appendages of the posterior three, or trophal, seg-
ments become the parts of the mouth.

Enci/c. Brit., XXIX. 500,

trophically (trof'i-kal-i), adv. In a trophic
manner.
trophilegic (trof-i-lej'ik), a. flrreg. < Gr.
Tpoipyj nourishment, + Aeyetv, collect.] In
hiol.j pertaining to means for procuring nour-
ishment.
trophocyte (trof'o-sit), v. [Gr. Tpo<}>i^. nour-
ishment, + Ki<Tog, a hollow (a cell).] One of
the cells which together with the oenocytes
make up the fatty or adipose tissue of adult
insects.
Tmaginal adipose tissue in Muscidse.— Ch. P^rez has

niaile a study of this tissue, which consists of two kinds
of elements— trophocytea and oenocytes. Their liistorj-

shows that they are not due to ol<l migratorj' eU-menta
nor to muscle-nuclei, but that, like other iniaginat organs,
they arise from independent and from the first sitecialistrd

primordia. Jour. Roy. Mi.cros. Soc., Oct., 1904, n. 527.



trophology

trophology (tro-fol'o-ji), n. [Gr. Tpoipf/, nonr-
isliment, + -/.oym, < ?.i}eiv, speak.] The branch
of science which deals specially with the
nutrition of the body.
trophonema (trof-o-ne'mii), «. ; pi. <ropAone-

mani (-ma-tji). [NL., < Gr. Tpo<j>i/, nourishment,
+ yf/u(i, thread.] One of the glandular villi

which in viviparous sharks arise from the mu-
cosa of the uterus and nourish the embryo.
There arise from the whole surface of the mucosa of

the uterus those plandular villi which are now destined
to supply a new nutriment to the embryo, and which have
been named traphoiieviata. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. ap6.

Trophoni&n cave, the cave ot ttie oracle of Zeus Tropho-
nius at Lebadeia, which inspired such awe that those who
entered were said never to smile again ; hence, a grave
and serious person is said to have visited the cave of
Tniphonius-

trophonosas (tro-fon'o-sus), n.
;
pi. trophonosi

(-si). [Gr. -p<xp'i, nourishment, + vdao^, dis-

ease.] Any trophic disease, or disease result-

ing from disordered nutritiou.

trophoplasm (trof'o-plazm), n. [Gr. rpcxjiij,

nourislinieiit, + TrwafM, anything formed.]
In biol., according to Nageli, the passive mat-
ter of an egg, of a eel!, or of an organism, as
contrasted with its idioplasm (which see).

Tile tropkfiptninn ... is not really alive, but is the nu-
tritive material upon which the iilioplasm draws in order
to grow and to make g<X)d it« waste.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 647.

trophoplasmic (trof-o-plaz'mik), a. ot or
pertaining to trophoplasm.

Everything seems to point to the ooplasm as trirpho-
ptagjnic in character, first from the gathering of substance
anjund the coenocentrum and second from the effe:;t of
this structure on nuclei in the vicinity.

Bot. Gazette, May, 1903, p. 340.

trophospongial (trof-o-spon'ji-al), a. Of or
pertaining to the trophospongia.

trophotazis (trof-o-tak'sis) n. [NL., < Gr.
r/ioor,, nourishment, + rdfif, disposition.] In
biol., the movement of organisms or of cells in
relation to a source or supply of food. See
the extract.

Chemotaxis is. therefore, in some cases a response to
the stimulus afforded by substances which can be em-
ployed by the organism as foo*! ; under which circum-
stances it can be called Trophotaxii:.

C. B. fMvenpfirt, Kxper. MorphoL, p. 89l

trophotropic, a. 2. In biol., of or pertaining
to the growth or bending of or^uisms in re-
lation to a source of food; exhibiting tropho-
tropisra.

trophotropism, n. 2. In biol., the growth or
movement of organisms in relation to a source
or supply of food ; a form of ebemotropism.
trophozoite (trof-o-z6'it), n. [Gr. Tpata/, nour-
ishment, -t- Cipoi', animal, -f- -ite.] In sporo-
zoans, as Monocystis, an individual parasite in

the stage of development in which it is alj-

sorbing nourishment from its host and growing
rapidly. When the trophozoite is ripe for re-
production it is called a sporont, or gametocyte.

tropic', a. 2. Pertaining to or of the nature
of the growing, bending, or moving of organ-
isms in relation to external agents; exhibiting
tropism.

Another Instinct that appears to be due to a tropu; re-
sponse is the definite time of day at which some marine
animals dep«.>sit their eggs.

T. II. Morgan, EvoL and Adapt, p. 390.

tropic* (tro'pik), (I. Itrop(ine) + -ic.'i Re-
lated to tropine— Tropic acid, a colorless com-
pound, Cen5(,n(CH20H)t:(MJH, prepared by the action
of barium hydrr>xid on atropin. It crystallizes in prisms
or plates, melts at 117-118* C, and is physiologically in-
active.

tropical, a. 6. In some radiolarians, as the
Acanthonida, noting the position of certain
spines which project in the region between
the poles and the equator of the skeleton.
—Tropical botany, circulation. See *fcotany, *cir-
(•w;<iMon.— Tropical region, i^eli/e *am«.—Tropical
nicer. H,-e Itulrt-r.

tropidine (tro'pi-din), n. [^troi>(ine) + -id +
-ine".] A colorless oily alkaloid,

CHg.CH.CHgx

\nCH:, ^Cli, prepared by the action of

CHj.CH.CH f
dilut ( acids on tropine. It boils at 162-163° C.
Tropidoleptus (trop'i-do-lep'tns), n. [NL.,
erroneously formed < Gr. Tp&iriz (stem Tpoirt-,

not TpomA-), a keel, + Xfjrriif, slender.] A
genus of telotrematous, terebratelloid brachio-
podg which have planoconvex plicated shells
with long, straight, narrow cardinal area and
internal loop fused with the median septum.
The genus flrst appears in the fxiwpr IVronian of western
Eorope, occurs regularly in early Devonian stages in South
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Africa and South America, and does not appear in the
Kew York region till the Middle Devonian, when it cul-
minates and continues its existence to near the close of
Devonian time, thus indicating by its successive appear-
ances the course of its migration.

tropine (tro'pin), n. [Arbitrarily detached
from atropine, atropin.] A colorless hygro-

CHo.CH.CH,\
seopie alkaloid, I >NCHo \CHOH, pre-

CH2.CH.CH2/
pared by the decomposition of many of the
Solanirm alkaloids. It crystallizes in plates,
melts at 63° C, and boils at 233° C.

tropism (tro'pizm), «. [Nominally < Gr. rponr/,

a turning, -t- -ism. But the word arose rather
from compounds iu -tropism (-trop-ism), as
chcmotropism, geotropism,' heliotropism, etc.]
1. In biol., growth, bending, orientation, or
locomotion of organisms, or of parts of organ-
isms, in relation to external agents. PoMive
tropUm is growth or motion toward awA negative tropi»in
away from the external agent. Tropisms are physiologi-
cal reactions called forth by an agent working locally
and resulting in a definite orientation. In this wide
sense tropigtn includes taxtg, and the various tenns des-
ignating forms of tropism (see extract under def. 2) are
often used where strict usage would require the corre-
sponding term ending in .taxii.

Among the elements which compose these complicated
instincts, the tropiems (heliotropism, chcmotropism,
feotropism. stereotropism) play an important part,
'hese tropisms are identical for animals and plants.

J. Loeb, Comp. Physiol, of the Brain, p. 7.

2. In a stricter tise, the growing or bending
of organisms, or of parts of organisms, in re-
lation to external agents. Tropisms are reactions
to agents that act from one side and pn>duce modifica-
tions of direction of growth. Different forms of tropism
are designated, not by the differences in the organs that
are stimulated, whether sense-oi-gans or simple proto-
plasm, but by the nature of the exciting agent See the
extract

All cases of pure tropism are cases of response to
stimuli, such are chcmotropism, hydrotropism, thigmo-
tropism, traumatropism. rheotropism, geotropism, elec-
trotropism, phototropiam and thennotropism.

C. B. Davenport, Exper. MorphoL, p. 480.

Tropitida (tro-pit'i-dii), n. pi. [NL., < Tro-
pites + -Wn.j A division of ammonoid ce-
phalopods including costate and tubereulate
Anarcestes-Yi^ie shells with elongated sutures
and completely digitated saddles and lobes.
It includes the families Tropitidm and Halori-
tidse of Triassic formations.

tropometer (tro-pom'e-ttr), «. [Gr. TpoK^, a
turning, -I- fthpov, measure.] 1. An instru-

ment for measuring the degree of rotation or
of torsion in a part ; one form is used to deter-
mine the amount of rotation of the eyeball,
another to measure the torsion in one of the
long bones.— 2. In horology, a chronometer
the dial of which is graduated according to a
decimal system of time-uotation.

tropophil (trop'6-fil), a. Same as *tropophi-
Inus. E,i,-yc. lint., XXV. 439.

tropophilohs (tro-pofi-lus), a. [Gr. rpoir^,

turning, change, + piT.eiv, love.] In phytogeog.,
adapted to a climate which has a season first

mois), then dry or (which is physiologically
equivalent) cold. See *tropophyte. A. F.
W. Schini/ier.

tropophyte (trop'o-fit), n. [G. tropophyte, <

Gr. rpoTTrj, turning, change, + ^'t6v, plant.]
\n phytogeog., a plant suited to a climate alter-

nately damp and dry or cold (the effect of cold
being similar to that of dryness) : used by
Schimper (1898) in place of mesophytt (Warm-
ing), but with different connotation.

In addition to the generally accepted classes of " hygro-
phyt«8"* and " xerophytes," Schimper recognizes a third
or Intermediate type, which he calls " trnpophi/te»."

Nature, Oct 13, IU04, p. 67a

tropostereoscope (trop-o-ster'e-o-skop), n.

[Gr. Tpdnog, a turn, + E. stereoscope.'] A tube-
stereoscope in

which'the ster-

eograms may
be rotated for
conversion of
relief.

In Lndwig'sfrop-
ontereoscnpe two
metal tubes, black-
ened within, are
attached to a
handle in such a
wa^ that the near
or open ends may
be brought to-

gether or moved
apart The remote
ends of the tubes
are supplieil with

threaded caps, within which colored glass dia|n*ams,
metal discs with figures cut out, etc., may be fitted. The

Tropostereoscope,

trowel-gage
caps are geared together, so that the diagrams can be
brought into the required stereographic positions, their
relief converted, etc. The instrument requires far fix-
ation. H. B. Titchewr, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 272.

trot-rope (trot'rop), ». a rope securely fas-
tened to the ground at each end and on which
is a loose traveling-ring to which a horse
is tethered. The sliding ring enables the
horse to graze along the length of the rope.
[U. S.]

^

trouble, »—To borrow trouWe. See •dorrowl.
trouble-man (trub'l-manj, n. An exnert, fa-
miliar with the working of any apparatus or
process, who is able to locate the cause of
' trouble ' (unsatisfactory operation) and rem-
edy it. [CoUoq.]

trough, «. 7. In mining, an oblong tank of
boards or metal in which ores are washed
for the separation of metal and gangue; a
rocker, serving as a hand-buddle.—8. In coal-
mining, a passage cut through a supporting
pillar of coal to connect one opened chamber
with another. Also called thirling. [Eng.] —
9. In geol., the lowest portion of a synclinal
fold— Connecticut trough, in phys. geog., the
broad, shallow synclinal valley of southern New England,
now occupied by the Connecticut river and extending to
Long Island Sound.— Hudson-Champlaln trough, the
depression in which now lie Lake (-'haniplain and the
Hudson river from p'ort Edward south. It is marked by
Paleozoic strata, in contrast to the Archiean of the Adi-
rondacks, and was a very early area of sedimentation.

—

Mercury-trough. See -kniercury-trough.— Teeming
trough, a sluice or trough into which the water is deliv-
ered fnjin u mine-drainage pump. [Eng.) —Trough of
a cyclone. See -Acycfon*,—Trough roof. See *roo/l.

troughing (trof'ing), n. A system of troughs

;

troughs collectively.

The lines to the distributing mains are three-core,
paper-insulated, steel-armored feeder cables, laid in
wooden troughing, filled in with refined Trinidad bitu-
men, and covered with tiles.

Elect. Hev., Feb. 14, 1903, p. 247.

trouncer (troun's^r), «. An old name for a
waister on a British man-of-war.

troutl, n— Blacklston's trout, a large trout of the
rivers of .lajmn, Huclio perryi {.Halino blacHstoni Hilgen-
dorf), nan;?d for Captain Blackiston, an English natural-
ist— Blue-backed trout of Crescent Lake, Salmo
tieardKltri. of Crescent I.ake, Washington.— Coast Range
trout, A'atmo iritteus, found in cc)astwise streams of the
western United States.— Colorado River trout, Salmo
myhixit pteuriticus, of the Colorjwio river-basin.— Colum-
bia River trout, A'atmo clarkii, of coastwise streams
fi'oni Pnget .Sound to northern ('alifornia.— Dublin Fond
trout, Salvflinus /t>t\tiyialis agasxim, of Dublin Pond,
New llanipshiie.— Golden trout. (Ii) A small trout
found in Volcano or Whitney Creek, near the head-waters
of Kent river in Califoniiji, cliielly restricted to the district
above the waterfall known as Agua llonita. It is remark-
able for the brilliant orange color of its belly and lower
fins ; the scales are small and scarcely overlapping. The
scientific name of the fish is Sahno irideus agua-bonita.
— Qreen-backed trout, Salmo clarkii utomias, of the
ht-ail- waters of the Arkansas and South Platte Yivers.

—

Jordan's trout, .Salmo Jordani, of Lake .Southerland,
west of Piiget .S<jnnd.— Kamloops trOUt, Salmo gaird-
neri kamlnups, of tlie Fra.ser and njiju-r ('olimibia rivers.—Kern River trout, .S'«/»io iridenK gilberti, of the Kern
river.— Lac de Marbre trout, .Salvidintut fxiunxita mar-
stoni, of Lac de .Marbre, (incbcr.— Long-headed trout,
a trout, Salmo batha'cetor, found in Crescent Lake, Wash-
ington — Motmtaln-trout. (c) A species of Galaxias,
small cylindrical fishes inhabiting the colder rivers of Ans-
tralasiii, southern Chile, .Magellan Straits, and the Falk-
land Islands. E, K. Morris, Austral English.— NlBSUee
trout, .Salmo iridexis xlonei, a tnnit of the Sacramento
rivcrlKisin.- Red-throated trout, the cutthroat ti-out

of tile ('oluml)ia river region, .Salmo clarkii.— Speckled
trout of Lake Crescent, .Salmo gairdneri crescenleg,
found in Oescent Lake, Washington.— Sunapee trout,
Salvelinus alpinus aurealus, of certain jMintft and lakes
of New Hampshire and Maine.— Truckee trout, .Salmo
clarkii henshawi, of Lake Tahoe, Pyramid Lake, Unm-
Ixildt river, and streams of the eastera slope of the Sierra
Nevada range.— Utah trOUt, .Salmo mykiss virginalis,
found in the waters of the (treat Basin.— Von Behr
trout, .Salmo fario, the brown trout of northern Europe,
which has been introduced into the United States.

—

Western Oregon brook-trout, .Salmo masoni, found
in coii.stwiae streams of Oregon and Washington.—Yel-
low-flnned trout, Salmo viykiss macdonaldi, of Twin
Lakes, C< dorado.

trout-lily (trout'lil'i), n. See *my.
trouveur (tro-ver'), n. [F., finder, inventor, <
trouver, find. See trouvere.'] An occasional
synonym of trourere.

trove (tr5v), n. [An abbreviation of treasure-
trore, which see.] Something of value found;
a find.

trowel, n. 4. A surgical instrument of ap-
proximately trowel shape, used to push back
protruding parts from the field of operation.
Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 829.

trowel-gage (trou'el-gaj), n. An instrument
for setting the nippers on a cotton-combing
machine at the proper distance from the
cylinder- or combing-needles. Thornley, Cot-
ton Combing Machines, p. 101.



trowlesworthite

trowle8Worthite(troulz'w^r-thit),n. ITrotrles-

worth, England, + -i<<;-.] In petroy., a granite,

altered by fumarole action, composed of fluo-

rite, orthoelase, tourmalin, and some quartz.

The fluorite occupies the place of quartz In

ordinary granite. iVorth, 1884.

troantry (tro'aut-ri), «. Same as truancy.

[Rare.]

Well, now that I had found the boat, you would have

thought I had had enough of (nianfrv for once ;
but ni

the meantime I had taken another notion

R. L. Stevenson. Treasure Island, xxil.

trncha (trd'eha), n. [Sp. tnuha, < L. tructa,

a trout. See froiif.] A common name
AgoiKMitomus nat^iitus, a mullet found in rivers

on both coasts of Central America.

truck', «.-T0 have truck with, to have intercourse

with ; to have any surt of give and take with : usually m
the negative. (CoUoq.)

A powerful bad thing is an ayah. Don't you niver have

any fArucJr wid wan.
. „,,._,

R. KivUHB. The God from the Machme. m Soldiers
'

IThree. p. 20.

Truck economy, an economic system in which barter

is the prevailing mode of exchange :
contrasted with

,, .„ , x

,noney economy, in which exchanges are, as a rule, cf- truffle-dOg (trut 1-dog), «
fected by the use of money. to ggent out truffles.

trUCk^, n.-ASrlal truck, a fonn of apparatus for the
4._^ig*.ig (tro-is'tik)

rescue k persons
(™\'>»"'V"« ^"'S,,^/tiirwlll" "'^f" • rit« • .nnr

ladders, which do not have to rest against the wans.

It is a heavy four-wheeled vehicle, similar to the truck

used in carrjing fire-ladders, near one end of which is

fitted a frame with powerful lever equipment by which

extension-ladders can be quickly raised from their hori-

lontal position on the truck and extended from 50 to 90

feet into the air When the ladders are operated by
^. ,, Ctrul'erl n

air-pressnre instead of by screws and gear, they are tnUlcr (trui er;, n.

also known as pneumatic extension-ladders or telescopic

aerial ladders.

truck*, V. n. intrans. To drive or use a

truck ; transport goods by means of a truck.
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tjen, an English swimming amateur (1873).]

In stcimminij, the double over-arm stroke.

Another method of swimming which has helped to in-

crease siwed rates, especially over short distances, is that

known as the " Trudgen,' or double over-arm stroke. It

is a mixliflcation of a style peculiar to Indians and those

who get their living on surf-beaten shores, and was first

brought into special prominence in England by an ama-

teur named Trudgen in 1S73. ^.^-.,.„, ,.i„
Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 120.

True public, and notorious, in eccles. law, an expression

formerly "sed at the end of each several article m the

libel as descriptive of the charges therein contained.—

True-wool hair. See *hairl.

"'t true, V. t.—lo true up, to true; adjust or fit accu-
°t rately.

The boring and mounting of the different cast-iron

wheels is about equivalent to the "truinij up" of the

steel wheel. Jour. Franklin Inst.. May, 1904, p. 336.

Trulng-up machine. See -kmachine.

truffle, H.—Black truffle, a name sometimes applied

to Tuber ijriseiun, according to Uobbs.

truffle-beetle (truf'l-be'tl), n. A European
silphid beetle, Anistoma cinnamomea, whose
subterranean larvffi feed on the truffle. Cam-
bridge Nat. Hist., VI. 222.

A small dog trained

trunnel-head

ship-huildinci, a large inclosed duct or passage

through the decks or bulkheads of a vessel for

coaling, ventilation, passing ammunition, etc.

It may be added that, in all cases where openings have

to be made in a watertight deck or platform, either

watertight covers must be fitted to the openings; or

watertight trunks, carried to a sufhcient height above the

load-line, must be built around them.
White, llan. of Naval Arch., p. 31.

16. A trunk-line.— Trunk hatchway, a line of

hatches united by a casing between the decks to fonii a

trunk separating the hatchways from the deck space in

the vicinity. See also *«a:pn7i«io(i-fri(iiJ-.— Vascular
trunk, in the Brachiopoda, one of two main vascular si-

nuses which traverse the mantle frtmi the perivisceral

chamber to the anterior margin of the valves and which

are much branched in their course. These frequently

leave impressions in the substance of the shell which are

retained in the fossil state. See Brachiopoda.

II. a. Chief; main; principal: as, the trtink

mains of a system of water or gas distribu-

tion ; a trunk railway line. W. J. Dibdin,

Public Lighting, p. 442—Trunk valley, the val-

ley of a main stream.

In dealing with the Pleistocene glaciation (chapter ii.),

Mr. Gilbert discusses the origin of the "hanging valleys

so abundant in this region, and accepts the view that the

discordance of level between the trtmk and tributary

valley is in most cases due to the deeper glacial excava-

tion of the main trough. Nature, .July 7, 1904, p. 217.

a. Of the nature of a trunk-deck (trungk'dek), ?i. See *deck, 2.

truism ; trite ; commonplace. trunk-fish, «• — Spotted trunk-flsh. Same as

To a trained psychologist this statement looks (rmsfic •cftnj'm. . ., a„™- «»
and commonplace, but definite quantitative testa are truukiug-jack (trung king-jak), n. Same as

necessary to convince the mind biassed with the ph'Ioso- *trunk-jack.
phy of natural science, and these testa are here provided.

Athenieum, Jan. 11, 1902, p. 62. The new board (switchboard] is made up in any capac-

ity, ranging from the small village sizes to those of one

thousand lines, the larger equipmenta being provided

with the necessary trunking, or transfer, systems, which

may consist of the common method of equipping the

various sections with trunking jacks and order-wire keys,

or the more elaborate equipment of flash lighte, trunking

cords. Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 6, 1904, p. 288.

^
[<n(;/l + -er.] One who

trulls or trundles (a barrow) ; specifically, in

Cornwall, one who wheels ore in a barrow.

trullo (trol'16), )(. [It. dial, (appar.) the same
, ^.- „ . as ML. truUus, irullnm, a dome-shaped build-

Tlie management of the Metropolitan Street railways ing, < L. trulUi, a scoop, ladle. See Trullan.'\ tr\mk-jack (trungk'jak), 71. In telephony, one

hive complained, and with very goixl reason, that a pro- ^ i^j^d ^f prehistoric stone structure found in of the jacks which form the terminals of

line cause of the crowding of the
^^'•f""

''>?,"'''" southern Italy. trunk-lines. Also called *trunking-jack.

JSirnl^Tara"
*''

"^rr^^^'r^^^^^ (trum'bash), n. [Also <rom6a«;, ; trunk-leg (trungk'leg), «. In crustaceans a

African.] A throw-stick of hard wood, leg or locomotor appendage attached to the

shaped somewhat like a boomerang, but which thoracic region.

does not return to the thrower: used by cer- of the corresponding pairs of appendages thirteen be-

tain tribes of the Sudan. long to the head and trniik,J,wo paire^of antennK,^™

There is a curious weapon, the trombdsh, that is used

by these people [Toklooris, a Negro tribe of Darfurl.

somewhat resembling the Australian boomerang ; it is a

piece of flat, hard wood, about two feet in length, the end
of which turns sharply at an angle of about 30°. They fxnnklet (trunfk'let), n. [trunk + -let.] In

truck-fanning (truk'far'ming), n. Market-

gardening on a large scale, especially for dis-

tant markets ; tmeking. In the United States a

large trucking industry has grown up in the way of sup-

plying large cities with garden pniduce, often from re-

mote points possessing some advantage, particularly that

of earliness. The Atlantic coast from Massachusetts to

southern Florida is lined with truck-farms supplying

successively, according to latitude, the wanta of Eastern

cities, and a similar business exista inland and on the

Gulf coast, where it is rapidly developing. [U. S.]

truck-garden (truk'giir'dn), «. A vegetable-

garden, particularly one devoted to market-

gardening. [U. S.]

truck-gardening (truk ' gar " dn - ing), n.

Market-gardening ; the growing of truck trump^,
or vegetables for market, particularly on a

rather large scale ; trucking ; truck-farming.

[U. S.]

truck-horse (truk'h6rs), n. A strong, heavily

built horse, specially adapted for hauling

heavy loads ; a draft-horse.

truckingl (truk'ing), 71. [trucfcl + -ingt^.']

1. Exchanging; bartering; barter.— 2. The
selling of small commodities ;

petty trade.—

3 The selling of garden-truck ;
truck-farm-

ing. [U.S.]
The country about Norfolk was one of the first in this

belt to adopt the trucking industry on a large scale.

U. S. Nat. Herb., V. 463.

pair of mandibles, two pairs of maxilte, followed by three

which may be all maxillipeds or may help to swell the

number of trunk-legs to which the next five paira belong.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 479.

throw this with great dexterity, and inflict severe wounds
with the hard and sharp edge ; but, unlike the boome-
rang, the weapon does not return to the thrower

Sir S. W. Baker, Nile Trib. Abyssinia, p. 62S.

The Africans have developed the slashing projectile In

two forms, the bladed an-ow and the thrown knife or

trumbash. Smithsonian Rep., 1)^93, p. 021.

anat., a branch of the main trunk of a nerve

or blood-vessel which itself gives off branches,

but proceeds some distance before losing its

identity. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 255.

trunk-lichen (trungk'li"ken), 71. Same as

*tree-lichen.
Losing trump, a trump which is not the ^ i!_v /*-„„„^'l;,v,^ » Tn nTnistncpans

best, when only oiiTor two remain in the adversaries' trunk-limb (trungk lim), H._ J;"/Eustacean s^

hands.

trumpet, ».— HummlnK-hlrds" trumpet. Same as

Cati/ornia */wc/iSM.— Respiratory trumpet, one of

two trumpet-shaped respiratory tubules on the thorax

of the pupa of a mosquito or an allied dipterous insect.

trumpeter, >i.— Bastard trumpeter. (<t) a fish,

[Mtris ciliaris, of the family Latrididx, found in Aus

as the Isopoda, a limb attached to the thorax

or pereion.

trunk-line, «. 2. In eUct., lines or vrires

which connect two telephone-exchanges, as

distinguished from the wires which connect

an exchange with its subscribers.

tralian waters. (()) In Tasmania, Latris forsteri, a flsh trunk-machine (trungk'ma-shen'), 71. In COt-

belonging to the family Cirri(»d«.- Real trumpeter.
j,„,.„,„„),^;^ a pipe or conduit for the passage

Same as trumpeter, 6.

trumpeter-whiting (trum 'pet-fer-hwi'ting),

71. An Australian fish, Sillago bassensis.

trumpet-guide (trum'pet-gid), «. Same as

trumpet, 5.

trucking^ (truk'ing), 71. [truck'i + -ing.l The trumpet-hypha (trum'pet-hi"fa), 7i. The

act or the business of conveying goods by hypha-like cell of certain brown seaweeds

trucks or wagons. which expands or bulges at each cross-wall.

truck-land (tmk'land), 7i. Land given up to truncate, v. *.— Truncated cone or pyramid, (b)

vr^no'Hv.Qtion of eorl V vpcretfthlfin and carden- The portion included between the base of a cone or pyra-
theeu.tivationofearly vegetables ana garaen

„,jj j;,,^ ,^„e meeting all the lateral edges or elements. ..,^.> ._..- ,,
. ., „ . ^ ^ ,„

truck. lU. S.] —Truncated cylinder, the portion between a base which the ports of entrance to the two enas

truck-light (truk'Ut), 71. An electric signal- and a non-parallel section. of the cvlinder are near the heads of the lat-

ing apparatus on United States war-ships truncoconical (trung"k9-kon'i-kal), a. [L. ter, and" the valve itself is of two pieces in

fitted at the masthead on top of the truck. It truncus, trunk, + coittis, cone.] Resembling effect joined together by the hollow tube which
" ' ' " a truncated cone. is called the trunk. The modem form of this

Experimental Studies on the Resonance of Conical, valve is the hollow piston valve, in which the

rrunco-CoTiwai and Cylindrical Air-Columns.
Science, May 24, 1901 (advt.).

[L. trunculns, a bit

consists of a double lantern, the upper half

containing a red and the lower a white elec-

tric lamp. By suitable switches on deck,

either the red or the white light can be shown
and by successive displays (in a system simi- truncule (trung'kul), n.

of cotton from one machine to another in

the preparatory processes. See *trunk, n., 14.

trunk-plunger (trungk'plun'jfer), 71. A plun-

ger for a pump, in which the connecting-rod

which actuates it is connected to a pin below

the outer end, while for the vibratory motion

of the latter a hole is left in the axis of

the plunger, as in the trunk-engine. See

trunk, 9.

trunk-valve (trungk'valv), 71. A valve in

two pistons forming the valve proper are con-

nected by a hollow rod. Also called Mur-

docl^s slide-valve.

lar in principle to the Morse telegraph code) cut off, dim. of truncus, stock, trunk. See trunnel-head (trun'1-hed), 71. Same as trwTi-

letters" and signals can be made. Army and trimk.] A very small branch of the main stem

Navy Register, XXIV. 277 of a system, itself giving off ramifications.

truck-patch (truk'paoh), n. An area, partic- trundle, v. i. 3. In cricket, to bowl. Sutchin-

ularly a circumscribed one, on which vegeta- si»i, Cricket, p. 253. [Colloq.]

bles are grown ; a truck-garden. [U.S.] trundler (trun'dl^r), n. In cricfrc^, a bowler.

trucks (truks), 71. pi. Trousers. [Eng. slang.] ifufc/iiJisoii, Cricket, p. 80. [Colloq.]

truddo (trCd'do), 71. [It. dial., prob. Sardinian trunk, n. 14. A long conduit or system with

(cf. Sardinian trud4a for It. trulla, pitcher), grids through which cotton is forced to be

See trulio.] Hume &»* trullo. cleared of dust and refuse in its passage from

trudgen (truj'en), 71. [80 named attet Trud- the opener to the scutcher or picker.—15. In

die-head; specifically, in coke-making or

metallurgy, the cast-iron or other ring which

forms the keystone of the oven or the head of

the furnace, serving as an opening for charging

and for control of the operations within it.

The trunnel-head, or ring, is a much more important

part of a coke oven than most people imagine. It should

he accurately gauged to the capacity of the oven. If the

ring be too small, the draft of the oven will be choked ;

and if it be too large, there will be a great loss of neat,

Amer. ManuJ. LXII. 628.



tromuon
trunnion, h— Trunnion ledge and level, a small
shelf on the trunnion of a laixe ami which was placed in
a horizontal position hy means of a spirit level so that
the ilegree of elevation or depression might be indi-
cated.

trunnion-band (trun'yon-band), n. The band
or hoop of a built-up'cannon on which the
trunnions of the cannon are formed in manu-
facture.

trunnion-level (trun'yon-lev'el), n. A level
placed on the trunnion of a gun to aid in as-
certaining and adjusting its elevation for a
required range.

trunnion-rule (trun'yon-rol), n. A rule for
measuring the distance from the trunnions to
the base-ling of a gun.

trunnion-square (trun 'yon -skwSr), «. An
instnimeut for determining whether the axis
of the trunnions is perpendicular to the axis
of the bore of the gun.

truqueur (tro-ker'), ». [F., < truquer, fabri-
cate antiquities.] One who fabricates so-
called antiquities.

truss, «.— Brl(Ure truss, an articnlated frame or truss
which forms or resembles one of the two or more trusses
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:rui.s; d, ^, trus^-batids ; c, truss-parrcl.

of atruss-bridtte.— Main trusses, the iron arms which
confine the main lower yard and the main lower t^jpsail-
yard t<i the mast. .See iiuiin-yurd (nun.— Main-yard
tmss, the iron amis which hold the main lower yard to
the mainmast, and on which the yard may be swung
horiionUlly by the braces or vertically by the lifts.

trusser, «. 2. Specifically, a machine for
binding or trussing together the staves of a
keg or barrel and giving to the latter its bulg-
ing form and to the former the deformation
whi'-h shall keep the hoops tight in place.
Set. .Imrr. Slip., Sept. 10, 1904, p. 23982.

truss-hoop, «. 2. In mast-making, a heavy
iron band placed about the mast, and to which
the after end of the truss is confined.

truss-parrel (trus'par'el), «. That part of
the trus.s-mechanism which encircles a mast;
the iron band which goes about the mast, and
to which.the truss is secured.

trust', n. 7. Tlie term refers t« the employment of
trustees (see ro(in,7 *tr<ul) in the original formation of
trusts. As Ui the looser use of the word, see the follow-
ing extracts.

This broad use of the word '• trtut " to describe coni-
binations which are not in the trust form, producing
confusion and sometimes unwarranted prejudice, should
be avoided.

Noyu, Intercorporate Relations (1909), p. 555.

A trutt has been deflned as a contract, combination,
confederation, or understanding, express or implied
between two or more persons to control the price of a
commodity or services for the beneflt of the parties
thereto, and t<j the injury of the public, and which tends
to create a monofioly. ... It seems that such unlawful
combination may be formed orally, and that writing is
not necessary t<) its Illegality.

»'<«( linjinia Hep. (1906), LX. 620.

Anti-trust law, or Sberman anti-trust law a fed-
eral sUtute approved .July 2, ISOo, by which 'every con-
tract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or
conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the
several states, or with foreign natloas ' was declared to
be illegal and parties engaged in such to be liable to flne
and imprisonment. The act further embraces monopoly
of any part of interstate or foreign commerce. The Wil-
son Bill (Aug. 27, 1894) extended this dellrjitely to mo-
nopoly of importations.— Commercial trust, one in
which the possession of tAngible property of any species
Is committed t^i others for management or disposal
A ndermn. — Corporate trust, a combination of differ-
ent corporations of similar character made by the major-
ity of st<K;kholders in each giving the power of theirstock
by assignment or proxy to a trustee or (trustees) to an-
other corpfjrat ion. See (riMf.—Drytrust Same as n<itf,i
friMf.— Presumptive trust. .Satnc as resulting trutt
stnctly, a trust created by the reverting of ah estate
U> the grantor. The term is loosely applied to trusU
that are implied in equity.—Trust for value," in lini; a
trust ba8e<l upon a valuable consideration. Voluntary
trust, a trust created solely as a gift.— Votln« trust
an accumulation, in the hands of an individual trustee
or of a committee, of the sto.;k of several shareholders in
a coriK.raUon tr. the end that the aggregate vote of these
holrllngs, used by the trustee, may control the coriwra-
tion and dirct it. Negotiable trust certificates are gen-
erally given to the original holders in return for their
stock, retaining t^. them the beneflclal value. It has been
held to be against public policy that a stockholder irrev-

ocably, for a stated period, part with his voting power,
and that therefore any original holder may at will witli-
di-aw from a voting trust,

trust-buster (trust'bus"ter), n. One who
makes a business of breaking up or trying to
break up trusts or industrial combinations in
restraint of corapetilion. [U. S. polit. slang.]

trust-busting (trust'bus"ting), w. The break-
ing up of • trusts ' or industrial combinations

;

the activities of a trust-buster. [U. S. polit.
slang.]

A blizzard :had blanketed Kansas with snow, and the
rural citizen had leisure to read the ••trugt-bustinr,"
literature left at his door every day by his mail-carrier.

Outlook, May 6, 1905.

trust-company (trust'kum"pa-ni), n. 1. A
financial corporation organized under State
laws, general or special, or both, to exercise
the functions of a trustee. This power was first
granted by special act in 18->-2 to the Farmers' Fire Insur-
ance and Loan Company, of New York, the act authoriz-
ing the cor|>oration to receive and take by deed or devise
any effects and projierty both real and personal which
might be left or conveyed to it in trust and to assume
and execute any trust created or declared by the deed or
devise.

2. Such a corporation with added financial
and other functions, varying in character and
extent with the statutes of the different States
and with the individual charter of the cor-
poration. Not all trust-companies have all the
powers indicated in the following citition : "Trust-com-
panies exercise, among other powers, those of trustee, ex-
ecutor, administrator, guardian, committee, receiver
assignee, transfer agent, registrar, investment agent'
fiscal agent, promotor. underwriter, eU-. They do also a
guarantee, safe deposit and general banking business."
Lator, Trust-Companies of the I'nited States, p. '20. To
these powers may be added those of depositary and es-crow holder; also those of a savings-bank, usually exer-
cised under the title "savings-fund department": but
wliether they have such a department or not trust-com-
panies generally allow Interest on considerable sums left
on deposit for stated periods and a minimum interest on
running balances. Except in a savings-bank department
trust-company interest is lower than that of savings-
banks. The savings-fund feature is more common in theW est than in the East In the earlv companies their
business as trustees was inciilental to that of life-insur-
ance and annuities, both of which have now nearly disap-
peared, and the examination and insurance or guarantee
of real-estate titles have taken their place and become an
important business. Fidelity insurance is also issued bymany companies, which act as bondsmen for trustees and
for officers and responsible employees, public and private.
Ihe later growth of trust-companies has been along the
lines of banking an.l corporation trust business. In their
banking business they are subject U> the laws of the va-
rious States in the matter of otflcial examination!!, but
they have greater freedom in the making of loans, and in
most States are not required to hold as large cash re-
serves as banks are compelled to have. As bankers they
are not, in many States, compelled to deposit security
with the State olUcials. but the double liability law ap-
plies to their stockholders in nearly all States where it
applies to bank st<.ckholilers. The tendency of legisla-
tion is to put banks and trust-companies acting as banks
on the same footing. Tru8t-coini)anies issue bills of ex-
change and letters of credit, but do not issue bank-notes
Isually, States allow within their borders the fiduciary
business of trust-companies chartered by other States
though not always, hut not their banking and other busi-
ness. A trust-company may establish branches through-
out lU own State and also in lorcign countries, and in the
dependencies of the I nited States. Among the other
countries besides the United States where the trust-com-

'"'K'.
" e'icouraged are Canada, llexico, Argentine Re-

public, Germany, France, Japan, .South Africa. Australia
and > ew Zealand. In these latter the title • trustee-com-
pany prevails. The trust-company is the product of the
Increased scope of business enterprise as well as of the
desire for responsible corp.irate, as against individual
care and investment of trust funds. It is not in any way
to be confounded with the trust, which is an aggregation
of business interests of a common character, for common
profit Following the first step taken in I82'2, trust-com-
panies were formed in Boston, Philadelphia, and New
York. Statiaticsof 1S75 showed 3.'. companies in the United
SUtcs, all in the East, with resources of over $122,000,000.
In 1889 the number had increased to 120, which were scat-
tered among U States, east and west, and had resources
of »441,O0O,0OO. In 1895 the t-jtal number was 569 in 4''

ii2J^'S5 ^"7'i?'^*''
having aggregate resources of

IWB,0UO,0()0. In 1905. complete returns of 1115 companies
showed resources and liabilities amounting to *,%802 000 -

000. The statistics of .September. 1908. fmm '2240 com-
panies showed resources and liabilities of $4,580,000,000

Truth of being. See *being.

trutine (trO'tin), n. [L. trutina, < Gr. Tpvrdvr/,
a balance. See </-M«;i«ff.] A balance.—Trutine
of Hermes, in attnl., a method of rectifying a nativity
by ascertaining the place of the moon at the conception,
which is supixwed to indicate the degree ascending at
birth.

*

truxene (truk'sen), n. Itruxiilline) + -ene.]

C6H4C:C.CH2
A colorless compound,

|
I pre-

CH2-C:C.C6H4
pared by the action of phosphoric anhydrid on
hydrimlone. It crystallizes in plates and melts
above 360° C.

truiillic (truk-sil'ik), a. [trtixW(me) + -tc]
Related to truxilline.- Truxllllc aold. isatroplc
acid.

trypanosomatosis

truxilline (tmk-sil'in), ». [Truxillo (see def.)

^ u"/At ^i'y °°° °^ *'>i'e« compounds,
!-38H4bU8N2, distinguished as a-, fi-, and y-They aie contained in coca from TruxiUo, Peru, and mar
one'^^^lffff^^n'?"

=";""".»' n>«'hyl alcohol ind eitherone of the truxillic anhydrids on ecgonine. They are aUamorphous and melt at 80-, 45", and 63- C. respectively
Also called -y-isotropyl-cocaine or cocamine, J-isotropyl-
cocaine or isococamine, and e-isotropyl-cocaine.

Tryblidiaceae (tri-blid-i-a'se-e), «. pt. [NL
< Tn/bttdium + -acew.'i A family of brown or
black coriaceous discomyeetous fungi named
from the genus Tryhtidium.

Tryblidium (tri-blid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
TpvjiXiov, a cup, -I- dim. -Mrov.] 1. A genus

of fossil patel-
[i loid gastropods
]t with depressed

I J,
oval shells

\Y which have an-
terior beaks,
thick walls,
horseshoe-
shaped area
with numerous
museularsears,
and concentri-
cally lamellate
exterior sur-
face. It occurs
in Silurian
rocks.— 2. A
genus of dis-

comyeetous
fungi having
black coria-
ceous aseo-
carps which are
at first sunken
in the sub-
stratum and
closed, but
finally rupture

The spores are hy-""'
About 20

Tryhtidium cali ^ _

a. ascocarps on beech-baric : b, ascu'
with spores aad paraphyses, highly lua,:^
nified.

more or less irregularly. ^ „„ op,
aline or yellowish and murifoim. a.vo\\\, zu
species have been described, most of which
occur on the bark of trees. T. cueurbitaria
IS found on the white oak in North America
and T. calmiforme on beech in Europe. Be-
bentisch, 1805.

try-gun (tn'gun), n. A gun with an adjust-
able stock, used by some manufacturers of
sporting arms to determine by trial the exact
length and shape of stock which a purchaser
may desire. Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903.

tryker, «. Same as tricerion.

trypanolytic (trip-a-no-lit'ik), a. [NL. Trupa-
imisoma) + Gr. ;ii;r«of, that loosesordissolves 1
Referring to or effecting the destruction of
trypanosomes. Nature, Oct. 31, 1907, p 680
trypanon (trip'a-non), «.

;
pi. trypana (nS)'.

[Gr. Tpi'Travoi; a borer, < rpi-nan, bore. See
trepnni.] In Gr. antiq., a borer turned by
hand or with a string.

In a natural state as we know, people, through labori-ously acquired skill, kindle a fire by rubbing togethertwo pieces of wood
; in other words, they set freeUi that

tension work, heat. The old Greeks used for the pui'pose
the pyreion, the under piece of which, called the eschara.
contained a bore, in which the rubbing piece, the trvm-
lion or borer, was inserted and then turned by twisting
the hands. Smithsonian Rtp., 1890, p. 716.

Trypanoplasma (trip-a-no-plas'ma), n. [NL."
< Gr. TpiTzavov, a borer, + TzTida/ia, something
formed. Seep/o^n.] A genus of hajmoflagel-
lates, of the family Trypanosomatida; parasitic
in fishes, as the minnow, carp, and loach
Tr3rpanosoma fever. See *feveri.
tnrpanosomal (trip"a-n6-s6'mal), a. [NL
Tryj>antimm(a) + .alK) Pertaining to, of the
nature of, or caused by, trypanosomes. See
*trypanosomiasis.
To obtain a knowledge of the prevalence of trypanog.i-mal infection in any given district it is only necessary

to examine the cervical glands of the domestic animals
indigenous U the district to come to a positive or negative
conclusion in regard to the prevalence of the disease.

Lancet, May 2, 1908, p. 1285.

trypanosomatic (trip 'a -no -so- mat 'ik), a.
Relating to Trypanosoniata ; noting any dis-
ease caused by their presence.
The cultivation of the organisms causing trypanofo-

matic diseases. Science, July 2'2, 1904, p. 112.

trypanosomatosis (trip^'a-no-so-ma-to'sis), n.
[NL., < irypanosoma(t-)" + '

-osin.]' SUme as*trypa no.som iasis.

It [chimpanzee] spontaneously suffers from ankylosto-
miasis, Ulariasis, and trypanommatons.

Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 945.
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trypanosome (trip'a-no-som), n. [NL. Trtjpa- Tsetse-fly disease. See ^disease,

nofomn.] An infusorian of the order 2V(/p«Ho- Tsiganologist, h. ^a,vae &s*Zmganologist.

T-slot (te'slot), n. A groove or slot cast or
jilaucd in the upper surface of a table, or
plate, with an undercut below the plane of

the table, or plate, which gives to the slot a
section resembling in end view an inverted
block-letter capital T. The form of this section
enables square-headed bolts to be slid into tlie slot from
the end ; or T-headed bolts may be used which can be
passed into the slot at any point and then turned through
an angle of 90°. The slots instead of being continnoua
may be in short lengths and may be both longitudinal
and transverse.

On the floor at the base of the tower is a massive plate
1.^ ft. square with a number of T-slots across its surface
resembling those of a planer bed. To this the hoist to be
tested may be quickly bolted.

Elect. World and Engin., Oct. 31, 1903, p. 734.

T. S. 0. In the Eng. postal service, an abbre-
viation of town stiboffice.

soinata. See ^trypanosomiasis.

The tri/panosome was shown by the last-named ob-
servers to be identical with the trypanosoraa Gambiense
and they also showed that the t«etse tly, glossina palpalis,

IS the principal transmitter of the disease. That other
flies of this species, glossina fnsca and glossina lonpi-

pennis, are also capable of conveying the disease is cer-

tain, but so far the glo-ssina pal [talis is chiefly incriminated.
Lancet, May 2, 1908, p. 1285.

trypanosomiasis (trip 'a- no -so-mi 'a- sis), «.

ITrjijianosom(a) + -lasis.l A general term
proposed by Salmon and Stiles (1902) to de-

note any infection of any warm- or cold-

blooded animal by any species of the flagellate

protozoan family Trypanosomaiidse. Such are

the sleeping-sickness of man in Africa, caused by Trypa-
nosoma gambiense : surra of horses and other animals in

India aiid the Philippines, caused by T. evansi; nagana
of horses in Africa, caused by T. In-veei ; mal-de-caderas _
of horses in South America caused ^X r. '9«tm<m • rat tsubaki (tsil-ba'ke), n. [Jap. tszbaH.-] The
trypanosomiasis, caused by T. leinst. The parasites live """""TTT ^ , . " j t i t
ill the blood-plasma and destroy the red blood-corpuscles; Camellia Japomca, used extensively in Jap-
they are transmitted by insects. anese decorative art. See Camellia.

In a letter addressed to Sir Alfred .Tones by the expedi- tSUbO (tsu'bo), )!. [Jap. iS«6o.] A Japanese
tion sent by the Liveiixwl Schixil of Tropical Medicine to measure of surface, being a square ken, or
investigate the newly-discovered paiasite of human (ri/pa- oca snuarA feet (7 Rprinn flnnvorsioTi
«o»omia«». it is stated thata number of natives had been ??•" ^^1 '^"^''./™ ^- ^"""9' <-.onversion

examined, but that the parasite had not been found in iables, pp. 44, 17 J,.

any. In two horses, however, a trypanosome was found, TgugaiU laCQUer. See Macquer.
and it is stated that another horse had been infected .

° ....,_, j-,^ ... .

with the human trypanosome. In a common species of fcSUnami (tsu-na me), n. [Jap, tsznami.\ A
horse fly that had fed on this last horse, ntinierous trypa- great tidal disturbance which may be caused

by earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, or baro-
metric depressions.

The great tsunamis which so often devastate the shores
of Japan, in the greater number of instances proceed
from the near-lying deep of the Pacific, which is known
as Tuscarora Deep.

W. H. Uobbs, Earthquakes, pp. 263, 254.

tsung (tsong), n. Same as *sung-.

See y-imun.

Same as tsuha.

n. [Northwestern Amer-
indian.] A native name of Chasmistes copei,

a minnow of the Klamath Lakes.

nosonies were found in the stomach. The letter was
sent from McCarthy Island, 150 miles in the interior of

Gambia. Nature, April 23, 1903, p. .'>90.

trypanosomic (trip-a-no-som'ik), a. [NL.
Trypanoi<om{a) + -('c] Relating to, or in-

fected with, trypanosomes.

This water is then inoculated with the otherwise sterile

trypanosomic blood. _
Jour. Med. Researcti, July, 1906, p. 125# TsUllff-li-VaiHeil

Trypetheliacese (trip-e-the-li-a'se-e), n. pi. tsupa (tso'pft), TO

[NL.,<2'n>e«te;H(M, the type genus, + -aceee.'] tswam (tsw'am),
A family of pyrenoearpous lichens, named • - -

from the genus Trypethelium, having a crusta
ceous thallus and the perithecia united in a ^ j j^ ^n abbreviation of to take leave.

Tu. 1. An abbreviation of Tuesday.— 2,
stroma.

trypethelioid (trip-g-the'li-oid), a. [NL.
Trypetheli{u)n) + -of'rf.] Pertaining to, or re-
sembling, lichens of the genus Trypethelium.

trypetid (trip'e-tid), «. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the dipterous family Trypctidx.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Trypetidse.

trjrpsinogen (trip-sin 'o-.ien), n. l_trypsin +
Gr. -yewji; -producing.] A substance excreted
by the pancreas which becomes converted
during intestinal digestion into trypsin.

A
chemical symbol (a) for tungsten, which,
however, is much more commonly represented
by W (from the name, wolfram, of the min-
eral in which tungsten chiefly occurs)

; (6)
for thulium, for which, however, Tm is more
common.
tuan (tii'an), n. [Native name.] The native
name of the so-called ' flying-squirrels' of
Australia, small marsupials, of the genus
Belidciis, which resemble flying-squirrels in
form and habits.

The intestinal juice contains two other ferments which tub, n. 8. (d) A lining for a mine-shaft made of
are engaged in the process of proteolysis, enterokinase, staves of wood or steel. See tubbing.
and erepsin. The former activates the pancreatic juice 4...V-1 vi a „ *. -d j. a -ii.

by transforming trypsinogen into trypsin. tUba', «. 4. An ancient Koman trumpet with
//. IT. Bettmann, in Med. Record, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 171. a straight tube of metal, like the Greek

Tiyptlc digestion, digestion (hydrolytic cleavage) of salpinx,
protein through theactionof trypsin. This action of tuba^ (to'bii), M. [Malayan tiiba.'\ 1.
trypsin is similar and complementary to that of pepsin
trypsin, however, acts in slightly acid, neutral, or mark-
edly alkaline solutions, while pepsin acts only in acid
media.

tryptonemia (trip-to-ne'mi-a), TO. [NL., < E.
tryptone + Gr. aifia, blood.] A condition in
which tryptone is present in the blood.

tryptophan (trip'to-fan), n. [Gr. TpiTrrdc,

rubbed, + (j>aivciv, appear.] Same as *pro-
teinochromogen.

tiysail, n.— Main trysail, a fore-and-aft sail set on
the main lower mast during heavy weather.

t. s. An abbreviation (6) of till sale.

tsavoah (tsa-v6'a), TO.
;
pi. tsavaoth (tsa-va-of).

[Modern Heb., < tsdvah, command, charge,
order.] 1. A will.— 2. A charge or ethical
will, among the Jews, of a father to his chil-
dren or a rabbi to his congregation. It has
almost fallen into disuse. Some of the tsa-

_ In the
Philippine Islands, Guam, and the west coast
of Mexico, the sap obtained from the imma-
ture inflorescence of the coconut, which is

allowed to ferment and is used as a beverage,
and from which a distilled liquor called vino,

or aguardiente, is obtained.

He climbed a coconut-tree near the house and brought
in a bamboo joint full of txdta, delicious as cider just be-
ginning to turn sharp, which, after putting across the top
some leaves to strain it, he offered us with the manner of
a Spanish caballero.

W. E. Safford, in Amer. Anthropologist, 1902, p. 728.

2. In the peninsula of Malacca and the
Malay Archipelago, a name applied to a num-
ber of fish-intoxicants, especially to Deguelia
elliptica, and in the Philippine Islands to
Croton Tiglium, Jatropha Curcas, a,nd Cocculus
Cocculus, used for the same purpose.

tubboe (tub'6), TO. [Prob. of African origin.]
Framboesia or yaws.

Butter packed in

vaoth are excellent codes of ethics and piety.
The letter of Rabbi Elias of Vilna to his son tub-butter (tub'but"6r), re.

and the tsavoah of Rabbi Abraham of Danzig tubs.
(1738-1821) are the most renowned. Pious tube, to. 9. A city subway in the form of a
young Jews m Ku8S>& commit them to tunnel. [Eng.]
memory.
tschawytscha, n. A German spelling of
chfirtrha.

tschego, ". Same as nschiego.

Tscherkesa (eher-kes'), a. aind re. [A G.>peU-
ing of KuKs. Cherkesu: see Circassian.'] Same
as Circassian.

tschemozom, tschomosem, to. German spell-
ings of the Russian original of chernozem.

tserin, ». Same as dzeren.

Of tube railways with electric traction there ai-e three
now working in London, two between the City and the
south side of the River Thames, using the ordinary two
wire 500 volts continuous current system, and another (the
Central I^ondon) extending from the City to Shepherd's
Bush, using the composite system. This railway conveyed
during the year li)02 no fewer than 45 million passengera.
There are eight other tube railways now in course of con-
struction in London. The recent terrible catastrophe in
Paris must serve as a warning in the future equipment of
such lines where currents at high tension are employed,
and where short-circuiting may bring about disastrous
results. Nature, Sept. 24, 1903, p. 508.

tube
Acoustic tubes. See *acou«fic.— Bourdon tube, a
coiled, elastic metallic tube which tends to straighten
out when pressure is applied within it The straighten-
ing in an elastic tube being proportional to the internal
pressure, such a tube can be used for a pressure-gage, the
motion of a free end being registered 011 a dial.

The Richard thennograph, with Teisserenc de Bort'a
insulating device, should be used, and the Hergesell in-
strument having a tube of German silver, instead of the
Bourdon tube filled with alcohol, was also recommended
on account of its sensitiveness and durability.

Nature, Dec, 11, 1902, p. 140.

Braun tube, a vacuum-tube designed for the investi-
gation of cathode rays. The rays which proceed from
the cathode sealed into one end must pass through an
annular anode and a perforated screen before reaching-
the glass at the other end of the tube. A phosphorescent
screen is sometimes placed within the tube to receive the
rays. As the path of the rays is made quite long, the
effect of static electricity or of a magnet on the rays may
be readily studied.

In the courseTof the experiment8,'however, it appeared
that better results could be obtained by means of the
Braun tube, and after making simultaneous determina-
tions by the two methods the heat measurements werefor
the time being discontinued.

Physical Bev., May, 1904, p. 322.

Calclum-Chlorld tube, a glass vessel, of vaiying shape,
filled with porous calcium chlorid, an absorbent of wateiy
vapor. The increase in weiuht shows the water absorbed.
It is also used for drying gases. Modifications in form
carry the names of the inventors, as Peligot, Schmitz,
Wolf, etc.— Color-tube, a tube into which vapor and
dusty air may be admitted by proper openings, so that

Color-tube.

Steam enters small tube a and passes out at * . the obten-ef
looks through clear plate of glass, c, at light coming through
ground.glass plate rf; a mirror is placed at t and a thin plate oi
water is parallel to the mirror at m to prevent clouding of the
mirror. (After C. Barus, U. S. Weather Bureau.)

one may study the colors of cloudy condensation ; speci-
fically, the color-tube devised by Carl Barus. C. liartis,
U. S. Weather Bur, Bulletin 12, pp. 31-33.— Connlng-
tower tube. See *conning-tower.— Coronoldal tube.
See •coronotdai.—CriticaltUbe,aRontgen-ray (Crookes>
tube of moderately low vacuum which diflerentiates
clearly between substances of unequal density.— Crookes
tubes. See iiacuwm-tute.— Desiccating tube. See
kdesiccate, v. (.— End-On tube, a vacuum-tube, for
spectrum work, in which the glowing gases throughout

the entire length of the capil-

/^ lary tube traversed by the
electric discharge are brought-
into the field of the spectro-
scope. The discharge between
the terminals (a, 6) passeft
through the capillary tube (fc),

and the line of sight («»)isa]on^
the axis of the latter.— Es-
march tube. See roll ircut-

(«re.— Faraday's tubes.
End-on tube. thick-walled tubes of well

annealed glass, carefully
sealed by fusion, as used by Faraday in his early experi-
ments In the liquefaction ot gasoa.— FractlonatlnjT
tube, ill cAem., -ft tube' to be attached to a flask, which i»

Ya

..S

r*

a, fractionatinff tube; d, thermometer; c, condenser.

designed to facilitate fractional distillation.— GU&sfey
tube, a glass tube having a number of bulbs blown upon
it, each with a glass bead which serves as a valve betweei>
the successive bulbs, for use in the fractional distillation

of liquids in the chemical laboratory.— Hard tube, in
elect., a Rontgeu tube the vacuum of which is relatively

high, so that the X-rays emanating from it posse.«s great
penetrating power.— HempeVs palladium tube, a

glass tube of U shape containing either finely divide*' pal-

ladium, palladiLm sponge, or asbestos coated witli pal-



tnbe

ladium. It is used in gas-analysis for the absorption of

hydrogen. It also causes a mixture of oxygen and
hydrogen gases passed over it to unite slowly — In-
tertentacolar tube. Same as iuterteutacular organ

of Fiirrc (whiL-h see. under intertentacuiftr).—JajniD.'S

tul)e, a capillarj' tube containing a large number of de-
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point in a closed curve. The flux through the walls of a tube-fumace (tub'fer''''nas), «. See electric

c d *

Janiiu's Tube.
/

;:(:•.

ab. cd, and </"arc three consecutive drops along: the tube ; owin^
to the different curvatures of ab at a and b, the pressure in the air

at a is t;reater than at b ; the same is true of all other drops in the
tube.

tached drops of liquid. Since each drop transmits a
snmller pressure than it receives, an enonnoua ditference

of pressure can exist between the ends of the tube with-

out any ai>preciable movement of the drops along the
tube.—Lebel and Hennlnger tnbe, a glass tube with a
number of bulbs blown upon it, each containing a little

basket of platinum-wire gauze, which serves to delay the

Eassage of vapor: for use in the fractional distillation of

quids in the chemical laboratory.—Lenard tube, a spe-

cial form of vacuum-tube, so constructed
as to pennit cathode rays generated
within to pass through an aluminium
diaphragm into the outer air. This fonn
of tube was devised by Professor Philip
Lenard for the study of the transmission
of cathode rays by air at atmospheric
pressure. It consistfl of a glass tube
with a cathode <^) at one end and the
other end closed by a8heetr)f aluminium
(tr), through which s<jme of the rays pass
out into the air. See obgcure itrai/it.—
Mercury-tube, (n) A vacuum-tube
which contains vaiMir of mercury and
gives the spectrum (tf that metal when
traversed by an electric ilischarge. (6)

A glass tube which contains mercury
tn vaetio and emita a flash of light when
shaken.—Btlescher's tube, the earliest

atage'of a8arcosi>'»ri<lian parasite, Sarco-
cystig, found within the substance of a
muscle tiher in the fonn of an elongated
bo4l v.—Morris tube, a small-bore rifle-

barrel capable of being inserted in a
large-bore rifle or shot-gun for shooting
practice : patented in 1881 : named for

its Inventor, Richard Morris. A'. E. D.~
O'Dwyer's tube, a tube employed
in intubation of the lar>nx.— PaUa-
dliun tube, a glass tube which con-

tains finely divided metallic palladium, used for the
absorption of hyitrogen in the volumetric analysis of

nueoua mixtures.—Pelljot tube, a glass tube having
bulbs blown in it« course and usually bent to a U : used
in analytical work for the absorption of various elemen-
tary grijups, as water, carbon dioxid, etc. Amer. Chem.
Jour., March, IflOf.. p. 232.—Pertchordal tUbe. a layer

of cells which in

craniot* verte-

brates incloses the
chorda or nolo-
chord in the form
of a tube, which
sometimes, as in

sharks, becomes
cartilaginous. The
perichordal tube
in the higher ver-

tebrates is re-

placed by the
vertebral centra,
which encroach on and all but completely obliterate

the chorda.—PhOBphOrescent tube, a glass tube con-

taining mercury but exhausted of air. When shaken
a phosphorescent glow fills the tube, due t« frictional

electricity. It is very old. being mentioned by Boer-

haave. —Pine-leaftube-buUder. see -^pinei.—Pliicker
tabe. («) In spectrum analysis, a vacuum-tube with

tube of force is zero, and the tlux through the tube is

therefore everywhere the same. A tube through which
the tlux is unity is called a unit tube. Tubes of force (of

an electric or magnetic field) are special kinds of tubes of

flow.—Tube of force, see -trtube o/yfou'.—Tube of in-
duction. See -kinduction.—Twoitermy tube, a sub-

way railway in which the ordinary fare is twopence;
speciftcally.the Central London Railway (underground).
The name is said to have been first applied to it in a jour-

nal called the Londoner, June 30, 1900. A', ami Q., 9th
ser., VII. 37.x [Colloq., London. ]~-Unit tube Of force,
flux, or Induction. See -ktuhe o/jiow.—WectOT tube,
one of a system of imaginary tubes by means of which
the distribution of a vector in space is described. The
vector tubes are considered as fitted together so as to
entirely fill the space, and as having for the generating
lines of their surfaces the vector lines.—Ventral tube,
a curious ventral organ in the Collembola whose function
is not understood. It may be a simple papilla on the
venter of the first abdominal segment, or it may be a
double organ protecting two long delicate tubes capable

tube-ignition (tub'ig-nish''''on), n. A method
of igniting the combustible mixture of fuel
and air in the cylinder of an internal-combus-
tiou motor, by which the mixture was allowed
to enter by a timing-valve into a tube which
communicated with the combustion- or com-
pression-chamber. This tube was kept hot by an
external flame and was able to raise the mixture within
it to the temperature of ignition. The flame resulting-

from such local ignition was at once propagated through
the entire mass, and the expansion of volume and increase
of pressure caused the working stroke. The point or
time of ignition can not be varied over wide limits by
this system, and with lean mixtures it was not always
reliable. The convenience of ignition by an electric

spark has caused this latter system to predominate. F.
li. Iliitton, Gas Engine, p. 250.

cially for the production of Rontgen rays. The essential

{..enard tube.

a, per
neural tube ; d. intervertebral foramen ; e.

hetnal tube. Dotted lines indicate seg-
mentation into Tertebr.!:,

(From I'arker and Haswell's " Zoology.")

Plticker Tube.

of i)rotrnsion.—Venturi tube, a tube whose internal tube-miU (tub'mil), n. 1, A building or plant
dimensions correspond to the outer surface of a jet of -where tubes are manufactured.— 2. (rt) A roll-

ing-mill for rolling tubes, as by tJie Mannes-
mann process, which produces a tube with
the fibers running in a helix so as to withstand
internal pressures, (b) A grinding- or pul-

verizing-mill used for pulverizing cement
clinker. It consists of a revolving tube
in which is placed the material to be ground,
together with a quantity of pebbles. As the

water issuing horizontally under considerable pressure
^ y^ turns, the action is very similar to the

from the thm vertical wall of a reservoir; the tube that ^ .,. ^J , , , , -;

gives the maximum rate of flow, the maximum contrac- grinding of pebbles on a beacb.

tion, and the lowest static pressure at the place of great- t^]3g|.a^^jgQ^g (tu-be-ra'shius), a. [NL. Tube-
est contraction. The proportions as given by Venturi Ynop(ip\ + ^i/j? 1 'hfiloTioinn- or "nertaininff to
are A-B, 18 ; C-D, 15.5 ; E-F, 23 ; G-H, 11 ; H-I, 78. (See [f^ )5l

-<>"* J i^etonging or penaming to

the cut) The contraction at I>-C is due to the combined the luberaceSE,

action of cross-currents and of surface tension.-Wurtz tube-rallwaV (tub'raFwa), n. See ^railway.
tube,a glass tube with two or three bulbs blown upon it, _ , , ^f- -u -/i- \ ; pxtt • t »,«-.

used in fn».;tfonal distillation of liquids in the chemical TubeialeS (tu-be-ra \ez)j 7i.pl. [JNij., < luber
laboratory.— X-ray tube, a vacuum-tube designed espe- (see Tuber, 2) 4- -n/cs.] An order of tuber-

like, subterranean ascomycetous fungi named
from the genus Tuber and commonly known
as 'truffles.' Written Tubcrinem by E. Fischer.

tubercle, «.— Chassaignac'a tubercle. Same as

carotid tubercle (which see, under cflrohd).— Dorsal
tubercle, the tubercle formed in the pharynx of ascid-

ians by the folding of the terminal dilatation of the duct
which leads from the subnenral gland to the cavity of

the pharynx.— Hlppocampal tubercle, an expansion
of the hippocampus at its lower extremity, separating
the fascia dentata from the fimbria. Trans, imn. Soc,
Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 381.— Marginal tubercle, in medu-
soids. one of the slight prominences on the body-wall,

frequently containing a prohmgation of the coelenteron,

and cffen jtigmented and provided with cnidoblasts,

—

Mucous tubercle. Same as r';?H/t/;o7nrt.—Nuchal tu-
bercle, the pmminence fonned by the spinous process

of the vertebra pruminens, or seventh cervical vertebra^

in man.— Nuptial tubercle, h<)nty tubercles developed
on the head of the males of many cyprinoid fishes during-

breeding-time.

Snout rounded, strongly projecting beyond the mouth,
with numerous nuptial tubercleg.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 23.

Rablc tubercles, circumscribed collections of round,

cells around the nerve-cells, occurring in rabies.

To these pericellular and perivascular focal accumula-
tions of small ruiuid cells, more especially to the former,

Babes has given the name of "rabic ttihercles" or nod-
ules, and he considers that these are so characteristic of

rabies that, when due attention is given t« their inten-

sity and distribution, they can serve as a diagnostic cri-

terion of the disease.

Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1901, p. 582.

Root tubercle. See *rf)oNf((fc€rr;^.— Tubercle bacil-
lus. See kbacillus.— Pubercles of Montgomery, ele-

vations in the areola surrounding the nipple, marking

X-ray or RSiitgen Tube.

features of X-ray tubes consist of a concave cathode which
concentrates the cathode stream iiiM)n the face of a metallic

targetconsistingUBuallyof a sheet of platinum mounted in

the center of a nearly spherical bulb of glass. The target

sometimes serves likewise as the anode of the tube. The
target when bombarded by the cathoile stream becomes
a source of X-rays, and these pass out through the walls

of the tube in a divergent beam into the outer air. To
prevent undue heating under the action of the cathode
rays the target is frequently made of massive metal faced

with a layer of platinum. The pressure in all vacuum-
tubes in which cath<Mle rays are generated gradually de-

creases during operation until the resistance becomes too
great U> pennit of the passage of the current To coun-
teract this tendency various devices for the control of the
vacuum are employed.

tube-case (tub'kas), «. A box or chamber
which contains tubes, or to which tubes are

connected or attached; specifically, in the

surface-condenser of a steam-engine, the

chamber or part of the condenser into which
the tubes which form the cooling or condens-

capillary bore, (b) A form of Oeissler tube designed to

exhibit certain phenomena of the electric discbarge
through high vacua.—Polarization tube, a tube, usu-

ally of glass, of accurately determined length, closed at

the ends by flat glass plates of uniform thickness, and
having a sm^l connecting tube at the side, through
which can be intnxluced any liquid to be examined as to

it« rotatory effect upon the plane of polarization of light.

—PuluJ tube, inphtjH., a vacuum-tube of the same order

u the (Jeissler and ("njokes tubes, used for experiments
upon radiant electnule-materials. Like the Geissler

tube, the PuluJ tube is often used in physiological and
psychological experiments tn which momentary light-

stimulus is required,—Keflex zenith-tUbe. See re^ftex.

It consist* of a vertical tube permanently flxe<l, carrying
at the upper end a large object-glass and at the lower a

basin of mercury. The image of the star, after reflection,

is formed at the upper surface of the object-glass (which
is perforated in s<^ime instruments) upon the reticule

wires, which are firmly attached to the lens. A small

diagonal prism enables the oliserver to see them through
an eyepiece at one side of the tube.—ROntgen tube, a
vacuum-tube fnr the pr'>du(tion of X-rays; in X-ray
•tube.—8cliroetter*8 tubes, hollow tubes of graduated
sizes, used for dilatation <>f the larj-nx in rases of adhe-

sion of the V(Hal cords. —Segmental tube. Same as

Ti^/iri/fmm.-Simple tube, m musical inatrnmenta, a
tube or pipe without valves or cro*iks.—Soft tube, in

rndioffraphtf, an X-ray tube with low vacuum and emit^

ling in consequence rays of low penetrating p<jwer.—

Soutliey'S tubes, small hrdlow needles which are thrust

into dropsical tissues and left there to drain away the

tlui,l._goihlet tube, a Soxhlet extractor made of glass

and on a small scale, for lalK>Fatx)rv use.—Sprengel
tuba. Same as Spren'jH kpipt^tfe.—Tobe Of flow, in

phyn., an imaginary tubular surface in any field of fone
mjule op of a series of stream-lines drawn through each

injf surface are all fastened air-tight, and into

which the circulating water is passed by the ,„^.^.,„ ^ „ „ „ „
pump in order that it may thence flow through the site of glands secreting a sebaceous material.

the tubes. 2>. K, Cto rfr, Steam Engine, IV. tuberculariaceous (tu-ber-kii-la-ri-a'shius), rt.

683. Belonginfj or pertaining to the Tubercularia-

tube-COndenser (tub'kon-den's^^r), n. A con- cesp, a family of fungi.

denser in which the cooling surface is made tubercularizatiOU (tti-b^r^ku-lar-i-za'shon),
up of tubes, either cylindrical or prismatic. „ Some as tubercuUzation. ' "

Coolingjnay^e^ by water or by air. .The
^^^g^^j^jj^g (tu-ber'ku-Ud), n. [L. ivbercu-

+ ,-»,«—«™.t ,«
^^^^^^^ tubercle, + -ide.} Any skin-lesion of

tuberculosis.

Is Lupus Erjthematoides a Tuberculide ?— A. Gunselt
negatives this question and reporU a case of dissemi-

nated lupus erjthematoides in wh^h, upon autopsy, no
tuberculous lesions were found to be present anywhere
in the b<fdy. Med. Jiecord, March 28, 1903, p. 611.

Tuberculin test. When tuberculin is injected into a
non-tuberculous subject no unusual symptoms develop.

In tuberculous persons (or animals), however, a distinct

elevation of temperature occurs within the twenty-four

hours following the inoculation. This reaction is specific

and 8er\'es as one of the most valuable methods of diag-

nosing the disease. The test is extensively utilized in

the examination of cattle.

The tuberculin tent came into existence through the

most careful and thorough scientific experimentation.

In practice it is applied by first taking the temperature
of the animal to be tested, at intervals of about two
houre, a sufficient number of times to establish the nor-

mal temperature of the body under the ordinary condi-

tions of life. The proper dose of tuberculin is then

injected under the skin with a hypodermic syringe. The
injection is generally made late in the evening, and the

temperature is taken every two hours the following day,

beginning early in the morning and contuming until

cooling medium more frequently passes within

the bore of the tube and the material to be
cooled over the external surface. 7). K.
Clark, Steam Engine, I. 641.

tube-drawing (tub'dra-ing), n. 1. The manu-
facture of tubes from a solid ingot by drawing
out the metal over a mandrel and without a

longitudinal seam or ioint. A central hole is

drilled in the solid ingot, or is made in the casting by a

core ; the ingot is then rolled t^» reduce it« thickness and
give desired length ; and, finally, the tube is finished

to size and gage by drawing the metal through a plate.

2. The manufacture of tubes by forcing a
semifluid material through a die, with a man-
drel or triblet in place to form the bore.— 3.

The removal of the tubes from a multitubular

boiler for inspection and renewal. [Eng.]

tube-former (tub'f6r'''m6r), n. A forming-

machine using small and often tapering rolls

for making speaking-tubes, small cones, and
other small pipes. Hee formitig-machine.

tube-funnel (tub'fun^el), n. Same &B-*'funnel-

tube.
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Sate in the evening, if the fullest information is desired.

From average temperatures calculated by de Schweinitz
in 1S96 of about 1,600 testa of tuberculous cows, it appears
that in general the rise of temperature begins from five

and one-half to six hours after the tubeivulin is injected,

reaches its greatest height from the sixteenth to the

twentieth hour, and then gradually declines, reaching
the normal again by the twenty-eighth' hour.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 682.

tuberculinic (tu-b*r-k\>lin'ik), a. [tuberculin

+ -ic.} Noting an acid substance extracted

from tubercle bacilli, which is regarded as a
nucleiuie acid.

tubercnlitis (tu-b^r-ku-li'tis), «. [NL., < L.

lulxrculum, tubercle, '+ -itis.] Inflammation
of tubercles.

tuberculocide (tu-b*r'ku-lo-sid), n. [L. tu-

beraduni, tubercle, + -hid'a, < cmlere, kill.]

An>-thing destructive to the tubercle bacillus.

Btt'ck, Med. Handbook, I. 461.

tuberculocidin (ttVbtr'ku-lo-si'din), n. [tu-

berculocide + -i«"'!.] An albumose obtained

from tuberculin and used in the same manner
as the latter : supposedly the active principle

of tuberculin.

tuberculoderma (tu-b6r'ku-16-d6r'ma), n. [L.

tiibereulum, tubercle, + Gr. Sipfux, skin.] Tu-
berculosis of the skin.

tuberculoma (tu-b6r-ku-16'ma), «. ; pi. tuber-

culomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < L. tuberculum,

tubercle, + -oma.'] Any tumor caused by the

presence of the tubercle bacillus, or an ab-

scess of tuberculous origin.

tuberculome (tu-b6r'ku-16m), n. Same as

*tubercu]onm.

If the tuberculous abscess or tuberc^dome is not too

large, a cure may be effected by a simple washing with
an antiseptic liquid containing iodoform, creosote, ether
and olive oil. Nature, March 5, 1903, p. 431.

tuberculo-opsonic (tu-b6r"ku-16-op-8on'ik), a.

Referring to the opsonin of the tubercle ba-
cillus.

In two cases the diagnosis was doubtful ; in one of these
the tuberculo-opsonic index was from normal to 0.7 below
normal. Med. Record, Dec. 14, 1907, p. 987.

tuberculophobia (tu-ber'ku-lo-fo'bi-a), n.

[NL., < tuberculo{sis) + Gr. -^o/iia, < (poficlv,

fear.] A morbid "^read of tuberculosis.

[Bare.]

As Professor Brouardel observed in his address before
the Tuberculoaia Congress in Ix>ndon, "tuberculophobia
must ni»t be produced, the patient must not be made a
pariah.

'

Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 76.

"tuberculoplasmin (tu-ber"kii-lo-plas'min), n.

[L. tuberculum, tubercle, + fi. plasm + -jh2.]

The protoplasm of tubercle bacilli, obtained by
crushing a mass of bacilli mixed with sand.
Buck, jfed. Handbook, I. 692.

tuberculosamine (tu-ber'ku-lo-sam'in), n.

ltuberculos{is) + amhtc] A substance ob-
tained from tubercle bacilli, which is possibly
a protamine.

tuberculosectorial (tii-ber"ku-lo-sek-t6'ri-al),

o. [L. tuberculum + 'E. sectorial.'] Noting a
type of molar characteristic of many of

the existing Carnirora, the Insectivora, and
the carnivorous marsupials, as well as
many fossil forms, in which the constituent
cusps of the crowns of the molar teeth are
high, more or less conical, and trenchant.

The quinquetubercular, or tuberculosectorial type of
inferior molars is equally widely spread.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London., 1893, p. 197.

'tuberculosis, t. it is a specific infectious disease,
usually chronic in course. Any organ or tissue of the
l>ody may be the seat of the disease, but in the adult the
lungs are the most frequently attacked. This form
(pulmonary tuberculosis or consum]»tion) is marlted by
emaciation, cough and expect^^ration, fever of a hectic
character, rapid pulse, night sweats, and sometimes the
expectoration of blood. "The larynx may also be involved,
in which case hoarseness or loss of voice and pain on
swallowing are added symptoms. In children tubercu-
losis frequently invades the lymphatic glands of the
neck, the spine (constituting Pott's disease), or one or
more of the joints, especially the hip or the knee. This
form, being often amenable to treatment by mechanical
or operative measures, is called surgical tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis of the skin is known as lupus. In the treat-

ment of pulmonary and (ithei fonns of tuberculosis, the
main reliance is upon fresh air, the patient passing the
greater part of the day in the open air and sleeping at
night by an open window or actually out of d(;ors, shel-
tered from rain or snow by an awning. A dry but dustr
less climate atan elevation of 1000 to :JOOO feet is beneficial,
but is not essential. Rest is an important factor in the
treatment, especially when fever is present The ^food
should be of the most nourishing character, consisting
largely of eggs and milk, and it is important that the diet
should include a large amount of fat. To avoid the dis-

semination of infection, the sputum (which usually con-
tains large numbers of the tubercle bacilli) should be
received in a pasteboard box or paper napkin and imme-
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diately burned. Care should be taken also, when cough-
ing, to hold a paper napkin before the mouth to catch
the droplets of moisture which almost always contain the
bacilli of the disease, 'i'he acute form of the disease is

called miliary tuberculosis, which see, under tuberculosis.

-Acute CestOde tuberculosis. See Mieef-measles.—

Basal tuberctllosls, tuberculosis involving the lower
portion of the alTected luMs;.—Lymphoid tuberculosls,
a form of tuberculous infection in which the microscope
reveals an embryonal cell. infiltration in lieu of the ordi-

nai"y histological :ippearance8.

The typical histological features of tubercle tissue are
often absent; in lieu thereof there may exist a diffuse

embryonal cell infiltration, at times capable of simulating
sarcoma (Pilliet) ; Courtillier applies ttiename "lymphoid
tuberculosis " to the same condition.

Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 44.

Olive tuberculosis, a disease of the olive in which
knots or galls of various sizes are formed on the twigs.
It is attributed to Bacillus Ofew.— Surgical tubercu-
losis, tuberculosis of the bones, joints, or other pai-ts

accessible to the knife of the surgeon.

—

Tuberculosis
cutis, tuberculous disease of the skin, such as lupus
vulgaris.— Tuberculosis verrucosa cutis, a skin-dis-

ease marked by wart-like growths and pustules on brown-
ish patches of vaiying size.

tuberculotropic (tii-b^r"ku-lo-trop'ik), a. [L.
tuberculum, tubercle, -t- Gr. -rpoirof, < rpenciv,

turn.] Having the property of turning toward
and entering iuto chemical combination with
the tubercle bacillus.

Tuberculum acustlcum. .Same as acoustic tubercle
(which see, under ocowsdc).— Tubercultun Impar, a
slight prominence, the rudiment of the tongue, in the
middle line of the pharynx in the embryo. See cut under
•kfurcula.—Tuberculum Lowerl, a small tubercle oc-

casionally found in the right auricle of the heart between
the upper and the lower vense cava;.—Tuberculum
posterlus, the greater tuberosity of the humerus. See
cut under humerus.— Tuberculum retrolobulare of
HiS,a small projection or tubercle on tile lower and back
part of the external ear.

—

Tuberculum supratragl-
cum, a slight prominence occasionally observed in the
external ear just above the tragus.

tuberin (td'ber-in), n [tuber + -in^.'] A
globulin found in potatoes.

The Connecticut State Agricultural Experiment Station
has made a special study of the proteids of potatoes as
well as of many other vegetable products. According to
these investigations, the potato contains two proteids, a
globulin, to which the name *' tuberin " is given, and a
proteose, the latter occurring only in very small amounts.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 340.

tuberosity, «.—Malar tuberosity, the prominence
of the malar bone.

tube-stay (tiib'sta), «. See *stay-tube.

tube-union (tiib'ii"nyon), n. The union or
threaded metal collar used to connect the
tube of a microscope or telescope with the
eyepiece or object-lens.

tube-'well, «.— Abyssinian tube-well, a driven pipe-
well ; so called in England because used in the Abyssin-
ian campaign.

tube-'Wheel (tub'hwel), n. The plate, or
wheel, that carries the sliver-tube of the coiler

of a cotton-combing machine. Thornley, Cot-
ton Combing Machines, p. 246.

tube-'WOrks (ttib'wferks), n. A factory where
tubes or pipes are made.

Tubicola (tu-bik'o-lii), n. pi. [NL., < L. tubus,

tube, + coiere, inhabit.] In paleon., a group
of indeterminate value comprising all the fossil

tube-dwelling worms found in geological for-

mations. These fossil worm-tubes are vari-

ously shaped, straight, curved, spirally coiled,

and turreted, and are made up of cemented
sand or mud particles or of membranous,
leathery, or calcareous matter secreted by the
worms. They are found in rocks of all ages,

and the best known among them are included
in the genera Serpula, Terebellum, Spirorbis,

Autodetus, Conchiolites, and Cornulitcs.

tubigan (to-be'gan), n. [Tagalog, < tiibig,

water.] In the Philippine Islands, irrigated
land.

tubinarine (tu-bi-na'rin), a. Same as tubi-

narial.

tubing, n. 3. Specifically, a thin steel pipe
or tube used to line the bore of a deep well
for water, gas, or air *o prevent the bore from
getting out of line or caving in, and to keep
water and ether foreign matter from getting
into the well" from the sides of the hole. It is

thinner in gage than boiler-tube or pipe.

tub-race (tub'ras), n. A race in which the
contestants use tubs in the place of boats.

The tub race evoked much laughter and arausement,
there being about a doaen contestants who spared no
effort to win, but victory was easy for Lewis Bonds, with
W. Bowser a good second.

Jf. Y. Herald, Aug. 15, 1903.

Tubular cancer. Same as cylindroma.

tubulate, v. t— Tubulated crucible. See -trcru-

tnle

tubule, «— ConTOlttted tubule, one of the minute
uriniferous tubules of the kidney ~ Miescher's tubtlles.
Same as Miescher's *(w6««.~ Respiratory tubule, one
of the breathing-tubes of an air-breathing, aquatic, dip-
terous larva or pupa. Each tul)e has at its tip a spiracle
which enables the insect to breathe when the tube is

thrust througlt the suxface-fllm of the water in which it

lives.

tubulosaccular (tii"bu-lo-8ak'u-lBr), a. [L.
tubulus, tubule. 4- sacculus, a sack, -1- -ar^.]

Both tubular and saccular. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VII. 10.

tubulostriate (tti"bu-lo-stri'at), a. Having
the surface striated with hollow ribs, as on
some brachiopod and moUuscan shells.

Tubulons boiler. Same as water-tube boiler

(which see, under water-tube).

tubulus, n. 4. Same as tubulure.

100 c.c. of the liquid are introduced into a 200 c.c.

fiask, connected with a Liebig's condenser, the lower end
of which communicates by an air-tight joint with a small
tubulated receiver, from the tubittus of which a tube,
bent twice at right angles, is in air-tight communication
with one limb of a bulbed U-tube.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV 784.

tuch, V. and n. A simplified spelling of
touch.

tuchy, a. A simplified spelling of touchy.

tucfcl, «. 10.. Same as *tang^.

tuckahoe, ». 3. [cap.] An inhabitant of lower
Virginia.— 4. The poor land in lower Vir-
ginia. Bartlett, Diet. Americanisms.

tucker^, n— Best bib and tucker. See *M)>2.

tuckernnck (tuk-er-nuk'), «. [Appar., like

Tuckernuck, an island off Nantucket, of Amer-
indian origin. Cf. *squantum, a picnic, etc.]

In some parts of southeastern Massachusetts,
a picnic. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec,
1902, p. 264.

Tucker porcelain. See American *porcelain.

Tucker's system of circles. See *circle.

tuck-plate (tuk'plat), «. In iron ship-build-

iny, a sharply curved plate of the outside
plating at the junction of the stem-post with
the transom frame under the counter. Also
called oxter-plate.

tuck-rail (tuk'ral), n. In ship-building, the rail

which is wrought well with the upper side of

the wing transom, and which forms a rabbet
for calking the butt-ends of the bottom
planks.

tuf, tufen. Amended spellings of tough,

toughen.

tuffaceous (tu-fa'shius), a. [tuff + -aceons.]

In jietrog., having the properties of or com-
posed of volcanic tuff: to be distinguished
from tufaceous.

tuffeau (tu-fo'), n. [F. tuffeau, tufeau, tuff or
tufa, < tuf, tuff.] In petrog., a name employed
in France and Belgium for a fine-grained

argillaceous sandstone, frequently calcareous,
colored green or gray by glauconite. Some-
times applied to a friable granular chalky
limestone. Geikie,Text-hook of Geol., p. 166.

tuff-lava (tuf'la'vii), n. [tuff^ + lava.] Same
as *taxite.

tuft''', ".—Ungual ttlft, a tuft of hairs beside the cUw
of a spider. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 725.

tufting-needle (tuf'ting-ne"dl), «. A needle
for passing a thread in a mattress or pillow

which it is desired to tuft. The thread is

drawn taut after being passed and so raises

the tuft. See cut under needle.

tug-chain (tug'chan), n. In a harness for a
horse, a short piece of chain at the end of the

tug: sometimes the whole tug, when made of

chain ; sometimes it also serves to carry a coiled

spring to relieve the sudden strain of start-

ing; a trace-chain. See tug, 5.

tuladi (to-la-de'), n. [Canadian F. touladi,

touradi, from a Montagnais name of the fish

(Clapin). The word gave name to the river

Touladi (Tuladi), flowing into Lake Temis-
couata.] A fish (Salmo fcrox) found in the
waters of eastern and northern Quebec. Jour.

Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 264.

tulare (to-la're), «. [Sp., < tule, tule.] A
marsh occupied with tule or reeds. [Western
U. S.J

Tulaxosa formation. See ^formation.
.

tule, «. 2. More broadly, other marsh plants,

such as cattail.

In others (cienagas), there is added the willow and
clumps of tule (cat- tail) and other swamp plants.

K W. Uilgard, in Rep. Agr. Exper. Stations, t'niv.

(California. 1892-93, p. 185.

Tule land, marshland originally covered with tule,

now extensively reclaimed antd put in wheat. [California.]
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tulip, «.- Native tulip, in Australia, same as
unnitah. 1— Tullp Ware. See American *pottery (6)

tulipine (tu'lip-in), «. ITuUpa (see del.) +
-i/if'-'.] An alkaloid of uncertain composition
contained in TuUpa Gesneriana. It acts eiier-
getieally ou the nervous system, increases the
salivary flow, and is an aperient and diuretic.

tulip-poppy (tii'lip-pop"i), n. See *Sunne-
nitTioiifi.

tulip-wood, «. 2. (d) In Australia, a tree of the elm
larnil), IImiwicdUs Philippinemis (Aphananthe Philip-
irinfnmg <if Planchon).

tulisan (to-le-siin'), n. [Tagalog.] In the
Philippine Islands, a robber or outlaw.

tullidora (tol-ye-do'ra), n. [Mex. Sp.; Sp.
tuUidura, < tuUir, emit' dung, mute (applied to
birds).] Same as *tlalcapolin (which see).
Tulostoma (tu-la-sto'ma), n. [NL. (Persoon,
1797), irreg. < Gr. tv'/jh-J a callus, -I- a-dfia, a
mouth. Eefeiring to the thickened opening
of the peridium.] A genus of stipitate gas-
teromycetous fungi having a double peridium
with a small apical opening. About 40 species are
known, many of which are found in the arid portions of
the world. T. mammotum is frequently found in sandy
soil in Europe, North America, and other parts of the
world.

Tulostomaceae(tu-lo-st6-ma'se-e), n.ph [NIj.,
< Tiilo.floma + -acese.'] A family of stipitate
gasteromycetous fungi named from the type
genus, Tulostoma.

tulucana-oil, n. See touloucouna-*oil.

tulucunin (to-16-ko'nin), H. [Tulucuna, Tou-
lom-ouua (see def.), + -ih2.] A pale-vellow
amorphous compound, CioHi4q4, contained
in the bark of Carapa procera {Touloucouna),
from Guiana.

turn-' (turn), n. [A corruption of atomach.'\
The stomach. [A child's word.]
tumau, ". See toman.

tumble-home, «. 2. The falling in or curva-
ture inward toward the central plane of the
side of a vessel from the water-line upward.
Also called tumhling-home.

tumbler, «. 17. A wheel or drum with re-
volving paddles, used in tanning hides. Sadt-
ler. Handbook of Indust. Chem., p. 329.

tumbler-bearing (tum'bler-bSr'ing), n. A
bearing used when traveling cranes are
driven by a square shaft. As the crane travels
aloriit, it carries a bcvel-ffear which slides on the 8<|uare
driviu({-8hatt and hy means of which jwwer is transmitted
U) the hoistirre apparatus .Since the square driving-shaft
is lonfj, it has tti be supfxirted at intervals as well as at
the ends. Kor this purpose bearings are used which
automatically fall out of the way as the slidinggear
comes to them, and return to position when it has passed.
These bearings are so named because of their fallinir or
tumbling out of the way.

tumble-rose (tum'bl-roz), ». A common name
of .scori/.v cseruleus, one of the parrot-fishes
found on the southern Atlantic coast of the
United States and southward to Brazil.

tumbling-mill f tum'bling-mil), n. In foundry
pRictiee, a rumble, tumbling-box or -barrel,
or battery of tumbling-barrels.

tumbling-room (tum'bling-rom), n. Infound-
imj, a room in which castings are cleaned by
being tumbled in a tumbling-barrel. Trans
Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901, p. 562.

tumbling-shaft, n. 2. The transverse shaft
in a Stephenson reversing link-motion from
arms on which the link proper is suspended
or controlled in position. When the engine is
horismtal, the arms have a rocking or tumbling motion
through the necessary angle to move the link from the
|H»iti<jn for full forward gear to full gear backward. In
many large engines the tumbling-shaft is actuated by
power; in smaller engines it is rocked by a hand-lever, or,m French praitioe. by a screw-gear and nuL Tkurtton
Manual of Steam-Engine, II. 356.

tumbling-star (tum'bling-star'), n. A six-
pointed iron easting used in a tumbling-barrel
to keep the abradant or cleansing-material
stirred up and intimately mixed with the
things to be cleansed or polished,

tumbling-weight (tum'bling-waf), n. A me-
chanical device by which a movement is
stopped or reversed by a part of the appa-
ratus which is driven. As the moving part advances,
it engages with a throw-out motion, tending to discon-
nect it from the driving force. In the motion of the
driven part It comes to a point at which the throw-out
motion has partly released It from tha driving force,
and the latter Is unable to move It all the way
so as to throw the driving force out fif gear
entirely, or to effect the further motion necessary
to cause a reversal. With the tumbling-weight prin-
ciple, the motion of the driven boiiv moves a lever
tarrying the necessary weight, so that the latter is lifted
to and pasta central neutral position. It then falls or
tumbles on the iither side of this central position, and in
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its fall completes tiie required throw-out or reversing
adjustment, and connects the driven body to the power
for the reverse motion, or throws it out of gear entirely

Tumbling-weiBht.
w. tumbline-weight, secured to a pivoted lever centered it aand free to rock between stops through the arc fa'/ v!? the rod-h.ch causes the wHght-lever. «n: to Tock through hafl^t the arecJ by alternate push and pull of the ends of the slot ,/. Vvhe,?the machine actuating ,/i; has carried the weighted lever to the

u,^^]. f-^'""? V'i " '""=.P"' i>. ">e weight is free "(all „rumh e the rest of the way without effort fronf ,/^. In falling ortumbling, a stop or pin titling the curved slot A/ingages w th thepivoted lever * by such slot and is carried to ,\st,hV\l,Thy hetumble of the weight ». i is linked by a pin !t / to two leven

gear with the complement of such half-clutch. forming part ofThehubs of wheels «. and r in gear with s. The release and engagemeut take place necessarily in succession, and with only the time

o?,he"?otT" The 'r
"^ '"?""'

"'il"'
-"='«•" " "" "e'aSua't "Iol the slot ly The link ,fy can be actuated by the mechanismdnving ord^nven by the shaft .,. if the wheel /or the shaft^

"
Oiednver and IS turning constantly in one direcHon ; and therewill be no possibility ol the clutches standing in the relation ofone out and the other not yet in. unless the tumbling.lever is he°dfrom (ailing by an extenor action, or is intentionally pl.aced „

as may be required. The tumbling-weight is used inslow-moving hydraulic machinery without fly-wheel con-
trol, in old fonns of planers, some forms of textile ma-
chinery, and the like. Nature, Nov. 19, 1903, p. (18.

tumbol (tiim'bo), n. [A native name.] A
name given in Peru and Bolivia to the edible
fruit of the Passiflora or passion-flower.
tumbo^ (tum'bo), n. [Native name in south-
western Africa.] A curious tree of the des-
erts of southwestern Africa, Tumboa Bainesii
See Jfelwitsckia.

tumenol (tii'n-.en-ol), n. [(bi)tumen + -o/.] A
tratle-naine of a preparation obtained by the
action cf sulphuric acid on the unsaturated
hydrocarbons of mineral oils. Its use is simi-
lar to that of ichthyol.

tnmeri (tu'm^-ri), «. a Hindu double flute,
having the tubes inserted in a gourd which
serves as a reservoir for the air.

tumi (to'me), X. See *topo.
tummy (tum'i), n. Same as *tum3.
tumor, ".Adenoid tumor. .See ndenoma.-Beet-
root tumor. Ihe ,liytridi,«e of beet. See *chvM.
</io«^.-Butyrold tumor, a tumor of the breast, with
greasy, butier-likc contents- Connectlve-tlssne tu-mor, any neoplasm belonging histologically to the con-
nective-tissue group, snob as flijronia, chondroma.
myxMiia, .,sti-o,n.i, etc. -Fatty tumor. .Same as lipmna.— nbrocellular tumor. .Same as yiv-romn.— Orann-
latlon tumor, same as .'/ru (luiotna.— Heterologous
tumor, a growth ounii«,sed of elemenU dilfe.ent (rum
those forming the tissue from which the tumor iirises —
Homologoas tumor, a growth composed ..f the same
kind of tissue as that from which it arises— Inflltratlmrtumor, a new growth not distinctly marked off from the
sum.iindnig tissue^- Mucoid tumor. .Same as WMoyna.— RpKltansky's tumor, a multilocular ovarian cyst—VMlcose tumor, a iiiiipliah swelling formed by a mass
of dilated Venous radicles.

tum-tumi; (tum'tum), 71. [Chinook jargon.]
The heart.

v s J

tunket
trical oscillations in (one circuit) equal to thefrequency m another circuit by adjustments
of inductance and capacity.
The distance between the transmitter and receiver wasvaried from two meters to twenty meters nTcZh wSmade to " tune " the circuits.

=• i'o eiion, was

Elect. World and Engin., June 11, 1904, p. 1120
8. In psychophys., to adjust physiologically to
respontl m an individual way to determinate
intensities of stimulus: said (in the passive)

of the sUn™"^^'
'"^™^^' *'°'''' ''°'^ P**'" ' spots

'

Emphasize the fact that the [cold] spots are not allequally sensitive but are 'tuned' or adjured to respondto a given st,mulatH,n by sensations of varying intln^S'
-fi. Ji. Jttchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 84.

tuned, a. 2. In elect., in resonance. See *reso-
nance, 4.

tung, tungd. Simplified, and former, spell-
ings of tongue, tongued.

tungsten, ». Metallic tungsten has been obtained Ivmeans of the electric furnace In a fused state, though notquite compact, and probably not quite pure. It is ofrather bright gr&y color, with metallic luster, speciflc
gravity 18. ,, hard, but not sufficiently so to scratch glass,
of very high melting-point and softening gradually before
fusion, so tliat it may be welded. It is little acted on by
au- or water at ordinary temperature, slowly attackedby hydrijchloric, hydrofluoric, or sulphuric acid, rapidly byhydrochloric or hydrofluoric acid with addition of nitric

"'''i,'""' ."'''"i
'" PO""!"!"- burns in the air at a red heat.— Tungsten bronze. See •ironze.— Tungsten trl-

pXld, a bright-yellow powder, obtainable by gradually
heating ammonium tungstate in the air until ammonia
ceases to be given off. It has a density of 6.34, becomesdarker in color on heating, returning to its canary-yellow
tint on cooling again, and behaves as an acid oxid fromwhich tungstates and tungstic acid may be prepared
TungUS (tung-giis'), «. ; pi. Tunguses (tiing-
go sez). [Also Tungoos. Siberian.] 1. One
of a race of eastern Siberia related to the_. ^,.„.^^... ,.ji„m„ jciBieu t,o ine
Manohiis.— 2. The language of this race.

isian (tung-go'si-an), a. and n. I. a.
Of the Tunguses or their language.

II. w. One of the Tunguses; also, their
language.

Tunica clastlca, the elastic middle coat of an artery
.\l8o called nieiiio or tunica media.

><i

^-\h
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Tumlum is the heart, and. according to Mr. Hale, is
Intended to represent its beating, but^e have a shrewd
suspicion that it is just our own "tummy " (stomach)

J. Plait, Jr., In-N. and Q., loth ser.. III. 107.

tun^, n. An amended spelling of fonl.

tuna'.n. 2. The common eel of New Zealand,
AnguiUa aucklandii.

tuna-eel (ta'nS-el), n. See *tunal, 2.

tund (tund), r. i. [Imitative.] To enrit a
dull, hollow sound. [Rare.]

Play they did : drums tundint, and bagpipes skirling
as though I ort Carillon . . . would succumb like another
Jericho to their clamour.

A. T. Quiller-Couch, Fort Amity, i.

tundra, «. 2. A marshy moss-covered plain
or rolling district, deeply frozen in winter and
thawed at the surface in the summer. Such
plains occupy large areas of arctic Asia and
North America.

tune, n— Act tune, music Intended to he performed in
a theater between the acts. See entr'acte, 2, and plau.
Aow««*(un<!.— Playhouse tone, apiece of music surig
or played between the acta of a drama or play ; an int«^
mezzo.

tune, V. t. 7. In elect., to bring (two or more
electric circuits) into resonance; adjust to
syntony; make the natural frequency for elec-

Cross-section of the Human Carotid Artery.
«.intim«; «. elastics interna

; f. endothelium of the Intima: J.media t. fenestrated elastic membrane:/, eiastica extetna/finner layer ol advennua; /,, outer layer of adveiititia: . oneof the vasa vasorum.
(From BOhm.Davidofl Huber's " Textbook o( Histology.")

tunicary, n. n. a. Relating to a tunic or en-
veloping membrane.
The tunicary hernia of the jejunum, though coveredon all sides by peritoneum, still lay entirely on one side

of the uieseMBry. Jour. Exper. Med., Jan. 15, 1901, p. 343.
Tunicary bemla. Same as mucoml ithernia.

tuning, «. 2. In elect., the adjustment of a
circuit, as to capacity and inductance, so that
electrical oscillations induced in it shall agree
in frequency with those in another circuit or
circuits— Intermediate tuning, in mime, tempered
tuning. See tempered. 2.

tuning-hole (tu'ning-hol), «. in organ-build-
ing, same as tuner, 3.

tuning-wrench (tu'ning-rench), n. Same as
tuning-hammer or tuning-l-ey.

tunket (tung'ket), n. A meaningless term
euphemistically substituted for ' devil,' ' hell '

etc. [Prov.]
'

"Hey? Did you speak to me?' asked the widow-
sweetly.
"Did I speak? No, I screeched ! What In fuii*e«—

"

" I want you to see this picture of the mayor's house in
Blazeton.

'

J. C. Lincoln, Cy Whittakers Place, xlv.
" Who in tunket is it backs up the old creetur' any.

ways? asked Master Fairway.
O. a. Watson. The Green Shav. IIL
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tnnki (ton'ke), n. [Quiehua.l A name given turbinate, n.-Turblnate body, a turbinate bone

iTSlh-ia arid some parts of Peru to the cock witlL^ponge tissue ana n.ucous n.embrane covering it

of the rock.

tnimelisin (;tim'el-izm), ». [tunnel + -ism.}

II. »• A turbinate body.

Cases of asthma treated by removal of the middle tur-

binatc. Detroit Med. Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 733.

turbinectomy

successive circles of vanes or blades so airanged that the
steam has to pass alternately through rows of moving and
stationary blades. The kinetic energy is absorbed by
impact upon the moving blades, and expansion effect

'" V .. = uinuti. i^. ..— ....... ., , , r-

The theory and practice of tu-neliDg. [^a^e.J
^^^j^^^ «._ Double turbine, (n) A turbine-wheel

A complete system of tunnelism.

C. Clarlr. Obs. on the Intended Tunnel beneath the

River Thames, 17»», quoted in N. and Q., luth ser.^ I.

tunnelist (tun'el-ist). n. [tunnel + -ist.'i An
eugiiieor who has devoted himself to the con-

struction of tunnels. [Rare.]

The tunneligt and his friends.

C. Clarlc. Obs. on the Intended Tunnel beneath the

Siver Thames, 1799, quoted in N. and Q., 10th ser., I.

tunny, «.— Little tunny, a name of Gymnosarda alle-

trrnta, a scombroid flsll found on both sides of the

warmer part* of the Atlantic.

tuno (to'no), K. [Native name in Central

America T] A tree of the fig family, Costilla

Tunu, closely related to C. elastica, the tree

producing Central American rubber. From
its latex is obtained a sticky, resinous, non-

elastic rubber, also called tmto or tuno gum.

tunta (ton'ta), «. [S. Amer.] See *chutlu.

tupara (to-pa'rS), n. [A Maori corruption of

E. two-barrel (g'iin).] A double-barreled gun.

E. E. Morris. [New Zealand.]

tupik (to'pik), n. [Also topek; < Eskimo (of

Alaska) tupik, toopik, tupeq, a tent.] A sum-
mer tent of the Eskimos, consisting of a single

pole or a framework of poles supporting a

cover of skins.

These people (Eskimo] who live in tupiks (tents or huts

of skin) in summer, and in igloog, partly excavated,

tartly stone-built dwellings, in winter.

Geog. Jour. (R. O. S.), XII. 499.

tupong (to'pong), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]

The aboriginal name for a fish of southern
Australia, Aphritis bassii, of the family No-
totheniidee. Also known as the fresh-water

fiathead E. E. Morris, Austral English.

tupu (to'po), n. [Quichua tupu, topn, adopted
by the AymarA of Bolivia.] A supposed
standard of linear measure of the Incas. The
value of the tupu was and is very uncertain.

At present the Indians apply the name to the

league, the mile, and any other unit of length
introduced and brought to their knowledge by
whites.

tnpuna (t6'p6-na), n. [Maori.] A parent or

any ancestor, male or female. E. E. Morris.

tur^ (tor), n. A common name of three spe-

cies of wild goat found in the Caucasus, but
more particnJarly of Capra caucasica, which
inhabits the central Caucasus. This animal
has horns, with a somewhat spiral curve, ap-
proaching one another at the tips.

Tnr. An abbreviation (a) of Turkey; (6) of

Turkish.

turacoporphyrin (tii'ra-ko-p6r'fi-rin), n.

[turaclm) + porphyrin.] A substance sup-
posedly identical with hematoporphyrin, ob-
tained from turacin.

turanose (tii'ra-nos), n. A hygroscopic,
amorphous, dextrorotatory carbohydrate, C^.^-

H22O11, prepared by the action of dilute acids
on melezitose. It melts at 65-70° C.

turban-eye (t6r'ban-i), n. One of the dorsal
pair of compound eyes of the males of certain
may-flies (Ephemeridee), as distinguished from
the lateral or sessile pair. It is a pillar fa-

cetted at its summit, and is also called pil-

lared eye.

In the case of the " turban-eye" of CallibsetiSj^the for-
mation of a superposition image on the proximal and an
apposition image on the distal retinulffi enables the eye
with the superposition image to see, although perhaps
indistinctly, in dim light where the small-facetted,
deeply pigmented eye would be useless. As these tur-
ban-eye» tie restricted to the males of these may.flies,
which seek the females during flight in the gloaming,
their use is obvious. Nature, April 4, 1907, p. 541.

turbarian (tfer-ba'ri-an), a. [NL. 'turharianus,
< ML. turbaria, a peat-bog. See turbary.'\ Of
or pertaining to peat-bogs Turbarian eiracb.
In geol., a subdivision of the Pleistocene or glacial series
of northern Europe. It is equivalent to the fifth and
sixth glacial epochs, which are separated by the Upper
Forestlan or fifth interglacial epoch. The lower Tur-
barian or fifth glacial epoch is represented by certain
peat deposits overlying the Lower Forest bed, by the
cane clays and raised beaches of Scotland, and in part by
the Littorlna clays of .Scandinavia; and the Upper Tur-
barian or sixth glacial epoch is represented by the depos-
its of peat which underlie the lower raised beaches.

turbinal, ».— Jacobson's turblnal, a turbinal carti-

lage found in Jacobson's organ of tlie Echidna and Or-
nithorhynchue. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 10.

divided into two layere by a tliin pai-tition, usually mid-

way in its height or depth. It has two sets of guide-

blades, and when run at part gate, or hall power, one

set of guides and blades is full and running with solid

water. (!i) A pair of turbines fastened on one shaft,

either hack to back or lace to face, an arrangement which

balances the pressure due to tlie weight of the driving

water-column, and releases the stresses on the footsteps

or thrust-bearings: usual in modern high-powered in-

stallations.—Downward-dlscharge turbine, a form
of turbine water-wlieel in wliicli tlie water is discharged

from the buckets in a downward direction, parallel to tlie

vertical axis of the wheel.— Gas-turblne, a turbine

which uses the gas obtained by liuniing or exploding a

fuel for its motive power.— Olrard Impulse-turbine, a

form of radial-flow inipuUe-turliine nanie<l from Girard,

iU inventor.— Multiple-expansion turbine, a steam
turbine in which tlie sti-ani is expanded by stages and
traverses an impulse-wheel at each 3xp.insion, instead of

being allowed to expand directly from the initial to the

exhaust pressure. Also called multiple impact turbine.
— Parsons turbine. See gteain -^turbine.— Steam
turbine, a form of steam motor in which the energy
of steam is applied directly to vanes or blades attached

to the revolving shaft to cause it to rotate. High-pressure
steam issuing with great velocity from nozles of

proper form impinges upon receiving surfaces by which
Its kinetic energy is absorbed and utilized, rather

than its pressure over an area. The turbine uses
either impact or reaction or both ; in modern forms,

both. The advantages of the turbine principle are

:

(1) economy in steam, particularly in the smaller units

:

(2) no reciprocating masses ; (3) no dead.center in

starting ; (4) no danger from water of condensation ; (5)

little luiirication of surfaces under pressure, in some
foi-ms none ; (6) no wearing of contact surfaces metal to

metal ; (7) no vibration to be neutralized by massive
foundations ; (8) high speed ; (9) small bulk or cubic
space, and hence cheaper power-houses ; (10) reduced
construction and erection cost ; (11) the smaller num-
ber of operators required in the engine-room. Among
its disadvantages may be included ; (1) the high speed,

which makes accidents from centrifugal rupture possible

and compels a reducing mechanism for many uses, with
attendant loss of power ; (2) the stored revolving energy,
making the arrest of the motor a matter of some time ;

(3) the dithculties where the shaft must be occasionally

revei-sed, necessitating either another motor for the pur-
pose or some design which shall be equivalent thereto in

complication ; (4) the rapid wear from abrasion ; (6) the
loss of efllciency when run at part load ; ((i) the difficulty

of running at varying speeds at full load or part load ; (^
the difficulty of exact regulation to isochronism of speed
at all variations of load. Turbines are most efficient

when run condensing. The control of power is effected

by having a number of steani-delivei'y nozles and adjust-

ing the number in action to the magnitude of resistance

to be overcome. The idea of the steam-turbine motor is

historically very old. Hero of Alexandria, in B.C. 200,

illustrated and made a reaction or Barker's mill motor,
and Branca of Italy, in 1629, designed an impact motor.
But the early machinery of this character was for slow-

speed work and ineffective. Three types of turbine are
at present in use : the Swedish design of Carl de Laval,

the British design of Charles Algernon Parsons, and the

Parsons Steam Turbine.

a, steam-inlet and throttle-valve: b, overload-valve to admit
additional high-pressure steam to second staye ; c, exhaust-outlet

to condenser ; d, first stage ot turbine-blades; e, second scries ;y,
third series; f, balance-piston to etiualize end-thrust pressure; k,
low pressure equalizing pipe;.? .7, hydraulic packing-chambers.

of reduction of pressure is secured by the successive ex-
pansion in steps. As the volume increases, the velocity

to pass a given weight of steam in a given time must in-

crease also. The axis tunis at conveniently low speed
due to the reduced peripheral velocity, but the multi-
plicity of parts is greats as are their attendant weight
and their cost of construction. Curtis eteam turbine.

This tmbine (patented in 1895) has expanding nozles de-

signed to convert nearly all the expansive force of the
steam into velocity ; but, in addition, the steam passes
subsequently through two or more lines of vanes on mov-
ing disks or elements which alternate with reversed vanes
or guide-blades on stationary elements. The velocity ac-

quired in the nozle is fractionally abstracted and im-
parted to the moving element, so that with a high initial

velocity of steam the moving element can turn at a con-

venient speed. The nozle construction is made np of
many sections, so that steam passes to the wheel in a
broad belt or annulus ; but of this ring any section may
be closed off by valves, at will, to reduce the maas at
steam in action when the load diminishes. The Curtis
turbine as made for large sizes is arranged with its axis

vertical instead of horizontal as m the other types.

—

s'

De Laval Steam Turbine.
a, turbine-wheel or •disk, forming the motor proper; 6, nozle or

jet. leading steam at high Telocity on the vanes or buckets, c, and
reducing the pressure; d, controlling-valve, admitting steam at

will to the nozles, *, by movement of the exterior hand-wheel, e.

American type known as the Charles G. Curtis design.
De Laval steam turbine. In this type the total power of
the steam is devoted to producing velocity in an expand-
ing nozle, where pressure is ti-ansfomied into motion.
The jet at the end of these nozles is delivered against a
curved bucket or vane on the periphery of a single disk
or wheel. Such rim should turn at one half the Mnear
velocity of the jet for best effect, but this linear veloc-

ity makes even alai-ge disk turn at inconvenient speed,
and a reduction front the speed of the disk to that of the
shaft from which driving motion is taken off from the
machine is effected by a ten-to-one gearing made of very
carefully cut spii-al gears running in oil. Parsons steam
turbine : known in the United States also as the Westing-
house turbine. In this type the steam is carried in an
axial direction through the space provided between a
succession of internal revolving cylinders and external
stationary cylinders which inclose them. Both the inter-

nal and external cylindrical surfaces are covered by many

Curtis Vertical Steam Turbine.

«,' turbine-chamber or -casing; *. b, b, b, reroWing disks, or
turbine-bucket elements of the rotor; c. c, c, guide-disks, or fixed

elenifiits of the staler fonning the stages of the turbine : rf. valve*
admitting steam to the nozles (these are controlled by linkage to
the governor^); r, footstep, carrying the vertical weight ol tur-

bine, generator, and shaft; y, dynamo or electric generator; jf,

governor to control speed and power , A. by-pass adjusting-vaire;

A:, outlet to condenser, carrying away used steam.

Turbine steamer, yacht, etc., any vessel propelled by
steam turbines. At first adopted for torpedo-boata and
yachts, the steam turbine is now applied to large trans-

atlantic liners.

turbine-altemater (t^r'bin-ar''t6r-na-t^r), n-

A combination of an alternatiDg-current dy-

namo and a turbine to drive it, the two being-

mounted on a common shaft or connected
through a clutch.

turbinectomy (t^r-bi-nek'to-mi), n. [tur-

hin{ate) + Gr, eKTofi^, excision.] Excision of

a turbinate body. Buck, Med. Handbook,
IV. 273.



Turbinolia

Tarbinolia (t&r-bi-no'li-a), n. [NL., < L. turbo
{-bin-), a top.] A genus of aporose madre-
porarian Anthozoa having a free conical coral-

lum with circular calice and septa produced
outside the theea. The species range from
Tertiary to recent.

turbinotomy (ter-bi-not'o-mi), «. [turbin(ate)
+ -(>- + Or. -Touia, < Tafieh; cut.] Any cut-

ting operation upon a turbinate body. Lancet,
April 4, 1903, p. 969.

turbo (ter'bo). [turbine.'] 1. A prefix (farfco-),

used in composition to designate a machine
in which the motive energy is derived from a
steam turbine either directly connected, or on
the same revolving shaft as the element desig-

nated by the other word of the compound

:

as, a tnrbo-alternater, an alternating-current
dynamo the armature of which is the prolon-
gation of the axis of the steam turbine

;

a turho-yeneriitor, a dynamo either for direct
or alternating eun-ent, similarly directly
driven. See cut at Curtis steam ^turbine.—
2. As a substantive : (a) A pump or ventilator

in which the impeller revolves as a turbine, or
as a top, and drives the fluid which it Is to
displace by a centrifugal or rotary action.

Oil coolers are erected in tlie basement below the tur-
hot, throu>ch whiclx the lubricatiiiK oil is passed, and
cooled by means of a cold water circulation.

Elect. World and Kitgin., July 30, 1904, p. 1651.

(b) A direct-connected turbine-driven gener-
ator; an abbreviation of turbo-<lynamo.

fienerator.— Type, revolving field turfw, No. 235,686;
rated capacity, 400 kw ; volta^^e, 440, S-phase ; etc.

£lect. liei'., Sept. 14, 1904, p. 487.

Turbo unit, the combination of the steam turl)ine and
the niaclune it drives directly uikju a common base or
foundation, or making one machine.

turbo-air-compressor (ter'bo-ar'kom-pres'-
qr). «. A machine for compressing anil displac-

ing iiir, in which the elements which compress
the air or constitute the blowing-engine have
a rotary instead of a reciprocating motion, and
receive their motion and power from a steam
turbine directly connected to their reTolving
shaft. When used for ventilating only it is

called a *tu rho-ventilti tor (which see).

turbo-altemater (ter-bo-al't^'r-na-t^r), n. An
alternating-current generator directly con-
nected to and driven i)y a steam turbine.
The station contains at present five turbo-atternatorn

of l,:i.W h.p. each. Klrcl. World and Ungin., .XI.I. 183.

turbo-dynamo (t6r-b6-di'na-m6), n. A gen-
erator of electric currents which is directly
connected to and driven by a steam turbine.

The purpose of this paper is to outline the electrical

and mechmiical ditlifulties whicii arise in the desipi of
turhi>-dtin<ftni)n (dynamo-electric generators directly con-
nected Ui steam-turbines) of Thjo t^* MMy\ revolutions per
minute. Elect. World and Ewjin., March W, IIXM, p. M)8.

turbo-electric (ttr'bd-e-lek'trik), a. Desig-
nating a direct-connected dynamo-eleetrio
generator.
Each of the 5,oot>-kw turbo-electric units is of the verti-

cal type. General Electric make, has a weight of 260 tons
and stands 29.5 ft. high ab*>ve the floor.

Elect. World and Emjin., May 21, IWM. p. M.'i.

ttirbo-exciter (tfer'bo-ek-si'tfer), n. A small
turbine-driven dynamo the current from
which supplies the field-coils of other ma-
chines.
There are also installed two groups of turbo-exciterg, of

110 hp eacll. with a speed i>f 600 r. p. m.
Elect. World and Entjin., July 25, 1903, p. 147.

turbo-generator (t6r*bo-jen'e-ra-tor), «. In
elect., a turbine-driveii electric generator.
See *turbo, 2 (b).

It is not too much Ut say that the economy In space of
the turho-t/enerator I'anks second only to it*( economies of
operation, as it refjuires only one-fourth of the space nec-
easary for the most nuxlem, vertical type of direct-
connected, reciprocating unita of etjual electrical output.

Sci. Arner., March 19, 1904, p. 230.

turbo-machine (ter'bo-ma-shen'), n. See the
extrai-t.

As in the case of reciprocating steam engines, steam
turbines are heat engines, converting the calorific energy
of the steam int^i directly-available mechanical energy.
From another i>oint of view they are analogous to hy-
draulic turliines. and form part of the general class which
the author IProfessor Riiteau) will call " turbo-machinen."

.Sci. Ainer. Su;<., Sept. 26, lUtti, p. 231S5.

turbo-motor (t6r'bo-m6"tor), n. A turbine

;

any air-, nas-, steam-, or water-motor acting on
the principle of a turbine ; specifically, a steam
turbine; also, a combination of a turbine and
the machine which it drives directly on the
same shaft.

A torpedo destroyer has been driven through the water
at the rate of forty-three miles an hour by tlie use of the
turbo-motor instead of reciprocating engines.

aeo<j. Jour. (R. (J. S.), XVI. 453.
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turbo-pump (ter'bo-pump), n. A combination
of a turbine, either hydraulic or steam, and a
pump driven by it, mounted on the same base.

Direct-coupled to ventilators, and centrifugal pumps,
steam turbines, owing to their capability of producing
great power at high speed, exhil>it surprising results.
Prof. Kateau has installed turb(.>-ventilators giving a
pressure of half an atmosphere, and turbo-pumps with a
lift of several hundred metres.

Elect. World and Engin., July 4, 1903, p. 17.

turbot, n. 5. A New Zealand fish, Ammotretis
(juntheri. Also called lemon-sole or yellow-
belly— Blue turbot, a plectognathous fish. Jlnlistes
vetuta, found in the tr<»i)icat .\tlantic.— Greenland tur-
bot, a common name of Rheinhardtius hippogloKKoUleit, a
rtonnder found in arctic parts of the Atlantic and south
to Finland and the Grand Bjmks.

turbo-ventilator (ter"bo-ven'ti-la-tor), n. A
ventilator or fan driven by a turbine. Steam
turbines are frequently used for this purpose.

Prof. Rateau has installed turbo-ventilators giving a
pressure of half an atmosphere, and turbo-pumps with
a lift of several hundred metres.

Elect. World and Engin., July 4, 1903, p. 17.

turca (tor'ka), a. [It.] In music, in the ex-
pression nlla turca, in Turkish style, that is,

with sharp accents, lively movement, and
usually noisy efifeets.

Turcophobe (ter'ko-fob), n. Same as Turco-
l>holiist.

ture-lure (tiir-liir'), «. [P. Seedef.] An old
French burden or refrain, like 'fa-la,' ap-
pended to or inserted in popular songs with-
out special meaning: the source of many
English forms, such as ' tooral-looral.'

turey (to-ra'), n. [W. Indian.] 1. A kind of
stool or reclining-chair of wood or stone, for-

merly made by the Indians of the West In-
dies, fashioned with great care and frequently
decorated.— 2. A wooden stool with goatskin
back used by the jibaros of Porto Rico.

turf-builder (terf'bil"d&r), h. In phytogcog.,
a perennial plant which by its creeping root-
stocks forms a turf. Turf-builders consist of
monocotyledons, mainly grasses, but also in-
clude many sedges. They form the ruling
tj-pe of vegetation in grass-land formations.
Pound and Clement.'^.

turgescence, ». 4. In bot., the becoming tur-
gid or distended by a liquid content. See
*turgid, 3.

turgid, ". 3. In bot., distended by water or
other liquid : said primarily of cells or cellular
tissue.

Turgotine (t^r'go-tin), a. [Turgtrt (see def.)
+ -inc.] Of or pertaining to A. R. J. Turgot
(1727-81), an eminent French statesman.
He [Chemist Charles) soars, he dwindles upward ; has

become a mere glowing circlet— like some Turgotine
snulT-box, . . . like suine new daylight nxxju !

CrtWyfe, French Ilev., I. ii. 6.

Turk, >i. 7. (ft) A bark-beetle, Tomicus typo-
graph us, so called in old German works.
Turk. An abbreviation (a) of Turkey ; (6) of
Turkish.

turkey, n. 1. six standard varieties of domesticated
turkeys are more or less grown in the I'nited States, the
t)n>nzc. the Narragansett, the buff, the slate, the white,
and the black, the main differences i>eing in size ami color.

The black is the smallest and the Nan-agansett the largest,

the white anil bronze now ranking near one aiujther for
second place.

3. A bag containing a lumber-jack's outfit.
— To hoist the turkey, to take one's personal belong-
ings and leave camp. [Slang.]

turkey-apple (ti-r'ki-ap'l), n. A small tree,

Crateegus induta, a native of Arkansas, some-
times 25 feet high, armed with stout spines,
and bearing red or yellowish astringent sub-
acid fruits.

turkey-foot (ti-r'ki-fut), ». Same as Colorado
*.i(iiid-gr(iss ; also, same as big *blue-stem.

turkey-louse, ». (ft) A mallophagous insect,
Lipeurus polytrapezius, common on wild and
domestic turkeys.

turkey-mullen (t6r'ki-mul"en), n. 8ee*mul-
Icn.

Turkey-red discharge style. See *»(vfei.— Turkey-
red process. Sec *i,roress.

turkey-shoot (ter'ki-shot), n. A rifle-shoot-

ing match in which a live turkey is the target
and the prize : sometimes only the head of
the fowl is exposed to the shooter.

Turkish bean. See */ire-6ean.— Turkish gall. .See

Turkomanic (tcr-ko-man'ik), a. [Turkoman
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the Turkomans.

turmeric, ». 1. (ft) In Australia, either of two
spec ies of trees : ( 1 ) ZieriaSm itii ii, the stinkwood
of Tasmania, which see, under stinkwood (ft)

;

turnbuckle

and (2) Hakea dactyloides, an evergreen shrub
'

of the family Proteacese Indian turmeric, v
Same as turmeric-root, 2.

II. n. Notinganaeid,acompouud,CiiHi402,
formed by the oxidation of turmerol by means
of potassium permanganate.

turn, V. I. trans. 23. Specifically, to open
off drifts or chutes in a mine at an angle with
the main gangway. [British.]— To ttim over.
(6) Specifically, in foundry work, the process, used in
molding with patterns divided at a meridian section, in
which the molding-flask is made in upper and lower parts
(cope and drag) and the pattern is extracted from each
by turning or rolling it over so as to expose the half pat-
tern at the parting.

To make moulds well by the system of " bedding in
'*

of patterns requires, on the whole, a higher measure of
skill on the pait of the moulder than does the " turning
over" or "rolling over" of complete moulding boxes.

Engin. Mag., Feb., 1903, p. 696.

To turn under, to bury by i)lowing, as weeds, manure,
etc.

II. intrans.— To turn for, in type-setting, to sub-
stitute one type for another type that is deficient in the
case. The substitute is turned face down, to make an un-
meaning mark and compel the notice of the proof-reader.
— To turn in all standing, nant., to turn into one's
bunk or hamnu>ck wiChout undressing ; go to bed with
all of one's clothes on.—TO turn out all Standing,
nant., to get out of one's berth or hammock fully
dressed.

—

To turn out crabs, to throw two aces,
the lowest cast at hazard ; hence, to tuni out a failure ;

prove a disapiwintment. .See crn61, 6. [Colloq.]

—

TO
work and turn, to print all the pages of a form of type
on one side of a sheet of double size and turn the sheet
end for end, and print on the other side — a method that
pniduces two copies of the form : in oppctsition to the
sheetwise method, in which two forms are separately
printed on each side of a smaller sheet. See -ksheetwise.

turn, ». 21. A manoeuver by which troops,
marching in line, change direction.—22. The
statedperiodof the day during which a gang of
men work; a shift.— 23. In British )«j«i«(7, the
number of cars which the miner is expected or
allowed to fill during his shift or turn below.—24. In forestry, two or more logs coupled
together'end to end for hauling. [Pacific coast.]—Dead turns, {b) in an armature coil, turns in which no
useful induction t,akes place and which therefore do not
contribute tii the production of electromotive force.—LODK
turn, in speculative dealings, as in stocks, bonds, wheat,
or the like, a ti-ansaction that takes a long time to com-
plete, (Ui account of an ailverse market or the like.

—

Primary turns. See *;<ri'iiian/. —Serles-tums, the
number of ampere-tnms in the se.ies-coil of the field-

windings of a generator or motor.— Shunt-tums, the
number of ampere-tunis in the shunt-coil of the field-

windings of a generator orniotor.— Three turns around
the long-boat and a pull at the scuttle-butt, a
facetious description of the ordinary day's work on board
a naval vessel.— To catch a turn, naut., to make fast
quickly a rope or line so as to snub it and prevent it

from running out.—Turn In the hawse, nouf., said of

Turn tit the Hawse.

anchor cables when they are crossed owing to the swing-
ing of the ship in a tideway.

turn-about, «. 3. A small steamer, torpedo-
boat, or launch in which the dead-wood astern
is cut away and two rudders are fitted, one for-
ward in place of the dead-wood and one in the
usual place abaft the screws, to give ability to
turn quickly. The design is known as the
turn-about system.

One of these (Rattlesnake claBs) had a straight keel and
an ordinary rudder ; a second was identical with tlie first,

except that the after deadwrxtd had been cut away, and
the " turn-about " system applied.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 701.

turn-bat (t^m'bat), «. A rod or lever placed
between the legs of the massive tongs used in
handling blooms (by hand) in the rolling-mill,
that the piece may be turned through 90^ or
180° in being presented to the guides or to the
next pass in the rolls.

turnbuckle, n. 2. A tongue of metal, pivoted
above its ceuter of gravity, used as a shutter-
fastener.— 3. A form of shutter-bolt with a
hasp which when turned over a staple cannot
be thrown back except by a reverse turning
motion.



turn-button

turn-button (t^rn'but'n), n. In lock-making.

a latoh haviug a pivoted rotating bolt operated
by means ot a knob or T-handle on tne out-
side of the case.

turncock, h. 2. A plug-cock or faucet, in

which the plug is turned around its axis, by
a handle or a wrench, in order to open or

close it.

turndun, «. Same as tundun.

tumeraceons (ter-ne-ra'shius), a. [NL.
Tunierac({ie) + -otis.^ Belonging or pertain-
ing to the Turneracex.
tum-forrow (tSm'fur'o), n. The mold-board
of a plow.
The mouKl-board or tum-/urrow is placed obliquely

behind the ttli. Penny Cyc, XVIII. 272.

tnmhall (tSrn'hal), n. [6. tunihalle, < turneti,

exercise, -I- halle, hall.] A building in which
gymnasts practise ; a gymnasium.

turning-engine, » 2. A small engine and
necessary transmissive machinery to enable a
massive engine to be turned over slowly for

inspection or adjustment without the use of

motor steam in the large cylinders. If used
to start the large engine under steam it is

often called a barring-engine.

turning-glass (t^r'ning-glas), n. See the ex-
tract.

After the negative [in half-tone engraving] is developed
the film is strippf^ from the plate, reversed, and placed
on another, called a turninfi-glags, thus becoming a posi-

tive. Censtig Bulletin 21C, June 28, 1902, p. 64.

turning-lathe, «. 2. In ceram., a lathe used
by potters to trim and smooth the surface of

the ware, which has been thrown and dried,
before it is burned.
turning-machine, «.—Borlng-and-tumlng ma-
chine. See *tiorinti-machine.

turning-plow (ter'ning-plou), n. Any plow
which has a mold-board and turns a furrow
slice, as opposed to a plow of the shovel type.
Also turn-plow.

turning-point, R. 3. In graphics, a maximum
or minimum point on the graph or curve.

turnip, «—Brown rot of the turnip. Same as Mack
rot of the cabltage. See tilack *rot (<•).

—

Indian tumlp.
(ft) Same as prairie-turnip.—Turnip gall-weevil. Same
as cahtiatje -k'jall-weevil.

turnip-beetle (ter'nip-b6"tl), «. A beetle
that infests the turnip.—Ked tumlp-beetle, a
chrysomelid beetle, Entoinoscelis adonidiK, occurring in
northern Europe and the northern United States and
Canadsi, and feeding on turnip-leaves.

turnip-grass (ter'nip-gras), n. See alkaU
*zacaton («).

turnip-jack (t6r'nip-jak), n. An English gar-
deners' name for the turnip flea-beetle. See
Phyllotrcta and turnip-fly (c).

turnip-louse (t^r'nip-lous), n. Same as turnip-
aphid.

turnip-wood, n. 2. In Australia, the timber
of either of two species of trees, Dysoxylum
Muelleri and Akania Hillii, which when freshly
cut has the odor of a turnip.

turnout, H. 8. A short side road, or a part of
a road of greater width than the rest, which
enables vehicles to pass one another.

turnover. I. n. 7. The amount of a material
which is turned over, or on which some pro-
cess is carried out: nearly equivalent to output,
A high current-density being employed, the turn-over

of gold is rapid—an essential factor of success when the
costliness of the metal is taken into account

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 110.

8. An essay or article that begins on the last
column of a page of a newspaper and ' turns
over' to the next page.
Grunt Allen and myself wrote most of the turnovers,

and such men as Leslie Stephen contributed the book
reviews. SewcaMe Daily Leader, Sept. 22, 1903.

H, fl.—Turnover collar, one which is folded over
on it«elf : opposed to standing collar ; also used as a noun :

as. "he wore a narrow turn-over."

turnover-gear (tern'o-v6r-ger), H. A device
for rolling or adjusting logs on a sawmill-
carriage; a canting device. Also called a
nigger.

turn-plow (tfern'plou), n. Same as *titrning-
plow.

tumpool (tfem'pdl), n. [turn, v., + pool.1 See
the extract. [Local, Eng.]

It la not difficult to show the character of the flow at
the bottom of a small river. . . . Later, 1 have employed
lump sugar soaked in a strong alcoholic solution of ma-
genta. On placing one of these cubes at the outer bend
of a curve—the "tumpool"—it is found that the water
there is almost stagnant. Sitture, Dec. IJ, 1907, p. 102.

turn-tree (tfem'tre), n. The revolving drum
of a horizontal wooden capstan or windlass.
Tumway society. See *society.
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turpentine, «.—White turpentine, a trade-name of
tni]itMitJiK- iixim the long-leaved pine.

turpentine, '. II. intrans. To make or

gather turpentine.

turpentine-gum (t6r'pen-tin-gum), m. Same
as American thus (which see, under thus^).

turpentine-substitute ( ter ' pen - tin - sub " sti-

tiit), Ji. Same as *spiritinc. The term is also

applied to rosin spirit or *pinoline.

turpentine-tree, ». 3. The peebeen of north-
ern Queensland, Syncarpia Hillii.— 4. In
New Zealand, same as *tarata.

turpentining (ter'pen-ti-ning), n. The process
or business of obtaining resin or crude turpen-
tine from living pine-trees. Also called ttir-

pentine orcharding, turpentine tapping.

turpethin (t6r'peth-in), «. [NL. Turpeth(um)
(see def.) -f- -jw2_] A brownish-yellow amor-
phous glucoside, C34H560ig, contained in the
root of Ipomeea Turpethum from Ceylon and
Malabar.
turquoise-berry (ter-koiz'ber"i), n. A lili-

aoeous plant of Tasmania, Drymophlla cyano-
carpa, bearing white flowers followed by blue
berries.

turret^, w. 3, in naval construction, a turret is a
completely inclosed revolving armored structure above
the deck of a war.ship containing one or more guns,
mounted on the turn.table carrying the turret-structure,
which project through gun-porta cut through the armor
on the front side of the turrets Proposals for the em-
placement of the guns of war-ships on annored turn-tables
were independently made by Captain Coles of the British
navy and by Ericsson. Captain Coles at first called his
shield or turret a ' cupola ' (which see). It was not until
1864, however, that the first British vessel with a turret
was tried. In the United States, the first turret was
fitted in 1862 on the original 'Monitor' invented by Erics-
son. (See monitor, n., 7). The turret of the original
' Monitor,' and of all subsequent vessels built during the
Civil War, was carried on a heavy forged vertical central
shaft by means of collars on the shaft When not in use
the turret rested on the deck. Before it could be rotated
the shaft was wedged up at the bottom, or lifted up by
hydraulic power, carrying the turret with it clear* of the

Vertical Section throuyh a Turret and Barbette for 12-inch Guns.
ii. turret-gun ; i, turret-port amior-plate : c, sighting-hood; tt,

turret-roof ; e, escape-scuttle ; /, scuttle for access from deck ; ff,
electric rammer; ^. A, combined hydraulic recoil and spring re-

turn-cylinders ; r. main deck -.j, gun-sleeve ; i, trunnions on gun-
sleeve ; i, deck.lug : m, turret-gun girder ; «, turret-pan ; c, ammu-
nition-hoist guide-rails; /, gun-elevating gear ; 4,. turret-rollers ;

r, r, upper and lower turret-roller paths ; s, s, turret supports or
foundations; t, holding-down clip; u, barbette armor; Z', gun-
deck; 7<\ handling-room ; jr, :v. magazines ; y, ammunition-hoist
carriage: z, water-tight doors from magazines and shell-rooms to
handling-room : a', protective deck : *', upper platform ; c'. lower
platform.

(From " Scientific American.")

deck. It was then rotated on the shaft or spindle by
steam-engines controlled from the tiiri;et, the pinions of
•which were geared to a, large rack fastened' under the
fioor of the tui'ret The large smooth-bore guns, when
fired, recoiled entirely inside the turret, and an armored
port-shutter could be closed while loading them. The
British turrets were supported on a ring of iron rollers

near the circumference so that they could be rotated
witliout being lifted. This is the method by which all

modem turrets are supported. The central spindle of

the Ericsson turret was liable to be bent by the impact
of projectiles on the turret which caused the turret to
jam. Modern tuiTets are turned by either hydraulic or
electric motors. The mechanisms for elevating the guns,
hoisting ammunition, and loading are very elaborate. The
operations are performed largely by hydraulic or electric

power. The deck-lugs carrying the guns are secured to
girders forming part of the turn-table of the tnn'et See
iryun-inount. In the development of seagoing ships
with high freeboard, the turrets necessarily were placed
higher above the water. To protect the mechanism and
the ammunition-hoists under them, it was necessary to
provide a fixed cylinder of armor called a -kharliette

(which see). All modern turrets are mounted above fixed

turriliticone

barbettes (see cut). The top of the turret is armored,
and above it project the armored sightitig-hoods. There
is usually a central sighting-hoou for the trainer and one
for the gun-pointer of each gun. The great lengtti of
modern guns causes them to project a considerable dis-
tance in front of the turret, and it is necessary to bring
the boily of the turret to the rear of the axis of rotation
to provide room for loading the gun and to balance the
rotating weight on the axis. The rear of the turret thus
overhangs the barbette. The arrangement is called a
balanced turret. The first turrets were circular cj linders
of armor, but the modern turrets are of various fonns ;

usually the turret armor is inclined in order t<j deflect
projectiles. The first turrets each contained two guns,
but in subsequent development, in some countries, a single
gun has been mounted in each turret The saving in
weight of armor protection by placing two guns in one
turret has, however, led to ita universal adoption in the
latest designs. In no country, except the United States,
have more than two guns been mounted in one turret
See superposed •kturret.

6. An attachment to a lathe, drill, boring-
machine, or slotting-machine designed to hold
and present to the work a series of boring-,
drilling-, or cutting-tools, the object being to
save the time lost in changing from one tool
to another by hand, in a lathe it consist* of a
round or six. or eight-sided horizontal t/x)l-holder placed
between the two heads. It has a circular motion in a

Turret-lathe, showing horizontal, automatic, and self-feeding
tool-holder or turret at a.

horizontal 'plane, or may have a tilting circular motion
that may be controlled by hand or may be automatic,
and may also have a feed-motion to advance the tool t4>

the work. The presentation of one tool to the work, the
fped, the withdrawal of the tool on the completion of the
cutting, and the partial revolution of the turret to bring
another tool mXjo action, may be automatic and continu-
ous. In the boring-mill the turret is suspended over the
table on a horizontal axis. In the slotting-machine it

may be carried on the cutter-head, moving with it It

may carry four cutters, each of which may be brought
into use in tuni. In the drill the turret is suspended on
a horizontal axis and may carry six drills, each one of
which may be brought into action in turn by revolving
the turret, the drills not at work remaining motionless.
The ttin'et gives its name to the machine in which it is

employed, as a turret-lathe, a turret boring-inachine, etc.

Machines employing turrets are usually antomatic and
perform a complete series of f>perations on the wtirk, as in

a screw-machine or screw-cutting machine or the turret
forming-machine. A turret is sometimes called a monitor
from its shape.— Superposed turret, a type of turret
used only in the United States navy. It consists of an
ordinary turret for two 12-inch guns on the roof of which is

supported a smaller turret containing two 8-inch guns.
The whole forms a single annored stntcture with four
guns, whose axes are parallel. This type of turret is

fitted on the 'Kearsarge" and 'Kentucky,' and on five

battle-ships of the Virginia class.— Turret borln«-ma-
chlne. See Murreti, 6.

turret-deck (tur'et-dek), n. See *deck, 2.

turret-indicator (tur'et-in''di-ka-tor), n. See
*in<Ucator, 1 (j) (2).

Turrilepas (tu-ril'e-pas), n. [NL., < L. turris,

a tower, + Gr. /.fn-df, a limpet.] A genus of
lepadoid cirri-

ped Crustacea
having an
elongate body
covered by
from four to

six rows of

overlappiflg
triangular
plates which
are concentri-
cally striated

and have
radial or punc-
tate ornamen-
tation. The
species range
from Cam-
brian to Upper
Devonian.
turriliticone
(tur - i - lit ' i -

kon), H. [NL. Turrilites + Gr. kuvoi;, a cone.]

A turreted shell of certain ammonoid cepha-
lopods, so called because of its resemblance

I tiiriltfu^s U'ri£!itta,ius.

, complete individual ; ii and ^, individ-

ual plates: all enlarged.

(From Zittel's " Pal.-eontology.")



Turtlebaclc,

(From An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,
1892.)

tnrriliticone

to the shell of the amraonoid genus Turrilites.

Such shells are developed as phylogerontic
stages in the evolution of various races of
ammonoids, and are specially common in the
Upper Cretaceous formations.

turti (tor'ti), «. A Hindu oboe.

turtle-, n Homed turtle, an eitinct turtle, of the
genua Miolania, diBtinguisheJ by conical projections

from the iHwk part of the skull aa in the honied ' toad.

'

The remaina of these turtles <K:cur in the Pleistocene of

Patagonia, Australia, and Lord Howe's Island.— Leathery
tTirtle, the trunk-turtle or leather turtle, Dermochetys
coriacea.

turtleback, » 2. (a) They are roughly chipped
8t<ine implements, usually of flint, quartzite, or argillite,

rather thick in the
cent*r, somewhat
rounded on one
side, and usually
leaf-shaped or al-

mond-shaped in

oatline. Some of

these may be fin-

ished impleraentA
of a rude type,

others specimens
which have been
rejected because
of some defect, but
a great number are
evidently merely
roughly bU>cked-
out implements,
the finishing pro-
cess being intended
to be performed
later. Caches con-
taining great numbers of these objects have been found.

The singular name " turtleback " is suggested instantly
on seeing a specimen of the class so designated by Abbott
and other*. As commonly used, it refers to rude or un-
finished leaf-shape implements of any size, which may be
found in great abundance almost anywhere.

Smithtonian Rep. (Bur of Ethnol.), 1892, p. 136.

3. In mech. : (a) A name given to rounded
formations suggesting the carapace of the
tortoise or turtle. (6) A rounded-back cover
of any structure, as over the rear of a motor-
car whose frame is designed for the rear seats
of the tonneau construction, but in which
only two front seats are installed.— 4. See
the extract.

Sir Samuel Baker suggests that the " turtle baekx " of
this region [Nile delta], patches of saml which appear
like isl.ands in the wide expanse of dark alluvium, may
he parts of this original floor ; but it is possible that they
may i>e only lenticular masses of blown sand, alternating
with the alluvial deposit. Geoff. Jour. (R. O. S.), X. 540.

turtle-^ass, «. 2. See Zostera.

turtle-msect (tfer'tl-in'sekt), n. Same as
linnni *.-<cnle. E. G. Lodeman, The Spraying
of Plants, p. 10.

turtle-pre8S(t6r'tl-pres),n. Thetype-revolving
press of R. Hoe and Company (now disused)
for which type was imposed on the segment
of a cylinder called the turtle from its resem-
blance to the upper shell of a tuille. [Slang.]

turtlet (t^rt'let), n. [turtl{e) + -«(1.] A young
turtle.

Many a turiltt probably sticks fast during the mending
process. Science, Nov. 17, 1906, p. 83».

tusa (to'sS), n. [Perhaps from Sp. tusa, fem.
of tiiso, a name for a dog, used as an exclama-
tion in calling dogs or driving them away.] A
name current in New Mexico and the south-
western United States, among the Spanish-
speaking inhabitants of all classes, for the
prairi<'-do^.

Tnscaloosa formation. See *formation.

Tuscan capital, formation. See *capital3,
*ff>rmnti(in.

Tusculan (tus'ku-Ian), a. [L. Tu»eu}ani.us).'\
<>{ or pertaining to Tusculum, an ancient city
situated near the site of the modern Frascati,
about 13 miles southeast of Rome : as, the
" Tusndan Disputations of Cicero." Near it

was Cicero's villa.

Tuscumbia limestone. See *Uniestone.

tusilan (tti'si-liin), n.
;

pi. tusilanen (-la'nas).
[Philippine Sp.] A robber; an outlaw.
There are ladrrjnes still at large, but only a few, nearly

all having been killed or are in prison serving long sen-
tences, and the islands are now practically free fnjm
ladronism. Ladrones. or as they were fonnerly called,
turilaneg, are simply robbers.

Xational (Jeotj. Mag., March, 1904, p. 111.

tuafcl, «.— Servant tusk, that tusk of any animal,
sjiecltlr-ally nf an elephant, that is most used.

The elephant ... is 8ai<l Ui use the right tusk more
than the left, and this is accordingly called the * iervant
'«»*•.' Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 48.

tusker, n. 2. A wild boar with large tusks.

ITie hunter . . . may either lose the chase altogether,
or be suddenly chargea by an enraged tuftker.

Spf/rtin*/ Maijazine, July, 1827.
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tnsser, n. 3. A kind of silk cloth woven from
tusser-silk.— 4. A dress or garment of tusser-
silk.

I must say that a tusser always looks fresh.
F. H. Jiurnett, in The Century, June, 1901, p. 18a

tussicula (tu-sik'ii-la), n. [L., dim. of lussis,

a cough.] A slight cough,
tussive (tus'iv), a. Of or relating to a cough,
tussocker (tus'ok-fer), n. [tussock + -er.] In
New Zealand, a sundowner. See the extract.
[Slang.]

Now, a "sun-downer, "or "(ussocter"— for the terms
are synonymous — is a pastoral loafer ; one who loiters
about till dusk, and then makes for the nearest station or
hut, to beg for shelter and food.

Vincent Pyke, "Wild Will Enderby. Quoted by E. B.
[Morris, Austral English.

tussock-moth, n— oid tussock-moth, a liparid
moth, Xotolopkus antujua, coninion to Europe and the
northern United States. To British collectoi-s it is known
as the common vaporer,— Well-marked tUSSOck-mOth,
an American liparid moth. Uemerocampa dejinita, re-
sembling the common white-marked tussock-moth, but
having more distmct markings on the fore-wings of the
male.

tUSSOl (tus'ol), n. [L. tussis, a cough, + -oZ.]

A trade-name of antipyrin mandelate, CuHi2-
ON2.CgHg03 : used in medicine, chiefly in the
treatment of whooping-cough.
tussur (tus'ur), H. Same as *tusser.

tut-bargain (tut'bar'gan), n. [Cf. tut-work.]
A bargain to do work by the piece. [Prov.
Eng.]

tutelary, o. H. n. A tutelary divinity; an
animal regarded as a tutelary divinity: as,
Anubis, the tutelary of sepulchers.
He carried a rattle or flute, used to imitate the voice of

the tutelary or the sound of its movements, while he im-
itated its notes of alarm, fright, pain, and pleasure with
his own voice, and mimicked its corresponding move-
ments. Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 80.

tnteur (tS-tfer'), n. [F., <L. tutor.] A tutor.
The feminine is tutrice.

tutte corde (tii'ta kdr'da). [It., ' all strings.']
In music for the pianoforte, a direction to re-

linquish the shifting pedal, so that all the
strings may sound: opposed to una corda.

tutty-man, tuttiman (tut'i-man), ». itutty^
+ mail.] A tithing-man in the town of Hun-
gerfonl, England, as a functionary in the cere-
monies of hocktide. See the extracts.

The ancient hocktide customs are being observed in
Hungerford this week. Yesterday the commoners were
summoumi by the blowing of a horn, and the prctceedings
opened with the despatch of tithing or tutty men on their
ariluoua but pleasant duty. In accordance with a charter
granted in the days of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster,
the duty of the tutty men includes a call at every house
in the town and the dematid of a t4>n from the male mem-
bers. Furthermore, the women folk have to undergo
the ordeal of being kissed by the tutty men.
Daily Mail (London), April 17, 1901, quoted in E. E. D.

The tutti-men went forth in the morning carrying
flttral staves, determined to do their duty by kissing every
lady who crossed their path and exacting a penny from
every male.
The Expreit (London), quoted in N. Y. Com. Adver-

[tiser. May 21, 1903.

tntu (tS'tS), n. [Maori.] A poisonous New
Zealand shrub, Coriaria ruscifolia. See Cori-
aria.

tutu-poison (to'ta-poi'zn), n. A poison found
in the tutu, a New Zealand shrub, especially
in the seeds. Its physiological action greatly
resembles that of strychnine; the best anti-
dote is said to be belladonna.

Ttivalian (tu-val'i-an), a. In geol., noting
the upper member of the Tirolian series of the
upper pelagic Trias of the Mediterranean
province.

Tuxedo (tuk-se'do), V. Same as Tuxedo *coat.— Tuxedo coat See *coa(2.

T. V. [An abbreviation of tuberculin volutin.
'\

A symbol suggested by von Behring for a
principle alleged to be present in the tu-
bercle bacillus which exerts a catalytic and
zymogenic action. Mature, Oct. 12, 1905,

p. mi.
Tw. An abbreviation for Twaddell, indicating
the use of the Twaddell hydrometer scale : as,
10° Tii: = specific gravity 1.050.

twelfth-second (twelfth'sek'und), n. The
fraction ^u of a second.

twelve, «.— In twelves, in printing, said of a form of
type. ^»r a sheet, or a section for binding, that has twelve
pages only.

twenty-eight (twen'ti-af), n. 1. Eight more
than twenty.— 2. The Australian yellow-col-
lared parrakeet, Plati/cercus semitorquatus : so
named from its note, which is sometimes re-
peated several times in successiou.

twin

twice, adv— Twice gathered, in agri., doubly plowed
in the manner known as gathering. See ingathering.

They are then plowed, and the ridges ' twice gathered '

— to use a plowman's parlance— which means that a
back furrow is made in the center of each of these secon-
dary plots, and the furrows are thrown each way toward
the back furrow until the ridge is completed.

H. Stewart, Irrigation for the Farm, p. 41.

Twichell's acidimeter. See *acidimeter.
twigl, n. 4. In anat., one of the minute
branches of a blood-vessel.

twig-beetle (twig'be"tl), n. A twig-borer.— Apple twlg-beetle, an American scolytid beetle,
Stephanoderes hispidtUus.

twig-blight, n. 2. A blight of the apple,
peach, and cherry caused by Sclerotinia fruc-
tigena ; also a blight of the grape caused by
Botrytis cinerea. See Sclerotinia.

twig-borer, n.— Apple twlg-borer, an American
bostrychid beetle, Amphicerus bieaudatus, which bores

Apple Twig.borer (Amphicerus bieaudatus).

a. a', beetle : a", a'" . antenna and legf of same, much enlarged ;

*. pupa: c. larva; rf. €, larval galleries;/', grapevine, showing
hole made by beetle, a, a', />. and c. 2% tintes natural size ; rf. t,
f, reduced. (Marlatt. U. S. D. A.)

into the twigs of the apple- and other fruit-trees.—Peach
twlg-borer, the larva of a gelechiid moth, Anarsia
lineatella, common to Europe and the United States. It
bores into the young twigs of the peach.

twig-gall (twig'gai), fl. An abnormal growth
upon the twigs or branches of trees usually
due to insects, fungi, or bacteria Olive twlg-
gall. Same as olive -ktuberculosis.

twig-girdler, «— Pear twlg-girdler, a beetle, On-
cideres cingulatug.

twil, v., n., prep., and conj. ' A simplified spell-
ing of twill.

twild, «. A simplified spelling of twilled.
Twilight arc. Same as twilight curve (which see, under
(inVtV/if).- Twilight correction. See ircorrection.—
Twilight of the gods l(= (l. yii^cnfoinineruni/) a trans-
lation of the 1.1N. ragna rokr, which is an old error for
ragna rok.iXie hist^jry (esp. the final judgment and end)
of the gods and the world. See Hagnarok.], in tiorne
myth. .See Ragnarok.

twilll, ".—Florentine twill. .Same as -keasgimere-
(«it/(.— Prunella twill, a variety of a three-harness
twill. See *H«ma-(iri7/.— Twill set See *«e<l.

t'wllley, twilly (twil'i), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

ttcilleyed, ticillied, ppr. ttcilleying, twillying.

Same as willow'^. C. Fickerman, Woollen
Spinning, p. 117.

twilling-bar (twil'ing-bar), 71. In weaving, a
piece of mechanism in a twilling-machine ; a
modified form of the Jacquard loom invented
in 1859. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving^
p. 181.

twllling-hook (twil'lng-huk), «. A hook for
lifting a warp-thread in a Jacquard twilling-
machine. T. )V. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving,
p. 181.

twin^. I. a—Twin balance-mdden. .See (»«(-
07M;«-r«ddcr.— Twin condenser, a condenser made in
two parts, which may be eitlier just alike or symmetrical
with respect to a plane between them.

H. 71. 3, In addition to the common type of twins
{hemitropic tu-ing, revoltttton tivins), the relation of whose
parts can be explained by hemitropy, or a revolution of
180° about a twinning axis (see twini, 3), there is also a
rare type, called symmetric or reflection twins, whore
there is no twinning axis but the twinned parts are in
symmetrical position to each other with reference to
some definite plane. This type is best illustrated by the
so-called Brazil (or Brazilian) ttrinsot quartz (common
in crystals from Brazil), where two eunntiomorphous
crystals, one right-handetl the other left-handed, are thus
united, the plane of symmetry or reflection being a face
of the prism of the second series. Further, in some cases,

as in twins of sodium periodate, the orientation of the
parts of the twinned crystal is explained ity a rotation

about an axis (of some multiple of 60°, as 1H0°), combined
with reflection about a face which after Ifie revolution Is

a plane of symmetry ; this is a case of alternating twin-
ning. Whatever the type of twin, the crystallographic
law which defines the orientation of the parts of the



twin
twinned crystai is called the twirtning law or taw oj

twinmnff. An example is the Brazil law^ which applies

to Brazil twins (see ahove), also the albite, pencline,

Baveno, Carlfbad laws among the feldspars, tne tpinel

law, etc : these belong respectively to albite tinm,
prriciine tmnt, etc. (see ficiiil). The Manebaeh la\f is

that of the feldspar twins (itatiebach twim) from Miuie-

bach and elsewhere, in which the base is the twinning-

plane and usually also the contact or composition face.

A CDclie twin is a repeated twin in which the axes of the

twinned crjstals are inclined to each other and usually

at an antle which is an aliquot part of 3<W. or nearly so. so

that the coinponnd crj-stjd is often stellate in form. Wlien

the twinnliiar of two crystals of lower synnnetry results

in a compound crystal having all the faces of the corre-

sponding from the higher synnnetry class, the result is a

comple)funitary (or ^upplemeiitart/) twin. Thus two py-

ritohedrons of'pyrit« twinned about the vertical axis form

an interpenetrating twin of the complementary (supple-

mentary) type ; two twinned tetrahedrons of dianioiul

form another example ; also two hemimorphic crystjds of

pyrargyrite twinned about a vertical axis and united by
a plane i»rallel to the base.— Homologous twins,
Identical twins, twins that are of the same sex and
alike in form, in constitution, and in character. In the

annadillo, Tatum ht/brida^ and in the phalcid beetle,

Encrytua /uieicotli^, they are known to be the products
of the separated blastomeres of a single ovum, and it is

sapposed that this is also true of human homologous twins.

This saggestion . . . receives support . . . from the

mode of fonnation of hoinolognus Twins which are now
ahown, almost beyond doubt, tti arise from the division

o! one ovum. H'. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 36.

Interpenetrant twin. Same as penetration-twin

(which see, under (jfi'/il, 3).

twinl, v. t. 3. To cut or form in pairs by cut-

ters or chisels.

twine^, ".— Bird-cage twine, a type of basketry con-

sisting of a Btitf

warp and stiff ;, ii /^jt^
cross-rods which
are tied to the
warp by a wrap-
ping of pliable
material.

twine-binder
(twin ' bin '-

der), n. An
attachment
to a harvest-
ing-maehine
by which the
sheaf or truss

is tied into a
bundle with
twine. See
*wire-l)inder.

p. 22546.

twine-bush (twin'bush), n. SeeBalcea.

twine-cell (twin'sel), n. A peeuliar.8tructure

in the eye of the pecten formed by a number
of nerve fibers coiled in the form of a ball of

twine, liiol. Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 317.

twinning^ ».- Multiple twinning. Same as re-

pented tinninu'j. See *tM'i»l, 3.

twin-screw (twin'skro), a. Having two screw-
propellers: said of a vessel.

twirl, 'I.— Morfit's steam twirl, a contrivance used
in soap-making to heat and stir the contents of the boil-

ing-pans. It consists of a hollow vertical shaft through
which, and through a series of convoluted tubes con-

nected with if, steam is passed, while the whole system is

rotated by means of gearing. The result is mechanical
stirring, with ' dry steam ' heat if the tubes are unper-
forated, but ' wet steam ' may be used if the tubes are
perforated with a immber of small holes through which
the steam escapes into the liquid contents of the pan.

twist, w. 1. (/) pi. A commercial name of stringy

crude rubber made updike balls of cord. See -krubberi, 3.

18. (c) The entire angle through which one end of the
rod has been twisted by the torsional effort, measured from
a radius at the, other or fixed end. The average twist per
unit of length will be the whole twist divided by the
length in sucii units.

19. In Venetian and old English glasses, any
one of the spiral lines, of various colors, fre-

quently blown in the handles and other parts.

See *air-twi.st (with cut).— Double and twist.
See -kdotible.— JUajlo twlst, a variety of crude iiulia-

rubber, the product of Landolphia dorida, brought in

lumps, darker in color on the outside than inside, from
Sierra Leone in Africa. Also called Sierra Leone twiat.

— Reverse twist, reverse curve, a twist or curve
imparted to a ball in the opposite direction from tiiat

which is most natural. For instance, in base-ball and
tennis it is easier for a rigtit-handed man to make a i)all

curve from right to left, and a twist or curve in tite other
direction is therefore generally known as a reverse.—
Sierra Leone twist. Same as Mano -ktwist.—Twist
surface. See -ksurface.

twist-cop (twist'kop), 1. A cop of warp-yarn
spun on a mule.

twister, n. 1. (A) a tornado or local whirlwind.
[(;olloq., U. S.l

Their whirling winds are strong enough to blow down
trees and overturn buildings. Violent local stonns of this

kind are often called cyclones, or prairie twisters, in the
Mississipifi valley, t)ut the name tornado is to be preferred
in order Uy distinguish them from the much larger and less

violent cyclonic stonns. W. M. /)«iri», Elem. I'hys. (Jeog.

3. A twisting or zigzag movement of a horse.

ICoUoq.]
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This movement unseated many a rider daring the recent

contest, however, and it w"3 a broncho named " E. X."

(who used a combination of " sun-flsh " and "tieister")

that proved the hardest to ride, and. according to some
eye-witnesses, compelled even the champion to catch hold

of his saddle-bom to save himself from falling, or, as the

cowboys say, made him " hunt leather."

Wide World Mag., April, 1903, p. 548.

4. A somersault in which the body rotates or

'twists.' See *spotter, 5. [Slang.]

When he had them people just right he ran out and
called their attention and showed them what he really

could do : he done a spotter-twi's/cr, which is about the

limit, and took a start and went back into that tent like

a whirligig. C. D. Stetcart, Partners of Providence, xix.

twist-frame (twist'fram), n. A throttle-frame

for spinning cotton.

twist^gear (twist'ger), n. A helical gear ; a
gear on which the teeth are helices, even
though the two shafts connected by the gear
and its mate are parallel. Also called twist-

u'tiecl.

twistical (twis'ti-kal), a. [Humorous, from
twist, v.~\ Somewhat twisted or crooked,

physically, mentally, or morally ; odd
;
ques-

tionably honest. [Colloq., U. S.]

twisting-machine, «. 2. A machine resem-
bling a ring spinning-frame, for twisting two
or more threads or yarns, as cotton, together

by the rotation of a spindle or a similar de-

vice. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 224.

twist-joint, ".—American twlst-Jolnt, the connec-
tion between successive wire sections in an electric cir-

Bird-cage Twine.

{From Rep. i;. S. Nat. Museum. 1902.)

Sci. Amer. Sup., Dec. 20, 1902,

American Twisl-j

cult, made either by soldered sleeves in a power circuit,

or by twisting the wires around each other, as in an
overhead telegraph circuit.

twist-wheel (twist'hwel), «. A gear on a
roving- or spinning-machine by the changing
of which the relation of the velocities of spin-

dles and delivery-rollers is changed. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 198.

twist-yarn (twist'yaru), n. A cotton yarn
used for warp. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning,

p. 392.

twit, n. 2. A thin, weak place in a thread of

wool, cotton, etc. C. Vickerman, Woollen
Spinning, p. 236.

twitchety (twieh'e-ti), a. [twitch, v. i., in

imitation of fidgety.] Fidgety ; irritable ; ner-

vous. [CoUoq., Eng.]

twitch-road (twich'rod), n. A forest road or
trail along which logs are dragged by horses
from the place where they have been felled to

the ' yard' where they are loaded upon sleds.

[Maine.]
This first real storm of the winter promised two feet

on a level, and guaranteed the slipping on ramdowns
and twitch-roads. llolman Day, King Spruce, xx.

twitch-up (twich'up), n. A slender sapling
or branch, to the end of which a noose of wire
or horsehair, etc., is attached, bent down and
so held, in a snare, that if a grouse or other
bird or small animal attempts to push through
the noose it will release the sapling and be
strangled by the noose. [U. S.]

twitter^, ». 4. A gtirdeners' name for certain

plant-deformations caused by insects, notably
a curious bunching and
twisting of the carna-
tion-plant caused by the
work of anthomyiid lar-

viB. Some forms of twit-

ter are caused by thrips

and others by plant-
lice.

twitty (twit'i), a. Itwit,

II., 2, -I- -^1.] Irregular,

with thin and thick places

:

said of wool or cotton
yarn when in this condi-
tion. C. Vickerman, Wool-
len Spinning, p. 351.

two-bagger (to ' bag " er),

n. In base-bail, a two-base
hit. See *hitl. [Colloq.]

two-clang (to'klang), M.

In acoustics, a compound
tone or clang, made up
of two simple tones that
differ in frequency.

Similar simple periods are found to recur in the other
harmonious two-clangs.

Wmidt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 69.

tWO-cycle(to'si"kl),a. Completed in twophases
or cycles ; operating or conrpleting a series of

operations in two cycles or phases : as, a two-

Twitter.

1 " Insect Life,"
U. S. D. A.)

twyer-boi

cycle gas-engine, one which completes the
series of operations, namely, suction, com-
pression, explosion, and exhaust, in two
strokes or cycles.

two-group (to'grop), «. A rhythmized group
of two sound-units; two ticks, syllables, etc.,

arranged as iambus or trochee. Amer. Jour.
I'sychol., XII. i536. [Bare.]

tw<j-grouping (to'gro"ping), n. Arrangement
by twos ; the grouping of ticks, syllables, etc.,

in iambic or trochaic rhythm. Amer. Jour.
Psychol, XII. 535.

two-high (to'hi), a. Having two rolls, one over
the other, as distinguished from three-high :

said of roiling-miUs for iron or other metals.
See *roll, n.

tWO-on (to'on)', a. la printing, said of an ar-
rangement of pages for presswork by which
two copies in duplicate can be printed together
on the same sheet by the same operation.
This method utilizes a large machine, lessens
the number of impressions, and saves need-
less presswork.
two-pair (to'par), a. Being up two flights,

namely, from the street door: as, the tuo-
jiair front chamber. [Eng.]
two-phase (to'faz), a. 1. Two-cycle; having
two phases or stages in a complete cycle, usu-
ally an expansion and a compression phase.

—

2. In elect., of or pertaining to an alternating-
current generator which produces two currents
differing in phase by half a cycle, or to a cir-

cuit carrying such currents, or to a motor,
transformer, or any electrical device used on
a two-phase circuit. See *quart€r-phase.
—Two-pnase altemater, a generator for the produc-
tion of two-phase alternating cuiTents. —TwO-pliase
circuit, in elect., a circuit traversed by or intended for
,the distribution of two-phase currents. — Two-phase
generator. See *two-phase altemater. — TwO-phase
system, in elect., a system for the production and distri-

bution of two alternating cljrrents differing from one
another by half a cycle, and the utilization of such
currents.

two-phaser (to'fa'zer), n. A generator of
two-pliase alternating currents, or a motor
used on a two-phase circuit.

two-rhythm (to'riTHm), «. A rhythm of
which the unit is bimembral ; iambic or tro-

chaic rhythm.
There is no one principle which satisfactorily explains

the preference for the two-rhythm.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 63d

two-sided (to'si'ded), a. I. Having two
sides or aspects.—2. Of double orientation.—3. In geom., bilateral : as, a twQ-sided, not a
unilateral, surface.

twosome,". II. n. In (?o?/, a match between
two persons.

two-step (to'step), n. 1. A round dance,
danced by couples, the partners moving to-

gether in a series of sliding steps in two-two
time, the first step of each measure being
longer than the second and termed a ' slide.'

—2. The music for such a dance, which is in
duple or quadruple rhythm, not essentially
different from a rapid march or quick-step.

two-storied (to'sto'rid), a. 1. Having two
stories, and only two, as a house.—2. In for-
estry, comprising on the same area two classes,

which vary considerably in height, composed
of trees of different species. In a two-storied
forest the taller trees form the overwood or upper story ;

the shorter trees form the undenvood or lower story.

The term is not applicable to forests under reproduc-
tion, in which the appearance of two stories is the tem-
porary result of an incomplete process, but to those
forests of which the two stories of growth are a natural
and permanent feature.

two-way, a. 3. Having the capacity to act in

two ways: said of a fitting or fixture which
has one inlet and one outlet.— 4. Noting a
fitting resembling a T, with one inlet and
two outlets, but no control over the flow
through them.
twyer , n.— Bull's-eye twyet, a twyer wliich discha^es
the air at the center of a hemispherical plate.— DUCl?S-
nest twyer, a twyer or blast-i>i]ie outlet in a forge in

which tile perforated end is cup-shaped or like a nest.

—

Lnrman'S Slag-twyer, a water-Ci>oIed twyer of bronze,

used for the removal of slag and placed below the plane
of the blast-twyers. Phillips and />(THfrT»nn. Elements
of lletallurgy, p. 22B.— Negro-head twyer, a blast-

nozle having a cubical block on its end built into the

funiace.— Nlgger-head twyer. Same as negro-head
ictwyer.

twyer-box (twi'er-boks), n. 1. A chamber
or duct from which the separate twyer-pipes
are led into the walls of the furnace proper.

—

2. In the Bessemer converting vessel, the
chamber below the refractory bottom from
which air passes into the molded twyei -blocks
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and 80 up into and through the molten metal.
Air is supplied to the box from a pipe leading
down from the hollow trunnion of the con-
verter.

twyer-pipe(twi'er-pip), H. l. The pipe which
supplies air from the blast-main to the indi-
vidual tw^ers.— 2. The twyer itself. _ _

^,?^r«inf"if"»n^I'nVnitl°° f,
tuberculin, J tympan-shect (tim'pan-Vhet ),'

». In printing,
representing an unknown substance.] A sub- fhe sheet of naner nffived to thA nnf«JH« ^r

phonia, < 6r. rv^iravov, drum, -I- <)iav^, sound.]
Same as tinnitus. Buck, Med. Handbook, III.

660.

tympanotomy (tim-pa-not'o-mi), n. [Gr.
Tifimvov, drum, -f -Tofiia, < rafieiv, cut.] In-
cision through the tympanum of the ear.
Buck; Med. Handbook, III. 672.

stance assumed by von Behring to resiilt from
the transformation of T. C, after it has been
incorporated by and become an integral part
of the cells of the body. See *T. C. Nature,
Oct. 12, 1905, p. 581.

Ty. An abbreviation of territory.

tychite (ti'kit), «. [Gr. TvxTi, fortune, chance,
+ -ite".'] A carbonate and sulphate of magne-
sium and sodium (2MgC03.2>Ia2C03.Na2SOi)
which occurs in colorless octahedral crystals
at Borax Lake, San Bernardino County," Cali-
fornia. It is associated with and similar to the related
mineral *northupite (which see), but out of several th()U-

sand crj'stals only four of tychite were discovered, hence
the name.

Tychonian (ti-ko'ni-an). a. Same as Tychonic.

tychoparthenogenesis (ti'ko-par-the-no-jen'-
e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. tvxi, chance, -f- NL.
parthenogenesis.] Exceptional or occasional
parthenogenesis. See occasional *parihetwgen-
esis.

tyee (ti'e), n. [Chinook jargon.] 1. A chief;
a person of wealth or distinction.— 2. Same
as quinnat. Jordan and Eiermann, Amer.
Food and Game Fishes, p. 151

the sheet of paper a&xed to the outside or
impressing-surface of the tympan.
tymp-arch (timp'arch), n. The arch of refrac-
tory material, or of water-cooled metal, sup-
porting the wall of a blast-furnace (for iron)
over the opening to the forehearth (if the
furnace has one). The name is often retained
for the arch over the tapping-hole in modem
blast-furnaces for iron. See tymp.

tyndallization (tin"dal-i-za'shpn), n. [John
Tyndnll, a British physicist.] " Sterilization
of a fluid by heating it repeatedly to a
point slightly below that of boiling. With
each heating the bacteria which have devel-
oped from the more resistant spores are de-
stroyed; when finally no undeveloped spores
remain the fluid is sterile. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 686.

Tyntlastes (tin-tl&s'tez), «. [NL., < Gr.
'Tmr'/.doTrif, < Tvirr'/.d^ew, work in the mud, <
tIjvt/oc:, mud. ] Agenus of gobioid fishes found
on the Pacific coast of Central America.

typ. An abbreviation (6) of typographic or
lypograjMcal.

tylhexactine (til-hek-sak'tin), n. [Gr. Tv7.ri, a type, >i. 10. The four types first recognized and

cushion, + ff, six, -f- a/cn'c (okt/i'-), a ray.] In
the sponge-spieules, a hexactine with knobs at
the end of each ray.

tylion (ti-li'on), n. • pi. tylia (-a). [NL. tylion,

< Gr. rv}.elov, a cushion, dim. of ri/jj, a cush-
ion.] In craniom., the median point of the
limbus sphenoidalis. Von Torok.

tyloma (ti-lo'ma), n.
;

pi. tylomata (-ma-ta)
[NL., < Gr. Tii'/.ufia, a callus (on the shoulder).]
Same as callosity, 2.

Tylosaums (ti-lo-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. rW.of,

a knot or callus, + aavpo^, lizard.] One of
the mosasaurs of the subfamily Tylosaurinse,
characterized by having the premaxillse pro-
duced into a long rostrum in advance of the
teeth ; found in the Niobrara Cretaceous of
Kansas, New Mexico, and Texas,

tylostyle, n. (6) In the sponge-spieules, a
triode or three-rayed element in which one of
the arms is long, straight, and sharp, and the
other two are atrophied.

tympanal, a. II. n. 1. The posterior one of
the pterygoid bones in fishes : it is usually be-
tween the hyomandibular and the mesoptery-
goid: same as *metapterygoid, 2. Starks,
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 514.— 2.
The upper anterior bone of the gill-cover in
fishes: not homologous with the bone called
tympanal byCuvier: aame as pnroperculum, 2.

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 515.

tympanectomy (tim-pa-nek'to-mi), n. [NL.
tympanum + Gr. iktou^, excision.] Excision
of the drum-membrane of the ear.

Tjmipanic"canal. Same as Jacobson's *canal.

tympanicity (tim-pa-nis'i-ti), n. Itympanic +
-ity?] The condition of being tympanitic, or
of giving a hollow sound on percussion.
The area of gastric ti/mpanicitu was only slightly en-

larged. Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 98.

tympanlon (tim-pa'ni-on), n. ; pi. tympania
?-a). [NL., < Gr. rvfirraviov, dim. of TV/inavov,

a drum.] In craniom., the highest point
(upper tympanion) and lowest point (lower
tympanion) on the border of the annulus
tympanicus. Ton Torok.

tympanitic, a. 2. Giving out a hollow or
drum-like sound on percussion.

The skin and 8i:hcutaneous tissues of the face, neck typO-body (tip'bod'i), n.

frequently referred to, namely, hydrochloric acid, water,
ammonia, and marsh-gas, simply represent the first four
degrees of valence, monad, dyad, triad, and tetrad.—ApO-
centrlc t3rp©, in biol., a modified condition of an arche-
central type. P. Chahnfrg J/i/cArc/f.— Archecentral
ty]>e, in bioL, the most primitive type, from wliirh all

others have been derived. /*. Chalmers Mitchell.—
Chaucer type. .See tjolden *^i//'«.— Crystal types.
See*»i/i/ini<'(r.v. «.— DUentls type, in n>i(Arn;<.. the type
of man found in the valley of the Rhine, in the canton of
Orisons. The type airreen with the Alpine type of Ripley.
.fii/finwyf r.— Extra condensed type. See*cniirf«)u<frf.
— Five-line nonpareil type, an old name for »>- point
type. — Oolden type, a name given to one of the three
fonts of type designed by William Morris and used by
him at the Kelniscott Press, the other two being the
Troy and the Chaucer. The golden type is Roman, the
others (Jothic In style. The American reproduction is

called Jenton type.

In golden type, with ornamental Inlfialsbut noborders,
this edition is embellished with twelve full-page designs
by Mr. A. J. Gaskin of the Birmingham School.

A. Vailauce, William Morris, p. 160.

GOLDEN TYPE
Golden Typj

Ideational typo. Same as -itmemory type.— Minikin
type, pxceisioror 3- point type. [Eiik.]— Snellen's types.
Same as («(•?!/;><•«.— Supplementary t]rpe« j^ Hpecimen
used in extending i>r correcting Ifnuwled^e of a previously
deft]

(golden and the Chaucer. See golden "irtype.— The

lined 8i>eciea.~ Troy t3rpe, one of the three forma of
designed by Willjani Morris, the other fieing the

American reproduction is called Satanick type.

CROY CYpe
Croy Cype

Two-line doable pica type, meridian or 44-point type,
[Eng.) — Type form, locality, maseom. See -tt/onn,

et<;.— Type material, the matt'Hal or Bpecimens from
which a new species hiisbiM-ndescriheci and named.—Type
specimen, the actual specitnen from whicli a species has
been described and named. A typical specimen is a
characteristic example of a given species, but a type
specimen is one on which a species is based. See itcotype,
itgenotypt, *holotype, irinetatypf, -kparatype, ittopotype.

itrans. To use a type-writer.type, V. n, int
[Colloq.]

She had n't the brains to sing. She typed for a living, I

believe. >'. H*. Hume, Crimson Cryptogram, viii.

Tho metal base on
wliich the face of a type is east. 'Body' is

used to describe the height of a type as it

appears in print, as pica or 12-point body, or as
nonpareil or 6-point body. It does not define
the width of a type. The square or em-
quadrat of a type is understood as its body.

type-composition (tip 'kom -po-zish '^ on), 71,

The setting up of type in proper order; tj'pe-

.^ J --.J o -^ — setting. Hee composition, I (c),

drum of the ear and the mastoid ceils. Buck, type-life (tip'lif ), n. An organism which epit-
Med. Handbook, IIF. 697. omizes or typifies the life and development

tympanophonia, tympanophony (tim'pa-no- of all the other organisms having the same
fo'ni-a, tim-pa-nof'6-ni), ti. [XL. iympano- line of descent ; a t\*pical form.

S.— 88

and chest were markedly swollen, and tympanitic on per-
cussion. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 25, 1900, p. 140.

tympanomalleal (tim'-'pa-no-mare-al), a. and
n. Noting a bone in the head of fishes, lying
between the hyomandibularand the quadrate;
the symplectic. StarkSj Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 513.

tympanomastoid (tim ' pa - no - mas ' toid), a.

Uyinpanum -t- nutfttoid.] lielating to the

type-writer

typer (ti'p6r), «. [type{write) + -cr.] A
type-writer. [Colloq.]

In two consecutive advertisements which appeared on
the front page of the 'Athenaeum' for May 21, 1 notice
the two ditferent forms, typist, and typer, meaning a per-
son who uses a type-writer.

N. and Q., 9th ser., VI, quoted in Encyc. Diet.

type-slug (tip'slug), ?i. A line of composed
type in one solid strip, as made by a linotype
machine.

type-work (tip'w^rk), n. In printing, the let-
terpress or body of printed matter on a page.
The headband may be one third or sometimes one half

of the page, but when it is very large'the type-work below
must be correspondingly reduced in size.

De Vinne, Mod. Book Composition, p. 162.

type-writer, W. 1. Any machine printing letters
by type. Type-writing machines are divided into two
chief classes, the stamping-machines, in which the
type stamps the letters on the paper by means of an inlted
ribbon, and the printing-machines, which employ inked
type. A typical machine of the stamping or ribbon class
consists of three parts, the keyboard, the carriage, and
the action or printing mechanism. (See Fig. 2, A, B,
and C.) The keyboard consists of several ranks of

yi. keyboard ; /?, carriag^e ; C. action or printing mechanism ; D,
paper-shelf; A", cylinder or platen; /". cariiage-lever: O. front
scale; //. space-key; /, shift-key; J, ribbon-rcel; A', thumb-
wheel coiitrolling cylinder. Type-bars aiid type are not visible.

type-keys and two or more mechanical keys (//, I),
The carriage is quite distinct from the rest of the
machine, and has a traverse, right and left, across the
top of the machine. Its essential features are the cylin-
der or platen (AT) that supports the paper and the feed

-

motion that feeUs the paper in two directions, across and
down the page. The traverse of the carriage to the right
by means of the cairiage lever (F) st^jres power in a coiled
spring, the traverse to the left being automatic and
under the inHuence of the coiled spring. The carriage is

fitted with adjustable stop-motions U> control the tra-
verse of the carriage, and with other fittings and parts
for the complete and perfect control of its movements
under the varying conditions of stamping letters on
paper in the work of correspondence, reporting, dic-
tation, and copying. The action includes all the
levers and other moving parts placed between the key-
board and! carriage and controlling the type, the feed-
motion of the caniage, and tlie ribbon-operating
mechanism. When the machine is ready for use, a sheet
of paper is placed in the carriage and coiled round the
cylinder and the carriage is moved to the extreme right
of its traverse. A number of type-keys are touched in
succession, each blow upon a key by the finger causing a
type-bar, supporting a certain type, to rise and strike the
under side of the cylinder. As the paper is wrapped
round the cylinder it would be struck by the type were it

not that the inked ribbon, stretched between two reels
{J}, comes between, the type forcing the ribbon against
the paper and causing it to stamp on the paper an inked
impression of the type. At the same time, this move-
ment of the key also releases the feed-motiun of the car-
riage and causes it to feed the paper one space to the
left, giving a clean space for the next impression. When
all the letters of a word are stamped on the paper, the
mechanical key called the fpace-key (//) is touched and
the feed-motion feeds the paper to the left one space to
foi-m the blank between the finished word and the next.
When enough words are stamped upon- the paper to All a
line, a lever on the carriage-lever is used to move the
caiTiage back to its first position (at the beginning of
the line) and at the same tiuie to feed the paper down
the proper distance to give the required space between
the lines, the actual space being adjustable at will.
Touching other mechanical keys, called ahift-keys (/),
shifts the cylinder slightly to bring the paper before one
or the other of the two types on each type-bar and gives
a selection between the two types (capital or small let-
ters) marked on each type-key of the keyboard. This is
the essential operation of most machines employing an
inked ribbon, and explains in part the underlying prin-
ciple on which all type-writers are built. It will be seen
that the impression is made on the paper when miderthe
carriage and out of sight of the operator. To read what
has been done, the carriage must be tilted back to render
the work visible. This has led Ui tlie invention of the
so-called vinhle icriters or type-writers in which the im-
pressions are nmde on the front or on top of the cylinder
and in plain view of the operator, producing visible writ-
ing. In the machines that use type which strike the
front of the cylinder, the type-bars lie. when at rest, in a
hori7(tnt!il (losition in asegmentof a circle, pressure upon
a key throwing the type-bar upward and backward
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tgtinst the cylinder. In the machines that strike a typhlOStcnOSiS (tif'lo-ste-no'sis), «. [NL.,

downward blow on top of the cjiiniler, the type^bars,
<; (}^_ riv/of, blind, + aTCVuai(, narrowing.]

H. [Gr. TvfM^,
when »t rest, stand erect in two groups on each side of

(^"outraction of tlie Cfficum.
the machine (see Kilt. 2) or stand m a lialf-circic between ^^ t*, i __ ,t--c i„t'x ™;^
SJ k«b«miTid the carriage. The machines of the typhlotomy (tlf-lot 0-mi),

blind, + -TO/ua, < rafieiv, cut.] Incision into

the caecum. Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1511.

typhodeictor (ti-fo-dik'tor), «. [E. typh(oo)i)

+ Or. "i^eiKTUp, (. dtiKvvmi, point out.] An

A, type-keys: S. space-key; C. si

yvc: F. cylinder: C. thumb-wheel (

C. shift-keys: D. type-bats: ^,

type; >\ cylinder: C. thumb-wheel controlling cylinder; //, rib-

bon-teel. The type-bars »r< ol the shape of an ;n*etted U and are

supported at two points.

aecond cUum use inked type direct and art; practically

tzin

of sensitized printing-papers or films, exposing
it to the action of X-rays, and subsequently
developing the radiographs thus obtained.

Owing to the thin sensitized films of tlie printing
paper, very unsatisfactory skiagraphs were obtained-
Dr. KoUe now declares that he lias overcome these diffi-

culties and that the process of lypo-radioifrapliy is not a.

theoretical dream, but is a self-evident and systematic
method of procedure. Sci. Amer , Jan. 28, 1899.

instrument for obtaining, by inspection, the typoscribe (ti'po-skrib), n. [Gr. Tvtroc, type,

bearing or position of a revolving storm, hur- + L. scriherc, write.] One who operates a
ricane, or typhoon; a storm-card; specifically, type-writer. The Writer. [Rare.]

an apparatus for this purpose devised by tjrposcript (ti'po-skript), n. [Gi. tittoc + E.

Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Lloyd in 1849. scri]>t.] Writing produced by means of &
typhogenic (fi-fo-je^'ik), o. [NL. typhus + type-writer. The IVriier. [Rare.]

Gr. -K'W, -producing, + -ic] Causing typhus typotelegraph (ti-po-tel'e-graf ), «. [Gr. tixoc,

or typhoid fever. type, + E. telegraph.'] A nanle given to the

typliohemia (ti-fo-he'mi-a), n. [NL. typhus automatic printing telegraph of Cardwell.

-1- Gr. QH/n, blood.'] Putrefaction of the blood, typotelegraphy (ti-'po-te-leg'ra-fi), n. {typo-

formerly thought to occur in cases of typhus telegraph + -y'^.] Telegraphy in which the
or so-called putrid fever. receiving instrument automatically reproduces

Typhoid bacillus. See Eberth-e*badlht» and typhoid,
(jjg message in printed characters. Elect.

i"eJffm?,'/
" *eAo(er«.- Typhoid spine.

„-^^,^ and Sngin., Oat. 3, 1903, p. 377.

typlloly8in(ti-fol'i-siii),n. [ti/pho(i(i) + lysin.'] Typotheria (ti-po-the'ri-ii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

A bacteriolysin directed against the typhoid -i -oc, type, -j- W'}/^, wild beast.] A group of

bacillus
.536.

Buck, Med. Handbook, App., p.

m1ntiV-nJ»eh'ine«!"*In some of'tiiese'inachiiies al'f the Typh01lian'(ti-f6'ni-an), a. Pertaining to or

euential features of the machine shown in Fig. I are em- connected with Typhon or Set, an Egyptian

rmtinff on~aii ink-pad that keeps them constantly wet ueity.
,.---- _ -, . ..v txtt t

^ul ink pJewm^ upon a type-key causes the ty^-bar typhopneumonia (tl'fo-nu-mo'nl-d), n. [NL.]
' -

-'— -"—•, print on Same as typhoid pneumonia (which see, under

ployetl except the inked ribbon, the types, when idle. ^„:,„
£I.r<no nn an iiik-tiad that keens them constantly wet "<^'t.y-

< E.

to lift the type from the pad and make a direct
.

the paper Some machines of this class are nsihle nneumonia)
.rnferii, or print in sight of the operator, givnig the so- J ,.

/*;.<,-,.„„„' sjoN „ fML
called rinWe leritin;;. Still other printing type- typnOSepilS (tl-IO-sep SlSj, 71. [.M^.,

writers employ a typt-wheel, the motion of the type-key typho{td) + Gr. ("/'/"C, putrefaction.] bame as

caosing the wheel to revolve until the right letter is *typhohemia.
"ite the paper, when an impression is made on the ,p-t,,i.

/ti'fii-lill n INIj fFries ISIS). <
AnotL? machine employs a type-shutt.e, the ^^^.^^ ^^^^US SFpUut^S wkiiViris fanc^^^^

to resemble in miniature, -I- dim. -ula.] A
genus of small hymenomycetous fungi belong-
ing to the family Clavariacem and closely re-

lated to Pistillaria, from which it differs

chiefly in having four sterigmata to each ba-

sidium instead of two. The species usually grow
on decaying herbaceous stems and arise from a small

sclerotium. T. gyrans occurs in Europe and North
America- T. nraminum is said to be parasitic on wheat
plants In Sweden.

extinct ungulates, regarded as an order or
suborder, having elongate, rodent-like teeth,

the canines reduced or absent, and the rest

of the tooth-series nearly always present.
The humerus has an entepicondylar foramen ; the pro-
podials are complete and usually separate ; and the digits
are four or five in number. Species of moderate size

have been found in the Miocene and Pleistocene of South
America.

Tyrannosaanis (ti-ran-o-sa'rus), n. [NL., <
Gr. ripari'Of, lord, master, -1- aavpoc, Uzard.]
A great carnivorous dinosaur from the Upper
Cretaceous (Laramie) of North America, char-
acterized by its small fore limbs, greatly
elongated hind limbs inclosing large hollow
cavities, and huge serrated teeth of which,

thirteen are present in the upper jaw and
twelve or thirteen in the dentary. This dino-
saur walked erect, as a biped, supporting the
weight of the body on the hind limbs and
tail.

tyrant-fish (ti'rant-fish), n. A species of cut-

las-fish, Eroxymetopon tieniatus, of the West
Indies, known in Spanish as tirarite.

tyrein (ti'rf-in), n. [Gr. Tvpdi, cheese, +
-,— - • . . . - r-. ., i - -^ -e-in.] Clotted casein.
wlose occupation IS writing with a type-writer,

tyroglyphid(ti-rog'li-fid). n. and a. I. n. Any
LUolloq.j mite or acarid of the familv Tvro^JyjjAida-.
They do not aspire to swell the already. overcrowded jj q, tiertainini? to tlie turoalmhidx.

labour market by going out as governesses, companions, '••'• "• "' '^^ pertaining lo lue lyruytypniiia:.

clerks, typists. The Grand, Oct. 1, 1905, p. 456. tvroid (ti'roid). a. [Gr. rvp6(, cheese, -I- tiiJof,

typo. An abbreviation of typographic, typo- form.] Cheesy; resembling cheese.

,, , .... . graphical, OT typography. Tyrolian (ti-ro'li-an), a. Sa.me &s Tyrolese.

iz{e) + -ation.] The production of a morbid typografer, typografical, typografy. tyroma, )i. 2. [pi. tyromata (-ma-ta).] A tu-
state, not actually typhus fever, supposed to Amended spellings of ^i/poi/rap/ier, etc. mor containing cheesy matter.
be the result of exposure to infection of that typogravure (tip'o-gra-viir'), n. [F. 'typo- tyromancy (ti'ro-man-si). n. [Gr. riptSc. cheese,

gravure, < Gr. riiroc, type, -t- F. gravure, en- + uavma, divination.] Divination by means-
graving.] A half-tone relief photo-engraved ~ -

block which may be printed from simultane-
ously with type matter.— Typogravure process,
in photog., a process for obtaining naif-tone pictures from
copper relief-plates,

typologic (tip-o-loj'ik), a. [typolog{y) + -ic]

Of or pertaining to typology or the study of

types.

It is only very seldom . . . that we can follow the

typ<Aoriic development Smithsonian Rep., 1S90, p. 614.

^.^per. . -

touching of a key causing it to move until the right letter

is br«ught before the paper, when an impression is made
by means of an inked ribbon. The 6oo* type-writer is a
ribbon-machine designed to print directly upon the

pages of a book, such aa a ledger or other account-book.

The machine has no carriage, and consists of a keyboard

and action having type-bars that strike downwartl. the

entire machine having a traverse over the page itself.

The book is laid open in a suitable pla^n or holder, and

the machine travels on the platen, being fed across and
down the page automatically by the operation of the

keys.—Qectnc type-writer, a type- writing machine in

which the depression of the key is transmitted to the
. ..laBraii^ an eiireme;

proper letter and causes it to tnove, not by .levers or
^7^j"?,«J\°,«,';fS"ty"Us f7, er.'

typhus fliderans an extremely severe and usually rap-

cams, but by an electric device.

typhaceons (ti-fa'shius), a. [NL. Typhace(se)

¥ -<)«.«.] Belonging or pertaining to the

Typhaceie.

typhic (ti'fik), a. \_typh{us) + -ic] Relating

to tvphus or typhoid fever. Buck, Med. Hand-
booli. III. 358.

typhization (ti-fi-za'shgn), n. [typhous) +

Typhlichthys (tif-lik'this), n. [KL., < Gr.

ri«/of. bliml, + i;i^ic, fish.] A genus of small

blind fishes of the family Amblyopsidx, found
in subterranean streams in Indiana, Kentucky,
and neighboring States.

typhlodicliditiB(tif-lo-dik-li-di'tis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. Tv<f/.A(, blind, '+ fWof, form, -I- K^fi'c

(K>.aA-), means of closing, key, etc., -(- -itis.}

Inflammation of the ileocsecal valve

typist (ti'pist), n. Itype, r., + -ist,] One

of cheese.

Typhlogobius(tiM6-g6'bi-us),w. [NL., <Gr ^_ j;^
.

^ (ti-pol'6-jist), ... [typolog{y) -f-

rt,Aoc,. blind, + NL. GoW] A genus of ^TP.^
^,„e ^ho^s veVd in ty^o^ogy; a stu-

gobioid fishes found under rocks and in crab-

noles on the coast of southern California.

Their eyes are reduced and covered with skin,

being functional only in the young,

typhlolithiasis (tif'16-li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr, -I'O/oc, blind, + KL. lithidsis.] The occur-
rence of calculi in the csecum.

dent of tx-pes and sjTnbols

typometer (ti-pom'e-ter), H. [Gr. ri Tof, type,

+ fiirpoir, measure,] A t^-pe-ga^e used by
type-founders to test the dimensions of tj-pe-

bodies. Different mechanisms are made for

width or set, height to paper, and conformity

[Rare.]

tyrOSin, n. Tyrosln is p-oxyphenyl-propionic acid,

-C6H4(t'H)-fH^.CU(>Ho)COOH. It is obuined from
nearly all albumins on hy3rolytic decomposition by meana
of acids, alkalis, and the proteolytic ferments. It is sup-

posed that a tyrosin radical exists as such in all those
substances from which it is obtainable on decomposition-

tyrosinase (ti'ro-si-nas), n. [tyrosin -t- -a«e.}

An oxidizing ferment which acts upon t-Tosin

and leads to the formation of variotis black
substances which are known only in part.

The formation of homogentisic acid (alkapton)

is probably referable to a tyrosinase. The
black pigment secreted by the octopus is pro-

duced in this manner.

tyrotoxin (ti-ro-tok'sin), H. [Gr. npof, cheese,

-t- 7of(M(ii), poison, -* -in-.] A poisonous

substance producing the complex of symptoms
referable to cheese-poisoning.to standards.

Typhlomolge (tif-lo-mol'je), H. [NL.] A typometry (ti-pom'e-tri), n. [Gr. nVoc, type, tyrotoxlsm (ti-ro-tok'sizm), H. [Iyrotoi(icon)
genus of tailed amphibians. They have the + -ucrpia, < /ilrpov, measure.] The science or + .,;,„, ] The aggregate of svmptoms in poi-
Wue m.Hlerate. anterior .b-'-^f''_.'':«.»"'"«"»»'«*'''« art of determining the proper sizes of t\-pe- soniiig bv tvrotoxin or tvrotoxicon ; cheese-
teeth in a strong series; limbs excessively elongated, , ,.

" r r .
i ^^ ,

,, ^ ....

, >» j ti" .^i i r\' lao
flnget» four, toes five ; eves entirely concealed under the bodies. poisoning. £«cAj Med. Handbook. 1\ . IW.
akin: gill-nuiii long, simple: and ambria; long and typoradiography (ti-po-ra-dl-og ra-fi), ». tzin (ziii), «. [Nahuatl -trin, a suflSx noting-
•lender. The genus is related to the cave-dwelling Pro- [Qr. riToc, type, -t- E. rarfi(«/'""P''//-] "The pro- respect or distinction.] A lord ; a prince.

8t:iIn°4er"T?ou"d irth":'i-a'"?"^.S'S;'Siia:i''weU ai cess of making photographic copies of a manu- Stwh "-.'h^e tztg Gii^tama or. as he is more commonly

San Marcoa, TexM. script by placing it in contact with a package known m history, i,uatanioxim
l,no WttUttce, The Fair God, i. «.



3. An abbreviation (n)

[/. c] in a ship's log-book,
of ugly threatening weather;
(b) II. c] of uncle; (c) of

['nionist.

uabaill.(wa'ba-in), n. [Ap-
par. < *iiaba, an African
name (of the plant! ),+-in2.]
Same as *aeocantherin.

narana (wa-ra'na), H. Same as gnarana.

uarangO (wa-ran'go), n. [Also guarango.
Ptru\-ian T] A thorny tree, Acacia macra-
cantha, abundant on the Peruvian coast, re-

sembling the mesquite.

uaruar (war-war'), n. [Quichua of Peru.]

Same as floripondio.

U. B. An abbre^-iation (a) of United Brethren;

(6) of United Brethren in Christ.

nbiquity, n.— Coofficlent of ubiquity. See *co<M-
dent.

U. 0. An abbreviation (a) of University Col-

lege; (b) of Upper Canada; (c) of the Latin
urbis condila; from the founding of the city,

meaning from the first year of Kome.
'ud (6d), n. An Arab lute or guitar, usually

with seven pairs of strings, common in many
Oriental countries. It was the prototype of

the European lute of the sixteenth century:

also oud. See lute.

ndad (6'dad), n. Same as aoudad. Proe.

Zool. Soe. London, 1898, p. a52.

ndell (u-del'), n. [(a/)«rfW.] A pear-shaped
vessel, or cylinder tapered at one end, of glass

or clay ware, open at both ends, used in the

condensation of iodine vapor in the industrial

preparation of iodine, the vapor being carried

through several series of such vessels, which
fit into one another successively in each series.

See aludel. Roscoe and Schorlemmer, Treatise

on Chem., I. 201.

ndika-bread (o-de'ka-bred'), n. Same as dika-

breail. In the preparation of this nutritious

native food the roasted oily seeds of three

West African trees are used: Irvingia Gabo-
nensis, of the quassia family, Fegimanra Afri-

cana, of the cashew family, and Pentaclethra

macrophylla, of the mimosa family. See dika-

bread.

ado (6'd6), n. [Jap.] An ornamental plant,

Aralia cordata, cultivated in Japan and China
as a vegetable. The edible portions of the

plant are its young shoots, which are blanched
by being covered with earth. In the winter

the crisp, white stems are used for salad like

celery. Xoiure, Aug. 1.5, 1907, p. 380.

udomograph (u-dom'o grif), n. [L. iMftw,

moist, + m{etrum), measure, + Gr. ypiipeiv,

write.] A recording pluviometer or rain-gage.

TJ. E. I. 0. An abbreviation of United £att
India Company.

Tlgab (8'gab), n. [Heb. 'cugab."] A Hebrew
musical instrument, probably a svTinx, but
pos.sibly some simple pipe: translated 'organ'

in the authorized version of the Bible. In

modem Hebrew the term is applied to the

organ and the piano.

Uganda bark-clotll, a (elt-Iike material which consinU

of several layers ut the inner bark o( species o( Braehij-

ttegia, especially H. tpicirformU and B. aypendiculata.

torest-trecs of tr>ipical Africa: U8e<l by the natives of

Uganda and other resrtons near the east coast for clothinf^,

b^s, and other domestic purposes. The bark is rendered
Terjr soft and pliable by beinn pounded with grooved

mallets and it is usually dyed or superficially staioed a

brickred color with the juice of the tree itaelf.

ITgrian, a. 2. Pertaining to that group of

peoj.lfs which includes the Voguls, Ostiaks,

and Mairyars.

XJgro-Piimic (8-gr6-fin'ik), a. Same as

*t'inn<^-Ugrian.

The Finns belong to the Uyro-Finnie or Tralo-Altaic

stock and arc akin to the Magyar and T.aplander. Ab<jut

a doien different trit>es of this L'gn^ Finnic «to<:k are

recognized ; they are scattere^l over northern an<i central

Rnaaia and Siberia. Pop. Set. Mo., >'or., 1903, p. 67.

XJgro-Slavonic (o'gro-sla-von'ik), a. Both
Lgrian and Slavonic (Slavic) in origin. Keane,
Ethnology, p. 201.

U. O. B. &. An abbreviation of underground
railroad.

ngui (o'go-e), n. [Jap.] Same as *akahara.
uEllo (61'yo), n. [Also iillo ; California In-

dian.] A variety of shell-money used by the
Indians of California. It is made of oblong
pieces of abalone shell from one to two inches
long, strung edge to edge on a string. These
string.^, which usually consist of about ten
pieces, are often used as necklaces.

tlilUUla(o-h8-6'la), ». [Hawaiian.] A native
Hawaiian name for species of scaroid or
parrot -fishes.

Umtaciinidse (u-in-ta-krin'i-de), n. p?. [NL.,
< Uintacrinus -f -irfa?.] A family of flexible

crinoids with pentamerous symmetry and
stemless calyx, the basal plates inclosing a
centrodorsal, two costals supporting a long
series of arm-plates and numerous interbra-

chials, and arms very long and pinnulate. The
single genus Z'intacrinus occurs in the Upper
Cretaceous of Kansas and Westphalia.
Uintacyonidae (ii-in'ta-Bi-on'i-de), n.pl. '[NL.
Uintacyon {Uintah (mountains) -t- Gr. kvui>,

dog), the type genus, + -id^.] A family of

flesh-eating mammals, of the order Creodonta,

but suggesting dogs in their appearance.

Uintah group. See *group^.

uintaite, (u-in'ta-it), w. [Uintah, mountains
in Utah, + -ifc^.] Gilsonite; a black, bril-

liant, and lustrous variety of bitumen giving

a dark-brown streak, breaking with a beauti-

ful conchoidal fracture, and having a hardness
of from 2 to 2.5 and a specific gravity of from
1.065 to 1.07. It is easily fusible, dissolves in

turpentine, and is used in making varnishes

and in coverings for electric insulation. G.
P. Merrill, in Smithsonian Bep. (Nat. Mus.),

1899, p. 450.

uintatnere (ii-in'ta-ther), n. A uintatherium.

Uintatheriunj beds. Same as Bridget *group.

'Qintornis (ii-in-tdr'nis), n. [NL., < Uintah,

mountains in Utah, + Gr. ipvi^, a bird.] A
fossil woodpecker from the Eocene Tertiary

of Wyoming.
Uitenihage series. See *series.

uitlander (oit'lan-d*r), n. [D., a foreigner,

= E. outUindtr.] 1. A term used in the late

South African republics to denote any white
man in the country who is not a Boer.

The Witwatersrand and the Revolt of the Vitlanderi.
Oeotj. Jour. (R. G. ».), IX. 24a

2. More generally, an outsider.

Any I'illander, meaning thereby any unfortunate flrst-

class, fire-trieil physician of any one of the other forty-

four sovereignties of the united T'nited States, might just

as well make tip his mind, flrst as last that he must live

and die outsl<le of this watched-over, Medically-Protected

(from Albany) Happy Valley of Rasselas, i.e , .New York.
Amer. F/iyrician, Jan., 1903, p. 29.

nitspan (oit-spin'), r. t. and t. [D. uitupnnnen,

outspan.] Same as OK f.«/)an. [South African.]

U. J. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Utri-

unqne Juris Doctor, doctor of both laws, that

is, the canon and the civil law.

XJ. K. A. An abbreviation of Ulster king-at-

rirms.

Ukrainian (u-kra'ni-an), n. An inhabitant of

the Ukraine; a Little Russian.

Ulsma (u-le'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. raAof, entire,

+ a'lua, blood. The interhemal is entire and
not cup-shaped at its upper end.] A genus of

fishes of the family Gerridse, found in the
West Indies.

nlsmorrhagia (u-le-mo-ra'ji-a), n. [NL.,

< Gr. m'/jov, gum, + ai/ioppayia, hemorrhage.]
Same as outorrhagy.

nlatrophia (u-la-tr6'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ov)ov,

gum, -I- arpoi^ia, atrop'ty.] Shrinking of the

gums.
1395

ulatrophy (u-lat'ro-fi), «• Same as *ulatro-
phid.

Ulca (ul'kii), n. [NL., < Dan. Norw. ulk, a
frogfish. Coitus gohio.'] A genus of cottoid
fishes found in Alaska.

ulcer, n.—Annam ulcer, an endemic ulcer of tropical

Asia, probably the same as the Aleppo ulcer (which see,

under «fc«r).— Cochln-Chlna Ulcer. Same as Aden
i(ic«r (which see, under ii(crr).— Col(l-Ulcer. See *co(d.
irfccr.— Irritable ulcer, an uker, usually of the leg,

which is slow to heal and exceedinjriy painful.— Jacob's
Ulcer. Same as rodent -kulcer.— Peptic Ulcer, an ulcer

of the stomach or duodenum, caused by the corrosive ac-

tion of the gastric juice upon the mucous membrane.

—

Perforating ulcer, an ulcer of the stomach which ex-

tends down thronjih the muscular and peritoneal layers

of the viscus, allowing escape of the contents into the
general abdominal cavity.— Rodent Ulcer, a fomi of

epithelioma, not very malignant in character, which oc-

curs as an ulcer, gradually involving the deeper strictures.
— Round ulcer, an ulcer of the stomach or duodenum,
usually extending down to the peritoneal surface or per-
forating this membrane : so called because of its circular

outline, which looks as if punched out with an instru-

ment.— Stercoral Ulcer. See *s(frcorn(.— Tropical
ulcer, a contagious ulcerative aifectiou which occurs in
various parts of tropical Asia.

Ulcina (ul'si-na), n. [NL.] A subgenus of

A.ipidoph roides.

ulcus (ul'kus), n. [L.] An ulcer 01cusdurum
or induratum, hard (syphilitic) chancre.—Ulcus molle,
soft (non-syphilitic) chancre.

ulero (o-la'ro), n. [Sp. hiiUro, < hule, caout-
chouc, rubber, < Nahuatl ulli, rubber, sap of

the rubber-tree.] One who collects caoutchouc
or rubber.

The utero makes with his machete diagonal lines of

gashes, extending nearly around the (rubber] tree, like

the letter V, the point being downward.
S'atioTtal (ieiig. Mag., Nov., 1903, p. 413.

ulerythema (u-ler-i-th§'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

oiiA^, a scar, + NL. erythcrria.] A skin-disease

marked by redness and the formation of scars,

uletic (u-let'ik), a. [Gr. oi>.ov, gum, -I- -etu:.]

Of or pertaining to the gums.
ulikon (ii'li-kon), n. A common name for the

eulachon or candle-fish, Thaleichthys pacificus.
See candle-fish, 1.

ulitis (u-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ov7j>v, gum, +
-itis.'\ Inflammation of the gums.
Ulla-lulla (ul'a-lul'a), n. [Irish.] A funeral

lament.
Alas ! my warrior's spirit brave,

Nor mass nor utta-tuUa heard,
Lamenting Sfiothe his grave.

Campbell, O'Connor's Child, st. 11.

nller (ul'ir), n. [See ullage.'\ A device for

filling up the ullage or wantage of a cask.

See *ulling-can.

ulling (ul'ing), n. [See ullage.'] The process
of filling up the ullage or wantage of a cask,

as by means of an uUing-can.

ulling-can (ul'ing-kan), n. A can with a long
spout di-signed for use in filling up the ullage

or wantage of a cask.
Ulmer hound or dog. A strain of the Great Dane, or

(jernian mastiff, having a mottled black and white coat

and blue eyes : named from the city of Ulm.

nlmic, a. 2. Noting an acid, a compound,
CopHi40g, contained in the red coloring-mHtter

of beet-root juice and also fouml in sugar-cane

juice. It may be prepared by the action of

alkali on glucose,

ulnocondylar (ul-no-kon'di-lgr), a. [L. ulna,

ulna, + E. condylar.'] Relating to the inner

or ulnar side of the condyle of the humerus.
Amer. Nat., Feb., 1904, p. 105— Ulnocondylar
foramen, a perforation in the mner or ulnar side of the

humerus, just above the condyle. Same as -kentepicon-

dylar fornitien.

Ulocentra (ii-lo-sen' trii), n. [NL., < Gr.

oi/of, entire, + Kcvrfxrv, sharp point.] A genus
of percoid fishes found in fresh waters of the

eastern United States.

ulold (ii'loid), a. [Gr. ov/.fi, a scar, + tMof,

form.] Having the appearance oi! a scar;

like a scar.

uloncus (ii-long'kus), n.
;
pi. ulonci (-si). [NL.,

< Gr. m'/.ov, gum, + &}KOi, mass.] A tumor of

the gums.



nlorrhagy

ulorrhagy (u-lor'a-ji), «. [Gr. oi'^op, gum, +
-oojia, <fniyrii-ai, break.] Same as oulorrhagy.

nlosis (u-lo'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. 'oW.umf, <

oi'VxivaSai, to be scarred, < ov>.ii, scar.] Same
as cicatrization.

tdotic (u-lot'ik), a. [ulosis (,-ot-) + -ic.'\ Re-
lating to a oieatrix, or causing cicatrization.

XJlotrlclies (u-lot'ri-kez), n.i)i. [NL.] Same
as Clotrichi.

nlsterette (ul-ste-ref), w. [uUter + -ette.'i

A storm coat, not so large or so heavy as an
ulster ; a light ulster. [CoUoq.]

ultimate, 1. 4. In mech., final; 'breaking';

specifically, noting the strain required to

break a piece of material.

Illto. [(• < or cap.] A contraction of the

Latin ultimo, ' last ' (month).

tilt, prses. An abbreviation of the Latin ulti-

mus prsp.scriptiis, the last prescribed.

nltraDasic (ul-tra-ba'sik), a. In petrog., ex-

tremely rich in "the base-forming elements

and poor in silica : applied by Judd (1881) to

peridotites, horublendites, limburgites, and
related igneous rocks. Geik-ie, Text-book of

Geol.
, p. 863.- mtrabaslc series. See *serie!<.

•oltrabrachyceplialic (ul'trft-brak-'i-se-fal'ik),

a. In aiithrop., having a cephalic index of

9i1 and more. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 58.

•ultradolichocephalic (ul - trii - dol ' i- ko - se-

fal'ik). (I. In anthrop., having a cephalic in-

dex of 64 or less. Deniker.

Oltragalactic (uFtra-ga-lak'tik), a. Lying
beyond the Galaxy or Milky Way.

It is not possible here to discuss the reasoning by
which the author [E. E. Foumier d'AIbel seelts to estab-

lish the existence of idtra<jalactic universes : the argu-

ments he employs are simple and reasonable, and will

appeal strDnfrly to the reader who is willing to be guided
by probability in a region where logical certainty is at

present unattainable. Nature, Oct. 24, 1907, p. 633.

nltragangetic (ul'tra-gan-jet'ik), a. Situated

or living beyond the Ganges.
We had two audiences of the King, with an interchange

of presents ; but the Council, with the usual cautious and
exclusive spirit of the tUtra-gamjetic nations, would not

consent to uny written treaty of connnerce.
Davis, Chinese, I. 77.

ultramaruie, «.— Oalm's ultramarine, a trade-

name for ci>lnilt aluniinate used as a pigment.

ultramartian (ul-tra-mar'shian), a. Being or

existing beyond the planet Mars.

Prof. See's result, from physical considerations, is that

it amounts to about lOh. 7ni., and that [rotation] of Nep-
tune to 12h. 51m., which is longer than that of any of

the great ultra-Martian planets, and exceeds that of

Saturn by more than two hours.
Athenieum, March 11, 1906, p. 312.

Illtramaterial (ul'tra-mft-te'ri-al), a. In a

state of subdivision involving the breaking up
of the atom into still smaller particles: said

of ions and of ionized gases.

Radium, like other radio-active bodies, gives off matter
in three states — (1) an emanation having tlie mobility of

a heavy gas, (2) positively charged particles of little pene-
trating power, and relatively large size, (3) ultra-mate-
rial negative particles, of a size much smaller than
atoms. A mica plate will screen off 1 and 2, therefore the
globulin solutions are unaffected by the ultra-material

negative particles. Amer. Jour. Sci., Oct, 1903, p. 329.

nltramedian (ul-trS-me'di-an), a. Same as
postmedian. Proc. ^ool. Sac. London, 1902, p.
11.5.

nltramicroscope (ul-tra-mi'kro-skop), n. An
instrument for rendering visible, by means of
diffractive effects, bodies below the limit of

the resolving-power of the microscope.
nltranutrition (ul"tra-nu-trish'qn), n. Nutri-
tion that goes beyond the needs of the indi-

vidual and takes the form especially of
reproduction, i. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p.
291.

'^tra-optimal (ul-tril-op'ti-mal), a. [L. ultra,

Deyoiid, + E. optimal.] In excess of the opti-

mum or most favorable amount or degree.

CUraoptimal light stops protoplasmic streaming.
Bot, Gazette, March, 1904, p. 2.33.

ultTaparallel (ul-trS-par'a-lel), a. and n. I.

a. hi (jeom., coplanar, yet nowhere meeting,
not even at infinity. IJndemann Ultraparal-
lel lines, straights coplanar, yet nowhere meeting, not
even at infinity.

n. n. In geom., a straight line coplanar
with another, yet nowhere meeting it, not
even at infinity.

nltrapenetrating (ul-trii-pen'e-tra-ting), p. a.

Having the power of penetrating to au un-
usual depth : said of certain X-rays and of
other obscure rays which pass through sub-
stances opaque to most rays of the same kind.

There are several varieties of Rontgen rays, as there
are of cathode rays. They form an entire scale, and may
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be distinguished from each other by their degree of

penetration. Some are ultrapemtratinil. Others are

extinguished at a distance of a few millimeters from
their origin. This depends upon the generating appara-

tus, on the current employed, and on other circumstances

controlling their production.
Smitlisonian Rep., 1901, p. 284.

nltraphysical (ul-tra-fiz'i-kal), a. Beyond
the physical ; non-physical ; transcending

what is immediately given in physical re-

search.
It [modem cosmogony] deals with all that the skies

hold, visibly or invisibly ; draws nnstintingly on time
past and time to come ; concerns itself equally with
gradual transformations and sudden catastrophes, with

the dissipation and concentration of energy, with tlie

subtle interplay of matter and force, witli physical and
ultra-physical, chemical and electrical modes of action.

Knowledge, March, 1904, p. 30.

Ultraplanetary (ul-tra-plan'e-ta-ri), o. Being
beyond the orbits of the planets.

ultraradical (ul"trii-rad'i-kal), a. Extremely
radical ; occupying the extreme radical posi-

tion, as in polities.

So uncompromising were his [Virchow's] strictures on
the authorities, together witli his alliance to the ultra-

Radical party, that he was compelled to resign his ap-

pointment at the Charity. Nature, Oct 2, 1902, p. 651.

nltrarational (ul-tra-rash'qn-al), a. Pertain-

ing to a disciplined scientific activity of mind

;

surpassing mere 'rationalism.' L. F. Ward,
Pure Sociol., p. 144.

ultrastellar (ul-trji-sterar), a. Lying beyond
the stars: said of those remote portions of the

universe which lie beyond the range of the

telescope.

ultraterrestrial (ul"tra-te-res'tri-al), a. Be-
ing outside of the earth or its atmosphere;
coming from beyond the earth.

If such an experimental result were obtained, it would
strengthen the possibility of Lord Kelvin's speculation

that the origin of life on the e jrth may have been ultra-

terrestrial. Nature, Dec. 4, 1902, p. 1(M.

Ultra-violet light. See *lig)iti.

ulu (o'lo), «. [Also ooioo; Eskimo *!<?«.] A

Umbro-Latin

and malic acid. It crystallizes in slender
needles and melts at 223-224° C.

umbellulic (um-bel'u-lik), a. [^UmbeUul{aria)
+ -ic] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
C11H22O2, contained, in combination with
glycerol, in the nuts of the Califomian bay-
tree, Cmbellularia Califontica. It melts at
31-34° C. and boils at 275-280° C.

umbellulone (um-bel'u-lon), «. lUmbellu-
l{aria) + -one.] A colorless liquid ketone,

CioH]40, contained in the essential oil of
Californian laurel, Umhellularia Californica,

which is also known as mountain-laurel, caje-

put, spice-tree, California olive, California
bay-tree, and sometimes pepperwood. It has
a mint-like odor and a peculiar, characteristic

pungency. It boils at 218° C.

umbilicate (um-bil'i-kat), V. i. ; pret. and pp.
mnhilicated, ppr. umiilicating . [umhilicate, a.]

To become umbilicate. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VII. 250.

umbilicifona (um-bi-lis'i-form), a. Same as
umbiliform.

The pulp extends through the umbilici/orm pit, along
the ventral side of ttie rhachis, to its tip.

Gadow, in Newton, Diet of Birds, p. 248.

Umbilicus of the city of Rome, a cone-shaped brick
structure at the northern end of the hemicyclium behind
the Kostra, in Ancient R<jnie, a trace of which still re-

mains. It marked officially the center of the city. Simi-
lar monuments existed in many ancient towns, liuelsen,
Roman Furuui, p. 80.

umbolateral (um-b6-Iat'e-ral), a. Pertaining
to the side or lateral portions of the beak or
umbo, in the pelecypods and brachiopods.
Umbrella train-shed, 'in railroading, a broad hood sup-
ported on a single line of posts placed at the center of an

Forms of Ulu.

(From Rep. \J. S. Nat. Museum, 1890.)

kind of semilunar knife used by Eskimo
women.
ulua (o-lo'a), n. [Hawaiian.] See *Carangus.
ulupica (ij-lo-pe'ka), n. . [Native name in

Bolivia ?] A small green pepper, exceedingly
strong but of a pleasant flavor, which grows
wild on the eastern flanks of the Bolivian
Andes and the Cordillera of Cuzco : used as a
condiment in soups, and also eaten raw.

ni'raria (ul-va'ri-a), «. [NL., < Uha, a genus
of algae, sea-lettuce.] A genus of blennioid
fishes found in the North Atlantic.

Ul'Vicola (ul-vik'o-la), n. [NL., < X/lva, sea-

lettuce, + colere, inhabit.] A genus of fishes

of the family Blenniidie, found on the coast of

southern California.

um, ». Same as om.

umanglte (o-mang'git), n. [rmntii/o (seedef.)
+ -ite'^.] A copper selenide, Cu3Se2, occur-
ring in tine granular to compact masses of a
dark cherry-red color : found in the Sierra de
Umango, Argentina.
umbel, ». 3. In the spicular elements of the
liexactinellid sponges, a straight shaft or
rhabd with rays at one end grouped together
in the form of an umbel.
umbellic (um-bel'ik), a. {umbell{iferonc) +
-ic] Pertaining to umbeltiferoue.—Umbellic
acid, metadihydroxycinnamic acid ; a yellowisli, pulver-

ulent unstable compound, (HO)2CgH3CH;CHrOOH, pre-

pared by tile action of potassium hydl'oxid on its lactone,
umbelliferone. It darkens at 240° C. and is completely
decomposed at 2f>0'' C.

umbelliferone (um-be-lif'e-ron), n. \umbel-
lifer{oufs) -f- -one.] A colorless compound,

4 /6—CO
HOCrH.j'C

I ,
formed by the distillation

XCHiCH
1

of resins from umbelliferous plants, particu-
larly of asafetida resin, and also by the action
of sulphuric acid on a mixture of resorcinol

Types of Umbrella Train-sheds.

island platform. The r(x>f overhangs the tracks on each
side of the platfonn and in the so-called butterfiy type
(left-hand figure) pitches toward the center, the rain-

water running down to a gutter in the middle. See *i9-
land platfonn.

umbrella-boat (um-brel'a-b6t), n. A boat
propelled by a sail called, from its shape, an
umbrella-sail. The pull of such a sail is at right

angles to its mean surface, or in the direction of the
mast, so that the wind-pressure has no effect whatever to

incline the boat—that is, to heel her over. In changing
course the mast and sail rotate by means of a tuni-table

to which the mast is secured, and the latter is raised and
lowered by means of two tackles, a balance-weight being
provided which assists in elevating the mast and balanc-

Umbrel la-boat.

ing its dead-weight The umbrella-sail is also and more
generally known as a cyclone-lxMt sail, owing to its re-

volving motion.

umbrella-bush (um-brel'a-bush), n. In Aus-
tralia, a small, bushy tree. Acacia Oswaldi, so

called because of its value as a shade-tree.

umbrella-fern (um-brel'a-f^m), «. Same as
caiile-*ftrii

.

umbrella-insulator (um-brera-in''su-la-tor),

H. See *in,si(lator.

umbrella-sail (um-brel'a-sal), n. See *um-
brcUa-bont.

umbrella-tree, n. 3. In the southern United
States, a cultivated flat-tojiped variety of the
china-tree, Melia Azedarach, in which the
branches radiate from the main stem like

the ribs of an umbrella.—4. See *grass-tree,

4 («).

Umbro-Latin (um*br6-lat'in), a. and m. I. a.

Pertaining to or designating that group of

ancient peoples, speaking closely related lan-

guages, which occupied central Italy, and
which included, among others, the Umbrians,
Oscaiis, and Romans.
One of the settlements has been discovered in a peat

moor at ilercurago, near Arona- This moor was formerly



Umbro-Latin
a shallow lake, in which a pile dwelling was built by
some of the earliest settlers uf the Umbro-Latin race.

Smithsonian Rep,, 1890, p. 493.

II. n. An individual belonging to the Um-
bro-Latin group.

TTmbnila (um-bro'la), )i. [NL., dim. of umbra,
shade: see umbra^.] A subgenus of Menti-
cirrus.

nminta (o- men 'til), «. [Bolivian Indian,
Aymard or Quichua.] Same as tamal.

umla (om'lii), n. [Native name in New
Guinea.] A dark-brown vegetable arrow-
poison, used by the Hattams in New Guinea.

In the New Hebrides cadaveric poisons and euphorbia
juice are used, while in New Guinea the Hattams smear
their arrc'w-heads with a dark brown vegetable poison
called wnia. Ratzel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, I. 234.

umptekite (ump'te-kit), ». [Umptel; Finland,
+ -i<«2.] In petrog., a variety of syenite com-
posed of alkali feldspars in perthitic inter-

growth, with little nephelite, arfvedsonite,
and fegirite; a facies of nephelite-syenite.
Ramsay, 1894.

nmn (o'mo), «. [Hawaiian, Samoan, Tahitian,
Maori, and other Polynesian languages.] A
native Polynesian oven. It consists of a
hole or pit in the ground containing heated
stones, on which the food is placed in baskets.
Water is then poured on the stones and the
whole covered up to keep in the steam till the
food is sufficiently cooked.

anacademic (un'ak-a-dem'ik), a. Not aca-
demic in any sense of that word

;
particularly,

unconventional in art or literature.

The originality lay not in the central contention, but
in the fer\'our. smcerity, and conviction, of a most unac-
ademic sort, with which it was presented and enforced.

J. Mortey, Kousaeau, I. 133.

unacclimated (un-a-kli'ma-ted), a. Not ac-
climated.

Sunstroke occurs with greater fre<iuency in the tropics
amongst unaccUmattd individuals tlian amongst those of
long residence. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 617.

una corda (8'na kdr'da). [It.] \n.piano-forte-
ptaying. See shifting *pedal. See also pedal,
2(a).

tmagl (d-na'gi), n. [Jap.] A Japanese name
of the common eel, Anguilla japonica, of the
family Anguillida, found in the waters of
Japan.

anar (u'njlr), «. [L. unus, one, + -ar^.] In
photog., a trade-name of an anastigmatic objec-
tive, of Jena glass, for general use. Photo-
miniatun; Sept., 1901, p. 284.

XTnartok series. See *series.

Unas de gato (on'yiia da ga'to), n. [Sp., 'cat's-

claws.'] Same as *bayag-kambing.

unassoiled (un-a-soild'), a. Not assoiled, in
the sensi- either of assail'^, v., or of assoiP, v.

unattenuated (nn-a-ten'u-a-ted), a. Not at-

tenuated : possessing toxicity not diminished
from what may be considered the normal:
said of a virus.

Rabbits inoculated with unattenttaUd rabies virus.
Buck, Med. Handbook, VL 833.

unawful (un-4'ful), a. Not awful ; not in-

spiring awe. [Rare.]

I go . . , where wild men howl around
Their blood-stain'd altars^ to uplift tli' unknown
I'naic/ul Crucifix.

MUman, .\nne Boleyn, iii.

unbalance', v. t— unbalancing factor, see

unbehoving (un-be-h8'ving), n. The state of
being not proper, fitting, or incumbent.
[Rare.]

Unless you can dream that his faith is fast,

Through behoving and untjfhn'ing.

itm. Bruwnintj, A Woman's .Shortcomings, St. 5.

tinC. An abbreviation of the Latin uncia,

ounce.

unca (ung'kii), n.; pi. viicse (un'se). [NL., < L.
uncd, fem. of uncus, adj., hooked.] In munical
notation: (ii) Same as hook, 4, or pennant, 3.

('») Same as eighth-note.

uncapping-knife (un-kap'ing-nif), n. In bee-

kifptuy, a knife with a broad, double-edged
blade secured by an offset to a wooden han-
dle: use<l to slice off the covers or caps of the
honeycomb preparatory to extracting the
honey. In using the knife, the honeycomb,
in its frame, is held over an enameled vessel

calle<l an uncapping-can, the wax or cappings
falling on a wire screen, and the honey pass-

ing through the screen into a second vessel

below.
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unchristly (un-krist'li), a. Not Christly or
Christ-like.

Ages have wrangled and fought over this subject until
history points with scarlet linger to unchristly deeds and
impotent creeds, all in His name.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1901, p. 436.

nnciliated (im-sil'i-a-ted), a. In bot., without
ciliation ; eciliolate.

uncin (un'sin), H. [L. «ncm(M«), ahook.] In
the sponge-spicules, a long spindle-shaped
diaetine covered with barbs throughout its

length and derived from the hexactine.
XJncinaria (un-si-na'ri-a), «. [NL., LL. uncin-
(us), a hook, + -aria.'] Same as Dochmius
and Ancylostomum ; the hookworm. See *«»»-

cinariasis.

uncinariasis (un"si-na-ri'a-8is), n. [NL., <
Uncinaria + -iasis.] The aggi-egate of symp-
toms, the most marked of which is anemia,
due to the presence in the intestine of the unci-
naria or hookworm. Also called *ancylostom-
iasis (which see), dochtniasis, hookworm disease,

miners' anemia, St. Gotthard disease, tunnel
anemia, etc.

Prevalence of Ankylostoma in the United States.— At
the meeting of the American Medical Association, May
5th, 1903, Dr. A. J. Smith described the distribution of
uncinariasis in the United States. He found eight per-
sons suifering from the disease out of eighty-eight sup-
posed healthy persons examined in Texas. He also
compared the Uncinarius duodenalis (man) and the
I', stenocephala (dog), and drew attention to the distri-
bution of the two worms in the same localities.

Jour. Trap. Med., June \i, 1903, p. 200.

uncinariatic (un'si-na-ri-at'ik), a. Pertaining
to or affected with uncinariasis.

uncinate, ». 2. An uncinate process (proces-
sus uiicinatus), such as is found on the ribs
of birds and crocodiles. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1903, p. 274. [Rare.]

XJncites (un-si'tez), n. [NL., < L. uncus, a
hook.] A genus of spire-bearing brachiopods,
belonging to the order Telotremata, which have
an extended and rostrate ventral valve with
concave and coalesced deltidial plates, and a
pair of pouch-like plates just within the margin
of the dorsal valve, which are the extension of
the dental sockets. Uncitcs gryphus is a highly
characteristic fossil of the Middle Devonian
in Germany.

uncollapsea (un-ko-lapsf), a. Not collapsed.
The portion of the ventricle which leads up to the aortic

orifice is so strengthened by flbmus or flbro-cartilaginous
tissue as to remain uncollapsed during diastole.

Buck, Med. Handlxxjk, IV. 671.

Unconditional convergence, (n) Convergence unaf-
fecte<l i)y any change in the order of the terms, {b) The
convergence of a series the absolute values of whose terms
make a convergent series.

Uncondltlonailv convergent, (n) Convergent and hav-
ing tile same value, whatever the order of the terms. (6)
.Absolutely convergent.

unconformity, n. 2. In geol., same as uncon-
formulnbty.

Again, tlie simple geological interpretation of a well-
known unconformity between Archiean and Triassic
rocks has made it extremely probable that many of the
present landscapes, not only in the Midlands but else-
where, may be r«ally fossil landscapes, of great antiquity
and due to causes quite dilTerent from those in operation
there at the present day. Science, Oct. 9, 1903, p. 458.

unconvincing (un-kon-vin'sing), a. Not con-
vincing ; not such as to convince or to impress
seriously.

He [Watteau] is not conventional or unconvincing in
his picturesqueness as Philip Wouvemian and his fellows
Uk) often were. C. Phillips, in Portfolio, N. S., XVII. 2H.

uncoossified (un-ko-os'i-fid), a. Not united
into one bone. See coiissify.

Mandibular symphysis uncoossified.

H. F. Osborn, in Bulletin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.,.Tune
(28, 1902, p. 191.

uncomified (un-k6r'iii-fid), a. Not converted
into horny tissue. Buck, Med. Handbook, III.

238.

uncorrectable, uncorrectible (un-ko-rek'ta-
bl, -ti-bl), a. Incajjable of being corrected.

Finally the deformity becomes pennanent and uncor-
rectible. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 528.

uncostliness (un-k6st'li-ness), H. The state or
character of being uncostly. [Rare.]

I'tiiltarian writers in general have placed the superior-
ity of mental over bodily pleasures chiefly in the greater
permanency, safety, uncostliness, etc., of the former.

J. .S". Mill, Utilitarianism, ii.

uncouple, f. '. 2. In organ-playing, to sepa-
rate or disjoin by throwing off the coupler
between two keyboards which have been me-
chanically joined in action. See organ^, 6.

uncoupled, a. 4. In organ-playing, separated
or disjoined ; not united by means of a
coupler: said of keyboards. See organ^, 6.

under-compounded

unctorium(ungk-to'ri-um), H.; p].unctori(i (-si).

[L.] An anointing-room in a Roman bath.
unda maris (uu'da ma'ris). [L., ' wave of the
sea.'] See vox angelica.

undazzle (un-daz'l), v. i. To cease to be
dazzled; become calm and clear. [Rare.]

Slowly my sense undazzled. Then I heard
A noise of some one coming thi-o* the lawn.

Tennysor, A Dream of Fair Women, st. 45.

undecagon (un-dek'a-gon), n. [Irreg. < L.
U)idec(im), eleven, + Gr. yuvia, angle.] A
polygon of eleven sides.

undecalcified(un-de-kal'si-fid), a. Not decal-
cified: said, in histology, of sections of bone
in the natural state.

Sections of undecalcified bone, teeth, etc.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 712.

undecane (un'de-kan), n. [L. undec{im),
eleven, + -ane.] A colorless hydrocarbon,
CH3(CH2)9CH3, of the methane series, pre-
pared by the action of hydriodic acid and
phosphorus on undecylic acid. It melts at
-26.5° C. and boils at 194.5° C. Also called
hendecane and normal undecane.

undecoic (un-de-ko'ik), a. Same as *undecylie.

undecoUic (un-de-kol'ik), a. Pertaining to an
acetylene derivative with eleven carbon atoms.
Also called Tiendecinojc Undecolllc acid, a color-

less contpound, CioHi7COOH, prepared by the action of
alcoholic potassium hydroxid on dibromundecylenic acid.

It crystallizes in 'thin plates, melts at 69.5° C, and
may be distilled under reduced pressure. Also called
hendecinoic acid.

undecylenic (un'de-si-len'ik), a. Pertaining
to undecylene, or, in general, to an ethylene
derivative containing eleven atoms of carbon.
— Undecylenic acid, a colorless compound, C10H2QO2,
probably CHj: CH(CH2)8C00H, prepared by the distilla-

tion of castor-oil under reduced pressure. It crystallizes

in large plates, melts at 24.6° C, and boils at 275° C. Also
called hendecenoic acid.

undecylic (un-de->il'ik), a. [L. undec(im)y
eleven, + -yl + -jc] Pertaining to a com-
poimd of the methane series which contains
eleven atoms of carbon. Also called hendecoie,

hendecatoic, or UMrfecoic.— Undecylic acid, a.

colorless crystalline compound, CiiH22'*2:°^ the acetic-

acid series, prepared by the action of hydriodic acid and
red phosphorus on undecylenic acid. It has a faint odor-

of capmic acid, melts at 28.5° C, and boils at 228° C.

under 160 millimeters pressure. Also called hendecoie,.

hendecatoic, and undecoic acid.

underarm (un-d^r-iinn'), o- In cricket, de-
livered with the hand below the shoulder:
said of bowling.
underbasal (nu'd^r-ba'sal), n. In Carpenter's
nomenclature of the calyx-plates in the crin-

oids, a plate of the lowest series in dicyclie
forms. Also infrabasal.

underbody (un'd^r-bod'''i), n. In naval arch.,

that part of a vessel which is below the load
water-line. Also called under-water body.

The entire underbody and top sides of the cup defender
Columbia, which successfully defended America's cup
against the challenger yacht .Shamrock, are constructed
of Tobin bronze plates, approximately j-inch, thick, and
weighing between 500 ami 000 pounds each.

Army and A'avy Jour., Oct. 28, 1898.

underbreeding (un-dfr-bre'ding), n. The con-
dition of being underbred ; underbred conduct
or utterances.

underbright (un'dfer-brit), n. A clear bright
line of light on the horizon beneath a layer or
bank of clouds.

undercasing (un'd^r-ka'sing), n. A circular
grid, placed under the main cylinder of a cot-
ton-carding machine, to render possible the
emission of extraneous matter. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 112.

undercellar (un-dcr-sel'ar), r. t. To provide
with a cellar beneath, or with an open space
in the form of a cellar beneath.
The building is very solidly built, but undercellared

only, and to the smallest extent on the eastern side.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VIII. 142.

under-clearer (un'd6r-kler'''6r), «. A small
roller, covered with some suitable material,
placed underneath the bottom front drafting-
roller of a ring-spinning machine, to remove
the short fibers, or Hy, from the latter roller..

Na.imith, Cotton Spinning, p. 329.

underclub (un'dtr-klub), V. i.
;
pret. and pp-

undercluhhed, ppr. nnderclubbing. In golf, to
use a club of insufficient power to gain the
desired distance. W. J. Travis, Practical
Golf, p. 102.

under-compounded (un'd^r-kom-poun''ded ),

p. a. In elect., said of a generator or motor
in which the relation of the shunt and series:

field-coils is such that, with increasing load,
the voltage diminishes.



imder-consnmption

Tinder-consumption (uu'der-kon-sump'shon),

n. In poltt. ecoi>., au abuormal condition of

Uie market in which the general demand for

commodities is inadequate to absorb the nor-

mal supply.

The root-evil of depressed trade is vndereonmtmption.
Ui_>Ijsoii, Evol. of Modem Capitalism, p. 182.

nndercool (un-<ler-k61'), f. t. Same as *super-

f<>o/.

nndercorrect (un'd^r-kcj-rekt'), v. t. In optics,

to apply a correction for the chromatic aber-

ration o'f a lens such that the focal length for

violet rays remains less than that for the longer

waves of the spectrum. C. S. Hastings, Light,

p. 105.

Tindercovering (un'd6r-knv'6r-ing), n. An
underlving covering; specifically, the coat of

soft hair, fur, or wool which forms the chief

covering of many mammals, overlaid and
hidden by long, coarse hairs. The fur of the

beaver and otter, the woolly coat of the rausk

ox, and the fleece of the Cashmere goat are

familiar examples.
The downy umlercovering of the Cashmere goat fur-

nishes the hairs or flhres that are used for the spinning

of the yam that is woven into alpaca cloth.

Hannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 218.

undercut, r. t. 2. In golf, to hit (the ball), by

baffing or otherwise, so that it rises high in

the air, and will not, owing to its spin, roll

far after alighting.— 3. In pugilism,, to hit

with an upward blow.

undercut, » 2. In lumhering, the notch cut

in a tree to determine the direction in which
the tree is to fall and to prevent splitting.

Also called notch and nick.— 3. In viiiiiiig, the

opening along the vein which is made at the

bottom of the seam or below the ore-body, so

that the shot or blast, or any subsequent cut-

ting, shall cause the ore to fall downward when
loosened.— 4. Any part of the pattern used
in foundry-molding which is outside of per-

pendiculars or normals to the face of the part-

ing plane of the flask, so that in drawing the

pattern the sand would be unavoidably torn

away by it, or which prevents the drawing of

the pattern altogether. It is the reverse of

taper.

II. n. 1. Descriptive of a bookbinders' ma-
chine that cuts paper from the under side.—2.

Noting a photo-engraved plate in which the

acid has bitten too much under the lines.

tindercutter, n. 2. Specifically, a machine
driven by power, either electrically or by com-
pressed air, for mining or quarrying, by which
an undercut or channel below the ore-body

can be made. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin.,

1899, p. 4.54.— 3. A skilled woodsman who
chops the undercut in trees so that they shall

fall in the proper direction.

underdeternunant (un'der-de-t6r"mi-nant), n.

In math., the first minor of a symmetrical de-

terminant.

underdevelopment (mi'dSr-df-veFup-ment),
n. A condition of incomplete or arrested de-

velopment.

nnderdrainage (un'dfer-dra'naj), n. Drainage
of agriculturiil lands and removal of excess of

water and of alkali by drains buried beneath
the surface. See underground *drainage.

The early Romans used to plant their crops in wet
soils on high ridges in order to secure sufHcient drainage

and early maturity. Tlie sea island cotton planters, in

the early part of the century, used the same method in a
modified fomi to insure the maturity of the long staple

crop within the limits of the growing season. More re-

cently the practice of nnderdrainage with poles, stones,

and tile-drains has supplanted this crude method aud
has given much more effective results.

Yearbook If. S. Dept. Agr., 1899, p. 342.

onderdry (un'd6r-dri), v. «. ;
pret. and pp.

underdried, ppr. underdrying. To dry imper-
fectly or inadequately.

Because of the loss in weight from over.drying, there

is a temptation to underdry them [vanilla beans], and
many bundles, owing to this mistake, are found mouldy
within, on being opened.

Buck, Med. Handbook, article 'Vanilla.'

underfeed (un'dfer-fed), a. Noting apparatus
which feeds or supplies; fresh material from
below; specifically, noting a form of mechani-
cal feeder for fuel of boiler-furnaces, de-

signed for bituminous coal rich in volatile

components. The coal is fed through a tubular chan-
nel and enters the burning area from under the bed of

ignit«d fuel. The gases first distilled off must pass up
through the glowing bed above them and become heated
enough to unite with oxygen and bum with little smoke.
After the coking is completed the solid carbon begins to
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glow and bum, and its combustion is completed as it

reaches the top of the fuel-bed and rolls outward toward

the sides of the grate area proper. This feeder is particu-

larly well adapted for pitchy or fat coals. Jour. Franklin

lust., Dec, liXM, p. 439.

under-fired (un'der-fird), a. 2. Noting a fire or

furnace which is supplied with fuel by the

underfeed system. See *underfeed. I). K.

Clark, Steam Engine, I. 74.

under-fleece (un'der-fles), n. The downy
growth of hair or wool next to the skin, and
underneath a thick growth of coarser hair, in

the camel, Tibetan goat, and similar animals.

underflow, n. 2. The water which is now
known to be often in transit beneath the

apparently dry gravels of rivers in arid dis-

tricts, such as the southwestern United States.

underframe (un'der-fiam), n. 1. A princi-

pal frame which supports a secondary one for

a detachable unit. Thus, in a motor-vehicle

the engine has its own frame and is self-con-

tained, the latter being attached to the frame
of the vehicle proper, which last is then the

underframe.— 2. Specifically, in car-building,

the massive pressed steel or wooden frame-

work which forms the base of a ear and is de-

signed to resist the strains to which the ear is

sub,jected in starting and stopping, and to

support the car-body, which is rigidly attached

to it and adds to its strength.

The locomotive's xtnderframc has four axles, similar to

thoso of the old experimental car. The gage is the stan-

dard German ; the wheels have a diameter of 49 inches

and meet with the requirements of the Prussian State

Railways. Sci. Amer., Dec. 13, 1902, p. 410.

underfur (un'der-fer), 71. The coat of soft,

fine hair, or fur, found in many mammals,
overlain by longer, coarser hairs. The under-

fur forms the principal furs of commerce, such
as the beaver, otter, fur-seal, etc.

Underfur of back about 16 mm. in length, proximal

half smoke-grey, light huffy yellow distally ; long hairs

about 25 mm. in length, black, with white subtenninal

ring and black tip.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hint., June, 1904, p. 424.

underground, «.— underground water, water lying

below the earth s surface and stored in cavities in the

rocks.

Accounts of floods, forest flres, and underground
waters, and reports on iron, zinc and copper mining, and
on the Portland cement industry.

Nature, May 26, 1904, p.86.

II. n. 2t. An underground passage.

And yet those seas (as heavens please)

Return to Springs by itndergrounds.
Kyd (tr. of Gamier's Comelie), Conielia,

[ii. 877.

3. A contraction of underground railway.

[Colloq.]

undergrowth, «. 3. Short, fine under-hair on
a skin. Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 92.

— 4. Specifically, in forestry, the ground-
cover, underbrush, aud young trees below the

large sapling stage.

underbammer (un'd6r-ham"6r), n. In piano-

forte-making, a lever mechanism intermediate
"between the jack and the hammer proper.

underhung, a. 3. Suspended or hung in such

a manner that the elements which carry the

weight or load are below the load they carry,

but the links connecting the two are in tension.
Said of locomotives or motor vehicles in which the

springs are below the frame and are hung from the axles,

the spring-ends being connected to the frame by com-
pression elements, instead of the reverse of this system,

which exists in over-hung constructions. D. K. Clark,

Railroad Mach., p. 207.

Underlap (un'der-lap), v. i. To lap under or

beneath ; have the edge or border lying be-

neath the edge of some other object, as the

clapboards of a house or the feathers of a bird.

The margin of the underlapping side is sutured to the
deep sui-face of the overlapping side.

Dxick, Med. Handbook, IV. 680.

underleaf, n. 2. One of the amphigastria of

some Bepaticee.

The underleaves of Odontoschisma present peculiari-

ties which have been strangely overlooked by writers on
the genus. Bot. Gazette, Nov., 1903, p. 330.

nnderleam (un-d6r-16rn'), v. t. To learn in-

completely. [Rare.]

If only 8 repetitions were taken at first, the line being
" underlearnt," it probably appeared quite strange the

next day. Encye. Brit. XXXII. 61.

underlet (un'dfer-let), n. In hreioing, a pipe
which serves to admit water below the false

bottom of the mash-tun or mashing-vat, re-

placing with fresh water the wort when drawn
ofl'.

underley, n. See *underlye.

under-scale

underlie, n. 2. See *underlye.

underline, «. 2. The lower line of the body:
used in describing the "points" of a horse.

underload (un-der-16d'). I', t. To place upon
or in (something) a load less than the maxi-
mum load that it can carry.

But if the bottom current is underloaded, the material
is carried slowly forward.

/. C. Russell, Rivers of North America, p. 68.

underlye (un'der-li), n. In soap-making, the
lower, watery layer which separates out from
beneath the curd soap in the 'salting-out'

process. It consists essentially of a strong
brine, holding in solution the glycerin of the
original fat unless a free fatty acid has been
used. Also written underlie and unaerlcy.

under-mediant (nu'der-me'di-ant), n. In
ni itsic, same as siibmedian t. See *undertone, 4,

and *under-scale.

undernutrition (un'der-nu-trish'on), n. 1.

Incomplete or imperfect nutrition.

Long-continued undernutrition of the body.
Buck, Med. Handbook, H. 225.

2. An economic condition in society in which
large numbers of individuals are insufficiently

fed. It is estimated that in the United States
as many as 10,000,000 persons, thougk not
technically paupers, are inadequately nour-
ished. Patten, Development Eng. Thought,
p. 382.

underofficer (un-dfer-of'i-ser), V. t. To pro-
vide with an inadequate number of officers, as
a regiment or a ship.

under-painting (un'd&r-pan-ting), n. Pre-
paratory painting over which the finished

work is done. In the early Italian schools,

the under-painting was done probably for a
long time in tempera, the dry quality of which
was valuable under oil glazes.

underplant (un'der-plant), V. t. In forestry,

to plant (young trees) under an existing
stand.

underplate (un'd6r-plat), n. A flat, round
plate of glazed porcelain, used in chemical
laboratories to place tinder acid bottles or
other vessels from which corrosive liquids

might drip upon a table.

underplight(un'der-plit), n. [under + plight^,

«.] in geol., a name given by F. C. J. Spur-
rell to contorted and folded clays, sands, i.nd

gravels upon which rest unsorted glacial ma-
terials called 'trail' (see •''Irail'i, 6). The term
is local in southern England. J. Geikie, The
Great Ice Age, p. 393.

underpoled (un'der-pold), a. In metal., in-

sufficiently treated with the pole; said of

copper which is reduced from a condition of

some oxidation in the melted state by being
stirred by a pole of wood which furnishes car-

bon with a ready affinity for the oxygen
present, and acts to reduce the oxids to the

metallic state. Underpoled copper is brittle

and unreliable.

underpressure (un'd6r-presh-ur), n. De-
ficiency of pressure in any portion of a fluid,

as compared with the pressure which exists in

surrounding regions.

The foul air . . . makes a direct escape into the open
and does not return to mix with the incoming fresh air,

providing, of course, the proper outlets are free and un-
obstructed and it meets or passes no compartment on its

way in which underpressure exists-

Buck, Med. Handbook, VL 158.

underrun (un'der-run), n. An undercurrent.

The discovery of the underrun of the Hudson and it«

bearing on the feasibility of obtaining a water-supply for

the towns along that river, may be mentioned as contri-

butions in a special field of geography.
Oeog. Jour. (R. O. S), XI. 29L

The tide enters the (Long Island) Sound along its bot-

tom, as an "underrun,'' one and a half hours before the
ebb of the surface wat«rs has ceased.

,7. D. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed), p. 214.

under-scale (un'dfer-skal), n. In music, a scale

reckoned downward from a given tone by the

same intervals as those of the ordinary up-
ward major scale, the half-steps occurring be-

tween tones three and four and tones seven
and eight, thus

:

Such a scale is strongly minor, being practi-

cally the same as the Dorian mode of ancient

Greek music. See ^undertone, 4.



underscore 1399 unicispinous

Tmderscore (un'd^r-skor), n. [underscore, v."] uildisSOCiated(un-di-s6'shi-a-ted), a. In phys. protection of the law that it he were mur-
A line drawn beneath a written or printed chem., not dissociated: said of that part of a dered no geld or fine should be paid by him
word or passage, as for emphasis. dissolved electrolyte which is not electrolyti- that killed him. Cowel.

In reply to F. w. M., the correct way of representing cally dissociated into its ions. See Jrrhenius's ungetatable (un-get-at'a-bl), a. Not accessi-
italicizeil words, when copying printed matter in type- theory of electrolytic or ionic *dissociation. ble : not to be reached or e-ot at I CoUoo 1
writing, is to nse the wjirf^TScor*-. rru t * j- . j i* ^i * i.

& • L^ "H*J
Phonetic Jour., May 4, 1901, p. 288.

^he colour of any undisfociated salt "i?t may be where the leak was they had not a notion. Probably

iindprs-mb rnn'dpr-'ikriibl n Tlnderwood
*"''^"""- incyc. cnt., aahii. li

it was deep down under the cargo of grain, and quite «n-

'^.fderiTr^sh;^ scrub growTn-g beneatr^^Ue; Undulate cirrus. See *cirrus. Oet-aUaUe CuUUffe Uy,.. A Masterof Fortune, .ii.

tpggg undulater (un du-la-ter), n. A receiving ap- unglaciated (un-gla si-a-ted), a. In geol., not

At first the wood consisted principally of oaks, com- paratus used as' a substitute for the siphon exhibiting the effects of glaciation : specially

mingled with which were a few lira and still fewer pines recorder m submarine telegraphy. Also un- applied to boulders or rock-ledges, or even
—the undertcrub being composed chiefly of hazels and dulator. areas of land, which lie north of the limits of
occasional birches. J. Ueilcie. The Great Ice Age, p. 465.

undulation, ». 7. In playing musical instru- ice action in the Glacial Epoch.
undershut (un'der-shut), o. Shut by pressure ments of the viol class, the wavy tone i)ro- Mention was made by others of the benches of boulders

or a force acting against gravity or from be- dueed by oscillating or balancing the finger J^hich lie on the side of Rigaud It was brought out that

low, by an upward motion, as a valve. on a string that is being stopped.- PoUxt of loc^l o'Jfgi'ir''
'"'"''

"''TJlJ:'tr2','\mp'i^'
undersigllted(un'der-si-ted), o. Myopic. undulation. See •poind.

iinm-amtnarpd run sram'iirdl n T<mor'nt,t nf
nndersittert (un'd^r-sit-er), «. In old Englisl. undu ationism (un-du-la'shon-izm), «. [_un- "f^^^^ZfolZe^t^^U^k^^ef^S^ltt

.'aif, a kind of subtenant. Also undersettk. dulatwn + -ism.^ The hypothesis of bram- rR„|„ -,

S »-S«>

,__. . ., .u . » ._„ -tu waves; the theory that a person may be '-
, _

(Thejurorspresentl that strangers commg from with-
teletiathicallv aflfeeted bv a wave emanation "llKHal- I. «- Ungual bone, the terminal or

out, who hire houses from divers persons and hold noth- leiepaimcauy aneciea oy a wave-emanaiion ° , ,,i,„i„„„ „, « a^jeit — nneiial furrows Sm
ing of the lord, common in the few with their beasts and whioh expresses the will-power of another. i/trrou'

Ungual lurrows. sea

ifnd«r»l«/<-»''""'*
'° thecommon, and such folk arecalled unduloid (un'du-loid), n. \_U)ldul(ate) + -oid.;\ H. ». An ungual phalanx or claw.

Publictttimii o/ the Selden Society : The Court Baron, In (/com., the surface of revolution of the The unguals, which in the ground-sloths are large
[p. 140. elliptic catenarv. claws, in the other two ordei-s are more or less hoof-like.

It [Small Holdings Act, 1597] also provided against any unearth, r. t. 4. In elect., to break the ground <=o«>Pl«te'y «> *" ">« «^^^^'"'^^^„,, ^„„, ,n„o „ „-,
Inmate or undergilter being admitted to what was sacred ponnpction of a circuit • to insnlRte from plec-

^nence, jmie, IWJd, p. 9(K.

toonefamily. ^^c. Bru., xxv. ^. connechon^of a.cucmt
,^
to

^^ unguentarium (unggwen-ta'ri-um), «.; pj
nndersluice (un'd*r-sl6s), «. A slmce or ^^^ , ^^w,^ In elect not

'"^''«^''''''"' (-a). [L-] In f'«S'-;. "'«''/•, a small

wasteway of an irrigating canal or similar ^/-t?!?®
** (""-ertht

), p. a. In elect., not elub-shaped bottle made of alabaster, glass,

work, so arranged that the water escapes be- "
!^

"

. . „ ^ ^ ^, <"^ terra-cotta, used for holding unguents.

neath some other structure U. M. Wilson,
aens*l! ufhtSesrtJt'TolSrfnlfU^^^ [L-] Anoint-

Irrigation Engiueenng, p. 4(1. lo.ooo volts on each of the two phases, with one end of ment ; an unguent.

nnderstain fun-der-sfan'), f. t. To color less each phase earthed-^giving over i4,ooo volts between the unguis, n. 6. The homy, nail-like covering
deeply than usual. Jour. Expcr. Med., Oct. 1,

"'""''
' EUct^J^d and Engin., Feb. is, 1906, p. 339.

°f ^he tip of the bill found in ducks and geese.

1901, p. 560. . ., . .* .. •
i.. , In all the duck order the bill is likewise soft; but there

understandedt (un-dfer-stan'ded), p;.. An '^egoist (un-e go-ist), a. Not egoistical, it^is^ always tommate^^^^^^

obsolete, weak form of u>ider«toorf, past parti- L ar .j n
,

more or ess is im,
.

An,er nirda n ^n>
rinlp nf ,nid,r<,t„nd

'11
The youngest of the horrible family proposed to him , ''°"'»' '^^^ **> ^'"^" ^'"*'^- '"™'> P- ^"^

^ /' ' ;'\ ,, ,, AX ... that they two sliould drink "a goblet of wine "to- ungula, «.— Spherical ungula, the portion of a globe
nndertlirUSt (un aer-tnrust), a. ana n. l. a. gether, each to the person that each loved most in the cut out by two planes through the center.

In ijeol., noting those strata which during world. "I find your t^t«[j.y^^^^^^ [See ungulate.^
compression are thru.st under others as m a •

Vrii-/,?LtteriLd Mem. S J^Twelsh Carly^ Having hoofs; ungulate.
reversedfaul or in an overturned old

unenumerable (un-e-nti'm^r-a-bl), a. Not ungumming (un-gum'ing), «. In the prepa-
It seems possible, as the author [Dr. O. Ampferer] ,],;",,„ ",,," '^ • - '' ration ot raw Silk for use. Same as *Strip-

poinu out, that the whole highland of Triassic rocks rests Uf nimier.ujie. -r

upon an underfolded and uruierthnml knot of younger There is, as we have seen, no convincing reason for ^ •'' ,' , , ,

strata. Xature, Oct 13, 1901, p. 593. thinking that any unemimerabte aggregate is capable of Unliandseled (unhand seld), a. Not hand-nT„ ^.«; «iia «n>.,crr.;oc;r.T, nf o nr.Tn bciiig normally ordered. seled ; not used; virgin. See handsel, n.
. n. In .^reof., the transmission ot a com-

A', ir. //,>(,«(,«. Proc. Lond. Math. Soc., ser. 2, III. 182. ir„poT
pres.sive strain in the depths of the earth c r-o -,

L^'^^.j

which mav produce folds upon the surface. Unerrancy, n
.

Same as inerrancy. [Rare.] This was that earth of which we have heard, made out

undertone, n. 4. In musical acoustics: („) Unessential. «. 2. Same as unessential ^l^^J^^-tTd^^^ U ^^J-^rirrifortasture!
Same as combinational tone (which see, under '^oie. ^^yj. mead, nor woodland, nor lea, nor arable, nor waste

to«el). (ti) One of a n • t
Unexcitable (un-ek-si'ta-bl), a. Not excita- land. Thoreau, Maine Woods, p. 70.

series of tones reck-
Given tone^

ble; not responsive to a stimulus. unhaste (un-hasf), n. Absence ot haste;

oned downward from 1^ ZrHH Regions in front of the motor area of head, neck, and deliberation. Encyc. Diet. [Kare.]

a given tone in exactly ,„ fk , «>«''«« '"""^ to be un«ici(<iWf with a cuirent of equal uiiicalcarate(ii-ni-kal'ka-rat), a. Having but
the same way that the ^ — •'™°k"'- "S"'*' ^^<^- """d'^"'', II. 31L ^^^^ ^^^^. ^^^^ ^j ^j^^ j^g^ „f ^^^^^j^^ ^^^^^^_
series of overtones or ^* -#- unezploited (un-eks-ploi'ted), a. Not ex- pods.
harmonies is reckoned u ^gt-. j — ploited

;
not utilized ; not developed. Legg short, subeqnal, first tarsi " unicalcarate," the

upward. The interval J;J [^ Tk There appears to be an unex]>loitfd field in the case of "there bicaJcarate. ..,,,,„
troin the given tone to ci.

^^ »- depuaits of the so-called rare metals. f^- *• Oept. Ar/r., Bur. Animal Industry, Rep., p. 442.

.JStove"''to"thnecond' JH

'" Athen«;,m, March 18, 1905, p. 439. uniCcU (u'ni-sel), «. An alga, or Other plant,

octove'and a fifth; to the third, two octove^ etc. Unfair, a. 1. {/) In recent trade-union literature, a consisting of but a single cell; a unicellular
<8ee cut.) While this series Is not actually heard in term applied to employere or shops that do not submit plant.
any case, yet it is claimed by many theorists recently that to the trade-union regulations respecting hours, wages, __{-.ii„i,_j+_ /,-, ni ool ,", lav'i HI « r„«.-
the rclati.jiis involved are sufficiently felt to explain the «nd other conditions of employment: as, an un/atr uniceilUldriliy vu-m-sei-u-mr i-ii;, n. yim-
min.irmotleaa ina truesensean inveraionorpolaroppo- shop. cellular + -Ity.} Ihe condition or State of
«ite of the major. Hence has arisen a large number of 2 Not smooth, flowing, or regular in Outline, being unicellular or consisting of a single cell,
terms beginning with umler-, denoting Intervals and

j properly regulated in place, specifi- like the 7•roto^o« and Protop%ta.
chorda regartled downward corresponding with the usual ,, ' ,. ji ..*' ^ ^ i , ^ i_ - i. . ,-* . s ,-f-r
names of intervals and chords regarded upward. See cut cally applied to two openings or holes which uniceps (u'ni-seps), a. [LL. vniceps, one-
undcr A/jrmonic, n., 1. are intended to match in line when super- headed, < L. unus, one, + caput (capit-),

nndertype (un'df'r-tip), a. Having the anna- posed, but by reason of error in adjusting are head.] Having one head or origin: noting a
ture below the field-coils Undertype dynamo forced to overlap on the edges. Thurston, muscle. See biceps.
or motor, a bipolar machine, with a tlel.l of the horse- Manual of Steam-Boiler, p. 422.— Unfair list, The biceps has been seen with as many as four and
8hi«! form, in which the pole-pieces are b<jlted to the base („ recent trade-union literature, a tcnn applied to a list even five heads. The supernumerary heads, as a rule,
eoas to lower the armature as far as possible: opposed to of employere who do notobserve trade-union regulations : have their origin from the bicipital gnrnve, body of
•kotertype machines in which the armature is above the published in union journals with the purpose of depriving humerus, coracoid process, capsule of shoulder-joint, or
fleldcoils. gucb employers of the patronage of trades-unionists. tendon of the pectoralis major. . . . The long head is

undervegetation (un'd6r-vej-e-ta"8hon), n. The favorite method at present is to place the lecaloi- occasiomUly absent, the muscle being unicejm instead of

The low growth in a forest; undergrowth, but trant employer on an wn/air i«( and spread the ban biceps, as in some animals.

iaeluding the herbaceous as well as the woody through tie medium of the labor press. ^,„ „,„ . .
^"«*>

Mea. iiananook, vi. 5a

plants
Encyc, XVI. 869. tmiceptor (ii-ni-sep't6r), n. [L. unus, one, +

It often happens that this undervegetation is swept uufissured (un-fish'urd), a. Not marked by -aptor
:
see *ceptor.] A receptor which has

away by fire or ilevoured and trampled by sheep without fissures. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 187. a single combining group, bee *tmmuntty, 5.

imn.wliateMriousinJiirytothetre^
Uufoveatod (un-fo've-a-ted), a. Not marked Ehriich has recently suggested the name 'ceptor,' in

CJlart Merr^am. m Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 405. "^^"Y«
. -^ ^j jj^^ sWoOth Scar following an Pjace of intermediary body • According to the manner

Underwing, H.-Plnm underwlng, an American ,.t..., „„,f„l „«„»inot;/^n R,v,»•«><-'^/I Vah "' action he distinguishes 'umreplorg and 'amliocep-

T"tuid.noth, r,.r..r«(.nr«r-,,,H.,wh^' leech-like gray- ""^"''""'f,^"'
vaccination. Biometrika, leb.,

^ra.' Bordet calls this body 'substance sensibilisatrice'

;

ish-brown larva fecils on idum foliage. 1903, p. 13b. Metchnikoff 'fixator' ; P. Mueller, 'copula.

"Underwriters' door. See *rfoor. unfumitured (un-f^r'ni-turd), a. Unpro- yo»r. i-:rr.er. JIfed., March n, 190-2, p. 281, note.

nndeviated (un-de'vi-ii-ted), a. Not deflected vided with furniture ; unfurnished. [Bare.] unicispinate (u"ni-si-spi'nat), a. [L. unicus,

from its path : said of a beam of light. The place was dark, unfurnilured. and mean ; single, + sinna, spine, + -ate^.] Bearing un-

We shall have a brilliantly colored strip, the end near-
^et there the freedom of a race began divided or simple spines, as the surface of

est the place where thewm/cnaf^rf light would fall being
ianfii, 1 o w

.
I,, barrison, st. i certain brachiopod shells: contrasted With

red. C. S. Ilattinyf, Light, p. 41. ung. An abbre\'iation of the Latin ungucntum, *duplicispinate.

undine, n. 2. An apparatus for irrigating the ointment. unicispinous (ti'ni-si-spl'nus), a. [L. uniais,

eye in the operation of extracting cataract, ungeldt (un'geld), n. [un-2 + geld^, which single, + spina, spine, + -ous.'] Same as

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 735. see.] An outlaw ; a person so far out of the *unicispinate.



unicist

nnicist, ». 2. One who believes in the uni-

t*ry character or origin of something, as that

a given group of animals or plants constitutes

a single species.

Inclined to accept the uniciit theory, or claim at least

that the facts do not warrant the belief in the existence

ot distinct species; while . . others actively uphold
the existence of a single ptilynjorphous species,

J. ii'inn;;, in Jour. Exper. Med., March 26, 1901, p. 483.

unicorn, «.—Unleom brake, a brake designed for

three horses driven 'unicorn fashion,' that is, one horse

IJnicorn brake.

befort! the other two.—Dnlcom uterus. See uUrus
unicornig, under uterug,

nnicomate (u-ni-k6r'nat), a. [L. %inus, one,

+ curnu, horn, + -ate.] Same as unicomous.
Buck; Med. Handbook, II. 714.

unicorn-fish, ". 2. A fish, Aleutera scripta,

Unicorii-fish K^ieitltra serifta),

belonging to the family Monacanthidx, found
in the West Indies and off the west coast of

Mexico,

unicmiine (ii-ni-kro'rin), a. [L, umts, one,

+ crus (crur-), leg, + -ine.] Noting the com-
mon position assumed in walking, when one
foot stands firmly upon the ground and the

other touches it lightly. [Bare.]

r Polycl'jtus.

If the pace were slaclcened we should just have the
Bo-called unicrr/ritie attitude of the Polykleltan statues.

A'. Sellers, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIII. 12.

Unioursal surface. See *surj'ace.

unidirectional (ii"ni-di-rek'shon-al), a. [L.
UHi<.s, one, 4- E. direction + -al^.] Having,
or moving in, only one direction ; not subject
to revei-sals or changes of direction : said of
a direct electric current, or sometimes of a
magnetic field of which the lines of force are
fixed as to direction.

uniface (u'ni-fas), n. [L. untis, one, + fades,
fact'.] A coin struck on one side only, W. C.
Ilazlitt.

Unifacial surface. See ^surface.

uniform. I. ».—uniform convergence. A aeiies
whose terms are functions of a variable x is said to con.
ver^e uniformly within an interval if it is possible to
chouse n (say n = m) so that for every value of n equal
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to or greater than m and for every value of oe within the

interval the remainder r„ shall be less tlian any given

positive iiunntity e.—Uniform manifold. See -kmani-

/iiW.—Uniform motion. See *mo(i«)!.

II, «.—Full uniform, a uniform prescribed to be

worn on wcasions of ceremony,

uniformation (u'ni-for-ma'shon), n. [uniform
+ -ation.] The act or process of making
uniform.
uniformization (ii-ni-f6r-mi-za'shon), n. [uni-

formizie) + -ation.l The act of uniformizing

or making uniform.

The xtni/ormisation of real algeltraic cui-ves,

yature, Nov. 21, 1907, p, 72.

uniformly, adv. 2. In math., with uniform
ooiiver^onee.

unigenesis (ii-ni-jen'e-sis), n. [L. unus, one,

+ Gr. -jtvinii;, origin.] Same as monogenesis.

unigenist (ll-nij'e-nist), n. [L. unus, one, +
Gr. -yevua, < y/ ycv, produce, + -i»t.] Same
as monogenist.

Prof, Kollmann draws another argument In support of

the unigenist doctrine against polygenist views.
Keane, Ethnology, p, 156,

unigravida (ii-ni-grav'i-da), «. [L. unus, one,

+ gravidun, pregnant.] A woman who has
been pregnant but once.

Unilateral surface. Same as unifacial *sur-

face.

unilobal (fl-ni-16'bal),a. [L. vnus, one, + E.

lobal.'] Consisting of a single lobe.

unilobular (u-ni-lob'u-lar), a. [L. unus, one,
+ NL. lobulus, lobule, 4- -ar'^.1 Possessing a
single lobe or lobule.

The liver is much increased in size, the " unilobular'*^

fonn, also of alcoholic origin. Encyc. Brit., XXXI, 551,

unincised (un-in-sizd'), a. Not incised or cut
into.

Separating the unincised skin from larynx, hyoid bone,
and muscles of the floor of mouth.

Buck, Med. Handbook, 1, 669,

unincorporated (un-in-k6r'po-ra-ted), a. Not
incorporated,— Unincorporated association. See
voluntary association, under association.

unincubated (un-in'ku-ba-ted), a. Not yet
incubated : said of the freshly laid eggs of

birds. Buck, Med. Handbook, I, 441,

uninflltrated (un-in-fil'tra-ted), a. Not in-

filtrated.

The whole process is superficial, the lesions springing
from an uninjiltrated base.

Buck, Med, Handbook, HI, 715,

uninhibited (un-in-hib'i-ted), a. Not inhibited,

in any sense of that word. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, V. 44.

uninodal (ii-ni-no'dal), a. [L. unus, one, +
nodus, node, + -alK'] Having one node; hav-
ing one point that remains at rest while ad-

jacent points are vibrating.

This sort of seiche is therefore called a uninodal longi-

tudinal seiche, G. 11. Darwin, The Tides, p, 26,

Uninodal area, a region of the ocean where, according to

R, A, Harris, it becomes possible for the water to oscil-

late as a mass about a single horizontal axis and give rise

to uninodal tides. See tlie extract.

In brief, the tides are ascribed primarily to seiche-like

oscillations sustained by the disturbing forces of the moon
and sun, the free period of the body approximately agree-

ing with the period of the forces, A binodal area extends
from northwestern Australia to Somali and Arabia, and a
uninodal area from Mozambique Channel to Baluchistan
and India; the tides in the latter area are, however, in-

fluenced by the tides south of the channel. The co-tidal

lines are genei-ally crowded together near the nodal lines,

tlirough straits, and in shallow arms of the sea, while
they are generally spread apai"t at and near the loops of

the oscillations. Set. Amer., May 9, 1903, p, 361,

Uninominal, a. 2. Relating to one name
only. See the extract.

An electoral bill for establishing uninominal voting—
that is voting for single candidates in separate districts,

instead of list voting, Appleton's Ann. Cyc, 1899, p, 84,

nninucleated (u-ui-nii'kle-a-ted), a. Same as
uninuclear.

union. I. «. 9. In vtech. : (h) A device for

connecting the ends of two pipes in a line,

without turning either, in the screwed union, a
piece is screwed into the end of each of the pipes and
these are then drawn together by a third piece which
catches behind a collar on one of them and screws onto
the other. A flange-union consists of two flanges which
are screwed or otherwise fastened on the ends of

the pipes and are then ijolted together.— Conjugated
double unions, two double unions in an organic com-
pound separated by two atoms which are united singly.

as R2C = CH-CH = CRj,— Fan-American union, the
International Union of the American Republics, See the
extract.

The International Union of the American Republics,
popularly known as the Pan-Anurican Union, has ex-

isted since 1890. it was established by the International
Conference of 1889-90, with the Bureau of the American
Republics as its organ. The reason for its creation was
the fostering of the friendly relations between all the

unique
republics, the dissemination of more general knowledge
of the social and economic conditions obtaming in the
various portions of the Western Hemisphere and for im-
proving business intercourse and trade relations. In 1893
the publication of a monthly bulletin was inaugurated.

Science. June 6, 1903, p, 892,

Primary nnlon, in surrj., union of the edges of a wound
directly, without granulation or suppuration. Also
called union byfirst intention.— Triple union, inchem..
a union of two atoms, usually of carlMin, in such a manner
that two univalent atoms may be added to each. Thus
acetylene, HC:CH, may give ethane, €H;i,('H,3, The term
implies that tliree of the valences of each carbon atom are
used to hold it to the other atcmi, but the actual nature of
the union is uncertain.—Vicious union. See ricioM«,

II. n.— Union black. See •kUack, M.— Union.
foods, a trade-name for textile fabrics made from
wo or more different fibrous materials, commonly

cotton and wool. Care has to be taken in the selection of
dyestuffs for use on such goods in view of the more or
less ditferent relations of the same dye Ui different fibers,

— Union label, a lal^l placed on goods or wares offered
for sale, signifying that they have been made by member*
of a labor-union or in a union shop : used as a device for
discriminating against workers who do not belong to the
unions, or against independent shops.— Union sbop, a
shop in which only union workers are employed, or from
which independent workers are excluded; a 'closed*
shop,— Union suit. See -ksuit.

union-coupling (ii'nyon-kup"ling), n. A con-
trivance by wnich two sections of pipe may
be joined so that connection and disconnec-
tion may be made without interfering witk
other joints ; a union.
unionize (ii'nyon-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. union-
ized, ppr. unionizing. [union + -i>e.] To
give the character of a union, and specifically

of a trade-union, to; transform into, organ-
ize as, or incorporate in a (trade-) union;
cause to join a (trade-) union.

The rest of the world does ift care. So the shadow of
the coal heap lies dark upon these "unionized" little

ones as they grow up to be men and women. Within a
few years the breaker boy will be a miner.

McClure's May., Feb., 1903, p. 444.

This year [1900] the strikes were notably successful -—

New England papers reporting that nearly every " unions
ized " town in that section has now the eight-hour
workday for . . . building trades workmen.

Rev. of Revs., XXI, 651.

union-made (ii'nypn-mad), a. Made by mem-
bers of a labor-union,

union-nut (u'nyon-nut), n. An Australian
tree of the rue family, Bosistoa sapindiformis,
yielding a beautifully marked, close-grained,
yellowish wood suitable for cabinet-work.

unioTal (>i-ni-6'val), a. [L. unus, one, +
ovum, ovum, + -a/1.] Relating to, or spring-
ing from, a single ovum : as, unioval twins.
Buck; Med. Handbook, I. 227.

uniovular (ii-ni-6'vu-lar), a. [L. unus, one,
+ E. ovular.] Relating to or derived from a.

single ovum. Lancet, May 23, 1908, p. 1481.

uniparental (u'ui-pa-ren'tal), a. [L. unuSj

one, + parens, parent, + -ail.] Relating to
only one of the parents. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 639.

unipariens (ii-ni-par'i-enz), a. [NL., < L.
unus, one, 4- pariens, ppr. of parere, bring
forth.] Bearing one young at a time; uni-
parous,
TJnipartite number. See *numher.
uniperiodic (ii"ni-pe-ri-od'ik), a. [L. unus^
one, + 'E. periodic] Having only one period:
said of an alternating cun-ent which has a
frequency of one cycle in a second of time.

Uniphase (u'ni-faz), a. [L. unus, one, + Gr.
(j>(io(f, phase.] In elect., same as *single-phase.

uniphaser (u'ni-fa-ztr), n. [uniptiase + -er.]

A single-phase electric generator or motor.

Uniplanar motion. See *motion.

TJniplane kite. See boys' *kife.

unipolar, «• 3. In elect., pertaining to a uni-

pouir or nonpolar electric machine, that is, a
machine in which the armature rotates in a
uniform magnetic field. Unipolar electric

generators require high speeds and therefore-

were not used before the advent of the steam
turbine.

unipotence (ii-nip'o-tens), H. [unipotent: on
the analogy of omnij'otence.] The character
of being unipotent; power or efficiency in one
way or direction only. [Rare.]

unipotent (u-nip'o-tent), a. [L. unus, one, +
poten(t)s, powerful. See omnipotent.] Pow-
erful or effective in only one way or direction.

[Rare.]

unique, a. 3. In math., unambiguous and
singly determinate.

It is a fundamental theorem that every ideal can be
resolved into the product of a finite number of prime-
ideals, and that this resolution is unique.

Encyc. lint., XXXI. '286.



uniquely

uniquely, adr. 2. In 7nath., unambiguously
and witii single determinateness.

It is clear that a large class of problems in permuta*
tions can be solved in a similar manner, viz., by giving
special values to the elements of the deteniiinant of the
matrix. The redundant product leads uniquely to the
real generating function. Eiicyc. Brit., XXVII. 150.

uniqueness, ». 2. In math., freedom from
ambiguity in its outcome.
The uniqwiie^g of the quadrilateral construction can-

not be projectively proved without three dimensions,
and hence there is no pure projective Geometry of spaces
having only one or two dimensions.

Encyc. Bnt., XXVIII. 67L

uniradial (u-ni-ra'di-al), a. [L. ««m*, one, +
radius, radius, + -«?i.] In biot, not repeated
independently. P. C. Mitchell,

unireme (u'ni-rem), n. [L. unus, one, +
renins, oar. The word is a modern formation,
in distinction from birertie and trireme,^ In
Gr. antiq., a ship having a single bank of
oars: the earliest form of Greek ship.

uninitable (uu-ir'i-ta-bl), «. Not iri-itable,

in any sense; that cannot be irritated or
stimulated.

Immediately after death the heart is found to be utiir-
ritttble to el^;trical stunulation.

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 692.

uniserial, «. 3. Arranged in a single series:
specitieally used of the arms of Crinoidea in
which the component plates may be arranged
in one vertical series, or in two such series
(biserial), in which case the edges of the
plates of each series are beveled to fit into the
interspaces of the other series. The arms in-
variably begin with a uniserial arrangement,
the biserial order when present being a sec-
ondary development.— 4. In the art of dee-
oration, being in a single series in which tbe
elements either face in the same direction, or
alternately to one side or the other, or alter-
nately look away from or toward each other.

unisolated, «. 2. In chem., not separated
from <-ombination or freed from admixture:
said of an element or definite compound the
existence of which may be suspected, but
which has not been obtained as a distinct
substance.

If a gas of the same series, still unigolated, may exist
(as is not impossible), which has an atomic weight half
that of helium, this gas, liquiHert in tuni by the aid of
liquid helium, would bring the experimenter still closer
to that zero. Eticyc. Brit., XXX. 286.

unit, fi. 3, Any subdivision of an army having
a distinct organization and defined duties.

Two companies and two squadrons of thdr force pro-
ceeded toward Dallandiapu-Tse. Our cavalry and ufit'M
withdrew toward Schlindjane. A". Y. llerald. May 9, 11*04.

As^trom unit, in spectroscopy, a unit for the measure-
ment uf wave-lengths of light introduced by A. J.

Angstrom of Upsala in 1866 and largely used by spectro-

scopists. The Angstrom unit is 0.0000001 mm. or rnhort
of a micron 0*)- The wave-length of the longest visible

rays of the spectrum (red) is about 7600 Angstrom units;
that of the shortest (violet) is about 3i»oo.— Astronomi-
cal unit, in measuring astronomical distance, the mean
distance of the eartli fn>m the sun. See mm. — Board
Of Trade unit, any unit, such as the so-called ' Board of
Trade ohm,' <»r the kilowatt-hour, defined, authorized, or
specified by the Ujndon Hoard of Trade : sometimes ab-
breviated as B.^T. U., but unf<»rtunately so, since the
same letters are commonly u^ed to designate the British
thermal unit.— British thermal unit, the amount of
heat necetMiary Ut niise one avoinlup-^is pound of water
one degree Kalircriheit. It is e<]uivalei»t to 10:'»4.'.) joules,
77S.1(M f(x»t^iH>und3, (»r 2:.1.W5 It-sser calories. Abbreviated
B. T. r.— Circular unit, a unit of surface equal to the
area of a circle whose diameter is the linear unit. See
circular itfoot, itcrogs-nection wmV.— CrOS8-8ectlon
nnlt, See *ero««-««c(i''>n.— Practlonal unit, "Ue of the
parta of which the fraction itself denotes one or more

:

thus for 5 It is §.— Heflier Unit, a unit of light-intensity,
emitted by the flame ol a Hefner-Alteneck lamp, which
burns ainyl-acetiite. See ittiyht xtnndard, -khe/ner.—
Imaerlnary unit, the neomon, the square root of minus
one. V— T, (— 1)^. i, (.— Integral unit, l, the unit for
integers.— Jacobl's tinlt Of current, the current which
when tASsed tbiimj;h a water vultameter will generate
one cubic centimeter of gas (at 0' ('. and 7*}<) niillimeterh
pressure) per second.— Jacobl's unit Of resistance,
the resistance of a copper wire (me meter in lenutli ami
one iriillinieter in diameter.

—

HaJlOmetrlC unit, :i unit
empli»yed in measuring the pressure of gaHcs. The mano-
metric unit conunonly employed is the pressure exerted
by a column of mercury one centimeter in vertical
height— Metallic unit, one per cent, of the valuable
metal in tlie ton of ore from which it is extracted in the
metallurgical prin-eHs. The price of the ore per ton is

based cm the tnitubt-r rtf metallic units at an agreed price
per unit— Multiple unit, a system of electric railway-
train control, devifted by .Mr. F. J. Sprague, in which two
or more cars, each imlependently equipped with motors
and c^jntrollers in<)ividual thereto, are combined into a
train, withont regard to end-relation or se^iuence of cars,
and oi>era(er| as a unit innn one or more nja-st^-r Rwitrhes
througha secondary train line. F.J. Sprayuc— YioX\XX9l
nnit of electricity. See *«i«ctrict(y.~ photometric
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nnlt, a unit of intensity of light employed in photometry.
See Mi<jht «Mn(/«rrf.-- Physical Unit, a unit in terms
of which physical quantities are expressed.— Physio-
logical unit. (") The smallest portion of an organism
which exhibits the characteristic activities of the whole.
The conception of a physiological unit is not fixed, since
it depends upon the standard with reference to which
activities are measured. If capacity for sexual reproduc-
tion is the criterion, most of the higher animals are com-
plete physiological units only in their adult condition.
If capacity for generating the whole is the criterion,
fertilized eggs and parthenogenetic eggs are physiological
units. If capacity for restoring the whole from a part is
the criterion, jJn part of the body of a hydra and jV part of
that of a stentor are physiological units, since smaller
parts than these do not regenei-ate the whole. (6) Ac-
cording to the hypothesis of Herbert Spencer, an ultimate
biolt^ical unit or element which, when joined to others
like itself, possesses the power to .become a specific or-
ganism. The lH)dyof each individual oi-ganism is held to
consist of its own sort of physiological units which are all
alike and nearly, but not completely, identical with those
which compose the body of another individual of the
same species. The physiological imit is held to be inter-
mediate between the molecule or chemical unit and the
cell or morphological unit each cell being regarded as
comiwsed of innumerable physiological units each of
which again consists of innumerable molecules. The
physiological units are held to make each organism and
each species what it is and to have the aptitude to con-
tribute to the construction of the organism in virtue of
their polarity. The hypothesis of physiological units is

advanced as an explanation of the facts of inheritance
in general, and, esjiectally, the generation of living beings
from eggs and the regeneration or replacement of lost
parts. The organism is able to replace lost parts because
the polarity of the units, it is said, causes them to restore
the organism to its perfect condition under the directive
influence of the whole, which forces the units to arrange
themselves in just such a way as is necessary for the per-
fection of the part in the harmony of the whole. A
genn-cell is held to contain small groups of these units
which, by their polarity, give to it the power to repro-
duce the whole, (c) According to Bateson, an ultimate
element or unit of inheritance, of unknown nature, of
which an allelomorph or character-unit is the sensible
manifestation.

The units with which that science must deal, we may
speak of, f(jr the present, as character-units, the sensible
manifestations of phygiolofjical units of as yet unknown
nature.
Bategon and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc.,

[1902, L 159.

Pound-centigrade unit, a thermal unit ; the heat nec-
essary to raise oiiu jMiund of water one degree centigrade.
It is equal to I8y8.si joules.— Siemens mercury unit,
in elect., a practical unit of resistance equal to the resis-
tance of a column of mercury one meter long and one
square millimeter in cross-section, at a temperature of
0* C.— Tactical unit, a subdivision of an anny which is

made the basis of tactical instruction, and in which the
strength <»f an army is expressed. The tactical units are
the battalion, s<iuadron, and battery.— Unit angle. {!>)

In the sexagesimal method, a degree, (c) In the centesi-
mal methmi, a grade.— Unit ma^etlc reluctance.
See *reiuctatu-r.— jjnlt moment Of a couple. See
•kcouple.^ Unit of acceleration. See ''tacceleration.—
Unit of angular acceleration. See -taicceUration.—
Unit of angular velocity. See •an.'/wiar.— unit of
entropy, the *claus(whicn see).— Unit of imaglna-
rles. the neomon, the square root of minus one, V — ],?.—
Unit of Inductance, that inductance which will produce
one unit of electromotive force by a change of current
taking place at the rate of unit current per second.
When electromotive force and current are measured in
c. g. s. units the unit of inductance thug defined is the
c. g. s. unit of inductance. The practical unit of induc-
tance usually emph'yed is the henry. It is 1 x 109 c. g. s.

units, or the inductance in a circuit when the electro*
motive force is one volt and the current changes at the
rate of one ampere per second.- Unit Of limilnOUS In-
tensity, the intensity of the light from a standard
source, su<h as the Hefner lamp. SeeitUght standard.
— Unit of magnetic flux, the flux which acts on a unit
magnetic inde with a force of one dyne ; a maxwell.—
Unit of magnetizing force, a magnetizing force of one
gilbert per centimeter. As practical units, the magne-
tizing forces of one ampere-tuni per inch and of one am-
&*re-turn per centimeter are frefjuently employed.—
nit of magnetomotive force, the magnet^miotive

force which con'ei^ponds to miit flux in a magnetic cir-

cuit having unit reluctance; a gilbert A practical unit
in connn<*n use is the magneto force due to one ampere
flowing once around a magnetic circuit

—

Unit Of pho-
tometric Intensity, the intensity of light sufticient to
give an illniuination of one lux at 1 meter's distance ; a
hefner. See *//;//(( utaudard.— JJliit Of power, the
I«jwer tieveloped by the expenditure of energy at a rate
corresponding U) a unit of energy in a unit of time. The
c. g. 8. unit of power is one erg per second. The corre-
sijonding practical units are the watt or joule per second
and the kilowatt— Unit Of radioactivity, a radioac-
tive standard. A committee appointed, by the council
of the Rontgen S<»ciety of rx)ndon has recommended
that the y-™.v ionization from one milligram of pure
radium be regarded as a stjmdard. and called a unit of
radi'wclivity. Science, Jan. l:>, liXlO.- Unit Of work, the
work done by unit force acting through unit distance.
The c. g. s. unit of work is the erg, which is the work
done by a dyne acting through one centimeter; the
practiral unit in the metric system is the joule, which is
ln.()rK),i)(io ergs. The usual gravitational units are the
kilogram-meter and the f"H)t-i^»und ; those involving
power, the watt-lionr (= liROO joules) and the horse-power
hour.— Unit planes. See *;y/rt»*'i.— Unit point. See
•potnM.— Unit sect. See *ii*-ct2.~jjnii sect-carrier.
See ksect'Carrier.— XJliit Strength, the resistance to
rupture expressed in the units of force in use or pre-
ferred, exerted by an area of crt>8S-section having one
unit of extent The strength or resistance may be to
stresses tending to pull ap«rt— unit tensile resistance;
or to stresses tending to crush— unit compressive

unit
resistance; or stresses tending to bend or flex— unit
resistimce to flexure.- Unit tube. See Mube o/jiow.—
Unit vector. See •yector.— Urotoxic unit, the amount
of urnie, per kilogram of the animal's weight, necessary
to kill a rabbit when injected into its veins.- Varices
unit of resistance. See ^resistance.— vioUe unit in
phutmiietry, the light emitted by one square centime'ter
of the surface of a mass of glowing platinum at the melt-
mg temperature of that metal. See -kliyht standard.— Table of the units commonly used In measure-
ments:
Acre, = 43,560 square feet, = 4,046.87 square meters.
Acre-foot, a unit used in irrigation ; the volume of water
required to cover one acre to a depth of one foot, =
43,560 cubic feet, = 1,233.49 cubic meters.

Ampere, a practical unit of electrical current, = 0.1 c. g. s.
unit

Ampere (international), the ampere as defined for prac-
tical purposes by the InternationaU'ongressat Chicago
in 1893, as the cun-ent required to deposit 0.001118 gram
of silver in a second of time. This value was subse-
quently legalized in the United States and was re-
adopted by the Electrical Conference in England (1908),
although the value 0.0011183 was known to be more
nearly correct.

Ampere-hour, =3,600 coulombs, =360 c. g. s. units (elec-
tromagnetic).

Ajnpere-second, =1 coulomb.
Ampere-turn, a unit of magnetomotive force, =4 ir/10
„c. g. s. units, =1.256637 gilberts.
Angstrom unit, =0.<X)0000l millimeter, =0.0001 micron.
Arc, = 100 square meters, =1,076.387 square feet
Atmosphere, a unit of fluid pressure, = the pressure of a
column of mercury 76 centimeters in height, =1,013,240
dynes persquarecentimeter. Sometimesan atmosphere
is defined as a pressure of 1 kilogram per square centi-
meter.

Bougie didmale, a unit of intensity of light originally
defined as 1/20 of a violle ; 8ub8e(|uently (by the Geneva
Congress of Photometricians), as equal to 1 hefner.

Bougie delitoile,a\imiot intensity of light used in France

;

the light from a stearin candle burning 10 grams per
hour, =1/7 carcels (approximately).

British thermal unit, the heat required to raise one
pound (avoir.) of water one degree Fahrenheit, =
1,054.90 joules, = 251.996 calories, = 778.104 foot-
pounds, = 0.000392982 horse-power hour, = 0.293027
watt-hour.

Calory, a calorimetric unit ; the heat required to raise
one gram of water one degree centigrade (also called a
gram-calory or small calory), = 4.18617 joules, =
3.08777 foot-pounds, =0.003968 British thermal unit.
=0.00116282 watt-hour.

Candle (British standard), a unit of intensity of light;
the light from a spennaceti candle of specified com-
position, size, and form (see standard itcandle), =
1.136 Hefner units.

Candle {German ; G. Vereinskerze), a unit of intensity
of light; the light from a paraffin candle having a di-
ameter of 20 millimeters and a flame height of 50 milli-
meters, =1.16 . . . 1.224 Hefner units (approximately)^
= 1.05 British standard candles (approximately).

Candle {Munich), a unit of intensity of light; the light
from a stearin candle of conical form, =0.153 carcel
(approximately), =1.17. British standard candles (ap-
proximately).

Candle {star). See bougie de I'^toile (above).
Candle-foot. See foot-caiidle (below).
Candle-meter. See meter-candle (below).
Carcel, a unit of intensity of light formerly used in
France; the light from a lamp of Argand type with
mechanical draft, =10.87 . . . 10.90 Hefner units (ap-
proximately), =9.53 British candles (approximately).

Centimeter, =0.01 meter, =0.393700 inch.
Ce7itimeter {cubic), =0.001 liter, =0.0610234 cubic inch.
C. G. S. unit of acceleration, an acceleration of one centi-
meter per second per second, =0.00101979 of the accel-
eration due to gravity.

C. O. S. itnit of capacity (electromagnetic), the capacity
of a condenser the charge of which at unit potentiU
(c. g. s.) is one c. g. s. unit of quantity or 10 coulombs.
= IX 109 farads.

C. G. S. unit of capacity (electrostatic), =1/9 X 10-20
c. g. 8. units of capacity of the electromagnetic system
(approximately), =1/9X lO-H farads (approximately).

C. 0. S. unit of electric charge (electromagnetic), the
charge transferred by one c. g. s. unit of current in one
second of time, =10 coulombs. =0.00277778 ampere-
hour, ss3 X 1010 electrostatic units (approximately).

C. G. S. unit of electric charge (electrostatic), the charge
which in air exerts a force of one dyne on an equal
charge at a distance of one centimeter, =l/v c. g. s.

units (electromagnetic), =10/V coulombs or 1/3 x 10-9
coulombs (approximately).

C. G. S. unit of electric current, the current which, flow-
ing in a circular coil of one centimeter radius, produces
at the center of the coll a magnetic field of 2^. units
intensity, =10 amperes.

C. G. S. unit of electrical resistance, =1 X 10-0 ohms.
C. G. S. unit of electromotive force, =1 X 10-8 volts.
C. G. S. unit of energy, «1 erg, = 0.0(XK)001 joule.
C. G. S. wilt offorce. =1 dyne, =0.00101979 of the force
due to a gram, =0 000002248 of ine force due toa pound,
=0.00007233 poundal.

C. G. S. unit of inductance, the Inductance which gives
one c. g. s. unit of electromotive force when the current
is changing at the rate of one c. g. s. unit per second,
= 1 X 10-9 henrys.

C. G. S. unit of magnetic fliat, the flux which acts with a
force of one dyne on a unit magnetic pole, = 1 maxwell,
= 1 line of force, = 1/4 /x of the flux from a unit pole.

C. G. S. unit of magnetic induction (or flux density), a
flux density of one line of force, or maxwell per square
centimeter; the magnetic induction in a fleld which
exerts a force of one dyne upon a unit pole placed in it,

= 1 gauss.
C. G. S. unit of magnetomotive force, the magnetomo-

tive force that gives one c. g. s. unit of magnetic flux
through one c. g. s. unit of reluctance, = 1 gilbert, =
10/4 fi ampere-turns.

C. G. S. unit of permeance (or magnetic conductance)^
the reciprocal of one unit of reluctance.

C. (?. S. unit ofpower, = 1 erg per second.
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C. (?. & unit of reluctance (or magnetic re»iHance\ that
reliK-tance (or reaistaiu-e) through which ft c. g. s. unit
oi magnetomotive force gives a c g. & unit of maguetiu
Oux, = 1 oersted.

C (r. & unit ft/' vciocity^ a Telocity of one centimeter per
second.

Chain (»urr<*yor«'), = 66.00 feet, =20.117 meters.
Coulomb, a practical unit of electric charge, = 0.1 c. g. s.

unit (electromagaeticX = l ampere-second, =0.000277778
ampere-hour.

Coulomb {international), the charge transferred by one
international ampere in one second of time.

Doniflt, a fonner practical unit of electromotive force;

the electromotive force of a Dauiell cell, = 1.08 to 1.10

volta.

Day iaftronomical), the twenty-four hours from noon to

noon (mean solar time).

Dajt {calendar day), the twenty-four hours from mid-
night to midnight (mean solar time).

D<iy {cicil). Same as calendar day (above).

Jhiy {mean »o/ar), = 86,400 mean solar seconds, =86,636.55

sidereal seconds, = 1.00-27;i7 sidereal days.

Day (sidereal), ==^6,1^.1 mean solar seconds, =86,400 si-

dereal seconds, =0.997269 mean solar day.

Degree ((»/ arc), =0.0174533 radian.
Degree {of latitude),=60 nautical miles at equator (ap-

proximately), =69.00 statute miles at 40' lat

Degree io/ longitude), =iJO nantical miles at equator
(approximateiy), = 53.05 statute miles at 40° lat.

Degree {CeUiugy Same as a degree centi</rade (below).

Detfree {cent ig rade), = lflOO of the interval between the

ice-point and the 8t«ara-i>oiut of a them»ometer, =9/5 of

a degree Fahrenheit.
Degree {Fahrenheit), = 'l /ISO oi the interval between the

ice-point and the steam-point of a thennometer,=5/9
of a degree centigrade.

Degree (Kelvin ; K), =one degree on the absolute scale of

temperatures the Intervals of which are the same as

those of the centigrade scale while the zero is at —273° C.

Degree {H^aitmur),^lfSO of the interval between the ice-

point and the steam-point of a thermometer, = 5/4 of

m degree centigrade, =9/4 of a degree Fahrenheit.
Dyne, a unit offeree ; the force which, acting on a mass

of one gram, produces an acceleration per second of

one centimeter per second, =0.00007'2;W poundal. A
dyne is equivalent to the following gravitational forces
at sea-level in latitude 45" :=0.00101979 gram,=0.00O-
00224825 pound.

Erg, the c. g. s. unit of energy ; the work done by a force
of one d>Tie acting through a distance of one centime-
ter. =a0000001 joule.

Farad, a unit of electrical capacity, = 9 X 1011 c. g. s.

units of the electrostatic system (approximately).
Farad (internatiojial), the capacity represented by the

ratio of one international coulomb divided by one in-

ternational volt The microfarad in common use is

one mi*lionth of this quantity.
Fathom (liritish), :=0.001 nautical ^mile, =6.080 feet,=

1.8532 meters.
Fathom (United 5(a(e«), =6.00 feet, = 1.8288 meters.
Foot (Bri^'«/i),=12inches, = 30.4801 centimeters.
Foot (cubic), =28,317.0 cubic centimeters, = 7.48052 gallons

(United States).

Foot-candle, a unit of illumination ; the illumination
from a candle at a distance of one foot, = 12.2 luxes (ap-
proximately).

Foot-pound, a gravitational unit of work, = 1. 35573 joules,
=a323859 calory, =0.000376591 watt-hour, =0.000000-
5050&1 horse-power hour.

Furlong, =m) feet,=201.17 meters.
Gallon (liquid ; United States), =3,7S5A3 cubic centime-

ters, =231 cubic inches.

Gallon (impeWaZ), =4,545.9361 cubic centimeters, =277.410
cubic inches, =0.0051M.^>86 cubic yard.

Oaugs, a unit of magnetic induction or flux density, =
1 c. g. a. unit., = l maxwell or line of force per square
centimeter, =6.45163 maxwells per square inch.

Gilbert, a unit of magnetomotive force, = 1 c. g. s. unit>
= 10/4rr = . 7958 ampere-turn.

Grade, a unit of angular measure, =0.01 quadrant, =
0.015708 radian.

Gra in, = 0. 0647989 gram.
Gram, = 15.432356 grains, =0.0352740 oz. (avoir.), =0.0022046
pound (avoir.).

Gram (taken as a unit of force at sea-level in latitude
45°), =980.600 dynes, =0.0709265 poundal.

Gram-centimeter, a gravitational unit of work; the work
required tolift one gram one centimeter against gravity,
=980.60 ergs in lat 45'.

Gram-molecule, that weight of a substance in grams
which equals numerically its molecular weight

Band, a unit used in measuring the height at which
horses stand, =4.0 inches.

fl'«c(are,= 10,000 square meters, =2.47104 acres.

Uectoliter,-100 liters, =26.4170 gallons (U. S.),=3.53145
cubic feet

Hefner, the unit of intensity of light commonly accepted
as the primary standard in photometry (see ithefner),
=0.88 British standard candle, =0.89 . . . 1.026
bougies d^cimales (approximately).

Hefner (tpherical), a unit of flux of light; the total flux
from a source of light of one hefner intensity, = 12.5664
lumens.

Henry, a practical unit of inductance ; an inductance
such that the induced electromotive force ia one inter-
national volt, while the rate of variation of the inducing
current is one international ampere per second, = 1
qtiadrant,= l 8ecohm,=l X 100 c. g. s. units.

Bortc'power, = 745.630 watM, = 33,000 foot-pounds per
minute, =42.4108 British thermal unit* per minute, =
10,687.3 calories per minute, = 1.01387 metric horse-
power.

Horse-pouter (metric), = 0.735448 kilowatt, = 0.986318
horse-power,

Borte-power hour, = 2,684,340 joules, = 1,980,000 foot-
pounds, =2, 544. 65 British thermal units, = 745.650 watt-
hours, =641,240 calories.

Bundredioeight (long), = \\2 pounds (avoir.).

Hundredweight (short), ^100 pounds (avoir.),=45.36924
kilograms.

Inch, = .063333 foot, =2.540005 centtmeterB.
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Inch icircularX a unit of cross-section, = 1,000,000 circular

mils, = 0.785398 square iiich, = 5.067090 square centi-

meters.
Inch (miners'), a unit of flow of water. = 1.5 cubic feet per
minute, =0.000707925 cubic meter per second.

Joule, a practical unit of enei^y. = 10,000,000 ergs, =
0.737612 foot-pound, =0.238882 calory.

Kapp line, a practical unit of magnetic flux =6,000 max-
wells.

Kilo-calory (also called large calory), — 1,000 calories.

KUodyne, = 1,000 dynes.
^i7o(7ram, = 1,000 grams, =35.2740 ounces (avoir.), =2.20462
pounds (avoir.).

Kilo</ram (taken as a unit of force at sea-level in latitude
45°), =980,600 dynes, =70.9265 poundals.

Kilogram-meter, a gravitational unit of work, = 9.80596

joules, = 7.2334X1 foot-pounds, = 2.34247 calories, =
0.00272;J88 watt-hour.

B'i^oT/ic^er, =1,000 meters, =3,280.83 feet, = 0.621370 mile.
Kilowatt,= l.OOD watts, = 1.34111 horse-power,= 44,256.7

foot-pounds per minute, =56.8776 British thermal units
per minute.

Kilowatt-hour, = 1,000 watt-hours, = 3.600.000 joules, =
3,412.66 British thermal units, = 859,975 calories, =
1.34111 horse-power hours.

Kine, a unit of velocity, =one centimeter per second.
Knot or nautical ?»u/e, = 6,080.27 feet, = 1,853.25 meter8,=

1' of the earth's circumferenca
Light-year, a unit of length used in expressing the dis-

tance of fixed stai-s frOm the earth, =9.467 X 1012 kilo-

meters, =5.8825 X 1012 miles.
Line of force (magnetic), a unit of flux, =1 maxwell or

c. g s. unit
Link, a unit of length used in surveying, =7.920 inche8,=

20.117 centimeters.
iiter, = l,000 cubic centimeters, = 1.05668 quarts (United

States). =0.0013079 cubic yard.
Lume)i, a unit of fiux of light ; the flux from a source of
one hefner intensity per unit of solid angle; tlie flux
from one hefner which is comprised within a cone
which subtends a surface of one square meter at a
radius of one meter, =0.079577 of the total flux from a
hefner.

Lumen-hour, a unit of quantity of light (or more prop-
erly of luminous energy) ; one lumen of flux for one
hour.

Lux, a unit of illumination; the illummation from one
hefner at a distance of one meter, = 0.0818 foot-candle.

Matthiesen's unit of electrical conductivity, = 592,768
mho-cubic centimeter units.

Maxwell, a unit of magnetic flux, = 1 c. g. s. unit, = 1

line of force, = 1/4 tt of the flux from a unit pole.
3f«(7«rfj/n€, = 1,000,000 dynes.
Megamho, the reciprocal of a microhm.
Megaohm. Same as megohm, (below).
3/e(7rt ('«/(, = 1,000,000 volts.

Megohm, a unit of electrical resistance, = 1,000,000 ohms.
3fefer, = 100 centimeters, =39.37000 niches, =3.28083 feet
Meter (ch6ic), =61,023.4 cubic inches. =264,170 gallons
(United States), = 35.3145 cubic feet, = 1.30794 cubic yards.

Meter-candle, a unit of illumination ; the illumination
from a candle at a distance of one meter, = 1 lux (ap-
proximately), =0.0818 foot-candle.

Meter-kilogram, a practical unit of torque; the torque
exerted by a force corresponding to the weight of one
kilogram acting at the end of an arm one meter in
length.

Mho, a practical unit of electrical conductance; for un-
varying direct currents it is the reciprocal of the ohm,
= 1 X 10-9 c. g. s. units.

Mho(m alternating currents), a practical unit of admit-
tance. Admittance in mhos is effective amperes di-

vided by effective volts.

Mho (in alternating circuits), a unit of susceptance. Sus-
ceptance in mhos is wattless amperes divided by volts.

Mho-cubic centimeter unit (Bering), See unit of electri-

cal conductivity (below).
Micro-ampere, =O.W^i(^\ ampere.
Microdyne, a unit of force. = 0.000001 dyne.
Microfarad, the practical unit commonly used for the
measure of electrical capacity, = 9 X lOB c. g. s. units of
the electrostatic system (approximately), = 0.000001
farad.

Microhenry (of inductance), = 0.000001 henry, = 1,000
c. g. s. units.

Microhm, a unit of 'electrical resistance, =0.000001 ohm,
= 1,000 c. g. 8. units.

Microti (M),=0.001millimeter,=10,000 Angstrom units.
Aficroyo/(, =0.000001 volt, = 100 c. g. 8, units,

3f«, =0.001 inch, =.002540 centimeter.
Mil (circular), a unit of cross-section, =0.000001 circular

inch, =0.00050671 square millimeter.
Mile (nautical) or A:no(, = 1,15155 statute miles, =6,080.27

feet, s= 1,853.25 meters.

Mile (statute), = 5,280 feet, = l,609.35 meters.
Milliampere, =0.001 ampere.
Milligram, = 0.015432 grain.

Millihenry (of inductance), =0.001 henry.
Millimeter, =0.1 centimeter, =0.039370 inch.

Millimeter (circidar), a unit of cross-section, = 1.55000
circular mils,=0. 785398 square millimeter.

Millimicron (^m). =0.001^, =0.000001 millimeter.

Millivolt, =0.001 volt
Mol, = l gram-molecule.
Month (lunar), averages 29.53059 mean solar days.

Month (synodic), an average lunar month.
Oersted, a unit of reluctance or magnetic resistance, = 1

c. g. 8. unit
Ohm, a unit of electrical resistance, = 1 X 109 c. g. s. units.

Ohm(B. A., or British .(4«*oci'atto?i), =0,986699 ohm.
Ohm (Board of Trade), = 1.01358 B. A. ohms.
Ohm (internatiojial), a practical unit of resistance recom-
mended by the International Congress at Chicago in
1893 and subsequently legalized by the Unit«d States
Congress, It is the resistance at 0° C. of a column of
pure mercury of uniform cross-section and 106.3 centi-
meters in length, weighing 14.4521 grams.

Ohm (legal), =0.99717S ohm.
Ohm (true),=l X 10» c. g. s. units.

Ounce (avoir.), =28.3495 grams, =437.500 grains, =0.062500
pound (avoir.)
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Ounce (fluid; British), =2S.A1227 cubic centimeters, =
1.73381 cubic inches.

Ounce (fluid; United 5ta(e«), =29.5737 cubic centimeters,
= 1.80469 cubic inches.

Ounce ((rf»y), =480 grains, = 31. 1035 grams.
Pint (iHi^wria/). =568.245 cubic centimeters, =34.6762
cubic inches, sr 1.20091 United States pints (liquid).

Pint (dry; United States). = l.l&m> liquid pints (United
States). =0,968972 imperial pint, = 550.614 cubic centi-
meters.

Pint (liquid ; United States), =i73.l7Q cubic centimeters,
= 28.875 cubic inches, =0.859367 pint (dry; United
States), =0.832702 imperial pint

Puucelet, a unit of power, = 100 kilogram-meters per sec-
ond, = 0.9806 kilowatt =1.31509 hoi-se-power.

Pound (ayoir.), = 7,000 grains, =453.5924 grams.
Pound (taken as a unit of force at sea-level in latitude

45"), =444,791 dyneB,=32.1717 poundals.
Pound ((r'>i/),=5,760 grains, =373.242 grams.
'Pound-foot, a practical unit of torque ; the torque exerted

by a force con'e.sponding to the weight of one pound
acting at the end of an aim one foot in length.

Poundal, a unit of force ; a force which, acting upon a
mass of one pound, produces an acceleration per second
of one foot per second, = 13,825.5 dynes. The poundal
corresponds to the force exerted by 0.031083 pound or
14.099 grams at sea-level in latitude 45°.

Pyr, a unit of intensity of light, = 1 bougie d^cimale.
Quadrant (of arc), = 1.57080 radians.
Quadrant (of inductance), = 1 henry.
Quart (imperial), = 1,136.4908 cubic centimeters, =69.3526
cubic inches, = 1.20091 quarts (liquid ; United States).

Quart (dry ; Utiited States), = 1,101.23 cnhic centimeters,
= 1.16365 liquid quarts (United States).

Quart (liquid ; United Sfa^e*), =946.359 cubic centimeters,
= 57.7500 cubic inches, =0.033420 cubic foot =0.859367
dry quart (United States), =0.832702 imperial quart

Radian, a unit of plane angular or circular measure, =
57.2958 degrees, =0.63662 quadrant* =0.159155 of the
circumference.

Rod («Hry^?/ori('), =16.5 feet, =5. 0292 meters.
Secohm {of inductance), = 1 henry.
Second (sidereal), = 0.997269 mean solar second.
Second (mean sola r), = 1.0G273S sidereal seconds,
Siemeiis unit, a unit of electrical resistance; the resist-

ance of a column of pure mercury one meter long and
one square millimeter in cross-section, =0.940734 ohm.

Steradian, a unit of solid angle, =0,636620 of a spherical
right angle.

Stone, = 14 pounds (avoir.), =6.35029 kilograms.
Ton (long), =2,240 iKiunda (avoir.).

Ton {metric), = l,000 kilograms, =2,204.62 pounds (avoir.X
Ton (short), =2,000 pounds (avoir.), =45. ;i5it24 kilograms.
Unit of electrical conductivity, conductivity such that a
column one centimeter long and one square centimeter
of cross-section has a resistance of one ohm : called by
Bering the mho-cubic centimeter unit.

Unit of pole strength. Same as unit of magnetic iTiduc-

tion (see maxwell, above).
Unit of torque, the torque produced by one dyne acting
at the end of an arm one centimeter in length.

Unit magnetic pole, a magnetic pole that, at a distance
of one centimeter, exerts a force of one dyne on an-
other unit pole. The flux from a miit pole is 4^
maxwells.

Vereinskerze. See German candle (above).

Violle, a unit of intensity of light; the light from one
square centimeter of platinum at the melting-point, =
20 . . . 20.6 Hefner units (approximately), =20 bou-
gies deciraales (approximately), = 19.8 British candles.

Volt, a practical unit of electromotive force,=l X 108
c. g. 8. units.

Volt (international), the practical unit of electromotive
force recommended by the international congress at

('hicago in 1893 ; the electromotive force that will main-
tain one international ampere through one interna-
tional ohm.

Volt (true), 1 X 108 c. g. s. units.

Watt, a unit of power ; the power required to do 10,000,-

000 ergs of work per second, =0.001 kilowatt =
0.00134111 horse-power, = 0.101979 kilc^ram-meter per
second, =0.737612 foot-pound per second, =0.238882 ca-

lory per second.
Watt-hour, a practical unit of work, =3,600 joules, =

2,655.40 foot-pounds, = 859.975 calories, = 0.00134111

horse-power hour,

Weber, a name formerly given to the tmit of magnetic
flux, = l maxwell.

Yard {British),=3G inches, =91.4402 centimeters.

Yard (cubic), =0.764559 cubic meter, =201.974 gallons
(United States).

Year (calendar), =365 mean solar days.

Year (leap),=3G6 days.

Year (mean «oiar), =365.24220 mean solar days.

Year (^'dereaO. =366.256399 sidereal days, =365.256360
mean solar days.

Unit. An abbreviation of Unitarian,

unit-character (u'nit-kar*ak-ter), n. In a
eross-bred offspring of parents with antago-
nistic or mutually incompatible characters, or
in the descendants of such offspring, one of

the antagonistic parental characters mani-
fested to the exclusion of the other ; a char-

acter unit or the sensible manifestation of a
physiological unit of.as yet unknown nature.

See the extract.

Each such character, which is capable of being disso-

ciated or replaced by its contrary, must henceforth be
conceived of as a distinct unit-character ; and as we
know that the several unit-characters are of siich a nature
that any one of them is capable of independently displac-

ing or being displaced by one or more alternative char-

acters taken singly, we may recognize this fact by naming
such unit-characters allelomorphs.

W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p, 27.

United Labor party. See */a&ori.

uniter, n. 2. A solution for coating galva-
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Tiized iron previous to its being painted, to

prevent the peeling off of the paint.

uniterminal (ii-ni-ter'mi-nal), a. [L. unus,

one, + hrminus, terminus, + -o(i.] In min-

eral., pertaining to an axis of symmetry char-

acterized by an unlike distribution of faces at

the two extremities. W. J Lewis, Crystallog-

rapliv, p. 132. ,

unit-group (u'nit-grop), n. The group (of

tiiree. five, two-fouts, etc.) which serves as
unit ii' an auditory or tactual rhythm. Amer
Jour. Psychol, XIII. 96.

unit-stere (ii'nit-ster), n. [unit + sieve.] A
n:ime sometimes given to a certain very small
volume used in computing the molecular vol-

ume of a solid or liquid from its chemical for-

mula.
The molecular Tolumes of complex paraffins and alco-

hols can be calculated vei-y exactly by means of the for-

mulje . . . where S is a constant which has an average
value of 2-970, and is called the unitstere.

Nature, Jan. 10, 1907, p. 263.

unit-tube (ii'nit-tiib), n. A tube of magnetic
induction throughout which the flux is equal
to unitv.

unituberculate (ii"ni-tu-ber'ku-lat), a. [L.

unus, one, + E. tuberculate.] Bearing only

one tubercle, as some of the plates in the test

of certain echinoids.

unity, «— Law of mechanical-esthetic unity, in

ptiicjad.. the principle (adopted by T. Lipps as explana-

tory of the Kcometrical-optical illusions) that "every
spatial form is endowed by us, in idea, with a living per-

sonality, or is regarded as the scene of the interplay of

op|«)8ing mechanical forces." A'. II. Titchener, Exper.

Psychol, I. i 152.— Roots Of unity. See rood.

uniV. An abbreviation («) of universal; (6)

[cap.] of Vnicersalist ; (<•) of universally; ((7)

[/. c. or cap.] of university.

univariance (ii-ni-va'ri-ans), n. [univariant.]

In phys. chcm., the possession, by a thermo-
dynamic system, of only one degree of free-

dom. Hee'degree of freedom and *phase rule.

univariant (ii-ni-va'ri-aut), a. [L. unns, one,

+ canVoiA- (-<-), variant.] 1. In »««Wi., linearly

variant.— 2. lu pliys. che/n., having a variance

equal to unity. The variance (V) of a chem-
ical system is expressed by the equation
V = c + 2 — ^, where c is the number of in-

dependent components and <j> is the number of

phases in which the system may exist.

The following properties of an 7i-component univariant
system are well known : At a given tenii>erature and un-

der the corresponding equilibrium pressure n -t- 1 phases
can coexist in equilibrium. At the given temperature
and under the coiTesponding pressure, the tttiivariant

system of n -r 1 phases admits of a continuous series of

states of equilibrium in which the entropy and the vol-

ume of the system change while the t^tal thermmlynamic
potential of the system and the concentrations of the
phases remain unaltered. The state of equilibrium is

completely determined If. in addition to the masses of

the independent components, the volume or the entropy
of the system be given- •

Jour. Phyt. Chem., June, 1904, p. 436.

universal, o. 5. In meek., having feed-mo-
tions of tne work against the cutter or tool in

all possible directions (both right and left,

forward and back, and up and down). Since
tools of this type have usually a wide range of adaptable
cutters, the tenn has been extended to mean having a
very wide range of usea, or capable of doing nearly all

kinds of work. It is the contradictory of fpeciat (in this

use), which is applied to a tool that is designed for one
class of work and no other.— Universal algebra, the
calculus of generaliz-ations of addition and multiplication.
— Universal consent. See *con»<n/.— Universal
coupling. ('') A universal Joint; a Cardan joint. (<r)

A form (^ pipe-union in which the two pieces Joined to-

gether, end to end, may be at an angle with each other,

or not in line ; effected by the use of a spherical surface
of contact, one half male and the other female, pressed

together by a nut fnnning part of the female half.— Uni-
versal paper, system. See *paper, -kgygiem.

universe, n.— island universe, in a^ron., a separate

8t'-ll;ir system of liniited extent, occupying a detached
position in spa«;e and fonning bj) it were an island in the
ocean of illimitable space, in which other 'universes'

exist. To such an ' island universe' our sun is by many
supposed to belong.

Ufiiversitize (u-ni-v6r'si-tiz), V. t.; pret. and

pp. uniiersiti:ed, ppr. universitizing. To con-

vert into a university ; add the character of

a university to. [Bare.]

The ujiivftititiz^d college is encroached on from below
till . . . would abandon the first one or two years, while

the senior year is often given over to the professional

achm.l. a. .S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 631.

university, n university extension. The move-
ment was initiated liy the Vniversity of iambridge, Eng-
land, in IHIS. for the extension of university teaching by
university instruct^irs to those, chiefly, who desire the

benefits of university training but who for any reason

cannot reside at a university or even in a university town.

The movement wa« taken up by the other universities

and spread all over Oreat Britain, and in 1887 was taken

1403
up in the L'nited States where it received new develop-
ments. The instruction is given principally by lectures,

but class-work and class-reviews, home-work and corre-

spondence are sometimes added.

univocal, a. 5. In math., having only one re-

sult.— Univocal operation. See -koperation.

univoltine (u-ni-vol'tin), a. [Appar. < L.

^mus, one, + It. volla, twin, -1- -ine^.] Having
but one generation annually : said of the or-

dinary races of the domestic silkworm to dis-

tinguish them from those races having two or

more generations.

univore (ti'ni-vor), a. and n. [univor{ous).]

Noting a parasitic fungus which is restricted

to a single host-plant.

He [H. Klebahn) concludes that .a fungus may sud-

denly choose anew host. Specialization may proceed from
many hosts to one (plurivore fungus), or from living on a
single host {univore) the rest may develop a capacity to

infect several.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, April, 1904, p. 22-2.

univorous (u-niv'o-ms), a. [L. unus, one, +
vorare, eat, + -oils.] In hot., living upon a
single host: said of parasites. See *plurivo-

rous.

unleached (un-leehf), a. Not leached: as ap-
plied to wood-ashes, implying an important
distinction, since such ashes when unleached,
or not exhausted of soluble matter by the ac-

tion of water, have notable manurial value on
account of the potash salts which are present

;

but the value on this account is almost en-

tirely lost after leaching.

Unleached wootl ashes spread about the trees after they
are planted afford an excellent fertilizer.

learfcoo* U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 896.

unlidded (un-!id'ed), a. Not covered by the
eyelid. [Rare.]

The unlidded eye of fJod, awake, aware.
Drowning, King and Book, ill. ISiMj.

unlikemindedness (un-Hk-min'ded-nes), n.

Dissimilarity of mind from mind, in feelings,

ideas, or purposes ; differences of language, re-

ligion, or knowledge in a population. Giddings,

Elem. of Sociol., p. 290.

unlisted (un-lis'ted), a. Not listed; not
placed in a (or the) list: as, unlisted securities

— those not listed in the stock exchange.

unlithifled (un-lith'i-fid), a. Not converted
into stone: as applied to volcanic ashes, the

term means that these are still in loose form
and have not become compacted by pressure,

fusion, or cementing action. Amer. Geol.,

Sept., 1903, p. 173.

Uhmeclianical (un-rae-kan'i-kal), a. 1. Not
mechanical.— 2. Not in accordance with the

observed laws or principles of mechanics,
physics, or mathematics, conformity to which
IS necessary to success.— 3. Not in accordance
with practical experience in mechanical mat-
ters as respects convenient or continuous op-

eration in practice.— 4. Not designed in

accordance with the methods or practice of

the shop or factory which produces a success-

ful commercial product.

unmediated (un-me'di-a-ted), a. Not medi-
ated; unconnected; unrelated; lacking a
common middle term.

Living experience refuses to be sundered into the unme-
diated dualism of res cogit&us and res extensa.

Unajc. Brit., XXXII. «6.

unmeduUated (un-med'u-la-ted), a. Not hav-
ing a medulla: said of a certain form of nerve-

tiber. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 320.

unmetered (un-me'terd), a. Not measured by
a meter, as a flow of water or gas of which no
such measurement is taken.

unmold^ (un-mold'), r. t. [un-'^ + mold*, n.]

To take out of its mold, as a frozen cream.

To unmold creams.— Dip the mold into cold water,

wipe it dry and invert it on the dish . . . hence the un-
molding of creams requires great care.

Century Cook Book, p. 493.

unnaturalist (un-nat'u-ral-ist), n. One who
is wanting in natural" feeling. [Rare.]

Me, a p<jor unit of humanity, to be treated like a poly-

pus under the scissors of an experimental naturalist, or

unnaturalist. Southey, Doctor, interchap. xiii.

unneutralized (un-nu'tral-izd), a. Not ren-

dered neutral.

The unneutralized excess of bacterial toxins circulates

In theblfMid serum. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 635.

unofficial (un-o-flsh'al), a. Not official ; spe-

cifically, in mid., not approved by an author-

itative body.

unoperated (un-op'e-ra-ted), o. Not operated
upon.

unsingable

unordered, a. 4. In maifc., without reference
to or consideration of the order: as, an un-
ordered pair.

unorganizable (un-6r'gan-i-za-bl), a. Inca-
pable of becoming organized.
The floor [of wound in plant] is covered by dead or dy-

ing unorganizable materials, without any layer of regen-
erative cells. Encyc. Brit., XXXl. 515.

unoxidized (un-ok'si-dizd), a. Not oxidized.
As applied to portions of human food, the
term signifies that these have not undergone
chemical changes involving combination with
o.xygen, but not infrequently the expression
'imperfectly' or 'incompletely o.xidized'

would in such a case be more correct.

The unoxidized materials excreted by the kidneys, in-

testines, and otherwise. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 444.

impair (un-par'), n. Something that is not
paired : the opposite otjwjr. N. E. D.
unparticipate (un-par-tis'i-pat), a. Having
no part or share ; unpartieipating. [Rare.]

unperoxidizable (un-per-ok'si-di-za-bl), a.

Incapable of being converted into a peroxid,
as some of the metals which do not form
peroxids. Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin.,
1899-1900, p. 465.

unpersuasive, a. 2. Specifically in art criti-

cism, noting unreality in a painting, or failure

to express the actual function of the thing
represented.
Were it not for the fatiguing series of unpersuasive

waterfalls, which too often represent him, his real qual-

ities would have more chance of making themselves felt.

L Binyon, in Portfolio, N. S., XXI. 49.

unphysiological (un-fiz"i-o-loj'i-kal), a. Not
ill accordance with the laws of physiology.

Sophists perpetuate unphysiological feeding, and the
patent foods, their illogical writings being seized upon
by traffickers and sent broadcast

Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 372.

unpigmented (un-pig'men-ted), a. Devoid o£
pigment.

If we wish to see the early and unpigmented forms, we
must look for them during the later stage of rigor or the
earlier pai-tof the stage of pyrexia.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Keb., 1901, p. 366.

unqueen, v. t. 2. To remove the queen bee
from (a colony).

unsealer (un-sel'6r), n. One who, or that
which, unseals.

Smiling on him as Heaven smiles on Hell,
Witli a sad love, remembering when he stood

Not fallen yet, the unsealer of her heart,

Of all her holy dreams the holiest part.
Ldiiell, A Legend of Brittany, 11. 22.

unseen, a— to buy sight unseen, to buy (something)
without having seen it, taking it as it is ; to buy 'a pig in

a poke.' [(.'olloq.J

II. «. That which is unseen ; something
designed not to be seen.

For example, Mr. H— is called in by an examiner for the
Fortescue Scholarship at one of our great universities,

Who has incautiously left about in his rooms the proof of

a tJreek tinseen in three long slips. A student has spied
the paper, entered, and copied out the flrst slip, which
takes him a quarter of an hour

!

Athenaum, April 1, 1906, p. 391.

unsegmented (un-seg'men-ted), a. Not di-

vided into segments; noting the egg which
has not undergone cleavage, or the embryo or

parts of the embryo which show no meta-
meric arrangement of their parts.

unself (un-self'), V. t. To separate or free from
(one- or it-) self; transform into a different

self. [Rare.]
The whole sad strange plot, the grotesque intrigue

To make me and my friend «««<(./' ourselves,

lie other man and woman than we were !

Think it out, you who have the time I

Browning, Ring and Book, vit 707.

unsense (un'sens), n. Lack of sense ; folly.

Fisherman I 've been since 1 seed the unsense of sea-

dangerin'.

R. Kipling, Their Lawful Occasions, in Traffics and Dis-

[coveries, p. 127.

unsense (un-sens'), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. un-

sensed, ppr. unsensing. To deprive of sense

or consciousness; render unconscious. [Rare.]

One blow, given with the proper play of his athletic

arm, will unsense a giant. Borrow, Lavengro, xxvi.

unshop (un-shop'), !'. t. To dismiss from em-
ployment in a shop ; throw out of employ-
ment. [Rare.]

unsilvered (un-sil'vferd), a. Not coated with
silver : said in optics of a mirror in which the

reflecting surface is that of the glass itself

and not that of a layer of silver deposited
upon the glass to increase the reflecting

power.
unsingable (un-sing'a-bl), a. In music, noting
a piece or passage, actual or hypotheticul,

that cannot be sung.



unsoiling 1404 uralite

unsoiling (un-soiring), II. The act or pro- up-bOW (up'bo), n. In noHn-p/aj/inj;, a stroke upsetting-press (up-set ' ing-pres), m. Se»
cess of stripping the surface of dirt or soil of the bow upward, beginning with the point : */)(r.s.si.

from the top of a quarry or bed of clay or o])posed to *dowii-bow.

other valuable material : the first stage of an U. P. 0. An abbreviation of United Presbyte-

open-cut.

unspeakable, » 3. Not able to speak [Rare.]
With no conipaiiy but that of Panks (my dog), who

genenttisly shares his dumbness with me and KK>ks up at

me as who should say, ** Vou are become unspeakahte as
one of us, poor old fellow ; I pity you !

"

Lowell, Letters, II. ^l.^

unstalked (un-stakf), «• Having no stem, as

some genera of crinoids. Encyc. Brit., XXVII.
018.

unsteady, a. (/> in »««*., Iwvingamotion which Isnot
uniform or which does not take place with a constant

upshoot, «. 2. An upward curve, as of a
pitched base-ball. Sci. Amer., July 16, 1904,

ridii Church. p. 42.

upcomer (up'kum-^r), n. A term used, as upsilon (iip'si-lon), n. [Gr. v + ipt?.6v, neut.
synonymous with upcast, upraise, and uptake of i/">of, bare.] The Greek letter T, v, corre-
or riser, for a duct or tube or channel within spending to the English u (and y).
which the flow of the contained fluid is up- up-slip (up'slip), n. In geal., the passage up-
ward from below. ward of one side of a fault, according to a
The water flows throURh the last bank of tubes from

the rear steam drum, anil the tliird bank of tubes from
the mid steam drum into the rear water drum. That is

to say, the third and fourth nests of tubes are down-
comei-s, and the first and second banks upcomers.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 10, 1903, p. 22692.

angular velocity, or around a permanent axis through the J fr j^t^,.,,^ To stnnd on pnd
center of gravity of tlle mass. Revolving bodies out of "P-""'*i *'• U.. inircms. 10 Siana On enu.

rmmiug balance have an unsteady motion.

unstow (un-sto' ), t'. t. To empty of its cargo
or contents; unload.

First and foremost, we have to unstow the hold, and
deposit its contents in the storehouse on Itutler Island.

Bittoks and a party are now briskly engaged in this double
labor. Kane, jVrctic Expl., I. 105.

unstraining (un-stra'ning), n. In physics, the
process of release from strain.

When the atoms are in motion these strain-forms pro-
duce straining and unstraininff in the ffither as they

conception which assumes the rise of one wall
instead of the fall of the other.
The Wasatch Mountains are of immature age, and con-

sequently are now rising. Raw scarjis at the fixjt of a
spur just northeast from the city, and similar scarps at
the base of the main range a short distance to the south-
east, tell of comparatively recent up-sUjiit of these sections
of the mountain mass. Science, Oct. 26, 1SW7, \t. 656.

"Grampus," said [Dan]." " lieggin' fel" flsh- Upstander (up'stand"er), K. One of two ver-
They up-eendXhei. way wjien tliey^re hungry." tical pieces at the rear end of a dog-sledge.

I had scarcely time to seize the vpgtanders when my

A silvery-white ghost rose bolt upright from the oily
water. '

"

heads.
R. Kipling, Captains Courageous, ii.

Upeneus (u-pe-ne'us), n. [NL., said to be
formed (irregularly for *Bypeneus) from Gr.
vnijvri, the upper lip, prop, the hair on the up-
per lip.] A genus of fishes of the family upstanding (up-stan'ding), a

Mullidie, containing numerous species which ^''^^' ^'"1 vigorous body,

inhabit tropical seas

dogs were off. As we neared the bear, all the dogs were
loosened, and were at him like a cloud.

It. E. I'eary, in McClure's Mag., Feb., 1903, p. 919.

1. Having an

ng ana umtraimng ni tne icmer as mey nn^Taflfi rnn-BradM r f Tn stnrl- rnioinn tn
it, which in its motional or kinetic aspect Upgraue (,up-graa ;, t'. t. in stock -ratsttig, to

pass across
constitutes the resulting magnetic field ; as the strains are
slight the coetficient of inertia here involved must be
great Encyc. Brit., XXV. 10«.

unstring, r. '. 6. In archery, to loosen or
remove the bowstring from one end of (the
bow), which is thus relieved of all tension
and becomes quite or nearly straight: opposed , , ...

to brace and striiiq. Bows are kept unstrung np-grade (up grad), n

when not in use, except among some primi-
tive peoples.

unstriped (un-stripf), a. Same as unstriated.
Tlie three varieties of muscle

—

unstriped, cardiac, and
striped. Encyc. Brit, XXV. 395.

unstructural (un-struk'tu-ral), a. Without
regard to proper construction. [Rare.]

Wood tied into different shapes iu the most unstruc-
tural manner.
K. W. Cloutton, Chippendale Period in Eng. Furniture,

Ip. 37.

unsummered (un-sum'<?rd), a. No longer
showing the characters of summer ; autumnal
or wintry. [Rare.]

And, now to these unsummer'd skies
The summer bird is still,

Far off a phantom cuckoo cries
From out a phantom hill.

Tennyson, Pref. Poem to My Brother's Sonnets, iii. 1.

unterredt, «. Unburied ; not interred.

This treasure of thine eyes, if spent for those
That lye unterr'd, wanting their funeral rites,

And restless walk upon the Stygian strand,

raise the grade of by the introduction of a
higher strain of blood : as, to U2>grade a herd.

All these qualities must be blended as a strongly flow-
ing stream in the heredity of the breed. These qualities
must be so prepotent that in upgrading common stock
they will predominate in the blood of males used for
that piH-pose. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 221.

An ascending grade.
up-keep (up'kep), n. 1. Maintenance; sup-
port ; specifically, the process of keeping up
an industrial 'plant,' a machine, an institu-
tion, etc., at its condition of maximum effi-

ciency, as by repair and renewal.
Multiple voltage and similar systems, although prob-

ably not increasing the cost of the motor itself, increase
ftie cost of the installation as a whole, as well as the cost
of upkeep. Elect. Wurld and Engin., Dec. 6, 1903, p. 930.

Although the initial cost is heavy, still the cost of up-

Thin I wint downshtrame in the flat an' left him my
blessin'. May the Saints carry ut where ut shud go, for
he was a fine upstandin' young orficer.

R. Kipling, The Taking of Lungtungpen, in Plain Tales
[from the Hills, p. 117.

2. Standing well up from the ground ; having
comparatively long legs and an erect carriage:
said of horses, pigeons, and other domesticated
animals.
The roadster is more upstanding, not so wide, and en-

tirely lacks the massiveness of the drafter.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Animal Industry, Bulletin 37,

11902, p. 23.

Upstanding birds, with wide shoulders, long bodies-
and legs. Book of Pigeons.

up-stroke (up'strok), n. In mech., the traverse
of a piston, or of any reciprocating or rocking
element of an engine or machine, in which
the driving element is moving upward, or the
principal driven element is coming up.

keep is lower than that for most of the other paving Uptake, n. d. A pipe or duct or channel lead-
materials. Nature, Aug. 3, 1903, "p. 316.

2. The cost of such keeping up, including all

f
elements of operating expense, deterioration,
interest, and the like.

The upkeep of the [arc] lamp, including carbons, labour
for trimming and repairs, will be about *16 to £18 per
annum. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. BO.

uplift, n. 3. An elevation.
These majestic forms usually depend as much on tlie

deep erosion of great valleys by streams as on their lofty
uplift. Unlike the simple tilted blocks of Oregon, or the
orderly folds of tlie Jura, the greater ranges show little
or nothing of their original form.

ir. it. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog.

upokororo (6"po-k6-r6'r6), n. [Maori.] A
name used by the natives of New Zealand for

ing gas, water, steam, or other liquid upward
from below: used of part of a boiler furnace
flue-system, in the gas-producer, blast-furnace,
and elsewhere ; specifically, a flue leading hot
gas from the combustion-chamber or smoke-
box to the chimney, in gas-making or in boiler-
settings.

up'Way (up'wa), n. Same as *upslip.
An Attempt to Detect and Measure any Relative Move-

ment of the Upway, that may now be taking place at the
Ridgeway Fault, near Strata Dorsetshire.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of S»i., 1901, p. 62.

XJr. A chemical symbol of uranium, less com-
monly used than the single letter U.
urachal (u'ra-kal), a. [urachus + -aZ^.] Of
or pertaining to the urachus.

^^"17^1 "T''-^"''',"*', V
*':e8l'-water food- urachovesical (u"ra-k6-ves''i-kal), a. [NL.

fish of the family Haplochitomda:. urachus + vesica, bladder, + ^li.f Relating to
upon, prep.- Upon my word, soul, etc., by my word, ijoth the urachus and the bladder. Buck,

,; , r ,. ,u .
Med. Handbook, VII. 708.tpon my so«(. Jack, thou art a very impudent fellow „_„„ji /,-,»_„ _;i\ ' r/.„ ,17 j \ -i -1

Sheridan Rivals iv ' uracil (u ra-sil), n. [(methylmercapto-)uraal.]
'

'

~
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Would send them over to Elizium.
Slannion, A Fine Companion, i. 1.

untoned (un-tond'), «. Not toned ; not char-
acterized by permanent distinctive tones as a
part of the pronunciation.
But agglutinating forms reappear in Karen, while a

distinctly polysyllabic group of untoned languages, with
Oceanic (Malayo-Polynesian) afhnities, occupies a great
part of Camboja and surrounding uplands (Khmer, Kuy,
Charay, Stieng, Cham). Keane, Ethnology, p. 326.

unvoice (un-vois'), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. un-
roicefl,ppr. unvoicing. In phonetics, to deprive uppetCUt (up'er-kut), n
of voice, or sonant quality ; render non- ward blow.
sonant or surd.

un'Varrant (un-wor'ant), v. t. To deprive of
warrant or guarantee ; disallow the propriety
or safety of (doing something). [Rare.]
On the ground that the state of trade absolutely un-

warrants it.

St. Jam.ss Gazette, Dec. 31, 1902, P- A Quoted in N. upperWOOd (up'6r-wud), «. [upper + wood, „Lanaie.,9tn8er., XI. 387.
tianslating G. oberhol::.] The tall growth XJraleptus (u-ra-lep'tus), w. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

unyeaned (un-yend'), a. Not yeaned or
born: said of a sheep or goat. C. Vickerman,
Woollen Spinning, p. 46.

up, arfc. 15. In pnn*in/7, finished; noting com-
pletion of a task : as, the chapter is upi ; the
paper is up—One up, in gnl/, one hole ahead : said of
one 8 opponent—To be np to one, to be for one to do

;

to be something one has U} do. [Slang.]

Why am I minus when it's up to me
To brace my Paris Pansy for a glide [dance].

Wallace Irwin, Lo.e Sonneta of a HoodIum,'xiv.

XT. P. An abbreviation (6) of underproof, as
ajiplied to alcoholic liquors.

upaetbral, «. Same as hypethrah

npaithric (iip-i'thrik), a. Same as hypethral.
I now understand why the Greeks were such great

poets. . . . They lived in a perx>etual commerce with ex-
ternal nature, and nourished themselves upon the spirit
of its forms. . . . Their temples were mostly upaithric ;
and the flying clouds, the stars, or the deep sky, were
seen above. Shelley, Letter XXXII. (from Naples).

Upper deck. See *deck, 2.—Upper Pentamems lime-
stone. See Becra/t -klimegtone.^

In pugilism, an up-

He swung nppercuts and jabbed, and had M. a
weary-looking individual by the end of the fifth round.

A'. Y. Evening Globe, July 28, 19(U.

upperwing (up'^r-wing), ». A British collect-
ors' name for a European noctuid moth, Or-
thosia croccago.

' (lip

G.
of a forest as opposed to the undergrowth.
Science, May 23, 1902, p. 820.

upraise (up'raz), «. [upraise, r.] In mech.,
a riser; an up-take; specifically, in mining, a
secondary shaft or mill-hole carried from one
heading or gangway up toward another.

upright, n. 5. In golf, the lie of a club. See
*tie^— Virtual nprl£;ht, in naval arch., the apparent
direction of the vertical on a vessel rolling in the waves

;

differing from the true upright by the composition of the
accelerations due to gravity and to the motion of the
wave.

upset, n. 2. See the extract.

A colorless compound.
NH.

I ,
prepared

CO.NH
by the action of hydrochloric acid on methyl-
mercapto-uracil. It crystallizes in spherical
masses of minute needles and melts at 338° C.
uraconite (ii'ra-ko-nit), n. lura{nium) + Gr.
A.01/0, powder, + -ite^.'] A hydrated uranium
sulphate of a yellow color, occurring in
earthy or scaly forms; from Joachimsthal,
Bohemia.

ovpa, tail, + AcTTToc, slender.] A genus of

(From Bulletin 47. V. S. Nat. Museum.)

fishes of the family Gadidse, found in deep
waters of the Atlantic.

An "upset," or, as it may be termed, a '.transverse
Uralian «. 2. In geol same as *Gshelian.

shake" is much more rarely met witll, and, so far as I UrallUe (U ra-lin), «. [ural + -tne^.j bame
know, is found exclusively in foreign hard. woods, grown as ural.
chiefly in tropical or subtropical climates. It consists of „__iji.» „ n The trade name of n fire nroof
a complete severence of the longitudinal fibers of the tree "?}}' 7' ,

traae-name ot a nre-prooi

in certain sjiota : but, as a rule, the defect is not very building material, said to be made from dis-
cxtensive. Sci. Amer. Sup., March 26, 1906, p. 2443S. integrated asbestos fiber with admixture of
Angle of rpset. Sec*angle3. silicate of soda, carbonate of soda, chalk,.



uralite

mineral pigments, and glue, pressed into

molded forms, dried, and baked. It is in-

tended to replace wood where incombusti-
bility is important, and in this capacity has
been to some extent used in the internal fit-

tings of ships of war.

uralium (u-ra'li-um), n. [NL. (in a F. spell-

ing ouralium), named from the Ural Moun-
tains in Russia.] A supposed new metallic

element announced in 1879 as present in

Russian native platina. Its existence has not
been confirmed. Originally written (in Fi-eneh

style) ouralium.

nralorthite (ii-ral-6r'tbit), n. [6. Vralorthit

(1841), < Ural (mountains) + orthite.'] A va-

riety of allanite from the Ural Mountains,
occurring in large prismatic crystals of a
pitch-black color.

uramil (u'ra-mil), n. [«r(»f) + am(monium)
+ -('/.] A colorless compound,

yNH.CO\.
CO' .CHNH2, prepared by the action

^NH.CO/
of ammonium ehlorid on alloxantin. It crys-

tallizes in silky, lustrous needles. Also called

murexan and aminobarbitiiric acid.

-uramilic (u-ra-mil'ik), a. [uramil + -jc]

Pertaining to uramil or to uramilic acid.

—

Uramilic acid, a colorless compound, C8H9O7N5 O. pre-

pared by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on uramil.

It crystallizes in slender needles or quadratic prisms.

nranalysis (ii-ra-nari-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
oi'i/joi', urine, + ava'/.vatc, analysis.] Analysis
of the urine.

TJrania, ". 4. See the extract.

We learn that an " Urania," that is to say, an institu-

tion in which all the most interesting features of the
various branches of science and technolof?y will be ex-

hibited to the public in a systematic manner, has lately

been founded in Vienna. Geoff. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 444.

UraniC'^, a.— irranlc acid, a yellow powder obtained

by bi^ilinK a solution of uranium nitrate in absolute alco-

hol, washing with water the precipitate formed, and dry-

ing it at a low temperature. ltsc«jmposition is expressed

by the formula II2V()4, and «:i» beintr heated it is resolved

into waterand uranic oxid, I'Os. The name uranU acid

has sometimes been incorrectly given to this oxid because
on union with more electrv)positive metallic oxids it

forms the salts known as uranates.

uranic* (u-ran'ik), o. [Gr. mpavd^, the palate

(a particular use of ovpavd^, the sky), -f -ic]

In anthrop.. relating to the palate.— Uranlc
Index, the external width of the palate measured at the
seci.inl iiK/l.irs expressed in per cents, of its length.

uranicentric (u'ra-ni-sen'trik), a. [Prop.

* L'ranocintric, < Vranus + Gr. Kivrpov, center.]

Having Uranus as a center; as seen from the
center of Uranus.
The Uranicentric motion lof the satellites] Is retrograde,

the planes of their orbits lying nearly perpendicular to the

planet's ecliptic. Chamber*, I>e8criptive Astron., p. 152.

ITranidea (iira-nid'e-a), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

oipafo^, the sty, + i3f(i', see.] A genus of

cottoid fishes found in cold streams and
springs of the United States.

•uranidin (u-ran'i-din), n. [uran{ic) + -id +
in'^.] A coloring matter found bjr Kruken-
berg in different beetles and lepidopterous

pupae.
The melanosis or blackening of Insect blood, for in-

stance, is due to the oxidation of a chromogen, the pig-

ment produced being known as a uranidine.
Kncyc. Brit, XXVII. 151.

uraniid (u-ra'ni-id), n. and a. I. ». One of

tli<- lepidopterous family Uraniidie.

II. «. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the Uraniidie.

Tiranin', uraninei (u'ra-nin), n. The trade-

name of the sodium salt of fluorescein or

methylfluorescein, the solution of which in

water exhibits a magnificent yellowish-green
fluorescence like that of uranium glass. The
name is also applied to the sodium salt of

benzylfluorescein, used as a dyestufl, which
is also known as chrysolin.

The esculin screen suppresses the ultra-violet and part

of the violet spectrum rays : and the phot/jgraph, made
chiefly by the blue rays, is a very gtunl one. The uranine
screen suppresses the iilue spectrum rays and part of the
violet ; and the i»hot*»graph, made chieily by the ultra-

violet rays, is very ba<l indeed.
J'lur. Hoy. Micro. Soc., Dec, 1904, p. 634.

nranin^, uranine^ (u'ra-nin), n. Same as
pilrhhlfiidc or uraninitc. See uraninitc.

Uraninite, " TIiIb mineral, in Its different varieties

(the crystallized kinds called cleveite, br'og'jerite, nivenite,

etc.. and the more abundant amorphous and impure
pilrhhUiiile), has beriime of much imjtortance as being the

chief s<nirce of radium. Hee itradiuin and *radioartiv-

itii. Vtvm the investigatioii of it also has been derived

a large part of our [tresent knowledge of the transforma-

tion of uranium into ratlium and the further successive

changes of the latter element with lead as the probable

final step : all analyses have shown a small amount 3f this
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element whose presence was hitherto unexplained. It

has also been found that many varieties of uraninitc
yield the gas helium, which is one of the early trans-
formation products of radium.

uranium, ''. Metallic uranium, as obtained in the
fused condition by means of an electric furnace, is com-
pact, white, and lustrous, capable of taking a high polish,

of sp. gr. 18.7, melting at a very high temperature, and
volatilizing more readily than iron, slowly acted upon by
water at ordinary temperature, burning in oxygen or
chlorin, and combining freely with nitrogen at 1000° C.

The foundation was laid for the modern study of the phe-
nomena of radioactivity when, in 1896, M. Henri Bec-
querel observed that a salt of uranium emits rays which
atfect a photographic plate screened by black paper opaque
to ordinary light. This property proved to be common to
all the salts of uranium and to uranium itself, and is ex-

hibited continuously by uranium and its compounds even
when they are kept in darkness. The intensity of the
radiation is not materially atfected by change of tempera-
ture within very wide limits. Not only are photographic
effects produced by the radiation from uranium com-
I>ounds, but positively or negatively electrified bodies,
also, are discharged by ionization of the suiTounding air.

Subsequent investigation has shown that the uranium
radiation is complex, and includes the emission of rays of
the three types which have been designated as a, fi, and y
respectively. No condensible gaseous emanation is given
otf, as in the case of radium and of thorium, but the
radioactivity of uranium involves the constant production
of a new kind of matter, itself temporarily active. See
*uranitnn X. The recent study of radioactive minerals
has shown that the amount of radium in a mineral is pro-
portional to the amount of uranium present. Uranium
is believed to be the parent or generating substance of an
extensive series of radioactive elements which are succes-
sively produced by the atomic disintegration of the ura-

nium. This series of products includes ionium, actinium,
radium, and polonium. The final substance remaining
after the radioactive transformations are concluded is

supposed to be ordinary lead.—Uranium OCher. Same
as uran-ocher. All the substances described under this

name appear to be more or less basic sulphates of ura-

nium.—UnmlnmX In 1900 it was shown by Sir William
Crookes that if a w^lution of uranium nitrate is precipi-

tated by ammonium carbonate and this reagent is a*lded

in excess so that the greater part of the precipitate is re-

dissolved, there is left a very small amount of undissolved
residue, which consists in lai-Re measure of impuri*.ies

of common character. This residue includes in minute
quantity a substance which, measured by its ^-radiation,

is several hundred times as radioactive, weight for weight,

as the original uraniuu) salt, while the larger part of this

salt, which has been dissolved by ammonium carbonate
in excess, has Imt its fl-ray activity. Other methods of

separating the uranium of a compound into a highly ra-

dioactive and an inactive portion have since been discov-

ered. In each case prolonged keeping of the products
shows that in the couree of weeks or mouths the highly
active portion loses its activity and the inactive portion
becomes again active. Hence it appears that the radio
activity of uranium and its compounds involves the con-

tinuous pnxluction of a new and chemically distinct kind
of matter, of greatly enhanced but gradually lost radio-

activity. To this immediate pnxluct fnun uranium the

name * Uranium X ' has been given.—Uranium yellow.
See ityelloir.

uranium-glass (u-ra'ni-um-gl&s'), n. Glass
colored yellow by means of oxid of uranium.
It exhibits a characteristic and beautiful

greenish fluorescence.

uranniobite (li-ra-nl'o-bit), n. [uran(ium) +
niobite.] A variety of uraninitc from Norway
which occurs in octahedral crystals.

uranochalcite (ii'ra-no-karsit), n. [uranium
+ Gr. A^oAmif, copper, + -i<e2.] A sulphate of

uranium, copper, and calcium which occurs in

green incrustations of doubtful homogeneity

:

from Joachimsthal, Bohemia.
uranocircite (ii'ra-no-s6r'sit), n. [uratiium

+ Gt. m/jkoc, a falcon, + -ite^. The name
alludes to the place of origin, Falkenstein.]

A phosphate of uranium and barium analo-

gous in composition to autunite and similar in

crystallization, from Falkenstein, Vogtland.

nranolith (u-ran'6-lith), «. Same as uranolite.

Nebular chemistry has very little in common with the
chemistry of '' uraTvlithg."

A . M. Gierke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 534.

uranometria (ii'ra-no-met'ri-a), n. [NL:, <

Gr. oi'iiiimc, heaven, + /lerpia, measurement.]
A list of stars which are visible to the naked
eye, usually arranged according to constella-

tions, and giving their names or other designa-

tions, their magnitudes, and their approximate
positions. Same as uranometry, 2.

This Ingenious form of photometer has enjoyed con-

siderable reputation, but no astronomer has yet perse-

vered in producing a complete *vranmn^tria
'
by its aid.

Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 707.

uranophane (fi-ran'o-fan), «. A hydrous sili-

cate of uranium and calcium which occurs in

radiated aggregates of acicular crystals hav-

ing a bright yellow color : probably the same
mineral as uranotil.

tiranophotography (u'ra-no-fo-tog'ra-fi), «.

[Gr. oiyKuOf, the sky, + "E. photography.] The
photography of celestial spaces.

Ura no-photography, the photography of celestial spaces.

Chromo-photogranhy, the direct obtaining of the repro-

duction of colore oy photography.
Woodbury, Encyc. Diet of Pbotog., p. 304.

urbanite

uranopilite (ii-ra-nop'i-lit), n. [uranium +
Gr. TTi'Mii;, felt, + -ite^.] A hydrous sulphate of
uranium and calcium occurring in yellow
crystalline incrustations.

uranoplastic (ii"ra-no-plas'tik), a. [urano-
plast(y) + -!C.] Kelating to uranoplasty or
the operation for closure of a cleft palate.
Med. Record, May 30, 1903, p. 884.

uranorrapbia (ii"ra-no-i'af'l-a), «. [NL., <
Gr. ovpavof, the palate, + /la^^, sewing.] Same
as uraniscorraphy.

uranoschisis (ii-ra-nos'ki-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
ohpavoQ, the palate, + ax'aif, cleaving.] The
condition of having a cleft palate.

Uranoscopinx (ii-ra-no-sko-pi'ne), n.pJ. [NL.,
< Uraiioscopiis + -ime.'] A subfamily of star-
gazers ( Uranoscopidx), fishes found on both
coasts of the warmer parts of America.

Uranoso-uranic (u-ran"o-so-u-ran'ik), a. No-
ting a dark green oxid of uranium, of sp. gr. 7.2

or 7.3, and having the composition of urauyl-
uranate, U3OQ or UO2.2UO3 or (U02)2U()4.
It is one of tne principal constituents of the
mineral uraninite or pitchblende, though the
proportions of uranium and oxygen vary
widely in specimens from different localities.

uranospbserite (ii'^ra-no-sfe'rit), ?!. [uranium
+ Gr. a<paipa, sphere, + -I'ie^.] A. hydrous
bismuth uranate which occurs in semigloliular
crystalline aggregations of an orange-yellow
or brick-red color: from Schneeberg, Saxony.

uranospinite (ii"ra-n9-spi'nit), n. [ttraiiiiitn

+ Gr. CTtivo^, a siskin. The second part of the
name alludes to the color of the substance.] A
hydrous arsenate of uranium and calcium
analogous to autunite in composition and
similar in crystallization: from Neustadtel,
near Schneeberg, Saxony.

uranotantalite (ii"ra-no-tan'ta-15t), n. [ura-
nium + tantalum -I- -iie^.'} Same as samarskite.

uranothallite (H'ra-no-tharit), «. [uranium
+ Gr. Wa>/df, a green shoot, + -ite^.'\ A hy-
drous carbonate of uranium and calcium which
occurs in scaly or granular crystalline aggre-
gates of a siskin-green color: from Joachims-
thal, Bohemia.

uranotil (u-ran'o-til), n. [NL., < uranium
+ Gr. ri'/.o^, a fiber.] A hydrous silicate of

uranium and calcium closely related to, and
probably identical with, uranophane.

uranyl (O'ra-nil), n. [uranium + -yl.] Ura-
nium dioxid, UO2, when it occurs as a dyad
radical in combination: as, for example, po-
tassium and uranyl sulphate, K2.U02.(S04)2.-
(H20)2, the salt with which Becquerel's first

experiment in regard to radioactivity was
made.

urapterygid (ii-rap-ter'i-jid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the lepidopterous family Vrap-
terygidie.

a, a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the Urapterygidse.

urase (vi'ras), n. [i(r(ic) + -ase.'] A ferment
which decomposes urea with the formation of

ammonium carbonate. It occurs in various
bacteria and has also been demonstrated in

the mammalian liver.

urasol (u'ra-sol), n. [«r(ic) + -ase + -ol.'] The
trade-name of a substance which occurs in

minute crystals, insoluble in water but soluble

in alcohol or ether, intended for medicinal
use as a solvent of uric acid, and a remedy in

the treatment of m\i8cular rheumatism and
gout : said to be a condensation product of

formaldehyde with acetic and salicylic acids.

Uraspis (u-ras'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpa, tail,

-I- do-/!-, a shield.] A subgenus of Caranx,
carangoid fishes widely distributed in warm
parts of the Atlantic.

uraturia (u-ra-tvi'ri-ii), n. [NL., < E. urate +
Gr. oi'piiv, urine.] The presence of an exces-
sive amount of urates in the urine.

urazole (ur-az'61), «. [ur{ic) + ago- + -ole.']

,C0.NH
A colorless compound, NH

\r
I ,

prepared
CO.NH

by the action of hydrazine sulphate on urea.

It crystallizes in plates and melts at 244° 0.

urbanite (tr'ba-nit), n. [Named after Urban
Hjarne, a Swetlish mineralogist, who investi-

gated it.] A member of the pyroxene group
intermediate between diopside and acmite.

It occurs iu brown pyramidal crystals at

Lfingban, Sweden.
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nrbanization ferninu-i-za'shpn), ». The pro- uredosorus (u-re-do-s6'rus), n.
; pK uredosori

cess of remltriug iirbaue or urban in charac-

ter; the state of being urbanized.

Attention has been prominently directed, by the re-

p^>rt of the Connnittee on I'hyslcal Deterioration, t^i

what is there descrihed as the " itrbanizalinn" of the

people ; and hence few portions of the volume now
isstieil will Ite of more general interest than those which
get forth the extent to which this process is actually

iK-ini; carried on. Science, Aug. 12, 1904. p. 220.

(-ri). I'SL., < uredo, a blight, + Gr. aupoi;, a
heap. See sorus.] A single fertile hyphal
mass producing uredospores in uredineal
fungi.

ureiute (ii-re'i-lit), n. See ^meteorite.

urelcosis (ii-rel-ko'sis), n. [NL., < 6r. ovp('/ffpa),

urethra, + i'/.Kuaiq, ulceration.] The presence
of ulcers in the urethra.

orbification (^r'bi-fi-ka'shon), n. The process uremia, n—Puerperal uremia, uremic poisoning,

of rendering, or the state of being, urban : causins convulsions or cmua, occurring after childbirth.

concentration in urban communities. [Rare.] Uremic coma. See «'»;« .

Urdl (^rd), ... [ONorth. Urdhr. &ec weird, n.} ureometer (u-rc-om e-ter), ... Same as ure-

Iii Scand. niylh., one of the three Fates, the (tmchr.
_ , .^

- - ureometry (u-re-om e-tn)

In India,
Xorn of the past.

nrd^ (erd), n. [Hind, urd, urad.'\

the most
highlv prized
of aU the
pulses of the
genus Phasco-
lus, a variety
of P. ilunyo,
largely culti-

vated in all

Darts of India.

It is a valued
article of

Hindu medi-
cine, and as

food is eaten
in the form
of bread,
boiled whole, parched, or as spice-balls

as mash*.

Tirdite (^r'dit), h. [Urda, a place in Norway,
+ -ite",] A variety of the mineral monazite,
from near Notero, Norway.
urea, ... it is the most important nitrogenous waste
productof the mammalian organism. It is an acid amide,
its solutions presenting a neutral reaction. It can com-
bine with acids to form crystalline. salMike products,
and is decomposed by sodium hypobromite and the
hypocnlorite with the liberation of carbon dioxid, nitro-

gen, and water. On heating the substance ammonia is

given off and biuret formed.—Acetylene urea. .See

Urd iP/iaseo/ui Miin^o radialus).

Same

n. Same as lire-

aiiictri/.

uresin (ii're-sin), ... [_i(r(ic) + -cs- + -ii(2.]

The trade-name of a double citrate of lithium

and urotropin. It is used in medicine to dis-

solve grave! and diminish the excretion of

uric acid.

uret (li'ret), ... l(carh)uret.'} A name occa-
sionally applied, in organic chemistry, to the
univalent radical CONH2.

-uret. A chemical suffix, now entirely anti-

quated: same as -id^, 2.

ureteralgia (u-re-te-ral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ovpr/Ti'ip, ureter, -I- a^^yog, pain.] Pain in one
or both ureters.

ureterectomy (u-re-te-rek'to-mi), »!. [Gr.

oi'pi/Tr/p, ureter. + (kto/i?/, excision.] Excision
of one of the ureters.

ureterccystostomy (u-re't^r-o-sis-tos'to-mi),

... [Gr. oipi/ryp, ureter, + kvctiq, bladder, -f-

oToua, mouth.] The operative implantation
of the ureter into the bladder elsewhere than
at the natural opening. Med. Record, June
13, 1903, p. 958.

ureterodialysis (u-re'ter-o-di-al'i-sis), ».

[NL., < Gr. oi'p7/Tr/p, ureter, + SiaTivaic, separa-
tion.] Same as *ureterolysis.

ureterolithotomy (u-re"ter-o-li-thot'o-mi), n.

[Gr. ovpriTiip, ureter, + /Atioq, stone, -t- --ouia, <

Ta/ielv, cut.] Removal of a stone impacted in

the ureter
i/iyco/unf.—Sqnlbb's Urea apparatus, a device for „_„4.„_„i„ "•„ ,•- „i i„ v; „;„\ „ nvu / n.
determining th^quantity of urea in urine. A measured ureterolysiS (u-re-te-rol i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ovprj-i/p, ureter, -I- Aimf, separation.] Rup-
ture of one or both ureters.

ureteronephrectomy (u-re'ter-o-ne f-rek ' to-

mi), H. [Gr. oijpr/ri/p, ureter, -I- veij>p6(;, kidney,
-I- cKTOfi^, excision.] Excision of a kidney
with the corresponding ureter.

ureterophlegmasia (u-re"ter-o-fleg-ma'si-a),

n. [NL., < Gr. ovprjrijp, ureter. + (p'Acy/iaala,

inflammation.] Same as ureteritis.

ureteropyelitis (u-re'ter-o-pi-e-U'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ovpriTr/p, ureter, A- irisloq, a trough
(pelvis).] Inflammation of a ureter and the
pelvis of the kidney.
ureteropyosis{u-re"ter-o-pi-6'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. oiipr/Tr/p, ureter, -t- ttvov, pus, + -osis.]

"le-pipette into a Suppuration in a ureter.
K^niite held in a ureteroixha^a (u-re"ter-o-ra'ji-a), n. [NL.,
lang. ^^ter from ^ Qj, ovp>iTj;p, ureter, -I- -payia, < ptiyviivai,

part of camboja a.^d'surround'iwupTanrM'Khmel'e "i'tro: I'reak.] Hemorrhage from a ureter.

Charay, Stieng, Cham). AVaiic, Ethnology, pight of ureterortnapny (u-re-te-ror'a-ti), n.

..MIS ureas
That lye uiUer.

And restless walk u

Would wnd them over

untoned (un-t6nd'), a. i<

acterized by permanent distil""-

part of the pronunciation.
Bat agglutinating forms reappear in

distinctly polysyllabic group of untoned
Oceanic (Malayo-Polynesian) aitinities, occupie.'

[Gr.
ovpTjTijp, ureter, -I- 'pa(pr], sewing.] An opera-
tion for closing by sutures any abnormal open-
ing in the urethra.

reterostenoma (u-re'ter-o-ste-no'mil), n.

wca^'' ^ *^'"' ""'"''"Wi ureter, + arevupn, a nar-
'' place, < crevuiiv, make narrow.] Stricture

„ ireter.

ore' na?^*°™y (i>re-te-ros't6-mi), 11. [Gr.

thosiaci' "'^tf'. ^" c'^fi, mouth.] The opera-

UBDerW0l^^^'^'^™^°'' °^ "' P^ftQ^ti^iit opening

translatin ^ "t'^ter and some neighboring hol-

of a fores « or the surface of the body.

Science Ma'^y'""''^"''®"''"'-
o-iiii)>"- [w.ovprjTtip,

upraise (up-™'""' ^ ™''"''' ''"*•] I"<^>sw" *"*«

secondirvsl*^'^*^
(u-re"ter-o-u-re'te-ral), a.

setonaary si,
^^^.^ poi-tjong of a ureter; noting

ntaaing or g,g ^j-^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ j-

upright, n.

/.ci.-vujut-ine (u-re'tfer-o-u'te-rin), a. Re-
direction of tlie 1 I 1 'i •

differing from th'' '"'''ter and uterus.

XJ. p. An abbreviation (6) of underproof, as "ccelerations duial (u-re"ter-o-vaj'i-nal), a. Re-
applied to alcoholic liquors. ,^^li. „ o '^ ureter and vagina.

unvoice (un-vois'), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. w,
voiced, ppr. unvoicing. In phonetics, to deprive
of voice, or sonant quality ; render non-
sonant or surd.

unwarrant (un-wor'ant), v. t. To deprive of
warrant or guarantee ; disallow the propriety
or safety of (doing something). [Rare.]
On the ground tliat the state of trade absolutely un-

warranU it
St. Jamti't Gazette, Dec. 31, 1()02, p. 13, quoted in N.

(andQ., 9th ser., XI. 387.

nnyeaned (un-yend'), a. Not yeaned or
born : said of a sheep or goat. C. Vickerman,
Woollen Spinning, p. 46.

up, flf/f. 15. In prinfi..//, finished; noting com-
pletioii of a task: as, the chapter is up ; the
paper is up— One up, in imlf, one hole ahead ; said of
ones opponent— To be np to one, t(j be for one to do ;

to be something one has t^> do. [Slang. 1

Why am I minus when it's up to me
To brace my Paris Pansy for a glide [dance].

Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum.'xiv.

Upaethral, «. Same as hypetkral.

npaithric (up-i'thrik), a. Same as hypetkral.
I now understand why the Greeks were such great

V»eta. . . They lived in a perpetual commerce with ex-
ternal nature, and nourished themselves upon the spirit
of Its forms. . . . Their temples were mostly upaithric ;
and the flying clouds, the stars, or the deep sky, were
seen above. Shelley, Letter XXXII. (from Naples).

unset, n. 2.
. ,, ... ~ Piperldyl urethane. See irpiperidyl.
An "upget, L„ V. ,

'
^^ „ .

shake" is much Crest Of the urethra. Same as crista

know, is found t ^<"'- ""<'<= criaa).

chiefly in tropic: (u-re-thral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
a complete sevei Vjrg

' + hf.yor,, pain. ] Pain in the
In certain spots; ' / 'J r j

extensive. Si

Angle Of rpset. re'thrizm), n. [Gr. oiV^ffpa, ure-

urinable

thra, -t- -tsTO.] Exti-eme sensitiveness and
irritability of the urethra.

urethroblennorrhea (ii-re"thro-blen-6-re'a),

ji. [NL., < Gr. oijp//t)pa, urethra, -I- NL. blen-
norrhaa, blennorrhea.] A mucous or puru-
lent discharge from the tirethra.

urethrocystitis (u-re thro-sis-ti'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ui'pr/Hua, urethra, -+- kictk;, liladder, -I-

-itis.] Inflammation of the urethra and
bladder.

urethrorectal (ij-re-thro-rek'tal), a. [Gr.
oipi/Upa, urethra, -I- NL. rectum -I- -ai^.] Re-
lating to both urethra and rectum.

urethrorrhagia (u-re-thro-ra'ji-ii), ... [NL.,
< Gr. ovpi/Hpa, ui-ethra, + -pa)ia, < pr/yvvvai,

break.] Hemorrhage from the urethra.
urethrorrhaphy (ii-re-thror'a-fi), n. [Gr.
iiipi/Hpa, urethra, + paSpr/, sewins;.] An opera-
tion for closing a defect in the tirethral wall
by sutures.

urethrorrhoea (ure-thro-re'ii), «. [NL., < Gr.
ohprflpa, urethra, -|- poia, flowing.] Any dis-
charge from the urethra.

urethroscopic (u-re-thro-skop'ik), a. [ure-
tliroacopiy) + -tc] Relating to urethroscopy.

urethroscopical (u-re - thro - skop '
i - kal), a.

Same as *urctliroscopic.

urethrospasm (u-re'thro-spazm), n. [Gr.
oiipi/Opa, urethra, + cTraapo^, spasm.] Spas-
modic contraction of the muscular fibers of
the urethra.

urethrostenosis (ii-re"thro-ste-n6'sis), n.
[NL., < Gr. ohprfipa, urethra, -|- OTevumc, nar-
rowing.] Stricture of the urethra.

urethrostomy (ii-rf-thros'to-mi), n. [Gr.
ovpr/Hpa, urethra, -1- ardpa, mouth, -t- -y'^.}

The establishment of a permanent opening
into the urethra through the psrineum.
urethrovaginal (u-re-thro-vaj'i-nal), a. [Gr,
ovpr/Upa, urethra, + L. vagina + -a/1.] Relat
ing to both urethra and vagina.

urethrovesical ;(u-re-thro-ves'i-kal), a. [Gr.
ohprfipa, urethra, + Ij. vesica, bladder. + -a/1.]

Relating to both the urethra and the bladder.

ur-hien (or-'hi-en'), «. [Chin.] A Chinese
musical insti-ument of the viol class, usually
with two strings, having
a small cylindrical or
cup-shaped body of wood
or bamboo, the top of
which is formed by
stretched skin, and, for
a neck, a simple shaft or
strip of wood inserted
through the body. The
strings extend from pegs
in the upper part of the
neck over a small bridge
that rests on the top of
the body.

urial (u'"ri-al), «. A wild
sheep, Ovis vignei, of
northern India, some-
what resembling the
bighorn.

uric, a.-nrlc-acld diathe-
sis. See *diathe)<itt.— yxiC'
acid shower. See *shoiverl.

uricacidemia (liri-kas-i-

de'mi-ii), it. [NL., < E.
uric acid -t- Gr. a'lpa,

blood.] Same as /(Wien.ia.

uricidin (ii-ris'i-din), n.

luric + -id + -U.S.] The
trade-name of an alka-
line diuretic prepared
from lemon-juice. It is

a granular substance
containing sodium sul-

phate, sodium chlorid.

sodium citrate, lithium
citrate, and other salts,

and is used in cases of
gout and rheumatism.
uricolytic (ii"ii-ko-lit'ik), a. [miic + -o- + Gr.
'/.vTiKo;, loosing, dissolving.] Relating to a
tissue-ferment which has the power of de-
stroying uric acid.

In a later communication of Schittenhelm. devoted
entirely to the so-calle<l uncotytic ferment, the author
states that he has found this enzyme in the kidney, liver,

muscles, and possibly in the bone marrow, but not in the
spleen, lungs, and intestines — which can form but not
destroy uric acid. Jour. Med. Research, Dec, 1906. p. 3U.

urinable (ii'ri-na-bl). a. [urin + -able.] Ca-
pable of being excreted in the urine. Buck,
Med. Handbook, HI. 543.

the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York.)



urinary

Urinary fever. Same as urethral /ever (which see, nn-

dtr/etvrl).— Urinary reflex, see *rejiex.

urine, »• The daily elimination of solids in the urine

noiiiiiilly varies between 40 and (iO grams, of which
almost 40 per cent, consist* of mineiul salts, the remain-

der of organic bodies. Of the mineral salts chlorids pre-

dominate, the amount, varying between 10 and 15

grams, being largely dependent upon the quantity in-

gested. As this in turn is greatly influenced by the

appetite, the elimination of chlorids is. generally speak-

ing, a fair index of the latter. Of other mineral salts

sulphates and phosphates of the alkalis and the alkaline

earths predominate; in addition there are traces of fluo-

rides and nitrates. Among the organic waste products

which appeal' in the urine of man urea is the most im-

portant. Fully 85 per cent, of the nitrogenous tissue-

waste appears in this form. The daily anfount varies to

a great extent with the appetite and accordingly with

the quantity of nitrogenous footl consumed, but is on
the whole fairly constant for one and the same indi-

vidual : 20-30 grams per day may be regarded as a fair

average, but, as overeating is on the whole very com-
mon, an elimination of 4i>-;t0 grams is not infrequently

noted. In some of the lower animals, notably in birds

and reptiles, uric acid is the principal nitrogenous com-
ponent of the urine, while urea is found only in small

amounts. In man it is uimsual to meet with larger

?uantitie3 than 0.6-1.0 gram in the twenty-four hours,

n birds and reptiles it is formed synthetically in a man-
ner quite analogous to the pnjduction of urea, but in

man this mode of formation has not been satisfactorily

demonstrated. Its origin here is to be sought in the de-

struction of nucleins, the resultant xanthin bases giving

rise to uric acid on oxidation. Xanthin bases, compris-

ing xanthin, hyiM>xanthin, guanine, caniin, paraxanthin,
heteroxanthin, and episarcine, are found normally oidy

in very small quantity; generally speaking, this repre-

sents about 10 per cent, of the amount of uric acid.

Theobromine and caffetn (derived from cocoa and coffee

and tea, respectively) are partly eliminated in the urine

as such, while in part they appear as methyl-xanthin
(heteroxanthin). Among other on?anic comi>onents

which are normally f-mnd in the urine are oxalic and
oxaluric acid, creatinine, allant<jin, hippuric acid, phe-
nol, cresol, pyrocatechin, hydroquinone, indican, scaUJxyl

sulphate, glycuronic acid, various fatty acids, certain

neutral sulphur bodies, such as sulphocyanides, oxy- and
alloxy-proteinic acid, vari<^U3 pigments, ferments, at*;.

Collectively, these botiies are only present in very small
amounts : they are in part of tissue origin, that is, meta-
bolic waste products, and in part products of albuminous
f)Utrefaction, formed in the intestinal canal. Among the

atter inrlican and scatoxyl sulphate merit especial atten-

tion. The mother-substances of the two are indol and
skatol, respectively, which, after oxidation U} indoxyl and
scatoxyl, unite with sulphuric acid, and are then elimi-

nated as the cones p< Hiding sodium and potassium saltg.

Both indoxyl and scatoxyl are chromogens and on oxida-

tion give rise to various pigments, of which the indigo
blue derived from indican is the most abundant. The
amount of the latter is, roughly speaking, an index of the
degree of intestinal putrefaction. Under certain condi-
tions, which are as yet but little understood! but which
can scarcely be classified as pathological, stilt other sub-

stances appear in the urine, among which cystin and
alkapton (homogentiainic acid) are the most noteworthy.
Both cystinuria and alkapt*>nuria are the expression of

carious metabolic anomalies. Both may occur in fami-

lies, and commonly appear early in life and persist

throughout. In the case of alkaptonuria It has been
shown that consatiguinity of the imrents may be an etio-

logical fact^jr, but in cystinuria this is not the case.

Neither condition per se is pathological, hut, owing to

the readiness with which cystin separates from the urine
In solid form, and the resultant disturbances in the course
of the urinary tract, cystinuria in a general way tends to

shorten life. As8<x;iat€d with cystinuria there is at times
diaminuria (appearance of putrescin and cadaverin).

Under pathological conditions marked quantitative vari-

ations occur iMjth in the amount of urine p^r «?, as also

in its various normal components, depending to a great
ext«;nt upon diminished ingestion of f*»«xl and increased
tissue-waste. Of abnormal constituents which may be
met with in disease, the most notable are the serum albu-

min and serum globulin of the bhM>d, bl>XKl as such,
albumitses, sugar (dextrose), diacetic acid, beta-oxybu-
tyric acid, lactic acid, biliary constituents, chyle, certain

abnonnal chromogens, pigments, etc. Traces of albumin
may be met with in some individuals who are appar-
ently in perfect health (physiological albuminuria), but,

generally speaking, albuminuria is a pathcjlogical phe-
nomenon, though not necessarily the indication of a ne-

phritis. The renal epithelium resiwrnds to any abnonnal
stimulus with albuminuria, and it is thus readily under-
•to«_Mi that the condition may be merely tenij»orary and
of comparatively little significance. Long-continued
albuminuria, however, especially when occurring in indi-

Tiduals who have reached maturity, and in whom a direct

caJise of the anomaly is not at once apparent, shouht
always be viewed with anxiety. The amount of albumin
which may appear in the urine varies from just discerni-

ble traces to 1.5-;i per cent. The largest amoimts of

'•Ibumin are met with in a comparatively rare disease,

ultiple myelomatosis, in which a peculiar albuminous
ibstance, differing from the common albumins of the
iUkmI, is met with, the so-called albumin of lience .Tones.

e daily elimination may here equal the entire amount
if the bhxKl albumins. The elimination of glucose (gtu-

[Cfjsuria), like that of albinnin, is essentially an abnonnal
ihenonienon, and is observed in a large number of patho-

conditlons, but may also follow the ingestion of

iTe amounts of sugar in nonnal individuals. In
i it may be either temporary or permanent. The

itter occurs in diabetes melUtus. In such cases, par-

ftlcularly when advanced, acetone, diacetic, and beta-

oxybutyric acid are also present, but may likewise occur
Inothercontiitions. The ensemble, however, is especially

characteristic of the disease in question. Biliary con-

IBtituents
are met with whenever the outflow of bile

throutrh the natural channels is iinpe<led. Of the
pathological chromogens. Anally, f»ne merits espe-
cial c*-)nKideration. It is met with notably In typhoid
lever, and on treatment with diazobenzene sulphonic

!
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acid, in the presence of ammonia, siicli wrine gives rise to

a garnet-red color. Its presence, tliough observed in

otiier patliological conditions also, is especially constant
in typhoid fever and of distinct diagnostic importance.
In cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, where the reaction is

also encountered, its occuixence is geneniUy viewed as a
symptom of grave prognostic import. Tile chemical na-

ture of the substance in question has not been satisfacto-

rily estaiilished.— Crude orine, watery, light-colored

urine, which throws down little or no sediment.

—

Febrile
urine, high-colored urine of strong odor, e-xcreted when
fever is present, —Hysterical Urine, light-colored, watery
urine excreted in large amount.— Milky urine. See
chyluria.— NervOUS UXlne. Same as hifi^tericttl iturine,

urinilic (u-ri-nil'ik), 0. purine + -it + -ic.} Not-
ing a colorless compound, CgHyOgNy, called

urinilic acid, prepared by the sietiou of nitrous

acid on uric acid. It crystallizes in short,

thick prisms.

urinogenous (ii-ri-noj'e-nus), a. [L. urina,

urine, + -j/fii ws, -produced.] Of urinary Ol^giQ.

urinologist (ii-ri-noro-jist), ». lurinolog{y)
+ -i.it.] Same as urologist.

Urinomancy (li'ri-no-man-si), n. [L. urina,

urine, -I- Gr. fiavreia, divination.] Same as
vromancy. G. S. Ball, Adolescence, I. 116.

urinserum (ii'rin-se"rum), n. [G. *tirinserum

(?), < L. urina, urine, + serum, serum.] An
antiserum produced by immunization with al-

buminous urine. Such a serum constitutes a
very delicate reagent for the detection of al-

bumin in urine, with which it forms a precipi-

tate. The reaction is referable to the
production of a precipitin. Vaughan and Navy,
Cellular Toxins, p. 117.

urisolvent (ii-ri-sorvent). a. [uri(e) + sol-

vent.'] Dissolving, or facilitating the solution

of, uric acid.

Quinate of litbia. UrUolrent.
PhU. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 7.

urisolvin (ii-ri-sorvin), h. [urisolv(ent) +
-in-.] The trade-name of a mixture of lithium
hydrogen citrate and urea. It is used in med-
icine as a diuretic and a solvent of uric acid.

uritone (u'ri-ton), n. [uri{r) + tone.] The
trade-name of hexamethylene tetramine.

^NCHo a colorless com-N (!;h2 y
CH2.N.CH2

pound, prepared by the action of ammonia on
formaldehyde. It crystallizes in lustrous

rhombohedra, which may be sublimed in

vacuo. It is used in medicine to remove uric

acid and to render the urine antiseptic. Also
called urotropin and forvtin.

Um, n.— Ciliated urns, in Ifolothuroidea, cup-shaped
organs, of obscure function, attached by stalks to the ep-

ithelium of the mesentery and sometimes to the Inner

surface of the iKxly-wall.— Hut um. See *t<(-Mrn.—

Mortuary um, an urn or jar in which are placed the

ashes or remains of the dead.

nm-burial (i-rn'ber'i-al), n. A method of

burial in which the remains, after cremation
or without cremation, were placed in an um.
Such urns are found, for instance, in the

mounds of the southeastern United States.

The urn-burial from the Altamaha mound— the sub-

ject of this paper — is original in design and remarkable
for it* ingenious simplicity. The pottery-ware is practi-

cally Imperishable : and sealed almost hermetically, as

were the ashes of the dead they contained, in that region

where fnist is scarcely known, they must have endured
forever hut for some convulsion of nature— or the im-
plement* of civilization.

J. F. Snyder, in Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 613.

Hydriotaphia, VrneBuriall, or. a Discourse of the

Sepulchrall Lnics lately found in Sorfulk. (Title-page.)
•S'lV Tfi'itium Lroune.

urn-stand (i'm'stand),

«. A stand or small
table designed to hold a
tea-urn.

Quaint little urn-fitande for

the breakfast table, with small
slides at the side to rest the
teapot on.

K. If. C(ouii(on,Chippendale
Period in Eng. Funiiture.

Ip. 171.

Urobacillns {u"ro-ba-

sil'us), n. [NL., <Gr.
ovpov, urine, + NL.
bacillus.] An invalid

generic name which has
been applied to certain

bacteria occurring in

urine, as Bacillus ( Uru-
bncillus) Pastcuri.

urobilinogen (o-ro-bil'i-

no-jen), 11. [urobiliu + L,„.„a„a.

-o. -f -gen.] The colorless mother-substance
or chromogen of urobiUn,

uronephrosis

urobilinoid (ii-ro-biri-noid), a. [urobilin +
-aid.] Resembling urobilin.

urocanic (U-ro-kan'ik), a. [Gr. oipoi', urine, +
L. can is, dog, -f- -ic.]. Same as *urocaninic.
urocanin (Q-ro-ka'nin), n. lurocan(ic) + -irfi.']

A base obtained from urocaninie acid,
C11H1QN4O.
urocaninie (u"ro-ka-nin'ik), a. [Gr. oipov, +
L. caninus, of dogs, -I- -ic] Noting an organic
acid of the composition C12H12N4O4, found in
the urine of dogs.

TJrocentrus (ii-ro-sen'trus), n. [NL., < Gr.
orpa, tail, -1- KEvrpov, spine.] A subgenus of
fishes under the genus Pholis, belonging to
the family Bleimiidas, found in Bering Sea.

Urocerid (u-ros'e-rid), «. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the hjrmenopterous family Croceridir.

II. «. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Uroceridie.

urochloralic (ii'ro-klo-ral'ik), a. [Gr. oipov,

urine, -I- E. chloral + -ic] Noting a conju-
gate glycuronic acid which appears in tho
urine after the administration of chloral.

Uroconger (ii-ro-kong'gtr), n. [NL., < Gr.
o'vpa, tail, -I- Nli. conger.] A genus of coiiger-

eels, Leptocephalidee, found in deep seas.

urocrisis (ii-ro-kri'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpov,

urine, -1- Kpimg, crisis.] Any crisis in a dis-

ease which is accompanied by the discharge
of a large amount of urine.

urocyanin (ii-ro-si'a-nin), n. [Gr. ovpov, urine,
-i- Kvavoc, blue, -I- -in^.] Urinary indigo blue.
See *urine.

urocystitis (ii''ro-sis-ti'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
ovpov, urine, -h Kvanc, bladder, -I- -itis.] In-
flammation of the urinary bladder.

urodaeum (ii-ro-de'um), n.
;

pi. urodsea (-a).

[NL., < Gr. ovpov, urine, + irfaiof, by the way,
< i(Wf, way.] In anat., the median division
of the cloaca in such animals as birds, receiv-
ing the openings of the urinary and genital
organs. Correlated with cryptodseum and
proctodeum. Parker and Haswell, Zoology,
11. 368.

urodynia (ii-ro-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpov,

urine, + bdvvri, pain.] Pain experienced in
urinating.

urofusconematin (ii'ro-fus-ko-hem'a-tin), n.

[Gr. ovpov, urine, -f- L. fuscus, brown, +
a'iua(r-), blood, + -in^.] A brown pigment,
C(j8Hi^06N8O26>. which was found by Baum-
stark in the urine of a leprous patient.

TJroglena (li-ro-gle'na), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpa,

tHil, + y?4'^i cavity, socket.] A genus of
flagellate protozoans, living as free-swimming
colonies in fresh water, of which they are said
to afTeet the taste and odor.

urohematin (ii-ro-hem'a-tin), n. [Gr. oipov,

urine, -t- a'ifia(T-), blood, -t- -in~.] A urinary
chromogen, which is probably related to in-

doxyl, and which gives rise to a red pigment,
indoxyl red.

urohematoporpliyrin (ii"ro-hem'a-to-pdr'fi-

rin), n. [Gr. ovpov, urine, '+ E. "heriiatopor-

phyrin] Hematoporphyrin, occurring in the
urine. This is normally found in traces;

larger amounts are especially met with fol-

lowing the long-continued use of sulphonal,
trional, and tetronal.

urohyal, n. 2. In ichth., a median bone of
fishes between the hypohyals and extending
back under the gills.

uroleucinic (ii"ro-lu-sin'ik), a. [Gr. oipov,

urine, + /.fi*<4f, white, + -in + -ic] Noting
an acid, trioxyphenyl propionic acid, CgHt)-

(OH)3.(CH2)2.COOH. This acid has been
found in one case of alkaptonuria, where it

apparently took the place of homogentisinie
acid.

urolith (ii'ro-lith), n. [Gr. ovpov, urine, +
'Aiihr, stone.] A urinary calculus.

urolithic (ii-ro-lith'ik), a. [urolith -h -ic']

Kolating to urinary calculi.

Urolophinse (u"ro-lo-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Urolophus + -tna".] A subfamily of stitig-

rays having a short stout tail provided with &
rayed caudal fin.

Urolophus (u-rol'o-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpd,

tail, + '/dipo^', crest.] A genus of sting-rays

belonging to the family Dasyatidse, found in

warm seas.

uromantia (ii-ro-man'ti-a,), n. [NL.] Same
as uromancy.

uronephrosis (u'ro-nef-ro'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ovpov, urine, + vc<pp6c, kidney, + -osis.l

Same as hydronephrosis.
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nropatagiom (u'ro-pat-S-ji'um), n.; pi. uro- kilo of an animal by intravenous injection. U. S. C. C, U. S. C. Ot. Abbreviations of
patat/ia (-a). [NL., < Or. ovpd, tail, + NL. I'diiffhaii and Novy, Ce]l\ila,r Toxins, p. iiii). I'liitcd Stiites Circuit Court.
pattiffium.]' 1. One of a pair of plates on UTOtropin (u-rot'ro-pin), m. Same as ^uritone. U. S. D. 0., U. S. Dist. Ct. Abbreviations of
either side of the anus in many insects. uroxanic (u-rok-san'ik), a. [ur(ic) + ox(y(ien) United States District Court.
Wings hair}- for about half an" inch on each side of the + -<"' + ->C-] Noting an acid, a colorless USCl, n. 9. pi. Rough iron forgings sold to

body, above and below; base of uropataiftum thinly compound, CsHgOgN^, prepared by the pro- be subsequently worked down into finished

tnStof Lair'^^rhar^ni' toe dawT"
^ ^^^ ^'*' "'"'' ^""^"'^ ''*"°" "* potassium hydroxid and air, shapes in the forge, or heating furnace, by

AniiaU amf Mag. A-at. HM., ll^y, 19M, p. sss. free from carbon dioxid, on unc acid. It crys- hammer or press. They are used also for

2. That portion of the membrane of a bat *''i!:!!.U'^,.tw*-^"r' °^,u*?'!;?.^*"'™•r
porter-bars, or to build up larger forgings not

which lies between the hind legs and includes l^OianthiniC (u-rok-san-thin ik), a. Inroxan- made from an ingot. [Eng.]

the tjiil- the interfemorftl membrane This *'"" "'" ""^ Pertaining to uroxanthm.— USe-inheritance (us'in-her"i-tans), n. Seetne rail, tne lilt ertemoral membrane, inis proxanthlnlc acid, the supposed active principle to iruilieritance
"

IS subdivided by Harrison Allen into the en- which the specific reactions of alkapton nrine are due. jT a\,„r^^A AV'<.l,s„f\ „ -a • ^-u i.

dopatagium and mesopatagium, the two being f^ee *komogentigic add. u-snapea (u snapt), a. Having the shape of

divided bv a line drawn from the elbow. urpethite (^r'pe-thit), m. lUrpeth + -ife2.]
the capital letter U; m phys. geog., said of

Thumbs ;hort, with thickened but not enlarged basal A yellow to brown hydrocarbon which eon- J'a"ys whose cross-profile resembles the let-

pad. Wings from the base of the toes. Calcars about stitutes the larger part of the ozocerite ob- „ Y ^•.
tt v •

equal in length to the free border of the Hropnrai^iuin. tained from the Urpeth colliery, England. UsnenaU, Ussnerian (u-she'rl-an), a. Of or
.4,uuii, and j/a;,..Va«.Hi»f., March, 1904, p. 207.

^jj.jjj^^jjjjg (ii-ro-din'ik), a. Pertaining to Pertaining to Archbishop Usher"(1580-1656) or
urophanic (u-ro-fan'ik), n. [Gr. ovpor, unne, urrhodin.-Uirliodlnlcacld. Same as *ur(aan(Atnw to his biblical chronology of the world.
+ -(pavr/f^ appearing, + -IC] Appearing m acid. The Vmherian chronology, formerly inserted in the
the urine. Ursone (er'son), n. [(!(fa)u)«(i) (see def.) margins of our Bibles. JVafure, Oct. 22, 1903, p. 594.

nropherin (u-rof'e-rin), n. [Gr. ovpcv, urine, + -o«e.] A colorless compound, usine (u-zen', F. ii-zen'), n. [F. nsine, OF.
-I- (pfpEiv, bear, + -i«'^.] A lithium compound /^\fi^24, \ «(«ine, <! L.oJiaHa, shop, factory. iieeofficinah\
of diuretin, used as a diuretic. O' ^0.2H0, contained in the In sugar-producing regions, an establishment

Urophycis (u-ro-fi'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpov, \Ci5H23(0H)/ in which the sugar-cane from any number of
urine, + NL. Phycis.^ A genus of fishes of leaves of red bearberry, Areiostaphylos Uva- plantations is ground and the sugar extracted
the family GadidsB, taken in rather deep wa- ursi. It crystallizes ' in slen<ler, lustrous thus enabling the planters to devote their
ter in the Atlantic. See cut at ro/ii^e *A(iAe. needles and melts at 264-266° C. whole time to cane cultivation; a central

Tiropittin (u-ro-pit'in), n. The chief eonstitu- Urticales (er-ti-ka'lez), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, sugar-house. The usines are generally owned
ent of a red substance of resinous appearance, 1833), < Urtica + -ales.'] Anorderofdicotyle- by companies, and the cane is either bought
a product of decomposition of Thudicum's donous, arehichlamydeous (chiefly apetalous) outright or worked up for a fixed price, or for
' urochrome,' believed by him to be the only plants embracing the families Ulmacex, Mo- a percentage of the product. Called also
normal urinary pigment. racese, and Vrticacese, or the elm, mulberry, sugar-usine.

nropodous (u-rop'o-dus), a. [NL. Uropod(a) and nettle families. USing-gTOUnds (u'zing-groundz), n.^J. Places
+ -o«.«. ] Same as «ropo(JaZ. Urticant (6r'ti-kant), «. [Mh. urticans (-ant-), where grouse or quail gather.

TJropterygius (u'rop-te-rij'i-us), n. [NL., < ppr. of Hr«c«re, sting, nettle. See nrticate.'] The sportsman will, too, often come to bobwhite's aid
Gr. oi'pd, tail, + irrepiyiov, wing, fin.] A genus Stinging: producing an itching sensation. when the country is covered with forbidding coats of

of small moray eels containing several urticaria, «.- Giant urticaria. Same as •an<;.o- ""°r,inf S^L I''

V'
''","Vk°7i;''',

°' ''''' £°''?''5 "1
snecies neurofw fdema.- Urticaria pigmentosa, a forn. of

generally known or suspected by the farmer who is fond

-nrntl,«H,-„ A", rS r«'HlT,1 r, A ,r,«,a -.,,r.«„f urticaria in which the wheals are at first' pinkish in
o'8hoot";.K and on these wintry occasions he scatters

nrornodin (u-ro-ro dm), n. A more correct color, leaving patches of a yellowish or brownish discolor- " taimgs -apoor Qual'ty of wheat- where the starving
form of iirrhodtn. ation after their disappearance.- Urticaria tUberosa, I"*" can And them.

UrorOSeln (li-ro-ro'ze-in), n. [Gr. oi'poi', urine, a fo™" «' urticaria in which somewhat persistent nixies
L,amer, m Harpers Mag., Oct., 1893, p. 681.

+ L. rosa, rose, + -e-tn.] A rose-colored are.fo™e<l. U. S. L. An abbreviation of United States

pigment present in the urine as a colorless TlTtlcate, i). «.-Urticatlngprgan,anettling.organor legation.

^h^romogen, from which it can be obtained by ^X%'tS)nX^^tfr^>ri^^-Vrt \^ri^- ^- J^ «l'b'«viation of United States

oxidation Probablv related to indoxvl or T> i t.- i j -i t ' r^ u
^"}^^-'^"> Military Academy.

skatoxylred
^ ^ Kola, Finland.] In;,«<roff. a phanenc, gran- -g, g ^r A. Anlbbreviation of rnited State*

_ '. " , ,- . ^ n ular. Igneous rock composed almost wholly of V/nv,; j/./,^/.™«
"«*"io

•ororoseinogen (u-r9-ro-ze-in'o-3en), n. luro- ,,enhelite with a small amount of a>eirite and -^<"<'[ ^eademy.

ro,ei,i -\- -gen.J The chr6mogen of urorosein. aSe fiamJ,/ TsiW^^^^
^ "• [^»»(e«) + "<"•- +

TJTOrubin (u-ro-ro'bin), n. [Gr. oipov, urine, VtT An abbStion of Uruauav 1^H k^
«°'«^1''S8 compound contained in

-1- L ruheu-i red -1- -in2 1 A cherrv red nif .;_,. j-_ /-' ,i-> rn' ?v. n^ • -,
the lichen Usnea barbata f. dasypoga and U.

meni occa^ionallv obtainab^ from the urine" '^IT^*^*^ ™"; *V' i "^^r*^
*'"' ^^P' """^-^ 6ar6«ta /. hirta, from Java.ment, occasionally ODtainaDletromttie urine A large tree of the ta,mi\y Anacardmcese, As- usneaceons fus-ne-a'shiusl a Pertainini, nr

acidanTexiaciiZwUh e^fr'^i™^^^ v""'""' ^'•",f—. ->{,«- *» Argentina and Tlonginrto "he Lhen f"a^ily UsnTc^eT^
"'

acia ana extracting witn etner. Apparently Paraguay. Its very hard wood is heavier ^_n_n:% /ug/g.jj, fSj; Usnfn + oid lsimilar to, if not identical with, urorosein. than water and is used for telegraph poles, ^prt„ininrtror re«e^Wi^i^;i,/?f.^.t :Zt\i
UTOrubrohematiH (u-ro-ro-bro-hem'a-tin), ». building construction, etc. Meet. JVorld and r^lTZ^t^t{lmiWU^}Z%J^^^^^^^^^^^^
[Gr. oi'pov, urine, + L.rM6er, red, +GraVa(r-), £«m»., Oct. 31, 1903, p. 727. ,„!«;? 5-^>^ rr^\ ^ .^ •,
tlood,'+ -W A red pigment CesHelNs- urufhi'(o-ro'she), «'. ^Jap.] Japanese lac- ^^l^ft^afn&lr'dl'rTvedSucUnr^s^^^^^^OsoFe found by Baumstark in the urine of a quer; varnish. See *lacguer ^Id a c^ForTes^^Trn'^^ndfTHigO, co^^^^^^
patient suffering from leprosy. urUShlC (o-ro'shik), a. [urushi + -ic] Noting small quantity, in the lichen j;^»n«>(iJor(>o(o. It crys-

-OTOSepsis (u-ro-sep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpov, an acid, a dark, pasty compound, C14H10O2, tollizes in prisms and melu at 172* C. Also called decar-

urine, + o^V'fJ putrefaction.] A constitutional contained inurushi, the sap of iJ/nwiiernici/era, ,,"f''^°,"..^ rr- / \ j. i r. _«. •

state resulting from the infiltration of urine which is used in making Japanese lacquer. It ^^^^^ ^"* 5 •'' a tJ
''*"<*"> "^ -'^ Pertain-

into the tissue! decomposes above 200° C. '"^I^i/TolST^lw™'! ^fT"
'"' ''*^*' 1"=^«"8-

.. , , ., , . -i /-/ - -1% rrf , J i! \ 1 -^ o T — Usnic aclQ, a sulphur-colored compound,
nroseptlC (u-rp-sep'tik), o. [Mro«epsi:s (-sep^) urusite (u ru-sit), n. [ t7r«« (seedef.) + -ite2.] o — CO

i~
.

+ -ic] Relating to urosepsis. Same as sideronatrite : from the Urus plateau, I I

XU-OSerrial (u-ro-ser'i-al), «. [Gr. oipA, tail,
C^eleken Island, in the Caspian Sea. CH3CO.C:6.C:(;.CH.C8H„, found in mmr lichen, .nch

+ L. serra, saw, + -i'-ail.] A small bone in UTVolgyite (or-vel'gi-it), n. [G. urrolgyit CO—O COOH
the head of a fish connecting the hyoman- (1879), named from 6>i'd7jr!/ (Herrengrund), in ax Parvulia perlata, P. caperata, Cladmia tihatica, C.

dibular with the quadrate Same as symplectic. H'^^g^O^^] Same as kerrengrundite.
?S;^%tir„i^ilto';;,:r>d'"ol'JS,yrctivT''it c^r^^

Atarfrs, bynonymy or the i ish Skeleton, p. 513. Ur. X. Ihe chemical symbol of uranium X. tallizes in nionoclinic prisms and melts at 195-196" C.

urosome, «. (c) In certain crustaceans, as See *uranium X. fj g_ p_ An abbreviation of United States
the amphipods, the last three segments of the TJ. S. An abbreviation (6) of Uncle Sam; (c) Pharmacopwia. Also written U. S. Pharm.
pleon or abdomen. Compare *mesosome and of United Service; (d) [l. c. or cap.] of the U. S. Pharm. An abbreviation of United
metasome. Latin ut supra, as above. States Pharmacopoeia. Also written U. S. P.
urotheobromine (u'ro-the-o-bro'min), n. [Gr. usage, n.— Immemorial usaee, prescription; exis- U. S. R. An abbreviation of Usher of ihe Scar-
cvpov, urine, + E. theobromine.'] A colorless t^nee of a custom so long that the memory of man run- let Hod.
poisonous compoundCH^OoN,, contained i;rEd"wlJ:5 L^rctiSenc^f^lrthl "CS^^^ Y'

^- S.Ot Abbreviations of
in human urine. It crystalhzes in silky reign of Eichard I. A man might, after 1276, offer in

Imtcd tstates .Supreme Court.
needles or monoclinic plates, melts at about evidence what his father had told him respecting real XJ. S. Sig. Serv. An abbreviation of United
284° C, resembles caffein and theobromine in P''°Perty. /'o«oc* and J/ai(te^id, Eng. Law, I. I68. States .•iignal Service.

physiological action, and is also called para- Usar (6'sar), n. [Hind, iisar, osar, also ushar, TJ. S. S. S. An abbreviation of United States
xanthin. < Skt. ushara, impregnated with salt, barren steamship.

Urotoxic coefBclent, the number of urotoxic units per land, < mha, alkaline earth.] In northern ustilaginaceous (us-ti-laj-i-na'shius), a. Same
kilot'nim III weight forme.; in the twenty-four hours.— India, barren land; an alkali desert: applied as ustilmiiui/ous.
urotoxic unit. See *mnt.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^y^^^ ^^^^ bearing only hardy, Ustilagihales (us-ti-laj-i-na'lez), n. pi. [NL.,
urotoxicity (u'ro-tok-sisi-ti) 7! [urotoxic + low growths. < U-ililai/o (Vstilagin-) + -ale^.] An order of
-ity.] rtie toxic condition of the urine See ugar-grass (o'siir-gras), «. [u.<!ar -\- grass! parasiti'c fungi containing the two families of
urotoxvcyut. Amer.Jour. Psychol., XII. 267. a wi^ creeping perennial rush"graTs, Spo, 0- smuts, Ustilaginace>e audTilletiace^.

arotOXlll(u-ro-tok sin), «. [Gr. ovpov, urine, holiis orientals, with short rigid leaves and ustilagine (us-til'a-jin), n. [ustilago (-gin-).]

t.
''' ">^">-i Any toxic substance of basic spreading panicles. It is native to the usar A colorless, bitter, crystalline alkaloid con-

cbaracter found in the urine. tracts of northern India, often constituting tained in corn-smut.
nrotoxy (u'ro-tok-si), n. [Gr. owpoi', urine, + the entire vegetation. It endures saline and usucapion (u-zu-ka'pi-on), «. [L. usueapio
Tof(«oi.),poison, + -y3.] The toxicity of urine; alkali soils ami affords a supply of fodder (-«-).] Same as tisucaption. Poste, tr. of
the amount of unne necessary to kill one where other plants cannot exist. Gaius, ii. 42.



usufruct

usufruct, " — Perfect usuAnct, in taw. a usufruct in

which the benctlciiiry has the right t*i use the pmperty
of another withniit altering its substance, though it is

subject t^> ordinary diminution in value through use.

USUrpative (u-z^r'pa-tiv), a. Same as usurpa-
toiy.

The tt»Jtrpative control of their nutrition by the fungus
suggests that these phenogams did not originate as syin-

bionts by a predilective departure from a self-supporting

condition. Amer. Sat, Jan., 190s, p. 16.

XL 8. W. An abbreviation of the German und
so tceiter, and so forth.

TJt, An abbreviation of Utah.

Uta^ (c'tii). H. [A native name in Peru.] A
Peruvian name for a skin-disease analogous
to, if not identical with, *espundia, considered

to be a kind of lupus. It is attributed to the

sting or bite of some insect, and is curable,

but may become fatal in case of excesses or

neglect. It is limited to warmer districts.

Utahite (u'ta-it), «. [Utah + -i(f2.] A hy-
drous ferric sulphate (3Fe2SO4.4H.2O) occur-

ring in aggregates of orange-yellow scales,

rhombohedral in crystallization : from the

Tintic district, Utah."

Utahlite (ii'ta-lit), n. lUtah + Gr. 7.l8oc, stone.]

A variety of variseite from Utah ooeurring in

compact, nodular masses of a bright green
color.

uteralgia (u-te-ral'ji-a), n. [NL., < L. uterus,

utprus. + Gr. a/jof, pain.] Same as metralgia.

Uterin, " A simplified spelling of uterine.

Uterine appendages, the ovaries and oviducts.— Uter-
ine colic. Sic *ri.(ic-- Uterine croup. See *<:r.»i/j)i.

— Uterine elevator. In surff.^ same as Tfp'mtor.
— Uterine glands. See *i7lanii.— Uterine posltor.
.See Irp^intor,

nteritis (ii-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < L. uterus,

uti-rus. -I- -ii\s.'\ Same as metritis.

Uterocervical (vi'tc-ro-s^r'vi-kal), a. [L.

uterus, uterus, + cervix (cervic-) , neck, + -aU.]

Relating to the neck of the womb.
uterofixation (ii'te-ro-fik-sa'shon), n. [L.

uierus, uterus, -I- T^. fixation.'] Same as *hys-

teropexy.

Utcro-ovarian (u'tg-ro-o-va'ri-an), (I. [L.

uterus, uterus, + orarium, ovary, + -an.] Re-
lating to both the uterus and the ovaries.

utcropexy (ii'te-ro-pek-Bi), n. [L. uterus,

uterus, + Gr. Vnjfff, fastening.] Same as
*hystero}>eiy.

uteroplacental (u'te-ro-pla-sen'tal), a. [L.

uterus, uterus, + NL. placenta, placenta, +
-aH.] Relating to the uterus and the con-

tained placenta.

Uterosacral (ii'te-ro-sa'kral), a. [L. uterus,

uterus, + sacrum, sacrum, + -ail.] Relating
to the uterus and the sacrum : noting certain

folds of peritoneum, the recto-uterine folds

(which see, under recto-uterine).

uterotomy (u-te-rot'o-mi), n. [L. uterus, ute-

rus, + Gr. -To/iia, < Tofitiv, cut.] Same as hys-

terotomy.

uterotubal (u'te-ro-tu'bal), a. [L. uterus,

uterus, + tuttusj tiibe, -I- -al^.] Relating to

both the uterus and the oviducts.

uterovaginal (ii'te-ro-vaj'i-nal), a. [L. uterus,

uterus, -I- ru^iwa, vagina, + -aft.] Relating
to both the uterus and the vagina.

uterOTesical (i'te-ro-ves'i-kal), a. [L. uterus,
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uterus, + vesica, bladder, -t- -aft.] Relating
to both the uterus and the bladder.

Uterus arcuatUS, a deformity of the uterus marked
by a depression at the fundus ; the fli-st degree of
uterus bilocularis : called also saddle-shaped uterus.—Uterus blpartltus. Same as uterus bilocularis.—Uterus InCUdlfonnls, a form of uterus bicomis in
which the fundus is br<)ad and level between the two
horns, the orKSn having a resemblance to an anvil.

—

Uterus planlfundalls. Same as *uterus incudiformis.
—Uterus septus, a septate uterus ; uterus bilocularis.

—Uterus subseptus, an incomplete uterus bilocularis.

—

Uterus trian^iUturls. Same as ieuterus incudi/ormis.

Utica shale. See *shale'^.

utility, «. 4. In polit. econ., the capacity of
an object for the satisfaction of a human
want.—Effective utility, the relative capability of

like kinds and quantities of a commodity t^i art'ord satis-

faction under varying conditions of want.

—

Final Utility,
in polit. econ.. the utility, or want-satisfying power, of

that unit of a conunotiity which is put to the least im-
portant use. Also called marffinal irutility.—Initial
Utility, in the modem theory of economics (Couniot,
.levons, Walras), the satisfaction due to the consump-
tion of a fli"8t necessary pijrtion of any useful commod-
ity : contrasted with final irutility.—Marginal Utility,
the utility of a final increment of any commodity in pro-
cess of consumption, for example, a final mouthful of
food at the end of a meal. The conception of marginal
utility, suggested by Bentham, Couniot, and Gossen, and
developed by Jevons, Menger, Walras, and AVieser, is the
foundation of the modem theory of economic value.—
Objective utility, the conception of utility as an " in-

herent fitness or capability of certain things to satisfy

the various wants of mankind." J. B. Say.—Subjective
Utility, the conception of utility aa varying with the
mental state of the consumer of goods.

Subjective utility is pleasurable feeling combined with
knowIe*Ige that the i>leaaure is consequent upon an ex-

ternal condition or thing, namely, an objective utility. It

is pleasure attributed to an external cause.
Giddinys. Prin. of .SocioL, p. 41.

utilization, »—Arnold utilization process. See
trjfr'ice.:s.

nto-Aztecan (ii'to-az'tek-an), o. and n. [ Ute
(Indians) -I- .4:tec + -an.] A linguistic family
of North American languages, which, accord-
ing to certain authors, includes the languages
grouped by others under the three separate
families Shoshonean, Piman, and Nahuatle-
ean. The relationship between these three
groups is at least very distant. Brinton.

XTtopistic (u-to-pis'tik), a. [Gr. ov, not (no-),

-I- rox(of), place (-where), + -istic. See I'topia.]

Same as I'topian. Gumplovicz (trans.). Out-
lines of Soeidl., p. 156.

Utricular glands. Same as uterine *glands.

utriculitis (i"i-trik-u-li'tis), n. [NL., < utricu-

/«.< -I- -itis.] Inflammation of any utricle.

Utriculus. «.—Utrlcull breviores, the short utricles

(jf the semmal vesicles of insects. —UtriCUll majores,
the large utricles of the seminal vesicles of insects.

Utropine (li'tro-pin), n. The trade-name of

hexamethylene tetramine, (€112)6^4. It is

Prepared by the action of ammonia on formal-

ehyde and is used as a urinary antiseptic.

Utsubo (6t-s6-bo'), «. [Jap. utszbo, a quiver.]

A fish, a moray, of the family of ilurienida;

(iymnothorax kidako, found in the waters of

Japan: also known as kidako and kichigaiu-

nagi.

ut sup. An abbreviation of the Latin ut supra,

as above.

UtU (o'to), n. [Maori.] 1. An equivalent,

compensation, or satisfaction for injuries re-

ceived ; the payment or return -which every

uvulotomy

Maori expected and demanded for any injury
or injustice.

f7(« or payment is invariably expected^ for any injus-
tice committed, and is exacted in some shape, the sufferer
feeling debased in his own opinion until he obtains satis-
faction. The Utu, similar to the tapu, enters into every-
thing connected with this people.

J. S. Potack, Manners and Customs of New Zealand, II.

[63. Quoted in E. E. Moiris, Austral English.

2. Any compensation for services; wages.
Besides that, for such shining service done,
A splendid claim, he reckoned, would arise
For ' tttu

'

— compensation or reward,
A. Domett, Ranolf, p. 470. Quoted in E. E. Morris,

[Austral English.

Utznach lignites. See *ligmte.

U-valley (u'val"i), «. A valley which has a
U-shaped cross-profile ; especially that part of
a valley which has been given such a form by
glacial erosion.

uveitis (ii-ve-i'tis), n. [NL., < uvea + -itis.]

Inflammation of the uvea.

uvic (ii'vik), a. [L. ura, a grape, -I- -ic] Per-
taining to or derived from grapes— Uvic acid,
a colorless compound, HOOC.C :C(CH3).O.C(CH3) ;CH,
prepared by heating racemic acid with sodium acetate

and acetic anhydrid. It crystallizes in needles or rods,

melts at 135° C, is volatile with steam, and may be sub-

limed. Also called pyrotritaric acid and 2,b-dimethyl-

/urfurane-3-carboxylic acid.

UViol (ii'vi-ol), ?i. [Trade-name. Seethedef.]
A glass of special composition which is more
completely transparent to ultra-violet light

than are ordinary glasses, transmitting wave-
lengths as short as 0'25/2. Uviol glass is used in

the construction of spectrographs and for other apparatus
where transmitting power in the extreme ultra-violet is

essential. The word is an arbitrary abbreviation of ultra-

violet.— Uvlol lamp, a mercury-arc lamp in which the
vacuum-tube is made of uviol glass. The light from
such lamps has greater actinic activity than the light

from those in which ordinary glass is used, on account of

the transparency of uviol glass for radiation of the
shorter wave-lengths.— Uvlol prism, a prism of uviol

glass, which affords a spectrum extending further into

the ultra-violet than can be obtained with prisms of

ordinary flint glass.

UVitic (u-vit'ik), a. [L. uva, grape, + -it +
-ic] Noting an acid, X-methylisophthalic acid,

a colorless compound, CH3.CuH3(COOH)2,
prepared by the oxidation of mesitylene with
nitric acid. It crystallizes in slender needles,

melts at 287-288° C, and may be sublimed.

UVitonic (u-vi-ton'ik), a. [H)'(<(ic) + -on- +
-ic] Noting an acid, 2-methylpyridine-i,

6-dicarboxylic acid, a colorless compound,
iCH.CXCHa),,.

HOCO.Cf /^N, prepared by the
\cn:C(COOH)/

action of ammonia on pyroracemic acid. It

forms trimetric crystals and melts and de-
composes at 274° C.

uvulatomy (\i-vfi-lat'o-mi), n. An erroneous
form for ^uvulatomy.

UVUlitis (li-vu-li'tis), n. [NL., < xtvula + -itis.]

Inflammation of the uvula.

UVUloptosis (ii"vu-lop-t6'sis), «. [NL., < uvula
+ Gr. irrcimf, falling.] Elongation of the uvula.

uvulotome (li'vu-lo-tom), n. [uvula + Gr.

-T-o/zof, < rafuiv, cut!] An instrument used in

amputation of the uvula.

uvulotomy (u-vu-lot'o-mi), n. [uvula + Gr.

-rijfua, < Ta/jclv, cut.] An operation for the
removal of a portion of the uvula.

S.— 89
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3. Also an abbreviation (a)

ot vector; (6) [/. c] in e/co^ro-

lecltnics, of velocity; (c) of

Latin venerabilis, veiieraiiduf,

venerable
;

(d) of version ;

(f) of ficnr; (/) of nee; (q)
[I. c. or enp.'i of Latin rirff,

see ;
(A) [?. o. or cap.'] of

village; (i) [/. c. or cop.] of

violin; (j) of viscount ; (l) ot visits, acuteness

of vision; (/) {I. c. or cap.] of vocative; (m)

[?. c. or onp.] of volume; (n) of volunteers; (o)

in e/wf., of ro/f, the unit of electromotive
force or electric pressure, equal to 100,000,000

absolute or c. g. 8. units.— 5. In meteor., a
V-shaped depression ; an area of low pressure
bounded by V-shaped isobars and dififering

from an oval secondary cyclone.— 6. In maeh.,

a raised ridge upon the bed of a lathe or of a
planer, having sloping sides resembling an
inverted capital letter V. On these Vs the carriage

rests bv gravity, and self-centers itself upon them without
adjusting gibs or wedges. The objection to them is the
effect of Bidewise pressure upon the traveling bed or

carriage, by which the latter may he forced up the slope

of the V under heavy work, and the carriage-travel be-

come out of line.

Va. An abbreviation (a) [I. c] of viola; (b)

of Virginia.

V. A. An abbreviation (a) [I. c] of verb active

;

(6) II. c] of verbal adjective; (c) ot Vicar Apos-
tolic; (d) of Vice-Admiral ; (e) of Victoria and
Albert (Order of); (/) [I. c] of the Latin fixif

annos, lived [so manv] years.

vaal(val), n. [D., = fi.to;e.] A valley. [South
Africa.]

Taca (va'ka), «. [Cuban use of Sp. vaca, a
cow, < L. vacca, a cow.] See *cataphcbe.

Tacation, ".— Long vacation, in England, the sum-
mer \aefttion at the law-coui-ts and universities, whicll is

longer than those at t'hristmas and Easter.

vacational (va-ka'shon-al), a. [vacation +
-rt/l.] Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

a vacation.

vacationing (va-ka'shon-ing), n. The going
on a vacation. [Kare.J
In many instances the child now spends most of his

time in school and in vaeationinii,

L. U. Battel/, Outlook to Nature, p. 153.

vaccine, «.— Olycerlnated vaccine. See -trfthitrri-

nalf— Haffklne'S vaccine. Same as aniiplai/ue se-
rum.

vaccinic, a. 2. Noting an acid, a substance
now known to consist of a mixture of butyric

and caprie acids.

vacciniculturist (vak'sin-i-kul'tur-ist), n.

[vaccine + -i- + culture + -ist.] One who
conducts a vaccine-farm. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VIL 605.

Vacciniform (vak-sin'i-f6rm), a. [vaccine +
L. t'ormo, form.] Kesembling in any way,
especially in the eruption, cowpox.

vaccinostyle (vak-sin'o-stil), ». [vaccine + -«-

+ L. stilus, stylus, a style.] A small metallic

lance used for vaccinating. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VI 11. 119.

vacherie (viish-re'), » [F. vacherie, cow-house.
See vachery.] An island in the swamps bor-

dering the lower Mississippi raised four or

five feet above the general level. [Louisiana.]

The soil of the ntcherie is a calcareous loam of a choco-

late color.

U. S. DtpL Agr., Farmers' Bulletin Xo. 60, p. 14.

Vachette clasp. See *c/a«p.

vacrome (vak'rom), fi. A trade-name for a
preparation, containing a salt of chromium,
used in mineral tanning. Flemming, Practical

Tanning, p. 223.

Vacnity, ".—infra-orbital vacuity, an opening m
the bones of the cranium, behind and Iwfow the orbit, typi-

cally found in the skull of ptenxlactyls. Also known as

iti/rrior trmfU'rat varttit;/, in distinction frvm the larger

8Uprftteinp(»ral vacuity commonly present— Interor-
bltftl vacuity, in omitA., an opening in the bony plate

which aepaimtes thearbit« or eye-sockets.— Interptery-

KOld vacnity, a space or opening between the pterygoids,
characteristic of some gn^ups of reptiles.— Lacrymo-
nasal vacuity, in omith., the space between the

Skull of Rail lAramidei t^sas).

a, lacrytnooasal vacuity; b, lacrynial bone; c, nasal bone.

Incrymal and the descending process of the nasal.

—

Laterotemporal veictiity or fenestra, the loner or
outer of the two openings back of the orbit in such a
skull as that of llatUria. See cut under *Diapsida.

vacuole, n.— oral vacnole, in choanoflagellate proto-
zoans, a vacuole-like elevation of the body protoplasm at
the base of the collar, serving for the ingestion of food-
particles.

vacuolide (vak'u-o-lid), n. [vacuole + -ide.]

A semifluid granule of photogenic, or light-

producing, matter given off by certain phos-
phorescent moUusks such as Pholas dactylus.

These semifluid granulations, which I have called
racuolulcs because of the appearance that they present
under the microscope, and wIulU are found in all photo-
genic elements, nmst be the plasmatic or niicrosomic
corpuscles of the luminous cells.

Smithsonian Hep., 1S95, p. 427.

vacuometer (vak-u-om'e-t^r), n. [vacuum +
Gr. uivpoi', measure.] 1. A device for mea-
suring vacua or low pressures.— 2. An instru-
ment used in comparing barometers Voege's
vacuometer, an instrument for the measurement of low
gas-pressures, based upon the fact that the sensitiveness
of thennoj unctions to radiation is increased in vacuo.

vacniun, "— Absolute vacuum, a region within
which no matter exists. An absolute vacuum has never
been even approximately attained by mechanical means,
for although it is possible to reduce the quantity of gas

in a closed vessel to about Ttiir'iniTriTTTn of that present
at a pressure of one atmosphere, there still remain several
millions of molecules in each cubic centimeter of volume.— Crookea's vacuum, in r/crf., a vacuum high enough to
6upi>ress the Oeissler discharge and to pennit of the free
formation of cathtxle r.»ys and of the production of the
various phenomena characteristic of Crookes's tubes.— Gelssler'S vacnnm, in elect., a partial vacuum m
which the pressure is sufficiently reduced to permit of
the Oeissler discharge, but not low enough for the pro-
duction of cathode rays or of the other phenomena char-
acteristic of high vacua.— High vacuum, a vacuum
in which the attenuation of the gas is extreme and in
which the various phenomena associated with a long
mean free path of the particles may occur.— Low vac-
rnun, a partial vacuum in which the pressure is consid-
erable and the mean free path of the gaseous particles
very small. See hifjh *r(7(*t/H»i.— Vacuum correction,
the correction of the readings ot a mercurial barometer
necessitated by the presence of an imperfect vacuum in
the upper part of the tube. The correction is deter-
mined by Arago's methotl and consists in determining
the apparent pressure of the atmosphere several times in
succession, when the mercury is screwed up in the tube
so that the vacuum-chamber is snmll, and again when
the mercury is low in tlie tube and the vactmni-chamber
is large. The Arago methixl is limited in its application
by our ignorance of the variation of capillarity in ditfer-
ent parts of the barometer tube and the adhesion of gas
to the glass tube. The perfection of the vacuum may
niughly be tested by passing an electric discharge tltrough
it— Vacuum distillation. See *rfi«/i7/ari(.)i— vac-
uum dredglng-machlne. See itttreti^ua-tnachine.
— Vacuum effect. See *<'/iot.—Vacuum" fan. See
*f„i,i.

vacuum-chamber (vak'u-um-cham'ber), n.

The space above the summit of the mercury
column in any barometer. This space should
be a (relatively) perfect vacutim : if it is not,
then the .correction or reduction to a vacuum
should be determined by Arago's method.
vacuum-cone (vak'u-um-kon). «. A small
conically shaped vacuum which is created in
a jet-condenser.

vacuum-Une (vak'u-um-lin), n. The line in
the diagram which would be traced by the
steam-engine indicator if the pistons were ex-
posed at that end to the pressure of a perfect
vacuum. On account of the fact that heat remains in
the condenser, this line is rarely drawn by the instru-
ment itself ; but if the atmospheric line of no pressure is

drawn by the indicator-pencil, the vacuum-line can be
drawn by hand by taking the reading of an aneroid or
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mercurial barometer, translated into pounds per square
inch, and laying otf the distance below atmosphere on
the scale the spring of the indicator demands.
vacuum-pot (vak'u-um-pot), »i. A chamber
within which pressures less than that of the
atmosphere and approximating a vacuum are
maintained ; specifically, a form of steam-
engine condenser having the shape of a pot,
in which a vacuum is maintained by placing
it at the upper end of a water-column 32 feet
or more high, so that water drains out of it

by gravity and without a pump, maintaining
a vacuum which would be Torricellian except
for the vapor of warm water and the air en-
trained with the steam and injection-water, or
present from leakage. Thurston, Stat. Steam-
engine, p. 24.

vacuum-vessels (vak' u-um-ves'lz), n.pl.
Same as Deicar's *Jiasks.

The introduction of the now well-known raciium-re*-
^If by Dewar has rendered the maniptilation of gases a
matter of comparative simplicity.

il. W, Travert, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 207.

vadose (va'dos), a. [L. vadosus, shallow.]
Shallow : specifically applied to those ground
waters which seep into rocks and soil from
the surface, as opposed to the construction
waters which were built into the rocks at the
time of their formation.
Another lecture of great interest was that delivered by

Prof. Suess. of Vienna, on the nature of hot springs. The
mineral springs which are due to infiltration from surface
water go by the name of " vadoM " springs ; they may l>e

either cold or hot, according to their depth.
Sature, Nov. 6, 1902, p. 20.

These considerations tend to restrict the activities of
the meteoric waters to the vadoge region, as Posepn^
calls it, i.e., that belt of the tv>cks which stands between
the permanent water level and the surface.

Sjnlttigonian Hep., 1906, p 20a

Vagabond's disease or pigmentation. See
*diseiise,

vagile ( vaj'il), a. [XL. 'vagilis (cf. L. motilis,
E. motile), < vagus, wandering. See vague.]
Wandering; vagrant ; not sedentary ; not fixed.

While it is already difficult to understand how these
giants could have balanced themselves upon their apex,
it would appear still more unintelligible that Uiey should
have striven to raise themselves so high above the sea
bottom when their recent descendants find it so much
more advantageous to lie low in the mud and to prey
upon the much richer fauna of the vagiU benthoe.

Amer. Geol., April, 190S, p. 214.

vaginalectomy (vaj'i-na-lek'to-mi), n. [XL.
niijtnahs + Gr. Urour;, excision.] Excision of
the tunica vaginalis.

vaginectomy (vaj-i-nek'to-mi), n. [L. vagina,
vagina, + Gr. inTouii, excision.] Incision of
the vagina.

Vaginoceras (vaj-i-nos'e-ras), n. [XL., < L.
vagina, a sheath, + Gr. Kfpaf, horn.] A genus
of nautiloid cephalopods having a structure
quite similar to that of *Endoceras (which
see) and occurring in rocks of the same age.

vago-accessorius (va-go-ak-se-s6'ri-us). n. ; pi.

vago-ucccssorn {-i). [XL., < vagus + acces-
sorius.] The pneumogastrie (vagus) and
spinal accessory nerves regarded as one.

vagosympathetic (va'go-sim-pa-thet'ik), a.

[XL. vagus + sympathetie(us).] The vagus and
cervical sympathetic nerve, forming one trunk
in the dog. 2Ied. Record, March 7, 1903, p.
388.

vagotomy (va-got'o-mi), n. [XL., < vagus +
Gr. -Toiiia, < Tauiiv, cut.] Division of the vagu&
or pneumogastrie nerve.

vagrantism (va'grant-izm). «. Vagrancv.
G. .<, Hull. Adolescence, I. 296. [Rare.]

Vagus foramen. See *foramen.

vagus-pulse (va'gus-puls), «. A full, slow
pulse.

vaidya (vid'ya), n. [Skt. raidya, one versed
in science, ' vidya, knowledge, science, < •y'

rid, know: see veda, wit.] In India, one of
the caste of hereditary physicians, accounted
a mixed caste.



vaiseshika

raiaeshika (vi-sa'shi-ka), n. [Skt. vniseshika

(vui4;cstka), special, specific, peculiar, < visesha
(ri'ffsd), difference, specific property, special
distinction (cf. risishU^ {vii^'ista), distinguished,
particularized), < ri, away, off, + •/ sish (gis),

leave, be left.] The second school of Hindu
philosophy distinguished by its doctrine of
atoms.
Taka (va'ka), n. [Also vakka. Tongan and
Marquesan roA-a = Tahitian raa = Samoan
ra'a = Hawaiian waa = Maori v}aka.'\ A
canoe or boat.

val. An abbreviation of value.

Valachian, «. Same as Wallaehian.
Valangiman(val-an-jin'i-an), a. andn. [Val-
ungin. a district in Switzerland, + -mn.] In
geol., the lowest substage of the Cretaceous
system in the Jura, rejjresented by limestones
and marls and overlain by the llauterivian
substage.

valdivm (val'di-vin), n. [NL. valdivia (see
def.) + -(M'-i.] A colorless, very bitter gluco-
side, CiaU24^ip'2jHO, contained in the fruit
of Simaba valdiiia. It crystallizes in hexag-
onal prisms and melts at 230° C.

Valenciennellus (va-len'si-e-nel'us), ?i. [NL.,
named for the noted ichthyologist Achille
Vukncienncs.} A genus of deep-sea fishes of
the family MauroUcids.
valene (val'en), n. [val{erie) + -ene.] Same
as *ia!erone.

Talent (va'lent), a. [See valence^.] Having
a certain valence or valency.
valenton (va-len-t6n'), n. "[Araer. Sp. use of
Sp. idleiitoii, an arrogant, vainglorious person.]
A characinoid lish of the Orinoco.

Tlie Orinoco is full of flsh of many varieties, amongst
them the ** valenton," a kind of tarpon, the voracious
carib aslL Geo-j. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 47.

valeral (val'e-ral), n. [vnler(ic) + -f(/».] A
colorless, mobile liquid, CH;j(CH.2)3CHO, pre-
pared by the distillation of a mixture of cal-
cium normal valerate and calcium formate.
It boils at 103.4° C. Also called normal ral-
emld/liijtle, normal laleric aldehyde or pentanal.
valeraldehyde, «— Normal valeraldebyde. See
Itfnlerul.

Taleramide (val-6r-am'id), n. [caler(ate) +
amide.] A colorless compound, CH3(CH2)3-
CONHo, prepared bj^ heating ammonium val-
erate. It crystallizes in pearly, lustrous plates.
melts at 114-116° C, and may be sublimed.
Also called normal valeric amide.
alerene (val'e-ren), n. lval€r{ic) + -ene.]
Same as amylene,

Valerianales (va-le-ri-a-na'lez), n. pi. [NL.
(Britton, 1898), '< VaUriana -(- -ales.] An
order of dicotyledonous svTnpetalou.'i plants
characterized by having the flowers more or
less aggregated in heads and the stamens
fewer than the lobes of the corolla. It em-
braces the Faterianaceee and Vipgacaeese, or
the valerian and teazel families.

valeric, «—Normal valeric amide. See *ra<<!rom-

valeridine (va-ler'i-din), H. Ivaler(al) + -id
+ -iiie-.J A colorless alkaloidal compound,
CioHjgN, prepared by the action of alcoholic
ammonia on valeral.

valerin (val'e-rin), n. [val-er(i<;) + -in^.} The
general name for the three compounds formed
by the action of valeric aeiif on glycerol.
Thev are all colorless, oilv, neutral liquids,
C:,H702(OCOC4H9), C3H60(OCOC4H9)o, and
C:,H5(()COC.,H9):,, respectively.

valerine (val'e-rin), n. [rnter(ic) + -in«2.]

Same as amylene. A trade-name.

valeiitrine (va-ler'i-trin), n. A colorles."),

niol«li- liqiiicl, CisH-.yN, prepared by heating
valeral with alcoholic ammonia.

valero-. A combining form used, in organic
chemietry, to denote the presence, in the
molecule of a compound, of the valeryl radi-
cal -CH2(CH3)CH:,, or to indicate derivation
from a compound of the methane series with
five atoms of carbon.

valeroKval'e-rol), w. [valer(ian) + -ol.] The
name formerly applied to a mixture of sub-
stances obtained by the distillation of vale-
rian oil.

valerone (val'e-ron), n. [valer{ian) + -one.'} A
colorless, mofiile liquid, [(CH3)qCHCH2]CO,
prepared bv the distillation of calcium isoval-
erate. It boils at 181-182° C. Also called
2,6-dimethylA-heptanone, diisobutyl ketone, or
diisopropylacetone.
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Valeroxyl (val-6r-ok'sil), n. [valer{ian) +
ox{ygeu) + -y/.] Same as valeryl: an obso-
lete term.

valerylene (va-ler'i-len), «. [valeryl + -ene.]
Same as 'A-*pentine.

vali (va'Ie), «. [Turk, lodli, < At. wall, a gov-
ernor, < lealla, appoint as governor or ruler.]
The governor-general of a vilayet, or govern-
ment, one of the primary divisions of the
Turkish Empire.
Travelling the next year with an open order to the

ValiH of Salonica and Monastir, supplied by the Ministly
of the Interior. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 216.

yalidol (val'i-dol), n. [L. validus, strong, -f-

-o(.] The trade-name of a menthol valerate,
CsHgCOoCigHig, a clear, oily liquid with an
aromatic odor. It has numerous medicinal
uses.

valincll (val'inch), n. [Also formerly ra?en^ia
(used in Suffolk): origin obscure.] Same as
thief-tube.

valleite (va-la'it), n. [Named after Dr. la
r«/?fe-Poussin.] A silicate near anthophyl-
lite occurring in colorless and pale red crys-
tals with the pink tremolite of Edwards, New
York.

Vallefs mass. See ^mass^.

valley, ». 4. The depression between two
ridges of a tooth, typically shown in such
molars as those of the tapir and mastodon:
correlated with lake, which is a depression
surrounded by a raised ridge of enamel such
as occurs in the molars of a horse. Amer.
Jour. Sci., Feb., 1904, p. 134 Blind valley, a
valley inclosed at its lower end where the stream escapes
by an underground passage.

There are many bfitul valleys and hollows, the drainage
water escaping underground.

Geoij. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 681.

Cataclinal valley, .'^ee *cntaelinnl.— Dendritic val-
ley. .See •(fdi/ndc. 3.— Diacllnal valley. 8ee*rfi(i-
rfmnf.— Discordant valleys, vnlleys that do not join
each other at an even grade. The higher one of two
such valleys ia CAlled&hantfing *valley. Valleys of this
kind characterize mountains that have been strongly
glaciated.

The streams from the side valleys plunge down the
rocky walls of the deepened main valley, fomiing fine
waterfalls. Discordant side vnlleys of this kind are
called hanging valleys. W. M. Davig, Elem. Phys. Geog.

Hanging valley, a lateral valley A-hich opens in the
side walfand above the floor of the main valley, so that
the lateral stream cascades into the main valley. Hang-
ing valleys are particularly characteristic of mountains

HanfiliK valleys. <t right and left, opening into main valley.

that have been strongly glaciated ; their discordant rela-
tion to the open main valley is there explained by the ex-
cess of glacial erosion in the main valley. They occur
exceptionally on the sides of narrow canons, where a
small lateral stream has not yet worn down its valley so
as to Join the master stream at accordant grade : also on
bold coasts where the sea has worn away the lower ends
of small valleys.— Schroeter'slvalley, n deep cleft on
tile moon's surface near tlie bright crater Aristarchus.

—

Structural valley, a valhy which is a direct result of
the geoh>gical 8lnit;tiire of a region, such as one produced
by a syncline.— Tectonic valley, a valley fonned by
movements of the earth's crust, instead of by the erosive
action of rivers.— Through valley. See the extract.

A prominent feature in regions of fonner glaciation,
both of continental glaciei-s and mountAin-vallcy glaciers,
is the presence tif thnnuih valleys, that is, valle>s in which
there is now no pronounced divide. Such valley.* ab-nnid
in the Finger Lake region of central New York, and they
are common also in Alaska, and, as Penck luis shown, in
the Alps. The evidence jM)inta tij the conclusion tli'-t

many of these through valleys owe their characteristics
to the passage of ice acn>8s divides, and the consequent
lowering of the divides by glacial erosion.

Pup. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1007, p. 119.

Valley glacier. See *3(aci'<'r.— Valley"of solution,
valleys excavated by the dissolving i>ower of water, al-

most always in limestone.

* Valleys of Sohifion In Northern Arkansas' are dis-

cussed ,by A. H. Purdue. They are descril)ed as steep
and bilaterally symmetrical, with remarkable straight-
nesa, due, no doubt, to their connection with jointing
planes. Sciem:e, March 22, 1901, p. 468.

valley-floor (val'i-flor), n. The flat bottom of
a valley as excavated during an earlier draiu-

valne
age cycle. It may then be buried under a
cover of later silts and gravels.
The full depths of the silt deposits that cover these

remnants of the valley floors were not determined, as all
the wells examined were very shallow, reaching a sufficient
water supply very near the surface.

W. G. Titjht, in U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 13, p. 69.

valley-train (val'i-tran), n. stratified glacial
debris occurring in a narrow belt along the
axis of a valley, outside the region occupied by
a glacier.

The stratified drift assumed different forms in different
positions. Outside the moraine it was sometimes depos-
ited in the form of plains (overwash plains), as from
Plainfleld to Metuchen, and sometimes in the form of
narrow belts along valleys {valley trains). Within the
area covered by the ice, it sometimes assumed the form
of hillocks (kames), especially where the water issued
from beneath the ice.

It. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. New Jersey, 1891, p. 144.

vallum, n. 3. A name given, incorrectly, to
a ditch with earthworks on either side, which
follows the line of Hadrian's wall in northern
England. See the extract.

The "vallum" can no longer be explained as'of old,
but it is still a puzzle. Many of its features have been
elucidated by recent excavations. . . . The " vallum "

is
one of the largest of extant Roman eaithworks ; specu-
lation hasbusied itself about it for two centuries, and ex-
cavation for some years. It remains unexplained, a proof
of the imperfection of our knowledge of antiquity.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 281.

valorization (val'''or-i-za'shon), H. [L. valor,
value (see valor), '+ -i:j -h -ation.] The act
of placing a value upon (something) ; valua-
tion

; the act of fixing the price of (some com-
modity). See the extract.

To help coffee planters, Brazil will, in accordance with
the provisions of the law of August 6, 1906, purchase
coffee at about eight and one-half cents a pound. ... It
is proposed to purchase coffee on account of the three
colfee producing Brazilian States, whenever the price of
colfee falls below about eight and three-eighths cent*
a pound. Since 1901 the price of colfee has, with very
few exceptions, been below the cost of production. The
financing of the valorization scheme is provided for by
the issuing of bonds by the three colfee producing States,
guaranteed by the general government.

Amer. Political Sci. Jtev., Feb., 1907, p. 249.

valsoid ( val'soid), a. [Valsa +-oid.} Re-
sembling or pertaining to the genus Falsa
(which see).

valuate (val'u-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. valuated,

ppr. vabiating. To place a value on; compute
the value of; appraise.

I am, if you will excuse a rather technical pleasantry,
an encumbrance on the estate. The actual liann I can
do, I leave you to valuate for yourself.

Stevenson and Osbourne, The Wrecker, xir.

valuation, «.— valuation area, a forest area of
known size upon which measurements or other detailed
studies are made for the detenninalion of the stand or
yield. See -kexperiment area. Also called sample plot,
sample orea.—Villuatlon survey, the measurement or
other detaileil study of the stjind upon a valuation or
experiment area. Two kinds of valuation survey are dis-
tinguished : («) The strip survey comprises the measure-
ment 'of a stand, or a given portion of it, upon strips
usually one chain wide, (b) The plot survey comprises
the measurement of the stand, or a given portion of it,

upon isolated plots ni>t in the form of strips.

value, n— Absolute value of a complex number.
See *Hi(iyiVr.— Absolute value of a real number.
See * iKM^fr.— Book viilne. .'^ce *(wc;A-— Calorific
value. See Aca/onyic— Cardinal value, in psyclwphys.,
the value of the stimulus or (»f sensation at the cardinal
point G. T. Fechner {tmns.), Psychophysik, II. 49.

AVundt conjectures that the maximal pleasure coincides
with this cardinal value of sensation.

O. Kiilpe (tmns.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 2501

Critical value, a value of the variable at a critical point
of a function.— Economic Value, the capacity of a com-
modity or service to increase human well-being either
through the direct satisfaction of wants, or through the
jMjwer of producing, or commanding in exchange, com-
modities or services which directly satisfy wants.— Ef-
fective value, in elect., that mean value of an alternating
current, electromotive force, etc., which gives the same
average effect or power as the periodically varying actual
current, etc. It is the square root of the mean square of
iii'*t;int,infoU8 values, and is the value recorded by all alter-
iiat inir-cuiTent instruments, nietei-fi, etc. See *alternatin'/.
— Ether value. See *rsler number.— Tina! Utility
theory of value, in polll. econ., the theory that th&
value of any commodity is detennined by the utility, or
want-satisfying power, of that unit of the supply which is

put to the least important use.— Intrinsic value. (a)i

Inherent usefulness of a commotlity, as contrasted with
its market value. Thus diamonds are sonictimes said to
have little intrinsic value, though commanding a high
price. This use is practically obsolete. (/') Value which
is socially recognized, in contrast with purely personal
valtmtion. Thus an heirloom may be said to be of small
intrinsic value, althotiph highly valued by its possessor,
(c) Value as detennined by ordinary market eonditionsy
as contrast^jd with value with which an object is endowed;
by virtue of convention or governmental flat. 'Thus paper
money is often said to be devoid of intrinsic value.

—

Most frequent value, that value which occurs most
fre(|uently in the c<»ui-8e of a series of observations, or
that value toward which the others seem to crowd most
thickly. Also called the most crowded value,, tile-favorite-



value

valuf, the median raUif, and the prevailing value. The
Gentmi) tenii *cheitt'lir<'rth is also soinetinua used by
English writt re.— Saponification value, in the analysis

of fata, the number ol' niiUigraius of pot^issiuni hyiiroxid

required completely to saturate the free and combined
acids of one gram of a fat. Also called saponification

nu7nber or Ki^ettxtc/er's Humber.—Taming Talue. <«)
In graphicg, the onlinate of a turning point, (h) In
math., the value of the function represented by the ordi-

nate of a tuniing jioint.— Value in Use, in classical

potit. ecoju, the capacity of an object for the satisfaction

of human wants. In modem political economy, the term
utility is employed instead.

value, V. t. H. inirans. See *cruis€\ 2,

valuer, «. 2. See ^cruiseVf 2,

valv, ". A simplified spelling of valve.

valve, M.—Annular valve, a diak-valve with a ring-

shapeu orifice.—Balanced valve, a valve which is so

arranged that the pifssure on one side is equal, or nearly

flo, to the pressure on the opposite side, thus enabling the

valve to be easily moved, without excessive friction on
the seat or excessive effort to lift it against the pressure

which holds it down.—BlOW-Oflf valve. Same as bloiv-

o/coc* (which see, under blow-ofy—BVillsen valve, in

chettu, a simple arrangement used to allow the escape of

gas or vapor evolved in a flask without permitting air to

enter from without^ It consists of a short bit of india-

rubber tubing, slipped over the exit-tube and closed at

the other end by a glass-rod stt)pper. A short sljt is cut

in the india-rubber jiarallel to the axis of the tube. This
slit opens under gaseous pressure from within, but is

closed by the elasticity of the rubber when this pressure

is relieved.—Clearway valve, a valve which permits an
unobstructed flow of fluid wiien it is open, instead of

compelling a tortuous flow, as the ordinary globe-valve.

More usually called a straujhtway ra/ve.—CorlisS valve.
a desig[i of engine-valve and valve-mechanism perfected

by G. H. Corliss of Providence, Rhode Island. It is

a rotary valve, but the contact surfaces which Umch
the cyliuurical seat are not made in one piece with the
Bpiudle by which the valve is moved on the seat The

Corliss Valve,

n, a, lire-steam inlet-Talves; *, *, exhaust-steam outlet-valves

;

c, valve-rod from eccentric roclcer-arm actuating the valve-gear; rf,

wrist-plate, having an oscillatory or rocking motion around its

centers; _/. /, attachment of steam-rods, which open a : g, g, at-

tachment of exhaust-rods, which open and close b : h, h, dogs or

catches or claws which can be unhooked from the valve-stems or
spindles of a by the governor-rods_/',y.' k, k, dash-pot links, at-

tached to the valve-spindle and acting to close the valves a when
catches k are released by/ by means of weights ol pistons in I : I, /.

dash-pots acting to cushion the descent of k and prevent undue
shock ; w, wrist-plate pin by which c can be released from d for

startine.

valve also does not fill the cylindrical hollow completely.
These features preclude the seizing of the valve by the
casing on unequal expansion by heat. The valve-port is

transverse to the cylinder axis. The passage can be very
short from valve-chest to cylinder, particularly if the
valves are in the heads of the cylinder. There are usu-
ally four of these valves,

one for the inlet of

steam and one for ex-
haust at each end. The
valves for letting in

steam are made to
close by having the
mechanism which
opens them released or
tripped, so that the
valve may drop shut
quickly by the action
of a weight. To pre-
vent slamming or shock
when the weight acts,

the rod which carries
the weight is fitted

with a dash-pot, or cyl-

inder in which fits an
air-piston, which cush-
ions the fall. Atmo-
spheric pressure may
be used on these dash-
pot pistons to help
quick closure. The
point of trip or release
is controlled by the
Kovemor. The ex-
haust-valves are not
tripped but are posi-
tively connected to
the wristrplate which
drives all four of the
valves. This wrist-

plate or spider la given
a rocking motion round

Coriiss Vain
a, bore of cylinder; b, steam-port

or passage leading from steam-chest
eXoa , r, shell or valve proper, open-
ing * to * when revolved around
its axis; dy valvc-spii.dle or -stem,
revolved by the valve mechanism
without from the wrist-plate, but
not fonning one piece with r ; e,

passage from steam-chest full ot live

steam, ready to pass into * and a
when valve is opened.
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as the load varies, but a constant release of the exhaust,

and a constant compression to act as a cushion for the re-

ciprocating mechanism. It gives high initial pressure in

the cylinder and a sharp cut-ort.— Comlsll valve, a
double- beat or double-seat lifting- or disk- .alve, in which
the pressure on the upper disk is balanced by an equal
pressure on the lower disk in the opposite direction : used
first in the Cornish pumping-engines for mines, for the
water-valves at the foot of the ascending water-column.
—Cowbum valve, a dead-weight safety-valve ; a form
of safety-valve to which the weight is applied by placing
it directly on top of the valve without the interposition of

any lever or spring. The advantage of this is that the
weight on the valve is a direct multiple of the pressure
at which it will blow off.—Cut-Oflf valve. See ^cut-off.

—Double-beat valve, a lift-valve having two disks, each
with a seating-face, so that the steam-pressure acts to
open the valve as well as to close it, thus making practi-

cally a balanced valve. Such a valve is easily moved and
does not wear rapidly, as the valve lifts off the seats in-

stead of sliding. Also called a Cvrnigh valve, because of
its extensive use on Coniish pumping-engines.

—

Double-
face valve, a valve intended to seat, as desired, upon
one of two seats which are opposite to each other In the
casing inclosing the valve. The valve seats, therefore,

either upon its upper or nixm its lower face, according to
its position.—Double-seat valve, same as Cornish, or
double-beat valve, or the balanced puppet-valve with two
disks on a single spindle.—Ectal valve, the outer of the
two folds or valves by means of which the branchiopore,
or external opening of the water-tube, of a lamprey ia

closed.

Synchronously with the forwardly directed current
there is a closure of the external branchiopore by means
of the ectal and ental valves. Science, Feb. 5, 1904, p. 219,

Electric valve, an electric apparatus which permits
currents to pass in one direction only, and therefore can
be used to rectify alternating currents. See -krectijier.

Such valves are : (a) the aluminium cell, consisting of an
aluminium and a carbon or lead plate in an electrolyte

;

(J)) metal arcs, especially the mercury arc—Ental valve,
the inner of the valves, or folds of membrane, with
which the water-tube of a lamprey is provided. See the
extract under ectal -k valve,—T\.9X valve, (a) A valve
which slides upon a flat or plane surface, as a face or
contact surface, (b) A lifting-valve in which the contact
with the top surface above the opening in the seat has a
plane or flat area, as distinguished from one in which a
part of the surface of a cone fits into a conical edge in

the opening.—Full-way valve, a gate-valv; a valve
which gives the full straightway opening, and causes
no constriction of the passage through which the fluid is

to pass.—Hanging valve, («) A valve which is hinged
and falls by gravity or by a spring-pressure so as to form
an abutment in a rotary engine. It is lifted by the piston
as it passes. (6) -A. clack- or flap-valve. — Induction
valve, (a) A valve through which a fluid is admitted.
(6) Specifically, in an internal-combustion motor cylinder,

the valve through which the combustible mixture of fuel
and air enters, having been previously proportioned by
proper mixing apparatus, usually also valves.—Inter-
cepting valve, a valve used in compound engines, and
particularly in the compound locomotive, to enable the

its axis by an eccentric-rtxl from the engine-shaft. The
steam-valve rods are attached near the vertical diameter
through the axis of the plate, and the exhaust-valves
nearer the horizontal diameter. This gives a holding
open to the exhaust-valves, and a quick opening to tlte

ateam-valves. The Cfjrliss gear gives a variable admission

Intercepting Valve,

a, high-pressure steam from boiler dry-pipe; b. exhaust from
high-pressure cylinder; c, passage to open air for high-pressure
exhaust. In the position shown of the piston intercepting v;il*e d,

the exhaust-steam passes freely from f> to r through the ports, as
shown by arrows, e, passage to receiver by pipe leading to low-

firessure cylinder; /, chamber fed by live boiler-steam through an
ndependent pipe, with valve under control o( engine-man ; g, re-

ducing-valve, permitting live steam at reduced pressure to pass
directly from/" to ^ and reach low-pressure piston without going
through the high-pressure cylinder; h, rod leading to engine-
man's cab, either to independent lever or by connections to the

lever of cut-off and reversing motion. In the position shown,
the engine is working simple, the high cylinder exhausting to the
atmosphere, the low receiving bniler-steam directly through/" and
f through e. When d is moved to the right as far as it will go, the
ports leading from * to c are closed by the cylindrical surface at

the left-hand part of d, but steam can pass directly from b to e, and
so from high, to low-pressure cylinders through the receiver. At
the same time the' valve ^ is forced shut by the position of rf and
no live steam passes from /" to ^. The engine now works com-
pound.

engineer to start the engine with boiler-steam in the low-
pressure as well as in the high-pressure cylinder, or with
the engine operating as a two-cylinder simple engine.
Sometimes called a simpUng valve. In its simplest form,
boiler-steam is admitted through it to the passage from
the liigh to the low cylinder, and hence acts to drive the
low piston, with a back jtressure upon the exhaust side of
the high. In better forms, the high-pressure exhaust is

cut off from the passage to the low-pressure cylinder and
turned into the exhaust-pipe directly, when pressure
is let into the low cylinder from the boiler. The inter-

cepting valve is also made either automatic or non-auto-
matic. In the automatic type, after a few strokes as a
simple engine, the pressure accunmlating in the receiver
between the cylinders will cause a piston attached to the
valve to move and close it, and the engine becomes com-
pound, even against the will of the engineer. In the non-
automatic types, the engineer controls the change from
simple to compound at his will. He can bleed live steam
iuUi the low-pressure cylinder, if he desires, on grades or
when he wants to make up time, sacrificing some econ-

valve
omy thereby, but keeping up to his time-schedule.
Motor-cars using compound steam-engines have also an
intercepting valve for use in starting-, or on bad ground.
—Lapless valve, a slide- or other valve having no lap
on the end, but just covering the opening from end
to end, when in mid-position.— Monkey-tall valve,
a name used at sea for what is elsewhere called the
by-pass valve, whereby live steam from the pipe leading
from the boiler can be bled into the passage or port
of the low-pressure cylinder of a compound engine
for starting, or warming, the cylinder, or to increase
the power of the engine for a short time, although at
the expense of loss of economy,— Mushroom valve,
a form of lifting-valve having a circular thick flat disk
on the end of a guiding and lifting valve-stem. ITie
combination suggests a mushroom or toadstool in
shape : much used in internal-combustion motors for
inlet of gases to the combustion and compression cham-
ber and for outlet of exhaust or waste gases,

—

Nodon
valve, in elect, a form of electrolytic rectifier using
aluminium as negative terminal, designed by Nodon.
See itrectifier.

The Nodon valve is an application of a peculiar prop-
erty of aluminium which causes it to resist the passage
of a current when it is made the positive pole of an elec-
trolytic cell, while offering little or no resistance when it

is the negative pole. Lancet, April 18, 1903, p. 1108.

Non-advancing stem valve. See irgpindle-valve.—
One-way valve, a valve so constructed that flow through
it is possible in one direction only, and it chjses under a
reverse of the flow ; a check-valve.— Pneumatic valve,
a valve used to make an opening air-tight or to stop the
flow of air. It may be a clack-valve, a disk-valve, or a
slide-valve, and is made light or strong according to its

use.- Pulverizing valve, a valve with an opening of
smal] diameter, through which the liquid must pass at
high velocity, so as to be broken up or atomized to form
a mist of very small particles, or in a fine state of divi-

sion : used for liquid fuel, that the mixture of atomized
fuel and air may be readily combustible, and the com-
bustion may be smokeless because complete. The Engi-
neer (London), 1903, p. 111,

—

Rectal valves, transverse
folds or rugie in the mucous membrane of the rectum.—
Retaining valve, a valve designed to prevent back-flow
In pumps or wati^r-colunms should the usual valves leak :

particularly used in pumping in series or by successive
lifts to prevent water which has been delivered to the
ascending column from working back. The foot-valve at
the bottom of a suction-pipe in a well or cistern is a re-

taining valve.— Rotating valve. («) A flat valve, usu-
ally a circular disk, which rotates around its axis to open
and close ports or openings made in the flat face against
which it is pressed, (b) A cylindrical valve, fitting a cy-
lindrical casing, controlling openings or ports made in the
cylindrical surface by a rotation of the cylinder around
its axis. When the valve is a cone fitting a conical sur-
face it is a plug-valve.— Screw-down valve, a fonn of
valve, for opening and chtsing a passage, in which a disk,

ball, or cone is raised and lowered off and on a seat by a
spindle having a screw-thread fitting a nut : distinguished
from a gate or any sliding valve, whatever the position
of the axis,— Straight-through valve, one in which
the flow of tlie material which it controls is not deflected
or resisted by the construction of the seat of the valve :

the gate-valve is of this type. Called also straightway
valve.— Straightway valve. Same as clearway Evolve.
— Test-valve. (,«) A valve, or an opening closed by a
valve, through which a sample may be taken of the ma-
terial flowing thrt>ugh the pipe or passage, for purposes
of test or experiment (6) A valve held shut by a deter-
mined force, such as a weight or spring, so that by it the
pressure in the duct or passage may be tested.— Triple
valve, in a continuous brake system for railway trains, in
which compressed air supplies the power, the valve be-
tween the brake-pipe, the car (auxiliary) reservoir, and
the brake-cylinder under each car, by means of which the
engineer can, at will, (a) charge the auxiliary reservoir
with compressed air, (b) apply the brake, and (c) release
the brake. Its essential elements are a balanced
Eiston, on one side of which is the pressure in the
rake-pipe and on the other side the pressure In the

auxiliary reservoir; a slide-valve, on top of which
is the pressure in the auxiliary reservoir ; and a gradu-
ating-valve, which opens or closes certain ports in the
slide-valve. When charging the system, air from th»

Diagrammatic Section of Triple-Valve, Standard Fieight Type.
a, slide-valve: b, main piston; c, graduating-valve ; d, emer-

gency-piston; f. emergency-valve; /"• check-valve spring: g,
check-valve; A. graduating-stem ; >, graduatiug-spring; /, retard-

ing-stcm ; i, retarding-spring,

brake-pipe passes through a feed-groove around the pis-

ton of the triple valve and so into the auxiliary resen-oir,

chaining it with compressed air, the slide-valve mean-
while connecting the brake-cylinder to the exhaust port

and atmosphere through porta in it« face. When the
pressure In the brake-pipe falls below that In the auxiliary



valve

reservoir, the balance of pressure on the piston is de-
stroyed and the piston moves toward the now lower
bralce-pipe pressure, carrying with it the graduating- and
slide-valves which (a) cut ort the auxiliary reservoir from
the brake-pipe, (&) cut off the brake-cylinder from the at-

mosphere, and (c) connect the auxiliary reservoir with
the brake-cylinder, thus admitting compressed air to the
brake-cylinder, which forces the pistjin in this cylinder
outward, and, through the connecting levers and rods,
seta the brake. For any definite reduction in brake-pipe
pressure short of the point at which the brake-cylinder
and auxiliary' reservoir pressures equalize, the increase
of brake-cylinder pressure continues until the auxiliary
reser\-oir pressure falls slightly below that remaining in

the brake-pipe when the triple-valve piston returns in
the direction of the now lower auxiliary reservoir pres-
sure, carrying with it the graduatfng-valve, until the
latter cuts off the flow of air frtmi the auxiliary reservoir
to the brake-cylinder, when all communication through
the triple valve is closed. When the pressure in the
brake-pijie is then increased above that in the auxiliary
reservoir sufficiently to overcome the resistance of both
the piston and slide-valve, the parts return to their first

position, charging the auxiliary reservoir anew and con-
necting the brake-cylinder to the atmosphere, which re-

leases its charge and allows the release-springs to return
its piston with the attached levers, rwls, and brake-shoes
to their original positions and releasing the shoes from
the wheels. Various improved types of triple valves are
now in use, providing for differentiating between service
and emergency brake-cylinder pressures, (dt graduating
the release of all brakes in the train, fur a rapid serial

service application of all the brakes in long trains, for

uniform releasing and uniform recharging of all the
brakes in long trains, and so on.— TwO-port valve, a
valve having two ports or openings. These may be de-
signed to control admission and secure admixture of two
fluids, as in the mixing valves for gas and air in intenial-
combustion engines ; or the valve in its motion may open
two ports or openings, together or in succession, for
the passage of the contnjlled fluid. Elect. Rev., Sept. 24,

1904, p. 517.— Valve Of Qerlach, a foM of mucous mem-
brane sometimes present, like a valve, at the entrance
of the vermiform appendix.— Velar valve, the valve
formed by the velum, or fold of membrane around the
mouth opening of a lamprey : an important part of the
sucking apparatus by which the animal adheres to its

prey.— VlDrating Valve, a plug-cock which has an os-

cillating motion to admit steam to and exhaust it from a
steam-cylinder.

valve-box (valv'boks), n. 1. See *gate-hox.
— 2. Same as *ralve-chest.

valve-KJage (valv'kaj), n. A lattice or grid
construction over a lifting-valve of the ball

type, intended to prevent the ball-valve from
rising too far in the flow of the fluid past it,

and to compel it to return to its place on the
valve-seat when the flow tends to reverse.

valve-casing (valv'ka'sing), n. 1. The shell

or chamber around a rotating cylindrical
valve, or a conical plug-valve, in which the
ports or openings are formed which the valve
is to control.— 2. The shell or body of the
valve in globe- or gate-valves, within which
are formed the contact areas or seating of the
valve.

valve-chest fvalv ' chest), n. The casing or
box inclosing the valve of a steam-engine.
See *iiteam-chest, 1.

Taking boiler and valve-cheH pressures and vacuum
pressures on the roof and in the engine-room.

Xalure, .Sept. 2.S, 1902, p. 535.

valve-face (valv'fas), n. The finished surface
or face ou which the valve, by sliding or lift-

ing, moves and fits to open and close the pas-
sage or passages which it is to control. In
sliding-valves this face is a plane; in lifting-

valves it is a plane or a segment of the surface
of a cone.

valve-gear, ».— Trip valve-gear, an engine valve-
gear in which the cut-off is eifected by the tripping or
releasing of a lever which holds the steam-valve open, as
in the Corliss or Green engines.

The engines are vertical, cross-compound, condensing
engines with Corliss trip-valw jfear driven by separate
eccentrics. Elect. Aev., Aug. «, 1903, p. 197.

valve-head (valv'hed), n. That part of the
valve which closes the opening; the valve
proper a.s distinguished from the stem.
valve-hook (valv'hiik), n. The hook on the
rod which actuates a valve and which engages
with a pin on the valve-stem or other ele-

ment of the gear to drive it. See gab*.
Tram. Amer. In.il. Elect. Knijin., 1904, p. 638,

valve-key (valv'ke), n. l. A form of socket-
wrench having a T-head, or other shape re-

sembling the winding-key of a clock, which
fits the squared or prismatic shape on the end
of a valve spindle. It is designed for use
where the valve should not be opened or shut
except by one duly authorized and possessing
such a key or wrench.— 2. A key fitting the
lock which is on the casing surrounding a
safety-valve or other valve, and by which tam-
pering with the valve is prevented.

valve-line (valv'Un), «. A lino fastened to
the valve at the top of a balloon, by pulling
which the valve is opened.
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valve-plate (valv'plat), h. 1. a flat plate
forming part of the seat of a valve, usually
the contact portion, so that it can be renewed
ou wear or leakage without discarding or re-
finishingthe entire casting.— 2. A plate fitting

over the end of the casing of a cylindrical
valve, serving to guide the valve and close
the opening.— 3. A plate covering an opening
into a valve-chest. Usually called a bonnet.

valve-port (valv'port), n. One of the open-
ings on a valve-seat, by which the passages to
the cylinder or chamber are put into commu-
nication with the pressure-fluid ; also any one
of the similar openings through which pres-
sure is relieved and the fluid escapes.
valve-ring (valv'ring), n. A packing-ring
used on the back of a valve under pressure,
so as to prevent such pressure from gaining
access to the entire area of the valve and forc-
ing it to its seat so that it will be hard to
move. The ring slides upon a finished surface,
and is held thereto by springs.

valve-rod (valv'rod), n. The rod which actu-
ates or drives a valve-stem ; the rod which is

fastened to a valve to move it back and forth.

valve-seat (valv'set), ?i. The finished contact
area upon which the lifting-valve rests when
closed, and the sliding-valve slides to open
and close the ports. In lifting-valves it is

usually annular, and either flat or conical in
form.

valve-sector (valv'sek'tor), n. 1. A link with
a slot struck with an arc of a circle as center-
line, used in the operation of certain valve-
gears. Called also a quadrant.— 2. A special
name for a link in the valve-gear of certain
types of oscillating engines.— 3. The notched
sector into which the latch catches on the
levers which operate throttle-valves, so that
the lever can be locked in position.— 4. The
notched sector or quadrant in which the lock
or latch of the reverse lever in Stephenson
link-motions can be engaged to hold the lever
in desired positions.

valve-spindle (valv'spin'dl), n. The stem or
axis on which a valve is fastened and which
transmits motion from outside of the steam
or valve-chest to the valve proper within it.

In sliding- and lifting-valves the spindle or stem slides in
and out through a stuffing-box ; in rotating valves it

turns around its own axis. 'Spindle' is not correctly
applied Ut the stems of screw-valves for pipe.

valve-stem, n. 1. when the splndle or stem raises
and lowers the valve by drawing the latter as a nut on a
screw, the stem is said t^) be non-advancing, since it does
not move in and out. When the imt is in the casing and
the stem is threaded, the construction is called an ad-
vancing stem, since it moves in and out.

2. Any rod by which a gate or valve is lifted,

as in sluice- or weir-gates at dams, or for
water-wheels.

valve-strip (valv'strip), n. A straight piece
acting as the valve-ring and used on rectan-
gular balanced valves instead of a ring, to
servo as a distance-piece and packing-strip
between the valve and the pressure-plate.

valve-trumpet (valv'trum'pet), n. A tmm-
pet with valves and keys.

valvolene (val'vo-len), n. A trade-name for
a lubricating-oil of high boiling-point suitable
for use ou the valves and other working parts
of a steam-engine which are exposed to con-
tact with the steam.

valvotomy (val-vot'o-mi), n. [L. valva (see
rahr) + Gr. ro/z;?, a cutting, < Tt/jvew, Tafitlv,

cut.] In siirg., operation for the division of any
valve, and specifically for division of the rectal
valves.

valvula, n. 2. In entom., same as *uropata-
gium.

Valvular insufficiency. See * insufficiency.

valvule, ".— Cardiac valvule. Sec *cardittc.

valylene (val'i-len), ». [val(erian) + -i/l +
-cne.] A colorless, oily compound, CH:C-
(CH3)C; CH, or CH3CH : CHC : CH, prepared
by the action of alcoholic potassium hydroxid
on valerylenedibromide. It has an odor of
garlic and boils at 50° C.

vamp-skiver (vamp ' ski ' v^r), h. In shoe-
manufacturing, a special form of skiving-ma-
chine for trimming vamps. One type employs
a rotary knife. See skiring-mucMne.

Vftn^, V. f.— Vanning Jig, Iti mining, a movable sieve
Ijg with a combined vertical and endwise movement.
These machines are built of large size and have large
capacity, treating several hnnrired tons of ore per day,
the vaiming movement facilitating the travel of the ore
Uirough the machine.

vantage

Van^ n. 4. The small store in a logging-camp
in which clothing, tobacco, and medicine are
kept, to supply the crew.
vanadio-. See *vanado-.
vanadiotungstate (va-na"di-o-tung'8tat), ».
A salt which contains the radicals of both
vanadic and tungstie acids. A number of
such compounds have been obtained and de-
scribed. Also called vanadotungstate.
vanadious, a. 2. More specifically, contain-
ing vanadium as a constituent with apparently
triad valence : as, vanadious oxid, V2O3.
Vanadious salts in solution have a green
color; they have not been much examined.
Also vanadous.
vanadium, n. Metallic vanadium In a compact state
has been obtained by fusion in an electric furnace. It
has a gray color, is lustrous, and, as thus far observed,
brittle, though perhaps this may be due to impurity
of the metal ; it is with dithcidty freed from oxygen,
carbon, and nitrogen.— Vanadium SteeL See *ftteetl.

vanado-. In chem., a prefix to the name of a
compound, signifying the presence of vana-
dium as a constituent : as, for instance, potas-
sium vanadofluoride, K2VF5 Also written
vanadio-.

vanadyl (van'a-dil), n. [ranad{ium) + -y?.]

Inchem., hypovanadious oxid, V0O2, or rather
VO, when it occurs as a triad radical in com-
bination, as in normal vanadyl sulphate,
(VO)2(S04)3.
Vancouver system. See *system.
vandal-root (van'dal-rot), H. See *root^.

Vandemonian (van-de-mo'ni-an), a. and n.

i
Humorously from Van Viemen's (Land).]
. a. Of or pertaining to Van Diemen's Land
(now Tasmania) ; Tasmanian.
H. n. An inhabitant of Van Diemen's Land

(Tasmania) ; a Tasmanian ; specifically, one
of the early convict settlers of Tasmania.
[Obsolete in all uses.]

The Van Diemonianf, as they unpleasingly call them-
selves, or pennit themselves to be called, are justly
proud of their horse-flesh.

0. C. Mundy, Our Antipodes, p. !>3S. Quoted in E. E.
[Morris, Austral English.

"I never wanted to leave England, ' I have heard an
old I'andemimian observe boastfully. '* I was n't like one
of these 'Jemmy Grants ' (cant term for ' emigrants ) ; I

could always earn a good living ; it was the Government
as took and sent me out."

Castells Magazine, 1S67, p. 440. Quoted in E. E. Mor-
[ris. Austral English.

Vandemonianism (van-df-mo'ui-an-izm), n.

[ Vandemonian + -ism.] ilowdy conduct like
that of an escaped convict. See * Vandemo-
nian. Austral English. [Obsolete.]
Mr. Houston looked upon the conduct of hon. gentlemen

opposite as ranging from the extreme of vandeinonianigm
to the extreme of nambypambyism.

Victorian Ilanmrd, April 2'2, 1S63, p. 701. Quoted in
IE. E. Morris, Austral English.

Van der Waal's equation. See *equation.

Van-john (van-jou'), ». A corruption of
vingt-et-un, current in England in the middle
of the nineteenth century. N. and Q., 9th
ser., IX. 384.

vanman (van'man), n.
; pi. ranmen (-men).

[van^ + man.'ji A man who drives a van."
A vanman who was near at the time was knocked

down [by lightning], and a florist working in his garden
was enveloped in a ring of flame and whirled several
yards, while the spade with which he was working was
hurled over the hedge. A"o(«rf, April 18, 1907, p. 689.

vanmost (van'most), a. Foremost in the
van ; leading the van. [Rare.]

Ziethen, vanmost of all, finds Nadasti and his Austrian
squadrons drawn acrtrss the Highway.

Carlyle, Frederick the Great, XVIII. Iv.

Vannic(van'ik),a.and«. [rfl«(seedef.)-t- -tc]
Of or pertaining to the language of the cunei-
form inscriptions of the Lake Van district;
also, to the kingdom in which this language
was used, and whose capital was at Van ; the
language itself.

These inscriptions are the records of kings whose capi-
tal was at Van, and who marched their annies in all di-
rections during the ninth, eighth, and seventh centuries
before our era. The latest date that can as yet be as-
signed to any of them is B.C. WO. At this time there
were still no speakers of an Indo-European language in
Armenia. The language of the inscriptions has no con-
nection with those of the Indo-European family, and the
personal and local names occurring in the countries im-
me<liately sun-ounding the <l(Uuinions of the Vaymic
kings, and so abundantly mentioned in their texts, are
of the same linguistic character as the Vannic names
themselves.

A. II. Sayce, in Smithsonian Sep., 1S90, p. 483,

vantage, ".— vantage IP, in lawn-tennis, vantage
score<l by thesening suie.- Vantage out, in laicn-t>'n-

nis, vantage scored by the receiving side. — Vantage
set, in lawn-tennis, when deuce sets have been called, a
single set above deuce.



Van t'HofF

Van t'HoflTs dilution law. See Ostwald's
*(iiiutiott laic.

Vaphio cups. See *cup.

vapor, «.—Capacity for yapor, in meteor., the maxi-
mum quantity of vapor that can be contained in a unit
volume of space or of air. The presence of the air witliin

that space is supiK)sed not to alfect the capacity for

vapor.—Elastic force of vapor, the iiressure exerted
by saturated vapor in rising from, or separating from, its

mother liquor at a given temperature. When tliere is

not sufficient vapor within a given space to saturate it at

the given temperature, the elastic force is diminished in

the ratio of the volumes, and the vapor does not resist

compression until it has been reduced to the volume of
Batnration.—Vapor actinometer. See •kactinometer.
- /apor density. See -ttdejiHty.

Tapor-bound (va'por-bound), a. Filled with
\Tater-vapor or air the expansion of which
prevents the atmospheric pressure from filling

the chamber with water on the sucking or

aspirating stroke : said of a pump.
vapor-bridge (va'por-brij), n. The name
sometimes given to the column of hot con-
ducting gases between the terminals of an
electric arc.

vapor-cure (va'por-kur), n. A manufacturers'
name for a method of vulcanizing india-rubber
at one time in use. It consisted in exposing
the articles to be treated to the action of the
vapor of sulphur monochlorid in specially

arranged chambers.
vapor-dust (va'por-dust), n. The smallest
globules of water "that have condensed from
the aqueous vapor of the atmosphere and are
floating in the air without being sufficiently

numerous to form visible fog or haze, but are
appreciable by other optical effects. Also
called dust-vapor.

vapor-engine, n.— series vapor-englne, a motor
driven by a secondary vapor whicn is vaporized by the
heat from the exhaust of a primary engine.

Vaporer, ».—common vaporer. same as old iftus-

nork-tii'.th.

vapor-glaze (va'por-glilz), w. A deposit of
glaze or gloss, produced by volatilization^ as

a salt-glaze or smear-glaze.
vaporization, «.~Heat of vaporization, latent
heat of vaporization. See */iert(.— Molecular heat
of vaporization. See -kheat.

vaporizer, n. 2. Specifically, a carbureter,
or device by which liquid hydrocarbon, mov-
ing rapidly in a fine state of division in a cur-

rent of air, becomes an explosive mixture
with the air, or makes an air-gas mixed with
the necessary air for combustion. Trans.
Amer. Inst. Elect. Engtn.j 1901, p. 95.

vaporizing-bumer (va'por-i-zing-b6r*n6r), n.

A burner suitable for fluids, such as crude oil,

which must first be broken up or atomized
into vesicles or made into a vapor _which is

burned with admixture of air.

vapor-jacket (va'por-jak'-'et), n. A device
of glass surrounding the bulb of a gas ther-

mometer and enabling it to be heated by the
vapors of pure liquids to definite temperatures.
M. W. TraverSj Exper. Study of Gases, p. 150.

vapor-lamp, «. 2. See ^mercury lamp,

vaporless (va'por-les), a. \vapor + -less."]

Devoid of vapor, as a perfect vacuum.

vapor-pressure (va'por-presh-'ur), n. See
*;>res5Mre.— Vapor-pressure curve. See itcurve.

VareC, ». in the original French use of this word it ap-
plies to the seaweed itself before burning, but it is now
commonly applied to the ash which results from the burn-
ing, utilized for the extraction from it of iodine and salts

of potassium, as formerly of sodium carbonate. Also
vareck.

variability, n.— coefficient of variability. See
*coejKet<n(.— Relative variability, in statistics, & mea-

the mean of the series of observations, and AD is the
average deviation or mean variation. Also teraied vari-

ation coefficient, pgychol. Bulletin, I. 141.

variable. I. «.— Variable nebula. &ee*nebuia.

II. «.~ Cluster variable, a variable star fotnid in

star-clusters some of which have already been found by
photography to contain a great number of these objects,

as, notably, the cluster known as <o Centauri, in which
122 have been detected.— Long-perlOd variable, a vari-

able star the period of which exceeds about two months,
the internal between maxima being generally scnnewhat
irregular. Mira. o Ceti, is a typical example.— Punctual
variable, a variable star which is perfectly regular in

the interval between successive maxima or minima. The
8hort-peri(Ki variables of the p Lyrae type and tbe Algol
variables are all punctual.— Short-period variable, a
variable star characterized by continuous chiinge of bright-
ness, the maxima and minima foUo.wing at regular inter-

vals, and the period in mosn cases being short (from 5
hoars to 6 or 8 weeks), fi Ly.-co is the type of the class.

The changes are probably determined by the orbital rev-

olution of two or more stars, but in just what way is still

a problem.— State variable, one of the 3 variables,

pressure (p), volume (w), and temperature (fl), which occur
in the equation of atate. See -kequation.
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variance, n. 6. In phys. chem,, that property
of a chemical system which is expressed by
the equation V = c + 2 — 0, where V is the
variance, e the number of independent com-
ponents, and the number of phases in which
the system may exist. Systems are said to be
invariant, univariant, hivariant, mitltivariantf

etc., according to the value of V.

variant, n. 2. In bioL, a term introduced by
Barrande to express a departure from the
type of a species showinfij contemporaneous
secondary modification of form and surface
features, and contrasted with the variety, in

which the principal characters of the species
are retained accompanied by departures in
one or more primary modifications. The dis-

tinction is obscure and has not been gener-
ally adopted.

variate, «. II. n. A single magnitude-deter-
mination of a character or quality common to

a number of individuals.

We see accordingly that the chance of an outlying
observation being reasonable or not,—the observation
consisting of a complex of 71 t^ariates,—can be readily
found, if the incomplete nonnal moment functions have
once been tabled, and the constants of the correlation
surface be known.

K. Pearson, in Biometrika, March, 1908, p. GL

variation, >'. 8. specifically: («) The diversity
which is found in organisms, their parts, or their activi-

ties, when carefully compared, considered without refer-

ence to their succession in time, and without referring
them to any fixed standard ; the hidividuality of living
beings.

No two plants are indistinguishable, and no two ani-
mals are without diflferences. Variation is coextensive
with heredity. II. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 85.

(&) The difference of offspring from the parent

To this phenomenon, namely the differences between
the structure, the instincts, or other elements which
compose the mechanism of the offspring and those which
were proper to the parent, the name Variation has been
given. W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 3.

(c) Statistical or formal abnormality in living beings, or
the departure of individual organisms from the mean,
average, or rule for the race, considered as a fixed stan-

dard or logical species which individual animals approach
or from which they recede.

To the biometrician'. . . variation is a quantity deter-
mined by the class or group without reference to its an-
cestry, II. II. Ellis, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 1903, p. 252.

(d) A change in a living being which is due to its own
activity as an individual, as conti-asted with a change
which is inherited. See the extract

Some authors use the term variation In a technical
sense, as implying a modification directly due to the
physical conditions of life; and variations in this sense
are supposed not to be inherited.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 25.

(k) A congenital or germinal change in a living being,
which is not due to its own activity and is transmitted to
descendants, as contrasted with a change which comes
about in it by its own activity and is not transmitted to
descendants. [Rare.]

In a lucid paper h*i [Professor Lloyd Morgan] brought
forward his useful distinction between variations, which
are of germinal origin and congenital, and modifications
which are impressed upon the organism by its environ-
ment yat. Sci., Nov., 1896, p. 287.

Accidental variations, those differences from the
average or mean value of any element that are not
represented by any known law and must be treated
as the result of pure chance until their cause or law has
been discovered. Accidental variations introduce into
the study of nature an element of doubt or uncertainty
that must be evaluated by the laws of chance and proba-
bility. See cka7ice, probabilitt/, rnrtaf/on. ^Analytical
variation, diversity among individuals which is attrib-

uted to the decomposition and unequal inheritance of
compound parental characters ; allelomorphic variation.

To the variations which thus arise by resolution of
compound characters we propose to give the name of
Analytical Variations. Tliere can be no doubt that a
very large proportion of the discontinuous variations in
colour at all events, met with both in wild and domesti-
cated species, are of this nature.
Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc,

[1902, I. 148.

Coefficient of variation. See -kcoeficient. —Coincident
variation, the appearance, in a race of organisms, of a
characteristic which is transmitted to descendants and is

aiiapted for some purpose which has been served jn-evi-

ously by a modification produced by or in accordance
with the conditions of life and not transmitted to de-
scendants. See adaptation, 3, ifself-adaptation, itmodi-
fication, 7.

Coincident variations . . . : variations which coincide
with or are similar in direction to modifications.

Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. 151.

Continuous variation, the sort of diversity among
the individuals of a race or species in which the differ-

ences are minimal and inconspicuous.

The fact that Continuous Variations exist is also none
the less a fact W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 18.

Definite variation, the exhibition by many members of
a race or species of the same feature of difference from
other members.

The centrifugal encroachment of a darker upon a
lighter colour in blossoms is . . . one of the commonest
lines of definite variation. Nat. Sci., June, 1897, p. 375.

variation

Determinate variation, the alleged modification of
the members of a race or species in a definite line inde-
pendently of tile survival of the flttea., and the extermin-
ation of the unfit.

The latter (Professor Lloyd Morgan], moreover, was one
of the first among English selectionists to atnsider 'deter-
minate variation ' as a fixed problem which must be in-
cluded in any evolution theory.

Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. 838.

Differentlant variation, mutation ; discontinuous
variation ; a distinct and hereditary change of type.

Either they are distinguishable, in which case his criti-

cism of my memoir is idle, or they are not distinguish-
able, in which case his theory o£ evolution by
" differentiant variation " is also idle.

Siometrika, April, 1903, p. 323.

Discontinuous variation, the soi-t of diversity among
the individuals of a race or species which is character-
ized by lacuna or gaps unfilled by transitional forms. '

It may be stated at once that the evidence of such Dis-
contintious Variation does exist

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 18.

Diurnal variation, the amount of change in one daj^
or a periodic change with a period of one day. Compare
hourly itvariatioti. — Emhryogenic variation, varia-
tion that arises during the early stages of embryonic
development //. F. Oshom, Biol. Lectures, lb95, p. 87.

—Extrinsic variation, a characteristic which makes
its appearance during the life of the individual organism,
either during its embryonic development or when it is in
its mature condition ; an acquired character. See the
extract

The former two sets of variations are generally spoken
of as "acquired characters"—new charactei-s acquired
during the lifetime of the individual—but their nature
would be more clearly indicated by calling them extrinsic
variations, as contrasted with the intrinsic variations
forming the last group.

Parker and Haswell, Zoology, IT. 622.

Fortuitous variation, the diversity or individuality of
living beings considered as a part of the diversity of na-
ture. The use of the term does not imply belief that the
phenomena in question are accidental, or due to chance,
or disorderly ; but only the belief that certain purposes,
such as an account of the origin of species, are best served
by concentrating attention upon thg diversity or individ-
uality of living beings, to the temporary neglect of the
order which they, like everjthing else in the natural
world, exhibit— Fraser-Mortlmer variation, in chess,

an obsolete variation in the Evatis gambit— Gametic
variation, germ-variation ; the diversity of germ-cells
in an individucl organism. Batesonond Saunders, Rep.
Evol. Com. Roy. Soc, 1902, 1. 127.— Gamogenlc Varia-
tion, variation which arises during the maturation and
fertilization of germ-cells.

Gamogenic, i.e., those (ontogenic variations) arising
during maturation and fertilization.

//. F. Osborn, Biol. Lectures, 1895, p. 87.

Geographical variation, (a) The diversity which is

often found in comparing representatives, from different
regions, of a widely distributed species, (b) A change
that may take place in an individual or a variety or
species when its habitat changes.— Germ variation,
the diversity of genn-cells considered as the cause or rea-

son for the inheritance by offspring of the characteristics

in which their parents differ or vary from each other or
from other members of the race.

I am entirely of (the) opinion that polydactylism is due
to a germ-variation ; this must be so whenever it is he-
reditary, for it would not otherwise be transmissible.

Weismann (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 430.

Gonogenlc variation, variation which has its origin in
genn-cells. //. F. Osborn, Biol. Lectures, le95, p. 87.—
HomceotiC variation, variation or individual diversity
characterized by homocosis or the substitution in the
body of an organism of one member of a meristic series

for another.

Ilomoeotic Variation in the spinal column consista in

the assumption by one or more vertebne of a structure in
which the type is proper to vertebrae in a different ordinal
position in the series.

If'. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 107.

Hoturly variation. («) A variation which completes its

cycle of increase and decrease in an hour, (b) The
amount of change which a quantity suffers in an hour : as,

the hourly variation of the sun's declination.— Individ-
ual variation, the diversity which is exhibited by the
iudividuals of a species.

It is a matter of common observation that no two indi-

viduals of a species are ever exactly alike. . . . Individ-
ual variatiotuoi this kind are of universal occurrence.

Parker and Haswell, Zoolt^y, I. 2.

Intrinsic variation, individual diversity which is the
result of the divei-sity in germ-cells ; germinal variation.

See the extract under cj-/rtH.s)'c -kvariation— KenOgenlc
variation, variation which has to do only with the pres-

ent or individual, or with the future, history of an
organism, as contrasted with palingenic -kvariation.—

Meristic variation, diversity among the individual or-

gimisms of a race or species in the number, position, or
arrangement of parts that form a regular pattern, such as

the right and left halves of a bilateral organism or the
series of vertebne in a vertebmte. W. Bateson, Study of

Variation, p. 23.— Mortlmer*8 variation, in chess, an
old-fashioned attack in the Evans gambit— Negative
variation, reduction in the amount of the current in an
excised muscle or nerve when the same is tetanized.

—

Ontogenic variation, variation which arises during in-

dividual life-history or ontogeny.

Let ontogenic variation include all variations from the
type which have their cause in any stage of individual
development //. F. Osborn, Biol. Lectures, 1895. p. 85.

Palingenic variation, variation which has its origin,

either directly or indirectly, in past or ancestral history.

The most profound gap in time is between 'palingenic
variations,' BpTinfciug from the past history of the individ-

ual, and 'cenogenic variations,' which have to do only with
present and future history.

II. F. Osborn, BioL Lectures, 1895, p 84.



variation

Parallel variation, ('j) The exhibition, by the indirid-

«al8 of two species, of the same sort of diversity in color

or in some other characteristic. See the extract.
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occasionally to an exanthematous affection resembling vat. lect. An abbreviation of the Latin varia
chicken-pox, but believed to be varioloid. Lancet, Aug.

lectio different reading.
9, 1903, p. ()2b.

There can be no doubt that a very large proportion VanCOmpnalUS (var-l-kom la-lus), n. ;
pi. va

of the discontinuous variations in colours, at all events,

met with both in wild and domesticated species, are of

this nature. The fact that similar component forms are

similarly related to each other and to the type, in various

ricomphali (-li). [L. varix \varic-), a dilated

vein, + Gr. 6fi<t>aX6i, the navel.] A varicose

swelling at the umbilicus.

species, thus provides the true account of the numerous varicoseness (var'i-kos-nes), n. ivaricose

^enomena. of "parallel" variation. -ncss.] The state of being varicose ; acondi-
Bategun and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy.

Sj^-.^J^^. tion of dilatation and tortuousness.

of teratology varicosis (var-i-ko'sis), n. [NL., < L. varix
PatbOlO^C variation, the phenomena
<;onsidered as deviations from an established norm or

type.— Perfect variation. See total *mriation.—
PhylOgenlc variation, variation which has been in-

Jierited from near or remote ancestors.

Let phyloqenic variation include those departures from
type whichhave become constant hereditary characters

in certain phyletic series, or even in a few generations.

H. F. Osborn, Biol. Lectures, 1896, p. 86.

Progressive variation, the appearance of characters

that are new in tile history of a species.— Residual va-
riations, the reniairuler after subtracting from a phe-

nomenon the part due trj causes already established. The
method of rendual variations is one of the four canons

of the inductive methcxl.— Retrogressive variation,
the exhibition by a race, variety, or individual organ-

ism of ancestral characteristics; reversion.— Salta-
tory variation, in biot., variation by leaps or bounds;
<ii3contitmous as opposed to continuous or gradual varia-

tion ; mutation in the sense in which I)e Vries uses tliat

word. See *mura(ion, 8.— Seminal variation. Same
u itteed variation.— Similar variation, the modifica-

tion of meristic parts in the same way, either in one in-

dividual organism or in different ones. See the extract.

The phenomenon of the Similar Variation of parts

that are repeated Meristically in Series is a fact which

will be found to have imjiortant bearings on several dis-

tinct departments of biological study.

H'. Bate/on, Study of Variation, p. 26.

Slmnltaneoos variation, the modification of two or

more meristic parts of an individual organism in the

same way. In Bateson's terminology, the presence of

extra fingers on the hands of two children, or on the hand
-of parent and child, is similar, but not simultatuous va-

riation : while the presence of extra fingers on b<jth

hands, or of extra digits on hands and feet, is both similar

and simultaneous variation. »'. Bateson. Study of Varia-

tion, p. 26.— Skew variation, diversity among the in-

dividuals of a species, race, or population, of such a

character that equal deviations from the mode in oppo-

site senses are not equally frequent. Pearson.—Somato-
nnlC variation, (n) Variation which has its origin

in the soma or l)ody as contrasted with the germ-cells.

It is an inevitable consequence of the theory of the

germ-plasm . . . that smnatogenic variatio7ig are not

transmissible. Weitmann (trans), Oerm-plasm, p. 392.

{varic-), a varicose vein, -I- -osis.] The occur-

rence of varicose veins ; varicosity.

varicotomy (var-i-kot'o-mi), m. [L. varix

(varic-), a varicose vein, 4- Gr. -roina, < rafitiv,

cut.] An operation for the division of vari-

cose veins.

vari6 (va-rf-a'), a. [F., pp. of varier, vary,

change.] In music, treated in variations : said

of an air or theme.
varietal, a. 2. In petrog., in the quantitative

classification of igneous rocks (see *rocAl),

having the character of or producing a variety

of a mode.
variety, ». 6. (c) In agri. and hort, a group
of cultivated plants which have the same
eharaetevistics. All plants which have been
widely cultivated have given rise to many
different forms and these are in general
known as varieties. Illustrations are the
varieties of strawberries, apples, corn, wheat,
cotton, etc. 'Variety,' in this sense, is thus
a generic word including races, strains, and

varletaille (var-le-tal'), n. [A nonce-forma-
tion < varlet + F. -aille, in imitation of ca-

naille.'] Varlets collectively; varletdom.
[Nonce-word.]
"I had deemed it dishonouring in a brave soldier, a well-

bom gentleman (now from his valiantness, merit, and
wisdom, become a puissant and dreaded lord), to sink
into that lackeydom and varletaille which falsehood and
cringing have established in tliese walls, and baptized
under the name of ' courtiers.'

"

Bulwer, Last of the Barons, iv. 6.

varnish, n. 5. In etching, any resinous coat-

ing used to cover parts of the plate which have
become exposed: tobe distinguished from the
ground, which is the original coating applied

to the entire plate. F. G. Hamerton, Etching
and Etchers, p. 323 Balloon vamlsh, a fiexible

vaniish consisting of a solution of india-rubber in chloro-

form, carbon disulphid, etc., used for coating balloons,

bags, and other articles requiring flexibility.— Book-
binders' varnish, the best French varnish diluted with
alcohol to suit the different materials to be varnished.—

Crystal varnish, or paper-vamlsb, Canada balsam
thiinied with spirits of turpentine, or mastic dissolved in

alcohol. Thorpe, Diet Applied Cheni., I. 623.— Desert
varnish. See *de8«r(i.— Paper-vamlsh. Same as

crystal *varnish.— Spirit varnish, a quick-drying var-

nish made by dissolving gum shellac in alcohol. Usually

called shellac varnish.— Z&VOn vamlsh, a solution of

celluloid in amyl acetate and acetone, used as a lacquer

on brass, bronze, or ironwork, on the last of these espe-

cially as the means of causing bronze-powders to adhere.

Also known as banana liquid, in consequence of the

smell of the amyl acetate. There are several other var-

nishes of analogous character. Set. Amer. Sup., Jan. 13,

inoo.

clons. See *racf3, 5 (c), *strain^, 1 (6), and Varolian (va-ro'li-an), a. Of or pertaining to

*clon.— 7. In petrog., in the quantitative Costanzo Varoli '(1543(f)-1575), an Italian

classification of igneous rocks (see *tocA,1), a anatomist, or to the pons Varolii (see pons)
division of a mode which recognizes the pres- named for him.
enee of subordinate mineral components, varvicite (var'vi-sit), 7i. [Frtr('ic(ws), a Latin-
— Analytical variety, a variety which is supposed to j^ed form of IVartcick, + -ite^.'] An ore of man-
have been produced by the decomposition and unequal . rpspmhliufi' wad in comnosition aDDar-
inheritance of a compound parental character ; an allelo- ganese, resemoiing w aa m composinon, appar-

morphic variety. ently a product of the alteration of manganite,

The conception of Species, however we may formulate from Warwickshire, in England,
it, can hardly be supposed to attach to allelomorphic or vas, «.- Vasa propria of Jungblntb, vessels lying
analytical varieties.

Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc.,

[1902, 1. 148.

beneath the anniicm i7i early cmbiTonic existence.— Vasa
serosa, capillary blood-vessels.

Vascular reflex, trunk. See *reflex, *trunk.
Cultural variety. See *cu«ur<if.— Reversed varl- -aapnlitis rvas-kii-li'tis') n FNL . < L. ras-
ety, a variety which exhibiU inverse symmetry, such as 'f^!^^. ..L.Ji l.' .v."V' T„fll;™„;i
a lajotrvipic variety of
verse ^rsy^nntetry.

dexiotropic moUusk. See in-

<6) Variation which arises during the larval and later „-_{__ "j-ij- /„;//,: ™.o_H5'c.V•r,n^
stages of deveh.pment, as contrasted with variation which VangTadatiOn (va rjl_-gra-da shon).

arises during the early embryonic stages.

(rf) Somatogenic, i.e., those (ontogenic variations) oc-

•carring during larval and later development.
n. F. Osborn, Biol. Lectures, 1895, p. 87.

'SnbBtantive variation, variation or diversity among
individuals in the constitution or substance of parts, as

contrasted with diversity in the number and arrange-

ment of parts. W. Bateson. Study of Variation, p. 23.—

Synthetical variation, diversity among individual

organisms brought alwut by tlie addition of something
new, as contrasted with analytical -^variation.— TBXO-
nomlC variation, a term intn»duced by Baldwin to

designate determinate variation which is liue to external

causes.— Total or perfect variation, in «"»'.. a complete
and yet \>ertect]y symmetrical departure from the system
of symmetry which is characteristic of the species.

The resulting form possesses the character of division

Into four no less completely and perfectly tlian its parent
possessed the character of division into three. The
change from tliree U) four is thus perfected : from the

ranu.s, various, + E. gradation.']

geol., alternate aggradation and degradation
by a stream in successive parts of its course.

variola, ». 3. The pustular apothecium oc-

curring on certain lichens Variola e<ialna,
a contagious, infective fever of horses characterized by

the eruption of p»x;k8 similar to those of snialliMjx in

man. Also called horsepox.—VaxiOla, mlliarls, a form
of smallpox in which the eruption is for the most part in

the form of minute vesicles which dry up into scabs that

fall off leaving no mark.— Variola pemphlgosa, a fonn
of smallpox in which the vesicles develop h\Ui large blebs

with seropurulent contents but do nnt form the typical

eruption of the disease.- Variola siliquosa, a fonn of

smallpox or varioloid in which the contents of the pus-

tules are absorbed leaving the walls standing empty.—
Variola vermcosa, an abortive form of smallpox or

variolrtid in which the eruption consists of papules
capped with minute vesicles, which leave wart-like ele-

vations on the skin: called also wart-pock or wart-poz.

culum, vessel, -t- -itis.] Inflammation of a

lymph- or blood-vessel,
n. [L. vase, »i.—Anldjo vase, a Pompeian vase, many frag-

In phys. ments of which were bequeathed by Miss Auldjo to the

British Museum in IS.W. It is an oinochoe, 9 inches

high, which was found in the House of the Kaun at Pom-
peii. It is made of dark blue glass overlaid with white

and cut in a cameo like the Portland vase.—Dipylon
vases, a name especially applied to a series of Greek
vases ill the ge«unetric style discovered in 1871, in

excavations carried on by .loannis I'aleologos, in the

outer CeramiciK. to the northeast of the Dipylon gate at

Athens. In each of the graves excavated was found,

broken, a large vase of go<xl manufacture and decoi-ated

with characteristic geometric patterns. Pottery which
resembles these vases has taken the name ' Dipylon.'—

niler vase, a peculiar type of vase found frequently in

recent excavations in Crete and elsewhere in the Levast
Filler vases are funnel-shaped with single handles and an

opening in the bottom, and were probably used to till

other receptacles. They usually belong to the Kamares

form with perfect division into three is sprung a form variolailn (va'ri-6-la'rin), n. [Farwlnria +
with perfect division into four. This is a case of total or '"'o 1 a nomnniind said to be riresent in the
perfect Variation. W. Bateson, .Study of Variation, p. 01. ;l>>f-i „ .'',°™P°"""J,f^'..^"^"'^-P -.

Variation-diagram. See *diagram.
latitude. See ^latitude.

-Variation of

[variat(e) + -ive.]-variative (va'ri-a-tiv), a.

Same as variational.

The hypothesis that this variative improvement is

capable of being continued indefinitely.

Winchell, Doctrine of Evolution, p. 48.

"variator, n. 2. In ejTJfr.psycAoJ., the "device

which secures uniform change of pitch in

; (Variolaria) dealbata.

In jjatfio?., marked as if by
lichen PertMaria
variolate, a. 3
smallpox.
variolate (vii'ri-o-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
variolated; ppr. variolating, [variola + -ate'^.]

To inoculate with the virus of smallpox.

varioliform (va-ri-ol'i-form), a. [NL. vari-

ola -I- L, forma, form.] Resembling small-

. ^ - ,j -,, . pox. Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 103.
Stern's tone-vanator; in the old pattern of yariolose (va-ri'6-16s), a. Ivariola -f -o.sc]

ihe instrument, the mercury trough; in the
j,^ entom., same as variolous. Annals and

new pattern, a metal cam. See *tonc-vana- ^,„^ y^, f/ist.. April. 1901, p. 407.
tor. .Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 102.— 3. yarioio-vaccination (va-ri"6-16-vak-si-na'-
A device for prodticing desired variations,

gij^n)^ „. Inoculation of the human subject
usually in power or in speed; specifically, in ^j-jj^ yariolo-vaccinia.
the practice of motor-drawn trains of vehicles

.yj^j.jjjy^^g(l (va"ri-6-tin'ted), a. [L. varius,
on the highway, each unit of which has its yarious, -I- E. tinted.] Of various tints or
own propelling motor, a device attached to

the leading and guiding vehicle, by which the

limits of speed in each change-gear of the

following vehicles may be reduced between
determined limits without a resetting of the

change-gear lever on each. Sci. Amer. Sup.,

May 14, 1904, p. 23710.

"varical (var'i-kal), a. [L. varix (varic-), a vari-

cose vein, -t- -rt(l.] Pertaining to the varices

on the surface of certain molluscan shells.

See rnrix.

"varicella, «.— varioloid varicella, a term applied

colors.

With the telescope nothing more distinctive than a

silvery shimmer conesixjnds to the dazzling variotiiUed

fireworks disclosed by the prism.

A. M. Clerke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 44.

varisse (va-ris', va-res'). "• [Appar. for F.

varice, < L. varix (varic-), an enlarged vein.

See varix.) Blood-spavin in the horse; an
enlargement or varicose condition of the vein

on the inside of the hock-joint.

Varix racemosum. Same as aneurismal

varix (which see, under aneurismal).
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History of Ancient FuUery.")

class of Mycenican pottery. —(Jeometric style in Oreek
vases. The decline of the Mycenajan civilization in

Greece was followed by the incuision of northern people.



Hole-mouthed \'ase.

(From "Annual a( the British School

Ovl-face \'ase.

(From Schliemann's " Troy and Its

vase

chiefly Dorian and Ionian. Contemporeneoiu witli Oiia

there existed a definite style ia the decoration of pottery,

which from its peculiar conventionalisnt is called 'geo-

metric-' Keiuaiiis of work of this character have been

found in all parts of the Hellenic world. There is much
variety in the specimens, but the fundamental character-

istics remain tlie same. The vases are usually of consid-

erable siie and ^ ^
well baked. The JN^ ' F^it,„
ornamentation, UKrM^^,^^,t^^^mi
dark on a light ^Jfc^^jf-
giuund. ia dis- ^K*. ^ \

tributed in hori-

zontal bands. It

is usually con-
ventional, but the
human figure and
various animals
often appear
represented in

a peculiarly rigid

and primitive way.
A large deposit of

this ware found
near the Dipylon

Ste at .\thens

s given the _ _,__
name Dipvlon to

" "'"

a class of geometric vases. See Dtpi/lon *rn«fs.—Hole-
moutlied vaso, in Gr, antiq., in Kaniares and Cretan

ware generally, a vase having a deeply curved beak

or spout and one or two handles.— Owl-face vases,
terra-cotta vases, found
by Dr. Sehlienmnn in

his excavations at Troy,
which have eyes and
a beak marked upon
them, giving the ap-

pearance of an owl's

face.— Protliesls
vase, in Gr. antiq.^

a monumental vase
carved in marble, some-
times placed over the
grave of an unmarried
person. These vases

were tall and slender

and resembled tlie lou-

trophoriis or lecythus.

They are usually deco-
rated with a funeral
scene. See -kloutro-

phoros.

We find a whole set

of interesting vases,
"""

"'
'

called prothegig vases

from the subject upon them, which is usually the "lay-

ing out " of the corpse surrounded by mouniers.
Gardner, Ancient Athens, p. 173.

Soslas Tase, a vase made by Sosias, a Greek potter and
vase-painter of the fifth century B.C. He frequently

associated with the painter Peithinos. It is customary
to clSLSsify the signed vases according to their makers, as

Duris vase, Euphronius vase, etc.

asectomize (va-sek'to-miz), ti. t.
;
pret. and

pp. lasectomized, ppr. vasectomizing. [vagec-

tom(y) + -ire.] To excise tbe vas deferens of

a person or animal.

Tasectomy (va-sek'to-mi), n. [L. vas, vessel,

+ Gr. cKTOft^, excision.] Excision of the vas
deferens. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 749.

Taselene (vas'e-len), ii. [See vaseline.'] A
general term for various petroleum products

of soft, pasty, or gelatinous character, in-

cluding that to which the name vaseline (so

spelled) was originally applied as a proprie-

tary trade-name.

'vaseline-oil (vas'e-lin-oil), n. See *oi7.

'vasicine (vas'i-sin), n. [NL. vasica + -ine^.]

An alkaloid contained in the leaves of Adha-
toda vasica Xees, from the Panjab. It is in-

tensely poisonous to the lower forms of animal
life, but has no appreciable effect on normal
animals of higher orders. The natives use
the leaves of the plant as a remedy in affec-

tions of the respiratory organs.

vasite (va'sit), n. Same as *wasite.

vasoconstri(^ion (vas''o-kon-strik'shon), ?i.

Contraction of the blood-vessels; a narrowing
of the lumen of the veins or arteries. Suck,
Med. Handbook, III. 118.

vasocorona (vas'o-ko-ro'na), n. [L. vas, ves-
Kel, 4- corona, crown.] The system of blood-
ves.sels supplying the spinal cord which pass
from the surface toward the center.

vasodilatation (vas-o-dil-a-ta'shon), w. [L.

vas, vessel, + E. ditaiatibn.'^ Cilatation of

the blood-vessels.

As increase of lymph-formation and vasodilatation
must, ill the long run, go hand in hamt, it would seem
reas'mable to supjKjse that the nerve fibres going from
the <.-apillaries to the arteries and veins may exert an in-

hibit4jry intliience on tlie vasoconstrictors, or a stimulat-
ing rme on the va8<Mliiator8, whereby a larger supply of
blo<id is furnished t^» tlie irritated part.

C. .Sihter, in Jour Exper. Med., March 25, 1901, p. 496.

vasogen (vas'o-jen), n. [vaj!(e1ine) -f -o- +
-yeii.\ An easily absorbable ointment base
capable of retaining in perfect emulsion a
large quantity of water : made by the action

l-tl6

of compressed air upon vaseline under pres-

sure and heat; oxygenated vaseline. Suck,

Med. Handbook, I. 549.

vasohypertonic (vas-o-hi-pfer-ton'ik), (I. [L.

vas, vessel, + E. hypertonic] Same as tiaso-

constrictor.

vasohypotonic (vas-o-hi-po-ton'ik), a. [L.

ras, vessel, + E. hypotonic] Same as vaso-

dilator.

vasomotor, a.— vasomotor wave, a recurrent fluc-

tuation in the volume of blood supplied to some bodily

organ or group of organs: it may be recorded by means
of the plethysmograph. Avier. Jour. Psychol., XIII. 13.

vasoneurosis (vas'o-nu-ro'sis), «. [NL., <

L. ras, vessel, + Gr. vtvpov, nerve, + -osis.]

Same as angioneurosis. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 530.

vasospasm (vas'o-spazm), n. [L. vas, vessel,

+ Gr. anaaft6(, contraction.] Spasmodic con-

traction of the blood-vessels. Buck, Med.
Handbook, V. 74.

vasotonic (vas-o-ton'ik), a. [L. vas, vessel,

-f Gr. Tiivof, tone, + -ic] Eclating to the

tone or elasticity of the blood-vessels.

vasotribe (vas'o-trib), n. [L. vas, vessel, +
Gr. rpifieiv, rub, crush.] Same as *angiotribe.

Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1520.

vasotrophic (vas-o-trof'ik), a. [L. vas, ves-

sel, + Tpo<l>r/, nutrition.] Relating to the nu-

trition of the blood-vessels.

vasque (vask), n. [P., < It. vasca.'] In a

fountain, a bowl, usually quite flat and shal-

low, which receives the water.

vassalize (vas'al-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. vas-

salized, ppr. vassalizing. To render vassal or

a vassal ; make a vassal or vassals of.

vat, «.— Beating vat. See *()^a(in!7-pa(.— Steeping
vat. See ttsleeping-vat.— Va.i IndlgO, process. See

*indigo, •proce««.— Vat waste. Same as -kalkali watte.

—Woad vat, an indigo vat of the fennentation type in

which woad is usetl. The woad not only acts as a fermen-

tation medium, but aids somewhat in the coloring pro-

cess.— Zlnc-pOWder vat, in dyeing, with indigo, a bath

made up with water, indigo, lime, and zinc-dust or zinc-

powder, in which the reducing action of the last-named

material is employed to render the dyestuff soluble as

indigo white or hydrindigotin, from which indigotin or

indigo blue is precipitated again on the fibers of cloth

which has been steeped in the 'vaf and afterward ex-

posed to the air.

Vat. An abbreviation of Vatican.

vaticinatory (va-tis'i-na-to-ri), a. [vaticinate

+ -cry.] Prophetic; vaticinating. [Bare.]

We will not dispute her vaticinatory utterances [on the

Resubjection of Women). N. and (J., 9th ser.. III. 867.

vatman (vat'man), n
;
pi. vatmen (-men). One

who works at a'vat, as in paper-making.

"We went on from 1838 to 1872, giving these three or

four rises, and, in 1872, a rise of sixpence per day was con-

ceded by the employers without any great fuss "
; the pay

of a first-class vatman for a " day's work " in a Kentish
mill being now 6s. 5d., as compared with 4s. 7d. in 1840.

Webb, Indust. Democracy, I. 421.

vat-net, «. 2. A laundry-net used to hold
fabrics suspended in a bluing vat.

vaulf^, «. 5. In crinoids, same as *dislc, 5 (c).

— Cloistered vault, a vault the shape of which
is the reverse of a groined vault, that is, one of

which the curved surfaces
rise from the whole length
of the wall on either side.

In the case of a square
or jiarallelogram the four
curved surfaces meet at a
curved line which has every-

where a reentrant angle the
reverse of a groin. Also
called cored ifvaitU, the
four curving surfaces being
considered as coves.

—

Coved vault, (n) A
vault the general cliaracter

of which is that of a nearly
fiat middle part and a decided curve at the edges, as

of a flat ceiling with a cove between it and the wall.

This form can only be used on a very small scale. (,h)

Same as a. cloistered (or ctoister)itvatttt.—Fan vaulting.
Same as /n/i-(rrtceri/ vaulting (wliich see, under .fan-

tracery). The characteristic of this fonn of vaulting is

that it consists of a series of cones springing from col-

umns, or half-cones springing from vaulting shafts or
corbels. These cones have a more or less concave curve.

The faces between them above are filled by flat stone
slabs resting upon the cones and llalf-cones, and closing
the vault at the top. Tlie whole surface may l^e covered
with fine tracery, but this is quite arbitrary, since the rilis

have no constructive function : the vaulting is not ribbed
vaulting in a strict sense.

vb. An abbreviation of verb.

vb. a> An abbreviation of verbal adjective.

vb. n. An abbreviation of verbal noun.

v. C. An abbreviation (6) of Vice-Chairman ;

(c) of Vice-Chancellor.

V-COnnection (ve'ko-nek'''8hon), ». A connec-
tion of the parts of a three-phase electric cir-

cuit sometimes employed, in which one of the

Cloistered Vault.

vegetalin

three coils of the generator or transformer is

omitted from the circuit and the other two carry
the entire load.

Vd. A chemical symbol of vanadium. More
usually the single letter V is employed.

V. def. An abbreviation of the Latin verbum
defectivum, defective verb.

V. dep. -An abbreviation of the Latin verbum
(leponens, deponent verb.

V. D. L. An abbreviation of Fan Diemen's
Land.
V. D. M, An abbreviation of the Latin rerbi

dci minister, minister of the word of God.
veal (vel), r. t. Iveal, n.] To raise (calves)

for sale as veal. [Colloq.]

Male calves, if worthy of it, are reared for breeding
purposes, but none is ever veated.

W. J. Spillman, in Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1903, p. 364.

One who can afford to veal the male produce.
Jtep. Kansas State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 9.

vealiness (ve'li-nes), n. The character of be-
ing vealy; immaturity. [Colloq.]

veal-skin, «. 2. A large and heavy calfskin,

obtained from older animals than calfskin,

proper. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 164.

vecht-generaal (fekt'gen-e-ral*), «. [D.]
Literally 'fighting general'; in the Boer
army, an officer formerly nominated in time of
war, by the government or Council of War,
who as lieutenant of the generalissimo had
charge of two or more commandos, and whose
tenure of office began and ended with the
hostilities. Vnited Service Mag., June, 1902,

p. 303.

vector, I. n.—Axial vector, a vector whose com-
ponents do not change sign for a reversal of direction of
the rectangular, coordinate axes. H'. Voigt.—I>lstrll>-

ated vector, a vector having reference to the condi-

tion of an entity (as to the velocity of a liquid) as.

indicative of which it has a value at each point—Clbbfl'a
vector method, a method of computing orbits based
upon Gibbs's vector-analysis.-Polar vector, a vector
whose components on rectangular axes change sign for a
reversal of direction of the axes. W. l''^y(.—Polygon,,
triangle, of vectors. See *polygvn o/ r^-c^or*.—Radi-
ant vector, a vector which indicates the rate at which
energy is transfelTed through sjiace and the direction of

propagation—Resolution Of a vector. See *retolu-

(ion.—Restlltant vector, the quantity obtained by the
addition of two or more vectors. The vectors In question

may be forces, velocities, accelerations, etc., and the
method used is in each case the vector diagram of the
form known as the parallelogram of forces, which is

applicable to the composition of vector quantities what-
ever their nature. The resultants obtained are called

respectively the resultant force, resultant velocity, re-

sultant acceleration, etc.—Unit vector, a directed unit

sect.

II, flf.—Vector algebra, vector analysis, the algebra

of directed magnitudes.—Vector diagram, a giaph of

the relations of vector quantities.—Vector formtlla,
one containing vector quantities.—Vector quantity, ib)-

See *7«an(iY,w.—Vector sum, the geometrical sum of

vector quantities.

Vectorial product. Same as outer ^product.

vector-product (vek'tor-prod'"ukt), n. A vec-
torial product. Hcaviside.

Vedaic (ve-da'ik), a. Same as Vedic.

Vedaism (va'da-izm), fl. [Veda + -ism.] The
ideas or doctrines of the Vedas.

Vedantism (va-diin'tizra), n. [Vedanta +
-ism.] The doctrines or system of the Ve-
danta.

Vedda (ved'ii), n. [Also Feddah, Faddah (in F.,

D., and G. forms Bedda, Beda, JVcddah), said ta
mean ' hunter,' and perhaps from Tamil vedu,

hunting.] One of an aboriginal people in

Ceylon, classed as of Dravidian stock.

Veiidan (ved'an), «. [Fedda -f- -an.] Of or
pertaining to the Veddas.
The highest recorded capacity for the latter [anthro-

poid crania] is about 690 c.c. while the lowest for the

former [crania of man] is that of a normal Veddan skull

of 950 C.C. Buck, Jled. Handbook, IV. 39.

Vedic, a. II, n. Vedic Sanskrit; Sanskrit

of the earliest recorded form preserved in the

Vedas.
vedro (ve-dro'), n. [Russ. vedrd, a pail, a.

liquid measure.] A Russian liquid measure,

containing 30 Russian pounds of distilled

water at 16?, degrees C, as weighed in vacuo.

It is equal to 12.299 liters, or to 3.249 United
States gallons.

Vegetable down. Same as *Bomhax cdKon.-Vegeta-
ble pottery. See •jw((pri/.—Vegetable wooL See

ku-oU.

vegetable-caterpillar (ve,i'e-ta-bl-kat'6r-pil-

iir), n. Same as *ptant-caterpillar.

vegetalin (vej'e-tal-in), n. [vegetal + -in-.]

The trade-name for an acid liquor obtained

as a by-product in the miumfacture of sauer-

kraut." After concentration and filtratirn it is

utilized in tanning and in the textile indus-

tries.



vegetate

vegetate, v. i, 3. In patkoLf to grow in the
form of an excrescence.—4. Samea3*6;proM^, 5.

vegetation, «. 4. In phytogeog., the sum
total, or a local aggregate, of plant individu-

als, often of many species, viewed with refer-

eoce to their ecological adjustment to each
other and to all the efficient factors of their

environment: contrasted with fioroy which
denotes a scheme of species rather than a
sum of individuals.

Heat delermiuea the flora, climatic humidity the vege-

tation. A. F. W. 5cAtmf>«r (trana.), Plant-Geog., p. 160.

vegetational (vej-e-ta'shon-al), a. [vegeta-

tion + -a/1.] Pertaining to, or of the nature
of, vegetation.

If we ascend a high tropical mountain we shall find the
same change of vegetational formation [aa in receding
toward the poles]. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 148.

vegetation-form (vej-e-ta'shon-f6rm), n. A
type of plant development viewed with refer-

ence to its gross biological (not taxonomie)
character. The groups mentioned in the
quotation include many subdivisions, as the
cuahion-form (see '^cushion-plant)^ the rosette-

form, the sod-form. See "^life-form.

In consequence of what has been said elsewhere, vege-

tation-fonns are to be regarded as biological groups whose
members possess similar plant-bodies. They fall into
seven main groups : w(x>dy plants, half shrubs, pleiocyc-

lic herbs, hapaxanthous herbs, water plants, hystero-
phytes, and thallophytes.

F. E. Ctetnentg, Phytogec^. Xebraaka, p. 97.

VeeretatiTe hemisphere, pole. See *hemigpkere,
•kpole'i.

veguero (va-ga'ro), n. [Cuban Sp., < Cuban
vegUy a tobacco-field, < Sp. vega (see vega^),'\

The superintendent of a tobacco-farm; a to-

bacco-farmer, [Cuba,]
According to the bestopinions admitted among vtguerot,

one man can take care of 12.000 tobacco plants.

C. G. W. Locke, Tobacco, p. 53.

vehicle, ». 2. (rf) In chem.y a liquid used to

carry sensitive salts for coating glass or paper
for use in photography.
vehicle-mile (ve'hi-kl-mil'), n. A distance of
one mile run by a vehicle; the equivalent of
* ear-mile/ but applied to road vehicles instead
of to cars which run on rails.

The boiler la of the vertical cylindrical tubular type,

with a burner using kerosene oil with a vap«jrizer. con-
suming about 5^ gallons of oil per vehicle mile with a
four-ton l<«d. lliseox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 92.

vehiculary (ve-hik'u-la-ri), a. Same as vehic-

ular.

veil, '* ^~ Veiled woman, in some parts of the East,

a married woman, never seen in public without a veil

:

hence a supposedly respectable woman.

Azizum is a reiUd wor/uin somewhere near Bareilly.

H. Kipling, Indian Tales, p. 570.

vein, ".— Ambient vein, in entom., the costal or mar-
ginal vein or nervure when it extends entirely around
the wing, as in certain LHptera.—Bajlded velns, min-
eral veins in which the constituent minerals are arranged
in parallel bands, of which the outemioet correspond,
then the next inner ones, and so on to the center, afford-

ing a symmetrical fllling. Evidently the solutions fn>m
which the layers crystallized circulated in an open fis-

sure. When one pair of layers was deposited on the
walls, a change in composition caused a new one. At the
center the opptising growtlis of crystals may project into

each other, giving the cunh-in-cnmh structure. If the
growths do not completely fill the fissure but the layers

of crystals project int<t cavities, these are called vugs
(vuggs, or vugtis). Vugs are the chief sources of flue

crysUils. If after a fissure has been fllleil a movement of
the wall rock opens a new crevice at one side, a new series

of hands may result whose combination with the older
is tinjti/tmnrtricnl wall to wall. Banded veins show
clearly the onler i)f fonnation or paragenesia of the min-
erals, but they are less common than was once believed.
— Brecclated veins, mineral veins which fill the inter-

stices in the broken or brecciated rock along a line of
faulting. Much barren rock or gangue is then mixed
with tile ore. An older vein may be brecciated and filled

by a second deiKwition.— Caudal vein, in lower verte-

brates such as the flsht;s, tin- vein which returns the
blood from the tail.— Chambered veins, i^edtcham-
b^red.— Contact vein, same tmctntfU't dcpoKit (vfhich

<ee, under rotitnrf). -CxLViGTiSLJl VelBS. Same as rar-

dinal rHut (whi<-h see, under fWn). — Drusv vein, a
minenil vein Iiaving cavities ci)ated with small crystals.
— Eruptive vein, an fM-casional name for a dike : prop-
erly speaking, a contradicticm, since veins are deposited
from Hohition. (i^ikif. Text-lMK>k of (;e<)l., p. 7:fe.— Ex-
udation vein, in geot., relatively coarse or fine cr>st!il-

lixations which are sotnetimea seen in granit« or other
massive rocks, aiul which formed or segregated during
the CMiling stages, and along some special line or around
some center. Ofikie, Text-hook of (ieol., p. i;w.— Hem-
orrhoidal yelns, seta of veins fonning a plexus at the
lower portion of the rectum. The superior empty into
the inferior nicsenteric vein, the middle and inferior into
the intv-nial iliac vein.— Infiltration vein, in getd., a
vein depo8ite«l fnmi watei"s which have p*-rcolated thrruigh
cavities in the wall-rfw-k and have linmL'ht in the vein-

fllling in Kohuion. ~ Interosseous veins, veins uf the
hand and foot conexi'oridiii'-' in UM-atioii to the interos-

seous arteries.— Linked veins, in .V"/., a series of over-

lapping or imbricating veins: an expression originally
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suggested by G. F. Becker as a translation of the German
^fl/ijfzwy.— Massive or compact veins, mineral veins
which fill the fissure wall to wall, chiefiy with one mineral
and not in banded an-angenient.— Metasomatlc vein.
Hee substitution *fci'«.— Mineral vein, inyeuL, a deposit
of minerals from solution or sublimation, in a fissure in

rocks or along one with replacement of the walls. The
terra is much used for an important and frequent fonii

of ore-body.- Replacement vein. See substitution
Ai'eirt.— Reticulated veins, mineral veins in relatively
narrow but extended cracks along a line of brecciation,

so that the total makes a network in the rock.— Simple
vein, a vein filled with a single mineral.— Substitution
vein, an ore-body produced by the replacement of some
preexisting rrx-k : more commonly called a replacement
or inetasomatic vein. Limestones are most frequently so
affected.— Veins of BUTOW, veins in the anterior
abdominal wall where the urachus formerly existed,
connecting the deep epigastric and the umbilicid veins.
— Vitelline veins, embryonic veins draining the area
vaaculosa.

The two allantoic veins in the chick . . . unite in the
body of the embryo, becoming there a single allantoic
vein, which passes forward on the left side and joins the
left vitelline vein. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 190.

White veins, a condition sometimes assumed by tobacco-
leaves in which the lateral veins become superficially
whitish. It occurs chiefiy in the process of curing after
continued dry and warm weather. It reduces the value
of wrappers but not of fillers.

vein-miner (van'mi*'ner), H. One whose work
lies in veins or fissures of the earth-rock, as
distinguished from ooe working in placers, or
in metalliferous sands. [Rare.]

The vein-miner should be well up in faulting and all

the geometrical problems associated with it, and he
should have an exhaustive acquaintance with the vein
and metalliferous minerals. Science, Oct 9, 1903, p. 469.

vein-QUaxtz (van'kwarts), n. Quartz in veins,
often carrying valuable metallic minerals.
See *quartz.

Velar valve. See "^valve.

veld-cornet (feifkor^'net), n. [S. Afr. Dutch,
< veld, field, + cornet, a cavalry officer. See
veldt.'] Same b.^ field-cornet.

veldheer (felt'har), n. [D. veldy field, -f heer,

master.] A general; a general commandant.
[South Africa.]

veldwachter (felt ' vach-t6r), n. [D. veldy

field, -I- icachteTy watchman.] A rural guard.
[South Africa.]

velleda-moth (vel'e-da-m6th*), n. Same as
relleda '^lappet-moth.

vellericom (ve - ler ' i - kdm), a. [L. velltts

{veller-)j a fleece, -f- cornu, a horn.] Having
horns covered with skin, as does the giraffe.

The ' vellericorny' or skln-coveretl type presented by the
former, is evidently the moat primitive.

yature, May 21, 1908, p. 66.

vellosine (vel'o-sin), n. [NL. Vellosii (see
def.) + -ine^.] A colorless, dextrorotatory,
poisonous alkaloid, C2iH'j2*^2^2(*^^H3)2' *^o^~

tained in Brazilian pereira-bark, Geiaaosper-
mum Vellosii. It crystallizes in trimetric plates,
melts and darkens at 189° C, and resembles
brucine in general physiological effect.

velo (ve'lo), n, lvelo{city).'\ In physics, a pro-
posed unit of linear velocity; a velocity of one
foot per second of time.

velocipede, n. 2. An electric jib-crane which
runs on a single track and is held upright by
the post running between two rails at the top.
The Engineer (London), 1903, p. 89.

velocity, «.— Areal velocity, the area inclosed In the
triangle describeil in a unit of time by the radius vector
of a IxHly moving on a straight line.— CoeflQclent Of ve-
locity. See •co#'/ffci>;i(.— Critical velocity, (a) In
the mechanics of Iluids, the velocity at which the viscos-

ity <>t a fiuid, thnMigh which a small spherical boily is

falling, just tialances the weight of the sphere so that
the latter will fall at a unifonn speed. Also called ter-

Tnitutl vel'icitg. (ft) The velocity at which the nuxle of
flow of a liquid, in a pipe or channel, is nuMlified by the
setting up of eddy-motion and the consetjuent interrup-
tion of the stream lines.— CuFVe Of velocity. See
ircurve.—QroVi'P velocity, the vehxrity of a group of
waves, taken as a whole, which In a dispersive medium
differs from the velocity of a given single wave-length.

—

Justifying velocity, in met^'or., a wind-veh^ity that Is

regarded by the IiHttd States Wt-ather Bureau as hav-
ing warranted f.*r justihed the display of some warning
signal or telegnim. .histifyitig velncities vary from 30 to
50 miles, deyiending nn the temperature above or below
freezing, the direction of the wind, the nature of the
coast. aTid the character of the warning given.—Linear
velocity, vel'>city expressed in terms of a length divided
by a time: opjKtsed to angular vHodtg, wliit;h is ex-

X»re8sed in terms c)f an angle divided by a time.— Max-
well-Boltzmann law of the distribution of
velocities, see *?«'ri.— Mean velocity "f amoving
bridy. fluring any period of time ennsidered, the (luotient
obtained l>y dividing the distance traversed by the IxKly

in the given perioii by the length of the peri<Ml, the dis-

tance being expressed in tenns of a unit of length, and
the (luration of the perii»d in terms of some unit r)f time.
-Parallelogram, polygon or triangle of veloclfles.
See -kpnbmun of (vrr-.ry.— peripheral velocity, the
linear v(:I"fity 'if the pcripher>' <>f ;i rntjiting b"dy.— Rel-
ative velocity, velocity nieusurcd witli reference to

venenosalivary
some point which may itself be in motion.— Resultant
velecity. See resultant •uec(*r.— Striking velocity,
the velocity of a projectile or other body at the instant
it strikes. This factor combined with the weight deter-
mines the penetration of a projectile.— Terminal ve-
locity, (a) See terminal. (&) Same as critical -kvelocity
(rt).— Uniform velocity, the velocity of a body which
is not acted upon by unbalanced forces and which con-
sequently travei-ses equal spaces in equal times.— Unit
of angular velocity. See aiig'wiar.- Velocity gra-
dient, head, see -kgradient, •/(««(?.— Velocity Of
Ught. See */)>Aa.— Velocity ratio. See -kratio.—
wave velocity, (a) The velocity of propagation of any
wave or wave system. (&) The velocity of a given in-
dividual wave-length of light as opposed to the group
velocity of a complex beam taken as a whole.

velodrome (vel'o-drom), n. [F. velodrome, <
L. velo{x)y swift, + Gr. 6p6fjo^, a running.] 1,
A race-course for bicycles and the like.

The interesting programme of events down for decision
at the Buffalo Velodrome attracted an enormous crowd
of spectators, who enjoyed a capital day's sport.

y. y. Herald (Paris ?d.), June 2, 1903.

There are one or two of the many rinks where women
in high life do resort for want of a better place ; such is

the Velodrome Buffalo, near Neuilly, and the Velodrome
de la Seine.

A. Alexandre, in Scrlbner's Mag., Aug., 1895, p. 198.

2. A hollow cone (or frustum of a cone) of
thin boards or slats, within which a bicycle-
rider exhibits feats of riding and dynamic
support of the weight of wheel and rider.
The centrifugal acceleration generated by rapid wheeling
keeps the rider from falling even when the wheel is

nearly horizontal as it runs. The resultant of the cen-
trifugal and gravity reactions is normal to the Inclined
elements of the cone. When the cone is suspended in
the air it is called an aerial velodrome.

velograph (vel'o-graf), «, [L. velo(citas)j ve-
locity, + Gr, ypdipeiVy write.] An instrument
for recording the rate of speed of a vehicle
and also the number and duration of stops.
Cycle and Auto Trade Jour., Oct, 1904, p. 99.

Velout6 sauce. See *sauce.

velum, «. 10. [cap.] One of the subdivisions
of the constellation Argo Navis. See Argo, 2.
— Velum penis, a plate, nap, or hood concealing the
penis In the male Acridiid«.

velvet, ».— Beggar's velvet. See -kbeggar.

velvet-fish (vel'vet-fish), n. A name given in
Tasmania to the fish Holoxenus cutaneus
Giinther, of the family Cirrhitidse, The skin
is covered with minute appendages, so soft to
the touch as to suggest velvet; the color is

deep purplish red. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

velvet-plant (vel'vet-plant), n. See ^Crasso-
cephalum.

velvril (vel'vril), n. The trade-name of a
substance proposed as a substitute for india-
rubber and gutta-percha in many of their
uses, especially in electrical insulation. It is

an intimate mixture of the soluble variety of
nitrocellulose with nitrated linseed-oil or cas-
tor-oil, preferably the latter.

Ven. An abbreviation of Venerable.

venanzite (ve-nan'zit), h. [San Venanzo,
Umbria, Italy, + -ite^.] In petrog., a name
given by Sabatini (1898) to a lava composed
of olivin, leucite, and melilite, with black
mica, a little pyroxene, nephelite, and magne-
tite. Called euktolite by Rosenbusch (1899).

vending-machine (ven'ding-ma-sben*), «. A
mechanical device for displaying and deliver-
ing to the purchaser candy or other small
articles; a slot-machine, it is adapted to the sale
of a great variety of articles and is made in many forms.
The actuatitig mechanism of the machine consists of a
system of balanced levers coiuiected with a slot or open-
ing in the casing of the machine in which a coin may be
depositeii. The weight of the coin, when dropped into
the slot, causes the levers to move, releasing one article

In the magazine and delivering it upon a shelf within
reach of the purchaser. The same movement deposits
the coin in the cash-box and restores the machine to its

normal ptisition, ready for the next jfurchase. The term
properly includes all slot-machines, slot gas-meters, slot

weighing-machines, canl-printing machines, and musi-
cal and moving-i)icture machines.

Venefica (ve-nef'i-kji), n. [NL., < L. venefica,
fein. of veneficus, poisoning, < venenum, poison,
-f facers-, make.] A genus of deep-sea eels of
the family Xettastomidae.

Venene (vo-nen'), v. [L. venenum, poison. See
femnn.] The poisonous principle of snake
venom. Also renin and veninc.

venenific (ven-e-nif'ik), a. [L. venenuvi +
faare, make.] Producing poison; poison-
making.

venenosalivary (ven*e-no-sari-va-ri).a. Per-
taining to the salivary poison-glands of a
mosquito, or to the product of these glands.
Sci, Anwr. Sup,, Dec. 13, 1902, p. 22533.



veneriform

veneriform (ve-ner'i-f6rm), a. [L. Vemts
(I'eiier-), a genus of moliusks, + forma, form.]
Having the form of the shell in the recent
pelecypod genus Venus.

Venetian. I. «— Venetian cake. See *<;aJ-ei.—

Venetian door. See *(i(>(*r.

n. ". 6. A kind of soft woolen cloth with
a closely finished face.

VemtiaTu— An all-wool material of a broadcloth con-

struction, except that the face is twilled.
Dry Goods Economist^ June 13, 1908.

Venetic (vf-net'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

the Veneti, or to the Venetians.
Even in Crete, and universally on the mainland, the

modem popuUition betrays by its brachycephaly a large

admixture of Albanian, Venetic. or Slav intruders.
Nature, Oct. 29, 1903, p. 636.

Venez. An abbreviation of Venezuela.

venin, venine (ven'in), n. See *venene.

venipuncture (ve'ui-pungk''tur), n. {h.vena,
vein, + punctura, puncture.] Puncture into

a vein.

venogen (ven'o-jen), n. lven(in) + -gen.'] An
antecedent of venin.

Venom agglutination. See ^immunity, 5.

Venomization (ven"um-i-za'shgn), n. \ven-

omi:e + -ation.'] Tlie process of treating a
substance, such as red blood-corpuscles, with
snake venom. Jour. Exper. Med., April 25,

1905, p. 201.

venomize (ven'um-5z), v. t.; pret. and pp. ven-

omized, ppr. venomizing. [venom + -ize.] To
treat with snake poison.

venomotor (ve'no-mo-tgr), a. Causing change
in the luraen of a vein; noting the nerve-
fibrils distributed to the muscular tissue in

the walls of the veins. Buck, Med. Handbook,
III. 116.

Venous cachexia. Same as venosity, 3.

vent', «.— Back-air vent, in plumKng, a pipe, or
other connection with the open air, placed on the crown
of a trap to prevent the loss of seal in the trap by
sjphonage.

vental (ven'tal), a. [NL. *ventalis, < venius,

wind.] Of or pertaining to the wind.
vent-drill (vent'dril), n. An instrument used
for clearing the vent of a gun when it has
been obstructed with caked powder, or with
a fragment of metal from a primer.

venter^, ». 6. In the coiled nautiloid eepha-
lopod shell, such as Nautilus and the ammo-
nites, the outer or peripheral portion of the
whorls. The determination of the ventral side or ven-
ter is based on the presence of tlie hyponomic sinus or
the curved lines wliich represent tlie position of that
sinus. The siphuncle in a great majority of caaes is ven-
tral, but there are exceptions in the mature state, as in
Ciymenia, where it is dorsal, and it may be dorsal in
early growth stages, changing its position to the venter
in later growth. In the straight or curved shells of the
Tetrabranchiata, such as Orthoceran, the venter can
rarely be determined and only by the indication of the
hyponomic sinus of its curves.

ventilagin (ven-til'a-jin), n. [NL. Ventilago
(see def.) 4- -tn2.] A reddish-brown amor-
phous compound, CJ5H14O5, the characteristic
coloring matter of the root bark of Ventilago
maderiisputana.

ventilating-grate (ven'ti-lat-ing-grat''), n. An
open fireplace, stove, or beater having double
walls at the back and sides, with an open
hearth or basket-grate for wood or coal. The
space between the walls of the stove is open
above and below. When in use the air in
this space becomes heated, expands, and es-
capes at the top into the room, fresh cold air
entering continuously below, with a great
economy of the heat of the fire.

•ventilating-jack (ven'ti-la-ting-jak«'), n. 1.

A hood or cowl of sheet-iron, or some other
thin metal, placed over the opening of a fresh-
air inlet and directed toward the flow of the
air in order to catch and induce a flow of it

into the opening and so into the space to be
ventilated.— 2. A similar hood or cowl over
the outlet for foul or vitiated air, directed in
the direction toward which the outer air-cur-
rent is moving, so that a current shall be
induced outward from the space to be ven-
tilated.

ventilation, «.- coefficient of ventUatlon. See
*c«!jRci«/i(.— Natural ventilation, in uuuimi, ventila-
tion due Ui moveinetits of aii- caused by a <litference in
tetni>erature within the mine and outside of it.— Ther-
mometrlc ventilation, a ventilating apparatus opera-
ted by !i thermostat or by the variations in temperature
of a fluid.

venting (ven'ting), n.— Baok-alr venting, in
plumhtu;/, making a pipe-connection with the open air
and the crown of a trap to prevent loss of water-seal by
Biphonage.
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Ventral chain. Same as ventral chord (which see,

under ventral).— Ventral lobe. See *;o6«.— Ventral
plate, a thickening of the blastoderm in the arthropod
and especially in the insect embryo: so called because it

is formed on the ventral surface of the yolk. It gives
rise to tile body of the embryo.

ventran (ven'tran), a. [L. venter, belly, +
-an.'] Having the position of the venter; at
the venter or ventral : used in descriptive bi-

ology, especially with reference to the shells

of the Cephalopoda.
ventricle, ».— OptlC ventricle, in neurol., the cavity
of an optic lobe of tlie niidlmiin ; an optoccele.— Ventri-
cles Of Morgagnl, the depression in the larynx just
above the vocal cords. In some monkeys this is greatly
enlarged, fonuing a sac or resouat^jr that adds to the
volume of the voice. Also sinus of Morgagni.

ventricosity (ven-tii-kos'i-ti), «. [rentricose

+ -ity.] The character of being ventricose;
the condition of being strongly convex, as in
gastropod shells. I'roc. Zool. Soc. London,
1901, p. 391.

ventro-azial (ven-tro-ak'si-al), a. [L. venter
{ventr-), belly, + E. axial.] Relating to the
trunk or body, or ±0 the dorsal and ventral
portions considered collectively.

These muscles may be divided into two series— those
of the trunk (ventroaxial), and those of the limb (appen-
dicular). Encyc. Brit., XXV. 399.

ventro-axillary (ven-tro-ak'si-la-ri), a. Re-
lating to the ventral surface of the body and
the axilla.

ventrodorsal (ven-tro-d6r'sal), a. Relating
to both ventral and dorsal surfaces; in rela-

tion to the human body, the same as antero-
posterior or sagittal.

ventromedial (ven-tro-me'di-al), o. Same as
*ventromedian.

ventromedian (ven-tro-me'di-an), a. Both
ventral and median.

ventromyel (ven-tro-mi'el), n. [L. venter,

belly, + Gr. /iveMc, marrow.] The ventral
(anterior) portion of the spinal cord.

ventropodal (veu-trop'o-dal), a. [L. venter
(ventr-), belly, + Gr. iroiJf (fod-), foot, + -a?i.]

Walking or moving with the breast touching
the ground: specifically, applied to the loco-
motion of loons and grebes on land. Slmfeldt.

ventroposterior (ven"tro-pos-te'ri-or), a.

Lying on the lower, hinder portion of any or-

gan or part: noting the ventral and hinder
portion of any organ.

The region where the ventro-posterior limit of the pro-
ton passes iuto the ordinary epithelium of the foregut.

Trans, Amer. Micros. Soc., Nov., 1903, p. 62.

Ventrose (ven'tros), a. [LL. ventrosus, L.
ventriosus, < venter, belly. See renter.] Cor-
pulent; having a large abdomen; also ventri-
cose.

ventrosuspension (ven''tro-sus-pen'shon), n.

Same as ventrofixation. Med. Record, Dec.
29, 1906, p. 1028.

Venturia (ven-tu'ri-a), n. [NL. (De Notaris,

1844), < A. Venturi, an Italian botanist.] A
genus of pyrenomycetous fungi having mostly
sunken dark-colored membranous peritheeia
furnished with bristles about the apex. The
ascospores are uniseptate and hyaline or olive-green.
Over 50 species have been described. They occur chiefly

on dead stems and fallen leaves. V. ditricha is fre-

quently found on birch-leaves, in Europe and America.
The conidial condition of some species belongs to the
form-genus Fusicladium.

Venus's-purse (ve'nus-iz-pfers"), n. Same as
Venues flower-basket, Euplectella aspergillum.

Vera di pozzo. See pozso.

verantin (ver'an-tin), n. A resinous substance
accompanying alizarin that has beeu pro-

duced from rubian. It is not a coloring
matter.

verascope (ve'ra-skop), n. [L. verus, true, +
Gr. CKOTTdv, view.] In photog., an apparatus
for short-distance stereoscopic photography.
As devised by Richard and Colardeau the errors due to

tlie separation of the images of the central part from each
other on the negative, and the effort of the eyes to bring
the images Of the positive print into pro[>er focus when
looking through the stereoscope, are overcome by the
optical and mechanical arrangement of the camera.

Verasper (ve-ras'p6r), n. [NL., < verus, true,

+ aspcr, rough. The name was suggested by
Veratrum.] A genus of flounders found in

Japan and the Kurile Islands.

Veratria (ve-ra'tri-ii), n. [NL.] Same as rera-

trinc.

veratridine (vf-rat'ri-din), «. [veratr(ine) +
-id + -ine.] An alkaloid, isomeric with
veratrine and occurring along with it in the
so-called veratrine of ordinary medical use,

Verbena-mile
( Telrattythtts bimacutatus).

a, adult ; t>, palpus ; c. claws :

all highly ma{rnifled.

(After Banks. U. S. D. A.)

veritism

differing however from it in being amorphous
instead of crystallizable and being much more
soluble in water.

veratrinized (ve-ra'trin-izd), a. [veratrine +
-ized.] Under the influence of veratrine.
The continuous response of a veratrinized muscle.

Smithsonian Hep., 1899. p. 347.

veratrol (ve-ra'trol), n. [veratr(ate) + -ol.] A
1 . 2

colorless, crystallinecompound,CgH4(OCH3)2,
prepared by heating barium veratrate. It

melts at 15° C. and boils at 20.5-206° C. Also
ca]\ed pyrocatechol dimethyl ether OT 1,2-dimeth-
oxyhenzene.

verb, «.—Active verb. See *a(;Miie.—Verb function.
See -kfunctum.

Verbal agraphia. See ^agraphia.
verbal-motor (ver-bal-mo'tor), a. 1. Tend-
ing to think, remember, imagine, etc., in ver-
bal ideas, and to experience these ideas in

tactual, motor, or kinesthetic terms.
The verbal-motor type stands, in the author's experi-

ence, next in order of frequency to the visual.

E. B. Titchencr, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 393.

2. Having a verbal form, with tactual or
kinesthetic contents: as. verbal-motor im-
agery.

verbena-mite (ver-be'na-mit), n. Aleaf-mite,
Tetranychus bimaculatus, or ' red spider,' found
on greenhouse plants
in the northern United
States and on vegetables
and weeds in the South.
verbigerate ( ver - bij ' e -

rat), !'. i. ; pret. and pp.
verbigerated, ppr. verbig- •

crating. [L. verhigerare,

talk, chat.] In pathoL,
to utter repeatedly cer-
tain words or phrases,
without regard to their
sense.

verdalite (ver 'da -lit),

n. [Irreg. < OF. verd,

green, + -lite.] Same
as rerd-antique.

verdet (ver-da'), n. [F.,

< verd, vert, green.] Di-
basic cupric acetate or common blue verdi-
gris as used to spray plants as an insecticide.
The name is also applied to normal cupric
acetate.

Verdet is an acetate of copper. There are many such
combinations, all being known under the general name
of verdet, or verdigris. The form used by Bencker was
that technically kriown as the dibasic acetate of copper.
It requires to be soaked in water three or four days be-
fore it is used, so that as much as possible will dissolve.

E. G. Lodeman, The Spraying of Plants, p. 44.

Verdet's constant. See ^constant.

Verdhandi (ver'THan-di), n. [ON. Verdhandi,
from the ppr. of verdha, be. See worth, v.] In
Norse myth., one of the three Fates, the Norn
of the present.

verdict, n— perverse verdict a verdict in which the
jury have been intluenced by tlieir own interpretation of
the law rather than by the law as charged by the court ; a
verdict contrary to law.

verdigris-green, «. 2. A green color imparted
to the lead glaze of common earthenware by
the use of verdigris, as in the tulip ware of

the old Pennsylvania-German potters.

verein (fe-rin'), n. [G.] Union; a union,
association, or society.

vergery (ver'jer-i), n.

as sacristy.

veridic (ve-rid'ik), a.

true, + dicere, speak.]

Verilus (ve-ri'lus), n.

border, edge.] A genus of fishes belonging
to the family Lutianidse, found in deep water
in the West Indies.

verine (ver'in), n. [ver(atridine) + -ine^.] A
yellow, amorphous compound, C28H45()gN,
prepared by the action of alcoholic sodium
hydroxid on veratridine. It melts at 130° C,
and closely resembles covin, with which it

may be identical.

veriscope (ver'i-skop), n. See vitascope.

veritism (ver'i-tizm), n. [verit(y) + -ism.]

The methods or work of the ventists. See
*veritist.

" Veritism," as illustrated in Spinelli's *'A basso Porto,

runs out into declamation of commonplace over noisy and
frequently cacophonous music ; and such a combhiation
will not make an art work even with the admixture of a
widely gesticulating chorus and well contrived pictures
and groupings. N. Y. Tribune, Jan. 29, 1900.

[verger + -y^.] Same

[L. veridicus, < verus,

Same as veridical.

[NL.. < Sp. veril.



veritist

verltist (ver'i-tist), n. [F. vSritiste, < veriU,

E. verity.'] A recent uame for a form of

realism which takes pleasure in portraying
what i3 debased or abnormal.

And now we have the latest efforts of the " veritist

"

school, which seeks to employ the language of the ideal

to express not the real alone, but that form of the real

which is least deserving of presentation in any form.

Maacagni set an example with '* Cavalleria Rusticana,"

and his hot-blooded melody, like peppers "hot i' the
mouth," ravished the blas4 world. Then came "I Pagli-

acci," "La Festa Marina," "A Santa Lucia," all based on
the notion that artistic motive (it is hard to remain Eng-
lish in a discussion like this) of a lyric drama are to be
found in the social barnyard.

JV. Y. Tribune, Jan. 29, 19oa

verity, *I The four verities or noble truths of Bud-
dhism, the four fuiuiainenul principles evolved by Gau-
tama the Buddha as he sat in rapt meditation under the

bo-tree pondering on the problem of life and its miseries.

They are : (1) that suffering exists wherever sentient

being exists ;
("2) that the cause of suffering is desire or

a craving for existence and its pleasures ; (3) that deliv-

erance from sutfering can be effected only by the eradi-

cation of desire ; and (-1) that this can be accomplished
only by walking in the noble eightfold path (1) of right

views in regard to life ; (2) of right aims ; (3) of right

words ; (-1) "f right conduct ; (o) of right means of liveli-

hood (celibate mendicancy); ((>) of right effort; (7) of

right-mindfulness (that is, freedom from error in recol-

lecting the law) ; and (8) of right meditation and tran-

quillity. See *»td<ina.

verm. An abbreviation of "Vermont.

Verma (ver'ma), n. [NL., altered from L.
vermis, a worm.] A genus of eels belonging
to the family Ophichthyidie, and found in

rather deep water off the Florida coast.

Vermalia (ver-ma'H-ii), «. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of XL. 'vermalis, < L. vermis, a worm.l In

Haeckel's system of classification (1896), a
phylum of unseguented, worm-like animals
including the llntifera, Xemathelminthes, Mol-
luscoidea, and Rhynchocoela.

vermetoid (v^r'me-toid), o. and n. [L. vermis,

a worm, + -t- + -oid.] Worm-like; resem-
bling the Fermetidie; a worm-like organism.

Each must be considered as a separate genus whether it

has one or more species, but I and a, 2 and b, 3 and c, 4 and
d, can efich be classed as a distinct genus, with a turritel-

loid and a vennetoid species, or all species of vennetoidt
may be classed as Turritella.

Amtr. Sat.. Oct. 1907, p. 638.

Termian, a. 2. In anat., relating to the ver-

mis of the cerebellum. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 158.

vermicular, a. 5. Noting limestone, sand-
stone, or sliale rocks from which minerals have
been dissolved leaving round holes or cavities

which give the rock the appearance of having
been worm-eaten.
The * vermicular limestones' have given geologists

much trouble as to a satisfactory explanation of their for-

mation. That sodium chloride was the original occupant
of these cavities seems doubtful. But celestite is soluble
in water containing small quantities of sodium, calcium
or magnesium-chloride. Science, April 15, 1904, p.*620.

"Vermicularia (v6r-mik-u-la'ri-a), n. [NLi.

(Tode, 1790), < L. vermiodus, a worm ; refer-

ring to the cylindrical spores of some species.]

A Targe genus of Fungi Imperfecti, having
mostly superficial, black, membranous pyc-
nidia provided with stiff dark bristles. The spores
are elongate, unicellular, and hyaline. Over 125 species
have been described. I'. Dematiuin is a common apecies
throughout the northern hemisphere, occurring on dead
herbaceous and woody plants. V. circinang Is the cause
of oniori-scal).

vermiculation, n. 6. A color-marking of fine,

wavy lines : a term frequently used in describ-

ing the plumage of birds.

vermicnle, n. 2. A motile, worm-like stage
in the development of some sporozoans. See
*psffiidoiermicHhis. I'roc. Roy. Philos. Soc.

(London), March 6, 1902, p. 76.

vermicillus, n. 3. Same as *vcrmicule, 2.

MacCallum's obsen'ations on Ilalteridium, a crescentic

parasite of birds, indicate that these crescentic bodies are
of two varieties, one, the male, producing flagella, the
other, the female, uniting with a free tlagelluin and de-

veloping into a motile form called the " vermicutiu."
J. Ku-inr/. in Jour. Exper. Med., March 26, KWl, p. 467.

vermidom (v6r'rai-dom), n. [L. vermis, a
worm, + dom{us), house.] A colony or aggre-
gated group of tubicolous worms. Encyc.
Diet.

vermilion, «.— American vennlllon. .tame as

A uxlrinn *rinnnhnr.

vermilionette (vcr-mil-yon-ef), n. Icermilion

-r-ettf.] A trade-name for a red pigment
made by precipitating a solution of eosin with
sodium carbonate in water by means of lead

acetate. The precipitation maybe effected in

the presence of red lead or basic lead chromate,
or white zinc may be used as the material on
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which to fix the eosin. Any such product is Micropogon ectenes of the Pacific coast of
of little value because of its fugitive character Mexico, and of Mentioirrhus elongatus of the
as a pigment.
Verminous bronchitis, cachexia. See
*bronclntis, ^cachexia.

Vermontese (ver-mon-tes'), «. sing, and pi.

[^Vermont + -ese.] An inhabitant, or the in-

habitants, of Vermont.
The refusal of Congress to welcome the new State was

a cause of estrangement which the British government

Pacific coast of Central America, fishes of the
family Scieettidse ; also of the Mexican flasher,
Loboies pacificus.

versatile, a. 7. In ichth., capable of being
turned eitherway : describing a spine, a tooth,
or any organ that may not be usually so
turned. Jordan and Evermann, Amer. Food and
Game Fishes, p. 540.

hoped to use in efforts to induce a return of the Ver- .traraa'i h Tn+^nd+TT Tra^^a i„ *.y ..*,• „,.-.. *,,

I'inTe. " "" ""'"" °' '^''''' ""=" "™'' '" *'" ^- »• of- wh'i?K?drp"r1^WV"il?'u"^^^^

Winsor, Narrative and (Mtical History of America, VIL
[188, note.

Vernal catarrh. See *catarrh.

vernal^ (ver'nal), n. [?t'er«(!n)

The trade-name of
/NHCO.

line powder, used in medicine as a soporific.

vemicose (ver'ni-kos), a. [NL. vernicosuSj

diethyImalonylurea,

a colorless, crystal-

intensive accentuation, and not upon ihe alternation of
long and short syllables : opposed to -^titne-verse. Scrips
ture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 538.

verse-group (vers'grop), n. The verse con-
sidered as the unit of rhythm.
The rhj-thm on which he lays most stress has as its

unit the vei-se, or line (average duration, 2.69 sec; but
where the rhythmic effect is most marked, average 1.67
sec). . . . This 1.67 sec. verse-group, he feels, tallies

fairly well with the nonnal attention-time.
G. M. Stratton, Exper. Psychol, and its Bearing upon

[Culture, p. 236.

yarnished, < F rrniw varnish.] In 60*., hav- versicler (vfer'si-klfer), n. [versicle, n.] One
mg a shiny surface as though freshly varnished, ^^o writes versioles or little poems. [Bare.]
Vernier chronOSCOpe. See *chronoscope. .,„, ^^^^ ^^„,^,^^ to-moniw morning early."
vernier-compass (ver ni-^r-kum^pas), n. 1. The latter expressed a fear that the hour was too critical

A form of compass for surveyors' use in which for poetry. G. Meredith, Diana of the Crossways, xxx.

the horizontal limb carrying the sights is fitted versiera (ver-si-a'rii), n. [It., 'the wife of the
with a vernier for close-reading of the angles Adversary,' a female goblin, < L. adversaria,
from the compass-needle as a zero point.— 2. fem. of adversaritis, an adversary. See ad-
A form of dividers for shop use in which the rersary.] In wmfft., a certain curve, 'the witch
vernier principle is applied for setting or for of Agnesi.' See toitch^.
reading the distance apart of the points, versine (vtr'sin), n. [ver(sed) + sine.} Same
One anu has the fixed scale, and the other has tne mov. ^^ fproffi o,'*,/. Qo^ o,'v>^2
able one. The two scales are laid out from the common "'' ' er6«t sine, oee Sltie .

centerof the pivot of the compass, and slide past each VerSlOUZe (vfer'shon-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
other as the two legs are adjusted. versionized, ppr. versionizing. [^version + -ire.]

vernier-gage (ver'ni-er-gaj'),n. 1. A gage or To make a version of ; translate. [Bare.]
measuring and calipering apparatus to whi..'h Wace's poem, already taken from Geoffrey of Mon-

mouth, as Geoffrey had taken it, or pretended to take it

from the older chronicle, was soon again, as we shall see,
to be versionized into English. U. Coppie, Eng. Lit., p. 52.

the principle of the vernier is applied. It usu-
ally has the measuring element in two parts
which slide past each other in measuring and
carrv on the contact edges the two gradua- versor, n— Quadrilateral versor, in math., a versor

tions of the vernier type.— 2. A form of tlie^ rotatory effect of which upon a vector is equal to a

pressure-recording apparatus in which the verstra. °' A simplified spelling of t;ers«i.
indicating needle or arm is fitted with one ,^^^1 «.-vert sabl6 (F. 'sanded green'), a sandy or
graduation of the vernier and the fixed dial speckled green color used on Sfevres porcelain.

vert2, V. II. trans. To turn : noting the move-
ments of the eyeball.

For instance, all of the muscles of the eyes may be
relatively weak. The ducting or verting power is not as
great as it should be. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 210.

Vert. An abbreviation (o) of Vertebrata; (b)

of vertebrate.

verteber (vtr'te-bfer), n. An obsolete English
form of vertebra.

carries the other.

vemin (v^r'nin), n. [fL. vem(alis), of the
spring, + -i(A] A colorless alkaloid,

Ci6H2oOgN8-3H20, contained in the young
shoots of the vetch, the clover, and the gourd,
in hazel and pine pollen, in germinated bar-
ley, and in the sugar-beet. It crystallizes in

slender, lustrous, microscopic prisms.

vemis Martin (ver-ne' mar-tan'), n. [F.

rtrnis, varnish, + Martin, a personal name.] _-_+«v.»™ „ 1 .< ,< 1 .-1. v. ... ,

A „^lA.locc la„'^o,„i=l, r,<.'«„li„.i„oH„,.foH tr,i VBrtebra, n.-AntlcUnal vertebra, a vertebra, nearA colorless lac varnish, peculiarly adapted for
fixing the finest water-color paintings on thin
ivory or wood surfaces, invented by Martin, a
coach-painter of Paris, in the reign of Louis
XIV.
vemonln (v^r'no-nin), n. [^Vernonia + -in^.]

A colorless, pulverulent compound, C10H24O7,
contained in the root of Vernonia Xigritiana.

It is used on the west coast of Africa as a
febrifuge and is a cardiac poison, 80 parts of

it producing the same effect as one part of

digitalin.

Vernon shale. See Salina *beds.

veronal (ver'p-nal), n. [ver{nin) + -on- +
-n(3.] A trade-name for diethylmalonylurea,
used medicinally as a hypnotic. Buck. Med.
Handbook, VHI. 221.

verriculated (ve-rik'u-la-ted), a. Same as
vcrricnlate.

verriculose (ve-rik'u-los), a. Same as uerricu- vertebral, ".

Idle.

verriculiun (ve-rik'ii-lum), n.; pi. verricula

(-lii). [NL.] Same as rerricule.

verruca, «.— verruca necrogenlca. Same as ana-
tomical tuherde (^which see, under tuhercle).— \QTr\lca.
plana, a broad. Hat wart, usually on the face or back.—
Verruca senilis, a form of wai-t, usually veiTuca plana,
fK'curring in the aged.

Verrucariales (ver-6-ka-ri-a'lez), n./?/. [NL.,

the center of the dorsolumbar series, having a vertical

spinous process toward which the spinous processes of

the vertebnc on either side incline. The typical foi-m of
anticlinal vertebra is foun<i in members of the cat family.
— Caudal vertebrse, \n ichth., that portion of the ver-

tebral ctihnnn behind llie abdominal cavity which bears
heniapophyses and is without ribs. See abdominal ver-

tebree, under abdominal.— Complex vertebra, a name
given by Ramsay Wright to the elongate second vertebra
of catflshes, which is really a complex structure formed
by the fusion of the second, third, and fourth vertebral.

For convenience in descriptive anatomy we venture to
propose for the confluent, 2nd., 3rd., and 4th. vertebrae

the term complex vertebra.

Philos. Trans. Hoy. Soc. (London), 1893, ser. B, p. 70.

Naked vertebrae, the imperfectly ossified vertebra; of

some ganoid tlshes (the older Crossopterygii, the Iletero-

cerci, the pycnodonts, etc.). in which the interior of the
arches and spinous processes is cartilaginous, while the
outer coating of bone fonns a hollow cylinder.— Ring
vertebra, a vertebra composed of two half vellebrre ana
hollow within, such as occur iu some fishes. See -khemi'
vertebra.

3. One of the unpaired horny
plates which cover the median dorsal portion
of the carapace of a turtle.

vertebralia ( v^r-te-brii'li-ii), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of rcrtebraUs. See vertebral.] The horny
plates which run along the central portion of

the carapace, or upper shell, of a turtle; the
vertebrals. See *vertebral, n., 3. Same as
*neuralia.

< I'errucaria, the type genus, -I- -ales.] An vertex, «. 2. (6) In jrcom., the point at which
order of pyrenocarpous lichens, the Pyreno- concurrent straights meet.- Vertex of a cone,
carpeiB of Zahlbruckner's classification, in the apex —Vertex of a curve, any point in which a

Engler and Prantl's Natiirlichen Pflan:enfami- diameter meets the curve- Vertex of an angloid the

;,/>, The r/.rri/c«r;«/'/>3> nrp one of the Tirinci- co""""" origin of the rays — Vertex Of a pencil or
uen. ine ) errucanaccx are one 01 me pnnci

gjjg^f, in gemn.. the cointereection point of the system
pal families. of concurrent straights.

verrucosis (ver-6-k6'sis), n. [NL., < Verru- vertical. I. ^.-vertical circle. (<) A telescope
r(iirin) + -osis.] Same as lemon-*scab and moving in a vertical plane with a lai^e circle attached

oraii(ir-*scab.

vermgato (ver-6-ga't6), n. [Sp., warty, <

verruga, < L. verruea, a wart.] A name
of Micropogon furnieri of the West Indies, of

upon which vertical angles are rea<l. The instrument is

not confined to tlie meridian but is free to turn around a

vertical axis.— Vertical equation, trace. See •e^uo-
tion. -ktrace^-.

II. n— Angle of the vertical. See *iin(7J«3.



verticibasal

verticibasal (v^r ti-si-ba'sal), a
{vertic-). top, + -i- + E. basal.]

aeterized by a base and vertex.

All the higher plants and also most algse are

(ttrlictlKiml). r/efer (trans-X Physiol, of Plants,

erticibasality (ver'ti-si-ba-sal'i-ti), n.

vertex (vertic-), top. + -i- + E. basal + -ity.]

In bot., the character of being verticibasal;

the fact of being organized with base and

apex. See *polarity, 1 (c).
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ri, vertex cord- noting the nerve-center for the act of vestigially (ves-tij'i-al-i), adv. In a vestigial

Inftot. char- urination, located in the spinal cord. Kihnt or rudimentarv way.
"'

(tians.), Psvchol. of Emotions, p. 116.

bipolar vesico-urachal (ves"i-k6-ii'ra-kal), o.

IlTl65. vesica, bladder, + NL. urachiis + -aU.}

PL lating to the bladder and the urachus.

Ribot

[L.

Ke-

[L.

Re-
vesico-nrethral (ves*i-k6-u-re'thral), a.

vesirti, bladder, + NL. urethra + -a/1.]

lating to both the bladder and the urethra.

liuck, Med. Handbook, I. 777.

, ., , , „„ Vesicular structure. See *struetare.
Flowerinft plants possess, therefore, a relatively sUhie ^g_s„„i -,*- ^_ ll_ trans. To fill or cover with

. vertieillus, a whorl.]

P/efer (trans.), Physiol, of Plants, II. 155.

Verticillium (v^r-ti-sil'i-um), n. [NL. (Nees

von Eseubeck, 1816), < L
A genus of hyphomyce-
tous fungi, having erect

branched conidiophores

with the terminal

branches in whorls and
bearing unicellular hya-

line or bright-colored

conidia. Over 50 species

have been described. I*.

Candelabrum is a com-
mon species on decaying
wood in Europe and
North America.

vertigo, n.— tarynge^
yertlKO, a neurosis markea
by vertigo, preceded by a feel-

ing of fulness in the throat

and coughing, and followed

by loss of consciousness.— j , »

ODhthalmlc vertigo, dizziness due to ocular defects,

especially the insufficiency of the muscle of the eye.

Terrain, n Indian vervain or vervlne, in New

andelaI'trtiCiUittm

brunt, showing
coiiidiophore with conidia

much magnified.

the

shining club-mosa
or swamp ever-

?:reen, Lycopodiuin
ucidutum. See
thining Itclub-

mo«<.

vervine (v^r'-

vin), 11. A com-
mon cormption
of rerrain.

Very lord, ten-
ant. See very

*lord.

ves. Abbrevia-
tion of Latin
vesicatorium (a

blister).

Tesanic (ve-

san'ik), a. [L.

resamis, insane,

+ -ic] Insane

;

of or pertaining to insanity,

book, V. 87.

vesbium (ves'bi-um), n.

vesicles ; render vesiculate or vesicular.

Baking Powder vesiculates the dough by mechanical

means, and affects or changes the constituents of the

flour. Med. Record, i'eb. 7, 1903.

vesiculectomy (ve-sik-u-lek'to-mi), n. [L.

vesicula, vesicle, + Gr. ckto/i)/, a cutting out.]

Excision of a portion of the seminal vesicle

on either side, with the object of producing

sterility,

vesiculitis (ve-sik-u-H'tis), n. [NL., < L. ve-

sicula, vesicle', + -itis.] Inflammation of a

vesicle, specifically of the seminal vesicles.

vesiculopapular "(ve-sik"u-16-pap'u-lar), a.

[L. vesicula, vesicle,' + papula, papula, +
-ar^.i Marked by both vesicles and papules.

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 720.

vesp. An abbreviation of the Latin vespere,

in the evening.
A vesper hymn or song. [Rare.]

Heartless things

Are done and said i' the world, and many worms
And beasts and men live on, and mighty Earth

From sea and mountain, city and wilderness.

In vesper low or joyous orison,

Lifts still its solemn voice.
Shelley, Alastor, 1. 694.

btlTched vesper, «.

or rudimentary way.
This conception [of the sentience of environing bodies)

persists up through barbarism, albeit vestigially, into

civilization.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 33.

vestium (ves'ti-um), n. [NL., < L. Vesta,

Vesta.] See *siriutn.

vestry, «. 3. (6) The identity of ecclesiastical and
secular powers and duties in the English parish repre-

sented by the vestry has now quite disappeared. The
important acts tending to this result were the Public

Health Act of 1875, which virtually made each mban
civil parish, outside the metropolitan area, a distinct
' urban district

'
; the Local Government Act of 1894, which

gave rural civil '.parishes certain powers of self-govern-

ment ; and the London Government Act of 1899, which
substituted municipal boroughs for the former civil par-

ishes of London.

By the London Government Act, 1899, twenty-eight

boroughs were created in substitution for the old ves-

tries, boards, commissioners, etc. The general adminis-

trative powers of these boroughs are but little larger than

those of the vestries which they have superseded.

J. F. Stephen, Laws of England (14th Ed.), III. 33.

veszelyite (ves'zel-yit), «. [Named after one
Veszely, a mining engineer.] A hydrous phos-

phate and arsenate of lead and zinc occurring

in crystalline granular incrustations of a

greenish-blue color: from Morawit za in the

Banat.
Vet. An abbreviation (a) of veteran; (6) of

veterinary.

veter. \l. c. or cap.] An abbreviation of vet-

erinary.

vetitive (vet'i-tiv), a. [L. vetitum, pp. of

vetere, forbid.] Of the nature of or pertaining

to a veto; that forbids or prohibits.

The only case in which our executives have a real veti-

tive power is the case of pardon.
F. Lielier, Civil Liberty, p. 202.

y

vespertine, a. 6. In astral., setting after the y^^ Sure. An abbreviation of veterinary sur-

sun : said of a planet.

vespid (ves'pid), n. and a.
(/con

.

UJ

of the hymenopterous family Vespidae.

n. a. Having the characteristics of or be-

longing to the family Vespidse.

vespoid (ves'poid), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the hymenopterous superfaraily Vespoidea.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-

longing to the superfamily Vespoidea.

Vespoidea (ves-poi'de-a), m. pi. [NL., < vespa
-¥ -oidea.] The old' family Vespidse consid-

ered as a superfamily.

vessel, n.— Bast vessel. Same as «t«iie-i;eH.— Cardlo-
vlsceral vessel. See Hcardiovisceral.— Supraspinal
vessel, in entom., a ventral sinus lying on the nerve-cord

I n. A member ygxiUatio (vek-si-la'shi-6), n. [L., < vexillum.

Indian VervainU-yCGpodium lucidulum).

a, leaf; *, sporopriyll with sporan,
gium ; c, spores.

a standard.] In Horn, antiq., a body of troops

marching under a single vexillum or battle-

flag.

veziga (ve'zi-gS,), n. [Russian.] The pre-

pared spinal co'rd of the sturgeon.

Twenty-flve of the common sturgeon of Russia being

required to funiish 1 pound of " veziga " or viaziga (pre-

pared spinal cord), as the product is commonly known in

the European markets.
Bulletin U. S. Fish Cam., XVIIL 417.

V-gear, n. 2. A friction-gear which has

V-grooves turned in its face, to give a large

gripping surface, and allow the gear to wedge
slightly into the grooves on the gear with

which it works.

Buck, Med. Hand-

[NL., < It. dial.

and closed by a pulsating diaphragm.

Vestalia (ves-ta'li-a), n. [NL., neut. pi. of

l>«ta/is, Vestal.] In Kom. antiq., the yearly _, ^ , .,, ^, a i, + „i,„,,o,i i;i,» tba
festival of Vesta, which occurred on the ninth V-hut (ve'hut) «. A hut shaped hke the

Qf j^l letter V. See the extract. [Australasia.]

Vested school. See *schooU

Vestibular canal. Same as urogenital sitius.

Vesbio, < L. Vesuvius, Vesuvius.] A supposed vestibule, n. 3. (e) In Bryozoa of the subor-

new chemical element announced in 1879 by

Scacchi as present in lava from Vesuvius. It

was afterward shown to be vanadium.

vesical, a.— vesical crises, attacks of violent pain in

the bladder, with tenesmus, occurring sometimes in the

course of locomotor ataxia.— Vesical reflex. Same as

urinary reflex (which see, under -kreflex).

vesicle, «. 1. (<?) In petrog., a cavity in lava

formed by the expansion of escaping gas-

bubbles, chiefly of steam

—

Accessory vesicle,

in certain jiolyclads, a backward prolongation of the

vagina as a blind sac beyond the point of entrance of the

duct from the uteri.— Anal veslCle, in gephyreans, one

of the branching structures, of supposed excretory func-

tion, which unite into a common stem opening into the

intestine close to the anus.

The study of the development of the Gephyrea. accord-

ing to Korschelt and Heider, proves that these organs
" do not arise, as was supposed, from the intestine, but

»re formed in the somatic layer of the mesoderm "
; and

farther that "their entire mode of origin proclaims the

anal vesicles to be nephridia which only secondarily en-

tered into connection with the hind gut." If this is so,

their function must be excretory ; and the observations

of many zoologists lend support to this theory.

Trans. Linn. Soc., Zool., Dec, 1900, p. 88.

Caudal vesicle. See •catfrfnJ.-Chlorophyl vesicle.

See *ehlnrnphiil.— KsiCemoae vesicle, in starflslics, one

of tlic small rcjundcd glandu'ar bodies projecting inward

from the circumesophageal canal. There is a pair in

each interradius except the one containing the stone-

canal ; in this there is only a single vesicle. Also known
as Tiedemnnn's body or Tiedemann's Dfstde.— Tleoe-

mann's vesicle. Same as racemose -kvesicle.

vesicorectal (ves'l-ko-rek'tal), a. [L. vesica,

bladder, + rectum, rectum, '4- -aU.] Relating

to both the bladder and the rectum.

vesicospinal (ves"i-k6-spi'nal), a. [L. vesica,

bladder, + spina, spine, + -ail.] Having re-

lation to both the bladder and the spinal

der Cryptostomata, a tubular shaft which lies

above and leads to the mouth of the zooecium.

This vestibule or vestibular shaft may be

crossed by diaphragms or hemisepta and is

surrounded by vesicular tissue or a solid cal-

careous deposit.— 4. In car-building, a ear-

platform inclosed above and on two sides and
connected by a bellows-like extension with

the similarly inclosed platform of the next

car. Each extension carries an iron door-

frame called a, face-plate. When two cars are

coupled together the opposing face-plates are

pressed together by springs, which at the

same time allow the'm to slip over one another yiagraph (vi'a-graf), «. [L. via,

with the motion of the cars. The permanent + q,. yp^^eiv, write.] An insi

structure of the vestibule includes doors on

each side, at the steps, and hinged platforms

to cover the steps when the doors are closed.

vestibule-latch (ves'ti-bul-lach"), "• in

lock-makinq, a lock for an outside door, having

a bolt operated from the outside by a key and
from the inside by the door-knob, the outer

knob being fi.xed or controlled by a stop.

vestibulotomy (ves-tib-ii-lot'o-mi), n. [L.

vcstibidum, forecourt, vestibule, + Gr. 7o,</7/,

a cutting.] Operative opening into the vesti-

bule of the inner ear.

In case my readers may not know what a ' 1" hut is

like, I will describe one :— It is exactly as if you took the

roof oft a house and stood it on the ground, you can only

stand upright in the middle.
,

C. L. Innes, Canterbury Sketches, p. 20. Quoted in E.

[E. Morris, Austral English.

vial, ji.-Sectmdse vise, the second passages for nutri-

ent material, namely, the lacteals, bloixi-vessels, and lym-

phatics, whereby the digested material is carried to the

tissues.

viagram (vi'a-gram), «. [L. via, way, road,

+ Gr. )i)afifja, a writing.] The diagram or

trace made by the recording pen of a viagraph.

In the experiments the viagraph must play a conspic-

uous part ; and if the speed, pull, and vibration could be

autographically recorded to correspond with the 'I'W-

gram' the dilferent conditions could be seen at a glance,

while a scale of measurements would give definite results.

Jtep. Brit. Ass. Ad. Sci., 1901, p. 414.

way, road,

nstrument de-

signed to indicate and usually to record the re-

sistances ofl'ered by the roadway to a wheeled

vehicle running over it. It gives the grades, the

inequalities of surface and the resistances to traction

caused by these, particularly with van ing quality of road-

making material. When made a recording instrument

the trace of the jien or pencil is called a nagrnm, and its

ordinates give the values of the desired factore or ele-

ments under oiiservation. while the abscissas are distances

upon the road from the sUrting-point

An instrument called the viagraph is described by the

author, which takes an automatic record of the inequali-

ties of the street surface and gives the sum of all the ver-

tical depressions found in paving over a niile.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1901, p. 43a

a glass vialOf these combinations the most important is that of _, . . , f

superior with inferi.>r vestibulotomy, constituting what vial, ».-BolOgna vlal, '",
''^f

'"'"'"'{{:,„ - uhnsn
we have called " double vestibulotomy." which has been smldenly cooled m "'e making It lias^

Lancet, Hay 9, 1908, p. 1341. tliick bottom and open mouth, and will resist a smarl

blow, but will fly in pieces if a sharp grain of sand is

vestige, « .- In vestige, as a vestigial organ or struc-
j^opfced into it

t'lre. viatorlal f\-i-a-t6'ri-al), a. [L. viator, a trav-

The fundus of a pouch whose opening remains intw- »'»
,

,- qj -
pertaining to traveling.

tige on the back of the tongue, as^n t^e ^.;;^e^i^.cum. ele^r,^+^.-J p^iXe L i.pHvile%



vibrancy

vibrancy (vi'bran-si), H. [ribran(t) + -cy.]

The character of being vibrant ; capability or
fact of vibration.

vibration, »— circular ylbratlon, the resultant of

two plane vibrHtiona, equHl in amplitude and frequency,
but at right angles to one another and having a difference

of phase of 90*.— Damped vibration, a simple har-

monic motion with a decreasiTig amplitude.— Elliptical
vibration, the periodic motion of a particle or medium
which results from the composition at right angles of

two plane vibrations of equal frequency and having a

ditTerence of phase other than a quarter of a wave-length.
—Forced vibration, vibration of a body or system pro-

duced by the jieriudic application of a force the frequency
of which dilfei-s from the free vibrational frequency of

the botiy. Forced vibrations correspond to the fre-

quency of the applied force and not tx> the frequency of

free vibration of the body or system. Enci/c. Brit.,

XXV. 53.— Isochronous vibration, a vibration the
frequency of which i.s independent of the amplitude. In
isochronous vibratit)nB, the time consumed by each oscil-

lation reTnains constant, as the vibration diminishes in

intensity, until the motion ceases altogether.— Recti-
linear vibration, a vibration in which the path of the
oscillation is along a sti-aight line. See simple harmonic
inution, under mniiun.— Stationary vibration, a vibra-

tion in which the position of the nodes and loops is fixed.

The vibration of a standing-wave system in which inter-

ference causes the permanence of the nodes in space is a
Btationary vibration.— Synchronous vibrations, vibra-

tions having the same frequency and the same phase.
— Vibration form, in tipticn, the path or curve de-

scribed by the end of the line representing the light

vector at any point— Vibration galvanometer, a gal-

vanometer with light moving parts and a free period of

oscillation such as to penuit to follow, by its deflections,

the rapid fluctuations of a vibratory current. One of the
most sensitive fonns is the string-galvanometer of Einsto-
ven.— Vibration mairnetometer. See -kmaijiutometer.

vibration-ratio (vi-bra'slion-ra'shi-o), n. In
acountics, the ratio of the pitch-numbers of

tones, more especially of the tones composing
the musical intervals: as, the ribration-ratio

of the octave, etc. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., I. i. 35.

vibrator, n. 4. Any arm or lever pivoted at

one point and free to swing or vibrate between
stops, usually adjustable in position ; in gen-
eral uses, such a device operating at high
speeds or frequency.— 8. An appliance with
a rubber or other tip of variable shape which
is made to oscillate very rapidly by means of

electricity or some mechanical device : em-
ployed in mechanicotherapy to give vibratory
massage to a part.- Ribbon vibrator, in elect., an
interrupter consisting of a vibrating riblxjn or strip of

steel the frequency of which is adjusted by varying the
tension with which it is stretched.- Rlglli vibrator,
an apparatus, devised by Professor Righi of Bologna, for

the pro<iuction of very short electric waves. It consists

essentially of a series of three spark-gajts between smalt
balls of metal. Elect. World and Engin., Feb. la, 1904,

p. 20a.

vibrio, n.— Koch's vibrio. .Same as Koch's comma
•kbacilluit.— MetChnlkOlTa vibrio, a species of bacteria,

Microttjnra (i'il>ri'>) Mclrhnifcovi, said to be the cause of

an intestinal disease of chickens. .See -k Micro>q>ira.

vibrioid (vib'ri-oid), a. [NL. Vibrio + -oiW.]

Perfaiiiiug to or resembling Vibrio, a genus of

bacteria.

vibrograph (vi'bro-graf), n. [L. vibrare,

swing, + Gr. ypcupeiv, write.] An instrument
designed to record photographically vibra-

tions, as of a building, the ground, etc. Ma-
ture, Feb. 2.5, 1904, adv.

vibrometer (vi-brom'e-tfer), n. [L. ribrare,

vibrate, + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] A device for

imparting vibrations to the membrana tym-
pani in the treatment of tinnitus aurium and
deafnes.s. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 653.

vibrophone (vi'bro-fon), n. [L. vibrare, vi-

brate, -t- Gr. ^vti, sound.] A device for induc-

ing movements of the drum-membrane of the

ear by means of sound-waves directed into

the auditory meatus. Buck, Med. Handbook,
III. 653.

vibrOBCOpic (vi-bro-skop'ik), a. [vibroscop(e)

+ -ic] Pertaining to, or obtained by means
of, a vibroscope.

vibrotlierapeutics (vi'bro-ther-a-pii'tiks), n.

[h. vibrare, vibrate, + E. therapeutica.'] The
employment of mechanical vibration in the
treatment of disease.

Vibumin (vi - bi-r ' nin), n. [Viburn{um) +
-iii2.] A substance, probably consisting of a
mixture of compounds, extracted from the

Vilack haw. Viburnum prunifolium. It is used
medicinally in certain uterine affections.

Vic. Ap. An abbreviation of Vicar Apostolic.

vicar, "- vicar capitular, an ecclesiastic goveniing
a di'K:csc during the interregnum between the death of a
bishop and the instalnient of his successor.— Vicar-gen-
eral. ('') A priest deputized by a iiiahop to assist him
in the administration of a diocese, but without episcopal

jurisdiction or functions.

vicarious, a. 5. In paleon., said of represent-

ative, closely related species or genera of
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fossil organisms occurring in homotaxial for-

mations of different faunal provinces. Exam-
ples are atforded by the Silurian trilobites Deiphon
americanu^, of the American Niagara)], and Deiphon
forbegi, of the British Wenlock beds ; and by the brachio-

pods Orthis gtriatula, of the European Upper Devonian,
and Orlhin tullienniii and O. impresga, of the homotaxial
North American formations.

vice-kingdom (vis'king'dom), fl. The terri-

tory ruled by, or the jurisdiction of, a vice-

king or viceroy ; a viceroyalty.

vice-reine (ves-ran'), n. [F., < vice-, vice-, -I-

rcine, < L. regina, queen.] 1. A nominal
title of the wife of a viceroy.
The first photo taken of the Vicereine during the State

tour in Burma. Black and Whtte, Jan. 4, 1902, p. 4.

2. The female governor of a state or colony,
who rules in place of the king. [Rare.]

*' Brussels ... at the time that it belonged to Austria
and had his sister the Archduchess Mary Christine for
Vice-Iieine. Jerninyham Lettertt, II. 391.

3. An American nymphalid butterfly, Basil-
archia floridetisis, found in Georgia and Flor-
ida, and resembling the viceroy although much
darker in color. Comstock, How to Know the
Butterflies, p. 173.

Vic. Gen. An abbreviation of Vicar-General.

vichy (vish'i), n. An abbreviation of Vichy
renter. See water.

vicilin (vis'i-lin), n. [L. vicia, vetch, -I- -l-

+ -in-.'] A globulin found in the horse-bean,
Vicia faba; also in lentils, peas, etc.

vicinage, «—jury of the vicinage. See *jury.

vicinal, a. 2. In organ, chem., noting the
proximity, in the molecule of a cyclic com-
pound, of two or more substituting groups or
atoms. It is used especially of derivatives of
benzene having groups in the positions 1,2,3.

vicinei, n. 2. In j)/ii/to(7eo(7., naturalized from
a neighboring formation: opposed to *adven-
titiou.i. See *adventitious, 4. F. E. Clements.

vicine^ (vis'in), ». [L. vicia, vetch, -H -ine'^.']

A colorless compound, (CgHi506N3)i, con-
tained in the seeds of the horse-bean, Vicia

faba, V. faba minor, and in the sugar-beet
root. It crystallizes in aggregates of needles.

vicinity, «. 4. In geom. topics, a place, A,
is said to be in the vicinity of a place, B,
within a place, C, which contains both A and
B, and in a given respect, if, and only if, an
object instantaneously filling A can by an
ordinary motion move to B without ever leav-
ing C, and without at any instant during Us
motion occupying any place which differs

from A in the given respect.—Immediate vlcin-
. ity, in the theory o//unctiotut, a i»art of a continuum so
near to a point (or other element) that there is no change
material for the purpose in hand between its outmost
verge and that point (or element).

Vicious circle. See *circle.

Vicksburg beds. Same as Vick.'iburg group.
Victoria black, see *Wn(;Jr.—Victoria green. (6)

Same :i3 malaehite-ijreen, 2.

victorium (vik-to'ri-um), M. [NL., named
from (Jueen Victoria of Great Britain.] The
second name given by Sir William Crookes to

a supposed new chemical element of the
yttrium group which he had at first called
monium. The oxid was obtained as the result of long-
continued fractionation of what had been considered an
yttrium salt, and the chief evidence of its being distinct

was atforded by study <if the phosphorescent spectrum.
The question of the independent existence of this, as of

sundry other supposed constituents ,of the group of the
rare earths, remains to be cleared up. See •kmonium.

vid (vid), n. In math., a letter or unit in Ben-
jamin Pierce's linear algebras.

vid. [/. c. or cap,] An abbreviation of the
Latin x'ide, see.

Vidal black. See *black.

vidduy (vid'o-e), n. [Heb., < f/ndah, confes-
sion of sin, prayer for pardon (Jastrow).] A
name especially applied to the confession
called 'al-het, which is repeated four times
during the services of the eve and day of

atonement; also applied to the confessfon of

a sick Hebrew when he is approaching death.

vide^ (ved), a. [F. vide, empty, unoccupied.
See void.] 1. In music, especially in orches-
tral scores, an indication of an omitted pas-
sage or cut.—2. In violin music, a direction to

play a note upon an open, unstopped string.

vieja (ve-a'ha), n. [Cuban Sp., < Sp. vieja,

fern, of viejo, old, < L. vetulus, old.] A com-
mon name of fishes of the genus Sparisoma.
— vieja COlorada, Sparimma fiaveticenK, a fecaroid fish

found from Key West to Rio Janeiro.— VieJa muger.
Same as irVieja Colorado.

Vienna blue. See *Mt«'.— Vienna green, cupric
arsenite or aceto-arsenit*, used as a pigment.— Vienna
lime. See *iim< 1.— Vienna porcelain. See -ttporce-

lainl.

villosin

vierer (fer'6r), n. [G., < vier, four.] A small
coin of the Swiss canton of Berne, equal to
four deniers or denarii, introduced in 1828.

vierin (vl'e-rin), ?i. An amorphous, white,
bitter principle of aromatic odor obtained
from the bark of Bemizia velozii : used as a
substitute for quinine.

vierkleur (fer'kl^r), n. [D., < vier, four, +
kleur, color.] The four-colored (red, white,
blue, and green) flag of the former South Af-
rican Kepublic (Transvaal).

vietingHoflte (fe'ting-hof-it), n. [Named
after M. de Vietinghof.] Essentially a fer-

ruginous variety of samarskite, from near
Lake Baikal, Siberia.

view-angle (vu'ang'gl), «. In photog., the
angle included by a lens, de-
termined from the relation
of the focal length to the
diameter of the field. If,

in the figure, AB equals the
diameter of the field and CD
the focal length, then the
angle ADB is the view-angle.
When the ratio between the
diameter of field and focal
length is known, reference
tables give the angle sought.

In so far as we depart from this normal view-angle of
60°, whether from choice or necessity, we will obtain per-

spectives to which the eye is unaccustomed, and which
will therefore be spoken of as unnatural, exaggerated,
etc. Photo-miniature, Sept., 1901, p. 249.

view-finder (vu'fin"d6r), «. Same b,sfinder (f).
vigesimal, a. 2. Based upon twenty.

The vigenimal system flourished in America, but was
rare in the Old World.

F. Cajori, Hist. Elementary Math., p. 4.

Vigesimal notation, system. See *notattmi, -ksygtem.

vigesimoquarto (vi-jes"i-m6-kwar't6), a. Said
of a section of twenty-four pages in a book,
on a sheet, or in form of type. Usually called
iwcnty-fonr-mo.

vigilambulism (vij-il-am'bii-lizm), ti. [L.

vigilia, a waking, -(- ambulare, walk. Cf. som-
nambulism.] See the extract.
Another form of natural somnambulism ... is "day-

time" somnambulism, or vigilambuligm. It concerns
hysterical patients who possess, besides their normal and
regular life, another psychological existence or second
state, so to speak, of which they retain no memory in

their normal condition. The peculiar characteristic of

this second state is that it constitutes a complete psycho-
logical existence; the subject lives the everyday life, his

mind is alive to all ideas and perceptions, and he is not de-

lirious. A. Binet (trans.). Alterations of Personality, p. 3.

vigilist (vaj'il-ist), n. [vigil -t- -ist.] One who
keeps a vigil in tlie ecclesiastical sense of the
word; in general, one who keeps watch.

Vigneron (vi-nye-ron'), n. [F., < vigne, vine.

See vine.] A wine-grower; one who cultivates

grapes.

Vlgnin (vig'nin), n. [NL. Vigna (see def.) -t-

-i«2.] A globulin found in the cow-pea, Vigna
sinensis.

vigogne (vi-gony'), n. [F. vigogne, vicuna.]

A soft woolen dress material. Dry Goods
Economist, June 13, 1908.

vigorite (vig'o-rit), n. [vigor + -ite^.] The
trade-name of an explosive, one grade of

which consists of 30 per cent, nitroglycerin,

49 per cent, potassium chlorate, 7 per cent,

potassium nitrate, 9 per cent, wood-pulp, and
5 per cent, magnesium carbonate.

Vigoureux printing. See *printing.

Villafranchiau (vil-a-fran'ehi-an), a. and n.

I. a. In geol., noting a stage or group of the
Pliocene Tertiary in the northern Apennines
of Italy, constituted of fluviolacustrme sands
and clays, with shells indicating a moist, warm
climate, and with remains of Bhtnoceros and
Mastodon. Below it lies the Astian group
with marine or estuarine fossils.

n. n. The Villafranchian stage or group.

Village settlement. See ^settlements.

Villarius (vi-lil'ri-us), h. [NL., < L. villus,

hair.] A genus of catfishes found in Mexico.

Villavecchia test. See *tesii.

Villeroi sauce. See *sauce.

villiaumite (vil-i-6'mit), «. [After M. Villi-

aume, who collected the material.] Sodium
fluoride, occurring in small grains of a car-

mine color and isometric crystallization in the

nepheline-syenite of the Los Islands.

villiferous (vi-life-rus), a. [NL. villus +
-ferous.] Provided with villi, or minute finger-

like projections, such as occur typically on
the walls of the intestine.

villosin (vil'o-sin), n. [NL. t'illosus (see def.)



villosin

+ -i«2.] A colorless glueoside of unknown
composition, contained in the root of Suhus
procumbeiis (if. villosus of Aiton). It crystal-

lizes in silkv, lustrous needles and melts at
173-175° C.

\imaiia (vi-rea'na), «. [Skt. vimdna, a car,

chariot, palace, tower.] In the architecture
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vine-borer, m.—Bean vine-borer, (a) The larva of

a phycititi moth, Munoptitota nubiltlia, which bores tlie

stems of beans in the United States from Maryland south-

Top of Vimana of Great Pagoda at Tanjore. __

of ludia, a tower-like structure marking the

principal or central part of a temple. It is

usually pyramidal or spire-like in shape, sev-
eral stories high, and elaborately sculptured,
and is assumed to contain the central and
most sacred shrine.

V. imp. An abbreviation of the Latin verhum
impersonale, impersonal verb.

Vinaconic (\"in-a-kon'ik), a. [L. vinum, wine,
-t- aconic (?).] Noting an acid, a colorless

CH2
compound,

;h,
C(C00H)2, prepared by the

action of ethylene bromide on diethyl sodio-
maloTiate. It crystallizes in slender prisms or
needles, melts at 140° C, and is also called

ethyUnemalonie acid, or 1,1-tnmethylenedicar-
boxylic acid.

Tincetoxin (vin-se-tok'sin), 11. [NL. Vince-
iox(iciim) (see def.) + -ih^.] The name given
to two yellow, amorphous, pulverulent com-
pounds, Ci(jllj20(;, contained in powdered
asclepiasroot, Vynanchum Finciloxicum. They
melt at 59"^ C. One dissolves in water, the
other does not.

Vincignerria (vin-si-ger'i-ii), «. [NL., named
after Deeio Vincipuerra, ani Italian naturalist.]

A genus of fishes of the family MauroUcidse,
found in the open Atlantic.
Vinculum matrimonii, in law, marriage ; the bond of
matrimony. Tlie expression is'usually used in the phrase
divorce a vinculo matriinonii, to indicate an absolute
divorce as distinguished from a divorce a mensa et thoro,

or limited divorce. .See these phrases under divorce.

vine, n— Macquarie Harbor vine. Same as J/oc-
quarie Ilorljor itjrapc.

vine-aphis (vin'a"fis), «. Same as *grape-vi>te

aphis.

vine-beetle (vin'be'tl), n. Any one of several

Grape-vine Flea-beetle (Haltica chatybea).

a, adult beetle, with enlarged leg at right; *. larva; e, larrx
and beetle;, on foliage; d, injury to buds; e. beetles killed by
fungus. (After Marlatt. U. S. D. A-}

beetles which attackthe vine, as the grape-vine
flea-beetle, the grape-vine fidia, and others.

Bean Vine-borer iMonopttlota nubiUlia).

a, female moth : *, antenna of male : c, gall of larva ; rf, young
larva; r, first abdominal segment of same from side; /, mature
larva

; ^, cocoon : b and c much enlarged. (Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

ward. (6) The smaller corn-stalk borer, the larva of an-
other phycitid moth, Ela'smopatpun ligiiogellus, which
aometimes bores into bean-st:illcs in the southern United
States.— Lima-bean vine-borer, the larva of an Ameri-
can i>hycitid moth, Monoptilata iiiddU-lla. It bores into

the stems of Lima beans.— Melon vlne-borer. Same as
Sfjuasfi *vine-borer.—Squash vlne-borer, the larva of

an American sesiid moth, Mdittia satyrini/ormig. It

bores into and excavates the st«ms of S(iuash-vines, espe-
cially near the roots.

vlne-chafer (vin'cha'f^r), «. 1. An American
scarabseid beetle, FcUdnota punctata.— 2.

The rose-chafer, Macrodactyhts stibapinosus.

See cut at rose-6«(7.— Spotted vine-chafer, a Large

American scarabtcid beetle, Pelidnota punctata, which
feeds on the leaves of the grape. Its larvaj live in decay-
ing wood.

vine-disease, «.— California vine-disease. See
itdisease.

vinegar, «.— Chilli vinegar. See •cAt«l— Double
vinegar. See vinegar -kesufnce.— Quick Vinegar pro-
cess, a method, introduced into practical use in Germany
in ls;^:l, for making vinegar in a shorter time than had
previously been required. A vat is used, having above
the true bottom a false one perforated with holes, the

space above being filled with a porous material, usually

beech-shavings, sometimes charcoal in small lumps. Air
is admitted from beneath by a number of holes, and the
alcoholic liquid to be fermented, divided into many small
streams, is allowed to trickle downward over the shav-

ings, which gradually become coated with the special

ferment organism, Mycoderma aceti. The formation of

acetic acid in the liquid is greatly expedited by the large

surface of contact with the air, oxygen from which is

taken up. The process is widely in use in Germany for

spirit-vinegar, and in England and the United States for

m.ilt-vinef;ar. Thorpe, Diet, of Applied Chem., III. 327.—
Vinegar essence. See -kesaence.

vinegar-lamp (vin'e-gar-lamp), n. An appa-
ratus for oxidizing alcohol to acetic acid

through the agency of platinum-black or of
spongytplatinum.
vinegaroon, ». A corruption of vinegerone.

vinegary, «. 2. Figuratively, sharp; sour-

tempered.
Vinef/ary spinsters and buxom kindly matrons.

Athenteum, July 15, 1905, p. 74.

vine-maple, n. 2. See *niaplc'^.

vine-mildew (vin'mil"dti), n. See grapc-
mildcir, *grapc-fungus.

vine-peach (vin'peeh), n. A variety of the
melon, Cticumis ilelo, bearing fruits of the size,

shape, and color of an orange or lemon.
These are not edible in their natural state, but
are useful for making preserves and pickles.

Called also orange-melon and vegetable orange.

vine-scale (^nn'skal), n. In entom. : 1. Pulvi-

naria, a large, brown, naked scale-insect with
a large white egg-mass.— 2. A diaspine scale-

insect, Aspidiotus tiVce, which lives under the

loose outer bark of grape-canes.

vine-sphinx (vin'sfingks), n. See *sphinx.

vine-worm (vin'werm), n. Same as black

head *cranberry-worm.
vingtitoe (van-tyam' ), n. [F. (of//.) twentieth,

(ji.) a twentieth, < fingt, twenty.] Atwentieth;
specifically, one of the many special taxes im-

posed on the French peasantry before the Rev-
olution. Kidd, Social Evolution, p. 222.

vino (ve'no), n. [Sp. vino, wine. See wine.'\

A native drink in the Philippines. See *buri
and *tuba^, 1.

Insanity„crime, and frequently death in a few days re-

sult from the use ... of vino.

Anntj and Xavtj Joxir., Dec. 7, 1901.

vinolentia (vin-o-len'ti-S), «. [L. : see ftno-

lency.] Drunkenness.
Vint^ (vint), n. A very complicated Russian
game, something like bridge, in which the
players bid for the privilege of naming the
truinp, and the scores are for various combi-

violet-disease

nations held, for under and over tricks, honors,
etc. It is very common for the winnings or
losings on one hand to run over 20,000 points.

After dinner the Czar generally enjoys the RussiaD
gambling game called tnn^

Rev. of Revs., Sept., 1904, p. 842.

vinta (ven'ta), «. [Bisaya binta.] A small
sailing-boat with outriggers, much used by the
Moros. [Philippine Is.]

vinyard, n. A simplified spelling of vineyard.
Vioiorm (vi'o-form), n. [L. vio{la), violet, +
¥..form{aldehyde).] The trade-name of iodo-
ehlorhydroxyquinoline, C9H4NICIOH. It is
an antiseptic powder and is used in surgery as
a substitute for iodoform. Buck, Med. Hand*
book, VIII. 238.

vioU, n— Arched viol, a form of hurdy-gurdy. Fepyt,
Diary, Oct. ,^ l&a.

Viola-emetin (rf'o-lil-em'e-tin), n. Same aa
t)i0/i«2.

violaite (vi'6-Ia-it), n. [Irreg. < L. viola, vio-
let, + -ite^.'j A variety of pyroxene from th©
Kedabeg copper mines, in Russia, peculiar in
its strong pleochroism.
violamine (vi-ol-am'in), «. [L. viola, violet,
-f £. o»((HC.] A name given to a number of
artificial dyestufl^s of the xanthene group.
They dye violet and bluish red Violamine
B. Same as/rt*( *actrf-ri'o/c( /J.— Violamine 3B. Same
as/a*(*aci(i-Wt((?.—violamine G. Same as -ftflfiW-roTOTn-
tne.— Violamine R. Same as fast itacid-riulet ARR.

Violan (vi'o-lan), n. [L. viola, violet, + -an.^
A violet-blue variety of pyroxene from Saint-
Marcel, Piedmont: essentially identical with
diopside.

violantin (vi-o-lan'tin), n. A yellowish-
white, granular, pulverulent compound, C4H3-
O6N3.C4H3O4N3.4H2O, prepared by mixing
solutions of nitroso-and nitrobarbiturio acid.
It decomposes at 120° C. Also called nitro-
sonitrobarbituric acid.

violaquercitrin (vi"o-la-kwer'sit-rin). n. A
-"16. CO
It crystaUizes in

yellow glueoside, C27H280je, contained in
f'iola tricolor var. arvei

slender needles.

viola-zither (ve-o'la-zith"er), 11. See boio
*citliern.

violetl, n— Acld-vlolet. See *ari<i-rtoirt.—Alizarin
violet. Same as gallein.— Allrali violet, an acid dye-
stulf of the triphenyl-carbinol, sulphonic-acid type : so-

called because it is best dyed in a slightly alkaline bath.
Compare alkali blue, under 6iiw.— Anthracene violet.
Same as gallein.—AzO violet, a direct cotton-colur of the
disazo type derived from dianisidine. It dyes unmor-
danted cotton a bluish violet from a soap bath.— Benzyl,
Violet, one of the methyl-violets.— Chytrldiose of vio-
let. See *chi(tridiose.— Cresyl fast violet, a basic-

coal-tar color of the oxazin type but of uncertain com-
position. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton violet

—

Diamine violet, a direct cotton co.al-tar color of the-
disazo type derived from benzidine. It dyes unmor-
danted cotton violet in an alkaline salt bath.— Ethyl
violet, a basic coal-tar color of the triphenyl methane
type- Same as ethyl purple (which see. under purple^jf—

Fast violet. .Same as gallocyanine.— Fast violet B, an
acid coal-tar color of the disazo type del ived from jiara-

toluene-azo-a-naphthylamine. It dyes wool bluish violet
in an acid bath.— Fast Violet R, an acid coal-tar color
of the disazo type tlerived from benzene-azo-naphthyl-
amine. It dyes wool a reddish violet in an acid bath.

—

Gallanll violet, a mordant coal-tar color of the oxazia
type prepared by the action of nitroscKlimethyl- or ethyl-
anilineupon theanilide of gallic acid- It dyes chromium-
mordanted wool reddish purple.— Gentian vl0l6t, an
aniline dye extensively used in the study of bacteria. It.

is sometimes used in combination with saturated aniline
water, as so-called gentian aniline tcater ; the aniline
enforces the staining power of the dye-

—

Guinea-Violet,
an acid coal-tar color. It dyes wool violet in an acid
bath.— Hessian violet, a direct cotton coal-tar cidor of
the disazo typo derived from diamido-stilbene. It dyes
unmordanted cotton bluish red in a soap bath.

—

Kongo
Violet, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the disazo type
derived from benzidine. It dyes umni>rdanted cotton a
vinous-red color from a neutral salt bath- Also called
Bordeaux extra.— Lanacyl vlOlet, an acid coal-tar color

of the monoazo type piepared from di.azotized araido-

naphtholdisulphonic acid. It dyes wool dark violet in

an acid bath-— Lauth'S violet, one of the coal-tar colors,

used as a dye- It is a s;ilt of thioiiin, containing sulphur
as one of its constituent elements.— Methylene ViOlet,
one of the coal-tar dyes, of reddish-violet color.— Neu-
tral Violet, a basic coal-tar color of the azin type,

prepared by llie action of nitroso-di-methyl-ani!ine on
meta-phenylene-diamine. It dyes taimin-mordanted
cotton a reddish violet.— Oxamlne violet, a direct cot-

ton coal-tar color. It dyes unmordanted cotton a reddish
violet in an alkaline salt bath-— Red Violet, one of the

acid violets; a name by which Holtinann's violet is stime-

times designated.— Root-rot Of the Violet. See *roo(-

rof.— Victoria violet, an acid color of the monoaio
type, which is pi-epared hy the leduction of chromatrope
211. It (lyes wool a bluish violet.

violet d'6v§que. [F., 'bishop's violet.'] In

ccram., a violet glaze of Oriental porcelain.

Also called bishop's purple, or aubergine *pur-
plc (which see),

violet-disease (vi'o-let-di-zez'), n. Same as.

*lcaf-spot of violet.



violet-midge

violet-midge (ri'o-let-mij), h. See *tnidge.

violet pens6e (vyo-la' pon-sa'). [F., 'pansy
violet. ] A delicate shade of violet color, ob-
tained from manganese, sometimes seen in the
soft-paste porcelain of Sfevres.

vloletta (ve-o-let'a or vi-o-let'a), n. [It. dim.
of riola^.] A form of large viola, invented by
Stelzner of Wiesbaden, in 1891, intermediate
in size and range between the viola proper
and the violoncello.

violinl, n—Alto violin. SeerioJoi, 2.

violin-case (vi-o-lin'kas^, «. A case or box in
whioh a violin is kept.

violin-maker (vi-o-liu'ma'k^r), n. One whose
trade or occupation is to make violins and
similar instruments ; a luthier.

violin-making (vi-o-lin'ma'king), n. The
process, trade, or art of making violins and
similar instruments. It includes many de-
tails, such as the selection and preparation
of materials, the making and manipulation of
patterns, the shaping and fitting of parts, and
the application of carving, purfling, and var-

nish. It reached its perfection in northern
• Italy about 1700.

violin-player (vi-o-lin'pla''er), n. A violinist.

vioUe (vi-ol'), n. [Named from M. Violle, a
French physicist.] A unit of photometric in-

tensity, equal to the light radiated perpendic-
ularly from a square centimeter of surface of

platinum at the temperature of solidification.
The bougie deciiiiale is defined as jio of a violle and tlie

latter, according t^.) tlie lieterminationa of Professor Violle,

after whom this unit has been named, is equal to 19.a

British standard candles. See -kliyht gtandard.

violuric (vi-o-Ivi'rik), a. [L. viola, violet,

-I- E. uric] Noting an acid (nitrosobarbi-

turio acid), a yellowish compound,
.NH.CO.

CO' >C:NOH.HoO, prepared by the
\NH.CO/

action of potassium nitrite on barbituric acid.

It forms lustrous, trimetric crystals.

viper, n— Russell's viper, an extremely poisonous
snake, Dabitia rumtelli, of Iiidia, rankiiignext to the cobra
in iU deadly character. It is of a pale brown with three
rows of dark spots, edged with lighter color.

Virchow's crystals. See ^crystal.

vireo, «— Bahama vlreo. a sabspecies of vlreo, Vireo
altUtt'juief barbatulus, found in Cuba and the Bahamas.

Vireux slates. See ^slate"^.

virgate^, a. 2. In geol., noting a svstem of

faults, the minor members of whict branch
from a central one as twigs from a bough.

virgate^ (v^r'gat), v. i. [L. firga, branch,
twig, -t- -ate.] To branch off, like a twig, or
diverge like a system of twigs. [Kare.]

virgation (v6r-ga'shon), n. [L. firga, a
branch, twig, rod, + -ation.'] The act of

branching or diver^ng; a branching form or
arrangement; speciflcally, in geol., a branch-
ing system of faults.

The Western Balkans form In their southern part six

ranges, the orographical expression of a geological " vir-

gatiim." (Jeotj. Jour. (R. O. S.), IX. 87.

virgin. I. "— offices of the virgin. See*o^ce.

II. r(.—virgin wax, white wax.

Taki- an ordinary glass slip 3 in. by 1 In., give it a
few strokes with virgin wax (white wax), hold the slip

over a Kunsen burner, or spirit lamp, until the wax melts,

which may then be spread with the fiTiger, then sprinkle

the sand over the melted wax, to which it adheres.
Jour. Roy. Microi. Soc, Aug., 1904, p. 482.

vlrgula (ver'gu-la), n.
;
pi. virgulx (-le). [NL.,

dim. of L. virga, a rod.] A solid strengthen-

ing rod in the graptolites which originates in

the wall of the sicula and extends through the

nema into the rhabdosomes. It is character-

istic of the Axonolipa, an order of the Grapto-
loidcii.

viridarium (vir-i-da'ri-um), n. ; pi. viridaria

{-a,). [Ij. virid{is), gi-een, + -arium. See
-ariuni.] A plantation of trees ; a pleasure-

garden.

vlridiaSneous (vir-i-di-a-e'ne-us), a. [L. vi-

ridi-f, Kvvtixi, -t- iieneiis, of copper, -I- -ous.]

Greenish aeneous. Annals and Mag. Vat.

Hist., June, 1903, p. 604.

viridic (vi-rid'ik), a. fL. viridis, green, + -fc]

Noting an acid a brown, amorpho'iis com-
pound of uncertain composition. The calcium
salt is found in coffee-beans and imparts to

them their green color.

viridine, ". 2. An obsolete green basic dye-

stuff.— Alizarin Vlrldlne, a mordant dyestufl related

to anthraiininone. It is used In calico-printing and -dye-

ing to produce very fast shades of green.
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virify (vir'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. virified,

ppr. lirifj/iiig. [L. vir, man, + -i- + -fy.] To
render masculine. [Rare.]

Why are females virified and males feminized in their
gerontic stages as if the secondary qualities of each were
latent in the other but were suppressed during the re-

productive period ? 0. S. Uail, Adolescence, II. 57.

virilism (vir'i-Iizm), n. [viril(e) + -ism.]

Hermaphrodism in which the individual is a
female but has certain genital organs resem-
bling those of the male.

V. irr. An abbreviation of the Latin verbum
irregulare, irregular verb.

virtual, a. 4. In elect., in alternating cur-
rents, effective : said of the value which is to

be used in computing energy or power rela-

tions of a current.— virtual amperes, in elect.,

effective amperes ; amperes of alternating or fluctuating
current as determined by finding the amperes of an un-
varying direct current that would give the same heating
effect—virtual current, alternating or fluctuating
current expressed in virtual amperes.— Virtual elec-
tromotive force, (a) Effective electromotive force in
an alternating circuit ; where the wave form is sinusoidal,
the maximum induced electromotive force divided by the
square root of two. {h) In synchronous alternating-cur-
rent machines, the induced electromotive force corre-
sponding to the resultant of the magnetomotive forces of
fleld-flux and annature-flux.

The virtual E.M.F. and the real induced E.M.r. differ
from each other by the E.M.r. of aimature self-induc-
tion.

Steinmetz, Elements of Electrical Engineering, p. 128.

Virtual value, in alternating currents, the Intensity of
a current as determined by flnding the value of a steady
direct current which would produce the same heating
effect. Where the wave-form is sinusoidal the virtual
value of a cun-ent equals 0. 707 times the maximum value.
—Virtual volts (or voltage). See -ttvirtual electromo-
tive force.

virulin (vir'o-lin), n. [L. virul(entus), full of
poison, -f- -in".] A hypothetical substance
produced by the pneumococcus which coun-
teracts the action of opsonins upon the organ-
isms in question, and in the absence of which
phagocytosis would take place. Science,

April 24, 1908, p. 658.

virus, n—Attenuated vims. Virus can also be at-

tenuated by heat, .\tteauated virus is extensively used
in active imnmnizatioii, its, for example, against anthrax
and rinderpest—Dehumanized vims, vaccine virus
obtained originally fri>ni nuui. but modified by passage
through a heifer.— Fixed virus, antirabic virus, the
toxicity of which has been increased by repeated pas-
sage through animals (rabbits), to a point beyond which
it is impossible to go. Such virus kills in about six days.
This form Is the standard. Fixed virus is distinguished
from street virus, or that inoculated through the hite
of a rabid dog, which is of uncertain strength and viru-
lence.— street vims, the ordinary virus of rabies, as it

occurs In mad dogs; not Intensified by being passed
through a series of animals. See fixed itvirus.

ViS^, «— vis a tergo, a force acting from behind; a
pushing or impelling force.— Vls major [L. 'greater
force'], in law, an Irresistible natural foi-ce, exempting
one, barring special contract or fraud, from contract obli-

gation. In both the civil and the common law the term
has nearly the meaning of "act of God."

Vis. An abbreviation of ci'scoun*. Also written
f'i.sc, Fisct.

Visaya (ve-sii'yii), »t.
;
pi. Visayas (-yas). [An-

other spelling of Bisaya, in which the 6 is pro-
nounced, in Spanish mouths, nearly like v.]

One of a Malay people who occupy the north
and east coasts of Mindanao and most of the
islands lying between Mindanao and Luzon.
They are the most numerous of the various
peoples which occupy the Philippines, num-
bering some 2^ millions, and are now largely
Christianized.

Visa^an (ve-sa'yan), a. and «. [Visaya + -an.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Visayas.
II. n. 1. The language of the Visayas.— 2.

Same as * n.i'iy(i.

visceral, «— visceral bar, a general term applied to
the rotl-Iikc cartilaginous structures in the mandibular,
hyold, and branchial arches of sharks, or of the embryos
of higher vertebrates.— Visceral reflex. See -krejlex.

Viscero-inhibitory (\is"e-r<>-in-hib'i-t6-ri), a.

Kestrainiug the functional activity of the
viscera: noting certain nerves. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 574.

visceroptosis (vis"e-rop-t6'sis), n. [NL., < L.
viscera, viscera, + Gr. tttCici^, falling.] Same
as *splanchnoptosis.

viscerosensory (vis'e-ro-sen's6-ri), a. [L.
viscera, viscera, + K. sensory.] Relating to
sensation in the viscera. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VII. 591.

Viscogen (vis'ko-jen), n. [L. viscus, bird-lime
(a viscous substance), -t- -gen, -producing.]
The trade-name of a thickening material used
to adulterate milk.

Viscosimetcr.

visitandine

viscoid (vis'koid), a. [vi8c{ou8) + -oid.']

Slightly viscid.

viscose (vis'kos), n. [L. viscosus, sticky. See
viscous.'] The trade-name of a plastic mate-
rial made from cellulose (cotton fiber) by
treatment with a solution of caustic soda,
addition of carbon disulphid, and digestion
at ordinary temperature until a homogeneous
liquid is produced, a solution of cellulose
thiocarbonate, from which a structureless
jelly-like coagulum of cellulose is formed by
spontaneous decomposition. Cellulose tetra-
acetate may also be used to obtain viscose.
Mineral pigments, hydrocarbons, and other
substances may be incorporated with viscose
before it is molded into special shapes for
use. A fiber imitating silk in luster has also
been prepared from this material. Sd, Amer,
Su}?., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 23535.

ViSCOSimeter, w. The viscosity ia determined by the
rate of efllux through a small orifice. In one form of
this apparatus the
oil to be tested is

placed in an hiner
vessel, the cover
of which is lined
with a thick pad
of non-conducting
material. It is

kept at a tempera-
ture of 50° C. by
means of a water-
jacket and the coil

is heated by a
spirit-lamp. The
volume of oil

which flows
through a central
orifice, in the bot>
tom of the inner
vessel, in a given
time, indicates
the degree of vis-

cosity.

viscosimetry
(vis-ko-sira'e-

tri), H. Ivisco-

simeter -f -y^.]

The measure-
ment of vis-

cosity; the scientific use of the viseosimeter;
viscometry.
The spectrophotometry, viscosimetry, and electric signs

of solutions. Nature, Jan. 9, 1908, p. 239.

viscosity, «— Coefflclent of viscosity. See -tccoeffi,

rfVnf.— Maxwell's law of viscosities. See -klawi.

Viscous Spheroid. See ^spheroid.

Vise^, «.— Coachmakers* vise, an iron vise with one
stationary jaw and a movable jaw attached to a square
slide-bar through which the screw operates in closing or
opening the jaws.— Dog-nOSO vls©, a form of vise in

which the jaws are long and tapering from the base to
the grip, like the tapering nose of the hound : used to
hold work in which the grip should come some distance
from the end of the piece.— Jewelers' vise, a small vise

fitted with a hollow handle or tiiil ; a tail-vise, for use
with fine wire or similar delicate material.— Plg-nosd
vise, a fonn of holding vise with long tapering jaws, re-

sembling the snout of the pig, adapted for work within
which the jaw must enter, and the grip must come at
some distance from the end.

vision, «.— Center of vision. (6) See -kcenteri.—

Facial vision, perception of objects near the face when
one ia blindfolded or in the diuk.

The paper supplements and in three respects aims to
correct the reports of previous experiments on facial
vision. In the perception of objects in proximity to the
face independently of the sense of sight, the nature of

tlie aenaory impression upon which perception depends
is not commonly discriminated.

Science, April 10, 1903, p. 589.

Helmholtz theory of vision, or of visual sensation.
^ee Yi)Uii'j-Uclmhi>ltz theory of color, under color.—
Hemisphere of vision. See *AejHi>;j/jpre.— Bering's
theory of vision. See lleriny's theory of •kcolor.—

Multiple vision. Same as polyopia.— Recurrent vi-
sion, the i)hfnumenon of periodically osciIlat<_)ry persis-

tence of vision, first described by C. A. Young and
sometimea called the Youny effect. When an object is

subjected to a single instantaneous illumination, as by a
powerful electric spark, it is seen several times; first

vividly, then more and more faintly at intervals of about
a fifth of a second.

visionnaire (vi-zyo-nar'), n. [F.] One who
sees visions ; a visionary.

On the other hand there are some things which it is a
virtue to doubt, and Bup*erstition lias no ranker, grosser
forms than those due to the attempts long ago described
by Kant to explain the dreams of visiontiaires by those
of metaphysicians.
Amer. Jour. Jielig. Psychol, and Education, ifciy, 1904,

(p. 58.

visita (vi-se'ta), n, [Sp., visit, visitation.

See visit.} In the Philippine Islands, a vil-

lage or hamlet which is without a priest, and
depends on the visits of a neighboring priest

for religious ministrations.

visitandine (viz-i-tan'din), n. Same as rwi-
tanty 3.



visitate

isitatet (viz'i-tat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. visita-

ted, ppr. visitating. To visit for the purpose
of examining, inspecting, 8u^ve^•iDg, or the

like.

Our lords

Lie blistering 'fore the visitatiug sun.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1. 6.

visnaga, viznaga (vis-na'ga, veth-na'ga), n.

[Sp. fi-iiaya, bi::iiaga, < At. bashiidqa, a dia-

lectal form of bastindkh, < L. pastinaca, a
parsnip or a carrot. See parsnip.'} 1. A name
applied in the Mediterranean region to Ammi
Visnaga, a carrot-like plant, the peduncles

of wWch become dilated into disks which
bear the umbel-
rays. These
harden into

spines and be-

come erect and
connivent.
They are used
for toothpicks,
giving to the
plant the name
toothpick, or
picltooth -plant.

See picktooth, 2.

— 2. In Mexico
and the soiith-

_
western United

' States, a name
\-UnaB»,i.*,>..v».r„,i,«,o'0. applied by the

Spanish colonists to species of Echinocactus

and Coryphantha, fleshy, cylindrical plants
which bear stout spines and contain a wateiy
pulp. In the desert of Arizona Echinocactus
WisUzeni and E.
Emoryi, some-
times called
barrel-cactus,
yield a refresh-

ing substitute

for drinking-
water; and in

Mexico the pulp
of several spe-

cies, including
E. ingens, is

cut into slices

and
sweetmeats
Also written bisnada and bisnaga.

vistascope (vis'ta-skop) n. [vista + Gr.
OKOTTelv, view.] An apparatus for viewing dis-

tant objects in spite of intervening obstruc-
tions. It consists of an aerial camera obscura,

so attached to a kite-sustained cable that an
image of distant objects is thrown on a hori-

zontal ground-glass plate or on thin paraffined

paper acting as the screen of the camera. The
observer on the ground views the image by
the aid of a field-glass. It was invented by W.
A. Eddy.

Vistulan (vis'tu-lan), a. [Vistula, a river of

northern Europe, + -an.'} Of or relating

to the Vistula.—Vlsttllan race, in anthrop., one of

the European races or types, in Deniker's classification,

characterized by fair complexion, mesocephalic head, and
short stature : found in Poland a;»d Silesia.

Vistulian (vis-tti'li-an), n. Same as '''Vistulan.

Visvial. I. «—Broca's vlsnal plane, a plane passing
through theaxes of the two orbits.—Visual adaptation,
aphasia. See -kadaptation, -kaphaina.—Visual area,
the area of vision ; the surface of the eye, esjiecially of

the compound eye of insects and crustaceans, which car-

ries the corneal lenses and admits the light, irrespective

of separation of the lenses by parts of the test.—Visual
cone. See *co;w!.—Visual doubles. In astron., see
irdouhle, 18.—Visual space. See *spaee.

H. n. One who is eye-minded, that is, one
who thinks, remembers, imagines, etc., pre-
dominantly in terms of sight.

This division of men into visuals, audiles, motiles and
indifferents ... is of great interest.

Mind, .July, 1886, p. 415.

Visaalism (viz'u-al-izm), n. [visual -I- -ism.}

The character" of Ijeing visual ; also, the habit
of visualizing; power or tendency to form
visual images mentally.

vlsnalist (viz'u-al-ist), n. [visual -(- -ist.} 1.

One who holds that we gain our perceptions
and ideas of space through the sense of sight,

and that touch is a mere time-sense: opposed
to *tactualist. G. M. Stratton, Exper. Psychol.
and its Bearing upon Culture, p. 128. [Rare.]— 2. One who is eye-minded; a visualizer.

Amrr. .Tour. Psychol., XIII. 544.

visoalize, v. t. 3. Hence, in literature, to

Tvio/^A iTit/\ Spines ol Vi^TiagA iScftittiKactus £moryf):maue lUl-O less than one third natural size.
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make (a character) appear real by vividness

and force of description.

The best visualized character is that of a Norwegian
girl, a singer. AthenJeum, April 15, 1905, p. 469.

visualizer, «. 2. One who habitually asso-

ciates colors with sounds; a person endowed
with colored hearing. [Rare.]

Such subjects are highly impressionable. . . . This I

have ascertained in the four pupils and one teacher who
were found to be *' visualizers " out of thirty five . . .

who were examined.
L. Waldstein, The Subconscious Self, p. 150.

viaual-kinesthetic (viz"u-al-kin''es-thet'ik),

a. Comi>ouiided of sensations of sight and
touch (kiiiEesthesis); noting the concurrence
or association of visual and kinesthetic ele-

ments. Same as -^visual-motor. Psychol. Rev.
Man. Sup., III. xiv. 60.

visual-motor (viz"u-al-mp'tqr), a. Com-
pounded of sensations of siglit and touch
(kinsesthesis) ; noting a concurrence or asso-
ciation of visual and kinesthetic elements.
E. H. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 397.

visual-verbal (viz'u-alrv^r'bal), n. 1. Char-
acterized by a visual memory or imagination
of words or verbal ideas ; tending to represent
words mentally in terras of sight.

The visual-verbal mind reads from a memory manu-
script or printed page, lying open before the mind's eye.

E. 11. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 197.

2. Having a verbal form, with visual con-
tents : as, a visual-verbal idea.

VisUO-psychic (viz'u-o-si'kik), a. Concerned
in, or related to, tbe higher, associative, or

conceptual functions of vision : as, the visuo-

psychic area of the cerebral cortex. Fhilos.

Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1900, ser. B, p. 168.

visuo-sensory (viz"ii-o-sen'8o-ri), a. Con-
cerned in, or related toj the setisory functions
of vision : as, the visuo-sensory area of the
cerebral cortex. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc.

(London), 1900, ser. B, p. 168.

'Vitaceous (vi-ta'shius), (t. [NL. Vitace(se) +
-ous.} Belonging or pertaining to the Vitacese.

'Vitagraph (vi'ta-graf), H. [L. vita, life, + Gr.
ypd^£(v, write.] A trade-name for a moving-
picture machine or kinetoscope. Optical
Jour., Dec, 1903, p. 801.

Vital dynamics. See *di/namics.— vital staining.
Same as itintra-mtain staining.

vitality, «— vitality classes. See*i-i<7««.

vitascope (vi'ta-skop), n. [L. vita, life, -!- Gr.
CKo-ctv, view.] An apparatus, based on the prin-

ciple of the zoetrope, for projecting a great
number of pictures of the same object in rapid
succession upon a screen, thus producing the
appearance of motion. Cinematograph, elec-

troscope, kinographoscope, and veriscoj>e are
names applied to various machines essentially
like the vitascope.
The vitascope, a far more complicated and powerful

structure [than the kinetoscope], takes tliis same ribbon
which has been prepared by the kinetoscope, and coils it

up on a disc at the top of the machine, from which it is

passed over a system of wheels and through a narrow,
upright damp-like contrivance that brings it down to a
strong magnifying lens, behind which there is an electric

burner of high capacity. The light from this carbon
biibier blazes fiercely through the translucent ribbon, and
projects the images on the negatives there, blended, to a
distant screen, with great clearness, for the benefit of the
audience. A'. A. liev., CLXIII. 377.

vitelligerous (vit-e-lij'e-rus), a. [L. vitellus,

yolk, -t- gcrere, bear, + -ous.} Yolk-bearing,
or yolk-laden: said of certain eggs. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 555. ,

'Vitellina't;e(vi-teri-nat), ». [vitelUnic + -ate^.}

A salt of a vitellinic acid.
Vitelline furrow. See */urrow.— Vitelline gland.
See -k'tland.

Vltellopliag (vi-tel ' o-fag), n. [L. vitellus,

yolk, 4- Gr. tpayelv, devour.] In embryol., one
of the primary endoderm or yolk-cells which
in the arthropod *gg liquefy or act upon the
yolk in such a way as to facilitate its assimi-
lation by the growing embryo.
To any one who is at all familiar with the develop-

mental stages under discussion, Petrunkewitsch's figures
suggest anything but what he attempts to prove. Even
in his first paper there is no satisfactory evidence to show
that the colls regarded as derivatives of the polar bodies
in the figures on plate 4 are really such, and not dividing
cleavage cells or possibly vitellophags.

Science, April 8, 1904, p. 588.

vitellophagocyte (vi-teFo-fag'o-sit), n. [L.
vitellus, yolk, + Gr. (payelv, devour, -I- Kvrog,

hollow (cell).] Same as *vitellophag.

Vitellose (vi-tel'os), n. [vitell{in) + -ose.} An
albumose derived from vitellin.

vitexin (vi-tek'sin), ». [Vitex (see def.) '+-

-in2.] A canary-yellow, pulverulent coloring

vltro-

matter, CigHj^Oy or Ci-iR\aO^, contained, in

the form of a glueoside, m punri, the wood of
Vitex littorahs, from New Zealand.

'Viticetum (vit-i-se'tum), n.
;

pi. xiticeta (-ta).

[NL., < vitis, vine, -I- -etum, denoting place'of
growth, a. arboretum.} A place where vines
are cultivated ; a vineyard. [Rare.]
The viticetum is along the western edge of the forest.
D. T. MacDoutjal, in Pop. Sci. Mo., June, 1900, p. 176.

'Vitiliginous (vi-ti-lij'e-nus), a. [vitiligo (-gin-)

+ -ous.} Pertaining to, affected with, or
characteristic of, vitiligo.

He also referred to the vitiliginous squamous derma-
tosis which had been observed by .Jeanselme on the coast
of Annam and other parts of Indo-China.

Med. Record, Oct. 12, 1907, p. 622.

yitin (^'i'tin), n. [L. vitis, a grape-vine, +
-iH^.J A compound, C20H32O2. found in the
epidermis of grapes and apples. It crystal-
lizes in silky needles which melt at 250-255°.
It is a weak acid.

•vitium (vish'i-um), n. ; pi. vitia (-a). [L. See
vice^.} Vice; defect.

vitrage (vi-trazh'), n. [F., glazing, glass
windows, < vitrer, glaze.} A curtain made
from a material of light texture, designed to
be fastened to a window or a glass door.

Vitreocapsulitis (vit''''re-6-kap''su-li'tis), n.

[NL., < L.('i7/'cws, vitreous, + capsula, capsule,
-h -itis.} Same as hyalitis.

Vitreograph (vit're-o-graf ), n. [L. vitreus, of
glass, -1- Gr. ypa^ciD, write.] A photographi«
or other print on glass.

Vitreoperforate (vifre-o-pir'fo-rat), a. [L.
vitreus, vitreous, + perforatus, perforate.]
Having a perforated silicious shell or test, as
certain Foraminifera.
Vitreous chamber. See ^chamber.
vitreously (vit're-us-li), adv. In physics, in a
manner analogous to that observed in the case
of glass: as, a vitreously charged body or a
vitreously reflected beam of kght.

** Vitreous selenium" reflects blue and violet light
metallically and the longer wave-lengths vitreously.

Physical Rev., April, 1904, p. 194.

vitri-. [L. vitrum, glass.] In petrog., in the
quantitative system of classification of ig-

neous rocks (see -^rock^-), a prefix used to in-

dicate that a rock is microscopically glassy.

Compare *vitro-.

vitriol, M.—Brown vitriol, the English trade-name for
sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol, stained by soot and dust from
the flues, when it has been concentrated in leaden pans
heated from the top.— Cyprian 'Vitrtol, crystallized

cupric sulphate, CuS04.5H2U. Socalled Cyprian vitriol

made at Chessy in France from mixed ores of copper and
zinc was found to contain tile sulphates of both metals,
with even much more zinc than copper.— Eagle vitriol,
the trade-name for an impure mixture of iron and copper
sulphates, sometimes containing zinc sulphat« : used by
tanners in coloring leather.- Martial "Vitriol, in chein.,

an antiquated name for crystallized sulphate of iron or
ferrous sulphate (FeS04.7HoO), also known as green
vitriol and copperas.— VitTO^ Vitriol, strong sulphuric
acid charged with nitrosulphonic acid. It runs oif from
the bottom of the (iay-Lussac absorbing-tower in the
manufacture of sulphuric acid by the lead-chamber pro-

cess.— Rectified vitriol, in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid, a trade-term applied to the jinMluct concentrated to

a strength of about 95 per cent real acid : also written
rectified 0. I', (oil of vitriol).— Rose vltriOL Same as

bieberite.— Salzburg "vitriol, a mixture of blue and
green vitriols.— Spirit of vitriol, an old name for sul-

phuric acid.— Vitriol OCher. Same as •kylnckerite.—

Vitriol shale, a shale or slate which contains a consid-
erable proportion of intimately mingled iron pyrites.

The weathering of such shale gives rise to the production
of ferrous sulphate and sulphuric acid, and the latter

usjially acts on the earthy matter present to foiTn more
or less aluminium sulphate. On leaching with water a
solution is obtained, which by evaporation to dryness
leaves a cake, consisting chiefly of ferrous and ferric sul-

phates, aluminium sulphate, and^some free sulphuric
acid. This cake constitutes the so-called vitriol stone

from which fuming sulphuric acid may be made.— Vitriol
stone, the solid mass obtained by leaching with water
pyTitous shale which has been weathered by atmospheric
exposure and evaporating the liquor to dryness. The
residue contains as its principal ingredient ferric sul-

phate, and from it by heating in clay retorts fuming
sulphuric acid may be obtained, while a residue of col-

cothar is left. See irvitriol shale.

vitriol (vit'ri-ol), f. t.
;
pret. and pp. vitrioled,

ppr. vitrioling. To cleanse from grease, dirt,

or loose oxid scale on a metal surface by
dipping in a bath of dilute sulphuric acid;

pickle.

vitriolate, a. H, «. An antiquated name
for a sulphate.

Vitrite (vit'rit), «. [L. vitrum, glass, + -iteZ

A variety of hard glass or other substance
used for electric insulation.

vitro-. [L. vifrMjn, glass.] lnpe<ro(?., a prefix

used to signify that a rock is glassy ; in the

quantitative system of classification of ig-



Titro-

neous rocks (see *rocil), indicating that the
rock is megascopically glassy. Compare
*citri-.

vitrophyro-yxikonose (vifro-fi-rd-ii'ko-nos),
>• In petrog., in the quantitative classifi-

cation of igneous rocks (see *rock^), a yuko-
nose which has a megascopically porphyritic
and glassy texture ; a glassy porphyry with
the composition of yukonose. See *yukonose.

vitrotype (vit'ro-tip), n. [L. vitrum, glass, +
Gr. riTTo(;, type.] A photographic picture
made with a collodion film on glass or earth-
enware and fired in an oven. Stand. Diet.

Vittaria (vi-ta'ri-ii), n. [NL. (J. E. Smith,
1793), < L. vitta, a ribbon, + -aria, in allusion
to the narrow fronds of the fern.] A genus of
polypodiaceous ferns, usually epiphytic. The
fronds are closely clustered and pendent, linear and often
grass-like, leathery in texture or somewhat membranous,
and mostly fertile ; and the sori are borne in a continuous
line at or uear the margin, usually within a groove
formed in part of the unaltered edge of the leaf and
somewhat protected by this, but without special indiisia.

There are about 50 species, of wide distribution in tropi-
cal or subtropical regions. V. lineata, the grass-fern,
occurs in Florida, usually on the palmetto, and through-
out Tnost of tropical America.

vivacious, a. 3. Perennial: sometimes ap-
plied to plants which live from year to year.

Viverravidae (viv-e-rav'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
Viverravus (the type genus) -i- -irfa?.] A fam-
ily of extinct mammals of the order Creodonta,
with long bodies and short legs, suggesting
the existing Viverridse.

vizard-t (viz'ard), n. 1. A vizard-mask; a
vizor.

Together with all vizardt for the Day I prohibit all

Masks for the Night, made of Oil'd .Skin and I know not
what. Congrem, Way of the World, iv. 6.

2. One who wears a vizard-mask.
Med. Who in the devil's name can this be?
Dor, Why the vizard— that very vizard yoa saw m©

with. Etheredije, llan of Mode, i. 1.

V. L, An abbreviation of Vice-Lieutenant.

Vladika (vlad'i-ka), n. [Bulg. Bohem. vlad-
yka, bishop, OBiilg. rladyka, lord, < vlada",
vlasti, rule.] A bishop of the Church of Monte-
negro, who at the same time exercises tempo-
ral rule.

The Church of Montenegro has from early times been
independent under its bishops, who from 1516 to 1851
were also the temporal rulers, under the title of Viadikas,
or prince-bishops. Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 383.

vley, n. Same as vly.

On the edge of a small rUy (lake) . . . due east from
Wynberg station. I'roc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 340.

V. M. An abbreviation (a) in electrotechnics,

of roltmeter ; (b) of the Latin Veterinarius
iledicus, veterinary physician.

V. n. An abbreviation of the Latin verhum
neiitrum, neuter verb.

Vo. An abbreviation of verso (left-hand page).

vocabularian (vo-kab-u-la'ri-an), n. {i-ociib-

vtari/.] One who is master of a large or un-
usual vocabulaiy. [Bare.]

Mr. indulges in no conceits, he is not a vncabula-
rian : he u.se8, as none but a poet can, the old i«»etic
materials, fidl Mall Oazette, July 20, 1899, p. 4. J?. D.

VOCabulation (vo-kab-u-la'shon), n. Selection
of a vocabulary ; choice of words or phrases.
[Rare.]

A rich-toned voice responsive to her feelings, and a
mind not exactly intellectual, but felicitous in vocabuta-
tion and ingenious in the construction of sentences.

E. Eijgleston, Faith Doctor, xiii.

Vocal nodules. See tingert' *nod<».— Vocal reaction.
See *reacti<iti.

vocalion (vo-ka'li-on), n. [NL., < L. vocalis,

vocal, -t- -OH.] A form of reed-organ gradu-
ally perfected from experiments begun in Eng-
land about 1870. its toTies are produced from large
free reeds so connected with special resonance-cavities
and supplied with wind under heavy pressure that their
quality is strikingly full and mellow, and also capable of
considerable variation of timbre. Vocalions are often
made with three manuals and pedals, and with many
stops, so as to fulfil something of the function of a pipe-
organ.

vocalise (v6-ka-lez'), n. [F., < vocaliser, vo-
calize.] An exercise or study for singers,
usually without words. Compare solfeggio.

voce (vo'cha), n. [It., < L. vox (voc-), voice.

See voice.'] Voice ; vsed in the expressions voce
di petto, the chest-voice, voce di testa, the head-
voice, and voce velata, the veiled voice.

voces. Plural of vox.

V0etganger(f6t'gang'fer),n. [D., 'foot-goer.']

A name given by the Boers in South Africa to
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the young of the migratory locusts so destruc-
tive in that country.
VOgesite (v6'ge-sit), n. [G. Vogesen, Vosges
Mountains, + -ite'^.] In petrog., a dark-colored
porphyry, with panidiomorphic granular tex-
ture, composed chiefly of orthoclase,with some
lime-soda feldspar, and prismatic crystals
of liornblende and diopside. Rosenbusch, 1887.

VOglianite (v6g'li-a-nit), n. [Named after
J. F. Vogl, who analyzed it.] A hydrous sul-
phate of uranium occurring in green earthy
coatings : found in Joaehimsthal, Bohemia.

voice, H. 12. In music, a singer or the voice-
part that a singer sings.— 13. In voice-build-
ing, same as *voice quality.— 14. The sound
made by the stridulation of an insect Acces-
sory voices. .See ^accessor?/.— Active voice. See*ac-
((U'.—Boy voice, the male voice before muUition,
closely resembling the mature female voice.— Cavern-
ous voice. See *cayfrKow«.— Chamber voice, a voice
suitable for private or parlor singing, rather than for con-
ceit singing.— Falsetto voice. .See /atoCo.— Outer
voices. See Oliver */)fir(s.— Voice quality, the specific
quality or timbre of the tones of a voice, either in general
or in particular applications. It iapure when unrestricted
and smooth, yxUtural when cramped in the throat, naxal
when resonated in or emitted through the nose, veiled
when obscured or made indistinct either voluntarily or
involuntarily, breathy or nsjnrated when accompanied by
the emission of unvocalized bi-eath, forced when made
with undue effort or with apparent difficulty, etc.

voice-builder (vois'bil'der), n. A teacher or
trainer in voice-building

voice-building (vois'bil'ding), n. The act or
process of developing vocal ability by syste-
matic discipline, it is properly a specialized form of
gymnastics, designed to bring every part of the vocal ap-
paratus under control and to make itefficientfornumerous
practical purposes. It includes not only detailed training
in the management of the breath and of the various adj nst-
ments of the larynx, pharynx, and mouth that are de-
nianded in facile and effective phonation, but also the
stimulus of con-ect mental conceptions as to ideal vocal
tone, finished pronunciation, expressive and forcible de-
livery, etc., which constitute the basis of both speaking
and singing in an artistic manner. It ia strictly the pre-
liminary discipline for both elocntion or oratory on the
i^iie side and singing on the other. IncideutaUy, it is also
of distinct hygienic value.

voice-formation (vois'for-ma'shon), n. Same
as *ioice-huilding.

voice-key (vois'ke), n. In exper. psychoh, a
reaction key which is opened by the expulsion
of the breath in speaking. Scripture, Exper.
Phonetics, p. 154.

voice-placing (vois'pla"sing), n. In voice-
building, the act or process of adjusting the
breath and the resonance-cavities of the
pharynx and mouth so that vocal tones are
apparently located, that is, resonated, in cer-
tain points in the mouth. In general it is

most satisfactory when the center of reso-
nance is high and forward.

voice-production (vois'pro-duk'shon), n. 1.
Same as *foice-building.— 2. Specifically, the
actual use of the voice in producing particular
effects either in speaking or singing.

voice-stop (vois ' stop), n. In phonetics, a
sonant stop (mute) ; a voiced stop.

voice-trainer (vois'tra'ner), n. Same as
*i-oicc-build(r.

voice-training (vois'tra'ning), n. Same as
*i'oicf-b\iilding.

Void of course. See *coursei.

voile (vwol), n. [F. voile, veil. See veil, n.]
A fabric similar to the old-fashioned nun's-
veiling, but made with somewhat heavier
yarns. Dry Goods Economist, June 13, 1908.

VOiture, «.- Voltnre lig^re [F., 'light carriagel, a
motor-car designed to carry fom* or five peraons and made
lighter in weight and shorter in length than the ordinary
t<juring-car: usually also of less motor capacity than the
heavier cars, to reduce cost both of manufacture and of
operation.

voiturette (vwo-tu-ref), n. [F., dim. of voi-

tiire. See voiture.'] A name given in France
to a light motor-car, usually for two persons,
or for two more in an extra or folding seat.
The voiturette is lighter, shorter, and less
highly powered, and therefore cheaper than
the larger cars.

Light [automobile] cars of the "voiturette" type.
Encyc. Brit., XXXI. la

VOiturler (vwo-tU-rya'), «. [F.] One who
drives a voiture or carriage.

If you could have seen him going round and round the
coach that brought them, as a preliminary to paying the
voiturier to whom he could n't speak, in a currency he
did n't understand, you never would have forgotten it.

Dickens, quoted in Forster, Life of Charles Dickens,
(IL 294.

VOitnrln (vwo-tU-ran'), n. [F.] One who
keeps a voiture for hire or drives one.

volcano

Vol. An abbreviation (a) [I. c. or cap.'] of
volume ; (6) of Volunteer or Volunteers.

volad (vo'lad), adv. [L. vol{a) (see vola) -f
-arf3.] In a direction toward the palm or
sole. Trans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Nov.,
1899, p. 506.

'

VOlador (v6-la-d6r'), n. [Sp., a flier, a flying-
fish, < volar, < L. volare, fly.] A flying-fish,
Exocoetus californicus, found on the coast of
California.

VOladora, ". 2. Amuller. Phillips and Bauer-
man, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 740.

volante (vo-liin'ta), a. [It., < L. volans, flying.
See volant.'] In music, in a light, rapid man-
ner.

volatic (vo-lat'ik), a. [L. volaticus, < volare,
fly. See volant.'] Of short duration

; transi-
tory.

volatile, a. 5. Having the power of being
readily converted into gas or vapor. Some-
times applied, in chemistry, to those constitu-
ents, or that portion, of a substance which is

driven oft' by heating at a specified tempera-
ture— Volatile combustible matter, that portion of
an organic substance other than water which is expelled
by heating to bright redness in a closed crucible: ap-
plied especially in the analysis of coal.

Volcanalia (vol-ka-na'li-a), n. pi. [L., neut.
pi. of To/cawahs, of Vulcan, < Volcanus, Vul-
canus, Vulcan.] In classic myth., the annual
festival of Vulcan, held on August 23, when
certain fish were thrown into the fire on the
hearth and a red heifer and a boar pig were
sacrificed.

volcanello (vol-ka-nel'6), n. [It., dim. of
volcano, volcano.] A small volcano.

volcanic. I. «. -volcanic chimney. See-kchim-
ney, 4 (<•).— Volcjinlc pipe. See *pi>(;l.— Volcanic
vapors and sublimates, vapors and volatilized niin-
erals given off froui volcanio centers, especially in their
expiring stages The fonner are chiefly steam, carbonic
acid, sulphureted hydrogen, and compounds of fluorin
and boron ; the latter ai-e connnonly native sulphur,
realgar, orpiment, and ferric chlorid, which last often
oxidizes to specular hematite.

II. n. 2. In petrog., a volcanic rock : gener-
ally used in the plural.

A paper on " The Humboldt region ; a study in Basin
Range structure,'' in which the fact was brought out that
the upper beds in the region are votcanics which were
oi-iginally level upon folded rocks.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 18, 1904, p. 23448.

volcanite (vol'ka-nlt), n. [Volcano, on the
island of Vulcano, Lipari, -I- -ite'^.] In petrog.,
a gla.ssy lava, forming bombs at vulcano,
containing soda-orthoclase or soda-microcline
and augite, and having the chemical composi-
tion of daeite. TV. H. Hobbs, 1893.

volcanization (vol"kan-i-za'shon), H. [voU
ciini::{c) + -ation.] The act, process, or result
of volcanizing.

volcanize (vol'kau-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
volcnHi:ed, ppr. volcanizing [volcan(ic) +
-i:e.] To subject to the action of volcanic
forces; modify by volcanic action; render
volcanic in character.

volcano, ". 1 . volcanoes originate either in the de-
velopment of a fi.ssure in the earth's crust which releases
pent-up forces within, or in the bursting of these accu-
mulated forces through a less elongated passage and the
consequent establishment of the vent. Once released
these forces build up about the vent a conical heap of
ejected materials which in the end may yield a mountain
of great altitude and extent. Cones usually consist both
of loose materials and of solid flows and dikes wliich have
come forth as molten rock ; but some cones ai-e known
which are almost if not entirely the foriner (cinder conea,
tuf conetf), and others which are chiefly the latter. 'Tlie

hwse materials roll down from the rim both outwardly
and inwardly and eventually establish themselves at
their angles of repose. Thus the cros.s-8ection of a cone
exhibits layers of which the outer dip away -from the
vent and the inner toward it The coarser fragments are
necessarily nearer the vent, and yield agglomerates and
breccias. The finer materials (fw/s) lie farther out and
sift down at flatter angles until gradually the slope
dies out in the general surroundiiig level. Around the
immediate vent there is thus developed a space like an
inverted cone, or a bowl, the crater, which is prolonged
downward in the vent or chimney, the whole being fun-
nel-shaped in outline. The upper edge of the antmlar
mountain surrounding the crater is called the rim ; the
outer portions are t\\G Kh^pes or Jtankn. The loose mate-
rials are also much carved and modified by the rains, but
where they predominate they yield the synunetrical vol-

canic peaks such as Fuji-yama in Japan. When out-
breaks of molten rock (lava) are superadded to the
fragmentjil materials, they seldom pour out iwer the rim
of the crater, but buret through the flanks. If they enter
cracks and congeal in them, they furnish dikes, which
servo like ribs to stiffen the loose materials. If they
pour forth as a flood down the sides they furnish suiface
flows or sheets. All these become afterward buried in
later outbreaks of fragniental materials until the struc-
ture of the cone is very complex. The activity of Mout



volcano

Pel^ in MutiBique, In 1902, was at first explosive but by
Mareti, liK»a, a columiiar mas8 of hot rock hail been
protruded as a great spine MO metere above the vent,

evidently starting below as a viscous mass, cooled as it

emerged until it practicnUy yielded a solid eruption
called a peUliih. It disinU^grated in tlie course of

months and fell. away. When lava enters very largely

into the materials of the njouiit;iin, the outline is affected

in a notable degree. Sttmu lavas which have high per-

centages of silica (rhyolites, trachytes) are relatively in-

fusible and are at moat ropy and viscous. They well up
and congeal with st«ep slopes and do not niovo far from
the vent. Otliers which have low percentjiges (basalts)

are very fusible and flow like water for miles. The Ha-
waiian cones are good examples of the latter and in con-

sequence have very flat slopes; whereas in the Auvei^ue
the 'puys.' which belong under tlie former, are very steep

and may have no crater at all. Volcanic vents break out
through the floor of the ocean (submarine eruptions) no
less than on the land, and are a fruitful cause of oceanic

islands. The activity of the cones is variable, and on the

basis of this they are classified under several types as

follows: (1) continuously active but of correslanding
moderation ; ('i) intemiittenlly active, with quiescent

periods of relatively short duration and with outbreaks

of notable but not maxii.-um violence ;
(;i) intennittently

active, with long periods of rest, followed by excessively

violent eruptions. Volcunoes exhibit a marked linear

distribution upon the earth's surface, and they favor con-

tincTital boniers more than the interiors. The great«8t

series of vents encircles the Pacific Ocean and reaches its

culmination in Java. A location near the sea is, how-
ever, not essential, as was once the prevailing oi)inion,

since the great Mexican cones are on the central pla-

teau, and Kilimanjaro, an active volcano, has been discov-

ered in Africa. Volcanic areas have shifted from time
to time. Old and long extinct centers may be detected,

as in Maine and southeastera Pennsylvania, which were
active before the Cambrian period, while the Hebri-

des were the scene of enormous outbreaks in the Ter-

tiary. The cause of volcanoes is very obscure. They are

obviously coimected with the internal lieatof the eartli.

SVime refer this to heat still retained from the early nebu-
lous condition of the earth (nebular hypothesis); others

to heat produced by mechanical pressure in a globe of

accunmlating small, cold particles (planetesimal hypoth-
esis); while still others are increasingly inclined to look

with fjivor upon radioactive phenomena below the sur-

face. The localized outbreaks have been referred to

contractions of the crust through loss of heat ; to

readjustments from the shifting of sediments ; and
to strains caused by the attractions of the sun and moon
when in positions favorable to deformation of the globe.

In a vent once established there is reason t43 think that the

last named causes affect the periodicity of eruptions. As
T(Ucanic activity expires many important after effects are

manifested, such as fumaroles, solfataras, hot springs, gey-

sers.and the formation of mineral deposits.—Air-volcano,
a miniature crater resembling a true volcano in shape ami
often i)rovided with a cone : produced by the explosion

erf giises in mud. Compare salne^ and •kmaccaliiba.—

Baddad volcano, a volcano whose crater consists of

stratified tutfs and lava-sheets: the commonest type of

cone.—Dome volcano, a name suggested by von See-

bach for those volcanoes which are built up of lava-flows,

with little or no breccias and tuffs The Hawaiian volca-

noes are g<^"I examples.—Dormant 70lcano, a volcano
which is inactive but not necessarily extinct.— ExplO-
Slve volcano, in gcol.. a volcano whose outbreaks are

marked t)y explosions (such as Mont Pel^e, Mai"tinique)

and whose prwincts are fragmental tuffs and breccias

rather tlian molten lavas.

TOlcanologist (vol-ka-noro-jist), «. [volca-

nolo(j{y) + -isf] A student of voleanology.
Also vulcanologist.

The tendency of the fluid nucleus to increase in ellip-

ticity might produce a result worthy of examination by
volcanolo'jists. Sni{th807iian Hep., 1890, p. 216.

vole-mouse (vol'mous),??. [< Norw. ^I'oU-muSj

lit. ' field-mouse,' < roW, earlier vail = Dan.
void (obs. or dial.) = Sw. xall = leel. viillrj a
plaiu, au open field (= AS. tcealdj a forest,

E. woUU weald, open country), + mus = E.
mouse. The same first element oecurs in wal-
lop, n.'\ The short-tailed field-mouse ; the vole.

Vole-Tfiouse, the short-tailed field mouse, O. and S.

{Orkney and Shetland islands).

EdinondsUyny An etym. gloss, of the Shetland and Ork-
[ney dialect, p. 140.

TOlgeiite (fol'ger-it), n. [From O. Volger, its

discoverer.] A form of antimony ocher,
Sb^05.4H20, from near Constantine, Al-
geria.

Volgian (vol'ji-an), a. and n. [ Volga., a river in
Russia, + -ian!\ In geol., a term introduced
by Nikitin for a division of the Jurassic rocks
of northern Russia, correlated with the Port-
landian of western Europe.

VOlipresence (vol-i-prez'ens), n. [Trreg. < L.
volo, I will, I wish (inf. velle), + pnesentia,
presence.] The raultipreseuce of Christ, that
IS, the belief that with h:s humanity Christ is

able to be present wherever he wills. This
doctrine is held by the Saxon churches gen-
erally.

Volitional action. See *'aetion.

Volkmann's canal, contraction. See ^ca7ial\
*foii traction.

VOlkslied (folks'let), n. [G.] A folk-song.
Sef- lied and folk-song.

Volksraad (folks'rad), n. [D., 'people's coun-
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eil.' See folk and redely ?»., '^raad^.'] A legis-

lative assembly or a house of parliament in

South Africa.

Meanwhile the emigrant farmers had established what
they called the Republic of Natalia, elected a Volksraad,

and founded the town of Pietennaritzburg.
Jincyc. Bm., XXXII. 716.

volley,". 4. Jn cricket: («) A full-pitch. (6)

A ball so bowled as to reach the batsman
without touching the ground.—5. In mining^

the ignition and explosion of several blasts in

the rock at one time, or of groups of such
blasts in sections.

volley, f. t. 3. In oicketj of the bowler : (a)

To bowl a ball which reaches the batsman be-
fore pitching, (b) To bowl a full-pitch.

volley-ball (vol'i-bal), «. A gymnasium game,
played with a white leather ball, consisting
in keeping the ball in motion over a high net
from one side to the other.

VOlost (vo'lost), n. [Kuss. volostii, a district,

bailiwick.] A small administrative division

in Russia.
Several communes united compose a volost or canton,

of which there are 10,580 in European Russia. To the
cantonal and provisional assemblies, each composed of
duly elected delegates, is applied the name, of late be-
come so familiar, of the zemtsvo. The mir or volost de-
cides all questions of local nature, such as conceni i"oads,

schools, health, justice, and acts as a peasants' court in

cases not involving more than 60 dollars. But over every
act or meeting impends the shadow of the Tsar. His
delegate or commissioner is always near and may, though
he seldom does, revei-se all the proceedings.

2^'atio7ial Geog. Mag., July, 1905, p. 512.

Vols, [/. c. or cap.'] An abbreviation ot vol-

umes.

VOlt^, 7^—Reicbsanstalt volt, the practical unit of
electiomotive force adcjpted by the Imperial Physicotech-
nical Institute in Chailottenburg; a unit based upon the
electromotive force of the t'lark cell taken as 1.43285

volts.

voltage^, w.—Anode voltage, in electrolysis, the
ditfereiice of potential between the anode and the elec-

trolyte. Electrochem. Industry, July, 1!>03, p. 374.—
Cathode voltage, in electrolysis, the difference of

potential between the cathode and the electrolyte. Elec-

trochem. Jndutftry, July, 1903, p. 374.— Critical VOltage,
in electrolysis, the decomposition voltage or voltage of
polarization.

This critical voltage, or voltage of " polarization," is the
number of pounds at which the nature of the electro-

chemical sysLcm, cathode-electrolyte-anode, sets our elec-

trochemical safety-valve.
Electrochem. Industry, July, 1903, p. 373.

Decomposition voltage, in an electrolytic cell with
one electrolyte of uniform concentration, the algebraic
sum of the cathode voltage and the anode voltage.—
Delta-voltage, in elect, in a three-phase machine, the
vtiltage between any two collector-rings.— Electrode
voltage, the difference of potential between one of the
elei^trudea of an electrolytic cell and the electrolyte. It

is termed ' cathode voltage ' in the case of the cathode and
' anode voltage ' in the case of the anode.— Floating vol-
tage, in elect., the voltage of a storage- battery when nei-

ther charging nordischaiging.— Impedance voltage, in

an alternating-current circuit, the total loss of electromo-
tiveforceduetoimpedance. Itistheresultwitofthee. m. f.

consumed by resistance and that consumed by reactance.
— Multiple voltage system. Same as -^multivoltage
si/s(t'»/i.— Open-Clxcuit voltage, in elect., the voltage at
the terminals of a geuirator when the external circuit is

broken.— Primary voltage. See */>r/w(ari/.— Re-
ceiver voltage, in elect., the voltage at the receiving
end of a circuit over which alternating currents, or tlie

current impulses used in signaling, are transmitted.

—

Star voltage, in an alternating-current, polyphase,
star-wound machine, the voltage between any collector-

ring and the common neutral.

voltage-changer (v6rtaj-chan''''j^r), n. 1. In
elect. J a device by which the voltage or elec-
trical pressure in a circuit may be altered
either up or down. More usually from a lower
to a higher voltage.— 2. A motor-driven dy-
namo or generator whose windings are so re-

lated in each machine that the current which
drives the motor shall generate one of a dif-

ferent voltage in tlie dynamo : used in regu-
lating-systems. Sometimes called a booster,

when the voltage is to be raised. Elect. Rev.,

Sept. 24, 1904, p. 548.

Voltaic alternatives. See '^alternative.

voltameter, ?*.— Copper voltameter, a voltameter
in wliich the metal deposited by tlie cuirent is copper

:

usually from a soluti(»n of copper sulphate.— Differen-
tial voltameter, a voltameter for measuring electrical

resistance by comparing the volume of gases set free by
the decomposition of water by the current i>assiiig through
the circuit to be measured with that from a current in a
circuit of known resistance.— Richards voltameter, in
elect., a silver voltameter with a porous cui> around the
(silver) anode. Phyxical Rev., Aug., 1904, p. 140.— Silver
voltameter, an instrument for the measurement of elec-
tric cuirents by weighing the silver deposited by them
in a known time : the form of voltameter chiefly employed
in accurate determinations of the electric current and
specified by the International Electrical Congress in their
practical definition of the ampere. Under the best con-
ditions it is capable of an accuracy of one part in ten
thousand.— Volume yoltajneter, a voltameter in which

volume
the products of electrolysis are determined volumetri-
cally ; specifically, a water voltameter the out-put of
which is thus ascertained.- Water voltameter, a volta-
meter in which oxygen and hydrogen are made by the
electrolytic decomposition of water and in which the cur-
rent through the instrument is detennined by the amount
of gas generated in a unitof time.— Weight voltameter,
a voltameter in which the electrolytic luiMluct is deter-
mined by weighing inst-ead of by volumetric methods;
specifically, a water V4)ltainet«r in which the output is

thus det«nnined.— Zinc voltameter, a voltameter in

which the metal deposited by the cunent to be measured
is zinc. The zinc voltameter has been used to some extent
in commercial practice under the name of the 'chemical
meter,'

voltampere, n. 2. The product of volt and
ampere, that is, of electromotive force and
current which in an alternating-current elec-

tric circuit may be greater than the true
power, and is called apparent *power (which
see).

volt-box (volt'boks), w. A specially wound
resistance-box used as an adjunct to a poten-
tiometer, and serving to adapt the instrument
to the measurement of differences of potential
above its normal range.

volte-face (volt-fas'), w. [F., < It. voltafaccWy
< voltare, turn, + faccia, face.] A sudden
change from one position, in a matter of priB-
ciple, policy, or politics, to its direct opposite.

Rochefort, instead of returning to his resuscitated cre-
ation, founded " L'lntransigeant" and drew "I^ Lan-
tenie's " clientele. Viviani thereupon justified his
radicalism in making a radical voltC'/ace. from a fierce
and destructive republican he became, overnight, a con-
sen'ative. Cosmopolitan Mag., XXX. 269.

volt-face '(volt-fas'), n. [F. volte-face, Eng-
lished, < volt^ -^ fitce.] Same as ^^rolie-face.

VOltivity (v61-tiv'i-ti), it. [rolt(age) + -ivity.l

The line integral of electric force ; the voltage.

voltmeter, ?'. it is a direct-reading instnnnent for

the measurement of difi'erence of potential Ix-tween two
points in an electric circuit, as between the tenninals of
a generator, battery, or electric lamp, or between the
mains of a distributing circuit. Voltmeters for use on
direct-current circuits are frequently strong-field galva-
nometers of high resistance, in which case the ditference
of potential between their tenninals is proportional to
the current flowing in the voltmeter circuit and is mea-
sured by the deflection of a coil suspended in a fixed
magnetic field, or sometimes by the movement of a mag-
net in the field of a fixed coil. Various special foiTns of

electrodynamometer are also used as voltmeters and such
instruments are applicable alike to direct- and to alter-

nating-current circuits. In cases where it is preferable
to have no flow of current in the voltmeter circuit, elec-

trostatic voltmeters are employed. These are usually
modiflcatiouB of the quadrant electrometer of Lord Kel-
vin, in which a pointer attached to the needle of the in-

strument moves over a calibrated, direct-reading scale.

Electi-ostatic voltmeters are equally serviceable on direct-

and on alternating-current circuits and are especially

adapted to measuring high volt^iges, from 1,000 to 20,0(K>

volts.—Alternating-current voltmeter,an instrument
for measuring ditterences of potential in alternating-cur-

rent circuits.— Direct-current voltmeter, a voltmeter
for use on circuits where the ditference « >f j tot ential is always
in thesamedirection.— Gravity voltmeter, a voltmeter
in which the magnetic or electrostatic forces acting on
the moving part of the instrument are balanced against
the force of gi-avity. Many electrostatic voltmeters are
gravity voltmeters.— Hot-wire voltmeter, a voltmeter
in which the current i)assing through the instrument
lieats a fine wire, and the expansion of the wire pi-oduces
and controls the movement of a pointer along a scale

calibrated to indicate the voltage at the tenninals of the
heating circuit.— Hydrostatic voltmeter, an early

form in which an iron lod or core was attached to a float

similar to the bixly of a hydrometer. The cylindrical

vessel containing the liquid in which this core was thus
vertically suspended was sun-ounded with a coil of fine

insulated wire, fmrent in the coil caused the core to be
more deeply submerged and its position, as indicated by
the movement of a pointer along a vertical scale, mea-
sured the difference of jwtential between the terminals
of the fixed coil.— Recording voltmeter, a voltmeter
which makes an automatic record, usually in the form
of a curve traced upon a cylinder or disk, of fluctuations

in thevoltageof an electric circuit.— Spring voltmeter*
a voltmeter in which the magnetic or electrostatic forces

acting on the moving part of the instrument are balanced
by the tension of a spring.— Static voltmeter, an elec-

trostatic voltmeter.— Switchboard voltmeter, an in-

dicator of voltage permanently mouiiled as an attachment
to the switchboard of a central station. Such instru-

ments are commonly provided with an open scale easily

read at a distance and covering only a small range on
either aide of the nonnal voltage of the circuit on which
the instrument is to be used.— Weight voltmeter, a
gravity voltmeter.

volubility, ». 3t. Easy, swifts rolling motion

;

the property of moWng in an easy, rolling

manner.
Touching such Creatures as we termed gliding, . . .

Some move more slowly, but others with a certain Volu-
bility and flexible Agitation of the Body.

Gicillivu Heraldry, xviii.

volume, ?'• 4. (6) A measure of the relative

quantity of a substance as determined bv its

bulk.

A volume of acetylene needs approximately twelve
volumes of air, forming as products of combustion carb<in

dioxide and water vapour. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 37.



volume
Combination by voltune. See -ttcoiiibination.— Con-
traction volume, tlie volume of blood whicl) leaves the
lieiu-t at each systole— Critical YOlome, the specific
volume of a liquid at its critical temperature, that is, the
volume occupied by a unit mass of the liquid at the crit-

ical pressure.— Elasticity of volume. Same as clns-
lii-itit of bulk (which see. under r/a.^ticitif).— Measure Of
volume. See *"i#'rt^»rt'.— Merchantable volume, in growth. See *^row(A.
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seed, in distinction from one that comes from Tonitra

voting-machine

(v6-ne'tra), >i. [Malagasy.] The
sowing by the horticulturist. Madagascar name for a iia.\rn','lHcUJosperma

II- ^— Volunteer crop, a spontaneous growth of a fihrosum, and for the fiber obtained from it
useful plant in quantity for harvesting: for example, of Soa Ma(l(wn<ifnr Ithnin
crab-grass, which in the southern United States Sovers „„„twlfwff^o - a < ro . ^ t. , o
tields after the removal of the regular crop.— Volunteer VOOrlOOpCr (tor lo-p^r), )!. [S. Afr. D.] Same

lumbering, Uie t«tal volume of that portion of the tree Volutella (vol-u-tel'a), n. [NL. (Tode, 1790),which can be used under given conditions: sometimes / t "i:" .. i. .._
"•' , - '-

. >
\^"""'' '•"•^liA-hich can be used under given conditions : sometimes

called posgtbte merchantable volume.— Molecular Vol-
ume, the molecular weight of a substance divided hy its
density.— VOlume-entropy dia^am. See *diaijram.
— Volume growth. See *incr<>ment, 6.— Volturie re-
sistivity. See *rc»i'8(ii>tYi/.—Volume rotation. See
^rotation.

volume-blower (voriini-bl6"^r), ». A blow-
iug-machine designed to furnish a large vol-
ume of air or gas at low pressures, as
aistinguished from the pressure-blower, which
delivers less volume of air at higher pressure.
IClect. World and Engin., Jan. 31, 1903.

volumenometer, ».— Becquerel's volumenom-
eter, a gas-pyrometer which measures the changes of
pressure resulting from a given variation of the gaseous
mass contained in the bulb, which may be of iron, or
lK>rcelain. or platinum.

Volume-pressure diagram. See ^diagram.
VOlumescope (vo-Ui'me-skop), n. [Irreg. <
volume -t- Gr. CKorcelv, view.] A graduated
glass tube for demonstiating the difference in
volume of the components of a compound.

< L. dim. rotiita, a spiral.] A large genus of
hypbomyce-
tous fungi

like sporodo-
chia with
bristles about
the margin.
The conidia are
unicellular and
terminal. Over

distributed and
occur on decay-
ing vegetable
matter. V. cili-

ata is a com-
mon species in
Europe and
America. r.

scopvla is found on decaying hyacinth bulbs in France.

/ 'oiiitella scopula.

1. single sporodochium. enlarged
:

tion of the conidia bearing hyph»:
magnified.

i, por-
highly

especially when they are set free by chemical VOlute-pump (vo-lut'pump), n. See *pump^
action.

volume-table (voriiin-ta"bI),

volute-spring,". 2. A coiled spring in which
A table of the band of steel is wound in a double volute.

as fore-looper.

Only a wave to our troopers,
Only our Hanks swinging past.

Only a dozen voorloopers,
Only we 've learned it at last

It. Kipling, Two Kopjes, st. 7.

having rather voortrekker (f6r'trek-6r), n. [S. Afr. D.] One
[
regular, d-isk- -who treks in advance ; a pioneer.

voraz (vo-rath'), u. [Sp. (adj.), < L. vorajc
(vorac-), voracious.] A common name of
AprioH macrophthalmus, of the family Neo-
msenidm, of the West Indian fauna. Jordan
and Evcrmann, Fishes of N. and M. America,
p. 1280.

'

reen^'escritd! ^^^^^^^ (f6r'hant) n. [G.<.or fore + hand.
They are widely hand. J in skat, the eldest hand, the leader

for the first trick; the one to whom bids are
first made.
vorscblag (for'shlach), n. \G., < vor, fore, +
schhig, stroke.] In music, same as appoggia-
tura : opposed to *nachiiclilog.

VOrspiel (for'shpel), n. [G., < ror, fore. +
spiel, play.] In music, a prelude or overture.

vortex, "

—

Magnetic vortex, a magnetic whirl.—
Strength of a vortex. Sec *s(ren9(A.—vortex sheet.
See^sTieefl.-Vortex spiral, a spiral fluid vortex. W.
M. IJicks, 1896.

volumes ; specifically, m forestry, a tabular the baizes of two cones being joined together, vortex-atom (v6r'teks-at"om), n. An atomstatement of the volume of tro<>s in board feet Volvana, n. 2. [Fri«s, 1821.] A genus of , . ,^ . , - • /' "" <•""'"

or other units upon the basis of their diameter centrai-stiped, rosy-spored agarics having the
breast-high, their diameter breast-high and
height, their age, or their age and height
Ever since the sustained annual yield became a factor

in forest manageinent every method of reducing the la-
bor involved in taking an inventory of the stock on haiftl

has been welcomed by the forest manager. One of the
greatest of these labor savers is the volume-table by
means of which it is possible, with a minimum of mea-
surement and calculation, to obtain the cubic content of
a stand in a very satisfactory manner.

Foretlry Quart., I. (;.

volumeter, ». 2. Same as stereometer.

voluntarism (vorun-ta-rizm), n. [voluntar(i/)

+ -(.</«.] 1. The metapnysieal opinion that
all existence and all actual happening is of the
nature of an individual effort (against a resis-

tance) which has on each occasion a peculiar
conscious quality and is also discriminative
or. at least rudimentally, purposive, and so
cognitive. In so far as this opinion makes
cognition essentially purposive, it agrees, in
effect, with pragmatism from which, however,,
it differs in being a metaphysical hypothesis
founded on arguments drawn from psychol-
ogy, instead of being a maxim of logic deduced
from an analysis of the nature of signs.— 2.
A type of psychological theory, which regards
the will as fundamental, and accordingly em-
phasizes the volitional rather than the in-

tellectual aspect of our nature : ordinarily
opposed to tntellcctualism.

I'syehoiogy of the inner sense commonly tends toward
j.itellectualisin. . . . The ps.vchology of immediate expe-
rience, on the other hantl. tends tow.ird voluntarigm.

W. »'u/«f( (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 13.

Voluntarism, we say, is right in every respect except
in believing it«elf to be a psychology.

Harvard Psychol. Stud., I. 642.

voluntarist (vol'un-ta-rist), n. and a. I. «.

One who. in metaphysics or psychology, ac-
cepts the theory of voluntarism.'

There are psychologists who recognize both [views] and
keep them separate)!, others who hold to the one or the

yclvari.i

a, mature fructification ; 6, young Iructitioation : c, spores.

pileus at first inclosed in a membranous veil
v>hich ruptures and remains as a volva at the
base of the stem. Over 30 species have been
described.
pileus streaked with black fibrils, is found in
Europe, Ceylon, and North America.
VOlvocoid (vol'vo-koid), a. Of or pertaining
to Vohox (which see).

VOlvula (vol'vu-lii), n.
;
pi. volvulsB (-le). [NL.,

supposed to be formed by the rotational or
vortex motion of a portion of an incompres-

. sible fluid free from viscosity. A vortex-atom
may be regarded as a vortex-ring in the ether,
a body which, as was shown by Helmholtz
and by Kelvin, possesses many of the proper-
ties which it is necessary to assign to an
atom. See vortex.

vortex-fringe (vor'teks-frinj), n. The vortex-
ring generated by the fall of a horizontal disk
through the air. [Rare.]

There Is at first a circulation of air around the edge of
the plate . . . fonning a kind of vortex fringe.

Lanchester, Aerodynamics, p. 145.

vortex-ring (vor'teks-ring), n. See rortei.
vorticity (v6r-tis'i-ti), 11. [L. vortex (vortic-),
vortex, + -ity.'i the state or condition of the
rotating portions of a fluid in which vortex-
motion occurs.

This seems to be J. J. Thomson's view— though it is
not clear that he regards the vorticity as anything more
than an analogy— his view is that the lines of force or
vortex fibres actually exists radiating from corpuscles,
constituting electric lines of force, generating magnetic
fields when they move, and conferring mass on the par-
ticle by reason of the amount of ether entangled inex-
tricably in each filament. Sature, May 20, 1904, p. 75.

^rJ^tl'Z'.''or,l'r^!)-:t7t vortlcosely (vor'ti-kos-H), ad'v._ InawhirUng
or vorticose manner: applied to the move-
ments of the atmosphere.
The law being that air always moves vorticogely from

where the pressure is high to where it is low.
(Jeik-ie, Text-book of Geol., p. 431.

dim. of volca, a wrapper, integument.] An Vosgean (v6'zhe-an), a. Of or pertaining to
invagination from the velum medullare ante
rius into the cavity of the midbrain, occurring
iu certain fishes.

Tile velum medullare anterina . . . from which there
is developed in many fishes a remarkable Invagination
into the cavity of the midbrain known as the volvula.

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 271.

vomer, n. 3. A genus of carangoid fishes
found iu warm seas

—

Caudal vomer. Same as
pyt/ostyle.

other as the oidy p<jssible view : they are phenomenalists VOmerO-palatinO (v6"me-r6-para-tin), n. A
bone in the ganoid fishes formed by the fu-
sion of the palatine and vomerine plates and
usually bearing five longitudinal series of
round or oval grinding teeth.

vomit, «.— BarcOO vomit, sue Barcoo -kdiseate.—
Coffee-grotmd vomit, dark brown or blackish granular
matter, suspended in tluid (bbn^d changed in appearance
by the action of the gastric juice), v(,mitcd in cases of
cancer or ulcer of the st^^macll. yellow fever, or other dis-
eases in which gastric hemorrhage occurs.

(vora'i-ting-boi"ler), n. In

«*r roluntarijits. Harvard I'sychol. Stud., I. tHI

H. a. Ha,Taeas*voluniaristic. Jour. Pliilos.,

I'.iy<-hnl. and Sci. Methods, Dec. 20, 1906, p. 717.

voluntaristic (vol'un-ta-ris'tik), a. [rolun-
tiirist + -ic] Pertaining to, or characteristic
of, the metaphysical or psychological theory
of voluntarism.

In all these respects, voluntaristic psychology is op-
posed to intellectiialism.

W. H'uixft (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 14. VOmiting-boiler
As if. for instance, the phenomenalistic study dealt

with perceptions and ideas, the voluntaristic with feel-

ings and volitions. Harvard I'sychol. Stud., I. 643.

The general movement which rightly or wrongly Is

coming to be designated as pragmatism is away from an
intellectual istic and transcendental, toward a voluntaristic
and empirical metaplvsics.

Jour. I'hilos., I'si/chol. and .Set. Methods, .Kug. 4. 1904,

[p. 427.

volunteer. I. ». 4. In hort., a plant that
comes up of itself from naturally scattered

the Vosges, a range of mountains in eastern
France and western Germany. See*VosfHan.
Geog. Joitr. (R. G. S.), XI. 441.

The glaciers of the Pamirian phase worked back like
rivera by expediting the erosion of the cirques at thei'-
head, and so in time greatly narrowed the mountain belt,
and retired from their early moraines. Keeping pace
with the erosion, the glaciers, preserving approximately
their original length, crept back from north and south
towards the present central line of the Alps, leaving
their moraines as a measure of their erosion. Thus the
Alpine pliitse was reached. Later, the eating back re-
duces the height of the central line, and a Pyreimean
phase is produced, leading still later to a Vosgean phase,
when, the summits being woni away below the snow-
line, glaciers become impossible.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 441.

Vosgian (v6'zhi-an), a. and «. I. a. [ Vosg(es)
+ -i-an.^ Of or pertaining to the Vosges
Mountains.

II. n. In (/eo?., the Bnnter sandstone of the
Triassio system as developed in the Vosges
Mountains, consisting of a lower division of
unfossiliferous red sandstone, the Grfes des
Vosges, and an upper red sandstone, the Gr6s
bigarr^, with Myophoria and reptilian re-
mains.

bleaching, an aiTangement by which water
or a weak alkaline lye contained in an iron
boiler is forced upward, tinder pressure of
the steam formed through a central pipe and
discharged over the cloth to be washed, and VOting-machine (vo'ting-ma-shen*), n. A ma-
gradually percolates back to the boiler, to be chine for recording, counting, and registeritig
again forced up and discharged, thus securing
continued circulation of the liquid. An in-

jector is sometimes used as the source of the
necessary pressure.

votes at an election, it is essentially a combined
adding and registering machine, and is mechanically le-

lated to the arithmometer and cash-register (which see).

It consists of an adding-machine inclosed in a casing
about four feet high and four wide and ten inches deet).



voting-macMne
nipported on iron le^rs aiid inclosed in a curtained booth.

At tiie front or operating bide is a metal frame in which
may be placed sheets of paper or labels upt>n which are

printed the party signs and names of all the candidates

and any questions to be submitted to the voters at any
particularelection.

When the labels

are in place and
the curtains of the
booth are opened
and the counting
and registering
parts of the ma-
chine are at zen) or

blank, the machine
is ready for use.

On the front of the
machine are the
levers which are to

be moved by the
voter when indi-

cating his vote.

They are arranged
in two groups, one
group having a

large key for each
of Uie political par-

ties, and a lai^er

group having small
keys arranged in

horizontal lines,

corresponding to

the names of the candidates and the questions to be an-

swered. When the first voter enters the booth he stands

before the machine and moves an operating lever at the

top of the machine. This causes the curtains to close, in-

suring secret voting, and, at the same time, unlocks the

machine. If he wishes to vote a straight party ticket he
moves the party lever, indicated by its emblem. Up to

this point no record is made and the voter can reconsider
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ares to vote on any or all questions and candidates. It

is capable of recording the votes of one hundred and
twenty voters an hour.

VOtometer (vo-tom'e-t^r), n, [L. votiwi (see

vote) + Gr. uerfwvj measure.] A voting-ma-
chine. Appleton's Cyclo., VIIT. 202.

VOtress'-^ (vo'tres), n, lvot{e) + -r- + -€ss.'\ A
female voter. [Bare.]

The votrees insisted that she must plump for " Annie
Sinclair." Daily Telegraph, Nov. 23, 1894.

VOUpristi (vo-pres'ti), n. [NGr. *fM'irpT/ari, <

Gr. iM'TTpT/GTig. See Buprestis,'] A large yel-

low blister-beetle, having an offensive odor,

and said by the monks on Mount Athos so to

affect plants which it has touched that horses
or cattle feeding on these plants are poisoned.

Kirhy and SpencCj Entomology, p, 84.

vowel, ?'.— Harmonic sequence of vowels. See
•>t('^»<'nce.~ Hebrew vowels. The Hebrew alphabet
consists of twenty-two letters, all of which are conso-

nants. The vowels, long and short, are ten in number,

Voter about to move the lerer to close

the curtains of the booth.

(T) KiMETS = a in father.

(••) TSERE= ai in main.

(S) HIRIK GADOL (long

Part of the face of the raachiae as it appears to the foter
before he has begun to vote,

his action and move another party lever, the first being
then thrown out of action. Having decided and moved
the party lever he wishes to move, he reverses the opera-

ting lever at the top of the machine. This records and
coimta a straight party vote, opens the curtains, and locks

the machine. No other vote can be recorded until the

next voter enters the booth and moves the operating

lever to close the cui-tain and unlock the machine. This
voter may wish to vote a split ticket and answer " yes"
or "no" to one or more questions. He can move any
one or more of the small keys to indicate, according to

the printed labels, the exact choice he wishes to exercise

among the candidates or the exact answer (yes or no) he
wishes to give to one or more of the questions. Levers

Part of the face of the machine showing a split or scratch rote
finished, ready to be registered by opening the curtain. As indi-

cated by the pointers turned downward, the Totcr has, in this

instance, voted for the Republican candidates for all offices except
Comptroller and Mayor; for these two he has chosen the Demo-
cratic candidates. Cox and Crow, respectively.

not moved record a failure to answer any particular
Question. If he wishes to add the name of a new candi-
ate he can write it in pencil on a ribbon of paper ex-

posed on the front of the machine at the top, and his
written selection of a new candidate's name is recorded
in the machine by the act of opening the curtains and
locking the machine. The machine registers the number
of voters using it, the exact vote, whatever its character,
for each of the candidates selected by each voter, and
the total vote cast for each party and for each and every
candidate properly added up and permanently recorded,
together with the total answers, yes or no, and all fall-

(~) pATAH = rt in pat.

(V) sEGOL=e in bet.

(•) h(eik katon (short

hirik)=t?e in bee.
'

' ^irik)=i in^ bit.

(i) HOLEM==o in vote, or (t:) kamets hatoph = o

ou in house. ,i" *"*'

(^) SHURUK=oo in moor, ( *.) kibuts=« in pull.

pool.

The vowel-points, except holem and shuruk, are written

below the consonants. The holem is placed above the

letter, and the dot of the shuruk within the letter vau
to the left 01).—ROtmd VOwel. a vowel suund uttered

with rounding of the lips, as o, w.—Vowel gradation,
the appearance, in different intlectjona or derivates of the

same root, of several ditlerent vowels (derived, theoreti-

cally, from one original vowel) which fall into definite

grades, including back and front vowels, and long, short,

weak or obscure, and lost ('zero grade') vowels, the dif-

ferences having been produced by variations of accent,

stress, emphasis, etc., following the changes of inflection,

contractions, etc., in the earlier stages of the language.

Examples are, in Greek : AeiVw, AeAotira, Atireii', oI5a, thfiv^

etc. ; in Latin, tollo, tuli, (t)latum, /acio, feci, /rango,

fregit etc ; in English, eing^ sang, sung, songt hpeak, spake^

spoken, speech, etc. Vowel gradation plays a great part

in the development of the Indo-European languages, and
is the sole key to many etymological problems. Se«
aWrtuf.—Vowel Instrument. See -kinstrumenL

vowel. V. t 2. To pay (debts) by an " I O XJ."

[Humorous.]
Capot me, but those lads abroad are pretty fellows, let

'em say what they will. Here, sir, they will vowel you
from father to son, to the twentieth generation. They
would as soon now-a-days pay a tradesman's bill as a play

debt. All sense of honour is gone. Foote, The Minor, i.

VOX, w. 2. [p?.] In the expressions voces Are-
tinsB, voces Belgiae, etc., same as syllable, 2.

—Vox Cholerlca, the faint voice noted in states of ex-

treme prostration, as in the algid stage of cholera.—Vox
popull, the voice of the people ; the will and wish of the

people.

vraic (vrak), n. [Dial, form of wrack^, n.

See varec.'] Same as ^vracJc^J 1 (a). [Island of

Jersey.]
There is not much seaweed burned at the present

time, and vraic ashes are now difhcult to obtain.

Daily Cons, and Trade Rep., May 8, 1908, p. 6.

V. R. et I. An abbreviation of Victoria Begina
et Imperatrix, Victoria Queen and Empress.

V. Rev, An abbreviation of Very Reverend.

vril-food (vrirfod), n. [An abbreviation of

hovril (a kind of beef extract).] A commer-
cial beef extract or some preparation of it.

We also took dried boiled potatoes, pea-soup, chocolate,

vril-food, etc. Nansen, Farthest North, II. 126.

vrouw (frou), n, [D.] Same as/row-i, 1.

V-shaped, a. 2. Having a cross-profile in the
form of the capital letter V; in j>Ai/s. geog.y

said of young valleys that have been eroded
by normal stream-action.

Vt. An abbreviation of Vermont.

VUelta (vo-el'ta), n. [Sp., a turn, change.
See vaultj w.] In silver-refining, the moment
when all impurities have been removed from
the silver under treatment. Coal and Metal
Miners' Focketbook.

Vul. An abbreviation of Vulgate,

Vulcanian^ (vul-ka'ni-an). a. [VulcanOj in

the Lipari Islands, + ~i-an.'\ See the extract.

An altogether different type [of volcanic action] was
realized in 1888-89 at Vulcano for which Mercalli has pro-

v.w.
posed the name Vulcanian. It is produced when at the
moment of explosion the magma is very viscous or wholly
consolidated ; in the first case, the bombs have the
bread-crust structure with a puniiceous center and a
glassy exterior; in the second case, they are formed of
angular blocks which on cooling become fissured by con-
traction. The clouds accompanying the Vulcanian ex-
plosions are very dense, opaque, gray or black, with out-
lines extremely well defined, and lightning is frequent
among them. The solid matter transported by them,
whatever its dimensions, is formed of fragments or dust
of rock entirely consolidated. Perfect examples of Vul-
canian clouds have been furnished by Vulcano (trachitic),

Mount Pel^e (andesitic), and by the recent eruption
(April, 1900) of Vesuvius (leucitic).

Smithsonian Rep., 1906, p. 224.

VTllcanoid (vul'ka-noid), n. [NL. vulcanus,
volcauo, + -Old.'] A name given by Staler to
those numerous 'craters' upon tlie moon
which seem to have been produced by vol-

canic action, and resemble terrestrial craters
except in being much larger.

The craters are so different in size from those of the
earth, many being over a hundred miles in diameter, and
so numerous, overlapping and irregularly distributed
that the causes leading to their formation must be very
different from those of volcanoes upon the earth, and for
these forms .Shaler proposes the name of vulcanoidg.
The maria, or great plains, evidently belong to a category
distinct from the vulcanoids, being characterized by
their larger size, smoother and darker floors, and it is

suggested that they may be caused by the infalling of
large meteors. Ainer. Jour, Set., Oct., 1904, p. al4.

vulcanologist (vul-ka-nol'o-jist), n. Same as
*volcauologist.

Within the memory of man all volcanic action has been
subaerial, but many vulcanologigU seem to think that
some of the older eruptions have been submarine.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 414.

Ttllgarization, « . 3. Popularization ; the act
of popularizing. [Rare.]

We have here another of those popularizations— or, as
the French might say, vuhjarizations— of an ancient poem
[Vision of Piers the Plowman] which are owing to Prof.

Skeat. N. and Q., 10th ser., III. 319.

vulgarizer (vul'ga-ri-zfer), n. \vulgariz{e) +
-crl.] 1. One who or that which makes com-
mon, coarse, or gross : as, a tulgarizer of popu-
lar taste.— 2. One who popularizes, or makes
attractive to the people. [Rare.]

vulpic (vul'pik), a. [NL. vulp(ina) (see def.)

+ -ic] Noting an acid, a yellow compound,
CH3O.COC (CgHs) : C.C (OH) : C(C6H6)CO.O,
contained in Letharia vttlpitia and in various
other lichens. It crystallizes in thin, mono-
clinic plates, or in thick, transparent prisms,
and melts at 148° C. Also called methyl pul-
vate.

vulpinic (vul-pin'ik), a. [NL. vuJpina (see

ruliiic) + -ic.'] Same as *i-ulpic.

Vulsiculus (vul-sik'u-lus), 71. [NL., so called

in allusion to the reduced number of the bar-
bels, dim. < L. rulsus, pp. of vellere, pluck.]

A genus of fishes belonging to the family
Perisiediidse, found in deep water of the Gulf
of Mexico.

VUlsinite (vul'sin-it), n. [L. Vulsinii, an an-
cient Etruscan tribe, + -tte^.] In pelroq., a
name given by H. S. Washington (1896) to

lava intermediate in composition between
trachyte and andesite. A trachyte containing
nearly as much labradorite as orthoelase.

The lava equivalent of monzonite. Compare
*laUte, *trachyandesite, and *trachi/dolerite.

vulva, N.— Vulva cerebri, an opening into the third

ventricle of the brain, beneath the anterior cms of the
fornix and at the junction of the optic thalami.

vulval (vul'val), a. Same as vulvar. Bud;
Med. Handbook, IV. 321.

VUlvocrural (vnl-vo-kro'ral), a. Relating to

the vulva and the thigh; noting the crease
between these two parts. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, III. 725.

vutu, 11. See *fiitu.

VV. An abbreviation of violins.

V-valley (ve'val"i), n. A valley whose cross-

profile resembles the capital letter V.

W. 11. An abbreviation of the Latin i-ariae

Icctiones, various readings.

V. W, An abbreviation of Very Worshipful.



3. An abbreviation (A) [/. c]
in a ship's log-book, of wet
dew: (() of Western Postal
District, London; {j) [?. c]
of wife ; (A) of Wolfram ; (/)

[?. c. or caj}.'] in eiectrotech-

nics, of work; (m) in elect.,

of ira», the unit of electric

power; (?i) naut., of winter
free-board line. See *free-board^.

W. A. An abbreviation (o) of West Africa;
(b) of 7Ffs< Australia.

waapa (wii-a'pa), K. [Hawaiian, < tcaa, canoe,
+ jia, a board.] A eanoe matle of boards; a
skiff or boat,

wabasht (wa'bash), r. t. [In allusion to the
river Wabash (which means 'dirty white').]
To cheat. Jour. Atner. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec,
1902, p. 264. [Illinois, Indiana, etc.]

Wabbler, H. (c) a flexible coupling used in roUing-miUs
for the i>urp<jse of connecting tlie rolls in one pair of
housin;;8 to those in the next and the gears next the
engine to the first bench of rolls. The geatB must revolve
at a deflTiite center-distance apart, in order that the teeth
may mesh at their respective pitchdines ; but the ndls
must be capable of adjustment at varying center-distances
to allow for variations in thickness of raw and finished
stock. Hence iwsitive coimection is inconvenient. These
wabblers couple tlie ends of the rolls by the breaking
pieces, which fail if too massive a piece comes into the
pass between the rolls, and save the latter.

wabbles (wob'lz), «. pi. [icabble, ».] 1. A
disease of cattle characterized by the loss of
coordination and irregular gait, cau.sed by
eating certain toxic plants.— 2. The lesion or
swelling which appears under the skin of cat-
tle at various parts of the body caused by the
warble of the ox gadfly. Also called warbles.

wabbling-disk (wob'ling-disk), n. A disk the
plane of whose face is at an angle with the
shaft-axis around which it revolves. It can
be used as a cam-plate by causing a roller to
bear upon the face of the disk so that a linear
motion is produced. Called also, in England,
a swash-plate.

wabeno (w4-be'n6), n. [Ojibwa.] A sort of
juK^ler or sleight-of-hand performer.
waddy (wad'i), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. waddied,

ppr. waddying. [waddy, n.] To strike with a
waddy or club. See waddy. [Australian.]
When the whit« thieves had left me, the black thieves

appeared.
My shepherds they waddifd, my cattle they speared.
R. Lowe (Viscount .Sherbn^ike). Hongs of the .Squat-

iters, ii. 7. Quoted in K. K. Morris, Austral English.

waddy-WOOd (wad'i-wud), «. The cheese-
wood, I'ittosporum bicolor, from the wood of
which chiefly the Tasmanian aborigines made
their waddies. See *cheesewood and Pitto-
sporum.
wad-mill (wod'mil), n. In ceram., a small
pug-mill with a perforated bottom, through
which the plastic clay 'wads,' which are used
in the kiln to seal the saggars, are pressed.
See irnrfl, n., 3.

wafer, «. (g) In photog., chemicals employed
in di'veloping, compressed into a flat cake to

be dissolved in water for use.

waffle-cutter (wof 'l-kut*6r), n. In candu-
makiiuj, hinged and pivoted knives used in
cutting candies into various forms resembling
waffles, etc. A buttercup or satinette press
is essentially the same except in the shape
and size of the knives.

waffle-powder (wof'l-pou'd&r), «. A special
largc-s^raincd powder, designed by Commodore
Jeffers of the United States navy.

wage, "•

—

Livin^-wa^e, in pnlit. econ., such a rate of

renniiieration for labor as will enable the workman,
without an amount of exertion that is injurious to health
or unduly burdensome, Ui procure whatever is necessary
to maintain himself and his family in a degree i-'f com-
fort which is fitting for jiersons of their class. The term
is exceedingly tlexible, sometimes referring to a wage
which merely aifords somewhat more than the necessities

of physical existence, sometimes to a wage which would
make possible a high degree of intellectual, social, and
moral development

waging-table (wa'jing-ta'bl), n. Same as
iftiijhKj-hoard.

Wagneriana (vag-ne-ri-a'na), n.j)?. [Wagner
(see def.) + -i- + -ana.'] Items, details, and
collections of all kinds relating to Richard
Wagner, or to his theories of music and the
other arts. Athenestim, Feb. 3, 1906, p. 147.

wagon, H.— Bracket-front ws^on, a buggy made
with brackets and a foot-board, which takes the place of
the high dash.— Brewster wa^on, a square box-buggy
with the body suspended on cross springs attached to
side-bars; notable for its lightness and simplicity.

—

Cal-
ifornia wood-spring wagon, a buggy hung upon
wooden springs and thorough-braces, introduced through-
out the Pacitic St-ates about 1867.— Gospel wagon, a
large covered wagon used in open-air mission work as a
vehicle of travel, and at meetings as a platform for the
speaker and his assistants.— Hurry-up wagOn, a wagon
provided with extension-ladders and other equipment f()r

the (luick repairing of the overhead wires of an electric
railway. [Slang. ]— Jagger wagOn, a buggy with bolsters
like a farm wagon and a seat supporte<l by two wooden
springs running the full length of the body, the ends
resting upon the ends of the comer posts. It takes its

name from the original builder and was the first light
wagon to use wooden springs of the side-bar type. IJsed
chiefiy by farmers in New Jersey.

wagon-cage (wag'on-kaj), n. A kind of box-
truck for carrying cloth to be run into a
bleaching-keir and elsewhere about the bleach-
works.
wagon-dump (wag'on-dump), n. A machine
for unloading a wagon. It consists essentially of
two tilting tracks, pivoted at the center, and placed on
the edge of a dock or hatchway. In their normal posi-
tion the tracks are fiush with the floor and are locked
in place, the out-board ends being at the edge of the
dock or hatchway. The tracks are of the gage of the
wagon-wheels and may form a part of the platform of a
weighing-scale. The wagon is Ijacked upon the tracks
and then, by means of gearing controlled by a hand
crank, the tracks are unlocked and tilted up, causing the
wagon to dump its load.

Wahoo, n. 4. A common name of Acantho-
cybium solandri, a scombroid fish of tropical
seas.

Wabsatch group. See *groupl.

wah-wah (wii'wa), «. [From the animal's
cry.] The Bomean gibbon, Hylobatcs leucis-

cus. The name is used as a book-name and
is frequently applied to other species of gib-
bons.

As I was walking under the tree to see where my wah-
wah was, down it came with a heavy 'thud' within two
feet of me. Uornaday^ Two Years in the Jungle, p. 418.

waibling (vib'ling), ». [An abbreviation of
G. Waiblinger, a Ghibelline (which see).] A
Ohibelline. [Rare.]
Waihao series. See *series.

Waijjara formation. See *formation.
waipiro (wii-e-pe'ro), n. [Maori, < wai, water,

-1- ])iro, stinking.] Spirits; alcoholic drink.
E. E. Morris, Austral English.

wairepo (wa-e-ra'p6), n. A common name
in New Zealand of Dasybatis brevicaudatus, a
sting-ray.

waist, n. 6. (d) In archery, the narrow mid-
dle or handle in a broad AaX bow. Bows of
this double-paddle shape are used by some
primitive peoples.

waisted, o. 2. Specifically, in fine English
glass-ware, noting a bell-shaped cup in which
the bell is slightly constricted, with a bulbous
termination at the point of attachment to the
stem. Burlington Mag., III. 67.

waiv, 1'. and n. A simplified spelling of waive.

waka (wii'kii), «. [Maori.] A canoe; hence
any br.>- - .liopt shaped like a canoe.

Waka. for holdiii]^ orriaintnts r fe.nliers for the hair.

wakan (wa-kiln'), a. and n. [Sioux wakan,
sacred, supernatural.] Same as *wakanda.
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wakanda (wa-kan'da), a. and n. [Dakota
wakanda, consider sacred.] I. a. Possessed
of supernatural power ; awe-inspiring; sacred.
n. n. Something possessed of supernatural

power.
Wake percentage. See ^percentage.

wakeness (wa'kn-es), ». [wake, a., + -ness.
The fuller form would be wakenncss. Compare
forgiveness.] The state or time of being
awake. [Rare.]

I feele my thoughts vnknit, mine eyes vnstaied, my
hart I know not how affected, or infected, my sleeites
broken and full of dreames, my wakenesse sad and full of
sighes, my selfe in ail thinges vnlike my selfe. If this
be loue I woulde it had neuer beene deuised.

Lyty, Gallathea, lii. 1.

wakiup (wak'i-up), n. Same as wickiup.

Wal. An abbreviation of Walloon.

waldmeister (valt'mis'ter), n. [G., 'master
of the forest.'] The German name of Aspcr-
ula odorata, a plant used in the making of a
' maitrank ' and other summer di'inks, and new
somewhat cultivated in the United States.

wale', n. 8. In wood ship-building, one of the
strakes of heavy outside planking above the
turn of the bilge. In wooden war-ships,
the main wales extended from the lower gun-
port sills to the bottom plank, the middle
wales between the main-deck ports and the
gun-deck ports, and the channtl wale.s, some-
times called strings, between the spar- and
main-deck ports. See bend^, 3 (d).

Wale^, t'. t. Specifically, to sort or pick (coal)
by hand at the mine or breaker.

wale-sbore (wal'shor), n. Same as *brcast-
shorc.

walk, V. I. tH(/"«»i.s.—To walkaway from. See
*n way.

H, trans.—1o walk the pegs, in cribhaye, a slang
phrase for a method of picking up the front peg and
advancing it while lifting out the back peg to score.

walk, n. 8. (rf) The process of training puppies for
s()orting purposes. A puppy in training is said to be at
walk.

The judges select the best puppies that come in from
walk. Eyre Hussey, Miss Badsworth, M. h\ H., xxii.

14. In the West Indies, a plantation of coffee,

cinnamon, cacao, pimento, or other trees yield-

ing valuable fruits or spices.

In the cultivation of a young walk, the general and
most approved system is to keep the trees perfectly clear
of suckers, and to rear one stem only from one root.

Bryan Edwards, A Hist of Brit W. Indies, II. 342.

Walking weeder. See *we€der.

walking-stick, «.—Thltik-thlglied walking-stick,
art Aiiiciicall l)lliismid insect, Viaphcrutitera femorata.
Sec cut under walkiny-sHck.

walk-out (wak'out), n. A laborers' strike.

[CoUoq., U. S.]

wall', «

—

Anticlinal walls. See ^anticlinal.—
Baffle wall, a wall or partition built partly across a
channel, ita purpose being to retard the flow, to produce
a uniform interminglittg of the different portions of the
flowing stream, or to detain solid matter which may be
floating on the surface or rolling on the bottom. For the
latter purpose the wall or partition is built to extend a
short depth into the flowing stream from above, as in

sewage tanks, or front the bottom upward, as in mining-
sluice rirtles.—Cold wall, the itorthwestem side of the
Gulf .Streatit, east of the I'tiitcd States, where the warm
current is bordered by much colder water.

Between the Kuro Siwo and the Asiatic coast a band of

cold water, with a slight movement to the southward,
kitown as the Oya Siwo, forms the analogue of the " Cold
Wall 'of the Atlantic. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 406.

Dry wall, a wall built of dry masonry, that is, without
mortar. It ttiay be rfuiglt, like a wall betweeit fields, or
may be made of carefully cut ashlar with almost invisible

joints, as in the ttaos of a <ireek tentple.—Top wall, in

mininy, a ritof or hanging wall ; the country rock oit the
top of the vein or gangway, or on the stile geologically
sttperii>r.—Wall Of the nail. See *H(i)7.—Walls of
Troy, a cotttitittotis pattern composed of fretwork in

straight liitcs, used .is a border decoration ott pottery.

See meander, '2.

The body of the vessel is covered with a series of diag-
onal lines, betweeit which the meander, or '*walU of
Troy " design forms the embellishment
E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 38.



Wall.

WalLiWallach. Abbreviations of Tf'allachian.

W&lla- (wora), H. [Amerindian?] One of
tne common names applied to a small variety
of Oncorhynchus nerl-a, the bliieback salmon
of the Pacific coast.

wallaby, ".—Agile or red wallaby, Matropus
affili^. a species common in North Austmlia, of a sandy
gni}" color, aiul about six feet in length.— Bennett^
wallaby, Macropug bennetti, the coinnion kan^ariKi of

Van I)ienien"s I.ftnd, of a dark gray color and live feet^ or
a little more, in total length. .V<i(Mr«!, Aug. 7, 1902, p.

352.— Red-necked wallaby, Macropug niJicoUig, a
species of a rusty-gray color with a brighter spot on the
back of the neck. It is alwut Ave feet in total length
and occurs in Xew South Wales.—Rock wallaby. See
itrock- wallaby.

wall-brown (w&l'broun), n. Same as *gatc-
krt'per. 2.

wall-campimeter (warkam-pim''e-t6r), «. In
exper. j-.-ychol., a large vertical campimeter
for preliminary exploration of the retina : so

called because hung upon a wall, in di-stinc-

tiou to the smaller carapimetera, which are

constructed for use upon a table. Amer. Jour.

Psychol., XI. 257.

waller* (wa'ler), n. [6. waller.'] A catfish,

Silurus glanis, found in fresh waters of Europe.
wall-fountain (wal't'oun'tan), H. A fountain
attached to a wall and forming part of an
architectural scheme.

walling^^, ". 3. [if«Wi, r.] The process of

reinforcing the sides of a vertical shaft with
tubbing or staves to prevent displacement
sidewise by pressure of the earth. It is done
either with planks or steel, or, in important
and permanent workin<;s, witli brick.

Much time can also be save<l when sinking and icnlling

are carried on simultaneously by the method used in
several deep sinkings in South Wales.

Encjic Brit., XXVII. 117.

4. In billinrds, same as *bricole, 4 Walling
cribs, cribs or massive frames, usually <tf oak, in the
vertical shaft of a mine, upon which the walling is built

or by which the tubbing is kept in place.

wall-link (wal'link), II. The walking-leaf or
walking-fern, Camptosorus rhizophyllus. See
CamptosorttS.

wall-map (wal'map), II. A large map de-
signed to be hung upon the wall of a room
and to be read while in this position.

The famous wall.maps in Sala dello scudo in Venice.
Geoff. Jour. (R. O. S.), XIII. 406.

Walloon, II. 4. II. c] A disease of the to-

bacco-plant in which the leaves assume an
abnormal erect position, regarded as due to

an excess of moisture followed by drought.

wall-sculpture (warskulp"tur), V. Sculpture
carved upon a wall in relief as in the compo-
sitions to be found on Egyptian monuments.
wall-tracery (wal'tra"ser-i), H. Tracery like

that of a Gothic window, but used as surface
decoration for a wall, pew-end, or the like,

carved in stone or wood.

walnut, «. 4. In the West Indies, a name
often applied to the angelin or cabbage-tree,
Voimcapoua Americana, from its resemblance
in leaf and fruit to the English walnut. See
cabbage-tree, 2, and ^rtrfi'ro.- California black
walnut, the species Jufjlang cali/ornica, found on
bottom-lands in the coast-plain of California. It is a
graceful round-t^)pped tree, reaching 60 feet in height,
and is often there cultivated for shacle and as a gi-jifting-

stock for the Einopean walnut.— Dwarf walnut. Sec
Mexican -kwalnut.— Little walnut. See Mexico n-kwal.
nut.— Mexican walnut. Ssiine as rocfr-H'ai«Mf (which
see, under walnut). The name ' rock-walinit * is merely
a translation of the systematic name, and is not found in
nse in any of the areas in which the tree grows. It is

called dwarf, little, and wegtern walnut in Texas, but
farther west it is simply known as the walnut. Since.
however, it ranges south into Mexico, it is sometimes
ciUICfl Mexican tvalnut, and as it is common in New Mex-
ico, this seems t^> be an appropriate name.— Walnut
clay. See *ciai/.— Western walnut. See Mexican
•kwalnut.

walnut-borer '(warnut-b6r"<>r), v. Any one
of several beetles similar to or identical with
those affcctiiii; hickory and oak.

walnut-caterpillar (wal'nut-kat"fer-pil-ar), 11.

The larva ot the walnut-moth. Sometimes
called royal horned icalniit-caterpillar.

walnut-weevil (warnut-we"vl), n. An Amer-
ican curculioiiid beetle, Conotrachelus juglan-
dis, which attacks walnuts and butternuts.

walnut-worm (warnut-werm), n. Any one
of several lepidopterous larvee which feed on
walnut, as the larva of the royal moth, the
larva of the black-walnut sphinx, Cressonia
jiiglandis, the larva of the luna moth, and
many others.

waltz, !'. i—Waltzing mouse. See*mow««.
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waltzer, «. 2. A waltzing mouse, one of a
breed whose members have the habit of spin-

ning rapidly round and round.

In those cases in which pictures of the waltzers were
made, a classification of them has been made into (a)

ivaltzerg with less colour than Fig. 7, and (^) waltzers
with more colour than Fig. 7.

A. D. Darbiehire, in Biometrika, Jan., 1904, p. 6.

Waly3, H. Same as *vali.

wammikin (wa'mi-kin), ». [Prob. from a
Slaino Indian dialect (Passamaquoddy ?).

Compare also *«)an/(7rtH and *toaH(7ai(, which are
forms of the same word.] A raft of square
timber or long logs, on which is built a shanty
with cooking and sleeping facilities, used by
lumbermen in Maine. Bartlett.

wampum-belt (wom'pum-belt), 11. A belt or
girdle made of wampum by the Indians of the
North Atlantic region, the purple and white

war-drum
a house-boat) used chiefiy by lumbermen fo.
carrying provisions, tools, etc. [Maine.]
And when the great blow was at its height the waiu/an

camp, built upon the roots of the splay-loot spruces,
swayed with the writhing of the root«, creaked in its
timbers, and seemed to toss like a craft on a ci-azy sea.

Ilulinan Day, King .Spruce, xvi.

Wanganui system. See *system.
wanghee (wang-he'), «. [Chin.] Same as
u-diighci-cavc. See under Phyllostachys.

wanigan (wan'i-gau), n. Same as Mcangan.
waiitage-rod (woii'taj-rod), n. A scale for
measuring the wantage, or empty part of a
barrel or cask.

wanza (wiln'za), n. Same as *auhi.
warl, II— Black War. See *WncA-.—Opium War, a
war between China and Great Britain (1H40-42), which
arose from the effoit* of the Chinese government to stop
the opium trade with India. It ended with the Treaty of
>'aiigking, by which the five treaty ports, Canton, Amoy,

Remembrance belt of the Iroquois, recording the tre.lchery of a French missionary at Oliondai^a. \

sought to summon the French army from Canada.

(In New York State Museum, Albany.)

beads being generally so arranged as to form
designs. These belts were exhibited at times
when important tribal events took place and
thus became mnemonic records of the events.

wan^, a. II. n. A wan tint or complexion;
paleness. [Rare.]

Melissa, tinged with um7i from lack of sleep,
Or grief, and glowing round her dewy eyes
The circled Iris of a night of tears.

Tennyson, Princess, iil.

wan^ (viin), n. [G., = E. JceMi.] The Ger-
man name, sometimes used in English, of the
dyestuff weld (not woad).

Wanaka series. See ^series.

wananish (wa-uii-nish'), «. See winninish,
*oiianaiiichc.

wander, v. ». 6. Inphys. chem., to move hither
and thither in every direction: said of the
molecules of a liquid or of the molecules of
two miscible liquids in contact with each
other. W. Ramsay, in Findlay, The Phase
Kule, p. xli.—Wandering ants, the ants of the fam-
ily Donjlidie. They lead a nomadic social life and have
imperfect sight. The subfamily Ecitonime inhabit the
New World and the /Jort/^Hi* the Old World. Cambridge
Nat. Hist., VI. 176.

wanderer, n. 3. An American lycsenid but-
terfly, Femseca tarqiiinius, wide-spread in the
United States east of Kansas. Its larva" feed
upon plant-lice on alder. Comstock, How to
Know the Butterflies, p. 237.

wanderlust (van'der-lost), n. [G., < wandern,
wander, -t- Zms^, desire. See fitsf.] A natural
impulse to change of place ; a craze for travel.

Among these "neuroses of excitement ' which at times
seize upon the souls of communities, none is more inc..-

plicable, and none more fraught with consequences to
world-history than the goadiiig restlessness which has
driven single tribes or groups of tribes into aimless rov-
ing. This Wanderlust arises as an emotional epidemic,
not by a process of reasoning. It drives communities
from fixed seats and comfoi-table homes, transforming
them into migratory and warring hordes.

Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, p. ll.'J.

wander-year (won'd^r-yer), n. [Trans, of G.
U'aiitler-jahr.'] A year of travel which it was
formerly the custom, in Germany, for a jour-
neyman to take before settling down to his
employment.
Few ... of those to whom the romantic wander-years

and heroic death appeal, have leistn'e and training to

grapple with the technical Latin and hard Italian of the
versatile and stormy Nolan. Nature, May 24, 1000, p. 77.

W. and M. An abbreviation of William and
Mary (King and Queen).

Wangan (wiing'gan), «. [Also wanigan, wan-
gin ; from an Algonkian dialect in Maine. A

Wangan or Shanty-boat.

related word is wangtin. The same word appar-
ently appears as wammifan.] A boat (especially

Fu-chan, Ningpo, altd Shang-hai, were opened to foreign
trade and Hong-Kong was ceded to England with a large
indemnity.— Pastry War, aquanel between France and
Mexico which occurred in 1S38. See the extract. France
sent a fieet to enforce its claims, which block.ided the
coast.

A conflict broke out, the Guerrerists were victorious,
and the pillage of foreign shops in Mexico city (1S2S),
among them that of a French baker, gave a basis for the
foreign claims which, ten years later, caused the *' Pastry
irnr"with Fratice. Encyc. Brit., XX.X. 731.

waral (wa'ral), H. [Ar.] See the extract.

There are two species of lizards in Eastern Arabia —
one is called dabb (Uronnistix acantliiimrus), ami feeds
only on desert vegetation; the other is called waral
(Weranus arenarius). and eats insects, birds' eggs, etc.

The latter is considered forbidden but the former lawful
food. Bulletin Amer. Geog. Soc, Oct., 1907. p. 601.

war-arrow (war'ar'o), n. An arrow used in
warfare.

warble-mark ( war' bl -mark), n. A defective
spot.in a hide as delivered to the tanner, due
to the attack of the bot-fly during the life of
the animal from which the hide has been
taken.

war-bonnet (war'bon'et), «. A head-dress
which consists of a skin bonnet set with
feathers of the golden eagle and often pro-
vided with a long trailer decorated with
feathers, worn by the Indian warriors of
North America.
war-bow (war'bo) m. In archery, a bow for
use in war.
war-cloud (war'kloud), n. Something that
portends war as a cloud portends rain.

war-club (war'klub), n. A club of wood, bone,
or other material used in warfare. Such clubs
show great variety in form and workmanship,
and are found among nearly all primitive peo-
ples.

ward'-*, «. 10. (g) A territorial division in

the Mormon Church for purposes of ecclesias-
tical government. It is the administrative
unit, with an executive head called a bishop.
— Cotirt of Wards and Liveries. See -kcouri.

ward^ (ward), n. [HocrfS, adi\} A name, pro-
posed by the Scottish engineer James Thorn
son, for a directed quantity as expressed
graphically by the length and direction of a
line.

warden^, ». 5. In Australia, a government
officer, with magisterial and executive powers,
in charge of a gold-field. E. E. Morris. Aus-
tral English.— 6. In freemasonry, one of the
officers of a lodge

—

Prime warden, the chief » arden.

The prime warden of the Fishmongers Oomi)any.
Science, July 18, 1902, p. 118.

wardite (ward'it), n. [Named after Professor
Henry A. JTard (1834-1906).] A hydrated
aluminium phosphate which occurs as a light

green int'rustation in cavities of the variseite

from Cedar valley, Utah.

wardman, 'I. 2. A precinct detective, particu-
larly in New York city. On September 16, 1894,

the office was abolished during an investigation of the
police department of that city by the State senate in

which witnesses testified to the collection by wardmen of

hush money or tribute from those engaged in unlawful
callings.

Ward-room news. See *netcs.

war-drum (war'drum), n. A drum used in



war-drum

war; especially, iu Atiiou, a large wooden
drum used to summou lue warriors in case of
war or sudden attack.

An enormous tvar-dru}ii, made entirely of wood, carved
and hollowed from a single trunk, and borne by two men
on a shoulder-pole. Geo'j. Jour. (R. O. S.), X. 100.

ware-. ".—Albert and Albertine ware, a fine-

ifraiiied, unjflazed teiTa-ctitta of a light bull' color, usually
seen in vu^es and other decorative shapes.— AlblOXl
ware, pottery with uiidei^laze paintings in slip-colors,

in which the greens predonunate, made in Baltimore,
Maryland. The subjects were Oriental, such as tiger
hunts, hawking scenes, elephant rides, etc.— Anatolian
ware, tin-enameled faience made at Kutoliia, Anatolia :

usually pieces of small size with brightly colored decora-
tions.— Astbury ware, earthenware made by John Ast-
bury.ai Knglish potter, in the early part of the eighteenth
centur>, characterized by relief ornaments stamped in
white pipe-clay on a red or brown body covered with
lead glaze, or a wash of white clay on the red body cov-
ered with salt glaze.—Awaji ware, a coarse porcelain
or stoneware made in Awaji (Awadsi) Province. Japan.
Also mo<it-rn juitt^ry with green and yellow glazes, made
extensively for the foreign raarketa,— BarbOtlne ware,
pottery ()niame'-'..e<l with flowers, etc.. in harbotine or
slip.—Belleek ivare, in cemm., a soft-paste porcelain,
closely resembling Parian, cast in molds and usually of
exceeding thiimess, frequently possessing a nacreous or
lustiitus glaze. The body was invented by William Henry
Go89, a pott^_*r at Stoke-on-Trent, England. Some of his
workmen afterward manufactured it at Belleek, County
Fennanagh, Ireland, where it has been brought to great
perfection. The Irish Belleek is characterized by a graj -

ish-white, pearly glaze. The relief decorations are usu-
ally ni'ideled after marine shells and other creatures. In
1882 wi>rkmefi fnun the Belleek factory came to Trenton.
New Jersey, and intrtHluced the manufacture of egg-shell
porcelain tliert.— Brocaded ware. Same as ni/thi/cuie

*(r« re— Brocade painted ware. Same as ni>fhikide
*K'«r/'.— Burling^n white ware. See Aweriran -kpfA-

tery ('').— Camares ware. see Koinan-x *inire.—
Castleford ware,
earthenwiue made
at Castleford. Eng-
land, fit>m alxtut

1800 to ls20; spe-
ciflcally, a white
ware, resembling
Parian, with relief

decorations. Black
or Egyptian ware
was also pn-Hluce<l

there at one time.
— Castor ware,
i-icient Roman
I'Mttery found near
( astor. England,
having relief and
indented decora-
tions, somewhat
similar to .Samian
ware. Also called

DuTobrivian irrtre— Cauliflower ware, a cream-col-
ored waie with einbossed ornamentation colored with
green glaze, in imitation of the caulitttiwer. This charac-
teristic ware was pnxluced in great abundance by English
potters in the eighteenth century, in the fonn of cauli-

flower tea-pot«, etc.— Chemical ware, in ceram., ware
used for chemical purposes ; speciflcally, stoneware which,
on account of its vitreous nature and great hardness, is

not afTect«<I by the action of acids. — Durobrivian ware.
See Cantor itirare.— EastWOOd ware, earthenware of
various kinds made at Eastwt>«Ml, Hanley, England, by
William Batldeley, among which was the black basalt,

previously introduced by Josiah Wedgwood.— Elers
ware, a red ware resembling porcelain, pnxluced in Eng-
land in the seventeenth centur>- by the Elers bn^thers.

—

— Etmrla ware, (a) Tlie various pHKlucts of the
Etruria jMjttery, established by Josiah WfdgwiHMl in

England in 1766. (h) Tlie wares produced at the Etruria
pottery, Trenton, New Jersey.— flint-enameled ware.
See Bennin<itoH -ttpottery. under A tneriea n -kpotttry (h).—
Fulbam ware, stoneware made at Fulham, England,
from about 1671, by John Dwight, in the style of the old
German gres cerarae. Among the Continental designs
which he repnaluced were Bellannine jugs, or gray-
beards, and pieces bearing the portraits and monograms
of Knglish kings and queens. See old Fulham ware,
under icare2.— Qombroon (also Gk)mbron, Gomron)
ware, a rather in4iertnite name applied t*) jKitt^ry sup-
posed to have been made formerly at the town of Gom-
oroon, or Bander- Abbas, on the Persian Gulf. Authorities
differ as to the character of this ware. Sf»me assert that
it was pottery of soft l>ody which was rubbed away from
the interior, leaving only the hanler shell or outside
glaze ("shell-ware"); others assei-t that it was a creamy
white pottery with perforated decorations filled in with
translucent glaze ; while some writers describe it as a
sortof semi-porcelain of white and semi-translucent body,
of Perso-Chine.'M) origin.— Gustafsberg ware, pottery
made at (iustafsberg, Swe<len, froni ahi)ut ls'S<K Among
the later prrMlucti4>ns are Parian nf a tbie quality, imita-
tions of Wedgwooti's jasper ware in cameo effects, mainly
blue and white, and a characteristic style of carded deco-
ration, ill low relief, in which the designs api>ear in a
different color from the ground.— Henri II. ware, a fine

white or cream-colored potterj', beautifully inlaiil with
colored clays in intricate patterns, and embellished witli

reliefs, supp^'sed to have been made at Oirnn, France, in

the sixteenth centur>'. It was so called because some of
the pieces bore the clpherof Henri II. Only Bixty-seven
5entilneexaniple« are known t-o exist. A Iso called /i7i>nr<'

'Oirnn, which see, under /fliVn/-*'. -ttfaitncfi a f^iHlure, and
AiinN /"o rc^n I rp*/rt i> nr^.— Herciilaneum ware, earth-

enware and prtrcetain made at the Herculaneum pottery,

LiTerpool, England, between 17»4 and 1841. Among the
various prtKlucts of this p4)tter>" were Liverpool cream-
ware pitchers with black-printed designs (see cut at
Wn/ihinfjtnn itpitchfr), blue-printed ware, and a fine

•piality of soft-paste porcelain. A marked piece of the
latter, decorated in the ' Lowestoft ' style, is in the Penii-

Castlelord Ware.
Sugat-bowl. with Aniericai) eayle in relief

(III ilie P«iiiisyiTaiita Mu'-eutii, Philadel-
phia.)

(From " Journal of Hellenic Studies,'
pennissiou of The Cuuncil.)

by
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sylvanifl Mnsenm, Philadelphia.— Ivory-white ware, a
variety of cieam-.-olored wai'e with an ivory-white glaze,
made exuiusivt'ly iu the United States for table- and toilet-
services.— Jacklield ware, pottery made at JacKfleld,
Shropshire, England, in the eighteenth century ; specifi-
cally, a red ware coated with a brilliant black glaze, some-
times ornamented with gilding, now much prized by
collectors.—Jet ware, pottery, usually of a red body, cov-
ered with a brilliant black glaze.— Kaga ware, p'ottety
and porcelain of the I'rovinceofKaga, Japan. The modem
Kaga pottery is of cream-colored clay with red and gold
decorations. The Kaga porcelain is usually very thin,
and similarly colored.— Kamares ware, the name given
to a peculiar style of prehistoric or JIycena;an pottery

which was first dis-

covered iu the ex-
cavation of the
cemeterj- of Kama-
res in Crete. Its
leading character-
istic is a black lus-

trous glaze which
covers the body of
the vase, the dec-
oration being in
white relieved by
frequent use of yel-
low and red, giving
a fine polychromat-
ic eiTect.— Kutani
ware, pottery and
porcelain flretmade
at Kutani, Japan,

but afterward produced at other places. Its most
characteristic style of decoration is in red and gold.—
Lambeth delf ware. See Lambeth itdei/.—heeaa
ware, a tine cream-cohired earthenware made at Leeds,
England, in the eigiiteenth century, resembling the
queen 's-ware of Josiah Wedgw«x>d. Among the best pro-
ductions are openwork dishes, trays, and basket-work.
The name is also somewhat questionably applied by col-
lect^ji-s to a chtsa of eariheuware of light, porous 'body
with a glaze which shows a greenish tint in the thicker
paits, 8up|>osed to have been m-^de in the Leeds district,
— Liverpool ware, jHjttery or p*)rcelain made at Liver-
IhxjI. England; sj)ec illcall y, cream-colored earthenware
produced from about ITSd to 1810.— Lotus ware, a soft-
paste i>orcelain made at East LiveryKwI, Ohio, character-
ized by a beautiful white body and brilliant glaze and
elaborate relief ornaments consisting of little busses and
raised network. It is usually devoid of surface cloring,
being made especially for decorators.—Lustered ware.
Same as /wj*fcr-M'rtrf; applied also to the iriik-scentlu-stered
ware nf a decorative character.— Marlebei^ ware, tin-
enameled faience and 8*>ft-paste porcelain made at Marie-
berg, Sweden, fmm 17.W to 17W). The principal charac-
teristics of this ware are rustic handles, modeled figures,
relief ornaments and feet, and a purple or purplish red
coh>r in the enamel. One of the distinguishing marks
is cumposed of three crowns above the initials MB.—
Mi Sblma ware, a variety of ijottery having a ,jiiaracter-
istic style of decoration which was iiitrotluced into Japan
by Korean potters.

One class of Korean tea-bowla is known to the Jap-
anese by the name of MUkima ware, because the fonnal
lines of its decoration resemble at a distance the printed
citUimns of the almanac which is issued from a famous
temple at Mishima on the Tokaiilo, the great route from
Kioto tiA'edo. S. H*. fitwAWi, Oriental Ceramic Art, p. 682.

Mocha ware, a common white pottery or cream-ware
decorated with dendritic or tree-like designs in black or

Mocha W arc.— English double water-jug. about i8oo.

other color, on tinted ground, first made in England Iii

the IatU;r part of the eighteenth century. See Mocha

ware
manufacture of faience with white glaze and blue deco-
ration was initiated at Moustiere in the latter part of the
seventeenth century by one Pierre Cl^rissy. Later sev-
eral colors were employed. The manufacture of faiencfe
at Moustiers and elsewliere in France was much stimu-
lated by the sumptuary laws of 1072 (Louis XIV.) which
placed a heavy tax on the manufacture of plate.— Ninsei
ware, pott«ry made by Kinsei, the greatest ceramic-
artist of Japan, whose work extended through the first
half of the seventeenth century.— Nishikide ware.
[Jap. nishiki, a rich brocaded silk, -f de, a postposition,
of.] A variety of Satsuma pottery with decorations re-
sembling brocade, made by Japanese pottera in the latter
part of the eighteenth century. Also calleii brocaded
ware and brocade painted wflr?.— Nottingham ware,
a brown stoneware with a smooth, lustrous ghize and in-
cised decorations, made at Nottingham, England, and its
vicinity during the eighteenth century.— Oiron ware.
Same as faxence d'Oiroti, which see, undar /a\'fnee;
also Henri II. -kware, -^faience a niellure, and Saiut-
Porchaire -k/aieitce.— Oribe ware, earthenware and
porcelain made by Shino Oribe, in the Province of
Owari, Japan. See Shino itpottery.— Owari ware, pot-
tery and i)orcelain made in Owai'i Province, one of the
principal ceramic centers of Japan.—Pearl ware, a
variety of white pottery invented by Josiah Wedgwood,
containing more fiint and china clay, and of a whiter
tint, than his queen's-ware.-Ple-crust ware, a form of
earthenware dish made by Wedgwood and liis suc-
cessors, having a cover representing the top crust of a
pie, elaborately crimped, tinted, and decorated in relief.

—Pineapple ware, glazed pottery made by Thomas
Whichlon and his imitat^>rs in England in the eighteenth
century, simulating ui texture and coloring the suriace
of a pineapple. Compare caulijlower -kware.— Polle-

drara ware, the
name given to a
peculiiir form of
ancient

,
pottery

found on the Polle-
drara estates at
Vulci. Italy. It is
polychromatic and
resembles lUicchero
Nero and Nancratic
ware.—PortoBello
ware, red pottery
stamped with white
designs commemo-
rating the Vernon
expedition to Porto
Bello, Panama, in
1730, made by John
Astbury, an English
potter of that
perioti ; also earth-
enware made at the

Portobello pottery, near Edinburgh, Scotland, at a later
period.—Printed ware, pottery decorated by transfer-
printing. See printed china, under print, v. (.—Red
ware, a coarse, unglazed pottery.

Leafield has been noted for some time for its red-ware
pottery. llist. Co. Qj^ord, p. 856.

Rockingham ware, earthenware and porcelain pro-
tluced at a i»ottery on the estate of the Marquis of Rock-
ingham, near Swintou, in England, about the end of 14ie

eighteenth century; si)ecifically, a connnon yellowish-
white pottery covered with a brown manganiferous and
yellow mottled glaze, first made there and now manufac-
tured extensively in England and the United States. See
Jlint-enameled *wrtr«.— Rorstrand ware, ware made
at Rbrstrand, in the suburbs of Stockholm, Sweden, from
about 1727. The earlier faience prtKluced there was
similar to that made at Marieberg. The modern wares
are porcelain and white stoneware. They are character-
ized by a IkjUI style of relief modeling. P&te-sur-p&te
painting beneath the glaze is also practised successfully,
and underglaze decoiation in the style of the modem
Danish porcelain.—Seijl (se-i'ji) ware, Japanese stone-
ware or porcelain having a neutral gray or celadon glaze.

—SetO ware, jMitterj', stoneware, and porcelain made in
the village of Set^», Province of Owari, Japan. Amon^
the most conmion varieties are a stoneware with celadon
or pale green glaze, and a porcelain with blue decorations.
— Siderollte ware. See -kxideroUte, 3. — Southwark
white ware. See American -kpottery (/>).— Spode
ware, earthenware and porcelain produced by Josiah

PoIIedrara Hydria.

(I-rom "Journal of Hellenic Studies," by
]<criuissjuii of The Council.)

Moustiers Ware.

stone, under gtime, and rfij>-irar«.— MOUStlers ware, a
faience made at Moustiers in southern France. The

Spode Teapot.

In colors and ^old.

Spode and his son and grandson, of the same name, at
Stokc-upon-Trent, England, from about 1770 to 3833.

—

Staffordshire ware, p<.>ttery made in Staffordshire,

England. The abimdance of clay and coal makes it prob-
able that this region has long been used by pfjttei-s. In
the ware made in the seventeenth century several varie-

ties of clay were used and the pieces were usually deco-
rated with slip, a creamy finid made of clay softened in

water. Lead ore, sometimes calcined, which the pottera

called smithum, was used in glazing. The chief coloring
materials were manganese, called magnus, and oxid of
copper.— Swlnton ware, pottery and p<jrcelain made
at Swtnton. England, in the latter half of the eight-

eenth century, particularly Rockingham, -kvare (which
see).- Teco ware. ^f:e American -^pottery (^).— T'^ft

ware, red earthenware crudely decorated with liquid



ware
ctey or slip poured thnni.irh a quill ; larprely produced
by the Toft family in Eiij^'I:uul in the seventeenth

Toft Ware.

Eighteen-inch plaque with heads of Charles II.

(In the Pennsylvania Museum. Philadelphia.)

centnry ; hence the name. See ieslip-decorated.— Tulip
ware. See Ameriean *portfn/ ('').—Whleldon ware,
earthenware produced in Enjifland by Thtmia.s W'liiel-

don in the eigllteentli century, characterized by a
mottled or Tariegated glaze resembling the coloring
and marking of tort<iise-shell. Also calletl tortoise-shell

ware and agate-ware.—Whit© ware, in ceram., any
earthenware of a white body and transparent glaze,
used for table and toilet purposes, including the vari-

ous grades of cream-colored ware, white granite, <ir

ironstone china.—WlUesden Ware, the trade-name f<jr

all products resultiiifr from the treatment describetl
under the title Willefden -kpaper. Cordage, netting,
canvas, cotton cloth, and other materials consisting essen-
tially of cellulose fibers are sotreateti. See also Willesden
*canpa^.—Wrotham ware, slip-decorated ware; first

made in England at Wrotham, Kent, near the beginning
of the seventeenth century. See irslip-deeorated.—
Yellow ware, earthenware of a yellow color, covered
with a lead glaze. The body is identical with that of
Rockingham *ware (which see).

war-eagle (war'e-gl), «. The golden eagle: so
called because its feathers are used by North
American Indian warriors in decorating their
bodies, weapons, and garments. See *c«f//c.

warehou (wil're-ho), n. [Maori.] 1. the
Maori name for the fish Neptomfnus hrama,
called snotgall-lrei-aUy in Tasmania, and also
sea-bream. E. E. Morri.t, Austral English.

—

2. A name in New Zealand of a carangoid
fish, Seriolella hrama.
war-game (war'gam), n. 1. See *kriegspiel.— 2. Military strategy ; war.

Soldier, soldier, . . . fresh from the fray.
What of the last strategic views?

What do you know of the war-(/ame's way,
Feint and cover and counter-ruse ?

0. Seaman, A Harvest of Chaff, p. 65.

war-god (war'god), n. A god of war; a deity
who personifies or presides over war.
war-head (war'hed), n. The explosive head of
a locomotive torpedo. It is packed with guncotton
or other high explosive and j>rovided with a detonating
primer. The war-head is placed on the torpedo only
when it is to be exploded, as in time of war.

wariatu, «. Same as *ioarryato.

wanning-hotise (war'ming-hous), n. A name
given (in modem times) to a heated room in
medieval monasteries where the community
assembled for the purpose of reading or rec-
reation .

warmth, n. 5. In other fine arts, freshness,
vigor, and sympathetic treatment of material,
as in fine sculpture. [Rare, j
The finish and warmth of the Greek style are seen at

least in the parts about the nose and mouth.
L. n. Farnell, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, IX. 35.

warning, ».— storm and hurricane warnings,
sijecitlcally, tlie system of Hags used by tlie United States

U. S. Weather Bureau Storm and Hurricane Warnings.
Diagonal-lininEf represents the color red. A red flajj with black

center indicates that a storm of marked yiolence is expected ; two
red flags with black centers, displayed one above the other (right-
hand figure), indicate the expected approach of a tropical iiurri.
cane or one of those extremely severe and dangerous storms which
occasionally move across the Great Lakes and northern Atlantic
coast. The pennants displayed with the flags indicate the direc-
tion of the wind; red, easterly (from northeast to south); white.
westerly (from southwest to north). The |>ennant above the flag
indicates that the wind is expected to blow from the northerly
quadrants; below, from the southerly quadrants. By night a red
light indicates easterly wind.s, and a white light below a red light,
westerly winds. No night hurricane warnings arc displayed.

Weather Bureau to indicate the expected occurrence of
strong winds. See storm-signal, under signal,—Warn-
ing Character. See -kcharacter.
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warp, n.—to loom the warp. See *Ioomi.—To
pace the warp. See *^flcei.

warp-easer (warp'e'zer), n. A bar or rod
fixed at the back of a loom that is weaving
leno fabrics, to ease the delivery of the cross-

ing (or leno) warp-threads suiSciently to pre-
vent injury to the other warp-threads. Also
called warp-slackener. R. Marsden, Cotton
Weaving, p. 147.

warping-cone (w^r'ping-kon), n. A capstan,
usually with a conical or hyperboloidal out-
line, used to take the hawser-chain or cable
when a vessel or a load is being warped along.
See warp, v. t., 8. Known also as a surging-drum or a
warping-end ; but the latter is properly restricted to
horizontal capstans, or warping-cones on the ends of
motor-driven horizontal shafts. Lockwood, Diet. Mech.
Engin. Terms.

warp-net (wS,rp'net), n. Lace made by the
interlacing of bobbin- and warp-threads.
warp-reel (warp'rel), n. A cylindrical frame,
usually 5'4 inches in circumference, for wind-
ing warp-yarn into hanks.
warp-slackener (warp'slak"n-6r), n. Same as
*ii-(irp-casei-,

warragal, ». 2. A native Australian.— 3. A
wild horse. [Australian in all uses.]

warrant, »— Deposit warrant, a waieliouse receipt
used as security for a loan.— Escape-warrant, in law,
a legal process directed generally Ui any iie:ice-ofticer to
rearrest an escaped prisoner.— Peace-warrant. See
kpeace-warrant.

warrant-machinist (wor'ant-ma-8he"nist), n.

One of a corps of warrant-officers in the
United States navy, established in 1899, with
the same rank as boatswains, gunners, and
carpenters, whose duties relate to the care
and management of the propelling machinery
on shipboard.
warranty, »».— Express warranty, in law,'% war-
ranty distinctly set forth in the terms of a contract, as
distinguished from implied warranty.

warre^,». Same as ^ic/mre.

warree^, n. Same as *wliare.

warrener^ (wor'en-er), n. [Corruption of
Tasmauian yawarrcnah, the ear-shell.] A name
in Tasmania of certain large marine shells,
.such as species of Ualioiis and Turbo. See
*mariner^. E. E. Morris, Austral English,
warriater, n. See *icarrijato.

warrina, n. Same as *marrcner'^.

warryato (wa-ri-a'to), «. [Tamil tcarra-arfii, or
warri-dtii.^ The Nilgiri ibex, Hemitragns hyl-
ocrius, a small species of a dark sepia brown
color, with a reddish-brown saddle patch.
Also wariatu and, incorrectly, warriater.
Warsaw limestone, shales. See '*limestone, kshale2.

Wart^, n— Mucous wart, a moist, slightly elevated
patch on the mucous membrane or near one of the orifices
of the body. Also called condyloma and mucous patch.
— Post-mortem wart, a wart-Iilie growth which some-
times appears on the hands of those who make many
dissections or post-mortem examinations.

wartern (war'tern), n. An English (York-
shire) dialectal form of quartern,

wart-hog, "— Pallas'S wart-hog, Phacochcerus
xthiopicus or pallusi, the species of southeastern Africa,
distinguished from its northern relative by a shorter
head, pendent warts, and reddish color.

Wartlet, «.—Dahlia wartlet. iee*dahlia.

warty-back (war'ti-bak), n, A river-mussel,
Quadrula jmstulosa, used in the manufacture
of pearl buttons.

warve (warv), n, [A dial, form of wharve.']

A grooved pulley on a spinning-spindle, to
which power is transmitted by a band. Also
called ichirl, wharve, whorl. Same as
wherve, 1. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 242.

wasabi (wa'sa-be), n. [Jap.] A plant of the
mustard family, AUiaria wasabi, cultivated in
Japan for its roots, which , taste like horse-
radish. The grated root is served with the
raw fish which forms such a prominent part of
a Japanese meal,
wash, i). I. trans, 10. In c/iew., to purify (a

gas) by causing (it) to bubble through water,
or some other liquid, or some special solution,

by means of which foreign substances are re-

moved. Thus hydrogen gas may be washed
free of sulphureted hydrogen by passing it

through a solution of lead acetate.
The method of washing the gas with acid solutions of

copper has been patented by Herr A. Frank of Charlot-
tenburg, who finds that a concentrated solution of cu-
prous chloride in an acid, the liquid being made into a
paste with kieselgUhr, is the most effective.

Encyc. Brit, XXV. 39.

11. To subject, as stock, to a wash or ficti-

tious sale. See wash, re., 14. [Brokers' slang.]

II. intrans. 8. To both sell and buy the
same stock at the same time. [Stock Exchange
slang.]

washing-bottle

wash, n. 15. A stony or gravelly slope of
gentle declivity formed of debris washed from
mountains by occasional torrential rains.
[Western U. S.]
Boulderchannels or washes which extend . . . across

the valley. F. II. Newell, Irrigation in U. S., p. 237.

16. An eroded or washed-out depression.
The immediate result is a gully or wash.

Chamberlain and Salisbury, Geol., I. fJO.

As we entered the valley (called by the ilormons a
" wash ") we were struck with its weird and desolate ap-
pearance, stretching, as it does, as far as the eye can see,
naked of all vegetation except stunted sage-brush and
greasewMd, hemmed in on the east by high precipitous
cliffs of red sandstone, with curious knobs and needles
jutting upward and weathered into fantastic shapes and
designs. Amer. Inventor, Feb. 15, 1904, p. H2.

17. The dry bed of an intermittent stream.— Dry wash, the dried-up bed of a stream ; a watercourse
unoccupied in the drj- season. [Western U. S.]^Llme,
sulphur, and salt wash, an insecticide preparation,
largely used in treatingtreesattackedby the San Jose scale,
nnidu by builing 10 pounds of lime, 65 pounds of sulphur,
and .'j pounds <ti s;dt, with water made up to 20 gallons.—
Oregon wash, an insecticide preparation used for spray-
ing plants, made by boiling 1(X) gallons of water with lOO
pounds of sulphur and 80 pounds of lime until the sulphur
is dissolved, dissolving 8 pounds of sulphate of copper in
hot water, adding to 20 pounds of slaked lime, and mix-
ing tlie whole together. One pound of the mixture is
added to 2.J gallons of hot water for winter use, applying
the liquid lukewarm, or 1 pound of the mixture to 8 or 10
gallons of water for summer use.— Wash coat. See

wash. An abbreviation of Washington (State).
wash-book (wosh'biik), re. Same as *flogger, 3.

wash-drill (wosh'dril), n. A boring-appara-
tus for sand or loose earth in which a jet of
water under high velocity is forced through a
tube and issuing at the open lower end in the
soil washes the latter from the path of the
tube as it is pressed forward by its own weight
or by a mechanical pressure. The water
escapes around the outside of the tube and
carries the loosened material to the surface
with it. Also called a water-jet and similar
to the latter when used in hydraulic mining.
The borings through the alluvium were made by the

"wash drill " or "water jet" method, and when samples
were taken from time to time only the coarse material
was collected, the finer being held in suspension and car-
ried off with the water flowing from the holes.

Contrib. to Econ. Geol., V. S. Geol. Surv., Bulletin,
[1907, p. 64a

wash-drum (wosh'dmm), «. A wheel or drum
with shelves or wooden projections upon its
interior circumference, in which skins are
cleaned or washed; a cleaning-drum.

washer, «.— Blind washer. Hume && blind *flange.— Log washer, in mining, an inclined trough in which
a thick timber-shaft witli projecting teeth or blades slowly
revolves ; used in the washing of ores containing a large
proportion of clay.— Triangular washer, a washer or
circular disk, for use under a bolt or tie-iod, cut from
a cylinder by a plane which makes an angle with the
base, so that one side is thicker than the other : used
where the axis of the bolt is inclined to the face upon
which the stress comes.

washer-wlre ( wosh'er-wir), n. A special grade
of brass wire cloth used in straining and clean-
ing paper-pulp. See *paper-machine.
washery (wosh'e-ri), «.; pi. washeries (-riz).

[wash + -er)j.] A place where coal is sorted
and sized by the use of flowing water, and by
the same process is concentrated and freed
from dirt and incombustible gangue.

All the mines in the district were idle to-day, and three
washeries which were in operation the greater part of
last week were not in operation to-day.

A'. 1'. Times, Sept 25, I90a

washing, n. 4. The purification of molten
cast-iron by additions to the bath of metal
in the hearth of a furnace ; specifically the
oxidization of phosphorus and sulphur by the
addition of ores of pure oxid of iron, or those
that contain manganese oxid.

washing-bottle (wosh ' ing-
bof'tli, re. A simple piece
of apparatus in constant use
in chemical laboratories; a
wash-bottle, it consists, of a
glass bottle fitted with a cork or
india-rubber stopper, through
which pass two tubes, arranged
as shown in the figure. Air blown
in by the operator through the up-
per tulie forces water out in a fine
stream tlirough tile other tube,
which reaches nearly to the bot-
tom, and is drawn out to a slender
jet at the outside extremity. This
fine stream of water is especially
useful in washing precipitates on
filters. By removing the bottle
from the mouth and inverting it

a much larger stream can be ob-
tained, air passing in through the jet an<l water running
out through the tube, which is not contracted in bore.

Alcohol, ether, or any other liquid may be substituted foi

U ashing bottle



wasMng-bottle
water, and by using a thiii-bottoined tlask the liquid may
be heated over a lanip-rtaine ; iu this form the arrange-
ment is called a washing-jiusfc.

washing-bulb (wosh'ing-bulb), n. An ar-

raugemeiit suggested by Liebig for washing a
gas on the small scale in a chemical labora-
tory. It consists of a glass tube bent to the
shape of the letter U, with a bulb at the bot-
tom of the curve to contain the washing liquid,

and a smaller bulb on each side to receive any
of this liquid accidentally splashed over.

washing-flask ( wosh'ing-flask), n. See *wash-
inij-boitlc.

Washington pie, pitcher. See *j>iei,

Washita formation. See *formation.

wash-mill (wosh'mil), n. A mill for washing
skins after liming. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 377.

washout, n. 2. In geol., a channel, eroded in
one stratum and subsequently filled with ma-
terial of a different character, such as the
channels of shale which meander through
coal-seams, cutting out the coal. Geikie, Text-
book of Geol., p. 639.

washout-plug (wosh'out-plug), n. A valve in

a tank or boiler or elsewhere by means of

which the vessel may be cleansed by a cur-
rent of water, or by outflow of the fluid

contents.

wash-pan (wosh'pan), n. A pan or hand jig

for washing mined ore with water to concen-
trate the valuable part and eliminate dirt and
waste.

wash-plain (wosh'plan), n. In geol., a plain
of gravel and sand washed forward from a
glacier ; an overwash-plain.

wash-reel (wosh'rel), n. A vat or tank for
washing skins. Modern Amer. Tanning, p.
257.

wash-room (wosh'rSm), ». A room in which
washing is done ; either a laundry or a lava-

tory or bath-room.

wash-strake (wosh'strak), n. A length of
thin plank fastened to and projecting above

\Vash-&tiakc.

the gunwale of a boat, or of a small, low-sided
vessel, to keep out spray by thus increasing
the freeboard; awash-board. A boat's row-
locks are cut in the wash-boards.

washt, a. A simplified spelling of washed.

wash-warmer (wosh' war"m*r), n. In the
distillation of alcoholic liquors, a vessel to
contain the wash or fermented liquid to be
distilled, through which passes the pipe by
which vapor is carried off from the still. This
vapor undergoes partial condensation and
thereby heats up the wash siirrounding the
pipe and allows of its being run into the still

in an already hot state, thus economizing
fuel. SadtUr, Handbook of Indust. Chem.,
p. 220.

wash-wheel (wosh'hwel), n. A washing wheel
for washing hides or skins. C T. Davis,
Manuf. of Leather, p. 331.

wash-work (wosh'werk), n. In water-color
painting, those portions of the picture which
are laid on in flat washes; also this method of

painting or drawing.

Wasite (wa'sit), n. [icas{ium) + -ite".'] A
hydrous and much-altered variety of allanite

from Konsholm, near Stockholm. It was
supposed to contain a new element called
*wa>iium.

wasium (wa'si-um), w. [Named for Gusta-
vus f'asa ( KVwa;.] A supposed new chemical
element announced in 1862 by Bahr as pres-
ent in a Swedish mineral resembling orthite.

Its supposed oxid was probably thoria, though
it may have been a mixture of earths of the
yttria and ceria groups.

wasP; ".— Parasitic wasps, those true wasps which are
parasitic in tlicir lialiits. They belouK e5i)ecially to the
families .SV//;f/'/l'/''''. SfoliitljF. Mftzini'lif, Ti/'hii<l/r, f^hri/n-

ittidir, and 7;<-'/i.i/('i'''c — Thread-walsted wasp, any
member of the hyniciiopteroUH family Sphi'cid^.—Wnlte-
facod wasp, the larj^e American Vexpa maculata, which
builds very larKe paper nests. More commonly called
whit€-facett httriiet.
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wasp-ant (wosp'ant), «. A member of the
family Mutillidse. See Mutillidss and velvet ant,
under velvet.

wasp-waist (wosp'wast), n . A waist so tightly
laced as to resemble the nearly divided body
of a wasp.
The cylinder in question, which first saw the light in

Lajard's 'Culte de Mithra,' shows a person tightly cinc-
tured, and with a ivasp-waist, resembling the men on
Mycena-'an monuments.

Athenaeum, March 18, 1906, p. 344.

wassail-bowl, n. 2. A rudely decorated
pottery bowl, usually having slip-traced
ornaments, made by English potters in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
waste^, n. 13. Inphys. geog., detritus derived
by the superficial disintegration of rock-
masses and in process of removal by trans-
porting agencies; rock-waste Cop waste. See
weavers' *ieagte,— Old waste, in mining, old or aban-
doned workings. Barrowman, Glossary.

—

Weavers*
waste, the tangled clippings and broken ends of
imperfectly formed thread from the spinning-room of
a cotton-mill. This is the form of waste preferred in the
United Suites as material for the manufacture of gun-
cotton. Also called cop waste.

Waste^, V. t. 5. In stone-cutting, to take off

projecting irregularities of, as in preparing
the stone for crating and transportation. Usu-
ally with off.

waste-block (wast'blok), n. A mold or plaster
flask from which a reverse mold is made. The
waste-blocks receive the form of the original or pattern.
The reversed molds are produced from them, and when
this has been done they are of no further use ; hence the
name. Lock-wood, Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms.

waster^, «. 4. (O a term applied by fanciers to
birds or other animals which have not bred true, but
have varied from the colors of the parents and reverted
more or less to the colors of the original stock.

Bat now let him breed from his ' wasters 'and he will
find that the extracted blacks are pure and gi\ e blacks
only, that tlie splashed whites similarly give only whites,
or splashed whites. Sature, Aug. 25, 1904, p. 408.

5. A cow or other animal which is wasting
away in consequence of tuberculosis. [Slang.]
— 6. A marasmic infant.

waste-valve (wast'valv), n. 1. A valve
through which water or other fluid may be
blown out or drained away.— 2. The blow-off
valve in a steam-boiler throufrh which water
and mud, or precipitated solids in the water,
can be blown to waste.— 3. The valve or gate
in the waste-weir or sluice of a dam, through
which water may be wasted or allowed to flow
out of the pond above the dam to relieve the
latter.

waste-yam (wast'ySm), n. Yarn made from
(textile) mill-waste, reworked. Nasmith, Cot-
ton Spinning, p. 386.

wat7 (wot), «. [Siamesefl A Siamese temple
or monastery.
A grove of palms about a wat, or monastery.

Geoij. Jour. (B. G. S.), XI. 488.

watch, «.— Decimal watch, a watch of which the dial
indicates Jecimid fracti<tn.Hof an hour : used in industrial
cost-keeping, etc.—Deck watch, an easily portable form
of chn. IK .meter frequently used by travelers and explorers.
— Forecastle watch, the watch kept at night on tlie

t^ipgallaiit forecastle, when the vessel is under way.

—

Gravy-eye watch, tlie deck-watch from midnight to

4 A..M., during which time the members of the crew are
sleepier tliaii at any other time, and are prone to nod over
their work at the wheel or on the lookout. [Nautical slang.

]— Middle watch. .See watch. G.— Saloon watch, the
hxjkoiit maintained at night in the salcKjns, stewards"
pantry, etc., when the vessel is either in port or at sea.
— Scuttle-butt watch, the wateh kept over the drink-
ing barrels to see that nothing is allowed to foul the
water, or that the water is not wasted.—TO keep a good
watch, to maintain vigilance and alertness.— To keep a
watch, t4> be in charge of the deck: be olliccr of tlie

deck; bo one of the watch.— TO set the watCh. Sec
*««'rl.— Water-cask watch. .Same as scuttle-butt

* watch.

watch, V. t. 6. To assign to a watch.

The crew as a whole are equally divided into two
watches, starhoardand port. In ordinary types of cruis-

ing vessels the working force on deck is distributed as

forecastlemen. fore, main and niizzen topmen, and aftsr-

guard. . . . The mechanics, musicians and servants are
generally watched in the afterguard. [Applicable only
to the ol<l navy.[ Luce, Heamanship, pp. 291, 29;i.

watch-barometer (woch'ba-rom''e-t6r), n. A
pocket iiiuTdid barometer.

watch-book (woch'biik), n. A book in which
is entered the time expended in the sevei'al

smaller operations which together make up
the time of completing a manufactured article.

En/)in. Mug., July, 1904, p. 617.

watch-lock (woch'Iok), «. An obsolete form
of gun-lock, so named because supposed to be
always ready to fire and hence used by watch-
men.

water-borne

watchman-beetle (woch'man-be"tl), ». The
European dor-beetle, Melolontha vulgaris.

Watchspring climber. See *climber^.

watchwise (woeh'wiz), adv. In the direction
of the movement of the hands of a watch;
with the sun.

water, n. 9. A wavy or marbled effect pro-
duced on a textile fabric, as grosgrain silk, by
pressure and moisture. See watered.— 10. A
sheen or surface given to metal, by heat and
pressure, resembling the ripples or the play
of light on water.—Acidulous water. See -kacidu-
ioiM.- Blue, casual, compensation, conductivity
water. See *hlue, etc.—Bottom water. .Same as
ground water (under wafer).- Capillary water. See
*8wl7 7ttOistwr(^.— Dead water. <«) See (/carf.irn/cr. (6)
See •^dead-water, (c) Standing water, as contrasted with
running or circulating water.

If the ridge exceeded a certain height, there would be
dead water on the lee side, and the trough would there-
fore silt up, diminishing the amplitude.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 200.

Specially interesting is the discovery of quantities of
sulphuretted hydrogen in the "dead water" at the bot-
tom of the Frier and Drammen fjords, a condition only
known to exist in the Black sea.

Geog. Jour. (K. 0. S.), XVIII. 85.

Duty of water. See *rf«f,v— Entrained water, in
steam-engineering, water of condensation, sjiniy. and
water from the boiler swept along in a steam-pipe by the
steam, mechanically suspended in the steam, or running
along the bottom of the pipe with the steam.— Florida
water, a perfume or toilet water similar to cologne.

—

Fossil water. See *fossil.-~ Gravitation water,
hydrostatic water. Same as groitnd water (under water).—Hygrometric water, that portion of the water con-
tained in a mineral or other substance which can be
driven off by heating to 100° C.— Hygroscopic water.
See -ksoil moisture.— Meter Of water. See irmctcr^.—
Mlcelllan water, a term used by a few writers to sig-
nify the water which is produced by the union of hydro-
gen and oxygen existing as constituents of an aluminium
acid silicate and is driven olf as aqueous vapor in the
so-called ' burning' of clay in the manufacture of pottery
and l>ricks, thus permanently destroying the plasticity of
the original clay.

Only one sort of water of combination (the 8o.called
Micellian water of Nageli and Van Benimelen) is in any
way a measure of plasticity. Science, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 213.

Physical water, in phytogeog., the water or moisture
actually present in a plant-foiniation, as distinguished
from the jtfnt.fiological water. See -kxerophyte.— Physi-
ological water, in phytogeog., the water which a plant
is capable of appnipriating, as distinguished from the
physical water. See iexcrophyte.— Slack water, ic)

III ricer.dricing, the temporary slackening of the cunent
caused by the formation of a jam.— To get first water,
to be the first to have its hose attached and water play-
ing at a Are : said of a fire-engine : of the first impor-
tance to the reputation of an engine company. [Colloq.]

Hence while these boats and their pipe lines are most
powerful and valuable auxiliaries to the street forces,

they can no more be [depended upon for quick win k at a
remote jioint inland than can a steam Are engine be ex-
pected *'to get first water " on a vessel anchored in mid-
stream. Sci. Amer., Jan. 21, 1899, p. .39.

To hang Its water, in mining, said of a pump which
fails to work on account of a defective clack-valve, or be-
cause of air above the clack, the column of water above
preventing the bucket lids from opening. Barrotc-
man, Glossary. — Water frlCtlOn-brake. See -k/rietion-

Itrake.—'WS.teT hemisphere, Itch. see *hemisphere.
•itcA.— Water of hydration. See */..i/./(»fi<oi.— Wa-
ter of Imbibition. See *iwifci7«,'i(»i.- Water of satu-
ration, in geol.. water which entirely tills the voids in

rocks. It is contrasted with water oj -kinilnbition, which
adheres to the particles and will not drain away.— Water
reserve. See -kreserve.

water-bag, «. 3. A bag of leather, rubber,
or other suitable material for holding water.

water-ballast (wa'ter-bal"ast), n. See baU
1(1.11, 1.

water-bearing^ (wa't^r-bSr^ing), a. Provided
with water, as a stratum which will yield

an artesian flow or a series of springs.

On the water-bearing rocks of Ohio.
Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XVI. 371.

water-blast, n. 2. In mining, an escape of
air from an ascending working in which it has
been confined and compressed by a head of

water in some connecting passage with a seal

at its foot.

water-blister (wa'ter-blis''''ter), n. A blister

whieli contains a clear serous fluid, as distin-

guished from a blood-blister, iu which the
fluid is sanguineous.

water-block (wa'ter-blok), n. A hollow block,

usually of iron, copper, or bronze, cooled by
circulation of water in its interior, and used
for forming parts of furnaces. Phillip,'! and
Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 291.

water-bok (wa'ter-bok), n. Same as water-

hiirk.

water-borne, p. <i. 2, yunt., supported or
sustained by the pressure of the water: said

of a vessel or other object partly in and partly



water-borne

out of water. A vessel is partly water-borne
when some part of it rests on tbe bottom
so that its weight is supported partly bj- the

ground and partly by its buoyancy in the
water; a vessel completely water-borne is

afloat.

A vessel partially teater-horn* and partly agronnd loses

stability as compared with her condition wlien afloat.

White, Manual of Xaval Arch., p. 124.

'Water-bosh (wS'ter-bosh), «. [watfr + bosh^.]

A cistern in which puddling tools are cooled.

See pmldliiiff, 2. Phillips and Sauerman, Ele-
ments of Metallurgy, p. 311.

water-bottom (wa'ter-bot'um), H. See dou-
blf *bottom.

"Water-bug, «— creeping water-bug, any one of the

.iiiniitii-, predatory heteropterous insects of the family
Sauroridx (which see).

water-bush (wa't&r-bush), m. An Australian
shrub 01 small tree, Myopormn acuminatum
angustifoUum, belonging to the family Myopo-
racem. It yields a soft, light, tough wood used
for building purposes.

"water-calorimeter (wa't6r-kal-o-rim''^-ter), ».

See *c<il<irimeter.

"Water-cart, « 2. Same as *water-wa(ion, 2.

— To fall on the water-cart, to drink into'xicating

liquor ; to become 4lrunk. [Shiiig-J

Last night 1 tumbled nffthe water cart —
It was a peacherino of a drunk.
Wallaee Irtnti, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, ix.

vater-cartridge (wa'tor-kar'trij), «. A form
of cartridge for use in mining, in which the
chamber carrying the explosive is surrounded
with a water-jacket. The ;3ffeet of the water is to

diminish the volume of flame wlien ignition takes place,

and lessen the chances of an explosion of gas in the
workings.

water-cement (wa'ter-sf-ment'),«. Hydraulic
cement. See cement.

"water-chamber (wa'ter-cham"ber), H. Same
as *rolling-cliamber.

Above the i)rotective deck in that vessel a " water-
chamber" was built, 10 feet long fore and aft., with a
height of about 7 feet ; its breadth could be varied (by
bulkheads) from the entire breadth of the vessel at that
part («7 feet) to either .*»1 feet or 43 feet.

White, Manual of Naval -\rch., p. 180.

water-cloud (wa'tev-kloud), n. A cloud that
indiciites the presence of water in the midst
of ice- or snow-covered land.

water-color, W. 1. Water-color is painting in some
medium that is soluble in water. Pure water will not holii

the color. Some binding substance, such as the yolk of

egg or mucilage, must be added. In the form of tempera
(which seeX in which the medium is a solution of yolk of

egg, water-color is one of the oldest fonns of painting
known, having been employed upon Egyptian monu-
ments. In the middle ages and Renaissance, tempem
was often used like mo<lem water-color upon paper and
absorbent canvas. In such work the representation of

local color was limited. Tinted drawings were made
rather than paintings. The color, moreover, always re-

tained the opacity of the earths used and of the medium.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the
painters of Em-ope, and especially of Holland, used water-
color abundantly, but always in the opaque form, the
opacity being s<imetimes increased by the addition of
white earth, fonning the medium called gouache. The
improvementof water-color has proceeded, first, in the di-

rection of securing more transparency in the material, so
that the luminosity of the underlying surface, usually
white paper, becomes valuable ; and, second, in the free

use of local quality of color. Tl\e great advance, and
indeed the perfection of the art, has been due almost en-
tirely to the color-makers and artists of England. Eng-
lish water-color painting began early in the eighteenth
century. There was an exiiibition of such paintings in
1760 in London. Tlie English pictures were for a long
time, however, simply tinted drawings, quite monochro-
matic, like the Dutch. The forms were first carefully
drawn with a pen ; the lights and darks were then waalied
in with India ink, and the transparent local color was
passed over. In 1780 the Messrs. Reeves of London began
the preparation of water-colors commercially. This was
followe*! by the improvement of papers by the Messrs.
Whatman, and later by the still further improvement of
the colors by Winsor and Newton, who as early as 1832
prepared soft coloi-s in tubes. In this way the better-
ment of materials made possible the then great advances
of the English painters in artistic expression and repre-
sentation. In more modei-n times the material and
methotl of water-color have become perfectly responsive
to the impressions of nature and to the sentiment of the
artist. The art has received additional impetus from
the intrrnluction of .lapanese and Impressionist inHu-
encps.

water-cooled (wa'ter-k61d),«. Cooled by eon-
tact with circulating water. Gas-engine cyl-

inders are frequently water-cooled. Main
bearings and cross-head guides of marine en-
gines are usually water-cooled by having
water circulated through holes in the metal
which surrounds the bearing.

water-cooler, ». (b) A coil of pipes, similar
to a brine-cooler, for cooling distilled water
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by means of fresh cold water, preparatory to

freezing it in making ice.

water-cow, « 2. In British Guiana, the man-
atee, Tricliecus inunguis.

water-cycle (wa'ter-si'kl), n. A boat driven
by means of pedals, like a bicycle or tricycle.

The power may be applied either to a paddle
or to a screw-shaft, the former being the com-
moner arrangement, since it is more direct and
less affected by friction.

waterd, «. A simplified spelling of watered.

water-devil, «. 3. The predatory larva of

any species of water-beetle of the genus Dy-
ti,scu.s.

water-dipper (wa't^r-dip"6r), n. In the Brit-

ish West Indies, any dragon-fly.

water-dock, ». 2. The goldenclub, Orontium
atfiiaticum. See Orontium.
water-drum (wa't^r-drum), n. In mech., a
cliamber which is filled with water while the
boiler, to which it is connected or of which it

is a part, is in operation; a chamber or tank
at the lower end of the tubes in a water-tube
boiler.

water-dwelling (w&'ter-dwel"ing), n. Same
as pile-dwelling.

One cnrions feature of the lake [Chiuta], which doubt-
les'i has been mentioned before, is the piles in the water,
which still remain t^) mark the existence of lake dwell-
ings. They are clustered towards the east side, and are

fenerally situated about iiO to 200 yards from the shore.

he water is now alxnit ti to 8 feet deep around them.
These ivater-dicetlitKja were, of course, a means of safety
against raids and warfare.

Geoff. Jonr. (R. G. S.), XV. 613.

water-elm, «. 2. Vlmus j)edunculatacita^v.%v2X

Europe. See XJlmits.— 3. The planer-tree,

Plancra aquatica. See planer-tree.

water-fence (wa'ter-fens), H. A fence extend-
ing from a shore out into a lake or other body
of water so that animals in pasture may not
pass around its end.

Water-fennel oil, the volatile oil or essence obtained by
distillation with water of the fruit of (Knavthe Fhellau-
ilriuiii. It consists chiefly of a terpene, phellandrene,
but cimtains also an aldehyde, phellandral, isomeric with
citral.

water-fern, «. 3. Same as floaling-*fern.
See *('eratopteris.

water-flag, «. 2. The common blue flag. Iris

versicolor, which grows in wet places or even
in water.

water-floor (wa'ter-flor), ». An arrangement
of open troughs on the bottom of a room or
vault for sweating hides. C. T. Davis, Manuf,
of Leather, p. 122. [Bare.]

waterfront (wa't^r-frunt), «. Frontage
upon water, as upon a river or bay; land
abutting upon any considerable body of wa-
ter : commonly applied to a part of a town or
city that so abuts.

water-fungus (wa'ter-fung^gus), n. Same as
*ieatcr-mi)ld.

water-gas, n. Two reactions may occur, represented
by the fonnnlic -f 2H2O = OO2 + 2H2 and C + HgO =
CO + Ha — the fonner of these chiefly at a temperature
of about SOO" U. and the latter at about 1000° C. Hence the
product usually consists of both the oxids of carbon,
mixed with hydrogen. If the incandescence of the car-

bon is -maintained by the continuous combustion of a
part of it, requiring the continuous supply of air, the
nitrogen of this air is also found in the product, thus
diluting it with incombustible matter. Such a mixture
is used as fuel in gas-flred furnaces. If, however, the in-

tennittent process is adopted, the supply of air being cut
off as soon as the mass of coke or anthracite is glowing
brightly, and steam already at a high temperature intro-

duced, tile presence of nitrogen is avoided, imtil by the
gradual c(x>ling down of the mass it again becomes neces-
sary to cut off the steam and turn on the air. Water-gas
made by this tntennittent process is largely used as a
source of artificial light, especially in cities of the United
States, but, having of itself but poor illuminating power,
it requires to be "carbureted" by mixture with the
vapor from hydrocarbon oils and strongly heating the
mixture.

—

Semi-water gas, gas made in a water-gas
apparatus, but having a calorific value equal to about
one half tlnit of true water-gas.

water-glass, «. 4. A glass water-gage to in-

dicate to the eye the level of the water in a
steam-boiler.

water-gnat (wa.'t6r-nat), n. A popular name
in England of Livmobates stagnorum, a true
aquatic bug.

water-gowan (wa't6r-gou"an), ». Same as
meadow-gowan (which see, under gotcan).

water-grate (wa'tfr-grat), «. A grate having
hollow bars through which water circiJates.

[Rare.]

water-gum, n. 2. See '•gum'^ (6).

water-haul (w&'t<'r-hal),'»?. In fishing, a haul
with nothing in the net but water: as, to make

water-ladder

a waier-haul, that is, catcli no fish. Hence, a
failure; a fru;tless operation.

water-heater, «. 2. A gas or gasolene heater
for supplying hot water to a bath, lavatory, or
kitchen boiler. It consists of a system of
pipes or vessels, through which a stream or
film of water may pass and be exposed to a
large heating surface, and one or more Bun-
sen gas-burners, the whole being inclosed in

a suitable casing and connected with a supply
of water and gas.

water-horizon (wa'ter-ho-ri'zon), n. A series
of porous strata which yield a supply of water
to wells.

The wells in the red sandstone are generally deeper,
but no water-horizons are as yet recognized. There are
many wells in the valley of the Passaic from Faterson
south to Newark, and particularly in the vicinity of Pas-
saic and in the city of Newark, which supply large
manufacturing establishments and individual home con-
sumption.

Ji. D. Saliabury, in Geol. Surv. of New Jei-sey, 1900,

ip. XX.

water-horsepower (wa"ter-h6rs'pou-er), n.

The unit used in British India to describe the
work-capacity of falling water, in streams and
water-courses. It water is considered as weighing
62.5 pounds per cubic foot, then 8.8 cubic feet falling one
f*K)t in one second will develop 550 foot-pounds per second
or one horse-power in a perfect motor. In i-ound figures,

the actual motf>r is assumed to have a practical etticiency

of nearly 60 per cent., so that 15 cubic feet of water will

actually give a net horse-power, and this is the figure
used.

water-hyacinth (wa't6r-hi"a-sinth), n. See
*/'('(() 07; «.v.

water-ice, "• 2. Ice formed by freezing part
of a body of water : contrasted with snow-ice,

*glacier-ice, neve, firn. Geikie, Text-book of
Geol., p. 189.

watering-town (wa'ter-ing-toun*), n. A wa-
teriug-place. [Rare.]

The Caucasian railway, . . . went south-westwards
across North t'aucasia to Vladikavkaz, and to the water-
inij towns around Pyatig6rsk.

Geoff. Jour. (E. G. S), XVI. 224.

watering-trough,". 2. In rai7ro<idi«jr, a por-

tion of a railroad track fitted with a very long,

shallow iron trough placed on the ties between
the rails. This trough is kept full of water and fur-

nishes a supply for passing locomotives. The tender is

fitted with a curved, hinged pipe, which has an open
scoop-like mouth, and which, on being lowered into the
water in the trough, serves as a scoop, lifting the water
into the tank of the tender by the motion of the tender
as it passes over the trough. The engine is said to * pick
up ' its water at the watering-trough.

water-jacket (wa'ter-jak'et), r. t.; pret. and
pp. water-jacketed, ppr. water-jacketing. To
surround or fit with a water-jacket.

The cylinder [of gas engine] is shown as water-jacketed.
Uncyc. Brit., XXVIIL 183.

water-jags (wa'tfer-jagz), n. Varicella.

[Prov.]

water-jar (wa'tfer-jar), n. A jar for holding
water.

water-jet (wa'tfer-jet), n. 1. A device for the
propulsion of vessels consisting of a jet of
water expelled forcibly from the stem. The
reaction in the ehamber from which the jet issues is a

force acting to send the hull in the direction oppijsite to

tliat of the motion of the jet. The same mechanical
energy used to create this unbalanced pressure is more
effective if applied to direct propulsion by screw or pad-
dle-wheel.

The water-jet or hydraulic propeller caimot be regarded
as a serious competitor with the screw or paddle-wheel,
but it has attracted so much attention and been so

strongly recommended that it cannot be left unnoticed.
White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 572,

2. A boring-apparatus using a jet of water
from a nozle at high velocity, for excavating
holes in soft earth or removing soil from the

faceofablufforbank. The flowing water erodes
the loosened earth, and the latter flows away
as silt suspended in the water. Used in hy-

draulic mining. When used for boring verti-

cal holes it may also be called a *wash-driU
(which see).

water-kibble (w&'ter-kib"l), «. A water-

bucket used in mines or shafts for hoisting

water bv the water-bucket system. The bucket

is of sheet-steel with a valve in the bottom openhig

inward, so as to allow the bucket or skip to fill auto-

matically when dropped into the sump or pocket at the

bottom of the hoisting shaft In many places the water-

bucket system of draining the mines is cheaper and more
efflcient than the pumping system. [Eng.)

water-ladder (wa'ter-lad"6r), n. A contri-

vance composed of pole-guides up and down
which a barrel slides in filling a sprinkler by
horse-power. [U. S.]



waterlaid

waterlaid, a. 2. In geoU, deposited in or by
water: contrasted with ^'o?»a«l, 2.

Soon after the skeleton was embeddcj in the stony
debris, or lay exposed on its surface, the geoloKic condi-
tions that appear to have long prevailed were somewhat
sudilenly changed, and there ensued a more rapid de-
position of the verj- flue waterlaid loess, deeply envelop-
ing the bones before they had time to be generally
reinoved by decay under the influences of the weather
and inliltrating air and water.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 14, 190,'!, p. 22679
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water-level, n. 3. In mininri, a heading or
gangway so nearly horizontal that drainage
water in it flows very sluggishly or hardly
at all.

water-lily, n.-Uttle water-Uly, the water-shield
or water-target, ISrascma Hchreberi.

water-lime, n— Bertie water-Ume. See Salina

water-logging (wA'ter-loging), H. The act or
process of becoming water-logged ; speeifi-
oally, in irrigation, the saturation of the soil
by an excess of water, generally accompanied
by an excess of so-called alkali or earthy
salts. H. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering,
1). o.'*.

water-mallow (wa'ter-uial'd), ». See *mal-
l'/U\

water-mama (wA'tfr-raa'mii), ». in British
Uuiana, a water-sprite : a name given by the
English eolouists to mythical beings, sup-
posed by the Carib and Arawak Indians to
live in secluded streams and pools, into which
they entice passers-by to their destruction.
The Wiitei-inanias are of both 8e.«es and are described
as restiiil.ling the Indian men and women. Similar
myths are ci.riirnon in other South .American tribes.

Waterman calorimeter. See *caloiimiter.
water-maple, ;'. 2. The silver maple.— 3.
The iiiotiiitain-maple.

water-master (wa'ter-mis'tfr;, n. The su-
perintendent or other offker in charge of the
distribution of water from an irrigating canal
or ditch. Locally named in California san-
jero. and in New Mexico majordnmo. F. H.
Xeirell. Irrigation in U. S., p. 107.

water-mica (wa't^r-mi'kii), n. See *mica'^.

water-millet (wa'ter-mii'et), n. See *mil-

water-mold (w4't6r-m61d), ». An aquatic
fungus, especially a member of the family
SaproUgniaifee. The water-molds grow mostly
on decaying animal matter lying in the water.
Compare Suprolegnid.

water-moth, ». 2. Any pyralid moth of the
genus yymphula whose larvee are aquatic or
subai|uatic.

water-nymph, «. 4. Any dragon-flv.
water-oak, «. 3. See *onl-.

water-opal (w&'tftr-d'pal), ». Same as him-
lite.

water-packed (wa'ter-pakt), p. a. Packed
wet: applied to a cotton-bale which has been
packed with wet cotton and is therefore more
or less unmerchantable.
Cotton that is walrr-packfd is liable to foster the

growth of mildew, and this is probably the cause of the
innsty scent that sometimes emanates from such water-
packed bales.

Ilannan. Textile Fibre* of Commerce, p. 112.

water-pan (wa'ter-pan), ?i. A slough.
Abdulla. our taciturn Miilgan guide and tracker, wdnts

across a long dull-re.1 depression, evidently in better
times of rain a uxiter.pan, to a distant cluster of brown
irregular m.iunds. Geoi/. Jour. (R. o. S.), XI. 41.

water-pipe, «. 3. A narghile or hooka.
water-piston (wa'ter-pis'ton), n. 1. The
piston of a pump by which tfie water is actu-
ated.— 2. A system for exhausting or com-
pressing air or gases in which the level of
water in a chamber is alternately raised and
lowered mechanically. The increase of volume
above the surface of the water, as it is lowered, causes
an Inflow into the chamber above such surface ; and the
rise of the surface expels the air or gas, less only so much
at the wat<!r absorbs. The same result can be atbilned
with oil, or with a liquid which does not absorb the gas
even under [iressure. The surface of the water is raiseil
and lowered by the intrusion and withdrawal of a di8|>lac-
ing plunger t)elow the level of the water at its lowest
point. The volume of the plunger would be displaced at
each traverse. G. Lunge. Sulphuric Acid, III. 77.

water-plane, «. 2. The irregular surface of
the undf-rground water usually forming an
inclined plane toward the sea or other system
of drainage. The oscillations of the water-plane as
recorded by a float and revolving drum at Maghull. eight
miles northeast of Liverpool, by Isaac Roberts, seem to
•how that it is intluencea by the sun, moon, tide, atino-
•pheric pressure, temperature, and rainfall.

3. The level which marks the height of a
body of water and often is indicated, after the
water's departure, by beaches. Such water-
planes may afterward be tilted by earth-
movements.
The various eleraenta are projected, with exaggeration

of heights, on a vertical plane running a little west of
south, or parallel to the direction of greatest inclination
of old water-planett.

G. K. Gilbert, in Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p 241.

water-pocket (wa'ter-pok'et), «. 1. A cav-
ity or mass of porous rock containing water

;

a water-hole. Chiefly current in the south-
western United States, where the Spanish
equivalent hoUon is often also used.— 2. Same
as *pocket, 12.- -3. Any depressed point or
place in which water or other liquid mav
gather.

^

This system not only drains the piping itself, but also
the water-pocketg in the various valves.

Elect. World and Enijin., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 397.

water-polo (wa'ter-p6"16), «. A game, plaved
in a swimming-tank, in which the contestants,
in the water, toss a large rubber ball similar
to a foot-ball. There are goals at either end
against which the ball must be placed to
score.

water-poppy (wa't6r-pop*i), «. See *Hydro-
clci/.<t.

water^port (wa'ter-p6rt), n. An opening or
area in a surface through which water may
pass, as in the valve-chamber of a reciprocat-
ing water-motor.

water-pouch (wa'ter-poueh), h. One of the
large pockets, or cells, of the first and second
compartments of the stomach in camels: so
called because they I'etaiu water for a consid-
erable period.

water-prairie (wa'tfer-pra'ri), n. A saline
playa

; a salina. [Southwestern U. S.]
wa er-prick (wa't^r-prik), ». A slight imper-
fection on the grain of skins caused by too
much soaking in water. Modern Amei: Tan-
ning, p. 247.

Water-reel process. See *process.

water-rheostat (wa'tfr-re'o-stat), n. A rhe-
ostat in which the resistance is due to a mass
of water of fixed dimensions.

water-right (wa'tfer-rit), ». The legal right
to the use (of a specified quantity or body) of
water; in particular, the right to the use of
water for the purpose of irrigation. See
*right, n.

Amongl the classes of contracts which have been pro-
ductive of either discontent or abuses are, first, perpetual
water-rtghta. Under these contracts the user pays a cer-
tain amount per acre for all the land on the canal,
whether he irrigates it or not These contracts usually
specify a certain duty which has been fixed before the
needs of the lands or the crops to be cultivated were
known. Yearbook II. S. Dept. Agr.. 1899, p. 39.

water-rocket (wa't^r-rok^et), n. 3. See the
extract.

water-table

i^tf^!-"*^"" 7^% ''''"*'' ^ ""^ *"<'"'<«' '*' I'-issed through
a tank or water-tower of large dimensions, in which it

receives an automati-
cally regulated addition
of the necessary chemi-
cals, slaked lime and
soda-ash, remains long
enough to become clear
by subsidence of the
precipitate formed, and
is run off by an outlet
pipe at the top of tha
tank in a puiifled or
softened condition. See
^hardness, 2. The fig-
ure shows a cross-sec-
tion of a water-soft-
ener used to supply
soft water to a rail-
road water-tank, the
house on top of the
tall cylindrical tank
having been removed.
At the top is the pipe
which delivers the raw
water to the tank at the
left. From this tank
the water flows down to
a water-wheel, inclosed
in the cylindrical cas-
ing, the power thus
obtained being used to
operate the water-mix-
ing machinery, and then
flows into a deep cen-
tral well in the tower.
At the right is the tank
holding the chemical
reagents, and in front,
the scoop-wheel for tak-
ing up the softened
water used in mixing
the chemical solutions.
The raw water flowing
into the well in the
center, called the mix-
ing-chamber, is mixed
with the dissolved re-
agents that are kept
constantly agitated by
the stirring-machine
shown at the bottom
and top of the mix-
ing-chamber. When
saturated the water
overflows at the ttip

into the cone-shaped
annularspacesuiTound-
ing the mixing-cham-
ber and flows in a
solid stream down to
the bottom where it

turns upward

W'aler.softener.

a, a, steel tower: i, in-take; e,
water-motor (or operating rnachin-
ery: d, mixing-tank; e, scoop-wheel
delivering solt water to tank : y. tank
for chemical reagents : ^. saturated
water flowing into top of conical
down-take where impurities settle :

A. A. down-take; i, t. uptake, with
baffle-plates; j\j. stirriiig-machin.
ery ; i, settling-tank ; /, dump-valve ;

m, filters: n, outlet to railroad tank.
Average height of tower, forty feet;
capacity, from 10,000 1030.000 gallons
an liuur.

All waterfalls tend to break up into conical masses
called ualer-rncketK, and in rare cases a fall may be seen
which consists of a slow procession of well-separated
" njckets ' ranged in roughly horizontal lines. A case is
ilescribed in which this beautiful appearance was due to
the fonnation of roll-waves above the fall.

Nature, April 18, 1907, p. 697.

water-rolled (w4't6r-r61d), a. Boiled along
by water: specially applied to boulders or
pebbles which, beginning as angular masses,
have had their comers worn off by being rolled
along in a current of water. Rounded water-
rolled pebbles may thus be contrasted with
angular glacial pebbles.

watershed, ». 2. The area drained by a river
and all its tributaries.

water-shot (wa'ter-shot); a. Said of a ship
when its position is such that it is moored
midway between cross-tide and up and down
stream.

water-sick (wa'ter-sik), a. A colloquial term,
not in common use, applied to irrigated land
which has received an excess of water, caus-
ing it to be heavy or soggy and not adapted
to cultivation. /,. M. Wilcox, Irrigation Farm-
ing, p. 4:{9.

water-slide (wa't^r-slid), ». A trough partly
filled with water through which logs are slid
from the rolling-bank to the mill. Dialect
Note.i, II. vi.

water-softener (wa't6r-s6f''n^r), n. An ar-
rangement for removing from a natural water
the salts of calcium and magnesium so as to
fit it for use in steam-boilers without produc-

_r ... the
, , .. . ^,^ ,

outside annular space
arid rises through the perforated baflle-plates. During
this downward and upward flow through the machine theraw water parts.with its impurities, and the precipitates
fall to the bottom of the tower. The reaction is most
rapid at the start and the larger part of the now solid
impurities fall at once. All that remains is caught and
removed by the baflle-plates ; and the now soft water
passes upward through a fllter, that removes any matter
mechanically suspended in it, and fills the annular tank
shown at the top of the tower, from which it is led away
by the pipe at the right to the stornge-tank. Other types
of wator-softening machines employ the same general
principles, with somewhat different arrangement of tanks
and mixing-chambers, and reach the same results by
slightly different methods of practice.

water-spread (wa'ter-spred), w. Spread or
expanse of water. [Rare.]
The water-sitread of ancient times, however, appears

tn have been very great, possibly almost double that of
to-day. lluUetin Airier. Geog. Soc., Oct., 1907, p. .'i84.

water-sprout (wa't^r-sprout), n. In hort., a
vigorous, sappy, adventitious shoot in a tree
or bush, usually arising because of heavy
pruning or other unbalance of the plant.
As soon as the rainy season begins the trunk and larger

branches put forth numerous water gprotiU, which grow
rapidly and at first seem to be perfectly healthy.

If. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Pathol., Bul-
[letill 8, 189(), p. 10.

waterstone (w4't6r-st6n), ». l. Marly lime-
stone capable of yielding hydraulic cement.
Compare water-lime— 2. pi. [cap.] In i'nj-

,

lish flcol., a division of the Keuper.
water-strider, w.-Broad-shonldered water-
Btrlaer, any one of the atiiiatic heteropterous insects of
the family Veliidm ; so called on account of the broad
lirothorax. Comstock, Manual of Insects, p. 134.

water-stroke (wa' t^r-strok), «. Same as
wa tcr-hra in fever.

water-struck (wa't^T-struk), a. Said of bricks
which have been dipped in water after leaving
the mold and before firing. Interesting tex-
ture is produced in this way.

water-stuflF (wa't^r-stuf), «. a translation
and adoption of the German name (Wasser-
stoff) for hydrogen.

water-table, «. 4. In soil investigations, the
upper surface of the gravitation or ground
water ; the upward limit of soil and rock satu-
ration. See *soil moisture.

[The] level, below which the rock and subsoil (down to



water-table

unknown depths) are full of water, is known as the
groumi-water level, ground-water surface, or water-tahle.

Chamherlin atid Saligbury, GeoL, 1. 67.

5. lu car-huii(iing, a window ledge.

water-tender (wa'ter-ton^d^r), n. Natit., a
person whose duty it is to see that the proper
level of water is maintained in the boilers and
to regulate the supply of feed-water for that
purpose.

Water-tight deck. See *(1ecky 2.

water-tower, «. 2. A tower, in a system of
water-supply, iu which water is kept to main-
tain a constant head or pressure and also to

permit a considerable draft of water to be
made from the system, in case of fire, before
the pumping-engines are speeded up to the
increased demand.— 3. A tower in which a
spray, of falling water cools and cleanses an
asceuding current of gas.

water-tree, n. 2. In Australia, a tree of the
family FroteacesB, Nakea leucoptera^ so called

from the fact that in the arid districts which
it frequents good drinking water may be ob-
tained from its fleshy roots. It yields a soft,

coarse-grained wood. Called also needle-bush

a.nd pin-bush. See ^needle-bush.

Water-tube boilers. Water-tube boilers are made in

many forms. The tubes may be in long or short coils, or

Inclined \'ertical Water-lube Boiler,

they may be straight, connected into headers at their
two ends ; they may be inclined at angles from the verti-

cal line or from the horizontal line ; and they may be
sectional boilers or non-sectional. They may be used on
the flash principle, or semi-Hash, or they may be worked

Curvtd-tube Waler-lube Boiler.

as continuous generators with a reserve content of heated
water. Water-tube boilers are particularly well adapted
for high pressures and temperatures of steam, and lend
themselves easily to combination with superheating
ai)p:iratus.

water-valve (wa'ter-valv), n. 1. A valve for
controlling water.— 2. Specifically, the feed-
valve controlling entry of feed-water into a
boiler. [Eng.]— 3. A relief-valve, or cylin-
der-cock, orautomaticsniiting-valve, designed
to let out water from the cylinder of a steam-
engine.

water-vein (w&'t^r-van), n. A crevice con-
taining water, and capable of yielding it to a
well or other excavation.
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water-wagon (wa't6r-wag''''on), H. l. A cart,

such as a spriukliug-cart, designed to carry
water.— 2. Figuratively, total abstinence.
[Slang.]

"To be on the water wagon," to abstain from bard
drinks. Dialect yotes, II. vi.

water-wheel, «.— impulse water-wheel, one in
which the impact of a jet of water striking on the
revolving wheel is made to do work. Same as impulse-
wheel (which see, under wheeU).— Reaction water-
Wheel, a form of rotating water-motor in which the
pressure and velocity due to a head of water are directed
upon cunred vanes or buckets whose shapes utilize not
only the impulse effect uf the water, but also enable the
latter to work by reaction as the direction of flow through
the motor is changed, thus making both water and motor
more effective.

watt, ??.— False watts. Same as phantom itioatts.—

Phantom watts, in altemating-current circuits, with
lagging or leading current, the difference between the
apparent watts (or the product of volts and amperes) and
the true wutts (or the above product multiplied by the
power-factor). Also false watts.

wattage (wot'aj), n, {^icatt -r -age.'] The rat-
ing in watts, of any electrical machine or de-
vice, of the power required to operate it : as,

the wattage of a glow-lamp.
Dividing the kilowatt-hours mentioned by said number

of lamps shows an average per lamp at station of 463.8
watts, deducting from which 9 per cent, for line loss,

ahows a net wattar/e per lamp at lamp terminal of 422.
Elect. World and Engin., June 27, 1903, p. 1095.

Watteau (va-to'), »• The name of a cele-
brated French painter, sometimes used to
designate costume such as appears in his
pictures: as, a Watteau bodice; a Watteau
mantle.

wattevillite (vat'vil-it), n. [Named after
M. de WatteviUe, of Paris.] A hydrous sul-
phate of calcium and sodium which occurs in
line fibrous crystalline aggregates: derived
from the alteration of pyrite at Bischofsheim,
Bavaria.

watt-hour (wot'our), n. The energy derived
from an activity or power of one watt main-
tained for one hour: a practical unit of en-
ergy.— watt-hour meter, in elect., an instrument for
the measurement of energy, reading directly in watt-
hours.

Wattled lapwing. Same as wattled plover
(which see, under wattled).

wattless (wot'les), a. In elect., consuming no
power. A wattless alternating current is a
current differing in phase by 90 degrees from
the electromotive force ; a wattless electromo-
tive force is an electromotive force differing in
phase by 90 degrees from the current. A
better term is reactive.

wattman {wot'man), n. [watt + man: Eng-
lish in form but not in use.] See the extract.

" Wattman." ~T\i\% term is employed in France to
designate the engineer-driver of an electric carriage.

F. 1\ Marchanty in N. and Q., Uth ser., XII. 147.

wattmeter, n— induction-wattmeter, a watt-
meter so constructed that no current is supplied to the
moving parts, the armature, which is usually a metal
disk, revolving under the direct inductive action of the
currents in the fixed coils.— Recording wattmeter, an
instrument for recording the power developed in an elec-
tric circuit. See wattmeter. Trans. Anier. Inst. Elect.
Engin., 1900, p. 657.

watt-minute (wot'min''''it), n. The work done
in one minute of time by the expenditure of
one watt of power; one sixtieth of a watt-
hour.

watt-second (wot'sek-'-'ond), ». The work done
in one second of time by the expenditure
of one watt of power; one sixtieth of a
watt-minute. C. Bering, Conversion Tables,
p. 74.

wauke (wou'ka), n. [Hawaiian.] In Hawaii,
the paper-mulberry, Papyrius papyrifera,
the inner bark of which
was used for making
the paper cloth or

kapa of the natives.

It was formerly much
cultivated. Called also

waolce. See Broussove-
tia, '^kapa, 1, and ta2)a.

wauregan (wa-re'gan),
a. [Moliiean ivauregttn,

Massachusetts ir it n-

negan, good, fine,

pleasant, delightful,

wunnegik, wanegik,
that which is good.]
Good; fine; showy.

Wattrigan. A word which, according to Bartlett, was
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century "still local

Wauke
KPapyrius papyriferd).

a, branch with pistillate

inflorescence ; b. pistillate

flower; c, stamiiiate flower.

wave
in and about Norwich, Conn.," in the sense of "fine,
showy. It appears frequently in the earlier literature
uf New England. It is best known from the epitaph (by
Dr. Elisha Tracy) on the tombstone of Uncas, the Mohe-
gan Indian, in the burying-ground at Norwich :—

For courage bold, for things wauregan,
He was tlie glory of Mohcagon.

The word is derived from the Mohican (Mohegan) wau-
regan (Massachusetts wunnegen), "good, fine, pleasant,
delightful," the radical being the Algi.nkian wan {wun^
war, etc.), "go<id, beautiful.' As a place-name it ajipeara
in Wauregan, Conn.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 265.

Wave^, n. 10. A manufacturers' name for a
detect in articles of glass, consisting in a
slightly protuberant ridge on the surface due
to the glass having cooled irregularly and too
much before blowing.— capillary wave, a surface
wave on a liquid such as water the wave-length of which
is so small that the principal fr)rcc acting to restore the
liquid to equilibriun- is that due to surface tension.
Same as -krippie'K a.— Compresslonal wave, a wave in
an elastic medium due to the sudden application of a
pressure which does not produce shearing. In such
waves the vibratory motion of the individu^ particles is
perpendicular to the wave front. Sound-waves in air and
other media are compressional waves.— Concentric
waves, waves which start from a common source and
consequently have parallel fronts.— Condensational
wave, a wave of compression.— Cosmic wave, a wjive
traversing interplanetary or interstellar space.- Elec-
tromagnetic waves, the method by which energy is

8upjK)sed to be traiisfeired from the sun to the earth,
or from the transmitter to the receiver in the systems
of wireless telegraphy, namely, by vibrations in planes
perpendicular to the lines of propagation.— Extraor-
dinary wave, that one of the two waves in a doubly
refracting medium which nndergties extraordinarj- re-
fraction. See refraction.— Fessenden wave, an elec-
tric oscillation which follows a conduct<^>r ajid for which
the electrostatic and electromagnetic energies coincide
as to time.— Gravitational wave, a water wave of
which the wave-length is so great that the effect of
surface-tension is inappreciable.— Hertz wave. See
Hertzian *imre— Hertzian wave, an electromagnetic
disturbance of the ether similar Uy a light-wave but of
nuich greater wave-length: so named from Heinrich
Hei-tz, who, in 1888, first showed experinientjilly how
such waves may be produced and made a thorough in-
vestigation of their properties. See wave'^, 3.

We see references to what are called " Hertzian waves."
These are waves identical in nature with light waves, but
of much lower piteh or period. Red light consists of
about four hundred millions of millions of electrical
waves in the ether per second ; bine or violet light about
double that number. Hertz showed in his experiments
that electric sparks between polished balls, under proper
conditions, were attended by ether waves of the same
nature as those of light, but having a pitch represented
by some millions of vibrations per second. These waves,
however, could be reflected, could be refracted, could be
polarized, and be dealt with as if they were light waves.

E. Thomson, in Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 356.

High-frequency wave, a wave due to the vibrations of
a body or medium the oscillations ()f which are very
rapid. The term 'high frequency' is purelj relative.
Thus the waves of the ultra-violet portions of the spec-
trum are high-frequency waves compared with those of
the infra-red ; the sound-waves giving tones near the
upper auditory limit are high-frequency waves compared
to waves con-esponding to the lower auditory limit ; and
the electric oscillations in a Tesla coil send oirt high-fre-
quency waves in contrast to those from an ordinary induc-
tion-coil. See itfrequency, 3.— Lodge wave, an electric
oscillation which follows a conduct* ir and for which the
electrostatic energy is a maximum at the instant when
the electromagnetic energy is a minimum : named for
Sir Oliver Lodge.— Plane wSLVe, in physics, & wave the
front of which is a plane. The wave reflected from a
concave mirror is a plane wave when the source from
which the incident wave reaches the mirror is at the
principal focus of the latter.— Pole Of a wave. See
•7>o^(?a.— Slab wave. See**fi«&-«atT.— Solitary wave,
a translatory wave of water in which the water actually
moves forward but does not prt>duce other waves.

—

Spherical wave, in j>/((/^«., a wave, as a light-wave or
soimd-wave, the front of which fonns part of the surface
of a sphere. All waves coming from a single jxiint and
transmitted through an isotropic medium are spherical
waves.— Standing wave, the form of undulatory dis-
turbance produced by the interference of wave trains
under conditions such as to form a system of nodes and
antinodes that are stationary in space, as in an organ-
pipe.— Stationary wave, the sinusoidal curve in which
a particle of lluiif moves after being forced out of its

original rectilinear motion by the presence of some
obstacle and left free t4> return to equilibrium. Accord-
ing to Margules the areas of high pressure and low
pressure in the atmosphere may be the summits and
troughs of stationary waves. A series of clouds marks
the summits of a series of stationary atmosj>heric waves
to the leeward of a mountain.— Tonal wave. Same as
*r<»(f-(raiT.— Trocholdal theory of the deep-sea
wave, in naval arch., a tbeoiy in which the sea is sui'-

posed to be of unlimited extent and depth, and the water
a frictionless incompressible liquid. Supposing a perma-
nent miifonn system of deep-sea waves to have been set
up in the water, the dynamical and mathematical condi-
tions of wave-motion are satisfled by considering each
Ii\ud particle to be moving with uniform velocity in a
vertical circular orbit the plane of which is parallel to the
direction of motion of the wave. The radius of the orbit
of any particle diminishes rapidly with the depth from
the surface in accordance with a certain formula. If we
consider a circle the circumference of which is equal to
the length of the wave from crest to crest to ntll on a
horizontal line at its top, any fixed point in the interior
of the circle will describe a trochoid which will be the
profile of the wave-surface or of a wave-subsurface. If

we suppose the water originally at rest to be divided into



wave
horizontal layers, then the particles on the surface layer

are all on the trochoiilal wave-surface and each subeur-
face layer will be in a corresponding trochoidal wave-sub-
aurface. The radius of the tracing-point of a trochoid
in the interior of the rolling circle is the radius of

the orbit of any particle in the wave-subsurface consid-
eied. The height of the wave is the vertical distance
from trough to crest, equal to the diameter of the orbit

of the particles in the surface layer. The period of the
wave is the uniform time each particle takes to make one
revolution in its orbit, which is also the time required
for the crest of the wave to travel it« own length. The
speed of advance of the wave crest, in feet per second, is

equal to 2^ times the square root of the length approxi-
mately. The complete statement of the theoiy requires
elaborate mathematical treatment. It is to be remarked
that while the fonn of the wave has a continuous motion
of translation, the particles forming the wave only rotate
around a fixed center. It is obvious that a compound
wave can be formed by the superposition of sevei-al

filmple ti"ochoidal waves upon one another. Experience
ahows that in the ocean a long regular series of waves
appnjximates closely to the motions called for by the
trochoidal theory. To retain such practicul confomiity,
the depth of water must not be less than the wave-
lengtli. In water of less depth the orbits of the particles

become ellipses with the major axes horizontal.—Water
wave, a wave of which the medium of propagation is

water. The term water wave is fretiuently confined to
surface waves on water, waves of the nature of sound-
waves, which are tiuusmitted through the interior of the
fluid, being excluded.— Wave Indicator, a device, such
as an oscillograph, for showini; the wave-form of an
alternating electric current

—

Wave Of displacement,
the wave set up by the how of a vessel moving through
the wat*r or by a projectile moving through a fluid.

—

Wave of explosion, the propagation <jf an explosion
from particle to particle through an explosive mixture,
cither nidially fi-om a center or longitudinally from one
end to the other of a train of particles. The velocity de-
pends on the chemicals, the size of the particles, the
temperature, the closeness of packing or density, etc.

The velocity of propagation through a mixture of oxygen
and hydrogen is 28.14 meters per second, whereas the
velocity of a sound-wave is 514 meters per second. The
intensity of any explosion depends largely on the velocity

of the wave of explosion.— Wave Of replacement, the
wave having its origin at the stem of a vessel or a pro-

jectile which is moving througli a fluid. White, Manual
of Naval Arch., p. 4.='.s.—Wave velocity. See -kvelocity.

wave-crest (wav'krest), n. The highest part
of a wave or the line along the top of a wave,
wave-cut (wav'kut), a. lu geol.y a term ap-
plied to forms produced by the erosive action
of waves.

Vertically, the waves cut in a narrow zone like a hori-

zontal saw. If the material alxive this zone of cutting is

imdemiiued, it may fall of it« own weight, leaving a clitf

at the shoreward margin of the cut. This cliif is called a
wave-cut cliff or sea-clifi.

R. D. Saliahun/, in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1893, p.
1232.

wave-cylinder (wav'sil'-'in-d^r), n. A hollow
metal cylinder for use in the wave-siren.
Two wave-forms are set out as curves around the periph-
ery of the cylinder, above and below, and the edges are
then cut away along the line of the curves. Several sucl;

cylindtTM may hi mountt-d upttn the same vertical axis.

wave-detector (wav'de-tek"tor), «. A *co-
ijerer.

The centre of interest in wireless tel^raphy seems to

be shifting from the wave-detector or coherer to the
means of producing the enei^y required to act upon it.

Athenxum, March 18, 1905.

wave-disk (wav'disk), n. A metal disk for

use in the wave-siren. The wave-form re-

quireil is set out as a curve around the periph-

ery of the disk, and the edge is then cut away
along the line of the curve. Smithsonian Rep.,

1890, p. 349.

wave-form (wav'f6rm), «. The form assumed
by oscillations, as in water, sand, etc.

The Gill Memorial to Mr. Vaughan Coniish, for his
researches on sea-beaches, sand-dunes, and on tvaiye-

/urmn in water. Ueog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 639.

wave-mark (wav'mark), n. The small ridge

of sand heaped up by a wave at the limit of

its advance when rolling in on a beach. Wave-
marks are often preserved when the sand sub-

sequently is buried and consolidated into rock.

J. D. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 94.

wave-marked (wav'markt), a. Ripple-marked.

This stratum has an extension of at least ten miles.

About five and a half miles south of Versailles, the toyt of

the Lorraine is formed by a waveinarked layer of lime-

8t<me. Amer. Geol., June, 1903, p. 356,

wave-marking (wav'mar^king), n. A ripple-

mark; ripple-marks collectively.

The lowest Richmond beds at Lebanon, Ohio, are wave-
marked. Numerous other instances of waveniarking at

this horizon might be given.
Amer. Geol., June, 1903, p. 356.

wave-motor (wav'mo-tor), n. A machine or
apparatus designed to render the energy in

the waves of a body of water, as the sea or a
bay, available as a source of power, such mo-
t*>r8 are of several forms : some use the impact of the

breaking wave against a surface ; others the rise and fall

of floating masses as the waves pass under and lift

them ; others the rush of masses of water up a sloping

beach. Such moton have difllculty with the variation uf
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the tides and they are liable to wreckage in storms. The
waves are not uniform in their action, and the power is

not subject to control. They are more used on the Pa-
cific coast than on the Atlantic, but are not reliable or
long-lived anywhere.

wave-rate (wav'rat), h. In acoustics, vibra-
tiou-rate; pitch-number.
Two musical notes whose wave-rates do not differ at

least a fifth of a vibration a second, seem to the most deli-
cate ear to be of identical pitch.

G. M. Stratton, Exper. Psychol, and its Bearing upon
[Culture, p. 83.

wave-siren (wav'si^ren), n. [Translation of
F. sirene d ondes,'] A siren in which a cur-
rent of air is driven through a narrow slit

against an undulatory curve, of determinate
form, cut in a metal plate: very much as, in
the ordinary siren, the . current is driven
through circular orifices agaiust holes of cir-

cular form. Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 353.

wave-slope (wav'slop), h. In naval arch., the
angle of inclination of the surface of a wave
at any point to the horizontal. White, Manual
of Naval Arch., p. 212.-Effective wave-slope.
The slope of the surface of a wuve at any point is its in-

clination to the true horizontal at that point, and the
instantaneous direction of the resultiuit fluid pressure on
the outer wave-surface is normal to the wave-slope. In the
similar subsurfaces in the interior of the wave, the di-

rection of the resultant pressure differs less from the
true vertical. A rigid body like a shiit is affected by tlie

fluid pressures in all the surfaces to which it penetrates,
and the average resultant dhection of the pressures is

normal to tlie average or effective wave-slope in the part
considered.

wave-train (wav'tran), n. A series or suc-
cession of equidistant waves, sent out along
the same path by a vibrating body.

waw^ (wou), 71. [Heb. tcdw.'] The sixth let-

ter (1) of the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding
to the English tc (v) or the Latin v (whence it

appears as modern r in the English form of the
Hebrew words. Its numerical value is VI.

Wax^, 9i.~ Andaquies wax, a wax, produced by a wild
bee found In the Orinoco and Amazon valleys in South
America, u.sed in making candles.-— Arjun wax.
Same as /Hdia/i Aifrtx.— Balanophore wax, a wax of
the consistency of natural bet-swax ohtaiiieil from the
parenchymat4ju3 tissue of Lanij^dor^ hypo'j^a.h native
of lirazil.— Bayberry wax. Same aa mf/rtle-wax.—
Becuiba-wax. same as becuiha-taltow, which see, un-
der fa/iou'.— Black wax. («) Beeswax mixed with
rosin and coal-tar, formerly in use in arsenals in making
cartridges. ('') Black sealing-wax. (c) A local name in

Texas for sticky clay containing much black-colored hu-
mus.— Candleberry wax. Same as myrtle-wax.—
Cane-sugar wax. Same as eerosin, C24HJ3O.— Cochi-
neal wax. See -itcochin^al.— Cork-wax. Same as
cerin, 2.— Cow-tree wax. See *coH'-(r<'e.— Earth-wax.
Same as ozocerite or mineral wax.— Tig wax, a vegeta-

ble wax, obtained from the sap of the wax fig-tree,

Ficus cerifl.ua or ceri/era, found in .Tava and Suma-
tra. Used in making candles. Also known as Java
wax or getah wax.^ Indian wax, an insect wax
from Ceraplasteit ceri/erns. Also known as Arjtin ivax.
— Insect wax, wax secreted by the Chinese wax-insect,
Erir^rus pfl't (CoccuH ginenxie or C. pela). Also known
as Chituse xvax and pehla or pe-la wax.—Java wax.
Same as Jig -kwax.— Wllk-tree wax, a resinous, yellow-
ish, waxy solid contiiined, to the extent of ;ii>-3o per
cent., in the sap of the South American cow-tiee, milk-
tree, or palo de vaca, Broximum galactodt-ndron. It is

used by the natives for making candles.— Myrtle-berry
wax. Same aa myrtle- wax.— Ox>ilim wax, a white
crystalline substance, a mixture of ceryl cerotate and
palmitate, from the seed-vessels of the jx'ppy, Papaver
»mn.7ii/<pru?n.— Sugar-cane wax, a wliite crystalline
substance found 011 the surface of the stem of the sugar-
cane, particularly the violet cane, which can easily be
scraped otf, and is sometimes seen in the melted state

floating on the surface of evaporating cane juice. It ap-
pears to consist chiefly of ceryl cerotate and palmitate.—
YeUOW wax, a manufacturers' name for the last distilled

prmluct obtained from petroleum when the Ix^ttom of the
still begins to be red-hot. It consists of impure anthra-
cene, chrysene, picene, and other hydrocarbons of high
molecular weight

wax'^ fw^ks), V. t. Iwax^, n.] To beat

;

thrash. [Colloq.]

wax-butter (waks'but'^r), n. A semisolid
substance produced by the destructive distil-

lation of beeswax. It consists mainly of the
hydrocarbons cerotene and melissene with
palmitic acid.

wax-extractor (waks'eks-trak''''tor), n. In
beekeeptnf/j an appliance for melting empty
honeycomb to extract and clarify the beeswax.
The most simple fonn is a wo4jden box having a glass cover
and containing a tray for the cotnl) and a vessel to catch the
melting wax. Exp4>sed to bright sunlight, the comb un-
der the glass readily melts and runs down the tray into

the vessel. A larger appliance consists of a sheet^metal
vessel fitted with a wire basket and screw-press. The
comb is placed in the basket and a little water is put in

the bottom of the vessel ; when this is placed on a sUyve,

the steam from the water melts the wax, causing it to

run out through a spout, the press assisting the process
by squeezing the wax out of the melting comb.

wax-eland (waks'^land), n. A minute uni-

cellular dermal gland which secretes wax.
Wax-glauds are found in the abdominal integ-
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ument of certain bees and are variously scat-
tered over the surface of the body in very
many homopterous insects,

wax-hair (waks'har), n. One of the long
hairs which occur on the bodies of the young
of the Psyllidse or flea-lice. Cambridge Nat.
Bist., VI. 580.

wax-leather (waks'leTH^er), n. Leather fin-
ished on the flush side. Flemming, Practical
Tanning, p. 264.

wax-press (waks'pres), «. ^Q^'^wax-extractor.
wax-scale (waks'skal), «. 1. ^ee wax-insect, 1.— 2. One of the plates of wax in a wax-
pocket of a wax-insect.— Florida wax-scale, a
wide-spread scale-insect, Ceroplantes Jioridensis, which

occurs in most of the
warmer i)arts of the
world and lives on
many tropical and
subtropical plants, in-

cluding some of eco-
nomic importance, as
orange, lemon, fig, tea,

guava, mango, and
pomegranate.

^^^ ^ The Florida wax
Florida Wax-scale iCtropiasi^s/fori- f"^^,

^^ three-brooded,

tif?isis): enlarged more than three development not beuig
diameters. (Mariau. u. s. D. A.) Very rapid and extend-

ing over three or four
months. The adult female insect, covered as it is with
its waxy secretion, measures from 2 to 3 millimeters in
length, is oval in fonn, and is characterized by a large
central waxy prominence surrounded by six or eight
smaller prominences, all, owing to the melting and cool-
ing of the wax, much less distinctly limited than with
[the species to be next considered. The waxy secretions
give an appearance to the young insect of an oval stellate
ol)ject. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 277.

waxt, p. a. A simplified spelling of waxed.
wayi, ".— Combust way. See •<-o7«6»«f.— Four-foot
way. See six-/oot •(mi/.- Maintenance of way, in
railroading, the business of ciu'ing for, repairing, guard-
ing, and maintaining in a safe and efhcient condition the
road-bed, bridges, culverts, embankments, and tracks
that form the permanent way. It is generally a depart-
ment under the control of a division superiutendent.

—

Right of way. (rf) A lane.

In England the word indicates a legal right to use a
particular passage. In Australia it is used for the pas-
sage or lane itself. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Six-foot way, a local railroad term for the footpath or
space between two tracks left for safety in passing trains
anil for convenience in repairing the tracks. Sometimes
called /owr./Mf'( ivai/. [Kare.]

—

Sun'S way. See *s«?il.
— Way enough, an order to stop rowing.—Way Of the
wine, movement or passage from left to right, as wine is

circulated at tjible.

We caught only a hurried glimpse as we passed on ;

for the order in which the sights of a Buddhist temple
may be visited is invariable, and we took care not to
otfend the susceptibilities of the lamas by deviating from
the onhodox left-to-right course which fonns part of
their religious obsei-vances. The 'way of the wine' is a
custom which would need no explanation to a Buddhist

P. Landon, The Opening of Tibet, p. 389.

wayang (wa'yang), n. [Javanese and Malay
udijang, a stage play, with puppets or with
living actors.] The shadow-play of Java,
played with colored marionettes cut out of
flat pieces of leather.

way-gone {wa'gon), a. Wearied by travel;
exhausted by walking. [Kare.]

Who halts at prospect of the pinnacle
That gives him note his journey's end is nigh,
Except with fever of iiuiuietude?
Way-gone and crippled, rather would he on,
Than lay him down aiul rest another night.

J. S. Knowles, The Secretary, iii. 1.

way-surface (wa'ser'''fa8), n. A bearing sur-
face or track along which the laterally moving
part of any mechanism slides : as, the way-
surface of a milling-machine or of a dividing-
engine.
Only one of the three way-surfaces used to be accu-

rately straight.

A. A. Michelson, in Physical Review, June, 1905, p. 390.

W. B, An abbreviation (a) of Water Board;
(h ) of way-bill.

W, B. M. An abbreviation of Woman''s Board
of Missions.

W. 0. An abbreviation (a) It. c. or cap.] of
water-closet; (b) of Wesleyan Chapel; (c) of
Western Central {London Postal District); {d)

[?. c] of without charge.

W. 0. A. An abbreviation of Women^s Chris-

dan Association.

W. C. T. U. An abbreviation of Woman^s
Christian Temperance Union.

We. An abbreviation of Wednesday.

Weakflsh, rt.- Bastard weakfiah. Same as white
weakjinh (which see, under iveakjish).

wealth-flow (welth'flo), n. Income ; the
amount of wealth which comes into existence
in a fixed period of time. Baldwin, Diet, of

Philos. and Psychol., I. 155. [Rare.]
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vealth-fund (welth'fund), «. The aggregate
of wealth which exists at a given moment, as
contrasted with the income which comes into
existence in a given time. The wealth-fund
is regarded by some economists as capital,

rightly conceived. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos.

and Psychol., I. 155.

weaner (we'n^r), n. A metal guard fastened
to the nose of a sucking calf to wean it; a
calf-weaner.

wear^, p. t-—To wear ship, to put the helm up and
brius the vessel arouiui Uy a new tack by changing the
wind across the stem. This is done in a heavy sea when
tacking is not advisable owing to the danger of missing
stays, and the accompanying chance of getting sternboai'd

on the vessel.

weather, ».— Brokea weather, unsettled weather.

—

Falling weather, rainy or snowy weather; weather which
threatens rain, liail. or snow.— Radiation weather, the

general atmospheric conditions peculiar to the clear dry
atmosphere which prevails within areas of high pressui-e

or descending air when terrestrial radiation of heat has its

maximum influence.— Weather forecaster. See*/ore-
caster.

weather-card (weTH'6r-kard), «. A diagratn
showing the average or typical weather sondi-

tions as to pressure, temperature, wind, cloud,

rain and local thunder-storms, tornadoes, and
waterspouts on each side of the moving areas

of high or low barometric pressure.

weather-case (weTn'^r-kas), n. A case or

small cupboard containing aneroids, thermom-
eters, and hygrometers, and instructions for

their use in making local forecasts: originally

furnished by the United States Signal Service

to voluntary observers.

weather-cloth, ". (<) The tarpaulin or sail

sometimes exposed in the after weather rin-

ging to keep a ship's head forced up to the sea
and wind when she is hove to.

weather-cycle (weTH'er-si'kl), n. The peri-

odic recurrence of any feature of the weather.
Such cycles are rarely definite enough to allow
judicious forecasts to be based upon them.
The ordinary weather may be regarded as
complexly compounded from innumerable
unknown cycles.

weather-deck (weTH'fer-dek), n. Xaut., an
uncovered deck exposed to the weather.

weather-door (weTH'er-dor), n. 1. A storm-
door.— 2. A swinging door or trap-door in an
air-passage or gangway of a mine, designed to

be closed in winds or storms. Coal and Metal
Miners' Pocketbooli.

Weathered clay. See *c!ay.—weathered crust. See
ikcrunt.

weather-flag (weTH'6r-flag), n. A flag used
as a weather signal ; specifically, one of the

15
U. S. Weather Bureau Weather-flags.

Cross-hatching represents the color blue. The flags indicate:
1. alone, fair weather, stationary temperature; 2. alone, rain or
snow, stationary temperature ; 3. alone, local rain or snow, station,
ary temperature : 1, with 4 above it. fair weather, wanner : 1, with
4 below it, fair weather, colder: 2, with 4 above it, rain or snow,
warmer; 2, with 4 below it, rain or snow, colder: 3, with 4 above
it. local rain or snow, warmer; 3, with 4 below it, local rain or
snow, colder; 5, cold wave.

flags used by the United States Weather Bu-
reau since 1891 to indicate the character of
the weather expected to occur at the locality
within thirty-six hours.

weather-forecast (weTH'er-f6r"kast), «. A
prediction of anticipated weather; specifically,

the official published daily weather predictions
(formerly known as weather indications or
weather probabilities) for the next 24, 36, or
48 hours, based on the comparative study of
daily weather-charts. Not to be confounded
with seasonal forecasts.

weather-gaw (weTH'6r-ga), n. Same as water-
gall, 2.

weather-guard (weTH'fer-gard), n. A pro-
tection or shelter against (bad) weatlier or
st firms.

weather-guard ( weTH'6r-gard), v. t. To guard
against (bad) weather or storms.

The pioneera attend to this work, trenching the ground,
vealher-gvarding the shelters.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 477.

weathering, «— Beit of weathering, the outer por-
tion of the eJirth, which staiid-j between the surface and
the ground water, and which is therefore subject to active
percolatifm. See belt of ^solution. Van Hue, in U. .S.

Oed. Sorv., Monographs XLVII. i. 43.
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weather-lights (weTH'fer-Utz), «. pi. The au-
roral light, so called because supposed by some
to be indicative of approaching dry weather,
or the result of preceding clear, cool weather.
The term is also applied to the very distant
flashes of light known as 'heat-lightning' or
'sheet-lightning,' which often follow a hot
summer day and are supposed to be due to

the heat, although they are generally due to the
existence of thunder-storms in the distance.

weather-lore (woTH'6r-16r), «. The accumu-
lated proverbs antl superstitions relative
to the weather, especially in its relation to
man, animals, the stars, the moon, and plants.

weather-period (weTH'6r-pe"ri-od), n. 1. A
cycle of ti!tie within which one or more types
of weather may recur regularly.— 2. An in-

definite period of time within which certain
weather changes repeat themselves in a given
order of recuiTcnee but without restriction
as to the variable duration of the period.

weather-register (we*H'<T-rej"is-t6r), n. An
hourly or daily meteorological record of wea-
ther conditions at any station ; a register
kept by observers, as distinguished from an
automatic record of conditions.

weather-rope (weTH'6r-r6p), «. A tarred
rope ; a rope that will shed water owing to a
coating of tar on its surface.

weather-sharp (weTH'er-sharp), h. One who
understands the weather; a good weather fore-
caster ; an official meteorologist. [CoUoq.]

weather-shooting (weTH'<T-sho"ting), n. The
attf»mpt to produce rain by the detonation of
explosives or the sending up of smoke-rings
or vortex-rings from specially construetel
cannon. [CoUoq.]

weather-table (weTH'6r-ta"bl), n. Same as
watcr-talilc, 1.

A weather-iable on the north wall [of a crypt at lonal
indicated that the side aisles had at one time extended
westward to the transept.

The Antiquary, Jan., 1906, p. 7.

weather-t3rpe (welH'er-tip), n. A distinctive
kind of weather experienced at any station
when the centere of high and low pressure have
certainspecitic locations relative to the station.
Very many such types have been described. Abercromby
characterizes British types by the prevailing winds,
namely ; (1) the southerly wind-type, in which an anti-
cyclone lies to the east or southeast of Great Britain ; (2)
the westerly wind-type, in which the tropical belt of anti-
cyclone lies to the south of Great Jiritain; (3) the north-
erly wind-type, in which the anti-cyclone or the eastern
part of the tropical belt of high pressure lies to the west
and northwest of Great Britain

; (4) the easterly wind-
type, in which the high pressure of Asia and southern
Europe appears in the northeast of Europe, rarely extend-
ing beyond the coast-line, while the Atlantic high pres-
sure is feeble or absent.

weather-whistle (weTH'6r-hwis"l), n. A sig-
nal given by means of a whistle, usually the
steam-whistle of a factory, to announce to the
public the forecast of the local weather anti
temperature for the next twenty-four hours as
telegraphed from the Weather Bureau at
Washington. The signal consists of a succession of
long blasts and short blasts ; for example, one long blast,

fair weather ; two long, rain or snow ; three long, local
rain or snow ; four long, heavy snow ; one short, lower
temperature ; two short, higher temperatiu-e ; three
short, a cold wave.

weav, V. and n. A simplified spelling of weave'^.

weavable (we'va-bl), a. \_weave^ + -able.']

Capable of being woven.
weave^, n— Batavla weave, a kind of twiiied
armure weave made on four haniesses.

—

Gross-warp
weave, a weave in which the warp-threads cross
one another in regular order, as in gauze- or leno-weav-
ing.— Plain weave, the simplest form of weaving ; the
alternate interhtcing of the wari>-thread8 with the weft-
threads. Sometimes called cotton-weam.

weaver, «

—

Cobweb weaver, any spider of the
f:unily Theridiidm, itiany of which inhabit houses.
C'mnstock, Manual of Insects, p. 34.— Social weaver,
Phithet/erua gocius, a weaver-bird of Central Africa
which nests in companies of a hundred or more, build-
ing a structure as large as a hay-stttck.

web, *'.—Half-tone weh, a glass plate containing two
sets of opaque lines crossed at right angles, forming a
dark ground pierced with small, transparent squares,

used for the purpose of getting lines and dots in the
negative.

webbing, «. 4. i>l. Reins. [Slang.]

You did an infernal fool trick, but you 've saved me
Tommy Eye, the l)est teamster on the I'mctdcus waters.
As he lies there now he ain't worth half a cent a pound to

feed to cats ; when he 's on a load with the webbin's in his
hands I would n't take ten thousand dollars for him.

Ilotman Day, King Spruce, iii.

webbing-moth (web'ing-m6th), n. Any one
of the true clothes-moths.

web-system

Weber-Fechner law. See *law^.

Weber formation. See ^formation.

web-foot, >'. 2. A native or citizen of the
State of Oregon : so called on account of the
moist climate. jV. and Q., 9th ser., VII. 13.5.

[Slang.]

web-footed, a. 2. Said of a horse which goes
best on a muddy or very wet track. [Racing
si.ang.]

Ravena and Bill Phillips, which finished second and
third to Reddick, are by Clifford and Ornament respec-
tively, both racers that were able to run stoutly on any
kind of a track. The fifth event finds Saladin the wiinier,
and he is by Albert, who, it has been said, never bred
anything but web-footed colts and fillies.

N. y. Evening Sun, Aug. 17, ll«x^-.

web-frame (web'fram), n. Iniron ship-bnildin;/,

an extra strong frame composed of a frame-

Web-frame,
.-f, elevation of wcb-frauie and section of side-stringers: S.

plan of side-stringer and section of frames; C. side elcvatton -J
junction of web-frame and stringer: n. web.plate ; *, fratne-bar;
^, double reverse bars; rf. ordinary frames: e. stringer-plate; /",

stringer-bars: ^, intercostal clip; A. diamond-ptate ; i. niar,,'iii-

plate ; i. floor-plate : /, deck-beam.

bar and a web-plate stiffened at the back
edge by angle-bars. Such web-frames are fitted in

jdace of every fourth, fifth, or sixth ordinary frame,
where there are no hold-beams, or in spaces such as en-
gine-rooms where there is great depth of side unsup-
ported between the bottom and the lowest deck. .See cut.

On a merchant vessel the arrangement of the frames in

the manner shown is called the web-frame system. On
war-ships frames of the same character are frequently
called helt-framef, and in such cases all the frames in a
given region are usually of a web coustruction-

web-member (web'mem"ber), ?(. An element
in a truss or braced girder, either in tension
or compression, by which the stresses are
conveyed from top chord to bottom chord, or
in the reverse direction, and which acts as the
solid web-plate does in the solid I-beam or the
plate-girder.

webnerite (web'ner-it), n. [Named for A.
Webner, a mining engineer.] Same as *an-
dorite.

web-plate (web'plat), «. In a beam made to

resist transverse or bending stress, the plate

in the plane of the action of th« load which
joins the upper and lower flanges of the beam,
resists the tendency to buckle, and with-
stands the shear. In very deep plate-girders,

the web or vertical plate requires to be rein-

forced to prevent it from deforining under
load: this is done by angle-irons or by extra

plates.

webskyite (veb'ski-it), ». [Named for the
German mineralogist, Martin Wcbshf (1S24-

86).] An alteration-product of serpentine
which occurs in pitch-black amorphous forms
at Krems, in Bohemia.

websterite^ ( web'st6r-it), ». [ Webster county,

N.C., -1- -!<el.] In petrog., a phaneric, granu-

lar igneous rock composed of orthorhombic and
monoclinic pyroxenes; a variety of pyroxenite.

G. H. Williams, 1890.

web-system (web'sis'tem), n. A group of

web-members in a truss or girder, replacing



web-system

the solid plate of a plate-girder, or the lat-

tice-braces in a lattice-girder. See *iceb-

member.

web-work (web'w^rk), n. The structural

part or web of a textile fabric.

web-worm, ".—Alfalfa web-worm, the larva of a
pyraliil moth, Loxogteije commixtaiis, cuiniuon U> Europe
and North America. It feeds on alfalfa aiul other plants
in the northwestern United States.— Cabbage web-
WOnn, the larva of a pyralid moth, lU'lluta xaidalix,

probably imported accidentally from Europe into the
southern United .States and California where it injures

cabl)af:e, turnips, and beets. Yearbook U. S. Dfpt. Agr.^
1901), p. 727.— Corn-root web-worm. See *cornl.—
Garden web-worm, the larva of a pyralid moth Loxo-
sU'je similalig (formerly Eurycreon rantoli.^), which

L-



weiglunaster

a weigher of material, licensed by govern-
mental authority to perform this duty pub-
lioly or in a market,
weighment (wa'ment), n. Iweigh^, r., +
-wjen<.] The performance of the act of
weighing. [Kare.]

Leaf vviithmfnt [m tea pluckinff] is one of the most
important features of the day's wore.

C. Bald, Indian Tea, p. 165.

weight^, n. 10. In math. : (a) The number
of roots of X appertaining to any given func-
tion or functions of x, which must be em-
ployed to express a quantity composed of the
product of the coefficients. (6) With respect
to any selected variable in a system of homo-
geneous functions, the sum of the weights in

respect to such variable of the several coeffi-

cients of which the quantity is composed (the

weight of each several coefficient meaning
the index of the power of the selected varia-

ble in that term of the given function or
functions which is affected with such coeffi-

cient). Sijlvesta; 1853.— 11. In archery, the
strength of a bow measured in pounds by the

pull or weight necessary to fully draw the bow.
—Adhesion weight. .See *(irfAi»jon.— Combination
by weight See *c(:iiihiiMtinii.— Combining weights.
See *co»l(/ril/'.— Curve of weight. See -kcHrves «/ ship
calcidtttioiif.— Gaiton'a weights, in pxyckuphiis., a set

of brass weights, made in cartriii>:e form, and arranged
for the easy veriflcation of Weber's Law. yrancin Gal-
ton. Hunmn Faculty, p. 370.— Molecular weight, the
weight of a molecule, that of hydrogen being taken as the
standard.— Near-weight detector, an appliance used
in connection with weighing-machines to indicate, as the
material to be weighed is fed to the machine, that the
desired quantity in weight is nearly supplied. It serves
as a warning to the weigher against overweighiug.

—

Weight sensation. See *sen8ation.

Weigh-tank (wa'tangk), n. A vessel so ar-

ranged that the tank and contents can be
weighed at any time to determine the quantity
of liquid withdrawn from it in a certain time
or for a certain process or function. Any
tank on a scales can be used for this purpose.
Jour. Brit. Inst, of Elect. Eiu/in., 1904, p. 966.

'weighting, n. 2. The attachment to textile

fabrics of substances which produce a spuri-
ous appearance of thickness and value : an
adulteration frequently practised, and more
common and carried much further on silk

goods than on any others.

weight-money (wat'mun^i), n. An early
Chinese bronze coinage of the seventh to the
third centuries B.C.

"Weingarten triple. See *iriple.

weir, ".— Bear-trap weir. Same as bear-trap -kdam.
— Diversion weir, a low dam or weir erected for the
pui-pose of diverting water from a river or stream into the
head of an irrigating canal or ditch. //. M. Wilson, Irri-

gation Engineering, p. 171.— Drop-gate welr, a low dam
or weir the crest of which can be lowered when neces-
sary to allow the water to pa-ss imimpeded over the top.
//. M. Wilson, In-igation Engineering, p. '207.— Flash-
board welr, the sill or base upon which flashing-boards
are placed.— Needle welr, a form of movable weir or
dam in which the portion of the waterway or channel to
be regulated is closed by a series of disconnected, slender
timbers, called needles, square or rectangular in cross-
section and placed side by side in an inclined or vertical
position, resting against a permanent sill on the bottom
of the waterway and against a removable horiz<jntaI sup-
port near their upper ends. Various fonns are ussed in
the design of the upper movable supports for the needles
and in the manner of manipulating them in the opera-
tion of opening and closing the dam, which when opened
leaves ait unobstructed waterway for the passage of flood-
water or for navigation.— Rated welr, a measuring-
weir, or overfall-dani, in which the quantity of water
flowing over the dam per second has been determined
and tabulated in tennsof the depth of water flowing over
the crest of the weir or dam. Yearbook IT. S. Dept.
Agr., 1901, p. 420.— Koller-way welr, a dam with a
movable crest, or portions which can be lowered on roll-

ers or a similar sliding device, for permitting the free es-
cape of water carrying ice, logs, or other debris. //. M.
Wilson, Irrigation Engineering, pp. 192. 204.— Shutter-
welr, a form of movable dam Cfjnsisting of a series of
individual narrow, rectangular wickets or shutters placed
continuously side by side and together forming the en-
tire barrier of the dam or weir. The individ nal character
of each wicket or shutter permits the entire dam to be
raised or lowered by operating one shutter at a time, and
also permits the regulation of the flow of water, and
hence the height of the water surface in the level above
the dam to be regulated by operung or closing any de-
sired number of shutters. Nature, Aug. 20, 1903, p. 363.
—Welr measurement, the measurement of a flow of
water by causing it to pass ovr a weir and observing
accurately the width and the head, that is, the perpen-
dicular distance between the edge of the weir and the
level of the water at such a distance from the weir that
it« velocity is insensible. The effective weir is sometimes
a rectangular or triangular notch in a thin board, and
sometimes the smooth surface of a dam which has a
broad crest of such slope that the flow of water while
crossing it is uniform and rectilinear.

weir-box (wer'boks), n. A vessel, usually
rectangular, forming an enlargement in an
open channel or flume, within which the cur-
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rent-flow may be reduced in velocity and the
eddy action cheeked : designed to enable the
water to approach a weir, at the down-stream
end of the box, with the steady solid flow
which is necessary if accuracy is to be secured
in any measurements of flow depending on
weir formulas.

weir-crest (wer'krest), n. The highest point
in the current of water as it flows over a weir,
as measured from the level of the bottom of
the weir-notch or of the surface of the dam.
The height of the crest is the height to be
used in the formula to determine the volume
passing the notch in a unit of time.

weir-notch (wer'noch), n. See *we»r measure-
ment.

weiselbergite (vi'zel-b^rg-it), «. \WeiseXherg,
near St. Wendel, Germany, -I- -ite'^.'\ In
petrog., a porphyritie rock of pre-Tertiary
age, which corresponds to a glassy and micro-
litie augite-audesite in composition and tex-
ture. Ilosenbiisch, 1887.

Weismannian (vis-miin'i-an), a. and??. I. a.

Pertaining to or characteristic of the opinions
of August Weismann or of his disciples. See
* Weismanninm.
To the method, observed by Boveri in Ascaris, in which

both the divisions of the chromosomes are longitudinal
and in which, accordingly, there is no reduction division
in the Weismannian sense, the term euniitotic is applied,
since it is the method chamcteristic of ordinary somatic
mitoses. Science, June 5, 1903, p. 906.

II. n. One who adopts the views of August
Weismann, especially with regard to heredity.

While the line of argument will probably not be con-
vincing to even the milder Weisinannians, the wide
range of illustrations brought together by the author will
afford interesting reading to every zoologist.

Amer. Xat, May, 1903, p. 349.

WeismanniSin (vis'miln-izm), ». l. The opin-
ions aJid teachings of August Weismann, a
noted German zoologist and writer on specu-
lative biology. In a memoir on the origin of the sex-
ual cells of hydroids (1883), he showed that the sexual
cells which undergo their development in the gonophores
of certain hydroids are present, and recognizable, long
before the gonophores, the -blastostyles * which cairy
them, or the hydranths which can-y the blastostyles,
come into being ; and that the germ-cells reach their des-
tination by long and complicated migrations along def-
inite lines or germ-paths. He was afterward led, by
reflection upon tliese facts and otliers, to the system of
speculations about the nature of inheritance which is

known by his name. These consist of the doctrine of
genn-plasm together with the logical consequences of its

acceptance. Genu-plasm is held to be the substance of
inheritance, endowed with a complicated architecture,
and never formed anew, being handed down from genera-
tion to generation in unbroken continuity. Among the
logical consequences, real or assumed, of belief in this
theory are ; belief tliat genn-plasm, germ-cells, and unicel-
lular organisms are potentially immtn-tal, or independent
of or exempt from natural death; that tlie development
of multicellular organisms always is, has been, and nmst
be, evolution or unfolding of the preexistent; that cell-

division is differential, consisting of the division of a cell
into two or more with unlike values in inheritance and
with unlike predetermined fates ; that inheritance is due
to the continuity of germ-plasm ; that the somatic cells,

or those which enter into the composition of tlie body,
are out of the line of descent to future generations and
subject to natural death, and that niodiflcations pro-
duced in the soma (" acquired characters ") are not and
cannot be inherited by descendants, because the somatic
cells have no descendants ; that certain somatic cells
ser\*e as the bearers of germ-plasm along deflnite cell-

paths to the regions of the body where new germ-cells
are to be formed ; that new hereditary modifications
arise only in the germ-plasm through new combinations
in sexual reproduction or amphigony ; and that among
these those that are fittest are preseived according to the
principle of natural selection, which is the only and all-

sufhcient ground of the origin of species.

2. In popular biological literature, the doc-
trine or opinion that acquired characters
are not, and can not be, inherited. See doc-
trine of *germ-plasm, substance of ^heredity,
acquired ^character.

Weismann's fibers. See *Jiber^.

weiss-beer (vis'ber), n. See *beer^.

weiss-Strahl (vis'stral), n. A pig-iron con-
taining up to 4^ per cent, of manganese.
It is white in color and has a radiated fibrous
or finely columnar fracture. It is used in cer-
tain processes for the manufacture of steel.

weka (we'kii), «. [Maori.] One of several
species of large, flightless rails of the genus
Ocydromus, found in New Zealand : commonly
known as wood-hen.
wel, V. i., »., adv., and a. A simplified spelling
of well.

welch^, V. See welsh", v.

welcher, ». Same as welsher.

welcum, a., V. t., and n. An amended spelling
of welcome.

welding (wel'ding), n. [welcP -I- -ing^.] The

well-come

process by which substances, such as metal,
are united or consolidated by hammering or
compression with or without previous soften-
ing by heat

—

Electric welding, the process of join-
ing two surfaces of a metal by pressure when they have
been made plastic by electric heat. The suifaces l>eine
brought near to each other, an electric cunent is passed
between them. The resistance causes the formation of
an electric arc at the point of approximate contact, and
the intensity of the heat is so exactly controlLible that
most difficult joints are made with ease and certainty.
Usually the two ends to be welded are held in specially
constructed jaws which are electric condHctors, so that
by moving the ends together they are pressed properly
together and the weld is completed.—V-weldlng, a
method of welding iron in which the ends to be joined
form an obtuse-angled V and a third piece of square sec-
tion is inserted with its diagonals horizontal and vertical,
fitting the two V ends. The whole is then heated and
forged. It forms a butt-weld in effect, without overlap-
ping the ends, and yet the surfaces of contact are larger,
as in scarf-welding, and the mechanical pressure is effec-
tively applied.

welding-hammer (werding-ham"er), n. A
hammer used by blacksmiths for striking the
hard, quick blows neeessai-y in welding.
welding-machine, »J.-Electric welding-machine,
in chain-nutkiii'j, a macliine for welding together the-
links of a chain by means of an electric cmi-ent. The
iron- wire links, bent into the required form in a bending-
and-foi-ming machine, are assembled in the same
machine into an unfinished chain and fed to the weld-
ing-machine. Each link in turn is grasped by automatic
clamps which press the open ends of the link togetlicr
while a cuiTent is sent through the link. The gap in the
link gives suflicient resistance to raise the metal at tliat
point to welding heat when an automatic hammer strikes
the link against an anvil completing the weld. The
clamps release the welded link and take the next, the
process being continuous. Similar machines are used to
weld rods, bars, and other iron shapes.

weld-metal (weld'mefal), n. A name for
metal of the class to which wrought-iron be-
longs, which has been built up from smaller
masses to largef by the process of welding and
pressure, instead of by a fusion process, the
latter producing steels. The name has not
been generally accepted in spite of its con-
venience. See weld-iron and weld-steel.

slag-bearing or " Weld-metal" Series.

Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 671.

Weldon mud, process. See *mud, ^process.
well (wel'e), n. [Also wcly, welly, Turk, welt
(pron. vel'i). Hind, icali (pron. val'i), Pers.

r^fL

wait < Ar. waltj a saint, patron, master.] 1, In
Mohammedan countries, a saint ; a holy man.— 2, Among European travelers in Moham-
medan countries, a tomb or mausoleum (actu-
ally or nominally of a saint), visited as a shrine,
-ff. C. Butler, Arehitectui-e and Other Arts,
p. 247.

well'-, «.—Cold well, a sump or collecting-basin in
which is collected the water which has been cooled by
passing over or through a cooling-tower. See -^cooling-
tower.

A 20-in. cast-iron main connects the four branches of
the towers with the circulating pumi)8, each hi-anch being
controlled by a gate-valve. Underneath each tower is a
settling well connecting with a centnU cold-well from
which the condenser wat«r is drawn.

Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 27, 1904, p. 390.

Ground-water well, a shallow well which derives
water from the ground inmiediately surrounding it and
is directly dependent upon the earth's saturation : called
also a surface well or seep-well. 17th An. Hep. U. S.
Geol. Surv., if. 7Cr>.—Seep-welL Same as ground-water
•kivell.—Surface well. Same as ground-water irwell.

Weir*^. o.—Well-the-hraces, naut, an exclamation
from the officer who is trimming the yards, signifying
that the braces are not to be hauled on further, and that
they are to be made fast or belayed.

well-come (wel-kum'), a. In stock-raising

,

noting an animal that has come from a good
stock; of good pedigree.

A bull may be a good indi%'idual, but is he. to use the
Scotchman's phrase, '^ well come"? Were his sire, his
grandsire, and his great-grandsire, his dam, his grand-
dam, and his great-granddam good ones?

Hep. Kansas St^te Board Agr., 1901-1902, p 5a
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well-decked (wel'dekt), a. [well^, n., + of the Upper Eocene. They are the highest weta (wa'ta), n. [Maori.] See *sawyer, 6,

decAerf.] In iron ship-building, noting a type Eocene strata in the Belgian area. and *weta-punga.

of freight-steamer in which the side is carried wen^ (wan), n. [AS. wen, hope (see u'cen, v.), weta-punga (wa"ta-p6n'ga), ji. [Maori.] The
up amidships above the upper deck to form used as a name for its initial consonant.] A New Zealand name of a large locustid, Deina-

a bridge-house closed by a bulkhead at each runic symbol (p) used in Anglo-Saxon up to crida heteracantha, formerly very abundant in

end. There is a forecastle deck at about the about 1300 a.d. to represent the w-sound. New Zealand forests, climbing trees with
level of the bridge-house, and the upper deck wen^ (wen), n. [Korean.] A current silver agility, although bulky and wingless. Cam-
between them is inclosed at the sides by high coin of Korea, equivalent to 40 United States bridge Nat. Hist., V. 326.

bulwarks, thus forming a sort of pit or well, cents. wet-fly (wet'fli), n. In angling, an artificial

To let the sea-water run out of the well, large wendigo, ». See *windigo. fly which is allowed to sink: in distinction

freeing ports are cut in the bulwarks. Wengen beds. See *bed^. from a dry-fly, or floating fly.

In the early 'nineties icfH-rffcJ-pfi vessels foniied a large Wen-mun (wen'mon), m. [Korean.] Seethe The author's sympathies are rather with the wet-fly

proportion of the total number ; but ten years later com- quotation. 'han with the dry-fly fisherman, and he is so far right

^^^^^ i^tn^^-'CThe^tf. Se.T^ '^T. „J^^„,^TsTsX'^rTaLStThe*So'r;!;?'-C"re'd'ia-

'''"'"'
^^ """^ "' '"'^^^^---. May 7, 1904, p. 588.

comp,^tiv^ys?nall vessels for coasting p,.p„se. ll^r'l^: iT.t'SftrMngnatVr.'^.unf'S'frt; Wethcr^. ,.., a., and .. A simplified spelling
^' ' •' - - -^ . ^]j^ Chinese, and appears eitherto have been invented or of weother.

well-in (wel-in'), phrasal a. Well-to-do; well derived from the Sanskrit by the Buddhist monks (M. «*«* hAl-ffa+ATiA ('wpf'Tin^li-qtoTi'l r f Tn >inlv

off; wealthy. KJi. Morris, Austral English. Courant). Z>,.«.r Ka„es of Man, p. 387.
^to„e a^deTor grat?ng wMch is kept wei

[Australia.] wepon, «. A simplified spelling of weapon. with water.
He '8 a wH-m squatter that took np runs or bought wer*. A simplified spelling of wereS. Wet-machine (wet'ma-shen"), «. In paper-

them cheap before free-selection, and land-boards, and WCre-jagUar (wer jag''wiir), n. [ivere(wolf) + „,,,,„,f „ micliiiiB iiipd tn o-nther tViB Tiiiln

rre^b^frij^s'^rnr""
""'"'""'" '"" "'"'"""^'^ JogJr.rA ^humL^ being imagined tl^ be H^the water'and f^rm it^'fnto'shee'ts^a^S

^io(/Bof<ir<.,™od,ASydney.8ideSaiton, p. 1. Quoted transformed into a jaguar: corresponding to
ij,„„lles.

[in E. E. Morris, Austral English. the werewolf or werwolf of Europe. Keane, ^et-pan (wet'pan), n. In ceram., a vat with
well-ordered, a. 2. In math., in the theory ™'''i. "?* j°" « ^"T^'ii" horizontal griuding-stones in which clay is

of assemblages, said of an aggregate or set Werien beas. bee bed
; ground under water.

when and only when its elements have been Wernenanism (ver-ne n-an-izm), n. IWer- ^et-short (wet'short), a. Noting a lack of
sodisposedinfactorin thought, that: (a) of y""f + -ism.'\lngeol., the doctrines ot plasticity when wet : said of certain sands, on
any two elements a and 6, one, as a, precedes ^'"?'''"? ,^?"'?° ,r,"®j- ''.!?

nernerian.
^j^g analogy with "red-short" and "cold-

(that is, is of lower rank) and the other as b ^^^Irstfst's'anli'gTe^sses";;^ ^X^Sri t a";,-;. "sCe short " as applied to wrought iron or steel.

comes after (that is, is of higherrank); (6) of other eruptive rocks from solution in the overlying ocean. See *s7ior<, a., 13.

any triplet of elements a, b, c, if a is of lower and of the precipitation of mineral veins in crevices in jhat is, while there is some small measure of cohesion,

rank than 6, and 6 is lower than C, tlien a is *" sea-bottom. W hile extensively believed at the time j^e sand, especially when wet, is excessively brittle. It
r ^. / \ iu i. 1. 1 „ i. c his views were finally m greatest part abandoned. It is i;. i< ^..f* ahnrt "

lower than c; (r) the set has an element of called also *.V<.p(««i«,i (which see). R D SalUburv in Geol Surv of New Jersev 1894
lowest rank, a first term, and the same is true werthemanite (ver'te-man-it), n. [Named ' '

(p 102.
'

of every part of the set, that is, of every set after its discoverer, A. Wertheman.'] An _.g4.*»i,ig (wet'a bl) a Uoet v + ahle^
whose elements are elements of the given set earthy white hydrous aluminium sulphate tj^^^ „^^ -^^ ^^^e wet ; that will absorb watei
or series; (d) every element unless it be he (Al2O3.SOs.3HoO) from Peru. It is related or retain a thin stratum of water on the sur-
last, has an immediate successor; (e) the to alurainite but contains less water. face: said particularly of some leaves, in con-
series sati.sfies Dedekinds postulate. Wesenberg zone. See*„'o«e trast with others which from being polished,

well-saffroned (wel-saf rond), a. Well fla- westamte(wes'ta-mt),n. [iresten(J-t--tte2.] velvety, or the like, do not retain water. See
vored or tinctured with saffron. [Kare.J a hydrated aluminium silicate occurring in -k^rip-tip.

riiuB they admonish : while thyself, I note, radiated crystalline masses of a brick-red color ™.„4.f.j_„>'_„„„i, (•wet,'^nI»-trAf^ « The otipti

^I^^^J^/^^S^n,. at Westana Sweden. It maybe an alteration ^^*i^°ff*'S ^b7 wSfch Ji'p'er is we?or
Andsighs—'H'eii-so/rojwd was that barley-soup!' product ottibrolite or andalu-site. dampened for presswork.

yiroirainy. Two Camels, 1. 11. west-bOUnd (west liouud), a. Moving or wetzel evaporator, an arrangement for expediting

wpn spt a 3 In cricket able to nlav the about to move toward the west; bound or the evaporation of a liquid. Itconsist* of a fiamework

bowling' with ease; unlikely to get out f said destined for some place in the west: as, Kes^ ^^.t^^^ ftro" gTcon'tSg' t'lle^lqill

of a batsman. nouna ireigat.
^ to be evaporated, each pipe dipping in turn into the

wellsite (welz'it) n FNamed for Professor West-Ender (west-end'fer), ». One who lives liquid and coming out covered with a film of it, which

H. L. ireh of New Haven, Conn.] A zeolitic in the West End of London.
tilm'^irwhicrtLII'^iSet'eXed'tTtralr"' AfJcaUe"d

mineral which belongs to the phillipsite group westernize (wes'tem-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. 7;;i;;7„';'°^

">•= P'^" " '"»"'"" '" """ "'• '"'° "^^"^

and occurs in complex twinned crystals an- westcrm:ed, ppr. westernizing. To render -^ q 2. [l. c] In ceram., the abbreviation
alogous to those of phillipsite and harmotome. western (as opposed to Oriental) in character; „f „.;,,;g *granite (which see).

It contains less water than other members of infuse western ideas or ways into.
^ff q^^ '^n abbreviation of West Germanic.

the group : found in Clay county. North Car- Not every land in the East has the elasticity of Japan 'iff Q_ Q._ An abbre'viation (a) of Worthy
olina. ^ Wetiernize itself in one "Wit.^^^

^^^ ^.,^
(;,„„,/ Guardians; (6) of Worthy Grand Guide.

well-up (wel'np), fl. In cn>A-f<, pitched nearer 4. t j- / * • - v \' j ' t
"

W. G. H. An abbreviation of Worthy Grand
to the batsman than is proper; beyond a West-Indian (west-in di-an), a. and n. I. « "/,,^;,"- *

length: said of the ball. Hutchinson, Crie\iet, Of o>- P'Ttaining to the West Indies: used ^ (j jj An abbreviation of Worthy Grand
gj formerly, m a large sense, as equivalent to "•

.;, ,•
nuuicviauou 01 rrunny cr#uni.

wall 'iirTinal Cwpl'Viwell n A laro'fl nnllftv- ' American.'— West-Indlan balsam, boxwood, „'„" . ,,„„,,well-'wneei (wei nwei;, n. a jarge puwey
i^^jgigt^ See Malmm, etc. W. G. S. An abbreviation of Worthy Grand

wheel supported by a swivel-hook, used to jj_ „ ^ ^^^^^^ or inhabitant of the West Sentinel.

w"S'ZTh,3r ll™n See *b.rner
^'"^'''^- wh. An abbreviation of wholesale.

S^^o't^^'^efA&W.„?,:^.-Wol"sh-porc westland (west'land), a Coming from the ^i^ck. v. f.-To wha.k (something) up, to force to

lain, I iM .Swansea and Nantgarw porcelain (the nanus west ; westerly. [Kare.J greater speed ; drive or send faster. I.SIang.]

of the towns where the leading potteries were located). Bide a bit, bide a hit ; I'm thinking— and thanks to Moorshed suggested "whacking her [torpedo-boat)
The manufacture extended from 1768 to 1822. Old Swan- this bonny uesttand wind, I believe I 've still a chance up " to eighteen knots, to see if she would stand it. . . .

sea is sometimes called "dnck-egg" porcelain. Thepast* of it. /(. L. S(eiie;i«on, Catriona, xii. H'AacJ- Aer wp, Mr. Hinckclitfe.
has a soft translucent body similar t<> Sfe^Tes.-Welsh ttt x .„ ohbreviation of Wc«tmin<ifrr " Kipling, Their Lawful Occasions, in Traflics and
Drocesa. .Samea8.Simi««i*/)rfiM»»ofcopper-smelting. VV estm. rtu auurovmiiou 111 frc;»t/n'n.''t<r.

[Discoveries, pp. 119, 123.

TOltor'.! I) Tn nlnre-mnnuf one who nuts the Weston cell. Same as *cadmxum cell.— WeatOTl
, , _ ^i x,, ,-^- Vt. -1welter ,«. in 3W(e ma«H/., one wno puis ini,

^^^^^^ n,:e*clutch\. whack, n. 6. Fettle ; condition. [Rare.]
welting in the seams and sews them up. Westralian ( wes-tra'lian), a. and n. [ We.^(tern) The "tycoon [Lincolnl is in flue whack. I have rarely
From the cutters' room the leather, which has aMume<l

-t- (.iii.i)tnilian.'\ I. «. Of or pertaining to seen him more serene and busy,
the shape of the glove, is sent to the "silkers, who cm- xiT„.t„ ' A„ai,„i;a JoAn //a«. Letter printed in The Century Mag., Feb.,
broidcrtheback. and then to the "makers.' SSome make western Austraiid.

, .^ ^ . _^ . . [1909.

the gl.ives, that is they sew the fingers and put the II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Western Aus- _,v,.jjJo „ a„e irnddii
thuml« in; others, called "wMert,:' are engaged in tralia.— 2. A mining share in Western Aus- W"*">"ei " "=""" >K""'y.

„ ^ , ,

welting or hemming the glove round the edge of the f.„i;„. ,,o„nllv in tlir. nlnrnl WnalC^, «.— Little piked whale, the small finback,

wrist; still others, called "pointers," work the oma- irdii"!
•
us"<i'iy '"<•"<- piurai.

/Jotenoj/fcra ocMfo-r..»(rnra, which reaches a length of

mental lines on the back. WeStnimite (wes trum-lt), »1. i he trade-name from 20 to ;« feet and is readily distinguished by the band
Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22629. for a cheap mineral-oil mixture sprinkled in a ofwhiteacrossthellippeis.— PoUack-whale. See*poi-

welter-weight. «. 2. In wrestling or bo^u;, diluted state over the surface of a road to
tt,thfsnTa^s^f^tlfH^Lri?o?^e';h;;u^:'m;dcr'^^^^^^^^

a weight coming between light- and middle- prevent or lay dust. Kesistanco to the action
j,, length, but rehated to the great arctic b.mbead. It is

weight, usually 145 pounds or under. of rain and sun is claimed for this material. found in the vicinity of New Zealand.— Social whale,

Welth «. A simplified spelling of wealth. A number of solutions are now on tlie market for the the black-fish, Globiocephalus melas, that goes in large

T»ro1l-bTr n A simnlified stielHn^ of «)Cn7t?!l/ more or less temporary treatment of roads. Perhaps the schools. ., „ .weltny, a. a simpnnea speumg oncraimy.
best known is )r«rt™«i!<., contai.iing chiefly petroleum whale^ (hwal), f. i. To move with effort.

Welt-SCnmerZ (velt shmarts), n. [Lr. welt, and ammonia, the product being completely miscible rgianff ]
world, -t- .«r/(»l<?r^, pain. See «mar(l, «.] Liter- with water. It has been used extensively as a temporary ^\, „ *'\i _, , .. ,•„,.„„„.„ i„ji„„„„» ..»„„i.h
olW w,^rl,l noir, or world woe- weariness of measure. Experiments bv the Scottish Autom..bile Club " Her !" snorted the little man, in indignant astonlsh-
ally, WOrld-pain, or world-'woe, weariness ot

^how tliat the effect remains for a considerable time. ment "You don't think I've whaled MV here ... to

life in general; in particular, a sentimental Nature Sept 14 1905 p 486 talkabout women, do you?

melancholy or pessimism; Wertherism. „„4., „ „ ^ ^ ». ',
, .^ ... , flofmon Coy, King Spruce, x.xiv.

u. .oui,i.v^,j -J I , wet*. «.— Wet eitraotion, m 7nWa(., the extraction of . . - , n a i « „i,;„t, *i, , „„„„
Wemmelian (we-me'li-an), a. and n. {Wem- » metal from it« ores, .n- frl.m the mck, by conversion whaleback, «. 2. A vessel of which the upper

mil in lielgiura, -t- -i-an.'\ In jrfo?., a division into a soluble compound, which is leached out with deck is rounded: generally without upper

of the Eocene Tertiarv in Belgium, being the water and decomposed, usually by means of another and works. It has a spoon-bow, with the whole

equivalent of the Bartonian or Barton clays f^^Tcrd^nthi's wa';P!i'^Wet^Sethi<f.1a "Se'^ of the main deck arched and meeting the side

of England which constitute the lower member iccf wai/ (which see, under wpji). m a continuous curve, iliere are a numoer

S.— 91



whaleback

of very large hatches in the crown of the

deck. The propelling machinery is in the
extreme after end of the vessel. Such vessels

were first used on the Great Lakes.— 3. lu

phtfs. geog.f » drift-hill of rounded protile

thought to resemble the back of a whale rising

above the sea.

whaleback, "whalebacked (hwal'bak, -bakt),

a. Having an arched or curved deck contin-

uous with the side : said of a particular type
of steamer- See *\chaUhack. «., 2.

whalebone-tree (hwal'bon-tre), n. One of

the uiint-trees, ProsUinthera lasianthos. See
VrostnntJtera, [Australia.]

whale-chart (hwal'ehart), ». A chart show-
ing the localities reported to be favorable for

whale-tishing.

whale-deep (hwal'dep), n. A deep depression

or hole in the sea-floor. Also whale-hole.

The whole len^h of the roding ran out, ami still the

anchor fonnd notfiing. and Harvey grew mortally afraid,

for that his last f^^nch with earth was lost " tt'hale-hole,"

said Manuel, hjinling in. . . . [It was] the edge of the

barren iVhai^-dtep, tlie blank hole of the Grand Bank.
R. Kipling, Captains Courageous, v.

whale-feed (hwal'fed), w. A New Zealand
term for a small shrimp found in immense
swarms.

whale-foota (hwal'futs), n. pi. The deposit

found at the lx)ttom of casks of whale-oil. It

is a low-grade grease, used in making coarse

soap and in tanning.

whale-hole (hwaKhol), w. See '^whale-deep.

Whale-oil soap. See *soap.

whaler*, «. 2. The name given in Sydney to

the shark, Carciiarias hrachyuruSy Gilnth. E.

E. iforri?. Austral English.— 3. A sundowner;
one who cruises about. E. E. Morris^ Austral
English. [Australian slang.]

The nontad, the " whaler," it is who will find the new
order hostile to his Tested interest of doing nothing.
Sydney Uornitig Herald, Aug. 12, 1893. Quoted in

(E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Whalers* TaTlgrnagft, a jargon heard in the north of the
Paci.rtc Ocft'Ji : a mixture of Hawaiian, Chinese, English,

Chukchi, Japaiese, etc. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 133.

whalmt, n. Same as icalnij n,

whangdoodle (hwang-do'dl), 1}. [A made
word of a humorous nature.] 1. An imagin-
ary animal whose nature and features are
purposely left undefined. Compare (fyascntus

and *s}iark.— 2. In poker, a round of jack-pots,
usually played after a certain hand is shown,
such as four of a kind,

whanger (hwang'6r), n. A curer of fish.

[Xcwfoundland.]

whare (hwa're), n. [Also ware, warree, etc.

Maori for liouse.] A house. [Australia.]

The Europeans who were near us in a raupo whare
(rush house).

//. WHliams' Joximal, Carleton s Life, p. 151. Quoted
[in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Sitting in the Ban at the month of his warree, smoking
his pipe.
O. C. Hutuifit Our Antipodes, x. Quoted in E. E. Morris,

[Austral English.

wharf, W.— Sbeer wharf, a navy-yard wharf on which
sheera are ei'ected.

whartonite (hw4r'ton-it), «. [Named after
Joseph WharUrti of Philadelphia.] A nickel-
iferous variety[of pyritefrora the Sudbury dis-

trict, Ontario.

wharve (hw»rv), n [Also, improperly, tuarve ;

a variant of iffherve.'] Same as whertw, 1.

what^, pran. -To give one what for, to give one
something ta cry, suffer, he miserable /or: usually said of
one who deserves punishment or retribution. [Slang.]

Poor Little Billee came off very badly. The German
Pole fenced wildly, but well. . . Then Taffy took up the
foil, and redeeme^I the honor of Great Britain as became
a RriUsh hvasar, . . and Svengali got "iphat forT'

l)u Maurier, Trilby, i.

whata (hwa'ta), ». [Maori.] An elevated
platform or stx)rehouse for keeping food.

whan (hwou), n. [Maori whau , = Samoan, Ta-
hitian, Marquesan, /«m, Hibiscus tiliaceus.

Hawaiian haUy Tongan /ah, etc., name of
several trees.] In New Zealand, Entdea
arboresoens, a shrub or small tree belonging
to the linden family, having cymes of white,
4-p8taled flowers and fruit in the form of a
spinous capsule. Its wood, like that of the
fau, Pariti Ulaceumj in Samoa, is very light

and is used by the natives for making floats

for their fishing-nets. Also called corkwood.
See New Zealand ^cork-tree.

whanwhi (hwou'hwe), n. [Maori.] In New
Zealand, the lacebark and ribbonwood trees,
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the fibrous "bast of which was formerly used
for making tat)a cloth. See '^hoichere, lace-

hark, 3, and ribbonwood.

wheat, "- Present authority tends to include in one
botanical species (Triticum /estivum ; 2\ sativum of

some authors) all the forms of cultivated wheat except

the one-rowed wheat (see einkorn -kwheat) and the Po-

lish wheat (see below). For the original application of

7*. «stivum see summer itwheat. Two less important
subtypes of T ssstimtm are spelt (which see) and *em-
mer. The remaining varieties (sometimes combined
in a subspecies tenax) are divided into four groups, for

which see club, durum, poulard, and vulgare -ktvheat.

According to the cerealist of the United .States Depart-

ment of Agriculture the United States may be divided

into eight wheat-growing districts : (1) the soft wheat
district, mainly the Middle and New England States ;

(2) the semi-hard winter wheat district, Ohio to Illinois,

Michigan, and asniall part of Wisconsin ; (S) the southern
wheat district, approximately the Southern States ; (4)

the hard spring wheat district the northern States of tlie

plains; (5) the hard winter wheat district, the middle
States of the plains ; (C) the durum wheat district, the

southern States of the plains ; (7) the irrigated wheat dis-

trict, approximately the Rocky Mountain and Basin States;

(8) the white wheat district, the Pacific coast States.

—iEgUops Wlieat, a wheat-like cereal developed by E.

Fabre tlirough cultivation and selecLion of a hybrid be-

tween common wheat and the Old- World grass ^'EgiUtps

ovata. It propagated true to type by seed and was given

the name .-Kgilops speltsejormis.— AmBMtka. wheat,
a valued Russian durum variety, giving best results over

a limited area about the Sea of Azov. It is among those

intrwiuced into the United States.— Bald wheat,
beardless wheat.— Barley wlieat, durum wheat: so

called from its strong resemblance in the field to barley.
— BelOturka wheat, a south-Russian durum variety,

very similar to Kubanka and among those intro<luced

into the United States. The name means 'white Turk-

ish.'— Blue-stem Wheat, an American variety with

several subvarieties, classitled as hard spring, differing

from the Fife in having the glumes covered with fine

velvety hair. The velvet blue-stem is grown in North
Dakota and the Palouse blue-stem in southeastern Wash-
ingUJu and adjacent regions.— Bread Wheat, any wheat
commonly used for bread-making, hence specifically same
as vulgare •wi/iea(.—Breast Of Wheat, a spikelet or

mesh.

In some sections of the country, a spikelet is better

understood if it is spoken of as a breast of wheat.
Todd, Amer. Wheat Culturist, p. 24.

Club-eared wheat, any wheat with a compact head.

Opposed to sprat irwheat— Club Wheat, a group of

wheats (sometimes distinguished as Triticum cmniiac-

tinn) characterized by a short, dense head and short,

stiff straw : also called sijuare-head wheat from the

shape of the ear. It forms a large part of the white
wheat of the Pacific coast. From the fact that its ears

do not shatter it is adapted to the metho<ls of hai-vesting

there employed. The grain is much like that < if the softer

vulgare sorts. It is also cultivated in Chile, Tur-
kestan, and Abyssinia.- Cone wheat, a fonn of poul:ird

wheat with conical ears. St-e KiujU.^h *»7(''<f.—Crimean
wheat. See Turkey •(t/^f<(^— Duck's-blll wheat, the
poulard wheat as grown in England, or some one of its

varieties.—Dumm wheat, a strongly marked gi-oup of

varieties now refeired to Triticum sativum, but formerly

regarded as a species, T. durifm. These are tall barley-

like wheats, the stem commonly filled or lined with pith,

the leaves broad, of a peculiar whitish green color, and
with a very harsh cuticle. The grain is glassy and very

hard and needs to be softened by steam before milling.

On account of their high gluten content these wheats are

adapted to the manufacture of macai-oni and they afford

the bulk of the product so used. The flour as prepared
for use in macaroni is called semolina. Durum wheat
also makes a richer and better-keeping bread than the or-

dinary and afltords an excellent quality of 'giits.' Cultur-

ally, durum wheats are best adapted to liot semiarid
regions and hitherto they have been grown most exten-

sively in east and south Russia, also lai^ely in Turkestan
and North Africa, and to a less extent in the dry parts of

South America, etc. In the United States these wheat*,

though earlier grown in small quantities experimentally or
for feed (see wild goose irwheat, Nicaragua "kwheat), had
no market standing prior to 1901, when the results of gov-

eriiment introduction and successful experimentation be-

gan to appear: in 1903 the product reached 6,^)00,000

bushels. They succeed in the Great Plains region, even
as far north as Canada. For important Russiati varieties

introduced into the ITnited Stiites see Gharnovka, Ar-
nautka, Kubanka, Beloturka, Pererodka-k wheat. Among
Algerian varieties introduced experimentjilly are Pelissier

and Marouani. For other general names see hard -kwheat,

macaroni -kicheat, rice -kwheat.— Dwarf wheat, the

club or hedgehog wheat Standard />/''^— Egg-shell
wheat, an old English variety of white winter wheat.

—Egyptian wheat, wheat grown in Egypt, chiefly vari-

eties of the poulard type; specifically, one of these vari-

eties with branching spikes sometimes called Triticum
compositum. This wheat has been cultivated in Egypt,
the Orient, and southern Europe, but on account of it~s

inferior grain is not highly rated. A former English
name is Sinyrnn wheat. Also mummy-wheat (which see).

— Einkorn wheat \G. einkorn, one-grain], the one-

grained wheat, Triticum monococcum, a species beai-ing

usually oidv one grain to the spikelet and having a very

flat head, this species, known from antiiiuity. apparently
originated in southeastern Europe and is thought to have
been the source of emmer. It is grown in Europe in

poor rough places for mush and cracked wheat and for

fodder, but is known only experimentally in America.
It resists leaf-rust completely.— English Wheat, the

poulard wheat in the forms grown in England.— Fall
wheat, any autumn-sown wheat; nnme r» wiutc r-kuheat.
— Fife Wheat, a variety of beardless, red, hnrd-griiined

spring wheat (vulgare type) including seveml subvari-

eties, as red Fife (the most important), white Fife, Scoti-h

Fife, Wellmans Fife. The stock was derived by David
Fife of Ontario from imported seed believed to have been
ultimately of a Russian winter variety. It yields fairly

wheat
and produces a flour of excellent quality. These wheat*
are important northward, red Fife being the standard
Canadian wheat.— Flint Wheat, same as hard ituheat
(b), at least as to the harder-grained subvarieties : occur-
ring in American variety names, as Genetfsee Jlint, old
white /(/?iA,— Fulcaster wheat, a bearded, semi-hard,
red wheat derived as a hybrid from the Fultz and another
variety. It is widely grown, esjiecially in the region fr<)m
Pennsylvania to Oklahoma.— FultZ WUeat, a semi-haid,
red-grained, beardless variety of the vulgare type, origi-

nated by Abmham Fultz in Miftlin county, Pennsylvania,
in 18<j2, said to be probably the most widely grown variety
of the United States.— Gehun wheat, a Himalayan va-
riety introduced into Canada and fcjund to be veo' early,
high altitude having produced a (luality desirable in high
latitude. It has been the subject of nmch exi>eriment
and, crossed with Onega, has yielded early Riga, eight or
nine days earlier than red Fife and of a high gluten con-
tent, but not very productive — Ghamovka Wheat, a
Russian durum variety of high standing, the principal
one grown in the vicinity of the Sea of Azov. It is one
of those introduced into the United States.^ GOOSe
wheat. («) Same as ^rild goose -kwheat. (0) An inferior
wheat mainly fed to chickens: a bearded variety hardy
and early. N. K. />.— Grass wheat. See Odessa
"kzvheat.—Hard Wheat. («) Same as durum wheat. (6)
In the Unitetl Stattts, connnonly any hard-grained variety
of the common wheat. Also ^I'nf wheat.— Hedgehog
wheat. Same as club -kwheat. Stand, i'/cf.— HuPOn
wheat. See Ladoga -k wheat.— Indian Wheat, (c) A
grass, I'anicum ciiiatissimum, with the habit of llermuda
grass. It is a native of western Texas and is of some ag-
ricultural value for the di-y regions of the southwestern
United States. Locally called carpet-grass.— K\X'bai^&
Wheat, a Russian durum variety highly valued in the
Volga region, and at its best on the Siberian border. It
is very resistant to drought and the grain is of excellent
quality. In the Great Plains region, where it has been
introduced, it gives large yields and rii>ens sufticiently

early even in the Dakotas, proving also resistant to all

diseases. 'J'he name is from the teiTitorial division
Kuban.—Ladoga wheat, a variety of vulgare wheat in-

troduced into Canada from the region of I.ake Ladoga,
found useful for crossing with red Fife to combine its

early ripening, impoilant in the northern country, with
the excellent quality and prmluctiveness of the latter.

Two promising varieties thus obtained are the Prest^m, a
bearded, and the Stanley, a beardless wheat, both four to
six days earlier than the red Fife, but the former not
quite so pn>ductive, the latter of slightly lower quality.
Crossed with white Fife it has yielded the Huron, an
early bearded variety slightly more pro<inctive than red
Fife, and the Percy, alstj early. equiU U> red Fife in quality
but less productive.— Lammas Wheat, winter wheat:
so called in England as harvested near Lammas I>ay (later

than summer wheat). With a qualifying word, one of
several varieties, as white Lammas, red Lammas.— Mac-
aroni Wheat, any wlieat ailapted to the manufacture of

macaroni ; hence, specifically, the durum wheats (sec
above), as the type chiefly so used. The Polish wheat
is, however, also a macaroni wheat, and varieties of the
poulard type (see poulard -kwheat) are spaiingly soused.
In the United States, prior to the introduction of the
durum varieties, an inferior macartuii was niade from
hard varieties of vulgare wheat, produced chiefly in Kan-
sas.—Many-eared wheat. Same 2A Egyptian -kuheat.
— May wheat, any of a group of vulgare spring wheats
(red May, early May, late May, etc.) found to be success-
ful in the coxstal region of the southern I iiited States.

~ Mediterranean wheat. («) in general, any wheat
grown in the Mediten-anean region, tluis including the
Algerian durum wheats, {b) Specifically, a red bearded
vulgare variety, a standard in Texas. introdu(-ed from
the islands of the MediteiTanean.— Nicaragua Wheat,
specifically, a durum wheat, probably i^'ow- Miarygua.
where these wheats are almost exclusively grown, intro-

duced into Texas before the present market for these
wheata had been created.— Odessa wheat, a south
Russian hnrdy red variety (vulgare) which can be planted
either in the fall or the spring. It was the first to meet
the peculiar wants of the middle section of the Oreat
Phuns of the United States. Also called grass wheat.—
Onega wheat, a vulgare variety introduced into Canada
from the region < f Archangel and used in crosses for

earliness. See Gehuii *-('/«*t/.— Pendulum wheat.
See poidat itwheat.— Percy wheat. See Ladoga
irwheat.— Pererodka wheat, a strain of Kubanka
wheat with darker-colored grains. Though placed below
the latter in Russia, in this coinitry it has in some re-

spects excelled it.— Pink bacterlosls of wheat. See
ftncfcn'om.— Polish wheat, (fl) Any of the vaiieties

of Triticum polonicuut. a species marked by verj* lai^e,

loosely formed heads ; narrow, papery, and slightly

spreading chaff ; and normally very large, especially long,

yellowish white, and ' -ry hard grains. Polish wheat is

adapted to dry regions and is grown somewhat in the

Mediterranean region, southern Russia, and Turkestan.

Its grain is of macaroni quality, (b) A red winter wheat
of the vulgare type grown in Poland and southwest Rus-

sia.— Poulard wheat, any wheat of the strongly marked
subtype of Triticum /estivum sometimes distinguished

as a species, T. turgidum, turgid wheat. These wheats
are tall, stinit-stemmed varieties with an ear that node
from its weight when filled out (hence called pendulum
wheat), the ear being bearded, but shedding its awns at

maturity. They are productive both in grain and straw,

but both of these are coarse, the straw being suited to

thatching. The grain is allied to that of the durum
wheats and is used sparingly for macaroni. Tliey are

cultivated in the United States only experimentally, in

England in small amount in jilaces unfavorable to better

varieties (see English itwheat), and to a greiit«r extent in

the Mediterranean countries. For an important variety

see E'luption irwheat. Here belong the cone and rivet

wheats of England. The French name poulard ' some-

times appears in English as 'pollard." as in the variety

name 'gray pollard" (see pollard, .^).— Preston Wheat.
See Ladoga irwheat —"Rice wheat {o) An American

name for the durum wheats, referring to the texture of

the grains, (b) A hard-grained, beardless, winter vul-

gare variety of the United States.— Smyrna wheat.
'See Effupfi'^*^ irwheat.— Sott Wheat, any wheat \\ith



wheat
relatively soft grains, the t«rni thus includinjf many inil-

tjare, but do durum, varieties.— Sprat wheat, any vari-

ety of conimon wheat with the ear's long and sti-i^gliiig :

opposed ta dub-eared u'ht:<it. [England.] J. H'riijhtHoti,

KariQ Crops, p. 110.— Spring wheat. See summer
ktcheat.— Square-head wheat. Same as club-irwheat
—

^ Square wheat, C) Sume as Sijuare-head itwheat.

(b) The poulard wheat in some of its forms .— Stanley
wheati Bee Ladoga *ir/imf.— Summer wheat, a
jfroup of Tarietiea of the coimnoii wheat formerly re-

gardetl as a species and distinguished not only by its late

planting and early harvesting quality but also by its

narrower ears, bearded glumes, and longer-bearded pa-
lea;, ita smaller grains, and shorter and more slender
Htraw. It was locally grown in England, where it was
planted in April or even in ilay, but was regai*ded as
mainly a wheat of wanner countries. Opposed to winter
wheat (see below) and also called ftprht;/ wheat, but dis-

tinguished from varieties of winter wheat sown in early
spring. It was to wheats of this type that the name
Triticum SMtiman was originally given, but the view
now prevails that there is no fixed butanical distinction
between summer and winter wheat, a variety of either
being readily cultivated into one of the other; and the
term ' spring wheat ' (now chietly used t refers only to fit-

ness for spring planting.—Taganrog wheat, any variety
(ji Ras-sian durum wheat after export : so designated com-
mercially fn>m the name of the chief port of shipment—
Talavera wheat, a culgare wheat which was intro-

duced from Spain into England about 1817, became a
favorite, especially in the form of Bellevue Talavera, and
is still used. It is a good yielder with large grains, the
ears long and slender, the leaves broad, and the straw
white. This variety a/fords a part of the Italian bonnets
making straw.— Turkey or Turkish wheat. (^) A
hard red winter wheat of the viUgare type, the favorite
variety in the Missouri valley, etc., originally from
southern Russia. Also called Crimean tvheat.— Vulgare
wheat, the name of that group of varieties of wheat
(sometimes classed as Triticum sativum viil;iare) which
includes the ordiuar>' bread-making wheats ; connnon
wheat The subvarieties are either summer or winter,
bearded or beardless, red, amber, or white, and sr)ft or
hard (but see durum itwheat). Except a small amount
of poulard, these are the only wheats grown in England
and until recently practically no others have been grown
in the United States.

—

Wheat false caterpillar. See
•kcnterpfltur.— Wheat plant-lOUSe. See •kjthint-louse.

—Wheat stalk-borer See •kxtnik-borer.—wWA goose
wheat, a durum wheat consi<ierably grown in Canada
and less in the L>akotas, said to havf sprung fn>m grains
found in Itie cn>p of a wild goose, but doubtless ulti-

mately derived from south Russian seed. This wheat
began to be shipped abroad from (Canada prior Ut the
commercial success of durum wheat in the I'nited States.

I'sed also of durum w!.'*Hts as a type name.— Winter
wheat, wheat of any variety sown in autumn for the
crop of the next season. Formerly regarded as a species
and named by Unnaius Triticum hybernum. See iutn-
mer itwheat and Lammas itwfi^at.

wheat-beetle (hwet'be^'tl), n. Same as *grain-
hettk.

wheat-blight (Iiwet'bUt), n. See '^blight.

wheat-grass, «• several species of wheat-grass,
A'jrvpijrttn. are of settled agricultur.il value. The com-
mon couch-grafis. A'jmpyrvn rep*^n^, is a go<Ml hay-gn».ss,

despite its tenacity as a weed.—Bearded or awned
Wheat>grass, A'lropftrnn atiinutu, a fihrous-riH>ted

specie^ wjihiiut creeping ro<it8U»cks. It occurs on the
northern bonier of the Unit4.'d states and in Canada as
far west im North Dakota, and is likely Ut iMjssess agricul-

tural value. .Mso calletl do'j-<jraK>c and d"<j'H-tofith grans.

—Bunch wheat-grass, Agropyron npicntum, a densely
tulted species, one of the most valuable bimcli-grasscfl of

Washington and Oregon. —Japanese wheat-grass,
a perennial grass fn)m .fapan, lirachi/ftodium Jaji'mi-
eum. resembling the beanled wheat-grass, but of rather
stronger growth. It has passed successful tests in Cali-

frmiia. and. in the Southern States, is regarded as valuable
for winter grazing, since it makes it.s best growth in the
cooler months. —Slender wheat-grass, Agropyron
tenerum, of the northern prairie region. It is well
establishe*) as a cultivated hay-grass—Western Wheat-
grass. («) Agropyron occidentnle. dintinguished by its

bluish tinge thniughout and known as {Colorait") blue-

gt^m an<l guynfto grans. It grows naturally on dry bench
lands, etc., and in Montana and neighboring States is

refnirded as one of the most imptjrtant native forage
plants, (b) A. j)tieudi>re}}ens, the false couch-grass of the
Great Plai'is is a softer plant than the last and is hence
better suited t4) cultivation for hay.

wheat-pit (hvpet'pit), n. In a produce ex-

chanffp, that part of the exchange where
wheat is bought and sold.

Every bonanza fanner's office is connected by wire with
the markets at Miimeapijlis, Chicago, and Buffalo. Quo
tations arrive honrly in the (telling season, and the super-
intendetit kee]>s in close touch with his agents in the
wheat-pits of these and other cities.

Encyc. Brit., XX \'. 217.

wheat-scab (hwet'skab), n. See *scah.

Wheatstone balance. Same as Whcatstone
hndijc.

Wheatstone-Siemens exploder, a portable magneto-
eleotric machine for tiring blasting charges of explosives.

wheels ". 10. A niovemeut in drill in which
a line changes front without destroying the

alinemont. —Allen wheel, a form of car-wheel for

sleeping- or pa.'iscnger-car serviie, in which the rim and
tire are kept at a fixed dtstaui-e from the hubby a tilling

of conipresse*! paHtebo:ird or stiawboanl or pajwr pulp,

held in place by steel plates bolted t*>gether. They are
said t^) run more noiselessly and with easier alwoi-jption

of Bhtick frr)m the rail than all-metal wheelH. f'alled

also pa;/''r r/ir-"'A^Wx.—Big wheel. ('') See *^»;/,7'""^^

i/'A^-W. — Coupled wheels, wheels which are joined by
Bide-r*xlH or coupling-rods. This is done on locomotives
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to increase and equalize the tractive force. All the
coupled wheels are driving-wheels and, as they carry
most of the weight of the locomotive, the adhesion is

greater, as is also the tractive force, than if only one pair
of wheels were connected to the piston and cylinder.^-
Ferris wheel, a device intended to anmse the people at
an exhibition, fair, or summer resoit. It consists of a
large double wheel caiTying, between its two rims, cars
which are suspended from shafts through their tops, the
cars thus remaining right side up as the wheel turns. The
axle of the wheel is mounted in bearings which rest on
columns of a little greater height than the i^adius of the
wheel. Passengers are carried in the cars suspended in
the wheel, which is slowly revolved by a suitable motor.
The original Ferris wheel, exhibited at the Columbian
Exposition at Chicago in 1893, was 250 feet in diameter,
and 40 passengers could be carried in each of the Sti cars.

It was invented by G. W. G. Ferris.—Free Wheel, {a) A
bicycle which has a device for freeing the driving-wheel
from the driving-mechanism, as in coasting. (Jj) The driv-
ing-wheel of a bicycle which has a releasing-device for
freeing the pedals for coasting.

—

Qassiot'S wheel, an ap-
paratus for demonstrating the luminous effects of (Jeissler

tubes. The tubes are rotated while under the influence of
the electric discharge, being fastened to a frame for that
purpose. Very beautiful effects are produced, similar to
those seen with fireworks.—Impact wheel, an impulse-
wheel ; ft water-wheel in which the energy is partly or
wholly obtained from the impact of the water on the
blades. The reaction of the water, derived from chang-
ing its direction of flow, is also Used by such a wheel in
most ca.ses. —Lee Wheel, the leeward side of the steer-
ing-wheel ; the side of the wheel where the assistant
wheelsman stands. —Little tin god on wheels. See
*f/orfl.— Open-plate wheel, in car-building, a light
cast-iron street-car wheel having radial openings in the
plate or web.—Pelton wheel, a form of water-wheel
which has, on the periphery of the rotating wheel, buck-
ets on which impinge one or more tangential jets of
water. The buckets are so shaped as to divide the
stream of wat«r into two parts and reverse the direction
of the water, so as to take advantage of the reaction. The
wheel is named after its invent<>r. It has been used also
for steam-turbines.—Phonic wheel, a rotating device,
used in certain systems of synchronous telegraphy, the
motion of which is controlled by electric impulses sent
over the line.

The phonic wheel, invented independently by La Cour
and Lord Kayleigh . . .. consists of a wheel carrying sev-
eral soft iron ai-matures fixed at etiual distances P)nnd its

circumference. Encyc. Brit., XXV. bO.

Radial wheel, a wheel havhig straight radial 8iK>kes or
spokes which point directly to the center, as distin-
guished fmmawheel having tangential spokes.

—

Square
wheel, in railroading, a car- or engine-wheel in which
the cylindrical circumference of the tread has been worn
flat in spots by sliding or skidding on the rail with the
brake set hard enough to keep the wheel from turning.
Soft spots in the tread make a wheel prematurely flat or
square. Square wheels are vei7 hard on both rail and
car. since the wheel ndls like a polygon on a plane and
strikes a hard blow on the rail when the front end of the
flat spot conies down in rolling. Also called jtat wheel.— Tangent wheel, a gear-whetd driven by a worm or
screw tangent t*> its circumference.

wheel-back (hwerbuk), tt. A back resembling;
a wheel

—

Wheel-back chair, m old English fumi-
ture, a chair in which the back resembles a wheel,
although not necessarily round. The central portion or
hub may he decorat+'d with carving or inlay.

wheelbarrow-race (hwel'bar-o-ras*), w. A
foot-raeo in ivliieh the contestants wheel bar-
rows, either with or without occupants ; also,

a form of gymnastic exercise in which one
player takes the other by the feet and hnlf
carries him along while the cue so held runs
on his hands.

wheel-base, ".—Flexible wheel-base, that of a raii-

wiiy-car cjr other vehicle In which the phme of rotation of

the leading or the hauli?ig pair of wheels is changeable
so as U) give a steering effect or prevent binding on
curves. In an indexible wheel-base (as in consolidatitni
locomotives) this is not possible.

wheel-cake (hwerkak), n. Same as mill-cake^ 1,

wheel-crank (hwel'krank), M. Same as disk
craulc (which see, under crauk^).

wheel-faucet (hweKfa'-'set), n. A compres-
sion-faucet, the head of which is usually a
small horizontal wheel,
the rotation of which
pushes the screw of com-
pression down or raises

it.

wheel-house, ». 2. In
vicclt., a building in

which a water-wheel is

housed.— 3. A structure
to contain and safe-

guard the wheels of the
valves of a water-works system.— 4. The
curved inclosure for the paddle- or side-wheels
of a steamboat.— 5. The free space under the
forward part of the body in some carriages,
which enables the front axle to make a more
extensive arc in turning, and permits the
wlieels fo *eut under.*

wheeling, «. 3. In »»7., the act of executing
a wheel.

wheel-load (hweriod), n. The load carried
by a wheel ; the concentrated load impressed

Wheel-faucct.

whimsy-whamsy
on a bridge or other structure by the wheel of
a vehicle. The Engineer, April 25, 1902, p. 403.
wheel-map (hwel'map), «. See the extracts.

The mediseval wkeel-mapg, in which Jerusalem was ac-
cepted as the centre of the world, whence the n)ain
geographical lines radiated like the spokes of a wheel.

GfOff. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIII. 22a

The wretched subterfuge of Cosmas (c. A.D. 5B0) to
explain the phenomena of the apparent movements of
the sun by means of an earth modelled on the plan of the
.Jewish Tabernacle, gave place ultimately ^ tlie wheel-
maps— the T in an O— which reverted to the primitive
ignorance of the times of Homer and Hecataius.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 618.

wheel-money (awel'rauii"i), «. In arehaeol
,

the name given to certain wheel-like objects
of metal found in
France and Great Bri-
tain. They are of gold,

silver, or bronze, and,
while by some regarded
as primitive money, are
usually looked upon as
having some connec-
tion with sun-worship.
wheel-motion (hwel'-
m6"shon), n. A simple ,..,, ,

mechanism attached to

a hank-winding machine for the convenient
removal of the hank from the reel.

wheel-press (hwel'pres), «. See "^forcing-

press.

wheel-shutter (hwel'shut'er), n. In an arith-

maehine, a sliding plate used in certain opera-
tions to conceal any of the numeral wheels.
H. Goldman, The ArithmacKinist, p. 104.

wheelsman, "

—

Lee wheelsman, na tit., the assistant
who stands at the lee of the wheel.

wheel-stuffed (hwel'stuft), a. In leather-

iiiaiiiif., stuffed or greased by means of a drum
or wheel: said of skLns. Modern Amer. Tan-
ning, p. 224.

wheel-stuffing (hwel'stuf'ing), n. A process
of greasing skins by placing them in a wheel
where grease and heat are applied, ilodem
Amer. Dinning, p. 109.

wheelwrighting (hwel'ri-ting), n. The busi-
ness of a wheelwright.

wheez, r. and n. A simplified spelling of

Wheeziness (hwe'zi-nes), n. Excessive breathi-
ness in a sound. See *brcathine8,<i.

whelk, " Native whelk, an Australian marine mol-
iusk, Trochocochlea conKtricta. E. K. Morris.

whense, adv. and cmij. An amended spelling
of wlieiwe.

wherryl (hwer'i), r. 1.
1
pret. and pp. wherried,

pi)r. wlierrying. [M'7(frn/i, h.] To transport
m, or as in, a wherry. [Rare.]

IJuoyant shells,

On stoi-mless voyages, in fleets or single,

Wherried their tiny mariners ; aloof,

On wing-like tins, in bow-and-arrow figures.

The flying fishes darto<l to and fro.

Montifomerij, Pelican Island, 1.

Whetstone crystals. See ^crystal.

Whey alcohol. See *<i;<-«An;.— whey butter. See
•khnttcri.—- Whey champagne, .s^-e -kchnntjHujne.

whicker (hwik'or), v. [Also dial, wicker ; im-
itative.] 1. To neigh; whinny; bleat.

Setting it fa pony! free with a vicious cut of his whip
that made it whicker.

Ji. Kipting, Wee Willie Winkie, In Indian Tales, p. M.

2. To giggle ; snigger. Eng. Dial. Diet.

Whieldon ware. See *ware^.

Whiffletree neck-yoke. See *neck-yokc.

whim', ». 6t. A pun.
Shall .SiiuireOldrent's daughters

Weare old rents in their garments ? (there s a whim loo).

R. Brome, Jovial ('rew, i.

whimbrel, n. 2. The Australian curlew, iVi<-

nien i ns tirojtygialis.

whimper, v. i. 3. To produce a sound re-

sembling a whimper. [An affected use.]

"What 's that that whimpers over'ead?" said Files-on-

Parade.
"It's Danny's soul that 's jiassin' now," the Colour-

Sergeant said. Jl. Kipling, Danny Deever, st 4.

For he could see the Captains Tliree had signalled to

the Fleet
But three and two, in white and blue, the whimpering

flags began. li. Kipling, The Tliree Captains.

Whimsy-Whamsy (hwim'zi-hwam'zi), «. A
fantastic or whimsical notion ; a whim. [Prov.,

Eng. (Lancashire).]

The real reason . . . why the Dean has n't risen higher
is because he always has some whimsy. lehamsg in his

head. Anthony Mope, Quisante. \.
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whip. .-. I. i.>tra„S.^TO whip back, in .r<ck.t. to whip-Stitch. ».-In a Whlp-stltch. in .moment; in
Jj^i^, ^d'^'l^^rh'Srer '^id^'/ZI?"' '

'"'"""""'

1. One of the skua
"<i* (..I,-*-; llutchiimin, a jiify. irolliKi-J

liiH'p llic liounds trom whiptall O'wip'tal), M.''—
guUs, Stcrcorariiis ton<jicau(h(!', HO caWed from

the two long, sleuder tail-lVatheis.— 2. A (i.sli.

Sec 7Vi,'.'»inMifln*i(/(i;<f(n7.— Tasmanlanwhlptall,
a tlsh bclonginj! to tlie J/nrrurW/r, ii family <it ilecp-sea

tl8hc8 allied U> the cods, liaving a long tail tapering tu a

''-'""•
• the

Crioket, p. Siti—To whip In, to

cfttterlng ; to whip Uiom in to the line of chase.

'* You must have begun somewhere, 1 supiMwe?

"

'•Ye« ma"am. I begun, but tl»en I M trhtpju-ii-xn for

ftve years before I h«nt<'d Sqnire Rayt»)n'8 harriers."

Hurt lliixi,-!!. Miss lladsworth, .M, K. II.. xv.

H. iranr.—To whip up, in .9i)(^ to strike a hall well

underneath » ith a loftt^d cluli and w ith a snappy tuni of

T ,'^^A'"raS,e\!;'.?;.'l{''f ih"'"
"" ''"" """' "'"'

'«">n,-U>"reads, ia ga.ize-weaviug. t hat whip, or

l4ip »: 3\ (") See tho%xtraet. [Kng.] twi«t, about the grotnul or standard warp-

vi;;i;krsrs:.?!^!e''i-;i^»!;::'^:si.:i!^';xs s^ wniri. ». 7. i.. «»<//i«r/;a spoon:bait.
threads.

Seer<>t;iry, Uie Patronage Seon^tiiry. called the Wlllri, »•

Hip." anil three Junior J.onl9 of tlie Treasury,
\v|i,.,i fls]

Knryc. Bri'f., X.X.Kl" "''
. 647.

senior " trA ,

called assistant " i<Ai>i.

12. In piaHofortf-maki)i<i, tlie orosspieee at

the top of an aetion-ex'tonsion whicli bears

and operatesbolli the hammer- ami tlie daiuper-

aetion. Also ealled jnck-wliiii. See the cut

under piiiiiot'orU-.— lS. A light line used in

llshing from a sail-lioat tlic angler uses two hnes _,i,;„ii„ ,,

with »p.x>nbait8 or 'ichirh,' by means of which laige
""J""^!,.

catches are made.

no higher bid is made, the players are
partners, just as they sit, A solo ontltitls a proiMJsal,

even if it has i)een accepted ; niisere <»»ti»iUs solo ; and so
on. The eldest hand always leads for the first trick, ex-

cept in open ahondaiiee. Kach deal is a complete game
in itself. raynu>nt,t ai-e made in red and white counters,
worth r> ami 1 respectively. J'roposais anil solos win or
lose 1 red, mis^res 2, alK)ndalice 3, open mis6res 4. <i}fen

abondance «i. The single i)layer wins from or loses to

each adversary. In addition t^i the red counters, white
ones are paid for under or over tricks.— Straight whlst,
the opposite i>f dujdicate whist; whist played in v::iiiic8

or rubbers.— Swedish whlst, a game very much rcscni-

tiling bridge, and by some BU]iposed to have suggested it.

whister- (liwis't^r), n. One who plays whist.
[Colloq.]

-Slick as a whistle, very neatly, cleverly,

or adroitly. (V, S. slang.]

"yordaT'ond'svermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes, whistler, ". 5. A name used in England for

(I). 33a a gadoid fish, MotiUa trieirrhitii.

Magnetic whirl, a vortical motion of the ether sur- whistllng-board (hwis'liug-bordl, n. In rail-
rounding a circuit in which the electric current is increaa- roadimi. a post or target displayed beside a

. T-'V'T'T'*"''' "•i"™'!-^ A,nA,.i,.nn l,es,>eriid line !.i a signal to tho engineer to blow his
marine life-saving apparatus, run as an end- whirl-about n. ,.3-

^n Ame. an hesperud
^

K^^
^ whistling-post.

less eireuit from the shore around a sheave bntterfly lht,m<hn,s /nW»,s oeeur i g alo g ^jiigtUng-jar ( nvis'ling-jiir), n. A peculiar
on the vessel and back to the shore. Tho the coast from IVmiieet.eut to Mexico. Com- w^i»"'^K J«ii ^ . b i '^

.
.V

.

breeohes-bnov is operated by such a whip. ..>.•?.«•<•, How to Know the Butterflies, p. -(9.

— 14. One who operates a whip-hoisting or whirler, «. 3. In ctram.. a prinutiyo hori

whip-eoiiveving line— Double whip, two single '
'

blocks with a nipe rove timmgll them. Ihc stiuiding part

iH-ing niaile fast to a bivket in one of the lilcK'ks. Single

whip a iiipe rove through a single block. Whip and
runner, a whip whose blmk is luaile fast to i\ pendant,

which latter Is mve through a bliK:k.~Whlp upon
Whip, naiit., one whip applied tu tho fall of another

whip. ,

.

whip-bird (liwip'l>(''rd\ n. An Australian

biid, I'aoi'hodes rrrpitans, of somewhat uncer-

tain affinities: more commonly called coach-

u-liip bird. The name alludes to the peculiar

note.

Whipcol (hwip'kol), V. Kum with eggs and

cream whipped in it. See the extract.

" H'/n>eiif."— Among well-to-do families in .Shetland

the crowning glory of the "Yule breakfast" has been

frvMU time immemorial a biinnuing howl of whipcol, a -
, ,

,

,

delecUblo compound of old rum, fresh eggs, sugar, and whiSK-broom (hwiSK brom), n
cream. A', and V., Sth ser., II. 347. „./,/,.,.^.l_ j,.^ 1.

whip-cord, «. 4. A weave showing a corded whisky'-'. " Dry whisky. See innfseal-huitons.— whistling-moth (hwis'liiig-moth), m.

eflect or pattern running lengthwise of the Malt whisky, whisky m.ulo from malted barley. Its ^no of several agaristid moths of tht
f \ -i„

on
smoky llavor is due to Ihe fact that the malt is dried over

lauric.
. , ,, . „„„!,.„.„ apeatlii-e. The pure Highland malt whisky of Scotland

Whip-ended (hwip en'ded), a. In archeii/,
ig ,„ade in this way. A'licyi;. ijrif., XXIV. 642.—Whisky

tapering sharply at the ends; having the ends ekia. See nVin. n., 8.

of very small diameter: said of a bow. A whisky-poker (hwis'ki-po'kfr), n. A vari-

backed bow can safely bo made in this fashion, ation of poker in which an extra hand, or
' ''

'widow,' IS dealt face down and each player

in turn can exchange his hand for it. if he ex-

changes, his live cards are laid face up. aiul any following

player can exchange one of them for one of his own. or

he can tjike them all. When any player is satisfled,

either before or after exchanges have tjiken place, he
'kiuK'ks,' and when it comes ntnnd Ui him again the

hands are all shown and the best poker combination
wins.

whisky-still (hwis'ki-stil), n. See *siiir-.

whispering-dome i.hwis'pi''r-ing-d6m), n.

out and leaves tho cotton whiter and whispery (hwis'pi'r-i), a. Full of whispers;
whispering. [Kare.]

The reeling sea

Now thumps like solid rock bcnejrth the sfcrn.

Now leaps witli clumsy wrath, strikes short, and, fall-

ing
frnmbled to whi»pfry foam, slips rustling down
The broad backs of the waves.

L<ncdl, Columbus, 1.

,
3. In ccram

zontal wheel turned by one hand while the

other hand of the potter fashions the clay;

also a revolving wheel used by decorators in

painting bands of slip, color, or gold <ui the

ware; a decorating-wheel. See toiiniitlr.— 4.

A revolving derrick used in loading iron ore

on cars, or transferring it from cars to a vesstl.

One of the older methods, which has not yet been
abandoned, consists of the utiliwitioii of •• iihirterf," or

revolving derricks, which in their apiK'arance and plan

of working are not so very dilferont from the steimi-

shovels U> be fouml in the mining regions.

ir. Faii-cfll. in The Century, April, 1901, p. StS.

6. An instrument designed to furnish a uaW-
gator w^ith an artificial horizon when at sea.

It is also known as Troughton's top, after its

inventor, and spinner.
Same as

Whistling.jar.

though a self-bow of like construction would
be lialiU' to break.

whip-flange (hwip'flanj), ii. In pinnoforte-

inakituj, the projection from the action-rail to

which" a whip is piloted.

whipped (whipt), a. Applied to a mottled or

agitated blue colonised on Chinese porcelain.

See *()/<•« foucltc.

whipper, » 6. See the extract.

After being thus dried, it may be either stored or

]mssed at once to the whipfter. a machine that knocks
tlie dust and sand '

more open.
r. S. I'rpl. Amr., The Cotton I'lant, Bulletin, 1S»«, p.

[.•:».

whipping, "• 7. lu golf, the thin twine with

wbioD the head and shaft of a club are bound
together,

whipping-action (hwip'ing-ak'shfiii), n In
a reciprocating, angular motion ; an •whist", n Brldjse whlst. See *briii;;,c-'.— Cayenne

action or motion which tends to produce flex

ure: as, the whipping-twtion of a connecting-
rod,

whippoorwill-pea (hwip'p(Jr-wil-pe'), n. See
*;)r(M.

whipsaw, f. t. 3. Hence, to beat, defeat, or
cause to fail in two opposite ways at the same
time. See the extract. [Slang.]

lie [a broker) has only been a member a short time. It

was reported on the floor that he hatl lately been "whip-
tawfd In the market, having been caught short of KeAd-
ing, long of sugar and long of wheat

N. y. h'vfniny Mail, Jan. 24, 1908.

whip-scorpion, » .
— Giant whlp-scorplon, an arach-

nid of the ordir l\-'ttptitpi and faniily Thtlijiihonidie,

Thrttiphfutia 'ji'jaiiUuit, found coiiunoidy in the south-
ern i'nit4Hl StAtea, where it is known as the vinegeri>ne,

the vinaigrier, the mule-killer, and the whip-tjiil scorpion.

Although greatly feared, it is harmless.— Tailed whlp-
SCOrplon, any member of the family Thfhivhonidir. ^a
trAio-ncorjiioa.— Tailless whlp-scorpion, any member
of the faniily I'hryuidjr. See T'hrijnid.-r.

whip-snake, ". 2. An Australian poisonous
snake, llnplociphalus flagellum, about a foot
long. E. I'.. Morris.

whipsnake-eel (hwip'snak-el'), »i. Any eel
of the genus ^fnliiclithus ; in particular, O,

gomctii. found about the coral reefs of the
Gulf of Mexico.
whip-stick (hwip'stik), n. Same as mallee.

whlst, a variety of whist in which the suits have ditfer-

out values and the trump is named by the dealer's side,

iiisteail of being turned up. It may also be played with-

out a trump, either to win tricks or t*> lose them all : in

the latter ease it is called nu/iii.—Compass whlst, in

duitticale ivhint or bridijr. an arrangement of the playei-s

by which they always occupy the same iKiints of the com-
pass with which they started.— Domlno whlst, a game
of canis. See */iiT-or-iiiiif.—Drive whlst. Same as

proiirevitiir ivhiilt. See ^)^l^f/r(•.^.^-U'c *<iitiiti'ii.— HumbUg
whlst, a variation of double dummy in which the two
playei-s sit opposite each other. Four hands are dealt.

kind of jar made by the ancient Penivians,
particularly in the
region of Cliiniu, pro-
vided with double
or connecting spouts
through which the
air rushes when the
contents of the mi
are poured out. By
appropriate constric-
tions in the spouts
the inrushing air is

made to produce
a whistling sound.
Sometimes these jars

have the forms of animals and the sound is

intended to imitate the voice of the animal.
Copies of old Peruvian vases have als^i lieen flttemided,

which included some of the double •' «7o'K(f»H</-^(ir«" so
well known to collectors of Incarial vessels.

A". .4. Barber, Tottery and I'onelain of the V. a, p. 9a

Any
e genus

Jlicatesi<i, inhabiting Australia. They Hy at dusk
and make sharp continued calls like those of cicadas.

The noise, according to Sir (ieorge Hampson, is probably

made by rubbing the tarsal spines against a ridged area

in the front of the fore wings. H'. H'. Frogijatt, Austra-

lian Insects.

The " whittling (stridulating) iiiofAs " of the genus Ue-
catesia, which emit sounds like the call of a Cicada (pp.

234, 2.36), of which latter gnuip there are also many large

ami remarkable Australian species.
yatiire, Sept. 19, 1907, p. 516.

whistling-post (hwis 'Hug -post), n. See
*wh istliiKi-botird.

whit-bed (hwit'bed), «. Same as whit-bee.

See rorllniid stone, under stone.

See whitei. I. n.- White C. See *r.—White J. See*j.
~ White line. (') In irooif-.iiyriiciii;;, a line cut directly

into the surface of the bliK-k. and not left uiwn the sur-

face, as was done by the early (ierman schools. Thomas
Uewick (17.'i;f-lS'JS) intnslnced the methwl of working
out the design by cutting away the lights and leaving the

darks, depending thus uinm a white line instead of a
black line.

itv the new methotl the bhxk was treated as a black

surface, auil the color was lessened by increasing the

number of tvhite fines.

<;. K. Woodbrrni, HisL of VVoodengraving, p. 162.

White mold. See *(cn/-»ioM, 2, and mi)(i/2.— White
nebula, plague. See *in(iii/(i. *;rfnc/i(e.— White
River series. See *«en>«.—White rot, ware. See
*)'?. *(riir»-.

n. ". 5. Any one of several white pierid

butterflies, as "the great southern white, Pon-
tid moniiste, the checkered white, P. protodice,

the gray-veined white, Pieris napi. or the cab-

bage-biitterfly, P. rapx. Comstoc):. How to

Know the Butterflies, p. 71.— 6. In milling,

the trade-name of flour made from the whitest
I if either player Is not content with his own hand he and finest part of the wheat and free from all

"' " tho outer coats.— 7. Same as fi/ooml, 6 (d).

[Rare.] Flemming. Practical Tanning, p. 163.
— Bar3rtlC white, a white pigment consisting of barium
sulphate. Same as ct'iistanl u-hite (which see, under
irAi(<i).— Charlton white, a house-painters' pigment,
consisting of barium and strontium sulphates witli Einc

sulphid.— Checkered white, an American pierid but-

am exchange it for the one ou his right, the trnnip re-

maining the sjuue as flrst turned up. Only the thirteen

ciu"ds in each hand are played, the scoring for tricks and
honors being the same as at whists— Kalamazoo whlst,
another nimie for duplicate whist : so called because the
llrst diiplicate-whist trays were made in KalamaztHi.
Michigan.— Scotch whist. See catch the ten. under
rdfcA 1.— Solo whlst, a canl game for four players, each
having IS cards liealt to him, 3 at a time for four iimiids

and then lata time, the last being turned up for a trump.
The canls rank as in whist, and the object is to make
tricks. There are six varieties of the game, the playera
amionncing in turn which of these, if any, they are will-

ing to undertake. The one offering the best game is the
caller. The games are : proposal and acceptance, to
make six tricks with the assistjuice of a iiartuer ; solo, to
make live tricks alone ; niisi're. to take no trick, thei-e be-

ing no trump suit; abondance. to name a trump suit, and
take nine tricks alone; open misire, to lay the hand face
up on the tjible after the first trick, and lose every trick;

Often abondance, to name a trump' suit and take all tlie

tricks with the caller's band exposed face upward on the

Checkered White l
/'••'• >/>v/«/irrt.

,-1. male ; />'. tcm.ile.

terfly, Pond'o protodice. widely distributed tht»iaghout

the United St«teg. Its lame feed on cabbage and other



white
crnciferons plants.

—

Chinese white, (h) A trade-name for
a piKinent used aa a suhatitutt; fur white lead : it is soinc-
tiiiit-ii zinc oxi<l, Boiiietiinea t>ariiini Hiiliiliate.— DurescO
white, the trade-name of a pJKnieiit cutisiMtinK of huriuni
and strontium sulphates with /ine Hnt[>liid.— Qardeu
White, any one of the several speeiea of white pierid
butterllies coniluon in Hardens in Knrope and Norti»
Americii : as, the imjiorted calihaue-ljutterdy, Pontia
ro^ar.— Oray-veined white, a varialile nierid buttertly,
IHeriit nitpi, common to Kurope and N<)rtfi America,
which exliihits an extraordinary poIymori>hiflm, eleven
named vai-ietics occurring: in tlie t'liited suites. \ia
lan'a- feed on cabbage and other cruciferuus plants.

—

Oreat south-
ern white, a
larye American
iiierid buttertly,
'iuitia mrt-

1445
North Island, and at that time a strict inhabitant of low
scrubby vegetation, where its habits were (fre«ariou8.
Formally years it seemed to have liccome extinct, Mr.
Reischek, durini; several years" hunting in the Auckland
woods never having met with a Hingle example. During
the last few years it has reajiin'arcd, but in an entirely
new character, as the frequenter of the highest tree-topa,
and it appears to be sensibly increasing.

Pap. Sci. Mo., Jan., liKB, p. 224.

white-letter (hwit'let-6r), n. See tlie g.\-

tract.

The roman type was then calleil tphite'lettcr as a ready
name of distinction [from ' black-letter

'J,
for roman

showed more whit* than black uiM)n the printed page.
})e Viane, Plain Printing Types, p. 2W,

r.fc&t Southern White ^Ptntia mtrnustt').

a. atlult ; d, larva ; f. pupa.

nunte, occuiTing
commonly in
the southern
Initeil States,
the West In-
dies, and Sou tit

America. Its
larvie feed on
catibage, let-

tui'e, and tur-

nip. —Orlfflths'
''atent zinc
;rhlte, a pig-
ment made by
precipitating a
solution of zinc
Bulphat« or cbtorid with a soluble sulphid, calcining
the precipitiite. and quenching it, while hot, in
cold water.— Hamburg white, the trade-name of a
pigment, a mixture of white lead and barium sul-
phate.— In the white, not yet dyed: said of textile
fabrics, iis wo4tl. nioliair, or i-ott^in.- Marbled white.
Hie *hni/-wniirnfr.— Orr'a ZlnC White, a housepaint-
ers' pigment which consists of a mixture of zinc sulphid
and barium sulphate, made by the interaction of solutions
of zinc sulphate an<' )>arium suliihid. It is not blackene<l
by an atmosphere which contains stilphureteil hydrogen.
— Satin white. .Same as Uancfixe (which see, under
hlaur\.

whitebait, ». 3. A name used in New Zea-
land for tlie young fry of (itilaxian attenttntux,

a fish of the family Galaxida:; al.so the young
of the New Zciiliind smelt, Kitrnpinna Ilich-

arrlmnii. K. E. Morris, Austral Eiiulisli.

white-beard, ". 2. In AuNtnilia, any one of
several species of shruliby plants of tlie genus
Stijphclia, especially S. ericoitleg, so called
from the dense beard of white hairs which
lines the corolla lobes.

whitebill, n. 2. A eliipeoid fish, Sardinella
liKiiiiriilin, of the West Indian fauna.

white-blast (hwit'blist), «. A disease of cul-
tivated onions, in America, caused by the in-

sect Thrips sIruitUH.

white-border (hwit'bdr'dfer), n. The antiopa
butterfly.

whitecap, n. 6. The inner chaff of wheat:
chiefly in the plural. Todd, Amer. Wheat
Culturist, p. 24.

white-cat (h«it'kat), ». 1. A name applied
to the lork-tailed i-atfish of the Potomac river,
Jmiurus rntus, found from Maryland to Texas.— 2. Same as fAfl'inf/-caf (rt).

white-eye, n. 4. Same as wall-eyed pike {yih.\ch

see, uiiiler pike-).

whiteface (hwit'fas), n. A small Australian
passerine bird, XerophiUi leuatpsis. E. E.
Morris.

Whiteflelder (hwit'fel-d^r), n. A follower of
Wliitifleid, the evangelist, who, in the great
controversy with Wesley, in the middle of
the eighteenth century, held the Calvinistic
view as opposed to the Arminian ; a White-
fieldian.

Whltefleldlte (hwit'fel-dit), n. Same as
*H'hilffiiMer.

whitelish, n.-BisseU's whiteQsh, Argyroutmwi
Inxiftl}. found in Hinall lakes in .Michigan.— Bloater
Whlteflah, a small »hit4*llsh, Ar!/yroKomux prftffnathus.
— Broad Whiteflsh, the common name of a species of
w hitellsh. Corf^/onuM kennicotii, of the family .^hnmiidtr,
found in the streams of British Columbia and Alaska.
The largest sfiecies of the genus attains a weight of 30
pounds. — COUlter'a whiteflsh, Vorefftmns emUlerii,
found in the bead waters of the C'olumlMa river in British

Columbia.— HnmpbaCk whiteflsh, Cure^iimun neltoni,

of northern .North A merica.— KennicOtt'a Whiteflsh,
(JorffffmttM kfnnirotti. from British Americ;a and Alaska.
— Laoretta whiteflsh, a flsh, Arfiyrtmfnnutt laureMiw,

found in the Yukon river.- I^aat whiteflsh, a flsh,

Ar(/yroMomuti puKilhin, widely distributed in the fresh
waters of Alaska.— Richardson's whiteflsh, Corrgmui
richartU'mi, found in British t.'olumbia. Silver White-
flsh, Artryrotomua prognathus, a whiteflsh found In the
Oreat Ij(ke«.

whitehead, n. 6. A small and rare oscinino
bird, CliUinyx albicilla, peculiar to the North
Island, New Zealand, and threatened with
extinction.

Now, singnlarly enough, the tehiUhead (Clltonyx alhi-

caplUatsic]) was forty years ago the commonest bird in the

New
See

Tlie
.spied til,

Tritlcti.s

central

Whitening of pig-iron. See *piij-iron.

white-pointer (liwit'poin't6r), u. A
South Wallas name for th(^ u'liile slitirh.

shark^. K. E. Morris, Austral English.

white-top, «. 2. Same as *hlackhiilt.— 3
conitnoii wild oat-grass, Duiilhonia
of the eastern United States.— 4.
strictus, an approved hay-grass of
Texas.

whitewash,". 4. Awash or loose superficial
di'posit of white boulders and pebbles of
quartz and sericite-schist which appears on
the hillsides above the gold-bearing creeks
of th(! Klondike and is itself auriferous. See
the extract. [Local.]

Tlie early niiners of course confined their attention to
the valleys, anil the discovery of these rich ile|K>sit« upon
the hillsides excit«Ml great surjirise ; they now rival the
valley gravel in importance. The defMisit is locally
known as • vhitf-umth' or the 'White channel. The
origin of the White <:haiinel Is shrouded in mystery; it
was at ftrst snpixwed to he a glacial deposit.

//. .1. .Ifi>r«, in I'op. Scl. Mo., July, 1()02, p. 2.'M.

whitewashing-machine (hwit'wosh-ing-ma-
shen")i ''• A painting-machine adapted to
the use of prepared liquid whitewash. See
*pnin till{/-machine.

whither- (hwiTit'fr), r. t. [Also dial. «j*irf-

d<:r, uhiillirr, whnddrr, wither, xcuther, wudder

;

origin obscure,j)erhaps orig. imitative. Omi-
pare wiither.} To make a rushing noise ; make
a tumult in the atmosphere; roar, rustle, or
whistle, as the wind ; bellow, as a bull. [A
wide-spread prov. word.]

whiting-, n. 6. A name given to a large num-
ber of unrelated silvery and white fishes, for
example to dillerent sciienoid, clupeoid, and
gadoid fishes— California wbitinK, .Mi„(i>irrAi/«
t/nrfufnrt/*, of the coast of I'alifornia. Northern whit-
ing, MnitirirrhuA unrnli/iii.itt the Atlantic coiist 4,f the
United States."- Sand Whiting, MriilirirrhiiH iiinrri-
r<i»u»,of the south Atlantic arid I iiilf coasts of thi^ Inited
States.-Whiting of Lake Winnlplseogee, a whit*ilah,
Citrfgrmiu lahmiliirii'UH, found from the Winniiieg and
Oreat Ijike regions U> the lakes of the Adirondacks and
White Mountains, and northeastward.

Whitney, witney (wit'ni), n. A kind of doth
having a raised nap in ridges (E. I). I).): a
heavy, rather coarse, woolen fabric much used
in the eighteenth century for coats, breeches,
petticoats, and cloaks. Blankets are now
made of it. [Prov., Eng. (Yorkshire).]

Whitney. A heavy and rather coarse cloth In universal
use in the eighteenth century. ... Its cfilor was usually
scarlet. ... It was also spelled Witney.

A. M. Earle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 25a

whittlings (hwit'lingz), n. pi. Chips or bits
piodu I in whittling.

W. H. M. A. An abbreviation of Women's
Home Misnionnry Association.

whorl, «. 6. In arch.rol., one of certain round
objects, sometimes slightly cup-shaped, which
are frequently
found in excava-
tions. They usually
carry marks or inscrip-
tions, and are probably
votive otTeringa. Dr.
8chliemann found many
thousand terra-cotta
whoria in the third,
fourth, fifth, anil aixth
citieaat Ilissarlik. They
have been found in Italy,

Cret.e, and elsewhere.

whort, ".-Indian
whort, the bearberry,
ArctiitttaphytoH tJ'va-

urH. Also called upfamf whorl.

or unid rraiiht-rry.

whudder (hwud'i-r), v. i. See *whithcr^, v.

whyo (liwi'6;, n. A footpad. [WoatemU. 8
slang.]

W. I. An abbreviation of WeH Indies.

Wianamatta shales. See *shale^.

Wichita group. Sim) *<jioiipi.

wick', ". 1^. In hort., a pea-vine, of a set be-

wiederkomm
ing bred for oarllness, whitjh continues to
grow above instead of promptly maturing the
lower pods.

The objectionable form is a vine twenty-four to sixty
Inches in height, which even wlicn the lowest pod is fully
ripe is still growing, having its apex covered with blos-
soms and buds. Such plalita aa these last are called by
secdmen •wickn' or 'olfa,' and a stock of 'Extra Kiu-ly

'

peas ia valued in inverse proportion to the niimher of
such plMiits it pioiluces. Scieiur, May (i, IIXM, ji. 738.

wickelkamacite, n. See *mct<;orite.

wicker-', v. See *whicker.

wicket, w. 8. A game, formerly played in
jiarls of the United States, resembling primi-
tive cricket.— Bird-lime wicket, in rriekri. a wicket
which in consequence of the action of rain followed by
wind or sunshine becomes dry on the aurface only, caus-
ing the ball when bowled lo break readily, flutrhin-
Hon, Cricket, p. a;i. - Biting wicket, in cricket, a wicket
upon which the spin or twist imparted to tile ball by
the-bowlcr will readily bite or take effect. Ihitchinmn,
Cricket, p. I(n.— Hard Wicket, in cricket, a wicket or
playing-grounil which is liani and dry. UutchinHon,
iricket, II. (ill.— Pace of the wicket. Sec -tijmceX.—
Single wicket, that form of cricket in wliicli only one
batsman at a time ia having hia innings.— Sticky Wicket,
in cricket, a wicket affected by rain which causes the
hall t^i stick and lose its speed at the pitch.— TO catCh
a Wicket, in cricket, Ut catch a batsman out^

wicking^ (wik'ing), n. [ioicAB + -tnt/i.] In
laini-lxnrls, the act of caroming from one ball
lying near the jack, with the effect that one's
own balls lie nearer the jack tliiiii those of
one's opponents: more fully termed in-and-out
tricking.

wickinp, n. 2. llence any small hut or shanty.
[Western U. S.]

This Wllkina lives In a »crr*n/i/p out on the aige of the
town. A. II. 'Lemt, Wolfville Days, ill.

See those apars up-ended over there V I mean that
vickyup thing. Ilop-|ifilea, then, you rural bliglitee.
Keel* on fetching me nop. poles.

/(. Kiplinij, Steam Tactics, In Trafilcs and Discoveries,

Ip. 181.

Widal reaction. See *agglutination test.

Wide ball, cards. See *liain, *card'^.

wide-awake, «. 2. The sooty tern, Sterna
fuliginosa, a tropical and subtropical species,
nBme<l from its cry.

The mrwt numerous tenia are the 'black-backed and
'gray-backed ' wiiteiiimkes, of which there must be inil-
llona. Heating among the bushes and tufts of grass, par-
ticularly on the southern end of the island.

C. C. Ntillimj, in I'op. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1803, p. 327.

wide-gage (wid'gaj), a. Same as broad-

wide-lead (wid'led), v. t. In printing, to lead
(lines of type) widely.

If the text Is wide-leaded, about half a page of blank
apace may be given t/i the chapter heading; If tliin-
leaileil, imc third ; If aolid and without a head-band, one
fourth or one fifth of the page.

I)e Vinne, MimI. Iksik Composition, p. l.'il.

wide-minded (wid'min-dod), a. Broad-
minded; liberal; capable of more than one
view of a subject.

widemindedness (wid 'min-ded-nes), n.
Bni.iilinitidediiess; liberality; a capacity of
looking at a subject from many points of
view.

Free libraries controlled by trained librarians [develop]
a certain widemindedTtesii— forming a basis for true cul-
tivation. Jf. and 4, Kith ser., III. 3'.iO.

wide-space (wid'spas), v. t. In printing, to
arrange the type or words with thicker or
wider spaces than usual.

Wide-ipace fat type ; thin-space condensed type.
be Vinne, Misl. Ifcsik Cora()osition, p. S8.

widoW
',
n . College widow. See -kcollege.— Widow's

peak, a lock of hair growing down in the middle of a
woman's forehead. [Collisi.I

She who waited by the brushwoo<l-plle was no longer a
little girl, but a woman with black hair that grew into a
"undow'H ^leak," combed back from her forehead.

/(. Kiptmy, The llrushwood Boy, in 1'he Day's Work,
[p. 410.

widow-flsh (wid'o-fisJi), n. A scorpienoid fish,

Sebastodcs ovalis, found on the coast of Cali-
fornia.

widow-maker, n. 2. Specifically : (a) In lum-
bering, a broken limb hanging loose in the top
of a tree, which in its fall may injure a man
below, (ft) A breaking cable.

width, n— Intercondyllc width, the distance be-
tween the outer surfaces of the condyles of the lower jaw.
A. ThmnpMiin, .Tour. Anthrop. Inst., XXXIII. 14.1.— In-
tertemporal width, in anthrop. and zoiil., the leiwt
width lietwcen the two tfinifxiral fosare, taken behind the
fKist^irhitJil firocesscs : used in measuring skulls of mam-
mals.

wiederkomm (ve'der-kom), n. [G. wieder-
koni'ii, < wicderkommen, come again, < wieder.



wiederkomm

again, + kommen, eome.] A cylindrical

drinkiug-glass, usually ot large size, aeeoraled

with paiutiugs iu en-
amel colors, made in

Germauy in the 16th,

17th, ami ISth cen-
turies. Seo*«iWAo)«»i.

wierd, a- An amended,
and former, spelling of

weird.

wife, ".—Spiritual wife,
in the Xlorniita clmri-h, the
wife who is 'sealed' to her
liuslmiui 'for eternity.' 8ee

wife-tribe (wiftrib), ».

In primitive society

where laws of exogamy
exist, that tribe from
which a member of a

certain tribe must
choose his wife. Bntzel

(trans.). Hist, of Man-
kind, I. 117.

•wig* (wig), V. i. [Origin

obscure.] To post a
scout on the route of

flight in a pigeon race,

with a hen pigeon to attract the opponent's

bird and retard his progress. Barrere and
Ltlaiul. [Slang.]

Wlggler, ». 2. The larva of a mosquito. Same
as wriggler, 1, and wiggletail.

The larrae of Culex, commonly
known as wigijters, are familiar to

almost eTeryone, and are the common
wiij'jUr* found in horse troughs and
raiii-water barrels, which wTiggle
around in the water, returning at fre-

quent intervals to the surface to

breathe, and when at the surface hang-
ing with simply' the tip of the tail

e.itruding, the rest of the boily being
held below the surface at a great

angle.
L. O. Ilo^jfard, in Yearbook U. S.

IDept. Agr., 1901, p. 181.

Wiggletail DBmocrat, a Democrat
bred iu a stagnant jiarty as the
wiggletail or wiggler is bred in

stagnant pools ; one who is a Demo-
crat by inheritance or habit and not
by reflection. Thotnas K. Watson.
(II. .S. p<jlitical slang.]

wigwassing, «. See *wee-
quii.viiing.

Wikstroemia (wik-stre'mi-a),

«

1 l-iO

New tenitoly hus hein oji.ned up by unexpected wild- 'willOW-Catflsll
eatit loil-wellsl. The shut-down had done less than was *u:illow-cat.
expected to decrease stocks.

McCliires Maij., Feb., 1903, p.

willy-willy

(wil'o-kat'fish), n. Same as

Wiederlvomni 17th century

Wiggler (full-

grown larva of Cjt-

7fx). e n 1 a r jr ed.
(Howard, U.S.D. A.)

[NL., named

wildcatter (wild'kat"«'r), n. One who pros-

pects for oil or ores, or takes otlier ventures;

one who opens ntw oil-wells, mines, or similar

venturesoiue enterprises.

It 18 a fact that large oil producers do not prospect

;

they leave that dangerous business to the professional

"rvildcaftfr," and when he luis located a new, rich terri-

tory, they buy hira out
.Set. Amer., June 18, 1904, p. 474.

wildcatting (wild'kat-ing), n. The act of

prospecting, as for ores or minerals. See the

extract under '''wildcatter.

Wildcattinn hjis been going on at a number of other
points in the state and some encouragement has been
met, especially in Randolph and Macoupin counties. -It

seems not uidikely that as experienced drillers prospect

other part* of the state, especially in the southern por-

tion, additional oil fields will he found.
Citntrih. to Econ. Qeol, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1907, p. 829.

Wildermutli ear. See *eari.

wild-fowling (wild'foul-ing), «. The hunt-
ing of wild-fowl.

Their principal means of subsistence is un-ld-fowling, a
dangerous occupation, fre<iuently costing human lives.

Geoii. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 269.

wilful-missing (wirfiil-rais"ing), a. Missing
voluntarily; missing, but not killed, wounded,
or captured. [Colloq.]

There is a world outside the one you know.
To which for curiousness 'Ell can't compare—

It is the place where " ^Hlful-mimnngg " go.

As we can testify, for we are there.

You may 'ave read a bullet laid us low,

That we was gathered in " with reverent care
And buried pmper." But it was not so.

As we can testify, for we are there.

R. Kipling, Wilful-Missing, st. 1.

'Wilga (wil'ga), n. [Austral Eng., from the
aboriginal name.] An Australian tree of the

rue family, Geijcra parviflora, yielding a hard
wood having an agreeable odor.

'Wilk-bob (wilk'bob), n. Same as road-goose

(which see, under *gnose).

Will^, « Divided -will. See divided -kaelf.— Mancl-
patory will. Same as mancipatory testament (which
see, under testament).— Sealed Will or mystic Will, a

foltn of will or testament conunon under the Louisiana
code as under its original, the Code Napoleon. It is

signed by the testator, and placed in a sealed wrapper
and superscribed by the testator and by a notary and
witnesses to whom he has declared that it is his will.

—

To bresUs a will. See *break.

willow-chafer
(wil ' o - eha" -

fer), «. Same
as goldsviith-

hectlc, 1.

Willow Creek
beds. See

willow - louse
(wil ' o-lous),
n. Any one of

several spe-
cies of plant-

lice found on
the willow,

such as Bhopalosiphum salicis, Chaitophorus

nigrx, C. smithise, Lachnvjs salicicola, and L.

deutatus.

'Willow-moth, «. 2. Any one of more than
60 species of American moths whose larres

1/

Flocculent plant-louse iMttanoxanthus
Jtixcuiosus) lound on willow.

a, oviparous female, enlarged: b, head
and antenna of same, greatly enlarged ;

c, eggs on willow bark. (After Weed,
U. S. D. A.)

Willow Dagger-moth Kjipatela oblinittA.

a. larva ; b, cocoon ; f , moth. (After Riley, U. S. D- A.J

live on willows; notably the willow tussock-

moth, Hemerocampa definita, the adult of the

pink-striped willow span-worm, Deiiinea vario-

lariu, and either of the -willow dagger-moths,
Apntela ohlinita and J. Americana.

willow-worm (wil'o-werm), n. Anjr one of

in honor of Johann Emanuel Wikstriim (1789- Will* (wil), «. An abbreviation of the per-

sonal name 7FJHia?».—Black Will, a common name
of Centropristes striatus, smurranoid fish of the Atlantic

coast of the United States.

,.„ , ... , Willard's brome-grass. See *bronie-grass.
A simplified spelhng of

^iiicoxite(wil'kok-sit), ». [Named after Col.

Joseph M'illcnx.] A hydrous silicate of alu-

minium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium,

which occurs in whitish pearly scales a? a

coating about corundum and is derived from
its alteration : found in North Carolina.

See *cnnvas.

1856), a Swedish botanist.] A name given by
Entilicher in 1833 to Capura, a genus of plants

of the family Daphnaceie.

Wil, "., »•, and a.

mil.

wild', a. 14. Being in a state of ebullition.

Thus steel, solidifying in a mold, which is

evolving gases, is said to be wild.

No. 2 sample is an extra soft open-hearth steel, con- ^__^ ,.,.^^...,,^„_ .

taining 0.14 percent, of carbon and only 0.19 per cent, of w'.'iV'^\a""'"
manganese. This steel must have been very "wild " and VviUeSuen CaU'VaS,This steel must have been very "wild
oxygenateiL Nature, April 14, 1904, p. .S6S.

Capd wild dog, Lycaon pictug, better known as the Cape
hunting dog.

Elephants, hytenas, hippopotami, and that most typical

African animal, the Cape wild-dog!
Nature, Oct 23, 1902, p. 633.

Wild date. See -kdatei

wildboret, n. Apparently a heavy repped
woolon goods, which was much used
women's winter gowns in Colonial days.

Wildbore. We read of " Marone Ribb d Wildbores " in

the Salera Gazette of 1784, and the name appears fre^

c.'Willey (wil'i), V. t. Same as willmo^, v. t.

Vickerman, Woollen Spinning, p. 117.

'Williamsite (wil'yam-sit), n. [Named after

L. W. Williams, from whom it was received.]

An apple-green or oil-green variety of serpen-

tine which has lamellar to massive granular

structure, from Pennsylvania,

for willier (wil'i-6r), 11. [icilly + -frl.] One
who operates a willow or willy for cleaning

cotton, wool, etc.
_

Willing game. See *game^.
quently elsewhere, until this century Wildbore was

.„t-ii- „i„ „,.-j„ <5qo */.«v/91
appafentlv a heavy repped wtwllen goods, and was much WllilS S COruS. ^^ee curu

used for women's winter gowns. 'Willi-^willi (wil'i- wil"i), tl. See *willy-willy.
^. J/. £aWe, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 257.

""""""
^

"
u ,

., , ^ _ ,; , , , , . 'willkomm (vilkom), n. [G. wtllkomm-beeher,
Wildcat, «. 3. Naut., a deeply grooved iron

^^Velcome-cup.'
]" Same ^s*iciederl-omm.

wheel on a windlass or capstan. On the side o o j.t.i ji. tt „ x.

faces of the groove are radial projecting ribs Wlllowl, ». 3 Same as *6/flcfc5»« --Native

i" „»;.«. „oll„H „l,->ln= =r. =JnJ thnt thpv wlllOW. («) In Australi.a, any one of _several ^species of
in pairs called whelps, so spaced that they

catch the alternate links of the chain cable.

—

4. A forraat.ional name r.pplied in Kentucky to

a congliinerate of Carboniferous age (Wildcat
Mountain Conglomerate), and in California to

a series of sediments of Pliocene age.

trees suggesting the willow, especially the boobyalla.

Acacia loiigifolia, and IHttosporum phylUreeoides. See
-trbonhi/nlta and -kbutter-bush. (6) Same as *coobah.—
Roman willow, the lilac, S^yringa Dwiornrts.— WlllOW
dagger-motll. S.'e-*H'i'(/.iM'-?nofA. '_'.— Wlllowflg. see

*«';'J.- willow leaf-beetle. See *leaf-heetle.-V\l-

lOW slug-caterpillar. See *dug.caterj)tUar.

As already pointed out these Hood plains are not delta 'wiHow-borer ( wir6-b6r"6r), n, (a) A ceram-
deposita, but are the result of corrasion of the rocks of

(jy^j^ beetle, X'jUkreehus atinosus. (6) Any
^"s i>^J °^n!'Bareau of Plant Industry, 1902, Bui- one of several buprestid beetles, such as Bu-

[let'in 12, p. .w. prestis fasciata and Jgrilus politus.

6. Same as *Higgerhead, 4.-6. An oil-we'l, willow-cat (wil'o-kat), n. A name applied to

mine, or the like discovered in *wildcatting the large catfish of the lower Mississippi,

(which 8««). letalurus anguilla.

Yellow-spotted Willow-wonn {PtrroMus 7^Mfrali4i.

a, a. young larva;; />. full-grown larva: f. cocoo«: rf. adult;

all slightly enlarged. (Howard. U. S. D. A.)

more than 150 species of lepidopterous orten-

thredinid larvse which feed on the willow.

Willyamite (wil'ya-mit), 11. [Willyama (see

def.) + -ite'^.] A'sulphantimonide of cobalt

and nickel which occurs in masses with cubic

cleavage and of a tin-white to steel-gray color:

found at the Broken Hill mines, Willyama
township, New South Wales.

willy-'Willy (svil'i-wil'i), «.; pi. wiUy-wiUics

(-iz). [Native Australian irilli-wilU.] 1. A
small whirl of wind carrying up black clouds

of dust and often leaves and grass. [Interior

of Australia.]— 2. A violent storm of wind and

rain on the northwest coast of Australia.

His [Henry Taunton's] reminiscences are spread over

the seventies and eighties, his last pearling season being

that of 1886-7, which tenninated by the disastrous loss of

his vessel, torn from its anchorage in Uagrange Hay by

one of those sudden hurricanes known by the native

name of " n"i';(i-H"i'«i." Athenirum, .Ian. 2, 1904. p. 11.

In discussing cyclones and storms, mention is made of

the " H'i«i/ Witties " which afflict the north. west parts of

West Australia. These are severe cyclones which appar-

ently originate in the Cambridge Gulf and trav I (oath-



willy-willy

west ami soutli along the line of the coast, or they cross

the continent towards the Australian Bight. These
stonus cause great havoc, and are marked by torrential
rains. yature, Oct. 22, 1908, p. 053.

wilsonite (wirson-it), n. [Named after Br.
James fyiinon, who found it,] An altered
seapolit^, uear piiiite iu eompositioD, from
Bathurst, Canada.

wilt^ (wilt), 7t. [wilt, r.] A disease of plants
which causes them to wilt: used only with a
qualifyingwordiudicative of the plant affected.
—Aster wilt, a fungous disease of cultivated asters
caused by a species of Fugariitm.— CajniB.tion wllt, a
iiisease very similar to aster wilt, which ntfects cultivated
carnations.— Com Wilt, a bacterial disease of corn
caused by Pseiulovmniit Stev-arti.— CottOn Wllt. See
wilt *rfiVa«<'.— Cucumber wilt, a fungous disease of
cucumbers caused by yeocosmintjxira raxin/ecta.~ FlaX
wllt, a serious disease of tlax, espe<-ially in the Dakotas,
attributed t»i Fumriitm Auj*.— Potato wilt, a fungous
disease which affects potatoes, doubtfully attributed to
Ompora rowa.—TomatO Wllt. Same as sleepy -kdisease.

wilt-disease (wilt'di-zez'OT " See ^disease
and *wi(t.

Wilts. An abbreviation of Wiltshire,

wimble-bit (wim'bl-bit), n. See *6i7l.

wimble-drill (wim'bl-dril), n. See *drill^.

wimen, n. An amended spelline: of u-omen.

wimi (we'me), n. sing. and^>/. [Hopi.] Sacred
objects, supposed to possess magical powers,
beJon^ng to the various clans and religious
societies among the Hopi. These objects are
used in the construction of the ponya, or altar,

and include tiponis, effigies of the gods, and
other objects.

The Antelope chief bewailed that his altar was so poor
in Ht'i/it (fetishes), and showed me, in addition to what
have been mentioned, a trochid shell and a few nmnded
stones. J. H*. Fewkes, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnuL,

[1S1H-90, p. 279.

Win^i v.—To win out. (a) In /aro, said of a card when
it wins four timee on one deal, (b) To win ; succeed.
[CoIIoq.J

win^, «. 2. A victory; a success; an act of
winning. [CoUoq.]
Mr. . . . has bred his gooil bitch Frances, who only

lacks one win of being a champion, to Debonair-Adiron-
dack Kennels' Debonair Carrjl, .'»2«T7.

Field and Faiwij, April 6, 1901.

wind^. r. I, mtravs.— io wind away, nattt, to
blow tlie lx>atswain's call ; whistle a call ; sound the
boatswain's whistle.

II. tratis.— To wind a ship, to change its position
by bringing its stem where its head was ; swing a vessel

around at its anchor so as tu clear a turn in the hawse.

Wind^, W.— Out Of wind. <^) In carpentry, free from
perceptible or injuriiuis warping or twisting, as timber;
aXm, brought U> a straight and regular form by cutting
or planing.

wind'-, W. — Backing wind. See hatUing -kicind.—^aiXic

law of tlie wind, tlie relation between the direction of

the wind and the treml of the isobars ; the law according
to which the winds blow spirally Inward, circulating in the
direction contrary to the sun or contnuy Ui the motion of

the tianda of a walch.^ Beating wind, a head wind which
forces a vessel to tack.— Coaat wind, a wind that blows
along or over the cuiist <)f a continent. Such winds are

sometimes dry winds descending from interior moun-
tains, as the hamiattan of West Africa or the northers of

the Texas coast. At other times they are simply the
sternly winds of that region of tlie globe, but converted
into eildies and gusts by tlie transitiun from land t« water,

as oti the west coiist of Mexico.— Dlurnal Inversion of
the wind, the Espy-Koeppen rule iu accordance with
which the wind, at some little distance above the earth's

surface, is strongest during the night and feeblest at
midday, whereas the reverse is true at the inmiediate
surfiiee of the earth, with corresponding diurnal changes
in direction, as announced by Kspy in 1840 and Koep-
pen in ifwfc.— Dove'8 law of the rotation of the
winds, the rule that in the north temperate zone the
changes in the direction of the wind at^ny locality go
through a period lasting only a few days, and most fre-

auently in this order: east, south, west, north, or in the
ireetitm of the apparent daily course of the sun. In the

B<iulhern hemisphere the order is reversed. This law was
known ti> Arist^jtle for the Mediterranean region, but Dove
in 1H27 gave it a wider extension. His theoretic explana-
tion by the intn^cluction of belts of southerly an<i north-

erly win<isisnow replaced by the laws uf cyclones and their

movem»-ntsof translation.— Eye ofthewind. i^ee*eyel.

—Haulingwind, a wind that changesaround the compass
in tlie <lii e<ttit»ii of tlie movement of clock-hands or with
the sun the reverse of a backiwj wind, which shifts con-

trary t. . the revidution of clock-hands, or against the sun.—
Head wind, a wind directly in the course of the vessel

;

a wind ..onuiig from the quarter t<jward which the ship

is bound. —Hot Wind, specifically, in Australia, a wind
blowhig from the ntjrth, histing for two or three days, and
marked by a few houi-s (jf extreme heat— Hurricane
winds. In tlie northern hemisphere these winds revolve
coiitrary to the movements of the hantls of a watch, and
in the southern hemisphere with the hands of a watch,
..r. as a Bailor expresses it, 'against the sun' and 'with

the sun,' respectively.-In the Wind, ('') Said of the
sails of a vessel when they are all shivering, owing to the

ship'K having been bnjught close to the wind.—lAl^e
wind, nauf., a wind blowing at such an angle with the

kiel that it is practically a free or quartering wind, or one
which blows over the quarter of the vessel.-Moderate
wind. Smiie as tnoderate breeze. See icind-Hcah' (under
Hvnle'-). Planetary winds. See -kplnfU-fary rlrcula-

tvnu Spiral or aplrallng winds, winds that blow in a

general reentrant spiral system of curves around the

globe and around local areas of lugh and low pressure ;

Uie complex system of cyclonic and anticyclonic winds.

The relation of weather changes to the npiraling winds
of the prevailing westerlies may be simply illustrated by
drawing (on an appropriate scale) the winds and clouds
of a cyclonic and an anticyclonic area, ... on tracing
paper and moving the paper slowly to the right, across a
map of the United States.

W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog.

To hold a good wind (naut), to po.ssess weatherly
qualities ; to preserve the breeze.—TO hold the wind
{naut), to keep the sails full.—To hug the Wind, t^ee

*/iwy.—Wind erosion. See *<r.*.Ni*>u.—Wind-man-
tle. See -ksheltir-hclt.—Woven wind, a fanciful name
applied to various delicate gauzy te.vtile.s, such as Coan
linen, Dacca muslin, etc.

The construction of the roller gin has undoubtedly been
greatly improved in recent times, especially as regai'ds
the ease with which it is worked and the quantity of
cotton it cleans, but it is doubtful if the quality of the
product is any better than it was in those ancient days
when the Hindoos extracted with it the delicate fibers
with which they made the wonderful tissues called the
*' woven wind."
V S. Dept. Agr., The Cotton Plant, Bulletin, 1896, p. 355.

windage, n. 3. The disturbance of the atmo-
spliere by the movement of any object through
it, as by that of a revolving fly-wheel or arma-
ture.

In reply to a query as to whether the idndage is exces-
sive, he said that it is more than in the case of the slow-
speed generator, yet as a whole it has not a disagreeable
etfect since noise in the engine room is a comparative
quantity. Elect. World and Engin., July 4, iy03, p. 15.

4. The space intervening between the moving
part of any mechanism and the inclosnre
within which it moves, as the air-gap of a
dynamo.—5. The air-friction of the moving
parts of a machine as distingtiished from the
friction of the bearing surfaces.

Mr. \V. Odell described some experiments he had car-
ried out to detennine the power wasted by tlie windage
of rty-wbeel and dynamo armatures and he stated that
a t>-foot disc running at 500 revolutions a mitiitte would
absorb atK)Ut 10 H. P. A'ature, Oct. 29, liw;i, p. 035.

wind-bag, «. 2. In omith.y a pouch connected
with the gullet and capable of being distended
with air when a bird is ' showing off.* Such
wind-bags are present in the frigate-bird, the
great bustard, and* others.

These wind bags, which, almost without exception, may
be inflated and deflated at the will of the animal, differ
much in the nature of their origin.

H'. P. I*ycra/t, in Knowledge, Jan., 1903, p. 1.

wind-borne (wind'b6rn), a. Carried by the
wind, as sand.

wind-break, n. 2. The breaking of trees by
wind.

wind-cripple (wind'krip'l), n. A tree stunted
or otherwise injured by the wind.

Wind-cripples have dead or dying tops, often with en-
tire loss of the conical shape; the gnjwth of their
branches is limfted to a critical line. This leads to a
densely branched and often one-side<l habit.

Science, Feb. 28, 1908, p. 339.

wind-cutter, «. 2. A construction or con-
figuration for the front end of a high-speed
vehicle, such as a railway-car or motor-vehi-
cle, by which the resistance to motion by
displacement of the air is lessened. Such wind-
cutters are sections of conoids or inclined or warped sur-
faces presenting a sharp edge of entry into the air, or
receiving the wind pressure on areas oblique to the
direction of motion. Dirigible aerodnjmes have wind-
cutting ends. The Engineer (London), 19(11, p. 432.

wind-drift (wind 'drift), )i. The general
movement or resultant of the wind, disregard-
ing minor deflections ; the general movement
of clouds or storms or flotsam carried along
by the wind.
The sand so produced is rounded by wind-drift in an

nnniistakable manner, the grains being entirely different
from those of sea-sand. Geog. t/our. (R. G. S.), XI. 662.

winder*, ». 6. A mechanism for drawing or
bending a crossbow.

winder-hole (win'd6r-h61), n. The hole in

the dial or case of a clock, or of any spring-
driven apparatus, into which the key is in-

serted for the purpose of winding the spring.

wind-firm (wind'ferm), a. Able to withstand
heavy wind.

wind-gall, n. 2, A defect in a timber or log,

duo to an old wound caused by the breaking
of a limb, commonly by a wind.
wind-guard (wind'gard), V. A screen or some
device placed between an object and the
wind, for protection.

A wind-g\tard is also provided in the form of a fan
revolving very rapidly in front of the balloon, and thus
deflecting and dispersing the cuiTent of wind and pre-
venting any impact blow on the nose of the silk bag.
• Daily Telegraph, Oct 6, 1905.

wind-harp (wind'harp), n. Same as ^olian
harp (which see, under JEolian).

wind-hungry (wind' hung *gri), a. Said of

winding

sails that have no wind in them ; not rounded
by the wind, as sails.

Windic (win'dik), a. and n. I. a. Of the
Winds or Wends: used as a large group-
name.

11. n. A group-name used to include the
Lettio and Slavic branches. Compare Wen-
die.

windlgo (win'di-go), n. [Also wyvdeffOy wen-
digo ; Canadian F. windigo, wendigo, < Ojibwa
and Cree windigo.'] A cannibal giant in In-
dian mythology.

Wendigo [windigo). A monster, a cannibal-giant of
Indian story, an Indian turned cannibal. A word still in
use in noi-thern and northwestern Canada, and the litera-
ture of that region.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct-Dec, 1902, p. 26ft

winding^, n. 3, Any portion of an electric
circuit which is coiled. The term is applied to the
annature and tield-coils of geneiators and niutors, to tiie

turns of wire on electromagnets, to the coils of galvanom-
eters and other current-measuring nstruments, to the
primai-y and secondary turns of transformers, in lesis-

tance and inductance-coils, and, in general, to any convo-
lution or set of convolutions which forms a poition of the
conducting circuit of an electrical machine or device.

—

Armature winding, the coil or set of coils of wire, or,

in general, the set of conductor, on tho armatuie of a
generator or motor, coTistituting the circuit in which cur-
rents are generated when cut by the lines of force of the
magnetic field of the machine, or whicli, in the cfise of a
motor, move across the lines of the field.—Bai-wlndlng,
an armature winding for genei-att^rs of low voltiige ami
large current output in wjiich a small number of v^on-

ductors of lai-ge cross-bection are used.— Bllilar Wind-
ing, a form of non-inductive winding in which two wires
are wound side by side and connected differentially in
series. See differential winding, under differential.—Bl-
f>Olax winding, any armature or field winding designed
or use in a generator or motor having but one pair of
magnet poles,— Cliain-Winding, a form of winding, for
the stationary armatures of alteniating-cnrrent machines,
in which separate overlapping coils are inserted in slots
of the armature core and the coils belonging to each
phase aie connected in series.— ClOsed-coU winding,
an annature winding for direct-cunent geueratois aiul
motors in which all the coils are in series, the successive
bars of the commutator serving as coiuiectors: distin-

guished from an open-coil winding, in which orly one
coil at a time is in circuit.— Cimiulatlve winding, a.

winding consisting of two sections, which are excited by
two different currents, as a shunt- and a series-cunent, in
such a manner that their magnetic etfecta are in the same
direction.— Delta winding, a three-phase winding in
which the phase-coils are connected in series with one
another so as to form a
closed oircuit and the
terminals of the outside
circuit are connected tti

the three junctions be-
tween the coils.— Dis-
coidal winding, an
armature of ring type
in which the thickness
of the core, measured
parallel to the axis, is

small as compared with its diameter.— Disk-wlndlng,
an armature winding with radial conductors all in the
same plane and connected by peripheral wiies about
the thin disk-like support- Bouble-layer winding^
a slot^winding for annatures iu which each slot con-
tains two conductors placed one above the other.

—

Drum-winding, the armature winding uf electric ma-
chines in which the conductors are airanged on the
surface of a laminated iron cylinder or drum : con-
trasted with a ring-winding, in which one side only of
each annature turn is on the surface, the other side
passing through the interior of a ring-shaped iron core.
— Fieid-Wlnding, fhe coil, or set of coila, constituting
the field-circuit of a generator or motor and serving to
conduct the currents tliat produce Uie magnetic field of

the machine. The machine is said to be * aeries-wound *

or ' slmnt-wound," according to the maimer in which the
field-winding is connected to tho armature circuit—
Flat-ring winding, a discoidal winding.—Gramme
winding, an annature winding of the ring type as em-
ployed in the early forms of generator devised by the
French electrician Gramme.—Heteropolar winding.
an armature winding the colls of which are so arranged
as to cut the lines uf force of the field. In which the ar-

mature revolves, alternately in one direction and in the
opposite.-Homopolar winding, an annature winding
so constructed and adjusted with reference to the field

of a machine that, when in revolution, it always cuts
lines of force in the same direction and never cut* a
given line more than once in a single revolution.— Lap-
winding, a form of winding for the annatui-es of motors

and generatoi-s in
which successive
•oils overlap, as
is shown in the
diagram.— Meslx-
winding, a fcjrni

of armature wind-
ing for polyi)hase
annature&^Mul-
tlple winding, in

Lap.wiudintf on Tour-pole dyuamo. ^^ct a winding of
^ ^ ^ ' field-coils, arma-

tures, or other coils in which two or niore wii-es are wound
side by side with the ends connected so as to fonn a nmltiple
circuit. Such windings afford the siune number of tunis as
a series-winding having the same length of wire, but they
are of lower resistance,—Multipolar Winding, an^ arni-
atureor tleUi winding«>f a multipolar geTienit^tr or motor.
— Non-lndUCtlve winding, a winding, as <)f the coils in
a resistance-box, in which the currenk Uows in one direc-
tion through half of the total number uf fcui-u^cuid iu tha

Delta windiut;. showing tlic con-
nection of the three coils (A.B.Cy
with the three iuiiiiis(i, a, 31.



winding

other direction through the remainder, so that the in-

ductive etfect on neighboring circuits is neutralizcil. A
non-inductive winding is frequently made by doubling

np«.>n itself the wire to be wound and then winding the

halves simultaneously side by side. The current entering

the coil flv'ws around the sikk>1 in one direction until tlie

middle of the wire is reached, when it turns and flows

back thrvmgh tlle remaining halt, almost along its former

path.— Open-coll Windlll^, an armature winding so

cHinnected that^at any moment, only those coils the ter-

minals of whicli are under the brushes are in circuit,—

FaraiUel Winding, in eln-t., a ci^il consisting of two or

more windings in multiple circuit.— Phase Winding,
one of the several separate coils on the anniilure of a

pi>lvpnase generator.— Polyphase winding, a set of

simihir coils synnnetrically placed on the .-innatnre of an

alternating-current generator and so connected as to

furnish polyphase current in the cnitside circuit of the

machine; the winding of any machine or device on a

polyphase cireuit,— Prlmary winding. !<ee ^prnnarji.

Quarter-phase winding, an armature winding with

two sets of coils so arranged as t« follow each other

through the licld and to priniuce two separate idtemating

currents with a ditference of phase of «0°.— Re-entrant
winding, an armature winding which, as in some types

of spiraUv wound ring-annatnres, is closed ujwn itself.—

Rlng-Wihdlng, an armature winding of the type devised

by Pacinotti and first introiluced in practical fonn by

Gramme. In ring-windings the lu-maturc core is in the

form of a more or less flattened hollow ring atwut which

the coils are wound, each turn passing from the commu-
tator end outside of the core aitfl returning through the

Inside on the same side of the a.vis and close to the iron

of the core.—Kotor Winding, the set of conductors con-

stituting the revolving circuit of a generator or motor.

In machines with stationary flcld-coils the rotor winding

is on the armature ; in machines with a stationary arma-

ture the roUir winding is the field-winding —Secondary
Winding, the coil, or set of coils, constituting the circuit

in which, in a transfonner, current* are induced.—Series-

Winding. ((<) A winding placed in series with the other

paits of the main circuit of any electrical machine or

device, as a dynamo, motor, or arc-lamp, and traversed

by the entire current flowing in that circuit.—Shunt-
Wlndlng. ('') A winding placed in parallel with a por-

tion of the main circuit of any electrical machine or

device, as a dynamo, motor, or arc-lamp, and traversed by

a portion of the current flowing in the main circuit.—

Shuttle-winding, an armature coil woundlongitudinally

about a deeply giiioved shuttle-shaped bobbin of iron.—

Siemens winding, a simple form of drum-winding for

armatures as usedby Siemens in his early form of direct-

currentgenerator.-Single-layer winding, a slot-wind-

ir? for armatures in which each slot contains but one

conductor.— Single-phase winding, the armature

winding of an altemater designed for the production of

flingie-phase currents, or vt a motor on a single-phase

circuit,— Slot-Winding, an armature winding tile tunis

of which are embedded in deep grooves or slots in the

core, or a field-winding of a generator or motor similarly

embedded in the iron of the poles.— Spiral winding,
a winding of a ring-annatnre in which the coils fonn

a continuous spiral around the ring-shaped core.—

Squirrel-cage winding, a form of rotor or annature
winding in which copper bars are mounted in equi-

distant longitudinal slots in a cylindrical frame and
are all joined together at either end to copper rings.

— Star-winding, a form of polyphase winding in

which the middle points
of the phase-coils are
connected together and
grounded, as in the quar-
ter-phase star-connected
system ; or in which the
three phase-coils of a
three-phase machine are
connected together as
shown in the cut, and

the mains are connected to the free ends of the
coils.- Stator winding, the set of conductors on the
stationary part of a generator or motor; the field-wind-

ing in machines with a revolving armature and the
armature winding in machines in which the field is on
the rotor.— Sunk winding, in ehct.y a winding em-
bedded within the iron of the field or armature of a
generator or motor, or sunk in a groove or slot. See
al(it--kwindint/.— Teaser winding, an extra magnetizing
coil applied to the field of a generator or motor : said of

the shunt-coils of compound-wound machines, or of sepa-

rately excited coils used in addition to the regular
field-coils for purposes of starting or regulation.—Three-
phase Winding, in alternating-current generators,

the set of annature-coils necessary to the production.

In the outride circuit, of a three-phase current; the
winding of any apparatus used on a three-phase system.
— T-Winding, a windini: for the prtMluction of three-

phase currents in which
only two coils are used.

One terminal of one of the
coils is connected tt} the
middle point of the other
coil and the three free

ends of the coils are con-
nected to the three mains
of the outside circuit

—

Two-phase winding, in

alternating-current generators, the armature coils neces-

sary to the production of a two-phase current; the
winding of any apparatus ijped on a two-phase circuit.

— V-wlndlng, a winding ofa generator, motor, or trans-

fonner, consisting of two
coils connected in series,

for use on a three-phase
circuit. Twoof the three
mains of the outside cir-

cuit are connected to the
coils at their junction.

—

Wave-winding, a modi-
fication of a lap-winding
for armatures in which

1448 windy-weep

winding-band (win'ding-feand), n. A band wind-puff (wind'puf), ». See the extract,

After caponizing the -hird should be given plenty of
soft feed and should have plenty of water to drink. . . .

It is well, however, to look him over two or three days
after the operation has been performed, for sometimes
air gets under the skin, causing a slight swelling or
" wind puff."

t/. S. Dept Affr., Bur. Animal Industry, Rep., 1905, p.
1254.

ou a spiiuiiiig-mule for governing the rotation

of the spindle in winding the yarn ou the cop.

Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 295.

winding-drum (win'diug-di'um), n. A small

eyliiuler ou a spiuning-mule upon which is

wound the wiudiug-band. See *winding-band.

Xdnmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 287.

winding-faller (vrin'ding-fa"ler), n. A wire

that runs lengthwise of the spindle-carriage

on a spinning-mule. It is designed to press

down the yarn on the spindle to the required

point for the commencement of winding, and
to guide it in properly forming the cop.

.y«.,„<7^ Cotton Spiimiiig, p. 267.
wind-ripple (wind'rip"l), ». A ripple-mark

Winding-maclline (win ding-ma-shen"), "• In produced in sand by the wind, as contrasted
textile-manuf., a machine for winding thread

^j^j^ ^^^^^ produced by water.
or yarn on a reel, bobbin, spool, etc—Dou- _. .... . »u j , .. _ • * n
Wis winding-machine, a machine for winding two or The un-formity of the ^nnd-n^fe patten, is at aU

m(n?siiigle threads together upon a bobbin, preparatory t""es remarkable. <^eog. Jmtr. (K. O. 8.), lA. m.
to the i)roccss of twisting, as in the manufacture of cot- Wind River grOUp. See *group^.
ton thread. Xasmith, Oottun-Spinning, p. 364. wind-rosc, «.— Baric or barometric wlnd-rose, a

winding-shaft (win'ding-shaft), n. The shaft diagram of radii showing, for any locality, the average

wind-pufFed (wind'puft), a. Affected with
wind-pufi, as a capon. See *wincl-ptiff.

For a week or ten days the newly-made capons should
be carefully observed to see whether they become "unnd-
pufed." This is a condition cause<l by air gathering
under and puffing out the skin near the wound.
U. S. Dept. Afjr.y Bur. Animal Industry, Rep., 1905, p.

1273.

in a hopper, or dumping-bottom car, around
which are wound the chains by which the

bottom is held up.

wind-jammer (wind'jam-er), n. A common
term for a merchant sailing vessel. [CoUoq.]

I went for a voyage in a sailing-ship once for my health.

What is it you call them? Wind-Jammers'
Dolf M'yllarde, Captain Amyas, vi.

Well, I hope her crew have got to di-y land somewhere,
or been picked up, poor beggars. Nasty things, those

old wind'Janimerif, M r. Strake. Give me steam.

Cutdiffe Ilyne, A Master of Fortune, vii.

windlass^, n. 3. A hand or power machine
for drawing a package of staves together to

form a barrel.— Spanish windlass, (d) A device

for moving heavy objecta in logging. It consists of a

rope or chain, within a tuni of which a lever is inserted

and power gained by twisting.

windlass-house (wind'las-hous), n. In a ves-

sel, a compartment or house above the deck,

in which a steam windlass is placed.

windlass-machine (wind'las-ma-shen*), n. A
f gymnasium apparatus similar to a

pressure of the air or height of the barometer during the
prevalence of wind from each point of the compass.

—

Humidity wind-rose, a wind-rose whose radii are pro-

portional to the average relative humidity or, in some
cases, the average absolute humidity or average dew-
point of the respective winds.- Hyetal or rain wlnd-
rose, a wind-rose whose radii are proptjrtional to the
quantity of rain that falls during the prevalence of each
wind ; one whose radii are proportional to the probability

of the occurrence of rain within 24 houre.—Tempera-
ture wind-rose, a diagram of radii proportional to the
temperatures of the respective winds.

windrow, 1'. t Specifically— 2. To cut (sugar-

cane) before it is quite ripe and lay (it) in

rows in the furrows. This is done to pre-

vent the sap from running back into the roots

or being otherwise spoiled by the action of

frost. U. S. Monthly Weather Met:, April, 1903,

p. 192.

windrower (wind'ro'er), n. An attachment
to a mower, consisting of a series of steel

bands which trail on the ground behind the
cutter-bar. It collects the grass as fast as
cut, guides it to one side, and delivers it be-
hind the mower in a continuous windrow.

See scale'i, «., and
piece
steering-nra'chiue in a boat with sticks to be ^nd-scale"(wind''ska"i),"n'
grasped by the hands and so weighted or Beaufort *scale
moved against springs as tolprovide the neces-

^rind-SCOOp (wind'skop), «. 1. Same as wind-
sary resistance. .. _ .

wind-mantle (wind'man"tl), n. Same as

''ahcllir-bcU.

wind-meter (wind'me"ter), M. Any appa-
ratus for accurately measuring the force, pres-

sure, or velocity of the wind ; an anemometer.
wind-motor (wind'm6"tor), n. A windmill;

any motor using the force of the wind
directly.

window, " Clearstory window. See kclearglory.

Star-winding, showing the con
nections of three phase-coils (-^..A',

O to the mains ti. a. 3).

sail.—8. Any service used on a moving vessel

or car to cause the motion of the latter to

force air into the car for ventilation or to

exhaust vitiated air by maintaining a lowered
pressure at the orifice.

wind-shield (wind'sheld), n. A shield or pro-
tection against the force of the wind.

The spectacle of a motor being driven at a rate which
the cyclist can follow with the protection of a wind-
shield. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 327.

—Double Window, a jiair Of winiiow-sasnes witn air- .., ., r^wind'siff'tial'l n Anv device
space between, usually adjustable so that the outer sash WUia-Slgnai ^wina Slg nai;, n. Any uevice

for announcing pubUcly the expected char-

acter and direction of an approaching wind.
In the United States, the storm-signal is a red flag with
a square black center ; the information signal, a pennant
without flag ; the hurricane signal, two red flags with
black centere ; the hot wind signal, a red pennant ; and
the inland storm signal, a red flag with a black center.

,^ee -kweather-fiag and hurricane -ttwarning.
isstimulus colors and an arrangement whereby the -wind-slash (wind'slash), n. See windfall, I
of the vertical slits may be varied and controlled, "^""'""'a" \ n j t

and ii.

Same as creeping--*'fern.

or casement is put up only in winter.— Bering window,
in physiot. and psychot., a device for the tlcinonstration

of color-contrast. By means of two vertical slits in the

wall of a dark room (the one admitting white, the other
colored light), two contiguous shadows of a black rod are

thrown upon a white screen ; the one shadow appears in

the stimulus color, the other in the complementary
color. The Hering window has four colored glasses, to

serve as
'

width of the vertical slits may
— Lenard window, a diaphragm of aluminium inserted ^

in the wall of a vacuum-tube to permit of the e.xit of Wiudsor fem.

T-windin^, showing the connec-
tion of the two coils iA, B) with
the three mains (i, 2, 3).

cathode-rays generated within the tube.

window-box (win'do-boks), n. In carpentry,

the vertical hollow upright of the window^-

frame prepared to hold the weights for a slid-

ing sash.

window-dresser (win'd6-dres*<!r), n. In a
retail store, a person employed to dress a
show-window or to arrange in the window an
attractive display of samples of the goods for

sale in the store.

window-fly (win'do-fli), n. Any of the small

wind-stacker (wind'stak"er), n. A pneumatic
or blower elevator. It consists essentially of a power-
driven blower for supplying an air-blast and a long
adjustable sheet^metal pipe held in a nearly upright posi-

tion by guy-ropes. It is used in connection with corn-

huskers and -shredders to gather up the shredded husks
and cut stalks, blow them thi-ough the pipe, and deliver

them in a heap or stack upon the ground at a safe dis-

tance from the engine and machinery. By moving
the pipe the heap of material falling from it can be
given any shape required. The usual shape of the stack

is a crescent with the points of the crescent facing south-

east to form a shelter for cattle against cold northwest
winds.

active black flies of the dipterous family wind-Star (wind'star), n. A figtire upon a

^
Scenopinidse, found commonly on windows in

houses. See Sccnopinus and Scenopinidse.

window-peeper (win'd6-pe''''per), n. Formerly,
in certain parts of England, an inspector of

houses in connection with the requirements
of the window-tax.

V-windinit. showing the coinnrt-

tion of rtic two coiU (A, £) with
the three mains (i, 2, 3).

the ^nd connect/ir« of each I'xip paAS around the shaft in

opposite dirtK^ti'nis.— Y-wlndlng, nform of star-winding
for tbree-ph&M machines and tninsforraers.

I have heard that in Sussex a " ivindotv-peepcr " — i. e.

an inspector of houses in connexion with the window tax
— was used as a temi of reproach long aft«r the office had
been done away with.

C. F. v., in N. and Q., 9th ser., XL 50.

window-wing (win'do-wing), IK Any moth windy-weep (win'di-wep).

of the family Thyrididie, many of which haVe tl«^» evening breeze which descends upon a

transhiceut spots on their wings. hvo^i\, quiet river, with a sighing or weeping-

Wind-pressure, «.- Coefficient of wind-pressure, f?,""^'
from a forest m a tributary T^x^ne.

See *cwi«cient. LLoUoq., U. b.J

chart having the form of an irregular star and
showing the relative frequency and force of
winds from different points of the compass
at the point indicated.

Maury constructed wind and current charts for all

oceans, copies of which were supplied gratuitously for

the use of navigators in this countrj', and FitzRoy and
his small staff at once set to work on them, and converted
the pilot charts (which showed the wind directions nu-

merically under each principal point of tlie compass) into

graphic^ "wind-stars." Nature, June 9, 1904, p. 130.

The cool, gen-



wine

wine, H.— AroittatlC wine, u tonic wine used in tropi-

cal medicine nmde l>y percolating lavender, origanum,
peppenirint, rostmary. saj;e, and wormwood with strong
white wine.— Fl^ Win©, an alcoholic l)everage made in

Portujfal by fermentation of the juice of ripe figs in the
fresh state. A fljr brandy is made from the wine by dis-

tiiiati<in."Way Of the wine. See •i«ii/.

wineberry, «• 6. In Australia, a small tree of
the saxifrage family, Polyosma CuiDiinf/hainii,

bearing small, ovoid, one-seeded fruits.

wine-card (win'kard), n. A list of the wines,
etc., that maybe obtained in a hotel or res-

taurant.
Wine-cask borer. See *horrr.

wine-glass, «.— Wlne-glass cooler, a cylindrical

glass Vessel of tlngei-bowl form, with a lip or notch at
each side, for cooling wine-gl;isses, which were placed in

it in an inverted position, the stems resting in the hol-

lows of the lips.

wine-shop (win'shop), n. On the continent
of Europe, a small shop where wine is re-

tailed ; in France, a cabaret.

Monsieur Sigard and his new-found acquaintance,
seated at a little table in front of a near-by uniie-shop,

were preparing the smv)ky-green mixture of absinthe and
water which Paris slang has dubbed a parrakeet,

G. W. Carryl, Zut and Other Parisians, p. 255.

winful(win'ful),a. Winning; winsome. [Rare.]

He is harmless, ye are sinful

;

Ye are troubled, he, at ease :

From his slumber, virtue wit\ful
Floweth outward with increase.

Dare not bleaa him I but be blessed by his peace, and
go in peace.
Mrg. Browning, A Child Asleep, st xii.

wing, M. 9, (?) A cutter attached to the side of a
colter making it a skiin-colter. See skim-colter, (r)

The characteristic part of a wing shovel (see under
•knhoceh) or of a wing sweep (see under -ktweep). (tt) In
che4g, the extreme right or left of the board : as, the
king's wint/ or the queen's win<j. Morphy, Games of

(-'he«8, p. 385. (0 That part of the line of forwards, in

games such as foot-ball, hockey, etc., which stretches from
the cent«r to the end ; also, the position of certain players
ill push-ball and similar games.— Royal Wing, in cht'tot,

an obstdete tenn for -kkin'/s itide. Murphy, (iames of

Chess, p. 348.

'Wing, t'. t. 10. Naat., to move (an object
having weight) from the middle of a vessel
toward the sides.

'Wing-bar (wing'bar), n. 2. A bar or spit

formed partly across a bay.

Dungeness forelanti, then, appears to representa transi-

tion from a bay-bar Ui a cuspate foreland. The winy-bar
attempte^l at first to close Appledore bay, anil then, <jn

account of eddies, changed its nearly straight fonn int<j

a cuspate jM>iiit, which advanced gradually frr^m south-
west Uy north-east. Oi^oy. Jour. (R. G. .S.), IX, 545.

'Wing-boro (wing'bor), H. A bore or hole made
in tlie side or flank of an adit or gangway in a
mine. Coal and Metal Miners' Pockethaok:

wing-dam (wing'dam), n. See *pier-flam.

'wing-deck (wing'dek), n. In sliip-huiUUng,

the projecting platform outskle the hull for-

ward and abaft the paddle-boxes of a paddle-
steamer, with its framing and fender. Also
called jiiiilille-icing.

Winged disk. See *disk.

'Wing-flnger (wing'fing''g6r), n. One of the
digits sui>porting a membrane which forms a
wing, as in bats and the extinct i)terodactyls.

In bats there are four wing-fingers, correspond-
ing to the four fingers (omitting the thumb;
of the human hand; in pterodactyls there is

but one finger, the enormously lengthened
fifth digit, or little finger.

'Wing-jam (wing'jam), n. See *jam'^.

wing-mark (wing'miirk), n. A conspicuous
band of Q.oloron the wing of an animal; spe-
cifically applied to the speculum of ducks.

'Wine-nnt (wing'nut), n. A bolt- or screw-nut
with wing-like projections; a thumb-nut; a
finger-nut.

'Wing-patch (wing'pach), «. A well-marked
patoli of color on the wing of a bird, which
may or may not correspond to the speculum;
also a marking on the edge of the secondaries
in ducks.

wing-sail (wing'sal), n. The foresail or the
mainsail of a schooner : so called because
when the schooner is running before the wind
these sails are often boomed out on opposite
sides of the vessel, which is then said to be
sailing trinf/-and-uing.

wing-space (wing'spas), H. Naut., the space
in t^l(^ interior of a vessel near the side below
the lower deck. Also called ioing. See also
winy ^compartment and wing, 9 (rf).

Atxfve the turn of the bilge, the inner skin (w, w in the
sections) is usually worked vertically up to the height of
the main-deck, thus enclosing " unny-spacfn " in the
region of the water-line, or, as it is termed, "between
wind and water." White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 31.

'Wing-Stay (wing'sta), n. 1. A lateral stay or
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brace.—2. A radial stay used in steam-boilers
to prevent deformation of flat surfaces such
as heads under pressure by securing the head
to the shell by flat steel plates riveteil to both.
More usually called gusset-stay.

'Wing-'Valve (wing'valv), «. A lifting- or
check-valve which has its lift guided by three
or four feathers or ribs called 'wings,' which
are elements of a cylindrical surface below
the valve-faee and which fit a hollow cylindri-
cal contact-area below the valve. Lockwood,
Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms.
winhuka (win-ho'ka), n. Same as *rliinhuka.

Many species in this family [Belostoviatidfe'\ occur in
tropical America and frequently prove troublesome,
among them a species related to the "wheel-bug," which
occurs in Chili and is called the " icinhiika" or "rhin-
huka. " It is said to be greatly feared, and, if numerous,
to drive people for a time from their dwellings.

Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 162.

'Winkle-pin (wing'kl-pin), «. An implement
for eating periwinkles. See the extract.
The snails promised on the oars duly appeared at

dejeuner, served with two-pronged forks like giant
winkle-ping, and disappeared at a pace that could
scarcely be called snail's.

Zangicill, in The Reader, May, 1904, p. 623.

'Winklerite (wingk'l^r-it), «. [Named after
Dr. C. n'inkler.'] A hydrated oxid of cobalt
and nickel from Spain, which occurs in im-
pure black amorphous forms.
Winkler's azotometer. See *azotometer.
'winning,'!. 4. In metal., s&me&sheneficiation.

The electrolytic "tcinniny" of copper is much more
difficult than its refining, which latter now depends to a
large extent on engineering and not so much on the
operator's scientific knowledge of electrochemistry.

Electrochem. Indugtry, April, 1904, p. 155.

'Winnonish (win-o-nish'), «• See *wanamsh,
*ouan(iniche.

'Winter 1. I. n—DogrwOOd 'winter. See the extract.

Doyicood uinter.— .\ man from North Carolina, who
was visiting in Philadelphia, in the course of conversa-
tion used the expression doywood tcinter. " Whatdo you
mean by dogwood winter^ " asked his host " Don't you
really know what doywood winttr is?" demanded the
man from Hickory, N. C. "'There is always a spell of it

in May, when the dogwooti tree is in bloom. For several
days there is cold, disagreeable, cloudy weather and often
a touch of frost Down our way it never fails, and we call

it dogwiiinl p'intcr. I thought the phrase was general.

"

Quoted in Jour. Amer. i^o7fr-/ore, .Tuly-Sept,1907, p. 235.

Radiation 'winter, the cold portions of the winter sea-

son when radiation weather has most influence.

—

Squaw
'Winter, the little winter, a short period of cold ana light
snow that often precedes the Indian summer of Canada
and New England.

S'iuaw u-inter is giving us a good long visit
Seneca County Courier, Nov. 21, 1901.

We have had gquaw winter; now we look for Indian
summer. Ithaca Journal, Nov. 16, lit03.

[Both the above (juoted in I>ial. Xotes, II. vi.]

II. ''-—Winter brake. See ftrnJ-pB.- winter
country, in New Zealand (.South Island), land so far un-
atfected by snow that stock is wintered on it A'. E.
MorriH. Austral English.—Winter fallow. (It) See */ni-
/(Hc*-. —Winter garden. ^e*yarden.

'winter-count (win'ter-kount), «. A picto-

Lone Dog's Winter-count.

1 An. Rep. Bur. Atner. Ethnol.,

^;
aphic record of the Indians of the Great
lains, generally painted on hide, and cod-

wire-carner

sisting of a series of figures each being the
symbol of the principal event of a year.
Thus their winter-counts are mnemonic de-
vices for retaining the tribal history.
The paintings were executed by an aged shaman as a

sort of personal record akin to the calendars, or winter-
counts, wliicli play so large, yet so obscure, a r61e in
IndiuM life. Srnitktsonian Rep., 1900, p. 67.

winter-gnat (wiu'ter-nat), 11. Any species of
the tipulid genus Trichocera. They inhabit
high latitudes and appear fond of a low tem-
perature. Cambridge 2sat. Hist., VI. 473.

winter-mother (win ' ter - muTH ^^ er), n. A
wingless parthenogenetic hibernating female
of Chermes and allied aphidids. Cambridge
Nat. HisL, VI. 586.

Winton. In eccles., an abbreviation of the
Latin Witttoniensis, Winchester.

wiper, n. 5. Same as wiper-tvheel. See the
extract and also '^wipe-spark.

With the single wire or sparking coil with current from
a live battery or permanent field generator, or other gen-
erator giving a nearly constant current that is bi-oken by
a wipe or contact breaking device within the cylinder,
there are also troubles, resulting in mis-fires. The wiper
or hammer must be actuated by snap devices on the out-
side of the cylinder and may be well regulated as to time
and varied in its movement to delay ignition for motor
speed change. IJiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. US.

6. A ring in a shaft-bearing, resting by its

inner surface on the top of the shaft and
hanging with its bottom elements in a bath of
oil. As the shaft revolves the ring turns
slowly with it, and brings up the oily parts of
its surface which are wiped off by the grooves
in which the ring is steadied.

wipe-spark (wip'spark), n. See *spark'^.

Wiping-Spark (wi'ping-spark), n. See *spark'^,

Wirble (wer'bi), r. i. [ME. *wei'ble7ij turn,
whirl!] To whirl; eddy.

Through each pause
Of its fitful recital, in raw gusty flaws,
The rain shook the canvas, unlieeded ; aloof,
And unheeded, the night-wind around the tent-roof
At intervals wirbled.

(hcen Meredith, Lucile, vi. 17.

wire^, n. 10. In jw^fr-waA-n*//, a general term
for the woven brass wire-cloth used in a Four-
drinier or paper-making machine Aluminium
wire, wire made of aluminnim. It is nearly twice as
strong as steel telegraph wire per unit of weight, but is

only a little more than one half as strong per unit of vol-

ume.— Bone-Wlre, a substitute for whalebone, for stilf-

ening tlress- waists, etc.— Bookbinders* wire, a wire,
covered with tin, used instead of thread stitching for
holding together the sheets of pamphlets and nn»gazines.
— Brass wire, wire made from brass : used for springs,
etc., where steel would rust.— HelmhOltZ side-wlre, a
wire' which acts as a shunt to the primary coil of tile t>u
Bois-Reymond imlnctorium, and thus reduces the dis-
parity between the make-and-hreak currents. A. D.
Waller, Human Physiol., p. 316.— Leadlng-ln Wires.
{b) In elect., wires connecting the tenuinals of an appa-
ratus with the line wires or main circuit.

That portion uf the leading in itnrea embedded in the
glass is of {ilatinnin.

Klecf. World aiid Ewjin., May 21, 1904, p. 1012.

Machinery wire, a g<XHl quality of steel wire, untem-
pered so that it may easily be bent.— Metal-COated
wire, wire-cloth woven from steel wire that has been pre-
viously coated with zinc— Neutral wire, in elect., the
intennediate conductor, usually maintained at zero po-
tential, of a three-wire circuit.— Plow-pround wire.
See itploiv-gronnd.— RetlCUle Wire. See -kreticxde.—

Steel wire, wire made by rolling steel billets into rods,

and drawing the roils through draw-jdates into wire. It

is of all grades of temper and romi>osition to fit it for

use in springs, drills, needles, electric lines, and the like.
— Stone wire. («) A wire of such cross section that the
coil of the standard length weighed one English stone or
14 poimds. (Jj) By derivation from this, an aimealed wire
of size and weight suitable for weaving iTito nettings,
wire-cloth, and the like.— Three-wire system, in elect.,

a method of low tension distrtbutictn by three conductors
energized so that the voltage between the two outside
conductors is twice the voltage between the middle or
neutral conductor and either of the outside ones. Trann.
Amer. Imt. Elect. Em/in., 1901, p. 808.— Wire-bar
pitch, the state of tough-pitch copper in which the
reni'ival of oxygen has been carried farther than it has iu
the ingot-pitch copper. See itingot-pUch.

Finally, micrograph Fig. 31 represents a sample of cop-
per . . . which has been brought to plate-pitch, i. e., the
]K)ling has been carried further than is the case with the
highest degree of wire-bar pitch.

Electrochem. Industry, March, 1904, p. 94.

II. <^.— Wire bunch-grrass. ?>e& itlmnch-gra»8.— ^

wire lath, a wire netting used instead of wooden lath

in the application of plaster to a wall. Sheet-metal cut
lit various ways is also used.

—

Wire nail. See •knail.

wire-binder (wir'bin*d6r), n. An attachment
to a harvesting-machine by which the sheaves
are bound with wire.

wire-carrier (wir'kar^i-^r), n. A carrier con-
sisting of a single or multiple block, used to

support the wire which connects a signal-

cabin of a railroad with the signal-arm on the



wire-carrier

sigual-post. Where the line is curved the

blocks arc swiveled to allow the wires to

move freely ou the curve. Where a chain is

used in place of a wire the carrier is called a

chain-irhetl.

-wire-eage (wir'giij), " See *(/ni(7e2.— Ameri-
can, Birmingham, British, and Stnbb's wtre-«a«e.
s«. *.<. w <v

wire-glass .wir'glis), w. Window-glass in

which woven-wire netting is embedded. The
netting serves to lloUi the glass together when cracked

by heat or bn>ken in any manner. Wire-glass is used in

roots, «lty-lights, elevators, and wherever a thick semi-

tnnspannt glass is exposed to injury from Are. hail, ete.

Ittosemi-areproof. -linrr. J rcAifrcf. Sept. 27, 1902, p.99.

wire-grama (wir'grii'ma), n. See *grama.

wire-grass, « 4. Be&v'ine-*mesquitc.—6.T\ie

niniMf-Will, Miihlenbergia diffusa.

wire-haired (wir'hard), a. Having coarse,

stiff hair : as, a irire-haired fox-terrier.

wire-joint (wir'joint), «. 1. A joint by which

two wires are united.— 2. A joint in a pipe-

line in which a soft wire, laid in a groove or

between flat surfaces, is used for packing.

The soft metal compresses and compensates

for irregularities.
.

wireless (wir'les), a. and n. I. a. Being or

done without a wire ; not requiring a wire for

its operation: as, trire/6«s telegraphy. -wireless
telegraphy, telephony. See -ktelegraphy, *telephony.

n. ". Wireless telegraphy : as, a message

by wireless. [CoUoq.]

First in Ulis great deld of making the " wirelem " a

handmaid of commerce is the . . . system, which has

won the approval also of the United States goveninient
.V. ). Com. Adcertieer, .Ian. 31, 1903.

wire-milker (wir'mil'ker), n. One who taps

a t<?legraph-wire in order to intercept mes-

sages or to send his own; a wire-tapper

[CoUoq.]
The ffire-Milkers Icliapter heading).

Cutctife Uyne, A Master of Fortune, vi.

wire-money (wir'mun'i), n. The Maundy
mouev of 1792, so called from the form of the

numerals of value. W. €. Huzlitt.

Wire-pointer (wir'poin'tfr), «. A machine or

apparatus for sharpening the end of wire in a

ooil so that it may be entered and pass through

the steel dies used in the drawing process and
start the proposed reduction.

wire-press (wir'pres), «. A machine for put-

ting the wire in tie edges of tin pans, pails,

or other tinware.

wire-rod (wir'rod), ». A metal rod rolled to

the correct size for drawing into wire.

wire-saw (wir'sa), n. A cutting-tool for stone

or rock, made of an endless band of three or

more hard wires made into a strand passing

over pulleys which are driven like those of a

band-saw. The stone is fed to the moving
band, while a feed of sand and water is led

into the groove as the band cuts into it.

The wire-saw may be regarded as a kind of band saw.

It is an endless strand comp«wed of three steel wires,

which is kept moving upon the rock while sand and
water are fed to it Encyc. Brit., XXX. IM.

wire-stitch (wir-stich), v. t. To fasten (loose

leaves or the folded sections of a proposed
book) by means of a wire staple forced

through the paper by a machine.

There has been introduced recently a noteworthy com-
bination folding and \eire-stitching_ machine, which by a

continuous and automatic operation takes the sheets

from the feeders, and folds, gathers, collates, covers, and
wire-stit«hea copies of magazines and pamphlets, deliver-

ing them ready for distribution.

CemuH Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 6,s.

wire-stitcher (wir'stich'fer), n. A machine
used by bookbinders for stitching pamphlets
with wire staples,

wire-tapper (wir'tap'6r), ». One who ' taps' a
telegraph-wire, that is, reads by illicit means
the messages passing over it; also, one who,
for fraudulent purposes, professes to have
secured private information in this way.

On the day he bet his money, the wiretappers made it

appear to . ., he says, that such sportsmen as . , . and
. were betting thousands on (Hd St4,ne. through them,

and advised him to " get in on the gooil tiling." Uh).

X 1'. Tribune, Feb. 1, 1006.

wire-tapping (wir'tap''ing), n. The act, or the
franduh'nt scheme, of a wire-tapper. See
*uirr:-liipper.

wireworm, «.— com-wlrewonn. See*corni.

wiring-die (wir'ing-di), n. An attachment to

a sheet-metal press for placing reinforcing

wire in the edges of pressed ware.

-wirrah (wir'a), «. [Aboriginal Australian.]

A fish, Acanthistius serratus, of New South
Wales.
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wirriCOW, "• Same as worricow.

Wis. An abbreviation of Wisconsin.

Wisd, An abbreviation of Wisdom {Book of )

.

wise, ". 7. Quite aware ;
knowing; cognizant

of. [Slang.]

I "m wise his diamond ring 's a cut-glass snide.

Wallace Irwin, Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum, vi.

Wise men of the East. See Magus, 2.

wisen (wi'zn), r. ». [icise, a.] To grow wise
;

kuovf better. [Prov.]

[He's not] got climatized to the place, but . . . he'll

wisen i' time. Quoted in A', and Q., 9th ser., XII. 145.

wiserite (wiz't-r-it). n. See tciserine.

wiskinski, wiskinsky (wis-kin'ski), n. [Said

to be of Algonkian origin.] An officer in the

Tammany Society, nominally a door-keeper.

Wistarin (wis'ta-rin), n. IWistaria + -i«2.]

wolf-hole

witness, n. 7. In geoL, an eroded fragment
of former more extensive strata, remaining in

testimony of that which has departed. [Kare.]

Deflation, or the action of sand-laden wind, is illus-

trated in niiiny curious features, notably in oei-tain scarped
<,utliers of horizontal beds of sandstone which appear like

pyramids in the plain. Some of these known as zeugen
or *' witnesses " are figured. Nature, Oct. Ifi, 1902, p. 612.

Crown witness. .See *crowii.— Diligence against
witnesses. .See t/iVii/ence.— Going witness, in law,

one wlio is about to depart from the jurisdiction of the
court so that his presence, when required, may not be
coinpellitble by snbpoina- In a civil case the evidence
of such a witness may be taken by deposition before trial.

In a criniinal case he may be detained by order of the

coui-t— Kerry witness, an unreliable witness.— Prose-
cuting witness, the pai-ty who, in an action to recover

a penalty or in the prosecution of a criminal otfense in

which the government is plaintiff, is entitled to the pen-
alty, or who is immediately aggrieved by Uie iximmiesion

of the crime.
A colorless, crystalline, bitter, astringent

-^tnev n ' See ^tchitnev

^}'"'?^!*l*'
contained in the bark of Wistaria ^^. ^^g;^g)^ „_ [f. out, oui, yes, yes.] A

j^^^^^j^^^^ ^. E. i/om«. [AiLstralian slang.]

wizard (wiz'iird), V. t. To effect bj wizardry
or enchantment. [Rare.]

chinensis.

wistiti ( wis'te-te ), n. [Also ouistiti.'] A
common name for the little South American
monkeys known as marmosets, belonging to

the genus Midas and related genera. See
flapale and tamarin, with cuts.

witch^, n. 8. A modified and simplified form
of a Jacquard attachment to a loom, for a
more limited range of work; a dobby or index-

machine Black witch. (b)iee-kwitch-moth. __ , .^— i„_„ ri „

witch-elm, n. 2. The winged elm or wahoo. W- Ipn., W. long. [' «•

-3. Occasionally, and improperly, applied v^i^Uon ot n-estlongitude.

tothB witi-h >in7pl
J' ff W. M. An abbreviation of WorsAip/j/I lfo«ter,

^t^hetty (wich'e-ti), n. The name given in W. N. A. An abbreviation fovmnter (free

Australia to certain longicorn larvie dug out

of the roots of shrubs, or out of fallen trees,

and roasted and eaten by the natives. E. E.

Morris, Austral English.

witch-gowan (wich'gou'an), ». Same as

milk-*g(nran.

witch-hammer (wich'ham"er), «. A popular
name for an inquisitorial code regarding
witches, composed by the inquisitorial com-
missioner Sprenger.

Witch-hazel dagger. See ''dagger'^.

witch-hobble (wieh'hob"l), n. [witch + hob-

ite.] The hobble-bush, Viburnum alnifolium (so

in the quotation); also the cranberry tree, V.

opulus. The name 'hobble' refers to the ob-

struction offered by the prostrate branches of

the former, which is also called tangle-foot,

tangle-legs, and trij>-toe.

As they passed from the zone of striped maple, round-
wo<k1, witch-hobble, and mountain holly that Mother Na-
ture had drawn across her naked breast . . . , his heart
lifted. llolman Day, King Spruce, xix,

witch-hood (wich'hud), n. The character of

a witch ; in the extract, witches collectively.

[Bare.]

And far and wide the heather press
With witchhood's swarms of wantonness !

B. Taylor, tr. of Goethe, Faust, I. xxi. . . - , , . ^^ m r •,.

.. , , , . , ,,.. , , , .J wokowi (wo-ko'we), n. [Comanche Indian
Wltch-loom.(wieh lorn), H. A loom equipped -, \„ Oklahoma, the name of the nar-

Over the eastern hills came the bright Temal am. . . .

Distance lends enchantment to the sound as well as to

the view, and the clang and clash of innumerable belfries

came modulated through the intervening air, wherefrom
the last lingering trails of mist were gradually ttizarded

away. A. Austin, Lamia's Winter-quartei^ p^ 61.

W. L. An abbreviation of ware-length.

OT caps.} An ftbbre-

board line for voyages in the) NortJt Atlantic.

See *free-board'^.

W. 0. An abbreviation of War Office.

Woad vat. See *vat.

WObbegong (wob'e-gong), «. [Aboriginal.]

A New South Wales aboriginal name for a
species of shark, Orectolobiis barbmtus, of the
family Hemiscylliidse : also known as the ear-

pet-sliark, from the beautifully mottled fikin.

E. E. Morris, Austral English.

WOCheinite (voch'init), «. [WochHn (see

def.) -I- -(te2.] A variety of bauxite, often
having a red color from ferric oxid: found
near Lake Woehein in Camiola.
wodanium (w6-da'ni-um), «. [NL., < Woden,
OHO. H'otan, a Teutonic deity. See Woden,
(Jdin.} A supposed new chemical clement
announced in 1818 by Lampadius as present
in a cobalt ore, afterward proved to consist

of already known elements (nickel, arsenic,

etc.).

woehlerite (v6'16r-It), «. [Named after Prof.

F. Woehler (1800-83) ] A rare silicate which
contains zirconium, niobium, calcium, and
sodium, occurring in light yellow to grayish

or brownish monoclinic crystals of prismatic

and tabular habit : found in various localities

in Norway.

with a witch or dobby attachment for weav-
ing fancy patterns.

witch-moth (wich'm6th), n. Any one of sev-

eral large noetuid moths, notably the black
witch-moth or black witch, Erebus odora, of

North and South America and the West
Indies.

withe, n. 5. In the West Indies, a liana ; the
stem of any vine used as a rope, and hence
the vine itself.

withering (wiTH'fer-ing), t'. n. The act or pro-
cess denoted by the verb wither'^

; specifi- •,^o';^achite (vol'fach-it), n. [G. Wolfach (see
cally, in the manufacture of black tea, the jpf ) + .j^u] ^ sulpharsenide and antimo-
operation of wilting the fresh leaf by exposing njje of nickel, Ni(As,Sb)S, which occurs in
It, thinly spread, for some time to the air. orthorhombic crystals and in columnar radi-
Witheniig expels half the water from the leaf ^ted aggregates of a silver-white or tin-white—^ fits it to endure ^rolling (which see) color: found at Wolfach, Baden.

cotic cactus Lophophora Williamsii. See *rrt€s-

cal-buttons.

wolf, ».— Maned wolf, Cants jubatu*, a long-legged,

conspicuously colored species, about the size of the com-
mon wolf, found in parts of southern Brazil and northern
Argentina.

Attention is called to the tact that the attitude gener-

ally given to the South American waned u\tl/ in museums
and figures is incorrect, the creature carrying its head
very low. Suture, Oct. 3a 1»02, p. 661.

Marsupial wolf, the thylacine or zebr»-woIf of Tas-

inailia, Thylacinus cynocephalus. See cut nnder tAj/Ja-

and
without breaking, also developing oxidation.

'VJ'olffian ridge. See *ridge.
See black *tea.

withering-loft (wiTH'er-ing-16ft"), n. In a
tea-factory, an upper room devoted to the
withering process. See *ivithering. V. S.

Dcpt. Agr., Report 61, p. 16.

withering-persistent (wiTH'^r-ing-pfer-sis'-

tent), a. In bot., same as marccscent (a).

withers, «. pi— Casting of the withers. See
•kcasti, V. t.

witlet (wit'let), Ji. A person of little wit; a
would-be witty person.

The student himself is liable to be regarded as a relic

of mediaeval times, and his unconcern respecting ordinary
matters is serviceable to the dramatist and newspaper
teittet in their times of need.

J. J. Stevenson, in Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 325.

wolf-hole (wulf'hol), n. A wolfs den.: figu-

ratively, a pit dug as a part of a line of de-

fenses upon a military position. See the

extract.

In the immediate foreground of the pict«ire Is shtwn
a series ot " wol/-holes." concealed with diabolical skill

among a forest of sharpened sticks. These holes are laid

out on a diamond pattern and each is between three and
four feet deep. In many cases a sharp stake is driven

firmly in the ground at the bottom. Usually they have a

wire entanglement running parallel with them. In some
cases they were built without the usual forest of &t,-ike9

being driven around them at the sni-face of the ground ;

in which case the openings were concealed by gi-ass and
brushwood, and the attacking force knew nothing of

their existence until the men crashed Uirough to be im-

paled on the stakes below.
Sci. Amer., June 17, ISO, p. 48C



wolf-hound

wolf-hound (wulfhound), n. A dog used in

hunting wolves— Russian wolf-hoond, a large

doc, much resembUiiK the deerhounil in general build,

but having much softer hair. Its usual color is black
;tnd whit*.

Wolfram aluminium. See *aluminium.
WOlframine (wulf'ra-min), n. [wolfram +

iiie-.} Samo as tiingstile.

wolframite (wulf'ra-mit), n.. [wolfram +
-lie-.'] See wolfram.

"

Wolf-Eayet star. See *sUiri.

wolf's-peach (wiilfs'pech), «. An old and
fanciful name for the tomato, being a render-
ing of the Latin generic name of the tomato,
Lyeoper.'dcum : it was once supposed tliat the

fruit was poisonous or at least not good to

oat.

WoUomai (woTo-mi), «. [Aboriginal Aus-
tralian.] The *8chnapper (which see). [Aus-
tralia.]

WOlver (wul'v^r), n. Same as xoolfer.

Two weeks afterward as the icolver rode down an ad-
j'kining cafion, he saw a Wolf come out of a hole.

E. Thomjnain Setun, Billy : the Big Wolf, i.

wolverene, ". 2. An inhabitant of the State
of Michigan. [CoUoti., V . S.]

wolving (wiil'ving), ii. Same as wolfing.

Away back in the spring of '92 a Wolf was "ivolviuf/
'

oil the east side «f Sentinel Mountain.
B. Thmnpioii Setun, BUly : the Big Wolf, i.

woman, ». 4. Formerly, the side of a British

jienny on which was the figure of Britannia,

the other having the king's head: as " man or
womant"— that h>, heads or tailsf—The new
woman, woman, as more or less freed from the control

of traditir,nal views ^'f what is proper or becoming in fe-

male c'liidiirt. (.K;ciipation, education, etc. [Slang.] —The
strange woman, in bit)lical U8i»ge. a harlot.— Veiled
woman, see *rei7, r. t.

womar, ". Same as *trommera.
wommera (wom'e-ra\ n. [Also womerah,
womnrii, woomcra, wiimmerali, wammerali,
wommelii, etc. : aboriginal Australian.] The
spear-thrower, or throwing-stick, of the ab-
origines of Australia.

The regi'm in which spear slings are most frequent.

even at the present day, is Australia. The principal

weapon of the Australians is tile spear, 3 to 4 meters in

length, and all Australian spears except those used in

catching hsh are thnjwn by means of a sling, called
" wommera," which is used botli in war and in the chase.

It was at one time distributetl throughout Australia, but,

being supplanted more and more by flreanns, slings are
now limited to West Australia from the north and the
terril4iry beyond New .South Wides and V'ict^iria.

ftiiiUhniniian Rep., lOOl, p. (!2-2.

wonder, «.—Back-rolllng wonder, Eupelmut mira-
htitA, H chalcidoid pai-asite, of the family Knctjrtid/e.

wldch lays its eggs in the eggs of the angular-winged
katydid, ilicrffcentrwn retinerve, and which has the
tiabit of tundng its abdomen up over the thorax.

wondercraft (wun'd^r-krift), n. Thauma-
turgy; the pretended art or power of working
wonders. [Bare.]

When thaumatnrgy becomes a source of gain, and
greed is wed to vtondercra/t, there springs from the
union a prt>geny ef devils that wreak on the teachei'S of

truth the tt^rtures of rack and fagot.

An. I(fp. Bur. Amer. Ethnul., 1808-89, p. clxxxiii.

WOndermonger (wnn'dtr-mun'gfer), n. One
who deals in marvels and prodigies; a thau-
maturgist, [Bare.]

By reason of a persistent refusal to recognize much, if

any, difference between the scientist and the charlatan,

)>etweeD the expert and the quack ; and, in fact, by a
disposition — marked in some quarters— Ui give undue
prcmiinence to bogus weatlier pn.)phets and wonder,
mon'terit, at the expense of the equipped and reputable
-students of the subject Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1901, p. 382.

wonga (wAng'gS), «. [Aboriginal name.] In
Australia, the lesser cattail, Typha angusti-

fnlia. See Typha and *rauno.

WOng-shi (wong-she'), ii. [Chinese xoanq shi or

waiig nh\ plants which grow in tufted heads
with slender peduncles; waiig, the footstalk

of a flower, a plant that dyes yellow; shi or

.<A', name of a plant.] A yellow dyestuff, the
pods of Cardcnut florida, brought from China,
It contaiwi crocin, apparently identical with
that from saffron, and dyes silk or wool with-

out a mordant, and cotton mordanted with
tin salts.

wood', ». 11. In hort., any twig or tissue of

a plant, whether hard or soft, that is con-
sidered in the making of cuttings or some-
times, in the case of garden plants, in the

operation of pruning. See hard *wood, soft

KJf>w/. — Armored wood, wfMjd which is covered
with metal to protect it from injury by fire ; also wt)od

which has been strcngtliwned iiy the addition of pressed
or rolled steel.— FemambUCO wood. Same as Per-
nninhiiro irofnHwhich see. under 7/v(Of/I). See Brazil, 2.

— Hard wood. (**) in hort. , the w»>oil or tissue that h:w

hardened or ripwcd so far that it is no longer soft and her-
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haceous. Such twigs or shoots are often used for cuttings.
The term is used in distinction from soft wood or green
wood, cilttings from which are often likely to flag and
decay, although some plants, as coleus, are always grown
from soft-woott cuttings, (c) The name used in the lumber
trade for the timber of deciduous-leaved trees as distin-
guished from evergreen or coniferous trees, though some,
poplar, for instance, are as soft as white pine, while yew
and some varieties of yellow pine rank higli in hardness,
when compared with hard woods. In Tasmania the
name is usually conflned to the timber of the eucalypts,
while in Queensland it is especially applied to a myi-ta-
ceotis tree, Backhottina Bancro/tii.— Hasklnlzed wood,
wood which has been suiijected to the process of *has-
kitiization (wliich see).—Jamaica -wood, Bariixyluui
Linnsei (Peltophorum Linniei of Bentham). See M^est
Indian redwood, under -kredwood.—Lima WOOd, a dye-
woo<l obtained in Peru and Ecuador from Cxmlpinia
pectinata. It reaches commerce from the port of Lima,
whence the name. See braziletto.— J/laAa.eascax wood,
a kind of sandalwood, resembling caliattjur-wood, from
the island of Madagascar, use<l as a dyestutf.— Nlc, WOOd,
a trade-n.anie, an abbreviation of Nicaragua wood.—
Open woods, those w»x)ds used by dyers which are soft
and present little compactness of texture, so that their
coloring matter is readily given up to solution in water,

—Panama wood, a commercial name for quillai-bark,
(which see, under quitlai).— St. Mary's wood. See
kMtanhol.— Terra-flrma wood, a dyestutf, of the same
class with Brazil wood, Nicariigiia wood, etc.. consisting
of the wood of a species <)f detfalpiaia.— Wood powder.
See itpoH'rfcr.- Wood pulp. See wood-pulp.—WOOd
ttirpentlne. See it^piritine.

WOOqI, r. i.—To wood up, (o) To supply (a boat) with
wood for fuel. [U. ,S.

]

So I 'm going down stream to wood up, and then we '11

come back and make them pay.
Cutcltfe liyne, A Master of Fortune, iii.

(6) To make a noise by scuffling with the feet or by hand-
clapping, as students in approval or disapproval of a
professfjr. [U. S. slang.]

wood-alcohol, «• .seriously injurious and even fatal

effects have been observed as the result of swallowing
wootl-alcohol (methyl alcohol), or preparations contain-

ing it, such as essence of ginger. Injury to vision has
tejK-atcdIy attracted attention.

Wood-apple gum. See *gm>i^.

wood-bison (wud'bi'son), «, An American
bison, separated as a subspecies under the
name Iiiso» bi-

son athabascee.

It formerly in-

habited the
mountainous
and wooded
parts of the
northwestern
United States
and British ter-

ritory from
there to Lake
Athabasca. A
few still re-

main near this

la.st locality.

More com-
monly called
wnixl buffalo.

wood-borer, n.
Metallic Woiid-bison \Hisaii bison alfta/>,isi-,r^.

wood-borers, the beetles of the family Bupreitida.

wood-buffalo (wud'buf 'a-16), n. Same as
*iiood biKoti.

wood-carving, «,- Wood-carvlng machine, one
of a variety of pi-otlling-machines having revolving cut-

ters for reproducing a patteni in a womlell surface, much
used in the inantifHcture of piano-legs, carved furniture,
etc.

wood-cloth (wid'kldth), n. A textile fabric
manufactured bv a process invented by Mit-
scherlich, in which long strips of soft wood,
free from knots, cut parallel to the grain, are
boiled with a solution of sulphurous acid or
an acid sulphite, washed with water, pressed,
repeatedly passed between rolls to separate
but not break the fibers, dried, and combed
like fla.x, being afterward spun and woven
like any other textile material,

woodcock, ".— Scotch woodcock, eggs and bacon
with caviare or anchovy paste on toast.

wood-crowfoot (wud'krofut), M, See *cror-
fo<it.

wood-drill (wWdril), «, 1. A kind of auger
for large holes in which the point has a taper-

ing screw designed to draw tiie cutting edges
forward,— 2. A form of drill resembling an
auger, used in mining in soft material, which
has a central tit to draw the cutter proper
after it.

wood-duck, H. 3. The niaued goose, Bernicla
juliala, found in southern Australia.

Wood-engraver bark-beetle, a Nortli American sco-

lytid beetle, T'lmir'tn firlotux F.ichotf, damaging white
pine, mining bencatli the bark and lo<)sening it from the
wo<m1, making regular and artistic furrows which sug-
gested the name to Thomas Say, the pioneer entomologist.
Same as wood-ewjraver, 2.

wood-sugar

wood-gas, w. A double process of destructive distilla-
tion is necessary, the first producing a mixture of liquid,
oily, or tany substances, which in the second retoi-t, at
a higher temperature, evolves gases, chiefly marsh-gas
and its homologues, ethylene and other unsatiirated
hydrocarbons, hydrogen and carbon monoxid, with car-
bon dioxid in large quantity, this last to be aftei-wai-d
removed by passage over slaked lime. Wood-gas is pi-ac-
tically free from sulphur compounds.

wood-grass, n. 2. Same as bushy *blue-stem.— 3. Same as l-not-root *grasa.
wood-gum (wud'gum), n. Same as *xylan.
wood-hare (wud'hiir), «. A term sometimes
applied to the gray rabbit or cottontail, Lepus
si/hyiticiis : mainly a book-name.
Woodhouse beds. A group of strata in Cham-
wood Forest, Leicestershire, England, be-
lieved by some to be pre-Cambrian, by others
Cambrian. Geikie, Text-book of Geo!., p. 897.

wood-ipecac (wud'ip"e-kak), K. See *ipecae.

woodite (wud'it), fl. A trade-name for an
elastic packing material of fibrous character
and consisting in part of india-rubber, in-
tended, among other applications, for lining
the hulls of ships of war in order to seour*
temporary plugging of holes made by shot.
N, and Q., 8th ser., IL 213.

woodland,". 2. In forestry. See */oresf, 1.

—

3. In phytogeog., a vegetation composed of
woody plants, regarded by Schlmper as one
of three grand types of climatic formation
(compare *grass-land, 2, and *desert^ (fc)). This
author subdivides woorfiand (oehblz) into forest (wald), in
which the tree growth is closed up; bushwood {buttch-

wald), in which the trees are so separated by shrubby
growth that their crowns do not touch : and shrubwood
gegtrduch), in which shrubs are the chief feature. Trop-
ical woodland is divided by the same author into rain
forest, monsoon forest, savanna forest, and thorn forest,
these resulting from as many combinations of climatic
conditions. See */ore»f, 4,

wood-lot (wud'lot), n. A lot covered with
forest. See *forest, 1. [U. S.]

I ve . . . scrimped here and pinched there. What d*
you s'pose I sold the woodlot for?

J. C. Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, T.

wood-meal (wud'mel), n. Wood ground to a
meal-like powder: used in paper-making, in
the manufacture of explosives, and as a con-
stituent of some plastic materials. See
*meal, 2.

wood-mosquito (wvid ' mus - ke '' to), «. See
*mo.'<fii(ilo.

wood-mulls (wud'mulz), >i. pi. Heavy hose
worn by fishermen. [Eng.]
wood-nettle (wud'nef'l), n. See *nettlc^.

wood-nodule (wiid ' nod " ul), n. Same as
^sphirrnhlast.

wood-nymph, n—southern wood-nymph, an
American agapetid butterfly, Cercyonis peijala, common
in Florida and the other Gulf States. Itslarvaj feed on
grasses.

wood-oil, n— China wood-oil, a drying oil from the
kenu'ls of AleurHcn cordata or Elxococca rerntciff, used
in making vaniish.

wood-paper, »• 2. Very thin veneers of wood
backed or reinforced by thin paper: used as
a wall-paper.

woodpecker, ». 2. In lumbering, a poor
chopper. [Slang.]

wood-pitch (wud'pieh), n. The residue left in
the still after distillation of wood-tar. It is

run out from the still while hot and becomes
solid on cooling. It is used, often re-melted
with rosin-pitch or with coal-tar, to protect
the surface of timber; also used by shoe-
makers.
wood-pulp, n. Chemical pulp is produced by the
chemical treatment of wood in tlie form of chilis. It is

almost wholly included under the heads of gulphite pulp,
made with the aid of a solution of calcium acid-sulphite,

and mda pulp, made with a solution of caustic soda,
Mechanicat pulp is produced by grinding wo<xl to a soil

of powder against a rapidly revolving surface of sand-
8t4>ne under a stream of water. Pulp so prepared has
very little felting power, and is generally used with some
addition of material of longer fiber. It is employed very
largely in making lower-class, weak paper, such as that
on which manv newspapers are printed.— WOOd-pulp
Silk. See *xilk.

wood-ciuartet (wud'kwar-tef), n. An instru-

mental quartet of wood instruments, usually
a flute, an oboe, a clarinet, and a bassoon.
wood-satyr (wiid'safer), n. A popular nam9
of cf-rtain agajietid butterflies Little wood-
satyr, an American agapetid butterfly, CinHa eurytug,
having a wide sinithern and northern range in the
United States. Its larva) feed on grass.

wood-spirits (wud'spir'its), «. Same as

"^spiritine. Not to be confounded with 'wood-
spirit ' or methyl alcohol.

Woodstock group. See *group^.

wood-sugar (wud'shug"ar), n. Samo as
*xylose.



wood-trimmer

wood-trimmer (wud'trim'^r), r. In tcood-

irork-iiiij.n haiui- or power-inaohine for cutting

blocks or pieces of wood into a great variety

of shapes. It is essentially a mitering cutter

employing two cutting knives placed at a
rifilit angle aud giving a shaving cut. See
iiiitfrinij-imi<'lii»e.

wood-turpentine (wud'ter'pen-tin), «. Spir-

its of turpentine made by distilling with water
the refuse wood of the long-leaf pine. See
*)!piritine.

wood-yard (wvid'ySrd), n. A yard or space
where wood is stored and cut.

wool, ". 1. A wool fleece is divisible into sorts, ac-

cording Ui tiiieness or length of staple. Clothing or

short-staple wool may be divided into 9 (or more) sorts :

picklock, prim^, chokfy super, head, downrightf, seconds,

abb, and breech : worsted or combing wool may be di-

vided into 7 (or more) sorts: blue, fine, neat, brown
draicinij. breech or britch, cotr-tait, and brakes. These
sorts are simietiiiies designated as ttrst. second, third,

etc.— Carbon wool. See *cfflr()o;i.— Clayton wool-
brown, an acid coal-tar color which dyes wwil brown in

an acid bath.— Cross-bred wool, the wool of a sheep

that is the progeny of two varieties (nsnally understood

to be an English and a merino blooded sheep).— Forest
wool, the filamentous part of pine-tree leaflets, used for

sturtinj; mattresses and for hygienic and other fabrics

:

for the latter use it is generally mixed with cotton.

Near Brealau, in Silesia, there have been erected fac-

tories that convert the pine leaves into what is called

"forest wool," for wadding. Other factories have been

erected in other parts of Europe for a similar use of these

leaflets, as in .Sweden, Holland, and France. The pro-

ducts made from these pine-tree leaflets have been ex-

hibited at a number of expositions, where they attracted

more or less attention as furnishing suitable material for

stufling mattresses and articles of furniture in place of

horse liair, for manufacture into hygienic fabrics for

medical use, and for articles of dress, such as inner vests,

drawers, shirts, chest preservers, etc. In the preparation

of the textile materLil an ethereal oil is produced, which
is employed as a curative agent and oftentimes as a use-

ful solvent Set. Amer. Sup., Nov. 15, 1902, p. 22464.

Full-blood wool, any wool bred to a fixed type.— Glass
WOOL (tf) A variety of spun glass resembling asbestos or

mineral wool, used for making fire-proof cloth and for

electrical purposes.-Half-blood WOOl, a trade tenn for

wool from sheep with one half merino blood and one half

cross-bred or English blood.— KapOk wool. See kaimk.—
Luster wool, long-staple wool exhibiting a silky luster

:

it is the wool of such breeds of sheep as the Leicester

and Lincoln converted by spinning into worsted yarn.

—

Mestizo wool. South American wool, particularly thj.t

of Argentina, from the cross between the imported
merino and the native crioUo sheep.— Quarter-blood
wool, a trade tenn for wmA from sheep with one (juarter

merino blood and three quarters cross-bred or English
blood.— Silk wool. See *«».— Skirted wooL See
«irr<ed.— Tanners' wool. See *fnnii(?ri.— Tbree-
el^hths-blood wool, wool from sheep with three eighths
merino blood and five eighths cross-bred or English blood.
— Vegetable wool, («) Flax or other vegetable fibers

which have been prepared by a chemical or mechanical
process, or both, so as to look like wool : used for mixing
with the latter.

At the time of the New Jersey experiments it was
thought that the question of economically cleaning the
fiber [jute] had been settled by the invention of a "com-
bined chemical and mechanical process." It was stated
that the practical advantage of this refining pi-ocess con-
sisted in obtaining a vegetable wool so nearly akin to
coarse animal wool "as to render their union in coarse
fabrics advantageous, and for additional possible uses by
itself a valuable substitute."

IT. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. No. 6, p. 29.

(6) See the extract

Cotton, which comes next to sugar cane among the ag-
ricultural products of the coast, is principally grown in

the departments of Piura, lea, and Lima. Piura produces
the remarkable cotton called vegetable wool, known in
Europe as "full rough" and' "moderate rough." This
cotton is unique in ite class and is used for mixing with
word in the manufacture of woolen goods. So excellent
is this cotton that even an expert may mistake it for
wooL ifational Geog. Mag., Aug., 1904, p. 315.

Wool yellow. See patent -kfustin.

wool-eating (wul'e'ting), n. A disease of
sheep. See *lick, 7.

wooled (wuld), a. [wool + -ed^.] Having
wool : as, a fine wooled or medium xcooled

sheep.

Marked achievements have been attained in producing
new breeds of sheep ; for instance, among the fine and
medium wooled breeds from Europe are the Kambouillets,
the Homed Dorsets, etc.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 219.

woolen-mill (wiiren-mil), n. An establish-
ment in which all or some of the principal
processes of wool-manufacture, as carding,
spinning, and weaving, .ire performed, sepa-
rately or together ; a wool-mill.

wool-extract, n. Fabrics of mixed wool and cotton
are gtee[>ed in dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid,
dried, and heated to about 110° C, which 'carbonizes'
the cott^jn and makes it easily reducible to powder : this
p^jwder is separated by dusting and screening.

wool-grease (wul'gres), n. The material, of
greasy consistence, obtained from raw sheep's
wool by extraction with special solvents,
such as petroleum ether, or recovered from
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water in which the wool has been scoured.

It consists largely of cholesterol and isoeho-

lesterol and thin esters, along with potash

salts and certain special fatty and waxy or-

ganic substances. Lanolin for medical use

and potassium carbonate are made from it.

Also known as suint. Jour. Soc. Chem. Irtdus-

tni, X. 70i).

Wbolhope limestone. See ^limestone.

woolly-breeches (wul'i-brioh'''ez), «. See

//( Uoir *fori)(t-iur-not.

woolly-foot (wiil'i-fut), n. A grama-grass,
liouteloua eriopoda, found in dry gravelly soil

from Texas to Arizona and in Mexico, distin-

guished from others of its genus by having
the steins woolly toward the base. It with-
stands severe drought and is locally very
valuable for grazing. More fully, woolly-foot

(frama.

woolly-head, « 2. A small white alto-cumu-
lus or cirro-cumulus cloud, of a round shape
and compact texture: distinct from the clouds
of the mackerel sky, which are thinner and of

a paler tint, shading off to white on one side,

but fading into the delicate blue of the sky on
the other.

wool-man (wul'man), »!. [Native Australian
corruption of E. old »«««.] Old man : applied
to a kangaroo. [Australian.]

The male kangaroos were called by my natives old
men, ' wool-man,' andj^the females, young ladies, 'young
liddy.'

It. Dawson, The Present State of Australia, p. 139.

^[Quoted in E. £. Morris, Austral English.

wool-press (wU ' pres), n. Same as wool-
paclcer, 'Z.

wool-printing (wul'prin''ting), M. The print-
ing of wool fabrics : analogous to calico-print-

ing. Georgievics (trans.), Chem. Technol.
Ts-itile Fibres, p. 278.

wool-puller (wul'pul''''er), H. A workman who
removes the wool from sheepskins. Flem-
miiig, Practical Tanning, p. 1.

wool-pulling (wurpul"ing), M. The process
of removing the wool from sheepskins.
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 2.

wool-scarlet (wul'skar'aet), «.— Wool-scarlet
R, an artificial dyestuff belonging to the class of the oxy-
azo dyes, soluble in water.

wool-scouring (wurskour'''ing), n. The pro-
cess by which raw sheep's wool is cleansed to
prepare it for textile use. For a long time stale

urine, containing ammonium carbonate derived from the
hydrolitic decomposition of urea, was the chief agent in

use, but at present soft water with cautious addition of

ammonia, sodium carbonate or specially selected soap, is

chiefly resorted to, or washing with petroleum naphtha
followed by water alone. Wo<d itself is so easily attacked
by alkalis that great care has to be exercised in using
them.

wool-seal (wul'sel), w. 1. A very young harp-
seal, Phoca groenlandica. in its coat of long,

white, woolly hair. Better known as white-

coat.— 2. See the extract.

Many furriers — in America, at least— fail to recognize
the fast fui-s as from a species of hair seals, considering
them as the skins of a distant and separate species, to
which they give the name " wool-seal."

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 11, 1905, p. 24335.

wool-shed (wul'shed), n. In Australia, a shed
or building in which sheep are sheared and
the wool sorted, packed, or stored ready for

market. E. E. Morris.

The wool-shed is a large building open on every side,

with a high-pitched roof,— all made of wood and very
rough. The sheep are driven in either at one end or
both, or at three sides, according to the size of the station
and the number of sheep to be shorn. They are then
assorted into pens, from which the shearers take them on
to the board ;

— two, three, or four shearers selecting
their sheep from each pen. The floor, on which the
shearers absolutely work, is called ' the board.'

A. TroUope, Australia and New Zealand, 1. 126.

WOOlskin (wiil'skin), K. A sheepskin with the
wool on. Flemming, Practical 'Tanning, p. 64.

wool-table (wTirta''''bl), «. Same as wool-
pucker, 2.

Woolwich and Reading beds. See *6e<ii.

wool-yoke (wvd'yok), «. See *wool-grease.

woomera, n. See *wommera.
woozy (wo'zi), a. Grotesque'; ridiculously odd
or extraordinary. [Colloq.]

Mr. Trelawney, . . . rich and learned in" Egyptology,
had the feline and mulierine mummies in a strange cabi-
net of weird and woozy curios, and he kept the jewel in a
burglar-proof safe in the same rf»om.

The Reader, May, 1904, p. 6.58.

WOrd^, n— Motor word, in psi/chol. &nd phoTietics, the
word as spoken ; the word as presented in kinesthetic
terms ; opposed to auditory, visual, ivritten word.
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 83.

work-adder

word-deaf (werd'def), a. Unable to under-
stand spoken words, although the sound is
heard. St-ripturc, Exper. Phonetics, \i. 85.

word-dumbness (werd'dum"nes), n. Same as
ataxic aphasia (which see, under aphasia).
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 84.

word-idea (werd'i-de-a), «. The idea or
meaning conveyed by a written or spoken
word.
A xeord-idea should be learned as part of various courses

of thought, in order to form the necessary language asso-
ciations, in addition to being learned separately in the
earlier lessons. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 150.

word-movement (w6rd'm6v'''ment), 11. The
muscular movement which constitutes articu-
lation of a word. [Rare.]

The centers for memories of word-nwvements are
mainly in the anterior portion of the speech region.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. S3.

word-seller (wferd'seWr), n. A rhetorician.
[Rare.]

So these Word-sellers haue no power to cure
The passions which corrupted lines endure.

Lord Brooke, Humane Learning, st xxx.

word-sign (wferd'sin), n. A character used as
the sign of a whole word: as, in phonography,
a sign for sh may be used for shall, ng for
thing, eh for tohich, etc. Jour. Anthrop. Inst.,

XXX. p. 156.

The word-sign value of a sign is, in the first place, the
name of the object it represents, or of some material, or
quality, or action, or idea suggested by it

Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 730.

word-unit (w6rd'u''''nit), n. In phonet., the
spoken word considered not as made up of in-
dependent sounds, each expressed by a letter
of the alphabet, but as a continuous series of
an infinite number of sounds ; and considered
also as the expression, not of a series of voli-
tions (for prefix, suffix, etc.), but of a single
unified volition. Scripture, Exper. Pho-
netics, p. 453.

work,!). 1. intrans. 9. A'izM^., to move slightly,
as a structural part of a vessel, with reference
to adjacent parts; change form slightly, as a,

vessel : due to the strains brought upon a
vessel that is rolling or pitching at sea.

In many cases wootl ships alter form transversely,
" ivorking " at the junctions of the decks and sides, or at
the bilges, when rolling in a seaway.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 296.

10. In machin., to have an undesired motion
due to defective fitting of the bearing, guid-
ing, or supporting areas of contact, or from
wear.

II. trans. 18. In hort., to graft or to
bud— To work and turn. See (urn.-To work
out one's taxes, to pay one's taxes by working on the
highways or other public works. Dialect Notes, III, iii.

[V. .S.]

work, «. 15. A movement of strata of the
earth upon one another which causes creeping,
squeezing, or faulting of the veins or lodes
in a mine— Detached work, a redoubt or other de-
fensive work not in close defensive relation with the main
line of defense.— Free work, in thermodynamics, the
work obtainable from any isothermal modification of the
state of a substance or system. See/rfe -kenergy.—Oa^ed
work, in bricklaying, fine work upon arches, etc.. aiia in
which gaged bricks are used. See6nc^2.— Incised work,
lettering, decorative sculpture, and the like, done by
incision in a surface, either pierced through, as in a plate
of metal, or merely sunk, as in a slab of stone with an
inscription. The former is more properly called pierced
work. Incised work may be filled up with another
material, producing iiday (which see).— Lonjf and short
work, in building, the fitting of stones in successive
courses, as at the corner of a building or a window jamb,
so that the stones enter the wall in alternately longer
and shorter blocks. The system is used in order to tie

the body of the wall, when of an inferior material, more
firmly to the square blocks of the angle or the jamb, and
it enters into the decorative effect of some styles of archi-
tecture, such as that of the French Renaissance.— Mont
Mellck work, embroidery which is composed of many
of the stitches used in lace and embroidery. It is of Irish
origin and very old : recently revived.— Principle of
maximum work, in phys. chem.. a theorem of Berthe-
lot, which asseits that eveiy chemical action w hich takes
place without the addition of energy from without t«nds
to form that substance or those substances whose forma-
tion occasions the greatest development of heat. There
are so many exceptions to the proposition that it is obvi-
ously not a law of nature.— SorrentO work, ornament
cut out of flat boarding, as with a jig-saw or ribbon-saw ;

flat scrollwork, the back and face being parallel.

work-adder (wferk'ad''er), n. In physiol. aud
exper. jisychoL, an attachment to the ergo-
graph, constructed <m the principle of the
cyclometer, which sums up the work done by
the finger in successive contractions and thus
indicates the total amouut of work performed
in a particular test or series of tests. See
*ergograph.
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worked fwjrkt). a. In Itort., said of plants crease the leverage as the winding proceeds. Switzerland for cigar wrappers It is a large, silky, flne-

Thafhave been^^rafted or budded. A common example is the brake-eh^in worm ^'^^^'^^."l^^^^'^^^-lZtiTnLe *Und.
worker, «.-FertUe worker, a worker honey-bee of a railroad car at the lower end of a brake- ^^'P^^f,, *"^ ^'^^P 6r-cnan), n. bee &md-

wirffire.ln/o.... theharvestingofthe ^^^{1 '^JS^.f^TLt "^ S^V '

(.t rCt^^^.^l'^J^Xt

when they are made after unifonu periods of two or .vf . .^ o tu ™ „u i j-„ „„„„« ;,„ kelp-Jisli. -ft. -ft. Morns, Austral English,
more yearal^nd intennMent when they are made at the tooth of the WOrm-wheel tO cause the

-y^reath Cent. See *cent.
irregular intervals. Su4ifai/ie<i, animal, periodic, or inter- latter to revolve. nrrppkprji 3 Otib whnsn hiiRiness it is tn
mittent workings are those under which the amount of

,^0 particularize further, the motor runs at a speed of ^^^T,®!; "hiifr^in J! ZJZlutn^^f^thl Z^nwood cut is so regulated that the productive capacity of ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ it^ extended shaft has a 5-inch uoAn with l?^^ '^J^'l buildings preparatory tO the erec-
the forest di.>es not decrease, but pnxluces a sustained go threads per inch, which engages with a worm wheel tion of new ones on their Sites.
yWd, which likewise may be annual, periodic, or inter- ^^^^ j^ 7 i^^^^^ i„ diameter, and similarly has 20 threads The buildings now on the property will be turned over

S a" .. 4.1 j-f e ^ • ,„ oH^lifW ^^ per inch in 500 teeth. -Eifcf. -Rfc. Sept. 17, 1904, p. 458. to «'rfc*frs on May 1. iV. 1'. -Eiiemnsr Post, Feb. 10, 1906.
7 yaut., the condi ion of mov^ng s igh ly or ^^^,^^ ^^^ S^„,^ ^ 9,„„.„.„.„™.- Miners' _--t «_!- ,/ An Australian soecieschanging form under the strain of rolling: worm, Ayicylustoma duodenoZe.—woolly worm, any wreCK-nsn, n. 4,. An Australian species,

said of a vessel or any of its structural parts, one of a number of saw-fly larva; which secrete a close folyitnon oxygeneios, ot the tamily berramdss.

See *H!orfc, I'. I., 9.- Working home, in mimX'7, a wa.xy fibrous covering resemblins w-ool. -B. -E. J/oms, Austral English,

system of working a vein or scam liy "hich the work of WOrm-aDSCesS (w^rm ab'ses), n. An abscess wrecking (rek'ing), J), a. and «. [llTecfcl, v.]

extraction is begun at the point on the property farthest resulting from the presence of worms or larvae Relating to the work of removing wreckage,
from the shaft or main gangway, ^"'^the pi^ress « from

j,f insects in the ti.ssues. as on a railway, of saving wrecked vessels or
3^'^!)""/;^';' ;SU«*'*"'

discharge. Coal and
^^j^m-box (werm'boks), n. A metal covering their cargoes, or of tearing down old build-

workine-area (wer'king-a're-a), «. In for- with Ijeai-ings for a worm and worm-wheel. ings ; also, such work itself.

estri/. the total forest-area managed under a WOrm-eel (werm'el), n. A name applied to a wrecking-block (rek'ing-blok), n. A wire-

working-plan. Also called icorkitifj-cirde. small eel of the family Mijridse. rope block having three or more sheaves used

•worklne-circie (wer'king-ser'ki), n. See worm-gear, «.— Ball worm-gear, a form of gear in the derrick of a wrecking-car.

*,n,r/.»V"-«- „ . ..,, „ , ,^ s«,%r:;rr;if«lrtL'UeTu',;ym^^^^^
working-jib (wfer'king-jib), n. Naut, the balls in the periphery of the latter instead of teeth, to A business concern engagedm saving wrecked

regular jib; the jib that is in general use, and reduce the sliding friction. The balls are sunk in the vessels or their cargoes, or in tearing down
not the lib of light-weight canvas sometimes "heel up to their equatorial line, and a guard or con- old buildings.
r" , . ,•'. ,. ^,1 " tamer prevents them from getting out beyond the area .^l^j ^rpViiiff VrfiTi'l ii A crrniBbent in light weather. of contact with the worm. wrecKing-crane (lek mg-kran), n. A crane

working-mold (wer'king-mold), n. Inccram., worming (werm'ing), V. n. Specifically, the adai)te(i for use upon a wrecking-ear.

a plaster cast taken from a case-mold and operation (performed by hand) of ridding wrecking-crew (rek ing-kro), n. the men
used in molding the ware; an e.xaet reproduc-

^j^g growing tobacco-plant of worms, chiefly engaged in operating a wreckiug-car or a ves-

tion of the block-mold. See *blocK-molti and ^1,0 tobacco-worm (which see). sel employed m wrecking-work.
ki-nnp.mnlfl ..... i. , • . .i • , wrecking-train (rek'ing-tran), ». A railroad"iilfH-moKl. irorminor has been done so persistently in many places "*~^'^rTt= ui€»iii v " ,• * 1

working-pit (wer'king-pit), n. That shaft of in the Connecticut valley that this pest is well-nigh ex- tram htted up with appliances for clearing

a mine out of which the ore is taken and terminated. A'iHfifreic a«d J/yn'c*, Tobacco Leaf. p. 261. away wreckage on the track and repairing

which is u.sed as a passage by the miners, as worm-tube (werm'tub), n. The shell-like damages so far as may be to cars, track, and

distinguished from a shaft used only for tube formed bv many marine worms, espe- engine. See lerecking-car.

pumping or ventilation. cially by those of the genus Serpula. wreckt, p. a. A simplified spelhng of

Working-plan renewal, in /orettry, the preparation of From a conical base, which has a flat spreading margin !''''CCAco.

a new working-plan for a given tract, when the present and is attached to a mass of worm-tubes, the short main WTenCll, «.—Thomas Wrench, an instrument used for

workiiig-i"lan has been carried out, or changed conditions stem arises. the forcible correction of a club-foot.— Union wrench,
require its revision. Annals ajid Mag. Sat. Hist., May, 1904, p. 3S1. (n) A steel-bar wrench or spanner for work njioii the nuts

workplace (w^rk'nlas), n. A place where ^„^^„od, «.- SUvery wormwood. See ,.0™. '^.'^Z^.t^^Z^T^v^^U.^or^.^^^^.'^nro.
work is done; a place or structure in -nnicn „,„„/..,„.„. ... _ tit« on its exterior face, fitting a hole in the end of the

people work. WOrmWOOd-Sage (werm'wud-saj), n. See curved bar or spanner; or the unions may have radial

The size of the workplace should, of cotiree, correspond *.'iii<if- and pasture ^mye-hrush. holes into which a tit on the end of the spanner may

to the number of employees, and to the needs of each v^ound^, ".— Exit WOtmd, in medical jurisprudence,
«"'*'•

. A 1, /l -
establishment. The minimum of lour hundred cubic the wound caused when a weapon or missile comes out, WrenCfl-DOara (rencn DOrO), «. A DoaiQ or
feet of space for each worker, which is established by ^f^^^ jj y,^ passed completely through the body or apart fiat wooden surface upon which may be con-
legUh.tion in many places, is entirely inadequate. q, jt. venientlv mounted, for display and access, the

B»c* Ilea. uaiiuDooK, v i. J.;, .vyound-duramen (wond'dii-ra'men), n. The special wrenches supplied with an engine or
WOrkt, 1). a. A simplified spelhng of worked, duramen-like tissue formed in the process of machine. Fixed wrenches are much less in-
world, ;i.- Astral world. See *<.»jraf^- In toe healing of wounds in woody plants. jurious to bolts and nuts than the adjustable

^Thtworld'of appreclatloV t^VupprccMiZ ' ^'°y '.h-^e rfasons it is quite correct to designate these screw-, key-, or monkey-wrenches.
ino worm ui a,i<pio>.utnuu. '^ yy prelimmary steps towards wound-closure as a pathogenic . _ m, ^n^lrl V„^o»fl r,t o r^lnw

world-map (werld'map), «. A map of the formation ot dilramen. and the tissue derived fiom the Wrest, «. 0. The mold-board of a plow,

entire earth process a« wound.duramoi. originally its front portion. See turn-wrest

A complete mappemonde. to remedy the deficiencies ^'f'^'
^'^'^'^ °' Pl""^' P' ^«- ploW (under ploii:).

noticed above in the icorfd-mnp. W01ind-fungn8 (wond fung"gus), «. A fungus The mould-board . . . is also called the turn-furrow or
(ieaij. Jour. (R. O. S.), XV. 379. which gains entrance to a plant by means of wrest. This term originally applied only to a portion of

u «,.^-u /.^A«1.^'T>.;^.^ » A »r.wH. wV,i/.b «..-.-.. ,.,,t the mould-board, and was probably the MTt** of the an-
WOrld-myth (w^'Hd mith), n. a myth which abound.

^ ..^, ^ . j , , j dent plow which tun.ed aside the earth,
assumes to explain the origin or- constitution wonnd-gum (wond gum), n. A dark-colored j. Scott, Field Implements and Machines, p. 6.

of the world. Ratzel (trans.). Hist. ofMan- gummy substance which forms in the dead
T;n.eBtling-machine (res'ling-ma-shen"), »• A

kind, I. 58. tissue of wounds of woody plants. -p^.^ ^,j. ymnasium apparatus consisting of a
world-power (werld'pou'er). n. A. state, a wound-parasite (wond par'a-sit) w. A para-

f^j, ,j„ jg be grasped at either end, resis-

churcli, or other organization which exercises site which gains entrance to a plant through ^^^^^ hem^ given by friction and a spring
power in every part of the world or among all a wound. See wound *parasite. which may be regulated.
mankind. Femes Ribis enters the trunk :of the tree apparently in wring-bolt (ring'bolt), V. In wood ship-build-

In that development of doctrine which had organised "'«„«»»« ,."""»<'• " '1°
"'"tvLc OcTu iwf p°4^ >'>'M a large rini-bolt or eve-bolt used in con-

theChurch, as the representative of alMolute truth, int., ' '

j a ^. 10 ' '
' junction with a wring-staff to force the

tZ£I^Z::^r'^TdXt^.^n;^;:^7^ ^TJ^^'LrfZZ'nft- wonky Patnarek. o"tside planking into position in building a

world-process (w^rld'pros'es),. «. A devel- WE- An abbreviation («) of Jr..* RMng , ^^^^^^^^^'n. In the shells
opment or evolution coextensive with the (b) otWilltam Ilex (King William)

J^^^^ goniatite cephalopods a shell layer be-
duration of the world, but especially of man- wraithe (raTH), «. [Cf. writhe, v.] A coarse

^^^jj^ f,jg epidermal or outer layer, which is
kind, and inciiding all the events of universal comb used on a form of warp-dressing or

pharacterized by very fine irregular trans-
history. 71 ifW, Western Civilization, p. 1(4. -beaming machine to keep the warp-threads

ygrse wrinkles
world-soul (wf-rld'sol), ». The (supposed) apart. R. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 292. .,^gt.guard (rist'giird), «. In archery, a piece
soul of the world. wrangler, n. 4. Same as horse-wrangler, of bone, stone, stiff leather, or other material
The soul of the Ipanishads had already become the [Western U. S.] worn on the left wrist as a protection against

one prinieval.corM-.«H;fron, which all oth^^^^^
Wrap', n. 2. In cotton-manuf.. one complete the released bow-string.

nato<l. when Buddhism arose ; and the remarkable feature "***•.

1

.
-'

. ^
, ._/ ,_ - ,/\ a • *

about this approximation to a great central truth was Circuit of the measuring mechanism of a warp- WTlst-machme (nst'ma-shen"), n. A piece o£

that it owed its existence, not to Brahmin philosophy, beaming machine. The length of the wrap gymnasium apparatus consisting of a rounded
but to the conception of lay speculation. varies according to the details of the mechan- bar attached to pulley-weights. The bar is

.>a(ure, Dec. 10, 1903, p. 1.1.
ism_3^g64 yards, more or less. R. Marsden, grasped in the hands and the weights are

world-stnff (wMd-stuf), n. The (ultimate) Cotton Weaving, p. 281. pulled up by turning it.

iiiiteriiil of which the universe is composed. ,„apper, n.-Clgar wrapper, tobacco-leaf employed wrist-reflex (•rist're"fleks), n. involuntary
WOrld-weanness (werla wen-nes), «. Ihe for the outside finish of cigars: the most difficult to pro- flc.'iion or extension of the wrist caused by
condition of being world-wearied; weariness duce of all the grades. A light, tiiin, elastic, fine-veined tanpine the tendons of the flexor or extensor
with the world

;
general dissatisfaction with and well-colored leaf is sought. See 6road-ifo/ *M>««o^

muscles resnectivelv
,.; ' ^ Havana *lnt>acco, .Sumatra *'i*nrc(;o. — Mahogany uiuscies it.»pri,uvei^.

. , .,
life-

. , • J. , t. wrapper. .See ^(K'7*icroppfr.—Plugwrapper,tobacco- wrist-snot (rist shot), H. bee *.s7io?'.

worm,". 6. (c) A conical winding-drum hav- leaf iTtte.l by fine, elastictexture. attractive (..loi.etc. for jx, „_ Register Of writs See *remsleri

-

iug a spiral groove in which the winding rope covering plug u.bacco. The lemon yellow is n.ted highest,
.^^t'of association, covenant,debt, entry, seizin.

or ch/nlie^ as it is wound upon the drum, ^j^^jf^J^l^Z:!::^"^ I?l.s..na,< etc' ' ^'
the object being to wind the rope at first over ^ed and ijrown plug wrappers. -Swiss wrapper, a type writing, ".—Automatic writing. See ^automatic.

the smaller diameter of the cone, and to in- of American export tobacco taken in small amount by —Point writing. See *poin(-!cn(tnp. -Tangible



writing

Wlitillg, any writing in wliieh the letters or other written

iluirttctera are raised above the surface of the paper aiui

alHciently high t<> be read by the blind thixiugli tlie

aende of touctiL The term includes all kinds of hand-
writing employing letters and numerals, or any system of

d«-'ls txpreswiing letters, numerals, punctuation marks, or

niusK;iI notation. See ;wl'nt-lrrit*H<7.

writing-fluid (ri'riiig-tio'ld), n. A trade term,

usually applied to common ink made with nut-

galls and a ferrous instead of a ferric salt of

iron, the result beinc; a solution nearly free from
suspended solitl particles, which flows freely

from the pen, but produces writing which is

pale at first and only gradually acquires its

full depth of blackness by exposure to the air

as oxygen is absorbed and ferric tannate
formed.
W.E. jug. See *;"«<7i.

Wronskian (rotis'ki-an), a, A determinant
the elements of whose first row, ait, are func-

tions of X, whose successive derivatives are

the elements of the succeeding rows: ntn be-

ing thus the (t—l)th derivative of an. Named
for Hoen6 Wronski, a Pole.
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Wrotham ware. See *iiarc~.

wrought-iron, « .— Direct production ofwrought-
Iron. See lllair s *yrocess.

W. S. An abbreviation {h) of West Saxon.

wudtiie (wud'i), ». A gibbet. [Scotch.]

'I'lay on Captain Green's WMdrft^,' said tlie caddy on

Lcith Links; and his employer struck his ball in the di-

rection of the Captain s gibbet on the sands.

A. Lang, Historical Mysteries, ix.

Wiilfing cloth. See *doth.

wummerah, «. See *v:ommcra.

wunder, wunderful, wondrous. Amended
spellings of ivoitdcr, wonderful, wondrous.

Wundt-Lamansky law. See *;««ii.

Wundt's chronograph. See *chronograph.

wurley (wer'li), «, [Also wurlie : aboriginal

Australian.] A hut or camp of the aborigines

of Australia.
He took

His axe, and shaped with boughs and wattle-forks

A wurley. fashioned like a bushman's roof.

//. C. Kendall, Poems, p. 42. Quoted in E. E. llonis,
[Austral English.

wyomingite

wurlie, «• See *u;urley.

wurm, «. and V. An amended spelling of norm.
wurry, '•• and n. An amended spelling of
irorrij.

wurse, wurst. Amended spellings of wornv.
worst.

WUrship, n. and v. An amended spelling of
worihiiK

wurshipt, p. a. An amended spelling of wor-
shiped.

worth, V. i., a., and n. An amended spelling
of worth.

worthless, a. An amended spelling of north-
less.

wurthy, a., n., and r. t. An amended spelling
of xcorthy.

W. Va. An abbreviation of West Virginia.

Wyo. An abbreviation of Wyoming.

wyomingite (wi-6'ming-it), n. [Wyoming +
-ite'^.] In petrog., an aphanitio lava with
phenoerysts of phlogopite in a ground-mass of
leucite and subordinate diopside. Cross, 1897.
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4. (c) The chemical symbol
of xenon, (d) In elect., the
symbol for reactance in al-
ternatiug-cuiTent circuits.
(e) In wireless telegraphy, a
local disturbance causing a
false signal ; a stray.

zanol (zan'ol), n. [Appar.
< Gr. faD(Wf), yellow, +

-o/.] The trade-name of sodium caffein sali-
cylate. It is a colorless, pulverulent com-
pound, used in medicine as a diuretic.
Xanthaline (zan'tha-lin), n. [QtT. iavdoc, yel-
'ow, -H -api + -tn«2.] A pulverulent alkaloid,
C37"36*^9N2> contained in crude opium. It
melts at 206° C.

xanthamide (zan'tha-mid), n. [Gr. ^avdoc,
yellow, + E. amide.y A colorless compound,
H2NCS.OC2H5, prepared by the action of al-
coholic ammonia on ethyl xanthate. It crys-
tallizes in monoclinic pvraniids and melts at
38° C. A\no called :canthogenamide. It is not
the amide of xanthic acid.
xanthane (zan'than), «. [Gr. ?av66c, yellow,
+ -a«e.] The radical, C2N2S3, of persulpho-
cyauic acid.—Xanthane hydrld. .Same as imper-
tulphocyanic acid (which see, under kpergulphiKyanic
acui).

Zanthelasmoidea (zan'thf-las-moi'de-ii), n.
[NL.. < xanthelasma + Gr! fi<5of, form.^ An
affection of the skin occurring in the form of
reddish or yellowish wheals, which leave
more or less permanent yellowish or brownish
patches on the skin: called also urticaria
pigmentosa.

If further investJKatiim BhouM prove that in xatithelm-
moidta the coaKulability is liigh it will thus be more de-
cisively seiiarated from the urticarias and the name
" urticaria [ugmeutosa " will \^e abandoned.

Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1621.

Zanthene (zan'then), m. [Gr. fai^iif, yellow,
+ -enc.\ Oi-thomethylenediphenylene oxid ; a

colorleBS compound, CQ^^ >0, prepared

by the action of aluminium cblorid on phenol.
It crvstallizes in plates, melts at 100.5° C
and boils at 31.')° C.

Xanthichthys (zan-thik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.
fai'^of, yellow, -4- iifiix, a fish.] A genus of
fishes of the family Balistidfe. They are
found chiedy in American waters, but some
of thfin are widely distributed.
zanthidinm (zan-thid'i-um), n.; p\. xanthidia
(-&). [NL., < Gr. ^uveiic, yellow, -f dim. -idiov.}

A name applied to the fossil spore-eases of
desmidean Algee and also to the statoblasts of
Polyzo.i : found in rocks of various ages.

zanthin, «. A simplilied spelling of xanthine.
— ZaiiUiin bases. See italloxuric.

xanthinine (zan'thi nln), «. [xanthin + -I'neS.]

Acolorless, pulverulentcompound, C4H3O2N3,
prepared by heating ammonium thionurate.

zanthinozydase (zan-thi-nok'si-das), M.
lianthin + nxyda.ie.'] An autolytic oxidizing
ferment which causes the transformation of
hj'poxanthin into xanthin.

Xanthoceras (zan-thos'e-ras), n. [NL.
(Bunge, 1834), < Gr. iaM^, yellow, -I- ic/pnf,

horn ; in allusion to the colorand form of the five
glands alternating with the petals.] Agenus of
North China plant.'", of the family *(;)i7/rfnfva'.
The BinRle spei-iefs -V. oor/d/./iii, is a handsome and de-
sirable larjte «hnib or small tiee, bar iy as far north as
MaBsai-husetU, with pinriat«ly coni|wuud leaves and
white tlciwers in numerous racemes. The fruit is larjje,
jtreen, and spineless, resembling that of the buckeye,
cnntainine dark brown glossy itlobular seeds.

zanthochroism (zan-thok'ro-izm), ». [xan-
tlioclir'>(oiis) + -i.tm.] In nr'iiith., the fact or
condition of having abnormally yellow
feathers. It occurs most frequently in cases
where feathers are normally green, red, or
orange, and is often seen in parrots and
tanagers.

The direct cause of Albinism is easily found, . . . but
that of Erythrism and " Xanthochroism " cannot be posi-
tively assigned. Xewton, Diet, of Birds, p. 1007.

zanthochrooid (zan-thok'ro-oid), a. [xan-
thochrn{if) + -oid.'] Same" as xanthochroic.
xanthocyanopia (zan'tho-si-a-no'pi-il), n.
[NL., < Gr. |av0Of, yellow, -f 'ivavog, blue, +
uV (wff-), eye.] A form of color-blindness in
which there is perception only of yellow and
blue

; red-green blindness orxanthocyanopsy.
zanthogallol (zan-tho-gal'ol), n. [Gr. fave<Jf,
yellow, -t- gallnl.'] A yellow compound, Cr-

/OCgHBrsO *^
' ®

H2Br40. ;0(T), prepared by the
^OC6HBr50

action of bromine on pyrogallol. It crystal-
lizes in lamina} and melts at 122° 0.
zanthogenamide (zan'tho-jen-am'id), n.
Same as *xanthamide.
zanthogenate (zau'tho-je-nat), n. [xantho-
gen{ic) + -a<el.] Same as xanthate.
zanthogenic (zan-tho-jen'ik), a. [Gr. fove<if,
yellow, -f- -jEiw, -producing, -1- -»c.] Produc-
ing a yellow color ; xanthic.
zanthometer (zan-thom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. ^avOor,
yellow, -1- fthpov, measure.] A graduated
scale of colors from blue to yellow, white, or
green, for determining the color of ocean or
lake water. Well-known examples are Porel's
scale from blue to olive, for use in the lake
of Geneva; O. Kriimmel's modification, to
which the name ' xanthometer ' was first given,
for use on the plankton expedition of 1890;
and the scale of W. TJle of Halle, who ex-
tended the scale to 21 numbers.
zanthone (zan'thon), «. [Gr. fai^(if, yellow,
+ -o«e.] Bihydroxybenzophenone anhydrid;

comp

a colorless compound, CQ^S.^<( \:!8H4, pre-

pared by the oxidation of methylenedipheny-
lene oxid. It crystallizes in long needles,
melts at 173-174° C, boils at 349-350° C, is
volatile with steam, and is the parent sub-
stance of a considerable number of natural
coloring matters.

zanthopsla (zan-thop'si-il), n. [NL., < Gr.
favftjf, yellow, -I- dV'f, view, appearance.] A
pathological condition in which objects ap-
pear yellow.

zanthopurpurin (zan-th6-p6r'pu-rin). n. [Gr.
faj*<if, yellow, -4- E. purpurin.l Metadihydroxy-
anthraquinone ; a yellow compound, C8li4-

\ )CqII2(OH)2, contained in orade natural

pnrpurin and prepared from this substance by
reduction. It crystallizes in lustrous needles,
melts at 262-263° C, and may be sublimed!
Also called purpuroxanthin.
zanthorrhoea2 (zan-tho-re'ii), n. [NL., < Gr.
iai-Hd,;, yellow, -I- poia, flow.] The technical
term applied to certain resins otherwise
known as akarmd resin, Botany Bay resin, nut
resin, or grass-tree gum.
Zanthorthite (zan'thor-thit), n. [Gr. (avOdc,
yellow, -t- ofiOoc, straight, + -ite^.l An altered
and hydrated variety of allanite of a yellow-
ish color.

zanthose (zan'thos), n. [Gr. Savdo^, yellow, -I-

-ow.] An orange pigment found in certain
craVjs.

zanthosiderite (zan-tho-sid'e-rrt), n. [Gr.
fnvWor, yellow, + mdr/piTnc, of iron.] 1 A
hydratod ferrio oxid, Fe20.,.2H20, which
occurs in fine needles or fibers, also as an
ocher, of a golden-yellow to brown or red
color.— 2. Same as co/ji«;jtte.

zanthozylin (zan-thok'si-lin), n. [Xanthoxi/-
l{uni) + -i«'^.] A colorless, crystalline com-
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pound, C10H12O4, contained in Japanese
jAfPf' ^"^tl^o^yl^m piperitum. It melts at
80° C. and boils without decomposition.
zanthydrol (zan-thi'drol), n. [Gr. ^avBor yel-
low, -I- E. hydr(ogen) + -oi.] A colorless

CgH4
ipound, ^ ^CHOH, prepared by the

C8H4/
reduction of xanthone. It crystallizes in
microscopic needles and decomposes when
heated.

Zanthylic (zan-thil'ik), a. lxanth(in) + -yl +
-ic] Noting an acid, a hypothetical nueleinie
acid which on decomposition yields only one
xanthin base, namely, xanthin.
Xavierian (za-ver'i-an), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to St. ^t'rancis Xavier.
n. n. A member of a teaching brotherhood

in the Roman Catholic Church, called the
Xaverian Brothers.

zcp. An abbreviation of ex covpon, without
coupon.

Zdiv. A way of writing ex div. (which see).
Xe. A chemical symbol of xenon: less com-
monly used than A.
Xenarchi (ze-nar'ki), «. pi. [NI,., < Gr. ^ivo(,
strange, + apxic, rectum (anus).] A suborder
of fishes containing only a single family and
species, found throughout the Mississippi
valley and coastwise from New York to Texas

Zenia2 (ze'ni-a), ». [NL., < Gr. ffw'a, hospi-
tality, also alien condition : see xenial.} In
bot., the immediate influence of pollen ; the
influence or eff'ect on the very fruit which is
pollinated rather than on the fruits of the
plants which spring from the crossed seeds.
W.O. Focl-e.

Zenian (ze'ni-an), a. Same as xenial.
Xenistius (ze-nis'ti-us), «. [NL., < Gr. ffoof,
strange, -I- iaTrnv, sail (alluding to the dorsal
fin).] A genus of fishes of the familv Neom^-
mdee found on the Pacific coast of' America
from San Diego to La Paz.

zenobiosis (zen"o-bi-6'8is), «. [NL., < Gr.
f«'or, strange, alien, + fiio)ai(, way of living.]"
The form of social symbiosis among ants
which exists when two colonies of different
species live together on friendly t«rms with-
out bringing up their brood "in common.
WJieeler, 1901.

As there are no observations on the behavior of the
recently fecundated queens, it is impossilile to Aefide
whether the form of symbiosis exliiliito^ 'ov these antsarose from dulosis or from temporary parasitism ormerely from a condition of xeuoUoma like that of the
Jsorth American Leptothorax em.ersoni or the European
lonnicoxenus nitidulus.

W. M. Wheeler, in Pop. f^ci. Mo., Dec, 1907, p. 567.

Xenochirus (zen-o-ki"rus), n. [NL., < Gr
ffoof, strange, alien, -If ^^ip^ hand.] A genus
of agonoid fishes of, the north Pacific,
zenocryst (zen'o/.'krist), n. [Gr. fraof, strange,

t a ,7-'/''i("^'-,l'
In petrog., a term proposed

by Sollas for a/crystal in an igneous rock which
has been incl'uded by the igneous magma be-
fore the sohriifieation of the rock. Kep. Brit.
Ms'n Advancement ofSci., 1900, p. 752.
Xenocys (z.en'o-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ftvof,
strange, + Uv^, swift.] A genus of fishes of

JCenocysJessia.
{F-rom Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

tt e family Keomeenidse inhabiting rocky shores
of the eastern Pacific.



zenogenite

zenogenite (ze-noj'e-nit), ». [Gr. ffvof,

straugi?, + -)fiw, -producing, + -ite^.] Min-
eral ileposits introdueed into cavities in an
older rock from an outside source. The con-

trasted terms are idiogenite and hysterogenite.

F. Posepnt^. jn Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng.,

XXIII. •!()-.

zenogenous (ze - noj ' e - nus), a. [Gr. ffvof,

strange, + -yevrn, -producing, + -oi(«.] In

pathol., originating from causes outside of the

body.
Zenolith (zen'6-lith), n. [Gr. f^rof, strange,

+ /.i$o(, stone."] lu petrog., a term proposed

by Sollas (1894) for a rock inclosed in an in-

trusive rock, and not derived from the igneous

magma.
The blocks (lenolitlu) are completely immersed in the

magma, partly through the coutlueiice of apophyses
which have been injected on joints and other planes of

weakness in the country-rock ; more often the blocks

represent the elfect of shattering, due to the obviously

unequal heating of the solid rock at magmatic contacts.

Amtr. Jour. Set., Jul.v, 1908, p. 19.

zenomania (zen-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

iii/of, a stranger, + -mania.} A mania for for-

eign persons or things.

Even in his own day it was doubted whether he had
not overweighted himself witli his choice of historical

subjects, though the epithet of "well-languaged," given

to him at the time, evinces a real comprehension of one
of his best claims to attention. No writer of the period

has such a command of pure English, unadnlterated by
miotnaiiia and unweakened by purism, as Daniel.

a. SainUbury, Hist. Elizabethan Lit., p. 136.

Xenomystaz (zen-o-mis'taks), n. [NL., < Gr.

ffioc, strange, + iiitrra^, the upper lip (max-
illa).] A genus of eels of the family Mureenc-

snchlie taken off the coast of Ecuador in over
400 fathoms.

xenon (zen'on), n. [NL. xenon, < Gr. ^hov,

neuter of fflof, strange, a stranger.] In chem.,

the heaviest of the five recently discovered
elementary substances present in gaseous
form in the atmosphere, it was first obtained by
Sir WiUiam Ramsay, assisted by SI. W. Travers, in 1898,

aa a result of the careful fractional distillation of liquid

air. It is a colorless gas, of density about G6.3f) (oxygen
= 16), condensable to a colorless liquid of density 3.52 at

ita boiling-point (water = 1), which boils under normal
pressure at —109.1' C. Xenon is incapable, as far as

known, of chemically combining with anything else. It

gives in a suitably exhausted tube by electrical discharge
a characteristic spectrum, which is modified on introduc-

tion of a Leyden jar and spark-gap. Ramsay found in

atinosi)heric air about 1 volume in 170,000,000 of air.

xenoparasite (zen-o-par'a-sit), ». [Gr. ffi'of,

a guest, + 7Taijac!To(, a parasite.] A parasitic

fiingus which is able to infect a certain host-

plant only when that host is wounded or

otherwise injured. Compare *(ecoparasite.

In a recent paper, E. S. Salmon described methods of

culture in which he wounded, or otherwise injured, a
host plant hitherto immune to the fungus, and thus ren-

dered it liable to infection. For such a case he proposes
the tenns xenoparasite and xenoparasitism. In the case

of the specialised fungus on its proper host under normal
conditions, he uses the terms oicoparasite and oecopara-
sitism. He found that though he could, by wounding or
weakening the host plant, induce a " strange " fonn to
grow on it, yet, in the following generation, the spores so
produced refused to germinate on the same host if it

were in a healthy condition, while they genninated read-
'^ i«. 1^« host on which the form normally grew.

Jnur. Roy. Mierog. Soe., April, 1905, p. 219.

xenoparasitism fzen - 9 - par ' a - si -tizm), n.

[xenoparasite + -i«ni.] The particular form
of parasitism shown by a xenoparasite. See
the extract under ^xenoparasite.

Xenophya (ze - no ' fi - a), n. pi. [Gr. ftvof,

strange, -t- (pieaffai, grow.] Foreign particles
sometimes found combined with spicules and
other elements in the skeleton of sponges.
Compare *f>utophya. Haeckel.

xenylenic (zen-i-len'ik), a. In organic chem.,
pertaining or relating to derivatives of di-

phenyl.
xenylic (ze-nil'ik), a. Same as *xenylenie.

.Xererpes (ze-rfcr'pez), «. [NL., < Gr. ^rip6Q,

dry, + epTrr/r, creeper.] A genus of the family
Ulenniidse, small fishes of the Pacific coast of
the United States.

xeribole (ze'ri-bol), »!. [Gr. ^T/poc, dry, -I-

-,ite>.or, thrown, < fia'A/.eiv, throw.] In phyto-
geog., a bolochore in which the pr<!tt>ulsion

takes place as a result of drying. yF. E.
Clements. \

zerodermatic (ze'ro-dfer-mat'ik), a. Xxero-
(lirma (-mat-) + -ic."] Relating to, or of the
nature of, xeroderma. Buck, Med. Handbook,
IV. H37.

zeroform (ze'ro-f6rm), n. [Gr. ^Tip6^, dry, + E.
formUildehyde).'] A yellowish green, almost
odorless and tasteless powder which consists
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of tribrompheuol-bismuth, containing 50 per

cent, of tribromphenol: a surgical and intes-

tinal antiseptic.

zeronic (ze-ron'ik), a. [Gr. ^vpk, dry, -I- -on

+ -ic] Noting a hypothetical acid,

C.-HgCCOOH
II

, known only in the form of its

CoHjCCOOH
salts or anhydrid.

xerophil, «. II. a. Same as *xerophile.

zerophile (ze ' ro - fil), a. [Gr. fiypof, dry, -I-

O'/fij'. love.] Same as xerophilous. Kearney.

zerophilous, a. 2. In recent usage correlated

with *xeropliyte and equivalent to *xerophytic,

properly in sense 1: first used by Thurmann
(1849), who regarded xerophilous plants as

correlated with dysgeogenous soils. See quo-

tation under *silicicoloiis.

A hygrophilous vegetation corresponds to physiological

moistness and a xerophilmin vegetation to physiological

dryness. A. F. W. Hchimper {trana.), Plant-Geog., p. 2.

zerophily (zf-rof 'i-li). n. [xerophil(oiis) + -y^.}

In pinjiogcog., the ch^iracter of being xeroph-
ilous or the occurrence of such character.

In connection with the experimental investigation of

the causes of xcrophily in bog plants, new evidence as to

tile factors involved in the development of palisade cells

and resinous deposits has been obtained.
Science, June 3, 1904, p. 866.

xerophyte (ze'ro-fit), n. [NL. xerophytum, <

Gr. fw^fj flry, +' ipvruv, plant.] In phytogeog.,

a plant adapted to live under conditions of

small available moisture. The name was first

applied to plants inhabiting arid lands ; but it now in-

cludes also the vegetation of salt marshes (see halo-

phyle), of arid bogs and moors, and of cold regions, since

in these situations, though the physical water (that is,

the actual moisture) is copious, the physiological water
(that which the plant is capable of appropriating) is

scanty. The Ijitter classes of plants possess adaptive
modifications similar to those of dry-ground plants.

Xerophytic adaptations are divided by F. E. Clements
into those having to do with the increase in size and
effectiveness of the root-system, by which absorption is

increased ; those developed in root, stem, and leaf for the
storage of water ; those in which the surface of the plant

is reduced ; and those arising in or near the epiderm, in

consequence of which transpiration is decreased. Compare
•^hydrophyte and -kmesophytc. See also -^xerophilous.

In addition to the generally accepted classes of ** hy-
grophytes" and " xerophyteg," Schimper recognises a
third or intermediate type, which he calls "tropophytes."

Nature, Oct. 18, 1904, p. 573.

zerophytic (ze-ro-fit'ik), a. [xerophyte + -ic]

Having the character or some feature of a
xerophyte; xerophilous; composed of xero-
phytes ; conditioned favorably as to the pro-
duction of xerophvtes. Athenseum, Jan. 27,

1906, p. 110.

zeropnsrtism (ze-rof'i-tizm), n. [xerophyt{e)

-h -i.im.] In jilant ecology, adaptation to arid

conditions; xeropbily.

zerostatic (ze-ro-stat'ik), a. [Gr. ^rip6(:, dry,
-(- araTiKu;, causing to stand, stopping.] In
phytogeog., taking place under substantially
uniform conditions of drjTiess : said of a succes-

sion in vegetation. F. K. Clements.

zerostoma (ze-ros'to-mii), n. An improper
form for xerostomia.

zerothermic (ze-ro-ther'mik), a. [Gr. ^ip6c,
dry, -i- Oep/i6;, hot, -1- -ic] Dry and hot; arid
and warm: describing a climatic condition
similar to that of the steppes of southern
Bussia.

Jerosch holds that an interglacial xerothermic or steppe
period has been proved by the facts of plant geography,
paleontology, and geology ; there is more doubt as t^) a
similar postglacial period. Hot. Gazette, April, 1904, p. 312.

zerotropic (ze-ro-trop'ik), a. [Gr. f7/piif, dry, +
-Tpo77o<:, < rpeTTciv, turn, 4- -ic.'] In phytogeog.,
due to a sharp change in conditions from
moist to dry : said of a succession in vegeta-
tion. F. E. Clements.

Xesurus (zo-sii'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ecic,

scraping, -I- ovou. tiiil.l A genua of fishes of

xurel

the family Teuthididse of the tropical Pacific

coast of America.
xi (zi), n. The Greek letter S, f, correspond-
ing to the English x.

Xincan (hen'kan), n. [Xinc{a} + -an.] A
linguistic stock of southern Guatemala, now
represented by a single language with a few
dialects, spoken by the Xincas.

Xiphagrostis (zif-a-gros'tis), n. [NL. ('Joville,

190,5), < Gr. f'^of, sword, -I- aypuan^, grass, in
allusion to tlae cutting leaf-margins of X.
floridula.] A genus of about six species of
tall perennial grasses with terminal fan-
shaped panicles. The spikelets are one-flowered, in
pairs at the joints of the rachis, one nearly sessile, the
other pedicellate. The beautiful feathery appearance of
the panicle is occasioned by a cluster of silky hairs which
arises from the base of the spikelets. The species are
natives of southern and eastern Asia, and one, X. Japo-
nica, is frequent in cultivation.

ziphicerid (zi-fis'e-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the orthopterous family X«;)7«cen(?«.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the Xiphiceridse.

Xiphidiinse (zi-fid-i-5'ue), «. pi. [NL., < Xi-
pliidion, the type genus, + -ime.] A subfamily
of fishes under the family Blenniidse.

Xiphistes (zi-fis'tez), «. [NL., < Gr. ^ujuari/f,

a sword-belt, < f<0of, a sword.] A genus of

A'fsurus fiuttctatus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

(From Bulletin 47. V. S. Nat. M

fishes of the family Blenniidie, found off the
northern Pacific coast of America.

ZiphOCOStal (zif-o-kos'tat), a. [Gr. f/^iof,

sword, + L. casta, rib, + -«?!.] Belating to
the ensiform cartilage and the ribs.

Xiphodynia (zif-o-din'i-ii), h. [NL., < Gr.

f(0of, a sword, + Miir/, pain.] Pain in the
region of the ensiform appendage of the
sternum.

ziphoidal (zi-foi'dal), a. [xiphoid + -«?!.]

Relating to or connected with the posterior or
xiphoid portion of the breastbone.

This gives rise to a pair of flaring external xiphoidal
processes. Amer. Xat., Jan., 1904, p. 20.

Xiphonite(zif'o-nit),)i. [Gr. Hf^w'a, Xiphouia,
a city in Sicily, -h -itc-.] A variety of amphi-
bole occurring in minute crystals of light yel-

low color and feeble pleochroisra. It is found
in canities of a volcanic rock near Xiphonia,
an ancient city of Sicily.

xiphopagic (zif-o-paj'ik), a. [NL. xiphopag{us)
+ -ic] Same as *xiphopagous. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 685.

xiphopagOUS (zi-fop'a-gus), a. [NL. xiphopa-
gitis) + -oits.] Relating to that form of dou-
ble monster known as a 'xiphopagus' in which
the two bodies are united in the region of the
xiphoid cartilage.

ziphosternal (zif-o-ster'nal), a. Same as
xiphisternal.

X-luminescence (eks'lii-mi-nes"ens), «. The
emission of light by certain substances as the
result of exposure to X-rays. See *lumines-
ccnce.

zonotlite (zo-not'lit), n. Same as xonaltite.

X-radiation (eks'ra-di-a'shon), n. See *radi-
atitm.

X-radiator (eks'ra"di-a-tor),n. See *raf?iafor.

X-ray, «. See *rai/l

—

X-ray dermatitis. Same
as liont(ien-light -kdennatitis.

X-ray (eks-ra'), V. t. To take a radiograph of;

apply X-rays to the study of (an object, such
as a portion of the human body).

The distance between antikathotle platinum plate and
the surface of the part that is being x-rayed should be
from 12 to 15 inches.

Amtr. X-Ray Jour., Feb., 190S, p. 43.

Xt. A contraction of Christ.

Xtian. A contraction of Christian. See ,V, 3.

xurel (ho-ral'), n. [Sp. jurch xurel.] Either

of two carangoid fishes, Trachurus picturatus

of the east Pacific and east Atlantic, and
Caranx latns of the warm and tropical Amer-
ican Atlantic and Pacific— Xnrel de castilla, a
Mexican name for Chloroscombrug or<]ueta. a carangoid

fish found from Lower Califoniia to Panama-



xylamide

zylamide (zil'a-mid), ». lxyl{ic) + amide.]

In organic chem., any one of a number of com-
pounds, (CH3)2CfiH3CONH2, derived from the

various xylic acids.

zylan (zi'lan), n. [Gr. ^v?.ov, wood, + -on.]

^/ana Hypoxylon.

I, several stroinata. showing rarious

forms, reduced ; b, ascus with spores.

ing mineral acids convert it chiefly into fur-

furaldehvde. It is also called wood-gum.
Xylaria (zi-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Schrank, 1789),

< Gr. ji/.or, wood.] A large genus of pyreno-
mycetous
fungi having
erect, black
stipitate, cy-
lindrical or
clavate, simple
or branched,
corky stro-

mata covered
with a layer \1

of perithecia. V

The spores are uni-
cellular and dark-
colored. Over 200
species have been
deecribed. Many
occur in the trop-
ics and some are
cosmopolitan,
growing on decaying wood. X. Hypoxylmi is common
and widely distributed, being rather variable in form ot

branching.

Xylariaceae (zi-la-ri-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Xylaria + -«ce«.] A family of pyrenomyce-
tous fungi, named from the genus Xylaria,

characterized by the rather large variously
shaped black stromafa and mostly unicellular

dark brown ascospores.

zylenol (zi'le-nol), n. [Gr. ftXoi', wood, +
(ph)ent)l (f).] In organic chem., any one of six

colorless, crystalline compounds, (CHsJoCg-
H3OH, closely resembling phenol in general
properties.

l^letic (zi-let'ik), a. [xyJ(ic) + -et- + -ic]

Derived from or pertaining to xylenol or, spe-
cifically, to xyletic or hydroxydimethylbenzoic
acid.— Xyletlc acid, the general term applied, in or-

ganic chemistry, to the isomeric acids of the fonnula
(CH3)2f6H2(0H)COOH, or tydroxydimethylbenioic
acids.

zyllc (zi'lik), a. [xyl{ene) + -ic.'\ Pertaining
to xylene or, specifically, to xylic or dimethyl-
benzoic acid.— Xyllc acid, in organic chem., the gen-
eral t^rm applied i*> the isomeric acids of the formula
(CH3i2l'H3(,'OOH, the dimethylbenzoic acids.

Xylidic (zi-lid'ik), a. ixyl{ic) + -id + -tc]

Noting an acid.— Xylldlc acid, either of two com-
pounds, CH3C8H3(COOH)2. distinguished as a- and S-.

They are formed hy the oxidation of the corresponding
dimethylbenzoic acids. The first, methylterephthalic

acid, forms granular crystals, and melts at 28f>-28a" C.

The second, methylisophthalic acid, crystallizes in micro-
scopic needles, and melts at 320-330* C.

zylidine, «. 2. In chem., an amine derivative

from the hydrocarbon xylene, itself obtained
from coal-tar. The general formula for xyli-
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dine is CgH3(CH3)2NH2, but there are six

isomeric forms, of which two form the greater

part of the oily liquid industrially known under
this name and used in the manufacture of

artificial dyestuffs— Xylidlne red. an artificial

dyestuff, the sodium salt of metaxylol.azo-p.naphthol-
sulphonate, used as a substitute for cochineal in dyeing
wiM)l and silk. Also known as xylidine ponceau and
ponceati 2 Ji.

zylindeln (zi-lind'f-in), «. A blue compound
contained in green, decayed wood which has
been infected with Peciza serugi>wsa. It crys-

tallizes in quadratic plates which have a
strong coppery luster.

Xylinid (zil'i-nid), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the lepidopterous family Xylinidse.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Xylinidee.

xylite (zi'lit), Ji. [Gr. fivlov, wood, + -ite^.'i

1. A colorless carbohydrate, C5H12O5, pre-

pared by the reduetiou of xylose.— 2. A col-

orless liquid obtained from crude wood-spirit.

It boils at 61.5° C.

Xylocopidse (zi-lo-kop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Xylocopa + -idx.'] A family of bees of which
Xylocopa is the type genus ; the carpenter-
bees.

xyloglodine (zi-log'lo-din), n. [Gr. ^v?.ov,

wood, + E. gUycerin) + -od- + -iiie^.'] The
trade-name of an explosive produced by the
nitration of glycerin with starch, with cellu-

lose, with mannite, or with benzene or other
analogous substances.

Xylo^lyphy (zi-log'li-fi), n. [Gr. ^ihni, wood,
+ y/.iifietv, carve.] The art of wood-carving.
[Rare.]

zylografy, n. An amended spelling of xylog-

raphy.

lyloline(zi'lo-lin), n, [Gr. ^v>.ov, wood, + -ol

+ -ine-.] The trade-name of yarn or thread
made by spirally twisting, with the aid of

special machinery, narrow strips of paper-
pulp taken from the paper-making machine.
The yarn produced is said to be strong and
cheap. See the analogous material *sih'a-

line.

xylolite (zi'lo-lit), n. [Gr. fdXov, wood, + -ol

-I- -ite'^.] THe trade-name of a plastic mate-
rial, a mixture of sawdust, calcmed magne-
site, and magnesium chlorid, intended for use
in covering floors, partition walls, ships'

decks, etc.

xylometer (zi-lom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. fiXov, wood,
+ fitTpov, measure.] An instrument for ascer-

taining the specific gravity of wood.

xylonic (zi-lon'ik), a. [xyl(ose) + -on- + -ic]

Pertaining to xylose—Xylonic acid, a colorless,

dextrorotat<jry compound, CsHjoOg, prepared by the ac*

tion of bromine and water on xylose.

zylophagid (zi-lof'a-jid), n. and a. I. n. A
member ot the dipterous family Xylophagidse.

U. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Xylophagidx.

zylophilOUS, a. 2. In vhytogeog., growing

Xystroperca

on wood in any state: applied to a class of
fungi. Pound and Clements.

xyloretinite (zi-lo-ret'i-nit), n. Same as
xyloretine.

zylOTKanum (zi-16r'ga-num), n. [Gr. fW.op,
wood, -t- bpyavov, organ.] Same as xylophone.
xylose (zi'los), n. [Gr. ^vlov, wood, + -ose.]

A colorless, dextrorotatory carbohydrate,
HOHH

HOCH2C—C—CCHO, prepared by the action

OHH OH
of dilute sulphuric acid on wood-gum or corn-
cobs. It reduces alkaline copper solutions,

crystallizes in needles or orthorhombic prisms,
and melts at 144-145° C. Also called wood-
sugar.

xyiylene (zi'li-len), n. [Gr. ^ii\ov, wood, +
-yl + -ene.l In organic chem., any one of the
three isomeric bivalent radicals, (CHQ)2CeH2
< [CH3;CH3 = 1,2; 1,3; or 1,4.] The term
is homologous with phenylene and the deriva-

tives of both radicals resemble each other in

general properties.

Xyncecise (zi-ne'si-e), n. pi. See *syncecia^.

Xyrauchen (zi-ra'ken), n. [NL., < Gr. ^vp6v,

a razor, + avx^iv, neck,] A genus of suckers
{Catostomidx) found in the Colorado River
basin.

Xyiichthyinse (zi-rik-thi-i'ne), n. j>l. [NL., <

Xyrichthys + -inse.'\ A rather largo subfamily
of labroid fishes, which have the lateral line

interrupted posteriorly.

Xyridales (zi-ri-da'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Britton,

1898), < Xyris + -ales.'\ A large order
of monocotyledonous plants, distinguished
chiefly by the mealy endosperm, from \.hich

it has been called Farinosse. In modem
systems it is placed between the Arales and
the Liliales, and embraces 11 families, of which
the most important are the Xyridaceae, Brome-
liacese, Commelinaceie, and Pontederiacese.

Xyrula (zir'o-lil), n. [NL., < Gr. (vp6v, razor
(see Xyrichthys), + L. dim. -uJo.] A genus of

labroid fishes, including a single species
found in rather deep water off Florida.

Xystsema (zis-te'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. (vardv,

the shaft of a spear, + al/ia, blood (alluding

to the interheemal).] A genus of fishes belong-
ing to the family Gerridie, found on both
coasts of tropical America.
Xystes (zis'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ftfrrw, one
that scrapes, < fitiv, scrape.] A genus of

fishes of the family Agonidse, found on the
north Pacific coast of the United States.

Xystreurys (zis-tro'ris), n. [NL.,< Gr. fwr/w,
a scraper, + cipif, broad. The name alludes

to the broad gill-rakers.] A genus of flounders
found on the southern Californian coast.

Xystroperca (zis-tro-per'kii), n. [NL., < Gr.
^varpa, a scraper, + ntpKri, a perch.] A sub-
genus of serranoid fishes inhabiting the Gulf
of California.
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TrowTMia

2. (e) In elect, the symbol
for admittance, in alternat-

ing-current circuits. See
^admittance, 6.— 3. (6)

[/. c] An abbreviation of

yard.— 4. [l. e. or cap.']

A corruption of the Anglo-
Saxon character >, equiv-
alent to th, giving ye for

theOT thee: and, by contraction, ym tor them;
yn for then; yr for their; ys for this ; yt for
<Aa(. See def. 1.

Y^, M— Qolden Y, a British collectors' name for a
noctaid moth, Phusia iota. Also called the plain (/olden

y. Plufia putchrina is called the beautiful golden Y.

Ya. In chem., the designation first given by
Marignac in 1880 to the metal now known as
gadolinium, its oxid having been obtained,
along with that of yttrium and other elements
of the same group, from the samarskite of
North Carolina.

yabber (yab'6r), i'. i. [Prob. a variant (as if

D. or G.) oijabber. Some make it aboriginal.]
To talk unintelligibly; jabber: said of the
Australian aborigines. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

yabber (yab'ir), n. [yabher, «.] The language
or talk of the Australian aborigines. E. E.
Morris, Austral English. [Australia.]

yabby (yab'i), n. [Also yahhic, < Australian
aboriginal yappy, var. yappitch, yabhechi,
yodhity.'] In Australia, a crawfish, Asta-
copsis biearinatus. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.

yacht, n— Auxiliary yacht, a pleasure vessel having
both sail- aiid stea:ii-power.—Fin-keel yacht, a pleasure
vessel provided with a fln-keel.— RovaJ yacnt, a yacht
forming part of a navy and assigned for the special use of
royalty.

yackman (yak'man), n. [D. jagdman, hunter.]
A foraging ant ; a wandering ant. [British
Guiana.]

yad (yad), n. [Heb. ydd, hand.] A small
tapermg hand with outstretched index-finger,
made of precious metal or ivory, beautifully
carved. It is used to indicate the words to
the reader while he is reading the Scriptures
in the synagogue from the scroll called Sepher
Torah.

yagnuno (yii-gro'mo), n. [An altered form of
guarumo, the Cecropia tree.] In Porto Rico,

Yaf^rumo hembra {Cecropia ptltata).

m, ioflorescencc and leaf: *, Tertical section of the
hollow-chambered stem.

a name applied to several trees having a
Blender trunk and a crown of large palmate
leaves. Tagrumo hembra (female yagrumo)
is a name applied to the hollow-stemmed
Cecropia peltata, and yagrumo macho (male
yagrumo) to the solid-stemmed Didymopanax
iforototoni. See *grayumo.

yahourtli (ytHi6rth), n. [Also yohourth, yo-

ghoiirt.] A soured and curdled milk used
by the peasants of Bulgaria. It is prepared
by the addition to boiled milk (or milk heated
to about 180° F. and partly evaporated) of a
leaven called ' maya,' which contains a pow-
erful lactic ferment.
A similar product which has received considerable at-

tention of late is known as yohourth. While the kefir

conies from the Caucasus region, the latter product is

taken from Bulgaria or the neighboring regions, where
its use is general and its dietetic qualities recognized.
While it has the same general properties, it differs from
keflrin its consistence and taste, seeing that it is a semi-
solid, like soft cheese.

Sci. Armr. Sup., Nov. 23, 1907, p. 334.

Yakoma rubber. See *rubber'^.

Yalensian (ya-len'gi-an), a. and n. [NL.
Yalcnsi(s) + -an.'] Of or pertaining to Yale
University; a student or graduate of that
University.

A score of co-operative Yalermans, many of them spe-
cialists, have been engaged in the improvement of the
three great dictionaries.

D. C. Gilman, in Science, Nov. 1, 1901, p. 875.

yam, w.

—

AustraUanyam, either of two endemic species
of IHoscorea, D. hastifolia of Western Australia and D.
transversa of New South Wales and Queensland. The
latter is usually known as the long yam. A third species,
D. sativa, though common, is not endemic in Australia.
Yams are largely eaten by the Australian aborigines, and
the plants are the only ones which they cultivate.

—

Dye
yam, a climbing plant, Dioscorea rhipogonoides, native
of southern China, Indo-China, and Formosa. Its tuber-
ous roots are used for dyeing coarse native cotton cloth
and fishing-nets a dark-brown or tan color. Called by
the Chinese shit-lang.—Lon^ yam. See Australian
•kyam, above.

—

Native yam, m Australia, anyone of sev-
eral species of Ipomosa, the tubers of which are some-
times eaten by the aborigines.— Round yam. See
•kburdekin-vine.—Wild yam. (c) In Australia, a leaf-

less, parasitic orchid, Gastrodia sesamoidefi. called native
potato in Tasmania. The rhizomesof this plant, which are
of the size and nearly the fonn of potatoes, were roasted
and eaten by the Tasmanian natives.

yamen (ya'mun), ». A common, but mislead-
ing, spelling of yamun. See *yamun.
yam-stick (yam'stik), n. A stick used by
many primitive peoples, such as the natives
of Australia, for digging roots. Also called
digging-stick.

The natives dig these roots with the i/am-stieJc, an in-

dispensable implement with them, made of hard wood,
about three feet in length, thick at one end and edged ;

it is likewise used amongst the aboriginal tribes of South
Australia, like the waddy, as a weapon of offence.
A. Tolmer, Reminiscences, II. 102. Quoted in E. E.

[Morris, Austral Eiiglish.

yamun, n. Various transliterations of the Chinese
word are in use : (1) yamun, which is to be preferred ; (2)
yamdn, used by Dr. .S. Wells Williams in his *' Dictionary
of the Chinese Liinguage"; (3) yam^n, originally intro-
duced by Sir Thomas F. Wade, former British Minister
in Peking, and now used in the diplomatic, consular,
and customs' services of China : it is more particularly
characteristic of the Pekingese "dialect"; (4) yamen,
which is the same as the preceding with the circumflex
omitted, owing to the poverty of the type-fonts used
in type-setting machines ;

(.S) yamon, the form preferred
by I'rof. F. Hirth of (Johmibia University, New i'ork. In
every case the pronunciation is the same.

Yankee^, n. 5. A name for various special
tools in various industries, usually given
because of their American origin or because
they have proved handy and ingenious ; speci-
fically, a molders' lifting-tool with the shank
curvefl to admit it to places difficult of access.

yaourt^, n. Same as yurt.

Yapman (yap'man), n. A native of Yap, one
of the Caroline Islands.

The king of Korror allowed a hundred Yaprntn, who
were replaced from'time to time, so that the number was
always kept up to about a hundred, to live in his terri-

tory, to (luarry these great discs of stone and send them
over ttj their own island.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 132.

yappy (yap'i), a. [yajji, v.] Liclined to yap
or yelp.

yara (yii'ra), n. [Fara river (?), eastern Cuba.]
A variety of tobacco grown in eastern Cuba,
mostly for home consumption, having a very
different flavor from the Havana, and thought
by some to be the product of Xicotiana repanda.
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yarborough (yiir'bur-o), n. In whist or bridge,
a hand which contains no card above a nine:
so called because a former Earl of Yarborough
made a practice of betting 1,000 to 1 against
any player's holding such a hand. The true
odds against it are 1,827 to 1.

yard^, »—Lower yards, the fore-, main-, and cross-
jack yards. See yardl, Z>.

yard^, «.—Bureau of Yards and Docks. See *bu-
reaii.—Car-sorting yard. See *driU-iiard.

yardage, «. 4. Measurement or amount in
yards.

So that in actual cubic yardage we are exceeding the
achievement of our predecessors, and the prophecy,
which a year ago seemed over-sanguine, that the canal
would be ready for commemorative expositions at Ix»
Angeles and New Orleans in 1916, bids fair to be fulfilled.

Jour. Franklin Inst., Jan., 1908, p. 27.

5. *Yard-price.

yard-craft (yiird'kraft), n. The tugs, light-
ers, and other small vessels used in a navy-
yard or dockyard : used collectively.

Merchants and shipowners make considerable use of
this measurement, although it has no legal anthority ; it

is also used in the Admiralty service in connection with
store ships and yard-era/t.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 72.

yard-locomotive (yiird'16-ko-m6"tiv), «. A
locomotive specially designed to operate in
the station- or terminal-yards of a railway for
making up and distributing trains. Such lo-
comotives must be capable of taking easily
the sharp curves of switches and turnouts, and
are often made without front trucks. They
are heavy havders, but are not adapted for
high speeds on the line.

yard-price ''yiird'pris), n. 1. The price of
goods delivered in the yard or warehouse, as
distinguished from the prime cost, or the price
free on board the transportation vehicle.— 2.
The price per yard of headings driven in a
mine or drift, in addition to the price per ton
extracted to cover the value of the gangways
to the mine-owners.— 3. The price per yard
of any work measured by this unit, as in road-
making, excavation, and the like. Also called
yardage in England.

yareta (ya-ra'ta), n. [Quichua name.] A
curious umbelliferous plant, Azorella glcbaria,
of the high table-land of Peru and Bolivia,
where, together with taqma, or llama dung, it

is the chief source of fuel, it grows in hard com-
pact masses like rounded hillocks or hemispherical
boulders two or three feet high, and abounds in a bal-
samic resin. Quantities of it are gathered by the Indians
and transported on the backs of llamas to Arequipa and
other cities and to smelting-works of the mines of this
treeless region, at many of which no other fuel is obtain-
able. At the Falkland Islands, where it also occurs, it is
called hog-balsam. See balsam-bog.

Yarmouth capon. Red herring. HalUwell.
[Prov., Eng.]

yarn^, n— clouded yam. (a) An unevenly colored
yarn, (b) Yarn made from Imperfectly carded stock.

—

Condenser yams. See *condenser.— Paper yam,
yarn made from cellulose fiber converted into flat strips
and spun or twisted. It lends itself to a wide range of
api)lication, as for wall-hangings, druggets, etc., and will

withstand washing and even bleaching. .Allied to wood,
silvalin, xylolin, and other so-called ' paper yams.' Daily
Co)i., and Trade Hep., July 26, 19<17, p. I.— Vigogne
(vicufla) yam, yam spun from cotton-waste.

yarra-herring (yar'a-her'ing), n. See yarra
*herring.

yarran (yar'an), n. [Austral Eng. ; from the
aboriginal name.] Any one of several species
of Acacia, as the Victorian myall. Acacia
homalophylla, the weeping myall or boree,
A. pendula, and A. linifolia. See myall and
*boree-.

Yarrella (ya-rel'ii), n. [NL., named after W.
YarriU, a Britisli naturalist.] A genus of
fishes of the family Chauliodontidie, of the
deep Atlantic.

Yaryan evaporator, «. See Yaryan *4ppar-
atus.



yati

yati (yut'e), w. [Skt. ydti, lit. striver, < /
t^atj strive atter» dispose.] In Hindu mysti-
cism, oue who has renounced the world.

yautia (you-tfa), n. lAvawak yahutia.l On
the island of Porto Rico, the name applied to
several species of Xatithosoma, plants belong-
ing to the arum family, with large sagittate
leaves and starchy roots, which are used for
food after the manner of the leaves and roots
of the taro of Polynesia (Caladium Colocasia).
The principal cultivated species are Xanthonoma sagit-
tx/olium, X. atroviretut, and A', vt'olacfum. In addition
to the indigenous species of Xanthosom-a, the name is

also applieti to the introduced Caladium Colocasia, caUed
'Yautia nialanga,' easily distinguished by its peltate
leaves, the leaves of all the species of Xanthogoma having
an open basal sinus; and also to Alocasia macrorhiza,
called ' Yautia PanamA," the ape of Polynesia. See -kpiga
and illustration under -kape^ 2.

yawl-, » .—Roslyn yawl, a special type of large sharpy
which can'ies jibs and a jigger-mast, and is supposed to
have had it« origin at Roslyn, Long Island, New York.

yaw-sighted (ya ' si - ted), a. Cross-eyed.
[Sailors' slang.]

Y-connection (wi'ko-nek-'shon), n. See '^poly-

phase.

year, h.— calendar year. See *crtZ«ndar.— Chinese
year, a year of 12 lunar months of 29 and 30 days, with
an intercalary month nearly every third year or 7 in the
course of 19 years (the 3d, 6th, 9th, 11th, 14th, 17th, and
19th), thus bringing the lunar reckoning into agreement
with the solar every nineteenth year. The year begins
with the first new moon after the nineteenth of January.
See Metonic ctfcle, under cyclel. The Chinese system of
reckoning by lunar months was intrmluced into Japan in

645 A.D., but was superseded by the Gregorian calendar
in 1872.— Clirlatlan year, church year. Same as
ecclesiagtical yar (which see, under year).— Collected
years or collect yearst, years taken in round periods,
as 20, 40, or tiO years, for which the amount of a planet's
motion is stated. Skeat, in Chaucer, Astrolabe (1S72X
glossary.— Equinoctial year. Same as tropical year
(see year, 1 ) ; the mean period between two successive
paasages of the sun through the same efjuinox, which de-
termines the seasons. It is ."ifJo days, 5 hours, 48 minutes,
45.5 seconds.— Fanners' year, the year as related to
agriculture: identical with the tropical year in length,
but beginning with seed-time or harvest, which vary
witli the climate. Astronomically its commencement
depends on the date when the sun attains a certain
declination, rielng at a fixed point on the horizon.

Should this be confirmed we see that the farmers'
yearg were the first tty be established, and it is interesting
tu note that the agricultural rent year in many paiia of
Ireland still runs from May to November. ... I have
pointed out that both the May and August years b^an
when the sun had the same declination (ItT Ji.) or there-
abfjuta.

Sir Norman Lockyer, in Xature, Jan. 16, 1902, p. 250.

Light-year. See •kUfrhtyear.—TTesXdenUal year, in
the United States, the year in which a president is

elected.— Year and dayi in taiv, a distinct perio<l of
time recognized f<jr various purposes. It frequently had
reference to a fixed period other than the exact number
of days indicated by the literal meaning of the expres-
sion ; for Instance, in the law of the tiothic nations it

meant a >ear and six weeks, and in Scotch law, in com-
puting a term, it meant the return of the day of the next
year bearing the same denomination.

And if an appeal of nuirder be not brought within a
year and a day, it shall be lost forever. And a copyliolil

not claimed within &year arui a day after the death of
the ancestor shall be lost forever by the custom of many
manors^ and such custom shall be good.

• Plowden, Reports, 372.

year-count (yer'kount), n. Same as ^winter-
count.

There is absolutely no similarity between the " Tibetan
calendar and the primitive form of the American,'" which
" was not intended as a year-count, but as a ritual and
formulary, "and whose signs "had nothing to do with the
signs of the zodiac, as had all those of the Tibetan and
Tartar calendars."

Brinton, quoted in Keane, Ethnology, p. 218.

year-day, n. 2. A certain day of the year, de-
fined by the position of the sun, the moon, or a
star, for instance, by the setting of the sun
behind a distant peak : used by primitive
tribes in roughly adjusting the lunar and solar
calendars, or for determining the time of cere-
monials.

A simple observation on the setting sun behind a dis-

tant sierra, which would in itself penait a count of year-
dayg, if not the recognition of the bissextile.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, lb97-98, p. xliii.

yeast, «.- surface yeast. This is the more active
form (tf yeast and is employed in brewing. It is carried
to the surface of the fermenting liquid by minute bubbles
of carbon di'»xid, and accumulates a-s a ropy foam. See
yeaitt, 1.— Wild yeast, any yeast which dlffei-s from the
ordinary riiltivat4-d yeasts used in brewing.— Yeast
serum, see irtterum.

yeast-budding (y6st'bud*ing), n. A form of
reproduction occurring in some of the lower
fungi, especially the Saccharomycetes. The
spores germinate and produce other spores
directly without the formation of a mycelium.
See yeasty 1.

yeast-cake (yest'kak), n. A small condensed
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portion of yeast, dried into a cake or wrapped
in tinfoil, used in raising bread.
yeast-powder, «. Whlle this term is, in the United
States, generally understood to mean one of the baking-
powder mixtures used as substitutes for yeast, it has been
sometimes applied to yeast itself obtained as a result of
alcoholic fermentation, freed from water by pressure,
washed witii acetone and then with ether, and dried in
pulverulent form by spreading it out on absorbent paper
at ordinjir>' temperature.

Yeda-urushi lacquer. See '^'lacquer.

yeelaman (ye ' la- man), n, [Australian.]
Same as *hiclaman.

yegg (yeg), «. [Origin obscure : said to be
from the name (John Yegg) of a tramp and
safe- breaker

; poss., through the form ^yeggevj
< G.jdgcTj hunter.] Same as *yeggman.
The prompt breaking up of the organized gangs of

professional beggars and veggs.
^V. Y. Evening Post, June 23, 1903. Quoted in Dialect

[Notes, II. vi.

yeggman (yeg'man), n. ; t^I. yeggmen (-men).

[p^ffff + wwH.] A tramp burglar and safe-
breaker.

Detective Sergeants . . . captured on the Bowery three
men who, they say, are among the most successful
"yeggmen," or safe-crackers, in the business. ... A
" yeggmati" is the hardest sort of a rogue to catch, for he
is usually shrewd enough to avoid traveling with his
fellows or appearing in public placts.

A\ r. Times, Jan. 2, 1905.

Six yeggmen, masked with handkerchiefs, blew open
the safe in the Suffleld Savings Bank early this morning.

N. Y. Tribune, Dec. 18, 1905.

yel, ^^, m., and a. A simplified spelling of yell.

yelk, M. 2. A manufacturers* term in Lan-
cashire, England, for one of the hard, stony
lumps found in slaked lime from a Buxton
limestone.

yellow. I. a. 2. As originally applied to jour-
nalism, indecently sensational; in general,
sensational; morbid; decadent. See yellow
^journal.

We must suppose that New York newspapers are by
no means all"y«Wo«7," for the sensational "thousand
words" [intended to further an evil design] is never
printed. Athenseum, May ti, 1905, p. 555.

The IVWow Book, a publication which . . . finally gave
the adjective " yellow " a new and interesting application
that has been found so expressive and so useful as to
have fixed itself in the English language.

Bookman, Feb., liKKi, p. 552.

Yellow cell. See kChlorella.— Yellow disease of the
hyacinth. Same as itbacteriogis of the huaciuth.^Yoi-
low-feverfly. See •Av® — Yellow grass-tree gum,
an Australian name for acaroid resin, from Xanthorrhoea
Afl«?j7i«.— Yellow JonmaL See */o«r7ia;.— Yellow
perlL See irperxl.

The Nation, of New York, for August 3rd, has an in-
teresting note on J.-J. Rousseau and the " Yellow Peril,"
by M. Salomon Reinach. He points out that "nobody
seems as yet to have remarked that the first to prophesy
the ''yellow peril," and even the present war, was Jean-
Jacques Rousseau in his little-read 'Contrat Social '(chap.
viii,): ' L'Enii>ire de Russie voudra subjuguer I'Europe. et
sera subjugu^'^ lui-m6me. Les Tartares, ses sujets ou ses
voisins, deviendront ses maltres et lesndtres; cette revo-
lution me paralt infaillible.' VoltAire laughed at that
passage, and upbraided Rousseau for writing like the au-
thor of a popular almanac."

Athenfeum, Aug. 19, 1905, p. 245.

Yellow precipitate. See •?^rfri;«m?e.— Yellow press.
See yellow *>of(r«a^~ Yellow sect. See the extract.

In religion they [Milians] adhere to the " Yellow Sect,"
or reformed church of Tibet.

Gvog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 622.

Yellow Silver. See *xiVrfr.-~ Yellow spirit. See
ifspirit.— Yellow ware. See *(rana.

H. «. 1, (6) An acid coal-tar color of the
monoazo type prepared by combining diazo-
tized meta-sulphanilic acid with diphenyl
amine. It dyes wool orange-yellow in an
acid bath.— Acme yellow, an acid dyestuff. Same
as tropfFolin.— Acrldine yellow, a basic color related
to acridine. It is of no value fur wtMil-dyeing, but dyes
silk and tannin-ni'-rdanted cutton a yellow with a green-
ish cast.— Alizarin yellow, the name applied to a
number of yellow nuinliuit ilyestuflfs, none of which are
true alizarin colors. With the exception of alizarin yel-
low paste they are relattfd to salicylic acid or to pyro-
gallic acid. Alizarin yellow paste is a natural product,
made by extracting divi-dlvi or inyrobalans with hot water
and decomposing the extracted elagic acid with an acid
or alkali.— Alizarin yellow R, a mordant acid coal-tar
color of the monoazo type prcjiarcd by combining diazo-
tized para-nitraniline with salicylic acid. It <Iye8unmor-
danted wool in an acid bath, but should be after-clu'onied

for the best results. It may also be dyed upon cliromiunt
mordanted wool.

—

Alkali vellOW, a direct cott^m-color
prepared from primulin.— Aniline yellOW, an artificial

coloring matter of the monoazo type. Cheniically it is

amido-azo-bcnzene. No longer usecl as a dyestuff.

—

An-
thracene yellow, a mordant dyestuff. It is not de-
rived from anthracene as its name indicates, but is a
di-broni-di-hydroxy, beta-methyl-coumarin. It is sold in
paste fonn and dyes wool, mordanted with chromium, a
greenish yellow.— Anthracene yellOW B.N. Same as
milling wj/piioH-.- Anthracene yellow C, a mordant
acid dyestuff of the disazo salicylic acid type.—Amlca

yellow
yellow, a direct cotton-color, derived from stilbene. It
dyes cotton a golden yellow from a salt bath.—Azo yel-
low, an acid-color of the monoazo type, prepared by the
action of nitric acid upon dipheiiylaniine yellow. It dyes
wool yellow fixjm an acid bath.— Azulin "yellow, an acid
coal-tar color

:
now obsolete.—Black-bordered yellow,

an American pierid butterfly, Eurema nicippe, with
bright orange wings
bordered with black-
ish brown. It ex-
tends from New
England to Florida
and to Lower Call-

er;;' foniia. Its larvee
feed on the plants of
the genus Cassia.—

'H BrilUant yellow,
=f

the name applied to

^^'--Ai^-
' two coal-tar colors,

I'.iark !>onk'.
"^"^ *" acid-color of

'

[LurT/Jianu.. .. ,
^^^ nitro type pre-

""''''"
pared by the action

of nitric acid on o-naphthol-disulphonic acid ; the other
a direct cotton-color of the disazo type derived from
di-amino-stilbene-disulphonic acid. They both dye a
bright yellow.— Brilliant yellOW S, an acid coal-tar
color of the monoa7x> type, prepared by sulphonating
orange IV.— Campobello yellow, chryseinic acid. See
-kchryseinic— Carbazol yellow, a direct cotton coal-tar
color of the disazo type (lerived from carbazol. It dyes
unniordant«d cotton yellow in an alkaline salt bath.

—

Chloramine yellow, a direct cotton coal-tar color of
unpublished composition. It dyes unmordanted cotton
green in a neutral salt bath. It is very fast to light for
a color of this class.- Chrome fast yellow. Same as
milling -kyellow.— GhTOm^ fast yellOW G, a mordant
coal-tar color of the monoazo type related to salicylic
acid. It dyes chromium-mordanted wotd yellow and is

used in calico-printing.— Clayton yellow. Same as
thiazol -kyellow.— Cologne yeUOW, a pigment consisting
of lead chromate mixed with lead sulphate and calcium
sulphate.— Columbia yellow. Same as chloramine
*y««o«f.~CreBOtin yellow O and R, two direct cot-
ton coal-tar colors of the disazo type. The former is
derived from benzidine, and the latter from toluidine.
It dyes unmonlanted cotton yellow in a soap bath.

—

Gnmipsall yellow, a mordant acid coal-tar color of the
monoazo salicylic-acid type. It dyes wool yellow in an acid
bath. Its fastness is increased by after-chroming.— Dia-
mine yellow, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the disazo
type derived from benzidine. It dyes unmordanted cot-
ton a bright yellow in a soap bath containing sodium phos-
phate.— Diamond yellow, a mordant coal-tar color of
the monoazo type derived from amido-benzonic acid.
It dyes chromium-mordanted wool yellow.— Direct yel-
low O, 20, 40, and R, direct cotton coal-tar colors of
similar but uncertain composition : derived from para-
nitro-toluene sulphonic acid. They all dye unmordanted
cotton yellow in a salt bath and possess very good fast-
ness.- Dutch yellow, a yellow pigment, the color lake
formed by combining the coloring principle of Persian
berries with aluminium and calcium oxids or hydroxids.— English yellow. («) The name applied to the silver
alloyed variety of gold much used in England 50 to 60
years ago, strikingly resembling in color the electrum of
the ancients, (ft) Same as -kyellow, \ (6).— French yel-
low, chrj-seinic acid. See cAn/x^j'^rc.- Gambine
yellow, a mordant coal-tar color. It dyes chromium-
monlunted wool yellow.— Heligoland yellow, a direct
cotU^n coal-tar color of the disazo type derived from di-
phenyl-thio-urea. It dyes unmordanted cotton yellow in a
salt bath.— Hessian yellow, a tiirectcotton coal-tar color
of the iliaazo type derived from di-aniido-stilbene. It dyes
utnnordjiiitrd cotton yellow in an alkaline salt bath.—
Imperial yellow, {h) Same as awrdH^m.- Indian
yellow, {b) Same as azo *yellov:~ JSLXLViQ yellOW, a
Janus coal-tar color. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton in
a neutral bath and unmordanted cotton in ai» acid bath.—Kongo yellow, a direct cotton color of the disazo type
derived from benzidine. It is sold in paste fonn. It
dyes unmcjr(huitt'd cotton dull yellow in a soap bath.—
Lancaster yellow, an acid coal-tar color.

.
|(>bsok'te.] —

Leather-yellow. See*^A«»pA/«c, 2.— Mekong yellow
unii R, two direct cotton coal-tar colors of the tetrakis-

azo type, the former derived from benzidine and the latter
from tolidine. They both dye umnordanted cotton yellow
in a salt bath.— Metanil yellow, an acid coal-tar color
of the monoazo type prepared l)y combining diazotized
metji-sulphanilic acid with dipbenylamiiie. It dyes
wool orange-yellow in an acid bath.— MikadO gOlden
JellOW. Same as mikado •kyellow.— Mikado yeUOW, a
irect cotton coal-tar color of the stilbene tyjie, jirepared

by the action of caustic soda with para-nitro-toluene-sul-
pnonic acid in the presence of an oxidizing agent. It
dyes unmordanted cotton yellow in a salt bath.— Mill-
ing yellow, a mordant acid dyestuff of the azo-salicylic
acid type. It may be dyed upon wool in an acid bath
and afterward chromed, or it may be dyed directly upon
chrome-mordanted wool. It gives a yellow wliicJi is fast
t^) light and nulling.—Nankeen yellow, a reddish yellow
produced upon cotton by precipitating an iion salt
with an alkali. Same as iron huff (wliich sec, under
ft''//"!).— Naphthalene yellow, i^e^ Manchester yellow.
— NaphthOl yellow R. S. Same as brilliant kyellow.—
Naphthylamine yellow. Same as Manchester yellow
(whicli ice, under yt-lli>w).— He-w yellOW. (a) Same
AS acid-yellow. (b) Same as diphenylamive-orange
(which see, under oravi.'yci).- Persian yellOW, a
mordant coal-tar color of the monoazo type prei)ared
by the nitration of the compound formed when diazo-
tized toluidine is combined with salicylic acid. It
dyes chromium-mordanted wool yellow and is used in
calico-printing.— Philadelphia yellow. See kpfms-
phine, 2.— Sulphanil yellow, an artificial dyestuH^^, one
of the class of benzidine dyes.— ThiazOl yellow, a di-

rect cotton coal-tar color of the thiazol type. It dyes
unmordanted cotton a bright greenish yellow in a
salt bath It fs not fast, but is used with other dyestnffs
on account of the purity of the yellow it produces.

—

Uranium yellow, a color obtained from the metallic
element uranium and used in coloring and decorating
glass and porcelain.—Victoria yellOW. Same as -kyel-
low, \{b). -Wool yellow ^e^ patent kfustin.



yellowbelly

yellowbelly, ». 2. Pti/chocheihts oregonensis,
a cvpriuoid fish found in fresh waters of the

^.

=-=ic%3^

Yellowbcllj
, , .vniij).

(From BuUenn 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Pacific coast of America tributary to the Co-
lumbia and Fraser rivers. It is long and slender,

pike-like in form, although with t<K>thless mouth. A
second species, }\ frraniiiit, inhabits the waters of Cali-

foniia- .\l8o known as itquaiv-jinh.

3. In New South Wales, a fresh-water fish,

Ctenolates auratus : called &\so golden jterch.—
4. In Dunedin especially, and New Zealand
generally, a large flounder, also called *lemon-
sole or tiirboi. E. E. Morris, Austral English.
— 6. A frog. [Dial, and nursery language.]

"Yellotc belly, yellow belly, come and have a swim."
"Yes, my master, when the tide comes in."

Xureery song.

6. A person born in the fens of Lincolnshire,

in jesting reference to the frogs in the fens.

Halliirelt.

yellowbottle (yero-bot'l), n. Same as *ko-
rumhurra.
yellowhead (yel'6-hed), n. The yellow-
headed blackbird, Xanthocephalus xanthoeeph-
altis, of the western United States; also a
small perching bird, CUtonyx ochrocephala, of

New Zealand.

In complaint* made against the redwing the yellowhead
is frequently included as equally guilty. During the
breeding season it is a hearty insect eater, and a number
of the stomachs examined contained the remains of the
well-known "army wonn " (Leucania unipuncta), which
was also found in stomachs of the redwing.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Ayr., 1897, p. 361.

yellowing, «• 2. A pathological condition of

plants in which the leaves become yellow. It

may be due to various causes, such as an ex-

cess of carbon dioxid in the air, an excess of
water about the roots of the plant, or the
presence of poisonous or acid gases in the soil

or air.

yellow-jacket, ». 2. In Australia, any one of

several species of trees having a smooth, yellow
bark, especially the yellow box. Eucalyptus
melUodora, and the river gum. Eucalyptus ros-

trate. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Yellow-knives (yel'o-nivz), n.pl. The Atha-
pascan tribe located northeast of the Great
Slave Lake. Also called Copper Indians.

yellows (yel'oz), n. See ^yellowing, 2. —Beet
?eU0W8, a disease of the beet attributed to bacteria,

he leaves become covered with green and white spots,

and finally turn yellow, while the root becomes stunted.

yellowtail, «. 2. (.;) A fish, Ocyurus cltrysu-

rux, belonging to the family Lutianid/e, and
found from Florida to Brazil, (k) In Victoria

and New' South Wales, Trachurus declivis,

a species slightly different from the horse-

mackerel of Europe.

yellow-top, n. 2. A reed-grass, Calamagrostis
hyperborea Americana, common in low
meadows and on shady river-banks through-
out the northwestern United States. It affords

a large yield of hay, excellent if cut in season.
— 3. Same as early *goldenrod.

yellow-wood, «• 4. See *polecat-tree.

yellow-worm (yel'o-wferm), n. A redia of a
liver-fluke : more fully named King's yellow-

worm.

yelm, v. 2. To lay straw in order for any
purpose. [Prov.]

Whereby all yelming or handling of the straw, except
by the feeder, is avoiiled. with great saving of expense.

W. Fream, Complete Grazier, p. 771.

yelting, n. 2. A fish, Lutianus aya, the red
snapper of the southern Atlantic coast of the
United States and the West Indies.

Yemenite (yem'e-nit), a. and n. Of or per-
taining to, or native to, Yemen, a region (now
a vilayet) in southern Arabia; an inhabitant
of Yemen.
The present .Sultan, a descendant of those Yemenite

Imams who consolidated Arab power in Zanzibar and on
the East African coast. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. ^29.

yen* (yen), n. [Amerindian.] A name given
by the Indians about the Klamath Lakes of
Oregon to the short-nosed sucker, Chasmistes
brevirostris.
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Yeo. An abbreviation of Yeomanry.
yeoman, '(.— SU^al yeoman, a petty naval officer

who has charge of the signal-chest. Also referred to as

yeomnn of the signals. [Eng.J

The Yemnan of Signals came to the captain's cabin
at the regulation pace.

B. Kipling, Fleet in Being, Note iv.

yep (y^p)> odv. A corruption of yes. Com-
pare *M(iipe. [Slang.]

"Like Lorry Tuck? " Harrey put in.

*' Yep; or the two De Vitr6 boys."
H. Kipling, Captains Courageous, z.

yerbal (yar-bal'), "• ; P'- yerbales (-ba'laz).

[S. Amer. Sp., < yerba, yerba.] A district or
tract of country where yerba-mate, or Para-
guay tea, abounds ; a grove or plantation of
yerba-mate. See mate*.

A Belgian syndicate, working yerbales, cattle ranches,
<fcc., £60,000. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 462.

yem*, ». A simplified spelling of yeardl.

yeshibah (ye-she'bii), n. ; pi. yeshibotli (-bot).

[Yiddish yeshcvc, < Heb. yasliab, dwell, remain,
sit.] A rabbinical college, presided over by
eminent Talmudical Scholars. The most re-

nowned yeshibah is at Volojin, in the province
of Vilna, Russia. Modern rabbinical colleges,

where, besides Talmudical lore, academic in-

struction is given, are called seminaries.

yeshiboth, n. Plural of ^yeshibah.

Yesod, n. [Heb., foundation.] The ninth
Sephira, attribute, or IntelligeDC© forming the
Adam Kadmon. See *SepHiroth.

yetUC-de-perdriX (ye-de-per-dre'), n. Plural
of wil-dc-perdrix.

Yezdigerdian (yez-di-jer'di-an), a. [Tesdigerd
+ -i-an.^ Of or pertaining iso Yezdigerd III.,

the last Sassanid king of Persia, who reigned
A.D. 632-641; specifically, noting anerai dating
from June 16, 632, the date o£ lus aeeession to
the throne.

yield, «. 2. Specifically, in forestry, the
amount of wood at present upon, or which
after a given period will be upon, a given
area. See phrases below Aecldent yield, in
/orestry, trees which are cut on account of accident, such
as damage by wind, snow, insects, or fire.— Final yield,
in forestry, all material from reproda«ti*»a cuttings or
clean cuttings. It is usually the chief crop^ and marks
the end of the rotation. See intermediate ityield.—
Fnture yield, in forestry, the amount of wood which
given trees upon a given area will contain after a (^ren
period.— Intermediate yield, in forvstrii, an material
from thinnings or from any cutting not nit.ende<I to invite
or assist reproduction. Seejinal -^yield.—Present yield,
in forestry, the amount of wcx>d at present ctmtained in

given trees upon a given area.

—

Sustained yield. See
irworking, 6.

yielder, M. 3. That which yields or supplies

;

specifically, a variety of some cropping plant

:

with a qualifying term, as good or poor.
The varieties of durums so far grown in the I'nited

States have proved better yielders under semiarid condi-
tions than the vulgare wheats.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indostry, 1902, Bulletin 7,

[p. 13.

yield-point (yeld'point), n. 1. In testing the
strength of iron, steel, and other ductile ma-
terials, the minimum load which produces
permanent deformation. Also spoken of, less

correctly, as the elastic limit.

(c) Four features of the results of the tensile stress
tests of outstanding interest merit a special comment.

(1) In view of the doubt which exists at the present
time as to whether copper and its alloys possess true
yield-points, it is important to record that [with] from 0*1

per cent, to 9 per cent, of aluminium the alloys possess
clearly marked yield-points. Nature, Feb. 28, 1907, p. 426.

2. The point on a stress-strain curve at which
the strain begins to increase very greatly for
a slight increase of stress.— 3. See under
*pnint.

Y. M. 0. A. An abbreviation of Young Men's
Christian Association.

yod (yod), n. [Heb., hand."] The tenth letter

(') of the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to
the English i (with the sound of y). Its nu-
merical value is X.

yohimbenine (yo-him'b?-nin), n. [yohimbe +
-en + -j«e2.] A colorless alkaloid, C^sH^sOeN.cj,
found, together with yohimbine, in the bark
and leaves of the yohimbfi or yumbehoa-tree,
belonging to the Eubiacese.

yohimbine (yo 'him -bin), n. [yohimhi +
-ine'^.] A colorless dextrorotatory alkaloid,

Co3A;j204N2, found, together with yohimbe-
nme, in the bark and leaves of the yohimb6
or yumbehoa-tree, belonging to the Mubinceie.
It crystallizes in needles and melts at 234° C.

yokel, n. 2. (m) In carp., the cross-piece at
the head of a wooden window-frame, which

york

forms the bead of a window as the sill forms
the foot. Compare *head-sill Stone yoke, an

ancient Mexican
st<me carving in
the form of a yoke
or collar, probably
used for ceremo-

Stone Tftlte,

{From An. Rep. Bur. Amer.
Ethnol., 1903-0*.)

nial purposes, per-
haps for homing
down the necks
of individuals to
be sacrificed

:

often elaborately
carved.

The stone yoke,
or ceremonial col-
lar, obtained from
Mexico.
Smithsonian

[Iiep.,1899,p.il.

To cause to pass
under the yoke.
See yoket, n., 3.

—

Yoke method, in
elect., a method
of measuring the

magnetic quality of iron or steel in which the mag-
netic circuit through the specimen to be tested is com-
pleted through a massive yoke of *jft iron.

yoke-piece (yok'pes), ». l. Any V-shaped
piece used in mechanical constructions to
enable a load or effort to be transmitted sym-
metrically to two other points of attachment,
or which bridges or spans another element
without touching it, for this same general
purpose.— 2. A piece which acts to bring two
parallel forces or efforts to> act at one point
when resistance is applied, as the yoke en-
ables two oxen to draw one cart or plow.
The magnetizing coil, which surromida the sheets or

bars to be tested, jxrasesses a correction winding and the
heavy yoke-piece of cast steel of high permeability forms
the arm of a balance. The- magnetic attraction is com-
pensated by a running weight, the displacement of
which gives the measure of the induction obtained.

Elect. Rev., Sept. 17, 1904, p. 462.

yoking, n. S.pl. In mining surveys, the stakes
or monuments on the surface of the ground
which when connected together by lines give
the boundaries of the claim.
yolala (yo-la'lii), «. [Malagasy.] A migra-
tory locust of Madagascar, a variety of Paehy-
tt/lus migratorioides. Cambridge X^at. Hist.,
V. 298.

Yoldia clay. See *clay.

yoldiform (yol'di-form), a. lYoldia + L.
forma, form.] Having the form of the mol-
hiscan shell of the genus Yoldia.

yolk-furrow (yok'fur'o), n. See *furrow.
yolk-germ (yok'jerm), «. The germ from
which the yolk of the egg develops.

yolk-mass (yok'mas), 11. The yolk of the egg
considered as a unit.

yolk-nucleus (y6k'nii"kle-ns), n.
;

pi. yolh-
nuclei (-1). In cytol., one of the bodies of un-
known significance and of variable structure
which appear in the cytoplasm of the ovarian
egg, or oocyte; the "Dotterkern" of Cams
(1850).

yolk-platelet (yok'plaf'let), n. One of cer-
tain small crystalline structure found in the
eggs of certain fishes and amphibia, consist-
ing of albuminous material in combination
with lecithins and mineral salts.

yolk-plug (yok'plug), 7). A mass of large
entoderm cells which fills the blastopore of
the amphibian embryo.
yolk-pyramid (y6k'pir"a-mid), n. One of the
cuneate or pyramidal yolk segments of the
developing eggs of certain crustaceans, such as
the crawfish.

yolk-sphere (yok'sfer), n. The yolk-mass of
a spherical egg.

yolk-stalk (yok'stak), n. The stalk-like tu-
bular connection between the intestine of the
vertebrate embryo and the yolk-sac.

In the first stage, the proton is a modified strip of the
ventral epithelium of the foregut bordering the yolk.
stalk. Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc, Nov., 1900, p. 57.

yoman, n. A simplified spelling of yeoman.
Yom-kipper (yom-kip'^r), H. [Yiddish ; Heb.
Tom Kippur.'] The Day of Atonement. See
Jewish *fasts.

yom-tob (yom-tob'), «. [Yiddish Fonife/, <
Heb. yom, day, -I- iob, good.] A holy day; a
festival. See Jewish *festivals.

yoni (yo'ni), n. [Skt. yoni, lap, vulva, womb,
origin, source, etc., < •/ //«, hold, fasten, yoke,
etc.] The female organ of generation or a
symbol thereof. Compare lingam.

york (y6rk), r. t. [See *yorler.] In cricket,

to bowl a batsman out with a ball which



york

pitches in his block-hole, or within a few
inches of it. Cricket, in The Badminton
Library, p. 133.

yorker (yor'ker), n. lTork(sliire) + -er^.'i A
ball which pitches in the block-hole, or within
a few inches of it. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 32.

For one thing, the very name " anthropology " is apt to
Buggeet different things to different minds. (And yet, as
was said of the yorker, " What else would yon call it? ")

Jlhensettm, March 26, 1905, p. 370.

Yorks. An abbreviation of Yorkshire.

York shilling. See ^shilling.

Yorkshire grease. See *greaie.

Yorktown beds. See *6edi.

yoro (yo'ro;, n. See *buri.

Yoruban (yo'ro-ban), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to Yoruba.

II. n. A native of Yoruba.
Yosemitic (yo-se-mit'ik), a. lYosemit(e) +
-if.] Of or pertaining to, or characteristic

of, the Yosemite valley. [Bare.]

Among all the countless waterfalls I have met in the
course of ten years' exploration in the Sierra, whether
among the icy peaks, or warm foot-hills, or in the pro-

found yosemitic canons of the middle region, not one was
found without it< Ouzel.

Muir, The Mountains of California, p. 276.

young, a. 9. In phys. geog., exhibiting an
early stage of the geographic cycle, when
sculpture or dissection is not far advanced.
—Younger band. See *Aand.— young river. See
^triver'i.

yonngership (yung'gfer-ship), n. In primitive
society, the position of a person who is

throughout his life considered as a younger
relative by the other members of the tribe,

and who, as such, is obliged to remain in an
inferior position. [Rare.]

The captive is thus doomed to perpetual youngerihip,
if the term may be permitted — that is, to perpetual ser-

vitude— because all other members of the tribe may con-
sider him as last bom and never to be advanced in age.

An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethiuil., lsl»8-99, p. cxiii.

youthful, a. 5. In phys. geog., exhibiting an
early stage of the geographical cycle

;
young.

yponomeutid (i-pon-o-mu'ti<i), h. and a. I.

n. A member of the lepidopterous family
Yponomeu tida.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the lepidopterous family Ypono-
mcutidae.

Ypresian (i-pres'i-an), a. and n. [Ypres (see
def.) + -!««.] In geol., noting that stage of

the Lower Eocene Tertiary in Belgium which
is equivalent to the Loudon Cl&y of England.
It takes its name from Ypres in West Flan-
ders. Also termed Londinian.

Y. P. S. 0. £. An abbreviation'of Young Peo-
ple's Societj/ of Christian Endeavor.
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Y. S. In med., an abbreviation of yellow spot
(of the retina).

Yt. An occasional symbol for yttrium. The
single letter Y is more generally so used.

ytterbla (i-ter'bi-ii), n. [See ytterbium.'] In
chem., ytterbium oxid, commonly assumed to

be Yb203, which is white, and forms colorless
salts, giving no absorption-spectrum ; but a
characteristic spark-spectrum can be obtained.

ytterbic (i-t^r'bik), a. [ytterb(ium) + -ic]
In chem., containing ytterbium as a constit-
uent.

ytterbium, '*. in making the 'glowers ' or filaments
for the Nernst incandescent electric lamps it has been
found that the mixture of zirconia with the earths of the
yttria group gives the most satisfactory results when the
latter contain a large proportion of ytterbium as com-
pared with yttrium.

ytter earth. The name first given by Gado-
Un in 1794 to a new earth discovered by him
in a black mineral (gadolinite) from Ytterby
in Sweden. This is now known as yttria or
yttrium oxid, though the original substance
has been shown to contain in admixture sev-
eral other metallic oxids.

As early as 1794 Gadolin had separated from the gado-
linite of Ytterby an earth which he called ytter earth, and
which later was recognized as formed of erbine, terbine,
and of ytter properly so called.

C. Winkler (trans.), in Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 239.

ytterite (it'er-it), a. [yttrium + -ite^.] In
chem., of the same class as yttria. [Bare.]

The cerite earths forming "alums " which are insolu-
ble in potassic sulphate and so separate out, while the
ytterite earths [yttrium oxid, erbium oxid] remain in so-

lution, r. B. Leweg, in Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 388.

yttrocrasite (it-ro-kra'sit), n. A complex ti-

tanate of yttrium, thorium, uranium, and other
elements. It occurs in the form of rough
crystals (orthorhombie f ) having a black color
and pitchy luster, in Burnet county, Texas.

yttroilmenite (it-ro-il'men-it), n. lyttrium +
ilmenite.'] A name given by Hermann in 1846
and 1847 to a variety of yttrotantalite and
afterward to samarskite under the impression
that he had discovered in these minerals a
new metallic element, which he proposed to
call ilmenium.

Y-tube (wi'tiib), «. A form of tube, usually
of glass and used in physical or chemical re-

search, in which two diverging branches unite
into a common stem. The flow of fluid may
be either convergent into the single tube, or
divergent from the latter into the two branches.
An inverted Y-tube with a stop-cock in one arm con-

nects the normal electrode with the other vessel.

Jour. Phys. Chem., Jan., 1906, p. 72.

yuca, «. See *yucca, 3.

Y. W. 0. T. U.

yucca, n. 3. [Pron. io'ka.] The name given
in western South America to Manihot Aipi
(see Manioc). The latter name is not known
in Peru aud Chile or Bolivia, only ' yuca ' be-
ing used. It is extensively consumed as a
vegetable. The name is also common through-
out Central America Yucca cactus. See *cactus.

yucca-moth (yuk'ii-moth), n. Same as yucca-
fertili-er. Cambridge Kat. Hist., VI. 432.
— Bogus yucca-moth, any moth of the tineid genus,
Prodozus, of which the larva! live in the flower-stems of
yucca and not in the seed-pods as do the true yucca-
moths of the genus Pronuha. Cambridge Nat. Hist.,
VI. 432, note.

yufu (yu'fo), n. A fabric made from the bark
of the paper-mulberry tree. Jour. Anthrop.
Inst., XXXI. 131.

yu-kin (yo-kiu'), n. [Chin.] A Chinese lute
or guitar with
a large circu-
lar body, a
short neck,
and four
strings. Also
called moon-
guitar.

yukonose
(yo ' kon - 6s),

n. [ Yuko7i,

Alaska, + -ose,

sufiix applied
to names of
subrangs.] In
petrog., in the
quantitative
system (see
*rock^), a per-
sodie domal-
kalic igneous
rock of the
quarfelic order
of persalane,
that is, one in
which norma-
tive quartz and
feldspar are in

equal or nearly equal proportions, the feldspar
being chiefly audesin.

yung, a. andn. A simplified spelling of young.

yustone (yii'ston), n. [Chin, yu, jade, + E.
stone.'] Same &siade^.

Yvette, cr^me d (kram di-vet'). [F. crime,

cream.] A cordial liqueur, one of those
known as a crfeme from its consistency.

Y. W. C. A. An abbreviation of Young IVo-

tncn's Cliri.'itian Association.

Y. W. C. T. U. An abbreviation of Young
Women's Christian Temperance Union.

Yu-kln.
(In Stearns Collection. University

of Michigan.)



2. (flt) leap, or 1. c] In
elect., the symbol for

impedance in alternating-

current circuits. See im-

pedauee.—3. A section of

rolled steel, wrought-iron,

or other metal used in

structures, and particu-

larly in the hulls of vessels,

to resist flexure, and to connect other mem-
bers. Its shape resembles the capital letter

Z, except that the web is at right angles to

the upper and lower flanges.

zacate (tha-kii'ta), w. [Hex. Sp. zacate, .ia-

eate, < Nahuatl zacatl (<;aca1l), grass, straw.]

In Mexico, the southwestern United States,

Guam, and the Philippines, a name applied

to grasses, especially to those used for

hay or fresh forage. Under this name the

rice-grass. Homalocencltrus hexandrus, a grass

of Mexican origin, is cultivated in the Philip-

pines for fodder. See rice-<7ra.ss.— Zacate
Umon, in Guam, the introduced lemon-graas, Andro-
po<toH Xardui.

zacaton (tha-ka-ton'), n. [Max. Sp. zaeaton,

aug. of :acate, < Nahuatl zacatl (caeatl), grass,

straw.] In the southwestern United States and
Mexico : (a) One of several grasses useful for

hay, especially £pif«»iiJra»«ncroMr«and species

of Sporobolns} specifically, Sj)orohnlus JJ'rightii,

which in Arizona and New Mexico yields a

hay valued in lieu of better for horses and
mules. It grows in great clumps, producing
a large amount of coarse, tough stems and
leaves. (6) Same as broom-root— Alkali zaca-
tML («) The bulbous panic gmss, Panicum hulboaum,
ultlve in caiions from Texas to Arizona and in Mexico.

The stem has a bulb<5us base (hence called turnip ffrags),

the leaves are Bmooth and fiat, and the panicle is usually

ample. It serves as a hay grass, valued on account of its

ability to endure drought and an alkali soil, (b) Same as

fine-top -kmlt-gram («).—Bearded zacaton, a tall satin-

grass, Muhlenbergia dinticbophiilla, witli long leaves and
a very long, narrow panicle, frequent in rich valleys in

Arizona and New Mexico, where it is often cut, or by the
Indians pulled, for hay.

ZaclemUB (za-kle'mus), n. [NL.] A subgenus
of Paralonchurtis, scisenoid fishes of the Amer-
ican Pacific.

Zadokite (za'dok-it), n. and a. I. n. One of

the sons of Zadok, who, according to Ezekiel,

were the only legitimate priests.

H. a. Pertaining to Zadok, chief priest in

the time of Solomon, or to his descendants.

zadmga (za-dro'ga), »i. [Serv. zadruga.']

Among the South Slavic peoples, the associa-

tion of all consanguineals into a co6perative
organization, the members of which generally
live in a complex of houses built within an
inclosure and around the house of the stare-

ghina or chief of the community. Athenseum,
July 22, 1905, p. 104.

zagnan (tha-gwan'), n. [Sp.] A porch or a
vestibule at the entrance of a house; en-
trance ; hall.

ZalembiOS (za-lem'bi-us), n. [NL., < Gr. (d?.?/,

surge of the sea, + ifjiio^, in life, < iv, in, -i-

jiioc, life.] A genus of surf-fishes, £/M6iotocJd«,
found on the California coast.

Zalientes (zal-i-ii'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. l^oKri,

surge of the sea, -I- a/ifvr^f, fi.sher.] A genus
of fishes of the family Ogcocephalidx, found in
the eastern Pacific.

zalil (zii'lel), n, [Native name in Khorasan.]
A yellow-flowered larkspur, Delphinium Zalil,

found in parts of Afghanistan and Khorasan.
It is used for dyeing silk and is exported
through the Panjab to India. See *asbarg.
(See cut, next column.)

Zalocys (zal'o-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fd?.)?, surge
of the sea, -t- ukv^, swift.] A genus of caran-
goid fishes found in the eastern Pacific. The
only known specimen was taken at Clarion
Island.

Zalopyr (zal'o-pir), n. [NL., < Gr. ^d}.?!, surge
of the sea, -i- nip, fire.] A subgenus of <Se-

bastodes or rockfishes, found in the temperate
and uorthern Pacific.

Zalypnus (za-lip'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. ZdXri,

surge of the sea, + vimoq, sleep.] A genus of

gobioid fishes found in the tropical Pacific on
the American coast.

Zambesi black, blue, brown. See *Uack, n.,

etc.

zambo (sam'bo), n. Same as sambo.

Zanclean (zan'klf-an), n. [L. Zancle, < Gr.

ZdyK/?!, an older name of Messana, It. Mes-
sina.} In geol., the lowest division of the
Subapennine series of Pliocene deposits in
Italy : equivalent to the Messinian.

zangero, n. See *zanjero.

Zaniolepis (zan-i-ol'e-pis), n. [NL., errone-
ously for Xaniolepis, < Gr. ^dviov, a card or
comb for wool, -I- ^cjrif, a scale.] A genus of
fishes of the family Hexagrammidse, found in
the north Pacific.

zanjero (than-ha'r6\ n. [Amer, Sp., < Sp.
zanja, a ditch.] A man who patrols irrigation

ditches to keep them in order or repair. See
*ditch-rider. Also zangero. L. M. Wilcox,
Irrigation Fanning, p. 163.

zanza, «. Same as *sansa^.

zapallo (tha-pa'lyo), n. [S. Amer. Sp.] The
South American squash, Cucurbita maxima.
The zapallo is originally from the East Indies.

zapatera (thii-pa-ta'ra), n. See rule*boxwood.

zapatero (thii-pa-ta'ro), n. [Sp., shoemaker, <

zapato, shoe.] A fish, Oligoplites saurus, found
on both coasts of tropical America. See
leather-jacket (c).

Zalil l^Dtlpkinium Zaiil).

Zaphotias (za-fo'ti-as), n. [NL., < Gr. fa-,

very, -I- ^ijf ((dwr-), light. The name alludes
to the photophores.] A genus of fishes con-
taining the single species Z. pedaliota ; found
in deep water of the Gulf Stream. Also
written sapote.

zapor (zii'por), n. [Russ. sdporii, = Bulg.
Bohem. Pol. zapor, a bar, barrier, < Slav.
za-per-, za-por-, close, bar, < za, behind, -I- \/
per-, OBulg. prieti, prop, support, Russ. pereti,

press, close.] An artificial Ijarrier in a river.

From the earliestRussian times the natives were taught
to barricade the streams by zaportt, or barricades which
were maintained for generations in the principal rivers.

Bulletin V. S. Fish Com., XXI. 244.

zapote (tha-po'ta), 11. [Mex. Sp., < Nahuatl
zapotl {gapotl), pulpy sweet fruits.] The name
o( a number of fruits more or less spherical in
form containing sweet edible pulp, and also
of the trees which bear them. Also written
sapote. See the following Black zapote, or
zapote prieto, in southern Mexico, the insipid fruit of
the introduced East Indian ebony, Diospyros ebenaster ;

in northern Mexico, tlie Mexican persimmon, Brayodfu-
dron Texanuni, which see, under yjer^mmon.—Caimlto
zapote, the star-apple, Chri/gophyltum cainito.—ChicO
zapote, or zapote chico, tlie sapodilla, nispero, or nase-
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berry, Sapota zapotilla.—'^g zapote, in southern Mex-
ico, AchraB salicifolia; in the iiahama Islands, Achras
serpentaria, which see, under ire'j<j./ruit.—Green za-
pote, or zapote verde, Matisia cordi/oUa, a lofty tree
of the boml)ax family growing in Colombia, having large
heart-shaped leaves, clusters of rose-colored cautifloral
flowers, and edible, green, Heshy 5-8eeded fruit ; also
called chupa-chupa.— Mammee zapote, or zapote
mamey, also called zapote <jraiide and zapote Colorado,
the marmalade-tree, Achras Sapota {Laciana mammosa
Gaertn.), which see, under marmalade-tree.— Melon
zapote, or zapote melon, the papaya, or papaw, Carica
papaya, which see.—SantO Domingo zapote, in Mex-
ico, the introduced mamrnee-a]»ple, Matnmea Americana,
easily distinguished from the nianmiee zapote by its rough
seeds : see mammee-apple.—Sleepy zapote, the fruit of
Casimiroa edulis, a large tree of Ilic Kut'irc-sc : see illus-
tration under 'kcochiUavote.—Tipsy zapote, or zapOte
borracho, Achras salici/olia, the fruit of which re-
semldes a small yellow mango in form and color, and con-
tains a sweet orange-colored pulp of a peculiar flavor,
which is said to be intoxicating it eaten in quantity.

—

White zapote, or zapote bianco, same as sleepy -kzapote.
—Yellow zapote, or zapote amarlllo, same as tipsy
kzapote.

zapote-WOOd (thtUpo'ta-wud]^ n. In southern
Mexico and Yucatpn, the hard durable wood of
Sapota zapotilla, which is used in construction
and in cabinet work. Also called palo-Maria
in Yucatan.

Zaprora (za-pro'ra). n. [NL., < Gr. (.a-, in-
tensive, -t- TzpCipa, prow.] A genus of fishes
belonging to the family Zaproridse.

Zaproridae (za-pro'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Za-
prora + -trfa?.] A family of fishes containing
a single genus and species, Zaprora silenus, of
which only the type is known. Taken off the
coast of Vancouver Island.

Zapteryx (zap'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr. fo-,

intensive, -I- -rrTtpv^, fin. The ventral fins are
larger than in the genus Eaja.] A genus of
guitar-fishes found in the warmer or tropical
parts of the American Pacific.

zarp (zarp), w. ["From the initials Z(uid)
^(frikaansch) i?(epublikeinsch) P(olitie) =
South African Republican Police." Encyc.
DicW] A member of the police force of the
late South African Republic ; a Boer police-
man. [Slang.]

It had been occupied by the Johannesburg zarps, who
were driven north. The zarps had been greatly inter-
fering with the success of Lord Roberts s proclamations
for pacifying the country.

Pall Mall Gazette, May 19, 1900, p. 8.

zayin (za'yin), n. The seventh letter (J) of
the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the
English z. Its numerical value is 7.

Z-bar (ze'bar), n. A rolled structural bar
with a web and two flanges at right angles to

it, roughly resembling the letter Z : largely
used in ship-building for solid frames and
stiffeners.

Z-bars are now largely used for war-ships, and channel
bars for merchant ships.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 384.

Z-beam (ze'bem), n. A metal beam resem-
bling in section the capital letter Z.

Z. B. T. An abbreviation of the Hebrew Zion
Bcmishpat Tipodeh, 'Zion shall be redeemed
with judgment ' (Isa. i. 27) : the initials of a
Jewish fraternity. The fraternity was founded
in 1889, "to unite fraternally all collegiate

Zionists of the United States and Canada"
and to advance the cause bf Zionism.

Z. 0. In astron., an abbreviation of Zonie Cor-
dobenscs, Gould's Cordova Zones. See *C. Z.

zearln (ze'a-rin), n. A colorless compound,
C52H8SO4, contained in many species of
lichens, particularly in BsemaUimma coccmmm.
It crystallizes in hexagonal double pyramids
resembling quartz and melts at 249-251° C.

zebra, «. 2. A name used by fish-culturists

in England for hybrids between Salmo fario,
the European trout, and Salmo fontinalis, the
American brook-trout.— 3. An American he-
lieoniid butterfly, Apostraphia charithonia,

with black, yellow-banded wings. It oci-urs



zebra

in Central America, the West Indies, and the

southern United States. Its larvsB feed on
the passion-flower vine.— Gravy's zebra, Hguus
grtvyi, a species somewhat taller aiid more slender than

l^~ I * Aj&^^^!^ '-^

Ortry's Zebra {Zeira grevyi).

the true zebra, marked with many narrow black stripes,

the cross stripes being much more numerous than the
oblique stripes. Tlie mane and tall are well developed.

It inhabits the mountains from Somaliland to the north
side nf the Victoria Nyanza.

zebra-fish (ze'bra-fish), 11. A percoid fish,

Neutephrceops ztbra, found in Australian
waters.

zebrinny (ze-brin'i), n. [zehr(a) + (h)inny.'\

A name given by Professor E. C. Ewart to a
hybrid between a stallion and a female zebra.

zebroid (ze'broid), a. and n. [zebra + -okl.l

I, a. Resembling a zebra.

n. H. A hybrid between a zebra and a

pony.
Whether, however, "zehroidg," as it is proposed to call

the hybrids, will maintain the immunity a^inst tsetse

attack characteristic of pure bretl zebras, remains to be

proved. a. Lydekker, Mostly Mammals, p. 4^.

zebmla, «. An erroneous (New Latin) form
of *:ehrule.

zebmle (ze'brSl), h. [zehr(a) + (»i)i(7e.] A
name given by Professor E. C. Ewart to the

offspring of a mare and a zebra stallion.

The zebra-hoi-se hybrids were obtained by crossing

mares of various sizes with a zebra stallion, a Burchell's

zebra ; and the !iew animals get the name of 'zebnUen.'

Science, July 24, 1903, p. I2a

zebncan (sa-bo-kan'), «. [A native name in

Guiana.] Same as matapi.

Zech. An abbreviation of Zechariah, a book
of the Old Testament.
Zeelander (ze'lan-der), H. An inhabitant of

Zealand, Holland.
Zeeman effect. See ^effect.

zefjrr, '• An amended spelling of zephyr.

7eilanite (zi'la-nit), n. Same as ceylonite.

Zeinse (ze-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Zem + -I'wa?.]

A subfamily of fishes (John-dories) contain-

ing the pelagic genus Zenopgis.

zeiodelite (zl-od'e-Ut), «. A trade-name for

a mixture of melted sulphur with rather more
than its own weight of finely pulverized glass,

used as a cement and as a substitute for

plaster of Paris in making casts.

zelot, »'. A simplified spelling of zealot.

zelous, ". A simplified spelling of zealous.

zeme, «. See *zemi.

zemeism (za'me-izm), «. [zemi (zeme) +
-ism.] That form of religious organization

and worship which is associated with zemis.

Also zemisiH.
,

As in all primitive society the social organization of

the AntiUeans was built on a religions foundation, the

people being governed by priesthoods which controlled all

the public life of the jwople. Every cacique was a priest

in virtue of his standing in the clan, which was the
pt>litieal unit and, as we shall later sec, the religious and
ceremonhil unit as well. The whole srtcial and religious

organization was knit together by a form of t^jtemism or

tutelary clan ancients worship which I shall call zeineinn.

J. W. Fewkeg, in Science, July in, 1902.

zemi (za'mi), II. [Also rt-Hic; from West Indian

(Taino).] A peculiar kind of image or idol,

carved to represent some animal or the human
form, found among the aboriginal inhabitants

of the islands of the West Indies. They were
usually of stone, and are still found occa-

sionally on the islands. They are supposed to

represent the ancestor or tutelary god of the
clan.

Idols, as well as the spirits they represented, were
calle<l Z'-mii. and the name, meaning originally magic
power, came to be applied to all supernatural beings and
their symlMilic representations.

J. W. Fetrket, in An. Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1903-01,

[p. 54.

zemism (za'mizm), n. Same as *zemeism.
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zemstvoist (zems'tvo-ist), n. and a. [zemstvo
+ -i.st.l I. 11. A deputy to a zemstvo ; a

member of an assemblage or congress of

zemstvos.
II. a. Relating to a zemstvo or to the

zeiustvoists.

From that sprang the imperial ukase of a year ago,

nominally granting all the zemntvoist demands save that
for a constitutional parliament, and also tlie industrial
uprising of January last, in whose dreadful massacres the
doom of autocracy was sealed.

X 1'. Tribune, Jan. 1, 1906.

Zendicism (zen'di-sism), n. IZetidic + -ism.']

Zendic doctrine. See *Zin(likite.

Zendicite, n. See *Zindilcitc.

Zenion (ze'ni-on), n. [NL., dim. < Gr. Zr/v,

variant form of Zf if, Zeus : see Zetis.] A genus
of deep-sea fishes of the family Zeidse. The
only known specimens of its single species,

Z. hololcpis, were taken off Yucatan and Little

Bahama Bank.
zenith, n.—Astronomical zenith, the point where the
observer's plumb-line, pn>duced upward, pierces the
celestial sphere.— Geocentric zenith, the point where
a line from the center of the earth through the observer,

produced upward, pierces the celestial sphere. The
geocentric zenith lies always nearer the equator than the
astronomical zenith, tlie angular distance between them
being called the anyle of the vertical. This is a maximum
in lat. 4.s% where it Ijecomes about 11'.— Geometric
zenith, the point near the zenith of the plumb-line corre-

sponding t*) the upper end of a line drawn from the cen-

ter of the earth. The difference between the plumb-line
zenitli, or astronomical zenith, and the radius from the
center of the earth would be zero if the earth were a
homogeneous sphere without rotation on its axis ; the
rotation throws the plumb-line towanl the equator and
the irregularity of composition produces large local de-

flections, BO that the geometric zenith differs fmm the
astronomical.

zenithal, n.— Besson's zenithal nephoscope. See
*nepho;^c<f])e.

zenitho-nadiral (ze'nith-o-na'd^r-al), a. Of
or pertaining to the zenith and the na.lir: ap-
plieil to instruments for determining the me-
ridian distances of stars from the astronomical
zenith, for the purpose of finding the latitude.

Science, Jan. 25, 1901, p. 131.

zenographical (zen-o-graf'i-kal), a. [zenog-

raph(y) + ic-al^.] Of or pertaining to ze-

nography, the study of the planet Jupiter.
,Smiths(iniii>i Rep., 1890, p. 176.

zenography (ze-nog'ra-fi), «. [Gr. Z^, for

'/.fix, Jupiter, + -ypa'pia, < yiatj>en; write.] The
description and study of the planet Jupiter.

Compare selenography, areography.

Zeoidea (ze-oi'de-a), H. pi. [NL., < Zeus +
-oidea.] A group of fishes containing the
single family Zeidse or the Johnrdories.

zeolitize (ze'o-lit-iz), r. t. To render zeoUtic

;

transform into a zeolite.

zeophyllite (ze-of'i-lit), n. [Gr. ileiv, boil,

foam, + <pi>.Aov, leaf, + -ite'^.] A zeolitic min-
eral having the composition H4Ca4F.2Si30ji.
It occui's in hemispherical and spherical aggre-
gates of small plates showing a perfect cleavage
and pearly luster.

Zeph. An abbreviation of Zephaniah, a book of

the Old Testament.

zepharovichite (zef'a-r6-vich''it), n. A hy-
drou.s aluminium phosphate, AIPO4 + 3H2O,
occurring in whitish crystalline to compact
masses : it is found in Bohemia.

zerenid (ze-ren'id), «. and a. I, «. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous family Zerenidm.

II. a. Having the characteristics of and
belonging to the family Zersnidse.

zero, 11. 4. In function-theory, a value of 1:

which makes the function vanish Drift of
zero, in phyfirti, the gradual change of the position of

the refercnce-iMiiiit or zero fn^m which deflection of the
suspended jiarts of an instrument, as a galvanometer or
electrometer, is measured.— False zero, in elect., a de-

flected ptwition of the needle of a gnlvjuiometer which is

taken as the zero in certain methods of measurement, as

in the detennination of resistances containing electr*)-

motive force or in the loop-test for faults in cables.

—

Order of zeros. See xrrfer— Physiological zero,
(a) The lowest tempemture at whit'h e^jgs or seeds de-

velop. (f/) In pttuchitphyn., the temperature at which a
thermal stimufus fails to arouse a sensation either of

warmth or of cold in the cutaneous organs ; the indiffer-

ence-point of thermal stimulation. K. C. San/ord, Exper.
Psychol., |>. 9.—Zero field. See *Jidd.

zero-meridian, »• See *tneridian.

Zerriba, «. Same as zareba.

Zesticelus (zes-ti-se'Ius), Ji. [NL., < Gr. Zi:<rr6;,

boiled (soft), -!- Icelm, name of another genus.]

A genus of cottoid fishes found in the deep
parts of Bering Sea.

Zestidilim (zes-tid'i-um), n. [NL., dim. of

Zestis.] A subgenus of Stellifer, scieenoid

fishes of the tropical Atlantic and Pacific.

zinc-gray

Zestis (zes'tis), n. [XL., < Gr. C«n"(Sf, boiled
(soft).] A subgenus of Stellifer, sciaBuoid
fishes found in tropical parts of the Atlantic
and Pacific.

zetaic (ze-tii'ik), a. {zefn^ + -ic] Of the na-
ture of an ordinary algebraic multiplication
except that subjacent indices are treated as if

they were exponents: thus, the zetaic product
(aj— bj) (ai— ci) is a.,— ajbi — a^cj + bjc^.

Zethus (ze'thus), «. [NL., < Gr. Zf/do^, a name
in mythology.] Same as Cybele, 2.

zeuxite (zuk'sit), «. [Gr. (eviig, a yoking,
joining.] A ferriferous tourmalin from Corn-
wall, occurring in acictdarinterwoven crystals.

Zeybek, n. Same as Xebec.

Z. G. An abbreviation of Zoological Garden or
Gardens.

'

Z-girder (ze'ger''''der), «. See *girder'i^.

zibeline, n. 2. A kind of woolen dress-goods
made from long wool and finished with a
furry nap.
zibethum, «. Same as zibetum.

zikr (zekr), n. [Ar. rUr, remembering, < za-
kara, mention, take part in.] A religious
ceremony, or act of devotion, of various orders
of dervishes.

zimba (zim'ba), n. Same as *sansa^.

zinc, 11. 2. The zinc element of a galvanic
cell, prepared of proper shape and size, and
often fitted with a binding-screw, ready for
use.—Acetate of zinc, a salt obtained by diss<tlving

either zinc, its oxid, or its carbonate, in acetic acid. It
crystallizes in nacreous elHorescent laminae belonging to
.the monoclinio system. The salt <lissolves very readily
in water and melts at 100° C.—Aluminium zinc. See
*ai»m«u'ui<i.— Belgian process for the extraction
of zinc. See *proei>:s.— Griffith's patent zlno white.
See itwhitel.— Perforated zinc, in h^'f-keepin;!. u sheet
of zinc pierced in such a way that a queen or drone can-
not pass through it, while a worker is readily admitted.
— ZJJIC Chlorld, in chcm., a white solid, ZUCI2, of soft

consistence at ordinary temperature, melting at a little

above 100° C, and volatilizing at a higher temperature,
very deliquescent and easily soluble in water. It is used
by tinsmiths to facilitate soldering, in the manufacture of

•indurated fiber,' in weighting cott<iu cloth, and in sur-

gery as an escharotic.— Zinc fume, the finely divided
solid matter carried off in suspension by the gases from
the hearth of a reverberatory furnace in which blende
(zinc sulphid) is being roasted. It contains some 10 per
cent of zinc as sulphate, which can be recovered by
leaching.— Zinc oxid. See*oxid.— Zinc sulphate, in

chem., a coniiiound obtainable by acting on metallic zinc
with dilute sulphuric acid, generally prepared on the
large scaleby roasting zinc-blende and leaching the roasted
ore with water, in either case evaporation of the solution
yielding colorless crystals of the composition ZnS04. 7HgO.
The salt is used in connection with dyeing, in hardenmg
stucco, as an addition to size, and to boiled linseed-oil

(as a dryer), and in medicine as an astringent and emetic.
On being strongly heated zinc sulphate gives off sulphur
dioxid and oxygen, and leaves a residue of zinc oxid.

zinc, t'. t.— Zinced Iron, iron coated with zinc by care-

ful deansing of the surface in a bath of dilute acid and
subsequent innnersion in melted zinc. The iron is gal-

vanically protected from rusting by the presence of the
zinc. Also, alld more commonly, known as galvanized
iron.

Zincali, ". J)f. Same as ^in</«n'. SeeZingaro.

zincaluminite (zingk'a-lti'mi-ijit), n. A hy-
dratetl basic 8uli>bate of zinc and aluminium
occurring in minute tliin hexagonal plates,

white or bluish in color. It comes from the
zinc mines of Laurium, Greece.

zinc-ammonium (zingk'a-m6''''ni-um), n. In
clifm., a hypothetical compound radical, in

which an atom of zinc is assumed to rejilace

two atoms of hydrogen in two combining units

of the radical ammonium, as in zinc-ammo-

nium chlorid, xttj'* [
ZnCl2.

zinca'te(zing'kat), n. [zinc+ -ate^.] In chem.,

a compound which maybe viewed as resulting

from the union of zinc oxid with the oxid of a
more electropositive metal, or from the re-

placement of hydrogen in zinc hydroxid by a
very strongly electropositive metal, such as
potassium or sodium.

zinc-dust (zingk'dust), i>. Metallic zinc in the
condition of a fine powder, produced by grind-

ing iu an iron mortar heated to 200-250°C.,
and obtained to a considerable extent by the
rapid cooling of zinc vapor iu the reduction of

the metal from its ores. In the latter case
there is mixed with the powder more or less

zinc oxid. Zinc-d\ist is much used as a deoxi-

dizing agent in the operations of dyeing and
calico-printing, sometimes also as a protective
paint for ironwork. Also called zinc-powder.

zinc-gray (zingk'gra), w. A paint which con-
sists of zinc ground in oil : used as a preserva-
tive for ironwork. Phillips and Bauerman,
Elements of Metallurgy, p. 560.



zincide

Xincide (zinar'isid), H. [cine + -ide.] In chem.,

a compound of zinc with a more electroposi-
tive element or radical, as with sodium.

fiTiffing (zing'kiug'), v. n. A name given to

the Parkes process (which see. xiuder process)
;

also the operation of adding zinc to the lead
bath in the Parkes process. PhiJHps and
Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgv, p. 700.

zinc-iron (zingk'i'^rn), n. An alloy of iron
and zinc, easily obtainable by dissolving the
former metal in melted zinc at a high tem-
perature. Such an alloy is used as the means
of introducing iron into copper-zinc and cop-
per-tin alloys.

Zincite, ». See Hnkite.

zincografy, n. An amended spelling of rt'n-

zincosite (zing'ko-sit), n. Same as *alma-
(ircrite.

zinc-powder (zingk'pou'dfer), n. See *zinc-
duft.

zinc-sponge (zingk'spunj), n. Metallic zinc
separated from a solution of one of its salts in

the condition of an imperfectly coherent,
sponge-like mass. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 110.

zinciim (zing'kum), H. [NL. :incum, zinc.

See :inc.'] A Latinized form of the name of

the metal zinc. Used in ofScial medical ter-

minology.
zindikite (zin'di-kit), n. [Ar. eindiq, a hope-
le.^s infidel, perhaps < Pers. zan-din, a woman's
religion, -f- -ite. Hughes.'] An infidel.

There is a sect among the Mohammedans, called the
Zindikitft, who believe neither in the providence of the
BovereiKn Power, nor in the immortality of the soul. But
the fuur elements they believe to be the four essences
constituting the Deity ; and that, all things being com-
pounded of them, all things are portions of the Deity
himself.

C. Bueke, Beauties, Harmonies and Sublimities of Na-
[ture, p. 31B.

Zinganologist (zing-ga-nol'o-jist), n. IZingano,
Gipsy, -t- -ologly) + -ist. See Gipsy.'] Same
as Gipsotogist.

zingaresca (zing -ga- res 'ka), «. [It. See
Gipsy.'] A song in Gripsy style.

zinke, ». 2. In organ-building, a loud reed-
stop. Also cornet.

zinkenite, n. Same as zinckenite.

zinket (zing'ket), n. Izinc + -et.] A trade-
name for a sheet-metal tray used in transport-
ing eggs, the eggs being held upright in the
tray by means of circular supports. The tray
with one dozen eggs is packed on the farm, shipped in
crates and retailed in the tray, the consumer keeping the
effgft in the tray till wanted ; or the eggs may be cooked by
puwing them in the tray in boiling water.

These zinkets are tray-like constructions of metal made
by mechanical methods, each one of which holds one
dozen eggs, and it is designed that the eggs shall be
placed in these carriers at the time of their gathering on
the farm, and in them they shall remain until such time
as it is proposed to prepare them for consumption.

Sci. Amer., Feb. 4, 190.^, p. 100.

zinkosite (zing'ko-sit), n. See *almagrerite.

Zionism (zi'on-izm), n. {Zion + -ism.] The
late.st national movement of the Jews which
has for its object "the creation of a home se-
cured by public rights, for those Jews who
either cannot or will not be assimilated in the
country of their adoption." (Herd.) This re-
vival of the national spirit in a political form was due to
the anti-Semitic agitation in the latter part of the nine-
teenth century. Dr. Theodor Herzl of Vienna was the
leader, and in his " Jewish .State " (1896) he first set forth
the plan of an exodus Ut Palestine and the organization
of a state paying tribute to the .Sultan and settled by a
chartered company, republican in form and tolerant of all
religious opinions. An organization has been formed
having over 100,000 members ; anrmal congresses are
held, and a colonial bank and national fund have been
established.

One of the most interesting results of the anti-Semitic
agitation (see Anti-Semitism) has been a strong revival of
the national spirit among the Jews in a political fonn.
To this movement the name Zitiniem has been given.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 927, p. 106.

Zionist. I. n. 2. Specifically, an adherent
of the plan of colonizing Hebrews in Palestine
set forth by Theodor Herzl in 1896. See
*Zionism.
The third annual convention of the Federation of

American Zionittn . . . will t • held at New York City
on June 10. This body will elect delegates to the Zionigt
Congress to be held at Basle, Switzerland, in August.

Rev. of lievi., May, 1900, p. 663.

n. a. Of or pertaining to Zionism or the
Zionists.

In the llrst place there is the so-called Zionitt move-
ment, which is a kind of Jewish nationalism and is vitiated
by the same errors that distinguish its anti-Semitic ana-
lo«fe- Encyc. Brit., XXV. 482.

Zlonlat flax. Bee */lag2.
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Zionistic (zJ-on-is'tik), a. Same as *Zionist.

Zircon light." See *lighti.

Zirconia, « This earth is now of industrial value as

the chief material used in the ' glower ' of the Nemst in-

candescent electric lamp. The glower commonly con-

sists of about S6 per cent, zirconia and 15 per cent, yttria

or mixed earths of that class.

zirconiferous (zer-k9-nif'e-rus), a. [zircon

+ -i- -I- -ferous.] In petrog., containing zircon.

zirconifliioride, zirconofluoride (zer"ko-ni-,

z^r ko-no-flo'o-rid), n. Same as *fluozirconate.

zirconitic (zer-ko-nit'ik), a. [zircon + -it- +
-ic] In petrog., containing zircon. J. D.
Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 83.

zircono-. In chem., a prefix to the name of a
compound, signifying the presence of zirco-

nium as a constituent, as potassium zircono-
fluoride, K2ZrFg. Sometimes written zirconio-,

zirconi-, and zirco-.

Zirkelite (zer'kel-Jt), ». [Named after Pro-
fessor Ferdinand Zirkel of Leipzig, -f- -ite^.]

1. In petrog., a name applied by Wadsworth
(1887) to diabasic glasses. Same as sorda-
valite.—2. A rare mineral containing zirco-

nium, titanium, thorium, iron, and calcium.
It occurs in black octahedral crystals at Jaeti-

piranga, Brazil.

Zisium (zis'i-um), n. A trade-name for an
alloy of aluminium with small proportions of
zinc, tin, and copper, and traces of antimony
and bismuth : it is used in making scientific

instruments.

Ziskon (zis'kon), n. A trade-name for an al-

loy of aluminium and zinc, containing 25 per
cent, of the latter metal : used in making sci-

entific instruments.

zithagin (zith'a-jiu), n. Same as saponin.

Zittmann's decoction. See *decoction.

zizarme, ». Same as guisarme.

Zoarcinse (z6-ar-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Zoarees,
the type genus, + -inse.] A subfamily of eel-

pouts, or ophidioid fishes.

zodiac, n. 4. Of the moon or of a planet, the
belt of the heavens within which the moon or
a planet moves.

zodiacal, a—zodiacal band, a band of faint light
by some observers reported to extend from the apex of
the zodiacal light to a considerable distance along the
zodiac.

The zodiacal hands, which are said to form a prolonga-
tion of the ordinary zodiacal light, were not seen, though
stellar or nebulous bands, one extending from Aquila to
the Pleiades, and the second from Pncsepe to f'oma Bere-
nices have been noticed and perhaps olfer an explanation
of the zodiacal bands.

W. C. Winlock, in Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 144.

ZOecial, a. Same as zocecial.

zoecium, «. Same as zooecium.

zoehemera (z6-e-hem'e-ra), fl.
; pi. zoehemerx

(-re). [Gr. fu^, life, -l-f//if/)a, aday.] Inpaleont.,
a term introduced by Clarke to express the
period of duration of an index species in a
given faunal province. Zoehemera is contrasted
with hcinera in this respect, that the tetter (employed
with reference to any given species, as the ' hemera of
Manticoceras intuinesceiu ') implies the entire lapse of
time during the existence of that species irrespective
of the limitation of its province : the hemera of a species
is universal, though the species itself is restricted in its

distribution. The 'zoehemera of Mantieoceras intiniies-
cens' expresses the time unit and the geographic distri-
bution of the species or the fauna which it exemplifies,
or, in otlier words, the duration of the faunal province to
which that species pertains.

ZOgan (zo'gan), n. [Jap.] Inlaid work of
gold or silver in other metal, as practised by
the Japanese.
Zoharite (z6'har-it), n. Same as *Frankist.
zoidiogamous, a. See *zoidogamous.

The higher cryptogams, on the contrary, were zoidi-
ogamous, i.e., fertilization was accomplished by a self-

motile male cell, the spermatozoid.
Internal. Year-Book, 1898, p. 113.

ZOidogamous (z6-i-dog'a-mus), a. [(spermato)-
zoid + -a- + Gr.'yd/joi; marriage.] In bot., fer-

tilized by motile male cells, or spermatozoids

:

said of the higher cryptogams among plants.
The final history of the generative cell is obscure, but

it is to be inferred from the brief summary of Thomson
{loc. cit.) that the antheridial cell of the Araucarinea does
not divide into two as in the Abietinea: and the ancient
ZOidogamous Gymnosperms.

Amer. Xat., June, 1907, p. 362.

zoiodin (zo-i'o-din), n. [Gr. fu^, life, -I- IMr/c,

of a violet, + -in.] A form of nitrogenous
organic matter deposited in violet laminae from
the sulphur-waters of Aix in Savoy.

zoisitization (zoi-sit-i-za'shon), n. [zoisite +
-ize -r -ation.] In petrog., the alteration of
minerals or rocks to zoisite.

Zolaist (zo'la-ist), n. [Zola{ism) + -ist] A

zone

writer whose works are marked by Zolaism;
a literary follower of fimile Zola.
Like most of his novels, it belongs to the school of what

the Zolaist would term "moral anatomy."
6. Monod, in Contemporary Rev., March, 1887, p. 449.

Zolaize (zo'lSriz), v.
; pret. and pp. Zolaized,

PT^r. Zolaizin'g. [Zola + -ize.] I. intrans. To
write in the naturalistic vein of £mile Zola.

II. trans. To cause to resemble, or bring
into accord with, Zola's literary method or style.

I do not mean that M. R. — has Zolaized Mr. Hardy

;

that would be unjust ; but I do think that, uncon-
sciously, he has subdued his translation to the taste that
cherishes M. Zola.

G. H. Ely, in Literature, March 30, 1901, p. 234.

ZOU (tsol), M. [G.] The twelfth part of a
German foot, varying with the length of the
foot but not very different from the English
inch. C. Hering, Conversion Tables, p. 33.

Zollner's photometer. See *photometer.
zoUpfimd (tsol'pfund), n. [G., < zoll, custom,

-t- pfund, pound.] The pound adopted for the
customs service of the German ZoUverein,
equal to 500 grams, or 1.1023 pounds avoir-
dupois.

zolotnik (z6-16t-nek'), n. [Also solotnick ; <
Russ. zolotniku.] A Russian unit of weight,
p'j of the funt or Russian pound, equal to
4.27 grams or nearly 66 grains. It is divided
into 96 dolia.

zomotherapeutics (z6"m9-ther-a-pu'tiks), n.
Same as *zomotherapy.
zomotherapy (z6-mo-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. (ufi6^,

soup, -I- OtfiaTTcia, medical treatment.] Use of
raw meat, or the juice expressed therefrom,
in the treatment of disease. Med. Record,
June 27, 1903, p. 1059.

zona, «.— Zona dermatlca, the thicker ring of dermal
tissue which sunoniHls the zona epithelioserosa in
rachischisis.— Zona epithelioserosa, the ring of epi-
thelial tissue which bounds the defect in rachischisis.

zonsesthesia (zo-nes-the'si-a). >i. [NL., < Gr.
Cavjj, zone, -l- alaSr/aic, perception.] Same as
*girdle-sensation.

zonal, a. 6. In phytogeog., in or relating to
oecological zones or belts. See *zone, 8.

It would seem that there are two principal types of
plant arrangement in their habitats. These are : (1)
Zonal and (2) Azonal.

C. MacMilian, in Bulletin Torrey Bot. Club, XXIIL 600.

Zonal candle-power. See -kcandle-power.— Zonal
equation, .^ee zone-symbol, under *j*i/Hi6oU, 2.— Zonal
Structure, in pelrog., a character of a ci-j'stal produced
by C!)ncentric shells or layers of the crystal, which have
different conipfisition, color, or inclusions.

Zonary plankton. See *plankton.

zonation (z6-na'shon), n. [Gr. C""^, zone, +
-ation.] 1. In phytogeog., the distribution of
vegetation in oecological zones or belts, or the
general concept of such distribution. See
*zone, 8. F. E. Clements.— 2. In cytol, a
term applied to a differentiation of the cyto-
plasm of the plant cell into concentric layers.

During the completion of the mitosis the ooplasm and
periplasm become clearly differentiated, but as yet no
plasmoderma exists. This process of differentiation has
been termed zonation, and is here accomplished by a
withdrawal of cytiiplasm from the periphery of the (x)go-
nium, as in Peronospora (Wager '00, fig. 2) and Albugo
Candida (Stevens '01, fig. 14), not by an aggregation of
separate dense regions, as ni A. Bliti (Stevens '99, figs.

59-^1). Bot. Gazette, Dec. 1902, p. 421.

zone, 11. 5. (J) A portion of the surface of a
sphere cut off by one plane.— 7. A belt on the
surface of the earth or of the celestial sphere
included between two parallels to the equator.— 8. In phytogeog., a vegetation ring or belt

:

referring more directly to the plant-content
itself or to the areas marked by oecological
difference, (a) By Humboldt, and now with general
consent, but witli difference in application, used of cir-

cumpolar, roughly longitudinal belts of plant forms,
which follow isothennal lines more nearly than parallels,

the controlling factor being temperature. These are
BometimeBtermt^d zones of latitude. See hfe itzone. (6)
Frequently used in the sense of a belt around a more local

center corresponding to a gradation of the controlling
forces in radial lines, as upon a mountain peak, in a lake,

or in a sphagnum bog ; or, more broadly, of continental
elevation belts. Here other factors than heat, as mois-
tm-e and light, are often dominant. Sometimes all of
these are called mountain zones or zones of altitude. See
ifreyion. 8 (n). The symmetry, hence the zonation, is in

these cases radial ; but along a ridge or a river the same
causes produce bands of vegetation (by F. E. Clements
still called 'zones') in which the symmetrj- is then said
to be bilateral. The same author regards the layered
vegetation of a forest, etc., ns zonal, the zonation in this

case being vertical or unilateral (that nf fonner types
being lateral), (c) A vegetation ring of biological origin

resulting from the radial growth or dissemination of an
individual, the interior of the circle disappearing ; for

example, the fairy ring (which see, under fairy). C.

MacMilian and F. E. Clements.

9. One of the different levels of a shaft-fur-

nace, characterized according to the reaction



zone

which takes place in it: as, the zone of fusion,
reduetion-^o«c, etc.— Albany zone, a catalogue uf

8,200 stars between the parallels of 1° and 5° north dec-
lination observed at the Dudley Observatory, Albany,
New York. Stnithitofiian Hep., 1890, p. 179.— Arctic or

arctlc-alplne zone. See U/e ^on*-.— Austral zones.
See ii/e A-^'<,ip.— BiOlOglcal zones, geographic regions
or subtlivisions of the surface of the earth appropriate
for sustaining specific foniis of animal and vegetable life.

Many such subdivisions or zones have been suggested.
The niLWt important are those of C. Hart Merriam. See
life A'zo/u'.— Blue-yellow zone, in p^ychol. optics, an
intermediate retinal area, sensitive to blue, yellow, and
the various tenns of the black-white series, but insensi-
tive to red and green. The results of perimetrical and
campimetrical experiments show that the outermost
zone of the retina is sensitive only to black-white ; the
central zone to black-white, blue-yellow, red-green ; and
the intermediate zone only to black-white and blue-
yellow. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 12.— Cana-
dian ZOne. See li/e *zone.— Charcot's zones. Same
as hyxtfroijenic zones (which see, under zone).— Cli-
matic zone, one of a number of belts or subdivisions of
the surface of the earth distinguished by successive
ditferences (if climate. Supan distinguishes the follow-
ing : {a) Marine and equat<:»rial climate, in which the
temperature variations are less than 15° C. (b) Transi-
tion climate, in which the variation is greater than 15° C.

and less than 20° C. (c) Land climate, in which the va-

riation is greater than 20° C. and less than 40° C (rf)

Extreme continental climate in which the variations are
greater than 40° C Koepjien's climatic zones are arbi-

trar>' divisions based upon temperature considerations as
follows : (1) A tropical zone having an average tempera-
ture of over tis" F. (2) A subtropical ixme which has the
same temperature during 4 to 11 months. (3) A constant
temperate zone with a temperature between :>0 and 68°

F. (4) A hot summer temperate zone which has an
average temperature that sometimes falls below oO" F.

(5) A moderate summer and cold winter temperate zone
with a temperature between 5<» and (>8° F. (6) A cold
zone with a prevailing temperature below 50° F. (7) A
polar zone with an average temi>erature always below
50° F. Wojeikofs climatic zones are distinguished ac-

cording to the quantity and character of the rainfall.

Twelve climatic regions are shown upon his maps as
follows : (1) A zone of ocean trades with very rare rain-

falls. (2) A region of equatorial rains, including the
zone of calms. (3) A region of rain which prevails
thrrjughout the year. (4) A subtropical z<me with rain-

less summers. (5) A zone of the fall and winter rains
of middle latitudes. (6) The zone of summer rainfall of
middle latitudes. (7) The zone of equal distribution of
rain throughout all seasons. (H) A p<^)Iar region with
light snows in winter. (9) Deserts and semi-desert*
with an annual precipitation less than 250 mm. (10 in.).

(10) The region of the Australian monsoons. (11) The
region of the Asiatic monsoons. (12) The region of the
African mon8o<m8. Climatic zones in altitude correspond
to climatic zones in latitude and are marked by the
retardation of the dates of the development of vegeta-
tion ; this retardation amounts to atK>ut ten days for
every 300 meters of increase in altitude in the Alps, or
four days for 800 meters in France.— Contact-zone, a
term much used by mining geologists and petn^raphers
to describe those bands of altered and more or less re-

crystallized rock which fidlow the contacts between
intrusive, igneous masses and the older rocks, usually
sediments, which they penetrate. From limestones,
intrusive rocks produce zones of garnet, vesuvianite. epi-
dote. diopside, and other lime-silicates or, in the absence
of these, crj'stalline marbles. Copper ores and magnetite
are frequently fuun<l in these belts. Aluminous strata,

sach as clays and shales, yield andalusite. biotite. and
various aluminous silicates. The rocks become dense
and flinty and are called hi^tmfels. It has been a dis-

puted point whether the intrusive rock contributed new
matter to the zones or merely caused the recrystallization
of that in situ, but the conviction is growing that the
fomter view is correct. The zones, especially when of
varying intensity of change, are often called aureoles.—
Critical zone, a z^ime <^>r belt in the rocky cnist of the
eai'th along which movement is especially prone to occur
during upheaval, ttecause of the weakness of the rocks.

Throughout the Tertiary crust-movements in the Alps,
this passage-zone had been the great crush-zone of the
district. It (x-curred in Fassa below a massive develop-
ment of calcareous rticks, and alx>ve an almost equal
thickness of mixed de|>o8its; it was, therefore, a well-
marked "cn7fVfii " zone within the earth's crust, inter-

leaved between rock material presenting strongly
contrasted physical characters.

Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 369.

Crop-zone, a tract bounded by the latitudinal limits
within wliich a crop will succeed ; a life zone viewed with
reference t<» cultivated crops. See life itzone. Also crop-
belt. —Deep-sea coral zone, a depth of the sea of between
fifty and a hundred fathoms.—Efficient zone, in psycho-
phys., the innerm»»st of the three retinal zones ; the zone
wliicli israpiible (»f seeing the re<ls and greens, as well as the
blackw and whites, blues and yellows , i.farhpntiichtifj).—
Epigastric zone. ^eeafnhnninal regions, under abiinm-
inal.— Floral zone, a geographical division of the globe
in accordance with liie connection lietween vegetation and
climate. Among the special divisions of this kind is that
of Drude, who divided the earth into the l>oreal, tropical,

and austral divisions, which are again subdivided into sev-

eral sections. The most elaborate subdivision is that of
Hmirnos into nine zones whose boundaries, expressed in
degrees of north latitude, are as follows : (1) equatorial,
0-15'; (2) tropical, 15-2a5'; (3) subtropical, 23.5-;m° ; (4)

warm temperate, 34-45°
; (5) cool temperate, 45-58°

; (ti)

subarctic, 58-66.5* ; (7) arctic, 66,5-72'
; (8) frigid. 72-82°

;

(9) fK)lar, 82-90*. These nine sea-level boundaries corre-
spond also to nine altitudes above sea-level proceeding
by steps of 2**00 feet each. Thus the equatorial
zone extends upward 2000 feet; above the equatorial
lies the tropical z<jne between the limits 2000 and
4000 feet ; the subtropical includes the interval between
4000 and 60*10 feet; and so on for the whole system.—
Fundamental zone. ^efundamentalitplate.—BJid-
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sonlan zone. See life *zone.—Huygens's zone. Same
as half-period *element.—Hypogastric ZOne, the lower
of the three chief abd<jminal regions (which see, under
abdominal).—Impressed ZOne, in tlie coiled cephalopod
shells, the longitudinal impression formed in the dorsum
by contact with the next whorl within. This may exist
only while the whorls are in contact or may arise through
inheritance in the young before the whorls come in con-
tact, or persist in senile stages when the final whorl has
been detached.—Law Of zones. See •^Unvi.—JMe zone.
(«) One of the longitudinal belts of plant and animal life

determined upon principles worked out byC. H. Merriam.

zoocnltnral
level ; in Java it is about 1000 meters ; and in the Alps
about 2000 meters. On the high plateau of Central Asia
the zone of maximum snowfall in whiter is at 2500-3000
meters, but the zone of rainfall in summer is higher up,
—Zone of observation, the outer portion of the earth
which comes within the range of human observation.
\'anHise,m V. s. (leol. Surv., Monographs, XLVII. i.37.
—Zone of Rolando, the Kolandic or ' motor ' area of the
cerebral cortex. T. Ziehen (trans.), Introd. to Physiol.
Psychol., p. 34.—Zone of stars. See *x(rt/-i.—Zones of
altitude. See *zo„e, 8 (^').—Zones of latitude. See
-kzonc. fs (n).—Zone star. Sec •.s-/((rl.

These principles are :(1) that the northward distribution ZOne-lndeX (zOn'iuMeks), n. See ^SUmboL 2.
of annuals and plants IS govenied by the total quantity of w^wa »«l*»+«, )r,«„'^i;^*-\ „ a i *. i • *

heatduringtheseasonof growth and reproduction; and ZOne-^lBXe (zon plat), «. A plate bearing a
(2) that their southward distribution is governed by the series 01 COncentnc rings, alternately opaque
mean temperature of a brief period covering the hottest
part of the year. Upon this basis Merriam has made the
following transcontinental divisions for North America:

( Arctic or arctic-alpine zone.
Boreal region^ Hudsonian zone.

( Canadian zone.
( Transition zone.

Austral region < Upper Austral zone.
(Lower Austral zone.

Tropical region (not subdivided latitudinally).

t'pon the basis of humidity, the transition zone is sub-
divided into the Alleghauian area, the arid transition
area, and the Pacific Coast transition area; the Upper
Austral into the Carolinian and Upper Sonoran areas;
and the Lower Austral into the Austi"oriparian (Louisi-
anian) and the Lower Sonoran areas. See phrases under
•karea. (b) A bed or series of beds in any geological
formation characterized by certain fossils or groups of
fossils : nearly equivalent in meaning to •kltfe-horizon.—
Marsupite zone, in </eol., a zone of the Upper Creta-
ceous series in France, equivalent to the Margate *chalk
of England (which see).—Mesogastric zone, the central
abdominal zone, which comprises the umhilieal and two
lumbar regions.—Mineral zone, in miniij/ f/eol., a zone
or belt, of somewhat indefinite and ill-defined lateral ex-
tent, along which impregnation of the rocks with ores or
minerals has taken place.

The term "mineral zone," as used in contradistinction
to a ' mineral vein," refers to the factthata mineral zone
is not always clearly defined, as by walls. The mineral-
ization may extend along one or both sides of a fissure
having no defining limits, while a vein is presumed to be
situated wholly within definite Ixnmding planes and may
be easily distinguished from the adjoining country rttck.

In a zone of mineralization the mineralization maygradu-

and transparent. Such a device when placed
in a beam of light brings the light to a focus
by diffraction.

zone-s3rxabol (zon'slm*bol), «. See*5y?«&o?i» 2,

ally disappear as distance from a central crack of fissure ZOne-tailff (zon'tar'^if), n. See ZOne '^'tariff,
increases until it ceases altogether. A mass of nxrk ZOne-testini^ {zon'teS''''ting), n. A method of

rifi'^i." -Tl'^l*!'*"""*''^'^
''^*°* **" ""^^ ^*^'^* '' *''*'* **^^° determining the chromatic and spherical aber-reierreu to as a zone. ** ^ i ^ j.i i* j • *

Mining and Scientific Fren,nnotei\n fKi. AmeT.HnV; nations ot lenses and their astigmatism by
(Aug. 22, 19a!, p. 231U. taking photographs of the cone ot light trans-

Motor zone, the region of the cerebral cortex which, mitted by separate zones of the lens,
when electrically 8timulat«d. produces contraction of the stnnitA fzo'nif) »i Tdr l^i'ivn irirHle 4- itr'i^
various voluntary muscles. T. Ziehen (trans. ), Introd. to ^? .,„ „;„ "f Vv, "V W '' ^ ' -J
Physiol. Psychol., p. 247.-Moniitaln-zones See •z-m, Any one of the body rings of a myriapod.
8 (*).—Neutral zone. ('<) A zone or belt occupied by Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, April, 1903, p. 177.

Silir frontlerl"
""'»'''"'""« P*""^"' •"" '>"'e between zonolimnitic (z6"np-lim-nit'ik), a. [Gr. Z6vr,,

zone, + ?.ifivri, lake, + -it-ic.^ Floating orApart from the question of the neutral zone, the White
Volta hafl never been accepted by Great Britain as the
German frontier north of 10° N.

Ueo(/. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 628, note.

swimming in fresh water at a definite depth
below the surface. Also zonolimnetic. Com-
pare *autolimnitic, *bathy}immtic.

Oesel zone, in (7foi., a division of the Upper Silurian ZOnOphOIie (zo'no-fon), n. [Gr. ?"•''?, girdle,
rocks of the Baltic provinces, constitutinK the upj)ernio8t + ,^,,i, sound voice 1 A trndp-iiHrne for n
stage and divisible into a lower and an upper zone, Z. V«^"''' S<'"""' ^0'<"^-J A traoe-ndme lOr a

- '^
' gramophone the records of which have been

prepared by the Cheney process. See the
extract.

uppc_
the former broadly equivalent to the Wenloclc and the
latter to the Ludlow group of England.— Red-green
zone. See blue.yeUow -kzone. — Spherical zone, a
portion of the surface of a sphere cut off by rme plane, or
included between two parallel planes.—Thermal zone.
See *thermnl (w/f.—Transition zone, the territory or
area in which the change takes place between the faunas
or floras of two regions, the animals or plants tpf one being
gradually rejilaced by those of the other. The transition
zone thus contains a certain mixture of the plants and
animals characteristic of the adjacent regions. Such aines

In a later method [Cheney's] the point of the recorder
draws a groove in the surface <»f a viscous substance,
from which an electRitype is made as a matrix. The re-
sistance to the vibratory movement is very small and the
sound is reconled with incieased truthfulness. Recorda
by this process have been called zonophone records.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 53.

are most marked on mountain 'ranges. "See ii/c *»«f.— ZOnulitiS (z6-nii-li'tis), tl. [NL., < :o)ll(le +
Vascular zone, an area in the supramastoid fossa (a .,7,s- T fiiflamiriation of tlie siisnentovv }itrs>
slight depression at thejunctnre of the superior and pos- '"'J i"nammanon ot tne suspensoij liga-

terior wails of the exteni.il auditory canal), in which m*''"* of the crystalline lens of the eye.
there are many foramina giving pass:ige to blood-vessels. ZOOCentriC (z6-6-seu'trik), (1. [Gr. C"OT', a living
Also called «;)"iW/k7<o(.—Ver<lant zone, a nearly horizon- heiiiir -I- «<,,-,«,.• npnter -I- ic 1 'Poi-tninlr.»
tal belt on the sides uf the Ap|.:ihi.lii:,n.M.mntain»,corre- . "i^' T-i '^ ' u-1'

-t -J i'citaining
to the philosophy which regards the world as
intelligently designed to promote the well-
being of sentient creatures, that is, man and
animals. L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., II. 50.

ZOOChore (z6'o-k6r), «. [Gr. Cvoi', animal, +
Xupeh', spread abroad.] In phi/toijeog., a plant
disseminated through the agency of animals.
F. E. Clements.

[^zoochore + -om«.]

or pertaining to

ipl>:ll:irhl;in .Mountains, _ __.
sponding in width to 400 feet vertic-al. in which vegetation
is rarely affected by frost ; a ' thermal belt."

Tile beautiful phenomena of the " rerdant zone " or
"thennal belt " exhibits itself up<m our mountain sides
commencing at about ;100 feet vertical height almve the
valleys. S. McDowell, in Hep. V. S. Patent Office, l«til.

Wesenberg zone, in ffeol., a division of the Lower
Silurian in the I'-altic provinces of Russia equivalent to
the I'.ala or Caradoc of the Pritish section. The Wesen-

in the earth's crust at no great depth below the surface ZOOCraCy (z6-ok'ra-si)
where openings in the form of intersecting fractures are „„i 4? \.r,'r,^,„ 7 „„
more abundant than at other depths, and which is pre- ,'''., "''/«'"". ^ "P;pths, and which is pre.
eminently a zone of underground watercirculation. Van
IJiite, in V. S. Geol. Surv., Monographs, XLVII. iii. 130.

—

Zone of cultivation, the altitudes at which human be-
ings live, cultivate the fiehls, pasture flocks, or hunt wild
animals. In the Alps, accordiiig to Fritz, the altitude
of permanent habitations averages about l.'iSO nietere

;

that of the grain-fields l.'itio ; that of the herdsmen's cotr
tages ISteO ; that of the shepherds' huts 2190; and that of
isolated trees 22.'>0. The orographic snow.line is at 2030

n. [Gr. C<fiov, an ani-
Kpareh; govern.] Tribal

law, the contents and execution ot which are
ascribed to the supernatural powers of animals.
JV J McGee, in 17th An. Rep. Bur. Amer.
Ethnol., p. 294.

ZOdcratic (z6-o-krat'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to zooeracy. IV J McGee, in 17th An. Rep.
Bur. Amer. Ethnol., p. 294.

meters, and the climatic snow-line at 2!MiO meters.—Zone ZOOCUltUTal (z6'6-kul-tur-al), O. [zoficulture

*,,,''Jn}?'^'7n,,^^^f1^^'JiZ.n^^^L?J^^^?^f^%,^,'' +-('1^-1 Pertaining 15 ot of the nature of
*/!oica;/c.—Zone of maximum rainfall, that altitude „„k„„u,...„ rTj„.„ n
above the sealevel at which rainfall is heaviest, and ZOOCUituie. L"a™.J
above and below which it diminishes. In the north- When in barbarism agricultural and zoSculttiral in-
western Himalayas this ia 1200-1400 metera above sea- dustries are organized, and other industries are carried
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on for exchange, then the labor of captives becomes an

ijupoltant factor in the industrial life of the people.

/. IT. Pourll, in Au. Kep. Bur. Anier. Ethnok, 1898-99,

[p. cxiii.

zoocttlture (zo'o-kul-tur), «. [Gr. sv"''; B,n

aniiuHl, + L. oiiVdod,'culture.] The domesti-

cation of animals; the relations between man
and animals which are found in various stages

of culture, beginning with the hunting of ani-

mals, and developing through toleration of

animals as neighbors to domestication.

During his stay among the Hopi, Dr. Fewkes' attention

was directeii to the inter-relation between the tribesmen

and certain feral creatures, notably eagles. The eagles are

of much eonse<iuence «u the folk, chiefly as a source of

feathers, which are extensively used in ceremonies for

symtKilic representation, etc.; and it appears from the

recent observations that particular clans claim and exer-

cise a S')rt of collective ownership in certain families of

eagles, wrhaps homing in distant mountains; and that

^b r^ht is commonly recognized by other clans, and

even by neighboring tribes. Thus the relation affords a

striking example of that condition of toleration between

animal's and men which nonnally precedes domestica-

tion, and forms the first step in looaUture, as has been set

forth in preceding reports.
Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 65.

ZoScnrreilt (z6'6-kur-ent), n. [G. "zodcurrent

(Haeckel), < Gr. fifMrJ animal, + L. currens,

current.] A stream of floating organisms in

the water of the sea; a zoSreme, or planktonic

current. See *zooreme, *planktonic current.

The pelagic animals and plants are so closely packed in

these ZDocurrentt as to resemble somewhat the human
population in the busiest street of a great commercial city.

Haectet (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Repi U. S. Fish
[Com., 1889-01, p. 62(j.

ZOOgene (zo'o-jen), a. [Gr. (aoycv^c, 'born of

an animal, < Cipov, an animal, + -ycvr/g, -born.]

In {iml., having an animal origin, as coralline

limestone, pteropod ooze, etc. Also zoogenous.

zoogenesis (z6-o-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. Cyw, an
animal, + yhea'ig, genesis.] Same as zobgeny.

ZOOgenic, a. 2. In geol., noting rocks the con-

stituents of which have been furnished by
animals as distinguished from plants, as, for

example, shell limestones, guano beds, etc.

Amcr. Geol., April, 1904, p. 231

—

Zobgenic so-
ciology. See -ttiociology.

ZOOgenite (zo-oj'e-nit), n. [Gr. i^lmv, animal,
+ -ycvTji:, -produced, 4- -ite^.] In petrog., a
rOck formed bv the accumulation of animal
debris. Senft, 1857.

zoogenous (zo-oj'e-nus), a. 1. In geol., see

*zodgene.— 2. In pathol., rtoting certain dis-

eases which are acquired by man from the

lower animals.

ZOOgrafting (zo'o-graf-ting), «. [Gr. fuoi", an
animal, + *;. grafting.'] In surg., the grafting

of tissues derived from the lower animals.

ZOOgrafy, «. An amended spelling of eoog-

rnpliy.

zool. 2. [/. c. or cap.] An abbreviation of

zoologieal.

Zoological station. See ^station.

zoologize (zo-ol'o-jiz), t\ i.
;
pret. and pp. eoolo-

ghed, ppr. zoologizing. [zoolog{y) + -ize.] To
study zoology practically.

zoology, ".— Experimental zoology, the study of

living animals by means of experiments of which the
objects, among others^ are to ascertain how animals
behave under given conditions,- the readiness with which
and the extent to which they may be influenced by their

surroundings, and if sex may be detennined by external
or other conditions and, if so, in what manner.

The scope of pxperitnental zoology is so great that it

cannot be treated as a whole within a volume of ordinary
size. Science, Jan. 24, 1908, p. 140.

ZoSmechanical (z6"o-me-kan'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to zoomechanics.

Roux claims that zomnechanical methods are of primary
importance, that those of the descriptive zoologists only
preimre the way for causal investigators, and are of little

or no intrinsic value. Nat Set., June, 1897, p. 412.

zodmechanics, «. 2. The doctrine or opinion
that the origin and activity of living beings
will, some day, be resolved into the activity

of the organic mechanism and expressed in
terms of matter and motion.

Every science is a mechanical one, but to tack on the
word "mechanics" Xtt zoology and rechristen it " zoo-
m^.chanic^' in a general philosophical sense is not to
create a new science. Nat. Sci., June, 1897, p. 412.

3. The opinion that the methods of the ex-
perimental laboratory are the only scientific

and fruitful methods for studying zoology,
and that knowledge gained by observing the
changes that take place in the laboratory of
nature is trivial and insignificant.

zoSmimetic (zo-o-mi-met'ik), a. [Gr. f^Joi', an
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animal, + ^'fJlTind^, mimetic] Characterized

by actions imitative of those of animals : said

of an early stage of culture in which all

technic activities, such as cutting, breaking,

sawing, etc., are supposed to be imitative of

similar acti-saties of animals, and in which
appropriate parts of animals, such as teeth,

daws, horns, etc., are used as tools. Also

called hylozoie. Compare *prelithie. W J
McGee, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,

1895-96, p. 250.

zoomimic (z6-o-mim'ik), a. [Gr. (<^ov, an ani-

mal, + fiifun6(, mimic] See *zodmimctic.

zoomonera (zo"o-mp-ne'ril), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr! ^uov, an animal, + /jovi/ptic, single.] Ani-

mal organisms without nuclei. Few zoolo-

gists admit the existence of animals without

nuclei. Since nuclei have been demonstrated
in some of the so-called zoomonera, failure to

find them in others is no proof of their absence.

ZOOmorph (zo'o-morf), n. [Gr. ((fiov, an ani-

mal, + fop(j>r/, form.] A manufactured object

or ornamental
design whose
formoriginated
in the endeavor
to copy or imi-

tate some ani-

mal. Haddon,
Evolution in

Art, p. 40.

zoopaleontol-
ogy (z6"o-pa"-
le-on-tol'o-ji),

n. [Gr. fipov, an
animal, + E.
paleontology.]
A badlyformed
word intro-

duced by Os-
born to express
that division of
paleontology
which relates

solely toanimal
as contrasted
with plant life.

Same as paleo-
zolilogy.

zoopantheon
(zo-o-pan'the-
on), n. [Gr.

f(Jox, an animal,
H- TrdvOstoVj pan-
theon.] A pantheon which consists of animal
gods, such as is characteristic of primitive
religions.

zooperal (zo-op'o-ral), a. lzo6per(y) + -aA.]
Of or relating to zoopery.

zooperist (zo-op'e-rist), n. [zo6per{y) + -ist.]

One who experiments on animals ; an experi-
mental zoologist.

zoopery (zo-op'e-ri), )i. [Gr. C'joi', an animal,
-t- trapdv, try, '+ -^•'.] Experimentation on
animals ; experimental zoology.

ZOOph. An abbreviation of zoopliytology

.

zoopharmacy (z6-9-fiir'ma-si), n. [Gr. Cfjo",

animal, + E. pharmacy.] That 'branch of
pharmacy which pertains to the preparation
of drugs as_they are used in veterinary medi-
cine.

zodpllile (zo'o-fil), n. [Gr. f^v, an animal, +
(piXelv, love.] A zoophilist, especially an anti-

viviseetionist.

zoophobia (z6-o-f6'bi-a), n. [Gr. Cv"", an ani-
mal, -t- -<poi3ia, iij/ofMii, fear.] 1. In pathol., a
morbid fear of animals.— 2. In anthrop., the
fear of animals considered as beings endowed
with supernatural powers. Amer. Anthropolo-
gist, Jan.-March, 1901, p. 12.

zoophysical (z6-o-fis'i-kal), a. \zodphysic{s)
+ -al^.] 01 or pertaining to zoophysics in
either sense of that word.

ZoSphysics, «. 2. The physics of animal
bodies.

zoophysiology (zo-d-fiz-i-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. Cuov,

an animal, + E. physiology."] The physiology
of animals : opposed to phytophysiology, or
the physiology of plants.

zodplankton (z6-o-plangk'ton), n. [Gr. f^ov,

animal, + NL. plankton.] Animals that float

or swim in the water, consiaered collectively
and contrasted with floating or swimming
plants. See *plankton, *phytoplankton.

Norse Zofimorph ; doorway of church
of Uorgund, Norway.

zwitter

ZOOplasm (zo'o-plazm), «. [Gr. Zijiov, an ani-

mal, + Trlaafia, anything formed.] The living

substance of animals as contrasted with that
of plants.

zooplasty (z6'o-plag-ti), n. [Gr. Cv"'', an ani-

mal, -I- T/'.acmic, formed, -I- -y^.] Same as
*zo!')iirafting.

ZOOpraxiscope (z6-6-prak'si-sk6p), n. 1.

Same as zoopraxinoscope.— 2. A phenakisto-
scope.

ZOOpsychological (z6"o-si-ko-loj'i-kal), a.

[zix>psiichiih>g(y) + -ic-al^.] Of or pertaining
to zoopsychology.
ZOOpsychologist {z6"o-si-koro-jist), n. [zoo-

psycholog{y) + -ist.] One who studies animal
or comparative psychology ; a comparative
psychologist.

zooreme (zo'o-rem), n. [G. *zooreme (f)

(Haeckel), < Gr. C"?"", animal, + It. rema, other-
wise reuma, defluxion, rheum, said to be used
dial, in the original Gr. sense, Gr. pcifia, a
flow, a current.] A stream of floating organ-
isms in the ocean ; a zoocurrent. See *zodcur-
rent, ^planktonic current. See the extract.

Among the most noteworthy and important phenomena
of marine biology is the great accunmlation of swimming
bodies which form long and narrow bands of thickened
plankton. . . . For their scientific designation and their
distinction from other marine currents I propose the
terra Zoocurrent or Zooreme.
Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Rep. U. S. Fish

[Com., 1889-91, p. 626.

zoosematic (zo'o-se-mat'ik), a. [Gr. Cvov, an
animal, -I- ai/fia^T-), a sign, -f -ic] Symbol-
izing animals. tV J McGee, in An. Rep.
Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1895-96, p. 169.

zoosporangium, n. 2. Any multicellular organ
among the algsa or fungi giving rise to zoo-
spores.

zoosporocyst (zo-o-spo'ro-sist), n. [zoospore
+ Gr. Kvari^, bag (cyst).] Any unicellular
structure among alga) or fungi which produces
zoospores. Compare *zoonporangium, 2.

zootechny, «. 2. The industries which are
associated with the animal kingdom. O. T.

Mason, in Amer. Anthropologist, Jan., 1899,

p. 45.

ZOOtypic (zo-o-tip'ik), a. [Gr. I^Cmv, animal,
+ Tvnoq, type, + -ic] Of the animal type.
[Rare.]

But the worm-like organisms, " being longitudinal and
bilateral,'' writes Cope, ** one extremity becomes differen-
tiated by first contact with the environment." In other
words, the animal type has shown a cephalic or head-
forming evolution in consequence of the bilateralism of
structure. The individual has become concentrated.
Out of this worm-form type, therefore, all the higher
ranges of zootypic evolution have sprung, and one is al-

most tempted to read a literal truth into David's lamen-
tation that " I am a worm and no man. "

L. H. Bailey, in Smithsonian Rep., 1897, p. 4.^4.

ZOpf (tsopf), 11. [G., a cue, queue, pigtail.]

The fashion of the queue, that is, old-fash-

ioned, pedantic formalism: applied to stiff

antiquated ways in official life, in musical
composition, etc
zosmerid (zos'me-rid), Ji.anda. I. n. A mem-
ber of the heteropterous family Zosmeridse.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Zosmeridse.

ZOSfceriform (zos-ter'i-f6rm), a. [Gr. C,ucT7jp,

a girdle, -I- L. forma, foi-m.] Resembling
herpes zoster. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 864.

Zuni pottery. See Pueblo j)ottery, vmAeT Ameri-
can *pottery (a).

zurlite (zor'Ht), n. [Named after Signore
Zurlo.] An impure form of humboldtilite
(melilite) which occurs in opaque squares or
octagonal prismatic crystals in calcareous
blocks in Monte Somma.
zwieback (tswe'bach), n. [G., < zwie-, E.
twi-, two-, twice, + backen, E. bake. The
word is equivalent in meaning to biscuit.]

Slices of bread made from a rich dough, which
have been heated in an oven until they are
thoroughly dried and are of a deep yellow color.

Z'winglianism (zwing'li-an-izm), «. The doc-
trines of Ulrich Zwingli" (1484-1531) and his

followers. .See Zwinglian.

zwischenglas (tswish'en-glas), «. [G., 'be-
tween-glass.'] A drinking-glass or tumbler so
constructed that the decoration, usually de-
picting hunting scenes, is inclosed between
two layers of glass : used in Germany in the
18th century. The outside surface is cut into

vertical facets to facilitate handling.

Z'Witter (tswit'er), n. [G., lit. a hybrid, a
halfbreed, < zwei {zwi-), two.] In petrog., a
variety of greisen, associated with tin ores,



zwitter 1467
of somewhat variable tomposition, chiefly zygosphenal (zi'so-sfe-nal), a. Izygosphene
quartz, mica, topaz, with more or less tin ore. + -(i/i.J Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a
zybethum, ». See zibetum. zygospheue (which see).

zygadineine (zig-a-diu'e-in), «. [::ygadin{one) zygote, h. 2. In hiol, a fertilized ovum, or
+ -r-iiic] A pale yellow, basic compound the equivalent, in plants
formed by the action of barium hydroxid on
zygadinone. It resembles veratrine in physio-
logical effect and melts at 102° C.

zygadinic (zi-ga-din'ik), a. [:;>/(in(iin(o»e) +
-ic] Xoting an acid, a compound prepared
by the action of barium hydro.\id on zygadi-
none.

zygadinin (zi-gad'i-nin), H. [Zjiga<l{enus) +
-in + -in.'] A colorless, neutral compound
contained in Zyyadenus venenosiis. It crys-
tallizes in large transparent prisms and melts
at 134° C. See Zyuaclenus.

zygadinone (zi-gad'i-non), «. [Zygad(enus) +
-ill + -one.] A resin contained in Zygadeniis
veneiimiis. Its physiological action is the
same as that of the crude drug.

zygion (zig'i-on), M. ; pi. zygia (-a). [NL., <
Gr. Ci'joi', yoke.] In craniom., the points at
which the greatest bizygomatic diameter is
found

Zythiacese
in tl>e labile ferment liiis beei- recently verified by Myers
and Bashfurd, who have discovered zymoids analogous
to the toxoids.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Animal Industry, Eep., 1900,

[p. 257.

. iuts and in unicellular zymophoric(zi-m6-for'ik),a. [Gr.Ci'w, leaven,
organisms, of a fertilized egg; the product of + -9opoi;, < 0fptw,' bear. ] Zymophorous; spe-
the conjugation of gametes, or sexual cells. cifically, noting a group, analogous in its ac-
The term "gamete" is now generally used as the tion to that of a ferment, which does not exist,

equivalent of '•germ-cell," whether male or female, and however, in the free state, but as an integralthe term "zvyofe" IS here used for brevity to denote the xMiTt of free cnmT>lBmo,it« A^ „f jr„„ *„ u
oi-ganism resulting from fertilization.

pari 01 rree complements, or of receptors hav-
W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 18, note. '?S tHe Structure of agglutinins and preeipi-

After the fusing of the flagella with the female germs ^™^- .^"^ '^'immunity, 5, *toxophonc..
m the stomach of the Anopheles mosquitoes, the fer- ZymophOrOUS (zi-mof'6-rus), a. [Gr. ft'un,
tihzed organisms attach themselves to the walls of the leaven, + iptpuv, bear.! Same as *Zvmo-stomach. penetrate the inner walls, and locate themsplvea .,7.„......

r:
, j kj^^^ an ^yrni/-

just under the t

increase in size
as large as at first.

phorit.
"ter muscular wall. They then rapidly 'II"' '":; .. ,- _ , ,.., .

mcrease ni size until they eventually become Ave times ZyniOpla8tlC_ (zi-mo-plas'tlk), a. [Gr. i^iifiri,

They are now known as zi/fiotes.

L. O. Howard, Mosquitoes, p. 51.^

zygotic (zi-got'ik), a. [zygot(e) + -ic] Of,
pertaining to, or produced by means of, fer-
tilized eggs or zygotes.

In gametic variation we thus meet in fact the same
series of possibilities with which we have been familiar in
the variation of Zii'jtttic organisms.
Batesnn and Saunders, Kep. Evol. Cora. Roy. Soc., 1902,

[I. 127.

zygnemaceous (zig-ne-ma'shius), a. Belong- Zygotoblast (zi-got'6-bl4st), n. [Gr. ^vyardi,

mg or pertaining to the family of algffiZvwe- J'o'^"'' + ('''"ffrof, germ.] Same as *«poro-

maceee or to the genus Zygnema.
zygomatico-orbital (zi-go-mat'i-ko-dr'bi-tal),
a. Relating to both zygoma and orbit.

zygomaticosphenoid (zi"go-mat"i-k6-sfe'-
noid), a. Kelating to both the zygoma and
the sphenoid bone : noting a fissure between
the two.

zygomaticom (zi-go-mat'i-kum), n. ; pi. zygo-
ma tica (-kii). [NL'.] The suborbital ring, a
chain of small ossicles following the lower
margin of the orbital cavity in fishes.

zygomaxillare (zi"go-raak-si-la're). n. [NL.]
In eniiiio/n.. the lower terminus of the zygo-
maxillary suture. Von Torok.

zygoneTirous (zi-go-nu'rus), a. [zygoneur(y)
+ -tjiig.] Relating to or characterized by
zygoneury. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p.
4m.
zygoneury (zi-go-nii'ri),

«

+ veifun; sinew,' nerve, -t-

zoite.

zygotomere (zl-got'o-mer), n. [Gr. (vyard^.
yoked, -I- nipof, part.'] Same as sporoblast.

ZygOUS (zi'gus), a. [Gr. Cvyov, a yoke, -t- -oiis.]

leaven, -I- rr/.aa-di:, formed, + -ic]
' Forming

a ferment. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 475.
Z^mose (zi'mos), n. [Gr. fiy/i?, leaven, -)- -ose.]
Same as inverfin.

zymotechnologist (zi"mo-tek-nor6-jist), n.
Izymolcchniihiyiy) + -ist]

' One who is versed
in zymotechnology or zymoteehnics.
The leading purpose of this treatise is to enlighten the

so-called practical man in the methods of investigation
employed by the zymotechnologist, so that in the future
the practical man and the technologist may work to-
gether with better understanding at the many important
and diftieult jiroblems which are encountered in the pro-
cesses of the fermentation industries.

Nature, Nov. .1, 1903, p. 4.

Zjrmotechnology (zi"mo-tek-noro-ji), n. Same
as cymoh/chnics or zymurgy.

[Gr. t^vyov, a yoke,
-//•'.] In some gas-

special reference to the lobes and saddles in
the septal sutures of the ammonites, in con-
trast to the azygous or unnaired inflections.

zymic, a. 2. Noting zymic acid, a substance
which is novi' known to be impure lactic acid.

Zjrmin (zi'min), n. [Gr. C'/"?, leaven, -I- -i«2.]
An enzym, in a general sense.

zymite (zi'mit), ». [Gr. (vfiT/, leaven, + -ite^.]
In the Greek Church, the priest who celebrates
the Eucharist with unleavened bread.
zymocyte (zi'mo-sit), n. [Gr. Ciyi)?, leaven, +
(ti-of, a hollow (cell).] An organism which
produces fermentation.

Salicylic acid only holding its reputation as an enemy
to the zymoeylet of the cider ba>Tel. Disinfectants, p. 14.

tropods, an arrangement of the nervous sys- zymogenic, n. 2. Of or pertaining to a zy-
tem, more frequent on the right than on the '"ogfn. Abhott, Prin. of Bacteriology, p. 36.
left side, in which the mantle-nerve of the Zyniohydrolysis(zi"m6-hi-drol'i-sis), «. [NL.,
pleural ganglion runs directly to the ganglion ' "- ' '

.
v^

. , . . -. ~.

of the visceral commissure of its own side
(supra- or subintestinal). Compare *dialy-
neury.

zygoorbitale (zi"go-6r-bi-ta'lf ), n. [NL.] In
rrnniom., the upper terminus "of the zygoma.x-
illary suture. Von Tiirok.

zygophyllaceous (zi"go-fi-]a'shiii8), a. [NL.
^ygopliylldceim) + -oui.] Belonging or per-
taining to the Zygophyllacex.

Zjgoptera (zi-gop'te-rii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
^v}f,v, yoke. -H vTepiv, wing.] A suborder of zymolysis, «.

the Odonata which includes the two families uon-organizeii
Calepterygidee and Agrionidie. They have the
wings of the two pairs equal in size, or the
hind ones a little the smaller.

zygopterid (zi-gop'te-rid), «. and a. I. n. A
member of the Zygopterides.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the Zygopterides.

Paired: used in descriptive paleontology with zymotoxic (zi-mo-tok'sik , a. [Gr. Cw, leaven,
sneeial reference to the InhAo on/1 cor^Hloo {„ j_ _ -/ • % _ •• , '; -, '-.. i.^^.'.' . '

? Gr. C'7"7, leaven, -I- £. hydrolysis.] Tlie ad-
dition of the elements of water to the mole-
cule of a compound (hydrolysis) by the action
of an enzym (zymase).

Scientific nomenclature— or, rather, scientiBc short-
hand ~ is a little forbidding at times, and so it was that
Croft Hill's IxtUI annotmceinent, three or four years ago.
of the discovery of " reversible znmohi/drolysis " was not
starred in large type in the public prints the next morn-
ing. But this young Englishman had shown that a con-
structive fennent exists; or, rather, that under given
conditions the destructive action of the ferment is
reversible. C. Snyder, New Conceptions in .Sci., p. 238.

2. Digestion by means of the
ferments.

It will be convenient to use the expression 'zymoli/sis'
to denote the changes produced by the enzymes in their
action on other substances and to apply the term 'fer-
mentation ' to the action of the organized ferments.

liuck, Med. Handbook, III. 840.

zymophore (zi'mo-for), a. Same as *toxophore.
The hypothesis of Morgenroth in regard to the exist-

en«e of a haptopbore group and the zymophore group

+ voi{iKi)v), poison, -I- -ic] 1. Noting that
group of the complement to which its solvent
properties are due, in accordance with the
supposition that it may be of ferment nature.
See *immunity. Sometimes used synony-
mously with *toxophoric.
The intennediary body, therefore, carries two sets of

combining or haptophore groups: one for the cells and
the other for the complement (complementophilic group).
The complement possesses in addition to such a coiTe-
sponding haptophore group, another group which exhibits
fermentative properties (zymotoxic or toxophoie group),
through the action of which solution of cells takes place.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p, 282.

2. Relating to the action of toxins in the
theory of infection.

Zyrian (zir'i-an), «. A member of a Finnic
people living' in northeastern Russia, princi-
pally in the government of Vologda. Also
Ziryanian, Siryanian.
Zythia (zith'i-a), n. [NL.
Gr. CiOof, ale, beer (f).]

A genus of the imperfect
fungi, type of the fam-
ily Zythiacese, character-
ized by having reddish
or orange-colored waxy
pyonidia and hyaline
unieellularspores. About
20 species have been de-
scribed. Z. Versoniana
occurs on fruit of Punica
Granatum in Italy.

Zjrthiaceae (zith-i-a'se-e),

n. pi. [NL., < Zythia
+ -aceee.] A family of
sphseropsidaeeous fungi
which have light- or
bright-colored, fleshy or waxy pycnidia:
named from *Zythia, the principal genus
(which see).

(Fries, 1825), <

Zythia V^ersoftiana.

a, pycnidia on skin of
unripe pomcKranatr. re-
duced in size ; *, pycnidia
enlarged; c, sporophores
with spores, hi^h!]
fied.

i.y magiii-
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The atfterUk (*) i« iwerf to mark additions to articles in the Cyclopedia of Names

asen*, Ivar Andreas. Died
Sept. 23, 1896.

Abbadie', Antoine
Thomson d'. Died at
I'aris. March 20, 1897.

Abbadie*, Amaud Mi-
chel d". Died 1893.

Abbazia (a-bat-se'ii). A
village in Istria, Austria,
situated on the Gulf of

Quaruero, uutt-d as a health-resort. It is pro-
tected on the north and westby mountains of considerable
height atid enjoys an equable climate (mean winter tem-
perature, 50" F.: summer, 77' F.). The annual numberof
those seekint^ the baths is upward of 14,000. Population
(1S90). I,i;r2.

Abbe*, Cleveland, He has been professor of
meteorology at George Washington Univer-
sity since 1886.

Abbe (iib'e), Emflt.

Central) on the east, Lepanto-Bontoc and Ilocos Suron
tlie 8<juth, and Ilocos Sur on the west. Capital, Bangued.
The highest peak in the pnjvince is Burnay, near the
jMiint of separation from Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur.
The valleys are fertilized by the Abra and its branches.
Com, rice, and tobacco are the chief products. The pop-
ulation consists mainly of Ilocans and Tinguianes. Area,
1,171 square miles. Population (1903), ftl,y(iO.

Abruzzi (ii-brot'se), Duke of the (Prince
Luigi Amadeo Qiuseppe Maria Ferdinando
Francesco). Born atMadrid, Jan. 29, 1873. An
Italian explorer, third son of Prince Amadeo
of Aosta, at one time King of Spain. See Ama-
dfut. In July, 1»97, he ascended Sluunt St Ellas, in
Alaska, and in 1899-1900 made an attempt, in the Stella
Polare, to reach the north pole from Franz Joseph Land.
Captain Cagni of his party, with three others, gained lat
86" 33! N., the highest then reached. In 1906 he made an
ascent of the peaks of il<mnt Ruwenzori, and in 1909 con-
ducted an expedition to the Himalayas. He has written
" La Stella Polare nel mare artico 1S99-1900 " (1902), etc.

Absolon*. John. Died at London, June 26,
1895.

•,1/uo \a.u c/, xixuou. Bom at Eisenach^ Saxe-
Weimar, Jan. 23, 1840: died at Jena, Jan. 14, . , _ -r, -a.- -u c „
1905. A German physicist, professor in the Academy, British. See British Academy.

University of Jena 1870-91 and director of
Academy of Fine Arts, Pennsylvania. See

the astronomical observatory from 1878. He is /*'"'Y™""'Tf''" 7'* .. v ^u ,
noted for his theoretical work in optics and for the im- AcapnlCO . It was destroyed by earthquakes
provements which he made in optical glass and in optical July 30, 31, 1909.
Instrument*, especially In the micn)Scope. The so-called Achenbach", OsWald. Died at Dusseldorf''°"°~ "•' Feb. 1, 190.5.
Jena glass, including varieties much used for lenses, etc,

was his invention. Fr'>rn 18t(6 he was connected with the
firm of Karl Zeiss, the instrument^maker, of Jena.

Abbe Constantin, L' (a-ba'con-stan-tan').
A novel bv Ludovic Hal6vy, published in
1882.

Abbot', Francis Ellingwood. Died 1903.

Abbott', Austin. Died April 19, 1896.

Abbotf, Evelyn. Died 1901.

Abbott (ab'ot), Sir John Joseph Caldwell.
Bom at .St. Andrew's, Cjuebec. March 12, 1821

:

died at Montreal, Oct. 30, 1893. A Canadian
statesman.

Achensee (ach'en-za). A smaU lake in the
Tyrol, Austria, lying north of the valley of the
lower Inn. It empties into the Isar. Length,
5i miles.

Acheson (aeh'e-son), Edward Goodrich.

transportation of the eleventh census and statistician of
the Interstate Commerce Commission ; and has been pro-
fessor of political economy and finance in the University
of Michigan since 1S87. He is the author of "Outline of
Lectures on Political Economy" (1881, 1886), "The State
in Relation to Industrial Action " (1887), " Taxation in the
United States 17S9-181G " (1884), "Public Debts" (18S7),
"The Science of Finance" (1888), " Statistics of Rail-
ways " (1888-1904), "Economics and Jurisprudence " (1897),
" Special Report; on Railway Mail Pay " (1900), " Commer-
cial Valuation of Railway Property in the United States

"

(1904: with B. H. Meyer), and "Digest ef Hearings
before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce "

(1906 : with H. T. Newcomb).
Adams (ad'amz), Herbert. Born at West
Concord, Vt., Jan. 28, 1858. An American
sculptor. He was educated in Boston and was a pupil
of Merci<S in Paris ; won honorable mention at the Paris
Salon in 1888 and 1889, a medal at the Columbian Exposi-
tion, Chicago, in 1893, and a gold medal at the St. Louis
Exposition in 1904 ; and has executed many memorial
compositions and portrait statues. He has also been
employed on the decoration of the great expositions.

Adams (ad'amz), Herbert Baxter. Born at
Shutesbury, Mass., April 16, 1850: died at
Amherst, Mass., July 30, 1901. An American
historian and educator. He was educated at Am-
herst College, Heidelberg University, and Johns Hopkins
University; was lecturer in history at Smith College
1878-81 ; and was for many years associate professor and
professor of history at Johns Hopkins University. He
edited the reports of the American Historical Association
(after IS84X the " Contributions to American Educational
History" fortheUnitcd States Bureau of Education (after
1887), and the " Johns Hopkins University Studies in His-
torical and Political Science.' He published "Life and
Writings of Jared Sparks " (1893), and many historical
monographs.

Born at Washington, Pa., March 9, 1856. Aii Adams (ad'amz), Maude. Bom at Salt Lake
American electrician, the inventor of carbo-
rundum, siloxieon, the process of Egyptianiz-
ing clay, and a method of producing artificial
graphite.

Acland", Sir Henry Wentworth. Died Oct.
16, 1900.

determined in

City, >iov. 11, 18(2. An American actress.
For Kiskadden, her family name, she substituted her
mother's maiden name, Adams. She first appeared on
the stage as a child; supported John Drew, in "The
Masked Ball," in 1892 ; an<i has made her principal suc-
cesses in J. M. Barries plays, "The Little Minister,"
" Quality Street," " Peter Pan," and " What Every Woman
Knows.' She has also played in F. H. Burnett's " Pretty
Sister of Jos*^," in a translation of Rostand's " L'Aiglon,"
" Komeo and Juliet," " Joan of Arc," etc.

He was graduated at McGill University ui
1S47, waa called to the bar in the same year, and was ap-
pointed queen's counsel In 1862. He was dean of the Apnnraoiia * lUrnnnf TT^iM,*-
faculty of law in McfJill University for several years, and iSa? o-fSf:! S f rfj'i "f^M
wa« knighted in 189'2. He was a member of Parliament iy"-», —•''i-I teet (hchrader).

ttt-,!- m , •.^.- , ..,

for Argenteuil 1859-74 and 1881-87, and entered the Sen- Acre (a-kra ). A territory of Brazil lying north AOams , William Taylor. Died at Boston,
ate for the division of Inkennan, Quebec, May, 1887. He of the river Aquiri and bordering on Bolivia March 27, 1897.

and Pern, it U rich In india-rubber The boundary Adamson', Robert. Died in 1902.
dispute between Bolivia and Brazil with regard t<j this AddamS (ad'amz), Jane. Bom at Cedarville..
territory was adjusted by a treaty in November, 190.-(, and HI Sent 6 'i860 An American worker for
an agreement to adjurlicate a similar dispute between ' - '^ - '

American worker tor
Hrazil and Peru was reached in July, 1904.

joined the Conservatives in 1865, was a member (without
portfolio) of Sir J. A. Mscdonalds cabinet in 1887, and
was premier of Canada 1891-92.

*..,,. ^,- •
, „„ Trnt? ^^ 'v^. , ,

"" "K.otiiitiiv n^ mijuiiiuitLt; a Biiiuiiir uiBuuLe oeiween ;„i ^^t „
Dublin, March 26, 1829. An Irish clergyman Hrazil and Peru was reached in July 1904 social reform. She was graduated at Rockford College

and scholar, a graduate and fellow of Trinity Acton, Lord. See Dalberq-Acton. l?
is^'- and in i889opened, with Ellen (;ates Starr, Hull

College Dublin in which he occupied th'e Acton", Thomas C. Died May 1, 1898. l:Zr.^':^i^:^rV^^^'':?^i:l:^^^^.t^:irZ
chair of moral philosophy 1867-72, of biblical Adam*, Franz. Died Sept. 30, 1886. Social Settlement " (1899), " Democracy and Social Ethics

"

Greek 1875-88, and of Hebrew 1879-1900. He is Adams (ad'amz), Mrs. (Abigail Smith) 09«-2)," Newer Ideals of Peace "(1907), etc.

the author of "Sight and Touch "(1864), a translation of Born at Weymouth, Mass Nov 23 1744 -died ^"® \^^)> George. Born at Kentland, Ind.,

the^'TidM^nSsf^t^''''''"'''*'^''
"^«°"'"*n' Theory of ^t (juincy, Mass., Oct. 28, 1818 ' The 'wife ^"'^^^ ^' ^^^- ^ American journalist and

Abdul Hamid'n*. Sultan of Turkey. He was of John Adams (second President of the 1?^^?.^^Kn^w ^tc\""]'lmo"fg hi!^^^^^^^^
dethroT.cl AprU 27, 1909, and was iucceeded Yh ft^'^f > a°d the mother of John Quincy s,!l3of ,Clu '"^902)* -PeggyTo^Parif'' (^^^^^^^ " S|
by his lirothfr, Mehmed V.
Abdurrahman Khan*. Died Oct. 3, 1901.

Abel", Sir Frederick Augustus. Died at Lon-
don, Sept. 6, 1902.

Abney (ab'ni). Sir William de Wiveleslie.

Adams (sixth President). Her marriage to John
Adams took place Oct25»17(H. She supported her hus-
band in his iMjIiticaTviews and work

; joined him in
France in 1784 ; and accompanied him t^> Ix)ndon, where
he was United States minister 1785-88. Her letters, pub-
lished in " Familiar Letters of John Adams and his Wife "

(1876), are of hist4>rical value.

Born at Derby, England, July 24, 1844. An Adams (ad'amz), Brooks. Born at Quincy,
English physicist and captain in the Royal En- " '' "' "" ' . . . ^
gineers, known for his work in photography
and spectroscopy. He was president of the
Royal Astronomical Society 1893-95 and of
the Physical Society 1895-97. Knighted in
1900.

Abra (a'bra). 1. A river of Luzon, rising in
Lepanto-Bontoc province and taking a circui-
tous course, through Abra and Ilocos Sur prov-
inces, to the China Sea. Length, .55 miles.

—

2. A province of northwestern Luzon in the
Philippine Islands. It is bounded by Hocos Norte
(separated by a spurof the Cordillera Norte) on the north,
Cagayan ana Lepanto-Boctoc (separated by the Cordillera

Mass., June 24, 1848. An American lawyer
and_writer, son of Charles Fi-aneis Adams
(1807-86). He was secretary to his father when the lat-
ter was arbitrator at the Geneva tribunal (1871-72), and
practised law until 1881. He ' '

• -

Emancipation cif Massachusetts
ilization and Decav " (18!Ki), " America's Economic Su-
premacy " (1!)00), "The New Empire" (1902), etc.

Adams', Charles Kendall. Died July 26,
1902.

Adams (ad'amz), Henry Carter. Bora at
Davenport, la., 1851. An American economist,
writer, and educator. He was lecturer at Cornell
University and the Univereity of Michigan 1880-87, and
at Johns Hopkins 1880-82 ; was director of the division of

1

County Chairman" (1903). "The Sho-Gun" (1904), "The
College Widow" (19<MX "The Bad Samaritan" (1905),
"Just Out of College " (1905), " Marse Covington " (1908),
" Mrs. Peckham's Carouse " (1906), " In Pastures New "

(1906), "The Slim Princess " (1907).

Adelbert (a-del'bert) College. A college of
the Western Reserve University (which see).
It is named for the son of Amasa Ston'e. The latter, in
1880, offered the sum of $.'i(Xl.OiXI to the Western Reserve
College provided it should be removed from Hudson,
Ohio, to Cleveland and change its name to 'Adelbert
College of Western Reserve University,'

is the author of "Tlie AdeniS-Colombeau (ad-ne'ko-lon-bo'), JuleS
(1887), "The Law of Civ- Born at Paris, 1821. A French journalist and

dramatist. He was on the editorial staff of the "Cor-
saire" 1847-49, and has written many comedies, vaude-
villes, and libretti. Among his Independent works are
" Philanthropic etrepentir" (1855), " Unecrisedeni^nage"
(1857), " Les chasseura et la laiti^re," music by Gavaert
(1866), "La flanciSe d'Abydos," music by Barthe (1866),
and "Lenouveausorcier" (1867) and "Les trois souhaita"
(187:t), music by Poise. He has also written much in col-
laboration with Plouvier. Decourcelle, Tourte, Laurencln,
Granvallet, Roataing, Gastineau, and others.



Adeste fideles

Adeste fldeles(a(l-es'tefi-ile'lez). [L. 'Come,
ye faithliil.'J A hymn, originally in Latin, be-

Kiiiiiine with these words. It has been asoribcii to

Ivmaventuni (12-21-7-I), but is more pmbiibly of the 17th

or l^th century ami of French or Geruiaii authoi-ship.

The familiar arraiijrenieiit, commencing "0 t\>nie all ye

faithful, joyfully triumphant, " lli-st appeared in Murray's

"Hymnal "
iii l^.i- and is an adaptation of the tnuislation

made by the Reverend Krederick Oakeley in I.*ll. It has

also been published in many other translations. The
tune ia ascribed to John Reading (ISTT-ITM), organist, and
waa odled the " Portuguese Hymn " because it was sung
at tlie chapel of the Portuguese Embassy In 1797 and at

once became popular.

Adis, or Addis, Abeba (ii'dis a-ba'ba). The
present capital of Abyssinia, situated in the

province of Shoa in lat. 9° N. It has a popula-

tion of upward of 50,000. A treaty of peace

with Italr was concluded here, Oct. 26, 1896.

Adler (ad'I^r), OyiUS. Bom at Van Buren,

Ark., Sept. 13, 1863, An American oriental-

ist and archaeologist, assistant secretary (in

charge of the library and exchanges) of the

Smithsonian Institution and curator of his-

. toric archapology in the United States National
' Museum from 1905.

Adler (iid'l«T), Felix. Bom at Alzei, Ger-

many, Aug. 13, 1851. AnAmericau reformer,

lecturer, and writer. He came to the United States

in 1S57 : was professor of Hebrew and oriental literature

at Coniell I'nivereitv l,S74-7ti : was the founder of tlie New
York Society for Ethical Culture (1876), to which he gives

addregaes and in the work of which he ia prominent ; has

been professor of political and social ethics at Columbia
University since 1902 ; is a member of the editorial board
of the ' InternationalJounial of Ethics"; and has been
widely inlluential in educational and refonn movements.
He is the author of " Creed and Deed " (1877), *' The
Moral Instruction of Children " (1893), " Life and Destiny

"

(1903), " Marriage and Divorce " (1905), " Religion of Duty
"

(1905), "Essentials of Spirituality" (1905), and of many
papers on related subjects. He was exchange' professor

at the University of Berlin 1908-09.

Adler (iid'lSr), Friedrich. Bom at Berlin,

Germany, Oct. 15, 1827: died at Berlin, Sept.

15, 1908. A German architect and archaBolo-

gist. He waa educated under the painters Weiss and
Grieben and at the Berlin Bauakademie under the archi-

tect Strack. He has executed several important build-

ings, chiefly churches, but is best known as a writer on
architecture, especially the medieval and Renaissance
architecture of Germany. He was the chief associate of

Ernst Curtius in the excavations at Olympia, the results

of which were published between 1890 and 1897.

Adolphus*, William Augustus, Last duke of

Nassau. Died at Hohenberg, Nov. 17, 1905.

Adye*, Sir John Miller. Bied Aug. 26, 1900.

.Sgidi', Ludwig Karl. Died at Berlin, Nov.
19, 1901.

Afragola (a-fra-go'lii). A city of Italy, in the
province of Nai)les, about ten miles northeast
of the city of Naples. Population (1901),

22.419.

AfridisCS-fre'diz). Awarliketribeof Afghans
dwelling south of Peshawar.
Agardh*, Jakob Georg. Died at Lund, Swe-
den, 1901.

Agassiz (ag'a-si), Lake. An extensive post-
glacial lake which occupied the valley of the
Red River in North Dakota, Minnesota, and
Manitoba. The retreating ice-sheet ponded
waters in front of it and in these were laid

down sediments, now the fertile wheat-fields
of this region.

Agassiz (ag'a-si), Mount. 1. A peak of the
Uintah Mountains in Utah, 13,000 feet high.— 2. A peak in Chile, in the territory of Ma-
gallanes, about lat. 50° S. It is about 10,000
feet high.

Agno (ag'no). 1. A river of central Luzon,
in the Philippine Islands. It rises in the northern
mountains of Benguet province, aTid flows soutliward into
Pangasinan, where it divides and turns westward, enter-
ing Lirjgayen Oulf by channels at Dagupan, Lingayen, San
Isidro, and San Fabian. The produce of the northern
part of the central valley of Luzon is carried by branches
of the Agno to Lingayen Gulf. Length, about 128 miles.

2. A river of western Luzon, rising in the
Zambales Mountains and flowing west to the
China Sea.

Agnone (ii-nyo'na). A city of Italy, in the
jirovince of Campobasso. Population (1901),
G,(i(>G; commune, 9,793.

AgOO (a-go-o'). A municipality of La Union
province, western Luzon, Philippine Islands.
Civilized population (1903), 10,653.

Aguadilla (ii-gwa-del'ya). 2. A department
in the northwestern part of Porto Rico. It is

bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the north, Arecibo and
Ponce on the east, Mayaguez (separated by mountains)
on the south, and the Atlantic Ocean on the west Capi-
tal, Aguadilla. Area, 240 square miles. Population
(1899X 99,645.

Aguinaldo fa-ge-nal'do), EmiliO. Born about
1868. A Filipino leader of mixed European

and native descent. He took a leading part in the
rebellion against Spain 189ti-98. In January of the latter

year lie left the Philippines, agreeing not to return. After

the battle of Manih), May 1, 1898, he returned with the

consent of the American authorities and established a

native government, of which he became the head, and
collected an amiy. On Feb. 4, 1899, he began hostilities

against the American forces occupying Manila. He was
captured in March, 1901.

Ai (i). A river of southeastern Manchuria
which flows into the Yalu opposite Wiju. It

played an important part in the attack of the
Japanese right upon the Russians in the bat-

tle of the Yalu River, May 1, 1904.

Aicard*, Jean. He was made a member of the
French Academy in 1909, succeeding Fran9ois
Copp^e.
Aide', Hamilton. Died Deo. 13, 1906.

Aigun*. It was opened to international trade
in 1905.

Aikawa (i-ka'wa). A city of Japan situated

on the western coast of the island of Sado.
Population, upward of 11,000.

Ainger (an'jer), Alfred. Born at London,
Feb. 9, 1837 : died at Darley Abbey, Derby-
shire, Feb. 8, 1904. An English clergyman,
author, and editor. He was educated at King's Col-

lege, London, and at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, taking his

degree in 1860. He was reader at the Temple Church
1866-92, canon of Bristol Cathedral 1887-1903, Master of

the Temple 1894-1904, and chaplain in ordinary to Queen
Victoria and King Edward VII. He wrote biographies of

Lamb (1882) and of Crabbe (1903), and published anno-
tated editions of Lamb's " Essays of Elia" (1883), of Lamb's
"Letters" (1888), and of Hood's "Poems," with a bio-

graphical memoir (1897). Ilealso wrote "The Gospel and
Human Life : Sermons " (19<M), etc.

Ains'wortli*, William Francis. Died at Ham-
mersmith, London, Nov. 27, 1896.

Ai'vazo'pski*, Ivan. Died at Feodosia in the
Crimea, May 2, 1900.

Ajanta Caves. See Jj'mta.

Akashi (a-ka-she'). A city of Japan situated

on tlie shore of the Inland Sea about 12 miles
west of Kobe. Population, upward of 22,000.

Alabama*. The State has 67 counties. It was
the third State in the production of pig-iron in

1908.

Alaska*. The capital of the Territory is Ju-
neau. The highest summit is Mt. McKinley
(20,464 feet: U. S. Geol. Surv.).

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. An expo-
sition held at Seattle, Wash., from June to

October, 1909, for the purpose of exhibiting the
resources and demonstrating the progress of

northwestern America and the Pacific coast
generally. It was planned to occupy 250 acres of the
campus of the University of Washington. The twelve
main exhibit buildings were those of (I) the United States
government, (2) Alaska, (3) Yukon, (4) Manufactures, Lib-

era! Arts, and Education, (.5) Agriculture, (6) Machinery,
(7) Forestry, (8) Fine Arts, (9) Fisheries, (10) Mines, (11)

Hawaii and the Philippines, (12) Foreign. The products
of the countries bordering on the Pacific were shown jn
the foreign exhibits, and exhibits representative of their
interest in Pacific trade development were made by the
United States, Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia,
the Netherlands, etc.

Albay. 2. A province in the southeastern
part of Luzon in the Philippine Islands. It is

boun<led by Ambos Caniarines on the north, the Pacific

Ocean and Sorsogon on the east, Sorsogon and the Visayan
Sea on the soutli, and the Visayan Sea on the southwest
and west. Capital, Albay. Besides its area in Luzon it

includes several islands, among them Catanduanes and
Batan. Albay, including Catanduanes, is the largest
abaca-producing province of the Philippines. A good
quality of coal is mined in Batan. Gold and mercury are
reported in other part« of the province. The northeastern
coast is indented by Albay Gulf. Mountains extend from
east to west, the eastern extremity being Mayon Volcano.
The inhabitants are Bicols. Area, 1,783 square miles.
Population (1903), 240,320.

Albay (al-bi') Gulf. A gulf on the eastern
coast of Albay province, southeastern Luzon,
in the Philippine Islands.

Albay Volcano. See Mayon Volcano.

Albert* (Alexandre Martin). Died in May,
1895.

Albert (al-bar'), Eugtee d'. Born at Glasgow,
April 10, 18(34. A pianist and composer, a
pupil of Liszt. lie has composed a number of operas,
among them "Der Rubin" (1893), "Ghisnionda" (ISg.";),

"Gemot" (1897), "Die Abreise" (1898), and "Flauto
Solo " (1906) ; two piano concertos ; a symphony ; two
string quartets: and smaller works. As a pianist he is

placed among the foremost of contemporary artists.

Albert Ed'ward*. He ascended the throne as
Edward VII. ou Jan. 22, 1901.

Albert Friedrich August*. King of Saxony.
Died at the Castle of Sibyllenort, Silesia, June
19, 1902.

Albert Friedrich Rudolf*. Archduke of Aus-
tria. Died at Arco, Tyrol, Feb. 18, 1895.

Alberta*, a province of Alberta was proclaimed Sept
1, 1905. It includes the former district of Alberta, the

Algeciras Conference

western half of Athabjisca, and a strip of Assiniboia and
Saskatchewan. It is represented in the Dominion Senate
bv 4 members. Area, about 253,540 square miles. I'opu-
hi'tion (llHd), 72,841.

Albion College. A co-educational Methodist
college in Albion, Michigan. It was endowed as
the AVesleyan Seminary in 1839, and was ojjened in 1843 ;

the present name and system were adopted in 1861. It
has an endowment of $280,000 and a t^jtal yearly income
of aliont $40,000. The students number aliout 600.

Albury (al'bur-i). A town in New South
Wales, Australia, situated on the border of
Victoria about two hundred miles northeast of
Melbourne. It is at the limit of steam navi-
gation ou the Murray River. Population,
about 5,500.

Alden (al'den), Henry Mills. Bom at Mount
Tabor, Vt., Nov. 11, 1836. An American au-
thor, editor, and classical scholar. He was man-
aging editor of " Harper's Weekly " 1883-69, and since
1869 has been editor of "Harper's Montlily." He is the
author of "God in His World "(1890), "A Study of Death"
(189.5), and, in collaboration with A. H. Guernsey, "Har-
per's Pictorial History of the Great Rebellion" (1862-65),
besides poems and essays.

Alden (al'den), William Li'vingston. Born
at Williamstown, Mass., Oct. 9, 1837: died at
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 14, 1908. An American
author and journalist. He wrote " Canoe and Fly-
ing Proa," "Loss of the Swansea," "A Lost Soul," "Told
by the Colonel," etc.

Aldrich*, Thomas Bailey. Died at Boston,
March 19, 1907. His later works include "Two
Bites at a Cherry " (1894), " .Tudith and Holofemes " (1896),
" A Sea Turn " (1902), " Ponkapog Papers " (1903), " Judith
of Bethulia " (1904), " Pauline Pavlovna " and " Songs and
Sonnets" (1907).

Aldrich (al'drieh) Deep. A very deep portion
of the Pacific Ocean, lying northeast of New
Zealand and east of the Kermadeo Islands.
Alert (a-lerf). One of the steam-vessels of the
British polar expedition under Sir George
Strong Nares, 1875-76: the other was the Dis-
covery. The Alert passed through Kennedy
Channel and wintered at Floeberg Beach,
(82° 25' N.), the most northerly point reached
by ship up to that date.

Alexander I. (al-eg-zan'der). Born at Bel-
grade, Aug. 14, 1876: died there, June 11,
1903. King of Servia, 1889-1903, son of Milan
I. and Queen Natalie. He was proclaimed king,
under a regency, upon the abdication of his father, March
0, 1889. On April 13, 1893, he assumed personal control of
affairs. On April 7, 1903, he suspended the constitution
and annulled a series of laws passed by the Radical govern-
ment, and on the tn'ght of June 10 was assassinated with
Queen Draga in the palace. He was the last of the f>bre-

novitch dynasty and was succeeded by Peter I., the choice
of the military party.

Alexander (al-eg-zan'der), Ed'ward Porter.
Born at Washington, Ga., May 26, 1835. An
American soldier and engineer. He was gradu-
ated at West Point in 1857 ; entered the Confederate
Army in 1861; served with tlie Anny of Northern Vir-
ginia througltout the war; and became chief of ordnance.
In 1864 he was promoted brigadier-general and chief of
artillery in Longstreefs corps. At the battle of Gettys-
burg he directed the bombardment which preceded and
accompanied the cliarge of Pickett's men.

Alexander*, Ludwig Georg Friedrich Emil.
Prince of Hesse. Died Dee. 15, 1888.

Alexandra', (Caroline Marie Charlotte
Louise Julie). Wife of Edward VII., king of

England.
Alexandra Feodorovna (al-eg-zan'dra fa-o-

do-rov'nii). (Victoria Alice (Alix) Helena
Louise Beatrice). Born at Darmstadt, Jmie 6,

1872. Empress of Russia, the fourth daughter
of Ludwig IV^., Grand Duke of Hesse, and
Princess Alice, daughter of Queen Victoria.

She married Nicholas II., Emperor of Russia,
November 26, 1894.

Alexeief (a-lek'sa-yef), Eugenii Ivanovitch.
Born 1843. A Russian admiral, appoiuted im-
perial lieutenant with control of both diplo-

matic and military affairs in the Far East,
July 30, 1903, shortly before the outbreak of

the Russo-Japanese war. From 1883 to 1893 he
was naval attach^ of the Russian embassy in Pai-is; com-
manded the Russian squadron during the Chinese-Jap-
anese war 1894-97 : and took possession of Port Arthur. In

1898 he was promoted vice-admiral and made commander
of Kwangtung province. He took part in the work of the

allies in China 1900-01, and became chief of the Russian
Pacific squadron. His conduct of aifairs after his ap-
pointment to the imperial lieuten.ancy was unsuccessful,

and after the early Japanese successes he was deprived
(April, 1904) of most of his power. He retired in No-
vember and returned to Russia.

Alfonso Xm.* He was married to Princess
Ena (Victoria) of Batteuberg May 31, 1906.

Alfted*. Prince (Duke ofEdinburgh). Second
son of Queen Victoria. Died July 30, 1900.

Algeciras Conference. An international con-

ference held at Algeciras, Spain, January 16-

April 7, 1906, for the purpose of delib -.rating
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of rraiice and Ciermany with regard to ttnance and police Alvary , JYiaX. Uiea loyo. „.,„„,
in :^rocco. The maintenance of order in the ports of AlVOrStOne, BarOn. See Webster, Richard.

Morocco for the next five years was placed in the hands
_^jjjg^g^j.g^ (a-mii-ko'ra). A small river m

of i-rance and Spain ; and it was decided that the bank
Venezuela which enters the delta of the Ori- , . -„

, ,

of Morocco, to be established at Tangier, should be inter- "
, ^ ««„"„" ;i' „.„„f „* tVio month nf AmOSlS. See Aahmes.

national. Various refonns were urged npon the Su tan of noco about fifteen miles west of the mouth ot ^^ ^ g^ (ii'mond-sen),
Morocco, such as the removal of disabilities placed upon the Barima. *»^"

. ._ _ , ^ v o.

citizens of the United States (by the United States dele- Ajnador de loS RiOS. Jos6. See BioS.
gate), the abolition of slavery (Creat Britain) the estab- •?^"'r- ,, ^ ^ ,'
lishment of lighthouses (Germany), the publication of AmazUlU. ^iie z,mu.

commercial statistics (Austria), and the immediate con- AmbOS CamanneS (am'bos ka-ma-re nas).

Btruction of railways (Spain). The United States was ^ province in southeastern Luzon, in the
.-J i... IT All,.,,. „,.,v.„..„.i.„. f,^ to V

Philippine Islands. It is bounded by the Pacific Ocean

on the north ; Catanduanes Islam! (separated by Maqueda
represented by Henry White, ambassador to Italy.

Alger (al'jfer), Russell Alexander. BominLa-
fayette township, Medina Co., Oliio, Feb. 27,

1836: died at Washington, D. C, Jan. 24, 1907.

An American politician and general. He served

in the Union army during the Civil War and was brevetted

major-general of volunteere in ,Iime, 1866 : was governor

of Michigan 188,v-87 ; was a candidate for the presidential

nomination at the Republican National Convention of

1SS8; was secretary of war 1897-August, 1899; and United

States senator from Michigan 190-2-07,

Alger*, William Rounseville. Died Feb. 7,

1905.

Alikhanof . Assassinated July 16, 1907.

Alison", Sir Archibald. Died Feb. 5, 1907. ^
_ ^_^

Allain-Targ6', Francois Henri Ren6. Died Ambrosius, Johanna. See Voigt.

at the Chateau de Targ6 (Maine-et-Loire), Ambuella. Same as AniboeUa

Scotia, the capital of Cumberland County, situ-

ated on an arm of Chignecto Bay. It has
manufactures and a considerable trade in
lumber and ship-building. Population (1901),

4,963.

Ammen*, Daniel. Died July 11, 1898.

les.

Roald. Born in
Borje, Norway, July 16, 1872. A Norwegian
polar explorer. Between 1903 and 1907, in the
Gjoa, he navigated the whole of the Northwest
Passage and relocated the north magnetic pole.

Amurath V*. Sultan of Turkey May to Au-
gust, 1876. Died Aug. 29, 1904.

July 16, 1902.

Allan, Qeorge.
Kremnitz.
Allbut (al'but),

July 20, 1836

A pseudonym of Frau

Sir Thomas Clifford. Born
An English physician, pro-

fessor of physics in Cambridge University from
1892. He has published '• Science and Me

on me liorbn ; t,auiiiuuaiic» loMtii't \otl'<*»n»'-" .'J ..i",,"^'*" ,<-' •. , . /• !_• \ a .j. /••/ • i,,\ mi
Channel), Lagonoy Gulf, and Albay on the east; Albay AmytlS (am 1-tls), or AmitU (a mi-to). The

-
^-. ~- _ .1 .V

.
...J

jiedianwifeof Nebuchadnezzar, King of Baby-
lon, for whom he built the Hanging Gardens
(which see).

Ancient and Honorable Artillery of Mas-
sachusetts, The. The first regularly organized
military company in America, formed in 1637

and chartered in 1638. Its founders had been mem-
bers of the Honourable Artillery Company of London,
chartered in 1637. Formed to be a school for soldiers, it

still exists under its original charter, and upon its rolls in

every generation since its birth stand the names of the

most distinguished men of the Colony and State.

Andersen (iin'der-sen), Karl. Bom at Co-
penhagen, Oct. 26, 1828 : died there Sept. 1, 1883.

A Danish lyric and epic poet. He lived in Ice-'

land 1837-48, when he returned to Denmark—becoming
inspector and intendant of Castle Rosenborg in Copen-
hagen. His works include " Strit og Fred" (18.68),

"Romanser og Sanger" (1880), " Genrebilleder " (1867-

81), etc.

Anderson*, John. Scottish geologist. Died
Aug. 16, 1900.

and Tayabas (separated by mountains) on the south ; and
Tayabas (partly separated by the Gulf of Ragay) on the

west. Capital, JJueva Caceres. The northern coast is

deeply indented by San Miguel Bay, a safe harbor in all

weather. The province is traversed by mountains, of

which several exceed 5,000 feet in height The volcanoes

Irlga and Isarog are in the southern part Gold, iron, and
coal are found. Ambos Camarines is well watered, heavily

forested with good timber, and productive of large quan-

tities of rice, especially in Camarines Sur. The chief

river, the Bicol, or Naga, is navigable by small steamers

as far as Nueva Caceres, 26 miles from its mouth. The
native population is chiefly Bicol. Area, 3,279 square

miles. Population (1903), 239,406.

America. The name given by Lowell Mason
to the tune of " God Save the King," after its

adaptation for use in connection with the hymn
" ily Country, 'T is of Thee," writtenby Samuel
F. Smith in 1832. The author of the hymn
stated: " I found the tune in a German music-

book, put into my hands by Lowell Mason."
dieval Thought" (1901), and various works on America' (yacht). There have been twelve Andover* (Mass.). The Andover Theological

Died at
medical subjects.

Allen*, Charles Grant Blairflndie
Haslemere, SuiTey, (Jet. 25, 1899.

Allen*, Harrison. Died at Philadelphia, Pa.,

Nov. 14, 1897.

Allen (al'en), Henry Tureman. Bom at

Sharpsburg, Ky., April 13, 18.')9. An American
soldier, appointed brigadier-general and chief

of constabulary in the PhUippiue Islands in

1903. He was graduated at West Point in 18S2 ; made a

tour of exploration in Alaska in 1886 ; was instructor at

West Point 1K.h,>(-90; was military attach^ In Russia and
Oemiany 18!(iV!l8 ; served in the Santiago campaign and

in the Philippines ; and w:is novcmor of Leyte in 1901.

Alien fal'en), James Lane. Bom near Lex-

ington, Kv., 1849. An American novelist.

Since 1886, when he was professor of Latin and higher

English at Bethany College, West Virginia, he has given

his entire attention to writing. He is the author of

"Flute and Violin '

(1891X "The Blue Grass Region of

Kentucky " (1892), " A Kentucky Cardinal "(1894), "After-

math • (1*96), " A Summer in Arcady " (1896), " The Choir

Invisible "(1897), "The Reign of Law" (1900), "The Met-

tle of the Pasture " (1903), " The Bride of the Mistletoe

'

(1909). etc.

Allison*, William B. Died at Dubuque, Iowa,

Aug. 4, 1908.

AUman*, Gteorge James. Died Nov. 24, 1898.

Almanach de tfotha. See Gotha, Almanack de.

Alma-Tadema*, Sir Laurence. He was
kniL'htodin 1K99.

Almirante Oquendo (iil-mi-ran'ta 6-ken'do).

A Spanish cruiser which took part in the naval

battle off Santiago de Cuba, July 3, 1898.

She was sister ship to the Viscaya (which see). She was
engaged by the Iowa, Indiana, and Oregon, took fire, and

was run ashore and wrecked about six and a half miles

west of the Morro. Her commander, Don Juan Bautista

Laxaga, was dn'wned.

Alt (alt), Rudolf. Bom at Vienna, Austria,

Aug. 28, 1812 : died there, March 12, 1905. An
Austrian painter, son of Jakob Alt (1789-

1872), also a painter of note. His work isconflned

t.> oil-imintinirs and water-colors of brilliant realism. He
traveled extensively and found liis subjects in every

country.

Altamirano*. Ignacio Manuel. Died Feb.

14, is'.)3.

Altgeld (alt'gelt), John Peter. Bom in Ger-

many, December, 1847 : died at Joliet, 111.,

March 12, 1902. An American Democratic
politician. Hewaabroughtto the United States by his

parents when an infant ; served in the Union Army -"'

unsuccessful attempts to recover it. Seminary has been removed to Cambridge and

American Museum of Natural History. An is affiliated with Harvard University,

institution in New York City, incorporated in Andral (iln-dral ), Qabnel. Bom at Pans,
Nov. 6, 1797 : died at Chateauvieux, Loir-et-

Cher, Feb. 13, 1876. A French physician, pro-

fessor in the University of Paris 1828-66. Among
his works are "Clinique m^dicale" (1823-27), "Precis

danatomie pathologique " (1829), "Cours de pathologie

interne " (1836-37)^ etc.

' " " ' Born at
A Swedish

engineer and aeronaut. In 1896 he was prepared

to attempt to reach the North Pole in a balloon from

Spitzbergen but was prevented by the direction of the

wind. On July 11, 1897, with two friends, Striiidberg and
Frankel, he made a successful start from Danes Island on

the northwesteni coast of Spitzbergen. Four days later a

carrier-pigeon, with a message giving the position of the

ball<jon as lat 82* 2' N., long. 15" 6' E., on the IStli, was
shot on the sealer Aiken. Several buoys belonging to the

ballcxm have been found, but no definite knowledge of the

fate of tile party has been obtained.

Andrews*, Edward Gayer. Died at Brooklyn,

N. Y., Dec. 31, 1907.

1869 for the purpose of establishing and
maintaining a museum and library of natural

history, and of encouraging and developing

the study of natural science. The collec-

tions are contained in a building which, when com-

pleted, will inclose four quadi-angles and will fully .-J-«« Vi;.,'/I»'.^\ Qolnmnn Aniniat
Sccupy what is now known as Manhattan Square, Andree (an dra), SalOmOn AUgUSt.
an area lying west of Central Park and extending from Greiina, Sweden, Oct. 18, 1S04.

Seveiity-seveiith to Eighty-first streets. The portion - ..
.

of the structure now (1SI09) completed has a frontage of

1,072 feet and is the largest municipal building in New
York. The museum is supported in part by an annual
appropriation from the city, and in part by the income
from a permanent endowment, from membership fees,

and from gifts lor special purixises. The total of running

expeiiscsof mainU-nance for 1908 was approximately $276,-

000. The allairs of the museum are administered by a

board of tnistees, the president of which is Henry Fairfield

()sb<jrn, who serve without compensation. The exhibits

include extensive collections in anthropology, paleon-

tology, geology, mineralogy, conchology, entomology,

mammalogy, ornithology, the lower animals, and forestry. _._.,_ , _,., _ . . t>
The library contains about 50,000 volumes. The museum AndrCWS (an'droz), EllSha Benjamin. Born
conducts scientific investigations at home and in the

field, publishes memoirs, a bulletin and a journal, and is a

center for the meetings of local scientific societies. It

also offei-s free lectures to the public and to school

children, and loans small collections to the public

school}*. M<M-e than i.ooo.imio jx'oj.lc visited the iruseura

in I'.HJSand 109,226 attindcd tlic Krtnics.

American Protective Association. A secret

society organized at Clinton, Iowa, March 13,

1887, Its chief objects were the securing of greater

restrictions on immigration and on the naturalization of

immigrants, the prevention of State aid to parochial

schools, and the exclusion of Roman Catholics from po-

litical, and, as far as possible, from industrial affairs. Its

chief activity was in the Middle West, hut an intenia-

tional organization was effected, the membership of

which, in 1896, was said to be about 2,600,000. The de-

cline of the organization was as rapid as its rise. Ab-

breviated A, P. A.

American School of Classical Studies at

Athens. A scOiool founded at Athens, Greece,

by tho Archajologieal Institute of America,

opened in 1882, and supported by individuals

at Hinsdale, N. H., Jan. 10, 1844. An Ameri-
can educator and IJaptist clergvmau, chancel-

lor of the University of Nebraska 1900-1908.

He served as a private and officer in the Unicm Army in

the Civil War: was graduated at Brown University in

1870 : was presidentof Denison University (Granville, Ohio)

1875-79 ; was professor of homiletics in Newton Theologi-

cal Institution 1879-82 ; was professorof history and polit-

ical economy at Brown 1882-88, and of political economy
and finance at Cornell 1888-89; and was president of

Brown 1889-98. From 1898-1900 he was superintendent

of schools in the city of Chicago. He is the author of

" A History of the United .States in our Own Times "

(1904), etc.

Angel in the House, The. A poem by Coven-
try Patmore. It was published in four parts :

" The
Betrothal" (published anonymously in 18.64), "The Es-

pousals " (18,66), " Faithful Forever, " a poem of disap-

pointed love (18<i0). and " The Victories of Love," a poem
of bereavement (ls<!2). It is an idyl of the home.

Angeir, James Burrill. He was minister

to Turkey 1897-98. In 1909 he resigned the

preside„^ , ., .
. pidsideney of the Universitv of Michigan.

and the leading American colleges and univer- ^f^^ (an-jo'). Atownin Korea, situated near
sities. Its main purpose is the study of Greek

^j^^ go^st at the head of Korea Bay. It is on

Sken"lrtY:"ex,dor"arton 'i'j'^.'iSent^einUi'begTn Tn the railroad and was of importance during the

18»«), and the excavation of the Heraion at Art'os. Kusso-Japanese war.

American School of Classical Studies at Annenkor, Michael. Died in 1899.

Rome. A school founded at Rome in 1895 by Annunzio (iin-non'tzi-6), Gabriele d'. Born at

U) the Missouri bar in 1860; was judge of the {[,3 ArchjBological Institute of America, and Pescara, Italy, in 1864. An Italian poet and
Court, Chicago, 1886-91 ; and was govcrn<ir of gypported by individuals and the leading novelist. He has written " Primo Vere " (1879), " Canto

adniitte<l

•Superior
HIinois lh9:!-97. - -„ ,

byhispariloninJune, 189:t, of Neebe, .Schwab, and llelden,
. , . , im.

three anarchists who had been concerned In the Old Hay- American VoluntcerS, The (official title. The
market riot at chlcigo. May 4, 1886. He was a prominent

YoluntserS of America). A. religious organ-

Asgovenx.r he attracted wide attention supported by
,„,;„ersitips

r *',.,^.. „«x'„„i,„ Q..1— K „...! fi..!.!,.., American colleges ana universities.

advocate of the free coinage of silver and was a supiiorter

of W. J. Bryan for the presidency in 1896 and 1900. He
publlsheil "Our Penal Machinery and its Victims"

(1884), "Live Questions" (1890), etc

Altrnria (al-tro'ri-a). An imaginary com-
monwealth, the government and institutions

of which are founded upon the principles of

altruism. W. D. Howells has described such a com-

mooity In hU book " A Traveler from Altrurla " (1894).

ization founded in March, 1896, by Mr. and Mrs.

Ballington Booth, who separated from the Sal-

vation Army. It was designed to be essentially

.\merican in constitution and method.

Ames', Adelbert. He was appointed briga-

dier-general of volunteers in 1898.

Amherst (am'ferst). A seaport of Nova

Nuovo " (1882), "Terra Vergine" (1882), " Intei-mezzo di

rime " (1883), " H Hbro delli Vorgini" (1884), " Llsottfeo ;

La Chimera" (188.5-88), "San Pantaleone " (1888), " Elegie

romane"(ia87-91), " Giovanni Episcopo "(1891 : translated

as "Episcopo and Company," 1896), " INiema paradisiaco:

Odi navali '^(1891-93), " II Piacere (1889). "L'Innocente'

(1891) "Trionfo della MBKe (1894 : tr. "The Triumph of

Death " 1896), " Le Vergini delle Rocce " (1896), " La Citta

Morta" (1898), "La Gioconda" (1899), "II fuoco" (1899),

" La Canzone di Garihaldi ' (1!»0), " Franocsca da Rimini

'

(I'Wl) "Li l.audi" (1904), "La flaccola sotto il moggio"

(1906), " Pid che I'amore " (1906). " L'Orazione e la Canzone

in morte d' Giosufe Cardncci " (1907), "La nave " (1908).



Anping

Anping (Sn-ping'). A seaport on the south-

western coast of the island of Formosa, about

tweutv miles north of Takow.
Antarctica (an-tarit'ti-ka). All that portion

of the southern hemisphere which lies between

the antarctic circle and the south pole ; the

Antarctic

4 Astley

search, founded in Boston in 1879. It has since Arnold*, Sir Arthur. Died at London, May
established ufflliated societies in liitterent cities. The In- 20,1902. He was knighted in 1895.

stitute louncSed the American School of Classical Studies
^^j^iold*. Sir Edwin. Died March 24, 1904.

at Athens (opened 18S2), the American School of Uassiciil a __„i J ' Thomas Born 18'>3 • died UJOO
Studies in Kome (18K.), and the American School for Ar^Oia , inomas. £Sorn 10_d . Uiea IJIW.

Oriental Study and Research in Palestine (1900). Its Arnold-Forstcr (ar ngld-tor ster), Hugh
Oakeley. Born 1855 : died at London, Mar

Oriental Study
, . . -. •,

otBcial organ is the " American Journal of Arclia'ology

It also issues reports and special publications relating to

archaeology

Antarctic Ocean*. The Beigic* expedition took place ^cjier (ar'chfer), William. Bom at Perth

~i3t iW. Bonhsivvink penetrated (1SB8-1901) to lat 78'

bff S.. the farthest point then reached ; I'apt. R. F. Scott

0902), to S2* 17' S.; Lieutenant Shackleton (190tJ-09), to88"

» a. A notable sclent ilic result of this last expedition

was the location of the south magnetic jiole at lat, 72" 25'

a., long. I.M' E. French antarctic expeditions were led by

Dr. Charcot in 190,t and I'.WS. Valuable work was done by

the Argentine goveniment in establishing a number of

ant-nrctic niete*miU>gical8tation8.~ " Died at Eoch-.Ajitiiony', Susan Brownell.
ester. N. Y., .March 13. 190().

Antioch Colleee'. It has been controlled by
the Christian Connection.

Antique ( an - te ' ka ) . A province, long, nar-

row, and mountainous, in the western part of

Panav, in the Philippine Islands. Capital, San Arctic Highlands.
Jose de Buenavista. It is bounded by Capiz on the north,

Capiz and Iloilo on the east, and the Visayan Sea on the

south and west. Mountains separate it from the other

provinces of Panay. It has many rivers. The chief pro<l-

ucts are rice and sugar-cane, and the manufactures cot-

ton cloths and blankets. The native race is Visayan.

•Ajea. 1.134 square miles. Population (190.'!), 134,16(i.

Antoine ( on - twiin ' ), Andr6. Born at Li-

moges, 1858. A French actor, the founder (Oc-

tober, 1887) of the Theatre Libre and director

of the Odfon 1906-. The Theatre Libre gave its first

representation at'l'filys^e des Beatw-Arts, Montmartre,

Paris. Its purpose was to present to an audience con-

sisting entirely of subscribers, plays of intrinsic merit

which could not, for well-founded reasons, be given else-

where. Its general tone was strongly naturalistic. For
a short time in*lS96 Antoine was director of the Odeon,

and he opened the Theatre Antoine in 1897.

Antoing (an-tung'). A town of Manchuria sit-

uated on the Yalu river, near its mouth, below
Wiju. It was opened to foreign trade, by agreement be-

tween China and the Vnited States, in January, 1904,

and after the Russo-Japanese war was reopened by Japan
in 1906. The Japanese left approached it on the north

during the battle of the Yalu river. May 1, 1904.

Annyao (an-6-ya'6). A mountain in Cagayan
province, Luzon, Philippine Islands. Height,

8,123 feet.

Aokl (a-o'ki). Viscount Siozo. Born in Cho-
shu, Japan, January, 1844. A Japanese states-

man and diplomatist. He studied in Germany and

Scotland, Sept. 23, 1856. An English author

and dramatic critic. He studied at the I'niversity

of Edinburgh ; was dramatic critic of the London " Fi-

garo 1879-81 ; and held a similar position on the stalf of

the London "World " 1884-190.1, and afterward on the
'• Tribune." He is the author of " English Dramatists of

To-day •
(1882), " Henry Ii-ving " (1883), "About the Thea-

tre " (188B), " Masks or Faces? A Study in the Psychology

of Acting" (1888), a biography of \V. C. Macready (18!)0),

"Study and Stage" (1899), "America To-day" (1900).

" Real Conversations " (1904), etc. He has also translated

Henrik Ibsen's prose dramas (1890-91), etc.

Arctic Explorers^. See also Ahruzzi, Amund-
sen, Aiidree, Baldwin, Cook, Fiala, Lockwood,
Wellman.

A region on the western
coast of (_Ti-eenlaud, north of Melville Bay and
Cape York : so named by Captain Ross, its

discoverer (1818). Its iiihabitants, a small

number of pure Eskimos, are called 'Arctic

Highlanders.'

Arditi*. Luigi. Died May 1, 1903.

Arecibo. 2. A department in the northern

Eart of Porto Rico. It is bounded by the Atlantic

cean on the north ; San Juan on the east ; Ponce (pai-tly

separated by mountains) on the southeast ; Ponce on the

12, 1909! A British Liberal-Unionist states-

man, son of William Delafield Arnold and
adopted son of William Edward Forster (his

uncle). He was educated at Rugby and at I'niversity

College, Oxford, and was called to the bar of Lincoln's Inn
in 1879. He was a member of the House of Commons for

Belfast, 'West, 1892-1906, and for Croydon from 190»i ; was
parliamentary secretary to the admiralty 19<XM»3 ; and was
secretary of state for war 1903-Dec., 1905. He published
" How to solve the Irish Land Question " (1889), " In a
Conning Tower" (1891), "Our Home Army "(letters in

the "Times," 1891-92), "Army Letters "(1898), "Our Great
City" (1900), "War Office, Army, and Empire " (1900);
" English Socialism of To-day " (1908) ; etc.

Arrheniufi (iir-ra'ni-os), Svante August.
Born at Wyk, near Upsala, Sweden, Feb. 19,

1859. A Swedish chemist, professor of physics
at Stockholm from 1891, and director of phys-
ical chemistry at the Nobel Institute in Stock-
holm since 1905 : especially noted for his

researches in physical chemistry. His most im-
portant contribution t<t science is his theory of electro-

lytic dissociation. He has published a text-book of
electrochemistry (1890), " Lehrbuch der cosniischen Phy-
sik" (1903), "Theorie der Chemie" (1906), "I'he Life of

the Universe "(1909), etc.

Artesia (ar-te'sia). 1. A village in Los
Angeles Co., California.— 2. A post-town in

Lowndes Co., Mississippi.— 3. A town in

Eddy Co., New Mexico.
south and southwest ; and Aguadilla on the west Capi- ArthUT (ar'thur), Timothy Shay. Bom near
tal, Arecibo. Area, 621 square miles. Population (1899),

162,308.

Arfene (a-ran'), Paul AugUSte. Bom at Sis-

teron, France, June 26, 1843 : died at Antibes,

France, Dec. 18, 1896. A French journalist,

dramatist, novelist, and Proven9al poet, a
member of Les F61ibres. He wrote "Pierrot h6ri-

tier," a one-act comedy in verse (1865), " Jean des Figues,

"

a novel (1870), "Les com^diens errants" (1873 : with Ver-

nier), "Char "(1878: with Alphonse Daudet), "La vraie

tentation de Saint Antoine " (1879), " Au bon soleil," Pro-

vencal tales (1879), "Paris ing^nu" (1882), "Vingt jours

en Tunisie " (1884), "La chevre d'or" (1889), etc.

Argao (ar-ga'6). A municipality in the east

Newburg, N. Y., 1809: died at Philadelphia,
March 6, 1885. A writer of moral tales. He
published some fifty stories, of which the best known is

" Ten Nights in a Bar-room." In 1852 he founded "Arthur's
Home Magazine."

Asaka'wa (a-sa-ka'wa), Kan-Ichi. Bom in
Japan, Dec. 20, 18f3. A Japanese scholar,

appointed instructor in the history of Japanese
civilization in Y'ale University from 1907. He
was graduated at Waseda University, Tokio, and at Dart-
mouth College in 1899, where he was lecturer on East-
Asian history 1902-06. He has published "The Early
Institutional Life of Japan " (1903), " The Russo-Japanese
Conflict " (1904), " Japan " (1906), etc.

was appointca secretary of the Japanese legation at Ber.

ern part of Cebu province, Cebu, Philippine AscoU*, Graziadio Isaia. Bom at Gorizia,
Islands. Civilized population (1903), 35,448. July 16, 1829: died at Milan, Jan. 21, 1907.

Argentine Republic*. Its legislature contains Ashanti*. It became a British protectorate in
30 senators and 120 deputies. 1896 and was annexed in 1901.

lin in 1873 and minister in 1875, was vice-minister of Arisaka (a-re-sti ' ka), Lieutenant-general. Ashikaga (a-sbi-ka'ga). A city of Japan,
' .-.-.-- . .— . Born in Choshu in February, 1852. A Japanese situated about sixty-five miles northwest of

soldier, inventor (1901) of a quick-firing moun- Tokio. Population, upward of 22,000.

tain gun used in the Japanese army. He was Ashmead-Bartlett (ash'med-bart'let). Sir

foreign affairs 1886-89, and was minister of foreign af-

fairs 1889-91 and 1898-1900. In 1906 he was appointed
first Japanese ambassador to the United States, retiring in

1907. He is a member of the privy council of the empire.

A. P. A. An abbreviation of American Protec-

tive Association (which see).

created a baron in 1907.

Arizona". It has 13 counties.

Aparri (ii-pa're). A municipality and port Arkansas*. The State sends 7 representatives

o? Cagayan province, in the northern part of to Congress and has 9 electoral votes.

Luzon, Philippine Islands, at the mouth of Armour (ar'mor), Philip Danforth. Bom at

the Rio Grande de Cagayan. Civilized popu-
lation (1903), 18,252.

Appalachian Plateau. A name defined by
the United States Geographic Board (1907) as

including the entire plateau forming the west-

Stockbridge, N. Y., May 16, 1832: died at

Chicago, 111., Jan. 6, 1901. An American cap-
italist. His fortune was largely made in the commission
business (pork, grain, etc.) in Chicago and elsewhere. He

Ellis. Born at Brooklyn, N. Y., 1849: died at

London, Jan. 18, 1902. An English Conserva-
tive politician of American parentage. He was
educated at Torquay and Christ Church.Oxford; was called

to the bar of the Inner Temple in 1877 ; was a member of

Parliament for Eye, Suffolk, 1880-85 and for Ecclesall,

Sheffield, 188.1-1902 ; and was civil lord of the admiralty
1886-92. Knighted in 1892. He was a strong imperialist

and served in the South African war in 1900. He pub-
lished " The Battlefields of Thessaly " (1897).

(opened Sept., 1893).
ern member of the Appalachian system, known .'^J^ 4._„„„' ,x™/„*.a ^ Tt^.^-.,] ut^i^^^.^A
in the north as the ^Jlegheny pjtteau and in "^^^TLl^^.t^^t^V^l^^^t
the south as the Cumberland plateau. . . ... =' ...','_.. „ . , v. . _ . -^ ....... . ATYioriPQTI artist. (To otiiHia.1 or+. in Pans /whAro hi
Appalachian System. According to the United
States Geographic Board (1907), all the eastern
mountains of the United States from Alabama
to northern Maine.

Appleton* (Wis.). Lawrence University is

now undenominational.

Apponyi*, Count Qyorgy. Died March 1,

1899.

Apthorp (ap'thdrp), William Foster. Bom
at Boston, Mass., Oct. 24, 1848. A writer on
and critic of music. He was graduated at Harvard
in 1869, studied under J. K. Paine and later under B. J.

lAng. He has taught hannony, the piano, and counter-
point, and was musical critic of the Boston "Transcript"
1870-1901. He has published "Hector Berlioz" (1879),

"Musicians and Music Lovers" (18!»4), "By the Way"
(1898). and "The Opera Past and Present" (1901).

Arabi Pasha*. He was exiled to Ceylon in 1882
and was jiardoned in 1901.

Arany*, L48zl6. Died at Budapest, Aug. 1,

1898.

Arcadelt ( iir ' ka - delt ), Jacob. Bom in the

founded in Chicago the Armour Institute of Technology ASO (a so), MOUnt. A living volcano m tlie

island of Kiusiu, Japan.
Aspasia (as-pa'shia) the Younger. Milto,

the daughter of flennotimus, a native of

Phocsea in Asia Minor. On account of her beauty a
satrap of Persia carried her off and present«d her to Cyrus
the Younger. He changed her name to Aspasia (aft«r the

mistress of Pericles) and lived with her as her husband.
After his death she fell into the hands of Artaxerxes,

from whom she was claimed by Darius when he was
declared heir to the Persian throne by his father. Arta-

xerxes gave her up (in accordance with the Persian cus-

tom), but shortly afterward made her a priestess of

Artemis (Anaitis) at Ecbatana, or, according to Justin,

a priestess of the sun.

Asquith (as'kwith), Herbert Henry. Bora
at Morley, Yorkshire, Sept. 12, 1852. An
English statesman. He was educated at Balliol

College, Oxford, and was called to the bai' in 1876. Since
1886 he has been Liberal member of Parliament for East
F'ife. He was secretary of state for the home department
1892-95 : ecclesiastical commissioner 189*2-95 ; chancellor

of the exchequer December, 1905, to 1908 ; and premier
and first lord of the treasury 1908-.

Assiniboia*. On the establishment in 1905 of

the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan,
the larger part of Assiniboia was incorporated

in these provinces.

An
American artist. He studied art in Paris (where he
was a pupil of Merson) and in Rome. For four years he
was consul-general of the United States in Italy, and was
appointed director of the department of American art at

the exposition of 1878 in Paris. He has devoted himself
mainly to mural painting and stained glass. He is a cheva.
lier of the Legion of Honor.

Armstrong*, William George. Died Dec. 27,

1900.

Armstrong Legislative Committee. A joi nt
committee of the New York Legislature,
appointed July 20, 1905, to investigate the con-
dition and the methods of the various life-in-

surance companies of the State and to recom-
mend suitable legislation in the interests of

the policy-holders. Of its eight members, three, in-

cluding the chairman, W. W. Armstrong, were appointed
from the Senate and five from the Assembly. Charles E.

Hughes was chosen by the committee asitschief counsel.

The sessions for receiving testimony opened Sept. 6, 190,5,

in the Aldermanic Chamber, New York, and closed Dec.

30, 1905. Many facts in regard to the mismanagement of

the insurance companies of New York were brought to

investigation.

Netherlands about 1514: died at Paris about Arnaboldi (ilr-na-bol'di), Alessandro. Bom
1.560. A Dutch composer, long active in Rome ......
in the papal choir and afterward in Paris.
His finest compositions were madrigals : he
also wrote many masses and motets. Also
Archadelt, Archadet, Arcadet, Hareadelt.

Archaeological Institute of America. A
society for the promotion of aroheeological re-

light, and important legislation resulted (1906) from the Agguan Dam. A dam constructed across the

Nile at Assuan. by Sir Benjamin Baker, for

purposes of irrigation, completed in 1902. it

is li miles long and its maximum height from the foun-

dation was about 1,30 feet. In 1907 it was decided to in-

crease its height six meters.

Asti6*, Jean Fr6d6ric. Died at Lausanne,
Mav 20, 1894.

at Milan, Nov. 19, 1827. An Italian lyric jioet

He studied law in Pavia, and for eighteen years held a
municipal appointment in Milan, but resigned in 1873 to

devote himself to literature. His first volume, " Versi,"

appeared in 1872. He also published "Nuovi Versi" in

J8S8.

Arneth*. Alfred von. Died at Vienna, July Astiey (ast'li). Sir John Dugdale. Born at

30, 1897. Rome, Feb. 19, 1828: died at London, Ocu 10,



Astley

1894. A noted English patron of sport. He
cMiUTed the aniiy. served in the t'riniea l»54-5n, ami
retired in 1859 with the rank i-if lieutenaut-uolonel. He
succeeded to the haronetoy in lH7:t and waii t'unservative
member of Parliament fur North Lincuhishire 1874-81).

For many years he was a patron of tlie tm-f. He wn>te
" Fifty Years of my Life in tlie World of Sport at Home
and .\hroad " (isin).

Astor Library •. In 1895 it was combined with
the Leuo.x Library and the (proposed) Tilden
Library as the New York Public Library
(which see).

Astmp (ils'trop), Eivind. Born at Chris-
tiaiiia, Norway, Sept. 17, 1871 : died on the
Dovrefjeld, Norway, December, 1895. A Nor-
wegian arctic explorer, a companion of Peary
in his explorations of Greenland 1891-92 and
1893-9.5.

Athabasca". In 190.5 it was divided between
the uew provinces of Alberta and Saskatche-
wan.

Atherton (ath'6r-ton), Mrs. (Gertrude Frank-
lin). Born at Sau Francisco. A con-
temporary American author, grandniece of
Benjamin Franklin. Slje has pulilislied "The
Doomswoman" (isyii), "A Whirl Asunder'' (181)5), "Pa-
tience Sparhawk and Her Times" (18W7), "His Fortunate
Graee " (1897), " Americau WivesandEncIish Husbands "

(1898). "The Catmirtiians" "(18!!8y~"''X'i>!l»gliter ortlie
Vine ' (1899), "The Valiant Runaways" (IhK)), "Senator
Iforth" (1900X "T|]e Aristocrats" (1901), "The Con-
queror" (1902X "The Splendid Idle Forties" (191H),

"Rulers of Kings" (1904), "The Bell in the Foe " (190.i),

"The Travellinit Thirds" (190-i), " Ancestors " (1907), etc.

Atkinson*, Edward. Died at Boston, Mass.,
Dee. 11, 190,5.

Atreus, Treasury of. See Treasury of Atretis.

Atsuta (iit-so'tii). A town in Japan a short
distance southeast of Nagoya. Population,
upward of 2.5,000.

Atwater (at'wa-ter), WilbtlT Olin. Born at
Johnsbiirg, N. Y., May 3, 1S44: dii'dat Middle-
town, Conn., Sept. 22, 1907. Aji American

physiological chemist, professor in Wesleyan
University, Middletowu, Connecticut, from
1873. He was the fij-st director of the Connecticut Agii-
cultural Experiment Station (the first to be established in
the United States) 1875-77 ; wius organizer and fi)-8t director
of the office of e.\perinient stations in tlie United States l)e-
partu)ent of Agriculture 1888-91 ; was director of the Storrs
Agricultuiul Experiment Station 1888-1902 ; and flom 1894
had charge of the expei'iments upon nutrition estab-
lished by the Depai-tnient of Agi-icultuie. With Rosa he
was the inventor of the respiration calorimeter, used to
demonstrate experimentally that the law of the conserva-
tion of energy holds true of the vital processes of the hu-
man body, and for various other physiological inquiries.

Atwood (at'wiid), Charles !B. Born at Mill-
bury, Mass., May 18, 1849: died at Chicago,
Dec. 19, 189.5. An American architect. He was
educated at the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard Uni-
versity and in the office of Ware and Van Brunt in Boston.
He is especially known as the designer-in-chief of the Co-
lumbian Ex|)osition at Chicago in 189:1, where he created
the Fine Arts iluilding and the Peristvle.

Aubertin*, Charles. Died in 1908.

Audiffret-Pascjuier*, Due d' (Edme Armand
Gaston). l)ied June 4, 1905.

Auditorium (a-di-to'ri-um). A large building
iu Cliicago, combining a hotel and a theater.
It is situated at the corner of Michigan Avenue and Con-
gress stieet, and has a front of 3(i0 feet on the latter street.
It was erected 1887-89.

Augur*, Christopher Colon. Died at Wash-
ington.D. C, Jan. IC, 1898.

AugUStin (iio-gos'ten). A contemporary Span-
ish colonial governor. He was captain-general of
the Philippines at the tin)e of the Spanish-American War
and, shortly before the surrender of Manila to the United
States, August 13, 1898, turned over his command to Gen-
eral .Taudenes and escaped with his family on board the
(iennan ship "Kaiserin Augusta."

Aumale', Due d' (Henri Eugene Philippe
Louis d'Orl^ans). Died at Zucco, Si-ily,

May 7, 1897.

Aus" der Che (ous dar 6'e), Ad^le. Born at
Hanover, (iermany. A contemporary Ger-
man pianist and composer, a pupil of Liszt and
KuUak. She has played frequently in the United States

Baldwin
since her first visit in 1886. Her compositions include sev-
eral pieces for the piano and a sonata for piano and violin.

Austin*, Alfred. He was appointed poet lau-
I'cate in December, 1895.

Australasian Federation*. After several
ycai-s of discussion, the new Australian com-
monwealth was inaugurated on Jan. 1, 1901.

Australia*, it is now, with Tasmania, united under a
federal governnieut inaugurated Jan. 1, 19()1. The six
former colonies of New South Wales, Victoria, Queens-
land, South Australia, Western Australia, and Tasniania
are denominated the 'original states.' Legislative power
is vested in a federal parliament, consisting of a governor-
general (i-epresenting the king), a senate, and a house of
representatives. There is an executive council of seven
ministei'sof state. Theofficial titleisthe Commonwealth
of Au8tn)lia.

Austria*, Lower. It has 64 representatives
iu the Austrian Eeichsrat and a Landtag of
127 members.

Austria*, Upper. It has 22 representatives
iu the Austrian Eeichsrat and a Landtag of
50 members.
Avebury, Baron. See Liihlocl; Sir John.

Avereir, William Woods. Died at Bath,
N. Y., Feb. 3, 1900.

Avery (a'ver-i), Samuel Putnam. Bom at
New York, iMavch 1/, lb22: died there August
12, 1904. An American connoisseur and col-
lector. He began life as an engraver in New York City,
and in 1865 entered business as a picture dealer. In this ca-
pacity he assisted in the fonuation of many hue collections.
In 1867 he was appointed con)n)is8ioner in charge of the
American art dep.artment at the Universal Exposition in
Paris. In 1892 he and his wife founded, in n)emory of tlieir

son, the Henry <). Avery Ai'ehitectural Libraiy at Columbia
University. During his life he was instnimental in bring-
ing to America a large number of the finest works of art
in every depai-tment.

Awata (a-wa'tii). A village near Kioto, Japan,
noted for its pottery, a yellow faience, first

made iu the seventh century.

Ajrrton*, William Edward. Died at London,
England, Nov. 8, 1908.

LiT^ing Addison.

acarra (ba - kar 'a). A
town of Iloeos Norte
province, in the north-
western part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. Pop-
ulation (1903), 7,m9:
municipality, 14.010.

Bach*, Baron Alexander
von. Died Nov. 13, 1893.

Bacheller (bach ' el - er),

_ Born at Pierrepont. N. Y.,
Sept. 21), 1859. An American journalist and
author. For a nun)her of years he was on the stalt of
the Brc«>klyn "Tinies " and on that of the New York
"World." He is the author of " The Master of Silence

'

O890X "Tlie Still House of O'Darrow " (18!M), " Eben
Holden " (lOonx " U'ri and I "(1901), " Dan-el of the Blessed
Isles "(190;)), "Vergilius" (I9m), "Silas .Strong, F.mperor
of the Woods" (1906), "The Hand-Made Gentleman"
(19U9), etc.

Baeber (baoh'f'r). Otto H. Bom at Cleveland,
O., March 31, 18.56: died at Bron.\ville, N. Y.,
Aug. 16, 1909. An American painter, etcher,
an<r illustrator. He was a pupil of Duveneck, in
Munich, and of Lefebvre, Boulantrer, and I'arolus Dnran in
Paris. He was especially successful in et^-hing landscapes
and architectural subjects. He wrote "With Whistler in
Venice" (!',)))&).

Backlund (biik'lond), Johann Oskar. Bom in
Swedeu, April 28, 1846. A Swedish astronomer.
He was app<»Inted obsei-ver at the observatory at Dorpat,
Russia, in 1x76, adjunct astronomer at I'ulkowa in 1878,
astronomer of the Acadony of .Sciences at St. Petersburg
in 1S87, and direct*)rof the obselTatory at Fulkowa in 189.5.

Bacolod (bii-ko-lod'). A town, the capital of
Negros Occidental province, in the north-
western part of Negros, Philippine Islands,
situated in lat. 10° 41' N., long. 122° 56' E.
Population (1903), 5,678.

Baeoor (ba-k6-6r'). A municipality of Cavit(5,

southern Luzon, Philippine Islands. A uiili-

tury road follows the coast from Baeoor to
Manila. Civilized population (1903), 10,925.

Baddeck (ba-dek'). A fishing village and
summer resort on Cape Breton Island, Nova
Scotia, situated on the Little Bras d'Or. It

is the capital of Victoria County. Population,
about 1.700.
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Baden-Powell*, Sir George Smyth. Died in
IS! IS.

Baden-Powell (Via'den-pou'l), Sir Robert
Stephenson Smyth. Born Feb. 22, 1857. A
British major-general, inspector-general of
cavalry from 1903, especially noted for his de-
fense of Mafekingin 1900, during the Boer War.
Reserved in India, Afghiinistjiu, anrl .South Africa 1876-89;
in Zululantl in 18.ss

; in ilalta 189o-l);i ; iu Asl)anti 189.') ; in
Matabeleland 18VtO-97; and in .South Africa, as lieutenant-
colonel, 1897-99. With a force of 1200 men he was be-
sieged in Mafeking for 215 days, being relieved on May
IK, 19H0. From lOiJiMM he was general of .South African
constabulary. He retired in 1904. Among his publica-
titjns are "Cavalry Instruction" (189.'i). "The Matabele
( 'ampaigu ""

(l^'Mi), " Sport iu War " (19(K)), etc.

Badger State. A popular name of the State
of Wisconsiu.
Baguio (bii-ge-d'). A town, the capital of Bcn-
guet province, in the western part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands, in lat. 16° 32' N., long.
120° 38' SO' E. CiviUzed population of mu-
nicipality (1903), 489.

Bahrein*, or Aval, Islands. They are under
British protection.

Bailey (ba'li). Liberty Hyde. Born at South
Haven, Jlich., March 15, 1.858. An American
botanist, horticulturist, and educator, director
of the N. Y. State College of Agriculture in
Cornell University from 1903. He was professor
of horticulture and landscape-gardening in Michigan
Agricultural College (of which he is a graduate) 1884 88,

and professor of horticulture in Cornell i')iivei*8ity 1888-
1903. An)ong his works are "The Survival of the I'u-
like" (IS9<i). "Evolution of Our Native Fruits" (1898),
"The Principles of Fruitgrowing"" (1897), "Cyciopolia (tf

American Horticulture"" (1900-02), "The .N'atuie-.study
Idea" (190:i), "Outlcxrkt^j Nature (HWf.), " Cyclopedia of
American Agriculture "' (IJ)07-09), tcxt-b«Kiks of botany
and agriculture, and handlnxiks (pf horticultural practice.

Bailey', Philip James. Died at Nottingham,
England, Sept. 6, 1902.

Bain*, Alexander. Died at Aberdeen, Scot-
land, Sept. 18, 1903. He was lord rector of
the University of Aberdeen 1881-87.

Baird*, Absalom. Died at Relay, Md., June
14, 1905.

Baird", Charles Washington. Died in 1887.

Baird', Henry Martyn. Professor of Greek

in the New York University 1859-1902. Died
at Y'onkers, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1906.

Baker, Sir Benjamin. Born 1840: died at
Pangbourne, Berkshire, May 19, 1907. An emi-
nent English engineer. His most important
works are the Forth Bridge and the dam across
the Nile at Assuan.
Baker*, Mrs. (Harriette Newall Woods).
Died in 1893.

Baker (ba'ker), Mareus. Born at Kalama-
zoo, Mich., Sept. 23, 1,849: died at Washing-
ton, Dee. 12, 1903. An American cartographer,
connected with the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey 1873-86, and with the United
States Geological Survey 1886-1903.

Baker (ba'ker), Ray Stannard. Bom at
Lansing, Mich., April 17, 1870. An Ameri-
can magazine writer. He is the author of "Boys'
Book of Inventions "' (1899), " Second Boys' Book of Inven-
tions" (l!)0;i), "Our New Prosperity" (ISWl, "Seen In
Germany "" (1901), " Following the Color Line " (1908),
"New Ideals in ITealing" (19<X)), and has written many
short stories and articles on industrial and political
topics.

Balabac (bii-la'biik). A hilly island south of
Palawan (Paragua), and belonging to Para-
gua province iu the Philippines. It has sev-
eral good harbors. Area, 122 square miles.

Population (1903), 455; onlv 18 were civilized.

Balaguer", Vittorio. Died at Madrid, 1901.

Balakiref (ba-lil-ke'ref), Mily Alexeje-vitch.
Born at Nijni-Novgorod, Jan. 2, 1837. A Rus-
sian composer, one of the founders of the new
school of Russian music. In 1862 he established
the Free School of Music iu St. Petersburg, where works
of the young Russian com|K>sers were given. In 1869 he
was appointed dii-ector of the Imperial Chapel and con-
ductor of the Imjierial Musical .Society, but retired in
1872. He has composed symphonic poems, overtures, a
symphony, songs (including collections of folk-songs), and
piaU'i Jiieces.

Baldwin (bal'dwin), Evelyn Briggs. Bom
at Springfield, Mo., July 22, 1862. An Ameri-
can meteorologist and arctie explorer, llo ac-

companied Peary to North Greenland as n)eteoroh»gist
189:1-94, and was a member (second in comu)and) of the
Wellman expedition Ut Franz .loseph T.aud 1898-99. In
1901-02 he organized and led the Baldwin-Ziegler polar
expedition, and established a chain of stations, embracing
poiiable houses and a cargo of equipment, through the



Baldwin

Fnull Joseph Land aivhii>elii>!o in contomplntion of a

Bl&iire ioaniey tlieiue to the north pole liiiiiiig the pi-o-

pised second years work of the expedition. He also

ionnetl three stations of s:ifety ou Shannon Island, on the

northeast coast of Greenland, in accordance « ifi his plan

to ettect the return ji>nriie.v aUmis that unexplored tern-

toTT. These safety stations cnibnue tliree houses tilled

with »n additional carjroof equipment. In addition to an

«ccption:Ulv lap^e pack of doj-s, llfteen Siberian horses

were used with marked success for drawing the sledges

uixMi the sea-ice. ., , t^ .

Baldwin (bAl'd-vin), James Mark. Bom at

Oolumbia. S. C, Jan. r2, 18(il. An Amori-

oan psvchologist, professor of plulosophy auil

psyt'Dology at Johns Hopkins University, Bal-

timoiv. from 1903. He was a professor of philosophy

at I-ake Forest Vniversitv, lUin.iis, 1SS7-1«I, and at Toronto

liiiversity. Canada, 1SK)-I):i, and of psychology at 1 mice-

ton rnlTersitv. 1SS«-1»>3. He has written • Handliook of

Psvclioloey "(lS.-iS-l«»it). •' Elements of Psychology (IW«),

•• Slcnt.Hl Development in the Child and the Race " (189e),

•S.K-i!d and Ethical Interpretations" (IS9T). "Story of

the Mind •' (lawi. '' Fragments in Philosophy and Science

(l!«)2), "Development and Evolution' (lil02), and

•'Thoughts and Things" (ItKXMlS), and edited the " D^c--

6 Bartlett

Barnato (bar-na'to), Barnett Isaacs. Born
in London, July 5 (f ), 1852 : died June 14, 1897.

An English speculator and eapitalist. He was
the son of poor Jewish parents, and, according
to report.supported himself as peddler,billiard-
marlcer, etc. In 1S72 or 1H73 he left l.ondon for .s<iuth

Africa, where he made a large foitune in the Kiniherley
diamond-mines and the gold-mines around .Tcjhannesijurg.

In 1888 his diamond-mining interests were joined with
those of Cecil Rhodes. In the same year he was returned to
the Legislative Assembly at the Cape as member for Kiin-

berley, and was reelected in 18!>4. In 1895 he returned
to London, and was the center of the speculation in South
African mining stocks known as the " Kafir Circus "; he
was popularly known as the '" Kafir King." The failure

of the 8o-calle<l " Bamato Banking Company " in (October,

lS9.'i, subsequent losses, and greati mental strain are sup-
posed to liave affected his reason. He committed suicide

by jumping into the sea from the steamship .Scot near

.
Funchal.

Died at Pans, Jan. Barnby*, Sir Joseph. Died at liondon, Jan.
>H. 1896. Ho was knighted in 1892.

ballad by John Greenleaf Whittier, first pub-

lished in the "Atlantic Monthly "for October,

1863. The incident told (the waving of the Ijiioii Hag

in the faces of Confederate troops) was based on a report

of the patriotic act of a woman at Frederick, Maryland,

when it was occupied by the Confederates under General

Thomas J. .hickson.

Barber (biir'ber), Edwin Atlee. Born at Bal-

timore, Md., Aug. 13, 1851. An American cera-

mist, archaeologist, and writer, director of the

Pennsylvania Museum and School of Indus-

trial Art at Philadelphia. Among his publications

are " Pottery and Porcelain of the United States" (lS9:i),

"Anglo-American Pottery" (1S99), "American Glass-

ware " (1900), "Tulip Ware of the Pennsylvania-Oennan
Potters" (1903), "Marks of American Potters' (1904),

"Artificial Soft Paste I'orcelain" (1SK17), "Salt Glazed

Stoneware "(1907), "Tin Enamelled Pottery "(1907), "Lead
Glazed Pottery "(1908), etc.

Barbier', Paul Jules
16, 1901.

Barchester (biir'ches-ter) Towers. A novel Barotseiand (ba-rot'se-land). A
bv Authonv Tfcillopo, published in 1857.- •

John. Died
tioirin- of Piiiiosophy and Psychology" (l!»l-0(i). Ho Baret, or Barret (bar et),

foun.led the " Psychological Review^' in 1894 and stUI about 1580. An English lexicographer. He re-

ceived the degree of MT A. from Trinity Cidlege, Cam-edits it.

Balfour*, Arthur James. He was first lord of the

tie-i-nrv and leader of the House of Commons 189;>-l!)0b,

an i prime minister 1902-0.=.. He was member otJ'Mlm-

ment for the Eastern Division of Manchester 188,->-190(),

and for the city of Inindon 190e-. He also wrote " Essays

and i.ldresses " (1893. 1!K»), "The Foundations of Belief

(I89f.). "Economic Notes on Insular Free Trade " (1903),

" Reflections Suggested by the New Theory of Jlatter

(190J), etc.

ceived the degri— ... .., - - ,

bridge, in 1558 ^nld the degree of JI. D. at Cambridge m
1577. In 1674 he published "An Alvearie, or Triple

Dictionarie in English, Latin, and French."

Bargiel*. Woldemar. Died at Berlin, Feb.

23, 1897.

Bar Harbor (biir hiir'hor). A noted summer-
resort in the island of' Mount Desert, Maine.

Population (1900), about 2,000.

Balfour (bal'for or bal fer), Gerald William. Baring*. Evelyn. He was British agent and
Born April 9, 1853. A British Conservative

eonsul-general in Egvpt 1883-1907. Created
politician, brother of Arthur James Balfour. ^ roomer 1892, Viscount 1899, Earl 1901.
Be was educated at Eton and at TrmityCoUege, Cambridge. -r„_:„„ fj.,,! j* o„hinP Died at Port Eliza-
He w;is meniLerforCentralLeeds 188.5-190U ; wasseeretary iJaring-uouia , babine. /"^^i^'-

^""' ^'"•"'

to his brother. A. J. Balfour, when the latter was presi- both, boutli Atrica, Juno 4, lUOO.

dent of the Local Government Board 1885-86 ;
Wiis^chief Barker (biir'ker), Albert Smith. Born at

"" " '" Hanson, Mass., 1843. An American navalsecretary for Ireland 1895-1900; was president of the

Board of Trade 1900-05 : and was president of the Local

Govirnment Board in 1905.

Baliuag (bii-le'o-ag). A municipality of Bula-

can provinfe, in the southern part of Luzon,

Philippine Islands. Ci\'ilizedpopulation(1903),

15.936.

Ball*, Sir Roberb Stawell. He was astrono-

mer royal of Ireland 187-4-92, and professor of

astronomy and geometry and director of the

observatory at Cambridge 1892-. He has

written a number of works on scientific sub-

iects.

fiallinger (bal'in-jfer), Richard Achilles.

Born at Boonesboio, Iowa, July 9, 1858. An
Atnerican lawyer, appointed secretary of the

interior, March 5, 1909. He was mayor of

Seattle 190-1-06, and commissioner of the Gen-
eral Lind Office 1907-09.

Baltimore*. A targe part of the wholesale

bu.siness and financial section of the city (over

2,000 buildings) was destroyed by fire Febru-

ary 7-8, 1904.

Bamberger*, Lud-wig. Died at Berlin, March
14, 1899.

Banajao (bii-na'ya-o).

La LaguTia province, in the southern part of

Luzon, Philippine Islands, approximately in

lat. 14° 2' N., long. 121° 27' E. Height, 7,382

feet. Also Majaijai.

Banff (banf). A post-village of Alberta, Can-

ada, situated on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
It is a pleasure resort and the railway station for the Banlf

National Park. It has hot sulphur springs. Elevation,

4.f>00 feet above the sea.

Bangs (bangz), John Kendrick. Bom at

Yonkers, N. Y., May 27, 1862. An American
author, editor, and humorist. He was graduated

at Columbia in 1883 ; was asstxiiate editor of New York

officer, commissioned rear-admiral in 1899.

He was graduated from the United States Naval Academy
in 1861; served in the Union navy during the ('ivil War
(New Orleans, Port Hudson) ; ran a line of deep-sea

soundings around the world while in command of the

Enterprise 1883-86 ; was a member of the board of strategy

at the opening of the war with Spain ; commanded the

Newark and later the Oregon ; and relieved Admiral
Dewey at Manila in May, 1899. From 1900-03 he was
commandant of the New York Navy Yard, and was com-
mander-in-chief of the North Atlantic fleet 1903-06. He
retired in 1905.

Barker*, George Frederic. He was professor ..-,,,. t
of chemistry and physics in the University of Barrias , Felix Joseph,

Pennsylvania 1872-1900 (emeritus). nary, 1907. , . .„

Barker (biir'ker), Wharton. Born at Phila- Barrias (bii-n-as'), Louis Erneste

region in

Rhodesia, north of the Zambes;i river; North-
western Rhodesia. It is administered by the
British South Africa Company. Area, est.,

182,000 sq. miles; pop., over 350,,500.

Barr (bar), Robert: pseudonym Luke Sharp.
Born at Glasgow, Scotland, Sept. 16, 1850.

An English novelist and editor. He was educated
in Toronto, Canada ; taught in Canada until 1876 ; joined

the editorial staff of the Detroit (U. S.) " Free Press" in

that year ; established the weekly English edition of the
"F'ree Press "in London in 1881; and in 1892 founded,
with Jerome K. Jerome, the " Idler" magazine, of which
he wasco-edltor until 1895. Among his works are " From
Whose Bourne " (1893), "In a Steamer Chair " (1892),

"The Face and the Mask" (189.5), "In the Midst of
Alarms " (1894, 1900), " The Strong Ann " (1900), " The
Countess Tekla" (1899), "The I'nchanging East " (1900),

"Over the Border" (190.3), "The O'Ruddy" (1904: with
Stephen Crane), "The Woman Wins" (1904), " A Chicago
Princess" (1904), " Speculations of John .Steele " (1906),

"The Triumph of Eugene Valmont " (1906), " A Rock in

the Baltic" (1907), "Cardillac" (1909), etc.

Barr^S (bil-ras'), Maurice. Born at Charmes-
sur-Moselle, France, Aug. 17, 1862. A French
politician, journalist, and author. He was a
Bijulangist deputy 1889-93. Among his works are " Sous
I'oDil des barbares" (1888), "I'n homme libre " (1889),

"Le jardin de B^r^nice " (1890), "L'ennemi des lois"

(189.3), "Les d^racin^s" (1897), "Le voyage de Sparte"

(1906), etc. He was elected to the French Academy in

1906.

Barrett*, Wilson. Died at London, July 22,

1904.
Died at Paris in Jan-

Born at

delphia. May 1, 1843. An American politician

and financier. He was graduated at the University

of Pennsylvania in 1866, and has been identified with many
important commercial and financial enterprises, including

Russian canals and railways. In 1895 he visited China, on
the invitation of Li Hung Chang. He received the cross

of St Stanislaus from Alexander IL of Russia, in 1879.

He was a prominent Republican until 1896, when he joined

the Populist party. As presidential nominee of the anti-

fusion Populists 111 1900 he polled a popular vote of .50,373

against the 7,-207,923 votes ca.st for President McKinley.

An extinct volcano of Barlow*. Francis Ohanning. Died Jan. 11,

1896.

Barlow (bar'lo), Jane. Bom at Clontarf,

Ireland, Oct. 17, 1860. An Irish novelist and

Paris, April 3, 1841 : died there Feb. 4, 1905. A
French sculptor. He was a pupil of Cavelier, Cogniet,

and Jouffroy, and of the fcole des Beaux-Arts. He
was awarded the grand prix de Rome in 186.5, the
premiere midaille at the Salon of 1872, and the mSdaille

d'honneur in 1878. In 1884 he was elected a member of

the Institut. He produced a large number of fine

decorative and independent works. Among the more
imixutal* may be mentioned the " Oath of Spartacus

'

(1872), "Religion and Charity " (1873), and the "Defense
of Paris " at Courbevoie.

Barrie (bar'i). A town of Ontario, Canada,
the capital of Simcoe County, situated on the

western shore of Lake Simcoe. Population

(1901), 5,949.

poet. Among her works are " Bogland Studies " (1892), Barrlo*, JameS MattheW. Among his later works

Irish Idylls" (1H92), "Kerrigan's ijuality" (1893), "The
End of Elflntown" (1894), "Strangers at Lisconnel"

(189.5), " A Creel of Irish Stories " (1897), " At the Back of

Beyond " (1902), " By Beach and Bog Land " (1905), " Irish

Neighbors " (1907), etc.

Barnard (bar'nard), Charles. Born at Bos-
ton, Mass., Feb.'l3, 1838. An American writer.
Among his works are "First Steps in Electricity" (1887),

"TtKjls and Machines" (1!I03), "The Door in the Book "

(1903), and "The County Fajr," and otller plays.

are "Sentimental Tommy" (1896), "Margaret Ogilvy

(1896), "Tommy and Grizel" (1900), "The Little White
Bird" (1902), " Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens" (1906),

etc. He has also wTitten the plays " The Professor's Love

Story" (1895), "The Little Minister" (1897), "Quality

Street," "The Admirable Crichton," "Little Mary"(1903X
" Peter Pan " (1901), " Alice Sit-hy-the-Fire "(1905X " What
Every Woman Knows" (1908), etc.

Barrili*. Antonio Giulio. Died near Savona,

Italy, Aug. 15, 1908.

life " 1884-88 ;an'd'was editor of the "Drawer "1888-99, Bamard (biir'nard), George Grey. Born at Barros Arana*, Diego. Died Nov. 4. 1907.
"

Beliefonte. Pa., May 24, 1863. An American BarrOWS*, Elijah Porter. Born at Mansfield,and of " Literary Notes " 1898-99, in "Harper's Magazine
of "Literature" 1898-99; of "Harper's Weekly" 1898-

1900; of the "Metmrxilitan Magazine" 1902-03; and of
" Puck " 1904-05. He has published numerous humorous
stories and articles.

Bangued (biin-gad'). A town, the capital of

Abra province, northwestern Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, situated in lat. 17° 37' N., long.

120^ 39' E. (ilivilized population of municipal-

itv (1903), 12,9.56.

Banks*, Mrs. George Linnseus (Varley).
Died at Dalston, England, May .5, 1897.

Bantayan (ban-ta-yiin'). 1. One of the Visa- .„^,„„ ^ , „.

yan Kroup of islanils in the Philippines, north-
Barnardo'(birr-niir'd6), Thomas John.

westof Cebu. Its fisheries are of some irapor-
j,^ ireiaud, 1845: died at Surbiton, Eu;

tance. Area, 47 square miles. Population
f. ^ ^n 1905. a British philanthropist, noted

(1903), 18,325.-2. A port in the southwest- ' ' ' -
..»"-'...

em part of Bantayan Island, province of Cebu.
Population (1903), 5,242.

Ban-ville', Theodore FauUain de. Died at

Paris, March 13, 1891.

Bara' , Jules. Died June 26, 1900.

Barbara Frie'tchie (bilr'barra. fre'chi). A war

sculptor. He was educated at the Art Institute, Chi

cago, and at the ficole des Beaux Art*, Paris (1884-87).

He was awarded gold medals at the Exposition Univer-

selle, Paris, 1900, the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo,

1901, and the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St Louis,

1904. His marble statue of the " Two Natures " is in the

Metropolitan Museum, and his " God Pan
Park, New York City. He has developed a powerful
emotional style.

Barnard College. A college for the higher
education of women, founded in New York City

in 1889. It was incorporated in Columbia University

in 1900. It has about .580 students.

Bom
land,

Sept. 19, 1905 . ^
'^

for hislabors in rescuingand tr.aining destitute

children. He began his work in London about 1866 ;

established a home for orphaned children in 1867 : founded
a village for girls at Ilford in 1873, and a hospital for sick

waifs in 1887 ; and formed the " Young Helpers' League
"

in 1891. The institutions which he founded have rescued

and trained upward of 60,800 waifs, about 2n,.500 of whom
have established themselves in Canada and the colonies.

Conn., Jan. 5,' 1817: died at Oborlin, O., Sept.

14, 1888.

Barry*, Sir John Wolfe Wolfe-. He was
knighted in 1897.

Central Barth (bart), AugUSte. Bom at Strasburg,

March 22, 1834. A i'rench orientalist. Among
his works .are "Les religions de I'lnde" (1879) and "In-

scriptions sanscrites du Cambodge" (188.5). He has also

written for the "Journal asiatique," " Melusine," " Me-
moires de la soci^t^ de linguistique." "Journal des sa-

vants," and "Revue dc I'histoire des religions."

Bartholdi", Fr6d6ric Auguste. Died at

Paris, Oct. 4, 1904.

Bartlett (bart'let), Homer Newton. Bom at

Olive, N. Y., Dec. 28, 1845. An American
musician. He has written numerous compo-
sitions for the voice, the ^^oiin, the piano, etc.

Bartlett*, John. Died at Cambridge, Mass.,

Dec. 3, 1905. He was senior partner of Little,

Brown and Co., in Boston, 187.S-.S9.

Bartlett (barf let), Paul Wayland. Born at



Bartlett

New Haven, Conn., 1865. An American sculp-
tor, the son of Truman H. Bartlett, also au
American sculptor of note. He was a pupil of
Fr^miet aiul of the ficole des Beaux Aits in Paris ; was
crciited a chevalier of the Legion of Honor in 1S95 ; and
was awarded a gold medal at Butfalo in 1901, the grand
prize at St. Louis in 19<>4. and the llrst medal at the Liege
ex|w8ition in l!)On. ,\niona: his prominent works are a
statue of Michelangelo in the Congressional Library. Wash-
ington ; the " Bear Tamer " in the Metn)poIitan Slnsenm
in New York Citv : e(inestrian statues of (ieneral McClel-
lan in Pliiladtlphia and of Lafayette in Paris ; and many
excellent busts.

Bartlett*, Samuel Colcord. Died Nov. 16,
1898.

Bartol*, Cyrus Augustus. Died Dee. 17, 1900.
He was pastor of the West Church in Boston
1861-,S7.

Bartoli*, Adolfo. Died at Genoa, May 16. 1894.

Barton*, Clara, she was president of the American
National Red I'ross .Society ISKl-liMM. She went from
the United States to ('(Histantinople to administer the
funds of the National Annenian Relief foinmittee Jan.
22-.Sept^ 12, IHiHi; superintended relief work during tlie

Spanish- .\merican War in ISOSand the Boer War 18!li»-li)02,

conducted Red Cross work in (ialvest^m, Tex., August,
1900. etc. She has written " History of the Red Cross in
Peace and War" (189s), etc. •+- J ? / 7_
Barton (bar'ton), SirEomund. Bofti atGlebe,
Sydney, N. S. W., Jan. 18, 1849. An Austra-
lian statesman, first premier of the Australian
Commonwealth. He was educated at the University
of Sydney au'l was called to the bar in 1871 ; was a mem-
ber of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales 187!>,

1880, 1882-87. 18i)l-l«, and 1898-1900, and it« speaker 1883-
87; was attorney-general of New South Wales 1889 ami
1891-93 ; and was a member of the Federal Conventions of
1891, 1897-98. He went to F.ngland in 1900 as tlie Federal
delegate for New .South Wales in support of the Federal
Constitution Bill and was the first premier and minister
forexternal alTairs of the Australian Conmionweiilth, 1!K)]-

03. He has been judge of the High Court of Australia
since 1!K>3. He was made a privy councilor in 1901, and
W.1S knighted in 19<r2,

Barton (bar'ton). Port. A bay on thf western
coast of Paragua, Pliilippine Islands : safe for
large ve.ssels in all weather.
Bartsch (biirtsh), Johann Adam Bernhardt,
Hitter von. Born at Vienna, Aug. 17, 17.')7:

died at Vienna, Aug. 21, 1821. An Austrian
engraver and historian of engraving. He was a
librarian of the lmi>ertal Library and a member of the
Academy of Art in \'iernia. and in 1816 was appointed
cust4MUan i>1 the Cabinet of Engravings. His most imjM.r-
tant publication is the monumental *' Peintre-graveur"
(1802-1821 : 21 vohunes), a catalogue of engravera and en-
gravings before the nineteenth century.

Bams (bar'us), Carl. Born at Cincinnati,
Ohio, Feb. 19, 1856. An American physicist,
professor of physics at Brown University from
1895. He was physicist of the United Stat«s Geological
.Survey 1880-92

; professor of meteoridogy of the United
States Weather Bureau 1892-93 ; and physicist of the
Smithsonian Institution 1893-95. The Rumford medal of
the American Academy of .Sciences was awarded t*.» him
in 1900 f4,r his researches in heat Ue has published numer-
ous scientific papers,

Basilan (bii-se'liin) Islands. A group of
islands south of the western peninsula of Min-
danao, in the Philippines, and now a part of
Zamboanga district of Moro province. It con-
sists of 32 named and 12 uimamed islands. The largest,
Basilan, Is mountainous, wfKKled and fertile, and has, at
Isabela de Basilan, on the northwest coast, a harl>or safe
in all weather for large vessels. Area of the group, 501.8
square miles. Poi)ulation of Basilan Island (1903), 27,017.

Basilan (ba-se'lan) strait. A strait which
separates Basilan Island from Mindanao, in
the Philippines, and connects the Sulu (Jolo)
witli the Celebes Sea. Width, about 8 miles.

Basin Banges. A name given by the United
States Geographic Board in 1907 to all those
ranges which lie between the Plateau Region
on the east, the Sierra Nevada and Cascade
Kange on the west, and the Blue Mountains
of Oregon on the north, including the Wahsatch
and associated ranges.

Baskerville (bas'ker-vil), Cliarles. Born at
Deer Brook, Miss., June 18, 1870. An Ameri-
can chemist and author, nrofessor in the Col-
lege of the City of New York from 1904. He
was a member of the faculty of the University
of North Carolina 1892-1904. Thodiscovery of
two supposed new elements, bcrzelium and
coralinium, was announced by him.

Bastable (bas'ta-bl), Charles Francis. Born
at Charleville, County Cork, Ireland, 1855.

An Irish economist, professor of political
economy In the University of Dublin from
1882, and of jurisprudence and international
law since 1902. He has written " The Com-
merce of Nations" (1892), "Public Finance"
(1892), " The Theory of International Trade"
(1897), etc.

Bastian ", Adolf. Died at Port of Spain, Trini-
dad, Feb. :i, 1905.
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Bastidas (biis-te'das), RodrigO de. A Spanish
navigatorand explorer of the fifteenth century.
After the discoveries of Columbus he joined de la C'jisa

in an expedition to the New World. He visited
the shores of the Caribbean Sea, including the site of
Cartagena.

Bataan (bii-tii-an'). A peninsular province of
southwestern Luzon, Philippine Islands, south
of Zambales province, and between Manila
Bay on the east and the Cbina Sea on the west.
Capital, Balanga. Two groups of mountains, continua-
tions of the Zandjalcs range, culminate in tlie Marivclcs
Peaks, the loftiest of which is an extinct, truncated vt)l-

cano, 4,615 feet in height, ilariveles Bay, on the southern
coast, is a safe harbor in all weather. The province is

watered by many small streams, and produces sugar-cane,
tobacco, rice, and indigo. Tlie native inhabitants are
chiefly Tagalogs. Area, 537 square miles. Population
(I'Mil 46,787.

Batac (ba'tak). 1. A municipality of Ilocos
Norte province, in the northwestern part of
Luzon, Philippine Islands. Cisilized popula-
tion (1903), 19,524.-2. A town of the same
province. Population (1903), 5,767.

Batan (bii-tiin'). An island of the Batan
group, north of Luzon, Philippine Islands.
It belongs to ('agayan jirovince. Its coal deposits are of
go<xl quality, and are now in part worked by the I'nited
States for transport supply. Area, 24 square miles. Popu-
lation (1903), &,:a2.

Eatangas. 2. Themostsoutherly of the west-
ern provinces of Luzon, I'hilippine Islands.
It is bounded by Cavite (sejiarated by the Tagatay Moun-
tains) and La Laguna on the north ; La Laguna, Tayabas,
and Tayabas Bay on the east; and the Mindoro Sea ami
Mindoro Island (separated by Verde Island Passage) on
the south. Capital, Batangas, on Batangas Bay, in lat.
13* 45' 30" N., long. 121' 0:i' E. The native population is

Tagalog. The mountains ale wooded and the valleys
fertile, producing coifee, maize, pineapples, rice, and
sugar-cane. The province is rich In mineral springs and
streams the waters of whicli are beneficial In cutimeous
diseases and In rheumatism. The north-central part of
Batangas is occupied by Lake B(jmb<m or Taal, la « bicll
is situated Taiil volcaini. Area, 1,201 square miles. Popu-
lation (1903), 2.'.7,715.

Bates', Arlo. He was editor of the "Boston Sun-
day Courier " 1880-86, and has been professor of English
literature in tlic Massachusetts Institute of Technology
since 1893. Amting his later works are '* A Lad's Uive "

(1887), "The Philistines" (18S9), ••The Puritans " (1898),
"Talks on Writing English " (1901), " Diary of a .Saint"
(1902), "Talks on Teaching Literature" (1906), "The In-
toxicated (Ihost " ni"i8), etc.

Bates (bats), John Coalter. Bom in St.
Charles County, Mo., Aug. 26, 1842. An
American soldier, appointed major-general in
the United States Army in 1902. He entered the
army in 1861 and served wi'th the Army of the Pot^iinac
until the close of the Civil War; was promoted colonel in
1892 and brigadier-general in 1901 ; serveil in the Santiago
eampaign (iironioted major-general of volunteers): was
commander ami mllit.ary governor of the department of
.Santa Clara, Cuba, and of Cienfuegos, in 1899 ; and was
sent to the Pliilipplnes in 18i>9, where (190<ty he com-
manded the department of .S<»ntlieni Luzon and conducted
the campaigns tliere and in .Mindanao. He became lieu-
tenant-general, Feb. 1, I'-WKJ, and retired from active ser-
vice in April of the same year.

Bates (bats), Katharine Lee. Born at Fal-
mouth, Mass., Aug, 12, 1859. An American
writer and educator. She was graduated at Welles-
ley f'oUege in 1880 and baa taught there since 188.% l>c-

comlng professor of Englisli literature in 1891. She has
written "Rose and Thorn " (1889), "English Eeligious
lirama" (1893), "American Literature " (1898), "Spanish
Highways and P.y-\\a.\s" (!H<Mn, etc.

Bateson (bat'son), William. Bom at Whitby,
England, 1861. An English naturalist, fellow
of St. John's College, Cambridge, from 1885,
and professor of biology at Cambridge since
1908. Besides numerous papers on biological topics he
has published '•Materials for tlie Study of Variation"
(1894), and •• Men. lei's Principles of H»redity " (190-2).

Battenberg, Princess Ena of. See Tictoria
Eiii/cii ie.

Battenberg', Henry, Prince of. Died Jan.
21, 1896.

Battey*, Eobert. Died at Rome, Ga., Nov. 8,
1895.

Battle Hymn of the Republic, The. A song
written by Julia Ward Howe during a visit to
the camps near Washington in 1861. It is sun,^
to the same tune as ".lohn Brown's Body." The opening
line is '• Mine eyes have seen tlie glory of the coming of
the jAtTih" It was llrst published anonymously In the
" Atlantic .Montlily " for February, 1862.

Battle of Mukden. See Mukden.
Battle ofthe Sea of Japan. See Sea ofJapan,
Battle of the.

Battle of the Sha River rShaho). See Siia.

Battle of the Yalu Eiver. See Yalu Hirer,
liditle of the.

Bauan (bUo-iin'). A municipality of Batangas
province, in the sonthwestem part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. Civilized population (1903),
39,094.

Bauemfeind", Karl Maximilian von. Died
at Munich, Aug. 2, 1894.

Becque

Baumann (bou'man), Oskar. Born at Vienna,
June 25, 1864: died there, Oct. 12, 1899. An
Austrian explorer and traveler in Africa. In
1885 he accompanied Oskar Lenz to Stanley Falls on the
Kongo ; in 1890 explored Usambara ; and 1891-93 explored
the regions south and west of the Victoria Kyaiiza. From
ISSHi lie was honorary consul in Zanzibar.

Baumbach (boum'baeh), Rudolf. Born at
Kranichfeld, Germany, Sept. 28, 1^40: died at
Meiningen, Sept. 22, 1905. A German lyric
poet. He is best known for his poetic rendering of
popular legends. Among his works are " Zlatorog " (1877),
"Horand und Hilde " (1878), "Fran Holde " (1881), " Tliii-

ringcr Lieder " (1891), " Neue Miirchen " (1896), " Bunte
Blatter" (1897), etc.

Baur", Albert. Died May 7, 1906.

Ba'Vier", Simon. Died at Basel, Jan. 28, 1896.

Bayamon (bia-mon'). 1. Theformernameof
the department of San Juan in the northern
part of Porto Rico.— 2. A city in the depart-
ment of San Juan, Porto Rico, situated on the
Bayamon River. Population (1899), 2,218.

Bayard*, Thomas Francis. Died Sept. 28,
1898.

Baybay (bi-bi'). A municipality in the
northern part of the island and province of
Levte, in the Philippine Islands. Civilized
population (1903), 22,990.

Bayer*, Karl Robert Emmerich von. Died
June 30, 1902.

Eayliss (ba'lis). Sir Wyke. Born at Madely,
Salop, Oct. 21, 1835: died at London, April 6,
1906. A British artist, president of the Royal
Society of British Artists from 1888. He was
knighted in 1897.

Bayly*, Ada Ellen. Died at Eastbourne,
England, Feb. 8, 1903.

Bayne*, Peter. Died Feb. 10, 1896.

Bayombong (bi-om-boiig'). A town, the
capital of Nueva Vizcaya province, Luzon,
Philippine Islands. It is situated on the
Magat River in about lat. 10° 28' N., long.
121° 4' •SO-' E.

Bay State. A name given to Massachusetts
because of the bays (Massachusetts, Cape Cod,
and Buzzard) which indent its coast.
Bazin(bii-zan'),Ren6FranQois Marie: known
as Ren6. Born at Angers, France, Dec. 26,
1863. A French novelist and writer of travels.
He studied law in Paris and ujion his return to Angers
was made professor in the Facnlt6 Libre de Droit. Several
of his works have been crowned by the French Academy,
of which he was elected a member in 1903, succeeding
LegouveS, He has published "Ma tante Giron" (1886),
" Une tache d'cucre " (1888), " Les Noellet" (1889), "La
sarcelle bleue " (ISiC), "Sicile" (189*2), "Madame Coren-
tlne " (189:i), " Les Italiens d'anjourd'hui " (1894), "Terre
d'E8pagne"(189,i), "En province" (1890), "De toute son
4me"(1897), ''La ten'e qui nienrt" (1899), "Les OberM"
(UKll), " L'isok-e " (190,')), "Le bl6 qui Itve" (1907), "Le
mariage de Mademoiselle Giniel, dactylographe " (1909),
etc.

Beale*. Lionel Smith. Died March 28, 1906.

Beard*, William Holbrook. Died Feb. 20,
1900.

Beardsley (berdz'li), Aubrey Vincent. Bom
at Brighton, England, Aug. 24, 1872: died at
Mentonc, France, March 16, 1898. An English
illustrator and draftsman. He had little special
training and at first divided his time between business
and an architect's office. F'rom this he turned to book il-

lustration, in which he found extensive employment His
work is full of channing caprices wliich suggest Prera-
phaelitism, the .lapanese convention, and French ai-t of
the eigliteenth century.

Bear State, The. A name variously applied
to Arkansas, California, and Kentucky.

Beaufort (bo'fort) Sea. A part of the Arctic
Ocean, lying north of Alaska and the prov-
inces of Yukon and Mackenzie, and west of
Banks Land.

Beaumont (bo'mont). A city of Texas, the
capital of Jefferson County, situated on the
Neehes River. It has an extensive lumber
trade, car-shops, machine-shops, etc. Large
deposits of oil have been discovered in its

vicinity. Population (1900), 9,427.

B6champ (ba-shou' ), PierreJacciuesAntcine.
Born at Bassing, near Dienze (Meurtlie), Oct.
16, 1816 : died at Paris, April 15, 1908. A dis-
tinguished French chemist, especially noted
for his researches in organic, and particularly
in biological, chemistry (fermentation, etc.).

Becque (bek), Henri Francois. Born at Paris,
April 9, 1837: died there May 12, 1899. A
noted French dramatist and critic. His works
include "L'Enfant prodigue," "Michel Pauper," " L'en-
Ifevement," " La Xavette," "Les honnetes femnies," '*Les
Corbeaux," " La Parisienne." " Le d^jiart," " Veuve," " Le
domino k quai't,"and "Une execution"; an opera, "Sar-
danapale," music by de.Tonciers ; a volume of "Memoire";
" Querelles litt^ralres "

; etc. He received the decoration
of the Legion of Honor iu 1886.



Becquerel

Becauerel (bek-rel'), Antoine Henri. Born
at I'aris, Dec. 15, 185:i: died at faris, Aug.
25. liK>8. An eminent French physicist, pro-

fessor at tbe ficole Polytecliuique from 1895:

son of Alexandre Kdiuoud Becquerel. In 1X96

he Uis<x>vered theradiiition fixiiu uniiiiutu which beai"8 his

name (' hocqueivl ni>d'). Uis investigations were con-

cerned dnetly with jiliosphorescence, ultm-red radiation,

and spectroscopy. In VMH he received, with Ciirie. the

Nobel prize in c'lieniistry. lu ISKiS he was made perpet-

ual M'lietary of tlie .\cadeniy of liciences.

Bedford, Doke of. J^ee John of Lancaster.

Bedford (bed'ford), Francis. Bom at Pad-
tUnotou. l^oudoij, June 18, 17;)9: died at Shep-
herd's Bush, Hammersmith, June 8, 1883. An
EujtlisU bookbinder. In 1S17 he was apprenticed to

a binder and hiter became assistant to Charles Lewis
(b. ITtki -d. IJsili). He Wiisiui especial prot^std of the Dulse

of r..rt!aird, and was the best English binder of his time.

Beecher', Cliarles. Died at Georgetown,
.Mar-s.. April :il, 1900.

Beecher (be'chir), Charles Emerson. Bora
at Dunkirk, N. Y., Oct. 9, 1S5G: died at New
Haven, Conn., Feb. 14, 1904. An American
palei>ntologist and geologist, professor of pale-

ontology and curator of the geological collec-

tion at Yale University. He published

"Studies in Evolution" (1901) and various

scientific papers.

Beecher*, Thomas Kinnicut. Died at Elmira,

N. v., March 14, 1900.

Beer", Adolf. Died at Vienna, May 7, 1902.

Beets", Nikolaas. Died at Utrecht, March 14,

1903.

Behring (ba'riug), Bmil von. Born at Hans-
dorf. near Prussian Kylau, Germany, March
15, 1854. A German physiologist, professor of

hygiene and director of the Hygienic Institute

at Marburg from 1895. In 1S90 he announced his

discovery of the anti-dii>htheria serum. .Since that time

he has devoted himself chielly to the study of immunity.
He receiveil one of the Nobel prizes for 1901. Among his

works are "Die Blutserumtherapie" (1892), "Die Ge-

schichteiler Diphtheric "(ISIW), "Therapiederlnfektions-
knmkheiten " (1S99), and " Beitriigen zur Experimentellen
Til rapic" (l!XKl).

Beilstein (bil'stiu), Friedrich Konrad. Born
at St. Petersburg, Feb. 17, 1838 : died there,

October, 1906. A Russian chemist, professor

of chemistry at the Institute of Technology in

St. Petersburg from 1866. He made importjint in-

vestigations in physical and organic chemistry. Uis most
ini|K)itant j)ublication was his " Handbuch dcr orga-

nis.-hen Chemie " (ISSO-Sa).

Belcredi*, Richard, Count von. Died Dec.

2, 1902.

Belfast*. In 1908 the Queen's College was
raised to the rank of a university.

Belfort*, Battle of. Sometimes called the

battle of Hericourt, from the town of that

name, between Belfort and Montb^liard, near

which the battle occurred.

Belgium*. The Kongo Free State was an-

nexed to Belgium by the treaty of Nov. 28,

1907.

Bell*, Alexander Melville. Died at Wash-
iiiijtoii, D. C, Aug. 7, 1905.

Bell*, Sir Isaac Lowthian. Died Dec. 20,

1904.

Bell", James. Died March 31, 1908.

Bell (b.l), James Franklin. Born at Shelby-
ville, Ky., Jan. 9, 18.36. An American soldier.

He was gnidnat^idat the Cniteil States Military Academy
in 1878 ; served on the plains until 1894 ; and was aide to

General Forsyth in California 1894-97. He took pait in the

campaign in the Philippine Islands in 1898 ; was awarded
a mraal of honor by Congress for gallantry in action near
Tone, Luzon ; was brigadier-general of volunteei^ 1899-

1901 ; and was provost-marshal-general of Manila until

1901, when he was made a brigadier-general in the
regular anny. In 1903 he was appointed commandant
of the Infantry and Cavalry School. Signal Schix)l, and
.Staff C<iilege at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and in 190<i

chief of the general staff of the United States Army, suc-

cee'ling Lieutenant-General John C. liates. He was
made a major-general in KH)7.

Bell (bel), James Montgomery. Born at

Williamsburg, Pa., Oct. 1, 1837. An American
soldier, promoted brigadier-general in 1901.
He entered the army in liHi-i and served in the Civil War,
in various catnpaigns against the Indians, on the frontlars,

and in the Philippine Islands 1900-1901. He retired in
till- latter vear.

Beir, John. Died in March, 1895.

Bell (bel), Robert. Born at Toronto, Canada,
June 3, 1841. A Canadian geologist, con-
nected from lSi)7 with the Geological Survey
of Canada, of which he became the director.
He was naturalist and geologist of the Neptune (1884)
and Alert (188.^) expeditions to Baffin Bay ami Stmit, and
of that of the Diana (1897) to the south coast of Baflinland,

and has made important Ke<^logical and t/ipographical
surveys in many parts i>t the Domildon. From 1863 to
18«7 he wjis professor of chemistry in Queen's University,
KingstxiU.

Bellamy*, Edward. Died in 1898.
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Bellingham (bel'ing-ham). Acity of Whatcom
County, Wiishington, situated on Bellingham
bay about fifty miles southeast of Vancouver,
formed by the union in 1903 of New Whatcom
and Fairhaven. Population estimated (1906),

upward of 30,000.

Belloc (be-lok'), Hilaire Joseph Peter. Bom
July 27, 1870. An Euglish writer, illustrator,

and Liberal politician. He was educated at the
Oratory School, Kdgbastou, and at Batliol (.College, Oxford,

and was elected ta the House of Commons for .Salford,

south division, in 19U0. He has published "The Bad
Child's Book of Beasts " (1890), "More Beasts for Worse
Children" (1897), "The Modern Traveller" (1898). "The
I'ath to Rome "(1902), "Caliban's Guide to Letters "(1903),
" Esto Perpetua " (1900). " The Historic Thames" (1907),

"On Nothing "(1908), etc.

Beltrami (bel-tra'mi), Eugenio. Born at

Cremona, Nov. 16, 1835: died at Kome, Feb.
18, 1900. A noted Italian mathematician, one
of the originators of the non-Euclideau geome-
try. He was originally a civil engineer, and became
professor successively at Bologna, Pisa, Kome, Pavia, and
again at Kome. His "Opere matematiche " were pub-
lished in 1902.

Bena'Vides (be-na-ve'das), Alonso de. Born
about 1580. A Spanish Franciscan friar who
in 1621 was appointed 'Father Custodian' of

the missions of New Mexico. He arrived on the
Kio Grande in 1022 and indefatigably labored to convel't

the Puebloans, assisted by twenty-six others of his order,
till 1029, when he was relieved. In 1030 he went to Spain
and through Santander presented to the king the now
world-famous "Memorial" containing the record of his
work, travels, the natives, their towns, etc. This was
published in 1630 at Madrid and was soon translated into
other languages. No English translation was made until
recejitly. The work forms the foundation of the history
of New Mexico for that period. In 1632 he published
another book on the ojiening to commerce of the rivers of
the Pay of Espiritu Santo. He became assistant bishop
in Portuguese India, and on the death of Archbishop Goa
succeeded him.

Benedetti*, Count Vincent. Died at Paris,
March 28, J900.

Bengal*. The districts of the old province i>f Bengal
whicli lie east of tlte Ganges have recently been combined
into a separate administration, the lieutenant-governor-
ship of eastern Bengal and Assam.

Benguet (ben-gef). An inland p^o^^nce in
the western part of Luzon, Philippine Islands.
Capital, Baguio. It is Ixiunded by La Union and Lepanto-
Bontoe (separated by spurs of the Caraballos Occidentales)
on the north ; Nueva Vizcaya (separated by the Cordillera
Sur) on the east ; Pangaainan on the south ; and La
Union on the west. It is traversed by the Agno, which
rises in the mountains of the north and flows southward
into Pangasinan. The surface is irregular, and indicates
fonner great volcanic activity. For centuries gold and
copper have been mined in small quantities by the
Igorrotes, who form about 95 per cent of the population.
Area, 822 square miles. Population (1903), 22,745.

Benham ( ben ' am ), Andrew Ellicott Ken-
nedy. BoruatNew York, April 10, 1832: died
at Lake Mahopae, N. Y., Aug. 11, 1905. An
American naval officer, promoted rear-admiral
in 1890. He entered the navy in 1847and served through
the Civil War. In 1894 he was in command of the United
States squadron at Kio de Janeiro and forced the insur-
gent Brazilian vessels to raise the blockade of the port.

Benjamin (ben' ja-min), Marcus. Born at
Sau Francisco, Cal., Jan. 17, 1857. An Ameri-
can chemi.st, editor to the United States
National Museum from 1896. He was graduated
from the School of illnes, Columbia Univei^ity, in 1878

;

was chemist to the United States laboratory of the New
York appraiser's stores 18S3-85 ; and was sanitary engineer
of the New York Board of Health in 1886. He has con-
tributed scientific aiiicles to many publications ; and has
been a member of the editorial staffs of various encyclope-
dias and dictionaries.

Benjamin (ben'ja-min), Park. Born at New
York, May 11, 1849. An American patent
lawyer and writer, son of Park Benjamin, the
poet. He was graduated at the United States Naval
Academy in 1867 (resigning from the navy In 1869), and
at the Albany Law Schwjl in 1870, and was associate
editor of the " ScientiHc American " 1872-78. He is the
author of "The Age of Electricity" (1880), "The Voltaic
Cell " (189-2), " Intellectual KIse in Electricity " (1895X" The
United States Naval Academy" (liX)0), ete. He has also
edited Appleton's "Cyclopedia of Applied Mechanics"
(1880), and "Modem Mechanism" (1892), and has written
extensively on naval subjects.

Benjamin (ben'ja-min), Samuel Greene
Wheeler. Born at Argos, Greece, Feb. 13,
1837. An American author and artist, the son
of an American missionary. He was graduated
from Williams College In 18fi9: studied law, seamanship,
and art; and served as first United .States minister to
Persia, 1883-1885. His works uiclude "Contemporary
Art in Europe " (1877), " Art In America " (1879), " The
Multitudinous Seas "(1879), " Troy, its Legend and Litera-
ture " (1880), "Persia and the Persians" (1887), numerous
paintings, etc.

Benn (ben), Alfred William. Bom in West-
meath County, Ireland, 1843. A British classi-
cal scholar and historian. lie is the author of " The
Greek Philosophers " (1882), "The PhMosophy of Greece "

1898), "A History of English Rationalism in the Nine-
teenth Century " (1906), "Modern England" (1908).

Bertillon

Bennett ( ben ' et ), James Qordon. Bom at

New York, May 10, 1841. An American
journalist, proprietor of the New Y''ork

"Herald": son of James Gordon Bennett.
Under his auspices (with the London " Telegraph "), Henry
il. Stanley made his journey of exploration across Africa
1874-77. He also fitted out the Jeanette polar expedition
In 1879.

Bennigsen*, Rudolf von. Died at Bennigsen,
Aug. 7, 1902. He was a member of the Ger-
man lieiehstag 1881-83 and 1887-98.

Benson (ben'son), Edward Frederic. Born
at Wellington College, Berkshire, England,
July 24, 1867. An English novelist, son of
Edward White Benson, Archbishop of Canter-
bury. He is the author of " Dodo " (1893), "The Babe"
(1897), " Mannnon and Co. " (1899), " .Scarlet and Hyssop "

(1902), "The Challoners" (10(H), "The Angel of Pain"
(1900), " The Blotting Book " (1908), " The Climber' (1909),
etc.

Benson*, Edward White. Died at Hawarden,
Flintshire, Oct. 10, 1896.

Bentley (bent'li), John Francis. Bom at
Doucaster, England, 1839: died at Clapham,
Englaud, March 2, 1902. An English architect.
He-w:is especially successful in the designing and decora-
tion of Koman Catholic churches. In 189* he was made
commissioner to erect the new Koman Catholic cathedral
of Westminster, of which the structural part alone was
finished at his death."

Bentzon (bau-tson'), Th. The pseudonym of
Mme. Blanc.

Ben Venue (ben ve-no'). A mountain near
the Trossachs, Scotland, rising from the south-
ern shore of Loch Katrine. Height 2,393 feet.

Beraldi (be-ral'di), Henri. Bom at Paris,
Feb. 6, 1849. A Fi-ench collector and historian
of engraving. Ue inherited from his father a collec-
tion of many thousand engravings to which he made large
additions. He is best known by his " Les graveurs du
XVIIIosIecle" (1885-86), "Les graveurs du XIXe slide"
(1885-1892), and " Estampes et livres Paris " (1892).

Berenson (ber'en-sgn), Bernhard. Born at
Wiliia, liussia, Juue 26, 1865. An American
art critic and writer. He is the author of "Vene-
tian Paintere of the Kenaissance " (18iM), "Lorenzo Lotto,
an Essay in Constructive Art Criticism " (1895), "Floren-
tine Painters of the Renaissance " (1896 ; rev. ed., 19(»9),

"Central Italian Painters of tlie Kenaissance "(1897), "Tlie
Study and (-'riticism of Itall-n Art" (1901 : second series

1902), "The Drawings of the Florentine Painters" (1903).
" North Italian Painters of the Renaissance " (1906), and
shelter contributions to various magazines and reviews.

Beresford (ber'es-ford), liord Charles Wil-
liam de la Poer. Born in Ireland, Feb. 10,

1846. An English admiral and parliamentarian,
second son of the fourth Marquess of W^ater-
ford. He entered the navy in 1859 and rose to the rank
of rear-admiral in 1897. of vice-admiral in 1902, and of
admiral In 1906. He was rear-admiral In the Mediterra-
nean 1900-02, commanded the Chaimel squadron 1903-05

and the Mediterranean fleet 1905-0(i, and was commander-
in-chief of the Channel fleet 1906-09. He has been a Con-
servative member of Parliament for various terms. In
the bombardment of Alexandria in 1882 he commanded
the Condor, and in the Nile expedition of 1884-85 wjis a
member of Lord Wolseley's staff, and subsequently com-
manded the naval brigade at the battles of Abu-Klea,
Abu-Kru, and Metanmeh. in the Sudan. He has written
" Nelson and his Tliyes" (1898: with W. H. Wilson), "I1ie
Break-up of China" (1899), etc.

Bergmann (berg'man), Ernst von. Bom at
Kuhen, Livonia, Dec. 16, 1836: died at Wies-
baden, March 25, 1907. An eminent German
surgeon, professor of surgery and director of
the surgical clinic of the University iu Berlin
from 1882. He was especially noted for his

work in aseptic surgery.

Berlin*, University of. The number of stu-

dents is over 8,200 ; of professors and teach-
ers, about 500.

Bernardino Strait. See San Bernardino
fitniit.

Bernhardt*. Sarah (Rosine Bernard), in
1899 she founded in Paris the Theiitre Sarah Bernhardt,
of which she is director. She is also professor at the
Conservatoire. She has appeared also In "Phtdre,

'

"La dame aux camelias," "La Princesse Lointalne,"

" L'.ilglon " (1903), "Theroigne de Mericourt" (190.5), "La
sorcifere" (1906), ".Sainte Thertse" (1906), "Les Bouffons"
(1907), etc. Her "ilemoirs " were published in 1907.

Berthelot, Pierre Eugtoe Marcellin. Bom
at Paris, Oct. 25, 1827 : died there, March 18,

1907. He became professor in the tcole de Phannacie
in 1860 and in the College de France In 1866 ; was general

inspector of higher education in 1876 ; became a member
of the Senate In 1881 ; and was minister of education

1886-87. He published numerous works on chemical and
allied topics, "Science et libre pens^e ' (190.5), " Archtolo-

gle et historic des sciences " (1906), etc,

Bertillon (ber-te-yon'), Alphonse. Born at

Paris, April 22, 1853. A French anthropolo-

gist, chief of the department of identification

in the Prefecture of Police of the Seine. He
devised a method of identifying criminals by means of

measurements. He has written "L'anthropom6*rie judi-
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ciaire" (1890), "Identilication aiithropomiitrique " (1893),

"La conipai-ison des ^criturea et rideiitification gra-

phique " (1S97), etc.

Bertrand (bar-trou'), Joseph Lotiis Frangois.
Born at Paris, March 11, 18:22: died there,

April 3, 1900. A noted French mathematician
and litterateur. He was educated at the Ecule I'oly-

technique, and held in siiccession positions on, the stalls

of the Lyc^e Saint-Louis, Ecole Poljtechnique, Bcole Nor-

male. College de France, and Lycee Napoleon. He was
elected a memljer of tlie Academy of Sciences in 1858 and
its perpetual secietm-y in 1S74, and succeeded J. B. Dum.as

as member of the French Academy in 1884. His worlis

include "Traitii d'arithmetique " (1S49), "Traits d'alge-

bre" (1850), "Traits de calcul diff^rentiel et de calcul

integral " (1864-70), "Thennodynamique" (18S7), "Calcul

des probabilit^s " (1889), and various other niatliematical

aitlcles and treatises. He also published " I.es fondateui-s

de I'astrononiie mcxlenie " (lb6b), '• L'acadimie des sciences

et les acad^miciens de 1606 k 1793 " (18«8), " D'.Membeit"
(1«S9), " Blaise Pascal " (1890), etc.

Bertrand (bar-troii' ), Marcel. Born.at Paris,

July 2, 1847: died Feb. 13, 1907. An etninent

French geologist, professor of geology in the

French National School of Mines. In 1896 he
was elected a member of the Acad^mie des

Sciences as successor to Pasteur.

Besant (bez'ant), Mrs. (Annie Wood). Born
at London, 'Oct. 1, 1847. An English the-

osophist and writer on theosophical and philo-

sophical topics. In 1807 she manied Rev. Frank
Besant and was legally separated from him in 187.1. She
was influential in the radical free-thought movement rei»-

resented by t'harles Bnidlangh, and in 1S80 became promi-

nent as a pupil of Madame Bhivatsky and a member of the

Theosoiihical Society. In 1S98 she founded the Central

Hindu College at Benares, in 1904 a girls' school at

Benares, and in 1907 the Univereity of India. Her publi-

cations include "Reincarnation" (1892), "Death and
After" (189:1), "Kanna" (189.'.), "Four Great Religions

"

(1897), " Esoteric Christianity " (1901), " A Study in Con-

sciousness "
( 19'«), " Theosoiihy and the New Psychology

"

(19IM), " Hintsoii theBhagavad Git4"(1906), "The Wisdom
of the I'panishats" <190(>), etc.

Besant" (be-zanf), Sir Walter. Born Aug.
14, l"^:!*!: died June 9. 1901.

Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush. A collection

of short stories by Ian Maclaren (John Watson),
published in 1894. The IxK^k contains sketches,

humorous and pathetic, of .Scottish village life and is one

of the most p<jpular works of the so-called " kailyard

"

schwd of fiction.

Besnard (be-nar'), Panl Albert. Bom at

Paris, June 2, 1849. A French painter. He
studic<l at the ^coledes Beaux- Arts and with the i)ainter8

Cabanel and Brcmnnd, wimiing the grand prix de Rome.
In 1890 he took part in the installation of the secessit.n of

the Salon dn Champ de Mars, llis decorations of the

l^cole de Phamiacle are notable.

Bessemer", Sir Henry. Wed at London,
March 15, 1S9S.

Best (best), William Thomas. Born at

Carlisle, England, Aug. K), 1826: died at

Liverpool, May 10, 1897. An English organist.

He edited many organ classics.

Beutenmliller (boi'tn-raul-6r), William.
Horn at Hoboken, N. J., March 31, 1SC4. An

9

Biedermann*, Friedrich Earl. Died March
o. 1901.

Bierstadt*. Albert. Died at New York, Feb.
IS, 1902,

Big-bend State, The.
so called from tlie

The State of Tennessee,
Tennessee river ('the

River of tho Great Bend'), which traverses it.

Bigelow (big'e-lo), Poultney. Born at New
York, Sept. 10, 1855. An American jouriialist

and historian, son of John Bigelow. He was
graduated from Yale University in 1879, and was admitted
to the bar in 1882, but abandoned law for journalism and
traveled extensively. He edited " Outing " 1885-87 ; served

as foreign correspondent on " Harper's Weekly " and the

Londim "Times "
; and lias written and lectured on mod-

ern history and colonial admiTiistriition. His publi-

cations include " The German Emperor and his Eastern

Neighbors " (1891). "Borderland of ( sarand Kaiser " (1893),

"White Man's Africa" (1897), "Children of the Nations
"

(1901), "History of the Gennan Struggle for Liberty"
(completed 190<i), etc.

Biggs (bigz), Herman Michael. Born at Tru-
mansburg, N. Y., Sept. 29, 1859. An Ameri-
can pathologist and bacteriologist, professorin

New York University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical (College from 1887, and chief medical
officer of the Health Department of the city of

New York from 1902. He established the bacterio-

logical laboratories of the Health Depariment of New
York City in 1892, the first municipal institution of the

kind, and is director of the Carnegie Laboratory of the

Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

Bik61as (bi-ka'liis), Dimitrios. Bom at Her-
mupolis, on the island of Svra, in 1835 : died at

Athens, July 20, 1908. A Greek poet and
essavist. Ills best known work is his novel "Lukis
Laras"" (1879). a story of the Greek war of independence. —7

—
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A collection of his p.jems was published in 1862 (second BlSChoft (bish of), JOSOph EdUard KOnrad

Blackmore

land, but according to old authorities a groom,
or shoemaker. He was educated at the University of

Konigsberg, and in 1724 became permanently connected
with the court of the widowed duchess of Courland, Anna
Ivanovna, niece of Peter the Great. He accompanied
her to Russia wlieii she ascended the throne, in defiance

of the express stipulation excluding him, in the pact of

the new empress with the Russian nobles who gave her the
empire, and was created by her hereditary duke of Cour-
land. As chief favorite, hated by all for his crirelty and
haughtiness, he ruled Russia during the entire reign of

Anna Ivanovna (173O--10) : and this epoch, regiirded as

the woret in Russian history, is known as the " Bironovsht-
china." Having made the infant Ivan Antonovitch her
heir, the empressappointcd Biron regent of Russia during
the emperor's minority ; but he had ruled only a few weeks,
when (1741) he and his family were exiled to Siberia.

The Empress Elizabeth (1742) allowed him to live in

Yaroslavl, on the Volga ; Peter III. sunmioned him to

St Petersburg, restoring his orders and property ; Cath-

arine 11. (1702) restored to him the duchy of Courland ;

and he reigned in Jlitau until 1709, wlien he abdicated in

favor of his son Peter.

Birrell (bir'el), Augustine. Born at Waver-
tree, near Liverpool, England, Jan. 19, 1850.

An English essayist, lecturer, and statesman.
He studied at Cambridge; was admitted to the bar in

1875; satin Parliament as Liberal mend>er for Fifeshire

West 1889-1900, and lor Bristol North llKMi- ; was professor

of law in University College, London, 1890-99; was bencher
of tlie Iimer Temple 1!X)3 ; and was appointed president

of the board of education, with a seat in the cabinet,

December, 1905. He was appointed chief secretary for

Ireland in 1907. He is the author of "Obiter Dicta"

(1884: second series 1887), "Life of Charlotte Bronte"
(1885), "Res Judicata; " (1892), "Men, Women, and
Books" (1894), "Sir Frank Lockwood " (1898). "Collected

Essays" (1300), "Essays and Addresses" (1901), "Miscel-

lanie's" (1901), "William Hazlitt" (1902), "In the Name
of the Bodleian " (1900), " Andrew Marvell " (1900), etc.

Bisayas. See Visayan Iskuids.

edition, 1885). He also translated a number of Shak-

spere's plays into modem Greek.

BiUran (be-le-ran'). An island of the Philip-

pines, off the north coast of Leyte and belong-

ing to Leyte province. Its surface is mountain-

ous. The highest jieak is Mabui, 4,430 feet in height
Area, 19" square miles. Pojiulation (1903), 19,147.

Billings (bil'ingz), John Shaw. Born in

Switzerland Co., Ind., April 12, 1839. An
American librarian, director of the New York
Public Library from 1896. He was giaduated at

Miami University in 1867 and at the Ohio Medical Col-

lege in 1860, and served in the Northern army as a surgeon

during the Civil War. In Ihiyi he was transferred to the

surgeon-general's office in Washingt<jn and tinik charge

of the medical library there. From 1893 to lt>9« he was
professor of hygiene in the University of PennsylvanLa.

Among his publications are the index-catalogue of the

library of the surgeon-geiu'ral's office, and the repoiis on

vital and social stjitistics f'>r the eleventh I'ensus.

Billotte (bi-lof), Een6. Bom at Tarbes
(Hautes-Pyr^ii^es), June 24, 1846. A French
painter, one of the founders, and secretary, of

the Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts. He was
a pupil of Eugene Fromcntin. His work is represented in

the LnxemlMinrg. Paris, in the Pennsylvania Academy of

the Fine Arts, the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburg, and
iKcwhere : and he has received numerous niedals.

American entomologist and writer on related Binet(be-na ).Alfred Borna Nice 1 a^^^

subjects. He is editor of the " Journal " of the New
York Entomological Society anil since 1889 has been cura-

tor of the dcl)artment of entomology in the American
Mu.'ienni of Natural History, New York City.

Beveridge (bev'er-ij), Albert Jeremiah.
Born on a farm on the border of Adams and
Highland counties, Ohio, Oct. 6, 1862. An
American lawyer, Republican politician, and
writer. He was graduated at De Pauw University,

Indiana, in 1885, and was admitted to the bar. He was

elected United States senator for Ii.diana in 18',I9 and
again in 1905. His works include " The Russian Advance

"

(19113), "The Young Man and the World " (1905), etc.

Beyrich (bi'rich), Heinrich Ernst. Bom at

Berlin, Germany, Aug. 31, 1815: died there,

July 9, 1896. A Gennan geologist and pale-

ontologist, professor in the University of

Berlin from 1 8.56. He was associate director

of the (Geological Survey of Prussia and pub-

lished a number of important paleontological

works.
Bezold (bet'zold), Wilhelm von. Bom at

Munich, June 21, 1837 : died at Beriin, Feb. 17,

1907. A noted German meteorologist, profes-

sor of meteorology and director of the Meteoro-
logical Institute at Berlin from 1885. He is best

known for his studies in the physics of the atmosphere

and in terrestrial magnetism. He published numerous
Rcientillc- works and Jiapers.

Bickerdyke (bik'er-dik), John.
nvtn of (/linrlcs Henry Cixjk.

Bickersteth", Edward Henry.
1906.

Blcol (be'kol). The chief river

July 8, 1857. A French psychologist, director

of the laboratory of physiological psychology

at the Sorbonne. Among his works arc "La psy- BishOPS' Bible, The, A
chologie du rais<jnnement "(1880), ,"Le magni5ti8nie

Bii,ip published in Octob
animal" (1«87 : with Charles Fi5r«," Etudes de psycho-

^i,,,, „, tf,„ (;r..at Bible of 1539,
logic ex|«5'rimentale " (1889), " Les alti^rations de la i)erso-

nalit* " (18!»2), " L'ime et le corps " (190.'-.), etc. He is one
of the editors of "L'annSe psychologique."

Binmaley (ben-mii-la'). A municipality of

PauKasinan province, in the western part of

Luzon, Philippine Islands. CiT7ilized popula-

tion (1903). 16,439.

Binondo (be-non'do). A division of the city of

Manila, Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized

population (1903), 16,657.

Binyon (bin'yon), Laurence. Bom at

Lancaster, England, Aug. 10, 18()9. An English

author and poet, assistant in tho department
of printed books of the British Museum 1893-

95, and in the department of prints and draw-
ings from 1895. Among his works are "Lyric Poems"
(181M), " Poems " (1895), " London Visions " (1895, 1898),

"Tho Praise of Life" (1890), " Porphyrion and Other

Poems" (1898*, "Odes" (liWO), "Tlie Death of Adam"
(1903), "Penthesilea" (190ri), " Paris and (Enone" (liKKi),

and "Attila" (1!«7). lie has also compiled a catalogue

of English drawim-s in the British Museum.

Bird (be d), Arthur. Bom in Cambridge,

Mass., Jtdy 23, 18.'56. An American composer,

residiiit in Berlin since 1880. He has composed

a symphony and other orchestral works, a condc opera,
" Daphne." and many piano i>ieces. In 1901 he receiveil

the Paderewski prize for the encouragement of American
composers.

of Ambos Birmingham, University of. See Univemitii

The pseudo-

Died May 16,

Camarines, southeastern Luzon, Philippine

Islands. It flows from Lake Bato northwest to San

Miguel bay. and is navigable by steamers of 9 feet draft

to Nneva Caceres, a distance of 15 miles. Also Inaija.

Bida', Alexandre. Died Jan. 2, 1895.

nf JSir)iiiii(/li'i>ii_

Biron (bfi'ron: F. pron. be-ron'), Ernest Jo-

hann : also Iliim ,• originally, j)erhaps, Iliihrcii.

Born Dec. 1, 1690: died Dec. 28, 1772. Duke
of Courland : the sou of noble parents, in Cour-

pseudonym Konrad von Bolanden, Bora
at Niedergailbach, Rhine Palatinate, Ger-
many, Aug. 9, 1828. A German novelist. He
was ordained priest in the Roman Catholic Church in

18.52, and in 1872 was appointed by Pope Pius IX. acting

privy chamberlain. His works, include " Franz von Sick-

ingen " (1859), " Barbarossa " (1862), " Die Anfgeklarten
"

(IHW), " Angela " (1866), " Deutsche Kultnrbilder " (1893-

94), " Die Saule der \Vahriieit" (1907). etc.

Bishop (bish'up), Mrs. (Isabella Lucy Bird).
Born at Boroughbridge-hall, Yorksliire, Octo-
ber 15, 1832 : died at Edinburgh. Oct. 7, 1904.

An English writer of travels, philanthropist,

and geographer. She traveled extensively in North
America and Asia, was especially interested in medical
missions, and built five hospitals and an orphanage in

the Ejist Anuing her books of travel are "The English-

wcmian in America " (1856), " Unbeaten Tracks in Japan "

(1880), "Among the Tibetans" (1894), "Korea aiul her
Neighbours " (1897), " The Y'angtse Valley and Beyond "

(1899). etc.

Bishop (bish'up), William Henry. Born at

Hartford, Conn., Jan. 7, 1847. An American
novelist. He was graduated from Y'ale in 1867 ; studied

architecture; became proprietor and editor of the Mil-

waukee " Commercial Times "
; and was instructor in mod-

em languages at Yale 1893-1902. In liKI3 he was appointed
United States consul at Genoa and in liK)5 consul at Pa-

lenno. His novels include " Detmold " (1879), "The House
of a Merchant Pi'ince" (1885), "The Golden Justice"

(1887), "A Pound of Cure" (1894), "'Writing toRosina"
(1894), " Tons of Treasure " (1902), etc.

' folio edition of the
er, 1568. it was a revi-

^ __ . ,
orgaidzctl by Arcld>ishop

Parker and undertaken in 1563 by himself, eleven bishop^
and four deans and prebendaries. It was not reprinted

after 1606.

Bismarck (bis'miirk), Herbert, Fiirst von.
Born at Berlin, Dec. 28, 1849 : died at Fried-

richsruh, Sept. 18, 1904. A German statesman,

son of Prince Otto von Bismarck. He was oc-

cupied chiefly with diplomatic affairs and was
secretary of state for foreign affairs 1886-90.

Bismarck*, Otto Eduard Leopold, Prince

von. Died at Friedrichsruh, July 30, 1898.

Bitter (bit'or), Karl. Born at "Vienna, Austria,

Dec. 6, ?.867. An Austrian-American sculptor.

He was educated at the .\cadcmy of Art in Vicmni, and

came to New York in 18S9. His work has been chieHy

monumental, the best exaniiiles being decorations of tlie

expositions at Chicago, l«i:i, Bnltalo, Idol, and St Ixiuis,

19fH. He was elected a mendier of the National Academy
of Design in V.»f2.

Bitterroot Range. A range of mountains ex-

tending from Clark's Fork, on the northwest,

to Monida, the crossing of tlie Oregon Short

Ijine on the southeast, including all mountain
spurs, r. f<. droci- Hoard, Fol). 6, 1907.

B.i6rnson*, B.jornstjerne. In 1903 he received

the Nohcl prize for literature.

Black*, William. Died at Brighton, Dec. 10,

]8!)8.

Blackmore*, Richard Doddridge. Died at

Teddington, Jan. 20, 1900. His latest works
include " Perlevcross " (1894), "Fringilla"

(18<)5), "Tales from tho Telling House"
(1896), "Dariel" (1897).
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Blackwell (blak'wel), Elizabeth. Born at

Bristol, England, Feb. 3, 1S:!1. An Euglish-

Anieriean phvsieian. Hii- family emiBrated to the

Inittii States iultvt!. In 1M!> slle wiis Rnuluated at the

Oeneva Medie:U t'ollege (Geneva, N. Y.). beiiis, it is said,

the tirst woman t« ohuiin a medical diploma in the

Vuiteil States. After two j ears of study atuoad she begran

the practice of medicine in New York t^ity. In IStBi slie

retunicd to England.

Blackwood*, Frederick Temple Hamilton.
Died Fob. 12, 1902. He was ambassador to

Frauoe 1891-96.

Blaikie (bla'ki), William. Born at York,

X. Y., May 24, 1843: died at New York, Dec. 6,

1904. An American lawyer, and writer on
physical training. He was graduated at Harvard

in ist* and «t the Harvard Law Schiwl in ISliS, and ac-

companied the Hanard crew to England in I*)!). He
wri'te " How to get stnmg and how to stay so (18/9),

!<<Mind Bodies for our lio\ s and Oirls " (ISSo). etc.

Blake (blak), Francis. Bom at Needham,
Mass., Dec. 25, 18.50. An American physi-

cist, inventor (1878) of a widely used tele-

phone transmitter which bears his name.

Blakelock (blak'lok). Ealph Albert. Born
at New York, Oct. 1.5, 1S47. An American
landscape painter. He was destined for the medi-

cal profession but became instead a self-tailuht artist and
musician. He traveled in the far West and embodied
his study of Indian life in his work. His painting is no-

table for it« dignity and power, and for its rich color and
stnuiir individualitv.

Blanc (blon), Mme. (Marie Therfese de
Solms) : pseudonym Th. Bentzon. Born at

Seine-Port, Seine-et-Marne, Sept. 21, 1840:

died Feb. 5, 1907. A French novelist, jour-

nalist, and critic. She was for a number of years on

the stall of the "Revue politique et litteraire" ("Kevue
bleue")and the "Revue des deux mondes." She wrote

many novels, among them " I'n Remords" (1878), and
" Tony " (18M). both of which were crowned by the French
Academy ; and a number of her contributions to the

"Kevue des deux mondes" were collected and published

under the titles " Nouveaux romanciers amiSricains

"

(188,1), "Litt^rature et hioours ^trangferes" (1887), and
" I.es am^ricaines chez elles " (1895),

Blanchard*, Emile. Died at Paris, Feb. 10,

1900.

Blanco y Arenas, Eam6n, Marquis de Pena
Plata. Born in 1832 : died April 4, 1906. A
Spanish general, appointed governor-general
of Cuba in October, 1897. He fought in the Carlist

war; served in Cuba during the rebellion of 18(i8-78, and
was captiiin-general of that island 1880^*1 ; was captain-

general of Catalonia 1877-7H, 1882, .ind 1887-93, and was
captiiin-generdl of the Philippines in 1804.

Bland (bland), Mrs. (Edith Nesbit). Bom
at London, Aug. 15, 1858. An English novel-

ist, poet, and writer of children's stories.
Among her works are " A Pomander of Verse " (189,1),

" Songs of I.ove and Empire " (1897), " The .Story of the

Treasure-Seekers" (1899), "The Wouldbegoods " (1001),

" The Red House " (19031, " Oswalil Bastable " (1905), "An
Incomplete Amorist" (190«), "The Enchanted Castle"
(190B), etc.

Bland (bland), Eichard Parks. Bom near
Hartford, Ky., Aug. 19, 1833 : died near Leb-
anon. Mo., June 15, 1899. An American poli-

tician. He was admitted to the (Utah) bar in 18<i0, and
was a Democratic member of Congress from Missouri
1873-95 and 1897-99. Throughout his congressional career

he was a conspicuous champion of the free coinage of sil-

ver and wa-s the author of the Bland Silver Bill (1878).

Blashfleld (blash ' feld), Edwin Howland.
Born at New York, Dec. 15, 1848. An Amer-
ican painter. In I8O7 he went to Paris and entered
the atelier of L^on Bonnat, coming also under the in-

flttenceof tJ^r6me and Chapu^ He has been especially

successful in the execution of monumental decorations,

among which are a dome in the Manufactures and Lib-

eral Art* Building at the Cliieago Exposition in 1893;

the central dome of the Congressional Library in Wash-
ington ;

" "Westward," a large picture in the State capi-

tol, Des Moines, Iowa; and a ballroom ceiling in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City. He has been a
member of the National Academy of Design since 1888.

BlasB (bias), Friedrich. Born at Osnabriiek,

Jan. 22. 1843: died at Halle, March 6, 1907.

A noted German philologist, professor of

classical philology at Halle from 1892. He
was especially distinguished for his studies of

the Greek language and his work upon Greek
texts.

Bleriot (ble-ri-6'), Louis. A French inventor
and aviator. He crossed the English Channel in a
monoplane invented by himself on July 25, 1909, starting

from Calais and landing at the Shakspere Cliff near
Dover. The time occupied by the flight was about 40
minut«fl. He was awarded the i:i,000 prize offered by
the " !.,ondon Mail " for the first aviator ti) niake an un-
broken flight across the Channel by daylight.

Blind", Karl. Died at London, May 31, 1907.

Blind Hiiind), Mathilde. Bom at Mannheim,
March 21, 1841 : died at London, Nov. 2G, 1896.

An Anglo-German poet, daughter of a banker
named Cohen, and st«j)-daughter of Karl Blind.
She publinhed "Poems by Claude Lake" (18(17), "The
Prophecy of St Gran" (1881), "Tlie Heather on Fire"
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(1S86). "The Ascent of "Man" (1888). " Dramas in Minia-

ture (1891), "Songs and Sonnets" (1893), "Birds of

Passage" (189.5). She translated Strauss's "The Old

Faith and the New " (1873-74) and " The .Tournal of Marie

Bashkirtseir " (1890), and wrote biographies of George
Eliot (188;i). and Madame Roland (188(i).

Bliss (blis), Cornelius Newton. Bom at Fall

Kiver, Mass., Jan. 26, 1833, An American
merchant and cabin et ofBeer. He was treasurer

of the National Republican Committees of

1892, 1896. 1900, and 1904, and was secretary

of the interior 1897-98.

Bliss (blis), Frederick Jones. Bom on
Mount Lebanon, Syria, Jan. 22, 1859. An
American arehseologist, explorer for the Pales-

tine Exploration Fund (London) 1891-1900.
He excavated the site of Lachish (Tel-el-Hesy), and con-

ducted explorations at .lernsalem and other localities.

His publications include " A Mound of Many Cities

"

(1894), "Excavations at Jerusalem 18S)4-97 " (1898), "Ex-
cavations in Palestine, 1898-liK)0" (1902), and "The De-
veli>]»nicnt of Palestine Explorjition " (1900).

Block', Maurice. Died at Paris, Jan. 9, 1901.

Blodget* Lorin. Died March 24, 1901.

Blomfleld (blum'feld), Sir Arthur William.
Born at Fulham Palace, London, March 6,

1829: died at Broadway, Worcestershire,
England, Oct. 30, 1899. An English archi-

tect, fourth son of Charles James Blomfleld,

Bishop of London. He was articled for three years

(1853-56) to Philip Charles Hjirdwick, architect of the
Bank of England, whom he succeeded in this office in

188;J. He was especially identified with the Gothic re-

vival of the middle of the nineteenth century, his best

buildings being churches. At various times he had
charge of restorations at the cathedrals of Salisbury,

Canterbury, Lincoln, and Chichester. His reconstruction
of tlie Church of St. Mary Overie in London is especially
notal)le.

Blomfleld (blum'feld), Eeginald. Born Dec
20, 1856. An English architect and writer, a
nephew of Sir Arthur Blomfleld. His practice is

mainly confined to residential architecture and gardens.
Among his published works are " The Foi-mal Garden in

England " (1892), " History of Renaissance Architecture
in England " (1897), " Studies in Architecture " (1900), and
numerous contributions to architectural i>criodicals.

Blondel (blon-del'), JaccLues FranQois. Bom
at Eouen, France, Jan. 8, 1705: died Jan. 9,

1774. A noted French architect. He executed
several important works in Paris and in 1773 designed
an extensive scheme of reconstruction in the city of

Metz, according to which were built the H6tel de Ville

(176.5), tlie Place d'Armes, and the portal of the cathedral

(1771). He also designed similar improvements in Stras-

bnrg. In 1739 he opened an architectural school in Paris
which was merged, in 1756, with the Acadt5mie d'Archi-

tecture in which he became professor. He is best known
from his books " De la distribution des maisons de
plaisainice " (1737-38), " Architecture frangaise " (the
"Grand Blondel," 1752-50), and "Cours d'architecture
civile " continued by Patte (the " Petit Blondel, ".1771-77).

Blondin*, Charles (Simile Gravele). Died
at Ealing, London, Feb. 22, 1897.

Blondlot (blond-16'). Prosper Een6. Born at

Nancy, France, July 3, 1849. A French physi-
cist, appointed adjunct professor in the Uni-
versity of Nancy in 1886 and full professor in

that institution in 1896. He is the author of a
treatise on static electricity ("Introduction il I'^tude de
I't^lectricit^ statique ": 1885), of a volume on thermody-
namics (" Introduction k I'^tude de la thermodynamique "

:

1888), and also of numerous papers on physics and par-
ticularly on electric waves. Bloudlot's announcement in

March, 1903, of the discovery of a new type of obscure
rays, which he named N-rays, after his birthplace Nancy,
attracted wide attention and his observations have since
been a subject of lively discussion among pliysicists.

Blood (blud). Sir Bindon. Born Nov. 7, 1842.

A British lieutenant-general, commander of
the forces in the Panjab (northern command,
India). He served in the .Towaki expedition (1877-78),
the Zulu War (1879), the Afghan War (1880), the cam-
paign in Egypt (1882), and the relief of Chitral (1895);
was connnander of the Malakand field force and the
Buner field force (1897-98) ; was lieutenant-general in
command of the troops in the eastern Transvaal in 1901

;

and retired in 1!)07.

Bloody Angle. A salient at Spottsylvania
Court House, which received this name from
the severe flghting which followed the capture
there by General Hancock of about 4,000 Con-
federate soldiers under General Edward John-
son, May 12, 18G4.

Bloomfield (blom'feld), Maurice. Born at
Bielitz, Austria, Feb. 23, 1855. An American
scholar, professor of Sanskrit and comparative
philology in Johns Hopkins University. He was
graduated at Ferman University, Granville, .S. C, in 1877.

He has edited the Kangika-Sutra from the original
manuscripts (1890), translated the hymns of the Athar-va-
veda (in Max Muller's " Sacred Books of the East "), and
edited, with Professor Garbe of Tubingen, the K.ish-
niirian Paippaladaveda (1901). AmoTig liis other pub-
lications are "The Atharva-Veda and the Gopatha-
Brahmafia" (1899) ; "Cerberus the Dog of Hades " (1906),
a concordance of the entire literature of the Veda (1907),
and immerous technical articles.

Blouet", Paul. Died at Paris, May 24, 1903,

Boer War, The

Blowitz (blo'vits), Henry Georges Stephane
Adolphe Opper de. Born at B'owitz, near
Pilseu, Bohemia, Dec. 28, 1825 : died at Paris,

.Tan. 18, 1903. A journalist, the Paris rep-
resentative of the London "Times." His pa-
rents were Austrians of Hebrew descent, but he adopted
the name of his birthplace and was natnridized a French-
man in 1870. He commenced life in France as a teacher
of German at Tours, Marseilles, etc. ; became a contrib-
utor to "La Gazett* du Midi" and other papers ; and in

1871 became ctumected with the London "Times." He
was decorated (1871) with the badge of the Legion
of Honor (officer of tlie Legion in 1878). He wrote
"Feuilles volantes" (18r>8), "Midi k quatorze heures

:

I'Allemagne et la Provence " (1869), " Le manage royal
d'Espagne" (1878), " Une course k Constantinople" (1884X
"Memoirs" (19aS), etc. He retired in lOTl.

Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory. A
meteorological observatory at Hyde Park,
Massachusetts, founded by Abbott Lawrence
Kotch in 1885 and directed by him.
Blue Mountains*. 3. These include all the moun-
tains of northeastern Oregon with the exception of the
Wallowa Mountains, and extend into Washington. U. S.

Geoft. Board, l'.)07.

Blue Eidge*. According to the V. S. Geog.
Board (1907), this includes the ridge extend-
ing from a few miles north of Harper's Ferry
to northern Georgia.

Blumenthar, Leonhardt, Count von. Died
Dec. 22, 1900.

Blumeuthal (blo'men-tiil), Oskar. Bom at
Berlin, March 13, 1852. A German dramatist.
He founded the Lessing Theater in Berlin in 18*i8 and con-
ducted it until 1897. His works include a lai-ge number
of comedies, many of which have been successful.
Among the best known are " Die grosse Glocke," " Der
schwarze Schleier," " Ein Tropfcn Gift," " Als ich wieder-
kain " (with Kadelburg).

Boac(b6'ak). 1. Amunieipality of Marinduque
island in Tayabas province in the southern
part of Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized
population (1903), 15,823.— 2. The capital of
Marinduque subprovinee, situated in the
northwestern part of the island of Marin-
duque, in lat. 13° 27' N., long. 121° 49' E.

Boardman', George Dana. Died at Atlantic
City, N. J., April 2H, 1903.

Boaz (bo'as), Franz. Bom at Minden, West-
phalia, July 9, 1858. A German-American
anthropologist and philologist, professor of
anthropology in Columbia University from
1898. He studied at the universities of Heidelberg,
Bonn, and Kiel ; visited the United States 1884-85 ; was
assistant at the Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin,
and docent at the T'nivereity 1885-86 ; was instructor in
anthropology at Clark University 1888-92 ; and was assis-

tant curator (later curator) of the anthropological collec-

tion of the American Museum of Natural History, New
York, 1896-1905. He has published many papers upon
the Eskimo and other northern tribes, and has issued
Chinook texts, etc.

Boccardo*, Girolamo. Died at Rome, March
20, 1904.

Bock', Franz, Died at Aix-la-ChapeUe, April
30, 1899.

Bocklin", Arnold. Died at Fiesole, Italy, Jan.
16, 1901.

Bode (bo'de), Wilhelm. Bom at Calvorde,
Brunswick, Gernuiny, Dec. 10, 1845. A noted
German critic and historian of art, director of
the Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin.
Among his publications are "Geschicht« der deutschen
Plastik" (1887 and 1893), "Italienische Bildhaner der
Renaissance " (1887), " Florentiner Bildhauer der Kenais-
sance " (1902). " Denkmaler der Renaissjinee-skulptur Tos-
canas " (1892-). " Rembrandt " (1897-1900). etc.

Bodmer', Karl. Died at Paris, Oct. 31, 1893.

Boeckh (bceh), Eichard. Born at Berlin,
March 28, 1824: died at Grunewald, near Ber-
lin, Dec. 6, 1907. A noted German statistician,

professor of statistics (1852-92) and director
of the city statistical department (1875-92) in
Berlin. He edited the Berlin "Jahrbuch"
and published numerous technical works and
papers.

Boehm von Bawerk (b6m fon ba'verk),

Eugen. Born at Briinn, Austria, Feb. 12,

1851. An Austrian political economist, pro-
fessor in the University of Vienna. In 18S4 he
was appointed professor at Iimsbruck ; in 1889 entered
the ministry of finance in Vieima ; and for a short, time
in 189.5, from November, 1897, to March, 1898, and again
19(X>-04, and 1906-, was minister of finance. He has pub-
lished " Kapital und Kapitalzins " (1884-89), " Einige
strittige Fr.agen der Kapitalstheorie " (1900), etc.

Boer War, The. 1. The war which followed the
proclamation of the Transvaal Republic. Dec,
1880, between that country and Great Britain.
Its chief events were the defeat of the British at I^aing's

Neck Jan. 28, 1881, and at Majuha Mountain Feb. 27, 1881
(the British commander Colley being killed). By treaty
of March, 1881, the independence of the republic was rec-

ognized, hut the Boere acknowledged the suzerainty of
the queen.

2. A war waged by the Transvaal and the



Boer War, The

Orange Free State agaiust Great Britain, be-

firiin in Oct., 1899. The chief events were the siege

and relief of Ladysiuith Oct 29, 18W,-Feb. 28, 1900; the

siege and relief of Kiniberley Oct. 14, lS9!),-B'eb. 15, 1900

;

the siege and relief of Mafeking Oct. 15, 1889,-May

It), I90i); the capture of Cronje's anny at the Modder
River Feb. 27, 1900 ; and the capture of Pretoria June 5,

19i» I. Peace was signed May :U, 1!»02.

B6?h', Erik. Died at Copenhagen, Aug. 17,

1899.

Bogoslof (bo'gos-lof) Island. A small vol-

canic island in the Aleutian group (^Uaska)
northwest of Unalaska, in lat. 54° N., long.
168° W. The Bogoslof volcano was discovered by the

Russian admiral Pogoslof in 1790. A second island, 2^

miles distiint, appeared in the winter of 18S«J-87 and be-

came connected with the original island. Since then
various changes have occurred, new peaks having ap-

peared and disappeared.

Bohemia*. It has 130 representatives in the
Austrian Keichsrat and has a landtag of 242

members.
Bohol (bo-hol'). A province of the Philip-

pines, situated between Cebu and Leyte, and
consisting of numerous islands, the largest of

which is Bohol. Most of the rivere are unimportant
for navigation. \ few are navigable by boats oi light

draft for distances of from :! to 12 miles. The population

is chiefly Visayan. Ttie capital, Tagbilaran, is in Bull.. I,

in lat 9' 38' X., long. 12:f t^y E., on the strait of the same
name which sepamtes that island from Panglao. .-Vrea of

province, 1,511 square miles. Population (li)0:i), 209,223.

Bohtlingk*, Otto. I>ied at Leipsic, April 1,

1904.

Boise", James Robinson. Died at Chicago,

111.. Feb. 9, 189.J.

Boissier (bwa-sya'), Marie Louis Gaston:
known as Gaston, Born at Nimes, France,
August 15, 18-.':5: died at Paris, June 10, 1908.

A French classical scholar, historian, and
critic, perpetual secretary of the French
Academy from 1895. He became professor of Latin

literature in the Colli^ge de France in IStil. In 1870 he
was elected to the French Academy, succeeding Patin,

and in latfi to the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-

Lettres. .\mong his works are "Ciceron et ses amis"
(ISSfi). " ^'opposition 8<jua les Cesars " ( 187.'.), "Ui religion

romaine d'Augnsf* am Antonins" (1874), "Promenades
archi5ologii|ucs " (lS8ii). "La tin du paganisme " (1891),

".Saint Simon" (I8(»2), "L'.\fri(iue romaine" (189.'.).

" TaciU' " (190:i), ' I.a conjuration de I'atilina " (IMS), eU-.

Bolanden (b6'liin-<len), Konrad von. The
pseudonym of Joseph Eduard Konrad Bi-

schoil.

Boldini (bol-de'ni), Giovanni. Bom at Fer-
rara, Italy, 1845. An Italian painter. He wag
trained at *the Acailemy of Fine Arts in Florence, and
made his initial success in I.<Midoii. In 1872 he estab-

lished himself in Paris and has pr.Kluce<l many jiortraita

and easel pictures. He is a brilliant colorist and tech-

nician of the school of Fortuny and Rico.

Boldre'WOOd (bol'dor-wiid), Kolf. The pseu-
donym of Thomas Alexander Browne.

Bolivia*, in November, 1W>.'J, the republic ce.ie.I Ut

Brazil the teixitory of the Acre (.jr.*10.(IOO,l»)0. In March,
190.-., a treaty wiw negotiate*! between Bolivia an.i <-'hile

whereby Chile agreed to build a railway from Ariea to

La Paz and Bolivia was t4> have free transit to the Pacific

jwrta. 'The question of the bi.imdary with Penu was sub-

mitt^'d t.» the president of the Argentine Repul*lic for

arbitratif.n in lifos.

BoUes (i)6lz), Albert Sidney. Born at Mont-
ville. Conn., March 8, 1846. An American
lawyer and writir on finance. He has been pr<>

feasor of mercantile law ami banking in the Wharton
Sch<jol of Finance and Economy in the University of

Pennsylvania ; chief of the Bureau of Industrial Stitintics

of the State of Pennsylvania ; and editor of the " Bankci-s'

Magazine." His works include "A F'inancial History of

the Initcd States f.)r the i>eriods 1774-1789 " (1879 1," 1789-

18«0" (IKS!), anil "1S0O-18S.'. " (1880), "lYactical Bank-

ing" (l'<84), "Iti.instrial History of the United Stjiti-s"

(1878), "<'onllict Between Labor and Capital" (1870), "A
History ..f Pennsylvania" (1899), "Americ;ui Finance"
(Itiol). etc.

Boltzmann (boltz'man), Ludwig. Born at

Vienna, Au.stria, Feb. 20, 1844: died at Duino,
Sept. 5, 1906. An Austrian physicist, profes-

sor of physics in the University of Vienna
from 1902. He became pmfessor of mathematics and
physics at firatz in ISO!*, of nnithennities at Vieinia in

1873, of experimental physics at (iratz in 1S76, and of

physics at Munich in 1890, at Vienna in 189.5, ami at

Leipsic in 1900. His investigations were chielly in ther-

mrxlynamics and electricity. Among his works are
" V*orlt.8Ungen iiber Maxwells Tlietjrie der Elektricitiit

und des Lichts " (1891-93), " Vorlesungen iiber fiastheorie
"

(I8i>tl-98), *' V'orleHUngen ui>er die Prinzipe der Mechanlk"
(1897 : 2nd vol., 1904), and " I'opulilre Schrifteii " (1905).

Bolyai (bol'yo-i), Farkas. Born at Bolya,

Hungary, Feb. 9. 1775: died Nov. 20, 1856. A
Hungarian! mathematician, professor in the

Reforrae<l College of XIaros-Vasarhely 1802-49.

His chief work was "Tentaraen juventutem
studiosam in eleraenta matheseos purse intro-

diicendi" (1832-33).

Bolyai Cbol'yo-i), J&nos. Born at Klausen-
burg, Hungary, Dec. 15, 1802 : died at Maros-
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Vasarhely, Jan. 27, 1860. A distinguished
Hungarian mathematician, son of Farkas
Bolyai. His most famous work is an api»endix t4^ the first

volume of the " Tentamen " of his fatlier, entitled " .Appen-
dix scientiam spatii absolute veram exliibens." in wliich

he develops the idea of a geometry which is independent
of Euclid's axiom of parallels.

Bombon (bom-bou'), or Taal (tii-al'), Lake.
A lake in the northern part of Batangas prov-
ince, southwestern Luzon, Philippine Islands,

of about 12 miles mean diameter, it discharges
through the Pansipit river itito the Gulf of Balayan, a
distance of about 6 miles. The northern part of the lake

is occupied by Taal volcano.

Bombonon (bom-bo-non'), Port. A bay and
port on the southern coast of Negros Island, in

the Philippines. It is safe for large vessels in

all weather.

Bonaparte (bo'na-piirt), Charles Joseph.
Born at Baltimore, June 9, 1851. An Amer-
ican lawyer and cabinet oflScer, grandson of
Jerome Bonaparte. He was graduated at HarvanI
Univereity in 1871 and at tlie Harvard Law Scliool in

1874. He has been prominent in refonn movements, was
secretary of tiie navy 1905-00, and was attoniey-general
1900-09.

Bonaparte*, Mathilde Lsetitia Wilhelmine.
Died at Paris, Jan. 2, 19U4.

Bond (bond), Sir Ed'ward Augustus. Born
at Hanwell, England, Dec. 31, 1815: died at
Bayswater, London, Jan. 2, 1898. Principal
librarian of the British Museum 1878-88. In
1833 he entered the Record Office as an assistant and was
transferred to the Britisli Museum in 1838. In conjunc-
tion with Sir E. Maunde Thompson he founded the
Palajographical Six^iety in 1873. He was knighted a few
days beft.re his death.

Bond (bond). Sir Robert. Born at St. John's,
Newfoundland, Feb. 25, 1857. A Canadian
statesman. He was elected to the Newfoundl.and
House of Assembly in 1882 and became speaker of that
Ix.dy in 1884, was colonial secretary 188!>-97, ami was
premier and coh.ninl secretary of Xewfonndland 19<mm>9.

In iwri he m'gotiate.l the Hay-Bt.ml Treaty in the interest

<.f reciprocal trade between tlie United States and Canada.
He was knigbte.l in r.Kl2.

Bonheur*, Juliette (Mmo. Pejrrol). Died July
19, 1891.

Bonheur*, Rosalie (Rosa) Marie. Born at
Bordeaux, France, Jlarch 16, 1822: died at
Fontainebleau, May 25, 1899.

Boni (bo'ni), Giacomo. -"^^ contemporary Ital-

ian architect and areha;ologist. since Septem-
ber, 1898, he has had charge of excavations in the Roman
Forum by which the conditions of ancient Roman life

have been reveale.I to a remarkable extent He has also
superintended the reconstniction of the Campanile at
Venice.

Bonner*, Robert. Died at New York, July 6,

1899.

Bonsai (bon'sal), Stephen. Born at Baltimoi'e,
Md., March 29, 1865. An American journalist
ami author. He was special coiTespondent of the New
Vi>rk "Herald" in the IJulgarian-.Servian war (1885), in

the Macedonian uprising (1890), in the Chino-Japanese war
(189.'.), in the Cuban insurrection (1897X in the Spanish-
American war (189s), with the i'hina relief expediti.jn

(1900), in the Philippine Islands (1901 ), in Venezuela (1903),

and HI the Balkans, Albani.-i, Macedonia, Montenegro, etc.

(!i*04). He was in the diplomatic service of the I'nited
States as secretary of legation ami charg^^ d'affaires in Pe-
king. Madrid, Tokio, ami Korea 1891-9*.. He is the author
of "Morocco as it is " (W.e), " The Heal Comiition of Cuba "

(1897), " The Fight for Santiago ' (1899), and " The Golden
Horse Shoe " (19<»i).

Booth (both), Ballington. Born at Brighousc,
Yorkshire, Eiigland. July 28, 18.59. A religious
writer and sp<':iker, president and general-in-
cliief of the Volunteers of America: second
son of William Booth, founder of the Salva-
tion Army. Ho connnanded the Salvation Army
in Australia 188.5-87 and in the United States 1887-90,

and in the latter year founded an independent organiza-
tion, the Volunteers of America, having its centers of
Christian ami philanthropic operation in different parts
of the country.

Booth (both), Charles. Born at Liverpool,
March 30, 1840. An English statistician. He
was presitient of the Royal Statistical .Society 1892-lH, and
in 1904 served on the tariff commission. He has taken an
active part in the agitation in England for old age pen-
sions, a subject im which he has written extensively. His
publications inclmle, " Life and Labour of file People in

London " (18S!»-lt!03), a standard w.,rk in twelve vohnncs,
"Pauperism ami Endowment of Old Age "(1892), "The
Aged P.-Kjr Conditi.tn " (1894), ami "Old .\ge Pensions"
(1899).

Booth (both), Mrs. (Maud Charlesworth).
Born near London, 1865. A lecturer, writer,

and leader of the Volunteer prison work : wife
of Ballington Booth, president of the Volun-
teers of America. She has written " Branileil."
" I.ook up ami Hope," "After Prison, What?," "Sleepy
Time Stories," etc.

Booth-Tacker (both'tuk'er), Frederick St.

George de Laatour. Born at Mongliyr, Ben-
gal, March 21, 1853. An English religious

. Boston University

worker, commander of the Salvation Army in
the United .States 1896-1905. He manied Eimna
Moss Booth (died 1903), a daughter of William Booth, in
1888, ami prefixed the name ' Booth' to his own. He es-
tablished tlie Salvation Anny in India in 1882, retaining
command of it until 1891, when he went to London and
served as secretary in the international work of the Army.
He has written a "Life of General ^Villialn Booth," " In
Uarkest India," etc.

Borchgrevink (boreh'gre-vingk), Carsten
Egeberg. Bom at Christiania, Norway, 1864.
A Norwegian antarctic explorer. He emigrated to
Australia in 1888 and worked there for several years aa
surveyor and teacher; made a voyage to the antarctic
seas on a whaler in 1894 ; and commanded an antarctic
expedition (in the Southern Cross) 1898-1900, attaining lat.
78° SC S. (in King Edward VII. Land), the farthest then
reached. He also determined the position of the south
magnetic pole. He has written " First on the Antarctic
Continent : being an Account of the British Antarctic
Expedition 1S9S-1900 " (1901), etc.

Borghi-Mamo*, Adelaide. Died at Bologna,
Italy, Oct., 1901.

Borglum (bor'glum), John Gutzon de la
Mothe. Born in Neviida, March 25, 1867. An
American sculptor and painter. He was educated
at the school of the Art Association in San Francisco and
at the J ulien Academy and the ^fieole des Beaux-Arts in
Paris. His bronze group, "The Mares of Dioniedes," won
a gold medal at the Louisiana Purchase Ex).osition in 1904
and has been secured for the Metropolitan Museum in
New York City.

Bornier (bor-nya'), Henri, Vicomte de. Born
at Lunel, H^rault, France, Dec. 25, 1825: died
at Paris, Jan. 29, 1901. A French poet and
dramatist. He succeeded Xavier Marmier as member
of the French Academy in 189;i. Among his works
are "Les premieres feuilles," a volume of poems (1848)

;

the plays " Le mariage de Luther " (1845), " Dante et
B^ati-ix" (18.5;i). "Lemonde renvers^ " (1853), " Les noces
d'Attila " (1879), "La moabite" (1880), " L'ApOtre" (1881),
" Mahomet " (1890), "Lefllsde I'Ar^tin " (1895), "France
d'abord !

" (189!)), etc. He published his collected verse,
" Poesies completes," in 1888.

Bornu*. It is now entirely within the British
protectorate of Nigeria.

Borodin (bo'ro-den), Alexander Porphyrie-
Vitch. Bom at St. Petersburg, Nov. 12, 1834:
died there, Feb. 27, 1887. A Russian com-
poser, a member of the young national school
founded by Balakiref. He studied medicine and
chemistry, becoming assistant professor t.f chemistry in

the Academy of Medicine in St. Petersburg in 1802. but
from that time devoted hisleisnre to music. He composed
three symphonies (the third unfinished), string quartets,

piano pieces and songs, and an ojiera, "Prince Igor" (un-

finished, but completed by Rimsky-Korsakoff and Gla-
zounof and published in 188!t).

Bortniansky (bort-nyiin'ski), Dimitri Step-
ano'vitch. Born at Gludio, Tcliernigof,

Kussia, 1752 : died at St. Petersburg, Oct. 9,

1825. A Russian composer, pupil of the
Italian Galuppi. He was director of the Im-
perial Choir and composed much music for the
Russian church.

Bosanciuet (bo-siin-ka'), Bernard. Born at

Alnwick, England, 1848. An English jihilo-

sophical writer, professor of moral philosophy
at St. Andrews 1903-08. He was graduated at
Oxford and was lecturer at University College there 1871-

81. Among his ].ublic.ations are " Logic, or MorplKilogy
of Knowledge" (1888), "The Philost.phical Theory of the
State " (18!>9), and a translation of Lotze's " System of

Phil^.s..phy.'

Bosnia*. With Herzegovina it was annexed
l)y Austria-Hungary in October, 1908.

Boss (bos), Le'wis. Born at Providence, R. I.,

Oct. 26, 1846. An American astronomer,
director of the Dudley Observatory, Albany,
New York, from 1876, and also director of the
Southern Observatory of the Caniegie Insti-

tution from 1906. Ho was graduated at Dartmouth
CV.llegein 1870; wasastrononierof thenortheni boundary
commission 1872-70; and was chief of the United States

government expedition sent to Chile in 1882 to observe
the transit of Venus. He has publislled " Declinations of

Fixed Stars" (1878), "Catal..gue of 8,241 Stars" (1890),
" Positions and Motions of 627 Principal Standard .Stars"

(19<>4), ami numerous scientific papers. He ujis awarded
the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical .Society of Lon-
don in 1905.

Boston Public Library. A building, in the
Roman Renaissance style, situated on the
west side of Copley Square, Boston, it was
erected 1888-95 at a cost of $2,486,000, from the designs of

the architectural firm of McKim, Mead, and White. It is

228 feet long, -226 feet wide, and 08 feet high (to the cor-

nice), and inclfjses an open court 1:16 feet long and 100

feet wide. Tlie decorati..ns are notable and intdude
sculpture by MacMoiinies ami Augustus and Louis Saint-

Gaudena, and paintings by Pnvis de Chavannes, Edwin
A. Abbey, .lohn S. Sargent, and others. It contains over
900,000 volumes and pamphlets. Among its val-

uable collections are the Tieknnr Collection of

Spanish and Portuguese books, the Bart.n Library

(containing Shaksperiana), the Prince Library (MSS.
and early New England books), the Barlow Library
(Americana), etc.

Boston University*, it comprises departments of

the liberal iirts (f..inide.l 1873), theology (1871), law (1872X



Boston University

meiiicine (1S78), arts aiul sciences (a grailuate school)(lS74),

and agriculture (Massachusetts A^rictiltui-al College)
(ISiT).

Bostonians, The, A novel by Henry James,
publisheii in 18SG.

Botha (.bo'thii), Lonis. Born at Greytown,
Xatnl. Sept. '2', 1S&2. A noted Boer general
and statesman. Uc coininaiuli,Hi the lioer forces at

t'oleus > (Ilec. l.\ 1S99) ami Spioii Kop (.Ian. 2-2-24, I'M)).

anil ou the lieatii of Joubert became comniamler-in.chief
of the Boer forces. In 1907 he became the tii-st prime
minister of the Transvaal Colony.

Botta (bot'ta), Mrs. (Anne Charlotte
Lynch). Born at Bennington, Vt., 1820 : died
at Xeiv York, Mareh 23, 1891. An Anierieiin

\vriter. la 1S5.^ she married A'incenzo Botta, and
their house in Xew York City became a literary center.

She wrote '* Leaves from the Dijiry of a Recluse " (IS4.'i).

" Poems " (liMt*), " A Hand-bot>k of Universal Literature
"

(1SI>1). etc.

Botta (bot'tii), Vincenzo. Bom at Caval-

lermaggiore, Italy, Nov. 11, 1818 : died at New
York," Ol-I. 5, 1894. An Italian-American

educator. He was graduated at the University of

Turin and held the post of professor of philosophy there.

In 1S4!I he was electod to the Sardinian parliament.

For more than thirty yeare he was professor of the Italian

language and literature in the University of the City of

New York. He wrote " Discourse on the Life. C'haracter,

and Policy of Cavonr" (1862), "Dante as Philosopher,

Patriot, and Poet" (186,1), etc.

Bottesini*, Giovanni. Died July 7, 1889.

Eotticher (bet'i-elier), Karl. Born at Nord-
hausen, Germany, May 29, 1806 : died at

Berlin, June 21," 1889. A German archte-

ologist, assistant director of the sculpture

gallery of the Berlin Museum 1854-68, and
director 1868-76. His chief work, " Toktonik
der Helleneu" (1844-52), was an important
contribution to the knowledge of Greek
architecture.

Bottome (bo-tom'), Mrs. (Margaret
McDonald). Born at New York, Dee. 29,

1827 : died Nov. 14, 1906. An American writer,

founder and president of the interuational
order of the King's Daughters and Sons, she
was a member of the editorial stjilf of the "Ladies' Home
Journal," and contributed many articles to religious and
other papers. Among her publications are " Crumbs from
the King's Table," " .\ Sunshine Trip to the Orient," etc,

Boughton*, George Henry. Born near Nor-
wich, England, 1836: died at London, Jan. 19,

1905. He became a royal academician in 189G.

Bonguereau", William Adolphe. Died at La
Rochelle, France, Aug. 20, 1905.

Bouleer (bul'jer). Demetrius Charles. Born
at London, July 14, 1853. Au English
historian and writer on Asiatic affairs. In I88s,

with Sir Lepel Griflin, he founded the "Asiatic Qnai'terly
Review," of which he was editor for several years. His
works include " England and Kussia in Central Asia

"

(1879), " Central Asian Portraits " (1880), " History of China "

(l*il), "Central Asian Questions" (1885), "The Story of
India" (1897X "The Congo .State" (1808), " India in the
Xineteenth Century " (1901), " History of Belgium " (1902-),
"Belgian Life in Town and Country " (1904), "Life of Sir
Halliday Macartney " (1908), etc,

BouUe or Boule (bol), Charles Andri. Bom
at Paris, Nov. 11, 1642 : died there Feb, 29,

1732. The leading member of a large family
of French cabinet-makers. He learned his trade
from his father, Jean lioulle, and in 1672 was granted
quarters in the Louvre palace, where he built up an estab-
lishment for the manufacture of fine furniture and inlaid
work, which in 1720 was destroyed by fire. He was a
protege of Louis XIV,, for whom his best work was done.
His characteristic effects are secured by inlaying metals,
tortoise-shell, mother-of-pearl, and other colored ma-
terials on ebony or ebonized wood. Modern boule is an
imitation of this. Erroneously, Buhl.

Bourbaki*, Charles Denis Sauter. Died at
Bayonne, France, JSept. 22. 1897.

Bourdillon (bor'di-lon), Francis William.
Born .March 22, 1852. An English poet. He
has written "Among the Flowers, and Other Poems"
(1878), "Ailes d'Alouette" (1890), "A Lost God "(1891),
"SursuraCorda"(189;f), " Nephel(5 " (189(i), "Minuscula"
(1897), etc. ; and has edited and translated " Aucassin and
Nicolette " (1887).

Bourgeois (bor-zhwii'), L6on Victor Auguste.
Born at Paris, May 21, 1851. A French
State.sman. lie was deputy for Marne in 1888; was
Under-Secretary of state in the ministry of the interior
1888-89 ; was elected deputy for Rheims in 1889; was
minister of the interior 1890, of public instruction 1890-
92 and 1898, and of ju.stice 1892; was premier 1896-fKi;
was president of the Chamber of Deputies ir»02-0;{; and
was ministerof f'jreign affairs March-Oct, 1906, In poli-
tics he is Republican Radical. He was delegate to the
Hague Pi-ace Conference in 1899 and in 1907, His works
include "IJestravanx publics communaux" (1877), "Les
chemins de fer ^conomiques k voie 6tTOite et les accote-
ments" (1878).

Bourne (born), Edward Gaylord. Born at
Strykersville, N. Y,, June 24, 1860: died at
New Haven, Conn,, Feb, 24, 1908. An Ameri-
can historian and educator, professor of his-
tory in Yale University from 1895. He was
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graduated at Yale University in 1883 and was professor of

history at .\delliert College 1890-95. His works include

"The History of the Surplus Reveiuie of 1887" (1885),
' Es.'iays in Ilistorical Criticism " (l^HJl), an historical in-

troduction to 'The Philippine Islands' (190;i), "Spain in

America " (1901), " Discover.v, Conquest, and Early His-

Uny of the Philippine Islands" (1907), "Travels of Jona-
than Carver "(i:'i '7). editions of the nan-atives of the explo-

rations of De .'^nto. of Cliamplain, and of Columbus, etc.

Boutet de Monvel (bo-ta'de mon-vel'), Louis
Maurice. Born at Orleans, France, 1851. A
French painter and illustrator. lie fii-st exhibited
in the Salon in 1874, Between 1876 and 1880 he made
several visits to Algeria, and he has painted numerous
portraits and Algerian subjects ; but is best known as an
illustrator. His colored drawings for books, especially

those for children, have a peculiar simplicity and naivety.

Bout'well*, George Se'wall. Died at Groton,
Mass., Feb. 27, 1905.

Bo-wditch (bou'dieli), Henry Pickering.
Born at Boston, Mass,, April 4, 1840. An
American pliysiologist, professor in the Medi-
cal School of Harvard University 1871-1906.

He has made numerous contributions to the
science of physiology.

Bowdler (bod'ler), Thomas. Born at Ashley,
near Bath. July 11, 1754: died at Ehyddings,
near Swansea, Wales, Feb. 24, 1825. An
English editor of Shakspere. He published "The
Family Shakespeare" (1818), and his method of expur-
gating the text gave rise to the temi bowdlerize. He pre-
pared, on similar lines, an edition of Gibbon's "History"
(completed 1825 and ])ublislied 1826),

Bo'wles (bolz), Francis Tiffany. Born at

Springfield, Mass,, Oct, 7, 1858. An Ameri-
can naval officer, chief constmetor of the
United States Navy, with tlie rank of rear-
admiral, 1901-03. He was gradu.ited from the United
States Naval Academy in 1879, and has been engjiged in

the construction of the new navy of the Ignited States
from its foundation. In ]9il3 he resigned from the navy
to engage in private ship-building.

Bo'Wman (bo'man). Sir William. Born at
Nantwich, England, July 20, 1816: died near
Dorking, March 29, 1892. An English surgeon
noted especially for his work in ophtlialmology
and for his investigations relating to the
mucous membranes, muscular fiber, and the
structure of the kidney.

Boxers (bok'serz). A Chinese secret society,
the members of which took a prominent part in

the attack upon foreigners and native Chris-
tians in China 1899-1900. The Chinese name of the
society is I-lio-chuan— League of United Patriots ; but
since the last part of the name can be so accented as to
mean "fists," and since athletic exercises are nmch prac-
tised by men^bers of the society, the name " Boxers " was
given to them l)y foreigners.

Boyesen*, Hjalmar Hjorth. Died Oct. 4, 1895.

Boys' Brigade. A boys' organization, estab-
lished in 1883 by AV. A. Smith of Glasgow, tlie

aim of which is '' the promotion of all that tends
towards a true Christian manliness." The boys
are trained largely by means of military drill and disci-

pline, and companies are formed in connection with re-

ligious organizations. The membership in the United
Kingdom is .58,000 and the total strength of the brigade,
including the members in the United States, is about
105,000,

Bracquemond (briik-mon'), Felix Joseph
Auguste. Born at Paris, May 22, 1833. A
French painter, etcher, ceramist, and orna-
menter. He was a pupil of .Joseph Guichard, who was a
pupil of Ingles. He exhibited first in the Salon of 1852,
His chief successes have been in etching,

Braddock (brad'ok). A borough in Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, named in memory of
General Braddock, who was killed in the vicin-
ity in 1755. It has manufactures of steel and of other
articles used in the construction of railroads and railroad
cars. Population (1900), 1.5,654,

Bradford (brad 'ford), Gamaliel. Born at
Boston, Mass., Jan. 15, 1831. An American
banker and publicist. He is tiie author of
"The Lesson of Popular Government" (1898),
and of various essays and monographs.
Bradley (brad'li), Arthur Gran-ville. Born
Nov. 11, 1850. Au English historian and
writer. Among his publications are a "Life of Wolfe"
(1895), "Highways and Byways of North Wales" (1898),

"Highways and Byways of the English Lake District"
(1901), "Owen Glvndwr"(1901), "Highways .and Byways
of South Wales " (1903), " Marches of South Wales " (1905),
" The Romance of Northumberland " (1908), etc,

Bradley (brad'li), Henry. Born at Manches-
ter, England, Dec. 3, 1845, An English histo-
rian and pllilologist. lie was educateil at Oxford and
Heidelberg, and was emploved as a clerk ami foreign cor-
respondent at Sheftield until 1884, when be removed to
London. He was president of tlie Philological Society
1891-!i:i and 1900-03, In 1889 he became joint editor with
l)r, .Murray of "The Oxford English Dictionarv." His pub-
lications include "The Story of the Goths "(1888), "The
-Making of Etiglish" (1904), etc. He was made fellow of
the P.ritish Academy in 1907,

Bradley (brad'li), Joseph P. Bom in Berne,
N. Y., March 14, 1813 : died iu Washington,

Bredichin

D. C, Jan. 22, 1892. An eminent American:
.jurist, appointed an associate justice of the-
United States Supreme Court in 1870. He
was a member of the Electoral Commission in
1877.

Brady ( bra ' di ), Cyrus Townsend. Born at
Allegheny, Pa., Dec. 20, 1801. Au American
clergyman and author. lie was graduated from the
I" nited Strifes Naval Academy in 1883 ; was ordained
priest in the Protestant Episcopal church in 18!^J ; was.
archdeacon of Kansas 1892-95, and of Pennsylvania 1895-
99 ; was rector at Overbrook, Philadelphia, in 1899, and
of Trinity Church, Toled4), Ohio, in 1SJ05 ; and served as
chaplain of tlie Kirst Pennsylvania Volunteers during the
Spanish-American war. He has written "Recollections
of a Missionary iu the Great West " (1900), "American
Eights and Fightei-s Series," and many volumes of fiction
and biography,

Brahmaputra*. In 1908 Dr. Sven Hedin an-
nounced that he had determined in Tibet the
true sources of the river Brahmaputra.
Brahms*, Johannes. Died at Vienna, April
3, 1897.

Brainard (bia'niird), David Legge. Bom in.

Norway, Herkimer County, N. Y., Dee. 21,
1856. An American arctie e,xplorer. He enlisted
in the United States Army in 1876 and was promoted ser-
geant ; fought in the Indian campaigns of 1877-78 under
General Miles ; and was a member of Greely's expedition
to Lady Franklin bay 1881-84. With Lieutenant J. B.
Lockwood he reached lat 83° 24' N., the highest then
attained, in May, 1882, and in 1883 explored Grimiell Land
and the northwestern coast of Greenland with him. In
1886 he was conmiissioned second lieutenant in the United
States Army, " for distinguished and meritorious services
in connection with the Arctic Expedition 1881-1884,"
and was promoted lieutenant-colonel, in the Subsistence
Department, in 1905.

Brampton, Baron. See Hfiu-ldxs, Sir Benni.
Brand (brand). Sir Henry Bouverie William^
first Viscount Hampden and twenty-third
Baron Dacre. Born Dee. 24, 1814: died at
Pan, France, March 14, 1892. An English
statesman. He was Liberal member for Lewes 1852-68,
and for Cambridgeshire 1868-84; was parliamentary secre-
tary to the treasury 1859-66; and was speaker of the
House of Commons 1872-84. He was knighted in 1881,
created Viscount Hampden of Glynde iu 1884, and suc-
ceeded to the title of Lord Dacre in 1890.

Brandis (briin'dis), Sir Dietrich. Born at
Bonn, March 31, 1824: died there, May 28,
1907. An eminent German botanist and
authority on forestry, in 1856 he went to India and
was placed in charge of the teak forests of Bui ma, and in
1864 was appointed the first inspect<jr-general of the
forests of India. He retired to Bonn in 1883. Knighted
in 1887,

Brandon (bran'don). A manufacturing city,

the capital of Brandon County, Manitoba. It
has an industrial school for Indians. Popula-
tion (1901), 5,380.

Brangwyn ( brang ' win) , William Francis.
Born of Welsh parents at Bruges, Belgium,
1867. A British painter, etcher, and decorator.
He exhibited at the Royal Academy in London as early
as 1886 and at the Chicago Exposition in 1893-won a medal
with his picture "The Convict Ship." His etchings are
printed in small editions and are highly valued by con-
noisseui-s. Among his most notable decorations are a
series in the great hall of the Skinners' Company and a.

wall picture at Lloyd's Registry.

Branner ( bran ' er ), John Casper. Born at
Newmarket, Tenn., July 4, 1850. An Ameri-
can geologist, professor in Leland Stanford
University from 1891, and vice-president since
1899. He was graduated at Cornell University in 1874 ;
was geologist of the Imperial Geological Conmiission of
Brazil 1875-77, and agent of the I'nited States Depart-
ment of Agriculture in Brazil 1882-83 ; was connected
with the geological survey of Pennsylvania 1883-85 ; was-
professor of geology in the University of Indiana 1885-91

;

was state geologist of Arkansas 1887-93 ; and conducted
an expedition to Bi-azil in 1899. He has published nu-
merous scientific reports and papers.

Brassey*, Thomas, Lord. He was bom Feb. 11,

1836 ; was civil lord of the admiralty 1880-S4 ; was secretary
to the admiralty 1884-85; became a peer in 1886; was
president of the Institute of Naval Architects 1893-95;
and was governor of Victoria lS95-19tiO. He was the
founder and first editor of the "Naval Annual." Among
his works are " Work and Wages " (1872), " British Navy
(1881), "Sixty Years of Pi'ogress, and the New Fiscal
Policy" (1904), etc.

Brazil*. The republic contains 20 states ; Alagoas, Ama-
zonas, Bahia, Ceara, Espirito Santo, Goyaz, Maranhao,
Matto Orosso, Minas Geraes, Para, Parahyba do Norte,
Parana, Pernambuco, Piauhy, Rio Grande do Norte, Rio
Grande do Sul, Rio de .laneiro, Santa Catliaj'ina. and Sao
Paula ; one national teiTitory, known as the Acre coun-
tr,v, and acquired from Bolivia by treaty in November,
1903, in consideration of $10,000,000; and the federal
district A national exposition was held at Rio de Janeiro
in 1908, In April, 1907, a boundary treaty was siglied

with Colombia, by which the frontier is traced from
Cuchuhy on the Rio Negro to the confluence of the
Apaporis and Yapnra, From this point southward to
the Amazon, the boundary is still unsettled.

Brazza*, Count Pierre Savorgnan de. Died
at Fort Dakar, Senegambia, Sept, 14. 1905.

Bredichin (bra'di-ehin), Fedor Alexandre-
vitch. Born at Nikolaief, Russia, Dec. 8,



Bredichin

[N. S.],1830: died at St. Petersburg, May 14,

1904. Au emlneiit Russian astronomer, dii'ee-

tor of the observatory of the University of
Moscow 1873-18U0, and of that of Pulkowa
1890-94. His principal work was liis investiga-
tion of the forms of comets, in connection
with his theory of meteors.

Breeches Bible, The. See Genera Bible.

Brehm i brum ), Christian Ludwig. Bom at
Schoniiu, near Gotba, Germany, Jan. 24, 1787 :

died at Renthendorf, near Neustadt-on-the-
Orla, Saxe-Weimar, June 23, 1864. A Ger-
man naturalist, author of numerous works on
ornithcloev.

Breton', Emile Ad61ard. Died Nov. 26, 1902.

Breton", Jules Adolphe Aini^ Louis. Died
at Paris, July 5, 1906.

Brewer (bro'er), David Josiah. Bom June
20. 1837: died Starch 28, 1910. An
American jurist, nephew cf Stephen J. Field.
He was pi-Hthiated at Yale in 18.'>t» and at tlie Albany Law
Sch*)ol in l(Si">8 ; was justice of the Supreme <-'ourt <»f Kan-
sas lS7i>^54 ; was judge of the ("ircuit t'ourt of the United
States 18fvl-89 : and was appoint-ed associate justice of
the United Stat«s .Supreme Court in 18^1). In 1697 he was
president of the liritisIi-Venezuelan Koundary Commis-
sion appointed by President Cleveland and Wiis a member
of the -Arbitration Tribunal to detei-niine that boundary
(Paris, 1899). He has written "The Pew t« the Pulpit"
(1897X *'The Twentieth Ceiiturvfrom Another View Point"
(1899). "American Citizenship" (1902), "Tlie United States
a Christian Nation " (1!I0.'>).

Brewster (bro'st^r), Benjamin Harris. Born
in .Sa'em County, N. J.. Oct. 13. 1S16: died at

Philadelphia, April 4, 1888. An American
jurist. He was praduated at Princetxm in 1h;j4 and ad-
mitted to the Philadelphia bar in l»;i8. In lt>ti7 he was
appointed att4>rnev-Breneral of Pennsylvania, and was
attoniey-jjeneral of the United States lH81-«o.

Brialmont*, Henri Alexis. Died at Brussels,
July 21, 190.3.

Briand (bri-oii'), Aristide. Bom at Nantes,
March 28, 1862. A French statesman, a mem-
ber of the Socialist party, in March, ir«)5, he be-
came minister of instruction and public worehip in the
cabinet of Sarrien and remained in that position under
Clemenceau from Oct., 19<xl. to July, 1909. In .Ian.. ll«)s, he
became also minister of justice. He secured the passage
of the law effecting the separation of church and state.

In .July, 1909, he became premier.

Brice (bris), Calvin Stewart. Born at Den-
mark, Ohio, Sept. 17, 1845: died at New York,
Dec. 1.'), 1898. An American politician. He
was graduated from the Miami University (Oxford, Ohio)
in l'«W and was atlmitted Uy the bar in IsWi. He served
with the Union Army in tlie Civil War ; was identified

with railroad interests in the United States and China;
was chairman of the L>enH>cl'atic campaign committee
which conducted the national campaign in 188^ ; and was
United States senator from Ohio 1&91-97.

Bridges (ijri/cz), Robert: pseudonym Droch.
Bom at Shippensburg, Pa., July 13, 1858. An
American author, editor, and critic. He was
graduated at Princeton in 1879 ; was a rejwrter for the
Rochester " Democrat and Chronicle "' in 18*0 ; was assis-

tant news-editor of the New York " Evening Post " 1881-

87 ; was literary reviewer for "Life " 188;t~Ilt<J0 ; and since
1887 has been assistant editor of ".Scribner's Magazine."
lie is the author of " Overheard in Arcady " (181M), " Suj)-

f

tressed Chapters and other IVjokishness " (189d), " ISram-
ile Brae," a volume of i>oems (19U'2), etc.

Bridges (brij'ez), Robert. Born Oct. 23, 1844.

An Eiifjlish poet, critic, and physician. He
held various positions in the London hospitals
until 1SS2. when he retired from practice, lie

has written several volumesof poems, a study of " Milton's
Pro*Kly," " The Orowth of Love," a number of plays, in-

cluding "Nero," "Palicio," "Ulysses," "Christian Cap-
tives." " .\chille8 in .Seyms," "Humours of the Court," and
" Th'.t Feast of IJacchus," and also au oratorio entitled
"F.den.

Bridgman, Laura Dewey. Bom at Hanover,
N. H., Dec. 21, 1829: died at South Boston,
Mass., May 24, 1889. A blind deaf-mute noted
in connection with educational methods for
unfortunates of her class. Having lost sight and
hea:-ing and having been imrti.ally deprive<l of the senses
of taste and smell by scarlet fever at three years of age,
she was idaced in the Blind Asylum at South lliwt^jn, at
the age of eiglil, where she was eilucated by means of a
fais<,'d alphabet devi^-d by the jtrincipal. Dr. .S. O. H<jwe.

Briggs', Charles Augustus. He was ordained
a priest of the Episcopal Cliureh in 1899.

Among his recent works are "Incarnation of
the Lord" (1902). " Ethical Teaching of Jesus"
(1904), ''New Liglit on the Ijfe of Jesus"
(1904). ''Tlie F^apal Commission and the Pen-
tateuch," with Baron Friedrich von Hiigel
(1900), etc.

Bright (brit), Mynors. Born 1818: died Feb.
23, 188.3. An English scholar, proctor and
president of Magdalene College, Cambridge,
and editor of Pepys's "Diary." His edition of
Pepys (1875-79). which is based upon a complete re-

decipherment of the original manuscript, corrects many
errors in the earlier editions and includes a large number
of passages previously suppressed.
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Brink (bringk), Jan ten. Born at Appinge-
dam, Netherlands, June 15, 1834: died at Le.y-

den. July 19, 1901. A Dutch author, educator,
and critic. In 1889 he was apixiiuted professor of the
history of Dutch literature at Leyden. Among his critical

works are " Schets eener geschiedenis der Nederlandsche
letterkunde"(18B7-6»), "Vondel bekroond " (18(i8), " Bul-
wer Lytton ; biografle en kritiek " (187:i). " Letterkundige
schetsen " (1874-70), "fimile Zola" (1879), "Onze heden-
daagsche letterkuiidigen" (lS8'2-87 : reprinted in 1902 as
"Geschiedenis der Noord-Nederlandsche letteren in de
XIX. eeuw "), " Causerien over moderne romans " (1884),
and " De Roman in brieven 1740-1840 " (1889). He is also
the author of a number of novels.

Brinton", Daniel Garrison. Died at Atlantic
City, N. J., July 31, 1899. Among his later
works are "Races and Peoples" (1890),
"American Race" (1891), " Religions of Prim-
itive Peoples" (1897), "Basis of Social Rela-
tions" (1902), etc.

Brisson , Eugene Henri. He was elected per-
manent president of tlie Chamber of Deputies
ill June, 1906.

British Academy for the Promotion of
Historical, Philosophical, and Philological
Studies, The. An association incorporated
by royal charter, August 8, 1902. its formation
was due t^) a suggestion made at the assembling of the
International .Association of Academies at Wiesbaden in
ISOil and a consequent meeting of representative scholars
at the" British Museum in 1901. The fellowship is limited
to one hundretl. Its first president was Lord ileay.

British Columbia'. The province sends 7
members to the Dominion House of Commons
and 3 members to the Senate.
British East Africa Company', Imperial.
In ,1893 it resigned the adiidnistration of
Uganda and Witu to the British government.

Britton (brit'on), Nathaniel Lord. Born
at New Dorp, Staten Island, N. Y., Jan. 15,

1859. An American botanist, director of the
New York Botanical Garden from 1896. He was
graduated at the Columbia Scluiol of Mines in 1879, and
was pmfessor tif botany in Columbia University 1888-96.

Among his publications are "Illustrated Flora of the
Northern United States and Canada," and " ilanual of the
Flora of the Northern United .States and Canada."

Broadland (brod'land). A name for the
region of the Norfolk Broads, England.
Broca (bro'kil), Paul. Born at Sainte-Foy-!a-
Grande, Gironde, France, June 28, 1824: died
at Paris, July 9, 1880. An eminent French
anthropologist, founder of the Anthropologi-
cal Society of Paris (1859), of the Schotd
of Anthropology (1876), ami of the French
Association for the Advancement of the Sci-

ences (1872). He became a member of the Senate in

1880. Among his works are " Instructions g^n^mles i>our
les recherches anthro[iologiqiies" (IsOj'j), "Instructions
craniologiques et cnLnionu^tri<)ues "(187f>), " M^moires sur
les caracteres jihysiques de rhomme pr^hist^^rique " (184i9),

and ".Mt^nioircs d'anthropologie " (1871-83: fifth vol.,

edited by Pozzi, 18?K).

Brockway (brok'wa), Zebulon Reed. Bom
at Lyme, Conn., April 28, 1827. An American
penologist, superintendent of the New York
State Reformatory at Elmira 1876-1900, and
mayor of Elmira 190()-07. lie was app<unted deputy
superintendent of the Albany Penitentiary in ISf'l, su-

perintendent of the Monroe County (New York) Peniten-
tiary in 18.M, and of the Detnjit House of CoiTection in

18til. He has written numerous papers on the subject of
peni>logy.

Brodrick (brod'rik), William St. John Fre-
mantle, ninth Viscount Midleton. Bom Dec.
14, 1856. A British Conservative statesman.
He was educated at Eton and lialliol College, Oxford ;

representetl Surrey (West 1880-85 and South-west 1885-

1900) in the House of Commons ; and was financial secre-
tary U* the War Onlce 188<>-y2, under-secretary of state
for war 1895-98, under-secretary of state for foreign
affairs lS9S-19<;io, secretary of state for war 1900-03, and
secretary of state fi>r India I90.'i-Dec., 1906.

Brodsky (brod'ski), Adolf. Born at Taganrog,
Province of the Don Cossacks, Russia, March
21, 1851. A distinguished Russian violinist.
He was a member of the Ilcllniesberger Quartet in

Vienna, and from 18tW to 1870 of the imperial opem
orchestra there, and later was a professor at the con-
servat4)ry of Moscow (187.'»-79). From 1879 to 1881 he was
conduct^jr of the symphony orchestra in Kief; made
concert foul's in Austria, fiennany, and England 1881-8:1;

and was professor at the Leipsic Consei'vatory 1883-91. In
1891-94 he was in the United States and Canada. In 1895
he was appointed jinifessor, and later principal, at the
Manchi'ster Royal Cttllege of Music in England.

Broglie*, Jacques Victor Albert, Due de.
Dieil Jan. 19, 1901.

Brohan'. Emilia Madeleine. Born at Paris,
Oct. 21, 1833: died there, Feb. 25, 1900.

Bronzino (bron-z6'ii6), Angiolo Allori : called

Bronzino. Born at Monticelli, near Florence,
1.502: died at Florence, 1.572. A Florentine
painter and poet. He was a pupil of RafTaellino del
Oarbo and'-lacopo Can-ilcci, called Pontormo. He was
also much influenced by Michelangelo, whose style of

drawing; he affected. Bronzino was the favorite painter

Browning
of Cosimo I., Duke of Tuscany, and has left a fine series
of portraits of the Medici family. His best works are in
Florence and Pisa.

Brooke (briik), John Mercer. Born at Tampa,
Florida, Dec. 18, 1820: died at Lexington, 'Va.,

Dee. 14, 1906. An American physicist. Hewas
graduated from the Naval Academy at Annapolis in 1847,
but resigned from the U. S. Navy in 1800. In 1801 he en-
tered the Confederate service and became chief of the
bureau of ordnance and hydrography. He invented a
gun, named for him, and made the plans which were
used in refltting the "Merrimac" ("Virginia"). He was
professor of physics in the Virginia Military Institute
1865-99.

Brooke (bruk), John Rutter. Born at Potts-
ville, Pa., July 21, 1838. An American soldier,
promoted major-general iti tlie regular army
in 1897. He enlisted in the Northern Anuy in 1861 and
attained the brevet rank of major-general of volunteers in
1^04. In April, 1898, during tlie Spanish-American War,
he was placed in command of the troop.s in Chickamauga
Park and in .Tuly was sent to Porto Rico, where he was
head of the military commission and governor-general
until December, when he became govenior-geiieral of
Cuba. In 191X) he was placed in command of the depai-t-
ment of the East^ He retired in 1902.

Brooklyn*. Brooklyn became one of the bor-
ougiis of the Greater City of New York in 1898.
See Xem Yorl\

Brooks (bruks), Noah. Born at Castine, Me.,
Oct. 24, 1830 : died at Pasadena, Cal., Aug. 16,
1903. An American journalist and writer of
biography, history, and fiction, particularly
for boy readers. He was editor of the Newark (New

.

.Tersey) "Advertiser" 1884-04. He published "The Boy
Emigrants" (1876), " The Life of Abraliam Lincoln " (1889),
" -American Statesmen " (1893), " The Story of Marco Polo

"

(ISlKi), etc.

Brooks (briiks), William Keith. Bom at
Cleveland, Ohio, March 25, 1848: died at Lake
Roland, near Baltimore, Nov. 12, 1908. An
American biologist, associate professor (and
later professor) of zoology at Jolins Hopkins
University, Baltimore, from 1876. He was grad-
uated at Williams College in 1870 and was assistant in the
Boston Society of Natural Histxiry 1875-76. Among his
published works are " HandtwM>k of Invertebrate Zoology

"

(1882), "Heredity "(1884), "Lucifer: a Study in Morphol-
ogy "(l&Sl), "The Stomatopoda of II. M. S. Challenger"
(1886), " F'oundatioiis of Zoology" (1898), etc.

Brosch (brosh), MoritZ. Born at Prague,
April 7, 1829: died at Venice, July 15,
1907. A German historian and journalist.
His works include " Papst Julius II. und die Griindung
dcs Kirchenstajits " (1878), " Oeschichte des Kirchen-
stjiats "(1880-82), "Lord Bolingbroke und die Whigs und
Tories seiner Zeit " (1883), " Oliver Cromwell und die puri-
t;mische Revolution " (1886), "Oeschichte von England,
1603-18.50" (1890-97).

Brown ('broun). Alice. Bom at Hampton
Falls, N. H., Dec. 5, 1857. An American
author. Her work includes " Meadowgi-ass " (1895),
"By Oak and Thorn" {1896), "Tiverton Tales " (1899),
"King's End" (1901), "Margaret Warrender " (1901),
"The Mannerings" (I90;l), ".Indgment" (1903), "High
Noon " (1904), "The Court of Love" (1906), "The Stoiy of
Thyrza"(1909), etc.

Brown (broun), Francis. Bom at Hanover,
N. H., Dec. 26, 1849. An American scholar,
clergyman, and educator, president of Union
Theological Seminary 1908-. He was instructor in
biblical philology in Union Theological Seminary, New
York, 1879-81, and asscx'iate professor 18S1-90 ; and was
appointed professor of Hebrew and cognate languages in
1890. He is the author of " Assyriology ; Its Use and
Abuse " (1885), and " The Christian Point of View "(1902 :

with George >>'illiam Knox and Arthur C. McGitfert);
and has compiled, with S. R. Driver and C. A. Briggs, a
" Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament

"

(1891-1906).

Brown (broun), Henry Billings. Bom at
South Lee, Mass., March 2, 1836. An Ameri-
can jurist. He was graduated at Yale in 18.50 and was
a4lmitted to the (Michigan) bar in 1860. He was United
States judge f<n' the Eastern District of Michigan 1875-90,
and associate justice of the United States Sujireme Court
1891-UtOO. His publications include "Admiralty Reports"
(1876), and sundry articles ill legal magazines.

Browne*, Henrietta. Died in 1901.

Browne*, Junius Henri. Died at New York,
April 2, 1902.

Browne (lironn). Thomas Alexander:
pseudonjnn Rolf Boldrewood. Born at Lon-
don, England, Aug. 6, 1826. An Australian
novelist. Among his works are " Robbery Under Arms "

(1888), "The Miller's Right" (18901, "The Squatter's
Dream "

(189.5), "The Cmoked Stick " (1895), " War to the
Knife" (1899), "The Ghost Camp" (1902), " The Last
Chance "(11KI.5), "A Tale of the Golden West" (1906), eta

Brownell (brou-nel'). William Crary. Bom
at New York, Aug. ,30, 1851. An American
critic, author, and editor. He was graduated at

Amherst College in 1871 and became in 1888 a literary

adviser to the publishing house oi ('harles iS<!ribiier'a

Sons. Besides his contributions Xa} peritnlicals he has
written "Krench Traits" (1889), "French Art" (1892),

and "Vict^irian I*rose Mastei-s" (1901).

BrO'wning (brou'ning), Oscar. Bom at Lon-
don, England, Jan. 17, 1837. An English his-



Browning l^ ^""^^

torian critic «nd writer. He is the author of Bttclmer^.Friedrich Karl Christian Ludwig. Bullion State, The. A nickname of the State

- -^^ .-=--.—.••—- - > William Alfred. Bulow (bu'lo), Prince Bernhard Henry Mar-
(187

111 NiiiIv --
»i, "Kti^laiul ami
iucatkm" (Ite*),

Ti - M. "Life of t;et>nre

Life- mi wimnss" (ISiHX "Uoethe, his

(ItiSlK "The Life of Bartolommeo Colleoni (1S91),

Sai>oleoiiiiiISO:i"(lSSTi. Buckineham (buk'ins-am), Willia
••History of Eilueatioiiiil ^, ° t „l,.,..,^., f'mV.i Miv -yS
re Eliot •,1S90),^^ Dante. Bom at Lebanon, Conn M-0^»,

at Norwich, Conn., Feb ' '*-'^^

n^
•ife aiid Writ- at Norwich, Uonn., i CD. 3, 1875.

ean go'i'evnor. He was croveiitor of Connecticut ls.^8-<)6

Vluelphs ami i;hil)ellines ' (ISSK!), "The Age of the „,„] Kepuhlienn senator from that state 1869-76. Uuriiig

Condottieri (189.5). ••I'eter the Oreat " (1898). •'Cliarles
,|,^, ,.(,,(1 w.w he w.is intiuential in raising the ,'.fi,(XlU vol-

XII of Sweden •
(1898), ••Wars of the Nineteenth On- „„ieers which Conneoticnt sent t.. tlie I niun army.

tarr" (1899). ••Impressions of In.lian Travel" (llKM)., gnckleV (buk'li), JameS MonrOe. Born
Xapoleon : First Phase " (1905), "The Fall of Napok-on

"^.^jj^^..^^.^ ^. j^ Pec. 10, 183(5. An Amerio;
(I'JOT). eu.

Brownson (broun'son), Orestes Augustus.
Boru at Stockbridge, Vt., Sept. 16, 1803:

died at Detroit, Mich., April 17, 1876. An
American journalist and theologian. At first a

Preshvterian. he iK-canie a Iniversalist minister in 18--6,

a I'niWian preacher in 1832, and a Roman t-athoUc In

1844. „„ . .

Brown University*. It has over 90 instruc-

tors and nearly 1,000 students, and a library

of 150.000 volumes.

Bruce (brOs), Victor AlexanderLjiinth Earl

and thirteenth Earl of Kincardine.

at
an

clergyman, author, and editor. From 18.19 to isso

he filled pastorates of the Slethotlist Episcopal fliurch in

Xew Hampshire, Michigan. Connecticut, and Ilroolilyn

;

since then he has been editor of •' The Christian Advo-

cate," of New Yorlc. Among his publications are "Oats

or Wild Oats" (188."^), "Faith Healing, Christian Science,

and Kindred Phenomena" (1887), " Travels in Three Con

tinents
States

"

(190i>), etc,

Buckner*, Simon Bolivar. He was nomi-

nated for vice-president by the National

(Sound-money) Democrats in 1896,

of Elgin and thirteenth Earl or j^incaruine.
^^^^^ (bod'e), Karl Ferdinand Reinhard.
Boru at Bensberg, near Cologne, (jeriuany.Born near Montreal, May 16, 1849.

Liberal statesman. He was ciincated at Eton and

at Balliol (Vdlege, O.vford ; succeeded his fatlier ni lS(i;i

;

was viceri>v of India 18SM-i)9 ; was chairman of the war

commission in 1902, and chaimian of the royal commission

on the ,>*cottisli church crisis in 1904; and was secretary

of state for the colonies Dec, 190.T-08.

Bruckner (brok'ner), Anton. Born at Ans-

felden. Upper Austria, Sept. 4, 1824: died

at Vienna,' Oct. 11, 1896. An Austrian organ-

ist, composer, and teacher. He was professor of

harmony and counterpoint in the Vienna Conservatory.

His most importiint works are nine symphonies (the last

unflnishedi, which sliow the strong influence of Wagner,

masses, a Te Deum. and other church music.

Brnnean (brii-no'), Alfred. Born at Paris,

March 3, 1857. A French composer and
critic of 'music. His most important works are the Buell*, DOU CarloS. Died Nov. 19, 1898.

operas •;LeEeve;' 0891)./' L'attoque^auij^^^^^ Bueuos Aires*. It is the first city in size of

South America.

Buffalo*. It is the second city in size in the

State (Greater New York being tlie first).

Buffalo Exposition. See Fan-American Ex-
position

•alogy from 1864 in the Yale gujacan (bij-la-kiiu'). A province in southern Bunner*, Henry Cuyler.
entific School. Ho was director Luzon, Philippine Islands. It is bounded by Nucva N. J., May 11, 1896.

^

• Messidor " (1897), " L'enfant roi " (190-,), " Nais Micoulm "

(1907), etc. ; and songs. He has also published several

volumes of critical writings.

Brunetifere', Ferdinand. Died at Paris, Dee.

9, 1906,

Brunner'. Sebastian. Died at Wahring, near

Vienna, Nov. 2ii, 1893.

Brush', George de Forest. He was made a

member of the National Academy of Design in

1902.

Brush (brash), George Jarvis. Born at

Brooklyn, N. ¥., Dec. 15, 1831. An American
mineralogist, professor of metalliirgy 1855--04,

and of mineral
(Sheffield) Sciei

of the Sheffield Scientific School 1872-98.

Bryan, William Jennings. Born at Salem, 111.,

March 19, I860. An American statesman. He
served two terms in Congress as Democratic
representative from Nebraska, and later en-

gaged in journalism. He was nominated for presi-

dent by the Democrats and Populists in 1896, and again in

1900. and by the Democrats in 190S, but was each time de-

feated.

Bryce', James. He was chief secretary for Ireland

190;.-JW; member of Parliament (Liberal) for Aberdeen
lS8,=>-ll»<i ; and ambassador extraordinary and minister

plenipotentiary to the
later publications are"] .

"Studies' in History and Jurisprudence ' (1901),

" .Studies in Contemporary Biography " (1903).

Bryn Mawr College"'. It has about 60 instruc-

tors and 450 students, and a library of about
52,000 volumes and 8,000 pamphlets.

Bucas (bo-kas') Islands. Three small islands

1804 : died tin Charles VOn. Born at Kh'in-i-lottbock,

An Ameri- Jlolstein, Germany, May 9, 1849. A Gei-man
statesman, eliancellor of the empire 1!)00-09.

He entered the diplomatic service in ls7a ; was a secretary

of the Berlin Congress in 1878 ; was second and afterward
Hrst secretary of the embassy at Paris 1879-83 ; was first

secrettxry of the embassy at St. Petersburg 1883-88 ; was
minister at Bukarest 1888-93; was ambassador at Rome
1893-97 ; was minister of stat« and secretary of state for

foreign affairs 1897-1900 ; and was imperial chancellor
and Prussian president of tlie council of ministers from
October, 1900. In June, 190.\ he was created a prince after

lie had secured theretirement of M. Delcasse, foreign min-
ister of France, wliose policy, especially with regard to
ilorocco, had become offensive to Gennany. His diplo-

^ „ niacy resulted in the conference at Algeciras (wliich see).
• (1894). "History of Methodism in the United BulthaUpt (bolt'houpt), Heinrich. Bom at
(1897), "The Fundamentals and Their Contrasts Bremen, Oct. 26, 1849: died there, Aug. 20,

1905. A German poet and dramatist, libra-

rian of the city of Bremen from 1879. Among
liis dramatic works are ••Saul" (1870), " Die Arbeiter "

(1870), " Vlktoria " (1894), " Die ilalteser" (1883), "(ierold
Weiulel " (1884), etc. He has also written "Dramatnrgie
dcs Wchauspiels " (1882-1901), an exposition of the art of
Sluikspere and of tlie great (Jernian dramatists.

Buluan (b6-16'iin). Lake. A marshy lake in

tlio southeastern part of Cottabato district,

Mindanao, Philippine Islands. Itiscoimected by
narrow streams with Lake Liguasan, and tluis feeds tlie

llio Grande de Mindanao, which flows through the latter

hike. Area about 114 square miles.

Ernest Alfred Thompson ^«l^efflaytog Treaty . It was abrogated

in Cornwall, July 27, J8.-)7.
m 1901 by the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, signed

- • at Washington Nov. 18, and ratified by the
Senate Dec. 16.

Bom at

American
biologist, director of the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City from 1902.
He was professor (of biology) at Olivet College (Michigan)
1886-89, and at Brown University (successively assistant

professor and associate pi-ofessor of zoology and professor
of comparative anat^imy) 1890-1901 ; was assistant director
of the marine biological labiiratory at Woods Hole 1893-9.^,

and director of the biological lalioratory of the United
States Fish Commission at Woods Hole 1898-1901 ; and was
curator of invertebrate zoology in the American Museum
of Natural History 1901-02.

BornatLaur- Bunce (buns), Francis Marvin. Bom at

April 13, 1850. A German evangelical theo

logian, professor of Old Testament theology

in the University of Marburg from I9U0.

Among his works are " Die Biblische Urgeschichte uiiter-

sucht (1883), " Die Biicher Richter und .Samuel" (1890),

"Der Kanon dcs Alten Testaments" (1900), "Das Alte

Testjunent und die Ausgrabuiigcn " (1903).

Budge (buj),

Wallis. Born
An English archseologist, keeper of Assyrian

and Egyptian antiquities at the British Mu-
/, , % -rr n

seum. He has conducted explorations at Nineveh, Wr BumpUS bum pus) Hermon Carey,
(Mesopotamia), Assuan (Egypt), and Gebel Baikal (Sudan), Buckheld, Maine, May a. 1802. An
and has published a large number of works on Oriental

subjects.

Bugge (bo'ge), Elsius Sophus.
vig, Norway, Jan. 5, 1833: died at Christiania,

June 8, 1907. A distinguished Norwegian
philologist, professor of comparative philology

in Christiania from 1866. He is best known
from his work on the Eddas and earlier sagas.

Buhl. See Boulle.

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 25, l.'S36: died there,

Oct. 19. 1901. An American naval oiBcer, ap-
pointed rear-admiral in ]8;:8. in the same year
he retired from active service. He was graduated from
the United States Naval Academy in 18.^7 ; ser^'cd in the
Union navy in the Civil War; and commanded the North
Atlantic Squadron 1895-97.

Died at Nutley,

Died at Heidel-Ecijaon the north ; Nueva Ecija and Infanta (separated EunSen", Robert Wilhelm
by the Sierra Madre Mountains) on the east; Rizal and i,,,,.„ v,.,-^ l(, IK^IO
Manila bay on the south; and Pampanga on the west. '" 'f^' t.', ' , _'

, . , . ,.^ . ^,

Capital, Malolos. The Rio Grandejle la Pampanga flows BuraueU (bo-ra o-an). _A municipality in the
through it from north to south. The eastern part of the
province is mountainous ; the western part is fertile,

producing sugar-cane and rice. The population is Tag-
alog. Area, 1,173 square miles. Population (1903), 223,-

742.

Bulawayo (bo-lil-wa'yo). A town in Matabele-
land, South Africa, about lat. 20° 15' S., long.
28° 30' E. It contains a government office, schools,

hotels, etc.

. United States i9(i7-Anioiig his guifinch (bul'finch), Charles. Born at Bos-

'3"j"rispr1de;t " aW an!i ton, Mass., Aug. 8, 1763: died there, April 15,

1844. An American arehiteet. He desipned the
Doric column which replaced the beacon on beacon Hill

;

built the Boston State House, between 1705 and 1798, the
McLean Hospital, Somerville, and the General Hospital,
Boston ; and became architect of the Capitol at Washing-
ton, January 8, 1818, succeeding Benjamin H. Latrobe.
He built there the porticos on the western side.

°L^\« ^^I'^i^l'riV ^iTg^r:''?!*".^;" f; Bulgaria*. There isalsoaGrand Sobranie, consisting
nao and southwest of Siargao and forming
part of the eastern boundary of Suiigao Strait.

On the eastern coast of Bucas Grande is Port Sibonga, a
harbor safe in all weather for vessels not exceeding 1,S

feet draft Area of the three islands, .'»3.4 square miles.

Area of liucas Grande, 43 sciuare miles. Population (1S)03),

810.

Buchan (buk'an), Alexander. Born at Kin-
nesswood, Kinross-shire, Scotland, April 11,

1829: died at Edinburgh, May 13, 1907. A
Scotch meteorologist, secretary of tlio Scottish

Meteorological Society from 1860. He published
numerous works and papers ujion meteorological sub-

jects, including " A Handy Text-book of Meteorology "

(1807), "Introductory Text-bfiok of Meteorology" (1871),

"Atiiiiwpheric Circulation" (1889), "Oceanic Circula-

tion (189.'.), etc.

Bachanan*, Bobeit Williams. Died June 10,

1901.

BUcheler (biich 'e-ler). Franz. Born in Rhein-
berg, June 3, 1837: died at Bonn, May 8, 1908.

A noted German philologist, professor of clas-

sical philology at Bonn from 1870. He is

especially known for bis critical work on the

classics.

of inembei"s elected in the proportion of 1 to 10,000 of the
population, to which constitutional and other questions
of state are referred. On Oct. ft, li)08, P.iilgaria declared
her independence and the ruler assumed the title of czar.

BuUen (bul'en), Frank Thomas. Bom at

London, April 5, 1857. An English author and

north central part of Leyte island and prov-

ince, Philippine Islands. Civilized population

(1903), 18,197.

Burbank (b^r'bangk), Luther. Born at Lan-
caster, Mass., March 7, 1849. An American
naturalist noted for his experiments in devel-

oping new varieties of fruits and flowers. He
removed to Santa Rosa, California, in 1875, and established
experimental fanns. He has produced important varie-

ties of the potato:!, plum, prune, peach, apple, rose, lily,

am.oryllis, canna, daisy (.Shasta), cactus (thoniless), etc.,

and some new species of fruits (the plumcot. Primus
berry and others), and has added much to the knowledge
of the laws of heredity and environment. He is in receipt

of a grant from the Carnegie Institution for the further-

ance of his work.

Burckhardt(bork'hiirt), Jakob. Bomat Basel,

Switzerland, May 2.5, 1818: died there, Aug.
8, 1897. A Swiss historian, especially of art.

professor in the University of Basel. His chief

books are the ••Cicerone," a genei-al guide to the art of

Italy (185.'i), which has several times been re.eiiited by
Wilhelm Bode (8th edition 1901), '• Die Kultur der Re-
naissance in Italien " (18.'>9 : 4th edition 1885), and •'Ge-

hichte der Renaissance in Italien " (1807)
lecturer. He led a roving life from 1866 to 188;i, chiefly tj„_j... /.i„,,..4.„» a_„.i„ nanr-rn-nn R.ii.r,,,
at sea, rising from seaman to the rank of chief mate, and Burdett^CouttS , Angela Georgina, Baron

Died at London, Dec. 30, 1906.
sea, rising

was a junior clerk in the Meteorological Ortlce 188:i-99.

He has written "The Cruise of the Cachelot" (1898),
" Idylls of the Sea " (1899), " The Log of a Sea-waif " (1899),
" Men of the Merchant Service " (1900), "With Christ at

Sea "(1900), •Deep-sea Pluiulerings" (1902), "Creatures
of the Sea'' (1904), •' Back to Sunny Seas" (IM.'i), '• Son of

the Sea " (1907), ••Our Heritage- the Sea" (1907), "Call
of the Deep " (1908), " Young Nemesis " (1909), et<;.

BuUer (biirer). Sir Redvers Henry. Born in

Devonshire in 1839: died June 2, 1908. A
British gener.al. He served in China 1800, the Red
River Expedition 1870, the Ashanti war 1873-74, the KalBr
war 1878, the Zulu war 1879, the Boer war 1881, the Egyp-
tian war 1882, and the Sudan campaigns 1884-8.'S. He was

Burgess (ber',ies), John William. Born in

Giles County, Tenn., Aug. 26, 1844. AnAmeri-
can historian and educator. He wiui graduated at

Amherst College in 1867 ; was professor of English and
political economy in Knox College 1860-71 ; was professor

of hist*try and political science at .\niherst College 187:^

76 ; and has been professor of political science and consti-

tutioniil law in Columbia University since 1876. He was
Roosevelt professor of -American history and institutions

at the University of Berlin 1906-07. His works include
" Political Science and Comparative Constitntioiiiil Law "

(1890), •'.Middle Period, 1817-18.^3" (1897), ••The Civil War
and the Constitntion, 18.59-1865 " (1901 ),

•' Reconstruction

and the Constitution, 1866-1876 " (190-2), etc.

An island of the Philip-
uiider-secretary for Ireland 1886-87, and quai-tennaster-

general 1887-90, and was appointed adjutant-general Oct., Bni-Sog (bo'ri-iis)
1890. In 1891 hewas made lieutenant-general, and in 1899 „;"" i.^:,,- -Uofwom, I ii^on ntid Afnshnte slid
was commander-in-chief of the British forces in South pines, lying between Luzon ana Masbate, antt

Africa. Retired 190L belonging to Masbate province. It has three
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officer. lie was an unsuccessful Sucialist canilidate
for the western division of Nottinyliani in 18S5; has rep-
resented (Labor Party) Battersea in the House of Com-
mons since 18!G; and was ai)poiiited president of the
Local Government Board, with a seat in the cabinet, in
December, 1WI5.

Burr (ber), William Hubert. Born at Water-
town, Conn., July 14, 1851. An American
engineer, professor of civil engineering at
Columbia University from 1893. He has been
consultins? engineer to several of the departments of tlie

Bunas
ports good in all weather— l'(.rt liusin on the nortliwest
and Port Busaingaand Boca Engafio ..n tlie east coast.
Area, 11»7 square miles. Popuhition (llKt*), l,(i-27.

Burlingame (ber'ling-gam), Edward Liver-
more. Born at Boston, Mass., May 30, 1848.
An American editor, son of Anson Burlin-
game. He was educated at Harvard and at the Ini-
versity of Heidelberg ; became coiuiected with the pub-
lishing house of Charles .Scribner's Sons in 187!); and
has edited " Scribner's Magazine " since 18S0.

Burnand (b^r-nand'), Sir Francis Cowley.
Born Nov. 29, 1836. An English editor, autbor,
and playwright. He has produced many plays,
chiefly burlesques and comedies (among which we
"Black-Eyed Susan." "Ixion." and "The Colonel"), and
two light operas (" Con trahandista " and " The Chieftain ")

in collaboration with -Arthur Sullivan, with whom he also
wrote " Cox and Box," a nuisical vereion of Slorton's farce
" Box and Cox." From about ls«2 he was on the editorial
staff of " Punch " and one of its principal contributors, and
was ite editor-in-chief 1880-19(10. He is the author of
" Mokeanna," sevei-al series of " Happy Thoughts," " New
Light on IMrkest Africa," an "Eccentric (iuide to the
Isle of Thanet," and of a volume of reminiscences (1904).

Bume-Jones*, Sir Edward. Died at London,
June 17, 1898.

Burnell (btr-nel'), Arthur Coke. Born at
.St. Briavels, Gloueestcrsliire, 1840: died at
West Stratton, Hampshire, Oct. 12, 1.S82. An
eminent English Sanskrit scholar and authority
on the languages and literature of India. He
was eilucated at King's College, London; entered the In-
dian Civil .Service in 1857 ; and liveil in India (except for
terms of leaveUH(»-80. His most imimrtant work, "Cla.ssi-
fled Index to the .Sanskrit 5ISS. in the Palace at Tan-
jore," was printed for the Mailras government in 1880.
He also published a " Handbo<ik of South Indian Palicog-
raphy." (1874), "The Aindra Sch<Kil of Sanskrit Orannna-
rians " (1875), translations from the Sanskrit, etc. "Hob-
son .fobson, being a lilossary of Anglo-Indian collcHiuial •R','"on>i » Tnli^io TT^^^o...^ lur.^.^-^...
wonls and phrases," a wofk which he compiled with •R^-SCH. .

JUllUS .Hermann MontZ.
<'oh»nel Vule, was published in I8v;.

Burnett', Mrs. (Frances Hodgson). Among
her later works are "A Ijnlv of tjuality" (189C), "The
Making of a Marchioness" (I'joi), "The Methods of Lady
Walderliurst" (VMfl), "The Dawn of a Ti>-niorrow

"

(190«), "The Shuttle" (1907), etc. She nnuTied Stephen
Towneseud in 1900.

Bomham (bern'aml, Sherburne Wesley.
Born at Thetforil, Vt.. Doc. ll'. 18:i8. An
American astronomer, professor of jiraetical
astronomy in the University of Chicago : espe-
cially noted as a discoverer and observer of
double stars. He was observer of the Dearborn Ob-
8ervat4uy 1S77-81. of the Washburn observatory 18HI-SL',
of the DearlKini I >b8ervatory 18«2-84, of the Lick Observa-
tory 1S88-9-.'. and of the Yerkea observatory 1897-. He
has published a "General Catalogue of 1,290 Ikjuble
Stai-s, discovered from 1871 to 1S<IU " (1900). In 1!KM lie was
awardcii the l.nlaiid< -

of .Sciences of I

Cagayan de Jolo

on-the-Main, (jermany. May 3, 1848. A Ger-
man naturalist, professor of zoology and
paleontojogy in the University of Heidelberg
from 1878. His investigations have related to the
developmental history of invertebrates, and in later years
especially U) cell-division and the pbysicochemical aspects
of the vital processes. Among his works are " Protozoen "

(1880-89). " Untersuchungen (iber Strukturen " (1898)
" Untersuchungen iiber die JI ikrostruktur kiinstlicher
nnd naturlicher KieseLsauregallerten " (1900), " Mechauis-

„ ___„ „. j„ , . „. musund Vitalismus" (li*<ll).

City of Xcw York, and in 1899 was appointed a member Butter (but'cr), Nathaniel Died Feb 2''
of the Isthmian Canal Coniniission to repoi-t upon a route.
In 1904 he was appointed a member of the Isthmian
Canal Commission to construct the Panama Cansil, and w
1905 was made a member of the inteniational board of
consulting engineers to detemiine the plan of the canal.
He has published a number of works on engineering.

Burstenbinder (burs'ten-bin-der), Elisabeth:
pseudonym E. Wemer. Born at Berlin, Nov.
25,1838. A German novelist. Her works include Butterfield (bnt'er-fcld)
"Gartenlaubenbliiten" (l£r-2), Aui Altar'' (1873), "Gliick Utica. N. Y., Oct. 31, 1831Auf ! (18,4), "Gesprengte Fesseln (187.5), "Vineta -----'- '

(1877), "Gebannt und eriost" (1884), "Die Blume ilos
Clucks" (1SS5), " Heimatklaiig " and "Sankt Mich.acl

"

(1887), "llammenzeichen" (1890), "Gewagt und gewon-
nen " (1S91), " Kreie Balin "

(189;!), " Fata Morgana " (1890),
" llcxeijgold " (IIKXI), etc.

Burton (ber'ton), Richard. Bom at Hart-
ford, Conn., March 14, 1859. An American
poet and educator. He was professor of English
literature in the University of :Minnesota 1898-1902, and
lecturer in English literature at the I'niversity of Chicago
from lIKB-fKi, and professor of English literature at the
I'nivereity of Minnesota 1900-. His works include " Dumb
iii.lune" (189.5), "Memorial Day" (1897), "Literai-y Lik-
i;igs" (1898), "Lyrics of Brotlierhooil " (1S99), ".Tohn
Oreenleaf Whittier" (1901), "Fo - —
"Message and Melody" (1903),
America" (llHH). and^'Rahab" (190(i).

Died at
L-ip.-ic, Nov. 10, 1899

Busson(bu-soii'), Charles. Born at Montoire,
Loir-et-Cher, July 15, 1822 : died April 4, 1908.
A French painter. His works are chiefly land-
sciipes.

Busuanga (bo-s6-ang'ga). The largest island Butulan (b6'to-lan) Mountains. A range of
of the Calamianes group, between Mindoro mountains in the eastern part of Davao dis-
and Paragua, in the Philinpine Islands. It trict, Mindanao, in the Philippine Islands.
belongs to Paragua province There is an I* Mtenils from the most southern point of the island north

anchorage at Port Uson, on the southern coast,
fl^.e SSt'pcS' "".^Teet

"" """ "' ""'""• ""'*'""'"

Area, 390 square miles. Population (1903), Buxtehude (b6ks'te-h6-de), Dietrich. Born

1664 (1663?). An English printer and jour-
nalist. He issued, in London, pamphlets describing
murdei-sand plays 1605-39, weekly redactions of foreign
news-letters 1022-39, and half-yeiu-Iy volumes of foreign
news 1030-40. His news-sheets were the forerunnere of
the modern newspaper. Ben .lonson ridiculed him under
the name of 'Cymbal' in his "Staple of News" (1025), and
Iletcher_and_ Shirley also refeiTcil to him in their works.

Daniel. Bom at
died at Coldspring,

N. Y., July 17, 1901. An American soldier,
l)revet major-general in the United States
Army. He entered the Union Anny in 1801 as colonel
of the twelfth New York regiment of militia ; was pro-
moted brigadier-general of volunteers in the same year
and commanded a brigade during the Peninsular cam-
paign of the Anny of the Potomac ; commanded a division
in the second battle of Bull Bun; was brevetted major-
general of volunteers in 1862 ; commanded the Fifth Army
Corps at the Battle of Fredericksbui-g ; was chief of stalf
to Hooker at Chancellorsville and to Meade at Gettysburg ;

and was again chief of staff to Hooker during the battle
of < 'liattaiinnga. During Sherman's Georgia campaign lie
comniaiHlid a division of the TwentiethCorps. He was

jr" (1901), "Forces in Fiction " (1902), vi^^ii^!::^n''^^'''' '"'^l^.'^'' '^'i--'T~'ii
lelody" (1903), "Literary Leadei-s Jf •'*«tterW0rth (but er-werfh), Hezckiah. Born

at Warren, K. I., Dec. 22, 1839: died there,
Sept. 5, 1905. An American editor and writer
of children's books. He was assistant editor of the
" Youth's Companion." Among his works are a series of
"Zigzag Journeys," "Poems for Christmas, Easter, and
New Year," "Songs of History," "Stoiyof the Hymns,"
"South America," "In the Boyiiood of Lincoln," and "The
Patriot Schoolmaster."

4,371

Butler (but'lcr). A borough, the capital of
Butler County, Pennsylvania. It has manu-
factures of silk, woolen, glass, engines, etc.
Population (1900). 10.853.

lamic prize in astronomy by the Academy Butler (but'ler), Nicholas Murray. Born at

Bums (W'rnz), Anthony. Bom in Virginia,
about 1830 : died at Saint Catherines, Canada,
July 27, 1862. A fugitive slave, the last to be
seized in Massachusetts under the fugitive
slave law of 18.')0. He escaped from slavery in 18.53,

and his an-est in Boston, May 24, 18.54, caused great in-
dignation. An attempt was made to rescue him, but it

failed, anrl he was adjudged to his owner and sent back.
His freetlom was l)ought in the following year, and he
later studied at Oberlin College and became a Baptist
minister at Saint Catherines.

Barns (b*rnz), John. Bom at London, Oct

Elizabeth, N. J., April 2, lS(i2. An American .„ -d n 4. /i • 1 • l-/^
educator, president of Columbia University ^J^^j^,„ Viiil^"'^,^ tj

.
from 1902. He was graduated from Columbia Ini-

°»^-"""d

vei-sity in 1.S82 ; organized and was president of the
Teachers <'ollege (New York) 1880-91 ; and became pro-
fessor of philosophy and educati(»n, and fii-st dean of the
faculty of philosophy, in Cidunibia, in 1890. He founded
the "Educational Review" (1891), and has written and
edited many other educational publications. A number
of his articles have been collected under the title "The
Meaning of Education" (189s).

Butler', William Allen. Died at Yonkers,
N. Y., Sept. 9, 1902.

at Helsingor, Denmark, in 1637: died at Lii-
beck, Germany, May 9, 1707. A famous organ-
ist and composer, organist at Llibeck from
1668. He exerted a strong iiitltience on Bach, who once
journeyed fifty nules on foot to hear him play at his
famous ' Abendmusiken ' in Liibeck. His most important
compositions were organ pieces.

Christophorus
Henricus Didericus. Born at Kloetinge,
province of Zealand, Netherlands, Oct. 10,
1817: died at Utrecht, Feb. 3, 1890. A Dutch
meteorologist, director of the meteorological
institute at Utrecht 1854-87. He was the first to
establish a system of storm-signals in Europe. lie is best
known as the propounder of the meteorological law or
rule named for him. which states a relation between the
difference of the barometrical readings at any two stations
and the direction of the winds relative to a line joining
the two stations.

18.58. A British labor leader and cabinet Butschli (butsh'li), Otto. Bom at Frankfort- Byelostok. Same as Biclostok.

aamano", Jo86 Maria P14-
cido. He was born in Gmiv-
n.|uil. Oct. 5, 1838, and died
at Seville, Spain, Dec. 31,
1901.

Cabatuan (kil-ba-to-an'). A
municipality in the central
part of Iloilo province. Pa-

nay, Philippine Islands. Civilized population
. (1903). 16,497.

Cabel* fproiiorly Cabu), Mme. (Marie Jo-
S^phe DreuUette). She was born Jan. 31,
1827. and died at MaisonsLafitte, May 23, 1885.
Cabicungan (kii-be-kon-giin'). A volcano in
Cagayan jirovince, in the northern part of
Luzon, Philippine Islands. Height, 4,326 feet.

Cable* George Washington, iie has also written
".lohn March. Southerner " (1894), "The Cavalier " (1901),
" P.ylow Hill (19K2), " Kincaid's Battery "

(11«»8), etc.

Cabot", John. Ills second vovago was made
in the spring of 1498.

Cabrillo(kii-brel'y6),JoaoorJuan Rodriguez.
Bom toward the end of the 15th century : died

January 3, 1543. A Portuguese navigator in
the service of Spain. He exjdored the coast of
California in 1.^42 from about lat. 33° ; discovered the
.Santa Bjirbara Islainls ; and sailed as far north as about ;i8°.

On his death the command was taken by his chief pilot
Ferrelo, who continued the explorati<ni of the coast to
about lat. 42'.

Cabusilan (ka-bo-si-lan') Mountains. See
Ziimlidlcs Mountains.
Ciceres*, Andres Avelino. Since 1906 he
has been minister to Italy.

Cadiz. 2. A municipality in the northern
part of Negros Occidental province, Negros
Island, in the Pliilippines. Civilized popula-
tion (1903), 16,429.

Cadorna*. Raflfaele. Died at Turin, Feb. 6,
1897.

Cagayan (ka-ga-yiln'). 1. A river in Misamis
province, Mindanao, Philippine Islands, flow-
ing north into Macajalar Bay.— 2. A lake in
the northeastern part of Cagayan province,
Luzon. Area, about 70 square miles.— 3. See
Ilia Grande de Cagayan.— 4. See Cagatjanes
Islands.— 5. The most northeasterly province

of Luzon, Philippine Islands, it is bounded by
the Pacific Ocean on the muth and east ; Isabela and
Lepanto-Bontoc on the south ; and Abra and IIocos Norte
(both separated flinn It by the Cordillera Norte) on the
west Capital, Tuguegarao. The province is bordered on
the eastern coast by the Sien-a Madre Mountains. The
mountains are densely wooded. The central plain of tlie

Rio Grande de Cagayan, which intersects the province
from north to south, is very fertile and produces large
quantities of tobacco. The native races are chiefly
Cagayanes and Ilocauos. Area, 5,052 square miles.
Population (1903), 15«,2:)9.

6. A town, the capital of Misamis province
in Mindanao, Philippine Islands, situated near
the mouth of the Rio (jtrande de Cagayan,
approximately in lat. 8° 11' N., long. 124°
41' E. Civilized population of municipality
(1903), 7.108.

Cagayan de Jolo (kil-gil-yiin' da no-lo') and ad-
jacent islands. A group of islands lying in the
Sulu (Jolo) Sea, in lat. 7° 2' N., long. 18° 32'

E., ceded by Spain to the United States by a
treaty signed November 7. 1900. The islands are
a part of the .lolo district of Moro province. Area. 29.1
square miles. Population of largest island (1903), 2,000.
Formerly Cagayan de Sulu.



Cagayanes

Cagayanes (.ka-gS-yii'nas) ami adjaeent islands

of the Sulu (Jolo)"Sea. A group of small is-

lands Iving between Xegros and Para^ua, and
belonging to Paragua pro\-iuee, Philippine

Islands. It consists of S Oagayaiies, 4 other Hiimeil

iaUiids, uid 10 unnamed islets and rocks. The lai>;est of

the sroop i* t'agayan. TotjU area, S.2 square miles.

I'opulation of Oajtayan (!!«!). 2,448.

Oagxia(kii'go-a), orCatia(ka'6-a). A volcanic

peak in Cagavan province, northern Luzon,
Philippines, about lat. 18° 13' N., long. 122°

4' E. Height, 3,920 feet.

Caimanera ;ki-iua-na'ra). A town in the

province of Santiago do Cuba, Cuba, situated
camiguin ('ka-mi-goen'

)

ou tiuantanamo Bay. It is connected by rail " „„ *t„i„o„s island in Mi
with Guantauamo.

Oaine*. Thomas Henry Hall. His later works

Uiclude"The Manxman" (IsUi). •Tlie Cliristian " (1«I7),

"The Eternal I'itv '

(1!)01), " Tiie Prodigal Son" (1SH14),

" Drink • (IDOT), Mv Story ' (ISKS), etc. " Tlie l)eenisU-r

was dramatized (;» " Ben-ma -t'liree") in 1SS», "The
Manxman " in 180^ "The Christian ' in 1S.<)S and later m
1907 "The Eternal City" in 10O2, "The I'nHliKid Son ni

19ai. • The Bondman " in 190", and " Pete " (with Louis X.

PaiVer) in l!>i>3.

Oaird*. Edward. Died Nov. l, 1908. He was

professor of moral philosophy at Glasgow University

1SS6-9:*, and miistcr of Balliol College, Oxford, 1893-1907.

His later woi ks inelnde " The Evolution of Theology m
the Oreek I'hilosophers ' (Gilford Lectures at Glasgow,

1901-02).

Caird", John. Died July 30, 1898.

Caran d' Ache
versity and Trinity College, Cambridge, and was
Liberal member of Pailiament for .Stirling Burphs
from 1868. He was Unanciul secretary to the war otfice

1871-74, 1880-82 ; secretary to the admiralty 1882-84

;

chief secretary for Ireland 1884-85 ; secretary of state for

war 188ti, 1892-95 ; leader of the Liberal jjarty in the House
of Commons 1899-; and premier and first lord of the trea-

sury December, 1905,-April, 1908. In 1895 he was knighted
(G. C. B.). He was popularly refen-ed Uj as " C.-B."

Camphausen*, Otto. Died May 17, 1896.

Campidoglio, Piazza del. See I'iazza del

('(IlllpilloilliO.

There are over CampoS (kara'pos), Martinez. Born at Sego-
aud about 120 via, Dec. 14, 1834: died at Zarauz, near San

Sebastian, Sept. 23, 1900. A Spanish general.
He served in Morocco ; was sent to Cuba in 18(>4 as colonel

;

and in 1870 retunied to Spain to help to suppress the Car-
lists,and was made abrigadier-general. On the abdication
of King Amadeo he supiMji-ted the republic, was put on the
retired list, and s(x>n after was arrested on a charge of

conspiracy. He was soon released and placed in com-
mand of the 3d division of the Army of the Noi-th against
the Carlists. From 1877 to 1879 he was commander-in-
chief of the Spanish forces in Cuba He was sent to Cuba
in April, 1895, as governor-general ; but was recalled in

c » . • - .January, 1896.

continuing into 1875, New soltataras appeared Canada*. It comprises Quebec, Ontario,
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Cuba (formerly Puerto Principe) situated be-

tween the provinces of Santa Clara and

Oriente. Area, 10,064 square miles. Popula-

tion (1907), 118,269.-2. The capital (formerly

Puerto Principe) of the province of Camagiiey,

Cuba. Population (1907), 29,616.

Cambridge* (George William Frederick
Charles), Duke of. Died March 17, 1904.

He was commander-in-chief of the army 1856-

95.

Cambridge*, University of.

3,500 undergraduate students
instructors.

^ 1. A very fertile

mouiTtainous island in Mindanao Sea, north

of Mindanao, Philippine Islands. It belongs to

Misamis province, and contains Camiguin volcano. High-

est elevation, 6,383 feet. Area, 94 square miles. Popula-

tion (1903), 30,7iJ4.

2. A volcano on Camiguin Island, approx-

imately in lat. 9° 12' N., long. 124° 42' E. Its

last great eruption took place in 1871, activity

in 1897 and 1902. Height, 2,392 feet.

Camiguing (kil-mi-goeng'). A volcanic island

of the Babuyan group, north of Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands. It belongs to Cagayan province, and con-

tains a volcano, Camiguin de Babuyanes. Highest eleva-

tion, 2,790 feet. Area, 61 square miles. Population

(1903), 98.

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward
Island, Manitoba, British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, the district of Keewatin, and
the Northwest and Yukon Territories.

Canal Zone, Isthmian. See Isthmian Canal
Zone.

Caissa'tka-is'k). rNL.,a"rtiliciallvformedfrom Camiling (ka-me-ling'). 1. A municipality of Candon (kiln-don'). A municipality in Iloeos
• - ..--•,.„. .... . ... .. . ^ -c g,jp province, on the west coast of Luzon,

Pliilippine Islands. Civilized population
(1903), 18,828.

Canlaon (kiin-la-6n'), or Malaspina (mii-la-

spe'iiii). A volcano in the northwestern part
of Negros Oriental province, Ncgros, Philip-

pine Islands, approximately in lat. 10° 30' N.,
long. 123° 6' E. It is a picturesque mountain,
always steaming. A notable eruption took

_ _ _ place in 1902. Height, 8,192 feet.

Conn.,' Aprir7,'i859."'An American business Cannon (kan'qn), Joseph Gurney. Born at

{•7ii>.«, uppar. oil the model of (•Aose2= F.caift«c, Tarlac province, in the southwestern part of

with -issa conforming to the L. and Gr. fem. Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized popula-

sufflx -i««n (E. -e«s).] The goddess of chess: a tion (1903), 25,243.— 2. A town of Tarlac prov-

modern invention of chess-players. The name ince. Population (1903), 7,149.

is said to have originated with Sir William Oamotes (ka-mo'tas) Islands. A group of

Jones, the Orientalist (1746-94). islands lying between Ccbu and Leyte, in the

Calabria*. It was visited by a most destruc- Philippines, and belonging to Cebu province,

live earthquake Dec. 28, 1908, which also de- The largest is Pasijan. Area, 90,1 square

stroved Messina. miles. Population (1903), 21,123,

Oalasiao(ka-la-se-a'6). Amunicipalityof Pan- Camp (kamp), Walter. Born at New Britain,

gasinau province, in the western part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. Civilized population (1903),

16,539.

Calbayog (kal-ba'yog). A municipality in Sa-

mar pro v" nee, on the west coast of Samar,
Philippine Islands. Civilizedpopulation(1903),

15.895.

man and authority on athletics, treasurer of

Yale Field and a member of Yale University

Council. He is the author of " Book of College Sports,'

"American Football," " Football Facta and Figures,"

"Drives and Puts" (with Lilian Brooks), "Football'
(with Lorin F. Deljind), " Yale, her Campus, Classroom,

and Athletics " (with Lewis S. Welch), etc.

Caldecott (kal'di-kot), Randolph. Born at Campanile of St. Mark's*. It collapsed July
Chester, England, ^farch 22, 1846 : died at St. 14^ X902. The foundations have been strength-
Augustine, Fla., Feb. 12, 1886. An English ened and the rebuilding of the tower was be
painter and illustrator. He was educated at King gun in 1905,
Henry VIII. 's School at

""
'

"""

London. In 1882 he became a memoer 01 me ivoyai in- -„„
fotip

stitute of Painters in Water Colours, exhibiting there, at J^"*' ^
, :, , ,, ,s .r> 1 t. j. ^

the Royal Academy, and at the Grosvenor Gallery. His Campbell (kam bel), DOUglaS. Born at Coop-
most characteristic and interesting work was done for erstown, N. Y., July 13, 1840: died at Sehe

,,«' Chester and about 1871 went to jfg^mp^^jjji* jtalo. Died near Parma, Nov.
London. In 1882 he became a member of the Royal In- oV^i uop

children's 8tori<-_-

Calderon*, Francisco Garcia. Died at Lima,
Sei)t. 21, 1905.

Oalderon*, Philip Hermogenes. Died April

30, 1S98.

Calder'WOOd (kal'der-wud), Henry, Born at

nectady, N. Y., March 7, 1893,

lawyer and historical writer. He was educated
at Lnion College; served as captain of the 121st New
York Volunteers in the Civil War ; and practised law in

New York until 1890. He wrote "The Puritan in Hol-

land, England, and America, an Introduction to American
History " (1892),

Peebles^ Scotland, May 10 1830 : died at Edin- Campbell*," George Douglas. Died April 24,
burgh, Nov. 19, 1897. A Scotch philosophical jgoo

too
Campbell ( kam ' bel ), Lewis. Born at Edin-
burgh, Sept. 3, 1830 : died Oct. 25, 1908. A

writer, professor of moral philosophy in the
University of Edinburgh 1868-97.

California*. There are 57 counties. The
State has 8 representatives in Congress and
10 electoral votes.

California, University of. See University of
California.

Calv6 (kal-va'), Madame (Emma de Eoquer).
Bom at Decazeville, Aveyron, France, in 1866.

Scotch classical scholar, professor of Greek at

St. Andrews from 1863. He has published editions

of Greek texts (including Sophocles 1871-81), a life of

James Clerk Maxwell ( 1882 ; with W. Gamett), transla-

tions of Sophocles and ^schylus, a life of Benjamin
Jowett (1897: with E. Abbott), "Tragic Drama '

Guilford, N. C, May 7," 1836. AiT American
statesman. lie was admitted to the (Illinois) bar in

1858, and was Republican member of Congress from Illi-

nois 1873-91 and 1893-. He was chairman of the Commit-
tee on Appropriations in the 55th, 56th, and 57th Con-
gresses (1897-1903), and speaker of the 68th, 59th, 60th,

and Slst Congresses (190.3-).

C&novas del Castillo*, Antonio. Assassi-
nated at Santa Agueda, near Vitoria, Aug. 8,

1897.

Cape Colony*, in 1909 abm was drafted, to be brought
before the imperial parliament at L«.)ndon for ratification,

by which the Transva.al, Cape Colony, Orange River Col-

ony, and Natal are to be united into a single nation with
a centralized government, to be known as the United

__ _ _
States of South Africa.

An American Capiz (ka'peth). 1. The northeastern prov-
ince of Panay, with adjacent small islands, in

the Philippines. It is bounded by the Visayan Sea on
the north ; Iloilo (separated by mountains) on the east

and south ; and Antique (separated by mountains) on the
west and south. Cajiital, Capiz. It is a mountainous and
densely forested province, with numerous small rivei-s and
with fertile valleys that yield large crops, notably of hemp,
com, sugar-cane, and lice. The chief river is the Panay.

Among the minerals found here are gold, iron, and coal.

The native race is Visayan. Area, 1,749 square miles.

Population (1903), 230,721.

2. A town, the capital of Capiz province,

situated on the northern coast near the mouth
of the Panay Kiver, in lat. 11° 36' N., long.

122° 42' E. Population (1903), 7,186: munici-

pality, civilized population, 18,525.

yl':schylu8, Sophocles, and Shakespeare " (1904), "Paralipo- Capriinde Caprara dO MontCCUCOli*, Qeorg
raenaSophoclea"(1907), etc^ _...._ . . LeO VOn. Died Feb. 6, 1899,

A distinguished soprano opera-singer, of Campbell (kam'bel), Mrs.Patrick (Beatrice «„_„,„,,' „ rv„„,-j„„l.i„„ /i-a ™ hal'TrSa nlr
V.^„„V. „„^ H^o^icV, V^„.„r,ta„o =,,„ .?...,:.,, .-„ Stnfla T^r,r,i.r\ 4,rn in 1 ,nn,lnn A co„- CaraballOS OCCldentalCS (ka-ra-bal yOS Ok
French and Spanish parentage, .she studied in

Paris under Marchesi and others, and made her debut in

opera at the Theatre de la Monnaie, Brussels, in 1882, as
Mai-guerite in Gounod's " Faust." .She played in Paris in
18H4 ; made a tour in Italy ; retunied to Paris ; made a
Enrojiean t^jur (Russia, Italy, Belgium, England, Spain);
and came to America several times, first in 1893. Among
her p<jpular roles in America are Carmen, and Santuzza in
"Cavalleria Rusticana." Her home is at Cabrieres in
Aveyron.

Stella Tanner). Born in London. A con-
temporary English actress. She made her d^but with
a provincial comjiany as Rosalind in "As You Like It,"

and two years later was engaged by Pinero to play the
title role in "The Second Mis. Tanqueray," one of her
strongest parts. She has done much to make known to

the English public the work of Ibsen, Maeterlinck, and
Sudennann. Later she became manager of her own
theater. Among her best known roles are Ophelia, Lady
Macbeth, .lulict. Lady Teazle, and ilre. Ebbsmith.

Oalvo* (kal'yo), Carlos. Bom at Buenos Campbell (kam 'bel), William Wallace
Aires, 1824: died at Paris, May 2, 1906. An
Argentine jurist and diplomat. He was in the
consular service 18.52-58; became deputy of the lower
bouse 18.19 ; from 1800 to 18tH represented Paraguay jis

charg6 d'affaires at Paris, being also accredited txj great
Britain ; was accredited as eiiv ly extraordinary and mill-

ister pleniiKjtentiary to Berlin 1883, to Russia 1889, and
to Austria 1890 ; and in 181K* was transfened to Paris,

being accredited to both France and the Holy See. He
fonnulated tlie do<:trine that "the recovery of debts and
the pursuit of private claims do not justify de piano the
armed intervention of governments," with special refer- ^ , ,, » ,, /, , , /

,

ence t-i such action liy European states against South Campbell-Bannerman(kam'bel-ban 6r-man),
American goveminentfl. He published numerous treat- Sir Henry Bom Sept, 7, 1836 : died April
Ues ..n international law, etc., his most important work

22, 1908. A British statesman. He was the son
being "l-edrrnt international et pratique (1868, Gth ed.

.^^'j,,^ ,„^^^ Campbell, but assumed the additional
^"

. surname of Bannerman (under the will of his maternal
Camagiiey (ka-miigwa). 1. A province of uncle) in 1872. He was educated at Glasgow Uni-

Born in Hancock County, Ohio, April 11, 1862.

All American astronomer, director of the Lick
Observatory from 1901. He has been astronomer
in this observatory since 1891. He conducted eclipse ex-

peditions to India in 1898, to Georgia in 1900, and to Spain
in 190.5. His works include "The Elements of Practical

Astronomy" (1851!)), and numerous technical papers. He
received the Lalande prize of the Paris Acailemy in 1903,

the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society, and
the Draper gold medal of the National Academy of

Sciences in IfJlXi.

the-den-tii'las). A mountain-system of Lu-
zon, Philippine Islands, extending for about
200 miles from north to south, and separating

the valley of the Rio Grande de Cagayan from
the China Sea. The northern part of the range, be-

tween Cagayan and Iloeos Norte provinces, is called the

Cordillera Norte; the central part, separating Cagayan
and Lepanto-Bontoc, the Cordillera Central ; the southern

I>art, intersecting Lepanto-Bontoc and separating Benguet
from Nueva Vizcaya, the Cordillera Sur. The Cordillera

Norte gradually increases in height from north to south

to its culminating peak, Pagsan, 7,201 feet high. In the

Cordillera Central arc peaks 0,000 to 0,.500 feet in height,

and in the Cordillera Sur is Mount Data, 7.304 feet high.

Spurs trending in different directions separate blanches

of the Cagayan river, or foi-m the lionndary between prov-

inces. These spura contain some of the higher peaks of

the system.

Caraballos Sur (kH-rii-baryos sor). A range

of mountains in Luzon, Philippine Islands,

extending east and west between Nueva Viz-

caya and Nueva Ecija provinces and connect-

ing the Sierra Madre system on the east with

the Caraballos Occidentales on the west.

Caran d' Ache (kii-riin'dash'). [Russian tor-

an-dash, a crayon.] The pseudonym of Em-



Caran d' Ache

Tnanuel Poir^, a French illustrator and cari-

caturist. Born at Moscow, 1S5S : died at Paris,

Feb. 26, 1909. He waa the gi-andson of a soldier in

Nap»>leoii'3 aniiy, and whs educated in Moscow. Cuiniiig

to Paris he was flist an attacli6 in tiie ministry of w.ir

and afterward became an illustrator of popular joui-nals,

making; clever caricatures for "Tout I'aris," "La Vie
I'arisienue," "Chat Noir," and othei"s.

Carcar (kar'kar). A muiiieipality in Cebu
province on the eastern coast of<C'ebu island,

in the Philippines. Civilized population (1903),
31.895.

Oirdenas (kar'da-nas), Bernardino de. A
Spanish friar of the order of St. Fraueis, bom
in the seventeenth century at Chuquisaoa
(Sucre), Bolivia, then Peru. He devoted his life t<i

missionary work ainonj: the natives of the country and
oppijsed the intrigues aiul ambitions of the .Tesuits. He
wrote three books relating Ut the field of his«endeavors
(acquiring the title of " Historian of Peru "), the chief be-

ing " Mainial y relaciou de his c<'sas del rcyno del Peru,"
published at Madrid in lij:J4.

Cardenas (kar'da-uiis), Don Garcia Lopez de.
A Spanish nobleman who became one of Coro-
nado's captains on the expedition of 1540 to

New Mexico and beyond. With his party he was
the first to see and describe the Grand Canon of the Colo-
rado, which he looked into about .September, 1540. He re-

I>orted the gorge as extremely deep with a distance of

th;-ee or four leagues from brink to brink. Cardenas wjis

very active in the battles with the Puebloans, once saving
Coi-ouado's life, and on another occjision causing a large

number of natives to be put t<» death. He was sent by
Contnailo to .Spain with a letter to the king and was one
of the most active and distinguished offlcera of the ex-

petlition.

Carducci*, Giosu^. Died at Bologua, Feb. 16,

1907. In 1900 he received the Nobel prize for

literature.

Carey (ka'ri), Bosa Nouchette. Bom at

London; died there, July 19, 1909. An Eng-
lish noveli.'it, whose stories for girls attained

wide popularitv. Among them are " Nellie's Memo-
ries" (18«8), "Wee Witle" (1H«H), " Heriofs <'hoice"

(1879), " fncle Max " (1SS7), " The Old, Old .Story " (Isiw),

"Herb of Grace "(1901), "ITie Household of Peter"(l'J06),

"The .\ngel of Fi.rgivenesa" (1907), etc.

Carigara(ka-ri-ga'ra). 1. A municipality in

the northern part of Levte, on Carigara bay.
Civilized population (1903), 16,382.-2. A
to^u of Leyte province.. Population (1903),

5,338.

Carinthia*. It has 10 representatives in the
Austrian Reichsrat and a Landtag of 43 mem-
bers.

Carissimi (kii-res'si-mi), Giacomo. Bom at

.Marino, near Kome, about l()i>4: dicdatKome,
Jan. 12, 1074. A noted Itilian operatic com-
l>oser, kapellmeister in Assisi, 162J, and in the

c'.iurch of Saint Appolinaris in Uoine, 1628.
He did nuich toward perfecting the recitative in the, then
new, opemtic form, and de vi-loi)ed the sacred cantata.

Carieton (kiirl'tou), Will. Bom at Hudson,
Midi.. Oct. 21, 184.5. An American poet,

journalist, andlecturer. He is the author of " Farm
Balla.U"(ls73X "I'ann Festivals ' (IStol), "City Ballads"

(18»,1), "S<jnK8 of Two Centuries" (IIXK), "InOldSchool
bays" (1907), " Drifted In " (IQOS), etc.

Carlos (kar'los) I. Bom at LLsbon, Sept. 28,

186)- assassinated there (together with his

older son), Feb. 1, 1908. King of Portugal.

He was the son of King Luiz L and Maria Pia,

daughter of Victor Emmanuel II., King of

Italy. He succeeded to the throne Oct<jber 19, 1889. On
May'22, Ih.'WJ, he man-ied Marie Amelie. daughter of Louis

Philippe. Due d'lirliSans, Comte de Paris. He was suc-

ceeded by his younger son, Manuel IL (18S'.>-).

Carlos J Don (Carlos Maria de los Dolores
Jnan Isidoro J036 Francisco, Duke of .Ma-

drid). l)i.-d lit Varcsc, Italy, July 18, 1909.

Carman (kiir'man), William Bliss. Bom at

Fre<lericton, New Brunswick, April 15, 1861.

An American poet^ essavist, and journalist.
He is the author of "Low Tide on Grand Pr6 " (1893),

"SL Kavin" (1«:>1), "A .Sea Mark" (189,i), "Behind the

Arras" (189.i), "Ballads of Lost ILaven " (ISU«), "By the

Aurellan Wall " (1897), " The Vengeance of Noel Bras-

«ard" (1899), "Christmas Eve at St. Kavin's" (1901),

"Ode on the Coronation of King Edward " (19ir2). " From
the Book of Myths ' (1002), " The Kinship of Nature'
(1903), "From the Green Book of the Bards" (1903),

"S<jng8 of the Sea Children" (190,1), "Sappho" (1SKI3),

"The Friendship of Art " (1904), "The Word at St. Kavin's "

(19*>4). "Songs from a Northern (iardeu" (KiOl), "From
the Book of Valentines "(190,=.). "Collected Poems "(190;.),

" The Poetry of Life "
1 190.=.), " The Making of Personality

"

(190H), and, with Richard Hovey, ".Sijugs from Vaga-
Ixindia" (ISIM1, "More Songs from Vagabondia" (1890),

and " Last Songs of Vagabondia" (1!>00).

Camavalet Museum. A historical museum
at Paris. The HAtel Camavalet was built in l.'i.'iO, in

the fanns which then occupied the eastern portion of

Paris, by I'ierre Leacot, architect, and Jean Gtuijon,

sculptor. It derived ita name from one of its early

tenants, the Dame de Kemevcnoy, called ' Camavalet ' at

court. Madame de SiSvigni lived here from 1677 to IBfiS.

In ISflfl it was iKiught by the city of Paris for a museum.
Since 1872, and under the superintendence of M. Jules

17

Cousin, fine collections and a large library have been
formed, entirely devoted to material relating to the history
of the city of Paris.

Carnegie*, Andrew. He has given laige sums for

the foundingof eilncational institutions, libraries, etc. He
has written "Round the World " (1884), " Triumphant De-
mocracy" (ISse), "The Gospel of Wealth" (1900), "The
Empire of Business" (1902), "James Watt "(190S), "Prob-
lems of To-day " (1908), etc.

Carnegie Institution of Washington, The.
An institution founded at Washington, D. C,
by Andrew Carnegie, in 1902. He stated that his

purpose was to " found in the city of Washington an
'nstitution which, with the coopei-ation of institutions

now or hereafter established, shall in the broadest and
most liberal manner encomuge Investigation, reseai'ch,

and discovery — show the application of knowledge to
the improvement of mankind, and provide such buildings,
laboratories, books, and apparatus, as may be needed."
By an act of Congress, approved April 28, 1904, the Insti-

tution was placed under the control of a board of twenty-
four trustees. The trustees meet annually, and during
the intervals between such meetings the alTail's of the
Institution are conducted by au executive committee,
chosen by and from the board of trustees, acting through
the president of the Institution as cliief executive officer.

Dr. Daniel C. Gilnian was the fli'st president of the In-
stitution, holding office until his resignation look effect

In December, 1904, when the trustees elected Dr. Robert
S. WtMjdward to the position. Many projects in widely
different fields of inquiry have been considered or are
under consideration by the executive committee, and up
to October, 1908, about 120 volumes of scientific imiwr-
tance had been published. The endowiuent is twelve
million dollars.

Camiola*. It has 12 representatives in the
Austrian Reichsrat and a Landtag of 50 mem-
bers.

Oarnochan (kar'no-kan), John Murray.
Born at Savannah, (ieorgia, July 4, 1.S17 : dictl

at New York, Oct. 28, 1887. An American
surgeon, noted especially for the treatment of
elephantiasis Arabum by ligature of tlie fem-
oral artery and for the successful removal of

the entire lower jaw in one operation.

Caro (kii-ro'), Elm3 Marie. Born at Poitiers,
March 4, 1826 : died at Paris, July 13, 1887.
A Preneli philosopher. He was appointed profes-
sor in the Sorbonne in 18(i4, and was elected to the French
Academy in 1874. He was a contributor to the "Revue
de rinstniction Publique," "Kevue Contemporaine," and
"Revue des Deux Mondea." Among his published,works
are "Le mysticisme au xviiie siecle " (185"2), "Etudes
morales sur le temps present" (185.=.), "L'idee de Dieu
ct ses nouveaux critiques" (1864), "La philosophie de
Goethe " (186<>), " Le matf^rialisme et la science " (1868),
" Melanges et portraits " (I8881, etc.

Carri^re (kiir-yar'), Eugene Anatole. Born
Jan. 17, 1849: died at Paris, March 27, 1906. A
French painter. He studied under Cabanel at the
Ecole des Heaux-Arts after 1870, when he te«.k part in the
Franco-Prussian War and was captured. F'or a long time
he worked in jioverty and neglect, from which he (lid not
emei-ge until 1884, when his works began t^» attnict much
attenlion. He painted a large number of jiortraits.

Carrion*, Jerdnimo. Bom at Loja, May,
1S02 : died at Cuenca, May, 1879.

Carroll, John. Born at Upper Marlborough,
.Md., Jan. 8, 1735: died at (Georgetown, D. C,
Dec. 3, 1815. An American archbishop of the
Roman Catholic Clurrch. He was educated in Bel-
gium ; waa ordained priest in 17.')9 ; and was professor of
nioml philosophy in St. Omer and Lifege 175i»-71. In 1771

he was admitted ti) the Society of Jesus : and on the sup-
jiression of that 8<»ciety on the Continent in 1773 he went
to England, and came to America in 1774. With Charles
CaiTi>ll, Samuel Chase, and Benjamin Franklin he was sent
by the Continental Congress on a political mission U>
Canada (1776)- In 1784, at the request of F'ranklin, he
was appointed superior of clergy in the United States.

In 1790 he was consecrated bishop of Baltimore, and in

1808 was created archbishop of Baltimore. He founded
Getjrgetown College (1788-91). Among his writings are "An
Address to the Rinnan Catholics of the United States of
America," " A Concise View of the Principal Points of
Controversy between the Protestant and Roman Churches,"
etc.

Carryl (kar'il ), Guy Wetmore. Bom at New
York, March 4. 1873 : died tliere, April 1, 1904.

An American humorist. He was graduated from
Columbia University in 1895. Among his publications are
"Fables for the Frivolous" (1898), "Mother tJoose for

Grown-ups" (1900), "Grimm Tales Made Gay" (1902),

"The Lieutenant-Governor" (1903), "Zut, and Other
Parisians " (190;i), " The Transgression of Andrew Vane "

(190I), "Far from the Maddening Girls" (1904), and "The
Garden of Years " (1901).

Carson (kiir'son), Alexander. Born near
Stewartstown, County Tyrone, Ireland, 1776:
died at Belfast, August 24, 1844. A Baptist
theologian. Ho was of Scottish parentage and was
for a time a Presbyterian minister, but separated from
that church in 1804. Ijiter he adopted Baptist views.
lie published numerous controvei'sial writings.

Carter', Franklin. He was president of
Williams College 1881-1901.

Carter (kar'tfer), James Coolidge. Bom at
Lancaster, Mass., Oct. 14, 1827 : died at New
York, Feb. 14, 1905. An American lawyer.
He was graduated at Harvard University in 18.=.0 and at
the Harvard Law School in 18.=i3. In 1875 he was ap-
pointed by Governor Tilden a member of the commission

Castle
to devise a form of municipal government for the cities
of New York State, and in 18i)2 was appointed one of the
counsel to represent the United States before the Bering
Sea tribunal. He published "The Proposed Codification
of our Common Law " (1884).

Cams*, Julius Viktor. Died at Leipsic, March
10, 1903.

Carus (ka'ros), Paul. Born at Ilsenburg, Ger-
many, July 18, 1852. A German-American
philosophical writer, editor of the "Monist"
and "The Open Court" (Chicago). He was
educated at the irniversities of Strasburg and Tiibingen.
Among his publications are " Fundamental Problems,"
"The Gospel of Buddha," " Karma," "The Idea of tJod,"
"The Histtiryof the Devil," "TbeNatureof the State," etc.

Caruso (ka-ro'so), Enrico. Born at Naples,
Italy, 1874. A noted Italian dramatic tenor.
He made his debut in a small theater near Naples,
and was not brought into prominence until 1896, when
he sang at the F'ondo theater in Naples. In 1898 he sang
in Milan. In 1903 he began a series of engagements in
New Y'ork that brought him great popularity.

Cary, Annie Louise. See Raymond, Mrt;.

Casablanca (kii-sa-blau'ka) (Dar-el-Beida).
A seaport of Morocco, situated on tlie Atlantic
coast, about lat. 33° 35' N., long. 7° 50' W.
On July 30, 1907, the Moors murdered eight Europeans
and the city was bombarded by French ships Aug. 5, and
captured by French troops. The conflict between France
and Morocco continued until August, 1908. The forcible
removal by French soldiers from the protection of the
German consulate (Sept. 5, 1908) of deserters from the
French F'oreign Legion, led to a dispute between F'rance
and Germany which, after mutual explanations, was re-

fen-ed by them to the Hague Tribunal for arbitration.

Casati*, Gaetano, Died at Como, March 7,

1902.

Cascade Mountains*. According to the Uni-
ted states Geographic Board (1907), this

range is limited on the south by the gap south
of Lassen Peak and extends northward into
British Columbia. OfScially known as the
Cascade Kuiiffc.

Case School ofApplied Science. A technical
school in Cleveland, O., founded by Leonard
Case, Jr., in 1877. instruction was begun in I88I. It

is attended by about 440 students, to whom it offers

coui-ses leading to the degrees of B. S., M. S., M. E., C. E.,

and E. E.

Casignran (ka-si-go'ran). A town in Principe,
Tayabas province, eastern Luzon, Philippine
Islands, sitnated at the head of Casignran
bay. Civilized population of municipality
(1903), 2.067.

Casignran (kii-si-go'fan) Bay. A deep bay
on the eastem coast of Luzon, indenting Prin-
cipe, Tayabas province : a safe harbor for

largo vessels in all weather.
Cassatt(ka-sat'), Alexander Johnston. Bom
at Pittsburg, Pa., Dee. 8, 1839: died at Phila-
delphia, Dec. 28, 1906. Au American business
man, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company from 1899. He was educated at the Poly-

tecbn ic School, Darmstadt, and the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. Troy, New York, graduating from the latter in

1859. He became connected with the Pennsylvania Rail-

road in 1861 as rodmaii and was appointed general man-
ager in 1871 and vice-president in 1874, resigning in 1S82.

Cassatt (ka-saf), Mary. Born at Pittsburg,
Pa. A contemporary American painter, a
sister of A. J. Cassatt, president of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. She studied in Rome, Antwerp,
and Piu-is, coming under the influence of Degas. Her
works are figure-paintings. She was elected an associate

member of the Academy of Design in 19<Ji).

Cassini (kii-se'ne), Count Arthur Pavolitch.
Born at St. Petersburg, 1838. A Russian
diplomatist. He entered the government service

(ministry of finance) in 1S.=)4 ; and has held the posts of

secretary of the Russian legation in Denmark, minister
resident in Hamburg, minister to China 1891-98, ambas-
sador to the United States 1898-1905, and ambassador to

Spain ( Ictober, 1905-.

Castaneda (kiis-tan-yii'dii), Pedro de (de
Nacjera). A Spanish soldier with Coronado
on the expedition of 1540-42 into New Mexico,
Texas, and Kansas, and its chief historian.
He was a painstaking and critical recorder, though he
seems to have written without ofllcial order or sanction.

His narrative is entitled : "Kelacion de la Jornada de
Cibola conpuesta por Peilro de Castaneda de Na(;era.

Donde se trata de todos aquellos poblados y ritos, y cos-

tumbrcs, la qnal fue el Afio de ir.40. " The manuscript,
which is frefjuently alluded to as the "original," is owned
by tile Lenox Branch of the New York Library, but since

it ends with the words : "finished copying Saturday the
20th of October 1596 in Seville," there must have been
another earlier manuscript. The original has never been
seen. A transcript with English translation notes, and
introduction, by George Parker Winship, was published
in the Fourteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ameri-
can Ethnology, Washington, 1896.

Castelar*, Emilio. Died at San Pedro de
Pinatar, Mtircia, May 25, 1899.

Castle (kas'l), Egerton. Bom at London,
March 12, 18,58. An English novelist. He is

the author of ".Schools and Masters of Fence" (18841

"Consequences" (1891), "English Book-plates" (1808),



Castle

"The Jeniingham Letters' (1S96), "Young April " (IS9!)),
*' Minhfleia. the Obsener (Islu)); and with his wife
<Apn« Sweetjnan) he has written "The I*ride of .len-

aioo' (I.'*'!*). "Itle Bath Comedy" (IIWO : dramatized as

"Sweet Kitty Bellairs "X "The Seeret Orehard " (1901 :

dramatized llWl). "The Star Dreamer" (190;!), "Inconi-
l>an»l>le BfHairs' (1SK>»), "Rose of the World" (U105),

French Nan " (1905), " The Heart of Lady Anne " (190S).

"If Youth but Knew' (Ii«>5), "My Merrv Rockhurst
'

(111 17). " Flower of the llnuice " (190S), "Wroth " (1808), etc

Castro (kas'tro), Cipriano. Bom at Capacho,
Venezuela, Oct. 12, 18(50. A Venezuelan mili-

tary leader and politician. He took arms in isso

atrainst the I>oper poveniment; supp<Jrted Paladoairainst
the revolt of (^res[»o in 1S92 ; and then ceasetl to tie tlie

K'ader of the Lil»ei-al pjirty and for alxnit six years was
enpageti in fanning, near San .lose de Cucuta, Santander,

C'olonibi.1. In May, 1SS19, he invaded Venezuela with sixty

men ; rapi'Uy gathered an anny ; won vict<)ries at I-as

Pilas, Znmbador, etc ; entered Caracas (from which tiie

prcsi.it-nt, (Jeiieral Ignacio Andradc. had fled); and _de-

clart><l himself 'supreme military leader.' The constitu-

tion.-U assembly made him provisional president March 30,

l»il, and on Feb. *20, 1!H)2, he was elected president for a

terra of six years. This jvwition he resigned temporarily
April 9, 1906. He was "constitutionally suspended from
the presidency " in Slanh, 1909, and was banished from
the countrv.

Castro*, Dr. Jos6 Maria. Died April 4, 1893.

Catalan Grand Company. A band of mcr-
oenaries, mostly Catalans and Aragonese, who,
after the wars iu Sicily, entered the service ol'

the Eastern Empire under the leadership of

Roger di Flor. After his death in 1306 they waged
war against tile Greeks and became masters of Ba-otia and
.\ttiea. Their jxiwer disappeared before the end of the
fourteenth century.

Catandnanes (ka-tan-do-S'nas). A hilly is-

land of the Philippines, east of the southern
part of Luzon, from which it is separated by
Maqueda Channel. It belongs to the province
of Albav. Area, 682 square miles. Popula-
tion (1903), 30,288.

Catbalogan (kat-ba-16'gan'). A town, the
capital of Saniar province, Philippine Islands,
situated on the western coast of Sam;ir Island,

in lat. 11° 40' 30' N., lon^. 124° 52' E. Civi-

lized population of municipality (1903), 7,758.

Catherwood (kath'er-wud), Mrs. (Mary Hart-
well). Born at Luray, O., Deo. 16, 1847 : died
at Chicago, Dee. 26, 1902. An American
novelist. Author of " The Romance of Dollard " (1889),
" Tlie Stoo' "t Tonty " (ISiX)), " The Lady of Fort St. John

"

(IsDlX " Days of .Jeanne DArc ' (1897), etc.

Catholic University of America, Tke. A
Roman Catholic institution of learning situ.

ated at Washington, D. C. It was founded in 1884,

through a gift of $300,000 from Miss JI. G. Caldwell of
Newport, Rhode Island, for the higher education of the
clergy. The university was incorporated in 1887 and
opened to the clergy in 1889. Schools for the laity were
opened in 1K9.S. It now includes faculties of theology,
law. philosophy, letters, and sciences. Eight colleges of
religious communities, e.ach with its own faculty and
student body, are academically related to the university,
and with one exception are located in its immediate
vicinit.v.

Catteil (ka-tel'), James McKeen. Bom at
Kaston, Pa., May 25, I860. An American
jwychologist, professor of psychology in Co-
lumbia University from 1891. He is the editor of
".Science." of "The Popular Science Monthly," and of
the " Library" and " Archives of Philosophy, Psychology
and Scientific Methods.

"

Caua. S<>e Car/un.

Causeries du lundi (koz-re' dii liin-de'). [F.,
' Monday talks.'] A series of critical essays
contributed by Sainte-Beuve to current French
periodicals and later collected and ptiblished
in book form (1851-57). They were followed
by "Nouveeox lundis" (1863-72) and "Pre-
miers hindis" (1875).

Cavalcaselle (ka-viil-ka-sel'la), Giovanni
Battista. Bom at Legnago, near Verona,
Italy, Jan. 22, 1817: died at Kome, Oct. 31, 1897.
An Italian art critic and historian, in 1848 he
became involved in the struggle for liberation from
Austria and was imprisoned. Later he was banished and
sought refuge in England. With .Joseph ArcherCrowehe
iMiblislied "The Early Flemish Paintei-s" (18571, "Titian :

his Life ;md Times" (1877), " A New Hlst/)ry of Painting
in Italy" (vol. i, 1804), "A Hist^n-y of Painting in North
Italy " (1871), " Raphael, his Life and Works " (1882). He
was appointed inspector of the Museo Nazionale in
Kl'irence in 1807, and later general inspector of fine arts
in Koine.

Cavalieri (kii-val-ya're), Emllio del. Born at
Rome aVwut 1-550: died March 11, 1602. A
member of the group of Florentine musicians
and poets who launched the new form of the
opera at the end of the sixteenth century.
Ilis most imiK>rtant work was the " La rappresentazione
di anima e di corpo," the first fii-at^jrio. He was one of
the first to use solo voices with instrumental accompani-
ment, and the inftde r»f notation called 'figured bass.'

Cavendish', Spencer Compton. Eighth Duke
of Devonshire. Died at Cannes, France, March

18

24, 190S. He was lord president of the coun-

cil 1895-1903.

Cavit6(kii-ve-ta'). 1. A fortified town of the

island of Luzon, in the Philippines, situated

on the Bay of Manila about 10 miles southwest
of the city of Manila. Near it a Spanish fleet

was defeated by a United States squadron un-

der Commodore (Admiral) Dewey, May 1, 1898.

— 2. A pro%'iuce in the southwestern part

of Luzon, Philippine Islands. It is bounded by
the bay and the city of Manila on the north ; the city of

Manila on the northeast; Laguna de Bay and Laguna de
Bav province on the eiist ; Batangas (sei)arated by the

Tairaytay range and Sungay Mountain) on the south and
southeast ; and Manila Bay on the northwest. Capital,

Cavity. The northern part of Cavite, watered by many
rivers, is very fertile and produces rice, abaca, sugar-cane,

and coffee. Over twenty-five per cent, of the land is

agricultural. The co-ast towns are engaged in fisheries.

The native race is Tagalog. Area, 619 square miles.

Population (1903), 134,779.

Cazin*, Jean Charles. Bom at Samer, Pas-
de-Calais, May 25, 1841 : died at Lavandon,
near Toulon, March 27, 1901.

Cebu. 2. A province of the Philippines, con-

sisting of Cebu and adjacent islands lying be-

tween Negros and Leyte in the Visayan Sea.
Capital, Cebu. The native race is Visayan. The main
island is long and nan-ow, and is travei-sed from northeiist

to southwest by the Cordillera Central Mountains, which,
though not exceeding '2,000 feet in height, interfere with
communication between the eastern and western parts of

the island, as there are few pusses. The rivers are un-
important, only one, the Cabiangon, being navigable by
native boats a distance of 3 miles. There are two good
harbors on the eastern coast—Cebu and Port Bugut or
Carmen. Cebu contains the largest coal deposits of the
Philippines. Petroleum has been reported in connection
with the coal-beds, tiold and marble are foinid in the
western part of the island. The mountains are wooded,
the most extensive forests being on the western slopes.

The industries of the province are chiefly the manufacture
of sugar, salt, and cheese, and of fabrics of hemp and pine-

apple fiber. The fislieries are of importance. Area of

province, 1,939 square miles. Population (1903), 6.'>3,7'27.

3. The capital andchief port of Cebu province,

in lat. 10° 18' N., long. 123° 53' 05" E. The
harbor is excellent. Population (1903), 18,330 :

municipality, civilized population, 31,079.

Celebes (sel'e-bes) Sea. That part of the
Pacific Ocean which lies south of Mindanajo,
north of Celebes, and east of Borneo, the Sulu
(Jolo) Archipelago, and Basilan Island. It is

connected with the Java Sea by the Strait of

Macassar.

Centennial State, The. A name given to

the state of Colorado, because it was admitted
to the Union in 1876.

Central Africa*, British. The name of the
British Central Afrii'an Protectorate was
changed in 1907 to 'Nyasaland Protectorate.'

Area, 43,608 square miles. Population (1908),

about 1,000,000.

Central American Arbitration Treaty. A
treaty signed on Deo. 20, 1907, by the repre-
sentatives of the five Central American States
at a conference at Washington, by which all

the states agreed to submit disputed matters
to a court of arbitration, the judges of which
are to be appointed by the congress of each
country and tlie decisions of which are to be
binding on all parties.

Central Falls (sen'tral falz). A manufac-
turing city situated on the Blackstone river
in Providence County, Ehode Island. Popu-
lation (1900), 18,167.

Cernuschi (cher-nos'ki), Enrico. Bom at
Milan, 1821: died at Mentone, May 12, 1896.

An Italian-French financier and political econ-
omist, an advocate of bimetallism. He played a
conspicuous part in the insurrections at Milan in 1848,

and at Kome in 1849, but in 18.^0 escaped to France where
he was afterward naturalized. He wrote "Meeanique
der6change"(1805), "Illusions des societ»-s cooperatives"
(1860), " La diplomatic moiietaire" (1878), "Le bimetal-
lisme en Angleten'c " (1879), " Le bimetallisme h. quinze
et demi" (1881), "Le grand proems de I'union latine"
(1884), "Les assignats metalliquea" (1885), etc.

Cervantes (ther-van'tes). A town, the capi-
tal of Lepanto-Bontoo province, Luzon, in the
Philippine Islands. It is situated approxi-
mately in lat. 17° 1' 10" N., long. 120° 50'

30" E.

Cervera y Topete (thar-va'ra e to-pa'tfi),

Pascual, Count de Jerez and Marquis de
Santa Ava. Born Feb. 18, 18.39: died at
Puerto Real, Spain, April 3, 1909. A Span-
ish admiral. He entered the naval academy at San
Fernando in 18,^1, and served in Morocco, and in the Cu-
ban rebellion 1868-78. He was recalled from Cuba Ut hold
tl»e office of minister of marine. On the outbreak of the
war with the United States he sailed from the Cape Verde
Islands with four crnisevs and three t^trpedoboat de-
stroyers April 29, 1898, entered the harbor of Santiago de

Chamberlin
Cuba May 19, and lost his entile fieet off that port July 3,

in an attempt to force his way through Adndral Sampson's
bloekjuiing squadron.

Cesnola*, Count Luigi Falma di. Died at
New York, Nov. 20, 1904.

Cevallos*. Pedro Fermin. He was bom at
Ambato, July 7, 1812, and died at Quito, May
21, 1893,

Ohabrier (sliii-bri-a'), Alexis Enunannel.
Born at Anibert, Puv-de-D6me, Fi'anee, March
18, 1841 : died at Paris, Sept. 13, 1894. A French
composer, chiefly of operas. His most im-
portant works are "Gwendoline" (1886), "Le
roi malgr6 lui" (1887), and some orchestral
pieces.

Chabrillan', Comtesse de Moreton de (Ce-
leste Venard). Died at Paris, Feb. VJ, 1909.

Chadwick (ehad'wik), French Ensor. Bom
at Morgantown, W. Va., Feb. 29, 1844. An
American naval officer, promoted rear-admiral
in 1903. He was graduated at the I'nited States Naval
Academy in 186.S; was naval attach^ in London 188^-89;
was chief intelligence-officer 1892-93; was chief of the
Bureau of Equipment 1893-97 ; and sei-ved as captain of
the cruiser New York and chief of staff to Adnural Samp-
son during the war with Si)ain (1898). From 1900-03 he
was president of the Naval War College and commanded
tlie .South Atlantic squadron in 1904. He retired in 1906.

Chadwick (ehad'wik), George Whitefield.
Born at Lowell, Mass., Nov. 13, 1854. An
American composer. He studied in Boston and later j.
in Leipsic and Munich. On his return to America he be-' jS
came'an organist in Boston and teacher of composition in
the New England Conservatory. Since 1897 he has been
its director. He has composed three syniplntnies, half a
dozen overtures, five string quartets, a pianoforte (jnintet,

the lyric drama "Judith " (liJOO), choral works (" F'hoenix
Expirans," 1891), and many songs. He has written a
treatise on harmony.

Chadwick (ehad'wik), John White. Bom
at Marblehead, Mass., Oct. 19, 1840: died at
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dee. 11, 1904. At Ameri-
can Unitarian minister, literary critic, and au-
thor. He was graduated at the Cambri<Ige Divinity
School in 1864 and was minister of the Second I'liitarian

Society of Brooklyn 1864-1904. Among his works are
"The Bible of To-day" (1878), " Faith of Reason ' (1879),
"The Man Jesus" (1881), " A Book of Poems "(1888), "did
and New Unitarian Belief " (1894), "A Life for Liberty'
(1899), "Theodore Parker" (1900), "William Ellery CTlan-
iiing"(1903).

Chaffee (chafe), AdnaRomanza. Born at Or-
well, O., April l4, 1842. An American general.
He entered the anny as a private July 2'2, 1861 ; Ber\-ed in
the Civil and Spanish-American wai-s ; was assigned to
the command of the United States forces for the relief of
the United States legat-ion at Peking, June 24, 1900, and
entered the city Aug. 14. He was nominated major-gen-
eral Feb. 5. 1901. Retired in 1908.

Challemel-Lacoiir*, Paul Amand. Died at
Paris, Oct. 'Jfi, 1896.

Challenger Deep. One of the deepest por-
tions of the Pacific Ocean. It occurs between
Guam and the Caroline Islands and was dis-

covered by H. M. S. Challenger, which ob-
tained a sounding of 4,475 fathoms at this place.

Chamberlain (chain ' ber - Ian), Alexander
Francis. Bom at Kenninghall, England, .Ian.

12, 1865. An English-American anthropologist,
assistant professor of anthropology in Clark
University, Worcester, Massachusetts, from
1904. He was graduated at the rniveraity of Toronto
in 1886. His works include "The Child : a Study in the
Evolution of Man" (1900), "Poems" (1904), etc. He is

editor of the " Journal of American F'olklore."

Chamberlain (cham'ber-lan), Daniel Henry.
Born at West Brookfield, MahS., June 23, 1835.
died near Charlottesville, Va., April 13, 1907.

An American law.ver, politician, and writer.
He was graduated at Yale Univeraity in 1862 and at the
Harvard Law School in 18(>;i ; served in the I'nion Anny
in the last yeara of the Civil Wav ; established himself as
a cotton-planter in South Carolina in 18ilti ; and was attor-

ney-general of that state 1808-72 and governor 1874-77.

Chamberlain^, Joseph. He was colonial
secretary 1895-1903.

Chamberlain (cham'ber-lan), J. Austen. Bom
18()3. An English Liberal-Unionist statesman,
eldest son of Joseph Chamberlain. He was edu-
cated at Rugby, and at Trinity College, Cambridge; has
sat for Worcesterahire (East) in the House of Commons
since 1892 ; was a civil lord of the admiralty 1896-1900

;

was financial secretary to tile treasury 1900-02 ; was post-
master-general 1902-03; and was chancellor of the ex-

cheiiuer 1903-Dec., 190.5.

Chamberlin (eham'b^r-lin), Thomas Chrow-
der. Born at Mattoon, 111., Sept. 25, 1843. An
eminent American geologist, professor of geol-

ogy and director of the Walker Museum in the
University of Chicago from 1892. He was pi-o-

fessor of geology at Beloit College 187;^82 ; assistant state
geologistof Wisconsin ]87:i-76 and chief geologist 1876-82 ;

president of the University of Wisconsin 1887-92 ; and
geologist of the Peary Relief Expedition 18!M. He has
published " Geology of Wisconsin " (1877-8;^). " Text-book
of ecology" (191M-06: with Salisbury). "The Tidal and
other Problems" (1909, with F'. R. Moulton, and others),
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Chamberlin

arul many scientific papefs ; and is the editor of the
"Journal of (.ieoluyy." lie is tlie author of the *planete.si-

mal Uypotliesis,' relating to the fonnation of planetary
systems.

Chambers (cham'berz), Robert William.
Born at Brooklyn, N. Y., May i!6, 18te. An
American artist and novelist. He stmlied art

abroad, exhibited at the Salon in ISSO, and in 1S1>1 went to

New York, where he worked as an illustrator. .Since ItiSM he
has been chietly en;rau'ed in literary work. He has written

"The Witch of EUaiifrowan." a drama,'' "The Kin;r in

Yellow " (ls0.i), " Ixirraine " (ISnS), "The Camljric iliisk
"

(19001, "The t-'onspirators " (lUOO), " Cardigan " (UKJl),

"The Maid-at-Arms" (1902), "The Reckoninjf " (litlir.).

" lole " (IflOn), " The Tracer of Lost Pereons " (1111)6), " The
Fightins Chance " (ll»Kii, " The Younger Set "(1907), " The
Firing Line " (19081. " The Si)ecial Messenser " (1909), etc.

Chaminade (sliS-mi-uiid'), C6cile. Born at

Paris, Aug. 8, 18G1. A French composer and
pianist, she has written many pieces and songs that are
popular, several orchestral suites, a symphony with
chorus, and chaniber-nmsic.

Champlain*, Lake, Its elevation above sea-
li-vcl is given as lul feet.

Champney (champ'ni), James Welles. Born
at Boston, July 16, 1843: died at New York,
May 1. 1903. An American painter. He learned
wood-engraving in linston, and in latjti went to I'aris and
became a pupil of £doujird Frere. He also studied in

the .\catiemy at .Antwerp. He was elected an associate

of the National Academy in lis*2.

Champneys (cUamp'niz), Basil. Born 1842.

An Eu<;lisli architect and writer on art, son of

William Weldon Champneys. He was educated at

the Charterhouse school and at Trinity College. Cam-
bridge, being graduated in 1864. Among the buildings
which he lia-s designed are the Archieological Museum at

Cambridge, the Kylands Library at Manchester, and the

Butler Museum at Harrow.

Chandler (ehand'ler), William Eaton. Born
at Concord, N. H., Dec. i!8, 183.'). An Ameri-
can lawver and statesman. Hewa8gradu.atedfrom
the Har\ard Ijiw .ScIukiI and admitted to the bar in W.'iS:

was reporter of the Supreme Court of New Hampshire in

18S9: was a member of the New Hampshire legislature

I882-ft«, ISsI. and speaker lsia-64 ; was solicitor and
judge-advooate-general of the Navy Department 186.T ; and
was assistant secretjiry of the treasury Ise.'i-liT. He was
secretary of the navy iSh2-8r>, and I'nited States seiiattir

1SS7-1901. am! was president of the Spanish treaty claims

counnission 1901-07.

Changsha*. it was opened to foreign com-
merce in 1903. Population, est. (1907),

230,000.

Channing", William EUery. Born Nov. 29,

181S: diodDee. 23. llml.

Channing (chan'ing), William Henry. Born
at Boston, May 2.'), 1810 : died at London, Dec.
23, 1884. An American Unitarian minister
and writer, nephew of William Ellery Chan-
ning. He was graduated from Harvard College in 1829

and fi-oni theCambridge Oiviuity School in 18^.') ; suceecde<I

James .Martineaii ils minister i>{ the Hope Street Unitarian

Chapel in LiveriHxd, England, in l8o7 ; and returned to the

t nited States in IHdi and tilled a I nitarian pulpit in

Washington, I). C. He was int*'rested in the Brook Fann
eiperinient, contributeii to "The Harbinger," and with
Emerson and J. F. Clarke wrtite " Memoirs of Margaret
Fuller Ossoli " (18.S2). He also published a tninslation of

Jouflroy's "Ethics (IMO), "Memoirs of William EUery
Channing " (IMH), etc.

Chapman (chap'man), Frank Michler. Born
at Englewood, ±i. J., June 12, 1804. An
American ornithologist. He has been associate cu-

rator of ondthology and mammalogy in the American
Museum of Natural History. New York City, since 1887,

and is editor and founder of " Bird-L<»re" atui associate

editor of "The Auk." He has published " Jiandtiook i>f

Birds of Eiuitern North America" (189.'.). "Bird-Life"

(1897X
" BinI Studies with a Camera (IHOOX " A Color

Key to North American Birds " (1903), "The Economic
Value of Birds to the .st!itc"( 1903), "Warblers of North
America" (19f>7), "Camps and Cruises of an Oniitholo-

gist"(ino8X etc.

Chapman', John Oadsby. Died at Brooklyn,
X. v., July!), 1S!»().

Chapu (sha-pii'), Henri Michel Antoine.
Born at l.ie M^e (Heine-ct-Manu ), Franco,

Sept. 29, 1833: died at Pari.s, April 20, 1891.

A French sculptor. He waaapupilof Pnidier. Duret,

and Lt-on Cogniet, and won the grand prix de Kome, in

sculpture, in IB.'.-S. His works incluiie the statue of

"Jeanne d'Arc hearing v/dces " (1H70), the monument to

Henri Regiiault in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts (1876), the

tomb of Moiisignor Dtipanloup (1886"), the monument to

the Duchess of ( >rl^ans, and numy important statues and
busts. He wr»n the nu-daille d'honneur at the Salim

in 1875 and 1877, and was elect^-d member of the Insti-

tute iTi 18»0.

Charcot (shar-k6')> Jean Baptiste Etienne
Augnste. Born at Xeuilly-sur-Seine, July
1.'). IslJT. A French physician and explorer.
As hader of the French anUirctic exi>eilition (l!«).i-05) he
established the connection of Bismarck Strait with the

sea e-.ist of (Jraham Land, and mapped the west coast of

that land. In liH)8 he tiK»k commanri of a second expedi-

tion Ut the Antarctic, the main objects irf which were to

make a collection of the fossils to whi<:h attention was
drawn by Dr. N'orflenskiijld. and to explore the region

south f>f Loubet Island, and, If possible, to reach the

south pole.
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Charles*, Mrs. Andrew (Elizabeth Bundle).
Died March 29, 1896.

Charles's Wain. See Wain, Charles's.

Charlotte Temple ; or, a Tale of Truth. A
tale by Mrs. Susanna (Haswell) Kowson, pub-
lished in 1790. It has been many times republished.
The heroine, an innocent schot^lgirl, is induced to come
to America by Montraville, a lieutenant in tlie British

service, on his promise of marriage upon arrival. This
promise is not fulfilled ; he deserts her, and she dies after
giving birth to a child. A grave marked by a tombstone
bearing the name of " Charlotte Temple," erected by a
sexton in the eighteenth century, lies in the graveyard of

Old Trinity Church, New Y'ork City. The author in her
preface states that the tale is a true one, "yet, I have
substituted name and places according to my own fancy."
The real name of Charlotte Temple is said to have been
Stanley.

Charpentier (shitr-pon-tya'), Gustave. Born
at Dieuze, LoiTaine, June 25, 18G0. A French
composer. He studied at the Conservatoire in Paris,

and tcKjk the Roman i.rize there in 1887. His most im-
portant works are a suite for orchestra, "Impressions
d'ltalie," the opera "Louise" (produced at the Op^ra
Comique, Pari^, in 1000, with great success), which has
been considered one cjf the most noteworthy of modem
French operas, and the ' symphonie-drama ' "La vie du
jwete " (1892)^

Charton', Edouard Thomas. Died at Paris,
Feb. 28, 1890.

Chartran (cluir-tron'), Theobald. Bom at
Bcsan^on, 1849: died at Paris, July 16, 1907.

A French painter, a pupil of Cabanel. His
works are chiefly portraits and religious sub-
.I'ects.

Chassepot*, Antoine Alphonse. Died Feb.
13, 190.1.

Chat, Nation du. See Krk.
Chatelain', H^li. Died at Lausanne, Switzer-
land, July 22, 1908. In 1897 he founded the
Phil-^Vfrican Mission, near the edge of the
Angola Highlands, for the industrial training
of the natives under Christian influence.

Chausson (sho-soh'), Ernest. Horn at Paris,
1855 : died at Limay, June 10, 1899. A French
composer, a pupil and follower of Cesar
Fraili'k. His most important works are the opera
" Le roi Arthus " (produced in 1903), a sympllony, a sym-
phonic iM)em " Viviane " (188S), chamber-music, and songs.

Chauvin (sho-van'), Nicolas. Born at Roche-
fort, France, in the 18th century. A French
soldier of the Republic and the Empire. He
was severely wounded and nmtilateil in tlie wars of

Napoleon and receivcl as reward for his services a saber
of honor, a red ribiion, and a pension v»f 200 francs. His
enthusiasm for the Emperor was so demonstrative that it

won for him the ridicule of his comrades and gave rise to
the term 'chauvinism."

Chelan (she-Ian'). A lake in Chelan County,
Washington. It is about fifty miles long and
from one to two miles wide.

Cheliabinsk (chel-i-ii-binsk'). A city of Oren-
burg, Russia, situated nearthenorthcrn bound-
ary (if the province in lat. 55° N. Population,
upward of 10,000.

Chelminski (cbel - min ' ski), Jan. Bom in
Russian Poland, Jan. 27, 1851. A Polish
painter. He received his professiiuial training at the
Academy in Munich and uniler Franz .\dani. In 1873
he began painting, independently, genre subjects taken
from the common life of Poland. His work is widely dis-

tributed.

Chemulpo (she-mul-p6'), Battle of. A naval
engagement in the harbor of Chemulpo, Korea,
Fel). 9, 1904, between two Russian cruisers,

the Variag and Koreetz, and a Japanese fleet

consisting of four cruisers, seven torpedo
boats, and three transports. Both of the Rus-
sian vessels were damaged and were sunk by
their ofiicers after the engagement.
Cheney fche'ni), John Vance. Bom at
Groveland, N. Y., Dee. 29, 1848. An American
poet and librarian. He studied law at Woodstock,
Vennont, 1871-74, and at Haverhill, Massachusetts, 1874-

75, and practised in New York for a year. On his removal
to California in 1876 he became librarian of the Free
Public Library in San Francisco (1887-1894), and in I8(t4

became librarian of the Newberry Library in Chicago.
He has published two volumes of essays, "The Golden
Guess " (1892), and " That Dome in Air "' (Is**-^'). and
several volumes of poems, among them " Thistle- Drift

'"

(1887), "W.Hid-Blooms"" (1888), "Lyrics"' (10O2), and
" Poems " (IDO.";).

Cherbuliez', Charles Victor. Died at Combs,
iioar Melun, July 1, 1899.

Chesney (ches'ni). Sir George Tomfcyns.
Born at Tiverton, Devonshire, April 30, 1830:
died at London. March 31. 189.J. A IJritish

general, engineer, and author, nephew of F. R.
Ohesne}-. He entered the army in 1S48 ; served in the
Indian mutiny ; was president of the engineering college
in Calcutta ; was the first president of the Koyal Indian
Civil Engineering College, Cooper's Hill, Staines, near
Txiudon, 1871-80 ; was secretary to the military depart-
ment of the Indian government 1880-86; and was military

member of the governor's council 1886-91. He was

Chittenden
knighted in 1890, and was elected a Conservative member
of Parliament for Oxford in 1892. In 1871 he published
anonymously in "Blackwood's Magazine" "The Battle of
Dorking, or Reminiscences of a Volunteer," a brochure
wliicli attracted much attention. He also published
" Indian Polity " (1868) ;

" The True Reformer "
(1874),

"The Dilemma" (1876), novels dealing with ainiy alfaiis;
"'I'lie Lesters, or a Capitalist's Labor " (1893) ; etc".

Chesterton (ches'ter-ton), Gilbert Keith.
Born at Kensington, England, 1874. An
English journalist and author. Among his pub-
lished volumes are "The Wild Knight and other Poems"
(lilOO), " Greybeards at Play " (1900), " Robert Browning "

(1903), "G. F. 'Watts "(1904), "The Napoleon of Notting
Hill'" (1904), "diaries Kingsley " (1906), "The Man Who
Was Thursday" (1908), "All Things Considered " (1908),
etc.

Cheyne (eha'ni), Thomas Kelly. Born at
London, England, Sept. 18, 1841. A noted
English clergyman and biblical critic. He was
a member of the Old 'Testament Revision Company 1884 ;

was rector of Tendring, Essex, 1880-85 ; and was Oriel
professor of the interpretation of Scripture at Oxford,
and canon of Rochester, 18SS-1908, In 1904 he was
elected a member of the British Academy. Among the
best known of his works are " The Prophecies of Isaiah"
(1880-81), "The Book of Psalms,"' a new translation (1884-
88, 1904), " Founders of Old Testament Criticism " (1898),
" Introduction to the Book of Isaiah "' (180.'.), " Isaiah,"
critically revised text, and translation in "Sacred Books
of the Old Testament" (1898), "Jewish Religious Life
after the Exile " (1898), " Critica Biblica " (1904), "Tradi-
tions and Beliefs of Ancient Israel " (1907), etc.

Chiapas'*. The southeasternmost state of
Mexico. Capital, Tu.xtla-Gutidrrez.

Chicago*, University of. Its endowment is

about $12,500,000. It has about 5,000 students,
350 instructors, and a library of 350,000
volumes.
Chicago Drainage Canal. A canal which
extends from the west fork of the south
branch of the Chicago rivtr in Robey Street,
Chicago, to Lockport, Illinois, a distance of
about 28 miles, and thence to Joliet, a further
distance of 7 miles. It discharges the sewage of
Chicago into the Illinois river, abranch of the Mississippi,
Work was begun in 1892 and the canal was formally
opened in 19iX), having cost $33,000,000. It is designed to
be also used for shipping and is flushed by ;i00,000 cubic
feet of water (drawn from Lake Michigan) per minute.
The flow reverees the direction of that of the Chicago
river.

Chicago Exposition. See WorUVs Columbian
Exposition.

Chickamauga National Park. A national
reservation in Georgia, cor.taiiiing the battle-
field of Chickamauga. It has an area of about
fifteen square miles, comprising parts of
Walker and Catoosa counties. It was dedi-
cated in September, 1895.

Child*, Francis James. Died Sept. 11, 1896.

Childers', Hugh Culling Eardley. Died
Jan. 29, 1890.

Children of the Abbey, The. A story by
Mrs. Regina Maria Roche, i)ublished in 1798.

Chile*. It has 23 provinces : Aconcagua, Antofagasta,
Arauco, AtacaniA, Biobio, Cautin, Chikx^, Colcluagua, C'on-

cepci(iii,J'o(|uimbo. Curic6, Linares, Llanqnihue, Malleco,
Maule, Nuble, O'Higgins, Santiago, Taciia, Talca, Tara-
pacA, Valdivia, and Valparaiso; and one territory, Mag-
allanes.

Chi-li, Gulf of. See Pe-chi-U.

China*. Toward the end of 1899 an uprising headed by
the Btixers (which see) against native Christians and for-

eigners began. It resultedj in June, 1900, in an attack
upon the foreign legations in Peking, and the murder of

the Japanese secretary of legation and the German min-
ister. Baron von Ketteler. 'The legations were besieged
and cut off from communication with the outside world.
Their relief was at once undertaken by their governments.
The first expedition under Admiral Seymour (June 10-26)

from Tientsin w-as unsuccessful, and a second one was or-

ganized. The Taku ports were taken June 17; Tientsin
was recaptured July 14 ; and Peking was captured Aug.
14. Steps have been taken toward tlie ultimate establish-
ment of a constitutional govenimeut. Manchuria was
occupied by Russia as a result of the "Boxer" uprising
in 1900, but was restored to China, with the exception of
the Liao-tung Peninsula, by the treaty of Portsmouth,
Sept. .'i, 190.'!. By the treaty of Dec. 22, 1905, China leased
to Japan the Liao-tung Peninsula and ceded the control
of the railways as far as Chang-chun, and the right to
construct a railway fi"om Antuiig to Mukden, and agreed
to open 16 Manchurian ports and cities to foreign com-
merce. On Nov. 21. 1906, regulations were issued pro-
viding for a gradual decrease in the use, growth, and
inipoilation of ojiiiini.

Chinam-pho, Chinnampo (che-niim-p6'). A
free port on the western coast of Korea, about
one hundred miles northwest of Seul. Popu-
lation, upward of 17,000.

Chippendale (chip'en-diil), Thomas. Flonr-
islied about 1760. A noted English furniture-
maker. His business was carried on in London,
His work is heavier in design and less tasteful

than that of Sheraton and other later cabinet-
makers.

Chittenden (ehit'en-den), Russell Henry.
Born at New Haven, Conn., Feb. 18, 185(5. An
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American chemist, professor of physiological
chemistry at Yale I. luversity from 1882 and
director of the Sheffield Scientific School
(Yale) from 1898. He was pradunteil »t Yale in

187?!. His iiHist imiM>rtaiit publicHtioiis are '* Stiuiiea in

Phvsioi«»t;ical rhemistry/' and " rhysioliigieiU Economy
in S utritioii.

'

Chivers (chiv'^rz), Thomas HoUey. Bom at

Digbv Manor, Wilkes County, Ga., in 1807:

died 'at Decatur, Ga., Dec." 18, 1858. An
American poet. He studied metiicine, bnt soonaban-
doned it for liU'rature. He was a friend and admirer of

Edgar -\llan Pt>e (whom he first met in New York in 1846),

thouuiti he aceustAl Foe of plagiarizing him. To subst^m-

tiate thiselaim he published several ai-ticles in 18.'i:i, under
the i>seiulonym "Hat .lustitia." He published nine vol-

umes of verse.

Choate (chot), Joseph Hodges. Born at Salem,
Mass., Jan. 124, 183L'. A noted American law-

yer, orator, and diplomatist, first cousin, once
removed, of Rufus Choate. He was gradnat«d at

Harvard in 1S6-2. and was admitted to the ilassachusetta

bar in 18.t5 and to the New York bar in IS^ In IS71, as

a raemlwr of the ConuniMee of Sevent.v, he aided in the

overthr«w of the ' Tweed Ring" in .New York. He was
Tnited States ambassador to tJreat Britain 181*0-1905, and
in 1!>07 was delegate to the InteniationiU Peace Confer-

ence at the Hague.

Chodzko*. Alexander. Died Dec. 20, 1891.

Cbolmondeley (chum'li), Mary. Bo™ at

Hodnet, .Shrop.shire, England. A contempo-
rarv English novelist. Her best known works are
" Tlie Danvers Jewels " (1SS7 : written under the pseudo-

nym "Pax"), "Diana Tempest" (1893), "Bed Pottage"

(1S91>). "Prisoners" (1900), and "Hand on the Latch"
( I'.O.ll.

Chonart (sho-iir'), Medard: known as Sieur
des Groseilliers. Bom at Brie, France, 1621.

An oarlv Canadian explorer. He left France when
about 10 Vears of age and became a trader among the

Huron Indians. With the Sieur Radiason (Pierre d'Es-

prit), he discovered the Upi>er Jlississippi and explored

the counti-y in the region of Lake Superior (16.i<MiO). In

ltW2 he made a jt,uniey from IJuebec to Hudson's Bay.

He went to England and secured the indorsement of

Prince Rupert and other eminent men for an expedition

to Hudson's Bay by a northwest pas.sage, which was suc-

cessfully carried out in 16ti8, and as a result of which the

Hudson's Bav Company was cliartered in 1670.

Christian IX.* Died at Copenhagen, Jan. 29,

1900. King of Denmark 1863-1906. He was
succeeded by his sou, Frederick VIII. (born

June 3, 1843).

Christian Endeavor, Young People's So-
ciety of. A society originated in 1881 by
Francis E. Clark, pastor of the Willistou Con-
gregational Church in Portland, Maine. Its ob-

ject is ti> make young people loyal members of the church.

It is directed by a centi-al corp<mition (the Tnitcd .Siwiety)

and local societies (numbering in both hemispheres over
7i),0<»). in connection with evangelical churches. The
total mcmbei-ship is nearly four millions.

Christie's (kris'tiz). A noted auction-room in

London. On December ,1, 1700, the first James Christie

(1730-lso:i) held his initial public auction on the site of

the United Service Club in Pall Mall. The business was,

at first, general, but the picture sales soon became the

chief attraction. The 'private view-day' Wiis especially

p<^tpular with the prominent people of the time. 'The fli-st

Christie was succeeded by James Christie the second
(1773-1831), who in 1»'24 moved to the present location at

8 King street. The two sons of James Christie second.
James Stirling (died 18;i4) and George Henry, succeeded
him. The present firm name of 'Christie, Mansou, and
\V(„h1s' w;is created in 1S59.

Christ's Hospital*. The school was moved to
Horsliara, Sussex, in 1902.

Chrysander (kre'san-der), Friedrich. Born
at Liiibtheen, Germany, July 8, 1826: died at

Bergedorf, September 3, 1901. A German
musical historian and biographer. His chief
work is his biography of Handel, unfinished, in three vol-

umes (I8r>8-fl7). From 1808-71 and 187.1-82 he was editor
of the " AUgemeine MusikalischeZeitung." and he founded
the " Viert«l]ahr8.schriftfiir Musikwissenschaft." He was
the founder of the German Handelgesellschaft and edited
its complete edition of Handel's works.

Church', Frederick Ed-win. Died at Xew
York, April 7, 1900.

Church (ch6rch), Richard William. Born at
Lisbon, April 25, 1815: died at Dover, Eng-
land, Dec. 9, 1890. An English clergyman and
writer, dean of St. Paul's 1871-90. He lived in
Florence 1818-28 ; was graduated at Oxford in 18:i<J ; was
feilow of Oriel 18:18-52 ; was ordained priest in 1852 ; and
received the living of Whatley in Somerset in the same
year. He was select preacher at Oxford 1868, 1870-78,
and 1881-82. He wrote " Anselm " (1843 : enlarged 1870),
"Dante" (18.W). ".Spenser" fl879), "Bacon" (1881), "A
History of the Oxford Movement" (1891), etc.

Churchill (ehfereh'il), Winston. Born at St.

Louis, Mo., Nov. 10, 1871. An American nov-
elist. He was graduated fnjm the Ignited .States Naval
.\cademy in 1894. He has worked chiefly In the field of
hist/irical fiction. Among his works are "Richard Car-
vel" (18.'X)). "The Crisis" (1901), "The Crossing" (19(M),
"The Title Mart," a play (1905), "Coniston" (1906X "Mr.
Crewe's Career" (19<lS), etc.

Churchill (cherch'il), Winston Leonard
Spencer. Bom Nov. 30, 1874. An English
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war correspondent, author, and politician,

eldest sou of Lord Kandolph Churchill. He en-

tered the army and served with the Spanish forces in

Culta as correspondent for the " Daily Graphic" in 1895,

with the Malakand field force in 1897, and with the Nile

expeditionary force in 1898. He was correspondent for

the London "Morning Post" during the South African

campaign 189ii-l!KXt, and was taken prisoner in action

Nov. 1,5, 18SW, but escaped Dec. 12th. As a Conservative

he was elected from Oldham to the House of Connnons in

liXX), and as a Libera! sat for Northwest Manchester liH)6-08

and for Dundee 1908-. His change of party was largely

due to his attitude toward Brodrick's army and Clnun-
berlain's fiscal proposals. He was under-secretary to the
colonial oifice 1906-08, and president of the board of trade
1!»08-. He has written " The Storv of the Malakand Field
Force " (1898), "The River War" (1899), "Savrola" (liXKi),

"London to Ladysmith via Pretf)ria" (1900), "Ian Hamil-
ton's March " (liXX)), " Lord Randolph Churchill " (1<J06),

and " My African Journey " (1908).

Cicerone (che-ehe-ro'nS). A noted guide-book
by Jakob Burekhardt which contains an historic

and descriptive account of the ancient and
modem art of Italy, The first edition was
published at Bale in 1855 in seven small vol-

umes.

Cincinnati, University of. See Univcrsitij of
i'iiuninuiti.

City of TSeyn York, College of. See College

of the City ofXew York.

Clark (klark), Alvan Graham. Bom at Fall
liiver, Mass., July 10, 1832: dieiiat Cambridge,
Mass., June 9, 1897. An American optician
and astronomer, sou of Alvan Clark. He became
a member of the firm of Alvan Clark and Company in

18.52, and completed the telescope for the Lick Observa-
tory (36 Inches). He made the 30-inch refractor for the
Imperial Observatory at St. Petersburg, for which he
was presented with a gold medal by the Emperor ; the
40-inch lens for the Y'erkes Observatory of the University
of Chicago (at Williams Bay, Wis.) ; and many others. He
was also known as an astronomer, and made many discov-
eries of double stars, among them that of the companion
of Sirius, for ^^llich he was awai'ded the Lalamle gold
medal by the French Academy.

Clark (kliirk), Charles Edgar. Born at
Biadford, Vt., Aug. 10, 1843. An American
naval officer, promoted rear-admiral in 1902.
He was ordered, with his class at the Uniteil States Naval
Academy, into active service in 1863; took part in the
battle of Mobile Bay and the bombardment of Fort Mor-
gan : and rose to the rank of captain in 1896. At the out-
break of the war with Spain (1898) he was appointed to
the command of the battle-ship Oregon, then in San Fran-
cisco, and with remarkable skill and success brought her
to Key West, upward of 14,000 miles, in time to take a
very impoitant part in the battle of Santiago. He retired
in 1905.

Clark (kliirk), John Bates. Born at Provi-
dence, R. I., Jan. 26, 1847. An American po-
litical economist and educator. He was graduated
at .Amherst College in 1872, and later studied in the uni-
vji-sities of Heidelberg and Zurich. Since 1895 he has
held a chair of political economy in Columbia Univei-sity.
He has written " The Philosophy of Wealth " (188.51, "The
Distribution of Wealth" (1899), "The Control of Trusts"
(1901), " The Problem of Monopoly " (1904), " Essentials of
Economic Theory" (1907), besides monographs, parts of
joint publications, and many contributions to reviews.

Clark (klark), Walter Appleton. Born at
Worcester, Mass., 1876: died at New Y'ork,
Dec. 27, 1906. An American artist and illus-

trator.

Clark (klark), William Bullock. Born at
Brattleboro, Vt., Doe. 15,1860. An American
geologist, professor and director of the geo-
logical laboratory in Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity from 1894. He was graduated at Amherst Col-
lege in 1884, studied abroad, and became instructor (1887)
and later associate professor (18lr2-94) in Johns Hopkins
University. Since 1896 he \Uis been state geohjgist of
Maryland and geologist on the staff of the United States
Geological Survey. He was also appointed by the gov-
ernor of Maryland, in \W)0, conmiissioner for that state
in the re-running of Mason and Dixon's line.

Clarke (kliirk), Sir Caspar Purdon. Bom at
London, 1846. A British arcliieologist, ap-
pointed director of the Metropolitan Museum,
in the City of New York, in 1905. He was
connected with the South Kensington Museum, London,
from 186*2, becoming in 1883 keeper of the Indian collec-
tions, in 1892 keeper of the art collections, in 1893
assistant director, and in 1896 director. In 1878 he Wiis
made a chevalier of the Legion of Honor, in 1883 a
companion of the Indian Em]>ire, and a conunander of
the Victorian Order in 1905. He was knighted in 1902.

Clarke", Hyde. Died at London, March 1,

1895.

Clarke (klark), John Mason. Born at Canan-
daigua, N. Y., April 15, 1857. An American
naturalist, director of the New York State
Museum. He was graduated at Amherst f'ollege in
1877 ; studied at Gttttingen ; was professor of geology and
mineralogy at Smith College, Northampton, Massachu-
setts, 1881-84 ; has been professor of geology at the Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, since 1894

;

and became assistant state geologist in 1894, state paleon-
tologist in 1898, and state geologist and paleontologist in
19IM. He has published numerous scientific books and
monographs.

Cobet

Clarke", John Sleeper. Died at Surblton-on-
Thames, England, Sept. 25, 1899.

Clarke*, Mrs. (Mary Victoria Novello).
Died at Genoa, Jan. 12, 1898.

Clay*. Cassius Marcellus. Died at White-
hall, Ky., July 22, 1903.

Claypole or Claypoole (kla'pdl), Mrs. (Eliza-
beth Crom'well). Born July 2, 1629: died
Aug. 6, 1658. The youngest daughter of
Oliver Cromwell. She is said to have interceded
with her father in behalf of many royalist offenders. She
was buried in Henry VI I. 's chaiiel in Westminster Abbey,
bnt after the Restoration her body was taken up and cast,
with others, into a pit.

Clays', Paul Jean. Died at Brussels, Feb. 9,

1900.

Clear (kler), Claudius. See Nicoll.

Cleburne (kle'bem), Patrick Ronayne.
Born near Cork, Ireland, March 17, 1828:
died at the battle of Frankliu, Tenn., Nov. 30,
1864. An American soldier, a general in the
Confederate Army. He served in the British Anny
for three years, and came to America in 1849. He was
admitted to the bar in Arkansas in 1855, and practised
until the outbreak of the Civil War, when he enlisted as
a private. He rose to be commander of a corps, and was
distinguished for his courage and skill, which eanietl for
him tile title of the 'Stonewall of the West '(in allusion to
'Stonewall' Jackson).

Clemenceau *, Eugfene (Georges Eugfene Ben-
jamin). He was elected Uv the Senate in l'.XJ2 ; was ai>-

poiiited minister of the inteiior in l'.HMi ; and was premier,
Oct., 1906,-July, 1!KI9.

Clemens*, Samuel Langhorne: pseudonjan
Mark T'Wain. in 1K84 he estalillsbed at New York
the i)nlilishing house of C. L. Webster and Co., the failure
of which involved him in heavy losses. He resides at Red-
ding, Conn. Among his later works are " Pudd'nhead
Wilson " (189.'5-94 (serially) and 1895), " Personal Recollec-
tions of Joan of Arc" (189*}), "Following the Etjuat^jr"

(1897), "The Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg" (1900),

"The Jumping FYog " (190:i), "Extracts From Adams
Diary" (1904), "A Dog's Tale" (1!>04), " Editorial Wild
Oats "(1905), "Eve's Diary "(1906), " The $.'iO,000 Bequest

"

(1906), "A Horse's Tale "(1907), "Christian Science"
(UKI7). " Is Shakespeare Dead '?

" (190<»).

Clement ( klem'ent), Clara Erskine. See
Wotvrs.

Cleopas (kle-6'pas). According to the account
in Luke (chapter xxiv.), one of the two dis-
ciples who were accompanied by the risen
Jesus in their walk to Einmaus.
Clerke (kliirk), Agnes Mary. Bom in

Ireland, Feb, 10, 1842: died at London, Jan.
20, 1907. A British astronomer. She made
astronomical observations at the Royal Observatory, Cape
of Good Hope, in 1888 ; won the Ac'tonian prize in 1893;
and in 1901 wrote the Hodgkins essay on low temperature
research at the Royal Institution. Her works include
"The System of the Stars" (1890), "The Herschels and
Modem Astronomy " (1895), " Astronomy " (1898 : with A.
F'owler and J. E. Gore), and " Problems in Astrophysics

"

(1903).

Cleveland", (Stephen) Grover. Died at
Princeton, N. J., June 24, 1908. President of the
United Stsites 188,5-89 and 1893-97. He wi-ote " Presiden-
tial Proldems " (1904), "Fishing and Shooting Sketches"
(1907), "Good Citizenship " (1908). "Addresses, State Pa-
pei-s, and Letters" (ed. by A. E. Bergh, 1909), etc.

Cleveland National Forest. A forest reserve
iu California, formerly known as the Snn Ja-
cinto and renamed in 1908 by President Koose-
velt in honor of President Cleveland. See
JS'otioiial Forests.

Cluseret", Gustavo Paul. Bom at Paris,
June 13, 1823 : died at Toulon, Aug. 21, 1900.

Coamo (ko'ii-mo). A city in the eastern part of
Ponce department, Porto Kico, situated on the
Coamo river. It is a place of resort on account
of its thermal medicinal baths. Population
(1899), 3,244.

Coast Ranges*. According to the U. S. Geog.
Board (1907), they extend northward into Can-
ada and southward into Lower California, and
include all mountains west of Puget Sound
and the Willamette, Sacramento, and San
Joaquim valleys, and southwest of Mohave
Desert.

Cobalt (ko'balt). A mining -village in Cole-
man township, Ontario, Canada, about 340
miles north of Toronto. It has become famous
for its silver-mines.

Cobbe", Frances Power. Died April 5, 1904.

She wrote an autobiography in 1894.

Cobden-Sanderson (kob'den-san'der-son),
Thomas J. Born 1840. An English book-
binder. After a short stjty with the binder Coverley
he began practice with his wife as assistiint. The Doves
Press (Hannnei'smith), which lie founded, was much in-

fluenced by William Slon-is and Walter Crane.

Cobet (ko-bef), Carol Gabriel. Born at
Paris, Nov. 28, 1813: died at Leyden, Oct. 26,

1889. A Dutch philologist, palaeographer, and
classical scholar. He was educated at the Haguegyin-



Cobet
nasiam and at the University of Leyden and was profes-
sor at Leyden from 1*16 (emeritus 18(M). In 1856 he be-

^.l!^!"i^f}"^- "' "?I"<;»"'sy"e.' a philological review.

7i!-^? . ?? ,

""'' lectiones " (1854), •• Novaj lectiones
"

(S' pj^''*-'''"*"«^» cntica"(lS76), "CoUectanea critica"

OocMn China', French. It is now represen-
ted lu the parliament at Paris by one deputy
Cockran O^ok'r^n), William Bourke. Bo4
in Ireland, Feb. 28, 1854. An American law-
yer and politician He came to the United States in
1S71

,
has long been identifled with politics in New Yorl<

i^?-49,"4,tVa'nd 19^""' (I^«"'»"'"'=) »' Congress

Coghlan (kog'ian), Joseph Bullock. Bom
at Frankfort, Ky Dec. 8, 1844: died at New
Rochelle, N. Y., Deo. 5, 1908. An American
naval oflicer, promoted rear-admiral in 1902

in 1863. At the battle of Manila Bay, May 1, 1898 he

^AfAf V 'wK-l'.'i''
^'''«'«'>- He was second h, cimmand of the .\orth Atlantic fleet 1902-04 ; was appointed

^f1r?,?"''*if
"'

J""^
-'"'">' ^"''' -'"'=»' York, in 19W andretired m Decenilier. 1906.

^^'^i'',Jerdinand Julius. Died at Breslau,
June 2o, 1898.

'

^^''f'^.'•t^^'"^*™''
(Adolfine Marie Schmidt).

Died at Rome, Mareli 27, 1884.
Colby University*. In 1899 the name was
changed to Colby College.

DiSh*«n^°^7\, "'»>t«9t «orks include "Old
nvi^, •";',.*<'!"""'.' c"?.*"" <'™ •

t*"' by John C. Van
r/fflnV. .. , 1 1 i"'"!?'',

*i?sters-- (IWJl
:
text by Charles H.

v,n V ''',^"'''"'' »'""'«" "(laiK: notes by John C.
* an l)>ke and conmients by the engraver).
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Coleman (kol'man), Charles Caryll. Born
at Buffalo, \. y., 1840. An American painter,

.rrifthi'"
"""" ^' ^y^P.^ *" »'"''> '"•'. but returned to

vZl ^S^V^k" '!' "'." ''-''•'"' "™'J' "• "'« Civil Wai-.

i,S.t. jf^ "^
'l"".

'"'«'' "'"* W""-ked entirely in Europe,
his studio now being on the island of Capri, Italy.

Coleridge-Taylor (koi ' rij - ta ' lor), SamuelBorn at London, Aug. 1,5, 187o, of a full-
blooded African father and an English mother.

thL ?^l' , <=«'°P08<'r- His principal works are thethree cantatas comprised in "Scenes from the Song ofHiawatha, the oratorio " The At-jneraent,' songs, and anumber ..f piano pieces in which he has reproduced cer-
tarn characteristics of negro music.

Colgate University. An institution of leam-
ing situate,! at Hamilton, New York, founded
in l»iy ongiually for the education of Baptist

S™i!,^'*'"®'-.."
?<"nP"«'« a College and a Theological

!l"'°^' *'-'' "'a-Vepreparat-jry school, Colgate Acad-emy. in ISA-, the exclusive ministerial charter of the«clk« was given up. and in 1>«U the collegiate departmentwas mcoiiK.rated uiHler the name of • Madison University •

this name vriis changed U, ' I olgate Univereity in IslHl, in'

W°L"' ";"V"", •

'"''•'»'« ""'' bis son", who fof many yektshad been its leading patrons. The faculties number 47profMsorv :m.\ i.i>.tiuctors, and the students ab.mt 480
l./Oiin rampon. A nickname for a Swiss
College of St Francis Xavier, The. A col-
lege m New \ork City conducted by the Fa-
thers of the Society of Jesus, founded in 1847

tSfwi'"'*^h'"'''^'"x-*^V- " '» "'" "'"^"^wth of thearst Latin sch.jol in >ew \ ork. opened in IBS.!. It is at-tended by about Ml students, and olfers courses leading tothe degrees of li. A. ami M. A,

College of the City of New York. An in-
stitution of learning free to all young men ofNew \ ork City, it i, the outgrowth of the FreeAcademy of New York (established in 1848); the pres-ent name was adopted in I8(i8. The institution is gov-
erned by trustees, appointed by the mayor of .New Yorkand the president of the Board of Education, who is «;#cw a trustee The college course is four years inlength, preceded by a sub-freshman course with a mini-muni requirement of three years of resirlence, in which
students are directly prepared for the college. Degrees
are granted in arts and science. New buildings at i;i»tli
Street and .St. .Nicholas Avenue, Xew York, for which
nearly ii(i.(««,i«i(i |i„v„ been appropriated, were ready for
'"ciipuiicy 111 September, 1907.

Colliberts (kol-e-bar'). A despised race for-
merly existing in several parts of France, after-
ward chiefly found in Poitou, where tlicy lived
in boats on the rivers, but now nearly e.xtinet.
Collins (kol'inz). John Churton. Born at
Bourton-on-the-Water, Gloucestershire, Eno'-
land, .March 20, 1848 : died at Lowestoft, Sepi
lo, 190S. All EuglLsh author, lecturer, and
eilucator, professor of English literature at
Birminghani from 1904. He was graduated at lial-

'. ¥h Jf"",'
""'""' '' .'""-• '""""" '"» publications are

/.£I\^ !
' "1 "^"Khsh Literature at the Universities

ffl^'
'.'.

r"'K'*""' •'*-*i'V
<."**'>• "Essays and Studies"

(I89f,), • Ephemera Critica^' (1901), ".Studies in Shake-

?,«S5«
(1901), and "Studies in Poetry and Criticism"

Collinson (kol'in-son), Sir Richard. Bom at
(iatcsliead, 1811: died at Ealing, .September
1:J, 1883. An English admiral and arctic ex-
plorer. He commanded the expedition in search of SirJohn Franklin l8;j>-54, and was shut up with the Enter-
priiw in the arctic regions for three years, wintering IK.Sl-.v
at the wiuthem entrance tol'rinceot Wales Strait. ISo"-'.-!
in Canihndge Bay, and m<l.-A in Camilen Bav. His con-
tribution t-) geographical knowledge wag hirgij and would

S.— 94

^f thi hV'H'^k'^ *^ discovery of the Iforthwest Passage

hi,. fh''1""J ''??."„'"""<"<"' by the Investigator3rhis subordinate M'Clure. He was knighted in 1875.

i!?i?^^*r' ^fPnbliC of. The republic is divided

ii»
""'e I^Partmeiits, according to decree of Mai-ch,

1909, as folloHs: Barranquilla, Bucaramanga, Cartagena

Tmd? T?-

M»""=?'«^. Medellin, Pasto, Popayan,*^ and
V^itn i,

-^"'?»>b';'-. 1903, after a bloc^less revolition,Panama was declared independent of Colombia.
Colonial Dames of America. 1 . A patriotic
society ot women organized in the City of New
York, May 23, 1890, and incorporated April 23,

tionr JJ^ .""J^t?'
is to collect and preserve relics, tradi-tions, etc. relating to the early history ot the United

v™^^ "u^lrJ^^- 7" """dependence Jul to edScat^ theyoung 11 the history of their country by means of thecelebration of events of national importance, etc

•
y-/^Si

'^^ butdistinct society,with branches
in db btates and a membership of over 5 500women lineally descended from Colonial'an-

?™?iiH^'
"* °''^®°' '.',?° .Preserve or restore manuscripts,

traditions, relics, and buildings connected with the Colo^mal period; to (^ifluse information concerning, and tocreate a popular mtereat in, the Colonial period ; and toSt mulate especia ly in the young, a spirit of true patri?otism and a genuine love of country. The society wasorganized in April, 1891.
"^-let-y whs

Colonne ( ko - Ion '
), fidouard. Born at Bor-

deaux France, July 24, 1838. A distinguished
French musical conductor. He founded the fa-

5^, ?.i';°J"-''-''^'^"
Chatelef m Paris in 1874, and has con-ducted them ever since. In tliese he has brought out avery large number of musical works new to Piris • hasdone much for the spread of Beriiozs fame ; and hai in-troduced the music of Brahms, Wagner, and other mod-

Oolorado*. It has 59 counties, sends 2 sena-
tors and 3 representatives to Congress, and
has o electoral votes.

Colorado (kol-o«-r!i'd6) College. A uon-sec-
tarian, coeducational institution of learning
situated at Colorado Springs, Colorado. Thecollege was established in 1874 and a school of engineer-
ing was organized in 1902 and one of forestry in 1906. Its
total endowment is »7.»,000, its annual income s;78,000and the number of students about 800.

Cqlora,do (ko>-o-ra'd6) Desert. A desert re-
gion in southern California, lying in San
Uiego County and exteiuling into Lower Cali-
loriua.

Colquhoun(ko-hon'), Archibald Ross. Bom
at sea off the Cape of Good Hope, March, 1848.

H uu., enRineer, traveler, and writer.He has held various official positions in India, Siam, andIpper Burma; was the " Times " corresp-mdcnt in the
traiico-Chinese war and the far East 188:i-84

; accom-panied the inoneer expedition to South Africa in 1890 •

and upon the occupation of Mashonaland was made ad-ministrator. He has traveled and explored extensively
11 many parts of the world. He is the author of " Acrosscnryse (188;i) "China in Transfonnation " (1898), "The
A r?ca^nJ^X*^^'i',""<lrJ'

'"^"1 Re»«»eeuce o/' SouthArrica (1900), "The Mastery of the Pacific" (190->)

" f.'!?" L ";"'"o"
" <,"^'- "'be Africander Land "(1906);"from Dan to Beersheba " (1908), etc.

Columbia. An American sloop yacht, the suc-
ces.-iful defender of the America's cup in 1899
against the Shamrock,and again in 1901 against
Mhamrock II. Her dimensions are : length on
water-hne, 89 feet 7i inches ; length over all,
l.il feet 4 inches

; beam, 24 feet 2 inches.
Columbia University*. Bamard college. Teachers
College and the College oJ Phannacy, while independent
corp..ratlons, ftnancially, are educationally integral parts
of the university. The institution comprises undergrad-
uate colleges for men and women, three graduate non-
professional faculties, a school of flue aits, and professional
schools of law, medicine, mines, engineering, chemis-
try education, and i)harmacy, and also a summer sessionand a system of extension teaching. The value of the
nKitenal equipment, includinga library of 390,000volumes
IS about $:(.v«io.(io.i. ,uHi there are about f,00 Instructorsand 4,i>l.i students in residence.

Conway

is at Melbourne Tn im^ fh ,
federal government

lation, est. (1907), 4,197 off?'

-•''•*'^^^ "l^are miles. Popu-

Conaty (kon'a-ti), Thomas James. Born in

CatholttrS"f ''J'f •
An American Eoma^

Cathc^lic pre ate, Bishop of Monterey and Los
f-^geles, California, since 1903. He was ordamed
t^e Sao?eTHSA"^?''' T"'

pa'*"""™ Cb"'eh o

aSdin ISfifi ^t^rl ^l'"'!"''^'"''
Massachusetts, 1880-97;ana in 1896 was appomted rector of the Catholic Univer^ty at Washington. In 1897 the title of domestic P?elate"was conteired upon him by Pope Leo XIII and he wa^consecrated titular Bishop of Samoa in iioi I„ ?|92 h^

Sur^Vew w'k"^ whi''f
^'"= summer sch«,l atpK

n-r^^^v- r T ' i
«bich he was president till 1896.

M ^'*V\T''^°®f ,^S*i«"ez de la. Died atMadrid, Nov. 5, 1895.
Concordat of 1801', The. It was abrogatedby the passing of the Briand bUI, Dec. 6, 1905

M™1 «"^'ii?,^®°.^'^*y-
^°™ »* New York,March 8, 1859. An American writer, pro-

f^^^"""
°* ^"g''sh in New York Normal College

H«°J., If ^'"' '"''. eontributed miscelfaneous arti-cles to literary magazmes, and has published " Oberonand Puck : Verses Grave and Gay "(1885), and " The Rideto the Lady, and Other Poems " (189I\
Conger (kong'ger), Edwin Hurd. Born in
^° M^^-'/i^-i^S"?

'''.^^^^
= *^'<"i at Pasadena,

Cal May 18, 1907. An American politician and
?'P'°™a'-, I?e. ^as a Republican member of Congress
1885-9] and minister to Brazil 1891-93, and was again an.

China i«q»""h''
*" ^-""i

^^^~' b'" '-'"s transfTrred toChina 1898. He was in Peking during the siege of the

ihe Ih,'!;'

5"d conducted the negotiations on thi part ofthe L lilted States- after the capture of the city by the
allies (Aug. 14, liKXn. ' '

'"e

Congressional Library. See Library of Con-
firess.

-^

Congreve*. Richard. Died at Hampstead,
England, July 5, 1899.

'

Connecticut*. It has five representatives and
seven electoral votes.
Connor (kon'or), Ralph. The pseudonym of
Charies William Gonfon.
Conrad (kon'iad), Joseph. Bom in Poland
December, 1856. An English novelist. He went
to sea at an eariy age, and served in the merchant marine
attaining the rank of captain. Among his works are

F»rk"''!?in,P?:^>
"Youth" (1902), "'^yphoon"(i9Si)!

/1L-^ A^l- .^"?^^'"" <1«^). "The Secret Agent ^•

(190,) "A Set of Six" (1908), etc.; two novels writtenwith Ford M. Hueffer, "Vlie Inheritors" (IMl) anT'^cSmance "il90;i) ; and a'play, " One Day More "
(1906)

ied ('•--'-=•'' "--•
• ' -- - '•

Columbian University*. In 1904 the name
was changed to George Washington Uni-
versity.

Oolvin rkol'vin), Sidney. Bora at Norwood,
England, June 18, LS-io. An English writer
and critic. He was educated at Trinity College, flam-
bridge

; was Slade professor of the Hue arts at Cambridge
18,3-80

; and held the direct-.rship of the FitzwillianiMuseum 1870-84. He was appointed keeper of prints
and drawings in the British iluseum in 1884. He has
published "Children in Italian and English Design"
(1872), "Landor" (1881), "Keats" (1887), "A Florentine
Picture Chronicle" (1898), "The Eariy History of Engrav-
ing m England "(1901), etc. ; and has edited Robert Louis
Stevenson s works (1.H94 98 : 27 vols.), together with his
"Letters (1899: 2 vc .!.<.).

Commonwealth of Australia. The federal
union of the British colonies ('original states')
of Now Soutli Wales, Victoria, Queensland,
Soutli Australia, Western Australia, and Tas-
niania, proclaimed Jan. 1, 1901. Legislative power
is vested in a federal parlianient, consisting of the king,
representeil by a governor-general ; a senate of six mem-
bers for eai-h of the original states, chosen for six yeare;
and a house of representatives to consist, as nearly asmay be, of twice as many members as there are senatore
chosen m proportion to the population, but not less than

...«..„>, J. .,„.,, , „,,,, ,, jj,„y^ ,,„e j,ay .viore (1906).
Conned (kon red), Heinrich. Bom at Bielitz,
Austria, Sept. 13, 1855 : died at Meran, Aus-
tf", April 27, 1909. A German-American
theatrical and operatic manager. He made hisd^but as an actor at the Imperial Court Theater inVienna in 18,3, and in 1878 went to the United Stateswhere he became stage manager of the Germaliia Theater
in jy ew l ork City. Later he organized an opera company
and gave performances in the principal cities of the
country. In 1892 he became manager of the Irving Place
Theater, New "iork, which was devoted to the Geniian
drama, and from 1903 to 1908 was manager of the Metro-
politan Opera House in New I'ork, succeeding Maurice

Constant*, Jean Joseph Benjamin. Died
at Paris, May 26. 1902.
Constitution (Old Ironsides)*. She fought
and captured the Cyane and the Levant, Feb.
20, 1815. In 1897 she was taken to Boston.
Constitutional Convention, The. In United
States history, the body of delegates from the
several states which framed the Federal Con-
stitution, sitting at Philadelphia from May 25
to Sept. 17, 1787. The convention was called
in accordance with the recommendation of
the Annapolis Convention (which see).

Constitutional Union Party. The name
adopted by the remnant of the Whig party at
the South in the presidential election of 1860.
Delegates from twenty states met at Baltimore, May 9
1800, and nominated John Bell for president and Edwarii
Everett for vice-president. A platform was iidcjpted
which sought to evaile the slavery question by declaring
lor the (X.nstitution of the country, Uie union of the
States, and the entorccinent of laws."

Continental Congress. A legislative body
i-epresenting the colonies of North America.W hat is known as the first Contincntiil Congress with
delegates from all the colonies but Georgia, met in Phila-
delphia Sejit. 5, 1774, and lasted until Oct. 2(i, 1774 ; the
second, in winch all were represented, met in Philadelphia
May 10, 1775, and adjourned Dec. 12, 1770; the third met
111 Baltimore Dec. 20, 177«, and lasted until the Articles
of Confederation went into operation March 1, 1781. The
Congress d.-clared inile]ieiidiMicc. carried on the war, and
in many respects governed the country.

Conway", Moncure D. Died at Paris, Nov.
15, 1907.

Conway (kon'wa). Sir William Martin:
known as Sir Martin. Born at Rochester,
April 12, 1856. An English traveler, art



Conway

critic, and geographer. He was professor of art in

l^liiversity CiSlese. Liverpool, lSS;>-S,-i, unit slaite profes-

•orof linearis iu tlie University of I'ainbridge 1901-04.

He has traveled in the Himalayas, the Andes, Tierra del

Fnego, Spitzbergen. etc. .\iuong his publications are

"\Voixiciitt*rs of the Netherlands in tlie Fifteenth Cen-

turv" tl>>^), "Eiuly Flemish Artists" (18S«), "The
Bolivian Andes" (lixn), "Early Tuscan Artists" (IfKfi),

"Aconcagua and Tierra del Fnego" (19<M), "Great
Maatei-s" (190J), "No Mans Land: a History of Spitz-

bergen " (ISHXi). etc.

Conze (kont'ze), Alexander Christian Leo-
pold. Born at Hannover, Dec. 10, 1831. A
German arehajologist, professor in the Univer-
sity of Berlin from 1S77. Among his works are

"Melische Tongefiisse" (1882), " Reise anf dcr Insel

Lesbos" (1S«5), "Die iittischen Gnib-reliefs " (1811S-1900:

with Michaelis and others), and " .\rchaologische I'uter-

suchungen auf Saniothrake " (1875-SO : with Hauser and
Niemann).

Cook (kuk). Albert Stanburrough. Born at

Montville, N. J., March G, IS,');!. An Ameri-
can philologist, professor of tlie English lan-

guage and literature in Yale University from
1889. Ue was graduated at Rutgers College in 1872

;

studied at iJottingen, Lcipsic. and Jena; was asso-

ciate in English in Johns Uopkius University 1879-81;

and was pi\)fessor of English in the University of

California ISS-J-SO. His publications include a translation

of Sievei-s' "Old Enitlish Grannnar" (1880) and various

treatises and monogitipha Upon philological and literary

topics. He is general editor of the "Yale Studies in

English " (31 volumes since 1898).

Cook (kuk), Charles Henry: pseudonym
John Bickerdyke, Boru at London, July,

1S'>8. An English novelist, journalist, and
writer on sports. Among his works are "An Irish

Midsummer Night's Dream" (1885), "The Curiosities of

Ale and Beer "(1886 : with J. M. DixonX "The Book of the

All Round Angler" (1889), "Sea Fishing" (1896), "Wild
.><port« in Ireland" (1897), "Practical Letters to Young
Sea Fishers " (1898), etc.

Cook*, Clarence Chatham. Died at Fishkill

Landing, N. Y., June 2, 1900.

Cook (kiik), Frederick Albert. Born at Cal-

licoon Depot, N. Y., June 10, 1865. AnAmeri-
can physician and explorer. He was surgeon of

the Peary arctic expedition 1891-92, and of the Belgian

antarctic expedition 1897-99. In 1903 and 1900 he led ex-

peuitions for tile exploration of Mount McKinley, an-

uoimcing its ascent in September, 1906. In the summer
of 1907 he started in an attempt to reach the north pole.

lie returned in 1909 and announced that he had reached
the pole with two Eskimos on April 21, 1908.

Oooke (kiik), Jay. Bom at Sandusky, Ohio,

Aug. 10, 1821 : died at Ogontz, Pa. , Feb. 16, 1905.

An American banker and financier. He opened
in Philadelphia, Jan. 1, 1861, the banking-house of Jay
Cooke & Company and became the principal financial

agent of the Federal Govermnetit during the Civil War.
In this capacity he negotiated loans to a value of about
$2,000,000,000. His house failed in 1873 through the build-

ing of the Northern Pacific Railroad.

Oook Islands*. They were annexed to New
Zealand in June, 1901. Total population,
about 6,800.

Oooley*, Thomas Mclntyre. Died Sept. 12,

1898.

Ooolidge (ko'lij), Thomas Jefferson. Born
at Boston, Mass., Aug. 2(5, 1831. An Ameri-
can manufacturer and diplomatist. He was
United States minister to France 1892-93, and was ap-
pointed a member of the joint high commission to adjust
disputes between the United States and Canada.

Cooper (ko'per), Anthony Ashley. Bom at
London, April 28, 1801 : died at Folkestone;
Kent, Oct. 1, 1885. A noted English philan-
thropist, seventh Earl of Shaftesbury. He
entered parliament as LordAshley in 1826, and succeeded
to the earldom on the death of his father in 1851. He was
a promoter nf many philanthropic projects, and was
president of the British and Foreign Bible Society, the
Evangelical Alliance, etc.

Cooper*, Thomas Sidney. Died at Canter-
bury, England, Feb. 7, 1902.

Cope", Edwarcl Drinker. Died at Philadel-
phia, Pa., April 12, 1897.

Cope (kop), Walter. Bom at Philadelphia,
Pa., Oct. 30, 1860: died there, Nov. 3, 1902.
An American architect. In 1885 he formed a
partnership with John Stewardson, who was succeeded at
his death by his brother Emlen L. Stewardson. They
erected buildings for Bryn Mawr College, the University
of Pennsylvania, and Princeton University, and also
numerous chuicbes and private residences.

Copeland*. Ralph. Died Oct. 27, 1905.

Copp6e', Francois ^douard Joachim (called
Frangois). Died at Paris, May 23, 1908. His
"Pour la couronne " appeared in 1895. The colUcted
plays were published 1873-86. He wrote als** an autobio-
graphical romance, "Toute one jeunesse" (1890), "Le
coupable" (1897), "La bonne souffrance" (1898), "Dans
la pri^re et dans la lutte " (1901), " Contes pour les jours
de fete" (llW-'i), etc.

Coquelin*, Benoit Constant. Died at Pont
aux Dami-s, Seine-et-Marne, Jan 27, 1909.

Coquelin", Ernest Alexandre Honors. Died
at Suresnes, Feb. 8, 1909.

Oorbett (kor'bet), Boston. Bom at London,

22

1832. The slayer of the assassin of Abraham
LinCfiln. He came to the United States in 1839, and

took the name of " Boston " from the city in which he was
baptized. He enlisted in the 12th regiment of New York
State militia, and later wiis a sergeant in the 16th New
York cavalry. In disobedience of orders, he fired upon
John Wilkes Booth at the time of his capture (.\pril 26,

186.'i), and killed him. For this he was court-martialed.

He afterward became insane, and was confined in an
asvlum in Kansas.

Corelli (ko-rel'i), Arcangelo. Bom at Fusi-

guano, near Bologna, Italy, Feb. 12, 1653: died

at Rome, Jan. 10, 1713. A noted violinist and
composer, one of the early founders of the

modern art of violin playing. He had many pupils

of distinction who transmitted the traditions of his style.

He composed son.atas for several instruments that are

still regarded as classics.

CorelU (ko-rel'i), Marie. Born in England in

1864. A British novelist. She is of Italian and
Scotch parentage, and was adopted in her infancy by
Charles Mackay, the poet. She has written "A Romance
of Two Worlds" (1886), "Thclma" (1887), "Ardath"
(1889), "Barabbas" (1893), "The Mighty Atom" (1896),
" The Master Christian " (1900), " Temporal Power " (1902),

"God's Good Man " (li)04), " Free Opinions" (1906), "The
Treasure of Heaven " (I'ioii), " Holy Orders " (1908), etc.

Cornelius, Karl Adolf. Died at Munich,
Feb. 10, 1903.

Cornelius (k6r-na'li-6s), Peter. Bom at

Mainz, Germany, Dec. 24, 1824: died there

Oct. 2(3, 1874. A German composer and poet.
He was a follower of Liszt, in Weimar, and a champion of

Wagner, whose cause he upheld in numerous critical

writings. He composed the operas " Der Barbier von
Bagdad " (the failure of which in 1868 through factions

opposition was the cause of Liszt's leaving Weimar), " Der
Cid" (1866), "Gnnlod" (uncompleted), and many songs.

He also published an autobiography (1874).

Corrigan (kor'i-gan), Michael Augustine.
Born at Newark, N. J., Aug. 13, 1839: died at

New York, May 5, 1902. A Eoman Catholic
prelate, archbishop of New York 188,5-1902.

He was president of Seton Hall College, South Orange,
New Jersey, 1868-76 ; was bishop of Newark 1873-80 ; and
was coadjutor (titular archbishop of Petra) to the arch-

bishop of New York 1880-86.

Corson (kor ' son), Hiram. Born at Phila-
delphia, Pa., Kov. (3, 1828. An American
scholar, author, and educator, professor of

English literature at Cornell University from
1870 (emeritus, 1903). He was connected with the
library of the Smithsonian Institution 1849-66 ; was
lecturer on English literature in Philadelphia 1869-66

;

and was professor at Girard College 1865-66, and at St.

John's College, Annapolis, 1866-70. Among his works are
" Hand-book of Anglo-Saxon and Early English " (187iy
" An Introduction to the Study of Robert Browning s

Poetry " (1886), "An Introduction to the Study of Shake-
speare " (1889), " A Primer of English Verse " (1892), " The
Aims of Literary Study " (1894), " The Voice and Spiritual
Education " (1896), and " An Introtluction to the Prose
and Poetical Works of John Milton " (1899).

Cortelyou (k6r'tel-yo), George Bruce. Bom
at New York, July 26, 1862. An American
cabinet officer. He was assistant secretary (1898-

1900) and secretary (1900-03) to Presidents McKinley and
Roosevelt ; was first secretary of the Department of Com-
merce and Labor 1903-04 ; was elected chairman of the
Republican National Committee in June, 1904 ; was post-

master-general of the United States 1906-07 ; and was
secretary of the treasury 1907-09.

Cortes*. 2. The lower house consists of 148

deputies, besides 7 deputies for the colonies,

elected by the people for 3 years.

Cossa*, Luigi. Bom at Milan, May 27, 1831

:

died at Pavia, May 10, 1896.

Cotabato (ko-ta-bii'to), or Cottabato. 1.

Formerly a comandanoia of southwestern
Mindanao, Philippine Islands ; now, a district

of Moro province, to which a part of Mindanao
belongs. It is bounded by Misamis on the north

;

Davao (separated by a mountain-range) on the east ; the
Celebes Sea on the south and southeast ; and lUana Bay
and Lanao district on the west. Capital, Cotabato. The
southern coast is deeply indented by Sarangani Bay, near
the head of which is Mount Matutum. Mountains follow
the southwestern coast. The largest river, the Rio
Grande de Mindanao, flows circuitously through the dis-

trict southward to Lake Liguasan, thence northwestward
to Illana Bay. The district is fertile but not developed.
It is inhabited by 'Tirurayes, Moros, Subanos, and Bitans.
Area, 9,672 square miles. Population (1903), 46,658.

2. A town, the capital of Cotabato province,
situated near tho coast of Illana Bay, on the
delta of the Rio Grande de Mindanao, in lat.

7° 12' N., long. 124° 16' E.

Cotes (kots), Mrs. Everard (Sara Jean-
nette Duncan). Born at Brantford, Canada,
1862. A British journalist and novelist.
Her first volume, " A Social Departure " (1890), included
letters written from Japan and the East to the Montreal
"Star," of which she had been correspondent. She has
also written " An American Girl in London" (1891), "His
Honour and a Ladv " (1896), " Those Delightful Ameri-
cans" (1902), "The Pool in the Desert " (1903), "The Im-
perialist" (1904), "Set in Authority" (1906), "Cousin
Cinderella " (1908), etc.

Couch, ArthurThomas Quiller-. See Quiller-
Covch.

Crane

Coues*, Elliott. Died Dec. 25, 1899.

Oouperin (kop-ran'), Francois. Bom at Paris,
Nov. 10, 1668: died there in 1733. A French
organist and harpsichord player, and the first

f:reat composer for the harpsichord exclusively,
le wrote many suites and pieces for the harpsichord, and

these, as well as his method of playing the instrument,
expounded in his book on the subject, had a strong in-
fluence on Bach and on the subsequent development of
the art.

Courriftres (ko-ri-ar'). A mining village near
B(5thune, Pas-de-Calais, France. An accident
occurred in the mines here on March 10, 1906,
liy which over 1,000 miners were killed.

C()urtney (kort'ni), Leonard Henry. Bom
at Penzance, Cornwall, July 6, 1832. An Eng-
lish politician and author. He was professor of
political economy in University College, London, 1872-76 ;

Liberal member of the House Of Coinmons for Liskeard,
Cornwall, 1876-86 ; and Liberal-Unionist memljer for the
Bodmin division of Cornwall 1885-1900. He was under-
secretary of state for the home departtuent 1880-81, and
for the colonies 1881-82 ; financial secretary to the trea-
sury 1882-84 ; and chairman of committees and deputy
speaker 1880-92. He has written " The Working Constitu-
tion of the United Kingdom and its Outgrowths" (1901),
etc. He was created Baron Courtney of Penwith in 1906.

Courtney (kort'ni), William Leonard. Bora
at Poona, India, Jan. 5, 1850. An English
joumalist and author, editor of the " Fort-
nightly Review " from 1894. Among his publica-
tions are "Studies in Philosophy " (1882), " Constructive
Ethics " (1886), "Life of J. S. Mill " (1889), "The Develop-
ment of Maeterlinck" (1904), "The Feminine Note in
Fiction " (1905), " The Literary Man's Bible " (1907), etc.

Coville (ko'vil), Frederick Vernon. Bom at
Preston, N. Y., March 23, 1867. An Ameri-
can naturalist, chief botanist of the United
States Department of Agriculture and curator
of the National Herbarium from 1893. in 1902
he procured the establishment, by the Carnegie Institu-
tion, of the Desert Botanical Laboratory, located at Tuc-
son, Arizona. He has published "Botany of the Death
Valley Expedition " (1893), and various scientific papers.

Cowell*. Ed-ward Byles. Died Feb. 9. 1903.

Cox*. Sir George William. Bom at Benares
in 1827: died at Walraer, Kent, Feb. 9, 1902.

Cox*, Jacob Dolson. Died at Magnolia, Mass.,
Aug. 4, 1900.

Coxe*, Arthur Cleveland. Died July 20,
1896.

Coxsackie (kuk-sok'i). A town in Greene
County, New York, situated on the west bank
of the Hudson river. Population (1900), in-
cluding that of Coxsackie village, 4,102.

Crabtree (krab'tre), Lotta: known as Lotta.
Bom at New York, 1850. An American
actress. She made her first appearance on the stage at
the age of six, and ten years later made herdSbut in New
Y'ork at Niblo's Garden. Her best known rOle was that
of the Marchioness in a dramatization of "The Old Curi-
osity Shop" : she also appeared in "Firefly," "Topsy,"
"Musette," "Bob," "Nitouche," "The Little Detective,"
etc. She retired from the stage in 1894.

Cracker State. A popular name of the state
of Georgia.

Craigie (kra'gi), Mrs. (Pearl Mary Teresa
.Richards) : pseudonym John Oliver
Hobbes. Bom at Boston, Mass., Nov. 3, 1867:
died at London, Aug. 13, 1906. An American
novelist and dramatist. For many years she resided
in England. She published " Some Emotions and a Moral "

(1891), " A Bundle of Life " (1894), "The Gods, some Mor-
tals, and Lord Wickenham " (189.'',), "The Herb-moon"
(1896), " The School for Saints " (1897), "Robert Orange "

(1900), "Love and the Soul-hunters " (1902), " The Dream
and the Business " (1906), etc. Among her plays are " The
Ambassador " (1898), " The Wisdom of the Wise " (1900),
" The Flute of Pan " (1906), etc.

Craik*, Georgiana Marian (Mrs. A. W.
May). Died at St. Leonard's, Nov. 1, 1895.

Crane (kran), Bruce. Bom at New York,
1857. An American painter, a pupil of A. H.
Wyant. He exhibited first at the National Academy
in 1879 and was elected Academician in 1902. He is a
member of the American Water Color S4»ciety and waa
also a member of the Society of American Artists. His
specialty is American landscape.

Crane (kran), Stephen. Born at Newark,
N. J., November 1, 1871: died at Badenweiler,
Germany, June 5, 1900. An American jour-
nalist and novelist. In 1897 he was correspondent
for "The Westminster Gazette" and the New York
" Journal " in the Greco-Turkish war, and in 1898 went to
Cuba for the New York " World. " lie wrote, " Maggie :

a Girl of the Streets" (1891), "The Red Badge of Cour-
age " (1896), " George's Mother " (1S9(>); etc.

Crane (kran), William Henry. Bom at Lei-
cester, Mass., .^pril 30, 1845. An American
comedian, best known for his impersonation
of eccentric American characters. Hehasplayed
leading parts in "The Henrietta," " The Senator," "On
Probation," " For lioney," " The American Minister,"
"Brother .John." "A Fool of Fortune," "A Virginia
Courtship," " David Harum," etc. For many years he
played in conjimction with Stuart Robson.



Cranston

Cranston (kran'ston). A manufacturing town
in Providence County, Rhode Island. Popu-
lation (1900), 13,343.

Crawford", Francis Marion. Died at Sor-
rento, Italy, April 9, 1909. Among his later

works are " Casa Braccio" (1895), "Ave Roma
Immortalis"" (IS^SS); "Via Crucis" (1899),
"Marietta" (1901), "The Heart _of Kome"
(I9T)3), "Salve Venetia" (1905), "Fair Mar-
garet" (1905), "Arethusa" (1907), "The
Primadonna" (1908), "The Diva's Ruby"
(1908), "The White Sister" (1909), "Stradella"
(1909).

Creelman (krel'man), James. Born at Mon-
treal, Canada, Nov. 12, 1859. An American
journalist and author. He was editor- of the New
York " Evening Telegram " leiJ-i-Qa ; was war-correspun-
dent for various American papers during tlie Chino-.lap-
anese war, the Greco-Turkish war. the Spanish-American
war, and the Philippine war (IHJHt); w-as on the editorial
staff of the Sew York " World " 1S99-1906, and has been
associate editor of "Pearson's MaRazine" since 1906. He
is the author of " On the Great Highway " (1901), " Eagle
BI.Kxt •

(190-2), "'Vyhy We Love Lincoln " (1909), etc.

Creighton (kri'ton), Mandell. Born at Car-
lisle, Eugland, July 5, 1843: died at London,
Jan. 14, 1901. An English prelate and histor-
ical writer. Bishop of London 1897-1901. He
was graduated at Oxford in 1807; became professor of eccle-

siastical history at Cambridge in lt<tii; edited tine "English
Historical Review " 1S8<}-91 ; became canon of Worcester
in 18S5 and of Windsor in IHitO ; and was appointed liishop
of Peterborough in 1891. Among his works are " The .^ge
of Elizabeth ' (1876), "Cardinal Wolsey " (1K«8), "Queen
Elizabeth" (189*;), "Papacy During the Reformation"
(1882-94 : republished in 1897 as " History of the Papacy
from the Great Schism to the Sack of Rome "X " Thoughts
on Education " (190-2), " Persecution and Tolerance " (1895),
etc.

Cremona (kra-mo'na), Luigi. Bom at Pavia,
Italy, Dec. 7, 1830: died June 10, 1903. A
noted Italian mathematician. He was appointed
professor at Hologna in 18<}0, at the Milan Polytechnic in

1866, and at the University of Rome in 1873. In 1879 he
was made a senat^jr of the Kingdom of Italy and was min-
ister of public instruction in 1898. His works include " In-
troduzione ad una teoria geometrica sulle curve pianj;"
(186*2), " Preliminari di una tetiria geometrica dellasuper-
flcie " (1S«7), and " Elenienti di ctUcolo graflco " (1874).

Cresceus (kres'e-us). An American trotting
stallion, by Robert McGregor, dam Mabel,
foaled in the spring of 1894. He gained the world's
championship, August '2, 1901, by the record of one mile in

2«;i made at Columbus, Ohio ; lost it in 1903 to Lou Dil-

lon's 2 minutes ; regained it (tctobcr 19, 1903, at Wichit.i,
Kansas, by a mile in l:r>9J ; and again lost it to Lou Dillon,

who trotted a mile in l:.^t8i at Memphis, Tennessee, Oct4>
ber 24. 190a

Crespo", Joaquin. Died April 17, 1898.

Ore'tO*. In l8'.tt;-97 an effort was made by a part of the
population, aided by Greek tr<X)p8, Ut free the island from
Turkish rule an<l annex it to Greece. This was opposed
by the Great Powers, which established a pacific blockade
of the island. As a result of defeat in the Greco-Turkish
war, the Greeks were obliged Uj withilraw. Since Decem-
ber, 1898, it has been administered by a High Commis-
sioner for tlie four powers Ki-ance, (ireat ilritain, Itidy,

and Russia- Since Aug. 14, liCMi, the right of the king of

the Hellenes to propose the High C()mmi8sioner has been
recoginzed by the powers. The constitution of February,
1907, provides for an Assembly of 65 depilties. elected in

the prop(»rtioii of 1 for every 5,000 inhabitants. In May,
1908, the iH^wers decided gradually to withdraw their
tnntps from the island.

Cre-we-Milnes (krii-milz'), Robert Offley
Ashburton, first Earl of Crewe. Born at

London, Jan. 12, 18.58. A British statesman,
secretary of state for the colonies from 1908.

He was lord lieutenant of Ireland 1892-95, and
lord president of the council 1905-08. He was
created Earl of Crewe in 1895.

Crisp", Charles Frederick. Died at Atlanta,
Ga., Oct. 23, 1890.

Crispi*, Francesco. Died at Palermo, Aug. 11,

1901. He was prime minister 188'7-91 and
1893-96.

Cristobal Col6n (kris-to'bal ko-lon'). A Span-
ish armored cruiser, bought from the Italian
government, of 6,840 tons displacement and a
trial speed of 20 knots. In the battle of Santiago,
.July 3, I8!»H, under Captain Emilio Diaz Moreu, it was the
last Spanish ship to surrender, being forced ashore by the
Bnxiklyn and the f)regon at Rio Tarquino,

Cristofori (kre8-td'f6-ri),Bartolommeo. Bom
at Padua, May 4, 1(5.55: died at Florence, Jan.
17, 1731. An Italian instrument-maker, the
inventor of the pianoforte.

Crocker (krok'^r), Francis Bacon. Bom at

New York, July 4, 1861. An American elec-

trical engineer and educator, professor of

electrical engineering in Columbia University
from 1893. He is the author of works on the
management of dynamos, electric lighting,

etc.

Crockett, Samnel Rutherford. Born at Little

Duchrae, ncarNowiialloway, Scotland, in 1859.
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A Scotch Presbyterian minister and novelist.
He was educated at Edinburgh University and at the New
Theological College, Edinburgh ; and was minister of llie

I'ree Church at Penicuick from 1880 until he resigned his

charge to devote himself to authorship. His princi}pal

works are "The Stickit Minister" (1893), " The Raiders
"

(1894), " The Lilac Sunbonnet " (1894), " Mad Sir Uchtred
of the Hills" (1894), "Play-Actress" (1894), " The Men of
the Moss-Hags" (1895), "Bog-Myrtle and Peat" (1895),
" The Gray Man " (1890), " Sweetheart Travellers " (1896),
"Cleg Kelly " (1896), "A Galloway Herd" (18!»6), "Lads
Love" (1897), "Joan of the Sword Hand" (190(0, "The
Dark of the Moon " (1902), " An Advemurer in Spain

"

(1903), "Strong Mac" (IIKM), "Maid Margaret '

(190.5),

"Cherry Ribband" (190.''.), "Deep Moat Grange" (1908),
"The Man of the Mountain " (l'.K)9), etc. His Hrst h<Hik was
published as "Duk-e Cor: the Poems of Ford Bereton."

Croizette*, Sophie Alexandrine. Died March
19, 1901.

Croker (kro'ker), Richard. Born at Black-
rock, Ireland, Nov. 24, 1843. An American
Democratic politician. He was brought to the
United States as a child and was educated in the New
Yerk public schools. He was an alderman of Kew York
1868-70 and 1883, coroner 1873-76, fire commissioner 1883,
and city chamberlain 1889-90. He was the recognized
leader (" boss ") of Tammany Hall for many yeai-s.

Croil (krol), James. Bom at Little Whitefield,
Perthshire, Scotland, Jan. 2, 1821: died near
Perth, Dee. 15, 1890. A Scotch physical geol-
ogist. He was connected with the geological survey of
Scotland 1867-80. His most important work is "Climate
and Time " (1875).

Croly*, Jane Cunningham. Died at New
York, Dec. 23, 1901.

Cro-Magnon (kro-ma-nyoii'). A cave near Les
Eyzies, Dordogne, France, in which were
found, in 1858, prehistoric remains consisting
of portions of several skeletons. They are
taken as typical of a race assumed to have in-

habited southwestern Europe near the close of
the Pleistocene period.

Cromer, Lord. See Baring, Evelyn.

Cronje (kron'ye), Pietrus Arnoldus. Bom
183,'). A Boer general, noted for his resistance
to the British under Lord Methuen (who was
marching to the reUef of Kimberley) at the
Modder River (Nov. 28, 1899), and his crash-
ing defeat of that general at Magersfontein
(Dec. 11). On the approach of Lord Roberts, in 1900,

he retreated toward Bloemfontein, but was overtaken at
Paardeberg and forced to suiTender (Feb. 27). In the war
against England in 1881 he distinguished himself at Ma-
juba Hill, and in 1896 dispersed the raiders led by Dr.
.lanieson into the TraTisvaal.

Crookes*. Sir William. He is an authority on sani-
tation and lias published a number of works on the sub-
ject, and he is not«d for his researches int^the properties
of radiant matter. In 1903 he invented the spinthari-
scope. lie is known also for his investigation of psychic
phenonien.-i. Knighted June. 1897.

Crooks', George Richard. Died at Madison,
N. J., Feb. 20, lsy7.

Cropsey*, Jasper Francis. Died June 22,

1900.

Crosby (kroz'bi), Ernest Howard. Bom at
New York, Nov. 4, 18.-)6 : died Jan. 3, 1907.

An Aitierican writer and social reformer, son
of Howard Crosby. He was graduated from the Uni.
versity of New York in 1876 and from Columbia Law
School in 1878 ;

practised in New York 1878-89 ; and was
appointed judge <)f the inteniational court at Alexandria,
Egypt, in 1889. He resigned in 1894 and returned to New
Y'ork. where he devoted much attention to social reform.
He wrote "Plain Talk in Psalm and Parable" (li-99),

"Captain Jinks, Hero" (1902), "Swords and Plowshares"
(1902), "Tolstoi and His Message" (11X13), "Broadcast"
(1905), "Tolstoi as a Schixdmaster" (19(i5), "Garrison, the
Non-resistant" (1906), "Labor and Neighbor" (1908), etc.

Crosland*. Mrs. (Camilla Toulmin). Died at
Duhvich, Feb. 16, 1895.

Cross (kros), Charles Whitman. Bom at
Amherst, Mass., Sept. 1, 18.54. An American
scientist, geologist of the United States Geo-
logical Survey from 1880. He was graduated at
Amherst College in 1875 and at Leipsic in 1880. He has
published many geological and niineralcjgical papers and.
with Pirsson, Iddings, and Wiishington, "Quantitative
Classiflcatiori of Igneous Rocks" (1903).

Cross", Richard Assheton, first Viscount
Cross. He was sceretarv of state for India
1886-92, and lord privv seal 1895-1900.

Crouch (krouch), Frederick Nicholls. Bom
at London, July 31, 1808: died at Portland,
Me., Aug. 18, 1896. An English musician, the
composer of the music for the ballad "Kath-
leen Mavourneen." He came to the United
States in 1849.

Cro'we (kro). Sir Joseph Archer. Bom at
London, Oct. 20, 1825: died at (Jamburg-on-
the-Tauber, Baden, Sept. 6, 1896. An Eng-
lish diplo*natist and connoisseur and historian
of art. In 1847 he met Cavalcaselle, with whom he col.

labtjrated in the "Early Flemish Painters" (1866) and
other works.

Crowninshield (kroun'in-sheld), Frederic.
Born at Boston, Nov. 27, 1845. An American

Curie

painter. He was graduated from Harvard University in
1866 and studied art for several years in Eur-ope. From
1879 to 1885 lie was instructor in drawing and painting at
the school of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Since
1885 he has had a studio in New York and has devoted
himself to general artistic work, including glass and mural
painting. He has published several volumes of poems
and a manual of " Mural Painting " (1887).

Crozier (kro'zher), William. Bom at Car-
roUton, Ohio, Feb. 19, 1855. An American
soldier, inventor of a wire-wound rifled can-
non, and, with General Biiffington, of a dis-
appearing gun-carriage. He was graduated from
^\est Point in 1870; fought against the Indians in the
West: was major and inspector-general of United States
Volunteers in 1808 (Spanish-American War); was a dele-
gate to the Peace Conference at The Hague in 1899 ; served
in the suppression of the Philippine insurrection ; was
chief orduiince officer, under General Chaffee, in the Pe-
king relief expedition in 1900; and was appointed brig-
adier-general and chief of ordnance in the United States
Army in 1901.

Cruvelli* (Crii-well), Sophie. Died at Nice,
Italy, Nov. 6, 1907.

Cuadrado (ko-a-drii'do). A peak in the west-
ern jiart of Pampanga province, southwestern
Luzon, Philippine Islands. Height, 5, 443 feet.

Cuba "
. It was the scene of rebellions 1868-78 and 1895-98.

In 1898 it was freed from Spanish dondnation by the act
of the United States. See Spanish'American War. In accor-
dance with the reiiuirements of the United States Con-
gress, Cuba undei-took (June 12, 1901) to make no treaty
with any foreign power endangering its independence, to
contract no debts for which the current revenue would
not suffice, to concede to the United States government a
right of intervention, and also to grant to it the use of
naval stations ; and on May 20, 1902, it was proclaimed a
republic and the control of the island was formally trans-
ferred to the new Cub.-in government. On account of the
breaking out of an insurrection, the United States again
assumed temporary control of its aifail-s in September, 1906,
and again withdrew in Jannjiry, 1909.

Cui (kij'e), C6sar. Born at Vilna, Russia,
Jan. 18 [N. S.], 1835. A Russian composer, by
profession a military engineer. He is a repre-
sentative of the neo-Russian school of music,
and has writtenfive operas, symphonies, songs,
and |)iano pieces.

Cuirayan (ko-i-ra-yan'). A mountain of Le-
panto-Bontoe province, in the northwestern
part of Luzon, Philippine Islands. Height,
6,200 feet.

Culebra (ko-la'bril). A station on the railroad
about ten miles from Panama. At this point is

the deepest and most difficult cut in the Panama Canal,
The width of the cut at the bottom is designed to be 300
feet for a distance of four and one half miles.

Culin (kii'lin), Robert Stewart. Born at
Philadelphia, July 13, 1858. An American
anthropologist, curator of ethnology in the
Brooklyn Institute from 1903. He has published
" Korean G.ames " (1896), " Chess and Playing
Cards" (1896), etc.

Culion (ko-li-on'). The second in size of the
Calamianes Islands, northeast of Paragua,
Philippines. It belongs to Paragua province. Hal-
sey Harbor on the westcriv, and Port Culion on the east-

ern coast are good harbors in all weather for large vessels.

Area, 153 square miles. Population (1903), 1,051.

Culion (ko-li-6n'). Port. A bay and harbor
on the eastern coast of Culion Island, safe for
large craft in all weather.

CuUinanDiamond. A diamond discovered in
the Premier Mine, near Pretoria, in the Trans-
vaal, Jan. 25, 1905. it was the largest ever found,
weighing 3,0:^0^ carats (English carat) and measuring
4 X '2i X 2 inches. It was given to the King of England
by the Transvaal Colony. The two largest gems cut from
it were a drop briolette, of 5164 carats, and a square
English-cut brilliant, of 309^^ carats; and besides these
the crystal funiished a drop diamond of 9-2 carats, a
square brilliant of 62 carats, five other fine stones of from
1H\^ to 4i\ carats, and 9<> smaller brilliants with an aggre-
gate weight of 7| carats, not including nine unpolished
ends.

Cuore (ko-6'ra). [Heart.] Abookby Edmondo
de Amicis, written in 1886. It is the daily record
of the events of a school year as told by a boy pupil, to
which are added letters fn»ni his parents, etc. It was
translated iutt) English by Isabel K. Hapgood in 1887.

Curie (ko-1'6'), Pierre. Born at Paris, May 15,

1859: died there, April 19, 1906. A noted
French chemist. He was educated at the Sorbonne ;

became professor in the School of Physics and Chemistry
at Paris in 189f) ; and wixs appointed professor in the fac-

ulty of sciences at the Sorbonne in lOtK). Together with
his wife he made important experiments in radioactivity

and discovered the element radium. They received the
La Caze prize of 10,000 francs from the F'rench Academy
of Sciences in 19(il, the Nobel prize for chemistry (with
Professor Becquerel) in 1903, and in the same year a part
of the F''rench Osiris prize, consisting of 60,000 francs, for

their services to science. In 1905 Professor Curie was
elected a member of the French'Acadeniy of Sciences,

succeeding Potier. He contributed many scientific arti-

cles to the "Comptes Rendus"of the Academy of Sci-

ences, the "Journal de Physique," and the " Annales de
Physique et Chimie."

Curie (ko-ro'), Mme. (Marie Sklodowska).
Born at Warsaw, Russia, Nov. 7, 18()7. A



Curie

noted Polish chemist ami physicist, wife of

Pierre Curie. She was educated at the Lycee of Warsaw,

uid later studied at the St>rboime in Paris. She is the dis-

coverer of the element iwloniura and, with her husband, of

nullum. In llWIi she wasapiwinted (as •' chargee de coui-s ")

to the position at the Sorbonne made vacant by her hus-

iMiid'a oatth, and in Xoveniber. 1908, was aiipointed chief

piofeaaor of phvsics. .\mong her publications are "Ke-

cberchea «ur les proprietes magiuHiqnes des aciers treni-

p^"ftnd "Recherches sur les substances nulioactives."

Onrrle (kur'i), Lady (Mary Montgomerie
Lamb'). Pseudonym, Violet Fane. Died at

Harrogate, Yorkshire, Oct. 13, 1905. An Eng-
lish novelist and poet.

Cortin (k^r'tin). Jeremiah. Born at Mil-

waukee, Wis., Sept. 6, 1840 : died Dec. 14,

1906. An American ethnologist and writer,

assistant ethnologist of the United States

Bureau of Ethnology from 1883. From i86S-70he

was secretary of the United States legation at St. I'etere-

burg and was acting consul-general there 18B.S-60. lie

published numerous anthropological papers and transla-

tions of Polish and Russian tiction.

Curtiss (k^r'tis), Glenn Hammond. Born at

Hammondsport, N. Y., May 21, 1878. An Amer-
ican aviator. He was director of experiments of the

Aerial Erperiment Association founded by Alexander

Graham Bell. On July 4. U108, he won (in an aeroplane)

the priie offered by the " Scientific American for the first

flight of one kilometer. Record IJ miles in 1 mm. 42j sec.

On Julv 17. 1909. he made a second record for the Scien-

tiflc American ' trophy (24.7 miles in 52 min. 30 sec.). At

Bllelms, France, on Aug. 28, 19i)9, he won (in a biplane)
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the Gordon Bennett international aviation cup, flying 20

kilometers (12.42 miles) in 15 min. BOJ sec. On Sept 12,

liKii). at Brescia, Italy, he won the Grand Prize, making a

llight of :il.O,=. miles in 49 min. 24 sec.

Ourtius% Ernst. l>ie<i at Berlin, July 11, 1896.

Curzon (ker'zou), George Nathaniel. Born

at Kedleston," England, Jan. 11, 1859. An
English statesman and publicist. He was under-

secretary of state for India 1891-92 ; under-secretary for

foreign affairs 189ii-98 ; was Viceroy of India lia8-1904

and 19O4-l!)05 ; and was created Baron Curzon of Kedles-

ton in 1898. He has written "Russia in Central Asia

(1889), " Persia and the Persian Question " (1892), " Prob-

lems of the Far East" (1894), "Lord Curzon in India

(1906), "Frontiers" (1908), and "Principles and Methods

of University Reform " (1909). In 1908 he was elected a

member of the British Academy.

Gushing (kush'ing), Frank Hamilton. Bom
at Northeast, Pa., July 22, 1857 : died at Wash-
ington, April 10, 1900. An American ethnolo-

gist, especially noted for his studies of the

Zuni Indians. He published " Zuni Fetiches "

(1883), "Adventures in ZuEi" (1883), "Zuni
Folk-tales" (1901), etc.

Custer (kus'tfer), Mrs. (Elizabeth Bacon).
Born at Monroe, Mich. A contemporary

American writer, wife of General (jeorge

Armstrong Custer, whom she accompanied in

many of his campaigns. She is the author of

"Boots and Saddles, or Life in Dakota with General

Custer" (1885), "Tenting on the Plains" (1887), and "Fol-

lowing the Guidon" (1891).

Darwin

Cuyo. See Cuyos Inlaiidis.

CuyOS (ko-yos') Islands. A group of small
islands in the Philippines, east of the northern
?art of Paragua and belonging to that province,

t consists of 49 islands an<l rocks. The largest is Cuyi>,

with a small harbor and good anchorage. Its chief town,
Cuyo, was fonnerly the capital of Paragua province.

Area of the island, 21 square miles. Population (1903),

7.545. Area of group, 47 square miles.

Cuyuni (ko-yo'ni). A river in British Guiana
emptying into the Essiquibo near its mouth.
It rises in Venezuela and, for a part of its

course, forms the boundary of the two coun-
tries.

Cyrano de Bergerac (se-rii-no' dS bSrzh-rak').

A play by Edmond Kostand, produced in 1897.
The character of the hero is modeled upon that of its

historic original (see Bergerac) and is sketched by the
dramatist in superlatives. He is depicted as extraor-

dinarily brave, extravagantly lavish, superbly indifferent

to patronage, extremely ugly (owing to his very lai^e

nose), and loyally self-sacrificing in his love for his cousin.

Roxane. The events of the play are those which are re-

ported to have befallen the original Cyrano. Coquelin
Ain6 (supported by Bernhardt as Roxane) has played the

part of Cyrano in French : Richard Mansfield has played*

it in English.

CzolgOSZ (chul'gosh), LeonF. Bom at Detroit

in 1873: executed at Auburn, N. Y., Oct. 29,

1901. An American assassin, of Polish origin.
Influenced by anarchistic teaching, he shot President
McKinley in the Temple of Music of the Pan-American
Exposition at Buffalo, N. Y., Sept 6, 1901.

abney (dab'ui),OharlesWil-
liam. Born at Hampden-
Sidney, Va., June 19, 1855.

An American chemist and
educator, president of the

University of Cincinnati

from 1904. He was graduated

at Hampden-Sidney College in

1873 and at the Univeraity of

Vireinia in 1S77 ; studied in Berlin and Gottingen 1878-80

;

was state chemist of North Carolina 1880-87 ; was profes-

sor of agricultural chemistry and director of the agri-

cultural experiment station in the University of Ten-

nessee 1887-90 ; was president of this university 1887-1904 ;

and was assistant (United States) secretary of agriculture

1894-97. His imhlications include numerous papers on

Bcientiflc and educational topics.

Dagami (da-gii'me). A town in the eastern

Sart of Leyte Island in the Philippines. It is on

le Binahaan river, at the head of navigation by cascos,

15 miles from the river's mouth. Civilized population of

municipality (1903), 12,69L

Dagupan (da-go'pan). A municipality of

Pangasinan province, in the western part of

Luzon, Philippine Islands. It borders the

southeastern shore of Lingayen Gulf. Civi-

lized population (1903), 20,357.

Dahomey*. The French occupied the coast in 1851 and

in 1894 annexed the whole kingdom of Dahomey. Until

1900 the kingdom of Aboniey was allowed to exist, but in

that year the king was seized and exiled to the Kongo.

The colony is administered by a governor with an admin-

istrative r'oinicil. Capital, Porto Novo.

Daingerfleld (dan'jer-feld), Elliott. Bom at

Harper's Ferry, Va., March 26, 1859. An
American painter. He studied at the Art Students'

League, New York City, and in Europe. His work con-

sists of easel pictures and decorations, notably those of

the Lady chapel of the church of .St. Mary the Virgin inNew
York. In his figure work he has formed himself mainly
on Italian models, while in landscape he owes much to

the friendship and influence of George Inness. In 1906

he was elected a member of the National Academy of

Design.

Daiquiri (dai-M-re'). Atown on the southern

coast of Cuba, about 15} miles soutlieast of

Santiago. On June 22, 1898, the American army of in-

vasion (excepting Kent's division, which was disembarked
at Sibfiney, June 23) made a successful landing at this

place (which, in many of the reports from the front, was
miscalled Bau/uiri). Population (1899), 1,380.

Dairen. See Valny.

Daio (dii-ho'). A mountain on Jolo (Sulii)

Island, in the Philippines. Height, 2,100 feet.

An engagement between United States troops and Monjs
took place here March (i-7, 1906. Fifteen Americans,
three menibein of the native constabulary, and six hundred
Moros were rep<»rted killed.

Dalaguete (dii-la-ga'ta). A municipality in

the soutlieastem part of Celm, in the Philip-

pino Islands. Civilized population (1903),

2i.:f.'>4.

Dalberg-Acton (dal'berg-ak'ton). Sir John
Emerich Edward, first Baron Acton. Born
at Naples, Jan. 10, 1834: died at Tegemsee,

Upper Bavaria, June 19, 1902. An English

historian. He succeeded his father as eighth baronet

in 1837 ; was member of Parliament for Carlow 1869-66

and for Bridgenorth 1865-66 ; was raised to the peei-age in

1869; and was appointed regius professor of modem history

in Cambridge University in 1895. His famous historical

library of about 60,000 volumes was purchased by Andrew
Carnegie who, after Lord Acton's death, gave it to John
Morley, who presented it to the University of Cambridge.

He published " Lecture on the Study of History " (1895),

and designed the "Cambridge Modem History," edited

by others after his death.

D'Albert, Eugene. See Albert.

Dalmatia*. It sends 11 members to the

Austrian Reiehsrat and has a Diet of 43 mem-
bers.

Dalny (dal'ni). A seaport in Manchuria, sit-

uated on Victoria Bay, in the Kwang-tung
Peninsula, about twenty miles northeast of

Port Arthur. It was founded by the Russians in 1899

and was designed to be the commercial terminus of the

Trans-Siberian Railway. During the Knsso-Japanese war
(1904-05) it was captured by the Japanese. In Septem-
ber, 1906, it was made -a tree port It is now known as

Tairen, or Dairen. It has a fine harbor, protected by a
breakwater, and it is connected by railway with Port

Arthur, Mukden, Harbin, and the Eastern Chinese Rail-

way System.

Dalou*, Jules. Died at Paris, April 15, 1902.

Daly (da'li), John Augustin. Born at Plym-
outh, N. C, July 20, 1838: died at Paris,

France, June 7, 1899. An American play-

wright and theatrical manager. In 1869 he opened
the Fifth Avenue Theater in New York, and in 1879

established Daly's Theater His productions were noted
for their finished style, and he brought before the public

some of the best known players of his time. He wrote
several original plays, including " Horizon " and " Di-

vorce," and many adaptations, and was the author of alife

of Peg WofBngtou (1888).

Dameron (dam-e-ron'), Charles £mile. Born
in Paris, 1848: died there, Jan. 22, 1908. A
French painter, a pupil of Pelousse. His
works are chiefly landscapes.

Damrosch (dam'rosh), Frank. Bom in Bres-
lau, Germany, June 22, 1859. A conductor
of choral societies in and near New York, in-

cluding the Oratorio Society, the Musical Art
society, and the People's Choral Union : son of

Leopold Damrosch. In 1905 he was appointed
director of the Institute of Musical Art in
Now York City.

Damrosch, Walter. Bom at Breslau, Prussia,
Jan. 30, 1862. A musician, son of Leopold Dam-
rosch. He has been director of the Oratorio Society and
(until 1898) of the Symphony Society, and is now conduc-
tor of the New York Symph<my Society.

Dana*, Charles Anderson. Died at West
Island, near Glen Cove, L. I., Oct. 17, 1897.

Danao (da-ua'o). 1. A river in Negros Occi-
dental province, Negros, Philippine Islands.
—2. A municipality in the eastern part of

Cebu, Philippine Islands. Civilized popula-
tion (1903), 16,173.

D'Annunzio, Gabriele. See Anmmzio.
Dantas*, Manuel Pinto de Souza. Died Jan.
15, 1894.

Dapitan (dii-pe'tan). 1. A river in Mindanao
Island, in the Philippines, flowing northwest
into Dapitan bay.— 2. A subdistriet of Moro
province, in the Philippine Islands. It occupies
the northwestern part of iundanao, and is bounded by
the Sulu (Jolo) Sea on the west and north ; Misamis on
the east ; and Zamboanga on the south. Both the east-

em and western parts of the district are mountainous.
The highest peak is Malindaug. Forests of valuable
woods, especially of ebony, extend nearly to the sea-

coast. 'There are numerous harbors. Dapitan bay, on
the northwestern coast, is safe for all vessels during the
northeast monsoon. At the north of this bay is Port
Tagaguilong, safe in all weather for vessels not exceeding
15 feet draft Port Murcielagos, on the northern coast,

is equally good. The native race is chiefly Moro. The
census of 1903 gives also 5,996 Subanos. Agriculture is

carried on by native methods. Wax and cacao are ex-

ported in small quantities. Cattle-raising is an important
industry. Area of district, including small dependent
islands, 2,015 square miles. Population (1903), 23,577.

3. A town, the capital of Dapitan pro'vince,

on the Dapitan river, in lat. 8° 39' N., long.
123° 24' E. Civilized population of munici-
pality (1903), 5,825.

Dapitan (da-pe'tan) Bay. A bay on the
northwestern coast of Mindanao Island. It is

a safe harbor in the northeast monsoon.
Daraga (da-ril'ga). A municipality of Albay
province in the southeastern part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. The town is at the south-

ern base of Mavon volcano. Ci'vilized popu-
lation (ft03), 18,695.

Daram (da-ram'). An irregularly shaped is-

land on the west coast of Samar, in the Philip-

pines, east of Daram Channel. It is a part of

Samar province. Area, 35 square miles.

Population (1903), 3,586.

Daram (da-ram') Channel. A channel north
of Leyte Island, in the Philippines, it sepa-

rates Biliran from Daram Island, and is connect«d by San
Juanico Strait with San Pedro and San Pablo bay on the
eastern coast of leyte.

Dar-el-Beida (diir-el-ba'i-da). See Casablanca.

D'Artagnan. See Artagnan, If.

Dartmouth College*. It has over 1,200 stu-

dents and 85 instructors, and a library of

105,000 volumes and 22,000 pamphlets,

Darwin (dar'win). Sir George Howard. Bom
at Do-wn, Kent, England, July 9, 1845. An
English physicist and astronomer, son of

Charles Robert Darwin. He was called to the bar

in 1874, hut abandoned the law for the study of mathe-
matics, and in 1883 was appointed Plumian professor of

astronomy and experimental philosophy at Cambridge.
The most notable of his works is " The Tides and Kindred
Phenomena in the Solar System " (1898). He became
K. C. B. in 1905.



Dasent

Dasent", Sir Qeorge Webbe. Died near Ascot,
Berks, June 11, 1896.

Data (dii-ta')- An extinct volcano in the south-
eentral part of Lepanto-Bontoe province, Lu-
zon, in the Philippine Islands, inlat. 16° 57' N.,
long. 120° 55' E. Height, 7,364 feet.

Daudet*, Alphonse. Died at Paris, Dec. 16,
isy-.

Daughters of the American Revolution. A
Satriotic society organized at Washington,

*. C, Oct, 11, 1890. Any woman is eligible for mem-
bership who is descended from a man or woman, of rec-
ognized patriotism, who rendered material aid to the
cause of independence.

Daughters of the Revolution. A patriotic
society organized in New Yorls City, Aug. 20,

1891. Membership is restricted to women who are lineal
descendants of an ancestor who was in actual military or
naval service under any of the thirteen colonies or States,
or of the Continental Congress ; or are descendants of one
who signed the Declaration of Independence, or of an of-

ficial who actually assisted in establishing American in-

dependence and became liable to conviction of treason
against the government of Great Britain.

Davao (da'va-6). 1. A river in Mindanao, in
the Philippine Islands. It rises in the east-
em part of Cotabato, and flows southeast
through Davao to the Gulf of Davao.— 2. A
district of Moro province, in the Philip-
pine Islands, it is bounded by Surigao on the north

;

the Pacific Ocean on the east and south ; and Cotabato
(separated by a mountain range) on the west. Capital,
Davao. The southern coast is indented by the Gulf of
Davao, in which is situated Samal Island, a part of the
province. Among the bays on the eastern coast is Pujada,
a safe harbor in all weather. The district is very moun-
tainous. The active volcano Apo, 10,311 feet in height, is

in the range separating Davao from Cotabato. approxi-
n\ately in lat. T 3" N., long. 125- 17' E. The Hutulan
Mountains extend from south to north parallel with the
eastern coast. The largest river is the Agusan, which
rises among the Hutulan Mountains and flows north into
Surigao. Many other rivers water the district. Most of
the staples, as hemp and sugar-cane, are produced. Forests
of teak, ebony, and other valuable woods cover the moun-
tains. The mineral resources of Davao are undeveloped.
Coal and iron are found near Mati, north of Pujada Bay.
The Christianized inhabitants are Visayans, the wild are
Moros, Bagobos, and Mandayas. Area of the district,

9,707 square miles. Population (1903), 66,496.

3. A town, the capital of Davao province, sit-

uated on the Gulf of Davao at the mouth of the
Davao river, in lat, 7° 1' N., long. 125° 4' E.
Civilized population of municipality (1903),
8,560.

Davao (da'va-6), Q-ulf of. An arm of the
Pacific Ocean indenting the southern coast of
Davao district, Mindanao, Philippine Islands.
It is partly occupied by Samal Island.

David (dii'ved), Gerard (Gheerardt or
Gheeraert). Born at Oudewater, South Hol-
land, about 1460: died at Bruges, Flanders,
Aug. 13, 1523. A Flemish painter. He is men-
tioned by early writers but was entirely lost sight of until
18(J0, when information ab«iut him was discovered in the
archives of Bruges. He settled in Bruges in 148:1 and lived
there during the remainder of his life. Well anthenticated
works by him are to be found in many European collec-

tions, fie is one of the most important of the Flemish
primitives.

David Grieve. A novel by Mary A. (Mrs.
Humpliry) Ward, published in 1892.

David Hanun (da'vid ha'rum). A novel by
Edward Noyes Westcott, published in 1898.
The scene is laid in central New York. The book won
popularity thn>ugh the shrewdness, humor, and homely
philosophy of iu principal character, an old horse-trading
country iutuker, fur whom it is named.

Davidson (<la'vid-son), John. Bom at Barr-
head near Glasgow, Scotland, April 11, 1857:
died March 23, 1909. A Scottish poet and
playwright, in 1890 he went to London, having previ-
onsly published three plays, *' Bruce " (1886), "Smith; a
Tragedy "'

(1888X and *' .Scaramouch in Naxos " (1890). His
works include " Perfervid " (1890), " Fleet Street Eclogues "

(189:)), " Ballads iind Songs (1894), ".New Ballads " (1896),
" Oodfrida : a Play "

(1898X " TheTestament of an Empire-
Builder" (1902), " A Queen's Romance, etc. " (1904), " The
Testament of a Prime-minister" (1904), "Ballad of a
Nun " (19i«i), " Tlie Triumph of Mammon ' (1907), " Mam-
mon and his Message" (1908X etc.

Davidson (da'vid-son), Randall Thomas.
Bom April 7, 1848. An English prelate. He
was educated at Harrow and at Trinity College, Oxford

;

waa chaplain and private secretary to Archbishop Tait
1877-82 and to Archbishop Benson 1882-8:i ; was dean of
Windsor and domestic chaplain to Queen Victoria 1883-91

;

was bishop of Rochester 1891-95, and of Winchester 1895-
1903 ; and wan consecrated archbishop of Canterbury in
1903. Among his publications are " Life of Archbishop
Tait" (1891: with W. Bcnham), "The Christian Oppor-
tunity '' (1904), etc.

Davidson (da'vid-son), Thomas. Born at
Deer, Aberdeenshire, Oct. 25, 1840: died at
Montreal, Canada, Sept. 14, 1900. A Scotch-
American philosophical writer. He was gradu-
ated at the University of Aberdeen in 1860 ; went to
Canada In 1866 ; and removed to the United States in 1867,

eitabliahing his residence at Cambridge, Maesachusetta,

25
in 1875. The Fabian Society (which see) was founded as
a result of the conferences which he held in London in

1883.

Davis (da'vis), Charles Henry. Born at

Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 28, 1845. An Ameri-
can naval officer, son of Rear-Admiral C. H.
Davis, appointed rear-admiral in 1904. He was
graduated from the United States Naval Academy in

1864 ; attained the rank of captain in 1898 ; was superin-
tendent of the Naval Observatory 1897-1902 (except April-
Sept., 1898) ; commanded the auxiliary cruiser Dixie dur-
ing the Spanish War (1898); was division commander of
the battle-ship squadron in 1904, 1905, and 1906 : and was
a member of the international commission which investi-
gated, at Paris (1901-0,'>), the attack of tlie Russian squad-
ron under Rozhestvensky upon the British flshing-fleet in
the North Sea. He retired in August, 1907.

Davis (da'vis), Cushman Kellogg. Bom at
Henderson, N. Y., June 16, 1838: died at St.

Paul, Minn., Nov. 27, 1900. An American
Eepublican politician. He was graduated at the
University of Michigan in 1857 ; was admitted to the bar
in 1859 : and served in the Union Army 1861-t>4, rising to
the rank of assistant adjutant-general. He was elected
to the Minnesota legislature in 1867; waa district attor-
ney for Minnesota 1808-73 ; was govenior of Minnesota
1874-75 ; and was elected United States senator in 1887 and
in 1893 and 1899. In August, 1898. he was appointed a
member of the Spanish-American Peace Commission. He
published "The Law in Shakespeare" (1884).

Da'vis (da'vis), George Breckinridge. Bom at
Ware, Mass., Feb. 13, 1847. An American sol-

dier and jurist, judge-advoeate-general of the
United States Array. He was appointed a delegate
to the Second Peace Conference in 1907. He has pub-
lished several works upon intenintional and militflry law.

Davis', John Chandler Bancroft. Died at
Washington, D. C, Dec. 27, 1907.

Davis (da'vis), Mrs. (Rebecca Blaine Hard-
ing). Born at Washington. Pu., June 24, 1831.

An American writer, mother of Richard Hard-
ing Davis. She is the author of "Life in the Iron
Mills," through which she first came into prominence
(1861), " Dallas Oalbraith " (1868), "A Law Unto Herself

'

(1878), "Natasqua" (1886), "Silhouettes of .American
Life ' (1892), " Kent Hampden " (1892)," FrancesVValdeaux

"

(1897). " Dr. Warrick's Daughters " (1896), " Bits of Gos-
sip " (1904), etc., besides many shorter stories and miscella-
neous articles.

Davis, Richard Harding. Bora at Philadel-
phia, April 18, 1804. An American journalist
and author. He has written "Gallegher, and Other
Stories" (1891), "Van Bibber and Others" (1892), "The
West from a Car Window " (Isiri), "Exiles, and Other
Stories" (1894), "Our English Cousins "(1894), "Rulersof
the Mediterranean " (1894), " Princess Aline " (1895),

"Cinderella, and Other Stories " (1894}). "Three Gringos in
Venezuela and Central America" (1896). "Soldiers of For-
tune" (1897), "The Kings .lackal' (1898), "With Both
Armies in South Africa" (I'.IOl), "In the Fog" (1901),

"Hanson's Folly (1902). "The Bar Sinister '(1903), "Real
Soldiers of Fortune" (1906), "The Scarlet Car" (1907),
"Vera, the Medium "(1908), "The White Mice" (1909). etc.

Davis (da'vis), William Morris. Bom at
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 12, 1850. An Ameri-
can geologist, professor of geology in Harvard
University from 1899. He was graduated at the
Lawrence Scientific .School (Harvard) in 18<i9 ; was assist-

ant in the Argentine National Observatory at Cordova
1870-73; and was assistant professor (188.^90), and pro-
fessor (1890-99) of physical geography at Harvard. In
1903 he acted as physiographer of the Pumpelly (Caniegie
Institution) expedition to Turkestan, and in liKJo accom-
panied the British Association to South Africa. Among
his works are "Elementary Meteorology" (1891). and
" Physical Geography * (189it). He waa exchange professor
at the University of Berlin 1908-09.

Da'vi'tt (dav'it), Michael. Bom at Straide,
County Mayo, Ireland, March 25, 1846: died
at Dublin, May 31, 1906. An Irish journalist
and political leader. His parents were evicted and
he was sent to work when ten years of age in a Lanca-
shire cotton-mill. He joined the Fenian Bi-otherhood in

1865 ; founded, with C. S. Panjell and others, the Irish
Land League in 1879: and went to the United States to
organize an auxiliary Land League in 1880. He three
times suffered imprisonment on charges of treason-felony
and sedition. He was first elected to Parliament for

County Meath, in 1882, but was disqualified by a special
vote of the House of Commons for non-expiration of sen-
tence for treasfjn-felony ; was elected Nationalist member
for Meath, North, in 1892, but was unseated on petition ;

and sat for Cork, Northeast, in 1893, and, as Anti-Parnellite
member for Kerry, East, 189.S-96, and Mayo, South, 1895-

99. He published "Leaves from a Prison Diary" (1884).
" Defence of the Land League " (1891). " Life and Progress
In Australasia" (1898), "The Boer Fight for Freedom"
(1902), " Within thePale ' (1903), and " The Fall of Feudal-
ism in Ireland, Story of the Land League Revolution

"

(1904).

Da'vtres", Henry Laurens. Died at Pittsfield,

Mass., Feb. 5, 19U3.

Da'WSOn (da'sgn). A mining city of Yukon,
Canada, situated on the Yukon river, near the
Klondike gold-fields. Population (1901), 9,142.

Da'wson (da'son), George Mercer. Bom at
Pictou, Nova Scotia, Aug. 1, 1849: died at
Ottawa, Canada, March 2, 1901. A Canadian
geologist and explorer, son of SirJohn William
Dawson. He was appointed geologist and botanist to
the Northwest Boundary Commission in 1873 ; and in 1875
joined the geological survey of Canada, of which he be-

Degas
came assistant director in 1883 and director in 1895. In
1891 and 1892 he served on the Bering Sea Commission.
His publications include a "Report of the Geology and
Resources of the Region in the Vicinity of the Forty-ninth
Parallel " (1876), " Descriptive Sketch of the Physical Geog-
raphy and Geology of Canada" (1884 : with A. R. Selwyn),
a preliminary report on the physical and geological
features of a portion of the Rocky Mountains (1886), and
many monographs.

Dawson*, Sir John William. Died at Mon-
treal, Nov. 19, 1899. He was principal of.

McGill College and University 1855-93.
Day (da), Frank Miles. Bom at Philadel-
phia, Pa., April 5, 1861. An American archi-
tect. He was graduated at the University of Pennsyl-
vania in 1883 and studied architecture at that university
and in Europe. He is a fellow of the American Insti-
tute of Architects and was elected its president in 1906.
He is also a trustee of the American Academy in Rome.
Day (da), William Rufus. Born at Ravenna,
Ohio, April 17, 1849. An American jurist and
statesman. He was graduated at the University of
Michigan in 1870 and was admitted to the (Ohio) bar in
1872. He succeeded John Sherman as secretary of state
in April, 1898, but resigned in September to become chair-
man of the United States Peace C^ommission at Paris ; was
judge of the United States Circuit Court, 6th circuit, 1899-
1903; and was appointed associate justice of the United
States Supreme Court in 1903.

Deakin (de'kin), Alfred. Born in Melbourne,
Aug. 3, 1856. An Australian statesman, prime
minister of the Commonwealth of Australia
1903-04 and 1905-. He was for many years a member
of the parliament of Victoria ; served in many official posi-
tions ; and had an important part in bringing about the
federation of the Australian colonies. He was the attor-
ney-general for the Commonwealth 1901-03, and became
prime minister in 1903 and again in 1905. He represented
Australia in the Imperial Conference in 1907.

De Amicis", Edmondo. Died at Bordighera,
Italy, March 11, 1908. His later works include
" Poesie " (1880), ." Ritratti letterarii " (1881), " Gli amici

"

(1882), "Alle porte d'ltalia" (1886), " II romanzo d'un
maestro" (1890), "La carrozza di tutti " (1898), "Speranze
e gloria" (1900), " Memorie" (1900), " Ricordi d'infanzia e
di scuola" (1901), "Capo d'anno" (1902), " Giardino
dellafollia"(1902).

Dean (den), Bashford. Bom at New York
City, Oct. 28, 18(57. An American zoologist,

professor of vertebrate zoology at Columbia
University from 1903. He studied at the College of
the City of New York and afterward at Columbia, Munich,
Naples, and Misaki (Japan). In 1889-92 and 1900-01
he was engaged in biological work for the United States
Fish Commission, and in 1903 became honorary curator of
fishes in the American Museum of Natural History (New
York). He is the author of numerous works on the
anatomy and embryology of fishes.

Death Valley*, or Amargosa Desert. It is

almost 276 feet below sea-level.

Debs (debz), Eugene Victor. Bom at Terre
Haute, Ind., Nov. 5, 1855. An American labor-
leader. He received a common school education ; be-
came a locomotive fireman ; was grand secretary and
treasurer of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
1880-93 ; was sent to the Indiana legislature in 1885

;

was president of the American Railway Union 1893-97

;

successfully conducted a large strike on the Great North-
ern Railway ; and while managing the strike of western
railways in 1894 was charged with violation of an injunc-
tion and imprisoned for six months on the ground of con-
tempt. He was the candidate of the Social Democratic
Party for the presidency of the United States in 1900,
1904, and 1908.

Debussy (da-bus-se'), Claude Achille. Bom
at St. Germain-en-Laye, August 22, 1862. A
French composer. He represents the extreme left
wing of the young F'rench school in finding new methods
of expression and in harmonic combinations. His com-
positions include an opera, " Pell(^as et M^lisande " (1902)

;

cantatas, "L'enfant prodigue" (1884), and "La demoiselle
61ue "

; a string quartet; nocturnes and other pieces for
the orchestra; piano pieces ; and songs.

Dechen (da'chen), Heinrich von. Bom at
Berlin, March 25, 1800: died at Bonn, Feb.
15, 1889. An eminent German geologist and
mining engineer, for many years director of
mines at Bonn. With Karsten he edited the " Archiv
fur Mineralogie, Geognosie, Bergbau, und lliittenkunde

"

(1838-65).

D6cle*, Lionel. He was born in May, 1859,

and died March 1, 1907.

De Espejo. See Espejo.

Defender (de-fen'd6r). A sloop-yacht built at

Bristol, E. r., by the Herreshoflfs, and owned
by C. Oliver Iselin and others. Her length on
load water-line is 88.45 feet. She defeated
Valkyrie HI. in competition for the America's
cup, Sept., 1895. See Valkyrie III.

De Forest*, John William. Died July 18,

1906.

Degas (da-ga'), Hilaire Germain Edgard.
Born at Paris, July 19, 1834, A French
painter. He belongs to the group of Impressionists,

and was early associated with Manet, Monet, Renoir, and
Fantin-Latour. His first successes were made with pic-

tures representing race-courses ; but his subjects were
later usually taken from the theater, and he has depicted
life behind the scenes with great appreciation. He has



Degas
Tiiitcd America and has painted a noted picture o(

nceroes liwding cotton at Nevr Orleajis.

Degeneration. The title of the English trans-

lation of •• Eiitartung " (1893), by Max Nordau.

de Gubematis, Angelo. See Gi<bcniaiis.

De Kay ^'le ka' ). Charles. Bom at Washing-
ton. 1). 0'., July lio, 1848. An American
author, poet, and critic, lie was graduated at Yale

in ISfW ; was literary aiul art critic of the New York
'• Times "

; and w:i8 I'nited States coiisul-Kerieral at Ber-

lin lS!M-97. He was the originator and one of the founders

of the National Sculpture Society (ISSte) and of the

National ArU Club (ISSW). Among his publications in

book form are " Hesperus, and other Poems "
(1S80J,

" The

Vision of SininHl " (ISfl). " The Yisioii of Esther ' (18S-2),

"The Love Poems of Louis Barnaval "(1SS3), " Bird Gods

(ISSISI. etc.
.

DeKoven(de-ko'ven), Henry LouisRegmald.
Born at Xfiddletown, Conn., April 3, IStil.

An American composer of lightoperas. Among
his works are "Robin H,kkI" (ISitrt), "The Fencing

Master" (ISSf), "Rob Eoy"(lS»4), "The Highwayman
(1887), and " llappyland " (1!M»). He has also written

and published rnanv songs.

Delaborde', Henri. Died at Paris, May 18,

26 Dewing

1811: died De Vere", Maximilian Scheie.
Nicolas Oh6ri Bom Dee. 19, 1811: died De Vere", Xftaximiiian scneie. Died 1898.
iMicoiis V!^>=i^^

French musician and teacher, Devine (.ac-vin ), Edward Thomas. Born at
July U), 1871.

noted for his studies of the art ot oratorical,

musical, and dramatic expression.

Delyannis (de-li-an'is), or Delijannis, Theo-

dore. Born in 1826 : died June 13, 1903. A
Greek statesman. From 1863 he was frequently in

office as minister of foreign artaii-s, finance: or the interior.

He represented Greece at the Congress of Berlin, and ob-

t:iined an extension of Greek territory on the Thessalian

frontier. He was premier 188.'.-8«, 18i)0-y->, 1895-April,

18117, IIKH-Oa, and 11104-06. He was assassinated.

Demogeot*, Jacques Claude. Died at Pans,

Jan. 9, 1894.

Demolins (d6-m6-lan'), Edmond. Born at

Marseilles, 1852: died at Eoches, July 22, 1907.

A French historian and sociologist. In 1880 he

founded, with others, " La Science Sociide," a journal de-

voted to the study of social economics along new lines, fol-

lowing ihe methods of Le Play, of whom he was a pupil.

Among the best known of his publications are "A quoi

tient la superiority des Anglo-Sax<ms " (1897), "Les

Franvais d'aujourd'hui " (1898), "L'^diication nouvelle

(1898). "Les grandes routes des peuples" (lOW), and

Classification sociale " (190.'»).

Union, Ifardiu County, Iowa, May 6, 1867.

An American sociologist, general secretary of

the Charity Organization Society of the City

of New York, and professor of social economy-

in Columbia University. He was graduated at

Cornell College, Iowa, in 1887 ; studied in Gemiany 1890-

91 : and spent several yeare in teaching. His publications

include " Economics" (1898), "The Practice of Charity"

(1901), "The Principles of Relief" (1904), "Efficiency and
Relief " (1906), " Misery and its Causes " (1909), etc. He
is the editor of "The Survey" (formerly " Charities and
the ('ominous ").

De Vinne (de-vin'i), Theodore Low. Bom at

Stamford, Conn., Dec. 2.5^ 1828. An eminent
American printer, estabhshed in business in

New York City from 1859, He is the author of

"The Invention of Printing" (1876), "Historic Printing

Types" (1886), "Plain Printing Types" (1900), "Correct

Composition" (lOOl), " Title-Pages " (1902), "Modem
Book Composition " (1904), etc.

Dewar (du'ilr), Sir James. Born at Kincar-

dine-on-Foi-'th, Perthshire, Sept. 20, 1842. A
British physicist and chemist, professor of ex-

\Vav"(19i>»), "The Awakening of Helena Richie " (1906),

"Ail Encore" (1907), "R. J.'s Mother and Some Other

People " (1908), etc. ^ , s

De la Eam6e', Louise (pseudonym Omda).
She died at Viarcggio. Italy, Jan. 25, 1908.

She also wrote " Vnder Two Flags " (1867), " A Dog of

Flanders " (1872), " In >laremiua " (1882), " A Rainy June

(1885) "Othmar" (1885), "Don Gesualdo" (1886), "A
Mouse Party" (1887), "Guilderoy" (1888), " RufHno

(1890), "Syrlin " (1890), "The Tower of Taddeo (1890),

" Santa Barbara " (1891), " The New Priesthood " (1893),

"The Silver Christ" (1894), "Two Offenders" (1894), "Le
Selve" (1896), "The ilassarenes" (1897), "Toxin, an

Altruist^- (1897), "La Stregha" (1899),' "The Waters of

Edera" (1900), "Critical Studies " (1900), "Street Dusf
(1901), etc. , , , -r^ , ,

De la Eey (da lii ra'i), Jakobus Herklaas:
called Com Koos. Born in the Orange Free

State, Oct. 22, 1847. A noted Boer general of

French Huguenot descent. In 1893 he was elected

member for the Lichtenburg district of the Transvaal in

the Volksraad, and was a strong adherent of Joubert. He
vas one of the few members opposed to a rupture with

England and favored a policy of conciliation, but at the

outbreak of hostilities in 1899 advocated an aggressive

military policy. He was elected to the command of the

the Virginia Military Institute and was admitted to the

Indiana bar in 18f>S. He served in the Union army during

the Civil War, rising to the rank of colonel, and was United

States minister to China 1886-98. In 1898 he was ap-

liquid hydrogen under diminished pressure he obtained

the lowest known temperature (— 493' F.). With Sir

Frederick Abel he invented cordite. He was knighted in

1904.

pointed by the President a member of the commission for pg Wet (de vet'), Christiaan Rudolf. Born
*,._ : .:.....; ^1 .1... ...o.. u.>tli <4rtaiii ond in 1899 a . , . .-. *., r. . . r, . il_ t if„; r\^^ Tthe investigation of the war with Spain, and in 1899 a

member of the civil commission for the investigation of

affairs in the Philippines.

Denison (den'i-son), Henry Willard. Born at

Guildhall, Vermont, May 11, 1846. An Ameri-

can jurist. He was the legal adviser of the Japanese

during the negotiation of the peace with Russia at Ports-

mouth. New Hampshire, in 10O5, and was a delegate to

the second Peace Conference in 1907.

Denmark*. The Rlgsdag is composed of an upper

house (Liuidsthing) of 66 members and a lower house

(Kolketliing) of 114 members. The army numbers (on a

war footing) about .60,000. The country is divided for

administrative purposes into 18 counties (amter). In

1907 a commission was appointed to report on the rela-

tions of Denmark and Iceland, and in 1908 a bill was
drafted declaring Iceland a free, autonomous, indepen-

dent country, forming with Denmark the United Danish

Empire, and having in common the kingship, the minis-

try of foreign affairs, and the ministry of defense. The
measure, however, was not acted upon.

Lichtenburg burghers, who became part of Cronje's west- JJennery. I^ce EnncriJ, (V

.

em column, and secured the first victory of the war at Tjgp„„™ TJniversity. A coeducational insti-
Kraaipan (Oct. 12-13, 1899). In 1902 he succeeded in cap- liex;<*.uw^ umvcioiujf

.

taring Lord Methuen, together with a number of British

troops. He was a member of the Boer ccmimission which

in the Orange Free State, South Africa, Oct. 7,

1854. A noted Boer general. He was a member
of the Volksraad 1889-97 ; at the outbreak of the South

African war in 1899 was appointed vice-commandant in

Natal ; and in December of the same year was made vecht-

general on the western frontier under the command of

General Cronje. He was most successful in guerrilla war-

fare, and was distinguished as a leader and strategist.

After the close of the war he was a member of the

committee for raising funds for the distressed Boers. In

1902 he published " Three Y'ears of War." In 1907 he
was made minister for agriculture of the Orange River

f'olony.

Dewey (du'i), Charles Melville. Born at

Lowville, N. Y., 1851. An American painter.

He was a pupil of Carolus Duraii in Paris 1876-77.

His work is composed of landscapes which usually

represent the subdued light of moniing or evening with

masses of dark trees against the sky. He won silver

medals at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo in

1901, and at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St.

Louis in 1904, and was elected associate of the National

arranged the terms of submission and afterward one of a

deputation which visited Europe and the l.'nited States

to raise funds for the assistance of their countrymen.

DelbflBUf (del-bef), Joseph. Born at Liege,

Belgium, Sept. 30, 1831 : died at Bonn, Aug.

13, 1896. A Belgian philosophical writer and

Academy of Design in 1903 and member in 1907

tution of learning, under' the patronage of the Dewe^ (du'jj, George. Bom at Montpelier,

Methodist Episcopal Church, situated at

Greencastle, Indiana. It is the outgrowth of the

Indiana Asbury University (chartered in 1837), the name
of which was changed in 1884 owing to the financial and
other aid given to it by W. C. DePauw. The university

offers courses in the liberal arts, music, and art and is

attended by about 1,000 students. It has an endowment
of $.600,000 and an annual income of $72,000.—

,
-

'^c c I „,.;„„! «v>;i«1«™-.r of $.600,000 ana an annual income oi T/i,uviu.

psychologist, professor of classical philology
pepg^. Chauncey Mitchell. He was presi-

in the University of Li6ge 1866-96. Among his ^^j j \^^ ^^.^ York Central Railroad 1885-99,
works are "La psychologie comrae science naturelle j , j. j "

,,„t„- *,„_„ T.j„.tr V/^rl^ \^
(1876) "Questions de philosophic et de science " (1888), and was elected senator from New York m
" Elamen critique de la loi psychophysique " (1883), and 1899 and reelected in 1905.

"La matK^re brute et la niatiijrevivante" (1887)^
, Dc PoVSter* John WattS. He died at New

Delbriick', Martin Friedrich Eudolf. Died ^^fk^^^y 4' 1907
"'*'"'"•

^S'^^, Th^pl^e Bom ^ D^l^;^^ne^^^^gn^^foienne

ll^l"J^i:krt:i%^^^'.: '''i wt Deschanel(da-sM-nel') Paul Eugene Lo^^^

onder-secretary for the colonies in 1893, colonial minister Bom at Brussels, Belgium, i eb. 13,

Vt., l)e'c. 26, 1837. An American admiral.
He was graduated from the United States Naval Academy
in 18.68 ; served under Farragut as lieutenant on the Mis-

sissippi in 1862 ; and took part in the attack on Fort Fisher

1864-6.6. He was promoted lieutenant-commander in

M.arch, 1865 ; commander in 1872 ; captain in 1884 ; com-

modore in 1S96 ; rear-admiral in 1898 ; and admiral in 1899.

He has served on the Lighthouse Board, and has been

chief ot the Bureau of Equipment and president of the

Board of Inspection and Survey. Having been placed in

command of the Asiatic Station, on May 1, 1898, a few

days after the outbreak of the war with Spain, he de-

stroyed the Spanish fleet off Cavite in the Bay of Manila.

On Aug. 13 his fleet aided the troops under General

Merritt in the capture of Manila.

Dewey (du'i), John. Born at Burlington, Vt.,

Oct. 20, 1859. An American philosopher,

professor of philosophy in Columbia Univer-

sity from 1904. He was professor in the University

of Minnesota 1888-89. in the University of Michigan 1889-

94, and in the University of Chicago 1894-1904. He hasonder-secretary lor me colonies ui io»o, coioiimi luiiiiai-,;! *-.,.— — .-.^- — , o——7 i^eu.
, . y4^ ana m me universny 01 v^iiicas" »o^^-^='^"- *..-""«

18M-95, and minister of foreign affairs 1898-1906 (under A French statesman and author, son ot Jliinile published a number of works upon psychology, ethics,

premiers Brisson, Dupuy,; WaJdeck-Rousseau, and ^^ugugtin fitienn 8 Martin Deschanel. He was logical theory, andjiedagogics.
Combes). When holding this office he adjusted the

"Fashoda affair" ; negotiated the agreement with Great

Britain as to the Nile Valley and Central Africa ; and, with

Lord Lansdowne, prepared the Anglo-French agreementof

1904. He retired on account of the difficulty with Ger-

many over Morocco. In politics he is a radical Repuhli-

Delibes (d*-leb'), Clement Philibert L6o:
known as L60. Born at Saint-Germain-du-

Val, Sarthe, France, Feb. 21, 1836: died at

Paris, Jan. 16, 1891. A French composer.
He was a chorus conductor at the Opera, and in 1881

was appointed professor of composition at the Conserva-

toire. His music consisted chiefly of operettas and bal-

let*, of which latter two, "Copp^lia" (1870) and "Silvia"

(1878), have been very popular. He also wrote a few

Delisle (dfe-lel'). Leopold Victor. Bom at Deshayes (da-za')

Valognes, Manche, France, Oct. 24, 1826. A "

• noted French historian, bibliographer, and
paleographer. In 1862 h^ was appointed assistant

In the manuscript department of the National Library at

Paris, of which he later became conservator and, in 1874,

administrator general. He was made chevalier of the

Legion of Honor in 1867, officer in 1877, and commander
in 1883. He has written many important papere on the

secretary to two ministers of the interior, de Marc^re Dewey (du'i), Melvil. Bom at Adams Center,
and Siiiion, 1876-77; and after fllling various minor
offices was elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1886, of

which he was president 1898-1902, and reelected in

1901. In 1899 he was elected a member of the French
Academy, succeeding Herv6. His published work in-

cludes "La question du Tonkin" (188.3), "La politique

frangaise en Oceanic " (1884), " Les inter6ts frainjais dans

le Pacifique " (188.6), "Orateurs et hommes d'etat" (1888 :

crowned by the French Academy), "Figures de femmes"
(1889: also crowned), "Figures litteraires" (1889),

"(Questions actuelles,"

speeches (1891), " La decentralisation " (1896), "La ques-

tion sociale" (1898), "Quatre ans de pr^sidence" (1902),

" Politique interieure et (^trangere" (1906), "A I'institut"

(1907), etc.

Des Groseilliers. See Chounrt.

^ , , Gerard Paul. Bom at

Nancy, May 13, 1795: died at Boiran, Oise,

June "9, 1875. A French naturalist, especially

known as a paleontologist (studies of

Mollusca). Among his works are "Description des

coqnlllages fossiles des environs de Paris" (1824-37),

Traitii 61^mentaiie de conchyliologie" (1834-68), and
vertebres dccouvertsDescription des animaux sans

- - —

-

. . . . dans le basin de Paris" (1867-66).

hist.,ry of France, particularly that of Normandy, and on
jj p^rierS*. Bonaventure. See Heptam

palcograjihy and bibliography. ajjso xcxa\;ao , j.«vu(» wuwua\^. j.

N. Y." Dec. 10, 1851. An American librarian,

director of the New York State Library and
New York State Library School at Albany 1888-

1905. He was graduated at Amherst College in 1874 ; was

acting librarian at Amherst 1873-76 ; was chief librarian

and professor of library economy in Columbia University

1883-88 ; and was secretary of the University of the State

„„„, of New York 1888-1900. He organized, in 1876, the Spell-

' Figures litteraires (1889), ;„„ Reform Association, of which he has been secretary
conection of ^jiis principal

j^.^^^^ jg-g^ j^„j f^e Metric Biu-eau for the introduction of
„T

^^^ international system of weights and measures. In

1887 he founded at Columbia the flrst library school,

which later became the New York State Library School.

He was New York State director of libraries 1904-06.

De Windt (de-winf), Harry. Born at Paris,

1856. An English traveler and explorer. He
was educated at Cambridge ; was aide-de-camp Ui Rajah

Brooke of Sarawak, his brother-in-law, 1876-78 ; traveled

from Peking to France by land in 1887 ; rode from Russia

to India through Pereia in 1889; and attempted to travel

from New York to Paris by way of Alaska but nearly lost

his life in Bering Strait, where he was resfued by a

whaler. In 1901-02 he made the trip from Paris to New
York ; traveled through the Balkan states in 1906 ; and

crossed Lapland in the winter of inos. He has published

a number of books of travel, including " From Paris to

Through Savage EuropeNew York by Land " (19*13), _ -.^- ,.

DelitZSCh' Friedrich. Since 1899 he has been "'""• (190.6), " Moles and their Meaning" (1908), "Notes of

professor Lf Assyriology at the University of d'Esprit. See Esprit. Restless Life "(1908), etc

ferlin De Vere', Aubrey Thomas. Died at Cur- Dewing (dii'ing), Thomas Wilmer. Born at

Delsarte (del-sart'), Francois Alexandre ragh Chase, County Limerick, Jan. 20, 1902. Boston, Mass., May 4, 18al. An American
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painter. He studied art under Jules Lefebvre in Paris

187t>-1879 ; was elected associate of the National Academy
of Design in 1S87 and academician in 1SW8 ; and won the
Clarke prize at the Academy (New York) in 1887. His
work is composed of fl>i:ure pictures and interiors express-

ing much delicacy and retlnenient.

Dexter (deks'tSr), Timothy. Born at Mai-
den, Mass.. Jan. 22, 1743 : died at Newburyport,
Mass., Oct. 26, 1806. An American merchant,
noted for his eccentricities. He aecumulated a
large fortune ; assumed the title of " Lord "

; maintained
a poet laureate ; and adorned his garden with colossal

images of famous men, including one of himself labeled
'* i am the greatest man in the East." He published a
bo»-)k entitled ' \ Pickle for the Knowing Ones," and,
being annoyed by the printers about punctuation, wrote
a pamphlet entirely unpunctuated, but with a mass of
points of all kinds at the end, and invited readers to

"pepper the dish to suit themselves."

Diana of the Orossways. A novel by George
.Meredith, publishoil in 1885.

Diaz (de'ath), Melchior. A Spanish captain
in Me.^CO. From about 1,1.18 to 1639 he commanded
Culiacan. In November, 1539, he was sent by the Viceroy
Mendoza to verify the tale of Friar Marcos as to wealthy
cities in the north. Going as far as "Chichilticalli " he
was forced back by cold. He rejoined Corxjnado at Chia-

metla, sending a report to the viceroy. This was not
favorable to Marcos, but secrecy was preserved by his

superiors and the expedition proceeded. Later he es-

corted the discredited friar back. Kxecuting, then, orders

to explore northwest from Corazones, he crossed with
twenty-five men northwest Mexico and southwest Ari-

zona (the first t^> do this) to the Colorado river, which
he reached (l.>40) about eighty miles above its mouth,
soon after Alar(.*on, the first to ascend, had passed on
his return, l-'rossing the river, which he called Rio del

TizoD, he went west four days. Throwing a spear at an
unruly dog Diaz was accidentally so injured that he died
(ab*)ut ,lan. 1. l.Ml). He was one of the most judicious

and trusted officers of the period.

Diaz*, Porfirio. He was reelected 1896,

1900, mid 1!)04,

Dickinson (dik'in-son), Jacob McGavock.
Born at Columbus, Miss., Jan. 30, 1851. An
American jurist. He was assistant attorney-general

of the United States 1895-97 ; was counsel for the United
States before the Alaska Koundary Tribunal in 1903 ; and
was appointed secretary of war. in March, 1909.

Dieterici*, Friedrich Heinrich. Died at

Berlin, .\ug. 18, 1903.

Dieterle (di-a-terl'), Mme. (Marie von
Marcke). Born at .Sevres. A contemporary
French artist. She is the daughter and pupil

of firnile von Marcke, and is known as a painter

of landscapes and cattle.

Dinagat (de-na'gat). A long, narrow island

of the rhilippines, belonging to Surigao prov-

ince and lying north of Mindanao, from which
it is separated by Surigao Strait. It is traversed

from north to south by mountains, of which Redondo, a

jieak at the northern extremity, is the highest. Port

Oabo, at the southeastern end of the island, is a good
harbor in all weather for large veuels. Area, 309 square
miles. Population (19U3), 5,24a

D'Indy. See Indy, cV.

Dingras (den-gras'). Amunicipality of Ilocos

Norte province, in the northwestern part of

Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized popula-
tion (1903), 15,792.

Dipper, The Great. See JTnin, Charle.i's.

Dirichlet (di-resh-la'), Peter Qustave Le-
jeune. Born at DUren, Prussia, Feb. 13,

1805: died at Gottingen, May 5, 1859. A
noted German mathematician, successor of

Gauss as professor of mathematics at Got-
tingen in 1855. He is best known for his work
in tlie theory of numbers.

Discovery . 3. The ship in which Captain
Robert F. Scott made the antarctic expedition

of 1900-04.

Distinguished Service Order. A naval and
military ordcrof (iisliuetion, instituted Sept. 6,

1886. It consists of the IJritish sovereign and those officers

who have been mentioned in despatches for meritorious

or distingui,*hed service in the field, or before the enemy,
and upon whom the sovereign wishes, therefore, t/j confer

honor. The bailge of the order is a gold cross, enameled
white, bearing np<jn the obverse the imperial crown within

a wreath of laurel, and on the reverse the imperial cipher

within a wreath of laurel. It is suspended by a red ribbon

edged blue. The order has (1909) over 1,400 companions.
Foreign officers are. under certam conditions, eligible to

honoTiiry membership.

Ditters von Dittersdorf (dit'erz fon dit'erz-

dorf), Karl. Born at V'ienna. Nov. 2, 1739:

died near Neuhof, near Pilgram, Bohemia,
Oct. 24, 1799. A noted Austrian violinist and
composer. The best of his many operas, " Hieronymus
Knicker" (1787) and " Dokt<jr uud Apotheker" (178«), long

rebiineil a place on the stage. His symphonies on Ovid's

"Metamorphoses" (published in 17S.=>) are remarkable
specimens of early program music, and his string <|uartets

foreshadow some of the developments of Haydn and
M.izart

Dix", Dorothea L3rnde. Born at Hampden,
.Mc, April 4, 1802.

Dodge (doj), Charles Wright. Bom at Cape

27

Vincent, N. Y., Jan. 15, 1863. An American
naturalist, professor of biology at the Univer-
sity of Rochester from 1892. He was gradu-
ated from the University of Michigan in 1886.

He has published an "Introduction to Ele-
mentary Practical Biology" (1894), etc.

Dodge*, Mary Abigail: pseudonym Gail
Hamilton. Born at Hamilton, Mass., 1830

:

died at Wenham. Mass., Aug. 17, 1896.

Dodge', Mrs. (Mary Elizabeth Mapes).
Born at New York, Jan. 26. 1831: died at

Onteora Park, Tannersville, N. Y., Aug. 21,

1905. She was editor of the " St. Nicholas " magazine
1873-1905. She wrote also " The Land of Pluck " (1894),

"When Life is Young" (1894), "Rhymes and Jingles"
(1874, 1903), and numerous short stories and sketches.

Dodge (doj ), Theodore Ayrault. Bom May 28,

1842: died Oct. 26, 1909. An American soldier

and author. He served through the Civil "War and in

the War Department, rising t^> the rank of colonel.

He retired in 1H70. .\mong his works are: "Chan-
cellorsville" (1881), "Civil War" (1883), "A Chat in the
Saddle" (1886), "Great Captains" (1889), "Alexander"
(1890), "Hannibal" (1891), "Cajsar" (1893), "Riders of
Many Lands " (1894), " Gustavus Adolphus " (1895), and
"Napoleon " (1901, 1907).

Dodgson*, Charles Lutwidge: pseudonym
Lewis Carroll. Bora at Daresbury, Chesh-
ire, Jan. 27, 1832: died at Guildford, Surrey,
Jan. 14, 1898.

Dolbear (dol'bar), Amos Emerson. Bom at
Norwich, Conn., Nov. 10, 1837: died Feb. 23,
1910. An American pliysieist and inventor,
professor of physics in Tufts College from 1874,
best known for his inventions in telephony and
wireless telegraphy. He invented the static
telephone in 1 879 and the air-space cable inl882.

Dole (dol), Nathan Haskell. Born at Chel-
sea, Mass., Aug. 31, 1852. An American au-
thor, journalist, and translator. He is the author
of "A Vonng Folks' History of Russia ' (1881), "A Score
of Famous Composers " (1891), " The Hawthorn Tree and
Other Poems '

(189.5), "Omar, the Tent-maker " (1899),

"Peace and Progress" (1904), reissued as "The Building
of the Organ "

(1906X "The Pilgrims" (1908), and "Teacher
of Dante" (1908). and has translated from many lan-

guages, notably the writings of Tolstoi.

Dole (dol), Sanford Ballard. Bom at Hono-
lulu, H. I., April 23, 1844. A Hawaiian
statesman. He is of American parentage, and was edu-
cated in the Hawaiian Islands and at Williams College,

Massachusetts : studied law in Boston and was admitted
to the bar in 1808 : returned Ut Honolulu, and practised

law there; and in 1887 was appointed associate judge of the
supreme court. In 1893 he resigned to lead the revolution
against the monarchy ; was made head of the pn)visional

government ; and in 18!>4 became president of the republic

of Hawaii. After the annexation of Hawaii to the United
States he was appointed (190(0 governor of Hawaii by
President McKiidey, and resigned in 1903 to become
T'nited .States district judge for Hawaii.

Domingo (d6-meng'g<")), Jos4. Born in Spain.
A contemporary Spanish genre painter. He
was a pupil in Paris of the elder Meissonier, whose style

he follows. Among his works are "Card I'layers," " Halt
at the Inn." "Return from the Pasture," etc.

Dominican Republic' (Santo Domingo, or

San Domingo). It is divided into six prov-
inces and six maritime districts. By the con-
stitution adopted in 1908 the legislative power
is vested in a national congress, consisting of

a senate of 12 senators and a chamber of dep-
uties of 24 members, elected by restricted suf-

frage for the term of four years. The executive
is vested in a cabinet council composed of the

president and seven ministers. The president

is chosen by an electoral college for the term
of six years.

Dongola*. It is now a province of the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan. Capital, Merowe.
Donnelly', Ignatius. Died at Minneapolis,
Jan. 1, 1901.

D'Ooge (do'gi), Benjamin Leonard. Born
at Grant! Rapids, Mich., Jan. 10, 1860. An
American classical scholar, professor of an-
cient languages in the Michigan State Normal
College from 1886. He was graduated from the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 1881, and took his doctor's degree
at the University of Bonn in 1901. His works include text-

books, editions of Latin texts, etc. ^ f
, r, .-^

Dooley (do'li), Mr. A humorous creation' of

Finley Peter Dimne : an Irish-American pub-
lican of 'Archey Road,' Chicago, whose com-
ments on topics of the day are compounded of

shrewd wit and common sense.

Doppler (dop'l^r), Christian. Bom at Salz-

burg, Germany, Nov. 30, 1803 : died at Venice,
March 17, 1853. A German physicist and math-
ematician, professor of experimental phys-
ics in the University of Vienna 1851-53. The
important principle that when the source of waves of

light, or wiund, etc., moves away from the observer the
waves appear to become less fretiuent, and vice cersa^ was
announced by and has been named for him.

Drake

Doremus (do-re'mus), Charles Avery. Born
at New York, Sept. 6, 1851. An American
chemist, son of Robert Ogden Doremus. He
was professor of chemistry and toxicology in the Uni-
versity of Buffalo, Medical Department, 1877-82, and in the
American Veterinary College of New York 1882-92 ; ad-
junct professor in Bellevue Hospital iledical College
1879-97 ; assistant professor of chemistry in the ('ollege of
the City of New York 1897-03, and acting professor there
1903-04. He has published a "Report on Photography,
Vienna Exposition " (1873), "(Jaseous Poisons" in "Text-
book of Legal Medicine and Toxicology "

(1903), etc.

Doremus (do-re'mus), Robert Ogden. Born
at New York, Jan. 11, 1824: died there, March
22, 1906. An American chemist, professor of
chemistry and toxicology and medical juris-
prudence in the Bellevue Hospital Medical
College, and of chemistry and physics in the
College of the City of New York.
Dorr (dor), Mrs, (Julia Caroline Ripley).
Born at Charleston, S. C, Feb. 13. 1825. An
American poet and novelist. She is the author of
" Poems " (1871), " Friar Anselmo and Other Poems " (1879),
" Afternoon Songs " (1885), " Poems Complete "

(1892),
" Afterglow " (1900). Among her prose writings are
"Famiingdale (18.54), "Lanmere" (18.5(;), "Sibyl Hun-
tington" (1809), "Expiation" (1872), "Bermuda" (1884),
" The Hower of England's Face " (1895), " A Cathedral Pil-
grimage " (1896), "In Kings' Houses " (1898), etc.

Dorsey (dor'si), George Amos. Born at He-
bron, Ohio, Feb. 6, 1868. An American natu-
ralist, assistant curator (1896-97) and curator
(1897-) of anthropology in the Field Colum-
bian Museum, Chicago. He was instructor in an-
thrfipology in Harvard University 1895-i)6 ; in 1900 was
apiH)inted professor of comparative anatomy at the North-
western University : and in 1905 became assistant professor
of anthropology at the University of Chicago. He has pub-
lished tmmerous iinthropologicul and aiiiitomiual papers.

Doucet (do-sa'). Charles Camille. Bom at
Paris, May 16, 1812: died there, April 1, 1895.
A French dramatist and critic. He was the
dramatic critic of the " Monitcur parisieu," and was ap-
pointed chief of the theater division in the State Depart-
ment in 1853 and director of theaters in the imperial house-
hold in 1863. He was elected to the French Academy as
successor to Alfred de Vigny in 1865 and became its perpet-
ual secretary in 1876. His works include " L^once " (1838 :

with Bayard), " Un jeune honmie "(1841), "L'Avocat de sa
cause" (1842), "Lachasse aux fripons " (1846), "Velas-
quez" (1847), "La barque d'Antonio " (1849), "Les enne-
mis de la maison " (1851), "Le fruit defendu " (1858), "La
consideration " (1800), "Concours litt^raires " (1886), etc.

Douglas. 3. A town in Cochise County, Ari-
zona, organized in 1901. There are extensive
copper-mines in the vicinitv. Population
(1909), about 12,000.

Doumic (do-mik'), Ren6. Bom at Paris,
March 7, 1860. A French man of letters, lite-

rary and dramatic critic of the " Revue des
Deux-mondes." In 1909 he was chosen a member of
the French Academy to fill the chair of M. Gaston-Bois-
sier. He has published a number of works on literary
themes.

Dove (duv), Patrick Edward. Born at Lass-
wade, near Edinburgh, July 31, 1815: died
April 28, 1873. A British editor and philo-
sophical writer. Hepublished "The Theory of Human
Progression, and Natural Probability of a Reign of Jus-
tice" (18.50),, in which, among other doctrines, he main-
tained that rent belongs to the nation and thus, in a mea-
sure, anticipated the single tax theory of Hemy George.

Dove', Richard William. Died at Gottin-
gen, Sej)t. 18, 1907.

Dow*, Neal. Died at Portland, Me., Oct. 2, 1897.

Doyle*, Sir Arthur Conan. He was knighted in
1902. His later works include "The Great Boer War"
(1900), "The Hound of the Baskervilles" (1902), "The
Adventures-tTf-Orrard" (1903), "The "Return of Sherlock
Holmes" (19»«), "Sir Nigel" (WOO), "The Croxley Mas-
ter "(1506), "RoimiJ the Fire Stories" (1908), "Through
the Magic Door " (1908), etc.

Drachman*, Holger Henrik Herholdt. Died
at Hornbak, Denmark, Jan. 14, 1908. His later

poetical works include " Dybe Strenge " (1884), " Fjseld-

sange og .Eventyr " (1885), " Sangenes Bog " (1889), " Ung-
domsdigte " (18i)8), " Broget Lbv " (1901). He wrote also
an aut<^biograpliical romance, " Den hellige lid " (1899),

"Smaa Fortff'llinger " (1884), "Med den brede Pensel"
(1887), "Forskrevet" (1890), "Diidalus" (1900), and a
number of dramatic works.

Dragomirof (drii'go-mi-rof), Michael Ivano-
vitch. Born 1830 : died at Konotop, Oct. 29,

1905. A Russian general. He served in the Russo-
Turkish war ; was wounded at Shipka Pass ; and was
later appointed direct*)r of the Academy of the General
Staff. In 18tl8 he was appointed governor-general of

Kief, Podolia, and Volhynia. He published vaiious itn-

portant works on tactics and military administration.
He retired in 1904.

Drake (drak), Alexander Wilson. Born near
Westfield, N. J,, Sejif, 4, 1843, An American
wood-engraver and draftsman on wood, art di-

rector of the "Century Magazine" from 1870
(" Scribner's Monthly" 1870-81). He studied art

in the (hooper Institute ami the National Academy of De-
sign, New York, and was largely instrumental in fctund-

ing and developing the American school of wood-engrav-
ing. He was one of the founders of the OrolierClub, New
York.



Dreadnought

Dreadnought(<lred'nat). A British battle-ship,

launched in 190(5. It is of 17,900 tons displacement

;

length, 490 (t ; beam, 82 ft : draught, 2«i ft ; has belt-

ftnuor 11 inches thick ; mounts ten 12-inch guns ; has 5

toxpedo-tabes : develops 27,500 indicated horee-power

;

and hma a maximum speed of 21.So Iwnots. It gives name
to the clMS of moiiern " all-big-gun " ships, at present

regarded as the most ettieient type of battle-ship.

Drew*, Mrs. Louisa Lane. Died at Larch-

inoiit. N. Y., Aug. 31, 1897.

Dreyfus (dra-fiis'), Alfred. A captain, of Jew-
ish descent, in the French armv. He was con-

victed (by a sei'ret military tribunal) in 1894 of having

divulged itate secrets to a foreign power, and was sen-

tenced to penal servitude for life. He was imprisonc<i on

Devil's lafaild, French Guiana. Tile eUorts t<i obtain a

revision of his case involved men prominent in all

branches of the government service and agitated France

(or years. He was accorded a second trial at Rennes.

Aug. 7-Sept. 9, 1899, and was recondemned and sentenced

to ten years' imprisonment, but was pardoned. The de-

cision of the court of cassation, announced .Tuly 12, 1906,

quashed the venlict of the Rennes tribunal and completely

vindicated Dreyfus.

Drisler (dris'ler). Henry. Born on Staten

Island, N. T., Dec. 27, 1818: died at New
York, Nov. 30, 1897. An American classical

scholar, lexicographer, and educator. In 1843 he

was appointed tutor in Columbia College (later Univer-

Bity)and was continuously connected with that institution

daring the rest of his active life, becoming professor of

Greek in 1867, and d«ui of the faculty of arts in 1889. In

1894 he resigned and was made professor emeritus. In

1867 he was acting president of the university. He re-

edited Liddell and Scotts edition of Passow's Greek lex-

icon (IS.'ilX and was associate editor of the seventh revised

Oiford edition of Liddell and Scott, published in 1883.

Driver 01"'ver), 8amuel RoUes. Born at

Southampton, England, Oct. 2, 1846. An Eng-
lish scholar, regius professor of Hebrew and
canon of Christ Church in the University of

Oxford f-rom 1883. He was oiie of the revisers of the

English translation of the Old Testament 1876-84. Among
his works are • Isaiah " (1893), " An Introduction to the

Literature of the Old Testament " (1897), and commenta-
ries on " Deuteronomy " (1902), " ,Toel and Amos " (1897),
" Daniel " (1901), " Genesis " (1901), " The Minor Prophets

"

(I90.'i), " Job"(l!K»), "Three Papers on the Higher Criti-

cism," with A. F. Kirkpatrick (190.'>), etc.

Droch (droch). The pseudonym of Robert
Bridges (born 1858).

Drummond*, Henry. Died at Tunbridge
Wells, March 11, 1897.

Dronunond (drum ' ond), William Henry.
Born near Mohill, County Antrim, Ireland,

' April 13, 1854 : died at Cobalt, Ontario, Canada,
April 6, 1907. A Canadian physician and

Soet, known as "the poet of the habitant."
e removed to Canada in his youth and was educated

there. He began the practice of medicine in the Province
of Quebec, where he came in close contact with the
French Canadian voyageurs and habitants about whom
most of his poems were written. Later he removed to

Montreal, and for some years was professor of medical
jurisprudence at Bishop Vniversity. His works include
"The Habitant, and other French-Canadian poems " (1897),
" Phil-o-ram's Canoe" and "Madeleine Vercheres " (1898),
" Johnnie Courteau " (1901), "The Voyageur, and other
poems ••

(1905), and " The Great Fight " (1908).

Dubois*, Paul. Died Mav 23, 1905. He was
director of tlie ficole des Beaux-Ai-ts 1878-1905.

Du Bois-Eeymond*, Emil. Died at Berlin,
Dec. 26, 189C.

Dubufe", Edouard Marie Guillaume. Died
May 27, 1909.

Dn Chaillu*. Paul Belloni. Died at St.

Petersburg, April 30, 1903.
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Dudley (dud'li) Observatory. An astronom-

ical observatory situated (since 1893) on Lake
Avenue, Albany, New York, in 1873 it was incor-

porated with Uniou College, Schenectady, etc., to form

Union University. It is supported by an endowment, by

East Providence

(1902), "Lyrics of l,(.ve and Laughter" (1903), " Lyrics of
Sunshine and Sha<iow " (19ti.^), etc.

Duncan, Sara Jeannette. The maiden name
and pseudonym of Mrs. Everard Cotes, a eon-
temporary novelist.

appropriations from the National Academy of Sciences, Duumore (dun'mor). Earl of. See Murray,

Dunne (dun), Finley Peter. Bom at Chicago,
111., July 10, 1867. Au American journalist,
author, and humorist, best known for his
creation of " Mr. Dooley." He was a reporter for
various Chicago newspapers from 1885 to 1891 ; was city

editor of the " Times " 1891-92 ; was on the staffs of the
''Evening Post " and " Times-Herald " 189*2-97; and was
editor of the "Journal" 1897-1900 (all in Chicago). His
works include "Mr. Dooley in PeaceaudijuWar (1898),
"Mr, Dooley in^tiie tHear^oJ^lmCouBSTnien" (1898),

"Mr. Dooley 's Philosophy" (1900), "Mr. Dooley 8
Opinions" (1901), " Obsenations by Mr. Dooley" (1902),
Dissertations by Mr. Dooley" (1906), etc.

by'grauts from the Carnegie Institution, etc., and is de-

voted to original research. Elaborate star catalogues, an-

nals, etc., have been issued from the observatory.

Dnfay (dti-fa'), Guillaume. Bom at Chimay,
Belgium, about 1400: died at Cambrai, Nov.

27, 1474. A French composer and contrapunt-

ist, originator of improvements in musical no-

tation, such as the use of white notes.

Duff (duf). Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone
Qrant. Bom at Eden, Aberdeenshire, Scot-

land, Feb. 21, 1829 : died at London, Jan. 12,

1906. A British Liberal politician and author.
He was educated at Balliol College, Oxford, and was called DungtablO (dun'sta-bl), Jolm. Born about
to the barm 1854; was a member of the House of Com- *"*"="••_•'*>-. v_ .. /> ^v^^.
mens for Elgin Burghs 1857-81 ; was under-secretary of

state for India 1868-74 ; was under-secretary for the colo-

nies 1880-81 ; and was governor of Madras 1881-86. He
was knighted in 1886. Among his works are "Studies in

European Politics "(1866), "Elgin Speeches" (1871), "Sir
Henry Maine: a Brief Memoir "(1892), "Benan: InMemo-
riam"(1893), " Notes from a Diary " (1897-1906), "Out of

the Past" (190,3), etc.

Duffy*, SirCharlesGavan. BornatMonaghan,
Ireland, April 12, 1816: died at Nice, Feb. 9, Dupray", Louis Henri.
1903. Duprez*, Gilbert Louis

1370 : died Dee. 24, 1453. An English com-
poser, chief of the early school of contrapunt-
ists, and said to have been the inventor of
true counterpoint.

Dlintzer", Johann Heinricb Josepb. Died
at Cologne, Dec. 16, 1901.

Duplessis*, George Victor Antoine Gratet-.
Died at Paris, March 26, 1899.

Died in April, 1909.

Died at Paris, Sept.

Dulanganes (do-lan-ga'naz). A pagan people 23,1896,

of southeastern Mindanao, by some regarded Dupuy (dii-ptie'), Charles Alexandre. Bom
as part Indonesian

Dulong (dii-long'), Pierre Louis. Bom at

Rouen, France, Feb. 12, 1785: died at Paris,

July 19, 1838. A noted French physicist and
chemist, professor of physics at the ficole

Polyteehnique in Paris from 1820 and perma-
nent secretary of the Academy of Sciences from

at Le Puy, France, Nov. 5, 1851. A French
politician. He was professor of philosophy at the lyc^e

of Le Puy (1876), and of St.-fitlenne (1S80), and inspector of

the academy at Ajaccio (1884). He entered politics in

1885, and was minister of public instruction under Ribot
in 1892, president of the council and minister of the
interior 189.3, 1894, 1898-99, president of the Chamber of
Deputies 1893-94, and senator from Haute-Loire 1900-09.

1832. With Petit lie announced (1819) thi

pro<luct of the 'specific heat of any element in the solid

state multiplied by its atomic weight is (approximately)
constant.

Dumaguete (do-ma-ga'ta). A town, the capi-

tal of Negros Oriental province, in the Philip-

pines. It is situated on the eastern coast, near the
southern entrance to the Strait of Tanon, in lat. 9° 18' 30"

N;, long. 123° 18' E. Civilized population of municipality

(190;!), 14,894.

Dumanjug (do-man-hog'). A municipality of

Cebu province, in the Philippine Islands. It

is situated on the west coast of Cebu island.

Civilized population (1903), 22,203.

Dumaran (do-ma-riin'). An island of Paragua
province, in the Pliilippine Islands. It

e law that the Duraud*, Madame (Alice Marie C61este
Died

See

Fleury) : pseudonym Henry Gr6ville.
at Boulogne-sur-Mer, May 24, 1902.

Durendal (do'ren-dal) or Durendart.
Durandiina.
Durham University. A university at Dur-
ham, England, founded in 1832. It comprises, in

Durham, University College (1837), Bishop Hatfield's Hall

(1840), St. Chad's Hall (1904) ; and in Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, the Durham College of iledicine (1862), and the
Durham College of Science (now styled Annstrong Col-

lege : 1871). It is attended by over 200 students at Dur-
ham, and (including those not reading for degrees) by
about 2,000 at Newcastle. It confers degrees upon men
in divinity and on men and women in civil law, arte,

letters, medicine, surgery, literature, science, and music.
Its afliliated colleges are Codrington College, Barbados
(1876), and Fourah Bay College, Sierra Leone (1876).

situated east of the northern part of Paragua, from which
JJ^tuit (dii-tue') CoUectiOU. A celebrated

It 18 _separated by Dumarun Channel. It is high and we I "^'^^'''..^^ . 'y~Xf „„. „",, I,;.f„,i^ ;„fo.„ct
wooded. Area, 122 square miles. Population (1903),

1,987.

Du Maurier*. George Louis Palmella Bus-
son. Died at London, Oct. 8, 1896. His last

novel, " The Martian," appeared in 1897.

Dunbar (dun'biir), Paul Laurence. Bom at

Dayton, Ohio, June 27, 1872: died there, Feb.
9, 1906. An American author and poet, of

African descent. He was engaged in journalistic

work in Dayton and New York, and was employed in the
(^ngressional Library in "VS'ashington. Among the better
known of his works are "Oak and Ivy" (1893), "Majors
and Minors " (1896), " Lyrics of Ix)Wly Life " (1896), " Lyrics
of the Hearthside" (1899), "The Strength of Gideon"
(1900), "The Fanatics" (1901), "The Sport of the Gods"

collection of works of art and historic interest

in the possession of the City of Paris. It was
formed by Eugijne (1807-1885) and Auguste (1810-1902)

Dutuit, with their sister Heloise. The Dutuits made
their fortune at ilarseilles, but went to Rouen, and began
their collections there in 1882. The Dutuit Collection is

housed in the Petit Palais des Beaux-Arts in Paris and
has been illustrated in several important books.

Dvofikj Antonin. Died at Prague, May 1,

1904. He was director of the National Con-
servatory of Music in New York 1892-95, and
in 1901 was appointed head of the Conserva-
torium in Prague.

D'wlght*, Timothy. He resigned the presi-

dency of Yale University in 1899.

ilakins (e'kinz), Thomas.
Born at Philadelphia, July
25, 1844. An American
painter and lecturer on ar-
tistic anatomy, educated in
art at the ficole des Beaux-
Arts under G6r6me. He won
medals at the Columbian Exjio-
sition, Chicago, 1893, at the Pan-

American ExiM)sition, liuffal.1, 1901, and (a gold medal)
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Ix>ui8, 1904

;

also the gold medal of the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts. He has painted many portraits and easel pic-
tures. In sculpture his most notable works are the horses
of the equestrian statues of Grant and Lincoln on the
Memorial Arch in Brooklyn. He became a member of the
Academy of Design In 190*2.

Earle (ferl), Mrs. (Alice Morse). Bom at
Worcester, Mass., April 27, 1853. An Ameri-
can writer on Colonial history. Among her works
are "The Sabbath in Puritan New England" (1891),

" CnBtoms and Fashions in Old New England " (1893),

"Colonial Dames and Goodwives " (189.^), " Colonial Days
in Old New York" (1896), " Home Life in Colonial Days"
(1898), "Child Life in Colonial Days " (1899), " Stage Coach
and Tavern Days " (1900), "Old' Time Gardens" (1901),
" Sun-dials and Roses of Yesterday " (1902), and " Two
C'enturies of Costume in America " (1903).

Earle*, John. Died at Oxford, Jan. 31, 1903.

Early English Text Society. A society
founded in 1864 by F. J. Furnivall and directed
by him. Its object is the promotion of the study of

early English. It has rendered valuable service to liter-

ature in the publication of specially prepared editions
of early English works. Abbreviated E. E. T. S.

East Africa*, British. After the surrender of the
charter of the East Africa Company to the British goveni-
ment in 1895, the territory was divided foradministrative
purposes into the East Africa Protectorate, the Uganda
Protectorate, and the Zanzibar Protectorate. Nairobi
has been made the administrative center in place of
Mombasa.

East Ham (est ham). A town,

suburb of London, situated in the southwestern
part of Essex, England. Population (1901),

96,018.

Eastman (est'man), Charles Alexander
(Ohiyesa). Borii at Redwood Falls, Minn.,
1858. An American physician of native Sioux
Indian parentage. He was graduated from Dart-

month College in 1887 and from the Boston University

School of Medicine in 1890. In 1891 he married Elaine
Goodale, the author. He was government physician at

the Pine Kidge Agency, South Dakota, 1890-93 ; was in

charge of the Indian work of the Young Men's Christian

Association 1894-97 ; was attorney for the Santee Sioux
at Washington, D. C, 1897-1900; and was government
physician at Crow Oeek, South Dakota, 19(»M);i. He has
published "Indian Boyhood" (1902), "Red Hunters and
the Animal People " (1904X "Old Indian Days" (1907),

etc.

East Orange. A citv of Essex Countv, New
Jersey, Population (1900), 21,506. >r

an eastern East Pro'Videnc^ (est prov'i-dens). ^ A;ern East Fro'Vldenc^ (est prov i-dens). A town



East Providence

in Providence County, Rhode Island. It con-
tains cheiuieal and electrical works, wire-fac-

tories, etc. Population (1900), 12,138.

Eaton*, Wyatt. Died at Newport, R. I.,

.Tune 7. 189(3.

Ebeling-, Adolf. Died July 23, 1896.

Ebers", Georg. Died at Tutzing, Bavaria,

Aufj. ", 1S98.

Echegaray (ii-cha-ga-ra'i), Jos6. Born at

Madrid, March, 1833. A Spanish mathemati-
cian, statesman, and dramatist, the foremost
representative of the modern Spanish drama.
He was niaile professor of mathematics in the Engineer-
ing College of Madrid in 1858 ; became a member of the
Academy of Sciences in IStMi ; and is the author of a
number of mathematical works of recognized value. He
became a member of thd Cortes in 1868 ; was minister of

commerce, education, and finance 18*J8-T4 ; withdrew
from political life in 1874 ; and was again minister of

finance in 190i>. Among his best known works are
"La esposa del vengador" (1874), "La ultima noche

"

(1875), "6 locura 6 santidad " (1877), "En el seno de la

muert«" (1879). "EI gran galeoto" (1881), "Mariana"
(1892X "El hijo de Don Juan" (1892), "Mancha que
iimpia" (1895), and "El loco dios (1900). Many of his

plays have been translated into other languages. In liMH
he received, with Mistral, the Nobel prize for literature.

ficole PolytechniflUe*. The military students go to

the Nicole d' Application at Fontaincbleau for two years,

after which they enter the army as lieutenants of artil-

lery or engineei-8.

Ecuador'^. Tlie executive is vested in a president,

elected directly by the people for the term of four years ;

and the legislative is vested in a congress of two houses,
the senate, consisting of two members for each province,

and the house of deputies, with one deputy for every
15,000 inhabitants, elected for two years.

Eddy, Mrs. (Mary Baker O.). Bom at Bow,
Concord, N. H., July 16, 1822. The founder
of Christian Science. She began to teach Christian

Science in 1867, organized the first Church of Christ, .Sci-

entist, in Btjston, in 1879, was ordained its pastor in 1881.

and founded the Massachusetts Metaphysical College

(chartered 1881). Her works include " Science and
Health, with Key to the Scriptures " (the Christian Sci-

ence text-book : first edition 1876). " Unity of Good "

(1887). " No and Yes " (1887), " Rudimental Divine Sci-

ence " (1890), " Retrospection and Introspection" (1891),
" Manual of the Mother Church '

(l,89y), " Miscellaneous
Writings ' (1896), etc.— ' "

Edinburgh*, University of. Rs IfK-ary con-
tains over 200,000 volumes and 7,000 pam-
phlets. There are about 50 professors, besides

lecturers, and the number of matriculated
students is over 3,200.

Edward Vn. Born at London, Nov. 9, 1841.

The eldest son of Victoria : king of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland and emperor of India 1901-.

See Albert Edward.

Edwards (ed'wardz), Harry Stillwell. Bom
at Macon, 6a., April 23, 1855. An American
journalist and author. He was assistant editor and
editor of the Macon "Telegraph" 1881-87, and of the
"Evening News" and "Sunday Times" 1887-88. In
19JI) he became postmaster of Macon. Among his publi-

cationsare "S<,n8 and Fathers," for which he was awarded
the $10,000 prize in a contest opened by the Chicago
"Record "(1895), " ITie Marbean Cousins" (1898), "Two
Runaways; and Other Stories" (1889), "His Defense,

and Other Stories" (1892), etc.

E. E. T. S. An abbreviation of Early English
Text Society.

Egan (e'pan), Maurice Francis. Born at

Philadelphia, Pa., May 24, 18.i2. An Ameri-
can author and diplomat, envoy extraordinary
antl ministerplenipotentiaryto Denmark 1907-.

He was editor of "The Freeman's .Journal " 1881-88,

profes«»r of English literature at the I'niversity of Notre
Dame, Indiana, 1889-95, and professor of the English lan-

f;uage and literature in the Catholic University at Wash-
ngton, D. C, 189.'>-1907. His works include "Preludes"

il880),
"Songs and Sonnets "(1892), "Lectures in English

.iterature" (1894), "The Flower of the Hock" (1894),
" The ( 'hatelaine of the Roses " (1897), " From the Land of

St. Lawrence '(IHii-s), " The Leopard of I^ncianus" (1898).

"The Dream of Gert>ntiu8 " (1903), "St. Martin's Summer"
(1905), "I'he Ghost in Hamlet, and Other Essays ' (1906),

"The Wiles of Sexton Maginnis" (1909), etc.

Eggleston*, Edward. Died at Joshua's Rock,
I.ake Ge.irf,'e. X. Y.. Sept. 2, 1902.

Egoist, The: a Comedy in Narrative. A
psvchologieal novel by George Meredith, pub-
lished iu 1879.

Egypt*. Egypt proper is administratively divided into

5 g(»vemor8hips(niohafza8)and 15mudiriehs or provinces.

By tile cami)aigns of 189^99 the authority of the govern-

ment over the pmvinces In the Sudan was reestablished.

The predominant positicm of (Jreat Britain was forinaUy

recognized by France in the AngUf-French Agreement
(April. 1901), and a khedival decree appended thereto and
approved by the Anglo-French Convention has removed
most of the restrictions governing the management of

finance. 'The great Nile dam at Assuan was completed In

1902. (.See Annuan Dam.)

Ehrlich (Slr'lich), Paul. Bom at Strehlen, in

Silesia, March 14, 18.')4. An eminent German
physiologist, director of the Royal Institute

for Experimental Therapeutics at Frankfort-

on-the-Main, and professor in the University
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of Gottingen : especially noted for his studies
in immunity. His "lateral chain theory," announced
in 1897, has played an important part in the explanation
of the facta of immunization. In 1908 he received, with
Professor Metchnikuif. the Nobel prize in medicine.

Eidlitz (id'litz), Leopold. Born at Prague,
Bohemia, March 29, 1823: died at New York,
March 22, 1908. An American architect.
lie was educated at the Polytechnic School at Prague,
and, after a course of study at Vienna, came to America
and established himself in New York City. He was asstwi-

ated with H. H. Richardson in the construction of the
State House at Albany.

Eisenlohr', August. Died at Heidelberg,
Feb. 24, 1902.

Elbe and Trave Canal. A canal joining the
Elbe at Lauenburg with the Trave at Ltibeck,

thus connecting the North Sea with the Baltic.
It is 41 miles long, is 72 feet broad, and has seven locks.

It was completed in 1900 at a coat of nearly six million
dollars.

El Caney (el ka'na). A town of Cuba, situ-

ated about 3 miles northeast of Santiago.
A battle occurred here July 1, 1898, between the Spanish
and the United States troops, in which the latter were
victorious.

Elgar (el'gar), Sir Edward. Born at Broad-
heath, Worcestershire, England, June 2, 1857.

A noted English composer, professor of music
in Birmingham University from 1904. His best
known works are the oratorios "The Dream of Gerontins

"

(1900), " The Apostles " (1903), and '"The Kingdom "(1906).

He has also composed much for the orchestra, including a
series of variations, overtures (" Cockaigne " and " In the
South "), an " introduction and " allegro • for solo quartet
of strings and string orchestra. Of his earlier cantatas
" Light and Life," "King Olaf," and " Caractacus " are the
most notable. He was knighted in 1904.

Elgar (el'giir), Francis. Bom at Portsfnouth,
England, April 24, 1845: died Jan. 17, 1909.

A noted British naval architect. He was adviser
in naval construction to the Japanese government 1879-

81 : director of dockyards at the British admiralty 1886-92

;

and was connected with private ship-building firms from
1892. He wrote "Ships of the Royal Navy" (1873), and
numerous technical papers.

Elgin, Ninth Earl of. See Bruce.
Eliot*, Charles William. He retired from the
presidency of Harvard University in 1909. His later

works include " Five American Contributions to Civiliza-

tion " (1897), "Educational Reform" (1898), "Charles
Eliot"(1902), "More Money for the Public Schfxils" (imi3),

"The Happy Life" (new ed., 1005), "Great Riches " (llXXi).

"Four American Leaders " (1906), "University Adminis-
tration" (1908), etc.

Elkins (el'kinz), Stephen Benton. Born in

Perry County, Ohio, Sept. 20, 1841. An
American Republican cabinet officer. He was
graduated a* the University of Missouri in 1860 and was
admitted to the bar in 1863; was delegate to Congress
from New Mexico 187.3-77; was secretary of war in Presi-

dent Harrison's cabinet 1891-93; and has been United
, States senator from 'West Virginia 1895-1901, 1901-07, and
1W7-. He liMB huge mining and railroad interests.

Ellicott', Charles John. Died Oct. 15, 1905.

He was bishop of Gloucester and Bristol
1863-97, and of Gloucester 1897-1905.

Elliot (el'i-ot), Daniel Giraud. Bom at New
York, JIareh 7, 1835. An American naturalist,

honorary curator of zoology in the Field Colum-
bian Museum, Chicago. He has made extensive
explorations in Canada, Alaska, South America, East
Africa, Arabia, and elsewhere, and has published about
20 volumes and several hundred papers on zoological
(especially manmialogical and oniithological) subjects.

Elliot (^ri-ot) Islands. A group of small
islands in the Bay of Korea off the southeast
coast of the Liao-tung penin.sula. They were
used by the Japanese during the Russo-Jap-
anese war as a naval base.

Elliott (el'i-ot). Charles. Born in Ireland in

1792: died 1869. An American Methodist
clergyman and writer. He emigrated to the United
States in 1SI.^>. and 18.'i7-1860 and 1864-67 was professor of

biblical literature (and president) in the Iowa Wesleyan
University. His best kni)wn work is his "Delineation of

Roman Catholicism " (1841).

Ellis (el'is), Henry Havelock. Bom at Croy-
don, Surrey, Feb. 2,18.59. An Englishman of
letters and anthropologist. He edited the "Mer-
maid Series" of old English dramatists 1887-89, and has
written "The New Spirit" (1890), "The Criminal " (1890),

"Man and Woman" (1894), "Sexual Inversion" (1897),

"Affirmations" (1897), "The Evolution of Modesty"
(181H)). "Analysis of Sexual Impulse" (1903), "Sexual
Selection in Man " (1905), "The Soul of Spain" (1908), etc.

Ellis Island. A small island in upper New
York Bay, about one mile from Manhattan
Island. It is the property of the United States govern-
ment and since 1892 has been used as an immigrant sta-

tion. It receives the majority of the immigrants to the
United States.

Elson (el'son), Louis Charles. Bom at Bos-
ton, Mass.J April 17, 1848. A musical writer
and critic. His most important works are "National
Music of America and its Sources " (1900), "Shakespeare
in Music " (1901), "History of American Music" (1904),

a music dictionary (1906), "Curiosities of Music " (1908)

,

etc.

Ephrata

Elwell (el'wel), Frank Edwin. Bom at
Concord, Mass., June 15, 1858. An American
sculptor. He studied sculpture at the feole des Beaux-
Arts in Paris and under Falguifere, and modeled the first
statue by an American sculptor to be placed in Em-(tpe
(at Edam, Holland). Among his works are " Dickens and
Little Nell, " equestrian statue of (\eneral Hancock (Gettys-
burg), " Awakening of Egypt," "Greece" and "Rome"
(for the New York Custom-House), " Despatch Rider,"
etc., and busts of Elihu Yale (for the Yale Club in New
York CityV Vice-President Morton, and others.

Elwood(er'wud). A town in Madison County,
Indiana. It has a trade in live stock, grains, etc., and
brickyards, planing-mills, and various manufactures.
Population (liKM), 12,9.'i0.

Ely (e'li), Eichard Theodore. Born at Rip-
ley, N. Y., April 13, 1854. An American econ-
omist. He was graduated at Columbia in 1876 ; studied
abroad 1877-SO, taking the degree of Ph. D. at Heidelberg ;

had charge of political economy at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versityJ1881-92 ; and has since held the professorship in
political economy in the University of Wisconsin. He has
probably done more than any other American to awaken
a popular interest in economics. He was founder of the
American Economic Association and its pre^dent 1899-
1901. His works include " French and German Social-

ism " (1883\ "Problems of Today' (1888), "Outlines of
Economics (1893; rev. ed., 1908), "Socialism and Social
Reform " (1894), "Monopolies and Trusts " (1900), " Studies
in the Evolution of Industrial Society " (1908). etc.

Emerson (em'fer-son), Benjamin Kendall.
Bom at Nashua, N. H., Dec. 20, 1843. An
American geologist, professor of geology and
mineralogy in Amherst College from 1872, and
in Smith CJoUege from 1878. He is geologist of the
United Stites Geological Survey, and was president of the
Geological Society of America in 1899. His investiga-
tions have been concerned chiefly with the geology of
Massachusetts.

Emmons (em'onz), Samuel Franklin. Bom
at Boston, Mass., March 29, 1841. An Ameri-
can geologist and mining engineer, geologist
of the United States Geological Survey from
1879. He has written " Descriptive Geology of the 40th
Parallel Region " (1877 : with Hague), " Geology and Min-
ing Industry of Leadville, Colorado " (1886), " Orographic
Movements in the Rocky Mountains "(1879), "Geology of
Lower Cidifoniia'' (1890), "Geological Guide-book of the
Rocky Slountains " (1892).

Emory', William Hemsley. Died at Wash-
ington, D. C, Dec. 1, 1887.

Empire State of the South. A popular title

of the State of (Georgia.

Encounter Bock. A reef in the Lao-tie-shan
Channel about twenty miles southeast of Port
Arthur.

Encyclopaedia Britannica*. The last (9th)
edition was published 1875-88. Eleven sup-
plementary volumes, including an atlas and
an index to the whole work, were issued
1902-3.

Endicott*, William Cro'wninshield. Died
at Boston, May 6, 1900.

Engler (eng'l^r), Adolf. Born at Sagan,
Silesia, March 25, 1844. An eminent Ger-
man botanist, professor iu the University of
Berlin and director of the Botanical Garden
from 1889. From 1878 to 1884 he was professor at
Kiel and from 1888 to 1889 at Breslau. Among his pub-
lished works are "VersucheinerEntwickelungsgeschichte
der Pflanzenwelt " (1872-82), and " Die natiirlichen IMlan-
zenfamilien " (1888-1909 : with PrantI and others).

English*, Thomas Dimn. Died at Newark,
N. J., April 1, 1902.

Ennery (an-re'), Adolphe Philippe d'. Bom
at Paris, June 17, 1811 : died there, Jan. 26,

1899. A French dramatist and librettist. In
1858 he changed his name of Dennery by legal process to
d'Ennery. He was a prolific writer and produced, inde-

Eendently or in collaboration, a large number of pieces.
[e wrote, with Desnoyer, " Emile, on le fils d'un pair de

France" (1831); with Dumas, " Halifax " (1842) ; with
Dumanoir, " Don C^sar de Bazan " (1844) ; with Jules
Verne, "Le tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours"
(1871) ; with Cormon. "Les deux orphelines" (1874); with
Paul Ferrier, " Le tr^sor des Radjalis " (1894), etc.

Epaphroditus (e-paf-ro-di'tus). 1. The mes-
senger or delegate sent by the Apostle Paul to
the church at Philippi. He visited Paul dur-
ing his imprisonment at Eome. Paul charac-
terizes him as " my brother, antl companion in

labour, and fellow soldier."— 2. A freedman
of Nero, and his secretary. He assisted Nero
in his attempt at suicide. The philosopher
Epictetus was his freedman.

Ephesians. An epistle ascribed to St. Paul,
forming one of the books of the New Testa-
ment. Both the authorshipof the epistle and the church
to which it was really addressed are in dispute.

Ephrata (ef'ra-ta). A township and borough
of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, it is note-

worthy as having been 'the seat of the monastic com-
munity of Seventh-day German Baptists or Dunkers.
founded there by Johann Conrad Beissel about 1738. The
borough was incorporated in 1891. Population (1900),

township, 2,390 : borough, 2,45L
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Ephrussi (a-frU-se'), Charles. Born atOdessa,

Kussia, Dec. 24, 1844: dieii at Paris, Sept.

30, 1905. A French art critic and editor. He
was educat«l at Odessa and Vienna aild came to Paris in

1S7L In lS8.=i he became a proprietor of the "Gazette des

HeamArts'andin ISsM its director.

Epworth League (ep'wirth leg). A society

of the Metliodist Episcopal Cbureb, organized

at Cleveland, Ohio, in May, 1889, named for

the birthplace of John Wesley. Its object is to

ctrengthen the hold of each churvh upon the young peo-

pie in its parish. Its organ is the " Epworth Herald " and
its membership is over one million.

Er (en. A Patnphylian, the son of Armenius;
a character introduced by Plato into the tenth

book of " The Republic." He was slain in battle,

and on the twelfth day after, as he was lying on the

funeral pile, returned to life and told what he had seen

in the other world.

Erckmann", £inile (see Erekmann-Chatrian).

Died at Luneville, March 14. 1899.

Erebus*. Height, about 13,000 feet (Shackle-

tou).

Eritrea*. The colony eitenda on the coast of the Red
Sea from tape Kasar (18* 2" M.) to Cape Dumeirah on the

strait of Babcl-llandeb (12' 30' >'.), about «70 miles. As

a result of the defeat of the Italians at Adowa in 1890, the

exttnt of the colony toward the interior has been much
restricted. The inland boundary was defined (by treaty

of isll, protocols of 1898, 1899, and 1901, and agreement

concluded in 1901) as running from Has Kasar to Barka,

thence to Sabderat, la miles east of Kassnla, tlience south-

ward about 120 miles to the Atbara, and southeastward

to Obok. Bv the treaty of July 10, 1900, between Italy

and Abyssinia, Eritrea annexed the province of Cunania ;

and by the treaty of May l,i, 1902, between Great Britain,

Italy, and Abvssinia, the boundaries between Eritrea and
Sudan, withdrawn from the .\tbara, were determined

by a line running southward from Labderah to Abu Oaniel

on the Gash and Ombruga on the Setit river. It has the

control of its own administration and finance, under a

civil governor appointed by the king. Asmara is the seat

of govcnnnent Area, about 88,500 square miles.

Erman (er'man), Adolf. Born at Berlin, Oct.

31, 1854. An eminent German Egyptologist,

professor in the University of Berlin from
1883, and director of the Egyptian department
of the Roval Museum from. 1885. Among his

works are"£)ie Pluralbildung des Agyptischen " (1878),

" Xeuagyptische Grammatik" (1880), "AgJT)t«n und

iigyptisches Leben im Altertum " (1885-87), "Agyptische
Grannnatik "(2nd ed. 1902), " Zauberspriiche fiir Mutter
und Kind " (1901), etc.

Eros. 2. An asteroid discovered in 1898,

remarkable from the fact that the greater

part of its orbit lies within that of Mars.

Escalante (as-ka-lan'ta), Francisco Silves-

tre Velez. A Spanist Franciscan friar, the

first explorer of Utah and "ministro doe-

trinero" of Zuni. In 1776 he wentfrom Zufii to Santa

F6 to explore a road to connect the missions of the Rio
Grande with those of California. With Escalante were
three civilians, four soldiers, and his brother friar Domin-
guez. They crossed the tributaries of the San Juan, went
down the Dolores, crossed Grand river, the Book Plateau,

the head of White river, and finally the Green (which he
called " San Buenaventura") some miles above the mouth
of the Uinta. Going up the latter they surmounted the
Wasatch range and descended to Utah Lake. They heard
of Salt Lake, but did notgo there. Turning then south they
decided. October 7th, that winter would overtake them
Iwtore they could reach Monterey and that they would
strike for the Moki towns. Crossing the Sevier and pass-

ing the sites of Fillmore, Beaver, and Parowan they
reached the Virgin near St. George or To<]UervilIe. Thence
they went south, southeast, north, etc., as the topography
compelled, finally arriving at the t'te Ford of the Colorado
about where the :i7th parallel intersects the river. Ford-
ing here they at lengtii reacheil the Moki towns and
Zuni. This ford has since been known as El Vado de log

Padre* (the Crossing of the Fathers).
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Escobedo", Mariano. Died May 22, 1902.

Eslava ( es - la ' vii ), Miguel Hilarion. Bom
at Burlada, Spain, Oct. 21, 1807: died at

Madrid, July 23, 1878. A noted Spanish mu-
sician and composer. His principal work is "Lira

Sacro-Hispafia," a collection published in Madrid in 1809

in 10 volumes. He wrote, among other operas, " 11 Soli-

tario " (1841) and " Pedro el Cruel " (published about the

same time).

Esmarch*. Johannes Friedrich August von.
Died at Kiel, Feb. 23, 1908.

Espejo (as-pa'ho), Antonio de. A wealthy
Spaniard who went to New Mexico, 1582-83,

with several Franciscan friars. At the close of

1SS2 he was on the Rio Grande near El Paso. He went
up the river, passing native settlements, and arrived at

Tiguex. Six leagues on up river was Quires ; thence four-

teen Ie.Tgues, Cunames ; thence five or six leagues north-

west, Aineies ; thence fifteen leagues west, Acoma ; and
twenty-four leagues west, Zuni. He continiled to the

San Francisco mountains. Returning via Zuni he again

visited the Rio Grande pueblos, whence he went east to

llubates. north to Tamos, and then east to Pecos river,

which he followed out of the country, naming it ' Rio de
las Vacaa ' because of the inany buffalo he saw.

Esprit (es-pre'), Pierre d'. See Bcidisson.

Eucken (oi'ken), Rudolf Christoph. Bom
in Aurich, East Fricslaiid, Jan. 5, 1846. A
German philosopher, professor of philosophy
at Jena from 1874. He has published " Geschichte
und Kritik der Grundbegrille der Gegenwart " (1878,

1892), "Geschichte der philosophischen Temiinologie

"

(1879), "Gesammelte Aufsiitze zur Philosophic und Le-

bensanschauung " (1903), etc.

Evans (ev'anz), Arthur John. Bom at Nash
Mills, Hertfordshire, England, 1851. An
English archieologist, keeper of the Ashmo-
lean Museum from 1884, and fellow of Brase-
liose College, Oxford. He is especially known for

his explorations in Crete, which were begun in 1893 and
resulted in the iinpoitant discovery of a pre-Phenician

script and the excavating (1!KHM)8) of a prehistoric palace

at Cnosus (jialace of Minos) containing many remains of

Minoan civilization.

Evans (ev'anz), Sir John. Born at Britwell

Court, Buetinghamshire, Nov. 17, J1823: died
there, May 31, 1908. An English antiquarian,

archffiologist, and numismatist. His works in-

clude "The Coins of the Ancient Britons" (1864 : supple-
ment, 1890), "The Ancient stone Implements of Great
Britain " (1872), " The Ancient Bronze Implements of

Great Britain and Ireland " (1881), etc.

Evans (ev'anz), Robley Dunglison. Bom
in Floyd County, Va., Aug. 18, 1846. An Ameri-
can naval officer, appointed rear-admiral in

1901. He was graduated at the United States Kaval
Academy in 1863 ; served in the Union Navy during the

last years of the Civil War (Fort Fisher) ; commanded the
Yorktown which was sent to Valparaiso, Chile, in 1891,

when trouble occurred between that country and the
United States and sailors from the Baltimore were attacked
in the streets of Valparaiso; was promoted captain in

1893; and commanded the battle.ship Iowa in Admiral
Sampson's squadron during the Spanish war, taking jiart

in the battle of Santiago, July 3, 1898. In 1908 he com-
manded the battle-ship fleet as far as San Francisco in its

voyage around the world. He retired in August, 1908.

Evans (ev'anz), Thomas Wiltberger. Bom
at Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 23, 1823: died at

Paris, France, Nov. 14, 1897. An American
dentist. He went to Paris and became the official dentist

of Napoleon III. and Empress Eugenie ; was prominent
in the organization of the Ited Ooss Society ; and fountled

the " American Register" in Paris, one of the first Eng-
lish newspapers published in that city. It was through
his efforts that the Empress Eugenie was rescued from
the violence of the Commune in 1870, and reached Eng-
land in safety.

Fairchild

Evarts', William Maxwell. Died at New
York, Feb. 28, 1901.

Everett (ev'er-et), Charles Carroll. Bom
at Brunswick, Me., June 19, 1829: died at
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 17, 190(). An American
Unitarian minister and educator. He was grad.
uated at Bowdoin College in 1860 ; was minister of the
Independent Congregational (Unitarian) Church at Ban-
gor, Slaine, 1859-69 ; and was appointed professor of the-
ology at Harvard University in 1869 and dean of the Har-
vard Divinity School in 1878. He wrote "The Science of
Thought" (1869), "Religions before Christianity " (1883;,
" Fichte's Science of Knowledge" (1884), "The Gospel of
Paul" (1893), "Essays Theological and Literary" (1901),

etc.

Everett (ev'er-et), William. Born Oct. 10,

1839: died Feb. 16, 1910. An American ed-
ucator and author, son of Edward Everett.
He was graduated at Harvard University in 1859 and at
Trinity College, Cambridge, England, in 1863. He waa
admitted to the bar in Boston 1866, but never practised,
and in 1872 was licensed to preach in the Unitai-ian
Church. He was tutor and later assistant professor of
Latin in Harvard University 1870-77 ; master of Adams
Academy, Quincy, Mass., 1877-93; and was Democratic
member of Congress 1893-95. In 1897 he was recalled to
the mastership of Adams Academy. Among his publica-
tions are "On the Cam" (1865), "School Sermons" (1882),
" Thine, not Mine " (1890), "The Italian Poets since Dante "

(1904), etc.

Ever Faithful Isle. A name formerly given
to the island of Cuba.
Evermann (ev'er-man). Barton Warren.
Born in Monroe County, Iowa. Oct. 24, 1853.

An American biologist, iehthj'ologist and as-

sistant in charge of the scientific work of the
United States Bureau of Fisheries from 1903
and curator of the division of fishes in the
United States National Museum from 1905.
He has published "The Fishes of North and Middle Amer-
ica" (1896-1900: with David Starr Jordan), "Food and
Game Fishes of North America" (1902 : also with Jordan),
" Fishes of Hawaii " (1905), " F'ishes of Alaska " (1907), etc.

Eversley, Viscount. See Shaw-Lefevre,
Charles.

Ewald (a'vald), Karl. Bom Oct. 15, 1856:
died at Copenhagen, Feb. 26, 1908. A noted
Danish novelist. His works include stories of modem
life, historical romances, fairy tales, etc. He was called
the "Danish Hans Andersen."

Ewing(ii'ing), Mrs. (Juliana Horatia Gatty).
Born at Ecelesfield, Yorkshire, 1841: died at
Bath, May 13, 1885. An English writer for
the young, daughter of Margaret Gatty. She
mam'ed in 1807 Major Alexander Ewing of the army pay
department. Her works include "Melchior's Dream"
(1862), "The Brownies" (1870), "A FlaHron for a Farth-
ing" (1872), "Lob-lie-by-the-Fire" (1873), "We and the
World" (1873), "Six to Sixteen " (1875), "Jan of the Wind-
mill " (1876), "Jackanapes " (1883), "The Story of a Short
Life" (1885), etc.

Excelsior State. A popular name for the
State of NewY'ork: from the motto "Excel-
sior" on its shield.

Exner (eks'ner), Siegmund. Born at Vienna,
Austria, April 5. 1846. An Austrian physi-
ologist, professor at the University of Vienna
from 1874. His works include " Untersuchungen iiber

die Lokalisation der Funktionen in der Grosshimrinde
des Menschen " (1881), "Die Physiolopie des Fliegens und
Schwebens in den bildenden Kiinsten" (1882), etc.

Eyre*, Edward John. Died Nov. 30, 1901.

Eyre (ar), Wilson. Bom at Florence, Italy,

Oct. 30, 1858. An American architect. He was
educated at schools in Italy and America and acquired
his profession.al training in the office of James P. Sims in

Boston. He has been especially successful in domestic
architecture.

abian (fa'bi-an) Society. An
organization for the ad-
vancement of socialism,
formed as a result of in-

formal conferences for the
discug-iion of social ques-
tions held by Thomas Da-
vidson in London in 1883.

The Society (named for the Roman Fabius) held i\» first

public meetings in 18H8 and entered on a definite propa-
ganda of socialism. The addresses have been published
as the " Fabian Essays " (1889). "Tracts "have been is-

sued at intervals.

Fabre*, Ferdinand. Died at Paris, Feb. 11,
1898.

Faed', John. Died at Gatehouse of Fleet,
Scotland, Oct. 22, 1902.

Faed*, Thomas. Died at London, Aug. 17,

1900.

Faguet (fa-ga'), Emile. Bom at La Eoche-
sur-Yon, France, Dee. 17, 1847. A French
historical critic, professor at the Sorbonne
from 1890. He was dramatic critic of the " Soleil " for
three yeai-s, and in 1896 succeeded Jules Lemaltre on the
" Journal des D6bats." In 1900 he was elected to the
French Academy, succeeding Cherbuliez. Among his
works are studies of the four literary centuries of F'rance,

"Comeille" (1885), "I.a Fontaine" (1889), "Notes sur le

thatre contemporain " (1889-91), "Voltaire " (1894). " Flau-
bert" (1899), " Histoire de la litt^rature franijaise" (1900),

"Andr6 cynier"(1902), "En lisant Nietzsche" (1904),
" L'anticl^ricalisme " (1906), etc.

Fairbanks (far'bangks), Charles Warren.
Born near Unionville Center, Ohio, May 11,

1852. An American lawyer and Republican

statesman, Vice-President of the United States
1905-09. He was graduated at the Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity, Delaware, Ohio, in 1872 and was admitted to the
(Ohio) bar in 1874. In 1898 he was appointed a member
of the Joint High British.American Commission and
chainnan of the American commissioners. He was elec-

ted United 'States senator from Indiana in 1897 and in

1903, and Vice-President of the United States in 1904.

Fairchild (far'child), Charles Stebbins.
Born at Cazenovia, N. Y., April 30, 1842. An
American lawyer, banker, and cabinet officer.

He was graduated at Har^•ard in 18<»;i
;
practised law in

Albany and New York City 1865-85, being deputy attor-

ney-general of the State 1874-75, and attorney-general
1876-77 ; and was assistant secretary of the Unit«d States
treasury 18S.5-87. and secretary 1887-89.

Fairchild*, James Harris. Died March 19,

19112. He resigned the presidency of Oberlin
College in 1899.



Fairchild

Fairchild*, Lucius. Died May 23, 1896.

Faithfull', Emily. Died at Manchester, May
31 1S9.').

Falguifere", Jean Alexandre Joseph. Died
at Palis. April IS). 1900.

Falk', Paul Ludwig Adalbert. Died at

Hamm, Westphalia, July 7, 1900.

Falke*, Jakob. Died June 12, 1897.

Falli6res (fal-yar'), Clement Armand. Bom
at Mezin, Lot-et-Garonne, Nov. 6, 1841. A
French statesman. He was elected to the Chamber
of Deputies in 1876 ; was minister of the interior ISSii-SS

and Ia87, minister of public instruction 1883-85 and 1889-

90, minister of justice 1S87-88 and 1890-92, senator 1889-

, 1906, and president of the Senate 1899-1906; and was
elected President of the French Republic January 17,

1906.

Fame, Hall of. See Ball.

Fane, Violet. The pseudonjTn of Lady Currie
(Sirs. Mary Montgomerie Singleton).

Fantin-Latour*. Ignace Henri Jean Theo-
dore. Died at Pans, Aug. 25, 1904.

Farina (fii-re'nii), Salvatore. Born at Sorso,
Italy, Jan. 10, 1846. An Italian novelist and
journalist. Among his works are "Fiammavaffabonda"
(18?2). " II tesoro di Dounina " (1873), "Araore bendato"
(187.U "Oro nascosto" (1878), " Mio Hglio" (1879-81), "II
Signor lo, " his best-known book (1882), " Amore ha cent'

occhi" (18821, "Pe' beffli occhi della gloria" (1887), "Pit!
forte dell' amore" (1890), "II numero 13" (1896), "Ma-
donnina Bianca (Vanitas)" (1897), "Fino alia morte"
(1902), etc.

Farman (fiir'iuan), Henri. Bom in Paris (of

au English fatlier and French mother) in 1873.

An English aviator. He began eiperiments with a
Voisin biplane in .\ugust, 1907 ; on Jan. 13, 1908, won the
Deutscli-Archdeacon prize for the first machine to fly one
kilometer in a complete circle ; on July ti, 1908, won the
Armengaud prize ottered fur the first macliine to remain
over 15 minutes in the air; came to the Vnited States in

; August, 1908 ; (Jet 30, 1908, made the first flight from city
' to city (Bouy to Rheims) ; and on Aug. 27, 1909, won the
Grand Prix de la Champagne at Rheims by a record flight

of 180 kilometers (111.848 miles) in 3 hrs. 4 min. 56| gee.

He continued his flight beyontl the oflicial time-limit until

he had covered 190 kilometers (118.06 miles).

Farmer of St. Ives. A name given to Oliver
Cromwell. He rented grazing lauds at St.

Ives. Huntingdonshire, 1631-36.

Farrar", Frederic William. Died at Canter-
bury, March 22, 1903. He became dean of Can-
terbury in 189.5.

Farren*. Ellen or Nelly. Died April 28, 1904.

Fashoda Afiair. The culminating incident of
the effort of France to gain control of the
upper Nile. See ilarchand.

Faucit*, Helen, Lady Martin. Died Oct. 31,

1898.

Faunce (fans), William Herbert Perry.
Born at Worcester, Mass., Jan. 13, 18.59. An
American clergyman and educator, president
of Brown University from 1899. He was gradu-
ated at Brown University in 1880, and was past^ir of the
State .Street Baptist Church, Springfield, Massachusetts,
1884-89, and of the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, New
York City. 1889-99.

Faure*, Francois F61ix. Died at Paris, Feb.
16, 1899.

Faur6 (fo-ra'), Gabriel. Bom at Pamiers,
France, May 13, 1845. A French composer.
He has composed an opera, "L'Organiste " (1885), a sym-
fihony, incidental music to several plays (including " Pel-
eas et Melisande"), a number of highly esteemed songs,
a violin sonata, and piano pieces.

Favart", Marie (Pierette Ignace Pinaud).
Died at Paris, Nov. 11, 1908.

Fay*, Theodore Sedgwick. Died at Berlin,
Nov. 24, istjs.

Faye", Herv^ Auguste Etienne Alban. Died
at Paris, Julv 4, 1902.

Fayrer', Sir Joseph. Died May 21, 1907.

Feng-huang-cheng (feng-hwang-cheng'). A
town in southern Manchuria situated about
forty miles northwest of the mouth of the
Yalu. It was captured from the Russians by
the Japanese under Kuroki, Maj' 6, 1904. In
1907 it was opened to international trade.

Ferdinand IV." Grand Duke of Tuscany.
Died at Salzburg, Jan. 17, 1908.

Fernandez de Castro', Manuel. Died at
Madrid, .May 7, 1895.

Ferrari", Luigi. Died at Venice, May 12,
1894.

Ferraris (fa-ra'res), Oalileo. Born at Livomo,
Piedmont, Italy, Oct. 31, 1847: died at Turin,
Feb. 7, 1897. An eminent Italian physicist,
noted for his researches in electricity and
especially for his discovery of the principle of
the rotary field. From 1879 he was professor of
physics at the Royal Industrial Museum and instructor
of physics In the Superior Military Academy, in Turin.
Among his works are "Sulla illuminazione elettrica"
(1879), and "Lezioni di elettrotccnica " (IS9S).

Ferrelo 'fa-ra'16), Bartolomeo: correctly
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Ferrer. A Spanish navigator of about the
middle of the sixteenth century. He accom-
panied Cabrillo as pilot on his expedition to

the western coast of California 1542-43.

Ferrer. See Ferrelo.
F6tis*, Edouard. Died at Brussels, Jan. 31,

1909.

Fiala (fe-a'la), Anthony. Bom at Jersey
City, N. J., Sept. 19, 1869. An American
arctic e.xplorer. He was a member^of the Baldwin-
Ziegler expedition 1901-02, and commanded the Ziegler
expedition which sailed from Tromso, Norway, July, 1903,

and attained lat. 82° 13" N., returning in 1905. He is the
author of " Fighting the Polar Ice " (190<i).

Fichel*, Benjamin Eugene. Died at Paris,
Feb. 1, 189.5.

Fick*, Adolf. Died at Blankenburg, Aug. 21,

1901.

Fick', August. He was appointed professor
of comparative philology at Breslau in 1887.

Fiebeger (fe'be-ger), Gustave Joseph. Bom
at Akron, Ohio, May 9, 1858. An officer of
engineers and educator, professor of engineer-
ing and the art of war in the United States
Military Academy. He was graduated from the
Academy in 1879, and was assistant professor there
1883-88. His publications include " Field Fortification

"

(1901), "Civil Engineering" (1904), etc.

Field", Eugene. Died at Chicago, Nov. 4, 1895.
His works included "The Denver Tribune Primer " (1882),

"Culture's Garland " (1887), "A Little Book of Profitable
Tales " (18!»), "A Little Book of Western Verse" (1890),
"With Ti-umpet and Drum" (1892), "Echoes From the
Sabine Farm" (1893), "The Holy Cross, and other tales"
(1893). "A Second Book of Verse" (1893), " Love-songs of
Childhood" (1894), "The House" (1896), ".Second Book of
Tales" (1896), "Songs, and other verse" (1896), "Eugene
Field, an auto-analysis" (1896), "Love-affairs of a Biblio-
maniac" (1896), "Lnllaby-land" (1897), etc.

Field*, Henry Martyn. Died at Stockbridge,
Jan. 26, 1907.

Field (feld), Kate. Bom at St. Louis, Mo.,
1838: died at Honolulu, Hawaii, May 19, 1896.

An American actress, journalist, ancj lecturer.
She established a periodical, "Kate Field's
Washington," in 1890, discontinued shortly
before her death.

Field, (feld), Marshall. Bom at Conway,
Mass.. Aug. 26, 1835: died at New York, Jan.
16, 1906. An American merchant. He went to
Chicago in 1856 and in 1860 entered into partnership with
Potter Palmer and Levi Z. Leiter. Later, on the with-
drawal of the two latter, the firm became Marshall Field
and Company. He founded the Field Columbian Museum
in Chicago.

Field*, Stephen Johnson. Died at Washing-
ton, D C, April 9, 1899. He was associate
justice of the United States Supreme Court
1863-97.

Field Columbian Museum. A mnsenm situ-
ated at the northendof Jackson Park, Chicago,
fonned out of the Art Building of the World's
Columbian Exposition of 1893 at the expense
of Marshall Field. It contains collections in
anthropology, ethnology, geology, natural his-
tory, etc.

Finck (flngk), Henry Theophilus. Bom at
Bethel, Mo., Sept. 22, 1854. An American
critic and writer on musical and other subjects.
He was graduateil from Harvard in 1876, and since 1881
has been mui^ical critic on the New York " Evening
Post" He has published "Romantic Love and Personal
Beauty" (1S87X "Chopin, and other Musical Essays"
(1889), " Wagner and his Works " (1893), " Primitive Love
and Love Stories" (1899), "Songs and Song Writers"
(1900), "Edvard Orieg" (1906), "Orieg and his Music"
(1909), and books -^f travel in Spain, California, and Japan.

Finland", The administration is vested in a national
parliament consisting of one chamber of 200 members
chosen by direct and proptirtional election. There are 16
electoral districts with a representation proiwrtioned to
the pf^pulation. The suffrage is possessed by all citizens,
male or female, above the age of 24 years.

Finlay (tin ' la), Charles John. Bom at
Puerto Principe, Cuba, Deo. 3, 1833, of English
parents. An American physician, chief sani-
tary officer of Cuba from 1902. He was graduated
from .Jefferson iledical College, Philadelphia, in 1855.
He originated (1881) the theory, since demonstrated, that
yellow fever is transmitted by a species of mosquito
(Stegomyia /asciata, Theo.).

Finsen (fin 'sen), Niels Ryberg. Born at
Thorsha\Ti in the Faroe I.slands, Dee. 1.5, 1860:
died at Copenhagen, Sept. 24, 1904. A Danish
physician, noted for his application of solar
and electric light to the cure of diseases of
the skin, especially of lupus. He was prosector at
Copenhagen in 1890-93, and thereafter devoted himself Ut
the development of the light-cure. He published a num-
ber of works on this subjects In 1903 he received the
Nobel prize in medicine.

Fiorelli", Giuseppe. Died at Naples, Jan. 29,
1896.

Firth (fferth), Charles Harding. Bom at
Sheffield, England, March 16, 1857. A noted

Folk
English historian and educator. He was educated
at Balliol College, Oxford ; was lecturer at Pembroke Col-
lege, Oxford, 1887-93; was lecturer in English history
at the University of Oxford 1900 ; was fellow of All Souls'
College 1901 ; and has been regius professor of Modem
History at Oxford since 1904. In 1903 he was made a
fellow of the British Academy. He is the author of
" Scotland and the Protectorate " (1899), " Oliver Crom-
well and the Rule of the Puritans in England " (1900),
" Cromwell's Anny " (1902), etc., and has edited numerous
biographical and historical volumes.
Fischer (fish'er), Emil. Bom at Euskirchen,
Prussia, Oct. 9, 1852. A noted German chem-
ist, professor in the University of Berlin from
1892. His most notable achievement is the production,
sjTithetically, of the simpler sugars. He has written
"Anleitung zur Darstellung oreanischer Priiparate" (6th
edition 1901), etc. He received the Nobel prize in chem-
istry in 1902.

Fischer", Ernst Kuno Berthold. He died at
Heidelberg, July 5, 1907.

Fisher (fish'er). Sir John Arbuthnot. Born
Jan. 25, 1841. A British naval officer, first sea-
lord of the Admiralty 1904-05, and admiral of
the fleet 1905-. He served in the Crimean (185.5),

Chinese (1859^^), and Egyptian (1882) wai-s, became vice-
admiral in 1890, and was lord of the Admiralty 1892-97, a
delegate to the peace conference at The Hague in 1899,
commander-in-chief of the Mediterranean station 1899-
1902, second naval lord of the Admiralty 1902-03, and com-
mander-in-chief at Portsmouth 1903-04. In 1905 he was
made a member of the Order of Merit. He was knighted
in 1894.

Fiske", John (originally Edmund Fiske
Green). Died July 4, 1901.

Fiske (fisk), Mrs. (Minnie Davey): known as
Minnie Maddem Fiske. Bom at New Or-
leans, La., Dec. 19, 1865. An American ac-
tress. She took her mother's maiden name of Maddem.
She went on the stage at the age of three and has starred
since she was sixteen. In 1890 she married HaiTison
Grey Fiske, journ.alist and playwTight. Her principal
successes have been made in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles,"
" Becky Sharp," " Leah Kleschna," " Salvation Nell," etc.

Fisk University. An institution at Nash-
ville, Tennessee, founded in 1865 by the
American Missionary Association of New York
and the Western Preedman's Aid Commission
for the purpose of providing Christian educa-
tion for the colored people of the South. li;

offers courses in preparation for the degrees of bachelor
of arts and bachelor of science, and has a theological, a
music, and a nonnal school. The students numl)er over
660 and the alumni about 700. The endowment is less
than $70,000. It has also a college preparatory depart-
ment and a training-school.

Fitch (fich), William Clyde, Born atElmira,
New York, May 2, 1865: died at Paris, Sept.

4, 1909. An American playwright. He was
graduated at .\mherBt College in 1886, and since 1889 has
produced plays for the stage. Among them are " Barbara
Frietchie," "Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines," "Bean
Brummel," "The Climbers," "The Girl and the Judge,"
"T'he Girl with the Green Eyes," "The Woman in the
Case," etc.

Flammarion", Camille. His later works include
"La fin du monde " (1893), "L'incomm et sesprobl^mes
psychiques" (1900), "Les eruptions volcaniques et les
tremblements de terre " (1902), and "La planete Mars et
ses conditions d'hahitabilite" (1909).

Flandrin", Jean Paul. Died at Paris, March
9, 1902.

Fletcher (flech'er), Banister- Bom 1833:
died at Hampstead, London, July 5, 1899. An
English architect. He was trained in architecture in
the oHice of Charles James Richardson (author of several
Ixjoks on Elizabethan architecture), and was professor of
architecture and building construction in King's College,
London, where he created an excellent school with a fine
museum. His best known publication is the "History of
Architecture " (1896 ; 4th ed. 1901), written with the assis-
tance of his son Banister F. Fletcher.

Flezner (fleks'n^r), Simon. Born at Louis-
ville, Kentucky, March 25, 1863. An Ameri-
can pathologist and bacteriologist. He has been
director of the laboratories of the Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Research, in New York City, from 1903. He
has published various technical papers and monographs.

Florida*. The State has 46 counties. It sends
3 representatives to Congress and has 5
electoral votes.

Flower", Roswell Pettibone. Died at East-
port, Long Island, N. Y^ May 12, 1899.

Flower", Sir William Henry. Died at Lon-
don, July 1, 1899.

Fogazzafo (fo-giit-zii'ro), Antonio. Bom at
Vicenza, Italy, March 25, 1842. An Italian
poet and novelist. Among the best known of his
works are "Miranda" (1874), "Valsolda," a volume of
poems (1876), " Malombra " (1881), " Uaniel Cortis " (1885),

"II mistero del poeta " (1888), "Piccolo mondo antico"
(1896). " Piccolo mondo modemo" (1900) ; two volumes of
essays, " Discorsi " (1898) and "Ascensioni umane " (1899)

;

and a book of plays, "Scene" (190:i). His "II Santo"
(1905) was placed on the condemnation list by the Con-
gregation of the Index in 1906 l)ecan8e of its liberal utter-
ances in regard to the Roman Catholic Church.

Folk(f61k), Joseph Wingate. Bom atBrowns-
ville, Tenn., Oct. 28, 1869. An American law-
yer and Democratic politician, governor of
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(=0. volk), + thing, a meeting (of lawmakers)

:

see Landsthing.] The lower house of the

County, Ind., "March 2, 1836. An American

lawyer and diplomatist. He was graduated at the

Indiana State University in 1865 and was admitted to the

(Indiana) bar. He served in the Union Army ;
was min-

ister to Mexico 1873-80, to Russia 1880-«1, and to Spain

1883-86; was secretary of state 1892-93; was United

States agent in the Bering Sea Arbitration at Pans in

Banish parliament or Eigsdag. It cousisU of

114 members elected for Uiree years by universal suttrage.

All matters regarding the budget and taxation must first

be introduced into the Folliething and discussed by it be-

fore being taken up by the lAndsthing or upper house.

Fontane (fon-tiin'), Theodor. Bom at Neu-

ruppin, Prussia, Dec. 30, 1819: died at Berlin,

Sept. 20, 1898. A German poet, novelist, and

essayist. He was educated at the Industrial Schcwl in

Berlin, and was editor of the English department of the
•• Xeuen Preussischen Zeitung " (1860-70), and dramatic

critic of the " Vossische Zeitung" (1870-90). Among his

works are " Aus England : Studien und Briefe (1880),

•• Jenseit de» Tweed : Bilder und Briefe aus Schottland

(ISeO), "Balladen'' (1861), "Vor dera Stunn (1878),

"L.\dultera" (1882), "Graf Petofy" (1884), " Irrungen,

Wimingen " (1888), "EfB Briesf (1895), "Der Stechlm

(1S99), etc. „ , ,,
Foote (fut), Artliur. Born at Salem, Mass.,

March 5, 1853. An American composer and

organist, a pupil of B. J. Lang and J. K. Paine.

He has composed an overture, " In the Mountains ; a

symphonic prologue, " Francesca da Rimml "
;
a suite for p'"rp:L;""-Dar,Jolnh Sinks Died May 1, 1903.

orchestra in D minor, a suite in E major for strings, a iOStCT
<
**?."°%'l

^i°^|,- V'^.^r"
'^•RnrTi al

piano quintet, quartet, and trio, two string quartets, and FoStcr (fos'ter), Robert Frederick. Bom a1

other chamber music ; an organ suite and other organ Edinburgh, Scotland, May 31, 1853. An au

Fraunces's Tavern

Fram (fram). A siiecially constructed steam-
schooner in which Fridtjof Nansen attempted
to reach the north pole. She is 113 feet long
on the water-line, and was built at Raekvik,
near Laurvig, Norway. She sailed from Chris-

tiania, June 24, 1893. Nansen left her to con-
tinue his journey on sledges March 14, 1895 (84°
4' N. lat., 102° E. long.). Under command of Captain

Otto Neumann Sverdrup she reached 86° 55.6' N. lat., 66*

31' E. long., on Nov. 16, 1895 ; and, returning, passed .Spitz-

bergen in Aug., 1896, having circumnavigated Nova Zembla
1893 ; participated (by the invitation of the i-mperor oi ^^^ ^^^ lYanz-Joseph and Spitzbergen archipelagoes.

China) in the peace negotiations between China and Japan p., pjaH^coig LOUiS. Died at Paris,
inl895;wasa member of the Anglo-Canadian Commis- W";"^ , «q7

^ *Jv«"°. ,

sion in 1898; was United States agent at the Alaskan May M, lUill.
"

' "^ France . The chamber of deputies has 684 members.
The religions supported by the state, before the passage of

Boundary Tribunal at London in 1903; and was the repre

sentative of China at the second Hague conference in 1907.^

H-e has published "A Century of American Diplomacy

(1900), " American Diplomacy in the Orient " (1903), " Arbi-

tration and the Hague Court" (1904), "The Practice of

Diplomacy " (1906), etc.
.

Foster, Sir Michael. Bom at Huntingdon,
March 8, 1836 : died at London, Jan. 29, 1907.

the Briand Bill in 1905, were the Roman Catholic, Protes-

tant, and Jewish. By the passage of that bill the separa-

tion of the church and the state was etfected, the adherents
of all creeds were authorized to form associations for pub-
lic worship (associations cultueUes), and the state, the de-

partments, and the communes were relieved from pay-

ment of salaries.
An English physiologist. He was appointed profes-

pjance, Anatolc: Jacques Anatole TM-
sor of physiology at Uniyersj.tyCollege,_£ondo^n^^nW69,-«:^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ Paris^ April 16, 1844. A
lecturer on physiology in Trinity College,

1870 ; was professor of physiology in Cambridge Univer-

sity 1883-1903 ; and was member of Parliament for London

University from 1900. He was secretary of the Royal

Society 1881-1903. He was knightedjn 1899.

music ; and many piano pieces and songs.

Foraker (for'a-ker), Joseph Benson. Born
near Rainsborb, Ohio, July 5, 1846. An Ameri-

can lawyer and politician. He served in the Civil

War was graduated from Cornell in 1869 ; was admitted

to the (Ohio) bar; was judge of the Superior Court, Cin-

cinnati, 1879-S2 ; was elected governor of Ohio in 1886 and

18S7- and was Republican United States senator from

Ohio 1897-1909. He was delegate at large from Ohio to

the National Republican Conventions 1884-1904, and in

1896 and 1900 presented the name of McKinley for nomi-

nation to the presidency.

Forbes", Archibald. Died at London, March
30, 1900.

Force (fors), Manning Fergnson. Born at

Washington, D. C, Dec. 17, 1824 : died near

Sandusky, Ohio, May 8, 1899. An American
soldier and writer, son of Peter Force. lie

studied law, enlisted in the Northern army in the Civil

War and at its close received the brevet rank of major-

general of volunteers. He was judge of the Superior

Court of Cincinnati 1877-87. His works include " From
Fort Henry to Corinth" (1881), "Marching across Caro-

lina" (1883), "Pereonal Recollections of the Vicksburg
Campaign" (1885), ete.

French poet and miscellaneous writer. He is

principally known from his critical articles in "La Vie
Litt^raire," "Le Globe," "Les Di^bats," "Le Temps," ete.,

and his novel " Le Crime de Sylvestre Bonnard " (1881).

Franchi*, Ausonio: pseudonym of Cristo-

foro Bonavino. Died at Castelletto, Italy,

Sept. 12 1895.

thority on indoor garnes, especially cards. He Francis II.* King of the Two Sicilies. Died
was educated as a civil engineer and architect, retiring ^j ji^-j.(,(, Tyrol, Dee. 27, 1894.

':rZ'''^^''\Z^^kJ^yr^.i'Xl"^^T, r^tn^l Francis (fran'sis) Joseph Bom at Boston,

hand-books on games, including the "Whist Manual" Mass., March 12, 1801: died at Cooperstown,
- " - " '

"--'-'-
N. Y., May 10, 1893. An American inventor.
In 1829 he constructed life-boats for the United States

vessels Santee and Alabama, and by 1841 all government
ships had been equipped with boats of his invention. He
was the first to make life-cars and boats of metal. In

1888 the United States Congress passed a resolution ten-

dering him the thanks of the government and authorizing

the preparation of a gold medal, which was presented to

him in 1890.

who be-

ph1"d%"s;crat'?'^m?)''"Histefr?d^^ trrchd^krFrancTrpiranrbecfmeTe
" Critique des systemes de morale contemporaine " (1883), heir apparent. He was born at Uratz in l»Dd.

"La propri^tAsocialeet la democratic "(1884), "L'<5volu- Pranck (frank), C6sar. Bom at Liege, Bel-
tionisme des id&s-forces" (1893), "La psyohologie des

. ^ ,„ ,„22: died at Paris. Nov. 8

games, „ —
(1890), "Foster's Hoyle" (1897), "Foster's Complete

Bridge " (1906), etc. He was the inventor of the eleven

rule and of the self-playing cards, and originated the pres-

ent card notation.

Fouill6e (fo-ya'), Alfred Jules Emile. Born
at LaPoueze, Maine-ev-Loire, France, Oct. 18,

1838. A French philosophical and sociologi-

cal writer. He taught in various colleges and schools,

including the University of Bordeaux and the Normal franciS JOSCph I.* Charles Louis,
School at Paris, and ill 1879 retired to Mentone. He has ^^^^ heir to the throne, diedinl896.

idSes-forces " (1893), " Le mouvement positiviste et la con-

ception sociologique du monde " (1896), " Le mouvement
id(Saliste et la r&ction contre la science positiviste " (18%),
" Psychologic du peuple frangais " (1898), " Nietzsche et

I'immoralisme " (1902), "Esquisse psychologique des peu-

ples enropeens "_(1903), ete.

Ford, Paul Leicester. BomatBrooklyn.JS. y., Pour Peaks, The. Mountains in Paragua, in
1865 : died at New York, May 8, 1902. An ^he Philippine Islands. Cleopatra's Needle is

American author. He wrote " The Honorable Peter jj^g highest. Heights, 4,730, 4,800, 4,900, and
Stirling "(1894), "The True George Washington "(1896), c ono font
" The Story of an Untold Love "

.(1897), " The Many-sided «'''="" '^'''"'•

gium, Dee. 10, 1822: died at Paris, Nov. 8,

1890. A French composer, generally regarded

as the founder of the modern French instru-

mental school. In 1872 he became professor of the

organ at the Conservatoire, and organist at Ste. Clotilde.

Among his compositions are the opera " HuJda " (pro-

duced 1894), an unfinished one. "Ghisele"; oratorios,

"Ruth," "La Redemption," and "Les Beatitudes "; a

symphony ; a symphonic poem, " Le chasseur maudit " ;

a sonata for piano and violin ; a string quartet ; a piano

luintet ; piano music ; and songs.

Franklin "(1899), "Janice Meredith "(1899), "Wanted: a Fowler (fou'lSr), Charles Henry. Born at Fraucke (friing'ke), KunO. Born at Kiel, Ger-
Matehmaker ' (19001, " A House Party " (1901), " Wanted
a Chaperon " (1902), " Love Finds the Way " (1904), " Thomas
Jefferson " (1904), " His Version of It " (1905), "A Warning
to Lovers " (1906) ete.

Ford (ford), Worthington Ohauncey. Bom
at Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1858. An Ameri-
can historian, economist, and statistician, chief

of the division of manuscripts in the Library

of Congress since 1902. He was chief of the Bureau
of Statistics of the Department of State 1885-89, and of

the Treasury Department 1893-98; was in the Boston
Public Library 1897-1902 ; and was lecturer on statistics

at the University of Chicago in 1901. He is the author of

•American Citizen's Manual" (1882-83), "The Standard

Burford, Ontario, Aug, 11, 1837: died at New
York, March 20, 1908. An American clergy-

man, a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
church from 1884. He entered the ministiy in 1861,

and was president of the Northwestern University 187'2-70.

In 1885 he visited the missions of his church in South
America, and in 1888 went on a tour of visitation around
the world. He organized the Peking and Nanking uni-

versities, established the first Methodist Episcopal church
in St. Petersburg, established McClay College of Theology
in southern California, and assisted in founding Nebraska
Wesleyan University. He published "Colenso's Falla-

cies" (1863), "Missions and World Movements" (1904),

"Addresses on Notable Occasions" (1908), etc.

Silver Dollar "(1884), "George Washington "(1900), "John Fo'Wler (fou'ler), Frank. Born at Brooklyn,
guincy Adams " (1902), and " The Case of Samuel Shrimp- -.j -^ Tnlv !"> ^f^^'> An Ampripnn tininter
t;,,," (19051: and hai edited "The Writings of George i?- .-^ V. V"5 i"' .^™.:".. ^P American painter.
ton" (1905); and has edited "The Writings of George
Washington " (1889-91), ete.

Forrest (for'est). Sir John. Bom in Western
Australia, Aug. 22, 1847. An Australian ex-

plorer and statesman. He led an expedition into cen-

tral Australia in search of Dr Leichhardt in 1869 ; con-

ducted explorations along the coast from Perth to Adelaide

In 1870, and through the center of Australia from Cham-
pion Bay to the telegraph line between Adelaide and Fort

Darwin in 1874 ; was engaged for several years in the

trigonometrical survey of Western Australia; was first

premier and treasurer of Western Australia 1890-1901

;

and was minister of defense for the Commonwealth of

Australia IflOl-O:), minister of home affairs 1903-04, trea-

surer 1905-157, and acting prime minister March-June,
!:*j7.

Forsyth*, William. Bom Oct. 25, 1812 : died
at London, Dec. 26, 1899.

Fort Salisbury. A town in Mashonaland,
South Africa. See Salisbury.

Foss (fos), Cyrus David. Bom Jan. 17, 1834:
died Jan. 29, 1910. Au American clergyman,
a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church
from 1880. He was graduated at Wesleyan University

He studied with Edwin White, N. A., in ...
and for six years in Paris at the !6cole des Beaux-Arts,
and under Carolus Duran. He is a member of the National
Academy of Design, and was a member of the Society of

American Artists.

Fo'Wler (fou'lfer). Sir Henry Hartley, Vis-
count Wolverhampton. Bom at Sunder-
land, England, May 16, 1830. A British Lib-
eral statesman. He sat for Wolverhampton in the
House of Commons 1880-1908 ; and was under-secretary to
the home department 1884-85, financial secretary to the PranzOS
treasury 1886, president of the Local Government Board ^ i«»-"^"o

1892-94, secretary of state for India 1894-9.5, chancellor of

the duchy of Lancaster 1905-08, with a seat in the cabi-

net, and lord president of the council 1908-. In 1895 he
was knighted, and in 1908 he was raised to the peerage.

Fox (foks), John. Bom 1861. An American
author. He has published "A Cumberland

many, Sept. "27, 1855. A German-American
author, critic, and educator, professor of the

history of German culture and curator of the

Germanic Museum in Harvard University.
Among his publications are " Zur Geschichte der Schul-

poesie des 12 Jahrhunderts " (1879), " De Hymno in Cere-

rem Homerico " (1880), "Libelli de Lite Imperatorum et

Pontificum " (1892), " Social Forces in German Lite-rature
"

(1896), "Glimpses of Modem German Culture" (1898),
" History of German Literature " (1901), " German Ideals

of To-day " (1907), ete. He is chevalier of the Royal Prus-

sian Order of the Red Eagle.

Frankland*, Sir Edward. Died at Golaa,

Gudbraniisdal. Norway, Aug. 9, 1899. He
was knighted in 1897.

nren^ce,' Italy, Franklin (frangk'lin). Adistrict of the North-
western Territories of Canada. It comprises Mel-

ville Island, Bathurst Ishind, Banks Land, Prince Albert

Land, Victoria Land, Prince of Wales Land, Cockbum
Island, Baffin Land, ete., is bounded by arctic watera on

the north, and is separated on the east from Greenland

by Baffin Bay and Davis Strait. Most of the district lies

north of the arctic circle. .\rea, 500,000 square miles.

Population (1901). 9.000.

Franklin*, William Buel. Died March 8,

1903.

Karl Emil. Died at Berlin, Jan.

28, 1904.
'

Fraser (fra'zer), Alexander Campbell. Born
at Ardchattan Manse, Argyll County, Scot-

land, Sept. 3, 1819. A Scotch philosophical

writer, professor of logic and metaphysics in

the University of Edinburgh from 1856 (emer-
Vendetta" (1895), "TheKentuckians" (1897), j^„g jgg^)^ succeeding Sir^William Hamilton,
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" He has nublished " Essays'' (1846-56, 18.58-68), " Life and

(1903), " Following the Sun Flag" (1905), "A
Knight of the Cumberland" (1906), "The TraU
of the Lonesome Pine" (1908), etc.

He has published "Essays^' (1846-66, 18.58-68),
'

Letters of Berkeley " (1871), "Berkeley" (1881), "Locke'
(1890), " Thomas Reid " (1898), " Philosophy of Theism "

(1898), "BiographiaPhilosophica"(190i), " Spiritual Real-

ism "^(1908), etc.

in 1854
;
entered the itinerant ministry in 1857 ; and was FragOUard (fra-go-nar' ), Jean Houor^. Born FraUUCCS'S Tavem. An historic building on

president of Wesleyan University 1875-80. _ He made ofll- „t ("irasse. France. Anril 5. 1732 : died a " '

'^*""^''='= - -
--?

-

cial visits to the missions of his church in Europe in 1886,

in Mexico in 1893, and in India and Malaysia 1897-98, and
1906-07 made a tour of missionary observation around the
world. Among his works are "From the Himalayas to
the EqiMtor" (1899), " In .Sickness and Accidents" (1895),

and "Rellgtoua Certainties" (1905).

at Grasse, France, April 5, 1732 : died at Paris,

Aug. 22, 1806. A French painter and en-

f
raver. He was a pupil first of Chardin and later of
oucher, with whose style he was more in sympathy.

Like other French painters of his day, he was much in-

fluenced by the works of Tiepolo.

the southeast corner of Broad and Pearl

streets in New York City. It was built for a pri-

vate residence by Etienne De Lancey about 1700; was

purchased by Samuel Fraunces for use as an inn in 1762 ;

was a meeting place for the Sons of Liberty pri-r to the

Revolution ; was Washington's headquarters after the



Fraunces's Tavern
evacuation of New York ; aiui was tlie place where he
said farewell to his officers on Dec. 4. 1783. The New
York Chamber of Commerce was organized in the build-
ing in 1768. The Society of the .Sons of the Revolution
was organized in the long room of the tavern Dec. 4, 1883,

and in 19l>4 it purcliased the property for use as its head-
(luarters.

Frechette", Louis Honors. Died May 31,
1908.

Frederic (fred'tr-ik), Harold. Born at Utiea,
N. Y., Aug. 19, 1856: died at Henley, Eng-
land, Oct. 19, 1898. An American journalist
and novelist. He was London correspondent of the
New York "Times ' 1884-98. His works include "Seth's
Brother's Wife " (1887). " In the Valley " (1890), "The New
Eltcxlus: a Stndy of Israel in Russia " (1892), "The Cop-
perhead" (1894), "The Damnation of Theron Ware," pub-
lished in England as "Illumination" (1896), "March
Hares " (189«), "Gloria Mundi " (1898), and " In the Market-
place " (isiW).

Frederick I. * Grand Duke of Baden. Died
at Mainau Island, Sept. 28, 1907.

Frederick VIII. : full name Christian Fred-
erick William Charles. Bom at Copen-
hagen, June 3, 1843. King of Denmark, eldest
son of Christian IX., whom he succeeded Janu-
ary 30, 1906. He married Louise, daughter of
Charles XV. of Sweden, July 28, 1869.

Frederick Augustus III. Bom at Dresden,
May 25, 186.5. King of Saxony. He succeeded to
the throne upon the death of his father. King George,
October 15, 1904. He married Princess Louise of Tuscany
in 1891 ; the marriage was dissolved in 1903.

Freestone State. A popularname of the state
of Connecticut, from the brownetone quarries
which it contains.

Fremantle (fre'man-tl), William Henry.
Born 1831. An English theologian, dean of
Kipon from 1895. He was canon of Canter-
bury 1882-95. He is the author of " The Gos-
pel of the Secular Life'' (1882), etc.

Fremont's Peak*. Its height has been deter-
mined (1906) as 13,720 feet, slightly less than
that of Gannett peak (13,775) a short distance
to the north.

French (french), Alice: pseudonym 0(rtave
Thanet. Born at Audover, Mass., Marcli 19,
1850. An American novelist, and writer of
short stories, she was educated at the .\bbot Acad-
emy, Andover, and haa lived wesi of the Mississippi, the
field of much of her work. She has puitlished "The
Bishop's VaKabo"d " (1884), " Knitters in the Sun " (1887),
" Eipiation ' (1890), " Stories of a Western Town " (1893),
"A l!<K)k of 'True Lovers" (1898), "Man of the Hour"
(1906), etc.

French (french), Edwin Davis. Bom at
North Attleboro, Mas.s., June 19, 1851: died
Dec. 8, 1906. An American engraver. He
studied with William .Sartain, and for many years made a
BiK-cialty of the art of book-plate engraving.
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French (french), Frank. Born at Loudon,
N. H., May 22, 1850. An American engraver.
His work has appeared for many years in

the "Century," "Harper's," and "Scribner's"
magazines.

Frftre', Charles (Edouard). Died at Paris,
Nov. 3, 1894.

Fr6re-0rban*, Hubert Joseph Walther.
Died at Brussels, Jan. 2, 1896.

Fresenius*, Karl Remigius. Died at Wies-
baden, June 11, 1897.

Fresno (fres'no). A city and the capital of
Fresno (llounty, California. Population (1900),
12,470.

Freund", Wilhelm. Born at Kempen, Jan.
27, 1806: died at Breslau, June 4, 1894.

Freycinet", Charles Louis de Saulces de.
He was minister of war Nov., 1898,-May 6,
1S99.

Friedlander'.Friedrich. Died June 14, 1901.

Froberger (fro'ber-gfer), Johann Jakob.
Born in Halle, Germany: died at H^rlcourt,
France, May 7, 1667. A German composer
and organist, one of the pioneers in the early
development of instrumental composition.

FrontRange '. Ace ording to the United States
Geographic lioard (1907), it includes on the
north the Laramie Range as far as the cross-
ing of the North Platte, and on the south the
Pike's Peak group.

Frothingham", Octavius Brooks. Died Nov.
27, 1895.

Frothingham*, Richard. Died Jan. 29, 1880.

Frye (fri), William Pierce. Bom at Lewis-
ton, Maine, Sept. 2, 1831. An American law-
yer and statesman. United States senator
(Kepubliean) from Maine from 1881. He was
graduated at Bowdoin College in 1850; was attorney-
general of Maine 18«7-69 ; and was a member of Congress
1871-81. He was president pro tempore of the Senate
after the death of Vice-President Hobart and also after
the death of President McKinley.

Fukushima (fo-ko-she'ma). Baron Yasumasa.
Bom in .Matsumoto, Japan, Sept., 1853. A
Japanese soldier, promoted major-general in
1900 and lieutenant-general in 1906. He waa
military attach^ of the Japanese legation at- Peking in
1883 : held a similar position at Berlin 1887-9*2 ; retuniing
to .Japan, made the journey tlu-ough Siberia on horseback
in 1893 ; served with distinction as chief of the second
section of the general staff in the Russo-Japanese war
1904-05 : and became vice-chief of the general staff of the
army iti ItnW, succeeding fteneral KiMlania. He has been
knighted (K. <'. B.), and in 1907 wjis created baron.

Fukuzawa (fo-ke-zii'wa), Sutejiro. Bom at
Tokio, 18(53. A Japanese journalist, second
aoa of Yukiclii Fukuzawa. Ue came to the United

Garcia y Iniguez
states, with his brother Ichitaro, in 1883, and entered
Yale University and on his return in 1890 took up the
management of the "Jiji ' newspaper, founded by his
father.

Fukuzawa (fo-ko-za'wii), Yukichi. Bom in
Buzen province, Japan, 1834: died Feb. 3,
1901. A Japanese author and journalist, one
of the most noted educationalists of Japan.
In 18.58 he went to the United States and in 1802 to
Europe to study Occidental institutions. The results of
his observations were published, in 18(iS, in a voluminous
work on Western manners and customs which had a great
influence upon the modernization of Japan. Later he
established the " Jiji ", newspaper.

FuUer-Maitland. See Maitland.

Funston (fun'ston), Fred. Born in Clarke
County, Ohio, Nov. 9, 1865. An American
soldier, appointed brigadier-general in the
United States Army in 1901. He joined the insur-
gent army in Cuba in 1896 ; was commissioned colonel of
the Twentieth Kansas Volunteers in 1898 ; was sent to the
Philippines ; was promoted brigadier-general of volun-
teers in 1899 for establishing a ferry across the Rio Grande
River at Calumpit in the face of a heavy Are ; and cap-
tured Aguinaldo, the chief of the Filipino insurgents,
in March, 1901. He was commander of the Depailment
of California 1905-07, and is in charge of the army school
of the line at Fort Leavenworth.

Fumess, Horace Howard. Bom at Philadel-
phia, Nov. 2, 1833. An American Shaksperian
scholar and legal writer. He is editing a variorum
edition of Shakspere's plays, which includes :

'* Romeo and
Juliet "(1871), " Macbeth " (1873), "Hamlet "(1877), "King
Lear " (1880), " Othello " (188«), " The M erchant of Venice

"

(1888), "As You Like it" (1890), "The Tempest" (1892),
"Midsummer-Night's Dream" (1895), "The Winter's
Tale" (1898), "Much Ado About Nothing" (1899),
"Twelfth Night" (1901X "Love's Labor Lost" (1904),
"Antony and Cleopatra "

(1907X," Richard IIL" (1908), etc.

Fumiss (ffer'nis), Harry. Born at Wexford,
Ireland, 1854. A British illustrator and cari-
caturist. He went to London at the age of nineteen
and has been employed on leading English periodicals
(the London "News," "Graphic," "Dramatic News,"
etc.). In 1880 he joined the staff of "Punch. " He has
illustrated many books and has published accounts of
journeys, a novel, etc.

FurtwSngler (fort'veng-ler), Adolf. Bom
at Freiburg-im-Breisgau, Germany, June 30,
1853: died in Athens, Oct. 10, 1907. A
German classical archceologist, professor
in the University of Munich from 1894, and
director of the Glyptothek. He was educated
at the universities of Freiburg, Lelpsic, and Munich ; held
a traveling stipendium of the Gei-man Archaeological
Institute 1876-78; and was attached to the expedition to
Olymjiia 1878-79. Among his many works on ancient art
and archajology are " Mykenische Tongefasse" (1879),
"Die Sammlung Sabourotf " (1883-87), "Mykenische
Vasen "(1886), " Die Bronzen una die iibrigen kleineren
Funde von Olympia " (1890), " Die Sammlung Somzte "

(1897), "Nenere Kiilschnngen von Antik«n " fl89»), "Die
Antiken Gemmen, Geschichte der SteinschneldekuBSt im
Klassischeu Altertum " (lUOO), etc.

abo (gii-1)6'), Port. A bay
and harbor at the southeast-
ern extremity of Dinagat
Island, Philippines: safe in

all weather.

Gabrieli (gii-bre-a'le), An-
drea. Born at Venice, about
l.')l(): died there, 1.586. A
noted Italian composer and

organist. His nephew and pupil, Giovanni,
was born at Venice in 1557 : died probably in

1612, and was equally noted. Both wore or-

giiiiists in St. Mark's, Venice.

GTadow (^'do), Hans Friedrich. Bom in

Pomcrania. March 8, 1855. A German-English
naturalist, curator of and lecturer on zoology
in the University of Cambridge from 1884.
-He has published " A Claasiflcation of Vertebrata "(1898),

the volumes on birds in Brown's "Animal Kingdom,"
and those on amphibia and reptiles in the "Cambridge
Natural History," "Through Southern Mexico" (1908),

etc.

Qaetano (gii-a-ta'no), G-lovanni. Flourished
about 1542. An Italian jiilot in the service of

Spain. lie was sent on the expedition from Mexico to

the Philippines commanded by Lopez de Villalob*)*. To
this expedition the discovery of the Hawaiian Islands is

attributed.

Oage (gaj), Lyman Judson. Born at Demy-
ter, N. Y., June 28, 1836. An American finan-

cier. He was president of the Civic Federation of

Chicago and of the <'hicaKc> Exposition Company; has
been three times president of the American Itankers' As-

sociation, and in 1891 became president of the First Na-

tional Bank of Chicago. He was secretary of the treasury
1M<7-I:«ii, l!«>l-<)-.'.

Oaldhopiggen (gald-he-pig'en). The highest
mountain of Norway, situated in Jotunheimen,
about lat. 61° 40' N. Height, 8,400 feet.

Qaldos (gal-dos' ), Benito Perez. Born at Las
Palmas, Canary Islands, 1845. A Spanish
novelist and dramatist. His most notable work is

a series of romances entitled " Episodios nacionales,"
dealing with the history of Spain from 1808 to 1834
(1873-1907). He has also written many other novels and a
number of plays.

Oalicla*. It sends 106 representatives to the
Austrian Reichsrat and has a diet of 161
members.
Gallagher", William Davis. Died in 1894.

Oallaudet', Thomas. Died at New York,
Aug. 27, 1902.

Gallifet (gii-le-fa'), Gaston Alexandre Au-
fUSte, Marquis de. Born at Paris, Jan. 23,

830: died there, July 8, 1909, A French
general. He entered the army in 1848, waa commis-
sioned colonel in 1867, and was promoted ^neral of divi-

sion in 1875. He served in the Crimea, Mexico 186.3, Al-
geria 1860, 1864, 1865, 1868, and with the Army of the
Rhine through the Franco-German war. He was taken
prisoner at Sedan, and on his release was placed in com-
mand of a brigade of the Army of Versailles during the
second siege of Paris, when he waa distinguished for his
severity t^) the (.'onnnnnard prisoners. He commanded
the expedition against Ei-Golea, Africa, 1872-73. On the
reorganization of the French army he became conmiander
of a brigade of infantry in the Eighth army-corps, and
held various other commands until his retirement in

181M. He drew up the cavalry regulations of 1882. He
waa minister of war June, 1899,- May, 1900.

Galli-Marl6*, C^lestine. Died Sept. 22, 1905.

Galveston*. It was devastated by an inunda-
tion in September, 1900. In 1906 it was the
fourth city in size in the State.
Gambia*. Area of colony proper, 4 square miles, popu-
lation, 8,807; area of protectorate, 3,615 square miles,
population, 137,616. Both banks of the Gambia are now
under British control up to the Anglo-French boundary.
The colony is administered under a governor.

Oandara y Navarro*, Josd de la. Died in
1885.

Gannett (gan'et), Henry. Bom at Bath,
Maine, Aug. 24, 1846. An American statisti-
cian, geographer of the United States Geo-
logical Survey from 1882. He was geographer of
the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth censuses and was assis-
tant director of the census of the Philippine Islands
18O2-03 and of the census of Cuba 1907-08. He has pub-
lished "A Manual of Toimgraphic Methods," statistical

atl.ises of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth censuses, "Com-
mercial Geography," "Building of a Nation," and numer-
ous other geographical and statistical works.

Gannett (gan'et) Peak. The highest peak of
the Wind River Mountains, situated in Wy-
oming a short distance north of Fremont's
Peak. Height, 13,775 feet.

Garcia", Manuel. Born at Zafra, Spain,
March 17, 1805: died at London, July 1, 1906.
He went to London in 1848 and was professor
at tlie Royal Academy of Music until 1895.

Garcia y Iniguez, Calizto. Born at Holguin,
Cuba, Ot. 14, 1836: died at Washington, D. C,
Dec. 11, 1898. A general of Cuban insurgents.
With Cespedes and Mamiol he planned the rebellion of



Garcia y Iniguez

isfls. and on the retiremeut of Gomel was made com-

nuiuicr-in-chief of the foixes of luba. He was captured

in lS7;i and iaiprisoniHl in Spain until 1878. He returned

to Cubil in Aug., ISTii. Ie«l an unsuccessful uprisuig, and

was asain carried to Spain. He lived in Madrul (as a

t«u-her et«.- I under jiolice surveillance, but escaped m
Sent li*>,\ reached New Vork, and ftually landed with a

iaive'exi>e>lition near Itaracoa. The pi-ovisional govern-
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Natural History at Paris from 1872 (assistant

professor 1853). He publi8hed_ nuraerous reports,

monographs, luul pi .

topics, of which the best - , , . , . 4

geologie de I'Attitiue " (iwi2-<i7). In 18!5'2 he was elected

a member of the French Academy of Sciences.

Gayangos', Pascual de. Died at London,

Oct. 4, 1897

iiiting with the Inited States forces in the capture of

Santiiigo, .lune 21-Jiil.v 17. ISSIS.

Gardiner-, Samuel Rawson. Bom at Kop-

ley. Hants. Mitivli 4, 1SJ9: (lied at Sevenoaks,

Keiit, Feb. 'J3, 1902. His later works include "His-

t..rv of the tireat Civil War" (l8Stt-91), " Hist^iry of the

(nnimonwealth luid Protectorate" (18!M-l»;>t), "\Vhat

iJmiiK.wder Plot Was" (1897). •• IToinwell 8 Place in His-

t,.r> a!>S'7X
• Itliver Cromwell " (ISSW). etc,

Gardner (gilrd'ut^r), Ernest Arthur. Bom
at London, 1862. An English elassieal ar-

chiEologiat. professor of archaeology in Univer-

sitV College, London. He was director of the Brit-

ish School o? Archieology at Athens lS87-!». Aniong the

explorations which he has conducted are those at Naucratis,

Eaypt (18Si-S«). Paphos. Megalopolis, and other sites in

C eece. He has written " Chapters on Inscriptions in

V lucnitis
" (1SS8-88), "HandlKwk of Oreek Sculpture

. l'*<lB-i)7). and numerous articles on archnjological topics.

Gardner (giird'uer), Percy. Born at Haok-

L-y, London, Xov. 24, 184(5. Aii English ar

Holy See. The number of students is about 860. The
university library contains neaily lOO.fXK) volumes.

isor 1853). He published numerous reports
(jg^jge Washington University. The name

iT'SiMrSlilorir'-l'nriVarxfJstSft undlr'w'hich CofJmbian Univerfity has been
known since 1904. See Colutnbian I uirerxity.

Georgia*. There are 146 counties. In 1907-08

it was the second State in the production of

cotton.
See University of

Gcoriiid.

Germany*. The foreign dependencies are Togoland,
Kaiiierun, German Southwest Africa (protectorate), Ger-

man East Africa (protectorate), Kaiser Wilhelni's Land
(a protectorate in Papua), Bismarck Archipelago (protec-

torate), Kiao-Chau (lease), a part of the Solomon Islands,

Marshall Islands, Mariana Islands, Caroline Islands, Pe-

lew Islands, and Upolii and Savaii in the Samoau Islands.

Jean L^on. Died at Paris, Jan. 10,

nient im'meiliatelv placed him in command of an army, ,jci. -r, .v..-.

.

jl ., tlt- i _ T!„,„ ;„ >--ui-i,ou.

with whiThei.ined severe Gebhart (geb-hiir'). Emile Nicolas. Born in Qeorgia, University of.

Nancy, July 19, 1839 : died at Paris, April 21,

1908. A French scholar, best known as a

historian of art. He became professor of foreign

literature at Nancy in 1860, and of Romance literature at

the Sorboiino in 1880. He was elected a member of the

French Academy in 1904. His works include " Histoire

du sentiment poeticpie do la nature dans I'antiquitS

grecque et romaine " (1S~&). "Praxitele" (1864),uv^v... - , ,. - -
Essai

sur ia" pein'ture do genre dans rantitjuit^ " (1868), " Les Q^x'Ome
historieiis florentins de la Renaissance ' (1876), "Rabelais -.gni

(1876) " De I'ltalle" (1870), "La Renaissance italienne et

la philosophie de I'histoire" (1887), "L'ltalie mystique

(1800), "Conteurs florentins dn nioyen-age" (liiOl),

"D'Ulysse i Panurge" (1902), "Sandro Botticelli" (1907),

Geddes (ged'es), Patrick. Bora Oct. 2, 1854.

A British biologist, professor of botany in

University College, Dundee. He has written

"Evolution of Sex" (1889: with J. A. Thom-
son), and many scientific and educational

He died at Fort Sill, Okla., Feb.

iiv*, Ajvuviou, .,v^.. -^, _
—

- —

o

papers.
chteologist, professor of classical archajology

ff^^j. a,f Finsp&ng', Louis Gerhard VOn.
in the Universitv of Oxford from 1887. He was pjp^ ^t HanasUog, Sept. 24, 1896.

editor of the " Jounkl of Hellenic Studies
' .a.88»:98). an<l

fteeenbaUT' Karl. Died at Heidelberg, June
a,i editor of the coin catalogues of the British Museum «eBt5UUd,Ui ,

n-aii.

1873 86. Among his works are "The Parthian Coinage 14, iyu.1.
.^. , , t.t-i i «

(877), "Samos and Sainian Coins" (188-2), "Types of (Jeiger*. NlkolaUS. Died at Wllmersdorf,
- '^ " r.„.„.„„ ;.. n™v H,.t„rv ^^^6^, Bg^ji,^^ j^„y_ 28, 1897.

Oetkie', Sir Archibald. He was director-general

of the geological survey of the United Kingdom 1881-1901.

His later works include " Field Geology " (5th ed., 1900),

"Meinoirof Sir Andrew Crombie Ramsay " (1896), "The
Ancient Volcanoes of Britain" (1897), "The Founders of

Geology " (1897), " Geological Map of England and Wales

'

(1897), "Types of Scenery, and their Influence on Litera-

ture" (1898), "The Geology of Central and VVesteni Fife

and Kinross " (1901), "The Geology of Eastern Fife " (1902),

"Scottish Reminiscences " (1901), "Landscape in History

'

(1906), etc. He has been secretary to the Royal Society

since 1903.

fjreek Coins "
(1883), "New Chapters in (Ireek History

(issf'i "Manual of Oreek Antiquities (1896: with

Jcvons), "Sculptured Tombs of Hellas" (1896), " Gram-

niiirotGreek Art"(190,i). etc.

Garfield (giir'feld), Harry Augustus. Born

at Hiram, Ohio, Oct. 11, 1863. An American
educator, son of President James A. Garfield.

He was graduated at Williams College in 1885 ; studied

and practised law ; was professor of politics in Princeton

University 1903-^)8 ; and has been president of Williams

College since 1908.^
" Augustus Hill. Died at Wash-Garland*,

ington, D. C, Jan. 26^1899.
^ -m- <. OeikieTge'ki), John Cunningham. Born at

Garland (gar'land), Hamlin. Born at West **?lf\«..^£t ai'„:',!:t:" rw9fi I89zt. Hiprf Ar^ril

Salem, Wis., Sept. 16, 1860. An American
novelist. He has found his material chiefly in the Mis-

sissippi valley and the mountain West. His works in-

dude "Main-traveled Roads" (1890), "A Little Norsk

(1891), "Rose of Dutcher's Coolly " (1895), " Her Mountain

Lover" (1901), "The Captain of the Grayhorse Troop'

(1902), "Hesper" (1903), "The Tyranny of the Dark'

(19051, "The Long Trail" (1907), "The Shadow World"
(1908), etc. He has also written a biography of Ulysses S.

Grant (1898), a volume of verse, "Prairie Songs ' (1893),

and various pieces of criticism.

Garnett*. Richard. Died at Hampstead,
April 13, 1906. He was keeper of printed

books in the British Museum 1890-99.

Gamier*, Jean Louis Charles. Died

Pans, Aug. 3, 1898.

Gary (ga'ri), James Albert. Bom at Uncas-
ville. Conn., Oct. 22, 1833. An American
manufacturer and Cabinet officer. He was dele-

gate to the Republican national conventions of 1872, 1870,

isso. 1884, 1892, and 1890, and was postmaster-general

.\larch, 1897,-May. 1898.

Gaspar (gas'par), or Kaspar. The legendary

name of one of the three ilagi who came from
the East to worship the infant Jesus. See
Cologne, Three Kiiiffs of, and Magi.

Gasser von Valhorh*, Joseph. Died at

Pragraten, Tyrol, Oct. 28, 1901.

Gatacre (gat'a-kr). Sir William Forbes. Born
Dec. 3, 1843: died at Gambela, Africa, March4,
1906. A British major-general. He served in

Bunna (1889-90), and Chitral (1895); commanded the

British troops in the .Sudan, in the first advance on Atbaia

(1898) ; and led a division in the attack on Khartum and
Omdurman (1899). He commanded the third division of

the South African field force 1899-1900 ; was defeated in

an attack on Stormherg Junction Dec. 11, 1899 ; occupied
Burghersdorp in March, 1900; and was ordered home in

April. In June, 1900, he was appointed major-general

in command of the East District, and retired March 19,

1904.

Gatling", Richard Jordan. Died Feb. 26,

1903.

Gatschet (gii-sha'), Albert Samuel. Bom at

Ht. Beatenberg, Switzerland, Oct. 3, 1832

:

died March 16, 1907. An American anthro-
pologist, linguist of the Bureau of American
Ethnology from 1879. He was ethnologist of the
I'nited States Geological Survey 1877-79. His investiga.

Edinburgh, Scotland, Oct. 26, 1824: died April

1, 1906. A British clergyman and writer. He
was the son of a Presbyterian minister of Toronto, Canada ;

entered the Presbyterian ministry in 1848 ; and took or-

ders in the Church of England in 1876. Until I860 he lived

in Canada and Nova Scotia, and after that in England, ex-

cept from 1879 to 1881, when he was rector of a church in

Paris. His works include " The Life and Words of Christ

"

(1876). " The English Reformation " (1884), " Hours with

the Bible " (1894-96). " Landmarks of Old Testament His-

tory" (1894), " The Vicar and His Friends " (1901), etc.

Geinitz*. Hans Bruno. Died at Dresden,

Jan. 28, 1900.

Gemiinder', George. Died Jan. 15, 1899.

at Geneva Bible. An English translation of the

Bible issued from Geneva in 1560 by several

English divines who had fled thither to escape

the persecution of the reign of Mary. It was the

first complete Bible to appear in Roman type, the first to

omit the Apocrypha, and the first to recognize the divi-

sion into verses. This translation was in common use in

England till the version made by order of King James
was introduced in 1611. The Geneva Bible has also been
called the Brecckcn /Jrftip, because Gen. iii. 7 is translated,
" Then the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew
that they were naked, anil they sewed fig leaves together

and made themselves breeches." "Breeches" occurs in

previous translations, though the name is given espe-

cially to this one.

Gen-san. See Yuen-san.

George I.* (Christian Wilhelm Ferdinand

Geronimo*
17, 1909.

Gerster*, Etelka. Born June 16, 1856.

Getty*, George Washington. Died at Forest
Glen, Md., Oct. 1, 1901.

ke'haT written Gevaert (ge-vart') Fran?pis Auguste Born
at Huvsse, near Oudenarde, Belgium, July 31,

1828 : "died at Brussels, Dec, 24, 1908. A Bel-

gian musical historian and composer. He lived

in Paris for a time and brought out several operas there.

In 1871 he was made director of the Brussels Conservatory,
succeeding F'^tis. His principal literary works are his
" Traits genei-ale d'instrumentation " (1803 : revised as
" Nouveau traite d'instrumentation " 1886), " Les origines

du chant liturgique de leplise latine " (1890), " La melopee
antique dans I'eglise latine " (1895), etc.

Gherardi (ge-rar'di), Bancroft. Born at

Jackson, La., Nov. 10, 1832: died at Strat-

ford, Conn., Deo. 10, 1903. An American naval
officer, appointed rear-admiral in 1887. He en-

tered the navy as midshipman in 1846, and
served through the Civil War. He retired in

1894.

Giacosa (jii-ko'sii), Giuseppe. Bom in Col-

leretto-Parella, near Ivrea, Turin. Italy, Oct.

21, 1847 : died there, Sept. 2, 1906. A noted
Italian dramatist. His works include " Una partita

ascacchi" (1873), "Trlonfo d'amore " (1875), "I flgli del

niarchese"(1874), " Lasignoradi Challant"(1891), "Tristi
amori " (1891 1,

" Come le foglie ' (1900), etc.

Gibbon", John. Died Feb. 6, 1896.

Gibbs (gibz), Josiah Willard. Bom at New
Haven, Conn., Feb. 11, 1839 : died there, April

28, 1903. A distinguished American physicist

and mathematician, son of Josiah Willard
Gibbs (1790-1861). He was graduated at Yale College

in 1858 and became professor of mathematical physics

there in 1871. The series of important papers in which
the results of his investigations were embodied began
with two, published in 1873, entitled " Graphical Methods
in the Thermodynamics of Fluids " and "-\ Method of

Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic
Properties of Substances by Means of Surfaces. ' These
were followed by a paper on the "Equilibrium of

Heterogeneous Substances " (two parts, 1876 and 1878),

one on " Multiple Algebra " (1886), etc. His work was
most fruitful for the physicist, the chemist, and the

mathematician. In 1906 his "Scientific Papers ' were
published in two volumes.

Gibbs (gibz), Oliver Wolcott. Born at New
York, Feb. 21, 1822: died at Newport, R. L,

Dec. 9, 1908. An American chemist, profes-

sor of applied science in Har\'ard University

from 1863 (emeritus 1887). He was professor of

physics and chemistry in the College of the City of New
York 1847-63. His publications include numerous impor-

tant papers on chemical topics. In 1884 he was elected

an honorary member of the (ieniian Chemical Society,

anil wiis the first American who received this honor.

Adolphus). The principal events of his Gibson (gib'son), Charles Dana. Bom at

reign have been the incorporation in 1881, " '
..--.. a_„,. •.

.
loo-? »„ a .„„

through the intervention of the great powers,
of the greater part of Thessaly and a small

part of Epirus with Greece, and the war with
Turkey in 1897

Koxbury, Mass., Sept. 14, 1867. An American
illustrator. He received his artistic education at the

Art Students' League in New Vork and the Julian Acad-

emy in Paris. He has produced a large number of illus-

trations for " Life " and other pictorial magazines, his

subjects being taken chiefly from American social life.

George (.i<ivj): full name, George Frederick Gibson*, Edward, first Baron Ashbourne. He
Ernest Albert. Born at Marlborough House, was lord chancellor of Ireland, with a seat in

London, June 3, 1865. Prince of Wales, sec- the cabinet, 1885-86, 1886-92, and 1895-1906.

ond son of Edward VII. In 1892, by the death of his (jjijson* William Hamilton. Died July 16,
elder brother, the Duke of Clarence, he became the heir . qq^.

*

to the throne of Great Britain and Ireland. He was „ , , _ ^ . , ^ . . -nr »

created Duke of York in 1892 ; married Princess Victoria GlbsOU S DeSOrt. A desert region in W estem
Mary (May) of Teck, daughter of Queen Victorias first Australia, lying between the Great Victoria
cousin, July 6, 1893 ; succeeded his father as Duke of

Cornwall in 1901 ; and on Nov. 9, 1901, was given the title

of Prince of Wales.

George*, Henry. Died at New York, Oct. 29,

1897,
tionswereconcenieji^hiefly with the languages of the

QgorgetowU University. An institution of
North American Indians.

Gatun (gil-ton'). A town near Colon on the
Panama railroad. For the Gatun dam, see
Panama Canal.

Gaudry (go-dri'), Albert. Bom at Saint-
Germain-en-Laye, Sept. 15, 1827: died at

Paris, Nov. 27, 1908. An eminent French
paleontologist, professor in the Museum of

higher learning for men situated at George
town. District of Columbia. Since I805 it has been
imder the control of the Society of Jesus. The university

consists of Georgetown College (founded in 1789), the School

of Medicine (opened in 1851), the School of Law (opened

Desert and the Great Sandy Desert.

Giddings (gid'ingz), Franklin Henry. Born
at Sherman, Conn., March 23, 1855. An Ameri-
can sociologist. He was graduated from Union Col-

lege in 1877 ; worked as a journalist until 18S8 ; was lecturer

on political science at Bryn Ma»T 1888-91, and professor

1891-94 ; and since then has held the chair of sociology

at Columbia University. He has written " Principles of

Sociology" (1896), "Elements of Sociology" (1898), "De-

mocracy and Empire" (1900), "Inductive Sociology'

(1901), "Descriptive and Historical 8ocioli>gy " (1907), etc.

in 1870). and the Dental School (opened in 1901). Congress Qlffard (gif'iird). Sir Hardinge Stanley, first

authorized the conferring of degrees in 1815, and in 1833

the authorities at Rome granted the power of conferring

degrees in philosophy and theology in the name of the

Earl of Halsbury.
English statesman.

Born Sept. 3, 182o. An
He was educated at Sierton Col-



GifFard

lege, Oxford ; was called t« the bar at the Inner Temple
in 185i» ; and was app«->inted queen's counsel in I860. In
1875 he was created a knight, in 1885 a baron, and in 1898

an earl (Viscount Tiverton and Earl of Halsbury). He
was Conservative member of Parliament fur Launceston
1877-85, and lord hiiih chancellor 1885-88, 1886-92, and
1895-Pec., 1905.

Gifford*, Robert Swain. Died at New York,
Jau. 15, 1903.

GigOUt (zhe-go'). Eugene. Bom at Nancy,
France, March 23, 1S44. A noted French or-

ganist, composer, and teacher. He was for many
years professor in the Niedermeyer School in Paris and
since 1863 has been organist at the Church of Saint-

AuKUstin. In 1885 he founded an organ school in Paris.

He has published many organ works and choruses in the
Gregorian style.

Gilbert*, Mrs. George H. Born Oct. 21, 1821:

died at Chicago. Dec. 2, 1904.

Gilbert (gil'bert). Grove ^rl. Bom at

Rochester, N. Y., May 6, 1843. An American
man of science, geologist of the United States
Geological Survey from 1879. He was engaged on
the Ohio Geological .Survey 1869-71 ; in the Wheeler sur-

vey 1871-74 : and in the Powell survey of a portion of the
Rocky ilountains 1874-79. His publications include many
reports and papers on geology and physiography.

Gilbert*, Sir John. Died at Blackheath, Eng-
land. Oct. 0, 1S97.

Gildemeister", Otto. Died Aug. 26, 1902.

Gilder", William Henry. Died at .Morris-

town, X. J., Feb. .'), 1900.

Giles (jilz), Herbert Allen. Bom Dee. 8,

1845. A British Orientalist, professor of Clii-

nese at the University of Cambridge. He was a
member of the consular service in China 1867-93. In 1902

he was appointed lecturer on Chinese in Columbia Uni-
versity. He has published ".\ Glossary ol Reference'
(18781, "Historic China' (1882), '-Chinese Biographical
Wctionarv " (1897), " A History of Chinese Literature

"

(lixili, "the Religions of Ancient China" (1906), etc.

Gill*, Sir Da'Vld. He waA astninomer royal Ht the
(Sipe of (i.»«l Hope 1879-1907. Knighted in 1900. He has
jmlili^hed many imp<)rt,'uit scientific papers and memoirs.

Gille', Philippe. Died at Paris, March 20,

1901.

Gillette (ji-lef), William. Born at Hartford,
Conn., .July 24, 1855. An American actor and
playwright. He appeared for a number of years in

various st^>ck companies, ami has played leading rdles in

many of his own ppMluctions. Among these are "The
Professor," "Tile Private Secretary," "Held by the
Enemy." "Too Much Johnson," "Secret Service," "Sher-
hK-k Holmes." etc.

Oilman', Daniel Ooit. Died at Norwich,
Conn., Oct. 13, 1908. He was president of

Johns Hopkins University 1875-1901, and was
first president of the Carnegie Institution
1902-04. \/u
Gilmore', James Roberts: pseudonym Ed-
mund Kirke. Died In 1903.

Ginsburg(ginz'berg). Christian Dairtd. Bom
at Warsaw, Russia, Dee. 25, 1831. A British

biblical scholar and writer. He was a member of

the committee for the revision of the Englisli version of

the Old Testament. Among his works are the " Mas-
sorah" (1H80-), commentaries upon various books of the
Old Testament, etc.

Girofl^ (Hroffa, (zhe-ro-fla' zhe-ro-flii'). An
oJ»r*T)ouffpiii three acts (libretto by Vanloo
and Loterrier, music by A. C. Lecocq) which
was first produced at the Theater of Parisian
Fantasies in Brussels, March 21, 1874.

Gislason*, Konr&d. Died Jan. 4, 1891.

Gissing (gis'ing). George. Born at Wake-
field, England, Nov. 22, 1837: died at St.-

Jean-de-Luz, France, Dec. 28, 1903. An Eng-
lish novelist, a portrayer of modem social

conditions and in particular of English middle-
class life. He was educated at Owens (.'ollege, Man-
chester. His works Include "The Unclassed " (1K84),

"Demos' (1886), "The Nether World" (1889), "New-
Grub Street " 1 1891), "The Whirlriool " (1897), "The Town
Traveller' (1898), "Our Friend the Charlatan " (lliol).

"By the Ionian Sea' (1901), "The Private Papers of
Henry Ryecroft" an autobiographical book originally

entitled "An Author at Grass" (1902), "Veranilda"
(liiof,), "Tlie House of Cobwebs" (1906), etc Ho was a
student of Dickens and published " Charles T>ickf1PS a
critical essay" (1898), an abbreviation of Forster s life of
Wfkens (19"T2), and introductions to the "Rochester"
editi*»n of Dickens's novels.

Glace (gliis) Bay. A town on the northeastern
coast of Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia.
There are sheet-metal works in the town and
coal-mines in the vicinity. Population (1901),
6.945.

Gladden (glad'en), Washington. Born at
Pottsgrove, Pa., Feb. 11, 1836. An American
Congregational clergyman and writer. He was
graduated at Williams College In 1869 ; was pastor of
churches in Brooklyn and Morrisania, New York, and
North Adams and .'iprlngfleld. Massachusetts (1860-82)

;

has been pastor of the First Congregational Church in

Columbus. Ohio, since 1882, and was moderator of the
Congregational C'ouncll 1904-07. Among his publications

are "Plain ThoughU on the Art of Living" (1868), "The
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Christian League of Connecticut " (1883). " Applied Chris-
tianity" (1887), "Who Wrote the Biljle" (1891), "Tools
and the Man" (1802), "The Christian Pastor" (1898),
" How Much is Left of the Old Doctrines " (1899), " Social
Salvation" (1902), "When Does the Sky Begin" (1904),
" The Church and Modern Life " (1908).

Gladsheim (glads'him). ['Home of glad-
ness.'] In Old Norse mythology, a region in
Asgard which contained the Valhalla, the
assembling-place of the gods and heroes. It

is the dw-elling-of Odin.
Gladstone (glad'ston), Herbert John. Bom
at London, Jan. 7, 1854. An English Liberal
statesman, youngest son of William Ewart
Gladstone. He was educated at Eton and at Univer-
sity College, Oxford ; has represented Lee<is and Leeds
West in the House of Commons since 1880; was private
secretary to his father 1880-81 ; and was junior lord of the
treasury 1881-85, financial secretary to tlie M'ar Office

1886, under-secretary to the Home Office 1892-94, first

commissioner of works 1894-95, chief Liberal whip 1891>-

1905. and home secretary Dec, 1905,-.

Gladstone (glad'strin). John Hall. Bom at
London, 1827 : died Oct. 8, 1902. An English
chemist, professor of chemistry at the Royal
Institute 1874-77. He published the "Life of Sli-

chael Faraday " (1872), *' Spelling-refoi-m from an Educa-
tional Point of View " (1878), and numerous papers on
chemical t^jpics.

Gladstone*, William E'wart. Died at Ha-
warden Castle, May 19, 1898. With the excep-
tion of about a year and a half, he sat con-
tinuously in the House of Commons 1832-95.

Glaisher*, James. Died Feb. 7, 1903.

Glaize", Auguste Barth61emy. Died at Paris,
Aug. 8, 1S93.

Glasgow (glas'go) Ellen Anderson Oholson.
Born at Richmond, Va. , April 22, 1874. An
American novelist, .She has written " The Descend-
ant " (1897), " Phases of an Inferior Planet " (IsilS), " The
Freeman and other Poems" (1900), "The Voice of the
People ' (1900), "The Battleground " (190-2). "The Deliv-
erance " (1904). " The Wheel of Life " (1906), " Ancient
Law " (1908), etc.

Glass (glas>, Henry. Bom in Kentuckv, Jan.
7, 1844: died at Paso Robles, Cal., Sept. 1,

1908. An American naval officer, promoted
rear-admiral in 1901. He was graduated at the
United States Naval Academy in 1863 ; ser\-ed iu the last

years of the Civil War ; commanded the cruiser Charles-
ton on the Pacific Station in the Spanish war; and cap-
tured the Ladrone Islands (Guam) .lune '20, 1898. lie
w-as commander-in-chief of the Pacific Station 1903-04,

and was api>ointed commandant of the Pacific Naval Dis-
trict in 1904, retiring in January, 1906.

Glatigny", Albert. Bom at Lillebonne, Nor-
mandy, Atay 21, 1839: died at Sfevres, April
16, 1873.

Glave (glav), Ed'ward James. Bom Sept. 13,

1862: died at Underbill, Matadi, Kongo Free
State, May 12, 1895. An English explorer in
Central Africa. In 1883 he was sent by the Bureau
of the International Association of Brussels to serve
umler Henry M. Stanley on the Kongo river. He was in
command of the station at Lnkolela 18.S4-86, explored the
Kongo basin 1886-89, came U> America on a lecturing
tour in 1889, and explored Alaska 1890-91. Between
August, 189;i, and April, 1895, he crossed Africa from
the mouth of the Zambesi river, journeying to the east
anri north of Lake Nyassa, w-est of Lake Bangweolo, east
<»f Ijike Moero, and west of Ijike Tanganyika to the
mouth of the Kongo river. This journey was undertaken
for, the investigation of the slave trade with a view t^>

aiding in ita abolition. He wrote "In Savage Africa"
(1892).

Glazounof (glii'z6-nof), Alexander Constan-
tinovitch. Bom at St. Petersburg, Aug. 10,
1865. A Russian composer of the advanced
national school, though also affected by more
cosmopolitan Western influences. He has com-
posed seven symphonies, several symphonic poems and
suites, six string quartets and other instrumental music,
cantatas, and songs. In 1906 he was appointed director
of the St. Petersburg Conservat^jrj-.

Glencoe Junction. A railway junction in
Natal, South Africa, about 40 miles northeast
of Ladysinith. Here on Oct 20, 1899, the British
under General Symonds defeated the Boers under Gen-
eral .loubert

Glyptothek (glip'to-tak). [G., < NL. glypto-
theca, < Gr. y'/.vTcrdv, a carved image, + (?')«?, a
collection.] A gallery of sculpture on the
Konigsplatz, Munich, built externally in the
Ionic style with thirteen halls lighted from a
central quadrangle. It was erected from designs by
Klenze, 1816-;J0. by Ix)Ui8 I., King (f Bavaria, primarily
to provide a home for the .^^ginetan marbles. -The name
is also given to a museum of art in Copenh.igen.

Godard (go-diir'), Benjamin Louis Paul.
Bom at Paris, Aug. 18, 1849 : died at Cannes,
Jan. 11, 1895. A French composer. Among his
works are the operas " Pedro de Zalamea" (1884), " Joce-
lyn " (1888), " Dante et Beatrice" (1890), "Jeanne d'Arc

"

(1891), " Iji Vivandi^re " (1895), symphonies and suites,

many piano pieces, and songs.

Oodefroy ', Fr6d6ric. Died at Lestelle, Basses-
Pyrenees, Sept. 30, 1897.

Gordon

Godkin (god 'kin), Ed'win La'wrence. Bom in
Ireland, Oct. 2, 1831 : died at Brixham, Eng-
land, May 20, 1902. An American journalist
aud author. He came to the United States as corre-
spondent of the London " Daily News " ; was admitted to
the New York bar in 18.58 ; became editor and proprietor
of the "Nation" 1865-06; and was an editor and a pro-
prietor of the " Evening Post " 1881-99. He published a
' History of llunaary" (18.56), etc.

God'win*. Parke. Died Jan. 7, 1904.
Golden Hill. A lofty hill south of Port
Arthur, Manchuria, rising from the sea on the
northeasterly side of the entrance to the inner
harbor. It is heavily fortified and played an imiiortant
part in repelling the attacks of the Japanese fleet upon
Port Arthur during the Russo-Japanese war.

Goldfield (gold'feld). A post-village in the
southern part of Esmeralda County, Nevada,
about 40 miles south of Tonopah. There are
gold-mines in the vicinity.

Gold Coast'. In 1901 Ashanti was annexed by Great
Britain and the administration placed in the hands of the
governor of tlie Gold Coast, and in the same year the ter-
ritories between the French and Gennan possessions
north of lat. 8° N. were put under British protection.
Area of colony, Ashanti, and protectorate, 82,000 square
miles.

Goldschmidt*. Otto. Died at London, Feb.
24, 1907.

Golgi (gol'ji), Camillo. Born at Corteno, Italy,

July 7, IS-M. An Italian pathologist, pro-
fessor of general pathologj' and histology in
the University of Pavia. In 1887 he made a study
of the life-cycle of the malarial parasite. In 19(>6 he
received the Nobel prize for works dealing witli the anat-
omy of the nervous system.

GoUancz (gol'ans), Israel. Born at London,
1864. An English scholar, educator, and
author. He was graduated at Christ's College, " Cam-
bridge, in 1887 ; was university lecturer in English at.

Cambridge, 18!)0-1906 ; and has been professor of English
literature and language, aud dean of the faculty of arts,

at King's College, London. He has liecn fellow and sec-
retary of the British Academy since its fnundation in
1902. Among his works are " Cynewiilf's •( iiiisf " (1892),
" Exeter Btwk of Anjjlo-Saxon FSetfj" (1895). "Hamlet in
Iceland" (IWW), efc. 11^ IS also "fe(TItor of the"'r^nple
Claapics," '* Temple Dramatists," "Temple ShakespeaiV,"
etc.

Gomez (go'meth), Maximo (Maximo Gomez
y Baez). Bom at Bani, San Domingo, in 1836

:

died June 17, 1905. A general of Cuban in-
surgents. He fought in the Cuban rebellion of 1868-78,
rising from private to general. After this he went to
Jamaica ami Central America. In 188.5, with Maceo and
Crombet, he attempted to start a new rising, but was un-
successful. He was intlnential in bringing about the
insurrection of 189.5-98. and during his fti-st year as gen-
eral ha<l some success in his campaigns against the
Spaniards.

Goncourt*, Edmond de. Died July 16, 1896.

Goodale (giid'al), George Lincoln. Born at
Saco, Maine, Aug. 3, 1839. An American
botanist, professor of botany iu Harvard
University 1878-1909, and Fisher professor
of natural history and director of the Botanic
Garden. He was graduated at Amherst College in 1860 ;

was professor at Bowdoin College 1869-72 ; and was assis-

tant professor at Harvard 187;l-78. His publications in-

clude many works on economic botany.

Goodall*, Frederick. Died at London, Julv
29, 1904.

Goode*, George Bro'wn. Died at Washing-
ton, D. C, Sept. 6, 1896.

Goodspeed (gud'sped), Arthur Willis. Bom
at Hopkiiiton, N. H.,Aug. 8, 1860. An Amer-
ican physicist, professor in the University of

Pennsylvania from 1904, best known for his

studies in radiation (X-rays, etc.). He was
graduated at Harvard in 1884, and became
connected with the University of Pennsyl-
vania, as instructor, in 1884.

Goodyear (gud'yer), William Henry. Born
at Isew Haven, Conn., April 21, 1846. An
American connoisseur and curator of art col-
lections : son of Charles Goodyear (1800-1860).
He was graduated at Vale University in 1867 and studied
at the universities of Heidelberg and Berlin. FYom 1S81
to 1888 he was curator of the Metropolitan Museum in

New York, and since 1899 has been curator of fine arts
in the Museum of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences. He has investigated numerous IrregularitieR
which he has discovered in nearly all styles of archi-
tecture, and which in many cases were intentional ; and his
measurements of monuments have modified greatly the
accepted theories of architectural development. He has
written " X History of Art" (1888), "Grammar of the
Lotus " (1891), "Roman and Medieval Art' (1893), "Re-
naissance and Modem Art" (1894), etc.

Gopher State. A popular name of the State of
Minnesota.

Gordon (gdr'dijn), Charles William : pseudo- 'j , , \
M

nym Ralph donnor. Bom at Indian Lands, ' '

Ontario, 1860. A Canadian clergyman, mis-
sionary, aud author. From 1890 to 1894 he was en-
gaged in missionary work among the miners and lumber-
men iu the Canadian Rocky Mountains ; represented the



Oordon
(^n«<1i«ii Westarn Missions of the Preabyterian Church
in Great Britain 18tUi-!>4 ; and since 18iM has been minister
of St. Stephen's Church in Winnipeg. He is the author
of • Bbck Rock (1S9S), " HlB Sky Pilot • (1S99), " Beyond
the Marslies^'MslOl), " U>£3jui from Glengarry" (IlWl),
' tilengarry St-hool I>ay8^ (IVKJ-Ji. " The Pi-ospector

'*

(19(M), "The l)oct«r" (1906), "Lite of James Robertson
"

(IDOSi, etc.

Gordon (gor'don), John Brown. Born in
Upsou County, Ga., Feb. 6, 1832: died at

Miami, Fla., Jan. 9, 1904. An American
soldier. He was educated at the University of Georgia

;

atudieil law and was admitted to the bar ; served with
distinction in the I'onfederate Army in the Civil War, and
rose to the rank of lieutenant-general ; was a meml>er of

the national Oemocratio conventions of 1868 and 1872 ; was
a member of the I'nited States Senate 1873-SO and 1891-97

;

and was povenior of Georttia lH87-9(\ lie is the author
of ' Rerninisceni'es of the civil War " (ISKVi).

Gordon ' , John CamphellHamilton. Seventh
Earl of Aberdeen. He was governor-general
of Canada 1893-98, and has been lord-lieutenant
of Ireland since 1905.

Cforgas (gor'gas), William Crawford. Born at
Mobile, Ala., Octobers, 1854. A medical officer

in the United States Army, especially noted for

his services in freeing Havana from yellow
fever. He entered the medical corps of the United States

Army ms first lieutenant in ISSO, became captain in 1885 and
major in 1898, and was promoted colonel by a special act of
Congress in 190:1 for his yellow fever work. In 1904 he
waa appointed chief sanitary otlicer of the Panama Canal,
and he has been a member of the Isthmian Canal Com-
miasion since March, 1907.

Gorky (gor'ki), Maxim. The pseudonym of
Aleksyei Maksiinovitch Pveshkof.
Ctorman (gor'man), Arthur Pne. Bom in
Howard County, Md., March 11, 1839: died at
Washington, D. C, June 4, 1906. An Ameri-
can Democratic politician. He became a page in

the United States Senate in 1852 ; was a member of the
Maryland House of Delegates 1870-75 (speaker 1873-75)

;

was State senator 1875-81 ; and was United States senator
from Maryland 1881-99 and 1903-06.

Ctorst (gorst). Sir Eldon. Born in New Zea-
land, June 25, 1861. A British statesman, suc-
cessor to Lord Cromer as British agent and con-
sul-general in Egypt in 1907. He was financial
adviser to the Egyptian government 1898-1904,
and assistant under-seoretary of state for for-

eign affsvirs 1904-07.

Qortynian Inscription. An inscriptionfound
at Gortyna in Crete, a small part in 1862 and
the rest in 1884. It is supposed to date from the
fifth century B. C, although it contains references to the
sixth and seventh centuries. It is of great value as giving
what is practically a code of early Greek law and, to a
considt-rable extent, its procedure.

Oorz and Oradiska'. It has 6 representatives
in the Austrian Keiehsrat and has a landtag of
30 members.
Goschen*, George Joachim, first Viscount
Goschen. Died atHawkhurst, Kent, England,
Feb. 7, 1907. He was first lord of the admiralty 1896-
1900, and was raised to the peerage iii 1900. His later
works include "Life and Times of George Joachim
Goflchen" (1903) and "Essays and Addresses on Economic
Questions" (lii05).

Ctoss (gos), Warren Lee. Born at Brewster,
Mass., Aug. 19, 1838. An American authorand
editor. Among his works are "The Soldier's Story of
Captivity at Andersonville " (1866), "Jed" (1889). "The
Recollections of a Private" (1890), "Tom Clifton" (1892),
"Jack Alden " (1895), and "In the Navy " (1898).

(Jot*, FranQOis Jules Edmond. Died March
20, 1901.

Qottschall", Rudolph von. Died in March,
1909.

Gould', Benjamin Apthorp. Died at Cam-
bridge, Mass., Nov. 26, 1896.

Qourko*, or Gurko, Joseph Vladimirovitch.
Died Jan. 28, 1901.

Graham (gra'am), Ennis. The pseudonym
of Mrs. Molesworth.

Grahame (gra'am), Kenneth. Bom at Edin-
burgh, March S, 1859. A British author, secre-
tary of the Bank of England 1898-1908. He
has written "Pagan Papers" (1893), "The
Golden Age" (1895), "Dream Days" (1898),
" The Headswoman" (1898), "The Wind in the
Willows" (1908), etc.

Grand (grand), Sarah. The pseudonym of
Mrs. McFull.

Granier de Cassagnac', Paul (usually called
Paul de Cassagnac). Died at Paris, Nov. 4,
1904.

GranMalindang(gran ma-len'dang). Agroup
of mountains in Misamis province, northern
Mindanao, Philippine Islands. Height of
loftiest peak, 8, .580 feet.

Grant (grant), Frederick Dent. Bom at St.
Louis, Mo., May 30, 1850. An American sol-
dier, son of Ulysses S. Grant, appointed major-
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general in the United States Army in 1900.

He was graduated at West Point in 1871 and resigned
from the army in 1881 ; was minister to Austria- Hungary
1889-93 ; and was police-commissioner of New York City

1895-97. On the outbreak of the war with Spain in 1898

he was appointed colonel and soon brigadier.general of

volunteers ; served in Porto Rico ; and in 1899 was sent to

the Philippines, where he took part in various operations

against the insurgents in Luzon. In 1901 he was ap-

pointed brigadier-general in the United States Army. He
commanded the Department of Teias 1902-04, the De-

partment of the Lakes 1904, the Department of the East
1904-08, and again the Department of the Lakes 1908-.

Grant (grant), Robert. Born atBoston, Mass.,
Jan. 24, 1852. An American author and law-
yer. Among his works are " Unleavened Bread " (1900),
" The Reflections of a Married Man" (1892), "The Opin-
ions of a Philosopher " (1893), "The Art of Living" (1895),

"The Undercun-ent" (1904). "The Orchid" (1906), "The
Lawbreakers " (19(X>), " The Chippendales " (1909), etc.

Gras (grii), F61ix. Born at Malemort, France,
May 3, 1844: died at Avignon, March 4, 1901.

A Provencal poet and novelist. He was a member
of the brotnerho4:>d of Les Fi^Iibres, and succeeded his
brother-in-law, its founder, Joseph Roumanille, as its head
in 1891. He published in Proveni^al "Li Carbouni6"
(1876), "Toloza" (1881), " Roumancero prouvengal," a col-

lection (1882), "LI Papalino" (1891). In 1898 the novel
" The Reds of the Midi " was first published in an English
translation by Mrs. T. A. Janvier ; " The Terror " and " The
White Terror" (1899) were also published in Proven9al,
French, and English.

Grassmarket. A wide thoroughfare in Edin-
burgh, near the Castle and the Cowgate. It was
for a long time the place of execution and was
the scene of the Porteous Riots in 1736.

Grau (grou), Maurice. Born at Briinn, Aus-
tria, Dec. 20, 18 i9: died March 14, 1907. An
American operatic manager. Ho organized the
Kellogg English Opera Company in 1873; became manag-
ing director of the Maurice Grau Opera Company and
manager of the Metropolitan Opera House (New York) in

1897 ; and retired in 1903.

Gray*, Elisha. Died at Newtonville, Masa.,
Jan. 20, 1901.

Gray (gra), George. Bom at New Castle,
Del., May 4, 1840. An American statesman and
jurist. He was graduated at Princeton in 1859 ; studied
law at Harvard ; was admitted to the bar in 1863 ; was at^

torney-general of Delaware 1879-85 ; was United States
senator (Democratic) from Delaware 1885-99 ; and has been
judge of the United States Circuit Court, third j udicial cir-

cuit, since 1899. He was a member of the American and
Spanish peace commission at Paris and of the American
and British joint high commission at Quebec in 1898 ; and
was appointed a member of the permanent court of arbi-
tration under the Hague convention in 1900. He was also
president of the anthracite coal-strike commission ap-
pointed by President Roosevelt in 1902.

Gray (gra), Robert. Bom at Tiverton. R. I.,

1755: died at Charleston, S. C, 1806. An
American trader and explorer, in 1787-90 he
made a voyage around the world, in command of the sloop
Washington, which, together with the shipColumbia, had
been fitted out for trading with the natives of the north-
west coast. On a second voyage in 1791 he discovered the
Columbia river, which he named after his own vessel.

Gray's Harbor. A bay entering the coast of
Chehalis County, Washington, from the Pacific
Ocean and receiving the waters of the Chehalis
river.

Graziani", Francesco. Died June 30, 1901.

Great Bible. See under Coverdale.

Great Eastern. A steamship, the largest built
prior to 1899, when the Oceanic was launched.
Itwasdesigned by I. K. Brunei, and was launched at Mill-
wall on the Thames in 1858 ; made its first voyage across
the Atlantic in June, 1860 ; was frequently employed from
1865 in cable-laying ; and in 1886 was sold to be broken up
for old iron. Length over all, 692 feet; width, 83 feet;
depth, 68 feet ; displacement, 27,000 tons. She was sur-
passed by the Oceanic in length (704 feet), draft (32^ feet),

and displacement (31,590 tons), and also by later vessels.

Greatorex*, Mrs. (Eliza Pratt). Died Feb. 9,
1897.

Great Sandy Desert. An extensive desert re-
gion lying in the central and northern part of
Western Australia.

Great Victoria Desert. An extensive desert
region in the southeastern part of Western
Australia.

Greco (gra'ko). El. See TJwotocoptiH.

Greece*, it contains 26 nomarchies or departments:
Acarnania and .-Et^lia, Achaia, Arcadia, Argolis. Arta At-
tica, Ba'otia, Cephalonia, Corfu, (Jorinthia, Cyclades, Elis,

Eubfea, Eurytania Kjirditsa, Lacediemon, Laconia,Lari8sa,
Leucas. Magnesia Messenia, Phocis, Phthiotis, Trikkala,
Triphylia, and Zante. The chamber of deputies (bul^)
contains 235 members. It waged an unsuccessful war
with Turkey in 1S97.

Greely*, Adolphus Washington. He was pro-
moted major-general Feb. 10, 1900, and was appointed
commander of the P.acific division of the United States
Army in March, 1906, and of the Northern division in
September of the same year. He retired in 1908. His
works include "Three Years of Arctic Service" (1886),
"American Weather" (1888), "American Explorers"
(1893), "Handbook of Arctic Discoveries" (1897), and
"Handl)ookof Alaska" (1909).

Green (gren), Andrew Haswell. Born at
Worcester, Mass,, Oct. 6, 1820: died at New

Grieg

York, Nov. 13, 1903. An American lawyer,
the originator of the plan of consolidating
New York, Brooklyn, and the adjacent cities
in the one city of ' Greater' New York, which
was carried out in 1897. He practised law in New
York, was active in the city government in several
capacities (most notably as controller 1871-76), and was
identified with many business, public, and philanthropic
enterprises.

Green*. William Henry. Died at Princeton,
N. J., Feb. 10, 1900.

Greenaway (gren'a-wa), Kate. Born in Lon-
don, March 17, 1846: died at Hampstead,
London, Nov. 6, 1901. An English water-
color painter and illustrator, she enjoyed great
popularity as an illustrator of children's stories. Her
figures were dressed in a peculiar fashion, based on the
empire style in B'rance, which became known as the
•Kate Greenaway style."

Greene (gren), Francis Vinton. Bom at
Providence, R. I., June 27, 1850. An Ameri-
can soldier, engineer, and writer, appointed
major-general of volunteers in 1898. He was
graduated at West Point in 1870 ; was military attach^ of
the United States Legation at St Petersburg 1877-78. and
was with the Russian army at the battles of .Shipka,
Plevna, and Sophia and in other engagementa ; waa
engineer of public works in Washington, D. C, 1879-80;
and was professor of military engineering at West Point
1885-86. During the war with Spain in 1898 he served in
the Philippines, commanding the American forces in the
battle of Malate, and to<»k part in the capture of Manila.
Later he was in command at Havana In 1903 he waa
police commissioner of the City of New York. He haa
written "The Russian Army and its Campaigns in
Turkey" (1879), "Army Life in Russia" (1881), "The
Mississippi Campaigns of the Civil War" (1882), "Life of
Nathanael Greene" (1893), etc.

Greenland*. The highest point is probably about
12,0(XI feet. Peary explored the northeni ice-cap in 1891-
92 (during which expedition he determined the insularity
of Greenland), and visited the same region 1893-95 and
1900, in the latter year rounding the northern end of the
island, at that time supposed to be the most northerly
land in the world. During 1906-08 the northeast coast
was surveyed by the Mylius Erichsen (Danish) expedition
which connected with Peary's explorations and completed
the mapping of the island.

Greenough*, Richard S. Died April 24, 1904.

Greensboro (gr(;uz'bur-o). A city, the capital
of Guilford County, North Carolina. It contains
a Female College, the State Normal and Industrial Col-
lege, Bennett College (colored), and the Agricultural and
Mechanical College (colored), and has manufactures of
cotton-goods, flannels, carpets, machinery, etc. Popula-
tion (1900), 10,036.

Qrenfeir, George. He was born Aug. 21,

1849, and died in the Kongo State, July 1, 1906.

Grenfell (gren'fel), Wilfred Thomason.
Born Feb. 28, 1865. An English physician
and missionary, superintendent of the Labra-
dor medical mission of the Royal National
Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen. He fitted out
the first hospital ship for North Sea fisheries and began
his work on the Labrador coast in 1892. He has written
"Vikings of To-day," "The Harvest of the Sea, " "Off the
Rocks," et«.

Gr6'7in (gra-van'), Alfred. Bom at fipineuil,

France, 1827: died at Saint-Mand6, France,
1892. A French illustrator and caricaturist.
He devoted himself wholly to the humorous illustration

of Parisian life, creating a personal style which has been
much imitated. In the "Journal Aniusant," "Journal
pour Rire," and' "Charivari" he published more than
4.000 designs. In 1882 he founded in Paris a museum for

the exhibition of waxworks which now bears his name.

Qievy", Albert. Died at Mont-sous-Vaudrey,
July 11, 1899.

Grey (gra), Albert Henry George, fourth
Earl Grey. Born Nov. 28, 1851. An English
statesman, grandson of the second Earl Grey.
He was educated at Harrow and Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and succeeded his uncle, the third Earl Grey, in

1894. He was a Liberal member of the House of Commons
1880-86 ; was administrator of Rhodesia 1896-97 ; has been
director of the British South .\frica Company from 1898 ;

was lord-lieutenant of Northumberland 1899-1904 ; and haa
been govemor-geueral and commander-in-chief in Canada
from 1904. - / i? '

i

Grey (gra), Sii'lj^dward. Born April 25, 1862.

An English Liberal statesman. He was educated
at Winchester and at Halliol College, Oxford, and suc-

ceeded to the ban>netcy in 1882. He has represented
Berwick-on-Twecd in the' House of Commons since 1885 ;

wjis Under-Secretary for foreign affairs 1892-05 ; and has
been secretary for foreign atfairs from December, 1905.

Grey*, Sir George Edward. Died Sept. 19,

1898.

Gridley (grid'li), Charles Vernon. Bom at

Logansport, Ind., June 23, 1845: died at Kobe,
Japan, June 4, 1898. An American naval
officer. He was appointed acting midshipman in the
United States Navy in I860, and was promoted captain

in 1897. In the battle of Jlanila Bay, May 1. 1898. he
commanded the Olympia, flagship of Commodore (later

Admiral) Dewey, and received the latter's order to open
fire.

Grieg*, Edvard. Died at Bergen, Norwav,
Sept. 4, 1907.



Griggs

OriggS (grigz), John William. Born at New-
ton, N. J., July 10, 184y. An American
la\^ yer and cabinet officer. He was graduated at

Laiayette College in 1S€8 ; was adiiiitted to the bar in

1871 ; was a Republican member of the New Jersey State
Assembly 1876-77 ; was State senator ls82-^ ; and president
of the New Jersey Senate in 1886; was governor of New
Jersey 1896-118 ; and was attorney-general 1898-1901. He
is a member of the H.Hgue pennanent coilrtof arbitration.

Glimin*, Herman. Died at Berlin June 16,

1901. He was professor of the history of art

in the University of Berlin 1873-1901.

Gripenberg (gre'pen-berg), Oscar Kasimiro-
vitch. Born 1838. A Russian general, iie
served in the Oimea and in the Polish insurrection of
1863. In the Turkestan campaigns of 1867 and 1868 he
gained the cross of St. George and a sword of honor, and
was appointed aide-de-camp to the Czar. He commanded
the Moscow lile-guards during the Russ«>Turkish war
1877-78, receiving the rank of major-general for his ser-

vices ; was given charge of the sixth army corps and
appointed to military command at Vilna in 19tr2 ; and com-
manded the second Manchurian anny in the Russo-Japan-
ese war 1904-05.

Oriscom (gris'kom), Lloyd Carpenter. Bom
at Kiverton, N. J., Nov. 4, 1872. An Ameri-
can diplomatist. He was secretary of legation at
Constantmople 1899, and charge d'atfaires l?s99-1901

;

minister to Persia 1901-02 ; ambassador to Brazil 1906-07 ;

and ambassador t^) Italy irj(17-fiO.

Grisi", Carlotta (Caronne Ad61e Josephine
Marie, called). Died at Geneva, May 2L>, 1899.

Qroseilliers (gro-sa-ya'), Sieur des. See
Chiiu'irt.

Grosse ' , Julius Waldemar. Died at Torbole,
Austria, May 9, 19(12.

Gros Ventres (gro'vantr'). 1. The northern-
most subdivision of the Arapaho, an Algon-
quin tribe, now located in northern Montana.
The Gros Ventres have separated from the
body of the Arapaho and formed a tribal com-
munity by themselves.— 2. A tribe belonging
to the Siouan family.

Groth", Klaus. Died at Kiel, June 1, 1899.

Groussef, Pascal. Died at Paris, April 10,

1909.

Grove ", Sir George. Bom at Clapham, Surrev,
Aug. 13, 1820 : died at London, May 28, 1900.

Grove", Sir William Robert. Died Aug. 1,
1K96.

Gruber (gro'btr). Max. Born at Vienna, July
6, 1853. A German physiologist, professor of
hygiene and bacteriology in the University of
Munich from 1902. He is best known for his discov-
ery in 1H96 of the speciflc agglutination of bacteria by the
M'Mxl-serum of animals which have been immunized with
them, a (iiscovery of great importance in serum-diagnosis.

Ouahan', or Guam. It was ceded by Spain
to the United States by the treaty of Paris,
Dec. 10, 1898.

Guanare*. San Carlos is the present capital
of Zatuora.

Guantanamo (gr«T!in-ta'na-m6). A city ofCuba
situated about 40 miles northeast of Santiago
de Cuba and about 10 miles north of Guanta-
namo bay. The latter was the scene of engagements
between the Spanish and United States troops and vessels
in June, 189H, Population (1891»), 7,137.

Guatemala*, in December, 1907, the republic signed
a trt-iit) with the other fentnil American states estab-
lishing a court of arbitration fr>r the settlement of dis-
putes. .See Cfntral Amerifftn Arbitration Treaty, In
l!(fw the transcontinental railway from Puerto Barrios on
the Atlantic to San Jos^- on the Pacific was opened.

Guayama (gwi-a'ma). 1. A department in
the east-central and southern part of Porto
Bico. It U bounded \>j Stu Juau and Homacso on the
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north ; Humacao on the east ; the Caribbean sea on the
south ; and Ponce on the west. Capital, Guayama. Area,
661 square miles. Population (1899), 111,986.

2. A city, the capital of Guayama, situated in
the southeastern part of the province. Popu-
lation (1899), 5,334.

Gubat (go 'bat). A municipality of Sorsogon
province, southeastern Luzon, in the Philip-
pine Islands. Civilized population (1903),
15,590.

Gubat (go'bat). Port. A bay and harbor on
the eastern coast of Sorsogon province, Luzon,
safe during the southwest monsoon for vessels
not exceeding 15 feet draft.

Gubernatis (gci-bar-na'tes), Comte Angelo de.
Born at Turin, Italy, April 7, 1840. An Italian
Oriental scholar, author, critic, and drama-
tist, editor of the " Revue Internationale."
In I8C;i he was appointed profes-sor of Sanskrit and com-
parative literature at the Instituto degli Studii Superior!
at Florence. He was for a time a disciple of tlie anarchist
Bakounin, and gave up his position at Florence in 1865
in order to follow out his views, but resumed it in 1867.
In 1891 he went to the Univereity of Rome. He founded
" L'ltalia I.etteraria " (1862), " LaRivista Orientale " (1867).
"La Civiltk Italiana (1869), and "La Rivista Europea"
(1869), and has been a contributor to various English and
t'rench reviews. Among his works are "Savitri "

(1877),
" Zoological Mythology ' (1872 : written in English), " Sto-
ria universale della letterature ' (1882-8!i), "Dizionario
biografico degli scrittori contemporanei " (1879-80), " Di-
zionari degli artisti italiani vlventi " (1889-), " La Hongrie
politique et sociale ' (1886), " Peregrinazioni iudiane

'

(1887), "L'Argentina ricordi e letture " (1898), "Su le
onne di Dante " (litoi), etc.

Gude", Hans Frederik. Died at Berlin, Aug.
17, 1903.

Guiana', Britisll. The boundary with Venezuela
'vas determined by arbitration in 1899. The boundary
with Brazil was settled July 12, 1904, by King Victor Em-
manuel of Italy, to whom the dispute had been referred
as arbiter on Nov. 6, 1901.

Guiana', French. The dispute as to the boundary
with Brazil was settled on Dec. 1, 1900, by the award of
the Swiss governmenL
Guiangas (ge-iih'gas). A pagan people of
southeastern Mindanao, by some regarded
as Indonesian. Also Guanqas.
Guilmant (gel -man'), I*61ix Alexandre.
Born at Boulogne, March 12, 1837. A noted
French organist and composer. For many years
he was organist at the Church of the Trinity, in Paris.
He has published many works for the organ, a symphony
for organ and orchestra, seven sonatas, and vocal music.
He has had great influence as a teacher, and among his
pupils are many American players.

Ouimaras (ge-mii-ras'). An island southeast
of Panay, in the Philijjpine Islands, it belongs
to lloilo province, from the main part of which it is sep-
arated by lloilo Strait Area, 228 square miles. Popula-
tion (I9n:i), 21,306.

Guimaras (ge-mii-ras') Strait. The strait

which separates the island of Negros from
Guimaras and Panay Islands, in the Philip-
pines. In the southern part of the strait are
sevei'al small islands.

Guinanes (ge-na'nas), or Guinaanes. Ahead-
hunting Malay people of northern Luzon.
Guiney (gwi'ni), Louise Imogen. Bom at
Boston, Jan. 7, 1861. An American poet and
essayist. Her books of verse are " Songs at the Start

"

(1884), " The White Sail "(1887). " A Roadside Ham "(isg.?).

"The Martyr's Idyl and Shorter l'o*his " (TySilV and " Eng.
land and Yesterday " (1898). .She has also written
" Brownies and Bogles " (1888), and " Ixivers— Saint-Ruths
and Other Idyls " (1896); essays entitled "Goose Quill
Papers' (188."^). "A Little English Gallery " (1894), and
" Patrins" (1897); and various biographical studies, etc.

Gnlteras (ge'te-riis) y Gener, Juan. Bora at
Matauzas, Cuba, Jan. 4, 1852. A Cuban phy-

Haeckel

sician, professor of general pathology and
tropical medicine at Havana from 1900. He is
best known for his work in eradicating yellow fever. Dur-
ing the Santiago Campaign (1898) he served as yellow
fever expert on the staff of General Shatter. From 1889
to 1899 he was professor of pathology in the University of
Pennsylvania.

Gulf of Davao. See Davao, Gulf of.

GulfofRagay. See Eagay, Gulf of.

Gulfport (gulf'port), A town in the southern
part of Harrison County, Mississippi, on the
Gulf of Mexico, it has manufactures, lumber-mills,
etc., and exports lumber, sawed and hewn timber, and
naval stores. Population (1900), 1,060 : estimated (1906),
8,000.

Gulf State, The. A name given to Florida
because it forms the eastern boundary of the
Gulf of Mexico.

Gulick (gu'lik), John Thomas. Bom in
Kauai, Hawaiian Islands, March 13, 1832. An
American missionary and biologist, best known
for his important contributions to the theory
of evolution. He is the son of a missionary in the
Hawaiian Islands ; was eng.iged in mining in California
in 1850; was graduated at Williams College in 1859; and
was a missionary in China and Japan 1864-99. Among
his scientific papers are "The Diversity of Evolution
Under One Set of External Conditions ' (1872), " Divergent
Evolution Through Cnnnilative Segregation " (1887), " In-
tensive Segregation " (1889), " Evolution, Racial and Ha-
bitudiual " (1905), etc.

GumplO'wlz (gum-plo'wich), Lud'wlg. Bom
at Cracow, Austria, March 9, 1838: died at
Gratz, Aug. 19, 1909. An Austrian jurist and
economist, professor in the University of
Gratz 1882-1907. He has published " Philosophisches
Staatsrecht" (1877: 2d edition as "Allgemeines Staats-
recht " (1897). " Der Rassenkampf " (188;i), " Orundriss der
.Soziologie •' (ISS.'i). "Soziologie und Politik " (1892), "Die
soziologische Staatsidee" (1892), " Soziologische Essays"
(1899), etc.

Gunsaulus (gun-sa'lus), Frank Wakely.
Born at Chesterville, Ohio, Jan. 1, 1856. An
American clergyman, educator, author, and
poet, president of Armour Institute of Tech-
nology since 1892. He was graduated at the Ohio
Wesleyan University in 1875; was ordained a Metho-
dist minister, preaching four years ; and later was pastor
of various Congregational churches. He was divinity
lecturer at Yale in 1890, professorial lecturer at the Uni-
versity of Chicago 1896-1903; and is lecturer at the Chicago
Theological Seminary. Among his works are " The
Transfiguration of Christ " (1886), " Monk and Knight '

(1891), "Phidias and Other Poems" (1891), "Hongs of
Night and Day" (1896), "Gladstone" (1898), "The Man
of Galilee " (1899), and " Paths to Power" (1906)'.

Guyot (ge-6'), Yves. Born at Dinan, C6tes-
du-Nord, France, Sept. 6, 1843. A French
publicist, political editor of " Le Sifecle " 1892-
1903. He was minister of public works 1889-92. Among
his jjublications are " Etudes sur les doctrines sociales
duChristianisme " (1873). "fitudes de physiologic sociale

"

(1882-85). "La morale" (1883), " La science economique "

(1881), " La tyrannic socialist* " (1893), " L'evolution poli-

tique et sociale de I'Espagne" (1899), " Dictionnaire du
commerce, de I'industrie, et de la banque " (1898-1901 :

with A. Raffalovitch), " La com^die protectioniste

"

(1905), "La democratic individualiste " (1907), "Le com-
merce" (I9fin). etc.

Guzman Blanco*, Antonio. Died at Paris,
July 28, 1899.

Gyld6n (giil-dan ' ) , Johan August Hugo. Born
at Helsingfors, Finland, May 29, 1841 : died at
Stockholm, Nov. 9, 1896. An eminent astron-
omer, director of the observatory and astron-
omer of the Academy at Stockholm 1871-96.
From 1863 to 1865 he was connected with the observatory
at Pulkowa. He published "Traits analytique des or-

bites absolues des huit plau^tes principales " (1893), etc.

aakon (ha'kon), or Hakon,
VII. (Christian Freder-
ick Charles (Carl) George
Valdemar Axel). Born at
Chariot ten hind, Denmark,
August 3, 1872. King of
Norway, second son of Fred-
erick VIII., king of Den-
mark. He married Maud, third

daughter of Edward VII., king of Great Britain and Ire-

land, July 22, 1896. He was elected king of Norway
November 18. 190',, and crowned June '.H, 1906.

Habicht', Ludwig. Died at Amalfi, Dec. 29,

1908. His later works include " Das Orafenhaus " (1896),

"Die Erbschaft" (18!l7), " Widerspruche " (1899), "Das
Oeheimnisdes Waldes " (1900), " Besoudere KeDuzeicheQ

"

(1902), " Wahrhelt" (1902), etc.
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Haddon (had'on), Alfred Cort. Bom at
London, May 24, 1855. An Knglish anthro-
pologist, lecturer in ethnology at the Univer-
sity of Cambridge from 1900. He was professor of
zomogy in the Royal (College of Science, Dublin, 1880-
1901, and lecturer in ethnology at the University of Lon-
don 190V-08. He has written " Evolution in Art," etc.

Haden', Sir Francis Seymour. He was
knighted in 1894.

Hadley, Arthur Twining. Born at New
Haven, Conn., April 23, 1856. An American
educator, the son of James Hjkdley. He was
graduated at Yale University in 1876; was professor of
political science there 1886-99, and was elected president
of the university May, 1899. He has written "Railroad
Transportation : its History and its I.aws" (1885), etc. In
1007 be was appointed Theodore Roosevelt professor of

American history and institutions at the University of
Berlin.

Hadow (had'6), William Henry. Bora at
Ebrington, England, Dec. 27, 18.59. A writer
on music and student of philosophy, fellow
and tutor of Worcester College, Oxford. He has
written "Studies in Modem Music" (189*2, 1894), "A Cro-
atian Composer : Notes Toward the Study of Joseph
Haydn " (1887), "The Viennese Period," in "The Oxford
History of Music," of which he was the editor (1904), and
" A Primer of .Sonata Form " (1896).

Haeckel', Ernst Heinrich. He retired from his
professorship at Jena in 1909. Ilis later works include
" Der Monisnius. Glaubensbekenntniss eines Naturfor-
schers' (1892; 10th ed., 1!K)0), " Systematische Phylo-
genie ' (1894-96), " Die Amphorideen und Cystoideen "

(1896), "Ober unsere gegenwiirtige Kenntniss vom
Ursprung des Menschen" (1898), and "Die Weltratsel '



Haeckel 38 Hanna

He h«« »l»o written " KanstfoiTOen der Xatur
;

•• IndUchen Reisebriefe " (18S3) aiid " Aub Insul-

'(1901); and contributed many iiapt're to tlie •Re-
ports of the Scientific Kesults of H. M. S. Challenser"

fisat-s*)-

Baffkiiie (b&f'kiu), Waldemar Mordecai
Wolff. Born at Odessa, Kiissia. March 15

connection with the original liall, one of them to bo
provided witli 25 panels fur Americans of foreign birth,

the other with &) panels for American women. In 1905
the following 11 names were added U> tile list of those
already chosen : -lohn Quincy Adams, Louis Agassiz,
Alexander Uanultt>n, John Paul Jones, James Russell
Lowell, Mary Lyon, James Madison, Maria Mitchell,
William Tecumseh Sherman, Emma VVillard, and John
Oreenleaf Whittier.

plored, during September, as far as the site of Albany, the

river later named for him, reaching the sea again on Oct.

4. He reached England on Nov. 7.

Hall*, Asaph. Died at Annapolis, Md., Nov.

2:2, 1907, In 1877 he discovered the two moons
of Mars. He was professor of mathematics at

, . , . Harvard 189(!-1!)01.
^, , , ^^., .,^.

[X. S.],1860. A Russian-English physiologist. Hall (hal), Charles Outhbert. Bornat New Ji^Ti^'^'ii^'^li ^^^ riiTnr-r,
bacteriologist with the Indian Government York, Sept. 3, 18.12 : died there, March 25, 1908. ga-fburj, Lord beeGiJ«rrf

.no« „ . . _. in American' Presbyterian theologian, presi- Halstead (hal sted), Murat Bom at Boss,

dent of Union Theological Seminary (New V'/^'o^^PL ' 1/29.-^ died at Cincinnati, O.,

York City) from 1897. "hc was graduated at Wil-
J"'?' 2. 1908. An American journalist and

Hams College in 1872 ; studied at tJnion Theological Semi-

nary and in London and Edinburgh ; and held pastorates

in Newburg (1S76-77) and Brooklyn (lbS7-97), New York.

Among his writings are "Qualifications for Ministerial

Power" (1894), "Christian Belief Interpreted by Christian

Experience " (190.'.), " Christ and the Eastern Soul " (1909),

The Silver Cup " (1909), etc. He was twice (1892-93 and

from 1893. He was assistant professor of physiology

in the medical schix.l at Geneva, Switzerland, 1SSS-S9, and
an assistant of Pasteur 1889-93. He has published nu-

merous papers on bacteriology.

Hagen (na'gen). In the " Nibelungenlied,"

the son of Alberieh and the half-brother of

Gunther. He is induced by Brunhild to slay

Siegfried,

Haggard*. Henry Rider. He has written also

" Wack Heart and W hite Heart " (1900), "Xjebetit " (1901),

Uiiral England

author. He joined the staff of the Cincinnati " Com-
mercial " in 1S53, became chief owner IHfi^, and, upon its

change to the "Commercial Gazette," editor-in-chief.

Among his publications are "History of the War with
Spain " (1899), " Life and Services of William McKinley "

(1902: with A. J. Munson), "Galveston" (1902), "The
War between Russia and Japan " (1904-or»), etc.

"jmL!^ra::<^^^Zt^I'a^l?:^^'T^y^^: HalK i^tzedwS: Died at Marlesford, Suf

-

; God " (1908), "The Lady of the Heavens " (1908), etc. folk, Feb. 1, 1901.

Hagonoy (a-go-noi'). A municipality of Bula- Hall (hal), Granville Stanley. Bom at Ash-
can province, in the southern part of Luzon, field, Mass., Feb. 1, 1846. An American edu-

1906-07) appointed Barrows lecturer, of the University of Halsted (hal'sted), George BrUCB. Bom at
" " " '" " "'

' ' Newark, N. J., Nov. 25, 18.53. An American
mathematician, professor of mathematics in
the Colorado State Normal School 1903-. He

Philippine Islands. Civilize'd population

(1903), 21,304.

Hague Conference. See Peace Conference.

Hai-cheng (hi-cheng'). A town in Manchuria,

situated on the southern Manchurian Railway
about twenty miles southeast of Niu-chuang.

Halcon (hal-kon')- A mountain in north-cen-

tral Mindoro, Philippine Islands. Height,

8,800 feet.

Haldane (hal'dau), BichardBurdon. Bom in

Scotland, 1856. A British author and Liberal

statesman. He was educated in the universities of

Edinburgh and Gottingen ; was called to the bar in 1879 ;

and was appointed queen's counsel in 1890. He has sat

for Haddingtonshire in the House of Commons since 1885,

was vice-president of the Liberal Imperialist League in

1901, and was appointed secretary of state for war, Dec,
1906. He has published " Essays in Philosophical Criti-

cism" (1883: with Andrew Sethi, "Education and Em-

Sire" (1902), "The Pathway to Reality" (1903), "Army
eform, and other addresses " (1907), etc.

Hale*, Edward Everett. Died at Roxbury,
Mass., June 10, 1909. He was appointed
chaplain of the United States Senate in 1903.
His later works include " A New England Boyhood

"

(1893), "How to Live" (1902), "Memories of a Hundred
Years" (1902), "We, the People" (1903), "Foundation of

the Republic" (1907), etc.

Hale (hal), Eugene. Born at Turner, Maine,
June 9, 1836. Au American statesman. Uni-
ted States senator (Republican) from Maine
from 1881. He was a member of Congress
1869-79.

Hale (hal), George EUery. Bom at Chicago,
June 29. 18(i8. An eminent American astro-

physicist, director of the Solar Observatory of

the Carnegie Institution at Mt. Wilson, Cali-

fornia, from 1904. He was associate professor (1892-

97) and professor (1897-19*15) of astrophysics in the Uni-
versity of Chicago, and director of the Yerkes Observa-
tory from its inception in 1892 until 1905. He has pub-
lished numerous papers on astrophysical topics, " Study
of .Stellar Evolution " (1908), etc., and has edited "The Hall Of Fame
Astrophysical Journal " from 1895. He invented the spec-
troheliograph.

Hale (hal). Horatio. Bom atNewport, N. H.,
May 3, 1817 : died at Clinton, Ont,, Dee. 30,

1896. An American ethnologist, son of Sarah
J. Hale (1790-1879). He was graduated at Harvard
in 1837 ; accompanied the Wilkes exploring expedition as
philologist 1838-*2 ; was admitted to the (I'hicago bar in

1855 ; and subse<iuently settled in Canada, where he prac-

tised law and pursued the study of ethnology. He pub-
lished " Ethnography and Philology " (1840 :7th volume of

the Wilkes Expedition Reitorts), "The Iro([Uoi8 liook of

Rites" (1883), "Indian Migrations as evidenced by Lan-
guage" (1883), "Report on the Blackfoot Tribes" (1885),

and many monographs, including "The Origin of Lan-
guage and the Antiquity of Speaking Man,"

Hale (hal), Philip. Born at Norwich, Vt..
March 5, 1854. An American musical critic and
organist. He was graduated from Yale University in

187e and was admitted to the Albany (New York) bar.

His musical studies were in Europe (1882-87). He was
critic of the Bostcm " Post " 1890-91, of the Boston " Jour-
nal " 1881-1901, and of the Boston "Herald" from 1901.

He is the editor of the program books of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.

Hal^vy*. Ludovic. Died at Paris, May 8,

1908. He was elected i memberof the French
Academy in 1884.

• Half Moon', The. One of the two ships (the
other being the Good Hope) in which Henry
Hudson set out from Amsterdam, April 4, 1609
(N. 8.), to find a passage through the Waigatz
or Kara Strait, south of Nova Zembla. On reach-
ing Nova Zembla his crew forced him to turn back ; the
Qood Hope probably returned to Holland ; and in the
Half Mfxjn he crfwsed the Atlantic to the coast of Nova
Scotia. He coast«d as far south as Chesapeake Bay, and
then northward, reaching Sandy Hook on Sept. 4. He ex-

cator and psychologist. He was graduated from
Williams College in 1M~ ; studied for several years

abroad ; was professor of psychology at Antioch College

1872-76 ; lectured on psychology at Harvard and Williams
1880-81 ; and was lecturer and professor at Johns Hopkins
University 1881-88. Since then he has been professor of

psychology and education and president in Clark Univer-

sity. He is editor of the " American Journal of Psychol-

ogy," of the "Pedagogical Seminary," and of the "Ameri-
can Journal of Religious Psychology and Education."

Ills publications include "Aspects of German Culture"
(1881), " Hints Toward a Select and Descriptive Bibli-

ography of Education" (1886: with J. M. Mansfield),

"Contents of Children's Minds on Entering School"

(1894), " The Story of a Sand Pile " (1897), "Adolescence
"

(1904), "Youth "(1907), etc, - _ _ -

Hall*, James. Died at Bethlehem, N. H.,

Aug. 7, 1898.

Hall*, Marshall. Died Aug. 11, 1857.

Hall*, Newman. Died Feb. 18, 1902. He
resigned his pastorate at Christ Church in 1892.

Hallock (hal'ok), Charles. Born at New
York, March 13, 1834. An American journal-

was graduated at Princeton in 1875 ; was twice fellow of
Johns Hopkins University, 1876-78 ; and was professor of
mathematics in the University of Texas 1882-1903. His
publications include a number of works on geometry
(elementary, synthetic, metrical, pure projective, non-
Euclidean, rational), and many scientific papers ; also
translations from various languages, making available the
original sources in the domain of non-Euclidean geom-
etry,

Hamilton*, Lord George Francis. He was
secretary of state for India 1895-1903. He
was member of Parliament for County of Mid-
dlesex 1868-85, and for Ealing Division, Mid-
dlesex, 1885-1906.

Hamilton (ham ' il - ton), Sir Ian Standish
Monteith. Born in Corfu, Jan. 16, 1853. A
British generaL He served in the Afghan war 1878-

80, the Boer war in 1881, the Nile expedition 1884-8.S the
Burmese expedition 1886-87, the Chitral campaign in
1895, the Tirah expedition 1897-98, and the war in .South
Africa 1899-1901. He was chief of staff to Lord Kitch-
ener 1901-02. During the Russo-Japanese war he accom-
panied the army of (Jeneral Kuroki. He commanded the
Southern Military Division 1905-08. In 1909 he was in-

vited by the Czar to attend the Russian military man-
reuvers. He is the author of "A Staff Officer's Scrap-book
luring the Japanese War" (1905), etc.

st, author, and naturalist. He was editor of the Hamilton*, Schuyler. Died March 18, 1903,
New Haven "Register" 1855-56, of the New York TI,mi1+nT> rtnlloira A nlooQinol nr-llo^o <

"Journal of Commerce" 1866-61, and of "Forest and
Stream " (which he founded) 1873-80 ; and was associate

editor of " Nature's Realm " 1889-90, and of the " North-
western Field and Stream " 1896-97. He founded the
International Association for the Protection of Game in

1874, and in 1875 formulated uniform game laws, known as

the "Hallock Code," used as a basis for legislation in

many states. Among his publications are " Fishing
Tourist" (1873), "Camp Life in Florida" (1875), "Onr
New Alaska" (1886), "The Salmon Fisher" (180O), "Lu-
minous Bodies Here and Hereafter" (190<i), and " Peerless

Alaska " (1908).

Hamilton College. A classical college at
Clinton, Oneida County, New York, founded
by Samuel Kirkland as an Academy in 1793
and chartered a College in 1812. Connected
with it are the Maynard Law School, and the
Litchfield Observatory. There are 16 build-
ings, 20 instructors, and about 200 students.

Hammond (ham'ond). A manufacturing city

in the northwestern part of Lake County, In-

diana. Population (1900), 12,376.

Hallock (hal'ok), William. Bom at Milton, Hammond*, William Alexander. Died at

N. Y., Aug. 14, 1857. An American physicist Washington, D. C, Jan. 5, 1900.

and educator, professor of physics in (Columbia Hampden, Viscount. See Brand, Sir Henri/
University from 1902 and dean of the faculty llouverie JVilliam.

of pure science from 1906. He was graduated at Hampton*, Wade. Died at Columbia, S. C,
Columbia in 1879 and wjis adjunct professor there 1892-- April 11 1902.
1902. He has published numerous papers upon physical

and astrophysical topics. Handsworth (handz'wferth). A manufactur-

A building on University ing town in the southern part of Staffordshire,

Heights, New York, erected" in 1900 for the Kngland, a suburb of Birmingham. Popula-

purpose of commemoratiRg great Americans, tion (1901), 52,921.

It is a semicirculiir colonnade, 1^04 feet long and 20 feet Handy Andy. A novel by Samuel Lover,
high, connecting two of tlie buildings of New York '-pu^I5iHe5~ln 1842. It contains humorous
University, with a ground floor underneath containing a r^UotoVioa r,f T-rioh life
long hall and six rooms to be used as a museum to contain SKercnes oi insQ iiie.

memorials of those honored. Space is provided within Hang-chaU* or HangChoW. It was opened tO
the colonnade for 150 panels, which are to contain bronze foreign trade in 1895
tablets bearing the names (with busts or statues of bronze __ . « j r t» -i- i % * a
on parapets just above) of such Americans as shall be Hanging (iaraens 01 iiaDylOn. A Structure,
judged most famous in their respective fields by an elec- 400 feet square, built at Babylon on the banks
torate of 100 eminent American citizens appointed by the
Senate of the University. The nominations, received from
the general public, are transmitted by the Senate, which
also is given a right of veto upon the decisions rendered
by tile electorate. According to the terms of election,

persons to be eligible must have been bom in what is now
United States territory, and must have been dead at least

ten years. Fifty names were to be chosen in 1900, repre-

senting a majority of the following classes : authors and
edit<jrs ; business men; educat^irs; inventors; mission-
aries and explorers

;
philanthropists and reformers

;

clergymen and theologians ; scientists ; engineers and
architects ; lawyera and judges ; musicians, painters, and
sculptora ; physicians and surgeons ; rulers and states-

men ; soldiera and sailors ; and distinguished men and

of the Euphrates by Nebuchadnezzar (King
of Ribylon 605-562 B, c.) to please his Median
wife Amytis (Amitu). It is said to have been di-

vided into four terraces, each 100 feet wide and about 20

feet high, supported on piers of brick 22 feet thick.

Over these piers were placed blocks of stone 16 feet long
and 4 feet thick, joined by meshes of reeds set in cement,
the whole covered by a layer of tiles and that by sheets

of.lead. The area thus made was covered with loam, and
planted as a pai'k and garden, and has been ranked as one
of the seven wonders of the world. Tradition has coupled
the gardens with the name of the mythical Assyrian
queen Semiramis. The location is in the northern mound
of ruins, Babil,

women outside these classes Thereafter five more were Hankel*. Wilholm Gottliob. Died at Leipsic,
to be chosen at mtervals of five years untd the year 2000, -^T"- 1 7 '

i Jno S^ ^„ .. ,-.,«f^=„«, «f ^l-JTainlyears
when the roll would become complete. In 1900 the
following 29 elections were made : John Adams, John
James Audubon, Henry Ward Beecher, William Ellery
Channing, Henry Clay, Peter Cooper, Jonathan Edwards,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, David Glasgow Farragnt, Ben-
jamin F'ranklin, Roliert Fulton, Asa Gray, Ulysses Simp-
son Grant, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Washington Irving,

Thomas Jefferson, James Kent, Robert Edward Lee,

Abraham Lincoln, Henry Wadsworth I.K)ngfellow, Horace
Mann, John Marshall, Samuel Finley Breese Morse,
George Peabody, Joseph Story, Gilbert Stuart, George
Washington, Daniel Webster, and Eli Whitney. Twenty.
one vacancies were thus left to be filled. In 1904 the plan
was announced of two additional structures to be built in

Feb. 17, 1899. He was professor of physics
at Leipsic 1849-99,

Hanks (hangks), Nancy. Bom in Virginia,

about 1783 : died at Pigeon Creek, Ind., Oct.

5, 1818. The mother of Abraham Lincoln.

She was married to Thomas Lincoln June 12,

1806.

Hanna (han'a), Marcus Alonzo. Born at

New Lisbon (now Lisbon), O,, Sept, 24, 1837:

died at Washington, D. C, Feb, 15, 1904, An
American business man and politician. He was



Hanna
a delegate to the National Republican Conventions of
1884, 1888, and 189C; was credited with having secured in
1896 the nomination of McKinley for President, and was
made chairman of the National Republican Comraittea
He was first president of the National Civic Federation,
and was United States senator 1897-1!>04.

Hanotaux (han-o-to'), Albert Auguste Ga-
briel. Born at Beam-evoir, Aisne, France,
Nov. 1&-, 1853. A French author and states-
man, minister of foreign afifaira 1894r-95 and
1896-98. He was elected a member of the Academy in
1897. His works include "Les villes retrouv^es " (1880),
" Origines de I'institution des intendanta des provinces "

(1884), "Henri Martin" (1885), '-fitudes historiques sur
le X\^I. et le XVII. siecle en France" (1886), " Histoire
du cardinal de Richelieu" (1893-1903), "Latfairede Mada-
rcar" (189(!), '* L'^nergie fran^ise" (1902), " Histoire de

France contemporaine 1871-1900" (1903), "La paix
latine ' (1908), "Le partage de TAfrique " (1909), etc.

Hansen (han'sen), Gerhard Henrlk Ar-
mauer. Bom at Bergen. Norway, July 29,

1841. A Norweprian pathologist, president of
the Museum at Bergen from 1894. In 1881 he
discovered the bacillus of leprosy.

Hanslick (hans'lik), Eduard. Bom at Prague,
Sept. 11, 1825: died near Vienna, Aug. 6,

1904, An influential Austrian writer and
musical critic. He first studied law, but abandoned
it for journalism after beginning to write as musical critic

of the " Wiener Zeitung ' in 1*18. In 1855 he joined the
staff of the '* Presse " and in 1864 that of the " Neue Freie
Presse." He was professor of musical history and aesthet-

ics in Vienna University 1861-1895. He published " Vom
Musikalisch-Schonen " (1854), " Oeschichte des Konzert>
wesens in Wien " (18e&-70), " Aus dem Tagebuche einea
Musikers " (1892 : republished as "AusMeinem Leben "

in 1894), "Aug neuer nnd neuester Zeit" (19<)0), and a
htuii series of volumes of his critical newspaper articles.

Hapgood (hap'gud), Isabel Florence. Bom
at Boston, Niass., Nov. 21, 1851. An Ameri-
mu author and translator- sh£ has written " Rus-
sian Rambles" (lS!f5), and "A Survey of Russian Litera-
ture " (1902), compiled and translated "The Epic Songs
of Russia" (188«), and "A Service Book of the Holy Or-
thodox Catholic Apostolic (Oreco-Russian) Church

"

(1906) ; and translated from the Russian of Tolstoi, Gogiil,

Gorky, and Turgenietf; from the Spanish of Armando
Falacio Valdes, from the Italian of De Amicis, and from
the French of Hugo, Joseph Roux, Renan, etc

HarbiB (liiir-ben'). A city of Mauchuria situ-

ated on the southerly bank of the Kungari
Kiver at the junction of the Port Arthur and
Vladivostockbranehosofthe Siberian Railway.
It was founded by tne Russians in 1890 and has developed
raptdiy inU> a place of great military and conunercial im-
portance. In 1!K)7 it was opened to international trade.
Population, upward of SO.OOi).

Harbinger (hiir 'bin-j6r), The. A weekly
j«)uriial i-;suod by the members of the Brook
Farm Association June 14, 1845,-February,
1849. It was devoted to the causes of association and
Fourierism and was edited by Georjfe Ripley, witli John
Dwi^lit and William Henry ChanniuK as Itoston con-
tributors. C. A. Dana, F. Q. Shaw, G. W. Curtis, Lowell,
WhittifT. and others wrote for it.

Harcourt (hiir'kort), Leveson Francis Ver-
non-. Born iu London, Jan. 25, 1S39: died at
Swanage, England, Sept. 14, 1907. A British
engineer, professor of civil engineering in
University College, London, from 18S2-1905.
He published" Rivera and Canals "\ '•H-l). "Ilartumra and
IHjcks" Uh^5), "Achievements in EiiKineeritiK " (18<H),

'M'ivll Engineering tm applied to Construction " (15W2),

etc.

Harcourt*, Sir William George Q-ranville
Venables Vemon. I>ied Oct. i, 1904. hc was
chancellor «.f the exchequer in IKW, lRy^-04, and lHJH-95.
In Parliament he sat for Derby IH^Mtfi, and for West Mon-
mouthshire 1H95-19(M.

Hardie (har'di), James Keir. Bom in Scot-
land, Aug. 15, 1856. A British labor-leader
and member of Parliament. He worked in the
mines from his 7th to his 24th year, and was edJt^jr of tlie

"Cumnock News" lH«2-*<6, and of the "Miner" and
"Labour Leader " 18W7-ll«Kt. He was elected to Parlia-

ment by the Labor Party hi West Ham, liontlon, in lHi)2

;

was defeated itt iMUfi ; and was Labor representative from
Merthyr Tydvil l!»0O-O5 and 1906-. He was the founder of
the Independent Labor Party, and was el-'^ted chainnan
of the Labor Party in the House of O^mnipna, Februar>-,

1906.

Hardy*. Arthnr Sherburne, iie was united
SUte« niiiiister to Persia in IH-tr-iK*. t^> fircece IHOIKIIK)!,

to Switzerland IWl-^ri, and to Spaiti l!>02-0f.. He has writ-

ten al8«>"8on(f8 of Two' (19oo), "Mis I>aughter First"
a»e). ete.

Hardy", Oathome Gathome-, first Earl of
Cninbrook. He died at London, Oct. 30, 1906.

Hardy', Thomas. Ilis later works include "Life's
Little Ironies (1ki*4). " Jude the Obflgure" (1896 : serially

in " Harper's Magazine" aa " iiearU Tnsnrpent," 1>»5),

"The WelMteloved" (serially, 1S92 ; IH97), " Wessex
Poems " (1H9H), " poems of the Past and Present " (1901),

and "Tlie Dynasts" (:( parts, ItKVi, Ii>o«. 190H).

Hare*, Augnstns John Onthbert. Died at
St. Leonards, Jan. 22, 1903.

Harkness (hark'nes), Albert, Bom at Men-
don, .Masfl., Oct. 6, 1822: died at Providence,
R. I , May 27, 1907. An American classical

scholar, professor of Greek in Brown Univer-

39

sity from 1855. He was graduated at Brown in 1842,

and studied at Berlin, Bonn, and Gottingen. His publi-
cations comprise a number of Latin text-books, including
a Latin grammar (1864, 1869, 1881, 1898), editions of various
Latin texts, and numerous philological papers.

Harkness (hark'nes), William. Born at Ec-
clefechan, Scotland, Dee. 17, 1837 : died at

Jersey City, N. J., Feb. 28, 1903. A Scotch-
American astronomer. He was astronomical director
of the United States Naval Observatory 1894-99, and direc-

tor of the Nautical Almanac 1897-99. Ue attained tlie

relative rank of rear-admiral iu the United States Navy
in 1899.

Harlan"", James. Died at Mount Pleasant,
Iowa, Oct. 5, 1899.

Harland (hiir'land), Henry. Born at New
York, March 1, 1861: died at San Kemo, Italy,

Dec. 20, 1905. An American novelist. He was
e<Iucate<l at the College of the City of New York and at
Harvard University. In lat«r years he lived principally in
London and on the Continent Under the pseudonym of
"Sidney Luska " he wrote "As it Was Written" (188ri),

and other novels. He then changed his literary style and
published, under his own name, "Mademoiselle ilisa

"

<189:i), "Grey Roses "(1895), " Comedies and Errors "(1898),
" The Cardinal's Snuff-box " (1900), " The Laity Paramount "

(1902), "My Friend Prospero" (1904), "The Royal End "

(completed by Mrs. Harland, 1909), etc. He also edited
"The Yellow Book."

Hamack'', Adolf. He became director of the Royal
Library in lierlin in 1905. His works include "Zur Quel-
lenkritik der (Jeschichte des Gnostizismus " (1873), " De
Apellis gnosi monarchica" (1874), " Die Zeit des Ignatius
und die ('hronologie derantiochenischen Bischbfe " (1S78),

"Das Monchtum " (0th ed., 1903), "Martin Luther in
seiner Bedeutung flir die Geschichte der Wissenschaft
und der Bildung' (3rd ed., 1901), "Lehrbuchder Ik^men-
geachichte " (1886-90), " Grundrissder Dogmengeschichte"
(3rd ed., 1898). " Augustins Koufeseiimen " (3rded., 19CX),
" (Jeschichte der altchristlichen Literatur bis Eusebiut*

*

(1893-1904), "Geschichte der Koniglich Preussischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin" (1900), "Das
Wesendes Christentums " (1900), "Die Aufgabe der the-
ologischen Fakultaten und die allgemeine Religions-
geschichte" (1901), "Die Mission und Ausbreitrng dea
i'hristentums in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten " (1902).

Hamack", Theodosius. Died atDorpat, Sept.
23, 1H89.

Harper\ William Bainey. Died at Chicago,
Jan. 10, 1906.

Harraden (Uar'a-den), Beatrice. Bom at
Hampstead, Englautl, Jan. 24, 1864. An
English novelist. Among her works are " Ships that
Pass in the Night" (1893), '* In Varying Moods " (1^4),
"rnida 5?lrafford " (ifeST), " The Fowler " (1899), " Katharine
Frensham" (1903), "The Scholar's Daughter" (190C), and
"Interplay" (1908).

Harriman (har'i-man), Edward Henry. Bom
at Hanipstead, L. t, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1848: died
at Turner, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1909. An American
financier and railway president. He was pres-
iilent of the Union Pacific, Central Pacific, Southern
Pacific, and allied railroads, and was especially nuted for

his constructive work in extending and developing the
roads under his control.

Harris", Joel Chandler. Died at Atlanta,
Ga., July 3, 1908. Uis later works include "The
Story of Aaron" (1H(»6), "SUiries of (Georgia" (1896),

"Chronicles of Aunt Miuervy Aim" (1899), "Tales of the
Home Fitlks in Peace and War" (18V>S), "Plantation
PageanU" (1899), "On the "Wing of Occasions " (liKKi),

"The Making of a Statesman " (1902), "Gabriel Tolliver"
(1902), "Wally Wanderoftn and hisStory-t^lling Machine"
(19(Kt). "The Tar-baby and other rhymes" (I'.HM). "A
Little Union Scout "(1904), "Told by Uncle Remus "(1906),

"Uncle Kemus and Hr'er Rabbit" (1907), " The Bishop
and the Ilt>i»gennHn" (1909). In 1907 he founded the
"Uncle Remus Magazine."

Harris (har'is), Townsend. Born at Sandy
nill, N. Y., 1804: died at New York, 1878. An
American diplomatist. He was the first United
8tat«8 consul-general Ut Japan, having been appointed iu

1855 under the provisions of the treaty ne^otiatud by (Vim-
modore Perry. In 1S58 he became minister resident,
resignhig in l^^l.

Harris*", William Torrey, He retired from
the United States commissionership of educa-
tion in 1906, and died Nov. 5, 1909.

Harrison", Benjamin. I>ied at Indianapolis,
March 13, 1901.

Harrison (har'i-son), Mrs. Burton (Con-
stance Gary). Bom in Fairfax County, Va.,
April 2r>, }H4G. An American novelist. Her
works include " Golden-nxl" (1880), " Belhaven Tales

"

(1885), "Bar Harbor Days" (1887), "The Anglomaniacs "

(1890), "Klower-de-Hundred' (1890), "Sweet ilells Out
of Tune " (1892), " A Daughter of the South " (1892), " An
Errant Wooing" (1894), "A Merry Maid of Arcady"
(1897), "A S-m of the Old Dominion" (1897), " A Triple
Entanglement" (1899). "The Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch," a
play (1903), "The Carlyles" (1905), '* The Count and the
Congressman" (1908), etc.

Hart (hart), Albert Bushnell. Bom atClarks-
ville, Pa., July 1, 1854. An American his-

torian, professor of history in Harvard Univer-
sity. He was graduated at Harvard in 1880, and studied
later at Freiburg. He is the author of "Introduction
to the Study of Federal Government" (1890), "Guide to
the Study of American History" (1897: with E. Chan-
uing), "Salmon P. Chase" (1899), "Epochs of American

Haswell
History" (1891-96), "American History told by Contem-
poraries" (1898-1901), "Sourc»-Book of American His-
tory" (1899), " Foundations of American Foreign Policy"
(1901), "Handbook of the History, Diplomacy, and Gov-
ernment of the United States" (1903), "Actual Govern-
ment as Applied under American Conditions " (1903),
"Essentials of American History" (1905), "Manual of
American History, Diplomacy, and Govemmeut " (1908),
etc.

Hart"", James McDougal. Died at Brooklyn,
N. Y., Oct. 24, 1901.

Hart (hjirt), James Morgan. Born at Prince-
ton, N. J., Nov. 21, 1839. An American philolo-
gist, professor of English in Cornell University
from 1890. He was graduated at Princeton in 1860 ami
studied at Gottingen 1861-04. From 1S68 to 1872 he was
assistant professor of modem languages in Cornell, and
from 1876 to 1890 professor of modem languages and Eng-
lish literature in the University of Cincinnati. Among
his publications are " German Universities" (1874), "Es-
sentials of Prose CompOsltloir** (1902), " Development of
Standard English Speech in Outline " (1907), etc.

Hart, Sir Robert. Born at Milltown, Ireland,
Feb. 20, 1835. A British diplomat. He entered
the consular service in China in 1864, was inspector-gen-
eral of customs in China 1863-85, and was director of
Chinese imperial maritime customs 1885-1909. (treated a
baronet in 1893. He is the author of " These From the
Landof Sinim" (1901). ;

Harte*, Francis Bret. Died at Camberlev,
Surrey, England, May 5, 1902.

Hartehstein*, Gustav. Died at Jena, Feb.
2, 1890.

Hartley (hart'li), Jonathan Scott. Bom at
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 23, 1846. An American
sculptor. After leaving the Albany Academy he became
an assistant and pupil of E. D. Palmer, in Albany. Soon
after 1864 he went to London and spent three years at the
Ilt>yal Academy. He visited Germany, Italy, and France,.
and in 1875 opened a studio in New York. His first im-
portant statue was " The Whirlwind," exhibited in 1878.
He has designed numerous monuments. His busts show
exceptional p<jwer of representation and characterization.

Hartmann*, Karl Robert Edward von.
Died at Grosslichterfelde, near Berlin, Jnns
5, 1906. His later works inelnde *'Ethische
Studien" (1898), *'Die Weltanschauung der
modemen Physik" (1902j, "Das Christentum
des Neuen Testaments" (1905), '*Das Prob-
lem des Lebens" (1906), ** System der Phi-
losophie in Grundriss" (1907-09), etc.

Harvard University*. The oldest and largest
institution of learning in America, situated
partly in Cambridge and partly in Boston,
Massachusetts. The college was founded by the gen-
eral court of the colony of Massachusetts Bay in 1636.
Two years later the name Harvard was given to it in mem-
ory of John Harvard (see Harvard, J.). The university
includes Harvard College, the Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences, Graduate School of Applied Science,
Graduate School of Business Administration, the Divinity
School, the Law School, the Medical School, the Dental
School, the Bussey Institution, and the Arnold Arbore-
tum, the first six of which are situated in Cambridge,
the last four in Boston ; also the rnivereity Library, the
Museum of Comparative Zoology (popularly known as the
Agassiz Museum), the University Museum, the Botanic
Gardens, the Herbarium, the Astronomical 01)8ervatorjj
and the Feabody Museum of American Archmology an<l
Ethnology, all of which are in Cambridge. It is governed
by two boards—the corpoiution, consisting of the presi-
dent, treasurer, and 6 fellows, in whom is vested the title

to the property of the university ; and the board of over-
seei-s, ;i0 in number (besides the president and treasurer).
I'ntil 186.^ the State government was represented in the
board of overseers, but since then they have been chosen
exclusively by the alumni of the college. The number of
teachers in 1908-09 was 610 ; of students in all depart-
ments 3,918 (2,277 in the college proper). There were also
1,332 students in the summer schools. The endowment
of the university is about $'JO,000,(KX) ; its other property,
including lands and buildings, about $10,(X»0,<X)0 more.
Its annual income is over $1,500,000. Its fellowships and
scholarships yield almost $140,000 a year. The library
contains 803,800 bound volumes, not including pamphlets
and maps.

Hasegawa (ha-sa-ga'wa), Viscount Yoshimi-
chi. Born in Suwo, Japan, August, 1850. A
Japanese soldier, commander-in-chief of the
Korean garrison. He commanded a brigade in the
Chinese-Japanese war, taking part in the battles of Port
Arthur and Wei-hai-wci, and led the Imperial Guards
division under (Jenei-al Kuroki in the war with Russia
1904-05. In the latter year he was made commander-in-
chief of the Korean garrison. He was promoted general
in 1904. He was made baron iu 1895, and viscount in liX)7.

Hassam (has'am), Ohilde. Born at Boston,
Oct. 17, 18.'39. An American painter. After a
public school education he studied art in Boston and
Paris. He was elected an associate of the National Acad-
emy of Design in 1902, and a member in 1906 ; and belongs
also to the American Water Color Society, to the Soci^t*'*

Rationale des Beaux-Arts in Paris, and to the Secession
in Munich. He has exhibited widely in this country anti

in Europe, and has tjiken many important medals and
prizes. He follows generally the methods and principles
of the French Impressionist school, producing landscapes
of great brilliancy.

Haswell (haz'wel), William A. Born at
Edinbur{<h, August 5, 1854. A British zoolo-
gist, professor of biology in Sydney University
from 1890. He was curator of the Queensland Museum



Haswell

In ISSOL tad became connected with Sjrdney I'nivereity in

Itsa. With T. JelTery Parker he published "A Textbook
of Zoologj- in ISiC.

H&upt', Herman. I>ied Dee. 14, 1905.

Hanpt (houpt), Lewis Muhlenberg. Born at

Gettysburg, Pa., March 21, 1844. An Ameri-
can civil engineer. He attended the University of

Pennsylvania and the Lawrence Scientific Sch(K>l (Har-

vard), and was graduated at West Point in 1S07 ; was in-

structor in mathematics and civil engineering ( I8Ti-T.^))

and professtir of civil engineering (1875-92) in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania : and has been occupied as a con-

sulting engineer and in business- In 1S97 he was a mem-
ber of the Nicaragua Canal Commission, and, ]St)l>-100-2,

of the Isthmian Canal Commission. He has published
*' Canalsand their Economic Relations to Transportation,"
" Kmancipation of Waterways," "The Control of the Mis-

sissippi.' and many other luKiks and iMiniphletfi.

Hauptmann (houpt'man). Gerhart. Born at

Salzbrunn, Silesia, Nov. 15, 1862. A German
dramatist and poet. He studied sculpture for a time
at Rome, and at this periotl wrote his first larger work, an
epic entitle<i •' Pnmiethidenloe" (ISSii). Next came a
group of plavs, of the realistic school. "Vor Sonnenauf-
gmng" (issy),'"l)as Friedentest" (ISW), "Einsame Men-
«ben" (IslU), and ' Die \yeber" (1S92), the last of which
marks the beginning o? a new development, characterized

by a broad thematic selection of types and ideas rather

than individuals- The culmination of this period is

represented by "flannele" OSHS) and "Die versunkene
Olocke " (iii96). HeTias written lUso a numoer of comedies,

( *'t.6UJBe Cnunpton ' (18S2), "Der Biberpelz" (1893), and
•Tier TSoti Halm " (1901), the last two folk-plays;

"Florian Geyer" (1895)," Fuhnnann Henschel" (1896),

"Schluck und Jau" (1899), "Michael Kramer" (1000),
" Deranne Heinrich ' (1902), and " Rose Bernd " (1903), and
two prose studies, " Der Ajrostel " and " liaumwiirter

Thiel (lrti-2).

Haor^an*, Jean Barth^lemy. Died at Paris,

April 29, 1896.

Havana. 2. (Sp. LaHabana.) A province
of Cuba, bounded on the north by the Florida
Straits, on the east by the province of Matan-
zas, on the south by the Caribbean Sea, and
on the west by the province of Pinar del Rio.
Capital, Havana. Area, 3,170 square miles.
Population (1907), 538,010.

Havard (a-var'), Henri. Bom at CharoUes,
Saone-et^Loire, France, Sept. 5, 1838. A
French writer and connoisseur. For participa-
tion in the eventa of the Commune in 1871 he was forced
into exile- After the amnesty he became art edit^u' of

"Le Siecle," a post which he held for fifteen years. He is

. a prolific writer on many matters relating to the fine and
industrial arta. His chief books are " Amsterdam et
Venise" (1876), "L'artet les artistes hoUandais" (1879-

81), " Dictionnaire de 1 'ameublement et de la decoration
depuis le XIII* siecle jusqu'k nos jours" (1887-90), " Les
Boulle" (1893), "L'icuvre de K. V. Galland" (1896), "His-
toire de Torfevrerie fran^aise" (1896), and "Histoireet
philosophic des styles" (1899-1900).

Hawaiian Islands*. The islands were annexed to
the United States by act of Congress, July 7, 1898, and
organized as a territory June 14, 1900. They have a legis-

lature of two houses— a senate of 15 members and a hoiise
of representatives of 30 members. The governor and
secretap' are appointed for four years by the President of
the United States.

Haweis*, Hugh Reginald. Born 1838: died
1901.

Hawkins*. Anthony Hope. His later works in-

clude "A Man of ilark" (1890), "('omedies of Courtship"
(1»9«), "i-hroao" (1S!*7), "Simon Dale " (1898), "Rupalof
Hentzau" (1898), "The King's Mirror" (1899), "(Juisante"
(1900), "Tristram of Blent" (1901), "The Intrusions of
Peggy" (1902), "Double Harness" (1904), "A Servant of
the Public" (1H0.S), "Sophyof Kravonia"(190«), "Helena's
Path" (1907), "'The Great Miss Driver" (1908), "Love's
Logic "(1908), etc.

HawkillS (ha'kinz), Sir Henry, first Baron
Brampton. Born Sept. 14, 1817: died Oct. 6,

1907. An eminent English jurist. He was called
to the bar of the Middle Temple in 1843 ; was appointed
queen's counsel in 1858; was a judge of the High Court
1876-99; and was knighted in 1876 and raised to the
peerage in 1899. His " Reminiscence^ " edited by Richard
Harris, were published in 1904.

Hawley*. Joseph Boswell. Died at Wash-
ington, D. C, March 17, 1905.

Hawthorne (ha'thorn), Charles Webster.
Bom in Illinois, Jan. 8, 1872. An American
painter, a pupil of William M. Chase and H.
Siddons Mowbray. He won the first Hallgarten
prize at the National Academy of Design in 1904. He has
si>ecialized the lisherfolk of ttie Massachusetts coast, and
has also painted many pictures of still life.

Hay", John. Died at Newbury, N. H., July
1, 1905. He was ambassador to Great Britain
1897-98, and secretary of state 1898-1905.

Hayashi (ha-yii'shi), Count Tadasu. Born at
Tokio, Feb., 1850. A Japanese diplomatist,
minister at the Court of St. James 1900-05 and
ambassador in 1906. He was appointed minister to
Peking in 1896 and to St. Petersburg in 1897 ; was a dele-
gate to the peace conference at The Hague in 1899 ; and
was minister for foreign affairs 1906-08. He was created
baron In 1895, viscount in 1902, and count in 1907.

Hayes (haz), Henry. The pseudonym of Mrs.
Ellen Olney Kirk.
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Haym", Rudolf. Died at St. Anton, in Tyrol,

Aug. 2/, 1901.

Haymarket Square Riot*. The. Fielden,

Schwab, and Neebe were pardoned by Governor
John P. Altgeld in June, 1893.

Headley*. Joel Tyler. Died at Newbmg,
N. Y., Jan. 16, 1897.

Headley*. Phineas Camp. Died Jan. 5, 1903.

Hearn (hern), LafcadiO. Born in Santa
Maura, Ionian Islands, June 27, 1850: died at

Okubo, near Tokio, Sept. 26, 1904. A writer on
Japan. He was of Irish and Greek parentage, went to

America in 1869, and in 1890 to Japan, where he became a
lecturer on English literature at the Imperial University

in Tokio ; married a Japanese woman ; and was natural-

ized as a Japanese subject under the name of Yakumo
Koizumi. He published "Stray Leaves from Strange Lit-

erature " (1884), "Some Chinese Ghosts" (1887), "Chita"
(1889), "Two Years in the French West Indies" (IS90),
" Youma " (1890), " Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan ' (1894),

"Out of the East" (1895), "Kokoro" (1896), "Gleanings
in Buddha-Fields" (1897), "Exotics and Retrospectives"
(1898), "In Ghostly Japan" (1899), "Shadowings" il900),
"A Japanese Miscellany" (1901), "Kotto" (1902), "Japan;
an Attempt at Interpretation " (1904), " Kwaidan " (1904),

and "The Romance of the Milky Way" (1906).

Hearts Insurgent. The title under which the
novel " Judo the Oliscurg," by Thomas Hardy,
waspublishoil in " Harper's Magazine "in 1895.

Hubert*, Antoine Auguste Ernest. He died
at his estate near (Jreiioblo, Nov. 5, 1908.

Hector*, Mrs. (Annie French): pseudonym
Mrs. Alexander. Died at London, July 10,

1902.

Hedin (ha'den), Sven Anders von. Born at

Stockholm, Feb. 19, 1865. A noted Swedish
traveler and man of science. He studied at stock-
holm, Upsala, Berlin, and Halle, and in 1885-86 made a
journey through Persia and Mesopotamia. In 1890 he
was appointed secretary of the Swedish Embassy to the
Shah ; ascended Demavend ; and in 1891 visited Kashgar.
His most important explorations were made in Central
Asia during the years 1893-97, when he went from Oren-
burg to Peking by way of the Lop-Nor and Tibet ; 1899-
1902, when he descended the Tarim to the Lop-Nor ; and
1905-08, when he explored the high tableland of Tibet, de-
termined the sources of the Brahmaputra, and the Sutlej,
discovered the true source of the Indus, and established
the continuity of the Transhimalayan range, the most
massive in the world. He has published accounts of his
journeys and scientific observations, and various scientific
papers.

Hegel*, Karl. Died at Erlangen, Dec. 6, 1901.

Heim (him), Albert. Bom at Zurich, April
12, 1849. A noted Swiss geologist, professor
at the University of Zurich from 1875. He
hag published numerous geological works and
papers.

Heir of Bedclyffe, The. A story for the young,
with a luoral purpose, by Charlotte M. Yonge.
It was published in 1853.

Helheim (hel'him). In Old Norse mythologj-,
the abode of the dead, the home of Hel (which
see). It is a wide land of shadows, containing gloomy
rivers, terribly high palaces, and valleys of venom, all

guarded by a dog with blood-stained breast.

Helper (hel'per), Hinton Rowland. Born in
NorthCarolina, Dec. 27, 1829: died at Wnsh-
ington, D. C, March 9, 1909. An American
author and promoter. He is best known as the
author of " The Impending Crisis of the South " (1887). a
book which exerted a considerable influence upon affairs
immediately preceding the Civil War. He endeavored to
secure the building of a railroad (the "Three Americas
Railway") to extend, eventually, from Bering Strait to
the Strait of Magellan.

Hempl (hempl), George. Born atWhitewater,
Wis., June 6,1859. An American philologist,
professor of Germanic philology in Leland
Stanford Junior University from 1906. He was
connected with the Johns Hopkins University as instruc-
tor in German 1884-86, and with the University of Michi-
gan as professor of English philology and general linguis-
tics 1889-1906 ; and was president of the American Dialect
Society 1900-05, of the Modem Language Association
1902-03, and of the American Philological Association
190;i-O4.

Henderson (hen'der-son), David Bremner.
Born at Old Deer, Scotland, March 14, 1840

:

died at Dubuque, Iowa, Feb. 25, 1906. An
American lawyer and statesman. He enlisted in
the Union army in 1861; was discharged, owing to the
loss of a leg, in 1863 ; reenlisted as colonel of infantry
(Forty-sixth Iowa) in 1864 ; and served till the end of the
war. In 1865 he was admitted to the bar. He was a
member of Congress from Iowa 188;)-1S03, and in 1899 was
elected speaker of the House of Representatives, succeed-
ing Thomas B. Reed.

Henderson (hen'der-son), William James.
Born in Newark, N. J.,"Dec. 4, 1855. A musi-
cal writer and critic. lie became critic on the staff

of the New York "Times" in 1887, and on that of the
" Sun " in 1902. He has published " Preludes and Studies

"

(1891), "What is Good Music" C1898), "How Music De-
veloped" (1898), "Modern Musical Drift" (1904), "Pipes
and Timbrels" (19fi5), " Art of the Singer" (1906), etc.

Henley*, William Ernest. Born Aug. 23, 1849:

Herv6

died July 12, 1903. An English writer and
critic. He was editor of the "Scots Observer" (after-

ward the " National Observer ") 1888-93 and of the "New
Review" 1893-98. He published "A Book of Verees"
(1888), " Poems " (1898), " London Types " (1898. with W.
-Nicholson), " For England's .Sake " (1900), "Hawthorn and
Lavender" (1901), " A Song of Speed " (1900), etc.

Henner*, Jean Jacques. Died at Paris, July
23, 1905.

Henry (an-re'). Lieutenant-colonel. Com-
mitted suicide Aug. 31, 1898. An officer of the
French army, concerned in the Dreyfus case.
In 1896 he was appointed chief of the Intelligence De-
partment at the War Office in place of Colonel Picquart.
He acknowledged that he had forged the new proofs of
Dreyfus's guilt which Cavaignac, the minister of war, had
laid before the Chamber of Deputies, was arrested, and
committed suicide.

Hepworth*, George Hughes. Died at New
York, June 7, 1902.

Herbelin*, Madame (Jeanne Mathilda Ha-
bert). Died at Paris, April 4, 1904.

Heredia (a-ra'De-ii), Jos^ Maria de. Bom
at Fortuna-Cafeyere, near Santiago, Cuba,
Nov. 22, 1842 : died at the Chateau de Bour-
donne, Seiije-et-Oise, France, Oct. 3, 1905. A
French poet, of French and Spanish parentage.
He was educated at the College de Saint-Vincent, Senlis,
Oise ; spent one year at the I'niversity of Havana ; and
then returned to France and became a contributor to
various journals. He published a collection of his verse
under the title of "Trophies" in 1893. This work was
crowned by the French Academy and he was elected a
member of that botly in 1894.

Hering (ha'ring), Ewald. Bora at Altgers-
dorf, Saxony, Aug. 5, 1834. A German physi-
ologist, professor in the University of Leipsio
from 1895, best known for his researches in
the physiology of the senses and in psycho-
physics.

Herkomer*, Sir Hubert von. He was Slade
professor of art at Oxford 1885-94. Knighted
in 1907.

Hermite (er-mef), Charles. Bom at Dieuze,
in Lorraine, Dee. 24, 1822 : died at Paris, Jan.
14, 1901. An eminent French mathematician,
a member of the faculty of Sciences of the Uni-
versity of Paris 1869-1901 . Among his publicationa
are " Sur la throne des fonctions elliptiques " (1863), " Sur
I'equation du V. degr^ " (1866), " Sur quelques applications
de la th^orie des fonctions elliptiques " (1877-82), " Coure
d'analyse de I'ecole polytechnique" (1873), and "Coura k
la Faculty des Sciences " (1882).

Herreshoflf (her'e-shof), John Brown. Bom
at Bristol, E. I., April 24, 1841. An American
ship-builder. .« the age of fifteen he lost his sight
In 1864 he engaged in yacht-building at Bristol with
his father, and later became associated with Dexter E.
Stone under the firm name of Herreshoff and Stone. For
many years the business was confined to sailing-vessels

;

but later steam-vessels, steel yachts, torpedo-boats, and
naval vessels were undertaken. In 1879 he became presi-
dent of the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company, which
imder his managementhas gained the reputation of build-
ing the fastest vessels in the world.

Herreshoff (her'e-shof), Nathaniel Greene.
Born at Bristol, R. I., March 18, 1848. An
American naval architect, brother of J. B.
Herreshoff. He studied at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology 1866-69 ; became a draftsman at the Corliss
Engine Works in Providence, Rhode Island ; and studied
engineering both in America and abroad. In 1879 he
joined the Herreshoff Mainifacturing Company at Bristol,

Rhode Island, of which he later became superintendent
He has designed mjiny high-speed torpedo-boats and
racing yachts, including the Vigilant (1893), the Defender
(1895), the Columbia (1S!)9), and the Reliance (1903), which
successfully defended the America's cup.

Hertz (hertz), Heinrich. Bora at Hamburg,
Feb. 22, 1857: died Jan. 1, 1894. An eminent
German physicist, professor of physics at Bonn
1889-94. In 1880 he was an assistant of Helmholtz in
Berlin, and in 1885 became professor of physics in the
Polytechnic Institute at Karlsruhe. He is noted for his
investigations of the relation between electricity and
light "ind especially for his discovery (1887-88) of the
electric waves of large amplitude which have been utilized
in., wireless telegraphy. Among his publications are
" tjber die Beziehnngen zwischen Licht und Elektricitat"
" Untersuchungen liber die Ausbreitung der elektrischen
Kraft," etc. His collected works were published in 1894.

Hertzberg*, Gustav Friedrich. Died at

Halle, Nov. 16, 1907. His later works include
"Griechische Geschichte " (18S4), "Athen, historisch-topo-
graphisch dargestellt" (1885), "Geschichte der Stadt
Halle " (1889-93), " Die historische Bedeutung des Saale-
tales" (1894), ".\. H. Francke und sein Waisenhaus"
(1898), etc.

Herv6 (er-va'), Aim6 Marie £douard. Bora
at Saint-Denis, K^union Island, May 28, 1835:
died at Paris, Jan. 4, 1899. A French journal-
ist. He founded with J. J. Weiss, in 1867, the " Journal
de Paris " and published in it criticisms of the Imperial
Government In 1873 he established "Le Soleil." and as
a supporter of a liberal constitutional monarchy exercised
a notable influence on public affaira. He was elected to

the French Academy in 1886. He wrote " Une page
d'histoire coutemporalne" (1869), and " La crise iriandaise



Dec. 25, 17£^"A;¥ng;Uh Epi^opaTX^y: ^3|f^^^;i^>'
Jewell Dwight Bo., at Mag-

- evotionalwrltpr. tt..„wL„h .. M^.i "P^'^' Iowa, Sept 2, 18oh. Aii American _ „ _„
^rLaa'^MXSintoC.'^^Hode^^^ Hodur (h^'dor). [ON.
pastor at Peoria, Illinois, ISSI-OO,

HodhT.] In Uld Norse mythology, a bhnd god

Herv6
depnis la fln du XVIIIe si^cle jusqa'k noe jours ' (1886).
In his articles in " Le Soleil " he made use of the pseu-
donym Haoul Valnay.

Hervey (her'vi), James. Born at Harding-
stone, near Northampton, Feb. 26, 1713(1714?):
died at Weston Favell, near Northampton,
Dee. 25, 1758. An English " '

man and devotional writer. He published ' Medi
tations and Contemplations" (in two parts ; 174tM7), and
" Dialogues between Theron and Aspasto " (1755). The
Calvinistic doctrines taught in the " Dialogues ' in-
vo)''ed the writer in a controvei-sy with John Wesley
and his " Eleven Letters" written in reply to Wesley's
" Remarks ' were published posthumously in 1766. His
collected works (six volumes) were published in 1769.

Hervieu (er-vye'), Paul Ernest: pseudonym
Eliacin. Born at Neuilly-sur-Seine, France,
Sept. 2. 1857. A French author, dramatist, and
journalist. .\nionK his novels are "Lcs yeux verts et
les yeuxbleu3"(1886), " L'inconnu " (1KM7), "Flirt" (1890),
' L'exorcisee " (1891,, " Feints par eui-m«me8" (18931,and
" .\mitie "

( 1990). His plays include '• Les paroles restent

"

(1892), "Les tenailles " (lK9.'j), "Laloide I'homme" (1895),
"La course de Bambeau" (1901), " Point de lendemain "

(1901), "L'enigme" (I9i)l), "Theroigne de Mericourt"
(1902), "Le dMale" (1903), and " Le reveil ' (1906). In
1900 he wag elected to the French Academy, succeeding
Pailleron.

*

Herzegovina*. With Bosnia it was annexed
by Austria-Hungary in October, 1908.
Heureaux*, ITlisse. Bom about 1846: assas-
sinated at Moca, Santo Domingo, July 26, 1899.
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1889 the Great Northern Railway Company was fonned
and it leased the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railway and other lines (about 3,7.% miles). Since that
time the Great Northern Railway has been extended by
purchase of other lines and construction to about 6,100
miles.

Holmes
ing up the United States collier Merrimae in
an attempt to block the channel of the harbor
of Santiago de Cuba June 3, 1898. He was
promoted naval constructor June 23, 1898, and
captain Feb. 26, 1901; resigned Feb., 1903.
He has been a Democratic member of Con-
gress from Alabama 1907-.clergyman and author.

Forest University in 1884, i

Seminary in 1887 ; was pas „„».,„..,,. „.„,.,,..-„„, - „ „,, ^
at Evanston, Illinois, 1890-94, and of the Central Church who, at the instigation of Loki, "slays BalduT
in Chicago 1894-98, succeeding Professor David Swing; by means of a twiff of misHetne Ho ,-. :„ t,.™
and in 1899 becan.e pastor of Plymouth Church, Brooi .ikin by Vale, the ^1?^^ The story o? the death™succeeding Dr. Lyman Abbott. Among his works Baldur has been said to personifrvSrv "darknessare "A Man;B %al„e to Society" (1896), "The Investme.^ over light, the killing of sLmmerV^^, tl.e s5aytag

(lh%),''Foreto_ken8£ImmortaJity"(1897), _of innocence by_phys_ical strength guided by sin, etc

lyn,

are
of Influence

(liioi), "Great Men as Life Teachers" (1906), "Fortune of
the Republic, and other addresses " (1906).

Hilprecht (hil'preeht), Hermann VoUrath.
Born at Hohenerxlebeu, Anhalt, Germany,
July 28, 1859. A German AssjTiologist, pro-
fessor of comparative Semitic philology in the
University of Pennsylvania from 1886, and
curator of the Semitic section of its museum.
He accompanied an expedition Bent by this university to XT ii!,\.-c-. x t tt • .,
explore Nippiu- in Babylonia in 1888, and in 1900 took MOlI (not;, JaCODUS HendriKUS Van t. Born
charge of it (after a year's absence) ; and has made nu- at Rotterdam, Aug. 30, 1852. An eminent
merous explorations in Asia Minor and Syria. Hehasalso Dut-eh chemist, professor in the University of

American Ethnology 1889-1901, and from 1905.
He has published numerous papers on etlnioloKical topics,
and is editor of "The American Aiithrop.)l(.|u'ist."

Hodgson (hoj'son), Shadworth HoUway.
Bom at Boston, Lincolnshire, Dec. 25, 1832.
An English philosophical writer. He lias written
"Time and Space" (1885), "The Theory of Practice"
(1870), "The Philosophyof Reflection " (1878), " The Meta-
physics of Experience" (1898), etc.

He was president of the Dominican Republic hadchargeof the Babylonian departmenVot the Imperiai n r t lone
1KS2-S3 and lSS7-9<). Museum in Constantinople. Among his publications are fJ^rnn irora I»yb. In 1878 he was appointed profes-

Hewitt*. Abram Stevens
Jan. 18, 1903.

T»;„l„txr V 1
Recent Researches in Bible LandsT" " Ausgrabungen in sor of chemistry, mineralogy, and geology at Amsterdam.

J'liaat INew lorK, Assvrien und Bnlnlonien." etc. He is especially noted for his researches in physical

TT -i.. ,u-,- X « ^ « Hind', John Russell. Died Dec. 23, 1895.
chemistry and as the founder of stereochemistry.

Hewitt (bu It), Peter Cooper. Bom at New Hiroshige (he-io-she'ga). Bom 1793- died 2°^™*'"! <''0^'"'8'"/> Josef. Bom at Cracow,
\ ork, March 0, 1861. An American electrician 1859. A Japanese painter, a pupil of Toyohiro. ' " "" . - .

-

He was one of the lending masters of the Okioye, or later
naturalistic schinil of .lapan. His work is based on a key
of color rather than on line and mass. His tones are flat,
producing effects in a simple way. He was especially
idever in the representation of atmospheric effects.

and inventor, son of Abram Stevens Hewitt,
and grandson of Peter Cooper. He is best known
for his work with vapor conductors of electricity. Among
the more important of his inventions aie the mercury-
vajHir lamp, static converter, interrupter, and circuit-
breaker.

Hewlett (hii'let), Maurice Henry. Bom at
London, Jan. 22, 1861. An English writer of his-
torical romances and sketches. His w.irks include
" Earthwork out ,jf Tuscany ' (1895), " A Masque of Dead
Florentines" (I896I, "Songs and Meditations" (189ii),

"The Forest Lo " —
herd " (1808), "

j

Death of Richarj
Tales "(liHTlTf"'
Tuscany " (1904) __
Errailt ' (1905), " Tlie St<K,ping Lady " (1907). " Hall-way
House" (1908), ".Spanish Jade" (190b), "Artemiziou"
(1909). etc.

Hichens (Mch'enz), Eobert Smjrthe. Bom
at Spi-ldhurst, Kent, Nov. 14, 1«()4. An Eng-
lish novelist. His works include "The Green Carna-
tion " (1894), " New Ix)ve "(«»), "An Imaginative Man"
(1895), "The Folly of Eustace" (1«9«), "Flames" (1897).
"BywaysJ' (1898), "The Londoners" (1898), "The Slave

Austria, Jan. 20, 1877. A Polish pianist and
composer. As a child he attracted great attention in
his concerts from 1883 to 1888. He was then withdrawn
from pulilic notice for study under Rubinstein, and made
his dfibut as an artist in 1894, winning high rank. He
has composed a number of works for the pianoforte.

Hiroshima (he-ro-she'ma). A city of Japan, Hohenlohe-Schillingsfiirst', Prince of
situated on the island of Hondu, near its (Chlodwig Karl Victor), Prince of Katibor
southwestern extremity, on the inland sea. and Korvei. Died at Ragaz, July 6 1901.
It is the capital of the province of Aki. and has an imiwr- He was chancellor of the German Empiretant trade in lacquered ware, bionzes. and other art < Oct., 1894,-Oct., 1900, succeeding Caprivi.

cier, capitalist, and philanthropist, of Hebrew
descent. His great wealth was jurtly inherited from
his father, partly inereaseil by marriage, and to a great
extent gained by banking anil by tnmsaetions in railroads
chiefly Turkish. He contrilinted upward of .t!2.5,i)(X),00i'l

for charitable purixises, largely for the education and
alleviation of the sufferings of the Jews. Among the
gifts hy which he is best known is that to the Jewish
Col(.nizatioii Association ($10,000,000), and the De Ilirech

(1899). " Tongues of Con«;ience"(190<i); "The Piiphet o^^J.""''
/'.'•

J'"^'.';'"'
^""«« (*2,.^-io,00«).

Berkeley Sqaare " (1901), " Felix" (1902), "The WonianiJ^UfibiiifiS'' WUnelm. Born at Basel, July 9,
With the Fan" (1904), "The Garden of Allah" (i90i),ooIS3T: died at Leipsic, Mav 1, 1904. An emi-

cJ?of"tk"e''R&"^'l««,'' "'ftf S"^Sf
" <19(») "The-~nent German histologist and physiologist, pro-

F^iih1vi^!^>n'%'Sgettl'"A'spiriu'n^m'^a^'i^'ggyptt(^^ of anatomy in theUniveriity of Leipsic
and its Monument* " (1908), eto. He has collaborated in^J 1" ' 2-1904, especially noted for his researches
two plays. "The Medicine .Man." and " liecky Sharp." >; in the development of the nervous svstem
UicKs-Beach*, Sir Michael '"' ' " ~ ~" "

was chancellor of the

period. Later he de-
voted himself to book-illustration, and finally became an
artist and teacher of great repute. His works are very
numerous, amounting to over thirty thousand .Irawings.

Holden (hol'den), Edward Singleton. Bom
at St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 5, 1846. An Ameri-
can astronomer, librarian of the United States
Military Academy from 1901. He was graduated
from this academy in 1870; was astronomer in the United
States Naval (Ibservatory 1873-81 ; was director of the
Washbuni Observatory 1881-86 ; was president of the Uni-
versity of California 1885-88 ; and was director of the
Lick Observatory 1888-98. The Lick Observatory was
built according to plans prepared by Newconib and Hol-
den 1874-8.5. lie is the author of numerous astronomical
and other papers.

Holder (hol'dfer), Charles Frederick. Bom
el Edward. He Hitchcock (hich'kok), Charles Henry. Born *** Lynn, Mass., Aug. 5, 1851. An American
L-heiiuer 1895-1902, at Amherst, Mass., Aug. 23, 1S36. An Ameri- author, a lineal descendant of Christopher

and was created Viscount St. Aldwyn in De- can geologist, son of Edward Hitchcock. He
"-"- "

ceniber, 190;). He was member of Parliament was graduated at Amherst College in 18,56 ; was assistant
for West Bri.stol 188.5-1906. geologist of the .State of Vermont 18.57-(il ; was geologist

of the State of .\l,-iine 1861-62 and of the State of New
Hampshire 1868-78; and has been professor of geology in
Dartmouth College from 1868. He has published numer-
ous geological rep<>rt8 and papers.

Hitchcock (hich'kok), Ethan Allen. Bom at
Mobile, Ala., Sept. 19, 1835: died at Washing- TTnld«r (hol'd^rl ri,THB+Y>«T,»,
ton, D. C, April 9, 1909. An American dinlo- ^°^^^^ "^""

S,^"^),'
Chnstopher.

mat and cabinet officer,

He was United StatesHiir, David Bennett,
senator 1891-97.

Hill (hil), David Jayne. Bom in Plainfield,
N. J., June 10, 18.50. An American educator
and diplomatist. He was president of Bucknell I'ni-
versity 1879-88, and of Rochester Inivcrsity 1888-96 ; as-
sistant secretary of state 1898-1903 ; minister to Switzer-
land 19<):i-05 ; minister to the Netherlands 1905-07 ; and
ambassador to Gennany 1907-. In 1907 he was a delegate
to the second Peace Conference.

Hill 'hil), Oeorge Birkbeck Norman. Bom
at Tottenham, Middlesex, Eughui<i, June 7,
18.35: died Feb. 24, 1903. An English author,
best known as a Johnsonian scholar and edi-
tor. He was graduated at Pembroke College, Oxford, in
18.'>8, and in the following year succeeded his father as
head-master of Bruce Castle .Sch<H)l at Tottenham, resign-
ing in 1876. Among his publications are " Dr. Johnson,
His Friends and His Critics " (187«). an edition of Boswell »
"Life of Johnson" (1887). "Boswell's Correspondence"
(1879), " FooUteps of Dr. Johnson in Scotland "

(ls!)o),
"Harvard College, by an Oxonian" (1895), "Talksabout
Autographs" (1896), "Johnsonian Miscellanies" (1897),
" Memoirs of Edward Cilbb<m " (1900), ete'.

Hill (hil). James Jerome. Born nearGuelph,
Ontario, Sept. 16, 1838. An American busi-
ness man, president of the Great Northem
system of railways 1893-1907. He went to St.
PauL Minnesota, in 18.56, ami early connected himself
with the business of transjKntation. He secured c<introI,
thnnigh a syndicate, of the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad ;

reorganized it as the St Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railroad : and was its general manager 1879-82, vice-
president 1882-83, and president from 1883. In the year

i or
Holder. He was assistant curator of zoiilogy in the
American Museum of Natural History, New York, 1871-7.5.
Among his publications are "The Ivory King" (1887),
"Living Lights" (1889), "Louis Agassiz" (1892), " Charles
Darwin " (1893), "Big Came Fishes of the United States

"

(1903X " The Pioneer (inakers " (1906), " Life in the Open
in Southern California " (1906), " The Log of a Sea Angler

'

(1906), "Big Game at Sea" (1908), "Fish Stories" (1909:
with D. S. Jordan), ete.

Bom at Win-ton, D.C., April 9^1909. An American diplo- terbourne, England, in
"
1631. One of the

and ambassador (1898) to Russia, and waTsectJaS^TS ^TT'^f.!'%,!.'iL''f"j' ''1*'"' "™* ^°<^^.^*y '>^. ^"''"'^^
He was minister (1807-98)
I, and was secretary of the . xt t-< i i'

interior 1898-11KJ7. in New England. He was repeatedly banished from
Hitchcock (hich'kok), Frank Harris Born J'oston ami persecuted for his faith. He wrote in the

at Amherst, O., Oct. 5, 1867. An American ('^rake.-s"'

' '" '""•
"

""''' "'"^^''"»«°° "' """' °' "e
lawyer and government official. Hew^^grad- Holland (hol'and), William Jacob. Born at

Bethany, Jamaica, Aug. 1(5, 1848, of American
parentage. An American naturalist, director
of the Carnegie Museum, at Pittsburg, from
1898. He was graduated at Amhei-st College In 180C

;

was naturalist of the United States eclipse expeditions to
Japan in 1887 and to Africa in 1889; and was chancellor

uatcd from Harvard in 1891, was admitted to the bar in
1S!M, and was in the service of the government in the De-
partments of Agriculture, Commerce and Labor, ete. He
was first assistant jiostmaster-general 190,5-08, and in 1909
was apjiointcd iwistmaster-general. He was chairman of
the Rejiublican national committee in 1908 and conducted
the presidential campaign <*i that year.

Hoar", George Frisbie. Died at Worcester,
Mass., Sept. 30, 1904. He was United States
senator 1877-1904.

of the Weste'rn University of Pennsylvania 1891-1901.
He has published "The Butterfiy Book "(1898), "The
Moth Book " (1903), and numerous scientific memoirs on
entomology and paleontology. He has been editor of the
" Annals " and " Memoirs "of the Cunegie Musemn from
1900.

Hobart, Garret Augustus. Bom at Long
Branch, N. J., 1844: died at Paterson, N. J.,
Nov 21, 1899. An American lawyer and Ke- Holmes (horns), Mrs. (Mary Jane Hawes)nnWicnn nohficmn n„ ,.„. .to.i »f »„,„„_ g^j.^ ^^ Brookfield, Mass. : (tied at Brockport,

N. Y., Oct. 7, 1907. An American novelist,
whose stories for young people have attained
wide popularity. Among the best known of her ear-
lier works are "Tempest and Sunshine" (1854), and "Lena
Rivers" (18,56). Among her later works are " Gretchen

"

(1887), " Dr. Hathem's Daughters " (1896), " The Cromp-
tons " (1902), and " The Abandoned Farm " (1906),

))ublican politician. He was educated at Rutgers
f^ollege, and was admitted to the bar In 1869. In 1872 he
8er\'ed in the State assembly of New Jersey; in 1876 was
elected a member of the State senate, and in 1881 its
jiresiilent ; and in lS!«i was elected vice-president.

Hobson (hob'son), Richmond Pearson. Bom
at Greensboro, Ala., Aug. 17, 1870. An Ameri-
can naval officer, noted for his exploit in blow-



Holmes

Holmes (homs), Oliver Wendell. Bom at

Boston, Mass., Maroh 8, 1841. An American
jurist, son of Oliver Wendell Holmes. Ue was

gradiuited at Harrard in 1861 and at the Harvard Law
School in ItWa He served with the 20th Massachusetts

volunteer regiment in the Civil War IWil-tM ;
was asso-

ciate justice tl8S2-!>9) and chief justice (1(«IS>-1!)02) oJ the

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, and has been

wauciate justice of the United States Supreme Court

Jrotn 1902. He edit«d Kent's Commentaries (1873), and

has published " The Common Law " (1881), and a volume

of sl»eeche8.

Holmes, Sherlock. See Sherlock Holmes.

Holmes (homs), William Henry. Bom in

Harrison County, Ohio, Dec. 1, 1846. An
American anthropologist, chief of the Bureau

of American Ethnology from 1902, and hon-

orary curator of the division of prehistoric

arcbteology in the United States National

Museum from 1903 and of the National Gallery

of Art from 1907.

Hoist*, Hermann Ednard von. Died at

Freiburg, Jan. 20, 1904. He was professor of his-,

tory at the University of ChicaRO 1892-90, and returned

to Kreibunt in 1900. He wrote also " John Brown " (1888)j

and "Tlie French Revolution Tested by Mirabeaus Career

hwu).

Holt (holt), Henry. Bom at Baltimore, Md.,

Jan. 3, laiO. An American author and pub-

lisher. He hag been prominent in univeraity settle-

ment and municipal reform work. His works include
" Talks on Civics " (1901), " On the Civic Relations " (1907),

and two novels dealing with religious and social ques-

tions, " Calmire " (1892), and • Sturmsee " (1906).

Holt (holt), Joseph. Bora in Breckenridge

County, Kv., Jan. 6, 1807: died at Washing-
ton, D". C, Aug. 1, 1894. An American jurist.

In 1857 Buchanan appointed him commissioner of pat-

ents, in 1859 postmaster-general, and in 1860 secretary of

war. In September. 1862, Lincoln appointed him judge-

advocate general, and upon the establishment of the Bu-
reau of Military Justice in 18(M he was kept at its head
with the same title. He was brevetted major-general in

18ti5 and was retired in 1875. He was judge-advocate and
recorder of the military commission which tried the as-

sassins of Lincoln, May-June, 186.5.

Holtzendorflf*. Franz von. Died at Munich,
Feb. 5, 1889.

Holub*. Emil. Died at Vienna, Feb. 21, 1902.

He wiote also " Die Kolonlsation Afrikas ' (1881-82),

and If Von d^r Kapstadt ins fjand der Maschukulumbe

"

(lS)sS-90).

Holyoake*, George Jacob. Died at Brighton,

.Jan. 22, 1906. He wrote also "Life of Joseph Rayner
Stephens" (1881), "The Co-operative Movement of To-

day" (1891), "Sixty Years of an Agitator's Life" (1890),

"Public Speaking and Debate" (1894), "Nature and Ori-

gin of Secularism" (1896), "Bygones Worth Remember-
ing" (190.1), etc.

Hondu, or Hondo (hon'do, do). The chief

island of Japan. See Nippon.

Honduras*. The republic is divided into 16 depart-

ments. Atlantida, Choluteca, Colon, Comayagua, Copan,

Cortes, El Paraiso. Gracias, Intibuca, Islas de la Bahia,

La Paz, Olancho, Santa Barbara, Tegucigalpa, Valle, and
Yoro, an I one territory, Mosquitia. In December, 1907,

a treaty was signed by the Ave Central American States

agreeing to the establishing cf a court of arbitration fur

the settlement of disputes. See Central American Arbi-
tration Treaty.

Honshu, or Honshiu (hon'sho). Same as
Ilonthi.

Hood', Mount. Its height has been determined
by the United States Geological Survey as
11,225 feet.

Hook', James Clarke. Died April 14, 1907.

Hooker (huk'tr), Mrs. (Isabella Beecher).
Born :it Litchfield, Conn., Feb. 22, 1822: died
Jan. 2'), 1907. An American philanthropist
and reformer, daughter of Lyman Beecher
(1775-1863). She was an active worker in the cause
of woman sulTrage and in various reform movements.
She was the author of " Womanhood : its Sanctities and
Fidelities," "The Constitutional Rights of the Women of

the United States," and pamphlets relating to the parti-

cipation of women in government.

Hooker", Sir Joseph DaltOn. He was surgeon
an»l naturalist of the Ross Exiiedltion tci the Antarctic
1839-4.3 ; explored as a naturalist the Himalayas, Eastern
Bengal, Khasta mountains, etc., 1847-51 ; Syria and Pales-

tine 1860 ; Morocco and the (Jreater Atlas 1871 ; and the
R^x-ky mountains and California 1877. He was assistant
direct^jr of the Royal Gardens at Kew 185.5-65 and
director 186.>-85, and was president of the Royal Society
1872-77. He has written also a monumental work on the
collections at Kew, and " The Flora of British India," on
the completion of which last in 1897 he was created
c. (;, s. I.

Hoosier State, The. A popular name of the
State of Indiana.

Hope diamond. A fine blue diamond, weigh-
ing 44i carats, and estimated to be worth
£25.000, owned privately in England, it is

supposed Ui be part of a diamond sold by Tavemier to
Louis XIV., which was seized during the French Revolu-
tion and was lost The Hope diamond came into the
market in 1k:)0, and was bought by H. T. Hope, a London
banker.

Hopi (ho'pi). Am Indian people, speaking a
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language belonging to the Shoshonean lin-

guistic family, occupying six pueblos in north-

eastern Arizona. See Tusayan.

Hopkins (hop'kinz), Johns. Bom in Anne
Arundel County, Md., May 19, 1795 : died at

Baltimore, Md., Deo. 24, 1873. An American
merchant and philanthropist, founder of the

university in Baltimore which bears his name.
At the age of seventeen he removed to Baltimore, and
rose to be one of the leading business men of that city.

On liis death he left $7,000,000 for the founding of a

university and a hospital.

Hoppin*, Augustus. Died at Flushing, N. Y.,

Apnl 1, 1896.

Hornet Islands. See Liancourt Bocks.

Homsey (h6rn ' zi). A northern suburb of

Loudon, situated in Middlesex on New River.

Population (1901), 72,056.

Horsley*. John Callcott. Died Oct. 19, 1903.

Hosmer*, Harriet G. Died at Watertown,
Mass., Feb. 21, 1908.

Housman (hous ' man), Alfred Ed'ward.
Born March 26, 1859. An English poet, es-

sayist, and scholar. He was graduated at Oxford,

and in 1892 was appointed professorof Latin at University

College, London. He is the author of " A Shropshire Lad "

(1896), by which he is best known.

Housman (hous'man), Laurence. Bom July

18, 1867. An English illustrator and author.
His publications include " Gods and their Makers " (1897),

"Spikenard" (1898), "Rue" (1899), "An Englishwoman's
Love Letters" (1901), " A Modem Anteeus" (1901), " Beth-
lehem," a nativity play (1902), "Sabrina Warehara"
(1904), " The Blue Moon " (1904), " The Cloak of Friend-
ship " (1905), "The .Chinese Lantern" (1908), etc.

Houssaye*, originally Housset, Ars^ne. Died
at Paris, Feb. 26, 1896.

Houston (hiis'ton), Ed'win James. Born at

Alexandria, Va!, July 9, 1844. An American
electrician, emeritus professor of physics at the

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, and consult-

ing electrical engineer. He is one of the inventors

of the Thomson-Houston system of electric lighting. His
publications include a " Dictionary of Electrical Words,
Terms, and Phrases," and many books on electrical sub-

jects, general and applied physics, etc.

fiovenden (ho'ven-den), Thomas. Bom at

Dunmanway, County Cork, Ireland, Dec. 28,

1840 : died near Norristown, Pa., Aug. 14,

1895. An American artist. HecametoNew Y'ork

in 1863, entered the School of the National Academy of

Design, and in 1874 went to Paris and studied under
Cabanel for six years. His earliest successes were made
with scenes from negro life, and were followed by subjects

taken from the common life of the peoi)le. He was killed

at a railway station while attempting to save a child from
being run over by a train.

Ho'ward (hou'ard), Blanche Willis (Mrs. von
Teuffel). Bora at Bangor, Maine, July 21,

1847 : died at Munich, Germany, Oct, 7, 1898.

An American novelist. She wrote "One Summer"
(1875), " One Year Abroad " (1877), " Aunt Serena" (iHtil),

" Ouenn : a Wave on the Breton Coast " (1883), "The Open
Door ' (1889), "A Fellowe and his Wife" (1892: with
William Sharp), " Seven on the Highway " (1897), " Gar-

den of Eden " (1900), etc.

Howard (hou'ard), Bronson. Bom at Detroit,

Mich., Oct. 7, '1842: died at Avon, N. J., Aug.
4, 1908. An American playwright. He was en-

gaged in journalistic work in New York on the " Evening
Mail," " Tribune," and " Evening Post," 1868-72. In 1880

he married Alice Wyndham, sister of the English actor

Sir Charles Wyndham. His plays include "Saratoga"
(1870), "Moorcroft" (1874), "The Banker's Daughter"
(1878), "Hurricanes" (1878), "Young Mrs. Winthrop"
(1882), "The Henrietta" (1887), "Shenandoah" (18S9),

"Aristocracy" (1892), "Peter Stuyvesant " (1899 : in col-

laboration with Brander Mattliews), etc.

Howard (hou ' ard), John Galen. Bom at

Chelmsford, Mass., May 8, 1864. An American
architect. He went to Paris in 1891 and entered the

6cole des Beaux-Arts, in the atelier of Victor Laloux.

Returning to New York, he designed an addition to the

Hotel Renaissance which was one of the first designs to

bring modem French architectural methods into promi-
nence. He was appointed architect of the University of

(California, and later professor in charge of its architec-

tural department. In 1900 he was one of the board of

architects of the Pan-American Exposition, in Buffalo,

and in 1906 served on the board of advisers of the recon-

struction committee for the City of San Francisco.

Howard (hou'ard), Leland Ossian. Bora at

Kockford, 111., June 11, 185*. An American
entomologist, chief of the Bureau of Ento-
mology of the United States Department of

Agriculture from 1894. He has been honorary cura-

tor of the department of insects of the United States

National Museum from 1895, and consulting entomolo-
gist of the United States Public Health and Marine Hos-
pital Service. In 1897 he became permanent secretary

of the American Association for the Advancement of

.Science. He has published " Mosquitoes " (1901), " The
Insect Book" (1902), and many government bulletins,

reports, etc.

Howard University*. It has about 100 in-

structors and 1,000 students.

Howe (hou), Henry Marion. Born at Boston,
Mass., March 2, 1848. An American metallur-

Hughes

gist, son of Samuel G. and Julia Ward Howe

:

professor of metallurgy in Columbia University
from 1897. He was graduated at Harvard University in

1869 and at the Massachusetts Institut* of Technology in
1871. He has published "Metallurgy of Steel "(1891),
"Metallurgical I^itxjratory Notes" (1902), "Iron, Steel,

and Other Alloys " (1903), etc. In 1901 he was made a
chevalier of the Legion of Honor.

Howell (hou'ei), JohnAdams. Bom at New
York, March 16, 1840. An American naval
oflicer, promoted rear-admiral in 1898. He was
graduated from the United States Naval Academy in 1858

;

was promoted captain in 1884 and commodore in 1895

;

served in the t'ivil War (Mobile Bay) ; commanded the pa-

trol squadron during the Spanish War (1898), and the
blockading squadron before Havana ; and was retired in
1902. He is the inventor of an automobile torpedo and
of the gyroscopic steering-gear for torpedoes.

HoweilS*. William Dean. His later works include
" Strips of \ arious tjuills " (1895), " A Parting and a Meet-
ing " (1896), " The Day of Their Wedding " (1896), " Im-
Eressions and Experiences" (1896), "The Landlord at
ion's Head " (1897), "An Open-eyed Conspiracy " (1897),

" A Chance Acquaintance " (1898), " The Story of a Play
"

(1898), "Their Silver Wedding Journey" (1899), "Hero-
ines of Fiction " (1901), " A Pair of Patient Lovers " (1901),
" Literature and Life '' (1902), "The Flight of Pony Baker "

(1902), "The Kentons" (1902), "Questionable .Shapes"
(1903), " The Son of Royal Langbrith " (1904), " London
Films " (1906), " Miss Bellard's Inspiration " (1906), " Cer-
tain Delightful English Towns " (1906), " Through the Eye
of the Needle " (1907), "Between the Dark and the Day-
light " (1907), " Roman Holidays, and others " (1908), " Fen-
nel and Rue " (1908), " Christmas Every Day " (1908), and
" Mother and Father" (1909).

Ho'wison (hou'i-son), George Holmes. Born
in Montgomery County, Md., Nov. 29, 1834.

An American philosophical writer and educa-
tor, professor of philosophy in the University
of California from 1884. He has published " Treat-

ise on Analytic Geometry " (1869), " The Conception of

God " (1897 : with Royce, Le Conte, and Mezes), " LimitA
of Evolution " (1901), etc.

Hozumi (ho-z6'mi), Yatsuka. Bora Feb.,
1860. A Japanese scholar, professor of con-
stitutional and administrative law in the
Imperial University of Tokio from 1889, and di-

rector of the College of Law.
Huascar&n (oas-ka-ran'). A mountain in
Peru, in the department of Ancachs. Height,
about 24,000 feet (Peck). Ascended by Miss Annie S.

Peck ill 1908.

Hiibner', Emil. Died at Berlin, Feb. 21, 1901.

Hudson (hu(i'son), William Henry. Bora at

London, May 2, 1862. An English author,

critic, and educator. Among his works are "Intro,
duction U^ ttie Philosophy of Herbert Spencer" (1894),

"Studies in Interpretation" (1896), "The Study of Eng-
lish Literature" (1898), "Rousseau and Naturalism in Life
aid Thought" (190.'i), etc.

Hidson-Fulton Celebration. A celebration
held in New York from Sept. 25 to Oct. 9, 1909,

to commemorate the three hundredth anniver-
sary of the exploration of the Hudson river by
Henry Hudson in the Half Moon in 1609, and
the one hundredth anniversary of the success-
ful application of steam to navigation on the
same river by Kobert Fulton in the Clermont
in 1807.

Hudson River School. A coterie of American
painters who were active during the middle
period of the nineteenth century, and who
were especially interested in topographical

painting—that is, in the representation of in-

teresting views. Among those usually associated

with the school are Asher B. Durand, John K. Kensett, T.

Addison Richards, Sanford R. Giftord, F. E. Churcli, and
Albert Bierstadt.

Hueffer (hti'fer). Franz. Born at Miinster,

Germany, May 23, 1845 : died at Dresden, Jan.

19, 1889. A German critic and -writer on
music. In 1878 he was appointed musical critic of the

London "Times." He was an ardent advocate of Wag-
ner, and wrote a " Life of Wagner " (18i*l). and "Richard
Wagner and the Music of the Future" (1874), and trans-

lated the "Correspondence of Wagner and Liszt " (18S8).

He also wrote "Tlie Troubadours' (1878). "Musical
Studies" (1880), "Italian and Other Studies " (1884), and
" Half a Century of Music in England " (1889).

Hugeins*. Sir William. He was knighted in

1897. He was president of the Eoyal Society

1900-05.

Hughes (huz). Ball. Bora at London, Eng-
land, Jan. 19, 1806: died at Boston, Mass.,

March 5, 1868. An Anglo-American sculptor.

His most important works were a statue of Alexander
Hamilton in New York, which was destroyed soon after it

was made, the efflgy of Bishop Hobart in the vestry of

Trinity Church, New Y'ork, and the bronze statue of Dr.

Bowditch, the astronomer, in Mount Auburn Cemetery.

Hughes (huz), Charles Evans. Bora in Glens

Falls, N. Y., April 11, 1862. An American
jurist and statesman, governor of New York
1907-. He was graduated at Brown University (1881),

and from the Columbia University Ijiw School (1884)

;

and was counsel of the gas commission of the New York
legislature 1906, and of the commission (Annstrong)

which investigated the insurance companies of the State

1905-06.
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Hughes
Hughes', Thomas. Born Oct. 20, 1823: died
at Brighton. March 22, 1896.

Humacao (o-ma-ka'd). 1. The most easterly
department of Porto Rico. It is bounded by the
Atlantic Ocean on the north and east ; the Caribbean Sea
and Guayama on the south : and Guayama and San .Juan
on the west Capital, Humacao. Area, 413 square miles.
Population (1899), «S,501.
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6, 1856. A British general, commander of the
western army-corps of the Indian army 1904-
07, and of the southern army 1907-08. He
commanded the tenth division in South Africa
in the Boer war 1900-01.

Hunter", Sir William Wilson. Died near
Oxford, Feb. 7, 1900.

2. A city, the capital of Humacao, situated in Huntington (hun'ting-ton). A city, the capi
tal of Cabell County, West Virginia, it is situ
ated on the Ohio river, southwest of the junction of the
Guyandotte and the Ohio. It is the seat of Marshall Col-
lege, and the West Virginia Asylum for Incurables, has
car-, steel-, glass-, and machine-works, et«., and is a ship-
ping-point for coal, lumber, salt, etc. Population (1900).
11,923.

the eastern part of the department. Popula
tion (1899), 4.42S.

Humbert', It. Umberto, I., Ranieri Carlo
Emanuele aiovanni Maria Ferdinando
Eugenic, KIur of Italy. Assassinated at
Monza, near Milan, July'29, 1900.

Hun (hSn). A river in southern Manchuria Huntington*, Daniel
which rises northeast of Mukden, flows south April 18, 190(3.

of that city in a southwesterly direction, and Huntington", Frederick Dan.
empties into the Liao not far from Niu- 'ey. Mass., July II, 1904.
chuang. it played an important part in the battles HuTSt*. John Fletcher. Died at "Washington,

Liao-yang and Mukden during the Russo- D. C. May 4 1903.

Died at New York,

Died at Had-

between
Japanese war.

Hundred Guilder Print. The popular name
for an important etching by Rembrandt which
represents Christ healing the sick. He was
supposed to have sold a pro<jt of this plate for one hun-
dred guilders ; but in fact he exchanged this proof, still

in existence, with his friend Jan Zo^jmer for a proof of
" The Pest " by Marcantonio Raimondi. The date of the
plate is not definitely known, but is conjecturally given
as 1(H9 or 1660.

Huneker (hun'e-ker), James Gibbons. Bom
at Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1860. An American
musical and dramatic critic. He was musical and
dramatic editor of the New York " Sun " 1900-01, and
dramatic edit<ir of the " ilorning Advertiser " 1895-97. He
ha« published " Mez»jtints in Modem Music " (1899),
"Chopin" (1900), " .Melomaniacs " (1903), "Overtones"
(1904), "Icon'Wiusta" (1905), "Visionaries" (1906), "Ego-
ists" (1909), etc.

Hungerford', Mrs. (Margaret Hamilton Ar-
gles). Died at Bandon. Ireland, Jan. 24, 1897.

Hunt ( li u ti t ).William Henry. Born at Charles-
ton, S. C, 1824 : died at St. Petersburg, Feb.
27, 1884. An American lawyer and Republi-
can politician. He studied at Yale ; was admitted to
the bar in 1H44 ; and was appointed att+imey-general of

Hutten (hot ' ten), Baroness von (Bettina
Riddle). Bom at Erie, Pa., Feb. 14, 1874.
An American-German author. Slie was educated
in New York and married in 1897. She has published
"Our Lady of the Beeches" (1902), "Pam" (19<la), "He
and Hecuba " (1906), " What became of Pam" ( Amer. ed.
"Pam Decides": 190C), "One Way Out" (1900), "The
Halo" (1907), "Kingsmead" (1909), etc.

Hutton (hut'n), Frederick Remsen. Bom at
New York, May 28, 1853. An American engi-
neer, professor of mechanical engineering in
Columbia University from 1891, and secretary
of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers 1883-1906 and president 1906-07. He has
published "Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants"
(1897), " Heat and Heat Engines " (1899), " The Gas
Engine ' (1904), etc.

Hutton (hut'n), Laurence. Bom at New
York, Aug. 8, 1843: died at Princeton, N. J.,
June 10, 1904. An American author and
editor, literary editor of "Harper's Magazine"
1886-98. He published " Literary Laodniarks " of " Lon-_
don" (ISJifi), "Edinburgh" (1891), " Jerusalerii—-TTOSa),"
••Venice " (1890). " Florence " (1897), and " Kome " (1897),
"A Boy I Knew" (isas), etc.

Louisiana in 1878, judge of the Cnlted .States Court of HUttOn, Richard Holt. Bom at Leeds, June
Claims in 1878, and secretary of the navy in 1881. When 2, 1826: died at Twickenham, Sept. 9, 1897. An
President Arthur reornmlzed President Garfleld's cabinet English iournalist and pssaviat priitnr rvf tVio
he retired from office and was appointed minister to f/o^

^° V "
loa, n-

^'^S^X'St, eOltor Ot tne
Russia (1S82). During the Civil War he supported the Spectator l»bI-9(.
Union cause. Huysmans (iis-man'), Joris Earl. Born at

Hunter (hun'tir), Sir Archibald. Bom Sept. Paris, Feb. 5, 1848: died at Paris, May 12,

Iloilo

1907. A French writer, of Flemish extraction.
His work was at first naturalistic, as in " Marthe " (1876)
" Les sojurs Vatard " (1879), " En manage " (1881), and
"A vau-l'eau" (1882); but later exhibited a reaction
from materialism as in "A rebours" (1884), "lA-bas"
(1891), "En route" (1895), "La cathMrale" (1898), and
"Loblat (1903), of which the last three were written as
a result of the author's retreat to a Trappist monastery
and a Benedictine community, and are largely autobio-
graphic in character.

Hyatt (hi'at), Alpheus. Bom at Washing-
ton, D. C, April 5, 1838: died at Cambridge,
Mass., Jan. 15, 1902. An American naturalist,
professor of zoology and paleontology in the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and in
Brown University. His investigations were devoted
chiefly to invertebrate animals, and especially to the
tetrabranchiate cephalopods : they are of importance for
general biology and especially to the theory of evolution.
He belonged to the neo-Lamarckian group of evolutionists.

Hyde (hid), William De Witt. Bom at Win-
chendon, Mass., Sept. 23, 1858. An American
educator and writer, president of Bowdoin
College from 1885. He was graduated at Harvard in
1879. Among his publications are " Practical Ethics

"

(1892), " Practical Idealism " (1897), " The Art of Opti-
mism " (1900), "From Epicurus to Christ " (1904), "The
College Man and the College Woman " (1906), etc.

Hyderabad, or Haidarabad. A city in Sind,
British India, on the Indus, it is a manufactur-
ing center. It was founded in 1768. Population (1891),
58,048.

'

Hyndman (bind'man), Henry Mayers. Born
at London, March 7, 1842. An English social-
istic writer and agitator. He has taken an active
part in the promotion of social reform since 1881, when
he founded the Social Democratic Federation. Among his
publications are " Historical Basis of Socialism " (1883),
" A Commune for London " (1888), " Commercial Crises
of the 19th Century " (1892), " Economics of Socialism "

(18<t0), etc.

Hyppolite', Louis Mondestin Florvil. Died
at Cap Haitien, March 24, 1896.

Hyslop (his'lop), James Hervey. Bom at
Xeuia, Ohio, Aug. 18, 1854. An American
philosopher, psychologist, and educator. For
some year-s he was professor of logic and ethics at Colum-
bia University, but resigned in 1902. Among his publi-
cations are "Elements of Logic" (1892), "Elements ot
Ethics" (1895), "Democracy" (1899), "Logic and Argu-
ment" (1899), ".Syllabus of Psychology" (1899), "Report
on the Piper Case" (1901), "Problems of Philosophy"
(1906), ".Science and a Future Life " (1906), " Enigmas of
Psychical Science" (1906), " Borderland of Psychical Re-
search " (1906), " Psychical Research and the Resurrec-
tion " (1908), etc.

|ba (e'ba). 1. A mountain
of the Zambales range, in

western Luzon. Philippine
Islands. Height, 5,262 feet.
— 2. A town, the capital of
Zambales province, Luzon.
It is situated near the western
coast, in lat. l.V 21' N., long. 119*

:,if :W E. Civiliied population of
municipality (1903), 4,482.

Ibea*. It was formerly under the control of
the Imperial British East Africa Company
(which see).

Ibsen", Henrik. Died at Christiania, May 23,
1906. His later works are " Lille Eyolf " (" Little Eyolf,"
1894), and "Nar vi Dode vagner" ("When We Dead
Awaken, 1899).

Iceland*. The charter granted In 1874 wag modified
by two laws of Oct 3, 1903. The legislative power was
vested in the Althing, consisting of 40 members, 34 elected
by popular suffrage, and nominated by the king. A
minister for Iceland, notnfnated by the king, is the re-

sponsible head of a^lministration. The offices of governor
and two amtmands were abolished. In .May. 1908, a com-
mission app<Mnted in 1907 t.} report on the relations with
Denmark presented a bill declaring Iceland a free, aut^jn-
omouB, and independent country, united to Denmark by
a common king and ministries of foreign affairs and de-
fense, but no action was taken on It.

Idaho'. It has 23 counties.

Iddings (id'ingz), Joseph Paxson. Bom at
Baltimore, 'M.A., Jan. 21, 1857. An American
geologist, professor of petrology in the Uni-
versity of Chicago from 1895. He was associate
professor of petrology 1892-95, and has been a geologist
of the United States Geological Survey since 1888. He has
published a work on "The Rock Minerals" (190«), "Igne-
ous R'icks " (1909-), and various technical papers ; and
with Cross, Pirr8*)n, and Washington is author of "The
Quantitative Classification of Igneous Rocks" (190:1).

Iglesias', Miguel. Died at Madrid, Spain, in
1901.

Ignatief , Nikolai Pavlovitch. Died at St.
Petersburg, July 3, 1908.

Ilagan (e-lii'gan). A town, the capital of Isa-
bela province, in Luzon, Philippine Islands.
It is situated between the Rio Grande de Cagayan and
the Pinacauan, one of lt.s tributaries, approximately in
lat. ir 8' 6" .N., long. 120' 60' E. Civilized population of
municipality (190.'i), 16,008.

Iligan (e-le'gan)Bay. An arm of the Mindanao
Sea indenting the northern coast of Mindanao,
in the Philippine Islands. It separates the western
from the eastern part of Misamis province, and washes
the northern coast of Lanao district.

lUana (el-ya'na) Bay. An arm of the sea in-
denting the coast of Cotabato province, south-
em Mindanao, Philip|)ine Islands.

Illinois*. It sends 2 senators and 25 represen-
tatives to Congress, and has 27 electoral votes.

Ilm (ilm). A small river in Germany which
rises in the mountains southwest of Ilmenau,
flows in a northeasterly direction past Weimar,
and empties into the Saale near Suiza.

Ilocanos (e-lo-kil'nos). [Philippine Sp., <

Uncos, name of two provinces, prop. ' river
men' (Tagalog i}og, river).] A Malay tribe of
the Philippine Islands, inhabiting the extreme
northwestern part of Luzon.

Hocos Norte (e-lo'kos nor'ta). The most
northwesterly province of Luzon, Philippine
Islands, it is bounded by the China Sea on the north

;

Cagayan (separated by the Cordillera Norte range) on the
east : Abra (separated by a spur of the ('ordillera Norte)
on the southeast ; Abra and Ilocos Snr on the south ; and
Hocos Sur and the China .Sea on the west. Capital, I.aoag.

The northern and eastern parts of the province are moun-
tainous, with several peaks upward of :i,000 feet in altitude.
The highest is Semeneblen (4,800 feet) on the boundary be-
tween Ilocos Norte and Abra. The valleys are very fertile,

being watered by numerous rivers and producing rice, cot-
ton, com, sugar-cane, pineapples, betel-nuts, coffee, and
tobacco. The largest river is the Laoag, which flows north-

west to the China .Sea. Most of the native Inhabitant*
are Ili«anos. The censusof 1903gavealso2,148 Igorrotes.
Area of province, including dependent islands, 1,330
sc|uare miles. Population (1903), 178,996.

Ilocos Sur (e - 16 ' kos sor). A very narrow
province in northwestern Luzon, Philippine
Islands, it is bounded by Ilocos Norte on the north ;

Ilocos Norte, Abra, and Lepanto-Bontoc (all separated
from it by mountains) on the east ; La Union on the south ;

and the China Sea on the west Capital, Vigan. The
highest peaks of the province are Estilete, 4,446 feet, and
Nagapu. 4,154 feet high. The Abra flows through the
province from east to west to the China Sea. The other
rivers are small. Of the bays. Port Salomague, on the
coast toward the north, is safe for large vessels in the
northeast monsoon. The chief products are hemp, sugar-
cane, and rice. Large numbers of cattle are raised. The
inhabitants are mainly Ilocanos. The censusof 1903 gave
also 11,151 Igorrotes. Area of province, 471 square miles.
Population (1903), 187,411.

Iloilo (e-16-e'16). 1. After Manila, the prin-
cipal port of the Philippine Islands. It is situated
on the island of Panay. It was captured from the Philip-
pine insurgents by the United States troops on Feb. 11,
1899. Population, about 12,000. It was devastated by
fire in April, 1907.— 2. A river in Panay, Philip-
pine Islands, it flows from its sources in the central
mountain-range southeast to IloiloStrait, and is navigable
for 8 miles by small native craft.

3. A province of the Philippines, occupying
the eastern and southeastern part of Panay
and including numerous islands, the largest of
which is Guimaras. it is bounded by Capiz (sep-
arated by mountains) and the Visayan Sea on the north

;

the Visayan .Sea and Negros Island (separated by Gui-
maras Strait) on the east ; the Strait of Iloilo and the
Visayan Sea on the south ; and Antique (separated by
mountains) on the west. Capital, Iloilo, situated on Iloilo
Strait, in lat. 10° 42' N., long. 122° 36' E. As a commercial
center it is second to Manila. The most important river*
are the .laro, the Jalaur, and the Iloilo. Among the prod-
ucts are t*)bacco, corn, pineapples, mangos, copra, rice,
and sugar-cane. The native race is Visayan. Area,
including islands, 2,027 square miles. Population (1903).
410,315.



Hollo strait

Iloilo (e-lo-e'16) Strait. A strait separating

Paiiay, Philippic Islands, from Uuimaras,
and connecting the Sulu Sea with Gr.imaras
Strait.

Inaya (e-na'ya). See Bicol.

Inchcape Rock, The. A ballad by Robert
Soiithoy. The su>ry is that of the shipwreck of Sir

R&lph the R*>ver ujton the Inchcape or Bell Rock (which
Bce\ friMu which he had maliciously cut the warniiiK bell

placed there for the safety of mariners by the abbot of

Abcrhnithok (Arbroath).

In Darkest Africa. A work by Henry M.
Stanley, published in 1890.

In Darkest England, and the Way Out.
A book bv William Booth, of the Salvation

Army, published in 1890.

Independence Bay. An inlet on the north-

eastern coast of Ureenland, in lat. 82° N., sep-

arating it in part from Melville Land : discov-

ered by Peary and Astrup, July 4, 1892.

ladiana". It is the eighth Stateiii population.

Ildiana University. A coeducational, non-
sectarian State institution of learning situated

at Bloomington, Indiana It was founded in 1820

;

\v:i3 opened in 1824 ; and became a univereity in 1h;^. It

oifers courses IcadinK to the decrees of bachelor of arts

and of law, m-aster of art*. lUld doctor of philosophy. The
students number over 2,000.

Indian Territory'. An act enabling Okla-
homa and Indian Territory to enter the Union
as the State of Oklahoma was passed by Con-
gress in June, 1906. It was admitted to the
Union as a State Nov. 16, 1907.

Indns*. In 1908 Dr. Sven Hedin announced
that he had determined in Tibet the true

sources of the Brahmaputra and the Sutlej,

and had discovered the sources of the Indus.

Indy (an-de'), PaulMarie Theodore Vincent
d' : known as Vincent. Bom at Paris, March
27. 1851. A French composer, pupil of C6sar
Franck and leader of the radical modern
French school. He was one of the founders of the
Schola Cantorum in Paris, and is its director and professor
of conipi«ition. His most important works are the operas
'Ferraal' (18!)7) and " Letranaer ' (1003), for both of
which he wrote the librettos ; the orchestral trilofjy
'* Wallen8t,;in *

; symphonies ; symphonic bjillads ; a string
quartet : a trio for piano, clajinet, and violoncello ; a
sonata for piano and violin ; and other chamber music
and piano pieces.

Infanta Maria Teresa. An armored cruiser
of 7.000 tons, the flagship of Admiral Cervera
in the Spanish-American war. She was sunk in

the battle of .Santiaco, .July 3, 1808 ; was raised under the
direction of Naval-Constructor Hobson ; and was aban-
doned in a gale north of San Salvador, Nov. 1, 1808.

Ingalls (ing'galz), John James. Bom at Mid-
dleton,Mass., Dec. 29, 1833: died at Las Vegas,
N. Mex., Aug. 16, 1900. An American Repub-
lican politician. He was graduated from Williams
College in 185.T and was admitted to the bar in 1857. He
removed to Kansas; was a member of the Wyandotte
Convention in 18.'j9 ; was secretary of the Territorial
Ci)uncil in 1860 and of the State Senate in 1861 ; was a
member oi* the Kansas Senate in 1862; and was United
States senator from Kansas 1873-91.
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Ingelow", Jean. Born in 1820 : died at Lon-
don, July 20 1897.

Ingersoll', Robert Green. Died at Dobbs
Ferry, N. Y., July 21, 1899.

Ingram (in'gram), Arthur Foley Winning-
ton. Born in Worcestershire, England, Jan.
26, 18r)8. Bishop of London from 1901. He was
educated at Oxford ; was ordained in 1884 ; and was canon
of St. Paul's Cathedral and bishop suffragan of Stepney
1897-1901. In 1888 he founded the Oxford House in the
East End of London, and he is the leader of the Oxford
settlement movement. His works include "Work in

Great Cities' (1896), "Under the Dome " (1902), "The
Gospel in Action" (1906), "Early English Colonies in

America" (1908), "Joy in God" (1909), etc.

In His Name. A romance of the Waldenses
in the 17th century, written by Edward Everett
Hale in 1874.

Inness (in'es), George. Born at Paris, France,
Jan. 5, 1854. An American artist, son of

George Inness. He was a pupil of his father at Rome
1870-74, and studied at Paris in 1875. His work is signed
' Inness, .Tr.' In 1895 he was elected an associate member
and in 1899 a member of tlie National Academy of Design
and was made an officer of the Acad«>mie des Beaux-
Arts in 1902. He received honorable mention in the Paris
Salon of 1896, and a gold medal in 1000.

Inouye (e'uo-6-ya). Marquis Kaoru. Born in

Chosu, Nov. 28, 1835. One of the ' elder states-

men ' of Japan. With Hirobumi Ito he secretly visited

England in 1864. and their appreciation of the advantage
of Western civilization subjected them on their return to
attacks from which Inouye barely escaped with his life.

Soon after the Restoration he was appointed vice-minister
of finance, and remained in the government service in

important positions until 1898, when he retired.

Iowa College*. It has about 55 instructors
and 640 students.

Iowa State University*. It has about 164
instructors and about 2,400 students.

Ireland*. The kingdom is represented by 103 members
in the House of Commons, and the peerage, which at
present (1909) numbers 175 members, .ipiwints 28 repre-
sentative peers to sit in the House of Lords. In 1908 an
act of parliament was passed providing fur the abolition

of the Royal University of Ireland and for the establish-

ment of two new universities, the National Dniversity of

Ireland, at Dublin, and the Queen's University, at Belfast,

both to be non-sectarian.

Ireland, John. Bom at Bumchureh, County
Kilkenny, Ireland, Sept. 11, 1838. A Roman
Catholic archbishop, lie emigrated to the United
States in 1849; was educated in France; and was ordained
priest in St. Paul, Minn., in 1861. He was consecrated
coadjutor to the bishop of St. Paul in 187,5, became bishop
of that city in 1884, and archbishop in 1888. He has writ-

ten "The Church and Modern Society" (1896).

Iriga (e-re'ga). 1. An extinct volcano in
Ambos Camarines province, Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands. Height, 4,092 feet.— 2. A mu-
nicipality of Ambos Camarines province,
southeastern Luzon. Civilized population
(1903), 19,297.

Ir'ving*, Sir Henry (real name was John
Henry Brodribh). Died at Bradford, Oct.
13, 1905.

Isabela (e-.sa-ba'la). A province of eastern
Luzon, Philippine Islands, it is bounded by Ca-
gayan on the north ; the Pacific Ocean and Principe

Jameson
on the east; Principe on the south : and Nueva Ecija,
Nueva Vizcaya, and Lepanto-Bontoc (separated by moun-
tains) on the west. Capital, Ilagan. The .Sierra Madie
range extends north and south Bot far from the coast,
and sends spurs westward. The Rio Grande de Ca-
gayan rises among the mountains in the south and. unit-
ing near the central part of the province with the Magat,
which rises in Nueva Vizcaya, flows north into Cagayan.
There are extensive forests. The soil is easily cultivat«(i,
and produces large crops of com and tobacco. The in-
habitants are of several i-aces, as Igorrotes, Ilocanos. and
Tagalogs. Area, 5,018 square miles. Population (1903).
76,431.

Isabella II. * (Maria Isabella Louisa). Died
at Paris, April 9, 1904.

Isarog (e-sii-rog'). A large extinct volcano of
perfect conical form, situated in the south-
eastern part of Luzon, Philippine Islands, in
about lat. 13° 41' N., long. 123° 21' E. Height,
6,634 feet.

Isham (I'sham), Samuel. Born at New York,
May 12, 18,55. An American painter. He was
graduated at Yale University in 1875. and studied in **ari8

under Jacquesson de la Chevreuse. Boulanger, and Le-
febvre. He won a silver medal at the St. Louis Exposi-
tion in 1904, and was elected an aci emician of the Na-
tional Academy of Design in 1906. He has published a
" History of .\merican Painting " (1905).

Isthmian Canal Zone. A strip of territory
ten miles wide, extending five miles in each
direction from the central line of the canal
route across the Isthmus of Panama, it begins
in the Caribbean Sea " three marine miles from mean
low-water mark," and extends "to and across the Isth-
mus of Panama into the Pacific Ocean to a distance of
three marine miles from mean low-water mark." The
cities of Panama and Colon, with their harbors, are ex-
cluded from the territory. The use, occupation, and con-
trol of this zone were ce(ied in perpetuity by the Republic
of Panama to the United States by a treaty ratified by the
United States Senate, February 23, 1904. The Republic
of Panama granted tt) the United States " the use, occu-
pation, and control of all islands within the limits of the
zone above described, and in addition thereto the group
of small islands in the Bay of Panama named Perico, Naos.
Culebra, and Flamingo."

Italones (e-ta-16'nas). Ahead-hunting people
living in the wilds of Nueva Vizcaya, Luzon.

Italy". The parliament consists of a senate
of about 400 members, and a chamber of 508
members.

Ito (e'to), Hirobtimi, Prince. Bom in Chosu,
Japan, Sept. 2, 1841 : assassinated at Harbin,
Oct. 26, 1909. A noted Japanese statesman:
premier 1886-88, 1892-96, Jan.-June, 1898,
1900-01, and resident-general in Korea Decem-
ber, 1905-09. He became convinced of the advantages
of Western civilization through visits to Europe and the
United States, and was the leader in the introduction of
European ideas and political methods into Japan. He
was created count 1884, marquis 1805, and prince 1907.

Ito (e'to). Viscount Stlkenori. Bom in Sat-
suma. May, 1842. A .Japanese admiral, ad-
miral of the fleet since 1905. He was pro-
moted vice-admiral and commanded with great
success the United Japanese squadron in the
Chinese-Japanese war 1894-95.

Ivory Black. A pseudonym of Thomas Alli-

bone Janvier.

ack. A novel by Alphonse
Daudet, published in 1876.

Jackson (jak'son), Samuel
Macauley. Bom at New
York, June 19, 1851, An
American clergyman, au-
thor, editor, and educator,
professor of church history
in New York University

from 1895. He was graduated at the College of the
City of New Vork in 1870, and at Union Theological
Seminary in 1873. He has l)een engaged in editorial work
on various encyclopedias and other works of reference,
and is the author of " lluldreich Zwingli " (1001) and
editor of the series of " Heroes of the Reformation " and
of " Handbooks for Workers in Church and Philan-
thropy."

Jackson Park. A park in Chicago, situated
on the lake front in the southern part of the
city ; the site of the World's Columbian Expo-
sition in 1893. It is connected with Washing-
ton Park by the Midway Plaisance. Area,
523 acres.

Jacq^ne (zhak), Charles tmile. Bom at
Pans, May 23, 1813 : died there. May 7, 1894.
A French painter and etcher. At the age of thir-

teen he began work with a map-engraver : served with
the anny for a number of years ; and was later engaged
as a draftsman for illustrated publications. He is best
known for his etchings and dry-p(dnts, and excelled in
pictures of rural life. Among the best of his etchings are
" Paysage : troupeau de pores," " Le matin," " La rentree."
" La labourage," and " Paysage et animaux" ; and among
his dry-points may be mentioned "Le tueur de cochons."
He exhibited for many years at the Salon, and was awarded
a number of medals. In 1867 he received the cross of the
Legion of Honor. He was interested in the breeding of
fowls, and published an illustrated handbook on the sub-
ject, " Le poulaillcr" (18,58).

Jamaica*. The island was visited by an
earthquake Jan. 14, 1907, which caused great
damage in the city of Kingston.

James (jamz), Edmund Janes. Born at Jack-
sonville, 111., May 21, l8o5. An American
educator, president of the University of Illinois

from 1904. He studied in Northwestei'n and Harvard
Universities and in the University of Halle; was professor
of finance in the Wharton .School of the University of
Pennsylvania 1883-95, and of political and social science
in that university 1884-05; was professor of public admin-
istration in the University of Chicago 1806-1001 ; and was
president of N'orlhwestern University 1902-1904. He was
fountlcr and first president of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science ; also founder and first presi-

dent of the American Society for the Extension of Univer-

sity Teaching. His publications include a large nunilur
of treatises and papers upon economic, historical, and
educational topics.

James (jamz), William. Born at New York,
Jan, 11, 1842. An eminent American psychol-
ogist and philosophical writer, professor of
philosophy in Harvard University from 1897.
He became an instructor in Harvard in 1872 ; was assistant
professor of philosophy 1880-85 ; was professor of philoso-
phy 1885-89 ; and was professor of psychology 1889-97.

During 1900-02 he was Gilford lecturer at the University
of Edinburgh. He has written " Principles of Psychol-
ogy" (1890), "The Will to Believe, and Other Essays"
(1897), " Talks to Teachers " (1809), " Human Immortality"
(1898i "The Varieties of Religious Experience' (1902).

"Pragmatism' (1907). "A Pluralistic Universe" (1909).

"The Meaning of Truth: A Sequel to Pragmatism'
(1909), etc.

Jameson (ja'me-son), John Franklin. Bom
at Boston, Mass., Sept. 19. 1859. An American
historical writer an(l educator, director of the
bureau of historical research in the Carnegie
Institution in Washington, D. C, and manag-
ing editor of the " American Historical Re-
view" from 1905. He was graduated at Amherat
College in 1879 ; studied at Johns Hopkins University

;

and was professor of history in Brown University 188»-

1901, and in the Univereity of Chicago 1901-05. He has



Jameson
pablished " A History of Historical Writing in America'
(18911, "A Dictionary of United States History" (1894),

etc.

Jameson (ja'me-son), Leander Starr. Born
at Eciiuburgh, 1853. A Scottish pliysician and
statesman. He practised medicine in Kiniberley, Cape
(Colony, and was appointed administrator of tlie Britisli

South Africa Company ; in tiiis capacity he organized an
attack upon the ilatabele in 1H93. In 1895, at the insti-

gation of Cecil Rhodes and others, he prepared to lead an
anned force to Johannesburg. He started ( Dec. 29) from
Pitsani, Bechuanaland. with about (iO<) men (chiefly drawn
from the Bechuanaland and Slatabele mounted police),

before tlie preparations were complete, and was obliged
to surrender to the South African Republic at Doom
Kop, Jan. 2, 189(1 President Kriiger sent him to Great
Britain for trial. In July, 1896, he was condemned to
serve a ten months' term of imprisonment for having in-

fringed the foreign enlistment act, but was released Dec.

3, 189(j, on account of ill health. He returned tt> .South

Africa ; was elected a member of the Cape legislative

assembly for Kimberley in 1!»<)0; was appointed a director
of the De Beers Consolidated Company in 19<X) and of the
British .Stiuth .Africa Company in l'.M>2 ; and was premier
of Cape Colony I'nn-os.

Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. An
exposition held at Se well's Point, near Nor-
folk, Va., from April 26 to Nov. 30. 1907, to
commemorate the three-hundredth anniversary
of the first permanent settlement of Knglish-
speaking people in America, and the birth of
the American nation. The grounds fronted on
Hampton Roads, opposite Old Point t 'omfort, and covered
an area of between three and four hundred acres. The
principal buildings were grouped about a square called

Raleigh Court. The style of architecture was of the
colonial perirtd and most of the buildings were permanent
structures. Many of those erected hy the different St,ites

were reproductions of places famous hist/jrically. The
exhibits were chiefly historical and industrial in char-
acter, and were planned to represent all the great events
and every phase of development pertaining to the growth
of the American nation. They were divide<l into the
following eight grMips : historic art ; education and so
cial economy ; manufactures and liberal art* (including
graphic arts); machinery and transportation (inchnling
electricity); agriculture and horticulture; foo*! products
and accessories ; forestry, fish, and g.ame ; ami mines and
metiillurgy. The amusement features were grouped aboi\t

the so-called "War Path.' It was here that the repre-
sentations of hi8t4:)rical events t^x>k place. A feature of
the exiMtsition was the great naval and milit.'vry display,
in which most of the nations of the world were invited t.j

partici[iate,

Janauschek', Famy (originally Franziska
Magdalena Komance). Died at Amitvville,
L. I,, \. Y., Nov. 2S. 1904.

Janet". Paul. Died at Paris, Oct. 4, 1899. He
was [troiess^ir of the history of philosophy at the Sorbonne
I8(>i-n7.

Janinay (nU-ne-ni'). Amunicipality of Iloilo

province, eastern Panav. Philippine Islands.

Civilized population (19i»3), L>0,73S.

Janvier (zhitn'vi-a), Thomas AUibone. Bom
at Philadelphia, Pa., July 16, 1849. An Ameri-
can author. He is a member of the Folk Lore .Sixiety

( Lfjndon ), and an honorary niember of the Provencal Keli-

brige. Among his works are *' (.'olor Studies "(188.'>), " The
Mexican Guide" (1887). "The Aztec Treasure House"
(1890), " Stories of Old New Si>ain " (1801), " Tlie Uncle of

an Angel, and Other Stories " (1891), "An Embassy U} l*ro-

vence" (18931, "In old New York" (I8!M), "In the Sar-

gasso Sea" (1898). "The Passing of Thomas, and <ttlier

Stories" (1900). "In Great Waters " (1901), "Tile Christ-

mas Kalends of Provence, and Other Provencal Festivals"
(19<>2). "The Dutch Founding of New York ' (19o:t),

" Santa Fes Partner ' (1907), " Henry Hudson " (1909), etc.

Japan*. The empire is divided for administrative pur-
poses into 47 prefectures (3 fu, 43 ken, and 1 do). There
is also a subdivision politically into 85 provinces, exclud-
ing Formtjsa. A war with Russia was waged 1904-05 (see
Rugstt'Japanfm War). By the treaty of Portsmouth,
Sept, 6, 1905, Russia transferred Ui .)ai>an, with the con-
sent of ('hina, the lease of the Kwantung province, in-

cluding Port Arthur, Talien, ami I>alny, and also the rail-

way between Chan-Chun and Port Arthur, with all its

branches, and the coal-mines connecteii therewith : and
ceded the southern half of the island of .Hakh.alin. By
agreement of Nov. 17, 1905. between Japan and Korea,
Japan assumed control of the foreign relations of Korea
and provision was mifde for the establishment of a Japan-
ese resirient-general ; an<l on July 31. l'M)1, a further
agreement was concluded by which all a4iministrative
measures and high otHcial apiKjintments are Ui be subject
U^ the approval of the rc-ii'lent-general. and Japanese sub-
jects are eligible for oHicial jMists in the govenmient de-

partmcMta.

Jarves (jar' vis), James Jackson. Bom at
Boston, Mass., Aug. JO, 1820 ; died at Tarasp,
Switzerland, June 28, 1888. An American
writer and connoisseur. He traveled in South
America anil the Pacific Islands, and settled in Honolulu
in 1838, where he established in ls40 the " Polynesian,"

the first Hawaiian newspaper. About 1849 he was ap-
pointed special commissioner of the Hawaiian goveni-
ment to negotiate treaties with the United Stjites, France,
and Great Britain. After 1.8.S1 he lived in Florence, Italy,

where from 1879 to 1882 he was United States vice-consul

and acting consul. Of his collections, the best ot his pic-

tures nr)w fonn the Jarves Collection at Yale University ;

other pictures and pieces of sculpture belong ti» the Hol-

lenden Gallery in Cleveland : and hisantitiue and nuidern
Venetian glass is in the Metro{)4)litan Museum of Art^ in

New York City. On matters relating t^> the fine arts he
pnblisheil " Art Studies ; the Old Masters of Italy " (18611.

"The Art Idea, Sculpture, Painting and Architecture in

45
America " (ISOfi), " Art Thoughts ; The Experience and
Obser^-ations of an American Amateur in Europe " (1809),

"Glimpses at the Art of Japan ' (1870), and " Italian
Rambles " (1884).

Jastrow Cjas'tro), Joseph. Bom at Warsaw,
Poland, Jan. 30, 1863. An American psychol-
ogist, professor in the University of Wiscon-
sin from 1888. He has published " Time-relations of
Mental Phenomena" (1890), "Fact and Fable in Psychol-
ogy" (1900), "The Subconscious" (190<}), and numerous
articles in scientific and popular magazines.

Jastrow (jas'tro), Morris, Jr. Bora at War-
saw, Poland, Aug. 13, 1861, An American
Orientalist, professor of Semitic languages
and librarian in the University of Pennsyl-
vania. He came to America in 18(i6 ; was graduated at
the Univei-sity of Pennsylvania in 1881 ; and studied later
in Germany and France. His publications include " The
Grammatical Works of Hayyug" (1897), "Religion of the
Babylonians and Assyrians ' (1898 : rewritten and enlarged
edition in German in course of publication since 1903),
"The Study of Religion " (1902). etc.

Jaur^S (zho-ra'), Jean L6on. Bom at Castres,
Tarn, France, Sept. 3, 1859. A French social-
ist and politician. He entered politics in 1885 as
member of the Chamber of Deputies from Tarn, and is

noted for his defense of Captain Dreyfus and for his efforts
to unit« the factions of French Socialists. He is edit<ir

of " La Petite Republique " and is one of the founders of
" L'Humanite." His publications include " Les preuves

"

(1898), "Action socialiste" (1900), "Etudes socialistes"
(l'.H)2), "Discours parlementaires '' (1904-), etc.

Jeafireson", John Cordy. Died Feb. 2, 1901.

Jebb (jeb), Sir Richard Claverhouse. Bora
at Dundee, Aug. 27, 1841: died Dec. 9, 1905.

A noted British scholar. In 1875 he became pro-
fessor of Greek in Glasgow University, and in 1889 regius
professor of Greek at Cambridge. He represented his
university in the House of Commons 1891-1905.

Jefferson", Joseph. Died at Palm Beach, Fla.,

April 23, 1905.

Jensen (yen'sen), Adolf. Born at Konigs-
berg, Prussia, Jan. 12, 1837: died at Baden-
Baden. Jan. 23, 1879. A German composer,
best known for his songs and piano pieces, es-

pecially several sets for piano (four hands).

Jerome (je-rom'), Jerome Klapka. Born at
Walsall, England, May 2, 1859. An English
humorist, writer, and lecturer. He has been at
various times clerk, teacher, actor, and journalist. His
stage experiences are embodied in "On the Stage — and
Off " (1885), and '• Stage Land " (1889) : and he has written
a number of plays, among them " Barbara " (1880), "When
Greek meets Greek " (1888), " Sunset " (1888), "New Lamps
for Old" (1890), "MacHaggis" (1897). "Miss Hobbs

'

(1900), and "Su.san in Search of a Husband' (19<Xi). In 1892
lie founded the "Idler" with Robert Barr, retiring in 1897.

and was editor of "To-day" 189.'i-97 His publications
include also " Idle Thoughta of an Idle Fellow "(]88(;),

"Three Men in a Boat (1889), "Novel Notes" (1893),

"Sketches in I.avender, Blue, and Green" (1897), "Three
Menon Wheels' (19(X)), "Tea Table Talk" (liKlS), "Tommy
'& Co." (191)4), "American Wives and Others " (1901),
" Idle Ideas in 1905 " (1905), " Passing of the Third Floor
Back" (1!«IS), etc

Jerome (je-rom' ), William Travers. Bom at
New York, April 18, 1859. An American law-
yer. He was educated at Amherst College and the Law
School of ("olumbia University ; was admitted to the b.ir

in 1884 ; was a justice of special sessions 1895-1902 ; and
was elected district attorney for New Y'ork County in
1901 and again in 1905.

Jeiine (jon). Sir Francis Henry, first Lord St.

Helier. Born March 17, 1843 : died April 9,

1905. An English Judge, He was knighted in 1891

;

was raised to the peerage in 1905 ; and was president of

the probate, divorce, ami admiralty division of the High
Court of Justice an<I judge-advocate general 1892-1905.

Jeune (.jf'm). Lady (Susan Mary Elizabeth
Stewart-Mackenzie). A contemporary Eng-
lish philanthropist and writer, wife of Sir

Francis Henry Jeune, first Lord St. Helier.
she has contributed to the reviews many articles on sticial

snlijects, a number of which have been collected in book
form under the title " Lesser Questions " (1894).

Jewett (jii'et), Sarah Ome. Born at South
Berwick, Me., Sept. 3, 1849 : died there, June
24, 1909. An American author, known for her
studies of New England life. Her publications
include " Deephaven" (1877), " Play Days" (1878), "Tales
of New England " (1879), "Old Friends and New (1879).

"Country Byways" (1881), "The Mate of the Daylight
and Friends Ashore" (188;)), "A Country Doctor" (1884),

"A Marsh Island' (1885). "A White Heron, and Other
Stories' (lS8<ii, " The St<iry of the Normans " (1880), "The
King of Folly Island and Other People" (1888), "Betty
Leicester" (1889), "Strangers and Wayfarers" (1890), "A
Native of Winbv, and Other Tales" (1893), " Betty Lei-

cester's Christmas" (1894), "The Lite of Nancy" (1896),

"The Country of the Pointed Firs" (189<i), "The Queen's
Twin" (1899), and "The Tory Lover' (1901).

Jex-Blake (jeks'bliik'), Sophia. Bom 1840.

An English physician, lecturer, and writer, a
pioneer in medical education for women. .She

was tutxir in mathematics atQueen's College. I>ondon, 18.S8-

61, and began t^> study medicine at Boston, Massachu-
setts. In 1869 she niatricnlateil in tlie me<iical faculty of

the University of Edinburgh, but was m<t allowed to

take a degree, and the acti<»n which she brought, with
others, against the university was defeated. In 1874 she

Jolo Sea
founded the London School of Medicine for Women, and
in 1878 went to Edinburgh, where she opened a dispensary
for women and children in 1878, and the Cottage Hospital
in 1885. In 1886 she founded the Edinburgh School of
Medicine for Women, which was recognized for gradua-
tion by the University of Edinburgh in 1894. She is the
author of "American Schools and Colleges" (1867),
" Medicine as a Profession for Women " (1869), etc.

Jimenez", Jesiis. Died at San Jos6, Feb. 17,
1897.

Joachim*, Joseph. Died at Charlottenburg,
Aug. 15, 1907.

John Halifax, Gentleman. A story by Dinah
Mulock Craik, published in 1857.

Johns Hopkins University*. It has about
175 instructors and 683 students, of whom 51S
are graduate students.

Johnson*, Eastman. Died April 5, 1906.
Johnson (jon'son), Robert Underwood. Bom
at Washington, D. C, Jan. 12, 1853. An Amer-
ican journalist and poet, associate editor of the
"Century Magazine" from 1881. He originated
the movement which resulted in the establishment of the
Y'osemite National Park, and was made a chevalier of the
Legion of Honor in 1891 and of the Order of the Crown of
Italy In 1895 for his services in the cause of international
copyright He is the author of " The Winter Hour and
Other Poems " (1892), "Songs of Liberty and Other Poems "

(1897), and " Collected Poems " (1902).

Johnson (jon'son), Thomas George. Bom at
London, England, 1844 : died at New York,
Oct. 29, 1904. An Anglo-American wood-
engraver. HecanietoNew Y'ork in 1872. Hewasespe-
cially noted for his engraved portraits, and won a medal at
the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893 and exhibited
at the Paris Exposition in 1900.

Johnston (jon'ston). Sir Harry Hamilton.
Born at Kennington. London, June 12, 1858.
An English explorer and official in Africa.
He was educated at King's College, London : made various
journeys in Africa 1879-84 (Portuguese West Africa, Kongo
River, Mt. KilimanjaroJ ; occupied consular positions in
various parts of Africa 1885-89 , led the expedition which
founded the British Central Africa Protectorate in 1889;
was commissioner and consul-genei-allSOl ; was consul-
general, Tunis, 1897-9^1 ; ami was consul-general and com-
mander-in-chief for the Uganda Protectorate 1899-1901.
He has published a number of works on Africa, including
"Kilinianj,aro" (1885) "British Central Africa" (1897),
" A llistoi->- of the Colonization of Africa by Alien Races

"

(1899), "The Uganda Protectorate" (1902), "The Nile
Quest' (190;!), "Liberia' (1906), " George Grenfell and the
Congo" (1908), etc.

Johns'ton (jon'ston), Mary. Born at Bu-
chanan, Va., Nov. 21, 1870. An American
novelist, she is the author of "Prisoners of Hope"
(1898), "To Have and to Hold" (1900), "Audrey' (1902),
"Sir Mortimer" (1904), "The Goddess of Reason" (1907),
and " Lewis Rand " (1908).

Johnston (jon'ston), Richard Malcolm.
Born ill Hancock County, Ga., March 8, 1822:
tiled at Baltimore, Md., Sept. 23, 1898. An
American novelist. He was graduated at Mercer
University, Macon, Georgia, in 1841 ; was admitted to the
bar; was professor of literature in the University of
Georgia 1857-61 ; served in the Confederate anny ; and for
several years after 1867 conducted a school near Baltimore.
He wrote stories of Southern life, particularly life among
the Georgia ' crackers. ' Among his works are "Georgia
Sketches" (1864), " Dukesborough Tales. By Philemon
Perch " (1871), " Historical Sketch of English Literature

""

(1872; with W. H. Browne), "Life of Alexander H. .Ste-

phens " (1878 ; with W. H. Browne), " Two (iray Tourists
"

(18851, "Widoiv Guthrie" (1890), "The Primes and their
Neighbors" (1891), and "Old 'Times in Middle Georgia"
(1897).

Joinville*, Prince de (Francois Ferdinand
Philippe Louis Marie d'Orleans). Died at
Paris, Juno 16, 19(10.

J6kai', M6r. Died at Budapest, May 5, 1904.

Jolly Beggars, The. A humorous cantata by
Robert Burns, written about 1785.

Jolo (Ho-lo'). 1. The largest island of the
Jolo group in the Sulu (Jolo) Archipelago.
It belongs to the Jolo district of Moro province, and is

situated in lat. 6° N. Its surface is hilly. The most im-
portant elevations are Bahii, 2,810 feet. Biitpula, 2,7;i9

feet, Dajo, 2,100 feet, and Tumatanguis, 2.940 feet in height.
The island is inhabited by Moros. The chief town is

Jolo, the capital of Jolo province. Area, 326 square miles-
Population (1903), 44,718, Also called Sulu. See Uajo.

2. A district of Moro province in the Phil-
ippine Islands. It includes the Jolo (Sulu), Tawi
'Tawi. Pangutaran, and other groups of the Sulu (Jolo)

Archipelago, together with Sibutu, Cagayan de Jolo, and
adjacent islands. The inhabitants are Moros. The capi-
tal, J<do, is situated on the northwestern coast of Jolo
(Sulu) Island, in lat. 6° 3' N., long. 121' E. Area of dis-

trict, 1,042 square miles. Po])ulation (1903), 90,689.

Jolo (h6-16') Group. A group of 28 named
and 4 unnamed islands of the Sulu (Jolo)
Archipelago. It forms a part of the .lolo district of
Moro province, Philippines. The largest island is Jolo
(Sulu). Area of the group, 377.3 square miles. See Sulu
lulaiid/i.

Jolo (nolo') Sea. The body of ocean waters
inclosed bv the Philippine Islands, the Jolo
(Sulu) Ardiipelago, and Borneo, it is connected
on the east by the Mindanao Sea, the Surigao Sea, and
Surigao Strait with the Pacific Ocean, and on the west by



Jolo

Babbae Strait with the China Sea. The northern reach

of the waters is known as Uia V isajran Sea. Also called

Sulu Sta.

Jones', Henry. Born at London, Nov. 2, 1831

:

died there, Feb. 15, 1899.

Jones (jouz), Henry Arthur. Born at Grand-
borough, Buckinghamshire, England, Sept.

28,1851. An English dramatist. Among his plays

»re"8aint8 and Sinners ' (18S4), "The Middleman ' (1889),

"Judah" (1890), "The Crusaders" (181)1), "The Case of

EebeUioos Susan " (1894), "Michael and his Lost Anptel"

(1896), "The Liare" (1897), "Mrs. Dane's Defence" (1900),

"Joeeph Entaiigle<l" (1904), "The Chevaleer" (1904),

"The Heroic Stiibbs " (1906)," The Hypocrites " (1906), and

"The Evangelist" (1907). He has also published a volume

of essays on "The Renascence of the English Drama

"

Jones*,JohnPanl. Died at Paris, Sept. 12, 1792.

The coffin containing his body was sought for

by General Horace Porter, United States am-
bassador to France, in the abandoned Saint

Louis Cemetery in Paris, and found March 31,

1905. The body was brought to the United

States for interment in Annapolis.

Jordan*, David Starr. His later works in-

clude "Vishcs of North and Middle America

(Kith B. W. Evemiann; 1896-1900). "Factors in

Organic Evolution" (1894), "Cure and Culture of Men '

(1896), "Foot-notes to Evolution" (1898), "Imperial De-

mocracy "' (1899), "American Food and Game Fishes
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(1902, with B. W. Evermann), "The Voice of the Scholar

"

(1903) "The Call of the Twentieth Century" (1903),

"Guide to tiie Study of Fishes " (1905), "Life's Enthu-

siasms" (1906), "The Human Harvest" (1907), "The Col-

lege and the Man" (1907), "Fossil Fishes of California'

(1!«)7). "Evolution and Animal Life" (1907, with V. L.

Kellogg), "Fishes" (1908), "Scientific Aspects of Luther

Hurtmnk's Work " (1909, with V. L. Kellogg), etc.

Jor(ian*, Wilhelm. Died at Frankfort-on-

the-Main, Juno 25, 1904.

Jorg*, Joseph Edmund. Died at Landshut,

Nov. 18, 1901.

Joubert (jo'bert or zho-bar'), Petrus Jacobus.
Born in Cape Colony, Jan. 20, 1831 : died at Pre-

toria, March 27, 1900. An eminent Boer general

and statesman. He settled in the .South African Re-

public as a farmer and ranchman ; became a member of

the Volksraad ; was made attorney-general in 1870 ; and in

1874 was acting president When hostilities began with

England (1880-81) he was appointed commandant-general,

and gained the victories of Laing's Neck, Ingogo, and Ma-
juba Hill. He was again acting president 1883-84, and in

1899 assumed command of the lioer forces in the last war
with England. He conducted the Natal campaign and the

siege of Ladysmith, but was forced to retire on account of

ill-health.

Jude the Obscure. A novel by Thomas Hardy,
published in 1896 (serially in "Harper's Maga-
zine" as "Hearts Insurgent," 1895).

Judson (jud'son), Harry Pratt. Born at

Kentucky UnlTersity

Jamestown, N. Y., Dec. 20, 1849. An Ameri-
can educator, president of the University of

Chicago from 1907. He was graduated at Williams
College in 1870 : and was professorof history and political

science in the University of Minnesota 1885-1907.

Juneau (j6-n6'). A mining town in Alaska,
the capital of the Territory since 1906. Popu-
lation (1900), 1,864.

Junipero. See Serra.

Jupiter*. Jupiter has eight satellites or moons. Their
periods of revolution are as follows : lo, 16d. 16h. 32.2m.

;

Europa, Id. 18h. 27.6m. ; Ganymede, 3d. 13h. 13.7m. ;

Callisto, 7d. 3h. 42.6m. ; nameless, llh. 57.38m. : nameless,
253.4d. ; nameless, 260d. ; nameless, 931 (?) d.

Jusserand (zhiis-ran'), Jean Adrien An'toine
Jules. Born at Lyons, France, Feb. 18, 1855.

A French diplomatist and author. He was edu-

cated for the law at Lyons, and in 1876 entered the Foreign

Office. He wascouncillorofthe embassy atLondon 1887-90;

was minister at Copenhagen in 1898 ; and has been ambas-
sador at Washington since 1902. In 1892 he was made an
officer of the Legion of Honor. He is the author of " Lea
Anglais au moyen Age ; la vie nomade et les routes d'An-
gleterre au XlVe siecle" (1884: crowned by the French
Academy), " French Ambassador at the CJourt of Charles

II." (1892), " Histoire litt^raire du peuple anglais" (1894),
" English Essifjs'from a French Pen " (1896), " .Shakespeare

en I-Yance sous I'ancien regime" (1898), "Lea sports et

jeux d'exercice dans I'ancienne France" (1901), "Literary
History of the English People," etc.

ahnis", Karl Friedrich
August. Died at Leipsic,

.Imic 20, 1888.

Kai-ping (ki-ping'). A town
in southern Manchuria sit-

uated on the railroad near
the western coast of the

Liao-tung Peninsula, about
thirty miles below the

mouth of the Liao river.

Kaiserslautem*. Here, Nov. 28-30, 1793, the Duke
of Brunsw ick defeated the French under Hoche, and May
23. 1794, the Prussians under MoUendorf again defeated

the French.

Kaiser Wilhelm (ki'zer vil'helm) Canal. A
ship-canal connecting the harbor of Kiel with
the mouth of the Elbe near Brunsbuttel. The
canal was begun June 3, 1887, and opened for traffic June
19, 189.5. Its breadth at the bottom is 72 feet, and at the

surface 213 feet ; depth, 29 feet 6 inches. It has a length

of 61 miles, "rhe cost of construction was estimated at

about 1^,000,000.

Kdlnoky, Count Siegmund Gustav. Died at

his estate in Moravia, Austria, Feb. 13, 1898.

Kamim'ura (kii-mi-mo'ra). Baron Hikonojo.
Born in Satsuma, May 5, 18.')0. A Japanese
naval officer, promoted vice-admiral in 1903.
He fought, as captain, in the Chinese-Japanese war (1894

-1*5), and during the Russo-Japanese war commanded the
second Japanese 8(]Uadron. On August 14, ItxM, he fought
with the Russian cruiser s<iuadron from Vladivostock,

sinking the Rurik and damaging the Gromoboi and Ros-
sia- In 1W)5 he was appointed commander-in-chief of the
'S'ulv'jsuka admiralty.

Kamphausen (kamp'hou-zen), Adolf. Born
in Solingen, Prussia, Sept. 10, 1829 : died Aug.
18, 1909. A German Protestant theologian,
professor in the University of Bonn from 1863.
He has written " Das Lied Moses " (1862), " Das Gebet des
Herm " (1866), " Das Buch Daniel und die neuere Ge-
schichtJiforschung " (1893), "Das Verhaltnisa des Men-
8','henupfers zur israelitischen Religion " (1896), etc.

Kam-ranh (kiim'riin) Bay. A bay on the
southeastern coast of French Indo-China, situ-

ated in about lat. 12° N.

Kaneko (kii-na'ko), Viscount Kentaro. Bom
at Fukuoka, Feb., 1853. A Japanese states-

man and diplomatist, a member of the House
of Peers. He was graduated at Harvard University in

1878 ; was private secretary to Marquis Ito 1885-90 ; and
was minister of agriculture and commerce from April U)
June. 1898, and of Justice from Oct, 1900, to May, 1901.

In 1894 he was sent Uy the Ur.lted States as a diplomatic
agent of Japan. He was made a member of the privy
council in 1906. He was created baron 1895 and viscount
1907.

Kanem*. A former vassal state of Wadai.
It was recopiized as coming within the French
sphere of influence bj- the Anglo-French agree-
ment of 1899, and since 1903 has ceased to be
a state, and is now a district of the Shari ter-

ritory. Capital, Maft.

Kankakee (kang-ka-ke') Peninsula. A pe-
ninsula which is supposed by geologists to have

existed in the sea of Middle Devonian time, in

the United States, west of the Indiana basin.

Kansas*. It has 105 counties.

Kansas, University of. See University of
Kansas.

Karsten*, Hermann. Died at Berlin, July
13, 1908. His later works include "Chemismus der

Pllanzenzelle ' (1869), "Zur Geschichte der Botanik

"

(1870), " Deutsche Flora, pharmazeutisch-medizische Bo-
tanik " (1883), " Geologic de I'ancienne Colombie ' (1886),

etc. He also edited " Botanischen Untersuchungen aus
dem physiologischen Laborat^irium in Berlin " (1865-67).

Kassala*. It is the capital of Kassala, one of

the 13 provinces of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,
and was ceded to Egypt in 1897.

Katahdin*, Mount. The height of the west
peak has been determined to be 5,268 feet and
that of the east peak 5,250 feet.

Kathleen Mavoumeen. A song by Louise
Macartney Crawford, an American writer of

the 19th century. The music was written by
Frederick N. Crouch (1808-96), and the words
have been attributed also to Mrs. Anne (Barry)
Crawford.

Kato (ka'to), Taka-akira. Bom at Nagoya,
in 1859. A Japanese diplomat, ambassador
to Great Britain 1908-. He was graduated from the
Imperial University at Tokio in 1881 ; entered the foreign

office in 1887 ; represented Japan in England 1894-99

;

was minister for foreign affairs 1900-01 and for a few
months under Saionji in 1906 ; and succeeded Count
Komuiu at London in 1908.

Katsura (kat-so'ra), Marquis Taro. Born in

Choshu, November, 1847. A Japanese states-

man and general, premier 1901-Jan. 6, 1906,

and 1908-. He fought in the civil war for the restora-

tion ; studied military science in Gennany ; was military

attach^ in Berlin 187.^-78 ; was vice-minister of war
1886-91 ; commanded the Nagoya division during the
Chinese war ; and was minister of war 1898-1900. In 1902

he concluded the Anglo-Japanese treaty which insured
to Japan freedom of action in the subsequent war with
Russia. He was created viscount 1895, count 1902, and
marquis 1907.

Kaulbars (koul'barz), Alexander von. Born
at St. Petersburg, 1844. A Russian traveler

and general. He explored the Tian-Shan mountains
1869-72 ; and was a member of the Anm Daria expedition
under Gluchowski in 1873. After the Russo-Turkish war
of 1877-78 he was one of the commission for the demarca-
tion of Servia, and was minister of war in Bulgaria July,

1882,-Sept., 1883. He became chief of the second Siberian
army corps in C^ina in 1900, and commander-in-chief of

the Odessa military district in 1904 ; and commanded the
third and later the second Manchurian army in the Russo-
Japanese war in 1905. He is the author of various geo-
graphical and military publications.

Kawamura (ka-wa-mo'ra). Viscount Kag@aki.
Born in Satsuma, February, 1859. A Japanese
general. He led a brigade in the CTiinese-Japanese
war (1894-95), and in the war with Russia (1905) com-
manded an army which formed the extreme Japanese
right in the battles about Mnkden.

Keane (ken), Augustus Henry. Born at

Cork, Ireland, Juno 1, 1833. A British ethnol-

ogist and geogi-apher, professor emeritus of

Hindustani in University College, London.
He has published works on Asia, Africa, and Central and
South America, "Ethnology" (1895), "Man, Past and
Present" (1899), "The Boer States, Land, and People"
(1900), " Gold of Ophir : Whence Brought and by Whom? ",

"The Worid's Peoples" (1908).

Kearney (kiir'ni). A town in Hudson County,
New Jersey, situated on the east bank of the
Passaic river, and connected by bridge with
Newark. It has a soldiers' home and other institu-

tions, and manufactures of chemicals, linoleum, wire,

metal goo<ls, etc. Population (1900), 10,896.

Kekule von Stradonitz (kek'o-le fon strS'do-

nitz), Friedrich August. Bom at Darm-
stadt, Germany, Sept. 7, 1829 : died at Bonn,
July 13, 1896. A distinguished German chem-
ist, professor at Bonn from 1869, especially

noted as the founder of the theory of valency.

His works are fundamental in the history of

organic chemistry.

Keller (kel'fer), Helen Adams. Bom at Tus-
cumbia, Alabama, June 27, 1880. An Ameri-
can writer, deaf and blind from the age of

nineteen months. She was graduated at Radclifle

College in 1904, and has written various contributions to

magazines, poems, "The Story of My Life " (1902), "Op-
timism" (1903), "The World I live in" (1908), etc. Her
education was conducted from 1887 by Miss A. M.
Sullivan (Mrs. J. A. Macy).

Keltie (kel'ti), John Scott. Bom at Dundee,
Scotland, March 29, 1840. A Scotch geogra-

pher and statistician, editor (from 1880) of the

"Statesman's Year-book" and editor of the ,-

"Geographical Journal" of the Royal Geo-,
graphical Society, of which he is secretaryl\uA^'l

Kemeys (kem'es), Ed'ward. Bom at Savan-1oS<
nah, Ga., Jan. 31, 1843 : died May 11, 1907.

'•

An American sculptor. He was educated in New
York, and enlisted in the Federal army in the Civil War,
rising to the rank of captain of artillery. In art he was
self-taught. In 1878 he exhibited in the Paris Salon a
group of " Bison and Wolves "

; in 1887 modeled a colossal

bisim's head for the Omaha bridge of the Union Pacific

Railroad ; and designed several colossal groups for the
Chicago Exposition of 1893, where he was awarded two
medals. He was one of the earliest American sculptors

to treat animals successfully.

Kemp (kemp), James Furman. Bom at

New York, Aug. 14, 1859. An American geol-

ogist, professor of geology at Columbia Uni-
versitv from 1892. He was graduated at Amherst
College" in 1881 and at the School of Muies, Columbia Uni-

versity, in 1884 ; studied abroad ; was assistant professor

of geology at Cornell University 1888-91 ; and was adjunct
professor at Columbia 1891-92. He has been connected
as geologist, with the United States Geological Survey and
the Geological Survey of the State of New York. His
publications include " Ore Deposits of the United States

anil Canada" (189:!-1900i. "Handbook of Rocks" (1896-

1901), and various technifal papers.

Kentucky University. A coeducational in-

stitution of learning situated at Lexington,
Kentucky. It is the outgrowth of Bacon ' ollege,

established at Georgetown, Kentucky, by the Disciples of



Kentucky University

Ohriat in 18;lti. The institution was chartered as Ken-
tucky University in 18.^8 ; was united with the Tiansyl-
vania University (founded in 1799) in 18(i5 ; and lield its

first session in Lexington in that year. The university
comprises 6 colleges (liberal arts, Junior College for
Women in Hamilton College, the Bible, law, medical, and
commercial) and the Academy. The students number
about 1.200. In 1908 the name was changed back to Tran-
svlvania University.

Eeppel (kep'l), Sir Henry. Born at Kensing-
ton, June 14, 1809: died at London, Jan. 17,

1904. A British naval officer, appointed ad-
miral of the fleet in 1875. He commanded the
naval brigade at Sebastopol .luly-Septeniber, 18o5 ; served
in the Chinese war in 1857 ; and was promoted rear-
admiral in 1857, and admiral in 1869. He wrote "Remi-
niscences " (1898), " A Sailor's Life under Four Sovereigns *'

(1899), etc.

K6ratry', Comte Emile de. Died at Paris,
April 7, 1904.

Kerr (kf-r), John. Bom at Ardrossan, Ayr-
shire, Dee. 7, 1824: died at Glasgow, Aug. 18,
1907. A Scotch physicist, mathematical lec-
turer in the Free Church Normal Training Col-
lege in Glasgow 1857-1901. He is best known from
his work on electricity and light and for his discovery of
the "Kerr effect" (a magnetic effect upon the plane of
pdarization of a plane polarized ray of light).

Keyes", Erasmus Darwin. Died Oct. 14, 1895.

Khartum", <>!• Khartoum. Thecapital of the prov-
ince t>f Khartiun. one of the thirteen provinces int^j

which the Anglo- Egyptian Sudan is divided. It is also
the capital and seat of government of the provinces. It
was reentered by the Itritish tro()p8 Sept. 4, 1808. The
Gordon ilemoria! College, established through the effort*
of Viscount Kitchener, was opened in 1902.

Khilkof (kil'kof), Prince Michael Ivano-
vitch. Died at St. Petersburg, March 21,
1909. A Russian official. In the early seventies he
went to America, where he studied railroad engineering
for a number of years. He then accepted a position In
Caraca«aachief engineer of a Venezuelan railway in process
of construction, and after two years returned to Russia,
where he finally became minister of ways and communi-
cations (1895-191)5) and a member of the council of the
empire. It was du*^ to his administrative ability and
energy that the service of the Trar.s-Siberian Railway was
ma*le effective for the transpoitation of troops and sup-
plies in the Russo-.Iapanese war.

Kiao-chau (ki-ji-o-chou' ). A city and seaport of
the provinceofShan-tunp, China. Itwasoccupled
by Germany in 1897, and. with adjoining territory amount-
ing to about 200 square miles, became a German protec-
torate in 1898.

Kidd fkid), Benjamin. Bom Sept. 9, 1858.

An English sociologist. He has written ".Social
Evolution ' (1891). "The Control of the Tropics" (1898),
" The Principles of Western Civilization "(1902), and "In-
dividualism and After" (19».W).

Kidder (kidVr), Frank Eugene. Bom at
Bangor, Maine, Nov. 3. IKiO : died at Denver,
Cnl., Oct. 27, 1905. An American engineer
and architect. He produced aseriesof valuable tiooks
on constniction, including "The Architect's and Huilder's
FiK-ket-hook "(1884: rewritten 1905), "Churches and
Chapels" (ls9r'i). and " Building Construction and Super-
intendence" (l'i9l>-190C).

Kielland', Alexander Lange. Died at Ber-
gen, April fi, 1900.

Kiepert", Heinrich. Died at Berlin, April 21,
]H9!».

Kilimanjaro". Height, 19,780 feet.

Kimberley Goldfield. A gold-mining district
ill thf northeastern part of Western Australia.

Kin-chau (kin-chou'). 1. A city of Manchuria
situated in the province of Sheng-king, near
the extreme northwestern coast of Liao-tung
Gulf, on the Eastern Chinese Bailway.— 2. A
town in southern Manchuria, situated on Kin-
chau Bay near the. isthmus which joins the
Kwang-tung peninsula to the mainland. It

was captured from the Russians by the Jap-
anese in May, 1904.

King (king), Oharles. Bom at Albany, N. Y.

,

(Jet. 12, 1844. An American soldier and nov-
elist. He was graduated at West Point in 1866 ; became
captain in 1879, inspector and instructor of the Wisconsin
National <^uard 1^82-89, colonel In 1890, adjutant-general
In 1895, and brigadier-general of United States Volunteers
in the war against Spain in May, 1898 ; and served uiirler

General fjiwt^>n in the Philippine Islands. In 1902 he
was commandant of the Michigan Military Academy.
His works include many army st^jries, among them ""The
Col.mel's Daughter" (188.1), "Marion's Faith" (1885),
"Between the Lines" (1889), "Captain Blake" (1892),
"Cadet Days "(1893), "The Iron Brigade" (infr2), " Medal
of Honor" (190r.), "Tonio, Son of the .Sierras" (190«),
"Rick of Chickamauga" (1907), "To the Frrmt" (1908),
and "Lanier of the Cavalry" (1909): also " Famous and
Decisive Battles of the World" (1885), "Campaigning
with Crook" (1890), etc.

King (king), Clarence. Bom at Newport,
R r. Jan, 6, 1»42: died at Phcenix, Ariz,, Dec.
24, 1901. An American geologist and mining
engineer. He conducted. I8«7-72, for the United States
government, the geological survey of a belt extending
across the Rocky Mountains along the 40th parallel of
latitude, and was the first director of the United States
Geological Survey (1879-81).
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Eling Oscar II. Land. A land within the
antarctic regions, about long, 62° W., lat. 65°

S., discovered by Larsen in December, 1893.

Kingsley (kingz'li), John Sterling. Born at
Cincinnatus, N. Y., April 7, 1854. An Ameri-
can naturalist, professor of zoology at Tufts
College from 1892. He has published " Elements of
Comparative Zoology" (1897), "Text-book of Vertebrate
Zoology "(1899), "A Popular Natural History ' (1890), etc.,

and edited "Standard Natural History" (1886), and the
" American Naturalist " (1886-96). He has also translated
and edited Hertwig's " Manual of Zoology" (1902).

Elingsley (kingz'li), Mary Henrietta. Born
at Islington, London, Oct., 1862: died at Si-

mon's Town, Cape Colony, June 5, 1900. An
English traveler and author, niece of Charles
Kingsley. She went to Saint Paul de Loanda, Portu-
guese West Africa, in 1893, and in 1895 explored the
Niger Coast Protectorate, Kamerun, and Gabun. In 1900
she went to South Africa and devoted herself to nursing
the wounded in the Simon's Town military hospital. She
wrote accounts of her travels in " Travels in West Af-
rica " (1897), "West African Studies" (1899), and "The
Story of West Africa" (1899).

King's Norton (kingz nor'ton). A manufac-
turing town in Woreestersliire, England. It
has paper-mills, rolling-mills, a screw-factory, chocolate-
factory, etc. Here the Birmingham and Worcester Canal
fiows through a tunnel nearly two miles long. Popula-
tion (1901), 57,122.

Kingston* (Jamaica). It was largely de-
stroyed by an earthquake Jan. 14, 1907.

Kipling', Budyard. For a number of years he lived
in the United States. He was awarded the Nobel prize
for literature In 1907. His later works include "The
Second Juugla-Boflk." (1895), "The Seven Seas" (1896),

" ri"lP">* 'rTT'V'-" <>^^'>' "T^^ I^'b Work" (18S8),
"
StalfcT and Up," (1899), "From Sea to .Sea" (1899).

" KIm (lUUI), "Jnst So Stories for Little Children "

(190?tr"The Five Nations" (1903), "Traffics and Discov-
eries • (1904), "They" (1906), " Puct of rooR's Hni"
(1900), etc.

Kirchhoff', Johann Wilhelm Adolf. Died
at Beriin, Feb. 26, 1908.

Kirch'wey (kersh'wa), George Washington.
Bom at Detroit, Mich., Julv 3, 1855. An
American lawyer, author, and educator, dean
of the School of Law and Kent jirofessor of
law in Columbia University from 1901. He was
graduated at Yale in 1879. and was admitted to the bar in
1881. He was editor of historical manuscripts for the
State of New York 1887-89 ; professor of law at Union Uni-
versity and dean of the Albany Ijiw Schotd 1889-91 ; and
professor of law at Columbia 1891-. He has edited and
compiled "Readings in the Law of Real Property "

( llMXi),

and " Select Cases and Other Authorities on the Law of
Mortgage" (1901).

Kirin". It was opened to foreign commerce
in 1907.

Kirk (k6rk), Mrs. (Ellen Warner Olney):
pseudonym Henry Hayes. Born at South-
ington. Conn., Nov. 6, 1842. An American
novelist, wife of John Foster Kirk. Among her
publications are "Love In Idleness" (1877), "Through
Winding Ways " (1879), " A Midsummer ilsdness " (1884),
" The Story of Margaret Kent " (1886), " Sons and Daugh-
ters" (1887), "Queen Money" (1888), " Waltord" (ls9(i),

"The Revolt of a Daughter" (1897). "Dorothy Deane"
(1898), " Gooil-byc, Proud Worid " (1903), "The Apology
of Ayliffe" (19fH). " Marcia" (1907). etc.

Kirk", John Foster. Died 1904.

Kirunga (ki-ron'ga). An active volcano in the
Kongo Free State on the shore of Lake Kivu,
north of Lake Tanganyika. It was discovered
by Count von Gotzen. Height, over 12,000 feet.

Kishinef . A massacre of the Jews occurred
here, Sept. 6, 1906.

Kitasato (ke-ta-sii'to), Shibasaburo. Born
at Kumamoto, Japan, Dec. 185p . A Japanese
bacteriologist and pathoTogis):, discoverer
(1894) of the plague bacillus and (1898) of the
bacillus of dysenterj-. He studied In Berlin, under
Koch, 1886-91; became assistant (1891) in the Institute
for Infectious Diseases ; and was appointed professor in
1892. In 189:1 he retunied to .Tapan to take charge of the
Bacteriological Institute connected with the University
of Tokio, and in 1896 became direct4»r of the Institute for
Infectious Diseases established at Shiteta in the province
of Vechigo. He produced the first pure culture of the
tetanus bacillus.

Kitchener (kich'e-nfer), Horatio HerbertLV'is-
count Kitchener of Khartum and Aspall. Born
at Crotter House, Ballylongford, County Kerry,
Ireland, June 24, 1850. A British general.
He served in surveys of Palestine and Cyprus ; was major
of Egyptian cavalry 1882-84 ; served in the Nile expedition
1884; was govenior of Suakin 1886-88; commanded the
Dongola exi)editi(in in 1896 and the Khartum expedition
In 1898, defeating the dervishes in the battle of Omdur-
roan, Sept. 2, 1898, and establishing the authority of Great
Britain in the Sudan, of which he was made governor
Jan. 21, 1890. He was made adjutant-general in the
Egyptian army in 1888 and sirdar In 1892 ; was pn)moted
major-general in 1896, lieutenant-general in 190<\ general
In 1902, and flekl-niarshal in 1909 ; was raised to the
peerage in 1898, and appointed chief of staff under Lord
Roberts in South Africa in 1899, and succeeded him in
command there in Dec, 1!»00. lie was app<jinted com-
mander-in-chief of the Inclian army in 1902.

Kjerulf (kyar'olf), Theodor. Born at Christi-

Koninck
ania, March 30, 1825 : died there, Oct..S5> 1888.
A Norwegian geologist, professor'of mineral-
ogy and geology in the University of Christi-
ania from 1858.

Klondike (klon'dik). A river in the North-
west Territory, Canada, which flows into the
Yukon at Dawson, above the 64th parallel
north latitude. It is noted for the gold-mines
in its vicinity.

Knapp*. Friedrich Lud-wig. Died at Braun-
schweig, June 8, 1904.

Kno-Wles", Sir James. Born Oct. 13, 1831:
died at London, Dec. 13, 1908. He was
knighted in 1903.

Knox*, Mrs. (Isa Craig). Died at Brockley,
Dec. 23, 1903.

•"

Knox (noks). Philander Chase. Bom at
Brownsville, Pa., May 6, 1853. An American
lawyer and cabinet officer. He was graduated
from Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio, in 1872 ; was
admitted to the bar in 1875 ; was assistant United States
district attorney of the Western District of Pennsylvania
1878-77; was attorney-general in the cabinet of President
McKlnley 1901-04 ; was United States senator (Republi-
can) from Pennsylvania 1904-09 ; and was secretary of
state 190»-.

Knox College. A non-sectarian coeducational
college situated at Galesburg, Illinois, it was
chartered in 1837 under the name of the Knox Manual
Labor College and Its name was changed to Knox College
In 1867. The plan of the college, originated at Whites-
boro. New York, included the purchasing of lands in the
Mississippi Valley by the colony which founded Gales-
burg as a body. Half the present township of Galesburg
was purchased under this plan. The institution now
comprises the college, an academy, and a conservatory of
music, and has a student body of about 700 and an endow-
ment of over $400,000.

Koch', Robert. In 1905 he was awarded the
Nobel prize in medicine,
Kodama(k6-da'ma), Viscount Gentaro. Bom
on the island of Sikoku, Tokuyama, Feb.
5, 1852: died at Tokio, July 23, 1906. A
noted Japanese general and strategist, chief
of staff of the Manchurian army during the
war with Russia (1904-05). He studied military
science In Germany ; was governor-general of Formosa
and minister of war 1900-02 ; and was minister of home
affairs In 1903. To his skill Is attributed. In large mea-
sure, the success of the Japanese anns in Manchuria.

Koh-i-nur'. It was the personal property of
yueon Victoria. It is now surpassed by the
CuUiiian diamond (which see).

Koldewey(k61'de-V!i), Karl. Born inBucken,
Hannover, Oct. 26, 1837: died .at Hamburg,
May 18, 1908. A German arctic explorer. He
undertook in 1863 the first (iemian polar expedition to
Spltzbergen, and 1869-70 an expedition to eastern Green-
land. He discovered the large Franz Joseph's Fiord.
During his later years he was one of the superintendents
of the .Seewarte of Hamburg. He published accounts of
his voyages.

KoUiker', Rudolf Albert von. Died at
Wiirzburg, Nov. 2, 1905. He was professor of physi-
ology and comparative anatomy at Wiirzburg from
1847, and of anatomy, nilcroscopy, and the history of de-
velopment 18B(>-1902. His later works Include "Icones
histologica) " (1863-65), "Anatomisch-systeniatische lie-

schreibuiig der Alcyonarien" (1870-72), " Jlorphologle
und Entwickclungsgeschichtedes Pennatulidenstammes"
(1872), "Die normale Resorption des Knochengewebes "

(1873), "Grundrissder Entwickelungsgeschichte des Men-
schcn und der hohern Tiere " (1880), "Die Medulla ob-
longata und die VIerhiigelgegend von Omithorhynchus
und Echidna" (1901), "Erinnerungen ausnieinem Leben '

(1899), etc. From 1849 he was one of the editors of the
" Zeitschrift fiir wlssenschaftliche Zoologie.

Komura (ko-mS'ra), Count Jutaro. Born in
Hyuga, September, 1855. A Japanese states-
man and diplomatist, senior Japanese plenipo-
tentiary for the negotiation of peace with
Russia at Portsmouth in 1905, He was graduated
at Harvard in 1877 ; entered the diplomatic service on his
return: was charg6 d'affaires at Peking 1894-95; was
appointed minister to the United Stales in 1898 and to
Russia 1000 ; was foreign minister 1901-06 and 1908-

;

and ambassador to Great Britain 1900-08. He was created
baron in 1903 and count iu 1907.

Kongo Free State". It was annexed to Bel-
gium in October, 1908. The territory is di-
vided for administrative purposes into 14
districts: Aruwimi, Banana, Bangala, Boraa,
the Cataracts, Equator, Kwango Oriental,
Lake Leopold 11., Lualaba-Kasai, Matadi,
Stanley Falls, Stanley Pool, Ubangi, and
Welle. Government is in the hands of a
governor-general, representing the king.

Kongo", French. By decree of Feb. 15, 1906, it was
divided into three colonies, the Gabun Colony, the Middle
Kongo Colony, and the IJbangi-Sharl-Chad Colony, the
Chad region being adnunistered as a territory. States-
man's yearbook^ 1907.

Koninck (ko'niugk), Philip de. Born at Am-
sterdam, Nov, 5, 1619 : died there, Oct. 4,
1688. A Dutch painter. llis work is entirely con-
fined to landscape, usually extensive views over the fiat

Dutch country In the manner of Rembrandt His pic-



Koninck

tores abow an attractive truth to nature and sense of

distance. The color is usually pure and fine. His works
are ran?.

Kordofan*. It is now a province of the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan.
KoreA*. The covenmient is a monarchy, and the em-
per\>r is advised by a cabinet of ten ministers. It passed

under Japanese contl-ol in ISXM. In 190S a treaty was
Bigne<l with Japan giving to that country the control of

the foreign relations of Korea and providing for a Japa-

neee resident-general, and in IslOV a further agreement was
reacheit by which administrative and other state mattei-s

are to be subject to the approval of the resideiit-geneml

and Japanese subjects are to be eligible for government
positions. The countr>' is divided for administrative

purposes into 13 province*.

Kossuth (kosh'ot), Franz. Bom at Budapest,
Nov. 16, 1841. A Hungarian state.sman, son
of Louis Kossuth. He suffered exile with his father

;

was educated at Paris and in Vniversity College, London ;

went to Italv in ItiBl as a civil engineer ; and in 1894, on
the death of his father, returned to Hungary and ttxik the

oath of allegiance as a Hungarian subject He soon be-

came the leader of the Independence Party in the Hun-
garian Parliament In 190t he united his forces with

those of Count Apponyi and became the leader of the
coalesced {nrties. In .^Vpril, litoti. he became minister of

commerce in the cabinet of .\lexaiider Wekerle.

Kostlin*. Julius. Died at Halle, May 12,

1902.

Kotzebue', Alexander von. Died at Munich,
Feb. L'4, 18S!».

Krafft-Ebing (kraft'a'bing), Richard, Baron
von. Born at ilannheim, Aug. 14, 1840 : died

at Mariaj^'riiu, near Gratz, Dec. 22, 1902. A
noted German physician and neurologist. He
was pnifessor of psychiatry at Sti-asburg 1872-73, at Gratz
1873-89, and at Vienna 1880-190-2. He published numer-
ous works on criminal psychology, nervous diseases, hyp-
notism, etc.

Krauss*, Marie Gabrielle. Died at Paris,

Oct. 12, ims.
Krehbiel (kra'hel), Henry Edward. Born at

Ann Arbor, Mich., March 10, 1854. An Amer-
ican critic and musical historian. He was reporter
and then critic on the Cincinnati " Gazette," and later be-

came musical critic of the New York " Ti-ibune." He has
written " Review of the New Y'ork Musical Season " (five

volumes. 1S8.>-9I)). "Studies in the Wagnerian Drama"
(1891), •' How to Listen to Music "(1897), "Musicand Slan-

nerainthe Classical Period" (1898), "Chapters of Opera"

(1908X etc He received the cross of the Legion of Honor
in 19111.

Kremnitz (krem'nits), Fran (Marie von Bar-
deleben) : pen-names Mite Kremnitz and
George Allan, Born at GreifswaUl, Germany,
Jan. 4, 1852. A German author, daughter of
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the surgeon Heinrich Adolf von Bardeleben
(1819-95). She has published a number of translations

from the Kumanian,and has written witli Queen Elizabeth

of Rumania (Carmen Sylva), under tiie pseudonym Dito

und Idem, " Anna Boleyn," a tragedy (1880), " Ans zwei
Welten " (1884), " Astra (1886), " In der In-e " (ISSS), and
" Rache, und andere Novellen " (1889). She is the author
also of "Fluch der Liebe" (1880), "Ein Fiirstenkind

"

(1883), " Ausgewaiulerte " (1890), "Mann und Weib

"

(1902), " Fatum " (1903), etc.

Kruger (kro'ger), Stephanus Johannes Paul.
Born in Colesberg, Cape Colony, Oct. 10, 1825:

died at (jlarens, Switzerland, July 14, 1904. A
South African statesman, the president of the
South African Republic. He was chosen a member
of the Executive Connnittee of the Transvaal in 1872, and
four times served as president (1883-88, 1888-93; 1893-98,

1898-1900).

Kruse*, Heinrich. Died at Biickeburg, Jan.

13, 1902.

Kuhnau (ko'nou), Johann. Bom at Neugei-
sing. Saxony, April 6, 1660 : died at Leipsic,

June 5, 1722. A German composer and organ-

ist, remarkable for his clavier music, in which
he made important contributions toward de-

veloping the sonata form and interesting ex-

periments in program music. For the last twenty
years of his life he was cantor of the Thomaskirche, in

Leipsic, being the predecessor of Bach.

Kilhne (kii'ne), Wilhelm. Born at Hamburg,
March 28, 1837 : died at Heidelberg, June 10,

1900. A noted German physiologist, professor

and director of the Physiological Institute at

Heidelberg from 1871. He published " Lehr-
buehder physiologischen Chemie" (1866-68),

etc.

Kiilpe (kiil'pe), Oswald. Bom at Kandau,
Courland, Aug. 3, 1862. A German psychol-

ogist, professor of philosophy and esthetics in

the University of Wiirzburg from 1894. He has
published " Grnndriss der Psychologic " (1893), "Einleit-

img in die Philosophic " (^89.^), etc.

Kumassi*, or CoomaSSie. in 1901 Ashantl was
annexed to Great Britain. It is administered by a chief

commissioner. The governor of the Gold Coast was ap-

pointed governor of Ashanti.

Kung*, Prince (Kung-Tsin-Wang). Died at

Peking, May 2, 1898.

Kunz (konz), George Frederick. Bom at New
York, Sept. 29, 1856. An American mineral-

ogist and expert in gems (with Tiffany and
Company), special agent in charge of precious

stones with the United States Geological Sur-

La Laguna
vey from 1883. He has written " Gems and Precious
Stones of North America," "Precious Natal Stones,"
" Book of the Pearl " (with C, H. Stevenson, 1908), etc.

Kurino (ko-re'no). Baron Shinichiro. Bora at
Fukuoka, 1852. A Japanese diplomatist, am-
bassador to France 190(}-. He was appointed
minister at Washington in 1894, at Kome in
1896, at Paris in 1897, and at St. Petersburg
in 1901.

Kuroki (ko-ro'ki). Count Tamemoto. Bora
at Saga, March 16, 1844. A noted Japanese
general, commander of the First Army in the
war with Russia (1904-05). He defeated the Rus-
sians in the battle of the Yalu river. May 1, 1904, and in
many subsequent engagements. In the battles of the
Liao-yang, the Shaho, and Mukden, he commanded the
right wing. In the Chinese-Japanese war (1894-95) he led
the Kumamoto division, and was promoted general in
1903. He was created baron in 1895 and count in 1907.

He is a member of the supreme council of war.

Kuropatkin (ko-ro-pat'kin), Alexei Nikola-
ievitch. Bom March 29 [N.S.], 1848. A dis-

tinguished Russian general, unsuccessful com-
mander of the Russian forces in the first part
of the Russo-Japanese war. He has been con-
nected with the general staff of the Russian Army from
1874 ; performed various diplomatic and military services
in Turkestan and elsewhere in Asia ; served through the
Russo-Turkish war (1877-78) as chief of staff to Skobelef ; ;

fought against the Tekke-Turkomans 1880-81 ; was min-
j

ister of war in 1898 ; and became adjutant-general in 1902.

In 1901 he was made general of infantry, and in 1902aide-
de-camp to the emperor. On the outbreak of the Russo-
Japanese war (1904), he was made commander of the Rus-
sian forces in Manchuria, but was repeatedly defeated,
most decisively in the battles of Liao-yang, the Shaho and
Mukden. After the last defeat he was superseded by
Linievitch. His military memoirs, " The Russian Army
and the Japanese War," appeared in 1909.

Kwang-SU (kwiing-so') : personal name, Tsai-
tien. Bom at Peking, Aug. 2, 1872: died
there, Nov. 14, 1908. The title of the Emperor
of China, son of Prince Chun, who was seventh
son of the Emperor Tao-kwang and brother of
the Emperor Hsienfeng. He succeeded to the throne
on the death of his cousin, the Emperor Tung-chih, Jan-
uary, 1875, and nominally assumed the government in

Mai-ch, 1887 : but until his marriage in February, 1889,
was under the regency of his mother's sister, the Empress
Dowager Tsu-hsi. In 1898 he issued several edicts in favor
of reform and aa a consequence the Empress Dowager re-

sumed the regency in Septeml)er of that year. The Em-
peror was childless and was succeeded by Pu-yi, great-
grandson of the Empenjr Tao-kwang.

Kwangtung*. It was leased to Russia in 1898,
and transferred to Japan in 1905.

Labrador*

abo (lii-bo'). A mountain in Ladrone Islands*, or Mariana (or Marianne)
Ambos Camarines province. Islands. Guahan now belongs to tlie United

States and the remainder of the group was
purchased by Germany in 1899.

Lady of the Aroostook, The. ANew England
love story by William Dean Howells, pub-
lished in 1875.

April 18, 1860. A French Ladysmith (la'di-smith). A village in Natal,
advocate, noted_ especially South Africa, about 80 miles north-northwest

of Pietermaritzburg, at the junction of two
railroads, one running into the Transvaal and
the other into the Orange Free State: an im-
portant strategical point in the Boer war of

1899. General White, with about 10,000 troops, was be-

sieged here by the Boers from Oct. 29, 1899, to Feb. 28,

It was named after 'Joao t^^r-'^""J?^' ^*^^" ^® ^'^^ ^^^^^^^'^ '^y ^l*^ ^"*''^1^ ""*^^^ *^^"®™^

southeastern Luzon, Philip-
pine Islands. Height, 5,000
feet.

Labori (1a-bo-re ' ) , Femand .

Born at Rheims, France,

for his defense of Dreyfus in 1899. He has
published "Repertoire oncyclop6dique du
droit franijais" (with others), etc.

Labouchfere*, Henry. He represented North-
ampton in Parliament 1880-1905, and was ap-
pointed a privy councillor in 1905. "p Iff(4

nandes Labrador, one of the early settlers.
Labuan*. it wa« administered by the British North
IVjnieo Company 1889-1905, and in 1906 was proclaimed a
part of the Straita Settlementa. It is administered by
the government of Singapore. Extensive coal-mines
have been developed on the island.

Lacedaemon*. 2. A nomarchy of modern
Greece. Capital, Sparta. Population (1907),
87,106.

Lachner", Ignaz. Died at Hannover, Feb. 24,
1895.

Ladd' G«Orge Trumbull. He resigned his pro-
fessorship in Yale I'ljiveinity in 11X15. His later works
include " Elemerita of Physiological Psychology " (1887),
"What is the Bible? " (1888), "Introduction to Philoso-
phy" (1890), "Outlines of Physiological Psychology"
(1891), " Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatiry " (1K94),
" Philosophy of Mind " (1895), " Philosophy of Knowledge "

(1897), "Outlines of Descriptive Psychology" (1898),
"Essays on the Higher Education" (1899), "Tlieory of
Reality" (1899), "Philosophy of Conduct" (19fP2), "Phil-
osophy of Religion " (1!)05), and " In Korea with Marquis
It.."(190<).

Ladmiraulf, Louis Ren6 Paul de.
Paris, Feb. 3, 1898.

Population, about 3,000.

La Farge*. John. He is distinguished for his work
in stained glass, in wliich he has obtained remarkable
color effects as the result of much experimentation. His
writings include "An Artist's Lettei-s From Japan " (1887).

"Lectures on Art" (1895), "Considerations on Painting"
(1901), "Great Masters" (1903), "Higher Life in Art"
(1908), etc.

Lafayette College*. It has about 38 instruc-
tors and 450 students, with a library of 35,000
volumes.

LaFollette(lafol-let'), RobertMarion. Bom
at Primrose, Wis., June 14, 1855. An Ameri-
can lawyer and politician. He was graduated at

the University of Wisconsin in 1879 ; was a Republican
member of Congress 188.5-91 ; was governor of Wisccmsin
1901-06 ; and was elected United States senator in 1905.

Lagerldf (lii'ger-lef), Selma. Bom at M&r-
backa, Viirmland, Nov. 20, 1858. A Swedish
writer. Her works include novels, poems, etc. In 1007
she was crowned with a laurel wreath at Upsala as the
most popular of living Swedish writers.

Died at Lagonoy (lil-go-noi') Gulf. A large gulf on the
eastern coast of southern Luzon, Philippine

Islands, indenting the shores of Ambos Cama-
rines and Albay. On the east it communicates directly
with the Pacific Ocean. On the north it is connected
with the Pacific by Maqueda Channel. Four islands on
the south separate it from the Gulf of Albay.

Lagos (la'gos). 1. A town on the western
coastof Afi-ica,in lat. 6° 28' N., long. 3°26'E.

:

a commercial center, it was captured by the
British in 1851 and annexed by them in 1861.

2. A" British former protectorate, situated
between Dahomey (French) and Nigeria, in
May. 1906, the Colony and Protectorate of Lagos and the
old Protectorate of .Southern N igeria were amalgamated
under the name of the Colony and Pn^tect^jrate of South-
ern Nigeria. Lagos now forms one of the three provinces,
and the seat of government of the colony is at Lagos
town.

Laguna de Bay (la-go'na da bl'). A lake in

the southern part of Luzon, Philippine Islands,

lying within the provincesof Cavity, Rizal, and
La Laguna. its greatestdepth, ascertained by sound-
ings, is 20 feet. It cimtains several small islands, the
largest being Talim. Ita outlet is the Pasig river, which
connects it with ^lanila bay.

Lake Leopold II. 1. A large lake in the
western part of the Kongo Free State. It

discharges by the Mfini into the Kassai, a
tributary of the Kongo.—2. One of the ad-
ministrative districts of the Kongo Free
State.

La Laguna (lii la-go'na). A province of

southeastern Luzon, Philippine Islands. It is

bounded by Laguna de Bay and Rizal on the north. In-

fanta and Tayabas on the east Tayabas and Batangas on
the south, and Batangas and Cavite on the west. It en-

circles the southern half of Laguna de Bay, .ind occupies
the eastern part of the mountainous peninsula pn>ject-

ing from the north into that lake. Capital. Santa Cruz.

The highest mountains of the province are the extinct

volcanoes Baimjao and San Cristobal in the southeast,

and Maqniling in the south. There are nnmenius rivers.

The soil is very fertile, and more than half of it is adapted
to agriculture. Among the productions are sugar-cane.



La Lagnna
abaca or hemp, rice, copra, betel-nuts, and coffee. The
native race is Tagalog. Area, 629 square miles. Popula-
tion (1903), 148,608.

Lalanne (la-Ian'), Mazime. Born at Bor-
deaux, France, Nov. 127, 181.'7 : died at Nogent-
sur-Mame, July 29, 1S86. A noted French
etcher and illustrator. He was a pupil of Gigoux
and made his debut at the Salon of 1852 with a notable
series of drawings. His work consists of noraerous illus-

trations to books and periodicals, especially *' L'Artiste
"

and '* L'lllustration Nouvelle,"' the organ of a society of
etchers which Lalanne assisted to establish in 180-2, and
many independent etehings and plates from the old
masters.

Lamberton (lam'b^r-ton), Benjamin Peflfer.
Boru in Pennsylvania, March 10, 1843. An
American naval officer, promoted rear-admiral
in 1903. He served as chief of staff to Commodore
(Admiral) Dewey on the Olynipia in the battle of Manila
Bay. May 1, 1898,, and was promoted captain May 17. He
retired in I!«M.

Lamon (lii-mdu') Bay. A large bay on the
eastern coast of Luzon, Pliilippine Islands, in-

denting Tayabas province on the north. It is

;)rotected by islands.

Lamothe*, Pierre Alexandre Bessot de.
Died at Villeneuve-lfes-Avignon, France, Oct.,
18!*?.

Lamoureuz (IS-rao-re'). Charles. Born at
Bordeaux, Sept. 28, 18.34 : died at Paris, Dec.
21,1899. A noted French conductor, in 1877 he
liecanie conductor of the Opei-a. resigning in 1S78. From
1872-78 he was assistant condact<jr of the Conservatoire
concerts. In 1881 he established the Nouveaux Concerts
(Concerts Lamoureux), where he did important work in

intHHlucing the music of Wagner and other modern com-
posers.

Lsimsdorff (lamz'dorf). Count Vladimir Niko-
laievitch. Born at St. Petersburg, December,
1844 : (lied at San Kemo, Italy, March 19, 1907.

A Kussian statesman . He entered the Foreign Office

in 1860 ; njse to be assistant foreign minister in 1897 ; was
foreign minister 1901-06 ; and was appointed a member
of the Council of the Empire, May 11, 1906.

L%nao (la-na'6). A district of More province,
Philippine Islands. It occupies that part of Minda-
nao which lies between Uigan bay on the north^nd lUana
Hay on the south ; and is bounded by Misamis and Cota-
bato on the east, and /amboanga on the west. Capital,

Iligan. The native race is Moro. Area, 2,460 square
mil •». Population (r.io:i), 101,293.

Lanao (lii-na'o) Lake. A lake in Mindanao,
Pliilippine Islands, 2,200 feet above sea-level.
It is drained oTi the north by the river Agus or Iligan,

winch tlows into Iligan bay. On the southwest It is con-
iie .ted with Ijike Tapao by a short river.

Landreth (lan'drcth), Olin Henry. Bom at

.\ lilison, X. Y., July 21, 1S,')2. An American
civil engineer, professor ofengiueeringinUnion
University, Schenectady, N. Y., from 1894. He
w n.4 as-<«istar*t astronomer at the Dudley Ob8ervat/>ry, Al-

bany, 1877-79; was pnifessor of engineering at Vanderbilt
I'niversity 1879-94, and dean of the engineering depart-
ni -lit 1886-1*4 : and has been consulting engineer of the
New York State Btmrd of Health and of numerous munici-
priiities and t'nrp<)rations. He was a memb'-r of the New
York .State Water Storage Commissit»n of l;«)2-03 and of
the .State New York Bay Pollution Ccjmmission 1904-06.

LanK*, Andrew. He was made a fellow of the British
Academy in 190*^ He has written also '* Essays in Little

'

(1891). " Green Fairv IVjok ' (1892), " Homer and the
Epic" (1893), "St. Andrews "(1893), 'Yellow Fairy IVKjk'

(1891), "Cock Lane and Connnon .Sense" (181M), "The
Book of Dreams and (ihosts "^ (1897), "'Pink Fairy Book "

(l»y<), "The Making of Religion" (18f»8), "The Homeric
HjTuns" (18!t9), "A Hisl^jry uf Scoth-uid from the Roman
Occupation" (vol. I., 1900). "Prince Charles Edward"
11900), " Magic and Religion ' (1901), " Alfred Teimyson "

(1901), "The Mystery of Mary .Stuart" (1901), "John
Knox and the Refonnation ' (i9o'i), " Honier and His
Age "(1906), "Olive Fairy Book" (1907), "The Maid of
France" (W08), " Sir George Mackenzie " (190S)), etc.

Langevln', Sir Hector Louis. Died Juno 11,

1906. He was minister of public works 1879-
91. Knighted 1881.

Langley', Samuel Pierpont. Died at Aiken,
S. C., Feb. 27, 100(3.

Lankester*, Sir Edwin Eay. He was Linacre
pic)fes8')r of ciHnparative anatomy at Oxford 1891-98;
Fullerian professor of physiology and comparative anat-
omy in the Itoyal Institution of L<iridon 1898-1900 ; and
direct^>r i>( the natural history departments of the British

.Museum 1398-1907. He was knighted in 1907. Since
1869 he has been the editor of the " Quarterly Journal of
.Micnmcopical .Science." He has written "Comparative
Longevity" (18T1), " Degeneration "(1880), "Spolia Maris"
(1889), "The Advancement of Science"(lS89), "ATreatise
on Zwlogy" (19OO-0.'.). "Extinct Animals" (190S), "The
Kingdom of Man" (UK)7), and many special monographs;
and he has edited, with M. F«jster, the "Scientific Me-
moirs of Th. H. Huxley " (1898-1902).

LaoaK (la-6-ag'). 1. A river in northwestern
Luzon, Philippine I.slands, flowing westward to
the China Sea.— 2. A municipality of Ilocos
Norte province, northwestern Luzon. Civi-
lized population (1903), 34,454.-3. A port
and the capital of Iloeos Norte province, Lu-
zon. It is situated on the Laoag river, in lat.

18° 13' 5' N., long. 120° 36' E. Population
(1903), 19,699.
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Lapidoth-Swarth (la,p'i-d6t-sviirt'),Frau (H.6-
Ifene Swarth). Bom at Amsterdam, Oct. 25,

1859. A noted Dutch lyric poet. Among her
works are "Blauwe Bloemen " (1884), "Beelden en Stem-
men" (1887), " Sneeuwvlokken " (1888), "Rouwviolen"
(1889), " Passiebloemen " (1891), a volume of collected
poems (1892), "Poezij" (1896), "Diepe Wateren " (1897),
and " Blanke Duiven " (1902). Her prose includes " K.leine
Schetsen ' (1893), "Ironisch en Tragisch" (1896), "Van
Vrouwenleed (1896), "Van Vrouwenlot" (1896), "Ernst"
(1902), etc.

Lapparent (la-pa-ran'), Albert de. Bom
at Bourges, Dec. 30, 1839 : died at Paris, May
5, 1908. A noted French geologist, professor
of geology and mineralogy in the Institut
Catholique, in Paris, from 1875. He was ap-
pointed assistant custodian of the ]&cole des Mines in
1864. In 1897 he became a member of the Academic des
Sciences and was the successor of Berthelot as perpetual
secretiiry of that body. Among his works are " Traits de
geologic " (1882, 4th ed. 1899), " Cours de raineralogie

"

(3d ed. 1899), etc.

Laredo (lii-ra'do). A city, the capital of Webb
County, Texas. It is situated in the western part of
the county on the Rio Grande, is the §eat of Laredt)
Seminary and of an Ursuline Convent, and has car-, ma-
chine-, concentrating-, and sampling-works, brickyards,
etc. Cattle, iron, wool, etc., are exported. Population
(1900), i:i.429.

Larmor (lilr'mor). Sir Joseph. Born at Mag-
heragall. County Antrim, Ireland, July 11,
1857. A British mathematician and physicist,
professor of mathematics in the University of
Cambridge from 1903. He is especially noted for
his contributions to the theory of the ultimate constitu-
tion of matter. Knighted in 1909.

Larsson (liir'son), Karl. Bom at Stockholm,
Sweden, May 28, 1853. A Swedish paintir
and etcltier. in 1876 he won the royal medal at the
Academy of Arts. Stockholm, and went to France, where
for several years he was a member of a Swedish painter-
colony at (Jrez near the forest of Fontainebleau. lie has
been especially successful in water-colors, and in niuriil

painting in tempera. His most important performance
in this manner is the decoration of the staircase of the
National Museum at Stockholm.

La Salle College. A Roman Catholic institu-
tion of learning at Philadelphia for boys and
young men. it is conducted by the Brothers of the
Christian .Scho<ils and is named for their founder, Jean
Baptiste de Ia Salle. It was incorporated and received
power to confer degrees in 18(i3.

Lassalle, Jean. Died at Paris, Sept. 7, 1909.

Lassen*, Eduard. Died at Weimar, Jan. 15,
1904.

Lathrop*, Francis. Ile has executed portraits and
mural paintings, of the last the most important being the
reredos in St. liartholomew's Church, New York City.

Lathrop*, George Parsons. Died at New
York, April 19, 1898.

Latrobe (la-trob'), Benjamin Henry. Born
in Yorkshire, England. May 1, 1764(1767f):
died at New Orleans, La., Sept. 3, 1820. An
American architect. lie was educated at a Mora-
vian schwjl in Saxony and in the University of Leipsic ;

in 1785 served in the Prussian army; returned to Eng-
land in 178<i; went to Norfolk, Virginia, in 1796; and
to Philadelphia in 1798. He designed many imjMjrtjuit
engineering works and buildings in Richmond, Phitadel-
phia, and Baltimore. In 1803 Jefferson api>ointed him
architect of the Capitol at Washingt^jn, to succeed Dr.
William Thornton, whose designs he modified greatly.
He rebuilt the Capitol after its partial destruction by the
British in 1S14, introducing in the north wing the six
colunms of the vestibule designed to represent bundles
of coni-stalks, and similar tobacco-stalk columns in the
circular colonnade. He had a large practice as an engi-
neer, and in 1812 was interested with Fulton in introduc-
ing steam navigation.

Laoghlin (laf'lin), James Lawrence. Bom
at Deerfield, Ohio, April 2, 1850. An Ameri-
can economist, professor of political economy
in the University of Chicago from 1892. He
was graduated at Harvard University in 1873 ; was assis-

tant professor of political economy there 1883-87 ; was
president of the Manufacturers' ilutual Fire Insurance
Comimny of Philadelphia 1887-!)0 ; and was profe88<jr of
political economy in ('(miell I'niversity 1890-92. He has
published " A Study of Political Economy " (188S), " A
llistory of Bimetallism in the United States" (1886),
"Elements of Political Economy" (1887), "Gold and
Prices since 1873 " (1887), " Facta about Money " (189,'^),

"Report of the Monetary Commission" (1898), "Princi-
ples of Money " (1902), ete. He is editor of the " Journal
of Political Economy."

La Union (W o-ni-6n'). A coast province of
western Luzon, Philippine Islands. It is bounded
by Ilocos Sur on the north, Lepanto-liontoc and Henguet
(separated by a spur of the Cordillera Central) on the
east, Pangaainan on the south, and the Gulf of Lingayen
and the China Sea on the west. Capital, San Feniando.
The best ports are San Fernando, safe for large vessels in

the monsoons, and Santo Tomas, safe in the northeast
monsoon for vessels not exceeding 15 feet draft The
highest peak is.Santo Tomas (7,298 feet). Tobacco, coffee,

pineapples, mangos, com, rice, betol-nuts, and sugar-
cAne are produced. The inhabitants are chiefly Ilocanos.
The census of 1903 gave also 9,820 Igorrotes. Area, (J34

square miles. Population (190.3), 137,8:».

Launitz', Robert Eberhard (Schmidt von

Le Conte

der). Bom at Grobin, Courland, Kussia, Nov.
16, 1806.

Laurens (16-ran'), Jean Paul. Born at Four-
quevaux, Haute-Garonne, France, March 29,
1838. A French painter, especially of his-
torical subjects. He studied at the art school of
Toulouse, and with Leon Cogniet and Bida in Paris, mak-
ing his debut in the Salon of 1863 with his picture " The
Death of Cato." His dignified and vigorous style reached
its maturity about 1872. He has painted numerous por-
traits and a large number of iMwertul historical composi-
tions and mural pictures. Among the latter may be
noted " The Death of Ste. Genevieve ' in the Pantheon,
and the ceiling of the Odeon, both in Paris. He won a
medal of honor at the Salon of 1877 and was elected to
the Institut in 1891.

Laurier (16'ri-a), Sir Wilfrid. Bom at St.
Lin, Quebec, Nov. 20, 1841. A Canadian states-
man. He was minister of inland revenue 1877-78; was
appointed queen's counsel 1880 ; became leader of the
Liljcral party 1887; and premier of Canada (1896-). He
was knighted in 1897.

^^
Lavedan*, Henri L6on Emile. He was
elected to the Academy in 1898.

Lavengro. A story by George Boitow, pub-
lished in 1851.

Laveran (lav-ran'), Charles Louis Alphonse.
Born at Paris, June 18, 1845. A French pa-
thologist, especially noted as the discoverer
of the Plasmodium of malaria. He was appointed
as agr^ge on the faculty of the Ecole du Val-de-Grace in
Paris in 1874 ; studied malaria in Algeria 1878-1883 ; was
professor of military hygiene and clinical medicine at Val-
de-Grace 1884-94 ; and was medical director of the
Eleventh Army Corps 1894-97. In 1907 he was awarded
the Nobel prize for medicine. He has written "Trait6
des fifevres i)alnstres " (1884^, " Nouveaux elements de
pathologic m^dicale " (1880, with Teissier), " Du paludisme
et de son hematozoaire " (1891), " Les h(^matozoaires de
I'homme et des animaux " (1895, with Blanchard), " Traits
du paludisme " (1897), " Traits d'hygitoe militaire *

(1896X
"Prophylaxie du paludisme" (1903), and "Trypanosome
et trypanosomiases " (1904).

La Villemar(iu6*, Vicomte de (Theodore
Claude Henri Hersart). Died 1895.

Lavisse (Ui-ves'), Ernest. Bom at Nouvion-
en-Thi6rache, Aisne, France, Dee. 17, 1842.
A French historian and educator, professor
of modern history at the University of Paris
from 1888. He was elected a member of the French
Academy in 1892, succeeding Admiral de la Gravifere.
Since 1894 he has been editor of the "Revue de Paris.*
Among his works are " Etudes sur I'histoire de Pnisse "

(1879), "Questions d'enseignement national " (1885), "Es-
sais surl'AUemagne imperiale" (1887), "Trois empereurs
d'Allemagne " (1888), " Vue g6nerale de I'histeire politique
de I'Europe" (1890), "La jcunesse du Grand Frederic"
(1891), "Le Grand FrM^ric avant I'avenement" (1893),
"Un miuistre. Victor Duruy" (1895), etc. He edited,
with Rambaud, " Histoire g(Jn6rale, du IV. allele h nos
jours" (1893-1901).

Law", Thomas. He married, as his second
wife, Eliza Parke Custis, granddaughter of
Martha Washington.

Lawson*, Sir Wilfrid. Died at London, July
1, 1906. He sat for a division of Cumberland
1886-1900 and in 1906, and for a division of
Cornwall 1903-05.

Lawton (la'ton), Henry W. Bom at Toledo,
Ohio, March 17, 1843 : died at San Mateo, near
Manila, Philippine Islands, Dec. 18, 1899. An
American general. He served as a volunteer on the
Union side in the Civil War, rising to the brevet rank of
colonel ; entered the regular army in 1866 ; served in the
West against the Indians, and became famous for his
successful operations against Geronimo : was commis-
sioned brigadier-general of volunteers in 1898 ; commanded
a division in the attack on Santiago ; captured El Caney
July 1 ; was promoted major-general of volunteers July
8 ; and was assigned to the command of a corps in the
Philippines in the same year.

Lay do'wn your arms. The title of the English
translation by T. Holmes of "Die Waffen
Nieder" (1889), by the Baroness von Suttner.
The author was awarded the Nobel peace prize in 1905,
The book is known also as " Ground Arms !

"

Lazarus*, Moritz. Died at Meran, Tyrol,
April 13, 1903.

Lea", Henry Charles. His later works include
" Chapters from the Religious History of Spain connected
with the Inquisition " (1890), " Histtjry of Auricular Con-
fession and Indulgences in the Latin Church "

(1896X
" The Moriscos of Spain " (1901), " History of the Inquisi-
tion of the Middle Ages "(1906), "History of the Inquisi-
tion of Spain " (1906), "The Inquisition In the Spanish
Dependencies" (1908). Died Oct 24, 1909.

League Island. An island in the Delaware
below Philadelphia, at the mouth of the
Schuylkill. On it is situated a United States
navy yard.

Lecky*, William Edward Hartpole. Died
at London, Oct. 22, 1903. Ile represented (Union-
ist) Dublin University in the House of Commons 1S9&-
190:!.

Le Conte". Joseph. Died in the Yosemite
Valley, July 6, ISfcl. He was professor of geology
and natural history in the Uuiversity of CalUomia 1869-
1901.



Led6chowski

Leddchowski', Count Mieczyslaw. Died at

Koine. July L':.'. UK)L'.

Lee i.le). Fitzhugh. Boru iu Fairfax County,
Va., Nov. 19, 1835 : died at Washington, D. C,
April 28, 1905. An American soldier and poli-

tician, nephew of General K. E. Lee. He was
graduated at West Point in ISoti ; 8er\'etl as cavalry com-
nianiier in all the campaigns of the Anny of Northern
Yirpinia (Confederate), rising to the ranlc of major-general
in Aug., I8*i:i ; was governor of Virginia 1886-89 : and was
Vniieil States consul-general in Havana, Cuba, Jtuie,

l^i.-April, 18i>S. He was appointed major-general of

volunteers in 18I»S.

Lee (le), Sidney. Born at London, Dec. 5,

1859. An eminent English scholar and editor.
He was aasist.int editor of the *' Dictionar>' of National
Biography" ISSS-SO; was joint editor with (Sir) Leslie

Stephen 18i»0-'»l ; anti ujion the retirement of the latter in

1S9I became editor-in-chief. He was Clark lecturer in

English lileniture at Trinity College, Cambridge, 15)01-02,

wid in 1903 was lecturer before the Lowell institute at

Boston, Johns Hopkins rniversity, and Princeton Uni-
versity. Among his publications are " Stratford-on-Avon
from the Earliest Tinu-s to the Death of Shakespeare"
(18^), "Life of William Shakespeare ' (1898), a biography
of Queen Victoria (liXf), "Shakespeare First Folio Fac-
simile, with Introduction and Census of Extant Copies"
(1902), "EliMbethan Sonnets" (1901), " Great Englishmen
of the Siiteenth Century" (1904), "Shakespeare and the
Modem Stage" (llKKi), etc.

Lee (le), Stephen Dill. Bom at Charleston,
South Carolina, Sept. 22, 1833 : died at Vicks-
bnrg. Miss., May 28, 1908. An American sol-

dier, lieutenant-general in the Confederate
Army. He was graduated at West Point in 1864 ; en-

tered the Confederate service as captain ; and took part
fai nameroQs battles (including the Vicksburg campaign)
during the Civil War. From 1899 he was commander of

the vTcksbuiig National Military Park.

Leeds University. A university at Leeds,
Yorkshire, chartered April 25, 1904. It is the
outgrowth of Yorkshire College (founded in 1874), which
fonned part of Victoria I'niversity 1887-1903. It provides
teaching and grants degrees to both men and women in
arts, science, medicine, dental surgery, law, and com-
merce. It is attended by more than 90O registered stu-

dents and in addition by over 200 evening students.

Lefebvre (l^-fa\T'), Jules. Bom at Tournan,
Seine-et-Marne, France, March 10, 1836. A
noted French painter, a pupil of Cogniet.

Le Gallienne (le gal-i-en'), Richardf. Born at

Liverpool, England, Jan. 20, 1866. An Eng-
lish journalist and author. Since 1898 he has re-

sided in the United States. Among his works are " The
Book-bills of Narcissus" (1891), "The Religion of a Lit-

erary Man" (1893), "Prose Fancies" (1894, 1896), "The
Quest of the Golden Girl" (1896), "Painted Shadows '

(1904), " Romances of Old France " (1905), " The Worshiper
flf the Images ' (IfuXi), etc.

Legations, Siege of the. See Siege.

Legge", James. Died at Oxford, Nov. 29, 1897.

Legouv^', Oabiiel Jean Baptiste Ernest
Wilfred. Died at Paris, Mareli 14, 1903.

Legros*, Alphonse. He was Slade professor
of fine arts at University College, London,
1876-93.

Lehigh University'. It has 64 instructors
and over 660 students.

Leibl", Wilhelm. Died at Wiirzburg, Dec. 4,

1900.

Leighton', Frederick, Lord. Died Jan. 25,
1896. He was raised to the peerage Jan. 1,

1896.

Leipsic*. The university ranks as the third in
' size of the German universities. It has over
4,300 students and 234 instructors, and has a
library of over 550,000 volumes.

Leland", Charles Godfrey. Died at Florence,
, Italy, March 20, 1903. Among his later works are

"Algonquin Legends of New England" (1884), "Gypsy
Sorcery and Fortune Telling ' (1890), "Memoirs" (1893),
" Hans Breitmann in Germany " (1895), " Songs of the Sea
and I.ayB of the Land " (1895), " Aradia, or, Gospel of the
Witehes" (1899), and, with J. D. Prince. "Kul(i8cap the
Master, and other Algonkin poems " (1902). He wrote
also a series of books on various arts and crafts.

Leland Stanford Junior University*. It

has 138 instructors and over 1,700 students.
Several of the university buildings were
wrecked bv earthquake April 18, 1906, the loss
being estimated at $4,000,000.

Leleuz", Adolphe. Died at Paris, July 27,
1891.

Lemaltre (16-matr'), Frangois Elie Jules:
known as Jules. Born at Venneey, Loiret,
France, April 27, 18.5,3. A French critic, poet,
novelist, and dramatist. He was a teacher 1875-
84 : became reviewer for the " Revue Bleue " in 1884

;

and Joined the staff of the " Journal des Debats " in 1888
«nd that of the " Revue des Deui Mondes " in 1896. In
1888 he was made a chevalier of the Legion of Honor,
and was admitted to the French Academy in 1895, suc-
ceeding Duruy. His critical work has been collected un-
der the titles " Les contemporaina " (lH8.'',-95), and " Im-
pressions du th^tre " (1888-98). He is the author also of
•everal volumes of fiction, " S*r6nus " (18«(i), " Dix contes

'

(1889), "Les bois'i 189:)), and" Myrrha' (1894) ; two books
of Tei»e, " Les Medallions " (1880), and " Petitee orientales

'
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(1882) ; a number of plays, "La Rfvolt^e" (1889), "Le
deput* Leveau," (1890), " Le mariage blanc ' (1891), "Fli-

pote" (1893), "Les rois" (1893), "L'ftge difficile" (189.5),

and " Le pardon " (1895) ;
" Theories ct impressions

"

(11KI4). and " En marge des vieux livres" (1905).

Lemoinne (le-mwan'), John ^mile. Bom at

London, Oct. 17, 1815: died at Paris, Dec. 14,

1892. A French journalist. He was on the statf

of the "Journal des Debats ' for 62 years ; was elected to

the French Academy in 1875 ; and was appointed a life

senator in 1880. He also wrote for the " Revue des Deux
Mondes" and "Le Matin," and published a cijllection of

his articles under the title " Etudes critiques et biogra-

phiques" (1862), etc.

Lenard (le-nard'), Philipp von. Bom at

Presburg, June 7, 1862. A German physicist,

professor in the University of Kiel 1898-1907,

and in the University of Heidelberg 1907-.
From 1896 to 1898 he was professor in the University of

Heidelberg. He is best known for his researches in the
cathode rays and electricity. In 1905 he received the Nobel
prize for physics.

Lenbach', Franz von. Died at Munich, May
6, 1904.

Lenox Library". It has been combined with
the Astor and the proposed Tilden Library as
the New York Public Library (which see).

Lens*. In March, 1906, a disaster occurred in

the Courri&res mine in which over 1,000 persons
lost their lives.

Leo Xin. * (Giacchino Pecci). Died at Rome,
July 20, 1903.

Leoncavallo (la-on-ka-val'o), Bug^ero. Born
at Naples, March 8, 1858. An Italian operatic
composer. His first opera, "Chattert<jn," he composed
at the age of eighteen. After some years o( wandering he
returned to Italy with the plan of an operatic trilogy, the
first part of which, " I Medici " (the only part published), he
could not bring out till he had made his first success with
"Pagliacci," which was produced at Milan in 1892 and
has been one of the most popular of modeni Italian operas.
His "La Bohfcme" appeared in 1897, "Zaza" in 1900, "Der
Roland," written at the command of the German emperor,
in 1004, and "The Youth of Figaro" in 1906. He has
written the librettos of all his operas.

Leopoldville*. A railway has been constructed
between this place and Matadi.

Lepanto-Bontoc (la-pan'to-bon-tok'). An ir-

regularly shaped inland province in the west-
ern part of Luzon, Philippine Islands, it is

bounded by Abra and Cagayan (separated by a spur of the
Cordillera Central) on the north ; Cagayan, Isabela, and
Nneva Vizcaya (separated by a collateral range of the Cor-
dillera Sur) on the east ; Nueva Vizcaya and Benguet
(separated by spurs of the Cordillera Sur) on the south ; and
La Union and Abra (sepjirated by the western range of
Luzon) on the west. Capital, Cervantes. Mountains
occupy a large part of the province. A branch of the
Cordillera Sur runs from northeast to southwest, sep-
arating the western part (Lepanto) from the eastern
part (Boutoc). Monserrat, Mitra, Cuirayan, Tantaguan,
and Data range from 5,617 to 7,3(M feet in height
Tributaries of the Rio Grande de Cagayan are fed by
streams in the eastern part of Lepanto-Bontoc. Other
streams flow west to the Abra. Mineral lands have been
prospected in the southern part of the province. Gold
and copper have long been mined by the Igorrotes, the
native race. The chief productions are coffee, rice, and
tobacco. Area, 2,006 square miles. Population (1903),
72,7f>0.

Le Play (le pli'), Pierre Guillaume Fr6d6ric.
Bom at Honfleur, France, April 11, 1806: died
April 5, 1882. A French engineer, economist,
and sociologist, the founder of the modern
school of social economy in France. He was ed-
ucated at the ^cole Polytechnique ; was professor at the
School of Mines ; was actively connected with the ad-
ministration of various expositions ; and for several
years occupied a seat in the Senate. He founded the
International Society of Social Economy, and various
associations of workmen. Among the more important
of his works are "Les ouvriers europ^ens " (1865), "La re-
fomie sociale en France" (1864), " L'organisation du
travail " (1870), " Programme de gouvemement et d'organ-
isation sociale " (1880), "La constitution essentielle de
I'humanite " (1881), and " L'ecole de la paix sociale " (1882).

Leroy-Beaulieu*, Pierre Paul, in laso he be-
came professor of political economy at the College de
France. Among his later works are " De la colonisation
chez les penples modemes " (1873), " Essai sur la reparti-
tion des richesses" (1880), "La collectivisme " (1884),
" L' Algcrie et la Tunisie " (1887), " Precis d'iconomie poli-
tique" (1888), "L'itat modemes et ses fonctions" (1889),
" Traite theorique et practique d'economie politique

"

(1895), " Le Sahara, le Soudan et les chemins de fer trans-
sahariens " (1904), " L'ai-t de placer et gerer sa fortune

"

(1906), etc.

Leschetitzky (lesh-e-tits'ki), Theodor. Bom
at Laneut, Poland, June 22, 1830. A distin-
guished teacher of the piano and composer.
He was for some time professor in the Conservatory at St
Peterehurg, but retired in 1878 and has since lived in
Vienna, Among his pupils have been Mme. Essipoff
(whom he married in 1880 : divorced 1892), Paderewski,
Mark Hambourg, and Gabrilovitch.

Lettres k une inconnue. [F., 'Letters to an
unknown (wonfan).'] A collection of letters
by Prosper M6rim6e, published posthumously
in 1873.

Leuckart*, Karl Georg Friedrich Rudolf.
Died at Leipsic, Feb. 6, 1898.

Lick

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition.
An international exposition held in Portland,
Oregon, in 1905 to celebrate the centennial of
the exploration of the Oregon country by
Meriwether Lewis and WilUam Clark. It was
opened May 28.

Leyden*. The university is attended by over
1,400 students, and has a library of 190,000
volumes.
Leyte. 2. A province of the Philippines. It
consists of Leyte, liiliran, Panaon, and numerous small
islands southwest of Samar, from which Leyte is separated
by the narrow and winding strait of San Juanico, and by
Daram Channel, Capital, Tacloban. The chief bays are
Carigara on the north, San Pedro and San Pablo on the
east, Sogod on the south, and Ormoc on the west of Leyte.
Maasin, at the southeastern point, has go<_>d anchorage.
Mountain-ranges traverse the larger islands from north-
west to southeast Volcanic cones exceeding 3,000 feet
in height are Cabalian and Sacripante in the southern
part of Leyte and Mabui in the northern part of Biliran.
Among the rivers are the Leyte and the Cabayong in the
north. In the south is the Maasin, which flows to the
Surigao Sea. The Binahaan, flowing east to San Pedro
and San Pablo bay, is navigable by cascos to Dagami, 15
miles from its mouth. Leyte has three small mountain
lakes, the largest of which has an area of about 8 square
miles. Coal is found in northeastern Leyte and in
Biliran, and gold in Biliran and Panaon. Agriculture
flourishes. The productions include copra, rice, bananas,
sweet potatoes, sugar-cane, and a very large yield of
hemp. The race is Visayan. Area, 3,008 square miles.
Population (1903), 388,922.

3. A river of Leyte flowing north to an inlet
on the northern coast.

Liais*, Emmanuel. Bom at Cheruonrg, Feb.
15, 1826: died there, March ,5, 1900.

Liancourt (le-on-kor') Rocks. A group of
small islands in the Japan Sea, situated about
lat. 37° N., long. 132° E. Near them a partof the
Russian fleet surrendered to the Japanese in the battle of
the Sea of Japan. Also called Hornet Islands.

Liao (lyou). A river which rises in the north-
ern part of the province of Chili, China, and
flows northeastwardly nearly to the Mongolian
border, then eastwardly into Manchuria (near
Chang-tu), and then southwestwardly into the
Gulf of Liao-tung.
Liao-tung (lyou-tong'). A peninsular region
in southern Manchuria, lyiug between the Gulf
of Liao-tung and Korea Bay. It came under the
control of the Japanese as a result of the Russo-Japanese
war (1904-05).

Liao-tung (lyou-tong'). Gulf of. An extension
northward into southern Manchuria of the
Gulf of Pe-ehi-li.

Liao-yang (lyou-yang'). A town in the prov-
ince of Sheng-king, Manchuria, southwest of
Mukden, on a branch of the Siberian Eailroad.
Here the Japanese under Marahal Oyama defeated the
Russians under General Kuropatkin Aug. 25-Sept 4,

1904. It was opened to foreign trade in 1907.

Libas (le-biis'). Port. A bay and harbor on the
eastern coast of Samar Island, in the Philip-
pines : safe for large vessels in all weather.

Liberia*. By the Franco-Llberian agreement of 1907 as
Ui the boundary with the French Ivory Coast, Liberia has
lost about 2,000 square miles of territory. Area, about
40,000 square miles. Population, estimated at 1,500,000

to 2,120,000.

Liberty Party. In United States politics, an
antislavery party, founded 1839-40. It opposed
the annexation of Texas, and nominated James G. Bimey
for President of the United States in 1840, and again in

1844, when he polled 62,2(i3 votes. This vote incidentally
caused the defeat of Henry Clay and the election of James
K. Polk.

Libmanan (leb-ma'nan). A municipality of
Ambos Camarines province, in the southeast-
em part of Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civ-
ilized population (1903), 17,416.

Library of Congress. The national library,

situated in Washington, D. C, It was established
in 1800, originally for the use of the membera of the Senate
and House of Representatives, but is freely open to the
public. In 1814 the collection of books was destroyed by
the British troops, but a new one was begun with the
purchase by Congress of a large portion of the library of

Thomas JelTereon. On June 30, 1908, the library contained
1,53,5,008 printed books and pamphlets ; 10.5,118 maps and
charts ; 483,411 pieces of music ; and 279,667 engravings,
etchings, photographs, and other prints. It also contains
a valuable collection of historical manuscripts. Work on
the present building, situated southeast of the Capitol,

was begun in 1889 and was completed in 1897 at a cost of
$6,346,000. It is in the form of a quadrangle inclosing four
courts and a central rotunda surmounted by a dome. The
length of the building (which faces west) is 470 feet, from
north to south, and its depth, from west to east, 340 feet
The interior is lavishly decorated with the work of Amer-
ican artists.

Lick (lik), James. Bom at Fredericksburg,
Pa., Aug. 25, 1796: died at San Francisco, Cal.,

Oct. 1, 1876. An American business man and
philanthropist. He went to California in 1847 and
amassed a large fortune there. In 1874 he set apart $3,-

000,000 for public and charitable uses, including $700,000
for an astronomical observatory for the University of Cal-

ifornia.



Liddell

Liddell', Henry George. Died at Ascot,
Berks, Jan. 18, 1898.

Lie', Jonas Lauritz Edemil. Bom at Dram-
men, Nov. 6, lS;i3 : died at Bffirum, near Chris-
tiania, July 5, 1908.

Liebknecht", Wilhelm. Died at Berlin, Aug.
7. 1900.

^

Liechtenstein (lech'ten-stin) Gallery. An"°>-"''° ? 1-'' . . • * ,«aiiery. An t«rs?"(1883), "My Storyof the War"(lS88), etc.
art gallery m \ lenna, Austria, the most impor- Lloyd-George (loid ' iorj), David. Born
tant nnvate collection of naiiitinirs ill tliB (.itv Monnhoofoi. iSKa a D_:t;„i, t :i i
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abolitionist, lecturer, and female suffragist.
During the Civil War she was a leader in the work of the
United States Sanitary Commission. She founded and
edited "The Agitator," a wonian-sutfrage paper, in 1869 ;merged it in "The Woman's Journal" in 1870; was first
president of the Illinois Woman Suffrage Association and
later president of the ilassachusetts Woman Suffrage
Association

; and lectured much on temperance reform,
etc. She published " What Shall We Do With Our Daugh-

"'"'"" ~
'

'

at

1908-. He became a solicitor in 1884 ; has sat for Car-
narvon District in the House of Commons since 1890; and
was appointed president of the Board of Trade with a
seat in the cabinet in December, 190,n. He led the Welsh
educational agitation and attracted attention by his effec-
tive speeches in behalf of the Boers.

Lorenz
or Registration District and 2,527,670 within the "OuterKing or suburban district For administrative pur-poses this vast center of population is variously sub-

i^VV ?!'; ...'''', ?i^y °' I-ondo" proper (generally called

i„ Vi^r^ ' " ".'•''^ °^'"' " «1"»'''^ "'"e '» extent, and had
in 1901 a population of only 28,923. It has a distinct ad-
ministration under the lord mayor, with 19 other alder-men and a court of common council. The rest of " Inner "

London fomis an administrative county, which since 1888
has been under the control of the London County Council

SL-H h'™» .? *^?-"l
P="-'>»"ientary purposes London isdivided mtoJiS constituencies with 1 member each, except

the City, which returns 2 members (West Ham is some-times included m parliamentary London, making 60 divi-
sions)

;
Battersca, Eennondsey, Bethnal Green (2), Bowand Bromley Brixton, Camberwell North, Chelsefu City

of London, Clapham, Deptford, Dulwich, FinsbuTy (2),

..I!' ^"ll*''''"'?"!,*;,'^,?,'''*"''^' <^)' Haggerston, Hammer:
smith, Hampstead, Holboni. Hoxton, Islington (4> Ken-
nington, Kensington (2), Lambeth North, Lewisham,' Lime-
house, Marylebone (2), Mile End, Newington West,
Norwood, Paddmgton (2), Peckham, Poplar, Rotherhithe,

tant private collection of paintings HI the city. Manchester, 1863. A British Liberal member the ctv wh,v.h t „ v .., .»..r,
It IS especially strong in the works of Rubens and Van- of Parliament chflncellnr nf tlirTv^Tl.i^,,;; \^Z

^'.'y' ^^'''^h ret'inis 2 members (West Ham is some-
dyke. It is situated in the old summer palace of the princes tone ,7 '

^"ancellor of the e.\chequer t™es included m parliamentary London, making 60 divi.
of Liechtenstein and contains about sou notable pictures

^-^oo-. He became a solicitor in isS4 • iiaa aaf Mr Por. sions): Battersea. Bennondsev. Rethnai fir^^r. aj\ d.—
besides many of less importance.

Li^e". The state university has over 2,500

T<--»n'-' '-\ K • • ,. . .„ euucauonai agitation and attracted attention by his effecIdgao {le-ga O). A municipality of Albay prov- tive speeches in behalf of the Boers.
ince, southeastern Luzon, in the Philippine Loango. 2. A seaport in French Kongo, situ
Islands. Civilized population (1903), 17,687. _ated in lat. 4° 39' S.

Li Hung Chang' '"' ' - •

1901. He was
Ited r.urope an,, mc ,. ihmtu oi<tttes in loyo. in Juiy, lyoo,
he wag appointed governor of Chi-li, and played an im-
portant part in the negotiations which accompanied and
followed the siege of the legations. He was one of the
Chinese peace commissioners.

Lilley (Hl'i), Robert. Born at Greenock, Scot-
land, Aug. 24, 1839. A Scotch-American Orien-
talist and editor. During 18«7-75 he traveled exten-
sively in China and Manchuria ; resided in Japan 1875-*il,
occupied with the publication of Christian and other
works in Japanese ; introduced the system of printing for
the blind now in use in Japan ; and came to the Inited
State«inl88L Hewaaon the editorial staff of the "Century
Dictionary "

; was managing editor of the " Universal Cy-
clopedia •

; was editor of " Investigations and Studies in
.fade, ba«ed on the Heber R. Bishop Collection of Jades" ;

and of the descriptive catalogue of the collection, etc.

Lincoln Park. A park in Chicago, situated on
the lake front in the northern part of the city.
Area, 300 acres.

died at Kazan, Feb. 24 (N. S.), 1856.
' A fa-

mous Russian mathematician, the founder of
the non-Euclidean geometry. He was profes-
sor at Kazan from 1814.

Lockroy", ]^douard Etienne Antoine. He
was minister of commerce 18S(i-M7, of education 1888-^9,
and of marine ISn.'i-rw and 189s-9<», and vice-president of • ^.

the chamber of deputies 1902-05. He has written " Les Loudon (lun'don) Jack

Lingayen (len-gii-yan'). A town, the capital American arctic ex
of Paiiga.sinan province, in the western part of 1°*"}'^ College, Annapol

Luzon. Pliilinniiie T«lanH» t, ,. .i..,..J "eutenant in 1873. In 1Luzon, Philippine Islands, it is situated on the
delta at the mouth of the Agno, on Lingayen Gulf in lat
!«• 4' .v.. long. 120° 14' E. Civilize; population of munici
pality (1903), 21,529. ..,„.„„,„ ,., ic«».

An arm Of the Lockyer"',' Sir (Joseph) Norman, m
31 La works are "The Sun's Place in Nature "(1897), "

frnn^j yii^yyif, ^x,^i^.

Lingayen (len-gii-yan') Gulf,
China .Sea, indenting the provinces of La
Union and Pangasinan on the western coast
of Luzon, Philippine Islands. The river Agno
enters it by several mouths.
Linievitch (lin'ie-vich), Nikolai Petrovitch.
Born in the government of Tchernigoff,Rus.sia,
Dec. 24, 1838 { died at St. Petersburg, April 23,
1908. A Russian lieutenant-general. He served
In the Russo-Turkish war, attaining the rank of colonel

;

in 1900, as commander of the first Siberian army corjis in
Manchuria, conducted the Russian campaign in China;
and until March. 1!KW (when he was superseded by Kuro
latkini. remained in command of the Maiuhurian anny.
He commanded the Russian left at the battle of JIukden.

aigles du capitole" (1869), "A baa le progres" (1870), "LaCommune et TAssemblee " (1871), " L'ile revoltee" (1877),"Ahmed le Boucher: La Syrie et I'figypte 8U XVIII.
Slide" (1888), "M. de Moltke " (1891), "U marine de
guerre' (2nd ed. 1897). "La defense navale " (1899), " Du
«eser k la Vistule ' (1901), "Les marines francaise et
alleniande (UHM), and " Le pnvgramine naval" (1906).

Lockwood (lok'wud), James Booth. Born at
Annapolis, Md., Oct. 9, 1852: died at Cape
Sabine, EUesmere Land, April 9, 1884. An
American arctic explorer. He was educated at St.
John'. Poll.™- A

,|ij and joined the army as second
....»»...»..,. ,,. .o.o. ill 1881 he joined, as second in com.
mand, Greely's expedition to Lady Franklin bay, and in
May, 1882, with D. L. Brainard, attained lat. 83" 24' N.,
the highest then reached. He crossed Grinnell Land with
Brainard in 1883.

-v....^": *"c i.v<.iuuu uoverniiienL Act oi 1S99 divided the
administrative county of London (with the exception ofthe City) into 28 municipal boroughs: Battersea, Ber-
mondsey, Bethnal Green, Camberwell, Chelsea, Deptford,
Finsbury, fulliam, Greenwich, Hackney, Hammersmith
Hampstead Holbom, Islington, Kensington, LambethLewisham Marylebone, Paddington, Poplar, St Pancras,
Shorediu-h, s<.uthwark, Stepney.'Stoke Newington, WandT-
worth, \\ estminster, Woolwich,

Born at San Fran-

--^.„„ — .. .,,„ ......I o i ia\.^ Ill ^laniic \ioyii, --Recent
and Coming Eclipses" (1897), "Inorganic Evolution"
(1900), ".Stonehenge and other British Stone Monuments
Astronomically Considered " (1907). Knighted 1897.

Lodge (loj). Sir Oliver Joseph. Born in Staf-
fordshire, June 12, 1851. An English physi-
cist, principal of the University of Birmingham
from 1900, especially noted for his investiga-
tions in electricity. He was professor of physics in
University College, Liverpool, 18sl-ll)00. The coherer
employed in wireless telegraphy is his invention. He has
published "Elementary Mechanics" (1877), "Modern
\ lews of Electricity " (18J<9), " Pioneers of Science " (1893),
"Electrons "(1907), ".Science and Mortality " (1908), "The
Ether of Space " (1909), etc. He was knighted in 1902and uiion the dismissal of Kuropatkin. March, 1905, wai jJ:2^nx?T%' "**'' *- ">, :- •>^--— ""-

..
appointed hia successor as commander-in-chief in the Far ^^P^" U^D), jaCQUeS. liorn in (jrermany, April

.,Ea.'>t. /, 18.59. A German-American phvsiologist,
Linton", Mrs. (Eliza Lynn). DiedatLondon ""' ^—

^
^r . .„...-

.

July 14, 1898.

Linton', William James. Died at New
Haven, Conn., Dec. 29, 1897. u.. ,- ?,-„.,- .,.--- -;.", — -

Lipa.(le-pr). A municipality of Batangas ll:i:^^JZ:!i pl^Zil^^^^;^^^.'''^^
FsTands*\irT?r'*T^"T;,^^''iPPi!''I'<'«b (16b), Louis. Bom at Cleveland,' O.Islands. lu, east of the,outhen. part of I.akeB«mbon iggg : died at Canterbury, N. H.. JulV 12

Cisco, Cal., Jan. 12, 1876. An American au
thor, journalist, socialist, and lecturer. He has
been at various times a sailor, miner, salmonfisher, long-
shoreman, flsh-patrolman, etc., and has traveled in search
of adveriture over much of the United States and Canada,m the East End of London, etc. In 1904 he acted as war!
correspondent in Japan, Korea, and Manchuria. His
works include "The Son of the Wolf " (1900), "The God of
^'' ^"""ers (1901), "A Daughter of the Snows" (1902),'The Cruise of the Dazzler" (1902), "Children of the
Frosr- (19(H) " The Call of the \Ahld " (1903) "The Kemp
ton-Wace Letters (1903: with Anna Strunsky), "The
o TiP's

°' ^'°,.'^';j'^ <^^^>- " Tl'e Faith of Men* (1904),"The Sea-Wolf (1904), "The Game" (1905). "War of the

f'^p "'nd'^' ; i ™"S "', ^."^ ''i^h-Potrol " (1905), " Moon!Face (1906), "Iron Heel" (1908), "Martin Eden" (1909),

His later London* University of. since 1900 the university
I "n„„.„t has provided also courses of Instruction. The faculties

are those of theology, arts, laws, music, medicine, science,
engineering, and economics. There is also an academic
department f(.r the control of its various schools and in-
stitutions. The students number over 3,000.

^^J}f ?**'"• '•^®- ^ ^^''^^^ society, formed in
1848, for the annexation of Cuba and other is-
lands to the United States, it flourished chiefly in
the Southern States and was denounced by the United
States Government. Three filibustering expeditions were
organized and ended in failure. See Ltypez, Narciso.

L()ne-Star State. A name given to the State
of Texas, from the single star on the flag
adopted during its struggle for freedom from
Mexico. The device is now used in the State
seal

or Taal. Civilized ixipulation (19i«), 37,9:i4.

DiedLippincotf, Mrs. (Sara Jane Clarke)
at New Roehelle, N. Y., April 20, 1904.

Lippmann (lip ' miin), Friedrich. Bum m,
Prague, Bohemia, Oct. 6, 1838: died at Berlin,
C\M 9 IQOI A n.ii.n,„« ««„•,„:_ » IF

governor 18,9; governor 1880-82 ; United States congress-man 18S3-89; and secretary of the navy 1897-1902. He
published a translation of Vergil's ".Eneid" fn 1879
"After-dinner and Other Speeches" (1896X "The New

„, J, ^,. ^^., „u,j j^^ American Navy' (1903), etc.

1909. An American artist and illustrator. He Longstreet", James. Died at Gainesville
was a painter of imaginative and poetic quality, and also Ga., Jan. 2 1904

'

did much work in black and white for the magazines. In t -' n^. rJ'\ a • ,.i .^, .

1900 he was elected a niemberof the National Academv oJ ^OOTl (lo-on ). A municipality of Bohol prov-
ince in the Philippine Islands, it is on the west-
ern coast of Bohol Island. Civilized population (1903),

Prague, Bohemia, Oct. 6, 1838 : died at Beriin,
"^"^" ""-" '"."7

Oct. 2, 1903. A German connoisseur, curator of Loeffler (l^f'16r), Charles Martin. Born at ^J"|

««»«' «'

the cabinet of engravings at Berlin from 1876. Miilliau.sen, Alsace-Lorraine, Jan. 30, 1861. A t _'__{_ /i^
The present great importance of the Berlin collection is composer and violinist. He is a strongly iniagina- ni„v. ,,;;,„
due largely to his efforte. He published much, esoeciallv tive composer of the most modem tendpnnie. An,„n„ \""i'.'"""
The present great importan ... ..._ .,.,..... ...,..^..v.«.. n,
due largely to his efforte. He published much, especially
In periodical literature. His important independent works
are "Der italienische Holzschnitt im .\V. Jahrhundert"
0Hn4). "Zeichnungen alter Meister ini kttnigllchen Kun-
ferstichkabinet zu Beriin "(ISSiX 'Atlas "(l879-^2X"Zeich-
nuiigen von Sandro Botticelli zu Dante's gottlicher Komo-
dic " (1884-87).

Lipton (lip'ton), Sir Thomas Johnstone.R if*Ti af Ci\aatrt\aT Uooflnn.1 lUi^O A III—:.;..!.

,. ._ . _.... . ..^...^..j,.. II,, IB ,j BLioiiiciy
tive composer of the most modem tendencies. Aiiiong
his works are the symphonic poems " La Mort de Tin-
tagiles " (1897 : after Maeterlinck), " Avant que tu ne t'en
allies." and " Vilanelle du Diable "

; a suite for violin and
orchestra. " I.es Veillies d'Ukraine" (1891: after Gogol);
chamber music ; and songs.

Loftus', Lord Augustus William Frederick
d""— i'xr"""" u" i,'*";'*",":?„""^"5''y"''' Spencer. Died March 7, 1904.B>rn at Glasgow, Scotland, ia50. A British !.,!,,„ lur^.,-* a„ t • •/ ^ ^ • -.r .

merchant and sportsman. He began his bu,ine» T^^^i^°^^\
A mountain situated m Yukon,

career with a singl? provislon-,h", In i^ksgow, ^d eT ^''r.'^''^H??;3''^"T''''"''L"/o"?','.",'
^t.Elias,

tenrleil his operations until he controlled large Interests '" '*•• "0 ** N., long. 140° 24' W. Height,
in Great Britain, with branches in Gemiany, the United 19.514 feet: after Mount McKinley, probably
.States. India, etc. He has contributed largely to chari- the highest in North America..«.«,o. iiiij.a, c«.. lie linn coiiLiioiiieu largely to cnan- tile hlChest in North ATnerion
Uble enterprises, and is well known as a yachteman, hav. T"„^.^"°.°':''/t™*^'^*- . , „ uoreDumuora nee /ff^rt
ing competed unsuccessfully in 1899,1901. and 1903 for LogrOSClUO (lo-gro-she'no), Niccola. Bom f'"repuni, ijoro. oee Jieia

the Americas cup. He was knighted in 1808 and created at Naples, about 1700: died there, 1763 An -"OrentZ (lo rentz), Hendrik Antoon. Born
;i li.iroiu-t in 1!«>2. ^^a^„n„ „„ „ « ii ;_i.t \\ ^ •' ' —---— xt_.,

_ , , , . .„

, ran'). A city in Lorain County,
._, ^jtuated on Lake Erie at the mouth of

the Black River, it has an excellent harbor and is a
shipping point for iron, coal, lumber, and grain. It has
stove-, brick-, and steel-works, a large ship-building
establishment, etc. Population (1900), 16,028.

Lord (lord), John. Born at Portsmouth, N. H.,
Dec. 27, 1810: died at Stamford, Conn., Dee.
15. 1894. An American historian. He was pastor
of Congregational churches in New Marlborough. Massa-
chusett«, and Utica, New York ; lecturer on history at Dart-
mouth College 1806 7«; and public lecturer from 184.3. He
wrote "ModernHi8tory"(l,V.O). "The Old Roman Worid"
(18«7), "Ancient States and Empires" (1869). "Ancient
History " (1876), "Beacon Lights of History "(1883-94), etc.

Lorehum, Lord. See lieid.

,.,;.,;. , „ ,„ .
District with the City of London Police District, which Lorenz (16'rentz), Adolf Born in SilesiaLivermore (liv'fer-m6r), Mrs. (Mary Ashton togetherform "Greater London") It rwcupies an area of Ariril O) IS'U An A,,«t;:a^ J.-V^r °"\^!*i

Rice). Bom at Boston, Dec 19 1821 -died at
e»9-*2

»'J"'"-« niiles and contains (1908), 7^e3,327 inhabi- ^P"' ^\^^^*\. ^" Austrian sufeeon, chief

Melro^ MftM Mav 2^ IQO^ An A ,^i^„on '»"f' "' ""ese, according to the census of 1908, 4,795,757 ot the orthopedic department of the ImperialMelrose, Mass., May 23, 1905. An American reside within the "Inner Ring "(see County o/ London) Royal General Hospital in Vienna. Heisespe-



Lorenz

cWly noted for hi« method of reducing congenital dislo-

cation of the hip-joint without recourse to the knife. In

ism-i he visite.1 the Vnlted States.

Lorenz*. Ottokar. Died at Jena. May 13,

1904. He was professor of history at Vienna
IStkVST), and at Jena 1885-1904.

Lorenzo Marques', (a) it is now the capital of the

province of Portuguese East Africa. (6) It is now one of

tlie five districU into which Portuguese East Africa is

divided. ^ , 1 J
Lorne', Marquis of (John Douglas Sutherland

Caiupliell). miith Duke of Argyll. He suc-

ceeded to the dukedom iu 1900. From 1895 to

1900 he was (Unionist) member of Parliament

for South Manchester.
Lotta (lot'a). See Crabtree.

Lpubet (16-ba'), Smile. Born at Marsanne,

France. Dec. 31, 1838. A French statesman.
He was elected in 1876 to the chamber as a Republican,

and was reelected in 1877 and 1881 ; elected to the senate

in 188.1; minister of public works Dec. lS87,-.-Vpril, 1888;

president of the council and minister of the interior

18!e; minister of the interior (under M. Ribot) Dec.

Vlii. 1SW2: pi-esidcnt of the senate ]8i)(>-99; president of

Fr.iiHe Kfl.. IS, 18SI9,-Keb. 18, 1908.

Lou Dillon (lo dil'on). An American trottmg

mare, foaled in 189S by Lou Milton, sire Sidney

Dillon . On October 24, 1903, she won the world's cham-

pionship at Memphis, Tennessee, by tnitting a mile in one

minntc :ind lllt\-cii:lit uiid a halt seconds.

Louis Alexander, Prince of Battenberg.
Born at Gratz, Austria, May 24, 18.'54. An
English vice-admiral, the eldest son of Prince

Ale.xander of Hesse, and the brother of Alex-

ander I., Prince of Bulgaria, and Prince Henry
of Battenberg. In 1868 he was naturalized a British

subject and entered the Royal Navy as naval cadet. He
served in the Ejn-ptlan campaign of 1882. In 1884 he

married Princess' Victoria of Hesse, granddaughter of

Queen Victoria. He was director of nav,al intelligence

1902-05, and was appointed second in command of the

Mediterranean fleet in 1907 and to the command of the

Atlantic fleet in 1908.

Louisiana*. It sends 2 senators and 7 repre-

sentatives to Congress, and has 9 electoral

votes.

Louisiana Purchase Exposition. A univer-

sal exposition at St. Louis, Missouri, opened
April 30, 1904, in commemoration of the pur-

chase of Louisiana. Forty-two States and flfty-three

foreign governments exhibited. Among the principal

features of the exposition were the departments of educa-

tion, social economy, and physical culture, the interna-

tional press parliament, the international congress of

jurists, and the world congress of arts and sciences.

Lounsbury (lounz'be-ri), Thomas Raynes-
ford. Bom at Ovid, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1838. An
American scholar and critic. He w:>s on the edi-

torial staff of the " New American Cyclopajdia " 1860-62

;

was instructor at Yale 1870-71 ; and has been professor of

English there since 1871. Among his works are "A
History of the English Language " (1879). "Life of James
Fenimore Cooper" (1882), "Studies in Chaucer" (1891),

"Shakespearean Wars" (1901), "Shakespeare and Vol-

taire ' (1902), and "The Standard of Pronunciation in

English" (1904);

Louvain*". The university is attended by over

2,200 students.

Low, Seth. In 1901 he resigned the presi-

dency of Columbia University and was mayor
of New York 1902-03.

Lowell (16'el), Abbott Lawrence. Born at

Boston, Mass., Dec. 13, 18.56. An American
educator, president of Harvard University

from 1909. He was graduated at Harvard in 1877

;

52

practised law in Boston ; and became professor of the

science of government in Harvard University in 1900. He
has published " Essays on Government " (1889), " Govern-

ments and Parties in Continental Europe " (1896), " The In-

fluence of Party upon Legislation in England and Amer-

ica " (1902), " The Government of England " (1908).

LoweU (lo'el), Mrs. (Josephine Shaw). Born
at West Koxbury, Mass., Dec. 16, 1843: died

at New York, Oct. 12, 1905. An American
philanthropist. She was the sister of Robert Gould

Shaw, and the wife (married 1863) of Charles Russell

Lowell, who was killed at the battle of Cedar Creek,

Oct., 1864. After her husband's death she devoted her

life to charitable work ; was a member of the New York

State Board of Charities 187()-8S>; and was liu-gely instru-

mental in founding the Charity Organization Society and

the New York State Charities Aid Association. She also

aided in prison reform, etc. She published "Public Re-

lief and Private Charity " (1884), " Industrial Arbitration

and Conciliation " (1893), etc.

Lowell Institute. An educational institution

in Boston, Massachusetts. John Lowell (1799-

1836) provided in his will that one half of his property

(amounting to about $260,000) should jo " to the mainte-

nance and support of public lectures ... in Boston ... for

the promotion of the moral and intellectual and jihysical

instruction and education of tlie inhabitants.' The man-
agement of the fund was left to one trustee, preferably a

male descendant of .Tohir Lowell (grandfather of the tes-

tator). The free lectmes were begun, December 31, 1839,

by a memorial address on ,Tohn Lowell by Edward Everett.

The trustee of the Lowell Institute also established, under

the auspices of the Natural History Society, a Teachers'

School of Science; under those of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, a School of Practical Design (1872)

— now transfen-ed to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts—
and a School for Industrial Foremen ; and under those of

the Wells' Memorial Institute, free courses for working-

men. Other courses of a special nature have been estab-

lished from time to time.

Loyal Legion (official title : Military Order
of the Loyal Legion of the United States).
A society organized at Philadelphia, April 15,

1865, to commemorate the services and perpet-

uate the memory of those who served in the

Union army, and to afford relief to soldiers

who survived the "war. Membership descends to the
eldest male lineal descendant accordinn to the rules of

primogeniture.

Lualaba-Kasai. An administrative district of

tlie Kongo Free State.

Lubang(lo-biing') Islands. Agroup of islands

in the Philippines, belonging to Mindoro prov-
ince, and lying northwest of Mindoro and west
of the southern part of Luzon, it contains ii

named and 48 unnamed islands and rocks. The largest of

the group is Lubang. Population (1903), 6,370. Area of

group, 87,6 square miles.

Lubao (lo-ba'6). A municipality of Pampanga
province, in the southern part of Luzon, Phil-

ippine Islands. (3ivilized population (1903),

19,063.

Lubbock*, Sir John, Baron Avebury. He was
raised to the peerage in 1900. He represented the Uni-

versity of London 1880-1900. His later works include
" The Beauties of Nature and the Wonders of the World
We Live In " (1892), " Seedlings " (1893), "The Scenery of

Switzeriand" (1896), "On Buds and Stipules" (1899),
" Short History of Coins and Currency " (1902), " Essays
and Addresses " (1903), " Notes on the Life History of the
British Flowering Plants " (1906), etc.

Lucas (Wkas), Edward Verrall. Bom June
12, 1868. An English author and critic. He
was connected with the London "Globe" 1893-1900 and
with the "Academy" 1896-1901, and is on the staff of

"Punch. " He is the compiler of " The Open Road " (1899),

and the author of " Wisdom While Y'ou Wait " (1903 :

with O. L. Graves), " Highways and Byways in Sussex

'

(1904), "A Wanderer in Holland" (1906), "The Life of

McCIellan
Charles Lamb "(190.'i), "A Wanderer in London " (1906),

"Listener's Lure" (1906), "The Hambledon Men" (1907),

"The Gentlest Art" (1907), " Her Inflnite Variety " (1908),
" Over Bemerton's " (1908), "A Wanderer in Paris

"

(1909), etc.

Lucas (lu'kas), Frederic Augustus. Bom
at Plymouth, Mass., March 25, 1852. An
American naturalist, curatoi-in-chief of the
Museums of the Brooklyn Institute from 1904.
He was curator of anatomy in the United .States National
Museum 1893-1904 and acting curator of vertebrate fossils
1901-04. He has published papers upon osteological topics,
besides books and articles in a popular style on paleonto-
logical subjects.

Lucca*. Pauline. Bom at Vienna, April 25.

1841 : died there, Feb. 28, 1908. She married
Baron Rahden in 1865, and was divorced from
him. Later she married M. de Wallhofen (died
1899).

Luce (Ws), Stephen Bleecker. Bom at Al-
bany, N. Y., Mareli 25, 1827. An American
naval officer, promoted rear-admiral in 1885.
He was appointed midshipman in 1841 ; served in the
Union navy during the Civil War (commanding the moni-
tor Nantucket and other vessels) ; and retired in 1889.

From 1884-86 he was president of the Naval War College,

of which he was the founder. He is the author of " Sea-
manship " (1866), and " Naval Songs " (1902).

Lucena (16-tha'na). 1. A river in Tayabas
province, southeastern Luzon, Philippine
Islands, flowing south to Tayabas Bay : na'vi-

gable for 3 miles to Lucena.— 2. A town, the
capital of Tayabas province, situated on the
Lucena river near Tayabas bay in lat. 13° 55'

N., long. 121° 26' 30' E. Civilized population
of municipality (1903), 9,375.

Ludwig', Karl Friedrich Wilhelm. Died at
Leipsie, April 23, 1895.

Lumber Sta'te, The. A popular name of the
State of Maine.
Lummi'. They are now on the Lummi reser-
vation, on Bellingham Bay, Whatcom County,
Washington. They number about 300.

Lummis (lum'is), Charles Fletcher. Born
at Lynn, Mass., March 1, 1859. An American
author and editor. He was graduated at Harvard
in 1881 ; was the city editor of the -Los Angeles " Daily
Times " 1886-88 ; and has been the editor of " Out West

"

(until 1902 "The Land of Sunshine ") from 1893. He was
apiwiuted librarian of the Los Angeles public library in

1906. Among his works are "Birch Bark Poems" (1878),
" A New Mexico David " (1891), " A Tramp across the Con-
tinent" (1892), "Some Strange Comers of Our Country"
(1892), " The Land of Poco Tiempo " (1893), " The Spanish
Pioneers" (1893), "The Man who Married the Mo<ni, and
other Pueblo Folk Stories" (1896), "The Gold Fish of

Gran Chiniu " (1896), " The King of the Broncos, and other
New Mexico Stories" (1897), "The Enchanted Burro"
(1897), and " The Awakening of a Nation : Mexico Today

"

(1898).

Lund*. The university was founded in 1666
and has over 900 students.

Luristan*. An earthquake occurred here on
Jan. 23, 1909, in which, it is reported, over five

thousand people were killed.

Luska (lus'ka), Sidney. A pseudonym used
by Henry Hai-land in his earlier work.

Luxemburg* (grand duchy). Adolf of Nassau
was suceeede(l in 1905 by his son William.

Lydekker (li-dek'er), Richard. Bom 1849.

A British geologist, connected with the Geo-
logical Survey of India 1874-82. He has pub-
lished " A Manual of Pateontology " (with H. A. Nichol-
son), etc.

aasin (mS-a'sen). l. A river

in the southern part of I^eyte

Island, in the Philippines,

flowing south to the Suri-

gao Sea.— 2. A munici-
pality of Leyte province,
Leyte Island. Civilized pop-
ulation (1903), 16j805.

Mabie (ma'bi), Hamilton
Wright. Born at Coldhpring, N. Y., Dee. 13,

1846. An American author, critic, editor, and
lecturer. He was on the editorial staff of the " Christian
Union" (later the "Outlook") from 1879, and became its

auociatc editor in 1884. His works include " My Study
Fire"(1890: 8ec<jnd scries 1894), "Short Studies in Litera-

ture " (1891), " Under theTrecs and Elsewhere " (1891), "In
the Forestof Arden " (1891), " Memorial Story of America

"

(1892 ; with M. H. Bright), " Essays in Literary Interpreta-
tion " (1882), "Old English Ballads" (1896), "Essays on
Nature and Culture " (18i>6), "Essays on Boi>k8 and Cul-

tun " (ISOex " Old English Love Songs " (1897), " Essays on

Work and Culture" (1898), "The Life of the Spirit"
(1898), "Shakespeare, Poet, Dramatist, and Man"(1900),"A
(hild of Nature " (1901), " Works and Days " (1902)," Para-
bles of Lite ' (1902), " In Arcady " (1903), " Backgrounds of
Literature ' (1903), and " The Great Word " (190.6).

MacArthur (mak-ar'th6r), Arthur. Bom at

Springfield, Mass., June 2, 1845. An Ameri-
can soldier, lieutenant-general in the United
States army from 1906. He served in the Union
army in the Civil War, rising to the (volunteer) rank of

lieutenant-colonel in 1865 ; entered the regular army in

1866 as lieutenant ; served in the Philippines 1898-1901

;

and was militai7 governor of the Philippines May, 1900,-

July, 1901. He was promoted brigadier-general in 19(X)

and major-general in 1901. Retired in 1909.

McCalla (ma-kal'a), Bowman H. Born at
Camden, N. J., June 19, 1844. An American
naval officer, promoted rear-admiral in 1903.
He was graduated from the United States Naval Academy
in 1864 ; was promoted captain in 1898, and commanded
the cruiser Marblehead during the war with Spain ; served
in the PhUippines in 1899 ; and in 1900 took part in the

Seymour expedition for the relief of the legations in Pe-

king. He was appointed commandant of the Mare Island

Navy Yard (California) in 190a He retu-ed in June,
19(Xi.

M'Carthy", Justin. He was a Home Rule member
of Parliament 1879-1900 and was chairman of the Irish

Parliamentary Party 1890-96 (resigned). His later works
include "Pope Leo XIIL" (1896), " Story of Gladstone's

Life" (1897), "Story of the People of England in the 19th

Century" (1899), "Reminiscences" (1899), "Mononia"
(1901), "Reign of Queen Anne" (1902), " Portraits of the

Sixties" (1903), "An Irishman's Story" (1904),,and "His-
tory of Our Own Times" (vols. 4 and 6, 1906).-+

/ (?^l ],

McClellan (ma-klel'an), George Briiiion.

Born at Dresden, Saxony, Nov. 23, 18tj5. An
American Democratic politician, son of Gen-
eral George B. McClellan. He was graduated at

Princeton in 1886 ; was admitted to the biir iu 1892 ; was
president of the New York board of aldermen 189.'i-94

;

served as representative in Congress 1896-1903 ; and was
elected mayor of New York in 1903 and again in 190&.

He has published " The Oligarchy of Venice " (1901).
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McClemand", John Alexander. Died Sept.
20, lyoo.

M'Clintock*, Sir Francis Leopold. Born at
Duudalk, Ireland, July 8, 1819 : died at Lon-
don, Nov. 17, 1907.

McOook*, Alexander McDowell. Died June
12, 1903. He was promoted brigadier-general
1890, and major-general 1894, and retired
1895.

MacCracken (ma-krak'en), Henry Mitchell.
Born at Oxford, Ohio, Sept. 28, 1840. An
American clergyman, author, and educator,
vice-cbancellor and chancellor of New York
University since 1885. He was graduated at Miami
University in 18o7, and at Princeton Theological Seminary
in 1863 ; was chancellor and professor of philosophy in the
Western University of Pennsylvania 1881-84 ; and has
been professor of philosophy in New York University
since 1884. Among his publicationsare " A Tercentenary
of Presbyterian ism " (ISTO), "Leaders of the Church Uni-
versal "

( 1879), " Kant and Lotze " {188,'i), "A Metropolitan
Vnivereity" (18921, "Hall of Fame "(1901), etc.

Macdonald (mak-don'ald), Sir Claude Max-
well. Born Jiine 12, 1852. A British soldier
and diplomatist, ambassador to Japan from
1905 (minister 1900-05). He served in the Egyptian
campaign (1S8-J) and in the .Suakin expedition (1884-85)

;

held various diplomatic positioTis 1887-90; and was min-
ister at Peking 189*)-UK)0. During the siege of the foreign
legations in Peking, .lune-August, 1900, he was in com-
m,and, and was promoted colonel for his services.

Macdonald*, George. Died Sept. 18, 1905.

MacDowell (mak-dou'el), Edward Alexan-
der. Born at Xew York, Dec. 18, 1801: died
there, Jan. 24, 1908. An American pianist
and composer. His studies were carried on in New
York and Paris, and in Frankfort, where he was much in-

fluenced by RiifT. In 1888 he returned to America, and
in 1896 was appointed professor of music in Columbia
University, a p<jst which he resigned in 1904. His com-
positions show imagination anil originality. The most
important are the orchestral tone poems " Hamlet and
Ophelia," "Lancelot and Elaine," "Lamia," "The .Sara-

cens,' and "The Fair Alda": two suites, of which the
second, Op. 48, is based largely on Indian melodies

;

chonises ; and many songs and jiiano pieces, among
which are the sonat-is " Eroica," "Tnigica," and "Keltic,"
two suites, and two concerts* with orchestra.

Maceo (ma-sa'6), Antonio. Bom at Santiago
de Cuba, July 14, 1S48: died near Mariel, Dee.
2, 1896. ACuban military leader, distinguished
in the ten years' war against Spain. He defeated
Martinez CaniiK)s at Denuijagua and La Galleta. and Sant^i-
cildes at San I'lpiano. .At the peace of Zanjon, in 1878,
he refused to lay down his anus, and continued flghting
for two months. He lived successively in Jamaica, the
United States, South America, and Costa Rica, returning
to Cuba in 18.95 to support the rebelliott of that year. Un-
til his death in the following year he conducted a brilliant
campaign in the pmvince of Pinar del Rio.

Maceo (ma-sa'o), Jos6. Born at Santiago de
Cuba, 1846: died at La Lama del Gato, July
5, 1896. A Cuban patriot, of mulatto parent-
age, brother of Antonio Maceo. He fought in the
ten years' war (1868-78); was one of the leaders "of the in-

surrection of 1879: and was delwjrted to Spain but es-

caped from the Balearic Isles, where he was imprisoned,
and went to Costa Rica in 188.'>. In 1895 he went to ('uba,
raised a large force, and, with his brother, defeated the
Spariiards at Jobit^i in May, and at Sao del Indio in .Sep-

tember, 1895. He bore the rank of colonel.

McEwen (mak-u'en), Walter. Bom at Chi-
cago, 1860. An American painter. He was
tramed in Munich, at the Academy of Art and under
Frank Duveneck, and in Paris under Robert- Fleury. He
h.a8 painted p<:irtraits and many landscapes and genre sub-
jects, notaiily a series d'lne in Holland, and he assisted in
tlie decoration of the buildings of the Columbian Kxposi-
tion in Chicago in 1893. He was created a chevalier of
the Legion of Honor in 1896. and was elected a member of
the National Academy of Design in 1903.

McFall fraak-tal'), Mrs. (Frances Elizabeth
Clarke): pseudonym Sarah Grand. Born at
Donaghadee, County Down, Ireland. An Eng-
lish novelist. She is actively interested in woman
sutfrage and social work. Among her bo<^ks are " Ideala

"

(!8»8), "The Heavenly Twins" (18»:i), "The lieth Rjok"
(1897), "The MiMleni Man and .Maid " (1898), "liabs the
impossible" (1900), "Emotional Moments" (1908). etc.

McGee (ma-ge'), W J. Born in Dubuque
County, Iowa, April 17, 1853. An American
geologist and anthropologist, director of the
St, Louis Public Museum 190.5-07. He was geol-
ogist of the United States (:e»»lf>gical Survey 18H;i-93. and
etli[i>>!',i.'ist in charge of the Hnrean of American Etlinol-
ogy I>;'.;- i;>o:{. He has published numerous monographs
and [t:i]>ers on geological, ethnohigical, and archaeological
toj.i.es. In 19f)7 he was appointed a member of the In-
land Waterways (.'ommission.

McOiffert (mak-gif'^rt), Arthur Cushman.
Born at Sauquoit, N, Y., March 4, 1801. An
American theologian, professor of ecclesiasti-

cal history in Union Theological Seminary
(New York) from 1893. He was graduated at West-
em Reserve College in 1882, and at Union Seminary in

IHX>, and studied in Germany, France, and Italy 1H8.T-I888.

From 1888 to 1890 he was an instructor, and from 1890 to
1H93 a professrtr in Lane Theological .Seminary (Cincin-
nati). He is the author of " A Diah^ue between a Chris-
tlan'anda Jew" (1889), "The Church History of Eusebius"
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(1890), " A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age"
(1897), "The Apostles' Creed " (1902), etc.

McGill University. Ad institution of learn-
ing founded at Montreal, Canada, by the will

of James McGill (1744-1813), chartered in
1821, and opened in 1829. The faculties are five
in number : arts, applied science, law, medicine, and
agriculture ; there is also a conservatory of music. Edu-
cational work is carried on in McGill College, the Royal
Victoria College for Women (founded by Lord Strathcona
and opened in 1900), and other university buildings in
Montreal ; and also in the affiliated colleges, Vancouver
College (Vancouver, B. C), Victoria College (Victoria,
B. C), and the four theological colleges, etc. The stu-
dent enrolment in tlie undergraduate courses at Montreal
is over 1,600. .^ . • •

Mach (miich), Ernst. Bom at Turas, Feb.
18, 1838. An Austrian physicist, professor in
the University of Vienna 1895-1901. in I90i
he retired and became a member of the Upper House of
the Reichsrath. Among his works are " Optischakus-
tische Versuche" (1873-1908), "Die Mechanik in ihrer
Entwickelung " (1883), "Beitriige zur Analyse der Emp-
flndungen" (1886: republished in 1903 as "Die Analyse
der EmpHndungen und das Verhaltnis des Physisclien
znm Psychischen "), "Die Prinzipien der Wiimielehre

"

(1900), and "Erkenntnis und Irrtum : Skizzen zur Psy-
chologic der Forschung " (1905).

McKelway (ma-kel'wa), St. Clair. Born at
Columbia, Mo., March 15, 1845. An American
journalist, a regent of the Univei-sity of the
State of New York from 1883 and the vice-
chancellor from 1899. He was admitted to the bar
in 18(;6, but did not practise. In 1870 he became assis-
tant editor of the Brooklyn "Eagle" and in 1878 the
editor of the Albany "Argus," which he left in 1885 to be-
come the editor-in-chief of the "Eagle," which iMisition
he now holds. He is a writer and speaker on educational,
civic, and historical questions.

McEendree (ma-ken'dre), William. Born in
King William County, Va., July 6, 1757: died
near Nashville, Tenn., March "5, 1835. The
first American-born bishop of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, lie became presiding elder in 1796
and bishop in 1808.

McEenna (ma-ken'a), Joseph, Bom at Phila-
delphia, Aug. 10, 1843. An American jurist.
He was admitted to the bar in 1865; was a member of
the California legislature 1875-76 and a member of Con-
gress 188;>-93 ; was United States circuit judge 1893-97

;

was attorney-general 1897-98 ; and was associate justice
of the United States Supreme Court 1898-.

M'Eenna (ma-ken'ii), Reginald. Bom in
London, July' 6, 1863. A British statesman,
first lord of the admiralty 1908-. He was appointed
financial secretary of the treasury in 1!)05 and was presi-
dent of the Boar<i of Education 1907-08.

Mackenzie (ma-ken'zi). A district of the
Northwestern '*rerritories of Canada. It is

bounded by Beaufort Sea and other arctic waters on the
north : Keewatin on the east ; Saskatehewan, Alberta,
and British Columbia on the south ; and Yukon (separated
by the Rocky Mountains) on the west. It has many lakes.
the Great Slave and the Great Bear being the largest.
The Great Slave River flows northwest from northern
Alberta (formerly Athabasca) into Great Slave Lake, and
the Mackenzie northwest from Great Slave Lake into
?)lackenzie Bay. Other rivers are the Liard or Moun-
tain, an afflnent of the ilackenzie, the Coppermine, the
upper waters of the Great Fish or Back, the Tclzoa, the
Rocky, and the Kazan. The western part of the district
is densely forested. The climate is severe. Area 562,182
s((uare miles. Population (1901), 5,216.

Mackenzie (ma-ken'zi), Sir Alexander
Campbell. Bcirn at Edinburgh, Aug. 22,

1847. A British composer, since 1888 princi-
pal of the Royal Academy of Music in London.
He has composed three operas, orat^)rios, and cantatas,
orchestral overtures, a ' pibroch ' for violin and orchestra,
songs, and piano pieces. He was knighted in 189.5.

McEim (ma-kim'), Charles Follen. Bom in
Chester County, Pa., Aug. 24, 1847: died at
St. James, L. I., N. Y., Sept. 14, 1909. An
American architect. From 1867 until 1870 he studied
in Paris. Returning to America in 1870 he entered the
otflce of H. H. Richardson in New York, and in 1872 com-
menced practice on his own account. He was joined by
\V. R. Mead in 1877, and by Stanford White in 1879, thus
forming the firm of McKim, Mead, and White, of New
York. In 1897 he organized the American Academy in
Rome, of which he was chosen the first president. In
1901 he was appointed to the commission intrusted with
the rearrangement of the city of Washington. Among
the buildings erected by this firm are the Century ('lub,

Madison .Square (Jarden, and the Metropolitan Club, New
York; Battle Monument, West Point; the Boston Public
Library ; the Agricultural Building, World's Fair, Chicago,
1893 : the gntup of buildings of Columbia University, New
Y'ork, and of the New York University ; the reconstruction
of the. White House in Washington, etc. He became a
member of the National Academy of Design in 1907.

McEinley (ma-kin'li). Mount. A mountain
in south-central Alaska, about lat, 63° 30' N.,
long. 151° W., the highest summit in the
United States. In 1906 Dr. Frederick A. Cook
reported that he had ascended the mountain
on Sept. 15 of that year. Height, 20,464 feet.

McEinley*, William. Died at Buffalo, N. Y.,
Sept. 14, 1901. He was elected president in 1896, and
again in I9i1fi. On Seiit. 6, 1901, while attending the Pan-
American Exposition at Buffalo, he was shot by Leon
CzolgoBz, an anarchist

Magersfontein

McLane*, Robert Milligan. Died at Paris,
April 16, 1898.

Maclaren, Ian. Pseudonym of Dr. John
Watson.
McLaughlin (mak-laf'lin), Andrew Cunning-
ham. BornatBeardstown, 111., Feb. 14, 1861.
An American educator, professor of history in
the University of Chicago from 1906. He was
assistant professor and professor of history in the Univer-
sity of Michigan 1888-1906. His works include "Lewis
Cass" (1891), "A History of the American Nation "

(1899),
"The Confederation and the Constitution" (1906), etc.
F'rom 1901 to 1905 he was managing editor of the " Amer-
ican Historical Review " and from 1903 to 1904 director of
the bureau of historical research in the Carnegie Institu-
tion at Washington.

McLaws*, Lafayette. Died at Savannah, Ga.,
July 23, 1897.

Macleod (mak-loud'), Fiona. The nameunder
which William Sharp published manv of his
tales and poems relating to the Scottish High-
lands. After the publication of " Pharais," in 1894, there
was much conjecture as to the personality of Fiona Mac-
leod, until the illusion was finally established (by means
of a carefully conducted correspondence) that she was a
young Highland woman writing under her maiden name.
The secret of her identity with William Sharp was not
disclosed until after his death in 1905. Under her name
he published "Pharais " (1894), "The Mountain Lovers"
(1895), "The Sin-eater" (1896), "The Washer of the Ford"
(1896), "Green Fire ' (1896), "From the Hills of Dream'
(1896), "The Laughter of Peterkin ' (1897), "The Domin-
ion of Dreams" (1899), "The Divine Adventure " (1900),
and "The Winged Destiny" (1904), and was preparing at
the time of his death "The Immortal Hour," and "The
Magic Kingdoms. ' The best poetic-prose tales were col-
lected and re-issued under the titles "Spiritual Tales,"
"Barbaric Tales," and "Tragic Romances." in 1897.

MacLeod*, Henry Dunning. Died July 16,
1902.

McLoughlin (mak-loth'lin), John. Born in
La Kiviere du Loup Parish, Canada, Oct. 19,
1784: died at Oregon City, Ore., Sept. 3, 1857.
One of the pioneers of Oregon. He went to
the Oregon country as chief factor of the Hud-
son's Bay Company in 1824, remaining in its
employ until 1846.

MacManus (mak-man'us), Seumas: pseudo-
nym Mac. Born at Donegal. A contempo-
rary Irish writer of prose and verse. He is the
author of "Through the Turf Smoke" (1899), "In Chim-
ney Comers "

( 1899), " Donegal Fairy Stories " (1900), "The
Bewitched Fiddle, and Other Tales" (1900), "A Lad of
the O Friels" (1903), "TheEed Poocher" (190:i), and many
shorter stories.

McMaster", John Bach. His later works include
" Will) the Fathers ' (18!l6), "Origin, Meaning, and Ap-
plicatiim of the Monroe Doctrine" (1896), "School His-
tory of the I'nited States " (1897), " Daniel Webster "(1902),
"The Acquisition of Political, Social, and Industrial Rights
of Man in America" (1903), "Brief History of the United
States (1907), etc.

MacNeil (mak-ner),Hermon Atkins. Bom
at Chelsea, Mass., Feb. 27, 1866. An Ameri-
can sculptor. He was trained in Paris, and in Rome
He .assisted in the decoration of the buildings of the Colum-
bian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. and has executed
many monumental works, the most important being the
51cKinley memorial at Columbus, Ohio. His most inter-
esting statues have been of Indian subjects, "The Moqui
Runner," "The Sun Vow," "Coming of the White Man,"
etc. He was elected a member of the National Academy
of Design in 1906.

Mactan (mak-tan'). An island of the Philip-
pines, east of Cebu, belonging to Cebu province.
Here Magalh^es, the discoverer of the Philippines, was
killed in an attack on the natives on April 27, 1521. Area,
25 square miles. Population (1903), 17,!>40.

MacVeagh*, Wayne. He was ambassador to Italy
189;J-97, and was chief counsel to the United States in the
Venezuelan arbitratitni before the Hague tribunal in 1903.

Madagascar*, in 1896 it became a French colony,
and in February, 1897, the queen was deposed. Govern-
ment is administered by a governor-general, assisted by a
council of administration. Diogo-Suarez and the islands
of Nossi B6 and Sainte Marie are dependencies of the
colony.

Madison University. See CoUjnte University.

Maeterlinck*, Maurice (Mooris). Bom at
Ghent, Aug. 29, 1862. He has written also "La mort de
Tintagiles" (1894), "Aglavaine et .SiSlysette " (1896), "La
tr^sor des humbles " (ISiMi), "La sagesse et la destin^e"
(1898), "La vie des abeilles" (1901), "Monna Vanna"
(1902), "Le temple enseveli" (1902), ",Toyzelle" (1903),

"Le double jardin " (It)04), "Le miracle de saint Antoine "

(1906).

Mafeking (maf'e-king). A town in British
Bechuanaland, in lat. 25° 51' S., long. 23° 41'

E. It is the seat of government of the pro-
tectorate.

Mafeking (maf'e-king), Siege of. The siege
of Mafeking, in Bechuanaland, during the Boer
war, begun by the Boers October 15, 1899, and
abandoned May 18, 1900. The defense was
conducted by Colonel (later Major-General)
R. S. S. Baden-Powell.

Magersfontein (ma-gferz-fon'tan). A locality
in Orange Eiver Colony, South Africa, near
the western boundary and north of the Modder



Magersfonteia .%

Biyer. Here on Dec. 11, 1S99, the British under Lnnl

MatUUW'vere disastrously defeated by the Boers under

(Jenend Crv>nje.

Magnard (man-vtir'), Francis. Born at Brus-

sels, Feb. H, 1837: died at Neuilly, Seine,

NoVvl8, 1894. A French journalist. He entered

the office of " Le Figaro" in 1863, became managing editor

of that joun-.al in ISTli, and was editor-in-chief from 1ST9

unta his death. Besides contributing to other journals

he wiDtc a novel. " L'.\bbe Jer6nie " (isra). " Vie et aven-

tures'd un inisitiviste, hist^tire paradoxale '" (1876), etc.

Magnin', Charles. Died at Pans, Oct. 8, 1862.

MagOOn (ma ^ou'). Charles E. Bom in Min-

nesota, Dec. 5, 1861. An American adminis-

trator, proxHsional governor of Cuba Oct.,

1906.-Jan., 1909. He was general counsel of

the Isthmian Canal Commission, 1904-1905, and
governor of the Canal Zone from May, 1905.

Magmder (ma-gro'der), Julia. Born at Char-

lottesville, Va., Sept. 14, 1854: died at Rich-

mond, Va., June 9, 1907. An American novel-

ist. Her works Include '• Across the Chasm " (ISS.'S),

"Princess Sonia " (1895), "The Violet " (1896), " A Realized

Ideal" (1898), "Dead Selves" (1898), "Struan" (1899), "A
Beautiful -Uien " (1900), " A Manifest Destiny " (1900), A
Sunny .'>'>utherner" (1901), etc.

Mahaffy", John Pentland. He was professor of

ancient hi8t^>ry at Trinity College, Dublin, 1871-1901. He
wrote also "Greek Antiquities" (1S76), "The Story of

Aleianders Empire" (1890), "Problems in Greek His-

tory " (1892). "The Petrie Papyri Deciphered and Ex-

plained" (1891-190.S), "Empire of the Ptolemies" (1890),

"An Epoch in Irish History" (1904), "The Silver Age of

the Greek World " (1906), etc.

Mahamaya (ma-ha-mii'ya). The mother of

Buddha, .she was tlie daughter of the raja of Koli and

she and her younger sister were the principal wives of

Suddhodana, raja of the Sakhyas. Many legendaiy

stories are told of the immaculate conception, the miracles

perfonned, etc.

Mahan*, Alfred Thayer. He retired in i89«. in

1906 he attained the rank of rear-admiral. Among his

later works are "Life of Nelson" (1897), "Interest of

America in Sea Power" (1897), "Lessons of the War with

Spain" (1899). "Problem of Asia" (1900), "The War in

South Africa" (1901), "Retrospect and Prospect" (1902),

".Sea Power in its Relations to the War of 1812" (1905),

"From Sail to Steam" (1907), "Some Neglected Aspects

of War" (1907), "Naval Administration and Warfare"
(1SHI8). etc.

Mahler (ma'lfer), Oustav. Bom at Kalischt,

Bohemia, July 7, 1860. A noted conductor

and composer. He conducted the opera in various

German cities from 1883 to 1897. From 1897 to 1907 he

was the chief conductor at the Imperial Opera in Vienna.

He has composed six symphonies, which have aroused

controversy over their unconventional methmls and struc-

ture, and several songs with orchestra. In 1888 lie brought

out the opera " Die drei Pintos," which he finished after

Weber's sketches. Among his most importaTit works are

a set of " Humoresken " for orchestra, and a cantata, " Das

klagende Lied." He was conductor at the Metropolitan

Opera House in New York in 1908.

Maine. A United States battle-ship, blown
up in the harbor of Havana, Feb. 15, 1898.

She was of 6,682 tons displacement, and was launched in

1890. The naval court of inquiry appointeil by tlie United
States goveniment reported (Marcll 22) that " the Maine
was destroyed by the explosion of a submarine mine,

which caused the partial explosion of two or morg of her
forward magazines." < . - >,

Maisonneuve*, Jules Germain Fran?ols.
Died in 1894.

Maitland (mat'land), Frederic William.
Born May 28, 1850: died Dec. 21, 1906. An

• eminent English jurist, professor of English
law at Cambridge from 1888. His works include

"Gloucester Pleiis" (1884), "Justice and Police" (1885),

" Bracton's Note-book " (1887), " History of English Law,"

(with Sir F. Pollock, 1895). " Domesday Book and Beyond "

(1897X "Township and Borough " (1898), "Canon Law in

England " (1898), " Political Theories of the Middle Ages"
(trans., 1900), "English Law and the Renaissance" (1!X)1),

"Life and Letters of Leslie Stephen ' (1907), "Constitu-

tional History of England " (1908), etc.

Maitland (mat'land), John Alexander Ful-
ler: known as Fuller-Maitland. Bom at

London, April 7, 1856. An English critic and
historian of music. He succeeded Francis Hueffer

I
as musical critic of the London " Times " in 1890. He has

, written a biography of Schumann (18S4 ),
" Masters of (mer-

man Music" (1894), "English Music in the Nineteenth
Century " (1902), and volume IV. of the "Oxford History
of Music " on " The Age of Bach and Handel " (1902) ; and
has edited the revision of " Grove's Dictionary of Music "

(liXH-flO).

Majaijai (ma-hi-hi'). See Banajao.

Makarof (ma'ka-rof), Stephen Ossipo'vitch.
Born at Kief, Dec. 29, 18t8: died off Port
Arthur, April 12, 1904. A noted Russian
admiral. He entered the Russian navy in 1864 ; was in

command of a cruiser in the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-

78 ; and in 1890 was made inspect^jr-general of artillery.

He introduced a number of inventions and improve-
ments in guns and projectiles, and was the inventor
of the ice-breaker Ennak. For a time he was military

fovemor of Kronstadt; commanded the division in the
'ar East 1894-95 ; and in 1896 was made vice-admiral and

afterward commander-in-chief of the Baltic. He took
command of the Russian fleet at Port Arthur in 1904, and
w»a killed in the destructirjn of^the battle-ship Petropav-
lovak by a mine oil the mouth of the harbor.
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Malakand, or Malakhand (mal'a-kand),

Pass. A pass in the Northwest Frontier Prov-

ince of IniUa, north of Peshawar.

Malaspina. See Canlaon.

Malay Peninsula*. A treaty between Great

Britain and Siam, signed March 10, 1909, pro-

vided for tlie transfer to British protection of

Kelantan, Trengganu, and Keda.

Malaysia, or Malasia (ma-la'sia). Same as

Malay Archipelago.

Malinao (mii-le'nii-6). An extinct volcano in

Albay province, southeastern Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, approximately in lat. 13° 26' N.,

long. 123° 34' E. Height, 3,066 feet.

Malindang(ma-len-dang'). A volcano in north-

ern Mindanao, Philippine Islands. Height,

9,364 feet.

Mall (raal), Franklin Paine. Bom at Belle

Plaine, Iowa, Sept. 28, 1862. An American
anatomist, professor of anatomy at Johns
Hopkins University from 1893. He was adjunct

proftssor of vertebrate anatomy !\t Clark University 1889-

92 and professor of anatomy at the University of Chicago
1892-93. He has published numerous papere on anatom-
ical and enibryological topics.

Mallarm6 (ma-liir-ma'), St^phane. Bom at

Paris, March 18, 1842 : died at Fontainebleau,

Sept. 8, 1898. A French poet, one of the most
prominent of the group known as decadents,

and the leader of the symbolist movement.
He wrote much for "Le Decadent" and "Le Pamasse
Contemporain." Among his" works are " L'apres-midi

d'un taune " (1876), " Les dieux antiques " (1880), " Poesies
"

(1887), " P.iges " (1890), " Vers et prose " (1892), " Les diva-

gations" (1897), and a translation of the poems of Poe.

Mallee (mal'e) Country, or The Mallee.
[Name of a species of eueal.vptus.] A region

in southern Australia, including parts of Vic-

toria, New South Wales, and South Australia,

characterized by the growth of mallee scrub.

Mallet (mal'et), John William. Bom at Dub-
lin, Ireland, Oct. 10, 1832. A British chemist,

long resident in the United States, professor

of chemistry in the University of Virginia 1868

to 1883 and since 1885. He served in the Confed-
erate array in the Civil War, rising to the rank of lieuten-

ant^colonel of artillery and superintendent of ordnance
laboratories. After the war he was successively professor

in the universities of Louisiana, Virginia, and Texas, and
in Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. He has pub-
lished numerous scientific papers.

Mallet (mal'et), Sir Louls. Born at London,
March 14, 1823: died at Bath, Feb. 16, 1890.

An English economist. In i860 he was appointed
an assistant commissioner, under Cobden, to draw up a
tariff in accordance with the provisions of the treaty of

commerce with France ; and he was connected with the
Board of Trade until 1872. In 1874 he became pennauent
under-secretary of state for India, retiring in 1883. He
was kniglited in 1868. His occasional writings were col-

lected, under the title " Free Exchange," in 1891.

Mallock*. William Hurrell. His later works
include "Laboui' and the Popular Welfare" (1893),

"Classes and Masses" (1890), "Aristocracy and Evolu-
tion ' (1898), " Tristram Lacy ' (1899), " Doctrine and Doc-
trinal Disruption" (1900), "Religion as a Credible Doc-
trine" (1902), "The Veil of the Temple" (liKM), "The
Reconstruction of Belief "(1905), "Critical Examination of

Soci.alisni " (1907), " Inmioi-tal Soul " (1908), etc.

Malolos (ma-16'16s). A town, the capital of

Bulacan province, Luzon, Philippine Islands.
It is situated at the head of the Pampanga delta, in lat.

140° 51' N., long. 120° 48' E. Civilized population of mu-
nicipality (1903), 12,675.

Malot (ma-16'), Hector Henri. Born at La
Bouille, May 20, 1830 : died at Fontenay-sous-
Bois, July 19, 1907. A French novelist. His
works include "La vie modenie en Angleterre" (18*32), a
trilogy entitled "Les victimes de I'amour " (1859), "Souve-
nirs d'unbless6 " (1872), "Sans famiile " (1878 : crowned by
the French Academy), "Mondaine'*' (1888), "Justice"
(1889), "Mere" (1890), "Le prince" (1804), "Amoura de
jcune" (1895), "Amours de vienx" (1895), "Le roman de
mes romans" (an autobiography, 1896), "La beauts"
(1897), etc.

Mamanuas (ma-ma-no'iis). ANegi'ito people
living in the interior of Surigao Peninsula,
northeastern Mindanao.
Mamertine Prison. A name applied to the
Career Tullianum, the oldest prison in Rome,
situated on the eastern slope of the Capitoline
Hill. Its erection was attributed to Ancus Marcius
(fourth king of Rome, (J40-616 b. c), and it was originally

built over a well. The name ' Mamertinus ' was given to
it in medieval times. According to a tradition St. Peter
and St. Paul were imprisoned liere. The Tullianum con-
sists of a large oblong upper and a small underground
circular chamber, built at different periods. Jugurtha,
Lentulus, and others met death in this prison.

Manaoag (ma-na'6-iig). A municipality of

Pangasinan province, western Luzon, Philip-
pine Islands. Civilized population (1903),
16,793.

Manati (ma-nil-te'). A city in the northern
part of Arecibo department, Porto Rico, situ-

Marchand

ated on Manati river. Population (1899),

4,494.

Manchester University. See Victoria Uni-
vrrsitij of Manchester.
Manchuria^, it was occupied by Russia as a result of
the "Boxer" uprising in 1900, but was restored to China
by the provisions of the Treaty of Portsmouth (Sept. 5,

1905). _ By the treaty of Dec. 22, 1906, between China and
Japan,* the lease of the southern part of the Liao-tung
peninsula was transferred from Russia to Japan. The
treaty also provided for various railway concessions and
the opening of a number of Monchurian ports and cities

to foreign trade. Population, about 16,000,000.

Mancini*,PasqualeStanislao. DiedatRome,
Dec. 26, 1888.

Mandayas (miin-da'yas). A pagan, or but
slightly Christianized, people of eastern Min-
danao, Philippine Islands, by some regarded
as Indonesian.
Mangaldan (man-giil-dan'). A municipality
of Pangasinan province, in the western part
of Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized popu-
lation (1903), 15,841.

Manila'** it was captured by the United States forces
Aug. 13, 1898. The Spanish fieet was destroyed by a
United States squadron under Commodore (Admiral)
Dewey off Cavity, near Manila, May 1, 1898. Battles with
the Philippine insurgents occurred near Manila Feb. 6,

1899, and later, in which the American troops were vic-

torious.

Manila (ma-ne'la) Bay. A large bay, an arm
of the China Sea, indenting the southwestern
coast of Luzon, Philippine Islands, and bor-
dered by Bataan, Pampanga, Bulacan, Rizal,
and Cavity provinces. It is about 120 miles in cir-

cumference, and is a fine harbor. It receives the waters
of many rivers, including the Rio Grande de Cagayan and
the Pasig, which drains Laguna de Bay. On May 1, 1898,

the Spanish fleet under Admiral Montojo was destroyed
liere by the .\siatic squadron of the United States Navy,
under (Commodore Dewey.

Manitoba*. It sends to the Dominion parlia-

ment 4 senators and 10 representatives.

Manners*, John James Eobert, seventh duke
of Rutland. Died Aug. 4, 1906.

Manoel II. Bom at Lisbon, Nov. 15, 1889.

King of Portugal from February 1, 1908, when
his father, Carlos I., and his older brotiier

were assassinated. . U r:' /'' "
1 , I n I

Mansfield*, Mount, its height as determined
by the United States Geological Survey is

4,406 feet. Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc, June, 1908.

Mansfield*, Richard. Died at New London,
Conn., Aug. 30, 1907.

Man 'Without a Country, The. A story de-
signed to promote patriotism, written by Ed-
ward Everett Hale, and first published in the
"Atlantic Monthly," December, 1863.

Man 'With the Muck-rake. A character in

the second part of "The Pilgrim's Progress"
shown by the Interpreter to Christiana and her
company. Bunyan describes him as follows :

" a man
that could look no way but downwards, with a muck-rake
in his hand. There stood also one over his head with a
celestial crown in his hand, and proffered him that crown
for his muck-rake ; but the man did neither look up nor
regard, but raked to himself the straws, the small sticks,

and dust of the floor." The explanation given is that he
is a man of the world who prefers things carnal to things-

celestial.

Maoriland (ma'o-ri-land). The land of th&
Maoris ; New Zealand.

Maqueda (ma-ka'da) Channel. A strait be-
tween Catanduanes and Luzon Islands, in the-

Philippines. It is the northern connection between
Lagonoy Gulf and the Pacific Ocean.

MaC[Uiling (ma-ke'ling). A volcano in La La-
guna province, southern Luzon, Philippine
Islands. It is south of Laguna de Bay and a few miles
northeast of Taal volcano, and is approximately in lat. 14*

8' N., long. 121° lO* E. There are signs of activity in pools-

of boiling mud at a height of about 900 feet on the eastern
side and in thermal medicinal springs on the slopes and
at the foot of the volcano. Height, 3,724 feet

Marburg*. The university has about 1,600
students, and a library of 220,000 volumes.

March*, Francis Andre'w. in 1906 he became
professor emeritus. He was a pioneer in the philological

study of the English classics and the historical study of
the English language and ranks among the most eminent
of philologists.

Marchand (mar-shiln'), Jean Baptiste. Bom
at Thoissey, Aisne, France, Nov. 22, 1863. A
French officer and explorer. He entered the army
in 1883, and attended the military school of Saint-Maixent
until 1887. In 1889 he went to Africa and took pait in

expeditions to the sources of the Niger and elsewhere.

He returned to France in 1892, with the rank of captain,

and went again to Africa in 1893 and explored from the

Ivory Coast to Tengrela- In 1897 he was placed in com-
mand of an expedition which was to start from the coast

of French Kongo, cross the continent, and gain the
reaches of the upper Nile. He left Brazzaville, March 21,

1897, and reached Fashoda, July 10, 1898, after establish-

ing a chain of posts in the Bahr-el-Ohazal province. His
occupation of Fashotia was disputed by General Kitch-
ener, who arrived at the head of an Anglo-Egyptian forc&



Marchand
Sept 19, and deniande(i its evacuation. The affair was
referred to the respective governments far settlement,
and a declaration was signed by which France agreed to
withdraw from the Nile valley, and the frontiers of French
and British possessions in Central Africa were defined.
Marchand, promoted major, returned to Fashoda, leaving
there witli his men Dec. 11, 1S9S, and marching through
Abyssinia reached Jibuti in May, and by the end of the
month arrived in Paris. In lsy9 he was made a com-
mander of the Legion of Honor, and was awarded by the
Academy of Moral and Political Sciences the Auditfret
prize of 15.000 francs, given aimually for the greatest act
of devotion.

Marches! de Castrone (mar-ka'se da kas-tro'
na), lime. (MatMlde Graumann), Marquesa
della Rajata. Born at Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Germany, March 26, 1826. A German singer
and teacher. She was a pupil of Nicolai in Vieima
and of Manuel Garcia in Paris. She became well known
as a concert singer: taught singing at the Vienna Conser-
vatoire 1864-til and then at Paris ; was professor at the
Cologne Conservatorium 1865-68 and again at Vienna 1869-
>*! ; and finally settled in Paris, where she established the
ficole Marchesi. Among her pupils have been Antoinetta
Fried, Gat)riele Krauss, Tremelli, Caroline Sulla, Schuch-
Proska, Antoinette Sterling, Etelka Gerster, lima de
Murska. Meli>a, Calv^, Emma Eames, Blanche Marchesi,
and others. She is the author of " L'-\rt du Chant,"
" Marchesi and Music," and has published a large number
of vocal exercises

Marconi (mar-ko'ne), Guglielmo. Bom at

Grlffone, near Bologna, Italy, April 25, 1874.

An Italian electrician, noted as the perfecter
of a system of wireless telegraphy. He studied
at Bologna, Florence, and Leghoni, ana for short periods
at Bedford and Rugby, England. His experiments in

wireless telegraphy were begun in 1895, and in March,
1899, he sncceedeii in sending messages across the Eng-
lish Channel between Dover and Boulogne.

Marcou", Jules. Died at Cambridge, Mass.,
April 17, 1898.

Maria Christina. Bom July 21, 1858. Queen
Regent of Spain Nov., 1885,-1902, mother of

Alfonso XIII. She is the second daughter of Arch-
duke Kar! Ferdinand of Austria, and married Alfonso
XII., King of .Spain, Nov. 29, 1879.

Mariage de Loti, Le. [F., ' The Marriage of

Loti.'J A novel bj" L. M. J. Viaud (Pierre
Loti), published in 1880.

Marinduque (ma-ren-do'ka). 1. Ahilly island
of the Philippines, south" of Luzon and west of

northern Slindoro. Area, 352 square miles.

Population (1903), 50,601.-2. A subproviuce
of Tayabas, southern Luzon, consisting of

Marimiuque and smaller adjacent islands.

Capital, Boac. It has two good ports, Santa Cruz on
the northeasteni and Banacalaii on the northwestern
coast. Both are safe harlwrs in all weather, Santji Cruz
for large vessels, Baiiacalan for those of not more than
15 feet draft. Tlie hills are well wooded. Over 17 per
cent, of the land is agricultural and produces hemp in

large quantities, and abundance of rice and of fruit. The
inhabitants are Tagalogs. Area of subproviuce, 361 square
miles. Population (1903), 51,674.

Marinette (mar-i-nef). A city, the capital of
MiiritiL'ttc ('oiinty, Wisconsin. It is situated in the
8' 'Utheastern part of the county, on Green Bay at the mouth
of the Menominee river, and opjMisite Menominee, Michi-
gan, with which it is connected by bridges. Among its

indi&tries are saw-mills, paper- and flour-mills, iron- and
machine- works, manufactures of boxes, doors, etc. It has
large lumber-interests, g(KKl water-power, and a fine har-
bor Population (19001 .16.196.

Marion (mar'i-on). A city, the capital of

Grant County, Indiana. Itissituated in the north-
central part of the county on the Missisaineva river. It

is the seat of a normal college, and haa a large public
library. A sohliera home is near it It has glass- and
in>n- works, paper- and flour-mills, etc., and various other
manufactures. It is in a natural gas region. Population
(19O0). 17,337.

Mariveles (mii-re-va'las). 1. A group of

peaks in Bataan province, southwestern
Luzon, Philippine Islands.— 2. An extinct

truncated volcano, the highe-stofthe Mariveles
group. Height, 4,615 feet.

Mariveles (ma-re-va'las) Bay. A bay and
port on the southern coast o( Bataan province,

southwestern Luzon, Philippine Islands. It is

a safe harbor in all weather.

Marjoribanks (miirch'bangks), Edward, sec-

ond Bai-oii Tweedmouth. Born July 8, 1849:

died Scfit. I."), 1909. An English Liberal states-

man. He was educated at Harrow and at Christ <'hurch,

Oxford, and was ailmitted to the bar of the Inner Temple
in 1874. He sat for Berwick in the House of Connnons
1880-94. and was second Liberal whip 1SH6-9-2, parliamen-
tary secretary to the treasury and chief Liberal whip
1K92-94. lonl privy seal ami chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster lSlH-95, first lord of the admiralty Dec., 1905,-08,

and lonl president of the council In 1908.

Marjorie Daw. A story with an imaginary
heroine by Thomas Bailey Aldrich, published
in 1873 in the collection "Marjorie Daw and
other People."

Markham (mark'am), Edwin. Bom at Ore-
gon City, Ore., April 23, 1852, An American
poet, writer, and lecturer. He is best knowo aa the
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author of " The Man with the Hoe " (published, with other
poems, in 1899), referring to a celebrated picture by
Millet. His other work includes "Lincoln, and Other
Poems" (1901), and "Field F'olk— Interpretations of Mil-

let" (1906). Among his chief single poems contributed
to various magazines are "The End of the Century"
(1899), "The Muse of Brotherhood" (1899), "The Mighty
Hundred Years" (1900). "The Chant of the Vultures"
(1906), "Virgilia" (1906), and "The Homing Heart"
(1906).

Marlatt (miir'lat), Charles Lester. Born at

Atchison, Kansas, Sept. 26, 1863. An Ameri-
can entomologist, first assistant and assistant

chief entomologist of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture from 1894. He has
published numerous entomological papers.

Marmorek (mar'mo-rek), Alexander. Born
Feb. 19, 1865. An Austrian bacteriologist,

discoverer of an antistreptococcic serum em-
ployed in erysipelas and puerperal fever and
also of a serum thought to be efficacious as a
remedy in tuberculosis. He was connected with
the Pasteur Institute of Paris 1894-1903.

Marr", Carl. Bom at Milwaukee, Wis., 1869. Since
1893 he has been professor at tile Academy of Fine Arts
in Munich.

Marryaf, Florence. Died at London, Oct.

27, 1899.

Mars '. A planetoid has been discovered whose
orbit falls within that of Mars.
Marseilles*. It is the second city in France in

population.

Marsh*, Othniel Charles. Died at New
Haven, Conn., March 18, 1899. He was profes-

sor of paleontology at Yale University 186(5-99.

Marshall (miir'shal), Alfred. Bom at Lon-
don, July 26, 1842. An English economist,
professor of political economy in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge 1885-1908. He has pub-
lished "Economics of Industry" (1879: with Mary Paley),

"Principles of Economics" (voL L, 1890), "Elements of

Economics of Industry" (voL i., 1891), "The New Cam-
bridge Curriculum in Economics" (1903), etc. He was
elected fellow of the British Academy in 1902.

Marshall (mar'shal), Henry Rutgers. Born
at New York, July 22, 1852. An Amertcan
architect and philosophical writer. His pub-
lications include "Pain, Pleasure, and Esthetics" (18941,
" Esthetic Principles " (1896), and " Instinct and Reason "

(189SI.

Martens (miir'tenz), Frederic de. Bom at

Pernau, Russia, Aug. 27, 1845: died at St.

Petersburg, June 20, 1909. A Russian diplo-

matist and authority on international law.
He was educated at the Oniversity of St Petersburg, in

which he waa prctfessor of international law 1873-1907. In
1868 he entered the office of the ministry of foreign affairs

and later became legal adviser of the Russian foreign oftice.

He has represented his government at many international

conferences ; was arbitrator between England and France
in the New Zealand dispute in 1891 ; was a delegate to the
peace conference held at The Hague in 1899 ; ami was legal

adviser of the Russian negotiators of the treaty of Ports-

mouth in 190.5. In 1902 he was awarded a Nobel prize for

his services in the cause of peace. Among his published
works are " Recueil de trait^s et conventions conclus par
la Russie avec les puissances ^trang^res" (1H74-1905), and
" Volkerrecht : das intemationalo Recht der civilisierten

Nationen " (18S3-irt).

Marti (miir'te), Jos6 Julian. Bom at Ha-
vana, Cuba, 1853 : died at Dos Rios, May 22,

1895. A Cuban patriot. He studied law in Spain

;

was professor of literature and philosophy in the Tniver-
sity of Guatemala for several years : and represented the
Argentine Republic, Uruguay, and Paraguay as consul in

New York, where he also published " La Patriji," a journal

devoted to Cuban interests. In 1894 he attempted the
transport of three amied vessels from the United States to

Cuba, but was captured at F'emandina, Florida. In 1895

he succeeded in landing atCabonico, and marched inland.

He was shot during an attack by the Spanish at Dos Ri(js.

Martin', Homer D. Died at St. Paul, Minn.,
Feb. 12, 1897.

Martin- Sir Theodore. Died Aug. 18, 1909.
His best known works are the " Life of the Prince Con-
st^rt" (1874-80), and "Queen Victoria as I Knew Her"
(1908). He was knighted in 1880.

Martin (miir'tinj, William Alexander Par-
sons. .Born at Livonia, Ind., Ajiril 10, 1827.

An American clergyman, missionary, and
educator. in 1850 he went to China as a missionary ;

founded the Presbyterian mission at Peking in 1863 ; was
appointed professor of international law at Tung Wen
College in Peking in 1868; and became it« president in

1869, resigning in 1898. In 11*00 he became head of the
New Imperial University of China, which was broken up
during the Boxer uprising, and he was presiilent of the

University of Wu-chang 1902-05. He has been adviser to

the Chinese government in matters of international dis-

pute, and was made a mandarin of the third class in 1885,

and of the second class in 1898. He edited, in Chinese,

the Peking "Scientific Magazine" 187.5-78, and the "Sci-

ence ilonthly " 1897-98. Among his publications are

"The Lore of Cathav" (1901). "The Chinese " (1881), "A
Cycle of Cathay" (1896), "The Siege in Peking" (1900),

and works in Chinese on Christianity, science, intenta-

tional law, etc.

Martinean', James. Died at London, Jan.

11, 1900.

Massenet

Martinez Campos*, Arsenio. Died at Za-
rauz, Sept. 23, 1900.

Martinique*, it is represented in the parliament at
Paris by 1 senator and 2 deputies. On May 8, 1902, an
eruption of Mount Pel^e, in the northern part of the
island, entirely destroyed St. Pierre and the surrounding
district, with the loss of about 40,000 lives.

Maryland*. It has 24 counties.

Masaba Heights. A range of hills in north-
eastern Minnesota, famous for their iron-ores.

Masaraga (ma-sa-ra'gii). An extinct volcano
in Albay, southeastern Luzon, Philippine Is-

lands, in lat. 13° 18' N., long. 123° 35' E.
Height, 5,244 feet.

Masbate (maa-ba'ta). 1. A mountainous is-

land of the Philippines, situated in the Visayan
Sea, west of Samar. The southern coast is deeply
indented by the Bay of Asid. Other bays are Barrera on
the north, and Cataingan, Masbate or Palanog, and Uson
on the east. There are evidences of a seismic center near
Masbate, or between this island and the coast of Luzon.
Area, 1,236 square miles. Population (1903), 29,461.

2. A province of the Philippines, consisting of

Masbate, Burias, Ticao, and adjacent islands

in the Visayan Sea. The islands have excellent har-

bors, Barrera, Cataingan, and Palanog of Masbate, and
Boca Engafio, Busin, and Busuanga of Burias, being safe

in all weather. San Jacinto and San Miguel of Ticao are
safe in the monsoons. Coal, copper, and gold are found
in various parts of the province. The chief productions
are hemp, copra, com, and sweet potatoes. Large herds
of domestic animals are raised. The inhabitants are

chiefly Tagalogs. Area, 1,569 square miles. Population

(1903), 43,675.

3. A town, the capital of Masbate province,

situated on Palanog Bay, Masbate Island, in

lat. 12° 33' N., long. 123° 37' E. Civilized pop-
ulation of municipality (1903), 4,018.

MaSCagni*, PietrO. He was director of the Conserva-
tory at Pesaro 1895-1903, and in the latter year made a
tour of the United States. He has written also "Gu-
glielmo RatcUff" (1895), "Zanetto' (1896), " Iris" (1S98),

" Le Maschere" (1901), and " Arnica" (1905).

Mascari (miis-kii'ri), Antonino. Born Dee.

4. 1862: died Oct. 18, 1906. An Italian as-

tronomer, best known from his work in solar

physics. His observations were made chiefly

at the observatory of Catania.

Mascart (mas-kar'), Eleuth^re Elie Nicolas.
Born at Quarouble, Nord, France, Feb. 20,

1837 : died at Paris, Aug. 26, 1908. A French
scientist, best known for his work in elec-

tricity, magnetism, and radioactivity. He wa»
appointed professor of physics at the College de France
in 1872 and director of the Central Meteorological Bureau
1878-1907. Among his publications are "Traits d'61ec-

tricit* statique" (1876), "La meteorologie appliquee Ma
prevision dn temps " (1881), " Lemons Bur I'^lectricite et le

magnetisme " (1882-86 : with Joubert), "Traite d'optique"
(1889-93), and "Traits du magnetisme terrestre ' (1900).

Mashonaland*. it is now one of the two provinces
of Southern Rhodesia. Salisbury is the capital of South-
ern Rhodesia. The Rhodesian Railway from Vryburg to
Bulawayo was opened in 1897, and the railway from
Beira to Unitali was extended to Salisbuiyin 1899. Bula-
wayo is also connecte4l with Salisbury.

Mason', John. Died at Norwich, Conn., 1672.

Mason (mii'son), Otis Tufton. Born at East-
port, Maine, April 10, 1838 : died at Washing-
ton, D. C, Nov. 5, 1908. An American eth-

nologist, head curator of the department of

anthropology of the United States National
Museum from 1903. He was curator of the division

of ethnology in the museum 1884-1903. He published
"Woman's Share in Primitive Culture" (1894), "Origin
of Inventions " (189.5), and many scientific papers.

Mason*, William. Died at New York, July
14, 1908. He was a son of Lowell Mason. In
1901 he published " Memories of a Musical
Life."

Massachusetts*. It sends 2 senators and 14
representatives to Congress, and has 16 elec-

toral votes.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A
body incorporated in 1861 " for the purpose
of instituting and maintaining a society of

arts, a museum of arts, and a school of indus-
trial science." The society held its first meeting Dec.

17, 1862. Its School of Industrial Science was opened in

Boston in 1865 and has a student body of about 1,.500. It

provides instruction in various branches of science and
engineering, the curriculum embracing also such general
studies as are essential to a liberal education. It has an
endowment of about $2,0(X),000 and an annual income of
about $500,000.

Massena (ma-se'nS,). A village situated on
the La Grasse river in the northern part of
Saint Lawrence County, New York, it is the
seat of a power-plant generating electric enei-gy of 35,000

horse-power. Population (1900), 2,032. Population of
town, 3,901. ,

Massenet*, Jules Fr6d6ric Emile. He was pro-

fessor of advanced composition at the Con8ervatf)ire

1878-96. He was the youngest member ever elected to

the Academic des Beaux- Arts. Hia lat^r works include
"Esclarmonde" (1889), "Le mage" (1891), "Werther"
(1892), "Le carillon ' (1892), "Thais" (1894), "Le portrait

"y Cj!&v^



Massenet

de M»non" 0*94),

(HS97). •* Cendrillon

to -PhMre" (1901),

(1903), " Ch^rubin
Bacchus" a«»)-
Massey*. (Jerald.
C/t't. :29. 1907.

Masson", David.

•La NaTwraise" (18WX "Sapho '

(1889), "Gris*lidU" (1901), music
"Le jongleur de Notre-Dame

"

(1905), "Ariane" (1906), and

Died at South Norwood,

Died at Edinburgh, Oct. 6,

U)07. He was proteasor of rhetoric aild English litera-

ture at the Vniversity of Edinburgh 1865-95.

Masson (ma-s6n'), Fr6d6ric. Born at Pans,

March 8, 1847. A French historian and writer.

He was clecU-d a member of the French Academy in 1903,

succeeding G:\ston Paris. He is best known as the author

of a series of works liealing intimately with the lite of > a-

poleon and his family, based on papera given to hnu by

Prince Napoleon, of whom he was the secretary and

friend. They are as follows :
" NapoWon et Its femmes

_

(1894), "Napoleon chez lui" (1S!«), "En campagnc

(1894), "Aventure de guerre" (1894), " Les cavaliers de

Sapolecn" (1895). "Napoleon inconnu" (1895), "Mane
Valewska" (1S98X "Josephine iniperatrice et reme

(1899), "Josephine de Beauhaniais" (1899), "Napoleon et

sa famille" (1897-1906), 'Josephine repudiee ' (1901),

" L'inip*ratrice Marie Louise" (190-2), "Napoleon et soil

flls
' (19WX "!,« sacre et le couronnemcnt de Napoleon

(1908), etc. He has written also " Le Marquis de Orignan

(1881 crowned by the French Academy), " Les diplomates

de la revolution " (1883), " Le Cardinal de Beruis

son ministere" (1884), etc.

Massowah*. or Massawa. It is now a part

of the Italian colony of Eritrea.

Mastriani (mas-tre-a'ne), Francesco. Bom
at Naples, Nov. 13, 1819: died there, Jan. 15,

An Italian dramatist and novelist. He
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Mauve (mov), Anton. Born at Zaandam,

North Holland, Sept. 18, 1838 : died at Arnhem,
Gelderland, Feb. 5, 1888. A celebrated Dutch

painter. He received medals at Vienna, Philadelphia,

Antwerp, Amsterdam, and Paris. Among his principal

works are " Crepuscule " (formerly in the George I. Seney

and David H. King, Jr., collections), ' Cattle in the Haiulem

Meadows " (owned by S. Untermyer, New Yolk City), " A
Summer Day in Holland " (owned by H. N. Slater, Boston),

"The Departure of the Flock" (owned by Joseph Jeffer-

son), " Returning to the Fold " (fomierly in the Mrs. F. C.

Crosby collection), etc.

Maxim (raak'sim). Sir Hiram Stevens. Bom
at Sangerville, Me., Feb. 5, 1840. An Ameri-

can-English engineer and inventor. He invented

the automatic system of flreanns, etc., and has devoted

much time to the study of explosives and of aerial navi-

gation. Knighted 1901.

May (ma), Mrs. (Qeorgiana Marian Craik).

See Craik.

Mayagnez. 2. A_deparjTiient in the south

Merton

istry at the University of St. Petersburg frcm
18(56. He discovered the periodic system of the chemi-
cal elements.

Mendenhall*. Thomas Corwin. He was presi-

dent of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute

1894-1901. ;

Mend^S ( mOn- das '
), Catnlle. Bom at Bor-

deaux, May 22, 1841 : died at Saint-Germain,
Feb. 7, 1909. A French poet, novelist, and
dramatist, one of the founders of the Parnas-
sian school of poetry. From 1893 he was dramatic
critic of the Paris "Journal." Among his works are
" Poesies " (1872) ; the romances "Le roi vierge" (1880),

" Mephistophcla " (1890), "La niaison de la vieille " (1894),

and " Gog " (1896) ; the dramas " Les m^res ennemies "

(1882), "La femme de Tabarin" (1887), "La reine Flam-
mette" (1889), "M^d^e" (1898), and "Scarron" (1904);

the librettos " Gwendoline " (1886 : music by Chabrier),

"Isoline" (1888: music by Messager), "La Carmelite"
(1902 ; music by Hahn), "Le tils de I'etoile " (1904 : music
by Erlanger), and " Ariane " (1906 : music by Massenet)

;

and "Le mouvement poetique 1867-1900" (190:i).

Aguadilla on the north and northeast, Ponce on the east,

the Caribbean Sea on the south, and the Atlantic Ocean

on the west. Capital, Mayaguez. Area, 407 square miles.

l,.u,..»..=
Population (1899), 127,566.

is depuis Maynard ( ma ' nard ), G-eorge WilIougiiDy.

^ Bornat\Vashington,D.C., March 5, 1843. An
American painter, son of Edward Maynard,
the inventor of the Maynard rifle. He was

elected a member of the National Academy in 1885 and

is also a member of the American Society of Water-Color

1891. An Italian dramatist and novelist, ne f"'"'*™-
4. xt • a ™ ii

produced forty plays and over a hundred novels, besides Ma^UranKJ , Ivan. Born at JNovi, Aug. 11,

many short stories, etc. His work was very popular, par- Igi3 ; died at Budapest, Aug. 3, 1890,

eastern part of Porto Rico. It is bounded by Monelek (men'e-lek), or Menelik, 11. Born
. i;,i„ ^.. +1,., ......tl, o„H tinrfli^Qof Pmii'p fin the east. . , . ^ . .. » ', ^ . . t-,

'
» ,,

ticularly among Socialists. Among his novels are " I

venni" (1864), "I lazzari" (1865), "I flgli del lusso

(1866), "Le Ombre" (1868), and "I misteri di Napoli
'

(1870).

Matabeleland". It is now a province of

Soutliorn Khodesja. Chief town, Bulawayo.

Matanzas. 2. A province of Cuba. It is

bounded on the north by the Florida straits,

on the south and east by the province of San-

ta Clara, and
of Havana.
square miles. Population (1907),

Matsukata (mat-s'o-ka'ta). Marquis Masayo-
shi. Born at Kagoshima, 1840. One of the Jap-

anese ' elder statesman,' especially noted as a

financier. He has been connected with the treasury

from about the time of the accession of the present em-
peror and became minister of finance in 1881. retaining

this office for more than ten years. He was premier 1891

Medill*, Joseph. Died at San Antonio, Texas,

March 16, 1899.

Meding*, Johann Ferdinand Martin Oskar.
Died at Charlotteuburg, July 11, 1903.

Mehmed (me'med) v. Bom at Constanti-
"^

Sultan of Turkey. He

at Ankober, Aug. 17, 1844. Emperor of Abys-
sinia, son of Haeli Melikoth, king of Shoa.
He succeeded Johannes IL as Emperor of Ethiopia in

1889. In 1889 he signed the Treaty of Uccialli (Uchali),

which placed the empire of Abyssinia under Italian

domination. He abrogated this treaty in 1893 and, after

the defeat of the Italians at Adowa, March 1, 1896, estab-

lished the independence of Abyssinia. He concluded a
commercial treaty with France in 1897 and in the same
year accorded the 'most-favored-nation' treatment to

Great Britain and her colonies. He signed an agreement
delimiting the boundary between Abyssinia and the Brit-

i.sh Sudan in 1!K)2, and one with Italy defining the limits

of Italian Somaliland in 1908.

Menominee (me-nom'i-ne). A city, the capi-

tal of Menominee County, Michigan. It la

situated in the southern part of the county on Green Bay
at the mouth of the ilenominee river, opposite Mari-
nette, Wisconsin. It has a large lumber-shipping busi-

ness, saw-niills, and manufactures of glass, machinery, etc.

Population (1900), 12,818.
nople. Nov 3, 1844. ouiLan ox lurKey. "" Menpes (mem'pes), Mortimer. Bom in Aus
succeeded his brother, Abdul Hamid II., when

"j^^;;^^_ \ g^j^t^^
'^^^^^^_ ^^ ^^,_^.^^, ^^ ^^^

kTitIt%ratrnz'al*'Lra:Sr6 Meillxac%^

Ponulation (1907), 239.812. Melba', Mme. (Lady Armstrong,

the latter was dethroned April 27, 1909.

6, 1897.

Nellie
Porter Mitchell). Bom at Bumley, near Mel-

bourne, May 19, 1859. Her greatest successes have been
in "Lueia," as Juliette in "Romeo and Juliette,' Elsa in

"Lohengrin," Esmeralda, Violetta in " La Traviata," Mi-
chaelain "Carmen," Eosina in "IlBai'biere,"theQueenin
"Les Huguenots," Nedda in "Pagliacci," and "Hil^ne."
She has made tours in many countries. In 1882 she

he schof>l8

... South Kensington and sifterward in Paris, but fonned
himself chiefly on Whistler. He is a technician of great

veraatility, using every medium freely—oil, water-color,

ivory, etching in black and color, dry-point, lithography,

pastel, pen, pencil, and stump. He has worked in France,

Italy, Spain, Morocco, Japan, Burma, Kashmir, Mexico,

and Africa, where he was war correspondent for " Black

and White " in 1900. His publications include " War Im-
pressions '(1901), "Japan'' (1901), "Whistler as I Knew
Him" (1904), "India" (1905; with Flora Annie Steel),

"Rembrandt" (1905), etc.

Menzer, Adolf Friedrich Erdmann von.
Died at Berlin, Feb. 9, 1905.

inis onice loi i.iuie Lim,i «;,i jo»,=. i.c „»= K'-^""^' -"" '"as married to Captain Charles Annstrong.

92 and 1896-97. and during the latter term placed .Tapan ]^elchior (mel'ki-or). The legendary name of ^,^^^^ „„ jj^i.... ... ^„

.Sster'of taanl\ndrYl^,?ga'?;cTn^^rhrrs\? One of the three Magi who came from the East Meredith', Gteorge. He was bon, in Hampshire,
minister of nnanceunrteriamagaia. in i«o., ne as ap

^.^ .^p]pQjjjg t^e infant JesUS. See Cologne, Eng., Feb. vi, 1828 : aied at London, May 18. 1909. His

Thrpp Kinnt of and Mnni later works include "Lord Omiont and his Aminta ' (1894),

•.T ,.1, ^
i-i'- "? A * ii, nr J- "TheAmazingMarriage"(1896)," Essay on the Comedy

MellUa (me-lel ya). A seaport on the Medi- ^,,^ y,^ uses of the Comic Spirit" (1897), "Reading of

terranean coast of Morocco, lat. 35° 20' N., Life, with other poems" (1901).

long. 3° W., belonging to Spain. Severe fight- Mergenthaler(mer'gen-ta-ltr), Ottmar. Bora
ing between the Spanish troops and the Moors in Wiirtemburg, Germany, May 10, 1854:

occurred here in August, 1909. Population, died at Baltimore, Oct. 28, 1899. A German-
8,9.56.

Mello", Custodio Jos6 de. Died in March,
1902,

minister of finance under Yamagata. In 1903 he was ap-

p.,inted a privy councillor. He was created count in

WM and marquis in 1907.

Matta', Guillermo. Died 1899.

Matteucci (miit-ta-o'che), Vittorio Raffaello.
Died July 16, 1909. An Italian geologist, in-

structor in geology in the University of Naples
and physical and meteorological director of

the Koyal Observatory on Mount Vesuvius.
He remained at his post in" the observatory during the

eruption of the volcano in April, 1906.

Matthe'ws*, James Brander. He has been pro-

American inventor. He came to the United States

in 1872, and a few years later began experiments with

type-setting machines which resulted in the linotype.

This machine was practically completed in 1886, though

it was subsequently improved.fessor of dramatic literature at Columbia University, JjJglyJUg (mel'vil), George Wallace. Bom at - — , . -^-
. <-,t

>^,w York, from iSMHi^^^^^^ Now York, Jan. 10, 1841. An American naval MerriamJmer'i-am), Augustus Chapman.
matists of the 19th century (1881), Pen.an<i Ink (1883), ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^..^^ explorer, promoted rear- Bom at Locust Grove, N. Y., May 30^ 1843:

admiral in 1899. He entered the navy as assistant died at Athens, Greece, Jan. 19, 18J0. An
engineer in 1861 ; served in the Civil 'War ; and became
engineer-in-chief of the navy in 1887. He joined the
Jeanette Expedition to the arctic regions in 1879 ; com-
manded the boat's crew which escaped from the ship to

'Americanisms and Uriticisms " (1892), "Studies of the

Stage " (1894). "Vignettes of Manhattan" (1894), "Book-
bindings Old and New ' (1895), " Introduction to the Study
of American Literature" (1896), "Aspects of Fiction"

(1896), " Action and the Word "(1900), " Parts of Speech"
(1901), "The Historical Novel, and other essays' (1901),

"Development of the Drama" (1903) "Recreations of an
Anthologist" (1904), "Inquiries and Opinions" (1907),

"The Short Story" (1908), etc.. besides comedies and
stories. ^^
Matthews (math'iiz), William. Born at

Aberdeen, Scotland, March 29, 1822: died at

Brooklyn, N. Y., April 15, 1896. An American
bookbinder. He came to New Y'ork in 1843, estab-

lished a bindery of his own in 1846, and was connected
with the bindery of D. Appleton and Company 18.H-90.

He was the author of "Modem Bookbinding Practically

Considered" (18.89), and "A Short Historical Sketch of

the Art of Bookbinding" (1895: written with W. L.

Andrews).

American classical scholar and archaeologist,

professor in Columbia University. He was

director of the American School of Classical Studies at

Athens 1887-88.
the Lena delta ; and later led a relief expedition which

]yj J g A collier sunk by Assistant
recovered the records of the Jeanette and the bodies of J»J-ci. i iiii««,»'. •'. .> _ _.

.

its commander, De Long, and others. He retired in 1903.

Mel'Ville (mel'vil) Land. An island in the
arctic regions lying immediately north of

Greenland, from which it is separated by Peary
Channel and Independence Bay. It was dis-

covered and named by R. E. Peary.

Menabrea*, Count Luigi Federigo, Marchese
di Valdora. Died at Chamb^ry, May 26, 1896.

M6nant*, Joachim. Died at Paris, Aug. 30,

1S99.

Mauna Loa*. There was a notable eruption Mendel (men'del), Johann Gregor. Bom at

Hcinzendorf, near Oilrau, Austrian Silesia

July 22, 1822 : died at Brunn, Jan. 6, 1884. An
Austrian botanist, noted for his experimental
study of the problem of heredity, the results

of which he formulated in a law of ancestral
inheritance which bears his name. He entered the

in 1899. Height, 13,6.50 feet.

Manrel ( mo-rel ' ) , Victor. Bom at Marseilles,

June 17, 1848. A French dramatic baritone.
He made his debut at the Opera in Paris in 1868 : rejoined
it in 1879; and remained a member of it till 1894, except
188.5-86, when he was at the Opera Comique. He created
laRc, in Verdi's " Otello" in 1887, and Falstaff in 1893.

Maurer*, Konrad von. Died at Munich, Sept.

16, 1902.

Mauritania (ma-re-ta'ni-ii), or Mauritanie.
A civil territory of iTrenchWest Africa, formed
in 1903-04. it comprises the regions on the right bank
of the Senegal, and includes the districts of Trarga, Mcndeldjef (men-da-la'yef ), Dmitrii IvaUO-
Brakna, Oorgol, and Ouidimato. Government is admin- ^ich. Born at Tobolsk, Siberia, Feb. 7,
istered by a commissioner. It is to be made a French id«. t j iot-ni x, 1:11.0 ioot a--- • _ . . 1834: died at St. Petersburg, Feb. 2, 1907, *

Naval-Constructor Hobson June 3, 1898, in an

attempt to block the entrance to Santiago

harbor.

Merriman, Henry Seton. The pseudonym of

Hugh S, Scott.

Merritt (mer'it), Wesley. Bom at New York,

June 16, 1836. An American general. He was

graduated at the United States Militarj- Academy in 1860 ;

promoted captain in 1862, and brigadier-general of volun-

teei-s June 29, 1863 ; breveted major-general of volunteers

Oct. 19, 1864, and major-general in the United States army
March 13, 1865 ; and appointed major-general of volunteers

April 1, 1866, brigadier-general April , 1887, and major-gen-

eral April, 1895. He was superintendent of the United

States Military Academy Sept.. lS8-2,-June, 1887 ; and com-

manded the Department of the Slissouri 1887-91 and 1896-

1897, the Department of Dakota 1891-96, and the Depart-

ment of the East 1897-98. He was in command of the

United States troops at the capture of Manila, Aug. 13,

1898 ; retired June, 1900.

protectorate.

223,000.

Area, 344,967 square miles. Population,

order of Augustinians, at Briinn, in 1843 and later became Merry del Val (mer 1 dal val ), Aapnaei.
abbot. He published "VersucheiiberPflanzenhybriden" Born at London, Oct, 10, 1865. A cardinal of
(180.'>), and "tjber einige aus kunstlicher Befruchtung tbe Roman Catholic Church and pontifical see-
gewonnene Hieracium-Bastarde " (1869). The scientific _ . « „.„*.„
importance of these essays was not recognized until reiary 01 stare.

rn, * ^ 3
aiiouti900. Merton (mer'ton) Abbey. The factory and

communitv of art workers established by Wil-

liam Morris at Merton, Surrey, England, in

1881, under the best attainable artistic condi-

tions.celebrated Russian chemist, professor of chem-
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Mesaba (me-sa'bii) Range. A range of metal- Heard " (1896), " The Children " (1896), " London Impres-

lUerous hills in northeastern Minnesota, north- ,^'°"^
' 2^^' '^"^^S- ^•P/,'"iL^'..^'^''^• d'"*

° v f,^,^^??.?t

"

^«^f ^* T «!,« a : e ii i (1898), " John Ruskm (1900), " Later Poems (1901), "Thewest of Lake Superior, m one of the most children of the OldMaatera: Italian School ''(1903), and
important iron-producing regions of the world. " A Seventeenth Century Anthology " (1904).
The output exceeds .w,«oo,ooo tons. Height, 2,400 feet. Miagao (me-a-ga'6). A municipality of Iloilo

M^tcrrmfrkrOne of the three Hebrews
^-mce, Panay,,_Philippine_ Islands. Civi
lized population (1903), 20,656.

Miami (mi-am'e) University. Anon-sectarian
coeducational institution of learning situated
at Oxford, Ohio. It was established under its pres-
ent name in 1809. Since 1896 it has received annual aji-

propriations from the State. There are about 800 students
in attendance, of whom more than 100 are in the Acad-
emy and Normal School.

2. The city was totally destroyed Michel", Francisque Xavier. Died at Paris,

cast by Nebuchadnezzar into the fiery furnace
His Hebrew name was M ishael, Meshaeh being substituted
for it by the prince of the eunuchs of the icing of Babylon.

Messenia. 2. Anomarehyof modern Greece,
situated between Triphylia and Laeedfemon.
Area, 667 square miles. Population (1896),
119,327.

Messina*
by an earthquake on Dec. 28, 1908, with 'the May 18, 1887,

loss of probably over 100,000 lives. Micber, Louise. Died at Paris, Jan. 9, 1905.
Metcalf (met'kaf). Victor Howard. Bom at Michelson (mik'el-son), Albert Abraham.
Utica, X. Y., Oct. 10, 1853. An American law
yer and cabinet officer. He was graduated at the
Vale Law School iu 1876 : was admitted to the Connecticut
bar in 13T8 and to the New York bar in 1877 ; practised
law for many years ; was Republican member of Congress
for California 1WI9-1904 ; was secretary of the Department
of Commerce and Labor 1904-06 ; and was secretary of the
navy I!i06-08.

Metchnikof (metch'ni-kof), Iliya. Bom at
Livanovka, Province of Kharkof, Russia, May
15, 1845. A noted Russian physiologist and
cytologist, the discoverer of phagocytes and
phagocytosis. He has been connected with the Pas-
teur Institute in Paris from 18yJ, succeeding Pasteur as
director in 1895. In 1908 he received, with Dr. Paul Khr-
lich, the Nobel prize in medicine. He is the author of
"The Nature of Man" (190.!), "Immunity in Infective
Diseases" (1905), "The Prolongation of Human Life"
(1!*>>). ct

Born at Strelno, German}', Dec. 19, 1852. An
American physicist, professor of physics in the
University of Chicago from 1892, best known
for his work in optics. He was graduated at the
United States Naval Academy in 187;! ; studied iu Ger.
many and France ; was instructor in the Naval Academy
187.^79 ; and was professor of physics in the Case Sci-
entific School 1883-89 and Clark University 1889-92. He
has published "Light Waves and Their Uses " (1902), be-
sides numerous scientific papers. In 1907 he was awarded
the Nobel prize for physics.

Michigan*. It has 83 counties.
Michigan", University of. it comprises a col-
legiate department and departments of medicine, law,
engineering, dentistry, and pliarniacy; scientific muse-
ums ; and a library of 200,000 volumes. The attendance
is about .i.OOO.

Middlebury". Middlebury College is non-
sectarian

Methuen (meth'u^n), Paul Sanford, third Milan I.* King of Servia 1882-89. Died Feb.
Baron Methuon. Born Sept. 1, 1.84o. A Brit- ii 1901
ish general, commander of the first «iivision of Milanesi (me-la-na'se), Gaetano. Born at
the first army corps m the Boer war 1899-1902. '• .. . ~ - •-„'-_ ,. .

He was opposed by General Cronje at the M<>dder River
and was disastrously defeated by him at Magersfontein.
In March, 1902, he was captured by De la Rey but was
soon released. In May, 1907, he was appointed com-
mander-in-chief in .South .Vfrica.

Meunier (m6-nya'), Constantin. Bora at Et-
terbeck, a suburb of Brussel.s, Belgium, April
12, 1831 : died at Brussels, April 4, 1905. A
Belgian sculptor and painter. In 1882 ho visited

Siena, Italy, Sept. 9, 1813 : died at Florence
March 12, 1895. An Italian critic and historian
of art. In 1856 he was made resident academician
of the Accademia della Crusca in Florence and in 18.S8

second director of the Tuscan Archives, becoming super-
intendent in 1889. He devoted himself to the study of
the history, chiefly artistic, of Italy, and published fre-
quently in the " Archivio Storico Italiano, '

" Archivio
Storico deir Arte," and other periodicals. Among his
leading books are " Documenti per la storia dell' arte

Spain and made'niany interesting studies of Spanish paint- senese " (18.54-56), "Lettere di Michelangelo Buonarroti"
Ing. He preferred to model subjects from the working 0?76), and the standard edition of Vasari's "Lives."
classes—miners, founders, and the like—and pro<luced a MiloS", Nelson Appleton, In 1895 he was ap-
seriesof powerful statues inclu<ling the " Puddleur " and pointed gcnend-in-chief. During the Spanish-American
the "Marteleur." His last woik is a monumental group, war he led a successful expedition to Porto Rico, landing
" Le Travail," showing a central figure, " Le Semeur," sur- at <inanica July 2.'.. 1>98. Retired August, 1903.
rounded by four others, " La Mine," " U Moisson^ 'iLe MiUais", Sir John Evcrett. Died at London,

Aug. 13, 1896. Ho became president of the
Eoyal Academy in 1896.

Miller (mil'er), Mrs. (Harriet Mann): pen-
nanie Olive Thome Miller. Born at Auburn,

Port," and " L'Industrie." It has been acquired by the
Belgian government.

Meurice (mfe-res'), Frangois Paul. Bom at
Paris, February, 1820 : died there, Dec. 10, 1905.
A French author and dramatist. His first drama,
" FalstalT." written withTh^phile Gautierand V'acquerie,
appeared in 1842. Aft«r this followed " Le Capitaine Pa-
rrjles " (184.!). and " Antigone," from Sophocles (1K44), both
in C'lllaboration with Vacquerie, and a metrical version
of Shakspere's "Hamlet," written with Dumas and Ma-
quet (1847). In 1848 he became editor of Vict^jr Hugo's
paper ^ " L'Evenement '

: a.ssisted iri founding the new

N. Y., June 25, 1831. An American writer
and lecturer on birds. Among her works are " Little
Peopleof Asia"(lS82), "Bird Ways " (188.'>), "Four-handed
Folk" (1890), "Our Home Pets" (1894), "The First Book
of Birds" (1899), "The Second Book of Birds" (1901).
" With the Birds in Maine ' (1904), " Kristy's Surprise
Party " (19(15), "Bird Our Brother" (1908), etc.

Journal of the Hugo family, "Le Rappel," in 1H09; and TWiilB* Roeer Ouarles He renresentedwas one of the executors of Hui/o. havini? charun of the ^**-"'
• . •^Xe"*., 's'*~ir''' „ '^*^P'^y?y?^y?was one of the execut^trs of Hugo, having charge of the

definitive edition of the latter's works (lKSO-8.^). He has
written, besides the works mentioned, " Benvenuto Cel-
lini " (18.''>2), "Schamyl' (1855), "Stniensce" (1898), and
other dramas; the romances "La famille Aubry" (1854),
" Le songe de I'amour" (1tt69) ; etc.

Mexico'. It is divided into 27 states, 3 territories, and
the federal district. Representatives to the lower house
of congress are elected in the proportion of 1 to 40,000 in-

habitants.

Meyer (mi'6r), George von Lengerke. Born
at Boston, Juno 24, 1858. An American diplo-
matist. He was praduate<l at Harvard in l'*79 ; was a
member of the Massachusetts legislature lH!)2-96 ; and
speaker of the house 1894-96 ; was I'nited states ambassa-
dor to Italy 190i>-05 : was appointed I'niteil Slates am-
bassador t»> Russia. March 6, 1905-07 : was postmaster-
general 19<t7-W ; and was secretary of the navy 1909-.

Meyer", Jiirgen Bona. Died at Bonn, June
:!•-', \H'j7.

Meyer', Leo. He was professor at Dorpat 1865-99,
and since 1.'599 has been honorary professor of compara-
tive languages at the University of Gottingen.

Meyer (mi't'-r), Lothar Jalius. Bom at Varel,
Aug. 19, 1830 : died at Tiibiiigf-n. April 11, 1895.

A noted tiermnn chemist, profe.ssorin the Uni-
versity of Tiibingen from 1876,

Texas in the United States Senate 1892-98.

Milne (miln), John. Bom at Liverpool, Eng-
land, 1850. An English seismologist, for
many years employed by the Japanese govern-
ment as geologist and mining engineer. He
has traveled widely in Asia, Australasia, the I'nited
States, etc. His most notable work was the establishment
of the seismic survey of Japan, with nearly a thousand
stations, and the projecting of a similar survey of the
world. He has publishetl " Eartluiuakes" (1883), "Seis-
mnlogy " (I89.S), and numerous scientific papers.

Milne Edwards", Alphonse. Bom at Paris,
Oct. 13, 1835: died there, April 21, 1900.

Milner (mil'n^r). Sir Alfred, first Viscount
Milner. Bom March 23, 1854. A British
administrator. He was educated at King's College,
London, and at Balliol College, Oxford, and was called to the
bar of the Inner Temple in 1881. He was under-secretary
for finance, F.gypt, 1889-92 ; was governor of Cape Colony
1897-1901 ; was administrator (1901-02) and governor
(1902-05) of the Transvaal and Orange River colonies;
and was high commissioner for South Africa 1897-1905.
He was knighted in 1895, raised to the peerage as Baron
Milner in 1901, and created a viscount in 1902. The
last two honors were bestowed upon him in recognition
of his services in South Africa, particularly in the
peace settlement. He has written " England in Egypt"
(1892).

Born at Berlin, Sept. Mindanao". It came into the possession ofMeyer (mi'er), Victor,
8, 1848 : died at Heidelberg, Aug. 8, 1897 An t,,„ L'nite.l States in 1898.
eminent German chemist, professor of chem- Mindanao (inen-da-na'o) Sea. A sea in the
istry in the University of Heidelberg from Philippine Islands, lying north of Mindanao
1889.

Me3mell (men'el), Mrs. (Alice Christiana
Thompson). Bom at London, 18.53. An
Kliglisli poet and essayist. Her works include
"Preludes' (1875: later pnjilished as "Poems." I89:i),

"The Rhythm of Life, and Other Essays" (189:i), "The
Colour of Life, and Other Essays on Things Seen and

and south of Bohol, and connected on the east
with the Surigao Sea and on the west with the
Jolo (Sulu) Sea.

Mindoro. 2. A province of the Philippines,
con.sisting of Mindoro and adjacent islands
lying south of the western part of Luzon

Mistral

(separated by Verde Island Passage). Capital,
Puerto Galera. Mount Halcon, the culminating peak, is
8,800 feet high. The mountains are covered with valu-
able forests. Rivers are numerous but small. The best
harbors are Puerto Galera on the north, and Mangarin on
the southwest coast, both safe for large craft in all weather.
Varadero bay, on the north, is good in the southwest mon-
soon, and Paluan bay, on the west, in the northeast mon-
soon. Coal is found in the south, and gold in various
parts of the province. Rice and hemp are the chief pro-
ductions. The natives are Mangyans. Area of province
4,024 square miles. Population (1903), 39,682, of which
the census gave 7,264 as wild.

Mindoro (men-do'ro) Sea, Same as Fisavan
Sea.

*

Mindoro (men-do'ro) Strait. A strait in the
Philippines, separating Mindoro from the Ca-
lamianes Islands. Apo Reef and Island divide
it into two channels.
Minnesota*, it has 85 counties, sends 2 senators and
9 representatives to Congress, and has 11 electoral votes.

Minnesota*, University of. it is attended by
about 4,600 students, and has a library of about 118,000
volumes.

Minot (mi'not), Charles Sedgwick. Born at
Boston, Mass., Dee. 23, 1852. An American
biologist, professor of comparative anatomy
in the Harvard Medical School. He was instruc-
tor 1883-87, and .assistant professor 1887-92. Among his
works are " Human Embryology " (1892), " A Laboratory
Text-book of Embryology " (1903), and numerous scientific
papers. He is the inventor of the rotary automatic mi-
crotome.

Minto (miu'to), fourth Earl of (Gilbert John
Elllot-Murray-Kynynmound). Bom July
9, 1845. A British soldier and administrator.
He served with the Turkish army in 1877, in the Afghan
war in 1879, in the Egyptian campaign in 1882, and as
chief of stall in the rebellion in northwest Canada in 1885.
He succeeded to the title in 1891 ; was govenior-general
of Canada 189S-1904 ; and was viceroy and govenior-gen-
eral of India 1905-.

Miquel*, Johannes. Died at Frankfort-on-
the-Main, Sept. 8, 1901. He was Pmssian
minister of finance 1890-1901.
Mirbeau (mer-bo'), Octave Henri. Bom at
Tr^vi^res, France, Feb. 16, 1848. A French
journalist, critic, and author. He went to Paris

;

became a contributor to various periodicals ; founded the
" Paris-Midi "

; and, with others, founded " Les Grimaces,"
a satirical joumaL Among his works are " Lettres de la
chaumltre" (1886), " Le Calvaire" (1886), "Sebastien
Roch" (1890), "Le jardiu des supplices (1890), "Les
m^moires d une femme de chambre " (1901), " Les vingt-
et-un jours dun neurasthSnique" (1902); and several
plays, " Les manvais bergers " (1898), " Le portefeuille

"

(1902), " Les affaires sont les affaires (1903), and " Farces
et moralit(;s"(1901).

Mirs Bay (merz ba). A bay on the southeast-
ern coast of China, now included in the British
colony of Hong-Kong.
MisamiS (me-sa'mes). A province of the Phil-
ippines, in northern Mindanao. It is bounded by
the Mindanao and Surigao seas on the north, Surigao
province (separated by mountains) on the east, Cotabato
on the south, and Lanao and Dapitan on the west Capi-
tal, Cagayan. Iligan bay separates the eastern from the
western part of the province. Port Misamis, or Panguil
bay, is a deep inlet from the southwestern part of this
bay. Macajalar bay indents the northern coast. The
province is mountainous, the highest peaks being the
Gran Malindang, 8,580 feet, and Camiguin Island, 6,383
feet in height Coal and gold are found. Cocoa, coffee,
hemp, com, copra, rice, and sngar-cane are among the
productions. Large numbers of domestic animals are
raised. The native race is Visayan. The census of 1903
gave also 3,418 Subanos. Area of province, including
Camiguin and other adjacent islands, 3,017 square miles.
Population (1903), 163,707.

Misamis (me-sa'mes). Port. A deep inlet
from the southwestern part of Iligan bay, north-
ern Mindanao : a good harbor in all weather.
Mischianza (mis-ki-an'zii). The. A farewell
banquet and festival given in Philadelphia,
May 18, 1778, in honor of Sir William Howe,
then commander-in-chief of the British armies
in America. It consisted of a regatta on the Delaware
river to which four hundred persons were invited. They
landed at the country-seat of Thomas Wharton and there
took part in a mock tournament a banquet and a balL
Major Andr6 took a prominent part in the festival and
wrote two accounts of it.

Mission Range. A range of mountains east
anil southeast of Flathead Lake, Montana.
Mississippi*. It has 78 counties, sends 2 sen-
ators and 8 representatives to Congress, and
has 10 electoral votes.

Missouri". It has 115 counties, sends 2 sena-
tors and 16 representatives to Congress, and
has 18 electoral votes.

Mistf (me.s-te'). El. The mountain of Are-
quipa (which see). Near its summit was
established a meteorological station (discon-
tinued) conducted by the Arequipa branch of
the Harvard Observatory.

Mistral", Fr6d6ric. in lOOl he received, with Eche-
paray, the Nobel prize for literature. His later works
include " La Reino-.Iano " (1890), " Lou pou6mo dou
Rose " (1897), and a volume of memoirs (1906).
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MitcheU-. Donald Grant. Died at Edge- ['f-,,f/,Pj;;fi-ri^l^rhrro;;;Jfr.l'''^l^^^^
wood, near New Haven, Conn., Dee. !>, liWo. with a palette-knife ami also directly from the tubes with-

Mitchell (raich'el), John. Born at Braid- out tlie assistance ..f liruslies, _ . . , q
wood, 111., Feb. 4, 1870. An American labor Monvel, Louis Maunce Boutet tte. bee

leader. lie worked for several years in tJie coal-mines ; lloutrt (ic Moiircl.
„„ ,onri

joined the Knights of Labor in 1S85 ; and was president Moody*, Dwight Lvman. Died Dec. Z2, 1899.

of the fnited Mine-Workers of America from ISDS to m-qHv (mo'di), William Henry. Bom at

Morton

19CB. He directed the strikes of the anthracite coal-min-

ers in 1900 and 1902. and the negotiations with the opera-

t,.rs in 190a He wrote " OrgaiiTieU Labor " (1903).

Mitchell*. Silas Weir. His later works include

When .\11 the \\\>o<1s are Green " 1(1891), "A Madeira

Party " (1895), " Tollectcd Poems " (189«), "Hugh Wynne

"

(1897), "The Adventures of Franfois" (serially, 1S9S),

" Aiit.ibio(traphy of a Quack •
(1900), " Dr. North and His

Friends " (1900). " The Wager, and other poems " (1900), was appointed associate justice of the supreme court.

"Circumstance "(1901), "Comedy of Conscience " (1903), JJoody (mo'di), William VaUghn. Born at

'^>"'''''^"''''}^'}:i^':;^Jl!,^j}!:t'."^}^}:cZ SpenJer, Ind.. July 8, 1869. An American

Moody , ,,

Newbury, Mass., Dec. 23, 1853. An American
lawyer, attorney-general of the United States

1904-06. He was graduated at Phillips Academy, An-

dover, in 1872, and at Harvard University ill 1876. He was
district

-
. . -

.

. .
. ^ .

lSi)0-91

secretary of the navy

Samaria" (1904), "Youth of Washington" (190»), "Con-

stance Trescot (1905). "A Diplomatic Adventure '(1906),

•• The Red City " (190B), " Venture in 1777
' (1908), etc.

Mitra (me'tra). A peak near the western

boundary of Lepaato-Bontoe province, Luzon,

Philippine Islands. Height, 5,699 feet.

Mitre*. Bartolom6. Died at Buenos Aires,

Jan. 19, 1906.

Mivart*, St. Gteorge Jackson, Died at Lon-

don, April 1, 1900. He was professor of the philoso- Jfoore (m6r), QeOTge. Born at Moore Hall,
phy of natural history In Uie University of Louvain in

(;;ount;y Mayo, Ireland, 1853. A British nov-

.»^ » j„i„„«„,> ^n,^ v„r Tfmilo an. elist, poet, dramatist, and art critic. He has
M. LeCOCq. A detective story by i-mile Ua- ^^^j^^i-^

^^^ ,.„,„„,g3 of 'verse, "Mowers of Passion"
boriau, published in 1869.

MSbitis (in6'bi-os), Karl,^ Bom in Eilenburg,

Germany, Feb. 7, 'l825':"died in Berlin, April

26, 1908. A German zo61ogist, director of the

Museum of Natural History in Berlin 1887-

1905.

Modder (mod'6r). A river in the Orange
Kiver Colony, South Africa, which empties

into the Riet", a tributary of the Vaal The pas-

sage of the Motlder was forceS by Lord Methuen against

the Boers under Cronje, with great loss, on Nov. 28, 1899,

in his unsuccessful attempt to relieve Kimberley.

Mocijeska", Helena. Born Oct. 12, 1839: died

at Bay City, Orange Co., Cal,, April 8, 1909.

Mogollon (mo-go-yon') Mesa. An extensive

mesa or plateau in east-central Arizona, north Moore
of the Salt River and east of the Kio Verde. chest<

frequently dropped into uniform conventional ways of
representing details (as hair, ears, f.ngers, et«.), which are
useful in identification.

Morgan (mor'gan), Conwy Lloyd. Bom at

London, Feb. 6, 1852. An English biologist,

principal of University College, Bristol, from
1887. He was appointed professor of zoology and geol-

ogy there in 1884 and of psychology in 1901. Among his
publications are "Animal Biology " (1887), "Animal Life

and Intelligence" (1890), "Introduction to Comparative
Psychology "

(1895X " Habitand Instinct " (1896), " Animal
Behaviour " (1900), " The Interpretation of Nature "(1906),

, ... , _._ . , etc.

ct attorney for the Massachusetts Eastern District Morgan (mor'gan), John PiorpOnt, Bom at
)5, a Republican member of Congress 1895-1902, and tt 7f„„fi f^onn" Anril 17 18'i7 An Ampricmi
ary of the navy 1902-1904. In December, 1906, he wartiora, (^onn., April i(, xoj<. An American

'
-

- banker and financier. He was educated at the
English High Sch(M>I, Boston, and at the University of
Gbttingen. As a financier he has been particularly con-
nected with the reorganization of railways, the tloating of
the United States bond issue in the administration of
President Cleveland, the Atlantic shipping combination,
etc. He is known also as a collect<>r of works of art, and
has contributed largely to the founding and support of
luispitals and other charities.

Morgan (mor'gan), John Tyler. Bom at
Athens,Tenn.,June 20,11824: died Junell, 1907.

An American lawyer and statesman, United
States senator (Democratic) from Alabama
from 1877. He entered the Confederate army in 1861
and rose to the rank of brigadier-general and after the war
resumed the practice of law. In 1892 he was appointed
one of the arbitrators of the Bering .Sea fisheries dispute.

Morley (mor'li), Edward Williams. Born at

Newark, N. J., Jan. 29, 1838. An American
chemist and educator, professor of chemistry
in Western Reserve University 1869-1906.
He was graduated at Williams College in 1860. He has
published papers upon chemical and physical topics, es-

pecially upon the atomic weight of oxygen.

Sp
poet and critic From 1896 to 1903 he served as in-

structor in the department of Englisli in tlie University of

Chicago. Among his works are " Poems ' (1901), including

the "Ode in Time of Hesitation" (1900); "The Fire-

Bringer' (1904), "The Masque of Judgment" (1900), the

first and second parts respectively of a dramatic trilogy ;

"The Sabine Woman,' a play (1906); with Robert Morss
Lovett, ' A History of English Literature " (1902), "First

View of English Literature" (1906) ; "The Great Divide,"

a play (1906), and "The Faith Healer" (19(»),

published two
(1877), and " Pagan Poems " (1881). As a critic he was one
of the first in England to champion the Impressionist

school of painters and the naturalistic school in literature.

He was associated with Edward Martyn and William But-

ler Yeats in founding the Irish Literary Theater in Dublin,

and has written two plays, "The Strike at Arlingford"

(1893), and "The Bending of the Bough" (1900). His
other works include " A Modem Lover " (1883), " A Mum

Elevation about 8,000 feet above the sea, and Orientalist and biblical scholar, professor of

5,000 feet above the Rio Verde. the history of religions in Harvard University
Mohler (mo'l^r), John Bobbins. Bom at from 1902. He was professor of Hebrew in Andover
Philadelphia, Mav 9, 1875. An American bao- (Massachusetts) Theological Seminary 1883-1902. His

terioloeist, chief "of the pathological division works include acommentary on the Book of Judges (1895),

of the United States Bureau of Animal Indus-

try from 1902.

Moissan (mwii-san'), Henri. Bom at Paris,

Sept. 28, 1852 : died there, Feb. 20, 1907. A
noted French chemist, professor of chemistry
in the Sorbonne : best known for the arti-

ficial production of diamonds. He wrote
"Reproduction du diamant" (1893), etc. In

1906 he received the Nobel prize for chemistry.

Molesworth (molz'werth), Mrs. (Mary Lou-
isa Stewart) : pseudonym Ennis Graham.
Bom at Rotterdam, Holland, May 29, 1839.

An English author, best known as a writer of

children's stories. Among her works are "Tell nie

a Story' (1875),
"
Carrot* " (1876), "The Cuckoo Clock'

(1877), " The Grim Mouse" (1899), "The Woodpigeons and
ilary " (1901), and " The Wrong Envelope ' (1906).

Mdllhausen', Balduin. Died at Berlin, May
28, 1905.

Molo (mo'lo). A town in the southern part of

Doilo province, Panay, Philippine Islands.

Population (1903), 8,551.

Molokai', A noted leper settlement is main-
tained here.

Mombasa'. Nairobi is now the administra-
tive center of the British East Africa Protec-
torate.

Mommsen*, Theodor. Died at Charlotten-
burg, Nov, 1, 1903.

Montana", it has 27 counties The chief metals are

<v,i<p*-r :inil tiilver

Montealegre', J086 Maria. Died at Mission
San Jose, Cal.. Sept. 26, 1887

Montdgat', Jean Baptisto Joseph Emile.
Died Dec. 11, 1895.

Montenegro*. According to the terms of the consti-

tution gmnted Dec. 19, 1905, the form of government has
been changed. It is now - hereditary constitutional

monarchy with popular representation. The legislative

is vei*ted in a c.uncil of state and a national assembly
(?*kiii>shtin:t) of 74 niernbcrs.

Mont^pin", Xavier Aymon de. Died at

Passy, Paris, April .'JO, 1902.

Monticelli (mon-ti-chel'i). Adolphe Joseph
Thomas. liom at Marseilles. Prance, Oct. 14,

1824: died there. May 26, 1886. A French
painter, of Italian descent. He studied in the art
sch'iol at Marseilles, and at Paris, where he was espe.
dally itiflueticed by the Impressionist sch(K)l. In 1870 he
returned to Marseilles and remained there the rest of his

mer's Wife' (1884), " Literature at Nurse" '(1^6), "X Morley', John, first Viscount Morley of Black-
' " -. . . .

^,^jj,jj^ jjg ^j^g member of Parliament for Newcastle-
on-Tyne 1883-95 and for Montrose Burghs 1896-1908;
and has been secretary of state for India since 1905. He
was raised to the peerage in 1908. His later works in-

clude "Studies in Literature " (1891), "Oliver Cromwell"
(1900), "Life otUladstone" (1903), "Life of Richard Cob-
den " (19(55), " Critical Miscellanies " (1908).

Moro (mo'ro). A province of the Philippines
created by an act of the Philippine Commis-
sion, June 1, 1903. By this act Misamis and Cotabato
were reduced and Zaraboanga was increased in area, and
a new district, Lanao, was created. T"he province as now
constituted consist* of the island of Mindanao, except
Misamis and Surigao provinces with their adjacent is-

lands, of all other islands adjacent to Mindanao, of Hasilan,

Cagayau de Jolo, and Sibutu, and of the groups included
in the Sulu (Jolo) Archipelago. The province thus con-

' tains all of the Moro territory except that in the southern
part of Palawan (Faragua) Island. Each of its five districts

—Cotabato, Davao, Jolo, Lanao, and Zamboanga— is under
a district governor appointed by the governor of the prov-

ince. Capital, Zamboanga. Area, 28,886 square miles.
Population (1903), 402,014.

Drama in Muslin" (1886), "Pamell and his Ireland

(1887), "Confessions of a Young Mao" (1888), "Mike
Fletcher" (1889), " Vain F"rtune " (1891), "Modem
Painting " (1893), " Esther Waters " (1894), " Impressions
and Opinions " (1896), " Celibates " (1895), " Evelyn Innes,"

a musical novel (1898), "Sister Teresa" (1901 : a continua-
tion of "Evelyn Innes"), "The Untilled Field" (1903),

"The Lake" (1906), "Memoirs of My Dead Life" (1906),

etc.

(mor), Gteorge Foot. Bom at "West

Chester, Pa., Oct, 15, 1851. An American

numerous scientific papers, etc. He was appointed visit-

ing professor at the University of Berlin 1909-10.

Moore (mor), George Thomas. Bom at In-

dianapolis, Ind,, Feb. 23, 1871, An American
cryptogamic botanist. He was graduated at Wa-
bash College in 1894 (Harvard A. B. 1896); was physiolo-

gist and algologist of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the jyjorOS (mo'ros). One of the Mohammedan
llnited states Department of Agriculture 1901-02; and

jj^iay tribes which inhabit the southern islands
was head of the laboratory of jplant physiology 1902-06.

He is best known for his work in pei^ecting methods of

destroying algse and certain bacteria in water-supplies (by

means of sulphate of copper) and of cultivating the root-

tubercle organisms which, in certain plants, aid the appro-
priation of nitrogen.

Moore (mor), John Bassett. Bom at Smyrna,
Del., Dec. 3, 1860. An American publicist,

professor of international law and diplomacy Morris (mor'is), Le'Wis. Bom on Manhattan

of the Philippine Archipelago, especially Min-
danao and the Jolo Archipelago. They are a
seafaring and warlike people, and were form-
erly much given to piracy.

Morrill", Justin Smith. Died at Washing-
ton, D. C., Dec. 28, 1898.

in Columbia University from 1891. He was third

assistant secretary of state 1886-91 ; was assistant secretary

April-Sept., 1898, during the Spanish war; and was sec-

retary and counsel of the American peace commissioners
in Paris. His works include " Extrjidition and Interstate

Rendition " (1891), " History and Digest of International

Arbitrations" (1898), "American Diplomacy" (1906),
" Digest of International Law" (1906), etc.

Mogui (mo'ke). The Navajo name for a Hopi
Indian. Until recently these Indians were
known as Moqui, the name Hopi being a late

introduction into literature.

Moraes Barros*, Prudente de. Died at Pira-

cieaba. Dec. 3, 1902.

Moran', Edward.
9, 1901.

Moran (mo-ran'), Patrick Francis. Bora at

Leighlinbridge, County Carlow, Ireland, Sept.

16, 1830. A British Roman Catholic prelate,

archbishop of Sydney, Australia, from 1884,

and cardinal from 1885. He was bishop of Ossory
1872-84. Among his publications are "History of the

Catholic Archbishops of Dublin " (1864), "Irish Saints in

Great Britain " (1879), " History of the Catholic Church in

Australia" (1894), "The Priests and People of Ireland"
(190-6). etc.

Morelli (mo-rel'i), Giovanni. Born at Verona,
Italy, Feb. 2,5, 1816: died at Milan, Feb. 28,

1891. An Italian art critic. Beginning in i860 he
represented Bergamo in four successive Italian parlia-

ments, and used this opportunity to secure a law. which
bears llis name, to regulate the preservation of Italian art.

In 1861 he was associated with Cavalcaselle on a conunis-

Island, New York, 1671: died at Trenton,
N. J., May 21, 1746. An American statesman,
first governor of New Jersey. He was appointed
to the bench of the superior court of New Jersey 1692, and
was active in effecting the separation of that colony from
New York. He served as chief justice of both New York
and New Jersey 1715-;J3. and was governor of the colony
from 1738 until his death.

Morris*, Sir Lewis. Died Nov. 12, 1907. His
later works include "Songs without Notes" (I81M), " Idylls

and Lyrics" (1S96), "Harvest Tide" (1901), and " The
New Rambler from Desk to Platform" (190.6).

Morris', William. Died at London, Oct. 3,

1896.

Died at New York, June Morrison (mor'i-son), George Ernest. Born
at Geelong, Victoria, Australia, Feb. 4, 1862.

An English journalist and traveler. He was ed-

ucated at Melbourne and Edinburgh universities, and^has
been special correspondent for the London "Times" in

China and various parts of Asia. He is the author of "An
Australian in China " (1896), etc.

Morrow (mor '6), William W. Bom near
Milton, Ind., July 15, 1S43. An American
jurist, judge of theninth United States judicial

circuit from 1897. He was assistant United States

attorney for California 187IV74 ; served as special counsel

for the United States before the French and American
claims commissions (1881-8;!) ami theAlabama claims com-
mission (1882-8.6) ; was a member of the House of Repre-

sentatives 188.6-91 ; and was United States judge of the

Nortlieni California district 1891-97. He is a tnistee of

the Carnegie Institution of Washington, D. C.. and one of

the incorporators of the American National Red Cross

___ Society.

sion appointed to register all works of art in public insti- MortOn (m6r'ton), JuliUS Sterling. Bom at
tutions in Umbria and the Marches. In his works he es- a,]„,v,q M V "

Aiivil '">
l.l'l'^ • ilied nt Lake

tablished certain facts which have revolutionized Itilian fi<"^™?' £:,' ^ '
' -^P ,,-"^noo a * „ • „

„

art criticism, among them the fact that the old masters Forest, 111,, April 27, 190J. An American



Morton

cabinet officer. He was graduated at Union College,
Schenectady, New York, in 18S4 ; was a member of tlie

territorial legislature of Nebraska in 1858 and 18.^7; was
secretary and acting goventor of Nebraska in 1868 ; and
was secretary of the United States Department of Agri-
culture 1893-97. He instituted Arbor Day in Nebraska in
1872. In politics he was a Democrat, affiliated later witli

the gold-standard wing of the party.

Morton', Levi Parsons. He was governor of
the State of Xew York 1895-96.

Morton (mor'ton), Paul. Bom at Detroit,
May 22, iSiiT. An American railroad man,
administrator, and financier, son of Julius
Sterling Morton. He was connected with the Bur-
lington railway system 1872-90, and was third vice-presi-
dent 1896-98 and second vice-president 1898-1904 of the
Atchison. Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad. He was secre-
tary of the navy July 1, 1904, -July 1, 1905, and chainnan
of tlie board of direct^jrs and laterpresidentof the Equi-
table Life Assurance Society i£KJ;V.

Mosby (moz'bi), John Singleton. Bom in
Powhatan ('ounty, Va., Dec. 6, 1833. A noted
American soldier. He was graduated at the Univer-
sity of Virginia in 1852; practised law in Bristol, Virginia,
1855-61 : joined the Confederate army in 1861 ; and be-
came famous (1862-^) as colonel of independent cavalry
(' Mosby's Rangers '), inflicting serious damage upon the
Union army by cutting its communications. After the
close of the war he resumed the practice of law and was
United States consul at Hong-Kong 1878-85.

Moscow'. The university has a library of
321,610 volumes.

Mosquitia '. The Mosquitia reserve now forms
a department (Zelaya) of Nicaragua.

MOBSO (mos'so), Angelo. Born at Turin, May
31, 1846. An Italian physiologist, professor
in the University of Turin from 1879, espe-
cially noted for his investigations in psycho-
physiology.

Moszkowski (mos-kof'ski), Moritz. Born at
Breslau, Aug. 23, 1854. A pianist and com-
poser, chiefly of piano music. His opera
''Boabdil"wa3 produced in 1892.

Motien (mo'ti-en) Pass. A mountain pass in
southern Manchuria, southeast of Mukden.
It was of great strategic importance in the Russo-Japanese
war (1904-05) uiid a number of sanguinary engagements
were fought in its vicinity. It was in the line of the ad-
vance of General Kuroki's army upon Liao-yang.

Mottl (motl), Felix. Bom near Vienna, Aug.
29, 1856. A noted Austrian orchestral con-
ductor. He succeeded Desaoff as court conductor at
Carlsmhe, frequently conducting In Bayreuth, and has a
high reputation as a Wagnerian. In 1903 he came to
New York. On his return to Germany he was appointed
to the Royal Opera in Munich.

Moulton*, Mrs. (Ellen Louise Chandler).
Died at Boston, Mass., Aug. 10, 1908. Her later
works include "Random Rambles" (1881), "Firelight
Stories" (1883), "Ourselves and Our Neighbors" (1887),
" Miss Eyre from Boston, and other st^tries " (1889), " In
the Garden of Dreams " (1889). " Stories Told at Twilight

"

(1890), "In Childhoods Country" (189«), "At the Wind's
Will '•

(1899), " Poems and Sonnets " (1909), etc.

Moulton (mol'ton), Bichard Green. Bom at
Preston, England, May 5, 1849. An English
author, critic, and educator, professor in the
University of Chicago from 1892. He was en-
gaged as a lecturer in university extension work in Eng-
land and AmericA 1VU-V2, Atnorig III! Works are " Shake-
fli>eare as a Dramatic Artist " (1885X "Ancient Cta3n?!Sl
Drama" (iHWl), " Ihe l.lterar)' Study of the Bible" (18961.
"A Short Introduction t4, the Literature of the Bit)Ie"
<1901), and "The Moral System of Shakespeare" (1903).
He has edited " The Modem Reader's Bible" (1895-98).
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Mount Carmel (mount kar'mel). A borough
in the southeastern part of Northumberland
County, Pennsylvania. It has coal-mines and man-
ufactures of coal-mining machinery, etc. Population
(1900), l.S.l'S.

Mount McKinley. See McKinUy, Mount.
Mudcat State. A popular nickname of the
State of Mississippi : from the number of cat-

fish taken from the Mississippi river.

Moir', Sir William. Died July 11, 1905. He
was principal of the University of Edinburgh
1885-1902.

Mukden*, it is on a branch of the Siberian Railroad.
A battle was fought south of and about Mukden Feb. 23-
March 10, 1905, between the Russians under General Kuro-
patkin and the Japanese under Marshal Oyama, which
resulted in a disastrous defeat of the Russians and the
capture of the city by the Japanese.

Miiller*, Charles Louis. Died at Paris, Jan.
10, 1892.

Miiller*, Frederick (Friedrich) Maximilian,
generally called Max Miiller. Died at Ox-
ford, Oct. 28, 1900. He was professor of com-
parative philology at Oxford 1868-1900.

Miiller*, Friedrich. Died at Vienna, May 25,

1898.

Miiller*, George. Died at Bristol, May 10,
1898.

Miiller', Otto. Died at Stuttgart, Aug. 7,

1894.

Mundella*, Anthony John. Died at London,
July 21, 1897.

Munger (mung'g^r), Theodore Thornton.
Born .March 5, 1830: died Jan. 11, 1910.
An American Congregational clergyman and
writer, pastor in New Haven, Connecticut,
from 1885. He had pastorates in Dorchester, Hav-
erhill, Lawrence, and North Adams, Massachusetts, and
San Jos^, California. He had published "On the Thresh-
old" (1880), "The Freedom of Faith" (l»8:i), "Lamps
and Paths" (1883X "The Appeal to Life" (1887), "Horace
Bushnell " (1899), " Essays for the Day " (1904), etc.

Munich', University of. It has over 5,900
students and a library of 500.000 volumes. "'.

Munkicsy*, or Muncaczy, Mihily. Died at
Endenieh, near Bonn, May 1, 1900.

Munroe (mun-ro'), Henry Smith. Bom at
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 25, 1850. An Ameri-
can geologist and mining engineer, professor
of mining in the School of Mines of Columbia
University from 1891. He was assistant geologist
of the geological survey of the State of Ohio 1870-71, and
of the geological survey of Yesso, Japan, 1872-75 ; was
professor of geology and mining in the l^niversity of Tokio
1875-76 ; and was adjunct professor in the School of Mines
1877-91.

Miinster* (Westphalia). It is the seat of a
university (discontinued in 1818 and revived
in 1902).

Mtinsterberg (miin'stir-berg), Hugo. Born
at Dantzic, (Termany, June 1, 1863. A German
psychologist, professor in Harvard University
from 1892. He was educated at Dantzic, Leipsic, and
Heidelberg, and was professor in the University of Frei-
burg. Among his publications are " Psychology and
Life " (189!)), " Orundiiige der Psychologic " (ISXIO), " Amer-
ican Traits" (1902), "The Americans" (1904), "Eternal
Life" (1906), "Principles of Art Education " (1905). ".Sci-

ence and Idealism" (1906), "On the Witness .Stand"
(1908), "Psychotherapy" (1909), "The Etenial Values"
(1909), etc. ^ , u, -ni- :-!Q,
Murchison (mfer'chi-sony Goldfield. A gold-

n'UA - T;m^^ ,
;
i.^^,.^ i:::^ . ^Ko^UU pU^ ' ?/^-//.

National Forests

mining region in the western part of Westera
Australia.

Murfree* Mary Noailles: pseudonym
Charles Egbert CraddOCk. Iler later works in-
clude " The Despot of Broomsedge Cove " (1888), " In the
Stranger People's Country" (1891), "His Vanished Star"
(1894), "The Young Mountaineers" (1897), "The Cham-
pion " (1902), "The Spectre of Power' (1903), "Storm
Center" (1905), "The Amulet" (1906), "The Windfall"
(1907), " A Fair Mississippian " (1908), etc.

Murray (mur'a), David Christie. Bom at
West Bromwich, Staffordshire, April 13, 1847:
died at Hampstead, Aug. 1, 1907. A British
novelist. His works include "A Life's Atonement"
(1880), "Josephs Coat" (1881), "Aunt Rachel" (1886),
"One Traveller Returns" (with Henry Herman, 1887),
"Old Blazer's Hero" (1887), "A Dangerous Catspaw"
(1889) and ' He Fell Among Thieves " (1891) with Henry
Hennan, " The Martyred Fool " (1896), " A Capful of
Nails " (1897), "A Race for Millions " (1898), "The Church
of Humanity" (1901), "Despair's Last Jouniey" (1901), a
volume of memoirs entitled " Recollections of a Lifetime "

(1907), etc.

Murray/, Sir James Augustus Heniy. He
was knighted in 1908.

Murray (mur'a), John, fourth Earl of Dun-
more. Bom 1732 : died at Eamsgate, England,
May, 1809. An English colonial governor.
He was appointed governor of the colony of New York in
1770, and of Virginia in 1771. He prorogued the House of
Assembly at Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1772 ; convened it

in March, 1773, but immediately dissolved it because of
its reconmiendation of concerted action on the part of the
colonies against the mother country ; and again dissolved
it in 1774 upon its action after the passing of the Boston
Port Act. In the autunm of 1774 he commanded a division
of Virginia troops in the war against the Ohio Indians,
called * Dunmore's War.' In 1775 he removed part of the
powder stores at Williamsburg to the war-ship Magdalen,
thereby provoking armed resistance by the colonists under
the leadership of Patrick Henry, and peace was restored
temporarily by payment for the powder. Later in the same
year, during a riot in the House of Assembly, he trans-
ferred the seat of govenmient to the man-of-war F'owey,
an act which the burgesses declared to be an abdication.
Thereupon he equipped a flotilla, made an tmsuccessful
attack upon Hampton, reduced Norfolk to ashes, and was
finally defeated at Gwynn's Island in the Chesapeake, July
8, 1776. He then disbanded his troops and returned to
England. He sat in the House of Lords until 1787, and
was governor of the Bahamas 1787-96.

Murray (mur'a). Sir John. Bom at Coburg,
Ontario, March 3, 1841. An eminent British
zoologist, one of the naturalists of the Chal-
lenger expedition 1872-76. in 1882 he became
editor of the reports of the scientific results of this expe-
dition ; later published a summary of its results ; and
(with others) wrote a narrative of the cruise.

Murray*, William Henry Harrison. Died
at Guilford, Conn., March 3. 1904.

Mutsnhito (mot-so-he'to). Born at Kioto,
Nov. 3, 1852. The Emperor of Japan. He suc-
ceeded to the throne Feb. .3, 1867, and has been identified,
after the earlier years of his reign, with the development
of constitutional government and the appropriation bj^ i q
his people of the results of western civilization. ' '\f..ii. '1
Myers ( mi ' *rz ), Frederic William HenrV. ' <>.?t
Born at Keswick, Cumberland, Feb. 6, 1843

:

died at Rome, Jan. 17, 1901. An English man
of letters and philosophical writer. He studied
at Trinity College, Cambridge, taking his degree in 1864,
and became a fellow of Trinity in ise.'i. When the Society
for Psychical Research was established in 1882 he was
one of its founders, and he remained until his death one
of the most impoitant of the workers in this field. With
Podmore and Ouniey he published, in 1886, "Phantasms
of the Living." " Science and a Future Life" api)eared in
lH93and "Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily
Death " in 1901. He also published poems of consider-
able merit (collected 1870 and 1882).

abua (nii'bo-a). 1. A muni-
cipality of Ambos Cama-
rines province, in the south-
eastern part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. Civi-
lized population (1903),
1H,893.— 2. A town in Am-
bos Camarines. Population
( 1903), .5.387.

Nadaillac", Jean Francois Albert du Pou-
get, .Mari|iiis de. Dion at the Chateau do
Kougemont, Loir-et-Cher. Oct. 2, 1904. Ilewrote
also " Mreurs et monuments des peuplea pr^historiques"
(1888), "Les probljjmes de la vie" (1892), and "Unit* de
I'espece humaine " (1899).

Naga (na,'ga). A municipality of Cebu prov-
ince, near the eastern coast of Cebu, Philip-
pine Islands. Civilized population (1903),
16,884.

Nagel (na'gl), Charles. Bom in Colorado
County, Texas, Aug. 9, 1849. An American
lawyer and politician. He was a member of the
Missouri legislature 1881-83; president of the St. Louis
city council 189:i-97 : a member of the faculty of the St.

I.oui8 I.aw Sch<M)l from 1886 ; and was appointed Secre-
tary of ( 'oinmerce atui Labor by President Taft in 1909.

Namaland (na'ma-land), German. A name
given by the German Colonial Society for
Southwest Africa to the southern part of the
region controlled by it.

Nansen*, Fridtjof. He sailed from Christiania in
June. 1893, at the head of an arctic expedition, intending
to drift in a specially constmcted vessel, the Fram, from
the Sil>erian coast, across the north i>ole to the coast of
Oreeidand. He returned in 1896, having reached with
sledges lat. 86° 14' N., 2° .SO* farther than Lockwood's far-

thest. In 1905 he was appointed minister and later am-
bassador at the (^ourt of St. James, retiring in 1908, and
he has been professor of oceanography at the I'nivcrsity
of Christiania since 1908. He has written "Farthest

North " (1897), " The Norwegian North Polar Eipedition
1893-96, Scientific Results" (with others, 1900-04), "Nor-
way and the I'nion with Sweden " (1!«)5). etc.

Nan-shan (nSn-shiin'). A hill on the isthmus
which connects the Kwang-tung peninsula in
southern Manchuria with the mainland south
of Kin-chau. it was fortified by the Russians and was
assaulted by the Japanese, May 27, 1904, and captured
after :i .satiguinary conflict.

Nanticoke (nan'ti-kok). A borough in Lu-
zerne t^ounty, Pennsylvania, situated on the
Susquehanna river. Its chief industry is the mining
of anthracite coal and its preparation for market. It

has manufactures of hosiery, etc. Population (1900),
1-2,116.

National Forests. The name given the United
States forest reserves by Congress in 1907.

Tliese forests comprise about 195,000,000 acres,
including about 27,000,000 acres in Alaska and
Porto Eico.
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Nanier" Sir Francis, ninth Baron Napier. Nernst (nernst), Walther. Bora at Briesen,

Di?,! dJc 18 1.^" West Prussia, June 25, 1864. A German physi-

Narvacan (uar-vii-kan'). A municipality of oal chemist, director of the Physieal-Cliemical

Ilovos Sur province, northwestern Luzon, Phil

ippine Islands. Civilized population (1903),

l!".:i75.

Nassr-ed-Din*, or Nasr-ed-Din.
Teheran. May 1. ISiHi.

Nast', Thomas. Uied at Guayaquil, Ecuador,
Dec. 7, 1902. He was appointed consul-gen-

eral to Ecuador, May, 1902.

National Academy of Design*. The Society

of American Artists united with it in 1906.

National Civic Federation. An American Neuendorf
organization composed of representatives of _l-i 18JW

labor, capital, and the general public. It was
lomieii for the purpose of studying questions of national

Import which have t> do with social, political, and indus-

trial progress, and, when desirable, of proniotinst legisla-

tion in accordance with enlightened public opinion. Its

Institute of the University of Berlin: best

known as the inventor of an incandescent

electric lamp which employs a bar of magnesia.

Killed near Nero Deep. An oceanic depression near the

Island of Guam, in the Pacific Ocean, which

has afforded the deepest sounding yet made
(HI, 614 feet).

Nesbit, Edith. See Bland.

Nessler*. Victor. Died at Strasburg, May 28,

1890.

Adolf. Died at New York, May

Nevada (ne-va'da). A city, the capital of

Vernon County, Missouri. It has sawmills, flour-

and lumber-mills, zinc-smelting works, iron-works, etc.,

and is the seat of a college for women, a convent school,

aiKl a state lunatic asylum. Population (lOOl), 7,461.

educational work is carried on through national confer- jjgyin (iiev'in), Ethelbsrt. Born at Edge-
ences and thi-ouph the organization of six separate de-

partments, namely, public ownerahip, immigration,

industrial conciliation, industrial economics, welfare work,

and primary election and ballot-refonn. The *' National

Civic Federation Review." published monthly, is its offi-

cial organ.

Naval Academy", United States. The number
of midshipmen is two for each senator, representative,

and delegate in Congress, and (appointed by the Presi-

dent) two from the District of Columbia, five each year

at Urge, and one from Porto Eico (nominated by the

governor). The course is four years, followed by two at

sea.

Naval War College. A United States gov-

ernment institution established at Newport,
Ehode Island, in 1884 for the study, by officers,

of naval strategy, tactics, and international

law. Commoiiore .S. B. Luce, U. S. N., was the first

presidentand under his direction Captam Mahan, U. S. N.,

who was subse(iuently president, took up the historical

studies which led Ut his works on sea-power. Uhe navy reg-

alatious of 1905 coordinated the college with the General

Board of the Navy for general staif work, besides pursuing

ita original purpose,

Neale (nel), Edward Vansittart. Bom at
~

' ~ ^laud, April 2, 1810: died Sei)t. 16,

Nietzsche

Bora at Briesen, New York, Greater. The popular name of the
new municipality which includes New York,
Brooklyn (Kings County), Long Island City,
Staten Island, Westchester, Flushing, New-
town, Jamaica, and parts of East Chester, Pel-
ham, and Hempstead. In 1S94 the question of con-
solidation wa.s submitted to the vote of these places, and
they declared in its favor. A bill for that purfwjse was
introduced in the legislature in 1896, and became a law
on May 11 of that year. The charter was adopted in 1697.

It comprises five boroughs : Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn,
Queens, and Ilichmoud. Population (1900), 3,437,202 ; est.

(19011). 4,4'22,6»,i.

NewYork Public Library. Alibrary, founded
by consolidation of the Astor, Lenox, and Til-
den foundations, in May, 1895. It contains, intha
reference department, about 724,894 volumes and 273,205
pamphlets. There are 621,390 volumes in the circulation
department.

New York University*. It has over 260 in-

structors and 4,000 students.

New Zealand", in September, 1907, the name was
changed to the Dominion of New Zealand. It includea
North Island, South Island, Stewart Island, Cook Island,

and several other small outlying islands. There are nine
provincial districts.
"" ~ " It was taken down in 1895.

worth. Pa., Nov. 25, 1862 : died at New Haven,
Conn., Feb. 17, 1901. An American composer
and pianist. His works are chiefly songs and piano JTii)io'g Q-arden*
pieces, some of which have had great popularity. Among iTJ«„™„„«» ?t J .,. .. . j . j .. ^
themkre"Narcissus,""WaterSketche8,""TheRosary," Nicaragua . Under the constitution adopted March

et«.

Bath,
1892.

Eng
An English Christian Socialist. He was

Newberry (nu'ber-i) Library. A library sit-

uated on Walton Place on the north side of

Chicago, Illinois. It was endowed by Mr. Walter
Looniis Newberry with $3,000,000 and contains a reference

library of 250,000 volumes.

Newbolt (nii'bolt), Henry John. Bom at

Bilston, Staffordshire, June 6, 1862. An Eng-
lish editor, author, and poet
the bar in 18*^7, and practised law until

founded the " Monthly Review," of which he was editor

until 1904. Among his publications are " Mordred, a

tragedy" (1896), "Admirals AH" (1897), "The Island

Race" (1898), "The Sailing of the Long-ships" (1902),
" Songs of the Sea," with m'lsic by Sir Chailes Villiers

Stanford (1904), "The Year of Trafalgar" (1905), "The
New .June" (1909), etc.

New Brunswick*. Oovemment is administered by
a lieutenant-governor, an advisory council, and a legisla-

tive assembly (of 48 members) ; and it is represented in

30, 19(l;">, the president is chosen for 6 years and the con-
gress consists of one house of 36 members elected by
universal suffrage for 6 years. The country is divided ad-
ministratively into 13 provinces : Carazo, Chinandega,
Esteli, Granada, Jerez, Jinotega, Leon, Managua, Ma-
saya, Matagalpa, Nueva Segovia, Rivas, and Zelaya (for-

merly the Mosquitia reservation) : 3di8tricts, Rio Grande,
Prinzapolka, and Siquia ; and 2 comarcas, San Juan dei
Norte, and Cape Gracias a Dios. See also Central Ajneri'

can Arbitration Treaty.

f\r^'\T^m^e Nichols (nik'olz), Edward Leamington.
Born at Leamington, t-ngland, ISept. 14, J8^>4.

An American physicist, professor of physics
in Cornell L'niversity from 1887. He waa gradu-
ated at Cornell in 1875 and studied at Leipsic, Berlin,

and Gottingen. He has published "The Galvanometer"
(1894), '*A Laboratory Manual of Physics and Applied
Electricity" (1896: with others), "The Elements ot

Physics" (1896: with W. S. Franklin). "Outlines of
Physics" (1897), etc. ; and is the founder and editor of the
*' Physical Review."

the Dominion parliament by 10 senators and 13 members Jlichols (nik'olz) Hmest FoX. Bom at

graduated r.t Oriel (.'olleKe, Oxford, in 1831; entered at "M-o^rrtrtTriK** Si-mrtTi
Lincoln's Inn in 1837; and was called to the bar. He ^_ewCOmD

.
Dimon.

founded the first cooperative stores in London and assisted

in the establishment of various industrial enterprises on

B cooperative basis. He wrote " The Characteristic Fea-

tures of Some of the Principal Systems of Socialism"

(1851), " The Analogy of Thought and Naturelnvestigated
"

(1863), *' A Manual forCooperators" (1879), etc. In 1890 a

scholarship at Oriel College for the sons of cooperators

was founded in hia honor. . . .

Nebraska, University of. See University 0/ Newell (nu'el), Robert Henry: pseudonym
- Orpheus C. Kerr. Bom at Now York, Dec.

13, 1836: died at Brooklyn. July, 1901. An
American journalist and humorist. He wrote
"The Orpheus C. Kerr Papers" (1862-68),

Once a Man " (1884), etc.

A popular title

of the House of Commons.
Died at Washington,

D. C, July 11, 1909. He was director of the Nau-
tical Almanac Office 1877-97, resiKning in the latter year.

His later works Include " Elements of Astronomy " (1900),

'•His Wisdom the Defender" (1900), "The Stars " (1901).
" Astronomy for Everybody" (1902), "Reminiscences of

an Astronomer" (1003), "Compendium of Spherical As-

tronomy " (1906), " Side Lights on Astronomy " (1906), and
many shorter scientific papers.

Nebraska.

Negley, James Scott. Died Aug. 7, 1901.

NegrOS Occidental (na'gros ok-thi-dan-tal').

A province of the Philippines, occupying all of

the northern and most of the western part of New England of the West.
Negros Island. Capital, Bacolwl. It is bounded by of the State of Minnesota.
the Visayan Sea on the north, the Strait of Tailon (separ- jjg^ Guinea*. British Guinea is administered by the
atmg It from Cebu) and Negros Oriental (separated by government of the Commonwealth of Australia, and by
mountams) on the east and the southeast, the Jolo (Sulu) ^ • .... - -^ . . , - :,

Sea on the southwest, and the Visayan Sea and Guimaras
Strait (separating it from Guimaras and Panay) on the

west. There are many rivers, most of them unimportant
for navigation. Coal, gold, and iron are found. Tile

mountains are covered with forests. The valleys and
coaata are fertile and produce hemp, pineapples, bananas,
betel-nuts, com, rice, sweet potatoes, and a large yield of

Bugar-cane. Tlie inhabitants are Visayans and Negritos
Area, 3,130 square miles. Population (1903), 308,272.

Negros Oriental (na'gros o-ri-an-tal'). A
province of the Philippines, occupying the
southern and most of the eastern part of

Leavenworth, Kan., Juno 1, 1869. An Ameri-
can physicist. He was professor of physics at Colgate
University 1892-98, and at Dartmouth College 1898-1903 ;

was professor of experimental physics at Columbia l'niver-

sity 190;W)y; and was chosen president of Dartmouth
College in 1909. He received the Rimiford medal in 190.^

He is' especially known for his work in measuring plane-

tary light and heat.

Nicholson's (nik'ol-sonz) Neck. A locality in

Natal, a few miles north of Ladysmith. Here
on Oct. 30, 1899, about one thousand British

soldiers were surrounded and captured by the
Boers.

There Was Nicod6 (ne-ko-da'), Jeau LouiS. Bom near
Posen, Aug. 12, 1853. A pianist and composer.
From 1878 to 1886 he waa a teacher in the Dresden Con-
servatory. His best known works are a set of symphonic
variations for the orchestra; "Das Meer," a symphonic
ode for solo, male chorus, orchestra, and organ ; and
" Maria Stuart," a symphonic poem.

Died at Feltham, March 8,
proclamation of Sept. 1, 1906, the name has been ch.inged

to the Territory of Papua. It includes also the islands of NiCOl*, Erskiue.
the D*Entrecasteau.\ and Louisade groups, and all those 10()4
between 8° and 12" S. lat., and 141° and l.W long. It is ' .-»_<-< -r,- j o * or -inm
administered by a governor-general. Area, 90,.'i40 square NlCOlay , JOnU GeOrge. Died bept. ^0, jyui.

miles; population, over SOO.iXW. The administration of JfJQQ^J (nik'ol), William EobcrtSOn : pseu-
KaLser Wilhelm's Land was transferred in 1899 to the im-

(Jonvm ClaudiUS Clear.
"

perial covernment. Area, about 70,000 square miles;
popuUtioM. over 110,000.

New Hebrides*, niey are administered by a joint

French and English commission, and subjects of the two
powers enjoy equal rights. Vila, in Efate, is the seat of

government.

Negros and including Siquijor and several New Jersey*. It sends 2 senators and 10 rep-

other small islands. It is bounded by the Strait of resentatives to Congress, and has 12 electoral

Tafion (separating it from Cebu) on the east, the Jolo votes.
(Suiu) Sea on the south, and Negros Occidental (separated New Jersey', College of, now Princeton Niehaus (ne'hous), Charles Henry.

^L'-ITnT^.nl'JtTn^i o^^'ufl^fd-VrrsM University.^ It is attended by about 1 300 TncKi, Ohio,San. 24, 1855."^;

Negro, are within Negros Oriental, the best harbors are

Fort Bombonon on the southern and South Bais bay on

students, and the library contains over 342,

000 volumes,
the eastern coast, both well sheltered ajid safe in all NCWman', FraUCiS William. Died atWeston-
weather. There are many small rivers. The mountams r^\i„ „ n f T i ctv?
are densely wotnled, and the broad strip of coast is

super-Atare, v^cc. ^, loJ/.

adapted to the raising of sugar-cane. Other productions NoW MOXICO*. The territory has 25 counties.
are bananas, mangoes, copra, com, sweet pot.atoes, and New South Wales*. A state of the Common-
hemp, of which lastthe yield is very large. Deposits of wealth of Australia. The executive power is vested
coal are found. The native race is Visayan. Area, 1,864

stpiare miles. Population (190.'!), 201,494.

Nelidof (nel'i-dof). Count Alexander Ivan-
ovitch. A Russian dip'omatist. lie took jiart

in the Berlin Congress, and became amba8S.adorto Turkey
in 1HS3, to Italy in 1897, and to Fnmce in 1903. In 1907
he waa a delegate to the second peace conference.

ITelson (nel'son). Atown in the southern part
of British Columbia, situated on the Kootenay
river in the Kootenay silver-mining district.
It has smelting.works, machine-shops, ete. Population
(1901), .',.273.

Nemours", Due de (Prince Louis Charles •kt'™' 'v)»'lv

Philippe Raphael d'0rl6ans). DiedatVer -wew Yorx

sallies, June 20, 1H96.

Bom at Lumsden,
Scotland, Oct. 10, 1851. A British clergy-

man, author, and editor. He has been editor (and

was also the founder) of the "British Weekly" and the

"Bookman" since 1886, and of the "British llonthly"
since 1900. Among his works are " Literary Anecdotes of

the Nineteenth Centurv" (1895-96: with T. J. Wise),

"James Macdonell" (1890). "Letters on Life" (1901), "A
Garden of Nuts"(190S). "The Key of the Blue Closet"

(1906). "Life of Ian llaclaren " (igoSJ^etc.

Bom at
An Ameri-

can sculptor. He studied at the Royal Academy of

Art in Munich, and in Rome. Among his works are the

statue of President Garfield in Cincinnati; the Hahne-
mann statue and monument in Washington ; statues of

Garfield, Morton, and Ingalls in the Capitol ;
statues of

Moses and Gibbon in the Congressional Librar)-, Wash-

ington ; the equestrian statue of St. Louis for the Lou-

isiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1904 ; etc. He
was elected a member of the National Academy of Design

in I'KKi.
in a governor, with a cabinet of 10 members. The legisla-

tive power is vested in a parliament of two houses, called __: " _ .-. /.NTi-j'v TTr-iViNi*M
the Legislative Council (to consist of not less than 21 NietZSChe (netz'she), 1 rieOncn WlinCim.

Bom near Lutzen, Saxony, Oct. 15. 1844: diedmembers, appointed by the crown for life) and the Legisla
lative Assembly (elected). It is represented in the federal
parliament by senators and 27 representatives.

Newton*, Alfred. Died at London, June 7,

1907.

New Whatcom (nil hwot'kom). A former
city and the capital of Whatcom County,Wash-
ington. Since 1903 It has been united with Fairhaven
to form the city of Bellingham. Population (1900), 6,834.

It has 61 counties, sends 2 senators and
37 representatives to Congress, and has 39 electoral

votes.

Aug. 25, 1900. A noted German philosopher,

professor of classical philology at Basel 1869-

79. Among his works are " Die Gehurt der Tragbdie aus

dem Geiste der Musik" (1872). "rnzeitgemiissen Betrach-

tungen" (1873-76). "Menschliches. AUzunienschliches.

Ein Buch fur freie Geister" (1878-80), " Morgeniote"

(1881), "Die frBhliche Wissenschaff (1882)." Also sprach

Zarathustra '• (pails 1-3, 1883-84 ; part 4. 1891). ".lenseits

von Gut und Bttse" (1886), " Zur Genealogie der Moral

(1887), "Der Fall Wagner" (1888), " Gbtzendiimmerung

Oder Wie man mit dem Hammer philosophiert" (1889X

etc.



Niger Territories

Niger Territories'. Nigeria is now a British pro-
tectorate. It 13 bounded on the east by the German
Kanierun, and on the weat and north by Dahomey and
the French military territories. It is divided for admin-
istrative purposes into Northern Nigeria and Southern
Nigeria. The boundary between the two protectorates
extends from the Ogpese river, through Egpeni, Iduaui,
Ogpe, and Shete, to the Niger a little north of Ida, thence
w^tward to a point ne;u- Ashaku. Northern Nigeria is
divided into 12 provinces. Zungeru is tfae seat of gov-
emraent Area, 26«,400 square miles; population (est.),

7,1&*,751. The Colony and Protectorate of Southern Ni-
geria now (since May I, 1906) includes the old Colony and
Protectorate of Lagos. It is divided into 3 provinces.
The seat of government is at Lagos. Area, about 77,260
square miles ; population, about 6,000.000.

Nigeria (ni-je'ri-a). The oflScial name of the
Niger Territories, which see.

Nigra', Count Costantino. Died at Rapallo,
July 1, 1907. In 1890 he became a member of the
Senate. He was also known as a student of Italian dia-
lects and popular poetry <"Canti popolari del Pie-
monte").

Niki, or Nikki (ne'ki). A town in Dahomey,
Africa, about 200 miles north of Abomey.

Nissel (nis'el), Franz. Bom at Vienna, March
14, 1831: died at Gleichenberg, July 20, 1893.
An Austrian dramatist. Among his works are
" Helnricb der Lowe " (1858), " Perseus von Macedonien "

(1S62). "Die Zauberin am Stein" (18G4), "Rudolf von
Erlach" (1874), ete.

Nitobe (ne'to-ba), Inazo. Bom at Iwateken,
1863. A Japanese scholar, professor at the
College of Agriculture, Tokio University,
from 1906. He studied at the Sapporo Agricultural
College, at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, and at
Bonn ; was professor in the Sapporo Agricultural College ;

was later an official in Formosa; and was professor of
economy at the University of Kioto 1904-06. He has
written "lUishido" (1898: published in America as
" Bushido, the Soul of Japan,'* 1900), etc.

Niu-Chuang. Soe Xftc-Chicaun.

Noailles", Marquis Emmanuel Henri VictuT-
nien de. Died at Paris, Feb. 16, 1909.

Nobel ( no ' bel ), Alfred Bemhard. Born at
Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 21, 1833: died at San
Eemo, Italy, Dec. 10, 1896. A Swedish chem-
ist and engineer. He was educated at St. Petersburg,
and studied engineering for a number of years. Among
his many inventions are those of dynamite, explosive gel-
atin, batlistit«, atid artificial gtitta-percha. He acquiretl
large wealth through the maimfacture of dynamite and
other explosives, and the exi>Ioitation of the Baku oil-

fields. By the terms of his will, the bulk of his fortune
was devoted to the establiahinent of a prize fund, known
as the ' Nottel gift,' the interest of which is to be divided
annually into five parts and awarded to the persons who
have rendered to humanity the greatest sen-ices during
the preceding year (or, in exceptional cases, earlier) ua
follows : (1) by the most important discovery or Invention
in the physical sciences ; (2) by the most important dis-

covery or the greatest improvement in chemistry ; (.{) by
the mi«t important discovery in physiology or medicine ;

(4) by the most remarkable literary work of an idealistic
tendency ; and (5) U> the person who haa done most, or
labored best, for the cause of frateniity among different
peoples, for the suppression or reduction of standing
armies, or for the fonnation and promotion of peace con-
eresses. The first two prizes are awarded by the Swedish
Academy of Sciences, the third by the Caroline Institute
of Stockholm, the fourth by the Stockholm Academy, and
the fifth by a commission of five members elected by the
Norwegian Storthing. The terms of the will have not
been strictly observed. Statutes have been drawn up
providing that only 60 per cent, of the income need be
used for the prizes and that they need be awarded only
once in five years. Provision has also been made for the
esUiblishment of Xobel institutes for research work. etc.

Noble (no'bl), Alfred. Bom at Livonia, Mich.,
Aug. 7, 1844. An American civil en^neer.
He served in the Army of the Pi'tomac during the Civil
War; was graduated at the University of .Nlichigan in

1870; wasamemberof the Nicaragua Canal B<iard in 1895,

and of the United States board of engineers on deep water-
ways 1897-1900 ; served on the Isthmian Canal Commis-
sion 1899-1903; was on the board of engineers tf» decide
up«^»n the type of canal to he dug at Panama 190;'>-06 ; and
haa been engaged in important engineering work in New
York City and elsewhere.

Nocqnet (no-ka'), Paul Ange. Bom at Brus-
sels, Etelgium, April 1, 1877: died (of exposure
after a balloon a8eenHion)near Joneses Beach,
Long Island, N. Y., April 3, 1906. A Belgian
sculptor. He was a pupil of LAmbeanx. .\ntonin Merci^,
and GerAme in Paris, and won the P»elgian Grand Prix de
Rome. He was a member of the Soci^to Nationale des
Beaux-Arts in Paris.

Nodzu (m'yd'zo), Marquis Michitsura. Born
in Satsunia, Nov. 30, 1840 : died at Tokio, Oct.
16, 1908. A Japanese field-marshal, comman-
der of the Fourth Army in the war with Russia.
He fought in the Chinese war (1894-95), winning, at the
head of the Hiroshima division, the Imttle of Pieng-an,
and succeeding Vamagata in the command of the First
Army.

Nogi (no'gi), Count Kiten. Born in Choshu,
November, 1849. A noted Japanese general,
commander of the Third Army in the war with
Kussia (1904-0.1^ He fought in the civil wftr(l877).
and, as brigade commander, fn the war with China (1H94-
95). In ItXH he was pn>mote4l general ; was placed In
ronimand of the tnxjps investing Port Arthur; and ef-

fected the capture of that fortress January 1, 1905. Later

-wi^
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he played an important part in the battle of Makden,
outflanking the Russian right. He has been a member
of the supreme military council 1905-.

Nome (nom). A mining town in Alaska, situ-

ated near Cape Nome. Gold was discovered
there in 1898. Population (1900), 12,486.

Nome, Cape. A point on the northern shore
of Nortou Sound, Alaska, about long. 165° W.,
lat. 64° 30' N.
NordaU', Max. HIs later works include "Gefuhls-
komodie" (1S91), "Das Recbt zu lieben ' (1S92), "Die
Kugel" (1S95), " Doktor Kohn" (1898), " Drohnen-
schlacht" (I'^y**). " i^eitgenossische Franzosen " (1901),
" Morganatisch " (1904X "Von Kunst und Kiinstlern"
(1905), "Mahi-Rdg'(190.'>).

Nordenskjold", Baron Nils AdolfErik. Died
near Lund, Aug. 12, 1901.

Nordhoff*. Charles. Died July 14, 1901.

Norfolk Island'. It is administered as a de
pendency of New South Wales
village is Kingston.
Norman (nor'man). Sir Henry. Born at Lei-
cester, England, Sept. 19, 1858. An English
journalist, author, and traveler. He was gradu-
ated at Harvard University, and studied at LaiiJfiiti; was
on the editorial staff of the " Pall Mall (Jftzette " and on
that of the London " Daily Chronicle "

; and was assistant
editor of the latter 1895-99. In 1902 he founded the
"World's Work," of which he is editor. He has been
Liberal member of Parliament for South Wolverhampton
since 1900. Among his publications are "The Real Ja-
pan" (1892), "The Peoples and Politics of the Far East"
(1896), " All the Russias " (1902), " Motors and lien " (1906),
etc. He was knighted. in 1906.

NorriS", William Edward. Uls later works in-

clude "The Dancer in Yellow "(1896), "Clarissa Furiosa"
(1897). "The Fight for the Crown" (1S98), "Giles In-
gilby" (1899), " An Octave" (1900), "The Flower of the
Flock " (1900), " Uis Own Father " (1901), "The Credit of
the County " (1902), " Lord Leonard the Luckless " (1903),
" Nature's Comedian" (1904), " '

'"

North'West Territories. Formerly the terri-
tories of British America which lay to the
northwest of the older part of Canada. The
name was used with a political, rather than a geographical,
signification to include the districts of Alberta, Assiuiboia,
Athabasca, Franklin, Keewatin, Mackenzie, Saskatch-
ewan, and Ungava, which were united under a lieutenant-
governor and a legislative assembly. Yukon received a sep-
arate govennnent in 1898 and the provinces of Alberta and
Saskatchewan were admitted to the Union in 1906. It
now comprises all of the unorganized portion of British
North America north of the provinces of Quebec, Ontario,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. It includes the
districts of Mackenzie, Franklin, and Ungava. It is admin-
istered by the offlcera of the Royal North-West Mounted
Police, the comptroller of the force being also commis-
sioner of the TeiTitories.

Norton*, Charles Eliot. Died at Cambridge,
Mass., Oct. 21, 1908. He was professor of the
history of art at Harvard University 1874-98

The" cliief
(emeritus).

Norway*. On June 7, 1905, the separation of
Norway and Sweden was effected. Prince
Carl of Denmark was elected king and ascended
the throne Nov. 18, 1905. as Haakon VII.
Nottebohm (not'e-bom), Martin Gustav.
Born at Liidenscheid, Westphalia, Nov. 12,
1817 : died at Gratz, Oct. 29, 1882. A German
musical scholar and historian. He established
himself in Vienna, where he made a special study of
lieetnoven. His works include "Ein Skizzenbuch voa
Beethoven " (1865), " Theraatisches Verzeichniss der im
Druck erschienenen Werke von Ludwig van Beethoven "

(1868), "Beethoveniana" (1872), " Beethovens Studien"
(1873), " Thematisches Verzeichniss der im Druck
erschienenen Werke Franz Schuberts " (1874), " Mozart-
iana" (1880), and "Zweite Beethoveniana" (1887).

Nova Scotia*. It is represented in the Domin-
ion parliament by 10 senators and 18 members
of the House of Commons.

BarhamofBeitana"(i906), Novello*. Clara Anastasia. Died at Rome,
March 15, 1908.

"Pauline" (1908), etc.

North Carolina*. It has 98 counties, sends Ti"t"'iV,'''T,r'"''-. .,- . T^• ., t , ,t ,c=n<!
2 senators and 10 representatives to Congress, govello

,
Joseph Alfred. Died July 17, 1896.

and has 12 electoral votes.
' Noyes (noiz), Alfred. Born Sept. ^« ''°"

North Carolina, University of. See Uni-
versity of North Carolina

Northcote (north'kot). Sir Henry Stafford,
first Lord Northcote. Born November 18, 1846.

A British colonial governor, second son of
SirStafford Northcote (first Earlof Iddesleigh).
He was Conservative member of the House of Commons
for Exeter 1880-99 ; was created a baronet in 1887 ; was
raised to the peerage in 1900; was governor of Bombay
1899-1903 ; and was governor-general of the Common-
wealth of Australia 1903-08.

North Dakota*. It has 44 counties, sends 2
senators and 2 representatives to Congress,
and has 4 electoral votes.

Northfield (north'feld). A town in the north-
em part of Franklin County, Massachusetts. It
is the birthplace of Dwight L. Mootly, and the seat of the
Northfield .Seminary for Young Ladies and the Northfield
Training Sch«x)l, to the building up of which Mr. MiKMly
devoted much of his later life. With the Northfield work
is associated the Mount ilemion School for Boys, situated
in the adjoining t<jwn of Oill. The religious and edu-
cational work of Northfield has made the town a summer
resort. Population (1900), l.lKKi.

Northrop (nor'throp), Cyrus. Bom at Ridge-
field, Conn., Sept. 30, 1834. An American
educator, president of the University of Min-
nesota 1884-1909. He was graduated at Yale in 18.n7

;

Born Sept. 16, 1880.
An English poet. His works include "The Loom of
Years " (1902), " The Flower of Old Japan " (1903), " Poema "

(1904), "The Forest of Wild Thyme " (1906), "Drake, an
English Epic" (1906), "Forty Singing Seamen" (1907),
"William Morris " (1907), "The Magic Casement" (1908),
" The ' Golden Hynde '

" (1908), etc.

Noyes (noiz), Arthur Amos. Bom at New-
buryport, Mass., Sept. 13, 1866. An American
chemist and educator, professor of theoretical
chemistry in the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and director of its research labora-
tory of physical chemistry. He was graduated at
this institution in 1886, and has since then been a member
of its instructing staff and since 1894 one of its faculty.
He was acting president of the Institute 1907-09. He has
published chemical text-books and numerous scientific
and educational papers.

Noyes (noiz), William Albert. Bom at
Independence, Iowa, Nov. 6, 1857. An Ameri-
can chemist, professor of chemistry in ihe
University of Illinois from 1907. He wasprofessor
of chemistry in the University of Tennessee 18S3-86, and
in Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana,
1886-1903, and was chemist of the United States Bureau of
Standards 1903-07. He has published " Qualitative Analy-
sis" (1887), "Organic Chemistry for the Laboratory"
(1897), "Organic Chemistry" (1903), and nimierous scien-
tific papers ; and haa been the editor of the journal of the
American Cliemical Society from 1902.

studied law ; and was professor of rhetoric and English Nubar Pasha*. Died at Paris, Jan. 14, 1899.
literature in Yale ls<a-84. He was premier 1878-79, 1884-88, and April, 1894,-Nov.,

North Sea Incident. The attack, on the I'^iis.

night of October 21, 1904, of the Russian Nueva Caceres (no-a'va ka'tha-ras). 1. A
Baltic fleet under command of Rear-Admiral municipality of Ambos Camarines province,
Rozhestvensky, while on its way to the
Far East, upon a Hull fishing-fleet which
was trawling on the Doggerbank. The steam
trawler C^ne was sunk, other boata were injured, two
men were killed, and a number were seriously wounded.
The affair was submitted, on the proposition of the Czar,

Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized popula-
tion (1903), 17,943.-2. A town, the capital
of Ambos Camarines province. It is situated in
the southern part of the province on the Bicol or Naga
river, in lat 13* 35' N., long. 122* 11' E. Population (1903),

10,201.

to an international committee of inquiry. The Russian NuOVa Ectia (no-a'vii a'the-Ha). A province
admiral had submitted that his ottlcers had seen two
Japanese tori>edo-b(Kita among the trawlers. This was
disproved by the commission sitting at Paris January-
February, 1905, and Russia paid Great Britain an indem-
nity of £«5.000, the amount of compensation due the
IIuU fishermen as assessed by the Board of Trade Com-
mission.

Northwestern University*. It has about 360
instructors and 4,000 students.

Northwest Frontier Province. A province
of British India, created in November, 1901,

and comprisinfT the four trans-Indus districts

of Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, and Dera Ismail

in south-central Luzon, Philippine Islands.
It is b(>unded by Pangasinan and Nueva Vizcaya (sepa-
rated by the Caraballos Sur) on the north, Isabela and
Principe (separated by the Sierra Madre) on the east,

Bulacan and Pampanga on the south, and Pampanga,
Tarlac, and Pangasinan on the west. Capital, San Isidro.

Most of the province lies in the valley of south-central
Luzon, and is fertilized by many rivere. Tobacco, coffee,

sugar-cane, rice, and mangos are among the productions.
Gold, copper, and gypsmn are found, the first two in the
southern and central, the last in various parts of the prov-
ince. The inhabitants are Tagalogs, Ilocanos, Pampan-
gans, Pangasinanes, and a few IgoiTotes, Area, 2,169

square miles. Population (1903), 134,147.

Khan, portions of the district of Hazara, and Nueva Vizcaya (no-a'va veth-ki'a). An in

the political agencies Kurram, Malakand (Dir,

Swat, and Chitral), Khaibar, Tochi, Gomal,
and Khirani. The chief city is Peshawar. It

is administered by a chief commissioner. Area,
10,466 square miles. Population, 2.125,480.

Northwest Passage". Between 1903 and 1907
the whole of the Northwest Passage was navi-
gated by Roald Amundsen, in the Gjoa.

land, almost central, province of Luzon, in the
Philippine Islands, it is bounded by Lepanto-
Bontoc (separated by a spur of the Cordillera Sur) on the

north, Isabela (separated by a branch of the Sierra Madre)
on the northeast, east, and southeast, Nueva Ecija (sepa-

rated by the Caraballos Sur) on the south, and Kenguet
(separated by the Cordillera Sur) and Lepanto-Bontoc
(separated by a spur of the Cordillera Sur) on the west.

Capital, Bayombong. The central valley, watered by the

Magat and other rivers, is very fertile, and produces large
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CTOM of coffee. The native rai.es are chieny Igoirotes and Nufiez de Arce", Gaspai.
Iloneots. Are*, 1,960 square miles. Population (1903), j„„p 9^ J903.

Nuitter' : anaCTam of the surname of Charles Njrasaland Protectorate.

Loui'< Etieiine Tniinet. Died in 1899. (since July 6, 1907) of the region formerly

Nunez* Eafael. Died in Cartagena, Sept. 18, known as the British Central Africa Protec-

2894_ ' torate. it comprises British Nyasaland, the Shir* High-

Died at Madrid,

The present name

Osier

lands, and the greater part of the basin of the 8hir6. It
is divided into 13 districts, and is administered by a gov.
enjor, with an executive and a legislative council. The
seat of government is at Zomba. Area, 40,980 squaiC
miles. Population, over 928,000.

Nye*, Edgar Wilson.
N. C, Feb. 22, 1896.

Died near Asheville,

akeley*. Sir Herbert Stan-
ley. Died Oct. 26, 1903.

Oberlin College", it is a non-

sectarian institution, and has about
l:iO instructors and over 1,800 stu-

dents.

Obok*. It is now a part of

the French Somali Coast,

and with the surrounding
district (the former colony)

has been incorporateii in that protectorate.

O'Brien (6-bri'en), James: later James Bron-
terre O'Brien! Bom in 1805: died Dec. 23,

1S04. An Irish Chartist. He was graduated at

Dublin University in 1S29; became the editor of the

"Poor .Man's (Juardian ' in 1831; and was a writer for

the " Poor ilans Conservative. " He signed his articles

'Bronterre' and later adopted this name. He edited

various j»»unials; was a prominent member of the Chart-

ist I'arty from its beginning in 1838; was imprisoned for

seditious spealting 1840-11 ; but later became a personal

enemy and opponent of Feargus O'Connor. In 1885 a

series of his articles was published under the title " The
Rise. Progress, and Phases of Human Slavery."

Ochtman (ocht ' man), Leonard. Born at

Zounemaire, Holland, Oct. 21, 1854. A Dutch-
American painter, resident in the United

States from 1866. He has devoted himself to Ameri-

can landscapes, and his work shows well-balanced com-
position and quiet harmonious color. He has won nu-

merous medals. He became a member of the National

Academy of Design in 1904.

O'Connor*, Thomas Po'wer. He was bom at Ath-

lone. Ireland, Oct. 6, 1815. Since 1885 he has represented

the Scotland Division of Liverpool. He established and
edited the "Star, " "Sun," "Sunday Sun," "M. A. P.,"

and "T. P.'s Weekly," and is the author of "Lord Bea-

consfleld," " The Pamell Movement," " Gladstone's House
of Commons," " Napoleon," etc.

O'Connor (o-kon'or), William Douglas. Bom
at Boston, Mass.,"Jan. 2, 1832: died at Wash-
ington, D. C, May 9, 1889. An American
journalist and writer. He was assistant editor of

the Philadelphia "Saturday Evening Post" 1854-60, and
in 1878 was appointed assistant general superintendent of

the United States life-saving service. He was a personal

friend of Walt Whitman and in 1866 published "The
Good Gray Poet," a vindication of Whitman's poetry. He
wrote in 1886 "Hamlet's Note-book," a reply to Richard
Grant White on the main points of the Bacon-Shakspere
controversy, and also many stories and poems.

Oglesby*. Bichard James. Died at Elkhart,

111., April 24 1899.

O'Hara (o-har'ii), Theodore. Born at Dan-
ville, Ky., Feb.' 11, 1820: died near Guerryton,

Ala., June 6, 1867. An American soldier and
poet. He served In the Mexican and Civil wars, rising

to the rank of colonel in the Confederate service. He
wrote "The Bivouac of the Dead," "The Old Pioneer,"

etc.

Ohio Wesleyan University*. It has about
124 instructors and 1,300 students.

Okakura (6-kii'ko-ra), Kakuzo. Bom in

Fukui, 1863. A Japanese connoisseur, an
authority on the art of Japan. In 1886 he was
sent with the Imperial Art Commission to study art his-

tory and movements in Europe and the United States.

Returning to .Japan he was made director of the new art

school at Ueno (Veno), Tokio, but resigned in 1898. He
then opened, with other young artists, the Nippon Fine
Art Institute near Tokio, an establishment similar to that
of William Morris at Merton Abbey in England : it later

fell int^> financial diflicnlties and was removed to a village

in Ibaraki Ken. He is the author of "The Ideals of the
East" (V>ni), "The Awakening of Japan" (1905), "The
Bo<jk of Tea" (1906), etc. He is adviserto the department
of Chinese and Japanese art at the Museum of Fine Arts
in I'.oston.

Oklahoma*, in 1907 it was incorporated with Indian
Territory as the State of Oklahoma. It has 75 counties,

setids 2 senators and 5 representatives to Congress, and
ha.s 7 electfjral votes. Area, 70,470 square miles. Popu-
lation (1907), 1,414,179.

Oku (o'ko). Count Yasukato. Bom in Fu-
kuoka-ken, November, 1844. A Japanese gen-
eral, commander of the Second Army in the
Ku8S0-Japai}eRe war. He won distinction in the civil

war of 1877 ; commanded the Fifth Division in the war with
China 1894-95 ; and was j)romoted general in 1903. He was
appcjitited chief of staff in July, 1906. He is a member of
the supreme amncil of war. He was created baron in
1895, and a count in 1907.

Okuma*, Count ShlgenobU. He was minister of

foreign attaira 1889-91 and 1896-97 ; minister of agricul-

ture and commerce 1897; and premier June-Nov., 1898.

He resigned the leadership of the Progressive Party in

February, 1907.

Old-line State. The State of Maryland, so

called with reference to Mason and Dixon's
survey.

Old Ro'Wley. A nickname of Charles II. He is

said to have "oeen so named from a good-humored goat
which used to live in the Privy Garden. The name is also

said to have been that of the king's favorite race-horse

and is preserved in the name of the race-course, the Row-
ley Mile, at Newmarket.

Old South Church. A church built in Boston
111 1729, on the site of an eariier meeting-house
on the corner of Washington and Milk streets.

It is famous as the scene of some of themoststirringmeet-
ings of Revolutionary times. The British tunied it into

a riding-school in 1775, but it was afterward restored to its

proper use. The annual election sermons were delivered
here, with few interruptions, from 1712 to 1872. After the
latter date it was for some time used as a post-office, and
now contains an interesting collection of historical relics.

Oldtown Folks. A story by Harriet Beecher
Stowe, published in 1869.

Clean (6-le-an'). A city in the southeastern
part of Cattaraugus County, Now York, at the
junction of Glean Creek and the Allegheny
river, it has large interests in oil, lumber, and leather,

storage for petroleum, refineries, marble-, glass-, and iron-

works, flour- and planlng-mills, tanneries, etc. Popula-
tion (1900), 9,462.

Oliphant*, Mrs. (Margaret Oliphant Wil-
son). Died at London, June 25, 1897.

Olmsted*, Frederick La'w. Died at Waveriy,
Mass., Aug. 28, 1903.

Olney (ol'ni), Louis Attrell. Bom at Pro-vi-

dence, R. I., April 21, 1874. An American
chemist, professor of chemistry and head of

the department of textile chemistry and dye-
ing in the Lowell (Massachusetts) Textile
School from 1897. He was graduated from Lehigh
University in 1896. He has published " Textile Chemistry
and Dyeing," etc.

Olney (ol'ni), Bichard. Bom at Oxford, Mass.,
1835. An American lawyer and statesman. He
graduated from Brown University in 1856, and from the
Harvard Law School in 1868. In 1893 President Cleveland
appointed him attorney-general, and in 1895 (on the death
of Walter Q. Gresham) secretary of state (retired 1897).

Olympia (6-lim'pi-a). An American armored
cruiser, of 5,870 tons' displacement, launched
in 1892. She was the flagship of the Asiatic squadron
during the Spanish-American war and later troubles in

the Philippines.

Olympic Games, The. 2. A series of athletic

games inaugurated in 1896 at Athens by the
International Olympic Committee as a modern
revival of the old Olympic Games. They are

celebrated every four years and competition
is international.

Omdurman (om-d6r-man'). A city in the
Sudan, situated on the Nile opposite Khartum.
It was built by the Mahdi in 1885, after his seizure and
destruction of Khartum. Here, Sept. 2, 1898, the der-

viihes were defeated by the British and Egyptian troops
under Sir Herbert Kitchener.

Ontario*. It sends 24 members to the Domin-
ion senate, and 86 to the House of Commons.
O'Neill, Mrs. (Olive Logan). See Syk-es.

Oppert*, Jules. Died at Paris, Aug. 21, 1905.

Orange Free State". It became the Orange
River Colony (which see) in 1900.

Orange Biver Colony. A British colony,
formerly the Orange Free State (which see).
As a result of its defeat in the Boer War it was annexed
by Great Britain, May 24, 1000. Self-government was es-

tablished June 5, 1907, under a govenior and a legislature

consisting of a Legislative (\)uncil of 11 members (at fli-st

appointive, but to be elective) and a Legislative Assembly
of 38 (elected) members. Area, 50,392 square miles. Pop-
ulation (1890), 207.503.

Orbilius Pupillus (fir-bil'i-us pii-pil'us). A
Roman grammarian and schoolmaster, the
teacher of Horace. The epithet 'plagosus' was given
to him by Horace on account of the floggings which his
pupils received from him, and the name 'Orbilius' is

often used in literature for a teacher of this type.

Order of Merit, The. A British order insti-

tuted by letters patent, June 26, 1902. it con-
sists of the British sovereign and of not more than twenty-
four subjects of the Crown (in ordinary membership) who
may have rendered exceptionally meritorious service in
the army or navy, or in art, literature, or science. The
honorary membership is conferred upon foreigners and is

unlimited. The badge of the order is an eight-pointed
cross of red and blue enamel bearing the motto " For
Merit " within a laurel wreath, the whole surmounted by
an imperial crown and suspended by a party-colored blue
and crimson ribbon.

Oregon*. It has 34 counties.

Oregon. An American battle-ship, built in San
Francisco, launched in 1893. She is of io,288 tons'

displacement, and on her trial trip maintained for four
hours a speed of 16.79 knots. Under Captain Charles E.
Clark she made a famous run of 14,511 knots from the
Pacific to the Atlantic, leaving Puget Sound March 6, 1898,
and reaching Key West May 26. .She took a prominent
part in the battle oiT Santiago July 3, with the Brooklyn
forcing the surrender of the Crist^ibal Co\6n. She left
New York for the Philippines Oct. 12, and Joined the
Asiatic squadron at Manila in March, 1899.

O'Beilly (6-ri'li), Miles. The pseudonym of
Charles G. Halpine.
Oriente (6-re-an'ta). A province of Cuba com-
prising the easterly end of the island. Popu-
lation (1907), 4.55,086.

Orizaba*, Peak of. It is surpassed in height,
among the mountains of North America, by
both Mount Logan and Mount McKinley.
Ormoc (6r-m6k'). 1. A municipality of Leyte
province, Leyte, Philippines. Civilized popu-
lation (1903), 16,126.-2. A town on the north-
eastern shore of Ormoc Bay. Population (1903),

5,419.

0r0(iuieta (6-r6-ke-a'ta). A municipality of
Misamis province, Mindanao, Philippine Is-

lands. Civilized population (1903), 15,156.

Orton*, Arthur. Died at London, April 1,

1898.

Orton (or'ton), Ed'ward. Bom at Deposit,
New York, ftarch 9, 1829 : died at Columbus,
Ohio, Oct. 16, 1899. An American educator
and geologist. He was graduated at Hamilton Col-

lege in 1848 ; was president of Antioch College 1872-73,

and of the Ohio State Agricultural and Mechanical College
(now Ohio State University) 1873-81 ; and was professor of
geology at the latter from 1873 to 1899. He was assistant

state geologist of Ohio 1869-75, and had entire charge of

the survey 1881-99.

Osborn (oz'bfem), Henry Fairfield. Bom at

Fairfield, Conn., Aug. 8, 1857. An American
biologist and paleontologist, professor of zo-

ology in Columbia University from 1890, and
president of the American Museum of Natural
History from 1908. He was graduated at Princeton
in 1877 ; studied in England (under Huxley and Balfour);

was professor of comparative anatomy at Princeton 1882-

90 ; and has been curator of vertebrate paleontology in

the American Museum of Natural History (New York)
from 1890, geologist and paleontologist of the United
States Geological Survey from 1900, and honorary paleon-

tologist of the Canadian Geological Survey from 1900. He
has published numerous scientific papera.

Osbourne (oz'bfem), Lloyd. Bom at San
Francisco, Cal., April 7, 1868. An American
writer, stepson of Robert Louis Stevenson.
His work includes three books written in collaboration

with his stepfather, "The Wrong Box " (1889), "The
Wrecker." (1892), and " 'Wrt H.Mj 'i!ltl(i~-n894) : "Memo-
1)1 ji Af yailiina " (1902 : with nis sister, Isobel Strong),

"The Queen versus Billy" (1900), "Love, the Fiddler"
(1903), " Baby Bullet " (190.5), " The Motormaniacs " (1906),

"Wild Justice" (1906), "Harm's ft'ay" (1909), "Infatua-

tion " (1909) ; and two plays written with Austin Strong,

"The Exile" and "The Little Father of the Wilderness."

Oscar IL* (King of Sweden). On Dec. 14,

1906, he relinquished the government, appoint-

ing Prince Gustav (crown prince) as regent

;

but resumed power in June, 1907. He died

at Stockholm, Dec. 8, 1907.

Osier (os'ler), William. Bora at Bond Head,
Ontario, July 12, 1849. A British physician,

regius professor of medicine in the University

of Oxford from 1905. He was educated at Toronto
University, McGill University, Montreal, University Col-

lege, London, and at Berlin and Vienna. He was pro-

fessor at the Institute of Medicine in McGill University
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Osier

1874-S4, of clinical medicine in the University of Pennsyl-
vania 1S84-S9, and of medicine in Johns Hoplcins Univer-
sity :SS9-190S. He has published "The Principles and
Practice of Medicine" (1892: 6th ed. 1905). numerous
monographs and papers, "Science and Immortality"
<1904), " -Equanimitas and other Addresses" (1904),
*' Counsels and Ideals" (1905), "Alabama Student, and
other biographical essays" (1908), "Thomas Linacre

"

<190i<). etc., and with T. McCrae has edited "Modem Medi-
•cine, its Theory and Practice" (1907-09).

Osman Digna*. He took part in the defense of the
Sudan against General Kitchener in 1898, and in 1900 was
captured and imprisoned.

Osman Pasha*. Died at Constantinople, April
4, 1900.

Ossimng (os'i-ning). The name for which that
of Slug Sing (which see) was changed in 1901.

Ostwald (ost'vald), Wilhelm. Born at Higa,
Russia, Sept. 2(N. S.), 1S53. A noted German
chemist, professor of physical chemistry in the
University of Leipsic 1887-1906. He is regarded
4U one of the founders of that science. With van't Hotf
he founded in 1887 the "Zeitschrift fiir physikalische
Chemie " and in 1901 the " Annalen der Naturphilosophie.

"

He was first exchange professor at Harvard Univei'sity in
1905. He has published "Lehrbuch der allgemeinen
Chemie" (1885-87). " Elektrochemie" (1894-9.";), "fJrund-
liaieu der anorganischen Chemie" (1900), "Vorleaungen

63
iiber Naturphilosophie " (1902), " Die Schnle der Chemie"
(1904), " Malerbriefe ' (19(>4), "Element* und Verbin-
dungen" (1904), "R. W. Bunsen " (_1905), "Kunst nnd
Wissenschaft " (1905), " Ikonoskopische Studien" (1905),
" Individuality and Immoitality " (1906), " Prinzipien der
Chemie "(1907), "Die Energie" (1908), etc.

Otis (6'tis), Elwell Stephen. Born at Fred-
erick, Md., March :i5, 1838. An American
feneral. He entered the Union army as a volunteer in
ept, 1862; was brevetted brigadier-general of volunteers
March 13, 1865 ; was appointed lieutenant-colonel in the
regtllar army in 1867; was promoted brigadier-general
Nov. 23, 1893; was appointed major-general of volunteers
May, 1898 ; and was promoted major-general 1900. He
served on the frontier against the Indians 1867-81 ; then
organized the United States infantry and cavalry school at
Leavenworth, Kan., which he conducted until 1885. In
1898 he was placed in command of the Department of the
Pacific and was military governor of the Philippines until
April, 1900. Retired in 1902.

Overbeck*, Johannes Adolf. Died at Leip-
sic, Nov. 8. 1895.

Oxford*, University of. The number of under-
graduate students is over 3,742.

Oxyrhynchus (ok-si-ring'kus). [Named from
a species of fish which was venerated there.]
An ancient town of Upper Egypt, situated be-

Pangasinan
tween the western bank of the Nile and the
Bahr YAsuf in lat 28° 6' N. The modem village of
Behnesa occupies its site. Excavations there have brought
to light a number of important papyri, including frag-
ments of the "Logia" or "Sayings" of Jesus.
Oyama (6-ya'ma), Prince Iwao. Born in
Satsuma, October, 1842. A noted Japanese
general, commander-in-chief of the Manchu-
rian army, with the rank of marshal, in the
Russo-Japanese war 1904-05. He is a nephew of
Salgo Takamon ; fought against his uncle when the latter
joined the rebellion in 1877 ; was promoted lieutenant-
general in 1878 and general in 1891 ; commanded the Sec-
ond Amiy in the Chinese war 1894-9.5, capturing Port
Arthur and VVei-hai-wei ; and was promoted marshal in
1898. In the Russian war he rejieatedly defeated the
Russian amiy under Kuropatkin. See Hximo-Japanese
Mar. He was created count in 1884, tnarquis in 1896, and
prince in 1907.

Oyster (ois'ter) Bay. A town in Nassau
County, New York, it is situated on a bay on the
northern shore of Long Island, and is a summer resort.
The fcnvn inchides the village of Sea Clilf. Population of
town (1900), including Sea Cliff, 16,334 ; of Sea Cliff, 1,568.

Ozark plateau. The plateau in northwestern
Arkansas and southern Missouri. U.S. Geoo.
Board, Feb. 6, 1907.

aardeberg(par'de-berg). An
elevation in the western
part of Orange River Colony
north of the Modder river.
Near here, in the bed of the Mod-
der, at K^KKloosrand Drift, the Boers
inider Cronje defended themselves
against the English under Lord
Roberts, but were forced to sur-
render, Feb. 27, 1900.

Packard*, Alpheus Spring. Died Feb. 14,
1905. He was professor of zoology and geology
at Brown University 1878-1905.

Paderewski', Ignace Jan. BomatKuryMwka, in
Podolia, Russian Poland, Nov. 6, I860. He has writU'n
compositions for the piano, etc., and an opera, "Manru,**
produced in Dresden in May, 1901.

Padua*, University of. It has about 200 in-
structors and over 1,600 students.

Page*, Thomas Jefferson. Died at Rome,
Italy, Oct. 26, 1899.

Page', Thomas Nelson. His Uter works include
"The "Id (lentlcman of the Black Stock " (1896), "Social
Life in Old Virginia Before the War" (1897), "Red R<Kk"
(1898), "A Captured Santa Clans " (1902), "Oordon Keith

"

(1903), "Bred in the Bone "(1904), "The Negro, the South-
erner's Problem" (190I), "The Coast of Bohemia" (1906),
"Under the Crasf (1907), "The Old Dominion" (1908),
"Robert E. I.ee" (1908).

Paget (paj'et), Francis. Bom March 20, 1851.

Bishop of Oxford from 1901. He was vicar of
Bromsgrove 1882-85; regius professor of pastoral theol-
ogy and canon of Christ Church, Oxford, 1885-92 ; chap-
lain to the Bishop of Oxford 1889-1901 ; and dean of Christ
Church 1892-1901.

Paget', Sir James. Died at London, Deo. 30,

1899.

Pagsan (pag-san'). A mountain in Cagayan
Province, northern Luzon, Philippine Islands,
t is near the western boundary line of Cagayan at the

northeastern extremity of Abra province. Height, 7,261
feet.

Pahang*. It is now one of the Federated
Malay States. Area, 14,000 square miles.
Population, 100,000.

Pailleron', ^douard Jules Henri. Died at
Paris, April 20, 1899.

Paine', John Snowies. Died at Cambridge,
Mass., April 2'i, 1906.

Painted Chamber, The. A chamber in the
old Westminster Palace, originally called the
' Chamber of St. Edward.' it was the kernel of the
palace, which grew around it, and later received the name
of the Painted Chamber from the decorations placed there
by Henry III.

Palace of Peace. See Pence, Palace of.

Palacio', Raimundo Andueza. Died at Ca-
racas, Auk- 18, 1900.

Palacio Vald^s (pii-lii'the-6 vai-das'), Ar-
mando. Born at Entralgo, Spain, Oct. 4,

1853. A Spanish novelist and critic. Among
his novels are "El Seflor Octavio" (1881), " Marta y
Maria" (188;!), "El idilio de un enfermo" (1884), "JosA"
(1885), "Riverita" (1886), "Maximina" (1887), " La her-
mana de San Sulpicio " (1889), " El cuarto p<xler " (1888).

"La espuma" (1892), "lAf/' '(1892), "Los majosde Cadiz"
(1896), " Iji Alegria del CapitAn Ribot" (1899), and "Tris-
tAn o el pesimismo " (1906).

Palanan (pii-la-nan'). A town in Tsabela
province, eastern Luzon, in the Philippine

Islands, situated on a river flowing into Pala-
nan Bay. Here Aguinaldo was captured by General
Funston on March 23, 1901. Civilized population of
municipality (1903). 1,080,

Palgrave', Francis Turner. Died at London,
Oct. 24, 1897. He was professor of poetry at
Oxford 1885-97.

Palm (palm), Johann Philipp. Bom in
Schomdorf, Germany, Nov. 17, 1768: died Aug.
26- 1806. A bookseller of Nuremberg, executed by a
military tribunal, imder the orders of Napoleon, for the
publishing of a pamphlet (" Deutschland in seiner tiefen
Emiedrigung"), byanotherhand. In which the French em-
peror and the conduct of the French troops in Germany
were attacked.

Palma (piirmii), Tomas Estrada. Bom near
B»yamo, Cuba, July 9, 18.35 : died at Santiago,
Nov. 4, 1908. A Cuban statesman, first presi-
dent of the Cuban republic. He studied law at the
University of Seville ; fought in the insurgent army in the
ten years' war between Spain and Cuba (lH*i8-78)

; gained
the rank of general ; and was made president of the provi-
sional republic but was captured and imitrisoned in Spain.
After his release he went to Honduras and became post-
master-general. Later he settled in Central Valley, New
York, and established a schixjl for Latin-Americans. He
was elected President of Cuba Feb. 24, 1902, was reelected
March 19, 1906, and resigned in .Sept., 1906.

Palmer (pam ' 6r), Mrs. (Alice Freeman).
Born at Colesville, N. Y., Feb. 21, 1855: died
at Paris, Dec. 6, 1902. An American educator.
She was graduated from the University of Michigan in
1876; was i)rofessor of history at Wellesley College 1879-
81 ; was acting president of Wellesley in 1881, and presi-
dent 1882-87 ; and was dean of the woman's department
(non-resident) of the University of Chicago 1892-95. In
1887 she married George Herbert Palmer, professor of
philosophy in Harvard University.

Palmer*, Charles Ferrers. Died Oct. 27, 1900.

Palmer*, Ed'win. Died Oct. 17, 1895.

Palmer", Erastus Dow. Died at Albany,
N. Y., March 9, 1904.

Palmer*, John McCauley. Died Sept. 25,

1900.

Palmer (pfim'^r), John Williamson. Bom at
Baltimore, Md., April 4, 1825: died there, Feb.
26, 1906. An American journalist and author.
He was graduated from the University of Maryland in

1847 ; was first city physician in .San Francisco in 1849

;

traveled in the Far East ; was Confederate correspondent
of the New York "Tribune" during the Civil War; and
later was engaged in general editorial work. He wrote
" The Golden Diigou ; or. Up and Down the Irrawaddi

"

(1856), " The New and the Old " (18.W), " After his Kind.
By John ('oventry " (1886). " For Charlie's Sake, and other
Lyrics and Ballads" (1901), etc. His ballad "Stonewall
Jackson's Way " was popular in the South.

Palmieri*, Luigi. Died at Naples, Sept. 9, 1896.

Palo Alto (pji'lo iil'to). A post-town of Santa
Clara County, California, on San Francisco
Bay, near Redwood City: the seat of 1.eland
Stanford .Junior University.

Pampanga (piim-piln'gii). A southern prov-
ince of Luzon, Philippine Islands, it is bounded
by Tarlac (partly separated by the Paruao river) on the
north ; Nueva Ecija (partly separate<l by the Rio Chico
de la Pampanga) on the northeast; Bulacan on the east
and the srtutheast ; Manila Bay on the south ; and Bataan
(partly separated by the Aba) and Zambales (.separated by
the Aba river an<l the Zambales mountains) on the west.
Capital, Bacolnr. The southern part bordering Manila
bay is a broad delta extending beyond the original coast-

line. In the west are the Mabanga mountains parallel
with the Zambales range ; in the northeast is Mount
Arayat and in the northwest Mount Pinatuho. extinct vol-
canoes 3,.564 feet and 6,040 feet in height. The Rio
Grande de la Pampanga flows through the eastern part of
the province. Bananas, mangos, sweet potatoes, sugar-
cane, corn, and rice are among the productions. The
native tribes are Pampangans. Area, 868 square miles.
Population (1903), 223,754.

Panama*. 1. A Central American republic,
formerly a department of Colombia, compris-
ing (nearly) the Isthmus of Panama. Panama
proclaimed its independence on Nov. 3, 1903, and its gov-
ernment was recognized by the United States on Nov. 13,
and later by other powers. It is governed by a president)
elected for four years (and ineligible for the succeeding
term) and a Chamber of Deputies consisting of 32 mem-
bers. There are also two vice-presidents and a cabinet
of five ministers. The country is divided into seven
provinces. By a treaty signed Nov. 18, 1903 (ratified Feb.
23, 1904), Panama ceded to the United States for $10,000,-
000 the perpetual control of a strip ten miles wide (the
Canal Zone) upon which the interoceanic canal is being
constructed. The cities of Panama and Colon Oying
within the zone) were placed under the control of the
U'nited States as regards sanitation and quarantine only

;

but the coast-line of the zone and the outlying islands
were ceded to the United States for purposes of defense.
Area, 32,.'i80 square miles. Population, 361,000.

Panama Canal*. After the establishment of the Re-
public of Panama (1903) a treaty between it and the
United States was negotiated by which the latter under-
took to build the canal, the rights of the French com-
pany having been acquired by purchase. The amount
paid by the United States for the property and rights of
the French company was $40,000,000. The control of a
strip of land ten miles wide, constituting the C^anal Zone,
was obtained from the Republic of Panama for $10,000,000.
Work was organized in 1904 for the constrnction of a
canal of the lock type, and this type, which had been ac-
cepted by Congress in 1901, was adopted by it in 1906.
The plan includes a channel from deep water on the
Caribbean to Gatun, where an ascent to the 85-foot level
is to be made by means of three (twin) locks, each lock
being 110 feet wide and 1,000 feet long ; a dam at Gatun
about 7,700 feet long, one half mile wide at the base, 100
feet wide at the top, and 135 feet above mean tide ; a lock
at Pedro Miguel ; and two locks at Miraflores. The lake
formed by the Gatini dam is about 171 square miles in
extent. The deepest part of the cut is at Culebra (4^
miles long and 300 feet wide at bottom). Total length of
canal 49.72 miles.

Panama Canal Zone. See Isthmian Canal
Zone.

Pan-American Congress. 2. A similar con-
gress held in the city of Mexico, October,
1901, -January, 1902.— 3. A congress held in
Rio de Janeiro in July, 1906.

Pan-American Exposition. An exposition of
the work of the peoples of North and South
America, lield at Buffalo, N. Y., in 1901.

,

Panamint Mountains. A range of mountains
in Inyo County, California, bounding Death
Valley on the west.

Panaon (pii-na-6n'). An island lying south of
Leyte Island, in the Philippines, and belong-
ing to Leyte province. Area, 71 square miles.
Population (190.S), 8,610.

Pangasinan (pan-ga-se-niin'). A province in
the western part of Luzon, Pliilippine Islands.
It is bounded by the China Sea, Lingayen Gulf, La Union,
and Benguet on the nortli ; N'ueva N'izcaya and Nueva
Ecija (partly separated by the Agno) on the east; Nueva
Ecija, Tarlac (partly separated by the Agno), and Zambales
on the south ; and the China Sea on the west. Capital



Fangasinan

Llngayen. The northern fart of the Zambales range,

fonuerly the bouiuiaiy between Zambales and Paugasi-

11X11. now lies wholly within the latter province. In the

northeast the Liiul is mountainous, sloping to the center

and ui the low flat coi«t of Lingayen Gulf, which deeply

indents the province. The Agno traverses Pangasman,

Bowing into Ling.iyen Oulf. The soil is very fertile.

.\mong the productions are pineapples, bananas, mangos,

sweet potatoes, betel-nuts, corn, sugar-cane, and rice, the

last two being especially important Gold, copper, and

alt are found. The native races are mainly Pangasinanes

and nocanod The census of 1903 gives also 3.3M Igor-

rotes. Area of province, 1,193 square miles. Population

(1SK»\ 397,902.

Panglao (pan-gla'o). An island southwest of

Bohol, Philippine Islands. Area, 31 square

miles. Population (1903), 14,437.

PangO-PangO*. it was ceded to the United States as

a imval and cosiling-sUition in 1872, was occupied in 1887,

and in Jan., 1900 (with the island of Tutuila), was an-

neied. This annexation by the United States was in

accordance with the Anglo-German agreement of Xov.

U, 1899.
J , ..

Paolo and Francesca (pii'6-l6 and fran-

ches'kS). A dmn]a by Stephen Phillips, pub-

lished in 1899. The theme, the love of Paolo for hia

elder brother's wife, Francesca, is a favorite one in litera-

ture and has been used by many writers from Dante on-

ward. See Francfgca da Eimiiii.

Papaa (pap'o-a, or pa-pO'a), Territory of.

The official title, since Sept. 1, 1906, of British

Xew Guinea.
Paragtia (pii-ra'gwa). 2. A province of the

Philippine Islands. It is bounded by Mindoro
(separated by Mindoro Strait) on the north ; the Visayan

Sea and the Sulu (.lolo) Sea on the east ; Balabac Strait

(separating it from ishmds north of Borneo) on the south ;

and the China Sea on the west Capital, Puerto Princes;!.

It includes Paragna (Palawan) and more than 600 other

islands, the most important of which are the Calamianes

on the north, the Cagayanes and Cuyos groups, and Du-
maraii on the east, and Balabac and adjacent islands on

the south. The southern part of the province was for-

merly a military district, Paragua Sur. The principal

harbors are Puerto Princesa ( Port Royalist) on the eastern,

Slalampaya and Port Barton on the northwestern, and
riugan on the western coast of Paragua (Palawan), all

safe for large vessels in all weather. A mountain-range
of considerable altitude, except near lat 10° N., extends
through the island from northeast to southwest The
loftiest peaks are Cleopatra's Needle, 6,200 feet, Landar-
gun, 5,397 feet, Victoria, 5,680 feet, Mantalingaj»n, 0.843

feet, and Cautarag, 5,8«8 feet in height The mountains
are covered with forests of valuable woods. The rivers

are short Pineapples, sweet potatoes, nutmegs, rice, and
tobacco are produced. Cattle, goats, and fowls are raised.

The inhabitants are chiefly Tagbanuas, Bataks, and Moros.
Area of Paragua { Palawan) Island, 4,027 square miles

;

population (1903), 10,918 ; area of province, 6,238 square
miles ; population (1903), 36,696.

Paris*. It is the third largest city in the
world. Population (1906), 2,763,393.

Paris", Gaston Bruno Paulin. Died at

Cannes, March 5, 1903. lie became administrator
of the College de France in 189.''i. He was elected a mem-
ber of the Academy of Inscriptions in 1876 and of the

French Academy in 1S96.

Park*, Edwards Amasa. Died at Andover,
Mass., June 4, 1900.

Parker ( par 'ker), Alton Brooks. Born at

Cortland, N. Y., May 14, 18.'32. An American
jurist. He was graduated from the Albany Law School

;

was surrogate of Ulster County, New York, 1877-86 ; was
chairman of the New York State Democratic committee
in 1885 ; was elected justice of the Supreme Court of

New York in 1886; was a member of the Court of

Appeals, second division, 1889-92, of the general term
189:1-96, and of the appellate division, 1896-97 ; and was
chiaf justice of the Court of Appeals, New York, from
Jan. 1, 1898, until August 6, 1904, when he resigned to

accept the Democratic nomination for the Presidency.

He polle<l a popular vote of 5,0.S2,754 against the 7,624,489

cast for President Roosevelt and resumed (in New York
CitjO the practice of law.

Parker (par 'ker), Sir Horatio Gilbert
George: known as Gilbert. Bom at Camden
Ea.st, Ontario, Nov, 23, 1862. A Canadian au-
thor. He established a resi<lence in England and has been
Conservative meml)er of Parliament for Gravesend since
1900. He was knighted in 1S»02. His works include "Pierre
and his People " (1893), " The Translation of a Savage "

(1893), "A Lovers Diary: Songs in Sequence" (1894),

"When Valmond Came to Pontiac" (1895), "The Seats of
the Mighty" (1896), "The Pomp of the Lavilettes" (1897),

"The Battle of the Strong" (1897), "The Lane that Had
no Turning ' (V.XX)), "The Right of Way" (IMl), " Dono-
van Pasha" (19(r2), "Old Quebec " (1903 : with Claude O.
liryan), "A Ladder of .Swords" (1904), "The Weavers"
(I!)07), "Northern Lights' (1909), etc.

Parker (piir'kfer), Horatio William. Bom
at Auburadale, Mass., Sept. 15, 1803. An
American composer, organist, and teacher.
His first work was a cantata, " King Trojan," brought out
in Munich in IHH.x He has been organist in a number of
churches in New York City. In 18!>4 he was made profes-
sor of music In Yale University. His most important
works are " Hora Novissimu," an oratorio (1893), " St.

Christopher" (1898), and a concerto for organ and or-
chestra.

Parker (piir'ker), Joseph. Born at Hexham-
on-Tyne, Northumberland, April 9, 1830 : died
at London, November 28, 1902. An English
Congregational minister and pulpit orator.
He was minister of the Cavendish CTiapel, Manchester,
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1858-69, and of the City Temple, London, 1869-1902. He
published several books on religious subjects and his

autoliiography, "A Preacher's Life " (1899).

Parkes (parks). Sir Henry. Born in War-
wickshire, May 27, 1815: died at Sydney,

April 27, 1896. An Australian statesman. He
emigrated to Sydney, Australia, in 1839 ; founded and

edited (18.''>0-67) the " Empire " newspaper as the organ of

Liberalism in New South Wales ; and was colonial secre-

tary IstKi-tiS and premier of New South Wales 1872-75,

1878-82, and 1887-89. He was knighted in 1877. In 1891

he presided over the Federation Conference. He pub-

lished volumes of poems, political speeches, " Fifty Years

in tile .Making of Australian History " (1S9'2), etc.

Parks, Mrs. George Richmond. See Bobins,

Elizabvth.

Parliament*. The House of Lords comprises peers who
hold their seats by hereditary right, or by creation of the

sovereign, or by election for life (Irish peers), or by election

for a given parliament (Scottish peers), or by virtue of their

office (English bishops). The number in 1908 was 616. Of

the elec&d peers 16 are .Scottish and 28 are Irish. The
House of Commons consists of representatives of county,

borough, and university constituencies in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland. In 1908 the total number was 670, of

which 377 represented counties, 284 boroughs, and 9 univer-

sities. There were 465 English, 30 Welsh, 72 Scottish, and
103 Irish members.

Parrish (par'ish), Maxfield. Bora at Phila-

delphia, July 25, 1870. An American painter

and illustrator. He studied art at the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts and under Howard Pyle ; was
elected associate of the National Academy of Design in

New York in 1905 and member in 1906 ; and is also a fel-

low of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He has
developed a style of dignity and power in color and de-

sign which is best shown in his colored illustrations.

Parrish (par'ish), Stephen. Born at Phila-

delphia, July 9, 1846. An American landscape-
painter and etcher. He first exhibited pictures at

the Pennsylvania Academy in 1878 and at the National

Academy in New York in 1879. His ftrat plate was etched
in December, 1879. He belongs to the Now York Etching
Club, and to the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers, Lon-
don.

Parry*, Sir Charles Hubert Hastings.
He was professor of music at Oxford University 1899-1908.

He was ifnighted in 1898 and created a baronet in 1902.

Parsons*, Alfred William. He was created

a member of the Royal Academy in 1897.

Partridge (par'trij), William Ord-way. Bom
at Paris, France, April 11, 1861. An Ameri-
can sculptor and author. He studied art in Rome,
Florence, and Paris : was professor of fine arts in Colum-
bian University, Washington ; and has executed an eques-
trian statue of General Grant and a statue of Hamilton for

Brooklyn, a statue of Shakspere for Chicago, and a large

number of other statues and busts. His published works
include " Art for America" (1895), "The Song of Life of a
Sculptor" (1895), "Technique of Sculpture " (1896), "The
Angel of Clay" (1900), "Nathan Hale "(1902), and "The
Czar's Gift "(1906).

Pasig (pii'sig). 1. A river in Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, connecting Laguna de Bay with
Manila Bay. The city of Manila is situated at ite

mouth. It is navigable, even at low water, by cascos and
by launches of 5 or 6 feet draft,

2. A town, the capital of Rizal province, Lu-
zon, Philippine Islands, situated in lat. 14°

33' N., long. 121° 5' E. Civilized population
of municipality (1903), 11,278.

Pasini*. Alberto. Died at Turin, Dec. 15,

1899.

Patin (pa-taii'), Henri Joseph Guillaume.
Born at Paris, Aug. 21, 1793: died there, Feb.
19,1876. A French writer. lie was elected a mem-
ber of the French Academy in 1843 and became its per-

petual secretary in 7871. His most noted work is " Etudes
sur les tragiques grecs ou examen critique d'Eschyle, etc."

(1841-i;i).

Patmore*, Coventry Kearsey Dighton.
Died at Lymington, Hampshire, Nov. 26,

1896. His later work included "The Unknown Eros and
otherodcs "(1877), " Amelia " (1878), collected poems (18S6),

"Principle in Art" (1889), "Keligio Poetai" (1893), and
"Rod, Root, and Flower" (189.5).

Paton*, Sir Joseph Noel. Died at Edinburgh,
Dec. 26, 1901.

Patti*, Adelina. She married Baron Ceder-
strom in 1899.

Pattison ( pat ' i - son ), Dorothy Wyndlo'w :

known as Sister Dora. Bora at Hankswell,
Yorkshire, Jan. 16, 1832: died at Walsall,

Staffordshii'e, Dec. 24, 1878. An English
philanthropist, sister of Mark Pattison. She
joined the sisterhood of the Good Samaritan at Coatham,
Yorkshire, in 1804 ; was connected with its cottage
hospital at Walsall : and became an excellent surgical
nurse and devoted herself to the care of the poor. In
1877 she took charge of the Municipal Epidemic Hospital
in Walsall.

Patton*, Francis Landey. He was president of
Princeton University 1888-1902, and became president
of Princeton Theological Seminary in 1903.

Pauer*. Ernst. Died at Jugenheim, Darm-
stadt, May 9, 1905.

Paul (pal), Herbert Woodfleld. Born 1853.

An English essayist and historian. He was
educated at Eton and at Corpus Christi College, Oxford ;

was admitted to the bar of Lincoln's Inn in 1878 ; and

Peary
was Liberal member of Parliament for South Edinbu-yh
1892-96 and for Northampton 1906-. He has publislied

"Men and Letters" (1901), "Life of Rt Hon. W. E.

Gladstone" (1901), "Matthew Arnold" (1902), "History
of Modem England " (vols, i, ii, 1904 ; iii, 1905 ; iv, v, 19(*),

"Lord Acton'' (1904), "Life of Froude" (1905), "Stray
Leaves" (1906), "Queen Anne " (1906), etc.

Paulsen (potil'sen), Friedrich. Born at Lan-
gonhorn, North Friesland, July l(i, 1846: died
at Steglitz, near Beriin, Aug. 14, 1908. A
German scholar, professor of philosophy and
pedagogics in the University of Berlin from
1878. His works include " Griindung, Organisation,
und Lebensordnungen der deutschen Universitaten im
Mittelalter" (1881), "Geschichte des gelehrten Unter-
richta auf den deutschen Schulen una Universitaten

"

(1885), " Einleitung in die Philosophie "(1891), " Immanuel
Kant" (1898), etc.

Pauncefote (pans'fut), Sir Julian, Lord
Pauncefote. Bora Sept. 13, 1828: died at
Washington, D. C, May 24, 1902. An English
diplomatist. He was knighted in 1874 and raised to

the peerage as Baron Pauncefote in 1899 ; was British
minister to the United States 1889-93 and ambassador
1893-1902 ; conducted the negotiations at Washington
which led to the settlement of the Bering Sea controversy,
the Anglo- Venezuelan boundary arbitration, etc. ; and
was senior British delegate at the Hague Peace Conference
in 1899. Throughout his life he did much for the cause
of international arbitration.

Pauwels', Ferdinand. Died at Dresden,
March 26, 1904.

Pavla". The university is attended by over
1,600 students and has a library of over 250,000
volumes.

Pajni", James. Died at London, March 25,

1898.

Pajme*. Henry B. Died Sept. 9, 1896.

Payne (pan), Henry Clay. Bora at Ash-
field, Mass., Nov. 23, 1843 : died at Washing-
ton, D. C, Oct. 4, 1904. An American busi-

ness man and politician. He was a member of the
Republican National Committee from 1880 ; and was post-

master of Milwaukee 1876-86 and postmaster-general
1902-04.

Payne', John Howard. Bom at New York,
June 9, 1791 : died at Tunis, April 9, 1852.

Peace Conference. 1. A conference proposed
by the Czar of Russia which met at The Hague,
May 18, 1899. it urged the avoidance of force as far

as la possible in international relations, adopted rules for

international arbitration, and established a permanent
court of arbitration.

2. An international conference, proposed by
the president of the United States in 1904,

which sat at The Hague June 15-Oct. 18, 1907:

the invitation was given by the Czar of Russia.
Conventions relating to the following subjects were
agreed upon : the pacific settlement of international dis-

putes : an international prize court ; the rights and duties

of neutrals on land, and at sea ; the laying of submarine
mines ; the discharge of projectiles and explosives from
balloons ; the bombardment of towns from the sea ; the
forcible collection of debts ; the use of merchantmen as

war-ships; the extension of the Geneva Convention and
the Red Cross to warfare at sea ; and the regulation of

land warfare.

Peace, Palace of. A building at The Hague,
to be occupied by the International Arbitra-

tion Court. The money for its erection was given by
Andrew Carnegie. The foundation stone was laid July
30, 1907.

Pearl Islands". They now belong to the Re-
public of Panama.
Pearson (per'son), Karl. Bom 1857. An
English mathematician, professor of applied
mathematics and mechanics in University

College, London, from 1885. He has written " The
Ethic of Free Thought" (1888), "Grammar of Science

'

(1892: enlarged 1899), "The Chances of Death and Other
Studies in Evolution" (1897), "National Life from the
Standpoint of Science " (1901), " Scope and Importance to

the State of the Science of National Eugenics" (1907), etc.

He was one of the editors of " Biometrika " 1902-04.

Peary', Robert Edwin, in July, 1893, he sailed

again, in the Falcon, intending to survey the northeastern

coast of Greenland, and if possible to push on toward the

north pole. He was unsuccessful and returned in Sep-

tember, 1896. In 1898 he again returned to the attack

upon the pole. He made his winter quarters at Etah,

near Smith Sound, and established caches of supplies as

far as Fort Conger. In the spring of 1900 he set out from
B'ort Conger, and traced the northern limit of the Green-

land archipel-ago, reaching the highest latitude (83* 50' N.)

then attained on the western hemisphere. His intention

was to renew the attempt to reach the pole each spring

until he should succeed. But he returned in Sept. 1902,

having reached lat 84" 17' N. His wife, Josephine Die-

bitsch Peary, author of " My Arctic Journal " (I893I. ac-

companied the expeditions of 1891-92. 1893-94, and 1900-01

(relief expedition) as far as the winter quarters. In July,

1906, he again set out for the pole in the Roosevelt He
wintered on the northeast coast of Grant Land and in

February, 1906, started north. He reached lat 87' 6' N.

on April 21. He was obliged to return owing to lack of

supplies. During this expedition he traced the north

coast of Grant Land and discovered new land at about
long. 100 W. He planned another attempt to reach the

pole in 1907, but was obliged to postpone it until 1908.

He set sail in the Roosevelt from Sydney, Cape Breton,

on July 17, intending to winter in the north ot Grant
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Land. On his return he announced, by wireless message
from Indian Harbor, Labrailur, on Sept. C, 1909, that he
had reached the pole April 6, 1909. He arrived in the (1901), 6,158.

Roosevelt at Cape Sheridan, Crant Land, where he win- Penck (pengk), AlbrCCht.
tered, on Sept 1, 1908. The sledtje expedition (including

7 members of the exploring party and 59 Esquimoa) was
begun Feb. 15-22, Peary himself stalling on the Utter
date, and arrived at Cape Columbia. On March 1 the

dash from Cape Columbia for the pole was begun. The
pole was reached by Peary, Henson, and four Eskimos
on April 6 and was left on April 7, and Cape Columbia
was reached on April 23. He has written "Northward
Over the lireat Ice " (1S98), and " Nearest the Pole " (1907).

Peary (pe'ri) Channel. The channel which
separates Markham Island and Melville Land
from northern Greenland: named for the
arctic explorer R. E. Peary.

Pecht*, Friedrich. Died at Munich, April

24, 1903

river. The Muskrat river flows through the town and Perry", Arthur Latham. Died July 9, 1905.
supplies power for sawmills, flour-mills, etc. Population pgrry (per'i), BUsS. Born at Williamstowu,

Born at Reudnitz, Mass,, Nov. 25, 1860. An Americaneditor,

a suburb of Leipsic, Sept. 25, 1858. A noted
German geographer, professor of geography
in the University of Vienna from 1885-1906

and in the University of Berlin 1906-. He has

written "Morphologie der Erdobeillache/' (1894), etc,, and
numerous scientific papers.

Pender (pen'dfer), Sir John. Born Sept. 10,

1816: died at Footscray Place, Kent, July 7,

1 896. An English merchant, one of the earliest

promoters of submarine telegraphy. Ilewasone
of the contributors to the formation of the fli-st Atlantic

Cable Company in 1866, and was a liberal supporter of the

enterprise through the difliculties which for many years

beset it. Its final success was largely due to his efforts.

Peck'(pek), Annie Smith. Bom at Pro%-i- Penfield (pen'feld), Samuel Lewis. Born at Persia

(lence, Rhode Island. An American explorer,

especially noted as a mountain-climber. She
was graduated at the State Normal School, University of

Michigan, in 187H, and studied in the American School

of <-'lassical Studies at .\thena. She climbed the Matter-

horn in 1895, an<i PoiK>catepetI and Orizaba in 1897, and
in 1908 made the first a.scent of IIuascarAn in Peru

Catskill, N. Y., Jan. 16, 1856: died Aug. 11

1906. An American mineralogist, professor

of mineralogy in Yale University 1893-1906.
He was instructor and assistant professor 18S0-93. He
published " Detenninative Mineralogy and Blowpipe
Analysis " (1898 : with Brush), and numerous scientific

papere.

author, and critic, son of Arthur Latham
Perry. He was professor of English in Williams Col-
lege 1886-93, and in Princeton University 1893-1900. In
1900 he was appointed professor of English literature at
Harvard University, a chair which replaced the one held
by Ticknor, Longfellow, and Lowell. lie has been editor
of the " Atlantic Monthly "since 1899. He was appointed
Harvard lecturer at the University of Paris for the year
1909-10. Among his works are " The Broughton House "

(1890), " Salem Kittredge, and Other Stories " (1894), " The
Plated City " (1896), " The Powers at Play " (1899), a chap-
ter on poetry in *' Counsel Upon the Reading of Books "

(1900), " A Study of Prose Fiction" (1902), "The Amateur
Spirit " (1904), " Walt Whitman " (1906), and " Park Street
Papers" (1908).

Perry* , William Stevens. Died May 13, 1898.
"^"^""^ " Until 1906 the government was an absolute

(height 24.000 feet ?). She had previously (1904) climbed PenUell*, Joseph. He was elected a member of the
the last-named mountain to the height of 19,000 feet In

this year she also attained an altitude of about 20,500 feet

on S<»rata, m Bolivia. ^^
Peckham (pek'ham), Eufus William. Bom
Nov. 8, 1838 : died Oct. 24, 1909. An American
jurist. He was admitted to the bar in 1859 ; was justice

of the Supreme Court of New iork 1883-86 ; was associate

Judge of the Court of Appeals, New York, 1886-95 ; and
associate justice of the United States Supreme Court
1896-1909. He was a delegate to the Democratic national

conventions of 187 t> and IS.'^^

Peel*, Arthur Wellesley, first Viscount Peel.

Hf was raised to the peerage in 1895.

National Academy of Design in May, 1909. He has
written "A Canterbury Pilgrimage" (18S.'i), "An Italian

Pilgrimage" (1886), "Two Pilgrims' Progress" (1887),

"Our Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy"

(1888). " Pen Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen " (1889), " Our
Journey to the Hebrides "

( 1889), " The Stream of Pleasure
"

(1891), "The Jew at Home" (1892), "Play in Provence"
(1892^ "To Oypsyland" (1893), "Modem Illustra-

tion" (189.5), "The Illustration of Botiks ' (1S96), "The
Alhambra " (1896), "The Work of Charies Keene" (1897),
" Lithography and Lithographists" (1900), and, with Mrs.

Pennell, " Life of James JIcNeil Whistler ' (1908).

Pennsylvania*, it sends 2 senators and :i2 repre-

sentatives to Congress and has .34 electoral votes

Peg Woffington (wof'ing-ton). A story by Pennsylvania*, University of. An institu-

Charies Reaile, published in 1852. See '
t,. .,

Wiiffinffton, Mnrqitret.

Peirce", James Mills. Died March 21, 1906.

He was professor of mathematics in Harvard
University 1869-1906.

Peking*. It was captured by the allied Euro-
pean and American forces Aug. 14, 1900.

Felasgicon (pe-las'ji-kon). A kind of terraced

outwork at the western end of the Acropolis

at Athens: also called £nneapylon, from its

nine gates.

Pel6e (pe-la'), Mount. fFr. Montague Pelee,

'baldmountai
part of the
1902, an eruption of Pel^e destroyed the city of

St. Pierre and about 40,000 people.—2. See
I'cint PcUr.

Pelew* Islands. They were purchased from
Spain bv (jermanv in 1899.

Pellegrini*, Carlcjs. Died July 17, 1906

Pelletier (pe-le-tya'),

Pantaloon. Born at Riviere (Juelle, Qi

Jan. 22, 1837. A Canadian Liberal statesman,
lieutenaut-govemor of the Province of Quebec<

1908-. He was graduated at Laval I'niversity in 18.58 ;

was called t« the bar in I860; was appointed queens
counsel in 1879 ; and was made a companion of the Order
of St Michael and St George in 18M8. He sat lor Ka-
mouraska in the House of Commons 18(i9-77, and for

Quebec, East in the t^uebec I.egis!ative Assembly 1874-

75 ; was minister of agriculture in the Mackenzie admin-
istration 1H77-78 : was called to the Senate in 1877 and
was its speaker 18(i»>-1901 ; and resigned his seat in 190.5.

He was judge of the Superior Court of the l^rorince of

tion of learning situated in Philadelphia. It

began in 1740 as a charity school and became an academy
and college in 1749 and a university in 1771. It has de- p-_,,_j-.L r,ortinratiOTi
partmentsof arts and science, education, medicme, law,

•V,"'^. ,,?'". _y,"rpui*|fi"i;

dentistry, veterinary medicine, mechanical and electrical

engineering, civil engineering, chemical engineering, and
chemistry, and a graduate school. It has 372 instructors

and 4,ono" students.

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
An institution, founded in 1805, consisting of a

museum of paintings, sculptures, and engrav-

ings, and an art school. Its building stands on

Cherry and North Broad streets, Philadelphia. Annual
exhibitions.of the works of living artists are held here in

. ,
-

,
winter,

ain/] 1. A volcano in the northeni People's Party". In 1S96 they accepted the Demo- Peter' (pe'ter) I. Born at Belgrade, June 29
island of Martinique. On May 8. oratfc nominee fur president, W. J Bryan, bnt Bomina- ,q g.), 1844. Kine of Servia, 1903-. He is the

ted their own candidate, Thoniaa E. Matson, for the vice- \^-^-ji_^^^-' _ f. fr- .. . ' ,

presidency. Among their aims are an increase of the

circulatinfc medium, free coinage of silver, free trade, an

income tax, suppression of motiopolies, etc. In 1901 and
190S they nominated Thomas E. Watwm for president.

Pepper", William. Died at Pleasanton, Cal.,

Juiv28, 1S9H.
'

is now a part of the Federated

monarchy, the Shah, who is generally regarded as the
vicegerent of the Prophet, being subject only to the rules

of the Mohammedan faith. In that year a National Coun-
cil was established, consisting of 156 (elected) members,
60 for Teheran and 06 for the provinces. Provision was
made later for a senate of 60 members, 30 to be appointed
by the Shah and 30 to be elected by the National Council.

The constitution as finally adjusted was signed by the
Shah on Oct. 8, 1907. Conflict between the Council and
the Shah (Mohammed Ali) resulted in the dissolution of

the parliament on June 23, 1908, the parliament-house
being attacked and destroyed by the military. A Council
of State was then established in the place of the National
Council. In 1909 a proclamation was issued by the Shah
establishing a representative assembly and appointing
the date of a general election. On July 16, 1900, the Shah
was dethroned by the constitutionalists and the Crown
Prince, Ahmed Mirza, was chosen as his successor. An
agreement between Great Britain and Russia, with regard
to their respective spheres of influence in Persia, was
reached in May, 1907, each country limiting its sphere in

the provinces adjoining its frontier.

Peru*. Including Tacna, it comprises 19 departments
and 3 provinces. Tacna and Arica are still (Kcupied by
Chile. A boundary dispute with Bolivia which was re-

ferred to the president of the Argentine Republic was
decided by him in favor of Peru in 1909."

• ^ ^^^^ Grace Contract,

Tfie,) On April L*,'l'.t07, an agreement was signed (annul-

ling the terms previously in force) by which the lease of

the corporation was extended for 17 yeara, the govern-

ment to pay annually, for 30 years, £80,000 and to receive

one half the net receipts. Pi'ovision was made for the
continuation of the work on the Oroya-Huancayo and
Secimi-Cuzco lines, and the construction of the Jonan-
Chilete line. Tlie works at MoUendo, the Chiro canal,

the silver-mines at Cen-o de Pasco, and a debt of £200,000

to Chile were reserved.

Pescadores'*. 1. They were ceded by China
to Japan by the treaty of Shiraonoseki in 1895.

Sir Charles Alphonse ^.^/t^'e, ^L.
Bivi.reUuone,(fueW,jMa,ayS,^e^^^^

son of Alexander Karageorgevitch, and was proclaimed

king by the army alter the murder of King Alejandcr I.

and Queen Draga, June 10, 1903. He married Princess

Zorka of Montenegro in 1883.

Petrie', William Matthews Flinders, his
eicavations in Egypt, 1km)-1'.h16, covered the exploration

of the Greek city at Naukratis and the towns of Am and
Daphna;, the discovery of prehistoric Egyptians at Na-

gada, the discovery at Medum of the earliest temple, ex-

cavations of the temples at Tanis, Koptos, and Thebes,

records of kings of the earliest dynasties at Abydos, etc.

He has been Edwards professor of Egyptology at Univer-

sity College, London, since l(-93. In 18!)4 he founded the

Egyptian Research Account (developed in loft's to the

British School of Archa-ology in Egypt). His later works
include "History of Egypt" (1S94-190,».), "Egyptian
Tales" (189r>), "Religion and Conscience in Ancient— „ Egypt" (1898), "Methods and Aims in Archeology"

de la fionzalera" (1878), " I>e tal palo, tal astllla (18,9), (i9(»\ "Religion of Ancient Egypt" (1006), "Janus in

"Pedro Sanchez" (1.88.'!), " Sotileza"(188.'i), "La Puchera Modern Life "(1007), " Pereonal Religion in Egypt Before

(1889), "La Montalvez" (1801), "Peilas an-iba """"-•- - ....

A pseudonym of Richard

Malcolm Johnston.
Fereda (pa-ra'THa), Jos6 Maria de. Bom at

Polanco, near Santander, Spain. Feb. 7, 1834:

died at Madrid, March 2, 1906. A Spanish

novel ist. Among his works are " Escenas montaflesas
"

(18«1), " El buey suelt<j " (1877), " Don (ionzalo Oonaalez

Pereira da Silva", Joao Manuel.
Rio Janeiro, Aug. ,30, 1817: died 1898,

(Juehec from 1905-08. -
, , ta- iicnn

Peloubet (pe-18'bet), Francis Nathan. Bom Perez', Jos6 Joaquin. i^'^J 1830-

at New York, Dec. 2, 1831. An American Perez*, Santiago. Died 1900.

clerdyraan and author of works on the Bible P6rier', Jean Paul Pierre Casimir.

for Sundav-school teachers and scholars. He Paris, March 11, 1907.

Born at Tortona,
and musical

Died at

was graduated at Williams College in 18.'i3, and at the Pofogx (pa-ro'si), LoreUZO. Bor
Bangor Theological Seminary in i8S7 ; and was minister t. . -n, 90 luyo i tiriest
to various Congregational churches from 18.",7 to 188.3. Italy, Ifeo. ~o, loi... J\ jji lesv

" • •-..-.. £,..._. V .__ __ .,._ T-tema- composer. From 1897 to 1903 he was

works at .St. Mark's, Venice, and was then tal

md on by Pope Pius X. His most important

Passion of Christ,' "The Transflguratii

render rection of Lazarus," and
''J^'^^'^'^^'l^"-'--"^^^^^ Pfleiderer (pfli'der-or), OttO. BornatStette

where Perowne", JohuJamesStewart. Bom March
'^f^^^

/^l*
j. i i839: died at Grosslicht,

gned 13, 1823: died Nov, 6,1904 ,
. _, ^ felde. near Berlin, July 20, 1908. A Germ

He is be.st kn<)wn for his "Select Notes on the Interna-

tiiinal Sunday Schiwl Lessfms" (187»-), His other works
iiii-luile "The Teacher's Commentary on Matthew and on
Art.s," " Tlie Hook r)f Job, a l)ram:^" etc.

Pemberton", John Clifford. After the surrender

of Vicksburg he returned on pan^le to Richmond,,

he remained until he was exchanged. He then resigned.

but was reappointed as inspector of artillery, with the t>-__,,,j /„„ .^'i
rank of c.donel, in which capacity he served until the end reilAUU. i^pi-i" ,1,

f>f the war.

Pemberton (pem'b^r-ton), Max. Bom at

Birmingham, England, June 19, 1863. An
English novelist and editor. He has been editor

of "CasscH'a Magazine" since 1896. Among his works
are "The Iron Pirate" (1893), "The Impregnable City"

(l->96), "The Little Huguenot" (1895), "A Puritan's

Wife "

(1.806), "The Garden of .Swords" (1809), "Pro
Patria" (1901), " .My Swonl for I.afayette " (190ii). " Wheels
of Anarchy " (Iff*), "Sir Richard Escombe " (1908), "The
Show liirl" (1009). etc.

Pembroke (pern' bruk). 3. A town, the capi-

tal of Renfrew County, Ontario, Canada. It is

In the Dortheaatem part of the county, on the Ottawa

Adolphe Louis Albert.
Born at Lyons, Feb. 7, 1828: died Feb. 11,

1906. A French prelate and ecclesiastical

writer, bishop of Autun, Chalons, and Macon.
In 1865 he was appointed professor of ecclesiastical his-

tory at the Sorbonne, from which he retired in 1874 to

become bishop of Autim. He was elected to the French

Academy in 1882, succeeding Auguste Barbier. In 1884

he became superior-general of the Oratory, and was created

cardinal hy Pope I.eo XIII. in 189:!. Among his works

are "Etudes sur I'Irlande conteniporaine " (1862), "L'Ora-

toirede France aux XVIIe et XI.X« slides" (186S), "Les

paroles de I'heure pr^sente" (1872), " Le Cardmal de

Richelieu " (1882), " CEuvrcs past^irales et oratoires ' (1883-

86), "Le Cai-dinal Lavigerie " (1893), "Le P6re Gratry'

(1900), etc.

(1895), etc. Christianity " (lO.*), and many volumes of special reports.

Born at pgttenkofer*. Max von. Died at Munich,
Feb. 10, 1901.

Pettus (pet'us), Edmund Winston. Bom in

Limestone County, Ala., July 6, 1821: died

July 27, 1907. An American lawyer and
statesman. United States senator (Democratic)

from Alabama from 1897-1907.

Petty-Fitzmaurice*, Henry Charles Keith,
fifth Marquis of Lansdowne. He was govenior-

general of Canada 1883-88, governor-general of India

1888-93, secretary of state for war 1895-1900, secretary of

state for foreign alfaiis 1000-05.

Born at Stetten,
er-

felde, near Berlin, July 20, 1908. A German
Liberal theologian, professor of practical the-

ology in the University of Berlin from 1875.

He piiblished "Moral und Religion" (1872), " Geschichte

der Religionsphilosophie von Spinoza bis auf die Gegen-
wart" (third edition 1893), "Der F'aulinisnuis" (1873),

" Das I'rchristentum " (1887), "The Development of The-

ology since Kant "(1890), " Philosophy and_DevfiliaJUienl-

f)f Reliiriiio" n !-04Y " Das Cliristusliild des nichristlichen

Olaubensinreligionsgeschichtlicher Belenchlung " (1903),

" Die Vorbereitung des Christentunis in der griechischen

Phllosoiihie " (190t), " Die Entstehung des Christentunis
"

(10<)5), etc.

Pfliiger (pflu'ger), Eduard Friedrich Wil-
helm. Born at Ilanau, June 7, 1829. A Ger-

man physiologist, professor in the University



Pflttger

at Bonn from 1839. He founJed and edited from

l^^.s tile •' ApchiT fiir die gesamte Physiologie."

Fhaoa (fa'on). A boatman of Mytilene, the

favorite of the poetess Sappho. Ac«irding to the

legend, when old and ugly lie carried the goddess Aphro-

dite across the sea aud would accept no payment. For
this she rewarded liim with youth and beauty.

Phelps", Edward John. Died at New Haven,
Couu., MarcU 9. 19(.I0.

Philip, John Woodward. Bom at Kinder-

hook, N. Y., Aug. '2(5, 1840: died at Brooklyn,

N. Y., June 30, 1900. An American naval

officer. He was graduated at the I'. S. Naval Academy
in 1S50 ; and was promoted commander in 1S74, captain

in 188%^ oomniodot« Aug. 10. 1898, and rear-admiral in

18S9L He commanded the Texas in the battle oil Santiago,

July S. 18S8 ; was temlK)rary commander of the North
-Atlantic S<)uadron; ami on Jan. 15, 1899, took command
of the navy-yarvl, New York-

Philippine Islands*. The group was ceded to the

I'nited States by Spain by the treaty of Paris, Dec. 10,

1S9S. The sum of *'20,OiX),000 W.1S paid to Spain by the

United States. See Spanish-Aynfrican War. A native

insturection against Spanish rule broke out in 1896, was
quelled by Jan., 1898, but again broke out under the

leadership of .\guinaldo, after the battle of Manila, in

May, 1898. In Feb., ls>9i>, the insurgents turned their

arms against the United States ; the insurrection came to

an end with the capture of Aguinaldo, March 23, 1901.

Civil government was established in July, 1902. A Philip-

pine Assembly was elected in July and opened on Oct. 16,

1907. The govenmient consists of a governor-general,

appointed by the president of the United Stjites, and a
legislative assembly. The assemlily comprises an upper
bouse consisting of the Philippine Commission (nine

members, including the governor, three of them Fili-

pinos), and a lower house of 79 representatives. There
are four executive departments. The islands are divided
int*> 39 provinces.

Phillips, Stephen. Born at Somerton, near
Oxford, July 28, 1868. An English poet and
playwright." He was on the stage 1886-92.
He has written " Poems " (1897), " Paolo and Francesca

"

(1899), "Herod" (1900), "Ulysses" (1902), "The Sin of

David " (1901), " Nero " (1908), " The Last Heir " (1908), etc.

PhillpottS (fil'potz), Eden. Born at Mount
Abu, India, Nov. 4, 1862. An English novelist.
He is the author of " Down Dartmoor Way " (1895), " Lying
Prophets " (1897), " Children of the Mist " (1898), " Sons of
the Morning" (1900), "The Good Red Earth" (1901), "The
Striking Hours" (1901), "The River" (1902), ".My Devon
Year" 11903), "The Golden Fetich " (1903), "The Ameri-
can Prisoner" (1904), "The Farm of the Dagger" (1904),

"The Secret Woman" (1906), "Knock at a Venture"
(1906), "The Portreeve" (1906), "The Sinews of War"
(1908: with Arnold Bennett), "The Mother of the Man"
(1908), "The Virgin in Judgment" (1908), "The Statue,"
with E. A. Bennett (1908), "The Three Brothers ' (1909),
etc.

Piazza del Oampidoglio (pe-at'sa del kam-pi-
dol'yo). [It., 'oil market.'] The open square
on the Capitoline Hill in Rome, the Area
Capitolina of the old city. Until 1477 it was the
general market of the city and remained the center of
civic life after the market was removed to the Piazza
Navona. The Senatorial Palace or city hall is mentioned
as early as 1160. In 1638 the equestrian statue of Marcus
Aorelius was placed in its present position and in 1559 a
plan was made, under the direction of Michelangelo, ac-
cording to which the present arrangement of the build-
ings has been carried out,— the Senatorial Palace in the
center, the Palace of the Conservator! on the right, and
the Museum of the Capitol on the left.

Picciola (pet-che-6'la). The story of the love
of a prisoner for a flower, written by Saintine
(J. Xavier Boniface) and published about 1836.
The sketch won for its author the Montyon prize and the
cross of the Legion of Honor. It has been translated into
many languages.

Piccolomini*, Maria. Died at Florence, Dec.
2.5, 1899.

Pickering (pik'Sr-ing), William Henry. Born
at Boston, Mass., Feb. 15, 1858. An American
astronomer, assistant professor of astronomy
at the Harvard Observatory from 1887. He es-
tablished the Arequipa station of the Harvard Observa-
tory in 1891 and a station in Jamaica in 1900, and led
eclipse expeditions in 1878 (Colorado), 1886 (West Indies),
1889 (California), 1893(Chile), and 1900 (Georgia). The La-
lande prize of the French Academy was awarded to him
in 1905 for the discovery of the ninth and tenth satellites of
the ph-met Saturn,

Picon", Henri Pierre. Died at Nantes, July
IK, 189.').

Pictiuart (pe-kiir'), Marie George. Bom at
Stras)>urg, Sept. 6, 1854. A French general
and statesman, minister of war under Clemen-
ceau 1906-09. He was prominent in the defense of
Dreyfus, in connection with which he was retired from
the army in 1898 and later imprisoned. He was restored
to active service in 190.5, with the rank of brigadier-gen-
eral.

Pierola*, Nicolas de. He was president 1895-
99.
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Pilbarra Goldfield. A gold-mining region in

the northwestern part of Western Australia.

Pilot, The. A nautical romance by James
Fenimoro Cooper, published in 1823.

Piloty*, Ferdinand. Died at Munich, Dec.

21, 1895.

Pinar del Rio (pe-nar'del re'd). The western-

most province of Cuba. It is bounded on the north

by the Gulf of Mexico, on the east by the prov-

ince of Havana, on the south by the Caribbean
Sea, and on the west by the Yucatan Channel. Capital,

Pinar del Rio. Area, 6,206 square miles. Population
(1!K)7). 240,372.

Pinatubo (pe-na-to'bo), or Pinalubo. A vol-

cano in the northwestern part of Pampanga
province, southern Luzon, Philippine Islands.

Height, 6,040 feet.

Pinchot (pin'cho^ Gifford. Born at Simsbury,
Conn., Aug. 11, 1865. An American naturalist,

forester of the United States Department of
Agriculture from 1898, and later chief of the
Forest Service. He was graduated at Yale Univer-
sity in 1889 : began the first systematic forest work in the
United States at Biltmore, North Carolina, 1892-94 : was
a member of the national forest commission 1896-96 : and
was appointed by the President a member of the commit-
tee on organization of government scientific work in 1903,

of the commission on the public lands in the same year,
and of the committee on department methods in 1905.

He was appointed a member of the Inland Waterways
Commission in 1907. He has published "The White Pine"
(1896: with H. S. Graves), "The Adirondack Spruce"
(1898), " A Primer of Forestry " (1899), etc.

Pinero (pin'e-r6). Sir Arthur Wing. Bom
at London, May 24, 1855. An English dram-
atist. He was an actor 1874-81. His plays include
"The Squire" (1881), "The Magistrate" (188.5), "Sweet
Lavender " (1888), " The Profligate " (1892), " The Cabinet
Minister" (1890), "Lady Bountiful" (1891), "The Second
Mrs. Tanqueray" (1893), "The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith"
(1896), "The Benefit of the Doubt " (1896), "The Princess
and the Butterfly" (1897), "Trelawney of the 'Wells'"
(1898), "The Gay Lord Quex" (1899), " Irls"(1901), "Letty"
(1903), "A Wife Without a Smile" (1904), "His House in
Order " (1906), " The Thunderbolt " (1908), and others.

Pines*, Isle of. in April, 1907, the United States
Supreme Court decided that the Isle of Pines (Cuba) is

not United States territory. It is now a municipality of
the province of Havana.

Pirsson (per'son), Louis Valentine. Bom at
New York, Nov. 3, 1860. An American geolo-
gist, professor of geology in the Sheffield Sci-
entific School of Yale University from 1897.
He was graduated from Yale in 1882 ; studied in Heidel-
berg and Paris ; and has been connected with the faculty
of the Sheffield School since 1885. He is assistant editor
of the " American Journal of Science," and is connected
with the United States Geological Survey. His publica-
tions indude "Rocks and Rock Minerals" (1908), aud
numerous geological and mineraloglcal papers.

Pisa*. The university has over 100 instructors
and 1,160 students.

Pitcher, Molly. The wife of a Revolutionary
soldier who distinguished herself at the battle
of Monmouth, June 28, 1778. She took the place of
her husband, who was killed while discharging a cannon.
Washington commended her bravery and gave her a com-
mission as sergeant.

Pitlochry (pit-loch'ri). A village and health-
resort in the county of Perth, Scotland, near
the Pass of Killiecrankie.

Pitman*, Sir Isaac. Died at Bath, Jan. 22,
1897.

Pittsburg. 2. A city in the southeastern part
of Crawford County, Kansas. It is situated in a
coal-mining district and has zinc-works, iron-works, mills,
machlne-sliops, etc. Population (1900), 10,112.

Pius X. (Giuseppe Sarto). Born at Riese,
near Treviso, Italy, June 2, 1835. Pope since
August, 1903. He was ordained priest in 1858; was
made bishop of Mantua in 1884 ; cardinal and patriarch of
Venice In 1893.; and was elected pope August 4, 1903.

Pivot City. A nickname of Geelong, in Vic-
toria, Australia : so named from its supposed
importance in the future of the colony.

Plancus (plang'kus). ARoman soldier, orator,
aud consul (42b. C). He served under Julius Ccesar
in the Gallic and civil wars ; attached himself successively
to Brutus, Antony, and Octavius; and propiwed in the
senate that the title of Augustus should be bestowed on
the last named. Horace .addressed to him Ode vii., Book I.

Piatt (plat), Orville Hitchcock. Born at
Washington, Conn., July 19, 1827: died there,
April21, 1905. An American lawyer and states-
man, United States senator (Republican) from
Connecticut 1879-1905.

Piatt', Thomas Collier. U. S. senator from
New York 1897-1909. Died March 6, 1910.

Playfair*, Sir Lyon, first Lord Plavfair. Died
at London, May 29, 1898.Pike's Peak*. Its height, according to the

determination of 1907, is 14,107 feet. t>i„»„„-4. » ai* j t\- a <. txt i.- _i
Tjjt , -,. /,T 1 .1 . .„. . , , Pleasonton , Alfred. Died at Washington,
Pilar (pe-lar') Islands. A group of 24 islands u. C. Feb. 17 1897
in the Sulu (Jolo) Archipelago. The largest of

' '
"

them is only 8.2 square miles in area. They belong to
the Zamboanga district of More province. Area of group,
17.1 square milea.

Plehve (pla've), yjacheslaf Konstantino-
vitch. Bom about 1846: died at Warsaw,
July 28, 1904. A Russian oflicial. He was edu-

Poole
cated at Warsaw and at St Petersburg and held Tarions
positions in the ministry of justice, becoming prosecutor
at St. Petersburg. In 1881 he was appointed director of
the state police, in 1883 assistant *o the ininister of tho
interior, and in 1894 secretary of state for Finland, and *
member of the council of tile empire. As governor of
yinland he was hostile to the Finnish nationalists and
inaugurated a policy of repression. In 1902 he became
minister of the interior. His administration was marked
by tile massacre of the Jews at Klshlnef, the spoliation
of the Armenian Church, the exile of Russian noblemen
holding liberal opinions, and a policy of ruthless severity
toward the peasantry and working-classes. He was killed
by a bomb thrown under his carriage as he was leaving
Warsaw to make his weekly report to the Czar.

PlimsoU*, Samuel. Died June 3, 1898.

Plummer (pium'er), William Edward. Bom
at Deptford, England, March 26, 1849. An.
English astronomer, director of the Liverpool
Observatory. In 1895 he became examiner in
astronomy to the University of Edinburgh.
Pobiedonostsef (po-be-do-nost'sef ), Constan-
tini Petrovitch. Born at Moscow, 1827 : died
at St. Petersburg, March 23, 1907. A Russian
jurist and statesman, procurator of the Holy
Synod of Russia 1880-1905. He studied at the Im-
perial School of Law at St Petersburg ; became an oflicial

of the senate in Moscow ; was professor of civil law in
the University of Moscow 1860-65 ; was instructor in the-
theory of law and administration to the sons of Alexander
II. ; and became a senator in St. Petersburg in 1868, and
a member of the Council of the Empire In 1872. He waa
always an active and uncompromising advocate of abso-
lutism in goveniment and an opposer of all liberal reform,
and he did much to strengthen the influence of the Or-
thodox Greek Church on Russian policy. He was the-
author of "Kursus des Civilrechte ' (1868), and "Ge-
richtsleltfaden " (1872).

Poincar6 (pwan-ka-ra'), Jules Henri. Bom
at Nancy, April 29, 1854. An eminent French
mathematician, professor in the Faculty of
Sciences at Pans from 1881. He has written
"Cours de physique malh^matlque" (1890), "Electricity
etoptique" (1890-91), "Thermodynaniique" (1892), "Lea.
methodes nouvelles de la mechanique celesto " (1892-99),
"Th^orie des tourbillons" (1893), "Les oscillations-
^lectriques" (1894), "Capillarity" (1896), " Calcul des
probabilit^s " (1896), "La science et I'hypothese " (1902),
etc. He was elected a member of the French Academy
in 1008, succeeding Sully-Prudhomme.

Point Loma (lo'ma). A promontory on the
southern coast of California, projecting into
the Pacific in a southerly direction and form-
ing a part of the northern boundary, and cov-
ering on the west the entrance of the bay of
San Diego.

Poir6, Emmanuel. A French illustrator,
known under his pseudonym of Caran d'Ache
(which see).

Pollock (pol'ok), Sir Frederick. Bom at
London, Dec. 10, 1845. An eminent English
jurist and philosophical writer. He was professor
of jurisprudence in University College, London, 1882-83;
of common law in the Inns of Court 1884-90 ; and of juris-
prudence in the University of Oxford 18S3-1903. He was
elected a fellow of the British Academy in 1902. He is

the author of " Principles of Contract " (1876), " Digest of
the Law of Partnership" (1877), "Spinoza "

(1880X "The
Land Laws " (1882), " Introduction to the History of the
Science of Politics" (1890), etc.

Pomeroy (pom'e-roi), Seth. Bom at North-
ampton, Mass., May 20, 1706: died at Peek-
skill, N. Y., February, 1777. A noted American
soldier. He was by trade a gunsmith, and entered the-
military service of the colony early in life. He was a
major in the Massachusetts forces at the capture of Louis-
burg in 1745. and in 1765 was a lieutenant-colonel under
Ephraim Williams, at whose death he succeeded to the-
command of the re.glment and gained a victory over
Baron Dleskau in the battle of Lake George. From 1774
to 1776 he served as a delegato to the Massachusetts
provincial congress, by which he was elected a general
ofticer in 1774 and a brigadier-general in 1775. He served
as a volunteer private in the battle of Bunker Hill in
1776, and a few days later was named by Congress senior
brigadier-general, but declined the appointment In 1776
he led a force of militia to the relief of the army under
Washington, and marched to tlie Hudson river.

Ponce. 2. A department in the south-central
part of Porto Rico. It is bounded by Arecibo, San
.Juan, and Guayama on the north ; Guayama on the east ;-

the Caribbean Sea on the south ; and Mayaguez and
Aguadilla on the west Capital. Ponce. Area, 822 square
miles. Population (1899), 203,191.

Pooh-Bah (po'ba'). A character in the comic
ojipra " The Mikado," by Gilbert and Sullivan,
who fills a largo number of offices.

Poole (pol), Reginald Lane. Bom at London,
March 29, 1857. An English historian and
educator. He was assistant in the department of

mann.scripts at the British Museum 1880-*1 ; has been
assi.'itant editor, later joint editor with S. R. Gardiner, and
finally sole editor, of the "English Hlst<trlcal Review"
from 1886; and has been lecturer on modem history at
Jesus College, (>xford, from 1886. In 1904 he was made a
fellow of the British Academy. Among his publications
are " A History tif the Huguenots of the Dispersion at the
Recall of the Edict of Nantes " (1880). " Sebastian Bach "

(1882), " Illustrations of the History of Mediwval Thought""
(1884). and " Wycllffe and Movements for Reform ' (1889).

He has edited a " Historical Atlas of Modem Europe
'

'



Poole

(1897-1902), and is one of the editors of '* The Political
History of England '* (190(>-07).

Popayan*. It is now the capital of the de-
partment of Popayan.
Pope (pop), Franklin Leonard. Born at

Great Barrington, Mass., Dee. 2, 1840: died
there, Oct. 13, 1895. An American electrician.
He became assistant engineer of the American Telegraph
Company in 1862, and of the Russo-American Telegraph
Company in 1864, and while in the latter service made
the first exploration of the countr>- between British Co-
lumbia and Alaska in surveying a route for an overland
telegraph. He was one of the inventors of the ' ticker

'

used in stock-exchanges, and was the inventor of the rail

circuit for automatically controlling electric block-signals
on railroads. In 1884 he became editor of the " Electrical
Engineer."

Populists. See People's Party,
Portaels% Jean Frangois. Died at Brussels,
Feb. 8, 1895.

Portal^. See Portold,

Port Arthur (port ar'th^r). A town and naval
station near the extremity of the Liao-tung
peninsula, Manchuria, the terminus of abranch.
of the Siberian Railway, it was captured by the
Japanese Nov. 24, 1894. It was leased to Russia in 1898
and the lease was transferred to Japan by the Treaty of
Portsmouth in 1905. The Russians under General Stossel
were successfully besieged here by the Japanese under
General Nogi July, 1904,-Jan. 1, 1905.

Porter*, Fitz-John. Bom Aug. 31, 1822 : died
May 21, 1901.

Porter*, Horace. He was ambassador to
France 1897-19U5, and a delegate to the Second
Peaoe ("onference at The Hague in 1907.

Port Gabo. See GahOy Port,

Port Gubat, See Guhat, Port,

Port Libas. See Lihas^ Port.

PortoU (p6r-t6-la'), Don Gasparde. A Span-
ish captain serving in Mexico and California:

sometimes called '* first governor" of the lat-

ter. By government order he transferred the Baja ('ali-

foniia missions, 17(i7-C8, from the expelled Jesuits to the
Franciscans, and went with Father Juniperu Serra, Fran-
ciscan president, from Loreto overland Xm San Diego when
the latter place was founded in 1709. Thence he led a
party to Monterey but arrived at the bay of San Francisco
by mistake. He returned to San Diegu by Monterey and
in 1770 reached Monterey again. San Cailos Mission be-

ing then organized he departed for Mexico by ship in July
of tliat year, having been irt Alta California little more
than a twelvemonth assisting Junipero. Since no gov-
ernment existed and the settlements were barely started
the title "govenior" is hardly appropriate. M^o Purtald.

Porto Novo*. It is the capital of Dahomey.
Porto Rico", It was ceded by Spain to the United
.States in 1598. See Spani»h- American War. A consti-

tution was granted Uy it by Congress in IJWO. The gov-
ernment consist* of a governor and executive council (6

h«id8 of departments an<l 5 natives) appointed for 4
years by the President of the United States, and a House
of Delegates of 35 members elected for 2 years. The
Council and the House of Delegates form the assembly.

Port Royalist. See Puerto Princesaj 1.

Portsmouth, Treaty of. A treaty of peace
between Japan and Russia, signed at Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire, September 5, 1905.
The Czar and the Mikadn signed duplicate copies Oct<>
ber 14, 19o5, The conference was held in the United
States in response to an invitation issued by President
R<^josevelt Russia sent as peace commissioners Count
Witte and Baron Bosen ; Japan sent Baron Komura and
Kogoro Takahira. The treaty contains 15 articles and 2

additional articles in conformity with provisions of articles

III. and IX. Article I. established peace between Japan
and Russia ; 11. established Japanese supremacy in

Korea; HI. (with addition I.) engaged Japan and Russia
to have evacuated Manchuria (except the Liao-tung
peninsula) IH months after the signing of the treaty and
to resUire to the administration of China all i)ortions under
occujKition ; IV. engaged Japan and Russia not to obstruct
any general measures, common Ui all countries, which
China may take for the development of the commerce
and inilustry of Manchuria ; V. transferred from Russia
to Japan, with the consent of China, the lease of P(jrt

Arthur, Ta-Uen, and adjacent territoo' ; VI. transferred,
with the consent of the Chinese gcjvennnenl, from Russia
to Japan the railway and its branches between Chang-chun
(Kwang-cheng-tszet and Port Arthur; VII. engaged both
powers to exploit their railways in Manchuria for com-
merri;0 and industrial purjMMies only ; VIII. provl<led for

thf.'r(%r!il;iri.»n of the connecting ruilway services of Japan
and itus'viji in Manchuria; IX. ceded from Russia to
Japan the island of .Saghalin and adjacent islands south
of lat. 5o* N. on condition that neither power shall erect
fortifications on the island; X. estjiblished the status of

Russian subjects in the ceded territ<>ry ; XI. arranged for

Japanese flnhing riglits along the coasts of the Russian
possessions in the Japan, Okhotsk, and Bering seas; XII.
ppjvidt'd for temporary commercial and navigation rela-

tions between the two powers; XIII. arranged for the
re8t(»r;itioti of prisoners of war and for expenses connected
with them; XIV. an-ange<l for the ratification of the
treaty ; and XV. provided that the treaty should be
signed in duplicate in French and in English, and that in

cases of <liscrepancy of interpretation the French text

should prevail.

Port Snbic- See Suhic, Port,

Portugal*, r.mtinental Portugal is divided into 6
pr-viiicef* and 17 districts; the Azores have 3 districts

and Macicira has one. Carlos I. and his elder son, Luiz
Philip, were assassinated Feb. 1, 1908. and the younger
QQ succeeded to the throne as Manoel IL
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Portuguese Hymn. See Jdeste Jideles.

Potocka (p6-tots'ka), Sophie. Born at Con-
Btaiitiuople, about 1766 : died at Berlin in 1822.
The wife of the Polish count Stanislas Felix
Potocki. She was the child of Greek (Fanarlot) pa-
rents. Her mother sold her at the age of twelve for 1,500
piasters ($375) to the French ambassador at Coiistiinti-

nople, who adopted her as his ward. She married Count
de Witt, the commandant of Kemenets, Podolia, who some
three years later divorced her at the request of Potocki
and on the receipt of tw^o million gulden. She then (1790)

married Potocki and became noted throughout Kussia and
Germany for her beauty and cleverness.

Pototan (p6-t6'tiln). 1. A municipality in
the eastern part of Iloilo province, Panay,
Philippine Islands. Civilized population
( 1903), 20,964.-2. A town of Iloilo province,
situated on the Jalaur river. Population
(1903), 5,(162.

Potter*, Eliphalet Nott. Died Feb. 6, 1901.

Potter", Henry Codman. Died at Coopers-
town, N. Y., July 21, 1908. His later works in-

cluded "Sermonsot the City"(1881), " Waymarks " (1892),
"The Scholar and the State " (1897), " The East of To-day
and To-morrow " (1!J0*2), "The Citizen in his Relation to
the Industrial Situation" (1902). "Law and Loyalty"
(1903), "Modem Man and his Fellow Man" (1903), "The
Drink Problem in Modem Life" (1905), "Reminiscences
of Bishops and Archbishops" (1906), "Man, Men, and
their Master" (1907).

PoweU", Join Wesley. Died at Haven, Me.,
Sept. 23, 1902. His later works include " Studies in
Sociology" (1887X "Canyons of the Colorado" (1895),

"Truth and Error" (1898X and many special scientific
reports.

Poynter *, Sir Edward John, in November, isoe,

he was elected president of the Koyal Academy, and he
was direct^jr of the National Gallery 1894-1905. He was
knighted in 1896 and created a biironet in 1902.

Poynting (poin'ting), John Henry. Bom at
Monton, near Manchester, England, Sept. 9,
1852. An English physicist, professor of
physics in the University of Birmingham
(formerly Mason University College) from 1880
and dean of the faculty of science. He has pub-
lished "A Text-bo<^k of Physics" (with J. J. Thomson),
etc.

Prado", Mariano Ignacio. Died 1901.

Prague*. The unlvei-sity contains two departments,
Oennan an<l Czech (the former with about 68 instructors
ami 868 students, and the latter with about 126 instruc-

tors and 2,300 studentfi), and has a library of over 354,000
volumes.

Prairie City. A popular name of Chicago, as
the chief city of the Prairie State.

Premier Diamond. A white diamond, weigh-
ing in the rough 3,024f carats, found by the
superintendent of the Premier Mine, Johan-
nesburg, January, 190.").

Prentiss', Benjamin Mayberry. Died Feb.
H, 1901.

Prestwich", Sir Joseph. Died at Shoreham,
Kent, June 23, 1896.

Prevost (pra-v6'), Eugtoe Marcel. Bom at
Paris, May 1, 1862. A French novelist. He was
educated by the Jesuits ; studied at the £cole Polytech-
niquo in Paris ; and followed the profession of civil engi-

neer until 1890. In 1909 he was chosen a member of the
French Academy, succeeding Victorien Sardou. Among
his works are "Le scorpion" (1887), "Mademoiselle
Jauffre " (1889), " Lettres des femmes " (1892), " Les demi-
vierges" (1894), "Les vierges fortes" (1900), "L'heureux
manage" (1901), "Lettres h Fran^oise" (1902), "Le pas
r<!veW" (1903). "I.a plus faible" (19(M), "LaPrincesse
d'Em)lnge"(1904), "L'accordeur aveugle" (1906), "Mon-
sieur et Madame Sloloch " (1906), " Femmes " (1907),
" Lettres k Francoise marine " (1908), etc.

Pribylof, or Pribilof (prib'i-lof), Gerassim.
A Kussian navigator who in 1786 discovered
the group of islands in Bering Sea which bears
his name.
Price (pris), Biruce. Born at Cumberland,
Md., Dec. 12, 1845: died at Paris, May 29,

1903. An American architect. In 1897 he was
elected president of the Architectural League of America
and in 188it fellow of the American Institute of Architects.

Among his more important works are the St. .lames

Building, the Century Building, and the Hunt Memorial
in New York City ; Georgian Coui-t .it Lakewood, New
Jersey ; several dormitories of Yale University ; the
<'hftteau Frontenac hotel in Quebec ; and the Royal Vic-
toria <'ollfgf in Montreal.

Prime*, William Cowper. Died Feb. 13,

1905. He edited the New York " Journ.il of Commerce "

1861-69. and was professor of the histoi-y of ai"t at Prince-

ton I'niversity l,S84-li)or).

Prince Edward Island*. It sends 4 members
to the Dominion senate, 4 members to the
House of Commons.

Princeton". It is the seat of Princeton Uni-
versity (see \cw Jersey, College of).

Pringle Pattison. See Seth, Andrew.

Prinsep (prin'sep), Valentine Cameron.
Born at Calcutta, Feb. 14, 1838 : died at Lon-
don, Nov. 11, 1904. An English painter. He
abandoned the Indian civil service for art at the sugges-

tion of G. F. Watts, and was elected associate of the Royal

Puccini
Academy in 1879 and academician in 1894. In 1877 he
was commissioned to paint " The Declaration of Victoria
as Empress of India " in commemoration of the Durbar at
Delhi. He was also professor of painting at the Royal
Academy. His work is distinctly English and academic
in style. He published several plays.

Pritchett (prich'et), Henry Smith. Bom at
Fayette, Mo., April 16, 1857. An American
astronomer and geodesist, superintendent of
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
1897-1900. He was assistant astronomer in the United
States Naval Observatory 1878-80 ; was astronomer of the
Morrison Observatory, Glasgow, Missouri, 1880-81 ; waa
professor of astronomy in Washington University, St.
Louis, 1881-97; was president of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology (Boston) 1900-06 ; and has been presi-
dent of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching from 190(>.

Prix de Borne. See Grand Prix de Rome.
Proctor (prok'tor), Edna Dean. Bom at Hen-
niker, N. H., Oct. 10, 1838. An American
author and poet. During the Civil War she did much
to arouse public sentiment in the North by her patriotic
prose and verse. Among her works are " Poems "

(1867),
" A Russian Journey "

(1872J,
" The Song of the Ancient

People " (1893), " A Mountam Maid, and Other Poems of
New Hampshire " (1900), " Songs of America " (lt)06), etc.

Proctor (
prok ' tor ), Eedfield. Born at Proc-

torsville, Vt., June 1, 1831 : died at Washing-
ton, D. C, March 4, 1908. An American
statesman. He was graduated at Dartmouth College
in 1851 and at the Albany Law School in 18.59; was ap-
pointed a lieutenant in the Union army in 1861, and rose
to the rank of colonel ; was several times a member of
the Vermont legislature ; was lieutenant-goveniorof Ver-
mont 1876-78 and govemor 1878-80 ; was secretary of war
1889-91 ; and was United States senator (Republican) from
Vemiont from 1891. He visited Cuba in 1898 and his
speech on the condition of atfairs in the island strongly
influenced the policy of the United States government.

Prohibition Party. A political party in the
United States founded upon the demand for
the prohibition by the Federal Constitution,
as well as by the laws of the several States, of
the "manufacture, sale, importation, exporta-
tion, or transportation of alcoholic liquors for
beverage purposes." Organization was Ijegun
in 1868 and the first national convention was
held in 1872.

Prothero (proth'e-ro), George Walter. Bom
in Wiltshire, England, Oct. 14, 1848. An Eng-
lish historian, writer, and editor. He was uni-
versity lecturer in history and tutor at King's College,
Cambridge, 1876-94 ; was professor of history at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh 1894-99 ; and was Rede lecturer at
Cambridge in 1903. In 1899 he succeeded his brother,
Rowland Edmund Prothero, as editor of the "Quarterly
Review," retiring in 1907. He was made a fellow of the
British Academy in 1903. Among his pul)licatit)n8 are
" Life and Times of Simon de Montfort " (1877), " M emoir
of Henry Bradahaw " (1889), and " British History Reader"
(1898).

Prothero (proth'e-ro), Rowland Edmund.
Born at Clifton on Teme, Worcestershire, Eng-
land, Sept. 6, 1852. An English writer. He waa
editor of the " Quarterly Review " 1894-99. Among his
works are " Life and Correspondence of Dean Stanley "

(1893 : with G. G. Bradley), " Letters and Journals of Lord
Byron " (1898-1901), "The Psalms in Human Lifc"(1903X
" Letters of Richard Ford " (190.5), "The Pleasant Land of

France " (1908), etc.

Prudden (pro'den), Theophil Mitchell. Bom
at Middlebury, Conn., July 7, 1849. An Amer-
ican pathologist and bacteriologist, professor

of pathology in the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Columbia University from
1891. He has published "A Manual of Normal His-

tology " (18^1), " A Handbwjk of Pathology " (seventh
edition, 1904), "Story of Bacteria" (1889), "Dust and its

I>anger8 " (1890), and results of researches, in technical
j^iuriiats, and popular articles on science and travel.

Prudhomme*. Ren6 Frangois Armand
Sully-. Died near Paris, Sept. 7, 1907. He was
elected a member of the French Academy in 1881, and
in 1901 received the Nobel prize for literature. His later

works include " L'expression dans les beaux arts " (1884),
" Le bonheur " (1888), " Rdflexions sur I'art des vers " (1892),

"Que sais-je? Examen de conscience. Sur I'origine de
la vie ten-estre " (1895), and " Psychologic du libre arbi-

tre" (li)07).

Pryor (pri'or), Boger Atkinson. Bom near
Petersburg',' Va., July 19, 1828. An American
jurist. He was graduated from Hampden Sidney Col-

lege in 1845 ; was special minister to Greece tmder Presi-

dent Pierce in 18.55 ; sat in Congress 1857-59 ; and was
again elected in 1860 but did not take his seat on account
of the secession of Virginia. He entered the Confederate

service as colonel in 1861 and wasbrevetted brigadier-gen-

eral in 1863 ; but resigned his commission and entered the

service as a private soldier. He was a mendier of the

Confederate Congress in 1862. In 1865 he began the prac-

tice of law in the city of New York, and in 1890 was ap-

pointed judge of the Court of Common Pleas, to which
office he was elected in IS91 for fourteen years. By the

revised constitution of 1894 the Court of Common Pleas

was abolished and for the remainder of his tenn after Jan.

1, 1896, he was a justice of the Supreme Court of New
York.

Puccini (pSt-che'nf), Oiacomo. Bom at

Lucca, June 22, 1858. An Italian operatic



Pucci^i

composer, a pupil of Ponchielli at the Milan

Conservatory, Hia nnwt important operas are " Manon
Leecauf (1S9SX "La Boheuie ' (ISSti). Tosca" (1900),

and "Madaiue ButUrfly " (1904; revised 1905). He is

coiisidereil one of the moat talented and original of the

youriKer school of Italian composers.

Puerto Galera (po-ar 'to ga-la'rii). 1. A
small liav ou the northern coast of Mindoro
Island, Philippines : safe for large craft in all

weather.— 2. A town, the capital of Mindoro
province, situated on the bay of the same
name, approximately in lat. 13° 32' N., long.

120= 56' E.

Puerto Princesa (po-ar'to pren-tha'sii). 1.

A bav and harbor on the eastern coast of

Parag'ua (Palawan) Island : safe for large ves-

sels in all weather. Also called Port Royal-

ist.— 2. A town, the capital of Paragua prov-

ince, situated on the eastern coast of Paragua

(Palawan) Lsland, Philippines, at the entrance

of Puerto Princesa Bay, approximately in lat,

9° 41' 30' N.. long. 118° 45' E. It was the capital

of Paraitua Sur before the union of that district with

Paragua province. Civilized population of municipality

(1903). 1,208.

Pulitzer (pu'lit-zer), Joseph. Bom at Buda-
pest, Hungary, April 10, lh47. An American
gournalist, proprietor of the New York
'• World " from 1883. He came to the United States

In 18« ; served in the Inion army during the last year of

the Civil War ; and after its close devoted himself to

journalism in St Ix)uis. In 1903 he endowed a school of

jounialisni in Columbia Univereity.

Pupin (pii'pin), Michael Idvorsky, Bom at

Idvor, Hungary, Oct. 4, 1858. An American
physicist, professor of electromechanios in

Columbia University from 1901, especially

known for his work in electricity. He was
graduated at Columbia in 1883 ; studied in Berlin i and
became instructor at Columbia in 1889. He has published
numerous technical papers. By an invention involving

the use of non.uniform conductors he has greatly in-

creased the distance over which telephonic and tele-

graphic messages can be transmitted.

Putnam (put 'nam), Frederic Ward. Bom at

Salem, Mass., April 16, 1839. An American
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anthropologist, professor of American arehse-

ology and ethnology in Harvard University

from 1886, and professor of anthropology in

tlio University ol California fro-n 1903. He has

been curator of the Peabotiy Museum (Harvard) from

1S75, and was curator of the department of anthropology

in the American Museum of Natural Histoi-y (New York)

lKm-1903. He has published numerous papers ou anthro-

pology, in the reports of tlie Peabody Museum and in

various scientific jounials.

Putnam (put'nam), George Haven. Bom at

Loudon. England, April 2, 1844. An American
publisher and writer. He studied in the univer-

sities of Paris and of Gottingen lStiO-U2 ; served in the

United States army, from private to major, l«62-<i6 ; and
was a prisoner in Libby Prison and at Danville, Virginia,

during the winter of 18tM-C5. He was a leader in the

reorganization of the American Copyright League and Wiis

largely instrumental in securing the passage of the inter-

national copyright bill of March, 1891. lu 1891 he received

the cross of the Legion of Honor. He is the author of

'.AuthoisandPublislier8"(1883), "Question of Copyright

"

(1891-tfli), " Authors and Their Public in Ancient Times
'

(1893), "The Artificial Mother" (1894). "Books and Their
Makers During tht Middle Ages" (1896), and "The Cen-
sorship of the Church and its Influence on the Production
and Distribution of Literature " (l!MMi).

Putnam (put'nam), Herbert. Born at New
York, Sept. 20, 1861. An American librarian.
He was librarian of the Minneapolis Athenffium 1884-89;
of the Minneapolis Public Library 1889-91, and of the
Boston Public Library 1H95-99. lie was admitted to the
bar in 1885 and practised law in Boston 1892-95. .Since

1890 he has been librarian of Congress.

Putnam*, Mrs. (Mary Lowell). Died at Bos-
ton in 1898.

Putnam (put'nam), Eufus. Born at Sutton,
Mass., April 9,"1738: died at Marietta, Ohio,
May 1, 1824. A noted American soldier and
military engineer. He served as a private through
the campaign of 1757-60, and in 1775 entered the Conti-
nental army as a lieutenant-colonel. He was appointed
chief engineer of tlie army, with the rank of colonel, in
1776; had charge of the deferse of New York by fortifica-

tions, and superintended the construction of the fortifica-

tions at West Point, with his cousin, Israel Putnam ; was
placed in command of the 5th Massachusetts regiment,
serving with distinction in the campaign against Bnr-
goyne ; and in 1783 was appointed brigadier-general. He
was for several terms a member of the Massachusetts

Rambaud
legislature ; was aide to General Benjamin Lincoln during
Shay's Rebellion in 1787 ; formed the Ohio Land Company
and in 17bS founded the town of Marietta, Ohio, the flrat

permanent settlement in the eastern part of the Northwest
Territory ; became judge of the supreme court of that ter-

ritory in 1789 ; was appointed a brigadier-general under
General Wayne to act against the Indians, and as United
States commissioner concluded an important treaty with
eight tribes at Port Vincent (now Vincennes) in 1792 ; was
surveyor-general of the United States 1793-1803; and in
1803 was a member of the Ohio constitutional convention.
To him was due the credit of the ordinance of 1787 which
excluded slavery from the settlement of Ohio, and he has
been called " the founder and father of Ohio."

Puttkamer*, Robert Victor von. Died at
Karzin ia Pomerania, March 15, 190(). He was
lord-lieutenant of Pomerania 1891-99.

Puvis de Ohavannes*, Pierre. Died at Paris,
Oct. 24, 1898.

Pu-yi (po'ye') ; reign title Hsiian-t'ung. Bom
Feb. 11. 1906. Emperor of China. He suc-
ceeded to the throne upon the death of his
uncle, Nov. 14, 1908. His father, Prince Ch'un,
is regent of the empire.

Pjreshkof (pyesh'kof), Aleksyei Maksimo-
Vitch : pseudonym Maxim Gorky. Born at
Nijni Novgorod, March 14, 1868. A Russian
writer. He led a vagabond life for many years, working
and tramping with the poorest classes in Russia, and his
writings record the tragedy of poverty and crime as he
found it. Among the best known of his works are "Makar
Chudra" (1890), "Emilia Pibgai," "Chelkash," "Osh-
Vbka" (1895), "Tyenovya Kartinki" (1896), "Toska,"
" Konovalov (1896). " Malva " (1896). " Foma Gordyeev "

(1901), "Mujiki" (1901), three volumes of short stories
(1898-99), " Miestchanye " (1902), "Comrades "(1907), "The
Spy " (1908), and " In the Depths," a play.

Pyle (pil), Howard. Born at Wilmington, Del.,

March 5, 1853. An American painter, illus-

trator, and writer. He was educated in private
schools, and studied at the Art Students' League in New
York City. The greater part of his work has been done
for magazines, the subjects being usually chosen from the
Colonial and Revolutionary periods, which he treats with
sympathy and knowledge. He has written and illustrated
many stories.

Pyne*, Louisa Fanny. Bom at London, Aug.
27, 1832: died there, March 20, 1904.

The pseudonym of Arthur
Thomas Quiller-Couch.

Juay*, Matthew Stanley.
l)ied at Beaver, Pa., May
2S, 1904.

Queechy (kwe'chi). A story
liV Susan Warner, published
iii 1852.

Queensland*. It is now a
state of the Commonwealth of Australia. It

sends 6 senators and 9 representatives to the
federal parliament.

Qneiroz*. Jos6 Maria E(;a de. Died at Paris,
Aug. 16, 1900. His later works include " O primo Ba-
ailio " (1877), "A reliquia " (1886), "Os Maias" (1889), "A
correspoudencia de Kradique Mendes " (1891), " A illustre
casa Ramires " (1900), " Cidades e serras " (1903), etc.

Qniller-Couch (kwil ' er - koch), Arthur
Thomas: pseudonym Q. Born in Cornwall,
Nov. 21, 1863, An English author. He was
lecturer in classics at Trinity College, Oxford, 1886-87

;

was on the editorial staff of the " Speaker " from its start
until 1899 ; and since 1891 has lived in Cornwall. Among
his publications are "The Splendid Spur" (1889), "The
Blue Pavilions " (1891), "The Warwickshire Avon '' (1892),

"The Delectable Duchy" (1893), "Wandering Heath"

(1896), "Poems and Ballads" (1896), "Fairy Tales from
Far and Near " (1896), " Adventures in Criticism " (1896),
" The Ship of Stars " (1899), " Old Fires and Profitable

Ghosts " (1900), " Hetty Wesley " (1903), " George Eliot
"

(1906), "The Mayor of Troy " (1906), "Major Vigoureux"
(1907), etc. In 1897 he was selected to finish Robert Louis
Stevenson's uncompleted novel "St. Ives."

Quo Vadis (kwo va'dis). [L., 'whither goest
thouf] A story of lite at Eome in the time
of Nero, by Henryk Sienkiewiez. The licen-

tiousness of paganism and the spiritual beauty
of Christianity are drawn in strong contrast.

An English translation was published in 1896.

adcliffe College*. It has
over 400 students.

Radisson (rii-de-son'), Sieur
Pierre Esprit: known as
Pierre d'Esprit. Bom at
Saint-Malo, France : died,
probably in England, after
1687. An early Canadian
explorer. He was the brother-

inlaw of Medard Chouart (Sieur des Groseilliers), with
whom he discovered the Upper Mississippi and explored
the Hudsfju Bay region. He wrote an account of his
travels and experiences among the North American In-
dians, which was published .'rom the manuscript by the
Prince .Society in 1885.

Raffaelli (ra-fa-el'li), Jean Fran<;oi8. Bom
at Paris, April 20, 1850. A French painter, of
Italian parentage. He began as a singer at a lyric
theater ; studied at the atelier GdrOme in leisure hours

;

and made his debut at the Salon in 1870. He has been
especially attracted by the effects found in the streets
and Hiiburbs of Paris. He has also produced many litho-
graphs and etchings.

Baffet (rii-fa'), Denis Auguste Marie. Bom
at Paris, March 2, 1804 : died at Genoa, Italy,

Feb. 16, 1860. A French painter and lithog-
rapher. His first collection of lithographs appeared in
1827. He was much employed to illustrate the popular
books of the period. His reputation rests mainly upon
his lithographs of military scenes and battle-pieces. He
was also an excellent caricaturist.

Ragay (ra-gi'). Gulf of. A gulf -which indents
the southern coast of Luzon, Philippine Islands,
and partly separates Ambos Camarines from
Tayabas province.

Ragozin (rii-go'zen), Z6naide Alex^ievna.
Born in Russia, 1835. A Kussian-Ameriean
author, historian, and Orientalist. She came to
tfie United States in 1874 and became an American citi-

zen. Among her works are " Chaldea," " Assyria," " Vedic
India." " History of the World," " Siegfried," " Beowulf,"
" Frithjof," "Roland," " SalammbA," etc.

Raimond, 0. £. A pseudonym of Elizabeth
Robins.
Raine, Allen. The pseudonym of Mrs. Beynon
Puddicombe (died 1907), a writer of Welsh
stories.

Rainier*, Mount, it is 14,526 feet high.

Raleigh (rsl'li), Walter. A contemporary

English essayist and biographer. He was edu-
cated at University College, London, and at King's College,

Cambridge ; and has been professor of modem literature

at University College, Liverpool, of the English language
and literature at Glasgow University, and since 1904 of

English literature at Oxford. He has published "The
English Novel "(1894), "Robert Louis Stevenson " (189.'i),

"Style" (1897), "Milton ' (1900), "Wordsworth" (1903),

"English Voyages of the Sixteenth Century" (1906),

"Shakespeare" (1907), etc.

Ralik Islands*. They were annexed by Ger-
many in 1885.

Ralph (ralf), Julian. Bom at New York,
May 27, 1853: died there, Jan. 20, 1903. An
American journalist and author. He was with
the Turkish army as correspondent in the war of 1897 and
in 1899 went to South Africa as war correspondent He
wrote "On Canada's Frontier" (1892), "Chisago and the

Worid's Fair" (1892), "Our Great West"(1893X "People
We Pass" (1896), "Towards Pretoria" (1900), "An Ameri-
can with Lord Roberta" (1901), "War's Brighter Side"

(1901), "The Millionairess" (190-2), etc.

Rambaud (riim-bo'), Alfred Nicolas. Bom
at Besan^on, France, July 2, 1842: died at

Paris, Nov. 10, 1905. A French historian and
author. Be was minister of public instruction in the



Bamband
Jules Ferry cabinet 1S71»-SU, ami in the Meline cabinet

1896-9S. In 1883 he was appointed professor of cuiiteni-

porary history in the University of Paris. He was elected

a member of the Academy uf Moral and Political Sciences

In 1897, succeeding the Due d'Auniale. Among his works
are "La domination fran^aise en Allemagne 1792-18tW

"

<1873X "Histoire de la Kussie' (187S), "Histoire de la

revolution fi-an?aise 1789-1799" (1883), "Histoire de la

civilisation fnin^aise '

(1886-87X "La France coloniale"

(1886). " Histtiire de la civilisation ct)ntemporaine en
France" (1888), "L'anneau de Cesar" (1893), "Russeset
Pmssiens" (1895), "Jules Ferry, 1832-1893" (1903), etc.

With Lavisse, he edited the "Histoire gen^rale du IV.

siKrle jiis«iu' k Tlos jours" (189:j-1901).

Bam^e, Louise de la. See De la Ramec.
Bampolla (riim-poriii), Mariano, Marchess
del Tindaro. Bom at Polizzi, Sicily, Aug. 17,

1843. An Italian prelate, arch-priest of the
Vatican Basilica and cardinal. He entered the

service of the Pope in 1870 and was appointed councilor

of the Papal Embassy at Madrid in 1875, secretary of the
Propaganda (Oriental rites) in 1877, secretary of ecclesi-

astical affairs in 1880, nuncio at Madrid in 1882, and secre-

tary of state in 1887. He retired in 1903.

Kamsay (ram'zi), Sir William. Born at Glas-

gow, Scotland, Oct. 2, lS,j2. A British chem-
ist, professor of chemistry in University Col-

lege, London, from 1887. He is especially noted for

the discovery (with Lord Rayleigh) of argon, and of

helium, neon, krypton, and xenon (atmospheric gases).

Among his publications are text-lK)oks of chemistry and
numerous scientific papers. He wrote also " Essays. Bio-

gr.iphi<al ami Chi/niiial " (1909).

Ramsey", Alexander. Died April 22, 1903.

Band, The. !^»f' IVituatcrsrand.

Bandall", James Byder. Died at Augusta,
(ia.. .J.m. 14, 1!)()8.

Bandall ', Samuel Jackson. Died at Wash-
ingfOM, D. C, April K!, lSi)0.

Banger (ran'ieri, Henry Ward. Born in

western New York, January, 1858. An Ameri-
can landscape-painter. He received his technical

training during several years of study in France, England,
and Holland. His work is marked by richness of elfect

and ciepth of tone. In 1901 he was elected associate t)f

tile National Academy of Design in New York, and a
member in 1906.

Baoult (rii-ol'), Frangois Marie. Born at

Fournes, Nord, France, May 10, 1830: died at

Grenoble, April 1, 1901. An eminent French
chemist, professor at the University of Gre-

noble from 1870. He is best known for his work in

physical chemistry, and C3|)ecially for his researches on
the freezing-point and the boiling-point of solutions.

Baphael of Pigs, The. A name given to the

French painter and etcher Charles Emile
Jacque.
Barey (rar'i), John S. Born in Franklin
County, Ohio, 1828: died at Clevelan<l, Ohio,

Oct. 4", 186(). A noted American horse-tamer.
Ue had great success In managing horses after a training

system of his own, and gave many exhibitions l)oth in

America and Europe. In 1S«3 he was employed by the

government to Inspect the horses of the Army of the Po-

tomac. He was the author of a " Treatise on Horse-Tam-
ing " (IS.'ix).

Basle (rill ), S6bastien. Born at Dole, Franco,
1658: died at Norridtjevvock, Me., Aug. 12,

1724. A P'rench missionary. After completing
hla studies at Dijon, he joined the Order of the Jesuits;

taught Greek for a time in the college of that society at

Nimes; )>ecame attache<l to the missinns of Canada in

lfi89 ; an<I was placed in charge of the station at Norridge-
woik in 1«S9. Here he studied the Abenaki language, of

which he compiled a valuable dictirmary in three volumes
^now preserved in the library at Harvard). He had nmch
influence with the Indians, which he exerted to secure

their allegiance to the French against the English.

Public opinion in New England was aroused against him,

and a price was placed upon his head. He was attjicked

a number of times and escaped, but finally was surprised

in 1724 by a party from Fort Richmond and shot A
monument Uy his memory was raised by the citizens of

Norridgewock in 18;t.3.

Bathbun (rath'hun), Bichard. Bom at Buf-
falo, N. Y., Jan. 2.5, 18.i2. An American
zoolosrist, a.ssistant secretary of the Smith-
sonian Institution from 1897 and in charge of

the United States National Museum from 1899.

He was geologist on the Imperial Ge^jUtgical Connnission
of Brazil 1875-7.8, and scientific assistant of the I'nited

States Fish Commission 1878-9«. He has written various

scientific papers on paleontology, marine invertebrates,

and n.sheries.

Bat Portage (rat por'tSj). A former name of

Kcnora, a town of Algoma, Ontario, situated

on the Canadian Pacific Railway at the northern
end of the Lake of the Woods. Population
(1901), 5,202.

Bavenshoe (ra'venz-bo). A romance by Henry
Kingsley, published in 1862.

Bawlinson*. Qeorge. Born Nov. 23, 1812:

died at Canterbury, Oct. 6, 1902.

Bawnsley (ranz'li), Hardwicke Drummond.
Bora at Henley-on-Thames, Sept. 28, 1850.

An Englishclergyman, author, and poet, grand-
nephew of Sir John Franklin, the arctic ex-

plorer. He wu educated at Balliol College, Oxford

,
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took orders in 1876 ; was curate in charge of Clifton Col-

lege Mission ; was vicar of Wray, Windennere, 1878-83

;

has been vicai- of Crosthwaite, Keswick, and rural dean
since 1883 ; and is honorary canon of Carlisle. Among his

works are " Valete Tennyson, and Other Poems " (1893),
" Literary Associations of the English Lakes " (1894), "Life
and Nature at the English Lakes "(1899), "Memories of

the Tennysons " (1900), " A Rambler's Note-book at the
English Lakes " (1902), " Seraions on the Sayings of Jesus

"

(190.'>), " Months at tlie Lakes " (1906), " A Sonnet Chron-
icle" (190«), "Round the Lake Country " (1909). etc.

Baymond (ra'mond), AndrewVan Vranken.
Bom at Vischer J'erry. Saratoga County, \. Y.,

Aug. 8, 1854. An American educator, presi-

dent of Union College 1894-1907. He was grad-
uated from Union College in 187.S, and from New Bruns-
wick Theological Seminary in 1878, and held pastorates in

Paterson and Plainfield, New Jersey, and Albany, New-
York.

Baymond (ra'mond), Mrs. (Annie Louise
Gary). Born at Wayne, Me., Oct. 22, 1842.

A noted American contralto, she made herd(5but
at <-openhagen, and in 18(i8 was engaged in Hamburg at
the opera. After that she sang in theaters at Brussels,
London, and, from 1870, in New York ; in 1875 in St. Petei-s-

burg. After her marriage with C. M, Raymond of New
York she retired.

Baymond (ra'mond), Bradford Paul. Born
at Stamford, Conn., April 22, 1846. An Ameri-
can educator and Methodist clergyman, presi-
dent of Wesleyan University 1889-1908. He has
held pastorates in New Bedford, Massachusetts, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, and Nashua, New Hampshire, and
was president of Lawrence University, Appleton, "Wis-

consin, 188.3-89.

Baymond (ra'mond), Bossiter Worthington.
Born at Cincinnati, (Dhio, April 27, 1840. An
American mining engineer. He was United States
commissioner of mining statistics 1808-76; editor of the
New Y'ork "American Journal of Mining" (later called
the "Engineering and Mining Journal ')" 181)7-93; presi-

dent of the American Institute of Mining Engineers 1872-

75, and vice-president in 1871, 1876, and 1877 ; and secretary
and editor of its " Transactitjns " since 1884. Among his
works, besides official reports and numerous essays on the
United States mining laws, are "A Glossary of Mining
and Metallurgical Terms ' (1881) and "Life of Peter
Cooper" (1901).

Eeagan", John Henninger. Died at Palestine,
Texas, Marcli 6. \'.Ma.

Beay (ra), Donald James Mackay, eleventh
Baron. Born at The Hague, Dec. 22, 1839. A
British statesman and scholar. He was governor
of Bombay 1885-90

; president of the Royal Asiatic .S<.»ciety ;

first presidentof the Hritish .\cademy (1902); and delegate
ti) the second Peace C<»nference lm)7.

Beclus', Jean Jacques Elis^e. Died at Thou-
rout. West Flanders, July 4, 1905.

Bed Cross Society. A philanthropic society
founded to carry out the views of the Geneva
Convention of 1864. Its objects are to care for the
w«)undeil in war and secure the neutrality of nurses, hos-

pitals, etc, and to relieve sulfering occasioned by pesti-

lence, fl<KMls, fire, and other calamities. The society was
est4iblished through the efforts of Henri Dunant. The
founder and first president of the American National Reil
Cross .Society was Clara Barton. The distinctive Hag is a
re<l cross on a white ground.

Bedonda (re-don'da), A small island of the
Leeward group lying between Montserrat and
Nevis. It belongs to Great Britain.

Bed Peak". Its height is 13,333 feet.

Beds of the Midi, The. An English transla-

tion, by Mrs. Thomas A. Janviei', of the Pro-
vencal tale ''Li Rouge d6u Miejour," written
by Felix Gras in 1896. It was published In 1S08,

before the appearance <:{ the original or of its author's
French translation, " Les Rouges du Midi." The scene is

laid in the south of France, and the time is that of the
French Revolution.

Bed Sunday. January 22, 1905. On this date the
workmen of St, Petersbiug, disappointed by the Czar's

manifesto of December 26, 1904, and led by Father Gaisui,

attempted to hold a mass-meeting before the Winter
Palace in order that they might petition the Cz:ir

for liberty of assembly, speech, seli-govemment, etc.

The military refused admission to the square, and fired

on the people, causing considerable loss of life.

Beed", Sir Ed'ward James. Died Nov. 30,

1906.

Beed', Thomas Brackett. Died at Washing-
ton, D. C., Dec. 7, 1902. Ho was speaker of

the House of Renresentatives 1889-91, 1895-

97, and 1897-99,

Beed (red), Walter. Bom in Gloucester
County, Va., Sept. 13, 1851: died in Washing-
ton, D. C, Nov. 23, 1902. An American
physician, surgeon in the United States Army
with the rank of ma.ior (1893). During the
Spanish-American war he was the head of a board ap-

pointed to study the causation and spreatl of typhoid
lever in the camps of the volunteer troops in the United
States. In June, 1900, he was sent to Cuba at the head of

a commission to study yellow fever. As a result of de-

cisive experiments instituted by him it was proved that
the genus of the disease are transmitted hy a mosquito,
Ste'jmniiin /anciala.

Bees (res), John Krom. Bom at New York,
Oct. 27, 1851 ; died there, .March 9, 1907. An
American astronomer, instructor, adjunct pro-

Bendall
fessor, and professor of astronomy in Columbia
University from 1881. He was graduated at Colum-
bia in 1872 and was professor of mathematics in Washing-
ton University, St. Louis, 1876-81. In 1902 he was made
a chevalier of the Legion of Honor.

Beeve*, Henry. Died Oct. 21, 1895.

Beeves*, John Sims. Bom Sept. 26, 1818

:

died Oct. 25, 1900.

Beger (ra'ger). Max. Born at Brand, Bavaria,
March 19, 1873. A German composer. From
1901 to 1906 he was professor of counterpoint in the
Munich conservat< iry. He has composed many organ
pieces, chamber works, songs, and a sinfonietta. His
music is marked by extreme complication in counterpoint
and by tlle avoidance of the prevailing tendency t<.>\vard

the use of imposing mass effects and instrumental color.

Beggio di Calabria*. It was destroyed, with
great loss of life, by an earthquake, 'svhieh

also destroyed Messina, Dee. 28, 1908.

Begina (re-ji'nii). The former capital of
Assiniboia, Canada, and present capital of
Saskatchewan. Population (1901), 2,645.

B6gnier (ra-nya'), Henri de. Bom at Hon-
fleur, France, Dec. 28, 1864. A noted French
poet, one of the leaders of the modern Sym-
bolists. His verse includes " Lendemains" (1886),
" Sites " (1887), " Episodes " (1888), " Poemcs auciens et ro-

manesques " (1900), " Tel qu'en songe " (1892), " Ai^thnse
"

(189.5), "Les medaiiles d'aigile" (1900), "La cite deseaux"
(1902), "La sandale ailee" (ItOO), etc. He is also known
as a critic, and has published several books of fiction, "la
cannedejaspe"(1895), "Le trifle blanc " (1899), "La double
maltresse " (1900), " Les amants singuliers " (1901), " Le bon
plaisir" (1902). "Les vacances d'un jeune homme sage"
(1903), "Le pass6 vivant" (1905), "La peur de I'auiour"
(1907), etc.

Beid*. Sir George. He was president of the
Royal Scottish Academy 1891-1902,

Beid (red), George Houstoim. Bora at John-
stone, Scotland, Feb. 25, 1845. An Australian
Liberal statesman. He went to Melbourne in li*2 ;

was called to the bar of Kew South Wales in 1879 ; was a
member of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales
188IV99 (except 1884-85), and was elected to the Common-
wealth Parliament in 19<^1 ; and was prime minister and
colonial treasurer of New South Wales 1894-9!*, and pre-
mier of the Commonwealth lfl<>l-e5. He has published
" Five Free Trade Essays," " New South Wales," etc.

Beid", Mayne. His later works include "Tlie Ocean
Waifs'- (1871). "The Death Shot" (1S74), "The Flag of

Distress" (1875), "The Vee Boers" (1880), "Caspar the
Gaucho" (1880), "The Free Lances" (1881), etc.

Beid (red). Sir Eobert Threshie, first Baron
Loreburn. Born April 3, 184G. A British
jurist. He was educated at Cheltenham College and at
Halliol College, Oxford ; was called to the barof the Iimer
Temple in 187i ; was appointed queen's counsel in 1882 ;

and was knighted in 1894. He was Liberal member of the
House of Commons for Hereford 1880-85 and for Dumfries
1886-190.5. He Wiis solicitor-general in 1894; attoniey-
general 18!)4-95 ; lord high chancellor Dec., 190.5- ; and was
one of the British counsel before the 'Venezuelan Commis-
sion. He was created Baron Loreburn, Dec. 30, 1905.

Beid*. Whitela'W. Ile was editor-in-chief of the
New York "Tribune" 1872-190.5. He was United States
ndnister to France 1889-92, was appointed special ambas-
sador to England Uy represent the Presidentat the Queen's
jubilee 1897, was member of the Si)ani.sh Peace C<inunis-

sion 1898, and has beeti ambassador to Great Britain from
li«i5. He has written " Ohio in the War " (1868). " .Schools

of Journalism " (1870), "Our New Duties," " Later Aspects
of Our New Duties' (1899), " A Continental Union "(1900),
" Prolilems of Expansion " (1900), "Greatest Fact in Mod-
ern History " (1907), etc.

Beinecke (ri'nek-e), Karl. Born at Altona,
June 23, 1824. A German pianist, composer,
conductor, and teacher of music. After filling

various posts in smaller cities, he became conductor of

the Gewandhaus concerts in Leipsic in 18ti0, and at the
same time was made professor of the piano and of com-
position at the (Conservatory. In 1895 he was succeeded
as conductor by Nikisch and in 1902 retired from his post
at the Conservatory. His compositions are very nnnuu'ous.

Beinhart", Charles Stanley. Died at New
York, Aug. 30. 1896.

Beinkens*, Joseph Hubert. Died at Bonn,
Jan. .5, 1896.

Beiss^, Wilhelm. Died near Possneck, Saxe-
Meiningen.-Sejit. 29, 1908.

B^jane", Gabrielle Charlotte B6.1u, called.

She founded in 1905 the Theatre B<5jane, of
which she is the directrix.

Beliance. An American racing yacht, the suc-
cessful defender, in 1903, of the America's cup
against Shamrock III. she was built by the Her-
reshotTs, sailed by <'aptain Barr, and owned bya syndicate
reiuescnted by C. Oliver Iselin.

Bemenyi (ra-men'yi), Eduard. Bom at Heves,
Hungary, in 1830: died at San Francisco, Cal.,

May 15, 1898. A Hungarian violinist. He
traveled in many parts of the world.

Bemsen**, Ira. He was professor of chemistry at
Johns Hopkins University 1876-19(U and president 1901-.

His later works include " Inorganic Chemistry " (1889),

"Chemical Experiments" (189.5), "College Text-book of

Chemistry" (19iU). etc.

B6my*, Jules. Died Dec. 5, 1893.

Bendall (ren'dal), Gerald Henry. Bom at

Harrow, Middlesex, 1851, An English classi-
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oal scholar, headmaster of the Charterhouse

Ue was praduatetl at the I'liivt
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land) and Xortheastem Rhodesia ; that south of the Zam-

besi ii Southern Rhodesia. Since 1S89 it has been adnnn-

istered by tile liritish South Africa Company.

A district and munici-

re, Wales, it is situated

School from 189
Bily of Cainbridse in

rniversitv lSlK>-iM ; i

»ity CoUetre. Liven>ool. His writings

of the Ar\«iis" (1SS9), a translation of the " Meditations

of Marcu-s Aureiius ,1^9:). etc.

Rensselaer RibbeckTjorann B^arl Otto. Died at Leip-

on the Hudson sic, July 18, ISOS. His later worlc, include

n 1374; was vice-chancellor of Victoria jJhondda (ron'tha). I
-. and was the llrat principal of I niver- •",;.„ :_ riinTnori'anshi'
^1. HiswritingsincludeVThe CYadle

Pf^j/y^p^^^^lftC.t.S^^ and has large iron

jrests. Population (lixm, 113,735. „. . , t

Eensselaer (reu'se-ier)

C'otuitv, New York, it is situated

opi»>site Albany, with which it is connected by bridges.

It h:is lai-ge freight-yarils and round-houses, and maini-

tactures of leather, felt, coal-elevators, colore, etc. Popu-

lation IWJI 7,44«. t • T i-
Eensselaer (ren'se-ler) Polytechnic Insti-

tute. -A. school at Troy, N. Y., founded in

1824 bv the Hon. Stephen Van Eensselaer.

It was reorg^iiicd ui>on the basis of a general polyteclniic

Instituu- in l»4!i. It otters courses of four years cacli,

leading to the degrees of civil engineer, mechanical engi-

neer, electrical engineer, and bachelor of science, and is

attended bv abc>ut 700 students.

Repplier (rep'li-^'r), Agnes. Bom at Pliila-

delphiii. Pa., April 1, 1858. An American
essayist, she has written "Btwks and Men" (!S88),

"Point* of VieW(l»9U, "Essays in Miniature" (1802),

"Essays in Idleness' {l^:». ' In the Dozy Hours ' (ISO.'i),

Fried-

riVli Wiliielm Ritsclil" (1879-sl), " Kolax" (IbSS), " Ag-

roiltos" (1SS5), and "Reden und Vortriige' (IsBtl).

Eibot (re-bo'), Th6odule Armand. Bom at

Guingamp, C6tes-du-Nord, France, Dec. 18,

1839. A noted French psychologist, professor

in the College de France from 1888, and

founder (1876) and editor of the "Ke\Tie

Philosophique." He has published "La psychologie

anglaise cont«mporain_e " (1870), "L'h^redite" (1873),

Rio Grande de Cagayan

Ridgeway (rij'wa), William. Born in Ire-

land, 18.53. A British arcliiEclogist, professor

of archaeology in the University of Cambndge
from 1892. He has written "The Origin and Influence

of Metallic CUirreiicy and Weight Standards" (1892).

"The Early Age of Greece" (1901), "The Origin and
Influence of the Tlioroughbred lloree" (1905), etc.

Ridgway (rij'wa), Robert. Born at Mount
Cannel, 111., July 2, 1850. An American natu-

ralist, curator of the division of birds of the

United States National Museum from 1876.

He v/as zoologist of the United States geological explora-

tion of the 40th parallel 1807-t9. Among his publications

are " A History of North American Birds " and " Water
Birds of North America" (3 volumes, 1874, and 2 vols.,

18S4 : with Baird and Brewer), " Nomenclature of Colors
"

(1888), " A Manual of North American Birds " (1887), " The
Ornithology of Illinois" (1889), "The Birds of North and
Middle America" (1901-1904), etc.

,a philosophic de .Schopenhauer" (1874), "La psycho- Tjj^pg^^]^ (rid ' path), John Clark. Bora in
..-„ ..it.....n,..i.. ..™,tn,.,,,rvrfliii.." nsTol. " Los maladies de *""*'"' v

.

'^
t V . ., ..^ ..... _ j- i _i.logic allenmnde contemporaine " (1879), "Les maladies de

la volunte ' (1883), " Les maladies de la personalite

(188,S), "La psychologic de ratt«ntion " (1889), "La psy-

chologic des sentiments' (189«), "L'evolution des idees

gfenerales" (1897), " Essai sur I'imagination criSatrice

(1990), " La logique des sentiments " (1904), " Essai sur les

passions " (1906), etc.
KSSaVS 111 lUlelieSS llNi.il, in Liie i.u*j ii..iiio t..^-".-;, ,-• -"--- _'" , -\ >• J T» L T> „..« ^.,

vSa" (1897), "Philadelphia: the Place and the Peo- Ricci (ret'che), Oorrado. Bom at Ravenna,
' Coinpro-
Philadel-

ple " (isas). " Tlie Fii-eside Sphinx ' (1901),

mises ' (I'.HH), " In Our Convent Days ' (1905),

I.hia"(19o7>. "ILipi'V ILiK-century ' (1908), etc.

Representatives*, House of. There are at

present (190H) 3!»1 members.
Reszke', Jean de. ne sang in America in 1892, 1893-

94. l^'.>,v,w. i,v.ii;-97. Is9S-i>9, and 1900-01. He is now en-

iraired in teaching at I'aris.

Return of the Native, The. A story by
Thomas Hardv. published in 1878.

Reveries of a Bachelor. A book by Ik Marvel
(I)oiialii (ir;int Mitchell), published in 1850.

E6ville, Albert. Died at Paris, Oct. 25, 1906.

Revillon", Aitoine. Died Feb. 12, 1898

Italy, "April 18, 1858. An Italian connoisseur

and critic. He was for many years director of the

Brera Gallery in Milan, and in 1903 was appointed direc-

tor of the museums of Florence. Among his many publi-

cations on the history and art of Italy are " Ravenna e

suol dintorni " (1878), " Cronache e documenti per la storia

Ravennate del secolo XVI." (1882), and " Antonio AUegri

Putnam (bounty, Ind., April 26, 1841: died at
New York. July 31, 1900. An American edu-

cator'and historian. He was graduated from Asbuty
(now DePauw) Univei-sity, and in 1889 was appointed to a

professorship in that institution and later became its-

vice-president. He was one of the editors of the " Peo-

ple's Cyclopiedia " (1881), and published " Academic His-

tory of the United States" (1874-75), "A Popular History

of the United States" (1877), "Cyclopedia of I'niversal.

History " (1880-84), " Great Races of Mankind " (1893),
" History of the World " (1898), " History of the United
States " (1900), etc.

Riehr, Wilhelm Heinrich. Died at Munich,
Nov. IG. 1897.

da Ci>rreggio"(Englishtranslation by Florence Simmonds, Riemann (re'man), HugO. Bom at Gross-
(1896). „
Rice (ris), Mrs. (Alice Cald-well Hegan).
Born at Shelbyville, Ky., Jan. 11, 1870. An
American novelist. She has i)ubli6hed " Mrs.Wiggs

of the Cabbage Patch" (1901), " Lovey Mary" (19(J3),

"Sandy" (1B06), "Captain June" (1907), "Ut. Opp"
(1909), etc.

Revolution of February. The French revo- Richards (rich'iirdz). Sir Frederick William.
Born Nov. 30, 1833. A British naval officer,

promoted admiral in 1893. He served in the Zulu
lutiouof 18-18 which overthrew the government
of Louis Philippe.

Reyer< ra-var'),LouisEtienne Ernst. (Origi-

nallv Rey'.) Born at Marseilles, Dee. 1, 1823:

died" Jan. 15, 1909. A French composer. His _ .,.

most impoi taut works are the operas " Sigurd '(1884), and Eicbards*. ThomaS AddiSOn. Died June 29,- " le years he was musical critic ,,c^„ „ ' ,. » „ » .i,

Lud in 1875 published " Notes 1900. He was corresponding secretary of thi

mehlra, near Sondershausen, Germany, July

18, 1849. A German musical historian and
critic. In 1878 he became university lecturer on music
at Leipsic, and, after teaching elsewhere, returned to

Leipsic in 1896. Among his many works are "Studien

zur Geschichte der Notenschrift" (1878), "Musikalische

Dynamik und Agogik" (1884), "Geschichte der Musik-

theorie im ix.-xix. Jahrhundert" (1898), " Geschichte der

Musik seit Beethoven" (1901), "Grosse Kompositions-

lehre" (1902-03), and a " Musikleiikon " that has beenr

published (ias2-1904) in six revisions.
and Boer wars lS7i>-81, and in the Burmese war 188,5-86

; -R-ff A--" fampe! 'RarrisnTi Died Anril 18. 1909,
was commander-in-chief on the India station 188.5-88, and glgg

i
J ameS namSOn. l^ieil Apru lo, i jua,

on the China station 1890-92 ; and was admiral of the neet ElggS , EliaS. UietlJan. 11, 1901.

1898-1903.

' the Academy'•Salamnibd" (1890). For some ,

f^^^^^r^VS^>^-i^ F^ l«.(.in.™s^ofess„r.^int^

Reyes (rl'y5.s), Rafael. * «""*^ A^ori^pn Richards*. William Trost. Died Nov.
York 1867-1900 (emeritus 1887).

A South American Richards*, William Trost.

explorer, soldier, and statesman. He explored l?'^''- /•,/.. j no- -d^ j„^««
the Amazon and its tributaries with his brothers, Henry Eichardson (rich ard-son). Sir Benjamin
and .Nestor ; became cominander-inchief of the Colombian Ward. Born at Somerby, Leicestershire, Oct.
army : was sent to Washington to represent Ctjlombian

interests in connection with the new Republic of Panama

;

and was officially proclaimed president of Colombia, July

i, 1904, and inaugurated August 7, 1904. By a resolution

of the General Assembly in March, 1905, his tenn of ofBce

31, 1828: died at London, Nov. 21, 1896. A
noted English physician, practising in London
from 1853. He was a prolific writer and made many
important contributions to the sciencejif medicine.

Riggs (rigz), Mrs. (Kate Douglas Smith):
pen-name Kate Douglas Wiggin (from her

first marriage). Born at Philadelphia. Pa.

A contemporary American author, she has been

interested in kindei-garten work and organized the first

free kindergarten on the Pacific coast Among her pub-

lications are " The Birds' Christmas Carol " (1886), " Tim-

othy's Quest" (1890), "A Cathedral Courtship" (1893),

"Penelope's English Experiences" (1893), "Penelope's

Progress" (1898), "Penelope's Irish Experiences" (1901),

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" (1903), "Rose o' the

River" (1905), "New Chronicles of Rebecca" (1907). and
" The Old Peabody Pew " (1907).

RiiS*, Jacob. HIs later works include " A Ten Years
ox tne uenerai Assemoiy m jiarcii, iw^'-j, uis MjiMi VI .^."v... miportauL conLriouiions lo toe ticieuce «pi iiicuiliuc.

,t~ ,f , , ... ..t», d„+,i„ \vj,i. ti... «l,ini
was extended until December 31, 1914. He resigned July EichardsOn (rich ' ard - son). RufuS„ Byam. )'J^X•^'Z^lt^^.'^i:} ^n Ime^i.^^^^^^
28 1909.

Rheinberger (rin'btr-otr), Joseph Gabriel.
Born at \ aduz, Liechtenstein, March 17, 1839 :

died at Munich, Nov. 25, 1901. A German
composer and teacher. From 1859 to the time of

his death he was professor of the theory of music in the

Municli Conservatory, where he trained many well-known
musicians, including a number of Americans. Among his

chief works are the symphonic t<ine poem " Wallenstein,"

several chamber compositions, and organ pieces, among
which are twenty sonatas and two conceitos.

Rhode Island". Capital, Providence, and
formerly also Newport.
Rhodes', Cecil John. Bom at Bishop Storttord,

Herts, Engbmil, .luly .'., 1853: died at Cape Town, March
26. 1902. He re-signed his position as prime minister of

Cape Colony in 1896, as also that of chairman of the Brit-

ish .South Africa Company, on account of his connection

with the Jameson raid into the Transvaal. (See Javiemn,
L. S.) He was created a member of the Privy Council in

189.5.

Rhodes (rod?,). James Ford. Born at Cleve-

Born at Westford, ilass., April 18, 1845. An
American classical arehseologist and educator.

director of the American School of Classical

Studies at Athens 1893-1903. He was graduated

at Yale University in 1869 ; studied in Berlin ; served in

the Union Army 1862-63 ; and was professor of Greek in EileV* JameS WhltCOmb
the University of Indiana 1880-82, and in Dartmouth Col-

'i
. ^'^^ works are " Child-Worh

lege 1882-93. He has conducted explorations at Eretria

and on the site of ancient Corinth. His publications in-

clude " 'Vacation Days in Greece" (1903), " Greece Through
the Stereoscope" (1907), and numerous archajological

papers.

Richmond (rich'mond). Sir William Blake.
Born at London, Nov. 29, 1842. An English
painter. He was trained in the schools of the Royal
Academy ; w.is Slade professor of art at Oxford 187i)-82

1902), " The Making of an American " (1901), " Children of

the Tenements " (19113), " The Peril and the Prcsenation

of the Home" (1903), "Is There a Santa Claus?" (1904),

and "Theodore Roosevelt the Citizen" (1904).

Riley*, Charles "Valentine. Died Sept. 14,

1895.

Bom 1854. Among
his I'ater works are " Child-World " (1897), " RubAiyit of

Doc Sifers " (1897), "Child-rhymes" (1899), " Love Lyncs _'

(18!«), " Fami-rhymes"(1901), " Book of Joyous Children

(1902). "An Old Sweetheart of Mine" (1902), "A Defec-

tive Santa Claus "
(1!104), " Out to Old Aunt Mary's

' (1904X

"His Pa's Romance " (1904), "Songs o Cheer" (1906X

"While the Heart Beats Young " (1906), "Morning
(1!«)7), "The Raggedy Man" (1907), "Boys of the Old

Glee Club" (1908), "Home Again With Me" (1908), "Or-

phant Annie Biwk " (1908), " Songs of Summer" (1908).

and became an associate of the Royal Academy in 1888,' Rimsky-KorSakof (rimz'ki-kor-sa-kof), Nik-
and a member in 1896. Among his works are many com- olas AndreiCVltch. Born at Tikhvin, Russia,
ptjsitions of classic and poetical subjects in an academic Atq,.(.b Ig (\ S) 1844' died at St. Peters-
style and several notable portraits. He also designed the

J
'' - ^* ' '''„„ .' r>„„„:__ onm-nnapr

mosaic decorations of the choir of St. Paul's Cathedral, burg, June 22, 1908. A Kussian coniposer.

Knighted i.s!)7. Tirofessor of instrumentation at the St. I'eters---- — - - — - i ^4 , .. 1 o— 1 J :

—

^^n^i-,^ ^p-
land, Ohio, May 1, 1848. A noted American Richmond and Gordon*, Duke of (Charles burg Con sei-vatory from 1871, and inspector of
historian . He was educated at the universities of New
York and Chicago, and pursued special studies in France

and Germany. From 1870 to 1885 he was engaged in

business in Cleveland. In 1901 he wasawarded the Ix>ubat

prize bv the Berlin Academy of Science. He is known as

the author of a " History of the United States from the

f.Vnnproniise of 1850 to the Final Restoration of Home
Rule at the .S<juth in 1877 '

( 189'i-l!K)6).

Henry Gordon Lennox). Died at Gordon
Castle, Biinffshire, Sept. 27, 1903,

Richter*, Eugen. Died at Berlin, March 10,

1906.

Richter'', Hans. He was first court kapellmeister at

Vienna 1893-98, and has conducted the Halle concerts in

Manchester, England, since 1900.

naval bands 1873-1884. Among his comiwsitions

are several operas, including "La unit de mai " (1880),

"Snegorotchka" (1882), "Mlada" (18ii2), " La nnit de
Noel " (1895), " Le conte du roi Sabtan " (1900), " La fiancee

du tsar" (1901), ".Servilia" (1902); three symphonies;

symphonic poems, including "Sadko " and "Schehera-

zade " ; and songs. He also wrote a treatise on harmony,

and was noted as a conductor.

Rhodes Scholarships. Scholarships estab- Richthofen (richt'ho-fcn). Baron Ferdinand Rio de Janeiro* (eitv). The city, with its environs.

lislicd at (>.\ford Lhiiversity by the will of

Cecil J. Rhodes (died 1902), to be held by
stuilents (78 in all) from the most important
British colonies ; from each of the states and
territories of the United States (2 each) ; and
from Germany {•^). They are held for 3 consecutive

years. The value of the Colonial and American scholar-

ships is i:**! a year ; that of the Oemian, £250.

Rhodesia (ro-de'sia). A region in southern

von. Born at Karlsruhe, in Silesia, May 5, "*>rin"sTh"e federafdis'trict. ' The district is governed by a

1833: died at Beriin, Oct. 6, 1905, A noted i.icfect, assisted by a council. Area, 638 square miles.

German geologist and traveler. He accompanied,
l'"l"'l'<"""' '•*'.'"'•

, rrT,„ „,o„o„t /.qtiUoI
as geol(«?is^ the Prussian expedition to Japan, China, and RlO dc Janeiro' (state). The present capital

Siam, and visited Java, the Philippines, India, California, is Nictheroy.
Nevada, and again China and Japan, returning to Europe p- ri«aTld(» Af fJaffavan (re'6 i;ran'da da ka-
in 1872. In 1875 he became professor of geography in «'l.? *?ranae ae

Y'*'S*y<»'^J'^ . *; Pl,ili„.
Bonn, in 1883 at Leipsic, and in 1886 at Berlin. He wrote ga-yau' ). The largest river m Luzon, Pliilip-

- - - • - pine Islands. It rises in the southern mountains of'China, Ergehnisse eigener Reiseii und darauf gegriin-

deter Studien " (1877-83), etc.

Africa, undt-r British domination. It extends Rico*, Martin. Died 1908.
from theKongoStat^anclGemianEastAfricaonthenorth p.j J ,, . ,r

(^riViarln+fo "Eli^n T.axxranTl
t*. the Transvaal on the south, and is bfjun.led on the east iyaaell , Mrs. (OnarlOtCe ±illZa iia'WSOn

by Portuguese East Africii, Nyasaland, and German East C.OWan). Born Sept. :», 1832: died Sept. 24, 1906.

Afriia. and on the west by the Kongo State, Portuguese Her later works include "The Head of the Firm " (1892),

West Africa, and Bechuanaiand. The p<irtion north of the "A Silent Tragedy" (1893), "A Rich Man's Daughter'

Zambesi is divided Into Northwestern Rhodesia ( ISarotse- (1897), "Footfall of Fate " (1900), " Poor Fellow " (1902), etc.

isabela province and flows first northeast and then north

by west to ApaiTi on the northern coast of Cagayan

province. It has a drainage of about 10,000 scpiare miles,

and is the medium of transportation to the coast of lUr

the products of both provinces. Length, about 220 miles.

It is navigable by vessels of 3 feet draft as far as Tugue-

garao, the capital of Cagayan ; by native boats s^out leo

miles ; and by rafts 40 miles farther.



Rio Grande de la Fampanga
Eio Grande de la Fampanga (re'6 griin'da
da la iiitiii-pau'gii). A river, the second in
size ill Luzon, Philippine Islands.

Eiq Grande de Mindanao (re'6 gran'da da
meu-dii-ua'6), or Fulangui (p6-lan'ge). A
river, the largest in Mindanao and the second
in size in the Philippines.

Rio Negro . 4. A territory of the Argentine
Kepubliu. Capital, Viedma. Area, 7.1,924

square miles. Population, 28,166.—5. A de-
partment of Uruguay. Capital, Fray Bentos
or ludependeneia. Area, 3.2(i9 square miles.
Population, 39,667.

Ripley (rip'li), William Zebina. Born at
Medford, Mass., Vet. 13, 1867. An American
economist and ethnologist, professor of political
economy in Harvard University from 1902. He
was ^rnniiiated at the MassacImsetU Institute uf Technol-
o(!y in 1»90. ami was a member of its faculty 1893-1902.
In 19<>1 he served as expert on railroads for the Vnit^d
States Industrial Commission, draftinjf its final report on
that subject. His works include a "Financial History
of Virginia" (189:1), "The Races of Europe" (lOOO),
" Trusts, Pools, and Corporations " (l»»\ " Kailway Prob-
lems •

(1907), etc.

Eisley (riz'li), Sir Herbert Hope. Bom 1851.
An hiiglish anthropi>logist, home secretary of
the government of India from 1902, and direc-
tor of ethnogi-aphy for India from 1901. His
works inchule "Primitive Marriage in Benjfal." "Widow
and Infant il:ini;i;.'f,"' "Tribes and Castes of Bengal,"
etc. He wa* kniullted in 1907.

Ristori", Adelaide. Died at Rome, Oct. 9,
19(f6. In 1S47 she married the Marchese Capranica del
Orillo. Her aut4>biogniphy (" Ricordi e studi nrtistici ")

was published in 1887.

Ritchey (rich'i), George Willis. Bom at
Tuppcr-s Plains. Ohio. Dec. 31. 1864. An
American astronomer, superintendent of in-

strument construction and astronomer of the
Solar Observatory of the Carnegie Institution
from 190.J. He was optician of the Yerkes Obser%-atory
IStHMKt, superintendent of instrument construction 1H9'.>-

1904. in>tnictor in jtractical astroiK.uny liH)l-iM, and as-
t-i^t:uiT priifcs.s-.r l!«»t-o.'.

Rittershaus', Friedrich Emil. Died at Bar-
men, Prussia. March 8. 1897.

Riva Falacio", Vicente. Bom Oct. 16, 1832:
died Nov. 22, 1S96.

Rivas', Patricio. Born 1798: died 1867.

Rives (revz), Am61ie. See TroubetHoy.
Rizal (re-thiir). Aprovince in southern Luzon,
Plillijipine Islands, it is bounded by Bulacaii on the
north. Infanta and La Lacuna (partly separated by moun-
tains) on the east. Lacuna de Hay and Cavite on the soutli,

and .Manila Kay and Bul.aean on the west. It includes
Talim and other small islands in Latfiina de Bay. Capital,
PasJK. The surface is diversified by slKfrt mouiitain-ranKes
an<l fettile plains. The highest mountain is Tallin, an ex-
tinct volcano, 1,.S19 feet in height The chief river, the
Pasitf. drains Lacuna de Bay, and empties by several
mouths into .Manila Bay. It has numerous tributaries,
and is an important means of conmiunication with the
interi<»r of the island. Coal is founil in the sijuthem, and
KiAil in the northern part of Rizal. Among*the produc-
tions are mangos, com, and sutfar-cane. The inhabitants
are Tiujalos. Area, 7;tt s^itlare miles. Population (1903),
l.'^i.irii.

Rizal (re-thiiP), Jos6. Born at Calamba. La
Lagima, Luzon, Philippine Lslands: died at
Manila, Dec. 30, 1896. A Filipino patriot and
author. He received defO'ees in medicine and philoso-
phy from the I'niversity of Madrid and was elected a
memtter of the P.erlin .\nthn»polocical .Society. He re-

turned to the Philippines and imblished a p<^litical story,

"N'oli me tanjjere, " on account of which he was forced
by the party in power t^i emigrate. When abroad he
wrote another politlciU novel, "El Filibusterisnio." He
BUbseijucntly practised medicine in Hong-Kong, and ob-
tained permission to visit the Philippines, T)ut on his ar-
rival there was arrested. A native insurrei-tion against
-Spain having broken out. he was accused of being its insti-
gator, and was condemneil and shot,

Roanoke. A manufacturing citv of Roanoke
County, Virginia. Population (1900), 21,495.

Robben Island. A small island in the Sea of
Olihotsk in lat. 48° N., long. 144° E., near
Saglialin Island. It has a length of 1,900 feet and a
width of about 120 feet It contains a fur-seal rookery.

Roberts (rob'orts), Charles George Douglas.
Born at Frederieton, New Brunswick, Jan. in,

Istio. A Canadian poet and prose writer.
He was editor of the Toronto "Week " 1HSV*4 ; was pro-
fess<ir of the English and French literatures at King's
College, Xova Scotia, lSH.S-87, and of English and economics
K'^T-'.t.'i ; and was associate edit^>r of the New York " Illus-
tratefl American " (lsVt7-*«). His verse includes "Orion,
and Other Poems "(IS80), " In Ilivers Tones "(IsSTX " Ave :

an Ode for the Shelley Centenary " (1892), " .Songs of the
Common I>ay "(ls»:i), "Tlie PkhiIc of the Native" (189«),
"New York Nocturnes " (1898), "Collected Poems" (IWlfl).

and "The B4>f.k of the Rose " (1903). Among his prose
works are " Fjtrih's Enigmas " (18911). " A History of Can-
ada "(1897), "The Forge in the Forest" (1897), "By the
Marshes of MInas" (WOO). "The Heart of the Ancient
W.JO.I" n900X "Tlie Kindred of the Wild " (1902), "Red
Kb" (1905), "The Cruise of the Yacht IMdo'' (190«),
"TUonters of the Silence)" (1907), "The House in the
Water "

(190*(), etc.
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Roberts*, Ellis Henry. He was treasurer of
the United States 1897-1905.

Roberts*, Frederick Sleigh, first Earl Roberts.
He was appointed Jield-niarshal in 189.^. He was com-
matider of the forces in Ireland 189o-99, commander-in-
chief in .South Africa 1899-1900, and commander-in-chief
of the British army I901-O1. He was created a biu-onet
in 1881, Baron Roberts l!>92, and Earl Roberts of Kanda-
har, Pretoria, and Waterford in 1901.

Roberts (rob'erts), Morley. Bom at London,
Dec. 29, 1857. An English novelist and jour-
nalist. For many years he led an adventurous life as a

Rood
author. He studied at Berlin; became editor of the
Paris " Revue Contemporaine " in 1884 ; and was professor
of comparative literature In the University of Geneva
1887-93. Among his critical works are " Etudes sur le
XIX" sifecle" (1888-), and "Les idees morales du temps
present" (1891); and bis novels include "La course k la
niort " (1886), " Le sens de la vie " (1889), " La vie privee
de Michel Tessier" (1893), "La seconde vie de Michel
Tessier" (1894), "Le manage du pasteur Naudi^ " (1898),
"Au milieu du chemin " (1900), "Mile. Annette" (1901),
" L'eau courante " (1902), " Inutile etfort " (1903), " Un
vainqueur" (190.1), " L'incendie " (1906), "Les un is (1909),
etc.

cattleman and railroad-man in .\ustralia, the Inited RogerS*, Fairman. Died Aug. 23, 1900.
States, Canada, and .South .\frica, and as a sailor in viu-i

ous parts of the world. His works include "The Western
AvemU8"(lSS7), "Songs of Energy " (1891), "Red Earth"
(1894), "A Son of Empire" (1899), "The Colossus" (1899),
"The Plunderers" (1900X "The Way of a M.an"(1902),
" The Promotion of the Admiral " (1903), " Rachel Slarr

"

(1903), " A Tramp's Noteb<xik " (1904), " The Idlers

"

(1905), "The Prey of the Strongest " (1900), "The Blue
Peter " (1907), "The Hying Ooud" (1907), "Lady Anne"
(1;P07). "Captain Spink " (19081, " Pavid Bran ' (1909).

Robeson', George Maxwell. Born in 1829:
died at Trenton, N. J., Sept. 27, 1897.

Robins (rob'inz), Elizabeth (Mrs. George
Richmond Parks): pseudonym C. E. Rai-
mond. A contemporary American actress
and author. She has played principally in dramas
written by Ibsen. Her works include

Rogers', John. Died July 26,' 1904.

Rogers*, William Augustus. Died at Water-
ville. Me., March 1, 1898.

Rogers (roj ' erz), William Barton. Born at
Philadelphia, Dee. 7, 1804: died at Boston,
May 30, 1882. Aa American educator and
geologist. He was professor of natural philosophy in
William and Marj- College lS28-:;5 ; in 1835 was appointed
head of the Virginia State geological survey ; was pro-
fessor of natural philosojiliy in the University of Virginia
18:^5-53 ; in 18.13 went to Boston, where he was instru-
mental in founding the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy ; and was the president of this institution 1865-«8
and 1878-81, holding the chair of physics and geology. He
wrote "Strength of Materials " (1838), "Elements of Me-
chanical Philosophy " (18.12). and many scientiflc papers.

(1896X "The Open Question" (1898), "ite^Magtuc ^O^fs (rolfs); Mrs. (Anna Kat^^^
Born at Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1840. An
American novelist, known chiefly as a writer
of stories of crime. Among her works are "The
Leavenworth Case" (1878), "Hand and Ring" (1883),
"The Fors.aken Inn " (18!»), "The Filigree Ball" (1903),
"The MUlionaire Baby" (1906), "The Woman in the
Alcove" (190(i), "The Circular Study" (190<i), "The
Mayor's Wife" (1907), and others, including a volume of
poems. "The Defense of the Bride "(1882).

An (imaginary) Rohlfs", Friedrich Gerhard. Died at Godes-

North" (1904), "A Dark Ijintern " (1906). "Come and
Find Me" (19081. "The Mills of the Gods" (1908), etc.

Robinson', George Frederick Samuel, first

Marquis of Ripon. Died July 9, 1909. He was
first lord of the admiralty in 1.^80. .secretary for the colo-
nics 1892-9.1. and lord jtrivy seal r.to.1-<:»8.

Robinson*, John Cleveland. Died at Bing-
hamton. N. Y.. Feb. 18. 1897.

Robinson Crusoe's Island.
uninhabited island on the northern coast of bero- Prussia June "' 1896
South America^ ofT the mouth of the Orinoco Rojag paul*. 'jos6 Pablo. Died July 23, 1905.
described in Defoe s tale of "The Life and t>„;„„4.„„__i '

t. « 7 ^ >

Strange Sur..rising Adventures of Robinson S^^f*7^°^''S;.,r.''''
Jto^hestvensky

Crnsoe, of York, Marinor " Ofton orrnTio^nQlv KOlte (roll), William James. Bom at New
identified with Juan

Mariner." Often erroneously Rolfe (rolf) William James,
uan Fernandez. See Selkirl-, ^"OTJort, Mass., Dec. 10 1827. An American

Shaksperian scholar, editor, author, and edu-

Died at New York, April

Alexander.

Robson*, Stuart.
29, 1903.

Roca', Julio A. He was again president of
the Argentine Republic 1898-1904.

Roche (rosh). Sir Boyle. Bom 174.3 : died at
Dublin, June f>, 1807. An Irish politician.
He entered the army and served in the American war

;

was a member of the Irish Parliament fmm 1777 until the
Unitm in 1801 ; and was created a baronet In 1782 for his
services to the government which later were particularly

cator. His editorial work includes " Handbook of Latin
Poetry" (1886: with J. H. Hanson), Craik's "English of
Shakespeare " (1867) ; select poems of Goldsmith (1876),
Gray (1876X Robert Browning (1886), and Wordsworth
(1889) ; the complete works of Shakspere (1870-83 : revised
ed. 1902-06), iMiems of Scott (1887), and of Tennyson (1895-
98) ; a series of English classics for school reading (1887-
91), a students' series of standard poetry (1882-87), and
various English classics. He is the author of " A Satchel
Guide to Europe " (1872-1906), "The Elementary Study of
English" (18!Hi), "Shakespeare the Boy" (1896), and "Life
of Shakespeare " (1902).

valuable m connection with the volunteer convention of i>_il ,..^\^ AlfroH P'hilinnp Bnm nt Paris
178:1. He is known cbicllv as a perpetrator of •bulls.' '^V r^il' ft7~ k tT ^^ .^°^^^^ i alls,

- - - _' ' - March 10, 184(. AFrenchpainterand sculptor.
He was trained in the atelier of Leon Bonnat, and first

exhibited in the Salon of 1870. Some of his most impor-

Roche Crosh), James Jeffrey. Born at Mount
mellick. Queen's County, Ireland, May 31,
1847: died April 3, 1908. An American jour-
nalist and author. He was editor of "The Pilot

'•

(B<«ton) 1890-95 ; United States consul at Genoa 1904-07
;

and consul at Berne, Switzerland, 1907-08. His works
include "S«»ngs and Satires" (1880), "Life of John Boyle
O'Reilly" (1891), "The St<.ry of the Filibusters" (1891).
" Ballads of Blue Water" (IS9.1), " Her Majesty the King

"

(1898), • By-ways of War" (1901), etc.

Roche (rosh), Mrs. (Regina Maria Dalton\
Born in the south of Ireland, about 1764: died
at Waterford, May 17, 1845. An Irish novelist. Romblon
She published many romances, the best known of which
is The I 'hildren of the Abbey " (1798).

Rochefort", Henri (Vi(:tor Henri, Comte de
Rochefort-Lutjay). He was editor of "Lintransi-
gcaut" from its fouinling in 1880 to 19fi7, and of "La
Patrie" 19(.i7-. His memoirs, "Les aventures de ma
vie," appeareil 1896-96.

Rochet", Louis. Died at Paris, Jan. 21, 1878.

Rockefeller (rok'e-fel-^r), John Dainson.
Born at Richford, N. Y., July 8,1839, An Ameri-
can merchant and philanthropist, founder
and president of the Standard Oil Company.
He went to Cleveland. Ohio, in 18.13 and later established
himself in the oil business there. The Standard oil Com-
pany was formed in 1870 and in 1882 was transformed into
a trust (diswdved in 1892). Among his gifts to public in-

Btitutiims are upward of ^lo.ooo.O"' to the I'niversity of
Chicago and over $,1:S.OOO,o<iO to the General Education
Board. He has also endowed the Rtx-kefeller Institute
for Medical Research i n N ew M,ik citv.

Rockhill(rok'hil), William Wood-Tille. Bom
at Philadelphia in 1854. Au American traveler,
diplomat, and author. He was secretary of legation
in Peking 1.88.1-sO ; first assistant secretary of state of the
United states lsiMWt7 ; minister to Greece 1S97-99 ; special
envoy to China .Inly, 1900; minister t^i China It)o6-o9

;

and anihas.'iador to I^ussia I909-. He has written "The
Land ..f til.. I.unias" (1n91), etc.

Rocky Mountains*. The name is defined by the
United States Geograjdlic B4iard as including, within the
United States, the ranges of .Montana. I'laho. Wy<nning.
Colorado. New Mexico, and Western Texas. "The highest
peak is Mount Massive, in C(plorado, 14.424 feet high.
Blanca Peak, which is often given as the highest point
in the State, is only 14,390 feet

Rod (rod), Edouard. Bom May 31, 18.57:

died Jan. 29, 1910. A French critic and

taut paintings are " Don .Tuan and Haydee," in the Mus^e
d'.-Vvignon ;

" Halte-l^"a souvenir of the Franco- Prussian
war, in the Mus^e de Laval ; the " Fete de Silene, " in the
Musee de Gano ; the "Grdve des Mineurs," in the Mus^e
de Valenciennes ; and the " Joies de la Vie," a decoration
of the H6tel de Ville in Paris. He is a pleinairiste and
brilliant technician.

Romany Rye, The. A story by George Bor-
row, published in 1857. It is a sequel to
'Lavengro."

(rom-blon'). 1. An island of the
Philippines, the third in size in the province
to which it gives the name. It lies between
Sibuyan and Tablasof the same group. Area,
37 square miles. Population (1903), 9,347.— 2.
A province of the Philippines. It is situated in
the Visayan Sea, and is bounded by Marinduque and
Luzon on the north, Masbate on the east, Panay on the
south, and Mindoro on the west. It consists of Tablas,
Sibuyan, Romblon, and other islands. Cajiital, Romblon.
The best harbors are Romblon Bay, on the western coast
of Romblon Island, and Port Loog, on the western coast
of Tablas Island. The surface of the province as a whole
is elevated. The highest peak is Guitiguitin, in Sibuyan
Island. Gold is found in the province. Among the
pnxluctions are tobacco, hemp, copra, com, and sweet
potatoes. The inhabitants are Visayans. Area, 573 square
miles. Population (19<i;i), .12.848.

3. A town, the capital of Romblon province,
situated on Romblon Bay in lat. 12° 35' N.,
long. 122° 17' E. Civilized population of
municipality (1903), 10,095.

Romero', Matias. Died at Washington, D. C,
Dec. 30, 1898. Ho was minister to the United
States 1863-68 and 1882-98.

Rontgen (r^nt'gen), Wilhelm Konrad. Born
at Lennep, March 27, 1845. An eminent Ger-
man scientist. He was educated at Ziu-ich and Utrecht
Since 1870 he has taught at WUrzhurg, Strasburg, and
elsewhere, and in 1888 was made director of the Physical
Institute of the University of Wiirzburg. Professor at
Munich since 1899. His discovery of the X-rays was
announced in Iteicndjer. 1891. ) i

' .
y
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Rood (rod), Ogden Nicholas. ' Bom at Dan-
bury, Conn., Feb. 3, 1831 : died at New York,
Nov. 12, 1902. An American physicist, pro-

U f



Rood

fessor of physics iu Columbia University from
1863, best kiiown for his work in optics. His
chief work is " Modern Chromatics " (1881).

Roof of the World. >>ee I'amir.

Roosevelt (ro'ze-velt). A steam-vessel, with
auxiliary sails, specially constructed to meet
the requirements of arctic work iu the search

for the north pole conducted by Commander
Kol>ert E. Peary. She is 1S4 feet long, 35..1 feet wide,

ami Itxi feet deep, with a maximum load displacement
of l,oi») tons. She wiis built liy Captain Charles B. Dixat
lUu-ksport. Mjliiie. and was launched Mareh 2'A, 1!»05.

Roosevelt', Robert Barnwell. Died June 14,

llKXi.

Roosevelt*, Theodore. He was president of the

>evv York board of police commissionere lJSy.V!>T ; assis-

tant secretary of the navy 1S!)7-9S ; foURht as lieutenant-

colonel of the first Volunteer Cavalry (Rough Riders) at

Las Ouasimas ,Iune 24, ISilS, and San .luan .luly 1 ;
was ap-

pointed colonel Julys ; was elected governor of New York
in IstfSand vice-president of the liiited States in 1900:

and on the death of President McKinley, Sept. 14, 1901,

became president of the I nited States. He was elected

president in 19iH, retiring in 19o9. His later works include

"Hunting Trips of a Itiinchniau ' (IHSil), " Ranch Life and
the Hunting Trail " (IsSS), " Essays on Practical Politics

"

(ISfiS). -The Winning of the West" (lS89-9ti), "The Wil-

derness Hunter" (1S93X "American Ideals, and other es-

says " (1S1)7), " Rough Ridere" (1»99), " Oliver Cromwell
"

(1900). "Tlie Strenuous Life" (liWO), "Addresses and
Pre8identi.al Messages ' (1904), "Outdoor Piistimes of

an American Hunter" (lOO-U " Good Hunting" (1907), etc.

Root (rot), Elihu. Born at Clinton, N. Y.,

Feb. 15, 1845. An American lawyer and
statesman. He was graduated at Hamilton College in

1864 and at the New York I'niversity Law School in 1S67.

He was Vnited States district attorney in New York City

1883-85 ; was chairman of the judiciary committee in the

New York constitutional convention 1894 ; was a member
of the Alaska Boundary Tribunal which sat in London in

1!M)3 ; wjus secretiiry of w.ir 1899-1904 ; was president of the

New York Bar Association lOiH-0.^; was secretary of state

1905-^)9 ; and fnited States senator from New York 1909-.

Root (rot), John Wellborn. Bom at Lump-
kin, Ga., Jan. 10, 18,')0 : died at Chicago, Jan.

15, 1891. An Atnerican architect. In 1873 he
went to Chicago and associated himself with Daniel

Hudson Burnham. He was appointed consulting archi-

tect of the World's Fair Commission but died while the

work was in i>rogress.

Ropes (rops), John Codman. Born at St.

Petersburg, Russia, April 28, 183G: died at

Boston, Mass., Oct. 28, 1899. An American
military historian. He was graduated at Harvard in

1S57 and was admitted to the bar in 1801. His works in-

clude "The Army under Pope: Campaigns of the Civil

^Var Series" (1.8S1), "The First Napoleon" (188.M, "The
Campaign of Waterloo " (1892-93), " The Story of the Civil

War " (parts 1 and 2, 1S94, 1S98), etc.

Roquette", Otto. Died at Darmstadt, March
IS, ISlIf).

Rosalie Peak*. It is about 14,340 feet high.

Rosecrans*, William Starke. Died at Kose-
crans, near Los Angeles, C'al., March 11, 1898.

Roselly de Lorgues*, Antoine Francois
F61ix. Died Jan. 2, 1898.

Rosen (ro'zeu), Baron Roman Romanovltch
de. A contemporary Russian diplomatist.
He was secretary of the Russian legation, and later min-
ister, at Tokio ; was consul-general in New York ; was
first secretary of the Kussian embassy at W^ashington
during President Cleveland's administration ; and was
Russian ambassador to Washington June 13, 190,^,-. He
was associated with Count Witte in the i)eace negotia-
tions between Japan and Russia which resulted in the
Treaty of Portsmouth, Sept. 6, 1906.

Rosetta Stone*, in its present broken condition it

measures 3 feet 9 inches in height, 2 feet 4J inches in
width, and 11 inches in thickness.

Ross', Alexander Milton. Died at Detroit,

Mich., Oct. 27, 1S97.

Ross (ros), Edward Alsworth. Born at Vlr-
den. 111., Dec. 12, 180G. An American sociol-

ogist, professor of sociology in the University
of Wisconsin. He has been professor in the univer-
sities of Indiana, Cornell, Stanford, and Nebraska, and
lecturer at Chicago and Harvard, He was professor of
sociolf>gy in Stanford University, California, 1893-1900,

and his resignation of this position was re)K)rted to be
due to an attempt on the part of the university to restrict

the freedom of academic discussion of economic and
sociological questions. He has published "Swial Con-
trol " (l»)l), " The Foundations of Sociology " (190S), "Siu
and Society" (1907). ".Social Psychology," (1908), etc.

Ross, Mrs. (Elizabeth (Betsy) Griscom).
Born at Philadelphia, .Ian. 1, 1752 : died there,
Jan. 30, 1836. An American woman, who, at
the suggestion of Washington, made the first

American flag, adopted by Congress June 14,

1777. Thehouse, 239 Arch Street, Philadelphia, in which
the flag was made is now the property of the American
Flag itouse and Betsy Ross Memorial Association.

Ross (ros). Major Ronald. Born May 13, 1857.

A British pathologist, professor of tropical
medicine in the University of Liverpool and
the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.
He Is best known for his investigations ,in malaria, and
especially for his discoveries with regard to the develop-
ment of the malarial parasites in mosquitos (1897-98).
He received the Nobel prize for medicine in 1902.
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Rossi", Ernesto. Died at Peseara, June 4,

Rostand (ros-tiin'), Edmond. Bom at Mar-
seilles, April 1, 18G4. A French poet and
playwright. He has written "Les Romanesques"
(18W), "La Princesse Lointaine " (189iS), " La Saniaritaine

"

(1807), "Cyrano de Bergerac" (1897), " L'Aiglon " (IDtW),

" I'n soir k Hernani " (1902), " Les Mots " (1905), " Chanti-

cler" (1907-09), " Le bois sacre " (1909), etc. He became a

member of the French Academy in 1903.

Rostock*. The university has about 700 stu-

dents, and a library of about 240.000 volumes.

Rotch (roch), Abbott Lawrence. Born at

Boston, Mass., Jan. 6, 1861. An American
meteorologist, founder and director of the
Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory from
1885 and professor of meteorology in Harvard
University from 1906. He has published repoi-ts of

meteorological work at Blue Hill and elsewhere since

1887, "Sounding the Ocean of Air" (1900), etc.

Rough Riders. The popular name of the

First United States Volunteer Cavalry, organ-

ized by Theodore Roosevelt and LeonardWood
for service in the Spanish-American war.
It consisted of 1,000 men, recruited mainly from western
States. They fought (dismounted) at Las Guasimas June
24, and San Juan July 1, ll<98.

Roundabout Papers, The. A work by Thack-
eray, published in 1802.

Rousse (ros), Aim6 Joseph Edmond. Bom
at Paris, May 17, 1817 : died Aug. 1, 1906. A
French barrister and author, in 1881 he was ad-

mitted to the French Academy, succeeding Jules Favre.

Among his works are " Consultations sur les decrets du
29 Mara 1880 ' (1880), " Discours, plaidoyers, et ojuvres

diverses" (1884), "I)iscour8 acadomiques" (1881-89),
" Avocats et miigistrats " (1903), etc.

RoUVier", Maurice. Ue was minister ot finance

1889-92 and 1902-05 ; became minister of finance and
president of the council in 1906 ; and was ndnister of for-

eign affairs igo5-(Xi, succeeding Delcasse.

Rowland**', Henry Augustus. Died April 16,

1901. He was professor of physics at Johns
Hopkins University 1876-1901.

Rowley (ro'li) Mile. A famous race-course

(1 mile, 11 yards) at Newmarket, England,
said to be named for a favorite race-horse of

Charles II. The majority of the races finish

at the Rowley Mile post.

Rowson (rou'son), Mrs. (Susanna Haswell).
Born at Portsmouth, England, 1762: died at

Boston, Mass., March 2, 1824. An English
author, actress, and educator, best known for

her story of "Charlotte Temple" (which see).
Her husband becoming bankrupt, she went on the stage,

appeared in Edinburgh 17S)2-93, and toured in America
1793-97. She superintended a schotjl for girls in Boston,

Mass., 1797-1822. Among her publications are " The In-

quisitor- (1788), "Charlotte Temple" (1790), "Reuben
and Rachel ' (1798), etc.

Royal Academy of Arts. A society founded
in 1708 by George III. for the establishment of

a school of design and the holding of an annual
exhibition of the works of living artists. Its first

rooms were in Somerset House, London ; thence it re-

moved to Trafalgar Square (1834) ; and it now occupies
Burlington House. The society consists of 40 royal acade-
micians, at lesiat 30 associates, and not more tlian 4 asso-

ciate engravers. Its first president was Sir Joshua
Reynolds:

Royalist, Port. See Puerto Princesa, 1.

Royal Scottish Museum, The. The name
given in 1904 to the Edinburgh Museum of
Science and Art. The museum .'tanda on Chambers
Street, behind the University, and contains collections of

natural history, industrial art, and technology. It was
fomided in 1801.

Royal Victorian Order. A British order
instituted by (^ueen Victoria, April 21, 1896.
It consists of the sovereign, honorary members, and ordi-

nary members. The members are divided into five classes :

knights grand cross, knights commanders, commanded,
members of the fourth cLass, and members of the fifth

class. The ordinary members (numbering over 7(X)) are
apjiointed from subjects of the British Crown who have
rendered extraordinary, or important, or personal services
to His Majesty, his heirs and successors. The abbrevia-
tions .are G.C.V.O., K.C.V.O., C.V.O., and M.V.O.

Roybet (rwii-ba,'), Ferdinand Victor L6on.
Born at Uz^s, April 20, 1840. A French
painter and engraver. He studied at the ficole des
Beaux- Arts in Lyons ; settled in Paris, where he first

exhibited at the Salon in 1805 ; and became professor of

engraving at Lyons. In 1866 his " Un fou sous Henri
III. " took a medal at the .Salon. His subjects are chiefiy

historical.

Royce (rois), Josiah. Bom at Grass Valley,
Cal., Nov. 20, 18.55. An American philosophi-
cal writer and psychologist, professor of the
history of philosophy in Harvard University
from 1892. He was graduated at the University of Cali-

fornia in 1875; studied at Leipsic and Cottingen ; was fel-

low of Johns Hopkins University 187fi-78 ; and was as-

sistant professor of philosophy at Harvard 1882-92. He
has written "The Spirit of Modem Philosophy" (1892).
" The Conception of (iod " (1897 : with others). "The World
and the Individual " (1899 : second series, 1901), " The Con-
ception of Immortality " (1900), " Studies of Good and Evil

"

Russo-Japanese War
(1898), "Outlines of I'svchology " (1903), " Herbert Spen-
cer" (1904), " Philosophy of Loyalty " (1908), "Race Ques-
tioTis" (1908), etc.

Rozhestvensky (ro-zhest'ven-ski). A Russian
rear-admiral. In 1904 he was placed in command of
the Baltic fleet ordered for service in the Far East, and be-
came involved in the North Sea incident (which see). He
was defeated, seriously wounded, and captured by the Jap-
anese under Admiral Togo in the battle of the Sea of Japan,
May 27-28, 1905, and was tried by court-martial, July 4-10,

19(16, for his suiTender and acijuitted.

Ruckstuhl (ruk'stol), Frederic Wellington.
Born at Breitenbach, Alsace, May 22, 1853. An
Atnerican sculptor. He came to the United States
when young ; attended the public schools of St. Louis

;

and later studied art in Paris. Among his best works are
" Evening," a imde female statue in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York ; ".Solon," a bronze figure in the Con-
gressional Library, Washington ; etiuestrian statues of Gen-
eral Hartranft in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and of General
Wade Hampton in Columbia, South Carolina ; several
figures on the appellate court building in New York ; the
Confederate monument at Baltimore, etc.

Rudder Grange. A humorous story by F. R.
Stockton, published in 1879.

Ruger ", Thomas Howard. Died at Stamford,
Conn., June 3, 1907. He was promoted major-
general in 1895 and retired in 1897.

Ruskin*, John. Died at Brantwood, Jan. 20,

1900.

Russell', Charles, first Lord Russell of Kill-

owen. BornatNewry, Ireland, Nov. 10, 1832:
died Aug. 10, 1900.

Russell", Henry. Died Dec. 7, 1900.

Russell (rus'el), Israel Cook. Born at Gar-
rattsville, N. Y., Dec. 10, 1852 : died at Ann
Arbor, Mich., May 1, 1906. An American
geologist, professor of geology in the Univer-
sity of Michigan 1892-1906. He was geologist of

the United States Geological Survey 1880-1906. Among
his works are " Geological History of Lake I.ahontan

"

(1886), "Lakes of North America" (1894^, "Glaciers of
North America" (1897), "Volcanoes of North America"
(1897), " Rivei-s of North America" (1898), "North Amer-
ica " (1900), etc.

Russell* , Sir William Howard. Died at Lon-
don, Feb. 10, 1907.

Russia*. A war with Japan took place Feb., 1904,-Sept,
1906 (see Ru^sii-Japattese irar). A revolutionary move-
ment occurred li)06-eti which resulted in the partia, grant
of popular government and the election of a parliament
(Duma) 1906.

Russo-Japanese War. A war between Rus-
sia and Japan, waged in Manchuria 1904-05.
The chief cause of the war was the occupation (continued
notwithstanding repeated promises of withdrawal by the
Russian govermnent) of Manchuria by Russia after the
Boxer uprising of 1899-1900, with the consequent endan-
germent of the Japanese preponderance in Korea, which
was regarded by Japan as essential to her safety. An
earlier cause of irritation was the action of Russia, Ger-
many, and France in preventing the retention by Japan of

Port Arthur and the Liao-tung peninsula after the Chinese-
Japanese war of 1894-96, and the subsequent leasing of

this tenitory fnmi China by Russia. The i>rincipal events
of the war were the following : rupture of diplomatic rela-

tions with Russia by Japan, Feb. «, li<04 ; attack by tor-

pedoboats of the Japanese fieet under Admiral Togo upon
the Russian squadron under Admiral Stark at Port Arthur,

Feb. 8, 1904 ;
general attack by the Jai)anese fleet, Feb. 9,

1904 : these two attacks resulting in great injury to the
Russians; naval fight off Chemulpo, resulting in the
destruction of the Russian cruiser Variag and the gunboat
Korietz, Feb. 9, 1904 ; war declared by Japan, Feb. 10,

1904 ; Admiral ilakaroff succeeded Admiral .Stark, Feb. 17,

1904 : General Kuropatkin appointed Russian commander-
in-chief in Manchuria, Feb. 21, 1904 ; jigreement between
Japan and Korea signed at Seul, Feb. 23, 1904 ; Vladivostok
bombarded by Admiral Kamimura, March 6, 1904 ; Port

Arthur bombarded March 21-22, 19t)4 ; Wiju occupied by
the Japanese, April ()-7, 1904 ; destruction of the Russian
battle-ship Petropavlovsk by a mine and death of Admiral
Makaroff, April 13, 1904 ; Russian Vladivostok squadron
appeared off Yuen-san, April 25, 1901 ; defeat of the Rus-
sians under Sassulitch by the Japanese First Anny under
Kuroki, May 1, 1901 ; the entrance t« Port Arthur Mocked
for battle-ships and cruisers. May 3, 1904 ; Japanese battle-

ship Hatsuse sunk by a mine, May 16, IflOt ; Japanese vic-

tory at Kin-chau (capture of Nan-shan Hill), May 27-28.

1904 ; occupation of Dalny by the Japanese, May 29-30,

1904 ; Russians defeated at Telissu and Wafangkau, June
14-15, 1904 : unsuccessful sortie of Russian fleet from Port
Arthur, June 23, 1904 ; investment of Port Arthur (after

severe preliminary fighting), July 31, 1904, -Jan. 1, 1906;

sortie of the Port Arthur fleet, resulting in a sea battle in

which most of the Russian vessels were driven back to

Port Arthur and the rest dispersed (with the death of Ad-
miral Withdft), Aug. 10, 1901; Vladivostok squadron de-

feated by Admiral Kamimura (Ruriksunk), Aug. 14. 1904 ;

battle of Liat)-yang, resulting in the success of the Jap-

anese under Gyama, the Russians retiring upon Mukden,
Aug. 27-Sept. 4, 1904 ; battle of the Shaho. in which the

Kussian attack was repulsed, Oct. 9-14, 1904 ; the Baltic

fieet under Rozhestvensky sailed for the Far East, October,

1904, and attacked the Hull fishing fleet on the Doggerbank
on the night of Oct 21-22, 1904 ; Port Arthur surrendered,

Jan. 1, 1905 ; Russians crossed ihe Hun river and attacked the
Japanese at Haikautai but were repulsed Jan. 2.5-29, 1906 ;

battle of Mukden, resulting in the complete defeat of

Kuropatkin and the capture of the city, Feb. 19-March 10,

1905 ; Kuropatkin relieved of his command and succeeded
by Linievitch, ilarch 16, 1906 ; the Baltic fleet reached
Kam-ranh Bay, April 12, 1906 : battle of the Sea of Japan
and the annihilation of the Baltic fleet by -Admiral Togo.

May 27-28, 1906 ; President Roosevelt urged the Russian
and Japanese governments to negotiate for peace, June 8,



Busso-Japanese War
1905; plenipotentiaries met at rortsniouth, New Hamp-
shire. Aun. 11. UK1.T ; treaty of peace signed, Sept. 5, 1906.

Sutgers College*, it now includes, besides the orig-
inal classical school, the New .Tersey State College for the
Beuetit of .\griculture anil the Mechanic Arts. It also
maintains the College Experiment Station and the Rutgers
College I'reimratory School. It has about 35 instructors
and about 250 students.

Rutherford (ruTH'fer-ford), Ernest. Born at
Nelson, New Zealand, Aug. 30, 1871. A Brit-
ish physicist, professor of physics in McGill
University, Montreal, 1898-1907, and Lang-
worthy professor and director of the physical
laboratories at the University of Manchester
1907-. In 1908 he receiTed the Nobel prize for chem-
istry. He is especially noted for his studies in radioac-
tivity and the ionization of gases by the Rdntgen and
liecquerel rays. He received the Rumford medal of the
Royal St)ciety in 1904. He has written " Radio-activity

"

(190J), etc.
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Ruwenzori*, Mount. It was determined to
be a mountain range by the Duke of Abruzzi,
who ascended the peaks in 1906. The highest
poiut is 16,810 feet.

Ryan (ri'au), Abram Joseph : better known as
Father Ryan. Bom at Norfolk, Va., Aug. 15,
1839: died at Louisville, Ky., April 22, 1886.
An American poet and Roman Catholic priest.
Shortly after his ordination he entered the Confederate
Amjy and served through most of the Civil War as a
chaplain and sometimes in the ranks. In Augusta,
Georgia, he founded and edited "The Banner of the
South " (1888). In 1880 he published his " Poems, Patri-
otic, Religious, and Miscellaneous " among the most pop-
ular of which are "The Conquered Banner," "The Sword
of Robert E. Lee," "Gather the Sacred Dust," "The Lost
Cause," and "The Flag of Erin."

Ryan (ri'an), Patrick John. Born at Thurles,
County Tipperary, Ireland, Feb. 20, 1831.

SalTini

A Roman Catholic prelate, archbishop of
Philadelphia from 1884. He was consecrated in
1872 titular bishop of Trtconiia, Palestine, and coadjutor
bishop and later (1883) archbishop of St. Louis. He has
published "What Catholics do not Believe" (1877),
" .Some of the Causes of Modern Religious Skepticism "

(1883), etc.

Rydberg(red'berg), AbrahamViktor: known
as Viktor. Born at Joiikoping, Sweden, Dec.
18, 1828

: died at Stockholm, Sept. 21, 1893.
A Swedish author and critic, professor of the
history of civilization at Stockholm from 1884.
He was elected a member of the Swedish Academy in
1877. Among his works are " Fribytaren pa Ostersjon

"

(1857), "Den siste Atlienaren " (1869), " Bibelns liira om
Kristus" (1862), "Ronierska Dagar" (1877), "I'ndersok-
ningar i germansk Mythologi" (1886-89), "Wapensme-
den ' (1891), "Varia: Tankar och bilder" (18941, and
".Singoalla'' (189.5).

Ryle*, John Charles. Died June 10, 1900.

aar (ziir), Ferdinand von.
Bom at Vienna. Sept. 30,
1><33: died at Dobling, near
Vienna. July 24, 1906. A
noted Austrian poet and
dramatist. His works include
tlie tragedies " Hildebrand " (186.5)
and " Heinrich's Tod " (1867). com-
bined as " Eaiser Heinrich IV

"

(1872); "Die beiden de Witt"
(l5,;.), le]iip<!,ta '

(1.881), "Novellen aus Osterreich

"

(1877), "Gedichte" (1882). "Schicksale" (1888), "Frauen-
bilder" (1892), " Nachklange ' (1891>), " Ginevra " (1904),
" Tragik des Lebens " (1906). He committed suicide.

Sabatier (sii-ba-tya'), Paul. Bom at Saint
Miclu'l-de-Chabrillonoux, France, Aug. 3, 1858.
A noted French theologian and historian. He
became vicar of the Church of St. Nicolas at Strasburg
in 1885. and pastor at Saint Cierge in 1889, retiring from
active pastoral work four years later. His best known
work Is the " Vie de .Saint Franijois d'Asgise" (189:!), based
on long-lost documents discovered by him. In 1899 he
was elected a member of the R'>yal Academy of Rome and
in 1902 founded the Society Internationale ties £tudea
Franciscaines. Among his other publications are " L.a
Didach^ (1.885), "Collection detudes et de documents
surrhistoirereligieuseetlittt'-rairedu nnjyen-iige"(19)(V),
" Disestablishment in France ' (English translation, 1906),
" Les modeniistes " (livct). etc.

Sachs (siichs), Julius von. Bom at Breslau,
Oct. 2, 1832 : died at Wiirzburg, May 29, 1897.
A noted (ierman botanist, jirofpssor in the Uni-
versity of Wiirzburg from 1808, the founder of
experimental vegetable physiology. He wrote
" Handbuch der Exi)erimentaIphy8iologie*der Prtanzen

"

(1865), " Lehrbuch der Botanik " (18«8i, " Vorlesungen uber
Pflanzenphysiologie " (1882), " Geschichte der Botanik"
(1875), " Gesammelten Abhandlungen Ui)er PHanzenphysi-
ohigie" (1S9J 9)1. etc.

Sackville-Wesf
Baron Saekville.

3, 1908.

Saddle Mountain*.
is S.OIi.'i feet liigli.

Saenz Pena', Luis. Died Dec. 4, 1907.
Safford", Truman Henry. Died at Newark,
N. J.. .Tune i:i, liMll.

Sagasta', Praxedes Mateo. Died at Madrid,
Jan. .'), 1903. He was premier 1872, 1874, 1881-83, 1886-
90, 1893-9.5, 1M97-9'.), and March, 1901.-1902.

Sage-hen State. A popular nickname of the
.State of Nevada.

Saghalin*. That part of the Island south of lat W N.
was, with ailjacent islands, ceded back to Japan by the
Treaty of Portsmouth in 1905.

Sahara'. In accordance with a convention
between Great Britain and France the latter

controls all that part of the Sahara, with Wadai,
which lies west of the liasin of the Nile.

Said Pasha*, Mehemet. Bom at Erzerum,
18:{r). He was grand vizier 1882-85 and 1901-03.

St. Aldwyn, Viscount. See Hicks-Beach.

Saint Andrews*. Tlie university is attended
by over .300 students. University College, at
Dundee, lias l>oen afHliated with it since 1897.

St. Andrew's Night. The 29th of November.
It is cfleitratcd in some parts of Germany by forms of
divinatiiHi very similar Ut those which are practised In
Scotland on Hallow E'en. Taylor, Notes to F'aust.

Sainte Oan6gonde (sant ko-na-gond'). A city

in Hochelaga Countv, Quebec, Canada, adjoin-
ing Montreal. Population (1901), 10,912.

St. Ellas', Mount. 2. This peak Is in Alaska. close
t/» the Canartian bonmiary. It Is surpassed in height by
Mt .McKlnley (20.4(M feet). The flrst ascent of It was
made by the Duke of the Abruzzi In 1897.

Lionel Saekville, second
Died at Sevenoaks, Sept.

Its chief peak (Greylock)

St. Francis Xavier, College of. See College
nt St. FnDicis Xtiriei:

Saint-Gaudens*, Augustus. Died at Comish,
N. H., Aug. 3, 1907.

St. George (sant ,i6rj). The second island in
importance of the Pribylof group in Bering
Sea. It is famous for its fur-seal rookeries, which are
about one third as populous as those of St. Paul. The
village of St. George numbers about 100 Aleuts, the sealers
and their families. It has a Greek-Russian church, aoom-
jiany store, and an English school. Length, 12 miles.
Brendth, 4* miles. Area, about 39 square miles.

St. Helier. See Jemie.
St. Gotthard*, Tunnel of the. It is sur-
passed by the Simplon tunnel, 12i- miles in
length.

St. John' (West Indies). The island belongs to
Denmark.

St. John's College. A Roman Catholic insti-
tution of learning situated in Fordham, New
York City, it was opened in 1841, and In 1846 was
raised to the rank of a university and passed under the
contrrd of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus. It offers
classical an<l non-cla.ssiciil courses and has about 110 col-
legiate and 440 academic and gninimju- studenta.

St. Lawrence". The great briilge under construction
across the river below Quebec coll:ii)sed on Aug. 29, liK>7,

killing a number of workmen. The Dominion Goveni-
ment h.as undertaken its rec<nistruction.

St. Louis". It is the fourth city in size in the
United States.

St. Paul (sant pal). The principal island of
tbe Pribylof group in Bering Sea. It is famous
for ita fur-seal rookeries, which occupy about seven miles
of ita coast line. The village of St Paul numbers about
200 inhabitants, natives of the Aleutian Islands brought
over to carry on the fur-seal industry. It has a church of
the Greek-Russian faith, an English school, and a company
store. Extreme length, 13i miles. Breadth, about I'i

miles. Area, ab<tut43 square miles.

St. Paul's School. An English public school
founded by John Colet (1406-1519), dean of St.

Paul's Cathedral. The design of the founder was to
establish a school where 1.53 boys of gofal cajiacity, with-
out restriction as to nationality, should receive a sound
Christian education and a knowledge of Greek as well as
of Latin. The first head-msister, William Lily (1468-1522),
was apiK>inted in 1512. The school was removed from its

original site In St. Paul's Churchyard, London, to Ham-
mersmith Road, West Kensington, in 1884. Capitation
scholars (paying a tuition fee) have been added to the
foundation scholars, and the number of pupils is now
about .580.

St. Petersburg*. The university is attended
Ijy f)v<T 9,000 students.

St. Pierre'. It was totally destroyed by an
eruption of Mount Pel^e on M.ay 8, 1902. About
40,000 people in St. Pierre and vicinity were
klMed.

Saintsbury", George Edward Bateman. nis
later works include "Miscellaneous Essays" (1.S92),

"Corrected Impressions" (1895), "Nineteenth Century
Literature " (1896), " The Flourishing of Romance and the
Else of Allegory" (1897), "Sir Walter .Scott" (1897), "A
Short History of English Literature" (1898), "Matthew
Arnold " (1899), "A Hist-iry of Criticism" (3 vols., 190(WI4),

"The Earlier Renaissance" (1901), " Ixjci Critici " (1903),
"Minor Caroline Poet« " (2 vols., 1905-0<i), "History of
Elizabethan Literature ' (190(i), " A History of English
Prosody " (V(d. I., 1900; VoL IL, 1908), " History of XIX.
Century Literature " (1906), "The Later Nineteenth Cen-
tury " (1907). etc.

St. Thomas* (We.st Indies). In 1902 a treaty
ceding the Danish West Indies to the United
States was defeated in the Rigsdag.

St. Vincent*. In 1902 there was a violent
and destructive eruption of the Soufrifere vol-

cano.

Saionji (si'6n-ji). Marquis Kin-mochi. Born
at Kioto, October, 1849. A Japanese states-
man, premier 1906-08. He studied in Paris 1870-80;
was appointed minister to Austria in 1885 and to Germany
In 1887

;
was minister of education 1S94-96, and again in

the third administration of Marquis Ito ; and has several
times been prime minister ad interim.

Sakhalin. See Suf/hnlin.

Sala', George Augustus Henry. Died Dec.
8, 1895. He wrote also "Things I Have .Seen and People
I Have Known " (1894) and " Life and Adventures of George
-Augustus .Sala" (1895).

Salisbury (siilz'bu-ri). The capital of southern
Rhodesia, in South Africa, situated about
lat. 18° S., long. 31° E. it is on the railway from
the Cape and is also connected with Beira on the coast of
Lorenzo Maniues. Fonnerly Fort Salisburi/.

Salisbury', Third Marquis of (Robert
ArthurTalbotGascoyne Cecil). Bom Feb. 3,
18:i0: died at Hatfield House, Herts., Aug. 22, 1903. lie
held office as prime minister in four administrations—
June, 1885,-Feb., 1886, Aug., 1886,-Aug., 1892, July, 1885,-
Nov., 1900, and Nov., 1900, -.luly, 1902. In the first, during
the greater i)art of the second, and the third he was foreign
secretary as well as premier.

Salisbury (salz'bu-ri), RoUin D. Born at
Spring Prairie, Wis., Aug. 17, 1858. An
American geologist, professor of geographic
geology in the University of Chicago from 1892,
dean of the Ogden School of Science from
1897, and head of the department of geography
from 1903. He was professor in the University of
Wisconsin 1891-92, and in Beloit College 1884-91. He has
published a treatise on geology (with Chamberlin), sev-
eral volumes c»n the geology of New Jersey, etc.

Salmon", George. Died at Dublin, Jan. 22,
1904.

Salome. 3. An opera ('drama') in one act,
music by Richard Strauss, founded on a play
by Oscar Wilde. The leading characters are Salome
(the daughter of llerodias) and John the Baptist. It was
first produced in Dresden, Dec. 9, 1906, and in New York
In 1007.

Salona*. It is the capital of the nomarchy of
Phocis.

Salt Lake City*. The capital of the State of
Utah. It is the seat of the University of
Utah (formerly of Deseret).

Salton Sea. A lake in southern California
(Colorado desert) formed by the overflow
of the Colorado river. The valley in which the
Salton Sea lies is, at its lowest point, about three hun-
dred feet below sea-level, and the waters of the ( 'olorado
have often found their way int^) It. A notable incursion
occurred in 1891, fonninga lake alwut .30 miles Umg. 10 miles
wide, and very shallow, which rapidly diminished. In
the spring of liW5 the river. In flood, enlarged a passage
which had been cut, for purposes of irrigation, four miles
below the Mexican border, and by August was discharg-
ing the greater pai-t of its waters into the Salton Sea,
which enlarged until it attained an area of over 400 scguare
miles and a depth of about 90 feet. After several un-
successful attempts and the expenditure of vast sinns of
nioney (required for the protecting of agricultural prop-
erty and that of the .Southern Pacific liailroad), the in-
flow of water was stopped in July, 1907.

Salvador*. The rei)uhllc is divided into 14 depart-
ments : Ahnachapan, Cabafias, Chalatenanga, Cuscatlan,
La Libei-t^ui, La Paz, La I'nion, Morazan, San Miguel, San
Salvador. San Vincente, Santa Ana, .Sonsonate, and Usu-
lutan. The capital Is San Salvador. See also Central
American Arhitration Treaty.

Salvini (siil-ve'ne), Allesandro. Born at
Rome, Dec. 21, 1861: died at Florence, Dec.
I.'), 1896. An .actor, son of Tommaso Salvini.
He was educated in .Switzerland and at Florence as a
civil engineer; came to America in 1881, and made his
first appearance on the stage in New York at the I'nion



Salvini
'^*

8qa«re The«t«r in 1SS2. His b«t taiown rtles were those Sanford (san'forfl), Edmund Clark,

Saskatchewan

of" the Count in " Monte Cristu,

Thri'f Duanisnien," and Hamlet.

Salzburg'. 1. It has 7 representatives m the

A\istriau Keiehsrat, and has a Landtag of 28

numbers.
Samal (sa'mal). An island in the Gulf of

Davao. sonthern Mindanao, Philippine Isla"«Is

Area, 147 square miles

l.OiH).

Samar (sii'ma

ippiiies eousi

small islands,

Civilized population (1903), 35,030.-2. A
town, the capital of La Laguna province,

Luzon. It is situated on the nasteni shore of Laguna
de Bay in lat. 14" 18' N., long. 121" 24' 30" E. Civilized

population of municipality (1903), 12,747.

3. A municipality of Marinduque subprovinee
in tlie Philippine Islands, it is situated on Port

•Santa Cruz, in tlie northern part of Marhiduque Island.

Civilized population (1«03), l(i,36a

Santa F6* (New Mexico). It was founded by

It is bounded by the Strait of S.w Bernardino (seimniting I nited States Ueographic Board, the range extends froni

Ft f'n.m Luzon)' on the northwest; the i'aeitlc Ocean on poncha Pass, Colorado, to the neighborhood of Santa Ke,

the north and east ; the Pacitic Ocean and San Pedro and jjew Mexico, thus including the southern portion, locally

San Pablo bay (sepai-ating it from Levte) on the south ; known as the Culebra Kange. Bhuica Peak, m this l-ange,

and San Pedro and .San Pablo bay, the Strait of San jg i4,:j<X) feet high, and is surpassed by -Mount ilassive

Juanieo (separating it frojii Leyte), Baram Channel
( 14,424).

(separating it fronrBiliran Island), and the Visayan Sea gangster (sang'stfer), Mrs. (Margaret Ellza-
(sep.arating it from Masbate) on the west Capital,

Vo+ll MunSOn) Born at New Kochelle, N. Y.,
Oatbalogan. The coast of .Samar Island is indented by DBbU iliUUSUiiA x^v'iu™^

Born at

DArtagnan in "The "(Jakfaud, Cal., Nov. 10, 1859. An American

psychologist. He was assistant professor

1892-1901, and professor of experimental and

comparative psychology in Clark University

1901-09, and was elected president in 1909.

He has published "A Course in Experimental Psychol-

ogy '
(IS'.IS), eto.

.

Population (1903), gan FranclscO*. It was, in large part, de-
^^^^^ ^^ ^^,^„ „^^

stroyed by earthquake and fire on April 18, ^,^^, Spanish in 1605.
r). 2. A pro\-iuce of the Phil- 1906, and the following days, the loss amount-

gg^^^g^ j.^ (san'ta fa') Trail. A route of travel
sting of Samar and numerous ing to upward of $2oO,000,000. -^ ^|,g southwestern United States, of great
of >vhieh Daram is the largest. Sangre de CristoRangie'. Acra^^^ importance before the construction of the

transcontinental railways, extending from
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to Santa F^, New
Mexico. It passed south of Toi)eka and after reaching

the Arkansas river near Great Bend followed approxi-

mately the course later taken by the Atchison, Topeka,

and Santa F6 railroad. From CiinaiTon Crossing, near Fort

Dodge, a branch trail followed a more southerly and
direct route to Santa F^.

'Uu^^r.^t Santayana (san-ta-ya'na), George. Bom at
editor 01

jjj|^,|j,i^[^ Spain, Dec. 16, 1863, of Spanish pa-

rentage. An American poet, essayist, educa-

tor, and philosopher, assistant professor of

philosophy in Harvard University from 1889

and professor 1907-. He was Hyde lecturer at the

Sorboiine, Paris, 1905-00. Among his works are " Sonnets

and Other Verses " (1894), " The Sense of Beauty : Out-

lines of Jisthetic Theory " (189«), ' Lucifer : a Theological

Tragedy " (189S)), " Interpretations of Poetry and Reli-

gion '
(1900), " The Hermit of Camiel, and other Poems "

(1901), and ' The Life of Reason," a work in five volumes :

" Reasijn in Common .Sense " (1!)05). " Reason in S<K^iety
'

(1905), "Reason in Religion" (190.n), "Reason in Art"

(1905), and "Reason in Science" (1906).

Civilized Santee (san-te'). [Dakota I-san-a-ii.'\ A di-

vision of the Dakota Indians.

Santiago de Cuba '
. 1 . it is now the capital of the

province of Ciiciite (formerly Santiago de Cuba). It sur-

rendered to the I'nited States troops July 17, 18<)8. The
campaign lasted from June 20, and included the battles

of Las Guasimas. June 24, and of San Juan and EI Caiiey,

July 1-2. Population, ahout 4B,OflO.

2. The former name of the province of Ori-

ente, Cuba.

many bays. The principal harbors aie Borongon bay,

Port" Libas, and Panibujan bay, all on the eastern coast

and all safe for large vessels in all weather. The surface

is mountainous, bnt without great elevations. Few of

the rivere are navigable even for native boats. Iron, lead,

and gold are found. Cocoa, hemp, ban.inas, copra, corn,

sugar-cane, and sweet potatoes are the chief productions.

The inhabitants are Visavans- Area of the province, 6,276

s.iuare miles. Population (1903), 266,237.

Samoan Islands*. After the death of Malietoa, in

ISiis. trouble arose over the succession, which resulted

in the bi>mbaniment, in .March, 1899, of Apia and villages

along the coast bv American and British war-ships. Later

bethMunson).
Feb. 22, 1838. An American journalist, poet

and writer of juveniles. She was associate
" Heai-th and Home " 1871-73, of " The Christian at Work "

1873-79, and of "The Christian Intelligencer" 1879-

;

' Postmistress ' of " Hanier's Young People " 1882-89 ; and

editor of " Harper's Bazaar " 1889-99. She has been on the

staB of the " Christian Herald " since 1894, of the " Ladies'

Home Journal " 1899-1904, and of the "Woman's Home
Companion " 1904-. .\mong her works aie " Poems of the

Household" (1882), "Winsome Womanhood" (liXKl),

" Lyrics of Love " (1901), " Oixid Manuel's for all Occasions
"

(1906), "The Story Bible " (1905), "Happy School Days"

( 1909), etc.

Great Britain withdrew from tlie islands and I'polu and gan IsldrO (siin e-se dro). A town, the cap-
Savaii were ceded lo Gennany (1899), and Tutuila and

the other islands east of long. 171° W. to the United

Stiites (UXKiV

Sampaloc (siim-pii'lok). A suburb of the city

of -Manila, Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civil-

ized population (1903), 18,772.

Sampson, William Thomas. Born at Pal-

ni)Ta, N. Y., Fob. 9, 1840 : died at Washington,
D.'C., May 6, 1902. An American naval officer.

He entered the I'nited States Naval Academy in 1857,

served in the I iiion navy during the Civil War, and was
promoted lieutenant-comniaiider in 1SC6, commander
in 1874, captain in 18.89. commodore July 3, 1898, and
rear-admiral Aug. 10, 1898. He was superintendent of

the Naval Academy 1886-90; chief of the Bureau of

Naval Oidnance 1893-97; and president of the board of

inquiry into the ilaine disaster 1898. He was appointed

commander-in-chief of tlie North .Atlantic naval station in

April, 1898 ; bombarded San Juan de Porto Rico May 12 ;

and conducted the blockade of Santiago. The fleet under

Ills command destroyed the Sjianish S(iuadron under Cer-

vera off the latter jiort July 3, 1898. Retired 1902,

ital of Nueva Ecija province, Luzon, Philippine

Islands. It is situated on the Rio Grande de la Pam
panga, in lat. 15° IS' ;«)" N., long. 120° 61' 30" E,

population of municipality (1903), 9.800.

San Jos6 de Buenavista (siin no-sa' da bwa-
na-ves'tii). A town, the capital of Antique

province, Panay Island, in the Pliilippines.

It is in hit. 10 44' N., long. J21' 54' E. Civilized popula-

tion of municipality (1903), 0,768.

San Juan (siin Ho-iin'). A department in the

northern part of Porto Rico, bounded by the At-

lantic Ocean on the nortli, Humacao on the

east, Guayama and Ponce' on the south, and Santley*, Sir Charles. He was knighted in

Arecibo on the tvest. Area, 542 square miles.

Population (1899), 160,046. Formerly Jiaya-

IIKIII.

San Juan. A locality about 4 miles southeast

of Santiago de Cuba. It was attacked and
captured by United States troops July 1, 1898.

" " "It includes all the mountains of
San Bernardino (siin ber-nar-de'no), Strait ^an JuanJange^_^^^

^^^ ^^^_^^^.^

of. A strait in the Pliilippines, separating

Luzon and Samar islands and connecting the

Visayan Sea with the Pacific Ocean.

Sanborn (san'born), Franklin Benjamin.
Born at Hampton Falls, N. H., Dec. 15, 1831.

An American journalist, author, and social re-

former. He was graduated at Harvard in 1855 ; was a
member of the Free .Soil Party in New Hampshire and
Massachusetts ; became secretary to the Massachusetts

State Kansas Committee in 18.56; and was one of the

founders of the American Social Science Association, of

the National Prison Association, and of the National Con-

ference of Charities. He was an editor of the Boston
"Commonwealtn" 186:!-67, of the Springfield "Republi-

can" 1868-1906, and of the "Journal of Social Science"
1876-97. In 1879 he founded, with Bronson Alcott and
W. T. Harris, the Concord School of Philosophy (closed

'

Luis Valley, and east of the Rio Grande Southern Rail

road. r. S. Gfi'firaphic Bonrd.

Sankey*, Ira Da-vid. Died at Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Aug. 13, 1908.

San Marino* . it is governed by a great council of 60

inembeis, two of whom (appointed every six months) are

captains regent, with executive power. The ancient Ar-

ringo, a general council of heads of families, was revived

as a part of the constitution in 190C.

1907

Santos-Dumont (san'tos-dii-mon'), Alberto.
Born at Sao Paulo, Brazil, July 20, 1873. A
Brazilian aeronaut. He made his first ascent at

Paris in 1897, and in 1898 began the construction of his

first dirigible air-ship, consisting of a cylindrical balloon

propelled by a motor. Since then he has invented many
improvements in steering devices, propelling mechanism,

etc. In 1900 he received the prize of 4,(J(X) francs from the

Paris Aero Club, and in 1901 was awarded the Deutsch

prize of 100.000 francs for the first dirigible balloon or

flying-machine to make a prescribed circuit between
Saint-Cloud and the Eiffel Tower in a maximum time of

thirty minutes, receiving at the same time 12.5,000 francs

and a gold medal from the goveninient of Brazil. Later

he turned his attention to the construction and use of

aeroplanes, and on .Sept. 15, 1909, in a monoplane, made
the fast speed of about five miles in seven minutes. "-

has written " My Air-ships " (1904).

He

coast of Che-kiang, China, containing several

islands, among them Niu-tau. On February 28,

1890, Italy presented to China a demand for its lease as a

coaling-station and naval base, with the adjacent territory

as a sphere of iiilluence. The demand was supported by

the British minister, Sir Claude Mivcdonald, but was not

granted by the Chinese goveninient.

San Carlos (siin kar'los). A municipality of

Paiigasinan pro'vince in the -n-estern part of

Luzon, Pliilippine Islands. Civilized popula-
tion (1903), 27,166.

San Cristobal'. It was formerly the capital

of the state of Chiapas.

Sanday (san'da), William. Born at Holme
Pierrepont, Nottinghamshire, Aug. 1, 1843.

An English theologian and historian, professor
of divinity and canon of Christ Church, Oxford,
from 189.5. His works include "Authorship and His-

torical Character of the Fourth Gospel " (1872), " The
Gospels in the Second Century " (18761, "The Oracles of

God " (1891), " Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans "

(1895), etc.

San Fernando (siin far-niin'do). 1. A port
and the capital of La Union province, in the

San-mun Bay (siin-mon' ba). A bay on the SantO Tomas (siin'to to-miis'). 1. A bay on
~ " '

' ^' - -i---.! 1
j^j^g coast of La Union province, western Lu-

zon, Philippine Islands : safe in the northeast

monsoon for vessels not exceeding 15 feet

draft.— 2. A peak in the eastern part of La
Union province, Luzon. Height, 7,298 feet.

Sarangani (sa-riin-gti'ne) Islands. A group

of small islands in the Philippines, lying

south-southeast of the most soutliern point of

Mindanao, from which they are separated by
Sarangani Channel. They belong to Davao district,

Moro province. Balut, the largest, contains Sai-angani

volcano, .3,100 feet in height. Area of group, about 65

Martin Mel-
1908.

Died at Paris, May 15,

1888). Among his works are biographies of Emerson, gan NlCOlaS (silu ne'ko-las). 1. A division of
Thoreau, Alcott, Dr. S. O. Howe, and Dr. Plmy Earle,

'T?'" tV,"̂ f?,.„ -i,^ J „,nr^ PhiliTitiiiie T-iHnds" Life aiKl Letters of John Brown "
(188,5),

" The Personal- the t-ity of JIan la, Luzon. Philippnie i»lanas.

ity of Thoreau" (1901), "-The Personality of Emerson" Civilized population (IDUJ), zy,uo.i.— .a. A
(1903), a " History of -New Hampshire" (1904), "Life and " ' , »

». -vt

Earliest Writings of Thoreau" (liKlo), " lironsoii Alcott at

Alcott House, England, and Fruitlands, New England "
i, -ui / '••i'i^\ ' A „,„„in;r^oi;t« Ir,

(1908), "Hawthorne and his Friends "(1908), and" Recol- San Pablo (san pab lo). A municipality in

lections of .Seventy Years " (1909)

town in the western part of Iloeos Norte prov-

ince, Luzon. Population (1903), 8,527.

the southern part of La Laguna province, Lu-
o1'""''r "]^''v Navascues" Pablo Ma

zon, PLilippine Islands. Civilized population
^^J^^^^i^,Slf-itz, 'Sept 21 19

(1903), 2.-,ul-.. " " *^ T-»- -^ "* T>"-..

ianso'vino (siin-s6-ve'n6), or Sansa'vino, Ja-

copo, or Giacomo (Jacopo Tatti). Born near

Florence, 1479: died at Veuice, Nov. 27, 1570.

Sarcey*, Francisiiue.
1S99.

Sardou*, Victorien. Died at Paris, Nov. 8,

1908. His later works include "Madame Sans-G«ne

"

(189;!), "Gismonda" (1894), "Marcelle" (1895), "Spin-

tisme" (1897), " Pamela " (1898), "Robespierre' (1S99),

" Le Dante " (1903), " La soiriere " (1903), " La Piste

(I'.nXi), " Le drame des pojsons " ^9(17).
^

An Italian sculptor and architect. His first

master was Andrea Sansoviiio, whose name he assumed.

About 1507 he went to Rome and entered the service of

Pope Julius IL and Bramente. On the sack of Rome m ,.....^,„ _^ ,

1527 he went to Venice, where he spent the remainder of g-rrien (sii-rian'), Jean Marie Ferdinand.
his life, and designed a Large number of splendid build- g", „,^ r>.-,_i,„„ t,„,,„,. France Oct 13.1840.
ings. He had charge of the Piazza di San Marco with the Born at BourDon-Liancj , r ranee, ijc i. io, io-.o.

.i»
. .. " , „ » _..i,... .,..:,,.:..„. „..„„„. A French statesman. He was minister of posts and

telegraphs April 6-Dec. '28, 188.5, in the ministry of Bris-

son ; minister of the interior Jan. 7-Dec. 11, 188^ '"..'"*

cabinet of Freycinet; and again Dec. 12, 1887,- April 3,

1888, in that of Tirard ; and again under Bourgeois, m
1896 ; was minister of justice under Brisson in 1898 ;

and

was premier and minister of justice. March-October, 1906.

western part of Luzon, Philippine Islands. Santa" Clara (siin'tii klii'rii). A province of Sartain", John. Died at Philadelphia, Oct.

It is situated on San Fernando Bay in lat. 16' 39" N.. long, r;,,!^., qituated between the provinces of Ma- '->' 18-''.

i2orj9'30"E. Civilized ,K,pulatioii of muiiicipality(i9«3),
^^zas and cLag^^^^^^ CapiUl, Santa Clara. Saskatchewan.

2. A municipality of Cebu province, in the Area, 8,257 square miles. Population (1907),

Philippine Islands. It is situated in the east- 457,431.

cm part of Cebu Island. Population (1903), Santa Cruz (siin'tii kroth). 1. A district of

15.451. the city of Manila, Luzon, Philippine Islands.

church, campanile, and adjacent public buildings, except

the D<iges' Palace.

Santa Barbara (siin'tii biir'bii-ril). A muni-
cipality iu the southeastern part of Iloilo

province, Panay, Philippine Islands. Civi-

lized population (1903), 15,149.

^^a^^~ . 2. A former district eonsti-

"tut^d iuT8'82"from part of the Northwest Ter-

ritories of Canada. It lay north of Manitoba and

Assiniboia and east of Alberta. The province of Sas-

katchewan, comprising the eastern half of Athabasca and

tlie greater part of the old districU of Assiniboia and



Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan, was created Sept. 1, 1905. It sends 4 sen-
atitrs t<> the Dominion Parliament and 6 representatives.
Capital, Retina. Area, 350,f>,^3 sijuare miles. Population
of district (1901), 2.n.()79; of province (1901), 91,460.

Satolli (sa-tol'le), Francesco. Born at Mai-
scieno, near Perugia, July 21, 1839. An Italian
prelate, in 1880 he was ap{x>inted professor uf theology
in the CoUeKe of the Propaganda at Rome ; was appointed
titular archbishop of Lepanto in IHS3; and was papal
representative at the centenary of the establishment of
the see of Baltimore in 1S89. He returned to the United
.States in 189"2 as appellate judge with extraordinary dis-

cretion : and in the s.tme year was made pennanent
apostolic delegate to the United States. In 1895 he was
elevated to the cardinalate.

Satow (sat'6;. Sir Ernest Mason. Bom June
30, 1843. A British diplomatist, minister at
Peking 1900-06. He was envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to Morocco in 189;i and w:is

tnmsfeiTed U> Tokio, .lapan, in 189.5. In 1907 he was a
delegate to the Second Peace Conference. He has written
a handbook (if Japan (with A. G. 8. Hawes), an English-
Japanese dictionary (with il. Ishibashi), "Jesuit Mission
Pr-ess in Japan, 1591-ltilO," etc.

Saturn^, it has lO satellites; Mimas, Enceladus,
Tethy.s, Dione, Rliea, Titan, Hyperion, lapetus, Theiuis,
and Plnebe.

Sauk. Same as Sac.

Saiilt Sainte Marie (so saut ma'ri : F. pron.
so saut mii-re') Canals. Two canals, situated
in Michigan and Ontario near the falls in the
Saint Mary's Kiver. ITiey connect I.ake Supericjr

and Lake Huron and lower or raise vessels from one level

to another (lG.4-20.^ feet). One (In Michigan) was begun
in 185a and opened in 185.5. It was enlargeil by the
United States government 1870-81. The improvements
inc-Iu led the Weitzel lock (515 feet long). Tlie State of
ilifliigan relinquished control in 1881 and in 1887 the
state locks were toni down and replaced by a single liK-k

(the Poe link. 800 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 22 feet
deep on the sills), ojjened in 1896. The American canal
is I \ miles in length, is to be widened to 295 feet by June,
1911. and is 25 feet in depth. The other (Canadian)
canal was built I8S8-95. It is IJ niiles hmg, 1.50 feet
wide, and 22 feet deep, with a lock (*<m) feet long, 60 feet
wide, and 22 feet deep on the sills. In 1908, 9,891 vessels
passed through the .\niel'icaii caital and 5,290 through the
Canadian.

Saunders', Frederick. Pied Dee. 12, 1902.

Saussier*, Felix Gustave. Died in Luzarches
near Pontoise, Dec. 1:0, 190,5. He retired in
1S9.S.

Savage (sav'Sj), Bichard Henry. Born at
Utiea, N. Y., June 12, 184C: died at XewYork,
Oct. 11, 1903. An American author and mili-

tary engitieer. He was graduated at West Point in

1868 ; served in the corps of engineei-s ; was in the Egyp-
tian anny 1871-74 ; an4l later became a railway engineer.
In 1898 he was appointed senior major of the Second
T'nited States Volunteer Engineers atid served through
the Spanish-.American war. lie published a large num-
ber of stories.

Savaii*. It has belonged to Germany since
1899.

Say", Jean Baptiste L6on. Died at Paris,
April 30. 189().

.

Saypan. One of t!ie Lndrone Islands.

Sayre', Lewis Albert. Died Sept. 21, 1900.

Scarfoglio, JSignora Eduardo. See Serao, Ma-
tilil'-.

Scartazzini", Johann Andreas. Died in

Fahrwangen. Feb, 1(1, 1901.

Schack", Adolf Friedrich von. Died at
H.iiMi'. April 14, ]S94.

Schaffle*, Albert Bberhard Friedrich. Died
at Stuttgart, Do.-. 2.".. 1903.

Scharf ", John Thomas. Died at New York,
Fob. 28, 1H98.

Scherzer*, Karl von. Died at Gorz, Feb. 20,

1903.

Schiaparelli', Giovanni Virginio. iie w,«
dirr.-tor of the oi)servatory at .\lil:iii lv;j-I9(H). His later

works include " De la rotation de la terre sous rintlutnce
des actions geologi<iues " (1889), " Rubra canicola" (181*6-

97), **Origine del sistema planetarlo eliocentrico presso i

Greci " (1898), " I.'astronoinia uell' Antico Testaiuento
"

(l'«o).

Schilling*, Johannes, Ho was professor at
Drcsicii 18t)S-1906.

Schinkel (shing'keD, Karl Friedrich. Born
at Xeuruppiu, (ierniauy, March 13, 1781 : died
at Berlin, Oct. 9, 1841. A noted German archi-
tect and painter. Hewas a pupil of David and Fried-
rich Oilly in Kerlin, and also studied in Italy and Paris.

In 1820 he was created professor in the Architectural
Academy at Herlln. He was especially interested in the
intHHluction of Greek fonns and details in miHlern build-
ings. Among the buildings which he designee! are the old
Mu.Hetim, the Royal Theater, the Schlossbriicke, the
School of Artillery and Engineeritig, etc., in Berlin ; the
St. Xicolai-Kirche in Potsdam ; and various buildings in

Dresden and other German cities. He bniltmany churches
in a revised ilotliic style.

Schley, Winfield Scott. He was pnmioted cap-
tain in Ivvs. <'omniodore Feb. 6, 1898, and rear-admiral
Aug. 10, 18!t8. In the Spanish-American War he com-
manded the " Flying .s<|nadnin " (Tinx^klyn, Massachusetts,
Texas, etc.), and directed the fighting otT Santiago July
.?, lHi>s. I'.etired 1901.

Schlotterbeck (shlot'fer-bek), Julius Otto.
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Bom at Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 1, 1865. An
American pharmacist, chemist, and educator,
professor of pharmacognosy and botany in the
University of Michigan from 1896. Since 1906 he
has been dean of the Sch<)ol of Pharmacy there. He has
published various technical papers upon the chemistry of

plant alkaloids.

Schofield*, John McAllister. Died at St.

Augustine, Fla., March 4, 1906.

Schomburgk Line. The boundary between
British Guiana and Venezuela and Brazil sur-

veyed by Sir Robert Schomburgk 1841-44. The
part bounding Venezuela runs from a point west of the
mouth of the river Barima, in about long. 60° 30" W., in a
generally southerly direction to Mount Roraima. It was
not accepted by the Venezuelans, who claimed all the
territory held by the British to the river Essequibo ; nor
did the latter hold to it, but enlarged their claims to in-

clude a large tract extending as far west as long. 63°. The
settlement of the boundary dispute by arbitration was
urged by the United Stjites government, most forcibly in
1895-96, and its attitude for a time threatened serious
complications with England. Arbitration was agreed to
by England in the latter year, and a decision was reached in
189*.> which established the Schomburgk Line as the boun-
dary, with the exception of Barima Point, at the mouth
of the Olinoeo, and a strip of land between the Wenamu
and Cuyuni rivers, which go to Venezuela.

Schrader*, Eberhard. Died at Berlin, July
4, 1908.

Schrader*, Julius. Died at Grossliehterfelde,
near Berlin, Feb. 16, 1900.

Schreiner*, Olive (Mrs. S. 0. Cronwright
Schreiner). Iler later works include " Trooper Peter
Ualkct of .Mashonaland " (1897), " Tlie Political Situati.in

"

(1895 ; written jointly with her buslmnd), " An English
.South African's View of the Situation " (1898).

Schreyer*, Adolf. Died at Kronberg, Prussia,
July 30, 1899.

Schuchert (shuk'ert), Charles. Born at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, July 3, 1858. An American
naturalist, professor of paleontology in Yale
University and cui-ator of the geological col-

lections at the Peabody Museum from 1904.
He was assistant paleontologist of the United States Geo-
logical Survey 1893-94, and assistant curator of the United
States National Museum 1894-1904.

Schumann*, Madame (Clara Josephine
Wieck). Died at Frankfort, May 20, 189(i.

Schurman (s'liir'man), Jacob Goul(l. Born
at Freetown, Prince Edward Island, May 22,

18,>4. An American scholar, author, and edu-
cator. He was professor of English literature, political

economy, and psychology at Acadia ('ollege 1880-82 ; was
pntfes*^r i>l metaphysics and English literature at Dal-
liousie College 1882-86 ; and since 1886 has been coimected
with Cornell University, as S.age professor of philosopiiy
188t5-!>2, as dean of the Sage Sch<iol of Philosophy 1891. anil

as jtresident siin^e 1892. In 189i> he was apj)i)oiiited chair-

man of the United States Philippine Commission. Among
his published works are " Kantian Ethics ami the Ethics of
Evolution"' (1881), "The Ethical Import of Oarwirn'sm"
(1888V "Belief in Grjd" (189(J), "Agnosticism and Reli-

gion "(1896), "Report of the Philippine Commi88ioti,"of
which he was joint author (190*1), and " Philippine Affaire
—A Retrospect and Outlook " (lUOO),

Schurz*. Carl. Died at New York, May 14,

1906. His " Reminiscences of a Long Life"
appeared 1905-08.

Schlitz (shiitz). Heinrich. Bom at Kostritz.
Oct. 8, 1585: died at Dresden, Nov. 6, 1672.

A German musician. He was the most influential

c<unp<»ser of the 17th century in the development of
church nmsic and wjia al.so the composer of the fti-st Ger-
man t>pera. " Dafne " (1627). In 1615 he was kapellmeister
of the court orchestra at Dresden, and later was conductor
at Coi)enhagen.

Schwartz*, Mme. (Marie Sophie Birath).
Died at Stockholm, May 7, 1894.

Schweinitz*, Hans Lothar von. Died at

(.'assi'l, Prussia, Juno 23, 1901.

Scidmore (sid'more), Eliza Ruhamah. Born
at Madison, Wis., Oct. 14, 1856. An American
traveler and author. Among her works are "Alaska:
its Southern Coast and the.Sitkan Archipelago " (18.85 : re-

published in 1889 as "Journeyings in Alaska"), " West-
war<l to the Far East " (1890), " From East to West

"

(1890), " Jinrik.sha Days in Jai>an " (1890), " Appletijn's
Guide-lMMik to Alaska and the Northwest Coast," "Java :

the Garden of the East "(1898), "*.'hina: the Long-lived
Empire" (1900), and "Winter India" (1903).

Scollard (skol'itrd), Clinton. Born at Clinton,
N, Y., Sept. 18, 1860. An American author
anil poet. He was associate professor of rhetoric and
elocutiim at Hamilt^ju College 1.889-1891, and profes.sitr of

English literature 1891-1.S96." He has written " With Reed
and Lyre " (1886), " .Songs of Sunrise Lands " (1892), " Un-
der Summer Skies" (1892), "On Sunny Shores" (1893),

"The Hillsof Song" (1895), ".Skenandoa" (1896), "A Man
at Anns "(1898), "The Lutes of Mom "(191)1), "The Chiis-

tering of Ursula" (19i)2), " Lvrics and Legends of Chriat-

ma.sti<le" (1904), " Odes and Elegies " (190.5), etc.

Scott (skot), Austin. Born at Maumee, Ohio.
Aug. 10, 1848. An American historian and edu-
cator, president of Rutgers College 1890-1906.
He was graduated at Yale iii 186i* : studied at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and in Berlin and Leipsic; was private
secretary to Geoi-ge Bancroft 1872-73 and 1875-81 ; was as-

Seddon
sociate in history at Johns Hopkins University 1876-82

;

and was professor of history in Rutgers 188:^90 and of
history and political science 1906.

Scott*, Clement. Died at London, June 25,
1904.

Scott, Hugh Stowell: pseudonym Henry
Seton Merriman. Died at Melton, Suffolk,
Nov. 19, 1903. A Biitish novelist. He wrote
" From One Generation to Another " (1882), " With Edged
Tools " (1894), "The Sowera " (1896), "In Kedar's Tents"
(1897), "Roden's Corner" (serially, 1898), etc.

Scott (skot), John, first Earl of Eldon. Bom
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, June 4, 1751: died
at London, Jan. 13, 1838. An English jurist.
He was appointed solicitor-general in 1788, attorney-gen-
eral in 1793, and chief justice of common pleas in 1799,
and was lord chancellor of England 1801-06 and 1807-27.

Scott (skot), Robert Falcon. Born at Devon-
port, England, June 6, 1868. An English naval
officer and explorer. He entered the navy in 1882 ;

was promoted captain in 1904, and commanded the na-
tional ant^u-ctic expedition 19(X)-04. He published an
account of his voyage in " The Voyage of the Discovery

"

(1905).

Scott ( skot ), William Berryman. Born at
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 12, 1.858. An American
paleontologist, professor of geology and pale-
ontology in Princeton University from 1884.
He has published " An Introduction to Geology " (1897),
and numerous scientific monographs and papers, and is

editor and joint author of the "Reports of the Princeton
University Expeditions to Patagonia " (8 volumes).

Scriabin (skre-ii-l>in'), Alexander Nicholai-
vitch. Born at Moscow, Jan. 10, 1872. A noted
Russian composer and pianist. He was professor of
the pianoforte at the Moscow Conservatory 189S-190;J.
His orchesti*al works include two symphonies, "Reverie,"
and a concerto, ami lie has written numerous piano pieces.

Scripture (skrip'tur), Edward Wheeler.
Born at Mason, N, H., May 21, 1864. An
American experimental psychologist and pho-
netician. He was connected with Yale Univei"sity aa
instructor, director of the psychological lalx)ratt»ry, and
assistant professor, 1892-1903. His publications include
"Thinking, Feeling, Doing" (1895), "Tlie New Psy-
chology " (1897), "Elements of Experimental Phonetics"
(li)02), "Researches in Experimental Phonetics; Study of
Speech Curves " (1907), etc.

Scudder', Horace Elisha. Died at Cam-
bridge, Mass., Jan. 11, 1902. He was editor
of the "Atlantic Monthly" 1890-98.

Seabury (se'bu-ri), Samuel. Born at Groton,
Conn., Nov. 30, 1729 : died at New London,
Conn., Feb. 25, 1796. An American clergy-
man, the first bishop of the Episcopal Church
in America. He was graduated at Yale in 1748 ; studied
at Edinburgli ; was ordained deacon and priest in 17.53

;

held past^^rates in New Brunswick, New Jereey, Jamaica,
Long Island, and Westchester, New York ; and in 1783
was elected bishop by foui-teen Connecticut clergymen.
He went to England to secure consecration and finally

received it in 1784 at the hands of Scotch bishops.
The validity of this c<ui8ecration was contested in Amer-
ica, but the dispute was settled in his favor in 1789,

Seaman (se'man), Owen. Born 1861. An
English humorist and editor. He was educated at
the'Shrewsbury School and at Clare College, Cambri<ige

;

was appointed professor of literature at the Durham Col-

lege of Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in 1890 ; joined the
staff of " Punch " in 1897 ; and became its subeditor in

1902 and editor-in-chief in 1906. He has written " Horace
at Ombridge" (1894), "The Battle of the Bays " (1896),
" In Cap and Bells " (1899), " Borrowed Plumes "(1902X" A
Harvest of i;hatf " (1904), etc.

Sea of Japan, Battle of the. A great naval
battle fought by the Japanese fleet under Ad-
miral Togo and the Russian squadron under
Admiral Rozhestvensky in the eastern chan-
nel of the Strait of Korea, off the island of Tsu
Shima, May 27-28, 1905. Of the thirty-eight

vessels of the Russian fleet, twenty-two were
sunk and six were captured.

Seawell (se'wel), Molly Elliot. Born at The
Shelter, Gloucester County, Va., Oct. 23,

1860. An American novelist and playwright.
She is the author of "Throckmorton " (1890), " (Jhildl'en of
Destiny" (1893), "The Sprightly Romance of Marsac

"

(1895), "TheHirtoryof The Lady Betty Stair "(1896), "The
Loves of the Lady Arabella " (1898), " The House of Egre-
mont" (1900)," Papa Bouchai-d " (1901)," Francezka" (1902),

"The Fortunes of Fifi " (1903). "The Chiiteau of Mon-
plaisir "(1905). "The Victory " (1906), "The Secret of Toni

"

(1907), "Imprisoned Midshipmen" (1908), and "Last
Duchess of Belgrade" (1908), and of several plays and
many juvenile st^iries.

Seddon (sed'on), Richard John. _ Born at Ee-
closton, Lancashire, England, 1845 : died near
Sydney, N. S. W., June 10, 1906. A British
colonial statesman, premier of New Zealand
1893-1906. He emigrated to Melbourne, Australia, In

1863, removed to New Zealand, and was elected a member
of the House of Representatives in 1879. For various
periods since 1891 he held the positions of postmaster-
general ; minister of mines, of public works, native atTairs,

defense, education, immigration, and labor ; and colonial

treasurer. He was responsible for the Old-Age Pensitms
Act, in 1898, and favored Joseph Chamberlain's fiscal

policy hi 1903.

i



Sedgwick

Sedgwick (sej'wik), William Thompson.
Born at West Hartfonl, Coun., Dee. 29, I800.

An Auieriean biologist and sanitarian, pro-

fessor iu the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology from 1891. He was assistant professor

there 1SS3-87'. anil associate professor 1887-91, and has

been curator of the Lowell Institute, Boston, snice 18»i.

He has published " General Biolosty " (18S« : in collabora-

tion with E. B. Wilson), • Principk-s of Sanitary Science

and Public Health" 11892), "The Human Mechanism

(190« : in collahiiration with T. Hough), etc.

See (se), Thomas Jefferson Jackson^ Born

76 Shaw-Lefevre

Ssrao fsa-rii'o), Matilde (Signora Eduardo Shackleton (shak'1-ton), Sir Ernest H.

ScarfogliO). liorn at Patras, Greece, March

7 185G. A noted Italian novelist and editor.

Her father was a political refugee and her mother a

Greek. From 1880 to 1886 she lived in Rome, where she

founded, with her husband, a daily pape-, the "Corriere,

di Roma." It was short lived, and was later brought

out as "II Coniere di Napoli." During this period she

published " Cuore InfelTOo " (1881), " Piccole aiiime " (1883),

"Fantasia" (1883), "Fior di passione" (1888), " La virtd di

Cliecchina" (1884), "La conquista di Roma" (1886), "II

ventre di Sapoli " (188,'.), and " Riccardo Joanna " (1880).

_ _ _ i„ Naples she founded " U Mattino " (1902), one of the

nV Moiitcomerv Citv Mo , Feb7"i9riS66. An most important daily papers of southern Italy. Since
at .UOnrgomtr\ <.u\, luu., j. t t. i.^, ^ ^ ,, „ jsoo she has written "II paese dl Cuccagna,' "Addio
American astronomer, professor Ot ™atne-

^„,„re," "All ertasentinella," "Castigo," "La ballerina,"

matics in the United States Navy from 1899.
.< suor Giovanna della Croce," and "Al paese di Gesii."

He was graduated at the University of Missouri in 1889, ^ number of her stories have been translated,

and at the I" niversity of Berlin in 1892 ; was instructor in ggjg^pjg (se-ra'pis). A British man-of-war
charge of the department of astronomy in the I nivei-sity

.j j j^ surrendered to the Bonliomme Richard,
of Chicago 189;WW. and was astronomer of the Lowell " n,,y,hnmmp Jtifhrml
ObserraUiry 1896-98. He is l>est known for his researches Sept. 23, 1/(9. fcee Jiiinhomme MiclKira.

on the evolution of stellar systems and on the pliy

constitution of the heavenly Ixxlies. In 190» he

lished an important memoir on the theory of the

viewed as a mass of gas reduced to the state of snii..^ , „
, ,, • -.i t • »

atoms; and in 1906 generalized Kelvin's and_ Darwin's can tnar, ^yho took the name " Junipero on re
atoms; ana in xyuo genenuiAcu n-cmno »'•« ^ IVL

work on the rigidity of the earth, and showed how the

rigidity of any body may be calculated from the theory of

gravity alone. He concluded that the earth's average

rigidity approaches that of nickel-steel, while that of the

sun is more than 2,000 times greater. Most of his recent

researches are published in the " Astronomische Nach-

richten."
-r , -.n

Seebohm (se'bom), Henry. Bom July ]2,

1832 : died Nov. 26, 1895. A noted English

ornithologist. He was the author of "Siberia in

Europe " (1880), " K History of British Birds and their

Eggs "(1883-85), " Classiflcation of Birds" (1890: supple-

ment 1896), "The Birds of the Japanese Empire '(1890),

" Geographical Distribution of British Birds " (1893), etc.

Seeley (se'li), Harry Govier. "— ~ ^ —
don, Feb. 18, 1839: died there

A noted British paleontologist, .

geologv, geography, and mineralogy in King's

College, London. He published many techni-

cal works and papers.

Seelye *, Laurens Clark. He resigned the

presidency ot Smith College in 1909, the resig-

nation to "take effect in 1910.

Segantini (sa-giin-te'ne), Giovanni. Bom at

Arco, Jan. 15, 1858 : died near Samadeu, Sept.

28,1899. A Tyrolese painter. He was especially in

Born at Kildare, 1874. A BritiKh explorer.
He conducted an ex))edition to the antarctic which landed
on MacMurd's Sound in the winter of 19'i8; ascended
Mount Erebus (13,120 feet) in March; and later pushed
on toward the south, reaching lat. 88° 23' 8., within one
hundred and eleven miles of the pole (the farthest point
ever gained), on Jan. 9, 1909. A party lead by Professtir
David determined the position of the S(-)Utli magnetic i>ole

(lat. 72° 2,V S., long. 164° E.), Jan. IB, 1909. He published
"The Heart of the Antarctic" (1909).

Shafter (shaf'ter), William Rufus. Bom at
Galesburg, Mich., Oct. 16, 1835 : died Nov. 12,

1906. An American general. He served in the
Vnion army, and was brevetted brigadier-general of volun-

teers March 13, 1865. He was appointed lieutenant-col-

onel in the regular army in 1866 ; was promoted brigadier-

general in May, 1897; and was appointed major-gene: a 1

of volunteers May 4, 1^98. He led the expedition to Cuba
which effected the sunender of Santiago July 17, li-98.

Retired 1899.

Died April

Sea and Land "

merican High-
History" (1898),

The Individual " (1900), " Elizabeth of England " (1903).
^ The Citizen " (1904), " Man and

eeiving holy orders. He was boni in the island of "The Neighbor" (1904) "The <mizen'' (19^

\i.,i ,r;„ In i7i!< iinfl died at Monterev California, in 1784 the Earth (1906 ,
and "From Old Iields : poems of the

He'rrrtv4"i;ni"xici1n'n«,"an?event^^^^^^^ His "Autobiography "appeared in 19C9.

president of the missions of California. In the spring of ShamrOCk (sham'rok). A sloop yacht, the un-
1769 he went overland from_ Loreto, on the west shore of successful challenger for the America's cup in
the Gulf of California, with PortolA and others and cattle,

sheep, and horses to the site of San Diego, sending ships

around ; and immediately (1769) founded San Diego, the

first European settlement in Alta California. He then

established many other missions; San Carlos de Mon-
terey, 1770 ; San Antonio de Padua and San Gabriel, 1771

;

San Luis Obispo, 1772 ; San Francisco and San Juan Ca-

pistrano, 1776 ; Santa Clara, 1777, etc.

Servia*. King Alexander was assassinated May 29,

1899. She was owned by Sir Thomas Lipton and de-

signed by William Fife, Jr. Her dimensions were : length

over all, 128 feet ; water-line length, 87 feet SJ inches (for

the last race, 88 feet Hi? inches) ; beam, 26 feet 6 inches.

Shamrock II; A sloop yacht, the unsuccess-

ful challenger for the America's cup in 1901,

designed by George L. Watson and owned by
Sir 'Thomas Lipton. She failed to win a race.

logic and metaphysics in the University of see).
t> i.

Edinburgh from 1891. He was appointed professor Shannon (shan'on), James Jebusa. Bom at

of logic and philosophy in University College, Cardiff, in Auburn, N. Y., 1862. An American portrait-

1883, and of logic, rhetoric, and metaphysics In St ^lainter, resident in England since 1878. He
Andrews in 1887. In 1898 he assumed the name of t„„„„ '„„„„„„„;„*„ ,,f the Roval Academv in
Pringle Pattison. Among his works are "The Develop- became an associate ot ttie KOJ ai Acaaemy in

ment from Kant to Hegel " (1882), "Scottish Philosophy " 1897 and a Royal Academician in 1909.

(1886), " Hegelianisra and Personality" (1887), "Man's gharp (sharp), Luko. A pseudonym of Robert
Barr.Place' in the Cosmos " (1897), " Two Lectures on Theism

"

(1897), "The Philosophical Radicals " (1907)^etc.

terested in theanalysisof color and light according to the ggtOjj (gg'ton), EmeSt Evan ThompSOn,
methods of the French Impressionists. His pictures, full

of refinement and imagination, attracted much attention

in the exhibitions and especially in that of Venice in

1895. He was one of the strongest and most original of

modem painters.

Seidl", Anton. Died at New York, March 28,

1S9S.

Selangor". It is now a part of the Federated

Malay States.

Selfridge (selt'rii), Thomas Oliver. Born at

CharlestowD, Mass., Feb. 6, 1836. An Amer-
ican naval officer, promoted rear-admiral in

1896. He was graduated at the United States Naval

Academy in 18.i4 ; served in the Union Navy throughout

the Civil War (was on board the Cumberland when she

was sunk by the Merrimac and commanded vessels on the

Mississippi and in the attacks on Fort Fisher) ; was pro-

moted commodore 1894 ; commanded the European
Squadron 1895-98 ; and retired in 1898.

Sellers (sel'6rz\ Coleman. Bom in Phila-

delphia, Jan. 28, 1827: died there. Dee. 28,

1907. An American engineer and inventor,

Sharp (sharp), William. Born at Paisley,

Scotland, Sept. 12, 1855: died at Castello di

Maniace, Bronte, Sicily, Dec. 12, 1905. A
British poet, critic, and novelist. He was brought

up in the Highlands ; was educated at Glasgow Univer-

sity ; settled in Ixindon as a literary worker ; and became
one of the circle of Dante G. Rossetti. Among his many
published works are "The Human Inheritance" (1882V

biography of Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1883), "Eai-ths

Voices" (1884), "A Fellowe and his Wife" (1892: with

Blanche Willis Howard), " Vistas " (1894), and " Flower o'

the Vine " (1894). He also wrote monographs on Brown-

ing, Shelley, and Heine, and " Literary Geography " (1904).

For the work which he published tinder the name of
' Fiona Macleod,' see Madetid.

Shasta*, Mount. Height, 14,380 feet.

, .... Shavano*, Mount. Height, 14,239 feet.

Seven Seas, The. A volume of verse by Shaw (sha), Albert. Bom at Shiindon, Ohio

Rudyard Kipling, published in 1896. It is
^--'- "" ^°-'' *- * ^ -••* /i ^-u...

named for the seven oceans—the North and the South
Atlantic, the North and the South Pacific, the Arctic,

the Antarctic, and the Indian. The book is the apothe-

osis of British imperialism. In a poem contained in it,

" "The Flowers," the author speaks of the British as " Mas-
ters of the Seven Seas."

Born at South Shields, England, Aug. 14, 1830.

A writer and illustrator of animal stories.

He was educated at the Toronto Collegiate Institute, and
studied art at the Royal Academy, London, 1879-81, and
at Paris 1890-96 In 1891 he was appointed official nat-

nralist to the government of Manitoba. Among his works
are "Mammals of Manitoba "(1886), "Birds of Manitoba"
(1891), " Art Anatomy of Animals " (1896), "'Wild Animals
I Have Known" (1898), "The Trail of the Sandhill Stag"

(1899), " The Biography of a Grizzly " (1900), "Wild Ani-

mal Play for Children " (190O), " Lobo, Rag, and Vixen "

(1900), "Lives of the Hunted" (1901), "Pictures of Wild
Animals" (1901), "Krag and Johnny Bear " (1902), "Two
Little Savages " (1903), " Monarch, the Big Bear of Tallac

"

(1904), " Woodmyth and Fable " (190S), " Animal Heroes "

(1905), " Biography of a Silver Fox " (1909), etc.

An American editor and writer

He was appointed professor of inter-

best known froro his work as a member of the gewall (sii'al), Arthur. Born at Bath, Maine,
International Niagara Commission

Sellier*, Henri. Died June 26, 1899.

Sembrich, Marcella. See Stengel.

Senate*. 2. The senate of the United States num-
bers (1909) 92 members. The name senate has been
adopted by the upper houses of the Canadian Parliament

and of the Commonwealth of Au.rtralia.

Senegal". There is a fortified naval station at Dakar,

which is also the seat of government for French West
Africa. A railway has been constructed connecting

Dakar, Ruflsque, and St Louis, and one from Kayes to

the Niger. Total area of colony, 806,000 square miles.

Population, l,i:!0,000.

Senegal-Niger Colony, Upper. A French
colony in West Africa, formed in 1904 from the

Territories of Senegambia and the Niger.
It is bounded on the north by French Algeria, on the east

by a line running north from Lake Chad, on the south by
the Ivory Coast, Gold Coast, Togoland, and Dahomey, and
on the west by French Guinea. It includes part of the

Sahara, the valley of the upper Senega), and the great

bend of the Niger, with the territories within it. The
Military Territories have been broken up, the second be-

ing under the civil administration, and the flret and third

being formed into the Military Territory of the Niger,

under a coloneL The colony is administered by a lieu- qi,-, (cV.ji'v
tenant-governor. Bamako, on the Niger, is the seat of o^"* vsn.*;

government Area, about 370,000 square miles. Popula-

tion, over 5,000,000.

Sennar*. 1. Now a province of the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan. Capital, Wad Medani.

Sepp', Johann Nepomok. Died at Munich,
June 11, 1909.

July 23, 1857.

on economics.
national law in Cornell Univ'ei-sity in 1890, resigning in

1891 to take charge of the American " Review of Reviews,"

of which he has been editor since that date. Among his

publications are " Icaria : a chapter in the History of Com-
munism " (1884), " Cooperation in a Westeni City " (1886),

" History of Cooperation in the United States " (1888 ; with —
others), " Municipal Goveninient in Great Britain ' (1896), ^
"Municipal Government in Continental Europe" (1895), j

" The Business Careerin its PublicRelations ";(1904), " Pol- '

itical Problems of American Development" (1908), etc. •

Shaw (sha), George Bernard. Born at Dub- ^
lin, Ireland, July 26, 1856. A British dramatist, :

critic, and novelist. His works include the novels
.....,__ '-, .; 1 T- . '. i. I....„ .......... .1... A,.»,'cfc"

Nov. 25, 1835 : died at Small Point, near Bath,

Me., Sept. 5, 1900. An American ship-builder

and banker. He was an advocate of the free coinage

of silver, and as such he received the nomination of the

Democratic party for Vice-President at the Chicago Con-
vention of July, 1896.

Seymour (se'mor), Sir Edward Hobart.
Born April 30, 1840. A British naval ofScer,

admiral of the fleet from 1904. He entered the

navy in 1852 ; served in the Crimean (1854-65), Chinese
(1857-60, and 1862), West African (1870), and Egyptian
(1882) wars ; and was promoted vice-admiral in 1895 and
admiral in 1902. In 1900 he commanded the expedition

of the allies for the relief of the legations in Peking. He
wa-s made a member of the Order of Merit in 1902 and of

the Koy.al Victorian Order in 190C.

Sgambati (sgiim-bii'te), Giovanni. Born at Shaw (sha), Leslie Mortier
Rome, May 18, 1843. An Italian composer and
pianist. In 1877 he was appointed chief piano teacher
in the music school of the Saint Cecilia Academy in Rome.
His works show traces of the influence of Liszt and Wag-
ner. He is one of the vei-y few modem Italian instrumental
composers. Three symphonies, two piano quintets.

The Irrational Knot," "I.ove Aniong the Artists,

" Cashel Byron's Pi-ofession," ami " An Unsocial Socialist " ;

" Fabianism and the Empire " (1900), " Fabianism and the

Fiscal Question " (1904), and various articles on socialistic

subjects ; essays on " The Quintessence of Ibsenism "(1891),

and " The Perfect Wagnejite " (1898) ; and plays, includ-

ing " Flays. PlfeaiiTaiTdt'npleasant " (1898), " Three Plays

lor PtlTlfans (19(K)), "The Admirable Bashville" (1901),

"Man and Super-man " (1903),
" Major Barbara" (1905Xr

"TTemnrsrarriea " (1908)," PressTuttings " (11W9). ete. •*

Born at Morris-

town, Vt., Nov. 2, 1848. An American lavryer

and cabinet officer. He was governor of Iowa
1898-1902 and secretary of the treasury 1902-

07. He is the author of "Cun-ent Issues"

(1908), etc.

string quartet, many piano pieces and songs .are the most ghaW-Lefevre (sha'lfe-favr'), Charles, Yis-
important of his compositions.

A small river of Manchuria which
rises southeast of Mukden and ilows into the

Tai-tze about five miles northwest of Liao-

yang. On its banksabattle between theJapaneseunder
Oyama and the Russians under Kuropatkin was fought,

October 9-14, 1904. It resulted in the defeat of the latter,

who had advanced from their position below Mukden in

an attempt to defeat the Japanese and relieve Port Arthur.

count Evcrslev. Born Feb. 22, 1794 : died at

Heekfield, Ha'nts., Dee. 28, 1888. An English

WHlig politician. He sat in the House of Commons
tor Downton. Wilts., in 18:!0, for Hampshire in 1831. and
for the northern division of Hampshire 1832-67, and was
speaker 1839-67. He was raised to the peerage in 1867.

A volume of his decisions was published by Robert Bourke
in 1867 and the House is indebted to him for the removal

of many unsuitable forms of procedure.



Shawmnt

Shawmut (sha'mut). The Inuian name for

the peninsula on which Boston now stands.

It was used by the early settlers in Massa-
chusetts.

Shear (sher), Cornelius Lott. Born a,t Coey-

77 Smith
kong are to be held by France on perpetual lease. On Simon*. JuleS. Died at Paris, June 8, 1896.
March 10, 1909, the tributary states of Kelantaii, Treng-
ganu, and Keda, on the Malay Peninsula, were ceded to
Oreat Britain. There is a legislative council (created in

1895), composed of the ministers of state and others ap-
pointed by the crown,

mans Hollow, N. Y., March 26, 1865. An Siang-tan (siang-tan/). A city in the province

American botanist, pathologist of the United ?* Hu-na_n China, situated on the biang river

States Bureau of Plant Industry from 1902. ">
''''•r' ,^L ^n'A

^^- ^
He has pablislied various technical papers relating to tion, aDOUt iUU,UUU.

t,, .,
i^Lnstoll>K.v•, mycology, and pathology. Siargao (se-ar-ga'6). One of the Philippine

ShefiS.eld, University of. See Vniversity of islands, lying in the Pacific Ocean northeast
slii'iJU'Ul. of Mindanao and belonging to Surigao prov-

Sheldon (shel'don), Charles Monroe. Born inee. Coal is found in the island

at Wellsville. N. Y., Feb. 26, 1857. AnAmeri- miles._ Population (1903), 9,.i.=.6.

can cleri^vman and author. He was ordained in Siberia". That part of the island of Saghalin south of

18S« : was piistoi- of the Congregational Church at Water- lat- 5u_° N. was ceded to^Japan in 190.';.

bury, Vennont, 188G-«» ; and since 1S89 haa been pastor of Siberian Railway*. The work was practically com
Topeka, Kan. In pleted in US99. Theline

"
the Central Congregational Church at Topek
19J0 he undert<»k U> edit the Topeka " Daily Capital " for

one week " in accordance with the principles of Chris-

tianity," an experiment which attracted wide attention.

He is the author of a number of books, of which the best

known is '• In His Steps" (1&9C).

Shemakha*. The new town was overthrown
by earthijuakes in 18.)9,J872, and_1902.

Shepstone(shep'st6n),SirTheophilus.^ Born Sibuguey (se-bo-ga') Bay.' A large bay in
at Westljurv, near Bristol, Jan. 8,1817: died

at Piet rmaritzburg, June 23, 1893. A British

colonial administrator. Ui» parents emigrated to

the Cape in IS'iO. For many years he held otfieial posi-

tions in which his knowledge of the native languages and
cust^>ms wjis of grt'at value. In Jaimary, 1877, with a
small peraonal staff and twenty-flve policemen, he rode
into the Transvaal, and on April 18 declared it British

territory. He administered the Transvaal until 1879 and
was app<-)inted administratijr of Zululand in 1884.

Sheraton (sher'a-ton), Thomas. Bom at

Stockton-on-Tees, 1751: died at London, 1806.

A noted English fumiture-raakor and -designer.

Sherlock Holmes, The Adventures of. A
series of stories by (Sir) Arthur Conan Doyle,

published in 1891. They were named for the hero, a

brilliant amateur detective, and were followed by "The
Memoirs of ftherbjok Holmes " (1893), and " The Eetum of

Sherl.Kk Holmes" (19lM).

Sherman (sher'man), Frank Dempster.
Born at Peekskill,"N. Y., May 6, 1860. An
.\merican poet and educator. He has been pnv
feasor of graphics at Columbia University since 1891.

Among his works are " Madrigals and Catches " (1887),

"Lyrics for a Lute" (189(1), "Little-Folk Lyrics "(1892),

"Lvrics of Joy" (19M), and "A Southern Fight" (1905:

with Clinton Scollard).

Sherman (sher'man), James Schoolcraft.
Born in Utiea, N. V., Oct. 24, 1855. An Ameri-
can politician, vice-president of the United
States 1909-. He was graduated at Hamilton College,

1878 ; studied law ; wa« mayor of ftica, 1884 ; and was a

iRfpuhlican) niemt>er of Congress, 1887-99.

Sherman*, John. Died at Washington, Oct.

22, 1900. H(^ was secretary of state under
President McKinlev 1897-98.

Sherrington*, Madame Lemmens. Died May
9, 1906.

Shields , Charles Woodruff. Died at New-
port, R. I., Aug. 26, VM-i.

Shiras (shi'ras), George. Born at Pittsburg,

Pa., Jan. 2(5', 1832. An American jurist. He
was graduated from Yale in ISKi, was admitted to the

Pennsylvania bar in 1K.VI, and was associate justice of the

United States Supreme c<.urt ls9-2-19ir2.

His later works include "La politique radicale^' (1808),
" Le libre-echange" (1870), "Souvenirs du 4 septembre "

(1874), "La refomie de Tenseignement secondaire" (1874),
"Le gouvernenient de M. Thiers" (1878), " Bieu, patrie,
liberty " (1883), " Une acadimie sous le Directoire " (1884),
"La femme du vingtieme si^cle " (1891. with Gustave
Simon), many biographical studies, and two volumes of
memoirs, " Le soir de ma journee " and " Premieres an-
nees " (1901).

Simon's Bay (sl'monz ba). A bay on the
westerly side of ITalse Bay, Cape of Good
Hope, Africa. Upon it Simon's Town is situ-
ated. It is a British naval base.

Area, 161 square Simplou Railway. A railway projected in
1889, running from Brieg, Switzerland, to
Iselle, Italy, through a tunnel in the Simplon
Mountain. The money was furnished by the Jura-
Simplon Company (Swiss) and the Italian and Swiss gov-
ernments. Work on the tunnel was begun in 1898 and
was completed in 190(i. The length of the tunnel is about
12J miles, the altitude about 2;300 feet.

Sinclair (sin-klar'). May. A contemporary
British novelist. She has published "Audrey Cra-
ven "

(1897X "Mr. and Mrs. Nevill Tyson " (1898), "Two
Sides of a Question" (1901), "The Divine Fire (1904),

"The Helpmate" (1907), "Immortal Moment" (1908),

_ . . . _ . "The Judgment of Eve" (1908), etc.

denting the southern coast of Mindanao, in Sinding (sin'ding). Christian. BomatKongs-

; runs from Cheliabinsk, via Omsk
and Irkutsk, around the southern end of Lake Baikal to

I'dinsk, to Onon, and southwest to Vladivostok on the
Pacific— over 4,000 miles— with a branch from Harbin
to Port Arthur (finished in 1902).

Slbonga (se-bong'ga). A municipality in the
eastern part of Cebu Island, Philippines.
Civilized population (1903), 25,848.

Coal found in its vicinitythe Philippine Islands,
is said to be of giM^d quality.

Sibutu (se-bo'tS) Islands. A group of islands
lying southwest of the Tawi Tawi group in the
Sulu (Jolo) Archipelago. It consists of 12 islands,

of which Sibutu is the largest. They wereceded by Spain
to the United States by a treaty signed Nov, 7, 19<X).

They are a part of the Jolo district of Moi-o province.

Area of Sibutu, 34 square miles. Population (1903), 280.

Area of the gi"oup, 42.2 square miles.

Sibuyan (se-bo-yan'). A mountainous island

in the Philippines, the second in size of the
Romblon group, situated southeast of Eom-
blon. Gold is found in the northern part of the island.

Mount Guitiguitin, or Sibuyan, rises in the center. Area,

171 s^iuare ndles. Population (1903), 10,716.

Sicily*. Messina and adjacent regions were
visited by a destructive earthquake on Dec.
28, 1908. The city was totally destroyed and
upward of 100,000 people were killed.

Siddons*, Mrs. Scott. Died at Paris, Nov.
19, 1896.

Sidgwick*. Henry. Died Aug. 28, 1900. He
was Knightliridge professor of moral philosophy at Cam-
bridge iKx:i-i9oo.

Siege of the Legations. The siege of the for-

eign legations in Peking by Boxers and Chi-

nese troops during the summer of 1900. it

lasted from June 21 until Aug. 14. when it was raised by
the capture of Peking by the allied forces,

SienkiewiCZ*. Henryk. His later works include
"()uo Vadis?" (189.'.), and "Krzyzacy" (1901), In 1905

he was awarded the Nobel prize for literature.

Sierra Blanca*. The highest peak In Colorado is

Mt, Miisaive (14,424 feet), Blanca Peak is oidy 14,390feet

high.

Sierra Leone*, in ISSe a protectorate was pro-

claimed by Great Britain over the territ^.ry lying inland
between lat. 7' and 10* N., long, ir and Vf W, It is

divided into 6 administrative districta. Area, alxmt
30,000 square miles. Population, over 1,000,000. Area of

the colony proper, about 4,000 square miles. Population,
7(i.(i.i."i.

Sierra Nevada*. The highest peak is Mula-
liae<'n (11.660 feet).

Shirlaw (sher' la), Walter. Bom at Paisley, _
Died nt New York Aue- "1

Scotland, Aug. 6, 1838: died Dec. 26, 1909. An olgel
,
Franz. Died at JNew IforK, Aug. -I,

American painter. He studied art in Munich under

the painters Kaab. Wagner. Ram berg, and Lindenschmidt

;

was one of the founderaof the .Society of American Artiste

and it« president for two terms ; and was elected a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Hesign in 1888. Among
his works arc "Toning of the Bell,' " Gtxxl Morning,'
" Sheepshearing." " Harmonics," " A Meli>dy," etc

Shorter (shor'tfr), Clement Bang. Bom at

London, July 19, 18.58. An English journalist

and critic. Hewaserlitor of the " IlbLi^trated London
News" 18»l-in()0, of the "SkeUb," which he founded.

18«.'i-190i), and of the "F.ni:li8h Illustnited Magazine"
189:(-1900. Since 1!>«) he has been eilit<jrotthe " Sphere,"

which he also founded, and of the " Tatler " Among his

pi:blications are " Charlotte Bnuite ami her Circle "(1896),

.;rt!?r7.<Kr''o«4r^.-^'a^^^^^^^^ Silay (se-li') A municipality in the north-

Memnriea''(i908), etv. western part of Negros Occidental province,

Shorthouse (short ' hous), Joseph Henry. Negros, Philippine Islands

Born at Birmingham, Sept. 9, 1.S34: <lie<l at lation (1903), 15,649.

19(12.

Slgsbee (sigs'be), Charles Dwight. Born at

Albany, N. Y., Jan. IJ, 1845. An American
naval officer. He was graduated from the United
States Naval Academy in 1863 : sened under Farragut at

the battle of Mobile bay, Aug. !<, 1864 ; and was promoted
commander in 1882, ami captain in 1897. He commanded
the United States battleship Maine at the time of her de-

struction in Havana harbor, Feb. 15, 1898. During the

Spanish- American war he conunanded the auxiliary

cruiser St Paul, and was later transferred to the Texas.

He was chief intelligence ofiicer 11KXM13 ; was command-
ant of the navy yard at League Island 1903-04 ; commanded
the South Atlantic squadron 1904-05, and the Second Di-

vision of the North Atlantic fleet 1905-06 ; and retired in

19)7

Lon<lon, March 4, 1903. An English author. Silesia*, or Austrian SlleSia,
His works include "John Inglesant " (1881), "The Platon- niembers to the Keichsrat.
Ism of WordswoHb" (1882). "The Little SchwI-Master „.,,„^^ a4.„+„ rp-i,. rp,,„ Qf„t„ „f K!a^,a^a
Mark "(188;j-84)," Sir Percival" (1886). "A Teacher of the SllVer State, The. 1 ho htato Ot JNevaUa

Violin " (188M). " The Countess Eve " (1888), " Blanche,

Lady Falaise" (1891). etc.

Shufeldf, Robert Wilson. Died Nov. 7,

isy.-,.

Died in Jalta, Rug-

berg, Norway, Jan. 11, 1856. A Norwegian
composer. His most important works are a syniidujiiy

m D minor, a violin concerto, and chamber music. Many
of his piano pieces ai'e i>opular.

Singleton, Mrs. (Mary Montgomerie Lamb).
See Ciirrie.

Sing Sing*. The name was changed to Ossin-
inginl901.
Sinna (sin'ii). A city of Persia, capital of the
district of Ardelan in Kurdistan, situated
about lat. 35° N., long. 47° E. Also Sena,
Senna, Sihna.

Sisley (sis'li), Alfred. Bom at Paris, Oct.
30, 1840, of English parents : died at Morct-
sur-Loing, France, Jan. 29, 1899. An Anglo-
French painter. He was a pupil of Gleyre and much
influenceu by Corot About 1875 he became one of the
most brilliant leaders of the Impressionist movement.
His pictures are widely distributed, several being in the
Musee du Luxembourg in Paris.

Sister Dora. The name under which Dorothy
W.vndlow Pattison was known in her philan-
thropic work. See Pattixon.

Sitka'. It was the capital of Alaska prior to
1906.

Sivutch Bock (se-voch' rok). A small islet

just off tho shore of St. Paul Island, Bering
Sea, containing a fur-seal rookery.

Skagit*. It flows into Puget Sound 52 miles
north of Seattle.

SkraelingS (skra'lingz). [Nor. slcraelling, a
feeble or puny person.] The name given by
the early Norse discoverers of America to the
North American Indians. Ii\ Icelandic literature

it is the connnon name of the Eskimos, and is probably
a genend term meaning simply an ' inferior people.'

!' '? Sloane", William Milligan. He was professor
tMMit

^jf lustory at I'rinceton University 1883-96 and at Colum-
bia University 1896-. His later works include "The
F'reneh Revolution and Religious Reform " (1901).

Smalley (smal'i), George Washburn. Born
at Franklin, Mass., June 2, 1833. An Ameri-
can journalist, lie was graduated at Yale University

in 1863 and at the Harvard Law School in 18.'i5
; practised

law in Boston 18,5(i-61
;
joined the staff of the New York

"Tribune" in 1861, acting as war-correspondent in the

Civil War 1861-62; organize<l and directed the European
bureau of the " Tribune " in London 1866-<i7 ; and had
charge of its European corresi>ondence until 1895. He
was American con'espondcnt of the London "Times"
189.5-1908. His publicati<ms include a " Review of Bright's

.Speeches "(1868), "London Letters " (1890), and "Studies
of Men " (1896).

Smedley (smed'li), William Thomas. Born
in Chester County, Pa., March 26, 1858. An
American painter. lie was educated at the Phila-

delphia Academy of Fine Arts and under J. P. Laurens in

Paris. In 1906 he was elected a member of the National

Academy of Design in New York. He has been chiefly

occupied as an illustrator.

Smiles', Samuel. Died at London, April 16,

1904.

Civilized popu- Smillie*, James David. Died at New York,

Sept. 14. 1909.

Shuvalof ", Count Paul.
sia, April 20, 1908.

Siam*. The Franer>-Siame8e treaty of March 23, 1907,

lirovides for the cession t<i France of Battambang, Siem
Reap, and SIsophon, the retention by Siam of the port ..f

Krat and the region of Wansai, while 4 porta on the Me-

natned from the richness of its silver-mines.

Simon (si'mon), Charles Edmund. Bom at

Baltimore, jiid., Sept. 23, 1866. An American
physician, physiological chemist, and hema-
tologist. He was assistant resident physician at Johns
Hopkins Hospital 1890-91 ; opened the first clinical labi>ra-

tory in Baltimore in 1897: and has been professor of

clinical pathology in the Baltimore Medical College sini'e

190.5. He is the author of " tliidcal Diagnosis " (1890) and
" Physiological Chemistry " (1901).

It sends 15 Smith", Andrew Jackson. Died Jan. 30, 1897.

Smith (smith), Arthur Henderson. Born at

Vernon, Conn., July 18, 1.S45. An American
clergyman, missionary, and author. He has been

engaged in missionary work in China almost continuously

since 1872. and was in Peking during the siege in 1900.

Among his works are "Chinese Characteristics ' (1890),

"Village Life in China" (1899), "China in Convulsion"

(1901), " Rex Christus, an Outline Study of China" (1903),

" The Uplift of China " (1907), etc.

Smith*. Charles Emory. Died at Philadel-

phia, Jan. 19, 1908. He was postmaster-gen-

eral 1898-Dec., 1901.



Smith

Smith (smith), (Jeorge: later (Jeorge M.
iMmray) Smith. Born at London, aliircli

19. 1824: died at Byfleet, near Weybridge,

Aoril 6. 1901. An English publisher. He joined
.r. ... -V T-. .. 1 .- Joundeit bj- his

of the Revolution. The national society was organ-

izi'il in New Yolk April 30, 1SS9. The total memberahip is

;li...Ut 11.1)110.

Sons of the Revolution. A patriotic society

ovigiuated in New York in 1876 by John A.

j!:;kr;vi?ii^ar'^.rr^s^'tJn^h\wssonsofthe,A^
lather in tSui became its head. Anions the anthors

Khtwe works he published were Rilskin, I'harlotte Biviite,

Thickei-ay. Trollope. Sire, (iaskell, Wilkie lollins, Robert

Browning ami Mrs. Hrowiiiiig, Leigh Hunt Matthew

Arnold. Sir Leslie Stephen, and Mre. Huinphrj- Ward.

in ls.i9 he started the •Conihill Magazine," with Thack-

eray as eiiitor, and in 18«5 founded the " Pall Mall l-ii-

lette." His most noted publication was the nionnnien

tal -Dictionary of National Biography" (1S86-1901 :
sup

plenient and index volume. 1901-Oai.

Smith*. Goldwin. His later works include "Essays

on gncRtions of the Day" (ISW), " Guesses .it the Kiddle

of F.vistence" (ISlKi). "The fnited kingdom (1S99),

"Sliakespeare— the Man" (IWiO), " Coniinoiiwealth or

Eiflptfg' n»K ).
" HI ttle^onrt of History" (1!X«). "The

Founder of Christendom ' (l«0:i), " Lines of Religious In-

(inlryriW>H;-**i«f'H*»i"n "f tnadstone (190*), "Insh

HisUirv and the Jiish gucstion " (1905), and " Labour and

Capitjii " (lilOT). A ' ,^ , ' '
' Tx. J T OQ

Smith-, Gustavus Woodson. Died June 23,

ISilti.

Smith", Walter Chalmers. Died Sept. 19,

UlO-^.

Smith ' , William Farrar . Died Feb. 28, 1903.

Smith College . It has over 1 ,500 students.

Smith's Falls (smiths f.V.z'). A town in

Lanark Couiitv, Ontario, Canada, situated on

the Kideau Canal. It has manufactures of

woolens, farm implements, stoves, etc. Popu-

lation (1901), .1,155.

Smithsonian Institution", under its direction

are the United States National Museum, the Bureau of

American Ethnology, the Bureau of Inteniational Ex-

changes, the National Zoological Park, the Astrophyslcal

Obsenatory, and the Regional Bureau for the United

States of the Int«niational Catalogue of Scientific Litera-

ture. Itha9alibi-aryofover2.W,0»0volumes. SamuelPier-

pont I.mgley was secretary 1S87-1906. The present secre-

tiry Cliarles D. Walcott, was appointed in .Taiuiary, 19CI7.

^C*^tot Ke;ri!d!'0°^,^8^If dicctt Sorsogon (sor-s6-g6n'), 1. A province of the
ion. jjoru lu iiuia

, ^j^ ^'j^gj,;j,j^j^ ,^.gp^. Philippine Islantls, situated 111 thesoutheastern

extremity of Luzon, and including several

small adjacent islands. It is bounded by Albay
(partly separated by mountains) on the north ; the Pacific

Ocean on the east ; the Strait of San Heniardino (separat-

ing it from Samai) on the southeast; and tlie Visayan Sea

on the south and west. Among its bays are Port (Juhat

on the eastern and Port Sorsogon on the siiuthwesterii

coasts the latter a fine harbor safe for large vessels in all

weather. Sorsogon is in an active seismic center, and
earthquakes are frequent. The volcano Buhisan, 4,0;i3

feet in height, is solfataric, and there are numerous hot

springs near its foot. The chief rivers are the Donsol. the

Putiao, and the Irocin, which are navigable by native

boats for from 10 to 13 miles. Coal is found in several

parts of the province. Lead, sulphur, and gypsum are

also reported. Almost half of the land (4.S.5 per cent.) is

agricultural. Among the productions are sweet potatoes,

sugar-cane, and hemp, the last abundant in yield and ex-

cellent in quality. The inhabitants are Bicols. Area of

piovince, 756 square miles. Population (1903), 120,49,5.

2. A town, the capital of Sorsogon province,

situated at the northeastern angle of Port
Sorsogon in lat, 12° 58' N., long. 123° 58' E.

Civilized population (1903), 13,511.

Stainer

South Australia*, it is now a state of the Common-
wealtli of Australia.

Southbridge (south'brij). A town in Worces-
ter County, Massachusetts, situated on the
CJuinebaug river, it has cotton- and woolen-mills,

and manufactures of cutlery, optical glasses, etc. Popu*

'"iat^ioushniiart'olLatortheSonsof theKev- lation(n»^^^^

olution, but limited to lineal descendants of South Carolina'. It has 42 counties.

those Who rendered actual service in the War South Dakota* It has 62 counties

South Omaha (south o ma-ha). A

Sommer (s6-mar'), Roger. Bom at Pierre-

poiit, Meurthe-et-Moselle, Aug. 4, 1877. A
French aviator. He made a world's record in a Far-

man aeroplane on August 7, 1909, by a flight lasting 2 hra.,

•'7 mill., 15 sec, at Camp de Chalons.
' An asso-

city in

Douglas County, Nebraska, situated on the
Missouri river, adjoining Omaha, it has a large

business in slaughtering and meat-packing, and in the
manufacture of barrels, tubs, etc. Population (1900),

20,001.

foi-m a de-Stevens and others. The aggregate membership of „..
fWrV-no-ir Toln-nHQ* Thpv

it* thirty-one State societies is now about s,000 and is OOUtn UrKney ISianaS .
iney

limited to adult male descend.ants of those who helped to pendency of the t alkland Islands.

establish American independence between the dates of SoUth Shetland*. The group of islands form
April 19, 177.5, and April 19, 17S.i. The object of the society g ,lo,,endeiicy of the Falkland Islands.
is to perpetuate the m«,,„ry of^ «,e n^n__wl^^^^

SoiithWOrth*. Mrs. (Emma D. E. Nevitt).
American independence, to preserve i

to the War of the Revolution, ta inspire a patriotic spirit,

and to assist in the commemorative celebration of great

historic events.

Sorel (s6-rel'), Albert. Born at Honfleur,

France, Aug. 13, 1842: died at Paris, June 29,

1906. A noted Fretich historian and author.
In 1S93 he was elected a member of the French Academy,
succeeding Taiiie, of whom he was a disciple. Themost im-

portant of his works are" Histoirediplomatiquedelaguerre
fraiico-alleniande"(IS75), " La question d'orient an XVIIIe
siicle : origine de la triple alliance " (1878), and " L'Europe

et la riSvolution framjaise " (1885-1903), for the last of which
the French Academy awarded him the Gobert prize in

1887 and 1888. He is the author also of two novels, " La
grande Falaise" (1871!), and "Le docteur Egiu" (1873);
" Essais d'histoire et de critique ' (1882, 18SS) ; and biog-

raphies of Montesquieu (1887) and JIadame de Stael (1891),

He was made an officer of the Legion of Honor in 188,5,

and received the Prix Osiris in 1906,

Sorolla y Bastida (so-rol'yii 1 bas-te'da), Joa-
quin. Born at Valencia, Spain, Feb. 27, 1803.

A noted Spanish painter. He studied in Valencia

and Madrid, and later in Rome, Paris, and again in It.ily.

In 1909 a large number of his paintings were exhibited in

New Vork and elsewhere in the United States.

New York, July 1, 1904.

engi'aver, one among the first successfully to

engrave photographs on wood. He has been

represent.'d in all the leading .\merican magazines and

illuslr.ited journals, and was for many years manager of

tlie cn-'iaving department of "Harper's Magazine."

Smyth*, Charles Piazzi. Died at Edinburgh,

Feb. 21, 1900.

Smyth", Egbert Cofan. Died April 12, 1904.

Snoilsky', Carl Johan Gustav. Died at

Stockholm, May 19, 1903.

SaO'W (sno), Lorenzo. Born at JIantua, Ohio,

1814: died at Salt Lake City, Oct. 10, 1901.

The president of the Mormon church 1898-1901.

He studied at Oberlin College ; became a llormon in

1836 ; was a missionary of that church in Great Britain

1840-43, in Italy in 1849, and in the Hawaiian Islands in

1864 ; and was elected president of the Twelve Apostles

in 1889.

Sohn', Wilhelm. Died at Piitzchen, near
Bonn, March 16, 1899,

SokotO*. It is now included in Northern Ni-

geria

Sollas', William Johnson. He was professor o, Sothem CsuTH'ern), Ed'ward H. Bom Dec.

geology 'anil mineralogy in tlie University of Dublin

1883-97. and professor of geology aud paleontology at the

University of Oxford 1897-.

Sololi*. It is now the capital of the depart-

ment of Solola.

Solomon Islands*. The northern part of the group,

with an area of 4,20*1 square miles and a population of

45,000, belongs U) Germany, Some of the smaller islands

east of Bougainville were transferred to Great Britain in

1899. The islands are administered by the officials of

Kaiser Wilhelm Land.

Somali Coast Protectorate', or Somaliland.
About 15,iX)0 square miles were ceded t^> Abyssinia in

1897. It is administered by a commissioner. Chief town
and seap^irt, Berbera. .\re.% O.S,OiXl square miles. Popu-
lation, over 300,000.

Somali Coast Protectorate, French, or

French Somaliland. A French colony in

North Africa, on the Gulf of Aden, between
the British Somali Coast Protectorate and the
Italian colony of Eritrea, Tlie territory extends
inland about 57 miles, and has a coast line of 60 mil
includes the porta of Obok and Jibuti, the latter

the seat of govenimeiit The native races are the D
ami Somali. The colony is administered by a govenior Bechuanaland, and Swaziland,

and a privy council. Area, about 13,400 square miles. South Africa, United States Of.
Population, over 200,000. States of .South tfricri.

S^?l!,';?^!(^'Z'i'.f*^'T,^l'^,a^'^'^A?^M!f South African Eepublic*. now Transvaal
Colony. A British colony. It isbounded on the ninUi

1859. An American actor, son of Edward
Askew Sothern. Among the plays in which he has

appeared are "One of Our Girls," "The Highest Bidder,"

"The Maister of WiHxlbarrow," "The Dancing Girl,"

"Lord Cliumley," "Tlie Pi-isoner of Zenda," "Under the

Red Robe," and " Henry Esmond,' and he is well known
as an interpreter of Shakspere. In 1896 he married Vir-

ginia Hanied, the actress.

Sonsa (so'zil), John Philip. Born at "Wash-

ington, D. "C., Nov. 6, 1854. An American
band-master, best known as a composer of

marches. In 1880 he was appointed direct^ir of the

United States Marine Band and in 1892 organized Sousa's

Band. Among his marches are "The Stars and Strijies

I'orever," "The Washington Post," "The High School

Cadets," "King Cotton." "Manhattan Beach," "Hands
Across the Sea," and " Liberty Bell." He has also written

the comic operas "The Smugglers," "Di^siree," "The
Queen of Hearts," " El CapiUii," " The Bride-Elect," " The
ChaiLatan," and " Chris and the 'Wonderful Lamp "

; or-

chestral suites; and a large number of miscellaneous
compositions.

Died at Washington, D. C, June 30, 1899.

Spain*. The foreign dependencies of Spain were re-

diiced. by the .Spanish-American War and the sale of the
Carolines and Ladrones to Germany, Uj her possessions in

western and northern .Africa.

Spanish-American War. A war between
Spain and the United States in 1898, waged by
the latter for the liberation of Cuba, its chief

events were the breaking off of diplomatic relations by
Spain April 21 ; beginning of the blockade of Cuba April

22 ; declaration of war by Spain April 24. and by the United
States April 25 ; destruction of Spanish Iteet in the Bay of

Manila May 1 ; arrival of Cervera's squadron at Santiago

May 19 ; sinking of the Men'iniac in the entrance to San-

tiago harbor .Tune 3 ; landing of United States trwjps at

Baiquiri June 20-22; battles of San Juan and El Caney
July 1-2; attempted escape and destruction of Cervera's

squadron July 3 ; sun'eiider of Santiago July 17 ; cam-
paign in Polto Rico July 25-Aug. 12 ; signing.of peace
protocol Aug. 12; capture of Manila Aug. 13; signing of

treaty of peace at Paris Dec. 10. By the treaty Spain
relinquished her sovereignty over Cuba, and ceded Porto

Kico, Guahaii in the Ladrones, and the Philippines to the

United States.

Snartanburg (spiir'tan-berg). A city, the

capital of Spartanburg County, South Caro-

lina. It contains Convei"se t'ollege, Wofford College, a

public library, and the State Institute fortlie Deaf, Diinib,

and Blind ; and has cotton- and lumber-mills, iron-works,

and manufactures of rope, brooms, etc. Population (1900),

11,395.

Spencer*, Herbert. Died at Brighton, Dec.

8. 1903.

Sjpencer*, John Posmtz, fifth Earl Spencer.
He was lord lieutenant of Northamptonshire 1872-1908 ;

was keeper of the privy seal of the llnke of Cornwall 1901-

07 ; and in lilo2 was appointed Liberal leader in the House
of Lords to succeed the Earl of Kimberley.

Sperry (sper'i). Charles Stillman. Bom at

Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 3, 1847. An American
naval officer. He was graduated from the United

States Naval Academy in 1.800 ; was promoted captain in

1000 and rear-admiral in 1900 ; and was in command of

the battle-ship fleet in its cruise around the world (190S-09)

from its departure from San Francisco, July 7, 1908. He
has been president of the Naval War College, and was a

delegate to the second peace conference in 1907. Re-

tired 1909.

Spiegel*, Friedrich von. Died at Munich,
Dec. 1.5, 1905.

Spoffor(i*, Ainsworth Eand. Died at Hol-

derness, N. H., Aug. 11, 1908. He was libra-

rian of the Congressional Library 18(35-97.

John Coit. Born at Law-
Jan. 6, 1843. An American

Spooner (spon'er). ,

reneeburg. Ind., Ja

lawyer and statesman. He was graduated at the

University of Wisconsin in 18M ; served in the Civil War ;

was admitted to the bar in 1867 ; and was (Republican)

United States senator from Wisconsin 188.5-91, and 1!:97-.

Sprague (sprag), Frank Julian. Bom at

Milford, Conn., July 25, 1857. A noted

American electrical engineer and inventor.

He was graduated at the United States Naval Academy in

1878 ; resigned from the navy in 1883 ; and later fonned

the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, and

actively developed electric motors. He is recognized a»

the pioneer of the modem electric trolley system because

of his installation of the road at Richmond. Virginia,

1887-88, the first on a large scale, the features of which

becamegeneral standards. He then introduced high-speed

and automatic electric elevators; formed the Sprague

Electric Company ; and in 1887 invented the ' multiple-

unit system 'of electric train operation, now generally

adopted.
iles. It South Africa*. The chief political divisions are Cape _'._", titjiij,to IW Died at Wsshinoton
T being Colony, Natal (including Zululand), the Transvaal Colony, Springer , WllUam M. Uiea at W asningion

Danakil the Orange River Colony, Soutlleni Rhodesia, Basutoland, D, C, Dec. 4, 1903.

See United

Caroline Somers). Born 1851. "An English
philanthropist and 'writer, daughter of the
third Earl Somers. She has taken a prominent part
in temperance reform and the advancement of women's
work, and established the first industrial farm colony for

inebriate women and various training-schools and mis-
sions. .She is the founder and edit^jr of the " Woman's
Signal," and has written "Studies in Black and White,"
" A Book for Children," "Our Village Life," "Under the
Arch of Life," etc.

Spring Hill (spring hil'), A to-wn in Cumber-
land Countv, Nova Scotia, Canada. It is situ-

ated a few miles from the Spring Hill coal-mines. Its

main interesta are in the mining and transportation of

coal. Papulation (1!)01), 6,178.

SpuUer", Eugfene. Died at Combemon,
(56te-d'Or, Julv 23, 1896.

the west by Cape Colony and the Bechuanaland protec- q-,,.*!..- gt-te The A popular name of the
torate. It contains 16 districta. A constitution granted »aua''l'»r?T>a''«> *''*'• Apupuiai

in 1906 provides for a legislative council of 26 members State ot Kansas.
(elected by the governor), and a legislative assembly of gtabiae* Castellamare occupies its site.
69 members (elected by registered vote). In 1900-01 it _._.„_, o- t.\,„ niorl ivr<.ri.li <t1 1001
was conquered and annexed by Great Britain. Area, Staiuer*. Sir John. Died Marcli •»1. ^S^^-

111,196 square miles. Total population, 1,347,227. He was organist of the I uiversity of Oxford 1S6S-,-, and

by IthoJesia, on the east by Portuguese East .Africa, on

the south by Natal and the Orange River Colony, and on



Stainer

of St. Paul's, London, 187*2-^, and was professor of music
at Oxford University 1K8H-99.

Stanford*, Sir Charles Villiers. He was con-
ductor of the Canibriiijje I'liiversity Musical Society 1872-

9:i of the Bach I'hoir 1S»:>-1»)2, of t he Leeds Philharmonic
Society, and of the Leeds Festival since 1901. He was
linighted in 1902.

Stanford (stan'ford). Mrs. (Jane Lathrop).
Born at Albany, N. Y., Aug. 25, 1825 : died at
Honoluhi, Feb. 28, 1905. An American phil-

anthropist, wife of Leland Stanford, she joined
her husband iu founding the Leland Stanford Junior
I'nivei-sity and after his death aided it liberally.

Stanford University. See Leland Stanford
Juiii'H' I'liirf^r-^iti/.

Stanley", Frederick Arthur (Earl of Derby).
Difd at L.iudoii, Juii.- 14. 1908.

Stanley", sir Henry Morton (originally John
Rowlands). Died at London, May 10, 1904.
He was made K. f:. V. B. in 1899.

Stanley, Sir Hubert. An impoverished squire
in Thomas JIoi ton's comedy "A Cure for the
Heart Ache " (1797). The phrase "Approbation from
Sir Hubert Stanley is praise indeed" occurs in Act v.,

scene 2.

Stannard (stan'Srd). Mrs. (Henrietta Eliza
Vaughan Palfner): pscudonvras John
Strange Winter and Violet Whyte. Born
at York, England, Jan. 13, 1856. An English
novelist, she Iiaa written many tales of army life,

some of which attained wide ]K>pularity. Among her
works are " Honp-la " (1886), " Booties' Baby " (188!i),

'Beautiful Jim " (1888), " A Blameless Woman " (1895),
" A Name t^* Conjure With " (IteilO). " \ Self-made Coun-
tess " (1900), "A Blaze of filory " (19<>2), " Marty " (1903),

and " A Simple ficntleman " (19fl<l).

Stanton*. Mrs. (Elizabeth Cady). Died at
New York, Oct. 26, 19(I2.

Stark (stiirk), Mrs. (Elizabeth Page). Born
Feb. 16, 1737 (1738 f): died June 29, 1814.

The wife of General John Stark (1728-1822).
Her name has become historic fi-om the words (variously
reported) said tij have Iteen sjM.keu by <ieneral Stark to

his soldieis at the battle of Bennin>;ton :
" ,My men,

yonder are the Hessians. They were bought for seven
pounds and ten i)ence a man. Are you worth more'?
Prove it. To-night the .\nterican flag floats from yonder
hill or .Molly |picl Staik sleeps a widow t

"

Stark (stiirk). Molly. See stark, ifrs.

Star of the Sea. A title given to the Virgin
Mary.
Starr (stiir). Frederick. Born at Auburn,
N. Y., Sept. 2, 18.58. An American anthropol-
oprfst, assistant professor 1892-95 and associate
professor from 1895 in the University of
Chicago. He was cur-atttr of ethnology in the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History (New York) 1*M»-91. His
investigations have related diieJly to the etimology of

southern Mexico. He is the authorof" American Indians"
(18'.«lp, ".StraiiKe Peoples "(1900), "The Truth About the
("rig.i'(19o:i. etc.

Staten Island'. It forms the borough of

Kichmond in the enlarged city of New York.
Stedman", Edmund Clarence. Died at New
York, Jan. 18, 1908. His laU-r w.>rks Inclnde "The
Nature and Elements of Poetry " (1892), collected poems
(1>91), " Matt-r Coronata " (1800), and "The Iidand City"
(19 »;). He edited also " A Victorian Anthology " (1S9.1),

'An American .Anthology" (1910), "Histon' i>f the New
York stock Exchange " (I90."i), "Poems" (UmX eU'.

Stedman (sted'inan), Thomas Lathrop.
Born at Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 11, 18.53. An
American physician, editor, and author.
He has written ' A Chinese and English Phrase Book in

the Canton Ilialect " (1888 : with K. P. Lee), and " M<.,dem
Greek Slaatery " (l>«li), and has edited " The Twentieth
Century Practice of Medicine " (189.S-1903) and "Imngli-
Bon's " Merlical Dictionary " (19(X1). Since 1901 he has been
editor of the New York " Medical Itecord."

Steel (stel), Mrs. (Flora Annie Webster).
Born at Harrow, April 2, 1847. An English
novelist. In 1W17 she went t<i India, where she was
connecteil with the povennnent schiM>Is of the Panjab fr»r

a numl>er of years. )Iany of her st'tries deal with Anglo-
Indian life. Among her publications are " Tales of the
Punjab" (18IM), "'I'he Potter's Thumb" (IWtr.). "Ked
Rowans " (189;.), " On the Pace of the Waters " (1896). " In
the Tideway ' (1897), "Voices in the Night" (1900),

"India" (190(5: with Mortimer Menpes), ".Sovereign
RemiKly " (lUOe). " India Through the Ages " (1908), etc.

Steffens (stef'enz), Joseph Lincoln, Bom at

San Francisco, April 6, 1S66. An American
journali.st. He has been city e<litor of the New Y'ork
" Conmiercial Advertiser"; was managing editor of

"Mcllure's ilagazine " 1901-OC ; and is ass<x;iate edit<)r

of the " Anierican Magazine." lie is the auth<>r of "The
Shame of the Cities," "The Struggle for Self-goveni-
ment," ete.

Steinitz*, William. Died at New York, Aug.
12, 191)0.

Steinmetz (stin ' metz), Charles Proteus.
Born at Breslau, Germany, April 9, 1865. A
German-American electrician, professor of

electrical engineering in Union College
(Schenectady, New York) from 1903, and
electrician of 'lie General Electric Company
(Schenectady) from 1893. He has published
" Alternating Current Phenomena " (1897), " Theoretical
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Elements of Electrical Engineering " (1900-02), " General
Lectures on Electrical Engineering " (1908), "Theoi-y and
Calculations of Transient Electric Phenomena and Oscil-

lations " (1909), and numerous technical papers.

Steinthal*, Heymann. Died at Berlin, March
14, 1899. His later works include " Grammatik, Logik,
Psychologic " (1855), " Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft
bei den Griecheu und Romeni " (1863), "Die Mandc-Ne-
gei-spi-achen " (1867), " Abriss der Sprachwissenschaft"
(1871), " AUgemeine Ethik" (1886X "Zu Bibel und Eeli-
gionsphilosophio" (1890), etc.

Stengel (steng'el), Frau (Praxede Marcelline
Kocnanska) : known as Marcella Sembrich.
Born at Wisniowczyk, Austria, Feb. 15, 1858.

A noted soprano singer, she made her debut at
Athens in "I Puritan

i
" in 1877; has sung in opera in

Dresden, London, Milan, Vienna, Wai-saw, St. Peteraburg,
etc. ; and has made a number t)f tours in America. The
name of ' Sembrich ' was that of her maternal grandfather.

Stephen*, Sir Leslie. Died at Kensington,
Feb. 22, 1904. Ho was knighted in 1902.

Stephens*, George. Died at Copenhagen,
Aug. 9, 1895.

Stephens*, James. Died March 29, 1901.

Stepniak*, Sergius. Died Dec 23, 1895.

Sterling*, Antoinette. Died at Hampstead,
England, Jan. 10, 1904.

Sternberg (stern'berg), Gteorge Miller. Born
at Hartwiek Seminary, Otsego County, N. Y.,
June 8, 1838. An American bacteriologist,
siu'geon-general and brigadier-general iu the
United States Army 1893-1902. He was connected
with the army as surgeon from 1861. During the war
with Spain in 1898 he had charge of the medical service.
His researches have related chiefly to the aetiology of in-
fections diseases. Anmng his works are " A Text-book
of Bacteriology " (1895), "Immunity" (1897), etc. He re-
tire<l in 19;r2.

Stevens*, Abel. Died at San Jos^, Cal., Sept.
12, 1897.

Stevens*, Alfred. Died at Paris, Aug. 24,
1900.

Stevens" , Benjamin Franklin. Died at Sur-
biton, Surrey, March 5, 1902.

Stevens (ste'veuz), Durham White. Born
at Washington, Feb. 1, 1852: died at San
Francisco, March 25, 1908. An American
diplomatist. He was secretary of the United States
legation at Tokio 1873-8;^ and in the latter year resigned
to enter the Japanese diplomatic service, as counselor,
in which he remained imtil his death, serving in Japan,
at Washington, and in Korea. In liHH he became diplo-
matic adviser of the Korean government, under its agree-
ment with Japan. He was shot in San Fi'ancisco by a
Korean.

Stevens Institute of Technology. A college
of mechanical engineering at Hoboken, New
Jersey, founded by the will of Edwin A. Ste-
vens in 1870. It has an endowment of $8.^0,000, an an-
nual income of about $110,000, and astudent body of about
40't. It confers the degree i»f mechanical engineer (M. E. ).

An academic department is as.siH;iated with the institute.

Stevenson*, Adlai E'wlng. He was vice-
prosi.lcnt of the United ^Statts 1893-97.

Stevenson*, Robert Louis Balfour. His later
works include " Vailima Lettei's" (189.'i), " Fables" (189*>),

"In the South Seas " (18!X>), " A Mountain Town in

France "
(1897X and "St, Ives " (unfinished : completed by

A. T. ()niller-Couch, 1897).

Stevenson (ste'ven-son), Thomas. Bom at
Edinburgh, July 22, 1818: died there. May 8,

1887. A noted Scotch engineer and meteorol-
ogist, son of Robert Stevenson and father of
Kobert Louis Stevenson. He was engineer, with
his brother David, t^j the board of northern liglithonses
18.'i."i-85 : was one of the originatxirs of the Scottish Meteoro-
logical S,x.-iety in 1855; and maile improvements in light-

house illumination. He was the author of " Lighthouse
Illumination" (18.59: expanded into "Lighthouse ('on-

struction and Illumination " in 1881), " Design and Con-
struction of Harlxturs " (1864). " Proposal for the Illu-

mination of Beacons and Buoys" (1870), etc.

Ste'wart*, Alexander Peter. Died at Biloxi,

Miss., Aug. 30, 1908.

Steyn (stin), Martinus Theunis. Bom at
Winbtirg, Orange Kiver Ccdony, Oct. 2, 1857.

A South African statesman, the last president
of the Orange Free State. He was called to the
bar of the Inner Temple in 1882

;
practised as an advo-

cate in liloemfonteiu 188;i-89 ; was appointed state attor-

ney for the ( irange Free .State in 1889 ; was second puisne
Judge 1889-93 and first puisue judge 189:1-96; and was
State president 189<H9iKi. Vnder his leadership the
(irange Free State joine«l the Transvaal in the war against
Great Britain. He took part in the peace conference in
190'2.

Stiles (stilz), Charles Wardell. Born at
Spring Valley, N. Y., May 15, 1867. An Ameri-
can medical zoologist, zoologist of the United
States Public Health and Marine Hospital
Service from 1902. He has been special lecturer on
medical zoiJlogy in Johns Hopkins University fnmi 1897

and in the United States Navy Medical .School from 1902.

Since 1896 he has been secretary of the inteniational com-
mission on zooktgical nomenclature. His works include
"Sheep Scab" (1898). "Trichinosis in Gennany" (1901),
" IIis,kworm Disease " (19<f2). etc.

Still6", Alfred. Died Sept. 24, 1900.

Strang

Still6*, Charles Jane'way. Died at Atlantic
City, N. J., Aug. 11, 1899.

Stillman (stil'man), William James. Born
at Schenectady, K. Y., Jtuie 1, 1828: died at
Frimley Green, Surrey, England, July 6, 1901.
An American painter, journalist, and critic.
He was graduated at Union College, Schenectady, in 1848,
and studied art in England and Palis, being much influ-
enced by the Preraphaelites and by Ruskin. He edited
"The Crayon," an art journal, 1855-57 ; was United States
consul at Rome lS()l-65, and at Crete 1865-68 ; and was
correspondent of the London " Times " 1876-98. He wrote
" The Cretan Insurrection of 1866-68 " (1874), " Herzegovina
and the late I'prising " (1877), "On the Track of Ulysses

"

(1888), "Old Itidian Mastera" (1892), ' Francesco Crispi

"

(1899), " Autobiography of a Journalist " (1901), " Billy and
Hans" (1902). etc.

Stirling*, James Hutchison. Died March 19,
1909.

Stockton*, Frank Richard. Born April 5,

1834: died at Washington, D. C, April 20, 1902.

Stoddard*, Charles Warren. Died at Mon-
terey, Cal., April 24, 1909. His later works include
"A Troubled Heart" (1885), "Hawaiian Life: Lazy Let-
tera from Low Latitudes" (1894), "The Wonder Worker
from Padua" (1896), "A Cruise Under the Crescent from
Suez to San Marco" (1898), "Over the Rocky Mountains
to Alaska" (1900), "In the Footprints of the Padres"
(1902), " Exits and Entrances " (1903), " For the Pleasure
of His Company" (1903), "Father Daniien — A Sketch"
(1903), "The Island of 'Tranquil Delights" (1904), "The
Confessions of a Reformed Poet " (1907), and " The Dream
Lady" (1907).

Stoddard*, Mrs. (Elizabeth Barstow). Died
at New York, Aug. 1, 1902.

Stoddard*, Richard Henry. Died at New
York. May 12. 1903.

Stokes*, Sir Qeorge Gabriel. Died at Cam-
bridge, Feb. 1, 1903. He represented Cam-
bridge University in Parliament 1887-92.
Stokes*, Whitley. Died at London, April 13,
1909. He was joint editor of the " Irische Texte," the
"Thesaurus Pala'ohibeniicus," and the " Archiv fur kel-
tische Lexicographic."

Stolypin (sto'li-pin), Peter Arkadevitch.
Bom in 1863. A Russian statesman, presi-
dent of the council and minister of the in-
terior 190()-. He has served in various official positions
since 1884, when he obtained a place in the ministry of
the interior. An attempt was made, Aug. 25, 1906, to
assassinate him by exjdoding a boml) in his residence.
The exgdosion killed 28 i)ersons, but he escaped.

Stone (ston), William Joel. Bom in Madison
County, Ky., May 7, 1848. An American law-
yer and politician. He wasgraduated at the Univer-
sity of Missouri; was a member of Congress 188:>-91 ; was
governor of Missouri 1893-97 ; and has been Democratic
United St.itcs Senator from that State since 190:i.

Stone*. William Leete. Died at Mount Ver-
non, N. Y., June 11, 1908.

Storrs*, Richard Salter. Died at Brooklyn,
N. Y., June 5, 1900.

Story*, William Wetmore. Died at Vallom-
brosa, Italy, Oct. 7, 1895.

Stosch*, AJbrecht von. Died Feb. 29, 18^6.

Stossel (stes'el), Anatoli Mikhailovitch.
Born at St. Petersburg, July 10 (N. S.), 1848.

A Russian general. He was educated at the Pavlov
Military Schotd at St. Petersburg and entered the anny in

1864 ; served with distinction in the Russo-Turkish war
1877-78 ; and, after holding various positions in the army,
became connnander of the ninth brigade of the East
Siberian Sharpsllooters. He was made a lieutenant-gen-
eral for his services during the Boxer campaign in 1900,

and at the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war iu 1904 was
appointed comnnuider of Port Arthur, and later of the
entire force sent to the defense of that fortress. After a
long siege he surrendered Port Arthur t^j the Japanese
Jan. 1, 1905. J'orthis he was coiulenmed by court martial
and imprisoned, but was released in May, 1909.

Stout (stout), GI«orge Frederick. Bom at

South Shields, England, Jan. 6, 1859. A Brit-

ish philosophical writer and psychologist, pro-
fessor of logic and metaphysics at St. Andrews
from 1903. He has written "Analytical Psychology"
(1896), "Manual of Psychology" (1899), "Groundwork of
Psychology" (1903). etc.

Stowe*. Mrs. (Harriet Elizabeth Beecher).
Died at Hartford, Conn., July 1, 1896.

Strait of Tanon. See TaUon, Strait of.

Straits Settlements*. The colony includes also the
Cocos Islands (annexed, 1903), Christmas Island (19oo),

and the colony of Labuan (1907). Perak, Selangor, Negri
Sembilan, and Pahang have been amalgamated as the
Federated Malay States.

S'trang (strang), William. Bom at Dumbar-
ton, Scotland, Feb. 13, 1859. A noted Scotch
engraver, etcher, and painter. He has practised

many fonns of graphic reproduction, especially etching,

and has produced a large number of illustrations and in-

dependent pieces, among which are illustrations to Bun-
yan's " Pilgrim's Progress," Miltx,n's " Paradise Lost," and
Coleridge's "Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner" (his master-

piece), and portraits of Robert Louis Stevenson, Thomas
Ilardy, Rudyard Kipling, Cosmo Monkhouse, and <dhers.

He has painted easel pictures, and for a private library a
decoration of fifty pictures from the " Life of Adam and
Eve."
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Straus (3trous),Oscar Solomon. Born at Otter-

• Wrg. Oermauy, Dec. SS, 1850. An Ameri-

can diplomatist. He »ns bivuf:lit to Ceoi-gia by his

parents in lJi.S4, reniaiiiiiig there until lS(i.S anil was giadii-

•ted at Columbia lollege in ISTl and at loUunbia L:iw

School in 1^73. He was luited States minister to Turkey gtubbs', William. Die
lSS7-*8. lti9S-1900. aiul 1909-. In 1902 he was ai)ponite,l

,„,..l.^l,i,.e Anril L'2, 1S)01.
by President Roosevelt U> fill the vacancy m the pernm- "'' i' .p' „

at, Tpttenweis receipts i;4,(>4o,U()U

nent court of arbitration at The Hague caused by the StUCk .(»'tok) i ranz. J3orn at 1 etten weis, g jf ^ ^g Saint-TrOpeZ (su-fran' dt san-tro-

Land and the Labourers " (1884-W), " Christus Imperator
"

(ISSH) 'Historical Memorials of Ely i:athedral " (1S9T),

' H;nHlb.>ok of Ely Cathedral " (1S9«), " In a Minster Gar-

den "
(I'.lnl), "Cambridge and its Story " (1903), "Castles in

the Air, and Other Poems" (1904), "The Christ of English

"oetry (Hulsean lectures : 10O6), etc.

Dieil at Cuddesdon, Ox-

Suttner

Suez Canal*, it is yu miUs long (66 actnal canal and 21
miles lakes), 121 feet, 5 inches wide, and 28 feet deep.
The cost of construction, with enlargements, was a;24,-

000,000. The canal was exempted from blockade by a
convention signed in 1888, and vessels of all nations.

alTned or unarmed, are to be allowed to pass through it

at all times. In 1907 the number of vessels passing
through the canal was 4,27:i, gross tonnage 20,553,241,

deatli of Benjamin Harrison. He was secretary of com
merce and lalwr 1W6-09. He has written " The Origin of

the Republican Konu of (iovernment in the United

Stales" (ISSi'l, "Ri«er Williams, the Pioneer of Religious

Liberty" (ISSM), "The l>evelopment of Religious Liberty

in the I'nited States" (1S)6), "Refonu in the Cotisu-

lar Senice " (1897). The Inited States Doctrine of Citi-

lenship and Exi)atriation "
(1901X " Our Diplomacy ; A

Survev" (U«>2). "Industrial Peace " (1903), "The Hague
Tribunal, its Scojieand Meaning "(19W), and "The United

States and Russia, their Historical Relations " (1906).

Strauss', Johann (son of Johann Strauss,

1804-49). Died at Vienna, June 3, 1899.

Strauss (strons). Eichard. Bom at Muiiieh,

June 11, 1864. A noted German composer,

conductor of the Royal Opera in Berlin from
1898. In ISS.'i he became court music directorat Meinin

Bavaria, Feb. 23, 1863. A Bavarian painter.

He made his first success as a draftsman for the comic

paper "Fliegende Bliitter," and as a painter made his

debut at the Munich international exhibition of 1889,

where he won a medal. He was early appointed professor

in the Royal Academy of Art. His picture of the " Cruci-

fixion " is in the Museum of Stuttgart ; the " Allegory of

War" in the Munich Pinakothek; the "Sphinx" in the

National Museum at Budapest ; and a bronze statue of an

athlete in the National Gallery hi Berlin. He Ss one of

the leaders in the Munich ' Secession.'

StundistS (ston'dists). [< G. stunde, hour,

lesson; from their meetings for Bible-reading.]
A Russian sect which originated about 1860.

Its tenets and practices are in the main evangelical and
Protestant in character. Since 1870 the Stiindists have

pa'), Pierre Andre de. Bom at Saint-C'annat,
J'"rauce, July 13, 1726 : died at P.aris, Dec. 8,

1788. A Frenitli vice-admiral. He entered the
French navy in 1743; was twice captured by tlie English ;

and was made captain in 1772. For ten years he was in

the service of Malta. In 1781 he was sent U) protect
French interests in the East Indies. After an action at
the Cape Verde Islands (April 16, 1781), he outsailed Com-
modore Jolmstone to the Cape of Good Hope, and so pre-
vented an attack of the English upon Cape Town. He
fought five hard but indecisive battles against the English
under Admiral Hughes; off .Sadi-as (F'eb. 17, 1782). off

Trinconialee (April 12 and Sept. 3, 1782), off Negapatam
(.Inly 6, 1782), oil Cuddalore (.lune 20, 178;i). He was re-

called to Fi-ance by the treaty of Versailles, and was re-

ceived with the highest honors and created a vice-admiral.

gen, and in 1886 was ai>pointed third conducUir of the 04.,,_p.jq fstpr'iisi 'Rnl<?pll
Roval Opera at Munich. He has developed the demands "V^SJS ^Ster Jis;, ttUSSeil.

made upon the numbers and sonority of the orchestra; ^0 miy, lua., >JCt. lu, looo

.

been objects of persecution by the government. The sect
guljjnan MoUUtalnS'. The highest point is

has rapidly increased in nnnibei-s. i , oT^i^
«*vv*AkwM.i*xo & i^

has wrought out a style of great complexity in orehestnd

writing, as well as a bold and radical use of hannonic dis-

cords ; and has carried the ilelineative and pictorial pur-

pose in music to its extreme. His symphonic poems are
" Alls Italien " (188!)), " Don Juan " (1888), " Tod und Ver-

klarung"(1890). ".Macbeth" (1891), "Till Eulenspiegel"

11885), '• Also Sprach Zarathustra " (1890), " Don Quixote
'

(1897), "Ein Heldenlebeil" (1898), and "Sinfonia do-

mestica " (liKM). He has composed three operas. "Gun-
tram" (18!>4X "Feuerenot" (1901), and "Salome" (1906),

and raimy songs.

Streator (stre'tor). A city in Lasalle County,
Illinois. It is situated in a farming district on the east

bank of the Vemiilion river, where there are coal- and
clay-beds, and has railroad and coal interests, brick- and
tile-yards, and manufactures of glass, hardware, vehicles,

etc. Popnlati.)'! (19.)0), 14,079.

Stretton', Hesba. Died Jan. 21, 1909.

Strindberg (strind'berg), August. Born at

Stockholm, Jan. 22, 1849. A Swedish dram-
atist and novelist, a leader of modern Swedish
literature. Among his plays are " MasterOlof " (1872),

"Gillets hemlighet" (1880), "Kadren" (1887), "Friiken

Julie" (1K8.8), "Glaubiger" (1889), "Till Damaskus"
(1898), and a series of historical dramas, including " Gus-
tavus Wasa," "Erik Xiy.," " Oustavus Adolphus," and
"Carol XII." He has written also "Roda rummet"
(1879) ; " Det nya riket " (1882), which provoked so much
criticism that the author left Sweden for a number of

years; "Svenska folketihelg och soken " (1882) ; "Giftas"
(1884); "Die Beichte eines Thoren" (1893); "Inferno'
(1897), written after one of his periodical attacks of in-

rapidly _
Born in Baltimore
died at New York,

Feb. il, 1908. An American architect and
writer. He was graduated from the College of the City

of New York in 1856 ; studied architecture in Europe

;

and practised it in New York until 1880. Among the
buildings which he designed are Battell Chapel, Famam
Hall, Durfee Hall, and Lawrance Hall, in Yale Univer-

sity, and tile Homeopathic Medical College and Flower
Hospital in New York. Since 1890 he has devoted him-
self to critical and other writing on art. He has edited

A Dictionary of Architecture and Building : Biographi

11,300 feet high.

Sullivan*, Sir Arthur Seymour. Died at
Lonilon, Nov. 22, 1900.

Sullivan (^sul'i-van), Louis Henry. Born at

Boston, Mass., Sept. 3, 1856. An American
architect. His most interesting designs have been
those for high office buildings in which he has allowed
the extreme height and verticality to dominate the scheme.
The best known of these experiments is the Bayard
Building in Bleecker Street, New York. He also built

the Transportation Building at the World's Fair at Chi-

cago in 18!):i.

cal. Historical, and Descriptive" (3 vols 1901-1902). and guUv-PrudllOmme. See Prudhomme, Sully
has written "European Architecture : a Historical Study 5„t„ v„i»_j„« r?l,„,. „„-„ o,.».,;..„^ K^ *udy
(1896), "Annotated Bibliography of Fine Art" (1897),

' How to .Tudge Architecture" (U)03), "The Appreciation

Sulu Islands*. They were acquired by the
United States in 1898.

of Sculpture " (1904), " The Interdependence of the Arts SulU Sea. Same as Jolo Sea,
of Design" (1905), "The Appreciation of Pictures " (1905),

"A Study of the Artist's Way of Working" (190,5), "A
History of Architecture " (Vol. 1, 1906; Vol. 2, 1909; Vol.

3 to be completed by A. L. Frothingham), " A Short His-

tory of Architecture" (1908).

Sturm', Julius Karl Reinhold. Died at

Sunflo'wer State, The. A popular name for

Kansas.
Sungei UjOng'. in 1805 it was amalgamated, with
Sri ilenanti, .Johol, Jelebu, Rembau, and Tamiiin. ti>

form the confederation of Negri Sembilan, now a part of

the Federated Malay States.Leipsio,May2, 1896. His later works include "Zwei _™*'.'^"^<'"-.. . -..,-, , . • j, j.,

Rosen" (18.54). "Neue Oedichte" (1856), "Neue fromrae SurlgaO (so-re-ga o). 1. A province of the

Lieder und Gedichte" (1858), "FUr da^ Hans" (18C2), Philippine Islands consisting of the north-
Israelitische Lieder" (1881), "Von der Pilgerfahi-t

(1868), "Lieder und Bilder" (1870), "1870. Kampf- und
Siegesgedichte " (1870), "Spiegel der Zeit in Fabein

"

(1872), "Gott grusse dich " (1876), "Das Buch fiir meine
Kinder" (1877), "IramergrUn" (1879), "Miirchen" (1881),
" Aufw&rts ! " (1881), " Dem Herm mein Lied " (1884),

"Natur, Liehe, Vateriand " (1884), "Bunte Bliitter" (1885),

"Palme und Krone" (1887), " Xeue lyrische Gedichte"
(1894), and "In Freud und Leid" (18W)

sanity ;
" Einsain " (19)3), an autobiographical novel ;

" Die Styrla*. It has 30 members in the Reichsrat,
GotischenZiinmer"(!9i)4);and manyothervolumes. He ; , T.nndtnc of 71 members
has been called "the shakspere of Sweden.' ana a Lianaiag 01 (1 memoers.

, ,, „ ,

Strong (strong), Josiah. Bom at NaperviUe, Suakim*. It is now the capital of the Red

111., Jan. 19, 1847. An American clergyman, ^ea pi_ovinee of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,

social economist, and author. He was graduated SublC Bay. Same as I ort bubic.

at Western Reserve College inl869; in 1871 was ordained SuMc (so'bek), Port. A bay on the south
to ^he Congregational ministry; and was chaplain to

Western Reserve College 1873-76 and instructor in

natural theology and rhetoric. From 1886 to 1898 he was
general secretary of the Evangelical Alliance for the
United States, and has been president of the American
InBtitut« of Social Service since its organization in 1898.

Among his works are "Our Country " (1880), "The New
Era" (189.1), "The Twentieth Century City " (1898), " Re-
ligious Movementsfor Social Betterment "(1900), "Expan-
sion" (1900), "The Times and Young Men" (1901), "The
Next Great Awakening" (1902), "'The Challenge of the
City"(19o8), etc.

Strong-Bo'WS (strong' boz). An Athapascan
tribe located near the Liard river.

Strutt*, John William, third Baron Rayleigh.
He was lord lieutenant of Essex 1892-1901 ; was jtrofessor

of natural philosophy at the Royal Institution 1887-96

;

and in 1908 was ap}H,inted lord chancellor of Cambridge
University. In 1895 he, with Professor William Ramsay,
discovered argon in the atmospliere.

Struve*. Otto Wilhelm von. Died at Karls-
ruhe, April 14, 1905.

Stuart*, John Patrick Crichton-, third
Marquis of Bute. Died Oct. 9, 1900.

Stuart (stii'iirt), Mrs. (Euth McEnery).
Born at Marksville, Avoyelles Parish, La.,
1856. An American author, chiefly of stories

of Southern life, she has written " A Golden Wed-
ding, anrl Other Tales" (I89:i), " Carlotta's Intended, and
Other 'Tales" (1894), "The Story of Babette" (1K94),

"Sonny " (1894), " sidomon Crow's Christmas Pockets
"

(1896). "Gobolinks" (1896; with Albert Bigelow Paine),

"In Simpkinsville" (1897), " Moriah's Mouming " (1898),

"Holly and Pizen " (1898), "TheSnowcap Sisters" (1901),
" Napoleon Jackson, the (ientle-nan of the Plush Rocker

""

western coast of Luzon, Philippine Islands,

partly separating Bataan and Zambales prov-
inces: a safe harbor for large vessels in all

weather. Also called Subic Bay.

Suburban^. One of the principal American horse-
races. It is for liorees three yeara old and upward. The
distance is 1^ miles. The winners from 1895 have been :

189.5, Lazzarone; 1896, Henry of Navarre; 1897, Ben
Brush ; 1898, Tillo ; 1899, Imp ; 1900, Kinley Mack ; 1901,

Alcedo ; 1902, Gold Heels ; 1903, Africander ; 1904, Hermis ;

190.5, Beldame; 1906, Go-Between ; 1907, Nealon; 1908,

Ballot ; 1909, Fitz Herbert.

eastern part of Mindanao and numerous adja-

cent islands of which Dinagat, Siargao, and
Bucas are the most important. It is bounded by
the Pacific Ocean on the north and east ; Davao on the

south ; and Misamis (separated by mountains), the Suri-

gao Sea, and the Strait of Surigao (separating it from
Panaon and Leyte)on the west. Capital, Surigao. Butnan
Bay indents the northwestern coast. Its southeastern

angle. Port Nasipit, is an excellent harbor, safe for large

vessels in all weather. Port Surigao, on the northern

coast of Mindanao, Port Gabo, on the southeastern

coast of Dinagat, and Port Sibonga, on the eastern coast

of Bucas Grande, are also good harbors. The mountain-
range of the western boundary is paralleled by a range
near the Pacific coast extending to the northern extremity

of the main island. The loftiest peaks are Legaapi, Ten-
dido, and Urdaneta, all in the northern part of the ranges.

Coal is found ill the eastern, southeastern, and southern

parts of the province, and gold in many places in the
north, among the eastern mountains, and. in Dinagat
Island. Among the productions are cacao, hemp, c(»pra,

corn, sugar-cane, sweet potatoes, and mangos. The in-

habitants are chieily Visayans. Area of province, 6,988

square miles. Population (1903), 115,112.

2. A town, the capital of Surigao province,

situated in lat. 9° 48' N., long. 125° 30' E-

Civilized population of municipality (1903),

7,749.
jiaiiot; lyoy, ritz iieroeru n • / .. - ••f\ 0-- a t „v «* !.«.

Sucker State, The. A nickname of the State Sun£0^(Bg--p^o)^
fit.^ippie'lXl'ds^yng

east of that sea and west of the eastern penin-of Illinois.

Sudan*. The Eastern or Egyptian Sudan extends
southward from the frontier of Egypt to Lake Albert
Nyanza, eastward to the Red Sea and Abyssinia, and west-

ward to Wadai. It is divided into 13 provinces (mudi-
rias) : Itahr-el-Ghazal, Berber, Blue Nile, Dongola, Haifa,

Kassala. Khartum, Kordofan, ilongalla. Red Sea, Sennar,

Upper Nile, and White Nile. Its area is about 950,000

square miles, and its population about 10,000,000. Of the
central Sudan states Wadai, Baghirmi, and Kanem are

sula of Mindanao Island. It is connected on the

east by Surigao Strait with the Pacific Ocean.

Surigao (s6-re-gii'6) Strait. A strait in the

Philippines separating Mindanao from Panaon,
Dinagat, Bucas, and other islands, and forming

the northeastern passage between the Surigao

Sea and the Pacific Ocean,
within the French sphere of influence, and a part of o„c.nPTi<!inn 'RridffP* It is now a Bart of Niag-
Bornu, with .Sokoto and Gando, within the British. Ada- OUSpenSlOn JSriQge .

iu is nu.v » i.oi i. « g

mawa fails within the German Kamerun Hinterland. The ararnlls.
boundaries between the English and the French posses- SutrO*, Adolph Helnrich JoSeph. Died Aug.
sions and spheres of influence both west and east of the o iggg pj^, was elected mayor of San Fran-
Niger were determined by a convention between the '.

.* , nn*
United Kingdom and France ratified June 13, 1899. CISCO in 1»U4.

Sudbury (sud'bu-ri). A town in Nipissing dis- Suttner (sot'ner), Baroness von (Bertha VOn
trict, Ontario, Canada. In the vicinity are deposits Kinsky). Born at Prague. Austria, June 9,

of nickeliferous ore which yield a large part of the world's

supply of nickel. Population (1901), 2,027.

(1902), "George Washington Jones" (190.3), "The River's Sudermann*, Hermann. His later works include the
Children " (1904), and "The .Second Wooing of Salina Sue, ^' ' " " , , - .-^ .. .-.^«.. ., r^__ ^ic;„,.

and f)ther Stories " (WIS).

Stnbbs (Btubz), Charles William. Bom at
Liverpool, Sept. 3, 1845. An English clergy-
man and author, dean of Ely from 1894 to
1906 and bishop of Truro from 1906. He was
educated at Cambridge ; was vicar of Granboro, Buck-
inghamshire, 1871-74, and of Stokenham, south Devon,
W84-88

" '"' -' '

d was rect/>r of Wavertree, Liverpool, 1888-94.
He is the author of " Christ and Democracy ' (1884), " The

dramas " Die Schmetterlingsschlacht" (1894), " Das Gliick

im Winkel " (189.5), three one-act iilays— " Teja," "lYitz-

chen," and " Das ewig Miinnliche " — published under the
title of "Morituri" (1896), ".lohannes" (1898), "Die drei

Reiherfedern " (1899), " Johannisfener" (19001, "Es lebe

das Leben" (1902), " Sturmgeselle Sokrates" (190;!),

"Stein unter Steinen" (1905), "Das Blumenboot " (1905).

four one-act plays— " Rosen " (1907). His prose includes

"Fran Sorge" (1888), "Der Katzensteg " (1889), " Im
Zwielicht " (1899), " lolanthea Hochzeit" (1893), and "Ea
war "(1894).

1843. An Austrian novelist, wife of Baron
Arthur von Suttner (1850-1902). In 1891 she

founiled the Austrian Society of Peace-lovers and. ss its

president, took part in the peace congresses at Rome
(1891), Benie(lS92). Antwerp (1894). and Hamburg (1897).

lier works include " Inventarinm einer Siele" (188:i). "Die
Waffen Nieder " (1889: translated as "Lay down your

Arms"), for which she was awarded the Nobel peace

prize in 190.5, "Das MachinenzeitjUter" (1891). "Die
Haager Friedenskonferenz, " a journal ( 1900), " Marthas

Kinder" (1902: a sequel to "Die Waffen Nieder"), and
" Briefe an einen Toten " (19V1). She is the editor of the

monthly organ of the peace movement, " Die W atfeii

Nieder," established in Dresden in 1892.



Svendson

Svendson (svend'son ), Johann Severin. Bom
at Cliristiaui.a, St»pt. 30, 1S40. A Norwegian
composer, conductor at Copeiihaeen from 1883.
He has composed two symphonies and other orchestral
works : but the music by which he is best known is Itis

ixtt-t for strings and his romance for %'iolin.

Sverdrup (svar'drop), otto. Born in the dis-

tiict of Helgeland, Norway, Oct. 31, 1854. A
Norwegian arctic explorer. He was a member of
Nansen's expedition to Greenland in 185W and of his jiolar

expedition l&9;i-9ti, bringin«r the *' Fram *' back to Norway
after Nansen started north over the ice. From 1S9S to 19i>2

he conducted an expedition to the northern extremity of
Eatlin i'.ay. He is the author of " N'yt Land " (1903).

Swahili (swii-he'le). [Properly, Waswahili,
coast people.] 1. An African people who in-

habit the island of Zanzibar and the neighbor-
ing coasts. They are the descendants of the oripinal

Bantu inhaliitants of the resrion, mixed with Arab traders
and slaves from all parts of the continent.

2. The language of the Swahilis. It is a Bantu
tongue with a very large admixture of foreign,

mostly Arabic, words. Properly Kimcahili.

Swainson*, William. Died in Hutt Valley,
Ne%v Zealand, Dee. 7, 18.55.

Swanhild (sviiu'hild). In German legend, the

81

wife of Hermanrie, famous for her beauty. She
was guilty of adultery and was torn in pieces by four
horses. In the northern legend she is the daughter of
Sigurd and Gudrun.
Swarth (swart), H616ne. See Lapidoth.
Swarthmore College*. It has about 36 in-
structors and over 300 students.
Swaziland*, it became subject to Great Britain in
1900. J'he administration is under the control of the
High Commissioner for South Africa, but jurisdiction in
civil m.itters between natives is allowed the native chiefs.
The capital of the protectorate is Mbabane. Area, 0,536
square miles. Population, about 80,000.

Sweden'. The union of Sweden and Norway
was declared by Norway June 7, 1905, to be
dissolved, and an agreement vpith Sweden re-
i)ealing it was reached Oct. 26, 1905.
Sweet (swet). Henry. Bom at London, 1845.
A noted English philologist and phonetician.
He was educated at King's College, London, at Heidel-
berg, and at Oxford. In 1901 he was appointed reader in
phonetics in the last named university. His works in-
clude editions of Old and Middle English texts. Old and
Middle English readers and primei-s, "A History of
English Sounds from the Earliest Period " (187.'i), " A
Handbook of Phonetics" (1877), "A Primer of Spoken
English '

(1890), ' A Primer of.Phonetics " (1890), " A New
English Grammar " (1892-98), " A Student's Dictionary of

Tarr
Anglj Saxon " (1S97), "The Practical Study of Languages '

(1899), " A History of Language " (1900), etc.

Swinburne*, Algernon Charles. Died at
Loudon, April 10, 1909. His later works include
"Sisten; a Tragedy (1892), "Studies in Prose and
Poetry" (1894), "A Tale of Halen " (1896), "Rosamund,
Queen of the Lombards " (1899), collected works (IKM-O.'i),
"Love's Cross Currents," a novel (1906), "The Duke of
Gardia "(1908).

Sykes*. Mrs. (Olive Logan). Died at Ban-
stead, England, April 27, 1909. In 1892 she
married James O'Xeill.

Sylvester", James Joseph. Died at Loz^don,
March 15, 1897.

Symons (si'monz), Arthur. Born at Milford
Haven, Wales, Feb. 28, 1865. A British poet,
author, and critic. His works include "An Intro-
duction to the S^udy of Browning" (1886), "Days and
Nights" (1889), "Silhouettes" (1892), "Ix)ndon Nights"
(189f>), "Anioris Victima" (1897), "Studies in Two Litera-
tures" (1897), " The Symbolist Movement in Literature"
(1900), "Images of Good and Evil"' (1900), "Collected
Poems" (1901), "Plays, Acting, and Music" (1903),
"Cities" (1903), "Studies in Prose and Verse" (1904),
" Spiritual Adventures " (190.'.), " The Fool of the World,"
a morality play (19C6), "Studies in Seven Aits "(1906),
"William Blake" (1907), "Cities of Italy" (1907), "The
Homantlc Movement in English Poetry "

(1909X etc

aal (ta-al'). 1. A volcano
situated on Volcan Island
in Lake Bombon, southern
Luzon, Philippine Islands,

approximately in lat. 14° 2'

X., long. 120° 57' E. It has
several cratei-s. tWD of which show
activity. Within the central cra-

ter are two hot pools and an active
cone which emit steam and sul-

jthmous vapors. The volcano has been subject to many
changes and the cause of many disasters The greatest
recorded enijttiijns occurred in 1749 and 17.^4. Less vio-

lent eruptions occuiTed in 1808, 1S74, 1S7S, 1880, and 19a'i.

Height, l,il.M) feet.

2. A muTiieipality of Batangas province, in

the southern part of Luzon. Civilized popu-
lation (19<13), 17,.52.').

Taal (ta-al'). Lake. Same as Lake Bombon.
Tabaco (lii-bii'ko). A municipality of Albay
province, in the southeastern part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. Civilized population
(1903), 21,946.

Taclobah (tak-16'ban). A port and the capi-
tal of Leyte province, in the Philippine Islands.
It is situated in Leyte Island on .San I'edro and San Pablo
Bay at the entrance to the Strait of San Juanico. in lat. 11'

I.V N.. long. 124' !»• ,10" E. It h.-is an excellent harbor.
Civilized ii..pulatlon ,.f municipality (19(«), 11,948.

Taft (taft). Lorado. B^rn at Elinwood, Peo-
ria County, 111., April 29, 1860. An American
sculptor. He was graduated at the .State Inlversity,
Champaign. Illinois, in 1879 and studied at the Ecole des
Beaux- Art« in Paris. In 1886 he settled in Chicago and
Itecame instructiir in 8<-ulptnre at the Art Institute, giv-

ing public lectures at the Institute ancl at the I'niversity

of Chicago. He has made many portrait busts, statues
and militjiry monuments, and has published a " History
of American Sculpture" (1903).

Taft (taft), William Howard. Born at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, Sept. 15, lh57. An American
statesman and jurist, son of Alphouso Taft

;

President of the United States 1909-. He was
graduated at Vale in 1878 and was admitted t^i the Ohio
tiar tn 1880; was judge of the superiorcourt of Cincinnati
I •^87-90; was solicitor-general of the I'nited States 1890-

1^92; and waa I'nited States circuit judge, sixth circuit,

l8:f2-19<J<t. From 1896-1900 he was dean and professor in

the law department of the I'niversity of Cincinnati ; was
president of the Cnited .States Philippine Conunission
1900-01 ; was first civil governor of the Philippine Islaiuls

UM)l-04 ; in liMMi was sent t<» Cuba to adjust the insurrec-
tion there and was for a short time provisional governor;
and was secretary of war 1904-08.

TagalogB (tii-ga'logz). Same as Tagalos.

Tagalos (tU-gii'los). A Malay people, number-
ing about ],500,()00, occupying the central
portion of Luzon, the coasts of Mindoro, and
some smaller islands in the Pliiliitpines. They
are now Christians, and their culture is largely Spanish,
though before the Spanish conquest they possessed accr-
tain civilization and an art of writing of their own.

Tagals (ta-galz'). Same as Tagalos.

Tagaytay (tii-gi-ti') Mountains. A short
mountain-range in the soiitlieni part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands, partly separating Batangas
and Cavity provinces.

Tagbilaran (tilg-be-ia'r8n). A town, the capi-

tal of Bohol province, Philippine Islands. Itis

situated on the nam>w strait of the same name which

separates Bohol and Panglao Islands, in lat. 9° 38' N.,
long. 123* 50' 1" E. Civilized population of municipality
(vm\ 10,108.

Tahiti". It was annexed to France in 1897.

Tairen (ti-ren'). See Dahuj.
Tait', Peter Guthrie. Died July 4, IPOI.
Tai-tse (ti'tze), or Thai-tSU. A river in
southern Manchuria, it rises in the mountains
north of the Motien Pass, flows westwardly liy Liao-yang,
which is situated on its sfiutheni bank, and empties into
the Liao river about fifty miles above its mouth. It

played an important part in the battle of Liai>yang in the
Russtj-.Iapanese war.

Tajurrah". It is now a part of the French
Somali Coast Protectorate. It was ceded to
France in 1884.

Tajurrah", Gulf of. It is now within the
French Somali Coast Protectorate.
Takahira (ta-kii-he'ra). Baron Kogoro. Born
in Iwate-ken, January, 1854. A Japanese di-

plomatist. He became a translator of the Foreign Office
in 1876 : waa secretary of legation at Washington 1879-84

;

was sent to Seul in 1884 ; was consul at Shanghai 1887-00
;

w,ia consul-general in New York 1891 ; was apptdnted
minister at The Hague in 1892 and at Rome in ls94, and
shortly afterward at Vienna; and was minister to the
I'nited States IQOO-igo.'i. He was jimior Japanese pleni-
potentiary in the negotiation of the treaty of Portsmouth
in lim.''; was ambassadorto Rome 1907-08; andambassador
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the I'nited
Stat.-s 1«0'--09.

Takamine (ta-ka-me'ne), Jokichi. Born at
Kaga, 1853. A Japanese chemist, since 1884
a resident of the United States. He is the
discoverer of adrenalin.

Taku Forts". They were taken by the allies

June 17, 1900.

Taku-shan (ta-ko-shan'). A city of southern
Manchuiia, situated on Korea Bay about sixty
miles west of the mouth of the Yalu. It was
used as a military base by the Japanese in the Russo-
.lapanese war (1904-0,1). Population, about 40,000.

Ta-lien-wan (ta-lyeu-wiin') Bay. A bay on
the southern side of the Kwang-tung Penin-
sula, southern Manchuria. Dalny is situated at its

westerly extremity. It was leased by itussia from China
in 189K, and the lease was ceded to Japan by the Treaty
of Poi-t^mouth in 1905.

Talim (tii-lom'). An island in Laguna de Bay,
southern Luzon, Philippine Islands, belong-
ing to Rizal province.

Talmage", Thomas DeWitt. Died at Wash-
ington, D. C, April 12, 1902. He was pastor of
the Central Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn 1869-94, and
of the First I*re8byterian Church of Washington 1895-99.

Tamagno (ta-miin'yo), Francesco. Born at

Turin, 1851: died at Varese, Aug. 31, 1905.

An Italian dramatic tenor. He made his dcSbut

in 1873, and is best known as the creator of the part of
Otello, in Verdi's opera.

Tambobong (tiim-bo'bong). A municipality
in Kizal province, southern Luzon, Philippine
Islands. CivHlized population (1903), 20,136.

Tanauan (ta-nii'wan). 1. A municipality in

the northeastern part of Batangas province,
southwestern Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civ-

ilized population (1903), 18,263.-2. A mu-
nicipality in the eastern part of Leyte Island

and province, Philippine Islands, situated
near San Pedro and San Pablo Bay. Civilized
population (1903), 18,256.

T'ang (tang). The Chinese dynasty which
reigned from 618 to 907 A. D. During this
period the arts and literature flourished.

Tanon (tan-yon'), Strait of. A strait in the
Philippine Islands separating Cebu and Ne-
gros and connecting the Visayan Sea and the
Mindanao Sea.

Tapul (tii-pol') Islands. A group of 43 is-

lands in the Siilu(Jolo) Archipelago, lying be-
tween the Sulu (Jolo) and Tawi Tawi groups
and belonging to the Jolo district of Moro
province, in the Philippine Islands. Siasi is the
largest t)f the group. Area, 90.3 square miles.

Taranis (tar'a-nis). [L., < Old Celtic •taran,
W. ttiniii, thunder?] A god of evil, called the
Celtic Jupiter, said to have been worshiped
with human sacrifices by ancient Celts.

Tarbell (tiir-bel'), Ida Minerva. Bom in
Erie County, Pa., Nov. 5, 1857. An American
author and editor. She was associate editor of the
" Chautauquan " 188;i-91, and was on the editorial staff of
" McClure'8 Magazine " 1894-1906, and on that of the
"American Magazine" 19il6-. Among her jjuhlications
are a " Short Life of Napoleon Bonaparte " (189.'i), " Life
of Madame Roland" (1896), " Early Life of Abraham Lin-
coln " (1896 : with J. McCan Davis), " Life of Abraham
Lincoln" (1900), and a "History of the Standard Oil
Company" (1904).

Tarkinigton (tar'king-ton), Ne'wton Booth.
Born at Indianapolis, Iiid., July 29, 1869, An
American author. He was graduated at Exeter
Academy in 1889 and at Princeton in 1893. He has writ-
ten " The Gentleman from Indiana" (1899), "Monsieur
Bcaucaire " (1900), " The Two Vanrevels " (1902), "Cherry

"

(190:i). "In the Arena" (1905), "The Beautiful Lady"
(190.i), " The Conquest of Canaan " {190b), "The Man From
Home," with H. L. Wilson (1908), etc.

Tarlac (tar'liik). 1. A river in Tarlac prov-
ince, Luzon, Philippine Islands.— 2. An in-

land province in the western part of Luzon,
Philippine Islands. It is bounded by Pangasinan on
the north ; Nueva Ecija on the east ; Pampanga on the
south ; and Zaml)ales (separated by the Zambales Moun-
tains) on the west. Capital, Tarlac. The forests are of

great value. Over twenty-five per cent, of the land is

agricultural. Rice is raised in large quantities. Among
the other pro<luctiona are cofi'ec, pineapples, betel-nuts,

com, sugar-cane, and sweet potAtoes. The inhabitants
are Ilocanos, Tagalos, Pampangans, and Pangasinanes,
with a mixture of other races. Area, 1,205 square miles.
Population (1903), 136,107.

3. A town, the capital of Tarlac province,
situated on the Tarlac river, in lat. 15° 31' N.,

long. 120° 36' E. ('ivilized population of mu-
nicipality (1903), 12,340.

Tarr (tiir), Ralph Stockman. Bora at Glouces-
ter, Mass., Jan. 15, 1864. An American
geologist, professor of dynamic geology and
j)hvslcal geography in Cornell University from
1897-1906 and of physical geogi'aphy 1906-.
He was assistant professor there 1892-96, and is special

field assistant on the United States Geological Survey.
Among his publications are "Economic Geology of the
I'nited States" (189;t), "Elementary Geology" (1897),

geographical text-books (with McMun-y), text-books on
physical geography, and numerous scientific papers.



Taschereau

Taschereau*, Elzear Alexandre. Died at

O-.ifliee. April 1-'. 1898.

Taschereau(tash-r6'), SirHenri ElzSar. Boni

at Ste. Marie de la Beauoe, Quebec, Oct. 7,

1830. A Canadian jurist. He «as called to the

bM in ISJT; was created a queen's counsel in 1S67 ; and

WHS knighteil in likfi. He sat. as a Conseri'ative, in the

Canadian Legislative Assembly for Beauce County, Que-

bec ls«I-«7. and was apiwinted a judge of the superior

court of Quebec in ISVl and a judgeof the Supreme Court

of Canada in 1878. He was chief justice of the Supreme

Court ISKr.MXi and was app.iinte>l in 1904 a member of the

ImiH'rial Privy Council and of the judicial committee to

hearappeals from thecolonies. He has published several

bot.ks on Canadian law.

Tasmania', in 1901 it became one of the states of the
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was United States minister to Spain ; was special counsel

for the government before the Spanish Treaty Claims

Commissicm in 1902 ; and was one of the counsel for the

I'nited Stjites in the .\laslta Boundary Case in 1903. His

worlts include "Origin .ind Growth of the English Consti-

tution " (18S9), " International I'ublic Law " (1901), "Juris-

diction and Procedure of the Supreme Couit of the United

States "

(1900). and " The Science of Jurisprudence " (190S).

Taylor (ta'lor), Henry Clay. Bom at Wash-
ington, D. C'., March 4, 1845: died at Sudbury,

Out., July 26, 1904. An American rear-admiral.

He was graduated at the United States Naval Academy in

ISKi; served in the Civil War; and was promoted captain

Thompson
time music critic of the New York " Tribune," and from
1839 to 1882 was United States consul at Trieste.

Thayer (thar), Eli. Bom at Meudon, Mass.,
June 11, 1819: died at Worcester, April 15,

1899. An American educator, inventor, and
anti-slavery agitator. He was graduated at Brown
University iii'l*!.';, and in 1848 founded Oread Institute, a
collegiate 8cho<)l for young women, in Worcester, Massa-
chusetts. He has been called ' the Father of Kansas ' on
account of his efforts so to influence colonization that it

should be admitted as an anti-slavery State. From 18.=J7

to 1861 he was a Republican member from Slassachusetts

of the House of Representatives.

battle-ship Indiana, and took part in the battle off Santi'

ago, July &, 1898. In 1902 he became chief of the bureau

t>f navigation.

Tate (tat)

land. March 11, 1819: died at Streatham Hill,

London, Dec. 5, 1899. An English merchant

and philanthropist. He presented his collection of

modem paintings, one of the tiiiest in England, to the

nation. .See Tiile Galleri).
. . i.-

Tate Gallery. The popular name of the >a-

tional Gallety of Brjtish^Art^in London.
J,^ Tchadyr-Dagh", Height, 5,131 feet.

died at Chang-sa, Hu-nan, China, Juno 3, 1905

An English Protestant missionary. He first sailed

forChina iu 1853. In 1865 he published "China's Spiritual

Xecd and Claims," a book which aided him in founding

tile China Inland Mission.

Taylor*, William. Died at Palo Alto, Cal.,

May 18, 1902.

ImUh-'Sid S'iton trrivrr^ThaSrsalJoShSf'amile TehuantepeC', IsthmUS^ Of. The Tehuantepec

ab.>ve the Houses of Parliament, was presented to the Railway, coniiecting the ports of Coatzacoalcos and Salina

British people, and opened to the public by the Prince of (•ruz, was opened Jan 23, 1907.

Wales (now King Edward VIL), July 21, 1897. Sir Heni-y TollSSXl (tel-lS-So'). A locality in the LiaO-
Tate gave the building and with it sixty-flve pictures and ^^^^„ Peninsula, in southern Manchuria, south
two import..mt bronzes To Jln-se have been added, by f^j ;„ j,,^^ j^e Japanese defeated the Russians

Z t,^ !,r,^:;i:r':i?irthe'^ii'nt^''UuiS«,: r'rd;^,!:::^'^'^"""'^
attempting .« relieve

^i^^^XS^:^l^i^fS:^^i^^^ Temvi^XrloUe He. CMrlotte Temple
\i^tts presented twenty-two of his most impoi-tant paints Temple*, Frederick. Died Dec. 23, 1902. He
ings and one piece of sculpture to form the ^atts collec- archbishop of Canterbury from 1890

.

tion. The \ ernon collection of fifty-three pictures has
rn\ Ai Heitrht 6 195 feet

been added. From time to time representative works by lentta , 001 ttl. ileigllt, D,l»o leei.

British artists are acipiired. It occupies the site of the Tenderloin, The. The popularname of a SCO-

old Millbank Penitentiary.
. tion of New York City, a part of which is no-

Tatin (ta-tah'), Victor. Bom at Pans, m
,o,.ious for tue number of haunts of vice which

1843. A French student of aviation and the

inventor and constructor of many scientific

instruments. He has been occupied since 1S74 with

the problems of mechanical fiight In 1879 he constructed

a c.mipressed-air model which flew, and in 1890 and 1896-7

built a successful steam model. He is the author of a

standard «" .rk on the elements of aviation, and is a mem-
ber of the Academy of Sciences. He has built many pro-

ellers for flying-machines which have been successful

in 1894. During the war with Spain he commanded the Uxayer*, Joseph Henry. Died Nov. 26, 1901.
•'- '- '

*""' * • *'" >-*'- "" '*""*' He was professor at the Divinity School, Haivard, 1884-

llWl.

Th6i.tre Antoine. See Antoine, Andre.
Theatre FranQaiS*. it was almost entirely destroyed

hv fire March 8, 1:K«].

Th616me (ta-lfim'), Abbey of. In the "Gar-
gantua" of Rabelais, an imaginary abbey of

freewill situated in Theleraa by the river

Loire. The customs in force there were to be in direct

opposition to those of any convent in existence. The one
rule of its order was ' do what you wish.'

Theotocopuli (tii-o-to-ko'po-le), Domenico:
sumamedEl GrecO. Died 1625. A Spanish
painter, architect, and sculptor. His signature

on a picture in the Escorial indicates that he came from
the island of Crete. It is probable that he learned to

paint in Venice, as his pictuies show Venetian influence ;

but he is not definitely connected with any known mas-
ter. His arrival in Toledo before 1577 is fixed by the date

of the termination of his great retable in the church of

San Domingo el Antiquo in that city. His methods were
original and modem, making him a trae forerunner of

Velasquez.

Thesiger*, Frederic Augustus, second Baron
Chelmsford. Died April 9, 190.5.

Theuriet*, Andr6. Died at Bourg-la-Beine,

April 22, 1907. His works include "Mademoiselle
Guignon" (1874), "Une Ondine" (187S), "La fortune d'

Ang{;le" (1876), "Raynionde" (1877), "Le filleul d'un

marquis" (1878), "Le ftls Maugars" (1879), "La niaison

desdeux Baibeaux" (1879), " Sauvageonne " (1880), "Xante
Aur«ie," " Marlage de Gerard" (1884), "Bigarreau"

(1886), "Deux soiurs" (1889), "Reine des bois " (1890),

"Jeunes et vielles barhes" (1892), "La Chanoinesse"

(1893), "Flavie" (189.i), "Dans les Roses" (1899), " Mon
oncle Ho " (1906). He was elected to the French Acad-

emy in 1896.

it contains. It is included in the nineteenth police

precinct (now bounded by Fourth and Seventh avenues

and by Foui-teenth and Forty-second streets), especially

in tliat part of it which lies north of Twenty-third Street

and west of iiroadway and (above Thirty-fourth Street) of

Sixth Avenue.
tt„..„^,„-^, ^f Thomas (tom'as), Arthur Goring. Bom in

Tennessee, University of. See University of
g^^^g^^ ^-^..^ go'; jgao: died Mar'h 20, 1892.

Tennessee.

1820.
{Sw^n,;<r/"feVTer'orth^'LTg/^of"^^^^^
1909.

Tatti (tat'te), Jacopo. See Sansovino, Jncopo.

Taunay*, Alfredo d' Escragnolle. Died at

Rio de .Janeiro, Feb., 1899.

Tausig (tou'sig), Karl. Bom at Warsaw, Nov.

4, 1841: died at Leipsic, July 17, 1871. A
noted piano virtuoso, a pupil of Liszt and a

player of remarkable technique and strong

powers of interpretation.

Ta'Vn Ta'Wi (tii'we ta'we). The largest island

of the Tawi Tawi group in the Sulu (Jolo)

Archipelago. Area, 232 square miles. Popu-
lation (1903), 1,179.

Ta'Wi Ta'Wi (tii'we ta'we) Islands. A group
of 1.59 islands in the Sulu (Jolo) Archipelago,

lying between the Tapul and Sibutu groups
and belonging to the Jolo district of Moro
{irovlnce, Philippine Islands. Tawi Tawi is the

argest of the group. Area of the group, 3f«.7 square

miles. Population (1!)03), about 7,896.

Tayabas (tii-ya'biis). A province of the Phil-

ippine Islands. It embraces a l^arge part of the east-

An English artist and cartoonist. He
member of the staff of "Punch" 1851-1901. He

illustrated "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,"
"Through the Looking Glass," etc. Knighted in 1893.

Tennyson*, Frederick. Died at Kensington,
London, Feb. 26, 1898.

Tennyson (ten'i-sgn), Hallam, second Baron
Tennyson. Born at Twickenham, Aug. 11,

1852. An English author and colonial gov-
ernor, sou of Alfred, Lord Tennyson. He was
private secretaiy to his father : was governor and com-
mander-in-chief of South Australia 1899-1902 ; was first act- 7 • ^.,,.„ n„„, „„„_ T or>oo,.
ing governor-general of the Commonwealth of Australia ThomaS (tom'as), Cal'Tin. Born near Lapeer,

An English composer. His most important works

are the operas "Esmeralda" (1883), and "Nadeshda"
(1885); the choral ode "The Sun Worshippers" (1881);

the cantata "The Swan and the Skylark" (1894) ; and
songs.

Thomas (tom'as), Augustus. Bom at St.

Louis, Jan. 8, l859. An American playwright.

For a number of ye.ars he was engaged in

journalism, and was the editor of the Kansas
City " MiiTor." His plays include " Alabama,"
"In Mizzoura," "Arizona," "The Earl of

Pawtucket," " Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots," " The
Witching Hour," etc.

19(12 ; and waTgovernor-general of Australia 1902-03. He
has published " Alfred Lord Tennyson : a Memoir " (1897),

etc.

Ternina (tar-ne'nii), Milka. Born in Croatia,

Dec. 19, 1864. A distinguished dramatic so-

prano. .She made her debut at Leipsic iu 1883, and has
sung in Gratz, Bremen, and Munich, and also in New
York, London, .and Bayreutb.

Terry*, Ellen (Mrs. James Oarew). she has
visited America with Mr. Irving on his tours in 1886,

1893, 189,5, 1899, 1901. Her memoirs, "The Story of ily
" appeared in 1908.

Mich., Oct. 28, 1854. An American scholar

and educator, professor of Germanic languages

aud literatures in Columbia University from
1896. He was graduated at the University of Michigan

in 1874 ; studied in Gemiany 1877-78 ; and was connected

with the University of Michigan as, successively, instruc-

tor, assistant professor, and professor of German. 1878-96.

His publications include a Gemian grammar (189.5), "The
Life and Works of Schiller " (1901), " An Anthology of

German Literature " (1907), "History of German Litera-

ture" (1909). and editions of Goethe's " Faust" and other

German classics.

Died at Paris,
Life,

em coast of Luzon (Principe and Infanta), a part of the m f jj^g D'TJrbervilles ! a Pure Woman. Thomas*, Charles Ambroise.
6f)Utheastem peninsula, and numerous islands east and . , v rpi,„,_„„ ur^vflv nnhlislipd in 1S9'> I^o1i 10 ISOfi
south, including Polillo and Marinduque, with adjacent A novel by ihomasHarav, puOlisne^ teb.U,lsj{3

-d * -c- *
islands. It is bounded by Isabela, the Pacific Ocean, and TetraZZini (tet-ra-ze'ne), Luisa (bignora Ba- ThomaS (tom'as), Cyms. Bom at Kingsport,
Ambos Camarines (separated by mountains) on the north

j gelli). Born at Florence in 1874. A contem- Tenn., July 27, 1825. An American entomol
porary Italian opera singer. She made her d^but
in 1895, and has toured in South America, Europe, Eng-

land, and America. She has won great success by her
brilliant rendering of such roles as Elvira in " Puritani,"

the Queen in " Les Huguenots," Lucia, Violetta, etc.

Texas*, it has ate counties, sends 2 senators and 16

representatives to Congress, and has 18 electoral votes.

deep Gulf of Ragay the eastern coast of the peninsula. TexaS Universit'V Of. See UniversitV of Texas.
South of the province is Tayabas Bay. The surface is ±^^,' ,^ .Tt^'Jf .. -n ,. r>CJ i-
very mountainous, and the mountains are densely wooded. ThaulcW (tou lo),FntZ. Born at Chnstiania,
Rivers are numerous, but short and of little importance. Norway , Oct. 20, 1847 : died at Paris, Nov. 5, 1906.

A Norwegian painter. He was a pupil of Sftrensen at

the Academy in Copenhagen and of Gude in Karlsruhe.

He was one of the organizers of the Salon du Champ de
Mars in Paris in 1890. Until 1892 he painted N'orwegian

subjects almost exclusively, but after that date worked
in France. His subjects were usually landscapes. He
was appointed Norwegian commis.Riouer for the fine arts

at the Exposition Universelle in Faiis in 19i)0.

the Pacific Ocean and Ambos Camarines (partly separated

by the Gulf of Ragay) on tlie east ; the Visayan Sea and
Batangas on the southwest; and La Laguna, Rizal, Bula-

can, Xueva Ecija, Nueva Vizcaya, and Isabela on the

west Capital, Lucena. The principal bays on the eastern

cout are Dilasac. Diugalan, Baler, and Casiguran, the last

A flue harbor for large vessels in all weather. Lamon and
Sog'Kl bays indent the northern coast, and inlets fiYun the

Coal is found in the peninsular part of the province and
in Pagbilao, Polillo, and other islands. Among the pro-

ductions are hemp, pineapples, bananas, mangos, sweet
potatoes, sugar-cane, rice, and copra. The inhabitants are
chiefly Tagalos and Bicols. Area of province, 6,354 square
miles. Population (1903), 204; 739.

Tayabas (ta-yii'bas) Bay. A wide bay indent-
ing the southern and southwestern coast of

Tayabas and the eastern coast of Batangas Thayer (thar), Alexander Wheelock. Bom
provinces. Luzon, Philippine Islands.

Taylor (ta'lor), Hannis. Bom at New Berne,
N. C, Sept. 12, 1851. An American lawyer
and legal writer, professor of constitutional
and international law in the George Wash-
ington University 1904-06. From 1S93 to 1897 he

at South Natiek, Mass., Oct. 22, 1817 : died at

'Trieste, July 15, 1897. An American author,

best known as the biographer of Beethoven.

ogist and ethnologist, archaeologist of the

Bureau of American Ethnologj- from 1882.

He was professor of natural history in the Southern

Illinois Normal University 1872-76 ; was entomologist of

the .State of Illinois 1874-75 ; and was a member of the

United .States entomological commission 1877-79. He
has published numerous monographs and papers upon
economic entomology, and upon North American eth-

nology and archeology ; and also a " History of the In-

dians of North America."

Thomas (tom'as), M. Carey. Bom at Balti-

more, Md., Jaii. 2, 1837. An American scholar

and educator. She was graduated at Cornell Univer-

sity in 1877, and studied at Johns Hopkins University and

at the univereities of Leipsic, Zurich, and Paris. She was

the first woman to obtain the doctorate of arts srimma

cum laude from a European university. In 1885 she was

appointed dean and professor of English at Bryn Mawr
College, and has been president since 1894. She is the

author of " Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight " (1883),

" Education of Women " (1900), " The College " (1905), etc.

Thomas*, Theodore. Died at Chicago, Jan.

4. 1905.

He was graduated from Harvard "in 1843, and at the law UjompSOn (tomp'son), Sir Edward Maundo.
school there in 1848; was for a number of years assistant t(„„„ ;„ Tomnion 'Went Indies Mav 4 1840.
librarian at Harvard ; and in 1849 went to Gennany, where ?°J?.^l°, T^'''^'^' ^, i-f^11' ?„„;„» 1 lih«
he spent most of the remainder of his life. He was for a A British librarian and editor, principal lIDra-

J e^iU^^\.



Thompson
rian of the British Museum since 1888. He was
eiiucateJ at Rugby and at Vnivei-sity College, Oxford;
entered the service of the Btitish Museum in 18(il ; and
was adniitteil to the bar of the Middle Temple in 1867.
He was knighted in l&Do.

Thompson (tomp'son), James Maurice
(called Maurice), bom at Faiifiold, lud.,
Sept. 9, 1,S44: died at CrawfordsvUle, lud.,
Feb. 15, 1901. An American writer. In his
youth he lived in Georgia ; served in ths Confederate
army ; was a member of the Indiana legislature in 187»,
and State geiilogist of Indiana 1S8,t-89 ; and for some
years was liteiitrj- editor of the New Vorli " Independent."
He wrote •• The Wiuhery of Archery " (187S), "By-ways
and Bird Notes" (IS85), " A Tallahassee Girl" (1SS7),
"The Story of Louisiana" (18881, "The King of Honey
Island ' (1893), "Alice of Old Vincennes" (19ili)), etc.

Thompson (tomp'son), Sii- John Sparrow
David. Born at Halifax, Xova Scotia, Nov.
10. 1844: died at Windsor Castle. England,
Dec. 13,1894. A Canadian statesman. He en-
tered the Nova Scotia legislature in 1877 ; was elected to
the Canadian Parliament in 1S8.% 1887, and 1891 ; was ap-
pointed minister of justice in 1»8.t ; and became premier
of Canada in 1S92. In 1SS7 he was legal adviser to the
British plenipotentiaries on the fisheries commission at
\\ashington and in 1S88 was knighted for his services. In
189.! he was a British arhitr;it<.r on the Bering Sea Com-
niissii.n at I'aris.

Thompson*, Richard Wigginton. Died at
T.-iTC Haute, Ind., Feb. 9, 19i(0.

Thompson (tomp'son), Silvanus Phillips.
Burn at York, England, June 19, ISol. Au
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consin Historical Collections," (volumes 10-17 : 1S8S-
1906), " Chronicles of Border Warfare" (ISS.".), " The Jesuit
Relations and Allied Documents " (73 volumes : 1896-1901),
"Kinzie's Wau-Bun " (1901), "Eaily Western Travels,
1748-1846" (31 volumes; 1904-06), Hennepin's "A New
Discovery" (1903), Lahontan's "New Voyages to North
America" (1905), "Documentary History of Dunmore's
War" (190,'i), "Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition " (8 volumes: 1904-06), " Wisconsin "(1U08), etc.

Thwing (twing), Charles Franklin. Boru
at New Sharon, Maine, Nov. 9, 1853. An Amer-

Torrington

professor (1892-95) and professor (1895-) of
psychology in Cornell University. He was edu-
cated at Oxford and Leipsic, and was extension lecturer
in biology at Oxford in 1892. Among his works are " An
Outlmeof Psychology " (1890), "A Primer of Psychology "

(1898), "Experimental Psychology" (1901-06), "Lectures
on the Elementary Psychology of Eeeling and Attention "

(1908), " Lectures on the Experimental Psychology of the
Thought Processes" (1909), "Text-book of Psychology"
(1909-), etc. He is associate editor of " The American Jour-
nal of Psychology," and flie American editor of " Mind

ican educator, president of Adelbert College Todd (toil), David. Born at Lake Kidge N Y
^i^'L-Y^i^fl

I^<:Servo University from 1890. March 19, 1855. An American astronomer)
. ,^ ,, ._

professor of astronomy in Amherst College and
He was graduated at Harvard in 1876, and at Andovei
Theol.igical Seminary in 1879. and held pasUirates in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, and Minneapolis. He is also sec-
retary of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching. /Vniong his publications are "American
Colleges" (1878), "Within College Walls" (1893), "The
American College in American Life" (1897), "College Ad-
ministration " (1900), " A Liheial Education and a Liberal
Faith (1903), "History of Higher Education in America •

(1906), " Education in the Far East " (1900), etc.

Tibet*. In 1904 the British govenmient in India sent an
anned 'mission' to Lhasa, in onler to enforce certain
treaty stipulations and other demands, which, .after con-
siderable fighting, accomplished its purpose, entering
Lhasa and executing a ccjnvention with Tibet there
(Sept. 7).

Ticao (te-kil'o). An island in the Philippines,
lying northeast of Masbate and belonging to
Masbate province. Port San Miguel on its northern
coast is an excellent harbor in all weather. Area, 121
square miles. Poimlation (1903), 10,183.

English physicist, principal and professor of Tie-ling (tia-ling'). A town in Manchuria
situated on the railroad north of Mukden in a
strategically important pass. After the defeat of
the Russians in the battle of Mukden it was captured by
the Japanese, .March 16, 1905. It was opened to interna-
tional trade in 1906.

Tiflfany (tif'a-ni), Charles Louis. Born at
Killingly,Conn., Feb. 15, 1811i: died at Irving-
ton ou the Hudson, New York, Feb. 18, 1902.
An American merchant, in 1837 he came to New
York, and, with John B. Young, established a stationery
and fancy-goods business. The firm became " Titfany anil
Company" in 1851, establishe<l a branch house at Paris,
and began the manufacture of sterling silver. In suc-
ceeding years it developed an extensive business in gold
an^ silver work and precious stones.

Louis Comfort. Bom at

physics in the City and Guilds Technical Col
le|;e, Finsbury, from 1885. He has published
"Elementary Lessons in Electricity and JIagnetism"
(1*81), "Dynamo-electric Macliinei-y " (18,s5), • Light, Vis-
ible and Invisible" (1897). "Michael Faraday" (ls9»),
** Design of Dynamos " (19ft3), etc.

Thomsen (tom'sen), Julius. Bom in Copen-
hagen, Feb. 16, ISX: died there, Feb. 13, 1909.
An eminent Danish chemist, professor in the
University of Copenhagen 186(>-91. He was
especially noted for his studies in thermtK'hemistry. His
works include " Therniochemische Intersuchungen " (4
vols.. 1882-86), etc.

Thomson (ton-son'), CSsar. Bom at Li&ge,
Belgium, March 17, 1857. A noted Belgian
violinist, a jnipil of Vieu.xtemps, Leonard,
Wieniawski, and Ma.ssart. He w.as a teacher in the Tiffany (tif'a-ni)'
Liege Conservatory, anci in 1M»8 succeeded Vsaye as pn>- -- — - "

—

fessor of the viiilin in the Brus-sels Conservatoi-y. He has
written a number !jf studies for the violin.

Thomson (tom'son), Elihu. BornatManches-
ter. England, March 29, 1853. An American
electrical engineer and inventor, electrician
of the Thomson-Houston and General Electric
companies from 1880. His researches and inven-
tions have covered a wide range in electricity and electri-
cal engineering. He was ntade officer of the Legion of
Honiir in l,ss9, and has received the Knmford medal.

Thomson (tom'son). Sir Joseph John. Bom
mar Manchester, England, Dec. IS, 18.56. A
noted English physicist and mathematician,
professor of experimental physics in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge from 1884, and professorof
physics at the Koval Institution, London, 190.'

He has published " 1'h
The Applications ot i,ynan„cs t-. rnysics and Chem- Edgefield County, S. C. Aug. "ll, 1847. An

American politician. For many years he was oc-
cupied exclusively with farming. In 1890 and again in
1892 he was elected governor of South Carolina, and he
has been (Democratic) I'nited States senator from that

director of the observatory from 1881. He was
chief assistant in the Nautical Almanac office 1878-81

;was in charge of the transit of Venus olwervations at Lick
Observatory in 1882 ; and has conducted eclipse expedi-
tions to Texas (1878), Japan (1887), 'West Africa (18K9-9 )),
Japan (1896), Tripoli (ISXVi), Dutch East Indies (1901), and
Tripoli (19flo). He has published text-books on astronomy,
and numerous technical papers. He was the leader of the
Lowell expedition to the Andes in 1907.

Togo (to'go), Count Heihachiro. Bom in
Kagoshima, Dee. 22, 1847. A famous Jap-
anese admiral, commander of the Japanese
fleet in the Russo-Japanese war 1904-05. He
entered the navy in 1868 ; studied naval aftairs at Green-
wich, England, 1871-78; served in the Chinese war as
commander of the Naniwa, sinking the transport Kow
Shing before the actual rupture with China ; attacked Port
Arthur on the night of Feb. 8, 1904, in this and subsequent
attacks infiicting great damage on the Russian Heet

;

scattered the Russian Port Arthur squadron in a sea-battle
on Aug. 10, 1!XM ; andanniliilateil the Russian Baltic fleet
under Rozhestvensky in the Strait of Korea May 27-28.
1905.

'' '

Tolima*. A former department of Columbia.
A new political division wa.s made in 1909.

Tientsin*. It was captured by the allies July ^.?l?*°^*' Count Lyeff. He has written also

14, 1900.
f J J ResurrecUon " (1900), and " The End of the

Age" (1900).

Toluca (to-lo'ka), Nevado de. A volcano near
Toluca, Mexico. It was first ascended by
Huml)oldt in 1803. Altitude, 14,833 feet.
Tomb of Agamemnon. A popular name for
the Treasury of Atreus (which see, under
Tretixiiri/).

Tom Burke of Ours. A story by Lever, pub-
lished in 1844.

Tondo (ton-do'). A division of the city of
Manila, Luzon, Philippine Islands. Civilized
pojiulation (1903), 39,043

New York, "Feb. 1.1, 1848. An American
painter and decorator, son of Charles L.
Tiffany, lie studied art in New York under George Touga Islauds'.orFrieudly Islands. Agroup
Inness .and Samuel ( oleman, and in Par,, under U.,n ,,f islands in the South Pacilic, south of theB,ailly. He has jtainted in both oil- and water-color, mak- Samoan Islands. They belong to Great Britain.

They are ruled by a native king, who is subject to the
control of the British high commissioner. The kingdom
consists of three groups of islands, Tonga, Haapai, and
Vavau. Capital, Nukualofa. Area, 890 square miles.
Popidation, altout 22,000.

crypt of the New York Cathedral of St. John the Divine
;

ami the electric fountain in the Grand Court of the Man-
ufactures antl Fine Arts Building at the Pan-American
Exposition, Bnlfalo, New York, 1901. He <li8c.jvcred the
formula for making the decorative glass which is known
as Tilfany favrile glass.

, ,. .. .*•''''"".
"'.^'.Tu*'':'''"'''.''

,<.'.-*'> Tillman(tirman),BenJaminRyan. Borain
.Applications of Dynamics t-j Physics and Chem- V,1„.,K.,M r„./;,f,' qT' a"„"i

istry (1888), "Recent Researches in Electricity and
Magnetism " (189:i). "Elements of the .Mathematical
I'heitry of Electricity and Magnetism" (l^ft5), "Tlie Dis-
charge of Electricity through Gases" (IsO?^), "Conduc-
tion of Electricity through Gases " (19)3), "Electricity
iiid .Matter ' (UHH). etc. He was awarded the -Nobel

ing a specialty of Oriental scenes. Among his priricijjal
canvases are " The Dock .Scene" (1869), " Street Scene in
Tangiers (1876), "Study of Quimper, Brittany" (1877),
" Duane Street. New York " (1S7.'<), "The Cobblers at
Boufarick " (18»S), " Feeding the Flamingoes " (1888), and
" Market Day at Nuremberg " (1892). His other important
art works iiiclude the Tilfany Chapel exhibited at the Tongalaud*. In 1897 it was incorporated withtolumbianEx|K)8ition, Chicago, 1893, which is now in the the colony of Nital

State since 189.5. He was the originator of the state dis-

I>ensary system of selling liquor. In 1906 he had charge
of the Railroacl Rate Hill in the Senate.

Tilton, Theodore. Died at Paris, May 25,
1907.

8. The name of one of the two
districts into which the Military Territory of
the Niger is divided. See Seneyal-Niger Colony,
I'pper.

Died at London, Tinel (te-nel'), Edgar. Bora at Sinay, Bel-
gium, March 27, 1854. A Belgian composer
and pianist, in 18«2 he became director of the church
Music Institute at Mechlin, in 18S9 inspectf>r of the state
music-schools, in 18W! professorof counterpoint andfugue
at Brussels, and in 1!H)9 director of the Brussels Ctjnserva-
t^iire. His most important work is the oratorio " Fran-
cisciis" (1898).

Tinguianes (ten-ge-ii'nas), or Tingues. A
Malay tribe in the interior of northwestern
Luzon, in the provinces of Lepanto-Bontoc
and Abra.
Tippoo Tib*. Born about 1837 or 1838: died
at Zanzibar, June 14, 1905.

Tissot", James Joseph Jacques. Died at the
Abbeyof Biiillon, Doubs, Franco, Aug. 9,1902.
He painted (189;i-96) a series of water-colors illustrating
the life of Christ.

Tisza", Kilm&n. Died at Budapest, March
23. 1902.

Titchener (tieh'e-n6r), Edward Bradford.
Bom at Chichester, England, Jan. 11, 1867.
An English-American psychologist, assistant

I.rize (or physics in 1!I06. He was knighted in 1908.

Thomson", Sir William, Baron Kelvin. Died
at London, Dec. 17. 1!)07. He was profesKjr of
natural philosoidiy at Gia.sgo«- rniversitv 184(Wl!). His
Morks include "On the Electroilynamic E'n.perties of Timbuktu,
Metals" (18S,5). "Navigation" (1876). " M.atheniatical mid
Physical Papere" (1HK2-90). "Treatise on Natural Phil-
o4,,j,t,y." with P. G. Tait (1879-83), and "Lectures and
V.l-lresses" (l'vSli-91).

Thornton", Sir Ed'ward.
.Jau. 26, 1906.

Thornycroff, Mrs. (Mary Francis). Died
Fob. I, lS<(.->.

Thursday Island. A small island in Queens-
land. Australia, just north of Princo of Wales
Ishind at the extremity of the Cape York
I'eninsula. It has pearl-Ssheries.

Thurston", Robert Henry. Died at Ithaca,
.\. v., Oct. 25, 19(13.

Th-nraites (thwiitz), Beuben Gold. Born at
Doriliester, Mass.. May 1.), 18.')3. An Ameri-
can historian, secretary and superintendent
of the Wisconsin Historical Society from 1886.
He is the author of " Down Historic Waterways" (lss8).

"The Story rf Wisc-insin" (1890). "The Colonies, 1492-
n.vi" (1.891). "On the Storied Ohio" (1897), ".Stfiriesof
the Badger .State" (1900). " A History of the I'niversity of
Wi*. oiisin '• (IWlO), " Father Marqnetti!" (1902X "Daniel
I; ie " (1902), "How George Rr^ers Clark Won the.Vorth-
wcst. and other Kssavs in Western History" (1903), "A
P.ricf History of Rocky Mountain Exploration" (1904),
"France in America ' (1905), etc ; and has edited "Wis-

Toole (till), John Lawrence. Born at Lon-
don, March 12, 1832: died at Brighton, July
30, 1906. A noted English comedian. His first
public appearance was at the Ilaymarket Theatre in Lon-
don in 18.'.2, and he appeareil at the St. James Theatre in
18.54. In 18.58 he became leading ccmiedian atthe Adelphi,
and after five years engagements followed at the Queen's
Theatre, the Gaiety, etc. He made a tour of America in
1874, and of the Australian colonies in 1890. In 1879 he
became manager of the Folly Theatre, later (1882) re-
named Toole's Theatre, and managed it until his retire-
ment in 189,5. Among the best known of his roles are Paul
Pry, S|iriggins in " Ici on parle frain^ais," Caleb Plum-
iner in "The Cricket on the Hearth," the 'Artful
Dodger,' Uncle Dick in " I'ncle Dick's Darling," etc.

Topelius*, Zachris. Died at Bjorkudden, near
Helsingfors, March 12, 1898.

Topinard (to-pi-nUr'), Paul. Born at Isle-
Adam, Seine-et-Oise, France, Nov. 4, 1830. A
French anthropologist, professor in tlie School
of Anthropology, Paris, since 1876. He lived in the
I nited States in his youth ; studied medicine in Paris;
entered the anthropological laboratory of Broca in 1871

;

was ciuiservator of the collections of the Societe d'An-
thropologie 1872-80 ; and on the death of Broca, in 1880,
succeeded him as secretary general of the "Revue d'An-
thropologic." Among his works are "L'anthropologie"
(1879). "EWments il'anthropologie g^nerale " (1885),
" L'hoinme dans la nature " (1891), " .Science et foi "

(1900),
numerons contributifnis to scientific publications, etc.

Toronto, University of. See University oj
Toron to,

Torrey (tor'i), Bradford. Born at Weymouth,
Mass., Oct. 9, 1843. An American author, ed-
itor, and ornithologist. For some yeai-s he was on
the editorial statf of the "Youth's Companion." Among
his works are" Birds in the Bush" (1885), "A Florida
Sketch-hook" (1894), "Spring Notes from Tennessee"
(1895), "A World of Green Hills" (1898), "Every-Day
Birds" (1901), "Footing it in Franconia " (]9oi), "The
clerk of the Woods" (1903), and "Nature's Invitation"
(1904).

Torrington (tor'ing-ton). A borough in Litch-
field County, Connecticut, situated on the
Naugatuck river, its chief manufactures are woolen
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pxMis, haniwsre. articles i>f br:iss and plated ware, needles,

t.H.ls. bi<-vclc8, etc. l"uimhiti..u (I'AKI), S,:it>l>.

Tourg6e", Albion 'Winegar._ Died at Bor-
deaux, ^^auce, May 21, 1905. lie was rnited
states consul to Bordeaux 1897-1903, and to Halifiix, N. S..

ISKe-^Xi. His later works include • Button's Inn " (ls»7),

•Letters to a King" (IfSS), "Black lee" (I8S*;), "With
Gauite and Swallow " (18S9), " Mur^ale Eastman, Christiiiu

Socialist" (l^80), "PacUilus Prime" (189il), "Out of the

Sunset Sea" (Ii«l3), "An Outing with the Queen (if

Ueart»"(lSW), " The Man Who Outlived Himself "(1S9S),

etc.

Tower (tou'er), Charlemagne. Bom at Phila-

delphia, April 17, 1848. Au Amerieaii busi-

ness man and diplomatist. He was graduated at

Uarvani in 187-2 and was admitted to the (Pennsylvania)

bar in 1878. He was I iiited States minister to .Austria-

Hungary 1897 -ii9, ambassador to Russia 18'.)9-19IK, and
ambassador to lienuany 1902-1)8. Ue has published " The
llarquis de La i'ayette in the American Kevolution"
(l!-».=.l. etc.

Toynbee (toin'be), Arnold. Born at London,
Aug. 23, 1852: died at Wimbledon, Suney,
March 9, 1883. An English sociologist and po-

litical economist. He studied at Pembroke College,

and at Balliol College, Oxford ; was graduated in 1878 ;
and

was appointed a tutor and later bursar of Balliol. His

lectures on economics were collected and published after

his death under the title of "The Industrial Revolution"

(18*1). Toynbee Hall (which see), London, was established

in his memory.

Toynbee (toin'be), Paget. Bom at Wimble-
don, Jan. 20, 1855. An English philologist,

autuor, and critic, brother of Arnold Toyn-

bee. He was educated at Balliol College, Oxford, and
was a private tutor 1878-92. He is best known as a

Dante scholar. Among his publications are " Specimens
of Old French, with Notes and GloB6.iry" (1892), a "Dic-

tionary of l*roper Names and Notable Matters in the

Works of Dante" (189S), " Dante Alighierl " (1900), " Dante

Studies and Researches " (1902), " Dante in English Litera-

ture from Chaucer to Cary" (1909), etc.

Traheme (tra-hem'), Thomas. Born at Here-
ford, about 1636: died in 1674. An English

clergj'man and writer. He studied at Oxford in lew
and became rector of Credwell, in Hereford, in 1057. His
" Poetical Works ' were edited by Bertram Dobell in 1900,

and his " Centuries of Meditation " in 1908.

Transcaucasia", it comprises the governments of

Baku, Black Sea, Elizabethpol, Erivan, Kutais, and Titlis ;

the provinces of Batum and Daghestan ; and the districts

of Sukhum and Zakataly. Total area, 95,402 square miles.

PopulaJon, 6.199,100.

Transhimalayan Eange. A range of moun-
tains in Tibet, north of the Brahmaputra river:

the most massive mountain range in the world.

It was explored by Dr. Sven Hedin 1907-08.

Trans-Siberian Railway. See Siberian Sail-

iriii/.

Tran8Taal(tranz-viil'), The. A British colony,

the former South African Kepublic. See Buer

War. It was annexed by Great Britain Sept. 1, 1900. Rep-

resentative goverimient was established in 1906. The
Legislature consistsof a Legislative Council of 15 members
(to be elective) and a Legislative Assembly of 69 (elected)

members. See also United States o/ South Africa.

Transvaal War. 2. See Boer War.

TransylvaniaUniversity. See Kentucky Uni-

rer.sity.

Trask (trask), Mrs. (Kate Nichols): pen-

name ElatrinaTrask. Born at Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Mav 30, 1853. An American author and poet.

Her" works include "Under King Constantine " (1893),
" Sonnets and Lyrics" (1896), "John Leighton, Jr. " (1898),

"Lessons in Love "(1900), "Free, not Bound" (1903),

"Chrlstalan" (19a3), "In My Lady's Garden" (1907),

"King Alfred's .Jewel " (1909), etc.

Tra'Vis (trav'is), Walter J. Born at Maldon,
Victoria, Australia,. January 10, 1862. An
American authority on golf. He has written

"Practical Golf" (1901), "The Art of Putting" (1904;

with J. White), and is eilitor of "The American Golfer."

Tree (tre). Sir Herbert Beerbohm. Born at

London, Dec. 17, 1853. An English actor and
theatrical manager. He first appeared on the stage in

1878 ; managed the Haymarket Theatre, London, 1887-9<)

;

and is now manager of His Majesty's Theatre, L<jndon.

He has published lectures on topics connected with the

drama. He was knighted in 190i).

Treitschke', Heinrlch Gotthard von. Died
at Berlin, April 28, 1890.

Trepof (trep'of), Dimitrii Feodorovitch.
Bom 1855: died Sept. 15, 1906. A Russian
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general, chief of the Imperial police, com- s^^SquareJJturch)

uiandaut of the Palace, and assistant minister iii«„giQ (to-ea'la)

Tyler

and was professor of homiletics at

of the interior. An unsuccessful attempt to

assassinate liiin was made on March 30, 1905.

Trescof, William Henry. Died at Pendle-

ton, S. C, May 4, 1898.

Treves (trevz), Sir Frederick. Bom at Dor-

chester, England, Feb. 15, 1853. An English

physician, sergeant surgeon to the King from

1901. He was professor of anatomy and pathology in

the Royal College of Surgeons 1881-86; examiner m sur-

gery in the University of Cambridge 1891-96 ; and con-

sulting surgeon to the forces in South Africa in 1900.

He has published "A System of Surgery," "A German-

English Dictionary of Medical Terms," "Tale of a Field

Hospital," "The Other Side of the Lantern," "Highways
and Byways in Dorset," "The Cradle of the Deep," etc.

Trikoupis*. or Tricoupis, Charilaos. Died

at Cannes, April 11, 1896.

Trinity College* (Hartford, Conn.). It has

over 200 students and a library of 56,000

volumes.
Triple Alliance*. 3. It was renewed in June,

A river in Natal, South
Africa, rising in the Drakensberg mountains
and flowing southeastwardly into the Indian
Ocean. Near Ladysmith, it was the scene of severe
fighting in the Boer war (Dec., 1899,-Feb., 1900).

Tuguegarao (to-ga-gii-ra'6). A town, the
capital of Cagayan province, Luzon, Philip-
pine Islands. It is situated near the Rio Grande de
Cagayan, approximately in lat. 17' 37' 30" N., long. 121° 38"

20" E. Civilized poiinlation of nmnicipality (1903), 16,105.

Tulane University of Louisiana. A non-.
sectarian university located in New Orleans,
Louisiana, founded by the State in 1845 as the
University of Louisiana. In 1884 it was transferred
to the administrators of the Tulane Educational Fund and
the name was changed in honor of Paul Tulane, who en-
dowed the academic department. In addition to the
usual academic instruction, courses are ottered in engi-
neering, law, medicine, pharmacy, and art. There is a
separate department for women. The endowment of the
university is over $5,000,000, and its annual income ex-

ceeds $;J50,000. Over 1,400 students are in attendance.

TuUianum. See Maniertine Prison.
1J0-.

-,,.,. XI • J Tv«;i„*T!„„ Tunja*. it la now the capital of the departmeiit of
Trobriand*. Philippe Eegisde. Died at Bay- ^.^^^
port, L. I., X. Y., July 15, 1897. Tupper*, Sir Charles. He was prime minister
Trochu', Louis Jules. Died at Tours, France, of Canada in 1896, and leader of the Opposi-
Oct. 7, 1896. tion in the House of Commons 1896-1900.

Troubetzkoy (tro-bets'koi). Princess (Am61ie Turkestan* (Russia), it comprises the provinces of

Rives). Born at Kichmond, Va., Aug. 23, Ferghana, Saiiiarkand, Sir.Daria, and Semiryechensk.

1863. An American novelist. She is best known Area, 400,770. Population, 6,8;)«,400.

as the author of " The Quick or the Dead " (1889). Her Turkey*. In a war with Greece, 1897, Turkey was vie-

other works include " A Brother to Dragons, and Other torious. Constitutional govcniment, which had been
-'- '

attempted in 1876 (1876-Feb., 1878), was reestablished in

1908 as a result of the influence of the Young Turk parly.

The reactionary attitude of the Sultan, Abdul Hamidll., in

the winter of 1909 led to the capture of Constantinople,

(April 24), by the army of the Young Turks (starting from
Salonika) and the deposition of the Sultan (April 27).

He was succeeded by his brother Slehmed V^

Turks, or Turk, Islands. A group of small

islands in the Bahamas, north of Haiti The
largest is Grand Turk, or Turk island. They
are a dependency of Jamaica.

Old-time Tales" (1888), "Virginia of Virginia" (lss8),

" Witness of the Sun " (1889), " Herod and Mariamne," a

drama in verse (1889), " According to St, John " (1891),

" Barbara Dering ; a sequel to The Quick or the Dead"
(1892), "Athelwold," a play (1893), "Tanis, the Sang-

digger" (1893), " Damsel Errant" (1897), "Selen(S " (1905),

"Augustine the Man," a drama (1906), "Golden R.jse
"

(1908), etc.

Troubetzkoy (tro-bets'koi). Prince Paul.
Born at Intra, Italy, Feb. 16, 1866. A Russian
sculptor. He is an extreme realist, in theory and prac;

tice.
" On his appointment to a professorship in the .School j^jngj (ter'ner). Sir William. Bom at Lan-

flrst act was to remove au — _,— , „, loio a .. t.'.,..i;cV, n..of^«i;t,fof Sculpture at Moscow his - -

models and casts of ancient sculpture. His work exhibits

power and sometimes refinement, as in certain statuettes

of women.

Trumbull (trum'bul), Henry Clay. Bom at

Stonington, Conn., June 8, 1830: died at Phil-

adelphia, Dec. 8, 1903. An American Congi-e-

gational clergvman and religious writer, editor Tug^ggee (tus-ke'ge) A town
of the " Sunday-SY-hool Times" from 1875 : Macon County, Alabama, situat
brother of James Hammond Trumbull (1821- , ;.— •;: .. .,, . „. .,„ ,,

97). He was chaplain of the tenth Connecticut regiment

(1862-6;.), and was made a prisoner by the Confederates.

His writings include a large nuniberof works on religious

thentes.

Trumbull*, James Hammond. Died at Hart-

ford, Conn., Aug. 5, 1897.

Tschaikovsky*, Peter Hitch. Died at St.

Petersburg, Nov. 6, 1893.

Tsu-hsi (tso-she'). Born Nov. 17, 1834 : died at

Peking, Nov. 15, 1908. Empress dowager of

China. She was the favorite of the Emperor Hsien-fSng,

and the sister of the mother of Kwang-su, emperor of

China (1876-1908). She was regent of China durnig the

h.tnteUber'lsl"'"™'"
""" *""" '"'"""'' "" ''"'"'

Tutuila* (to-to-e'lS). Itwas annexed by the Un

Tubigon (te-be'gon). A municipality of Bohol ^J^ l^ioJ^^^^nrj^'lZlXi^ilC^^l'
province, m the Philippines, situated m the

western part of Bohol Island near the coast.

Ci\ilized population (1903), 15,168.

Tubingen*. The university has over 100 in-

structors and about 1,600 students.

Tuburan (to-bii'ran). A town of Cebu prov-

ince, situated on the western coast of Cebu,

Philippine Islands. Population (1903), 6,8.59.

Civilized population of municipality (1903),

19,158.

Tucker (tuk'er), William Jewett. Born at

Griswold, Conn., July 13, 1839. An American
educator and Congregational clergyman,

president of Dartmouth College 1893-09. He
was graduated at Dartmouth in 1861, and at Andover „^,.^,„^ „,,„,r. ,.,.o,„ =^_,.
Theological Seminary in 1866 ; has held pastorates in „"' J^'.'i" «.„^„ p-iV nied Dec ''S 1900
Manchlster, New Hampshire, and New York City (Madi- Tyler , MOSeS t-Olt. iJiea l^ec. -o, i»uu.

caster, England, 1832. An English anatomist,

principal of the University of Edinburgh from
1903. He was demonstrator of anatomy at Edinburgh
1854-07, and professor of anaUmiy 1867-1903. He has pub-
lished numerous technical papers and is editor of the

"Journal of Anat*)my and Physiology." In 1886 he was
made a knight bachelor, and was created K. C. B. in IdOI-

the capital of

tuated on the Tus-
kegee river. It is the seat of the Alabama Conference

Female College, and of the Tuskegee Normal and Indus-

trial Institute founded by Booker T. Washington. Popu
lation (190O), 2,170.

Tuskegee (tus-ke'ge) Institute. A non-sec-

tarian institution at Tuskegee Institute, near
Tuskegee, Alabama, organized in 1881 by
Booker T. Washington for the practical edu-

cation of the negro race in the United States.

It is attended by 1,.500 students who receive domestic,

agricultural, and mechanical, in addition to academic
training. It has an endowment fund of over *l,61.5.400

and an annual income of over $200,000. The special ob-

ject of the schixil is to train negroes to educate their own
race.

ited

established

there, and the commandant of the station is also governor

of the islands.

Twachtman (twocht 'man), John Henry.
Born at Cincinnati, Ohioi' Aug. 4, 1853 died

at Gloucester, Mass., Aug. 8, 1902. An Amen
can painter. He studied art in the Academy at

Munich, under Professor Lotf tz, and was also a pupil of

Frank Duveneck. His work is based on modern impres-

sionist principles treated with great breadth and flue

feeling.

Tweedmouth, Lord. See Marjonhanks

Two Thousand Guineas. A race for three-

year-old colts and lillies, established in 1809

and run annually at Newmarket, England, on

a Wednesday during the Spring Meeting. The

name does not represent the entire value of the stakes,

which is usually about five thousand pounds. It is run

over the Rowley Mile (which see).





Vacherot

acherot* , Etienne. Died at

r> Paris. Julv L'S, 1897.

fii Valk3n:ie In. A cutter built

^J in 1895 for Lonl Duiiraven
^ to compete forthe America's

cup. The cup was defemied by
the Defender. In the first race,

Sept. 7, the Defender won ; in the
second, Sept. 10. the yachts fouled

aud tlieraoL' u;i8 awarded to the Defender, which was in-

jured, though the ValkjTie's time was 47 seconds less ; in

the third race the Valkyrie withdrew immediately after

crx>s.*ing the line, while the Defender sailed over the

course. The cup was awarded to the latter.

Valnay, Raoul. A pseudonym of A. M. E.

Hervc.
Valparaiso". It was visited by a destructive

(•;irt)iiiiiakt> Au<J. 17, 1906.

Vanderbilt University*. It has 115 instructors

aiul (.iviT 900 students.

Van der Poorten-Schwartz", Joost Marius
Willem. B«m at Amsterdam. Aug- 15. IS'-S. His
hiter works Include "My Lady Nobody" (IStf."!). "Her
ilem..ry' (IS'JS), "Some Women I Have Known" (1901),

"Mv 1'o.ir Relations" (1903). "Dorothea" (1904), "The
Heaiei-s (ISHie), " The Woman's Victory " (liKMi), and " The
New Religion" (1907). His "The Jail-bird,' a one-act

plav. was produced in 1904.

Van Dyck (van dik'), Cornelius Van Alen.
Born 1818: died 1895. An eminent Ameiican
Orientalist and Congregational missionary. He
was stationed at Beirut, Syria, and after the death of Eli

Smith in 1857 undertook the completion of the latter's

translation of the Hilile into Arabic. He was manager of the

Mission Press at Beirut 18.i7-SO. He pave instruction in

Hebrew in Union Theological Seminary, New York,

lM>'v-(>7.

Van Dyke (van dik'), Henry. Born at Ger-

mantown. Pa., Nov. 10, 1852. An American
clergyman, educator, and author, professor of

English literature in Princeton University from
1900. He was jiastor of the United Presbyterian Con-
gregational Church, Newport, R. I., 1878-82 and of the
Brick Presbyterian Church, New York, 1883-1900, and in

19<r2. He is the author of "The Poetry of Tennyson"
(1889), "Little Rivers" (1895), "The Story of the Other
Wise Man" (1890), "The Gospel for an Age of Doubt"
(189(J), " The First Christmas Tree " (1897), " The Builders,

and Other Poems" (1897), "Ships and Havens" (1897),
" The Lost Word " (1898), " The Gospel for a World of Sin

"

(1899), "Fisherman's Luck" (1899). "The Toiling of Felix,

and Other Poems" (liiOO), "The Ruling Passion' (1901),

"The Bine Hower" (19(K), "Music, and Other Poems"
(19*>4), "The Sch»K)l of Life" (1905), "Essays in Applica-
tion "(li)05), "House of Rimmon" (1908), "Out of Doors
in the Holy Land " (l»-is), etc.

Vane-Tempest-Stewart*, Charles Stewart,
sixth Maniiiis of Londonderry. He was postmaster-
general ltK>Mr2, president of the board of education 1902-

05. and lord president of the council 190;}-.0.\

Van Hise (van his'), Charles Richard. Boin
at Fulton, Wisconsin, May 29, 1857. AnAmori-
can geologist, president of the University of

Wisconsin from 1903. He was connected as assistant

professor and professor with the university 1883-1903;

was non-resident professor of structural geology in the
I'niversity (,f Chicago 1892-1903; and ha.s served as assis-

tant geologist and geologist in the United States Geological
Survey from 1883. He has published a treatise on meta-
morphism, and other scientific works anil ])aper8.

Van Home (van h6rn'), Sir William Cor-
nelius. Born near Joliet, 111., Feb. 3, 1843.

An American administrator of railroads. He
entered the railroad service in 1857 and held various
supervising and executive positions in connection with
railroads in the L'nited States 18')7-81. but is most closely

identified with the (Canadian Pacific Railway, of which he
was general manager 1881-84, vice-i>re3ident 1884-88,

president 1888-99, and chairman of the board of directors
1899-. He was created knight conmiander (honorary)
of the Order of St. Michael and St. George in 1894.

Van Laun (van Ian'), Henri. Born in Hol-
land, 1820: died at London, Jan. 19, 1896. A
British author and educator. He was educated in

France ; in 1848 settled in England ; and was French
master successively at King William's College. Isle of

Man, at Cheltenham (.'ollege, and at the Edinburgh Acad-
emy. Later, in London, he was for twenty years exam-
iner in French for the civil service commission and the War
Office. Among his works are a number of text-books, a
"History of French Literature" (187(J-77), "The F'rench
Rev<,lutionary Ei)och" (1878), and translations of Taine's
"History of English Literature" (1871), Mtiliere's works
(1875-70), the "Caractires" of La Bruytre (1885), and " Gil
P.las' (1880).

Van Rensselaer (van ren'se-ler), Mrs. (Mari-
ana Griswold). Bom at New York. A con-
temporary American art critic and author.
Among her works are " Henrv Hobson Richardson ami his
Work "(1888), "English Cathedrals" (1893), "Six Por-
traiU " (1889), " Art Out of Doors" (1893), "One Man Who
Was Content •

(1896), "Hist<,.y of the City of New Y'ork
in the Sevel)t«enth Century" (1909).

Vapereau", Louis Gustave. Died April 18,
190(i.

Varela", Hector Florencio. Died 1891.

Vaux", Calvert. Died at Bensonhurst, N. Y.,
Nov. 19, 1S95.

Veintemilla", Ignacio. Died July 19, 1909.

Veitch (vech), John. Born at Peebles, Scot-

86

land, Oct. 24, 1829 : died there, Sept. 3, 1894.

A Scotch philosophical writer and historian,

professor of logic, rhetoric, and metaphysics at

St. Andrews 1860-(i4 and of logic and rhetoric

at Glasgow 1864-94. He wrote "The Tweed, and
Other Poems " (1876). "The Feeling for Nature in Scottish

Poetry " (1887), "Merlin, and Other Poems" (1889), "The
History and Poetry of the Scottish Border " (1893), " Dual-
ism and Monism " (1895), etc.

Veitch (vech), William. Born at Spittal-on-

Kule, Roxburghshire, 1794: died at Edinburgh,
July 8, 1885. A Scotch classical scholar. He
was educated at Edinburgh, and worked as a private tutor
at the miiversity. He is best known for his work on
" (^reek Verbs, Irregular and Defective " (1848).

Venahles (ven'a-blz), George. Bom 1821:

died Dee. 30, 1906. An English clergyman,
canon of Norwich from 1881. He published a num-
ber of works on ecclesiastical and religious themes.

Venezuela*, it is now divided into 13 states, Aragua,
Bermudez. liolivar, Carabolx), Falcon, Guarico, Lara,

Merida, ^liranda, Tachira, Trujillo, Zamora, and Zulia ;

five territories, Amazonas, Colon, Cristobal Colon, Delta
Amacuro, and Vuruari ; and a federal district, the city of

Caracas. The executive is vested in a president chosen
for 6 years and 7 responsible ministers. See Schomburfjk
line. Population, 2,(M4,298.

Venn*, John. Bom 1834: died 1883.

Verde (var'da) Island Passage. A strait in

the Philippine Islands, separating the southern
coast of Luzon and the northern coast of

Mindoro.
Verdi", Giuseppe. Died at Milan, Jan. 27,

1901.

Vereshchagin*, Vasili. Died off Port Arthur,
April 13, 1904. He was killed in the destruc-
tion of the Russian battle-ship Petropavlosk.

Verhaeren (var-hii'ren), Emile. Bom at
Saint-Armand, Belgium, May 21, 1855. A
noted Flemish poet and dramatist. His verse
includes "Lea flamandes " (1880), "Les moines" (1886) ; a
trilogy of life, "Les soirs " (1887), "Les di^b&cleB' (18&8),

and " Les iiarnbeaux noirs " (1890) ;
" Les apparus dans mes

chemins" (1891), "Lea campagnes hallucinees " (1893),
" Lea villages illuaoires " (1895), " Lea villes tentaculaires

'

(189.5), "Lea heurea claires" (1899), "Petites l^gendes''
(1!X)0), and "Forces tumnltuenses (1902). He has also
written lyrical dramas, " Les anbes " (1898), " Le cloitre

"

(1!)IX1), and "Philippe IL" (1901).

Verlaine*, Paul. Died at Paris, Jan. 8, 1896.

Verne*, Jules. Died at Amiens, March 24,

1905.

Vernon-Harcourt. See Harcotirt.

Vesuvius", Mount. A notable eruption took
place in 1906.

Via Sacra (vi'il sa'krii). [L., ' Sacred Way.']
A street in Rome leading from the arch of
Titus, by the Forum, to the Capitol, along
which public processions passed.

Vibert*, Jehan Georges. Died at Paris, July
27, 1902.

Viccmte de Bragelonne (ve-konf d6 brazh-
lon'). A novel by Dumas pfere, published
1848-.50: a sequel to "Vingt ans apr^s

"

(which see), j^ ,' .

Victor Emmanuel (or Emanuel) III. Bom at
Naples, Nov. 11, 1869. King of Italy. He as-

cended the throne on the death of his father,

Humbert I., July 29, 1900.

Victoria* : full name Alexandrina Victoria.
Queen of England. Died at Osborne House,
Isle of Wight, Jan. 22, 1901.

Victoria*, it is now a state of the Commonwealth of
Australia. The state is represented in the federal par-
liament by C senators and 22 representatives.

Victoria and Albert Museum. The name by
which since 1899 the South Kensington Mu-
seum has been known. See South Kensington
Museum.

Victoria Eugenie Julia Ena (vik-to'ri-ii

u-zha'ne jo'lvii e'nii). Bom at Balmoral
Castle, Scotland, Oct. 24, 1887. Daughter of
Prince Henry of Battenburg (1858-96) and
Princess Beatrice of Great Britain, and wife
of Alfonso XIII., king of Spain, whom she
married May 31, 1906.

Victoria University. An English institution
of learning founded in 1880, originally a fed-

eral university consisting of Owens College,
Manchester, University College, Liverpool,
and Yorkshire College, Leeds. In 1903 a separate
charter was granted for a University of Liverpool and in

1904 for a tJniversity of Leeds. The Victoria L^niversity
was reconstituted in 1903 under the title of the ' Vict^jria

University of Manchester,' and Owens College was incor-
porated with it in 1904.

Vienna*, University of. The teachers num-
ber over 600 and the students over 7,000.

Vierge (ve-arzh'), Daniel Urrabieta. Bom
at Madrid, Spain, March 5, 1851 : died at Bou-
logne-sur-Seine, May 10, 1904. A Spanish
painter and illustrator. Shortly before the war of

Vivien de Saint-Martin
1870 he went to Paris and found employment on the illu>
trated papers. In 1876 his illustratioi'ia (1,0(«) drawings)
for Michelet's " History of France" were published. By
a paralytic stroke ho lost the use of his right hand, sub-
stituted the left, and thereafter produced several of his
most important works— illustrations for " Pablo de
Segovia, " "On the Trail of Don Quixote " (published in
America), " Lazarillo de Tomies," " Bachelier de Sa-
lanianque, ' and a 4-volume edition of " Don (Quixote."

Vigan (ve'gan). A town, the capital of Ilocos
Sur province, Luzon, Philippine Islands, on
the Abra river not far from the coast, in lat.
17° 35' N., long. 120° 25' E. Population (1903),
5,749.

Vilas', William Freeman. Died at Madison,
Wis., Aug. 27, 1908. He was senator from
Wisconsin 1891-97.

Villari*. Pasquale. Bom at Naples, Oct. 3, 1827.
Fri>m 18lio-l!«J<> he was professor at the Institute of
Higher Studies at Florence. He was elected senator in
1884, was minister of public instruction 1891-92. His
later works include " Arte, storia, e filosotta " (1884),
"Saggi storici e critici " (1890), " I primi due secoli della
storia di Firenze " (1893), " Scritti vari " (1894), " Le iuva-
sioni barbariche in Italia " (1900), " Scritti sulla qnestione
sociale in Italia" (1902), " Discussion! critiche e discorsi

'

(1905).

Villiers (vil'yferz), Frederic. Bom at London,
April 23, 1852. An English journalist, artist,

and lecturer. He was educated in France and studied
also at the South Kensington School of Art .and tlie Royal
Academy. Since 1896 he has been war-coixespondent for
varioua journala in most of the important campaigna of
the time. His publicatioTis include "Pictures of Many
Wars ' (1902), and " Port Arthur ' (1905).

Vincent (vin'sent), John Heyl. Bora at Tus-
caloosa, Ala., Feb. 23, 1832. An American
clergyman and educator, bishop of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church and one of the founders
of the Chautauqua Assembly (1874). He is also
the originator and chancellor of the ChauLauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle (1878). He has published "Tlie Mod-
ern Sunday Scho<jl," "Studies in Young Life," "Our t)wn
Church," "The Church School and Its Officers," "Sunday
School Inatitutes and Normal Classes," " The Chautauqua
Movement," etc.

Vincent (vin ' sent)j Marvin Richardson.
Born at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Sept. 11, 1854.
An American clergj-man, author, and educator,
professor of New 'Testament exegesis and crit-

icism in L^uion Theological Seminary from 1888.
He was graduated at Columbia in 18.'>4, and entered the
ministry of the Methodist Episcopal Church in 18(0 and
that of the Presbyterian Church in 1865, F'rom IS-SS to
1862 he was professor of Latin in Troy University, New
York. He is the author of "Word-Studies in the New
Testament" (1887-1900), "The Age of Hildebrand" (1896),
etc.

Viner (vi'ner), Charles. Born at Salisbury,
England, 1678: died at Aldershot, June 5.

1756. An English jurist, founder of the Vine-
rian common-law professorship, scholarships,
and fellowships at Oxford University. He pub-
lished "A General Abridgment of Law and
Equity" in 23 volumes (1742-53).

Vinton (vin'ton), Frederic Porter. Born at
Bangor, Maine, Jan. 29, 1846. An American
painter. He was a pupil of M'illiam Morris Hunt and
Dr. William Rinuner in Boston, and studied also in the
Royal Academy in Munich and under IAju Bonnat and
Jean Paul Laurens in Paris. In 1880 he was elected a
member of the Society of American Artists and in 1891 of

the National Academy of Design, and has painted many
important portraits.

Viotti (ve-ot'te), Giovanni Battista. Boin
at Fontanetto, Piedmont. May 23, 1753: died at

London, March 3, 1824. An Italian violin-

ist and composer for the violin. He exerted a
notable influence upon the modem style of violin playing.
His time was spent chiefly in Paris and London, where
he was engaged partly in managing operatic enterprises.
His concertos fitr the violin are still valued.

Virchow*. Rudolf. Died at Berlin, Sept. 5,

1902. He was professor at the University of Berlin
1856-1902 ; and was a member of the Prussian Landtag
1862-1902, and of the German Reichsrat 1880-93.

Virginia*. It has lOO counties.

Visayan (ve-sii'yan) Islands. A group of

islands in the Philippines, Ij-ing south of Luzon
and north of Mindanao. The most imixirtant of

them are Bohol. Cebu. Leyte. Masbate, Negros, Romblon,
and Samar. See Bohol. Cehu, etc. Also Biftayas.

Visayan (ve-sa'yan) Sea. The northern part
of the sea inclosed by the Philippine Islands,

the Sulu Archipelago, and Borneo. It is con-

nected on the e.ast by the Straits of San Bernardino and
S,an .luanico with the Pacific Ocean, and on the west by
M indoro Strait and Verde Island Passage with the China
S.-a.

Viti Le'VU*. Area, 4.250 square miles.

Vittoria (vit-to'ri-S). A novel by George
Meredith, published in 1866. It is a sequel to

"Sandra Belloni." The scene is the Italian insurrection

of 1848.

VittoriO Emanuele III. See Victor Emman-
iiet HI.

Vivien de Saint-Martin*, Louis. Died at

Paris, Jan. 3, 1897.



Vizcaya

Vizcaya (veth-ka'ya). A Spanish armored
cruiser of 7,000 tons and a nominal speed of

20 knots. She was a sister ship of the Almirante
Oquendi) and the Infanta Jlaiia Teresa. Under t'aptain

Eulate she surrendered to the Iowa olf Asen-aderos, San-

tiago lie ^'ubi^ July 3. 1898.

Vladivostok*. It is a terminus of the Trans-

Siberian Railway.

Voigt (foigt), Frau (Johanna Ambrosius).
Born at Leng^vethen, East Prussia, Aug. 3,

1854. A German poet. She is the daughter of a

mechanic, and her only education was obtained from a

village schixjl, which she attended until her eleventh

year. In 1906 her collected poems ("Gedichte") reached

the 41st edition. A second volume appeared in 1897.

Voisin (vwo-zau'), Gabriel. Born at L.von,

France, Feb. 5, 1889. A French aviator. He made
his first aeronautical apparatus— which was tried over

the waters of the Seine—under the patronage of M. Arch-

deacon in 1903-0*. With his brother Charles he estab.

lished the first aeroplane factory and constructed the

87
biplanes used by Farman, Delagrange, and Paulhan. On
July 25, 19<X», he was made chevalier of the Legion of

Honor and divided with M. Bleriot the Osiris prize of 100,000
francs which was given this year (1909) for the most
notable contribution to aeronautics.

Vokes*, Bosina. Died at Babbacombe, near
Torquay, Jan. 29, 1894. C-,.. .. ' v ''-

Volcan (v61-kan'). An island in Lake Bom-
bon, southern Luzon, Philippine Islands. It is

the seat of Taal volcano. The name is also applied to the
volcano itself.

Vollon", Antoine. Died at Paris, Aug. 27,
1900.

Volsungs. See Volsunga Saga.

Voorhees*, Daniel Wolsey. Died April 10,

1897. He was United States senator from
Indiana 1877-97.

Vorarlberg'. It sends 4 members to the
Reichsrat, and has a Diet of 24 members.

Waring

Voynich (voi'nich), Mrs. (Ethel Lilian
Boole). Born 1864. An English novelist,
daughter of the mathematiciau George Boole.
She has written "The Gadfly" (1807), "Jack Raymond"
(1901), and "Olive Latham" (1904).

Vries (vres), Hugo de. Born at Haarlem,
Feb. 16, 1848. An eminent Dutch botanist,
professor of plant anatomy and physiology in
the University of Wiirzbu'rg. He is noted for his
contributions to the theory of evi>lution and especially
for his researches on mutation in plants. He studied at
the universities of Leyden, Heidelberg, and Wiirzburg,
and became professor of botany at the University of Am-
sterdam in 1878, and at the University of Wiirzburg in
1897. He has published various works on botanical sub-
jects, among them "Eine Methode zur -Analyse der Tur-
gorkraft" (1884), " Plasmolytische Studien liber die Wand
der Vacuolen " (1885), " Leerboek der Plantenphysiologie "

(1885), " Inti-acellulare Pangenesis " (1889), " Monographic
der Zwangsdrehungen " (1892), "Die Mutationstheorie"
(1900-03), "Species and Varieties" (1905), "Plant Breed-
ing " (1907), etc.

fclJabash College. An institu-

tion of learning in Craw-
foBds%ille, Lidiana, founded
in 1832 by four pioneer mis-
sionaries and three elders

of the Presbyterian Church,
and chartered in 1834. It

is attended by about 300
students, and has an en-

dowment of about .f.)0(),000.

Wace (was), Henry. Bom at London, Dec.
10, 18.36. An English scholar, dean of Canter-
bury from 1903. He was principal of Kings College,

London, 188.3-97, and rector of St. Michael's, Conihill,

London, 1806-1903. With Sir William Smith he edited

the " Dictionary of Christian Biography " (1877-87).

Wadai*. in 1903 it Iwcamea French protectorate. The
cajiltal is .\beshr. Area, about 170,000 square miles.

Topnlation. alwut 2,00i>,cX»X

Waganda (wii-giiu'da). The most important
of the native Bantu tribes of the former king-

dom of Uganda, now included in the Uganda
Protectorate.

Wagner (vag'ner), Charles. Bom in Alsace,
.Jan. 3, 1852. A Protestant pastor and autlior.

He was graduated at the Sorbonne in 18*>9 ; studied thetjlrtgy

in Strasburg and rtottingen ; and went Xm preach in Paris

in IK'S*. In 19<M he made a lecture-tour of the United
States. Translations of his works have been published as

"Youth," "The S<ju1 of Things," "By the Fireside," "Tlie
Better Way. ' "The Simple Life," "On Life's Threshold,

"

" The C,.j«()el of Life, "
" Wayside Talks," etc.

Wahsatch Mountains*. According to the Vnlted
States ticograpbic Board, the Walisatch range includes

on the north the Bear Kiver Range, extending to the bend
of Bear river at Soila Sjirings, Idaho, and on the south
extends ^*^ the month of San Pete river near Gumii84)n,

Utah. The highest |i4>int. Mount Nel)o, is 11,«80 feet high.

Wain'Wright (wan'rit), Richard. Born at

Washington, D. C, Dec. 17, 1S49. An Ameri-
can naval officer, promoted rear-admiral in 1908.

He was gl-aduated at the United States Nav.il Academy
in 18^ : was executive officer of the Maine when she was
blown up in the harbor of Havana; and commanded the

liloucester in the battle of Santiago. July 3, 1898, being
engaged with the Spanish destroyers.

Wake (wak) Island. An island in the Pacific

Ocean, situated in lat. 19'= 12' N., long. 167°

3.5' E. It belongs to the United States.
.

Walcott (wal'kot), Charles Doolittle. Bom
at New York ifiUs, N. Y., March 31, 18.50. An
American geologist and paleontologi.'it, secre-

tary of the Smithsonian Institution 19()7-. He
has been connected with the Survey since 1879; was
director of the Unitecl Stat.-s Geoltjgical Survey 1894-1907 ;

was secretary of the Caniegie Institution 1901-05; and
has been honorary curator of the department of paleon-
tology in the United Stat<:s National .Museum since 1?*92.

His researches have related chietly to the stratigraphy and
tmlHontologv of the Ixjwer Paleozoic formations.

Waldeck-Rousseau (val-dek'ro-s6'), Pierre
Marie. Born at Rennes, Dee. 2, 1846: died
it Paris, Aug. 10, 1904. A French Viarrister

and statesman. He was counsel for del.csseps in the
Panama case: was member of the Chamber of Deputies
for Rtnnea I879-»9 ; and in 1H91 was elected to the Senate.

He was minister of the interior under (iambetta 18*1-82

and under Ferry I8-'<i-85, and president of the council

(premier) and minister of the interior 18i>9-190'2.

Waldersee", Count Alfred von. Died at Han-
nover, March.5, 1J)04. Hewas inspector-general of the

3rd army corijs in ]h9-'. became fleUl-marshal iti 1899. and
was <;r)nnnander-in-chief of the Euroi>ean forces in China
in inoo.

Walflsh Bay*. The territory of Walfish Bay
is a part of Cape Colony. Area, 430 square
miles. Population, 997.

Walford (wal'ford), Mrs. (Lucv Bethia Col-
(luhoun). Born at Portobello, Scotland, April
17, 1845. A British novelist. Her works include
"Mr. Smith" (1874), "Pauline" (1877), "The Baby's
Grandmother" (1885), "A Mere Child ' (1888), "One of

Ourselves" (1900), "Charlotte" (1902), "The Stay-at-

Homes" (1903), "Leonore Stubbs" (1908), etc.

Walke', Henry. Died March 8, 1896.

Walker', Francis Amasa. Died at Boston,
.Jan. 5, 1S97.

Walker (wa'ker), Frederick. Born at Lon-
don, May 26, 1840: died at Saint Fillans,

Perthshire, Scotland, June 4, 1875. An Eng-
lish painter and illustrator. In 1803 he exhibited
his first oil-painting at the Royal Academy, and in 1871

w.as elected an associate of that institution. Two of his

pictures are in the National Gallery.

Walker (wa'k^r), Henry Oliver. Bom at

Boston, Mass., May 14, 1843. An American
artist, a pupil of Bonnat. He is best known
for his mural paintini.'S.

Walker (wa'ker), Horatio. Bom at Lis-

towel, Canada, 1858. An American painter,

the son of an English army officer. He has found
his material in t'anada, where he has been attl-acted by
the Frejich inhabitants, who have retained much of the
character t>f the |>easantry of France. The formation of

his style has been most influenced by Millet and Troyon,
esjiecially the latt«r. lie was elected a member of the
National Academy of Design in New York in 1891, and is

also a member of the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-
colour in Ix>ndon, and was a member of tile Society of

American .\rtist8 in New Y'ork, etc.

Wallace*, Alfred Russel. HIs laterworks include
"Darwinism" (IS.S9), "The Wonderful Century" (1898),

"Studies. Scientirtc and Social" (1900), "Man's Place in

the Universe" (1003). "My Life" (19(»), "Is Mars Habit-

able? " (i:i08i, etc.

Wallace*, Sir Donald Mackenzie. Bom Nov.

11, 1841. He was knighted in 1887. He wrote also " Egypt
and the Egyptian Questic.i" (1883), and "The Web of

Empire ' (imK), and edited the tenth edition of the " En-
cvcloptedia Britannica."

Wallace*, Le'Wis. Died at Crawfordsville,

Iiid., Feb. 15, 190.5.

Wallace (wol'as), William Vincent. Bom
at Waterford, Ireland, July 1, 1813: died at

Chateau de Bagen, in the Pyrenees, France,

Oct. 12, 1865. A violinist and composer. His

English operas, "Marltana" (184.5) and "Lurline" (18«o),

were the mi«t successful of his works, though many of his

piano pieces were popular at one time.

Wallace Collection, The. A collection of

paintings and other works of art at Hertford

House, London, presented to the British na-

tion by the will of Ladv Wallace (died 1897).

It wag formed by Francis Charles, third Marquis, ami
Richard, fourth Marquis of Hertford, and was willed to

and enlarged by Sir Richard "Wallace. It is especially

famous for its fine examples of French paintings of the

eighteenth century, and contains also good Italian i)aint-

ings (including imjx^rtant works by Canaletto and Fran-

cesco (.uardi), ami Spanish, Dutch, English, and mod-
em French jtictures. The collection is especially strong

in it« examples of the secondary arts of France (Limoges
enamels, Sevres porcelains, snuif-boxes, etc). There
are many miniatures and fine bronzes by French sculp-

tors of the eighteenth century.

Wallis (wol'is) Archipelago. A group of

islands in the South Pacilic, northeast of Fi.ii,

forming a dependency of New (^aledonia. The
Islands were placed under French protection in 1887.

.Area. 40 square miles. Population, about 4,500.

Wallon', Henri Alexandre. Died at Paris,

Nov. 13, 1904.

Walrus Island. A small islet of the Pribylof

group, lying about seven miles off the shore of

St. Paul Island, it is a narrow ridge of rock about

half a mile in length by a few hundred yards in width,
the home of countless sea-birds and once occupied by the
walrus as a breeding-ground.

Walter (wal'ter), Thomas Ustick. Born at
Philadelphia, Sept. 4, 1804: died there, Oct.
30, 1887. An American architect. He designed
Girard College, in Philadelphia, one of the finest monu-
ments in America, in 183;i. and, by appointment of Presi-
dent Fillmore, superseded Robert Jlills as arcllitect of the
United States Capitol in Washington, June 10, 1851. 'To

the old building of Charles Bultinch he added the two
wings for the sessions of the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives. He rebuilt the western front, added the
library, and in 1855 began the new dome. Suspension of
work on the Cai)itol was ttrdered in 18(>1, but the contrac-
tors continued until 1805, when the building was com-
pleted and Walter retired.

Warburton (war ' b6r- ton), Peter Egerton.
Born at Northwich, Cheshire, Aug. 15, 1813

:

died at Adelaide, Australia. Dec. 16, 1889. A
British military officerand Australian explorer.
He entered the army in 1829 ; went to Australia in 18.53

and was appointed commissioner of police for South Aus-
tralia ; was colonel conninmdant of volunteers 18(19-72

;

and in 1872-74 led an exju'dition to open up(»verland com-
inunication between Sunth aiid Western Austialia.

Ward", Adolphus William. He was principal of
Owens College, Manchester, 1888-97, and has been master
of Peterhouse, Ciunbridge, since 1900. In 1898 he was
Ford lecturer at Oxford.

Ward*, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. Her later
works include ".lack, the Fisbernian " (1887), "Austin
Phelps, a memoir" (1891), "A Singular Life" (1894),

"Chapters From a Life" (189(i), "The Story of Jesus
Christ " (1897), " Within the Gates " (1901), " Successors to
Marv the First" (1901), "Averv" (1!)02), "Trixy " (1904),

"The Man in the Case "(liXlC), "'\Valledin "(1907), "Though
Life Do Us Part " (1908), " Jonathan and David "(1909), etc.

Ward*, Genevieve (Lucia Genoveva
Teresa Ward, Countess Guerbel). she ap-
peared with Sir Henry Irving in "Becket," "King
Arthur," "Richard III.," etc. She api>eared as the "Blind
Queen " in "The Virgin Goddess * at the Adelpbi in 1906,

and as "Volumnia" in "Coriolauus" at the Shakspere
Festival at Stratfoid-on.Avon in 1907.

Ward', Mrs. Humphry (Mary Augusta
Arnold). Her later works include "The Story of

Bessie Costrell " (1896), "Sjr Geoive Tressady " (189(i),

" Helbeck of Bannisdale " (IMi^T "Tleanor "(1900), " Lady
Rose's Daughter " (1903), " 1'lie .Marriage of ^Mlliam Aslnj

"

(1905), " Fenwick's Career" (MflfV). " WiTlmm-'TTioinas
Arnold, journalist and hist^triim " (1907), " The Testing of

Diana Mallory " (1908), " Man iiige a la ilodc " (1!K)9), etc.

Ward (ward), James. Born at Hull, Jan. 27,

lf<43. An English philosophical writer, pro-

fessor of mental philosophy in the Universitj'

of Cambridge from 1897. lie has written " Nat-
uralism and Agnosticism " (1889). and numerous articles

and papers on i)hiioBophical topics. In 1902 he was
elected a fellow <if the British Academy.

Ward*, Lester Frank. He was geologist of the

United States Geological .Survey 1888-1905, and in 1906 be-

came professor of sociology in Brown University. His
later works include "Psychic Factors of Civilization"

(1893), " Ontlines of Sociology " (1898), " Principles of So-

ciology " (1898), " Pure Sociology "(1903), " Applied Sociol-

ogy " (19fK>), etc.

Waring (war'ing), George Ed'win. Bom at

Poundridge, N. Y., July 4, 1833: died at New
York. Oct. 29, 1898. An American sanitary

engineer. In 1861 he joined the amiy ; served with

distinction through the Civil War ; and was mustered out

with the rank of colonel. He installed improved methods
of drainage and sewerage in many cities, notably in Mem-
l)his, Tennessee, after the outbreak of yellow fever in 1878,

and the system adopted there, called the 'Waring Sys-

tem,' has i>een widely copied ; was for several yeara a
member of the National Board of Health ; and in 1894

was appointed ctfunnissioner of street-cleaning for New
Y'ttrk City. In 1898 he was made a member of the com-
mission for improving the sanitary condition of Havana
and during his stay in that city contracted yellow fever,



Waring
of which ho ilied. AnioiiK liis published works are " Sani-

tar>' Ooiulitioii ot tit.v ami loimtry Dwellms Houses

(ISTT), " How to Drain » House " (lt>s:>), " MoUeru Xletliods

o( Sj-wjiiie DisiMisal for Towns ' (ISSH), etc.

Warman (war'mau), Cy. Born at Greenup,

111., June 22, 1855. Au American author and
journalist, best known as a writer of railroad

stories. Among his works are " Tales of aii Engineer
"

nSsi.''), "Tlie Express Messenger" (1SI7), "The Story of

the Railamd " (1S!»). " The Whit« Mail" (ISfls), • Snow on

the Headlight" (ls»). "Short Rails ' (ISKX)), "Frontier

Stories " (IIXU). anil "The Liist Spike " (1906).

Warner', Charles Dudley. Died at Hartford,

Conn.. Oct. 20. 1900.

Warner*, Olin Levi. Died at New York, Aug.

U, ISlKi.

Warren (wor'en), Sir Charles. Born at Ban-

gor, Wales, Feb. 7, 1840. A British g-oneral

and engineer, commander of tlie tilth division

in the Boer War 1899-1900. He was engaged as

commissioner (Oriquahuul West) and in niilitiuy opera-

tions in Skmth Africa lUTti-Ttf; served in the Egyptian

campaign in 1S,S2 ; commanded the Bechuanaland expedi-

tion lS!4-85; led the trcH>ps in the .Suakim expedition

ISs^O; and commanded the Metropolitan Police force

(London) 18s«t-sa He served under General Buller iu the

campaign for the relief of Ladysniith.

Warwick (.wiir'wik or wor'ik). Atown includ-

ing several villages in Kent County, Rhode
Island. It is situated on NarragansettBay and is divided

by the Pawtuxet and Providence rivers. It has large cot^

ton manufactures. Population (1900), 21,316.

Washington*. 'Ihe State has 37 counties,

sends - senators and 3 representatives to Con-

eress, and has 5 electoral votes.

Washington*. The white House became too small

fur the ofticial and social needs of the chief of the gov-

eniroent and was reraixleled in 1!I02, the oftlces being

removed toa new executive building. Population of the

citv, estimated (I90H), :«0,000.

Washington (wosh'ing-ton), Booker Talia-

ferro. Born near Hale's Ford, Ya., about

1858. An Afro-American educator, autlior,

and lecturer. He was bom a slave ; worked his way
through Hampton Institute; and, after teaching and
studying for several years, foundeil (1S81) the Tuskegce
Institute for the practical training of negroes, the growth
and success of which is largely due to his efforts. He is

the author of " Tlie Future of the American Negro " (1S99),

"Stowing and Reaping" (1900), " T'p From Slavery," an

autobiography (190i1). "Character Building" (1902), "The
Storv of Mv Life and Work " (liM).'!), "Working With the

Hands: Experiences With Industrial Training at Tuske-

.gee" (I90»), "Tuskegee and Its People" (VMb), a "Life of

Frederick Douglass" (190(i), "The Negro in Business"

(1907), "The .Story of the Negro" (1900), etc.

Washington*, Mount. The height is 6,290

feet.

Washington and Jefferson College*. It is

non-sectarian, and is attended by about 440
students.

Washington and Lee University". It has
iiliout 500 students.

Washington University. A non-sectarian
institution of learning at St. Louis, Missouri,

chartered in 1853 as Eliot Seminary. The name
was changed to Wa-shiiigton Institute, and this became in

IH-^tT Wa-shiiigton University. In aildition to the college,

the institution comprises a law school (organized in 1H07),

a school of engineering and architecture (founded in 1870),

a school of fine arts (founded in 1879), and a school of

botany (founded in ISSfi)- The St. Louis Medical College

(founded in 1IM2) was admitted in 1891, and in 189!) the
Missouri Medical College (founded in 1840) was united
with it to form the medical department. The Missouri
Dental College was admitted in 1892. About 8.S0 students
attend the university and nearly 1,000 attend the three
secondary scho<jls under university control. The endow-
ment is ^.'•.2t>>,00fl, and the annual net income about$loo,ooo.

Wasielewski ( vii-sya-lef'ski), Wilhelm
Joseph von. Bom at Gross Lessen, near Dant-
zig, Germany, June 17, 1822: died at Sonders-
hatiseu, Dec. 13. 1896. A German violinist

and musical biographer and historian. He
wrote the first biograjihy of Schumann (18.")8), " Die
Viotine und ihre Meister" (1869X "Die Violine im 17.

Jahrhunderf(1874), "Geschichte tier Instrumentalmusik
im 1«. .Tahrhundert " (1878). "Schumanniana" (lK8:i), a
biography of Reiiiecke (1892), and " Aus 70 Jahren.
I^benseriunerungen " (1897).

Waters (wa'terz), Mrs. (Clara Erskine).
Born at St. Louis, Aug. 28, 1834. An Ameri-
can author. .She maiTied James Ilazen Clement (died
1881), and Edwin Forbes Waters (died 1894), publisher of
the Boston " IMily Advei-tiser." She is the author of
" Handbook of Legendai-y and Mythological Art,"
" Painters, Rculpt«)rs, Architects, Engravers, and their
Works," " Artists of the Nineteenth ("entury" (in collab-
oration with l.aurence Hutt<,n), "Stories of Art and
Arti»t^" " Venice, the Queen of the Adriatic," "Naples,
the C'ity of Parthenope," " Constantinople, " " Rome, the
Eternal City," "Eleanor Maitland,"a novel, and "Women
in the Fine Arts."

Watervllet (wa'ti-r-vlet). A city in Albany
f^ounty, N'i'W York. It is situated on the Huil-
son north of Albanv. Population (1900),
14,321.

Watrous (wot'ms), Harry Wilson. Bom at
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 17, 18.57. An Ameri-
can painter. He studied at the Academic Julian and

88

the .\teller Bonnat in Paris ; was elected associate of the

National Academy of Design in 1894, and a member in

1S95: and since 1898 has been conesponding secretary of

that institution. Ue won the Clarke prize at the Acad-

emy in 1894, and a gold medal at the Ljuisiana Purchaae

Exposition in St, Louis in IIH^.

Watson (wot'sou), John. Born at Glasgow,

Scotland, Feb." 25, 1847. A Scotch philo-

sophical writer, professor of moral philosophy

in (Jueen's University, Kingston, Canada. In

1872 he was appointed pnjfessor of logic, metaphysics,

and ethics, and, upon the division of the chair, to his

present position. He has published " Kant and his Eng-
lish Critics" (1881), "Schelling's Transcendental Ideal-

ism" (1882), "The Philosophy of Kant" (1888), "Comte,
Mill, and Spencer " (1896), " Hedonistic Theories " (189,'i),

"An Outline of Philosophy" (1898), 'The Philosophical

Basis of Religion " (1907), "The Philosophy of Kant Ex-
plained" (19081, etc.

Watson (wot'son ) ,John: pseudonym IanMac-
laren. Born at Manningtree, Essex, Nov. 3,

1850: died atMountPleasant,Iowa, May6,]907.
A Scottish clergyman and author. He was assis-

tant in churches in Edinburgh and Cilasgow
;
pastor of

the Free Church, Logiealmond, Perthshire ; and from
1880 to 190.5 pastor of the English Presbyterian Church,
Sefton Park, Liverpool, 'He wrote "Beside the Bonnie
Brier Bush " (1894), "The Days of Auld Lang Syne " (1890),

"The Upper Room" (lS9<i), "The Mind of the Master"
(1890), "Kate Carnegie" (189t)), "The Cure of .Souls"

(1896 : Yale lectures on Practical Theology), " A Doctor
of the Old School" (1897), "The Potter's Wheel" (1897),
" Afterwards, and other stories " (1898), " Young Barba-
rians" (1901), "The Life of the Master" (1901), "The
Homely Virtues " (1902), " Our Neighbors " (190;i), " God's
Message to the Human Soul" (1907: Cole lectures for

1907), "The Scot of the Eighteenth Century" (1907), etc.

The University of St. Andrews conferred upon him the
degree of Doctor of Divinity in Ajiril, 1S9(J.

Watson (wot'son), John Crittenden. Bora
at Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 24, 1842. An Ameri-
can naval officer, promoted rear-admiral in

1899. He was graduated at the United States Naval
Academy in 1800; served through the Civil War, taking
part in the fighting below ^ew Orleans, the passage of

the Vicksburg batteries, the battle of Mobile Bay, etc. ;

was promoted commodore in 1897 ; during the war with
Spain (1898) commanded the blockading squadron on the
north coast of Cuba, May-June ; and on June 27 was
placed in command of the Eastern Squadron. From June
1.% 1899,-April 19, 1900, he was commander-in-chief on the
Eastei-n Station. He retired in KKM.

Watson (wot'son), Thomas Edward. Born
in Columbia County, Ga., Sept. 5, 1856. An
American politician and historian. He was ad-

mitted to the bar in 187.^, and was a Democratic member
of the Georgia legislature 1882-83, and Populist member
of Congress 1891-93. He was nominated for Vice-Presi-

dent at the St. Louis Populist convention which indorsed
W. J. Bryan for President in 1896, and was nominated
for President by the People's Party in 1904 and polled a
popular vote of 117,935. He published at Atlanta "The
People's Party Paper," in 1!K).t began the publication of

" Tom Watson's Magazine" in New York, and since 1900

has published "Watstm's Jeifersonian Magazine" and
"The Weekly Jeifersonian." He has published "The
Stfiry of France" (1899), "Napoleon" (1902), "Life and
Times of Thomas JetTerson " (190:i), " Bethany, a Study
and Story of the Old South " (1904), " Life and Speeches

"

(1908), "Political and Economic Handbook" (1908),
"Waterloo" (1908), etc.

Watts*, George Frederick. Bom Feb. 23,
1817: died at London, July 1, 1904.

Watts-Dunton (wotz ' dun' ton), Walter
Theodore. Bora at St. Ives, Huntingdon,
1836. Au English poet, critic, and novelist.
His family surnaine is W atts, to which he added in 1896
his mother's name of Dunton. He studied law, and prac-
tised it for many yeare, and has been connected as critic

with the London "Examiner" since 1874, and with the
" Athemeum " since 1875. He made a special study of the
folk-lore and customs of the East Anglian and Welsh gip-
sies, among whom he has lived. He is the author of
" Aylwin," a romance (188;i), "The Coming of Love,"
a collection of poems (1897), "The Christmas Dream," a
dramatic idyl (1901), "The Renascence of W'onder," a
treatise on the romantic movement (190.'J), and "Studies
of Shakespeare " (1903).

Weatherford (weTH'er-ford), William. Born
about 1780 : died 1826. A chief of the Creek
Indians, of mixed blood, leader iu the Creek
war of 1813-14. He attacked Fort Minis, Aug. ,30,

1813, and was defeated in the battle of Horseshoe IJend,
Jan. 27, 1S14, and surrendered to General Jackson.

Webb (web), Sidney. Bom at London, July
13, 1859. An English writer on sociology and
economies. He was for a time connected with the
War Otflce and the Colonial Office, and is a member of the
economic faculty of London University. His publicat ions
include "Socialism in England" (1890), "I'he Lotuloii

Programme" (1892), and " London Education "(tiXH); and
with his wife, Beatrice Potter, he wrote " The History of
Trade Unionism " (1894), " Industrial Democracy " (1897),
" Problems of Modem Industry " (1898), " History of
Liquor Licensing " (190.3). "The Parish and the County"
(1906), " The Manor and the Borough " (19<57), etc.

Weber*, Albrecht Friedrich. Died at Ber-
lin, Nov. 30, 1901. He was professor at the
University of Berlin 18.56-1901.

Webster (web'ster), Sir Richard Everard,
first Baron Alverstone. Bom Dec. 22, 1842.

An English jurist. He was educated at the Charter-
house and at 'Trinity College, Cambridge ; was called to

West African Colonies

the bar in 1808 ; and was made a queen's counsel in 1878.

He was knighted in 1885, and created a baronet in 1699
and a baron in 1900. He was Conservative member of the
House of Commons for Launceston in 1885 and for the Isle
of Wight 1885-liKJO; was attoniey-general 1885, 1886-9-2,

and 1895-llwo; and has been lord chief justice of Eng-
land since 1900.

Weelkes (welkz), Thomas. Born probably
between 1570 and 1580 : died before 1041. An
English madrigal writer. In 1600 he was or-
ganist of Winchester College and in 1608 or-
ganist of Chichester Cathedral.
Weems (wemz). Mason Locke. Bom at
Dumfries, Va., about 1700: died at Beaufort,
S. C, May 23, 1825. An American clergyman
and author. He studied theology in London and Uxik
orders in the Protestant Episcopal Church, and was for
several years rector of Pohick church, near Mount Vernon,
Virginia, of which "Washington was a member. He is best
known for his " Life of Washingt^m " (published as a
pamphlet in 1800, and enlarged in later editions), which is

responsible for many of the p<jpular anecdotes about
Washington, including that of the cherry-tree and the
hatchet. He published a number of tracts which became
very popular, among them " The Drunkard's Looking-
Glass," " God's Revenge Against Murder," and " Hymen's
Recruiting Sergeant" ; and he was the author of lives of
General Francis Marion, Benjamin Franklin, William
Pcnn, etc.

Weierstrass (vi'er-stras), Karl. Bom at Os-
tenfelde, in Westphalia, Oct. 31, 1815 : died at
Beriin, Feb. 19, 1897. A noted German
mathematician, professor of mathematics in
the University of Berlin from 1864. He is best
known from his studies on the theory of func-
tions.

Wei-hai-wei (wa'i-hi-wa'i). A seaporton the
north shore of the Shan-tung peninsula, China,
leased to Great Britain in 1898.

Weingartner (vin ' giirt - ner), Paul Felix.
Born at Zara, Dalmatia, June 2, 1863. A noted
German conductor and composer. He was con-
ductor at the Royal Opera in Berlin 1891-98 : became con-
ductorof the Kaim concerts in Munich in 1898 ; and in 1907
was appointed director of the Royal Opera in Vienna. He
has composed two symphonies, symphonic poems, songs,
and the operas "Sakuntala" (1884), "Malawika" (1886),
" Genesius" (1892), and " Orestes," a trilogy (1902).

Weir", Harrison William. Died at Apple-
dore, Kent, Jan. 3, 1906.

Welch (welch), William Henry. Bom at
Norfolk, Conn., April 8, 1850. An American
jiathologist and bacteriologist, professor of
pathology in Johns Hopkins University from
1884 and pathologist of Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital (Baltimore) from 1889. Among his publica-
tions are "The General Pathology of Fever " (1888), and
minierous scientific papers.

Wellesley College*. It has a libra4-y of about
60,000 volumes, about 100 instructors, and
1,200 students.

Wellman (wel'man), Walter. Bom at Men-
tor, Ohio, Nov. 3, 1858. An Amerioan journal-
ist and arctic explorer. He led an expedition to
Spitzbergen in 1894 and in 1898-99 one to Franz Joseph
Land, attaining lat. 82° 45' N. His voyage to the pole in a
dirigible balloon, planned in 1906, but deferred to 1907, had
to be abandoned through unfavorable weather conditions-

Another attempt was made in August, 1909, but it failed

through an accident to the balloon soon after starting.

Wells*, David Ames. Died at Norwich, Conn.,
Nov. 5, 1898.

Wells (welz), Herbert George. Bom at

Bromley, Sept. 21, 1866. An English writer of
romances dealing chiefly with imaginary future
scientific results. Among the best known of his

works are " The Time Machine " (189.1), " The War of the
\yorlda " (1898), "Anticipations" (1901). "' Die Food-at.
the Gods" (1904), "Kipps" (1906), "In the Days of the
(7i!iiir^(1906). " New^WWIds for Old " (1908), " First and
Last Things" (190^), " Tonu-1'.uncay " (1909), etc. He has
also written several scientific text-bcK>ks.

Wendell (weu'del), Barrett. Bom at Boston,

Mass., Aug. 23, 1855. An American man of
letters, professor of English in Harvard Uni-
versity from 1898. He was instructor in English at

Hai-vard 1880-88 and assistant professor lN-*-98 ; and was
Clark lecturer at Trinity College, Cambridge, England,
1902-03, and lecturer at the Sorbonne and other French
universities 1904-0,5. His works include "The Duchess
Emilia" (188.5), "Rankell's Remains" (1886), "Cotton
Mather, the Puritan Priest "(1891), "English Composition

"

(1891), "Stelligeri, and Other Essays Concerning America
"

(189,'!), " William Shakspere : a Study in Elizabethan Lit-

erature "
(1894X

" A Literary History of America " (19(K)),

"Raleigh in Guiana," "Rosamond," and " A Christmas

Masque " (1902), " The Temper of the Seventeenth Century

in English Literature" (1904), "History of Literature in

America" (1904: with Chester N. Greenough), "The
France of To-day" (1907), "The Privileged Classes

"

(1908), ete.

Werner (ver'ner), E. The pseudonym of

Elisabeth Biirstenbinder.

Wesleyan University*. It has about 34 in-

structors and over 300 students.

West African Colonies*. They comprvre the

Northern Nigeria Protectorate, Southern Nigeria, the Gold



West African Colonies

Coast Colony with Ashanti ami N'ortliem Territories,

Sierra Leoue (.'ulony and Protectorate, and the Gambia
Colony and Protectorate.

Westcott*, Brooke Foss. Died July 27, 1901.

He was bisli.>p of Durham 1.S90-1901.

Westcott (west'kot), Edward Noyes. Born
at Syracuse, N. Y., Sej)!. 24. 1847: diei-l there,

March 31, 1898. An American author. His

only work. "David Harum" (1SII8), publi»lied after his

death, achieved wide popularity.

Westermarck (ves'ter-miirli), Edward Alex-
ander. Born at Helsingfors, Finland, Nov. 20.

18,52. A Finnish anthropologist, professor of

sociology in the University of London, 1907-.

He was connected with the faculty of the University of

Finland (Helsingfors) lsflO-97. His publications include
•• The Orisiin of Human Marriage" (IS**!)), "The Hist.iryof

Human Marriaire " (Isyi), "The Origin and Uevelopmeut
..f the lloral Ideas " (vol. 1, 19116 ; vol. 2, 190s). etc.

Western Australia', it is now a state of the Com-
in.inwealth of .Australia. It is represented in the Federal

I'ltrliainent by (! .senatoi*s and 5 representatives.

Western Reserve. The popular name for that

part of Ohio, on Lake Erie, reserved by Con-
necticut. (See'M)V).) It contains Cleveland.

Western Eeserre University. A non-secta-

rian institution of learning situated at Cleve-

land, Ohio. It consists of Adelbert College (formerly

Western Reserve College, founded at Hudson, Ohio, in

1826, aaid removed to Cleveland in 18S2), a college for

women (e8tablishe<l in l^S), the graduate school (estab-

lished 1892), a medical department (founded in IW.'l and
formerly known as Cleveland Medical College), a law
school (opened inl8iK), a library schiml (opened in 19 H).

and a school of pharmacy (formerly the Cleveland Scho-il

of Pharmacy). The total attenilance is about 1,011, the
faculty and officers 214, and the resources $4,000,1X10.

West Hoboken (west ho'bo-ken). A town in

Hudson County, New Jersey, adjoining Hobo-
ken and Jersey City. Its chief industry is the

manufacture of silk. Other mamifactures are artificial

flowers, bniid, buttons, sashes, doors, etc. Population

(1901). 2:i.094.

West Indies*, in 1898 Cuba was freed from the

domination of Spain, and Porto Rico passed to the United
Slates.

Westinghouse (wes'ting-hous), George. Bom
at Central Bridge, N. Y., Oct. 6, 1846 A
noted American inventor and manufacturer,
best known for his inventions (1868) of an air-

brake extensively used on railways, and of

automatic railway signals. He has also made Im-

jKirtant improvements and applications of electrical ma-
c-hinrrv.

Westminster". A city and borough of Lon-
don.

West Point" : United States Military
Academy, .since ITTU a military sclv^il lias exi.sted at

\\ est Point. In 1794 the grade of cadet was created and
a few cadets were trained here in the years 1794-179*!. and
again in isol. The foimders of the school were Washing-

t'jn. Hamilton, and Knox. In ls02 an act of Congress

organized the United Slates Military Academy as a part

of the Con>8 of Engiiieers. with ten cadeU. lu 1«12 the

Academy was re-organized and 2.'>ocadets authorized. In

l;si7. under Major Sylvanus Thayer as Superintendent,

the present era of the Academy began. Acts of Congress

of 1900. 19)2, and 190.1 aulhiirized the appointment of .S2:t

cailets. These are all apiniinted by the President : forty

from the United States at large ; one from each Congres-

sional district ; one from each tetxit^iry : one frt»m the

Ilistrictof Columbia; one fn>m Porto Rico; two from
each .State at large. The acailemic instniction is given
by pemianetit professors a«si8te<i by otftcera detailed for

the purp<M*e. The four years' course of stiuly is that of a
scieiititlc sch«K>l with especial reference to war. Practical

niilitjiry training is given thniughout the course. Gradu-
ates receive commissir>n8 as lieutenants in the army The
total number of graduates 1*02-19 w is 4,749.

Westralia (wes-tra'liS). A popular abbrevi-
ation of Western Australia.

West Superior'. It is now a part of the city

of Superior.

West Troy". It is now Watervliet city. See
ll'dUiiiint.

West Virginia". It has 5.5 counties, sends 2

senators and o representatives to Congress, and
has 7 electoral votes.

Weyler (wi'ler) y Nicolau, Valeriano, Mar-
(jnis of Tenerifife. Born at Pahna of Majorca
(Haleares), Sept. 17,1838. A Spanish general.
He served in the Carlist war anrl the war against the

. M<Kir». and for two years foiight fi>r Spain in the Cuban
iiiKurrection of 18*i8^7H. He was recalled from (.'uba on
account of the charges of extreme cruelty made against
him, but was sent there again to succeed (-'ampos as cap-
tain-general of the Spanish forces in .Ian., 1h;m;. He was
succeeded by lllanco in Oct., 1897. He was minister of

war in the Liberal govenuuent under Baga-sta and was
re-ap|ioint^'d in December, 1906, He completed a volume
of memoirs in 19i)9.

Weyman ", Stanley John. His later works include
' " From the Memoirs of a Minister of France "

(1^9.'o. " The
Red CiK'kade" (IWI'i). "The Man hi Black" (iswli, "For
the Cause (IS97I, "Shrewsbury" (1897). "The Castle
Inii"(180K). ".Sophia" (WIO), "Count Hannibal" (\»>l),

"In Kings' Byways " (1902), "The Long Night" (190.'i).

"Tlie Abbess of V'laye" (1904), "Starvecrow Fann

"

(lOOTi), "Chlpplnge Borough" (WW, "Laid Up in Laven-
der" (11107), and "The Wild Geese" (1908).
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Wharton (hwar'ton), Mrs. (Edith Newbold
Jones). Born at JJew York, 1862. An Amei-i-

can novelist. She is the author of " Decoration of

Houses "( 1897 : with O. Codman), "The Greater Inclina-

tion" (18991, "The Touchstone" (1900), "Crucial In-

stances" (1901), "The Valley of Decision" (1902), "Sanc-
tuary " (1903), "The Descent of Man, and Other Stories

"

(1904), "The House of Mirtli' (19lW), "Italian Villas and
their Gardens" (1904). "Italian Backgrounds ' (10(.l.=.),

"Fruit of the Tree" (1907), "A Motor-tlight Through
France" (19(XS), " Artemis to Acta^on, and other vei-se

"

(1909), and various sliorter stories and sket^-Iies.

Wheeler (hwe'ltr), Benjamin Ide. Born at

Randolph, Mass., July 15, 1854. An American
classical scholar, president of the University
of California from 1899. He was graduated at
Brown University in 1875 ; was instructor there 1879-81,

and at Harvard 188i>-8(i; was professor of comparative
philology and later of Greek in Cornell University 1886-99;
and was professor of (Jreek in the American School of

Classical Studies at Athens 189.^-90. Among his works
are " Introduction t^) the History of Language* (1890),

and " Life of Alexander the (jreaf (1900).

Wheeler (hwe'ler), Joseph. Born Sept. 10,

183(3 : died Jan. 25, 1906. An American soldier
and politician. He was graduated at the United
States XI ilitary Academy in 18:>9, and entered the Confed-
erate army in 1801, rising to the rank of lieutenant-general
in Feb., 1805. From 1881 to 1900 he was a member of
Congress from Alabama. He was appointed major-general
of volunteers in May. 1898. and commanded the disnioimted
cavalry in the Santiago campaign. Appointed brigadier-

general U. S. A. in 191.111. Retired in 1900.

Wheeler (hwe'ler), William Morton. Born
at Milwaukee, Wis., March 19, 1865. An Amer-
ican naturalist, professor of eionomie ento-
mology at Harvard University from 1908. He
studied at Clark University, Wurzburg. Li^ge, and the
Zoological Station at Naples ; was successively instructor
and assistant professor of embryology in the University of

Chicago 1892-99 ; was pnifessor of zoology in the Univer-
sity of Texas 1899-19<.>3 ; and curator of invertebiate zo-

ology In the American Museum of Natural History (New
York) 1903-08. His researches and publications have been
concerned chiefly with insects, comparative psychology,
and cyt^flogy.

Whipple (hwip'l), Harry Benjamin. Born
at Adams, Jefferson County, N. Y., Feb. 15,

1822: died at Faribault, Minn., Sept. 16, 1901.

An American clergyman, first Episcopal bishop
of Minnesota 1859-1901. He was rector of Zion
Church in Rome, New York, 18.'»0-57, and of the Church of

the Holy Conmiunion in Chicago lH57-.''i9. He was inter-

ested in educational work, especially among the Indians,
and Uiok an active part in the refonn and direction of tl)e

conduct of Indian affairs by the natlimal government.
He published " Lights and Shadows of a Ixjng Episco-
pate" (1899). etf.

Whipple (hwip'l), William. Bom at Kittery,

•Me., Jan. 14, 1730: died at Portsmouth, N.H.,
Nov. 28, 1785. An American statesman, one
of the signers of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence. He was a member ttf the provincial congress of

New Hampshire in 177.% and of the Continental Congress
1776-79; was general of one of the brigades of New Han)p-
shire troops In 1777, serving with distinction at the battles

of Stillwater a!)<i Sarat,»ga; was one of the two representa-
tives of General Gates who arranged the teniisof capitula-
tion at the surrender of Hurgoyne; atid assisted General
Su llivan at tlie siege of Newjoirt in 1778.

Whistler", James Abbott McNeill. Died
at London, July 17, 1903.

White*, Andrew Dickson. He was ambassador
to Gennany 1897-1902. His later works Include " Democ-
racy aud E«lncation" (1891), " A Hist^jry of the Warfaie
itf Science with Theology in Christendom " (1896), "The
Warfare of Humanity with Unreas<.in" (1903-07), "Auto-
biogiaphy "(1905).

White (hwit), Charles David. Born at Pal-

myra, N. Y., July 1, 1862. An American paleo-
botanist. He has been connected, as assistant pale-
ontologist, assistant geologist, aud geologist, with the
United States Geological Survey from 188*.^ and is associate
curator of pale<»l>otauy at the Su)ithw)nian Institution.

His reseai'ches have been concerneil chiefly with Paleozoic
foHsil plants and geological cliniale

White (hwit ), Edward Douglass. Born in the
parish of Lafourche, La., Nov. 3, 1845. An
American jurist. He served in the Confederate
army during a part of the Civil War ; was admitted to

the (I..oui8iana) bar in 18ti8 ; was State senator 1874-78;

was associate justice of the .Supreme Court of Louisiana
1H7H-91 ; was United States senator (Democratic) from
bniisiana 1891-94 ; and waa associate justlceuf the United
States Supreme Court 18tM-.

White (hwit). Sir (}eorge Stuart. Bom July
6, 1835. A British field-marshal, noted for the

defense of Ladysmith, Natal, against the
Boers from Nov. 2, 1899, to Feb. 28, 1900.
He served in the Afghan War 1879-80. in the Nile expe-
dition 18S4-K5. and in Burma 188.5-89. and was con)mander-
in-chief In India 189:t-97. During the Boer war. 1809-

1900, he commanded the troops in Natal. He was gov-
entorof Gibraltar 19iiO-04.

White (hwit), Henry. Born at Baltimore,
Md., March 29, 1850. An American diplo-

matist. He was secretary of the American legation at

Vienna lS8.'J-«4 ; second secretary (1884-86) and secretary
(1.880-9:1) of legation at London ; secretary of embassy at

lAind<in 1897-1905 ; and ambassador to Italy 1905-07 aud
to France 1907-.

Wilde

White (hwit), Horace. Born at Colebrooi;
N. H., Aug. 10, 1834. An American journalist
and author. He became city editor of the Chicago
" Evening Joui'nal " In 1854 and agetit of the Associated
Press in 1855 ; joined the editorial staff of the Chicago
"Tribune' in 1857; accompanied Abraham Lincoln in his
cami)aign against Stephen A. Douglas in 1858 ; and was
Washington correspondent 1861-6,5, and editor and one of
the proprietors of the Chicago " 'Tribune " 1865-74. In
1884 he purchased an interest in the New York "Evening
Post ' and became president of the company and a mem-
ber of the editorial staff, succeeding E. L. Godkin as its

chief editor in 1899 and retiring In 1903. He is the
author of " Money and Banking, Illustrated by American
History " (1895). and the translator, from the Greek, of
Ai>j)ian'8 history of Rome (1899).

White", Stanford. Died at New Y'ork, June
25, 1906. He was shot in the roof-gar(ien of
the Madison Square Garden by Harry K.
Thaw.
White (hwit), Stewart Edward. Bora at
Grand Kapids, Mich., March 12, 1873. An
American novelist. His works include "The West-
erners (1901), "TheClaim Jumper8"(1901). " The Blazed
Trail" (1902), " Conjuror's House" (1903), "The Forest"
(1903), "The Magic Foiest " (1903), "Blazed Trail Stories

and Stories of the Wild Life" (1904), " The Mountains"
(1904), "The Silent Places" (1904), "The Pass" (1900),

"The ilystery" ^1907: with S. H. Adams), "Arizona
Nights (1907), "Camp and Trail "(1907), "The River-
man" (1908), etc.

White (hwit), William Allen. Bom at Em-
poria, Kansas, in 1868. An American editor
and author. He is the owner and editor of the Em-
poria " Gazette " (from 1894). His publications include
" The Real Issue, and other stories " (1896), "The Court
of Boyvllle " (1899), " Stratagems and Spoils " (1901), " In
Our Town " (1906).

Whiteing (hwi'ting), Richard. Born at Lon-
don, July 27, 1840. An English author and
journalist. He has been writer and correspondent for

many of the leading English newspapers. Among his
publications are " No. 5 John Street" (1899), " Paris of
Tivday" (1900), "ThS Vellow Van " (l503), "King in the
New ' (190(i), "Little People" (1909), etc.

White Mountains". The highest point, Mount
Washington, is 6,290 feet high.

White Rose. The emblem of the House of
York in the Wars of the Roses (which see).

Whitman (hwit'man), Marcus. Born at Rush-
ville, N. Y., Sept.' 4, 1802: died near "Walla

Walla, Oregon, Nov. 29, 1847. An American
pioneer, in 1836 he went to Oregon for the American
Board as missionary physician. Convinced of the value of

the country, he returned (1842-43) to Washington, and by
his representations practically succeeded in securing Ore-

gon for the United States. To prove its accessibility to
settlera, he led back in the same year a large train of wagons
to the valley of the Columbia. He was nmrdered by
Ind ians.

Whitney*, Mrs. (Adeline Dutton Train).
Died March 21, 1906.

Whitney", Josiah D-wight. Died Aug. 19,

l.'^96.

Whitney", Mount. Its height is 14,502 feet.

The highest peak in the United States is Mt.
McKinley (20,464 feet) in Alaska.

WTiitney (hwit'ni), Myron William. Bom
at Ashby, Mass., Sept. 5, 1835. An American
bass singer. He first appeared in orat^irio in Bost<in

in 18.58, and sang frequently in concert and oratorij in

America and Great Britain. In 1879 he began to sing In

light opera, and was jilso with the American Opera Com-
pany in serious njiera 1880-87.

Whitney", William Collins. Died at New
York, Feb. 2, 1904.

Whyte (hwit), Violet. A pseudonym of Mrs.

Stannard.
Wichert", Ernst Alexander August Georg.
Died at Bcriin, Jan. 21, 1902.

Wicked Bible. An edition of the Bible printed

in 1631 in which the word not is omitted from
the seventh commandment. A copy survives

in the Bodleian.

Wickersham (wik'er-sham), George Wood-
ward. Born at Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 19, 1858.

An American lawyer, attorney-general of the

United States from 1909. He was graduated
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1880,

and practised law in Pittsburg until 1882 and
in New York until 1909.

Wider (we-dor'), Charles Marie. Born at

Lyons, Feb. 22, 1845. A noted French organ-

ist and composer, organist at St.-Suliiice, Paris,

from 1860. In 1890 he became professor of the organ

at the Conservattirj- and in 1896 professor of counterpoint

and fugue. His best known works are ten symphonies
for the organ and the ballet "La Korrigane" (1880). He
li.as written operas and chamber music.

Wiju (we-jo'). A town of Korea situated near

the mouth of the Yalu river. In the Russo-Jap-

anese War General Kurokl's army effected from this point

the imssage of the river and defeated the Russians under
Geticral Sassulit^'h, May 1, UK14.

Wilde", James Plaisted, Baron Penzance.
Died at Godalmiug, Dec. 9, 1899.
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Wilde', Oscar Fingall O'Fiahertie Wills.
Diod at Paris. Nov. 30, 1900.

Wildenbruch*. Ernst von. Died at Berlin,

Jau. 15, 1909. His laUjr writings iiichule the dramatic
works "Meisttr Balzer" (1S!>3), "Juiigfer Iminergrun"
(ISlHi). "I>er Junge von Heniiuersdorf " (ISiHi). " Heinrich
und Ueinrichs (ieschlecht " (IsUt). " Willelialm " (1S97).

" GewittemHchf (ISIWK "Die Tochter dcs Erasmus"
(1900), "KoniK Lauriu ''(liMW), "DieLiederdes Euripides"
<1**^). and "i>ie Rabensteinerin " (1907). He wrote also

many poems and romances, among them " Vionville
'"

(1874). "'Sedan" (1875), "Lieder und tJesiinge" (1877),
" Kindertriinen " (1SS4), " Der Meister von Tanagra"
(1S80), "Xovellen ' (1883), " Lieder und Balladen" (1884),
" Neue Novellen " (1886), " Hunioresken " (188(1), "Der
Astronom" (1S87), " Dugdla-BlUlL" (1893), "tranceska
Ton Riraini"(1892), " UUemde Liebe " (1893), ".Schwester-
SSe»e"<lS!«X "Claadias Garten" (1896), "Tiefe Wasser"
(1S98). "Inter der Geissel" (1901X "Vize-Mama" (1902),

"Serairamis" (1904), "Das schwarze Holz" (1905), and
"Lukrezia" (1907).

Wildstrubel*. Heiplit, 10,679 feet.

Wiles («-ilz), Irving Ramsay. Born at Utica,

N. Y.. 18()1. An American painter. He is a son
of Lemuel Majnard Wiles (lS2l5-190.iX a painter of note,

from whom he received his earliest instruction. Later he
studied under Carroll Beckwith and William M. Chase in

America, and with Carolus Duran in Paris. He has ex-

hibitetl many genre pictures and portraits, and is a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Desijrn, etc.

Wiley (wi'li), Harvey Washington. Born
near Kent, Ind., Oot. 18, 1844. An American
chemist, chief chemist of the United States
Department of Agriculture from 1883. and pro-

fessor of agricultural chemistry in the George
Washington University (Washington, D. C.)
from 1899. He was state chemist of Indiana 1874-83.

His publications include " Principles and Practice of Ag-
ricultunil Chemistiy * (1894-97), " Foods and Their Adul-
tenUions" (11)07), and numerous papers and government
bu lletins. _^
Wilhelmina (vil-hel-me'na) I. (Wilhelmina
Helena Paulina Maria). Bom Aug. 31, 1880.

Ijueen of the Xetherlamls. She is the daughter of
WilliaTu III. and his second wife, Emma, daughter of
Prince George Victor of Waldeck and Pyrmont. She
succeeded to the throne upon the death of her father,

Nov. 23, 1890, but her mother acted as uneen regent until

she became of age, Aug. 31, 1898. On Feb. 7. 1901, she
married Duke Henry of Mecklenburg-Schwerin.

Wilhelmj", August. Died in London, Jan.
22, 1908.

Wilkins*, Mary Eleanor (Mrs. Charles
Manning Freeman). Her later work includes
"Madcloii (iswi). "Jerome; a Poor Man" (1897),

."Silence, and other st^jries" (1898), "The Jamesons"
(1899), " The Love of Parson Lord, and other stories

"

(1900), "The Heart's Highway" (1900), "Under-
studies" (1901), "The Portion of Labor' (1901), "Six
Trees" (l'J<J3), "The Wind in the Rose Bush' (1903),
" The Givers (1904), " The Debtor " (lOO.')), " Doc' Gordon "

(190e). " By the Light of the Soul " (1907), " Fair Lavinia
and I ithers " (1907), " The Shoulders of Atlas ' (1908), etc.

Wilkinsburg (wil'kinz-berg). A borough in
Alleghenv County, Pennsylvania, a residential

suburb of Pittsburg, seven miles (listant. Pop-
ulation (1900), 11,886.

Willard (wil'ard), Mrs. (Emma Hart). Bom
at Berlin, Conn., Feb. 23, 1787 : died at Troy,
N. Y., April 15, 1870. An American educator.
She opened a school for girls in Middlebury, Vermont, in

1814 ; and one in Waterford, New York, in 1819, which
was removed to Troy, New York, in May, 18"21, and was
carried on under her management until 1838. This school,
known as the 'Troy Female Seminary,' is now carried on
under the name of the 'Emma Willard School.' She
wrote the hymn "Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep"
(1830). "Jounml and Letters from France and Great
Britain " (1833). and many educational works. Her fame
rests on the fact that she was one of the pioneer educators
of women in America.

Willard*, Frances Elizabeth. Died at New
York, Feb. 18, 1898.

Willcox", Orlando Bolivar. Died at Coburg,
(Ontario, May 10, 1907.

Willems", Florent. Died Oct. 23, 1905.

Willey, Mount. It is 4,261 feet high.

William and Mary College*. It has about 22
instructors and over 200 .students.

William Penn Charter School. A school for
boys in Philadelphia, founded in 1689 and
chartered first by William Penn's lieutenant-
governor, Markham, in 1698 and by Penn him-
self in 1701, on the same day (Oct. 25) on which
he chartered Philadelphia, other charters were
issued in 1708 and 171L The school is attended by about
500 students.

Williams (wil'yamz). Sir (Jeorge. Bom 1821

:

died at London, Nov. C, 1905. Tlie founder
(1844) and president, in Great Britain, of the
Young Men's Christian Association. He was
knighted in 1894.

Williams (wil'yamz), George Huntington.
Born at Utica,N. Y., Jan. 28, 18.56: diod there,
July 12, 1894. An American petrologist, pro-
fessor of inorganic geology in Johns Hopkins
University 1892-94. lie was graduated at Amherst
College in 1878 ; atudied at Oottiagen and Heidelberg

;
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and became an associate professor in Johns Hopkins rni-

versity in 1885. He published " Elements of Crystal-

loLirai)liv
" (189<-)). and various technical papei-s.

Williams (wil'yamz), John Sharp. Born at

Memphis, Tenu., July 30, 1854. An American
lawyer and statesman. He studied at the Univer-

sity of \'ii'ginia and at that of Heidelberg; removed t^j

Mississippi in 1878 ; Wiis a (Democratic) member of Con-
gress from that State 1893-1909 ; and was senator 1909-.

Williams', Sir Monier Monier-. Died April

11, 1899.

Williams College*. It is non-sectarian, and
has 46 instructors and 480 students.

Wilson (wil'sou), Sir Arthur Knyvet. Born
March 4, 1842. A British naval officer, ad-

miral of the fleet from 1907. He served in the
Crimean War, the Chinese War of 1886, the Egyptian cam-
paign of 1882, and the Sudan campaign of 1884. He was
comptroller of the navy 1897-1901, and commanded the
Channel Squadron 1901-03.

Wilson', Mrs. (Augusta J. Evans). Died in

Mobile. Alabama, May 9, 1909.

Wilson (wil'son), James. Born ill Ayrshire,
Scotland, Aug. 16, 1835. An American cabinet
officer. He came to the United States in 1852 ; was a
member of the Iowa Asseuibly 1807 -(i9, and during his last

term was speaker ; was Republican member of Congress
187:1-77 and 1883-85 ; was director of the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, at Ames, la., 1890-97 ; was professor of

agriculture in the Iowa State College 1891-97 , and was
secretary of agriculture 1807-.

Wilson", William Lyne. Died Oct. 17, 1900.

He was postmaster-general 1895-97.

Wilson*, WoodrOW. Ile was professor of finance
and political economy at Princeton Univei-sity 1890-1902,

antl president since 1SX)2. His later work includes " Mere
Litemture, and other essays" (1890), "George M'ashing-

ton" (1897), "History of the American I'eople" (1902),

"Constitutional Government in the United States" (1908),
" Free Life " (1908), etc.

Winchell (win'ehel), Ne'wton Horace. Born
at Northeast, Dutchess County, N. Y., Dec. 17,

1839. An American geologist and mineralo-
gist, head of the Ireological Survey of the State
of Minnesota 1872-1900. He has published numer-
ous papers on Pleistocene and Archfean geology. In 1888

he estiU>Hshed the " American Geologist," and edited it

fo r cii.^litfCii years.

Wind Eiver Mountains*. The liighest point
is Gannett Peak, 13,7(5 feet, the height of Fre-
mont Peak being only 13,720 feet.

Windy City, The. A nickname of Chicago.
Winsor", Justin. Died at Cambridge, Mass.,
Oct. 22, 1897.

Winston (win'stou). A city, the capital of
Forsyth County, North Carolina. It is situated in

the south-central part of the county contiguous to Salem,
the connnunity being known as Winston Salem. The
chief industries of Winsttjn .ire the manufacture of tobacco,
flour, cotton and woolen goods, fm-niture, vehicles, etc.

Population (Vm), 10,008.

Winter*, William, lie was dramatic critic of the
New York " Tribune ' ls(i5-1909. His later works include
"Other Days" (1908), "Old Friends" (1909), etc.

Wisconsin*. It has 71 counties, sends 2 sena-
tors and 11 representatives to Congress, and
has 13 electoral votes.

Wisconsin*, University of. it comprises colleges
of letters and arts, a law school, a graduate school, a col-

lege of engineering, a college of agricultiire, and a school
of music. The number of instructors is 327, and of stu-

dents 3,6.59. It is coeducational.

Wissman*, Hermann von. Died at Weissen-
bach, in Steiermark, June 15, 1905.

Wister (wis'ter), Owen. Born at Philadel-
phia, Pa., July 14, 1860. An American author,
best known for his stories of Western life.

Among his works are '* Red Men and White " (1890), "Lin
McLean " (1897), "The Jinunyjohn Boss, and Other St<j-

ries " (1900), a biography of Ulysses S. Grant (1901), " The
Virginian" (1902), "Philosophy 4" (1903), and "Lady
Baltimore "(1906).

With Fire and Sword. See Deluge, The.

Witte (vit'e). Count Sergius (Sergiei Julie-
Vitch). Born at Tiflis, June 29, 1849. A Kus-
gian statesman . He was graduated from the Imperial
New University at Odessa in 1870. As an official of the
southwestern railways he rendered great service to Rus-
sia in the Russo-Turkish war in 1878, and after holding va-
rious administrative ofllces in connection witll the Russian
railway systems was appointed in February, 1892, minister
of ways of communication, and was minister of finance
1892-190:1. To his elforts is largely due the completion of
the Trans-Siberian Railway. He was appointed secretary
of state in 1896, actual privy councilor in 1899, and presi-
dent of the committee of ministers in 190;l. In 19*^5 he
was sent to the United States to negotiate with Japan
the tenna of peace which were formulated in the Treaty of
Portsmouth. In October, 1905, the Emperor intrusted
him with theforming of the new cabinet ; he resigned the
premiership, Mav '2, 1!)*)6. and was appointed a member of
the Council of the Empire, May 11, llXXi. He has pub-
lished " Principles of Railway Tariffs " (1884).

Witu*. It became a British protectorate in
1890.

Witwatersrand (vit-va'ters-riind) . A hilly re-

gion of the Transvaal, west of Johannesburg,
containing extensive gold-fields.

Woolsey
Wodehouse*, John, first Earl of Kimberley.
Died at Lon<jon, April 8, 1902. He was leader
of tlie Liberal party in the House of Lords
1897-1902.

Wolf (volf), Hugo. Born at Windisehgraz,
Austria, March 13, 1860 : died at Vienna, Feb.
22, 1903. A noted Austrian composer, chiefly
of songs. He lived mostly in Vienna in poverty and
privation, and died insane. Not till after his death were
nis songs, about 175 in number, generally known. He
also composed the oiiera, " Der Corregidor "

(189<j), and left
an unfinished opera, " Manuel Venegas." A symphonic
poem. " Penthesilea," an "Italian Sereimde " for a small
orchestra (also for a string quartet), and a string quartet,
as well as several choruses, have attracted attention.

Wolff*, Sir Henry Drummond. Died at
Brighton, England, Oct. 11, 1908. He was am-
bassador extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at
Madrid 1892-1900. His memou's, "Eambling Recollec-
tions," appeared in 1908.

Wolseley*. Garnet Joseph, first Viscount
\\ olseley. He was commander-in-chief of the army
189.">-19<M>. His " The Story of a Soldiers Life " appeared
in 11)03.

Wolverene State. A nickname of the State
of Michigan.
Wolverhampton, Viscount. See Fowler, Sir
llciiri/ Hurtleij.

Woman's Christian Temperance Union,
National. A society organized iu (Cleveland,
Ohio, in 1874. It has 40 distinct departments of work
in the United States, and the 10,000 local unions which
comprise it have a membership and following (including
the children's societies) of half a million. The World's
Woman's Christian Temperance Union was founded by
Frances E. Willard in 1883. It has auxiliaries in more
tllan ."SO countries and provhices. The badge is a white
ribbon. Abbreviated If. C. T. U.

Won-san. See Ytten-san.

Wood', Sir Henry Evelyn. A British field-

marshal. He was quartennaster-general 1893-97, and
adjutant-general Ut the forces ls97-iyol and to the Sec-
ond Army Corps District 1901-05. He has written "The
Crimea in 1854-94," "Cavalry at Waterloo," "Achieve-
ments of Cavalry," "From Midshipman to Field Mar-
shall" (1906), "The Revolt in Hindustan" (1908).

Wood (wild). Henry J. Born at London,
March 3, 1870. An English conductor. He
began in minor English opera companies. In 1895 he
instituted the flret series of promenade concerts in Queen's
Hall, London.

Wood (wild), Leonard. Bom at Winchester,
N. H., Oct. 9, 1860. An American soldier,

appointed major-general in the United States
army in 1903. He was graduated at the Medical
.School of Harvard University in 1884 ; entered the army
as lieutenant and assistant surgeon in 1886 : served in the
West in the campaign against Geronimo in 1886; at the
beginning of the war with Spain (18i»8) recruited and was
appointed colonel of the "Rough Riders" (First United
States Volunteer Cavalry) ; served in the Santiago cam-
paign (Las Guasimasand San Juan Hiil) and-was promoted
brigadier-general and then major-general of volunteers ;

was militaiy governor of Santiago, .?ulv, 1898,-Uecember,
1899. and of Cuba December, 1899,-May. I9(r2 ; was sent to
the Philippines in 190;J, where he was placed in command
of the Department of Mindanao ; was governor of Moro
Province 19f>;l-<;i0 : conmiander of tile Philippines Division
19*10-08 , and commander of the Department of the East
1908-.

Wood", Thomas Waterman. Died at New
York, April 14, 1903.

Woodberry (wud'bu-ri), Oeorge Edward.
Born at Beverly, Mass., May 12, 1855. An
American poet, critiCj and educator. He was
professor of English in the University of Nebraska 1877-78

and 1880-82, and professor of companitive literature at
Columbia University 1891-1904. In 1904 he became lec-

turer in English literature at Amherst College and in 1908
professor of English literature at Cornell University.
Among his publications are a " History of Wood Engrav-
ing ' (1883), " Lifeof Edgar Allan Poe " (188.i), "The North
Sliore Watch, and Other Poems " (1890), "Studies in Let-

ters and Life" (1890), "Heart of Man" (1899). "Wild
Eden " (1899), " Makers of Literature " (1900), " Nathaniel
Hawthorne " (1902), " Poems " (l'.»03), " America in Litera-

ture " (1903), " Swinburne " (1906), " The Torch : Eight
Lectures on Race Power in Literature " (1905), " The Life

of Poe ' (1909), etc.

Woodward (wud'ward), Arthur Smith. Born
at Alacclesfield, England, May 24, 1864. An
English geologist and paleontologist, keeper of

the geological department of the British Mu-
seum. He has published a " Catalogue of Fossil Fishes

in the British Museum " (1889-1901), "Outlines of Verte-
brate Palicontology " (1898), etc.

Woodward (wiid'wiird), Robert Simpson.
Born at Rochester, Mich., July 21, 1849. An
American astronomerand mathematical physi-

cist, president of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington from 1905. He was astronomer of the

United States Geological Survey 1884-90 ; was assistant in

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 1890-93 ; and
was professor of mechanics and mathematical physics in

Columbia University 18!)3-190ii. He has published nu-
merous scientific memoirs and papers.

Woolsey', Sarah Chauncey: pseudonym
Susan Coolidge. Died at Newport, K. I.,

April 9. 1905.



Woolsey

Woolsey (wiil'si), Theodore Salisbury. Bom
at New Haven, Goiiu., Oct. i;2, 1.S.32. An
American jurist and educator. He was Krailuateil

at Vale I'niversity in 1S72 ; was instructor in public law
there 1877-78 ; and has been professor of international
law since 1878. A number of his published papers have
been collected under the title "America's Foreign Pol-
icy '•

(1898).

Worcester (wus'ter), Dean Conant. Born at

Tlietford, Vt., Oct. 1, 1866. An American
zoijlogist, secretary of tlie interior in the
Philippine government from 1901. He was
graduated at the University of Michigan in 1S89, took
part in scientific expeditions to the Philippines 1887-^
and 18t)0-!*3, and was a member of the First Vnited States
Vhilippine fonniiission 1899-1900, and of the Second United
States Philippine Commission April, ]90«.),-. He has
wTitten "The Philippine Islands and their People

"

(1898). etc.

Worden*, John Lorimer. Bom at Mount
Pleasant, Westchester Co., N. Y., March 12,

1818 : died at Washington, D. C, Oct. 18, 1897.

World's Columbian Exposition. An inter-

national exposition of arts, industries, manu-
factures, and the products of the soil, mines,
and sea, held at Chicago, Illinois, May 1-Oct.
30, 1893, for the purpose of commemorating
the four hundredth anniversary of the dis-

covery of America by Christopher Columbus.
It was participated in by the principal nations of the
world, as well as by the different States of the Union,
nearly all of which were represented by special buildin^fs.
The grounds covered an area of 666 acres, including -lack-
son Park, in the southeast^ni part of Chicago, fronting on
Lake Michigan. The principal buildings were constructed
of a white composition called 'stalf,' giving the apjtcar-
ance of marble, which led to the adoption of the name of
the 'White City,' by which the exposition came t^t be
generally known. The present Field Columbian M uscuni
was formed from the Fine Arts Building. A notable
feature of the exposition was a series of international
congresses representing the jtrogresa of the world in the
various branches of science, religion, art, education, etc.
The amusement features were collected in a strij) of land,
extending westward from the main grounds, called the
* Midway Phiisance,* which contained also representations
of native life in various foreign countries. Awanls were
made by an international jury. The total attendance
was 27.5.'!».im.

World's Fairs. A series of international e.x-

positions, the most important of which were
those held in London (1S51 and 1862), Paris
(IS-i.'), 1867, 1878, 1889. and 1900), Vienna (1873),
Philadelpliia (1876). and Chicago (1893). The
first universal extiibition was held in the Crystal Palace,
Hyde Park, I.ondon, at the instigation of the Prince Con-
sort (May 1 to Oct 11, 1851). The total number of visi-
tors to it was 6,0:i9,19."i. The total attendance at the
World's (-'olumbian Exposition at Chicago (.May 1 Ui ttct.

30, 1893) was27..i:i9.04I ; at the Paris Exposition (April 15
to Nov. 12, 190") it was about .".o.oki.ooo.

Wormeley (werm'h), Katharine Prescott.
Boru at Ipswich, England, Jan. 14, 1S30: died
at Jackson, N. H., Aug. 5, 1908. An Ameri-
can writer, best known for her translations of
Balzac, Moliere, Daudet, etc.

Worth (w6rth), William Scott. Born at Al-
bany, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1840: died at Clifton,
Staten Island, N. Y., Oct. 16, 1904. An Ameri-
can soldier, son of General William Jenkins
Worth. He entered the army in 1861 ; served with the
Army of the Pot<miac from 1H(?2 ; was engaged i[i frontier
duty 1872-91 : and rf«e to the rank of colonel in 1898.
He served in the Santiago campaign, was severely wounded

91
at San Juan Hill, and was promoted brigadier-general in
1898.

Wright (rit), Arthur Williams. Born at
Lebanon, Conn., Sept. 8, 1836. An American
physicist, professor in Yale University from
1872. He was graduated at Yale in 1859; studied in
Heidelberg and Berlin ; and was professor of physics and
chemistry in Williams College 1869-72. Since 1883 he has
been in charge of the Sloane physical laboratory at Vale.
His researches have been concerned chierly with elec-
tricity, spectroscopy, radioactivity, and astrophysics.

Wright', Carroll Davidson. Died at Worces-
ter, Mass., Feb. 20, 1909. He -was United States
commissioner of labor 1SS5-92 ; honorary professor of social
economics in the Catholic University of America 1895-
19M ; professor of statistics and social economics in
Columbian University 1900; and president of Clark Col-
lege 1902-09. His later works include ' Industrial Evolu-
tion of the United States" (1895), "(lutline of Practical
Sociology " (1809), " Some Ethical Phases of the Labor
Question" (1902), "Battles of Labor" (1906), and many
monographs on social and economic questions.

Wright*. Horatio Governeur. Died at Wash-
ington, D. C, July 2, 1899.

Wright (rit), Joseph. Born Get. 81, 1855.
An English scholar, professor of comparative
philology in Oxford University from 1901
(deputy professor, 1891-1901). He has published
" Primer of the Gothic Language" (1892), "Middle High-
Gennan Primer" (188S), "Old High-German Primer"
(1888), "The English Dialect Grammar" (190,5), "Old
English Grammar" (1908), etc.; and has edited "The
English Di.ilect Dictionary " (1896-190,5).

Wright (rit), Mrs. (Mabel Osgood). Born at
New York, 1859. An American author and
writer of nature books. She is one of the editors of
"Bird Lore." Among her works are "Birdcraft " (1895),
"Ti>mmy-Anne and \he Thi-ee Hearts" (1896X "Four-
fijoted Americans and Their Kin" (1898), and "The
Flowers and Fenis in their Haunts " (1901). She is the
author also of a series of b<x>ks, the firat four of which
were published anonymously. These include "The (Jar-

den of a Commuter's Wife" (1901), "The People of the
Whiripool (1903), " The Woman F,rrant " (190»X " At the
Sign of the Fox " (1905), " The Garden, You, and I ' (HKKi).

"Gray Lady and tlie Birds" (1907). "The Open Window"
(190S), "Poppea of the Pos^oftice" (1909). etc.

Wright (rit), Orville. Bom at Dayton, Ohio,
Aug. 16, 1871. A noted American aviator.
See Wright, Wilbur.

Wright (rit), Wilbur. Born at Dayton, Ohio,
April 16, 1867. A noted American aviator,
with his brother Orville the iirst to attain
practical success with the aeroplane. The atten-
tion of the Wrights was turned to aeronautics by the ex-
periment« of Otto Lilienthal and Octave Chanute with
gliding-machines. In 1902 they built a gliding-machine
with two surfaces and carried on their experiments
among the sand-iltmes at Kitty Hawk, near Cape Hat-
teras, on the Atlantic coast of North Carolina. In 1!X)3

they added a motor t^i their gliding-machine, and on
Dec. 17 of that year made the first successful mechanical

. flight (2(iO meters in .59 sectmds) that had ever been ac-

complished. They used a biplane with warpablc wings
and a niot<jr of their own construction. One hundred
flights were made during the season of 19<M. In li>05 a
new machine was ))uilt with improvements, and 40 flights

were made near Dayton, Ohio, and in Sc))tember and
October flights of lli, 11. 12, 15. 21, and 24i miles weie
made. The 24il-niile flight on Oct. 5th was made in ;1H

minutes and 3 seconds, the machine making a speed of

38 miles an hour an<lonly stopping on account of exhaus-
tion of fuel. In U)08 Wilbur Wright went to France and
made flights at the Camp of Auvours. near Le Mans, and
at Pan. On Dec. 31. litos. he won the Michelin trophy by
making the longest flight (2 hours and '20 minutes) of the
year, covering 124 kilometers. He then went to Kome.

Yerkes
Orville Wright remained in America to fulfil a contract
which had been made with the United States government.
This called for a flight of one hour with a passenger, and
a cross-country speed-test of Ave miles and return. The
preparations for these testa were terminated on Sept. 17,
190.8, by an accident to the machine (the breaking of one
of Its propellers), which resulted in the death of the pas-
senger, Lieutenant Thomas E. Selfridge. Wiiglit re-
turned to Washington in 1909 and successfully completed
the required government tests. On July 27, 1909, with
Lieutenant Frank P. Lahm as a passenger, he made a
world's record flight of one hour, 12 minutes, and 40
seconds. On July 30, 1909, with Lieutenant Benjamin D.
loulois as a passenger, he flew 10 miles (from Ft. Myer to
Shuter's Hill near Alexandria and return) in 14 minutes
and 40 seconds, at iui average si>eed of 42J miles an hour.
On Oct. 4, 1909, Wilbur Wright flew from Governor's
Island, New York city, up the Hudson to Grants Tomb
and return, a distance of 20 miles in 33 min. 33 sec, and
in the flights at the Signal Corps School of Instruction at
College Park, Md., Oct 9, he attained a speed of 56.82
miles an holu-.

Wundt*,Wilhelm. HIs later woiks include " Sys-
tem der Philosophie " (1889), " Grufldriss der Psychologic "

^1896), " Volkerpsychologie " (VoL 1, " Die Sprache," 1900;
Vol. 2, "Mythus und Keligion," 1906-06), and " Einleit-
ung in die Philosophie" (1901). He has edited the series
of " Philosophische Studien " 1883-1902 and 1906-.

Wu Ting Fang (wo ting fang). Born in the
province of Kwangtung, China. A contempo-
rary Chinese scholar and diplomat. He w as edu-
cated at Canton, Hong-Kong, and Lincoln's Inn, London,
and was called to the English bar. He was appointed
viceroy of Chi-li in 1882, was minister of China to the United
States, Spain, and Peru, 1897-1902, and was nunister to the
United States 1907-09.

Wyckoff (wi'kof), Walter Augustus. Born y^laj
at Mainpuri, India, April 12, 1865 : died at

^^
Princeton, N. J., May 15, 1908. An American '

"
political economist, assistant professor of polit- '

ical economy in Princeton University from
1898. He is best known from his practical studies (as a
worker and tramp) of the life of the wage-eaniers and
"tramps." He published "The Workers—The East"
(1897), " The Workers—The West ' (1898), " A Day with a
Tramp and Other Days" (1900), etc.

Wyman (wi'man), Walter. Bornat St. Louis,
Mo., August 17, 1848. An American phy.sician
and sanitarian, surgeon-general of the Public
Health and Marine-Hospital Service since 1891
(prior to July 1, 1902, known as Marine-Hos-
pital Service). He administers the quarantine laws
and establishments, the national laboratory for the inves-
tigation of infectious and contagious diseases and matters
pertaining to the public health, the leprosy investigation
station at Molokai, Hawaii, and the marine hospitals, in-

cluding a sanatorium for consumptives at Fort Stanton,
New Mexico; and has charge of the medical examination
of immigrants. He was president of the first and second
international sanitary conventions of American republics
(1902-1905); is chairman of the International Sanitary
Bureau of American Republics ; and is the author of
mimemns articles on public health and sanitation.

Wyndham*, Sir Charles. since 1870 he has man-
aged the Criterion Theatre. He was knighted in 1902.

Wyndham (win'dam), George. Bom at Lon-
don, Aug. 29, 1803. A British statesman.
He has been Conservative member of Parliament tor Dover
since 1889. He was educated at Eton and at Sandhurst;
served in the Sudan in 1885 ; was private secretary to
A. J. Balfour when the latter was chief secretary for
Ireland 1887-92 ; was under-secretary of state for war 1898-
1900 ; and was chief secretary for Ireland 1900-05. He
carried the Irish Land Act through the House of Commons
in 1903, and resigned his place In the cabinet in March,
1905.

Wyoming*, it has 13 counties (besides the National
Park Keservation). It has 3 electoral votes.

ale University'. Tbelibrary
contains about 550,000 vol-
umes. Tlie university has
about 400 instructors and
3,4.50 students.

Yalu ( yii - lo ' ). A river
which forms the boundary
between Korea and Man-
churia from about lat. 42°

N., southward. It flows south, then west, and then
sijuthwest and empties into Korea Bay.

Yalu River, Battle of the. A battle fought
May 1, 1904, by the Japanese under Kuroki and
the Russians under Sassulitch, on the Man-
churian bank of the Yalu at aud above An-tung.
The Japanese concentrated at Wiju, crossed the river au"d
its afnuent the Ai. and attacked the Russians in fortified
Ix-sitioii.s. driving them out ami inflicting heavy loss uixm
them.

Yamagata (yil-ma-gii'tii), Prince Aritomo.
Boni in Choshii, Ai)ril, 1838. A Japanese sol-
dier and statesman, one of the ' elder states-
men.' He was promoted lieutenant-general in 1872 ;

became minister of war in 1873 ; and was later raised to

the rank of marshal. He played an important part in the
civil war of 1H77. being chief of statf of the army n{ subju-

tation. In 18.88-89 he visited the United States and
lurope. On the outbreak of the C'hinese war (1894) he

took command of the First Army, but was obliged t^j retire

on account of ill-health. Since 1896 his career has been
chiefiy that of a diplomat and statesman. He has twice
been premier, 1889-91 and 1898-19iX(. At the beginning
of the war with Russia he was appointed chief of the
general st^ff.

Yap". In 1899 the Caroline group was pur-
chased by Germany,
Yauco (ya-o'ko). A city in the southwestern
part of Ponce department, Porto Bico. Pop-
ulation (1899), 6.108.

Yeats (yatz), William Butler. Born at Dub-
lin, June 13, 1865. An Irish poet, dramatist,
antl critic, son of John Butler Yeats, the artist.

He was one of the founders i>f the Irish Literary Theatre
and of the National Theatre .Society in Dublin, and is

identified with the movement for the revival of Irish

national literature. He is a repiesentative exponent of

the "literary drama." His works include "The Celtic
Twilight" (1893). "Poems" (1895), "The Secret Rose'
(1897). "The Wind among the Reeds" (1899), "The
.Shadowy Waters "(1900). "Ideas of Good and Evil" (1903),
" Where There is Nothing " (1903), " In the Seven Woods "

(I90.S), "The Hour Glass, and Other Plays " (1904), "The
King's Threshold, and Other Plays" (1904), "Stories of
Red Hanrahan " (19(>t), " Deirdre " (1907), etc.

Yello'wstone National Park*. It contains
about 3,500 square miles.

Yentai (yen-ti'). A town in Manchuria, about
twelve miles northeast of Liao-yang, near the
railway, it was an important position in the battle of
Liao-yaiig and 8ub8e<iuent operations in the Russo-Japan-
ese war. There are coal-mines near it

Yerkes (yfer'kez), Charles Tyson. Bom at
Philadelphia, June 25, 1837 : died at New York,
Dec. 29, 1905. An American business man,
prominent in the development of street rail-

ways in Chicago and underground railways in

London. He founded the Yerkes Observatory
of the University of Chicago.

Yerkes (yer'kez) Observatory. The astro-
nomical observatory of the University of
Chicago, founded by Charles Tyson Yerkes in
1892 anil completed about 1896. it is situated at
Williams Bay, Wisconsin. It possesses a fine equipment,
Including a 40-inch telescope. (J. E. Hale was its director
until 1905, when he was succeeded by E. B. Frost



Yi Hi

Yi Hi (ye he). Born Sept. 8, 1852. The Em-
peror of Korea. He ascended the throne Jan.

21, 18&1, and assumed the title of emperor in

Oc'tober. 1897. In July, 1907, he abdicated and

was succeeded bv his son, Yi Syek.

Yildiz Kiosk. A pleasure resort of the sultans

of Turkey, adopted as a permanent abode by
Abdul-Hamid II. soon after his accession in

1876. It stands on a hill od the northern border of Con-

stantinople, overloukiriK the Kospoius. Within the park

walls are numerous building's (an observatory, armories,

etc ) and within a second wall the kiosk, designed by the

Sultan which he occupied with his tour principal wives.

Yonge*, Charlotte Maxy. Died at Otter-

bourne, Enghiud, March 24, 1901.

York' Duke of. The title is at present borne by the

second son of Edward VII., through the death of his elder

brother heir to the crown of England.

Yosemite Valley*, its length is about S miles. In

H»i;. the state cededit back to the I'nited States Govern-

ment, and it was accepted by Congress in IQCKi. Yosenilte

National Park includes the water-sheds and basms of the

rivers of the Yosemite Valley.

Yoshiwara (yo-shi-wii'ra). The quarter of

Tokio which is occupied by courtezans. The

name is sometimes applied by foreigners to similar

districts in other Japanese cities, but is not so used by the

Japanese themselves. ,. » t» i.

Youmans (yo' manz), William Jay. Born at

Milton. N. Y., Oct. 14, 1838: died at Mount
Vernon, N. Y., April 10, 1901. An American

scientist, brother of Edward Livingstone You-

mans. He became the associate editor of " The Popu-

lar Science MontWy " in 1872, and editor in 1887.
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Young*, Charles Augustus. Died at Han-
over, N. H., Jan. 4, 1908.

Young', John Russell. Died at Washington,

D. C, Jan. 17, 1899.

Younghusband (yuug'huz-band). Sir Francis

Edward. Born at Murree, Panjab, India,

Mav 31, 1863. A British soldier, traveler, and

writer, head of the British mission to Tibet

1902-04. In 1882 he joined the army and in 1900 was

promoted major He was knighted in 1904. He was

resident of Indore, Central India, 1IW2-03 ; British com-

missioner to Tibet 1903-04 ; Rede lecturer at Cambridge

in 1905 ; and resident of Kashmir 1906-. He has trav-

eled in Manchuria, China, Turkestan, the Pamirs, and

South Africa, and was political ofllcer in Chitral 1893-94.

Among his works are "The Relief of Chitral" (1895),

"The Heart of a Continent (ISUti), " South Africa of To-

day ' (1898), etc.
. . ^. .

Young Men's Christian Association. An
organization formed in London in 1844 by (Sir)

George Williams. The first associations in North

America were organized in 1&51, and the first intematioiial

convention was held at Buffalo, N Y June 7, 1854. The
object of the organization is to promote the spiritual, in-

tellectual, physical, and social well-being of young inen.

There are nearly 8,000 associations in the world, of which

2,000 are in North America The total membership in

North America is about 460,000 ; in the world, over 800,000.

Active controlling membership is limited to men in com-

munion with some evangelical church; associate mem-
bership is not so limited. Abbreviated l'.3f.C.^.

Young Women's Christian Association. A
voluntary organization for the physical, social,

intellectual, andspiritual development ofyoung

women. The first association was formed in London in

Zululand

1855, the first American city assfwiation in Boston in

1806, and the fli-st student association in the Illinois Nor-
mal University in 1873. Seventeen national associations
are now attiliated in the world's association, formed in

1892. The headquarters are in London. The total world's
membership is 400,000. The American headquai-ters are
at 125 East 27th Street, New York City, and there are 187

associations in cities and industrial centers and 001 stu-

dent associations with a combined membership of 185, "iol.

The otticial organ of the American associations is the
"Association Monthly." The National Board conducts a

training school for secretaries in New York City.

Yriarte (e-ri-iir'ta), Charles. Bom at Paris,

Dec. 5, 1832: died there, April 5, 1898. A
French litterateur. He was a prolific writer, and was
especially interested in the Italian Renaissance. Among
his works are " Venise, histoire, art, industi-ie ; la ville, la

vie" (1877), "Florence, I'histoire, les Medicis, les huma-
uistes, les lettres, les arts " (1880), " Un condottiere au XV«
siJcle; Rimini " (1882), "Fran<;oise de Rimini dans la

I(5gende et dans I'histoire " (1882), " Matt«o Civitali, sa vie

et son oeuvre " (1885), " Paul Veronese " (1888), " C^sar Bor-

gia" (1889), "J. R MUlet" (1886), "Fortuny" (1886),

etc.

Yuen-san (yo-eu'san'). A treaty-port in east-

em Korea, situated on Broughton Bay about

lat. 39° N. It has a considerable commerce, which is

mostly in the hands of the Japanese. Population about
15,000. Also Won-san, Gen-san.

Yukon. A territory of British North America,
situated in the extreme northwest. It was or-

ganized in 1898. It has large mineral deposits. It sends

to the Dominion Parliament one representative. It is

administered by a commissioner and a council of 10 mem-
bers. Area, 196,327 square miles. Population (1901),

27,219.

alinski*, Edmund Louis
Gray. Died at New York,
March 10, 1909.

Zambales (tham-ba'las). 1.

A pro\dueein western Luzon,
Philippine Islands. It is

bounded by Pangasinan on the

north ; Pangasinan, Tarlac, and
Pampanga (separated by the Zam-

, ., .. -T :„i,Vi,rfl, Ti. i. Moriah, the Temple Hill. It has also been applied to
turer, and man of letters, of Jewish birtn. He is

^^^ ^ ^j^ ^^^ j^ Jerusalem as a whole.

?bTZ'h«""V.??t'"Bl^e^'^sSrT!'^S^^^^^^^^^^

bales Mountains) on
on the south; and the
Iba. Port Subic Indents the southern coast and separates

Zambales from Bataan, the boundary-line coming to the _ , .

northeast angle of the bay. It is an excellent harbor for Zellcr", Eduard,
large vessels in all weather The Zambales Mountains on -^g jgQg

the author of "The Big Bow Mystery (1891),

tlie Ghetto" (1892), "Merely Mary Ann' (lS9;i), "(jhe™
Tragedies" (1893), "The King of the Schnorrers (1894),

"Without Prejudice" (1896), " Dreamers of the Ohetto,

a series of sketches of great Jewish thinkers (1898), Ihey

that Walk in Darkness" (1899), "The Mantle of El'Jah,

(I9(m "The Grey Wig "(1903), "Blind Children, a book

of verse (1903), " The Celibates' Club " (1906), " The Melt.

ing Pot " (1908), a number of plays, etc.

May 20, 1838. A German mineralogist and
geologist, professor in the University oC Leip-

Sic from 1870. His works include " Lehrbuch der

Petrographie " (1866, 1893-95), "Die Mikroskopische

Beschatfeiiheit der Mineralien und Gesteine" (1873),

"Microscopical Petrography" (1876), "Uber Urausschei-

dungen in rheinischen Basalten " (1903), etc. He retired

from active service in 19*X*.

ir . xne sultanate comprises m.c ,»,»u>.o «. ^jxx.i /fsit'tel^ ICarl Alfrpd Ton Bom at
Zanzibar, Pemba, and smaller islands, and the coast of the ^IWel (tSlt tei,, n.ari Aiireu VOU. auiu hl

British East Africa Protectorate up to 10 miles inland. " """ «<
he'=C.;?n,i "eartrw?sl''capi?al! Zanzibar*. The sultanate-comprises the islands of

Died at Stuttgart, March

th(r eastern boundary contain several peaks exceeding ^'^,\^"T'\„i^„ OTrlTroir, 'Rr.i-T, nt Paris Aiiril from
3,000 feet in height. "Tlie loftiest are Abu, 6,540, Iba, .%2112, Zeller*, JulCS SylvaiU. Born at 1 aris, Apru i

and Lingo, 5,530 feet. The rivers flow west to the China 23, 1820 : died there, July 25, 1900. irlXn." "
>?'Jf™;J„"t'l, Zenger (zeng'er), John Peter. Bom in Ger-

'

inhabitants ^^e^^ y^^^B
^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ ^^ American

printer and publisher. He was brought to America

in his childhood, and in 1720 engaged in the printing

business in New York. In 1734 he was arrested and tried

for libel because of the criticisms which appeared in his

paper, the New York "Weekly Journal," on the occasion

of the removal from office of Chief-justice Lewis Morris

by Governor William Cosby. The defense was conducted

by Andrew Hamilton and resulted in the acquittal of

Zenger. the decision being regarded as momentous in es-

tablishing the freedom of the press in America.

Sea or south to Port Subic. Rice, sugar, mangos,
pineapples are among the productions. The
are chiefly Zambalans and Ilocanos. Area, 2,126 square

miles. Population (1903), i04,649.

2. A civilized and Christianized Malay people

living in the province of the same name in

Luzon, Philippine Islands.

Zambales (tham-ba'las) Mountains. A moun-
tain-range in western Luzon, Philippine

Islands, parallel with the coast, it extends from
Lingayen (5ulf on the north to the southern extremity of

' "
'

and reappears in Bataan as theZambales province, and reappears lu iiauaan iia mo -

f ^' \ n *. n ji .3 ^^-^
Mariveles Peaks. Mount Iba, near the middle, and Mount Zeppelin (tsep e-lin), Count Ferttinana VOU.
Lingo, in the southern part of the range, exceed 5,000 feet Born in Constance, July 8, 1838. A German

general of cavalry and aeronaut. He came to the

United States in 1863, during the Civil War ; took part in

the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71 ; and has been a mem-
ber of the Bundesrat (1885-90). He is the inventor of a

large dirigible balloon which (after many experiments and
mishaps) has been shown to be capable of long flights

under good control.

in height. Also called CabusUan.

Zamboanga (tham-bo-iln'gii). 1. A district

of Moro province, Philippine Islands, embrac-
ing the southwestern part of Mindanao, the

Basilan group, most of the Pilas group, and
many small islands on the southwest coast of

Mindanao. It is bounded by Dapitan and Misaniis Zerrahn (tser-ran'), Carl. Born at Malchow
(separated from both by mountains) on the north ;^Lanao (Germany, July 28, 1826. A well-known Ger-

man-American conductor. He came to America in

1848 as a member of the orchestra of the Germania Mu-
sical Society and later established himself in Boston. In
1854 he became conductor of the H.andel and Haydn So-

ciety ; was conductor of the Harvard Symphony Concerts
1860-82; and for many years conducted the Worcester
Music Festivals.

Died

Ham-

(partly separated by Illana Bay) and the Celebes Sea on
the east ; the Celebes Sea on the south ; and the Sulu (Jolo)

Sea on the west, ('apital, Zambojinga. The southern
part of the mainland is indented by three large bays,

Illana, Dumanquilas, and Sibuguey, in the shores of which
are smaller bays affording good harbor. Of the bays on
the western coast Sibuco and Panabutan are safe for large

vessels in the northeast monsoon. The mountain-range
that fomis the northern boundary of Zamboanga extends ZimmCrmann*. Bcinhard ScbaStiaU.
through the western peninsula and sends spurs of hills „f Mimiol, "Kr.^r 1R 180't
into the central and eastern peninsulas. Coal is found at ax Municn, i\ov. lo, injj.

the head of Sibuguey Bay and elsewhere, gold in the Zimmem (zim'6rn), Helen. Born at
western peninsula. "The forests contain valuable W(K)ds.

(Considerable sugar-cane is produced. I-ruits grow in

abundance. The inhabitants are Subanos and Mo-ns.
Area of province, 6,085 square miles. Population (1903),

K(,078.

2. A town, the capital of Zamboanga district

and of Moro province. it is situated on the Strait

of Basilan at the southern extremity of the western penin-
sula of M indanao, in lat. 6° 5:f N., long. 123° 6' E. Civilized
y>opulati^»n of municipality (1903). 3,281.

Bahlingen, Baden, Sept. 2.5, 1839: died at

Munich, Jan. 5, 1904. A German paleontol-

ogist, professor in the University of Munich
1866. He published "Hanrtbnch der Paliion-
" (1876-93 : with Schimper and Schenk). etc.

f^^r. Zoebaum(z6g'boum), RufusFairchild. Bom
at Charieston, S. C, Aug. 28, 1849. An Ameri-

can artist and writer. He studied at the Art stu-

dents' League, New York, 1878-79, and under Bonnat at

Paris 1880-82. He is best known as a delineator of mili-

tary and naval subjects. Among his historical pictures are

"Manila Bay," and "The First Minnesota Regiment at

Gettysburg" (the latter painted by commission of the

State of Minnesota for the Capitol at St. Paul). He has

written " Horse, Foot, and Dragoons, '
" All Hands, "

and

"Ships and Sailors."

Zola*, tmile. Died at Paris, Sept. 29, 1902.

His "'Trilogy of the Three Cities" includes "Lourdes"
(1894), " Rome " (1896). and "Paris " (IH'JX). On Feb. 23,

1898, he was sentenced to a year's imjjrisonment and the

payment of a fine of 3,000 francs fur lilieling the court

martial which tried and iicquitted Major Esterhazy. The
sentence was annulled by the Court of Cassation. He
was again tried and sentenced to twelve months' impris-

onment and the payment of a fine. He left France before

notification of judgment in order to' secure a retrial later,

but scKin returned.

Zorn (tsorn), Anders. Born at Mora, Sweden,
Feb. 15, 1860. A Swedish painter. At the age

of fifteen he entered the Academy in Stockholm to study

sculpture, but swili turned his attention to water-color

painting, in which he has been especially successful. He
has traveled and painted in Spain. England. France, Italy,

North Africa, Russia, and Poland. In IS93, the year of

the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, he visited the

United States and painted many portraits there. In 1890

he joined the Social Nationale des Beaux-Arta in Paris

and assisted in the organization of the first Salon du
Champ de Mars. The picture which he contributed to

this exhibition now hangs in the Louvre. He is a realist

of great power.

author, translator, and art critic. She was
taken to England as a child, and became a British sub-

ject at her majority. She has been a correspondent for

various English, German, and Italian periodicals. Her
works include "Life and Philosophy of Schopenhauer"
(1876), "Life and Works of Lessing"(1878), "Sir Laurence
Alma-Tadema" (1880), " Hansa Towns" (1889), "Irish
Element in Mediaival Culture ' (1891), "Italy of the Ital-

. . fans " (1906), and various translations.

Zangwill (zang'wil), Israel. Born at London, ZioU*. The name was probably given originally to the

Feb. 24, 1864. An Lnglish novelist, poet, lee- Lower City or Acra, and then transferred to Mount

burg, Germany, March 25, 1846. An English Zuloaga (tho-lo-il'ga), Ignacio. Bom at Eibar,

Spain, July 26, 1870. A noted Spanish painter,

son of Placidio Zuloaga, famous as the redis-

coverer of the art of damascening. Among his

works are "Daniel Zuloaga and his Daughters." "A Span-

ish Gipsy," "Promenade After the Bullfight," "Spanish

Dancers,"" El Ooriaiio," "Segovians Drinking, " and "The
Penitents."

Zululand*. in Dec, 1897, it was incorporated with

Natal, of which it fonns a province. The Amaputaland

Protectorate was annexed to Zululand in 1897.
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